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GREATER

RELIABILITY

Standard RCA Water Jackets will accommodate this new Transmitting Tube.
The improved Jacket and insulated mounting
shown in the illustration can be furnished at
very low cost to those stations not having RCA

Jackets.
Write for complete
this tube
circuit.

Technical
Outstanding

Features

1 Two phase filament for AC operation.
2 Improved emission characteristics, giving
lower distortion.
3 Filament operates at lower temperature,
with resulting longer life.
4 Shielded grid mounting reduces corona.
5 Elements are treated with new process,
which eliminates gas flashes.
6 Higher
mutual
conductance permits
lower driving power.

ADDRESS

TRANSMITTER

CAMDEN,

NEW

JERSEY

SECTION

Max.

technical information

to determine

on

adaptability to your

Information

Plate Dissipation

10 Kw.

Ftl. Voltage

22 Volts

Fil. Current

59.5 Amp.

Amplification Factor

50

Grid-Plate Transconductance

7,000 Mmhos

Max.

Plate

Voltage

(Broadcast

Frequencies)

RCA

MANUFACTURING

15,000

COMPANY,

Volts

INC.

A Service of the Radio Corporation of America

New York, 1270 Sixth Ave. - Dallas, 2211 Commerce St. - Chicago, 111 No. Canal St. - San Francisco, 170 Ninth St. - Atlanta, 492 Peachtree St., N.E.
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speeches. But these won't bring to your
audience the news, the color, the excitement and the thrill of the vast spectacle
now

unfolding

the land

more gripping than any stage show or allstar radio program can achieve ... Of
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By leased wire, wireless, teletype or telegraph, TRANSRADIO

PRESS

that— in

ever

offered

greater
before —

just ahead.

SERVICE

offers

whatever type of news service best suits your needs and your budget — news that is bright,
fast, accurate . . . By overnight airmail, TRANSRADIO
NEWS
FEATURES
offers
{once, twice or thrice weekly) a news-commentator program,
vividly reviewing and interpreting the 1936 election battle.
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months have changed

not only KLZ but the entire radio picture in the Denver-Rocky Mountain
Area,
thing. changed station prestige — audience popularity — results — every-

Consider these facts — Since Aug. 1,
1935 (when KLZ was placed under
allied management with WKY, Oklahoma City), local program production expenditures are UP 382^. Number full time station employees UP
116^. Audience mail response (to
Station only) UP 1179c. Local sales
UP (increase entirely programs) 31%.
Enlarged studios and offices (that
must soon make way for an entirely
new layout), new vertical Blaw-Knox
Antenna, 444 feet tall, a new 5 K.W.
transmitter housed in a modern
building — are a few of the tangibles
that are evidence of the new Denver
situation.
The intangible but important point to
sponsors is that KLZ's popularity is
mounting by leaps and bounds, that
sound promotion is focusing the buying EARS of the Denver area upon
this station and sponsors' sales are
going UP with those of this, the Pioneer Radio Station of the West.

New

5 K.W. Western

Electric Transmitter Building

CBS
.AFFILIATE.

Denver
KLZ
Represented nationally by E. Katz, Special Advertising Agency

Published semi-monthly, 25th issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building-, Washington,
D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at the Post Office at Washing-ton, D. C. under act ol March 3, 1879.
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Between
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Me

Post

TT'S no state secret that WKY is the most listened-to station in Oklahoma. Even fence posts are getting the WKY listening habit . . . and
that makes it just about unanimous. (See story below of the fence post
that "listens" to WKY.)
To find the reason for WKY's top preference with Oklahoma
ers you need only to look over WKY's program schedule.
Programs are what people listen to . . . and WKY
majority of Oklahoma listeners prefer.

listen-

has the ones the

Each week WKY airs 120 solid hours of local and network programs . . . programs that match every taste and interest of Oklahoma
listeners . . . 120 hours of air entertainment for which hundreds of hours
of careful thought and preparation have been expended with many thousands of dollars for production, talent and station time.

Left: Dean Riggs, discoverer of the "Singing
Post" in Cushing, Oklahoma, listens to a
WKY program through
the small opening at the
base of the post.

Left Below:
"It's true!"of
says
Joe Bernard
WKY who drove to
Cushing to verifySthe
lL
fantastic reports of a .0
"fence post that sings."
Photos by Cordell Studios. Cushing. Okla.
OKLAHOMA'S "SINGING POST
THAT PICKS UP WKY
PROGRAMS
• In Cushing, Oklahoma, 74 miles
northeast of Oklahoma City, a very
unusual fence post stands in the yard
of O. D. Pidcock. It "listens" continuously and exclusively to WKY
programs.
This strange and mysterious radio
receiver has become a center of attraction in this town of 9,301. Curious listeners have worn the grass
thin around its base.
The iron post is attached to others
by wires which probably serve as antennae and the volume of sound produced seems to depend upon the velocity of the wind, being loudest when
a strong wind blows from the South.
While instances of fence posts,
lamp posts and other objects picking
up radio broadcasts are not uncom-

mon, the "Singing Post" of Cushing
is the first phenomenon of its kind
ever reported in Oklahoma. Explanations of these oddities by radio engineers, however, continue to leave the
average layman pretty much in the
dark.

OKLAHOMA

Affiliated with the Daily Oklahoman
the Times and the Farmer-Stockman
Representative

THE

ONLY

FULL-TIME

CITY

NBC

OUTLET

IN

Katz Special Adv. Agency
OKLAHOMA

*

*

INVITATION
to

BROADCASTERS

You

are cordially invited —

Convention

during the N. A. B.

in Chicago — to visit ASSOCIATED

and hear the finest, most complete, most flexible
and most saleable
TRANSCRIPTION

LIBRARY

ever made available to radio stations and advertisers.
Complete

audition facilities — at your convenience

and in a comfortable setting — will be maintained
111
"
"
throughout the convention in
SUITE
HOTEL

2104-5-6-7
STEVENS

CHICAGO
M. E. Tompkins, Loren L. Watson and J. M. Hayes, executives of Associated, will be in attendance to welcome you and
demonstrate this truly different and distinguished recorded
program service.
N.

^^^^^Rsxunjdb^d
produced

Come and leisurely listen!

(Picrgtxwi

oy AookJK^LA 1 c,Lf JVLUolV^
25 West 45th St.

Service

I UijLlonJtKo,
New York

Inc.
City

*
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ARTHUR B. CHURCH, President — Pioneer broadcaster and
outstanding radio station manager and showman. Hobby: "Educational Entertainment."

TED M ALONE— for years
KMBC Program Director — now
in New York broadcasting "Between the Bookends" on CBS
Network; and producing "Phenomenon Electrifying History"
on transcription.

FRAN HEYSER, Production
Director — Versatile actor, announcer and ace producer of
stage and radio plays.

LARRY SHERWOOD, Public
Events Director and Special Features Announcer — KMBC and
CBS listeners like his dynamic
delivery.

"JIMMIE" PATT— Even John
at WGAR and Ralph at WJR
take off theirhats to their younger brother when it comes to successfully threading the maze of
program
traffic
problems —
KMBC Traffic
Manager.

ERLE H. SMITH, KMBC News
Editor, war aviator, veteran editor, publicist and fiction writer
— and KMBC Newscaster voice.

GOMER COOL, writer "Red
Horse Ranch" transcription program— featuring Western drama
and music by KMBC's nationally
famous "Texas Rangers" group.

EVERETT KEMP, "Uncle Ezra
Butternut" — in Happy Hollow
since I92P, and writer of Happy
Hollow feature on Coast to
Coast Columbia Network.

PHIL EVANS, voice of the
KMBC "Good Morning" Form
Progrom, and farm market newscaster.

KENNETH KRAHL, Studio Director— whose technical supervision of KMBC programs has
been a major factor in theirconsistent excellence.

One of America's fnrst stations to specialize in quality of transmission as well as quality of
programs, KMBC is today modernizing its studios with the latest acoustical developments
by Johns-Manville

• • • This will enable the new

5,000-watt

Western

Electric wide-range

high fidelity transmitter installation to radiate as nearly perfect as now possible the outstanding program material for which KMBC has become nationally famous.

KANSAS
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Over

look back with pride to accomplishment

—

300%

forward

with

pace with you has been and will be our objective.

Four years ago, when
"spot" was

YEAR

the John Blair Organization

not a generally accepted one.

was

formed,

Its development

the idea of national

into real volume

has been

coincident with the evolution of national representation. These have been hard, pioneering years for us — earnings have been plowed
of personnel —

men

agencies, but, more
We

have worked

with not only general advertising experience

important, radio —

hard and how

during the last six months
the same

back into facts, equipment,

an organization was welded

well we have succeeded

period we

placed 107%

Whereas

the N.A.B.

and

together.
by the fact that

more national business (based upon
six months

period of one

figures for the same

identical period show a total national increase of only

STATIONS
REPRESENTED

/
31%

in newspapers

is best shown

group of 12 stations) than during the corresponding

year ago.

and the best

for all stations.

Chicago, Illinois
The

pioneering

is not over, but tempered

ence, we are looking, building to the future. We

WLS
WBNS

Columbus, Ohio

by experi-

Iowa
Cedar Rapids-Waterloo,WMT

will

Dayton, Ohio
Des Moines, Iowa

continue to keep faith and pace with you.

WHIO

Detroit, Michigan
KSO*
KRNT*-WWJ
Houston, Texas
KTRH
Los Angeles, Calif.

Omaha, Nebraska
Phoenix, Arizona

WOW

KTAR
St. Paul-Minneapolis, Minn.
KSTP
Salt Lake City, Utah
KDYL
San Francisco, Calif.
KNX**
Seattle, Washington KIRO

Jafui
Blair
&
Campaiui
kic\a/
r-utra r^r\
ncTDniT
cam cdFRANCISCO
a M<*irrr»^
DETROIT
SAN
CHICAGO
NEW vadv
YORK
3100
Russ
Building
New
Center
Bldg.
341 Madison Ave.
520 N. Michigan Ave.
Madison
7839
Murray Hill 2-6084
Superior 8660
Douglas 3188
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*Forming the Iowa Broadcasting System.
** Forming the Western KNetSFO**
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Sewing

up

the

South

with

i^1 ENTLE advertiser, if you have a yen to follow the sun southward to the land
of rising sales, here's Manna in the wilderness of advertising Claims! The
little map above indicates a situation and a chance for you to go the old adage
of a "stitch in time" — one better by sewing up the sales prospects of an entire
section at one time by using one station, the giant Air Castle of the South — WSM.
Here's the situation. These twenty (count 'em!) stations think so much of WSM
programs that they are willing and eager to pick them up and rebroadcast them
to their audiences! And that, we point out modestly, tells a story of southern
broadcasting leadership which needs no further comment.
The map above not only spots the location of these stations, but should suggest
how completely you can sew up the South by originating your campaign over
WSM.
A letter of inquiry will bring facts and figures concerning this wireless network.

WTJS
WEED
WRBL
WOPI
WMFR
WPFB
KFXR
WCBS
WAIM
WROL
WGCM
WCOC
WPAD
WATL
WDSU
KABC
KIUN
WLBC

50,000
WGH
WNBR

WATTS
mm

National Representatives, Edward
Owned

Page
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and operated by THE
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NATIONAL

WSM

Rocky Mountain, N. C.
Jackson, Tennessee
Columbus, Georgia
Bristol, Tennessee-Virginia
High Point, N. C.
Hattiesburg, Mississippi
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Springfield, Illinois
Anderson, S. C.
Knoxville, Tennessee
Gulfport, Mississippi
Meridian, Mississippi
Paducah, Kentucky
Atlanta, Georgia
New Orleans, Louisiana
San Antonio, Texas
Pecos, Texas
Muncie, Indiana
Newport News, Virginia
Memphis, Tennessee

Petry & Co., Inc.

LIFE & ACCIDENT

INSURANCE

COMPANY,

INC., Nashville, Tennessee
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WMCA

caters

NEW

to the

ests of cosmopolitan
programs
Madison

such

tastes
New

and
York

YORK!

interwith

as:

Square Garden

Sporting Events — direct from

ringside broadcasts from New York's greatest sports arena
Big League Baseball — thrilling reenactments of games^
played by the New York Yanks, Giants and Brooklyn Dodgers/
Good Will Court — the spectacular human-interest feature
in which judges of New York courts give counsel to the
law-bedeviled.
Banquets, Testimonials and Gala Theatrical Benefits —
WMCA broadcasts more special events of this type than any
other station in the world!

No fine charges on combination with
WIP 'Philadelphia's Pioneer Voice"
or other stations of fnter-City Group.

LOCAL

INTEREST

IS

*

TO

PHILADEL

PHIA!

WIP

caters

whims

of

to the
homey

phia with programs
"The

Maynr

likes

and

Philadelsuch

as:

Speaks" — a civic interest

feature broadcast direct from the Mayor's
desk in City Hall.
Baseball — daily broadcasts from Shibe
Park and Baker Bowl by Dolly Stark, famous National League umpire.
Homemaker's Club — Philadelphia's first
Women's Club of the Air.
Remote Orchestras — WIP carries more
local dance bands than all other Philadelphia stations combined.
Special Events — in a never ending parade.
Becent events include the Davis Cup matches, Democratic National Convention, etc.

No line charges on combination with
WMCA "New York's Own Station"
or other stations of Inter-City Croup.
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Baldwin,

Letter;
Levy

Conclave
ed knowledge
work
it is doing.of radio and the
The old spectre of government
ownership which has arisen annually at NAB conventions to
haunt broadcasters, largely has
disappeared by virtue of the firm
entrenchment of the industry, and
the repeatedly expressed statements by the chief executive that
it cannot be in this country. President Roosevelt went a step farther in this year's statement.
"There should be no monopoly in
the moulding
of public

dependent versus network issue,
Turning to things more basic,
THE belief generally prevalent that the NAB has reached
with Managing Director Baldwin in broadcasters found much solace in
the words of President Roosevelt
the middle, is not viewed so importthe "showdown" stage of a rather
addressed to the industry through
antly. They think it will spend its
stormy existence, an unprecedented number of broadcasters were
fury early in the convention and
Broadcasting Magazine on the occasion of the convention. There
that a united industry will still be
expected to attend the 14th anwas far more than mere greeting
nual convention of the trade asrepresented by NAB, little the
worse for oratorical pyrotechnics.
and well-wishing to his message.
sociation in Chicago July 6-8 in
the hope of composing factional
They detected in it a well-groundBaldwin's reappointment is expected.
differences.
Since the last convenPresident Proclaims Faith in Broadcasters
tion, just a year ago,
more feeling and bitterness has been engendered
i n broadcasting ranks
THE WHITE HOUSE
than at any time since
WASHINGTON
organized broadcasting
began. The copyright issue was the main reason,
June 16, 1936
and a clash between the
major networks and the
independently-owned s t a tions is expected to culminate on the convention
Mty dear Mr. Taishoff:
floor.
Even though time has
had a healing effect since
I note that the nation" s broadcasters again are preparing
for their annual meeting to take place in Chicago with the convening
the difficulty first eruptof the Fourteenth Annual Convention of the National Association of
ed early this year, it is
evident that it has not
Broadcasters.
It is a privilege to extend once again, through
subsided to the point
the Broadcasting Magazine, ray greetings to the broadcasters and ray wish
where it will not have
for a most successful convention looking toward the goal of improved
repercussions on the conpublic service and increased industrial stability.
vention floor and become
the chief issue. The netThe importance of broadcasting as a medium for the disseminaworks have been outtion of information and of entertainment to the public is recognized
spoken in their opposition
everywhere.
On several occasions I have expressed my faith in American
to James W. Baldwin,
broadcasting and in American broadcasters.
In a short span of time you
NAB managing director,
have made remarkable strides.
who took office last July
and who has been the
storm center of the interRadio broadcasting not only is the great fire-side entertainer
nal strife ever since.
but has come to be a great moulder of public opinion.
There should be
no monopoly in the moulding of public opinion, either government or
Baldwin's Status
private.
INDEPENDENT stations
generally have faithfully
Today broadcasters are faced with development of new and inrallied to the cause of
triguing innovations in the field of radio.
I refer to reports reaching
Managing Director Baldme
of
laboratory
achievements
in
visual
radio
and in the short wave field.
win, and have pronounced
When they will prove technically and economically practicable, of course,
themselves determined to
no one can foretell.
But I have an abiding faith in American inventive
"rid" the NAB of "network control and dominagenius and in the ability of the broadcasters to utilize these new developments in a way that will improve their service to the nation as a whole
tion". While network
spokesmen are not openVery sincerely yours,
ly demanding: or even esp o u s i n g Baldwin's replacement, it is known
that they still regard him
as "temperamentally unfit" for the position he
holds, to use the phrase
of several network spokesmen.
Mr. Sol Taishoff,
To those who have been
Editor, Broadcasting Magazine,
through the NAB convenWashington, B. C.
tion mill during the last
dozen years or so, the inWITH
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opinion," he said, "either
government
or also
private."
Broadcasters
saw
in the President's letter
a new peg upon which to
hang their plea for threeyear licenses, as against
the six-month authorizations now issued. In his
missive he
mentioned
"increased
industrial stability". The industry long
has contended that such
stability can only come
through a longer span of
license life, particularly
since the law itself permits three-year licenses.
Since
the was
old Radio
Com-in
m'ssion
created
1927, broadcasters have
existed on what amounts
to a month - to - month
basis.
Looking to the future
of radio, and development
of its visual offshoots, the
President expressed his
faith in the ability _ of
broadcasters to utilize
these new developments
in the public interest. In
one paragraph, he presentto broaded a challenge
casters to take advantage
of these opportunities,
and at the same time
dealt a smashing blow to
those interlopers who seek
ultranewillusory
these for
to grab
high channels
or fantastic pursuits.
Managing
Baldwin
has Director
stripped
the convention agenda to
the bone, for the avowed
purpose of allowing every
minute of available time
for floor discussion. What
develops in the way of
industry politics will grow
principally out of the results of a series of "rump
conventions" contemplated
by
separateof groups
in the
afternoon
the opening
day.

Of course, the atti-
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tude of the networks, as reflected
in the floor discussion by their
spokesmen will also be a governing factor.
The word "copyright" has no
place on the convention agenda.
Yet, as always, it will be hot topic
because it has never lost the white
heat with which it has been imbued since copyright cliques first
found out that radio was an easy
mark for the collection of tribute,
and that the law, which has never
been changed, permits them to go
almost as far as they like. Even
while the convention is under way
there may be big developments on
copyright (see story elsewhere in
this issue).
Almost any day now it is confidently expected that Warner Bros,
publishing houses, which caused a
near panic in the industry last
Dec. 31, will return to ASCAP.
Talk of a change in formula for
payment of royalties to ASCAP,
whereby the same basis of payment
would obtain for networks and
stations alike, with the cost perhaps passed along directly to the
advertiser, has reached serious
proportions.
A United Industry
THE

copyright spark, it is expected, will be touched off by
Isaac D. Levy, NAB treasurer and
part-owner of WCAU, as well as
an important stockholder in CBS,
at the opening day's session. He is
scheduled for an address. Mr. Levy
has been a prominent figure on
copyright for the last half-dozen
years and more than once has
roused the convention into action.
In response to an inquiry from
Broadcasting, Mr. Levy said
June 20: "You may quote me as
saying that at the Convention I
will tell the membership what has
occurred in the past year, and I
won't miss anything, nor will I
spare anybody."
Varied reports have permeated
the industry about the stand Mr.
Levy will take. His views and
those of Mr. Baldwin, have been
as opposite as the poles. He served
notice at the last NAB board meeting three months ago he would address the convention and attack
the copyright methods employed
by Mr. Baldwin. On the other hand
a group of strong independents
have stated they will align solidly
behind Mr. Baldwin on the copyright issue, holding the view that
the "networks" in signing fiveyear renewals a year ago on terms
identical with those they had during the preceding three years,
acted out of harmony with the industry as a whole.
Early this year the networks
openly stated they saw no reason
why they should remain in the
NAB when its methods resulted in
attacks upon them. Now, however, the network views appear to
be that the NAB should be kept
together as representing a united
industry, even though the feeling
toward Mr. Baldwin is far from
sympathetic.

Our

Headquarters

SUITE 1918-A, 1919-A and
1920-A in the Stevens Hotel
will be the headquarters of
the staff of Broadcasting
Magazine during the NAB
convention. Visitors are cordially invited.
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nothing to prevent it from being
raised from the floor.
Crystallization of views on this
plan is likely to develop Monday
afternoon (July 6), which has been
left open for group meetings.

Daily Convention Issues of BROADCASTING
DURING the three days of the NAB convention — July 6, 7 and 8
— BROADCASTING will publish a regular daily issue covering
the spot news developments of the annual meeting. These complimentary issues will be distributed each morning as a service to
those who are in attendance at the convention and no advertising
space is being accepted for them.
BULLETIN
EXPANSION of Mutual Broadcasting System into a nation-wide
network was definitely announced
by Alfred J. McCosker, president
of WOR, and chairman of MBS,
in a statement June 28 disclosing
completion of negotiations with the
Don Lee Broadcasting System to
add its four stations to the hookup. In addition, it was announced
that KFEL-KVOD, Denver, will be
a way-link in the haul from Chicago to the coast and that negotiations were also in progress with
other stations to be added.
Mr. McCosker's statement also
named Fred Weber as general
manager of the expanded network.
Mr. Weber has been coordinator of
MBS since its formation more than
a year ago. It said that the national hookup would be in operation not later than Dec. 29, and
perhaps earlier, presumably dependent upon FCC approval of CBS
purchase of KNX. The Don Lee
links will be KHJ, Los Angeles;
KFRC, San Francisco; KGB, San
Diego, and KDB, Santa Barbara. _
It is expected that, in addition
to KFEL-KVOD, MBS programs
will be taken by KOIL, Omaha, and
possibly KSO, Des Moines, with
outlets also in Kansas City and St.
Louis. [See detailed article on
MBS expansion negotiations on
Page 48, which went to press prior
to this bulletin.]
The name of Philip G. Loucks,
managing director of the NAB for
four and one-half years, who resigned last July to reenter a law
practice, has again been injected
in NAB discussions. Mr. Loucks
has stated he would not entertain
any proposal to return to the NAB
as its executive head. On the other
hand, he is believed to be receptive to any proposition that might
be advanced for his retention as
advisory counsel or general counsel of the trade association.
The opening day's session promises to be exciting from several
angles. In addition to addresses
by President Leo J. Fitzpatrick,
WJR, Detroit; Chairman E. 0.
Sykes of the FCC Broadcast Division, and Treasurer Levy, Managing Director Baldwin also will deliver his report. His now famous
21,000-word report on copyright,
issued last Feb. 18, caused a furore because of its boldness and it
is expected that something about
this will develop on the floor.
Aside from copyright, Mr. Baldwin is expected to make several
far-reaching recommendations for
future NAB activity. He has been
delving deeply into matters affecting industry economics, which tie
into the work of the Joint Committee of Fifteen created by the
NAB, Association of National Advertisers and American Association of Advertising Agencies, looking toward establishment of a Radio Research Bureau to devise a
method of defining station coverage and listener habits which will
be mutually satisfactory to the advertiser, agency and medium.
Mr. Baldwin has been giving

serious thought to a proposal that
such a bureau might be endowed
in some outstanding school like
the Pennsylvania University
where specialized studies in business administration and research
are encouraged. There would be
no question about the disinterested,
unbiased work of such an institution. His idea, roughly, encompasses contributions from all units
of the broadcasting industry on a
prorated basis, to maintain such a
university bureau as a "provingground" for radio research.
Technical Problems
IT ALSO may develop that Mr.
Baldwin will propose concentration of technical phases of radio
research on an industry-wide basis
in some other school or laboratory,
to be maintained by industry contribution of the same character.
The proposal advanced in various quarters, and having the tacit
approval of Mr. Baldwin, that several autonomous groups might be
established within the industry,
each to become a part of the NAB,
also is expected to receive consideration. It has no place on the
convention agenda but there is

Program,

NAB

Adjournment.
No Afternoon Sessions Scheduled.
Committee
(at call of
chairman) Meetings
.
Nominating Committee.
Commercial Committee.
Engineering Committee.
Resolutions Committee.
TUESDAY, JULY 7
9:30 A. M.
Call to Order.
Cooperative
Bureau of B.Radio
Research : Arthur
Church,
KMBC, Kansas City.
Discussion.
What the Radio Business Census
Means to the Radio Broadcasting Industry : C. H. Sandage,
Chief, Division of Transportation and Communications, Bureau of the Census, Philadelphia.
Discussion.
A Panel Discussion : Organizing a
station for selling Radio Advertising: H. K. Carpenter, WHK,
Cleveland.
Discussion.
2:00 P. M.
Call to Order.
Report of Commercial Committee :
Arthur B. Church, Chairman,

BROADCASTING

t
(
I

are
Associated
Independent
Among
the groups
likely to Radio
meet '
Stations Inc., potentially powerful
alignment of some 150 stations
rallied by Powel Crosley, Jr., president of Crosley Radio Corp., for
the avowed purpose of combatting
the copyright problem. Then there
is National Independent Broadcasters Inc., formed last year under the leadership of Edward A.
Allen, which admittedly has failed
in its mission of procuring national business for local independents, but is still a strong block
from the voting standpoint.
In addition, it is not unlikely
that newspaper stations, banded
together at the last convention by
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ manager, will hold a session to decide
what stand, if any, they should
take in connection with NAB affairs. Moreover, about a dozen
State broadcasters associations
contemplate sessions during the
convention.
A change in the tentative NAB
program
was made
by of
Mr. officers
Baldwin so that
election
and a majority of the new board
of directors will take place on the
closing day, Wednesday, July 8,
rather than on the preceding day.
The tentative program has provided for the report of the commercial and engineering committees at the Wednesday morning
(Continued on page 136)

Convention

Stevens Hotel, Chicago — July 6-8
KMBC, Kansas City.
Report of Engineering Committee :
J. H. DeWitt, Chairman, WSM,
Nashville.
Report of Resolutions Committee.
7:00 P. M.
Annual NAB Banquet :
Presentation of Broadcasting
Trophy
to winner
of Golf
Tournament.
Entertainment.

MONDAY, JULY 6
9:30 A. M.
Call to Order.
Address of Welcome : Edward J.
Kelly, Mayor of Chicago.
Address of the President : Leo J.
Fitzpatrick, WJR, Detroit.
Address of the Chairman, FCC
Broadcast Division : Judge Eugene Octave Sykes, Wash., D. C.
Address of the Treasurer : Isaac
D. Levy, WCAU, Philadelphia.
Report of the Managing Director :
James W. Baldwin, Wash., D. C.
Appointment
Announcements.of Committees.

]

WEDNESDAY, JULY
9:30 A. M.

8

Call to Order.
Report of Nominating Committee.
Election of Officers.
2:00 P. M.
Call to Order.
General Discussion.
Report of Elections Committee.
Installation of Officers.
Adjournment.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Registration Desk will be open
from 10:00 A. M. until 1:00
P. M. Sunday, and from 8:30
A. M. until 5 :00 P. M. on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
Registration fee $10 per person.
Banquetchased attickets
may be
Registration
Deskpurat
Sixth
$3.50Annual
each. NAB Championship
Golf Tournament will be held
Sunday for Broadcasting MagFirst A.foursome
will teeazine
offTrophy.
at 10:30
M.
All general sessions start promptly
at 9:30 A. M.
All motions and resolutions offered
by delegates must be in writing
and handed to the Presiding Officer after presentation.
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Public Domain Library;
CREATION of a
"Bureau of Copyrights" within
the NAB, under
authority from
the board of directors, was effected June 23 by
James W. Baldwin, managing
director, with the
of Mr- Fitzgerald
appointment
Edward
J. Fitzgerald, formerly
general music director of WLW,
Cincinnati, as copyright director.
Mr. Fitzgerald, Mr. Baldwin announced, will begin at once to set
up the bureau to undertake two of
the three projects recommended by
the managing director and approved by the board which are designed eventually to rid the broadcasting industry of its dependence
upon ASCAP and other groups of
copyright owners. These projects
are: (1) To make available to
broadcasters a complete and accurate index of active musical
compositions; (2) to create a
standard library of musical compositions taken, for the most part,
from the public domain of music.
Commenting on the action, Mr.
Baldwin declared that Congress
has adjourned and "has failed to
offer any relief to broadcasting by
amending the ancient and archaic
laws." The NAB, he added, has
appointed a director of the Bureau
of Copyrights "to execute the
plans contained in the report approved by the board of directors
on April 27, 1936."
Measured Service
THE THIRD phase of the Baldwin
plan approved by the board covers
creation of a system of making
available to the industry copyrighted musical works on a measured service basis. This obviously
must follow completion of the first
two phases.
Mr. Fitzgerald will begin at once
the cataloging of music in the
public domain available at the
Library of Congress. Simultaneously, he will work with E. C.
Mills, ASCAP general manager, in
copying ASCAP records of active
compositions, in accordance with
an offer made to the NAB several
months aero. There are approximately 25,000 active musical compositions in this index, which later
will be made available to all stations.
The broad plan for creation of
the copyright bureau within the
NAB looks also to the possible
setting up of a separate corporation to handle copyrighted works
for radio. This phase of the project will be considered at the NAB
convention, under present plans.
Mr. Fitzgerald was selected by
Mr. Baldwin for the important
post from among a score of applicants. He was chosen because of
his wide experience in publishing,
composing, arranging and, most
important, his practical radio experience at WLW from January
1934, until May of this year.
Mr. Fitzgerald, 38, is a graduate
of Boston Latin School, and for
Page
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four years attended the New England Conservatory of Music, specializing in theory, harmony, counterpoint, composition, instrumentation and orchestration. From
1922 until 1929 he was an arranger, and wrote special vaudeville material and popular songs
for Leo Fiest Inc., Copley Plaza
Orchestras, and Jerome Remick &
Co.
In 1929 Mr. Fitzgerald became
president and managing director
of Eddie Fitzgerald Inc., Boston.
He engaged in devising, writing,
selling and producing advertising
style shows, vaudeville units and
commercial broadcasts. Some of
these were the Stetson Shoe Co.
style show, the Kelvinator Choirs.
Jordan Marsh Co. broadcasts and
Colt Shoe Co. broadcasts. In 1934
he joined Crosley as program idea
man and music arranger for WLW
and WSAI. Later he was made
a member of the audition board
and the program planning board,
and in 1934 was made general
music director. In that capacity he
supervised 75 musicians. He had
a staff of eight arrangers and
eight copyists of music and supervised the arranging of approximately 50 musical numbers a week.
Since the inception of the copyright department at WLW. which
he organized, not one suit had
been filed against the station for
infringement up to May 1, when
he resigned.
Bosch Discs to 250
UNITED AMERICAN
BOSCH
Corp., Springfield, Mass. (Bosch
radios) in mid- July will place 13
one-minute dramatized announcements, transcribed by RCA - Victor, on some 250 stations. The
Bosch agency, E. T. Howard Co.,
New York, will ship the discs to
local distributors to be placed at
local rates if possible. Bosch carried out a similar spot campaign
last year.
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GOP to Use Radio Methods
THE Republican Party has arranged
plans
for dramatization ofelaborate
its radio
activities
and
has drawn up a series of display
boards depicting its plan of campaign. Thomas G. Sabin, director
of the GOP radio division, gave a
preview of the campaign at the
Cleveland convention.
Three of the panels are shown
here. The top one points out that
38,710,888 adult listeners await
"The Voice at the Microphone".
In it is Broadcasting's map of the
United States, showing location of
radio stations.
The center panel shows how "radio captains" can reach voters.
Typical scenes show how voters
can be presented with campaign
facts by radio and telephone.
In the third photo attention of
GOP workers is directed to use of
radio-equipped autos and getting
word to listeners whose autos have
radios.

"Phenomenon"Disc

Series

Public

Local

Utilities

for

ON THE CREST of an intensive
promotion campaign, Phenomenon,
script feature which won spontaneous approval when sponsored by
a Kansas City utility over KMBC,
soon will be offered to public utility companies throughout the
country for local sponsorship by
Associated Music Publishers Inc.,
which is recording the series in
New York.
The feature, conceived and written by Ted Malone, former program director of KMBC, is regarded bv M. E. Tompkins, nresident of AMP, as a "natural" for
public utilities because it "sells by
suggestion" and "educates by entertaining". The story is devoted
entirelv to electricity but brings
in ancient history and inserts the
phenomena of modern electricity
in those historical incidents. Every
episode attempts to bring in unobtrusively the low cost of electricity and the ease with which

to Be

Offered

Sponsorship

everything may be done electrically in the modern home. Mr.
Tompkins declares it is an allfamily program.
Some weeks ago, when AMP
contracted for exclusive rights to
Phenomenon, a furore was caused
because of the publication of an
erroneous report that the North
American Co., parent of AMP, intended using the program as an
anti - administration, anti - government ownership propaganda vehicle. Instead, Mr. Tompkins announces it is being offered competitively to public utilities for local sponsorship.
As part of its promotion campaign, AMP has published a brochure titled Flick the Switch, the
purpose of which is to show that
no program can be completely successful without merchandising.
The book goes into plans for -rebroadcast publicity, audience-expansion activities, merchandising
BROADCASTING

NEW

DAY

PROGRAMS

PLANNED

BY

P &

G

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, has signed three contracts
with NBC for new programs to
be heard on the NBC-Blue network, thus passing General Mills
to become the leading daytime network advertiser. The new programs are Pepper Young's Family
for Camay soap; an untitled dramatic program for Ivory Flakes
and Five Star Jones for Oxydol,
all to be on the NBC-Blue before
the summer is out. In addition
P & G has renewed six other programs on NBC networks. Most
of the contracts were for a year.
P & G at present is using only
daytime radio periods although
new programs are expected to be
announced shortly. According to
the present set-up the 10:45 a. m.
and 11 a. m. periods on the Blue
network are open with P & G programs scheduled both before and
after these time openings. It is
understood, however, that the soap
manufacturer will take these openingstions
if and
whenthethetime.
required
stacan clear
Edward
MacHugh, gospel singer, and a big
puller of fan mail, is to be signed
for one of these spots.
P & G is understood to be planning to spend a major portion of
its 1936-1937 advertising budget
for radio. Last year P & G spent
$2,105,237 for radio time alone on
NBC, which it uses exclusively.
The figures, of course, do not include spot, which the sponsor uses
to a big extent. So far this year
P & G has used announcements
and transcriptions for White Naptha, Crisco, Lava soap, Drene soap
and other products. An especially
heavy schedule is being used behind White Naptha to combat Fels
& Co., (Fels-Naptha soap and
flakes), also a big radio user.
Three agencies are concerned in
the P & G schedules on NBC:
Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
Chicago, handles the Oxydol accounts; Pedlar & Ryan Inc., New
York, is the agency for Camay
soap; Blackman Adv. Inc., New
York, has Ivory soap, Ivory
flakes, Chipso, and Crisco.
Selling Beer to Women
CHRISTIAN
FEIGENSPAN
BREWING Corp., Newark, (P. O.
N. beer) on July 6, 9-9:15 a. m.,
will start Helen Leighton in a
program of interest to women on
a three-station network, the program originating at WMCA, New
York, and going to WNEW, Newark, and WAAT, Jersey City. It
will be heard Mondays through
Saturdays and is signed for 13
weeks. Bess & Schillin Inc., New
York, placed the account.
plans, contests and other new
ideas for bringing the program
favorably to the attention of the
audience. All merchandising is to
be conducted through appliance
stores in the territory of the sponsor as well as through his own retail sales outlets.
Mr. Malone is author of several
other well-known programs, ina "hometown"cluding
script Happy
now Hollow,
heard daily
over
a nationwide CBS network. Another is Between the Book Ends,
also on CBS. Phenomenon was
sponsored over KMBC by the
Kansas City Power & Light Co.
as a live program.
• Broadcast
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Census

Radio

Homes
in the
United
States
by States
and
Counties
(As prepared by Joint Committee on Radio Research of Association of National Advertisers, American
Association of Advertising Agencies and National Association of Broadcasters)

RADIO SET ownership by families in each of the more than 3,000
counties of the United States, along with totals for the individual
states, are published herewith. These estimates as of Jan. 1, 1936, were
made by the Joint Committee on Radio Research, which is equally representative ofthe Association of National Advertisers, National Association of Broadcasters, and American Association of Advertising Agencies.
The figures were drafted by the technical subcommittee of the Joint
Committee, headed by L. D. H. Weld, research director of McCannErickson, Inc. They complete the first task undertaken by the Joint
Committee since its creation about a year ago for the projected purpose
of setting up a cooperative bureau to audit station coverage and listener
habits and gather radio set ownership data. Having completed this first
phase of its work, the Joint Committee is speeding forward with other
researches and last month named Paul F. Peter, prominent in radio
research, as its secretary.
Last April, the Joint Committee made public an estimate of 22,869,000
families in the country owning receivers out of a total of 30,919,300
American families. This figure also was as of Jan. 1, 1936. The totals
for the counties and the states, published herewith, equal this original
estimate. The county figure compares with the estimate of 21,456,000
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Alabama
Arizona (Cont'd) 700
Total Radio Homes: 258.006 Greenlee
25,500
Autauga
1,300 Maricopa
1,000
Baldwin
2,300 Mohave
2,700
Barbour
2,500 Navajo
Pima
9,400
Bibb
1,400 Pinal
2,100
Blount
1,700
Bullock
1,400 Santa Cruz
'__
1,300
4,200
Butler
2,400 Yavapai
2,600
Calhoun
5,900 Yuma
Chambers
2,700
Cherokee
1,200
Arkansas
Chilton
2,000
Choctaw
1,100 Total Radio Homes: 187, 300
Clarke
2,000 Arkansas
2,700
Clay
1,300 Ashley
2,100
Cleburne
800 Baxter
700
Coffee
2,300 Benton
3,900
Colbert
2,700 Boone
1,800
Conecuh
1,800 Bradley
1,800
Coosa
800 Calhoun
600
1,500
Covington
3,500 Carroll
Crenshaw
1,800 Chicot
2,000
Cullman
3,500 Clark
2,500
Dale
1,700 Clay
2,100
800
Dallas
5,600 Cleburne
900
De Kalb
2,800 Cleveland
Elmore
2,700 Columbia
2,300
1,800
Escambia
2,800 Conway
4,900
Etowah
6,800 Craighead
Fayette
1,300 Crawford
1,900
Franklin
2,000 Crittenden
3,100
Cross
2,100
Geneva
: 2,100
1,300
Greene
1,300 Dallas
2,000
Hale
1,600 Desha
1,600
Henry
1,500 Drew
2,500
Houston
4,300 Faulkner
1,200
Jackson
2,500 Franklin
700
•Jefferson
62,100 Fulton
Garland
5,900
Lamar
1,200
700
Lauderdale
4,500 Grant
2,300
Lawrence
1,600 Greene
2,800
Lee
3,500 Hempstead
1,400
Limestone
2,700 Hot Spring
Howard
1,600
Lowndes
1,300
Independence
2,200
Macon
2,000 Izard
800
Madison
6,300
2,400
Marengo
2,600 Jackson
7,200
Marion
1,700 Jefferson
Johnson
1,600
Marshall
3,200
Lafayette
1,300
Mobile
19,300
Lawrence
1,800
Monroe
2,000
1,900
Montgomery
15,400 Lee
1,400
Morgan
4,800 Lincoln
1,100
Perry
1,900 Little River
2,000
Pickens
1,600 Logan
Lonoke
2,500
Pike
2,800
900
Randolph
2,000 Madison
500
Russell
1,900 Marion
3.800
St. Clair
1,800 Miller
6,900
Shelby
2,200 Mississippi
Monroe
1.700
Sumter
1,800
Montgomery
700
Talladega
4,200
Nevada
1,600
Tallapoosa
2,500 Newton
600
Tuscaloosa
6,700 Ouachita
3,300
Walker
5,100
400
Washington
1,000 Perry
4,600
Wilcox
1,600 Phillips
Pike
800
Winston
1,300 Poinsett
2,300
Polk
1,400
Arizona
Pope
2.500
1,200
Total Radio Homes: 62.500 Prairie
24,900
Apache
1,400 Pulaski
Randolph
1,300
Cochise
4,900 St. Francis
2,900
Coconino
2,500 Saline
1,200
Gila
3,000 Scott
1,000
Graham
1,200 Searcy
700

radio homes last year, or an increase of 6.6%. [See Page 14 of 1936
Broai>casting Yearbook.]
There has been no official radio census since 1930 when the U. S.
Census Bureau made a count as a part of the decennial population census.
The technical subcommittee of the Joint Committee, which drafted the
county figures, in addition to Chairman Weld, includes Herman S. Hettinger, University of Pennsylvania, NAB research consultant; Arthur
W. Lehman, ANA; D. E. Robinson, Federal Adv. Agency, New York;
John W. Karol, CBS; Hugh M. Bevel Jr., NBC; D. P. Smelser, Procter
& Gamble Co., Cincinnati, and George Gallup, Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
The Joint Committee, of which John Benson, AAAA president is
chairman, comprises (for the NAB): Arthur B. Church, KMBC, Hugh
K. Boice, CBS; Roy O. Witmer, NBC; Alfred J. McCosker, WOR, and
J. O. Maland, WHO, with James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director,
ex officio; (for AAAA): Mr. Benson, Mr. Weld, Mr. Gallup, Charles S.
Gannon, Arthur Kudner, Inc., and Frederick C. Gamble, executive secretary AAAA; (for ANA): Paul B. West, president; M. H. Leister, Sun
Oil Co.; Stuart Peabody, Bordon Co.; Mr. Smelser, and Harold Thomas,
Centaur Co.
[Text estimates
of Joint will
Committee's
covering method of computing
county
be found statement
on Page HO.]

Colorado (Cont'd)3,600
Arapahoe
Archuleta
460
Baca
1,150
Bent
1,260
Boulder
7,600
Chaffee
1,720
Cheyenne
460
Clear Creek
460
Conejos
920
Costillo
460
Crowley
690
Custer
230
California
Delta
2,600
Denver
73,800
Total Radio Homes: 1,398.900 Dolores
120
Alameda
132,100 Douglas
500
Alpine
20 Eagle
580
800
Amador
1,600 Elbert
Butte
7,200 El Paso
13,100
Calaveras
730 Fremont
3,200
1,840
Colusa
2,200 Garfield
Contra Costa
13,500 Gilpin
250
Grand
460
Del Norte
910
1,040
Eldorado
1.500 Gunnison
80
Fresno
32,100 Hinsdale
Glenn
2,300 Huerfano
2,100
340
Humboldt
7,900 Jackson
3,400
Imperial
9,700 Jefferson
Kiowa
350
Inye
1.100
1,380
Kern
17,600 Kit Carson
1,270
Kings
4,400 Lake
2.400
Lake
1,200 La Plata
6,800
Lassen
2,800 Larimer
4,900
Los Angeles
592,800 Las Animas
1,150
Madera
2,400 Lincoln
Marin
9,300
Mariposa
670 Mesa
5,600
Logan
3,70"0
120
Mendocino
3,900 Mineral
Moffat
800
Merced
6.100
1,040
Modoc
990 Montezuma
2,300
Mono
200 Montrose
Morgan
3,300
Monterey
13,200 Otero
4,400
Napa
4,900
550
Nevada
3,000 Ouray
Park
460
Orange
21.900 Phillips
1,270
Placer
4,800
230
Plumas
1,100 Pitkin
2,200
Riverside
14,300 Prowers
14.000
Sacramento
33,400 Pueblo
460
San Benito
2,200 Rio Blanco
1,700
San Bernardino
25.900 Rio Grande
1,500
San Diego
54.300 Routt
San Francisco
170,000 Saguache
800
San
Juan
350
San Joaquin
22.300
350
San Luis Obispo
6.700 San Miguel
San Mateo
18,600 Sedgwick
920
230
Santa Barbara
16.900 Summit
920
Santa Clara
38,400 Teller
1,150
Santa Cruz
9,100 Washington
Weld
10,000
Shasta
3,200 Yuma
2,070
Sierra
300
Siskiyou
4,500
Solano
7,800
Connecticut
Sonoma
16,300 Total Radio Homes: 372,200
Stanislaus
12,700 Fairfield
90,300
Sutter
1,700
98.500
Tehama
2,700 Hartford
Litchfield
19,600
Trinity
380 Middlesex
11,600
Tulare
12.900 New Haven
106.100
Tuolumne
1,600 New London
27,400
Ventura
11,300 Tolland
6,20(1
Yolo
4.300 Windham
12,500
Yuba
3,000
Delaware
Colorado
Total Radio Homes: 47,100
Total Radio Homes: 206.600 Kent
5,100
Adams
3,000 New Castle
35.000
Alamosa
1,910 Sussex
7,000
Arkansas (Cont'd)9,600
Sebastian
Sevier
1,300
Sharp
700
Stone
500
Union
7,000
Van Buren
700
Washington
5,900
White
3,400
Woodruff
1.800
Yell
1,500

District of Columbia
Total Radio Homes: 125,800
Florida
Total Radio Homes: 233,900
Alachua
4,400
Baker
500
Bay
1,600
Bradford
800
Brevard
1,900
Broward
3,200
Calhoun
500
Charlotte
600
Citrus
500
Clay
600
Collier
300
Columbia
1,300
Dade
35,800
De Soto
1,200
Dixie
600
Duval
30,800
Escambia
8,200
Flagler
300
Franklin
600
Gadsden
2,500
Gilchrist
300
Glades
300
Gulf
200
Hamilton
700
Hardee
1,100
Hendry
500
Hernando
600
Highlands
1.600
Hillsborough
28,100
Holmes
700
Indian River
800
Jackson
2,800
Jefferson
900
Lafayette
300
Lake
3,300
Lee
2,500
Leon
3,500
Levy
800
Liberty
200
Madison
1,200
Manatee
3,500
Marion
3,700
Martin
700
Monroe
1,600
Nassau
800
Okaloosa
700
Okeechobee
400
Orange
10,400
Osceola
1,000
Palm Beach
10,200
Pasco
1,200
Pinellas
15,500
Polk
11,900
Putnam
2,200
St Johns
2,900
St. Lucie
1,300
Santa Rosa
1.100
Sarasota
2,400
Seminole
2,500
Sumter
800
Suwannee
1,300
Taylor
1,200
Union
400
Volusia
7,300
Wakulla
300
Walton
1,100
Washington
900
Georgia
Total Radio Homes: SSi.500
Appling
1.100
Atkinson
500
Bacon
600

Baker
500
Georgia (Cont'd) 2,300
Baldwin
Banks
500
Barrow
1,100
Bartow
2,400
Ben Hill
1,500
Berrien
1,100
Bibb
14,200
Bleckley
800
Brantley
400
Brooks
1,600
Bryan
400
Bulloch
1,900
Burke
2,300
Butts
900
Calhoun
900
Camden
500
Campbell (Incl. in Fulton)
Candler
700
Carroll
3,100
Catoosa
600
Charlton
400
Chatham
18,900
Chattahoochee
300
Chattooga
1.600
Cherokee
1,700
Clarke
5,200
Clay
500
Clayton
800
Clinch
600
Cobb
3,600
Coffee
1.500
Colquitt
3,100
Columbia
500
Cook
1,000
Coweta
2,600
Crawford
400
Crisp
2,000
Dade
200
Dawson
200
Decatur
2,000
De Kalb
9,400
Dodge
1.800
Dooly
1,300
Dougherty
3,700
Douglas
900
Early
1.200
Echols
200
Effingham
700
Elbert
1,800
Emanuel
2,000
Evans
600
Fannin
800
Fayette
600
Floyd
7,600
Forsyth
600
Franklin
1,200
Fulton
68,300
(Incl. Campbell & Milton)
Gilmer
400
Glascock
300
Glynn
2,800
Gordon
1,400
Grady
1.500
Greene
1.100
Gwinnett
2,300
Habersham
1.200
Hall
3.800
Hancock
900
Haralson
1,100
Harris
800
Hart
1.200
Heard
500
Henry
1.200
Houston
900
Irwin
800
Jackson
1.700
Jasper
700
Jeff Davis
700
Jefferson
1,600

(Continued on page 24)
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Georgia (Cont'd) 1,000
Jenkins
Johnson
900
Jones
500
Lamar
900
Lanier 1
300
Laurens
3,000
Lee
500
Liberty
500
Lincoln
500
Long
300
Lowndes
3,800
Lumpkin ,
400
McDuffie
900
Mcintosh
500
Macon
1,300
Madison
1,100
Marion
500
Meriwether
1,800
Miller
600
Milton (Incl. in Fulton)
Mitchell
1,700
Monroe
1,000
Montgomery
700
Morgan
1,100
Murray
500
Muscogee
12,700
Newton
1,900
Oconee
400
Oglethorpe
800
Paulding
800
Peach
1,100
Pickens
800
Pierce
900
Pike
700
Polk
2,800
Pulaski
800
Putnam
700
Quitman
200
Rabun
500
Randolph
1,400
Richmond
13,500
Rockdale
600
Schley
400
Screven
1,500
Seminole
500
Spalding
3,300
Stephens
1,200
Stewart
900
Sumter
2,800
Talbot
600
Taliaferro
400
Tattnall
900
Taylor
900
Telfair
1,400
Terrell
1,500
Thomas
3,500
Tift
1,700
Toombs
1,600
Towns
200
Treutlen
600
Troup
5,300
Turner
900
Twiggs
500
Union
300
Upson
2,300
Walker
2,300
Walton
1,800
Ware
3,700
Warren
800
Washington
2,100
Wayne
1,100
Webster
300
Wheeler
500
White
300
Whitfield
2,600
Wilcox
900
Wilkes
1,300
Wilkinson
700
Worth
1,400
Idaho
Total Radio Homes: 75,800
Ada
8,900
Adams
400
Bannock
6,200
Bear Lake
1,200
Benewah
800
Bingham
2,400
Blaine
600
Boise
200
Bonner
1,700
Bonneville
3,400
Boundary
700
Butte
220
Camas
210
Canyon
5,400
Caribou
400
Cassia
2,100
Clark
120
Clearwater
900
Custer
440
Elmore
900
Franklin
1,300
Fremont
1,200
Gem
1,000
Gooding
1,000
Idaho
1,600
Jefferson
900
Jerome
1,100
Kootenai
2,600
Latah
3,600
Lemhi
700
Lewis
900
Lincoln
500
Madison
1,300
Minidoka
1,200
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(Cont'd) 4,400
Nez Idaho
Perce
Oneida
700
Owyhee
300
Payette
1,400
Power
600
Sheshone
3,500
Teton
400
Twin Falls
6,300
Valley
600
Washington
1,500
Yellowstone National
Park
10
Illinois
Total Radio Homes: l,67i,300
Adams
15,000
Alexander
4,100
Bond
2,900
Boone
3,800
Brown
1,700
Bureau
7,100
Calhoun
1,000
Carroll
4,600
Cass
3,400
Champaign
15,200
Christian
7,500
Clark
3,500
Clay
3,000
Clinton
3,300
Coles
8^000
Cook
908,300
Crawford
4,600
Cumberland
1,300
De Kalb
8,700
De Witt
3,500
Douglas
3,400
Du Page
22,200
Edgar
4,700
Edwards
1,400
Effingham
4,500
Fayette
3,600
Ford
3,500
Franklin
8,100
Fulton
9,000
Gallatin
1,400
Greene
3,400
Grundy
3,800
Hamilton
1,800
Hancock
5,300
Hardin
700
Henderson
1,200
Henry
11,100
Iroquois
6,300
Jackson
6,200
Jasper
1,800
Jefferson
4,800
Jersey
2,300
Jo Daviess
4,200
Johnson
1,100
Kane
29,700
Kankakee
1"0,600
Kendall
1,900
Knox
13,900
Lake
24,300
La Salle
22,500
Lawrence
4,000
Lee
7,400
Livingston
8,100
Logan
6,000
McDonough
7,200
McHenry
8,500
McLean
18,900
Macon
20,200
Macoupin
8,000
Madison
:
28,100
Marion
7,800
Marshall
2,600
Mason
3,800
Massac
2,000
Menard
1,900
Mercer
4,000
Monroe
2,900
Montgomery
6,700
Morgan
8,000
Moultrie
2,200
Ogle
6,400
Peoria
32,300
Perry
4,000
Piatt
2,700
Pike
3,800
Pope
1,000
Pulaski
1,800
Putnam
900
Randolph
5,200
Richland
3,200
Rock Island
21,700
St. Clair
32,300
Saline
5,700
Sangamon
26,300
Schuyler
2,000
Scott
1,500
Shelby
5,100
Stark
2,000
Stephenson
10,500
Tazewell
8,800
Union
3,100
Vermilion
18,100
Wabash
2,500
Warren
5,300
Washington
3,300
Wayne
2,800
White
3.300
Whiteside
9,500
Will
21,900
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Illinois (Cont'd) 7,500
Williamson
Winnebago
27,900
Woodford
4,400
Indiana
Total Radio Homes: 616,800
Adams
—
3,000
Allen
34,900
Bartholomew
5,200
Benton
2,000
Blackford
2,100
Boone
4,600
Brown 1__ !
400
Carroll
3,000
Cass
7,000
Clark
4.500
Clay
4,100
Clinton
5,900
Crawford
900
Daviess
2,700
Dearborn
3,600
Decatur
3,100
De Kalb
4,000
Delaware
13,100
DuBois
3,300
Elkhart
15,000
Fayette
3,700
Floyd
6,600
Fountain
2,800
Franklin
2,000
Fulton
3.500
Gibson
5.200
Grant
10,800
Greene
4,100
Hamilton
4,000
Hancock
3,200
Harrison
2,500
Hendricks
3.300
Henry
6.100
Howard
7,700
Huntington
6,000
Jackson
3.600
Jasper
2.200
Jay
5,100
Jefferson
3,200
Jennings
1,500
Johnson
3.100
Knox
7.600
Kosciusko
5.500
Lagrange
2,200
Lake
46,100
La Porte
12.600
Lawrence
4,800
Madison
15.700
Marion
102.900
Marshall
4,500
Martin
1.000
Miami
5.500
Monroe
6,100
Montgomery
5,500
Morgan
3.000
Newton
1,900
Noble
3.900
Ohio
600
Orange
2.000
Owen
1,600
Parke
2,600
Perry
2.000
Pike
1,900
Porter
4,400
Posey
2,700
Pulaski
1,800
Putnam
3,600
Randolph
4,900
Ripley
3,000
Rush
3,600
St. Joseph
29.400
Scott
900
Shelby
4,700
Spencer
2,100
Starke
1,600
Steuben
2,300
Sullivan
4,200
Switzerland
1,200
Tippecanoe
11,700
Tipton
2,800
Union
1,000
Vanderburg
24,300
Vermillion
2,900
Vigo
21.300
Wabash
4,800
Warren
1,100
Warrick
2.500
Washington
2.000
Wavne
11.100
Wells
2.900
White
2.900
Whitley ■_:
3,000
Iowa
Total Radio Homes: 503,100
Adair
2,500
Adams
1,900
Allamakee
2,800
Appanoose
3,800
Audubon
2,100
Benton
4,600
Black Hawk
15,900
Boone
4,900
Bremer
3,400
Buchanan
3.2O0
Buena Vista
3,800
Butler
3,100
Calhoun
2,600
Carroll
5,100
Cass
5,000
(Continued

STATES

Iowa (Cont'd) 3,200
Cedar
Cerro Gordo
8,600
Cherokee
3,400
Chickasaw
2,200
Clarke
1,900
Clay
3,600
Clayton :
4,200
Clinton
9,800
Crawford
3,500
Dallas
4,900
Davis
2,100
Decatur
2,100
Delaware
2,600
Des Moines
8,400
Dickinson
2,000
Dubuque
13,500
Emmet
2,700
Fayette
5,400
Floyd
3,400
Franklin
2,400
Fremont
2,300
Greene
3,200
Grundy
2,400
Guthrie
3.400
Hamilton
3,600
Hancock
2,400
Hardin
4.700
Harrison
3,900
Henry
3,100
Howard
2,700
Humboldt
1,800
Ida
2,200
Iowa
3,300
Jackson
3,700
Jasper
5,700
Jefferson
3,100
Johnson
7,900
Jones
3,200
Keokuk
3,500
Kossuth -> — 4,500
Lee
9.000
Linn
21,800
Louisa
1,800
Lucas
3,10*)
Lyon
2,400
Madison
2,400
Mahaska
5,200
Marion
4,400
Marshall
7,700
Mills
2.200
Mitchell
2.600
Monona
2.60"
Monroe
2,000
Montgomery
4.100
Muscatine
6,800
O'Brien
3,900
Osceola
ljnr
Page
6,200
Palo Alto
2,800
Plymouth
4.200
Pocahontas
2,500
Polk
44,400
Pottawattamie
14,100
Poweshiek
4,100
Ringgold
1,900
Sac
3,200
Scott
18,200
Shelby
3,300
Sioux
4,700
Story
7,100
Tama
4,300
Taylor
2,800
Union
3,300
Van Buren
2,500
Wapello
9,000
Warren
3,100
Washington
4.500
Wayne
2.500
Webster
8.900
Winnebago
2,600
Winneshiek
3.800
Woodbury
24,600
Worth
1.800
Wright
3,800
Kansas
Total Radio Homes: 3 US, 000
Allen
3,300
Anderson
2.000
Atchison
4,200
Barber
1,600
Barton
4,200
Bourbon
4,100
Brown
3,600
Butler
5,400
Chase
1,100
Chautauqua
1,500
Cherokee
4,500
Cheyenne
1,100
Clark
800
Clay
3,000
Cloud
3.100
Coffey
2,300
Comanche
1,000
Cowley
7,700
Crawford
9,200
Decatur
1,500
Dickinson
5,500
Doniphan
2,100
Douglas
5,000
Edwards
1,200
Elk
1,200
Ellis
2,800
Ellsworth
2,000
Finney
2,100
on page 28)
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Kansas (Cont'd) 3,900
Ford
Franklin __:
4,300
Geary
3,100
Gove
700
Graham
800
Grant
400
Gray
700
Greeley
200
Greenwood
3,200
Hamilton
500
Harper
2,400
Harvey
4,300
Haskell
300
Hodgeman
600
Jackson
2,200
Jefferson
1,900
Jewell
2,400
Johnson
4,300
Kearny
400
Kiowa
800
Kingman
2,0"00
Labette
6,000
Lane
700
Leavenworth
7,100
Lincoln
1,600
Linn
2,200
Logan
700
Lyon
6,400
McPherson
5,500
Marion
3,900
Marshall
4,200
Meade
1,000
Miami
3,700
Mitchell
3,000
Montgomery
9,500
Morris
2,100
Morton
600
Nemaha
3,500
Neosho
4,100
Ness
1,600
Norton
2,600
Osage — I
2,300
Osborne
2,100
Ottawa
1,600
Pawnee ■__ 1,900
Phillips
2,000
Pottawatomie
2,600
Pratt
2,300
Rawlins
1,200
Reno
10,000
Republic
2,400
Rice
2,500
Riley
4.800
Rooks
1,600
Rush
1,700
Russell
1,800
Saline
7,300
Scott
600
Sedgwick
34,600
Seward
1,500
Shawnee
21,700
Sheridan
800
Sherman
1,300
Smith
2,200
Stafford
1,700
Stanton
300
Stevens
500
Sumner
4,700
Thomas
1,600
Trego
900
Wabaunsee
1,800
Wallace
300
Washington
2,800
Wichita
300
Wilson
2,800
Woodson
1,100
Kentucky
Wyandotte
21,900
Total Radio Homes: 313,800
Adair
1,100
Allen
1,500
Anderson
900
Ballard
1,000
Barren
2,700
Bath
800
Bell
4,100
Boone
1,100
Bourbon
2,500
Boyd
_
7,500
Boyle
2,500
Bracken
1,200
Breathitt
1,200
Breckinridge
1,400
Bullitt
800
Butler
800
Caldwell
1,600
Calloway
2,200
Campbell
10,000
Carlisle
800
Carroll
1,100
Carter
1,700
Casey
1,000
Christian
4,000
Clark
2.500
Clay
1,000
Clinton
500
Crittenden
1,1 00
Cumberland
700
Daviess
6,000
Edmonson
700
Elliott
400
Estill
1,400
Fayette
16.100
Fleming
1,400
Floyd
2,900

BROADCASTING

Kentucky (Cont'd)3,100
Franklin
Fulton
2,300
Gallatin
400
Garrard
1,100
Grant
1,000
Graves
3,500
Grayson
1,600
Green
800
Greenup
2,000
Hancock
600
Hardin
2,600
Harlan
5,900
Harrison
2,000
Hart
1,300
Henderson
3,000
Henry
1,300
Hickman .
1,000
Hopkins
4,100
Jackson
600
Jefferson
71,700
Jessamine
1,300
Johnson
1,900
Kenton
17,100
Knott
800
Knox
1,700
Larue
800
Laurel
1,500
Lawrence
1,200
Lee
600
Leslie
600
Letcher
2,900
Lewis
1,100
Lincoln
1,500
Livingston
1 700
Logan
2,200
Lyon
600
McCracken
7,600
McCreary
1,200
McLean
1,000
Madison
3,500
Magoffin
1,200
Marion
1,700
Marshall
1,300
Martin
500
Mason
2,700
Meade
800
Menifee
300
Mercer
1,900
Metcalfe
500
Monroe
1,000
Montgomery
1,600
Morgan
900
Muhlenberg
3,500
Nelson
2,100
Nicholas
900
Ohio
2,100
Oldham
800
Owen
1,000
Owsley
400
Pendleton
1,000
Perry
4,000
Pike
4,200
Powell
300
Pulaski
3,000
Robertson
200
Rockcastle
1,100
Rowan
900
Russell
800
Scott
1,800
Shelby
2,100
Simpson
1,300
Spencer
600
Taylor
1,300
Todd
1,200
Trigg
1,000
Trimble
500
Union
1,800
Warren
4,500
Washington
1.3A0
Wayne
1,000
Webster
2,000
Whitley
2,900
Wolfe
500
Woodford
1,400
Louisiana
Total Radio Homes: 260,000
Acadia
4,000
Allen
1,400
Ascension
1,700
Assumption
1,300
Avoyelles
2,600
Beauregard
1,300
Bienville
1,800
Bossier
2,200
Caddo
23,600
Calcasieu
6,500
Caldwell
900
Cameron
300
Catahoula
900
Claiborne
2,800
Concordia
1,000
De Soto
2,600
East Baton Rouge — 12,100
East Carroll
1,400
East Feliciana
1,200
Evangeline
1,600
Franklin
2,400
Grant
1,300
Iberia
2,800
Iberville
2,300
Jackson
1,400
Jefferson
3,500
Jefferson Davis
2,200
Lafayette
4,200
Lafourche
3,000
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Advertising

POWER

AND

AUDIENCE

JUSTIFY BIG-TIME ACTS
In studios, production staff and talent, Station
WHO is in position to produce any type of
"live" broadcast. Whether the advertiser wants
a modest show or big-time talent, WHO can
meet his requirements. Here are current
examples:
GRAIN BELT BEER — Tunes from the Songfellows, who came to WHO from Chicago NBC,
are clicking cash registers for Grain Belt Beer.
They cost $400 per week, but the tremendous
audience that can tune them in on WHO more

GINGHAM GIRL — Organ, harp, violin and soprano soloist provide a pleasing yet economical
program that is doing an effective sales job
for Gingham Girl Flour. Daytime, two quarter
hours weekly.
CHEVROLET — "Guardians of the Highway," a
dramatic broadcast, written and produced by
the WHO program department, has just finished
a thirteen-week series for Chevrolet. Daytime,
five quarter hours weekly.
KELLOGG PRODUCTS— Since last September,
Gene & Glenn broadcasts have originated at
WHO.

Wholesale grocers report they're doing

a sweet sales job for Kellogg.
half hours weekly.

Daytime, six

The programs mentioned and pictured above
do not include any orchestra-and-soloist shows,
of which several are running on WHO, including: Barnsdall's "The Old and the New" —
Mid-Continent's "Rocking Chair Melodies" — and
Des Moines Drug Company's "Hour of Smiles."
We repeat — in studios, production staff and talent, WHO is in position to produce any type
of show required by the advertiser. In broad
station coverage and listener-loyalty, WHO is
in position to make each show pay the advertiser asubstantial profit in sales.
CENTRAL

BROADCASTING

CO., Des Moines

J. 0. Maland, Mgr.

Phone 3-7147

WHO

I
ESSENTIAL

than justifies the cost. Evening, three quarter hours weekly.

TO

COMPLETE

CLEARED-CHANNEL
National Representatives:
FREE &
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

RADIO

COVERAGE

—
50,000
SLEININGER, Inc. — New York,

OF

IOWA

OR

THE

MID-WEST

WATTS
—
FULL-TIME
Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

Advertising
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New

ADVERTISING
RESULTS follow listener interest! This
simple advertising truth never was shown more convincingly than during the first half of 1936. In this period

RECORDS
Month

after

Month

WLS

listener interest was

response

For

example:

• 67,319 ballots mailed to station in one week on Chicago timeordinance question.
• 56,000 copies of 1936 WLS Family Album and 29,000 copies
of new WLS song book purchased by listeners.
• 87,144 paid-in-advance subscriptions to Stand By
Prairie Farmer Weekly) Magazine.

(WLS-

• Continued capacity audiences at WLS National Barn. Dance
(479,362 paid admissions in 224 consecutive weeks).

MARCH

• WLS artists and programs among leaders in three of eleven
classifications of Radio Guide's Third Annual Nationwide
Popularity Poll.
And

advertising

results followed

apace.

For example:

• 18% increase in advertising revenue over corresponding period in 1935.

APRIL
Mail: 153,466 letters — all-time
April record. 210% above the
corresponding month in 1935.
Advertising: 20% increase over
April 1935. 81% of advertisers
(spot) had used WLS on previous schedules.

• Average of eight renewals or schedule increases per month.
• 186,632 letters received by spot-station food advertisers (95%
with proof of purchase).
• Summer business heaviest in station's history.
• Almost complete time sell-out for Fall.

MAY

JUNE
Mail: (Incomplete) Nearly
100%, over corresponding period in 1935. Looks like another
all-time mail record.
Advertising: (Incomplete) Already far ahead of June, 1935.
Summer business heaviest in
station's history.

records.

Listener

• $21,799.79 contributed by 6,900 listeners and 865 organizations for Red Cross Flood Relief.

FEBRUARY
Mail: 264,231 letters — all-time
WLS mail record for single
month. 95,810 letters in one
week (single-week record).
Advertising: 42% increase over
February, 1935.

Mail: 108,319 letters — all-time
record for May. The first time
the May total has exceeded the
100,000 mark.
Advertising: 56% increase over
May, 1935. Eight advertisers
(spot) renewed schedules.

previous

ever before.

• 966,094 letters received at the station (to June 13th) . . .
36% above previous corresponding peak period in 1935
. . . 267,940 from Chicago alone.

JANUARY
Mail: 216,627 letters— third biggest mail month in WLS history. 50,133 responses from
Chicago alone.
Advertising: 10% increase over
corresponding month in 1935.

Mail: 196,545 letters — all-time
March response record. 37%
above March, 1935.
Advertising : Nine advertisers
(spot) renewed or increased
schedules during month.

far exceeded

greater than

That's

proof

of a good

half-year — with

an

even

better

one

to follow. And that's reason for you to consider WLS for
your summer and fall advertising. Count on WLS for results !

The

Prairie

Farmer

CHICAGO,
Burridge

ILLINOIS

D. Butler, President

National

Station

Representatives:

Glenn

John

Snyder,

Blair and

Manager

Co.

IN

THE

PUBLIC

INTEREST

+
The American Red Cross
. CHICAGO
April 25, 1936.
Vy dear Ur. Bigger:
Tie regret that it is impossible for us to thank
by individual letter the many thousands of Prairie Farmer Station
V.'LS
listeners
who
contributed
so promptlyre doand hope
so generously
to the
Red Cross Flood Relief
Fund. However,
that many heard
James B. Forgan, Chairman of our Board of Directors, express our
appreciation during your twelfth anniversary program on Saturday
night, April 13th.
The Chicago
Chapter, American
through WLS a total
of ft£l,977.79.
This fine Redsum Cross
came has
from received
at least
6,900 individual listeners and from 863 organizations, including towns,
churches and groups rdthin churches, war veterans' groups, farm organiwomen's clubs, lodges,
city and rural schools
and other zations,
organizations.
It was fraternities,
a wonderful response.
Tie would be very appreciative if you would, in some
nay, express the very real gratitude of the American Red Cross to the
thousands who helped to raise this fund. All of the money rent directly to the areas affected by the floods and tornadoes, covering 120
counties of 18 states, v/here it helped to enable our Red Cross workers
to provide food, shelter, clothing and medical care. Thousands of
families must be cared for during many months to come.
Tie learned to depend upon the "I7LS Family" — your staff
and your listeners - long ago. Ever since the first radio Red Cros3
appeal
for
southern
sufferers
Uarch,your1925,own
you have worked 7rith Illinois-Indiana
us in emergencies.tornado
Hot only
do youin prove
neighborlineas
to those less fortunate, but you inspire many otners to
office.
help, either through their local Red Cross chapters or our Chicago

The WLS National Barn Dance was 4th
among all musical programs on the air
in Radio Guide's Annual Popularity Poll.
Only Show Boat, Hit Parade and Hollywood Hotel were ahead. And Lulu Belle,
exclusive WLS artist, was 5th in the
Star of Stars group, surpassed only by
Jack Benny. Eddie Cantor, Nelson Eddy
and Lanny Ross.

Again we thank you for what you have done.
Very sincerely yours,
Fir. George C. Biggar
Prairie
Farmer Station
1230 Washington
Blvd. TILS
James ianager.
T. Nicholson
Chicago, Illinois.
National Convention — Chicago, Illinois — May 11-14, 1936.

Julian Bentley, WLS News Reporter,
ranked 6th in the News Commentator
division of the Poll. Only Lowell Thomas, Boake Carter, Walter Winchell, Edwin C. Hill and Jimmy Fidler were
ahead. Bentley is exclusively on WLS.
WLS

FAMILY

Over $400,000 has been contributed
through WLS in the past twelve years
to alleviate human suffering. The most
recent instance is cited above.

ALBUM

Complimentary Copies
to Advertisers
Nearly 100 large-sized photographs of
WLS artists, staff members and scenes
are contained in the 1936 WLS Family
Album. 56,000 listeners already have
purchased this edition — the 7th in an annual series. Write for your copy today !

(Left)areNot
the
letters
shownallhere.
Actually
67,319
ballots
were received. WLS
asked listeners to vote
whether they wanted
Chicago to operate on
year - around Eastern
Standard Time.

CHANGE
FAVOR
YOU FOR
00
CHICAGO?
IN TIME

3
£

NO.-62.807

50,oooU/atti

mm

Cleat

Channel

CENSUS

La Louisiana
Salle(Cont'd)1,200
Lincoln
1,100
Livingston
1,100
Madison
1,500
Morehouse
2,500
Natchitoches
3,100
Orleans
90,800
Ouachita
8,900
Plaquemines
700
Pointe Coupee
1,500
Rapides
7,900
Red River
1,200
Richland
2,100
Sabine
2,200
St. Bernard
400
St. Charles
900
St. Helena
500
St. James
1,100
St. John the Baptist 1,100
St. Landry
5,100
St. Martin
1,700
St. Mary
2,800
St. Tammany
2,200
Tangipahoa
4,300
Tensas
1,300
Terrebonne
2,900
Union __:
1,500
Vermilion
2,600
Vernon
1,600
Washington
3,400
Webster
2,600
West Baton Rouge
800
West Carroll
1,000
West Feliciana
800
Winn
1,300
Maine
Total Radio Homes: 163,600
Androscoggin
16,600
Aroostook
14,600
Cumberland
30,300
Franklin
4,000
Hancock
7,000
Kennebec
15,500
Knox
6,600
Lincoln
3,200
Oxford
___ 7,600
Penobscot
20,000
Piscataquis
3,300
Sagadahoc
3,800
Somerset
6,700
Waldo
3*800
Wash
ington
6,400
York
14,200
Maryland
Total Radio Homes: 320,000
Allegany
13,300
Anne Arundel
8,500
Baltimore
211,300
Baltimore City, Included
in Baltimore County
Calvert
1,300
Caroline
... 2,400
Carroll
5,600
Cecil
4,000
Charles
1,600
Dorchester
3,400
Frederick
8,300
Garrett
2,000
Harford
5,200
Howard
2,200
Kent
2^200
Montgomery
11,100
Prince Georges
9,400
Queen Annes
1,600
St. Marys
1,500
Somerset
2,400
Talbot
3,100
Washington
10,900
Wicomico
5,500
Worcester
3,200
Massachusetts
Total Radio Homes: 946,900
Barnstable
8,700
Berkshire
27,300
Bristol
73,700
Dukes
1,300
Essex
117,900
Franklin
11,800
Hampden
80,000
Hampshire
15,800
Middlesex
203,200
Nantucket
1,000
Norfolk
68,800
Plymouth
40,900
Suffolk
190,900
Worcester
105,600
Michigan
Total Radio Homes: 936,600
Alcona
500
Alger
1,400
Allegan
5,400
Alpena
3,700
Antrim
1,300
Arenac
1,000
Baraga
1,100
Barry
3,500
Bay
12,400
Benzie
1,100
Berrien
16,200
Branch
4,200
Calhoun
18,700
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Michigan (Cont'd)3,000
Cass
Charlevoix
2,100
Cheboygan
2,000
Chippewa
4,700
Clare
1,100
Clinton
3,400
Crawford
700
Delta
6,000
Dickinson
4,200
Eaton
5,100
Emmet
3,200
Genesee
39,900
Gladwin
900
Gogebic
5,500
Grand Traverse
4,500
Gratiot
4,600
Hillsdale
5,300
Houghton
8,200
Huron
5,400
Ingham
26,100
Ionia
4,900
Iosco
1,200
Iron
3,000
Isabella
3.600
Jackson
17,300
Kalamazoo
21,900
Kalkaska
500
Kent
51,800
Keweenaw
400
Lake
400
Lapeer
4,200
Leelanau
900
Lenawee — i
10,200
Livingston
3,400
Luce
1,000
Mackinac
1,300
Macomb
12,400
Manistee
3,000
Marquette
8,300
Mason
3,400
Mecosta
2,300
Menominee
3,800
Midland
3,200
Missaukee
1,000
Monroe
8,100
Montcalm
4,100
Montmorency
300
Muskegon
16,500
Newaygo
2,500
Oakland
34,200
Oceana
2,000
Ogemaw
1,300
Ontonagon
1,300
Osceola
1,900
Oscoda
200
Otsego
800
Ottawa
10,200
Presque Isle
1.300
Roscommon
300
Saginaw
22,000
St. Clair
13,600
St. Joseph
5,100
Sanilac
3.700
Schoolcraft
1,600
Shiawassee
6,600
Tuscola
5,200
Van Buren
5.9/0
Washtenaw
17,000
Wayne
398,300
Wexford
2.800
Minnesota
Total Radio Homes: 535,600
Aitkin
2.900
Anoka
3,100
Becker
3,600
Beltrami
4,000
Benton
14,100
(Includes
Sherburne
and Steams)
Big Stone
2,000
Blue Earth
8,300
Brown
5,500
Carlton
3,800
Carver
3,200
Cass
2,800
Chippewa
3,400
Chisago
1
2,700
Clay
5,100
Clearwater
1,400
Cook
500
Cottonwood
2,800
Crow Wing
5,500
Dakota
5,900
Dodge
2,200
Douglas
3.800
Faribault
5,100
Fillmore
5,800
Freeborn
6.100
Goodhue
7,600
Grant
2,000
Hennepin
122,300
Houston
2,900
Hubbard
1,500
Isanti
2,400
Itasca
5,100
Jackson
3,000
Kanabec
1,400
Kandiyohi
4,700
Kittson
1,800
Koochiching
2,400
Lac qui Parle
2,400
Lake
1,600
Lake of the Woods — 700
Le Sueur
3,500

1, 1936

HOMES
BY
STATES
(Continued from page 24)

Minnesota (Cont'd)1,600 Sunflower
Mississippi (Cont'd)
Lincoln
4,700
2.100
Lyon
4,400 Tallahatchie
McLeod
4,300 Tate
1,200
Mahnomen
700 Tippah
1,200
Marshall
3,000 Tishomingo
1,000
Martin
5,200 Tunica
1,500
Meeker
3,300 Union __J
1,600
Mille Lacs
3,200 Walthall
1,100
4,500
Morrison
4,100 Warren
Mower
6,700 Washington
6,100
Murray
jl
2,100 Wayne
1,000
700
Nicollet
2,600 Webster
Nobles
4,100 Wilkinson
1,000
Norman
2,500 Winston
1,500
1,400
Olmsted
7,900 Yalabusha
2,900
Otter Tall
9,700 Yazoo
Pennington
2,300
Missouri
Pine
3,400
Pipestone
2,800 Total Radio Homes: 708,500
Polk
7,300 Adair
■_ 3,900
2,200
Pope
2,400 Andrew
2,400
Ramsey
65,200 Atchison
4,100
Red Lake
1,100 Audrain
2,900
Redwood
4,200 Barry
2,200
Renville
4,400 Barton
3,500
Rice
5,900 Bates
1,600
Rock
2,000 Benton
900
Roseau
2,200 Bollinger
Boone
7,300
St. Louis
41,500
22,800
Scott
3,000 Buchanan
3,500
Sherburne (Incl. in Benton) Butler
2,500
Sibley
2,700 Caldwell
Callaway
3,300
Stearns (Incl. in Benton)
700
Steele
4,400 Camden
7,000
Stevens
1,900 Cape Girardeau
3,900
Swift
2,800 Carroll
400
Todd
4,700 Carter
3,700
Traverse
1,500 Cass
Wabasha
4,000 Cedar
■
1,800
3,300
Wadena
2,500 Chariton
1,700
Waseca
3,000 Christian
1,600
Washington
5,100 Clark
5,800
Watonwan
3,000 Clay
2.500
Wilkin
1,500 Clinton
5,500
Winona
8,800 Cole
3,500
Wright
5,100 Cooper
1,600
Yellow Medicine
2,600 Crawford
Dade
1,500
Mississippi
Dallas
1,000
2,200
Total Radio Homes: 166, i00 Daviess
DeKalb
1,800
Adams
2,700 Dent
1,300
Alcorn
2,100 Douglas
1,100
Amite
1,000 Dunklin
4,200
Attala
2,000 Franklin
6,100
Benton
500 Gasconade
1,900
Bolivar
5,300 Gentry
2,800
18,500
Calhoun
__'
1,000
Carroll
1,100 Greene
2,800
Chickasaw
1,500 Grundy
Harrison
2,900
Choctaw
700 Henry
5,900
Claiborne
900 Hickory
700
Clarke
1,300 Holt
2,300
Clay
1.500 Howard
2,200
Coahoma
4,700 Howell
2,500
Copiah
2,900 Iron
1,100
Covington
1,000
121,000
De Soto
1.600 Jackson
15.200
Forrest
3,900 Jasper
Jefferson
3,800
Franklin
700 Johnson
4,300
George
600 Knox
i 1,500
Greene
600
2,200
Grenada
1,400 Laclede
Lafayette
5,500
Hancock
900
3,100
Harrison
5,400 Lawrence
Lewis
2.400
Hinds
13,000 Lincoln
2,700
Holmes
3,000 Linn
5,000
Humphreys
1,600 Livingston
3,300
Issaquena
300 McDonald
1,700
Itawamba
900
3,900
Jackson
1.500 Macon
Madison
1,000
Jasper
1,000 Maries
700
Jefferson
900 Marion
6.900
Jefferson Davis
900
Mercer
1,000
Jones
4,500 Miller
2.100
Kemper
1,100
Mississippi
1,900
Lafayette
1.600 Moniteau
2,200
Lamar
700
Monroe
2,900
Lauderdale
6,800
Lawrence
800 Montgomery
2.500
1,600
Leake
1.100 Morgan
Madrid
2,600
Lee
3,400 New
3.100
Leflore
4,700 Newton
5,400
Lincoln
2,300 Nodaway
Lowndes
2,800 Oregon
1.200
Madison
2,300 Osage
1,400
700
Marion
1,600 Ozark
3.900
Marshall
1,600 Pemiscot
Perry
2,300
Monroe
3,000
Montgomery
1,200 Pettis
6.900
Neshoba
1,700 Phelps
2,500
3,300
Newton
1,500 Pike
Noxubee
1.700 Platte
1.900
Polk
2.700
Oktibeeha
1,800
1.500
Panola
2,200 Pulaski
1,500
Pearl River
1,500 Putnam
Ralls
1.600
Perry
500
5.300
Pike
3.200 Randolph
Pontotoc
1,300 Ray .
3.000
600
Prentiss
1.400 Reynolds
1,000
Quitman
1.500 Ripley
Rankin
1,200 St. Charles
4.100
1.400
Scott
1,600 St. Clair
Sharkey
1,100 St. Francois
4,700
Louis
240,200
Simpson
1,300 St.
Smith
1,000 St. Louis City
Stone
500 | (Incl. in St. Louis County)
(Continued on page 33)

AND

COUNTIES

(Cont'd)1,500
Ste.Missouri
Genevieve
Saline
5,400
Schuyler
1,100
Scotland
1,600
Scott
3,200
Shannon
700
Shelby
2,600
Stoddard
2,900
Stone
i
1,000
Sullivan
2,100
Taney
800
Texas
1,700
Vernon
4,600
Warren
1,500
Washington
1,200
Wayne
1,000
Webster _2,400
Worth
1,300
Wright
1,800
Montana
Total Radio Homes: 91,700
Beaverhead
1,500
Big Horn
1,000
Blaine
1,300
Broadwater
400
Carbon
1,500
Carter
400
Cascade
8,700
Chouteau
1,100
Custer
2,400
Daniels
600
Dawson
1,500
Deer Lodge
2,300
Fallon
600
Fergus
2,900
Flathead
3,400
Gallatin
3,500
Garfield
400
Glacier
1,100
Golden Valley
300
Granite
400
Hill
2,400
Jefferson
500
Judith Basin _i
500
Lake
1,200
Lewis and Clark
4,500
Liberty
300
Lincoln
800
McCone
600
Madison
900
Meagher
300
Mineral
200
Missoula
5,200
Musselshell
800
Park
2,400
Petroleum
300
Phillips
1,000
Pondera
1,000
Powder River
400
Powell
1,000
Prairie
400
Ravalli
1,800
Richland
1,500
Roosevelt
1,600
Rosebud
800
Sanders
700
Sheridan
1,200
Silver Bow
11,500
Stillwater
700
Sweet Grass
600
Teton
800
Toole
1,200
Treasure
200
Valley
1,300
Wheatland
600
Wibaux
300
Yellowstone
6,900
Yellowstone Nat'l Pk. (part)
Nebraska
Total Radio Homes: 266,800
Adams
6,000
Antelope
2,300
Arthur
120
Banner
210
Blaine
200
Boone
2,600
Box Butte
2,700
Boyd
900
Brown
1,200
Buffalo
5,400
Burt __ _
2,400
Butler
2,500
Cass
3,000
Cedar
2,500
Chase
1,100
Cherry
1,600
Cheyenne
2,100
Clay
2,100
Colfax
2.600
Cuming
2,200
Custer
4,300
Dakota
1,300
Dawes
2,400
Dawson
4,000
Deuel
700
Dixon
1,900
Dodge
5,900
Douglas
53,700
Dundy
800
Fillmore
2,200
Franklin
1,800
Frontier
1,300
Furnas
2.300
Gage
6,100

BROADCASTING

Nebraska (Cont'd) 600
Garden
Garfield
500
Gosper
600
Grant
240
Greeley
1,200
Hall
6,800
Hamilton
2,200
Harlan
1,300
Hayes
400
Hitchcock
1,300
Holt
2,600
Hooker
200
Howard
1,300
Jefferson
3,200
Johnson
1,500
Kearney
1,600
Keith
1,200
Keyapaha
400
Kimball
800
Knox
2,400
Lancaster
22,300
Lincoln
5,100
Logan
300
Loup
200
McPherson
100
Madison
5,800
Merrick
1,900
Morrill
1,400
Nance
1,400
Nemaha
2,300
Nuckolls
2,100
Otoe —
4,100
Pawnee —
1.400
Perkins
800
Phelps
2,400
Pierce
1,600
Platte
4,200
Polk
1,900
RedwUlow
3,300
Richardson
3,900
Rock
500
Saline
2,900
Sarpy
1,400
Saunders
3,400
Scotts Bluff
6,300
Seward
2,900
Sheridan
1,900
Sherman
1,100
Sioux
400
Stanton
1,100
2,500
Thayer
200
Thomas
1,300
Thurston
1,700
Valley
1.900
Washington
2,000
Wayne
1,900
Webster
230
Wheeler
3,900
York
Nevada
:
Total Radio Homes
Churchill
Clark
Douglass
Elko
Esmeralda
Eureka
Humboldt
Lander
^ral
:
n
Lincol:::::::
Lyon

by
Storey
msng
Or
Pershi

21,700
1,200
2,400
2,300
400
240
900
400
500
1,200
800

500
\™
°00

6.900
Washoee
2,500
White Pin
New Hampshire
Total Radio Homes: 99,700
5,100
Belknap
2,800
Carroll
6,200
Cheshire
6,900
Coos
9,700
Grafton
30,900
Hillsborough
12,900
Merrimack
12,000
am
Rockingh
8,600
Strafford
ivan
SullNew
Jersey 4,600
Total Radio Homes: 897,500
Atlantic
30,600
88,000
Bergen
17, 000
on
ingt
Burl
Camden
51,700
7,900
Cape May
Cumberland
17,100
Essex
200,300
Gloucester
13,400
Hudson
137,500
Hunterdon
6,400
Mercer
38,800
Middlesex
43,200
Monmouth
34,600
Morris
25,400
Ocean
9,000
Passaic
67,300
Salem
7,900
Somerset
14,200
Sussex
6,900
Union
71,000
Warren
9,300

• Broadcast

Advertising

VENTS
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Coming

events cast their shadows

That is why there is no more

before. So do elections.

interesting topic today than

politics. Discussion of candidates, platforms, administration
policies and who will win, can be heard on every side. • As
the 1936 election casts its shadow over the Capitol, United
Press political writers are swinging into action. National surveys are being made/ intimate background knowledge is
being gathered on political situations in crucial states; interviews with political leaders are being obtained. Every side
and phase of the swiftly changing

political picture is being

covered in the traditionally objective, accurate United Press
manner.

• This is one of the many factors recognized as making

the United Press the greatest world-wide

news service.

mmm
mm
mm

■■mm.
UNITED

FOR

mmm

DOMINANT

PRESS
NEWS

COVERAGE

I
I

y
v

V

v/
v/

DO

YOU

AGRI

v/

V
v/
TATIONS
v/

s

will develop

the most

tional spot business if they employ

from

their possibilities in na-

a national representative

who:

v/
v/
1. Values
v

above

progressive

all else the respect and confidence

advertising

of recognized,

agencies.

v/
v/
\/

2. Gives

prompt

and dependable

information

to be worthy

of this

respect and confidence.

v

3. Sells effectively without

Y

4. Employs

only men

exaggeration

with

experience

or high pressure.

of ten or more

successful

years in selling national advertising.
V
5. Has enough
y

v/

resources, offices and men

to national

advertisers

information

about new

throughout

to sell radio time effectively
the country, and obtain first

radio prospects.

v/
v/
v/

6. Directs

its entire energy

nated bythe demands

v/

to selling radio time, and

of competing

is not domi-

media.

v/
7. Reports

to stations not only on business

they will get, but in

\/
advance

on orders that are slated for a competitor.

V
V
v/
v/

PAUL

H.

RAY]

v/

Radio

V
\/

V
v/

NEW

YORK

366 Madison

Ave.

Murray Hill 2-8690

CHICAGO
Tribune Tower
Superior

4473

Station

y
\/
V\/
V
V
V
With

This?

V
8. Sells each station individually

as a unit, not just as part of a list.

V
V

9. Has held consistently to the same policies, without
refinancing

or frequent change

of men,

over

reorganization,

a period of years.

V
V
V

10. Has firmly established

V
v/

a proven record of success.

V
These

are the essential qualities which

steady growth

and development

of one or another

have

of this company.

accounted
We

may

for the

fall short

from time to time, but are constantly working

V

with

v
these qualities in mind.

'

y

'

*

\/
v

We consider that our obligation to our stations is a many-sided
requiring more

than just the selling of time. It involves

on our part to accept responsibilities, to offer constructive

one

a willingness

\ /
\ /

suggestions

in the matter of national sales policies, and in general to consider ourselves as added

to each station's organization

rather than the station

as "added

^ ^

to our list." We believe that these characteristics make for
representation in the fullest sense of the word . . . representation that

y ^
y ^

gets a maximum

y\/
^

which

of results for the seventeen

important

stations with

we are associated.

\ /
V

ER

COMPANY

\/
v
v

epresentatives
DETROIT

General Motors Bldg.
Trinity 2-8060

SAN

FRANCISCO

Russ Building
Douglas 1294

\/

V
y ^
V
y

Greatest

Day

and

Night

Coverage

KIRO

Seattle is the leading manufacturing
of home ownership among

all American

Primary

of any

and

Secondary

cities over 300,000

Diesel

HISTORY

listening area of KIRO.

Schools

Original contract consisting of two daytime announcements per day, made for
one month — Renewed for second month
and at expiration of second month renewed for one year. Sales resulting from
KIRO inquiries were approximately
5%
of the cost of local newspaper.

GREATEST
ANY
WESTERN
National

Page
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Minute

News

of its independence

area that can maintain

Periods

Open for Sponsorship
KIRO has spotted INS news periods
in five-minute bulletins, hourly on the
half hour, from 7 :30 to 7 :35 A. M.
to 5 :30 to 5 :35 P. M., daily except
Sunday. The news is rewritten and
broadcast
by Peter Mertens, KIRO's
news
announcer.

•

CASE

A

Hand

1/

W'ATTS K
John

Blair

& Co.

regular schedules of t'rae

HISTORY
Lotion

this sponsor.

710

O

I If

I I KILOCYCLES
York

—

day, seven days per week — Offer of a
free sample to anyone writing in for
one — Drew inquiries at one of the
lowest costs of any station used by

I H

• New

from network

Original contract for 3 months —
Bought a one-minute announcement per

Approximately half of the periods are
now sold.
For costs and details and periods
available for sponsorship, call John
Blair Company.

i 000

IN

Representatives:

5

thirty miles southwest of Seattle,

C|TY

|gfg|||g|

OF

WASHINGTON

• July

Because

—

Engineering

Washington

Coverage

in population. Tacoma,

obligations, KIRO is the only major station in the Puget Sound
on the air for commercial and sustaining programs.

CASE

in Western

and distributing center in the Pacific Northwest. It stands second in percentage

is the second important city within the primary

•

Station

• Chicago

CO., INC.

BROADCASTING
COBB

BLDG., SEATTLE,

• Detroit

BROADCASTING

• San

WASH.

Francisco

■ Broadcast

Advertising

CENSUS

New Mexico
Total Radio Homes: 48,300
Bernalillo
9,100
Catron
200
Chaves
2,900
Colfax
2,300
Curry
2,100
De Baca
300
Dona Ana
2,400
Eddv
2,300
Grant
2,100
, Guadalupe
600
1 Harding
300
' Hidalgo
600
Lea
800
Lincoln
800
Luna
900
McKinley
2.500
Mora
600
Otero
1,000
Quay
1,300
Rio Arriba
1,200
Roosevelt
1,100
Sandoval
600
San Juan
1,200
San Miguel
2,600
Santa Fe
2,800
Sierra
500
Socorro
900
Taos
1,000
Torrance
800
Union
1,100
Valencia
1,400
New York
Total Radio Homes: 2,993,100
Albany
53,500
Allegany
7,900
Bronx
317,000
Broome
34,900
Cattaraugus
17,500
Cayuga
16.4iT0
Chautauqua
30,500
Chemung
18,100
Chenango
8,000
Clinton
9,800
Columbia
10,400
Cortland
8,300
Delaware
9,200
Dutchess
23.400
Erie
178,200
Essex
7.200
Franklin
9,500
Fulton
12,700
Genesee
9,900
Greene
6,000
Hamilton
800
Harkimer
13,600
Jefferson
20,700
Kings
608.000
Lewis
4,300
Livingston
7,900
Madison
9,600
Monroe
103,500
Montgomery
13,500
Nassau
72.700
New York
427,000
Niagara
33,300
Oneida
45.300
Onondaga
71,200
Ontario
12,400
Orange
31,300
Orleans
5.300
Oswego
15.700
Otsego
12,000
Putnam
3,300
Queens
276,000
Rensselaer
30.700
Richmond
35,007)
Rockland
12,900
St. Lawrence
17,800
Saratoga
14,500
Schenectady
30,800
Schoharie
4,500
Schuyler
2.600
Seneca
5.100
Steuben
19.700
Suffolk
36,900
Sullivan
8,900
Tioga
6,100
Tompkins
11,00"0
Ulster
20,500
Warren
8,900
Washington
9,200
Wayne
11,200
Westchester 120,400
Wyoming
6,300
Yates
3,900
North Carolina
Total Radio Homes: 311,800
Alamance
6,100
Alexander
900
Alleghany
500
Anson
2,300
Ashe
1,200
Avery
700
Beaufort
3,800
Bertie
1,700
Bladen
1,500
Brunswick
800
Buncombe
15,200
Burke
2,700
Cabarrus
5,400
Caldwell
2,700
Camden
300

OF

U.

S

RADIO

No. Carolina (Cont'd)
Carteret
1,700
Caswell
900
Catawba
4,900
Chatham
1,700
Cherokee
1,100
Chowan
1,100
Clay
400
Cleveland
5,000
Columbus
3,000
Craven
3,500
Cumberland
5,200
Currituck
400
Dare
500
Davidson
5,100
Davie
1,000
Duplin
2,500
Durham
11,900
Edgecombe
5,400
Forsyth
15,200
Franklin
2,000
Gaston
8,700
Gates
600
Graham
300
Granville
2,400
Greene
1,100
Guilford
22,300
Halifax
5,100
Harnett
3,400
Haywood
2,900
Henderson
2,700
Hertford
1,300
Hoke
1,000
Hyde
500
Iredell
4,500
Jackson
1,30"
Johnston
4,400
Jones
600
Lee
1,700
Lenoir
4.600
Lincoln
2,100
McDowell
^_ 1,900
Macon
1,000
Madison
1,500
Martin
2,400
Mecklenburg
24,600
Mitchell
1.100
Montgomery
1,500
Moore
3,000
Nash
4,900
New Hanover , 7,400
Northampton
1,800
Onslow
900
Orange
1,900
Pamlico
600
Pasquotank
2,800
Pender
900
Perquimans
700
Person
1,500
Pitt
6,300
Polk
1,000
Randolph
3,000
Richmond
3,600
Robeson
6,200
Rockingham
5,500
Rowan
7,600
Rutherford
3,600
Sampson
2,800
Scotland
1,800
Stanly
3,200
Stokes
1,100
Surry
3,700
Swain
800
Transylvania
900
Tyrell
300
Union
3,400
Vance
3,200
Wake
14,500
Warren
1,700
Washington
1,100
Watauga
1,100
Wayne
5,800
Wilkes
2,700
Wilson
5,200
Yadkin
900
Yancey
800
North Dakota
Total Radio Homes: 100,500
Adams
1,000
Barnes
3,400
Benson
1,500
Billings
200
Bottineau
1,800
Bowman
900
Burke
1,200
Burleigh
3.100
Cass
8,900
Cavalier
1,400
Dickey
1,600
Divide
1,300
Dunn
900
Eddy
1,000
Emmons
1,200
Foster
1,200
Golden Valley
600
Grand Forks
6,900
Grant
800
Griggs
900
Hettinger
1,400
Kidder
700
La Moure
1,600
Logan
700
McHenry
1,900
Mcintosh
800
McKenzie
900
McLean
2,000

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

HOMES
BY
(Continued from page 28)

No. Dakota (Cont'd)
Mercer
1,000
Morton
3,600
Mountrail
1,700
Nelson
1,50<>
Oliver
400
Pembina
2,000
Pierce
1,100
Ramsey
3,300
Ransom
1,600
Renville
1,000
Richland
3,400
Rolette
1,100
Sargent
1,100
Sheridan
800
Sioux
400
Slope
500
Stark
2,700
Steele
700
Stutsman
4,100
Towner
1,000
Traill
2,300
Walsh
3,200
Ward
7,100
Wells
1,700
Williams
3,400

STATES

Oklahoma
Total Radio Homes:
Adair
Alfalfa
Atoka
Beaver
Beckham
Blaine
Bryan
Caddo
Canadian
Carter
Cherokee
Choctaw
Cimarron
Cleveland
Coal
Comanche
Cotton
Craig
Creek
Custer
Delaware
Dewey
Ellis
Garfield
Garvin
Grady
Grant
Greer
Harmon
Harper
Haskell
Hughes
Jackson
Jefferson
Johnston
Kay
Kingfisher
Kiowa
Latimer
Le Flore
Lincoln
Logan
Love
McClain
McCurtain
Mcintosh
Major
Marshall
Mayes
Murray
Muskogee
Noble
Nowata
Okfuskee
Oklahoma
Okmulgee
Osage
Ottawa
Pawnee
Payne
Pittsburg
Pontotoc
Pottawatomie
Pushmataha
Roger Mills
Rogers
Seminole
Sequoyah
_:
Stephens
Texas
Tillman
Tulsa
Wagoner
Washington
Washita
Woods
Woodward

335,000
1,100
2,300
1,100
1,000
3,900
2,700
3,600
5,800
4,200
6,800
1,400
2,200
600
3,700
1,100
5,400
1,900
2,000
8,200
4,200
800
1,500
1,200
9,800
3,300
6,500
2,300
2,300
1,600
1,000
1,300
3,100
4,000
2,000
1,100
9,200
2,300
4,100
900
3,600
3,800
4,100
900
1,800
2,900
1,900
1,500
1,100
1,500
1,400
10,100
2,100
1,500
2,600
50,100
7,400
5,600
4,100
2,200
5,600
5,400
3,800
7,900
1,100
1,200
2,200
7,300
1,400
4,100
1,600
3,500
43,400
1,700
5,000
3,200
2,800
2,100

Ohio
Total Radio Homes: 1,396,900
Adams
2,300
Allen
17.000
Ashland
7,000
Ashtabula
14,900
Athens
8,400
Auglaize
5,600
Belmont
18,000
Brown
3,200
Butler
24,200
Carroll
2,000
Champaign
4,600
Clark
18,100
Clermont
5,600
Clinton
4,800
Columbiana
18,000
Coshocton
5.000
Crawford
7,600
Cuyahoga
272,2X10
Darke
6,400
Defiance
4,500
Delaware
4,600
Erie
9,700
Fairfield
8,100
Fayette
3,700
Franklin
89,100
Fulton
4,800
Gallia
3,200
Geauga
2,900
Greene
5.800
Guernsey
7,300
Hamilton
141,100
Hancock
7,600
Hardin
5,000
Harrison
2,800
Henry
4,300
Highland
4,700
Hocking
2,800
Holmes
2,300
Huron
8,000
Jackson
3,300
Jefferson
17,40"
Knox
5,800
Lake
9,400
Lawrence
6,200
Licking
12,700
Logan
6,100
Lorain
23.50"
Lucas
78,200
Madison
3,600
Mahoning
47,000
Marion
9,800
Medina
6,400
Oregon
Meigs
4,100
Mercer
4,200 Total Radio Homes: 216,100
Miami
10,10"
3.700
Monroe
2.400 Baker
3,600
Montgomery
63,500 Benton
8,100
Morgan
2,400 Clackamas
Morrow
1,90" Clatsop
5,200
2,800
Muskingum
13.90" Columbia
Noble
2,5071 Coos
5,800
Ottawa
4,100 Crook
600
Paulding
2,40" Curry
500
Perry
4,60"
3,400
Pickaway
4,000 Deschutes
Douglas
4,500
Pike
1,800 Gilliam
800
Portage
7,500
800
Preble
3,800 Grant
Putnam
4,400 Harney
1,000
Richland
14.00" Hood River
2.100
Ross
8.700 Jackson
7,600
Sandusky
8,200 Jefferson
300
Scioto
14,800 Josephine
2,500
Seneca
9,400 Klamath
7,400
Shelby
4,500 Lake
1,100
Stark
46.200 Lane
:
11,700
Summit
76,900 Lincoln
1,600
Trumbull
21,700 Linn
4,800
Tuscarawas
12,000 Malheur
2,000
13.300
Union
2,900 Marion
900
Van Wert
4,800 Morrow
91.400
Vinton
1,000 Multnomah
2,400
Warren
3,900 Polk
600
Washington
7.800 Sherman
2.100
Wavne
10.000 Tillamook
Umatilla
5.400
Williams
5.200
3.800
Wood
7,100 Union
1.300
Wyandot
3,600 Wallowa
(Continued on page 34)

AND

Wasco
Oregon (Cont'd)
Washington
Wheeler
Yamhill

COUNTIES

3,300
5,000
500
4,500

Pennsylvania
Total Radio Homes: 1,938,400
Adams
5,500
Allegheny
301,600
Armstrong
11,600
Beaver
26,100
Bedford
5,000
Berks
54,100
Blair
28,200
Bradford
11,800
Bucks
18,000
Butler
15,400
Cambria
33,200
Cameron
1,100
Carbon
9,700
Centre
9,400
Chester
26,500
Clarion
6,100
Clearfield
12,800
Clinton
5,800
Columbia
8,000
Crawford
12,400
Cumberland
12,100
Dauphin
40,700
Delaware
62,500
Elk
5,200
Erie
38,200
Fayette
28,200
Forest
700
Franklin
10,600
Fulton
800
Greene
6,300
Huntingdon
6,200
Indiana
11,400
Jefferson
9,000
Juniata
1,700
Lackawanna
65,200
Lancaster
43.200
Lawrence
18,700
Lebanon
12,400
Lehigh
34,400
Luzerne
87,300
Lycoming
20,300
MeKean
13,000
Mercer
17,700
Mifflin
6,500
Monroe
6,900
Montgomery
60,000
Montour
1,900
Northampton
38,600
Northumberland
19,600
Perry
3,200
Philadelphia
430,300
Pike
1,300
Potter
3,500
Schuylkill
40.600
Snyder
2,300
Somerset
10,700
Sullivan
1,000
Susquehanna
5,600
Tioga
7,000
Union
3,000
Venango
13,000
Warren
9,400
Washington
35,400
Wayne
6,300
Westmoreland
46,500
Wyoming
3,100
York
34,500
Rhode Island
Total Radio Homes: 150,000
Bristol
3,900
Kent
8,400
Newport
9,800
Providence 120,700
Washington
7,200
South Carolina
Total Radio Homes: 17i,600
Abbeville
1,800
Aiken
4,300
Allendale
900
Anderson
8,400
Bamberg
1.600
Barnwell
1,600
Beaufort :
1,600
Berkeley
1.300
Calhoun
1,100
Charleston
15,600
Cherokee
2,800
Chester
3,100
Chesterfield
2.700
Clarendon
1.S00
Colleton
1,900
Darlington
4.300
Dillon
2,000
Dorchester
1.400
Edgefield
1.400
Fairfield
1,700
Florence
6.800
Georgetown
1.800
Greenville
17.300
Greenwood
4,300
Hampton
1.300
Horry
3,300
Jasper
700
Kershaw
2,700

Advertising

July

So. Carolina (Cont'd)
Lancaster
2,600
Laurens
3,800
Lee
1,700
Lexington
2,900
McCormick
700
Marion
2,500
Marlboro
2.800
Newberry
3,300
Oconee
3,000
Orangeburg
4,900
Pickens
2,900
Richland
14,100
Saluda
1,200
Spartanburg
13,100
Sumter
4,900
Union
3,000
Williamsburg
2,200
York
5,500
South Dakota
Total Radio Homes: 107,000
Armstrong
10
Aurora
1,100
Beadle
4,100
Bennett
400
Bon Homme
1,600
Brookings
2,900
Brown
6,100
Brule
1,100
Buffalo
150
Butte
1,400
Campbell
500
Charles Mix
2,300
Clark
1,500
Clay
1,500
Codington
3,800
Corson
700
Custer
700
Davison
3,700
Day
1,700
Deuel
1,000
Dewey
600
Douglas
1,000
Edmunds
1,000
Fall River
1,400
Faulk
1,000
Grant
1,400
Gregory
1,500
Haakon
700
Hamlin
900
Hand
1,200
Hanson
900
Harding
400
Hughes
1,600
Hutchinson
1,800
Hyde
500
Jackson
300
Jerauld
900
Jones
400
Kingsbury
1,700
Lake
2,200
Lawrence
2,700
Lincoln
1,800
Lyman
700
McCook
1,400
McPherson
1,000
Marshall
1,100
Meade
1,500
Mellette
400
Miner
1,100
Minnehaha
11,300
Moody
1,300
Pennington
4,600
Perkins
1,300
Potter
800
Roberts
2,300
Sanborn
1,000
Shannon
300
Spink
2.500
Stanley
400
Sully
500
Todd
900
Tripp
2,200
Turner
2,200
Union
1,700
Walworth
1,300
Washabaugh
140
Washington
100
Yankton
2.500
Ziebach
300
Tennessee
Total Radio Homes: 328,900
Anderson
1,800
Bedford
2.100
Benton
800
Bledsoe
500
Blount
2.700
Bradley
2,700
Campbell
2,300
Cannon
800
Carroll
2,800
Carter
2,900
Cheatham
600
Chester
900
Claiborne
1.500
Clay
500
Cocke
1.500
Coffee
1,700
Crockett
1,600
Cumberland
900
Davidson
47,300
Decatur
800
De Kalb
1.200
Dickson
1.600
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(Continued from page 33)
Tennessee (Cont'd)
Dyer
3,800
Fayette
1,800
Fentress
800
Franklin
2,300
Gibson
5,200
Giles
2,100
Grainger
700
Greene
2,900
Grundy
700
Hamblen
1,800
Hamilton
28,300
Hancock
500
Hardeman
1,700
Hardin
1,100
Hawkins
1,700
Haywood
2.300
Henderson
1,600
Henry
2,800
Hickman
900
Houston
400
Humphreys
900
Jackson
900
Jefferson
1,300
Johnson
900
Knox
25,300
Lake
1,000
Lauderdale
2,300
Lawrence
2,200
Lewis
400
Lincoln
2,600
Loudon
1,600
McMinn
2,900
McNairy
1,600
Macon
1,200
Madison
6,800
Marion
1,600
Marshall
1,600
Maury
4,100
Meigs
300
Monroe
1,700
Montgomery
3,700
Moore
300
Morgan
1,000
Obion
3,400
Overton
1,100
Perry
500
Pickett
300
Polk
1.400
Putnam
2,300
Rhea
1,200
Roane
2,400
Robertson
2,800
Rutherford
3,800
Scott
1,000
Sequatchie
300
Sevier
1,400
Shelby
61,400
Smith
1,500
Stewart
900
Sullivan
8,000
Sumner
2,700
Tipton
2,400
Trousdale
600
Unicoi
1,300
Union
600
Van Buren
200
Warren
1,900
Washington
5,900
Wayne
1,000
Weakley
3,400
White
1,300
Williamson
2,100
Wilson
2,700
Texas
Total Radio Homes: 862,100
Anderson
4,300
Andrews
50
Angelina
3,400
Aransas
200
Archer
900
Armstrong
400
Atascosa
1,400
Austin
2,50<1
Bailey
500
Bandera
400
Bastrop
2,200
Baylor
1,000
Bee
2,000
Bell
6,300
Bexar
58,200
Blanco
400
Borden
70
Bosque
1,700
Bowie
4,500
Brazoria
2,500
Brazos
3,400
Brewster
900
Briscoe
500
Brooks
600
Brown
3,900
Burleson
1,600
Burnet
1,300
Caldwell
3,500
Calhoun
600
Callahan
1,200
Cameron
9,500
Camp
1.000
Carson
1,000
Cass
2,609
Castro
400
Chambers
500
Cherokee
4,200
Childress
2,500
Clay
1,600
Page
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Texas (Cont'd) 140
Cochran
Coke
400
Coleman
2,800
Collin
5,100
Collingsworth
1,700
Colorado
2,500
Comal
1,900
Comanche
1,900
Concho
800
Cooke
3,100
Coryell
2,100
Cottle
1,200
Crane
200
Crockett
400
Crosby
1,300
Culberson
300
Dallam
1,300
Dallas
80,400
Dawson
1,400
Deaf Smith
900
Delta
1,400
Denton
4,800
DeWitt
3,700
Dickens
1,200
Dimmit
1,000
Donley
1,200
Duval
900
Eastland
4,000
Ector
600
Edwards
300
Ellis
6,000
El Paso
20,300
Erath
2,600
Falls
3,400
Fannin
4,300
Fayette
3,600
Fisher
1,400
Floyd
1,800
Foard
800
Fort Bend
3,400
Franklin
600
Freestone
2,200
Frio
800
Gaines
300
Galveston
15,200
Garza
800
Gillespie
1,900
Glasscock
100
Goliad
800
Gonzales
2,900
Gray
3,800
Grayson
9,200
Gregg
2,500
Grimes
2,300
Guadalupe
3,100
Hale
3,200
Hall
1,900
Hamilton
1,800
Hansford
400
Hardeman
2,000
Hardin
1,500
Harris
88,300
Harrison
3,900
Hartley
200
Haskell
1,81"
Hays
2,000
Hemphill
700
Henderson
3,000
Hidalgo
7,700
Hill
4,500
Hockley
900
Hood
800
Hopkins
3,100
Houston
2,900
Howard
3,500
Hudspeth
400
Hunt
6,900
Hutchinson
2,100
Irion
200
Jack
,
1,100
Jackson
1,200
Jasper
1,900
Jeff Davis
200
Jefferson
23,600
Jim Hogg
500
Jim Wells
1,300
Johnson
4,100
Jones
3,500
Karnes
2,300
Kaufman
4,300
Kendall
1,000
Kenedy
60
Kent
400
Kerr
1,600
Kimble
600
King
100
Kinney
400
Kleberg
1,600
Knox
900
Lamas
5,600
Lamb
1,600
Lampasas
1,400
La Salle
700
Lavaca
2,900
Lee
1,200
Leon
1,800
Liberty
2,100
Limestone
4,000
Lipscomb
700
Live Oak
600
Llano
800
Loving
30
Lubbock
7,400
Lynn
1,100
McCuIloch
2,100
1, 1936

Texas (Cont'd) 16,31)0
McLennan
McMullen
80
Madison
1,400
Marion
800
Martin
400
Mason
900
Matagorda
2,200
Maverick
900
Medina
1,600
Menard
600
Midland
1,400
Milam
3,300
Mills
1.100
Mitchell
1,700
Montague
2,200
Montgomery
2,800
Moore
200
Morris
900
Motley
600
Nacogdoches
3,100
Navarro
6,300
Newton
1,000
Nolan
2,800
Nueces
8,600
Ochiltree
900
Oldham
200
Orange
1,800
Palo Pinto
2.500
Panola
1,700
Parker
2,300
Parmer
600
Pecos
1,000
Polk
1,600
Potter
10,700
Presidio
900
Rains
500
Randall
800
Reagan
500
Real
300
Red River
2,700
Reeves
1,200
Refugio
1,500
Roberts
200
Robertson
2,600
Rockwall
800
Runnels
3.300
Rusk
5,500
Sabine
1,000
San Augustine
1,100
San Jacinto
600
San Patricio
2,400
San Saba
1,100
Schleicher
400
Scurry
1,400
Shackelford
900
Shelby
2,700
Sherman
200
Smith
10,200
Somervell
300
Starr
700
Stephens
2,300
Sterling
300
Stonewall
600
Sutton
600
Swisher
1,100
Tarrant
40,700
Taylor
7,400
Terrell
400
Terry
800
Throckmorton
500
Titus
1,600
Tom Green
7,700
Travis
16,300
Trinity
1.000
Tyler
900
Upshur
2,100
Upton
1,100
Uvalde
1,800
Val Verde
2,100
Van Zandt
3,000
Victoria
3,400
Walker
1,90"
Waller
1,20"
Ward
5""
Washington
3,100
Webb
5,500
Wharton
4,000
Wheeler
1,800
Wichita
14,100
Wilbarger
3,500
Willacy
800
Williamson
5,600
Wilson
1,900
Winkler
600
Wise
2,000
Wood
2.700
Yoakum
70
Young
2,600
Zapata
100
Zavala
1,000

Utah (Cont'd)
Juab
Kane
Millard
Morgan
Piute
Rich
Salt Lake
San Juan
Sanpete
Sevier
Summit
Tooele
Uintah
Utah
Wasatch
Washington
Wayne
Weber

1,100
180
1,000
300
150
140
41,600
300
1,800
1,500
1,100
1,000
900
7,000
600
1,000
120
10,100

Vermont
Total Radio Homes: 72,1,00
Addison
3,400
Bennington
4,500
Caledonia
5,100
Chittenden
10,600
Essex
900
Franklin
5,700
Grand Isle
600
Lamoille
2,000
Orange
2,700
Orleans
3.900
Rutland
10,200
Washington
9,000
Windham
6,200
Windsor
7,600

Virginia
Total Radio Homes:
Accomac
Albemarle
Alleghany
Amelia
Amherst
Appomattox
Arlington
Augusta
Bath
Bedford
Bland
Botetourt
Brunswick
Buchanan
Buckingham
Campbell
Caroline
Carroll
Charles City
Charlotte
Chesterfield
Clarke
Craig
Culpeper
Cumberland
Dickenson
Dinwiddie
Elizabeth City
Essex
Fairfax
Fauquier
Floyd
Fluvanna
Franklin
Frederick
Giles
Gloucester
Goochland
Grayson
Greene
Greensville
Halifax
Hanover
Henrico
Henry
Highland
Isle of Wight
James City
King and Queen
King George
King William
Lancaster
Lee
Loudoun
Louisa
Lunenburg
Madison
Mathews
Mecklenburg
Middlesex
Utah
Montgomery
Total Radio Homes: 85,000 Nansemond
Beaver
600 Nelson
Box Elder
2,400 New Kent
Cache
4,300 Norfolk
Carbon
2,800 Northampton
Daggett
30 Northumberland
Davis
1 ,800 Nottoway
Duchesne
800 Orange
Emery
500 Page
Garfield
400 Patrick
Grand
280 Pittsylvania
Iron
1,200 Powhatan

336,900
3,600
7,900
3,900
400
1,300
600
12,200
7,700
900
2,500
300
2,800
1,600
900
800
12,400
1,200
2,000
300
900
1.900
900
300
1,800
400
1,100
8,200
4,300
600
2,900
2,900
1,400
600
2,300
4,300
1,300
1,000
500
2,200
400
1,400
3,200
1,600
47,100
3,200
500
1,200
1.200
500
300
900
1,100
2,100
2,700
1,100
1,100
700
700
2,600
600
3,300
4,100
1,200
400
44,800
2,200
900
1,700
1,900
1,600
1,200
9,100
400

Prince
Edward
Virginia
(Cont'd) 1,600
Prince George
2,600
Prince William
1,700
Princess Anne
1,700
Pulaski
2,700
Rappahannock
500
Richmond
700
Roanoke
22,300
Rockbridge
3,300
Rockingham
6,500
Russell
1,800
Scott
1,400
Shenandoah
2.8Q0
Smyth
2,500
Southampton
2,300
Spotsylvania
3,000
Stafford
500
Surrey
500
Sussex
1,000
Tazewell
3,100
Warren
1,300
Warwick
9,000
Washington
5,200
Westmoreland
800
Wise
4,900
Wythe
2,500
York
600
Washington
Total Radio Homes:
Adams
Asotin
Benton
Chelan
Clallam
Clark
Columbia
Cowlitz
Douglas
Ferry
Franklin
Garfield
Grant
Grays Harbor
Island
Jefferson
King
Kitsap
Kittitas
Klickitat
Lewis
Lincoln
Mason
Okanogan
Pacific
Pend Oreille
Pierce
San Juan
Skagit
Skamania
Snohomish
Spokane
Stevens
Thurston
Wahkiakum
Walla Walla
Whatcom
Whitman
Yakima

31,6,900
1,300
800
1,800
7,900
4,400
6,900
1,100
5,400
900
400
1,400
800
900
10,400
900
1,500
120,200
7,300
3,700
1,800
6, 8(70
2,400
1,700
3,300
2,400
800
35,800
600
6,600
300
16,100
38,000
2,400
6,100
700
7,000
12,600
6,600
16,900

West Virginia
Total Radio Homes: 21,0,000
Barbour
1,400
Berkeley
4,200
Boone
2,500
Braxton
1,800
Brooke
5,000
Cabell
16,400
Calhoun
1,200
Clay
1,000
Doddridge
1,100
Fayette
8,800
Gilmer
800
Grant
700
Greenbrier
3,800
Hampshire
1,200
Hancock
4,200
Hardy
700
Harrison
13,600
Jackson
2,100
Jefferson
2,200
Kanawha
28,800
Lewis
3,100
Lincoln
1,300
Logan
6,900
McDowell
9,200
Marion
10,900
Marshall
4,800
Mason
2,000
Mercer
9,500
Mineral
2,500
Mingo
4.600
Monongalia
8,000
Monroe
900
Morgan
700
Nicholas
1,80"
Ohio
16,900
Pendleton
600
Pleasants
900
Pocahontas
1,400
Preston
2,700
Putnam
1,300
Raleigh
9,200
Randolph
2,900

BROADCASTING

W. Virginia (Cont'd)
Ritchie
2,100
Roane
2,300
Summers
2,500
Taylor
2,800
Tucker
1,200
Tyler
1,800
Upshur
1,800
Wayne
4,500
Webster
1,200
Wetzel
2,700
Wirt
700
Wood
11,000
Wyoming
1,800
Wisconsin
Total Radio Homes:
Adams
Ashland
Barron
Bayfield
Brown
Buffalo
Burnett
Calumet
Chippewa
Clark
Columbia
Crawford
Dane
Dodge
Door
Douglas
Dunn
Eau Claire
Florence
Fond du Lac
Forest
Grant
Green — ^
Green Lake
Iowa
Iron
Jackson
Jefferson
Juneau
Kenosha
Kewaunee
La Crosse
Lafayette
Langlade
Lincoln
Manitowoc
Marathon
Marinette
Marquette
Milwaukee
Monroe
Oconto
Oneida
Outagamie
Ozaukee
Pepin
Pierce
Polk
Portage
Price
Racine
Richland
Rock
Rusk
St. Croix
Sauk
Sawyer
Shawano
Sheboygan
Taylor
Trempealeau
Vernon
Vilas
Walworth
Washburn
Washington
Waukesha
Waupaca
Waushara
Winnebago
Wood

576,600
900
3.300
6,100
1,700
14,300
2,600
1,300
2,300
6,300
4,800
6,400
2,300
27,100
8,500
3,000
9,200
4,000
9,100
400
13,100
1,200
7,500
5,100
2,400
2,900
1,200
2,400
8,700
2,500
11,400
2,700
12,600
3,100
3,300
3,700
11,100
10,000
4,600
1,300
167,800
4,200
3,000
3,300
13,500
3,000
1,400
3,600
4,300
5,500
2,600
18,200
2,900
16,100
2,100
4,100
6,300
1,300
4,500
14.80C
2,100
4,200
3,900
1,300
7,900
1,600
5,300
10,700
6,100
1,900
17,000
7,700

Wyoming
Total Radio Homes: ii.600
Albany
2,800
Big Horn
1,700
Campbell
800
Carbon
2.500
Converse
1,200
Crook
600
Fremont
2,300
Goshen
1,900
Hot Springs
800
Johnson
800
Laramie
6,200
Lincoln
1,700
Natrona
6,400
Niobrara
700
Park
1,600
Platte
1,200
Sheridan
3,800
Sublette
280
Sweetwater
3,900
Teton
370
Uinta
1,300
Washakie
900
Weston
800
Yellowstone Park
50
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"CLEVELAND'S
FRIENDLY
STATION"
Member N. B. C. Blue Network
John F. Patt, Vice - President and General Manager
Edward Petry & Co., Inc., National Representatives
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StationOperation,Management
by Trans- American
Is Planned
John L. Clark, President ; E. J. Rosenberg, Executive
V. P. ; Officials of Group of Stations to Affiliate
FORMATION of
Trans - American
Broadcasting &
Television Corp.
as an entirely
new entity in the
broadcasting field
to devote itself
to station operation and commercial program
sales and devel- Mr. Clark
opment, was announced June 17 by
John L. Clark, general manager
of WLW, Cincinnati, who becomes
its president. E. J. Rosenberg,
for the last three years general
manager of Society of European
Stage Authors and Composers
(SESAC) has been elected executive vice president of Trans-American, and has resigned his SESAC
post effective July 1.
Mr. Clark asserted the company
has financial resources in excess of
$2,000,000, and has been incorporated in New York, culminating
two years of planning. He declared any announcement beyond
the formation of the company is
premature, and that no details
could be divulged as to other executive personnel, financial backing and projected plans until
other resignations of key officials
take place next month.
Offices of the new company have
been leased at 521 Fifth Ave.,
New York City.

Mr. Clark resigned from WLW,
with which he has been identified
for the last decade, as of July 1.
His contract with Trans-American
is for five years. He probably will
continue in an executive advisory
capacity with WLW for an indefinite period, since the plan is
known to Mr. Crosley, although
the latter is not identified with
Trans-American.
In addition to Mr. Clark and
Mr. Rosenberg it is understood
there are a half-dozen other individuals identified with broadcasting who are associated with
Trans-American. Within the next
month, it is indicated, the company will be
concern"of
by virtue
of athe"going
ownership
several stations by individuals in
the group, and the identity of
these individuals and the scope of
the project will be clearly defined.
Large interests now outside of
broadcasting are understood to be
identified with Trans-American.
It is emphasized by Mr. Clark
that Warner Bros, motion picture
interests, which have been seeking a broadcasting network, are in
no way identified with TransAmerican. Warner Bros, some
time ago offered Mr. Clark a posi-

Corporate Powers
A SEARCH
of
corporation records in Albany
disclosed that
Trans - American
had filed incorporation papers
with the Secretary of State for
the purpose of
engaging
in "raMr. Rosenberg
dio broadcasting,
television and network business."
The papers were filed by Sol A.
Rosenblatt, New York attorney,
who is identified with Associated
Independent Radio Stations, in
which Powel Crosley and Mr. Clark
are the prime movers. Mr. Rosenblatt is a former NRA Division
Administrator and prior to that
was in the law firm of the late
Nathan Burkan, general counsel
for ASCAP. The association of
both Mr. Rosenberg and Mr. Rosenblatt, both experts in music
copyright, with Trans- American,
has given rise to speculation as to
the part this organization may
play as a music licensing and supply source.
Beyond the statement that the
company would engage in broadcasting and television operations
on a national scale as the eventual
plan, Mr. Clark said he was not at
liberty to speak further. It is understood, however, that a number
of broadcasting stations in important maikets are definitely identified with the project through ownership which would figure in the
Trans - American operations. The
television phase, of course, looks
into the future.

By
Deutsch
for
FORMATION of Radio Markets
Inc., as a subsidiary of World
Broadcasting System Inc., to undertake exclusive representation
for a group of stations affiliated
with the spot-transcription corncompany, was announced June 19
by
dent.Percy L. Deutsch, WBS presi-

Radio

Markets

Mr. Deutsch announced the enterprise "is in no way competitive
with existing representation organizations, but instead is designed
to provide a much-needed service
for small stations in the smaller
markets which heretofore have not
been able to interest representatives in the sale of their facilities." Sales operation will begin
in the fall.
Basic Requirements
TO QUALIFY for representation
by Radio Markets, Mr. Deutsch
said, a station must be an affiliate
of WBS and one that is located in
a market without local radio station competition. The purpose of
these qualifications is to simplify
the sales story that will be presented by Radio Markets, on a national basis, by reason of the fact
that all of the stations will more
or less fit into a single category,
and all will have World Program
Service to be sold with uniform
and matched reproducing equipment. The statement continued:
"It is the belief of WBS that a
selected group of smaller stations
should be extremely valuable to
national and regional advertisers
that require the same type of intensive market coverage in radio
that these same advertisers are
now securing through their news-

Authentic

Remote

AFTER interviewing a prisoner at the San Francisco
County Jail, recently where
he was gathering material
for his serial Your Fellow
Man's Opinion, Bill Davidson, writer and producer at
KFRC, that city, found himself a prisoner. Completing
his task, a jail-keeper pointed, indicating the direction
of exit, but Davidson confused by the maze of steel
gratings and bars wandered
about the huge building without success. Prisoners thinking Davidson a newcomer,
welcomed him with pleasantries. It was 30 minutes before he was able to attract
attention of a jailer and was
"let out" under guard.
tion at a salary of $50,000 per year
to organize a broadcasting subsidiary, and it also is understood to
have broached a partnership arrangement with Mutual Broadcasting
System.
Mr. Clark plans to be in the
East July 2, after which he will
attend the NAB convention in
Chicago
Who has
his not
successor will July
be at5-8.
WLW
yet
been indicated, and it may be that
for the next several weeks Mr.
Clark himself will continue his
management by remote control.
Broadly, it is indicated that
Trans-American
plans may emInc.

Is

Formed

Local
Stations
paper campaigns. Radio Markets
has been organized, therefore, for
the purpose of selling this basic
concept of radio coverage in the
markets it will represent. Radio
Markets' activities will be general,
and in no way confined to the accounts using WBS facilities.
"A considerable investment is
contemplated for Radio Markets in
the work of securing complete
market data for each station represented. It is believed that in
achieving more widespread use by
national and regional advertisers
of these markets and the radio
stations they serve, a considerable
contribution will have been made
to spot broadcasting in general,
for it is logical to assume that
with the sale of the Radio Markets
idea to agencies and advertisers,
stations in the major markets
would also be used.
"Radio Markets does not contemplate representation of stations
in the larger centers due to the
fact that these markets already
have a widespread acceptance on
the part of radio time buyers, and
the stations therein for the most
part already have representation.
"While Radio Markets has already been formed, its operation
in a sales capacity will not get
under way until fall. During the
interim tbe stations selected from
the WBS list will be called upon
and preparation of market data
will be undertaken for those outlets availing themselves of the
Radio Markets plan. Operations
of the new company will be under
the management of a marketing

brace not only the operation ot
stations to be identified with it, but
also the lease - management of
other stations much after the
fashion Ralph Hitz manages a
group of hotels through identical
operation methods.
In station sales, it is presumed
group rate structures will be
worked out. National representation also may fall within the scope
of the organization, along with
transcription production. TransAmerican, Mr. Clark declared, is
not a holding company but one
which will engage in operations.
One of the best known radio executives in the country, Mr. Clark
has been with WLW since 1927,
servng initially as an announcer,
production man, continuity writer,
salesman and finally becoming its
general manager. He is credited
with having sold upwards of
$6,000,000 of broadcast time over
the station. He also has been general manager of WSAI, Crosley's
regional station in Cincinnati.
Mr. Clark, who is 34, has been
prominently identified, among
other things, with the formation of
Associated Independent Radio Stations Inc., a group of independently
owned stations which has as its
objective handling of problems of
mutual interest to such stations,
notably in the field of copyright.
Prior to joining Crosley he worked
in various sales jobs, running the
gamut from automobile5; and accessories to stocks and bonds, life
insurance, collapsible garages,
steel si ens and phonographs.
Mr. Rosenbergs who also is in
his thirties, has had wide experience in the motion-picture and
theatrical field in New York, as
well as in radio. He recently
made a swing about the country
visiting stations. He is a graduate of Harvard University and
Harvard School of Business Administration.
Corporate Provisions
CAPITAL stock of the corporation
was listed at 3,500 shares. 2.500
shares having a par value of $100
each as preferred stock and 1,000
shares of common stock of no par
value in the papers filed in Albany.
The incorporators are identified
only as Elizabeth Wood5:. Sydney
Snector, a^id Mariorie L. Soper. ail
of 630 Fifth Ave., New York,
which is Mr. Rosenblatt's office.
They hold one share each.
The corporation would be permitted to apply for, hold, and elect
and operate one or more rad'o
stations to "broadcast, communicate or receive for the purpose of
entertainment and informing and
generally engage in radio broadcasting, television and network
The papers also authorize TransAmerican to '"manufacture, buy,
business."
sell or deal in electrical, automotive or radio equipment used in
connection with radio; to deal
with scenarios and manuscripts, to
acquire property, etc. necessary to
corporate purposes; to have trade
mark, etc., to print, publish, issue
pamphlets and magazines of every
character and distribute them; to
conduct advertising and publicity
business; to make, own and acquire scenery, costumes, effects,
etc.; to represent as managers,
artists, actors, etc.; to deal in
every type of literary, dramatic
and musical property by purchase
or exchange to other firms, associations, etc.; to deal with shares
of capital stock; to borrow or raise
money without limit."
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Wanted--

A

Finder

Textile

As

as

Soon

Radio

Industry
Gets

THE RISE of the broadcasting
advertising industry from nothing
to a gross revenue of nearly $100,000,000 yearly in slightly over ten
years is one of the remarkable
business developments of our
time. Indeed, it is not surprising,
considering such a rapid-fire
growth, that broadcasting should
have more or less overlooked certain rich and important markets.
Today, however, things are diff erent.
Increasing competition
jwithin the broadcasting industry
is having a sobering effect. May I
■ suggest then that it is time that
■ broadcasters ceased neglecting
I prospects that lie right under their
noses?
The present article will
concern itself with one rich vein
j of golden ore that it just waiting
!to be tapped.
I refer to a major branch of
American industry — my own field
of textile manufacture.
The following thoughts are laid before
you because I am convinced that
I we of the textile industry and you
[of the broadcasting field stand to
1 gain mutually by a closer understanding of what radio could do toward helping us to sell textiles.
Let us consider first the scope
of the textile industry. According
!to Bureau of the Census data texI tile products have a total value of
jnearly $3,000,000,000. Now, the
great majority of this business
has no sales message for the consumer at present.
Not a Handout
iTHAT must be clearly understood
\to start with. The radio market in
■the textile industry is not waiting
|on the doorstep to be picked up;
it has to be dug out carefully and
patiently. But remember, it will
reward such patience. The portion of this three billion dollar industry which does promote to the
consumer has a selling budget well
worth going after.
Here is our story from the textile side. And it is this that convinces me that textiles could and
'should broadcast. During the last
ten years one of the most significant developments of the textile
industry has been the rising importance of the brand name.
It is my business to come in frequent contact with advertising
managers from all branches of the
textile industry. They find the
problem of selling the brand name
!to be a major issue. Among them,
I hear but one thought and that
thought is being dinned into my
ears constantly.
IIt is this: "We must get closer
to the consumer!" Go anywhere
you will among textile firms which
sell through brands and you will
hear the same message. Now, is
there any more effective way to
accomplish that purpose than by a
well-rounded all-media campaign
which would give radio its proper
share of the selling job? I'm sure
jl don't
know
of any.
But let
us ask
ourselves another
BROADCASTING
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was Real Silk, of course, but really there haven't been
enough textile decibels to make many decimals on the
sales charts.
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question. Where do textiles stand
at present among the total of
broadcast advertisers? It is a sad
story. The truth is that textile expenditure for radio is so small
that it just does not count. In the
broadcasting data compiled by
NBC textiles are anonymously
included in two groups (a) house
furnishings and (b) clothing and
dry goods. The grand total of
both of these groups (including
the very considerable total of retail store broadcasting) is only
$800,000. It is obvious then that
the textile total is ouite negligible
compared
the textileoutlay
industry's
size and itsto promotion
as a
whole.
Now, I am convinced that radio
is missing a bet in not going out,
hammer and tongs, after textile
advertising. Glance over these figures and see whether I'm not
right. We will break down the textile industry into fiber and fabric
divisions. Of the industry's total
value, cotton
represents
33.0% ;
Advertising

his textiles from
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Specialist, Radio Commentator, Assistant Editor, Textile World
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wool 20.6%; knit goods 18%; silk
and rayon fabrics 10.5%. The
others — bleaching, dyeing and finishing, miscellaneous and rayon
are of minor size.
The biggest promise of the
whole group is in the knit goods
field. The knit goods industry is
a business of some $500,000,000
yearly, virtually all of which is
sold to the consumer. A substantial part of its business is in brand
name merchandise. Thus, even
when we subtract the portion represented by unbranded merchandise, the remainder is a sizeable
market for radio. It is a legitimate market for anv medium
which can popularize these names
with the consumer. And radio's
value in that regard is no longer
open to question.
Now let us look at the other divisions. Of cotton's $900,000,000
yearly business a substantial
though minor part is sold to the
consumer. Even making further
deductions for the unbranded cotton goods, the remaining branded
merchandise leaves us an important market which could tell its
story profitably on the air. Likewise in the wool industry the total
$570,000,000 output includes some
branded merchandise which has a
direct consumer message. And the
same may be said even more definitely for the silk and rayon fabric industry.
What then does this mean in
terms of merchandising? It means,
briefly that for the benefit of both,
the broadcasting industry and the
textile industry should get closer
together. The textile industry,
even when we deduct the large
non-consumer output, even when
we concede every possible "if" and
"but" the skeptic may raise — with
all that the textile industry still
has remaining a nice business in
brand goods which must be sold
by name (of goods or of manufacturer). The most efficient way to
popularize that name is by campaigns which will combine the
printed with the radio aupeal.
What are textiles doine on the
air today? Again the answer is a
sad one. They are doing little or

nothing. A few firms — hosiery,
floor coverings, foundation garments, silk fabrics, suitings — have
dabbled with radio. Some really
enterprising ones are now on the
air, and the rise in their sales figures is its own testimony to the
wisdom of the move.
I need only refer you to the
amazing success of Real Silk
Hosiery which was described in
Broadcasting a few weeks ago. I
wonder how many broadcasting
firms have used that story of Real
Silk as sales talk for their salesmen in contacting other branded
hosiery firms? Few, I suspect.
Of course, it must be kept in
mind that promotion of radio to
the textile industry demands specialized planning. A radio project
effective with one mill might be a
total failure with another, even in
the same field. For instance, Real
Silk's success is not a good argument for other brands of hosiery
because Real Silk has a sales problem unique unto themselves, as
they are the only hosiery firm of
their size selling door-to-door.
Selling Brands
OUR most conspicuously available
market for radio is in the group
of nationally famous textile brand
names. Bathing suits, for instance.
Outstanding lines of sheets and
other domestics. Well known types
of underwear, etc., etc. Mention
these various garments in an average American crowd and instantly
a sizeable list of famous brand
names comes to mind. These names
are a "natural" for radio. The
whole success of such firms depends
on keeping their names constantly
before the public.
Yet these firms to date have
done little or no broadcasting.
Now, it is no answer to say that
radio
costssubstantial
too much. sums
Don't are
get not
the
idea that
spent by some of our firms for
consumer promotion. True, we do
not spend anything like the sums
laid out by such gold-plated industries as the automotive field, for
instance. But we do spendl You
can see that when you glance
through the advertising pages of
the class magazines and to a less
extent the general magazines. And
note too that our total for other
promotion, including fashion
shows, runs into big figures.
What do textile firms advertising to the consumer think of
broadcasting? My files are filled
with correspondence proving that
there exists among certain groups
of textile advertisers a very definite interest in radio and that
they are only waiting to be approached in a convincing way.
Now, what is a convincing way?
Recently I made a survey of opinion among textile mills which have
been or now are on the air. The
answers were enlighening. The
main thought expressed went
something like this: "We would
go further in radio if the broadcasting industry would give us
more complete cooperation in planning to tie radio in with other selling. They don't
to a follow-through, andhelp
oftenusbecause
of
(Continued on page 134)
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fact that the greatest equipment
and service developments will come
from private rather than governmental sources — all of which can
be taken over by the government
in time of war or national emer-

By Industry
Leaders
at FCC
Ultra-Shortwave
Hearing
THE GROUNDWORK for new raassignments within the service
tional Telecommunications Conferbands.
ence to be held in Cairo in 1938
dio industries ranging into billions
There were fancy flights of
gency.
will consider allocation of these
So important were the hearings
of dollars, and encompassing such
imagination
during the course of
regarded
by
the
FCC,
that
they
frequencies among the nations.
developments as television, fachave been under discussion at the
The
data
gathered
at
the
FCC
the
hearings,
such as Mr. Sarnoff's
simile and "apex" broadcasting,
White House. No service bands
hearings will presumably be used
prediction that ''private wave
was laid during a fortnight of
lengths" for individual use may
as a basic for American proposals
hearings before the full FCC
will be reserved, it is expected, unsome day be discovered on the ulto the international conclave.
til presidential approval of the
which began in Washington June
tra-shorts; there were practical
Future services on the short and
15, with some 600 representatives
principles involved has been obdemonstrations of new things on
tained
in
view
of
the
broad
powers
ultra-short waves, with even some
of the best brains and biggest capresiding in the chief executive to
suggestions for opening up certain
ital in radio present to listen to
the ultra-shorts, such as the "freallocate by executive order for nathe views, experiences and demodulation"
system for
long waves below 550 kc. for sustaticlessquency
radio
demonstrated
by
tional and governmental needs.
mands of about 75 leaders from
per-power broadcasting of the orStarting with the government
der of 1,000,000 watts, were the
Maj. Armstrong, and the first disall branches of the radio arts, inclosure of amateur findings in the
demands for more than 50% of the
dustry and science.
subjects of testimony which literbands
below
30,000 kc. by Maj. K.
channels between 30 and 200,000
From the accumulation of thoually held the big gathering spellB.
Warner,
secretary
of the Amerbound
at
some
junctures
of
the
kc,
the
list
of
witnesses
(the
testisands of pages of testimony, the
ican Radio Relay League; and
protracted sessions.
mony of the chief of whom is exFCC later will attempt to work
there were words of caution, such
out a coordinated method of allocerpted or digested in these colWide Interest Aroused
as
Dr. Jewett's admonition not to
cating the channels in the ultraumns) included such important ingo too hastily into unknown realms
FOR THE most part, the hearings
dustry figures as David Sarnoff,
high frequency range above 30,000
without definite knowledge, and
William S. Paley, President Wilkc. to foster development and conwere devoted to proposals for uses
liam
Green
of
the
A.
F.
of
L.,
Dr.
Mr. Paley's plea that television be
vert them into maximum use for
in the immediate future of the freapproached in an evolutionary way.
Frank Jewett, S. M. Kintner,
the public and the nation. A hercuquencies from 30 to 200,000 kc,
James M. Skinner, A. F. Murray,
What of Television?
lean task confronts the FCC and
with broadcasting interests natuSamuel E. Darby Jr., Maj. Edward
its engineers, for the demand for
rally concerned because television,
TELEVISION, naturally, held the
Armstrong, Dr. F. A. Kolster, K.
facilities was ten times greater
facsimile, relay, international and
center of interest, the consensus
B.
Warner,
Philo
T.
Farnsworth
than the supply. Now it is a probvery
high
frequency
broadcasting
being that it is already a remarkand many others from such dilem of choosing the services and
able technical achievement, prob(apex) services apparently are desverse fields as broadcasting, telepursuits which shall be rewarded
tined to find their places within
ably
acceptable to the public, but
vision,
facsimile,
aviation,
marine,
with the right to occupy the bands.
those limits. General and specific
that its inauguration as a system
The hearings were regarded as
police,
forestry,
amateur
and
a
vademands for channels and bands
is still some years away. For the
riety of other services.
the most important before a govran between five and ten times the
first time, as disclosed elsewhere
Dr.
J.
H.
Dellinger,
radio
chief
ernment agency since the birth of
number of available space in the
in these columns, such researchers
broadcasting 15 years ago. There
of the Bureau of Standards, speakin television as RCA, Farnsworth,
spectrum, dispelling the oft-exwas the expected stampede of
ing on behalf of the InterdepartLubcke and others lesser known
pressed
theories
that
the
ultraservices, both government and priment Radio Advisory Committee
revealed what they have in the
highs offer limitless "avenues of
vate, for wave lengths in this virof the federal government, prolaboratories and what they expect.
the ether"
for the prospective fugin radio area which remains to
voked a furore at the outset of
ture services.
The broadcasters, represented by
be subdivided by Uncle Sam.
The hearings were conducted
the hearings by presenting alloNAB Managing Director James
cations for government use in the
under the direction of C o m d r .
At the Crossroads
W. Baldwin and Dr. Charles B.
30
to
200,000
kc.
band
that
would
Aiken, of Purdue University, as
Craven,
who
with
Chairman
AnnTHE KEYNOTE for the sessions
reserve 1012 of the 1907 frequening S. Prall opened them with disspecial consulting engineer, were
was sounded by Chief Engineer
cies for government use and only
cussions
of
their
scope
and
pursomewhat at variance from the raT. A. M. Craven, of the FCC, who
dio manufacturers, represented by
895 for non-government. He based
pose. [See June 15 Broadcasting.]
was prime mover in calling and
his calculations of the number of
President James M. Skinner of the
While many of the demands were
organizing the hearings, when he
frequencies on a 0.1% frequency
Philadelphia Storage Battery Co.
specific, the purpose was to review
referred to radio today as being
the broad field of uses and needs
separation basis, which some engiand A. F. Murray of the same con"at the crossroads".
neers insisted was entirely too
cern, for the Radio Manufacturers
foreseen by the various services —
cue was
picked up by many Theother
wide.
witAssociation, on proposed television
after which the FCC and its enginesses. Of significance was the
allocations. But they were together
neers presumably will divide the
Almost with one accord, the reprather general conclusion that if available spectrum into service
resentatives of private services,
on their request that seven 6,000
television is to be accommodated
kc. bands be reserved with sound
allocations, to be followed by furlarge and small, attacked these dein the way its sponsors wish, many
tracks in the 42,000 to 90,000 kc.
mands as too great in view of the
ther hearings on specific company
other proposed services and operations must go by the boards. Conversely, if these other services
are to be accommodated, there
may be no room for television on
a competitive basis.
There was rather general agreement that television, while technically a great achievement, is still
several years away from the public The testimony also seemed to
indicate that a serious patent fight
must be adjudicated in or out of
court before television patents are
sufficiently clarified to make possible its popular introduction.
Testimony on this score, in several instances, smacked of the old
"anti-trust" onslaught against
KCA, which is also in the forefront of visual radio development.
The only way in which such patent litigation can be averted, it
Photo by Times Wide World
was generally conceded, would be
through arrangements which might
AN ABSORBED COMMISSION— This is a candid shot of the full FCC during the ultra - high frequency
be worked out with leading experihearings last month. Maj. Edward Armstrong, Columbia professor and inventor of the superheterodyne, one
menters
who
have
recog
nized
of the many score of witnesses, is describing his new system of "staticless" broadcasting on the ultra-highs,
ly
basic claims.
elsewhere discussed in this issue. Left to right at the Commission table are: Commissioners Brown, StewBecause the ultra-high range is
art (obscured by microphone), Sykes, Chairman Prall, Case, Walker and Payne. The official transcript of the
new radio territory, the Internahearing, incidentally
was recorded, hence the numerous microphones scattered on table and dais.
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spectrum for television services;
and that liberal experimental
bands beyond 120,000 kc. also be
reserved.
Facsimile likewise was seen as
a perfected service whose biggest
future development apparently
rests on economic considerations.
Those attending the conference
were particularly impressed by
the demonstration of his staticless
system of "frequency modulation"
by Maj. Armstrong, inventor of
the superheterodyne circuit, which
is described elsewhere in this issue. While broad claims for ultrashortwave broadcasting service efficiency were made for this service, it was brought out that it
might be particularly adaptable to
facsimile in enabling faithful reproductions of high definition pictures to be transmitted and received, removing the "fuzz" still
persistent in the present pictures.
Broadcasters Ready
ON THE PART of the broadcasters, they urged the use of ordinary broadcast wave lengths from
midnight-to-morning for facsimile.
The broadcasters proceeded on
the premise that visual radio —
both television and facsimile — as
well as apex broadcasting are
rightful heritages of those who
have developed the sound broadcasting system of this country, and
their spokesmen indicated that the
industry is ready and willing to
invest the huge sums needed when
these services are ready for the
public.
It was agreed that safety of life
and property services, such as
maritime, aviation and police, deserved certain priority — but it was
also pointed out that the commercial services were always available
for emergencies. Demands by certain minor groups were not regarded as having any great chance
of success because of their poor
showing of contribution toward
the science of radio and the public
service needs.
One demand in particular
aroused great interest — that of
Dr. John W. Studebaker, U. S.
Commissioner of Education, that a
block of frequencies be set aside
so that each and every one of the
127,000 local school districts in the
United States, as well as the other
state and local educational agencies, might have its own broadcasting station for educational
broadcasts to the schools.
Police and forestry services
asked for more frequencies for
their expanding needs, and so did
the amateurs, leaving to the FCC
one of the greatest problems of
evaluating various services one
against the other it has ever faced.
In the following pages an effort
has been made to summarize, so
far as possible, the individual
statements and demands presented
at the hearings.
i£ 4? $
Commissioner E. O. Sykes June
24 announced, in a statement read
at the conference on behalf of the
Interdepartment Radio Advisory
Committee, that the government
was most desirous of cooperating
and collaborating with the radio
industry and the FCC in securing
adequate allocations for all worthwhile private services. He declared that the original statement
for the committee, which was presented June 15 by Dr. J. H. Dellinger of the Bureau of Standards,
BROADCASTING

Dr. J. H. Dellinger
Chief, Radio Section,
National Bureau of Standards

TALKING TELEVISION?— Three of the radio notables attending FCC
hearings on future uses of ultra-shortwaves confer in lobby. Left to
right: William S. Paley, CBS president; FCC Chairman Anning S.
Prall, and James M. Skinner, president of Philadelphia Storage Battery
Co. and chairman of RMA television committee.
SARNOFF

SEES

Excerpts from statement submitted by David Sarnoff, president, Radio Corporation of
America.
IN SUCH a fast moving art as
radio, government regulation must
have wide powers of discretion. A
strait- jacket of rigid rules would
cripple its energies. In the Radio
Act of 1927 and in the Communications Act of 1934, Congress
recognized this fact and wisely refrained from prescribing hardand-fast formulas. Instead it set
up a high standard for flexible regulation, the standard of "public interest, convenience and necessity."
That standard gives your Commission the power, and therefore the
responsibility, of judging issues on
the basis of past accomplishments,
of present activities, and particularly on the capacity for future
progress.
We of the RCA are especially
conscious of the complexity of the
problems your Commission must
solve in the public intei-est. That
complexity results from a number
of circumstances unique to the radio industry.
First: It is the youngest of our
country's great industries. Because of the aggressive and dynamic development of the radio art, it
has reached its present proportions and its vast social significance in less than 15 years. It
has few precedents and no rules of
thumb to formulate its policies. At
every stage of its progress it must
break new ground. It must always be a daring pioneer.
Second: It is an industry that
functions in the present, although
it lives also for a greater future.
Important new radio services are
ready today for practical demonstration. Tomorrow they will be
ready to serve the public. Others
are still in the laboratory , stage of
development.
But beyond are widwas in the form of preliminary
estimates of government radio
needs and should be considered in
that light. The government, he
added, fully recognized the efforts
and developments of the radio industry and in its frequency requests did not wish to place any
barrier in the path of any private
service of value to the public.
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ening perspectives of usefulness:
the promises of further radio possibilities which may well out-weigh
all the achievements of the past.
These developments must be safeguarded against unnecessary restrictions. Radio progress must
not be "frozen" at any point.
Third: We deal in radio with a
public treasure that — for the moment— is limited in its extent. The
frequencies which make up the radio spectrum constitute one of the
nation's most valuable natural resources. Each of them must be
made to yield its maximum of
service under the stimulation of
every new discovery.
Billion Hours a Week
THESE are the realities of today.
But tomorrow, the pioneers in the
radio laboratories may open up unlimited reservoirs of new frequencies and then your Commission
must be ready to remold its rules
to take advantage of the new opportunities, sothat the public may
benefit
ments. at once from these achieveBroadcasting has made even
more dramatic strides. When the
Harding-Cox election returns were
broadcast in 1920, only a few hundred radio amateurs listened in.
Today 23,000,000 homes in our
country, more than 70% of the total, are equipped with radio receivers, and 3,000,000 American
automobiles, more than 10% of all
registered motor cars, are radioequipped. If all receiving sets
were tuned to the same program,
90,000,000 persons, approximately
three-quarters of our population,
could listen at the same time to a
single voice. The United States
and its territorial possessions have
623 broadcasting stations, representing in ownership a cross-section of American life: Industrial
organizations, newspapers, labor
groups, colleges, cultural and religious institutions. Affiliated with
the two major networks are 196
broadcasting stations. Of these 22
are owned and managed by the network companies. The rest are independently owned and operated.
Not only do the American listeners enjoy the finest broadcast
programs in the world without
{Continued on page 120)

AS SPOKESMAN for the various
government departments, represented by the Interdepartment
Radio Committee, Dr. Dellinger
startled the hearing with a demand for government service of
over 50% of the available channels in the range from 30 to 200
mc, using 0.1% tolerances. He
said this would mean allocation of
1012 frequencies for government
services with the remaining 895
for all private services. If granted,
this would make impossible proper
allocations not only for television,
but for many other services other
than broadcasting.
He introduced a chart designed
to show how these ultra - highs
would be "blocked" for use of various services, but said it is not intended as necessarily representing
the government's
ultimate location
conclusion as to the particular
of the bands required. A certain
amount of shifting may be made
in the light of the requirements of
various non - government services
based on the findings at the hearings. That information, he said,
will be fully considered by the
committee in eventual collaboration with the FCC to work out a
system of allocation.
Dr. John W. Studebaker
U. S. Commissioner of
Education
ASSIGNMENT, for use by state
and local school systems, of a band
of ultra-high frequencies measuring between 3,000 and 4,000 kc,
was asked to set up nationwide
school broadcasting. Dr. Studebaker asked that the band be adjacent to the ultra-highs assigned
for regular broadcast use.
Financing, declared the witness,
could be arranged through savings
that would come from the release
of school teachers — perhaps three
or four from each school, and
through the ability to teach larger
classes with local radio and with
"educational artists" as teachers.
Dr. Studebaker's plan envisaged
a local station for each of the
country.
127,000 school districts of the
William
Green
President,
American Federation of Laoor
BRANDING radio the greatest
single public service agency of all
times, Mr. Green said it transcended in importance the daily
press and any other form of communication or transportation. The
printed word, he said, is not comparable to radio. He made no specific plea for additional wave
lengths for labor, but emphasized
the status of WCFL, Chicago Federation of Labor station, as the
"voice of labor".
Allocations, he said, should be
measured by the degree of service
rendered to society and he urged
the FCC to see to it that progress
is made along that line in America. He stressed particularly the
fact that most people ai-e now
"ear-minded" rather than "eyeminded" and that the great laboring classes should be catered to
with radio.
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Alfred J. McCosker
President, WOR;
Chairman, MBS
SINCE the American broadcasting industry has an enormous investment in property, Mr. McCosker in a short statement urged
the FCC to extend the greatest
possible latitude to those persons
and corporations ready and willing
to hazard new investments in the
future of the arts of broadcasting.
Mr. McCosker spoke from the
point of view of the broadcasters,
who presumably will be first to
take up the opportunities foreseen
on the ultra-shortwaves.
In today's broadcasting, said
Mr. McCosker, we see "freedom
of the press personified". Freedom of future technical development as well as of social obligation was urged.
Mr. McCosker said that television, facsimile and high-frequency
broadcasting are not yet ready for
the public, and may not be for
years to come. Even if successful
technically, he added, it will require several years before suitable
receiving sets can be distributed.
E. N. Nockels
Mgr., Station WGFL, Chicago;
Secretary,
Chicago Federation of Labor
ATTACKING monopoly in radio,
Mr. Nockels called the ultra-highs
the last of the great public domains and urged that they be allocated to those who can use them
in the public service. He spoke
particularly of the public service
performance of WCFL, which he
said was not interested in profit,
but which did sell sufficient time
to make possible maintenance of
equipment and good programs.
Whoever controls radio in the future, he predicted, will control the
nation, and he urged therefore
that vested interests be not alallowed to become entrenched.
KENTUCKY
Legislature has
killed a bill to place a $1 tax on
radio sets.

BALDWIN

Excerpts of statement by
James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director :
THE broadcasters appreciate this
opportunity to appear at hearings designed to develop long
term planning for the most effective utilization of American radio
for the social welfare. A long
range view point is particularly
necessary now because of the impending development of new services such as facsimile and television broadcasting. In addition to
their technical implications, the
imminence of such services raises
important economic and social
questions regarding American
broadcasting. These are far-reaching in scope. They include not
only a forward looking evaluation
of the general services of broadcasting as a means of mass communication, but in addition, raise
highly fundamental considerations
such as the safeguarding of the
free flow of ideas and information
which is the cornerstone of American democracy.
It is my wish to present a concise but comprehensive picture of
the social and economic significance of American broadcasting,
to indicate the relation of these
factors to the problems which the
Commission is now considering
and to set forth an estimation of
the social and economic principles
which must underline any policy
of future development; and I shall
leave the technical considerations
involved to another witness.
The first and controlling principle of radio regulation must
always be the safeguarding of life
and property. However, the highly
important and, indeed, unique
public service of radio broadcasting as a medium of mass communication must also be given the
most careful consideration. This
is all the more important because,
in times of local and national
emergency, a broadcasting system
such as the American one, renders

TECHNICAL "BRAIN TRUSTERS"— FCC engineering executives and attorney closely quizzed spokesmen for interests making specific assignment recommendations at allocation hearings. Seated left to
right: William H. Bauer, attorney; Lieut. E. K. Jett,
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service in the way of safeguarding life and property which cannot be duplicated by any other
means.
Entertain, Inform, Inspire
THE

REGULAR day-to-day service of radio broadcasting as a
medium of mass communication is
three-fold: To entertain, to inform, and to inspire. Broadcasting renders unique services in
each of these three fields which
cannot be duplicated by any other
means.
Broadcasting also fulfills an important economic function. It facilitates the process of distribution through its activities as an
advertising medium. Moreover,
the service which it renders makes
possible the existence of the radio
set manufacturing industry and
allied fields of business. Again in
times of emergency it becomes an
irreplaceable medium of immediate communication with large
masses of people; as evidenced in
the banking crisis of 1933 and in
the floods of this past spring.
It may be said that to entertain
is a principal function of radio
broadcasting. It is a most worthy
one. To take people out of themselves, make them forget their
troubles and petty annoyances, aid
them in relaxing from the strain
of modern life — -is a social function of first magnitude. For millions of our people radio is the
only source of entertainment. Society instinctively recognizes the
importance of this function, and
it is not without reason that it
always has given particular recognition and tribute to those who
entertain it.
The information service of radio
broadcasting is highly varied. In
the past several years it has become one of the services most
appreciated by listeners. Broadcasting furnishes purely vocational information such as market
reports. It supplements the for-

assistant chief engineer in charge of telegraph services; Comdr. T. A. M. Craven, chief engineer; Andrew
D. Ring, assistant chief engineer in charge of broadcasting services. Standing left to right: Paul Lion,
Ray Asserson and K. A. Norton, FCC engineers.
BROADCASTING

mal instruction furnished by our
school system. It has become a
most important agency for the
dissemination of news. It adds
materially to the general cultural
background of listeners. In the
United States, where free competitive broadcasting exists, it has
constituted an instrument of civic
education unparalleled in the
modern world.
Broadcasting has rendered these
services to a wide variety of
people.
It ahas
provided
farmer with
great
deal ofthehighly
essential business information
which would lose much of its
value if not disseminated immediately upon receipt. Commodity
prices, crop, market, weather, irrigation and similar reports are
examples to point. It provides the
farmer with educational material
regarding new developments in
agricultural methods.
The appeal which radio possesses in the use of the human
voice enables the presentation of
this material in a much more persuasive and entertaining manner
than possible merely in pamphlet
form; so that broadcasting serves
to
the developments
farmer's curiosity
in heighten
the various
and
to stimulate his interest in securing further information. Broadcasting also has increased the
social consciousness of the farmer
and has made him more aware of
the problems which he faces. In
a comparable degree it serves all
classes of our people.
In rendering these services
broadcasting has exerted an influence entirely out of proportion
with the number of sets available
in rural areas. This is accomplished by the gathering of
groups to listen to broadcasts
which are of special interest to
them.
The Wire Problem
THE QUESTION now arises, in
the words of the Commission, as
to "the dependence of the service
on
radio
than ofwire
There
are rather
two kinds
wirelines".
lines
that can technically be used to
carry radio service — the telephone
lines and the power lines. Both
are controlled by powerful monopolies; one of which is the subject
of
investigation
b" this Commission.
To divert the service of radio
broadcasting from the air to wire
lines would be to deny radio service to all who are without telephones or electric lights and to
subject those who do have telephones or electric lights to costs
which would place wired radio
service beyond the reach of the
great majority. This would
amount to a denial of what ought
to be considered one of the necessities of life.
When one considers that the
usual monthly telephone service
charge is $2.50 or $30 per year it
is easy to see why radio set ownership exceeds residence telephones to such a great degree. It
is also easy to see how wired
radio cannot be expected to render
service at a charge which can be
met by the great majority of
present day receiving set owners,
even assuming they would be
willing to pay it.
Again wire lines are so often
interrupted by storms, floods,
fires, etc., that radio broadcasting's
for thewould
protection present
of life value
and property
(Continued on page 123)
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Summary of testimony of Dr.
Charles B. Aiken, special engineering consultant for the National Association of Broadcasters on leave of absence from
Purdue University.
DR. AIKEN began by pointing out
that the existing broadcast band is
greatly overcrowded, showing that
of the 38 stations not included in
the "local" classification 182, or
47.6%, already are involved in violating the FCC's own minimum distance separations for night operation, and that 60 stations violate
daytime
separations. Directive
antennas, he said, might modify
these figures but only to a slight
extent.
For the expanded needs of broadcasting, Dr. Aiken foresaw only
two possible avenues (1) below 550
kc, and (2) in the high-frequency
range. For the future he urged
a policy of evolution and experimentation, without any early commitments, that would penalize
sound engineering principles in an
effort to protect poor equipment.
He also suggested that unimportant low power transmitters should
not be allowed to prevent the use
of high power on important channels.
Facsimile, the speaker said,
should be permitted on all channels set aside for aural broadcasting, including the 550 - 1600 kc.
band. While midnight to morning
is a convenient time for experimental work on facsimile, he said,
it seems likely that on some channels it should eventually be allowed to alternate with regular
broadcasting, or even to constitute
a 24-hour service.
The NAB technical spokesman,
in his introduction, proposed that
the following bands be made available to aural broadcasting, subject
to certain variations: 180-210, 5201600, 25,600-26,600, 36,000-38,000,
62,000-64,000 and 94,000-100,000 kc.
Above 120,000 kc, he suggested
that allocations be kept flexible for
various experimentation.
Long-wave Stations
GOING into the specific proposals,
which led to a severe cross examination by FCC engineers when
he concluded, Dr. Aiken began by
contrasting European and North
American uses of the long waves.
He asserted there were now 78
longwave broadcasting stations in
the world, of which 36 are in Soviet Russia. The properties of the
180-210 kc. band for superpower
of the order of 1,000,000 watts
were discussed, and contour maps
were exhibited, indicating the estimated 3 millivolt and 1 millivolt
lines of five such stations which
would cover the United States. One
such station located about 70 miles
east of Cincinnati, it was stated,
would service 25,000,000 people
within its 3 millivolt contour, including such widely separated cities as St. Louis, Milwaukee, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Chattanooga and
Nashville. The five stations would
serve the whole country and still
have overlap, and the fading-free
service area would have a radius
of between 250 and 400 miles.
Dr. Aiken tabulated the stations
shown in the Berne listings now
operating between 175 and 215 kc,
and gave suggestions for accommodating them elsewhere. It was
BROADCASTING

LONG

WAVES

shown that many low power units,
such as Pennsylvania's state police
code stations, the Ontario hydroelectric power commission's stations, etc., need not occupy these
valuable long waves.
Even with substantial power, Dr.
Aiken pointed out, the International Ice Patrol in the North Atlantic, operating on 175 does not seem
to suffer from an existing 75,000
watt station on 174 kc. in Paris,
which would certainly seem to be
a greater threat than would a
broadcasting station on 180 kc. in
the Western part of the United
States.
It was suggested that Air Commerce stations now operating below 230 kc. would, without loss of
usefulness, be moved to one or
more of four frequencies between
403 and 432 kc, leaving a clear
space between 215 and 230 kc. for
use by Army aircraft stations.
Ultra-high Problems
THE QUESTION of broadcasting
on 520, 530 and 540 kc. was next
taken up and suggestions were
made for modern marine apparatus that would greatly improve the
efficiency of marine communication
services, and at the same time
make it entirely possible to operate
50,000 watt broadcasting stations
on those frequencies if the stations
were located in the North Central
part of the U. S. He pointed out
that there are already 13 broadcasting stations in the world operating below 550 kc, including a
1,000 watter each on 530 and 540
in Canada, and that a fourteenth
is projected for 520 in Canada.
Some of these are of such power
and distance from salt water as
to cause far more interference to
the maritime services than would
50,000 watt stations in the North
Central U. S.
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Regarding possible interference
to naval units operating between
500 and 550 kc, the speaker concluded that while such interference would be appreciable it would
by no means be serious.
Consideration was next given to
some of the technical problems of
ultra-high frequency broadcasting.
These included variation of coverage with frequency, man-made interference, interference range of a
broadcast station, spacing between
stations operating on the same frequency, widths of channels to be
transmitted, frequency separation
of local assignments, and certain
features of ultra - high frequency
receivers.

SCANS

Excerpts from testimony of
James M. Skinner, president,
Philadelphia Storage Battery
Co. and chairman, Radio Manufacturers Association Special
Committee on Television:
RMA views television as simply a
logical future extension of radio.
A television receiver is not as different from a radio receiver as
one might surmise. In each case
a properly engineered aerial is required to pick up the signal. In
each case a radio set is required
to select and amplify it. The real
difference comes at the end point.
In a sound radio receiver the amplified signal is converted into
sound through a loud speaker. In
a television radio receiver the amplified signal is converted into a
picture through a large glass cathode ray tube.
It is logical to expect that the
same companies which have successfully made sound radio receivers will in general be the companies who will successfully make
television receivers.
Sound broadcasting and television broadcasting will not be competitors. Television will never
supplant sound radio. It is wholly
unlikely that television will be
used anything like the number of
hours per day that sound radio is

• Broadcast

NAB SPOKESMAN— Dr. Charles
B. Aiken, Purdue University professor, as he presented long and
shortwave technical cases of the
broadcasters. Prof. Aiken is on
leave of absence from the university to devote his time to the NAB.

FUTURE

used. Sound radio is used, not only
as a primary source of entertainment and education, but also as a
background while reading, resting,
working, or playing bridge. Looking at television requires concentration. Television in too large
doses would be tiring. However,
the addition of daily television
programs at certain hours, covering perhaps news events, sports
events, playlets, skits, etc., should
be a very important and significant addition to the home life of
the American people.
Television and the movies should
not, in the opinion of RMA, be
serious competitors. Television
will never supplant the movies. Of
course, it may be argued that some
people may stay home to see a
news or sporting event or a play
rather than go out to the movies.
But, as in the case of radio broadcasting, the stimulation of the public mind to greater interest in
wider fields should encourage vlieir
greater attendance in person at
the movies, sporting events, or
theatre.
Furthermore, the gregarious instinct of the human race to gather
in crowds is fundamental and will
never be changed by television or
anything else.
It is likely also that television
{Continued on page 128)

Dr. Aiken suggested that spacings of not less than 250 miles be
employed between aural broadcast
stations operating on the same frequency. It was pointed out that
there seems to be no way of obtaining enough channels for a really satisfactory television service,
and that consequently a compromise should be made between protection from interference and the
need for crowding stations fairly
close together. Rather than have
too few transmitters it would be
better to slightly reduce the service range of each station, Dr. Aiken
said. It was therefore recommended that spacings of the order of
150 miles be tentatively adopted
and that the Commission should
try to work up distance tables taking account of antenna heights, elevation of the intervening terrain,
and other factors that will vary
from one locality to another. The
use of directive antennas for television broadcast stations and a careful arrangement of transmitter
sites in a given area were also
recommended.
Bands for Television
HE RECOMMENDED that television be assigned a band from 64
to 94 mc. and another band below
56 mc. This latter band might
have its high end at 56 and its
low end at 38, thereby allowing
three 6 mc. television channels, Dr.
Aiken said, adding that if this
were done there should an aural
broadcast band from 36 to 38 mc.
On the other hand, if the lowest
frequency television channel was
thought to be undesirable because
of sky wave interference, or unjustified, then the 2 mc. aural band
should be adjacent to the low end
of the television band. He recommended that amateurs be allowed
to keep their present band of 56
to 60 mc. since they have probably
earned a right to some such assignment, and in any event the
harmonics of amateur transmitters
in the 28 to 30 mc. interval would
cause very serious interference between 56 and 60 mc.
If the amateur band is allowed
to remain, there is no reason why
other services requiring relatively
narrow bands should not be allowed to take advantage of the
particular properties of the 60 mc.
waves, according to Dr. Aiken. He
then recommended that 60 to 62
mc. be made available for non>broadcast services and that 62 to
64 be assigned to aural broadcasting. Another band for aural and
facsimile broadcasting and for frequency modulation was suggested,
running from 94 to 100 mc Because of the different properties
of the various frequency bands and
of the incomplete information concerning these bands, he held that
at least the three bands recommended should be set aside for t>>e
development of aural and facsimile
broadcasting.
He suggested that the interval
from 100 to 120 mc. be set aside
for auxiliary broadcast services
such as ultra-high frequency broadcast pickup, studio-to-station radio
links, inter - station program circuits, synchronizing control links,
facsimile pickup and possibly television pickup, although the latter
may have to work at still higher
frequencies.
Since it is impossible to obtain
an adequate number of television
channels below 100 mc. he recommended that the FCC keep in mind
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the desirability of eventually having about 25 television channels
above 130 megacycles.
Questioned by Comdr. Craven
SUBJECTED to a rigid cross examination by Comdr. Craven, Dr.
Aiken admitted that the engineering committee of the NAB and
the NAB membership had not approved his report due to lack of
time, but he said it had the full
approval of James W. Baldwin,
NAB managing director. The
trend of Comdr. Craven's questioning indicated that other considerations and uses, some of them
obviously of a military and secret
character, negatived any possibility of opening up the 180-210
kc. long wave band, Comdr. Craven
asserting at one juncture that "we
can't be guided solely by scientific
factors if they are in conflict with
social and economic factors," some
of which he indicated transcended the needs of broadcasting.
Comdr. Craven pointed out that
there are already 367 stations exclusive of mobile now operating in
the 175-215 kc. band. He inquired
into costs of the superpower stations proposed by Dr. Aiken, who
said he had no figures but who insisted they are not out of reach in
view of the tremendous investments represented in 500,000 watt
station which he called entirely
feasible economicallv.
Lack of daytime coverage in
certain parts of the country, Dr.
Aiken stated on cross examination,
was the primary reason for the desirability of superpower on these
long waves. Asked if only two or
three such superpower stations
could be licensed, the NAB would
still want them, Dr. Aiken replied
in the affirmative. Asked whether
he thought these few stations
should be licensed to private in-
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Excerpts from the testimony
of William S. Paley, president
of CBS.
AS YOU know, Columbia is not
a manufacturing company; not a
holding company for patents; not
a development laboratory. We are
a service organization broadcasting to the public, existing only
with the public's approval of the
service we give. For this reason
we are perhaps justified in thinking that our conclusions have an
terests, Dr. Aiken said he presumed that would be the case.
Dr. Aiken saw no conflict between his long wave demands and
the growing demands for powers
of 500,000 watts on the clear channels. As for the 520, 530 and 540
kc. proposals of the NAB engineering report, Dr. Aiken said he
could not suggest at this time that
these frequencies should be used
for 50,000 watts power or regional
powers. They might be used with
directional antennas, he said, and
to Comdr. Craven's point that
safety of life at sea and in the air
might have precedence, he replied
that ship radios should be forced
to abandon obsolete equipment and
operate at high efficiency as a primary safety factor. Dr. Aiken insisted the waves could be used in
the interior of the country without interfering with other services,
as is being done in Europe.
So far as the ultra-high "apex"
frequencies are concerned, Dr.
Aiken said he thought their present power limit was 1,000 watts.
As for the government sharing
the television frequencies with private services, Dr. Aiken said the
results would be disastrous.
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flow if the people of America are
to have the benefit of every techvance. nical discovery, every creative ad-

DOOR

advantage of perspective, and are
closely allied with the interests,
the needs, the desires of the
American public.
Specific problems of what frequencies should be assigned to the
various services concern us less
than a few broad principles, faithfulness to which will do most to
assure that the combined application of all radio resources will
best serve and protect the public.
This is the first principle: If
broadcasting, aural, visual, or
both, is to continue to advance, it
must be economically sound. It
must be kept on a firm business
footing. I do not think many of
us will disagree on this point. It
is part of the basic American
viewpoint that a service which is
to be a constructive force must be
self-supporting. It must be alive
enough to pay its own way. This
makes it, among other things, responsive to the public will. For it
must quickly adjust itself to the
public demand, or lose revenue
and be wiped out.
It is worth noting, I think, that
economic self-suffic'ency
has finest
made
American
radio one of the
broadcasting services in the world.
It has certainly made it the most
unshackled broadcasting service in
the world. Its independence of
political control is one of the
surest guarantees that it will help
perpetuate our representative political system.
If private capital is going to
continue doing the sort of broadcasting job it has started out to
do in this country, its past investment must not be ignored. I say
this because there must be constant encouragement to capital

Assignments

AMATEUR
American Radio Relay League— 4,000-4,500, 7,300-7,500, 112,000-120,000, 224,000-240,000
448,000-480,000, 897,000-960,000 kc.
AVIATION
Radio Technical Committee on Aeronautics — 6,210 kc. for itinerant aircraft; airport in lieu of
278 kc; a band of frequencies above 30,000 kc.
Brown Rayphones,
cated by FCC. San Francisco — asks frequencies in band from 30,000-150,000 kc. to be alloBROADCASTING
(Including Facsimile)
National Association of Broadcasters— 180-210, 520-1600, 25,600-26,600, 36,000-38,000, 62,00064,000, 94,000-100,000 kc.
Radio Manufacturers Association— 500-1600, 25,600-26,600 kc.
GOVERNMENT
Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee — 30,000-42,000, 50,000-56,000, 60.000-65,000,
72,000-77,000, 89,000-94,000 106,000-116,000, 128,000-138,000, 150,000-170,000, 180,000,
192,000 kc.
HIGH-FREQUENCY (APEX) BROADCAST
National Association of Broadcasters— 36,000-38,000, 62,000-64,000, 94,000-100,000 kc.
ter band frequency modulation service also asks space.)
(In latINTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING
National Association of Broadcasters— 6,150-6,500, 9,600-9,800, 11,900-12,100, 15,350-15,500
17,800-18,050, 21,550-21,750 kc.
MARITIME (TELEGRAPH)
Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co. — Asks increase in 8,230-8,340 kc. ship band; also asks for block
of frequencies in 30,000-50,000 kc. band.
Brown Rayphones — Asks for frequencies in 40,000-75,000 kc. band.
MARITIME (TELEPHONE)
Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co. — Asks block assignments in 30,000-50,000 kc. band.
Atlantic Communications Co. — 38,600 kc. for coastal and ship harbor service.
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. — Asks 18 phone channels in 1,600-3,000 kc. band; 6 from
3,000-6,000; 4 from 6,000-11.000; 2 from 11,000-16,000; 2 from 16,000-21,000. Also asks 3 me.
band between 30,000-60,000; 5 mc. band between 100,000-150,000; 8 mc. band between 150,000-200,000 kc.
Brown Rayphones — Asks blocks between 40,000-75,000 kc.
POINT-TO-POINT TELEGRAPH
Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co. — Asksincrease in fixed service allocations between 3,000-3,500 kc;
also
several
blocks spaced from each other, for point to point and facsimile, within 75,000100,000
kc. band.
Humble Oil & Refining Co. (geophysical service) — Asks one block of frequencies between 60,000150,000 kc
Western Radio Telegraph Co. — Asks 31,500-31,525 and 35,600-35,625 kc. for communicating with
isolated points in oil fields. Also asks 100,000-100,100 and 165,000-165-100 kc; also to be
used for point-to-point telephone.
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For this reason, sudden, revolutionary twists and turns in our
planning for the future must be
avoided. Capital can adjust itself
to orderly progress, it always
does. But it retreats in the face
of chaos.
We are on the threshold of a
period of transition for the next
couple of years. We should do
everything in this period to advance experimentation. But we
should do nothing to weaken the
structure of aural broadcasting in
the present band until experimentation in other bands has yielded
us new certainties.
For instance, allocations in the
present broadcast band are such
that even a few minor changes
might upset the whole plan of the
structure. The present layout is
like a chess game. A single move
can have almost infinite ramifications.
The really immediate question
in tirs connection is whether we
should do anything at all to present commercial broadcasting facilities until we know where
broadcasting is ultimately goine.
There already appear to be
enough economic uncertainties for
us to consider, without our voluntarily assuming still more at this
time. The same consideration
would apply to any sudden large
addition to present aural broadcasting frequencies. Reckless exso scatter
the audiencepansion
that itmightwould
be impossible
for many small stations to survive
economically.
The same economic forethought
should be applied to the proposed
use of super-power for stations in
the present broadcast band. Since

FCC
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POINT-TO-POINT TELEPHONE
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. — Asks 9 frequencies between 3,000-6,000 kc; 22 between
6,000-11,000; 18 between 11,000-16,000; 17 between 16,000-21,000 kc. Also asks 3 mc. block
between 60,000-100,000; 4 mc. and 15 mc. block unallocated between 100,000-150,000; 5mc.
and 25 mc. block unallocated between 150,000-200,000 kc.
Western Radio Telegraph Co.— 31,500-31,525, 35,600-35,625, 100,000-100,100, 165,000-165,100
kc. (Same as under point-to-point telegraph).
AND FIRE
* Communications Officers, Lieut.
International Association of Chiefs POLICE
of Police (Association
of Police
Edwin Denstaedt, Detroit Police Department, Chairman)— 30,000-32,000, 33,000-33,200
35,500-35,700, 37,000-37,200, 37,80u-40,000 kc. Also asks for intermediate frequencies of 2,036
2,040, 2,044, 2,804, 2,808, 2,812, 5,135, 5,140 and 5,195, 1,550-1,715 kc.
New York Fire Department — 31,600 for fireboat to headquarters; 32,600 for land fire apparatus
to headquarters; 35,600 for point-to-point service from outlying fire stations to headquarters
in emergencies; 49,400 for fire fighting direct within fire areas; 65,003 for television fire alarm
signaling.
Dept. of Police, Brookline, Mass. — Asks entire band 30,000-40,000 kc.
Brown Rayphones — Asks 37,100, 40,100 and 35,600 kc.
RELAY BROADCASTING (PICKUP)
National
Association
of Broadcasters
mobile voice and facsimile
pickups.— 100,000-120,000 kc. for broadcasting synchronization
TELEVISION
National Association of Broadcasters — 38,000-56,000, 64,000-94,000, 130,000-280,000 kc.
(latter to include 25 experimental channels of 6 mc. width).
Radio Manufacturers Association — 42,000-90,000 (except 56,000-60,000); 120,000-270,000 kc.
DeForest Television Corp. — Asks no definite band but indicates it wants 100 mc. band between
30,000-300,000 kc.
Brown Rayphones — Asks blocks within 33,000-60,000 and 100,000-150,000 kc
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Edison Electric Institute (electric light and power industry) — Asks for 2,726 and 3,190 kc; also 4
frequencies between 2,500-3,000; 4 between 4,500-6,000; 4 between 30,000-42,000; 2 between
45,000-60,000; 4 between 100,000-200,000 kc.
Southern California Edison Co. — Asks 2 frequencies between 45,000-60,000 kc.
Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co. — Asks for special frequencies between 60,000-75,000 kc.
City of New York, Dept. of Plants and Structures — Asks 110,000 kc. for ship guidance into slips;
600,000 for harbor collision prevention; 650,000 for emergency broadcasting link between
studios and transmitter.
Rhodeto Island
Dept. toof forest
Agriculture
and Conservation
be allocated
fire service
exclusively. — Asks band of frequencies above 30,000 kc.
20th Century-Fox Film Corp. (motion pictures) — Asks one frequency in each of following bands:
1,600, 3,200, 6,400 and 50,000 or 60,000 kc.
Brown Rayphones — Asks frequencies for safety equipment in 30,000-50,000 kc. band.
International Scientific Radio Union — Asks for 3,000 kc; also for a few 10 kc. channels below
30,000 kc. for fundamental scientific research.
*Note — -Police requests comprise 1550-1715 kc for state police, and other intermediate
frequencies for the new intercity telegraph network already assigned temporarily subject to the outcome of allocations from the hearing. The ultra-high requests are for
two-way radiotelephone in police cars, on which 224 licensees with 900 stations are already operating.
BROADCASTING
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The Franklin Institute le particularly
gratified to acknowledge the greetings of lew York
University on tbia the first public demonstration
of the new Ultra-High Frequency Radio Circuit.
Since 1824 The Franklin Institute baa devoted itself
to the promotion of science and the sechanio arts.
It ie, therefore, especially appropriate for ua to
Join with lew York Dnivereity in appreciation of thia
new and important development,

WE

MAY already have accustomed ourselves to think of higher
program costs and rapid obsolescence. But I wonder if it would
interest anyone at this meeting to
learn that a competent preliminary estimate of the cost of a
single television station — engineered only according to standards
of present day experiment — was
in excess of $500,000. And this
cost, incidentally, was only for a
station for experimental transmission.
Next in importance, after the
principle of economic soundness,
is the principle of competition.
Adherence to this second principle, also, is essential if the public is to be assured good service —
constantly improving serv;ce. This
is as true in broadcasting as in
any other economic undertaking.
Our sureness on this point arises
from our own experience. The
eagerness of broadcasters to compete for the goodwill and interest
of the American audience has
greatly advanced broadcasting.
The third principle I want to
stress has already been developed
by the Commission's engineering
staff. Your own engineers recommend that the Commission hold
fast to a policy of experimentation and evolution. I emphatically
agree.
The final principle I want to
mention is this: In assigning channels to individuals or to organizations, their demonstrated responsibility should be a fundamental conBROAD
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sideration. In some instances this
should be a responsibility to the
whole American people; in others
it should be a responsibility in and
to the community the applicant
proposes to serve.
In aural broadcasting I think the
need for such responsibility has
been established beyond argument.
The international bands bring
this principle of responsibility into
sharp relief in a new way. These
waves range the world. Many nations are using them in a planned
effort to promote their national interests among other peoples. Organized propaganda is distasteful
to the American mind. On the
other hand, there can be no doubt
that many foreign peoples, through
various mediums, have gained impressions about America that are
as unfair to us as they are untrue.
Obviously, all Americans share
an American interest in the allocation of these waves. So it seems
well to consider allocating frequencies in this band only to broadcasters whose sense of responsibility has been shown beyond question.
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FACSIMILES ON THE AIR— Here are reproductions of a schematic
and part of a letter transmitted via RCA's new ultra-high frequency
"repeater" circuit now in operation between New York and Philadelphia,
with booster stations at New Brunswick and Arneys Mount, N. J. The
photograph below shows operator preparing to transmit a message on
the facsimile sender, giving some idea of the apparatus at both ends.
The system operates on about 3 meters and is capable of sending a
true letter, picture, map, handwritten message or drawing at the speed
of SYz square inches per minute, or about 6 minutes for a 6 x 8 inch
letter. RCA expects this service not only will revolutionize telegraphy
by making it a "square inch" service but may also be adaptable to
sending pictures into the home on the broadcast waves.
the Commission is soon to give
this subject full consideration, I
need do no more now than emphasize the importance of balancing carefully the possibilities of
increased service against staggering increases in costs of construction and operation.
Probably the most important
economic problem we must face —
certainly the one uppermost in
everybody's mind — lies in the approach of television. Perhaps not
all of us realize just how important, or how great, this problem
will be.
Cost of Television
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This consideration, no less than
technical reasons, wholly justifies
the Commission's recent rulings
applying more rigid requirements
to govern the licensing and the
operation of such stations.
The importance of this principle
of responsibility, when we think of
television, is limited only by our
imagination as to the social and
cultural force in the nation that
television may eventually be.
If television is to flourish, it
must be made a nationwide service
— a vital part of the life of the
American people. Whatever the
present technical difficulties, the

day can hardly be distant when the
public and our national interest
will demand network television.
It will be tremendously costly —
that goes without saying. Even
the preliminary foundation work
must cost millions. This can only
be justified if adequate allocations
are assured. A sufficient number,
and, at least in the beginning, only
a sufficient number, of responsible
organizations signifying a desire
to work toward a nationwide, coordinated service should be given
some certainty that — if they meet
definite requirements in performance— they will receive the necessary encouragement and allocations
to go ahead.
Several of our present broadcasting groups have already shown, by
their achievements in the medium
of today, their fitness to undertake this work in the medium of
tomorrow. They have learned
much from their pioneer building.
Today they are trained, staffed,
and equipped with the necessary
background of experience, to render a service of public value.
America has much to gain from
this experience. If the principles
of economic stability and of sturdy
responsibility
which certainly
I have ad-it
vanced are sound,
would seem well to commit television's development into these
practiced hands.
Either too much or too little competition might well make us lag
many years. I do not know how
many television channels will be
necessary to insure healthy competition. Ido not see how it is
possible to know now. But even
under the most
favorable condi-
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tions the number of possible television channels will probably be
limited.
I am not advocating narrower
channels in order to make more of
them. I simply mean that until
the requirements of television become clearly defined, as many frequencies as possible should be reserved for it. They should be protected against encroachment by
other communication services to
the fullest extent consistent with
the demonstrated needs of these
other services, and always with
due regard to the proportionate importance of conflicting claimants.
Government

Needs

Philo T. Farnsworth
Vice President,
Farnsworth Television Inc.
CONCURRING in the technical
report of the RMA and supporting its five-year plan, Mr. Farnsworth nevertheless amplified this
report with views of his own. He
is one of the pioneer experimenters in the visual field and claims
ownership of a number of rather
basic patent developments.
Use of directive antennas for
television receivers was advocated
by the inventor. Such antennas,
he declared, are simple and economical tobuild and use and in a
great many instances they will be
used anyway to increase the sensitivity of the receiver and give
better service. By making full
use of directivity, he contended, it
would be entirely feasible "to
place 50 television transmitters
having maximum coverage in the
seaboard cities between Boston

FOR EXAMPLE, we are all aware
of the needs of the communication
divisions of the various arms of
the national defense. Nothing
should be done to cripple them.
In considering their needs, we
should remember that in time of
war, every available communication facility, private or public,
andAsserting
Washington."
commercial or non - commercial,
that it was doubtful
will be mobilized in the hands of
whether the present system of
the government. Moreover, to
amplitude modulation will be the
limit peace-time commercial develultimate method used in television,
opment would be to rob the naMr. Farnsworth said recently his
tion, in time of need, of much that
company had devised tubes which
experience has proved to develop
have the fundamental properties
out of private initiative, resourcepractically any refulness and competition. So it of developing
quired peak power so long as the
seems to me logical that a reasonaverage power is kept within their
able group of allocations in the
dissipation rating. "We therefore
new bands should be assigned to
intend to experiment with fremilitary use, but broadcast telequency distortion at the transmitvision should not be cramped and
ter and suitable frequency compencrowded into a small corner of the
sation at the receiver. If the sysspectrum.
tem can be worked out practically,
While we recognize the needs of
as it at present appears it can, the
other governmental services, we
effectiveness of a given power
believe their requirements should
radiated by the transmitter will be
be very carefully studied, to deterincreased in direct proportion to
mine, first, whether definite need
the increase in the power radiated
actually exists, and second, the exat the high side-band frequencies.
tent to which their needs could be
High-frequency Tubes
taken care of by existing services,
including other means of commun"WE LOOK to the future with
ication.
complete confidence that the very
Furthermore, let us hope the
high frequencies between 100 and
Commission will find it feasible to
1,000 megacycles will be commerallocate television stations in a
cially usable within a very short
continuous band of frequencies.
time. We have under development
This would avoid forcing a listener
in our laboratory tubes that may
to tune through bands allocated
be
used as oscillators and amplito other services.
fiers without loss of frequency up
Let me mention another factor
to 500 mc. or higher. These tubes
in television which demands the
are of the cold cathode multipacexperimental approach. There has
tor variety. We hope to make
been some assumption that these
tubes of this type available to our
high frequencies would be confined
licensees for experimental purto local service areas. This would
poses within the next few months.
permit numerous duplications of
At the present time we are atidentical frequencies. But we are
tempting to develop a tube which
learning that we have yet to find
will deliver an output of 500 watts
the exact boundary where waves
up to 500 mc. When we have sucbecome optical in nature.
ceeded in this it will be possible to
build economical one kilowatt
Still another factor, quite within
transmitters for the band between
the realm of possibility, is that
the television methods now most
100 and 500 mc. This illustrates
talked of in this country may not
how the by-products of an importbe those in ultimate use here.
ant development such as television
They may be just the best methmay open up new frontiers of
ods generally known. That does
scientific achievement."
not preclude some wide departure,
Discussing television receivers,
some complete innovation, in the
Mr. Farnsworth contended they
near future.
should not be particularly compliI need hardly tell you that Cocated. In adopting a fixed spacing
lumbia is getting ready for telebetween sound and vision carriers,
vision and is exploring every other
he declared, it is contemplated that
possible broadcast development all
the tuning of sound and vision ulover the world. The American
tra-shortwave receivers will be acpeople have a right to expect from
complished with one control. Thus,
us a major contribution to the
he added, there would be only one
benefits they may derive from
additional control, namely that for
television and every other approregulating the intensity of the picpriate advance in the technique
ture in what is for all practical
and the art of broadcasting. I purposes the present television repromise such a contribrtion to
ceiver. "We do not feel that even
them now.
at the present time the cost of
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JOLL1FFE

ON

RCA's experience and conclusions
regarding television brings that
company into substantial agreement with the RMA standards,
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, former FCC
chief engineer who is now chief
of the RCA frequency bureau, asserted in his paper on television.
He presented three papers, the first
dealing with RCA Communications
services and needs and the second
with facsimile, the latter paying
particular attention to the new
"repeater" facsimile telegraph system recently installed between New
York and Philadelphia.
The Jolliffe discussion on television, disclosing many details of
RCA's television for the first time,
provoked considerable questioning,
in which Comdr. Craven, Commissioners Sykes and Stewart and
Capt. S. C. Hooper, U. S. N., of
the
interdepartment
radiogovernment's
committee, joined.
"Up to the present time," said
Dr. Jolliffe,
"the have
engineers
and that
executives of RCA
not felt
television was ready for presentation to the public." However, the
company has spent and is spending huge sums to make it ready
for field tests, formally scheduled
to get under way from the 8 kw.
television receivers will be prohibitive," he said.
The Farnsworth receiver, said
the inventor, will consist of (1) a
combined sound and vision ultrashortwave receiver, (2) a television scanning chassis, (3) a regulated power supply. The total
number of tubes required in these
three units now is 19. He said he
honed soon to reduce this to 15.
"We believe, therefore, that the
costs estimated for television receivers are entirely too high. We
do not feel that it is at all unreasonable to expect that the cost to
the public can almost at once be
less than $250 each.
"It is perfectly true that since
a television receiver must always
include both sound and vision re
ceivers, the combination will always cost more than a simple
sound receiver, but it will not necessarily cost more than a sound
receiver does today.
"As to the cost of television
transmitters, we have had manufactured for us by one of our licensees acomplete television transmitting station and the cost is but
a small fraction of any of the figures which have been so widely
publicized. Television studios, as
in the case with sound studios,
may be elaborated to any desired
decree. It would hardly be fair to
take as the cost of a sound transmitting station the cost of the
plant
Radio City." said he beMr. at Farnsworth
lieved amateurs can and should be
permitted to share in television development by building their own
receivers. He said television presents no more difficulty to amateur
receiving set builders than did radio in 1921 and 1922. He took
issue with the statement that television must be born a "finished
service". He predicted that after
the public learns that a few hundred television receivers are operating, even though under experimental field conditions, "it will be
difficult for any group to delay its
commercial exploitation."
BROADCASTING

TELEVISION
Empire State Bldg. transmitter on
June 29 with company engineers
and experts only as the observers.
"Good television," said Dr. Jolliffe, "can be included in a band
width of 6,000 kc, and any reduction in that band width will reduce the quality of the picture
which
it is possible
to interlaced,
transmit."
At Camden
343 lines
30 frames per second, field frequency 60 per second, were used
satisfactorily in a 4,000 kc. band
width, with sound track, but Dr.
Jolliffe stated:
"For home moving pictures the
optimum viewing distance is probably of the order of four times the
screen height from the screen. It
has been shown that this same relationship holds for television images. Exhaustive tests with television systems and with motion
pictures having detail structures
equivalent to television show that
with a viewing distance of four
times the image height in order to
have sufficient detail, approximately 440 lines are necessary. Less
detail than this will result in unsatisfactory viewing conditions as
regards image structure; the
scanning lines, for example, will
become visible and bothersome.
Greater detail (more lines) than
this will permit closer viewing disteristics. tances with satisfactory characCalculating Band Width
"USING this number of lines and
the other standards, the maximum
video frequency band width can be
calculated. This calculation when
carried through shows that 2,500
kc. is necessary. With maximum
video frequency at 2,500 kc. the
communication band with both side
bands naturally becomes 5,000 kc.
For practical receiver designs, a
guard band between the maximum
video frequency of the upper side
and the sound carrier should be
750 kc. Also the guard band between the maximum video frequency of the lower side band and
the sound carrier of the adjacent
channel should be 250 kc. Thus
we have a 6,000 kc. channel.
"In order to radiate a radio frequency modulated with this band
width it is necessary to use frequencies for carriers which have
the characteristics such that they
can be radiated from an antenna
system. It is now accepted by all
engineers that this can be done
only on frequencies above 30,000
kc. and it is in that location that
the RMA Committee has made recommendations for the location of
Accordingly, Dr. Jolliffe asserted
that
RCA was in accord with the
television."
RMA proposals for the band of
42,000- 90,000 kc. (except 56,00060,000 kc.) be reserved for television. In this band only seven stations would be possible in any one
community, he added, the stations
having a service range of 20 to 30
miles but an interference range of
perhaps 200 miles. Thus there
would have to be a "staggered"
system of city allocations.
"Experiments show," Dr. Jolliffe
(Continued on page 132)
Additional excerpts of the
testimony at the FCC epochal hearings will be found
on pages 108-132.
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New
In

ERPI

New
Four

Recording

York

Former

NBC

Included ; Chicago,

Acquired
Studios, Modern
Hollywood

ACQUISITION
of the complete
new recording
studios of Electrical Research
Products Inc. by
World Broadcasting System was
announced June
22 by Percy L.
Deutsch, WBS
Mr. Deutsch
president. The
studios, located in the National
Broadcasting Company building at
711 Fifth Ave., have just been
completed and will be taken over
on July 1. While no statement was
made, it is understood the deal involves an outlay of between $400,000 and $500,000.
By the transaction, World becomes the sole proprietor of its
transcription and spot business.
Heretofore, its transcriptions have
been produced by ERPI under a
licensing arrangement. The transcription plant is declared to be
the most modern in the country,
including not only the former NBC
studios but also associated processing and pressing plants developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories.
Simultaneously it was learned
that plans are now under way for
the building of complete new studios and processing plants by WBS
and Hollywoo
Chicago Lauda,
in Charles
d.' r of
staff enginee
World, has been named plant manager in charge of operations.
Studios Rebuilt

FOUR

large studios, formerly occupied by NBC, have been completely rebuilt and treated in accordance with the requirements for
vertical wide-range recording technique. Large, "living-room" size
monitor rooms have been designed
for each studio, and many other
innovations have been incorporated
to provide acoustical perfection
such as no other studios, either
broadcasting or recording, possess.
Studio A on the 15th floor is
the largest studio in the world
designed exclusively for transcription recording, easily accommodating orchestras of 35 to 100 men
Like all the WBS studios, it is
completely air - conditioned, with
temperature and humidity controlled to maintain optimum instrument quality and measures 72
feet by 38 feet. It is 20 feet high
extending through two floors.
Studio B on the 13th floor is
also large enough to contain the
largest orchestras quite comfortably, measuring 51 feet by 36 feet
m size. Studios C and D on the
same floor are 37 feet by 25 feet,
these studios all have 20 foot ceilings and are treated like Studio
A to give the maximum in acoustic
results.
Monitor rooms throughout have
been designed in accordance with
up-to-date transcription technique
as dictated by years of experience
on the part of Bell Laboratories,
working in cooperation with the
ERPI engineers.
A large rock-wool panel in the
room
simulates
curtains and
Page
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Studios
by

WBS

Equipment

Expansion

Are

Planned

drapes, while the acoustical treatment of the walls takes into consideration other characteristic living room features. By switching
a key on his monitoring table, the
recording engineer can change entirely the quality of reception,
ranging from the finest wide range
quality to typical radio set reception in the home.
The "brain" of the transcription
plant is the recording room, on the
14th floor. Here, as a part of the
straight - line production process,
are eight cutting tables, fed
through five channels, including
the four studios and a separate
channel for direct - wire recording
from other radio stations or remote

points.

Processing Equipment

IN ADDITION, off-the-air recording is available by means of a special Western Electric radio receiver
designed for that purpose. Through
this arrangement it is possible to
check wire and off-the-air pickups
simultaneously if desired.
Each of the eight cutting tables
provides for both vertical and
lateral cutting, at speed of 33%
RPM. The machines are driven by
controlled-speed motors electrically
interlocked to maintain absolute
speed and synchronism. Thus all
recording cutting tables operating
on the same channel produce identical results on the master wax.
This is an exclusive feature of
WBS transcriptions.
The recording room, like all
studios and the entire processing:
plant, is air-conditioned, provided
with a constant source of clean,
filtered air at the right degree of
temperature and humidity. The
effect of impure, dirt-laden air on
delicate instruments or wires, as
well as on masters during process,

Vacation Profits
VACATION time is a good
time to get vacation business, WMEX, Boston, believes. On a tour of New
England resorts, 28 hotels
were signed for daily announcements on the WMEX
Classified Directory. A second trip is bringing in more
clients. Marie Mason, WMEX
continuity director and sales
promotion writer, is the
main victim, having to turn
out alluring but different
copy for each client. Torrey
& Ryan, Boston agency,
handles most of the accounts,
which are signed for from
8 to 13 weeks.
is completely minimized. From wax
blanks to finished masters, revolutionary production methods are
said to be utilized.
Processing represents an important step in the production of
electrical
transcriptions.
WBS's
new galvano
equipment at
711
Fifth Ave., only recently installed,
is designed to obtain highest possible production speed, consistent
with quality. The actual interval
between recording and final pressing has been steadily reduced, now
providing for as little as 24 hours
between studio work and station
broadcast,
as against 72 hours previously.
The results of this three-fold endeavor to provide the ultimate in
sound reproduction are culminated
in the three floors at 711 Fifth
Ave. Ample facilities, personnel
and equipment for every phase of
radio recording work are provided
in the plant's 50,000 square feet
of floor space.
In addition a modern pressing
plant has been installed at 660
First Ave. New York. Air-conditioning, and automatically timed
presses of the latest designs are
part of the many features new to
pressing of transcription discs.
Discs are to be furnished in Acetate or Vinylite, depending on customers' requirements.

WBS RECORDING ROOM— Here are the eight recording machines in
the new World quarters. They are fed by five separate channels.
BROADCASTING

Radio

For

WMAL

Court

Holds

Station Was

Suit

Denied

Contract
Not

to Sell

Complete

DISMISSAL of the suit filed by
Hearst Radio Inc., against the
owners of WMAL, Washington,
for specific performance of contract under which the station was
to have been purchased by Hearst
for $285,000 was ordered June 15
by the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia. The court, in
an opinion by Justice Jennings
Bailey, held that the matters in
the conditional agreement for the
sale had never been worked out in
complete detail and that there had
been no "binding agreement".
Moreover, the court held the preliminary agreement provided that
the contract should be subject to
the approval of the court. Justice
Bailey held that since Mrs. M. A.
Leese, widow of the owner of the
station, one of the chief distributees of the estate "is opposed to
the sale, it is more than doubtful
whether the contract would be approved by that court".
Appeal Indicated
IT HAS been indicated by Elisha
Hanson, counsel for Hearst Radio
Inc., that the case will be appealed to the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
Dismissal of the suit tended further to confuse the Washington
station situation. WMAL is now
operated by NBC under a lease
which still has two years to run,
at $30,000 a year in leaseholds
and $6,000 for studio rentals.
In addition the Washington Post
has filed application for the WMAL
facilities on 630 kc, with 250 watts
power night and 500 day. This application has been designated for
hearing, probably next fall.
Another half-dozen applications,
however, are pending involving
stations in Washington. These involve the request of WOL, Washington local for a regional assignment on 1230 kc, with 1,000 watts;
two applications by Continental
Radio Co., Scripps-Howard Newspapers subsidiary, for both the
present and requested assignments
by WOL, and two applications by
former Senator C. C. Dill, one of
the present WOL assignment and
the other for a new regional station on 1370 kc, operating with
1,000 watts daytime.
Construed as a retaliatory move
against Continental Radio Co., because of its Washington applications, are two applications filed by
the United States Broadcasting
Co. on June 17 for new local stations in Columbus and Toledo.
These request the identical local
station facilities sought by Continental.
William B. Dolph, manager of
WOL, is the president and principal stockholder of United States
Broadcasting Co., which is also
applying for the local Washington
assignment of WOL on 1310 kc,
with 100 watts, in the event the
regional station application is
granted. The pending requests for
the WOL assignments made by
Senator Dill and by Scripps-Howard are both made contingent upon
an FCC grant of the WOL regional application.
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Automobiles
Chrysler Motors
DeSoto
Dodge
Plymouth
Ford Motor Company
General Motors
Buick
Chevrolet
Packard Motors

Cosmetics and Perfumes
Bernard Perfumer
Compagnie Parisienne, Inc.
Armin Varady, Inc.
Drugs and Pharmaceuticals
Carleton and Hovev
Carlsbad Salts
Carter Medicine Company
Ex Lax, Inc.
Knox Company
McKesson & Robbins
Marvland Pharmaceutical Co.
Piso Co.
Sterlins- Products, Inc.
California Syrup of Figs
L'nited Drug Co.
Wildroot Company
Wveth Chemical Company
Jad Salts

R
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WCR
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Insurance
Utica Mutual Insurance Co.
Personal Finance
D & M Finance Corp.
Home & Auto Loan Co.
Household Finance Corp.
Personal Finance Co.
Public Utilities
New York Telephone Company
Niagara-Hudson Power Corp.
Religious
Shrine of the Little Flower
Watchtower Bible & Tract Society
Miscellaneous
Bulova Watch Company
Clark Bros. Chewing Gum
Fred Fear and Company
Gardner Nursery
Hartz Mountain Products, Inc.
ITS Co.
Julian & Kokenge
Justrite Co.

Household Appliances
American Radiator Co.
American Washing Machine Manufacturers
Assn.
General Electric Co.

Ends

WKBW

McAleer Mfg. Co.
Proctor & Gamble Co.
P & G White Naptha

Gasoline and Oil
Atlantic Refining Company
Bradford Oil Refining Co.
Crew Levick Co.
Gulf Refining Co.
Kendall Refining Co.
Pure Oil Co.
Soconv-Vacuum Oil Co.
Tidewater Oil Co.

. . . The

and

Household Necessities
Fels and Company
Gardiner Mfg. Co.
101
Gold Lifebuoy
Dust Corp.
Spry
Lever Bros.

Food Products and Beverages
D'Arrigo Bros.
Bay State Fishing Co.
Bowey's, Inc.
Bunte Bros.
Virginia Dare Extract
Jacob Dold Packing Co.
Educator Biscuit Co.
General Mills
Wheaties
Robert A. Johnston Co.
Kellogg Sales Company
Land 0 'Lakes Creameries, Inc.
New York State Bureau of Milk Publicity
Pabst-Ett Corp.
Pier Bros.
Ralston Purina Co.
Reid, Murdock & Co.
C. F. Simonin & Sons
Standard Milling Corp.
Wander Company

Cigars
Congress Cigar Co.
Bernard Schwartz Cigar Corp.
Waitt & Bond

WG

national

. . . WK

B

W

CORPORATION

Represented by Free & Sleininger, Inc.
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MutuaPs

Plans

to

Expand

Net

May
Materialize
at NAB
Session
Transcontinental Setup by Jan. 1 Now in Prospect;
Stations Sought

to Break

PLANS OF Mutual BroadcastingSystem for expansion into a transcontinental network may crystallize in Chicago coincident with the
NAB Convention July 6-8, with
definite prospects that service to
the Pacific Coast will begin by
next Jan. 1.
Negotiations with the Don Lee
Broadcasting System, which severs its connection with CBS at the
end of the year, have reached a
point, it is understood, where all
that remains to be done is the
signing of the contracts. A wire
line haul from Chicago amounting
to approximately $200,000 annually will be involved. This is in addition to some $70,000 spent annually by Don Lee for its California network.
At the Chicago convention the
Mutual board will hold a meeting
— its first in several months. The
basic four-station network has
been going ahead rapidly during
the last year and in addition to
WOR, WLW, WGN and CKLW,
commercial and sustaining program service is being provided to
six: other stations in major markets.
West Coast Situation
DURING the convention, also, it
is expected that Mutual executives
will discuss with station heads in
other major markets the possibility of aligning them for service to
begin by Jan. 1. The effort is to
break up the line haul to the coast
as much as possible in the major
markets enroute.
The four Don Lee stations which
are expected to join Mutual next
Jan. 1 are KHJ, Los Angeles;
KFRC, San Francisco; KGB, San
Diego, and KDB, Santa Barbara.
If any other coastal stations are
added to the network, it is understood, they will be through arrangements with Don Lee.
In addition to the four basic stations, other stations currently taking Mutual service are WBAL
Baltimore; WCAE, Pittsburgh
WGR, Buffalo; WGAR, Cleveland
WFIL, Philadelphia, and WAAB,
Boston. Mutual is interested in
procuring outlets, it is believed, in
such cities as St. Louis, Des
Moines, Omaha, Kansas City, Denver and Salt Lake City. Negotiations have gone forward with stations in each of these cities and
such stations as WSM, Nashville;
KSO, Des Moines; KOIL, Omaha,
and KFEL, Denver, have been consulted, but with no definite commitments. Exaggerated reports of
stations dropping existing network affiliations to join Mutual
have been circulated.
In St. Louis there has been mention of an affiliation with KSD,
and in Kansas City some service
has been supplied through WHB,
limited time station. This station
has a favorable examiner's report
for full-time operation, and should
it acquire a full-time status by the
time Mutual spreads westward, it
is viewed as the logical outlet.
Conversations also have been had,
it is reported, with WDAF, Kansas City, NBC Red outlet.
_ Expansion of Mutual into a nation-wide network would set it up
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Long

Haul

From

Chicago

as a competitor of the three major
chains — the two NBC networks
and CBS. Many of the stations already taking Mutual service as
well as those expected to join the
project are affiliated with the other
major networks. This has been a
complicating factor that may eventually have much to do with
changing the basic structures of
the network.
The Mutual policy from its inception has been that of a cooperative endeavor. Stations aligned
with it charge their regular commercial rates as part of the network and pay to Mutual whatever
it costs to procure the business
and to defray wire charges.
Cooperative Plan
THERE has been much speculation over the feasibility of a cooperative network plan of this
character, but in spite of dire predictions ithas functioned surprisingly well. No few people in
broadcasting felt it was virtually
impossible for such individuals as
McCormick of the Chicago Tribune, Hearst and Crosley to work
together. It develops, however,
that these interests have divorced
ownership of their newspaper and
other interests from their radio
operations to the extent that the
network is functioning as a separate enterprise.
Presumably, the effort of Mutual will be to offer a nationwide
network, in large measure parallelling the coverage of the other
basic networks.
KFRU

IS ACQUIRED

BY ELZEY
ROBERTS
SALE of KFRU, Columbia, Mo.,
to the Star-Times Publishing Co.,
of St. Louis, for $105,000 was consummated June 16, and approved
by the FCC in record time June
20. Luther Hill, principal stockholder of KFRU Inc., negotiated
the sales arrangement with Elzey
Roberts, president and publisher
of the St. Louis Star-Times, while
both were in Washington.
The station operates full daytime and part nighttime on the
630 kc. channel, usino: 1,000 watts
day and 500 watts night. Mr. Hill,
formerly a resident of Alabama,
purchased control of the station
several months ago.
It is presumed Mr. Roberts will
seek to have the station moved to
St. Louis, once FCC approval is
procured on the transfer. The
Star-Times already is the licensee
of an ultra-high frequency experimental station. Ray V. Hamilton,
assistant to Mr. Roberts, is the radio executive of the publishing
company. Mr. Roberts several
years ago was chairman of the
Radio Committee of the American
Newspaper Publishers Association.
The St. Louis Times - Star recently was heard before an FCC
examiner on its application for a
new 1,000 watt fulltime station on
1250 kc. in St. Louis. This application was opposed by a counter
application for the same facility
by WIL, St. Louis.

KOB Sale Approved
SALE of KOB, Albuquerque, N.
Mex., for $25,000 cash by the New
Mexico State College of Agriculture & Mechanical Arts to interests headed by T. M. Pepperday,
publisher of Albuquerque Journal.
was approved June 20 by the FCC
Broadcast Division. The station
has been operated by the newspaper for several years under
lease. Mr. Pepperday also is
business manager of the Rocky
Mountain division of the ScrippsHoward Newspapers. ScrippsHoward publishes the Albuquerque
State Tribune and while it has no
corporate interest in the Journal,
it has a working arrangement
with Mr. Pepperday.
WATERTOWN

TIMES

GETS
WCAD
LEASE
THE LEASING of WCAD, Canton, N. Y., owned by St. Lawrence
University, to the Watertown (N.
Y.) Times was negotiated through
Attorney George Sutton in Washington in June, the deal calling for
a $10 nominal payment annually
with a credit of $1,500 per year to
pay for line charges for university
programs carried from the campus
to the transmitter. The lease is
for five years with three five-year
renewal options.
Harold John, publisher of the
newspaper, is a member of the
university's board of trustees along
with Owen D. Young, who originally presented the station to his alma
mater and who is understood to
have agreed to the deal. The station
with 500 watts daytime onoperates
1220 kc.
Precedents for similar leases,
which are subject to FCC approval,
were the leasing to commercial interests of KOB, New Mexico College of Agriculture, Albuqerque, to
the Albuquerque Journal, whose
publisher now has a purchase option on it: WESG, Cornell University, to the Ehnira Star-Gazette;
WGST, Atlanta, Georgia School of
Technology, to private operators,
and WAPI, Birmingham, Alabama
Polytechnic Institute and Univerators. sity of Alabama, to private operChurch

Station

Sold

KFXR, Oklahoma City 100-watter
owned by the Exchange Avenue
Baptist Church but operated as a
commercial, has been sold to Plaza
Court Broadcasting Co. Inc., a new
concern whose stock is 66%%
owned by M. S. McEldowney, retail hardware dealer and bank director; 16%% by John D. Thomas,
head of a local investment house,
and 16%% by C. E. Johnson, attorney and bank director. The
deal is subject to FCC approval.
KGFG, Oklahoma City's other
local, now pends transfer to Harold Hough, manager of WBAP,
Fort Worth, to whom it was recently sold.
WDNC
to Durham Herald
PURCHASE of WDNC, Durham,
N. C. 100-watter on 1500 kc. by
the Durham Herald, was authorized by the FCC June 20. Controlling stock was sold by George
Watts Hill. John Sprunt Hill, Harris Newman and Herbert Bleuthenthal, all of Durham, the lesser
stockholders also disposing of their
holdings. The purchase price was
approximately $15,000.
BROADCASTING

Plan

for

Broadcast

Discount
By

Arthur

Opposed
Church

Says 2% Proposal Would Mean
Increase in Station Rates
OPPOSITION to
the proposal that
broadcasting
stations uniformly
allow a 2% cash
discount for payby agencies
withinment 10
days
was expressed by
Arthur B. Church,
manager
of KMBC,
KanMr. Church general
sas City, and chairman of the
NAB commercial committee June
17 in a reply to the proposal advanced by L. T. Bush, secretarytreasurer of Blackman Advertising Inc., New that
York.the proposition
Indicating
might be discussed at the NAB
convention July 6-8, Mr. Church
asserted consistent efforts have
been made in recent years by
leading advertising agencies to
sell broadcasters on the proposition. A few broadcasters, he said,
have subscribed to the proposal,
but the erreat majority thus far
have disfavored it.
Mr. Bush, in a letter to stations,
urged them to adopt the 2% discount as a means' of assuring
prompt payment of bills by advertising agencies. Many broadcasters, it is reported, feel that if the
discount is allowed it should b
absorbed by increases in station
rates so there will be no reduction
in net to them.
Here's Why
IN HIS communication to Broadcasting, Mr. Church said the reasons expressed by broadcasting
disfavoring the cash discount could
be enumerated as follows:
1. The theory of the cash discount
for merchandise sold in order to obtain quick payment may be sound,
but the theory applied to billing of
services or facilities is unsound.
2. The practice of cash discounts by
publications is more or less firmly
established but most publications
would now like to do away with it.
Because publications set a precedent
now resulting in an admitted evil
practice is reason why broadcasters
should avoid the practice rather than
subscribe to the evils.
3. Some broadcasters who subscribed to the cash discount theory admit the practice is unsatisfactory because certain buyers insist on taking
the cash discount even though payment is not made within the prescribed limit, and take offense if the
undeserved
cash discount privilege is
denied.
4. Cash discounts create increased
accounting, and create erroneous
monthly statements.
5. In my own opinion the most important reason why the cash discount
practice has not become prevalent
among broadcasters is that broadcasting rates, generally speaking, have always been too low. To allow cash
discounts the broadcaster must increase rates. The buyer ultimately
must pay
bill. Theprofit.
seller is entitled to a the
reasonable
Competition has been so keen
among broadcasters that buyers have
benefited from low rates and apparently will continue to so benefit. In
the long run the buyer gets what he
paysbusiness
for, and
the make
seller a— reasonable
to remain
in
— must
profit.
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0.
500,000 Watts (application now before the
F.C.C.). The last word in transmission
power.
A
vertical half -wave antenna, furnishing
fading.
maximum
signal strength and minimum
Beautiful, new, air-conditioned studios, unsurpassed for modern facilities.
These latest developments in efficiency highpower broadcast over 820 kilocycles wiH
furnish advertisers with maximum CLEARED
CHANNEL COVERAGE.
We pledge to our advertisers a tremendous
and responsive audience of buyers— day and
night
tuned —in and programs which keep them

Owned and Operated
By The Courier-Journal
and Louisville Times.
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'Hit

Turns
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Turns

Luckies
Tooor
dinarily would be part-time
substitutes.
Over 300,000 pounds of cardHits
board used in printing entry
blanks.

Out
to Be
One
of Biggest
Of Merchandising
History as Contest
Sweeps
Nation
HARDLY two months ago, after
American Tobacco Co. and Lord &
LUCKY
STRIKE started something a few weeks ago
Thomas had completed details of
a prize contest for the Lucky Strike
with its Sweepstakes contest. Just what it started is a
Hit Parade programs on NBC and
CBS, first entry blanks were disquestion for the future. Right now, though, a few facts
tributed to the public.
In six weeks the contest was
are apparent. The more they are studied the more apdrawing 200,000 entries a week
parent they become. And the longer the Sweepstakes
and promised to increase at a rate
that would far overshadow any
runs, the wider swath it sweeps. Judging by late June
prior contest on any medium.
Orders have been issued to Lucky
returns, it is just about tops among radio contests —
Strike plants to speed up producwhich by this time may be gross understatement.
tion schedules to meet an already
growing demand.
The Luckies Sweepstake contest
attached in the East. First class
readily enter a Sweepstakes that
offers radio listeners a chance to
costs them nothing.
postage in the Midwest and airpick the three ranking hit tunes
mail from the Pacific Coast are
The sponsor provides everything
(in correct order) to be played on
necessary to enter the Sweepstakes
provided, the sponsor footing all
Hit Parade programs the following
mailing costs. The mailing plan
except the will to write the selecweek. All winners receive a carton
permits Western entrants to get
tions and drop them in a mail box.
of Luckv Strike cigarettes and a
their selections to New York in
No proof of purchase or mailing
congratulatory card from the spontime for weekly selection of wincost is involved and on each entry
ners.
sor, as well as another entry blank
is printed: "This postcard is free
with postage attached.
Blanks Are Changed
— you need not buy anything to obEntry blanks also are distributed
tain it, nor to enter this contest of
through retail channels and have
ENTRY blanks are changed each
skill." A contestant
ng
a business reply card attached for
more than one entry in submitti
week.
In the fourth week each
any
week
mailing of selections. Non-wincard
mailed
to winners and nonis
disquali
to
avoid
"stuffing
fied
"
ners receive another entry blank
the Sweeps
winners contained two extra selftakes. All entrants
with a "dope sheet" attached. This
must certify that they are of legal
addressed postcards to be given to
gives the winning selections of the
friends, a sort of modification of
age to receive the carton of cigapast week and the week before.
rettes if declared winners.
the chain letter idea.
By this means the entrant knows
At
the
end
of
six
weeks,
AmerFor the fifth week the entry card
that the sponsor has received his
ican Tobacco Co. had distributed
contained a map showing towns in
entry and learns from the reply
20,000,000 formal Sweepstakes enwhich Sweepstake winners reside.
why he did not win a prize.
try blanks, using the mail and reThe map was a photographed retail channels. Through the retail
Mail by the Ton
production, apin being placed in
channels alone more than 250,000
each town, although one pin might
SO FAST has the contest grown
per day were being distributed.
represent a hundred or more winPromotion is done exclusively
that on June 15, for example,
ners. The map showed distribution
American Tobacco Co. received
through the Hit Parade programs
of winners all over the country
80,350 pieces of mail in the conon combined NBC networks Wedafter five Sweepstakes weeks.
test. All mail is addressed to the
nesdays, 10-11 p. m., and on CBS
Here are some contest facts, at
sponsor. Going out the same day
at 10-11 p. m. Saturdays. The
the end of the sixth week:
were 10,220 cartons of Luckies conprograms feature straight dance
More than 450 men and wommusic based on the 15 most popusigned to Sweepstakes winners,
lar
tunes
of
the
week.
To
deteren given employment in haneach package insured. The outgodling the incoming and outgoing mail bill alone that day was
mine these tunes the sponsor con$2,650:
ducts surveys at a cost of $1,500 a
ing mail.
Behind the contest is the amazweek.
Thirty - nine Civil Service
clerks working full time at
Sweepstakes entrants receive
ingly simple idea that listeners are
interested in hit tunes
and will
American Tobacco Co., who ornew blanks with a one-cent stamp

■cutcd for your pleasure by ibe manufacturers of
OF RICH. RIPEBODIO) TOBACCO — "IT'S TOASTED"
NUMBERS — WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY, JUNE IS. 1936
Is It True What They Say
About Dixie
Robins And Roses
All My Life
You
She Shall Have Music
It's A Sin To Tell A Lie
You Cant Pull The Wool
Over My Eyes
Take My Heart
A Melody from the Sky
Lost
The Glory Of Love
The Touch of Your Lips
Would You
On The Beach at Bali-Bali
There's A Small Hotel
'J>Z 0.4 M via q poMRM la lO'JT HTT tAXADt im Hurt wtk.

11

STRIKE
On "YOUR
WednesdaysLUCKY
at 10:00 P.M.
Eastern HIT
DaylightPARADE"
Saving Time over
Ihe National Broadcasting Company System and Saturday : jt 1 >>3 P M
Eastern Daylight Saving Time over the Columbia Broadcasting System.
LUCKYpopular
STRIKE'SsongRadio
'Tourwhich
Hit Parade"
presents through
the filteena
most
hits Program
of the week
are determined
weekly gigantic nationwide survey — (Final tabulation each Monday
preceding each Wednesday's and Saturday's announcements).
YOUR LUCKY
STRIKE "SWEEPSTAKES"
refww/rfirtt three places unless '.uek-ics
i( hat first appca
likely
to
brtak
into
Hit Parade-.tobacco.
This i is[ a friendly tip /ruin Luc," " — A Light Smakt t
ripe-bodied
yourtrelles
skill—forEntereverythe winner
LUCKY — "SWEEPS"—
STRIKETry Gig
all you have a tueajttin
do is ofto 203lill tnLUCKY
on a
post card your selection of the iirst three numbers in the order of their
popularity
Judge they
will rank
that week'spostmarked
programs.not Only
one
a asw-?ekyouin.br
■ i -j'lonthe ~msi
la'orIt
than entry
Suvvi-.,
iV.i— 'h-»p-:.-dr/-:i before
iinal tabulation is made.
your selections are correct and in irv? sorred order, a carton of 200 LUCKY
STRIKE
mailed to you. Enter the LUCKY "SWEEPS."
RuJgb on Cigarettes
roverso aid*.willpamrbe CLCARLT
— Do Hoi Writ*
*G<5s

10
7
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BUSINESS
TOST
CLASS PERMIT No. 2469?REPLY
Sot 510 PL SR.. CARD
Ni* folk. N- Y.
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.. Inc.
Ill FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORX N. Y.

POST CARD
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO- Inc.
Ill Fihh Avenue.
How York. N. Y.
"YOUR HIT PARADE"

SONGS AND CIGARETTES— Dozens and dozens
pi of
thousands of these folders were mailed to those who
entered the Lucky Strike Hit Parade Sweepstakes
Page

HUatt— May we ask you to present these two entry blanks lo
two of your friends end to explain to them YOUR LUCKY STRIKE
"SWEEPSTAKES" • 1 - 2 ■ 3 - lust like thai! 11*OhU, tyOu.
(JW Off Pan Cft H»]

BUSINESS
FIRST CLASS PERMIT No. 14117,REPLY
Bsc 110 P.L&rL. CARD
Htw Yotk.r!.T.
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO, Inc.
Ill FTfTH AVENUE.
NEW YORX. N. Y.

during the fourth week. Each week a different acknowledgment issent to entrants. This one contained
two extra entry cards to be given to friends.
BROADCASTING

Printing firm added 39 employes and new equipment.
Nearly 400 persons required
to handle mail, working day and
night shifts.
Thirty thousand feet of additional floor space rented by concern handling the mailing details.
Here are rules for "Your Luck?,
Strike
Sweepstakes":
1. — Fill
in on a post card the
date, and print the names of the
three songs you select in the ordei
of their popularity, as you judge

on the
rank
they willgram: 1-2-3
— just
likeweek's
that; proand
print your name and address clearly on your post card.
2. — The post card must be mailed
to the American Tobacco Co., Ill
Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y., and
must be postmarked not later than
Sunday midnight preceding the
Wednesday and Saturday that the
three leading songs are announced
on Your Lucky Strike Hit Parade.
3. — Only one entrv for any one
person each week — more than one
entry in any one week disqualifies
you for that week.
4. — This contest is not open to
minors. You must be, and state
that you are, of legal age to receive the prize.
5. — This contest is not open to
employes of The American Tobacco
Co. and affiliated companies, to its
subsidiaries, or its advertising
agents. By affiliated companies is
meant any person, form or corporation that aids in making the national survey which forms the basis
for the tabulation of the songs.

Response to Ford Series
Returns It to Net Sept. 20
CONCLUDING the current series
of Ford Sunday Evening Hours on
CBS June 21, announcement was
made by Ford Motor Co. that the
next series would commence Sept.
20 and would embody several
changes during the 1936-37 season. Guest conductors will lead
the orchestra, in contrast to this
year's policy of having but one
conductor, Victor Kolar. Conductors already engaged for the next
season's programs include Fritz
Reiner, Alexander Smallens, Jose
Iturbi, Mr. Kolar, Eugene Ormandy and others.
Guest artists already engaged
include John Charles Thomas, Kirsten Flagstead, Micha E 1 m a n ,
Gladys Swarthout, Lily Pons,
Richard Crooks and a number of
others. William J. Cameron will
continue his weekly talks. It was
announced by Mr. Cameron that
the series, which has been presented over the coast-to-coast network of the CBS, has brought letter responses which often ranged

as high as 2,000 a day. Next year's
programs will go over CBS from
Masonic Temple, whose seating
capacity of about 4,000 will permit more persons to hear the
broadcast than in Detroit's Orchestra Hall, scene of previous
broadcasts.
• Broadcast
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Chrysler
Payment
By

of

ASCAP

Advertisers

Revision
ASCAP

Is in Discussion
Back

on Normal

POSSIBLE revision of the current
five-year ASCAP contracts for
performance of its catalog is again
being discussed, with the trend
currently toward revival of plans
for royalties on commercial programs to be paid by the advertiser rather than the medium.
A number of important independent stations, it is reported, have
discussed with E. C. Mills, ASCAP
general manager, broad plans
whereby the royalty formula would
be changed. Stations thus would
pay ASCAP a sustaining rate to
be negotiated, with their advertisers paying direct to ASCAP, but
with the broadcasters acting as the
ASCAP agents. In other words,
the broadcasters would certify to
ASCAP the numbers used in given
commercial programs and ASCAP
then would bill the advertiser.
Two Types of Payment
TWO

FORMS of payment are being considered, it is reported. One
is for the advertiser to pav a predetermined rate for ASCAP music,
related to the card rate of the station, under a blanket license. The
other is upon a per composition,
or per use basis for each advertiser.
Mr. Mills is known to have favored such a formula for some
time. Prior to the formation of
NBC in 1926, he has said, he dealt
in that way direct with the advertiser.
_ Revival of this plan, which is
simply in the conversation stage,
evidently grows out of a combination of factors.
Many broadcasters from time to
time are discussing with Mr. Mills
possible new methods to substitute
for the current five-year contract
on which they pay 5% of receipts,
plus a sustaining fee, and against
which they have been complaining
bitterly. Within the industry, some
stations favor the advertiser-payment plan, and in certain areas
stations are passing aloner the cost
of music to the advertisers.
Major networks from the outset have opposed passing the cost
to the advertiser. First, they are
satisfied with their five-year contracts with ASCAP, which provide for payment of the 5% royalties only by the network key stations m New York and by their
owned and operated stations.
Moreover, the networks contend
that the music cost always has
been absorbed at the source; that
it eventually would mean "per
piece" and higher costs for music;
that the
tendency then would be
to perform "cheap" music to reduce the costs, and depreciate program value, and finally that it
would make it more difficult to sell
radio time against competitive
media.
With the return of Warner
Bros, publishing houses to ASCAP
believed imminent, it is felt in
some circles that a change in formula would hasten that action.
Warner steadfastly has maintamed that the networks are not
paying their just share of copyright royalties. Under fie adverPage
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Royalties

Of

Stage; Networks

Opposed;

Basis in Washington

SO FAR as known the newly created law firm of Schwartz & Frolich, which has succeeded Burkan
& Frolich, will remain as ASCAP
counsel. Charles Schwartz, youthful assistant to Mr. Burkan, is
highly regarded as a copyright
lawyer, and Mr. Frolich long has
been identified with ASCAP trial
work. There have been reports
that Sol A. Rosenblatt, former
NRA division administrator, and
before that with an associate of
Mr. Burkan, might become chief
counsel, but no verification could
be procured of this.
Mr. Rosenblatt is counsel for
Associated Independent Radio Stations Inc., newly formed organization of leading independent stations, and his primary assignment
to date has been to procure copyright legislation designed to protect the interests of users. He has
had numerous conferences with Mr.
Mills pertaining to AIRS business.
ASCAP officials are congratulating themselves on their victory
in Washington state, where the
Superior Court in Seattle on June
8 dissolved the receivership imposed last year. Mr. Mills took issue with the article published in
the June 15 issue of Broadcasting
in which this dissolution was
termed a "conditional settlement"
contingent upon ASCAP doing business in accordance with the state
law. A copy of the court order reveals that the settlement was not
conditional. Mr. Mills also denied
the statement, furnished by station
representatives in Washington, that
claims of an undetermined amount
filed by users of ASCAP's work
were compromised.
According to Mr. Mills, the
straight five-year contracts at 5%

Revises

Net

Hours

CBS Quickly Gets Vicks and
Texaco for Sunday Evening

State

tiser-payment formula the networks presumably would be taxed
on the same basis as individual
stations.
It is also known that Mr. Mills
has been asked repeatedly by stations to revise the method of payment so that stations would pay
a percentage — and a higher one
than the 5% — on programs using
ASCAP music, and not pay on the
basis of all station revenue including script programs or programs
using other than ASCAP music.
Mr. Mills is opposed to such a
formula, in general, it is indicated.
He has expressed himself as believing this would entail great expense to stations in furnishing
audited records as to music performed, to differentiate between
ASCAP and non-ASCAP, and also
would conceivably throw stations
open to admissions of infringements in some cases.
Another new factor injected into
the ASCAP picture is the recent
passing of Nathan Burkan, general counsel and cofounder of the
music group. Mr. Burkan and Mr.
Mills have been the strong men of
ASCAP. With the former's death,
Mr. Mills is left in the key position. His views at times have been
different from those of the late
general counsel.
Selection of Counsel

Bowes

Choice

Proposed

Signing

Covering the Convention
MUCH the same technical setup
and staffs used at the G. 0. P.
convention in Cleveland were
mustered for the network broadcasts from the Philadelphia convention of the Democratic party.
Here is a new wrinkle in remote
coverage, however. CBS ace announcer Bob Trout strolls through
the convention crowds with a
micro-wave transmitter in a cane,
a "wrist - watch mike" and a
leather case containing the power
amplifier. Note the "acorn" tube
on the cane. The four networks —
NBC, CBS, Mutual and Inter-City
— broadcast the proceedings with
WFIL, Philadelphia, having its
own setup for local coverage. WIP
fed to Inter-City.
are being offered stations in Washington state, following the same
contractural form offered all stations as of Jan. 1, 1936.
"Convenience to Users"
IN A COMPLETE reversal of its
former decision, the Court ordered
that the complaint be dismissed
"upon the merits". Among other
things, Judge D. F. Wright concluded that ASCAP is necessary
"to protect the performing rights
of authors, composers and music
The Court found further that
publishers."
ASCAP is a convenience and a
necessity to the users of music
"who will be considerably embarrassed, impeded, delayed and put
to considerable expense if they had
to deal separately with each piece
of music performed and with each
owner of the performing rights of
each
such piece."
Whereas
it previously had held
that ASCAP conducted itself in a
fashion that violated the state constitution, the Court in discharging
the receivership said ASCAP "is
not violative of any of the laws
of the state of Washington, or of
theThe
Constitution."
receiver, Tracy C. Griffin,
of Seattle, was ordered to collect
all amounts due from contract license users up to Dec. 31, 1935,
except such users as paid direct
to ASCAP, in respect of works of
the present membership of ASCAP,
and to transfer to ASCAP all
properties which came into his possession by virtue of the receivership, except any money on hand
and claims for money due to Jan. 1,
1936, less expenses.
BROADCASTING

WITH Maj. Bowes and his amateur hour, sponsored by Standard
Brands for Chase & Sanborn Coffee, definitely scheduled to leave
t-be NBC - Red network after the
Sept. 13 program, a reshuffling of
network programs for the fall and
winter season, particularly Sunday
nights, is in prospect. Maj. Bowes
has been signed by Chrysler Corp.,
Detroit, for a new program to go
on CBS late in September or early
in October, handled by Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., New York.
Whether the new Maj. Bowes
show for Chrysler will be an hour
or half - hour in duration has not
yet been decided, nor has the time
been picked, but tentative arrangements call for the Thursday 9-10
p. m. period — the same used by
Plymouth on CBS for its Ed Wynn
show last spring and by Chrysler
for its Mark Warnow show last
winter.
Chrysler plans contemplate using Maj. Bowes at dealer sales
meetings for personal appearances.
His salary is undisclosed since he
handles all his own business deals.
Grabbed in a Hurry
CHASE & SANBORN'S relinquishing of Maj. Bowes on the NBCRed's Sunday 9-10 p. m. period immediately placed a premium on
that hour on CBS, which quickly
closed two accounts for it. Vick
Chemical Co. took the first halfhour and Texaco the second. Vick
will use Nelson Eddy with Josef
Pasternak and orchestra; Texaco
will feature Eddie Cantor, James
Wallington, Bobby Breen, Parkyatra.
kakus
and an unannounced orchesThe starting date for the Vicks
show, handled by Morse International Inc., New York, has not
been decided, but Texaco will start
on Sept. 20. Both programs will
originate from Hollywood and both
will be carried over practically the
entire CBS network.
Texaco also is planning to continue using Cantor at sales meetings, already having had him appear personally in a half dozen
cities on his recent trip to Hollywood. Standard Brands, according
to best reports, intends to hold the
NBC - Red Sunday evening period,
with the possibility that Rudy Vallee's variety show may be moved
to it from its Thursday night hour
on the same network.
New York radio circles recalled
that Eddie Cantor last fall took on
the Sunday, 8-8:30 p. m., period
on CBS, but on Dec. 29 gave it up
with the frank statement that Maj.
Bowes was too strong to buck on
the opposite network. Some observers are still skeptical whether
the amateur idea will still hold the
fancy of the radio audience, and
it remains to be seen how Maj.
Bowes will click for Chrysler in
whatever new period is chosen for
him.
SIGNOFFS for the summer vacation months were authorized June
20 by the FCC for WSVS. of
Seneca Vocational High School,
Buffalo, and KBPS, of Benson
Polytechnic School, Portland, Ore.
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THE VOICE OF MEM PI
Memphis* FIRST and ONLY
Wide~Range. High-Fidelity
Broadcasting Station

WREC
TAKES

ANOTHER

STRIDE

AHEAD

At 12 o'clock noon, Sunday, June 14, WREC began
broadcasting with 5,000 watts power.
On the strength of WREC's new improvements . . . the
installation of its new wide-range, high-fidelity broadcasting plant— just completed at Radio Center — the Federal
Communications Commission, granted WREC permission
to increase its Broadcasting power to 5,000 watts.
WREC is the FIRST Memphis broadcasting station to use 5,000 watts
Tens of thousands of new listeners will be added to the WREC audipower. ence, who will enjoy wide-range, high-fidelity reception for the first
time. Advertisers will derive a very definite and immediate benefit
thru the wide expansion of WREC's coverage — a plus value — at NO
increase in advertising rates.
WREC . . .
The FIRST and Only Memphis Station to use Wide-Range,
High-Fidelity Broadcasting.
WREC . . . The FIRST Memphis Station to use 2,500 Watts Power.
WREC . . . The FIRST Memphis Station to use 5000 Watts Power
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Tennessee's First and Memphis' Finest Radio Station
Affiliated With COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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What

Happens

to
Spots-A
Mortality
Study
By
C.
E.
MIDGELY
Jr.
Radio Department, Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.
advertiser to move his program on
that Friday to 9:15 p. m. in order
Stations Advised
to Give Advertisers
All That
They
Buy;
that the annual dinner of the local
Diabetic Alumni of the Foundling
Some
Suggestions
on Servicing National
Business
Hospital could be broadcast. The
request did not indicate that the
A CLOSE anal^
move was compulsory.
jgy can be drawn
^BBkM^
IT MIGHT be well for some broadcasters to put their
The advertiser gave it real conbetween broad- ,^^3i"iH
sideration but advised the station,
casting and the
spots on the spot, judging by some of the super-charged
through his agency, that they had
railroads — up to
made extensive plans for that para certain point.
salt that "Ned" Midgley would rub into their wounded
ticular program and would apThe average percommercial schedules. As a placer of a lot of national
preciate it if they could delay the
son hears more ^SjC_.
start of the dinner broadcast for
15 minutes. The day before the
business, the author is well-versed in the art of picking
about the "Twen- 0E~ ' fofr,
broadcast, word came back from
tieth Century", Bt' ' ■
the "Chief", and
spots and has picked a few for special treatment in this
the station that "due to local angthe "Broadway Mr. Midgely
les", the station felt compelled to
Limited" than he does about No,
broadcast the local dinner and the
article.
He's
not
indicting
the
industry,
of
course
—
18 or No. 97, fast freights which
juvenile program would have to be
really produce the revenue for the
just focusing on several vulnerable places. And still betbroadcast at 9:15 p. m. or stay off
line. Coast-to-coast network broadthe air entirely on that day. The
ter, he offers some specifics for the maladies.
casts make excellent "lead" proprogram was not broadcast and
grams for any radio station but it
the test in that area, in which the
is the national spot and local prosible for a station manager to wire
programs
had
not
been
broadcast
client did 30% of his business, was
grams which pay the freight.
a total loss.
on schedule. After all, the adveran acceptance of a 52-week schedBoth industries are subject to
ule to his network in the morning
tiser was only paying the bills so
These incidents might appear to
the closest government scrutiny
and send out a salesman in the
that there was really no necessity
be
trivial but they are typical of
from their respective Commissions.
afternoon to sell daily sponsorship
for letting him know that he was
many others experienced by adCompetition of the railroads comes
not getting what he bought.
of the ball games for the 24 weeks
vertisers who have used spot
from other lines and from other
A small advertiser had looked
of the baseball season? Again, the
broadcasting
during the last few
forms of transportation. Competilongingly at broadcasting for many
years. Such incidents can be due
station was "terribly embartion in broadcasting comes from
years and been shocked at the starassed" when Daylight Saving
to nothing but carelessness and inother stations, or networks, and
tion and talent costs that were
Time came along two weeks later
efficiency. As a result, the comfrom other forms of advertising
and there were two programs
quoted glibly on every hand. He
plaint of the average advertiser is
media.
scheduled for the same period.
recognized in broadcasting a methat spot broadcasting is too unTime is a vital element in each.
dium that would do an admirable
certain and that it is rare, indeed,
An advertiser had a large schedOn a railroad, it is possible for
job for his product but, with
ule of spot programs to place in
when he actually obtains the
only one train to travel on a given
spotty distribution, he knew that
a Midwestern city. The competibroadcasting service which he origsection of track at one time, but in
he could not afford a large radio
tion narrowed down to two stainally purchased.
broadcasting — well, let us here ditions. All factors were considered
campaign. Finally his agency sugSome
Commandments
vert from the analogy.
by the advertiser and his agency
gested aseries of dramatized, oneand the choice was made. The
minute transcriptions to be broadTHIS attitude should not be alHow Low Is Lowest!
other station was told that it
lowed to continue and grow in the
cast in carefully selected day-time
IT WOULD seem that only one raspots for 13 weeks. The cost fitted
minds of advertisers. Radio stawould not get the business. Iminto his budget nicely and he
mediately thereafter it notified the
dio program could be broadcast by
tions depend upon spot broadcastshowed more interest in this effort
ing for the bulk of their revenue
a station in a 15-minute period at
agency that it had long been conthan in any advertising he had
any one time. Picture the distress
sidering reducing the rates for
and it should be accorded the atdone for years.
tention to detail which it deserves.
that particular period and this
of an advertiser who signed a contract with a local station for a
could be the first account to profit
Many
stations
are doing an excelSpotty Spotting
by the change. On the basis of the
long series of quarter-hour evelent job in handling their spot accounts but some careless stations
new costs the consideration was
WITH pardonable pride, he sent
ning programs and discovered, three
reopened with the advertiser and
announcements of the campaign
days before the start of the series,
pop up on every schedule and
that another advertiser had been
the money saving was sufficient to
prejudice the whole industry.
and detailed schedules to his disBroadcasting has come far in a
tributors and dealers. He asked
change the selection of the station.
broadcasting in those periods for
short time. Perhaps stations have
The next time the advertiser
the past six months and had no inhis district sales manager to check
paid too much attention to their
placed a spot schedule he asked
tention of discontinuing. He had
on as many of the announcements
been led to believe that the station
new
high-fidelity transmitters, telas
possible.
During
the
first
week,
his agency "Are you sure that
evision and facsimile experiments,
coveted his business.
these are the lowest rates you can
one station changed four of the
copyright problems, regional netget from the stations?" Thus was
He asked his agency "How
announcements to spots immediwork developments and publicity
undone, in the mind of one adverately following a dull laxative procome?" His agency asked the staefforts
to bother with a few of the
tiser
at
least,
the
constructive
gram. Another station omitted two
tion representative "How come?"
fundamentals of sound business
of the six announcements. Two
work that has been accomplished
The representative asked the staby the broadcasting industry in
tion the same question, perhaps a
other stations broadcast the wrong
The first commandment for a
announcements.
stabilizing rates over the past few
bit more strongly if he had sepractice.
radio station should be to deliver
cured an appreciable amount of
All
of
these
occurrences
were
reyears.
to an advertiser the exact service
business for that station recently.
_ A series of 15-minute transcripported by the district sales manahe orders.
The answer came back from the
tion programs was bought on an
gerstions
and not
by the individual
staThe second, let the agency and
until several
weeks later.
Eastern station. Program No. 10
station "Terribly embarrassed —
the
advertiser know in advance if
had
not
arrived
on
the
day
of
the
an oversight — suggest the followAfter 13 such weeks, with one stait is necessary to make a change
broadcast and the station notified
tion after another making errors
ing alternate times." It all sounded
in any detail of his schedule.
so simple but what about the merthe recording company. The print
and changes in the schedule, this
chandising that had been done
had never been shipped so the staadvertiser decided that the gamble
Agencies and advertisers are reasonable people to deal with. They
tion, without any word to the
with distributors, dealers and the
in spot broadcasting was just
realize that mistakes can occur ocagency or the advertiser, repeated
listening audience? All of the reaabout equivalent to the Irish
soning back of the selection of the
casionally and that there is justiprogram No. 3.
Sweepstakes and abandoned it.
fication for some changes in a
Again, program No. 15 failed to
A toy manufacturer sponsored a
original time, in competition with
schedule. They will meet a station
arrive and the recording company
periods available on other staseries of juvenile recorded protions, was thrown out.
was notified. This time the print
more than half-way if they are adgrams five days weekly and after
had been shipped (probably by
vised before-hand. In a large pereight weeks there was increasing
Baseball is the great Amerimule train) and it was too late to
evidence that the programs had
centage of cases, spot broadcastcan sport. A play-by-play descripbuilt a large audience in the period
tion of a game makes an excellent
send a duplicate. The station reing is not undertaken as an isolated effort but rather as a part
broadcast. Daylight Saving Time
peated program No. 1. Quite casujust before 6 p. m. A mail test
ally, this information was transis the great American nuisance in
was planned for a Friday program.
of a comprehensive campaign inA series of special newspaper
broadcasting circles. Nevertheless
volving other media. Unwarrantrepresentative mitted
someto the
threestation's
weeks later.
This
ed changes in the broadcasting
ads was arranged and everyone
it has been with us these many
schedule throw the whole campaign
was the first indication the agency
years and bids fair to continue for
had high hopes. Two days before
and
the
advertiser
had
that
the
out of kilter.
the
test
one
station
requested
the
some time to come. How is it posBROADCASTING
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Census

Gives

Revenue

for

301

Stations

2,539 in October. The high point
of employment in October represented an increase of 11.7% over
January.
The greatest change in
Of Time
Shown
in Summary
of Figures to Date
employment, for any two months
period, amounted to about 5%.
During a representative week
SUMMARY
OF CENSUS
DATA
FOR
SIX REGIONS
used for more detailed analysis of
employment and pay rolls, a total
Revenue From Sale of Time
Employment and Payrolls
Sta. Employes
No.
Station Payroll
Nat. and
of 2,537 full-time and part-time
Full-time
Total
employes was reported. Of this
Sta.
Part-time
Local Adv. (Avg.No.)
Total
Reg. Adv.
727
number 2,029 (or 80% ) were men
36
New England . . .
$1,810,836
$3,664,687
$1,853,851
771,395
Texas
30
$1,365,856
741,923
$1,262,327
554
$103,529
and 508 were women. Part-time
2,220,821
955,030
29,472
1,265.791
367,523
77
Pacific Coast . . .
3.202,573
436
employes accounted for 20% of the
6,441,623
2,823,351
3,618,272
2,835,050
634,160
578,635
684,101
42
Mountain
1,988
1,076.583
number and received 7.9% of the
1,760,684
55.525
11,422,747
82
Middle Atlantic .
4,206,365
6,171,743
5,251,004
347,814
total pay roll.
2,415
4,554,179
863,520
B. South Central
718,400
2,140,634
618
1,111,363
145,120
Station Pay Roll
1,029,271
34
Total
301
$27,651,196
$11,391,683
$13,556,424
$14,094,772
$10,342,700
6,738
301
$1,048,983
No. Sta. (in dollars)
Full- Part1935 of $4,554,179. Mid.Atl. Sta. Em.1 Total time time
WITH U. S. Census returns on its
more than 77% of which was paid
_82
2,415
4,554,179
4,206,365
347,814
pay
to full-time employes.
More roll
thanin 92% percent of this
tabulation of revenue and employ100% 92.36%
7.64%
_10
250
672,084
654,894
17,190
ment of broadcast stations already
Mississippi's seven stations dipay roll was paid to full-time emN.
J.
_39
1,308
2,386,687
2,210,683
176.004
vided their reported time sales of
covering six regions and some 301
N. Y.
ployes. The monthly fluctuation
.33 857 1,495,408 1,340,788 154,620
$135,763 as follows: from local
stations, a recapitulation of this
in station employment was slight
Pa. _.
data by Broadcasting shows that
in 1935. The number of persons
advertisers, $66,138; from net1 Monthly average, based on number of
full-time and part-time employes on pay
the 301 stations had income in
works and national and regional
employed ranged from a low of
roll nearest the 15th of each month. (Total
spot advertisers, $69,625. Station
1935 of $13,556,424 from national
2,273 in January to a high of
man-months divided by 12.)
personnel totaled 48 persons, to
and regional advertisers and $14,whom was paid in 1935 a total of
094,772 from local advertisers (see
REVENUE
FROM
SALE OF TIME
table).
No.
$45,600.
The regions covered are New
Sta.
100%
Tennessee's 12 stations reported
45.97%
Total
England, Texas, Pacific Coast,
that of their $901,108 total reve100%
Reg.Natl
Net.1 54.03%
Svot Nat'l
(non-net.)1 Local1
nue from the sale of time, the
Mountain, Middle Atlantic and
40.65%
East South Central.
Middle Atlantic States. . 82
59.35%
amount received from local adver100%
A summary of employment data
$11,422,747
tisers was $430,146, and the re$6,171,743
New Jersey
. . 10
1.419,701
shows that these stations employed
972.335
2,392.036
47.33%
mainder, $470,962 was from net22.12% $5,251,004
100%
30.55%
works
and
national
and
regional
an average of 6,738 persons last
non-network advertisers. Station
year, with total payrolls of $11,New York
1.226.269
47.45%
22.40%
personnel totaled 322 persons, to
391,683. Fulltime employes were
5,546,064
1,694,356
2,625,439
30.15%
whom was paid $408,679 in 1935,
paid $10,342,700 and part time
39
more than 79% of which was paid
workers received $1,048,983.
Pennsylvania
33
780.485
1.050.932
3,484,647
to full-time employes.
1,653,230
East South Central
The total receipts of 82 broad1 National and regional network revenue represents the amount received by stations
cast stations in the Middle AtlanTOTAL receipts of the 34 broadfrom networks as payment for network commercial programs carried by the stations.
tic
States,
from
sale
of
time
in
National
spot revenue represents time sold directly by stations to national and regional
cast stations in the East Southadvertisers rather than through a network. Local advertising revenue was received from
1935 were $11,422,747, the U. S.
Central States (Alabama, Kenlocal advertisers who purchased time directly from stations.
Census Bureau announced June 24.
2 National and regional network and non-network100%
data combined for New Jersey (and
tucky, Mississippi and Tennessee),
The
report
includes
all
broadthe Regional total) to avoid disclosure of individual figures.
from sale of radio time during the
48.09%
cast stations in the three Middle
No.
51.91%
year 1935, amounted to $2,140,634,
Local
Atlantic States which sold time
it was revealed June 26 by DirecTotal
34
and were in operation Dec. 31,
East South-Central States . . . Sta.
tor William L. Austin, Bureau of
1935. There were 10 such stations
$2,140,634
the Census, Department of ComAlabama
9
264,279
$1,029,271
$1,111,363
in New Jersey, 39 in New York,
merce.
Reg. 91,148
Adv.1
748,336
6
355,427
268,708
Kentucky
479.628
and
33
in
Pennsylvania.
135.763
7
Mississippi
The report includes all broadcast
69,625
Less than half (46%) of the
470,962
12
Tennessee
66,138
stations in the four East South901,108
430,146
Nat'l
time
sales
in
the
three
States
was
Central States which sold time
Pay
derived from local advertisers, and
during 1935. There were 9 such
1 National and regional advertising represents the amount received by stationsAdfrom
the remainder from national and
2
networks as payment for network commercial programs carried by the stations as v.
well
stations in Alabama, 6 in Kenregional advertisers. Because the
as time sold directly by stations to national and regional advertisers. Data showing the
tucky, 7 in Mississippi, and 12 in
amounts received from network and non-network time sales are combined to avoid disTennessee.
breakdown of this figure as beclosure of individual figures.
tween
network
and
non-network
About one-half (48.1%) of the
2 Local advertising revenue was received from local advertisers who purchased time
programs is impossible for New
directly from stations.
receipts from the sale of time was
Jersey without disclosure of indiderived from local advertisers. The
Avg.
vidual figures, the regional totals
remainder was received from nae Week )
Full-time Employes
Part-time States
Employes
are also combined, but are shown
451
Atlantic
tional and regional advertisers
Middle
—
Rolls
Pay
Employment,
separately for New York and PennAll
Employes
"
who purchased time directly from
Pay
Roll
99
No.
No.
Total
sylvania in the tables.
Avg. No.
the stations, and from national
Pay Roll
Total
Total Roll16
2,537
117
and regional networks as payment
2,029
Executives
Employment Data
83
78
122 5
for network commercial programs
74
117
$91,023
Supervisors
$83,829
ALMOST a half (48.5%) of the
$41508
carried by the stations.
9,520
9,744
9
458
447
224
10,709
Office
and
Clerical.
8,689
10,610
total time sales of stations in the
8,689
494
487
24 30
11
15
Station Technicians
19,876
Alabama's nine stations divided
40
19,382
(On
three Middle Atlantic States was
Station Talent :
their reported time sales of $355,517
268
$7,194
Artists
15.229
14
693
accounted for by New York sta427 as follows: from local adver44346
285
19,916
13
296
Announcers
.
.
.
tions.
Total
time
sales
of
these
39
tisers, $264,279; from networks
347
31
28
4,687
42 88
373
8,713
13,376
12,054
stations amounted to $5,546,064 of
Other 3
and national and regional adver368
8,345
26
which $2,625,439 (47.3%) was lotisers, $91,148. Station personnel
175
425
East
$14
totaled 110 persons, to whom was
cal advertising. Pennsylvania sta110
1,322
Total
600 South Central States 1
tions were second with $3,484,647
paid in 1935 a total of $167,876,
11
4
3
2.868
30
Executives
revenue from the sale of time, and
about 97% of which was paid to
34
58
$16,632
2,879 108
New Jersey last with time sales of
. 62
full-time and 3% to part-time em$13.94S
14
21
2
7
60
46
Office and Clerical .
26
ploves.
. 110
$2,392,036.
1,230
11
1,961
2
6
40
Station
Technicians
1,961
12
34
Revenue as reported by the staKentucky's six stations reportStation Talent:
$2,684
1,244
ed that of their $748,336 total
tions is the net billings for adver3,308 42
149
17
191
Artists
3,297
6
8
89
83
Announcers . . .
tising time on the air, including
revenue from the sale of time, the
31
1,013
3,575 72
20
3
amount received from local adverthe stations' proportion of network
2,562
2,178
2,132
Other3
1,487
$33
tisers was $268,708 and the rebillings. It is computed after de24
1 Figures are for week ending Oct. 26, 1935, except
where such period was not repre1,447
$15
mainder, $479,628 was from netducting quantity and time dissentative. In such cases one
84 week of representative employment is given.
counts.
works and national and regional
2 Does not include employes such as entertainers and other talent supplied by advertisers, nor employes of radio networks.
The 82 Middle Atlantic stations
non-network advertisers. Station
3 "Other" includes employes not otherwise classified. Persons performing a variety of
employed a total of 2,415 persons
personnel totaled 138 persons, to
functions where no one function requires a major portion of the employe's time, and
(monthly average) with an annual
whom was paid $241,365 in 1935,
continuity writers, are included here. Salesmen are also listed as "other".
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PROGRAMS

Sketch showing WCLO's
new transmitter house, radiator antenna and ground
system, consisting of 5

Federal

THE

WORD

•

EFFICIENCY

•

1st local station to install
3rd wave Truscon Radiator Antenna. Highest
efficiency from 5 acre
ground system to capacity crown of 260 foot
tower.

FIDELITY

Commission

WCLO

Increase

to 250

Watts

in Power

L.S.

This full time station to put all new high fidelity
equipment into operation August 1st.
New modernistic transmitter house located on
new site between Janesville and Beloit, Wisconsin, selected after thorough tests made with
portable transmitter. Tests show WCLO will
have greatly improved signal strength, greater
coverage, finest high fidelity quality. Entire installation engineered and supervised intelligently and scientifically by J. A. Burch, New York
consulting engineer.

MODERN
RADIO
STATION

ffit

See our new equipment on display at the NAB
Convention.
In addition to the finest equipment, we offer our
clients the largest audience available by radio
throughout southern Wisconsin and northern
Illinois.

1st station to install West-

Daily operating schedule 16 hours. Latest news
flashes on the hour throughout day and evening.

ern Electric's latest type
—High Fidelity 250 watt
transmitter. Highest
fidelity from new dynamic microphones.

m
Radio
The
4 ititiw

Complete High Fidelity
Speech Input installation
specially designed for
WCLO by Collins.

Station

Janesville

WCLO

Gazette

Station

Janesville, Wisconsin

SSiiliil!

pf

One of first stations to install the new 70-A RCA
High Fidelity 78 and
33-1/3 turntables.

#--11

Three modern studios —
$10,000 studio organ —
NBC Thesaurus Programs — member of Affiliated Broadcasting
System — efficient staff —
merchandising service —
responsive audience.
WCLO serves one of the
richest markets in. the entire United States.

.CALL
H MLH i ICL 1 0

Write for information.

BROADCASTING

IN
POPULARITY

Communication

Grants

miles of l"-28 gauge copper ribbon buried 12" supplemented by 48' square
copper net directly beneath
tower.
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Cigarette
Stay

on

Leaders
Networks

During the Summer
Maintain Schedules as Battle
For Business Continues
FOUR out of five of the leading
cigarette manufacturers are broadcasting regularly scheduled programs on national networks
throughout the summer. The onlymajor company missing from the
air is P. Lorillard Co. (Old Gold
cigarettes, Brigg's smoking tobacco) which has not been using network time since the first of the
year.
Old Gold, however, is using a
few spot programs as are a number of cigar manufacturers,- notably Webster-Eisenlohr Inc. which
currently has spot campaigns
running on 21 stations in the Midwest and East. United States Tobacco Co. (Dill's Best and Model
smoking tobacco) is heard this
summer on CBS in a half-hour
Monday program.
In the past it had been the custom of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
(Camel cigarettes, Prince Albert
tobacco) and Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. (Chesterfield cigarettes,
Granger tobacco) to sign off before July 1, but this year such is
not the case. Some revisions in
talent and program schedules have
been made but no curtailment of
time occurred.
Camels, formerly using two weekly half -hour programs on CBS
Tuesday and Thursday nights, has
changed talent and time schedule.
Instead of the two programs each
week the sponsor is presenting a
full-hour program on 86 CBS stations every Tuesday night, 9:3010:30, from Hollywood, featuring
guest artists, Nathaniel Shilkret
and Benny Goodman's orchestras,
with Rupert Hughes, novelist, as
master of ceremonies. The program retains its old title, Camel
Caravan, and is being produced
by Sam Moore, radio director of
William Esty & Co., who is now
located on the West Coast.
Chesterfield Change
CHESTERFIELD continues on
the same CBS schedule but on July
1 a change in talent was made.
Chesterfield is heard Wednesdays,
9-9:30 a. m., on 92 stations and
Friday on 93 stations, 10-10:50
p. m. During the winter months
Nino Martini and Lily Pons, Metropolitan Opera stars, each had
one of the two broadcast periods,
but on May 1 Ray Heatherton, Kay
Thompson, The Rhythm Singers,
and Andre Kostlanetz's 45 - piece
orchestra began a dance program
in the new Friday period (originally Saturday). Chesterfield has
just announced that due to listener
response it has scheduled dance
music for the Wednesday program
also, replacing Lily Pons after
July 1. Newell-Emmett Inc., New
York, handles the account.
The fact that the American Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strike cigarettes) isusing twice as much radio time as either Chesterfield or
Camels for their summer schedule
may have influenced the competitors to stay on the air throughout
the warm months. Luckies Your
Hit Parade is broadcast Wednesday nights, 10-11, on 87 combined
NBC-Red and Blue network staPage
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Receipts

of

NBC-Red

Again
Reach
Record
MAY BILLINGS recorded of CBS
and NBC - Red networks again
reached new all - time high levels
for the month, CBS having $1,749,517 and NBC - Red reporting $1,654,246. For CBS this is an increase of 35.9% over May, 1935
and the highest percentage increase recorded by CBS this year.
The NBC-Red, likewise, continued
to show percentage increases for
every month this year as compared with the same months in
1935. For May an increase of 2.4%
over the same month last year was
registered. The NBC-Blue network
fell off 9.5% as against the May
Networks'

January
February
March
April
May
January
February
March
April
May
January
February
March
April
May
January
February
March
April
May

and

Levels

WDBJ, Roanoke, Va., celebrated
its 12th anniversary, on June 20,
with the opening of their new
studios and transmitter.

Month

billed $129,907 during the month
of May against $139,934 for the
previous month, April. These figures include both the basic and
associated stations. Basic network
income for May was $108,369 as
compared with April billings of

1935
1936
Over 1935
Gain
$1,755,394 % 1.5
$1,729,137
1,691,524 4.4
1,620,977
1,913,837 6.1
1,802,741
1,762,201 6.3
1,656,283
1,654,246 2.4
1,614,969
CBS
7
$1,901,023
15.4
1,909,146
18.7
$1,768,949
1,654,461
2,172,382
1,829,553
20.8
1,951,397 — 5.
1,615,389
2
35.9
1,749,517
1,287,455
—NBC-WJZ
2.8
(Blue)
$1,093,749
$926,421 — 15.3
9.5
1,015,624
1,072,136
1,122,516
1,156,032
975,970
.' 911,674
977,175
1,007,931
MBS
$157,720
162,358
191,482
139,934
+.1
129,907

American Tobacco is running a
rettes".
radio Sweepstake contest (details
on another page) in conjunction
with its radio programs, which
feature dance music based on the
15 top tunes of the week with
Carl Hoff's orchestra on the NBC
hour and Freddie Rich's orchestra
on CBS.
Philip Morris & Co. Ltd. (Philip
Morris cigarettes), challenger for
fourth position in the cigarette
field (now held by Old Gold) will
continue its musical program with
Leo Reisman's orchestra on the
NBC-Red network right through
the summer. This program has
been continuously on NBC since
April 1933. Philip Morris also has
a spot program on WOR, Newark.
According to the latest reports
Camels rank first in consumer acceptance, Chesterfield second,
Luckies third, Old Gold fourth
and Philip Morris fifth. Camels
and Chesterfields have been exclusive CBS accounts, with Philip
Morris using both networks within the past year, a larger portion
of the radio business being booked
through NBC. The last program
sponsored by Old Golds was Thornton Fisher's Sports Review on an
NBC-Red network last fall.

for

Nets

1935. Billings this year were $911,674 as compared with $1,007,931
last year. Compared with April
NBC-Red billings were off 6.1%,
Blue 6.9%. Combined network totals for NBC were $2,565,920, a
seasonal loss of 6.4% against the
previous
Mutual month.
Broadcasting System

$173,117.
Gross Monthly Time
NBC-WEAF (Red)

tions and Saturday nights at the
same time on 94 CBS stations.
The answer one agency gave
when asked why its account remained on the air this summer
was: "We want to sell more ciga-

CBS

Sales
193 k
1933
$1,309,662
1,215,998
1,374,910
1,355,587
1,441,900

$1,031,373
908,531
1,028,935
809,508
816,665

$1,405,948
1,387,823
3,524,904
1,371,601
1,255,887

$941,465
884,977
1.016,102
775,487
624,256

902,866
$988,503
1,028,552
924,623
926,880

744,209
$752,052
859,572
783.898
761.231

Coverage
Material

Research
Is Sought

Joint Committee Asks Stations
For Data on Their Audiences
AS THE

FIRST

step toward
formulation of proposed plans for
the creation
of
a radio research
bureau to serve
cooperatively the
three branches of
broadcast adverPeter
tising, Paul F.
Peter, secretary
of the Joint Committee of Fifteen,
is seeking from stations, advertisers and agencies all researches
bearing on the questions of coverage of stations and listener habits
now in use. Letters to the memberships of the NAB, Association
of National Advertisers and American Association of Advertising
Agencies were sent out beginning
June 24, together with copies of a
questionnaire devised by Mr. Peter.
Formerly chief statistician of
RCA and before that with NBC,
Mr. Peter has established offices in
the Graybar Bldg., New York,
where he will conduct the activity
for the Committee of Fifteen,
which is equally representative of
the NAB, ANA and AAAA. The
Committee named Mr. Peter to the
secretaryship at its last meeting
on May 14, and gave him broad
authority to devise plans for setting up a cooperative bureau which
would be the radio counterpart of
the Audit Bureau of Circulations
in the publications field.
To Be Confidential

Texas Co. Starting Discs
On Stations in Northeast
IN ADDITION to engaging the
nationwide CBS network for Eddie Cantor and troupe Sundays,
8:30-9 p. m., starting Sept. 20,
Texas Co., New York (gas and oil)
announces that early in July it will
launch its Unsolved Mysteries
transcription series on eight New
York and New England stations.
The programs will be heard
three times weekly for 13 weeks,
being the same series now used in
the South where the campaign terminates in mid-July. The program was produced by American
Radio Features Inc., Los Angeles,
and sold to the sponsor by Conquest Alliance Co., New York. The
stations included in the new schedule are WTIC. Hartford; WRDO.
Augusta; WLBZ, Bangor; WCSH,
Portland; WBZ - WBZA, BostonSpringfield; W J A R. Providence;
WHEC. Rochester. Hanff-Metzger
Inc., New York, handles the account.
KGFW

in New

Hands

TRANSFER of the stock of the
Central Nebraska Broadcasting
Co., operator of KGFW, Kearney,
Neb. 100-watter, to Clark Standiford, local real estate operator,
and Kate S. Fisher, was authorized by the FCC in June. The
corporation previously was 48%
owned by Hugh R. Brown, publisher of the Kearney Daily Hub,
and 35% by Anna H. McConnell,
neer.
wife of the station's chief engi-

BROADCASTING

JAMES W. BALDWIN, NAB
managing director, in a covering
letter to stations on the first undertaking by Mr. Peter, explained
that Mr. Peter was selected after
thorough canvassing of qualified
experts available and received the
unanimous approval of the Joint
Committee.
"Mr. Peter," his letter continued,
"has called upon your managing
director to assist him in securing
from you any researches which
your station has conducted, together with the exact manner in
which the information was collected, compiled and interpreted. In
order to give Mr. Peter the cooperation which is due him, it will
be necessary to furnish in as complete detail as possible, the material on which final reports or summaries were based."collected by Mr.
The information
Peter from stations, agencies, advertisers and research organizations, it was made clear, will be
held strictly confidential and will
be used solely to determine proper
methods which should be employed
in collecting: authentic basic data
by the medium as a whole.

New

Station

Ordered

A NEW station in Valley City, N.
D., to operate on 1500 kc, with 100
watts unlimited time, was authorized June 20 by the FCC Broadcast Division to George B. Bairey.
The FCC sustained the recommendation of Examiner M. H. Dalberg,
and made the order effective July
14.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Gas

Industry

Combines
By

With
In

125

Local

Households,

Gas

A FEW DAYS ago we completed
the first six months of our series
of fifteen - minute radio talks by
The Mystery Chef (NBC-Red, Friday, 10:30 a. m.). One hundred
and four gas and gas and electric
companies situated in the territory
from Washington, D. C, to Portland, Maine, and from New York
City to Buffalo, New York, receive
the program over thirteen radio
stations. These companies have in
active service 5,500,000 domestic
meters. In addition, 21 companies
in the South, Midwest and one
as far away as Honolulu are using
the program by means of electrical
transcriptions. These companies
have in service 550,000 domestic
meters. The total number of companies using the program is 125,
with more than 6,000,000 domestic
meters, which amounts to 40% of
all domestic meters in service by
the entire gas industry.
The program has consistently
sold itself on the basis of the uniformly good results it has produced. It reaches homes during the
morning hour when women are occupied with the usual household
tasks and it is holding its own
against the strong competition of
other programs directed to sell the
housewife nearly everything under
the sun. Some of these morning
programs are elaborate, ingenious
and costly, and several offer free
samples and other gifts to hold the
listener's interest.
All About Cookery
NO SPECIAL lure or offer is injected in The Mystery Chef program. It is a forthright exposition
on cookery, the presentation of the
many traditions associated with
home - prepared meals, and a description of the conveniences, economies and certain results to be obtained from the latest models of
gas ranges. The program has not
been locally promoted on an extensive basis by any company but has
been allowed to stand on its own
legs, so to speak, and gather its
own momentum unaided. The participating companies, to quote one
of them, are primarily interested
in this activity because they believe that "something is being said,
something is being done, something
is being accomplished along the
proper educational line to impress
modern gas cookery favorably in
the minds of home makers."
Because of previous experience
on the radio, the last four years
of which were highly productive in
building up a large public following of women, The Mystery Chef
has mastered the technique of appealing both to the hearts and to
the heads of his audience. Although
his talks are confined in the main
to gas cookery they embrace other
matters as well. He has discovered
that no program wholly devoted to
instruction in the art of cookery
can hold the attention of an audience of women unless it also plays
upon their emotions.
In looking over the ..dvance raPage
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Serving

Is Producing

MORE

Discs

and

and

more,

Six

Million

Excellent

individual

Meters

Results

industries

are

together their far-flung units and concentrating
public with radio programs.
the case

of industries

Mystery

Chef

Persons

explains

delivered

program

June

Association

Particularly

serving

at the Public

recipe books

dio scripts of this program the average gas utility man would doubtless recommend that less should be
said about mother love, the sustaining value of a religious faith,
the training of children, specific
recommendations for a happy married life, etc., and more said about
the superior results of modern gas
cookery. The mail response from
listeners tells a pretty convincing
story however. This response is
always larger — and so are the requests for the recipe book — following a talk with strong heart appeal. His ability to hold his audience and to gain new listeners is
due in no small degree to his gift
of delivering a message which has
an uplifting effect on women, plus
his sincere enthusiasm for tasty
and wholesome home cooking — an
enthusiasm which rings true over
the radio because it is genuine.
One great advantage of radio is
its flexibility. For example: The
talk regularly scheduled for Friday, May 8 — two days previous to
Mothers' Day — was discarded the
night before for a new script with
a strong Mother's Day message in
it. This brought a large volume of
complimentary mail. It is possible
with radio as it is used on this
program to change scripts as late
as five minutes before they are
used. The field is wide open. We
must be careful not to infringe
upon the sensibilities of the censorship authorities, but aside from
this there are no rules other than
the universal one of good taste.
During the recent flood emergency,
the Chef changed several of his
scripts and mentioned the heroic
work performed by gas company
employees in the maintaining of
gas service. The broadcasts, therefore, are timely, newsy and strictly up to the minute.
Another example of the flexibility of radio is the ability of
companies using electrical transcriptions to prepare their own
commercial announcements for local broadcast use. The recordings
we offer for rental are about thirteen minutes in length and cannot
be altered, but there is a minute
at the opening and a minute at
the close where the local gas com-

on

a speech
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session, held in connection

has promoted

on their

in a big way, as Mr.

in this article, based
30

gathering

is this true in

household

is producing

tising Federation of America
Chef

Networks

CHARLES
W.
PERSON
Secretary, Regional Advertisers Inc.

of more
have

The
than

heard

Mystery
600,000

him.

pany can announce its latest appliance selling activities and other
est.
developments of community interIn far away Honolulu, to give
a concrete example, the announcer
opens the broadcast with the statement that the famous Mystery
Chef is about to talk personally to
all customers served by the Honolulu Gas Co. and that this is the
only occasion on which he talks to
gas users outside of the United
States. This sort of announcement
has gained a wide audience in
Honolulu for the program.
A Child Can Do It
ONE

OF the most effective statements emphasized over and over
again by the Chef is that any child
ten years of age who uses his recipes and has a strictly modern gas
rangeern equipped
the modconveniences with
can all
immediately,
without prior experience at cooking,
delicioussuch
foodas products.prepare
No statement
this
can be made over and over again
on any radio program without having listeners put it to the test.
This is exactly what the Chef has
wanted his listeners to do and they
have done it in large numbers —
not only children but women who
have never cooked anything before,
and those who have wanted to cook
but have lacked the determination
to tackle it.
Thousands of listeners have
written saying that the Chef's
claims for easy cooking on a modern automatic, insulated gas range
are all that he says they are. One
of the best evidences of this we
have on hand is the recipe for a
fully planned meal to be prepared
by men of the family who have
never cooked before. More than
3,000 requests were made at the
offices of gas companies for thi?
particular recipe as the result of
one broadcast, and hundreds of
letters followed from male members of the family stating that
they were successful in preparing
the entire meal single-handed, despite the good-natured kidding they
received from other members of
the family.
In the near future we propose
BROADCASTING

to check up carefully on what th i
program has been able to do iij
stimulating the sale of gas range
and other domestic appliances. W I
know the program has stimulated
the sale of gas ranges because i
such sales have been reported, am
we also know the program has ha<
a beneficial effect, even thougl
small, on sales of gas for cooking
The volume of requests for th> I
recipe book made by personal cal !
at the office of gas companies ij
one means of checking up on th
effectiveness of the program. T
date, more than 700,000 recipe
books
have been distributed baj
Regional Advertisers
Inc., spon!
sors of the program, to participat
ing companies. Perhaps 600,000 o
these 700,000 books are actually ii
the hands of customers. One mil
lion books have been printed.
In September of this year th!|
American Gas Association, in be
half of several hundred companies
will launch a cooperative advertis
ing effort of national proportion
— the first of its kind ever to b<
promoted.
Magazines of nationa
circulation will be used and loca j
tising.
operating
will tie
- ii s
their
effortscompanies
by newspaper
adver
The Mystery Chef will, of course
tie-in his radio talks with the na
tional drive. He will refer in de
tail to the text of the advertise
ments; will mention the issues an<
page numbers of the magazines
and will seize every opportunity hi
create interest in the advertising
program
by byutilizing
ways
offered
radio. Atthetheman'
out
set of this national program, there
fore, the gas industry will read
an audience of 14,000,000 through
magazines,
and to
the8,000,000
Chef's radi<
talk:
will
be available
sets, exclusive of automobile sets
The combination of the two — the
printed word and picture plus th<
spoken word over the radio — ii
ideal, offering, we believe, unlim
ited opportunities to promote pub
lie acceptance of gas as the mod
ern, efficient fuel for all household
industrial and commercial pur
poses for which heat is required

Niagra Hudson Discs
NIAGARA HUDSON P O W E I
Corp.,new New
in July
will foi
reMr. & York,
Mrs. Wise
Penny
another 13 weeks over six station;
in New York State, WSYR, WFBL
WOKO, WGR, WBEN, WGY
Programs are quarter-hour WBS
transcriptions broadcast once oi
twice weekly, schedule depending
on the station. Batten, Barton
Durstine
& Osborn Inc., New Yoi-k
has
the account.

New

Haven

Rail Spots

A SPOT campaign featuring lowet
rail fares has been started onf
WNAC, Boston,
Newi
York,WICC:'
by New and
Bridgeport,
Haven
& Hartford Railway, using
five weekly announcements for,,
four weeks. Wendell P. Colton CoJ
New York, has the account.
• Broadcast
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SHOULD

W9XBY

IN

KNOW

KANSAS

ABOUT

CITY

Owned and operated by First National Television, Inc. Full time,
1 ■ 1530 kc, 1000 watts power. Has full commercial privileges — carries
advertising the same as any other station.

•OWNERSHIP

► NOT a short-wave station: can be tuned in by all modern radio sets
■■ and
survey
of 2947
radio sets (77 makes) in
1935 most
showedolder
thatmodels.
91.2% Acould
receive
W9XBY.
► The only true high fidelity station in the middle west. A doublewidth channel of 20 kc. (Other stations have a 10 kc. channel)
guarantees true high fidelity reception with no interference from
other stations. A clear, powerful voice.

•EQUIPMENT
•COVERAGE
REMOTES— ENTERTAINMENT FROM NIGHT CLUBS

•PROGRAMS
•ADVERTISING

First National Television, Inc. operates a training school for telerm vision and commercial radio engineers — practical work and research
with the newest developments in radio. So W9XBY has the very
best and latest technical equipment: RCA-Victor latest type I-D
transmitter and high fidelity studio equipment.
i More floor space for studios and offices than any other Kansas City
► ■ station. Three entire top floors in the Power & Light Building —
the tallest building in the state and midwest.
► Gives effective daytime coverage for radius of 50 miles. Population
► ■ of 905,108; radio homes totalling 195,550; annual retail sales of
$236,512,000.
f Night coverage of W9XBY greatly increased due to high frequency
■ and double width clear channel; effective coverage for rad.us of
200 miles and valuable secondary coverage.
Efficient production and business staff — 26 employees. All
8. rienced radio people.
expeOutstanding reputation as sports station and carries all important
9. sports events. An asset to advertisers; Kansas City is a sports city
and these broadcasts pull largest audiences of any radio program
in Kansas City. Sports announcers receiving national recognition.
of local radios tune to our baseball broadcasts sponsored by
10. 80%
Wheaties. Kansas City office of General Mills has largest quota
in this unit (including St. Louis) — 170% above 1935. And they are
ahead of quota. General Mills using W9XBY exclusively to test
new merchandising feature.
City listeners are summer night owls. W9XBY is last Kansas
11. Kansas
City station to sign off at night; sponsored programs until 1:00 A.M.

• RATES

have better class of metropolitan listeners — our features attract
12. We
those with larger buying power. Much fan mail is dictated by professional men and executives of large firms. Large male audience.
These
listeners
the advertisers. Most letters express
13. appreciation to acknowledge
sponsor for making possible such outstanding
broadcasts.
14.

Our rates are too low and will soon advance. The largest audience
for many features yet our rates are among the lowest. 15 minutes
six times per week for as low as $59.40 per week. $39.60 daytime.

best opportunity for spot broadcasting in this terri15. W9XBYtory.offers
Station tested programs and several choice periods open for
sponsorship, both daytime and at night with exceptional coverage.
Special sports features available from time to time.

RADIO

KANSAS

STATION

MISSOURI

CITY,

BROADCASTING
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All Over the Town — How

to Sell Bread — Summer

Bridge for Sales — Movie
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek (cereal), sponsoring Kellogg Melody
Time on WBZ and WBZA, Boston
and Springfield, Mass., is undertaking an extensive merchandising
campaign has installed 24 - foot
billboards atop downtown Boston
skyscrapers, and on streets in and
around Metropolitan Boston; card
advertisements in street car and
elevated systems throughout New
England; direct mail broadsides to
wholesalers; and circulars announcing the program together
with the distribution of samples
■ in a house-to-house canvass in New
England.
Prior to this, however, the agency, N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., New
York, ran half-page advertisements
with pictures of the program's
artists, in all Boston newspapers.
The following week ads were published in all Boston and leading
New England newspapers. In addition, a merchandise tiein with
grocers in strategic points was
used to good sales advantage. Copy
on billboards invite the public to
dial in its program with this wordage: "Listen to Melody Time on
your radio. Every Monday, Wednesday, Friday at 6:15 p. m., over
WBZ.
Kellogg
One billboard Corn
is in Flakes."
the central
locale of Boston's theatrical district atop the Regal Shoe Building
at the Corner of Tremont & Stuart
Sts., directly facing the Bradford
Hotel studios of WBZ. It is done
in Kellogg colors and shows a
master of ceremonies before a microphone. In a corner is a section
of a corn flakes package. The program, thrice-weekly, is 15 minutes
of musical variety.
# ^ ^
WHEN Gordon Baking Co., Detroit (Silvercup bread) decided to
depend on radio exclusively for
promotion of bread sales, it presented itself with an annual increase in business for this line. To
test the popularity of its Mutual
network program, the Lone Ranger Safety Club was formed, permitting children to join by obtaining membership cards at stores
selling Silvercup bread, on which
they wrote the name and address
of the dealer. More than 549,000
children joined
* the
* club.
#
ON

THE Jay Wesley baseball review, WEEI, Boston, offers a pack
of playing cards for ten labels
from Kentucky Winners cigarettes. The sponsor, Penn Tobacco
Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., has realized
sales of as many as 2850 packages
a day, judging by labels submitted to the station, many of them
submitted by women who serve
Kentucky Winners at bridge clubs
and who switch their husbands to
the cigarettes.
% % %
WCAE, Pittsburgh, has issued a
promotion piece based on comparison of its card rates and percentages of listening audience in that
market with the rates and audience of other Pittsburgh stations.
Growing activity in the steel industry ispresented as an argument
for the growing importance of the
market. Population data in the
signal contour are analysed.
Page
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Booster

Merchandising

TO SLAY the "summer - slump"
bugaboo in Milwaukee, WTMJ has
prepared an unusual presentation
in the form of an inexpensive brochure in a cover of verdant green.
Short, pithy paragraphs i 1 1 u s trated by thumbnail sketches tell
why "Business Begins on 6/1 in
Wisconsin", and why radio is the
medium with which to get this
business. Mailed to accounts and
prospects in Milwaukee and Wisconsin, the folder has already
more than paid for itself in new
accounts and in keeping alive several important accounts which expected to drop their radio effort
during the summer months.
* * #
IN A 12-week contest for string
bands, WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C,
announces that it received 1,336,536 votes from listeners, an average of 15,911 a day. The sponsors,
H. S. McKeown Co., Spartanburg
agency for General Electric Co.,
claims that sales directly traceable
to the program amounted to more
than $13,000 in the 12 weeks. The
contract has been renewed for an
indefinite period and the value of
prizes has been increased.
*k %
TO

PROMOTE Breakfast Express, WHIO, Dayton, is issuing a
pass to those writing in — with an
official signature and stamp. The
pass entitles them to the privilege
of getting up between the hours of
6 and 7:30 a. m., dialing WHIO,
and getting complete details on the
weather, the time after each recording, conditions of the weather
outside — and the latest bargains in
Dayton merchandise.
^ % %

AFTER an article in Broadcasting (June 15) had mentioned that
L. H. Martin, advertising manager
of Miller's Laundry, Des Moines,
was planning as a result of his
successful campaign on KSO to
syndicate a transcription series of
bridge lessons, Mr. Martin contacted Mr. and Mrs. Ely Culbertson, bridge experts and now is
offering a complete series of transcribed bridge lessons by the Culbertsons, with printed copies of
them and other merchandising
features. The campaign consists
of 40 quarter-hours. Bridge lessons were used successfully by
Miller's Laundry in acquiring new
customers.
*H ^ ^
IT'S the show place of the Southwest, WKY, Oklahoma City, explains in an eye-capturing promotion piece about its new modernistic studio layout. The six - page
folder has a cover showing the
building in which the station is located, the cut-out cover folding
over to reveal a drawing of the
studios. Other pages show photos
of the studios and give comments
of key radio figures.
*
* *
A SERIES of 100 photographs of
industries and cities in the primary area of KWKH, Shreveport,
La., was prepared by the station
for display at offices of John Blair
& Co., national representatives, in
New York, Chicago, Detroit and
San Francisco. The photographs
were transferred to motion picture
film for display along with dubbed
vocal matter descriptive of the
photographs, all for the benefit of
advertisers and agencies.
^
N<
BILTMORE FLORISTS, Los Angeles, the week previous to Shutins Day, June 14, used several
Los Angeles stations to ask fans
to send in names and addresses of
shut-ins. On June 14 the florists
delivered free bouquets to them.

SPECK BAKING Co., 50-year-old
Cleveland bakers, made their first
radio contract about four months
ago with WGAR, and they can
now be added to the list of radio
boosters. They present three times
weekly, The Adventures of Pan &
Tan, child program, with membership for boys and girls in the
Pan Tan Club. Less than three
weeks after the club was started,
they had 23,000 members and new
memberships are coming in at the
rate of 1200 a day. The plan is to
present a picnic at Euclid Beach
Park July 16 with free rides for
members. Announcement of this
picnic doubled daily enrollment.
Speck uses wagon signs, and package inserts to round - out radio
promotion. The skit consists of
two juveniles, Pan & Tan, and
their Uncle Dan, who is Wayne
Mack, WGAR dramatic director
and director of the program which
is written by Jerome Speck, sales
manager of the Speck Baking Co.
*
* *
A SUMMER campaign for the
dealers of Coolerator, air-conditioned ice refrigerator, is being
conducted on WDRC, Hartford.
The
program
tran-a
scribed
dancefeatures
orchestraa and
story of unusual interest about ice
by the Traveling Iceman. Continuity stresses the unusual facts about
air-conditioning in refrigeration,
explaining how Coolerator features
a circulation of moist air to keep
foods from drying out. Delivery
of ice is a minor portion of the
continuity, being inserted in the
closing announcement. The program is sponsored by the Highland Ice Co. and the Southern New
England Ice Co. of Hartford; the
L. T. Wood Ice Co. of Manchester, suburban town nine miles from
Hartford, and the ice dealers of
New Britain, another Hartford
suburb also nine miles away.
Manytor inquiries
Cooleraare being regarding
received by
these
dealers.

WOAI,

San Antonio, has its merchandising staff make regular
monthly visits to grocery and drug
dealers as well as electrical equipment stores, department and furniture stores to check sales, help
dealers in promoting advertised
product, find their reactions on radio programs and what customers
say about them and help them in
displaying WOAI advertised articles.
* * *
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis, is mailing copies of American Association on Parade to listeners who mail a sales slip for
two boxes of Wheaties plus 10
cents to W9XBY, Kansas City,
broadcasting American Association
games for the second successive
year. The 102-page book contains
complete history of the league and
regularly sells for 25 cents.
%
Sfc
KLZ, Denver, reminds agencies
and advertisers that it's cool in the
Rockies by sending them desk atmostats which record temperature,
etc. A million vacationists will
spend $90,000,000 in the Colorado
market in the summer months,
KLZ claims.
* ^ *
KFWB, Hollywood, on July 1 will
start publication of a weekly series
of news notes and statistics for
agencies. Richard Stannard, newly
appointed sales promotion manager, will edit the booklet.

MERCHANDISING DISPLAY— Here is Tom Breneman, manager of
KFRC, San Francisco, and C. W. Saunders, manager of the New Mission Groceteria, looking over one of the many merchandising displays
of Durkee Famous Foods Inc. (mayonnaise), tied in with the CBS-Don
Lee network program "Good Morning Neighbor", which started June 2
for 26 weeks. Breneman is featured in a triple role in the twice-weekly
quarter-hour program emanating from KFRC. Mayonnaise container,
offered as a premium, is an eight-ounce Libbey Safedge tumbler colorfully decorated with Mickey Mouse characters. Agency is Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner Inc., San Francisco.
BROADCASTING
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Portland,
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(other than network), advertising dentists, etc. Notwithstanding
that date has shown a GAIN
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of all forms of medical
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advertising,
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LOCAL

PARTICIPATING

PROGRAMS

PROGRAMS — LOCAL

The following figures are for the four-week period from Sunday, March 29,
to Saturday, April 25, inclusive, x — Indicates accounts that have used KOIN
for one year or more.
KOIN

Competing

Hrs. Min
xBerg, Charles F.; Women's Clothes . 3
2 30
Blitz-Weinhard; Beer
3 15
xColumbian Optical Co.; Optometrists
I
Columbia Pickle Co.; Pickles . . .
6
xFahey Brockman; Men's Clothing
3
Gadsby Furniture Co.; Furniture
Gevurtz Furniture Co.; Furniture
3 45
7
xHeathman Hotel; Hotel ....
2
xHolman, Edward, & Son; Mortuary
I
xHoneyman Hardware; Hardware
9
xMeier & Frank; Department Store .
6
xMeyer, Fred, Inc.; Food ....
xNorthwestern Electric Co.; Electric
Power
2
xPacific Outfitting Co.; Men's Clothing
Pendleton Woolen Mills; Clothing . .
Portland General Electric Co.; Electric
Power
Portland Federal Savings & Loan;
Financial
xPortland Public Market; Food . .
Powers Furniture Company; Furniture
Proctor's; Women's Clothing
Shipley, W. W.; Automobiles
. .
xWeiner's, Joe; Men's Clothing . . .

I 30
2

KOIN

KOIN

Hrs. Min.
. 3

I 40
1 30
2 10
2
12 30
2
I
5 45
13
20 30
I

These figures are commercial programs
only, and do not include political
speeches, some of which were carried
on both stations.
KOIN does not
accept political speeches until
after
9 p.m.

45
6

77.45
NUMBER

Collins & Erwin; Pianos . . .
Doumitt Foot Comfort, Inc.; Shoe
Store
Gill Bros. Seed Co.; Seeds, etc
Gumbert, Milton L; Furs . .
Herner Radio; Radios, etc. .
Jacoby, M.; Jeweler
Luke, Tommy; Flowers .
Meier & Frank; Department Store
Montag Furnace Co.; Furnace Mfrs
Nick's Flower Home; Flowers
Painless Parker; Dentist . .
Semler, Dr. Harry; Dentist .
Star Furniture Co.; Furniture .
Vancouver Fur Factory; Fur .

I

TOTAL
KOIN

Station

KOIN carries four daily participating programs sponsored by
28 advertisers with an average
of 1 .7 announcements per 74

HOURS
Competing

OF

22

Station

67.20

ADVERTISERS
Competing

Station

14

hour. Total time, 85 hours for
4-week period. Competing
station
this
type.carries no programs of
KOIN— 85 HOURS
Competing Station
NONE

ANNOUNCEMENT
ADVERTISING
Accurate competitive figures
not available, but fair estimates
indicate substantial advantage
with KOIN. Actual KOIN
figures for the 4-week period
show 643 announcements, or
an average of over 23 daily.
In comparison with figures preceding November 1st, 1935,
this constitutes a
70%

GAIN

NOTE: Figures for former period used
for purposes of comparison were published inOctober, 1935, from a check
made Aug. 25th to Sept. 21st, 1935.

is the CBS key station for the Pacific Northwest ... Its record of preference among Portland

advertisers is due to its ability to deliver maximum
results per dollar of advertising expenditure.
Exclusive
Representatives:
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and

Advertising

SLEININGER

New York, Chicago, Detroit,
Los Angeles,

San Francisco
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Last-Minute

Action

NATURE

KillsFood-DrugBill
Measure Defeated in Congress
After Three- Year Struggle
A THREE-YEAR fight for enactment of food and drugs legislation
along the lines of the Copeland
Bill was lost with the adjournment of Congress June 20 when
the House refused to accede to a
division of authority over advertising control between the Agriculture Department and the Federal Trade Commission.
A day before adjournment the
House without advance notice considered and passed the Copeland
Bill (S-5) and paved the way for
its enactment. There were some
two score amendments in the bill
as it passed the House but the
only one which provoked any discord was that relating to the administrative provisions. The bill,
advocated by the administration,
would make more stringent the
laws governing the sale and advertising of foods, drugs, cosmetics.
Senate and House conferees met
all day June 20 in the hope of
compromising their differences.
Practically all of the House
changes were agreed to with the
exception of that proposing retention of jurisdiction in the Trade
Commission rather than its transfer to the Food & Drug Administration of the Department of Agriculture. A compromise finally
was worked out whereby the Food
& Drug Administration would retain control over provisions having to do with drugs and devices
while practically all matters relating to foods and cosmetics
would be administered by the
Trade Commission.
To Be Revised in 1937
THIS,
House
vested
rather

however, did not suit the
which wanted full control
in the Trade Commission
than "Tugwell" administration. After lengthy debate the
House, by a vote of 190 to 70 rejected the Senate proposal and the
bill died with the end of Congress.
The Copeland Bill, as it passed
the Senate last year, was far different than the original Tugwell
Bill which would have drastically
curtailed the sale and advertising
of these commodity lines. The
House toned down the bill even
more and opposition had developed
against it from some groups on
the ground that it was too weak
to do any good.
It is expected that renewed efforts will be made at the next session of Congress, convening in
January, to have more stringent
legislation enacted. The Federal
Trade Commission has vigorously
opposed transfer of any jurisdiction over advertising provisions to
the Food & Drug Administration.
But for the disagreement on the
question of administration, the bill
would have passed, it is believed,
early in the session.
Another measure involving advertising which died with this
Congress was the Wheeler-Rayburn Bill which would have given
the Trade Commission authority
to act without proving the element
of unfair competition. Organizations representing newspapers and
manufacturers opposed this bill on
the ground that it would result in
more government snoop:ng into
business.
Page
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Pompous

FORGETS,

Documents

Engineer May

BUT

NOT

Settle Question

of How

FCC
Far an

Be Stationed From Rest-room

cal legalistic style:
"It seems to me that the problem raised is one that will require
the combined efforts of an engia lawyer
and athe
'specialist'
solve. neer, Of
course,
operatorsto
might be trained to so regulate
their routine that they could go
through their shifts without leaving the instrument panel, but that
might result in 'cruel and unusual
punishment' which is, I understand,
unconstitutional."
Corridor
Mileage
IN A LESS serious vein, he asked
for information as to the location
of the (censored), to determine if
the operators actually roll up much
mileage in their trips back and
forth. Then, mumbled on the lawyer: "The practice of law sometimes leads one into amazing ac-

NOW someone with the qualst" is needifications ofa "Speciali
field of Federal
ed in the sanctified
.
radio regulation
Or maybe we're a bit late, for
there are clear-cut signs that a
"Chic Sale" already has joined the
FCC staff, falling within the scope
of its engineering functions.
Are we trying to be humorous ?
We were never more serious! There
is official correspondence bearing
the signature of Herbert L. Pettey,
until three months ago secretary
of the FCC, to back up our point.
And remember! Mr. Pettey 's signature as secretary of the FCC
was the counterpart of that of the
Lord Privy Seal of the British Em-

Came the disheartening news
from the chief engineer of Station
Xtivities."
that the nearest (censored) was
located on the second floor of the
hotel in which the transmitter is
located, a distance of some 270-odd
feet from the transmitter. Immediate steps, he said, were being
taken to correct this and install
the proper facilities closer to the
transmitter (about 50 feet away).
It then became the duty of the
attorney so to inform the FCC
Privy Seal. In stout-hearted manner, and with a flourish of his
facile pen, he wrote, in part:
"The Commission is hereby advised that the (censored) facilities
formerly available for the use of
the operator
duty the
wereroom
some-in
what removedonfrom

AND

"The Commission," wrote Mr.
pire.
Pettey one hot day last July to a
station which in this accounting
will be identified as Station X, "has
received a report from the inspector in charge * * * relative to operating conditions existing at the
transmitter of Station X * * * with
regard to the convenience available
to the operator on watch for personal necessities. It appears that
the transmitting equipment must
be, and probably is, left unattended at times."
, The
letter continued that if such
is the case it violates Rule 170 of
the Commission which requires
that each station keep at least one
operator on duty during all periods of actual operation of the
transmitter at the place where the
transmitting equipment is located.
Getting deeper into this intricate
problem, the FCC Secretary wrote
that been
the word
"place"toin mean
this rule
has
construed
the
room in which the transmitter is
located and where the operator in
charge may observe the readings
of the various indicating instruments. A full statement of explanation was demanded.
Then followed a hot and heavy
exchange of correspondence between the chief engineer of Sta-

which the transmitter of the station is located. In view of these
facts it is possible that a literal

tion X and his Washington attorney, which lasted from July until September, and finally culminated in a letter to Mr. Pettey
promising to rectify the situation.
Choice paragraphs, omitting the
story.
unpublishable
ones, tell their own
First, wrote the chief engineer
to his Washington Blackstone:
"It is true that the equipment
at * * * is actually left unattended
at times, when the transmitter is
on the air, due to the fact that it
is necessary for the operator to
answer the call of Nature. The
problem has never occurred to us
before, as we had interpreted the
word 'place' to mean the building
in which the transmitter was located and not the actual operating
room.
"It seems a little incongruous to
imagine an operator sitting on the
(censored) with the control readily
at hand and the meters in full
view, but we like to think we employ habitually (censored) operators. It hardly seems fair that a
station, operating on a small scale,
should be required to employ an
operator to stand by to relieve the
operator
he
relievesnormally
himself. on duty wh'lle
"The only other alternative
would be to install facilities in the
actual operating room. This would,
no doubt, prove embarrassing to
the operator as well as visitors,
who might happen in at odd mo-

interpretation of the Commission's
Rule 170 might indicate a technical but unintentional violation of
that requirement. However, extreme caution always has been exercised by the station management
in connection with this matter, and
arrangements are now being made
to adjust the situation by obtaining facilities closer to the operator's post of duty."
Thus the FCC emerged victorious in another momentous battle
involving compliance with its technical regulations. No appeal is
indicated.

Big Tonic Campaign
INDO-VIN Inc., Cincinnati (tonic)
has all plans made to go on the
air, coast-to-coast, with a disc
campaign. Transcriptions have
been ordered from the Chicago
branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co. and will be made from
scripts being written by Sandra
Michael, of Chicago. The program,
which is to be called Welcome,
Neighbor will be on the air 15
minutes five days a week, beginning early
in Milwaukee,
the fall. CramerKrasselt
Co.,
is the
agency. Actual making of the
transcriptions will begin within
the next ten days,, and the distribution will include points in 35 or
40 states. Although this is not
the first appearance of the IndoVin concern on the air, it is by
far their most important and
comprehensive one. Indo-Vin has
tried radio advertising, sporadically, at several times in recent
years. Its latest previous appearance was during 1934, when it
offered a male singer on a spot

Responded the barrister, in typiments."

program.
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ADVERTISERS

PIN

FOR

BOUQUETS
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PRODUCTIVENESS

and
RESULTS

are

after
what

a I
count

HERE'S
WHAT
WTCN
ADVERTISERS
SAY:
The following are excerpts from letters of WTCN advertisers.
They express a satisfaction with results
that is typical of the attitude cf af! WTCN users.
"The results were so gratifying that we signed a
year's contract."
SNYDER'S FAMILY LIQUOR STORE.
"Since our Monday program, we have received
122 dollar bills and sales slips."
Ni-TONE COMPANY.
"Our clients have expressed their complete satisfaction not only with your facilities, but with results
obtained through the use of your medium."
HAROLD S. CHAMBERLIN
ADVERTISING AGENCY.

"Our returns from WTCN have been so satisfactory that we have not only doubled the length of our
contract, but have also doubled our time on the air."
CENTRAL FURNITURE & CARPET COMPANY.
"The response to our offer was so extraordinary
that we believe the above information would be of
genuine interest to vour listeners."
BLACKETT-SAMPLE-HUMMERT,
"We

Inc.

have been advertising over your station for

a year now and from the beginning
haveand
hadCLARK.
success."
FOREMAN

FACTS ABOUT
WTCN
Owned and operated by the St. Paul Dispatch-Pioneer Press and Minneapolis Tribune.
Located
in the Twin Cities . . . nation's 10th largest market . . . population 750,000.
Operates on a new 5,000 Watts transmitter.
Population of Primary Area . . . 1.856,954.
Families in Primary Area . . . 448,089.
Families with radio in Primary Area . . . 223,865.
Potential audience in Primary Area . '. . 891,460.
More local advertisers use WTCN than any other Twin Cities station.
79% of WTCN contracts aie renewals.
Broadcasts all important local sport events, such as baseball, football,
basketball and hockey games, boxing, wrestling, golf tournaments, etc.
Has the most elaborate news broadcasting service in the Northwest
through the combined news-gathering resources of the Minneapolis Tribune, St. Paul Dispatch-Pipneer Press and St. Paul Daily News
Broadcasts all civic activities and local enterprises of public interest,
such as traffic court, council meetings, community singing, dedications.

WTCN
IT'S
MARKET
CITIES
TWIN
THE
Minneapolis Tribune and St. Paul Dispatch-Pioneer Press Station
Wesley Temple Bldg., Minneapolis
Minnesota Bldg., St. Paul
FREE & SLEININGER, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
IN
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Armstrong's
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,
•
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Thought

on

By PAUL F. GODLEY
MAJ. E. H. ARMSTRONG, inventor of feedback, superregenerative
and superheterodyne circuits, and
now Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, has
invented a radically new system
of broadcasting, which is technically described in the May Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers. He places programs on a
carrier in a manner which produces a fluctuation in the radiated
field unlike any field fluctuation
produced by nature. He provides
a receiver which is preponderantly insensitive to the natural (or
man-made) noise fields.
Noises result from a variation
in the amplitude of a radiated
wave. Present methods put programs on their carrier waves by
variation of amplitude. Present
radio receivers are sensitive to any
and
all amplitude phenomenon.
They cannot differentiate between
amplitude
variations
which are
noise, and those which are program.
Prof. Armstrong modulates his
carrier by shifting its frequency —
"frequency
modulation".
Heretofore, such has
been condemned.
But, heretofore, no. one has gone
about the thing in the Armstrong
manner. In the receiver, immunity from the amplitude phenomenon is provided. Thereafter, the
effects of the frequency modulation of the carrier are translated
into amplitude phenomenon for the
operation of the usual type of amplifier and reproducer.
Service Areas

PROF. ARMSTRONG has been
working on this system for 12
years. He has secured patent coverage here and abroad and some
of the patents have issued. The
new system has been experimentally applied to the ultra-high frequencies using a power of two
kilowatts (peak) and he has been
granted a permit to build a 40,000
watt station in or near New York
City. His interest centers about
the production of broader and dependable service areas, true high
fidelity of reproduction and the
elimination of static and noise. He
j advocates the use of channels having a width at 7 meters of 200
kilocycles, and it is his expressed
belief that with a power of 50,000
watts it will be possible to provide
(1) a dependable service area superior to that possible with 500,000 watts as now applied, and (2)
a channel efficiency (number of
stations per channel, and number
of services per station) in excess
of anything previously contemplated.
What is there to this new system? Can it provide a greatly
broadened listener service? Can it
effect a major extension of the
broadcasting industry? Can it
serve as the foundation of a truly
universal, and truly dependable
broadcasting service? Is it a good
"buy"? If the answer to these
questions is "Yes", as Prof. Armstrong believes, the broadcasting
industry and the radio industry in
general has a great deal to think
about.
A complete and easy developPage
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Future

It Means
System-What
of Food
Plenty
Furnishes
Plan
of

the

Broadcast

Industry

HERE is an expert's digest of the technical aspects of
the new ultra-shortwave system of frequency modulation developed by the noted Maj. Armstrong, who has
been demonstrating it to engineers during the last few
months and who detailed it further at the June 15
shortwave hearings. Maj. Armstrong's system envisages practically perfect broadcast reception if and
when the ultra-shorts eventually become used for program services on an everyday basis, and he is convinced
FCC

faithful

audiences

will inevitably

ment of the industry along present lines is barred by numerous
technical handicaps. Chiefly, these
are static, sky-waves, and scarcity
of facilities. Many of our people
have either a very poor and intermittent service, or none at all. Uninterrupted service is known to
few indeed. Summer static and
thunderstorms have seen to that.
For an ideal broadcasting system the specifications might read
something like this:
(1) A static-free service.
(2) A noise-free service.
(3) A service ,free from the effects of sky-wave such as volume
fading, side-band fading, heterodynes, and cross-talk.
(4) A service which is uniform
day and night, and throughout all
seasons.
(5) A greatly broadened, dependable service area for a given
(6) A decidedly greater fidelity
power.
of reproduction — realism.
(7) A system which could sunply two or more services from a
single transmitter and its associated channel.
nt costs for both
(8) Eauipme
transmitter and receivers of the
same order as at present.
In the face of the numerous
striking demonstrations of the performance of the Armstrong system the above specifications cannot be lightly dismissed. During a
severe thunderstorm reception

M O DU L A T I O N — Here is the
driver equipment for a 50 kw.
frequency modulation transmitter
as devised by Prof. Armstrong.

tune

in those

waves.

from a 2 kw. (peak-power; UHF)
Armstrong modulated transmitter
85 miles away proved to be static
and noise free while the identical
program
50,000 watt
station at thefrom
same a distance
(WEAF,
200,000 watts peak power) was
rendered wholly and entirely unacceptable by the static. Comparison
has also been made between amplitude and frequency modulation
using UHF (120 mc.) at low powers (250 w. peak) over shorter distances (12 miles). The comparison here shows program rendered
useless due to ignition noises and
man-made static as against a
thoroughly "clean" program of a
fidelity many times superior to any
which our present broadcasting
can offer. Striking, too, is the
comparison as shown by the cathode-ray oscilloscope. The unmodulated carrier for the conventional
method is seen as a broad, noisefilled envelope; for the Armstrong
method, as a smooth, narrow line.
What of fhe Future?
IN THE UHF's— above some 36
mc. — sky waves do not have to be
dealt with. Side-band fading and
serious amplitude fading are absent. Shrinkage of coverage due to
these is gone! And, with the Armstrong system, shrinkage of coverage due to static and ignition noise
certainly appears to be gone. With
the 2,000 watt transmitter r eferred to a coverage radius of 85
miles was had. What might this
radius be with powers of the order
of 50,000 watts? Armstrong, apparently, intends to find out. It is
his belief, as indicated, that the
dependable service area of such a
station will exceed that of a 500,000 watt station of the conventional variety on present channels.
If this proves to be true the economics involved alone may well
serve to affect fundamental
changes
in the broadcast set-up of
the
future.
One of the most surprising products of the system resides in the
fact that where stations operate
on the same channel the signal of
the undesired station must be half
as strong as that of the desired
before interference sets in. Even
under this relatively favorable circumstance there need be no extensive cross-talk area in the practical sense. Antennas for the reception of the UHFs are small in dimensions, and directive antennas
for differentiation between two or
more
stations operating on the
BROADCASTING

same channel and in different directions are both cheap and easy
of construction and installation.
Thus, the restriction on duplication of facilities on the same channel is, relatively, mild in the extreme, and the efficiency of the
channel in terms of dependable
service becomes relatively very
Accustomed as we are to thinking in terms of 10 kc. channels,
great.requirement of a 200 kc. chanthe
nel for the Armstrong system appears as an extravagance — as a
serious offset to the advantages of
the system. Because it is the best
that we have had — all that we
have had — we are accustomed to
thinking of our present system as
a dependable service to the country as a whole. But it is not a
universal service, and for the
great majority of those who are
served, not a dependable service!
Studied in terms of universality
and dependability, and in terms of
cost of universality and dependability were current methods used
(assuming that to be possible),
our present system appears in a
highly unfavorable light.
Allocation Aspects
CONCERNING
the Armstrong
system, the evidence is incomplete.
Yet, let us examine the possibilities, conjecturally, in an effort to
arrive at some basis of comparison— and let us not be too much
surprised if the figures arrived at
become almost astronomical, relatively. Let us assume that a
50,000 watt station in the vicinity
of 40 mc. (7.5 m.) can be made to
show an all-time dependable service radius of 100 miles. Further —
and bearing in mind directive receiving antennas, and the fact
that the undesired signal must be
half as strong as the desired to
produce
objectionable
cross-talk —of
let us assume
that transmitters
like nower may be assigned at distances of 200 miles up and down
the land. With tolerances this
gives
nel. a good 50 stations per chanFinally, let us utilize for this
hypothetical set-up that portion of
the spectrum between 7 and 8
meters alone. Again with tolerances, here are a good 20 channels, and the total number of
50,000 watt stations has reached
1000; each with a potential alltime service area of about 30,000
square miles, for a total of 30
million square miles. The total
land area of the entire continental
United States is 3 million square
miles. This would mean ten services always available to every listener everywhere. Place two
simultaneous services on each carrier and the number is of course
doubled.
So much for conjecture. But, if
we are to be guided by Armstrong's demonstrations, possibilities-such as these by no means appear ridiculous.
Limitations imposed by the present system place prime fidelity,
too, beyond reach. Perspective
broadcasting with its astonishing
realism has been unable to get out
of the laboratories. Frequently
modulation is a way out. Or, it is
a means which can provide transmission of two sound programs
and a facsimile service from a
single transmitter, on a single carrier, for consumption by a single
combination receiver.
What manner of transmitters
(Continued on page 8U)
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of Merchandise Shipped From
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By R. W. JIMERSON
Financial Editor, The Examiner
Figures obtained yesterday through
the Federal Department of Commerce
affirm the position of the Territory of
Hawaii as one of the best markets for
the products of continental United
States
Value of merchandise shipped from
the mainland to Hawaii increased by
more than $15,000,000 during 1935.
reaching a total of $78,924,776.
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with one program over
KGMB— Honolulu
and
KHBC— Hilo
to put your advertising message into
the homes of more than 70% of the
purchasers of the foregoing merchandise.

Representatives
CONQUEST ALLIANCE COMPANY
NEW YORK, 515 MADISON AVE
CHICAGO, 228 N. LaSALLE ST
LOS ANGELES
MacG REGO R & SOLLIE
729 S. Western Ave., Hollywood. Calif.
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FRED J. HART, President end General Manaso
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE. CALIFORNIAN HOTEL
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Industrial
Effectively

50

Market
Reached

Would Purchase CRCW

A Special Market

JAMES R. RHODES, of Newton,
la., publisher of four Iowa dailies, has purchased a 15 - minute
Saturday evening period over
WHO, Des Moines, for the Rhodes
Iowa News Digest which introduces the newspaper's executives
and editors and deals with state
affairs.
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Sought

CANADA'S two broadcasting stations at Windsor, Ont., just across
the river from Detroit, may undergo drastic changes soon if movements now under way materialize.
The changes, however, manifestly
rest upon what is done about the
Canadian Radio Commission,
whose demise in favor of a oneman regulator is planned before
the end of this year.
While not officially announced,
it has been learned on reliable authority that Ted Rogers, head of
the Rogers-Majestic Corp., Toronto radio firm which also operates
CFRB in that city, has asked for
authority to increase the power of
CKLW, Windsor, from 5,000 to
50,000 kc. Under pressure from
Canadian interests, the Americans formerly operating CKLW —
including George Storer and Sam
Pickard — recently sold the station
to the Rogers-Majestic group.

DUFF-NORTON MFG. Co., Pittsburgh (The House That Jacks
Built), oldest manufacturer of industrial jacks, and selling to a
purely industrial clientele, has
found its brief experience in radio
advertising successful and is continuing its transcriptions on KDKA,
Pittsburgh, as well as expanding
to other stations. The series has
been an innovation in industrial
sales promotion, with its use of a
disc program three evenings a
week.
To promote its program, DuffNorton has circulated to the industrial trade an eight-page illustrated folder in colors, inviting
comment on its idea. The company
deals principally with railroads,
oil fields and heavy industries.
NBC Trade News Service has
just issued a release covering the
broadside as well as the NBC
transcription series which the
sponsor is now using. The sponsor makes this radio approach:

tually, the radio campaign is said
to have the unique advantage, not
only of delivering a message to
the executive, but of reaching beyond him to the unnumbered workers who in the ordinary course of
events live close to the functional
problems of industry, but far
from selling talk.
"To these more or less forgotten men — whether they work with
bridges, airplanes, locomotives, in
America's oil wells or mines — the
name of Duff-Norton now comes
more and more frequently to mind
when a job gets jammed up or
something come along at the plant
which can't be handled without
outside help," says NBC. "This
plan of extra coverage, of direct
salesmanship to everyone concerned, is one that the heavy industries are turning to in increasing numbers since Duff - Norton
started their campaign in June."
The agency is Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.

Is

Windsor
ByCKLW,
Newspaper Seeks to Purchase
CRCW, Commission Station

ent Firm
By Equipm
Duff-Norton Finds Disc Series
Gives Successful Promotion

"AS THE world's oldest and
largest manufacturers of lifting
jacks we have to our credit 55
years' experience serving the railroads, oil fields, mines and American industry. In addition we have
the plant, the modern equipment,
the experienced man power to
start where you leave off ... in
the producing - machining and assembling of special or standard
apparatus and equipment. We
stand ready — on call — to go to
work for you as part of your organization ... to do your work
quickly . . . accurately . . . economically."
That is the theme, verbally addressed to the
"Mr.commercials.
Manufacturer",
woven into
Ac-

kw.

Two of the New
WNOX,

Studios in Elaborate WNOX

Knoxville, recently acquired by Continental Radio Co.,
Scripps-Howard newspaper affiliate,
tried out operating on a 24-hour
basis following formal dedication
of new studios in its own building
at 110 S. Gay St., main Knoxville
thoroughfare. Among novel features of the layout are two paneled show - window studios on the
first floor, one of which is illustrated above.
Another effective idea, conceived
by James C. Hanrahan, Continental vice president, is a churchpew type of auditorium studio
which eliminates noise of moving
chairs and seats an extra hundred
persons in the same space. This
studio, decorated in aluminum and
bright red and blue, seats 800.
With opening of the new studios
May 27, R. B. Westergaard was
promoted from commercial manager to manager. He was formerly
of KSO-KRNT-WMT, Iowa, where
he was merchandising manager.
John Mayo, formerly of NBC and
CBS, is program director and is
assisted by Jack Howard, son of
Roy W. Howard, Scripps - Howard
board chairman.
Salesmen are Bob Anderson, Willard Blanc, Jack Mims, formerly
of Southwest Broadcasting System
and WGST, Atlanta, and Darvin
Mueller. Announcers are Ray Atkins; Lowell Blancard, formerly of
WXYZ, Detroit, and KYW, Chicago, who also is master of cere-

Building.

monies; William Johnson, Charles
McMahon and H. P. Shelton. Joe
B. Epperson, formerly of WIS,
Columbia, S. C, is chief engineer.
Assistants are John Cole, P. J.
Leonard, J. G. Schaefer. Others on
the staff are James Hart, pianist
and organist; Sally Belt, bookkeeper; John Brakebill, secretary;
R. L. Hopkins, program department assistant; Charles J. Jones,
building superintendent; John
Towner, secretary to Mr. WesterThe spectacular opening of the
gaard.
new studios, directed by Mr. Hanrahan, brought such crowds to the
WNOX building that police were
called to save the sidewalk studios
and keep gate-crashers out of the
big auditorium.
Coast Cookie Series
DAD'S COOKIE Co., Los Angeles, in June placed its account
over the Southern California network, Los Angeles, with KFWB
as the key station. The contract
was for 52 weeks and handled direct. The sponsors are using
three evening quarter-hours a
week, plus an additional half-hour
Saturdays with a juvenile revue.
The half-hour program is presented from Warner Bros, sound
stage with audience admitted upon
presenting five coupons from packages of Dad's cookies or cookie
jars.

BROADCASTING

IN ADDITION, it was learned
that W. F. Herman, publisher of
the Border Cities Star, Windsor
daily newspaper, is seeking to purchase the 1,000-watt CRCW, Windsor, from the Canadian Commission, its present operator. The station is on the choice 600 kc. frequency.
Another pending deal for a station purchase in Canada is reported from Stratford, Ont., where
Roy H. Thompson, owner of
CJKL,
CFCH isand
CKGB in tonorthern Ontario,
negotiating
take
over CJCS, Stratford. In addition,
it is reported that Mr. Rogers is
contemplating buying CKCO, Ottawa, and to increase its power.
In the meantime, Canadian circles are still buzzing over the
prospective appointee to the directorship for all Canadian broadcasting, proposed to parallel the
functions in the British Broadcasting Corp. of Sir John Reith,
director general. While the names
of Gladstone Murray, Canadianborn executive of the BBC, and
Reginald
Brophy,manager
Canadianof -NBC,
born
station relations
are most frequently mentioned,
there has also been talk of trying
to recruit either M. H. Aylesworth, former NBC president, or
James Wallington, popular NBC
announcer, for the job — though informed circles are inclined to discount this as mere rumor. Mr.
Wallington
is Canadian-born
but 1
Mr. Aylesworth
was born in Cedar
Rapids, la.
American

Oil on 33

AMERICAN OIL Co., Baltimore
(Amoco, etc.) through its agency,
Joseph Katz Co., is broadcasting
six weekly RCA transcription announcements for an indefinite
period on 33 stations East of
Cleveland. Stations selected for
the campaign were WJAX, WIOD,
WFLA, WSB, WTOC, WTIC,
WCSH, WEEI, WTAG, WOKO,
WBEN, WHAM, WSYR. WJAR,
WMAL, WTBO, WBAL, WCAO,
WFBR, WFMD, WWNC, WBT,
WPTF, WGAR, WHP, WCAU,
WCAE, WIS, WCHV, WLVA,
WTAR, WRVA, WDBJ.
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In 1934
Gove,
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the engineering

technical

system.

After

more
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than
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under

set out to develop
two

years

of study

Antenna

the direction

a better, more
and

rigorous

of Edward

efficient

L.

antenna

testing WHK

is start-

ing construction of a new 300 foot, vertical "loaded" tower with a "cap" 30 feet
in diameter. To the casual observer the new WHK
antenna will mean merely a
slender column with a huge "bicycle wheel" on top, but to national advertisers
it is just so much more assurance that programs over WHK
will find their way
into more homes than ever before.
This is not the first time WHK
WHK

erected

in antenna

has pioneered

the first sectionally

practice

insulated

new

radiating

towers.

equipment.

This step resulted

In 1930

in changes

in the entire field of broadcasting.

WHK
amply covers one of the country's richest markets .... over 40% of Ohio's
retail sales are made within its primary listening area. Wire or write for complete
proof that WHK

will do more

for you

per dollar expended.

H. K. CARPENTER,
C. A. MCLAUGHLIN,

WHK
C L EVE
LAN
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Columbia
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Transfer

of

WEEI

To
CBS
Approved
Shifting of Network Outlets
In Boston Expected Soon
SHIFTING of NBC and CBS outlets in Boston in advance of next
Jan. 1 is expected following approval by the FCC Broadcast Division June 20 of the assignment
of the license of WEEI, Boston,
from the Edison Electric Illuminating Co. to WEEI Broadcasting
Corp., a CBS subsidiary, under a
lease arrangement amounting to
$219,000 annually.
WNAC, Boston, present CBS
outlet, is contracted for that net|work's service until the end of the
year, but already has made arrangements with NBC to become
its basic Red Network outlet when
the shift takes place. The WEEI
contract with NBC runs until next
April, but the principals have
agreed that the shifts will take
place earlier if worked out to the
mutual satisfaction of the parties
involved.
Switching of Outlets
AS Broadcasting went to press,
conversations were in progress to
set a definite date for the switching of the network outlets. Simultaneously, iis
t expected, WICC,
Bridgeport and WEAN, Providence, owned by Shepard Broadcasting Co., will join the NBCBlue network as part of the arrangement. Itis expected that the
shift will take place soon.
CBS also is expected to announce the appointment of a new
manager of WEEI within the next
week. The new executive probably
will be designated from New York
or Chicago, with the Boston staff
to be augmented with other personnel.
Also pending before the FCC
Broadcast Division is the application for transfer of license of
KNX, Los Angeles to CBS. A
hearing on the KNX transfer, at
a sales price of about $1,300,000
was held June 29 before the FCC
Broadcast Division. No decision is
expected any time soon, and may
not come until the fall.
CBS also has entered into an
arrangement with KSFO, San
Francisco, for lease of the station,
subject to FCC approval. The
lease, to cover a five-year period,
with two option renewals of five
years each, entails a cost to CBS
of between $25,000 and $30,000
annually. Should the FCC approval be not forthcoming by the
time CBS severs its affiliation
with KFRC, San Francisco at the
e"d of the year, then a regular
affiliated station arrangement will
be entered into with KSFO.
The WEEI lease arrangement
covers a period ending April 1,
1943, at the figure of $219,000
per year, plus an additional expenditure for lease of studios and
offices. The WEEI agreement also
contains an option by which CBS
has the right to purchase the station upon the same terms and conditions which are offered to the
Edison Company by any other
party and which it may be willing
to accept.

EMIL

POLAK, NBC musical director on the West Coast, died in
a San Francisco hospital the weekend of June 21, of natural causes.
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HUNDRED JUDGES-^Yankee Network's "Committee of One Hundred"
listening to a preaudition on which they vote their opinion.

PREAUDITIONING
Committee

of One

Hundred

Votes Opinion

In the future Yankee Network
programs will carry the approval
of the "Committee" and the assurance that as far as may be determined beforehand, the program
will be a success on the air, and
measure up to the standards of
&

Gamble

Plans

Spot Campaign for Dreft
PROCTOR & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, one of the largest of all
radio advertisers, is planning to
launch a new campaign starting
July 6, called Dreft. It will be a
transcription offering and scripts
are being prepared under the title
Kitty Keen Inc. The story will be
of the dramatic type and will be
heard in daytime 15-minute episodes, five a week, probably for
13 weeks, although the series may
be continued for a much longer
time than that. Blackett-SampleHummert Inc., Chicago is the
agency.
The programs are already being
tested over WOC, Davenport, la..
1:30 to 1:45 p. m. CST, but will
go to a long list of spots throughout the Midwest on and after
July 6. The sponsor is not yet
ready to announce the list of stations.

KCMO

YANKEE

Listens to Programs and

of Entertainment Value

TO' DETERMINE listener interest of its programs before they are
introduced on the air, by means
of preauditions, 100 women, a
cross section of the thousands of
New England women who tune in
to Yankee Network features, met
in the studios of the network in
Boston in June to organize The
Yankee Network's "Committee of
One Hundred" on a permanent
basis, and to determine in their
first preaudition, the best of several programs that were submitted
to them, for the benefit of a wellknown national advertiser.
In answer to the requests of
Linus Travers, Yankee Network
executive, members of the committee volunteered their services as a
"jury" in selecting programs, that
they, as New England housewives,
feel sure will appeal to the thouing.
sands whom they are represent-

Procter

FOR

Gets Full Time

KCMO, Kansas City, formerly
KWKC, was granted a change in
operation from specified hours to
full time by the FCC Broadcast
Division on June 20.

fine radio entertainment. The enthusiasm of the members of the
committee, as shown by their early
arrival at the studios, and by their
marking of preaudition ballots,
reveal the real interest and the
eagerness with which the public
grasps the opportunity to exercise
a control in the choice of radio
programs. Representatives of the
advertiser, for whose benefit this
first preaudition was held, were
pleased with the results and have
signified their intention of submitting other of their programs for
approval.
Proceedings of the organization
of the committee, its purposes, and
first hand interviews of various
members were broadcast over
WAAB, Boston. It is also the
purpose of Mr. Travers to conduct tours of inspection of the
Yankee Network studios, introduction of committee members to
radio artists and personnel of the
two stations in order to familiarize them with the various aspects
of broadcasting. Preauditions will
be held at regular intervals and
committee members will be furnished with engraved membership
certificates.
/
Greif Suit Discs
L. GREIF & BRO. Inc., Baltimore
(manufacturing tailor) is offering
local dealers a series of 12 fiveminute transcriptions featuring
Stoopnagle
in a program
titled
Heroes& inBu*dd
Homespun,
cut by
Langlois & Wentworth Inc., New
York. The company, which has
semi-national distribution of suits
made from Chatham Mfg. Co.
homespun fabric, has not used radio before. The discs allow 30 seconds for local announcements.
Cahn, Miller & Nyburg Inc., Baltimore, arranged the series.
NBC Copyright List
AN ALPHABETICAL list of
NBC Thesaurus selections, with
information as to the copyrie-ht
owner, publisher and artist, has
been sent to all stations subscribing to the service, according to an
announcement June 20 by C. L.
Egner, manager, NBC Transcription Service.
BENRUS MFG. Co., New York
(watches) on June 21 began a new
series of 50 - word time announcements five times nightly, seven
days a week, on WJZ, New York.
Announcements will run for 52
weeks. Brown & Tarcher Inc.,
New York, placed the account.
BROADCASTING

President

Speaks

OverKBIX

Remote

THE UNIQUE distinction of an
exclusive broadcast by President
Roosevelt is claimed by KBIX, new
local station in Muskogee, Okla.,
which put on an impromptu program last month when the Chief
Executive's special train stopped
at the Oklahoma City en route to
Dallas, Tex.
Having been advised that the
President's train would pass
through Muskogee at a given time,
W. L. Waltman, manager of the
station, had three remote control
pick-ups spaced to make sure the
microphones would be easily accessible though
to the
car. AlM. H. President's
Mclntyre, secretary
to the president, had informed
newspapers that the President
would not make a talk, Mr. Waltman contacted Mr. Mclntyre when
the train stopped and the President consented to address the
KBIX audience from the platform,
while the train changed crews.
KBLX, owned and operated by
the Muskogee Daily Phoenix &
Times Democrat, took the air May
1 on 1500 kc, with 100 watts unlimited time. Western Electric
equipment
and radiator
a 179-foot
Knox
vertical
have Blawbeen
installed. In addition to Mr. Walter, the executive staff includes G.
W. Brock, chief engineer, and La
Veil Waltman, program director
and chief announcer. Engineers on
the staff are James Manship and
Dub Everly,
and announcers
include K. O. Richardson
and Jay
Crum. Kellie Morgan is commercial manager, Gordon Berger, director of musical features and
Franklin
continuity. Whitehead in charge of

Duffy Copyright Measure
Dies as Congress Ends;
New Effort Will Be Made
THE VICTIM of a successful
ASCAP lobbying campaign, the
Duffy Bill to amend the copythe adjourndied with
rightof laws
ment
Congress
on June 20. It
must start from scratch at the
next session, which convenes in
January, when it is likely that
many new faces will be on the
House Patents Committee, the
which had been camajority
joled into of
the position of opposing
the measure because ASCAP opAs passed
by the Senate the
posed it. would
measure
have eliminated
the $250 statutory minimum damage clause of existing law and
thereby would have shorn such organizations as ASCAP and other
licensing groups of the arbitrary
powers they have held in forcing
payments of exorbitant license
fees for their works. In several
other ways the onslaughts of copyright groups would have been
curbed under the Duffy Bill.
Notice already has been served
meas-to
of the
by proponents
ure that they will
be Duffy
prepared
force action at the next session.
The existing law has been on the
books for a quarter of a century
and is antiquated and outmoded.
The NAB, along with hotels, motion picture exhibitors and other
representatives of music users
supported the Duffy Bill but were
not sufficiently strong to offset the
ASCAP lobby.
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Four
For

Stations
500

kw.

File

Power

WJR,KFI, WSM, KDKA Added
To Five Previously Submitted
FOUR additional applications for
authority to use superpower of
500,000 watts, bringing the total
pending applications to nine, were
filed with the FCC during the last
week in June. The applicants are
WJR, Detroit; KFI, Los Angeles,
WSM, Nashville, and KDKA,
Pittsburgh.
Already pending are the applications of WHAS, Louisville;
WHO, Des Moines; WJZ, New
York, and WGN, Chicago. A general hearing on superpower has
been scheduled by the Broadcast
Division for September 24 and it
is expected that all of the applications will be heard at that time.
In addition to the petitions already filed, it is understood WOAI,
San Antonio, and WBBM, Chicago, also plan filing. Moreover,
about a dozen other clear channel
stations, including those of the
networks, are understood to be considering applications which, if
granted, would make them as powerful as WLW — the world's
largest station.
The KFI application seeks a directional antenna which would be
designed to suppress its signal to
the West to prevent dissipation of
its energy over the Pacific Ocean
and intensify it up and down the
Pacific Coast. KDKA, noted as a
pioneer station, for a half dozen
years has been experimenting with
superpower up to 400,000 watts
in after-midnight experiments.
Under present Commission regulations, the maximum power allowed clear channel stations is
50,000 watts. WLW is using 50,000 watts regular and 450,000
watts experimental.
A number of clear channel stations, through counsel, have contended that the Commission
should first hold a hearing on the
matter of revising its regulations
to make 50,000 watts minimum
rather than maximum power. They
maintain that hearings on the specific applications would be premature if held prior to a declaration of policy by the FCC and, in
fact, in violation of the existing
regulations.
Whether the FCC will consider
these contentions has not been indicated. In any event, it is expected
that the issue will be raised at the
Sept. 24 hearing unless some action is taken beforehand.
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So we're going to the Convention! Yessir, Cy
Langlois and Ralph Wentworth, in person,
have decided to turn detective. We're going to
set up headquarters in the Stevens Hotel and
meet

these

subscribers

boasting — face

We're

who
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all the

to face.
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all the evidence — hundreds

of

tuneful selections, hand-picked from the world's
richest storehouse of musical treasure — Public
Domain.
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adoption — yes,

there'll
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Newspaper Guild Invites
Writers of Radio News
FURTHER recognition of the
journalistic status of newsmen
writing and editing for radio was
accorded at the recent New York
convention of the American Newspaper Guild, organized by newspaper reporters for the purpose of
collective bargaining and better
working conditions, when it invited any employe of a radio news
service devoting the major part of
his time to editorial work to join
local guilds. The constitution was
amended to include such workers,
the phrasing being such as to permit membership of news gatherers and editors attached to broadcasting stations as well as to newspapers, press associations, newsreel companies or newsphoto
agencies.
BROADCASTING
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RADIO

CORPORATION
EVERYTHING

IN

RADIO

FOR

OF
SERVICE

A
IN

COM

I
through

...aloft

Space

and

invisible!

SPACE; in all fields of radio, RCA
IN BOUNDLESS
pioneered. For RCA was first to use the airwaves for
international communications . . . domestic communications . . . broadcasting.

has seen one RCA

Today, America

service of the air grow, from a small beginning
where now the words . . .

to a point

"This is the National Broadcasting Company!"
...are heard from early morning until late at night by millions in the United States and Canada ... words synonymous
with radio's best entertainment.
Thus

again RCA

comes

to the fore. The National

Broad-

casting Company, one of the Radio Corporation of America's
services, operates the largest networks in the world. Stretching
from coast to coast, reaching from Canada
Blue and Red networks

to Florida, the NBC

comprise 96 stations, linked together

by specially engineered telephone wires.
Through

these vast networks, NBC

with every type of program.

serves millions daily

And, in addition to offering a

complete broadcast advertising and program

building service

to advertisers, maintains NBC Artists Service for the provision of radio talent of all kinds. So, through the National
Broadcasting
in radio.

Company,

RCA

By applying knowledge
to the manufacture

performs

still another

of the problems

service

of broadcasting

of its radio products, RCA

Master Control Room at Radio Cily
THESE

ARE

SOME

OF

NBC'S

BROADCASTING
"FIRSTS":
NBC Music Appreciation Hour, with
Walter Damrosch conducting, reaching
millions of school children throughout
the nation, inaugurated on combined
WEAF-WJZ networks ... 1928.
First to use glass curtain, shutting off audience noises from broadcasting studio
stage . . . 1930.
First 'round-the-world broadcast by Pope
Pius XI on combined networks in 1931.

assures the

Light pack set, a foot square and seven
inches thick, introduced by NBC . . .

buying public of "pre-tested" quality. Some day, the vast store
of experience gathered by RCA in sound engineering will

1933. Used by "roving reporters" at
President Roosevelt's inauguration.
First to introduce improved mobile short
wave transmitter capable of broadcasting on a national network and maintaining constant two-way communication
. . . 1933.

lead to the engineering of sight!
Only RCA

is active in all branches

of the radio industry.

That's why RCA merits true confidence. And, since confidence
is a mighty sales factor, RCA dealers do a better business!

First to introduce improved short wave
broadcasts
apparatus
relay craft
and similarforuses
. . . 1933. from air-

RCA

ing "firsts"
outstand
many more
—plus
among the netNBC first
that stamp
works of the world.
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Roosevelt

and

Radio

EVER SINCE the present administration took
office more than three years ago thei'e have
been repeated insinuations that it looked
kindly upon having the government enter the
field of broadcasting. It was simply waiting
for the opportunity to start some sort of system of stations of its own, we have heard. At
times these suspicions seemed to have some
basis of fact, but always it developed that
some underling "brain-truster" had concocted
an idea which was promptly squelched upon
being brought to the attention of the higher
councils.
If there is any doubt as to how President
Roosevelt himself feels about Radio by the
American Plan, one has but to read his message to the industry, sent through Broadcasting and published in this issue. The language
is clear and concise. He expresses his faith
not only in American broadcasting but in
American broadcasters.
The President's message is significant not
only for what it says but for what it implies.
In a few terse paragraphs he covers practically every broad question of government and
its relationship to broadcasters, about which
there has been concern. We have wondered
about government ownership, about monopoly
and about future developments. "There should
be no monopoly in the moulding of public
opinion, either government or private," states
the chief executive.
Today the major problem on the doorstep
of the broadcaster is that of future services
— television, facsimile and high - frequency
broadcasting. There are many interlopers who
would grab off these channels for their own
private, political or propagandists pursuits.
Even the government departments are seeking more than half of the available spectrum.
The President is conversant with these impending developments. He gets periodic reports from every government agency and in
that manner he has acquired a broad general
knowledge of the status of science, art and
industry. In his message to the broadcasters
he makes clear what the broadcasters themselves have maintained — that these new offshoots of radio are the logical heritage of
the broadcasters of today.
"I have an abiding faith in American inventive genius," the President wrote, "and in
the ability of the broadcasters to utilize these
new developments in a way that will improve
their service to the nation as a whole."
As we view it, only one thing was left unsaid by the President. Broadcasters have been
pleading for three-year licenses as against the
six-month authorizations now issued. The law
permits three-year license:. Without them the
Page
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broadcasters practically exist on a month-tomonth basis. The President talks of improved
public service and "increased industrial stability" for the broadcasting industry. That
stability can only come with a franchise
which will allow the progressive, law-abiding
station to administer his business without undue duress.
Even without a stated commitment on
longer licenses, however, we feel the President gives new courage and incentive to
broadcasters in his message. On behalf of
the industry, we express appreciation and
thanks.
Ready

for

the

Future

VIEWED in retrospect, the FCC hearings on
the future uses of the higher frequencies, reported in detail in this issue, bear out our
contention from the outset, namely, that these
new channels of communication should be allocated to furnish the greatest service to the
greatest number of our people. Thus we retain our conviction that, particularly in view
of their fine showing at the conference, priority
belongs to those now furnishing such services
— particularly to broadcasters, who will not
be found lacking in capital and enterprise
when television, facsimile and local apex services burst their experimental bounds.
We recognize, of course, the rightful priority of services devoted to safety of life and
property, but from what we gathered as close
observers at the conferences their demands
are not irreconcilible with those of the broadcasting and set manufacturing industries,
whose own trivial differences as to wave band
allocations for television ought easily to be
reconciled.
We regard as untenable such demands as
those of the government, which asks for more
than half the proposed new spectrum; of the
educators, who through Federal Commissioner
of Education Studebaker ask for a block of
frequencies that (marvelous to contemplate,
politically!) will give every one of the 127,000
school systems of the country its own station;
and of such nebulous services as radio-typewriters for business houses, which are private
in character and will occupy far more of the
spectrum than they deserve. Of course, the
government demands — and those of Dr. Studebaker, who even in these days of technological
unemployment said that "by a slight increase
in the size of classes the cost of a few teachers to serve under the traditional pattern
would be saved" — may be further manifestations of the government's insistence upon entering private fields, but we doubt whether

the administration's higher officials really
know what these men are proposing.
Private operators and experimenters, not
the government, are offering and have offered
the facilities that will best serve the people
at large. The answer to the governmental demands was simply stated at the conference:
That all private operations can quickly be
commandeered for government use by a mere
presidential edict in time of stress or emergency. We are all Americans and that means
we are all ready to plunge in when need demands, but in peacetime our American credo
in radio as in other fields of business is to
let private enterprise do the developing. The
fact that the administration is cognizant of
broadcasting's great day-by-day service to the
American people is well expressed in President Roosevelt's letter in this issue.
The presence of so many broadcasting executives and engineers at the hearings indicated their keen appreciation that, as Comdr.
Craven said, "radio is at the crossroads".
More than that, we can say for the broadcasting industry that it is ready to pursue the
proper paths the FCC will direct when it determines what services shall utilize these new
avenues of the ether, and how.

It Won't
Happen
Here
ONE WOULD conclude from the conversation
he hears that the NAB convention in Chicago
will be more like a Latin American revolution
than a business meeting of a great American
industry. To us it seems shameful that factional differences should run to such extremes.
Many harsh words have been uttered during the last year. The trouble centers around
copyright. The major networks and a substantial group of independently owned stations
have been at issue. The problem is a dollarsand-cents one. The accusation is that the networks, as against the independents, got the
better of a business bargain.
All that may be true. But it does not seem
to be any basis for threatening the unity of
an industry that must buck the line together
if it is to keep its strength and identity. There
has been much unnecessary waving of red
flags, in our opinion. Copyright, after all, is
just one of many problems which broadcasting faces. It is wrong to allow that one issue
to becloud all others and threaten to break up
a trade association which otherwise has done
a satisfactory job of fighting radio battles on
the national front.
After all the tumult and shouting is over, it
is our guess that the divergent viewpoints will
be reconciled. There are plenty of good
brains in the NAB membership, and the preponderance of good sense urges the conviction
that only in unity is there strength.
CRITICS of radio can be found abundantly in
Congress, particularly when it serves their
political ends. Occasionally, however, one
hears words of praise, such as the comments
of such men as Senators Borah and Dickinson,
who figured prominently in the recent Republican convention. Borah informs BROADCASTING
that he has only "words of commendation"
for the fine work of radio, and that he has
"never heard a word of complaint". Dickinson
said he regards radio as the most important
political medium because the candidate gets
"almost immediate reactions".
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MRS. PHILIP G. LOUCKS, wife of
the Washington attorney and former
NAB managing director, is recovering at Sibley Hospital, Washington,
from a serious illness which followed
giving
Philip. birth to a 7 lb. 7 oz. son, born
June 13. The boy was named Michael
NAYLOR ROGERS, general manager
of KNX, Hollywood, dislocated his
hip June 12 and was taken home to
recuperate after a short stay at a
hospital.
GORDON EWING has been promoted to sales manager of WBZ,
Boston, succeeding Griffith B. Thompson, who has joined the NBC sales
staff in New York. Ewing will be in
charge of NBC sales coverage in New
England.

HERBERT VESTNOR AKERBERG
EVER SEEN a living portrait of
ing as a sort of general assistant
the busiest man in the world ? If to William S. Paley, CBS presinot, just visit Herbert Vestnor
dent. The phenomenal growth of
CBS since then is known by
Akerberg, at CBS headquarters in
New York City. The problems of
everyone identified with radio, and
103 affiliated CBS stations conin the background there was alverge on his desk. Nobody bothers
ways Herb Akerberg, diligently
applying himself to technical
to write. It's the telephone all
day long. With one it is the writplans for expansion from the 18station original network to the
ing of a new contract; with another, the clearing of time for a
"world's largest" single network.
Like so many in radio, Herb
dedicatory program; and a third
wants to know how this assignAkerberg started out as an amament shift or that would work
teur operator in his native town
out; copyright bothers the fourth,
of Columbus, 0. Although it isn't
generally known, he was one of
and then there is always the conthe first engineers to engage in
stant figuring of new outlets here
or shifts there.
synchronized broadcasting — that
method of simultaneous operation
At CBS they call his job station
of stations on the same channel
relations. A better title would be
which in the early days was
general utility man for network
looked upon as the panacea of all
operations. The job calls for
knowledge of every phase of staof radio's technical ills. With
WAIU, Columbus, first as its chief
tion-network operations, including
engineer and then as its manager
placement of accounts, station
in 1927 and 1928, he synchronized
markets and coverage, equipment
the station experimentally with
and antenna design, copyright,
KMOX, St. Louis, and later with
contract forms, and in fact everyWKRC, Cincinnati, under the rigid
thing except actual programming.
supervision of the old Radio ComWhen Sam Pickard decided last
mission. These experiments atmonth to become a gentleman
tracted nationwide attention.
farmer down in North Carolina
Young Akerberg was called in
and relinquished his active duties
as vice president for station relathose days the "radio Bolshevist"
because of his efforts toward settions, it was only logical that
ting up networks of stations on
Herb Akerberg should succeed
single frequencies.
him. Mr. Pickard remains as a
On June 24 last, exactly 38
CBS vice president by remote conyears had passed since the birth
trol, but the assignment of vice
of Herbert Vestnor Akerberg in
president in charge of station reColumbus. His parents were Swelations falls upon the capable
dish and his father had been emshoulders of Akerberg. For the
ployed by the Pennsylvania Raillast two years he has been Pickroad. During his early schoolingard's chief assistant, and station
in Columbus he took to amateur
relations manager.
radio, and when only 14 built a
A sort of born diplomat, Herb
wireless station in Columbus.
Akerberg has a knack of saying;
Never losing his technical interest
the right thing at the right time.
His forte is negotiation — and it in radio, he joined the Signal
Corps of the Army during the
takes real ability to keep the recWorld War, and taught code to
ords straight in that sort of activity.
pilot cadets at the training school
Herb Akerberg had much to do
at Cincinnati.
The war over, young Akerberg;
j with "building"
CBS,
literally,
because as an engineer for Bell
again hopped on the radio bandTelephone Laboratories in 1929 he
wagon and sold radio sets. In
was assigned the job of installing
1923 he built WPAL in Columbus
WABC when that station became
and operated it until 1926 when he
the owned-key station of CBS. He
became engineer of WAIU, shortly
never returned to Bell Labs. From
afterward becoming its manager.
'■ an engineering capacity with the
It was during this period that he
young network he was assigned
made the front pages of many
to development and planning, actBROADCASTING
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GEORGE BIGGAR, promotional director of WLS, Chicago, left Chicago
in June for the Texas Centennial and
National Folk Festival.
HAROLD GRAY, former announcer
of WJSV, Washington, has joined the
sales and production staff of the U. S.
Recording Co., Washington.
BOB KAUFMAN, formerly publicity
director and program director of CBS,
Chicago, has been appointed manager
of KMA, Shenandoah, la.
HARRISON HOLLIWAY, newly
appointed general manager of KFIKECA, Los Angeles, left June 12 on
a trip to New York and Washington,
planning to stop at the NAB convention on the return trip.
ARTHUR MCDONALD has been appointed sales manager of KEHE, Los
Angeles. At one time he was on the
sales staff of KHJ and KNX, later
sales manager for Standard Radio
Inc. He had not been in radio the
past year.
GERALD KING, manager of KFWB,
Hollywood, and George Fischer, publicity director, won prizes at the annual Warner Bros, golf tournament
in June.
newspapers because of his pioneering synchronization efforts.
He accepted a position with Bell
Laboratories in 1928 to further his
experimental work and the following year was assigned the task of
installing WABC. Even before
that job was completed he was
named assistant chief engineer
under Paul A. Greene, and when
the latter left CBS a year later,
he became chief engineer. The
title of research and development
eng-ineer was given Akerberg in
1931 after CBS officials discovered
his natural bent for figuring out
complicated things. He was made
a sort of trouble-shooter for the
network.
When the station relations job
became more than a one-man
undertaking, Akerberg found himself assistant to Vice President
Pickard. It soon developed into a
full-time assignment and in 1934
he became Mr. Pickard's assistant
and the following year station relations manager. Last month he
was promoted to a vice presidency.
It was he who negotiated the
recent affiliation and purchase arrangements with WJR, Detroit;
WWL, New Orleans; KNX, Los
Angeles, KSFO, San Francisco and
WEEI, Boston.
No one has ever been able to
figure out what hobbies, if any,
go with Herb Akerberg aside from
his work. He is a 32d degree
Mason and a Shriner. With the
lovely Mrs. Akerberg (formerly
Florence Miller of Columbus), he
resides in New York close to CBS
headquarters.

H. J. BRENNEN, Robert M. ThompsontiveandstaffS. ofA. WJAS,
Pickering,
of the execuPittsburgh,
left
June 36 on a European vacation and
will return about Aug. 1 on the
Queen Mary.
LLOYD E. YODER, NBC western
division press relations manager,
Philip C. Lasky, general manager of
KSFO and Tom Breneman, general
manager of KFRC, are among the
28 prominent San Franciscans who
are to select the finest outdoor girl
from that
city from San
highFrancisco
school students to represent
at
the California Rodeo in Salinas, Cal.,
July 16 to 19, inclusive.
PAUL McCABE, NBC revenue accounting supervisor in San Francisco,
has resigned to become associated
with a cessor
Losat NBC
Angeles
His sucis A.concern.
J. Diedericks.
WESLEY I. DUMM, president tof
the Associated Broadcasters Inc.,
which operates KSFO, San Francisco,
and Philip G. Lasky, general manager
of the station, are in New York to
confer with CBS officials. Final arrangements are to be made with CBS
for leasing
of
KSFO.
Lasky thewillNAB
remain in the East
to attend
convention before returning to his
desk. Dumm is scheduled to return
to San Francisco this coming week.
Both wives.
executives are accompanied by
their
PAUL KESTEN, CBS vice president,
was due to return to New York about
rope. 1 from a vacation trip in EuJuly
MISS ANGELA McCOSKER, daughter of Alfred J. McCosker, president
of WOR and chairman of Mutual,
was to leave July 1 for a two-month
trip to Europe with a party of eight
young ladies.
J. H. HARDY, lately with Richman
& Associates, Los Angeles, and once
with KIEV, Glendale, Cal., has joined
the sales staff of KRKD, Los Angeles.

QUIN RYAN, broadcast manager and
commentator of WGN, Chicago, expects to spend the hay fever season
on his newly acquired power boat in
Lake Superior, a haven for sufferers
from that malady. Blair Walliser,
production chief, another boating enin the Macktakesloop.
expectsinto his
thusiast,
race
inac yacht
RICHARD STANNARD, formerly
on the sales force of KGB, San
Diego, and KHJ, Los Angeles, early
the commercial departin Junement ofjoined
KFWB, Hollywood, to take
ated post of sales prothe newly-cre
motion manager.

EDWIN W. CRAIG, executive head
of WSM, Nashville, and Mrs. Craig
plan to sail for Europe July 2 for a
vacation. Mr. Craig, who has been
6-8.
prominently mentioned for the NAB
cy, therefore will be unable
presiden
to attend the Chicago sessions July
BENEDICT GIMBEL Jr., president
Philadelphia, was to return
of WIP,
London July 1 in time to go to
from
the NAB convention.

Central EuroDR. MAX JORDAN, of
NBC who
tatives
represen
pean
came over on the maiden voyage of
the dirigible Hindenlurg in May, addressed the Overseas Writers of Washwas scheduled
ington June 18. He on
the airship.
to return late in June
ROBERT KAUFMAN, formerly with
KELW, Burbank, Cal., and later in
the agency business, has joined the
sales department of KEHE, Los AnA. J. MOSBY. owner and manager of
KGVO. Missoula. Mont., was in San
geles.
June 17 during his PaFrancisco on
cific Coast tour contacting advertising
agencies and clients.
CHARLES KAPLAN, of the sales
staff of WIP. Philadelphia, is convalescing at his Atlantic City home
from an operation.
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CLAIRE PATRICK, in charge of
NBC's musical rights department in
San Francisco, was married to Gregory Lance of Seattle, at Stevenson,
Wash., on May 22, it was revealed
when she returned from her vacation.
They will make their home in San
Francisco where Mrs. Lance will continue her affiliation with NBC.

AND

THEY

CALL

BROADCASTING

A

MAN'S

GAME!

JOHN BUSSELLE, 1936 graduate of
the College of Emporia, has joined
the sales and client service staff of
WHB, Kansas City.
WEBLEY EDWARDS, manager of
KGMB, Honolulu, was honor guest
at a luncheon held in the Palace Hotel, San Francisco, June 16, attended
by 40 radio and advertising executives. Fred J. Hart, vice-president
and general manager of the Honolulu
Broadcasting Co., which operates the
station, was toastmaster. Edwards,
who has been on the mainland since
May 21, making a good will tour of
the West Coast for KGMB, was to
■ olulu.
leave San Francisco June 27 for HonHARRY
ANDERSON,
NBC sales
J manager in San Francisco, has re3 turned to his desk, after a conference with network clients in New Orleans.
I
DAN WELDON. formerly on the
sales staff of KROW in San Francisco, is now with KYA, that city,
in a similar capacity.
BEHIND
THE

MICROPHONE

CARLTON KADELL, West Coast
announcer, recently narrating the
Strange as It Seems series on CBS,
was selected to announce the Amos
V Andy series on NBC while the
dialect duo spend the summer in
Hollywood.
WILLIAM McGRATH, formerly of
Philadelphia stations, has been named
production
manager of WNEW, Newark.
JAMES V. MacDONALD. for several years in charge of publicity for
WEEI, Boston, as well as for Edison
Electric Illuminating Co., Boston, has
left the station to devote full time to
Edison publicity. Lewis S. Whitcomb
t is handling WEEI publicity.
LEW STEARNS, graduate of the
University of California at Los Angeles, has joined the announcing staff
of KFAC, Los Angeles. Martin Provenson has resigned to go to Texas
and Burton Bennett, former program
director of the station, returned to
become a staff announcer.
LEE HOAGLAND has returned to
the announcing staff of KMTR, Hollywood, after several months absence.
He takes the post of Fred Graham,
who resigned to do transcription work.
HENRY CIESEL, announcer of
WEBR, Buffalo, is back at the studios following his honeymoon in Washington.
WALLY WARREN has been transferred by Central States Broadcasting System from Omaha to Council
Bluffs studios of KOIL.
ALOIS HAVRILLA, NBC announcer,
current holder of the diction medal,
sails for Europe in July to visit his
Czechoslovakian birthplace.
TOM BREEN, formerly with NBC,
New York, and Hal Chambers, formerly of K.TR-KOMO, Seattle, and
KGB, San Diego, in June joined the
announcing department of KFWB,
Hollywood.
J. E. DOYLE, radio editor of the
San Francisco Chronicle for the last
three months has resigned and on
July 1 takes a similar position with
the New York American. His successor in San Francisco is Herb Caen,
formerly radio editor of the Sacramento (Cal.) Union.
Page
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FEMININE SIDE OF RADIO — Among women radio station managers are: Top row (left to right) Mrs. Edythe
Fern Melrose, WJAY, Cleveland; Mrs. Jessie Jacobson, KFBB, Great Falls, Mont.; Miss Bernice Judis,
WNEW, Newark; lower row, Lillian E. Kiefer, WMBQ, Brooklyn; Marie W. Vandergrift, WPAY, Portsmouth, O.; Joy True, KOH, Reno, Nev.; Mrs. R. W. Britton, KGBU, Ketchikan, Alaska.
Europe.
American audiences as they do in
ager of KMED, Medford, Ore.;
DEADLIER than the male may be
Mona J. Pape, WHBL, Shebovgan,
the female of the species — but they
Wis.; Bertha Jackson, WCAX,
It was with regret that Broaddo make good radio station manacasting learned of the retirement
Burlington, Vt.; Mrs. M. J. Milgers, we are told on competent auof
Mrs.
J.
L. Bush from the active
berne,
WCNW,
Brooklyn;
Mary
E.
thority. A survey by Broadcastmanagement
of WDZ, Tuscola, 111.,
Beehler,
KGEK,
Sterling,
Col.
ing discloses that among the 630odd stations in the United States
There may be a few others we
one of the oldest broadcasting stations in the United States, which
there are about a dozen women
haven't heard about, but if they
are they have been appointed
recently was sold to a new cormanagers, who in several cases
poration headed by Edgar Bill,
are also station owners. Most of
since our 1936 Year Book was published.
operator
of
WMBD, Peoria, with
them are married, and happily, acClair Hull, of WMBD, as the new
cording to our reports.
There are, of course, quite a few
manager. Mr. and Mrs. Bush, howModesty may have accounted for
women commercial managers —
ever, retain a 25% interest in the
the failure of some of them to reand mighty good sales executives
station.
spond to our request for photothey are, too, we are told. And
Also, we learned that Elsie L.
graphs, but the best list we could
there
are
even
more
women
proBudd
is no longer manager of
compile of women top executives
WLNH, Laconia, N. H., a post she
gram directors, but only a handof American stations, besides those
held when the former manager
ful of regular announcers are fepictured above, is as follows:
died suddenly last year. Miss Budd,
males
for
the
peculiar
reason
that,
Mrs. Margaret Haymond, KMO,
however, continues with the staexcept for specialty programs,
Tacoma, owned by Karl Haymond;
tion as its assistant treasurer.
they don't seem to click with the
Mrs. W. J. Virgin, owner and manPAUL PIERCE, announcer of
KFWB, Hollywood, is the father of
a nine pound boy born in June.
JOHN TOBOLA, former announcer
and operator of WMF J, Daytona
Beach, Fla., has joined the announcing staff of KELD, El Dorado, Ark.
JOHN McTIGUE, NBC press dedepartment in Radio City, is the
father of a boy, his first child, born
June 20.
THOMAS FREEBAIRN - SMITH,
staff announcer of KNX, Hollywood,
left the middle of June with the
Hollywood Cricket Club for a tour of
the Northwest, but will return to the
air late in July.
MRS. HERM BREDERO, conducting a daily program on 2GB, Sydney,
Australia, under the name of Auntie
Val, will arrive at Los Angeles Harbor on the Mariposa July 11 for a
three-month trip.
CHARLES ANDERSON,
doing
heavy roles in the Sunday Players
transcription series in Hollywood,
where he was also on KFI and
KFWB, has returned to Denver
where he is announcing on KOA.
CLIFF ANDERSON, in charge of
NBC program traffic in San Francisco, was recently married to Adele
Hooper of Milbrae, Cal.

ARNOLD MAGUIRE, radio writer,
producer and actor, will join the prodepartment in onNBC's
Francisco duction
headquarters
July 6.San
GORDON B. CASTLE, formerly of
Campbell-Ewald Co. and WGR, Buffalo, has joined WJR, Detroit, as announcer and publicity director.
DICK LAPE, announcer of WEBR,
Buffalo, received a degree in June
from State Teachers' College.
JOSEPH BOLEY, announcer of
WJAS, Pittsburgh, has resigned to
take up advanced work in public
speaking at the Cape Cod School,
Martha's Vineyard.
PAUL ZENS, of the music copyright
division of KNX, Hollywood, and
Miss Goldie Hardesty were married
in Yuma, Ariz., June 14.
CHARLES WISE, formerly publicity
director of WKRC, Cincinnati, sailed
June 17 for a two-month tour of
Great Britain, Scotland and France,
to make a study of broadcasting in
those countries.
DON HANCOCK, formerly of WLW,
Cincinnati, has joined WBBM, Chicago.
ROBERT HALL, formerly of WOR,
Newark, has joined WIP, Philadelphia.

BROADCASTING

LORNIE WILKINSON, program director of WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis.,
is the father of a baby girl.
C. WHITNEY SHEELEY and Milton Royce, operating a radio agency
in Hollywood as Sheeley-Royce, have
dissolved the partnership. Mr. Sheeley
will continue the business while Mr.
Royce will free lance.
DON WILSON, NBC announcer on
the Jack Benny program, is the
master of ceremonies of the new
Jell-o program which started June 28
while Benny is in Hollywood on a
picture assignment.
EDWIN JAY, announcer and pianist,
has
York.joined the staff of WINS, New
JACK ZEIGIN, announcer and publicity director of WIBM, Jackson,
Mich., has resigned.
LOUIS AIKEN, Jr., formerly with
WXYZ, Detroit,
has joined
the announcing staff of WCKY,
Cincinnati.
WADE
WATSON, formerly of
WNEW, Newark, has been named to
the production staff of WBNX, New
York.
BEN HARKINS, formerly on the
production staff of KOMO, Seattle,
Wash., has joined the announcing
and artist staff of KJBS, San Francisco.
• Broadcast
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Problems

To Feature Program of
West Coast Advertisers
SPOKESMEN for
radio and advertising from all
parts of the West
Coast will be in
attendance at the
33d annual convention of the
Pacific Advertising Clubs Association to be held
Mr. Dixon
in Seattle July 5
to 9. The radio departmental session July 7 will be presided over
by C. P. MacGregor, president of
MacGregor & Sollie Inc., Hollywood transcription producers.
Sydney Dixon, sales manager
for the Hollywood division of NBC,
will be one of the principal speakers at the radio departmental
meeting, having for his subject,
"Radio Advertisers' Guest List".
Nathan Danziger, general sales
promotion and advertising manaager of the Golden State Co.
Ltd. (dairy products), who is also
president of the
San Francisco
Advertising Club,
is to speak on
"The Golden
State of the
Morning Air".
will a 1 s o Mr- MacGregor
There
be
three talks of five minutes each.
Speakers and their topics are H.
J. Quilliam, manager, KIRO, Seattle, "Independent Radio Stations'
Picture"; Herbert Poole, Seattle,
"Selling Radios by Radio", and Ben
Tipp, Seattle, "My Experience in
Selling Diamonds with Radio".
According to present plans a
special broadcast has been arranged for the radio departmental
meeting through KOMO. Talks,
interspersed with popular nationally known programs, will be
heard.
On the committee with Mr. MacGregor are H. M. Feltis, sales
manager of KOMO; H. J. Quilliam,
manager, KIRO; Tom Schafer,
manager, KVOS, Bellingham,
Wash.; Harvey Wixson, manager,
KHQ, Spokane; T. W. Symons, Jr.,
manager, KFPY, Spokane; Norman Storm, commercial manager,
KOL, Seattle.

Stations

in

Shreveport

To Enter New Quarters
KWKH and KTBS, Shreveport,
La., will move into new studios
and offices, occupying the entire
second floor of the Commercial
Bank Building in Shreveport in
mid- July, according to John C.
McCormack, general manager.
The plans call for three studios
designed by Johns-Mansville sound
engineers. The floors, walls and
ceilings will be "floated" or "cushioned", so that no shock or sound
can be transmitted to them from
the building or from one studio to
another. The studio equipment will
be RCA high-fidelity. In addition
to three studios and two control
rooms there will be 10 offices, an
audition room, and accommodations for spectators. The entire
floor will be furnished in modernistic style and will be air-conditioned throughout.
BROADCASTING
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Editorially the
Scranton TIMES,

The Times

-0—0—0Performs a Public Service

IN complete harmony with its traditional
policy of service to the people The Scranton
Times was privileged to be the first to officially
and definitely announce to the public in this
section of the anthracite region that an agreement to raise the suspension order at the mines
had been reached. It was news of first importance to tens of thousands of mine workers
and hundreds of thousands of others indirectly
affected by the decision.
The Times was able to inform the anthracite
communities and relieve their suspense in spite
of the fact that the news came long after its
hours of publication. That was made possible
through an arrangement "with WGB1, Scranton's enterprising local^ commercial radio station. Within a moment or two of reception
of the news from its staff writer on the scene,
The Times released .the good tidings to WGB1
and they went out into the ether and into radio
receiving sets in thousands of homes up and
down the two valleys. To WGBI The Times
expresses its appreciation for a fine courtesy,

one of the most influential inland papers in the United
States, pays its respects to the WGBI
ideal ofice.public
There isservno
connection between
this Station and the
newspaper. No
charge was made
for the time involved.
Anthracite coal,
basic industry of
Lackawanna CounPenna.,of dictates
the ty,
lives
24,106
mine workers and
their families. Annual wages of 834.244,100 are paid —
approximately
$114,147 daily.
Any impending
suspension of work
that might cut off
that
daily
was
"news"
of wage
the highest degree.

WGBI brought that news to thousands of its listeners saving them tens of thousands
of dollars.
Thus Radio scored again!
WGBI is the only regional station serving Northeastern Pennsylvania and adjoining
New York State. Its studios and transmitter are located in Scranton, the third largest
city in Pennsylvania and the heart of the seventeenth largest Metropolitan area in
the United States.
National Advertisers using more than 17 stations cannot afford not to use WGBI.
Those using more than 2 stations in a regional campaign in Pennsylvania must, of
necessity, include WGBI. Practically all National advertisers using spots on a National basis are numbered among WGBI's fast-growing clientele.
installed new antenna system, including the latest type of vertical radiator,
insures maximum signal.

YOURS
FOR THE ASKING
You'll be interested
in the Survey Maps

Recent surveys prove conclusively that advertisers desiring
complete coverage in Northeastern Pennsylvania must use
WGBI.

made sincestallation
the
inof our
tem. Antenna Sysnew

Recently

Frank Megargee, President
Scranton Broadcasters, Incorporated,
Scranton, Pa.

Advertising
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FAY PATTEE has been appointed
assistant to Henry C. Maas, NBC
sales traffic manager in San Francisco, succeeding Fern McNeil, resigned. Miss Pattee was transferred
to her new post from the fan mail
department.
CHARLES FOLL, announcer at
KROW, Oakland, Cal., has announced
his engagement to Minnie Shank of
that city. The wedding is scheduled
for Aug. 16.
JAY SIMS, former NBC announcer
in San Francisco, early in June
joined the announcing staff of KEHE,
Los Angeles.
DARRELL DONNELL, news editor
of KYA, San Francisco, who recently signed his third contract with the
Hearst organization and is observing
his fifth year as a news broadcaster
and commentator, has taken on the
additional duties of radio editor of
the San Francisco Examiner, with
Frank Smith as his assistant. Donnell succeeds the late Oscar H. Fernbach.
SCOTT WEAKLEY, production
manager of KROW, Oakland, and
Dell Perry, staff pianist, have collaborated on writing a song entitled
"Since My Major Love Gave Me The
Gong",station
which June
got its
that
1. first airing over
HERB ALLEN, announcer of KYA,
San Francisco, has taken on the additional duties as editor of the sixweekly quarter-hour Sports Highlights of the Air.
WARD KEITH, program director of
W9XBY, Kansas City, narrowly escaped injury while changing tires
along a highway when another car
crashed into his machine. Keith leaped
in time but Bill Squyers, W9XBY
singer, suffered fractures of both legs.
JOSEPH BETZER, oldest announcer
on the staff of WEBR, Buffalo, has
been named chief announcer.
WALTER KNOBELOCH, formerly
of WCSC, Charleston, S. C, has
joined the announcing staff of WIS,
Columbia, S. C. Grame Fletcher,
formerly of WFBC, Greenville, S. C,
also has joined WIS.
GILBERT BAYEK, whose apprenticeship the past year has been served
at WPRO, Providence; WLBZ and
WABI, Bangor, Me.; and WLLH,
Lowell, Mass., has joined the announcing staff of WHDH, Boston.
SID SCHWARTZ, head of the publicity department of WNEW, Newark, is spending his honeymoon in
Havana.
BRUCE COLLIER, formerly of
Twentieth Century-Fox in Chicago,
has been named continuity editor of
KFYO, Lubbock, Tex.
HUGH WALTON and Taylor Grant,
announcers of WCAU, Philadelphia,
have composed six songs, two of
which, "I Live for You" and Heartbroken Melody" have been performed
on CBS. The other four are "Dream
On", "When I Make You Mrs. Me",
"Day Dreams" and "Now I Am Blue".
RALPH WONDERS, head of the
CBS Artists' Bureau, New York, arrived in Hollywood June 15 to open
a coast office for his department.

Charles
Atlantic
Best

Wakeman
City Award

News

Broadcasting

Free

Offer

STILL another "free offer" of
continuities from commercial interests came last month to stations
from the Save the Surface campaign, directed by Lenore Kent
with headquarters at 2201 New
York Ave., N. W., Washington,
D. C. The campaign is underwritten by the National Paint, Varnish
and Lacquer Association. If stations decide to try to sell the continuities to a local paint dealer or
manufacturer, Miss Kent suggests
she ought to be paid for the
scripts!

System

(Continued from page 72)

for

AGAIN recognizing oralnalism
jouralong
with other news
services, the Atlantic City Press
Club nual
at Headliners
its anFrolic June 30
awarded its gold
medal
for the
Mr. Wakeman best news broadcast of the year to Charles Wakeman, announcer of WJAS, Pittsburgh, for his broadcast over that
station and CBS of an eyewitness
account of the recent Johnstown
floods. Honorably mentioned with
Mr. Wakeman were Walter Glaus,
WJAS engineer, and Bob Moe,
CBS engineer.
Eight other awards for the best
newspaper, news reel, news photo
and magazine feats of the year
were made, with a half hour devoted to a broadcast of dramatizations of the events over CBS. The
radio award was accepted on behalf of Mr. Wakeman by Paul
White, CBS director of special
features.
Winners in the radio division
last year were NBC, for its first
stratosphere broadcasts, and CBS,
for its coverage of the Chicago
stockyards fire.
Mr. Wakeman entered radio
when he was only 16, having formerly been with American Broadcasting Co. in New York, handling
sports and special events. Himself
a former football, track and swimming star at Penn State, and
holder of several championships,
his specialty has been sports, and
he handles all such features for
CBS that emanate from Pittsburgh. In 1935 he was winner of
the H. P. Davis Memorial Announcers Award given annually by
the widow of the former radio
head of Westinghouse.
Another

Armstrong

Wins

BEST ANNOUNCER —
Kaufman (left), head of
ington agency bearing
presents 1936 trophy for
commercial announcer
Elliott, WJSV.

Henry J.
the Washhis name,
best local
to Larry

Larry Elliott Awarded
D. C. Announcing Prize
LARRY ELLIOTT, veteran announcer of WJSV, Washington
CBS key, was voted the best local
commercial announcer for 1936 in
the annual trophy contest conducted by Henry J. Kaufman Advertising, Washington agency handling
numerous local accounts. The two
runners up were Bill Coyle, who
won the prize last year, and Hugh
Mcllrevey, both on the staff of
NBC's stations WRC and WMAL.
Judges in the contest were John
Heiney, radio editor, Washington
Post; James Chinn, radio editor,
Washington Star; Jack Stone, radio editor, Washington Herald;
Carl Sprinkle, radio editor, Washington News; William D. Boutwell, U. S. Office of Education;
E. H. Reitze, president, Capitol
Radio Engineering Institute; Martin Codel, publisher, Broadcasting; Comdr. W. J. Ruble, U. S.
Navy; Maurice Lowell, WPA radio project; Dr. H. G. Dorsey, U.
S. Coast & Geodetic Survey.
Midcontinent Oil Series
MIDCONTINENT PETROLEUM
Co., Tulsa, Okla., has decided on
plans to broadcast a spot program, 15 minutes long, three days
a week, beginning early this fall.
Transcriptions will tell a romance
of newspaper life and the transcriptions have been arranged for
with the Chicago branch of the
Columbia Phonograph Co. The
name of the program will be Diamond City News and R. J. Potts
& Co., Kansas City, is the agency.
The new programs will be on the
air early evening hours during a
13-week contract.

and receivers are required for this
system? And what are their costs?
A 1,000 watt transmitter designed for amplitude modulation
calls for a peak-power tube capacity of 4,000 watts. Such a
transmitter, designed for frequency modulation, would be a
4,000 watt transmitter. In terms
of power rating and in terms of
dependably served area transmitter
frequency modulation costs
will befor
lower.
Receivers for the system will
require an increase in the number
of tubes over present good models
which have 12 or 14. Perhaps 16
or 18 will be called for. The
"bread-board" receiver used in
our recent IRE demonstration had
22 tubes, no effort having been
made during the development work
up to that time to economize. But,
there appears no thing which indicates that rjrices for the new receivers will fall far from prices
now in effect on our good or better tvpes of radios. If the expected
service is there the cost of the
tubes in the receiver is of wholly
secondary importance.
Prof. Armstrong hopes that he
can complete his 40,000-watt plant
late this fall and, thereafter, carry
through on the final stages of
what has been — for an individual
— an unusually elaborate, longdrawn, and extensive developmental program. He has expressed it
as his desire to provide for everyone in the industry an opportunity
to see for themselves what his system will do when operated as a
full scale model. Since his own
money goes into the project one is
left in no doubt concerning his
own convictions. As the radio industry well knows, he has been
right several times in the past. If
his expectations are realized what
then?
He believes that, as with the
D.C. and A.C. power systems of
days gone by, both the new and
the old may with small confusion
and great advantage work side by
side; that therein is sure to lie
great stimulation for the art and
the industry; that thereafter the
best system, or the best combination of systems will — as it should
— within a few years time prevail.
IN ITS June 15 story on Remington Rand's sponsorship of a new
program on a 51-station hookup
of regional networks, Broadcasting erred in stating that this comhas cancelled
its Five
Final pany
show
on WMCA
and Star
the
Inter-City Network. Broadcasting
regrets the error.

ARNOLD
MAGUIRE, continuity
editor of KFRC, San Francisco,
joins the production department of
NBC in that city on July 6. He
succeeds Almon D. Knowles, who was
associated with NBC for three years
as producer of various programs before moving to southern California.
REG DOUGLASS, chief announcer
of CKNX, Wingham, Ont., had to
quit writing the resume of a ball
game he was covering when a foul tip
caught him in the arm. Two minutes
later Howard Bedford, program director, who had taken up the task, had
his hat removed by a second foul
ball. Douglass has been carrying his
arm in a sling.
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WORK OF STUDENTS — Here are some of the examples of student participation in the CBS American
School of the Air, in connection with the art broad :asts, part of the nationwide CBS educational series.
BROADCASTING
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Celebrates

Opens

Sixteenth

Fine
Thursday

New

evening, August

building, one of the finest, most
New

York

America's Pioneer
Radio Broadcasting Station

Studio

20, 1936, WWJ

day. The feature of this program

buildings between

Anniversary

will celebrate its sixteenth birth-

will be the formal
modernly

Building

equipped

opening

of its new

studio

radio broadcasting

studio

and the Pacific coast.

Owned and Operated by
The Detroit News

SUNDAY, AUGUST 16, The Detroit News will publish a special Rotogrmure
Section announcing the birthday celebration and presenting features of WWJ's new
studio building. Make your space reservations for this special Rotogravure section
now1.
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COISTEST

IS BEGUN

BY GENERAL
MILLS
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis, during the week of June 22
started its first contest on the new
CBS daytime hour, five days a
week, calling it the Gold Medal
Nomination Sweepstakes. The contest seeks a new name for the program, tentatively titled Gold Medal
Hour.
The contest closes July 11.
With the exception of one insertion in the American Weekly the
contest is being promoted exclusively through the Gold Medal
Hour. In addition to submitting
a new name for the program the
sponsor is also asking that each
contestant check in the order of
preference the six programs that
make up the hour.
No limit as to number of entries
is made, but each must be accompanied by sales slip or receipt
showing the purchase of a package of any of the following Gold
Medal products: Wheaties, Bisquick, Gold Medal Kitchen Tested
Flour, Softassilk Cake Flour. The
Nomination Sweepstakes is being
merchandised in grocery stores by
window posters and other types of
posters that can be affixed on the
products promoted. Official entry
blanks are distributed exclusively
through local grocers.
A total of 357 prizes will be
awarded. Seven Graham Sedans
will be given to the first seven
winners; next 50 will receive a
Fairbanks-Morse refrigerator and
the next 300 will be given a Fairbanks-Morse table radio. BlackettSample - Hummert Inc., Chicago,
has the account.
Coverage

in

Carolinas

Offered by WIS - WPTF
With Combination Rate
CREATION of a combination rate,
both day and night, covering WIS,
Columbia, S. C, and WPTF,
Raleigh, N. C., whereby they will
be offered national advertisers for
intensive Carolina coverage, was
announced June 17 by the stations,
effective next month. Both are
represented nationally by Free,
Johns & Field Inc., with whom the
combination rate was worked out
in conferences in New York.
The night 15-minute joint rate
is $90 and the 9 to 6 p. m. rate is
$56 per 15 minutes and the early
morning rate (7 to 9 a. m.) $40.
The stations are under separate
ownership, WIS being owned by
Liberty Life Insurance Co., and
WPTF by the Durham Life Insurance Co. The sales plan contemplates minimum contracts of 15
minutes, and equal use of facilities on both stations, in the same
time classifications. Where necessary, wire lines will be provided.
WIS operates on 560 kc, with
5,000 watts day and 1,000 watts
night, while WPTF operates on
680 kc, in essentially the same
power classifications. The combination rate structure was devised
by G. Richard Shafto, manager of
WIS; Richard H. Mason, WPTF
manager, and H. Preston Peters,
F. J. & F. vice president in charge
of New York offices.
LUCIUS ROBERTSON, of the
NBC statistical department, won
slightly more than $1,000 in the
Irish Sweepstakes recently, and
Henry Heisel, of the RCA comptroller's department, won $2,200.
Page
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Cleveland
Organize

Media
Agency

It's Easy to Enter . . .
HERE'S WHAT YOU DO
4 Buy 1 package of any one of these
four
products: GOLD
MEDAL
"Kitchen-tested"
Flour, Wheaties,
Bisquick, Softasilk Cake Flour.
2 from
Be sure to get a sales slip or receipt
chase. your grocer showing your purListen to the Gold Medal Hour (see
list of stations at left) and vote for
the programs on that hour in ihe
order of your preference. Use space
ballot.
provided on reverse side of this

Recognition
Plan
Financial Responsibility and
Good Reputation Required
ALL MAJOR Cleveland advertising media have joined together to
set up standards for the recognition of advertising agencies in and
about Greater Cleveland. This step
has been taken to cooperate more
fully with established agencies, to
protect ments
their
and various
investand tointerests
assure the

*■ choose for the Gold Medal Hour in
HEAR THIS GOLD MEDALWCAO9 HOUR
FRIDAY ewer these STATIONS:
to 10o.ro.from
E.S.T.MONDAY THROUGH
11 lo 12 s u C.S.T.
9
1.i
10
»
the space
10
to
1
•
Hew
York
i.
P.S.T.
side
of this provided
ballot. on the reverse
WHAS
—— Louisville
WABC
KFPY — Spokane
WFBM
Indianapolis
Washington
WEAN — Providence
KMOX
—
St.
Louis
KV1
Tacoma
KOL
—
Seattle
WHEC
WTBL
Write
your
name
and address on the
WNAC — Boston
WCCO — Kansas
Minneapolis
WJSV Syracuse
Francisco
KMBC
Cily
Rochester
KHr'RC
OIN —— San
Porttar-d
ballot and mail with your sales slip
WDRC
—— Worcester
Hottford
KFBK
Sacramento
Cleveland
WHK
WORC
Omaha
KWO
—Stockton
KFAB
—
LincolnWADC — Akron
WOKO— Albany
(see No.tion2)Sweepstakes,
to. Gold Medal
NominaMinneapolis,
WTCRC — Cincinni
KM1
Fresno
KERN
—— Bakersfletd
WCAU
KDB
Santa
Barbara
WJAS —— Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Minn.
Your
entry
must
postKHI
—
Los
Angeles
WJR
—Detroit
WBBM
—
Chicago
marked on or before July 11,be 1936.
KGB — San Diego
WGR — Buffalo
For further details on Judging and Awarding of Prizes, etc., See Rules on Reverse Side over

advertising media of Cleveland that
they will no longer be pressed for
recognition by so - called chiselers,
agencies of l-ittle experience or financial standing, and the so-called
one-desk, one-man outfits.
Participating in this venture,
which is known as the Cleveland
Media Group, are the four broadcasting stations, WGAR, WHK,
WTAM and WJAY; the three
daily newspapers, The Cleveland
Press, The Cleveland Plain Dealer
and The Cleveland News, The
Central Outdoor Adv. Co. and The
Stearn Street Car Adv. Co.

SEDANS
The Graham Suptrcbareci
rtriliing \j
beauty,/vbrilliant
performance, d
am
ah
g comfort,styleand leadei
Acknowteducd
liyhtful
BUrpr"*"
finish. "Touch-Open" door. Equipchampion.
SwepstakesCalifornia
winner in 3A2
the classic
Cilmore-Yoscmitc.
d w'i h exclusive
shelvedgivesdoor"Conservador"
behind con-I he
Economy
Contest
overwhelming
a fieldmilestheof —mainan peInner
door
greater
20 contestants
in alla classes,
including
vwhich
eniencfeet
e, greaterstorage
economy.
Has
smallest
cars,
with
new
high
record
ol
9,4
net
cubic
capacity.
26.ftrt
miles
per
Ballon
carrying
five
passengcrsand
lugg:ige.
You willyou never
know
Quiet.
ical tool 106operate.
what
a
car
can
do
unlit
shall
have
Crowning
achievement
ycai
driven
a GrahamdealerSupercharger.
Your 0[ AVERAGE
progressive cngineerinK.
nearest Graham
will eladly arrange
RETAIL VALUE
atrlaldr.veforyou.
$175.00

ofFfneAmii«
police
ships Mynamicspea
at seaWith— marvelouscalls,performance.
specialIter
FairbanksMorse
and octal base lubes.

PICKING A NAME — General Mills is distributing these ballots and
entry blanks for the Gold Medal Nomination Sweepstakes.
BRAIN
WMBD

TEASERS

AS

SALESMEN

Finds Public and Sponsor Fond of Questions
And Answers;

Prizes Given Winners
the announcer reads the list of
By GOMER BATH
WMBD, Peoria, 111.
questions used and gives the correct answers. She also gives names
UNUSUAL audience interest in
of winners of the previous contest.
Judges grade contestants 75%
two series of anon
their correctness in answering
nouncers' contests
led to the d e questions, 10% on promptness and
v e 1 o pment o f
15% on clearness of voice and
Brain Teasers by
good personality. It was found necWMBD, Peoria,
essary to stress promptness in order to keep the program running
111. This halfat a good tempo.
hour feature, forReaction of the audience has been
merly three times
seen in several ways. There have
Mr. Bath
always been more than enough
a week and now
twice weekly, has kept a city audipersons volunteering to take part
ence of 115,000 and the surroundin the contests, probably more for
ing community talking for nine
the
enjoyment of it than for the
months. It has been sponsored the
chance of winning a prize. Any
entire time by Brooks Apparel
errors broadcast during these
Store for Men and Women.
periods have always brought a
The program is a contest, based
great mail and telephone response.
on the idea of questioning the ordiQuestions have been submitted in
nary man and woman before the
such
quantities that building the
microphone. At the beginning, a
contest has never been a problem.
few announcements brought the
The Brain Teasers are composed
names of a great many who made
of
questions which require quick
application to enter the contest.
thinking and a good memory as
Actual contestants were selected
well as "catch questions". The latfrom this list, as nearly as possiter are frequently misunderstood
ble in the order of their applicaby the audience and it has retion, but always to inclttde three
quired the work of three telephone
men and three women in each halfoperators for an hour or two to
hour contest.
explain after some of the broadEach contestant is given a little
casts. Questions which really test
less than five minutes before the
the knowledge of contestants have
microphone, simply following the
proved popular.
directions and answering the quesThe Brain Teasers have the eletions of the announcer who conment of freshness since each conducts the contest. At the conclutest brings a new set of questions
sion of the quiz, the contestant is
and six new personalities to the
asked to read a piece of commermicrophone. Humorous situations
cial continuity for the advertiser.
develop spontaneously but the anContestant has had this continuity
nouncer is careful not to embarfor a half hour so that he may
rass or "make fun of" the constudy it and do it full justice. The
testant. The cost of the program
advertising thus done by the conis the cost of prizes. Florence
testants is practically all that apPearson, member of the WMBD
pears on the program.
sales staff, originated and conAudience Reaction
ducts successfully the Brain Teaser
series.
THE advertiser offers in each
contest a $5 merchandise certificate as first prize and a $2.50 cerZENITH RADIO Corp. bid of
tificate as second prize. One dol$410,000 for the property of the
lar merchandise certificates are ofbankrupt Grigsby - Grunow Co.,
fered to listeners who submit quesChicago, was accepted June 17 by
tions which merit use in the conthe referee in bankruptcy on rectests.
ommendation of creditors and
bondholders. .
At the conclusion of the contest

BROADCASTING

Basic Requirements
A SUCCESSION of meetings held
during the past three months for
the purpose of organization were
necessary to outline the requisites
for agency recognition. These requisites, in the main, are:
1. That the principles of the
agency must be of good reputation,
with advertising experience and
ability.
....
2. That the financial statement
of the agency must be satisfactory
and continuously satisfactory.
3. That the agency assumes full
responsibility for payment of all
advertising bills.
4. That the agency shall be an
independent contractor, without
any direct affiliation with any of
his clients and with no financial
interest in his agency by any of
his clients.
A committee representing each
of the four media comprises the
executive committee of the Media
Group. These are John F. Patt
of WGAR for radio; F. N. McGehee of The Cleveland Press for
newspaper, Brown Irish of The
Central Outdoor Adv. Co. for outdoor advertising, and Paul Hines
of The Stearn Street Car Adv.
Co. for car cards. They, however,
simply meet to harmonize the collective viewpoints of the four media groups and are in no way empowered to make
binding1
their groups.
Eachdecisions
group may
act
separately,
but soonfar
all four
media have agreed
which
agencies
shall be recognized and which agencies shall be denied recognition.
The Cleveland Media Group has
executive offices at 1180 Union
Trust Bldg. and Jules Eshner of
that office is acting as coordinator.

Star Brewery on Four
STAR BREWERY, Vancouver,
Wash. (Hop Gold beer) is sponsorStanformer player,
Grayson,football
ing
fordBobby
All-American
in a weekly quarter-hour sports
news program on KOIN, Portland;
KOL, Seattle; KVI, Tacoma;
KFPY, Spokane. The program is
keyed from KOIN.
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FCC

in

Grants

Half
22

Year

Stations

New Broadcasters This Year
In the 100-watt Classification
CONSTRUCTION permits to
erect 22 new broadcasting stations, all in the 100 watt or daytime category, have been issued by
the FCC during the six months
from Jan. 1 to July 1, the records
reveal. Some of the grants were
made without hearings and some
upon recommendation of Commission examiners after hearing. All
grants were under the FCC's
broad authority to license new
locals in communities deemed to
require such service under the
amended radio law — an authority
that has been broadened substantially with the repeal in June of
the Davis Amendment, eliminating zones and quota.
Following are the stations authorized for construction (these
should be added to the 1936
Broadcasting Year Book listings) ;U indicates unlimited time,
and D daytime:
KBST, Big Spring, Tex. — Big Spring
Herald Broadcasting Co., 100 w. U on
1500 kc.
KPLT, Paris, Tex. — North Texas Broadcasting Co., (Paris News) 100 w D on
1500 kc.
KRBC. Abilene, Tex. — Reporter Broadcasting Co. (Abilene Reporter), 100 w.
U on 1420 kc.
KRRV. Sherman, Tex.— Red River Valley Broadcasting Corp. (Sherman Democrat), 100 w. D on 1310 kc.
KEUB, Price, Utah — Eastern Utah Broadcasting Co. (Sam G. Weiss), 100 w. U
on 1420 kc.
KUTA, Salt Lake City— Utah Broadcasting Co. (C. Carman, David G. Smith
and Grant Wrathall), 100 w. U on
1500 kc.
KANS,
Kan.—
100 w. Wichita,
U on 1210
kc. Charles C. Theis,
KDNC, Lewiston, Mont. — Democrat-News
Co. Inc. — 100 w. U on 1200 kc.
KVCV, Redding, Cal. — Golden Empire
Broadcasting Co. (William Schield, Harold Smithson and Sidney R. Lewis),
100 w. U on 1200 kc.
WAYX, Waycross, Ga. — Waycross Broadcasting Co. (E. F. and S. F. Sapp),
100 w. U on 1200 kc.
WFOY, St. Augustine, Fla. — Fountain of
Youth Properties Inc., 100 w. U on
1210 kc.
WJNO, West Palm Beach, Fla.— Hazlewood Inc., 100 w. U on 1200 kc.
WGRC, New Albany, Ind. — Northside
Broadcasting Corp., 250 w. D on 1370
kc.
WJRD, Tuscaloosa, Ala. — James R. Doss
Jr., 100 w. D on 1200 kc.
WLIN, Middleboro, Ky. — Lincoln Memorial
University, Harrogate, Tenn., 100 w.
U on 1210 kc.
WMIN, St. Paul, Minn. — Edward Hoffman, 100 w. U on 1370 kc.
WNLC, New London, Conn. — Thames
Broadcasting Corp., 100 w. D on 1500
kc.
WBLY,
Lima,
— Herbert Lee Blye, 100
w. D on
1210O.kc.
WDWS, Champaign, 111. — C hampaign
News-Gazette Inc. 100 w. D on 1370
kc.
WAPO, Chattanooga, Tenn. — W. A. Patterson, 100 w. D on 1420 kc.
WSPG, Portland, Me. — Portland Broadcasting System Inc. (Portland PressHerald) , 500 w to local sunset on 640
kc.
NEW, Valley City, N. D. (call letters unassigned) — George B. Bairey, 100 w. U
on 1500 kc. (Granted June 20).

Towering
the

Now King-Trendle Corp.
JOHN H. KUNSKY, vice president of the Kunsky-Trendle Broadcasting Corp., having recently
changed his name legally to John
H. King, the company's name is
now the King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp. King - Trendle operates
WXYZ, Detroit; WOOD - WASH,
Grand Rapids, and the Michigan
Network, as well as various Michigan theaters. H. Allen Campbell
is general manager.
BROADCASTING
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WM
Radio

Station of the Commercial

Most
in

efficient

the

FIRST

CHOICE

Mid
OF THE

Appeal

station
-

NATIONAL

South
ADVERTISER

Portions of the six states covered by this newer, finer
service are estimated to have a population of 3,410,499
and a consumer income for the next six months 26%
greater than the average for the past three years.
Entirely new plant ready for operation about September 1.

WM€

-

MEMPHIS

"Down in Dixie"
Studio and Executive Offices: Hotel Gayoso
Cover the ENTIRE territory for less than half of the
cost of spotting the area on smaller stations.
Through

its affiliation with the Commercial

Increased
Coverage

Appeal
Outstanding

(the South's Greatest Newspaper) WMC has established a reputation for interesting features, news
scoops, and balanced entertainment that has built its
program preference to more than 4 times as great as
its nearest rival.

Results

NBC

For high fidelity, uniform dependability, daily publicity and showmanship
WMC GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR
ADVERTISING DOLLAR

RADIO

MARKET

MASTER

OF

Outlet

Popular
Features

THE

Local

MID-SOUTH

Wider

E. KATZ,

Mid-South
Special Representative
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Studio

Programs
Available
for
National
(Based on questionnaire returns from broadcasting stations)

IDAHO

ALABAMA
PREV.
SPONS.

TYPE

Montgomery
WSFA
Hymns in Rhythm
Radio Highlights

TITLE

Yes Sky Pilots
Yes What's On Your Air

Eve.

TIME

11 a.m., 6 p.m.

ARKANSAS
El Dorado
KELD

News
Instr., Singing

Favetteville
KUOA Hillbilly
News
Hot Springs
Hillbilly
KTHS
Hymns, History
Jonesboro
KBTM
Bulletins
Organ, Vocal, Violin
'<■■'
Little Rock
KARK
News
Street

Yes News From Everywhere
Yes Johnnie Harvey's Cowboys
Ozark Mountaineers
Views & Reviews

7:30 a.m., 6.30 p.m.
7:45 a.m., 6 p.m.
5:45 p.m.
10:30 a.m.

Yes Barn Dance, Var. Show
No Sunday Aft. Hymn Sing

Thurs. 9:15 p.m.
Sun. 5 p.m.

No

Police News
Organettes

10:45 a.m.
5:45 p.m.

News Reporter
Yes Man on the Street

912:15
p.m. p.m.

No

CALIFORNIA
Berkeley
KRE

Yes Your Baby's Birthday
Yes Inspiration Time
Yes Al & Molly
School Kids

Baby Welcome
Unpublished Songs
Long Beach
Comedy
KFOX
Comedy, Music
Los Angeles
Home Economics
KEHE
Child
Drama
if KFAC
Drama
KFWB
Amateur
Drama
Monterey
KDON
Local Events
Sports
Oakland
KROW
Infor. Interviews
Mystery Singer
Sacramento
Variety
KFBK
Girl Blues Singer
San Bernardino
KFXM Drama
Hillbillie
San Francisco
KGGC
Women's Club
High School Variety

Yes

Hostesses of Air
Story Man
Yes
Verdict
Tom Brown
No Jury's
Yes Amateur
HiJinks
No Who
Date Book of the Air
Sport HiLites
Man on Street
No
Yes The Ne'er Do Well
No Musical Caravan
No Rhythm & Romance
No Studio Players
No Apple Jack & Co.
Fiesta
No
Yes Student's Hour
No
No

Wed., Sun. 6 p.m
Tues. 5:45 p.m.
67 Weekly
Weekly
4:30
2 p.m.p.m.
57 Weekly
p.m.
Fri. 7:15 p.m.
Tues. 8 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
6:45
5 p.m.p.m.
Wed. 8-8:30 p.m.
Thurs. 7-7:15
Thurs. 7:30 p.m.
2:30
July p.m.
At Once

Greeley
KFKA

News
Piano, Vocal
Semi-Classical Music
Western History Drama

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Old Time Harmony
Cowgirl Singer

Yes Lois & Joe
Yes Esther Gibson

News Service
Song-a-Day Songfellow
Organ-Piano Concert
Nuggets of the Rockies

On the Hour
10:45 a. m.
Fri. 9 p.m.
12:15-12:30 p.m.
6:15-6:30 p.m.

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport
WICC
Hartford
WDRC

Oldtime Songs
Ballad, Duets
Youth
Drama

New Britain
WNBC
Script & Song
Instrumental
New Haven
WELI
Child Variety
Mixed Quartet Ballads

Yes Memory Song Man
Anne-Marie-Robert
Yes Young Folks Program
No Metropolitan Players
No
No

Juvenile With Prof. Ralph
Ballad Singers

DISTRICT
Washington
WJSV Commentator
Farm
WOL
Sports Review
News

Paris Bros., Bob Jones
Arcadian Serenaders

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

OF

Sat. 9:30 p.m.
Tues. 10:30 p.m.
Eve
Eve
Sat. 11-11:30 a.m.
Thurs. 7:30 p nv

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Movie News Reporter
Paul, Mary & Johnny
Kiddie Kabaret
Man in Street
Hazel Slusser
Southerners
Kingston's
WTAL BarnRadio
DanceAmateurs
Kay Dean on Market Sq.
Grank Grasso & Orch.

WCFL

Two Weekly
6:30 a.m.
6 p.m. p.m.
12:15

Morn, or Eve.
Morn, or Eve.
Sat.
M-W-F10-10:30
12:30 a.m.
p.m
T, T, S.,7:30
Noon
Thurs.
p.m.
1 Hour
1 Hour
M-W-F 10 &
10:30
Fridaysa.m.

PREV.
SPONS.

Novelty TYPE

Circus Sideshow of Air

News
Child

No
Yes

KID
the Air
KID News
Kiddie O'Klub

Popular Dance
Old-time
Dance

Yes Ambassadors
Yes Bar M Ranchhands

Rhythm, Comedy
Questions
Mundelein Players
Variety
WPA Players

Organ
Musical Variety
Musical Concert
Feminine Partic.
WJJD
Young Men, Women
WMAQ
Serial Drama
WLS
Orch., Quart., Solo
Child Drama
Women's Drama
Variety
East St. Louis
WTMV
Hourly News
WEBQ
Harrisburg
Variety
Barn Dance

Quincy
WTAD
Rockford
WROK
Tuscola
WDZ

Peoria
News
Questions
Hillbilly
Music, Variety

No Answer Man
Partic Red Hot & Low Down
No Adven. of Sally Ann
No Happened on State St.
No Jamboree
No Jesse Crawford
No Melodies in Sky
No Attilio Baggiore Orch.
Woman's Exchange
Yes High School Hour
Yes Virginia Lee & Sunbeam
Melody Parade
No Flying Time
No Dan Harding's Wife
Yes News
Yes Shut-in Hour
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Hay-Loft Hi-Jinks
Radio Nite-Club
Brain Teaser
The Snooper

Abilene
KFBI
Hutchinson
KWBG
Kansas City
WLBF

Ashland
WCMI
Louisville
WHAS

2-3
p.m. Daily
3 Weeklv
Daytime
30 min.
15 min.
Sat. 5:30-6 p.m.
Sat. 5-5:30 p.m.
Sun. 9 p.m.
Tues. 9 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
Sat.
a.m.
11:45 10a.m.
12:15 Noon
5-5:15
p.m.
9-9:15 a.m.
Every
Hour
1:30 p.m.
Fri. 10-12 p.m.
Mon. Wed. 10 p.m.

Barn Dance
Dramatic

Yes Rock River Barn Dance
No Little Theater of Air

Wed.
9-10 p.m.
p.m.
Sun. 8:30

Feminine
General

Yes
Their Birthday
Majesties Party
the Babies
No WDZ

9:45 a.m.
2 p.m.

Juvenile (adult appeal)
Communities
Orchestra, Vocal
Organ, Piano, Violin
Modern Barn Dance
Harmony Team

Yes Your
Children's
Town Hour

Sat. 110p.m.
a.m.
Fri.

No

Bob Shreve Orch.
Duke & Hop
Duchess
Yes Hoosier
Yes Sunshine Boys
Yes
No
Yes Willobys at Stoney Brook
Rhythmats

M,W,F, 10:30 p.m.
M,W,F, 6:30 p.m.

IOWA
Remote
Script
News
Play-by-play

Yes
No
No
No

12:15 p.m.
Any Open Spot
2-4 p.m.
12:15
p.m.

Kiddy Hour
Musical

No Sunbonnet Sue
Yes Interstate Trio

4:30 p.m
7 a.m.

Inquiring Microphone
Family Foursome
Noon News
Chicago Baseball
KANSAS

Guess the Title
Yes After Supper Gang
Yes
Yes Wrestling Matches
Yes Hourly News
No Crime Patrol

Popular
Old Time Music
Dance
News
Sports
Drama

Variety
Vocal, Poems, Organ
Variety
Dialogue

New Orleans Comedy
WWL
Fireside

WRDO
Augusta

5 p.m.
Tue.-Sat.
9 p.m.
Fri. 9 p.m.

4:15 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

Terre Haute
WBOW
Song Team, Script
Orch., Harmony
Davenport
WOC
Dubuque
WKBB

30 Min.
9:45 p.m.

Yes Go Around
Yes Lem & Luther

NoINDIANA
Elkhart
WTRC
Fort Wayne

TIME

ILLINOIS

WGN

Peoria
WMBD

TITLE

Yes

WENR

WIBW
Topeka

FLORIDA
Jacksonville
WJAX
Movie Review
Instr., Vocal Trio
Miami
Child
WQAM
Remote
St. Petersburg
WSUN
Solo, Instr.
Oreh.
Tallahassee
WTAL
Amateur
Barn Dance
Tampa
Partic
WFLA
Orchestra

Chicago
WAAF

Tues. 5:45 p.m.

COLUMBIA

Maybelle Jennings
Our Senator
Today in Sports
Transradio

Boise
KIDO
Idaho Falls
KID
Twin Falls
KTFI

WGL
WOWO

COLORADO
Denver
KFELKVOD
KLZ

Sponsorship

Popular
Child Vocal

To Suit
T, evening
T 10Hour
p.m.
Every
3 15-min. in

KENTUCKY
Yes Twilight Reveries
Yes Variety Show
No Greetings From Old Kentucky
No Jackson Family
LOUISIANA
Yes Home Folks
No Harlem Shopping Tour

MAINE
Yes Lilyan Dawne & Songs
Yes
Aunt onPansy's
(Continued
page Club
90)

6-6:15 p.m.
8-8:30 p.m.
Wed. 7:30 p.m.
7:30 a.m.

8:30 a.m.
2 p.m.
Sun. Noon
Eve.
Advertising
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Studio

Programs
Available
for
National
(Based on questionnaire returns from broadcasting stations)
(Continued from page 88)

MONTANA

MARYLAND
PREV.
SPONS.

TYPE

Baltimore
WBAL

Drama
Amateur
Musical
Bridge Talk
Song, Talk Duo
Ballads
Hillbilly
Popular Music

WCAO
WFBR
Cumberland
WTBO

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

TIME

TITLE

The O'Days
Calling All Stars
Bolek Musicale
Talks on Contract
Civic Calendar
Phil Crist
Sleepy Valley
Rudy Sullivan

6:20 12:30 p.m.
Fri.
Wed. p.m.
Tues
Sun. .p.m.
12:30 p.m.
9 a.m.
To Suit
Mon . 7:30 p.m.
Sun. 3:30 p.m.

MASSACHUSETTS

Boston
WEEI

Variety
Old-time Sing
Variety
Sports
Script
Script
French
Portuguese

WMEX
Yankee
Network
Fall River
WSAR

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

The Goofs
The Get-Together
Harper's Varieties
Today's Winners
The Hemingways
Marriage Clinic
Franco-American Hour
Azorean Hour

^nl" \J n ri n
Wed. 7:30 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.
U>OU [J, III.
3 Weekly 15 min.
Weekly Half-hour
Fri. 7 p.m.
Sun. 6 p.m.

MICHIGAN
Battle Creek
WELL
Reminiscences
Speech
Detroit
CKLW
Feminine
Humor, Music
WJBK
Commentator
Magic
Child
WJR
Hillbilly
WXYZ
Poetry, Music
Novelty Songs
Flint
WFDF
Amateur
Movie News
Grand Rapids
Hillbilly
WOOD
Tenor, Piano, Guitar
Ironwood
WJMS
Music, Poetry
Recordings
Lansing
Hillbilly
WJIM
Phone Request
Jackson
WIBM
Hillbilly comedy
Baritone, Organ
Kalamazoo
WKZO
Street Interview
Music Question Box

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

8:15 p.m.
News Once Was
Lost & Found
7 p.m.
Home Beautiful
.ou a.m.
Daily
8 a.m.
Happy Joe Frolic
Billy Repaid's News Comment t :oU p.m.
Chandu
4:30 p.m.
Uncle Neal's Safety Club
Michigan Mountaineers
5 p.m.
Wandering Vagabonds
Any Time
Girl Friends
Any Time
Talent Quest
Tues.
8:30 p.m.
5-30
p.m.
Yes
Yes Hollywood Reporter
Yes Log Cabin Four
Morn, or Night
Morn, or Night
Yes Kroger Presents
No Musical Miniatures
Sun. 1 p.m.
No Birthday Party of the Air
5:15 p.m.
Yes Zeb Turner's Mountain Men
Night
Yes Earle Parchman
Yes
Rhythm Rangers
Yes Lavender & Old Lace

Open
PVi
1 0 n week
m
3}^ hrs.
ril.
lu p.m.

Yes Inquiring Reporter
Yes Eddie Makins
MINNESOTA

Minneapolis
wcco

Variety
Male Quartet, Instr.

WTCN

Trio, Solo, M.C.

Rochester
KROC

Quartet, String Trio

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Cross-Roads Party
Four Horsemen
Newsroom
Amanda Snow's Revue
Musical Mom. in History

6:45 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
9 p.m.

MISSISSIPPI
Jackson
WJDX

Minstrel
Choir, Sermon

Kosciusko
WHEF

Barn Dance
Amateur

Laurel
WAML

Organ
Teddy Jones Orch.

Columbia
KFRU
Joplin
WMBH
Kansas City
WHB
W9XBY
St. Jospeh
KFEQ
St. Louis
KMOX
KSD
WIL

Page

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Sunshine Minstrel
Radio Gospel Voice
WHEF Barn Dance
Radio Talent Discovery

Sat. 7 p.m.
Sun. 3 p.m.
Thurs. Eve.
Sun. 3 p.m.

Organ Melodies
Danceable Melodies

12:15-12:45 p.m.
Sun. 3:30 p.m.

MISSOURI
Yes
Rural Comedy
General Store
Yes Baseball
Baseball
Games
Yes
Music, Prizes
Mystic Melodies
Yes Sports Flashes
Sports Roundup
Yes WHB Staff Frolic
Variety
News
Yes John Cameron Swayze
Wagon Opera
Old-time Music, Dia- No Chuck
logue Cowboy Singer Yes Colorado Pete
No
Hawaiian
Dixie's Hawaiians
Minstrel
No Minstrel Show
Dramatic
No True Detective Stories
Yes Dream Avenue
Music, Narrator
Dramatic
Yes Where to Go Tonight
Musical
Cameo of Modern Song
Yes Birthday Bells
Child Birthday
Yes
Musical Sports Revue
Today's Sports

90
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Sponsorship

fat nFnlla
Ulfir KFBB
Col
alls
Missoula
KGVO

Grand Forks
KFJM
Lincoln
KFAB
Norfolk
WJAG
Omaha
KOIL
WOW

12 noon
12:30 p.m.
Day
8:15 a.m.
Opt.
Night
12 noon
9:35 p.m.
8 a.m.p.m.
3:30

PREV.
SPONS.
TITLE
Breakfast
Club
Yes

Amateur
Drama

No

Drama Thriller
Youth
Homey
Variety
Kids, Dogs
Markets, News
Man in Street
Variety
Tenor, Organ
Novelty
Questions Harmony

Atlantic City
WPG
Newark
WNEW
Trenton
WTNJ

Child Amateur
Boys
Variety
Sketch
Street
Poetry, Organ

KGVO Amateur Hour
Treasure Trails

German Music
Drama
Remote
Sports resume
Woman's Hour
Child
Variety

WEBR
New York
WOR
WOV
Plattsburg
WMFF

Speaker
Oldtime Orch.
Baseball Play-by-play

Rochester
WHAM

Orphanage Talent
Orch., M. C.
Audience Commentator
Singing
Mystery

WHEC
Schenectady
WGY
Male
Quartet
Minstrel
Show
Syracuse
WSYR
Irish Tenor
Harmony Team
Utica
WIBX
Dramatic
General Infor.
White
Plains
WFAS
Orchestra
Juvenile
Charlotte
WBT
Greensboro
WBIG
Raleigh
WPTF
Rocky
WEEDMount
Wilmington

Man
No Story
Miles Grina's Birth. Club
Yes Neighborville Folks
No Kennel Klub
Partic Radio Family
Voice of Street
Yes Ken & Eddie
Yes All Aces
Curiosity Club
Yes Helen & Three Notes..
No
NEW
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bismarck
KFYR
Fargo
WDAY
Minot
KLPM

Akron
WJW
Cincinnati
WCPO

No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Sports
Homemaking

Tues.,
Mon. 8p.m.
p.m.

11:15 a.m.
5:30 p.m.
4-5 p.m.
Sun. 2:30 p.m.
12:15 p.m.
10:15 a.m.
5-5:15 p.m.
10:30 a.m.,
Open
Open

JERSEY
WPG Kiddies Revue
Home Sweet Home

Sun. 2 p.m.

Junior G-Men
Alan Courtney's Joymakers
Public Speaks
Enchanting Moments

5 p.m.p.m.
5:30
11:30 a.m.
Sat.p.m.
4:30 p.m.
9:15 a.m.

YORK

Little German Band
Nine O'Clock Show
Baseball
Sports Highlights, Races
Martha Deane
Uncle Don
In
HansPsychologist's
& Harry Office
Mountain Music Makers
At the Bleachers
Children Can Conquer
WHAM & Egg Club
Let's AU Sing
Roch. Merry-go-Round

Yes The Upstarters
No Magnolia & Sunflower Minstrels
Yes Paul
No
Red &O'Tree
Marion
No Our Neighborhood
Partic Information
No Swingtime
Yes WFAS Junior League

NORTH
Informal song, talk
Yes
No
Hymns, Readings
Yes
String
Partic Band Contest
Yes
Women
Yes
Politics
Yes
Hillbilly
Variety

TIM R
o— o.ou p.m.

No
NEBRASKA
No

NEW
Buffalo
WBNY

WMFD
1 p.m. Sun.
Thurs.,
11:45 a.m.
5:55 p.m.
33 Daily
p.m.

TYPE
Crpnuinp TTillhillv

Sat. 10 p.m.
9 p.m.
4-3-Sun.
55, p.m.
6 & 9:15 p.m.
2 p.m., 11:45 a.m.
(Sat.)
69:45
p.m.a.m.
10 a.m.
Sat. 1 p.m.
No"
Sun. 3 p.m.
Late Aft., Sat. a.m.
Fri. 7:30 p.m.
Sat. 8:30 p.m.
Eve.
Open
Eve.
Open
T,11 T,
a.m.7:45 p.m.
Sun. 6:45 p.m.
Sat. 4:15 p.m.

CAROLINA
Sing,
It's Good
for You
Meditation
Hour
Carolina Jamboree
Sat. Night
Greetings, This is Another Day 6:30-8:30 a.m.
Woman's Promenade
Mag. of Air
37:30
weekly
Political
p.m. a.m.

No Sat. Night Jubilee
No
Yes Sports Revue
No Studio Jamboree
Musical Kitchen

NORTH
DAKOTA
Yes
Prof.
Sauerkraut Band
German Band
No Studio Reporter
Radio Stars Info.
No Memory Lane
Poetry, Organ
Yes WDAY Barn Dance
Barn Dance
Musical Scrapbook
Poems, Organ
Foreign Lang.
Yes Norse Hour
OHIO
No
WJW Trading Post
Loan,
Music, Borrow,
Poetry Give
No When Day Is Done
Interviews Yes Man on the Street
Legal
No Unusual Lawsuits
(Continued on page 92)
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• Broadcast

Sat. night
6 p.m.6 p.m.
Sat.
10 a.m.

Noon
10:30 a.m.
9:30 8:30
a.m. p.m.
Sat.
6:45 p.m.
Wed. 6:30 p.m.

11:45 a.m.
On
Req.
10 p.m.
On
Req.

Advertising

NATIONAL

CONVENTION
THE

AT
STEVENS

THE

STEVENS

WELCOMES

THE

to its delightful air-conditioned
and Grand

BROADCASTERS'

OF

ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL

convention

•

JULY

ASSOCIATION

OF

BROADCASTERS

quarters — air-conditioned

Ballroom, dining rooms, lounges and

6-7-8

meeting

rooms

lobby. Its private rooms — all out-

side rooms — swept by cool LakeMichigan breezes, offer perfect rest,day and night.On
Michigan Boulevard at Grant Park, The Stevens is in the center of downtown Chicago.
m

A friendly management
Added

and staff welcomes

Features That Make

you during the convention

Your

Stevens

and at all times.

Visit Long-Remembered

• All outside rooms,each with running ice water
• Floor clerk on each floor

• Billiard room and bowling alleys

• Inspiring roof promenade and view of 3 states
• Fairyland for the kiddies
• Delicious meals — famous chefs

• Gray Line sight-seeing tours start at The Stevens
• Railroad, airline, theatre ticket offices in Lobby

• Library and reading room

• A few minutes' walk to the Art Institute, Adler
Planetarium, Field Museum, Shedd Aquarium

• Ladies' Bridge Luncheons daily

Stevens rates start at $2.50, with bath, for One — $4.00 for Two
HOME OF THE CONTINENTAL ROOM
Chicago's Most Intimate Dinner and Supper Dancing Room

Overnight parking, 50c
— garage with pickup
and delivery, 75c.
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Studio

OHIO — (Continued)
PREV.
TYPE
SPONS.
TITLE
Yes Upstairs
Boy, Girl Songs
Yes Dick Bray
Scores, Sports Gossip
Dramatic
No Waterfront Wayside
Music, Drama
No Darktown Meetin'
Advice to Unhappy
Yes Guide to Happiness
Hillbilly
Yes Hickreenuts
Musical
No Reflections
Variety
No The Curtain Rises
News
Yes
Here-There-Everywhere
Drama
Yes Your Neighbors
Hillbilly
Yes Pie Plant Pete
Novelty Orch.
Stubby Gordon's Novelette
Novelty
No Early Birds
Homemakers
Yes Homemakers Club
Man in Street
Yes Inq. Reporter
Local news
No WCOL Police Reporter
The Word Man
Organ Reader
Trio, Script
Barber Shop Meloders
Yes News & Views
Sports
Yes News
News

WKRC
WLW
Cleveland
WGAR
WHK
WJAY
WTAM
Columbus
WBNS
WCOL
WHKC
Dayton
WHIO
Portsmouth
WPAY
Ada
KADA
Ardmore

Barn Dance
Street Interview

No Musical Farm Hands
Yes Man on Square
OKLAHOMA

Auto
VarietyRemote Interv.
Drama
Child Amateur
Art Haines Band
Dixie Mountaineers
Dialogue
Talking
Life in Ozarks

Shawnee
KGFF
Tulsa
KTUL
KVOO

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Highway Pickups
Kadadid Frolic
KVSO Theatre of Air
Kiddie Parade
String Band
String Band
Agnes & Al
Lost & Found
Bill & Mary

Amateur
Hillbilly
(audience makeup)
Dramatized News
Community Sing
Hawaiian
Child Educ.

Portland
KEX
KOIN
Roseburg
KRNR

No Oregonian on Review
Yes Everybody Sing
To Isle of Dreams
Net.
Yes Save a Life Club
No Station Master
No Ounce of Prevention
PENNSYLVANIA

Comedy Drama
Health

Erie
WLEU
Johnstown
WJAC

Transcribed
Voice, Music

Philadelphia
WCAU
WIP
WTEL
Pittsburgh
KQV
WJAS

Yes
Yes Chet's
KOOS Show
Ramblers

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Hymns
Music
Daily Hymns
Revue
Minstrel
Romantic Variety
Ringside Descrip.
Organ, Poetry
Rhythm,
Hillbilly Song
Variety
Gossip

Club Gorgeous
Old Philosopher
Little Village Choir
Druckenmiller Trio
Singing Parson
Savitt Serenade
Rupert
Aperitif George's Minstrels
Wrestling Bouts
Console Rises
Well-dressed Man
Crazy Hillbillies
Smooth Sailing
Pittsburgh Backstage

RHODE

Providence
WPRO_

Sports
Juvenile Revue

TIME
1 p.m.p.m.
6:15
On Req.
On Req.
Open
Open
Eve.
Eve.
5 Daily
2:15 p.m.
5T. p.m.
W. T, p.m.
8 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
12:15 p.m.
7:15 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
8, 12 a.m., 6:45,
10 p.m.
Sat. Nt., Weekdays
Day
12:30-12:45
p.m.

Late aft., eve.
Sun. 3:30 p.m.
Sat. 8:30 a.m.
1:30-2 p.m.
5:30-6 p.m.
9 a.m.
6:15 p.m.
1:45-2 p.m.

Charleston
WCSC
Columbia
WIS
Greenville
WFBC
Spartanburg
WSPA

Yes
Yes
No
No

Women's
Musical Feature
Negro
Sports
Hillbilly
Reenacted News

Do You Know?
Sundown Revue
Rev. Downs & Choir
Sports With Abie Fennell
Lee Boswell
S. Car. March of Time

Organ
Music Greeting Club

All Request Organ Concert
Something for All

SOUTH
Popular Dance
Comedy, Piano Duo
String Trio
Comedy

No
Yes
Yes
No

Open
Open
Sat. 7 p.m.
Wed. 8:45 p.m.
Open
Late Aft.
6:15 p.m.
4:45 p.m.
9:30 p.m.
9:15 a.m.
Thurs. 6:45 p.m.
On
Wed.Req.
7:15 'p.m. '
Thurs.
On Req.11:30" .ja.m.
,
Thurs. 5:15 p.m.
Thurs. 10 p.m.
8 a.m.
Aft.
Early a.m.
Sun. 4:45 p.m.
Thurs. 7:15 p.m.

ISLAND

Yes Joe Fay's Sports Slants
Yes Buddy's Gang
SOUTH CAROLINA

Early Eve.

WOPI
Knoxville
WNOX
WROL
WHBQ
Memphis

M-W-F 10:45 a.m.
Sundays 6:30 p.m.
Wed. 7:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
Early a.m.
Sun. 6 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
6:30 a.m.

Sun.,
Thurs., p.m.
3:45 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

HillbillyTYPE
Hillbilly
Popular
Local Society
J t L11 1 J1 11y
Hillbillv
Vocal
S p orts

Amarillo
KGHC
Dallas
WFAA
Fort Worth
KFJZ

Hillbilly
r I ■ 1 1 L.MI

WBAP
Lubbock
KFYO

Dramatic
Sports
Dramatic
Drama
Music

Midland
KRLH
Pecos
KIUN

Sports
Oldtime Songs
Music
Cowboy
News

Variety Orch.
Novelty Duet
Barn Dance
Vocal
Duet

San Antonio
KABC
News
Variety
KMAC
Sports
WOAI
News
Waco
WACO

Child
Organ,
Woman'sViolin

Salt Lake City
KDYL
Child Talent
Inquiring Reporter

PREV.
SPONS.

TITLE

Yes Sat. Aft. Matinee
Yes Jerry & Blue Chasers
No WNOX Carnival
No Club Calendar
No Orig. Crazy Tennesseans
No Aft. Meditations
Yes Voice of Romance
Yes Wrestling Matches
TEXAS
Yes
Yes
No
No

Sports Broadcast
Barn Dance
Good Old Singers
Singing Cowboy

Yes Short Wave Flashes
Yes Sport Slants
No Dream
Helen's Dramas
Home
No
Yes KFYO Playhouse
j. riof\
Voai co *Jins
n*|n jAiuveLty
'NTmr/il ^~\r TtM
Yes Dude Vance & Gang
X CD UUtlllOC i^Ujfl
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

KIUN Barn Dance
Mountaineers
Newscasts
Sports of the Day
Speedblenders
Newscasts
Home Folks
Little Broadcasters
Sunshine & Shadows
UTAH

Yes Kangaroo Club
Yes KDYL Inq. Reporter

TIME
2:15-4 p.m.
8:45-9:15 p.m.
9:45
81-1:15
p.m.a.m.
p.m.
11:45
a.m.

After
15
After Aug.
July 15
Fri. 8:30 p.m.
8 a.m.
To
Eve.Suit
9:45 a.m.
Thurs. 9:45 p.m.
P.M.
Eve.
7-7*30 ora m7:15 p.m.
12:30
Hour Weekly
M Hr. Daily
At Once
July
1
7:30 p.m.
7:45 a.m., 5-45, 10
Tues. 9:15 a.m.
510:30
p.m. a.m.
4-30:4:45
p.m. p.m.
T-S 1:15-1:30 p.m.

VERMONT
St, Albans
WQDM
Waterbury
WDEV

Musical
Dramatic
Blues
Mount.Singer
Singing

Charlottesville
Records, Chatter
WCHV
Eleanor Whitney
Newport News
Scotch
WGH
Spanish Pop. Songs
Roanoke
WDBJ
Musical
■m
Vocal
KIRO
Seattle
KJR
KOMO
KFPY
Spokane
Tacoma
KVI
KUJ Walla
Walla

Open

DAKOTA
Hits in Review
Skyride
Nancy Gurney Trio
Old Village School

Sponsorship

TENNESSEE

OREGON

Marshneld
KOOS

Sioux Falls
KSOO
Yankton
WNAX

Programs
Available
for
National
(Based on questionnaire returns from broadcasting stations)
(Continued from page 90)

Yakima
KIT
Fairmont
WMMN
Milwaukee
WTMJ

News
News
Household
Hillbilly
Orch., Vocal
Hillbilly
Sentimental Music
Market News
Organ, Guessing
News Ensemble
Studio
Hillbilly
Partic.

News
Sports

Yes
Yes Request
Memory Program
Program
Yes Lila Culver
No Arkansas Cowboys

Wed. 11:15 a.m.
Wed. 12:30 p.m.

Yes
VIRGINIA
Willy Williams & Clara
Yes Ideal Home
No Scotch Minstrel
No Latin-Amer. Serenade
Yes After Dinner Variety
Yes Harmony Girls, Tenor
WASHINGTON
History
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Today's News, Tomorrow's
Totem News Reporter
Home-Maker
Cowboy Joe & Mountaineers
Waltz Dreams
Hillbilly Hijinks
Street of Dreams
Sunrise Club
Mystic Melodies
News

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes Memories

Maestro
Yes Old
Yakima Sage Riders
WEST VIRGINIA
Yes Transradio
No Baseball Scores
WISCONSIN

German Comedy Orch. Yes Heinie & Grenadiers
Women's Commentator Yes What's New in Milwaukee
Racine
WRJN
Man in Street
Opinions of Passerby
Street Singer
No Romero & His Songs
u. S.NoPOSSESSIONS
KGMB
Honolulu. Hawaii
Historic
Winning of West
Review Drama
Yes
Open House

8:30 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
Sun.
p.m. p.m.
Open
p.m. 7 p.m.
Tues.
Mon. 9:15 p.m.
p.m.
37:15
Daily
10:15 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
Tues., Sat. 9 p.m
Mon. 8:30 p.m.
9:45 p.m.
6 a.m.
Partic.
8 % Hr. Daily
12:30 p.m.
15 min.
Spots
6 p.m.p.m.
6:30
11:30 a.m.. 9:30 p.
10:15 a.m.
Fri.
Sat.
Eve.p.m.
8:30
Advertising
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VOICE

OF

THE

WEST

-

Western business and
community leaders know
that KSL leads in coverage, popularity and prestige, so it is no wonder
that they come to KSL
first when there's an advertising or news job to
be done. Another reason
why this great 50,000
watt station is truly "The
Voice of the West."
I' »j
: 1 f
w
L

Above — Governor Blood
Addresses the People of
Utah . . . KSL is there.
City
Left— The Utah Open
Golf Champion gets in
trouble . . . KSL is there.

Above — Sir Malcolm
Campbell drives 301
miles per hour on
the Bonneville Salt
Flats . . . KSL is
there.

FIRST

IN

SALT

NATIONALLY

-Salt Lake
goes on parade . . KSL
is there.

LAKE

CITY

REPRESENTED

BY

&

WESTERN

EDWARD

PETRY

AMERICA
&

CO.

SIMILAR attention was given to
the creation of a cooperative bureau of radio research . . . which
Pa

ssi no

the

Radio

By Station
AN

IDEALIST will define democracy as a government of the people, for the people and by the people ... a pessimist wonder whether
it is a government at all.
%

AND

WHEN copyright was dis'
cussed ... it was
in an
% debated
atmosphere of frenzied personalities which completely clouded the
real economic and legal issues involved .. . issues concerning which
few indeed seemed to have done
any constructive thinking prior to
attending the convention.
:<: :js
WHILE this was occurring, the
membership listened with scant
attention to the proposal for the
creation of an agency recognition
system by the broadcasting industry ... a system which would protect the efficiency and integrity of
the agency, upon which radio depends so greatly . . . and which
would have put the broadcasters
on a par with other major advertising media.* %
THIS SCANT attention was later
turned into no action, when the
system, cursorily adopted, failed
of establishment by lack of station
interest and cooperation.

A TRADE association, such as
the NAB, is a business democracy
. . . with all of the failings of democracy in the large.
ifc ♦ ♦
H1
ITS FAILINGS? Last
year at
Colorado Springs, copyright was
allowed completely to usurp the
interests of an industry, which, in
addition to this admittedly press-

WFBR

casts more

talent

by

shows

any

station

shows

up

!

on

tap

local

Baltimore

have

several

with

a built-

audience

boost

YOUR

live

advertisers

other
We

broad-

sponsored

national

than

Rrfak

ing problem, had many other important matters which should have
received its most careful attention.
But democracy never acts until its
personal interest is threatened. It
never looks ahead.

DEMOCRACY is principally a
government of kicks, says the
skeptic . . . where everybody sits
quietly by, reaping benefits, until
his pet privilege is interfered with
. . . when he cries to high heaven
about his rights as a citizen.
* ijS %
WE SELDOM think of civic matters until they become personal
matters. To paraphrase that sterling broadcaster, William Hard
. . . even the great political parties hibernate between conventions,
and then, in a few brief, hysterical, fatigue-drunk days, select the
leaders and policies by which they
hope the nation will be run.

FLASH!

Buck

ready

product

to

in

the NAB, ANA, and 4-A's are
now attempting to bring into being ... a project which will give
radio a general counterpart to the
ABC in the publication field,
which will furnish sorely needed
fundamental information regarding broadcasting, save stations
and networks hundreds of thousands of dollars annually in defensive competitive research necessitated by the extreme claims of
someone else, and which will inspire a new and greater confidence in the medium as a whole
. . . in other words a project , of
major importance.
* * *
THERE

was a report which mentioned the standard accounting
system developed during the year
of 1935 . . . but to date a mere
handful, station break is informed, have adopted this system
or even shown much interest in it.
FROM what he has seen, station
break is utterly at loss to know
how the average radio station has
any idea of its specific costs of
operation or therefore, of its operating efficiency.
■)c 4*
TYPICAL failings of a democracy.
Some day there may be a governmental requirement of standard
accounting . . . following which all
stations will scramble . . . completely in a dither ... to have a
system satisfactory to them adopted. How much easier would it be
... to apply a sound system in advance of such a contingency . . .
and to prove the desirability of its
continuance by the soundness and
comprehensiveness of the data
which it reveals.
% % %
PARDON our jaundiced vein. Believe it or not . . . broadcasters
are little worse than other business men. But we do have a message . . . (You must always have
a message when you sound the
trumpet of reform so loudly). Our
message is this:
* * *
LESS than a week from now the
broadcasting industry will have
another convention. Some of these
matters will come up again, while
some are dead beyond revival. Certainly there will be more problems
than copyright to be considered.
Now a democracy succeeds to the
extent to which it is based upon
an intelligent, informed public
opinion. The business democracy
of the NAB will be successful to
the extent to which the broadcasters have familiarized themselves
with the problems of the industry
sufficiently to act intelligently regarding them.
WMT

Baltimore.
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WFBR

Representatives:
Edward Petry & Co.
DETROIT

•

SAN

FRANCISCO

Gets Power

Boost

WMT, Cedar Rapids, la., on June
20 was authorized by the FCC to
increase its day power from 2,500
to 5,000 watts, upon reconsideration of an application which previously had been designated for
hearing. It operates on the 600 kc.
channel and will retain its 1,000
watt night power.
BROADCASTING

Negotiations With WOV
For Transfer to Paulists
Fail After Many Months
ALL NEGOTIATIONS for the
sale of WOV, New York, for
$300,000 to WLWL, Paulist Father station in New York, as a
means of acquiring full-time operation for the latter station, are
off after several months of effort
to complete the transaction, it
was stated in authoritative quarters June 22.
In addition to these two stations, CBS was also interested in
the transaction, since it had pending a proposition whereby it would
have leased WLWL as a full-time
station and operated it in New
York. The negotiations, it is reported, have been rather heated
and have had repercussions at the
FCC and in certain Congressional
circles.
John Iraci, owner of WOV, a
limited time station operating on
1130 kc, with 1,000 watts, had
offered to make arrangements
with WLWL as a part of the
transaction whereby he would
have leased the station under
terms similar to those advanced
by CBS. This offer, however, did
not receive acceptance and all
offers were off. Among other
things, certain programs broadcast over WOV were attacked by
the Paulists, and Rep. Connery
(D-Mass.) on June 18 attacked
the FCC for its failure to act
on this and other complaints, although he did not mention WOV
by name. [For details of plan
whereby WLWL would have acquired the facilities of WOV and
become a full-time station see
Broadcasting June 15.]
Webster- Eisenlohr

Uses

Two More on Inter-City
SPONSORED by Webster-Eisenlohr Inc., New York (Girard and
Henrietta
Winder showcigars),
carried the
on a Today's
hookup
of WMCA, New York, and WPRO,
Providence, on June 22 was extended to two other stations of the
Inter-City Group— WIP, Philadelphia, and WCBM, Baltimore. The
feature is a 15-minute racing result program six nights weekly.
WMCA also announces the signing of Dentists Supply Co., New
York, for 26 weeks starting Sept.
22 for The Dentist Says, 15 minutes on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
featuring Dr. George Wood Clapp
and piped from WMCA to WIP
and WMEX, Boston. The account
was placed through A-W Adv.
Agency, New York. General Foods
Co., ers
NewBroadcasting
York, through
AdvertisCo., New
York,
on Sept. 17 will start The Folk
Singer over WMCA, for Diamond
Crystal Salt, Mondays, 9:30-9:45
NBC Awards Deferred
p. m.
NBC Music Guild Awards for new
and original chamber music by
American composers will be made
early in the autumn, according to
Frank Black, NBC music director
and chairman of the award committee. Of more than 600 manuscripts submitted, 287 met requirements and the committee will continue to study them during the
summer. Awards will be $1,000,
$750 and $500.
• Broadcast
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NEW

DEVELOPMENT

BROADCASTING

IN

EQUIPMENT

AR - 83 — PRE-AMPIIFER, NET PRICE $67.50

PR -84 — POWER SUPPLY, NET PRICE $58

R - 86 - METER PANEL, NET PRICE $47.50

APR-85 — LINE AMPLIFIER, NET PRICE $130
SECTION

dust cover —
(~i

fr^O

transformer
compartment

|_j
SMALL
^llANDPARTS
parts
CIRCUIT^)(t|NS
WIRING _„«=_,

§
ai
I

eliminate service and maintenance difficulties found in present-day deX signs which provide either tube or circuit accessibility, Techna Corporation
announces a new development in broadcast equipment combining the major advantages of both.
In _
the new
circuit wiring _ and tubes are instantly accessible from
_ assembly,
_ bothi
the front of the rack. No addition to panel size has been made. Automatic spring
locks with plunger release allow instant removal of the panel for necessary servic-

— — I
_^ |

ing. Push buttons are provided for testing plate currents and voltages of tubes.
Techna invites you to write for full information concerning this, and other
broadcast, public address and. recording equipment.

j

TECHNA

CABLE

ADDRESS
S

926 HOWARD
STREET • SAN FRANCISCO
TECHNA
TECHNA

FULLY

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION

EQUIPPED

BRANCH
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Representatives

and

STATION
ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WFAA, Dallas
McAleer Mfg. Co., Detroit (auto polish), 26 sa, thru Holden, Graham
& Clark Inc., Detroit.
Packer Mfg. Co., New Tork (Scalptone), 26 ta, thru Blackman Adv.
Inc., N. Y.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield, Minn.
(Malt-O-Meal), 44 sp, thru Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Funk & Wagnalls Co., 2s ew York
(Literary Digest), 3 sa, thru Austin & Rossiter Co., N. Y.
Magnolia Seed Co., Dallas (Chigger
Chaser), 19 sa, thru Dicklow Adv.
Agency, Dallas.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, 65 t,
thru Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Drene), 14 t, thru H. W. Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Reliance Mfg. Co., Chicago (Big
Yank shirts), 13 sp, thru MitchellFaust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, 36 t,
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc., Chicago.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, 195
sp, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Inc.. Chicago (starts Aug. 31).
Chamberlain Laboratories Inc., Des
Moines (hand lotion), 182 ta, thru
Coolidge Adv. Co., Des Moines
(starts Oct. 1).
J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City (coffee), 150 t,Inc.,
thru Chicago
Blackett-S'ampleHummert
(starts
Oct 12).
Beaumont Laboratories, St. Louis
(4-way tablets), 100 ta, thru H.
W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago (starts Oct. 19).
McKesson & Robbins Inc.. Bridgeport
(Pursang), 26 ta, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.
McKesson & Robbins Inc., Bridgeport
(Pursang), 5 weekly ta, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Carter Medicine Co., New York
(liver pills), 3 weekly ta, thru
Street & Finney Inc., N. Y.
Adjustable Shoe Co., New York, 3
weekly sa, thru Morton Freund
Adv. Co., N. Y.
WGN, Chicago

of

Accounts,
Apparatus;

Broadcasting

Pending
Notes

Schedules,

from

the

WEEI, Boston
General Baking Co.. New York (Bond
Bread), 5 weekly t, thru Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc..
N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co.. Cambridge (Spry),
6 weeklv sa, thru Ruthrauff & Rvan
Inc.. N. Y.
Whittemore Bros. Corp., Cambridge
(shoe polish). 3 weekly sa, thru N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
McAleer Mfg. Co.. Detroit (auto polish), 3 weekly sa, thru Holden.
Graham & Clark Inc., Detroit.
Lever Bros. Co.. Cambridge ( Lifebuoy soap), 5 weekly /. thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.. N. Y.
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish), 24 weekly sa, thru Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce Inc.. X. Y.
American Oil Co.. Baltimore, 6 weekly ta, thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
WHB,

Kansas City

Grayson
New t.York
apparel),Co.,
weekly
thru (women's
Simon &
Gwynn Inc., Memphis.
Cardinal Laboratories Inc.. Chicago
(Rite-Way shoe cleaner), 8 sa, thru
Blackett
Chicago. - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., St.
Louis (electric fans). 52 sa, thru
Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc., St.
Louis.
KDKA, Pittsburgh
Gold Dust Corp., New York ( Shinola), 60 ta, thru Batten. Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc.. N. Y.
Graef-Cowen Corp., Allentown. Pa.
(Aeroxon fly ribbon). 9 sa, thru
John L. Butler Co.. Philadelphia.
Procter & Gamble Co.. Cincinnati. 90
ta, thru Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.
The

Tutts

No SooMEfc
cottar

Do

Their

are, i%y

-Thaw dap

Transcriptions,

Stations

KNX, Hollywood
Gold Dust Corp., New York ( Shinola), 5 weekly ta, thru Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 3
daily sa, thru Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
Standard Oil Co. of Cal., San Francisco, 3 daily
McCannErickson
Inc., sa,
San thru
Francisco.
Nu-Enamel Pacific Co., Los Angeles
(paint), daily sa, thru Paul Winans
Radio Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta, 2 weekly
sa, thru Ruthrauff & Rvan Inc.,
N. Y.
Sears Roebuck & Co., Los Angeles
(retailer), 2 sa, thru Dana Jones
Co., Los Angeles.
WICC, Bridgeport
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge. ( Lifebuoy), 39 t, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (proprietary), 9 t, thru Ruthrauff & Rvan
Inc.. N. Y.
Gulf Products Co., Pittsburgh (oil,
gasoline ) , weekly so. thru Young
& Rubicam Inc.. N. Y.
KSFO, San Francisco
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (cold
remedy),
15 Chicago.
weekly sa, thru Sellers Service,
Standard Oil Co. of California (gas
& oils), 7 Inc.,
weeklySansa, Francisco.
thru McCannEriekson
Star Outfitting Co., San Francisco
(clothing), 7 weekly t, thru Allied
Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles.
KFOX, Long
KAY JEWELRY
Cal. (jewelry),
Sidney Garfinkel
Francisco.
Bit for Summer

in <mn

new

puts up an aerial

Beach, Cal.
Co., Long Beach.
weekly sp, thru
Adv. Agency, San
Radio

su^merl

tor The -radio

KGO, San Francisco
Reliance Mfg. Co., Chicago (work
clothes), 7ell-Faust
weekly
thru MitchAdv. Co.,sa,Chicago.
Pacific Greyhound Lines Inc., San
Francisco (transportation), weekly
sp. thru Beaumont & Hohman Inc.,
San Francisco.
Bulova Watch Co., New York
(watches),. 14 weekly sa, thru The
Biow Co., N. Y.
Packer Mfg. Co., New York ( Scalptone), Inc..
2 weekly
Adv.
N. Y. ta, thru Blackman
C. H. McAleer Co., Detroit (auto
polish), 2 weekly sa, thru Holden,
Graham & Clark Inc.. Detroit.
Saylors Chocolates Inc., Alameda.
Cal. (candy), 2 weekly sp, thru
Doremus & Co., San Francisco.
Hirsch & Kaye, San Francisco (opticians & photo supplies ) , weekly
t, thru Harry S. Goodman, N. Y.
WTMJ, Milwaukee
Webster - Eisenlohr Inc., New York
(Tom Moore cigars), dailv sp, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Lifebuoy), 5 weekly /, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, 4
weekly
thru Chicago.
Blackett - SampleHummertt, Inc.,
Hurley Machine Co., Chicago (Thor
ironer), 3 weekly ta, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Chrysler Corp., Detroit (autos), 16
weekly sa. thru J. Stirling Getehell
Inc., N. Y.
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish), 18 weekly sa, thru Bermingham. Castleman & Pierce Inc.. N. Y.
Mission Dry Corp., Los Angeles
(orange beverage), 6 weekly sa,
thru McCarty Co., Los Angeles.
WNAC, Boston
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (proprietary), 9t, thru Ruthrauff & Rvan
Inc.. N. Y.
Gulf Refining Co., Pittsburgh (gasoline, oil),Inc..
weekly
Rubicam
N. sa,
Y. thru Young &
Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston, 153
sa, thru Ruthrauff & Rvan Inc.,
N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Lifebuoy), 3 weekly t. thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
May Oil Burner Corp., Baltimore, 5S
sa. thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
WHIO, Dayton
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Lifebuoy), 5 weekly t. thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Lykolene Co.. Kansas City ( toothpaste). 2 daily sa, thru H. W.
cago.
Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc., ChiIronized Yeast Co., Atlanta (proprietary). 2 weekly t. thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
General Mills Inc.. Minneapolis
(Wheaties), 125 sa. thru Knox
Reeves Adv. Inc., Minneapolis.

Cal-Aspirin Corp., Chicago (aspirin),
108 sp, thru Reincke-Ellis- Younggreen & Finn Inc.< Chicago.
Armin Varady Inc., Chicago (cosmetics), 26 sp, thru Sellers Service Inc., Chicago.
Golf Ball Inc., Milwaukee (golf
balls). 26 sp, thru Auspitz & Lee.
Chicago.

WKRC, Cincinnati
Jel-Sert Co.. Chicago (Flavor-Ade). 3
weekly sp, thru Rogers & Smith
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
U. S. Tire Co., New York. 13 sa, thru
Campbell-Ewald Co. of N. Y.
WLS, Chicago

WABC, New York
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Spry), 5 weekly sp, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Pompeian Co., Bloomfield. N. J. (cosmetics), weekly sp, thru Topping
& Lloyd Inc., N. Y.
KMJ, Fresno, Cal.
Pacific Greyhound Lines Inc., San
Francisco (transportation) weekly
Beaumo
t,
Francis
Santhru
co. nt & Hohman Ine",

Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (All White
Shoe Cleaner). 312 sa. thru Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce Inc..
N. Y.

WJAS, Pittsburgh
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe
polish). 4 daily sa, thru Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce Inc.,
N. Y.
Page
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CKNX, Wingham, Ont.
Dr. Chase Medicines. Oakville, Ont.
(proprietary), 18 weekly sa, thru
Bison Adv. Agency, Oakville.

From the Schenectady Gazette
BROADCASTING

KGGC, San Francisco
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 6 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
WAAB, Boston
May Oil Burner Corp., Baltimore, 42
more.thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltisa,

• Broadcast

Advertising

NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
AlITimes EDST unless otherwise specified)

GRID
THE

New Business
\<'ME WHITE LEAD & COLOR
IVORKS. Detroit (Lin-x, paints, etc.)
an Aug. 30 starts Smiling Ed McDonnell on XBC-Red network, Sunlays. 5 :30-6 p. m. Agency : Henri,
Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago.
YVASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Barbasol) on Sept. 4 starts
singing Sam on NBC-Blue network,
Fridays, 8 :15-8 :30 p. m., rebroadcast
iir li :30 p. m. Agency : Erwin,
Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y.
TEXAS Co., New York (oil products) on Sept. 20 starts Eddie Cantor, Jimmie Wallington & Co. on entire CBS network. Sundays, 8:30-9
p. m. Agency : Hanff-Metzger Inc.,
X. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Camay soap) on Aug. 31
starts Pepper Young's Family on 5
XBC-Blue network stations, Mon.
Thru Fri., 10:30-10:45 a. m. Agency:
Pedlar & Ryan Inc., X. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory Flakes) on July 6 starts
dramatic program on 7 XBC-Blue
network stations (KDKA to be added Aug. 31) Mon. thru Fri.. 11:4512 noon. Agency : Blackmail Adv.
Inc., X. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol) on July 6 starts Five
Star Jones on 3 XBC-Blue network
stations (WJZ, WHAM, WSYR).
Mon. thru Fri., 12-12:15 noon. On
and after Aug. 31 program will add
KDKA and WLS and change time to
10
:15-10 :30 'a. m. Inc.,
Agency:
Bl'ackettSample-Hummert
Chicago.
PRIXCESS PAT Ltd., Chicago (cosmetics) on June 21 started Tale of
\Today on 6 XBC-Red stations, Sundays, 6:30-7 p. m. Agency : McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
(PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, on July 6 starts Vic & Sade
on 5 XBC-Blue stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 11:30-11:45 a. m. Agency:
Blackman Adv. Inc., X. Y.
,jPROCTER
& GAMBLE
Cincinnati (Crisco)
on June 29Co.,
renewed
l ie d Sade on 35 XBC-Blue stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 11 :30-ll :45 a. m.
Agency : Blackman Adv. Inc., X. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol) on July 6 starts
Five Star Jones on 4 XBC-Blue staj tions, Mon. thru Fri., 12-12 :15 noon.
Agency : Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
I DEXTISTS SUPPLY Co., X e w
York, on Sept. 22 starts The Dentist
Says on 3 Inter-City stations, Tues.,
Thurs., quarter-hour. Agency : A-W
Adv. Agency, X. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp.. X e w
York (Diamond salt) on Sept. 7
starts The Folk Singer, Mondays,
9 :30-9 :45 p. m. Agency : Advertisers
Broadcasting Co., X. Y.
WEBSTER -EISEXLOHR Inc., on
June 22 adds WCBM and WIP to
Today's Winners on Inter-City Group.
Renewal Accounts
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, on July 6 starts Home Sweet
Home on 12 NBC-Blue stations, Mon.
thru Fri., 11 :15-11 :30 a. m. Agency :
Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.
KRAFT-PHENIX CHEESE Corp.,
Chicago, on July 30 renews Kraft
Music Hall on 57 NBC-Red stations,
Thurs., 10-11 p. m. Agency : J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, on June 29 renewed Magic Voice
on 3 XBC-Blue stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 4 :45-5 p. m. Agency : Blackman
Adv. Inc., N. Y.
BROADCASTING

MUTUAL
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MUTUAL PLATFORM— After the nominating speech for Gov. Landon
had been completed at the Cleveland GOP convention, Mutual Broadcasting System distributed 100 copies of its "platform" to "big shot"
delegates. The four-page promotion piece, of which this is the inside,
also was delivered to the regular agency-advertiser mailing list.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol) on June 29 renewed
Oxydol's Own Ma Perkins on 51
NBC-Red stations. Mon. thru Fri.,
3:15-3:30 p. m. Agency: BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, on June 29 renewed The
O'Neills on 39 NBC-Red stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 3 :30-4 p. m. Agency :
Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, on June 29 renewed Pepper
Young's Family on 43 NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru Fri., 3-3 :15 p. m.
(WLW at 4:30). Agency: Pedlar &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camel cigarettes,
June82 30CBS
renewed Prince
CamelAlbert)
Caravanon on
stations, Tues., 9:30-10:30 p. m.
Agency : William Esty & Co. Inc.,
N. Y.
FORD MOTOR Co., Dearborn, Mich.,
(dealers) on June 30 renewed Waring's Pennsylvanians on 88 CBS stations, Tues., 9-9 :30 p. m., repeat at
12 midnight. Agency : X. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., X. Y.
Network Changes
GEXERAL FOODS Corp., X e w
York (Jell-O) on and after Aug. 30
will be heard over XBC-Red network
Sundays, 7-7 :30 p. m. Agency : Young
& Rubicam Inc., X. Y.
Cable for Tower Lights
A NEW concentric cable to supply power to lights atop radio
towers, first applied at WWJ, Detroit, has been announced by Western Electric Co. The cable is composed of an outer metallic tube
which is at ground potential over
its entire length, and an inner metallic tube insulated from the outer
shell except at the end away from
the tower where it is bonded to
the outer sheath. Within the inner
tube are two insulated conductors
which carry the illuminating current. The assembled line is buried
in the ground. As the line approaches the tower, the radio-frequency voltage on the conductors
builds up until, at the point where
the conductors commence to rise
up the tower, they are at the same
potential with respect to the
ground as the tower itself. The
new cable is declared to be practical for stations up to 50 kw.
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Nathan Burkan's Will
NATHAN BURKAN, cofounder
and general counsel of the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers, who died June
6, left an estate estimated at
$1,500,000 to his widow and a fiveyear-old son Nathan Jr., his will
filed
York Surrogate's
Court in
JuneNew
22 revealed.
The will
directed that all his books and
works pertaining to copyright be
left to ASCAP.

RIVALS

SEEK

ANN ARBOR
STATION
WITH John Fetzer, operator of
WKZO, Kalamazoo, voluntarily
dropping his application for a new
station in Ann Arbor, home of the
University of Michigan, two rival
applicants headed by two noted
football coaches were left in the
field. Harry Kipke, Michigan grid
coach, is one of the applicants,
kc.
seeking 500 watts daytime on 800
The other application, shortly to
be filed with the FCC, will name
a group headed by Fielding H.
Yost, Michigan athletic director
and former grid coach, with other
backers being Charles Verschoorr
president, International Radio Co.,
Ann Arbor (Kadette) ; Prof. Waldo Abbot, U. of M. director of
broadcasting; Al McDonald, president, McDonald Ice Cream Co. ;
Lewis G. Christman, vice president
First National Bank; Harry Hawkins, Advertisers Publishing Co.;
George Langford, Economy Baler
Co.; John Hunter, head of a local
dairy, and Phil Pack, local attorney and member of the legislature.
The company would be known as
Ann Arbor Broadcasting Co., with
$50,000 paid in capital. Floyd
Weissinger has been chosen as
manager of the proposed new station, which may also have the
backing of the Ann Arbor TimesNews, dicate
published
the Booth synof Michiganby dailies.
INTER-CITY GROUP covered the
Democratic convention with WIP,
Philadelphia, as key station.

ay
MODERN
KWK

GENIE

is doing very unusual things in the way of building up

greater sales returns for their clients.
If you haven't a magic lamp to rub, just telephone or drop
us a line and we will be there immediately.
THOMAS
PATRICK
INC.
HOTEL CHASE
ST. LOUIS. MO.
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Representatives
New York
Chicago
San Francisco
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AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES

WCFL

CONTRARY to published reports,
Bess Johnson continues as radio executive of the Stack-Goble Adv.
Agency, Chicago, with Al Shebel continuing as salesman on radio accounts,
according to an official statement
from that agency. Miss Johnson, who
also plays the role of Frances Moran
Mathews
in Today's
Children,
has
been
on vacation
for five
weeks and
from June 29 to July 5 broadcast
from NBC in New York. Another
Stack-Goble Chicago account, the
Singing Lady, transferred its origination to New York June 29 when
Ireene Wicker, who plays the lead,
moved with her two children and secretary to a suburban New York home
for the summer.
CHESTER H. McCALL, special assistant to the Secretary of Commerce,
on July 1 becomes vice president of
United States Adv. Corp., New York.
The New York branch has been moved
to 30 Rockefeller Plaza. Other offices
are in Chicago, Toledo, Detroit and
Baltimore.
BEN BOWDEN, formerly of the sales
staff of WIP, Philadelphia, has joined
Hancock-Payne Adv. Agency, that
city.
W E S T C O ADV. AGENCY, San
Francisco, has appointed Michael
Raffetto production manager in charge
of all radio programs sponsored by the
Sperry Flour Co. Raffeto, an NBC
actor and producer, takes over his
new duties July 1. He will continue
to play the role of Paul in the NBC
One Man's Family serial sponsored
by Standard Brands Inc., in which he
has appeared since it's inception four
years ago.
BENSON & DALL Inc., Chicago
agency, has moved to 360 N. Michigan
Ave.

BIG EVENT — Buick Motor Co.
distributed cards like this to promote its fight broadcast. Among
other merchandising ideas were
outlines of signs to be painted on
dealers' windows and colored cards
for showroom display.
CHARLES MARTIN, formerly of the
March of Time scripting department,
has joined Biow Co. Inc., New York,
to head the production department
and write the "Thrills" broadcast
on the Philip Morris-NBC program.
Mr. Martin replaces Phillips Lord in
this assignment.
BRUCE

MORGAN, of the radio production department of N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., New York, has resigned.
He formerly handled the CBS Atlantic Family and the NBC Kellogg
College Prom programs.

A. W. SCOTT, account executive of
Beaumont & Hohman Inc., San Francisco, has been appointed manager of
the radio department in that city.
RUTH PRITCHARD, in the office of
the V. G. Freitag radio agency, Los
Angeles, returned from Colorado late
in June to rejoin the firm.
DONALD STAUFFER, of the radio
dept. of Young & Rubicam Inc., New
York, arrived in Hollywood in June
in connection with production and
talent activities for sponsors.

Get Your Results from WHN

IN CHICAGO

Program Brings Boost in
Cities Distribution

AN INCREASE of 25% in the
sale of milk in Chicago has been
noted since WCFL, Chicago, started a contest in connection with a
drive to unionize dairy employes.
In charge of R. Calvert Haws,
WCFL, program director, the camwas designed
reach childrenpaign
as the
ultimate toconsumers
of
milk.
The program theme was based
on
Buffalo
childhood
in the
WestBill's
and early
it was
titled
Pioneer's Trading Post, The Pioneers Trading Post Club was
formed, a requisite for membership being that applications
carry endorsement of a union milk
driver. More than 20,000 joined
the club and at the end of ten
weeks 32 dairies had voluntarily
signed with the union. Percentage
of milk handled by union employes
was boosted from 80% to 92% and
more than 700 union men were put
back to work.
ROY

V. CROWDER, formerly passenger traffic manager of the Grace
Steamship Lines, San Francisco, has
been appointed a vice-president of
Kelly, Nason & Roosevelt Inc., and
will be stationed in that city. J.
Malcolm Dewees remains as Pacific
Coast manager for the national
agency,
Francisco.with headquarters in San
WALTER J. HELD, Standard Oil
Co. advertising executive in San
Francisco, discussed "Building An
Advertising Campaign for a Major
Product", at the San Francisco Advertising Club meeting in the Palace
Hotel, that city, on June 16. Stressing the importance of radio, he told
of the part played by advertising in
the preparation for launching an important new product in a highly competitive market.
WALTER B. MARTIN, recently
with J. Walter Thompson Co. and
formerly editor and manager of Chain
Store Management magazine, has been
appointed copy director of Key Adv.
Co., Cincinnati.
CURT PETERSON, radio director of
Marschalk & Pratt Inc., New York,
spent two days in Charlotte, N. C, as
the guest of William Schudt Jr.,
president and manager of WBT.
EDITH M. ABBOTT, radio account
executive for Botsford, Constantine &
Gardnercation Inc.,
San Francisco,
vaat her Colorado
ranch will
for one
month, having left her desk June 27.

daily broadcasts a week of leading racetrack and inning by inning baseball results
offer you BIG audiences for spot announcements
of your product.
3:55 to 5:15 p. m. Mon., Fri.
3:55 to 5:30 p. m. Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat.
Racing Results Commentator: BROOKE TEMPLE
Baseball Results Commentator:
MON IE H ELLINGER
The low cost of participation in six daily broadcasts ($75) is the best small investment you can
make in building BIG audiences. Another WHN
achievement. Complete details on request. The
racing results received through exclusive arrangement with Nationwide News Service.
SIX

WHN
NEW
YORK
1540 Broadway
Times Square
5,000 Watts L.S
1,000 Watts Nights
National Advertising Representatives
E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
Chicago — Philadelphia — Detroit — Kansas City
Atlanta — Dallas — San Francisco
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IDA RAISBACK, script writer of
the New York office of the J. Walter
Thompson Co., was transferred to
Hollywood in June to work on the
Lux program.
MICHAEL F. MAYGER, formerly
with Philip O. Palmer agency and U.
S. Adv. Corp., has joined Ford,
Browne & Mathews, Chicago, as radio
program director.
C. J. SCHULTZ, of the Detroit publicity staff working on the Chevrolet
Motor Co. account for CampbellEwald Co., has been transferred to
Chicago, where he will service the
account. R. K. Edmonds, manager of
the Chicago Campbell-Ewald office, has
resigned.
EDWARD H. GARDNER, formerly
executive secretary of the advisory
committee on advertising of the Proprietary Association, has been appointed
vice Inc.,
president
of Morse
International
New York,
to work
on
the Vick Chemical Co. account.
BROADCASTING

Kelvinator

Corp.

Asks

Rates

Local

Reps Claim National Rates Are
Proper; May Go Before NAB
A NEW controversy over national
versus local rates has cropped up
in connection with placement of a
Kelvinator Corp. (refrigerator)
schedule of 16 quarter-hour transcriptions over a list of 40 to 50
stations. The campaign, called cooperative by the advertisers and
by the agency, Geyer, Cornell &
Newell Inc., New York, under the
plan is to be placed through local
distributors as a means of procuring the local rates.
Several station representatives,
who contacted the agency on the
account, claim it is national and
should be placed nationally
through them. Refrigerator manufacturers, however, for some time
have been placing their advertising through local distributors both
in newspapers and on the air. The
dealer, in such cases, has paid a
percentage of the advertising depending upon refrigerator sales in
his territory.
May Go Before NAB
DESPITE the claims of representatives, the agency holds that
newspapers have set the precedent
on local rates to distributors and
that radio logically should do the
same. On the other hand, the representatives maintain that the
business actually is national and
that the copy is prepared on a national basis. A similar controversy
arose recently in connection with
placement of the Ford spot transcription circles through McCannErickson Inc. and many stations
held out for and procured their
national rates.
The Kelvinator series has been
auditioned and accepted, with the
transcriptions to be made by
World Broadcasting System. The
program features Donald Novis
and dramatized commercials.
Because of the furore provoked
recently by the Ford account and
now the Kelvinator schedule, it is
known that several of the larger
representatives will urge their stations to crystallize sentiment at
the NAB convention in Chicago
July 6-8 against allowing local
rates for anything other than
strictly retail business. A uniform
method of selling radio time, both
as to rates and station coverage,
it is said, will be urged.

Tide

Water

Adds

Two

TIDE WATER OIL Co., New York
(Veedol, Tydol) on June 22 began
a new series of Transradio news
broadcasts twice daily, 8:15-8:30
a. m. and 9:45-10 p. m., six days a
week on WORK, York, Pa. The
program is signed for 13 weeks.
WDRC, Hartford, is being used by
Tidewater for UP news reports
Mondays through Saturdays, 7:45-8
a. m. The series is also signed for
13 weeks and began June 15. The
sponsor is employing two announcers for these broadcasts, each announcer reading alternate items.
Effective June 29 Tidewater renew ed its news broadcasts on
WFIL, Philadelphia, for another
13 weeks. Lennen & Mitchell Inc.,
New York, has the account.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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ADVERTISERS

• MARION R. GRAY Co., Los Angeles
(Grayco shirts, cravats) which last
H'ear had to withdraw an offer of silk
remnants suitable for quilts in a na:i>>nal spot campaign, because of the
puge demand, is repeating the offer
n a current campaign on KNX, Holywood. No evidence of sale is retired.
H. R. FLETCHER, formerly active
n radio, has joined Bromiley-Ross
Inc., outdoor advertising, as vice
Diesident.
■ A.. SIEGEL & SONS Inc., New York
. (Carabana cigar) has appointed Ausin & Rossiter Co., New York, to hanlle its account.
Radio will be used
\n the fall.
BINTS SALES Inc., New York
(Hints laxative mints) has placed its
Advertising account with W. I. Tracy
tine., New York. Radio is on the
media list but no definite schedule
-ias been arranged. Hints Sales is a
;iaewly organized firm to market the
.above product. George A. Stevens
. recently vice-president and general
.manager of Elizabeth Arden, New
:York
'■Sales. (cosmetics) is head of Hints
^NATIONAL BREWING Co., Baltimore, has appointed D. Stuart Webb
Adv. Services, Baltimore, as its
igeney.
REPUBLICAN National Committee
'.in June produced a series of 26
Quarter-hour transcriptions under the
caption of The Great American
Tragedy at the Hollywood studios of
Associated Cinema.
THE General Mills Inc. campaign
for Wheaties, on WCAU, Philadelphia, consisting of six weekly baseball
james, is placed by Knox Reeves
Adv. Inc., Minneapolis.

EDYTHE

FERN

BROADCASTING

E. W. BENNETT & Co., San Francisco (silver polish) for the first time
is including radio in its advertising
and on June 10 started for 13 weeks
five-minute participation, Wednesdays,
10:45-11 a. m. (PST), in Morning
Hostess, woman's program, with Elma
Latta Hackett, on KFRC, that city.
Emil Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco, is the agency.

KFBB,
at Great Falls,
Plans New
Equipment,

Dr. Daf oe, Quint Doctor,
On Carnation Broadcasts
DR. ALLAN DAFOE, personal physician of the Dionne Quintuplets,
on June 29 started a series of radio
talks as guest speaker of the Carnation Contented Hour, a Monday
night (10:00 p. m.) broadcast on
an NBC-Red network. It was Dr.
Dafoe'sance onfirst
appearthe commercial
air. His talks
are
from CRCT, Toronto.
Dr. Dafoe describes his five little
charges, Cecile, Annette, Emilie,
Marie and Yvonne and tells anecdotes of their training, their diet,
their attempts to master walking
and talking, the personal characteristics of each child. He will
also give information valuable to
the thousands of Americans and
Canadians who plan to visit the
little settlement of Callander this
summer. Erwin Wasey & Co.,
Ltd., Chicago, is the agency for
Carnation Milk Co., Milwaukee,
sponsors of the program.
CITIES SERVICE Co., New York
(petroleum products) on June 26
added the entire NBC Southeastern group, permanently, to its
NBC-Red network program, Fridays, 8-9 p. m. Lord & Thomas,
New York, is the agency.

MELROSE,

GEN. MGR.

• Broadcast

•

LUX DIRECTOR — Cecil B. DeMille, movie director, who is now
conducting the Lux Radio Theatre
programs on a CBS network.

Bireley's Coop. Discs
BIRELEY'S Inc., Los Angeles
(Bireley's California Fruit Products) through the Philip J. Meany
Co., Los Angeles advertising agency, is to record a comic strip of
the air, Dalt & Zumba, at the
Hollywood studios of Radio Recorders Inc. Script is by Jerry
Cady. They will be placed by the
Meany agency on nearly 30 stations to advertise Bireley orange
juice, bottled by local dairies and
delivered to homes. The deal will
be a cooperative one between the
sponsors and their local dealers.

REPRESENTATIVES:

Advertising

Gets
CBS
Affiliation
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont., will
blossom forth with a new CBS
affiliation and completely new
equipment along with increased
power about Aug. 15, according
to anouncement June 20 by Mrs.
Jessie Jacobsen, station manager. The station, along with
KGVO, Missoula, Mont., recently
signed CBS contracts, and service
is awaiting installation of adequate telephone lines by A. T. & T.
A new high-fidelity Western
Electric 5,000-watt transmitter,
and a 420-foot Blaw-Knox vertical uniform cross-section radiator
have been contracted for, Mrs.
Jacobsen announced. In addition
a forty-acre trace, four and onehalf miles west of Great Falls,
has been purchased as the transmitter site. Upon it will be built
a modern fireproof structure.
ing.
John
Parker, KFBB chief engineer, will reside on the premises
and also follow his hobby of farmKFBB is owned by Buttrey
Broadcast Inc., and is one of the
country's oldest stations. It was
first licensed in Havre, Mont., in
1922, to Mr. Buttrey. He operated
it without direct revenue until
1929 when he moved it to Great
Falls and made it commercial.
Mrs. Jacobsen has been its manager for the last eight years, during which time it has devoted from
a 50-watter with studios and transmitter in the same room, to its
present status with 1,000 watts
night and 2,500 watts day.

AERIAL PUBLICISING, INC., NEW

YORK, CHICAGO
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J. C.

Eggleston

Named

Sales Manager of WMC
WITH the resignation of Norwood
H. Gwynn as commercial manager
and Milton Simon as production
manager to form the new Simon
& Gwynn Adv. Agency, Memphis,
Henry W. Slavick, general manager of WMC, announces the appointment of J. C. Eggleston as
sales manager, with various other
staff additions. Mr. Eggleston,
who transfers from the advertising staff of the Memphis Commercial Appeal, operator of WMC,
formerly was with the Atlanta
Journal, and the Branham Co.,
publisher's representatives.
Other appointments announced
by Mr. Slavick: G. Neill Ferguson, formerly with the Memphis
Press-Scimitar, to the sales staff;
W. H. Bowden, transferred from
the' Commercial Appeal to the advertising department; Tony Benander, producer of Byry's Juvenile
Hour, to the production department.
Fungicide Spot Series
MOUNTAIN COPPER Co. Ltd.,
San Francisco, manufacturers of
Mountain Copper Carbonate, a
fungicide for the treating of seed
wheat, has added KQW, San Jose,
Cal., and KHSL, Chico, Cal., to the
list of stations that will carry 50word announcements and time signal announcements daily to wheat
farmers in a 13-week summer campaign which started July 1. Other
stations listed are KFPY, KUJ,
KRLC, KTRB, KFBB, KTAR,
KFH and KFBI. Kelso Norman
Organization, San Francisco, is the
agency.

BIG
Auto

BUSINESS

I
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and Draws

from 100'mile Radius
ities and service. This is not a
AN AUTOMOBILE dealer in a
village of less than 500 population
new experience for the Parsons
organization. Aided by WGY last
has discovered that a high power
year this enterprising firm in the
broadcasting station can be used
little village did nearly $1,000,000
very profitably at 7:30 o'clock of
worth of business in new Fords,
a week-day morning to sell used
cars and new cars.
used cars, parts and service.
The dealer firm is A. L. Parsons
& Son of Central Bridge, N. Y.,
Clear Channel Stations
salesman for Ford cars. Through
the newly organized advertising
Hold
Another Meeting
agency of Leighton & Nelson, the
A
MEETING
of the Clear Channel
Parsons concern engaged 7:30 a.
Group, representing a dozen stam. to 7:45 a. m., daily except Sunday from March 9 to May 16, on
tions opei'ating on clear channels
which
seek to safeguard them
WGY, Schenectady.
against further encroachments,
Through WGY, the client reached
was held in Washington June 14
a concentrated coverage over a 100at the call of Edwin M. Craig,
mile radius. His advertising on
WSM,
Nashville, its chairman. The
the air was directed entirely to the
group was formed more than a
used car buyer. During a threeyear ago at a time when strenuous
months period, A. L. Parsons &
efforts were being made to bring
Son sold 823 units, of which 262
about East-West Coast duplication
were new cars. During week-ends
on clear channels.
alone — that is, over a two-day perPresent at the meeting were
iod— the company sold between 60
KFI, Los Angeles, represented by
and 70 cars. On every program
Earle C. Anthony, president, Harone or more used car values were
rison Holliway, general manager,
W. P. Casson and Kelly Anthony;
described as "today's special at
Parsons" and almost without exWFAA, Dallas, J. M. Moroney,
ception these cars were sold the
vice president, Martin Campbell,
same day they were announced.
general
manager, Ray Collins,
Customers often came from beyond
technical supervisor; WGN, Chithe 100-mile radius area guarancago, Carl J. Meyers, chief engiteed by the station.
neer: WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.. E.
Naturally the advertising alone
A. Hanover, vice president, Wildid not sell the cars. Back of the
liam Fay, general manager, Ray
advertising was an established busH. Manson, vice president and
iness and a reputation for reliachief engineer; WHAS, Louisville,
bility, fair dealing, excellent facilCredo Harris, manager; Barry
Bingham, vice president, Lee Coulson, commercial manager; WHO,
Des Moines, Joseph Maland, vice
president, Wm. M. Branden, secretary. P. A. Loyet, chief engineer;
WLS, Chicago, Burridge D. Butler, president, Homer Couchene,
chief engineer; WLW, Cincinnati,
R. J. Rockwell, technical supervisor , J. E. Whitehouse. chief
transmission engineer, G. F. Leydorf, radiation engineer; WOAI,
San Antonio, Hugh A. L. Halff,
manager, J. T. Hallam, plant engineer; WSB, Atlanta, Lambdin
Kay, general manager, C. G.
Dauevherty, chief engineer, and
WSM, Mr. Craig, vice president
and J. H. DeWitt, chief engineer.
Also in attendance were Louis
G. Caldwell, Philip G. Loucks.
Swagar Sherley, attorneys, and
Harold B. Rothrock, radio engineer
retained by the Clear Channel
Group.
Mr. Caldwell is counsel for
the Group.
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Kwik-On Expands List
McCLOSKEY VARNISH Co., Philadelphia, Chicago and Los Angeles, is enlarging its radio program nationally. Starting with 15
Western stations, it now is using
ten in the Midwest and East and
will double the number in the fall.
The present programs, changed
from the original spot announcements, are placed on station participating programs at the rate of
one daily for each station. The
radio portion of McCloskey advertising is handled bv A. A. Butterworth Agency, Los Angeles. While
the firm manufactures and distributes several products, its radio
activity is confined to its Kwik-On
Magic Finish, a varnish product
for f.oors.

BROADCASTING

TRANSCRIPTIONS
STANDARD RADIO Inc., announces
that seven new stations have been
added to the list subscribing to the
transcribed Standard Program Library. They are KTSM. El Paso;
WNBR,
ford; Memphis;
WAAW, Omaha;WTHT,
WXBC, HartNew
Britain, Conn. ; K G A R, Tucson.
Ariz. ; and CJRC, Winnipeg. Standard also announces a third group "i
purchasers
of KMPC,
their new
SoundHills.
Effects Library:
Beverly
Cal.; WFBC, Greenville. X. C. ;
WCAE, Pittsburgh; WFJZ. Fort
Worth; KFSD, San Diego; WEAN,
Providence ; WICC, Bridgeport, Conn. ;
CJCA, Edmonton, Canada; WSB.
Atlanta ; WISN, Milwaukee ; WTHT.
Hartford, Conn.; WGR. Buffalo;
WAAW, Omaha; WBNY, Buffalo;
WJAY, Cleveland; WCOL, Columbus.
IRVING FOGEL, onetime head of
Hollywood Radio Attractions and
doing radio versions of pictures for
Universal Pictures Corp., the middle
of June was appointed transcription
program director for Associated CinemaciscoStudios,
San opened
Franoffices of Hollywood.
Associated were
June 20 at 310 Sansome St. in charge
of Wilfred Crowell, the past ten years
an executive with Schwabacher-Frey
Co., San Francisco.
THE Sunday Players, dramatic transcription half-hour series of Mertens
& Price, Los Angeles, has been renewed by Valley Forge Memorial
Estates for 39 weeks on WFIL, Philadelphia ;for 26 weeks by William
Cook on WCAO, Baltimore; 26 by
A. W. Bennett Co. on WMBG, Richmond, Va., and also for 26 on 2GB.
Sydney, Australia. Angelus Abbey
Mausoleum, Long Beach, Cal.. is
sponsoring the series on KFWB,
Hollywood.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co..
Inglewood, Cal., has started to manufacture acutting lubricant, preservative and conditioner for use with the
recording of instantaneous discs.
AMERICAN RECORD Corp., Hollywood pressing and processing plant,
has installed an audition room with
playback apparatus and receiving sets.
LORENZO KENNON, formerly radio
executive for the Congoin Co., Los
Angeles, has been appointed general
manager of Radio Release Ltd.. Hollywood transcription producers.
SILKA Recording Studios, Wilmar.
Cal., in June moved to 826 Herkimer
St., Pasadena, Cal.
FENTON EARNSHAW in June was
elected a director of Earnshaw- Young
Inc. and of Earnshaw Radio Productions, Hollywood. He is a son of
Harry A.
and inhasLondon.
just returned Earnshaw
from six months
Safeway

Meat

Spots

SAFEWAY STORES Inc., Oakland, Cal. (chain grocery and market), to call attention to its fresh
meat delivery service in Los Angeles, on June 25 started a tenday campaign using one - minute
dramatized transcription announcements daily on four stations in
that territory. The campaign is a
continuation of that successfully
started March 11 for ten days to
announce inauguration of the delivery service. Discs made by
MacGregor & Sollie Inc., transcription producers, were placed
on KNX and KFWB, Hollywood;
KHJ and KFI, Los Angeles. J.
Waltercisco, isThompson
the agency. Co., San FranWMEX, Boston 100-watter, has
applied to the FCC for authority
to go to
withkc. a directional5,000
antenna watts
on 1470
• Broadcast

Advertising

ANPA
Full

Media
of

Data
WWVA's Trial
A FEATURE of the recent
celebration by WWVA,
Wheeling, of its fifth year
as a CBS station was the
"trial" of the station before
the court of public opinion.
The station was asked to
give evidence of its right to
observe the anniversary, the
proceedings being staged in
a court room setting and
conducted by staff members.

Omissions

IGNORING national spot and local
radio advertising entirely, the Bureau of Advertising of the American Newspaper Publishers Association in latter June issued its 1935
report on national advertiser budgets. The report showed that of a
combined total of $231,107,948
spent by 387 national advertisers
covered by the study, 8134,440,000
or 58% went to newspapers, $61,943,228 or 26.87c went to magazines and $34,724,720 or 15% went
to chain broadcasting.
That the figures are entirely
inadequate so far as radio is concerned, even considering major advertisers, isdisclosed by comparisons with National Advertising
Records' own compilation,
being the source given for that
the
radio figures. NAR shows expenditures for radio time on the major networks as $49,283,879 for
the year, these figures being furnished to NAR by the networks.
Moreover, according to the
1936 Broadcasting Year Book,
national non-network advertising
in 1935 amounted to $17,063,688,
local time to $19,281,735 and regional networks to $1,110,739.
Among the major network radio
advertisers not listed in the ANPA
study were Wasey Products Inc.
(Musterole); Barbasol Co.; William R. Warner Co. (Vince and
Sloan's Liniment) ; Cities Service
Co.; Lady Esther Co., and Lever
Bros. (Lux soap); International
Cellucotton Products Co. (Kleenex).
Considering the ANPA's own list
of 387 advertisers, further analysis

YANKTON,

S. DAK.

shows that 275, or 71.1%, carry no
radio; 112 are radio advertisers.
Of these 112, analysis reveals that
42 spend more for radio than magazines, 12 more for radio than
newspapers and 23 use radio as a
major medium.
Accounts like Pepsodent, Sinclair Refining, Alemite Corp., Richfield Oil, Wyeth Chemical, F. W.
Fitch Co., Kolynos toothpaste, H.
O. Hecker Co., MacFadden Publications, RCA Radiotron, Philip
Morris Co. Ltd., spend more for
radio than magazines and newspapers using even the ANPA table.
The breakdowns naturally give
newspapers the best showing generally, which they would have had
in any case in view of their larger
number and scope. Even with the
hand-picked group of companies
selected they show a rise in chain
broadcasting from 1930 through
1935. Whereas in 1930 network
radio claimed 5.3 cents of the
ANPA selected group's advertising dollar, in 1931 the figure was
8.1 cents, in 1932 11.3 cents, in
1933 10.7 cents, in 1934 12.2 cents,
and in 1935 13.4 cents.
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Newspaper

EXACTLY 171 broadcasting stations 4n the United States, one
in Hawaii and 15 in Canada are
now owned in whole or part by
newspaper publishers, under purchase option to newspaper interests or authorized for construction by newspaper interests. Because of the unmistakable trend
of recent months towards newspaper ownership, which as of
July 1 finds practically onefourth of all the stations in this
country with corporate newspaper affiliations, Broadcasting
herewith publishes an up-to-date
revision of its 1936 Year Book
compilation.
ALABAMA

WS6N, Birmingham — Owned by
Birmingham News and Age-Herald.
ARIZONA

KTAR, Phoenix — Owned bv Phoenix
Arizona Republic and Gazette.
ARKANSAS
KARK.

Little Rock — Affiliated (interlocking ownership) with The
Arkansas Farmer (weekly)
KELD. El Dorado— Affiliated (interlocking ownership) with The Arkansas Farmer. Little Rock.
KTHS. Hot Springs — Under purchase
option to interests owning The Arkansas Farmer.
KCMC. Texarkana — Owned by Texarkana Gazette and News (See
Texas) .
CALIFORNIA

KYA. San Francisco — Affiliated (interlocking) with San Francisco Examiner (Hearst).
KEHE. Los Angeles — Owned by
Evening Herald Publishing Co
( Hearst) .
KLN. Oakland — Owned and operated
by Oakland Tribune.
KFBK. Sacramento — Owned by. Sacramento Bee (McClatchv newspapers).
KM.T. Fresno — Owned by Fresno Bee
(McClatchy newspapers).
KWG. Stockton — Owned by the McClatchy newspapers ( Sacramento
Bee. Fresno Bee and Modesto Bee)
RERN. Bakersfield — Owned by McClatchy newspapers (Fresno Bee
T^^iest0 Bee and Sacramento Bee).
KDON Del Monte. Cal. — Affiliated
(corporate) with Monterey Peninsula Herald.
COLORADO

KL?- Denver— Owned h? Publishers
of
Oklahoma City Oklahoman and
limes.
CONNECTICUT

WTHT

Hartford — Const
on permit for new 100-watt ructi
davtime staTt,V^nT>gra^ed
t0 Hartford Times.
w lABi>. Waterbury
—
by Waterbury Republican Owned
and American.
DELAWARE

WILM and WDEL. Wilmington —
Controlling stock owned by Steinman brothers, also publishers
of
Lancaster (Pa.) New Era and Intelligencer-Journal.
FLORIDA

WDAE
,
Times.
WIOD,
Daily
WCOA,

Tampa — Owned by Tampa
Miami — Controlled bv Miami
News.
Pensacola — Owned by publisher of Pensacola News and Journal, Jacksonville Journal. Panama
City (Fla;) Herald, and Reading
(Pa.) Times.
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FLORIDA— (Continued)
WTAL, Tallahassee — Operated by
Florida Capitol Broadcasters Inc.,
whose president. Gilbert Freeman,
is publisher of Avon Park (Fla.)
Highlands County Pilot. Scenic
Highlands Sun and Lake Placid
News. (weeklies ) .
GEORGIA
WSB.
Atlanta — Owned by Atlanta
Journal.
ILLINOIS
WGN,
Chicago — Owned by Chicago
Tribune.
WAAF, Chicago — Owned by Chicago
Daily Drovers Journal.
TVLS,
Chicago
— Owned by the Prairie
Farmer
(weekly).
WDWS, Champaign — Construction of
new
station
by Champaign NewsGazette
authorized.
WHBF, Rock Island — Owned by
Rock Island Argus.
WROK, Roekford — Affiliated (corporate) with Roekford RegisterRepublic and Star.
INDIANA
WSBT and WFAM. South Bend —
Owned by South Bend Tribune.
WTRC. Elkhart — Owned by Elkhart
Daily Truth.
WWAE. Hammond — Affiliated (interlocking) with Lake County Times,
Hammond.
IOWA
KSO and KRNT. Des Moines —
Owned by Des Moines Register &
Tribune.
WMT. Cedar Rapids — Owned by the
Des Moines Register & Tribune.
KSC.I, Sioux City— Owned by Sioux
City Journal.
KANSAS
WLBF, Kansas City — Owned by
Kansas City Kansan (Capper publicatons).
WIBW Topeka — Owned by Topeka
Capital (Capper publications).
KFH. Wichita — 50% owned by
Wichita Eagle.
KGGF,
Coffeyville— Owned by Coffeyville Journal.
KGNO.

Dodge City — Affiliated (corporate) with Dodge City Globe.
KENTUCKY

WHAS,

Louisville — Owned by Louisville Courier-Journal and Times.
WCMI. Ashland — Affiliated (corpodent. rate) with Ashland Daily IndepenWLAP, Lexington — Under purchase
option to publishers of Lexington
Herald.
LOUISIANA
KWKH. KTBS and KWEA. Shreveport — Owned bv Shreveport Times.
W.JBO. Baton Rouge — Controlled by
Baton Rouge Star-Times and Morning Advocate.
KYOL. Lafayette — 50% owned by
Lafayette Advertiser.
MAINE
WSPG, Portland — Construction of
new station by Portland Broadcasting System Inc., affiliated
through stock ownership with Portland Press Herald, authorized.
MARYLAND
WBAL. Baltimore — Affiliated (interlocking) with Baltimore News-Post
& American (Hearst).
MASSACHUSETTS
WTAG,

Worcester — Owned by Worcester Telegram and Gazette.
WNBH. New Bedford — Owned by
New
Bedford Mercury and Standard-Times.

Stations

NORTH

MICHIGAN

CAROLINA

WWJ,
News. Detroit — Owned by Detroit
WELL, Battle Creek — Owned by Battle Creek Enquirer-News.
WBEO, Marquette — Owned by Marquette Mining Journal.
MINNESOTA

WWNC,
Asheville
Owned by Asheville Citizen
and —Times.
WSJS, Winston-Salem — Owned by
Winston - Salem Journal and Twin
City Sentinel.
WDNC, ham Durham
— Owned by DurHerald.
NORTH DAKOTA

WTCN, Minneapolis — Owned jointly
by Minneapolis Tribune and St.
Paul Pioneer Press & Dispatch.
WEBC, Duluth-Superior — Affiliated
(corporate) with Superior (Wis.)
Telegram.
WMFG. Hibbing— Affiliated (corporate) with Superior (Wis.) Tele-

WDAY,

WHLB,
Virginia — Affiliated (corpogram. rate)
with Superior (Wis.) Telegram. Construction authorized.
KGFK, Moorhead — Affiliated (corporate) with Fargo (N. D.) Forum.
MISSISSIPPI
WQBC, Vicksburgh — Owned by Vicksburgh Post and Herald.
WCOC, Meridian — Owned by publishers of Clark County Tribune,
Quitman, Miss, (weekly).
MISSOURI
WDAF, Kansas City — Owned by
Kansas City Star.
KSD,
Louis — Owned by St. Louis
Post St.
Dispatch.
WMBH, Joplin — Affiliated (corporate) with Joplin Globe & NewsHerald.
KFEQ, St. Joseph — Affiliated (corporate) with St. Joseph News - Press
and Gazette.
KFRU, Columbia ■ — Under purchase
option to St. Louis Star-Times.
MONTANA
KDNC, Lewiston — Construction of
new station by Lewiston DemocratNews authorized.
NEBRASKA
KOIL. Omaha — Council Bluffs;
KFAB and KFOR, Lincoln — 24%
of stock owned by Lincoln Star and
25% by Lincoln State Journal.
WJAG. Norfolk— Owned by Norfolk
Daily News.
NEVADA
KOH. Reno — Owned by the McClatchy newspapers of California.
NEW MEXICO
KOB. Albuquerque — Under purchase
option to publisher of Albuquerque
Journal.
KGGM. Albuquerque — Owned by publishers of Lexington (Ky.) Herald.
KICA. Clovis — 66 2/3% owned by
publishers
of Lexington (Ky.)
Herald.
NEW

YORK

WINS. New York City — Owned by
Hearst Radio Inc. ; affiliated with
New York American and Journal.
WEVD, New York — Affiliated (corpoward. rate) with The Jewish Daily ForWBEN, Buffalo — Owned by Buffalo
News.
WEBR. Buffalo — Under purchase option to Buffalo News.
WOKO and WABY. Albany — Affiliated (corporate) with Albany
Knickerbocker Press and Evening
News (Gannett newspapers).
WHEC. Rochester — Controlled by
Rochester Democrat & Chronicle
and Times-Union (Gannett).
WESG.
Elmira
Operated
under lease
from- Ithaca
Cornell— University
by Elmira Star-Gazette (Gannett).
WHDL,
nett). Olean — Affiliated (corporate)
with Olean Times Herald (GanWCAD. Canton — Under option to be
operated by lease from St. Lawrence
University by Watertown Times.
BROADCASTING

Fargo — Affiliated (corporate) with Fargo Forum.
OHIO

WHK, land
Cleveland
— Owned by ClevePlain Dealer.
WJAY, land
Cleveland
— Owned by ClevePlain Dealer.
WHKC, landColumbus
— Owned by ClevePlain Dealer.
WBNS, Columbus — Affiliated (interlocking) with Columbus Dispatch.
WCOL, Columbus — Affiliated (interlocking) with Ohio State Journal.
WHBC, Canton — Under purchase option to Brush - Moore Newspapers
(Canton Repository).
WCPO, Cincinnati — Affiliated (interlocking control) with Cincinnati
Post (Scripps-Howard).
WSMK, Dayton — Affiliated (corporate) with the Dayton Herald &
Journal.
WHIO, Dayton — Owned by Dayton
Daily News and affiliated with the
Springfield News and Sun.
WKBN, Youngstown — 10% owned by
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
OKLAHOMA
KVSO, Ardmore — Owned by Ardmore
Daily Ardmoreite.
KCRC, Enid — Affiliated (interlocking
control) with Enid News & Eagle.
KBIX — Owned by Muskogee Phoenix
and Times-Democrat.
WKY, Oklahoma City — Owned by
Oklahoma City Oklahoman and
Times.
KGFG. Oklahoma City — Under purchase option to Harold Hough, circulation manager of Ft. Worth
Star-Telegram.
KOMA. Oklahoma City — Under purchase option to Hearst Radio Inc.
KGFF. Shawnee — Affiliated (interlocking ownership) with Shawnee
News and Star (Stauffer newsOREGON
papers).
KGW, Portland — Owned by Portland
Oregonian.
KEX. Portland — Operated under
lease from NBC by Portland OreKCTN, Portland — Affiliated (corpogonian. rate) with Portland Oregon Journal.
KALE. Portland — One-third owned
by Portland Oregon Journal.
KRNR. Roseburg — Owned by the
RoseburglisherNews-Review,
whose Falls
pubalso owns Klamath
Herald-News and is part owner of
Medford Mail Tribune.
PENNSYLVANIA
WHAT. Philadelphia — Owned by
Philadelphia Public Ledger.
WCAE. Pittsburgh — Affiliated (interlocking) with Pittsburgh Sun-Telegranh (Hearst).
WWSW. Pittsburgh — Owned by Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.
WSAN.
Allen town — Owned by Allentown Call.
WQAX.
Scranton — Owned by Scranton Times.
WHP. Harrisburg — Affiliated (interlocking control) with Harrisburg
Telegraph.
WKBO. Harrisburg — Affiliated (interlocking control) with Harrisburg
Telegranh.
WGAL. Lancaster — Controlling stock
owned by Steinman brothers, also
publishers of Lancaster Intelligencer-Journal and New Era.
(Continued on page 107)
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•ENNSYLVANIA — (Continued)
ORK. York — Controlling stock
also
|| owned by Steinman brothers,
Iljpublishers of Lancaster Xew Era
' and Intelligencer-Journal.
|AZL, Hazleton — Controlling stock
owned by Steinman brothers, also
publishers of Lancaster Xew Era
and Intelligencer-Journal.
RAK. TVilliamsport — Controlled by
TVilliamsport Sun-Gazette.
KOK, Sunbury — AiEliated (interlocking control") with Sunbury Item.
|"EST,
— Controlling
owned Easton
by Steinman
brothers, stock
also
Ipublishers of Lancaster Intelligencer-Journal and New Era.
JAC. Johnstown - — Controlled by
Johnstown Tribune and Democrat.
SOUTH CAROLINA
AIM. Anderson — Owned by Anderson Independent and Daily Mail.
"FBC, Greenville — Owned by the
Greenville News-Piedmont.
TENNESSEE
"MC.
MemphisAppeal.
— Owned by Memphis
Commercial
XBR. Memphis — Under purchase
option to Memphis Commercial Appeal.
'TJS.
Sun. Jackson — Owned by Jackson
'XOX. Knosville — Affiliated (interlocking control) with Knoxville
Xews-Sentinel ( Scripps-Howard) .
TEXAS
FAA. Dallas — Owned by Dallas
Xews and Journal.
5 RLD. Dallas — Owned by Dallas
Times-Herald.
"BAP. Fort Worth — Owned by Fort
Worth Star-Telegram.
GKO. Fort Worth — Owned by Fort
Worth Star-Telegram.
PRC. Houston — Controlled by Houston Post.
TRH. Houston — Owned by Houston
Chronicle.
YZ. Houston — Affiliated (interlocking control) with Houston
Chronicle.
GXC. Amarillo — Owned by publishers of Amarillo Globe - Xews. who
also has interests in Midland Reporter-Telegram, Lubbock Avalanche-Journal. Dalhart Texan.
Shamrock Texan, Childress Index
i all in Texas) ; Atchison (Kan.)
Globe,
and Falls City (Xeb. ) Journal.
IFYO, Lubbock — Affiliated ( corporate) with Lubbock Avalanche Journal, which is owned by same interests as Amarillo Globe-Xews.
[CMC, Texarkana — Owned by Texarkana Gazette and Xews (See Arkans ).
ZIUX, Pecos — Affiliated ( interlocking ownership) with Pecos Enterprise (weekly).
[PDX. Pampa — ■ Owned by Pampa
Daily Xews.
ITSA.
San Antonio — Owned by
Hearst Radio Inc. ( San Antonio
Li<rht is Hearst newspaper.)
[XOW. Austin — Owned by Hearst
Radio Inc.
VACO. Waco — Under purchase option to Hearst Radio Inc.
IGFI. Corpus
Christi — Affiliated
( corporate)
with Corpus Christi
Caller-Times.
IGKL. San Angelo — 33% owned by
publisher of San Angelo StandardTimes, who also has interests in
Abilene Reporter-Xews. Sweetwater
Reporter. Big Spring Herald. Paris
Xews and Corpus Christi CallerTimes.
vBST, Big Spring — Construction of
new station by Big Spring Herald
authorized.
vPLT. Paris — Construction of new
station by Paris Xews authorized.
£RBC. Abilene — Construction of new
station by Abilene Reporter - Xews
authorized.
\RRY. Sherman — Construction of
new station by interests including
Sherman Democrat authorized.
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UTAH
KSL. Salt Lake City — Fifty per cent
owned by Salt Lake Tribune.
KLO. Ogden — Affiliated (interlocking
control) with Ogden StandardExaminer.

You

Can't

Sell

VERMONT
WCAX.

Burlington — Owned by Burlington Dailv Xews.
WDEY, Waterbury — Owned by Waterbury Record (weekly) and Stowe
Journal.

WASHINGTOM-C

VIRGINIA
WDBJ. Roanoke — Owned by Roanoke
Times and World-Xews.
WTAR. Xorfolk — Owned by Norfolk
Ledger
- Dispatch
and Virginian
Pilot.
WPHR. Petersburg — Owned by publishers of Richmond Xews - Leader.
WEST VIRGINIA
WHIS. Bluefield — Owned by Bluefield Daily Telegraph and Sunset
Xews.
WSAZ. Huntington — Owned by the
Huntington Advertiser and HeraldDispatch.
WCHS. Charleston — Owned by the
Huntington Advertiser and HeraldDispatch.
WISCONSIN
WTM.I. Milwaukee — Owned by Milwaukee Journal.
WISX. Milwaukee — Owned by Hearst
Radio Inc. : affiliated with Milwaukee Sentinel and Wisconsin Xews.
WIBA. Madison — Owned jointly by
Madison Capital Times and Wisconsin State Journal.
WEBC, Superior-Duluth — Affiliated
(corporate) with Superior Telegram (See Minnesota).
WCLO.
Janesville
— Owned by Janesville Gazette.
KFIZ. Fond du Lac — Owned by Fond
du Lac Commonwealth Reporter.
WKBH. La Crosse — Affiliated (interlocking) with La Crosse Tribune
and Leader-Press.
WR.IX. Racine — Owned by Racine
Journal-Times.
WHBL. Sheboygan — Owned by Sheboygan Press.
HAWAII
KGU. Honolulu — Owned by Honolulu
Advertiser.
CANADA
CHXS. Halifax. X. S. — Owned by
Halifax Herald and Mail.
CKAC. treal
Montreal
La Presse. — Owned by MonCHLP.

Montreal — Owned by Montreal La Patrie.
CFPL. donLondon,
Free Press.Ont. — Owned by LonCKCK. Regina. Sask. — Owned by Regina Leader-Post.
CFAC. Calgary. Alta. — Owned by
Calgarv Herald.
CJCJ, Calgary. Alta.— Owned by Calgary Albertan.
C JCA, Edmonton, Alta. — Owned by
Edmonton Journal.
CKCD, Vancouver, B. C. — Owned by
Vancouver Dailv Province.
CFJC. Kamloops. B. C. — Owned by
Kamloops Sentinel.
CHSJ, St. John, N. B. — Controlled
by St. John Telegraph-Journal and
Times-Globe.
CJKL. Kirkland Lake, Ont. — Affiliated (interlocking control) with
Timmins, Ont. Press.
CKGB, Timmins. Ont. — Affiliated
(corporate) with Timmins Press.
CKCO. Sudbury, Ont. — Owned by
Sudburv Star.
CKOV. Kelowna, B. C. — Affiliated
(corporate) with Kelawna Courier.
Vernon Xews and Penticton Herald
(weeklies) .
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Albert F. Murray
Television Expert of Philco and
Chairman, Television Committee, Radio Manufacturers Assn.
A DETAILED technical report on
television frequency allocations as
recommended by the RMA, was
given by Mr. Murray, formerly
with RCA in television research.
He enumerated the basic television
requirements as follows:
1. A single set of television standards for the D. S. A.
2. Frequency channels of adequate
width, 6 rue, necessary for the transmission of high - definition pictures —
pictures which experience has shown
possess sufficient detail to afford sustaining interest — pictures which will
approach the quality of home movies.
A channel of 6 mc. wide, from the
viewpoint of the radio telephone engineer, seems very broad, broad enough
for say, 300 telephone conversations,
but if we are to have pictures of satisfactory detail this is the minimum
channel width the Federal Communications Commission can assign.
3. Television, with its accompanying sound, should be in that portion
of the ultra-high frequency spectrum
best suited to this service (the 42-90
mc. region). This band must be wide
enough for a sufficient number of
channels to permit the simultaneous
broadcasting of a reasonable number
of programs in a given territory.
4. The television frequency band, or
bands, should be as continuous as possible because of the convenience this
affords in tuning, and because this
permits the design of simpler, cheaper
home television receivers.
5. A space in that experimental region above 120 mc. for television relaying, pick-up work and expansion.
This space is to be shared with other
services until that time arrives when,
in the opinion of the Commission!
definite assignments should be made.
Then there will be required the allocation of a continuous band wide
enough for a sufficient number of
channels for future television service.
He called high - definition television in the laboratory "a reality".
Television, he predicted
will be
supplementary to, but not take the
place of sound broadcasting, and
some day will win a place of importance in our national life approaching that of present-day aural broadcasting. When it reaches
the commercial stage, he declared,
it will form the basis of a new industry, producing television equipment in factories and producing
programs in studios, entailing the
hiring of thousands of workers.
A summary of ten items contained in the RMA recommended
standards, all of which were elaborated upon in the report, was
by Mr. Murray, as follows: given
1. Frequency allocation — Lower
limit. 42 mc. ; upper limit, 90 mc. ; an
experimental band starting at 120 me
2. Channel width — 6 mc.
3. Spacing between television and
sound carriers — 3.25 mc. (approx.).
4. Relation of sound carrier to television carrier — Sound carrier higher
in frequency.
5.
tive. Polarity of transmission — Nega6. Number of lines — 140-450.
7. Frame frequency — 30 per second ;
field
laced. frequency. 60 per second, inter8. Aspect ratio, 4 :3.
9. Percentage of television signal
devoted to synchronizing signals — Not
less than 20%.
10. Synchronizing signal — No recommendation — ("Serrated" vertical
signal favored by RCA ; "narrow" vertical signal favored by Philco. Hazeltine, Farnsworth. General Electric
Co.)
Concluding, Mr. Murray said as
far as channels of 6 mc. in width
are concerned, there can be no compromise.
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of
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Spectrum:

10-42,000
kc. No. of
No. of
As of June 1, 1936
Exclusive
Total ATo.
Shared
16
26
of Licensed
76
Class of Station
F requenci
210
o
69
Aeronautical
Frequencies'
Aeronautical Pt-to-Pt
Statio
473us1
2
Aircraft
24
0
\irport
151
96
630
23
4
0
Aviation3
90
0
Broadcast (550-1500 kc.)
3
Coastal Harbor (Telegraph)
120o
1
8
Coastal Harbor (Telephone)
15
24
Coastal Telegraph
31
2
3
Coastal Telephone
454o
25
Experimental Broadcast
62
124
8
Facsimile Broadcast
120
76
5
Fixed Public Press
General Experimental
181
(Research only)
4
Government
4
0
High Frequency Broadcast (Apex) 32
1
20
International Broadcast
1
2
0
Marine Fire
42
2
144
Marine Relay
11
11
5
0
Mobile Press
405
4
0
Motion Picture
1125
14
15
Municipal Police
459o
484
4
Obstruction Marker Beacon
325
257
Pt-to-Pt Telegraph
Pt-to-Pt Telephone
528 4
Relay Broadcast
8
12
186
(formerly broadcast pickup) . . .
36
7
0
Ship (Harbor)
1974
42
25
Ship (Telegraph)
4
1
1
Ship (Telephone)
4
2
3
Special Broadcast (1500-1600 kc.)
1
5
83
Special Emergency
139
Special Experimental
18
0
213
(research only)
11
79
9
State Police
0
0
Television
1249
6111
843
Amateur
46598
1 The stations operating under the exceptions of Rule 320 are included in these
classifications.
2 Includes frequency range from 10 to 42000 kc. only.
3 Aeronautical,
30000
kc. only. aeronautical pt-to-pt, and aircraft operating on frequencies above
231 = only. Frequency
1 Total number of Government stations available by sub-bands
date is for band 10 — 28000 kc. only.
5 Channeling system (Rule 228) does not apply to frequencies above 28000 kc.

AMERICAN

RADIO

THE
American Radio Relay
League, national association of
licensed transmitting amateurs,
made an extensive presentation
through its general counsel. Paul
M. Segal, employing as witnesses
Kenneth B. Warner, managing
secretary; Francis E. Handy,
communications manager, and the
associate editor of QST, Ross A.
Hull, who illustrated their representations with a series of large
colored charts.
Mr. Segal first briefly sketched
the historical background of amateur radio in explanation of the
nature of the "ham" institution.
He then put on the stand Mr.
Warner who asserted that the
national policy of encouraging
amateur radio had richly repaid
the nation. He cited the vast
training-school value of amateur
radio and the fact that it supplied
the majority of the executives, engineers and operators for the industry and the art.
He particularly emphasized its
value as a reservoir of trained
operators available for national
defense, pointing out that the
communication needs of modern
defense arms are prodigous and
that the great number of skilled
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their various bands. He stated j
that congestion was now so\
severe that amateur stations were;
"six deep" throughout their bands i
demonstrating that in their morel
popular bands the amateur trans-a
mitters sometimes were as closely j
packed as 200 to 400 stations perjl
FCC telegraph channel of 0.1% 1
width. Despite the use of most I
selective receivers their interf er- I
ence is now so great, he said, that 1
they are being seriously handi- j
capped in supplying their aids to I
the art and the public. To make J
the most effective contribution tol
American life, he asserted, it was;
desirable that two of their bands j

of

RELAY

be
: Their3500-4500
"80-meter"
band expanded
to the figures
kc. >
and their "40-meter" band so that
it would run from 7000 to 7500 kc.
Mr. Handy made it plain that!
his organization recognized that
this hearing was not dealing in
frequency allocations in this part
of the spectrum and said he was
not filing a specific request for!
these frequencies, but rather was
reporting upon their situation and
disclosing that a need for more
frequencies existed.

Space for Amateurs
HE SAID that the amateur or- i
ganization had surveyed the commercial activity in the region of
7500 kc. and had concluded that
more space for amateurs was
available there from the engineer814
ing point of view. Admitting the
existence of political and administrative difficulties to such expansion, he said that amateurs nevertheless had come quite firmly to
the conclusion that questionable
engineering practice was being
followed by the commercial communications services of the world,
and that if sound engineering considerations could be made to govern, there could be additional

LEAGUE

amateurs in this country — in the
neighborhood of 45,000 — assured
the military and naval forces of
an adequate answer to what
otherwise would be a most difficult
problem.
Mr. Warner also stated that
amateurs had made many technical contributions to the advancement of the art and asserted that
much of America's dominance in
radio technological advance flowed
from the amateur influence. Perhaps his chief claim for the service value of amateur radio was
the emergency communication it
supplies when other forms of communication are disrupted, as in
cases of floods, hurricanes and
other emergencies. The vast numbers of amateurs and their widespread distribution, and their ingenuity in establishing communication under the most adverse
conditions, he said, assures every
community the ability to have its
plight reported and assistance
started.
Crowding Claimed
MR.

HANDY reported the present operating status of amateurs,
explaining their frequency assignments and the chief uses made of

BROADCASTING

space for the "hams" without injury to other services.
Mr. Hull has been a prominent
worker in ultra-high frequency research in recent years and reported for the Commission's information the work of amateur investigators in this field. He described
the results of a two-year program
of automatic recording of 60 mc.
signals over a path from the Blue
Hills
Observatory
of Harvard
University to W. Hartford, Conn.,
a distance of 95 miles embracing
four "optical horizons".
It was
commonly
believed, he asserted,
that consistent communication
over such a path was impossible
at such frequencies, but he had
found only five days in two years
in which
communication failed.
The transmission took place, he
asserted, by virtue of a little-appreciated mode of propagation,
namely, bending of the waves in
the lower atmosphere.
He called
these waves "air waves", as contrasted with the well-understood
sky wave and ground wave.
It was Mr. Hull's point that,
while numerous surveys have been
made of the coverage that can be

•
i
;

!

j
I
:

securedotherby uses
"apex
broadcasting"
and
of the
ultra-high
frequencies, inadequate considera- i
tion had been given the interference possibilities of these waves.
He asserted that there were freconditionsstations
when the
nals of quently
Boston
of sigIowa 'i
power,
a hundred
miles away,
drowned out the signals of local
Hartford amateurs within a mile
or two of the receiving location.
He also reported that, on sev- I
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■ ial occasions in the last year,
Coast amateurs
-pres of East
band had commc.
60
Sing their
municated with scores of similar
*iateurs in the middle states, by
frtue of sky-wave transmission,
such longthat
jid predicted
stance transmission on the very
lort waves would become increasj igly frequent the next few years.
:ie to the operation of the 11#ar solar cycle.
Mr. Segal then put Mr. Warner
4ck on the stand to adduce the
:nateur attitude towards the pro:dsal that they give up their
'•meter band to television. Mr.
arner pointed out that amateurs
id been assigned that band since
">24, had intensively occupied it,
id he felt that they had demonTated their ability to develop
.' teresting technical information
- om their investigations of it. He
jserted that the amateur group
•garded the band as a valuable
art of their family and that they
nuld not contemplate giving it
o or moving it. As to their own
iture in the ultra-high field, Mr.
Tarner renewed the request of
le amateur
organization that
,\eir service be assigned the band
frequencies from 112 to 120
; c, as a logical continuation of
leir "harmonic
family" which
ready embraces a 10-meter band
ad a 5-meter one. Amateurs are
ltitled to modest
"test slices"
tr oughout the high - frequency
oectrum, he asserted, and there
every reason to expect continuig results to the art from such
ssignments to the eager and inairing amateur experimenters.

A

CSBS

Dr. Frank Jewett
President, Bell Laboratories

BY CONTRAST with the decidedradio's
attitude
ly bullish
ties toward
future
opportuni
expressed by
Mr. Sarnoff. Dr. Jewett, speaking extemporaneously, frankly
asserted that he "leaned to the
side of conservatism". He urged
extreme caution in drawing up
new rules and regulations, declaring that the shortwave radio art
is still uncertain and embryonic.
Dr. Jewitt declared that, so far
as knowledge of the lower end of
the spectrum is concerned, we can
proceed with a fair degree of certainty, but that the high spectrum
gets us into "uncertain and highly
speculative realms". If we fix
hard and fast rules now, he cautioned, we may find ourselves entirely wrong, may run into factors
completely unknown or so sketchily
known as to be risky.
Dr. Jewett said he was "shocked"
r's
nt
by
Dellinge
to
the Dr.
needs
of the stateme
governmentas as
against commercial interests. Any
such rigid allocations as the government proposes, he said, would
be very questionable in value to
American society unless the greatest possible use by the government
could be shown.
The Bell Laboratories chief saw
a threefold need for radio services
beyond what the wires already offer, namely (1) linking distributing systems over great stretches
such as oceans, (2) extension of
services to mobile carriers, such
as ships and airplanes, and (3)
emergency or temporary uses to
cover difficult stretches of terrain.
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The
Mountain
Goes
To
Mahomet
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Studio
Goes
To
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Once again, The Central States Broadcasting System —
KFAB, KOIL, KFOR— pioneers with the FIRST Mobile
Broadcasting Unit in Nebraska and Iowa. Another FIRST
for stations that have always been leaders in radio broadcasting in the middlewest.

CENTRAL

STATES

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

0
a sport*
With our new transcribing equipment we can make it possible for you to hear EXACTLY how your program will sound
*
ursendo*
on the air.
can
you a record of the most popular
°rWeyo
local program with its ready-built audience. Or we will build
you a program to your needs and send you a recorded audition.
Also, if you are now running a program in Syracuse we can
reproduce it directly from a broadcast so that you may hear it
as it is. This is a service you can profitably use if you are using
or going to use radio in Syracuse.
5,000 watts days; 1,000
watts nights.
Full Columbia service.
Competent
program department.
ONONDAGA

l

KFAB-K0IL-KF0R
Lincoln
Omaha
Council Bluffs —

Complete
service. merchandising
Trained selling announcers.
Seasoned radio organiza- tion. A

RADIO
BROA ^CASTING
SYRACUSE, NE
?ORK

CORP.

MEMBER BASIC NETWORK COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
National Representatives: RADIO SALES, INC.
New York
Detroit
Chicago
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"Rule

of

3"

for

WTAR

Station

by

Found

Buyers

Space

New "Copy Angle"
Planning Effective

Radio

Will Prove Big Help in
Radio Sales Campaign

STATION WTAR, NBC Outlet in
Norfolk, Va., completely satisfies
all requirements of the radio space
buyer for insuring complete
money's worth of every dollar
spent for time on a station. Set
forth as the "life preservers" of
the time buyer are three major
factors in choice of stations.
Majority Listener Preference
THE FIRST RULE is a sure sign
of sales receptivity . . . and so
rare it makes WTAR a "must"
for any well coordinated campaign.
Recent Ross Federal coincidental
survey gave WTAR 54.24% of total
listeners at all hours on all stations reaching into the rich Tidewater Virginia market of Norfolk,
Portsmouth and Newport News.
High Per Cent of Contract
Renewals
CERTAIN SALES SATISFACTION makes WTAR just as highly prized as an integral unity in
the sales campaign as does majority listener preference. 86% of
contracts for the products using
time over WTAR during last
twelve months have been renewed
and many of the advertisers have
come back time after time.

A VALUABLE field in the ultrahigh frequency range was seen by
Mr. Kirchhofer, vice president of
WBEN and managing editor of
the Buffalo Evening News, for
localized broadcasting either to
supplement the present broadcast
service or to allow smaller communities now without their own
service to enjoy local radio facilities and for facsimile broadcasting
of news reports to especially interested classes, somewhat similar to
stock ticker service. Mr. Kirchhofer stated that his station had
been conducting ultra-high experimentation since 1932, first on
51,400 kc. and recently on 41,000
kc. and, while the tests have not
completely solved all problems, the
most useful data is the clarity
and generally satisfactory reception throughout a local territory
without skip distance effect. He
suggested 41 megacycles as a good
point for this localized high-frequency broadcasting.
There is no danger that facsimile transmission of news will
replace newspapers, he stated. He
thought, however, that it had a
place as a special limited and selective service, preferably functioning simultaneously with broadcasting so the listener could tune
to both facsimile and broadcasting. He suggested facsimile could
be placed on a scheduled basis for
transmission of broadcast news reports received too late for the
morning newspaper and too late
for the afternoon newSDaper, as a
supplementary news report for the

The

Compact Metropolitan Market

Right

Whether

300,000 POPULATION within 20
miles of transmitter gives WTAR
a responsive market that is easily
and quickly merchandised. Balanced industrial activities coupled
with surrounding agricultural region give an unusual opportunity
for year round sales in the Greater
Norfolk market. Most of population is urban and 97.3% of homes
have radios.

newspaper. He urged that th<_;
FCC grant channels for continue-;
experimentation, but that if th'J
experimenters
themselveable and have prove
a qualified
service 1
of public benefit they be given ar^
opportunity to launch the service!
commercially on the ultra-highs.
William

J. Scripps

Stations WWJ and W8XWJ,
The Detroit News
ON BEHALF of Mr. Scripps, who
had to leave the conference before
called upon, Stuart Bailey, of the
consulting engineering firm oi
Jansky & Bailey, Washington, described the progress made by the
Detroit News in its experiments
with an "apex" station. Because
measuring instruments are unavailable, itis difficult to take exact field measurements of signal
intensity, it was brought out, but
the
newspaper's
experimenters
have
determined
that
5,630 receiving
sets have been sold in Detroit
since W8XWJ went on the air that
are capable of tuning in its signals, and he estimated at least
several thousand more are beina
used that were home made.
Mr. Scripps' paper expressed
the hope that allocations above
1500 kc. would be made for radiotype services to be used in news
gathering, for facsimile and for
relay broadcasting or pickup services— all of which, it was stated,
would greatly aid in the functioning of a newspaper. The Scripps
paper was in the nature of one of
the first
on the
"apex"
tionsreports
submitted to
FCC operasince
these frequencies began to attract
such widespread interest.

Approach

you're selling a product,
liciting- funds for a community

so-

chest, or

just trying to join a golf club, the right
approach

is essential.

There is only one "right approach" to
Savannah's radio listeners. It's the station they regard

EDWARD PETRY & CO.
National Representatives

COMPLETE

A. H. Kirchhofer
WBEN and W8XH,
Buffalo Evening News

as their own.

It's the

one they listen to consistently. It's the
one that gives them best reception.

NBC

SERVICE

That
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WTOC
SAVANNAH,
COLUMBIA
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National
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DME startling claims were made
t Mr. Lemert on behalf of his
J.mpany and its president, Dr.
fee DeForest, noted inventor of
Je vacuum tube, and he promised
: demonstrate them if FCC enginy's
feers would visit the compa
boratories. First, he claimed per,ction of a high-speed facsimile
-stem now ready to be introiced which, he said, will transit from 240 square inches per
j inute at slow speed to 600 square
, .ches per minute at normal sneed,
idng a frequency band of 30 kc.
;ith single side band transmission.
Secondly, he described a new
heater television" service as folJfws:
i"The theater television utilizes
new and basic principle in which
film is
new non-photographic
4ed and upon which a high-defition television picture is electriilly engraved just prior to promotion; that is, the film is run at
's regular speed of projection andie picture is electricallv engraved
"Hd projected upon the full-sizp
jieater screen 18x24 feet in less
,^an one-quarter of one second.
"The frequency required for this
Iqpe of service will be apnroxiately 4,000 kc. — the picture hav,.g approximately 400 lines. It is
ossible in this particular field to
hlevise any scene at a distant
Dint and through the medium o*
^ter-linked
broadcasting project
|»e
scene
being
televised which
upon are
th'
:reens of all theaters
luipped with this type of recepon apparatus and utilizing th'
equipment.''
projection
landard
As for home
television, the third
;rvice Mr. Lemert promised from
is company's laboratories, he de?ribed a "new and revolutionary"
:eehanical
system
of scanning
)nd a receiver "capable of proacting a three-foot square picture
ith a definition of two million
icture elements."
Although this
efmition is considerably higher
aan that contemplated by other
)mpanies, he added, it is possible
> transmit such a picture for
pme use utilizing side-band transmission. The sets, he said, can
robably be sold to the public for
lot more than $200.
Mr. Lemert recommended that
pr facsimile and television, the
J'CC
40 to
mc.
and, set
and aside
statedthethat
his 110
experince was 60 to 110 mc. is the most
aluable. Although the claims
lade for the DeForest services exeeded those of all others by far,
omdr. Craven did not cross exmine Mr. Lemert at much length
eyond securing an assurance
jrom himspectorthat
FCC's Coast,
chief inon thethePacific
V.
ord Greaves, would be permitted
) see these developments in view
f the inability of Comdr. Craven
nd any of his Washington staff
) visit Los Angeles in the near
ature.

THE

REVOLUTIONARY
frequency modulation system of
broadcasting, as opposed to amplitude modulation now used, was
demonstrated by Prof. Armstrong,
inventor of the superhetrodyne,
regenerative and super-regenerative circuits. Asking that facilities be left open in the ultra-high
bands for frequency modulation,
he had performed a number of recordings which revealed the difference in quality between amplitude
and frequency modulation emissions, the results of which were
almost amazing.
Prof. Armstrong said his experiments with a station in New
York disclosed reception far beyond the line of sight. While his
frequency modulation method demands band-widths ten times the
width used for amplitude modulation, he said that not only the increased quality but the greatly increased primary coverage of stations justifies its use in the ultrahigh bands.

LIKE

a

-with

Tfoull

• Whether

only

bother facsimile would be remedied. Moreover, the Armstrong
method overcomes atmospherics
which have proved troublesome on
the ultra-highs, and would make
for greater reliability of transmission.
The recordings demonstrated by
Prof. Armstrong indicated a reduction in background noises and interference with frequency modulation to a degree of 100 to 1, it was
estimated, whereas in amplitude
modulation the ratio is about 2 to
1 on the ultra-highs. Spark plug
emissions and other man-made disturbances appeared to be entirely
absent.
Prof. Armstrong agreed under
questioning by Chief Engineer
Craven that his system raises an
economic problem of severe consequence, because of the wide band
of frequencies required. He mainthatopinion,
the "superior" tained,
service,however,
in his
justified the wider bands.
[An article by Paul Godley, radio engineer, describing the Armstrong frequency modulation
method,
is published on page 72
in this issue.]
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CHICK
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one
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we

account

have

you use spot announcements

!

or

an hour's program, WIBW watches over
your account with all the anxiety of a hen
with just one chick, because it must
duce results.

pro-

• A station executive immediately assumes
full responsibility for such satisfactory results. He personally supervises the selection
of the best time and audience for your message . . . the proper announcer . . . music or
entertainment with proven appeal to those
you wish to reach . . . checking response . . .
always seeking improvement. Assisting him
are WIBW's experienced merchandising staff,
program and publicity departments.

WIBW

KFEL-KVOD
— Denver's —
NEWS SERVICE
— STATIONS —

Owned

—

Topeka

• We know our market! WIBW

serves Kan-

sas in the Kansas manner. We're "home
folks" and are welcomed into every family
circle in the state. That's why you must use
WIBW to reach Kansas.
• Let us carry your message into these same
homes and earn a permanent place on your
sales force. We'll begin with a daily message, six times a week for a whole month, at
a cost of only $150. Phone, write or wire
our nearest office for details of this low-cost,
productive, "personalized" sales plan.

—

"The

Voice

of

Kansas"

and operated by The Capper Publications — Don Searle, Gen. Mgr.
Represented by Capper Publications in

New

Gene
Sales Hotel
Mgr.
Suite O'Fallon,
No. 2340A, Stevens
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Of significance, he brought out
in reply to a question by Horace
L. Lohnes, Washington attorney,
is the fact that stations can be
placed on the same wavelength
with greatly reduced separations.
Whereas a 1,000 mile separation
now is required for stations of
1,000 watts on the same channel,
he said he would not hesitate reducing this separation to 100 miles
or even less.
Questioned by Chief Engineer
Craven, Prof. Armstrong said his
system is not proposed for the
regular broadcast band since it
would mean that perhaps only 10
stations could be accommodated in
the entire range from 550 to 1600
kc. In the ultra-highs, however,
he asserted, there is ample space
available for the high - quality
service which frequency modulation would render.
It is thought by some engineers
that frequency modulation may
prove greatly beneficial to facsimile as well as sound broadcasting. First, by eliminating background noises and other interferences, distortion in picture transmission would be greatly reduced
and the "fuzz" that appears to

Edwin H. Armstrong
Professor, Elec. Engineering,
Columbia University

R. D. Lemert
V, p., DeForest Television
Corp., Los Angeles, Cal.
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John V. L. Hogan
W2XR, Long Island
City, N. Y.
Here

Is

A

"SISTER
that

will

ACT"

knock

USE

KFYO,

with its sister station KGNC,

you

Lubbock,

cold!

in combination

Amarillo, and

Get

75%

DISCOUNT
ON

KFYO
For

RATES
Two

Months

More
Only!

This startling, try-out
offer is made to demonstrate the tremendous pulling power of
KFYO
in the rich
Lubbock market.

KGNC,

Amarillo

BLANKET

- KFYO,

Northwest

Lubbock
Texas!

JN record
KGNC market
at Amarillo
has achieved Now
remarkable
sults fortime,
Amarillo
radio advertisers!
KFYO reat
Lubbock, Texas is under the same ownership and management —
and blankets thoroughly and almost exclusively the fertile, prosperous market immediately south of the Amarillo market. The
two stations together provide complete coverage of Northwest
Texas.
We want to prove by results what these two stations in combination will do for advertisers — so, for a limited time, we offer time
on them in combination at the KGNC Amarillo card rate, plus
25% of the KFYO Lubbock card rate. Here is a bargain and an
opportunity! Cotton crop prospects in the Lubbock market are the
best
in four inyears,
even though
last are
year's
crop totaled
$15,000,000.
Conditions
the Amarillo
market
likewise
excellent.
So act
quickly — while desirable time is yet available! Complete market
analysis on request.

KGNC

KFYO

AMARILLO, TEXAS
The Globe-News Station
2500 w. day, 1000 w. night
1410 K. C.

LUBBOCK, TEXAS
The Avalanche-Journal Station
250 w. day, 100 w. night
1310 K. C.

WILSON,

DALTON,
Exclusive

Kansas

City

ROBERTSON

CO.

Representatives

Chicago

New

York

CONSTRUCTIVE suggestions on
the future regulation and supervision by the FCC came from Mr.
Hogan, ranked as one of the great
inventors of American radio, who
gave his views on high - fidelity
broadcasting, television and facsimile in the ultra-high frequency
spectrum. High-fidelity broadcasting has become an accepted and
satisfactory medium for the public, Mr. Hogan declared in urging
that the FCC consider the necessity in the public interest of continuing high-fidelity stations in 20
kc. channels with higher power
and greater separation. He proposed that five bands be made
available in the 37 to 42 megacycle
range for high-fidelity broadcasting but noted that more work and
research should be concentrated on
propagation and noise problems.
These stations would become the
basis for high-power stations which
would blanket the rural sections of
the nation. He cited new plant of
WOR as an example of high-fidelity
broadcasting to produce greater
realism in this field.
On television, Mr. Hogan, whose
testimony was heard with close
interest by FCC engineers, brought
out three points. First, he agreed
with elimination of the medium
frequencies for television experimentation not only to give a place
for other services but because
high-definition can be obtained
only by using ultra-highs. He did
not feel that the argument of
rural coverage through the medium frequencies would be a practical service when the art was
really being developed on the ultrahighs. Second, he urged standardization and promulgation by the
FCC of any standards agreed to
by the industry. But he believed
that the FCC should not try to
force rules on the industry without the latter's acceptance because
it would restrict television.
Avoiding Expense
MR. HOGAN said that detail in
definition should not be given too
major a role and that the ambition should not be to equal the motion picture screen. He suggested
that closeups could be used frequently and that the program
makers for television could not
plan their work for too expensive
a technical system. Too much detail, he added, involves waste of
channel space and is costly for
terminal apparatus. He proposed
two types of television service —
one of moderate definition and less
expensive and the other of high
definition.
For facsimile he believed that
the goal now should be to seek
cheaper apparatus and speed of
transmission. Facsimile was classified as an associate of sound broadcasting with its reproductions accompanying broadcast programs
in the form of speeches, texts,
songs, music scores and educational matter or it can be an independent or self-contained sysDenver
Listens !
KFEL
NEWS

Page

112
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tern. On point-to-point facsimile1
he
saidWireless
he wasandcooperating
witr*
Press
this field coulc
use
any waves
channelsuch
capable
of con-'
tinuous
as telephonemodulation at high speed. For fac- ,
simile broadcasting he thought it
could accompany high-fidelity 1
broadcasting and the 37 to 42
megacycle band was available foi
both with segregation between the
two services. He did view facsimile
as possibly growing more rapidly
in the ultra-highs than sound
broadcasting. The new services ol
the
ultra-highs must be fostered
he urged.
The FCC might also provide a
number of 4 kc. bands for facsimile in the 1580-3000 kc. range,
he said, as there was no limitation
on the quality of those bands foi
this field but there could not be
coordinated sound broadcasting
and facsimile in the lower frequencies. He pictured a facsimile reproducer of $25 or $50 which
could be added to the sound broadcast receiver and besides aid in
rural coverage. He said that he
was projecting a field demonstration soon in this service and predicted that facsimile would be a
new industrial development in information dissemination rather
than entertainment.
Donald K. Lippincott
Patent Counsel,
Farnsworth Television Inc.
THE

cathode ray method of television has won recognition as the
best present-day medium of visual
broadcasting, not only in the
United States but in the leading
European nations, according to
Mr. Lippincott. Besides RCA and
Farnsworth in this country, England, Germany, France and Holland all have probed other media
and found the cathode ray the
most feasible. "A trend supported
by so much evidence is rarely reversed as the art progresses," was
a significant remark of Mr. LipTelevision will never be conpincott. trolled by one group, he continued,
as there are so many patents. How
the control of the major patents is
divided awaits pending decisions
of the U. S. Patent Office. He discounted the "spectre
of monopoly"
and stressed
that royalties
would
have to be paid to any inventor.
He concurred in the RMA standards and thought the FCC should
establish such standards, but
warned that a certain flexibility in
any regulations should be allowed
or the art of television might have
to be returned to the laboratories
to meet any excessively rigid requirements.
Farnsworth has endeavored co
adopt a broad licensing policy so
broadcasting stations could inaugurate television where the art primarily belonged, he stated. Several
broadcasters are ready to launch
commercial television service and
Farnsworth has a number of such
applications,
he said.
audience is now ready
and "The
the public
is
getting
he claimed.
"The
size ofimpatient,"
the audience
depends
on the mentsquality
and
future
developbut the art should meet their
anticipations."
REVENUES totaling around $18,750,000 are now shown by the
British Broadcasting Corp., with
something like 8,000,000 radio licenses issued at the $2.50 annual
fee.
• Broadcast
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profession in its various localities
throughout the country with a
method to supplement their present forms of publication which will
deliver a record news or educational report for them direct to
their public. Our telephoto system
will be linked in closely with our
facsimile system as developed and
also will be employed to improve
the speed and economy of domestic

Joseph Pierson
President, Press Wireless, Inc.
;HE STRIDES of Press Wireless
lie, a cooperative radio news dis: ibuting organization which was
•ganized in 1929, was described
f Mr. Pierson. "Almost phenome1 progress has been made," he
id, "in the use of radio for
ndling of press dispatches from
| any countries."
, "Much remains to be done to
•mplete
program,"
said. the
He press-radio
indicated that
Press
ireless may ask for a few more
^equencies, probably in the 2700
j. band and between 8,000 and
: 4,000 kc. as well as some in the

photo
Mr. delivery."
Pierson urged that the FCC,
in considering ultra - high allocations, go slowly. He said he was
strongly in favor of a year's limitation being placed on the time a
license may be held before delivery
of the licensed service to the public. He criticized the government
demand for more than half of the
ultra-high channels. "It seems to
us," he said, "that the trees in the
forest should be made to wait until human society has been serviced." Referring to the government
demands, Mr. Pierson proposed
that the President be invoked to
give the FCC complete control of
the ultra-high frequencies "so that
people will get something out of
it before it is frittered away either
cn chain regimentation or on trees
and the love-life of the bull frog."
He asked for one television channel six megacycles wide for Press
Wireless, leaving the specific assignment to the FCC. He estimated the Press Wireless need for
ultra-high frequency channels for
telegraph, telephone and facsimile
at 11, each 100 kc. wide, distributed between 42 and 110 mc.
Throughout his statement he referred to alleged monopolistic tendencies of RCA.

|ltra-high frequency range. "Im:mding news services being: develoed," he said, "include radio telenoto systems which will surpass
speed and definition existing
Able and radio telephoto systems,
:|icsimile, and television,
s "Within the next few years, we
tpect to implement the newspaers and other news distributing;
igencies of America with special
television service of public inf oration and educational nature."
j-propos
of facsimile, Mr. Pierson
dd :
"With our facsimile system we
ropose to widen the field of news
stribution through economy , to
veed up news delivery beyond the
: iandards of the prevailing wire
winter system, and to make such
"ilivery more accurate since the
:aws appears at point of delivery
1 ithout intervening human relay.
,7e propose to provide the news

SUCH

COMMENTS

Here's
About

What
The

MR.

AN EXPLANATION of the RMA
recommendations for ultra - high
frequency broadcasting and for
facsimile, was covered by Mr.
Horle, who emphasized the need
for additional frequencies for
broadcasting use. Specifically, he
recommended the allocation of the
band between 37 and 42 mc. for additional broadcasting assignments,
both aural and facsimile, with a
frequency separation of 40 kc.
Moreover, he suggested that the
assignments in this band in the
same geographical area be made
with frequency separations of 200
kc. to avoid interference.
As to facsimile, Mr. Horle recommended transmission be eligible
on all frequencies on which aural
broadcasting is permitted, with
facsimile as an "adjunct" service.
He referred particularly to midnight -to - morning service on all
regular broadcast assignments. In
addition, the RMA recommends
that assignments on a "primary
service" be made in the 37 to 42
mc. band, but in the lower end of
the band, possibly between 37 and
38 mc, and that the remainder of
the band be devoted exclusively to
aural broadcasting.
If the bands recommended were
allocated for ultra-high broadcasting, Mr. Horle declared under questioning by T. A. M. Craven, FCC
chief engineer, there conceivably
could be 125 ultra-high frequency
assignments in a single area.

MUST

The

Newspaper

Adve

Albert L. Colston
Brooklyn Technical High School

Lawrence C. F. Horle
Engineer for
Radio Manufacturers Assn.

BE

COLSTON said that television would permit use of "master
teachers" and bring "master blackboards" into the 700-odd schools
of the largest city and before more
than a million students simultaneously. He urged that one television channel be reserved for his
school, when such should be authorized by the FCC.
Isaac Brimberg
New York City Administration
"BLIND DOCKING" of watercraft by radio beams similar to
those now used by aircraft was
favored. Mr. Brmiberg said that
fog and low visibility cripple the
immense water traffic at New York
City and asserted that millions of
dollars could be saved by operating with radio beams.
H. L. Cornell
American
Steamship

A PLEA for the recognition of the
"grandrine daddy"
of radio
services — was
made— the
by maMr.
Cornell, who stressed the growing
importance of shortwave communication ervation
for ships
and asked
of channels
in the the
30 resmc.
bands for future use aboard ships.
He felt that particularly «he ultra-highs were feasible for shortdistance radiotelephone in harbor
activities.
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Oswald
Schuette
President,
Short Wave Institute of America

CITY

LAKE

SALT

IE

n

D

0
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THE FCC was urged by Mr.
Schuette to give the international
shortwave situation careful consideration inthe preparations for
the Cairo Conference. He thought
that in future ultra-high assignments the Commission should give
precedence to "mass communication" broadcasting services, including television, above the individual point-to-point services because of their greater public interest. He opposed the allotment
of over half the ultra-highs to the
government and urged the FCC to
put pressure on the services for
multiple use of the separate frequencies. He viewed television as
"a promise of the future" while
the immediate need for expansion
was in shortwave broadcasting.
Mr. Schuette also felt that
shortwave could serve an excellent
purpose in the United States in
broadcasting daytime programs to
rural sections where standard
broadcast programs were not well
received. He advocated the doubling of American international
programs to present the true picture of this nation to foreign
countries, stating that many leading European powers were sending
excellent news and educational
programs throughout the world
and the United States should enter
this field to a greater extent. He
felt that the FCC should waive
its rule about banning commercial
programs on Amei-ican international broadcasting to stimulate
this field. FCC Counsel Bauer
asked
Mr.
Schuette
what the

membership of the Institute was|
but the Institute head said that;
since he was giving his own views!
Institute'swasmemofsuch the
not thosebership,
information
notj
pertinent in the case.
Another shortwave spokesman.'
Walter S. Lemmon of the Worldwide Broadcasting Corp., Boston,
urged the extension of shortwave,
broadcasting by educators.
Emile Gough
Vice President,
Hearst Radio Inc.
MR.

GOUGH,

reading

a paperl

originally
prepared for delivery*
by T. J. White, head of all the
Hearst enterprises, urged the FCC!
to give careful consideration to*
those who have already done pioneering
developmental workexperimental
in radio,and
particularly
in the field of news distribution.
He cited in detail the widespread
uses of radio by the Hearst organwhich he$1,000,000
asserted inhasradio
in-J
vested atization,
least
communications
than
broadcasting.services other"
Besides the eight broadcasting
stations owned by Hearst interests, Mr. Gough told of the "multiple address" long and shortwave
printer radiotelegraph service to
newspapers being developed under
Hearst
company's
shortwaveauspices;
circuits his
already
carrying tens of thousands of words between various cities ; and various
other radio enterprises of the orAllocations, said Mr. Gough,
ganization.
should be made first to those with
adequate experience and those
prepared for further development.
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Recognized as the South's premier market placely. .all.
with "above-the-average" demand for practical
classes of merchandise . . . with "above-the-average
Carolina deserves your closest
. Northattention.
buying power
ng and. . sales
advertisi
National advertisers, and local as well, have simplified
the problem of gaining and maintaining acceptance
for their products in North Carolina by using WPTF,
the popular, far reaching NBC station.
Located in the Capital City between the famous
Piedmont section and the rich agricultural East
WPTF serves over 150,000 North Carolina homes, with
a liberal listener bonus in surrounding areas.
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'IRST PUBLIC TELEVISION— Thomas S. Lee, left, president of Don
j*e Broadcasting Co., congratulates Harry R. Lubcke, Don Lee television director, on the occasion last month of the first demonstrations to
he public of the new 300-line high-definite cathode ray system via
!^6XAO in Los Angeles. The television image is projected on the
uorescent oval screen on the set, which is illustrated here.
Harry R. Lubcke
Director of Television,
Don Lee Broadcasting System

Elisha Hanson
Counsel, American Newspaper
Publishers Ass'n

R. LUBCKE
announced the
pening June 4 of public demonorations of Don Lee's 300 - line
ithode ray television in Los Angles, which he said were the remits of researches begun for that
rganization by him in 1930. He
feid that daily four-hour demonprations of television are now beig given at a "looking in" post in
:;os Angeles. [See June 15,Broad4STING.]
Agreeing with the RMA, Mr.
ubcke urged channels of 6 mc.
idth, six to be reserved in the
ange from 42,000-84,000 kc. In
ddition, he suggested reserving
liiree groups of greater channel
Widths, namely, six 8 mc. channels
torn 130,000-178,000 kc; five 10
j|ic. channels from 300,000-350,000
•ic.; and five 100 mc. channels
:rom 3,000,000-3,500,000 kc.
It is evident," he said, "that
iSlevision channels should be arranged in groups, and that each
:roup should contain five or more
Baannels in order that the design
m£ receivers may be simple and
onomical.
Television channels
ould not be shared with other
srviees. The aural channel for
ach visual channel should properly be adjacent thereto, although
isting broadcast band transmitjers constitute an already estab:shed channel for this purpose,
: hich use should be allowed."
] Mr. Lubcke pointed out the dificulties in securing scanning con;ants in a city like Los Angeles,
ith 60 and 50 cycle power. For
that region, he said 24-frame sequential scanning appears to be
jie proper standard. -He said 300
pes per frame was selected as a
jasult of motion picture experiice. This represents a precision,
!§e said, within the grasp of the
television art, adding that "the
:andard of 300 lines need not be
<ceeded if all other parts of the
:levision system are brought, as
aey will be, to ultimate perfecon."
:|0 _ CALL attention to its tenth
jmiversary, to be celebrated next
ovember, NBC has had all its
ashless stationery imprinted with
ie medallion featuring "A Decde of NBC Broadcasting".

MR. HANSON contended that specific periods during the day should
be set aside by the FCC for the
"news programs which are furnished stations by the newspapers
and press associations to be broadcast without any connection whatsoever with an advertising program." He asserted that the Supreme Court had ruled on the
property right of news and that
the newspapers therefore had the
right to have their news bulletins
distinguished from advertising
news broadcasts. After stating
that newspapers were not fearing
television and facsimile competition, he declared that the Commission should allocate channels on
their merits and public interest,
and if newspapers were the qualified agencies they should be given
the facilities. He added that the
ANPA had no specific recommendations on facsimile allocations as
it felt that service was still experimental.

HERE

IS

PROOF
1392 Consecutive Broadcasts
Podolar Motor Co
1284 Consecutive Broadcasts
Crystal Ice Company
1260 Consecutive Broadcasts
Harris Fur Co
880 Consecutive Broadcasts
Thrifty Apparel Co

a stationproof
could
be obtained
than
j^O ofgreater
of the
pulling power
that shown by the number of continuous, consecutive programs broadcast
for the same clients. The remarkable
records listed at the left are more convincing than any claims which could be
made for the ability of KFOX to compete with any programs directed to one
of the richest, most productive markets
in the Nation.

810 Consecutive Broadcasts
Staber's Beauty Shops
700 Consecutive Broadcasts
Barnett's Bootery

Southern

California.

512 Consecutive Broadcasts
Walker's Optical Co
520 Consecutive Broadcasts
Stricklin's Radio Co
620Richfield
Consecutive
Broadcasts
Oil Company
117 Consecutive Broadcasts
Chevrolet Motors
144 Consecutive Broadcasts
Richmaid Creameries

S. M. Kintner
Vice President,
Westinghouse E. & M. Go.
ONE

of the pioneers in radio engineering, Dr. Kintner traced the
steps of radio development up to
the time KDKA took the air in
1920 as the first regularly scheduled broadcasting station. He predicted that if the art is left open
science will find more wave lengths
in the upper reaches of the ether.
He urged the FCC not to fix
allocations so solidly that they
cannot be changed. The request
of the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee that 60% of the
available channels between 30 and
200 mc. be allocated for government use was opposed by Dr.
Kintner on the ground that it
would not be in the interest either
of the government or the public.
He said he thought the government would benefit more by leaving the development in the hands
of private services so that in times
of stress it could take over completely organized and developed
services.

For Rate
Information and
Available Time,
Write or
Telephone
Nichols & Warinnlr, I
if Commercial Broadcast
Hal Nichols, Prcs
U

p L W. McDowell,
Commercial Manager
220 East Anaheim
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA
Telephone 672-81

541 S. Spring Street
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Telephone MUtual 2510
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American

Medical

Assn.

Paul

Goldsborough
President,
Aeronautical Radio Inc.

Capt. D. S. Leonard
Communications Chairman
InVl Assn. of Police Chiefs

SPOKESMEN for the medical profession, Dr. H. B. Williams, of Columbia University,
speaking for the American Medical Association, and Howard A.
Carlson, secretary of the Council
on Physical Therapy, pledged cooperation with the FCC in eliminating interference with the radio spectrum by the sporadic oscillations ofelectric diathermy and
X-Ray machines. These medical
devices have been transmitting
harsh emissions which have been
particularly disturbing to the upper bands.
Dr. Williams declared that the
Medical Association has called
upon all manufacturers of the
machines to aid in shielding them
from radio interference through
filtering and shielding and anticipates ",ood results. He asserted
that the worst interference came
from small communities where the
power passes through pole lines
as contrasted with underground.

Samuel

Attorney
E. Darby

Jr.

Representing Set Manufacturers i

TWO

WE'VE

REVIEWING the service of radio
in aviation, he emphasized the
needs, present
and for
futureadditional
of commercial aviation

ONE OF the "public interest"
services, peculiarly adapted to radio, which has been to a large extent nurtured to its present high
efficiency through the aid of the
FCC engineering staff — police radio— was described by Capt. Leonard, of the Michigan State Police.
He credited radio with being a
weapon of immense value to law
enforcement authorities in their

frequencies in the ultra-high bands
being thrown open. Assignment
of long waves being used by aviation for broadcasting or other
services was opposed.
Director,
Eugene
Vidal
Bureau oj^ Air Commerce,
Department of Commerce

battle against the nation's 20 billion dollar crime losses. The present state of police assignments
with the growing traffic and the
new intercity nationwide radiotelegraph network was said to be far
from satisfactory and the FCC was
urged to set aside 8 fixed transmitter channels, 10 mobile channels, 4
fixed for simplex and one special
mobile for car-to-car work in the
ultra-highs.

NEVER

HAD

AVIATION, more than any other
form of transportation, is dependent upon radio for safety of life
and property. The future of aviation commercially depends upon
proper radio, and he urged the
FCC and the other services to give
full consideration to the radio frequency requirements of aviation.

OUR

AUDIENCE

AN ATTACK upon RCA, alleging
monopolistic practices in patent
pooling, was launched by Mr.
Darby as counsel for eight set
manufacturers. He said the manufacturers included Philco, Crosley, American Bosch, Zenith, and
Stewart Warner.
Mr. Darby asked that before assignments be made for television
that something be done about patent pooling by RCA. Challenging
the testimony of President Sarnoff
of RCA concerning patent rights
to set manufacturing licensees, Mr.
Darby declared that RCA can refuse to permit use of its patents
by set manufacturers under its
form of contract. He asserted
RCA collects some $4,000,000 a
year in royalties
manufacturers and thus from
far hassetrealized
approximately $50,000,000 from its
patent pool which tribute, he
charged, is collected by manufacturers from the public.
He urged the Commission to
"consider the record" and admonished it not to "become a party"
in assigning to RCA a "further
monopoly". He alluded to the antimonopoly plank in the Republican
platform and declared that a similar plank might be adopted by the
Democrats.
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★ Chevrolet Motor Co.
★ Ford Motor Co.
★ Colonial Oil Co.
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Roads Broadcasting Corporation

J. D.Radio
Durkee
Western
Telegraph
FOUR

ultra-high frequency channels for radiotelephone to serve
"outer fringes of society" in Oklahoma and Texas oil fields where
Philips Petroleum Co. drills wells
and explores oil - bearing regions,
all sparsely settled, were asked.
The company handles communications until wire companies step in
after communities are settled in
oil well towns.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

A wealthy half-million market awaiting your sales message

Hampton

THE ATTACK by Mr. Darby upon
RCA as a patent pool and as potential dominator of television in
a patent way elicited from Mr.
Wozencraft a brief statement in
which he asserted that, since Mr.
Sarnoff did not delve into private
business matters, he saw no reason for argument before the FCC
on private controversies in such a
conference. He asserted that Mr.
Darby's statement was "inaccurate
and unfair". He said that what
Mr. Darby seeks is free or unlimited licenses to use RCA patents,
or a reduction for his clients in
their royalty rates, and he insisted
that this was no place to bring
up the subject.

Walter C. Evans

Bankers Trust Bids. Metropolitan Bldg. '* American Natl. Bank Bldg.
Second Largest Metropolitan Area in Virginia. ,fcs
EDWARD E. EDGAR,
Commercial Manager
Norfolk, Va.

Frank W. Wozencraft
General Solicitor,
Radio Corporation of America

E. ELLSWORTH BISHOP
General Manager
Newport News, Va.

BROADCASTING

MR. EVANS felt the FCC should
relax a portion of the international
broadcast rules to permit greater
shortwave broadcasting in the
United States. He claimed westerners liked to listen to eastern
shortwave stations.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Gerald N. Goldberger
Television Research Corp.,
218 W. 42d St., New York

Bell System
"ISTIMATED requirements of the
Jell System for radiotelephone cirjdts on a basis of growth of servie were set at 98 new frequencies
'< the present assigned spectrum
66 transincluding
kc, with
,J> to 30,000
oceanic circuits
45 new paths
ross the Atlantic, and in the new
to 200,000 kc. range 16 fre,000
encies were deemed feasible for
iblic mobile service and a dozen
iiannels for public fixed service
,lith 40 circuits held free from
ilocation in the upper portions
aiting further marches of the
;. These estimates were prented by Dr. Harold S. Osborne,
ansmission engineer of the Amern Telephone and Telegraph Co.,
r the present assignments and
loyd Espenschied, radio transmison development director of the
Jell Telephone Laboratories, for
ike ultra-high range.
Edward L.
(|elson, radio development engineer
the Bell Laboratories, outlined
e nature and performance char'.teristics of transmitting and reiving apparatus for use in the
■w part of the spectrum.

THREE-INCH cathode ray tubes
were visualized by Mr. Goldberger
as a means of reducin0- cost of
television receivers and minimizing danger of breakage in highpressure nine-inch tubes. These,
he predicted, could withstand magnification of ten times. He urged
that auto makers reduce interference due to ignition systems.
Broadcasting

Group

BEN

S. FISHER, Washington radio attorney, submitted engineering studies on ultra-high experimentation in facsimile by KOMO
and KJR, Seattle, as well as KSL,
Salt Lake City; WTMJ, Milwaukee; WBAP, Fort Worth. R. V.
Hamilton of the St. Louis StarTimes did not take the stand but
presented a statement on the highfrequency tests of W9XOK.

Haraden Pratt
Mackay Radio & Telegraph
MR. PRATT suggested the use of
ultra
frequencies
' in fixed
services- high
not only
for facsimile
but
for remote control from stations
and city operating rooms and for
domestic radiotelegraph high speed
service. For these uses he thought
around 100,000 kc. the best range.
He proposed a 50 to 60 mc. range
for marine service in harbor radio7
telegraph and prevention of collisions at sea by radio beams.
R. D. Wyckoff
Gulf Research & Development Co.
THE ultra - high frequencies were
described as peculiarly adapted to
the reflection seismograph method
of geophysical radio with transmissions of very short distances of
% to % miles. He stated geophysical exploration has become a
vital part of the oil industry, adding that 140 units are now in use
in Texas and Louisiana alone.

RIGHT
RMK
WHERE
MMCSMBKK .
■ ■ ■ ■- ■ ..../.... _ THEY
______

Walter S. Lemmon
International
Business Machines Corp.

Dr. F. A. Kolster
J. T. & T.
THE PROBLEMS before the FCC
in opening up the new frequency
range from 30 to 200 megacycles
were delineated by Dr. Kolster,
speaking for Mackay Radio. He
urged that the ultra-high frequency spectrum for some time to come
be viewed as a great national laboratory, "restricted to none and governed in the spirit of guidance and
encouragement to all". He felt that
many new services are adaptable
for the ultra-highs, those with the
purpose of safety of life and property at sea and in the air being
of especial importance.
1 Q

DAILY
NEWSCASTS!
KFEL

- KVOD
Denver

STARTED
_

FB0MI/

3E business world's radio weap— the Radiotype — was described
Mr. Lemmon who said operation
typewriters by remote control
rough one stenographer at the
idiotype is peculiarly fitted to
e ultra-high frequencies. A large
imber of machines could be opered within a single megacycle, he
[ded. After the Radiotype, he
edicted, will come remote control
rcuits for tabulating and electric
^okkeeping machines, all under
'ntrol from a central point so
: ventories
at a group and
of stores
its
sales can
andhaveother
jms at a central point each day
even every hour. He thought
, ese inventions would play an im>rtant part in American comsrce and industry and should reive the serious consideration of
e FCC.
C. D. Haigis
Haigis Laboratories Inc.
K. HAIGIS described the New
rsey Forestry fire fighting radio
. twork, while E. J. Vanderwall
Jvocated ultra - high frequencies
Mr forest radio services in WisJnsin. Mr. Haigis felt FCC should
|ly temporary assignments for
Hevision and caution and flexifity should rule in allocations.

A partial pile of While King
Granulated Soap box-tops received
on a 14-weeks' campaign for the Los
Angeles Soap Company. * Produced
and placed by the Raymond R. Morgan
Company, Hollywood, California.)

Elmer L. Brown
Brown Rayphones,
San Francisco
SPECIALIST on police radio,
depicted interference in Cali"rnia
from electrical
eucalyptusmachines
trees and
erapeutic
as
rious to ultra - highs. The diaiermy devices affected seriously
: cities 30 to 100 megacycles. The
medy lies in filtering and shieldg so emission only traveled a
iw hundred feet, he said.
BROADCASTING
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550 miles is no obstacle to a satisfied customer.

That

is why Gately's clothing store insisted that the entire
cast, continuity editor and production staff of their
Iowa Network show travel from Des Moines to Tulsa
to inaugurate

the opening

of their Oklahoma

store.

Gately's like the way we sell. That's why the account
has grown from one
spot announcement
two one-quarter
shows daily.

to

hour

The three stars of the Gately
show: (from top to bottom)
The characters : Wayne,
Little Miss Gately and
Smilin' Dan

CBS Basic, Des Moines

IOWA
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Moines

Register and Tribune

Ultra-High

Frequency

John Aitkenhead Jr., WADC, Akron.
Fred W. Albertson, attorney. Washington.
R. D. Arminger, Short Wave Institute of
America, Washington.
Edward H. Armstrong, Columbia University, New York.
Earle C. Anthony, KFI, Los Angeles.
Isaac
D.
Buckwalter,
Mason-Dixon Group,
Lancaster,
Pa.
William
Ottawa, J. Ont.Bain, Canadian Government,
I. R. Baker, RCA Victor Co.. Camden, N. J.
James W. Baldwin, NAB, Washington.
Thomas
ville, N.Baker,
Y. Press Wireless Inc., HicksJohn
H. Barron,
consulting engineer,
Washington, D. C.
William E. Beakes, Tropical Radio Co.,
Boston.
Frank V. Becker. WFIL, Philadelphia.
Carroll O. Bickelhaupt, A. T. & T. Co.,
New York.
H. Providence.
R. Blomquist, United Electric Railways,
H. L. Blatterman, KFI, Los Angeles.
L. F. Bockerem, Western Electric Co.,
New York.
Ralph Bown, Bell Laboratories, New York.
John B. Brady, attorney, Washington.
William M. Brandon, Davenport, la.
B. F. Brooke, Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadelphia.
Elmer
L. Brown, Brown Rayphones, San
Francisco.
J.Radio
Stanley
Club.Brown, Washington (D. C.)
I. Brimberg, City of New York.
Carl H. Butman, radio' consultant, Washington.Butcher, CBS, Washington.
Harry
Burridge Butler, WLS, Chicago.
Martin Campbell. WFAA. Dallas.
E. K. Cargill, WMAZ, Macon. Ga.
H. WJAY).
K. Carpenter, Cleveland (WHK, WHKC,
Howard A. Carter, Council on Physical
Therapy, Chicago.
Joseph A Chambers, consulting engineer,
Washington.
Lloyd N. Chatterton, police department,
Cleveland.
Ralnh Clark, Television Corp. of America,
New York.
Robert L. Coe. KSD. St. Louis.
Edwin K. Cohan. CBS, New York.
J. O. Coleman, Edison Electric Institute,
New York.
F. B. Cole. Canadian Pacific Ry., Montreal.
Ray Collins, WFAA, Dallas.
A. L. Colston, New York Board of Education.
H. L. Cornell. American Steamship Owners Assn., New York.
H. P. Corwith, Western Union, Watermill,
Long Island.
A. J. Costigan, Radiomarine Corp. of
America. New York.
Andrew W. Cruse. Department of Commerce. Washington.
Homer B. Courehene, WLS, Chicago.
Lt.Washington.
E. E. Comstock, U. S. Coast Guard,
E. P. Coffee, Dept. of Justice. Washington.
Lt. Col. D. M. Crawford, Army Signal
Corps. Washington
T. A. M. Craven, FCC, Washington.
L. G. Cumming, Boston.
Raymond Dalton. WDNC, Durham, N. C.
Walter J. Damm. WTMJ, Milwaukee.
C. F. Daugherty, WSB, Atlanta.
James F. Davenport, supt. of hydro generation, Los Angeles.
C. E- Davies, Western Union.
S. E. Darby, Jr.. patent attorney, New
York.
Dr.Washington.
J. H. Dellinger, Bureau of Standards,
Paul A. deMars. Yankee Network, Boston.
G. J. Dempsey, FCC, Washington.
E. C. Denstaedt, Detroit police department.
J. D. DesRocher, Police Station WRDR,
Grosse Pte., Mich.
C. C. Dill, attorney, Washington.
Everett L. Dillard. Commercial Radio
Equipment Co., Kansas City.
F. M. Doolittle. WDRC. Hartford.
J. G. Drysdale, chief of police, Grosse Pte.
Park, Mich.
J. D. Durkee. Western Telegraph Co.,
Bartlesville, Okla.
H. W. Eales, Edison Electric Institute,
Chicago.
E. W. Engstrom, RCA Mfg. Co., Camden,
N. J.
Walter Evans. Westinghouse E. & M. Co.,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

W
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O
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Lloyd Espenschied, Bell Laboratories, Nevi !
York. Falknor, CBS, Chicago.
Frank
Philo T. Farnsworth. Farnsworth Television Inc., Philadelphia.
Capt. Charles D. Farmer, state highway
patrol, Raleigh, N. C.
John E. Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo.
W. G. H. Finch, Finch Telecommunications Laboratories, New York.
Ben S. Fisher, attorney, Washington.
Donald Flamm, WMCA, New York.
William S. Foss, consulting engineer,
Washington.
Lieut. F. R. Furth, U. S. Navy, Washington.
D. W. Gellerup, WTMJ, Milwaukee.
Glenn
D. Gillett, consulting engineer,
Washington.
T. R. Gilliland, International Scientific
Radio Union, Washington.
E. J. Girard, Mackay Radio, Washington.
William N. Greer, WNFL, San Juan. P. R.
Earl D. Glatzel, Edison Electric Institute,
Detroit.
Paul
Godley,
clair,F. N.
J. consulting engineer, MontG. N. Goldberger,
Television Research
Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Paul Goldsborough,
Aeronautical Radio
Inc., Washington.
Dr. P. C. Goldmark, CBS, New York.
York.J. Gough, Hearst Radio Inc., New
Emil
V. Ford Greaves, FCC inspector, San
Francisco.
William Green, A. F. of L., Washington.
S. D. Gregory, Westinghouse E. & M. Co.,
Springfield,
Mass.FCC, Washington.
Gerald
C Gross,
James W. Gum, attorney, Washington.
C. D. Haigis, Haigis Laboratories and
New Jersey Forest Fire Service, Maple
Shade, N. J.
Hugh A. L. Halff, WOAI, San Antonio.
J. T. Hallman, WOAI, San Antonio.
Ray V. Hamilton, St. Louis Star-Times
(W9XOK).
James H. Hanley, attorney, Washington.
E. H. Hansen, 20th Century Fox Film
Corp., Harvey,
Hollywood.Lincoln, Neb. (KFAB,
Harry
KFOR, KOIL).
Herman Haverkamp, New York.
Volney D. Hurd, Christian Science Monitor, Boston. Haigis Laboratories, Maple
J. G. Haycock,
Shade, N. J. Hazeltine Corp., Hoboken,
Alan
N. Hazeltine,
J.
R. L. Harrell, Mackay Radio, New York.
Ralph
Heintz, Globe Wireless Ltd., San
Francisco.
P. J. Hennessey Jr., NBC, Washington.
James M. Herring, University of PennWalter
R. Hoffman, WWJ, Detroit.
sylvania.
Hamilton Hoge, Television Corp. of AmerYork. KFI, Los Angeles.
ton. ica, New
Harrison
Holliway,
Capt. S. C. Hooper, U. S. Navy, WashingA. F. Hopkins, Jr., U. S. Coast Guard,
Washington.
Lieut. Paul W. Hord, U. S. Navy, Washington.
L. York.
C. F. Horle, consulting engineer, New •
C. W. Horn, NBC, New York.
Harvey Hoshour, A. T. & T. Co., New
York.
Earl C. Hull, WKY, Oklahoma City.
G. Porter Houston, WCBM, Baltimore.
E. C. Imrael, Michigan State Police, E. ■
Lansing, Mich.
George K. Jacobsen, WDGY, Minneapolis.
J. F. Jarman Jr., WDNC, Durham, N. C.
E. K. Jett, FCC, Washington.
Dr. Frank E. Jewett, Bell Laboratories,
New York.
E. R. Johnson. WIP, Philadelphia.
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, RCA, New York.
Ralph D. Jones, FCC, Washington.
Ralph S. Johnson, Reading, Pa.
Lieut. Martin W. Joyce, Mass. State Police.
W. Roxbury.
Alexander Kahn, WEVD, New York.
Lambdin Kay, WSB, Atlanta.
William D. Kelly, WFBR, Baltimore.
D. E. Kendrick, WIRE. Indianapolis.
Bruno
ark. W. Kern, Newark.
Emil A. Kern, Associated Engineers, NewRalph
York. H. Kimball. Western Union, New
S. M. Kintner, Westinghouse E. & M.
Co., Pittsburgh.
Prof. Glenn Koehler, University of Wisconsin.
Charles C. Kolster. FCC inspector, Boston.
Frederick A. Kolster, I. T. & T. Co., New
York.
Emerv H. I. Lee, FCC Inspector, Detroit.
Harold O. Landis, WEEU-WRAW, Reading, Pa.Langdon. American Gas & ElecGlen G.tric
Co., Danville. N. J.
L. G. Leighton,
sonvil e, Fla. State Road Dept., Jack• Broadcast
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heroy J. Leishman, Los Angeles.
iohn G. Leitch, WCAU. Philadelphia.
i|_ D. Lemert, DeForest Television Corp.,
Los Angeles.
Walter S. Lemmon, International Business
Machines Corp., Boston,
apt. D. S. Leonard, International Assn.
of Chiefs of Police, Detroit.
. F. Leydore, WLW, Cincinnati,
red M. Link, consultant. New York,
lonald K. Lippincott, Farnsworth Television Inc., San Francisco,
w. B. Lodge, CBS, New York,
ll'hilip G. Loucks, attorney, Washington,
"li'aul
WHO,television
Des Moines.
IliarryA.R.Loyet,
Lubcke,
director, Don
Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles.
fx.
Levy,Adam,
WCAU,
Philadelphia,
larkLeon
L. Mac
Brockton,
Mass.
1. 0. Maland, WHO, Des Moines.
'. E. Mathiot, Mason-Dixon Group, Lancaster, Pa.
(larynard Marquardt, WCFL, Chicago,
john
Rockefeller Foundation,
New Marshall,
York.
'rank Marx, WMCA, New York,
lair R. McCullough, Mason-Dixon Group,
Lancaster, Pa.
.lfred J. McCosker, WOR, Newark,
ames C. McNary, consulting engineer,
Washington.
0. Milne, NBC, New York.
. M. Moroney, WFAA, Dallas,
aurence F. Mott, Wise. Conservation
Dept., Tomahawk,
rank E. Mullen, RCA, New York.
. D. Munton, Atlantic Communications
Corp., Upper Darby, Pa.
idrian Murphy, CBS, New York,
ilbert F. Murray, Philco Radio & Television Corp., Philadelphia,
dward L. Nelson, Bell Laboratories, Mt.
Lakes, N. J.
V. D. Neil, Canadian Pacific Railway,
Montreal, Canada.
;iiot Neww, Director of Public Safety,
Cleveland.
obn L. Niesse, Detroit.
:. N. Nockels, WCFL, Chicago.
!. S. O'Connor,
estry, Baltimore,Md. State Dept. of Forlarold L. Oleson, Weston Electric Instrument Corp., W. Orange, N. J.
St. S. Osborne, A. T. & T. Co., New York.
iVilliam Pabst, Brooklyn Technical High
School, Garden City, L. I.
". C. Page, consulting engineer, Evanston.
jVilliam S. Paley, CBS, New York.
Herbert M. Peck, WKY, Oklahoma City
and KLZ, Denver,
larold G. Peery, Don Lee Broadcasting
System, Los Angeles.
I. M. Pierce, Cleveland
(WOR and
WGAR).
"ames
Piersol.Press
Detroit
News,Inc.,
Detroit,
oseph V.
Pierson,
Wireless,
Chili) cago.
if. R. Poppele, WOR, Newark.
ilaraden Pratt, Mackay Radio & Telegraph
ji Co.. New York.
H- L. Prescott. General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y.
irthur G. Previn, Washington.
Walter J. Quick Jr., Md. State Dept. of
Forestry, Baltimore.
Vra. Q. Ranft, WFBR. Baltimore.
»eo. P. Rankin Jr., WMAZ, Macon,
iobert Robins, New York,
'shrank M. Russell, NBC, Washington.
J. Rockwell, WLW and WSAI, Cinr cinnati.
teed T. Rollow, attorney, Washington,
i'aul
of N. C.
laroldRosekrans,
Rothrock. engineer,
attorney. State
Washington.
" lomdr.
ington. W. J. Ruble, U. S. Navy, WashMward R. Sanders, WTIC. Hartford.
•avid Sarnoff, RCA, New York.
,ieut. C. J. Scavarda, Michigan State
Police. E. Lansing.
. irthur Scharfeld. attorney, Washington.
»swald F. Schuette, Shortwave Institute
of America. Washington.
JVilliam
f Detroit. J. Scripps, WWJ and W8XWJ,
Richard Shafto, WIS, Columbia, S. C.
HL G. Shrode, U. S. Coast Guard, Washington.
G. Simson, U. S. Forest Service. Portland
iloyd H. Simson, Bureau of Air Commerce,
Washington.
. H. Simpson. Jr., RCA, New York,
tector R. Skifter. KSTP, St. Paul.
. M. Skinner, Radio Mfg. Assn., Philadelphia.
. W. Spaulding, Penn. Water & Power
Co., Baltimore.
W. Stinson, KVOO^nlsa
.. A. Stuart.
ville. Fla. State ^^HfeDept., Jacksonobn W. Studebaker.^B B Commissioner
of Education, Washf^PPr.
I lenn Snyder, WLS, Chicago.
it- E. Sterling. FCC Inspector, Baltimore.
If. DeWitt Talmadge, Tennessee Valley
Authority, Chattanooga.
. L. Taylor, W9XBY, Kansas City.
V. D. Terrell, F(?C, Washington.
E. Thiessen, General Radio Co., Cambridge, Mass.
'r. Frank A. Wolff, Bureau of Standards,
Washington.
W. Wozencraft, RCA, New York,
rant Wrathall, Washington.
--. D. Wyckoff,
Gulf Research & Development Corp., Houston.
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David E. Tolman, attorney, Washington.
Kern Tips, KPRC. Houston.
F. E. Travis, W4XAU, Nashville.
Seymour Turner, Farnsworth Television
Inc., Philadelphia.
George S. Turner, FCC Inspector, Atlanta.
G. H. Underhill, Edison Electric Institute,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
J. H. Uhalt, WDSU, New Orleans.
Harold C. Vance, RCA, Chicago.
Irving
New Bedford,
Mass. Vermilya, WNBF,
S. M. Viele, Pennsylvania Railroad,
Swarthmore, Pa.
H. J. Walls, Department of Labor, Washington.
K. B. Warner, American Radio Relay
League, Hartford.
Sydney E. Warner, W1XBS, Waterbury,
Conn.
Charles V. Wayland, attorney, Washington.
Fred Weber, Mutual Broadcasting System,
New York.
C.troit.
H. Wesser, WWJ and W8XWJ, DeWilliam H. West, WTMV, St. Louis.
John H. Wharton, attorney, New York.
Lynde P. Wheeler, consulting physicist.
J. E. Whitehouse, WLW, Cincinnati.
L. E. Whittemore, A. T. & T. Co, New
York.
Horatio B. Williams, Columbia University,
New York.
Ralph O. Williams, Dept. of Conservation,
E. Lansing, Mich.
John E. Wing, Chicago.

Paul A. De Mar
Yankee Network
THE FCC was urged to give most
careful consideration to frequency
modulation for the ultra-high frequencies by Mr. De Mar. He felt
that the promise of this new art
for broadcasting was so highly important as to warrant the study
of its potentialties. On the basis
of Yankee Network experimentation he said that noise problems
and field strength were two of the
main problems to be solved. The
outstanding interference came
from automobile ignition but there
were many other sources of interference at the 61 mc. band which
he had used. He suggested that by
frequency modulation a broadcasting station may on the same chaning. nel provide facsimile without impairment of the sound broadcast-

ABOUT August 15th KFBB
Falls, Montana will blossom

Ralph
D. Heintz
Globe Wireless
Inc.
MR. HEINTZ advocated an ample
allocation to television by the FCC
so no obstacle should be placed in
its way for full development. Upon
the allocation without any "hamfate he
of
television. stringing"
It willisdepend
sure tothecome,
said, and the government ought to
do everything to encourage its
progi'ess. He urged flexibility and
liberality in FCC rules on new ultrahighs. He told FCC that his
company was engaged in two
patent suits with RCA.
NEWS!
On the Hour —
Every
Hour!
(7 A. M. to
Midnight)
KFEL - KVOD
DENVER

in Great
out in a

complete new ensemble consisting of
a new high fidelity 5 kilowatt Western
Electric transmitter, housed in a modern new fireproof building, and a 420
ft. vertical Blaw-Knox tower.
With this new equipment the coverage
area of Radio Station KFBB will be
greatly increased and the thousands of
Montana listeners who depend upon
KFBB for the only reception available
in this part of the country will be
greatly benefited, not only by an

in-

crease of this station's signal strength
but also in the quality of programs due
to the fact that an affiliation with the
Columbia network
announced.
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FALLS • MONTANA
National
JOSEPH HERSHY McGILLVRA Represenatives :
485 Madison
WALTER BIDDICK
CO. Ave., New York; Palmolive Bldg.. Chicago
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles; 1358 Russ Bldg.
San Francisco; 3326 Stuart Bldg., Seattle.
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Sarnoff

Foresees
Great
(Continued from page 39)

paying license fees, but they are
"buying
the finest
in the world
at theradio
lowestreceivers
prices.
No wonder, as Prof. Allport of
Harvard has declared, we spend a
"billion
hours a week listening to
the
radio!
During 1935 it is estimated that
the people of the United States
;spent 700 million dollars on radio
— truly a figure which demonstrates the magnitude of the industry and its importance to the
prosperity of the nation.
Probably the most striking; figure
in all the columns of radio statistics is the estimate that the
American public has invested more
than three billion dollars in broadcast receiving apparatus. This is
more than ten times the investment in broadcasting stations and
radio manufacturing plants. From
this you will realize the extent of
the general public's interest in the
healthy development of radio.
No statistics, however, can suggest the magnitude of the future
of the radio art. Each advance
made by the laboratories into unexplored domains of the ether carries with it the possibility of creBusiness doubled over
last year
Reason — Results
"ASK GEORGE ROESLER"
WLBC
- Muncie

Progress

ating even greater services. A few,
such as television and high-speed
facsimile communication, are ready
now for field demonstrations.
Others are on the way, although
further laboratory experimentation
will be necessary before they are
ready for practical use.
This research represents an immense investment in capital and
an incalculable investment in human genius. It is fascinating as a
conquest of the unknown, and
thrilling because of its promise of
increased human power, knowledge
and happiness. Yet, considered
coldly as an economic element, it is
particularly significant at this time
when the country is emerging from
the depths of an economic depression. The new instrumentalities
of radio hold the promise of new
industries, new services productive
of new wealth and new employment.
Where Television Stands
OF THE FUTURE industries now
visible on the horizon, television
has gripped the public imagination
most firmly. Technically, television is an accomplished fact, although it is not yet ready commercially. In this field American
research holds the lead and America's supremacy, as in other fields
of radio, is universally recognized.
To bring television to the perfection needed for public service
our work proceeds under high pressure at great cost and with en-

IT TAKES GREAT POWER to service
the Nation's largest State effectively and
TQN, combining the 105,000 watts of all
the NBC - affiliates in Texas, is the only
medium that can possibly deliver your
sales message into every radio home in this
great State. Additionally, TQN provides
potent coverage of Oklahoma and portions
of five other states . . . The TQN combination of "first in public favor" stations
provides a network that is productive, yet
economical. This year it offers the plus
value of a huge Centennial market. Investigate through Edward Petry & Company, Inc., National Representatives.
50,000 Watts

50,000 Watts
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• WBAP
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•

KPRC
HOUSTON

State We

50,000 Watts
• WOAI
SAN ANTONIO

Kadio Service

various government department j
interested in radio to consider careil
"Wired for Sound"
A PROPOSAL by Senator
Bilbo (D-Miss.) that the
Senate chamber be equipped
with a public address system, to enable members and
visitors to hear the proceedings, was defeated just prior
to adjournment of Congress
June 20 without even receiving consideration. A parliamentary objection resulted
in a ruling by the chair that
the measure could not be
considered. Senator Bilbo
brought out that the acoustics of the Senate chamber
were very poor and that
recent developments of loudspeaking
instruments
so
thoroughly
improved "are
and
perfected that they can be
installed upon the top or
side of each senator's desk
without obstruction and inconvenience." Senator Barkley (D-Ky.) objected, stating that when he was a
House member a system
was installed and it proved
"such a terrific nuisance
that it was necessary to 'disinstall' it after a little while.''
couraging technical results. Other
nations are accepting the standards
and methods of RCA engineers and
are applying them to the solution
of their own television problems.
Most of these foreign nations have
been working with public funds.
No such government subsidies of
course have been available in the
United States. None has been
asked. But for more than a decade in years of plenty and in years
of depression, a corps of RCA research engineers has been working
unremittingly to give the art of
television to the public. We are
now entering advanced stages of
that effort and will open an experimental television transmitting
station in New York within two
weeks. We believe that we have
demonstrated again that private
initiative can accomplish more in
America than government subsidy
has been able to accomplish elsewhere.
The television which is assuming shape in our laboratories will
not, as many persons assume without warrant, replace sound broadcasting or make sound receiving
sets obsolete. The present sound
broadcasting services will proceed
without interruption. Television
must find new functions, new entertainment and new programs.
As soon as television has been
brought to a point of practical
service it will be made available
to the American people. But to
protect the public interest, television should not be launched until
proper standards have been fixed.
Television reception as we now
know it differs from sound reception in at least once decisive technical aspect. In sound broadcasting every receiver is built to pick
up any transmission within its
range of reception. On the other
hand, television represents an integrated system in which sending
and receiving equipment must be
fitted one to the other, as lock and
key. We must avoid the danger
of costly obsolescence which hasty
commercialization might inflict
upon the public.
We ask the Commission and the
BROADCASTING

fully the needs of this new indus'j
mad'']I
Frequenc
try.
ies should
expand
for the be
not only
available
ed experimental and field demon I
stration work, but for the f ulles I
measure of development toward ; I
practical television service.
A Free Service
RADIO broadcasting differs fron
all the other arts in that the serv
ice which it renders to the publii
is rendered free. There is no li
cense fee for the use of radio re
ceiving sets in the United States
And when television comes, it iij
my hope that despite the greatei
expense of its far more compli
cated program productions, ther<
will still be no need for a licens<
charge for television receivers.
Side by side with television, although in many respects nearer t(
final achievement, there is emerg
ing from the field of radio experi
mentation high speed facsimile
communication. By means of this
new development, written, printed
photographic and other visual matter can be sent by radio over long
distances and reproduced at th<
ness.
receiving end with amazing exact
It is difficult to imagine limits
of the use of such an invention
It should make the dot-and-dash
system of telegraphy as outmodec
as the pony express. Pictures
sketches, handwriting, typewriting
and every form of visual communication, will be transmitted as easilj
as words are now sent over a telegraph wire. Even in its earliei
stages facsimile will be a medium
for the instant dissemination of information of a hundred different
types, from weather maps to statistics, from educational data tc
comic strips. Far from displacing
the existing media of information —
and particularly the newspapers —
facsimile should contribute to their
progress, providing them with
ties.
swifter and more effective faciliIn this new facsimile service we
have also reached an advanced
stage. R.C.A. Communications Inc.,
has built an experimental facsimile
circuit between New York City and
Philadelphia, demonstrated publicly for the first time last Thurs
day. It uses ultra-high frequencies linked into instantaneous
transmission by automatic relays.
This circuit will demonstrate the
possibilities inherent in facsimile
transmission and should also contribute to solving the difficult problems of relaying television programs on these ultra-high frequencies.
One of the triumphs of this
demonstration circuit has been its
success in combining, for the first
time in radio history, the simultaneous transmission of visual matter with automatic typewriter telegraph operation on the same radio
channels. TJj^^bility to carry
separate serM Simultaneously on
a single frej|^rcy is of great imTo make possible the greatest
portance.
public use of this new development,
radio channels should be provided
which will make room for healthy
expansion in facsimile research as
well as in service, and the "public interest, convenience and necessity" of this new achievement
should be recognized in the alloca• Broadcast

Advertising

ion of frequencies for this purtose.
It is the mastery of the ultrahigh frequencies which is bringing
elevision and facsimile within the
rea of practical use. We are
leadily pushing farther into the
igher regions of the spectrum
,-hich only yesterday constituted a
radio desert", now being made
Tuitful.
One example will illusate the great possibilities in this
irection : Ultra-high frequencies
ve a range which is limited apoximately by the horizon so that
e same frequency may be used
er and over again by keeping
e transmitters 100 to 200 miles
ipart. This means that relatively
13W frequencies assigned for local
roadcast use can be reassigned
1 ntil every community in the land
'a.n possess a radio voice for its
Wn local purposes.
This expansion of the useful
jadio spectrum has only begun,
eyond the ultra-high frequencies
;e the "micro-waves" — frequencies
uat oscillate at the rate of a bilon cycles a second, wavelengths
.easured in centimeters instead of
ieters.
1 Future developments in microaves may well prove revolutionry. In the past, radio operations
ave been confined to a limited part
: the radio spectrum.
Once we
live conquered these micro-waves
je shall have opened a radio spec!iTim of almost infinite extent. In:Siead of numbering the useable
pannels in a few scant thousands,
le radio art will put millions of
, "equencies at the command of
jwnmunication services of every
5 nd. When that day comes — and
T;have no doubt that it will — there
• ill be frequencies enough to make
"jssible
the establishment
not comonly
: an unlimited
array of mass

vigorous encouragement. International broadcasting should promote
better understanding among nations and — from our own national
standpoint — better understanding
of the United States among the
nations of the world.
Rapid Progress
THE GROWTH of international
broadcasting should increase all
other forms of international communications and promote our international commerce. To make such
an achievement possible, America's
international broadcasting should
be organized as a definitely functioning service and the available
international frequencies should be
utilized to their fullest extent.
From time to time there are suggestions that it is the duty of the
FCC to protect the wire services of
the country against the encroachment of radio. Even if the Communications Act which created
your Commission had not prohibited such an attempt, by saying that
your Commission shall "generally
encourage the larger and more effective use of radio in the public

interest," such an effort would be
a futile one. Any effort to stop
the progress of a new art in order
to protect an existing art is bound
to be futile.
Such a step would be contrary to
the spirit of the country, contrary
to the modern spirit of progress,
and contrary to the whole experience of radio. For radio itself deliberately obsoletes today what it
built yesterday. But for that fact,
we would still be signalling with
long waves from great alternators
instead of spanning the earth with
short waves from vacuum tubes.
So long as there is an insufficiency of frequencies, it is proper
for your Commission to conserve
those frequencies by not using
them needlessly to compete with
wires. However, the policy which
underlies such a decision should
never have for its object the protection of wire services. It should
always have for its object the protection of radio frequencies.
Your Commission will not be
afraid of progress. Millions of
dollars are being spent by the ra-

dio industry to invent new equipment and erect new stations which
are made obsolete by the very
things we learn in building them.
The facsimile and television stations which the RCA has just
built, for instance, may be made
obsolete by the lessons they will
teach us. We set up new systems
and then we encourage our research workers to continue their
experiments even if they supplant
what we have created. Why? Because it is the only way to make
progress. Such experiments call
for enormous capital investments.
They call also for imagination of
the highest order and for courage
to follow where that imagination
leads. It is in this spirit that our
laboratories and our radio scienAnnouncements During
Buys One-Minute
NEWSCASTS!
KFEL - KVOD
DENVER
( See chart, page 134 this issue)

$JO

munication services, but of an un-tnited number of individual comunication connections.
In that
_ ly each one of our millions of
"tizens may have his own assigned
.■equency to use wherever he may
Step by step we are working
i'.ward that far off goal. We are
:!legraphing and telephoning to:iy by radio to and from ships at
■a and planes in the air. There
no reason we should not also be
Die to communicate with moving
!ains, or for that matter with
' oving automobiles.
We can alost say that without radio, avian would be impossible.
In apoaching such potentialities we
ust not allow our imagination to
earth bound.
Radio belongs to
fte new day — the search for serv■e and wealth above
the earth,
he finding of a new range of f regencies is of more importance
..an the discovery of a new gold
eld.
Foreign Broadcasts
ECENTLY international broad. sting has been in the limelight,
he European crisis made overseas
' ents an important factor in our
July interest. The technique of
is international broadcasting is
eing constantly improved. Alough this use of shortwave radio
still in its infancy, it merits

in one ofofthefourcountry's
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FOR SPOT sections
COVERAGE
PRIMARYindustrial
states,
covering portions
and agricultural
richest
RADIO GROUP: —
DIXON
MASON
the
of
facilities
the
available through
Among the buying centers covered in this densely populated area with its
high percentage of radio receivers, are — Lancaster, York, Reading, Harrisburg, Lebanon, Steelton, Haileton, Wilkes-Barre, Easton, Bethlehem, Allentown,' Chester, Pottsville, Shamokin, Shenandoah, Mahanoy City, Tamaqua,
Nanticoke, Stroudsburg, Bangor, Nazareth, Bath and West Chester in Pennsylvania. ' Wilmington, Newcastle, Newark and Dover in Delaware.
Bridgeton, Salem, Penns Grove, Vineland, Millville and WashPhillipsburg,
ington, New Jersey. Hagerstown, Frederick, Elkton, Havre de Grace,
Salisbury and Chestertown in Maryland. Address inquiries to: —
MASON DIXON RADIO GROUP, INC.
Lancaster, Pennsylvania
Clair R. McCollough, Gen. Mgr.

THE SOBY YARDSTICK
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VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
; the size and location of the audienee
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
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tists are diligently and devotedly
engaged in a task of the highest
service to humanity.
Radio research is so closely linked
to the manufacture of apparatus
that I feel warranted in explaining to your Commission the basic
patent policy of the RCA, and particularly its application to the new
fields of facsimile and television.
It has been the policy of the Radio Corporation to grant licenses
to its competitors engaged in the
manufacture of radio broadcast receivers and tubes, and at the present time there are outstanding 52
such licenses for receivers and 13
for tubes. These licenses include
the right to make and sell not only
sound broadcast receivers and
tubes, but also receivers and tubes
for television and facsimile for
the home, thus making available
the results of our research in these
fields to licensed manufacturers of
the industry. In manufacturing
and selling this apparatus the
RCA licensees may utilize all of
the inventions made or owned by
the Radio Corporation, and all
patents under which it has the
right to grant licenses to others.
Measured by the advances made
in other fields, radio in the last
ten years has lived a century.
Perhaps it may crowd a thousand
years into the next decade. I am
proud to be one of those who have
participated in this development
almost from the beginning. Next
September I shall have been in the
service of radio for 30 years. That
is a long time in so young a science. During these thirty years
I have watched, naturally with the
keenest interest, the unfolding of
the radio art. I have seen technical revolutions in radio communication, radio broadcasting and radio
entertainment, but I can say to
you that never before have I seen
so many developments emerging
into practical achievement as the
laboratories promise at this moment.
Offers Suggestions
OUT OF this experience I should
like to lay before you a number of
suggestions. I trust they may be
helpful to your Commission, and to
the Government, in the task of
formulating a basic and comprehensive radio policy. Such a policy
is needed to maintain America's
supremacy in radio and to fortify
the independence of our country's
position in this growing field. My
suggestions, summarized, are as
follows :
1. Because of the rapid strides
of the radio art, advance reserva-
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POPPELE'S LATEST— Jack Poppele, WOR chief engineer, recently elected to the board of directors
as well as secretary of Bamberger
Broadcasting Service, devised this
midget microphone preamplifier
for the Democratic convention. It
weighs less than three pounds,
measures less than 5 inches the
longest way, has a net gain of 90
cb, provides a linear response from
20 to 20,000 cycles and combines
a two-circuit mixer with a threestage, audiofrequency amplifier. It
incorporates new AmerTran midget audio transformers and RCA
acorn tubes.
tions of frequencies should be made
by the FCC to meet the needs of
future services, such as television,
facsimile and high-frequency
broadcasting. This will enable
these achievements of radio to give
their greatest possible public service as soon as developed, instead
of compelling them to contest with
older services for adequate space
in the spectrum.
2. Except for experimental purposes, no allocations to individual
applicants should be made in these
reserved frequencies until actual
public service is possible. No one
should be permitted to reserve frequency space for future use and
then let it remain idle while others
carry the burden of development.
3. In allotting frequencies the
greatest economy and usefulness of
the available channels should be
promoted by requiring, so far as
feasible, the multiple use of frequencies.
4. In determining precedence in
the allocation of frequencies, consideration should be given to services on the basis of their comparative importance to the public, the
urgency of the tasks to be performed, and the requirements of
the public to be served. Radio has
made possible outstanding progress
in mass communication. Ample allocation should be made for the
greatest use of this public service
for the broadcasting of sight as
well as of sound, nationally and
internationally.
5. In time of war, or other emerGulf States Steel Plants
and the
Goodyear Rubber Plants
are operating 24 hours a day
in Gadsden, Ala.
WJBY
GADSDEN, ALA.

Radio

System

Public -Operated Corporation
To Replace the Former CRC
By JAMES MONTAGNES
A BILL to create a government
broadcasting corporation modeled
on the British Broadcasting Corp.
passed the House of Commons and
the Senate at Ottawa before Parliament prorogued last month,
leaving the government the summer months to name the nine directors who will pick the qreneral
manager and assistant general
manager to run the new system,
the Radio Comand to replace
mission. Meanwhile the present
executives of the Canadian Commission carry on the operation of
the six stations which the new
corporation inherits and the program activities which feed basic
and optional private stations from
coast to coast.
Financial Setup
THE

NINE directors will be appointed, three for one year, three
for two years, and three for three
with subsequent appointyears, ments
for three-year periods, retiring directors being eligible for
reappointment. The positions carry
annual remuneration of $1,500 for
the chairman and a maximum of
$500 for other directors based on
$50 for each meeting attended.
Should an executive committee be
appointed each member will receive $1,000 a year. In addition
expenses will be paid. There is
no salary assigned for the general
manager and his assistant, allowing leeway to get the best possible
Canadian - born radio executive
available.
In the matter of finance the
corporation will be able to make
gency, all the equipment and resources of the radio industry, are
by law placed at the disposal of
the nation. The government departments interested in our national defense should, therefore,
cooperate in making possible the
greatest peacetime development of
radio by limiting the number of
frequencies requested for exclusive
government use.
6. A fundamental and comprehensive communications policy
should be formulated, not only for
the guidance of the Commission,
but of all government departments,
to safeguard the independence of
America's communication system
in international relations. This is
especially important because American communication services are at
a disadvantage in dealing with
monopolistic state-owned foreign
communication systems.
7. In helping to determine the
attitude of the United States in the
International Communications Conference to be held in Cairo in 1938,
the FCC should recommend a policy which will promote the greatest possible international use of
radio communications. That Conference will be called upon to apportion the hitherto unallocated
frequencies in the upper portions
of the radio spectrum. In the international field as well as in domestic use these allocations should
be safeguarded against any possibility of freezing radio development.
BROADCASTING

KVI and KOL increased
TWO STATIONS in the Seattle- Tacoma area — KVI and KOL —
were authorized by the FCC
Broadcast Division June 20, to in- j
crease their day power to 5,001
watts.
KVI,kc. operating
the' I
choice 570
channel wasongiven
its five-fold power boost effective
July 7. It will continue operating
with 1,000 at night. In the case oi
KOL, the FCC reconsidered and]
granted its application for a da;,
power increase to 5,000 watts or:
1270 kc, with 1,000 watt night.
expenditures up to $10,000 withorder-in-council,
allotted bjs
out approval of will
the be
government'
the government
for capital
vances
up to $100,000
and ad-1
foi
capital works up to $500,000. The
government advances to the corporation are to be first charges or
the revenue accruing to the corporation from the sale of licenses
and other sources. Minister C. D
Howe stated there would be he
increase in the $2 annual license
fee, as the present rate was "all
the traffic would bear". All the [
money from the license fees will'
go to the corporation account, except the cost of collection which is
retained by the Department of
Marine's radio branch. License
vendors receive 15%.
Last minute changes included 1
the cil
necessity
of an order-in-counfor the issuance
of any new
private
broadcasting
station
li-T
censes. The
Minister having
charge
of radio will not have authority of
his own to grant such licenses. On
this subject ex-premier Bennett
stated in Parliament that if the
granting
private
censes wereof left
in thestation
hands li-'
of
the general manager, there would
be difficulties; if left in the hands
of the government it would mean
the end of public ownership, since
pressure on a government front
private interests in Canada and
from the United States chains
would mean the creation of more
private stations and the end of
public ownership. He did not be- i
lieve the British system would
work in Canada.

THE

Canadian Performing Rights

Society came in for sharp- criticism during the Parliamentary debate on the Copyright Act which
proposes to set up a board to re
view the fees charged by the So-i
ciety. Conservative Hamilton member H. Wilton insisted the Society "should not be allowed even
to operate in Canada, being a
racket, being unfair and unjust,
and a giant monopoly. It was not
safe to whistle a tune or play a
mouth organ for fear it infringed
the society's claims," he said.
Conservative member for Kootenay, W. K. Elsing, charged the
Society with collecting fees forcompositions it did not control, citing a Toronto organization which
wanted to put on the "Pirates of
Penzance" and broadcast seven
minutes of it. The broadcast station officials were told the fee for
the seven minutes would be $61.
Then it was found the Society had
no right of ownership on the
opera, that it was public property.
Mr. Elsing asked if this happened
once, how many more times did it
occur. The Society claims control
of 2,000,000 musical compositions.:
• Broadcast
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(Continued from page UO)
destroyed. Moreover, the utiliion of wire lines for broadcastinto the homes would in all
inability result in fewer pro;..ms of local color. This would
the natural and logical result
minimizing competition. And
•vould place in the hands of too
i the responsibilities which aciiipany the rendition of a servr of such great social value as
t of broadcasting.
(This brings us to the problem
' providing additional radio
^adcasting
facilities which I
111 divide
into three parts:
iral broadcasting ; facsimile
j.adcasting and television broadting.
Aural Broadcasting
TRAL broadcasting is today reacted to those channels availe in the frequency band begin],g at 550 kc and ending with
-»0 kc. A total of 654 stations
eluding approximately 30 conduction permits) have been proed for in this band. Notwithnding this number of stations
re is a large percentage of the
fil area of the United States
I a smaller percentage of the
al population that is without
.sistent and reliable day and
ht service.
Doubtless improvements can be
de in the allocation of frequen3 and in the location and conuction of stations so as to exd existing service over greater
'al areas. But any such enged service must be balanced
linst possible demands by Mexfor the exclusive use of chans now devoted primarily for
adcasting in the United States,
p need for additional facilities
sts and such needs are certain
grow with an expansion of
adcasting on the North Ameri continent.
tn cur proposals we have named
tain frequencies below 550 kc
broadcasting. Such use is in
•eement with the policy of other
ions of the world. The propaion characteristics of these
g waves are such as would
ble broadcasters to greatly imj've the service in rural areas,
as will be discussed in detail
m we present
our technical
.
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"Late Sports" Review
6:05 P. M. Daily
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RO ADCASTING

with your expressed ideas of "exand evolution".
There is one perimentation
difference
between
the proposals of the Radio Manufacturers Association and our own
in this regard. We proposed that
the frequencies in the bands 36
to 38 mc and 62 to 64 mc be allocated for aural and facsimile
broadcasting. Agreeably with the
change which has been made in
the RMA proposals, as first submitted, we will discuss when we
offer our technical testimony, the
feasibility of modifying our proposals so as to ask for 40 to 42
mc instead of 36 to 38 mc. The
RMA propose that the frequencies
37 to 42 mc be allocated for aural
broadcasting and they have objected to our proposal in respect
of 62 to 64 mc because it would
interrupt a continuous band for
television.
Interference Problems
OUR PURPOSE in asking for the
two bands is twofold: First, we
do not know where long distance
interference ends. We do know,
however, that the probability of
troublesome long distance interference, now or in the future, is
very much less on 60 mc than on
40 mc. Adequate opportunity
should be given to obtain reliable
data concerning operation on the
various high frequencies. Secondly, we do not consider it should
be objectionable to anyone to provide for sound broadcasting in the
television band.
We know of no reason whv the
purchaser
of a television set

should be limited to the sound
broadcasting service receivable on
the television channels. Moreover,
we know from experience that in
the manufacture of receiving sets,
quality of reception is often sacrificed at either end of the receiver
band. It is, therefore, highly desirable that provision be made
near the middle of the television
band for aural broadcasting.
International Broadcasting
WE HAVE proposed a widening
of the international bands with
but one view in mind. The existing conditions are chaotic. It
would seem that this country
either should make provision for
an international broadcasting
service of the highest quality and
free from interference or give it
up as a bad job. A sufficient number of frequencies, the maintenance of better standards, and more
effective international regulations
with regard to hours of operation,
we believe, can be employed to improve our commerce with the other
nations of the world.
Our proposals also provide for
the allocation of frequencies for
aural, facsimile and frequency
modulation, auxiliary broadcast
service such as point-to-point relay for broadcasting, synchronization, mobile voice and facsimile
pickup. These will be discussed in
detail by another witness.
Facsimile Broadcasting
FACSIMILE broadcasting is an
impending new service. It is a
method of record broadcasting. It
is a service that can be supplied
through the utilization of existing
broadcast frequencies and broad(Continued on page 126)

WSUN
ST.

PETERSBURG,

5000 W. DAY
Affiliated With

FLORIDA

620 KC.
1000 W. NIGHT
National Broadcasting Co.

CONSIDERMr.

Advertiser.

NORTHERN

NEW

JERSEY

NoRTHERN New Jersey is a
territory of closely knit, large, and
small communities approximating
2,225,000 people who boast community pride and loyalty.
If this were all one city, what a
city it would be, the 3rd largest in
the United States! . . . Equivalent
to the populations of
Boston
St.
Louis
Pittsburgh
all put together.
Now WAAT exclusively caters to
that local community pride and furnishes the local color that sells! . . .

True, WAAT has a large audience
in New York City, Brooklyn, Westchester, Long Island and State* Island, but you can profitably discount
that if you wish — as we do— and consider it a bonus that costs you nothing!
Northern New Jersey is a profitable
market and WAAT has proved in
numerous cases it delivers profitable
business for advertisers in this territory with surprising economy.
No one can effectively listen to two
stations at one time! . . . WAAT
has its own large and loyal audience
that can be made profitable for you.

WE

HAVE

THE

FACTS

For instance, take:
CASE HISTORY #7
-known packers of Bottled Fruit Juice
Nationally
— offered menu chart — limited one to a family.
disOnly 2.000 charts were made available for
brought
"plugs"
minute from
eight, two labels
tribution— yet containing
his product.
2,157 letters
CASE HISTORY #12
Manufacturer of hair preparation received 1,850
on care of the hair — after
reauests for Booklet"plugs".
Close follow up on
twelve one minute
one thousand listeners who received booklet,
showed 535 had purchased his product — 300 inafford it— 16
29 couldn't
to purchase
did not tended
respond
to —follow
up.
CASE HISTORY #19
Local retailer with seven stores, using WAATin
exclusively, showed $30,000 gross increase
sales for the first six months 1935 over the same
period in 1931.
GANDY BRIDGE
6 MILES LONG
CONNECTS
ST. PETERSBURG
and TAMPA

BETWEEN
RADIO

THE
BRIDGE
ADVERTISER
AND A SUCCESSFUL

CAMPAIGN

IS

FLORIDA'S

FAVORITE

WSUN
Covering Florida Like the Sunshine
Represented by FURGASON & ASTON
Mgr. HAROLD
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(Continued from page 123)

cast transmitters. It is our contention that all frequencies allocated for aural broadcasting should
be available for facsimile broadcasting as well. There is every
reason to believe that facsimile
broadcasting can supplement sound
broadcasting. It is an economic
waste to deny the broadcasters
the opportunity to develop this
new service through the use of
existing broadcasting facilities.
Moreover, the utilization of exi s ti n g broadcast facilities will
of thatthe kind of compepermit tition
has made American
broadcasting the greatest in the
world. Prevent the development of
facsimile on the frequencies that
are used today and tomorrow for
sound broadcasting and you may
guid^ this new service into monopolistic hands.
Television

FOUR-FOLD
POWER
INCREASE

New

Plant

Now

Under

Construction

S
Fastest

NOW as to television. Some day
we will have television. I do not
know when that day will be. But
it will come. When it arrives i+
will introduce into the American
homes a most powerful instrument
for good or evil. It can and probably will project the school blackboard into a majority of the
homes. Who will control it? Who
can control it? Who does now control it?
I appreciate we are concerned
here with the technical problem of
in the radio specfinding a place
trum for its introduction. And we
have endeavored to cooperate with
other interested parties to suggest
bands of frequencies which might

V
Growing

Medium
in
SYRACUSE

Member

Station, Columbia

Broadcasting

System

Show Goes On
ELMA LATTA HACKETT,
KFRC, San Francisco, home
economist, fractured her
right ankle when she slipped
and fell in her Berkeley (Cal.)
home recently and is doing
her broadcasting over the
CBS-Don Lee network from
a wheel chair. Mrs. Hackett
has not missed a broadcast
in more than two years, and
despite her injury, she was
at the studio the following
morning to do her Morning
Hostess program. She will
be confined to the wheel chair
several weeks.
ingbe used for television broadcastThesionrequirements
a televichannel are veryforgreat.
As
far as we know now one television
channel will require a path almost
six times as wide as that now devoted to all sound broadcasting in
the United States. We have been
able to suggest a plan of allocation which would provide eight
television channels below 100 mc.
This is not enough. A great many
technical considerations are involved and a discussion of these
will be left to another witness.
There are, however, more than
technical considerations involved
here. The American broadcasting
system is a competitive system. It
is a great system because it has
been competitive. Men have been
spurred on to present better programs and to render a greater
public service. It has meant a
freedom of the air unmatched anywhere in the world. And our plea
today is that you allow television
to develop on the same basis. Better we delay the introduction of
television than, in enthusiastic
haste, inaugurate it and find that
through the control of patents, so
powerful an instrument is in the
hands of too few people. Indeed
this expression is but declaratory
of thetions spirit
of the CommunicaAct.
Again, if television is ready to
be inaugurated and if you can
allocate sufficient frequencies to
permit it to grow on the basis of
a national competitive service then
it seems to me you have a very
great responsibility in determining in advance, whether for all
practical purposes, the ownership
of basic patents, and agreements,
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Connery

Criticizes

FQ

And Premises to Revi^l
Plan for Investigatid
NOTICE was served on the Hoi
June 16 by Rep. Conner!
(D-Mass.) that he again will J
mand a "thorough investigatiol
of the FC€ at the next session!
Congress "in order that we m|
protect the American people frl
the Radio Trust and AmericJ
homes from profanation by inl
cent
programs".
In radio
a biting
address, Rep. C(J
nery attacked the FCC for its pi
ported failure to take actf
against stations broadcasting I
legedly obscene material. He J
plained that for 16 weeks his re!
lution for an investigation of 1
FCC has been pending without
tion and there was little hope di
ing the waning days of this s
sion.
Mr. Connery referred particuL
ly to a script program which
declared was broadcast over a s
tion that was so obscene that
could not be reproduced in
Congressional Record. He hanc
copies of it to interested Congre
•men, however. In introducing
resolution originally, Rep. Conn*
attacked particularly an allege<
profane Spanish poem broadc
over an NBC network early t
year
Touristsponsored
Bureau. by the Mexic
The Massachusetts Congressm
has been staunchly advocating
cause of WLWL, Paulist Fatl
station in New York. The Pa
ists, it is understood, recently co
plained to the FCC about alleg
ly profane plays broadcast o\
WOV, New York, in Italian. W<
is involved in sales negotiate
with WLWL. It is presumed
matter to which Rep. Connery
feared
ticular was
plays.a script of these p
DR. KAHLER SHOE SHOP, 1
Angeles correctional shoe compa
is using KGER, Long Beach,
four evening hours a week in
form of an all-Jewish musical ho
A free foot analysis, via machi
is offered listeners who visit
store and mention the radio p

the Air February

9th, 1922, with

Paul

if any, between patentees, will p(
mit competition in the constri
tion of television transmitters a <|
receiving sets.
>
■
We should also know in advan
what relationship, if any, may
established between the sendij
and receiving apparatus. VA
there be freedom in the selecti
of receiving sets or will the use I
terminal facilities be controlled ]
a manner comparable with tj
telephone ? Surely everyone v»
agree that those who own tehr
sion patents are entitled to a ri
reward for their creative woi
but because of the public servj
inherent in television, patents
should be denied the right to cd
trol its use. Keep it free from t
hands of monopoly and allow it
develop only on a national co
petitive basis.
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will depend to a very large degree
on the movie and talkie producers
for the production of films for television broadcasting. The required
technique is the same.
Five-point Plan

EVERYWHERE!

There

is no place that Postal Telegraph

not reach. Postal Telegraph
70,000 cities in the United
Canada,*

but it maintains

can-

not only covers

States and

its own

9,000 in

telegraph of-

fices, attended by a trained telegraph personnel
in cities between

which

95%

of all the telegraph

traffic of the country flows. There
for which
transmit

Postal Telegraph
your

message

dependability... with

is no place

will not accept and

with promptness ... with
accuracy.

Postal

Tele-

graph not only offers efficient telegraph service
within the borders

of this country but through

the great International

System

part, it offers communication
world... through
graph, cable and
management

of which
with

it is a

the entire

the only combination

of tele-

radio service under

a single

in the United

WIL

States.

*In Canada, through the Canadian Pacific Railway Telegraphs
THE

INTERNATIONAL

RMA has tried to crystallize the
basic needs of television in a fivepoint plan. The five points are
given below in brief and will be
developed in more detail later in
this report.
1 — One single set of television
standards for the United States,
so that all receivers can receive
the signals of all transmitters
within range.
2 — A high definition picture approaching ultimately the definition
obtainable in home movies.
3 — A service giving as near nationwide coverage as possible.
4 — A selection of programs,
that is, simultaneous broadcasting
of more than one television program in as many localities as possible.
5— The lowest possible receiver
cost and the easiest possible tuning, both of which are best
achieved by allocating for television as nearly a continuous band
in the radio spectrum as possible.
In Europe, television is being
directly sponsored by governm e n t s , which have committed
themselves to establishing a service for their c.tizens. In the United
States, there is little talk of government sponsorship of television.
Development costs here have to
date been borne entirely by private American industry. RMA believes that this potentially great
new force in public life should develop along the sound lines of private initiative and private enterprise with full and free competition in the public interest, and
with only such regulation by the
government as is necessary to conserve the pubi'c interest.
Although we already have spent
millions of dollars in research and
have made much progress, television is still not ready for the public. A commercial service is probably several years off — for reasons
that will be given. However, now
is the time to stake out the space
in the radio spectrum to give television room to develop and to establish basic technical standards
as a guide for further research
and development.
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States. Certainly more statiomust be provided to cover t
United States than to cover ai
one European country. But RM
believes that the problems a
and will be solved and that t
American public can look forwa
to a regular television broadca
service, in the future, with t
same
Europe.confidence as the public

RMA has, of course a selfish i
terest in television. With the a
dition of television, the radio ma
ket should be greatly enlarg(
We must plow a lot more mon
into television before there is ai
hope of taking any out. We re?
ize that it may be years befo
anyone makes any money in te]
vision and that in the meantir |
we must continue to spend a gre f
deal of money in research and c l
velopment.
But beyond the profit which 1 1
hope will ultimately come out ;
television, we see in television , I
opportunity to make a big contj
bution to the prosperity of tjj
whole country, an opportunity
do our share toward the elimir
tion of unemployment. RMA vie'
television ultimately as a busine:
a business which will employ ma
thousands of people in the prodi
tion and operation of broades
equipment, in the production
receiving sets, in the producti
of daily programs, and in the fiel
of distribution and service. Te
vision, we believe, is one of t
new businesses the country nee
to create new jobs.
RMA is going to take a lot
pride, also, in helping to build
service which promises so great
to enrich the life of the Americ
people. Radio today is a grt
source of entertainment and ec
cation. Television will be an i
portant expansion of the serv;i
of radio.
Gradual Growth
FROM the economic standpoi
it is probable that the spread
commercial television broadca
ing over the United States will
gradual, extending over ma:
years. Obviously, the higher 1
density of population, the bet.
the chance of supporting the e
of a broadcasting station and o
probably
be high.
We costs
may tl(
of operating
it. Both
v-'
expect to see television broadca
ing at first in only the larger citi
with expansion into the smal
centers taking place gradually,
Speaking of Surveys
out of 100 calls — 53 Radios
were in use
52 of the 53 were tuned to
1000 Watts mr g ^ \~M missoui
A Popular Radio
1260 Kc.
» " Station
MONTAIS

tttackay "Radio
Page

We believe our technical pro
ress to date in television is at lea
as great as in any country in t!
world. However, due to the larg
area of the United States and t
lower density of our populatio
the problems of providing a n
tionwide service are greater he
than in Europe. Perhaps mo
space in the spectrum must be £
located to television in the Unit
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set, and later confirmed by extensive field tests under all sorts of
conditions, receivers might be built
and sold to the public which would
be completely obsoleted within a
year or two. Commercial television mustbelieves
be born that
"full grown".
RMA
television
service to the general public in
their homes is feasible only over
the air. The tremendous cost of
coaxial cables, capable of carrying
the wide frequency range necessary for high definition pictures
would seem to eliminate the possibility of a television service to
homes over wires.
However, coaxial cables may
prove to be of great use, along
with the radio television relay stat i o n s , in connecting television
broadcasting stations for chain
programs.
Basic Standards

i technique of operation is perJted.
With the service range of the
•|;rage transmitter limited to 25
130 miles, it is going to be diffiit to bring television to all rural
j;as. Nationwide coverage for
ine time to come may be denned
coverage of towns of 10,000
oulation or over.
■However, it is possible, as
iimerous beam relay chains are
[tailed, crossing and criss-crossit the country in all directions,
kt a large number of small inimediate receiving areas can be
sated along the beams which
;.l cover in the aggregate large
f»as
ition.of rural and semi-rural popi!n the laboratory, television ex:iments have reached a promis(T stage. Much work has been
ne in the RCA Laboratories in
mden, in the Philco Laborator| in Philadelphia, in the Farnsrth Laboratories in Chestnut
U, Pa., in the Hygrade-Sylvania
, boratories in Emporium, Pa., in
; Hazeltine Laboratories in New
rk, and in the General Electric
d Westinghouse and Bell Labstories.
Dutside the laboratory, experi;ntal high-definition television
oadcasts have been on the air
• some time from the Philco
:dio and Television Corporation
•evision transmitter in Philadela, and from the RCA - Victor
evision transmitter at Camden,
J., and this summer experimenhigh definition broadcasting is
leduled to begin from the Eme State Bldg. in New York City.
A'ithin the summer an increased
nber of test receiving sets will
in use by engineers of RCA,
ilco, and probably others.
ft.s these receivers
are used
|iy, from a multitude of loca«is near to and far from the
evision transmitters, it will be
ssible to gain information sufently extensive and sufficiently
e actual consumers' usage to
icover the extent of the commer1 service that can initially be
idered and the "bugs" which
ist be worked out of the equipnt before receivers can safely
bought by the public.
Unlike sound broadcasting, teleion cannot
"feel its way"
•ough the early stages of its
nmercial growth.
As sound
)adcasting improved, even the
best radio receivers could still
ceive after a fashion.
That is
it necessarily true of television,
iless tentative standards are now

RETURNING to the RMA fivepoint plan:
1 — Uniform Standards — The engineers of the radio industry have
held many meetings under the
auspices of RMA and have arrived
at practically complete agreement
on basic television standards. Nine
basic items have been covered,
laying the groundwork for future
television developments, all pointing to the same goal, namely, one
single system of television for the
whole United States, with every
receiver capable of receiving every
broadcast reaching its locality.
2 — High Definition Pictures. —
RMA recognizes the necessity of
a high definition picture as the
basis for sustained public interest
and approval. The American public is familiar with home movies.
It will expect television pictures
to compare favorably with home
movies. This is a difficult requirement to meet. At best it will
take time to achieve. To make it
possible at all, requires between
440 and 450 lines per picture, neces itating achannel width of 6
mc.
It is somewhat startling to find
that, for the quality of picture
the American public will demand,
each television channel must thus
be 600 times as wide as the ordinary sound broadcast channel of
10 kilocycle width, or expressing
it in perhaps still more startling
fashion, that a single television
channel must be approximately
six times as wide as the whole
present standard sound broadcast
band of 1060 kilocycles and 106
channels.
3 — Nationwide Coverage. — It is
not easy to find sufficient space in

the radio spectrum for enough television channels to provide nationwide coverage, especially since
consideration has to be given to
what are believed to be the necesvision. sities of services other than teleThe most valuable part of the
spectrum for television starts at
42 mc. At this frequency a given
amount of broadcasting power
provides the greatest signal intensity in the surrounding territory.
The RMA Television Committee
report will request therefore a
television band extending from 42
to 90 mc.
From 56 to 60 mc. there is a
band allocated to amateurs. RMA
recognizes the service the amateurs have contributed to radio development and their importance to
the nation in providing a reserve
of trained radio operators in times
of emergency. RMA will therefore not request these frequencies
for television unless it is found by
the Commission that this band is
not urgently needed by the amateurs, or is not especially well
suited for amateur work. If so,
another desirable television channel could be provided from 54 to
60 mc. and a highly desirable continuous television band would result.
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the greater signal strength and
penetration necessary to cover
large metropolitan areas.
Without the Amateur band, the
space from 42 to 90 mc. provides
seven television broadcasting channels. This is probably not enough
for a nationwide television service, because it is doubtful whether
stations on the same frequencies
can be located closer than several
hundred miles without interference.
It is definitely known that a
useful signal may be received at
any point where an unobstructed
line of sight exists between the
receiving antenna and the transmitting antenna. It seems probable that the service range may
extend somewhat beyond this
visual horizon. But the signals
have an interference range much

Frequency and Power
TELEVISION has had its greatest development to date at frequencies toward the 42 mc. end of
the band requested. However, research work is in progress in the
section toward 90 mc. It is known
that as the frequency increases
the amount of power required to
provide a given intensity of signal increases tremendously. Much

We
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more power is required at 90 mc.
than at 42 mc. Moreover, poor reception areas, in the so-called
shadows produced by tall buildings, increase greatly as the frequency increases.
It is confidently believed, however, that the upper channels toward 90 mc. will be very useful in
establishing broadcasting in localities where the area to be covered is not too great, and where
not too many tall buildings are
present,ward 42whereas
the will
channels
tomegacycles
provide
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greater than their service range.
At many times the signals persist for considerable distances beyond the useful service range.
They must be reckoned with over
a much greater area from the
standpoint of interference. In the
absence of practical experience to
date on any large scale, it will be
necessary to assume that signals
-from any ference
station
may cause
interwith another
station
on
the same channel several hundred
miles away, the distance varying
"with the power output of the respective stations, the topography
of the intervening country and the
lieight of the transmitters.
It must be assumed that if a
given channel is assigned in Boston, that channel cannot be assigned to any other center nearer

than Philadelphia, and any channel assigned in New York cannot
be assigned again any nearer than
in Baltimore or in Buffalo. Similarly, any channel assigned in
Cleveland probably cannot be assigned in Toledo, Akron, Youngstown, Buffalo or Detroit.
Separating Stations
IT IS NOT LIKELY, at least in
the early days of broadcasting,
that adjacent television channel;
can be assigned in the same city,
because of probable interference.
Only field tests on a large scale
and over a long period of time
will finally determine the necessary separation of frequency assignments in the same locality.
Seven television channels may
prove insufficient to provide television service to all the urban
centers in the United States.
But, however idealistic it may
seem, we must make nationwide
television service our ultimate
goal. Perhaps nationwide service
can never be 100% achieved, but
to keep the possibility of it open,
much additional space in the spectrum above 90 megacycles must be
reserved for experimental pur-

WIL
The Pioneer Commercial
Station In St.Louis

poses.
RMA
FIRST

should prefer that the additional space be continuous from
90 megacycles, but we recognize
that other services probably have
legitimate needs in that part of
the spectrum.
RMA therefore will ask for an
experimental television band starting at 120 mc. This is required to
provide space for television relaying and television pick-up from
the field to the transmitter, as well
as much needed space for additional broadcasting channels in the

in St. Louis

to broadcast

Elec-

tion Returns.
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GRADUATES — Here are members of the graduating class of Capit
Radio Engineering Institute, in Washington, as well as guests, at tl
annual commencement banquet held June 6 in Washington.
future. But it is practically virgin territory and a vast amount
of research must be done before
television broadcasting becomes a
reality at these frequencies.
RMA believes, however, that the
technical problems must and will
be solved and it asks for the full
right to experiment from 120 mc.
upwards. Unless these frequencies are held open, we are afraid
that the door to adequate nationclosed. wide television might be forever
4 — A Selection of Programs. — The
public should have a selection of
television programs. To maintain
competition and avoid monopoly
two or more simultaneous programs in most localities would
seem to be a prime requisite.
It will be difficult enough to
provide nationwide coverage on a
single program basis. It will be
much more difficult to provide two
or more simultaneous programs in
a locality.
The evident desirability of such
multiple program service further
emphasizes the necessity for more
than seven channels and the necessity of providing space for further experimenting above 120 mc.
Two Receivers in One
5— Low Cost and Ease of Tuning.— It cannot be expected that
the cost of a television receiver
will ever approach the low cost of
a sound radio receiver. In the first
place, a television receiver is inherently very much more complicated. In the second place, it must
receive not only the picture, but
also the accompanying sound, §0
that a television receiver must be
two receivers in one.
Neither can it be expected that
a television receiver can ever havr
WE

CAN

IMPROVE

as simple tuning controls as
sound radio receiver. A televisic
receiver must have all the contro
necessary for a sound radio r<
ceiver plus an additional set <
controls required for television.
However, both cost and ease <
tuning are helped materially
continuous
or nearly continuoi
bands in the spectrum are allottf
to television.
Cost of Receivers
IT IS too early to state very del
nitely the cost to the public of
television receiver. In England
is predicted that receivers, whe
ultimately available to the publi
will sell for about $500. Whatev<
the initial cost, it should come doM
as the art progresses, just as tl
cost of sound radio receivers hi
come down. However, it is beyor
all bounds of possibility to expe
that the cost of television receive:
will ever come down anywhere ne;
the cost of sound radio receiver
Television receivers will always 1
very much more complicated ar
correspondingly more costly.
However, RMA is convinced thi
even at the fairly high prices whi<
will be necessary, television r
ceivers will be bought in larf
numbers. The standard of iivir
of
thesteadily
American
people will
tinue
to increase.
It iscomore daring today to visuali:
millions of television receive:
ultimately in use than it was
1900 to visualize millions of moti
cars in use, or in 1920 to visuali:
millions of sound radio receive:
in use.
But just as it took ten years i
more for the automobile to con
into general use, and nearly th
long for sound radio, RMA b
lieves that at least ten years vr
YOUR
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Through impartial survey of station organization, we develop neglected
growth.
sources of revenue; strengthen weak points in policy and procedure;
eliminate unprofitable practices. We also make special studies of budgets, business systems, sales and promotion, personnel, taxes, depreciation, etc.
Ten years experience in management and reorganization work assures a
practical viewpoint.
For firms desiring to establish new stations, we have complete data on
investment and economic needs of stations.
Inquiries invited. References furnished on request.
ALEXANDER

SHERWOOD

EBusiness (3 nsultant in '^Broadcasting
320 N. 50th Street
Omaha,
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-equired to bring television into
leral use.
the American
lot only have
:,ple shown an appreciation of
irovements in their standards
living, but they have shown a
jral ability to assimilate inimproved customs
:itions and
radically to change important
■its of living in a decade or
They have shown the ability
get what they wanted and to
jnce what they wanted to get.
en one reviews the fact that
purchases of tens of millions
motor cars have been successijy financed, and the average
tor car represents a bigger in,;ment than will the television
niver, it does not seem beyond
bounds of reason to assume
will ultimately
t the people
ways and means of purchasa correspondingly large numof television receivers, if
igh radio channels are now set
(e to permit television broaddng to develop ultimately into
itionwide service.
Public Wants Television.
IS not likely at this time that
of us can predict in detail the
imate television broadcasting
.cture. We are not sure either
all the technical limitations on
one hand, or on the other
Id, of new technical discoveries
2h will permit a greater servthan we dare assume in our
;ent state of knowledge. We
not sure how station costs and
rating costs can be covered,
how many stations can be supted in a given locality. If we
t to make a start until all
e unknowns have been elimi'*d, we shall probablv never
Tt.
i the opinion of RMA, the FCC
in television a great oppority and a great responsibility.
|e is an impartial body with no
rest to serve except the public
Test. The public is already
"lily aware of television. The
lie not only wants television,
it expects television, and it
•as to be getting somewhat iment over the long time it is
ng to work it out.
MA asks the Commission for
roval of the principles of its
s-point Plan. We ask the Common to stake out now for the
-ic enough television space in
radio spectrum to keep open
possibility of a nationwide
rision service.
,fter a further period of expectation, in the laboratory and
field, the Commission will

^AB

KLZ's BIG PICNIC
Thousands Frolic in Park and
Get Free Amusement
NEARLY 5,000 people responded
to the invitation of KLZ, Denver,
to attend a Radio Picnic on Sunday, June 14. The only promotion
given the picnic was a series of
brief announcements informing the
public that tickets were available at
KLZ's studios and at a number of
stores throughout the city. Each
person requesting the tickets was
given as many as he desired. The
ticket contained a free admission
stub, one which entitled the guest
to free ice cream, a free merrygo-round ride, and three hours of
dancing. In addition to these,
were half -rate stubs to any ride in
the park.
Highlight of the affair was a
45 minute Meet-the-Artists program which was also broadcast. A
number of KLZ artists were introduced and each performed. The
announcing staff was introduced
and interviewed by Wesley Battersea. A large number of the guests,
attracted by free picnic grounds,
brought their own lunches which
they supplemented with the free
ice cream. About 6,000 nackages
of ice cream were distributed to
adults and children.
have the responsibility of making
definite broadcasting assignments,
assignments that will insure the
greatest possible service to each
locality, assignments that will not
lead to any monopoly, assignments
which will preserve the American
system of competition, but which
will prevent the creation of so
many competitive stations that
none will have enough revenue to
provide fine programs.
RMA feels that the FCC will
supply the flexibility necessary to
allow television broadcasting to
grow, and at the same time keep
firm control of the situation, so
that it will not get out of hand, as
radio broadcasting threatened to
do before the days of the Federal
Radio Commission.
KFVD, Los Angeles, purchased
several weeks ago by J. F. Burke,
formerly of Santa Ana, Cal., and
associated interests, from the owners of KFAC, was taken over by
its new owner June 15 following
approval of the transfer by the
FCC.

Conventioneers

.

.

.

Universale new professional RECORDING MACHINE, DISCS and ACCESSORIES
and MICROPHONES will be DEMONSTRATED
by staff engiI neers at The Stevens during the NAB Convention.
See
Dr. Ralph L. Power, advertising manager
Universal, at The Stevens.
i

Trade Commission Actions
THE Federal Trade Commission
has filed complaints alleging unfair claims for products of these
advertisers: Bourjois Inc., and
Barbara Gould Sales Corp. (Evening in Paris cosmetics etc.); NoDoz Laboratories Inc., San Francisco (NoDoz Awakeners); Federal Enameling & Stamping Co.,
McKees Rocks, Pa. (kitchenware) :
Stipulations to revise claims have
been signed by the following advertisers: Pompeian Co., Bloomfield, N. J. (cosmetics); Chocolate
Products Co.. Chicaeo (Stillicious).
AMERICAN missionaries in
Shanghai have asked and secured
permission from the Kellogg Co.
and Ireene Wicker to present Miss
Wicker's Singing Lady scripts in
both Chinese and English.

Linton Expands Service
RAY LINTON, Chicago representative, has been appointed!
branch manager in Chicago and!
the Midwest for WIP, Philadelphia, in connection with similar responsibilities for station
WMCA, New York City, also o
the Inter-City Group. The InterCity Group, according to Mr. Linton, is now carrying 18 hours,
daily of sponsored chain programs, including its latest acquisition, True Story's
Witt
Court which
came onThe
the Good
air early
in June and which is also carried
by Mutual. Before he opened his
own office as station representative a year ago, Mr. Linton was a
salesman for WBBM, Chicago, and
later vice president of Greig, Blair
& Spight, Chicago.
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Editorial Hour Wins
LARGELY because of the
enormous popularity of the
Atlanta Journal's Editorial
Hour over WSB, a Friday
evening half - hour during
which the editorial page of
that newspaper goes on the
air with the editors doing a
colloquy, the Journal last
month was awarded the
Georgia Press Association's
annual prize for editorial excellence. Even the Associated
Press, never too liberal toward radio, in its story paid
tribute to the radio feature.
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continued, "that to obtain a satisfactory television picture a signal
strength of 1 millivolt or more is
necessary and, as in every other
case of radio reception, a small
percentage of interference can be
tolerated. It appears that above
40,000 kc. this interference will be
occasional and will probably occur
during the time of day when television programs are of the least

that sufficient space be reserved in
the frequencies which we believe
to be suitable for television in
order that television may be made
available in the United States.
When and if television is far
enough advanced to receive general acceptance, its development
should not be hampered by the necessity of displacing other serv-

" Dr. Jolliffe said, the
interest.
Today,
limit of commercial vacuum tubes
capable of radiating high - power
television signals is something of
the order of 60,000 kc, but it is
expected that research will increase this limit. He suggested a
continuous band up to 90,000 kc,
as RMA proposes, so that an efficient single dial receiver can be
manufactured to cover the entire
band with tubes of current design.
He also concurred in the RMA recommendation that additional bands
above 120,000 kc. be allocated for
television research, to be used during the early stages of development of the 42,000-90,000 kc. band
for short distance relaying of programs such as is done in sound
broadcasting.
"We realize," Dr. Jolliffe concluded, "that this presentation is
sketchy and full of estimates and
approximations. However, we just
haven't advanced far enough to do
anything else. RCA expects to be
able to answer many technical
questions more definitely within
the next few months. We ask now
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Replies to Questioning
Jolliffe television presentation occupied an entire afternoon
session, with Comdr. Craven startices."
ing the questioning by asking
whether, if television occupies such
a huge chunk of the spectrum with
its 6 mc. bands, other services
could also be accommodated in
those bands. Dr. Jolliffe replied
that if they are sufficiently remote,
such as extremely low power ship
or forestry stations at least 200
miles away from a transmitter,
they might be — but he thought, itwould be poor policy to permit any
such services. Asked whether any
other methods than cathode ray
scanning were available, Dr. Jolliffe asserted that mechanical scanning is available but that, along
with the RMA, he favored one
standard for all systems.
Asked regarding rural coverage,
Dr. Jolliffe admitted that the proposed setup favors the cities at
the outset. Comdr. Craven wanted
the
opinionbands
on utilizing
the speaker's
intermediate
around
2,000 kc. (which under pending
new regulations are to be abandoned by their present television
experimental occupants) and Dr.
Jolliffe replied that the band widths
there available are not enough for
high definition comparable to home
movies, which he said will alone
be acceptable to the public.
"If we do not allocate anything:
to television below 100,000 kc,"
Comdr. Craven asked, "what will
be "We'll
the effect
on to
the start
art?" all over
have
again," Dr. Jolliffe replied.
Commissioner Sykes wanted to
know why the proposed system offered no rural coverage, and Dr.
Jolliffe replied that it was due to
the extremely limited area of reception of any one transmitter.
Since transmission is limited to the
horizon, he said, it would mean
that stations would be required
every 40 miles or so and this would
entail enormous costs. He frankly
asserted that television's service at
the outset may be confined to the
big cities.
Commissioner Stewart pointed
out that the RMA and RCA were
asking for something like 57% of
the channels under consideration,
and Dr. Jolliffe agreed that this
was so.
Capt. Hooper pointed out that
the seven available 6 mc. bands
would be quickly used up by any
system
andwas"booster"
stations of
sincemaster
one band
needed
to receive and another to transmit. Dr. Jolliffe admitted this, too,
TOR
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was the case but he insisted that
"we must have reception that is
good." Pressed by Capt. Hooper,
who represents the government
committee which is itself seeking
something like 53% of the frequencies between 30,000 and 200,000 kc, Dr. Jolliffe agreed that
n
televisio asks a great share of
the bands and offers a relatively
limited service, but he asserted
that this is one of the barriers of
high-definition television that cannot be overcome as yet — and he
added that further developments
beyond 120,000 kc. might expand
the service in the future.
CALDWELL
BY

RADIO

ELECTED
LAWYERS

LOUIS G. CALDWELL, Washington attorney,
was
elected president
of the Federal
Communi cations
Bar Association
at a dinner-meeting held in Washington June 17.
Prime mover
of
chairman
as Caldwell
served Mr.
Caldwell has Mr.
venture,
thethe
organization committee for
of
the last several months. He was
the first general counsel of the
Former Radio Commission in 1927.
Sixty - nine lawyers regularly
practicing before the FCC and its
divisions joined the organization
following the dinner meeting. The
purpose is to "promote the proper
of the Communicaadministration
tions Act of 1934 and related Acts,
to uphold the honor of practice
before the FCC and to encourage
cordial intercourse among those
FCC."
the Caldwell
before
offipracticing
to Mr.
addition
In cers
elected to serve for the year

g July 1 were Ralph Kimbeginnin
ball, Western Union attorney, vice
president and George O. Sutton,
Washington attorney, secretarytreasurer. The executive committee elected comprises Duke M. Patrick, former FCC general counsel,
and Frank D. Scott, Washington
attorney, for three years; Frank
Quigley, A. T. & T. attorney, and
Paul D. P. Spearman, former FCC
general counsel, for two years, and
Philip Hennessey, NBC Washington counsel, and Ben S. Fisher, attorney, for one year.
The dinner was addressed by
Walter M. Bastian, president of
the District of Columbia Bar Association, and Frank Roberson, assistant general counsel of the FCC.
Barbasol on NBC
WASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Barbasol) will begin its fall
radio schedule Sept. 4, using an
NBC-Blue network, Fridays, 8:158:30 p. m. The basic network program will be broadcast at this
time, with rebroadcast to KLO,
the Pacific Blue netOgden,work and
at 11:30-11:45 p. m. Singing Sam will be talent as in the
past. It is the first time Barbasol
has used NBC. The program will
originate from WLW, Cincinnati,
and accounts
is signed for 39 weeks. Erwin,
the
Wasey & Co. Inc., New York, has
EDDIE and Fannie . Cavanaugh,
broadcasting the Illinois Meat Co.
program over WBBM, Chicago,
have earned for themselves the
prestige of being the oldest man
and woman team on radio, in years
of radio service, west of the Alleghenies.
• Broadcast
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Public Utilities Can No Longer Get Along Without
Broadcasts, Official of Utility Company Says
(Special to Broadcasting)
Henry Obermeyer, Consolidated
Edison Co. of New York, and ArBOSTON, June 30 — More depart
thur P. Kelly, Rochester Gas &
ment stores will increase their ra
Electric Co.
dio advertising budgets during the
latter half of the
Inter-City Group carried a number of addresses from the main
|current year than
convention session, keyed from
jwill add to their
WMEX, Boston.
(expenditures i n
A plea was made by Dr. Hetiany other major
tinger for a greater understanding
medium, it v;as
on the part of retailers and broadrevealed by Dr.
casters alike of each others probHerman S. Hetlems, which, it was stated constitinger, Assistant
tuted the greatest problem in the
Professor of
retail radio advertising field toMarketing of the
Mr. Grant
day. Dr. Hettinger also pointed
University o f
out that department stores had
Pennsylvania in an address before
the Sales Promotion Division of the
lagged behind the general retail
field in adopting radio, and
National Retail Dry Goods Assosaid that during the first four
c i a t i o n held here in connection
months of the current year inwith the Advertising Federation
of America convention.
creases in radio advertising over
the corresponding period of 1934
Of approximately 100 stores
by various types of retail outlets
questioned by the Association, 35%
had been as follows: Automotive
planned to increase their radio adretailers 102%; clothing and apvertising appropriation, 17% to
parel shops 80 %; housefurnishing
reduce it and 48% to leave it unretailers 52.6%; foodstuffs 27%
changed.
and department stores 21%.
Utility Radio Session
"Radio must be able to effect
sales for retail stores or also these
A RADIO feasmaller stores, with limited budture of the AFA
convention was
gets and needing to strain every
dollar to the utmost, could not
the Public Utilihave employed the medium to the
ties Advertising
degree and with the consistency
Association conference, June 30,
have done," said Dr.
which
Hettingethey
r.
at which Will C.
Grant, advertising director, Lone
Star Gas Co.,
Mr. McCarty
Dallas, was slated
to lead a discussion on the use of
broadcasting.
Speaking for American Gas Association, and its Regional Advertisers Inc., Charles W. Person, secretary of Regional, was to describe
how gas utilities are successfully
using the Mystery Chef network
and transcription series. [See text
of his prepared address on page
62.]
Clarence L. Davis, vice president, Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Dsborn Inc., New York, and ac:ount executive for Niagara Hudson Power Corp. and subsidiaries,
was to describe cooperation of
.ocal utilities with the General
Electric Co.'s Melody Mastery
series last winter on an NBC net.vork, using the 11 p. m. hour on
Sundays. The program attracted
•vide attention in advertising circles because it was broadcast at
such a late hour.
Public utilities can no longer afford to overlook radio as an advertising medium, in the opinion
)f R. S. McCarty, manager of the
advertising department of Philadelphia Co., Pittsburgh. Mr. Mccarty was to explain how the
Philadelphia Co. merchandised its
broadcast series.
Others scheduled to speak were
SELL

ALL

5000 Watts
G.Richard Shafto
Manager

BROADCASTING
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A Versatile Medium
RADIO was described as a highly
versatile medium, able to be applied in the retail field for a variety of purposes. Bargain sales,
the advertising of merchandise in
the regular price lines, the promotion of special sales, advertising
designed to bring people into the
store, the building up of specific
departments and portions of the
store, the creation of store individuality and personality through
the dramatization of store policies,
service and points of distinction,
tieing in with the advertising of
manufacturers, and stimulating
the morale of the sales force were
among the uses cited by Dr. Hettinger. These, he claimed, already
had been used by enterprising retailers scattered throughout the
country.
The ability of small stores to
begin with radio advertising and
to increase their efforts as their
business expanded was stressed
particularly by Dr. Hettinger. One
instance was cited of a Michigan
food store which began radio advertising less than two years ago.
At this time the store enjoyed a
weekly business of $500. With no
other medium than radio, it succeeded in building up its revenues
to an average of about $6,000
weekly.
Several rules were set forth by
SOUTH

CAROLINA

560 KILOCYCLES
Free .Johns ft Field, Inc.
J)

Bl/V

• Broadcast

Natx Representatives

Advertising

sider it as a portion of the general
store budget until it has proven
itself. Then treat it as other media.
"5. Either spend enough money
and broadcast regularly enough to
do a thorough job or stay out of
the medium. It would be best for
both radio and retailing if the halfhearted broadcast advertiser would
stay away from the medium.
"6. If you get into radio see to
it that zationyou
to do have
so. adequate organi-

Praise From Prall
ALFRED
J. McCOSKER,
chairman of the board of
Mutual network and WOR
president, opened radio proceedings at the Democratic
convention in Philadelphia
by introducing Anning S.
Prall, FCC chairman, from
the Mutual convention studio. Mr. Prall congratulated networks on their elaborate pickup arrangements
and said "the marvel of radio will enable millions who
could not otherwise be present to attend this marvelous
event. My observations of
the radio facilities which
have been set up lead one to
believe your listening facilities will be perfect."

"Finally, approach radio experimentally and open-mindedly. As
Mr. Oreck told the AFA convention in Chicago last year, I do not
believe the most optimistic broadcaster or retailer has any conception of the value of radio as a retail advertising medium."
WANTED
Radio

Dr. Hettinger as guides to successful radio advertising.
"1. Please visualize radio in relation to the entire store promotion problem. Too much retail radio advertising is done piece-meal.
"2. Be certain to coordinate radio
advertising with other promotion.
"3. Educate your buyers and
merchandising executives as to
the value of radio advertising.
Since most of them are limited in
experience to newspaper advertising it is only natural that they
should prefer to spend their money
in a medium which they know. Unless you break down buyer resistance you cannot expect to get the
most out of radio.
"4. Do not burden specific departments with your radio advertising costs at the outset. Con-

York Agency offers the opportunity of heading and building
up its Radio Department. Some
of present accounts provide opportunity for radio development
and other close contacts involve
similar possibilities.
Thorough knowledge of pronecessary.
gram building, time, talent, etc.
The Agency offering this opportunity will be found a congenial, cooperative place in which
to materialize
your own address
possibilities. For interview,
in confidence :
BROADCASTING
Box 508

ENCEPHALITIS
Does

RADIO

the year?

LETHARGICA

suffer from

Not

at KFNF

Director

By Advertising Agency
To a Radio Director controlling
some
billing
his own,
financed
firstof- rate
smalla wellNew

it at certain

times

in Shenandoah,

of

Iowa!

The Tom Mix Circus played Shenandoah on June 11th, this year.
Arrangements were completed just 24 hours ahead of the show,
for a radio interview with Tom Mix himself. Using just six "station break" announcements to plug the event found the spacious
KFNF main auditorium with all seats taken an hour ahead of
the program. Thirty minutes before Mix was to appear, the SRO
sign was hung out. When Mix made his appearance, the main
studio (will hold 60 people) was jammed and an overflow crowd
was waiting in the street. A conservative estimate placed the
number of children at between 800 and 1000, besides the grown
folks who, "came to bring the children".
KFNF is a "12 months, year-round" station and in all its life has
never had to contend with SLEEPING SICKNESS, summer or
winter. The advertiser on KFNF gets full attention of the KFNF
audience at any and all times of the year.
KFNF

INCORPORATED,

SHENANDOAH,

IOWA

"The Friendly Farmer Station"
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Textile

Earle Tyler
EARLE TYLER, 30, NBC engineer assigned to the GOP convention at Cleveland, was drowned
June 14. He was cruising on Lake
Erie with friends on the Dolphin,
falling from it into the lake. With
him on the cruise were George McElrath, NBC operations engineer
and wife; Dale Disbrow, WTAM
operations supervisor and wife;
Edward Leonard, WTAM engineer
in charge and wife; Mr. & Mrs.
Clarence Davis, owners of the boat.
Tyler fell off the boat in choppy
water and failed to keep his hold
on a life preserver thrown by McElrath. Members of the group
dove repeatedly but failed to find
him. The body was recovered later.
He is survived by his widow, parents and two sisters. Recently he
had been transferred from Hollywood to Radio City.
JUST
THE
SPOT!
FOR THOSE
ONE-MINUTE
TRANSCRIPTIONS
KFEL-KVOD
NEWS
SERVICE

NEWS

WHILE
NEWS

IT IS

ON

THE HOUR—
EVERY
HOUR!
7|
7 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT
s;

9;
10;
11:
12
1;
3
2 |

GETTING
WCCO

TOURISTS

TO

and State Bureau Cooperate

that we fail to complete the actual

to Inform Visitors

YOU

Ready

(Continued from page 37)

LISTEN

Of News Broadcasts and Other Programs
schedule of radio station WCCO
THE Minnesota State Tourist Bureau in cooperation with WCCO,
for posting at your resort or in
Minneapolis, and the Minneapolis
your clubrooms for the conveniStar, recently sent bulletins of
ence of your guests and visitors.
You are also invited to listen in
WCCO's daily schedule of news
broadcasts to all Minnesota sumevery Saturday at 5:30 p. m. to
mer resorts and summer hotels.
the broadcast of the Minnesota
The Gopher State is expecting a
Tourist Bureau over the same station. As most of you know WCCO
record-breaking tourist season for
1936, and many resorts are exhas cooperated whole-heartedly for
periencing the heaviest reservathe past three years in giving its
tions in their history. Many of
time m behalf of Marvelous Minthese Minnesota summer vacation
nesota through the Bureau. If you
resorts are in isolated spots
have any newsworthy items which
will fit into the Tourist Bureau
reached by daily newspapers 6 to
24 hours after they are published.
program, send them in. And if
Last year, WCCO sent out a
you appreciate
generousplease
gesschedule of its news broadcasts to
ture on the partthis
of WCCO,
several resorts and they were redrop a line to Earl Gammons, genceived with such enthusiasm that
eral manager of WCCO, Hotel
this year, in conjunction with the
Nicollet, Minneapolis, Minn. Thank
State Tourist Bureau, a special
you — and don't forget to post the
bulletin was provided for every
newstime schedule of this cooperaresort and summer hotel in the
state.
tive station."
WCCO has also cooperated with
the Tourist Bureau for the last 3 First World-Wide Series
years in presenting weekly broadOf Broadcasts Arranged
casts concerning the attractions of
JOINING for the first of a series
the 10,000 lakes as a vacationof world broadcasts planned by
land. In issuing the news broadthe International Broadcasting
c a s t schedules, the Minnesota
Union at Geneva, Switzerland.
Tourist Bureau sent the following
to all resort owners:
NBC and CBS announced June 22
that on Sept. 22 they will short
"Herewith is the N e w s t i m e
wave a half-hour program, probably between 2 and 3 p. m., for direct pickup or for relay in all
Vocal Dexterity
countries of the world. Announcements will be in English, French
DON MIHAN, NBC sound
and German, and the program will
effects expert, Chicago, had
also be carried on the combined
a tough assignment June 20
networks.
during the NBC-Red SaturArrangements for the program
day Jamboree. It was his
are
being completed by Davidson
duty to perform the multiple
Taylor,
of the CBS program derole of baby-bear-lion-tigerpartment, and Ernest LaPrade, of
dog-owl-elephant in a musithe
NBC
program
department, in
cal dramatization. The role
collaboration with Dr. Max Jorwas required for a network
dan and Fred Bate, NBC Eurodramatization titled "Baby
pean representatives, and Cesar
at the Zoo". Mihan served
Saerchinger,
CBS European repas baby and zoo. He often
resentative. Itis planned to open
frequents the Chicago zoo to
the program with the roar of Nilearn how to imitate animals.
agara Falls, followed by native
spirituals and jazz.
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Industry

G€TTinG

contact
customer."
I know with
one the
important
knit goods
firm that has just completed a radio drive involving a considerable
outlay. This firm is 100% sold on
radio. The sales results were satisfactory beyond
theIndeed,
company's
most optimistic
hopes.
they
are so satisfied that the advertising executive refuses to let me
quote him on the results. He says
it would just bring all other competing knitters into radio. So far
he is the only one in his line on
the
that air.
way! And he wants it to stay
Another thought arises on this
score. It seems to me that there is
room for a specialized advertising
radio service catering to the textile industry alone. Such a service
could function as the link between
radio and the mill. At present the
advertising industry is pretty
much at loose ends in servicing
mills on radio.
Get the Brand Names!

possibilities of textile broadcasting far exceed any reasonable
article. Howof this
space ever,bounds
to the time
salesman I would
and forefirstnames.
say this:
Go
brand
the out
most for Hit

THE

after the big ones, that everyone
knows. They need broadcasting
just as much as you need them.
But try to get their views. Get the
mill angle. Study the problem from
their end. Be textile-minded as far
possible.
as You
know, we in textiles have a
glorious story to tell on the air.
We are doing big things — we
should tell about them. The problem is— how to teil that story so
that it will bring sales results.
And radio can help us very materially to accomplish that end. The
big essential is that you shall come
to us with a plan fitted to our
need. Do that, and you may be
sure that considerably more than
just a few stray dollars from this
$3,000,000,000 industry will come
your way!

VOUPi

SHQR6
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• INDICATES SPOTS AVAILABLE
FOR l-MINUTE ANNOUNCEMENTS
DURING NEWSCASTS AT $10.00
EACH.
COUNTS. LESS QUANTITY DISWORLD-WIDE COVERAGE BY
TRANSRADIO
PRESS SERVICE
GENE
O'FALLON
Sales Manager
Albany Hotel
DENVER
SUITE NO. 2340A
STEVENS HOTEL — CHICAGO
DURING N. A. B. CONVENTION
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ARIZONA
CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
IDAHO
MONTANA
NEW MEXICO
NEVADA
OREGON
UTAH
WASHINGTON
WYOMING

full-time
larly on all

the
give

Pacific
you

salesmen

calling

advertising

and

representation

WAITER
LOS ANGELES
568 C. of C. Bldg.

agencies

Mountain

dependable
in

the

states

and

in

will

thorough

West.

BIDDICK

COMPANY

SAN FRANCISCO
1358 Russ Bldg.
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SEATTLE
1038 Exchange Bldg.
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Staff

of

Techna

Corp.

Completed ; Branch In
New York Is Projected
ANNOUNCING
its formation
last month, the
Techna Corp.,
new firm located
at 926 Howard
St., San Francisco, and specializing in the
design and manufacture of
Mr. Walder
broadcasting, public address and recording equipment, has completed its executive
and technical staff headed by Robert B. Walder as president.
Mr. Walder resigned recently
from the Remler Co. Ltd., San
Francisco, where he was general
manager and chief engineer of
the broadcast division. Before that
he was chief engineer of the moving picture and sound division of
M. R. Martin & Co., Seattle. In
1922 he built and operated the old
KJC, one of the first broadcasting
stations in Los Angeles.
Jack Ellis, for the last year advertising manager of the Remler
broadcast division, is promotion
and advertising manager of the
new concern, which has its own
new factory building and plant
representing an investment of
$60,000. C. E. Downey, recently
chief engineer of KROW, Oakland, and formerly with WAIU,
KOMA and XENT, is broadcast
research engineer and in July
plans to establish a branch of the
company in New York. Earl R.
Jones, formerly with the Lathe
Tool Works, San Francisco, is
plant superintendent.
Directors of the Techna Corp.
are Earl L. Miller, executive secretary of the regional code committee formed by the major oil
companies of the Pacific Coast under the authority of the Federal
Trade Commission; Sydney S.
Clark, division manager of Associated American Distributors,
and Arnold L. North, a director of
the Production Finance Corp.

Kellogg Expands Series
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich,
(cereal) sponsoring Girl Alone,
a journalistic sketch, on WMAQ,
Chicago, for several weeks will extend it to eight NBC-Red network
stations, Mondays through Fridays, beginning July 13, 12 noon
to 12:15 p. m. NBC has been
feeding the program to the Red
network on a sustaining basis
with the commercials cut out and
it has met wide audience approval.
Stations besides WMAQ
are:
WWJ, WTAM, WEAF, WEEI,
WBEN, KYW, WLW. The program will continue to emanate
from Chicago. N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., New York, is the agency.
ACME WHITE LEAD & COLOR
WORKS, Detroit (paints, etc.) will
use the entire NBC-Red basic network, including WLW, beginning
Aug. 30, Sundays, 5:30-6 p. m. The
program has no title as yet, but
will feature Smiling Ed McConnel,
Larry Larson and choral group,
and Palmer Clark's orchestra.
Program is contracted for 52
weeks. Last year Acme used quarter-hours on CBS networks. Henri,
Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago,
handles the account.
KRAFT-PHENIX
CHEESE
Corp., Chicago, is broadcasting a
summer spot series for its OkeyDoke cheese flavored popcorn,
using one-minute morning announcements on four stations in
Chicago, WMAQ, WBBM, WGN,
WCFL.

WNOX

Knoxville,

Tenm.

★

WCPO

Cincinnati,

Ohio

Continental

Radio

Company

230 Park Avenue, New

York City

WIL
The Pioneer Commercial
Station In St.Louis

WJR Promotes Howlett
ERIC S. HOWLETT, former manager of WAIU, Columbus, and
program manager of WHK, Cleveland, has been promoted to program director of WJR, Detroit,
after serving the last 18 months
as production chief.

Affiliated
FIRST
to

in St. Louis

have

News

with

its own

Gathering

Scripps

- Howard

Newspapers

Organization.
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biSC
NEEDLES
^
looVt, Shadouigraphed
Inspected
F. L. COOK, Western Distributor
606 Parkman Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif.
SUPREME needles are manufactured particularly for the broadcasting and recording trades in TEN different specifications:
Five for playing back acetate, coated, and 15-minute transcriptions of shellac and acetate; Five for reproducing phonograph
records and shellac transcriptions not exceeding 8 minutes.
PHONOGRAPH

NEEDLE

MFG.

42-46 Dudley Street,
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These stations are rendering in their communities the same high degree of public service as their newspaper affiliates.

CO., INC.
Providence, R. I.
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EXHIBITORS

PLAN

NAB

DISPLAYS
AT NAB
MORE THAN a score of exhibits
are planned at the Stevens Hotel
during the NAB convention July
6-8 by equipment manufacturers,
transcription companies and others
identified with the broadcasting
industry, it is indicated by advance reservations list at the
hotel. Ten organizations have reserved sample rooms on the fifth
floor of the hotel in regular exhibition space, while other organizations plan exhibits in their
suites.
Definite reservations made for
sample rooms include NBC Thesaurus: World Broadcasting System Inc.; Standard Radio Inc.;
RCA Mfg. Co.; Presto Recording
Corp. ; Radiads Inc. ; Trans-Radio
Press Service; and Taylor Tubes.
In addition, other companies
which plan exhibits include Western Electric; Techna Corp.; Earnshaw Radio Productions Inc.; Collins Radio Co.; Universal Microphone Co. Ltd., and Associated
Music Publishers.
E. L. duPONT de Nemours & Co.,
Wilmington, Del., has renewed its
Cavalcade of America show on
CBS, Wednesdays, 8-8:30 p. m.,
through the fall season, placed by
B.B.D.O.
FOOTBALL BROADCASTS
AVAILABLE IN DENVER
KFEL - KVOD
SPORTS SERVICE
Ask Gene O'Fallon for
Rates and Details
Suite No. 2340A, Stevens Hotel

session, with election of officers on
Tuesday afternoon. These were
reversed, with the election of officers to be one of the final orders of
business.
Thus far, there have been no active candidates for the presidency.
The incumbent, Mr. Fitzpatrick,
has stated he will not seek reelection. Among those now being mentioned as possible choices are
Edwin W. Craig, WSM, Nashville,
Charles W. Myers, principal owner
of KOIN and KALE, Portland,
Ore., who is now serving his second term as NAB first vice president; Gardner Cowles Jr., president of the Iowa Broadcasting Co.,
operating KSO, WMT and KRNT;
Mr. Crosley; John Shepard 3d,
Yankee Network president, and
H. K. Carpenter, WHK, Cleveland,
and Arthur B. Church, KMBC,
Kansas City.
There has been substantial support for Mr. Craig, who is vice
president of the Nashville Life
and Accident Insurance Co., which
operates WSM, as a man who was
entirely acceptable peimaps to the
entire membership. He has been a
strong member of the board. Mr.
Craig, however, has disclosed he
will be unable to attend the convention, having planned, in advance
of selection of the convention
dates, a trip to Europe which cannot be deferred. Although an absentee never has been elected
there is such great sentiment in
his favor that a precedent may be
set by placing his name before the
convention. A strong movement for

ir WCOP is the Boston radio station that will
sell your goods at lowest cost — in the fourth
largest market in America!

Read These —
then Wire for Rates!
Unsolicited, a leading Boston
advertising agency writes;
"Last
station year
was ausedlocal26 2500-watt
times aod
produced slightly over 2600
inquiries, an average of 100
per
We havewithbeenthe using
500 week.
wart WCOP
same
program, and other conditions
equaL During
the 1107
first in-15
WCOP
broadcasts,
quiries
have
been
received,
average of 7 3 inquiries peran
week. Inquiries from the first
station cost 59c apiece, a very
low figure. Oo WCOP, inquiries have cost us 34c apiece.
We feel that WCOP has proved
itself extraordinarily efficient."

ir WCOP is the one station built especially to
Jit the metropolitan Boston market — with
the only transmitter inside the city limits!

ir WCOP sells goods far beyond the metropolitan Boston area — but WE call that bonus
coverage, and we're one station that doesn't
charge you for it!

* WCOPs rates are lower. WCOP sells harder.
WCOP gets better results for less money!
READ the actual case histories at the right.
Then send right now for complete coverage
data, market information, and WCOP rates!

A confectionery account using
one-hour periods once weekly
at a time-and-talent cost of
$100 per broadcast, produced
39.249
five-cent
wrappersof 3,019
in 1 3
broadcasts,
an average

1120 Kilocycles
267.7 Meters
SOO Watts

per broadcast.
Compare these FACTS with your
present radio advertising costs!
More cases on request!

Trtnimitltr. Brigiton Dhtrkt
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(Continued from page 20)

MASSACHUSETTS BROADCASTING CORP.

STUDIOS AND OFFICES. ..COPLEY PLA7A HOTEL
BOSTO N , M ASS ACH USETTS
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Mr. Myers also has developed, particularly since the disclosure of
Mr.in Craig's
adoptionpossible
to the absence.
four officers
the terms of six of the 15 directors expire with the convention
That means a new board majority
will have to be elected. A proposal, by Ed Craney, of KGIR,
Butte, Mont., that board members
be elected three from each of the
five former radio zones, one of
whom shall represent a local station, is due for consideration.
Should this amendment to the constitution be adopted, will result in
a drastic realignment of board
membership.
Expiring Terms
THE OFFICERS whose terms expire are President Fitzpatrick,
Vice President Myers, Vice President Edward A. Allen, WLVA,
Lynchburg, Va., and Treasurer
Levy. Mr.
Baldwin's
term following
as managing director
expires
the convention and the first business before the new board of directors will be that of his reappointment. A majority of the
present board has voted with him
on every controversial issue.
Directors whose terms expire
are Frank M. Russell, NBC Washington vice president; William S.
Hedges, manager, NBC operated
stations, New York; I. R. Lounsberry. WGR-WKBW, Buffalo; H.
K. Carpenter, Arthur B. Church,
KMBC, Kansas City, and Gardner
Cowles Jr.
Because of the network sentiment, it is generally felt that only
one of the two NBC board members whose terms expire — Russell
or Hedges — will be reelected.
A second resolution offered by
Mr. Craney, proposing that stations award to accredited non-profit
organizations time units of 5% of
their aggregate hours, to be prorated among stations in the same
area, also will be considered at
the convention. The plan, according to Mr. Craney, would put a
stop to "time chisels" by unqualified groups, and at the same time
provide a workable yardstick
whereby time can be donated to
bonafide organizations.
The onlv other change in NAB
by-laws proposed is the proposition advanced by Mr. Baldwin for
a 50% increase in dues by member
stations, to defray the cost of the
greatly increased overhead during
the last year, occasioned by an un-

"®^5 0
0,000
Over

a DAY!
The east texas oil wells
alone produce over a half milplenty lion
of dollars
moneya inday.
East There's
Texas.
Get a share by selecting KFRO
as your spokesman — it wields a
mightv voice. Send for "The
Story of KFRO".
KFROI
••VOICE OF LONGVIEW"
LONGVIEW, TEXAS
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STORE IS DOUBLED
Detroit Clothier Expands After
Starting Radio Series
A DOWN-TOWN clothier, Conn's
Clothes Shop, off the beaten path
in Detroit, selling clothing novelties at an average of $5 per suit
higher than the two-pants suit and
two-for-one competitors as well as
a better line ranging from $17.50
to $35 and $40, had never advertised, except rarely in a labor paper,wich
a lodge
program, and a sandman.
Wanting to build up the trade
for 24-inch bottom, belted back
merchandise and convince wearers
of better clothes that his higher
priced clothing was a real value,
signed an announcement contract,
one spot a day, four years ago.
This is now the fourth year of exclusive advertising on WXYZ, Detroit, using programs and spots
and the advertiser, a consistent
user of time on the air, has doubled his floor space.
usual number of board meetings
and the hectic copyright situation
There have been two extra assessments of dues during the last year.
For the last two years the dues
of full time stations have the highest quarter - hour rate quarterly.
This has yielded approximated
$70,000 annually. The 50% increase, ifinvoked, will bring in the
neighborhood of $110,000.
The only scheduled speeches by
non-NAB members are those of
Judge Svkes and of C. H. Sandage, chief, Division of Transportation and Communications, Bureau
of the Census, who will discuss
what the radio business census
now being conducted means to the
industry. Judge Sykes will address the convention of radio regulatory developments during the
last several years.
The Radio Research Bureau plan
will be raised not only by Mr.
Baldwin, but by Mr. Church as
chairman of the NAB committee
of five named to cooperate with
the ANA and the AAAA. At the
Tuesday morning session, Mr.
Church will open discussion on the
plan, which is regarded as the
most significant commercial broadcasting project scheduled, since it
embraces the proposition of establishing the radio counterpart of
the Audit Bureau of Circulation in
the publishing fields.
Mr. Carpenter will lead a panel
discussion at the Tuesday morning session titled "organizing a
station for selling radio advertisSandage's
occurs ing."
at Mr.this
session. address also
The significance of the hearings
which began before the FCC June
15 on the allocation of ultra-high
frequencies for new services will
be outlined to the membership
Tuesday afternoon by J. H. DeWitt, chairman of the NAB Engineering Committee, and chief
engineer of WSM. Mr. Church, at
the same session, will deliver the
report of the Commercial Committee. Such matters as the cash 2%
agency discount, currently being
agitated, and local vs. national
rates,
sion. may enter into this discusThe annual NAB banquet will
be held at 7 p. m. in the Main
Ballroom of the Stevens Hotel. The
Broadcasting Magazine Trophy
will be presented to the winner of
the Golf Tournament, which takes
place Sunday morning, July 5.
• Broadcast
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Plan Meeting

During Chicago Session
FORMATION of
a sales managers
division of the
NAB, similar to
that in the newspaper field, has
been projected by
J. Buryl Lottridge, sales manager of Central
States Broadcasting System, Mr. Lottridge
operating KFAB, Omaha-Lincoln;
KOIL, Omaha - Council Bluffs and
KFOR, Lincoln.
Having received favorable replies from a number of other station sales managers, Mr. Lottridge
has suggested that a call for a
meeting of commercial managers
be made at the July 6 morning session of the NAB, the meeting to
be held that afternoon. This plan
was suggested at a discussion Mr.
Lottridge held in Kansas City with
Arthur Church and J. Leslie Fox,
of KMBC.
Letters proposing the sales managers division were sent by Mr.
Lottridge to a score of stations,
and of ten replies, all were favorable. They included E. H. Bondurant, WHO, Des Moines; Edward
W. Hamlin, KSD, St. Louis;
Nathan Lord, WAVE, Louisville;
Martin Campbell, WFAA, Dallas;
|C. A. McLaughlin, WHK, Cleveland; C. T. Hagman, WTCN, Minneapolis; Kenneth Marsh, WNAX,
Yankton, S. D.; Glenn Snyder,
WLS, Chicago. A similar plan had
been suggested by Craig Lawrence, of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines.
James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, also has voiced his
approval of the plan.
Membership Limited
IT IS PROPOSED to limit the
membership to sales managers
and exclude representatives and
networks. The organization meetng would be closed. Only one person from a station would be elisris
ole.
Mr. Lottridge believes that such
i division of the NAB would permit profitable discussion of probems facing sales managers and
create a favorable impression on
'egional
is a resultandof national
a unificattime
ion ofbuyers
commercial methods. Additional meetng could be held once or twice a
-'ear, he suggests. Organization
expense would be negligible, probibly involving a small membership fee.
Among subjects which could be
hscussed, he suggests, are local
ind national policies, credits, rates
md other commercial problems.

FCC Postp ones Rule 177
?0 GIVE it further opportunity to
tudy the protest of Oswald F.
5chuette, president of Short Wave
nstitute of America, Inc., against
evision of the new rule governing
nternational broadcasting, (Rule
.77) the FCC Broadcast Division
une 20 deferred the effective date
if the rule for one month until
August 1. Previously, the FCC
ad extended all other rules peraining to high-frequency servces until Aug. 1.
BROADCASTING

PHONE
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Wiley Enger to Set Up Ham Set
n Convention Hat
FREE radiophone service to the
folks back home will be offered
delegates at the NAB convention
in Chicago by Wiley D. Enger,
chief engineer of KFNF, Shenandoah, la.
Enger is going to lug some of
his choice ham equipment to the
convention and set it up in his
Stevens Hotel room to operate on
the 80, 40 and 20 meter amateur
bands. Conventioneers who want
to contact their native haunts are
advised to tell local amateurs to be
on the lookout for Enger's W9CIJ,
operating portable, on 3632, 7265
and 14,018 kc cw and on phone
14,165 kc. Enger suggests they
pick a time in advance.
The portable outfit will have "a
good hefty 50 watts on all bands",
Enger promises, and a portable
suprerreceiver will be taken along.
His only problem, he says, will be
to find some 60 cycle current in
downtown Chicago. Visiting engineers who bring along their ham
tickets will be allowed to tinker
with the equipment.

New

York Milk Campaign
Will Include 15 Stations
J. M. MATHES Inc., New York
agency, has again been appointed
by Peter G. Ten Eyck, Commissioner of Agriculture and Markets
for New York State, to handle the
1936-37 State Milk Publicity Bureau's account beginning July 1,
the second consecutive year it has
had the account. The total advertising budget this year, as voted
by the New York State Legislature, is $250,000. Spot radio and
newspapers will be the media.
The spot campaign will begin
July 6, on 15 stations in eight
cities within the state. One-minute announcements, cut by RCAVictor, will be broadcast once a
day, six days a week on an indefinite schedule. Stations in the
campaign are: WHN, WINS,
WMCA, WBNX, WOKO, WIBX,
WSYR, WFBL, WHEC, WHAM,
WGR, WKBW, WBEN, WBNF,
WESG.
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SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
WEED & CO.
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES
Known to time buyers
in the East
for Call
conscientious service.
on
Weed & Company for
information about
WJJD effectiveness.
350 Madison Ave., New
York City. Telephone
No., Vanderbilt 3-3648.

perfecbroadcasti
THE rapid
tion finds advance
WJJD into the
front ng
rank.
The
move in transmitter location, as indicated,
increases our signal strength in Chicago as
much as 400%. With WJJD as your advertising medium in Chicago, you receive the type
of broadcasting service which you would expect
from only the super-power, clear channel stations— and from WJJD at rates so reasonable
that they definitely provide the largest audience per dollar spent in the Chicago market.
20,000 WATTS, ;
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CHARLES W. BURTON, shortly
expected to leave the management
of WEEI, Boston, after 12 years
with the station, authors a new program over CBS beginning June 28,
6-6:30 p. m., titled Ma and Pa,
about a Cape Cod couple specializing in summer tourist business.
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CHICAGO'S LARGEST INDEPENDENT
.. RADIO STATION
201 N. WELLS ST.
CHICAGO. ILL. >
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Tennessee Press Association
Meets in WSM

NEW order of things between radio and the press was
strongly emphasized at the closing
session of the Tennessee Press
Association's annual convention
held in Nashville June 19. The
final meeting was held in the
auditorium of WSM, Nashville's
50,000 watt station, and with the
audience tuned in the Association
declared a new policy of cooperation with broadcasters.
Said Dixon Merritt, publisher of
the Lebanon Democrat and past
president of the Association, speaking to some 70 editors and publishers of county newspapers of Tennessee: "There isn't, and never has
been, any competition between us
and radio. I think we are both
doing a mighty fine job. I think we
should congratulate each other on
that job. And I am glad, that after
more than five years, we are at
last resolved on a policy of close
cooperation with our big brother
and friend, the radio."

COMPLETE
STORY

On the South's finest
market is now complete
and on file with our
representatives :
HIBBARD

AYER
NEW

A. T. SEARS

WSOC

The

Other

Fellow's

Viewpoint

Studio —

THE

THE

F. E. Bolls,
an-1 |
nounces
all KELD's
baseball manager,
games over

YORK

& SON
CHICAGO

Charlotte, N. C.

Cash Discounts
TO the Editor of Broadcasting:
In your June 15 issue, mention
was made on the editorial page
under the heading of Cash Discounts of the fact that advertising
rates for radio time were too low
in comparison with the rates of
other media — such as magazines,
etc.
It has always been my pet idea
that some day a comparison (pure
and unadulterated) could be made
between the results of an advertising dollar spent in radio and an
advertising dollar spent in other
media (magazines for instance). I
will concede you the point that the
results can be compared when the
cost per inquiry is made on a merchandising campaign, but above
that point no other similarities can
be found.
Therefore, your statement as
mentioned above is of real interest to the writer, for any information you can give me on results
obtained from different medias per
advertising dollar without a comparison being made between inquiry costs will be appreciated.
Thanking you in advance for
this favor, I am
L. J. Nelson,
Asst. Space Buyer,
Wade Advertising Agency,
Chicago, 111.
June 17, 1936.
[Editor's Note — We refer Mr. Nelson to the leading article in the Aug.
15, 1934, issue of Broadcasting
headed "ANA Survey Shows Radio
Best Media Buy" ; in addition, there
have been numerous other surveys relication.]ported from time to time in this pubHARRY HERSHFIELD, noted
humorist and cartoonist creator of
"Abe Kabibble," has arranged with
King Features Syndicate to produce a program featuring his cartoon character, with himself in the
leading role.

in

More Radio-Baseball
TO the Editor of Broadcasting:
After reading your article
"Baseball vs. Radio" in the June^ 1
it strik'es
Broadcasting,
of Mr.
me
James F. Hopkins
is
issuethat
entirely right in his assertions.
KELD has set a precedent in the
South by being the first station to
broadcast baseball games in the
Cotton States League while the
team is at home.
F. E. Bolls, manager of KELD,
presented the proposition to the El
Dorado Baseball Association, asking permission to broadcast all
home games as well as out of town
games. Quite an argument ensued.
After lengthy discussions pro and
con as to the feasibility of broadcasting the home games, the officials finally agreed to permit
KELD to broadcast the games for
a period of four weeks. The four
weeks trial broadcasts were to be
closely watched as regards the
crowd attendance.
The El Dorado Baseball Association recently held a special
meeting with Mr. Bolls to definitely decide the issue. Statistics
showed that after comparing the
type of ball played this year with
last year, weather conditions in
'36 and '35, also business conditions between the two years, gate
receipts had increased 10% this
year over the same period last
year and the association attributed
the increase entirely to radio
broadcasts. They voted unanimously to continue to permit
KELD to broadcast all home games
of the El Dorado Lions as well as
out of town games.
The result of a thorough investigation into the situation proves
that if the station has the good
will of the public, presents the
broadcasts in a becoming manner
and the team does its part by playbaseball, crowd attendingance good
is bound to increase an appreciable percentage. Incidentally,

wit

Missouri

market

THAT
CAN
AND
WILL
SELL
YOUR
PRODUCT
THROUGHOUT
THE STATE.

KELD; the weekly wrestling pro- ;
grams have increased the attend- \
ance at the grunt and groan exhibitions 100%. The reason, we find,
why KELD has been successful in I
these ventures is that the announcer describes the features so realistically that listeners naturally
want to see them, proving again
that the correct presentation combined with a popular station
brings results.E. A. LeCaptain,
News Editor, KELD,
El Dorado, Ark.
Hawaii Not Daylight Time
TO the Editor of Broadcasting:
We would like to call your attention to a rather serious error
which appeared in the May 1 issue of Broadcasting, page 24. Under the general caption of Daylight Saving Time, the Territory
of Hawaii is listed as having this
advanced time during the summer
months along with certain eastern
cities and states. This is not the
case.
We

do not question your accuracy in printing the information, as you have given your source

of
the listings
as the
Merchants'
Association
of New
York.
One definite case in point where
a national advertiser was given
the wrong impression (not necessarily from Broadcasting) and
cancelled his newspaper schedule
which was supposed to call readers' attention to a change in his
NBC network program on KGU.
He wired the national department
of the Advertiser to the effect that
"Honolulu being on Daylight Saving Time, it was not necessary to
runAllthenetwork
announcement."
programs released
in Honolulu are advanced one hour
during the summer, but Daylight
Saving1 Time is not observed in
Hawaii.
We would appreciate your cooperation in correcting this error.
Henry C. Putnam,
KGU, Honolulu.
Shifts at WOR-MBS
SEVERAL changes and shifts in
the staff of WOR, Newark, were
effected in latter June, with William H. Weldson, formerly with
John Blair & Co., joining the sales
staff and Miriam Adelson, formerly of NBC, succeeding Helen
Gunn in the sales promotion department under Joseph Creamer.
Miss Gunn was transferred to Mutual from WOR, after Florence
Fick, secretary to Fred Weber,
MBS coordinator in New York,
and Lois Henry had resigned to
join Neff-Rogow Inc . New York
agencyBldg.
recently established in the
RCA
Velocity
UNIVERSAL

And there's one thing to
remember about the
THREE productive stations— ONE LOW RATE.
Write any station listed
below for rates and available time.

- KGBX
KWTO
SPRINGFIELD, MO.
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KCMO
KANSAS

CITY, MO.

WTMV
E. ST. LOUIS

BROADCASTING

and Carbon
Microphones
Universal's
achievement— Ideal latest
for stage
use
— Not affected by temperature or humidity — curve
Flat
frequency
from 40 toresponse
10,000 c. p. s.
Output-63pedanceD.B.
; Low
imor direct
to grid
types. Compact. 2% x 4%
in. 18x oz. 1%
thick-to
Weight, less than
— Headin.swings
any desired angle — Beautifully finished in
black
enamel
and
artistic
chrome
plate —
Ask for new catalog sheet describing
Models RL, RP, RH and CB— List $22.50.
|Universal Microphone Co., Ltd.
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood. Calif., U.S.A.
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Bradley Goes on News
TRUMAN BRADLEY, for the last
five years ace announcer of the
staff of WBBM, Chicago, who
handled the Ford Sunday Evening
Hour, on June 29 joined the ranks
of news commentators, resigning
his regular announcing post. He
is now doing the News Review for
the American Family over WBBM
daily except Sundays, 11:30-11:45
a. m., sponsored by Procter &
Gamble. Formerly with KFI, Los
Angeles.
Freedom of Radio
FREEDOM of radio and the
press were assured in the
platforms of both the Republican and Democratic
parties at their conventions
last month. This came in the
wake of expressed assurances by both President
Roosevelt and Governor Landon that they have no desire
or intention of placing any
undue restrictions on broadcasting as a free, competitive enterprise.
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NAB

TO SHOW radio station
managers and commercial
men how they can sell time
to local and state committees,
how to broadcasts,
"merchandise ' ' andpolitical
the radio division of the Republicanlarge
National displays
Convention will have
at the NAB convention in
the Stevens Hotel. Tom
Sabin, G.O.P. radio director,
and John Elwood, former
NBC vice president who is
the Eastern program director for the G.O.P., will be in
charge.

Computed

FOLLOWING is the text of the
Joint Committee's statement covering the method of calculating the
county - by - county radio census of
the United States published on
pases 23-34 in this issue.
The Joint Committee on Radio Research recently estimated the number
■of families owning radio sets in the
United States on Jan. 1, 1936, as
22,869,000. Using this total as a basis
the Committee now submits estimates
of the number of sets in use in each
of the 3,073 counties in the United
States.
The Committee wishes to emphasize
the fact that these figures are estimates, which means that there is a
■certain unmeasurable degree of error
in the figures for individual counties.
For any group of counties, however,
such as those contained within the
listening area of any typical broadcasting station, it is believed that the
sum of the estimates for individual
counties is sufficiently accurate for
practical purposes.
The principle of correlation has
been used in making these estimates.
By means of this process certain factors were found which measure or
correlate with the number of radio
homes by states as determined by the
U. S. Census of 1930 and as estimated
by the Joint Committee on Radio Research for 1936. The factors discovered in this case are total retail sales
for 1933, passenger automobile registrations. 1935 and telephone homes,
1935.
These three factors were combined
by multiple correlation and the resulting formula was then applied to
•counties, a procedure which has yielded reliable results in many similar
projects. The county estimates have
been tested against 1930 census figures and against independent estimates made by CBS and by a large
radio advertiser and the results indicate a remarkably high degree of correspondence, especially when they are
combined by groups of counties. The
county figures total 22,869.000 radio
families, the estimate for the country as a whole recently issued.
The statistical formula was developed under the direction of L. D.
H. Weld, chairman of the Technical
Committee and the clerical work of
applying the formula to individual
counties was performed by the research departments of the Columbia
Broadcasting System and the National Broadcasting Company.

to Show

Sanka's New Show
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, for Sanka Coffee, has signed
Helen Hayes for a new drama series on the NBC - Blue network.,1
starting in September. It has reserved the Monday, 8-8:30 p. m.
period. Young & Rubicam is agency.;

Amos

GOLF TROPHY — This beautiful
silver loving cup, the fourth to be
awarded by BROADCASTING
Magazine, will go to the winner of
the NAB Golf Tournament just
preceding the convention. Previous
winners (low net score, declared
handicaps) were Dr. Leon Levy,
WCAU; Lewis Allen Weiss, WJR;
Art Kemp, KNX.
Amoco Extends
AMERICAN OIL Co., Baltimore
(Amoco) announced as Broadcasting went to press that the f-pot
campaign on a large group of
Eastern and Southern stations had
been extended another 18 weeks
into November, using the same
station list. [See earlier story on
another page.] Joseph Katz Adv.
Co., Baltimore, is the agency.
FOR NEWS AND SPORTS
DENVER LISTENS TO
KFEL

■ KVOD

Gene O'Fallon — Sales Mgr.
Suite No. 2340A, Stevens Hotel
During N. A. B. Convention

Dominating

Donates

WJBK,

Detroit, will broadcast programs designed and produced by
the Board of Education, with the
station acting in an advisory capacity.

Bonus

THE bonus bonds which Uncle
Sam has sent Freeman F. Gosden,
(Amos of Amos 'n' Andy) as adjusted compensation for his services as naval wireless operator
during the world war will go into
a fund to provide for the education of four Negro youths. Gosden, now broadcasting for Pepsodent over the NBC-Red network
from Hollywood with Charles Correll (Andy), has designated the
editor of the Chicago Defender,
Negro newspaper, to select the
four youths who will benefit by
the fund. They will be selected
from among students at Tuscaloosa and Hampton Institutes.
Wildroot

We

listens to WBIG's SPORTS REVIEW that TONY MANERO
won the National Open Golf
Championship title, from the
world's greatest golf shooters,
and at the same time broke a
record that has stood for forty
years . . .
TONY MANERO is a famous
Greensboro institution ... so is
WBIG . . .

Contest

WILDROOT Co. Inc., Buffalo (instant shampoo) on June 15 announced a prize contest for the
best 25-word letter on "I like inshampoo
. . ."byAlla
entries stant
must
be because
accompanied
carton from a bottle of Wildroot
instant shampoo. The contest will
run for four weeks, closing midnight July 13. A Ford Sedan is
the first prize; second prize $100;
third $50; next 20 best letters $5;
next 80 $2. All contestants will
receive a magic crystal fortune
telling book. The program is
heard on 31 CBS stations, Mondays, 7:30-7:45 p. m.

Maryland's

2nd

do not claim because he

And you reach the richest and
most populous section of the
South when
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your
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o^fCost of cAmerica's

RADIO

^Agencies

COVERAGE

Subscribe

to

REPORTS

T3 ADIO Coverage Reports are essential to the
adequate servicing of radio accounts. They
describe the available day and night service in
every important city in the United States, the relative ranking of the principal services, the signal
strengths necessary for clear reproduction in business, residential and outlying areas, the stations
subject to fading and interference at night and
those rendering intermittently useful service.
•
Since this service started last December, every
agency subscribing on the basis of an initial trial
quarter maintained its subscription at the end of
the trial. We consider this as evidence of a needed
service rendered in an acceptable manner.
1?
Radio

Coverage

EDGAR
32 ROCKLAND
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Production Manager Near Death

Qreatest

(^Advertising

MUST

RECORDING

But Sticks to His Job
CLINGING to a niche in the side
wall of the Copley Plaza Hotel,
Boston, his foot caught between an
iron girder and the marquee, Arthur L. Leary, production manager
of WCOP, Boston, remained in
that precarious position 25 feet
above the street while he directed
engineering activities for the
broadcast of a June parade.
Not one of the thousands of persons who lined the street outside
the hotel knew that Leary was in
danger for more than 15 minutes.
None of the members of the engineering staff working from the
control room of the station were
aware of his danger.
The only one who knew was the
announcer, Jim Donovan, WCOP
news editor, doing the parade
broadcast. Unable to leave his
post, he was forced to watch the
production manager cling to the
wall, his fingernails gripping the
narrow edgings of the building, until the parade had passed. After
returning his audience to the main
studios of WCOP, Donovan called
for help. With the aid of a ladder,
Leary was helped to the street.
Minor Party Hookups
BEING a duly registered party,
the Communist party's 1936 presidential nominating convention in
New York June 28 secured hookups for broadcasts of its nominees' acceptance speeches from
both NBC and CBS. NBC-Blue
carried one hour from 5-6 p. m.
from Madison Square Garden and
CBS carried the program from
the convention floor from 5:30-6
p. m. It is also expected that the
networks will be called upon to
carry the proposed convention of
the new Union Party, which will
name Lemke and O'Brien; CBS
has already given Father Coughlin
a hookup for the initial announcement.
Rumanian

EQUIPMENT

Conference

THE

P

I E

Z

U. S. Government is arranging to be represented at the International Radio Consulting Committee (C. C. I. R.) conference in
Bucharest, Rumania, in May, 1937,
where radio technical experts of
the world will gather to prepare
for the treaty-making conference
at Cairo in February, 1938.

O

PICK-UP

Non-Resonant
Non-Magnetic
Freely Damped
Minimum Record Wear
Unequaled Mechanical Design
Calibrated Needle Pressure Scale
Extended High and Low Frequency Range
Vertical and Horizontal Movement on
Ball Bearings
FIRST

PUBLIC

62-10 WOODSIDE
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As

Volkenburg
Atlass

Is Chosen

Aide;

Named
Shouse

to Head KMOX
THE naming of
Jack L. Van Volas executive kenburg
assistant
to
H. Leslie Atlass,
CBS

Western division vice president at Chicago,
and of James D.
Shouse as Mr.
Volkenburg
Mr. Van

Van
Volkenburg's
successor
as manager of KMOX,
St. Louis, was announced late in
June by Chicago offices of CBS.
Mr. Van Volkenburg, who has
managed KMOX since 1932, was
appointed to succeed Donald W.
Thornburgh, who early in June
was elected a vice president of
CBS and designated to take charge
of the network's expanding Pacific
Coast activities. Mr. Shouse comes
to CBS from Stack - Goble Adv.
Agency, Chicago, although for six
years prior to joining that agency
he was a sales contact man for
CBS in Chicago.
In its realignments of positions
brought about by expansion in the
West, where it has KNX under
purchase option and KSFO under
lease option, and by its acquisition
of WEEI, Boston, CBS has yet to
fill the WEEI managership. The
station's lease to CBS was approved by the FCC last month.
Authority to take over KNX still
pends FCC approval, after which
a manager will be named.
SOUND-ON-FILM for radio stations will be demonstrated at the
Stevens during the NAB convention by Associated Cinema Studios,
Hollywood, in conjunction with the
T e c h n a Corp., San Francisco.
Frank W. Purkett, vice president
and general manager of Associated, will be in charge.
In

Washington

The activities of politics, business
and society are more colorful
than ever before. You will enjoy
Washington
The best in
location and
are available
hotel.Write or

accommodations/
smart surroundings
at this distinctive
wire for reservations.

WIL
The Pioneer Commercial
Station In St. Louis

SHOWING

During your visit to the National Association of Broadcasters' Convention, see the Fairchild-Proctor first showing
of their complete line of SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT at the Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
FAIRCHILD

Van

CORP.

WOODSIDE,

FIRST
to

in St. Louis

broadcast

by

Mobile Transmitter direct from
scene

of action.

N. Y.

BROADCASTING

HAY-ADAMS HOUSE
LAFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SIN ROD . MO R.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
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Blaw-Knox Vertical Radiators in Little America-base of the Byrd Expeditions to the South Pole

STANDARD

FROM

POLE

TO

POLE

From Little America on the south to Alaska in the north, BlawKnox antennas are found serving all types of modern radio
stations. As a pioneer in the industry Blaw-Knox
The tallest Vertical Radiator
Budapest, Hungary).
The

tallest Vertical

Radiator

in the world

has furnished:
(1045

in the United

ft.

States.

The first self-supporting Vertical Radiator.
The first "half wave"
The

Vertical Radiator for broadcasting.

first Vertical Radiator

erected

atop a building.

The first Vertical Radiator to be used for simultaneous
broadcasting

by 2 stations on different frequencies.

The

use of Blaw-Knox Vertical Radiators results in greatly improved coverage. If you plan antenna improvements it will

pay

you to consult Blaw-Knox.

The Man-Power That Keeps WJAY Moving
THE DRIVING
force behind
soundproof offices. Left to right are
WJAY, Cleveland, is Edythe Fern
Stanley Altschuler, director of forMelrose, titian - tressed general
eign programs ; Maxwell Hage, promanager, who has surrounded her
duction manager; Beverly Dean,
capable staff with handsome modnews
editor,
producer; James
ern studios on the second floor of
Sands,
producer,
writer; Edythe
Carnegie Hall, Cleveland. The 10,Fern Melrose, general manager;
000 square feet of studio and office
Jene Lavalle, production, writer;
space provide a luxurious setting.
Mendel Jones, chief announcer;
The control room is built on a false
floor overlooking the three studios.
Wayne Johnson, program director;
Announcers have their own private
Bill Cavanagh, publicity director.

ON

THE

JOB!
JOHN BLAIR CO., Representatives New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco

WOW is "tops" in showmanship and
merchandising ability. Every minute
of every day the Program and the
Production Departments of WOW
pull together to obtain merchandising results. Recently WOW initiated
the first series of "Electric Kitchen
of the Air" programs, in this territory. "Your
of the
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YANKEE NETWORK covered payment of veterans' bonus bonds in
Boston under wartime conditions. In
dense wave
fogtruck,
andWIOXCT,
rain, Yankee's
shortwith George
Steffy, production supervisor, and
Spuddy Stone, chief operator, arrived
at a veteran's home for delivery of
the first bond. Linus Travers, Yankee
executive, interviewed the recipient.
Others also were interviewed, with
Boston sponsors buying up the time
after each broadcast.
A NEW half-hour radio program
sponsored by General Electric Co..
Schenectady, popularizes scientific research and makes it easily understandable to the layman. Originating
in the research laboratory in Schenectady Saturday night, the program is
broadcast by WGY and short-waved
to foreign countries by W2XAF. It
consists of a popular talk by one of
the scientists of the laboratory staff,
and a "Science Exchange" through
which questions of a scientific nature
sent in by radio listeners are answered.
KFWB, ecutive
Hollywood,
plansWarner
to moveBros.
exoffices from the
Hollywood Theatre Bldg. in July to
the
Sunset
Blvd.sound
lot. stage
More on
thanWarner's
a year ago
the
station's production staff and studios
were moved to the lot, with the administrative staff and offices remaining
in the theatre building. Ultimately it
is planned to build a radio building
for KFWB.
KIZ, Denver, broadcast the formal
opening of a six-mile water diversion
tunnel to carry Denver's water supply
through the Rockies. The remote was
53 miles from Denver on the backbone
of the Continental Divide.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE,
Full Time NBC Affiliate

YOUR

Success

Story—

N. C.
1.000 Watts

WXYZ, Detroit's NBC blue network station, has a chain of 8 stations in
Michigan's 8 largest cities. Probing the very heart of Michigan's great market centers — combining program appeal and public acceptance with a great
merchandising service — WXYZ offers real sales producing power. This great
plus service — the merchandising service — secures dealers, distribution for
new products or revives and increases distribution for established products.
Let us write YOUR success story

^JoW, summer folk and tourists are flocking to cool Asheville and Western North Carolina. Until fall, this section
will enjoy . . .

KING-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
300 MADISON THEATER BUILDING. ..DETROIT

Get your share of sales in this
rich market over WWNC —
sole blanket radio coverage!

Wm. G. RAMBEAU Co., Representatives. Home Office: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Eastern Office: 507 Chanin Bldg., New York
Western OIKce: Russ Building. San Francisco
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Doubled Population
..-Doubled Business

BROADCASTING

IN A RECENT table tennis contest,
the team of WIP, Philadelphia, defeated WFIL four matches to two.
WIP now claims the Philadelphia radio championship. Members of the
winning team were Murray Arnold,
public relations, Edward Wallace and
Alun Williams, announcers and Morris Spector, drummer. On the WFIL
team were French Becker, chief engineer, Mrs. Becker, Arnold Nygren,
technician, Jow Connolly, public relations, and Al Stevens, announcer. A
return match was scheduled for July 1.
WWVA, Wheeling, has been presented with a "Certificate of Appreciation"
by the local Red Cross chapter in recognition of its service during the
March flood in the Ohio Valley.
KFRO, Longview, Tex., is redecorating studio walls in modernistic style
and is repainting the entire plant.
EXACTLY ten years to the day,
June 14, 1926, when he introduced
her Classic Hour over the old KLDS,
Independence, Mo., forerunner of the
present KMBC, Arthur Church, manager of KMBC, again introduced Mrs.
August Walter Cooke, prominent Kansas City pianist. The entire staff
gathered around to pay tribute to
Mrs. Cooke, who now enters her
eleventh consecutive year on the station.
A NEW feature on KMTR, Hollywood, is The Listener Speaks. It is
designed to parallel the daily newspaper's "Voice of the People" idea
and listeners can speak for two minutes on any topic they select.
THE Los Angeles Times, in addition
to its KHJ affiliation, has also run
a remote line to KMPC, Beverly Hills,
for a daily early morning quarterhour, The Job Man. It is announced
by members of the classified advertising department.
A FEATURE of the recent celebration by WWVA, Wheeling, of its fifth
yeartheas station
a CBS before
stationthewascourt
the of"trial"
of
public opinion. The station was asked to
give evidence of its right to observe
the anniversary, the proceedings be- j
ing staged in a court room setting,
and conducted by staff members.
WAAB, Boston, has started an exclusive ladies' feature, titled The Morning Carnival, broadcast daily for two
solid hours, six days a week. Nine
features are presented, including news
flashes culled from Yankee Network
News Service ; "Behind the Microphone", verbal snapshots of favorite
radio stars ; movie gossip of the Holfirmament
by Louella
Parsons,lywood
Universal
Service
motion O.picture
editor ; Style Shorts by Dorothy Roe ;
beauty advice by Dorothy Melvin,
Yankee Network's staff beauty expert ;
home making advice; The Social
World — information about Socialites ;
dance music.
• Broadcast

Advertising

AN INNOVATION was inaugurated
on WDRC, Hartford, recently, when
a broadcast via ultra-shortwave was
presented over the air direct from
Connecticut State College at Storrs.
Having given up their regular broadcast channel, WCAC, the college was
desirous of broadcasting the ceremonies incident to the inception into office of the college's new president, Dr.
Albert Jorgenson. Prof. Daniel E.
Nobel of the college staff, broadcast
the ceremonies including addresses by
Gov. Cross of Connecticut, and Dr.
Jorgenson, via ultra-shortwave using
the frequency of 100 mc. or 3 meters
thru the college experimental station
W1XBV. A special antenna system
was installed atop the Hartford-Connecticut Trust Company, site of
WDRC's new studios and special
equipment picked up the short wave
broadcast and put it on the air over
WDRC. The original program was so
successful that highlights in the commencement exercises were broadcast
in the same way.
A FIFTEEN-MINUTE straight shopping talk giving day's prices at 8:45
|five mornings a week, Seems Unbelievable, has been started on WGAR,
ICleveland, by the Mareican Meat Co.,
Cleveland. The firm operates a giant
jmarket, doing more than a million
dollars in food business a year, with
150 employes. Ethel Hawes and Ben
Levin of the Ethel & Ben hour presented later in the day, handle the
!program, which is unique in that it
offers no entertainment. The sponsor
|has in mind giving women of Cleveland the news that reaches 30% of
■:their income — food news. Response
has been far greater than expected.
{Clerks report that shoppers respond in
pome cases a half-hour after the broadcast. Store posters — 600 in number
— and newspaper advertising are used
to support the program.

AUDIENCE
WIBW

HOLDING

Runs Three-Instalment

Serial in One Evening —
ED FELLERS, vice president and
radio executive of Presba, Fellers
& Presba, Chicago agency, describes asure-fire method adopted
by Don Searle, manager of station
WIBW, Topeka, of getting and
holding a large audience throughout the entire evening.
One night a week, WIBW
broadcasts a transcribed mystery
or adventure drama, complete in
three episodes. These dramas are
as full of thrills and action as the
old-time dime novel and are spotted at 30 to 45-minute intervals
throughout the evening. At the
close of each episode, the time of
the next installment is announced
and it is suggested that the audience leave their dials set on the
station.

There's more to getting results for an advertiser than
just the broadcasting

of his

program. This Columbia
outlet in the heart of New
York

State's rich Mohawk

Valley believes in merchandising with a capital "M".
has a complete merchandising department that
REALLY functions — a department that makes every

WTBX

NORMAN CRAIG
230 E. 50th St.
New York City

"The success of this plan has
not only been shown by increased
sales and response for our advertisers," says Mr. Searle, "but we
are continually receiving reports
that children refuse to be sent to
bed until they have heard the concluding installment of the series."

effort to help sell the products which are advertised.
reconstant and
Judging newalsby
of oldthecontracts,
the consistent addition of

REITER & JAEGER
333 No. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

new

accounts, WIBX

must

be getting the kind of results our clients are after.
Incidentally, mats

A NEW juvenile series on WHAM,
Rochester, Children Can Conquer, is
designed to acquaint children of St.
Mary's Boy's Home and St. Patrick's
Girl's Home with elementary facts of
radio performance. The half-hour Saturday morning programs represent the
practical application of broadcast lessons studied during the prior week
under the guidance of Levere Fuller.

UTICA
NEW

of

the

cut at the left will be furnished free to all advertis-

YORK

ers for newspaper

tie-ins.

Dale Robertson
General Manager
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Marrow Oil Returning
J. W. MARROW Mfg. Co., Chicago (oil shampoo) will inaugurate a fall radio program beginning Sunday, Sept. 6, 3-3:30 p. m.,
on 20 NBC-Red network stations.
The program, talent for which has
not been announced, is signed for
52 weeks and will be heard over a
special hookup of WEAF, WTAM,
WCAE, WWJ, WMAQ, KSD,
WOW, WDAF, CRCT, CFCF,
WFAA-WBAP, KPRC, WOAI,
and the Red Mountain and Pacific Coast groups. Sellers Service
Inc., Chicago, placed the account.
JACK BENNY, Eddie Cantor,
Nelson Eddy, Lanny Ross, and
Lulu Belle of the WLS National
Barn Dance, in the order named,
have been voted the most popular
artists on the air in the third popularity poll conducted by Radio
Guide, fan magazine.
CRYSTALS
Low Temperature Coefficient for the Broadcast
Band
It Mounted in Isolantite
adjustable Air Gap
holder
if Approved
by the Federal Communications
Commission
Freq. drift less than
$ •* *• .OO
4 Cps/°C./Meg
35
Freq. drift less than
c m A. oo
2 Cps/°C./Meg
4V
Actual Frequency Drift
Curve furnished upon request.
AMERICAN
PIEZO
SUPPLY
COMPANY
Sunny Slope Sta. P.O. Box 6026
KANSAS CITY, MO.

MAN-MADE

Of Local Interference
MAN-MADE static is an unwelcome guest on most programs.
Probably the only exceptions are
the special broadcasts by Tobe
Deutschmann Corp., Canton, Mass.
(radio filtering devices) over
W1XAL, Boston shortwave broadcasting station, in which practically the entire scale of artificial
static is generated in the studio to
be the star performer on the program. The purpose of these broadcasts, which are made available to
broadcasting stations through personal appearances and as electrical transcriptions, is to enable the
listener to identify the various
sounds and to take proper measures to eliminate them, either directly or by an intelligent protest
to the power company or authorities.
The various sounds artificially
created include those produced by
diathermy machines, electric signs,
neon lights, electric shavers, violet
ray machines, dental drills, automotive ignition, street cars, traffic lights, vacuum cleaners, refrigerators and elevator motors. Two
studios are required in making the
transcriptions and for personal
broadcasts. The speaker talks in
one studio, in which, in addition to
the microphone, is a loudspeaker
connected to an ordinary broadcast
receiver located in the second studio, and tuned to a local oscillator.
The oscillator may be modulated
either with phonograph pickup or
voice, and is in effect a miniature
broadcasting station. The noise
devices are operated in the second
studio, and create noise exactly as
it is heard in the home.

MERCiUwY

HUFf LHim theu are better
UJe €XPLf)in uuhu -they are better
UU€ PROl/e they are better
I II L If T I N MilKl

TIME

NOISE

MAKER— Here is the apparatus that
used is
to heard
recreatethrough
the interference
the

average person's loudspeaker.
A & P Signs Kate Smith
For Hour Series on CBS
GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC
TEA Co., New York (coffees) will
discontinue the three-a-week CBS
series after September and take a
full CBS hour on Thursdays, 8-9
p. m., beginning Oct. 1 and using
the 39 stations now broadcasting
the Kate Smith program. The new
program will be a variety program featuring guest stars, Kate
Smith and Jack Miller's orchestra.
The period is opposite the Standard Brands Rudy Vallee hour on
an NBC-Red network.
It is understood that Kate
Smith's new contract with A & P
calls for a weekly stipend of
$7,000. She will continue, in addition to her radio duties, to travel
around the country attending
A & P sales meeting. Ted Collins,
her personal manager, will continue to announce.
A & P sells more coffee than any
otherfee firm,
Eight O'Clock
being theits biggest
seller of cofall
brands. Other A & P brands are
called Bokar and Five O'Clock.
Paris & Peart Inc., New York,
handles the account.
Big New Account
BENEFICIAL MANAGEMENT
Corp., Newark (personal loans) is
a new radio account which will
use 44 CBS stations west to Lincoln, Neb., for an unannounced
program to make its debut, once
weekly, beginning Oct. 4, Sundays 5-5:30 p. m. It is signed for
52 weeks. Albert Frank-Guenther
Law Inc., New York, is the agency
with Neff-Rogow Inc., New York,
serving as radio counsel to the
agency.

FREQUENCY

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit
(motor cars) will take the entire
NBC-Red network for the Fred
Astaire program, Tuesdays, 10-11
p. m., beginning Sept. 8. Johnny
Green and orchestra will be heard
with Astaire, the program to be
keyed from NBC Hollywood. Packard was on CBS last year with
Lawrence Tibbett. The program
is signed for 52 weeks through
Young & Rubicam Inc., New York.
General Mills (Wheaties) will
resume Jack Armstrong, child program, on CBS for several years.
It is slated for the NBC-Red network, Mondays through Fridays,
5:30-5:45 p. m., beginning Aug.
31. Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.,
Chicago, placed the account, which
is signed for 34 weeks.
Real Silk Hosierv Mills Inc.,
Indianapolis again will be heard
this fall on its former NBC-Blue
period, Sundays, 9-9:30 p. m.,
starting Sept. 13, with talent unannounced. Program is signed
for 52 weeks. Leo Burnett Co.,
Inc., Chicago, is the agency.
General Motors to Resume

GENERAL MOTORS Corp., Detroit (institutional) through Campbell-Ewald Co. of New York, intends to resume the General Motors
Symphony Concerts on the same
Sunday night period, 10-11 p. m.,
beginning Sept. 13, over a coastto-coast NBC-Red network.
Wm. R. Warner Co., New York
(Sloan's liniment) through Cecil,
Warwick & Cecil Inc., New York
has requested the NBC-Blue network period Mondays, 9-9:30 p.
m., beginning in October, but as
this is beyond the 90-day time limit no contract has been signed.
General Foods Corp., New York
(Log Cabin syrup) is looking for
a suitable hour on the NBC-Blue
network for a half-hour weekly
program to feature Louise Massey of the Westerners (now heard
on Showboat) and John Milton in
a program built around a western
Dude ranch. The program is
scheduled to get under way late
in September or early in October
with Benton & Bowles Inc., New
York, handling the account.

MEASURING

SERVICE

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,

UNITED

ELECTRONICS
42 SPRING ST., NEWARK,

COMPANY
N. J.
66 BROAD
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LIMIT

AIDS NBC BOOKING
WHEN NBC announced recently
that the time limit on future contracts had been extended from 60
to 90 days, several fall contracts
were clude : quickly booked. They in-

Noises Aid in Locating Source

UNITED

l-M(i

LONG

STATIC

Inc.

Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Truscon

Self- Supporting Vertical Radiators utilize assigned power

with maximum

efficiency. Night fading is eliminated. Truscon

offers

expert co-operation to station executives, operators, radio consultants
and engineers in determining the most efficient and economical design
of a Truscon Vertical Radiator to meet YOUR
TRUSCON

STEEL

COMPANY

•

station's requirements.

YOUNGSTOWN,

If you are unfamiliar with the location of the Truscon
your locality, write to Truscon
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FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS
(Broadcast
JUNE

Decisions

. . .
JUNE 20
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WMIN, St. Paul — Modif. CP change
equip., trans, site.
WJDX, Jackson, Miss. — Auth. antenna
measurement.
CP WSPR,
1140 kcSpringfield,
500 w ltd. Mass. — License for
WHIS,
Bluefield,
W. wVa. N— Modif.
250 w 500 w D to 500
1 kw D.license
KCMO, Kansas City — Modif. license move
studio locally, change spec, to unltd.
WDNC, Durham, N. C. — Consent transfer control to Durham Herald Co.
WDBJ, Roanoke, Va. — Consent transfer
control Times-World Corp. from J. B.
Fishburn to members of his family.
WMEX, Boston ; KSLM, Salem, Ore. ;
KDB, Santa Barbara, Cal. ; WJEJ, Hagerstown — Renewal licenses.
KGFF, Shawnee, Okla. — Modif. CP
•change equip., trans, site, antenna.
WAYX, Waycross, Ga. — Modif. CP
trans., studio sites, equip.
WEEI, Boston — Consent vol. assign,
license to WEEI Broadcasting Corp.
KOB, Albuquerque, N. M. — Consent vol.
assign, license to Albuquerque Brdcstg. Co.
KFRU, Columbia, Mo. — Consent transfer control to Star Times Pub. Co.
SET FOR HEARING — WJAS, Pittsburgh; NEW, Old Colony Brdcstg. Corp.,
Brocton, Mass. ; NEW, Voice of Corsicana
Assn., Corsicana, Tex. ; NEW, Chauncey
W. Hammond, Oakland, Cal. ; NEW, Harry
G. Kipke, Ann Arbor, Mich. ; NEW, R. E.
Chinn, Moorhead, Minn. ; NEW, Dallas
Brdcstg. Co., Dallas; NEW, New England
Radio Corp., Bridgeport, Conn. ; WHAT,
Philadelphia.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WCRD,
Waukegan, 111., extension temp. auth.
Zion studio ; WBNY, Buffalo, granted temp,
auth. unltd. if WSVS is silent; WSVS.
Buffalo, granted temp. auth. remain silent
specified days : KGHL, Billings, Mont., extension temp. auth. 780 kc 1 kw 2V> kw
LS unltd. ; WEST, Easton, Pa., extension
temp. auth. Simul.-WKBO.
APPLICATION DISMISSED — NEW,
George F.
kc 100 w D.Bissell, Pittsfield, Mass. CP 1200
APPLICATION DENIED — NEW, John
Perkins Rabb, Lenoir, N. C, CP 1370 kc
100 w D as in default.
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS :
NEW, George B. Bairey, Valley City,
Itf. C. — Granted CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.,
sustaining Examiner Dalberg.
KVI, Tacoma — Granted CP move
new equip., increase 1 kw to 1 kwtrans.,
N 5
kw D reversing Examiner Walker.
WSMB, New Orleans — Granted renewal
license, sustaining Examiner Hill.
MISCELLANEOUS — WMT. Cedar
Rapids, la. — Reconsidered and granted
applic. CP change equip., increase 21/* to
5 kw D ; National Television Corp., New
York, Denied petition
temporary
use 2,000-2,100 kc for asking
television demonstration; KOB, Albuquerque, N. M.
granted applic. renewal license,
license to Albuquerque Brdcstg. Co. ; assign
Seattle, reconsidered and granted 5 kwKOL,
D :
NEW, Hammond-Calumet Brdcstg. Corp.,
Hammond, Ind., granted rehearing applic.
CP 1480 kc 5 kw D, denied petition amend
applic; KROW, Oakland, Cal., denied petition intervene hearing Earl
applic.
CP Los Cruces, N. M. ; KIT, Yates
Yakima,
nied continuance hearing applic. KUJde-■
NEW, Great Western Brdcstg. Assn. Inc.!
Logan, Utah, accepted answer to appearance and statement of facts filed by Cache
Valley Brdcstg. Co.; KRSC, Seattle,
granted apphc. increase 100 to 250 w unltd.
WBCM, Bay City, Mich., granted request ;
hie brief opposition Saginaw Brdcstg. Co. ;
WHDL, Olean. N. Y. ; reconsidered and
granted without hearing applic. transfer
control to Olean Times Herald; NEW,
Harold Johnson & Leland M. Perry, Cedar
City, Utah, denied applic. new station
-without hearing, and denied continuance.
RATIFICATIONS:
KFJZ, Fort Worth — Granted extension
-program tests (6-9).
WWSW, Pittsburgh— Same (6-10).
KTSM, El Paso, Tex. — Granted temp,
auth. carry programs WDAH (6-13).
WELI, New Haven — Extension temp,
auth. operate without antenna ammeter
(6-15).
Merced Star Pub. Co. — Granted petition
cancel order oral argument applic. CP and
directed it be submitted to Broadcast Division. Western Broadcast Co. permitted
-to withdraw exceptions to Ex. Rep. 1-200
and request oral argument (6-10).
Page
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15 TO

JUNE

Applications . . .
JUNE 15
WTIC, Hartford — Extension exp. auth.
change 1060 to 1040 kc, Sh.-WBAL to
Simul.-KRLD unltd.
Rochester,
CPWSAY,
new station
1210 kcN.100 Y.w— Reinstate
D.
WLW,
Cincinnati
—
Extension
exp.
auth. 500 kw D, directional N.
NEW, Farnsworth Television Inc.,
Springfield, Pa. — CP visual amended to
delete 42,500-56,000 and 60,000-86,000 kc.
KFXR,
Oklahoma
Vol.Co.assign,
license
to Plaza
Court City—
Brdcstg.
KPDN,
Pampa,
Tex.
—
Vol.
assign, license to R. C. Hoiles.
NEW, Johnson City Brdcstg. Co., JohnCity, Tenn. — CP 1200 kc 100 w 250
w D sonunltd.
WBBM, Chicago — -Extension exp. auth.
Synchro-KFAB LS to midnight.
NEW, C. F. Gaarenstroom, Fairmont,
Minn. — CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.
KSIM, Salem, Ore. — CP new trans.
KWK, St. Louis — Modif. CP re equip.
Anderson, Ind. — License for
CPWHBU,
new equip.
KXL, Portland, Ore. — Transfer control
to T. W. Symons Jr., E. B. Craney.
NEW,
KLZw Brdcstg.
1210
kc 100
250 w D Co.,
unltd.Denver — CP
NEW, W. E. Whitmore, Hobbs, N. M.
— CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
Myrl E. Jones, Carter Lake, Neb. ; NEW,
Brunswick Radio Broadcast Station,
Brunswick, Ga.
JUNE 17
WTBO, Cumberland, Md.— Modif. license
from D to unltd. 250 w.
WMEX, Boston — Amended re trans, site.
WGR, Buffalo — CP new trans., antenna,
increase 1 kw to 1 kw N 5 kw D.
WABY, Albany, N. Y. — CP new trans.,
antenna, increase 100 w to 100 w 250 w
D, move trans., studio locally.
WWSW, Pittsburgh — License for CP
change equip., move trans.
NEW, C. W. Snider, Wichita Falls, Tex.
—CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd. amended to
100 w 250 w D.
NEW, Isadore Goldwasser, Anniston,
Ala.
CP 1420 kc unltd. 100 w, amended
to D— only.
KRGV, Weslaco, Tex. — CP change equip.,
new antenna, increase 500 w to 1 kw.
WIS, Columbia, S. C. — License for CP
move trans., change freq., increase power.
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C— Exp. auth. 5 kw
spec, directional.
kc KIRO,
1 kw Seattle
unltd. — Extension exp. auth. 710
KFEL, Denver — Modif. CP change equip.,
move trans, locally.
KFWB, Hollywood — Modif. CP new
equip., increase power, to change antenna
and equip., move trans, to Moynier Lane
& Higuera Road, Hollywood.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
Pee Dee Radio Assn., Mullins, S. C. ;
NEW. Western Broadcasters Inc., Hobbs,
N. M. ; C. F. Gaarenstrom, Fairmont,
Minn. ; WGBF, Evansville, Ind.
JUNE 18
WCAD, Canton, N. Y. — Vol. assign, license to Brockway Co.

COMMISSION

Division)
29, INCLUSIVE
W4XBW, Chattanooga — License for CP
gen. exp.
WCAT, move
Rapidtrans.,
City, studio
S. D.—600CPfeet.
vertical
antenna,
KANS, Wichita — Modif. CP new station,
change equip., site.
KIDO, Boise, Id. — CP new trans., vert,
antenna, move trans, locally.
NEW,
K. King, Los Angeles — CP
1530
kc 1Loyal
kw unltd.
APPLICATION RETURNED — NEW,
George F. Warren, Clifford A. McLin,
Traverse City, Mich., CP 830 kc 500 w D.
JUNE 19
NEW, Albert O. Fenyvessy, Rochester,
N. Y. — CP 1210 kc 100 w D, amended
to ask facilities WSAY.
NEW, WRBC Inc., Cleveland— CP 950
kc 1 kw unltd., amended to directional
antenna.
KFRU,to Columbia,
— Auth.
control
Star Times Mo.
Pub.
Co. transfer
KFAB, Lincoln, Neb. — Extension exp.
auth. synchro.- — WBBM.
Twisp, Wash. —
CPNEW,
1220 Frank
kc 250 F.w Airey,
D.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
Amarillo Brdcstg. Co. ; NEW, E. Gibbs,
Las Vegas, N. M.
JUNE 22
WEEI, Boston — CP new trans., directional antenna, increase 1 kw to 1 kw 5
kw D, move trans, to Medford.
WBAL, Baltimore — Extension exp. auth.
change from Sh.-WTIC to Simul.-KTHS
spec, hours 1060 kc and Synchro.-WJZ
760 kc directional.
NEW, A. Frank Katzentine, Miami
Beach, Fla. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
WDAH, El Paso — CP change equip., vertical antenna, move trans.
NEW, National Battery Brdcstg. Co.,
St. Paul — CP 580 kc 1 kw unltd.
JUNE 23
WLAP,to Lexington,
— Auth. transfer
control
J. Lindsay Ky.
Nurn.
NEW, Dixie Brdcstg. System, Stokes
Gresham
Valdosta, Ga. — CP
1500 kc 100Jr.,w pres.,
D.
NEW, John E. Fetzer, Benton Harbor,
Mich. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd., amended
to D.
WJR, Detroit — CP new equip., increase
to 500 kw.
NEW,
U. S.
Brdcstg. Co., Toledo — CP
1200
kc 100
w D.
w NEW,
unltd. Same, Columbus — CP 1310 kc 100
KOIL, Omaha — CP change equip.
JUNE 25
WAAB,
Boston
— CP change
trans, to reduce maximum
rated WNAC
carrier
power to be used for WAAB when WNAC
is authorized to use its new 5 kw trans.
W2XMN, New York (Edwin H. Armstrong)— Modif. CP to add 41,600 kc.
WBNO,
New Orleans
— -Vol. amended
assign, license to Edward
R. Musso,
to
change transferee to J. E. Richards, John
R. Maddox and Edward R. Musso, d/b
Pelican State Brdcstg. Co. ; CP new equip.,
vert, antenna, change hours from Sh.WJBW to unltd., move studio & trans,
locally, asks facilities WJBW.
W9XAA, Chicago — CP increase power,
replace trans.
NEW,
A. wW. unltd.,
Mills, amended
Gallup, N.
M. — CP
1310
kc 100
to 1500
kc.

JUNE 27
WELI, New Haven — License amended to
City Brdcstg. Corp.
WCOP,
Boston
Mass. Brdcstg.
Corp.— License amended to
WGBI, Scranton — Modif. license increase
500 w to 500 w 1 kw D.
KRLH,
Tex. — Modif. license
1420
to 1210Midland,
kc.
NEW, Ernest Edward Ruehlen, Great
Bend, Kan. — CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW,
C. S.
Gooch, Amarillo, Tex. — CP
1500
kc 100
w D.
KGDY,
Huron,
D. — Auth.
control to Greater S.
Kampeska
Radiotransfer
Corp.
NEW, Homer D. Banta, Burlington, la.
—CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW,
States
Brdcstg.
Co., Council Bluffs —Central
CP 1500
kc 100
w unltd.
WCFL,
crease 5 to Chicago
50 kw. — CP new equip., inJUNE 29
WDRC,
from
1 kw Hartford
5 kw D — toModif.
5 kw license
N & D.increase
Minn. — CP change
Hibbing,
WMFC,
from 100 w to 100 w 250
increase
equip.,
W APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
Vereen-Wimpy, Moultrie, Ga. ; KFVD, Los
Angeles; WGNY, Chester, N. Y. ; WSPR,
Springfield, Mass. ; KFRU. Columbia, Mo.
Examiner's Report . . .
Vend. Star Inc., nded
nteCounty
Ventura
be NEW,
gra
tura, Cal. — Examiner Seward recomme
w D
250
kc
(1-239) that applic. CP 1170

Westinghouse Describes
Modulation Experiments
CLAIM that Westinghouse radio
astations used frequency modul
tion transmission as early as 1928
was made in a letter to the FCC
from S. D. Gregory, assistant manager of broadcasting of Westing17. Comhouse, made public June
menting on the FCC rules adopted
in May setting forth frequencies
in the band from 40,000 to 42,000
kc. for frequency modulation experiments of the character proH. Armposed by Maj. Edwin ssed
satstrong, Mr. Gregory expre
isfaction over the action which encourages experimentation along
this line.
"In the interest of keeping your
records accurate with respect to
of frequency moduladevelopment
tion," he wrote, "we would like to
the fact
your attenti
bring atto various
timeson during a
that
starting
period of several months
in the winter of 1926, frequency
modulation was used for regular
operations at Westingprogram
house stations KDKA, at Pittsburgh, and KYW, in Chicago. It
was also used quite extensively in
the operation of international
broadcast station W8XK during
the same period."

ROLLING STUDIO — Central States Broadcasting System (KFAB,
KOIL, KFOR) has put this new mobile unit into operation. First person interviewed was Erno Rapee, NBC orchestra leader, from Omaha
airport (at left of photo), with Bob Cunningham feeding questions.
With a 30-watt transmitter, the outfit has a radius of about 50 miles.
It includes public address system and has a trapdoor in the top to give
announcers a good view of what is happening in the neighborhood.
BROADCASTING

Lucky Strike Renews
WITH the success of the Lucky
Strike Sweepstakes radio contest,
has rethe American Tobacco 1,Co.Your
Hit
newed, effective Aug.
ns for anParade on 93 CBSat statio
the same time
other 13 weeks
the first
as now scheduled. Thisonis CBS,
the
renewal of this series
been
s:
havin
cast
initial broad
heard on May 1. Lord & Thomas,
New York, places the account.
er detail
furtham.]
52 for
page Strik
[SeeLucky
Thes
e progr
of
25 that
sponsor announced June
persons had won
more than 39,000 ettes
g the
durin
cartons of cigar
week beginning June 22.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Colgate
And

- Palmolive

Gillette

Razor

- Peet
Sign

or CBS Song Program
ULLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co.,
Boston, and Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co., Jersey City (Palmolive
isoap, shaving cream), both of
which signed for the CBS Sunday
night sustaining community sing
rprogram within a few hours after
hearing auditions, came to an
jagreement with CBS by deciding
Ithat each would sponsor the program on separate nights.
C-P-P will use a 67-station network for a show titled Come On,
Let's Sing, to begin July 1, Wedtnesdays, 9:30-10 p. m., with Jack
Arthur as master of ceremonies
and Edmund Euffner roving
through the audience asking comment on current events.
Gillette, according to CBS, will
jse the 10-10:45 p. m. period Sundays and is considering a series of
bross - country interconnected song
festivals. Guest groups will be
peard on the program from other
cities, along with the New York
audience. As a sustaining program, the Community Sing series
drew heavy mail from all corners
jf the nation.
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., New
i'ork, is the Gillette agency. Benson & Bowles Inc., New York, has
he C-P-P account.

Pittsburgh Symphony Back
RETURN of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra on 45 CBS staions, starting Sept. .6, was anlounced June 27. The orchestra
md guest stars will again be sponored by Pittsburgh Plate Glass
3o., Sundays, 2-2:45 p. m. Batten,
3arton, Durstine & Osborn, New
:"ork, handles the account.
THROUGH courtesy of the NBCied network, something like 60
tations were hooked up the afteroon of June 20 for a "radio meetng" of WPA staff and relief emloyes, with Harry Hopkins speakag from Washington and others
rom other cities.
GATES

Manufacturer* af

Everything in Speech— Remote—
Transcription and Microphone
Equipment

GATES

RADIO & SUPPLY
SUIKCT, ILLINOIS

CO.

NBC
On

Staff

Chang

the

West
Coast
SEVERAL NBC
Western division
executive personnel promotions
and changes will
take place in San
Francisco and
Hollywood on
July 1, Don E.
Gilman, vicein
Mr. Carney president
charge, announced June 24.
H. J. Maxwell, who has been Gilman's assistant in San Francisco
for more than two years, has resigned to devote his entire time to
development of the Fresno (Cal.)
Broadcasting Co., seeking a new
station there. His successor at
NBC is Lew S. Frost, formerly
Western division program manager. Kenneth Carney, appointed
production manager several months
ago, has been elevated to the post
of program manager. Frank Cope,
for more than six years associated
with KJBS, San Francisco, has
been appointed NBC production
manager in that city. He is a
brother of Donald Cope, who held
this position at NBC until he resigned some months ago to join
Benton & Bowles Inc., New York.
Walter Baker, NBC office manager and purchasing agent in San
Francisco, has been transferred to
the Hollywood studios. He replaces
Russell Garceau, NBC Hollywood
office manager and auditor, who
has resigned. Sydney Dorais, formerly assistant auditor in San
Francisco, has taken over the post
of office manager and purchasing
agent vacated by Baker. A. G.
Diedericks, who recently joined the
San Francisco office staff, has taken
on Dorais' former duties.
In the rearranging of personnel,
and as part of the general economic program inaugurated by Mr.
Lohr when he became NBC president some months ago, three technicians, two in San Francisco, and
one in Hollywood, have been eliminated from the staff. San Francisco men affected are E. E. Jefferson, studio engineer and W. D.
Kellog, KPO transmitter engineer.
The Hollywood studio engineer
eliminated is R. G. Denechaud.
Several other changes in personnel, both in San Francisco and Hollywood, are expected to take place.

HA1MO

SERVICE

CRYSTALS
are recognized the world over
for their Dependability, Output
and Accuracy of Frequency.
All Scientific Radio Service
Crystals are ground to an accuracy of BETTER than .01%.

LOW TEMPERATURE
Supplied in I solantite Air- Gas holders
in 550- 1500 kc. band. Frequency drift
guaranteed to be less than 4 cycles per
million cycles per degree centigrade
change in temperature.

es

CO-EFFICIENT
.00
50

£5

Presto research again brings to the recording art new products to solve old
problems ... at one end of the scale, DISCLUBE, a chemically prepared liquid
which increases the effectiveness of Green Seal disc playback as much as 50%
... at the other end, a worthy companion to the "portable instantaneous
recorder . . ."
THE
PRESTO
STATIONARY
RECORDER

Proof of the value of the stationary recorder lies in the immediate acceptance
of it by nationally-known stations. For instance, take a typical case history
from our files (this occurred last week):
For some time, station "S" has been using two Presto Portable
Instantaneous Recorders in its studios constantly and successfully.
Suddenly there was an influx of amateur contests on the station.
A terrific demand for pre-audition service was created. Amateurs
had to be interviewed from 8 o'clock in the morning to 10 at night
. . . recording equipment had to operate continuously. Inquiries
for new equipment went out . . . and the Presto Stationary Recorder was added to Station "S".
Continuous operation made a sturdy, heavy-duty, efficient unit a virtual necessity ... the Presto Stationary Recorder "filled the bill." This machine cuts
wax as well as acetate, is equipped with extra heavy turntable, assures an
absolute constancy of speed and uniformity of performance, and is priced
surprisingly low. Full details on request.
MANUFACTURERS OF EVERYTHING FOR RECORDING
FROM A NEEDLE TO A COMPLETE STUDIO INSTALLATION
SEE

OUR

EXHIBIT

AT

THE

NAB

CONVENTION

CRYSTALS
Two Crystals . $90
Approved by F.C.C.
Write to Dept. B-761
for price list.

RADIO

124 Jackson

SERVICE

Ave., University
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Park, Hyattsville, Md.
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Premium

Offers

of

Network

Sponsors

Include
Novel
Merchandising
Schemes
coach; second, $100; next 20, $5 (Feb.,
DIVERSE merchandise offers as
well as service offers are found in March, April).
Atlantic Refining Co. (petroleum products) a free offer of a copy of Boake
premium campaigns being staged
Carter's Story of Toms River (Feb.,
on major networks this year. PopMarch).
ularity of premiums continues unCarborundum Co. (abrasives), pocket size
abated, with sponsors seeking to
Carborundum sharpening stone for box
interest listeners, attract new
top or label from any Carborundum product (Jan., Feb.) ; a free offer of booklet,
audiences or promote sale of cerRomance of Carborundum (Jan.) ; to the
tain lines.
ten oldest couples dancing to the music
Premiums offered on CBS by
of
"Blue Falls
Danube"
on program, pictures of
Niagara
(Feb.).
sponsors during the first five
Colgate
Palmolive
- Peet Co. ( Palmolive
months of 1936 follows:
soap), complexion brush for 10 cents and
American Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strike),
black bands from three bars of Palmolive
picking first three ranking songs to be soap. (Jan., Feb., March) ; short letter
played on next program, all winners rebeginning with the words, "I like Palmceiving a carton of Lucky Strikes (May).
soap because
— "Palmolive
plus black
Acme White Lead & Color Works
from olive
three
bars of
soapbands
and
(paint), 25-word letter telling "Why You
name and address of dealer and clerk selling the soap. First 20 winners received
Like Lin-x", plus sales slip or tag from
can of Lin-x. Weekly prizes ; first, Ford
$1,000 or a free trip to Europe on the
Queen Mary, next 100,000, complexion
brushes (March, April, May).
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. (dental powder) ,$1,000 first prize ; $250 second, next
Sound
Effects
25 — $10, for short letter on "What I Would
Do With $1,000" (March, April).
(From Life )
Colgate -) ,Palmolive
- Peet
(Peet's
Granulated
weekly cash
prizeCo.
contest
on
short letter beginning with the words, "I
Extensive Library —
Prefer
Soap because
— ";
with boxPeet's
top ofGranulated
product. Prizes
$100 first
next 50, $5 in trade at grocery (March,
Approximately 500 effects
April, May).
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. (shaving
cream) $1,000 first prize; second $250 ;
Custom - Built Transcriptions
third $50 ; next 25, $10 ; next 50, $5 for
box top from Palmolive shaving cream and
Commercial Plating
a short letter on, "Why Crime Does Not
Duping and Pressing
Pay" (March, April).
Consolidated Cigar Co. (Harvester cigar),
picture of Harv & Esther, members of
east, and copy of theme song for 2 HarWrite Us Your Needs
vester cigar bands (Jan.).
Continental Baking Co. (Wonder bread),
free map of the Wonder Valley of Gold
Gennett Records
and
booklet "Around the Campfire"
(April,a May).
Cream
of Wheat Corp. (cereal), mem(Dir. of The Starr Co.)
bership
in Buckscout
Roger's
club, including
badgeSolar
and Scouts
secret
Richmond, Ind.
handbook, for the triangle from a package of Cream of Wheat (Jan., March,
April, May). Buck Roger's equipment to
FREQUENCY

MEASUREMENTS
ARE

INEXPENSIVE
AGAINST

OFF

AN
INSURANCE

FREQUENCY

OPERATION

Our periodic regularly scheduled measurements have proven
invaluable to over a hundred stations in maintaining enviable frequency performance records. A few of the broadcast and police stations who subscribe to our service on a
WEEKLY basis are: WAAW, KSO, KRNT, KSCJ, WKY,
KVOD, KLZ, WMJ, KNFB, WRR, KGNC, WNAX, KCRC,
KTUL, XENT, XEMO, KGPX, KMMJ, KNHF, KACP,
KNFF, and others. You, too, can be helped by this inexpensive but INVALUABLE service.
RATES
Single measurements
$1.75 each
Once-a-week measurements
$5.00 per month

TRU-AXIS
CRYSTALS
1 "LOW DRIFT" ^
Approved by FCC
An improved power crystal having an
extremely low temperature coefficient.
Each TRU-AXIS Broadcast Crystal
is
individually
testedis not
overallowed
a 50°C.
range,
and the drift
to
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these presents to be
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Station has hisausedsignature
to be affixed
signed
by
one
of
its
authorized
officers
and
hereto this day of June lyth, 19)6.

FACSIMILE BOND — WOR, Newark, on June 15 sent to 3,000 agencies
and advertising representatives a "bond" promising to pay bonus
coverage in its market. The stunt tied in with issuance of bonus bonds.
members of Solar Scouts club for green
triangles
March) . from Cream of Wheat (Feb.,
Delaware & Lackawanna Coal Co. (Blue
coal) , free tickets for studio broadcast
(Feb.).
E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co. Inc.
(institutional), copy of Declaration of Independence to teachers and instructors who
furnish the name of school and class taught
(Jan.) ; another manuscript offer, "Abraham Lincoln, A True American", same requirements (Feb.) ; free offer of "Kinship of DuPont
Products"
andSample
13 - colorof
chemical
color chart
(April).
rug anchor (April).
Ford Motor Co., free copy of weekly
May)
radio . talks by Mr. Cameron (Jan. through

masters, Elgin watches, hosiery, candy,
Health - O - Meter scales, blankets, radios,
Toastmasters, etc. for one label from a
can of Broadcast Corned Beef Hash and
a letter rhymed on the program (Jan.) ;
for statement in 20 words or less on "Why
You letter
Like to
Broadcast
Corned
Beefprogram,
Hash"
and
be rhymed
on the
both written on back of a Broadcast label,
a daily contest which awarded, first, Elgin
watch ; second, Mixmaster ; third, Silex
coffee maker (Jan.) ; contest similar to
above for Broadcast spaghetti meat, prizes,
first, Elgin watch ; second, Silex coffee
maker ; third, electric clock ( Feb. ) ; free
offer of quick recipes ( Feb. ) .
Kleenex Co. (Kleenex & Quest), answer
to question, "Should Mary Marlin Go Back
to
Her Husband,
Joe?" $1,000
plus a first
receipt
for
a purchase
of Quest;
prize;
$250 second ; next 3, $50 ; next 25, $10 ;
next 50, (Feb.).
$5; next 919, 1,000 sheets of
Kleenex
Kolynos Sales Co. Inc. (toothpaste) , for
best three - word name of black evening
dress worn by Myrna Loy in the picture
"Wife vs. Secretary" and a Kolynos carton ;first prize, $1,000 ; second, $500 ; next
2, $100 ; next 10, $10 ; next 20, $5 ; next
100, $1 (Feb., March).
Lady Esther Co. (cosmetics), free offer
of five different shades of face powder and
seven-day supply of face cream (March,
April).
Larned Co. (Hill's nose drops), free
offer trial bottle of Hill's nose drops
(March,
Lehn &April).
Fink Inc. ( Pebeco toothpaste) ,
four-year college course for person submitting the best 500 word letter on, "How
Can purchase
America required
Stay Out (Jan.,
of War?"
proof
of
Feb.)No; Eddie
Cantor joke book for Pebeco carton
(March, April, May).
Lehn & Fink Inc. (Hinds Honey & Almond tomobile,
cream),
weekly
prize,letter
Pontiac
for best
50 word
on authe
subject "Why I Like and Use Hinds Honey
& Almond
Cream"
box
fronts from
10c accompanied
size or 1 frontwith
from2
the large carton of the product (Jan.,
Feb., March).
Mohawk Carpet Mills Inc. (carpets and
rugs), free offer of bottle of Old English
Rug Sta (rug anchor) for the number of
favorite Mohawk rug or carpet (March,
April) ; (May).
free offer of interior decoration
booklet

Ford Motor Co. (Lincoln Zephyr), free
booklet describing the Lincoln Zephyr
(March, April).
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., (A
& P coffee) tickets for basketball game
between Celtics and Collegiates for $1.50
and .75c (April).
General Mills Inc. (Wheaties), a wordbuilding contest using only standard English three-letter words formed from the
letters in the sentence "Wheaties keep you
as
cooked
accompanied
withwarm
sales asslipa for
box cereal"
of Wheaties.
Prizes :
First, Lincoln Zephyr and $100 to a boy
and a girl ; next 25, a $7.50 Parker fountain pen with engraved name for boys
and girls (Jan., Feb.).
Hecker H-O Co. Inc. ( H-0 oatmeal and
Force) , membership, code book and rules
of Rangers for 2 box tops from either of
above products (Jan. Feb.).
H. J. Heinz Co. (canned foods), free
offer of hostess bulletin (Jan. through
April) ; Heinz book of meat cookery for
10 cents (Jan., Feb., March) ; baby diet
book for 10 cents or 3 labels from any
Heinz strained baby foods (Jan., Feb.) ;
free offer Heinz entertaining guide (Jan.) ;
book of salad recipes for 10 cents (Jan.) ;
free offer meatless dinner menus (Jan.,
and March) ; free offer mid- winter desserts (Feb.) ; free offer hospitality shelf
bulletin
free vitamin
offer children's
recipes and (Feb.)
menus ; plus
and mineral
chart (Feb.) ; free offer of menus for entire family (March) ; free offer German
menu bulletin.
Illinois Meat Co. (meat products), Mix-

DESIGNERS
RADIO

ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
AND
DEALERS OF REMLER QUALITY SPEECH
INPUT EQUIPMENT
$42

EQUIPMENT

STATION WOR. hereinafter referred to as "the Station," promises to pay lo the holder hereof the Bonus
Coverage delivered by the Station as indicated on the map reproduced on the reverse side. Said Bonus includes coverage of the Atlantic Seaboard from Maine to Maryland, as well as ma/or portions of the remaining New England Slates and New York and Pennsylvania. This Bonus Coverage is the regular interest offered the holder of this certificate in addition to the Station's guaranteed coverage of the largest listeningbuying market in the world. This bond shall not become valid or obligatory for any purpose until it shall
have been authenticated by duly executed contract between. the Station and the holder.

&

ADAIR,

INC.

ENGINEERS

RADIO

RADIO

STATION PAYS BONUS COVERAGE

JENKINS

exceed 3 CPS / meg/°C.
Orders accepted now at this price for
delivery any date specified by the station between July 1st and November
12th, 1936.
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7205 Baltimore St.

440 Broadway, New You
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Kansas City, Mo
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Advertising

National Ice Adv. Inc. (ice manufacturers), answers all questions re ice refrigeration (March, April).
Pet Milk Sales Corp. (canned milk),
can openers for Pet milk label (Jan.
through May) ; recipes for 2, 4, 6 persons
for 1 Pet milk label (Jan. through April) ;
baby book for 1 Pet milk label (Jan.
through May) ; candy book for 1 Pet milk
label (Jan. through May) ; cook book for
1 Pet milk label (Feb.) ; Lenten recipes,
free offer (Feb.) ; Swedish and tomato
salad dressing recipes, free offer (April) ;
"Good Things to Eat" for 1 Pet label
(May) ; free offer of sauce recipes (May) ;
free offer of recipes for drinks (March) ;
free offer salad dressing recipes (March) ;
vegetable recipes for 1 Pet milk label
(March) ; Easter cake recipes for 1 Pet
milk label (March).
Philco Radio & Television Corp. (radio
I
receivers), free copy of Boake Carter
broadcast on the death of King George V
(Jan.).
Pillsbury Flour Mills Co. (flour), free
(offer of recipes used on broadcasts (Feb.).
Plymouth Motor Co. (motor cars), Plymouth sedan, weekly prize for best answer
submitted to question asked by Ed Wynn.
Official entry blanks at Plymouth, De Soto
;or Dodge dealers (Feb. through May).
Pompeian Co. (cosmetics), large tube
of Pompeian tissue cream for 10c (Jan.) ;
large tube of Pompeian cleansing cream
ifor 10c (Jan., Feb.) ; autographed photograph of Gary Cooper, star of show, for
inside paper cover of new Pompeian product (Jan.) ; new Pompeian cleansing cream
Ifor paper cover from Pompeian powder
(Jan.) ; new Pompeian massage cream for
10c (Jan.) ; new Pompeian lipstick, of
iesired shade, for 25c (Feb.) : special getfacquainted box of new Pompeian powder,
pi desired shade, for 10c (Feb., March) ;
ilOO first prize : next 100, two pairs of
3otham Gold Stripe hose, for best letter
jjn "Why I Like the New Pompeian Beauty
jPowder", entries accompanied by inside
Daper of Pompeian beauty powder and to
ill entries a Pompeian lipstick in case
'March, April).
Remington Rand Inc. (typewriters),
)rize contest for best 50-word statement
>n "Why I want a Remington Noiseless
Typewriter" plus information whether enrant owns, rents, or operates typewriter,
.f so, make and model number, $1,000
irst prize, S500 second, $250 third, next
•, $100; next 50, S10, next 150, $5; next
:00, typewriter desks ; next 592, boxes of
'ibbon
carbon
paper ts(Jan.) ; a conest withandsame
requiremen
as above for
■0-word statement on "Why I Object to
)Id-Fashioned Noisy Typewriters", prizes,
1,000 first; next 50, Remington noiseless
>ortable typewriters (Jan.) ; typewriter
ibbon and package of carbon paper for
15c and make and model number of lisener's
typewrite
(Jan.,
March)
larch offer
askedr for
35c ;Feb.,
ten-day
free
rial of Remington typewriter
, additional
*ree weeks rental for $2 (Jan., Feb ,
larch) ; combination offer of Remington
ortable, typewriter desk, instruction
nd carrying case for $38.50 (Feb.) ; book
tenHay free trial of above offer (Feb.) ; opportunity to sell Remington typewriters
n commission basis,
must furnish
ddress age (Feb.); copy of book, name
"You
an Write"
and make and model
f typewriterforif25cowned
(Feb.,
March)
hildren s combination offer of junior port- ;
<b\e, carrying case, instruction book, typewrite desk, and copy of
Can Write"
pr $88.75 (Feb.) ; free"You
trial of line-t
me (Feb.) ; combination offer of typewriter, typewriter desk, carrying case, induction book, copy of "You Can Write"
ackage of carbon paper
for $1.50 plus
bst of typewriter (Feb.) ; combinatio
n
Iter of junior portable typewriter, earning case, instruction
and porto|ght for $37.95 (Feb.) ;book
typewriter desk
nd certificate good for $1 toward down

NAB

First Fr. Coughlin Interview
HERE is the first personal radio
interview ever given by Father
Charles E. Coughlin, militant Detroit priest. He is being interviewed by Linus Travers (right),
Yankee director of commercial
productions. John Shepard 3d,
Yankee president, is behind the
microphone. Father Coughlin is
said to be negotiating for a special network during the political
campaign.
payment on typewriter for $2 (Feb.) ;
personal correspondence offer of portable
typewriter, carrying case, instruction book,
package of carbon paper, 2 quires bond
stationery with name and address imprinted, plus booklet by Emily Post, details from Remington dealer (March) ;
copy of "How
to Sellpaper
WhatforYou25cWrite",
package
of carbon
make
and model number of typewriter if owner
(March) ; typewriter desk, 2 quires of
vellum stationery with name and address
imprinted, booklet by Emily Post, certificate good for $1 toward typewriter for
$3 (March) ; 20 typewriting shortcuts and
10-day free trial of Remington short stroke
typewriter (March) ; two quires of stationery with name and address imprinted,
Emily Post booklet, package of carbon
paper for $1 and make and model of typewriter owned (March) ; free offer of Remington Rand bargain book and picture of
the March of Time radio cast in action
(March) .
Sales Affiliates Inc. (Zotos permanent
wave) , free offer of courtesy card for test
Zotos curl and list of shops in neighborhood (Feb. through May) ; Zotos permanent waves for 25 best 100-word letters
on "Why Machineless Wave Is Best"
(May).
Sterling Products Inc. (Bayer aspirin),
free offer of broadcast tickets (Jan.).
Stewart Warner Corp. (Alemite), Alemite Brigadiers Club safety emblem for
license plate and book of safety tips, free
offer (March, April, May).
Swift & Co. (Sunbrite cleanser), membership in Sunbrite junior nurse corps,
scroll, copy official creed, pictures illustrating salute, photo of Dorothy Hart for
3 Sunbrite labels (Feb. through April) ;
all members receive autographed photo of
Dorothy Hart and Timothy Blye, of radio
cast, in full uniform (March) ; magic
nurse's chart, package of Bauer & Black
Handi-snip bandages, junior nurse corps
badge for 3 Sunbrite labels (March through
April) ; prize contest for mothers, 100word letters beginning, "In the future
Sunbrite programs, I would like my daughter to hear about . . . (some famous
women,
etc.)"
Sunbrite receiving
label, 20
junior radio
sets,plus
all 1contestants
picture of entire cast (April).
Ward Baking Co. (bread), membership

Conventioneers

.

.

.

Universal^ new professional RECORDING MACHINE, DISCS and ACCESSORIES and MICROPHONES will be DEMONSTRATED
by staff engineers at The Stevens during the NAB Convention.
See

Dr. Ralph L. Power, advertising manager
Universal, at The Stevens.

of

Or

L. G. Cushing, Chicago representative, room 513,
540 No. Michigan Ave., 'phone Delaware 1561

UNIVERSAL
424 Warren

MICROPHOXE

Lane
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CO.,

Ltd.

Inglewood,

Advertising

Cal.

in Scoop Ward Press Club including reporter badge, free offer. (Jan. through
May) ; ten self - focusing cameras each
week for ten best stories submitted by
Scoop Ward Reporters (Jan., Feb.,
March) ; similar contest with $49.50 Underwood typewriters as prizes (March,
April, May).
Wasey Products Inc. (Barbasol), safety
razor, package of 5 blades for 30c and
carton from
through
April).50c size of Barbasol (Jan.
Wasey Products Inc. (KremI, Musterole,
Zemo), autographed copy "Making Molehills
by for
Voice$1.50
of (Jan.)
Experi- ;
enceof(M.Mountains"
Sayle Taylor)
for five best letters re how to wake a
husband in the morning, copies of "Making Molehills of Mountains" (March).
Some NBC Premiums
HERE

A booklet,
"Seven Wise Men", was ofancefered
Co. free by the Occidental Life InsurTastyeast Inc., offered an autographed
photograph of Lefty Gomez in return for
three inside wrappers from Tastyeast bars ;
sent to the sponsor, Trenton, N. J.
Boweys Inc. offered in return for the
cardboard cap from any milk bottle, together with listener's name and address,
a Standard
Magic Slate.
Brands Inc., offered listeners
to One Man's Family (on the Pacific
Coast)in a return
copy of
Barbour's
scrap-a
book
for Jack
the end
card from
Tender Leaf Tea package.
WEVD,

New York, presented interviews with fi v e Progressive
Senators during the Democratic
Convention, with Bryce Oliver
sues.
questioning them on current is-

is a partial list of premiums offered on recent NBC pro-

Wander
grams : Co. offered listeners to Little
Orphan Annie 8 decalcomania transfers,
consisting of people who were out West
on the Flying W Ranch, in return for the
aluminum seal from a can of Ovaltine
sent to the client, Chicago.
Princess Pat Ltd., offered a full-size box
of face powder in return for the printed
paper circle from a box of Princess Pat
Rouge sent to the sponsor, Chicago.
Sun Oil Co. is offering an improved indibidual monogramed emblem for use on
license plates. The new emblem is equipped
with a reflector which acts as an extra
tail light at night. Sunoco dealers supply
them for 10c
each.
Ford Dealers offer to lend truck owners
a new Ford V-8 truck for an "on the
job" test in order to permit truck owners
to drive the Ford V-8 with their own load
over regular routes for checking the rethe test.sults. Any Ford Dealer will arrange for
Pillsbury Flour Mills Co., which recently
changed from one NBC network to anoffered a synopsis of the Today's
Childrenother,plot
in order to enable new listeners to become acquainted with the story.
Listeners to the Esso News Reporter
invited to get a Touring Service Card areat
any Esso dealer. Filled in and returned
to the Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey,
it brings
sender. maps and full information to
the
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. offered
a special issue of the A & P Menu devoted
to thepes,planning of picnic menus with recifree at all A & P stores.

BEST BY TEST
Now You Be The Judge
100% shadowgraphed Needles
Your transcriptions are at their best
with the best needles.
Eliminate surface noise by using needles
made to fit the requirements.
STEEL CUTTING NEEDLES FOR
ACETATE.
Playback
Mfg. byNeedles for all Transcriptions.
Dist.City
H.by BAGSHAW CO
Lowell, Mass.
H. W.
370 CO.
ACTON
7th Ave.
New York

mm

MR. E. H. RIETZKE

A

BROWN, ANTHONY Co., Boston investment house, is using 26 five-minute
programs on WCOP, Boston, with a
morning studio talk by Bradford Dorr,
hanking author.

Who

CREI

"PEDIGREED"

EMPLOYMENT
FOR

PRESIDENT,

RADIO

SERVICE

EXECUTIVES

Require The Services of Highly -Trained
RADIO
ENGINEERS

• If there was such a title
as "Pedigreed Engineer" —
that's the classification our
thoroughly trained men
would fall into.
Most CREI students and
graduates are men who are,
and have for years, been
professionally engaged in
Radio. They are men who
are ambitious enough to
study while they work . . .
men who are qualifying
themselves for the most imp o r t a n t jobs you have to
offer.

Capitol Radio
14th and Park Road
WASHINGTON, D. C

• We know all about their
ability . . . their training
. . . their past experience. We
believe we have just the
man you are looking for . . .
and charge nothing for gettingwardyouis derived
together.from
Our the
resatisfaction of seeing GOOD
MEN find GOOD JOBS in
any of the following phases
of Radio Engineering:
TELEVISION
AVIATION
POLICE
COMMERCIAL . . . SHIPPING
PUBLIC ADDRESS
SALES AND SERVICE

Engineering

29
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IN
THE
CONTROL
ROOM
A. J. COAR, owner and manager of
the U. S. Recording Co., Washington,
has completed work on studios of
WNOX, Knoxville, and will also act
as engineering consultant in the installation of the new transmitter of
WCPO, Cincinnati, starting July 1.
Mr. Coar formerly was with RKO in
Hollywood as sound engineer and with
Piezoelectric Laboratories, New York.
GLENN D. GILLETT, Washington
consulting engineer, has returned to
his office following an operation for
appendicitis.
JOHN BUTTRICK, operator of
WEEI, Boston, was married in June
to Miss Betsey Green, of that city.
Norman Young, operator, was married to Miss Lavinia Ballard, of Birmingham, Ala.
BIRDSALL HOLLEY, of the technical staff of WHAM, Rochester, has
been elected president of the Rochester Camera Club.
MAX

KELCH, formerly an instructor at the California Institute of
Technology and later engineer at
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., in June
became an engineer for the Southern
California network.
MAX WEINER, chief engineer of
WNEW, Newark, for no particular
reason picked the 16,762d hour of
WNEW broadcasting as the occasion
for a party to his staff.

WHO
Mayor's Fireside
"FIRESIDE talks" to his
constituency, somewhat
along the lines of President
Roosevelt's notable chats to
the nation, have been started on a weekly basis over
WIP, Philadelphia, by Mayor
S. Davis Wilson. The series
is non-political in character,
and Mayor Wilson plans to
bring his various department heads before the microphone to introduce them
to the people.
GABRIEL KRON, General Electric
Co. engineer, on June 20 was awarded an honorary master of engineering
degree by the University of Michigan.
THOMAS J. DOONAN, formerly of
KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, la., has
joined the technical staff of WHO, the
Central Broadcasting Co. station in
that city.
HOMER COCHENE, formerly in
charge of the transmitter of WENR.
Chicago, has joined the engineering
staff of WLS, Chicago.
JAMES M. MORAN has been promoted to chief engineer of KTHS,
Hot Springs, Ark., replacing Moody
McDonald, who has joined the technical staff of WLW, Cincinnati. New
additions to the KTHS staff are John
Thornton and V. O. Van Dusen.

IS YOUNGEST?

WIL, WBNX

Feature Youthful

Microphone Voices
WHO is radio's
cial announcer?
youngest
commerTwo adolescent
microphone
artists are George
Wood Jr., of WIL,
St. Louis, aged
12, and Donald
■k^ 11
N,ew York.
Dike> of WBNX,
wk
k
Geo. Wood Jr. Young Wood
has been on the air five years
as singer, announcer and master
of ceremonies and has had his
own commercial program for
three of them. He is the son of
George Wood, pioneer radio production man and announcer. Recently he completed a 36-week series for a St. Louis furniture store
and has handled national accounts

for Kellogg's, Walgreen and Wurlitzer and a number of local advertisers. He comes from Bob Burn's
Van Buren, Ark.
Donald Dike has an adult voice.
He handles the WBNX Saturday
afternoon Children's Theatre program and is a student at Columbia
Preparatory School.

EQUIPMENT
WHK, Cleveland, has broken ground
for a new radiating system, with
structural steel work scheduled tostart July 1. The antenna will b:»
300 feet high with wheel cap 30 feet
in diameter. It was designed by WHK
engineers, under direction of Edward
L. Gove, technical supervisor. The
antenna will be of the "loaded" type
affording a maximum of low-angle
radiation.
IN LINE with the expansion program
planned by the Cornell-Dubilier Corp..
New York, Leon L. Adelman, sales
manager, announces appointment of
R. W.
representative forMitseher
the state asof sales
New York,
with
the exception of New York City.
Mr. Mitseher previously was connected
with the Tobe Deutchmann sales staff.
RAY LYON, research engineer of •
WOR, Newark, has designed a microphone for remote use. They are table
style and combine beautly and utility,
being less bulky and much easier to
handle.
COURSES in fingerprinting are
given by Institute of Applied
Science, Chicago, in a thriceweekl- five-minute WBS transcription series on WJR, Detroit. Matteson - Fogarty - Jordan Co., Chicago, is agency.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in Broadcasting cost 7c per word for each
insertion. Cash must accompany order. When inserting advertising
over a box number, count 3 words (21c) for the address. Forms close
25th and 10th of month preceding issues.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky &. Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineer!
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OP BROADCASTING
National Press BIdg., Wash., D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization
Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys.
Antenna Design. Wire
Line Problems.
982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.

McNARY

and CHAMBERS

Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

PAUL
F. GODLEY
Consulting Radio Engineer
Montclair,
"25 years N.of J.
Professional Background"

Help Wanted
Radio Salesmen Wanted!
Excellent opportunity for salesman experienced in selling small independent station time. Opening in city where business
and living conditions are most desirable.
Our business is finer than ever before and
we want another good experienced man to
make it even greater. Unusual chance
for right person. No transients accepted.
Give full details in first letter. Address
Box 506, Broadcasting. Our employees
know of this advertisement.
Experienced announcers, artists, continuity writers, engineers, salesmen, program
and production personnel are invited to
register with NATIONAL RADIO DEPARTMENT, Vocational Bureau, Cleveland,
Ohio. Moderate fees when placed. Several
positions now open to be filled immediately.
WANTED: Continuity writer with
original ideas, ability to put them into
words, originality without temperament,
versatility and productivity. Write giving
full qualifications, KLZ, Denver, Colorado.
Situations Wanted

JOHN H. BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

EDWARD
H. LOFTIN
BROADCAST, COMMUNICATIONS
AND
PATENTS CONSULTANT
1406 G STREET, N. W.
District 4105
WASHINGTON, D. C

J. M. TEMPLE
Consulting Radio Engineer
P. 0. Box 189
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York City
Times Square Station
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HOLLIS S. BAIRD
Specializing in
ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCY,
TELEVISION. AND
HIGH FIDELITY PROBLEMS
70 BROOKLINB AVENUE
BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone Commonwealth 8312

E. C. PAGE
Consulting Radio Engineer
725 Noyes St. Phone Univ 1419
Evanston III

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast
Transmission and
Coverage Development.
P. 0. Box 742
Evansville, Ind.

Cleveland trained announcer and continuity writer wishes added experience in
small station. Any location. Salary secondary. Box 510, Broadcasting.
New Station Applicants ! The arrival of
that license is the starting gun for the
organizing of a complex new business. A
successful manager who knows every detail from experience can apply tested policies and make a net profit immediately.
Am now operating station but available
for position with future. Box 512, Broadcasting.
Stations requiring experienced professional studio personnel, engineers, salesmen and artists communicate with NATIONAL RADIO DEPARTMENT, Vocational Bureau, Cleveland, Ohio.
Salesman now employed but available.
Not promoter type but specialist in selling for long-time satisfaction. Box 513,
Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy
Will purchase or lease local station.
Write
casting. full particulars. Box 509, BroadBROADCASTING

Wanted to Buy
Responsible party with cash is interested in purchasing a radio station that
has possibilities. Box 511, Broadcasting. ,
For Rent — Equipment
Approved
equipment.
TMV-75-B
field
strength
measuringRCAunit
(new),
direct reading ; Astiline Angus Automatic
Recorder for fading on distant stations ;
GR radio frequency bridge ; radio oscillators, etc. Reasonable rental. Allied Research City.
Laboratories, 260 East 161st Street,
New York
For Sale — Equipment
Western Electric 304-A, one kilowatt
transmitter, complete with one set of tubes
and partial set of spare tubes ; also spare
700-A oscillator. Fully AC operated. Guaranteed in first class mechanical and electrical condition. Equipment removed from
service because of increased power. Crated,
ready for immediate delivery. Original cost.
$18,000.
Offered at $7,000 f.o.b., Columbia,.
S. C.
FCC memo 243 lists the 304-A equipment
"as satisfying the requirements of good
engineering
cordance practice"
with Rule 132.promulgated in acG. Richard Shafto, Station WIS, Columbia, S. C.
Western Electric 1 Kw
106-B Transmitter
This equipment is in excellent operating
condition, having been taken out of serv- «
ice only because of an increase in power.
Supplied complete, with two sets of tubes,
spare parts and duplicate sets of motor
generators and pumps. Designed for operation from 220 Volt DC supply, but can
be easily modified for AC operation.
The transmitter is available immediately and can be inspected at any time. Correspondence isinvited from anyone interested in securing this equipment at an
unusually attractive price. Box 507,
Broadcasting.
SURPLUS WESTERN ELECTRIC equipment, perfect condition, from network key
stations. IB rectifiers ; wonderful buy.
Original cost $1400. Sell $89.95. Amplifiers 8A $37.50. 8B $59.95. 17B $39.95.
18 B $22.50. Volume Indicator 203C $25.
Also assorted studio and transmitter components. High fidelity line equalization
equipment. F.O.B. New York ; 25% with
C.O.D.
Hass, Station
ton St., A.Brooklyn,
N. Y. WARD, 427 Ful• Broadcast
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HARD-TO-PLEASE
intangible attributes which
the favor of more

than one

and seventy advertisers during the first

five months

of 1936, are the immediate

results

they obtain at a very low cost per cent. For example, the maker of a household
some

commodity

offered

fine seeds to listeners during the spring of

this year. Six times he asked WOR

listeners to

than it took to make

for every dollar spent for WOR

time by this sponsor,

he enjoyed a return of $3.74 in cash expenditures by
listeners for his product. It is little wonder
increasingly greater number

that an

of alert advertisers

are beginning to learn that there exists among
inhabitants

station accompanied

spending equanimity

In less time

22,489

dimes and proofs of purchase were received. Ah,
but that is not all. Our statisticians tell us that

purchase his product and mail a box top to this
by ten cents.

the announcements,

of the WOR

market

the

a spirit of free-

to be found nowhere else.

WOR
Published semi-monthly, 26th issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington,
D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at the Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3. 1879.

WOOD
A/.4.C.
WASH

WXYZ

Red
GRAND

DETROIT

&

£lue

RAPIDS

11

W€7**i/

showmanship, handles a "big time"
II
production schedule of musical,
dramatic and variety entertainment — producing and
broadcasting forty-four of its own sponsored programs. And that we're doing a whale of a job for
our advertisers is attested in twenty-two brief case
histories of WXYZ
sales successes. We will gladly
send them to you upon request.

The Western Michigan Market
belongs to WOOD!
Here — in
Michigan's second biggest market — the wholesale and
retail business averages more than $200,000,000 annually! Can this market be overlooked? Certainly
not! Can this market be reached through powerful
network stations in Chicago and Detroit? No. Facts
prove it. You MUST use WOOD
for sales.

WOOD-WASH—
WXYZ

STUDIO

32

t,

PRODUCTIONS

Quarter

Half

.

5—
5—
S—
6—
5—
3—
3—

\/4 hrs.
1/4 hrs.
Va hrs.
Vt hrs.
V4 hrs.
Va hrs.
1/4 hrs.

3—
1—
1—
I—
. 6—

'/z hrs. wkly.
Vz kr. wkly.
Vi hr. wkly.
'/z hr. wkly.
Vi hrs. wkly.

wkly.
wkly.
wkly.
wkly.
wkly.
wkly.
wkly.

Hours

The Lone Ranger
Big Broadcast
Children's Theatre oj Air..
Michigan Theatre Hour
The Mixing Spoon

Bread
Cigars
Jewelry
Entertainment
Food Manufacturers.

A

Must

For

Sales

.

Hours

Ann Worth, Housewife ...Baked Goods
Noonday Comments Hair Restorer
Livestock Mkt. Reports ..Trucks & Mtr. Cars
Day in Review
Drug Products
Kyle's Rhythmeers Gasoline
Sports Highlights Ale
Mountaineers Cleanser
12

.

Grand Rapids is 135 miles from Detroit —
125 miles from Chicago. A recent NBCROSS Federal Survey in Grand Rapids
showed more listeners tuned to WOOD
than all the other stations combined. A
similar survey by Alka Seltzer-Benjamin
Soby again showed the same result. Actually 3times as many listeners as any other
station — including powerful net work stations such as: WGN
Chicago, WJR Detroit, WLW Cincinnati. It is obvious,
therefore, that in order to win the great
Grand Rapids Market through the use of
radio— you MUST use WOOD!

KING-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
300 MADISON THEATER BUILDING. ..DETROIT

KING-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
300 MADISON THEATER BUILDING... DETROIT

Wm. G. RAMBEAU Co.. Representatives. Home Oliice: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Eastern Office: S07 Chanin B ag.. New York
Western OUice: Russ Building. Son Francisco

WM. G. RAMBEAU Co.. Representatives. Home Oifice: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Eastern OUice: 507 Chanin Btdg.. New York
Western OlSce: Russ Building. San Francisco
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FIELD,
&
JOHNS
Associated with Free & Sleininger, Inc.
reseniahves

NEW YORK
110 East 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8660
WIS . . (NBC) ....
Columbia
WHKC
, Columbus
WOC . . (CBS)
. . . Davenport
WDAY
. (NBC)
Fargo
KTAT
. (SBS) ....
Fort Worth
WDRC
. (CBS) ....
Hartford
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CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

WKZO

DETROIT
New Center Building
Trinity 2-8444

. (MRN)

SAN FRANCISCO
III Sutter
Sutter 4353

. . . Kalamazoo
....

Knoxville

WNOX

. (CBS)

KFAB
KOMA

. (CBS) . Omaha -Lincoln
. (CBS-SBS) . Oklahoma City

WMBD

. (CBS)

Peoria

LOS ANGELES
C. of C. B.dg.
Richmond 6184

WPTF
KTSA
KTUL
KVI .

(CBS) . .
(CBS)

Southwest
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NAB

Staves

Split
Ranks
year, is well known in industry
ranks. He was elevated from the
Levy
Bolts Convention;
Attendance
Records
Are
Broken;
first vice presidency and for four
years has sat on the NAB board.
Myers Elected
President;
Baldwin
Reappointed
He has been a broadcaster for the
two-thirds from NBC and $10,000
By SOL TAISHOFF
past decade, and prior to that
from CBS, already is available.
was in newspaper work 25 years,
SUCCESSFULLY
resisting the most serious threat to unity
The only important Baldwin
handling circulation, advertising
recommendation which failed to
within the industry it has ever faced, the 14th annual NAB
management and then business
management. His name had been
pass — that proposing a 50% inconvention adjourned July 8 with a stronger organization,
crease in dues to defray contemconsidered by the nominating comand charted an ambitious program of expansion for the complated costs for new undertakings
mittee along with that of Mr.
ing year.
— was lost by failure to get the
Craig and John Shepard 3d, presinecessary two-thirds majority
dent of the Yankee Network.
Because of the interest aroused by the intra-industry strife,
vote.
The convention also rejected
Elected along with Mr. Myers
the convention broke all records for attendance, with a gross
a series of resolutions and proas officers were John Elmer, owner
enrollment of 816, and with a delegate registration list of
posals offered by members at the
of WCBM, Baltimore, and a forconcluding- session, including one
W. "Chuck"
Charles
258.
mer newspaper publisher, as first
which
would
have
placed
the
NAB
Myers , operator of KOIN and
vice president; Gardner Cowles
his plea to keep copyright negoon
record
in
opposition
to
the
tiating powers within the NAB,
Jr., president, Iowa Broadcasting
KALE, Portland, Ore., was
granting of any additional 500,000
whereas CBS, supported by NBC,
System, and editor-in-chief of the
elected president for the enwatt applications, on the ground
Des Moines Register-Tribune, secproposed elimination of "all conthat
it
tended
toward
monopoly
suing year, and James W.
ond vice president, and Harold
troversial issues" from the NAB
and would prove inimical to the
Baldwin, managing director,
purview; his three-point plan for
Hough,
manager of WBAP, Fort
interests of public and industry.
a Bureau of Copyright within the
was reappointed.
Worth, Tex., and circulation manNAB; and his project for creation
ager of the Fort Worth Star-TelMyers on Independent Ticket
An effort to split the inegram, treasurer. There was no
of a cooperative bureau of radio
dustry and create a new
research through subscription of
opposition to these nominations by
MR. MYER'S election developed
trade association was made
NAB funds.
the official nominating committee.
from an independent ticket offered
Directors elected to fill the six
The new board of directors, folby Isaac D. Levy, retiring
from the floor, after the nominatvacancies were Edward A. Allen,
lowing adjournment of the contreasurer, coowner of WCAU,
ing committee brought in the name
vention July 8, promptly voted to
WLVA, Lynchburg-. Va., retiring
Philadelphia, and an important
of Edwin W. Craig, of WSM,
authorize
a
fund
of
$10,000
for
second vice president, and presiCBS stockholder. Launched on
dent of National Independent
furtherance of this undertaking,
Nashville,
despite
Mr.
Craig's
enthe opening day, Mr. Levy's unBroadcasters; Arthur B. Church,
forced absence from the convenlooking toward a bureau to audertaking fizzled and the succeedKMBC, Kansas City, (reelected) ;
tion. The latter was en route to
thenticate station coverage and
ing sessions evidenced the buildlistener data in collaboration with
Gene O'Fallon, KFEL-KVOD,
Europe
at
the
time,
having
aring of a stronger NAB. His deDenver; John F. Patt, WGAR,
the Association of National Adverfection was traceable to the music
ranged the trip prior to the desigCleveland, and L. B. Wilson,
nation of the convention time. The
tisers and American Association
copyright issue and his feud with
new
president,
who
takes
over
the
of
Advertising
Agencies.
This
WCKY,
Cincinnati, for three-year
Mr. Baldwin, and ten of the 19
terms; and Frank M. Russell,
gavel held by Leo J. Fitzpatrick,
$10,000 is to be used if, as and
members of the board whom he
NBC
Washington vice president,
when needed.
A fund of $30,000,
of WJR, Detroit, during the last
characterized as the "secret ten".
Mr. Levy has declared his intentions are still to form a new trade
association, which he promised
would get under way soon.
Baldwin Unscathed
THE major networks, likewise
openly opposed to NAB copyright
activities and the Baldwin regime,
did not, however, support the
Levy move. They had threatened
to "take a walk" from the trade
association some months ago, but
time had its healing effects and
the networks are still as well identified with NAB as before, although obviously disappointed over
the turn of events.
Mr. Baldwin, who as executive
head of the NAB has been in the
thick of the bedlam of controversy
during the last year — his first as
managing director, — emerged unscathed by the Levy attack and
other efforts to unseat him. He
was not only reappointed by the
NAB OFFICERS AND BOARD, 1936-37— Lower row left to right: John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore, first vice
new board of directors following
president; C. W. Myers, KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore., president; Harold Hough, WBAP, Fort Worth, treasurthe convention, but he was given
er; Gardner Cowles Jr., KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, second vice president. Directors upper row left to right: Tom
a $2,000 increase in salary to
Symons, KFPY, Spokane; L. B. Wilson, WCKY, Cincinnati; Gene O'Fallon, KFEL-KVOD, Denver; Arthur
$13,000. With a few exceptions,
B. Church, KMBC, Kansas City; Ralph Brunton, KJBS, San Francisco; Joe Maland, WHO, Des Moines; Harry
practically his entire slate of recButcher, CBS, Washington; W. Wright Gedge, WMBC, Detroit; Edward A. Allen, WLVA, Lynchburg
Va.; John Gillin, WOW, Omaha; John Patt, WGAR, Cleveland; F. M. Russell, NBC, Washington. Absent
ommendations was anproved by
the membership.
These included
when, picture was taken were A. J. McCosker, WOR; Edwin W. Craig, WSM, and Gordon Persons, WSFA.
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reelected for a two-year term.
The only real fireworks of the
convention developed at the opening session. It was then that Mr.
Levy staged his one-man revolt,
after lashing out at Mr. Baldwin
and the board majority; making
grave charges against Philip G.
Loucks, former managing director,
Joseph Hostetler, prominent Cleveland attorney and former NAB
copyright counsel, and Oswald F.
Schuette, former NAB copyright
director, who served jointly as
trustees of the NAB-organized
Radio Program Foundation, dissolved several months ago; withdrawing WCAU from membership, and announcing the formation of his new "association".
The convention opened with an
address of welcome by Barnet
Hodes, corporation counsel of Chicago, and was immediately followed by President Fitzpatrick's
address. He departed from the
customary opening festivities by
loosing an attack upon broadcasters for slipshod tactics, and concluding with a plea for unity,
which was taken up by other
speakers after Mr. Levy's tirade.
President Fitzpatrick shamed
the industry for "airing its dirty
linen in the public gaze". He upbraided the membership for permitting a split in the ranks and
ascribed it to misunderstanding.
"I have
the very
first
that contended
we needfrom
someone
to
eliminate the petty bickering or
strife, to weed out the quarreling
and to cement broadcasters together in their common purposes
and duty and obligation to the
listening public," he asserted.
"It seems to me there are more
changeable, erratic people, more
gossips in the radio industry than
in any other body of sound-minded
or capable business men in the
country. That is a strong statement, but I'll add one even
stronger — that I have never seen
so many petty maneuverings, so
many insidious intrigues, or so
many political practices as I have
in this group. And we are not
going to help that situation any
as long as we have no more privacy in our meetings than a
county fair.
"Clean House Mentally"
"THE NAB was founded for
progress, I sincerely believe, but
until we grow up and throw out
a lot of juvenile proceedings, we
might as well abandon any idea
of progress. The most successful
combatants are always those who
know the enemy's moves in advance. The most vital thing in a
successful campaign is secrecy of
movements. We have never had
that. Every step that we have
proposed to take, every move that
we have proposed to make, has
been exploited or exposed long before ever we were ready to advance."
The retiring president concluded
with the plea that broadcasters
"clean
absolve
ourselveshouse
from mentally,
selfishness and
then
pull for a common cause."
Introduced next was Chairman
E. 0. Sykes of the FCC Broadcast Division, who addressed the
convention on FCC activities and
radio regulation. He urged stations to prepare for the hearings
on reallocation of the broadcasting spectrum, to begin in Washington Oct. 5, and stressed their
great importance. The whole question of station, power and frequency allocations, he brought out,
Page
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Officers and Directors

President
Charles W. Myers, KOIN-KALE,
Portland, Ore.
First Vice President
John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore
Second Vice President
Gardner Cowles Jr., KSO-KRNT,
Des Moines
Treasurer
Harold
Hough,
W B A P, Fort
Worth
Managing Director
James W. Baldwin
Directors Continued
Alfred J. McCosker, WOR, Newark
Harry C. Butcher, WJSV, Washington
John J. Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha
Gordon
Persons, WSFA, Montgomery, Ala.
will be invaded by the Broadcast
Division, after which it will decide
whether alterations are desirable.
The

Levy

Attack

THERE was silence when Mr.
Levy stepped before the convention. At four preceding conventions he had held broadcasters
spellbound with his copyright
discussions. Last year he went
through a bitter fight for reelection as treasurer, on a "vindication platform" as he put it. He
has consistently opposed the "per
piece" or "measured service"
method of nayment for music on
the ground that it not only would
be more expensive but also cannot
be procured. The NAB conventions for three successive years
has resolved in favor of negotiating "per piece" and it reiterated
that expression in a formal resolution on the concluding day of
the convention.
Almost at the start Mr. Levy
laid the blame for the conyright
negotiation fiasco upon the doorstep of Mr. Baldwin and the "secret ten" of the board.
He an-

Our

of NAB

Edwin
ville W. Craig, WSM, NashJ. O. Maland, WHO, Des Moines
Ralph R. Brunton, KJBS, San
Francisco
T. W. Symons Jr., KFPY, SpoW.troit
Wright Gedge, WMBC,

De-

New Directors
(3-year term)
Edward A. Allen, WLVA, Lynchburg, Va.
Arthursas B.
Church, KMBC, KanCitv (reelected)
Eugene
O'Fallon,
KFEL,Covington,
Denver
L.
B. Wilson,
WCKY,
Ky.
John F. Patt, WGAR, Cleveland
(2-year term;
Frank M. Russell, WRC, Washingtoreelected
n(
)
nounced that after he had spoken
he would resign from the NAB,
which he did.
Speaking from prenared manuscript for the first time, Mr. Levy
charged that immediately following Mr. Baldwin's appointment
last year, the managing director
ignored instructions of the board
that a letter be sent to the membership urging acceptance of the
ASCAP five-year contracts under
the then existing terms of 5%
of gross receipts. He added he had
asked for a board meeting but it
was not called for two months.
Upon this he blamed the situation
which later developed with the
resignation of Warner Bros, publishing houses from ASCAP at the
end of last year, the wholesale
infringement suits and the necessity of many stations signing fiveyear Warner contracts.
Increasing in bitterness as he
went along, the retiring treasurer
charged that President Fitzoatrick
also was ignored by Mr. Baldwin
and the "secret ten", despite the
fact that the president, treasurer
and managing director constitute
the executive committee of NAB.
On Oct. 17, he said, the board

Convention

Daily

IN THE DAILY editions of Broadcasting Magazine published
during the NAB convention in Chicago, as in our regular semimonthly issues, we endeavored to maintain the dignity and integrity of our industry by confining ourselves to authentic news
and eliminating the cheap and the petty. That the delegates and
guests recognized this is attested by the many words and letters
of commendation received by us from those who attended.
Our purpose in publishing the daily editions was solely that of
providing a service to the industry and to the delegates and guests.
We carried not only complete news reports but accurate notices of
proceedings, complete and accurate directories of registrations and
hotel addresses, and full listings of exhibitors and special representatives. We made no charge for any of our listings, and indeed
rejected numerous offers of advertising in the belief that the circulation of the daily issue at the convention was too limited to
make it a profitable advertising buy for anyone. The circulation
was limited to those attending, plus a few hundred airmailed each
day to the more important agency executives handling radio
accounts and to a few others.
Happy in the commendations received on all hands and somewhat gratified that other trade journals should have used our
daily reports almost verbatim as their regular issue reports of
the convention, we particularly want to express our gratitude at
this time to Burridge D. Butler, publisher of The Prairie Farmer,
to Glenn Snyder, manager of WLS, and to their splendid staffs for
the remarkable cooperation given us in this effort. The daily
Broadcasting was published in the Prairie Farmer plant under
contract, and we especially appreciated the willingness of its composing and pressroom staffs to give up their holiday and their
nights for this task.
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passed a resolution instructing the
managing director to send a letter j
to the membership advising stations to accept the ASCAP offer
of five-year extensions. Had this
notice gone out, he said, and had
stations then accepted the ASCAP
proffer, "you would then have
guaranteed to you by ASCAP the
Warner catalog for which a large
number of you are now paying a
considerable
money."
It was not sum
until ofDec.
3 that the
telegram went out, Mr. Levy declared, and then on the following
day Warner withdrew from
ASCAP. And on the following
day, he said, Mr. Baldwin sent
out a telegram repudiating the
first one.
Claims Confusion
"THEN," he continued, "came a
series of telegrams, letters, manuscripts, books, pamphlets and every
sort of written memoranda, giving
you advice that no intelligent person in the world could understand
— not even the senders — hysterical
ramblings, hopeless confusion, to
which I refused to contribute.
"The publicity released by Mr.
Baldwin during the past year tore
to shreds this association. He was
a managing director, employed by
us, who assumed the role of a dictator. He forgot there was such
a thing as an executive committee
with whom he was to consult; he
forgot there was a president; he
forgot there was a treasurer; he
did as he pleased, influenced by a
number of men who haven't the
slightest conception of what it is
all about.
"Mr. Baldwin appointed his own
committees, appointing some who
were not even members of our organization. For the miserable mess
you are in, you can thank these
tenAfter
members
of your
board." of the
upbraiding
members
board and Mr. Baldwin further,
Mr. Levy outlined his plans for his
new association, which he declared
was urged by NAB members who
had corresponded with him. He
said the organization would have
no president or board, but simply
a managing director and a lawyer
who would relieve station members
of the necessity of hiring Washington lawyers at "fancy fees" for
what he described was "work that
could be done by messenger boys."
Plunging back into his attack,
Mr. Levy charged Mr. Baldwin with
mismanagement and calling of unnecessary board meetings at great
expense to members and ridiculed
the "program
foundation
fund"
which he said Mr. Baldwin is espousing
and
which
would
cost
$200,000.
In this connection he
mentioned the defunct Radio Program Foundation, and charged that
it was dissolved with the three
principals dividing the funds. He
said Mr. Baldwin did not mention
the demise of that organization in
his report.
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Hits Foundation Incorporators
"THREE
gentlemen, Hostetler,
Loucks and Schuette, formed a cor- [
poration and they acquired a little
music," Mr. Levy asserted. "You j
were to pay for its use, and some
of you did. Each of these three !
men was in the employ, at the
time, of the NAB and being paid
for his services. If this corporation had been a great success, the
profits would flow to the stockholders, Schuette, Loucks and Hostetler. When they decided to abandon this project, as a failure, there
• Broadcast
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JOURNALISTS— From newspaper radio stations came, among many others, left to richl: H. Dean Fltzer
WDAF; Lambdin Kay, WSB; C. A. McLaughlin, WHK; W. J. ScrippsV WJ.
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was $5,000 left which they divided
among themselves, and sent a letter to the NAB board justifying
their action."
And then, to conclude his swan
song, Mr. Levy said he was for a
"per piece" method for payment of
music, but felt it was impossible
now because it would double or
triple costs. He revealed he had
been working with some publishers to purchase the Warner catalog and put it back in ASCAP,
but did not elaborate beyond that.
His final words were: "With the
'secret ten' and Mr. Baldwin directing your affairs you must fail. And
for that reason I am stepping out."
Baldwin's ReplyReport
THERE

was only a smattering applause when Mr. Levy concluded.
In contrast to this, there was long,
ringing handclapping when Mr.
Baldwin stepped before the delegates. In effect, he ignored his
critic's speech. He delivered a short
report covering highspots of the
year's work and Hemaking
recommendations.
said he certain
would
not answer any statement made
at the session on copyright beyond
directing to the attention of the
delegates his report of Feb. 3 on
copyright.
was beno answered
question
raised that "There
could not
by it," he said.
Declaring he could talk for hours
on copyright, the managing director said he did not want to waste
time on "post mortems". He declared the Bureau of Copyrights
within the NAB which now is functioning with Edward J. Fitzgerald
as its head, is preparing a library
of public domain music which
should tide stations over in any
future emergency and give them
an opportunity to bargain in procuring music rights. He estimated
that some two years would be required to "free you from existing
inequalities" after which each
member should be in position to
use bargaining power in negotiating his own contract. When that
is done, he said, it would be possible to eliminate the controversial copyright negotiation program
from the NAB. He said he agreed
wholeheartedly that it should be
removed from the NAB, but not
until an industry-owned music supply is created.
Mr. Baldwin concluded with a
plea for unity, predicting that for
every one which dropped out of
the NAB two would enroll. This
was indirectly an answer to Mr.
Levy's foray
ciation field. into the trade assoWhen President Fitzpatrick
called for discussion, Samuel Rosenbaum, president of WFIL, Philadelphia, and head of Alfred H.
Greenfield Co., Philadelphia bankers, arose to his feet to make his
maiden address at an NAB convention. In biting terms he criticized
Mr. Levy for his defection. Declaring he had never before heard
such "tongue-lashing and diatribe"
as delivered by Mr. Levy, he said
there obviously was deep feeling
in Mr. Levy's breast about the
NAB and copyright, since he proposed to pull out of the NAB.
There is no man, he said, who can
get along better without the association. That attitude, he concluded, is not cooperative, not American and not the way to get things
done.
Page
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As CBS spokesman, M. R. Runyon, vice president and treasurer,
said he was distressed over the
feeling and divergent views. He
had concluded, he added, that the
function of a trade association is
to deal with non-controversial matters upon which the membership
generally is agreed. He urged that
copyright, as a controversial issue,
be removed from NAB jurisdiction, and that the association deal
with problems on which there is a
united front. His resolution to this
end, offered at the concluding session, was defeated.
Defense of Mr. Levy was voiced
by Alfred J. McCosker, past president of NAB, president of WOR,
Newark, and chairman of Mutual
Broadcasting System. Mr. Levy,
he said, was not actuated by personal motives, but his feeling
sprang from hard work and an
honest desire to help. He supported Mr. Runyon's plea for unity, declaring ifthat can be accomplished
only by removing copyright from
the province of the NAB, such a
step should be taken. Mr. McCosker said he had consistently
voted against the actions of the
Levy - labelled "secret ten" as a
member of the board, because he
had not been in harmony with their
views.
Research Program
IN HIS routine report, Managing
Director Baldwin made a strong
plea for progressive steps toward
creation of a cooperative bureau of
radio research, for a continuing
program of technical research and
for pushing to completion the plans
involved in the creation of the Bureau of Copyrights within the
NAB. Summarizing the year's activity, he brought out that NAB
membership is larger than at any
time in history, totaling 407, a gain
of 22 in a year. Financially, he
said, the NAB is in better position,
having a balance of $17,451.49 as
of June 30, as against $46.45 on
July 1 a year ago. Receipts for
the last fiscal year were $97,043.44
and expenditures $79,638.51.
Urging approval of the cooperative bureau of radio research project, Mr. Baldwin briefly described
the work of the NAB committee
of five during the last year, headed by Mr. Church, who also is the
commercial committee chairman.
"The report on radio set figures
by counties reported last week [see
July 1 issue of Broadcasting] is
the
example of thethrough
good' that
can best
be accomplished
cooperation by the seller, the buyer
and the agency," he asserted.
"This is the first time in the history of radio that fundamental information has been issued with the
joint approval of the advertiser,
the agency and the broadcaster.
There is much that remains to be
done.
"New projects will require new
financing. Thus far NBC and CBS
have paid the expenses of the committee. It is not right for them
to bear all the expenses. There is
not a single station that does not
benefit by all the woi-k that has
been done and each station should
bear his proportionate share of the
Mr. Baldwin made a plea also
expense."
for
his proposal to increase dues
by 50%, which was lost at the
closing session. He said the increase was proposed so the NAB
might arrange for completion of
research projects — mainly those
dealing with the cooperative bu-

After

Any

Convention

From Baltimore Sun
reau and for engineering research.
In both instances he recommended
that the program of research and
study be placed in accredited universities which would be recognized
as unbiased and unprejudiced.
"It is my recommendation," he
declared, "that such work be accomplished through arrangements
with an adequately equipped university. The results of their work
will be acceptable to all and the
cost under such an arrangement
will be considerably less than it
would be if you set up your own
organization.
"There is also a need for research in the technical field. The
engineering hearing just concluded
by the FCC serves as a good example of the need of some arrangement whereby the industry
can have available at all times
quantitative data on technical and
scientific questions that arise."
At the close of the first day's
session, President Fitzpatrick
named the nominating and resolutions committees, which reported
at the final session July 8. On the
nominating committee were Mallory Chamberlin, WNBR, Memphis,
chairman; J. Thomas Lyons,
WCAO, Baltimore; Burt Squire,
WINS, New York; Glenn Snyder,
WLS, Chicago, and Donald Withycomb, WFIL, Philadelphia. The
resolutions committee comprised
John J. Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha;
Ed Craney, KGIR, Butte; Ralph R.
Brunton, KJBS, San Francisco;
Harrison Holliway, KFI, Los Angeles, and Mr. Cowles.
The

Business

Sessions

THE second day's session was
given over almost entirely to commercial aspects of broadcasting,
with several agency men participating. A dressing down on maintenance of rates, dual rates, and
other practices came under the purview of the convention. The session was entirely devoid of discussion of the intra-industry conflict,
with business aspects receiving
practically uninterrupted attention.
"Maintain published rates" was
the three-word message brought to
the convention by Frederick C.
Gamble, executive secretary of the
American Association of Advertising Agencies. He said this reflected the sentiment of the entire agenBROADCASTING

cy field. His words were echoed bv
C. E. Midgely Jr., of Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn and by Osborn Bond, of Joseph Katz Co.,
Baltimore. Both Mr. Midgely and
Mr. Bond discussed intimately the
promotional efforts of stations and
emphasized that local stations are
not being overlooked by agency
radio departments, but rather that
they
selves.fail properly to promote themAs chairman of the Committee
of Five, Mr. Church delivered a
special report on the cooperative
bureau. He estimated that some
$50,000 would be needed to carry
to fruition the exploratory project
outlined by the Joint Committee
on Radio Research fostered by the
three trade associations representing broadcasters, advertisers and
agencies. He asked that $10,000
be allotted by the board to carry
on the work.
Recommendations on the NAB
radio research project were outlined by Mr. Church as follows:
(1) Endorse the general plan
for completion of the exploratory
project sentedonto you.
the basis we have pre(2) Authorize your Committee
on Radio Research to offer this
plan to the Joint Committee of
Fifteen as the plan the broadcasting industry would prefer to have
employed.
(3) Increase the number of the
committee from five to seven members which shall include a representative from each major network
subscribing to the project, also representatives from local, regional
and clear channel or high - power
station classifications. The manshall also be a member ofaging
thedirector
committee.
(4) Make available $10,000 for
use on the project as necessary
and provide that additional
amounts be devoted to the project
at the discretion of the board of
directors.
Uniformity in Data
IN URGING the cooperative bureau, Mr. Church argued that
much of the material on station
coverage and listener habits now
prepared individually by stations
is worthless. That, he said, is because there is no source of fundamental information which can be
looked to as official and which receives the sanction of the buyer,
the seller and the agency. Rather,
he declared, there is a variety of
source and presentation which is
sometimes embarrassing and always confusing.
Mr. Church recommended that
the Wharton School of Finance &
Commerce be endowed to carry on
the research project. Herman S.
Hettinger, research consultant of
the NAB, is an associate professor
in that school and is recognized as
an authority on radio research.
Mr. Church said the committee
took into account the success
achieved by the outdoor advertising industry in solving a similar
problem by placing its exploratory research at the Harvard
School of Business.
A university, he said, possesses
the desired permanence of organization, has the equipment and manpower to provide facilities and personnel adequate to assist Paul F.
Peter, Joint Committee secretary
and former chief statistician of
NBC, in his research; is a nonprofit organization, and can furnish facilities at a minimum expense; hasprecluding
a purely
interest
any scientific
special bias,
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To Herbert Hollister, general manager of the new KANS, Wichita, and
an amateur photographic expert, BROADCASTING is indebted for
these panels of candid shots taken during the convention. In the left
panel, top to bottom, are James W. Baldwin (NAB) ; Gardner Cowles
Jr. (KSO-KRNT), newly elected vice president, and Sidney H. Bliss
(WCLO); Harry Woodman (KDKA), F. M. Russell (NBC) and William S. Hedges (NBC); John Patt (WGAR), newly elected director;
Tom Symons (KFPY) and Arthur B. Church (KMBC) ; Don Withycomb
(WFIL) with Mr. Baldwin and Harry C. Butcher (CBS). In the right
panel, top to bottom: C. W. Myers (KOIN-KALE), newly elected president; W. Wright Gedge (WMBC) with Ed Allen (WLVA) and Mr.
Myers; Earl Glade (KSL) and Mr. Allen; Gene O'Fallon (KFELKVOD), newly elected director; Mr. Allen and Mr. Myers; Lambdin
Kay (WSB).
and finally, possesses prestige and
unquestioned authority.
As the second order of business
at the Tuesday session, the convention heard an address by C. H.
Sandage, chief, Division of Communication, Bureau of the Census,
on the census of the broadcasting
industry covering 1935 business
and employment just being concluded by the Bureau. He revealed
that data based on returns from
517 commercial stations, or 90% of
the total, showed net revenues,
from direct sales of time, plus
sums received from networks of
approximately $48,000,000. Employment figures for the same stations
showed an average of 11,500 station employes in 1935, with an annual payroll of approximately
$19,000,000, more than 90% of
which went to full time employes.
There followed a panel discussion conducted by H. K. Carpenter,
WHK, Cleveland, and participated
in by a score of broadcasters and
agency men, which ran riot over
the whole field of commercial station operation, other than the purely technical phase. Pointed views
on station rates, representation,
discounts, promotion and other
practices were expressed, as reported elsewhere in this issue.
Commercial

Committee

AT THE Tuesday afternoon session, Mr. Church again took the
rostrum to deliver his commercial
committee report. He again pleaded for support of an agency recognition bureau, which became the
subject of a subsequent resolution,
for the research bureau, for the
adoption by stations of the plan
for a uniform system of cost accounting, and for observance by
stations of the highest degree of
ethical standards.
He asked for a place on the general program of the annual sessions of the Advertising Federation of America, rather than a side
show radio departmental session,
as
a condition
precedentwith
to NAB's
continued
affiliation
AFA.
Pointing out that the NAB did not
hold a session this year coincident
with the AFA convention as it had
for the preceding three years, Mr.
Church said: "It is the opinion of
your chairman that the recent procedure of the AFA of emphasizing a multiplicity of meetings devoted to specialized groups seriously impairs, if not invalidates,
the opportunity for a general approach to advertising problems
which an organization such as the
AFA generally affords. It is the
recommendation of your commercial chairman that if the NAB continues as a contributing member
of the AFA that hereafter the
NAB shall have a place on the
AFA general program.
Only in
BROADCASTING
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this manner can the members of
this association fully benefit from
affiliation with the AFA and I am
confident that AFA officials, if
properly approached, will agree on
this point and that the cordial relations which have existed between
the two organizations can be maintained to the interests of both."
Mr. Church asked that the new
sales managers division of the
NAB created during the convention, be supported by the NAB.
The division, he explained, would
function alongside the commercial
committee. He urged a one - rate
policy, a subject that provoked debate pro and con. Since the abolition of the broadcasting industry
code, he said, there has been a return of rate chiseling practices.
Stations in some cases are falling
for "per inquiry" business and contingent schemes which, he said,
"cannot but destroy the confidence
of substantial advertisers whose
business should comprise the backbone of your income.
"There is need for another campaign to shorten the commercial
announcement portion of programs.
I am afraid that nearly all of us
have, through transcription programs, let some of the advertisers
get by not only with an excessive
amount of advertising copy, but
also in some cases with copy of an
objectionable nature, that you
would not under any circumstances
permit to be included in your studio-built programs. If you aren't
hardboiled with your advertisers or
with the agents who place such
programs with us, you certainly
can't expect our governmental regulating bodies to be other than
hardboiled
with us."
In the ensuing
debate dual rates,
merchandising practices, interpretations of what constitutes a national program, and similar questions cropped up for gruelling
cross-fire. Participating were
Messrs. Church, Carpenter, Harrison Holliway of KFI, E. P. H.
James, NBC promotion manager,
Charles Myers of WSUN, St. Petersburg, and Mr. Midgely.
Concluding his rep o r t, Mr.
Church advocated shortening of
the "summer slump" period by the
abolition of daylight savings time
for program schedules. He recommended also that the convention
instruct the president to appoint
a committee of five or seven whose
responsibility it would be to explore during the next year the
possibilities to the broadcasting industry of a bureau of radio promotion and to report to the next convention. This suggestion, however,
was not followed by the resolutions
committee, and was simply referred
to the board of directors.
To close the Tuesday session, J.
H. DeWitt, chief engineer of WSM,
Nashville, as chairman of the NAB
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engineering committee, advocated
technical improvements in stations
before the FCC forces them. Good
engineering, he said, means money
in the pockets of station owners.
He told of a station listed at 1,000
watts which actually radiated only
200 watts because of engineering
deficiencies. Some commercial men,
he explained, believe that the power listed on the rate card is what
counts in selling, "but more
thoughtful station owners know
that clients are held by coverage
results."
The

Political Day

THE

FINAL day's session was devoted to "i^esoluting and politicking". When it became known that
Mr. Craig, despite his absence, had
been nominated for the presidency
by the official nominating committee, and that Mr. Myers was not
even accorded a board post, supporters of the latter began working Tuesday night. The prime
movers of the independent slate
headed by Mr. Myers, were Mr.
Church, generally regarded as his
"campaign manager" and a close
personal friend, Ed Allen as the
leader of the smaller independents
through NIB, and W. Wright
Gedge, WMBC, Detroit, and an officer of NIB. Preparation of the
NIB slate was not completed until
early Wednesday morning, after an
all-night siege of campaigning by
its sponsors.
In addition to the substitution
of Mr. Myers for Mr. Craig, the
independent ticket proposed Mr.
Carpenter for reelection for a
three-year term on the board of
directors in lieu of Mr. Patt, and,
if Mr. Craig, a director, were elected to the presidency, it proposed
that Herbert Hollister, of KANS,
Wichita, be elected to fill his unexpired two-year term, as against
Paul Morency, WTIC, Hartford,
named on the official slate.
Three Other Officers Favored
PRIOR

to the voting on the presidency the membership elected by
acclamation the slate of three other
officers, since they were the same
on both the official and the independent tickets. Mr. Myers gained recognition and asked that his name
be withdrawn, pointing out that on
the Pacific Coast he is away from
the seat of activity.
It was then that Mr. Church
made the nominating speech, paying high tribute to his candidate,
emphasizing that it was a logical
step from the first vice presidency
to the presidency, and pointing out,
too, that he was an "average"
broadcaster whose election would
tend to balance the official slate.
Mr. Gedge then gained recognition
and as spokesman for the local independents, asked the election of
Mr. Myers.
No speeches were made on behalf of Mr. Craig, who was not
aware of the fact that his name
was considered or that the nominating committee had made him
their selection. There had. been no
campaign for him, but he had been
regarded as a likely choice after
last year's convention. When the
ballots finally were cast on the
presidency, it was found that 183
votes were cast, of which 4 were
void. Myers received 107 votes
against 72 for Craig. The election
of Myers promptly was declared
unanimous.
Page
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In the balloting for directors Mr.
Carpenter lost a place on the board
for the three - year term by one
vote, having 59 as against 60 for
Patt. A total of 111 members
voted, with O'Fallon receiving 92;
Wilson, 90; Allen 89; Church 87
and Patt 60. Under the rules 54
votes were necessary to elect. Mr.
Russell was unopposed for the twoyear
On term.
the same ballot a vote was
asked on the proposal to increase
dues by 50%. A total of 54 voted
to increase while 46 voted against.
A two-thirds vote of 74 would have
been necessary to amend the byResolutions

laws and enact the proposal. Thus
the amendment was lost and cannot be considered again until the
next annual meeting.
Score

IN CONSIDERING more than a
score of resolutions at the closing
day's session, the delegates plowed
through them in rapid succession.
The anti - 500,000 watt resolution,
offered by T. W. Symons Jr., of
KFPY, Spokane, was tabled on the
ground that it was improper for
the association to take action on

Adopted

THREE-YEAR LICENSES
RESOLVED, That the NAB go on
record as favoring the issuance of radio station licenses for a term of at
least three years.
*
*
*
BALDWIN ACTS APPROVED
RESOLVED, That the official acts
of the managing director since the 13th
annual convention be and the same
are hereby approved.
*
*
*
COPYRIGHT PER-PIECE
RESOLVED,
That the
Board of and
Directors of the NAB
be directed
are instructed to carry on negotiations with copyright owners to the
end that a per-piece or measured
service plan be obtained.
*
*
*
BUREAU OF COPYRIGHT
RESOLVED, That the NAB approves of the action taken by the
board of directors in respect to the
Bureau of Copyright and urges the
wholehearted support by all members
of the program which has been described in the reports made to the
membership.
*
*
*
AGENCY RECOGNITION
BUREAU
RESOLVED, That the managing
director be instructed to proceed immediately with the creation of a bureau of agency recognition in accordance with the plan approved and recommended by the Commercial Committee, with the understanding that
the said bureau will be finally established only if the cost of its first year
of operation is underwritten by the
stations proposing to avail themselves
of its service.
*
*
*
$10,000 FOR RESEARCH
RESOLVED, That the Committee
on Radio Research for the year 19361937 consist of seven members appointed by the president, so as to represent the following groups, in addition to the managing director: (1)
each major network contributing to
the project; (2) local stations; (3)
regional stations, and (4) clear channel or high powered stations.
Be it further RESOLVED that the
committee be empowered to select five
of its membership to represent the
broadcasting industry on the Joint
Committee on Radio Research.
RESOLVED, that this convention
approve the activities of the NAB
Radio Research Committee during the
past year, and that it commend the
excellent progress made by the Joint
Committee on Radio Research sponsored by the NAB, Association of National Advertisers and American Association of Advertising Agencies.
RESOLVED, that the board of directors of the NAB be empowered to
devote for exploratory purposes upon
recommendation of the NAB Radio
Research Committee the sum of $10,000, and that additional funds be devoted to the project if necessary, and
if, in the opinion of the board, this
can be done without impairing the
financial position of the association.

of Resolutions

by

1936

a question that affected the welfare of one branch of its membershipcluded
against
others.
It wassuperconthat those
opposing
power could make their case at the
reallocation hearings before the
FCC in October.
Then came a series of perfunctory resolutions thanking the guest
speakers for their appearances; the
hotel and the local entertaining
committee. Resolutions also were
adopted expressing regret of the
enforced absence from the convention because of illness of Edwin M.
Spence, manager of WBAL, Baltimore, who suddenly became ill, and
of Jim Hughes, manager of WHBF,

NAB

SALES MANAGERS SECTION
WHEREAS, it is the sense of this
convention that the interests of those
attending are becoming more and more
varied and
WHEREAS, there has been an ever
increasing tendency toward the formation of smaller groups within the Association, and
WHEREAS, experience has proven
this to be a healthy development,
tending to interest a greater number
of individuals in the work of the Association, and
WHEREAS, the sales promotion
problems of the industry and individual stations both are becoming increasinglv important
Now Therefore, Be It RESOLVED,
1. This Association favors that formation of a Sales Managers Section
of the NAB, to be affiliated with the
Commercial Committee.
2. This association recommends to
the board of directors their approval
of this project, and recommends that
the board authorize the managing director to pay such incidental expenses
as are necessary for postage, printing
and similar items out of funds of the
association.
*
*
*
EDUCATION AND RADIO
RESOLVED, That the NAB continue to cooperate with the FCC and
educational groups in all practical effortscation
to study
to radio. the application of edu*
*
*
REGIONAL AND STATE UNITS
WHEREAS, as the radio broadcasting industry continues to grow in
size it becomes more and more apparent that if broadcasters are to intelligently handle their state, regional
and national programs they must be
organized in state, regional and national units. Such organizations will
also serve to keep the rank and file
betterous informed
numer-in
broadcasters and
moregive
of the
a voice
the affairs of the industry.
j\TOTF. THEREFORE, Be It Resolved, the board of directors of the
NAB be and are hereby instructed to
bend every effort during the year
1936-37 to* foster such organizations
as chapters of the NAB.
*
*
*
COOPERATION WITH RMA
RESOLVED. That the board of directors of the NAB be directed to solicit the cooperative assistance of the
Radio Manufacturers Association and
all others interested in the advancement of the radio art to foster a national educational campaign furthering a public appreciation of radio. We
recommend that if the necessary cooperation and funds can be obtained
that the directors consider the employment of a competent person to direct this program.
*
*
*
ANNUAL AWARDS
the board conRESOLVED, That
sider the continuance of the establishment of one or more annual NAB
awards for conspicuous examples of
public service rendered by American
broadcasting stations.

BROADCASTING
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BUREAU OF PROMOTION
RESOLVED, That the president of
the NAB shall appoint a committee
of not less than five nor more than
seven members whose specific responsibility it shall be to explore, during
the convention year 1936 - 1937, the
possibilities
to the ofbroadcasting
industry of a bureau
radio promotion,
and to reportmendationsits
recomat thefindings
1937 and
convention.
( Substitute motion referred to Board
with power to act.)
*
*
*
PREPARE FOR CCIR
RESOLVED, That the managing
director be and he hereby is authorized to take such steps as may be
necessary adequately to represent the
best interests of the broadcasting industry in the forthcoming conferences
preparatory to the fourth meeting of
the CCIR, scheduled for the spring of
1937. and in the meeting of the CCIR.
*
*
*
CAIRO CONFERENCE
RESOLVED, That the President be
and he hereby is authorized and directed to appoint a committee of
three, one of whom shall be the manthe prodetermine
aging
cedure fordirector,
most toeffective
presentation
of the United States position and proadministrative
nextconference
posals to the
ternational
scheduled to inbe
held in Cairo early in 1938.
*
*
*
APPRECIATION RESOLUTIONS
NAB sinRESOLVED, That the
cerely thanks the Hon. Judge Eugene
Octave Svkes. Chairman of the Broadcast Division, FCC, for the information, practicability and usefulness of
his message delivered at its 14th annual convention, and that the membership believes that his message will
serve as a potent aid in assisting the
licensees of American broadcasting
e with the FCC.
stations to cooperat
*
*
*
the NAB hereRESOLVED, That
by expresses its sincere thanks to C.
H. Sandage for his contribution to
value of the 14th anthe interest and of
this Association.
nual convention
*
*
*
hereRESOLVED, That the NAB Glenn
by extends its hearty thanks to
Snyder. Ralph K. Atlass, H. Leslie
Atlass. H. C. Crowell, Gene T. Dyer.
W. E. Hutchinson. Quin A. Ryan. F.
Trammel and ClinA Sanford, Niles
ton R. White of the local convention
committee, for their admirable servannual conthe 14th
ices in making
vention an outstanding
*
* success.
*

VED, That the NAB hereRESOL
by extends its hearty thanks to the
management of the Stevens Hotel, and
to Wm. P. Hennessy, director of conventions, Chicago Association of Commerce, for their splendid service in
making the 14th annual convention
of this Association an outstanding
success ; also to the management, of
ies in acother hotels for their courtes
com odating so many of our guests.
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TAKE COPVRICHT OUT
OF Baldwin,
NAB? — Managing
Di.cctor
expounds
his views to Harry righl,
Butcher,
CBS,
as Arthur Church. KMBC, listens in.

IS IT TRUE
DIXIE?
— KarlABOUT
Bickcl.
radio
subsidiary,
whichward's
owns
president
of
Scripps-Ho
WNOX.
at left, with
Jamespresident,
C.Knoxvillc,
Hanrahan.
vice
talkingContinental
things over
with Hoyi Wooten. WKEC, Memphis.

PLEASED — Arc Managing Director Baldwin (obscured slightly
by "Broadcasting yagaiinc" trophy, and his capable secretary
Bert Siebert (standing). At Mr. Baldwin's banquet table, left
to right:C. Emilio
•Azcarraga:.
NAB new
guestNABfrompresident;
Mexico Gty's
XEW;
W. Myers
KOINKALE,
Mrs.
Azcarraga; Mr. Baldwin; Mr*. Myers; FCC Commissioner E.
0. Sykes; J. C. McNary, Washington consulting engineer.

Si

Si

to rural audienceman;are,
believers in stations Edappealing
FARMERS— StrongJ. Rothschild,
agency
Chicago
Fellers,John
right: W. WROK; Herb WTAD;
left toI Thomas,
Palmer.
KANS;
Hollisler.
Lloyd
WCAZ; Robert Compton, WCAZ.

jTHESAURANS
—H.AtR. theCarson.
NBC Thesaurus
exhibit,Alia.:leftP.toH.right:
iNebe.
WSMB;Sales,
Calgary.
Coyner.Harold
UnitedC.
Broadcasters
Toronto; W.CFAC
S. Izzard.
KCNC; W. E. Hussman.
KCMC:
Dick Mason,
D. J. Poyner.
Reginald NBC.
Thomas. "VibC; Lloyd
^Egncr,
NBC; WPTF;
James Kyler,
WCMI: WNBH;
Frank Chizzini,

PREC1SI0N — George Isaac ,
John Blair & Co., risks all lor sake
of
picture;
Herbertin gulf
Srnrman,
who shot a 90 gross
tourney,WJJD,
at exright, fortunately
Lookingtreme on.
left to right:didn'tJamesfollowL. through.
Reinsch.
tWHIO; ton.W. WIND;R. Watson.
WallerRalphPresJ. Carcv, WLS;WIND:
Alius. WJJD WIND: Art Linnich.
WJJD. Joe Allabough, WJJD: S.
M. Aston, Feryason & A?ton.

A
»

jRESEARCHERSProud leftof totheirright:recentJohnradioKarol.census
'these
statistical
CBS;report
Hermanare
'Hettinger,
NAB; experts,
Paul Peter,
Joint Committee on Radio
Researchs. Aw ,dete<*.
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PLUG'S
UDDER—
E. Kendrick.
WIRE,D.
milks a synthetic cow
at WLS Barn Dance,
gets
a quart
and takes
home
mache
to bottle
claimthe
the NABuddercow-milking
championship
from
Joe Maland. WHO,
who
still asserts he
challenges.
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IN REGALIA
TexasT. BroadcastersTEXANS
Association, sealed,
left to —righl:
E. Kirksey, Fort
Worth; Dick Niles, KRGV; Tilford Jones, KXYZ; Frank Smith. KXYZ; George Cranston, WBAP; Martin Campbell. WFAA; B. F. Orr, KTRH; Austin Pfiel. San Antonio Chamber of Commerce. Standing
-left
Tips. KPRC;
H. L. Taylor.
Harold KCNC;
Hough, F.WBAP:
A. Kahn.Merle
-KGJCQ;
- E. - Texas
J. Roih.Centennial
KONO "Jamestoright:
R. Curds,Kern-KFRO;
R. S. Bishop,
KFJT; KABC;
0. l_ Tavlc*,.
W. Fort,D. KABC;
Tucker,
BROADCASTING
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TRANSRADIO'S FACSIMILE — _
ws service, points out detail* of modelHerbert
of Fultongrapli
facsimile ofreceiver
Moore, president
radio'
inner.Transradio's
fully equippedWJIM;
news room
to,Wasn.cr,
left to right:
Harry Judge
TrenWNBF;
Louis Scliulz,
KCA-KHQ;
John
Kendall, Harold
PortlandCross.
attorney; Robert
WDAY.

WELCOMED—
To hiswas firstFriuconvention
in four years, due to
protracted
and onetimeillness
NAR field
man. Morency, manager ol WTIC
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Rock Island, 111., now confined to
a sanitarium in that city.
Of more than ordinary interest
was the adoption of a resolution
approving all of the official acts of
Managing Director Baldwin since
the last convention. Next came a
resolution authorizing the president
to appoint a committee of three,
one of whom shall be the managing director to work out plans
for NAB participation in the 1938
Interna t i o n a 1 Telecommunications
Conference in Cairo; another authorizing the managing director to
have the association adequately
represented at the CCIR preparatory conference for Cairo in the
Spring of 1937 in Europe.
When a resolution was read on
creation of an agency recognition
bureau, which failed last year because of lack of support from
broadcasters to underwrite the inyear's cost
$16,000,
Churchitialsaid
he wasof not
aware Mr.
of
the plan to reintroduce it. He proposed an amendment under which
the NAB would finance it, but this
was lost and the resolution passed
with the provision that no bureau
would be created unless the initial
year's cost is underwritten.
Favor Annual Awards
CARRIED next was a resolution
that the board consider the continuance of the establishment of
one or more annual awards for
conspicuous examples of public
service rendered by American
broadcasting stations. After debate on it, led by Lambdin Kay,
WSB, Atlanta, creator of the idea,
the membership voted passage.
There was a spontaneous chorus
of "ayes" when Resolutions Committee Chairman Gillen read a resolution that the NAB go on record
as favoring the issue of three-year
licenses to stations.
When the Runyon resolution,
proposing that the NAB confine its
activities to the development of
the industry and the protection of
members to fields as to which substantial unanimity of opinion exists, was read, Harry C. Butcher,
Washington vice president of CBS
was recognized. Supporting the
motion, he said that trade associations function most efficiently in
fields where there is a substantial
unanimity of opinion. A trade association, he said, tends to "commit suicide" when it works for a
majority against a minority. He
mentioned copyright negotiations,
and pointed out there was no unanimity among members, but on the
creation of a copyright bureau and
on legislation to check the onslaughts of copyright owners, he
declared there is wholehearted
agreement.
What

SALES

Independents Met Daily
KNOWING full well it held the
balance of voting power in the
NAB, even if its elaborate national sales plans of last year have
faltered, National Independent
Broadcasters Inc. held daily meetings during the convention under
the leadership of President Edward A. Allen, WLVA, center
foreground in white. They decided
to vote as a bloc for officers, and
apparently
did; opposed
ton as a convention
city;Washingfavored
delegate rather than board selection of convention city; asked an
independent from each zone on
board; fixed dues at $25 per annum; authorized officers to engage

to Consolidate Power
technical counsel for FCC reallocation hearings Oct. 5 and elected
the following officers :
Edward A. Allen, WLVA, president; Mallory Chamberlin, WNBR,
vice president; W. W. Gedge,
KMBC, secretary; Arthur Westlund, KRE, treasurer. Directors
and alternates by zones they
named as follows: John Elmer,
WCBM, and William S. Pote,
WMEX; Charles A. Hill, WIBM,
and C. W. Hayes, WHBC; R. S.
Bishop, KFJZ, and Steve Cisler,
WATL; William W. Behrman,
WBOW, and Sidney H. Bliss,
WCLO; H. E. Studebaker, KUJ,
and Rogan Jones, KVOS.

unanimity. Certainly the NAB
should assist its members in negotiations on copyright, he said.
The resolution was rejected
promptly afterward.
The resolution on the Radio Research Bureau next won approval,
but, on motion of Mr. Church, the
resolution on exploration by a committee of the feasibility of a radio
promotion bureau was referred to
the board of directors with power
to act, instead of instructing the
president to appoint such a committee which would report at the
next session.
Diametrically opposite to the
Runyon resolution was one approved directing and instructing
the board to carry on negotiations
with copyright owners "to the end
that a per-piece or measured servplan be obtained."
A icecooperative
campaign with the
Radio Manufacturers Association
and other groups interested in the
advancement of radio to foster a
national educational campaign to
further public appreciation of radio
also was adopted. Formal recognition of the formation of the sales
managers section of the NAB was
given in a resolution approving the
project and recommending that the
board authorize the NAB to pay
incidental expenses necessary for

postage, printing and similar items
of the new section.
In a parallel resolution, the membership approved the formation of
state, regional and national units
within the NAB, and the board was
instructed to bend every effort to
foster such organizations.
Another resolution proposed by
Mr. Hart that the NAB set up
legal and legislative departments
with divisions in each zone, to contact the FCC and Congress on legal
and legislative matters, was referred to the board at Mr. Hart's
request for consideration during
the year. Mr. Hart's final resolution dealing with copyright, and
proposing that the cost for music
be passed along to advertisers, was
tabled. Mr. Hart explained he offered it simply to have it read so
that the membership might be
aware of his views.
The membership also considered
the two amendments to the constitution of the NAB proposed by Mr.
Craney — one to elect directors by
zones and by station classification,
and the other to allocate 5% of
station time for non-profit organizations. Upon motion of Mr. Butcher they were tabled until the next
convention.

Sales

Managers

Organize

as

MANAGERS

FORM
NAB GROUP
FORMATION of a Sales Managers
Division of NAB "to promote the
sale of broadcasting as a medium
and establish a round-table discussion of all problems that confront the sales manager in his
everyday routine" was effected at
a meeting of about 40 commercial
directors of as many stations July
7 at the NAB convention.
The executive committee will be
headed by J. Buryl Lottridge,
KOIL-KFAB, as chairman, Mr.
Lottridge having been chiefly instrumental in promoting the new
association. Other members are
Jack Gross, KWKH; Humboldt
Lewis Avery, WGRGreig, KFBK;
WKBW;
Harry Trenner, WNBF;
J. Leslie Fox, KMBC; Hale Bondurant, WHO; Clark A. Luther,
WOC; C. T. Hagman, WTCN; W.
J. Rothschild, WTAD; Mort Watters, WHEC. E. Y. Flanigan,
WSPD, Toledo; H. M. Feltis,
tary.
KOMO-KJR, Seattle, and John W.
New, WTAR, Norfolk, Va., Secre-

The group decided that the chief
sales executive of any and all NAB
member stations shall constitute
the membership and that only one
man from each station can join.
The annual meetings will be held
at each NAB convention, with
other divisional meetings to be
called and with every section to
get circulars
sional meeting.regarding every diviWhile the scope of the division
has not yet been clearly defined,
Mr. Lottridge said it will divide
itself, roughly, into two parts.
First it will endeavor, through
meetings and direct mail reports
to its membership, to unify and
coordinate definite acceptable
methods of handling national spot
business, to include such matters
time reservaschedules,
as rates,
tions, time
availabilities, program
content and actual selling methods.
The second effort will be to concentrate upon the exchange of
selling ideas between member stations. This will embrace local success stories, local selling methods,
merchandising, and outlines of
successful campaigns.
In the immediate future, the Division will concentrate upon securing
from will
NAB be
member memberships
stations. There
no
different classifications as to station power. The membership drive
will be conducted by mail direct
to station owners or managers.

NAB

Division

Is Unanimity?

ED

CRANEY, KGIR, Butte, following Mr. Butcher's fervent plea,
argued that copyright negotiation
cannot be sidetracked because of
its fundamental importance. It
could be done, however, he said, if
the "networks would assume responsibility for music they perform at the source", and not leave
affiliated stations liable. He said
he could not see why copyright negotiations should be taken out of
the NAB when the networks have
^made "deals" which affected the
'rest
of Hart,
the membership.
Fred
president of KGMB,
Honolulu, supported Mr. Craney,
on the ground that it was impossible to describe what constitutes
Page
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Stations

Sales

- Agencies

Problems

Industry

Discussions

of
Next

Under

Convention

WHERE

the next NAB convention will be held will be
determined by the board of
directors, probably at its
October meeting. At that
time the board will also consider demands from some
sources that the convention
be held either in fall or

Scrutiny

of the problems of commercial station operation, business representation, multiple commissions
and that old bogey rate - cutting
that perennially arise to haunt
broadcasters, received a healthy
airing July 8 before the NAB convention in a panel discussion arranged, directed and presented by
H. K. Carpenter, WHK, Cleveland.
Acting as interlocutor, with a
hand-picked group of six broadcasters whom he called his
"stooges", Mr. Carpenter plied
them with questions on station
operations that invaded some of
the finer points of internal station
sales affairs. Several agency representatives participated and there
was active discussion from the
floor.
The subject of sales promotion
brought sharp debate. John J.
Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha, said the
sales promotion problems of different classes of stations vary- He
said the advertiser and the agency
want factual information, and that
this should include a good field
intensity survey, a good listener
coverage survey, and market data
showing the station coverage. In
this connection he called attention
to the innovation of John Blair &
Co., station representatives, in
which they have a motion picture
"running story" of the market
served by the particular station.
Enthusiastic over it, Mr. Gillin
predicted this method will win
wide acceptance because "it shows
the dollars rolling in".
Department Stores
i HARRY TRENNER, commercial
manager of WNBF, Binghamton,
N. Y., drew applause when he asserted that regional stations in
their coverage claims invariably
show they cover four states with
a string around them, and thereby
leave the local station at a disadvantage. He participated freely in
practically all of the discussion
and told how a local station in a
small market does an effective
selling job, even to the point of
refusing department store business on an "institutional" basis,
but finally landing it on a strictly
merchandising basis, so that now
all four department stores in his
town are heavy radio users.
An interest - arousing issue
proved to be that of outside sales
personnel, with L R. Lounsberry,
of WGR-WKBW, Buffalo, answering Mr. Carpenter's queries. On
station representation, Mr. Louns' berry said, the national representatives are doing a fairly good
job of presenting stations and
market facts to agencies, and their
main effort is to get stations on
the agency list when advertisers
decide upon campaigns. He argued, however, that they fall down
when selling in competition with
the networks on spot campaigns,
since they do not create program
ideas or develop transcriptions. A
healthy sign, he said, is that they
are now coming closer to the stations they represent.
ALL

BROADCASTING

Panel

Hold

spring rather than in summer. Among the cities bidding for the convention are
Baltimore, Cleveland, San
Antonio, St. Paul, Los AnSt. Petersburg, Duluth andgeles,Honolulu.

PANELER
— H. K. Carpenter,
WHK, as he conducts an innovation in NAB discussions, using a
panel of six "stooges" to answer
prepared questions. Agency men
participated freely in the brisk
colloquies.
National representatives, continued Mr. Lounsberry in replying
to further questions of Mr. Carpenter, should be regarded as a
part of the station sales staff, and
they should be paid selling' commissions as part of the sales expense. He argued the payment
should not be from any other
source. Branch offices for stations,
he said, cannot be regarded as
feasible, except in the cases of
very large stations which can
stand them financially. He pronounced himself against payment
of "third commissions", declaring
stations should pay only agencies
and representatives, but he maintained that on transcriptions or
syndicated business created by
such organizations a talent charge
should be paid but passed along
by the station to the advertisers,
and not on a commission basis.
Wm. H. Cartwright, of William
G. Rambeau Co., station representatives, raised the question of
whether agencies regard it proper
for representatives to contact advertisers direct. To this, Osborn
Bond, Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore,
responded that his own agency had
no objections, and he agreed that
representatives first should let the
agency know of such contacts to
avoid any embarrassment to the
representative or his station.
Mr. Bond brought out, too, that
stations load down agencies with
"books" in fancy covers about stations, but that usually there is
very little in them of value. He
asserted the agency wants to know
about ownership and success
stories of other advertisers, details
about the wealth of the people in
the market, and information generally along the line of that supplied by newspapers.
Facts Not Swank
ABOUT this time C. E. Midgley
Jr., Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn, and Frederick C. Gamble,
executive secretary of the American Association of Advertising
Agencies, were called upon by Mr.
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Carpenter to give their views. Mr.
Midgley said he wanted to board
the same bandwagon as Mr. Bond
in consideration of data of all stations. Agencies like to get market
information on the smaller stations, he said, in the realization
that the strength in the industry
lies in the large number of small
stations rather than the small
number of large ones.
Asking that stations send any
kind of data on their markets or
activities regularly, Mr. Midgley
also suggested that they visit the
agencies at least a couple of times
a year. Agencies, he declared, are
not so much interested in "spiral
bindings
and cloth covers"
as they
are in fundamental
data.
Mr. Gamble said that radio is
heading in the right direction. It
is quite easy to see, he said, why
the trends do not proceed more
rapidly, with the remarkable
growth of the industry. Two or
three years ago, he recalled, the
problem was that of multiple commissions for sale, and now it
seems to be no problem at all.
Then he delivered his three-word
message in behalf of agencies who
buy spot radio time — those words
being "maintain published rates".
Published Rates
PUBLISHED rates also consumed
a part of the uanel discussion at
another point. Edgar Bill, WMBD,
Peoria, was the commentator. He
defined a rate card as a standard
of rates to be "stuck to" by stations. Yet he declared broadcasters on the whole are rate cutters,
who "break down very easily".
Agencies do not want to break
rates, but find themselves forced
to do it when some stations offer
to sell below card quotations, he
asserted. Everyone loses confidence in the station when it sells
below rates, he added.
As for dual rates, Mr. Bill declared that there must be a reason
for them peculiar to the particular
station or market. He said there
is justification for a single rate in
some cases, and for the dual rate
in others. Asked about agency
and selling commissions for talent, he said he felt this also was
a two-sided question, declaring
such commissions should be paid
when earned.
Cash discounts, a subject agitated in recent weeks by agencies,
was defended by Mr. Bill and others, and opposed by a greater
number.
Mr. Bill said it was a

common practice in other media
to allow a 2% cash discount for
at a stipue of
by J.agencies
lated time.
Buryl Lottridg
payment
the
on
it
opposed
KOIL, Omaha,
addimean
would
it
thatexpense in setting up an
ground tional
auditing system to handle them,
deduction o* the
in addition to therepresen
ts a loris.
discount which
Another view advanced was that
cash discounts originally were devised by mercantile companies
them in their turnwho employed
over of goods by passing along the
discount to their customers and
then taking the same discount
from those from whom they purchased goods.
The way the Iowa Broadcasting
System does it, according to Craig
Lawrence, of KSO and KRNT, is
to follow the method of the Des
Moines Register-Tribune and add
109c to the net cost of time, and
then deduct
count pays. the 10% if their acSelling Local Markets
HOW to sell a local market was
the topic of Fred Palmer, manager
of WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
Properly trained salesmen, he said,
are a requisite, with certain men
perhaps specializing on certain
types of accounts. One of the
greatest problems, he said, is the
lack of radio knowledge on the
part of counts.
theHe said
prospective
local ache endeavors
to
educate local prospects by supplying them
all possible
mationwith
and success
stories inforfrom
other stations, taken largely from
trade publications. Local accounts,
moreover, he declared, must be
avoid cancellasold properly
tions. In sellingtotranscriptions
for
local sponsorship, he said, it is
necessary to get the client into
the studio for auditions. The current plan of transcription companies to send men on the road
and educate stations in local transcription sales, he declared, should
give impetus to closing of local
transcription accounts.
Martin Campbell, of WFAA, Dallas, was interrogated on station
sales personnel. The job of the
sales manager, he declared, is most
important
and heof should
be a "oneman agency"
knowledge.
In
training salesmen, he declared, men
with advertising experience should
be sought. Whether salesmen
should be permitted to work in any
other department depends upon the
station setup, Mr. Campbell asserted. At his own station, he declared, salesmen simply sell. He
pronounced himself against payment of salesmen on commission on
the ground that it does not inure
to the best benefit of the station.
For example, he said he found one
instance where a commission salesman, attempted to have the advertiser place his account direct, rather than through an agency and
thereby increase commissions.
Mr. Bill, on the other hand, said
he found it desirable to have his
salesmen double on other jobs and
that it makes better salesmen of
them to know something about programs and how to devise them.
Earl Gluck, of WSOC, Charlotte,
N. C, said he does both, using in
one case an announcer as the sales(Continued o?i page 59)
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Judge Sykes Tells NAB of Import ance of Oct.
Sessions; Praises High Broadcast Standards
BROADCASTERS were urged
to prepare for the
informal reallocation hearings to
begin before the
FCC Broadcast
Division Oct. 5
because of the
great importance
of the subject to
Judge Sykes
the public, the
industry and the FCC by Judge
E. 0. Sykes, Broadcast Division
chairman, in the principal address
July 6 before the opening session
of the NAB convention.
Asserting that there has been no
general allocation since 1928, Judge
Sykes said the FCC has in mind
surveying technical broadcasting
before it decides one way or the
other upon a reallocation. It has
in its files the results of the extensive field survey of the coverage
and characteristics of stations
made last year, he brought out.
With these improvements and this
knowledge, he said, it should be
possible to make improvements in
the allocations.
Judge Sykes declared a number of plans have been advanced
as to procedure at the hearings.
One was that the FCC first should
set up two or three proposed allocations and await the reaction from
the industry. The second basic idea
was to call a conference first and
not advance any plans. The Division, he said, decided upon the latter course and will seek from stations advance information as to
what improvements they construe
possible, if any, in changing the
1928 allocations.
Many Plans Considered
WHILE Judge Sykes' talk was
largely on technical broadcasting
matters, he did pay tribute to the
NAB and to Mr. Baldwin for the
collaboration received in improving
programs and in other work. He
reviewed steps taken by the FCC
to improve station operation, and
concluded with the hope that every
station in the country will become
a member of the NAB. Excerpts
from
Judge technically,
Sykes' address
follow:
Speaking
the constant
effort of the Communications Communications Commission has been to
improve broadcast service to the listening public. A great step in this
direction is through betterment of station broadcasting equipment. The Commission has no jurisdiction over receiving sets and can not prescribe
standards for their production. I am
informed, by engineers, that the transmission quality of broadcasting stations now surpasses the reception capability of a majority of broadcast
receiving sets I hope and believe that
the set manufacturers will improve
the fidelity of receiving sets.
There have been adopted, within the
last year, a number of regulations
dealing with technical aspects of
broadcast transmission. These are
aside from the changed rules and regulations governing services outside of
the conventional broadcast band. In
these new regulations our desire has
been to help the broadcasters help
themselves. Very little complaint has
been received about these new rules
and we, therefore, infer, that they
must be good.
Page
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Some of the greatest improvements
I think are those relating to antenna
design. It has been learned that the
radiating system of the broadcasting
station is as important as its transmitter and th; t though a station may
have the finest modern transmitting
apparatus, its job will be a poor one
unless it has the proper antenna system.
Our new rule No. 131 requires
broadcasters to meet certain specifications respecting antennas. This is in
order to enable the broadcaster and
the listening public to get the utmost
available service out of his plant.
Based on our survey, we believe that
approximately 50% of the stations, by
this improvement alone will vastly expand their radio coverage without any
increase in power.
Rule No. 132 requires broadcasting
stations to clean up in their transmitter rooms. This is for the safety of
employees and visitors and should be
most carefully followed.
By rule No. 139 we now require
the installation of modulation monitors
to improve the coverage and fidelity
of transmission. These new rules provide a gradual improvement in broadcasting equipment and are working
most satisfactorily.
Mexican Situation
I REGRET to say that we have not
yet been able to reach an agreement
with Mexico relating to broadcast
channels. The result is that we still
have interference with some of our
stations. This matter is continuing to
receive the consideration of the State
Department and the Communications
Commission and we trust that some
time, some day, a satisfactory agreement may be reached.
Just a fortnight ago there was held
in Washington a conference involving
projected uses of channels in the very

Engineers

Tell

RCA Opens Television
RCA's high fidelity television,
demonstrated only to government officials and to a select
group of broadcasters and
newspapermen in the past,
will be thrown open to inspection of broadcasters in
September in New York, it
was announced to the NAB
convention July 8. I. R. Baker, chief of transmitter sales
of RCA Manufacturing Co.,
asked that the announcement
be made by the chair.

MEN who man the transmitters, usually regarded as having no
commercial acumen, sought to disprove that impression by telling
NAB delegates certain engineering
facts in lay language — facts intended to prove that good engineering means money in the pocket
of any station. The speaker was
Jack DeWitt, chief engineer of
WSM, Nashville, and chairman of
the NAB engineering committee.
Mr. DeWitt began by saying
that his committee would "take
modern engineering out of the
mental red ink class to which many
in the past relegated it, and show
it to be the application of sound
business principles to an exact sciThe committee, he said, for years
has
pointed out defects in technience."
cal operation and has attempted
through its reports to help correct
these matters. He agreed with
Judge Sykes' statement the day
before that 50% of the country's
stations could improve their coverage without increasing their power.
Need of Efficiency
"WE KNOW," Mr. DeWitt, "of a
station that according to its rate
card is a 1,000-watt station, but
because of certain engineering deficiencies radiates a signal equivalent to less than 200 watts. Now

Praises NAB

high frequency band. The conference
envisages the development of such
sei-vices as television, facsimile, very
high frequency broadcasting, and other
experimental services which you broadcasters eventually will be called upon
to nurture. Outstanding men in all
phases of radio and communications,
including the various governmental
services appeared before the Commission and presented their views. From
this testimony the Commission hopes
to formulate allocation plans governing future development of these new
bands.
From statements made at this conference we are sure that important
strides have been made in television,
although perhaps it is not yet ready
for general tise. Facsimile seems to
be well perfected and it is possible
that the Commission, in the near future, may mission.
makeThis question,
provision however,
for its transhas
not yet been settled.
I would also call your attention to
the importance of your committee composed of educators and broadcasters
to bring about a method of cooperation relating to the broadcast of educational and other like programs. This
committee, as you know, is headed by
Dr. John W. Studebaker, Commissioner of Education. It is composed of
practically an equal number of leading educators and broadcasters. It is
our sincere hope that a plan bringing
about this cooperation may be worked
out. I would, therefore, impress upon

Managers

THE

the members of that committee the
importance of attending its meetings
and helping to solve this question.
A good deal has been said in the
past relating to the program content
of some broadcasts over stations. I
congratulate you upon the valuable
service rendered by your diligent and
efficient Managing Director, James W.
Baldwin, in contacting in your behalf
the Commission, the Federal Trade
Commission, the Post Office Department and the Department of Agriculture upon this question. I would call
your further attention to the fact
that, while an alleged cure-all remedy
may not be harmful if taken, it might
be harmful because it prevented a
patient who was sick from consulting
a doctor in time to cure or alleviate
his trouble.

How

to

Save

Growth

IN CONCLUSION, Mr. President, I
want to congratulate you, and your very
efficient Managing Director, and your
Association upon its growth and development and upon your splendid administration as the head of this Association. As an evidence of the value
to your membership I would refer to
the excellent luminating
preparation
and the by
iltestimony presented
your Association
in the the
so-called
educational hearing before
Broadcast
Division. A like valuable service to
the country and to your Association
will be presented in the hearing upon
the question of proposed changes in
the allocation of 1928. Also, you have
grave and serious problems over which
the Commission has no jurisdiction
but of which we are cognizant and
which we trust you may be able to
satisfactorily solve.
All of these matters, in my opinion,
make your Association a most important one, not only to your membership, but to the entire radio industry
and to the citizenship of the country.
This cooperation and collaboration
among all of us is necessary in order
that we may improve radio service
and strive to give to all of the people
the best public broadcasting service
in the world. Therefore, I hope and
trust, Mr. President, that ere long,
every broadcaster in the United States
may become a member of your Association.

Money

some commercial men believe that
the power listed on the rate card
is what counts in selling, but more
thoughtful station owners know
that clients are held by coverage
results. It can be proved beyond
any doubt that this station could
hold customers much easier and
could do an easier selling job if it
actually delivered a good healthy
1,000
signal."
Mr. watt
DeWitt
then defined in layman's terms what radiation efficiency, distortion, frequency characteristic, modulation and noise
level mean. He showed how important each of these items was to
the economy of a station. He mentioned the FCC requirement of
frequency monitors, declaring that
many operators grudgingly in-

stalled these despite the fact that
exact adherence to frequency has
increased the coverage of many local and regional stations because
of the elimination of whistles resulting from wide frequency differences. Similarly, he said, the
FCC has required each station to
purchase a modulation monitor.
"That which you should have
done as a matter of good business,"
Mr. DeWitt concluded, "is being
forced upon you by Commission
regimentation. What station would
not be willing to spend $5,000 to
double its power? Yet many will
object to spending less than $500
to accomplish the same result." He
ended with a plea for technical improvements even before the Commission forces them.

ENGINEERS — In conference with Jack DeWitt, WSM, chairman of
the NAB engineering committee, left to right: J. J. Long, WHAM;
Hugh McCartney. WCCO; E. L. Gove, WHK; John Fetzer, WKZO;
Jack DeWitt, WSM; Harry Harvey, KOIL-KFAB; Paul A. Loyet, WHO;
S. D. Gregory, Westinghouse stations.
BROADCASTING
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Proposals;
Boost
AFTER MANY months of uncertainty, the FCC Broadcast Divifsion, at its final regular meeting
July 2 before its summer recess,
set for hearing on Oct. 5 the whole
question of broadcast station reallocations. Simultaneously, it postponed indefinitely the super-power
hearings on the ten pending applications for authority to use 500,000
[watts power. These hearings had
been set for Sept. 24.
The Broadcast Division ordered
the general hearings upon the recommendation of Chief Engineer T.
!A. M. Craven. They are expected
to last ten days. Such important
(questions as high power policy,
duplication on clear channels and
their reduction, horizontal inijcreases in station power in the rejgional and local categories, and
possibly the setting up of a new
classification of stations in the
1500sidered.1600 kc. band, will be con-

The hearing, along general lines,
will be fact-finding insofar as the
FCC is concerned, with all classes
?f stations invited to present testimony. It will be after the hearings that the FCC will decide upon
iformulation of policies.
Reallocation Plans
ANOTHER important factor in
connection with the hearings will
oe that of the effect of the recent
repeal of the Davis Equalization
Amendment upon future alloca:ions. The Davis Amendment,
-vhich was responsible for the
mooted quota system of station alocations, had been in the law since
L928. It required distribution of
facilities among the five radio zones
md among the states in each zone
iccording to population on an equi;able basis. With its repeal by the
ast Congress, the FCC has a free
land in allocations so long as it
)bserves engineering regulations.
The hearings will parallel after
i fashion those held for a twoveek period from June 15 on projposed allocations in the ultra-high
'requeneies beyond 30,000 kc, except that they will be confined to
-he range between 550 and 1600 kc.
Presumably, various plans for
realignment of the broadcast specrum will be taken under advisejnent. There has been great sentinent for reduction in the number
>f clear channels from the theoetical 40 to perhaps 20 or 25, with
uper-power on them. Also last
-.inter, Andrew D. Ring, FCC assistant chief engineer in charge of
>roadcasting, advanced the first
|»hase of his reallocation plan to
jfoyer horizontal increases on certain of the regional channels. This
ivas pigeonholed by the Broadcast
Division.
Last month the Broadcast Division set for hearing on Septij 24
everal of the 10 pending applicaions for authority to use 500,000
.watts on clear channels. There
iwere protests against this on the
rround that the FCC regulations,
vhich now specify a maximum
oower of 50,000 watts, should be
.mended before individual applicaions for the tenfold boosts are
jonsidered. The Division heeded
his sentiment, and as a conseBROADCASTING

Reallocation
Clear

Channel

Hearings

Applications,

Power

Deferred
Hearing
Super-Power
quence deferred indefinitely the
super-power hearings.
NAB on Sidelines
The only reallocation proposal
actually submitted was that offered
THE NAB will not particiby Mr. Ring under which there
pate in the forthcoming rewould have been a horizontal inallocation hearings, to begin
crease in power to 5,000 watts day
before the FCC Broadcast
and night (as against the present
Division Oct. 5, it was denight maximum of 1,000 watts) on
seven of the 40 regional channels.
cided bydirectors
the Association's
board of
following
The remainder of the 40 regional
the
NAB
convention
in Chiwaves would have been segregated
cago
July
6-8.
The
into two classes, one with stations
concluded that the board
NAB
which would be protected to the
should not participate beone-half millivolt line with power
cause of the clashes of interof 1,000 watts at night and the
est of NAB members, but
other affording protection up to
should be on the side lines
the 4 millivolt line with powers at
to
handle any emergent situnight from 250 to 1,000 watts.
ation.
There was considerable opposition
to this plan, notably from CBS,
which complained its affiliated stato 250 watts night, and proposals
tions would suffer severely by fallto set up a new class of stations
ing for the most part in the poorin the 1500-1600 kc. range, in
est category. The division then dewhich only three channels now are
cided the Ring plan should be held
in abeyance until the other recomprovided. Use of identical radiatmendations were submitted, so that
ing systems was planned as a
means of minimizing interference.
a general hearing on all phases
As part of the hearings, the FCC
might be set.
Engineering
Division is expected
Local Power Boosts
to introduce the results of its farreaching clear channel survey
EMBRACED in the preliminary
showing reception results of stareallocation plans also was a postions throughout the country, which
sible horizontal increase in the
power of local stations from 100
was conducted last year. This sur-
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NAB

Trophy

Competitors

SHOOTING both the lowest gross
(76) and net (72) on the sporty
Briar Hill Country Club course in
Deerfield, 111., Ross Wallace, of the
staff of WHO, Des Moines, took
top honors in the NAB golf tournament Sunday and easily walked
away with the Broadcasting Magazine trophy. A close runner-up
for net score was S. M. Aston, of
Fergason & Aston, while five
shared third place with identical
net scores. One of the five was
Karl Haymond, KMO, Tacoma, who
won the cup last year.
Declared handicaps were eliminated in the contest this year, and
the handicaps for each player were
calculated bv Charles Silver, club
nro, on the basis of play for nine
holes picked at random for each
olayer. The score for these nine
holes was multiplied by two and
then subtracted from the gross
score for the 18 holes to determine
handican. This, according to Mr.
Silver, is accepted tourney method
for players belonging to a diversity
of clubs or having no club handicaps. It was accepted as a satisfactory method by practically all
the -participants, who preferred it
to individual declarations of handicaps.
Gross cap Net
Ross Wallace, WHO
76Handi4 72
S. M. Aston, Fergason & Aston 82 9 73
Joe Allabough, WJJD
84 10 74
Karl Haymond. KMO
84 10 74
Bond Geddes, RMA
88 14 74
Howard Pill, WSPA
84 10 74
Art Liniek, WJJD
84 10 74
Walter Preston, WIND
92 17 75
Herbert Sherman, WIND
90 15 75
Ben S. Fisher, Washington— 92 17 75
Don Mather, WIBM
90 15 75
Robert Convey, KWK
92 17 75
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Wallace
Scores

ROSS WALLACE
- 98
G. F. Isaac, J. Blair & Co.
H. R. Spence, KXRO
_ 94
Tarns Bixby, Jr., KBIX ___ _ 96
96
William Rambeau, Chicago B. Presbra, Chicago
98
Paul Harron, WPEN-WHOM 96
Gene Pack, KSL
Ed Fellers, Chicago
100
_102
J. Leslie Fox, KMBC
102
Paul Raymer, New York _104
Ralph Atlass, WJJD-WIND
J. Carey, WIND
114
Art Croghan, WDGY
106
C. F. Phillips, WFBL
104
G. A. Hill, WIBM
104
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP
110
112
Harry Butcher, CBS
97
H. L. Reinsch, WHIO
118
Paul LaStayo, WAAT
112
118
W. R. Watson, WLS
D. E. Kendrick, WIRE
_126
136
Irvin Stoll, Mich. Network
B. M. McClancy, NBC

18
22
18
20
23
22
20
20
25
28
35
26
36
18
32
26
26
32
32
36
36
36
36

76
76
76
76
77
76
76
77
77
78
78
78
78
78
80
80
82
79
90
100
82

vey, it is believed, may disclose the
advisability of reducing the number of clear channels, nine of which
already have
down"
through
East -been
West "broken
coast duplications in violation of the existing
regulations.
The pending applications for authority to use 500,000 watts, hearings on which now are indefinitely
deferred, are those of WHO, KNX,
WJZ, WGN, KDKA, WJR, KFI,
WSM, WHAS and WBZ. Others
expected to file shortly for that
power include WOAI and WBBM.
The theme behind the Oct. 5
hearings is that developments since
the last allocation in 1928 make
desirable a realignment of the spectrum. Engineering advances, it is
felt, have been such as to warrant
a shifting of stations to procure
maximum benefits from available
facilities.
REGIONAL

CHANNEL

GROUP
ORGANIZED
REGIONAL
channel stations
formed a tentative organization at
the NAB convention July 8 similar to the so-called "clear channel
group", and named Walter Damm,
WTMJ, Milwaukee, as chairman;
Dean Fitzer, WDAF, Kansas City,
as secretary, and Stanley Hubbard,
KSTP, St. Paul, as treasurer. They
decided to meet formally in Chicago in a few weeks to set up a regular organization, their purpose in
banding together being mutual
protection and preparation of the
case for the regionals at the Oct.
5 reallocation hearings ordered by
the FCC in Washington.
Like the clear channel group, it
is proposed to engage legal and
technical counsel. Among the first
proposals expected to emanate
from the group will be one favoring horizontal increases in regional
powers from the present 1,000 watt
night limit to 5,000 watts nights.
Most of the regionals are now
operating or seeking authority to
operate with 5,000 days, which the
FCC permits.
Besides the temporary officers
chosen, among the sponsors of the
regional channel group idea were
Henry Slavick, WMC, Memphis;
William J. Scripps, WW J, Detroit;
Hoyt Wooten, WREC, Memphis,
Tom Svmons, KFPY, Spokane and
Hugh Feltis, KOMO-KJR, Seattle.
Runyon Is Promoted
CONTINUING in the post of
treasurer, Mefford R. Runyon has
also been elected to a CBS vice
presidency, Edward Klauber, CBS
executive vice president, announced July 7. Mr. Runyon, however, will have an assistant treasurer assigned to him, Wilfred _H.
Sigerson, new to radio and coming:
from the accounting field, who will
have the title of senior assistant
treasurer. J. M. Seward remains
as assistant vice president and S.
R. Dean as controller. The Runyon vice presidency is the fourth
promotion in recent months, other
vice presidents named being Harry
C. Butcher, Washington; Herbert
Akerburg, station relations, and
Robert V. Thornburgh, Pacific
Coast division.
PLANTER'S EDIBLE OIL Co.,
Suffolk, Va., is conducting a sixmonth series of half-hour Sunday
evenings on two Yankee stations,
WEAN, Providence, and WICC,
Bridgeport, with pickup from
WOV, New York. Petinella Adv.
Co., New York, has the account.
July
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OTHER expansion plans of the
NBC-Blue Network, some still in
the contemplation stage but ready
to go through the moment obstacles
are removed, include:
Definite addition of WEAN, Providence, and WICC, Bridgeport, to the
Blue Network as of Jan. 1, 1937, under an arrangement with John Shepard 3d, operator of those stations and
of WNAC, Boston, which on Sept. 27
will join NBC-Red in lieu of WEEI.
which goes CBS. [See complete story
on this page.]
Addition of WNBR. Memphis, operating with 500 watts night and 1,000
day on 1430 kc, acquired with FCC
approval early this month by the
Memphis Commercial Appeal, which
also operates WMC, regularly on the
NBC South Central group. WMC
may become basic Red when WNBR
goes Blue.
Addition of WTFI, authorized earlier this month to move from Athens,
Ga.. into Atlanta, where WSB is the
NBC outlet. WTFI operates with 500
watts on 1450 kc. Its licensee is Leonard K. Winston, who is understood to
be backed by Arde Bulova. New York
18
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and More Stations
watch manufacturer. WSB may become basic Red when WTFI (whose
call will probably be changed), goes
Blue.
" Addition of KGKO, Wichita Falls,
operating with 250 watts night and
1,000 day on 570 kc, which recently
was purchased by Amon Carter, publisher of the Fort Worth Star-Telegram, who still has pending before the
FCC an application to move it into
Fort Worth. This station will become
the Blue outlet in the Fort WorthDallas area if and when it is moved,
with the likelihood that WFAA, which
shares times with Mr. Carter's WBAP,
will buy out WBAP and operate that
station as a basic Red outlet while
KGKO goes basic Blue.
Addition of KXTZ, Houston, operating with 1.000 watts night and 5,000
day on 1440 kc, and owned by the
Jesse Jones interests, which also own
KPRC. the NBC Houston outlet.
KPRC may become basic Red and
KXYZ basic Blue.
Addition of WDSU, New Orleans,
operating with 1,000 watts on 1250
kc, now an independent. In New Orleans WSMB is at present the NBC
outlet, which means that it may go
basic Red while WDSU goes basic
Blue.

Accord
Gives

Shepard

*

Planned

Joins Net July 15; Tentative

HAVING placed its Pacific - Blue
Network in operation last Jan. 1
and linked it into the transcontinental Blue, NBC indicated its
intention of further expanding its
Blue and supplementaries by adding WEBR, Buffalo local, to that
network effective July 15. WEBR,
which operates with 100 watts
nights and 250 watts days on 1310
kc, was recently purchased from
H. H. Howell by Buffalo Evening
News interests, who also own
WBEN, basic NBC - Red outlet in
Buffalo.
The addition of the Buffalo station to the Blue Network is one
of various moves contemplated by
NBC to build up that chain during the remainder of the year.
First of all, by Sept. 1, the new
antenna of WJZ, Blue Network
key in New York, is expected to
be working, improving that station's 50,000 watt signal and ready
also to go to 500,000 watts if authorized by the FCC.
In addition, KDKA, Pittsburgh,
operated by NBC under lease from
Westinghouse, which for a number
of years has been experimenting
with 50,000 to 400,000 watts after
midnight only, may shortly apply
to the FCC for full-time operation
with 500,000 watts on the same experimental basis by which WLW
operates full time with 50,000
watts regular power and 450,000
watts additional experimental
power.
Both WJZ and KDKA are FCC
applicants for 500,000 watts, along
with WBZ, Boston, a Blue outlet
also operated by NBC under lease
from Westinghouse. These along
with seven other 500,000-watt applicants were first expected to go
to hearing next September, but the
hearings were indefinitely postponed by the FCC early this month
when it called the general reallocation hearing Oct. 5. The 10 superpower applications, plus other
clear channel applicants expected
soon to file for superpower, may
be considered at the Oct. 5 hearings, or afterward.
Other Plans for Blue
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APPROVED NUMBER
AVOIDING SUITS— To keep parade bands from playing restricted numbers on WGY, Schenectady,
during the mammoth G. E. Jubilee,
the WGY shortwave car flashed
this sign when there was danger
of restricted numbers going on
the air.
FTC Stipulation
THE Federal Trade Commission
announces the following stipulations with advertisers: J. W. Marrow Mfg. Co. Inc., Chicago, agrees
to revise claims for Mar- 0- Oil;
Indo-Vin Inc., Cincinnati, agrees to
for Indorepresentations
change
Vin
tonic;
Health Products Corp.,
Newark, agrees to revise claims for
Dillards Aspergum. Allura Inc.,
Sacramento, has been charged with
unfair competition in sale of an
eye lotion.
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in WLWL

AN ACCORD on the sale of WOV,
New York, to the Paulist Fathers,
operating WLWL, New York, for
$300,000, was reached July 3 after several months of heated negotiations, and likely will be consummated shortly with the signing of the purchase contract.
When the transaction is finally
closed, it will be the first step in
a series of frequency shifts and
power changes, which will see
WLWL go to CBS under a lease
arrangement as a full-time 5,000
watt outlet in New York, while
WOV will close down in the New
York area. The new clear channel
station will be on 1100 kc. This will
give CBS a second outlet in New
York which will be used to supplement WABC, key station of the
network, and also would be available in the event CBS ever developed a second network. There is
also possibility of sale of the new
WLWL to CBS, it was indicated.
Approval of the WOV sale by the
FCC Broadcast Division is regarded as virtually automatic, since
it is known that consent was indicated beforehand. The Paulists
have been militant critics of commercial broadcasting, and, among
other things, sponsored legislation
for an investigation of broadcasting by Congress.
How It Will Be Done

time. The channel is a clear wave
assigned to WPG, Atlantic City,
as the dominant station.
The lease plan is for CBS to
take over the station and increase
its power to 50,000 watts, paying
the Paulists about $30,000 per
year for five years, renewable at
five-year intervals, with a provision for the lease to run as high
as $60,000 after the fourth year,
depending on WLWL earnings. A
proposal to lease along the same
lines was made to the Paulists by
John Iraci, owner of WOV, but
was rejected, and as a consequence
he sold the station outright.
Here is the plan under which
the Paulist station will become a
fulltime clear channel CBS outlet,
by virtue of the WOV sale:
WOV, operating limited time on
1130 kc, clear channel with 1,000
watts, sold to WLWL for $300,000
cash.
WLWL, now operating the equivalent of about one day per week on
1100 kc, clear channel with 5.000
watts, to get full time operation on
that channel.
WPG, Atlantic City municipally
owned station, to relinquish six-sevenths time 1100 kc to WLWL and
accept WOV facilities with 1,000
watts on 1130 kc.
KSL, Salt Lake City, 50.000 watt
station, and dominant on the 1130 kc.
clear channel, to consent to full-time
operation by WPG on its channel.

WHILE details were lacking, it
was ascertained that the sales
transaction had been agreed upon.
If the original plans are carried
out, WLWL will lease the station
to CBS and procure, among other
things, guaranteed time for its religious programs. WLWL now
operates the equivalent of two
hours daily on the 1100 kc. clear
channel and has fought vigorously
for several years for additional

Boston & Maine Spots
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD
is using WNAC, WBZ and WEEI
in an intensive radio and newspaper campaign to promote new
low railroad rates. Spot announcements numbering more than 50 a
week are broadcast from 7 a. m.
to 11 at night and include WEEI
weather reports and a quarter
hour of the WBZ Musical Clock.
BROADCASTING

Planning

Two
Regional Nets
WNAC and WEEI Shifts Move
Forward to September 27
REALIGNMENT of New England
outlets of the major networks,
beginning
Boston,
will be effected with
earlier than
anticipated
as
a result of agreements between
the interested parties to shift
WEEI to CBS and WNAC to
NBC-Red when daylight savings
time ends Sept. 27. At the same
time, or at least before the end
of the year, John Shepard 3d,
operator of WNAC, expects to
have two new regional networks in
operation to replace the Yankee
Network and the New England
Network.
WEEI will be taken over by
CBS under lease on Aug. 16 by
authorit- of the FCC. For the
first five weeks it will continue as
an NBC-Red outlet, but on Sept.
27 WNAC
will exchange places
with
it.
In the meantime, preparatory to
hooking up one of his projected
new New England chains with
Mutual Broadcasting System, Mr.
Shepard announced that on July
1 his other Boston outlet, WAAB,
had formally joined MBS to take
a number of its accounts.
New Regional Network
WAAB, according to Mr. Shepard's plans, will become the key
station of a new regional hookup
to be known as the Colonial Network, which will later hook up
with MBS. Its other affiliates are
expected to be WLLH, Lowell;
WNBH, New Bedford; WATR,
Waterbury;
newon 100-watter about to WTHT,
be placed
the air
by the Hartford Times, and possiblv WFEA, Manchester.
With WEEI going to CBS the
old New England Network collapses, just as the present Yankee
Network breaks down with
WNAC's defection to NBC-Red.
Mr. Shepard's plans contemplate
reorganizing the Yankee Network
to embrace NBC affiliates and to
continue it under that name for
regional business. The hookup will
be keyed
and will
embraceby
WEAN,WNAC
Providence;
WICC,
Bridgeport; W T I C, Hartford;
WTAG, Worcester, and possibly
WCSH, Portland. The latter three
were formerly associated with
WEEI inNetwork.
the cooperative
NewEngland
None of these
stations, it is understood, will line
up WEAN
with MBS.
and WICC, both now on
CBS and both operated bv Shapard, will not sever their CBS connections before Jan. 1, 1937, in accordance with existing contracts,
but after that date they will join
the NBC-Blue Network. The complete lineup for the proposed new
Yankee Network has not been finally arranged, but at the NAB
convention Mr. Shepard definitely
agreed with WTIC to make it one
of the links.
20 to Get Mueller
C. F. MUELLER Co., Jersey City
(macaroni) has started placing a
series of live spot announcements
on about 20 stations as far West
as Chicago. It is the plan of the
sponsor to stagger the use of stations, which means that the list
will be constantly changing. E. W.
Hellwig Co., New York, has the
account.
• Broadcast
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Radio
Discovers
was considerable plot and action
among the characters. Very early
Executives
of Big Electric
and
Gas
Companies
Explain
we discovered through telephone
surveys that most of the radio fans
Why
Air Waves
Provide
Them
With
an Ideal Medium
liked the music but very few of
them gave a darn about the drama.
ELECTRIC and gas utilities have
newspapers, booklets, and bill enclosures by the million. It was
So little by little drama went out
really discovered radio!
and more music came in.
argued that a cooperative effort
That was the outstanding conclusion of the radio roundtable
Curiously enough not all the
introducing the persuasive qualities of the human voice should be
held by the Public Utilities Adverworld
goes
to bed survey
at 11 made
o'clock.
the next forward step. And then
Our first
telephone
in
tising Association conference, held
at Boston in connection with the
General Electric did a very courthe
of Buffalp'
showedwerethattuned
8%
of allcity
radio
sets in town
ageous thing.
convention of the Advertising FedFully aware of the headaches
eration of America early this
into the Melody Master program —
month.
and if you know anything about
and the heartaches in the sponsoring of any new radio program
Having found out what radio
listening habits you'll know that
they undertook to start the ball
can do, utilities now are taking to
8% is a very significant audience.
Not all communities have the same
the air more and more, not only
rolling by presenting to the indusgo-to-bed habits. Metropolitan New
try a definite plan into which indiindividually but on an industryvidual utility properties might tie
wide basis. The two outstanding
York stays up later than metrotheir local effort. And as if it
examples are the campaign of the
politan Philadelphia. But upwards
American Gas Association, through
of 5,000 telephone calls proved two
weren't bad enough to be "daddy"
of any cooperative nrogram, they
its Regional Advertisers Inc. and
significant and interesting facts:
deliberately suggested a show at 11
1. People were up and listening
the General Electric Co.'s Melody
Master series on an NBC-Red neto'clock at night when all the world
to their radios at 11 o'clock in
work last winter, with a number
every community.
is neatly tucked in bed — at least
that
was
the
opinion
of
some
of
of local electric companies partici2. With practically no chain compating.
the
prospective
sponsors.
11
o'clock
petition at 11 always
o'clock got
the aMelody
Master show
huge
had a couple of advantages. Time
Gathered together at the AFA
on the air cost only half as much
session were leading advertising
percentage of the actual listeners.
as earlier in the evening. And
executives of utility companies. [A
Quite early in the program Carnetworks can be split at that time
summary of some of their comMR.
DAVIS
rie Jacobs Bond, author of "The
ments and an article on the coof night. And someone even had
End of a Perfect Day" and many
joperative gas campaign were
the temerity to suggest that everyother songs, appeared on the prowent on the air sponsored by apgram. Her songs were sung and
time you got a family to stay up to
printed in Broadcasting July 1.]
proximately
43
utility
properties
Enthusiastic about radio, they disshe
recited
a poem of her own comlisten to an 11 o'clock show you
in the area covered by 13 of the
sected it minutely to see what
increased lighting load.
that's
a lot forposition.
133,350 listeners
stations) (and
requested
21 stations of the basic red netSo a program was recorded and
Imade it tick and to devise ways of
work of NBC.
copies of this poem. At the end
[using it still more effectively.
submitted as a sample to utilities
of the series when we offered a
Those of you who listened to the
whose properties were located withThe 1936 "Better Copy" awards
souvenir booklet of the program
of the Public Utilities Advertising
entire series know that the proin the radius of the basic NBC-Red
4,437
listeners asked for it.
network.
And
if
any
of
you
think
gram
changed
materially
as
it
Association covering "Radio AdJust how was the commercial
vertising for All Public Utility
progressed. And it is a fact that
that it's differences of opinion that
side of it handled? First there
a successful radio program has to
makes horse racing possible you
Companies" were as follows:
was
a dramatic presentation of the
Premier Award — Consolidated
ought to try to sell a cooperative
be built on the air just as a BroadBetter Light-Better Sight story. A
Edison Co. of New York Inc., New
program. It was swell! It was
way play is revised, rewritten, and
Sight Light Demonstrator was acj£ork City.
rebuilt many times during its trylousy! Why didn't we do this!
tually brought into the studio and
Awards of Excellence — Philadelout period.
Why didn't we do that! The 11
the eyes of guest stars and others
We
started
with
the
formula
o'clock
time
was
a
great
idea!
It
Co., PittsburghRochester
were tested then and there for the
Gas & phia
Electric
Corp., Rochester.
was a terrible idea! But back of of a musical group meeting each
benefit of the radio audience.
it
all
was
a
belief
that
it
was
time
In the belief that utilities, agenSunday
evening
in
the
home
of
This dramatic spot in the center
cies and advertisers generally are
for the utilities to get together —
John Clemens, The Melody Master.
of each program paved the way for
time to do a cooperative job, and
deeply interested in what utility
An excellent small orchestra and
a strictly local announcement at
advertising executives as well as
so after many auditions and many
the end in which the local utility
choir provided the music and there
agencies think about radio, Broaddiscussions the Melody Master
casting herewith digests the views
sponsor, through the local station
of a number of those who particiannouncer brought home its mespated in the Boston roundtable.
sage to the community. This happened 26 times with an audience
Television
Not to Replace Broadcasting
Following are condensed versions
which surveys show was as high as
jf comments at the roundtable as
800,000 homes per broadcast.
well as prepared speeches which
But Be Supplementary,
Says Mr. Sarnoff
were not delivered due to lack of
What It Cost
;ime :
grams particularly adapted to its
IN ONE of the main addresses at
purposes. On the other hand, telePROBABLY you are interested in
the AFA Boston convention, devision will bring into the home
livered on the opening day, David
Clarence L. Davis
what the program cost. I'll give
much visual material — news events,
Sarnoff, RCA president, predicted
you the figures briefly. Time and
Vice President,
talent for 26 shows, 13 stations,
that
television
will
supplement
drama, paintings, personalities —
Batten, Barton, Durstine &
which
sound
can
bring
only
parOsborn Inc.
rather than supplant or detract
cost $102,697. This figure does
tially or not at all.
not include promotional material,
from present day broadcasting.
"The benefits which have resultwindow signs, newspaper mats,
Mr. Sarnoff, during his address,
I THINK you might like to know
ed from the industrial sponsorship
stated :
tvhy the General Electric Co.
and newspaper space used to adof sound broadcasting indicate that
vertise the program. The expense
Melody Master program was start"When television broadcasting
our
major
television
programs
will
reaches the stage of commercial
was met jointly by utilities and
ed— why it took the particular
come from the same source. It rethe Incandescent Lamp Department
service, advertising will have a
:orm that it did — what we hoped
quires little imagination to see the
of General Electric, and the cost
|t would accomplish and what acnew medium, perhaps the most efadvertising opportunities of telefective ever put at its command.
to each utility property was based
tually happened.
vision. Broadcasting an actual
Most of you in this room know
It will be a new challenge to adas closely as possible on the actual
likeness of a product, the visual
meters covered in the broadcast
vertising ingenuity and a stimulus
;he story of the Better Light-Betarea.
to advertising talent.
demonstration of its uses, the addcer Sight movement — how it has
ed effectiveness of sight to sound
"The new medium will not suppown from sporadic scattered efSurveys showed that approxiin carrying messages to the human
fort to a national program with
plant or detract from the impormately 7.7% of urban residential
tance of present day broadcasting.
mind — these are only a few of the
meters were reached throughout
he participation of almost every
obvious applications of television
Rather, it will supplement this
the network, which brings the cost
ilectric utility in the country. A
older medium of sound and add a
to merchandising. Commercial an/ear ago this spring there began
per radio home reached per pronouncement can be expanded
o be evidence of a need for some
new force to the advertisers' armagram to about 4 mills.
ment of salesmanship. Television
tooperative vehicle for the indusThe Melody Master never got to
through television to include demwill add little to the enjoyment of
onstration and informational servry — something that would put the
be a wow. It wasn't on the air
ices that will be of value to the
the symphony concert as it now
movement on a truly national
long enough for one thing, alcomes
by
radio
to
your
living
public as well as to the advertiser.
icale. There had been plenty of
though there was evidence in the
last few weeks that the audience
he printed word about Better
"Television is now in the earroom. Sound broadcasting will re(Continued
on page 52)
(Continued on page 55)
main the basic service for the proliight-Better Sight in magazines,
Public
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Radio's Creative Achievements Praised by Gerber
features into the program. The
(By Special Correspondent)
organization of the California
SEATTLE, July 9 — With more
Women's Menu Flash Guild and
than a thousand attending, the anthe offer of a diploma to housenual convention of the Pacific
wives sending in recipes for use in
Coast Advertising Clubs AssociaMenu Flashes. Then the introduction held here July 6-9 included a
tion of Henry Ames Abbott, world
radio departmental but radiotraveller, who gave authentic deBELOW— Charles Bulotti Jr., Don
minded delegates decided that the
scriptions of trips to interesting
medium had not done its part in
Lee director of program operaparts of the world, describing
telling its story to the convention
tions, dons diving suit and microfoods and diets in those places.
phone for a trip below the surface
and an organization was formed
Of particular interest was the
to view submarine gardens off
to promote broadcasting at the
response of San Francisco houseCatalina Island. Capt. Tinch, diver,
1937 session.
wives to this program, broadcast
is fixing him up for the descent.
Heading this group is Henry
only two mornings each week at
Jackson, of KFRC, San Francisco.
On July 11 Ted Bliss, KHJ an10 o'clock in the morning, the mail
nouncer, went on CBS at the same
Other members are George Chandreaching a volume of 2,856 letters
ler, CJOR, Vancouver; Loren B.
spot for a sub-surface broadcast.
in one day.
He was accompanied by Capt.
Stone, KIRO, Seattle; Ed Jansen,
Mr. Danziger was followed by
Tinch.
KVI, Tacoma; W. Carey Jennings,
Sidney Dixon, sales manager, HolKGW, Portland; Carleton Coveny,
KJBS, San Francisco; Sidney
lywood, with a talk on "Radio AdDiamonds by Radio" ; Herbert
vertisers Guest List". Other talks
Poole, Seattle radio dealer, on
Dixon, NBC, Hollywood; Tom
were
given
by
H.
J.
Quilliam,
genSymons, KFPY, Spokane; E. B.
"Selling
Radios serious
by Radio".
These rather
discussions
eral manager, KIRO, Seattle, on
McClatchey, KSL, Salt Lake City;
of
radio
advertising
were
followed
Roger Houston, KGB, San Diego;
the "Independent Radio Station's
Brick Miller, KTAR, Phoenix;
by
a
series
of
skits,
"So
This Is
Picture"; Ben Tipp, Seattle jewHoward Lane.
Heaven", produced by KOMO-KJR
eler, on "My Experience in Selling
The organization is to build a
schedule of departmental meetings
on radio "that will put it on its
rightful basis of equality with
Transfer
of KNX,
Los
Angeles
other major media."
Doing a Good Job
To
CBS
To
Get
FCC
Approval
OF ALL MEDIA, radio has done
Sale at Record Figure of $1,250,000 Seen Okehed
the best creative job in the developing of new accounts, declared
And Program Violation Charges to Be Dropped
Joseph R. Gerber, president of
At the June 29 hearing, Mr.
Gerber & Crossley Inc., Portland,
OWNERSHIP OF KNX, Los AnOre., agency. He deplored lack of
Earl,
Edward Klauber, executive
geles 50,000 watter, will pass from
development work on the part of
Western Broadcasting Co. to CBS
vice president of CBS, and Mefmost media. Advertising agencies
ford R. Runyon, CBS treasurer
with the expected approval by the
themselves are doing only a fair
FCC Broadcast Division of the
and vice president, testified conjob, he said.
cerning the station sale. Mr. Earl
record $1,250,000 station sale. The
also testified on the KNX license
Division planned a special meeting
"Our newest medium, radio, had
to find a place for itself, and has
renewal with respect to so-called
on July 14 or 15 to consider the
probably employed more advertiscase.
medical and other programs
ing salesmen that knew less about
against which there had been comApproval of the transfer will
advertising than any other mecome coincident with an FCC deplaint. He brought out that virdium ever employed. But they
tually all of the accounts against
cision renewing the KNX license
knew more than the prospects
which complaints had been made
which had been in temporary statthey called on. And knowing more
had been dropped. The Commisus since last year because of alsion had set the renewal matter
than the dog, after all, is the first
leged commercial program violalaw in teaching the dog new tricks.
for rehearing along with the origitions by the station under its presnal hearing on the transfer of
"The result has been that radio
ent management. The Broadcast
license.
advertising is tremendously sold
Division will approve renewal on
to a great number of advertisers
the basis of additional testimony
Among other things, Mr. Earl
today. Radio, I will say, has done
brought out that five of the acgiven by Guy C. Earl at a hearing
counts in the original group
June 29. At the same time a seca fine job of creative selling."
against which complaint had been
ond hearing was held on the terms
Radio Departmental
of the transaction.
levied were still being broadcast
TELLING the story of how Golden
When CBS programs will begin
over the station. In each case, however, he brought out that all of
State Dairy Products Co., San
on KNX has not yet been definitethem were investigated by the
Francisco, built Golden State of
ly determined, since the network
is contracted for service to the
Federal Trade Commission, Post
the Morning Air, a morning quarter-hour program broadcast twice
Office Department or Better BusiDon Lee Broadcasting System until Dec. 27. It is possible that the
weekly over KPO, San Francisco,
ness Bureau and given the sancchange in service will begin prior
tion of one or more of these organto the largest mail-puller on that
to that time.
station in the comparatively short
izations. He brought out that in
several instances stipulations had
period of less than one year, NaRogers Named Manager
been entered into with the Trade
than Danziger, general sales proCommission by the advertisers.
motion and advertising manager
MEANWHILE, Donald ThornMr. Earl said Western Broadof Golden State, gave an informaburgh, new CBS vice president in
tive discussion of the value of
casting Co., licensee of KNX, was
charge of Pacific Coast activities,
owned
primarily
by himself. Other
took
up
his
new
duties
in
Los
Anproper use of radio's morning
stockholders included Paul Hoffgeles, arriving on July 4. One of his
hours. Golden State's program,
first built around the character of first announcements will be that
man, president of the Studebaker
Motor Car Co., Edward Earl, a
Joan Andrews and Golden State
Naylor Rogers, vice president and
Menu Flashes, a series of menus
relative, and Naylor Rogers, stageneral manager of KNX, will retion manager.
main in the managerial capacity
offered to housewives through the
Exhibits were introduced to
radio program supplemented by
at KNX. Simultaneously, it was
show that KNX has earned a
newspapers and bottle collars, was
learned that Philip G. Lasky, genthoroughly merchandised to the
profit practically since Mr. Earl
eral manager of KSFO, San Franoperated it beginning in 1925. In
cisco, which will become a CBS
trade both before the program
took to the air and during its outlet in lieu of the Don Lee
1935, the profits were approxitenure of the air. Mr. Danziger
owned KFRC, will remain as genmately $138,000 and
Mr. Earl
(Continued
on page
hh) estieral manager of that station.
told then of the injection of new
Page
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aided by other Seattle stations.
Mr. Dixon said in part: "It is
my belief, backed bv a number of
years experience in broadcasting,
that if a program is good advertising, it is good entertainment.
The two must go together. How^
ever, I am not denying that it is
possible to present a program of
wonderful entertainment, which
would be very bad advertising for
a particular advertiser.
"The days in radio are numbered when an advertiser can
tack a commercial announcement
onto a poorly produced program
and expect the radio audience to
take him seriously. At least, they
are numbered for the man who
wants to continue to enter the
American home with this type of
over his advertisprogram to putYou,
both the radio
ing message.
advertiser
and the radio operator,
have educated the radio listening
audience to the point where they
are no longer satisfied to hear a
national celebrity come on the air
friends' and nothsay, 'Hello
and ing
else. The radio audience has
been educated by you to the point
where they are no longer excited
with novelties either mechanical or
vocal. Thev make up their guest
list from the radio programs presented which they have found
worthy of inviting into their living
room and their family circle.
"Both radio broadcasters and
the advertising profession must
think of the future. Radio men
must continue to discharge their
obligation to the American people
by presenting good, clean programs. Responsibility for protectwill coninterest
ingtinue
theto public
rest upon
the shoulders
The broadbroadcasters.
of the casters
in turn must look to the
advertisers and ask their cooperation in the discharge of this duty.
Some Ingenuity Needed
"RADIO men, advertisers and advertising agencies must use as
much ingenuity and imagination in
developing the entertainment part
of their program as has been used
in the past in developing newspaper, poster
magazine
copy. you
Remember,and
the type
of program
present and the advance thought
and preparation that you give to
it, determines to a great extent,
whether or not you and your sales
message receive regular weekly
listings
on homes
the advertiser's
list in the
of Mr. and guest
Mrs.
Selection of Salt Lake City as
the scene of next year's convention
America."
and
election
nextat year's
officers
was
carried ofout
the general
business session on the final day.
Lou E. Townsend, advertising
manager of the Bank of America,
with headquarters in San Francisco, was elected president. Other
officers: Mary McDonald, Tacoma,
vice president at large, in charge
of women's and junior affairs;
Louis R. Koch, Foster & Kleiser,
Long Beach, Calif., senior vice
president; James Lightbody, pubmanager, British
Columbia x
Electriclicity
Railway
Co., Vancouver,
B. C, vice president, District No.
1 ; Ed Thomas, Salem Statesmen,
Salem, Ore., vice president, District No. 3; Maurice Penter, assistant manager, Union Tribune,
San Diego,
pi-esident,
District No. 5;vice
Charles
Pritchard,
San Francisco, vice president, District No. 5, and C. K. Graham,
Spokane, vice president, District
No. 2, holdover for another year.
• Broadcast
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By LINDSEY SPIGHT
Vice President and Pacific Coast Manager
John Blair & Company

THEY

SOME

who

$900,000 national and regional spot business originated on
the Pacific Coast in the past year.
This fairly respectable total,
amounting to about 5% of the national volume, represents a gain
of at least 30% over the preceding year. Furthermore, the immediate outlook is even brighter for
the fall of 1936 and 1937.
There is only one catch in this
optimistic outlook. Little more
than 10% of this business is placed
on stations East of the Rocky
Mountains. In other words, the
great bulk of Far Western business
is regional rather than national in
scope. When we consider that more
than three-and-a-half-million dollars space in national magazines
was used by Pacific Coast advertisers in 1935 and hardly $100,000
spot radio on Eastern stations, it
is time that some of us making
our living from this field, analyze
the situation to find out why.
Here a Spot, There a Spot
THE

COAST'S truly national accounts, the big magazine users,
haven't used enough spot radio,
figuratively speaking, to pay a
week's power bill on a 50 kilowatt
transmitter. Sunkist, handled by
the Los Angeles office of Lord &
Thomas, has been an occasional
exception. With the big Valencia
orange crop last summer, they
used a spot announcement campaign in about 20 major markets
of the East early last fall. As a
possibility for extending the use
of this medium this year, they also
tested two transcription programs;
one on a station in the Midwest
and one in the East. The outlook
for more Sunkist activity this year,
however, is not good. For one
thing the crop is smaller.
Del Monte, handled by the San
Francisco office of McCann-Erickson, has only used spot radio once
in its entire advertising experience.
That was the True Stories of the
Sea series of night quarter-hour
transcriptions twice per week in
the spring of 1934. This was for
canned salmon of which Del
Monte's subsidiary, Alaska Packers, has three different trade marks.
Here was a case where a uniform
program, but with different commercials, was used in selling three
different brands of salmon.
Some of our other accounts falling in this classification of major
national media users are: Hawaiian Pineapple, N. W. Ayer & Son,
San Francisco; Van Camp Sea
Food (Chicken of the Sea and
White Star Tuna), Emil Brisacher
& Staff, San Francisco; Southern
Pacific, Lord & Thomas, San Francisco; Duarte and its new cosmetic, Creme of Milk, Howard Williams, San Francisco; All Year
Club, Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles; Calif ornian's Inc., Lord &
Thomas, San Francisco; Clorox,
Erwin Wasey & Co., San Francisco; S.O.S. and the Walnut Growers Association, McCann-Erickson,
San Francisco; Salmon Industry
Campaign,
J. Walter Thompson

BROADCASTING

Spot

Bookings
have weather

By
ReiterTrans-American
& Jaeger, Chicago Rep
Business
Are

Gets

Across

Increasing

and spots out West.

Lindsey

Spight,

has the usual nose for spots that marks the successful rep, sees business everywhere, but not much that

will get beyond

the regional

classification.

Something

ought to be done about the situation, thinks Mr. Spight,
so he has bared his files for the benefit of those who
like to do things about

situations

Co., Seattle; Jantzen, Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, Portland;
Calo Dog Food, Emil Brisacher &
Staff, San Francisco; Iron Fireman, Gerber & Crossley, Portland;
and Libby's Pineapple Juice, J.
Walter Thompson, San Francisco.
It's a fine list of prospects and
we native advertising men out here
are very proud of their success in
national markets, but to date the
combined spot radio commissions
from all these accounts hasn't been
enough to pay the traveling expenses of the national station representatives who maintain offices
on the Coast.
A more consistent source of spot
business and in some respects a
better list of immediate prospects
are those firms with only partial
or spotty national distribution.
From this list comes most of the
$100,000 spot billing on Eastern
stations this past year, ended
July 1, 1936. Alaska Pacific Salmon (Skinner & Eddy), Gardner
Nurseries, Washington Boxed
Apples, Northwest boxed pears,
Mapleine and Carnation Albers, all
out of Seattle. Los Angeles has
Tree Sweet Orange Juice, White
King
Soap,Toothpaste,
Bireley's Orange
Strasska
Dr. Ross Juice,
Dog
Food, Green Spot Orange Juice,
McCloskey Varnish and the Hemphill Diesel Engine School. Headquarters of the Knox Co. (Cystex)
is also in Los Angeles. San Francisco has Hills Bros, and M. J. B.
Coffee, Cardinet Candy, and Tea
Garden products in this classification.
Occasional Users
THERE is also another small list
of accounts, by no means complete,
which contributes occasional spot
billing to the Coast's total volume.
This includes D'Arrigo Bros., the
Rosicrucion Order, Sunsweet
Prunes and the Barron Gray Packing Co. (Eveready Fruit Cocktail)
all
of
Tuna San
fromJose;
San Breast
Diego O'Chicken
and the
Ward Refrigerator Co., and the
Townsend Plan Promotion out of
Los Angeles.
The above list of accounts produces almost the entire volume of
Eastern station spot business and
contributes a generous share to
stations in the 11 Western states.
However, the great bulk of regional spot business is from Western firms.
Standard Oil Co. of California
is starting its fourth year of dominant use of time signals on leading Western stations. Richfield
Oil Co. has found the Jimmy Allen
transcriptions a real producer of
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when
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SPIGHT WORK— Here is the author consulting a well-known encyclopedia of broadcast advertising.
sales. Associated Oil Co. sponsors
direct from the field and occasional
wire report broadcasts of amateur
sports.
General Mills and its Western
subsidiary, Sperry Flour Co., has
had Jack Armstrong transcriptions
and baseball broadcasts in all the
major Pacific Coast markets. This
business is placed by the Westco
Agency of San Francisco. General
Brewing (Lucky Lager) is using
time signals, Safeway Stores has
recorded dramatized announcements, and other regional accounts
such as Roman Meal, O. M. Laboratories, Moon Glow Cosmetics
and Wilson and George Meyer use
announcements, participating proshows. grams and occasional live talent
It it rather interesting to learn
where this business originates
from a geographical standpoint. If
you take 65% as coming from the
San Francisco Bay district, 25%
from Los Angeles, and 10% from
the Pacific Northwest, you won't
be far wrong. Los Angeles and
Seattle each contribute more Eastern spot business than San Francisco,
but San
regional
accountsFrancisco's
more thanbigmake
up the difference. As a check on
these
NBC's(regional
actual
Pacific percentages,
Coast billing
chain business) for the first quarter of 1936 showed 62% from San
Francisco, 32.7% from Los Angeles, and 5.3% from the Northwest.
This Pacific Coast country is an
interesting spot to work in. We
have to travel a lot from Seattle
to San Jose to get our business
and most of it comes in small

Firm, Acquired, Says Clark
AS THE first step in its project
to engage in an all-purpose broadcasting business, Trans-American
Broadcasting & Television Corp.
announced July 6 its acquisition of
the station representation organization of Reiter & Jaeger, Chicago. The announcement was made
by John L. Clark, president of
Trans-American,
at the NAB convention.
Trans-American, it was dieclosed, will enter the station representation and associated fields
on a substantial scale. In addition it proposes to engage in program producing, selling and transcribing, as well as station management and operation. The company, according to Mr. Clark, has
financial backing amounting to
$2,000,000. No formal announcement yet has been made of its
backers or scope of activity, however, beyond the purchase of the
Reiter organization.
With the acquisition of the representation firm, which heretofore
has functioned only in Chicago,
Mr. Clark announced that Virgil
Reiter will be transferred to New
York to handle Trans-American
representation. Offices are at 521
Fifth Ave., New York. C. P.
Jaeger, he said, will continue as
head of the Chicago office at 333
N. Michigan Ave. In the Chicago
area the company has handled time
placements for WCAU, Philadelphia, WHAM, Rochester, and
WIBX, Utica,
resented WLW. and formerly repPossible Disc Service
FORMATION of Trans-American
was announced last month by Mr.
Clark, but details of the organization were not disclosed. It is
known that the company has been
in negotiation with Associated
Music Publishers Inc. in connection with possible representation
and sale of its transcription library service and also with regard
to possible arrangements for transcription recordings.
Several station owners, it has
been indicated, are identified with
the company but their names will
not be revealed until later. E. J.
Rosenberg, formerly general manager of the Society of European
Stage Authors & Composers, has
been made executive vice president of Trans-American, with Sol
A. Rosenblatt, former NRA division administrator in charge of the
radio code, as counsel. After the
NAB convention Mr. Rosenblatt
departed for Los Angeles on an
undisclosed mission while Mr.
Clark returned to New York.
TED

HUSING, chief CBS announcer, and H. V. Kaltenborn,
CBS political commentator, are
both in Europe this summer on vacations, and both are scheduled for
special relay broadcasts.
chunks, but we call each other by
our first names, most of us are
good friends as well as business
associates, and we believe that
there will be more business next
year than this, ad infinitum. Oh
yes, and there's the climate. If you
don't believe it, come out and see
for yourself. But don't expect to
make expenses on the business you
will pick up while out here.
July
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Blackett

Heads

GOP

Public

Relations;

NEW

CHIEF

NAMES

G.O.P. RADIO
STAFF
THE FIRST radio appointment
KirchhoferAppointedPublicity
Director
made by Hill Blackett, president
freedom of the radio and believes
TWO publicity
of Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.,
the American system of free, comdirectorships —
Chicago agency, and newly apboth significant in
petitive enterprise was the best.
pointed director of public relations
their bearing upAfter Gov. Landon's notification
of
the
Republican
National Comspeech on the combined networks
on the prospecmittee, was that of Theodore F.
tive use of paid
July 23, both the networks and
Allen as head of the radio division
radio time during
stations will begin charging reguof Eastern headquarters at 1 E.
the presidential
lar commercial rates for all politi57th St., New York. Mr. Allen,
campaign — were
cal broadcasts, affording the canformerly on the sales staff of
didates and their spokesmen an
made by ChairNBC, has been serving- as radio
man John D.
head of the publicity offices of the
"equal
opportunity"
to utilize
Mr. Blackett
Hamilton of the
facilities
in accordance
with their
the
G. O. P. in Washington.
Republican National Committee in
With Mr. Allen's appointment,
radio law. Despite Mr. Blackett's
Thomas G. Sabin and John Elwood
appointment, it is not expected
Chicago July 3 and were excluthat either his agency or any other
sively reported in the first daily
are to be transferred to Chicago
convention issue of Broadcasting.
will
place
the
Republicans'
radio
headquarters in the Railway Exaccounts but rather that these will
They were later verified, on July
change Bide:, under the direct sube
handled
direct
with
stations
and
8 and 9, by Mr. Hamilton in repervision of Mr. Blackett, accordnetworks.
leases to the press.
ing to telegraphic advices to
The first was the naming of Hill
Both Republicans and Democrats,
Broadcasting from Mr. Blackett.
Blackett, president of Blackettaccording to advance reports, exMr. Sabin since last July has been
pect to make unprecedented use of
Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago adradio
director of the committee
radio
during
this
campaign,
each
vertising agency, as director of
and Mr. Elwood has been Eastern
public relations in charge of radio,
spending perhaps $1,000,000 for
network, transcription and spot
paid advertising copy in publicaprogram manager, the former ditions and newsreels. The other was
time as against approximately
viding his time between Washingthe selection of Alfred H. Kirchton and New York and the latter
$500,000 which each spent in 1932.
bei*- - stationed in New York. Mr.
Republican radio headquarters will
hofer, managing editor of the Bufbe located in the Railway Exchange
falo Evening News, as publicity
Sabin formerly was on the NBC
director in charge of news releases
Bldg., Chicago, with Mr. Blackett
sales
staff in Boston, and Mr. Eland other campaign matter.
in charge, and with offices also in
wood, anephew of Owen D. Young,
Both men have been prominently
New York and Washington.
is a former NBC vice president.
identified with radio, Mr. Blackett
William B. Dolph, director of
Mr. Blackett also announced
as head of the agency placing the
radio for the Democratic National
largest volume of radio business
Committee, who is also manager
that Fred R. Kerman, Landon's
publicity director in the Western
during: the last two years and Mr.
of WOL, Washington, announces
Kirchhofer as directing head of his that he will maintain his headheadquarters during the preconvention campaign, would hereafter
quarters in Washington, with Robnewspaper's station WBEN. The
act as his assistant. Harry J.
ert Berger, at one time with NBC
Buffalo Evening News, incidentally, also on July 2 acquired WEBR,
Brown, Washington correspondent
and later with Carl Byoir & AssoBuffalo local, largely through Mr.
of the Providence Journal, has
ciates, publicity counsel, as head
of the New York office in the BiltKirchhofer's efforts, that station on
been named assistant to Mr. Kirchmore Hotel.
hofer.
Julv 15 being scheduled to join the
NBC-Blue network.
Entertains Broadcasters
THAT their duties will somewhat
Col. Frank
Knox
Lauds
Radio
overlap, is regarded as likely, but
both have the full confidence of
Chairman Hamilton and Gov. Lando the party platforms of both the Democrats and RepubNOT ONLY
licans declare themselves favorable to the maintenance of freedom of
don, the G.O.P. nominee. Mr. Blackett has been a confidante of Mr.
the radio along with the press, but President Roosevelt and Candidate
Alf Landon have expressed themselves unequivocally in favor of a free
Landon's for many years, and durradio,
as reported in previous issues of Broadcasting.
ing the pre - convention campaign
Freedom of the radio, to the broadcasting industry, means more than
was largely instrumental in coachfree speech — it means also the maintenance of radio as a free competitive
ing Gov. Landon as a radio speakAmerican enterprise — and thus the new reassurances that come to us
er, having sent one of his experts
in a letter from Col. Frank Knox, Republican vice presidential candidate
to Topeka to work with Landon.
and publisher of the Chicago Daily News, are further heartening to the
Mr. Kirchhofer handled publicity
broadcasting industry.
for Herbert Hoover in the 1928
In the light of President Roosevelt's message to the NAB convention
campaign. His appointment is besent through Broadcasting [see July 1 issue] and the words of confilieved to have been suggested b^
dence in the broadcasters expressed previously by Gov. Landon, and last
Roy Roberts, managing editor of
the Kansas City Star, a college
week by Hill Blackett as Gov. Landon's director of public relations in
charge of radio, the following highly laudatory message from Col. Knox
mate of Landon's, and a former
in reply to an inquiry from Broadcasting is particularly significant:
fellow Washine-ton correspondent
and Gridiron Club member with
"I am very happy to avail myself of your kind invitation to express
my appreciation publicly of the splendid work performed by the broadMr. Kirchhofer. Mr. Roberts' newscasters both before and during the Republican National Convention. I
paper, operator of WDAF, was one
mean to include in my appreciation the many courtesies shown me in the
of the original sponsors of the Lanpreconvention campaign in all sections of the country by those who were
don boom.
associated with me in broadcasting my own speeches. I have in my own
During the NAB convention in
files
many testimonials from the listeners-in which afford ample eviChicago on July 8 Mr. Blackett was
dence of the successful work done by the broadcasting: industry in bringhost to about 100 station owners
ing to the great American public the important political speeches and
and managers at a dinner in the
events throughout the nation.
Racquet Club there, the invitees
"In my opinion the broadcasting industry is now about to perform the
having been called together through
most stupendous job of political broadcasting yet attempted. During the
their representatives by Robert
next few months speakers on behalf of all parties, including the candidates themselves, will be repeatedly before the radio public through the
Barrett, of the radio division of the
medium of radio broadcasting. In this respect the industry is serving
Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency.
a national educational purpose and contributing much to the American
Mr. Blackett spoke shortly, advomethod
of solving the national problems through the medium of verbal
cating complete freedom of speech
contact.
on the radio and later advising a
"The Republican platform upon which Governor Landon and I stand
representative of Broadcasting
has again reiterated the fundamentals expressed in the Constitution itthat he saw no reason why the netself, that no people are free who do not enjoy the right of public assemworks should be criticized for placbly, of free speech and of free press. It is the duty of the press and all
ing the Communists on the air.
other mediums of public expression, including the radio industry, to proEarlier assurances have been retect their own rights in these respects in order that the people themselves
ceived from Gov. Landon, as from
may intelligently protect their own liberties guaranteed them by the
President Roosevelt, that he favors
same document."
Page
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H.

Preston

Peters

Rep
Buys
Purchases
HoldingsInterest
With Free ;
Firm Name Will B e Changed
COINCIDENT with the disclosure
that H. Preston Peters, vice president of Free & Sleininger Inc., and
Free, Johns & Field Inc., radio station representatives, has become a
substantial stockholder in the two
firms, it was learned authoritatively July 9 that the name of the
former firm will be changed to
Free & Peters Inc.
While no formal statement was
made, it was indicated that the
change will take place this fall.
Mr. Peters for several years has
been vice president in charge of
the New York office of both of the
organizations, which represent different lists of stations.
Mr. Peters, it was learned, has
acquired a substantial stock interest in the organization. Thus,
along with James L. Free, president of both companies, he is the
only active stockholder in the management of the business.
Clifford Sleininger, one of the
founders of the firm, left the organization several months ago and
established a station representative business of his own under the
name Sleininger Inc.
Coast Expansion
LAST

MONTH Mr. Free, as president of both concerns, announced
the reorganization of the Pacific
Coast setup which gives the two
firms their own offices on the Coast.
John Livingston, formerly of the
Chicago office, as sales promotion
manager, has established headquarters at 111 Sutter St., San
Francisco. He has been on the
West Coast for the last three
months completing arrangements
for the office.
Mr. Livingston is in direct charge
of the Pacific Coast operations but
both organizations will continue to
be represented in Los Angeles by
the Walter Biddick Co. with whom
Mr. Livingston will work closely.
In announcing the new offices,
Mr. Fr*ee said he had felt for some
time that the Coast area should be
productive of more spot business.
Mr. Livingston at one time sold
Baldwin locomotives in Europe, and
afterward for five years was on
the advertising staff of the Saturday Evening Post. He left the
Curtis Publishing Co. to join Free
& Sleininger four years ago.
First Political Buy
FIRST purchases of radio time for
political purposes on a network
are reported from New York
where the state Republican Committee, through Brooke, Smith &
French Inc., New York agency,
has contracted with NBC for a
special hookup of New York stations for eight weeks. Broadcasts
will be heard Mondays, starting
Aug. 3, from 10:30 to 10:45 p. m.
Programs will be keved from
WEAF and fed to WHAM, Rochester; WGY, Schenectadv, WSYR,
Svracuse, and WBEN, Buffalo.
GRAHAM

McNAMEE, NBC announcer and the original Talking
Reporter of the newsreel, has just
signed his third long-term contract
with Universal Newsreel.
• Broadcast
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C. H. Sandage,
Nation

Based

Near

of Census

on Returns

A STATISTICAL picture of the
broadcasting industry as it stacked
up last year, showing revenue from
the direct sale of time by stations,
employment figures, breakdowns of
revenue from networks, national
spot and local sales and other pertinent data was given the NAB
convention July 7 by C. H. Sandage, chief, Division of Communication, Bureau of the Census.
While unable to give the official
results for the country as a whole,
Mr. Sandage supplied information
covering 90% of the industry,
based on responses to questionnaires from stations. All but four
stations now have responded to the
questionnaires, and within a fortnight he expected that final information would be available.
Moreover, no information has been
released on receipts of networks.
Local Advertising
THE results of returns from 517
commercial stations, or 90% of the
total, redeclared, showed net revenue from direct sale of time plus
the sums received from networks,
of $47,957,501. This represents net
time sales, or gross billings after
time and quantity discounts had
been deducted. The breakdown
shows that of this aggregate, about
half or $24,000,000 was received
from local advertising. Of the remainder almost one-half was derived from national and regional
spot advertising, and an equal
amount from networks as payment
for carrying network commercials.
The network revenue for these 517
stations amounted to $11,920,643.
Total non - network time sales
amounted to $36,036,958, which was
$308,465 less than the estimate of
station times sales for 1935 made
by Dr. Herman Hettinger, NAB
research advisor.
"The breakdown of broadc
station revenue clearly indicaast
tes
that local advertising was the backbone of their 1935 business," Mr.
Sandage said. He pointed out that
the importance of local advertising,
however, varies by geographical
areas.
Respecting employment and payrolls, Mr. Sandage said:
"Employment data for broadcast stations outside Illinois and
Louisiana show that an average of
11,446 persons were employed in
1935. They received an annual
pay roll of $18,972,845. More
than 90% of this sum was paid to
full-time employees. The total payroll amounted to more than 40 percent of the advertising revenue of
those stations.
"Employmen
and payroll figures
include only tthose
persons in the
direct employ of broadcast stations.
Many persons appearing before the
microphone are employed and paid
by the advertisers and by networks. The latter are to be shown
separately, in our final report as
network personnel. Direct employees of advertisers are not reported.
"A more detailed analysis of employment for a representative
week shows that station talent, including artists and announcers,
make up the largest number of emBROADCASTING

of

Stations

48

Bureau,

Covering

Million
Gives

90%

Data

for

of Industry

ployees and receive a greater portion of the annual payroll than any
other functional group. Station
technicians are second, both in
number and payroll."
Regional Sales
TOTAL receipts of 63 broadcast
stations in the West North-Central
States, from sale of radio time
during the year 1935, amounted to
$5,689,765, the U. S. Census Bureau announced in its seventh report of the new Census of Business series on the broadcasting
business.
The report covers all broadcast
stations in the seven West NorthCentral States which sold time during 1935, except one small station
in Nebraska. It includes 14 stations in Missouri. 10 in Nebraska,
10 in Iowa, 9 in Kansas, 8 in Minnesota, 6 in North Dakota, and 6
in South Dakota.
REVENUE
Area
WEST NORTH-CENTRAL
Iowa
Kansas
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
South Dakota

FROM
No.
Sta.
10
. 63
149
108
6
6

SOUTH ATLANTIC3
Delaware |

63

Maryland 1
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Virginia
West Virginia

6
4
10
11
9
5
10
6

2

Lafount

the total time sales in this geographic division is accounted for
by the 14 stations in Missouri. This
state led all others with sales of
$2,133,105, of which $1,274,552
(59.8%) was local advertising.
Iowa was second with $1,172,235,
of which $426,557 (or 36.4%) was
local advertising. Thus Missouri
and Iowa stations together accounted for 58.1% of the total time sales
of stations in the seven states.
Revenue as reported by the stations is the net billings for advertising time on the air, including
the stations' proportion of network
billings. It is computed after deducting quantity and time discounts. The 63 West North-Central
stations employed a total of 1,593
persons (monthly average) with an
annual pay roll in 1935 of $2,153,268. More than 92% of this was
paid to full-time employes.
The monthly fluctuation in station employment in 1935 ranged
from 1,507 persons in January to
1,773 persons in December. The
larger number of employes in the
last few months was partly because of the opening of four new
stations during the year. Monthly
employment figures indicate a
gradual increase in number of persons employed through the year,
with the exception of the months
of July and August.

Joins WBS

HAROLD A. LAFODNT, who
served five years
on the old Federal Radio Commission, on July 1
was appointed
Washington representative of
World BroadcastLafount
ing System, specializing on political accounts and government business. Percy L. Deutsch, WBS presdent, in announcing the appointment, stated that Mr. Lafount will
continue his private activities in
addition to his WBS representation, making his headquarters at
ington.
the Wardman Park Hotel, WashMore than one-half (54.4%) of
the time sales of stations in the
seven states was derived from local advertisers. The remainder was
received from national and regional
advertisers who purchased time directly from the stations, and from
national and regional networks as
payment for network commercial
programs carried by the stations.
More than one-third (37.5%) of
SALE
100%
Total
$5,689,765
1,172,235
381,830
1.106,738
2,133,105
509,709
100%
255,780
130,368
$4,505,167
873,401
739,530
579,698
577,282
665,866
185,964
539,068
344,358

South Atlantic Area

OF TIME
Nat' I and
45.62%

Local
54.38%

$2,595,571
. Adv. 1
Reg745,678
172,864
364,621
858,553
289,332
126,691
44.42%
37,832

$3,094,194
426.557
208,966
742.117
Adv. 2
1.274,552
220,377
129,089
92,536
55.58%

$2,001,457
426,383

$2,503,710
447,018

293,704
275,447
321,541
262,560

445,826
304,251
255,741
403,306
133,452
287,521
226,595

52,512
251,547
117,763

TOTAL receipts of 63 broadcast
stations in the South Atlantic
States, from sale of radio time
during the year 1935, amounted to

1National and regional advertising represents the amount received by stations from
networks as payment for network commercial programs carried by the stations, as well
as time sold directly by stations to national and regional advertisers. Network and
non-network time sales are combined to avoid disclosure of individual figures.
2 Local advertising revenue was received from local advertisers who purchased time
directly from stations.
3 Data other than number of stations are combined to avoid disclosure of individual
figures.
Analysis WEST
of Employment
Pay Rolls 1 Avg.
NORTH CENTRALand
STATES
Avg. Part-time Employes
Full-time Employes
All
Employes
(One
Week) 2
Pay Roll
Pay Roll
No.
Total
Total
Classification
No.
Pay Roll No.
190
480
Total
1,727 $44,188
23
78
6
Executives
57
4,162 1,247
$39,384
88
55
Supervisors
88
4,800
3,972
4,800
262
8
62
Office and Clerical 270
6,141
10
51
$4,804
25
244
8
Station Technicians 252
7,752
32
28
6,079
Station Talent:
7,688
102
182
437
Artists
739 11,941
32 12
118
9
64
302
Announcers . . 194
5,160
7,593
2
4
36$3 9
38
4,348
5,058
Other3
127
4,232
$10
117
SOUTH ATLANTIC STATES
4,194
Total
1,018
115
65
1
Executives
66
65
50
50
901
20
$30,679
$29,217
4,256 178
53
2
Supervisors
63
4,206
$1,462
7
Office and Clerical 185
7
3,352 254
4,273
35
3
3,237
75
7
Station Technicians 257
61
4,324
58
Station Talent :
8,786
8,766
2224 85
51
168
13
' Artists
160
1,640
2,738 100
26 2 8
64
Announcers . . 176
8
1,098
4,420
4,484
27$3 11
64
6
Other3
Ill
2,739
$12
2,675
1 Figures are for week ending Oct. 26, 1935, except
where such period was not representative. In such cases one week of representative employment is given.
2 Doestisers,not
include of
employes
such as entertainers and other talent supplied by advernor employes
radio networks.
3 "Other" includes employes not otherwise classified. Persons performing a variety of
functions where no one function requires a major portion of the employe's time, and
continuity writers, are included here. Salesmen are also listed as "other".
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$4,505,167.
The report covers all broadcast
stations in the nine South Atlantic
States which sold time during
1935, except one small station in
Georgia. It includes 2 stations in
Delaware, 4 in the District of Columbia, 10 in Florida, 11 in Georgia,
6 in Maryland, 9 in North Carolina, 5 in South Carolina, 10 in
Virginia, and 6 in West Virginia.
More than one-half (55.6%) of
the time sales of stations in the
nine states was derived from local
advertisers. The remainder was
received from national and regional
advertisers who purchased time directly from the stations, and from
national and regional networks as
payment for network commercial
programs carried by the stations.
Sta. Station Pay Roll
Em.
(in dollars)
West
No.
(Avg.
Central Sta. No.)1 Total Fulltime Parttime
1,997,452 155,816
States _- __63 1,593 2,153.268
North100% 92.76% 7.24%
344 408,878 355,297 53,581
Kansas __10
Iowa
9 148 172.319 159,187 13,132
Minn. . __ 8 214 337,138 325,286 11.852
588 873,797 805,277 68,520
Miss.
Nebr. — . __14
-_10 163 195,769 194,122 3.93%
1,647
__ 6 66 84,791 78,111 6,680
N.
D.__
80,576
80,172 404
S. D __ 6 70
South
Atlantic

.63

Del. )

963 1 ,541.433 1,480,818 60,615
100% 96.07%
166 328,037 301,955 26,082

2
Md.
) 6
D. of Col. 4 112 264,568 257,405 7,163
Florida —10 150 202,826 198,987 3,839
Georgia -11 121 180,301. 177,476 2,825
N. Car. _ 9 116 182.837 179,955 2,882
S. Car. - 5
58
63,075
59,165 3,910
Va.
10 166 194,703 184,385 10,318
W. Va. —6
74 125.086 121,490 3,596
1 Monthly average, based on number of
full-time and part-time employes on pay
roll
nearest the
15th by
of each
man-months
divided
12.) month. (Total
2 Data other than number of stations are
combined to avoid disclosure of individual
figures.
KOVC are the call letters issued
by the FCC for the new 100 watt
full time station on 1500 kc. authorized for Valley City, N. D. and
headed by George Bairey.
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FCC

Authorizes

Ten

New

Prior

Stations

to

Recess

Sets Record for One Meeting;
Important Power Boosts
TO THE 22 new broadcasting stations authorized by the FCC Broadcast Division during the first six
months of 1936 [see July 1 Broadcasting], 10 more were added at
the division's July 2 meeting just
before the partial recess during the
summer. In addition the Commission granted various important
power boosts and ordered the deletion of KWEA, Shreveport, La.,
full-time 100-watter licensed for
1210 kc, owned by the operators
of KWKH and KTBS, who have
kept it silent for several years.
The deletion order is effective
Aug. 1.
The granting of 10 new station
construction permits in one sitting
was a record for both the FCC
and the old Radio Commission. All
of the projected new stations fall
in the local category, some securing
only daytime operation, and five of
the 10 are backed by newspaper
interests. With the exception of
Sacramento, the communities securing the stations do not now have
outlets.
New Stations Authorized
FOLLOWING are the new stations
authorized, together with call letters assigned by the FCC:
KROY, Sacramento, Cal. — Construction permit for 100 watts day on
1310 kc. issued to Royal Miller, automobile dealer.
KVEC, San Luis Obispo, Cal. —
Construction permit for 150 watts day
on 1200 kc. issued to Christina M.
Jacobson, doing business as Valley
Electric Co., electric contractor and
dealer.
KTOS, Merced, Cal. — Construction
permit for 250 watts day on 1040 kc.
issued to Merced Star Publishing Co.,
publishers of Merced Sun-Star, with
33-1/3% of stock each held by Ray,
Hugh and Peter McClung.
KWAT, Watsonville, Cal. — Construction permit for 250 watts day on
1310 kc. to F. W. Atkinson, publisher
of Watsonville Pajaronion and Register.
KOCA, Kilgore, Tex. — Construction
permit for 100 watts full time on
1210 kc. to Oil Capitol Broadcasting
Association, of which James G. TJ1mer is president. Mr. Ulmer is manager of KGKB, Tyler, Tex., owning
32% of its stock. Directors of new
corporation include Roy G. Terry,
studio manager of KGKB, and Tom
E. Foster.
KTEM, Temple, Tex. — Construction permit for 100 watts day on
1370 kc. to Bell Broadcasting Co.
Officers are : Ruth Mayborn, president, owning 85% of stock ; Walter
R. Humphrey, publisher of Temple
Telegram, secretary - treasurer, 10% ;
J. C. Mitchell, vice president, 5%.
WEXP, Clarksburg, W. Va— Construction permit to the Exponent Co.,
publisher of the Clarksburg Exponent. Officers are John A. Kennedy,
president, who with Mrs. Kennedy
owns 85% of stock ; W. Guy Tetrick,
secretary-treasurer and general manager. Olandus West is 10% stockholder.
WOLS, Florence, S. C. — Construction permit for 100 watts day on
1200 kc. to O. Lee Stone, outdoor advertising man.
KGLO, Mason City, la. — Construction permit for 100 watts full time
on 1210 kc. to Mason City GlobeGazette, of which E. P. Adler, head
of the Lee Syndicate of Newspapers,
is president.
KBHB, Rapid City, S. D. — Construction permit for 100 watts full
Page
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Montgomery- Ward Tests
A 15-STATION test campaign
in the Midwest, which may result
in a nationwide spot campaign
covering two years, will be
launched in September by Montgomery Ward & Co. To use World
Broadcasting System transcriptions, the campaign will be spotted
in Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and
South Dakota, 15 minutes daily six
times a week for 13 weeks. The
results of the initial 78 programs,
it was indicated, will govern expansion of the campaign on a twoyear basis, cancelable at 13-week
intervals. Ferrv-Hanly Co., Kansas City agency, is handling the
campaign.

What Time Is It?
THERE was one delegate at
the NAB convention who insisted upon keeping his watch
on Pacific time and maintaining his daily regimen accordingly. He was Walter
Biddick, the station representative, who ate, slept and
awakened according to Los
Angeles time despite the
three hour differential which
kept him up three hours later
each night. Mrs. Biddick,
there with him, insisted on
using Chicago time — and so
they seldom if ever saw one
another.

Further

Increase

in

Total

Advertising

Expected
for Latter Half of the Year
WITH gains for the first half of
magazines a close second. Nationthe year surpassing expectations,
al copy in newspapers will wind
advertising volume for the coming
up the first half about 13 to 14%
ahead of the like period in 1935,
six months will register even sharpwhile magazines will run about
er increases and bring the total
12% ahead in linage gains.
close to that of the early days of
the depression, writes William J.
"Newspaper volume as a whole,
including all classifications, will
Enright in the New York Times,
show increases for the first half of
on the basis of predictions of adthe year of about 9 per cent. The
vertisers and agency executives.
retail linage gains have been
"Circulation of the bonus money,
spotty, but in the last month have
benefit payments to farmers in the
shown signs of improving steadily.
fall, diversion of some funds to ad"Magazines are expecting parvertising to beat the new tax
ticularly sharp increases in the
on corporate surpluses, continued
second half because of the decline
gains in business activity, with rein the latter part of 1935. Startsultant larger purchasing power for
ing in June of last year, magazine
consumers and the steady resurgence of the heavy industries, are
linage gains over the corresponding period of 1934 were cut sharply,
a few of the reasons cited why adwith
the result that the year as a
vertising volume should rise a minimum of 15% for the remainder of whole showed an increase of only
about 5%. A 15% rise for the
the year," he continues.
next six months is expected by
Media Prospects
magazine publishers.
"FOR the first half of the year na"The sharp gains by one radio
tional advertising in newspapers is chain have more than offset the
leading the upward
surge, with
losses of another, with the result
that the total revenue for the first
six months will rise about 9 to 10%
time on 1370 kc. to Black Hills
for the three major groups. The
Broadcasting Co., headed by Robert
next few months are expected to
Lee Dean, and including H. C. Jewett Jr. and C. A. Quarnberg.
show larger increases because a
number of the leading programs,
Power Boosts Granted
ordinarily discontinued during the
FOLLOWING
are the more imsummer, remain on the air.
portant power increases authorized
"The predictions of sharp inat the Broadcast Division's last sescreases have been confirmed by the
sion:
announced plans of a number of
WMCA, New York, granted day
and night power increase from 500 to large organizations. Practically all
1,000 watts with directional antenna.
of the leading automobile manufacturers, whose volume for the first
WIP, Philadelphia, granted increase from 500 to 1,000 watts day,
half of this year is only slightly
500 night.
ahead of 1935 because of the
WEEI, Boston, granted daytime
change in the date for the showing
power increase from 1,000 to 5,000
of new models, are planning agwatts.
gressive campaigns on their 1937
WEAN, Providence, granted instyles. Radio, refrigerator, oil
crease from 500 to 1,000 watts, with
directional antenna.
burner and other companies whose
WFBR, Baltimore, granted inproducts go into the home have announced advertising campaigns,
crease in power to 1,000 watts day and
500 night.
which in many cases contemplate
WDBO, Orlando, Fla., granted intwice as much space as those for
crease in power from 250 to 1,000
the latter half of 1935.
watts. 580 kc. unlimited time.
Cigarette Advertising
WIRE, Indianapolis, granted increase from 500 watts night. 1,000
"WITH
increased cigarette producwatts day. to 1,000 watts night and
tion, the large manufacturers have
5.000 watts day.
stepped up schedules for the next
WASH, Grand Rapids, Mich., grantsix months. Expanded budgets for
ed increase to 1,000 watts day and
several manufacturers who are go500 night, along with WOOD, Grand
Raoids. with which it shares time.
ing after new markets with increased vigor presage a rise in ad
WKRC, Cincinnati, reconsidered
and granted application to increase
volume all along the line.
day power to 5,000 instead of 2,500
"Although retail linage in newswatts, using directional antenna day
papers is running only about 5 per
and night.
cent
ahead
of 1935, most stores exWTAG, Worcester, Mass., granted
pect a substantial increase in sales
increase in power to 1,000 watts, usvolume for the second half of the
ing directional antenna day and night,
and transmitter move.
year and are budgeting their newsBROADCASTING

Eight

Station

Sales

Approved
by FCC
Westinghouse Acquisition of
WOWO and WGL Sanctioned
EIGHT broadcasting stations went
into new hands during the last
fortnight as a result of FCC
Broadcast Division decisions July
2. The biggest deal represented
was approval of the transfer of
WOWO and WGL, Fort Wayne,
Ind., from Frederick C. Zeig to
the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., which recently negotiated a
deal for their purchase at a price
said to be in excess of $150,000.
WOWO is a 10,000-watt half time
clear channel station on 1160 kc,
and WGL is a 100 watter on 1370
kc. They will be operated by Westinghouse itself.
The: other transfers authorized
were
WEBR, Buffalo, from H. H.
Howell to the Buffalo Evening
News, operator of WBEN. WEBR
operates with 100 watts nights and
250 watts days on 1310 kc.
WNBR, Memphis, from Memphis
Broadcasting Co. to Memphis Commercial Appeal, operator of WMC.
WNBR operates with 500 watts
nights and 1,000 days on 1430 kc.
WMBH, Joplin, Mo., controlling
stock transfer from W. N. Robertson and W. H. Spurgeon to the
Joplin Globe Publishing Co. WMBH
operates with 100 watts night and
250 watts day on 1420 kc.
KMMJ, Clay Center, Neb., from
M. M. Johnson to KMMJ, Inc.,
whose president is Don Searle,
manager of WIBW, Topeka; H. A.
Searle, vice president, and K. S.
Stangler, secretary. KMMJ operates with 1,000 watts daytime on
740 kc.
WRDW, Augusta, Ga., from J.
J. Powell, Louise Powell and A. E.
Groom to Arthur Lucas, William
K. Jenkins and Frank J. Miller,
theatrical men. WRDW operates
with 100 watts full time on 1500 kc.
KIUJ, Santa Fe, N. M., from
W. R. Irvin to J. Lawrence Martin.
KIUJ operates with 100 watts full
time on 1310 kc.
In sion
addition,
authorized the
the Broadcast
transfer ofDivithe
four McClatchy stations in California— KFBK, Sacramento; KMJ,
Fresno; KWG, Stockton, and
KERN, Bakersfield — to the newly
formed McClatchy Broadcasting
Co., subsidiary of the big publishing concern. Eleanor McClatchy
was named president of the new
company, G. C. Hamilton vice president and secretary-treasurer, and
L. R. Matushak, assistant secretary.
Taking Over WOWO
WESTINGHOUSE E. & M. Co.,
authorized by the FCC July 2 to
purchase WOWO and WGL, Fort
Wayne, Ind., will formally take
over those stations Aug. 1, according to Walter C. Evans, the company's broadcasting manager.
George Jasper will be sent from
headquarters to help organize the
station, with Ward Dorrell to be
named acting manager. The station's personnel otherwise will be
kept intact.
paper copy accordingly.
"Therefore, advertising executives are confident that the second
half of the year will witness a sizable gain in advertising volume,
bringing the total close to the 1930

• Broadcast
figures."
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The

That

House
By

Promotional
To

Station

Project
and

WARREN
P.
WILLIAMSON,
President, WKBN, Youngstown, O.

Brings

Performs

IN THE late
spring of 1935,
WKBN, Youngstown, hit upon a
promotional idea
which, because of
its cooperative
appeal and the
fine results obtained therefrom,
should be of vital
interest to all

Mr. Williamson
broadcasters.
Using a regular daily sustaining
dramatic program — a firmly established feature involving the
everyday experiences of an average American family — and in conjunction with the Federal Housing
Administration — we of WKBN
conceived the novel idea of having
our radio family build a home over
the ether waves and at the same
time actually construct this dwelling as a model FHA project.
This plan took root and there
sprouted therefrom such an accumulation of promotion as could not
possibly have been foreseen.
WKBN first contacted a builder
who was willing to enter the
scheme for its promotional value
and who was further agreeable, if
it could be worked out to his satisfaction to reserve to WKBN
complete control of the selection of
cooperating concerns.
The Power of Radio
prospect of making a commercial project out of what had
been conceived as a pure station
promotion at an early point suggested itself. Numerous plans by
which this could be accomplished
were immediately developed.
Each advertiser who could be
made a part of this project would
be a potential customer for radio
time. He might be permitted to
provide his part of the construction
and furnishing at the regular retail rate with a certain specified
appropriation to go toward the
maintainenee of the radio program. Or he might be induced to

Clients

a Notable

and
Public

provide material at a minimum of
profit and share in the radio feature gratis.
In this latter manner the final
cost of the house might be kept
at a minimum so that it would be
readily saleable, would clinch negotiations with the builder, provide to said builder a possible fund
to cover depreciation during the
display period and the same time
create a new host of WKBN clients who would have a generous
proof of the power of radio advertising. There were other suggestions as to how this project might
be turned to commercial advantage
but they were all discarded in
favor of these two.
Here then were two schemes.
The first would provide immediate
financial return. The second would
at first offer only a large list of
THE

WOES

of home

Good

Will

Service

are

numerous.

WKBN

got itself into a lot of them when it decided to sponsor
erection of an FHA home. But all this was turned into
fodder

for the kilocycles,

sponsors

who

scrambled

and

better

for WKBN

still, a swarm

time.

of

It developed

into a radio "natural" and Mr. Williamson passes along
his experiences for the benefit of other stations as well
as all who are interested in radio as a medium.
potential clients — but clients who
had had a first class exposure to
this radio thing and who were "redhot prospects" for the further use
of WKBN's facilities. After due
deliberation, the latter course was
chosen, was readily accepted by the
builder and other commercial interests involved and the idea of a
model home construction took definite form.
FHA officials were enthusiastic.
The Youngstown Electric League
agreed to make it a complete electric project. The plans were drawn
and
approved,
a location was

BY RADIO — Here is the house that WKBN built in Youngstown, to the accompaniment of many sponsors and much interest.

BROADCASTING

Much

• Broadcast

Advertising

Profit

JR.

chosen in Boulevard Park, one of
Youngstown's finest residential districts, and immediately the WKBN
radio family began the trials and
tribulations of building a home.
Each step in the construction
was closely followed by these radio
performers and it may be readily
imagined that hundreds of intensely amusing incidents — indirectly
commercial in their nature and often involving actual names of
leading participating firms and
members thereof, often cast at the
scene of the construction, were
woven into the radio script which
not only provided
tainment but also hilarious
served toentercall
close attention of WKBN listeners
to the actual home as the scene of
these pit-falls and triumphs.
As the project progressed, hundreds of people began to drive to

builders

THE

BUILT

Built-With

Radio

the scene of activities and advertisers by the score began to approach the station with a variety
of offers to cooperate in the general promotion. From the building contractor to the landscape
architect — dozens of concerns in
Youngstown soon wanted a share
in this general promotion. A broadcasting natural had presented itself where a radio couple could go
through the pertinent process of
choosing the best brick manufacturer, the finest electrician, the
most beautiful or timely appointments, etc. as a part of the regular entertainment.
The type of indirect advertising
which resulted was considered invaluable to all who participated.
A committee was formed of representatives of all cooperating
concerns which met with WKBN's
representatives at a luncheon
meeting once each week throughout
the construction period and worked
out the various promotional steps
and details of the final showing.
Through the FHA the newspapers were solicited for support
which was immediately forthcoming and flood lights, a large bill
board and road pointers directed
an ever increasing throng to the
FHA Electric
Home
of WKBN's
entertaining
radio
family.
Arrangements were made
completion of this home to
open for public inspection
period of two weeks before
offered for sale.

at the
hold it
for a
it was

SPEAKER— A loudspeaker in
every room
part ofthat
the WKBN
equipment of theis house
built in Youngstown.
Mrs. Charlotte Wolley, director
of FHA Women's Relations in
Northeastern Ohio, was at this
point dispatched to the scene of
WKBN's model home and organized the women of Youngstown and
the vicinity. Prizes were offered
for the largest club attendance
during the open house period. A
series of broadcasts was arranged directly from various parts
of the home featuring scores of
these
women's were
club
leaders.prominent
These broadcasts
largely of the interview type describing the particular part of the
home in which the pick up was
made. An imposing list of hostesses was drawn up in order that
the showing could be made as orderly and dignified as possible.
The names of hundreds of prominent women found a place on the
pages of Youngstown's newspapers.
The most interesting and important commentary on the success
of the entire project may be found
in the fact that during this two
weeks inspection period, by actual
count, over 10,000 citizens of
Youngstown and a wide vicinity
visited the home. One of the
leading newspapers in the Mahoning Valley was at this point invited to cooperate with the result
that a ten-page section in their
regular Sunday edition was devoted to an explanation and complete
development of the project. Comments were enthusiastic.
Truly a Radio Home
ONE OF the most impressive
phases of this strictly modern
project was its unusual radio system. In the original construction
of the home telephone cables, outlets, etc. were installed in each
room to accommodate any plan of
radio reception which might be
chosen. When the time came it
was decided to have permanent
speakers in each room to be fed
from a master receiver and operated by remote control. Visitors
were amazed in their tour of inspection to find that by merely
pressing buttons on a tiny remote
control box the various stations of
their choice would fade in and
could be regulated to the desired
volume and that any or all speakers in the house could be either
cut on or off at will although the
(Continued on page SO)
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From Park to Parlor — To Market — Free Sports News —
Candy

Promotion — Beach

THE

Feen-a-mint National Amateur Night on Mutual, sponsored
by Health Products Corp., was
broadcast outdoors July 5 direct
from Palisades Park in New Jersey. The program, featuring
Benny Rubin, Arnold Johnson and
a group of amateurs, was witnessed by 3,000 people in the immediate audience, and heard by
15,000 others in the park, through
the medium of loud speakers. It
was heavily publicized throughout
the New York area. Palisades
Park is also conducting a series
of amateur elimination contests,
the winner to be broadcast over
Feen - a - mint's nation-wide hookup. Similar tie-ups have been arranged with other leading amusement parks throughout the country, as well as with theatres and
theatre-chains in many states.
In conjunction with the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, and RKO, Skouras, and Prudential theatre-chains,
an extensive amateur elimination
contest is being held throughout
New York. The winners will appear on a future Feen-a-mint
broadcast.
* ♦ #
SUNSHINE RADIO CAB Co.,
new New York firm, sponsoring a
unique twice weekly half -hour program on WMCA, New York, which
recently placed 2,500 newly designed taxis on the streets, is offering free to listeners a miniature Sunshine Cab which can be
used as a paper weight. The first
week's
requests.response totaled over 2,000

in Summer

CHRISTIAN
FEIGENSPAN
BREWING Co., Newark, sponsoring Stan Lomax sports comment
on WOR, Newark, nightly, has
formed a Sports Information Bureau as a service to the radio audience. The bureau, which will be
open from 10:30 a. m. to 6 p. m.,
will answer all sport questions except racing results. The bureau
also handled listener votes in the
All-Star baseball team ballotting.
The office will use the same phone
number as WOR and will be located in the WOR building, 1440
Broadway, New
York.*
*
*
WHEN the million dollar Rexall
Convention train, advertising project of the Rexall drug stores, visited Lincoln and Omaha, the Central States Broadcasting System,
operators of KFAB, KOIL, and
KFOR, broadcast special programs
direct from the train on sidings at
each town's Burlington station.
The train is touring every state
in the Union in the interest of
Rexall dealers and will continue
the journey until
♦ ♦fall.
♦
AFTER midnight broadcasting is
proving profitable for Parkview
Pharmacies and Terre Haute
Brewing Co., according to
W9XBY, Kansas City. The two
sponsors broadcast hour musical
frolics every night starting at
midnight.

EDGAR P. LEWIS & SONS Inc.,
Maiden, Mass. (Viva candy) ,
which recently completed a 19week contract on WCOP, Boston,
with Viva Juvenile Parade, took
the program to WCSH, Portland,
Me., where it is listed as the Viva
Opportunity Parade. Using an
amateur talent formula, the sponsor invites listeners to send in
wrappers from its candy. More
than 10,000 wrappers were received after the first WCSH program, a 17-jewel wrist watch being given to the boy and girl who
sent in the largest number. Besides, the friend who sends in the
most wrappers in voting on amateur performances, receives a
watch. Programs are staged by
remote control from Lewiston.
Louis Glaser Inc., Boston, now has
the account. *
* *
WOAI, San Antonio, has begun a
file of sponsor reference sheets.
These give prospective WOAI clients, as well as present clients,
case histories on WOAI campaigns
similar to their own. On mimeographed forms a regular file is
being tabulated which states the
following: Product; length of campaign; program; distribution; problem presented; how solved; merchandising and sales promotion;
results and other comments.
A BROCHURE titled Found—
The Lost Tribes, defining the extent of the Jewish market in New
York City has been issued by Advertisers Broadcasting Co., New
York, which produces programs
designed to reach the 2,500,000
Jewish listeners in that city. Success of a number of programs on
WMCA is described.

The company also is merchandising the program by inserting
in its cabs neatly printed cards
telling about the program. The
cards are prominently placed and
can be easily read by all the cab's
customers. It has been estimated
that over 100,000 persons must
use these 2,500 taxis every day,
since they are operated 24 hours a
day.
* * *
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AUCTION— Every MON. WED. FRI.. over WORL.
WORL Uses Auction Money
THIS is a reduced facsimile of the
auction money that merchants participating in the auction series of
WORL, Boston, give to customers.
The reverse
side its
says:
tificate is worth
face"This
valuecerin
the WORL Auction Sale. Tune in
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and send in your bid by mail
or wire. Do not send in your auction money until notified that your
bid is the highest accepted bid.
The merchandise will be awarded
to the highest bidder each day.
You can buy everything from the
merchants who give WORL Auction money. Look for the window
card in the merchant's window before making your purchases."
NOT SATISFIED with being a
winter resort, Daytona Beach
(Fla.) Chamber of Commerce has
been promoting the city as a summer resort, using a series of programs on WSB, Atlanta. June
found 30,000 motorists visiting the
world-famed beach and 10,000 hearcert. ing the opening summer band conFor four years Daytona Beach
has been using WSB in its summer promotional work and each
year the returns have been mounting. An office is maintained in Atlanta by the resort.
PRIZES amounting to $15,500 are
being offered to car owners and
their families by Esso Marketers
in a unique picture-naming contest,
the details of which are given three
times daily, except Sunday, on
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C. Entry
blanks describing the contest and
giving the simple rules are available at all Esso stations and dealers.
* * *
BESIDES their radio appearances
on KLZ, Denver, for Montgomery
Ward & Co., Denver branch, the
Capt. Ozie troupe makes daily personal appearances in the refrigerator department of the South
Broadway store, an innovation in
Montgomery Ward merchandising.
The radio program is broadcast
thrice weekly at noon.
* * #

WOR, Newark, has issued a 40page booklet titled To Market — To
Market, which presents in an unbiased fashion and without the aid
of charts and graphs, the fact that
radio sells. This marks the first
time the rubber plate process has
been used in an advertising book.
It has been used for years on the
Continent, more particularly in
France, and is an offshoot of the
old Jean Berte process of water
color reproduction. Though representative of Continental advertising in make-up and color, it is
essentially American in the story
told.
* * *
ROMAN
MEAL
Co., Tacoma,
Wash., is giving listeners to its
KVI series a pie juice-retainer for
a box top of its Speed-I-Mix pie
crust mixture and 10 cents. Display and promotion material are
given dealers and a Roman representative sets up dealer displays.
The product was placed on Northwest shelves June 5 and a concentrated radio campaign began on
KVI three days later, using a
thrice weekly morning quarterhour.

WORL

Drug Chain and Stations Cooperate in Boston
IN A BOSTON drugstore - radio
cooperative advertising tiein, WBZ
& WBZA, Boston and Springfield,
are planting displays in local
agencies of the Adamo Drug Co.,
nationwide hotel drug syndicate.
Separate displays have thus far
appeared in Adamo windows in the
Hotel Statler in Park Square.
Another (entirely different in
design and set-up) is currently

attracting attention in the Bradford Hotel unit. The hotel is the
home of WBZ in Boston. Nationally advertised products, "brought
into your homes by your favorite
radio artists", include: Horlick's
Malted Milk; Eno Salt; Jergen's
Lotion ; Alka - Seltzer ; Pepsodent
Antiseptic; Woodbury's; Vince,
etc. Photographs of talent are included. This is the Statler display.
BROADCASTING

WBS is conducting a A Tour of
Transcription Headquarters by
means of a two - color brochure,
nicely illustrated. A description of
recorded radio, "from microphone
to listener", is given as well as a
list of WBS subscribers, pictures
of studios and talent and a list of
WBS clients.
* * *
MARGARET SCHEETZ, Washington beauty parlor, participating in
the Bettv Hudson fashion programs on WJSV, Washington,
awards tickets to local Warner
Bros. theatres to listeners who
send Miss Hudson best beauty
hints.
DR. HUMPHREY BATE, leader
of the Possum Hunters and recognized dean of the WSM Grand Ole
Opry home
performers,
died in Springs,
June at
his
in Castalian
Tenn.
• Broadcast
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Since 1922 KSD
Been Pioneering

Has

Successful experiments made by KSD
when radio was young are the common
practices of broadcasting today. KSD's
auxiliary short wave station W9XPD, the
first ultra short wave station west of the
Mississippi River, now is carrying on experimental work in the short wave field.
When

KSD

Commercial

Began

Accepting

Programs

A rigid censorship was established and
has been maintained to protect both listeners and advertisers from the unworthy.
Many of KSD censorship rulings have
been confirmed later by Federal Trade
Commission decisions.
KSD's

Guarantee

Its Advertising

in

Contracts

Sponsors on KSD

have this assurance

which KSD writes in its contracts: "It is
unequivocally guaranteed that no advertiser using the facilities of KSD is given
a secret rate, rebate or privilege."

On

the

Red

Network

Station
NEW

of

the

KSD

National

Broadcasting

—
The
POST-DISPATCH

Company

St. Louis
BUILDING,
ST. LOUIS,

Since

the

First

Hookup

Post-Dispatch
MO.

FREE & SLEININGER, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
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Merchandising

Services
Elaborate

Advised

Service

a Sign of

Weakness, Says Mr. Harlow
E L A B 0 R ATE
m erchandising
service by a station is a tacit admission by the
owners of .the
station's weakness, in the opinion of R. L. Harlow, assistant to
the president, --Yankee Network, Mr. Harlow
who addressed a group at the Advertising Federation of America
session in Boston on June 30.
Speaking on "Merchandising the
Mr.
Radio:
said: l and Spot",
Harlow Nationa
"Based on engineering studies it
is possible to know definitely certain determinable facts, namely:
Where such station can be heard
satisfactorily and how many listeners are located within that particular area. And today we have
some means to determine how
many are actually listening at a
given time. The successful station,
however, has a certain premium to
offer which can be measured to a
large extent and which represented by its reputation in the
community over the period of its
existence because of the popularity of its programs over those
of its competitors; a certain goodwill which makes that station _ a
better medium potentially than its
neighbors. And it is this goodwill
which guarantees the largest audience to which your particular procontributes or detracts. gram either
Are Rates Correct?
"FUNDAMENTALLY, then, we
maintain that if the rates for time
on this better station are correct
faand just, that in delivering its
cilities and by maintaining at all
times its high standards both in
its programs and transmission,
there is no further obligation on
the part of that station for anything in the way of merchandising
service.
"In fact, any elaborate merchandising service offered as a part of
the station's service is a tacit admission of the weakness of that
station by the owners themselves.
If it is necessary for a station to
make all kinds of promises of merchandising service, in order to get
the account, something is wrong
either with the station itself or its
cEircl rEtts
"In the final analysis the advertiser pays the bill and it would be
a lot more equitable to reduce the
card rates for the station facilities to a fair figure, with specific
charges for specific merchandising
services, than to make the user of
time who doesn't know of the service, or desire it, pay part of the
cost for those who do avail themselves of such service.
"The fact that radio programs
should be properly merchandised is
indisputable. The better the job
of properly following through with
a carefully developed merchandising plan, whatever be the medium
used for the advertising, the
greater the possibility of the success of that campaign.
"But the merchandising is your
Page
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More

on

Freedom

of

the

Craig & Hollingsbery Inc.
Is Organized by Merger

Radio

DOES

freedom of radio exist in America ? Some would have the networks and stations debar the Communists and Socialists, but they have
had their say on the radio, thus preserving a principle precious to American radio. Now hearken to this comment from a noted liberal journalist, Dorothy Thompson, wife of the novelist Sinclair Lewis, writing in
her daily syndicated column to newspapers of July 9:
"There is one highly ironic facet to Mr. Lewis' [John L. Lewis, president of the United Mine Workers of America] denunciation of the economic tyrants who control our world and prevent democracy. Mr. Lewis
issued his call to the workers of America over a nation-wide hookup
on time provided him free. The NBC is an affiliation of the Radio
Corporation of America. And at this moment Mr. Lewis is at grips
with this company in a strike which he has called in the Camden plant.
"The circumstances of that strike do not quite bear out Mr. Lewis'
picture of the workers in relation to corporate industry. In this conflict and from the outset and before the strike began the company offered to proceed in accordance with the principles of the Wagner labor
act. It offered to respect the decision of a majority of the workers, as
expressed in a free and secret ballot, to be taken under the auspices,
not of the industry but of the Government, and to recognize whomever
the workers might elect as the representative of all of them for collective bargaining. Mr. Lewis rejected this offer for obvious reasons.
Not thus would he win the fight.
"The RCA has not called in strikebreakers, it has not called out
troops, nor armed the workers, the majority of whom have not responded to the strike summons. But there has been violence and a
great deal of it has been committed by the "peaceful picketers" whose
methods of persuasion have been to add the blackjack to the argument.
The RCA has not yielded to Mr. Lewis. But it has also remained true
to its policy of keeping the air free for public discussion.
"There is something to be said for this democracy, even with its economic tyrants."
responsibility; the direct and personal job of the advertising agency. It is not the responsibility of
the radio station.
"The fact that the purpose of
any advertising campaign is to sell
goods is recognized by the radio
station quite as much as by sponsor and agency. We have known
of stations furnishing car cards,
window cards, personally signed
letters, use of a billboard, trade
solicitors, house to house canvassers, window displays, extra time
on the air, usually in the form of
announcements, small ads in the
newspapers or telephone calls. It
is true that such service depended
usually upon either a given number of broadcasts being purchased
or a certain amount of money being involved.
"The use of the station studios
by the local distributor, the sending of a representative to sales
meetings to explain the radio program and close watch as to public
reaction as near as it can be determined are matters which bring
goodwill to the station as well as
to the advertiser and rightfully
should be carried out. With the
advent of television, an entirely new
technique will be required. I hope
the advertiser is thinking as seriously about it now as is the station.
"The future for this medium is
decidedly bright and those stations
who best cooperate with the advertisers in their contacts with the
public will be the torch bearers of
tomorrow."
New

W1XAL

Outlet

WTHT, Hartford, will become the
tenth member of the Inter-City
Group when the new transmitter
goes into operation about the middle of July. It also will be a member of John Shepard's New Colonial
Network. WTHT is a newly authorized 100-watt daytime station
owned by the Hartford Times, a
Gannett newspaper, and will operate on 1200 kc. The transmitter
and studios are located in the
Times building.

Series

To Be Offered on Discs
A LIBRARY of nearly 200 fifteen-minute transcriptions of educational programs that have been
broadcast over W1XAL, international shortwave station located in
the University Club, Boston, and
supported largely by the Rockefeller Foundation, will shortly be
made available to broadcasting
stations for the fall and winter
school season, according to Walter
S. Lemmon, president of the
World Wide Broadcasting Foundation, licensee of the station.
W1XAL operates non-commercially, and features educational programs, with its "staff" largely
drawn from professors of the leading New England colleges.
Since most of the programs
when broadcast were destined
largely for the foreign audience,
Mr. Lemmon believes they have
great domestic possibilities, being
so balanced
to the
givesame
"the type
listener in the as
home
of instruction as though he were
privileged to sit in the lecture
halls within college walls." Mr.
Lemmon expects to offer the discs
on a cost basis since his organization is non-profit in character, and
reports that he will send sample
discs for a nominal fee of $1 each
to insure bona fide interest. The
transcriptions are standard 16inch discs and may be played on
any turntable equipment designed
for 33% r.p.m. records.
New

Hartford

School

Duluth

Station

A SECOND broadcasting station
in Duluth, Minn., will go into
operation Sept. 1 when KGFK,
100-watter now operating at Moorhead, Minn., across the Red River
from Fargo, N. D., is moved into
that city in accordance with a recent FCC decision. Dalton LaMasurier, operator of KFJM,
Grand Forks, N. D., heads the
group which purchased KGFK
from the Earl Reinecke and Fargo
Forum interests. The FCC announced that the station's call letters will be changed to KDAL.
BROADCASTING

Of Representative Firms
A MERGER of the station representation organizations of Norman
Craig Inc. and Geo. P. Hollingsbery Co., and formation of Craig
& Hollingsbery Inc., was announced
in Chicago July 7 during the NAB
convention. Heretofore the Craig
organization has functioned only in
the New York area, while Mr. Hollingsbery, former advertising manager of the Chicago Herald-Examiner, only recently
entered
representation field in
the the
Chicago
area.
Under the arrangement Mr.
Craig will remain in charge of New
York headquarters at 250 Park
Ave., and Mr. Hollingsbery will
maintain Chicago headquarters at
307 N. Michigan Ave. An office in
Kansas City will be headed by Tom
Flannigan, formerly of the HeraldExaminer staff, and one will be established inDetroit.
The score of stations represented by Craig in the New York area,
it is expected, will form the nucleus
of the new organization. Mr. Hollingsbery now represents WREN,
Laurence, Kan., and WWJ, Detroit,
in Chicago, while Mr. Craig has a
considerably larger list of stations.
The plan is to concentrate on representation of stations in major
markets.
Previously, Mr. Craig had planned
that James King, of his New York
office, would open offices in Chicago.
With the fusion of the two firms,
however, Mr. King will remain in
the New York office. Mr. Hollingsbery's assistant in Chicago is Tom
Keelan, former advertising agency
man in Chicago.
House Radio Built
(Continued from page 25)
master control was in another
part of the dwelling.
At the close of the open house
period this home found a ready
sale and when it was all over it'
hadn't cost any of the participants
one penny of actual cash except
the time which had been provided
by WKBN to promote the scheme.
The final chapter was for
WKBN to capitalize on the good
will and friendliness which had
been developed with a group of
fine potential advertisers of its>
own choosing who had heretofore
been merely lukewarm to radio.
Again WKBN's expectations have j
been more than fulfilled. Not only
has there been a considerable
amount of intermittent and seasonable business attributed to this
project but right at the time of
this
account
one ofoneYoungstown's
largest
advertisers,
who played
an important part in the FHA
model home of WKBN, has signed
a contract for a regular weekly
half -hour program for 52 weeks.
WKBN recommends this promotional idea to all broadcasters and,
since the completion of this project,
is more firmly convinced than ever
that there is something new under
the sun and that pure station promotion pays attractive dividends.
LINCOLN

Memorial University,

Tenn., recently authorHarrogate,
ized by the FCC to erect a new :
100-watt station in Middlesboro,
Ky., has been assigned the call
letters WLMU by the FCC.
• Broadcast
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Associated
tr

Football

on

O il Secures
West

Coast

a* .

Eleventh Straight Year
ASSOCIATED OIL CO. of California, for the eleventh consecutive
JI
jpear, will sponsor broadcasts of all
4 major Pacific collegiate football
IB games, Harold R. Deal, advertising and sales promotion manager
«
ii of the organization in San Francisco, announced following the
ol.3- signing of an exclusive contract
«• for those privileges with the Pacific
Coast Conference and major independent schools. With P. E. Allan,
SI
sales manager of the Associated
!r. Oil Co., Deal attended the Conference meeting at Spokane, Wash.,
where details were completed.
Nearly 100 major games will be
presented over 36 stations by Associated's
staffBoth
of 22NBC
trained
announcers.
and sports
CBS
as well as independent stations
will be used. Deal pointed out that
the task of arranging for the 1936
season broadcasts will be more difficult than ever because the Conference's new schedule will find
every major team playing each
other. Three and sometimes four
important games will be played on
the same Saturday, he stated.
"There will be more games than
ever on the air this season," he
said. "The schedule really calls for
four networks on some days. Unfortunately there are only three
(2 NBC and CBS-Don Lee), so we
will have to do some intricate
schedule-juggling. However, as in
the past, we will make every effort
to insure the fans of every section
of the Coast hearing the games
they are most interested in."

Ill

Two for General Foods
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, has signed two fall programs to be heard on the NBCBlue network. The first program,
in the interest of Sanka coffee,
will get under way Sept. 28, Mondays, 8-8:30 p. m., on the basic
network with a rebroadcast at
12:30 a. m. The program will
star Helen Hayes in a dramatic
series and is signed for 52 weeks
through Young & Rubicam Inc.,
New York. The second broadcast
will promote Log Cabin syrup.
The series will start Sept. 29,
Tuesdays 8-8:30 p. m. on the basic
Blue network. The northwestern,
mountain, KLO, and Pacific Blue
network will carry the program
at 11:30-12 midnight, featuring
Louis Massey and The Westerners
in a broadcast entitled Log Cabin
Bar Z Ranch. The program will
run for 26 weeks. Benton & Bowles
Inc., New York, has the account.
6,300 at WIP Picnic
THE Sixth Annual Picnic of the
WIP, Philadelphia, Homemakers'
Club, held June 23, at Clementon
Lake Park, N. J., was attended by
over 6,300 women. Tickets were
50c and included ferry and train
fare, lunch, a six-ring circus, free
amusement rides at the Park, and
a chance of winning one of the 50
gifts which were awarded to the
holders of the winning ticket numbers. Gifts, which included a trip
to Bermuda, a radio, typewriter,
electric washing machine, a TopIcer, three trips (week-ends) to
Atlantic City, and many others
valued at a total of slightly over
$1,000. Gifts were donated by
sponsors.
BROADCASTING
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reaches

with

1

Power

2

Coverage
Over 1,000,000 regular listeners
in primary area. 5% to 50% coverage in 48 counties in 4 other
states. Most listened to American station in Mexico.

3

Markets

4

5

50,000 watts, cleared channel, full time.

$2,000,000,000.00 Texas Centennial
Market, adding wealth to
tc the 5th state in population.

Finest NBC, TQN* and LOCAL,
Programs
i
with highest ranking in national
and local surveys.

Prestige

Our list of national and local advertisers (furnished on reguest) would form a nucleus of the

Summer?

"Who's Who" of the business world in their respective fields.
GOOD!
30 new contracts in 32 days!
From April 29 to June 1
WOAI added 30 new contracts. .. . (This does not
include renewals or NBC
advertisers).

6

Experience
One of the South's first
stations, having continuously served the Southwest for over
14 years.

7

Services
World Broadcasting System transcription library. Complete International and Universal News.
Excellent production and merchandising facilities.

WOAI
50,000 WATTS •• CLEARED CHANNEL
1190 KILOCYCLES

• Broadcast

Represented nationally by Edward Petry & Co.
Affiliate » National Broadcasting Company
Member

Advertising

» 'Texas
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J.

L.

Hudson

Big Detroit
Sells With
Conservative

Methods

Used by

own programs.
Records are used for the music
which comprises the program.
Classical music prevails, popular
records accounting for only about
20 % of the total used. About six
announcements are average for
each program.
Conservative Continuities
THE COMMERCIALS follow the
same strictly-edited style of Hudson's newspaper advertising. No
comparative prices are used, and
language is conservative. All references to competitive merchandise and competitors are omitted.
Instead an effort is made to "get
behind the merchandise", and dig
out interesting facts about the
goods on sale. Thus, in a promotion of Hudson's grocery department, Miss Brooks is apt to be
heard talking about the history of
tomatoes as a vegetable, or the
methods of best cultivations, winding up with the observation that
tomatoes representing the finest
traditions of cultivation and agriculture may be found in Hudson's
grocery department.
Similarly, a sale of dresses is
apt to be highlighted by a description of the silkworm which was
the source of the silk used in the
dresses.
Merchandise for the program is
selected with the same care and
careful checking as that which is
featured in newspaper copy. On
the whole, items which are more
apt to lend themselves to a vivid
word picturization are those most
likely to be featured on the daily
program, which comes on every
shopping day.
_No particular type of merchandise has been found successful
above others in the radio presentations. Everything from kitchenware to expensive fur coats has
been featured on the hour from
one time to another, but Hudson's
checking system has apparently
noted no appreciable difference in
results over the long run, for the
range of advertised items continues as wide as ever.
The program is directed to
women,
although
apparel
and accessories
oftenmen's
are featured.
Experience at Hudson's, it is said,
32
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Store,
Radio

Leading Retailer of City
GROWING SUCCESS with its
morning radio program over WWJ
has led J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit's
largest store, to continue well into
its third year of broadcasting
without a break. The program
originated in February, 1934. It
is heard over WWJ from 8 to 9
a. m., and in the winter months a
half-hour earlier. Boasting several unusual elements, both in its
presentation and the type of commercial used, it has enjoyed an increasing audience which has served
to build up a satisfactory return
of business, both direct and indirect.
Observers have noted that each
program is a fairly complete entity in itself, well constructed
about a central theme. This building of the programs is in charge
of Miss Barbara Brooks, who is in
charge ofandthewho
store's
promotional
efforts,
announces
her

Page
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STROKE BY STROKE— A demonstration of spot news broadcast with
KMBC's short-wave Newscaster Car, the occasion being the exhibition
golf tournament in Excelsior Springs, Mo., with Lawson Little, Johnny
Goodman, Jimmie Thompson and Horton Smith competing.
RESORT

PROFITS

BY

RADIO

Excelsior Springs Enjoys Business Boom

Following

Series of Events Covered by KMBC
a shortwave broadcast from a
A GROUP of broadcasts planned
plane flying over the city in which
originally for novelty and public
interest value has turned out to
golfing stars surveyed the ground
on which they later were to meet.
be an unusually productive source
The Newscaster Car later estabof publicity for Excelsior Springs,
lished broadcast history by transenterprising Missouri health resort
mitting a running account of the
near Kansas City. An elaborate
Exhibition golf tournament with
Spring Festival, sprinkled with
Lawson Little, Horton Smith, Jimcelebrities and special events, early
Tournament on subsequent days
in June was completely covered in
was also broadcast by the KMBC
a number of spectacular broadCar with far greater success
casts by KMBC, Kansas City and
than the pack transmitters used
according to officials - of the city
by networks on golf matches.
and its representatives, Beaumont
Progress in the Midwest Bridge
& Hohman Inc., and Thompson &
Tournament
was reported nightly
Lichtner Inc., the broadcasts crein
broadcasts
by director Oswald
ated such an impression that trade
Jacoby, who also gave representaand patronage at the Springs has
tive hands played. Other broadfar suprassed the usual spring
season. The officials attribute the
casts included the Governors' Banresult to the KMBC broadcasts
quet, a street carnival dance, a
massed bands concert, and ceremosince nearly all visitors mention
nies honoring native Missourians
that they heard the broadcasts.
in which KMBC's own Ted Malone
The Festival was opened with
served both as guest of honor and
has demonstrated that women do* master of ceremonies. Other radio
a large proportion of the shopping
celebrities present were Leith Stevens, Willard Robison, and Hale
for men's wear. No definite limitations as to price ranges are obandCharles
Derry Puffer
of "Theof Three
Cheers."
Beaumont
and
served, and occasionally no price
whatsoever is featured.
Hohman Inc., and Alan BrantingInstitutional copy often is heard
ham of Thompson and Lichtner,
Inc., are enthusiastic in their
over the radio program. Such activities as Hudson's model kitpraise erage
of of the
KMBC's
chens, child health institutes,
eventcomplete
and of covthe
housewares expositions and other
positive results obtained.
such promotions are well covered
on the air when they occur.
Churches Control KMBC
Newspaper advertising will from
time to time amplify the radio
CONTROL of Midland Broadcastbroadcasting. When Miss Brooks
ing Co. Inc., operating KMBC,
is scheduled to present some imKansas City, has been acquired by
portant bit of shopping news, atthe Church family, according to
tention is called in the preceding
Arthur B. Church, president and
day's advertising to the fact that
general manager of the station.
"Miss Barbara Brooks will have
Cicely I. Church, Mr. Church's
an important announcement towife, has acquired the 34% interest
morrow morning ..." on whatheld
by the estate of F. B. Blair,
ever the subject may be.
who died last November, and toIn accord with Hudson's fixed
gether with Mr. Church's interest,
policy, no statement is obtainable
the family now holds 68% of the
from the store's officials concernstock. The balance is held equally
ing the success of the program.
by
M. H. Siegfried, Kansas City
Its constancy, however, is the best
realtor and insurance man, and C.
barometer of the regard in which
R. Smith, president of the Ford
it is held.
distributing agency of that name.
Simultaneously it was announced
A PULLMAN car completely outthat Roland Blair, son of the late
fitted as broadcasting studio is the
KMBC president, has resigned as
novel new equipment that has been
vice president and director of
added by Radio - Strasbourg for
KMBC, and on July 15 will leave
mobile services, particularly tourist broadcasts.
his post as retail sales manager.
BROADCASTING

Group

Chicago

Lists

in Year
Progress
University Council Sees Need
Of Improved Programming
THE
University Broadcasting
Council of Chicago, experiment in
cooperation between commercial
radio and education, reports 912
broadcasts from July 1, 1935 to
June 1, 1936, in its first annual
report just issued. Programs presented included the University of
Chicago Round Table, weekly over
NBC, and the Titans of Science
half-hour dramatizations, weekly
over Mutual. Other features ranged
from educational lectures, conversations, and dramatizations, to special features, including college
sings and interviews by professors
with industrial executives and political figures.
Allen Miller, director and founder of the Council, commenting on
the first year's efforts, stated that
"by and large, the cooperative policy of universities and broadcasters
has been highly successful. What
difficulties have occurred can be
expected when two powerful interests which have not always understood each other are thrown into
almost
daily contact."
The Council
includes the University of Chicago, DePaul University and Northwestern University, representing education; and
CBS, Mutual and NBC, as well as
affiliated Chicago stations, plus the
independents, WLS, WJJD and
WIND, as the commercial radio interests. Additional support is given
the Council by Carnegie Corp. and
Rockefeller Foundation.
Improved Quality
FINANCIAL responsibility has been
divided equitably among broadcasters, universities and the two
educational foundations, to provide
a yearly budget of $55,000. The
three universities furnish $13,000;
the broadcasters, $16,500, and the
foundations $25,000.
The Council aims first to serve
a cultured audience, frequently
neglected by commercial radio it believes, and at the same time meet
the needs of as large a mass audience as possible in the general interest in adult education. UBC
programs are designed to inform
interestingly, and to stimulate.
The board of trustees of the Council, comprising two representatives
from each university, takes an active part in discussions with the
council staff and with the broadcasters in developing new features.
While Mr. Miller predicts a considerable increase in the number
of educational broadcasts from his
organization during the next year,
he feels more than ever, that the
prime consideration of the University Broadcasting Council and
quantity.
educational
radio is improvement
of programs rather than increased
CONSOLIDATED GAS Co., New
Yoi-k, will resume its Echoes of
New York Town, musical program
on WJZ, New York, Sept. 13, 6-7
p. m. Contract is signed for 39
weeks through McCann-Erickson
Inc., New York. The program was
on WEAF last season. At the recent AFA convention in Boston
the Public Utilities Advertising
Association gave an award to the
program.
• Broadcast
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MERCHANDISING
How

One-Man

PROGRAMS

GARAGES
KDYL

UNITED

Lines Up the Trade For

Broadcasts Can Be Utilized to Attract

Sponsors and Hold Listening Audience
REVIEWS AND PREVIEWS — A
By FRED BOCK
program corresponding somewhat to
Sales Manager, WADC, Akron
the radio column of a newspaper.
Gives comments on programs that
SALES MANAGERS of broadhave passed and more comments on
casting stations are faced today
the programs to be heard in the near
with a paramount problem, that
future. Gives intimate stories about
of evolving enough new, effective,
the radio stars. Tells what they like
distinctively different types of feaor
do not like. Tells of new developtures to provide the sales organiments in radio. Brings in local enzation with an endless lineup of
tertainers, announcers, etc. for interprogram ideas which will stand
views— also out of town stars.
the test of comparison with naRAMBLING REPORTER— Informal
tional programs.
comments on a couple of news topics
Briefly, the problem is one of
of the day. Works in a human inmerchandising. Some sales manaterest story. Chiefly comments, in a
gers, though, have overlooked the
free and rambling style about things
of civic interest and people who are
most important job of merchandising, that of merchandising their
doing things for the community. Because of the frank and rambling style,
station's service with the right
the commercial copy works in very
kind of merchandisable programs.
smoothly for department stores or any
It is truly a problem to provide
retailer.
an array of programs which can
LIARS CLUB — There are organizabe locally produced and yet will
tions of liars clubs in some cities and
stand up with the high-priced feathere are numerous men who have a
tures. With the exception of the
prize yarn. A prize for the best yarn.
very large stations, which claim
somewhat national coverage, it is GREETINGS TO BRIDES— A song
program,
during which
out of reason to attempt an extentions are extended
to the congratulanew brides
sive variety program in competiand grooms each day. Might be untion with the big shows. It rewieldy in large cities but a good feaquires more men than the local
ture in medium or small cities. Anadvertiser can afford. However,
other feature with names. Appeals to
the sponsor is quite likely to be
women. A friendly and personal gesture to the newlyweds by furniture
able to hire one or two good men.
company or some such sponsor.
Thus, if we find the right oneman feature, we can still present
ANNOUNCERS CONTEST— Forget
the best.
the old appeal about a job for the
winner.
Appeal to the mass. Get all
One-Man Programs
men who think that they could be
better than the announcers they have
ONE-MAN programs are usually
heard. Offer a sizable cash prize for
"personality" or "service" feathe winner . . . the man who thinks
tures, or combinations of both. A
he is good and is good. This gets the
point to remember in developing
men who are of higher caliber and not
program ideas is that any feature
looking for jobs. It uses names and
which uses names has possibilities,
personality. It also affords unusual
advertising possibilities because the
and is subject matter which has
entire program can be advertising,
no outside parallel. For what they
with each contestant reading a piece
may be worth as ideas or as seed
of copy, and yet hold interest.
for other ideas, here is a list
ANNOUNCERS CONTEST— Similar
of "one-man" programs, most of
to above contest, except for women.
which have been successfully testAppeal is that sponsor has faith in
ed by the writer:
the ability of women to fill a place in
NEWS — If a good announcer is at
radio. He feels they have better merchandising sense than men and that
the "mike", and he has good news
facilities, he will be just as good as
they can present their stories sincerely. To give the women a chance
any man in Oshkosh, New York City,
or Mingo Junction.
to prove this the sponsor allows the
women to visit the store, write their
BASEBALL SCORES— Widely used
and need no comment.

LINING Cooperative
up over 50Seriesof the local
garages and accessory stores,
KDYL, Salt Lake City, has brought
the entire group under the banner
of the Utah Automotive Trades
Association and is now presenting
a weekly half -hour program under
the sponsorship of this organization.
The purpose is to call attention
of the motoring public to the wisdom of having all automotive work
done by established, reliable, local
service men. And to further the
interests of the program, attractive display cards have been furnished all participants in the
broadcast. Copy in the radio program calls attention to these cards
and urges that motorists look for
the emblem of a member of the
Utah Automotive Trades Association when seeking repair or service work.
own one-minute copy and present it
on the air. Small prize for winner on
each broadcast and grand prize such
as shoes supplied for three years.
TEST YOUR MEMORY - — Piano or
organ program. No titles of tunes
are announced, although clues may be
given in continuity. Those who guess
correct titles of all tunes are given
prizes, usually theater tickets. Can be
used by most any type of sponsor.
FISHING PROGRAM — Authoritative figures show that more people are
interested in fishing than in any other
sport. The Fishing Reporter is a
very appealing feature. The reporter
tells where and what the fish are
biting. He tells why they will or will
not be biting in future days. He gives
tips on how to fish and includes in
his program a list of the good catches
each day, as reported by the fishermen
themselves or by the keepers of resorts.
A MAN'S TASTES — Most stations
will be able to find a man who is a
professional cook, or at least, a good
amateur cook. There are a surprisingly large number of men who like
to dabble in the kitchen. They do not
all make a practise of cooking, but
they have a hobby of preparing certain dishes and have considerable reputation for the recipes and skillful
preparation of their favorite concoctions. The program takes on a little
humorous slant, reminds the women

SPORTS REPORTER — A form of
news. Devoting half or more of the
broadcast to local sports is advisable.
The material is usually available and
interesting and it provides names.
SOCIETY REPORTER — Neglected
by most stations but has some of the
best possibilities. It has proved very
successful for some sponsors. A daily
feature, five minutes or more. A
wealth of names. Strongly recommended.
RADIO SPEEDWAY— Successful in
selling used cars. An opening announcement with crowd noise in background. It is the great event of the
evening ; interest is keen — the cars
are ready — the flag is up — the cars are
off and the motors roar — Car number
one is so and so. Car number two is
this and that — each described as it
flashes by — motors roaring all the
time. A five minute program.
STREET OPINIONS — A man-onthe-street type of program used by
auto dealers very successfully. Also
in connection with this is an employment exchange service. Persons seeking employment leave name with
sponsor and persons needing service
of men or women call sponsor for
name and address of appl.'?ant.
Page
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From Detective Mysteries
'We'll jes' take th' cash — we can't touch th' music without permission
of th' copyright owners."
BROADCASTING

that there are many ways of preparing the same ingredients and that
there is no need for serving the same
menu day after day. The man in
charge tells what men like and why
they like it, and teases the appetite
with a tempting description. Each
program he tells the favorite recipe
of some well-known local man.
BIRTHDAY GREETINGS — A musical program. Best handled by an
m.c. type of personality singer who
cheerfully announces the names of
t'.ose people whose birthdays are on
the day of the program.
AMATEUR PROGRAMS — There is
no need to comment on these. However there are many different groups,
such as the general type of show, juvenile shows, and strictly colored entertainment shows.
KITTY AT THE SWITCHBOARD
— Good straight merchandising feature
which holds interest. Operator keeps
cutting in and out all the time — bits
of chatter with her boy friend in between calls — short lines about merchandise and prices and dates of sale
events, in answer to calls — gossip with
girls who call her, between business
calls. Name of sponsor repeated every
time the phone is answered. Fast
esting.
moving and can be made very interThe above programs are only a
few of many ideas with which the
sales manager can merchandise
the station time which he is trying to sell. Most of them require
the services of only one or two
good men, yet, if these men are
really capable, the programs can
be made as effective in one locality
as another. Many of these tirograms have regional restrictions
and thus have no national parallel for comparison. Locally, some
of them have as much appeal as
expensive national programs.
Merchandising is very important and that it is especially important to merchandise station
time with programs that attract
listeners and consequently deliver
the sales message at the smallest
cost per listener. The program
must also be adaptable to an effective presentation of the message. With this combination
placed before him, the prospective
advertiser can often see reason
for becoming a customer.
Special 18-Hour Service
Planned by United Press
A NEW 18-hour daily leased wire
news service into subscriber . stations in 15 cities, chiefly Eastern,
was disclosed by United Press
July 7. Twenty of the 75 or more
stations now being served by United Press will get the new service,
it was stated, and it probably will
be expanded gradually.
The service, to start July 27,
will bring UP reports specially
written for broadcasting and ready
to go on the air directly into the
stations. It will also include special radio features. It will run 18
hours a day, with UP absorbing
the line costs. Webb Artz will be
editor.
Following
the stations
uled for the are
service:
WEAF, schedWJZ
and WHN, New York ; WCAU and
KYW, Philadelphia; WBAL, Baltimore; WBAX, Wilkes-Barre; WRC
and WJSV, Washington; KDKA,
Pittsburgh; WWVA, Wheeling;
WJAY, Cleveland; WSPD, Toledo;
WXYZ, Detroit; WGR and WKBW,
Buffalo; WHAM, Rochester; WGY,
Schenectady; WEE I, Boston;
WDRC, Hartford.
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WKY

is known

far

and

wide

for

its thorough,

enthusiastic

way

of

doing

things

planned and
. In the grand manner WKY
most modern stubuilt the largest, finest,
hwest.
Sout
or
dios in the South

has embelIn the grand manner WKY
flowlished its transmitter site with trees,
it to
ted
ica
ers, shrubs and pools and ded
public enjoyment.
entertains
In the grand manner WKY
ndout NBC
and serves its audience with sta
grams of
pro
l
features and scores of loca
bre.
cali
network
WKY
"In the grand manner" is the
. . .
way
big
a
in
manner. Doing things
show
and
with enthusiasm, thoroughness
most
manship ... has made WKY the
talkedlistened-to. most written-to, most
quite
and,
.
.
.
homa
Okla
about station in
that
ma
aho
Okl
naturally, the station in
for its propays out in the grand manner
gram sponsors.

• In its thorougrh-eoing manner,
WKY has developed its 25-acre
transmitter site into an estate-like
public park that for sheer scope and
unsurpassed anybeauty
where. is perhaps
• Views here show, above, the
formal rose garden and one of the
rustic, flower-fringed lily pools;
right, broad expanses of lawn dotted
with trees, shrubs and flower beds;
right above, one of the many scenic
spots to be found throughout the
park.

MA

OKLAHO

Representative
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, You mo Approaching .
How

Good

You

/Are!

')' J'/',w
"* < U"
mmif "mm
car mm

M
STATION BREAK,
USUALLY the world asks hourly
AND if some learned gentleman
asks
you about what he may call
. . . "How good are you?" . . . and
seemingly fails to appreciate your
your "social service", you can answer him this:
reply.
* # #
WE'RE reversing the process today . . . and telling you how good
you are.
INDIVIDUALLY, broadcasters
. . . goodness knows . . . suffer no
lack of ego. Collectively, the industry often exhibits an almost
excessive modesty.
% * =}=
WE'LL grant that it's probably
the modesty of ignorance . . . but
. . . how good are you really?
% % $P
YOU'RE sufficiently good that
nearly 23,000,000 families laid out
cash to buy sets to hear your programs . . . 3,000,000 families
thought enough of them to have
more than one set in their home,
and 3,000,000 car owners were so
anxious to hear your offerings
that they put receiving sets in
their autos.
THREE out of every four families
have radios ... or about 75,000,000
listeners . . . for you buy a set to
listen to it . . . not to look at it.
More than twice as many radio
families as residence telephones
. . . over 5,000,000 more radio
families than families having
automobiles . . . nearly 2,000,000
homes that have battery sets, because their homes aren't wired for
electricity.
* * *
NO

WONDER one marketing authority has said that radio ownership has permeated American life
more completely than has any
other commonly accepted standard
of living factor . . . and "all because of the programs you present.
OTHER industries depend on you
. . . almost more than they realize.
A set manufacturing industry with
an investment of more than a
quarter-billion ... to be added to
your own investment of probably
$100,000,000 . . . comprising several hundred manufacturers, several thousand distributors and
more than 30,000 dealers . . . exists by reason of your service.
* * *
ADVERTISERS will spend more
than $90,000,000 this year for your
facilities, and will add at least
$25,000,000 to that for program
material, because you enable them
to speed up and extend the sale of
goods . . . keeping people employed
in hundreds of industries.
* * *
SOME

of your technical developments, Station Break is told,
have influenced the entire field of
communications and improved it
materially.

YOU have brought the concert
hall, opera, stage, world events,
great athletic contests, musical
comedy stars and the world's leading entertainers to every town and
hamlet in the country and into almost every home, no matter how
modest!
* * ❖
PLEASE remember that nearly
45% of our population lives on the
farm or in towns of less than
2,500 population . . . and that with
the exception of the South, where
rural radio ownership is comparatively low . . . nearly three out of
five farm homes, in all probability,
have radios. Also pause to reflect . . . that two-thirds of the
population live in towns under
100,000 in size.
* * *
THERE'S no Metropolitan Opera
in these towns ... no Philadelphia
Orchestra ... no Fannie Brice or
Jack Benny ... no Boake Carter.
There's only limited national and
foreign news in the local paper, because its space is limited. Even the
movies can't duplicate you . . .
and one trip to the movies each
week for an average family of
four would cost over $50 a year
. . . whereas you can run your radio for from four to nine dollars
a year . . . some estimate at maximum cost of 2V2 cents a day.
* * *
FIGURE that last item of the
three-quarters of us who make less
than $3,000 a year. Figure how
much that group can spend for
books, lectures, concerts, the theater, travel, the movies, and all
of the things which radio brings
them. Do you still wonder why the
radio audience is so appreciative
and responsive?
YOU'VE made one great town
meeting out of the entire American nation . . . and given democratic, representative government
new vitality and meaning.
* * ^
IN A BRIEF time your facilities
changed the psychology of the
American people from hopelessness and confusion to confidence
and energy ... in the banking
crisis of 1933.
^ ^ ^
THIS SPRING ... in flood and
disaster . . . you demonstrated
again that the broadcaster is an
irreplacable means of communicating with large numbers of people in time of
;jtemergency.
^ %
YOU'VE become a new medium
for the dissemination of news . . .
giving rise to an even greater
thirst for news and information
by
the the
news.public. You've humanized

!3TO<
FOR MOTORISTS — All highways
approaching Grand Forks, N. D.,
are marked with these signs so
tourists with auto radios will know
about KFJM.
AND YOU'VE done it all with an
amazing prodigality of output . . .
more than 8,500,000 programs a
year, it has been estimated by one
inquisitive pencil-pusher. The average full time station alone presents about 300 or more programs
a week, and the national network
key stations do over 50,000 of them
a year.
*
* *
THIS is how good you are ... an
ample basis for healthy self-respect and militant self-confidence!
Gentlemen of the Fifth Estate . . .
we salute you!

Mutual

Holds

Luncheon,

WAAB
Latest Affiliation
MUTUAL Broadcasting System,
represented by a large delegation
at the NAB convention, held a
routine business meeting there out
of which came no official report
beyond the announcement that
WAAB, Boston, had joined the
network on July 1. On July 6 W.
E. Macfarlane, business manager
of the Chicago Tribune, operator
of WGN, who is president of MBS,
was host at a luncheon in Studio
1 of WGN's building on Michigan
Ave. to Judge E. O. Sykes, chairman of the FCC Broadcast Division, at which the following were
Quin A. Ryan and Carl J.
guests
Meyers,: WGN; A. J. McCosker,
chairman, and Fred Weber, general manager of Mutual; T. C.
Streibert, WOR; Louis G. Caldwell, Washington; Lewis Crosley,
John Clark, Frank Smith and Don
Becker, WLW; John Shepard, Yankee Network; Frank Ryan.CKLW;
Owens Dresden, Don Lee Network; John Gillin, WOW; Gardner
Cowles Jr., KSO - KRNT - WMT;
Don Withycomb and F. R. Rosenbaum, WFIL;
Ford Billings,
WCAE; John Patt, WGAR; I. R.
Lounsberry, WGR-WKBW;
Eugene O'Fallon, KFEL; Harry
Stone, WSM; C. T. Lucy, WRVA.
More Barbasol
WASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Barbasol) has announced a
Monday, 10:15-10:30 t>. m., series
on NBC-Blue beginning Aug. 31,
in addition to the Friday night
series announced in Broadcasting
July 1. The same network will be
used for both programs, but the
new series will not have a rebroadcast. Singing Sam, the Barbasol Man, will be the talent, the
program originating at WLW,
Cincinnati. Both contracts are
signed for 39 weeks. Erwin,
Wasey & Co., Inc., New York,
placed the account.

Independents

Contracted

By United Disc Service
For Transcription Sales
AN AGREEMENT with National
Independent Broadcasters Inc., association of some 100 local independents, was entered into July 8
by United Broadcasting System,
new Hollywood transcription organization, whereby the stations
will be delivered transcription
programs on a group basis at card
rates. The letter of agreement
was signed by W. Wright Gedge,
WMBC, Detroit, secretary of NIB,
and presented by Harry Green,
former film actor, who is identified with the new transcriptionsales enterprise.
While the amount of commission
to be paid United on any business
was not disclosed, Mr. Green on
the preceding day had outlined an
arrangement whereby stations
would pay 50% of card rate for
sponsored programs secured and
handled by his organization, part
of which would be paid to the
Actors Fund of America as payment for talent. The fund was
founded to help old, infirm and
sick actors.
Mr. Green said that in September it is planned to launch a 52week 15-minute transcription camonce a as
week
NIB stationspaign
as well
otherover
stations.
In
larger cities, he said, live talent
will be used. For the first half
of the campaign he declared some
$150,000 would be expended for
time, talent and production.
United, Mr. Green said, is a partnership comprising himself, M. W.
Ayres, Forrest Johnston and Ivan
Conn. Offices are at 9125 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood.
Salute to WBT
A SALUTE to WBT, Charlotte,
N. O, honoring its 15th anniversary of continuous broadcasting
and the opening of its new studios, will be presented during the
Tomorrow's Headliners program on
CBS July 16, 9-9:30 p. m. A further celebration of the occasion, at
which the Governors of North and
South Carolina, the Mayor of Charlotte and other dignitaries have
been invited to speak, will be broadcast
WBT. which
WBT's occupy
new studios over
and offices,
an
entire floor in the heart of downtown Charlotte, are constructed and
equipped along the most modern
lines, the studios being replicas, in
the modern manner, of those at
CBS New York headquarters.
AIRS

Keeps

Status Quo

ASSOCIATED Independent Radio
Stations Inc., group of independents aligned primarily on the issue
of copyright, held a meeting in
Chicago July 6 to consider future
policy and decided to continue its
organization on the same basis
with the same officers and trustees. Officers are Powel Crosley,
WLW
president, and John L.
Clark, formerely WLW general
manager and now president of
Trans-American Broadcasting and
Television Co., secretary. The
board comprises John Shepard 3d,
Yankee Network; Edwin W. Craig,
WSM; James C. Hanrahan,
WNOX; Edward A. Allen, WLVA.
Sol Rosenblatt continues as counsel.
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Ban

on

Advertising

Retained
by British
Government Bars Sponsoring
Even of Visual Broadcasts
DESPITE efforts of industrial interests to secure a relaxation of
the no-advertising; rule on the
British Broadcasting: Corp. network and stations, the British government has decided to ban sponsored programs for at least ten
more years. Postmaster General
Tryon, in an official memorandum
accepting most of the recommendations of the recent Ullswater report, ruled even against proposals
that the experimental television
programs about to get under way
be supported by advertising sponsors. Such a proposal was suggested in the Ullswater report but
the government statement asserted
that "there is no good ground for
making any exception."
The BBC's present charter was
extended for ten years, giving it
a monopoly of British broadcasting under license from the Postoffice Department. The BBC's revenues will continue to be threefourths of the receiving set taxes
of about $2.50 per year collected
from set owners, the other onefourth going to the government.
Receipts From Taxes
IT

IS calculated that approximately $21,000,000 in set taxes
and revenues from other sources
will be collected from broadcasting in Britain this vear, of which
$5,250,000 will thus go the government, which also taxes the BBC
like any other private corporation
for income. The chairman of the
BBC under the charter gets a salary of $15,000 and the governors
get $5,000 a year.
Still disturbed by advertising
broadcasts heard from Continental Europe, sponsored in many
cases by British industries, the
government promised to extend its
influence to prevent such broadcasts by foreign stations when
they are obviously designed for
British reception. What steps will
be taken was not indicated.
One of the BBC's big sources of
revenue is its publications division, which publishes three magazines of extremely wide circulation— World - Radio, Radio Times
and The Listener. These carry
great amounts of advertising and
have been profitable almost since
their inception. The new decree
prohibits these publications from
editorializing on current events.
Gannett Would Expand
PROPOSED expansion of its radio interests, already wide, was indicated by the Gannett Newspapers
when they applied this month to
the FCC for authority to erect a
new 250-watt daytime station on
1500 kc. in Danville, 111. to be operated in connection with the Danville Commercial-News, one of its
chain of 18 newspapers. The Gannett newspapers now have interests
in WOKO and WABY, Albany;
WHEC, Rochester; WESG, Elmira
(leased from Cornell University) ;
WHDL, Olean, N. Y., and WHTH,
new 100-watter shortly to go into
operation in Hartford to be operated in connection with the Hartford Times.
Page
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GILLETTE

TRYOUT

Europe
Leads
(J. S.
In Total Receivers

CBS Series Given an Advance

A TREMENDOUS boom in radio
set sales has been in progress in
Europe during the last year, according to figures made available
by the International Broadcasting
Union at Geneva, which show that
Europe as a whole is now ahead
of the United States in the number of radio-equipped homes. Until a few years ago this country
had more radios than all of the
other countries of the world combined.

Test on Yankee Net
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co.,
Boston, is trying out its new series
of Community Sings programs
from the Repertory Theatre in
Boston and broadcast over WNAC
and the entire Yankee Network
10-10:45 p. m. Sundays, starting
the Yankee .network

Pffmi.r
Program
Repertory
Theatre
2b* HlVnsOTON AVE.. BOSTOV MASS.
Oil
JULY
I GILLETTE
MAKERS OF
II I! V I
BUtci
Bbt
uuJ CiUtU
RuortSing"
« 1W«Sdtljtoity
o
5Glfltrt
. 'Commun
IfciS p m. E D. S. T.
SUNDAY EVE ItBMrltlt 1
July 5. The contract calls for four
three - quarter - hour programs and
is handled through Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., New York.
■The Gillette company believes
the program will carry an especial
appeal for the radio audience of
New England as the original locale of the old fashioned community sing around the melodian.
Approximately two thousand participants will be invited to take
part in the main "sing" at the
Repertory Theatre. This is a tryout of the program soon to start
on CBS. The illustration shows
one of the tickets distributed to
the public.
Race

for

Noted

BBC TO CANADA?— Most prominently mentioned for the post of
director general of Canadian broadcasting,
the authorized
present Commission replacing
control as
by
Parliament recently, is Maj. W. E.
Gladstone Murray, Canadian - born
executive of the British Broadcasting Corp., former Canadian newspaperman, Rhodes scholar and
army officer. Maj. Murray several
years ago wrote a report for Parminion
liament on the radio.
regulation of DoC. W. CORKHILL, manager of
KSCJ, of the Sioux City (la.)
Journal, has applied to the FCC
for a new 100 watter in Sioux City
to operate on 1200 kc.

Superpower

as Nations

Aim

WHILE ten American stations
seek 500 kilowatts, European stations also are going in for superpower, according to Wireless World
of London, which finds that total
power of European stations will increase by 1,700 kw. to attain a
total of 8,000 kw. in 1937.
The number of 100 kw. stations
is to increase from 26 to 44 during
the year while the number using
more than 50 but less than 100 kw.
will jump from 46 to 64.
In the medium and longwave
groups the following boosts are
expected: Athlone, 60 to 100 kw.;
two Brussels stations from 15 to
100 kw.; Kaunas, Lithuania, 7 to
100 kw.; a new 100 kw. station in
Southern Sweden; new 100 kw. station at Vakarel, Bulgaria; two new
120 kw. stations at Rome; Prague
II from 5 to 60 kw., and new 60
kw. station near Kosice; two 120
kw. stations, one near Bordeaux
and the other to be near the center
of France; new 200 kw. longwave
transmitter to replace the 80 kw.
Radio-Paris, and to be called Poste
National. All are now under construction.
In Other Countries
SPAIN is said to be planning to
modernize its station with a 150
kw. longwave transmitter at Madrid. Yugoslavia talks of increasing power of present transmitters.
Warsaw is to build a 20 kw. station and a new 100 kw. transmitter
is planned near Cracow. Czechoslovakia contemplates two 100 kw.
stations in 1938 and a British firm
is said to have received an order
for an Estonian station. Russia,
believed to have 50 stations, is understood to be planning addition of
five more in 1937.
In the shortwave field France is

Stations

in Europe

Across

Frontiers

building four 100 kw. transmitters.
Germany is completing four powerful transmitters and Great Britain
is embarking on shortwave development. Germany is understood, also, to be building
a "mystery"
perpower Deutschlander
to be suin
operation next year.
Direct broadcasting to foreign
listeners is increasing in Europe,
with
Italybroadcast
taking theto lead.
Duce'sin
stations
the II
world
18 foreign languages last year, and
received nearly 60,000 letters from
foreign listeners.
The Wireless World writer, discussing the broadcasts aimed across
frontiers, says:
"There is no reason to be alarmed
at the present race for power in
the ether. Stimulated by international competition, and probably
also by the ever-increasing amount
of electrical interference, countries
are at present bringing their broadcasting services up to date. Work
is proceeding in most places with
an eye to the possibility of reaching out to listeners across the borders. From the very fact that
broadcasting wavelengths do not
recognize frontiers we must accustom ourselves to an entirely new
casting.
conception
of international broad"Strictly speaking, the requirements of a national service are also
the requirements of national prestige. If considered in this light,
the necessity to be able to reach
out and to broadcast to the man
on the other side of the wall will be
understood. But in the interests
of peace it is to be hoped that
some really binding agreement
may be reached, at least in Europe,
to prevent recurrence of unfortunate cases where broadcasting has
been used for aggressive propa-
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ganda."

The Geneva office has compiled a
census of European radios as of
Dec. 31, 1935, which gives a grand
total of 24,875,095 as against the
22,869,000 estimated for the United
States as of July 1, 1936. According to the Geneva report, based
largely on official license figures
but excluding Russia, 3,644,825
more radio homes were added during 1935 and 3,312,127 during 1934.
Soviet Russia is excluded, but according to recent reports it has at
least 2,000,000 radios and is constantly expanding their use beyond
assembly halls and clubrooms and
official homes which were the first
to The
get them.
census of European radio
homes as of Dec. 31, 1935, exclusive
of Russia, is reported by the I.B.U.
as follows:
Great Britain
7,403,109
Germany
7.192.952
France
2,625,677
Holland*
946,844
Sweden
834,143
Czechoslovakia
847,955
Belgium**
746,395
Denmark**
609,226
Austria
560,120
Italy
530,000
Poland**
491,823
Switzerland
418,499
Hungary**
352,907
Spain**
303,983
Norway
191,378
Finland**
144,721
Romania
127,041
Yugoslavia
81,385
Latvia
82,175
Irish Free State
78,627
Algiers
41,344
Portugal
40,409
Danzig
29,000
Egypt
41,370
Lithuania
26,763
Morocco
23,079
Estonia
24,193
Luxembourg
15,000
Iceland
12,183
Bulgaria
17,213
Tunis
10,582
Turkey
6,175
Palestine
12.200
Greece
6,317
Syria
Levant
4,307
* NoandLicenses.
** Incomplete Information.
Canadian Licenses
ADVERTISERS can interpret the
increase in radio licenses in Toronto and vicinity, at least, as a
sign of more response to radio advertising. In Toronto during the
first three months of the fiscal
April 1, the take in
year, starting
licenses
has been doubled over that
of the previous year, and 60,000
sets have been licensed. In the entire 12 months of last year only
93,000 sets were licensed in Toronto
area. Montreal led during the past
fiscal year with 137,695 licenses,
showing an increase of 219%. Vancouver, Winnipeg and Ottawa follow as the most licensed radio centers. In all 862,109 licenses were
sold in Canada last year, 50,000
more than the previous year. Canadian-made receivers to the tune
of $190,289 were sold last year
valued at $16,513,520.
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THORDARSON

MOST

Features

AUDIO

W Wide Range Frequency Response —
High permeability core — Special coil construction
for low distributed capacity and leakage reactance.

SINCE

the

SENSATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

DYNAMIC

SPEAKER

STUPENDOUS!

HISTORY

MAKING!

TRU-FIDELITY

by THORDARSON.

W Maximum shielding from external fields through case
design. (Additional shielding cases unnecessary.)
Electrostatic shielding between primary and secondary coils.
k Capacitively and Inductively balanced for use on
equalized transmission lines. Effect of stray fields
neutralized.

Others
have tried, THORDARSON
has succeeded and brings you laboratory

k Line coupling transformers reflect proper impedance
on ALL taps, reducing line reflection.

perfection in commercial production
TRU-FIDELITY.

k Ingenious mounting permits above panel — sub-panel
or combination wiring — single hole mounting bushing
permits rotation without disturbing connecting leads.
THORDARSON

For the first time, full range — clear — yes
PERFECT audio reproduction is available.

with

Ask your jobber for catalog No. 500 for complete
listing and data of models, or write factory.

ELECTRIC

MFG.

CO

500 West Huron St., Chicago, III., U.S.A.
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The DICK TRACY

program,

sponsored by Sterling Products, Inc., to advertise "California Syrup of Figs," is
the most popular show for
children on the air today,
DICK

TRACY

Ned
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Reconstruction
THE

NAB

Year

has weathered the worst storm of

a rather squally voyage begun when it undertook to navigate in trade association activity
14 years ago. The industry is still held together
with a bigger membership than ever before.
But it is foolish to blind one's eyes in the
belief that everything is "jake". There are
plenty of sorespots remaining, even though
these were not all apparent on the surface at
the convention beyond the bolt of Isaac D.
Levy from the membership.
Everything depends upon what happens during the ensuing year. The new slate of officers
looks good. In C. W. "Chuck" Myers, the
NAB acquires a president who is not inclined
to indulge in flag-waving. John Elmer, first
vice president, Gardner Cowles Jr., second vice
president, and Harold Hough, treasurer, are
all well - known figures in broadcasting who
command the highest respect. With the aid
of the newly constituted board, it is up to
these men, along with Managing Director
Baldwin, to dispel the fears and suspicions
that still prevail within the industry.
"Ike" Levy's walkout on the NAB was not
unexpected. He had been threatening it for
months, and he tried unsuccessfuly to get the
networks to walk out with him. His single
membership out of the NAB's 400 won't be
missed. His entire address, in our opinion,
was misconceived. He made too many personal charges; he became too intense in the
righteousness of his position, even though
there was admittedly some semblance of reason for his opposition to Baldwin. But he displayed doubtful propriety, when, as a member
of one trade association he urged forming
another from the rostrum and invited stations
to bolt the NAB.
Perhaps Mr. Levy figured there would be
a stampede to join his organization which
would, as he outlined it, be all things to all
broadcasters. We haven't heard of a single
additional defection. And we predict that there
won't be another association worthy of the
name this year.
Next year it can be another story. The
major networks realize they need the NAB.
But so do the independent stations and the
NAB need the networks. The networks say
they cannot be expected to remain in the association and take it on the chin at every
turn, as they did during the last twelve months.
In retrospect, it now appears that Mr. Levy
possibly was right in urging the signing of
the five-year contracts with ASCAP before the
first of the year; that the industry should have
stood solid against Warner Bros, on the legal
promise of ASCAP to guarantee substantially
Page
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the same catalog; that Warner Bros, have
been soundly trounced by the networks and
non-signing stations so far as proving the dispensibility of their music is concerned; that
the leadership in copyright, on all sides, has
been deplorably weak, and that the solution
of copyright is yet to be found.
The NAB must be maintained for the larger
battles of the industry — for copyright legislation that will be basic protection against all
copyright groups; for protection against the
usual run of Congressional onslaughts upon the
industry motivated by grasping, self - seeking
groups; for three-year licenses; for basic research, and for general development and stabilization ofthe industry.
There is an industry job to be done by the
new administration of the NAB. The convention just ended disclosed a greater awareness
on the part of broadcasters of their commercial problems. The quality of men running
stations has measurably improved during the
last few years. Such men will not tolerate
internecine warfare for the mere sake of
fighting. We look forward hopefully to 19361937 as the reconstruction year for the NAB.

Selling

Political

Goods

RADIO sells goods — of that there can be no
doubt — but we've often wondered whether it
really sells "political goods". This third party
movement may really test radio's power as a
political salesman, for much of it will be
fought out via the wave lengths. If the Union
registered, the Lemke-O'Brien
is duly
Party will
ticket
inevitably rely heavily upon radio
appeals to the electorate, for one of the prime
movers in the disaffected third party is the
extremely radio-wise Father Coughlin.
Though we hate to see regular program
schedules so greatly disrupted by political demands for time, what with Democrats and
Republicans and Unionists all planning enormous war chests for the purpose, the stations
and networks will be obliged to make favorable periods available for these candidates
and their spokesmen on an equal basis, presumably according to their ability to pay. All
we can say now is we hope the fight from now
until November, so far as what is said over
the wavelengths is concerned, is as fair as we
know the non-partisan broadcasters will be fair
in their allotments of time. And we hope the
party leaders don't overlook the fundamental
fact of radio — that what the American people
want first of all is entertainment via the loud
speaker and that the less they disturb regular schedules the less resentment they arouse.

to

Our

Home

ALL

industries, public utilities and department stores need most of all the "come
in and sit down" intimacy of the fireside to
develop cordial relations with the public. So
it was not surprising that the Advertising
Federation of America sessions in Boston this
month heard highest praise from highest
sources in these industries for the efficacy of
the broadcast message.
Strangely, both of these branches of the
nation's commercial life have been slow in
adopting radio. Though the ice was broken
long ago, many timid companies still hesitate
to follow the steps of such successful radio
users as Macy's, .Bambergers, Gimbels, Marshall Field and J. L. Hudson, to mention just
a few department stores; and Cities Service,
Philadelphia Co., Niagara Hudson Power,
Rochester Gas and Electric, Lone Star and
American Gas Association, to mention just a
few utilities.
Perhaps the idea can best be expressed by
a utility advertising executive. Here was the
closing statement delivered at the AFA utility
roundtable by Henry Obermeyer, of Consolidated Edison Co. of New York: "It is my
opinion, gentlemen, that radio advertising is
the best available medium for a closer and
more intimate contact with the consumer."

Reallocation

Hearings

HEARINGS that may change the entire technical structure of American broadcasting are
slated before the FCC Broadcast Division in
October. These are the long-awaited deliberations in anticipation of a possible general
broadcast reallocation.
The FCC is wise in scheduling the general
sessions. Originally there was sentiment in
favor of first ordering a reallocation and then
hearing the complaints. That would be like
sentencing a man before he had a trial. The
FCC's decision to follow open hearing procedure, is the better part of discretion, even
though the radio law conceivably permits a
sentence first and a trial afterward.
The Broadcast Division will take testimony
on the advisability of realigning the broadcasting spectrum ; on allowing super - power,
and on horizontally increasing the powers of
stations in the regional and local categories.
Too much is at stake to undertake a task of
such magnitude without full, free and considered judgment.
There are flaws in the present broadcast
band. Most of them have resulted from political machinations. Broadcasters themselves hi
many cases are responsible for grants which
flew in the face of technical regulations and
engineering limitations. They applied the pressure that resulted in the destruction of sound
engineering allocations. The result is far from
scientific allocations.
We have confidence in the FCC Engineering
Department and believe that in whatever recom endations itmay make as a result of the
October hearings will be based purely on scientific conclusions. Broadcasters should be prepared to make the most of the opportunity at
the hearings and present data that will help
in the formulation of a technically perfect
plan for realignment of broadcasting, if it is
concluded a reallocation is necessary.
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WILLIAM S. PALEY, CBS president, and Mrs. Paley sailed July 1
aboard the Normandie for a twomonth sojourn in Europe.

N, vice
C. HANRAHA
JAMES
ing presial Broadcast
dent of Continent
Co.,
Scripps - Howard Newspapers radio
subsidiary, has taken offices in the
National Press Bldg., Washington,
D. C. Continental headquarters are
in New York.

CHARLES

WILLIAM

THIS YEAR organized broadcasting goes into a "reconstruction period" after a siege of internal
strife that threatened unity in the
ranks of the National Association
of Broadcasters. To lead it out of
this morass of factional disturbance, the membership of the NAB
has called upon Charles William
Myers, wheelhorse of the association's board of directors for the
last four years and operator of
KOIN and KALE, Portland, Ore.
In electing "Chuck" Myers to
the
NAB presidency,
the nation's
broadcasters
chose a man
with a
quarter - century experience in the
newspaper field and more than a
decade in broadcasting. They selected a man who long has commanded the respect and confidence
of those with whom he has been
thrown in contact, and whose rise
in this workaday world has been
no less spectacular or meteoric than
the rise of radio itself.
Chuck Myers was practically
drafted for the helm of the NAB.
Even though he declared himself
not a candidate for the post, a
stalwart group of friends and admirers placed his name in nomination. Thus he finds himself at the
top of the NAB ladder after an
inconspicuous start at the bottom
rung. In 1933 he was elected to
the NAB board following several
years as a member. He served for
two years, and then was elected
second vice president for the 193435 term. Last year he was elevated
to the first vice presidency, and
this year won the presidency.
The operator of two "average"
stations, Mr. Myers represents no
class'
group
broadcasting.
His
stations
are in
independently
owned,
and are outlets for CBS. He owes
no allegiance to any class of stations and always has been independent in his views.
Chuck Myers has a whimsical
sense of humor. It is appropriately
reflected in the call letters of his
two stations — KOIN and KALE.
While he refers to them as a "gag",
he neverthless had in mind when
he devised the call combinations
that they spelled words and words
are much more easily committed to
memory than a series of tonguetwisting consonants and vowels.
Horatio Alger would have found
1} BROADCASTING

MYERS

an apt subject in Charles William
Myers. He was born on a farm
near Muscatine, la., on Jan. 25,
1881, and attended country school
on a catch-as-catch-can basis until
he was 13. The only child in the
farm family, "Chuck" left home at
19 and took a job in the mailing
room of the Clinton (la.) Herald.
For seven years he toiled on the
newspaper, successively serving in
the circulation department, as circulation manager, then advertising
manager, and finally business manager.
It was in 1910 that Chuck Myers
left Clinton for more fertile fields
and became advertising manager
of the Bay City (Mich.) Tribune.
One year on that newspaper convinced the important Scripps
League of newspapers that he was
capable of bigger things and he
was selected for the advertising
department of the Des Moines
News.
The trek to the country's "last
frontier", as Chuck describes it,
began in 1913, when Scripps assigned him to the advertising
managership of the Portland
(Ore.) News. There he served conspicuously for 16 years. The first
six were as advertising manager
and the last decade as business
manager. During that period the
News increased its circulation
from 14,000 to 65,000.
Recognizing broadcasting as an
important projection of the newspaper, Mr. Myers in 1925 organized a eroup of business men and
established KOIN, himself procuring a minority interest. Six
years later, as the station developed under his capable management, along with its sister outlet,
KALE, which was acquired afterward, Mr. Myers left the business
management of the News to devote full time to broadcasting.
Meanwhile he had acquired controlling interests in the corporations operating the two stations.
He made an affiliation with the
Portland (Ore.) Journal and the
newspaper acquired minority interests in the stations.
Throughout his broadcasting
operations his close associate has
been C. Roy Hunt, general manager and stockholder of both stations. Mr. Hunt's efficient man-
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PHILLIP G. HENNESSEY Jr.,
NBC Washington Attorney, planned
to spend the second and third weeks
in July in Nova Scotia with Mrs.
Hennessey on a fishing trip.
DR. FRANKLIN M. DOOLITTLE,
operator of WDRC, Hartford, has
taken delivery of his new Fairform
Decibel,
yacht, which he has named
at Jacksonville, Fla., and plans to
spend his summer vacation by taking
a cruise with his family and friends
via the inside route from Florida.
HAROLD KEHLET, recently with
Bankers Trust Co., Muskegon, Mich.,
has joined the commercial staff of
WKBZ, Muskegon.
DONALD FLAMM, president of
aboard the
WMCA, New York, sailed
Di Savoia from New York on
Conte
July 2.

H A. SEVILLE, formerly a salesman
of WJE.I, Hagerstown, has joined
WBAN, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
been apPETER A. KIRKEY has
pointed commercial director of CFCO,
Chatham, Ont, a post formerly held
y was
Murray. Mr.andKirke
by Jack with
CKOC.
CKCL
connected
RICHARD FISHELL has been promoted from the special events department of WMCA, New York, to be
station relatio
ter-City Group.ns manager for the In-

promoTHOMAS, sales
EUGENEmanager
of WOR, Newark, on
tion
July 3 was promoted to assistant
ant, Jossales manager, with his assist
eph Creamer, succeeding to his post.
has reDR. GEORGE HALLEY,of Affilia
ted
signed from the sales staff
Broadcasting Co., Chicago, to rejoin
KMBC, Kansas City, of which he
was formerly commercial manager.
He will be special representative in
charge of program sales in Chicago.
PheKMBC originated Easy Aces,
nomenon and other features that later went national.
agement of the stations will enconsidto devote
MyersNAB
Mr. time
ableerable
affairs.
to
Just before Chuck Myers left
his native Iowa for Michigan he
married Gertrude E. Nichols of
Clinton. Both are ardent fishermen and get out to the trout
streams around Oregon and Washington regularly. Chuck also is an
enthusiastic amateur photographer
and goes in seriously for color
movies. For the entertainment of
his friends, he carried to the Chicago convention of the NAB several hundred pounds of equipment
and films and put on his own
movie show. Mrs. Myers, a gifted
writer and composer, conceives the
titles for the movies. Many of her
compositions have been heard on
network and local productions.
The Myers reside on a beautiful
estate on the outskirts of Portland.
Mr. Myers is a Mason, Shriner
and Jester, the last named an
honorary Shrine organization. He
is a member of the Portland
Chamber of Commerce, the Advertising Club and other civic clubs
of the city. He attends the Presbyterian church.

EARLE C. ANTHONY, owner of
KFI and KECA, Los Angeles, accompanied by Mrs. Anthony and their
guest George McManus, cartoonist,
sailed June 29 from Seattle, Wash.,
on a six-weeks cruise of the British
Columbia coast. He chartered the
150-ton British Columbia yacht Norsl
for the outing.
MERLE JONES, regional sales manager of KMBC, Kansas City, resigned early inD. July
to become
assistant to James
Shouse,
newly named
manager of KMOX, St. Louis.
BEHIND
THE

MICROPHONE

TED MALONE, production man of
KMBC, Kansas City, who is author
of the Phenomenon series of dramatizations of the power industry now
being transcribed by AMP for local
public utility sponsorship, had his
Betweenturned the
to CBSBookends
starting program
July 13, reto
be heard Mondays through Fridays,
2-2 :15 p. m., EDST.
LLOYD

GRIFFIN is the latest addition to the Chicago CBS announcing staff. He began his broadcasting
schedule at WBBM June 28.
MARCUS BOYDEN, chief announcer
and continuity director of WKBZ,
Muskegon. Mich., was married in June
to Miss Margaret Snyder of that city.
TRUMAN BRADLEY, who has been
a WBBM, Chicago, announcer since
the 1935 Worlds Series baseball games,
became news commentator of that station on June 30. He helped Boake
Carter, WTAM, Cleveland, for CBS.
and Quin Ryan, WGN, Chicago, for
MBS, in pre-game color descriptions
of the game setting in Detroit in 1935
under Co.
the sponsorship of the Ford
Motor
ROBERT WALDROP, former NBC
San Francisco announcer now at Radio City, and Irvin Kennedy, tenor,
drove across the continent to spend
their vacations in San Francisco.
KENNETH
BAXTER,
announcer of KIRO,
Seattle,blind
prepares
announcements and commercials on a
braille typewriter. Seated before the
microphone, he runs his fingers over
the characters as he announces his
KEN McCLURE, news editor of
program.
WOAI, San Antonio, was one of the
speakers
1 at the official
ing
of theJuly
Pan-American
Highwayopen-'
at
Laredo, Tex.
DON LOGAN, continuity writer and
vocalist at KROW, Oakland, Cal.,
has been made radio editor of the
Oakland Post - Enquirer, during the
five weeks vacation of Paul Nathan.
RUSS LAMB, formerly of KFJZ„
Fort Worth, has joined the announcing staff of WBAP, that city.
EDWARD KRUG, announcer of
WCAU, Philadelphia, is the father of
a baby girl born in June.
BETTY HUDSON, fashion commentator of WJSV, Washington, will sail
for Paris in August to review fait
and winter fashion openings.
CLAUDE SWEETEN, musical director of KFRC, San Francisco, is the
father of a boy, Michael Andre, born
June 21, in that city.
BOB BENCE, chief announcer at
KFRC, San Francisco, and Murray
Bolen, station studio engineer, have
teamed up for The County Fair, which
is broadcast over 8 CBS - Don Lee
network stations, Fridays, 8:30-9:00
p. m. (PST), under sponsorship of
Golden Glow Brewing Co., San Francisco.
SIDNEY P. MORSE, radio artist
agent liam
of Morris
Chicago,
has to
joined
the local
WilAgency
handle
and national talent and shows. He
takes with him Helen Bartush, Carol
Whamond, Lena Terry, Honey Silver
and other acts he has been handling.
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GEORGE D. HAY, veteran announcer of WSM, Nashville, known as the
Solemn Old Judge, was appointed a
Texas Ranger by the Governor of
Texas, and was also made an honorary deputy of Fort Worth, while
opening the WSM exhibit known as
the "Texas-Tennessee Hall of Heroes" at the Centennial.
RUSSELL BAKER, announcer of
WOW, Omaha, for two years, resigned July 1 to join a dramatic company playing in Colorado towns.
LLOYD GRIFFIN, formerly with
KYW and the old WIBO, Chicago,
and during the last year with WLW,
Cincinnati, and WXYZ, Detroit, on
June 28 joined the announcing staff
of WBBM, Chicago.
ED CURTIN, NBC press department
in Radio City, went to Plattsburg,
N.
for the
two army
weeks'reserve
training
in
JuneY.,with
corps,
in which he holds a commission.
Upon completion of this training assignment he joined Mrs. Curtin and
sailed to Bermuda for another two
weeks before returning to New York.
JOHN ECCLES, chief announcer of
WJR, Detroit, commutes to New York
weekly to announce the Ferde Grofe
transcription series for Ford Motor
Co.
DAVE DRISCOLL, who has been
doing Transradio news broadcasts
over WOR, Newark, has been added
to the WOR special features department.
HERMAN NEUMAN, musical director, WNYC, New York City municipal station, is on a three-month leave
of absence to study radio education
in Europe. He will conduct concerts,
of American music, in several foreign
capitals.
J. DONALD WILSON in June became narrator for the His Strange
as It Seems program on the Don LeeCBS network on the West Coast as
a live talent program and in the East
via transcriptions for Ex-Lax.
EARLE KALUSCHE, program director and chief announcer of KFRO,
Longyiew, Tex., was married June 16
to Miss Marie Hammons, of Jackson,
Miss. Jack Bonner, local minister
who takes the role of the "Friendly
Old Commentator
formed the ceremony.of KFRO", perHARRY PECK, announcer and newscaster of KFBI, Abilene, Kan., was
married June 20 to Miss Susan
Smothers, of Abilene.
MAURICE CONDON, formerly continuity director of WGAR, Cleveland,
returned to the station on July 1 after
several months of free lance radio
writing and announcing in Chicago
and St. Louis. Hal Hubert, WGAR
announcer, resigned from the station's
program staff to accept a position with
The Great Lakes Exposition Radio
staff. He assumed his new duties on
July 10.
W. J. COSTELLO. formerly of
KGVO, Missoula, Mont., has joined
the announcing staff of KFBB. Great
Falls, Mont.
CARLOS BORCOSQUE, Hollywood
Spanish language reporter, will soon
idd broadcasting to his activities. For
many years Borcosque has acted as
Hollywood reporter for leading newspapers of Latin America. He recently
signed a contract with Broadcasting
Abroad, Ltd., New York transcription
company, which states that a sponsor
has been secured for the first series
of 26 programs which will be shortly
released throughout Latin America.
JOHN HAYES of WNCW. Newark,
is writing a novel on radio to be
titled "Both Sides of the Mike".
ELWYN QUINN, of Idaho Falls. Id.,
has joined the announcing staff of
KDYL, Salt Lake City.
EUGENE STEPHEN HALEY, 21
year old page boy in the NBC studios in New York, is author of a historical radio play "Storming of the
Bastille ", which the NBC-Blue carried
on Bastille Day, July 14.
Page
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KNX Transfer
{Continued from page 20)

Yarmouth Outing
INTERNATIONAL RADIO
CLUB of which Jack Rice,
Florida ex-broadcaster, is the
major-domo, will hold its
1936 meeting at Yarmouth,
Nova Scotia, Aug. 24-28.
There will be an election of
officers, according to Mr. Rice.
The last party was held in
Havana last winter.
HOWARD WAY, musician, composer,
arranger and one of radio's first continuity writers, was added to the Texas Centennial Exposition radio staff
this month to write and produce a
series of half-hour variety shows to
be offered transcontinental networks
on a sustaining basis.
MARY CARSON, assistant program
director of WIP, Philadelphia, has resigned. Her place was taken by Margaret Hanley of the publicity staff.
Joe Weeks, formerly of WIP. who
recently joined the announcing staff
of WGN, Chicago, is back at WIP.
HAROLD ISBELL, who appears in
the Broadcast Rhy mater programs on
WBBM, Chicago, is teaching three
classes in radio production, writing
and marketing this summer as head
of the radio division of the speech
courses at Northwestern University.
LOIS LAVERS. for the last 18
months in the continuity department
of KFRO in San Francisco, has resigned effective July 15.
JENNISON PARKER, well-known
Pacific Coast script writer, who recently returned to San Francisco from
the East where he appeared on the
Rudy Yallee show and with the Al
Pearce Gang, has joined KFRC. in
that city, as comic and continuity
writer. Parker is also preparing a
series
of when
scriptsheforreturns
Al Pearce's
this fall
to the use
air
under sponsorship.
RICHARD HOLMAN. former program director of KYA. San Francisco
nnd now writing and acting in the
Cub Reporter serial for MacGregor
& Sollie Inc.. Hollywood transcription
producers, and Miss Ruth Fisher of
San Francisco, eloped to Yuma, Arizona and were married on July 6.
DONALD OURRLIN. after a tonsil
operation which kept him away from
his duties more than two weeks, has
returned to the KSFO, San Francisco, announcing staff.
RALPH EDWARDS, for the last six
months on the announcing staff of
KFRC. San Francisco, resigned effective July 15 and leaves this month for
New York. His successor at KFRC
is Tobe Reed who has been relief announcer for the past couple months.
LESTER GOTTLIEB, publicity director in New York for the Mutual
network, on Julv 12 was married to
Miss Henrietta Wiston of Cincinnati.
They are honevmooning in Atlantic
City.
NED BERMAN. formerly the Globe
Trotter for the Oakland (Cal.) PostEnquirer, on KSFO. that city, has
been added to the announcing staff
of KROW's He
auxiliary
studios
San
Francisco.
succeeds
Bert inWinn,
transferred to the main studios of
KROW. Oakland, in a similar capacity. Mercedes Prosser has been added
to the station's production department
as assistant to Scott Weakley, KROW
production manager.
ED FRANKLIN, for the past two
years on the announcing-production
staff of K.TBS. San Francisco, has
been appointed program director of
the station, succeeding Frank Cope,
who resigned to join NBC July 4 in
that city as western division production manager. Franklin's apnointment was announced by Harry Wickersham, production manager.

mated that in 1936 the earnings
would reach $200,000.
Mr. Klauber testified that CBS
has found from experience that it
is beneficial to own local outlets
in major cities which serve as program originating points for the
network. KNX, he brought out,
would be the nucleus of the CBS
expansion on the Pacific Coast. He
explained that CBS intends to establish Pacific Coast headquarters
under Vice President Thornburgh
and originate many programs
from Los Angeles. He brought out
also that the existing CBS arrangement with Don Lee Broadcasting
System is unsatisfactory, since
CBS does not have its own organization on the Coast and has been
dependent upon Don Lee for practically all service.
FAIR MANAGER— To the gallery
of portraits of women station managers published in our July 1 issue should be added that of Mrs.
W. J. Virgin, for the last ten years
owner - operator of KMED, Medford, Ore., whose picture arrived
too late for inclusion.
BILL

DAVIDSON, writer and producer at KFRC, San Francisco, has
been made assistant production manager of the station, succeeding Arnold
Maguire, who resigned to join NBC
in that city as a producer. Davidson
has been associated with KFRC for
one year, coming from the Don Lee
network station, KH.I in Los Angeles,
where he appeared in dramatic productions.
CHET CATHERS, formerly program
director of KOMO and KJR. Seattle,
Wash., has moved to San Francisco
where he plans to continue his radio
activities.
LUCY CUDDY, at one time dramatic
producer at KFRC, San Francisco,
has been appointed head of the dramatic production department of KSFO
in that city. George Robinson and
Arthur Devine have also been added
to the staff of KSFO as junior announcers.
CLIFF ENGLE and Dick Ellers,
NBC announcers in San Francisco,
proved their versatility on June 28 by
qualifying as first rate smoke eaters.
Stopped by a highway brush fire near
Redwood City, Cal.. while returning
to the studios, both Engle and Ellers
were pressed into service as fire fighters. A bit mussed up. they returned
to the studios just in time to take
over their air assignments.
PAT KELLY, on the production staff
of NBC in San Francisco since 1930.
resigned July 15 and after an extended vacation will announce his
new affiliation.
FRANK MANOV. new to radio, has
joined the announcing staff of KRE.
Berkeley, Cal. He succeeds George
Stuart who resigned to become announcer-operator at KJBS, San
Francisco.
HERB LEWIS has been shifted from
the announcing - operating staff of
K.TBS. San Francisco, to KQW, San
Jose, Cal.
CLINTON (Buddy) TWISS, NBC
announcer in San Francisco, will become commentator for the Langendorf Pictorials during the six weeks
vacation of Rush Hughes which
starts July 18. The quarter hour
feature, sponsored by Langendorf
United Bakeries-. Inc.. is heard over
4 NBC-KPO stations five days weekly
at 3:45 p. m. (PST).
MAR.TORIE GIBSON, girl announcer
of WLS, Chicago, is spending part of
her vacation having her tonsils, removed. •. ... •
BROADCASTING

Use of Coast Talent
REGARDLESS of whether the
FCC permitted CBS to take over
KNX, he testified, the network intended to build an organization on
the Coast both to serve the listeners in that area and to tap the
talent and other resources of the
Coast. He said CBS will set up a
complete sales program, sales promotion and publicity organization
under the direct management of
Mr. Thornburgh and the supervision of New York headquarters.
Mr. Klauber emphasized that
CBS endeavors to keep the local
identity of the stations it owns and
operates. These stations, he said,
usually are placed under the management of an individual who becomes the head of the subsidiary
corporation. All matters of civic
welfare, local causes and civic betterment are espoused by such stations, he said.
Questioned by CBS counsel,
Duke M. Patrick, Mr. Klauber described the program policies of
CBS. He brought out that these
bar advertising of laxatives, depilatories, deodorants and similar
products which are not construed
to be in good taste. Moreover, he
said, definite rules have been set
up covering
broadcasting of children's programs.
Mr. Runyon testified he felt the
KNX purchase was a good one for
CBS not only from the standpoint
of the network's development
plans on the Coast but also as an
investment. He said he advised
acceptance of the purchase after
making a thorough-going analysis
of the financial structure. He corroborated Mr. Klauber's testimony
concerning desirability of having
ownership of a local station as the
nucleus of the network expansion.
Among other things, he brought
out, a network requires the same
sort of staff used by a station and
that it is good economy to operate
a station along with the network
activities. He said the CBS staffs
on the Coast would be augmented.
George P. Adair, senior engineer of the FCC Broadcast Section, testified that the KNX estimate of the value of its transmitter and studios, placing it at $167,982, was a reasonable one. Of
this, he said $15,000 represented
cost of the antenna. He estimated
the depreciated value of the equipment and studios at $63,762, and
the replacement value at $115,000
for the transmitter and $4,900 for
the antenna.
• Broadcast
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New

York,

Capital

Fete

WSB
Scholastic Group
TWENTY children, winners among
Georgia's 300,000 grammar and
high school enrollment, were guests
of the Atlanta Journal School of
the Air the second week in July
on a trip to Radio City in New
York and to Washington headed
by Louis T. Rigdon, of the staff
of WSB, Atlanta, who founded and
conducts the school, and accompanied by Mrs. Rigdon. Each of
the children won a scholarship to
a Georgia college or university in
district contests during the last
year covering declamation, recitation, piano, voice, violin, etc.
In New York they were greeted
by NBC officials and in Washington they were welcomed by FCC
Commissioner E. O. Sykes, himself
a Southerner from Jackson, Miss.,
after which they visited the White
House. WSB conducted the contests in cooperation with WMAZ,
Macon; WTOC, Savannah, and
WRDW, Augusta.

Transradio

WOW

Press

Plans

Facsimile News Service
TRANSRADIO PRESS SERVICE
launched a drive for regular commercial broadcasts of news by facsimile during the NAB convention,
with Herbert Moore, its president,
predicting that facsimile broadcasting will be inaugurated well
before the first of the year.
A model home facsimile receiver
was demonstrated in Transradio's
fully equipped newsroom exhibit.
The system demonstrated was that
being introduced by Fultograph
Inc., 342 Madison Ave., New York,
and invented by Capt. O. Fulton,
British inventor who asserts that
his 60-pound transmitter-scanner
unit can be built for less than
$5,000 and can be attached to any
regular broadcast transmitter regardless of wave length.
Steadily increasing demand for
news broadcasts was reported by
Mr. Moore, who stated that Transradio now serves more than 260
stations in 46 states.

WOW not only are the call
letters of an Omaha station,
but they spell the name of a
race horse recently acquired
by an Omaha sportsman.
The station, incidentally, has
just closed the broadcast
season for the local Ak-SarBen races, sponsored by the
Fontenelle Brewing Co.
Michael Mahoney, WOW
handicapper, had an exceptional season for picking
winners.
UNIVERSAL Radio Features is a
newly organized concern in San Francisco which is servicing radio news
and program schedules to newspapers.
Headed by Richard F. Guggenheim as
president and general manager, the
organization sponsors the copyrighted
feature known as the "Radio Chart"
which is a differentiated classifying
system of program schedule presentation. A radio program production
and continuity department will shortly be added, according to Guggenheim.
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Ohio
Applications
Prove
Conflicting
Examiners

Urge Denial Scripps

Petitions on Money Grounds
DENIAL of the applications of
Continental Radio Co., ScrippsHoward Newspapers subsidiary for
new local broadcasting stations in
Toledo and Columbus, 0., was recommended to the FCC in separate
examiner's reports made public
June 29. In both cases the examiners, among other things, found
that Continental was not financially qualified to operate the stations.
This provoked considerable surprise, since Continental is a 100%
subsidiary of Scripps - Howard
newspapers, which publish 24 newspapers throughout the country.
The Toledo application sought
assignment on 1200 kc. with 100
watts power, daytime. In his report Examiner P. W. Seward raised
a question about an item of $127,000 in the Continental financial
statement designated as "goodwill". Moreover, the examiner held
no need for additional service had
been shown, and that objectionable
interference would result. Community Broadcasting Co. also has
applied for the same facilities in
Toledo, as has the U. S. Broadcasting Co. The latter, however,
has not been heard.
WALR Recommendation
IN A REPORT made public July
11, Examiner Ralph L. Walker
recommended to the FCC that it
either revoke its order of Sept. 25,
1934, granting the application of
WALR, Zanesville, O., to move to
Toledo or modify that order so
as to permit the operation of the
station in Toledo during daylight
hours only. WALR operates on
1210 kc, with 100 watts, unlimited
time. Examiner Walker brought
out that the two pending applications for stations in Toledo seek
the 1200 kc. assignment and that
in event WALR moves to that
city, the granting of these applications would be precluded because
objectionable interference would
result.
In another report, made public
July 11, Examiner Walker covered
the application of the Community
Broadcasting Co., for a station on
1200 kc, with 100 watts, daytime,
in Toledo. He recommended that
in the event the applications of
WALR and of Continental are denied, then the Community application should be granted.
In the case of the Columbus application, seeking a station on 1310
kc, with 100 watts, full time, Examiner Robert L. Irwin, also raised
the question about the $127,000
"good-will" item. He held the applicant was legally, technically and
financially qualified to construct
the station, but it is not shown
that it is "adequately financed to
successfully
operate
the station."
Beyond this,
Examiner
Irwin
concluded it was not shown that
there
needthat
for interference
the new station's
service isand
would
result to certain stations. In this
case also there is the competitive
application of U. S. Broadcasting
Co., which has not yet been heard.
It was indicated that motions to
remand the cases to the examiner
for the taking of additional testimony will be made by Continental,
particularly to clear up the question of financial responsibility of
the company.
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Broadcast

Income

Decreased

Slightly

In

WSM

sells
all

all

men

things

in

the

to

South

£l J T may seem a far cry from the country cross roads merchant to the executive in a sophisticated urban department store. Grocers, Druggists and Automobile

dealers may

seem faced with selling problems as widely diverse as the poles.
An agent for Motor Oil and Gas would hardly parallel merchandising experiences with the president of a famous work garment
factory. Their consumers differ as greatly as their products.
Yet they must all find a means of moving goods.
And the fact that WSM

has proved itself the most efficient and

economical selling aid to so varied an array of industry lends
itself to an unmistakable conclusion!
WSM

SELLS

ALL

MEN

ALL
IN

THINGS

THE

TO

SOUTH

Wise advertisers will also take note of the fact that the South
is the Nation's fastest growing section.

ooo
WATTS

Seasonal

Trend

National Nonnetwork, Regional
Network Records Increase
BROADCAST advertising in May
totaled $8,545,594, showing a drop
of 3.2% from April, the usual seasonal trend. Regional network and
national non - network advertising
rose, contrary to the usual season
downswing, while local broadcast
advertising declined instead of rising as usual.
Non-network advertising gained
2.3% in May, due to a national
non-network increase of 5.1%. Local station volume showed the most
pronounced gain, increasing 14%,
while clear channel non - network
volume declined slightly. Non-network advertising on the Pacific
Coast showed the greatest gain
over April while that in the South
declined the most markedly.
The outstanding development of
importance in the rendition field,
was an increase of 21.4% in national live talent volume. Local
non - network advertising by type
of rendition remained practically
unchanged from the preceding
month.
Financial Sponsors
PRINCIPAL gains for May included: In the national network financial advertising; national nonnetwork soap, radio, tobacco and
food volume; regional network tobacco and beverage sponsorship;
local gasoline and accessories,
drugs, and beverages.
Broadcast advertising recorded
a somewhat greater gain in May
as compared to the corresponding
month of 1935 than was the case
in April. The May increase over
the same month of last year was
13.2% as against 9.5% in April.
Regional network and national nonnetwork volume continued to register the most marked increases.
National magazine advertising continued to gain more rapidly than
radio, rising 19.0% above the previous May's level.
Non - network advertising as a
whole rose 17.7%. The most marked
gain occurred in the local station
field, where non - network volume
increased 53.5% over the preceding
May. Non-network business in the
South gained 41% as compared to
last year, while New EnglandMiddle Atlantic volume alone declined, dropping 3.8%.
A material increase was registered in the national field by both
transcriptions and live talent business, the latter after several
months of comparative sluggishness. In the local field, transcription volume continued to exceed
last year's level to a material degree. Announcement volume decreased both locally and nationally.
Broadcast advertising by various
sponsoring groups was generally
strong when compared to last May,
few declines of importance taking
place. National network drug, food

National Representatives, Edward Petty & Co., Inc.
Owned and Operated by
THE

Page

NATIONAL
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INSURANCE

CO.

THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE
VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.

BROADCASTING

P. O.N. Spreads Over East
In Extensive Campaign
CHRISTIAN FEIGENSPAN
BREWING Co., Newark, (P. O.
N. beer) in addition to using a
six-weekly
program
on aWNEW,
threestation
network
(WMCA,
WAAT) and a nightly sports program on WOR is using programs
on 15 other stations in New England, New Jersey and New York
plus the Yanktee network. The
complete schedule follows:
WHOM, Jersey City has quarter - hour
programs in Jewish, Polish, German, and
Italian, a total of 12 programs each week,
three in each tongue ; WCAP, Asbury Park,
N. J. has three announcements Mondays
through Fridays, at various times ; WBEB,
Red Bank, N. J., two announcements daily,
Mondays through Saturdays ; WPG, Atlantic City, Transradio news Mondays through
Saturdays, 12 - 12 :15 noon, with special
news flashes throughout the day ; WCAM,
Camden, Mondays through Fridays with
15-minute organ recitals ; WTNJ, Trenton,
four announcements a day, two daytime,
two at night, five days a week. WICC,
Bridgeport, Town Topics, 150 word announcements, twice a day, six days a week,
and 100 - word announcements before and
after news reports seven days a week ;
WDRC, Hartford, three 15 minute transcriptions, Tuesdays, Thursday and Saturday mornings ; WNAC, Boston, Shopping
Around the Town, 150 word announcements, participation program, six days a
week. Yankee network news broadcast,
100-word announcements, once daily, seven
days
week ; WORC, Mondays
Worcester,
oneminutea announcements,
through
Saturdays, in the morning ; WLBZ, Bangor, Me., 200 word announcements, five
days a week ; WCSH, Portland, Me., same
schedule as WLBZ; WNBF, Binghamton,
five minute broadcast featuring Letita Lyon
every morning, five days a week ; WSYR,
Syracuse, news program, 7:30-7:40 a. m.,
Mondays through Saturdays ; WEAN, Providence, 150-word announcements in Around
Town participation program, six days
atheweek.

and housefurnishing volume, national non - network clothing, beverage and confectionery advertising and local drug and pharmaceutical advertising constituted the
principal declines. On the other
hand important gains were experienced in all phases of automotive
advertising, in national network
beverage, confectionery and tobacco business, regional network accessory and gasoline, food, beverage and soap advertising, national
non-network gasoline, drug, food
housefurnishing and tobacco volume and in local beverage and financial advertising.
Income for five months of 1936
follows :
Cumulativt
May $4,830,251
April $24,202,21;
Jan.-May
Nat. Net— $4,445,346
Reg. Net— 124,648 113,647 538,61!
Nat.Nonnet 2,035,680 1,937,800 9,644,03(
Local
1,939,920 1,947,790 8,499,591
Total

$8,545,594 $8,829,488 $42,884,44'

WWNC
ASHEVILLE,
FuU Time NBC Affiliate

N. C.
1,000 Wattt

Biggest Summer
ss lle'
Yesars!
Busine
Asheviin

Thousands
here from
everywhere. And the trade
stimulus from this increased
tourist population will be felt
for many weeks to come. Rush
your sales messages over
WWNC — and "cash in"!
• Broadcast
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T H AT'S where these greatNational
Broadcasting Company outlets
carry the sales drives for spot and local
advertisers. Nine

rich markets

These are the stations. . . the pick of the pack:
NEW
WEAF
WJZ

. . 50,000 watts
. . . 50,000 watts

ing out, and these stations are just the
you

need

to send

your

are

an

WGY.

story

NORTHEAST

. . 50,000 watts

NEW

ENGLAND

advertiser

bent

51,000 watts

on

NORTHERN
cracking

par over local sales courses,

select your

stations with

listed have

topflight rankings —

are powered
the

with

KDKA

. 50,000 watts
CHICAGO

WMAQ

. 50,000 watts

WENR

. 50,000 watts

WBZ-WBZA

"straight to the pin."
If you

PITTSBURGH AND THE
TRI-STATE MARKET

stretchTHE GREAT

clubs

YORK

care. These
they

all the prestige of

world's largest radio organization.

WTAM

OHIO

. . 50,000 watts

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WRC
WMAL

. 1000-500 watts
. 500-250 watts
Completely

DENVER
ROCKY
KOA
SAN
KGO
KPO

Programmed

AND

THE

MT. REGION

. . 50,000 watts
FRANCISCO
. . 7,500 watts
. . 50,000 watts
by NBC

">V For full information about one or all of these stations, contact the one nearest you. Each
station represents every other station, and the sales offices of NBC represent them all.
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GOLD
STARS!
★

★★★★★

Out of a clear sky comes
this very much appreciated
comment from a well known
New York radio executive:
"I want to thank you and
congratulate you for an
hour of exceptionally good
radio entertainment.
"I was driving through the
Pennsylvania mountains on
Memorial Day and heard
your hour program, over
my car radio, dedicated to
the Fifth Anniversary of
your joining the Columbia
Network.
"It was a swell show, brilliantly conceived and performed. In fact, if a copy
of the continuity is available, I would like very
much to have it.

BurkeBoyce, Fr ankChase
Aid Federal Workshop
BURKE BOYCE,
former continuity
director of NBC,
and Frank Chase,
formerly program manager
of the NBC transcription department, on July 6
joined the WPA
Radio Workshop
Mr. Chase
staff, now offering a special course in radio technique in cooperation with New
York University. William Dow
Boutwell, director of the educational radio project for which
$75,000 in federal relief funds were
allocated and which is now headquartering inNew York, announced
that Mr. Boyce will supervise script
writing and Mr. Chase will supervise production and program building, each directing groups of students. The students are drawn
from college, university or school
employes already engaged in creating and producing educational
radio programs.

WBBM
Moves Studios
FOLLOWING an overnight move
of the entire WBBM program offices, construction began July 7 on
studio No. 9 and CBS Chicago executive offices, two units in the
complete rebuilding of the ChicagoCBS studios. Plans call for the
completion of the offices and two
new studios before the fall radio
season begins. Complete rebuilding of the present Wrigley building
studios will follow. Work also has
begun within a week on the new
400 seat WBBM Air Theater to be
located on the first floor of the
Wrigley building. Contracts have
already been signed for several
large local audience shows to make
their debut in the theater before
October 1.
ANDREW LOVE, NBC continuity
editor in San Francisco, will give
a course in radio continuity writing at the University of California
Extension Division, that city, starting September 16. First of its
kind to be included in the extension curriculum, the course will
cover all phases of radio continuity
writing.

News

ms

Reporter

"Everybody who had a
hand in the show deserves
a couple of gold stars."
First of all, this letter indicates a most important coverage fact— that WWVA
can be heard in the Pennsylvania mountains, a very
difficult area to penetrate.
Second, it emphasizes our
program policy of original
radio showmanship — a factor which has attracted an
enormous WWVA
following.
NOW is the time to select
your choice times for that
coming fall and winter radio campaign.

th

m

Nationwide
'!
Guide6 Poll

Radio
Julian Bentley, WLS

★

★★★★★
West

Vi rginia

Broadcasting Corp.
Hawley Building
WHEELING, W. Va.
•
Representatives :
J. H. McGILLVRA
485 Madison Ave., New York
JOHN KETTLEWELL
Palmolive Bldg., Chicago
Columbia

Station

all news

News

commentators

Reporter, is 6th among

in Radio Guide's Annual

Nationwide Listener Vote — 1st among singlestation newscasters. Only Lowell Thomas, Boake
Carter, Edwin C. Hill, Walter Winchell and Jimmy
Fidler led him.

Bentley's only work is on WLS — his broadcasts
daytime exclusively. His standing is a tribute to his
own ability and to the loyalty of the WLS
His commercial

record rivals his popularity. One

advertiser has used announcements
5,000

WATTS
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in conjunction

with WLS

newscasts

years. One

period is available now.
THE

WWVA
II60 KILOCYCLES

ms
CHICAGO

audience.

three years; another, four

PRAIRIE

50,000 Watts

Ask about it.

FARMER

STATION

870 Kilocycles

Burridge D. Butler, Pres. Glenn Snyder, Mgr.
National Representatives: John Blair and Co.
BROADCASTING

PAYMENT
OF BILLS
Credit Bureau Officials Find
Radio Best Medium

Credit Experts Credit Radio
RADIO is the best medium foi
promotion of credit bureaus, according to two credit managers o1
Pittsburgh department stores, Col
Franklin Blackstone (left), oi
Frank & Seder, and Leon Mich
aels, of the Harris Stores.
In a joint talk delivered ovei;
WOW during the recent Nationa
Retail Credit Association Convention, Omaha, Col. Blackstone said
"Mr. Michaels and I believe tha
broadcasts are not only helpful ir
selling, but impress upon individ
uals the value of paying bill;
promptly to create and maintain e
good credit rating that will b<
helpful in time of necessity."
Mr. Michaels said: "I am con
vinced that radio is the best me'.
dium for publicizing our credi
bureau. It does more to make cus
tomers realize the value and ne
cessity of maintaining a good credi
rating than any other means at
Speaking of new business, Mr
Michaels stated: "An actual tes
conducted
by Harris Stores provei
tempted."
its
real value. Of a number of cus
tomers who came in and obtainei
new accounts, radio brought ii
8% more customers than newspa

Studios

in San

Francisc<

Being Remodeled by NBC
MODERNIZATION of all techni
cal equipment in the San Francisc
headquarters of NBC is under waj
New pers."
microphones, new amplifier.'
aof new
mobile
unit andareother
modern
equipment
beingtypin .'
stalled. A. H. Saxton, western di
vision engineer in that city, state-; |
that within the next ten days th
San Francisco studios will be full
equipped with the same type o
equipment as that found at Radi
City. All microphones not of th m
velocity or "ribbon" type will b
replaced.
40C in
studio
amplifiers
be New
installed
all studios
and wi't
th
automatic switching system is b«
ing outfitted with new relays an
jacks — about a thousand separat
items of equipment, which wi
make the panel in the control rooi
standard with the type used i
Radio City and Chicago. Mobil
Unit No. 5, has been ordered an
will be in operation shortly, an
will
tion. be the last word in modernize
• Broadcast

Advertisin

1
. Uses Films, Discs
f Rep
To Sell Station Market
A NEW type of station market
presentation was shown at the
NAB convention for the first time
& Co., station repby John Blair resentatives.
AFA slide films and
are coordinatptions
RCA transcri
ed to present an audible and visual
market. Prepicture of a station's
pared by Murray Grabhorn, chief
of the New York office, presentations are 11 minutes long and feature the KIRO, Seattle, and KWHK,
Shreveport, markets. It is believed
that this new type of market study
adapts itself to all except the few
largest and best-known markets,
and the presentations will be extended to include all Blair stations.
This visual and audible presentation islimited solely to such market information as population,
number of communities, wealth of
communities, types of industries.
The regular run of station data,
aside from market information, is
4r reserved for separate presentation.

Blanket

This

Loose-Wiles Campaign
LOOSE - WILES BISCUIT Co.,
Long Island City, N. Y., on July 6
began a series of one - minute live
announcements on eight New England stations, placed mostly during evening hours. Contract runs
to Jan. 1, 1937. Stations included
in the campaign are: WICC,
Bridgeport; WTIC, Hartford;
WCSH, Portland; WEEI, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WJAR, ProvidenceWMAS,
;
Springfield ; WAGM,
Presque Isle, Me. Newell-Emmett
Inc., New York, placed the account.

Rick

Market!
KFBK is the only 5,000-watt broadcasting station
operating in interior California!
You can blanket this vast area completely and
effectively with the new and greater KFBK.
Here is an extraordinary market embracing incomes that are steady and substantial and which

Kleenex Plans Fall Series
INTERNATIONAL CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS Co., Chicago
(Kleenex), which recently discontinued the Story of Mary Marlin
on CBS will sponsor a new program on a coast-to-coast NBC-Red
network beginning Sept. 14, Mondays through Fridays, 12:15-12:30
p. m., for 52 weeks. The basic Red
with the exception of WTAG and
WCSH, plus Group B, KSTP.
WAVE, and the Red Mountain and
Pacific Coast groups make up the
network.

respond readily to radio advertising.
KFBK reaches 2,000,000 people. No other medium in this territory does that. You get complete coverage at low rate cost. Your sales
costs go down and your inquiries go up.
The facts can easily be substantiated by a trial
campaign on the new powerful KFBK. Ask one
of our representatives for complete details of
the rich Sacramento Valley market.

Big Squibb Campaign
1 E. R. SQUIBB & SONS Inc., New
ji York, on July 1 started a radio
campaign for its new toothpowder.
: - il
Stations
carrying
a daily
announcement
schedule
include
r. WJSV, WNAC, KMOX, WFBL,
a* KFRC. On WJZ Squibb is broadjti casting a quarter-hour program
Tuesday mornings for six weeks,
i* On Mutual Network the basic four
;,- stations are used for a thrice
• v.-eekly morning quarter hour, al_ though WLW uses only two pro: grams weekly at present. Geyer,
Cornell & Newell Inc., New York,
';iJ is the agency.
KGGC, San Francisco, has remodeled
its studios, business and executive offices installing modernistic furniture
throughout and adding a new indirect
lighting svstem.
200,000
Votes
Cast for Amateurs
in 13 Weeks
WLBC

- Muncie
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Public

Utilities Discover Radio
(Continued from page 19)
was steadily growing both in size
will. Through the medium of radio
and in appreciation of the program.
you can tell your story just as you
want to tell it. It is true that you
But two things do stand out. First,
on the basis of cost laid against
can do the same thing with paid
the homes actually reached, the
newspaper space and you should,
but radio affords an opportunity to
performance was creditable. But
the big achievement in my mind
this activity with addsupplement
ed dramatic effectiveness.
is that the ice is broken. A sizeable group of electric utilities have
Of course, you can't get anywhere by merely buying radio
gotten together at last in a cotime and spouting institutional
operative program aimed at a common objective.
messages. Nobody would listen to
them. In order to make your messages effective they must be an inArthur P. Kelly
cidental part of a program that
Public Relations Department,
in itself has the elements of popuRochester Gas & Electric Corp.
lar appeal and it is in the creation of such a program that the
local utility faces its greatest probRADIO'S greatest value to the
public utility right now lies in its lem.
opportunities for creating good
Today chain programs dominate
the air waves. The three major
chains go into practically every
community. A chain broadcaster
NEW
will spend thousands of dollars on
a single program where a local
advertiser cannot afford more than
WROK
- Rockford
a few hundred. It is, therefore,
folly to attempt to compete locally
with chain programs. By attemptFull Time Operation
ing to compete I mean presenting
the same type of program that is
featured on the chain broadcasts.
240' Vertical Radiator
What then is the local radio advertiser to do? His best opporNew Speech Input
tunity lies in the presentation of
programs that have a distinct local
Equipment
appeal through a glorification of
local pride.
Intense Coverage
Every utility company wants the
good will of the community it
serves. It wants to be considered
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
an integral part of the life of the
SOUTHERN WISCONSIN
community and when it hitches its
radio program on to some civic ac-

Take

It

Easy

Don't worry and fret about keeping your sales up. Just get
in touch with us, tell us what your problem is and leave the
rest to us.
From then on you can sit back and take it easy and watch
your sales go up.

All Types of Programs
WE HAVE sponsored all types of
radio programs, from the vocalist
with small orchestra to the large
ensemble but the type we have
found to be most successful is the
program that is sufficiently different from chain offerings to remove
opportunity for too unfavorable
comparison on the basis of entertainment value.
One of the most successful of all
our programs, and we have sponsored many, was a series of service stories, dramatized. These stories dealt with actual dramatic happenings in our own routine of
service. We used the names of
our own men and in those cases
where they had any ability we let
them play their own particular

B.

course,
particular
event in touched
the life ofsome
the community
that brought it home to the listeners — a terrific storm, a bad
flood, a cold wave that kept the
gas men working long stretches to
maintain supply and various happenings of which the public would
because
hear
never
through
herculean
effcrt our
were men
able
to prevent a break in service. Each
of these tales was a tale of service
to the community and had a real
community interest.
On the Air 21 Months

'!
j
;

j

j

'

With a following established
through the human interest and
our apresentapopular
tions weappeal
have atofhand
friendly
audience and one receptive to our
messages. We get a hearing for
our commercial announcements un
der the most favorable auspices
And we do not abuse the oppor
tunity. We do not subject the lis
tener to a series of commercial
plugs. We include just one com
mercial and it takes about on
minute and a half — never more
than two minutes. The commen
tator is one of our own men, Fred
W. Fisher, Director of Public Re
lations. Mr. Fisher has a deep
friendly voice that carries sincerity
and conviction and we try to mak
our institutional announcement
little stories of genuine interest.
Here are a few of the subjects
just to give you an idea of th
way we treat the big audience tha
has been built up by the popular
ity of our program.
1. A chat with the man of th
house on the working hours and tool
of the wife.
2. Service.
How far should util
ity service go and how much should
it
ownencompass
definition. — President Russell
3. Evesight — man's most preciou
possession,
yet subjected to mosl
abuse.
4. Answering eight questions com
monly asked.
5. The hazards of poorly lighte
highways in connection with a dem
onstration
installation of sodiu
lights.
6. A Christmas talk on the bless

tivity; when it devotes its radio
efforts to promoting the interests
of active groups in the community
it has taken a step in the right
direction.

A.

J
'
i
\

THE most popular series we have
ever sponsored is our present State
Trooper series over WHAM, Rochester. The dramas have now been
on the air for 21 months and there
is no
apparent slackening of public interest.

VOX POPPED— E. H. McReynolds, new president of the Advertising Federation of America, vice
president in charge of advertising
and public relations of the Missouri Pacific Railroad, radio user,
and former president of the Advertising Club of St. Louis, in
front of the NBC and Inter-City
network microphones as he was
interviewed by Jerry Belcher
(left) and Parks Johnson (right),
the NBC - VOX POP radio interviewers, at the general sessions
luncheon of the 32d annual AFA
convention, Boston. The Vox Pop
quiz team demonstrated their
unique radio program at the convention by interviewing a group of
officials and delegates.

N.

roles. Of course, we ran out of
material for effective dramatic
presentation but while the series
lasted it found an interested and
receptive audience.
Each one of these stories, of

Convention
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lings of rural electrification and the
joys of the first electric Christmas
for many families.
7. How we handled the big sleet
storm.
8. Call the R. G. & E. Inhalator
Crew ! Story of the community safety service rendered by our Inhalator
Crews.
9. The story behind the gas range.
Drama of gas production.
10. Meter readers. Accuracy. Tests
and so forth.
Selling Service
IN THESE talks we do not try
to sell appliances directly. We try
to sell the company, its service,
its place in the community.
I am
convinced, however, that with this
audience we could get amazing results if we could offer say a small
appliance from time to time at a
special price. Because of our relations with the dealers, however,
the company has turned thumbs
pklown on this proposition and so
remong as they withhold that peril^ mission I can continue to claim
j [that we would get an astonishing
m response without running the risk
i&jof having my predictions knocked
a- ; as cold as Joe Louis was.
Itlk' Recently we began sponsorship
; of another program of our own
creation, which we call the Rochihlester Spotlight and which has a dis s|rect and close civic tieup. We call
n-liit the Rochester Spotlight on the
lit; theory that it throws the spotflight on Rochester groups, solo
n-lflartists and personalities.
There is
Dfljlnothing new nor original about this
ifjjijprogram but it does have the merit
D-ifjof enlisting the active cooperation
ecbijof various influential community
elfjgroups. We have signed up for
p,|c!13 weeks with a local choral group
: featuring each program. These
kfS|choral societies represent all the
tf different racial groups — Germans,
Irish, Italians, Poles, Ukrainians,
Is,s|Jews, as well as various fraternal
keJorganizations, such as the Masons,
a d1Knights of Columbus and others.
r.J In introducing the various groups
we tell something of their contriUi butions to community life. In this
it ' way we are directly benefiting the
singing groups — first by giving
jjfthem an opportunity to demonMstrate their talent to a large audi: ence and second, in fostering deJL velopment of choral music in the
jj community and thereby making a
real contribution to its cultural life.
J
The commercials on these programs are dramatized merchants dising announcements, played by
two able local actors, whom we
E? call John and Mary Rochester. And
JJ again, we do not thread commer' fj take
cials one
throughout
We
spot and the
let program.
it go at that.
This spot comes early in the program and there are no further
company
announcements except
perhaps a closing tag line.
I do not want to be interpreted in
anything that I have said as suggesting use of radio to the exclusion of newspaper advertising. That
would be folly. The utilities need
newspaper advertising, both merchandising and institutional, and
they should do much more than
they have done in both these fields.
Where radio has an advantage is

that you can say what you like
about current happenings if you
have a good program to carry your
announcements. When you try to
answer in the news columns, some
misleading or unfair propaganda
your copy naturally is subject to
editorial blue pencil or to the editor's judgment of how much news
value there may be in it.
On the air, so long as your statements are kept within reasonable
bounds — and they should never
deviate in the slightest degree
from the truth — you can say what
you like. You can answer unjust
attacks upon your company or industry, you can explain your problems, you can stress your service
and you can consistently and continuously drive home the low cost
of gas and electricity when compared with other items in the family budget.
Radio has become a great national force for moulding public opinion. The public takes it for granted that progressive institutions will
use it. Radio is a most potent tool
in building better public relations.
Telling their story of community

service truthfully and sincerely —
and interestingly — through radio —
public utilities can and do much
to reduce clamor for unwarranted
rate reductions. Radio helps to
keep employes better informed on
company activities and policies. It
enthuses them to render better
service. Radio makes friends and
it is axiomatic that a friendly customer is easier to sell than a hostile customer, and causes less trouble through unreasonable demands.
And to sum it all up, our experience convinces us that the return
from radio advertising, whether it
be merchandising or institutional
in character, is almost directly proportional to the intelligence, care,
time and sincerity that are put into
its production.

Our company, the Lone Star Gas
System, supplies natural gas to 300
cities and towns in Texas and
southern Oklahoma. These cities
and towns are scattered over a
territory of approximately 160,000
square miles, an area about twenty
times the size of the State of
Massachusetts. Several of our cities
are separated from the main pipeline system, one of them being a
distance of 650 miles away from
the headquarters in Dallas.
Our towns range :n size from
70,000 meters down to less than
100 meters, and in more than 200
of them we have no company office because the number of meters
is too nance
small
justify the mainteof an to
office.
This geographical picture is giv-

Will C. Grant
Advertising Director,
Lone Star Gas System, Dallas
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THE CHIEF and possibly the only
interest to be found in my few remarks about the use of radio is
from a geographical standpoint.
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en in order to present a background for our problem and how
we are attempting to solve it by
means of the radio.
Covering a Wide Area
PERSONAL contact with our more
than 300,000 customers scattered
over this wide territory is vitally
important to the company. The
customers in these small towns
have only occasional and remote
contact with any company representative. They pay their monthly
gas bills generally at the local
bank and when they have service
difficulties an appliance adjuster is
sent out from the nearest district
office. Before the introduction of
our radio series, their opportunities for receiving up-to-date education and information about gas apADVERTISERS
ON
w

x

Know
What

OX
It's True
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About
★

Say

Dixie

★

★

WNOX
KNOXVILLE,
TENNESSEE

pliances and their gas service were
limited. From the standpoint of
time and money it was impossible
to keep home service workers on
the march constantly to go into our
customers' homes. Just one 15minute visit in only half the homes
we serve (150,000) would be a full
time job for a home service worker for 16 years.
Radio is answering our problem.
Through its use we can visit in the
homes of the majority of our customers at a time when we are expected and the housewife is prepared to welcome us.
Having found an entrance into
our customers' homes, our next
problem was to make our visits as
effective as possible. To do this,
our programs must answer three
main purposes: (1) Establish consumer confidence in the company
and its service, essentially a problem of creating friendly public relations and good will; (2) educate
our customers in the value and
benefit they personally can enjoy
from the service we sell; (3) create
a desire in the minds of our customers for improved types of home
equipment which give the customer
the most satisfactory and efficient
use of our service.
We experimented with several
types of programs before we
evolved our present 15-minute program which seems to be accomplishing our aims in a gratifying
manner.
Our first venture into radio was
by means of participation in a cooperative cooking school, sponsored
by the station and several food advertisers. The school was conducted in the auditorium of our headquarters office building before an

Political Discs
DURING the close of the
state nominations in Florida,
Gilbert Freeman, president
of WTAL, Tallahassee, used
transcriptions around the
state for J. M. Lee, running
for state comptroller under
Mr. Freeman's management.
Local speakers "introduced"
the candidate's transcribed
addresses and followed with
closing remarks. A series of
four 10 - minute discs was
routed over six stations in
the last six days of the campaign. Stations were WMBR,
Jacksonville; WQAM, Miami;
WDBO, Orlando; WDAE,
Tampa; WFLA, Clearwater.
actual audience, with half an hour
being broadcast. While the program aroused interest over our territory, we found that it was hard
to achieve an equitable pace between the actual demonstration before the audience and the broadcast. Interest in one could be
maintained only at the expense of
the other. Too, the demonstrator's
mention of products made it impossible to include many of the
points in which our company was
particularly interested.
Our next experiment was with
a series of 5-minute spots on a
woman's program, which proved
unsatisfactory principally because
we felt the program had no unity
of purpose or continuity of thought.
Profiting by the reactions we received from our various experimental programs, in February of
1935 we began our present series
of broadcasts Tuesday mornings
over WFAA, Dallas, which reaches
practically every radio - equipped
home on our
(See Broadcasting, Mayterritory.
15.)
Good Results
WE CONSIDER our home service
radio program an integral part of
the company's general sales promotion and public relations plan.
Each program is carefully designed to offer housewives information which will smooth the difficulties of daily living and create
a desire for a higher living standard and more comfortable homes.
In addition we remind our customers of the advantages of the
merchandise being featured by our
affiliated companies during that
particular period.
The result of this type of program has been particularly gratifying to us. A satisfactory stream
of requests for recipes and bulletins flows in each week in direct
response to that week's broadcast.
In addition, there are requests
from young brides for simple instructions on cooking in general,
numerous questions as to what
temperatures are best for specific
oven dishes, how to make the best
use of new ranges or refrigerators,
how to remove stains, how much
food it takes to feed varying numbers of people, why biscuits won't

1U
• VW ^
ft*

Jn
BALTIMORE
MARYLAND'S PIONEER

brown properly, what material is I
best for oven utensils, and a hostf
of others, ranging from the simple!
to the complex.
These request- j
come from every town on our sys-[
tern, and even from many others;
beyond
limits ofweourhave
pipelines.'
The besttheindication
of the!
success of our radio work is this!
constantly growing number of cus-j
tomers who have come to regard
the Home Economics Department
as an accommodating friend and a
reliable authority on any phase o:
household activities.
Thus we have found that the radio is the only solution we have to]
the problem of reaching a large1
number of customers in scattered
towns over a wide territory. The|
requests thus far achieved lead us
to desire expansion of this activity
as soon as the personnel and facilities can be provided.
Henry Obermeyer
Consolidated Edison Co. of
New York
MR. OBERMEYER, assistant to
the executive vice president,
stated "I sincerely believe radio is
the best medium for reaching the
customer
in his Edison
home."
Consolidated
sponsors
programs in seven languages on
New York stations to establish intimate contact with all its consumers. The programs are designed to show consumers — the
majority of whom believe Consolidated is a billion dollar corporation— that it is not and that it is;
confined to New York City.
A program titled Echoes of Neu
York Times, on WEAF, broadcast
6:30-7:30 Sunday evenings, was
cut to a half hour because of competition with Jack Benny, but the
hour program is to be resumed ir
the near future, Mr. Obermeyei
said.
Feeling that the sales messages
on many programs are "thrown at
the listener", Consolidated adopted dramatized commercials. Consolidated employes take part ir.
programs, illustrating their particular jobs with the idea of helping the consumer to understand
the utility's operations.
A survey by
sales
department,
Mr.Consolidated's
Obermeyer pointed out, showed that the program
reached 250,000 persons. He coneluded: "And so, gentlemen, from
that reaction of the customer we
have come to the conclusion that
radio is the most effective advertising medium we have today."
Rich
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Television (Continued
Won't Replace
from page Broadcasting
19)
were
new
to the networks. More
one stage of radio. As a comthan 85% had been on the air in
rcial operation, television has
1934 and the vast majority of them
: yet arrived. It is not around
had used radio in the preceding
the
around sufevenadvanced
"corner,
■ Mhe
years as well.
But wenorhave
.lock.
"Nor has radio waxed fat at the
iciently far to say that the tech! aical obstacles are not insuperable.
expense of older forms of advertising. Occasionally superficial ob-.(The Radio Corporation of America
servers set up a false antagonism
millions
invested
" jias
between radio and the newspapers
ble sum ofof dollars
scienincalcula
ir.d an
and magazines. The facts do not
tific genius in bringing television
support this assumption, for the
. no the point where it can be moved
regular users of the networks have
rom the seclusion of the laboramaintained their newspaper and
v to the freedom of experimen: ai service in the field.
magazine advertising two and three
times as well as have the advertislT [ In fact, on this very day, we are
ers who did not use radio.
vriting a new page in the history
Today, we
Sti radio development.
"I am pleased to have an opporopened for field tests, our new
tunity to say a word to you conceiving the contribution which the
' :elevision station on top of the Empire State Bldg. in New York City.
advertising agencies have made
toward the remarkable growth of
4 The test period may be a long and
radio. For their advertising clients
postly one. Critical technical probthey have contributed much of the
eras must still be solved."
quality and variety of the proRadio as a Medium
grams which have made American
broadcasting supreme, and with the
-DISCUSSING the advantages of
funds of these advertisers they
5 broadcasting as a medium, Mr.
?arnoff declared:
have commanded, for American
audiences, the finest orchestras,
; "Probably more than in any other
the greatest singers, the stars of
nedium, the success of radio advertising depends on its command
stage and opera, and the services
of outstanding personalities in
: if the subtle but decisive elements
)f public confidence and good-will,
every field of American endeavor."
r ind the direct moral responsibility
wpf the advertiser for his claims.
WCCO and WTCN, rival Minneapo"Its relation to the individual
lis stations, were hooked together
..." istener is not a casual and accito
carry
the play-by-play July 10
dental one, but a continuous, deepof the all-star American Associa| ?ning process in which the public
tion League baseball game, with
earns to look forward to its schedByrum Saam of WCCO and George
aled meeting in a favorite program
Higgins of WTCN taking turns at
and becomes familiar with a parthe mike.
ticular voice or a particular group
; : }f personalities. Radio cannot thus
appeal with inert abstract facts.
• It must find its materials in life
: itself and establish a friendly and
..unbroken contact with living in' iividuals.
"Already modern advertising has
celt the impact of this radio techunique.
Broadcasting has encour• aged a type of advertising which
j- not only permits but requires a
• mass appeal, couched in the most
;.: individual terms. It speaks to
v members of a crowd not as a crowd
on the street, but as to a friend
; :in the seclusion of his home. The
opportunity thus given to the ad: vertiser is of the highest value in
..^salesmanship, but it is also an opportunity whose abuse would be a
particularly serious offense. For
rjthe advertiser must come to his
7. ;radio listener as an individual and
speak to him on the basis of a
friendly mutual confidence which
""he dare not betray. The most convincing proof that industry and
business have found these factors
useful is provided by the extraordinary growth of radio advertising.
In fifteen years it has reached an
annual expenditure for broadcasting time of eighty seven million
Idollars.
"Another proof may be found in
the fact that the largest majority
of radio advertisers tend to become
permanent users of this medium.
Last year, for instance, less than
15% of radio's commercial sponsors

Performing Artists Sue
NATIONAL Association of Performing Artists, recently organized
group created for the announced
purpose
"unauthorized useofofpreventing
phonograph
records
over
stations,"
monthin
sued three
New early
York this
stations
the courts of that city alleging infringements. The suits were against
WNEW, in Federal Court, by Paul
Whiteman, and in the New York
State Supreme Court against
WEVD by Lawrence Tibbett and
against WHN by Frank Crumit.
Actions also were begun against
Teleflash, wired radio service to
restaurants and other public places
by
JamesWalter
of the O'Keefe
Revellers. and Louis
KGFW
In New Hands
WITH the purchase of KGFW,
Kearney, Neb., from local interests, including the publisher of the
Kearney Hub, Clark Standiford,
president and manager, announced
July 3 that he would continue the
management of the station, with
Roy H. McConnell as chief engineer and M. E. Thelen as program
director. Mr. Standiford's partner
in the purchase, approved June 12
by the FCC. is Kate S. Fisher, wife
of Ben S. Fisher, Washington radio attorney.
GENERAL BAKING Co., (Bond
bread) New York, on July 1,
signed Guy Lombardo and his
orchestra to a 52-week contract,
for a half-hour musical program
each Sunday afternoon starting
Sept. 6 on a nationwide CBS network, replacing Tea Time Tunes.
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Thoughts,

Most of Which Concern
WGES, WCBD and WSBC
By GENE T. DYER
This column will appear frequently. Itis YOURS as much as
it is ours. Come on and use it !
MUCH has hapsince this
writerpened (1918)
helped
learn
code"
radio

youngsters
"wireless
at the Harvard University
school (U.

S. N.) and the
same year heard the first tests of
radio telephone between ships of
the Atlantic Fleet. A monotone
voice a few miles away repeating:
4;Two %Oboe calling
"This *is Pup
Able Three Cat. Can you hear me? "
As a former newspaper publisher,
our pet peeve: The Sunday newsthe chilpaperscomic
that prostitute
dren's
sections with cigarette ads showing the heroes who
win by smoking, ads promoting
cure-alls for booze-hangovers and
the success ads of women who
wash their underthings!
* * *
Illinois WPA executives experienced difficulty in getting over their
message
Chicago's
foreignWSBC
millions. Anto
appeal
to WGES,
and WCBD — and the message was
in the homes and ears of these
millions in their own languages
almost instantly after we learned
of the emergency. A mighty nice
letter from
WPA iva-s our unsolicited reward.
♦ ♦ ♦

surA Chicago
vey for thedaily
mostnewspape
popularr'sPolish
radio program (there are more
than 600,000 Polish-Americans in
Chicago) showed WGES the outstanding winner with a 7:00 a. m.
show called the "Early Birds."
SALES

7s this a record?
The commercial
sales of WGES
have increased
every month
(overing
correspondmonth the
year before) for
a period of six

We're proud of Joe Rudolph,
WCBD program director. Joe, formerly
"Three
Doctors"
(Rudolph,of the
Pratt and
Sherman)
of NBC
years
and CBS is one of radio's program
pioneers. His roster of call letters
in his dozen years of radio would
use
a couple ofbest
alphabets.
He's
one up
of America's
known radio
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STATION
ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WJSV, Washington
Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore
(cosmetics), weekly so, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. T.
C. F. Mueller Co., Jersey City (macaroni, spaghetti), daily so, thru
E. W. Hellwig Co., N. Y.
G. Washington Coffee Refining Co.,
Morris Plains, N. J., weekly sp,
thruY. Cecil, Warwick & Cecil' Inc.,
N.
Richardson & Robbins Inc., Dover,
Del. (canned chicken), 5 daily sa,
thru Charles W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.
Globe Brewing Co., Baltimore (Arrow beer), 7 daily sa, thru Joseph
Katz Co., Baltimore.
Pennzoil Co., Oil City. Pa. (Pennzoil), 2 weekly sa, thru Fuller &
Smith & Ross Inc., Cleveland.
Wildroot Co., Buffalo (shampoo), 3
weekly sa, thru Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Spry),
daily sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Gulf Refining Co., Pittsburgh (oil),
weekly so. thru Young & Rubicam
Inc., N. Y.
WHK, Cleveland
Milan Brewing Corp., Milan, O., 3
weekly t, thru Richardson - Oswald
Inc., Cleveland.
Maybelline Co., Chicago (cosmetics),
2 weekly so, thru Cramer-Krasselt
Co., Chicago.
Gardner Nurseries, Osage, la., 6
weekly f, thru Northwest Radio
Adv. Agency, Seattle.
M. & N. Cigar Mfrs. Inc., Cleveland
(LaZella cigars), 2 weekly so, thru
Ohio Adv. Service, Cleveland.
McKesson & Robbins Inc., Bridgeport (Calox), 2 daily so, thru N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish), 3 daily so, thru Bermingham
Castleman & Pierce Inc.. N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, 6
sa, direct.
WOR, Newark
Pure Oil Co., Chicago, weekly t, thru
Freitag Adv. Agency, Chicago.
General Foods Corp., New York (Satina), 3 weekly sp, thru Young &
Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
Standard Brands Inc., New York
(Royal baking powder), 2 weekly
sp,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
Standard Brands Inc., New York
(Royal gelatine), 3 weekly sp, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Procter & Schwartz Electric Co.,
Philadelphia (electric irons), 2
weekly sp, thru John Falkner Arndt
& Co., Philadelphia.
Skol Products Co. Inc., New York
(sunburn lotion), weekly sp, thru
Kimball, Hubbard & Powel Inc ,
N. Y.

WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids
Kalamazoo Stove Co., Kalamazoo, 3
weekly so, direct.
Chamberlain Laboratories Inc., Des
Moines (cosmetics), 151 ta, thru
Coolidge Adv. Co., Des Moines.
Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch food), 156 so, thru Rogers &
Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Alabastine Co., Grand Rapids
(paint), sa, thru Stevens Inc.,
Grand Rapids.
Tegge-Ja
ckman Cigar Co., Detroit, 52
so, direct.
Hemphill Diesel Schools, Chicago, 6
weekly sa, thru Roy H. Alber Co.,
Los Angeles.
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KRLD, Dallas
Webster - Eisenlohr Inc., New York
(Tom Moore cigars), 6 weekly sp,
thru N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Dr. W. D. Caldwell Inc., Montieello,
111. (Syrup of Pepsin), 5 weekly t,
thru Cramer - Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.
Lucky Tiger Mfg. Co., Kansas City
(scalp treatment), 3 weekly sp,
thru
City. Midland Adv. Agency, Kansas
Pilcher Mfg. Co., Louisville (wooden
compacts), 26 so, direct.
Falstaff Brewing Corp., St. Louis, 1
weekly sa, thru Gardner Adv. Co.,
St. Louis.
B. C. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C.
(proprietary), 7 weekly sp, thru
Harvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (proprietary), 5 weekly sp, thru First
United Broadcasters Inc., Chicago.
San Antonio Drug Co. (Heyer's heat
powder), 18 weekly ta, thru Pitluck Adv. Co., San Antonio.
KNX, Los Angeles
Knox Co., Los Angeles (Cystex).
weekly t, thru Allan C. Smith Adv.
Agency, Kansas City.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Lifebuoy), 5-min. spot one year, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Safeway Stores, Oakland, Cal. (retail chain), 20 sa, 10 so, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.
WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Ivory), 6 weekly sp, thru Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Kendall Mfg. Co., Cambridge (Soapine), 6 weekly sp, thru Dowd &
Ostreicher, Boston.
Boston & Maine Railway, Boston, 6
weekly t, thru Doremus & Co. Inc.,
Boston.
WHIO, Dayton
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Spry),
6t, weekly
so"; (Lifebuoy),
5 weekly
thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc.,
N. Y.

the

Transcriptions,

Stations

WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
American Oil Co., Baltimore (Amoco),
more.
13 ta, thru Joseph Katz Co., BaltiDodge Bros. Corp., Detroit (autos),
16 Y.
t. thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
N.
Pure Oil Co., Charlotte (Purol),
weekly t, thru Freitag Adv. Agency,
Atlanta.
Celo Co. of America, Tampa, Fla.
(Celo), 6 weekly so, direct.
Kay Jewelry Co., Charlotte (retailer), 6 weekly so, thru SimonsMichelson Co., Detroit.
Morris Plan Bank, Charlotte (loans),
7 so, direct.
E. R. Partridge Inc., Atlanta (overalls), 26 so, direct.
Procter & Gamble Co., Charlotte
(Criseo), 3 so, direct.
Pure Oil Co., Charlotte (Yale tires),
daily so, thru Freitag Adv. Agency,
Atlanta.
KYA, San Francisco
Chamberlain Laboratories Inc., Des
Moines (hand lotion), 3 weekly sp
and 3 weekly so, thru Coolidge
Adv. Co., Des Moines.
Therapy Ltd., Pasadena, Cal. (Theradiet), 5 weekly so, thru Heintz,
Pickering & Co. Ltd., Los Angeles.
Reay Laboratories, San Mateo, Cal.
(Otox — poison oak remedy), 5
weekly so, direct.
KDKA,

Pittsburgh

Standard Oil Co. of N. J., New York,
624 sp, thru Marschalk & Pratt
Inc., N. Y.
E. L. Knowles
Inc., Springfield,
Mass., 91 so, thru Lawrence M.
O'Connell, Springfield.
WIS, Columbia, S. C.
Gulf Refining Co., Pittsburgh (oil),
5 weekly sp (news), thru Young &
Rubicam Inc., N. Y.

Chicago

Gillette Rubber Co., Eau Claire, Wis. M
(tires), weekly so, thru Cramer- I
Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.
G. E. Conkey Co., Cleveland (poultry I
feed),
weeklyAgency,
sa, thru
Rogers & 1
Smith Adv.
Chicago.
Chemical Control Eastern Division!
Inc., New York (Moth-Surance) , I
12 sa, thru Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc.. 1
Chicago.
McKenzie Milling Co., Quincy, Mich. I
(pancake flour), 78 sp, thru Rogers I
& Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Ball Bros., Muncie, Ind. (jars), 26 I
sp, thru Applegate Adv. Agency. I
Muncie.
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe pol- 1
ish), 312 so, thru Bermingham, 1
Castleman & Pierce Inc., N. Y.
Altorfer Bros., Peoria, 111. (ABC I
washers, ironers ) , 39 sp, thru I
Lamport-Fox & Co., South Bend. I
Ind.
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., West Allis, 1
Wis. (tractors, harvesters), 13 t, I
thru
waukee.Bert S. Gittens Adv., Mil- f
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, la.
(poultry tablets), 6 weekly so,
loo.
thru Weston-Barnett Inc., WaterGardner Nursery Co., Osage, la., 6
weekly sp, thru Northwest Radio
Adv. Co., Seattle.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (proprietary), weekly sp, thru First
United Broadcasters Inc., Chicago.
Union Pacific Railroad, Chicago, 2
daily sa, thru Caples Co., Chicago.
S. W. Hayes Hatcheries, Bloomington, 111., 39 sp, thru Mace Adv.
Agency,
Peoria,& 111.
Keystone Steel
Wire Co., Peoria,
weekly
sp,
thru Mace Adv. Agency, i
Peoria.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago. 13 sp, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (cold
remedy),
22 sp Inc.,
and Chicago.
110 sp, thru
Sellers Service
WEAN,

Providence

Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (proprietary), 2 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Lava soap), 7 weekly sa, thru H.
W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
Gulf Refining Co., Pittsburgh (oil,
gasoline), weekly sa, thru Young &
Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
WMCA, New York
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Co.,
Newark, 6 weekly sp, thru Sheck
Adv. Agency, N. Y.
General Foods Corp., New York (Diamond
weekly
thru Advertiserssalt),
Brdcstg.
Co., sp,
N. Y.
Dentists Supply Co. of N. Y., New ;
York,
sp, thru A-W Adv. t
Inc., N.2 weekly
Y.

q
i

WNAC, Boston
C. F. Mueller Co., Jersey City (mac- j
aroni), 78 sa, thru E. W. Hellwig I
Co., N. Y.
Dodge Bros. Corp., Detroit (autos),
5 weekly
ta, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan
Inc.,
N. Corp.,
Y.
Studebaker Sales
Boston, 6 ta,
2 t, thru H. B. Humphrey Co.,
Boston.
KFRC, San Francisco
McKesson & Robbins Inc., Bridgeport,
Conn. (Calox Tooth Powder), 6
weekly ta, thru N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., N. Y.
E. W. Bennett & Co., San Francisco
(metal polish), weekly sp, thru Emil Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco.

From Brooklyn Eagle
'Pretty lucky we got these seats near this fellow's radio. He says Louis
just landed a stiff left to Schmeling's jaw."
BROADCASTING

KJBS, San Francisco
McCloskey Varnish Co., Los Angeles
(varnish), 3 weekly sa, thru Bert
Butterworth Agency, Los Angeles. 1
Golden State Co. Lt., San Francisco Wi
(ice cream) 6 weekly ta, thru N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., San Francisco.
WMEX, Boston
Eldredge Brewing Co., Portsmouth, N. >
H.(ale), 6 weekly sp, direct.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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ACCOUNTS
ETWORK
]>l times EDST unless otherwise specified )
New Business
R. SQUIBB & Sons Inc., New
rk (toothpowder) on July 3 startCalendar Melody on 4 MBS stais (WLW, WOR, WGN, CKLW),
|n., Wed., Fri., 10:30-10:45 a. m.
encv : Geyer, Cornell & Newell Inc.,
~K CHEMICAL Co., New York
i)ugh remedies) on Sept. 27 starts
jfcon Eddy on entire CBS network,
iidays. 8-8 :30 p. m. Agency : Morse
brnational Inc., N. Y.
JITSBURGH PLATE GLASS Co.,
Itsburgh (institutional) on Sept. 6
jrts the Pittsburgh Symphony Or:;stra on 45 CBS stations, Sundays,
(1:45 p. m. Agency : Batten. Barton,
rstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
LGATE-PALMOLIYE-PEET Co.,
-sey City (Palmolive soap) on July
started Come On, Let's Sing on 67
fS stations, Wednesdays. 9 :30 - 10
. Agency : Benton & Bowles Inc.,
Y.
tEAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC
HSA Co., New York (coffee) on Oct.
starts Kate Smith's Variety Hour
1 39 CBS stations, Thursdays. 8-9
m. Agency: Paris & Peart Inc.,
.^PUBLICAN STATE COMMITTEE, New York (political talks) on
ftg. 3 starts guest speakers on spell NBC network
(WEAF, WGY,
BEN. WSYR, WHAM), Mondays,
i :30 - 10 :45 p. m. Agency : Brooke,
»ith & French Inc., N. Y.
TERNATIONAL CELLTJCOT|N PRODUCTS
Co., Chicago
Kleenex) on Sept. 14 starts unanT'anced program on 29 NBC-Red stales, Mon. thru Fri., 12:15-12:30
fan.
IWSON'S BREWERY Inc., New
dford, Mass., on June 22 started 52
j srticipations in Yankee Network
ws Service, thrice weekly, 6 p. m.
ency : Dowd & Ostreicher, Boston.
:xe
rp.. Newark (personal loans) on
•t. 4 starts unannounced program
r 44 CBS stations, Sundays. 5-5:30
- m. Agency : Albert Frank-Guenther
w Inc., N. Y. with Neff - Rogow
e., N. Y. serving as advertising
|msel.
.)RD MOTOR Co., Detroit (insti'tional)
on Hour
Sept. on
20 94
starts
Sun8/ Evening
CBSFord
stations,
ndays, 9-10 p. m. Agency : N. W.
•er & Son Inc., N. Y.
iiYLOR'S CHOCOLATES. INC.,
ameda, Cal., (candy), on June 30
trted for 13 weeks, Sailing With
ylors, song and chatter, with Clarce Hayes and John Wolfe, on NBCPO, Tuesdays and Thursdays, 7:45i»0 a. m. (PST). Agency: Doremus
Co., San Francisco.

elected

hy

:hevrolet-ford
and Other Nationals
This is that popular station
J with the big voice, large enough
to cover the rich realm of East
Texas. Used by the big fellows! If YOU want to harvest
some of the wealth from East
Texas, and cover this section,
you can do so effectively and
economically with KFRO. In| vestigate!

WASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New York
(Barbasol) on Aug. 31 starts Singing
Sam on 25 NBC - Blue network stations, Mondays, 10-10 :15 p. m. Agency : Erwin, Wasey & Co., Inc., N. Y.
REAL SILK HOSIERY MILLS Inc.,
Indianapolis (hosiery, lingerie) on
Sept. 13 starts unannounced program
on 19 NBC - Blue network stations,
Sundays 9-9 :30 p. m. Agency : Leo
Burnett Inc., Chicago.
PACKARD MOTOR CAR Co., Detroit
(motor cars) on Sept. 8 starts Fred
Astaire on 62 NBC-Red network stations, Tuesdays, 10-11 p. m. Agency :
Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
J. W. MARROW Mfg. Co., Chicago
(Mar-O-Oil shampoo) on Sept. 6 begins an unannounced program on
NBC-Red network, Sundays, 3-3:30
p. m. Agency : Sellers Service Inc.,
Chicago.
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich,
(cereals) on July 13 started Girl
Alone on 8 NBC-Red network stations, Mondays through Fridays, 1212 :15 p. m. Agency : N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., N. Y.
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., New
York (institutional) on Sept. 13 starts
General Motors Symphony Concerts
on 63 NBC - Red network stations,
Sundays, 10-11 p. m. Agency : Campbell-Ewald Co. of N. Y.
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis (Wheaties) on Aug. 31 starts Jack
Armstrong on 15 NBC-Red network
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 5 :30 - 5 :45
p. m. Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Sanka Coffee) on Sept. 28 starts
Helen Hayes in an untitled series on
NBC-Blue network, Mondays, 8-8:30
p. m. with rebroadcast at 12 :30 a. m.
Agency : Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Log Cabin syrup) on Sept. 29, starts
Louise Massey and Westerners on
NBC-Blue network, Tuesdays, 8-8:30
p. m., with rebroadcast at 11 :30.
Agency : Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco
(cereal), on July 22 starts for six
times only — July 22, 24, 31; Aug. 3,
7, 14 — participation in Feminine Fancies on 12 CBS-Don Lee network stations. 3:20-3:30 p. m. (PST). Agency
:
Westco
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco
(Drifted Snow flour), on July 20
starts for six times only — July 20, 24,
29, 31 ; Aug. 5 and 12 — -participation
in Woman's Magazine of the Air on
5 NBC-KPO stations, 2 :15-2 :30 p. m.
(PST). Agency: Westco Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
VAN CAMP SEA FOOD CO., Inc.,
Terminal Island, Cal., (Chicken of
the Sea Brand Tuna Fish), on July
10 started for 13 weeks participation
in Woman's Magazine of the Air on
7 NBC-KPO stations, Fridays, 2:453:00 p. m. (PST). Agency: Emil
Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco.
Renewal Accounts
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strike cigarettes) on
Aug. 1 renews Lucky Strike Hit Parade on 93 CBS stations, Saturdays,
10-11 p. m. Agency : Lord & Thomas,
N. Y.
DR. MILES LABORATORIES Inc.,
Los Angeles (Alka Seltzer), on July
13 renewed 13 weeks in Frank Watanabe, on 8 NBC-KPO stations, Mondays thru Fridays, 8 :15-8 :30 p. m.
(PST). On Fridays only KFSD and
KTAR, 7 :45-8 p. m. (PST). Agency:
Associated Advertising Agency, Los
Angeles.

WESSON OIL & SNOWDRIFT
SALES Co., San Francisco, (Wesson
salad oil & Snowdrift shortening ) , on
July 27 renews for 52 weeks in Hawthorne House on 6 NBC-KPO stations, Mondays, 9-9:30 p. m. (PST).
Starting September 28, Mondays, 7 :308 p. m. (PST). Agency: Fitzgerald
Adv. Agency Inc., New Orleans.
DUART SALES Co. Ltd., San Francisco, (Creme of Milk Facial Cream
& Permanent Waves), on July 26 renews for 52 weeks in The Passing
Parade, with John Nesbitt, commentator, on 5 NBC-KPO stations, Sundays, 9-9:15 p. m. (PST). Agency:
Howard E. Williams Advertising, San
Francisco.
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Network Change
RALSTON-PURINA Co.
Louis (Ry-Krisp) on July
Marion Talley to Fridays,
p. m., Fridays, on NBC-Red
Agency : Gardner Adv. Co.,

wsoc
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ADVERTISERS

RADIO

W. F. MCLAUGHLIN & Co., Chicago
(White House coffee) is advertising
through Earle Ludgin Inc., Chicago.
(CHICAGO MAIL ORDER Co., Chicago, has named Gale & Pietsch Inc.,
Chicago, as its advertising counsel.
DE ROOS-STERNHEIM Co. Inc.,
Chicago (No rmandie cosmetics) is advertising through Gundlach Adv.
Agency, Chicago. Radio and other
media are used.

WIL
The Pioneer Commercial
Station In St. Louis

FIRST

from

WHAT

UNIVERSAL PHARMACEUTICALS, New York (B-9 mouth wash)
is placing advertising, including radio,
through Arthur H. Fulton Co. Inc.,
N. Y.

in St. Louis

to broadcast

Larson In New Job
G. BENNETT LARSON, formerly
radio director of J. Stirling Getchell Inc. New York, has joined the
radio production staff of Ruthrauff
New York. Mr. LarInc.,
& Ryan
son at one
time was radio director
of Joseph Katz Co., New York, and
was also connected with NBC.

direct

Police Court!

A

PARROTT & Co., San Francisco,
has been appointed exclusive distribu(manLaboratories
tors by Malvitose
ufacturers of Malvitose,
powdered
food concentrate), and the Sidney
Garfinkel Advertising Agency, that
city, will continue to handle the account. An intensive campaign is being planned and radio will again be
used along with other media.
S. GUMPERT Co. Inc., Brooklyn
Cream Des(Gumpert's Butterscotch
sert) has appointed the Gardner Adv.
Co., New York, to handle its account.
Spot radio is a part of the fall plan
now' under consideration.
CYCLE TRADES OF AMERICA
Inc., New York (institutional) has
named Greenleef Co., Boston, as its
advertising agents.
EASY WASHING MACHINE Corp.,
Syracuse, has named Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., New York,
as its agency.

PARADE

OF

DOOR-OPENERS!

Chevrolet
AGENCIES

AND

REPRESENTATIVES

R. W. SERVICE, formerly in insurproance work, has been namedK. sales
Conover
motion manager of H.
Co., new station representative firm
in Chicago. The Conover company
announces its appointment to represent XEPN and XELO, Mexicanlicensed border stations at Piedras
Negras, opposite Eagle Pass, Tex.
of the radio
BURT McMURTRIE, Mitchell
Inc.,
department of Lennen &
New York, handling the for John H.
man Musical Varieties -Paul
Blue,Whiteis in
Woodbury Co. on NBC
Fort Worth supervising auditions for
children who compete on the program.

ion manROBERT BURLEN, product
ager of WEEI, Boston, for seven
departradioInc.,
joined
years,ment has
New
& Son
Ayer the
of N. W.
proradio
of
charge
in
be
to
York, duction on the Atlantic Family CBS
er Morprogram. He replaces BrewstMr.
gan who recently resigned. uth Burand
len is a graduate of Dartmo
at one time was connected with NBC
Artists Service.
FRED W. REA ADV. AGENCY and
the Dake Adv. Agency, both of San
firm
Francisco, kave merged under the with
name of Dake Adv. Agency Inc.,
offices established at 121 Second St.,
that city. L. W. Dake is president and
Fred W. Rea, vice-president. Rea assisted by A. C. Painter, heads the radio department.
DON C. ROBBINS, for the last year
San Francisco manager of the Walter
Biddick Co., station representatives,
has resigned effective July 31.
SCOTT HOWE BOWEN, recently
associated as consultant with the Associated Network of New York, a regional chain, has resigned to join
James Rand 3d, head of the newly
formed Pan American Radio Sales
Co., as one of its radio executives.
of the repPETRY,
EDWARD resentative
firm bearinghead
his name, and
Mrs. Petry are parents of a daughter,
born in Long Island College Hospital
July 3.
GEORGE W. DIEFENDERFER,
ofand the
formerly aminer
Ziff San
Co., Francisco
Chicago, Exhas
sales staff of WilChicago Co.
joinedliamthe
G. Rambeau

Disc Program

Enter Into Sixth Quarte
WHEN Chevrolet Motor Co. err,
barked on its sixth 13-week WE;
transcription series on 381 sta
tions, the sponsor already ha
broadcast more than 71,500 pr^
grams. The campaign covers 32
markets in the United States, an
includes Honolulu also.
Over a 65-week period Chevrc
let has staged more than 1,10
broadcasts a week and when th
present 13-week series is conclude
the total will exceed 86,000. Rub
noff, Jan Peerce and Virginia Re;
Chevrolet talent, have been hear
in more than 14,000 WBS trar
scription programs, in addition t
the NBC half-hour sponsored las
winter by Chevrolet. Campbel
Ewald Co. handles the Chevroh
account.
The
TARHEEL
STAT!
Why North Carolina is known as tl
Tarheel State remains a matter <
dispute . . . but there is no questic
as to the standing of the Tarhe
territory as a market place!
Among the southern states, Nor
Carolina ranks FIRST in the mini
of manufacturers of a wide variety (
products who are familiar with tl
"above the average" buying desir
and buying power of the Tarhe
population.
With "above the average" income d
rived from well balanced agricultur;
commercial and industrial sources, t!
people of North Carolina are wor
cultivating as customers.
As many sectional and national a
vertisers have found, the most eff<
tive and economical way of reachii
the Tarheel territory is over WPT
the Capital City station, which sen
over 180,000 North Carolina horr
. . . and thousands more in ad j ace
territories.
Write Free, Johns & Field, Inc., o>
direct for data and coverage ma\

WTAR
This

Radio

Bridge

Only OFFICIAL
CULBERTSON
Contract Bridge
Radio
Series
40 Radio Broadcasts
transcribed by "World"
giving latest developments
in Contract Bridge by Mr.
and Mrs. Ely Culbertson.
The only radio presentation of the Culbertson
System authorized and
presented personally by
these internationally recognized authorities. Copyrighted reproductions of
all lessons for weekly distribution to listeners give
definite tie-up between radio programs and direct
sales for sponsor.
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Folio
Sent
FREE
Managers or salesmen of Radio
Stations, who want to sell 40
quarter hours in less time than
it takes to tell, are invited to
write for this complete sales
folio — sent free.

THIS new Culbertson Contract Bridge
radio series, with the sensationally
close tie-up that provides week-to-week
welcome door-openers, is without question
the easiest way to sell 40 quarter hours,
— day or night time, — to laundries,
dairies, etc.
The sales folio gives the radio station
salesman a complete presentation that
covers: 1. The transcribed programs. 2.
The complete tie-up between broadcasts
and definite sales. 3. The forms for testing results of campaign, etc.
Write for particulars immediately as
this series is contracted on an exclusive
bcisis
RADIO BRIDGE
1339 42nd Street
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AD

SERVICE
Des Moines, Iowa

VIRGINIA
NORFOLK,
NBC -National-Representatives — Edward Petry & Co.

WPTF
RALEIGH

NORTH

CAROLS

SERVICE
MEASURING
FREQUENCY
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Panel Discussion
(Continued from page 15)

Iranscriptions
WITIONAL trans c r i p t i o n acilants placed on various stations are
sorted as follows by National Adseising Records, these being supplental to the lists carried in previous
•iue of Broadcasting :
ilnnsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette,
$ Pa. (tires)
i ast - to - Coast Radio Corp., New
York (auto accessories)
jff-Norton Mfg. Co. Inc., Pittsburgh
(jacks)
~ '■an. Cameron & Co. Inc., Waco,
^iTex.
(lumber) Inc., Manchester, N.
, G. Sullivan
(cigar store products)
L ;Sebster - Eisenlohr Inc., New York
^(Henrietta, Girard & Tom Moore
Cigars)
J. Fox Inc., New York (furs)
~»nton Pharmacal
Co., Covington,
•Ky. (Brownatone hair tonic)
•et Inc., Chicago (depilatory)
ftter Drug & Chemical Co., Maiden,
..Mass. (Cuticura prep.)
■erless Dentists, Spokane, Wash,
(dental clinic)
terapy Ltd., Pasadena, Calif,
(health foods)
:>usehold Finance Corp., Chicago
t( loans)
jmson-United Corp., Rochester, N.
1I " istitute
Y. (electric
fans ) Science, Chicago
of Applied
!(courses)
ieen Quality Shoe Co., St. Louis
-urns Inc., Detroit (cleaner)
i SERIES of 26 talks covering
"erything from youth problems to
i u m b i n g , by Howard Vincent
Brien, commentator and author,
is been recorded by NBC for its
tesaurus transcription service, and
is been programmed as part of the
jnner Hour series or five - minute
pt programs. They are said to be
itable for sponsorship by bookpres, banks, building and loan soSties, etc.
TANDARD RADIO Inc., announces
at KTSM, El Paso; WNBC, New
,ritain ; WSGN,
Birmingham, and
BNO. New Orleans have subscribed
the Standard Program Library.
HREE
June
broadcasts comanded exceptional audiences, ac:rding to the Cooperative Analyse of Broadcasting (Crossley re^rts) operated by Association of
ational Advertisers. About 21%
set owners interviewed reported
;aring the Republican convention
:ynote speech, 23% the Demoatic. About 10% heard opening
epublican
ceremonies,
5% the
emocratic.
The Louis-Schmeling
?ht, sponsored on NBC Red and
lue networks by Buick Motor Co.,
^racted 57% of set owners interewed and 88% of families who
sed their sets after 8 p. m.
EDST) reported listening to the
ait.

FRIENDLY— Though competitors
in the transcription library field
are Jerry King, president of
Standard Radio Inc. and manager
of KFWB, left, photographed with
Percy L. Deutsch, president of
World Broadcasting System at the
NAB convention.
Frank Presbrey Co. Will
Sell Local Disc Service
FRANK PRESBREY
Co., New
York and Chicago advertising
agency, has announced the formation of a radio transcription subsidiary, Frank Presbrey Syndicated
Features, to handle a program and
merchandising service for local stations. Leroy A. Kling, vice president in charge of the Chicago office,
is in charge of the service.
Complete five - minute program
series as well as merchandising
and premium campaigns will be
provided, with a dozen or more
series designed for particular types
of businesses. The Presbrey service will include a clearing house of
success and experience stories
which will be circulated among all
clients. All details of premium
and merchandising campaigns will
be handled for stations. First programs were recorded by Titan Productions Inc., San Francisco.
RAYMOND L. SERVATIUS, of
WESG, Elmira, N. Y., has started
a course in radio dramatics in connection with the Mohawk Drama
Festival on the Union College campus. He will also write and direct
weekly broadcasts for the festival.

1

man for the particular participating program he conducts.
Dr. Herman S. Hettinger, of the
Wharton School of Finance &
Commerce, University of Pennsylvania, had the subject "The Market for a Station's Services as an
Advertising Medium." He brought
out that one-fourth of the total
revenue of stations is from network
business, one-fourth from national
and regional spot, and about onehalf local. It is significant, he added, that the most business comes
from the station's own efforts.
Asked about the trend as to the
relative growth of national and local business, he brought out that
national has gone up about 45%
during the last year and that local
business is lagging. Products which
are the most important in the national spot field, he declared, are
drugs, representing about onefourth, food products about onefifth and automotive about oneeighth of the total. In 1934, he
said, the latter group represented
only 5%. In the local field, he declared that there are some 200
miscellaneous products which represent the bulk of the business.
Clothing and food, and household
goods each represent about 14%,
and department stores only 7.6%.
Local advertising follows the
trends of retail trade, he declared.
The trend toward programs and
away from announcements was
hailed as significant by Hettinger.
Jack Van Volkenberg, assistant
to H. Leslie Atlass, CBS Chicago
vice president, wound up the panel
with a discussion of preparing programs for sales. He said it was

*f

v

his view that preparation of programs should be a program department rather than a sales department responsibility. However, he
added
that theis sales
department'sA
collaboration
an advantage.
good salesman, he declared, knows
what to do in presentation. He advised consultation of the program,
sales and other departments in devising apresentation to an account.
Mr. Van Volkenberg said he regarded as unsound the theory of
the saleability of sustaining programs. Local advertisers, he declared, do not like anything old;
they want something brand new.
Moreover, he said, the lack of time
available these days makes it uneconomical tobuild sustaining programs earmarked for commercial
sponsorship.

^

COVERING
THE
TACOMA
SEATTLE
MARKETS

Sell Tacoma-Seattle
Economically
Mail in almost equal percentages
from Tacoma, Seattle and towns
and farms in the Puget Sound area,
shows economy of using KVI — at
ONE low cost. 1000 watts, 570 kc.
Pioneer CBS Station in
Pacific Northwest
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president of the Washington Stattl

Agreement
To

on
Is

ASCAP
Reunion

Seen

Warner

Not

Later

Return

Believed
Than

Autumn;

Near
Mills Fos-

tering Plan to Pass Copyright Fees to Advertisers
powered to call a special meeting
AGREEMENT upon terms under
prior to that time to handle any
which Warner Brothers music pubemergency business.
lishing houses would return to the
ASCAP spokesmen indicate that
ASCAP fold may develop any day,
it is indicated in music circles.
they are keeping the door "wide
The board of directors of ASCAP
open" for Warner Brothers. It is
entirely likely that an arrangement
In walking a wire, it's Balance!
during the last fortnight had held
may be made whereby Warner will
what amounted to a continuing
return to ASCAP in advance of
session to discuss plans under
In buying time it's
September. As things stand now,
which Warner Brothers would be
allowed to return to the ASCAP
it can happen almost any day because ASCAP is not throwing up
Balanced Coverage
organization which it left at the
any barriers to its reentry.
end
of
last
year
on
the
grounds
... and the key to that
No basis has been made for
that it was not receiving a sufWarner Brothers return. Royalties
in Northern California is
"cut" of
Reunionficiently
of large
ASCAP
and royalties.
Warner
are divided among ASCAP members according to seniority of the
publishing houses can be expected
publishing houses, which accounts
by autumn, it is said. There is a
for 20% ; on the availability rating
strong possibility, however, that
of the music, which accounts for
the agreement will be effected in
30% and on the popularity of the
advance of that time. Warner
music based on radio program perBrothers publishing houses have
560 KILOCYCLES
formances, which amounts to 50%.
not
fared
well
since
the
defection
1,000 watts
full time
Normally, Warner Brothers has alfrom ASCAP and the motion picSAN FRANCISCO -OAKLAND
ready lost its seniority by virtue
ture productions of the company
WE could talk a lot more than we
have suffered because of the lack
of its withdrawal. However, it is
do about audience mail, because
expected that the ASCAP Board
of performance of Warner numbers featured in those pictures.
would be willing to reinstate the
we've a lot to talk about. But here's
Herman Starr, vice president of
the BIG point. From all over NorthWarner houses on their old seniWarner Brothers and head of its
ern California, mail comes in proority ratings. Officially, they would
portion tothe distribution of radio
music activities, was in Chicago
retain their availability rating but
homes. Let your John Blair man
during the NAB Convention July
would have to regain their poputell you about it!
6-8. He did not discuss the music
larity before sharing as advantageously as before on the matter of
situation with NAB officials, howKSFO — Russ Building, San Francisco
ever, £0 far as known.
Philip G. Lasky, General Manager
program performances.
The next regular meeting of the
National Representatives:
ASCAP Board will be held the last
Spotter Spotted
Thursday in September. E. C. Mills,
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
MEANWHILE, it was learned
ASCAP general manager, is emthat late last month Federal Judge
John P. Barnes of the Chicago
Federal District Court dismissed,
at the reouest of Warner Brothers
attorneys, a suit filed against
WENR alleging performance of
The
Missouri
Triangle
My Wild Irish Rose. The reason
for the dismissal, it was announced, grew out of the fact that
WLS, and not WENR, performed
the number. The Warner "spotter" thought he was listening to
WENR, since the two stations
WTM V
share the same channel. WLS has
C NS
ITYAS 1
E. ST. LOUIS
KA
a Warner license.
It is also reliably reported that
six other suits against NBC stations on the same number have

These

RATE

LOW

ONE

AT

3 stations

are doing

! !

a real selling job

for advertisers who buy RESULTS — that's why
most of our present advertisers are running on
renewed
We

contracts.

can do an outstanding

job for your product

too!
FOR RATES AND COVERAGE DATA WRITE TO ANY STATION BELOW
KCMO

KWTO-KGBX
SPRINGFIELD, MO.

KANSAS

CITY. MO.

been
dropoed by Warner's
of misinformation
in thebecause
complaint. A month ago Warner
Brothers dropped a batch of 40
suits against CBS stations alleging performance of That Old
Fashioned Mother of Mine. Thus
far, there have been no final adjudication of any of the more than
200 suits brought by Warner
houses seeking damages in the
amount of nearly $4,000,000.
Mr. Mills is promoting vigorously his plan for revision of copyright fees from a flat percentage
basis on gross income, to a method
which would mean passing along
the percentage cost (and a higher
one) to advertisers through stations. This plan does not have the
approval of the ASCAP board, so
far as known.
At a conference in New York
July 2, Mr. Mills outlined the plan
to Louis Wasmer, KHQ, Spokane,
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was
thatnow
the is
bestthepropo
sitionconcluded
procurable
five !''
year contract at 5% of gross.
Blanket License

THE PLAN espoused to the dele |
gation by Mr. Mills as the futuri
solution of copyright was tha
ASCAP give stations a blanke
contract license to all of its cata
log on a strictly sustaining pro \
gram basis; that 5% of the loca
station one-time rate be paid a:
the sustaining fee on sustaining
programs; on commercial pro
grams, all stations would becom
agencies of ASCAP and licens<
any advertiser to use ASCAI
music, at a fee of 10% of the rat
of the station for the time. Th
license to advertisers would be or
ASCAP forms and on the revers!
side would be a statement showinj
the actual music used by the ad
vertiser. The 10% charge wouL
be on program time only, with n
assessment on talent or line fees
In the case of a network, unde
the plan, the originating statio:
would be liable and issue the li
cense to the advertiser. The affili
ated stations would assume tha.
the originating station has pre
cured the license.
Mr. Mills favored a form b
which a one-year contract, renew
able for one-year periods, migh
be negotiated. The contract woul
become perpetual with each advei
tiser, subject only to cancellatio '
on one-year's notice. On all point!
not agreed to by ASCAP an I
broadcasters, there would be se
up a board of arbitration compris
ing one ASCAP member, on
broadcaster member, and a thir
member to be selected by th
other two. Under the proposa
broadcasters would agree to r«
fuse time to an advertiser whic
did not pay his ASCAP bills.
It is reported also that on Jul
3 the Washington State Couri
issued the final decree dissolvin
the ASCAP receivership. Las
month the Court dissolved th
ASCAP receivership and the roi
tine procedure of actually transfer
ring books, offices and other Ai
CAP properties to ASCAP we
consummated on July 3 with tn
signing of the final decree.
Mutual June Billings
MUTUAL Broadcasting System r<1
ceipts for June totaled $104,51'
against $90,692 for June, 1935. Tr
basic four-station network accoun
ed forwith
$86,368
of this June's HI
ings
the supplementary
st;.
tions responsible for $18,142. I
June,
associated statioi
netted 1935,
only the
$1,091.
You'll reach new prospects now in the Summer
Playground of the Nation
KM) Watts MZ4 ^ %'|| MISSQUL
1260 Kc.
» "Station
" MONT AN
The Garden City

WTMV
E. ST. LOUIS
CLEARED-CHANNEL

Page

Broadcasters
Association
anc'J
Judge
John C. Kendall,
Portland
attorney, representing several sta ]
tions in Washington. The confer
ence grew out of the dissolution c:J
the ASCAP receivership in Wash ,
ington last month.
Evidently r
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Advertisin

JUNIOR
WTMV

Radio

OLYMPICS

Nine Sign for Scripts
TAR RADIO PROGRAMS, news' formed radio script syndicate at
; 50 Park Ave., New York, reports
he signing of contracts for its
ervice with nine stations — WJAY,
Cleveland; WRAK, Williamsport,
•a.; WABY, Albany; WWNC,
tsheville, N. C; WRR, Dallas;
IUMA, Yuma, Ariz.; WHAT, Phildelphia; CKCW, Moncton, B. C.;
:KOC, Hamilton, Ont. Burke
Joyce, former NBC continuity edior, is production manager of the
ervice, with Charles S. Maxwell
s sales manager.

OFF FOR EUROPE — Apparently
pleased at the unprecedented testimonial given him at the NAB convention, where he was nominated
for president despite his absence,
Edwin W. Craig, head of WSM,
Nashville, and an NAB director, is
fulfilling a promise made to Mrs.
Craig 20 years ago — that their
20th anniversary would be celebrated by a trip to Europe. Mr.
and Mrs. Craig are now enjoying
a tour of the Continent and will be
gone until mid -August. Mr.
Craig's nomination was brought in
by the official nominating committee of the convention but C. W.
Myers, KOIN - KALE, Portland,
Ore., was elevated from the first
vice presidency on an independent
ticket.

A TRAINING college for its staff
may be instituted by the British
Broadcasting Corp. in order to
appointees in the intricacies
coach
of radio.

& CO.

of JladUr StalLuriA.
NEW YORK - CHICAGO DETROIT -SAN FRANCISCO

You

Local

Color
mm

rYou can't match the intimacy of
a second-frontier station like
WAAT with anything else in
broadcasting. Dude schedule
makers too often skip the fascinating grip which it holds on its
town"
"small
suburban
audience.
Those
on and
our
geographically
client-list know better. Somehow
broadcasters just naturally turn
hard - boiled with a station like
WAAT. Mere sentiment could
never keep these friendships so
long. Cash - dollar business does.
WAAT grew to what it is — on
the astonishing response it gets for
its users. Operating daytime only,
WAAT has a vast following all
its own — in the rich cosmopolis
of Newark, Jersey City, Hoboken,
West New York, Passaic, Bayonne,
Union City, Elizabeth, Hackensack, the Oranges and Montclair.
Over 2,250,000 people are in its
primary reach. 87.1% of the
area's homes are radio homes
(largest ratio in the Union). Uncharged for, you get a jumbo
bonus in New York City, Brooklyn, Staten Island, Long Island
and Westchester. Rates are more
than moderate.
Full details and success examples
on request.

Heard

This

NEBRASKA
States

Leads

in Farm

the First
That's a story with a REAL

CASE

One?

All

Income

3 Months

s Ia n d s

Other

Increase

CASE

im a t e rs

KHBC
HILO, HAWAII

21

will boost your volume

politan area.
CASE HISTORY 38
Local retailer using
WAAT exclusively
increased average

For complete data on any or all of the live stations listed
below, write the Association office, or any individual station.

monthly dollar volume by #5,000.00 during 1935.

MISSOURI

VALLEY

BROADCASTING

Omaha, Nebraska
KQMB
HONOLULU
, HAWAII
FRED J. HART, Pmldenl *nd Gtnwal Mant**t
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, CAUFORNIAN HOTEL
CONQUEST ALLIANCE COMPANY
i
H TW VOiJC. 519 MADISON AVE.
CHICAGO 100 N. USALLE ST

HISTORY

produced the lowest
cost per inquiry in
the New York Metro-

point!

Spot Radio Advertising, NOW,
in Nebraska.

_lover the sea

16

National spot advertiser found WAAT

of 19361

This wealth has been reflected quickly in increased buying activity throughout the territory.

ike the

HISTORY

Manufacturer establishes 2710 new customers after 41 spot
announcements.

Nebraska's farm income for the first quarter of 1936 was
#63,329,000 — with a greater gain than any other state!

lovers the

r BROADCASTING

BLAIR

JOHN

ITS OWN filming unit is being
formed by the British Broadcasting
Corp. for its forthcoming television
service, this move being forced by
the cinema exhibitors' ban on the
use of film in television programs.

Have

Inc. Signs

13 Stations in 2 Weeks
WITHIN two weeks after the first
announcement of formation of Radio Markets Inc. as a subsidiary of
World Broadcasting System Inc.
e representato undertake exclusiv
tion for stations affiliated with the
spot - transcription company, 13
stations had signed contracts, Stephen R. Rintoul, station relations
manager of WBS, announced July
13. Many other stations, he said,
with WBS for Raare negotiating Inc.
representation
dio Markets
and he said he was confident that
when the organization began functioning this October, it would have
an enrollment of 50 to 60 stations.
The organization, as announced
h, WBS presiby Percy L. inDeutsc
no way competitive
dent, will be
with existing representation organizations but instead is designed
"to provide a much needed service
for small stations in the small
markets which heretofore have not
ing.] able to interest representabeen
tives in the sale of their facilities."
[See July 1 issue of Broadcast-

Gets Region Excited

Over Race Contests
iVTMV, East St. Louis, 111., capi.Blizing on the track consciousness
jf the nation
with
the world
Olympic games in Berlin this summer, has started its own "Junior
Olympics". The track meet will be
.■pen to boys and girls between 10
;ind 19 in the St. Louis area. Local
newspapers
are supporting the
jiea. The Globe Democrat broke
:ipe story with an eight-column
* lanner
column story,
in
dditionand
to aa full
four-column
cut of
anquet
tendered
the executive
Dmmittee of the meet by WTMV.
♦ther three local papers, as well
s community papers throughout
ne area, have followed suit. The
,tation has tied in special sports
'iterviews
big names
jcal track featuring
circles three
nights ina
*eek and promotes registration
ight times daily.
The Junior Olympics attracted
widespread attention in the first
reek of its campaign, as requests
Dr entrance came from Missouri
nd Illinois towns outside "Greater
t. Louis" area set up by the rules
ommittee. As a result boundary
estrictions have been junked and
ae meet has been thrown open to
11 localities in Missouri and Illinois. Out-of-state entries will compete in nearest outlying districts.
Trophies will be presented by
VTMV. A big 32-inch gold trophy
'ill be awarded the team piling up
iiost points in both boys' and girls'
ivisions. Trophies will also go to
II winning relay teams and indiidual medals will be given the
rst four placers in every event,
demote broadcasts from each diisional meet as well as the finals
nil be carried by the station,
•rad Simpson and Jack Brashear,
^f the WTMV staff, are handling
"he event.

Markets

wow
Omaha, Nebr. KFOR
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Omaha, Nebr.. KOIL
and Co. Bluffs, la.
KGBZ
York. Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
WJAG
Norfolk. Nebr.

Advertising

m

ASSN.

KFAB
Omaha, Nebr., and Lincoln, No
KGFW
Kearney, Nebr.
KGNF
North Platte. Nebr.
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PROGRAM

NOTES

A NEW twist to the "Man on the
Street" idea is Gang Plank Gossipers
on WBBM, Chicago, three nights
weekly. Douglas Hope interviews
people coming down the gangplank of
the steamship Theodore Roosevelt
after returning from evening cruises
on Lake Michigan.

Cleveland • [61 0 Kilocycles
FOUND
an exclusive selling
recipe called
PERSONALIZED
SELLING
Typical result from two
weeks of broadcasting on
CHARM, where Personalized Selling is exemplified:
38 signers -on -the- dottedline at $100 each in TWO
WEEKS. $3800 for an
outlay of less than $200.
More national advertisers
are signing up with this
outlet because WJAY
GETS RESULTS!
Edythe Fern Melrose, Mgr.
Station WJAY, Cleveland
CHerry 0464
Rep. Aerial Publicising, Inc.
New York, Chicago

IN PRESENTING the weekly broadcast by Rev. Wm. Downs and the
Nazareth Choir, all lights in the adjoining studios, in the control room
and in the visitors gallery of WIS,
Columbia, S. C, are extinguished, so
that the negro singers do not realize
anyone is watching them. The result
is that the "Amens" are more spontaneous, the singing more fervid, and
a far more realistic effect is obtained.
DURING remodeling-week at
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, when members of the production department
were transferred temporarily, equipall, to the were
station's
big
Studio mentA,and typewriters
banging
away and announcers had to quiet
the assembly of workers for station
breaks. Production Manager Graham
Poyner, recognizing the possibility of
an unusual broadcast, gave instructions to announcer Les Biebl to take
the air with his program News From
Radio Row directly from the studio
where the production staff was busily
engaged. While Biebl gave his description, typewriters clacked, continuity was turned out, conversations
continued among staff members as if
nothing out of the ordinary was transpiring, and real radio atmosphere
was created.
WBAP, Fort Worth, arranged a 20microphone pickup for the Fort Worth
Frontier Centennial, which opened
July 1. Programs are fed to NBC,
including the Paul Whiteman Musical
Varieties sponsored by John H. Woodbury Co.

If you have a "test" campaign in mind — put it up to KEX
— for versatility and originality in Showmanship!
Famed for its outstanding, local shows nightly, KEX
holds an enviable record for dramatic "hits" attained by
few stations. A large staff of well-trained composers, musicians, artists and technicians are here to serve you.

BONUS— Here is Foster May, special events announcer of WOW,
Omaha, interviewing Ray Sanks,
that city, ten minutes after the
mail man had delivered a bonus
bond to the Sanks family. The local General Electric Supply corp.
was sponsor.
USING KIRO as his rostrum Mayor
Dore, of Seattle, has started a series
of informal radio talks in which he
brings to the people of Seattle a complete history of his administration,
even as the events are taking place.
Mayor Dore explains the official events
of the week and tells in what way
they will affect the people of the city.
POPULAR in the Southwest is
Helen's Home, five - weekly morning
serial on Texas Quality Network,
keyed from WBAP, Fort Worth. It
deals with everyday family problems
and Mrs. Delia West Decker is writer
of the script with Dorothy Compere,
of the WBAP staff, directing and
taking the lead. A cast of 14 is used.
CKT, erful
Winnipeg,
Canada's
pow-is
station with
15,000 most
watts,
moving its studios to enlarged quarters on the third floor of the Manitoba Telephone Bldg. in the near future, according to announcement of
Hon. W. J. Major, minister of telephones in the Manitoba government.
CKY has been in the telephone exchange building for 10 years. The telephone system of the provincial government has a broadcasting monopoly in Manitoba.
KMTR, Hollywood, for ten days early
in June, strung a remote control line
to the county jail. Announcer Hal
Styles nightly made a half-hour trip
through the establishment. After inspecting afew departments each night
and interviewing the jailers, the microphone was stopped before several
cells for some of the prisoners to say
a few words. None of them attempted
to send any personal message or be
funny. Most of them mumbled something about "crime doesn't pay".
A WEEKLY floor show featuring
popular acts of WCCO, Minneapolis,
is presented aboard the Mississippi
riverboat Capitol each Monday during the moonlight excursion from St.
Paul to Hastings, Minn, and return.
In addition to the floor show, wandering entertainers play and sing on the
upper decks of the boat for all passengers who are not dancing. Each
Monday a different WCCO announcer
acts as master-of-ceremonies.

IN AN" EFFORT to bring its leadi;,
participation program of this tyr
"out of the blind spot", WGAR, Clevi
land, followed the lead of many othf
stations in establishing the name (
the act (Ethel & Ben) in the pr<
gram listings and then identifying tl
hour as a "household hour open fc
cosponsorship". This simple "dressiii
up" did much to lift the hour-am
ten-minute
program from It
the is''parti'pation" identification.
reco;
nized that agencies and advertise)
sometimes shy clear of the "partic^;
tion" tag. The advertising is not col
spot announcing, but in conversation!
style. Their list of co-sponsors ind
cates how well they have lifted the
programare"out
of the
blind
spot".
eluded
Swift
& Co.,
John
MorreIi
& Co., (Red Heart Dog Food), Tr<
Sweet Orange Juice, G Washingto
Coffee, Selby Shoe Co., Norge R.
frigerator, Cleveland Retail Groeei
Association, United Food Stores, She:
win Williams, Snoflake Shoe Cleane
and items and firms that are seasoi
able in nature.
NBC and CBS are aiding WNET\ \
Newark, in providing material for th
WNEW Musical Biographies prograi
which relates stories about radio star:
WJBK. Detroit, will broadcast pn
grams designed and produced by th
Board of Education, with the static
acting in an advisory capacity. Th
programs will supplement the regula
school curriculum, according to Jamf
F. Hopkins, manager.
WBBZ. Ponca City, Okla., staged a
amateur contest recently promoted b:
the American Business Club. Wit
only three days buildup, the prograi
was sold to eight cosponsors. Fift
contestants
were auditioned,
of whic'
43
were used.
Over 4,000
votn
(mail) were cast, the eight winner:
appearing on the bill with a Majo
Bowes
showingCash
here prizes
on the wer
fo'
lowing Unit
Saturday.
awarded to the two winners at th
stage appearance.
THE Junior Bar Conference, Los Ai
geles, of the American Bar Associ?
tion, has launched a weekly afternoo
quarter-hour series on KHJ, Los Ai
geles, under the title Scales of Jut
tice. The series will be in the fori
of personal narratives by prominen
peace officers, attorneys and criminc
logists.
GENERALLY acknowledged as on
of Philadelphia's most popular prr
grams, musical
The Melody
WFIL'
unique
memoriesMan,
contest,
thi
week celebrated its first anniversary
For a birthday present, the Melod
Man counted 212,627 letters. At th
helm of the series are AI Steven;
WFIL's chief announcer, and WaynCody. pianist, handle the program. 1
SAN ANTONIO
business men 12
strong, gathered in the ball room c
the Plaza Hotel there for a "Mir!
Season Pep Luncheon" for the Sa^
Antonio Missions' Baseball Team Jul /
7. The affair was sponsored by KTSJ i
Hearst Radio station in San Antonk
with Charles Casper, sports broac \
caster
of the station acting as maste
of
ceremony.
INDUSTRIES
are operating at capacity
in Gadsden. Business is
good

in
W

Gadsden,
JBY

Ala.

KEX
5000

WATTS -1180
NBC Blue Network

KC.

SELL

ALL

SOUTH

The only station in Oregon operating on a clear channel.
The Radio Service of The Morning Oregonian, Portland,
Oregon, also operating KGW (NBC Red Network)
Representatives: Edward Petry & Co., Inc., New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco
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5000 Watts
G.Richard Shafto

„

Manager
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CAROLINA

560 KILOCYCLES
Free .Johns £ FIELD, Inc.
Natx Representatives
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MIKE

KEHE

PLANS

NEW

QUARTERS

Unusual Features to Be Included in Layout of
— Hearst Station's Studios and Transmitter —
master control, five network type
EHE, Los Angeles, (formerly
mixing consoles and associated
within
FM), will spend $250,000
I next few weeks to remodel its
with service for 12 reequipment
mote control lines. There will be
irhnical plant and studio equipprovision for DC light and power
,j:nt, including the removal of
for use when television arrives.
,th divisions to new and separate
nations.
The city studios of KEHE will
be landscaped with many unusual
[The reorganization will culmitte late in September, or early
effects. There will be a miniature
rtober, with an elaborate official
vertical radiator in front of the
Jication which will be built up
building, if the architectural de-»ong big names in radio, stage
sign is such that it will blend in
d screen, as well as guest anwell
with the surroundings. It
uncers.
will be decorated with a neon
The technical equipment will be
electric sign with the call letters
uplete RCA high fidelity transaffixed atop the radiator. The
ssion, 5 kw., with a vertical
tower lights, both at the studios
iiator. The proposed site will
and the transmitter, will be operon a 10-acre plot in the West
iams district of Los Angeles
ated by photo-electric cells.
There will be an auditorium
proximately in the cemter of the
with a basic seating capacity of
I original Spanish land grant
350 and entrances both from the
lown as Rincon de los Bueves,
street and the main studios. The
lg a local landmark and historiequipment will include an electric
spot.
counter which will click off the
A LTnique Ground
number of people who enter the
hall both for a statistical record
IE operating building will be a
and also for the use of the spon2-story modernistic structure
sors and agencies.
dch will house the complete
KEHE will have five studios in
:hnical equipment and apparaits main building and with each
% and also living quarters for
there will be a clients' audition
'.o technicians. One of the outand conference room in which
the-ordinary features at Rincon
they can see and hear their own
: los Bueyes will be the use of
programs. In addition, there will
panese bunch grass for the
be a separate agency production
idscaping, instead of the standroom where agency executives
i blue grass. The bunch grass
may test their own program creaquires no cutting or other attions in privacy.
ition except water at infrequent
Departmental Offices
:ervals. Thus it will serve to
'ep
the ground
wet andforprove
acticable
as a ground
the
tenna. In addition, the Japanese
ass will keep down the weeds
iich ordinarily would be burned
;quently and thus, in many inmces, burn the copper wire
iderground.
Another unusual feature at the
i;hnical plant will be a reinforced
nerete trough for the concentric
"tnsmission line. It will have a
novable sectional top slab which
;n be opened after or during
rthquake
disturbances
for inection purposes.
There will be two sources of
-wer for KEHE.
One will be
?ect from Boulder Dam (fur'5hed through the City of Los
-igeles), while the second will be
'ora
a commercial
uthern
California company,
Edison the
Co.
liey will provide a continuous
•cuit for regular usage and also
J a standby for all auxiliary purses.
The old KEHE Western Electric
ihnical equipment will then be
/tirely renovated, converted to
"?h-fidelity and housed at the
ant for standby and auxiliary
le.
I
The Studio Layout
3E new KEHE studios will be
':ated in metropolitan Los Angles and will be one of three lo'tions now under submission and
'aiting approval
of the FCC.
ie building will be a story-andlalf modernistic structure with
Jzzanine.
Technically there will be three
.mplete
outgoing
channels, a
ROADCASTING

CRASHER

Crushed at NBC San Francisco

RADIO

•Studio by Ed LudesTHEY'RE calling Ed Ludes, NBC
announcer in San Francisco, "One
Punch Ludes" these days. It was
he who subdued a slightly demented, but happy groom-to-be who on
July 4 invaded and attempted to
wreck the network's studios in
that city. All happened when one
Clarence Kronquis was informed
by Jane Burns, chief hostess, that
he couldn't broadcast to the world
details of his forthcoming marriage. The youth suddenly dashed
into a nearby studio where a rehearsal was under way. Knocking
music stands and instruments in
all directions, he got to the microphone and began shouting.
When musicians attempted to
subdue and put him out of the
studio, the love-stricken Clarence
drew a knife and began slashing,
whereupon announcer Ludes stepped
up, and felled him with a right.
Ludes sat on the slightly muddled
man until police arrived and took
him to the detention hospital for
observation. Ludes received numerous cuts and bruises on his face
and
hands. He's being hailed a
cians.
hero by the hostesses and musi-

OUTLINE
MAPS
of the
UNITED

STATES

Every city in the U. S. having
a radio station as of January
shown . . . . . .Time
1, 1936,
zones
are isindicated
The
reverse side of the map carries
a complete log of broadcast
stations, alphabetically by state,
city, and call letters, with wave
lengths and powers shown.
The map is 17!/2xll'/2 inches,
printed on white ledger paper
that permits the use of ink.
PRICES
25 Copies
50 Copies
100 Copies
200 Copies
Single Copies

$2.00
$3.75
$5.00
?9.00
10c

BROAD^fsTING
angr
Jack Nelson to MBS
JACK NELSON, of the NBC sales
staff in Chicago, has resigned to
join the Mutual Network sales organization in the Tribune Tower
Bldg. in August, working with
Ade Hult, MBS sales representative in Chicago since the network
was started a year ago.

broadcast
National Press Building
Washington, D. C.

AN

ELECTRIC organ will be installed with a movable console.
There will be special provision for
a music library and transcription
storeroom. Departmental and secretarial offices will be provided
for every department, and will be
so arranged that the production
and administrative divisions will
occupy separate quarters with individual hallways and entrances.
Other facilities will include an
artists' lounge and public reception rooms. The entire studio
building will be completely air
conditioned and have special lighting and acoustical effects. Morgan, Walls & Clements, architects,
designed the complete unit.
The present technical plant of
KEHE is located in Santa Monica
with the studios proper at 214
South Vermont Ave., Los Angeles.
Juneau Is Manager
C. B. JUNEAU, who has been associated with the station for the
past 11 years is manager. He was
originally the owner of the station
when the call letters were KFVF
and both studios and transmitter
were located at Ocean Park-Santa
Monica.
There is a technical staff of 11,
six staff announcers and a sales
and office force of 20, in addition
to the usual complement of production men, writers and musicians.
The plans for the new KEHE
were announced late in June
during the visit of Ford Billings,
manager of WCAE, Pittsburgh,
who made a cross-country tour in
the interests of Hearst Radio Inc.,
which
tionally. will represent KEHE na-
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Advertising

Give your product a nation-wide hearing
on a steady schedule before millions of
buyers at a time when they are most
receptive over
Owned and operated
• Courier-Journal
by The
and Louisville Timet.

Louisville. Kentucky.
CBS Basic Outlet
Edward Petry Company. National Representative.
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Maine

COMMANDS
in

Spokane

— key city of western Washington and the vast Inland
Empire
o
13

'O

more

listeners than the first competing outlet.

2 more
listeners than all other Spokane radio stations combined.
Write

Station

to Take

Up

ASCAP
Monopoly
Suit
WHETHER ASCAP will be adjudged an illegal monopoly in the
state of Maine, in a procedure
similar to that of last year in
Washington State, shortly will be
decided, according to telegraphic
word received by James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, from
Clyde R. Chapman, attorney general of Maine. The Washington
state receivership recently was dissolved under rather mysterious
circumstances, according to broadcasters from that state attending
the convention. Mr. Chapman's
telegram follows:
"Bill in equity attorney general
of Maine against ASCAP similar
to state of Washington bill for
hearing soon before Chief Justice
State of Maine stop Your attendance and testimony in the substance of your NAB report of Feb.
18 vitally necessary stop On what
date in August could you attend
hearing State Capital Augusta stop
Advise immediately".
Don Lee Names Morgan
DON LEE BROADCASTING SYSTEM has selected Raymond R.
Morgan Co., Hollywood, as advertising and sales promotion managers. The appointment is effective at once and a campaign of
national advertising will be featured. The Morgan company, current producers of Strange As It
Seems, Drums and other network
programs, represents the Folger
Coffee Co., Gilmore Oil Co., and
other radio advertisers.

KFPY

Spokane, Washington
listeners' survey.

Court

for

REPRESENTATIVES
J. H. McGILLVRA. 485 Madison
Avenue, NEW YORK ... and
Palmolive Bids.. CHICAGO
WALTER BIDDICK CO.. 568 Chamber
of Commerce Bldg., LOS ANGELES
and 601 Russ Bldg., SAN FRANCISCO

SCORES OF SPONSORS — This is a display of past sponsors of "Un
Don" Carney, exhibited atop the New Amsterdam Theater in New Y<
where WOR's studio is located and where 700 children and their parei
and some of the leading stars of radio helped "Uncle Don" celebri
his 4,000th broadcast this month. The cheery "Uncle Don" has had
children's programs sponsored by 38 firms during the last eight yea
His present sponsors are Greenwich Savings Bank, McKesson & Robb
for Calox tooth powder and The Borden Co. for Mel-O-Rol ice crea
Westinghouse Files Suit
For Television Patents
Issued to Dr. Zworykin
FIRST indications of what may
develop into the bitterest patent
fight in radio history, unless the
various patent claimants get together beforehand and set up an
industry pool, were apparent with
the filing of an equitp action
against RCA in U. S. District
Court in Wilmington by Westinghouse E. & M. Co. Westinghouse
asked Judge John P. Nields to
direct the U. S. Commissioner of
Patents to issue patents to it on
the inventions of Dr. Vladimir K.
Zworykin, former Westinghouse
scientist now with RCA at Camden.

Lanndrv
The

Radioaids

Laundry

Radio

Industry

Conscious

Miami

to

Made

From

Spokane!

A direct result of this, there will be
more laundry services sold this Fall by
Radio than ever before.
AS

We

are proud

to state that station purchases

of Laundry Radioaids for August and September release, indicate very clearly that the
overwhelming majority of Laundries and
Laundry Associations are insisting that Laundry Radioaids, do their selling job.
For detailed information about Laundry,
Bread, Furniture, Loan, Used Car and Ice
Cream

Radioaids,*
Wire

or Write

RADIOAIDS
1357 North Gordon

Street

INC.
Hollywood,

Cal.

* Jewelry Radioaids
ready for release August
First.
Audition samples' now available.

Claims for Patents
DR. ZWORYKIN is the inventor
of the Iconoscope television camera
and the Kinescope tube for the
televibroadcast ays
uction ofthe
reprodsion
of
mainst
images,
RCA's television system now undergoing secret field tests from
atop the Empire State building in
New York. When he joined RCA
he took with him his developments,
prior to the Department of Justice
suit which led to the divorcement
of General Electric and Westinghouse control over RCA.
The suit grows out of patents
issued to Henry Joseph Round, in
which RCA claims full interest,
and which were decided by the
Patent Commissioner in favor of
Mr. Round. These patents apparently are somewhat in conflict with
Dr. Zworykin's. In the highly involved litigation Westinghouse asserts it entered into agreements
with Dr. Zworykin in 1925 and
1927 and 1932 which give it full
control of his patent applications.
Westinghouse's suit, it was announced, is to determine whether
Dr. Zworykin or Mr. Round is the
first inventor of certain television
improvements, Dr. Zworykin having assigned his rights to Westinghouse and Mr. Round having assigned his rights to RCA.
'/2 million lbs. of copper a
day means a large
Home of
BUTTE
payroll in
KG
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Music Appreciation Hoi
Of NBC in Ninth Ye;
THE NBC Music Appreciati
Hour, conducted by Dr. Wal
Damrosch, will start its ninth s<
son Oct. 2 on a new time schi
ule using both Red and Blue n
The progressive
in \
works,
Fridays, 2-3course,
p. m.as (ESr
past years, will consist of four s
ies of concerts graded to meet t
requirements of different age 1
els. The Instructor's Manual a
the Student's Notebooks will
available to schools and the gene
public at the cost of production a
distribution. The Manual, a gi
eral guide to teachers, prepared
Dr. Damrosch and Lawrence 1
bott, will contain explanatory not
thematic illustrations and h
graphical information on all fc
series of concerts.
WNAX

in the

Drough

WNAX, Yankton, S. D., wh:
raised thousands of dollars 1
drought sufferers during the gr<
dry spell of several years a;
leaped into the breach again t
month to carry reports of the ci
rent drought plague to the nati>
It not only handled local and ne;
by pickups but twice within a w«
keyed programs to CBS, with Ch
Gurney, Republican candidate fi
U. S. Senator, and Charles Glei
chief announcer, doing the bro:,
casts. Chan Gurney is former mr
ager of WNAX, but several yet
ago
he sold
out his interest to
brother
Charles.

7

out

of 10

Listeners
BUFFALO
tune

WGR

to

STATION
in

or WKBWj

between 5 and 7 P. M.
says Ross Federal I
BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO
Represented by
FREE & SLEININGER
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iol. Knox

Asks

Free

Air

Lt Dedication of WROK
I'ROK, Rockford, 111., on July 12
;dicated its new 240-foot radia,r and new studios, and at the
mie time celebrated its advance
full time on the 1410 kc. chanH, formerly shared with WHBL,
heboygan, Wis. Col. Frank
box, GOP vice presidential nomtfee, and principal speaker, plead;j for freedom of the air. Gov.
tenry Hcrnc, of Illinois, also was
•esent. The event was broadcast
7 Affiliated Broadcasting Co. Stabns.
ti, Asserting he did not speak as
i 5 e GOP vice presidential nomi( Ae, Col. Knox warned against usM!g radio "to spread wrong ideas
lid encourage wrong policies".
s;,!iuding broadcasting as a device
I fir breaking down barriers of
line and distance, he predicted the
.Uy when it will remove sectional
eling.
I ( WROK is now controlled by the
; |jckf ord newspapers published by
f ] rs. Ruth Hanna McCormick Sims,
ith Lloyd C. Thomas, general
a group of minm anager, heading
ity stockholders.
j
jhree Networks to Carry
iandon-Knox Ceremony
LL three networks— NBC, CBS
id Mutual — will carry the notifition ceremonies and acceptance
eeches of Gov. Landon and Col.
-ank Knox, as Republican nomi;es for president and vice presijjlnt. Gov. Landon will deliver his
I ceptance speech July 23 over
e combined NBC-Blue and Red
itworks at 10-11 p. m. CBS will
rry the speech from 10-10:30
m. Mutual has not fixed its
; oadcast time as yet.
A week later, July 30, the three
tworks will broadcast the actlfptance speech of Col. Knox. The
me broadcast schedule will be
llowed but only the NBC-Blue
ill carry the acceptance speech.
1 'fie Landon talk will force the
>raft-Phenix
Bing
Crosby proFam off the air for the third time
pthin the past month. President
f'bosevelt delivered his acceptance
' eech from Philadelphia on June
Blair Keeps KNX-KSFO
A T I O N A L representation of
(NX, Hollywood, and KSFO, San
rancisco, by John Blair & Co.,
ispite their CBS operation, will
ntinue for the time being, acrding to present plans. Mr.
lair reports that his company has
contract with KNX that runs
itii; next April and with KSFO
(.at has nearly five years to go.
Jl other CBS owned and manned stations are represented in
|te national spot field by Radio
lies Inc., CBS subsidiary. KNX
nd KSFO are linked together as
e Western Network, and prob>ly will continue to be even after
BS takes them over — KNX under
purchase agreement awaiting
ICC approval and KSFO under
ase.

Finer Points of Fancy Fencing
IF Harry Mortimer of the NBC
office staff in San Francisco were
Fred Allen, he probably would explain that he's taking Natalie
Park, network actress, out for
lunge. But what he's actually doing is showing her some of the
fine points in the art in which this
19-year-old medal-holder contended with other fencing stars at the
San Francisco Fencing Championship Competition held in the auditorium of the Emporium, department store, in June.
Mortimer, one of the youngest
fencers on the San Francisco
Olympic Club team, won first
place in the novice foils section of
the Pacific Coast Championship
recently held in Los Angeles, and
second and third place, respectively, in the junior foils and sabers.
Radio Safety Awards
AWARDS for best radio safety
programs have been announced by
CIT Safety Foundation, 1 Park
Ave., New York City, cooperating
with the American Automobile Association and affiliates. The Foundation has set aside $250,000 for
safety promotion in the next five
years. Awards include a $5,000
grand prize for the most notable
safety achievement. Bronze
plaques will be awarded broadcasters for best radio presentation
of public responsibility in motor
car accidents, whether it is a single broadcast, a series of sustaining programs, or part of a commercial program.
N O R W A Y'S broadcasting company is planning to defray part
in
of the expenses of its newly
inaugurated shortwave service by
admitting radio advertising
short wave programs.

(UP)
THE

TRADE
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SEATTLE
1000 WATTS • 710 KC.
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Baseball
NOTICE
TO

RCA

By

REVIEW

A notable new illustrated
452-page book on television,
containing collected papers
by RCA engineers on recent
technical developments, and
statements by David Sarnoff
on the future of the new art,
will be sent for a limited period without extra charge to
all subscribers to the RCA
REVIEW.
TELEVISION, now on the
press, will be invaluable to
radio engineers as a reference work. Additional copies
may be had at $2 each.
The first issue of RCA
REVIEW, out this month,
will include original articles
on electronics subjects by Dr.
V. K. Zworykin, H. H. Beverage, L. M. Clement and E.
W. Engstrom, R. M. Morris
and others. The yearly (4
issues) subscription price is
$1.50 (outside of U. S., $1.85),
including a copy of TELEVISION.
INSTITUTES

RADIO

in Complaint

IT IS understood that WMCA does
not actually rebroadcast the games.
Moreover, it is indicated, the
WMCA sponsor, General Mills Inc.,
also sponsors the broadcasts from
the Boston and Philadelphia stadiums and is entirely satisfied with

TECHNICAL
PRESS
A Department of RCA Institutes, Inc.
75 Varick Street
New York

FEDERAL

Charge

A FORMAL
complaint against
WMCA, New York, alleging that
it is "pirating" play-by-play baseball broadcasts of the New York,
Boston and Philadelphia American
League baseball clubs, has been
filed with the FCC by these clubs
and by the American League of
Professional Baseball Clubs, it was
learned July 11. The complaint received at FCC headquarters asks
that, unless WMCA ceases the
practices complained of, such as
"pirating, appropriating, using or
disseminating, to any person, news
reports or information of all or
any part of the baseball games
conducted by the complainants,
without their express consent and
approval", the license of the station be "revoked and terminated."
On behalf of WMCA, John M.
Littlepage, its Washington attorney, stated his opinion that the
FCC has no jurisdiction in such
matters. Moreover, he brought out
that there is precedent to confirm
that view, since the FCC some
months ago disallowed a complaint
alleging rebroadcasting of a World
Series baseball game on the ground
that it did not violate FCC regulations governing rebroadcasts.
Not a Rebroadcast

SUBSCRIBERS

RCA

WMCA

Clubs

TELEGRAPH

TUBES

CO.

perafmordma°nce

Federal Telegraph Co.
Tube F-3S7A
Halt Wave Rectifier
(Interchangeable with
U. V. 857 and W. E. 266A)

graph Co. Radio Tubes "Famed for
Performance "throughout the world.
Federal Telegraph Co. engineers
have greatly improved this type of
mercury vapor tube by shielding it.
In F-357A the arc is confined within
the shield which reduces bulb black-

Federal Telegraph Company, a Mar hay
Radio subsidiary, maintains a tube service
organization that really wants to serve you.
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FCC

The FCC first will decide whether
parks.
it has jurisdiction in this particular case. It is unlikely that there
will be any action for several
weeks. The FCC may decide to dismiss the case for want of jurisdiction in which event, it is thought,
the baseball clubs may take recourse to the courts.
The complaint states that members of the League derive large
revenue from the sale of the news
of baseball games played by the
teams, and that certain of the
clubs have entered into contracts
authorizing the dissemination and
broadcast of the news of such
games for specific purposes and
under limited conditions. The Boston Red Sox, for example, it states,
has a contract with the Yankee
Network, and the Philadelphia Athletics with WCAU to broadcast
their games in certain territories.
Nature of Charges

P. A. For

COMPANY,

ening and materially reduces the
tendency to arc back. A special
filament core material insures permanency of the oxide coating and
prevents flaking. Write for catalog.

CUT

For immediate
temperature

Home

WALTER WIDLAR, merchandi
manager of WJAY, Cleveland, w
used to be a radio engineer, h
solved the nurse problem at 1!
home. He rigged up a mike
the nursery with a loud speak
in the laundry in the basemei
When Mrs. Widlar is bossing t
job of the Monday morning lau
dry and the Tuesday ironing, s
can hear every move the your
ster makes.

THE allegation is that WMCA,
during the 1936 season and particularly since June 1 has broadcast a play-by-play description and
the scores of the baseball games in
Boston and Philadelphia "without
the consent and authority of the
complainants or the consent and
authority of the Yankee Network
Inc. or WCAU Broadcasting Co."
It further alleges that the broadcasts are made from the WMCA
studios in New York by "appropriating and pirating the information obtained from the broadcast
of such baseball games by Station
WICC located at Bridgeport, Conn.,
and Stations WCAU and WIP lo-

"A"

Singing

WIS, Columbia, S. C, is presenting a quarter-hour program which features aJ
group of 30 negro singers.
The program originates in
the plant of the Capitol City
Laundry, sponsoring the
series, and presents true
negro spirituals with the
background noises of modern
laundry machinery. The effect is unique, and the program has caused so much
favorable comment that plans
are being made to increase
the broadcasts to a two-aweek basis.

the WMCA procedure. The WMCA
baseball announcers, it is contended, tell the listeners that they are
broadcasting
"versions"
of
the games andtheir
do not
state that
the broadcasts are direct from the

Broadening Drama
CBS on July 18 will start a m
series titled Columbia, Workshc
with Irving Reis, playwright a'
director, to be given a chance
try unusual voice and sound effec
The series will be heard 8:30
p. m. Saturdays. Reis will be giv
a free hand and all the tools a
talent he wants.
Church Leaves CBS
WELLES (Ted) CHURCH, ass
tant manager of WJSV, Washin
ton, and chief assistant to CI
Vice President Harry C. Buteh<
resigned July 11 after five yea
with the network and station I
did not announce future plai
Prior to joining CBS in 1931
was a correspondent on the Was
ington staffs of the United Pre
and the New York Herald-Tribui
Yawkey, president of the Bostu
Club,
and bvSidlo
the law
firm of Bakt'
Hostetler,
& Patterson,
re
resenting the New York and Phil
delphia clubs.

The complaint is signed by William Harridge, president of the
American League; Thomas A.

W
©F-357A, half wave rectifier
illustrated above, represents just
one of a long line of Federal Tele-

Page

Filed

Authentic

Pirating

cated at Philadelphia."
Specifically, the complaint concludes that the WMCA practice
constitutes a "rebroadcast" in violation of the provision of the law
which prohibits picking up of programs without the authority of the
originating station. It asks that
the FCC issue an order directing
WMCA to disclose under oath full
information
concerning the broadcasts.

LONG LIFE • UNIFORM
CHARACTERISTICS
Made under Federal Telegraph
Company-Owned Patents

FEDERAL TELEGRAPH

Game

CRYSTALS

delivery: broadcast band

crystals with

coefficient less than three parts per million

per degree C.

Mounted

in variable air gap Isolantite

holder

£50.00

Also:
A complete line of heater or oven type mountings
with bi-metallic or mercury column thermostats,
with or without thermometers.

HOLLISTER

CRYSTAL

COMPANY

MERRIAM, KANSAS

200 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Newark. N. J.
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DNALD KASSNER, WMT, Cedar
lipids - Waterloo, transmission engineer, was married in June to Miss
iuy Knowles of Oak Park, 111. Mr.
|d Mrs. Kassner will live in Marion,
L location of the WMT transmitter.
pEPHEN GARCIS, formerly of
,|HBY, Green Bay, Wis., and John
laenak, of Gary, have joined the
i;hnieal staff of WKBZ, Muskegon,
lich.
ILLIAM KOTERA, chief engineer
WOW,
Omaha was confined in
ne
in
St.
Joseph's
Omaha,
th a severe attackHospital,
of arthritis.
RT McPHILLIPS, engineer of
JR, Detroit, and a student at
ayne University, has been awarded
fellowship at the University of Chigo.
M. WOODFORD,
operator of
BAP, Fort Worth, has obtained
ive of absence to serve as engineer
the Fort Worth Frontier Centenal.
ii| OWARD E. CAMPBELL, chief enj^eer of WHAS, Louisville, and Mrs.
^impbell are the parents of a son,
£j.rn July 8.
H I ED BINDNER, technician at
ROW, Oakland, Cal., for approxiately two years, has been made chief
igineer for the station, succeeding
aauncey E. "Bud" Downey, who regned in June to become broadcast
•search engineer
for the Techna
jrp., San Francisco equipment man:acturers. Downey is now in New
Wk City establishing sales offices for
,s organization.
KROW has added
P.
Davis
and
JamesDavis
Blanchet
f ' obart
the technical staff.
was
rmerly an operator
aboard the
'^i\orthhaven, Pan-American Airlines
SpPPly
ship which
in establishes airway
bases served
at Midway,
Gaum
ad Wake islands. Blanchet, former■ an operator for KSFO, in San
rancisco, is stationed at KROW's
•ansmitter.
/ILLIAM A. CRABBE, announcerjJj|perator at KQW, San Jose. Cal., re' igned July 1 because of ill health,
before joining KQW he was associatI with KDON, Del Monte, Cal., in
similar capacity.
i^RNEST E. JEFFERSON, formerly
^BC studio engineer in San FrancisJib, has been appointed to the opera>r's staff of KJBS, that city.
W. BAKER, control operations
pervisor, P. A. Sugg and G. W.
>ndresen, studio engineers, attached
NBC's San Francisco engineering
aff, were winners in the photographic
jontest recently conducted by the A.
P. E. Journal (official publication of
he Association of Technical Employes
'if NBC).
■ ^HARLES WHITE, for the last year
issistant engineer at KJBS, San
"'rancisco, resigned July 1 to join the
;>chna Corp.,
broadcasting and sound
iiquipment manufacturers in that city,
s manager of the designing and experimental departments.
1>R. LEE DEFOREST, inventor, who
ow has his own laboratory in Los
Angeles, has been granted Patent No.
,045,570 by the U. S. Patent Office,
overing "apparauts for receiving and
•rejecting televised images in synchronism with sound." He has assigned
he patent to American Television Laboratories Inc., a Delaware corporalion.

-

LIEUT. E. K. JETT, FCC assistant
chief engineer, on July 20 will begin
a series of lectures on "Police Radio
Administration" before the police
training school of the Department of
Justice's Federal Bureau of Investigation. Representatives of municipal,
state and county police attend the
courses offered by the G-Men.
E. H. GAGER, technical supervisor
of KYW, won the KYW-WCAU golf
tournament staged at Ashbourne Country Club, Philadelphia. He scored a
74, with Mannio Sacks second and
H. Bart McHugh Jr. third.
EQUIPMENT
WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich., has moved
into new offices and studios, built following the fire which destroyed the
former quarters in March. The new
control room, located between the new
studios, has new RCA 70- A transcription tables and equipment installed
and built by George Krivitzky, WKBZ
chief engineer. Brush microphones are
used in studios and for remotes. A
nine-acre site has been purchased for
erection of a new transmitter, vertical antenna and ground system, the
site having been approved by the FCC.
CONVENIENCE and accuracy of
operation on an improved basis are
claimed for the new General Radio
605-A standard signal generator. AC
operation has been incorporated but
the generator may also be operated
on batteries. The frequency range extends from 9.5 to 30,000 kilocycles,
covering carrier, supersonic and high
audio frequencies as well as most of
the radio frequency spectrum.
KGER, Long Beach, Cal., moved
into its new studios quarters on the
eleventh floor of the Clark Hotel, Los
Angeles, on July 1. KGER, is a
Long Beach station with main studios in Los Angeles but transmitter
and auxiliary studio at the beach city.
The Los Angeles studios were burned
several months ago when they were
located in Arnold's Dept. Store. Temporarily the station has been using the
facilities of KRKD. The Clark Hotel location will provide administrative space, studios and rehearsal hall,
audition room and remote control
booths.
JOHN LONG, Jr., chief engineer of
WHAM, Rochester, has announced
that W8XAI, the Stromberg-Carlson
100-watt experimental "apex" station,
is to change its frequency from 31.6
megacycles to 41 mc. about the middle
of August to place the shortwave programs on a frequency less bothered
by ignition interference from airplanes and automobiles.
WAAF, Chicago, has completed its
new vertical radiator on the roof of
the Exchange Building in the Union
Stock Yards. The new tower is 231
feet high and approximately 330 feet
above the ground. WAAF is the only
Chicago station with a vertical radiator antenna within the city limits.
It will be used in conjunction with
an increase in power from 500 to 1000
watts.
GATES

Manufacturers of

Everything in Speech— RemoteTranscription and Microphone
Equipment
GATES RADIO & SUPPLY CO.
QUINCY, ILLINOIS

To Completely Control the Puget Sound Market
Use Both of Seattle's Pioneer Radio Stations
KJR
KOMO
NBC-Blue
NBC-Red
National Representatives — EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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FCC Names Technician
DR. LYNDE P. WHEELER, one
of the outstanding physicists of
the country, has been appointed
to take charge of the newly established Technical Information Section of the FCC, which is to keep
the Commission advised of scientific and technical progress in radio. Dr. Wheeler was a member
of the Yale faculty *rom 1894 to
1926, then became head of the
consulting and radio sections of
the Naval Research Laboratory
and recently has been a private
consultant in communications engineering. He has lectured before
the Bureau of Standards on radio
wave propagation and has been n.
leading member of the Institute of
Radio Engineers and other scientific organizations as well as auticles. thor of a score of technical ar-

Mr. Schuette Abandons
Shortwave Radio Group
S HORTWAV
Institute of
ized last year
by
America,
organOswald F. Schuette, formerly acpatenttiveandin radio
copyright
matters, wasminatedterearly
this month with
Mr. Schuette Mr. Schuette's
resignation as its president. The
organization was formed to encourage shortwave listening and
was financed by several radio set
manufacturers and distributors.
Mr. Schuette announced that he
will retain his offices in the National Press Bldg., Washington, as
counselor in radio and public relations. In this capacity, he stated,
he will advise RCA "on the opportunities for developing new fields
and new markets for radio in the
public interest and in the research
and patent developments of the art
and its relations to the radio in-

Sound
Effects
(From Life)
Extensive Library —
Approximately 500 effects

dustry."
Prof. Quiz Promoted
AFTER a nine -week tryout of
Prof. Quiz, question and answer
program on WJSV, Washington,
G. Washington Coffee Refining Co.,
Morris Plains, N. J., has extended
the tests to WABC, New York. Response in the WJSV area was said
to have been favorable. Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc., New York, has
the account. WJSV continues to produce and broadcast the program.
550
KCS.

Custom - Built Transcriptions
Commercial Plating
Duping and Pressing
Write Us Your Needs
Gennett

Records

(Dir. of The Starr Co.)
Richmond, Ind.

BOTH
ENDS
OF THE DIALI
Z====^^^===

THANK

YOU

1530
KCS.
Chief Engineer
MR. COE
of KSD
MR. TAYLOR Ch(|fw39n|^er

—

We're mighty proud to serve two such outstanding stations at
each end of the dial with WEEKLY FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS.
And THANKS ALSO to the more than 125
other Chief Engineers who subscribe to our
weekly and monthly service and whose
stations occupy more than half of the remaining channels in the broadcast band.
•
•
•
•
$1.75 each
Single Measurements
Weekly Measurements
5.00 per month
'RADIO ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS"
COMMERCIAL
7205 Baltimore Avenue

RADIO

RECORD
PIANO
UNIVERSAL
Professional
Recording

EQUIPMENT

MUSIC

at 33-1/3

COMPANY
Kansas City, Missouri

R.P.M.

with

Machine
Scientifically
New,sign —improved
decorrect — Superlaperformancede-—
Solid,tiveheavy,
cision pendable
machined— Prefor
long uedand
continuse — 16
in.
distortion
proof
turntable
disc
Constant speed rim—
drive— 110 volt A.C.
10 0 % synchronous
reversible motor —
Individually
brated timingcalibar provides for both 33^t and 78 R.P.M. at 90, 110, and 130 liues
per
in.
—
steelword
bar slide
— The climax recording
of four vears
of research and experiment —
Positively'.Solid
the last
in instantaneous
equipment.
Write for latest folder giving detailed description.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., LTD.
424 Warren Lane,
Inglewood. Calif.. U. S. A.
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Decisions

. . .
JULY 2
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
NEW, Exponent Co., Clarksburg, W.
Va.— CP 1370 kc 100 w D.
WCNW, Brooklyn — CP move trans, locally, vertical radiator.
KCRJ, Jerome, Alaska — CP new trans.,
antenna, change spec, hours to D.
WGNY, Chester Twp., N. Y. — CP
change equip., new antenna, move trans,
to Newburg.
KRGV, Weslaco, Tex. — Install automatic freq. control.
KFEL, Denver — Modif. CP move trans,
to 1900 Sheridan Blvd. .
KVCV, Redding, Cal. — Modif. CP ap.
proval trans, and studio sites, change
equip., approval vertical radiator.
WWSW,
1500
kc 100 Pittsburgh—
w N 250 w License
D unltd. for CP
R. directional.
C. — License for
CP WJAR,
890 kcProvidence,
1 kw unltd.
WCHV, Charlottesville, Va. — Renewal
license to 1-1-37.
KALB, Alexandria, La. — Same.
WSGN, Birmingham — Renewal license to
12-1-36.
KSLM, Salem, Ore. — CP new equip.
WJBK, Detroit — Modif. CP new equip.,
delete auth. vertical radiator.
KFNF, Shenandoah. Ia. — Auth. antenna input measurement.
KGBX, Springfield, Mo. — License for
CP 1230 kc 500 w N directional, 500 w
D non-directional unltd.
KGFG, Oklahoma City — Renewal 90
days.
WATL, Atlanta— Same.
WMBH,
Joplin, Mo. — Transfer control
to Joplin Globe Pub. Co.

JULY 1 TO JULY
KXL, Portland, Ore. — Auth. automatic
freq. control.
WNEK, San Juan, P. R. — Extend completion, modif. CP.
KGIR, Butte, Mont.— CP move studio,
trans., vertical radiator, new equip.
WGRC,
Modif. CP
trans,
site,New
studioAlbany,
verticalInd.—
radiator.
WSAY, Rochester— CP to reinstate CP,
extend completion.
WFLA-WSUN, St. Petersburg— Modif.
license re field intensity, directional.
SET FOR HEARING— NEW, Bayou
Brdcstg. Co., Houston, amended applic.
CP 1210 kc 100 w D ; WGPC, Albany, Ga.,
renewal license and move trans., studio,
new equip. ; WMBH, Joplin, Mo., CP
change equip, change 1420 to 1380 kc,
increase 100 w 250 w D to 500 w; KVL,
Seattle, CP amended to 1070 kc, delete N,
increase D to 250 w ; NEW, Courier-Post
Pub. Co., Hannibal, Mo., CP 1310 kc 100
w unltd. ; NEW, Skagit Brdcstg. Assn.,
Whitney, Wash., 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ;
WDAE, Tampa, Fla., change 1220 to 550
kc; WCAP, Asbury Park, N. J., modif.
license 500 w to 1 kw ; NEW, Pottsville
Brdcstg. Co., Pottsville, Pa., CP 580 kc
250 w D ; NEW, C. F. Gaarenstroom,
Fairmont, Minn., CP 1420 kc 100 w 250
w D unltd. ; NEW, W. Hanes Lancaster
& J. W. Birdwell, Johnson City, Tenn.,
CP 1200 kc 100 w N 250 w D unltd. ;
NEW, Clarence C. Dill, Washington, D.
C, CP station at Bethesda, Md., 1390 kc
1 kw unltd. directional ; NEW, R. B. Anderson, Austin, Tex., amended applic. CP
1120 kc 500 w N 1 kw D spec, directional
N; NEW, C. W. Snider, Wichita Falls,
Tex., CP amended to 1500 kc 100 w N
250 w D unltd. ; NEW, John C. Looney,
Milton, Mass., CP 1570 kc 1 kw unltd.
vertical wooden tower; NEW, Peninsula

RCA-NAB GROUP— Seated left to right: S. W. Goulden, Ben Adler,
W. L. Garnett, P. V. Lutz, W. M. Witty, H. J. Schrader, A. R. Hopkins.
Standing left to right: W. L. Lyndon, I. R. Baker, Al Josephson, Ted
Smith, R. A. Wilson, L. J. Anderson, R. P. May, Harold C. Vance.
Clay Center — Transfer control
to KMMJ,
KMMJ Inc.
WNBR, Memphis — Transfer control to
Memphis Commercial Appeal Inc.
WRDW, Augusta, Ga. — Transfer control
to Arthur Lucas, W. K. Jenkins, F. J.
Miller.
WEBR,Inc.Buffalo — Vol. assign, license to
WEBR
KIUJ,to Santa
Fe, N.Martin.
M.— Vol. assign,
license
J. Laurence
NEW,
O.
Lee
Stone,
Florence,
S. C—
CP 1200 kc 100 w D.
KWG, Stockton, Cal. — Vol. assign, license to McClatchy Brdcstg. Co.
KERN, Bakersfield, Cal., consent vol.
assign, license to McClatchy Brdcstg. Co.
KFBK, Sacramento — Vol. assign, license
to McClatchy Brdcstg. Co.
KMJ, Fresno, Cal. — Granted consent
vol. assign, license to McClatchy Brdcstg.
Co.
WDSU, New Orleans — CP change
equip.
WCMI, Ashland.J Ky.— Amend CP to:
Change equip., install vertical rad., increase to 250 w D 1310 kc 100 w N.
WTAG, Worcester, Mass. — CP increase
to 1 kw directional, move locally.
WEEI, Boston — CP new equip., directional, increase 1 to 5 kw D.
KOIL, Council Bluffs — CP change
equip.
WKBV, Richmond, Ind.— Modif. CP
extend completion.
WMCA, New York— Modif. license increase 500 w to 1 kw directional.
WIS, Columbia, S. C— License for CP
560 kc 1 kw N 5 kw D unltd. directional
N.
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Newspapers Inc., Palo Alto, Cal., amended
CP 1160 kc 500 w D ; NEW, Valley
Brdcstg. Co., Cleveland, CP 890 kc 1 kw
unltd. ; WDAS, Philadelphia, CP new
equip., directional, change 1370 to 1390
kc, increase 100 w 250 w D to 500 w 1
kw D ; NEW, A. Frank Katzentine,
Miami Beach, Fla., CP 1500 kc 100 w
unltd. ; New, News Press Pub. Co., Santa
Barbara, Cal., amended applic. 1220 kc
500 w unltd. ; NEW, Frank F. Airey,
Twisp, Wash., CP 1220 kc 250 w D ;
NEW, H. A. Hamilton, Asheville, N. C,
CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Southwestern Brdcstg. Co., La Junta, Col., CP
1370 kc 100 w unltd.; KINY, Juneau,
Alaska, CP change 1310 kc to 1430 kc,
increase 100 to 250 w; NEW, Valley
Brdcstg. Co., Youngstown, O.
APPLICATION DENIED— NEW, Mrs.
E. M. Watkins, Eagle Pass., Tex., denied
auth. transmit Texas Centennial programs
to XEPN, Piedras Negras, Mexico.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATION— KFNF,
Shenandoah, la., temp. auth. use time
KUSD does not use to 9-1-36.
RATIFICATIONS:
NEW, A. W. Mills, Gallup, N. M.—
Amend applic. 1310 to 1500 kc.
KCMO, Kansas City — Granted reconsideration action designating CP applic.
for hearing and granted without hearing
subject to antenna approval.
WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Fla.— Extension temp. auth. use present trans, pending repairs. i
WFIL, Philadelphia — Extension temp,
auth. 560 kc 1 kw N for July.

COMMISSION

Division)
13, INCLUSIVE
5 WOW,
kw N Omaha
July. — Extension temp. auth.
KCMO,
auth.
100 wKansas
trans. City — Extension temp,
KGKB,
Tyler,
Tex. — Temp. auth. spec,
hours July.
WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md. — Extension
temp. auth. 50 w spec.
WADC, Akron — Modif. CP change
equip.
WHAT, Philadelphia — Granted petition
intervene applic. Eastern States Brdcstg.
Co., Bridgeton, N. J., denied answer in
opposition to latter's petition.
KVOS, Bellingham, Wash. — Granted
auth. participate hearing applic. Gomer
Thomas for CP at Bellingham, denied
request it be heard with pending KVOS
applic. for renewal and applic. Skagit
Brdcstg. Assn.
WCBD Ind. — Denied petition to correct
FCC records and dismiss its applic. transfer control.
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS:
NEW, Golden Empire Brdcstg. Co.,
Sacramento, Cal. — Denied CP 1310 kc 100
w unltd., sustaining Examiner Arnold.
NEW, CPRoyal
—
Granted
1310 Miller,
kc 100 wSacramento
D sustaining
Chief Examiner Arnold.
NEW, F. W. Atkinson, Watsonville,
Cal. — CP 1310 kc 250 w D, reversing
Examiner Bramhall.
NEW, Mason City Brdcstg. Co., Mason
City, Ia. ; NEW, Northern Iowa Brdcstg.
Co. Inc., Mason City; NEW, Mason City
Globe Gazette Co., Mason City — Mason
City Brdcstg. Co. & Northern Iowa
Brdcstg.
Co. Inc.,
kc
100 w unltd.,
Masondenied
City CP's
Globe 1420
Gazette
Co. granted CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd., all
sustaining Examiner Dalberg.
NEW, Central Brdcstg. Co., Eau Claire,
Wis.— Denied CP 1050 kc 250 w D, reversing Examiner Dalberg.
WDBO, Orlando, Fla.— Granted modif.
license increase 250 w to 1 kw 580 kc
unltd., sustaining Examiner Walker.
WIRE, Indianapolis — Granted CP
change equip., increase 500 w N 1 kw D
to 1 kw taining
N Examiner
5 kw Hyde.
D 1400 kc unltd., susNEW, Farmers & Bankers Life Ins.
Co., Wichita — Denied as in default CP
1210 kc 100 w unltd., sustaining Examiner
Hyde.
NEW, Joplin Brdcstg. Co., Pittsburg,
Kan. ; NEW, Pittsburg Pub. Co., Pittsburg;NEW, Harold F. Foraker & Ray D.
Luzadder, Wichita — Joplin Brdcstg. Co.
denied CP 1200 kc 100 w D unltd., sustaining Examiner Dalberg ; Pittsburg
Pub. Co. denied CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.,
reversing Examiner Dalberg ; Harold F.
Foraker & Ray D. Luzadder denied CP
Dalberg.
1500 kc 100 w unltd., sustaining Examiner
NEW, Roberts MacNab Co., Jamestown,
N. D. — Denied CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.,
reversing Examiner Dalberg.
WEAN, Providence, R. I. — Granted CP
new equip., move trans, locally, increase
500 w to 1 kw 780 kc unltd. directional,
reversing Examiner Bramhall.

KVSO, Ardmore, Okla. — Granted C
change equip.
aminer
Hyde. 100 w N & D, reversing E:
WFBR, Baltimore — Granted modif. 1
cense increase 1 kw D 500 w N 1270 \
unltd., sustaining Examiner Dalberg.
WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids — Grant<
CP change equip., move trans., increa:
to
1 kw DDalberg.
500 w N 1270 kc, sustainin
Examiner
NEW,
Ralph Perez Perry, Santurr
P. R. — Denied CP 1340 kc 250 w unltd,
sustaining Examiner Walker.
KGCX,
Wolfchange
Point, equip.,
Mont. — change
Granted 131C
move
trans.,
to 1450 kc, increase 100 w to 250 w L:
hours from spec, to unltd., sustaining E:
aminer Bramhall.
NEW, Bell Brdcstg. Co., Temple, Tex.Dalberg.
CP 1370 kc 100 w D, sustaining Examini
ChicagoCP Brdcstg.
Ch '
cagoNEW,
— Denied
1500 kcAssn.
100 Ltd.,
w unit.:
sustaining Examiner Walker.
NEW, CPAdv.relay
Pub.station,
Co. Ltd.,
Honolulu-E:
Denied
sustaining
aminer Walker.
NEW, Christina M. Jacobson, San Lu
Obispo, Cal. — Granted CP 1200 kc 250
D, sustaining Examiner Hill.
NEW, Merced Star Pub. Co., Merce
Cal. — Granted CP 1040 kc 250 w D,
taining Examiner Bramhall.
KFJM, Grand Forks, N. D. — Granted C
change equip., change 1370 to 1410 kc,
crease 100 w to 1 kw D 500 w N subje
rule 131, 132, 139 unltd., reversing E:
aminer Walker.
NEW, V. H. Lake, H. E. Stanford, A
lanta — Denied CP 1210 kc 100 w D, su
taining Examiner Hyde.
WTFI, Atlanta — Granted CP move trans
studio, sustaining Examiner Walker.
WCAO, Baltimore — Denied modif. licen:
increase 500 w 1 kw LS to 1 kw 600 1
unltd., sustaining Examiner Dalberg.
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn. — Denied modi
license increase 500 w 1 kw LS to 1 k
600 kc spec, sustaining Examiner Dalber
WIP, Philadelphia — Granted modif.
cense increase 500 w to 1 kw D 500
N 610 kc, reversing Examiner Dalberg ;
to daytime power.
KFRO, Longview, Tex. — Denied Q
change equip., increase 100 w D to 250
D 100
change from
D to unltd.,
to
1210 w kc,N, sustaining
Examiner
Hill. 13'.
NEW, Oil Capital Brdcstg. Assn., Ki
gore, Tex. — Granted CP 1210 kc 100
unltd., sustaining Examiner Hill.
KWEA,license
Shreveport,
La. w— Denied
newal
1210 kc 100
unltd., su
taining Examiner Hill.
NEW, Black Hills Brdcstg. Co., Rap
City, S. D. — Granted CP 1370 kc 100
unltd., sustaining Examiner Bramhall.
NEW, J. C. & E. W. Lee, Riversid
Oal. — Denied CP 820 kc 250 w D, rever
ing Examiner Walker.
NEW, Robert K. Herbst, Fargo, N. 1
— Denied CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd., su!
taining Examiner Seward.
NEW, F. N. Pierce, Taylor, Tex.— D
nied CP 1310 kc 100 w D, sustaining E:
aminer Walker.

WESTERN-GRAYBAR-BELL— Biggest of all NAB delegations was th
30-man crew at Western Electric's exhibition, representing the thre
affiliated companies, most of them shown here. Front row left to righl
F. Saffer, E. W. Thurston, D. B. McKay, L. F. Bockover, H. N. Willeti
W. E. Doherty, R. E. Poole, W. L. Black. Standing left to right: R. G
McCurdy, H. Rossbacher, C. I. Baker, L. E. Walker, K. S. Deichmai
O. E. Richardson, E. L. Nelson, H. C. Atkinson, W. C. Jones, B. R. Col<
W. Whitmore, J. A. Costello, C. S. Powell, H. E. Young, A. J. Eaves.

Tex.
t,jjEW, Eugene DeBogory, Temple,
100 w D,.reversing
;>enied CP 1310 kcker
lliminer Wal
.
'IEW E. E. Long Piano Co., San Luis
kc 100 w
i spo, Cal.— Denied CP r 1200
ltd , sustaining Examine Hill.
'SEARING CONTINUED — Hearing of
locations for 500 kw, heretofore set for
>H-36, continued until after engineering
Jring of 10-5-36.
AND MODIFIED—
DELETE
|:ULES
6, 109 as amended, 110
No. D
:ted Rules
amended, 111 as amended, 112 and 114.
: The following frejdified 116 to read ed
as clear channels
designat
are
.jncies
I are allocated for use by clear channel
680, 700, 710,
670,
660,
650,
640,
iHons:
I 740, 750, 760, 770, 790, 800, 810, 820,
|L 850, 860, 870, 970, 980, 1000, 1020,
■10 1050, 1060, 1070, 1080, 1090, 1100,
0, 1130, 1140, 1150, 1160, 1170, 1180,
fi. Modified 119 to read: The following
ihuencies are designated as high power
ijional frequencies and allocated for use
(high power regional stations, permitted
Ioperate simultaneously with a power
less than 5 kilowatts : 1460, 1470, 1480,
'.P kc.
jNGINEERING HEARING — Informal
ineering hearing set for 10-5-36 to denine what changes if any or improveits if any are desirable in engineering
iciples of allocations from 550 to 1600
[ISCELLANEOUS — WOWO, WGL,
t Wayne, Ind., control granted to Westnouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., reconsidering
on of May 21 ; Suspended the date
iCP new station for Lincoln Memorial
"f 1,
ir.,reconsidered
Harrogate, and
Tenn.granted
; WKRC,applic.
Cincininise to 5 kw D instead of 2% kw, direc3.1 antenna ; WSB, Atlanta, granted persion intervene KMMJ hearing ; WACO,
;;o, Tex., granted permission intervene
Ving on applic. John S. Braun for CP
Waco 1500 kc 100 w D; WTAR, Nor, Va., approved directional antenna ;
7J, Detroit, granted petition intervene
ring new station at Dearborn ; WROK,
kford, 111., granted modif. license in
formity with action of 1-10-36 when
i. was granted change hours to unltd. ;
EI, Boston, dismissed request CP 590
5 kw unltd. at applic. request ; 9-24-36
as date for oral argument re Ex. Rep.
7, based on applic. E. F. Peffer, StockCal. (KGDM) change from D to ltd.
caminers'
. . .
EW, Continental Reports
Radio Co., Columbus
xaminer Irwin recommended (1-240)
. applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd. be
ed.
EW, Continental Radio Co., Toledo —
miner Seward recommended (1-241)
applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w D be denied.
DYL, Salt Lake City — Examiner Seward
mmended (1-242) that Commission afaction of 2-13-36 granting applic.
STL for CP 1290 kc 1 kw 5 kw LS unltd.
J;,EW, Nathan N. Bauer, Miami, Fla. —
I (miner Seward recommended (1-243)
f 1 applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. be
|;iited.
! TJS, Jackson, Tenn. — -Examiner Walkfjirecommended (1-244) that applic. CP
t jige from 1310 kc 100 w 250 w LS
|.|d. to 920 kc 250 w 500 w LS unltd.
j'lenied.
ffEW, Southwest Brdcstg Co., Prescott,
1 1.; W. P. Stuart, Prescott — Examiner
|_iard recommended (1-245) that applic.
' hwest
Co. be
for granted
CP 1500
kc
w 250 Brdcstg.
w LS unltd.
; that
''Mllic.
W.
P
Stuart
for
CP
1500
kc
100
w
!d be denied.
iJlL, St. Louis — Examiner Hyde recomj-lded
that wapplic.
changeto from
kc (1-246)
100 w 250
LS unltd.
1250
kw unltd. be denied.
OL, Washington — Examiner Dalberg
mended (1-247) that applic. change
kc 100 w unltd. to 1230 kc 1 kw
|J|3. be denied.
(PRO, Providence, R. I. — Examiner
/j-iard
recommended
(1-248)
that to
applic.
;ige from
630 kc 250
w unltd.
500
}T 1 kw LS be granted.
irFI, Twin Falls. Id.— Examiner Hill
immended (1-249) that appHc. change
1 1240 kc 500 w 1 kw LS unltd. to
fkc 500 w 1 kw LS unltd. be granted,
renewal license.
jSEI, Pocatella, Id. — Examiner Hill recUended (Ex. Rep. 1-250) that applic.
wal license be granted.
JEW, Voice of Marshall Association,
Ht shall, Tex. — -Examiner Hill recommendJ|I-251)
that applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w
be denied.
EW, Chattanooga Brdcstg. Co., Chatoga, Tenn., Examiner Walker recomiied (1-252) that applic. CP 590 kc 1
anltd. be denied.
ALR, Zanesville ■— Examiner Walker
mmended (1-253) re applic. move to
Jjlo : That Commission either revoke
of Sept. 25, 1934, granting applic.
jiodify said order to permit operation
W ALR at Toledo daylight hours only ;
t-254) he recommended: That in event
ic. WALR and Continental Radio Co.
.Toledo are denied, that applic. Com" fflty Brdcstg. Co. for CP 1200 kc 100 w
;dfl(lr Toledo be granted, subject Rule 131.
ii
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ASTING

Applications . . .
JUNE 30
NEW, John E. Fetzer, Benton Harbor,
Mich. — CP 1500 kc 100 w D amended to
omit request applic. be contingent on
WKBZ applic. for 1200 kc.
NEW, Lenawee Brdcstg. Co., Adrian,
Mich. — CP 1440 kc 250 w D.
KDKA, Pittsburgh — CP new equip., new
antenna, increase 50 to 500 kw.
KTHS. Hot Springs, Ark. — Extension
exp. auth. change 1040 to 1060 kc, hours
from SH.-KRLD to Simul.-WBAL spec,
hours.
KFH, Wichita — License for CP change
equip., increase power.
NEW, Charles Porter & Edward T. Eversole,
Festus,
Mo. — CP 1420 kc 100 w ltd.
amended
to unltd.
NEW, Howard A. Miller, Galesburg, 111.
—CP
to spec.1500 kc 100 w D, some N, amended
newKERN,
equip. Bakersfield, Cal.— License for CP
NEW, Jesse G. Bourus, Everett, Wash.
— CP 1500 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.,
amended to 100 w.
KFI, Los Angeles — CP new trans., directional antenna, increase 50 to 500 kw.
JULY 2
WATR, Waterbury, Conn. — CP change
trans., install directional, change 1190 to
1290 kc, increase 100 w to 250 w, hours
from ltd. to unltd.
WSMK, Dayton — Modif. license Simul.
D-KQV
spec.
200 to 250
w. N to unltd., increase from
WHIO, Dayton — License for CP new
equip., increase power.
WAPO,re equip.
Chattanooga — Modif. CP new
station
WJBW, New Orleans — ■ CP new trans.,
change SH.-WBNO to unltd., increase from
100 w to 100 w 250 w D, move studio
locally, asks facilities WBNO.
— -CP new trans., increase
50 WSM,
to 500Nashville
kw.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WTBO,
Cumberland;
WJNO, West Palm Beach,
Fla.
JULY 3
WOV,
New
York
— CP new trans., vertical antenna.
KRRV, Sherman, Tex. — Modif. CP
change equip., trans, site.
KWTO, Springfield, Mo. — Modif . CP
as modif. new antenna, move trans,
locally.
KSCJ,
aux.
equip.Sioux City, la— License for CP
W6XKK, Don Lee Brdcstg. System, San
Francisco — License CP gen exp.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WJBW,
New Orleans, modif. license increase
power etc. ; KVOA, Tucson, Ariz., modif.
CP re equip.
JULY 6
WNBC,
New
Britain,
— CP toapplic.
amended from William J.Conn.
Sanders
State
Brdcstg. Corp.
W3XEX, Norfolk, Va. — Modif. CP
change trans, site ; license for same.
WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis. — License for
CP new equip., move trans.
WILL, Urbana, 111. — CP directional antenna, move trans.
NEW, Northwestern Pub. Co., Danville,
111.— CP 1500 kc 250 w D.
NEW, C. W. Corkhill, Sioux City, la —
CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW, News Press Pub. Co., Santa BarCP kc.
1280 kc 500 w unltd.,
amendedbara, Cal.to— 1220
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WHDH,
Boston ; NEW, Most Rev. Anthony J.
Schular, El Paso ; KFVD, Los Angeles ;
KLPM, Minot, N. D.
JULY 7
WPRP, ditionalPonce,
P. R. — Modif. license adhours.
WHLB, Virginia, Minn. — Modif. CP
change equip., vertical antenna, for approval trans, site.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
Southern Farmer Station, Moultrie, Ga. ;
KFVD, Los Angeles; KGDM, Stockton,
Cal.
JULY 8
WAVE, Louisville — CP new trans.
NEW, Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati,
2 CPs 100 w high frequency.
exp.W3XES, Baltimore — License for CP gen.
NEW, name changed to William Jerome
& Thomas Hoyt Wimpy, d/b Southern
Farmer Station, Moultrie, Ga.
NEW, Okmulgee Brdcstg. Co., Okmulgee,
Okla.— CP 1210 kc 100 w D.
KMA, Shenandoah, la. — Modif. CP move
trans., change equip., hours etc.
NEW, Curtis P. Ritchie, Trinidad, Col.
—CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WLBL,
Stevens Point, Wis. ; NEW, Benavides Independent School District, Benavides, Tex. ;
NEW, James H. Hardy & L. D. Marr,
Pasadena, Cal.
JULY 9
WHDH,
Boston
— Exp. auth. spec, hours
directional.

• Broadcast

Advertising

WATL, Atlanta — CP new trans, antenna,
increase 100 w to 100 w 250 w D, move
studio, trans, locally.
NEW, Carolina Adv. Corp., Columbia,
S. C. — CP 1370 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.
NEW, Carolina Adv. Corp., Florence, S.
C— CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
forWJNO,
CP as West
modif.Palm
new Beach,
station. Fla.— License
NEW, Pee Dee Brdcstg. Co., Florence,
S. C. — CP 950 kc 1 kw D,
WMIN, 100Edward
CP
increase
w to Hoffman,
100 w 250 St.w Paul—
D.
NEW, Walter H. McGenty, Rice Lake,
Wis. — CP 1200 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.
KMED, Medford, Ore. — CP change trans.,
new antenna, move trans.
KMO, Tacoma, Wash. — CP change equip.,
install vertical antenna, increase 250 w
to 1 kw, change trans, site.
NEW, Earle C. Anthony Inc., Mt. Wilson, Cal. — CP experimental station 100 w.
NEW, Earle C. Anthony Inc., Los Angeles— CP experimental 10 kw.
U. S. Names Harding
LOWELL S. HARDING, airline
inspector, has been appointed engineer of the Bureau of Air Commerce in direct charge of approval
of antenna sites. He succeeds H.
J. Sessums, who has resigned to
join the San Antonio Highway Department in a civil engineering capacity. The Bureau of Air Commerce, while it has no direct authority over transmitter site locations, collaborates with the FCC
which conditions its approval upon
advice from the aeronautical
agency that the installation will
not become an obstruction to aviation and will be properly lighted
and painted.
MOON GLOW COSMETIC Co.
Ltd., Hollywood, on July 6 started
two weekly quarter-hour periods
on eight Don Lee stations in California for its Moon Glow nail polish. Paul Keast, baritone, is talent.
Emil Brisacher & Staff, Los Angeles, has the account.

_ HE best Quartz Crystal comes
that's the kind
from Brazil . . . and our
Elecin making
we use
guaranteed
y Piezo
Accurac
Crystals.
tric
to BETTER than .01%.
SPECIALISTS
CRYSTALSINCE
1925
Temperature CoeffiNew Low
cient Crystals are supplied in
Isolantite Air-Gap Holders in
the 550-1500 Kc. band. Frequency Drift guaranteed to
be less than 4 cycles per million cycles per degree centigrade change in temperature.
i
Approved
by
FedtionsCommunicaCommission.
eral
Two Crystals $90
50
124 JACK.SOIN AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our price list and
booklet
Dept. B-762

QUIETNESS
CONVENIENCE
LONG

LIFE

THESE characteristics determine the goodness of a volume control. The new General
Radio Type 453 Volume Controls are as quiet as any; the all beryllium-copper
contacts and switch arms insure this — the new shield and dust cover add materially
to the convenience of these controls as does the finger index button on the skirt
of the knob so tha controls can be set in a darkened booth — and a life-time of useful,
noiseless service is guaranteed through the careful design and thorough workmanship
found in all General Radio products.
Give the NEW Type 653 Volume Controls a try in your station and you won't have
any others around.
Stocked in the following ranges; additional impedance values can be supplied on
special order at slightly higher prices:
Type 653-MA..._ _
50 ohms
$12.50
Type 653-MB _...200 ohms
$12.50
Type 653-MD _ ...250 ohms
$12.50
Type 653-MC
.500 ohms
$12.50
Write for Bulletin 28-B for Complete Details
GENERAL
RADIO
COMPANY
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
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FCC

Is Now

in

Recess

But Will Act on Routine
THE FCC Broadcast Division held
its final formal meeting preparatory
to its summer recess on July 2, deciding a large number of pending
docket cases. While the Commission will be in recess insofar as
regular hearings are concerned,
routine matters will be passed upon
by the respective divisions. The
divisions also will be subject to the
call of their chairman in the event
of the piling up of cases. The pressure of work indicates that special
meetings may be called. Regular
meetings of the three divisions,
under the plan, will be resumed
during the first week in September.

FCCS

EARS

ARE

SHARPENED

Latest in Scientific Equipment

Is Acquired

for

most important phases
signment for this car.
of
high-frequency
"fever
have
been installed
by

of the a,
Hundrei
machine:!
physiciai

throug"
institutions
out
country
and have
bet
medical
and the
Its Task of Policins the Air Waves
causing serious interference wi
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$45,000 is regarding equipment; a mobile unit
reception, particularly in the sho
or "Black Maria" with modern
waves.
Among other things, tV
being spent by the FCC Engineerequipment
to
check
wave
shapes,
mobile unit will be equipped wr
ing Department for additional
noise levels and interference crea direction finding apparatus j
equipment and devices for its 21
field offices to enable the engineers
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more effectively to police the ether.
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cy measuring equipment.
Among the equipment purchased
waves, cause interference, accor
The new secondary standards
in recent weeks are new secondary
will replace the crystals which
ing to studies, from about 10
standards for the frequency monihave been in use since 1928. They
50 megacycles. International broaa
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will
be
installed
in
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quency
standard
is
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at
the
graphic equipment to be used in
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each of the 22 field offices to gather
of the FCC Engineering Depai
Grand
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Replacement
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as conditions demand.
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approximately $14,000.
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from Eastman Kodak Co.
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The new mobile unit will be the
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insertion. Cash must accompany order. When inserting advertising
over
a box10th
number,
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3 words issues.
(21c) for the address. Forms close
25th and
of month
GLENN D. GILLETT
PAUL
F. GODLEY
Consulting Radio Engineer
Help Wanted
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Situations Wanted (Con'td)
Field Strength and Station Location
Montclair,
"25 years N.of J.
Surveys.
Antenna Design. Wire
Manufacturer
of
exclusive
line
of
miLine Problems.
Experienced transmitter - control :
crophones and other devices, well known
press operator. Single. Available n
in the industry, invites inquiries from
982 National Press Bldg.
Box 516, Broadcasting.
sales representatives working out of
Washington, D. C.
Professional Background"
Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Philadelphia, Pa. ; WashFor Rent — Equipment
ington, D. C. ; Birmingham, Ala. ; New
Orleans, La. ; and Dallas, Texas. Reply
to Box 522, Broadcasting.
EDGAR H. FELIX
W. P. Milliard Co.
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d equipme
Approve
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32 ROCKLAND PLACE
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strengt
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Angus Autom;
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Telephone: New Rochelle 5474
reading
direct
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salesmen,
experienced
in
T^adio transmission
Recorder for fading on distant statio
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NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
GR radio frequency bridge; radio osc:
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Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
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etc. Reasonable rental. Allied
first letter. Box 519, Broadcasting.
2106 Calumet Ave.
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search
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
City.ries, 260 East 161st Str
York
New
Allocation and Radio Coverage
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS
Reports.
Program director - announcer for local
station. Box 520, Broadcasting.
For Sale — Equipment
JOHN H. BARRON
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complete 304-A,
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set
partial
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Consulting Radio Engineer
r. Fully AC operated. G>
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Allocation Engineering
in first class mechanical and «
station director seeks new connection. 8 anteed
725 Noyes St. Phone Univ. 1419
trical condition. Equipment removed f
years
of
successful
regional
and
local
stabecause of increased power. Cra
Ear le Building Washington, D. C.
tion operation as background. Will call service
Evanston. Ill
ready for immediate delivery. Original
Telephone NAtional 7757
for interview at convenience of interested
$18,000. Offered at $7,000 f.o.b., Colum
party. Address Box 518, Broadcasting.
C memo 243 lists the 304-A equipn
S FCC
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Program,
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musical weekly
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H. LOFTIN
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Shafto,
Station WIS, Col
tion with network or progressive indepenAND
PATENTS CONSULTANT
bia, S. C.
dent station. Competent executive, capable
Specializing in Problems of
of taking complete charge of programs
Broadcast
Transmission and
1406 G STREET, N. W.
and production. Ten years experience, four
District 4105
Western Electric 1 Kw
Coverage Development.
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P. 0. Box 742
Evansville. Ind.
WASHINGTON, D. C
vesting in growing independent station.
Best references and press notices. Box 517,
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out ope~a
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conditio
ice only because of an increase in po
Salesman — 12 years experience. I am
HERBERT L. WILSON
Supplied complete, with two sets of U
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J. M. TEMPLE
Consulting Radio Engineer
o
rs and
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sales manager— but am ready to look into
but
supply, for
Volt DCDesigned
220 pumps.
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modified
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Consulting Radio Engineer
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adP. 0. Box 189
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ment, Field Strength Surveys,
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New York City
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Times Square Station
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NEW YORK CITY
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Broadcasting.
Broadcasting.
Alexander

Sherwood

business Consultant
in '^Broadcasting
320 North 50 St.
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JENKINS

& ADAIR,

Inc.

Engineers
Designers and Manufacturers of Radio
Transmission,
Sound Film, Disc
Recording and Communication
Equipment
3333 BELMONT AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CABLE: JENKADAIR

Wanted to Buy

Program Executive. Experienced in every
channel of Programming Department. Will
guarantee results in the summer programs.
8 years radio experience. College graduate
— letters. Box 515, Broadcasting.

Will purchase or lease local sta
casting.
Write
full particulars. Box 509, Bb

Manager with excellent record both as
Sales Manager and General Manager open
for change under right conditions. What
have you to offer? Box 523, Broadcasting.

Will buy controlling interest in bi |
casting station or will purchase out
for cash. Box 521, Broadcasting.
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WHBL
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RCA

HIGH
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TRANSMITTER

RCA

Broadcast

Transmitter

teners to WHBL,
signal. To
means
and

time
scrap

Sheboygan,

any

100/250

increased

audience

consequent

However,
comes

Type
Wis.,

watt

station, such

appeal

that is not

more

to local

all, by any
power,

offers lis-

a true high fidelity

appreciation,

greater

to increase

ET-4250

or sacrifice this transmitter.

listeners,

advertisers.

means.

it is not

a signal

When

the

necessary

For instance,

to

when

you go to 1 KW,
the ET-4250 is retained as the
exciter unit for the RCA
1-D transmitter. This is the
economical

result of the RCA

Other

include

features

tion and operation,
formance, and new

new

increased

simplicity

of construc-

reliability, finer per-

economy.

TECHNICAL
The AUDIO CHARACTERISTIC
has less than 2 db. variation
from 30 to 10,000 cycles. The
hum level is 60 db. below the
modulation level (unweighted).
The audio harmonics are exceptionally low. All this means
high fidelity, and vastly increased
listener interest and substantially
larger audiences.
The improved crystal control
circuit employing

plan of coordination.

the new "V"

DATA

cut crystals does not require critical temperature control and insures less than 10 cycles variation plus or minus. At 250 watts
output, this modern transmitter,
operating on either 110 volts
or 22 0 volts 60 cycles, draws
only 1.7 KW— which means new
economy in power consumption. Write for Bulletin No. 47
on this remarkable
watt transmitter.

100/250

Address

TRANSMITTER

SECTION

RCA MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,
INC., Camden, New Jersey
• A Service of the Radio Corporation of Ameri
New York, 1270 Sixth Ave. • Dallas, 221 1 Commerce St. • Chicago, 1 1 1 No. Canal St. • San Francisco, 170 Ninth St. • Atlanta, 492 Peachtree St., N.
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For weeks

a

wioman

our Let's-See-Wh'at-They're-Buying

Department

has been studying women.

sionally, ofcourse.

Profes-

It notes that women

are

peculiarly susceptible to WOR's 19-hour-a-day
quota of high-fidelity sound and demonstrate this
in a variety of ways.
sat down

and wrote

Recently 28,790 of them
letters to this station in

response to nine brief announcements

offering a

free sample of water-softener.

advertiser

Another

sent 13,442 women scurrying into the stores of
dealers as the result of one announcement. A

the

m

dramatic

C

!
as

6:

record: to be explained only by those

unique services which WOR
offers the advertiser much

has to render. WOR
more than the exposure

of his product to an audience of superlative buying
power. Advertising over WOR
of WOR

itself. From

timeliness, from

WOR's

WOR's

own

takes on the traits
own vividness and
tone and

flavor,

advertising messages gain a new measure of responsiveness. More than one hundred and seventy
1936 WOR

advertisers have

a very clear idea

of this very hard to describe advantage.

WOR

I'm:
NBC

THESAURUS

GOES

HILLBILLY!

ITIt/i "Home

i, w

Fields

Folks Frolic97 Program
featuring
& Hall Mountaineers

• Folks! — meet
Ms

the latest addition

to the

first to appear in this new THESAURUS
gram series which

pro-

will run fifteen minutes

daily, six days a week.

Other

outstanding

hillbilly artists and novelties will be added

ever growing list of outstanding THESAURUS

to the program

from time to time.

artists — Fields & Hall Mountaineers.

• THESAURUS

subscribers

• This outstanding group of hillbilly artists,

feature without

known

to send you complete details of THESAURUS

to radio audiences

for their work

all over the country

on network

programs,

For full information
NATIONAL

is the

obtain this new

extra cost. We

will be glad

on request.

write

BBOABCASTING
COMPANY,
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE

INC.

Electrical Transcription Service
30 ROCKEFELLER

PLAZA,

NEW

YORK

MERCHANDISE

MART,

CHICAGO

Growing
resulting

from

one

agement .. . and
important
•

A

FULL

-year

KLZ

expansion
STRIDE

Pains
of aggressive
inaugurates

in physical

mana most

equipment!

in the affairs of KLZ

which

is

now a matter of record* — a growth in listeners and
audience response — and now as KLZ swings into
its second step it firmly implants that step on a most
important expansion of station facilities.
• ON AUGUST
watt transmitter

1ST KLZ dedicates its new 5000station with its 444-foot vertical

radiator — the very last word in radio transmitter
design and construction, and the first and only one
of its kind in use in the country today.
•

BY

VIRTUE

daytime

OF

power

THIS

modern

equipment,

(5000 watts) and

KLZ's

higher

most

favor-

able dial location (560 kilocycles), the station's reception is materially improved — the new equipment delivering a high fidelity performance far in
excess

of the rigid standards
munications Commission.

of the Federal

Com-

• NOW, MORE THAN EVER, KLZ furnishes in the
wealthiest section of the Rockies a radio service
that is complete,

productive

and

economical.

'THE TWELVE-MONTH RECORD
Local program production expenditures up 382% . . . number lull-time station employees up 116% . . . audience mail response (to station only)
up 117% . . . local sales up (increase entirely programs) 31%.

The

Pioneer

Station

of the West"

DENVER
Representatives

E. KATZ

Special Agency

Published semi-monthly, 25th issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington,
D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at the Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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Warner

Returning

Formal

in

Accord
Giving

a Few

Radio

Days

Full

to

ASCAP

Expected,

Catalog

SUPPLEMENT

1, 1936

at No

Ending

All

Fold
Suits

and

Added
Cost
but
it
is
possible
that individual neFIRST FORMAL steps toward the return of Warner Brothers to
gotiations will secure such rebates
the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers were
direct from Warner. ASCAP, it is
taken in the offices of E. C. Mills, general manager of ASCAP,
believed, will not consent to be party
to any Warner rebate deals, and is
during conferences held July 31 — conferences which will resume
inclined to treat Warner, as will the
Monday, Aug. 3, with "good prospect" for an accord by the folradio industry, just as if no schism
lowing day.
had occurred. The Aug. 3 board meeting of ASCAP will probably decfde
The preliminary discussions were guarded with careful sewhether Warner regains its old pricrecy, and no statement could be secured from the participants
ority within the ASCAP organization.
who included, in addition to Mr. Mills, the counsel for Warner
The collapse of the Warner BrothBrothers, Joseph H. Hazen, and the late Nathan Burkan's succesers' own music pool - license scheme
sor as counsel for ASCAP, Charles Schwartz.
is due, it is said, to the relatively inFrom thoroughly reliable sources, however, Broadcasting
consequential revenues the big motion picture concern has been able to
learned the afternoon of July 31 [after this Aug. 1 issue had alrealize from those stations signing its
ready come off the press, thus necessitating this insert] that an
proffered contracts; to the enormous
accord is near which will elimi
expense of collecting, checking and
parties
needed
for
the
final
settlenate all demands of Warner
suing; to the fear that many of its
ment, including one unnamed person
Brothers for licenses to utilize
infringement suits might not hold up
scheduled to arrive in New York Aug.
in court despite the $250 minimum
3
on
the
SS
Normandie.
Gene
Buck,
its catalog and which will autodamages in the antiquated copyright
ASCAP president, was not present,
matically lead to the withdrawal
being away in San Francisco. It is law levied even for innocent infringements; to the determination of many
expected the ASCAP board will meet
of all of Warner Brothers' great
stations not holding Warner licenses
Aug. 3 or 4 to ratify an agreement
mass of infringement suits, towith Warner.
to fight these suits, fortified by AStaling more than 200 cases in which
nearly $4,000,000 in damages are
Warner, as had been previously inCAP's contractual obligation to insure substantially the same catalog
dicated, will secure no concessions
sought from radio stations and networks.
of music they had as of Dec. 31,
from ASCAP looking toward an in1935, plus the implied obligation of
creased
"take"
to
it
from
the
ASCAP
It is planned that Warners' return
ASCAP to join in defending these
to the ASCAP fold shall be retroaccopyright
pool.
Nor
will
ASCAP's
income from radio be increased under
suits; and, more particularly, to the
tively dated as of July 1, 1936, thus
its present licenses beyond the normal
making its official realiiance with
loss in prestige and box-office pull of
Warner musical pictures due to their
increases coming from the larger comASCAP effective exactly one - half
mercial business done by the stations.
year after it withdrew its catalog of
failure to secure "plugs" for their
Warner withdrew from the ASCAP
new songs over the networks and the
approximately one - third of ASCAPnon-licensed stations.
licensed music in order to get licenses
pool last Jan. 1 because it objected
of its own from radio.
What the effect of the reintegration
to its share of the ASCAP split and
suggested that the networks as such
of ASCAP will have on the governAlthough no official list of Warner
ment's anti - trust suit against it,
licensees has ever been divulged by
shall be required to take out copywhich still pends, it is too early even
that company, it is understood that
right licenses — a proposal which the
to conjecture. On the part of the
networks countered by barring the use
approximately 180 stations have
of all Warner music on their owned
broadcasting industry, the new situasigned Warner contracts, over and
tion somewhat clears the clouded atabove their ASCAP contracts, and
and managed stations as well as on
mosphere of the last six months crethe networks, with devastating effects
under the Warner licenses are payated by the constant du ress of Warner
upon the popularity of Warner songs
ing up to four times their highest
and with no discernible ill effects to
infringement suits — and, what is more
hourly commercial rates for the right
either network or station program
important, it means a fuller catalog
to perform Warner music.
of music from a central source of
The July 31 negotiations were
popularity.
With the Warner musical supply
supply at no increased rates over exmarked by the absence of Herman
isting ASCAP contracts.
back in ASCAP, stations now holdStarr, Warner executive, who conducted the original negotiations with
Whether the ASCAP- Warner agreeing ASCAP licenses will have availment contemplates increased rates for
able the same supply of old and curASCAP leading to the Warner-ASASCAP licenses after Dec. 31, 1940,
CAP break and who later conducted
rent songs and arrangements they
had before Warners withdrew — and
the negotiations with NAB which led
is anyone's guess at this juncture. It
is a reasonable guess that, whether
at no additional cost during the life
to the signing of its contracts by
Warner stipulated it or not, ASCAP
many stations. Mr. Starr, it was
of their present ASCAP contracts.
learned, has been withdrawn by the
Nearly all stations have ASCAP li- will then or earlier attempt to get
more revenues out of the broadcasting
censes, and practically all are dated
Warners from the copyright negotiaindustry by one device or another. In
tions entirely and does not figure in to expire Dec. 31, 1940, having been
the meantime, however, many things
the present deliberations in any way.
signed as of last Dec. 31 for five-year
None of the Warner brothers was
renewals under ASCAP's arbitrary
can happen
possibly some
"developpresent at the July 31 conference,
ments to the— advantage
of radio,
de"sustaining fee" plus 5% of commerwhich was called, it is understood, at
cial revenues (except for a few spepending upon the guidance and supthe behest of Warner in an effort to
cial contracts such as the newspaper
port acorded an organized industrv.
[For other advance details of the
group and WCAU hold).
make peace with radio via the ASIt was not indicated whether
CAP route. The July 31 conference
ASCAP-Warner potential accord, se*
Warner would rebate to the stations
was very close to final agreement,
Page 18 of this issue of Bro-jc,*'
but had to be deferred over the weekit has licensed the royalties collected
Broadcasting.]
ing;
also Page 60 of the v1
end to await the return of various
during the first six months of 1936,
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Political

Campaigns
ecutives, who insisted upon agency
placements
if commissions are to
Major Parties Buy Network
Time, Some
Through
Agencies;
be paid, leaving only the alternative that the political accounts
Spot Plans
Pend;
Avoiding
Disruption
of Schedules
would be placed direct. It was intimated that the Republicans might
Tom Sabin, formerly an NBC
WITH radio definitely scheduled to carry the brunt of the
seek
to
place their time through
salesman
in
Boston,
who
was
Re1936 political campaign, the major parties were busy during
various agencies, or even through
publican National Committee rathe last fortnight perfecting their organizations, buying netdio director until Mr. Blackett's
big industrial concerns that reguwork time and laying plans for the most extensive commerappointment, and John W. Ellarly sponsor programs on the rawood,
former
NBC
vice
president.
cial use of broadcasting stations and networks in the history
Sabin
and
Elwood
were
transdio,
and ofsecure
from them but
a "kickof American radio.
back"
the commissions,
this
ferred from New York, where rawas
regarded
as
rather
unlikely.
dio
offices
at
1
E.
57th
St.
have
While party leaders for policy reasons were disposed to
The first regular radio account
been closed down, while Ted Alscoff publicly at the idea that they will spend as much as
len, another former NBC employe,
placed by the Republicans, Wil$1,000,000 each for radio time, the pace already being set
was kept in New York as contact
liam Hard's Republican Reporter
broadcasts
five days weekly on the
man there with offices in commitindicates that this figure, which compares with approxiNBC-Blue Network, was placed
tee
headquarters
in
the
Liggett
mately $500,000 each spent
Bldg. at 41 E. 42d St. Mr. Allen
direct but Republican Chairman
PARTY RADIO CHIEFS
by the Democratic and Rewill work with Joseph Martin,
John
D. M. the
Hamilton's
talk over
Yankee half-hour
Network
G.O.P. Eastern division campaign
ipublican national committees
chief. Mr. Blackett also announced
July 17, ending his New England
in the 1932 campaign, more
the appointment of Fred Kerman,
tour, was placed through Dowd &
than likely errs on the side of
Ostreicher, Boston.
of San Francisco, formerly pubconservatism when national,
licity director of the Bank of
America and later publicity chief
Agency Policy Undetermined
state and local time - buying
of the Republican Western diviMR. BLACKETT'S office told the
plans already under way are
sion, to work on his staff. More
taken into consideration.
Chicago casting
correspondent
of had
Broadthat agency policy
not
personnel is planned but organizaThe radio campaign rivalry of
tion was still under way as Broadyet been determined and it was
the Democrats and Republicans, so
casting went to press.
made clear by Mr. Blackett himself in an official statement that
Hi
Both the American Liberty
far as paid time is concerned, actually dates from July 23 when the
League, with headquarters in Blackett- Sample- Hummert would
Mr. Dolph
Mr.
Blackett
combined networks carried the
Washington, and the Union Party,
in no wise participate in any poLandon notification ceremonies
with headquarters in Chicago,
litical business.
On the Democratic side, most of
were contemplating radio time purfrom Topeka — the last "time-giveParty Radio Headchases but their plans are still
the time thus far purchased has
away" (except for the Knox notinebulous. It was also anticipated
jfication on July 30) scheduled for
been placed through agencies, with
that the Socialists and Communists
politics. Thenceforth all political
quarters
U. S. Advertising Corp., William
time went on a pay basis by muDEMOCRATIC radio headquarH. Rankin Co. and Metropolitan
would also ask for time cleai-ances
tual agreement, and with even the
according to their ability to buy,
ters were established in DemoAdvertising Co., all of New York,
cratic National Committee offices
party leaders raising no objections.
but up to a late hour they had
getting
the business. The agencies
on the fourth floor of the Biltmore
Stations generally, according to
not asked or secured any definite
have been informed by the netcommitments.
Hotel, New York, with Bob Berger
the reports reaching Broadcastworks that they must guarantee
in charge, while William B. Dolph,
ing, were going along with the
payments,
Democratic
Democratic director of radio, opnetworks in charging regular comdio divisionbut
hasthedeclined
either rato
erated from Washington where he
mercial rates for political time,
Agency Placements
give the agencies any guarantees
is manager of WOL. With Burke
being under the legal injunction
or to put up any cash with them.
only that they must provide equal
Boyce, formerly continuity editor
EAGER to save the 15c/( commisThus the general attitude of most
sions
ordinarily
going
to
agencies
of NBC and now working on the
opportunity to the rival candidates
agencies was to shy clear of poWPA Federal Radio Workshop
and their spokesmen to use their
handling radio accounts, the Relitical accounts in view of the risks
facilities.
publicans
broached
the
subject
of
Project, engaged to help in proinvolved, especially recalling that
commission rebates on direct placeThere were a few exceptions to
gram building, and with Stanley
it took nearly four years for both
ments to both NBC and CBS at
High, former NBC talks director
-his rule, but very few, and even
the Republicans and the Democrats
an
informal
hotel
meeting
in
New
WGN, the Chicago Tribune stawho joined the Democratic comto clear up their radio debts carYork in mid-July attended by Mr.
mittee as a general utility man
:ion, which in previous campaigns
ried over from the 1932 campaign.
last winter, assisting in program
would not sell time but donated
Blackett;
Lenox
R.
Lohr,
*
NBC
president; Edward Klauber, CBS
lit to the parties within certain
plans, the Democratic radio orexecutive vice president; Bruce
program limits, has informed the
ganization was more or less comCampaign Budgets
plete. There may be a few staff
Barton, chairman of Batten, BarJarty radio directors that its time
ton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., who
additions but there are no plans
.vill be sold at card x*ates this
DEMOCRATIC radio headquaris working with the Republican
year, though only if paid for in to open Chicago or West Coast
ters,
committed
the purNational
Committee;
William
B.
offices, which means that all time
idvance and sponsored by the nachase already
of around
$70,000to worth
of
Benton, chairman of Benton &
will be bought out of New York.
:ional committees of the major
network time, not counting plans
Bowles Inc.; Paul L. Cornell, presRepublican radio headquarters
parties. In a few instances, largestill in the formative stages for the
were established last month at 80
ident of Geyer-Cornell Inc.; Fredy to discourage the disruption of
use of transcriptions and local time
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, with Hill
erick C. Gamble, executive secreRegular program schedules, stafor national speakers, estimated
tary
of
the
AAAA,
and
others.
tions have announced their intenBlackett, president of the Blackettthat its radio budget will run at
Despite the fact that the 15%
ion of charging premium rates to
least
$750,000, and probably more.
Sample-Hummert agency, as "pubrebates were given both parties by
he politicians just as newspapers
lic relations director" in charge of
Republican
headquarters declined
the
networks
in
the
1932
camradio, billboards, magazines and
:harge higher rates for political
to make any estimate, asserting it
other paid advertising media. In
paign, the proposal was met with
advertising.
was impossible to calculate the dia flat rejection by the network exAs the situation sized up Aug. 1 : Chicago Mr. Blackett's aides are
vision of appropriations as among
BROADCASTING
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Lawrence W. Lowman, operations
vice president, is handling policy
while James McVicker of the sales
department is handling time purchases. Fred Weber, Mutual general manager, is handling all MBS
time clearances.
The policy of both Democratic
can National Commitand teeRepubli
radio divisions will also be to
function entirely apart from the
state committees, most of which
will set up radio divisions of their
own and buy regional network and
local time as they see fit and under their own budgets. First Republican state committee to buy a
schedule was New York's. Harold
Lynn Nussbaum has been named
radio director, and his office on
an eight-week sponbegins
Aug. 3 sored
series on a special state
hookup of NBC comprising WEAF,
WGY, WBEN, WSYR, and WHAM.
Programs will feature state Republican notables in addresses to
be heard Mondays, 10:30-10:45
p. m. (EDST) placed through
Smith & French Inc., New
Brooke,
York.
It is expected that most of the
state committee radio placements
will be through agencies. The New
York Republican State Committee
is also headquartered in the Liggett Bldg., New York.

networks, transcriptions and local
stations. Extensive "merchandising" tieins with Republican broadcasts, already started by Sabin
and Elwood during the full year
they have been working with the
Republican National Committee in
New York and Washington, are
contemplated.
General

Policies

FOR

the most part both the Democrats and Republicans are buying
open time on the networks and intend to do the same on the stations, taking regular series on 13
week contracts just as any other
sponsor might. Their purpose is
to avoid cluttering the air with
politics on the theory that this
arouses resentment among listeners which may react unfavorably
to their candidates. Networks and
stations, naturally, are hailing this
attitude with delight and are inclined to attribute it to the fact
that practical radio men are running the radio show for the big
parties this year.
On the other hand, situations
will arise where time clearances
of programs already booked may
be required for "single shot" political speeches and both parties
expect to be forced to ask for
them. However, they are going to
avoid this so far as possible for
this means they must pay for talent under contract for programs
that have to be pushed aside. In
this respect also, the political parties are being treated like any
other commercial concern — and
even President Roosevelt, as a candate for office as distinguished
from his position as President, will
not be any exception to this rule.
Nor are the radio directors asking
for any exceptions, recognizing
among other factors that the recent conventions and notification
speeches forced so much commercial time off the air that the NBC,
CBS and Mutual networks stood
a dead loss aggregating $400,000
on
casts.these "public service" broad-

Democratic

Placements

THE Democratic radio division
bought its first time for Gov. McNutt of Indiana on 37 NBC-Red
network stations the night of July
21 for a half-hour. The billing
was $9,100 and the account was
placed through Willian H. Rankin
Co. The second Democratic time
buy was also a one-time period for
Senator O'Mahoney of Wyoming,
speaking for a half -hour from San
Francisco the night of July 23 over
seven CBS-Don Lee stations plus
KLZ, Denver, and KDYL, Salt
Lake City. This billing ran $1,250
and also was placed through the
Rankin agency.
For the most part the Democrats
are concentrating on the industrial
and farming areas and probably
will continue to do so throughout
the campaign, and when on July
28 they engaged a nation-wide net-

For NBC all political arrangements are being handled by Alfred
H. Morton, manager of the program department, with Walter E.
Myers of the sales department
handling
time
sales.
For CBS

How

the

Political

Brooklyn Citizen
Choice of Weapons
Page
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Cartoonists

Nashville Tennessean
Champion Caster

work of 59 NBC-Red stations for
the Governor's
Round
Table$14,000)
broadcast of one hour
(billing
they omitted the South Central,
Southeastern and Southwestern
NBC supplements. The pickups
were Gov. Brann of Maine from
WCSH; Gov. Earle of Pennsylvania from KYW; Gov. Horner of
Illinois from WMAQ; Gov. Martin
of Oregon from KGW; Gov. Herring of Iowa from WHO and Gov.
Cochran of Nebraska from WOW.
In several cases the Democrats had
to bear the reverse line charges.
the Democratic raOndio July
division 24had Secretary of the
Interior Ickes scheduled to speak
for a half -hour over CBS but this
period was suddenly cancelled,
causing considerable inconvenience
and some losses to stations which
had cleared the time. Mr. Ickes is
now scheduled for Aug. 3, 10:4511 p. m. (EDST) over 37 CBS
stations, the billing to be $5,708.
MBS Gets Dem's First
THE FIRST Democratic scheduled
series went to Mutual Network,
which secured a 13-week account
that will run $36,000, starting
Aug. 4, Tuesdays, 10:45-11 p. m.
-three stations
Twenty in
(EDST).
will
be embraced
this hookup,
including the four basic MBS stations plus the Yankee Network;
WCAE, Pittsburgh; WFIL, Philadelphia; WGR, Buffalo; WGAR,
Cleveland; WOL, Washington (for
pickups of the speakers) ; KSTP,
St. Paul; WD AY, Fargo, and
KFYR, Bismarck, together with
several other stations yet to be
lined up. U. S. Advertising Corp.
is handling this account.
While other series are planned,
the only other radio time bought
by the Democrats up to the time
Broadcasting went to press was a
Mutual hookup for Chairman
James Farley's speech at Detroit,
Aug. 19, 8:30-9 p. m. (EST).
Keyed from CKLW, this broadcast
will be carried by WOR, Newark;
WGN, Chicago; WOL, Washington; WSAI, Cincinnati; WIRE,
Indianapolis; WGR, Buffalo;
WFIL, Philadelphia; WAAB, Boston; WGAR, Cleveland, and other
stations on which time can be
cleared. The budget for this program is $2,500, and it will be
placed by Metropolitan Adv. Co.

Size

Up

the

Republican Time
Placements
LIKE
licans

the Democrats, the Repubare selecting
their networks carefully with the object of '
preventing "waste circulation",
presumably meaning the omission !
of hide-bound Democratic states :
in the South where they know they^
have small chance.
To date the national radio division has purchased
one series,!
which
27 and weekly
which '
is
beingstarted
heard July
five nights
on split NBC-Blue networks. William Hard, the commentator,
booked as the Republican Reporter,
discusses national affairs Mondays;
through
Fridays
from 7:15-7:30
p. m. (EDST) over the following
NBC-Blue hookup: WJZ, Newi
York;
WBZ,
Boston; WBZA
Springfield;
WFIL, Philadelphia
WBAL, Baltimore; WMAL, Washington; WHAM, Rochester; WSYR
Syracuse;
KDKA, Pittsburgh
WEBR,
Buffalo, and the South
eastern group.
On Mondays
Thursdays and Fridays, 10:15-10:3(
repeats"
Mr. Hard
his
to WGAR,
Cleveland
(EDST)
p. m.talks
WXYZ, Detroit; WMAQ or WENR
Chicago; KWK, St. Louis; WMT
Cedar Rapids; KSO, Des Moines
KOIL, Omaha; WREN, Lawrence
Kan.; KLO, Ogden; KTAR, Phoe
nix, and the Group B supplements
The Wednesday
spot is 9: 45-1 1
p. m. (EDST), for this group.
Again on Mondays and Fridays
Mr. Hard repeats to the Northwes
group, 10:15-10:30 p. m. (EDST
with the same Tuesday period t
be added Aug. 4. KVOO, Tulsg
and WKY, Oklahoma City, get th
Hard show only Mondays, Tues
days and Fridays, 10:15-10:30 p. n
(EDST ) . Mr. Hard will speak f ror
various cities during political ot
servation tours, and his schedul
is for 14 weeks up to Nov. 2, th
eve of the election. Republica
headquarters in a formal ar
nouncement stated that Mr. Har
"will make such use of the period
as he sees fit, without any instruc
tions from Republican campaig
managers" and that he is donatin
his own services free.
That the Republicans will boo

Radio

Portland (Ore.) Journal
Cultivating Fireside Tone

BROADCASTING

on other
regular periods
more (Continued
on page
53) ne'

Campaign

Baltimore S
Four Long Months
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"Hollywood's stars
should rememFriend
-Ayles
worth
Two
Industries
ber that they must have 'personality' for radio work," he said,
"and that radio cannot carry them
To Promote
Movies
and Prepare
for Television
unless they do." This has worried
"The radio today is definitely not
the Hollywood producers and on
numerous occasions has caused the
FROM his vantage point as a sort of liaison between
competition
to the motion
Mr. Aylesworth
declaredpicture,"
flatly,
studios to effect general bans on
"but rather is helping to build
RCA and its subsidiary holdings in RKO
and NBC,
broadcasting by their players.
box office grosses even now."
However, the producers now are
Radio's invasion of the Hollyand from his great experience as NBC's first president,
beginning
to realize the imporwood talent field is, in Mr. Aylestance of the radio connection and
"Deac" Aylesworth knows whereof he speaks better
worth's
opinion, a natural developare about ready to admit that they
ment.
than anyone else on the subject of radio-screen undercannot control the air appearances,
Films, he charged, have taken
it was pointed out. Aside from any
radio's important talent, so radio
standing. In this interview with James P. Cunningham,
values that the radio performances
has been forced to move to Hollywood
to
be
adjacent
to
the
supply.
may have, for either star or for
reprinted with permission from the 'Motion Picture
the box office, Mr. Aylesworth
"That is why the National Broadsaid that the stars themselves are
Herald', he asserts that radio is RKO's "greatest
casting Company recently coneager for the new opportunity.
structed the modern broadcasting
exploitation asset" and he tells how moviedom gener"It appeals to their reputation, if
building at Hollywood," said Mr.
ally can profit by using and cooperating with radio,
not to their pocket books. They
Aylesworth. "The motion picture
because of this has a moral obliare jealous of each other's radio
particularly in view of television's inevitable coming.
gation to cooperate," he added.
Then, too, advertising sponsors
Boon to Studios
are insisting on picking up the
A WORKING
arrangement
Mr. Aylesworth called on Will
ONE important handicap blamed
great names of the screen for
between radio and the motion
H. Hays and the Motion Picture
their commercial broadcasts, for
Producers and Distributors of
picture to enhance the business of
by Mr. Aylesworth on radio broadthe entertainment values which
both is proposed bv Merlin Hall
America, and on representatives
casting by film celebrities is the
amount
Aylesworth.
After studying both
they offer.
calls." of time taken from regular
of the organized exhibition indusFor the most part, the apoearmediums for some four years in
try, to sit in friendly round table
motion picture work by the prepance of film stars on the air aids
discussion with the broadcasters
the dual capacity of executive of
arations made by the stars for
their
own
personal
merchandising
to effect a tangible nlan for bringNBC and of Radio-Keith-Orpheum
their radio appearances. He told
possibilities, and almost always is
Corp., Mr. Aylesworth has coning together
America's
two leadof one of the biggest stars in Holcluded that radio is the motion
ing
entertainment
instruments.
a direct "plug" for the box office
lywood refusing to go near her
through the mention by those
studio for a week because she was
picture's "best friend," and that
Cooperation Urged
stars of their current screen aprehearsing her part and writing
"the motion
picture
interests at
pearances or forthcoming film
SERVING
the
RCA
for
10
years
•jonce should recognize radio's pothe script for her radio debut.
work.
Mr.
Aylesworth
conceded
as an executive and policy-moulder
tentialities for exploiting their
"Radio today is paying film stars
of NBC, and for four years, first
that a few of Hollywood's players
America's
to
the air
over
Iftjfilms
huge
sums for their broadcasting
are
hurt
by
the
air,
in
the
cases
of
as president and now as board
^125,000,000 inhabitants. That
(Continued on page 60)
realization is dawning, he observed.
chairman, of Radio-Keith-Orpheum
those who lack "personality."
Mr. Aylesworth envisioned the
motion picture companies, in which
RCA has an important interest,
^following benefits for both industries by such an understanding:
Mr. Aylesworth has been preaching all the while the advisability
Mr. Aylesworth
Says:
"Radio
would
gain
a more
of a communion of spirit of these
friendly entry to the motion picarts. He declared frankly and
THE MOTION picture is grossly mistaken when it says that
ture's great source of talent and
with a vigor foreign to his usual
would gain the aid and advice of
radio keeps people in their homes, thereby cutting off potenplacidness that he now was willthe motion picture's greater techtial theater patronage. Except in the summertime, Saturday and
ing
to
stake
his
refutation
on
both
t|,i!nieal experience, which would be
Sunday evenings are still the best days for box office grosses.
the practicability and the advisa^'invaluable in rounding that corYet there are more good radio programs broadcast on those eveijBlner to commercial television.
bility of creating a working arnings than any other night.
rangement between the two.
"The motion picture would be
Mr. Aylesworth urged too, that
, I,given a medium for publicizing its
the motion picture cooperate now
lf^'motion pictures far greater than
with television broadcasters and
any existing exploitation channel."
RADIO'S invasion of the Hollywood talent field is a natural
experimenters, lending talent and
I
development. Films have taken radio's important talent so radio
technical resources, so that when
has been forced to move to Hollywood to be adjacent to the
commercial television arrives, the
supply. For the most part, the appearance of film stars on the
motion
picture's
air aids their own personal merchandising possibilities, and almost
new medium
will relation
enable ittoso the
to
always is a direct "plug" for the box office.
guideciesand
shape television's
poliand destinies
that eventually
television will work for the
screen, and not in competition to it.
RADIO can make people want to go to the motion pictures.
He fancied a great television
Their
relationship can work to such a point that "attend the
art covering the whole country
movies
twice a week" will be commonly broadcast in the manner
with trailers advertising forthof Amos 'n' Andy's "see your dentist twice a year" and "brush
coming motion pictures, if the
your teeth twice a day."
motion picture has the "in."
"Television cannot be stopped,"
Mr. Aylesworth said, "no more
TELEVISION cannot be stopped, no more than we can stop
than we can stop progress. The
motion picture stands today in
progress. The motion picture stands today in regard to television
regard to television in much the
in much the same position as the ice manufacturers who fought
same position as the ice manufacautomatic refrigeration and the railroads who opposed interstate
turers who fought automatic rebus invasion. Both would now be in enviable positions if they had
frigeration and the railroads who
had the foresight to aid and encourage and cooperate with the
opposed interstate bus invasion.
new developments in their fields.
Both would now be in enviable
positions if they had had the foresight to aid and encourage and
TELEVISION will never be a competitor to the regular screen.
cooperate with the new developments in their fields.
They will not televise feature pictures produced expressly for
"Television, however, is not for
the purpose of a single television broadcast because of the enorsale. The motion picture can
mous sums required for production. Imagine any advertiser
neither buy television nor control
spending $500,000 to broadcast a production of Little Women!
it cor^orately. But they can coMR. AYLESWORTH
Radio
Is
Movies'
Proposes
Working
Arrangement
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Transcription
Series,

Firms

Paralleling

WITH

national transcription business for the first half of the "ear
running well ahead of volume a
year ago, signing of contracts foliate summer and autumn placement is proceeding at a pace that
points to a total well ahead of
that in 1935.
Preliminary reports gathered by
Broadcasting from transcription
producers and agencies show that
consistent disc users are continuing
with this form of rendition and
that a number of new advertisers
are turning to transcriptions.
Largest of all disc accounts, of
course, is the 380-station WBS
Musical Moments series of Chevrolet Motor Co., recently renewed
until mid-October through Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit. Second
largest transcription user is Ford
Motor Co., employing WBS transcriptions for dealer series covering some 150 stations. Ford is
now planning another disc series
and is negotiating with WBS and
RCA- Victor for transcriptions. N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc. and McCannErickson Inc., New York, place
the Ford campaigns.
The usual late-summer rush of
advertisers to book autumn network hours is more brisk than
usual. (For list of network contracts see "Network Accounts"
listing on page 54.)
Montgomery Ward Discs
MONTGOMERY WARD & Co.,
Chicago mail order house, has
placed a series of quarter-hour
WBS transcriptions on 14 stations
West of the Mississippi, to be
broadcast daily except Sunday.
Ferry-Hanley Co., Kansas City, is
agency. Stations are WJAG,
WAAW, KWTO, KVOA, KMMJ,
KM A, KFEQ, KFRO, KVOO,
WKY, KFH, WIBW, KFBI, KGGF.
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co.,
Cincinnati, has renewed its WBS
series on 10 Midwest stations on
behalf of its dated coffee. Programs are twice weekly dramatic
and the series is placed through
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.
Delaware & Lackawanna Coal
Co., New York (Blue coal) is
placing a transcription series to
go on the air about Oct. 1 on a
number of Eastern stations. Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., New York, is
the agency.
Jean V. Grombach Inc., New
York, is recording quarter-hour
discs titled College Times for
Schwob Co., Columbus, Ga. (Schwobuilt clothes) to be placed on 26
Southern stations about Sept. 1.
James A. Greene & Co., Atlanta,
is agency.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., Pittsburgh (radios) will place
five-minute Grombach discs on
about 50 stations during the autumn through local dealers. Account is handled direct.
Continental Oil Co., Denver, will
resume its half-hour Grombach
transcriptions on an unannounced
list of stations, starting in September for 26 weeks. Tracy-LockeDawson Inc., New York, places the
business. Grombach has other
pressings on contract but is not
divulging them at present.
Langlois & Wentworth Inc., New
Page
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Promised

Autumn

Brisk

Bnsy

Recent

Cutting

Gains

in

of More

Than

Large

Field

Number

of

Business

Network

York, has a number of autumn accounts under contract with agencies but was not prepared to release information at this time.
Among fall prospects in the
transcription field is Richfield Oil
Co., New York, which is considering return of the Jimmie Allen
transcriptions in the East. Last
spring Richfield used 20 stations.
Fletcher & Ellis Inc., New York,
is agency.
Tidewater Oil Co., New York,
recently added WGY, Schenectady,
to its Tydol Club of the Air series.
Lennen & Mitchell Inc., New York,
has the account.
Wyeth Chemical Co., New York
(Jad Salts) is contemplating spot
campaigns and test programs but
plans are indefinite except for network business. Blackett-SampleHummert Inc., New York, places
the account.
Democratic and Republican campaign headquarters are working
on plans for spot placements during the presidential race (see political story on page 7).
All of these accounts are placed
out of New York. Activity in Chicago transcription offices is excepGain

Disc

tional for midsummer. Columbia
Phonograph Co. is producing a
series of five weekly quarter-hour
musical and dramatic programs
for morning placement duringsummer and autumn by Indo-Vin
Inc., Cincinnati (tonic) through
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.
Other current Columbia productions are for: Murine Co., Chicago
(eve wash), daily announcements
through Neisser - Meyerhoff Inc.,
Chicago; Maybelline Co., Chicago
(eye beautifier), 26 quarter-hour
programs using morning hours
through Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee; Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc.,
Monticello, 111. (Syrup of Pepsin),
5 weekly quarter -hour discs
through the summer, going on a
nationwide basis in the autumn,
with Cramer-Krasselt Co. as
agency.
Standard Radio Inc., Chicago, is
cutting one-minute announcements
for Auto Club of Southern California, now placed on 17 stations
but to be nationwide at a later
date; announcements for Dodge
Dealers placed on KSD, St. Louis;
Chrysler Dealers, Chicago, hour
variety program on WBBM, Chicago, which started July 22; quarTwo

Million

Dollars

Shown
by Major Networks
for Half Year
AGGREGATE receipts of NBC,
NBC-RED network rose to first
CBS and Mutual networks for the
place in billings for June with
first six months of 1936 amounted
$1,505,520. CBS had $1,502,768
to $28,157,046, an increase of
and NBC-Blue $840,323. It was
$2,177,356 over the $25,979,690
the first time since September
registered for the first half of
1935 that NBC-Red billings were
1935.
greater than CBS. A comparison
Largest increase for the six
of receipts with June 1935 finds
months was registered by CBS,
the NBC-Red network down .2% ;
which advanced from $9,222,536
CBS up 40.9%, its highest perlast year to $11,186,233 for the
centage increase this year; NBCcurrent half year. NBC - Red
Blue down 3.6%. In the percentshowed a gain from $9,933,049 to
age column CBS shows a steady
$10,282,722 for the period while
progressive increase since the first
of the year and despite the fact
NBC-Blue showed a loss, dropping
that the NBC-Red network topped
from $6,177,721 last year to $5.the CBS monthly fierure it showed
793,733 in the first half of 1936.
a small loss, the first in over a
Mutual rose from $546,384 last
year, as compared with June 1935.
year to $894,358 in 1936.
Networks'
1936
January
February
March
April
May
June

$1,755,394
1,691,524
1,913,837
1,762,201
1,654,246
1,505,520

January
February
March
'.
April
May
June

$1,901,023
1,909,146
2,172,382
1,951,397
1,749,517
1,502,768

January
February
March
April
May
June

$926,421
1,015,624
1,122,516
977.175
911,674
840,323

January
February
March
April
May
June

$166,266
162,358
191,483
139,834
129,907
104,510

Gross Monthly

Time

Sales

Over 1985
1935
1934
1933
% Gain
NBC-WEAF
(Red)
1.5
$1,729,137 $1,309,662 $1,031,373
4.4
l,b2u,977 1,215,998 908,531
6.1
1,802,741 1,374,910 1,028,935
6.3
1,656,283 1.355,587 809,508
2.4
1,6-4,969 1,441,900 816,665
— .2
1.508,942 1,272,480 824,155
CBS$1,768,949 $1,405,948 $941,4bo
7
15.4
1,654,461 1,387,823 884.977
18.7
1,829,553
20.8
1,615,389 1,524,904
1,371,601 1.016,102
775,487
35.9
1,287,455 1,255,887 624,256
40.9
1,066,729 925,939 553,056
NBC-WJZ (Blue)
—15.3
$1,093,749 $988,503 $752,052
— 5.2
1,072,136 902,866 744,209
— 2.8
1,156,032 1,028,552 859,572
+.1
975,970 924,623 783.89S
— 9.5
1,007,931 926,880 761,231
— 3.6
871,903 821,607 609,830
MBS
155.6
$65,024
142.5
66,946
113.8
94,180
18.5
118,045
16.5
111,497
15.1
90,692
BROADCASTING

ter - hour Sons
of the Pioneers A
discs placed on list of Texas sta- |
tions by a steel sponsor.
The Chicago office of WBS has
the following current accounts:
Procter & Gamble Co., fiveweekly
Oxydol's
Own Ma series
Perkins
(in addition
to network
by I
same title) on about 50 stations
through Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., fiveweekly drama for Dreft on 10
stations
Blackett-SampleHummert through
Inc.
Procter & Gamble Co., weekly
evening musical quarter-hour for
Drene on 18 stations through H.
W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago.

Wilson
& Co., five-minute
dramas for Tender-Made hams on *
five stations three times a week.
Announcement campaigns cut in
the Chicago WBS office include:
Orbit Gum Co., Chicago, stationbreak announcements 14 and 21
times weekly on 30 stations,
through Sellers Service Inc. Chicago.
Armand Co., Des Moines (cos- |
metics), 6 weekly on about 8 sta- \
tions through H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., 14 weekly
announcements for Drene on about
18 stations, through H. W. Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc.
Varaday of Vienna Co., Chicago
(cosmetics), nouncements
three-minute
anon about 8 stations,
through Sellers Service Inc., Chicago.
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo,
la. (poultry remedy), seven weekly on one station through WestonBarnett Inc., Waterloo.
White Rouge Sales Co., Chicago,
14 weekly on one station.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago,
campaign to start in mid-August
covering 40 to 60 stations, through
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. j
West Coast Campaigns
IN SAN FRANCISCO, Beaumont
& Hohman,
agency
for Pacific
Greyhound Lines Inc. is planning
an extensive
autumn campaign
using
five - minute
travel
transcrintions on several western stations. The list has not yet been
made up. It will supplement the
disc series now on KMJ, Fresno,
and live talent on KFRC and KGO.
San Francisco.
Titan Productions Inc., San
Francisco, is cutting 39 quarter-

i
1
I
I
I
I

I
I

for
E. Long
Chicago
hour H.
episodes
of Ace Co.,
Williams
for'
bakery;ments transcribed
announcefor Grove Laboratories Inc..
St. Louis
(proprietary)
to be'
placed
through
Export
Agency, Chicago.
A numberAdv.'
of
Titan.
special accounts are being cut b-"
Gerth-Knollin Adv. Agency, San
Francisco has placed the Mystery !
Chef transcriptions for Southern
Oregon Gas Corp., San Francisco,
on KMED, Medford, and KRNR,
Roseburg, Ore.
H. S. Bassford Co., San Fran- j
cisco, distributing Kelvinator re-]
frigerators
in Northern Cali-j
fornia,
on
July
tenweek WBS series16on started
KFRC, aKYA,
KJBS and KSFO, San Francisco,
and KLX, Oakland, through M. E.
Harlan Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass.
(Rinso) has signed four weekly
quarter-hour periods, daytime, on
56 CBS stations. Time and starting date have not been determined.
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Whys

- Hows

"Evolutionary

of

Reallocation

Changes"

to

Follow

the

Hearing

Oct.

5

Sessions;

Issues
Main
Cut and Super-Power
Clear Channel
THE MOST thorough analysis of
existing regulations so that the
mind any "radical reallocation"
present maximum power of 50,000
technical broadcasting ever instibut rather will pursue its estabwatts
would
be
made
the
minimum
tuted is planned by the FCC
lished course of "evolutionary
Broadcast Division in connection
power on clear channels, with no
changes"
following the hearings,
with its reallocation studies, it "lid" on top power.
was emphasized by Chief Engineer
To present their technical case
was disclosed July 21 in the forCraven in an interview with
mal notice calling the informal
at the hearings, the clear chanBroadcasting. The FCC, he said,
nel group has retained the con' hearings to begin Oct. 5 in Washalready has adopted the policy of
ington.
sulting engineering firm of Mcproceeding in an "evolutionary
Nary & Chambers. Mr. Chambers,
Every phase of station operaway" and does not want to effect
former chief engineer of WLW,
! tion, from the engineering standchanges that would prove unduly
Cincinnati, installed the 500,000
point, is encompassed in the fourcostly
or tend to disrupt the status
watt
transmitter
of
that
station
page hearing notice, and informaquo.
The
whole plan in connection
tion is solicited from all those intwo years ago and has pioneered
with the general hearings, he said,
terested not only as to the results
in super-power.
is one of cooperating with the inIn addition, the newly formed
of operation under existing allodustry by permitting it to advance
■ cations, but also as to theories and
group of regional stations, which
its views before any changes are
ideas on future allocations. Folis expected to constitute, numerimade.
lowing the hearings the Broadcast
cally, the largest entity to annear
At present the plan, after the
Division will decide whether a reat the hearings, held a meeting
hearings, is to draft regulations
in Chicago July 28, to complete
alignment of the broadcast spectrum is desirable.
which will invoke any new standorganization plans. The most imards thought desirable, and tend
■I The notice, prepared under the
portant matter confronting the reto
bring
the regulations in line
. direction of T. A. M. Craven,
gional group, which was organized
with actual allocations and with
FCC chief engineer, covers pracin the rough during the NAB conprojected changes. The existing
tically every view ever advanced
vention in Chicago last month, is
regulations, for example, are not
by responsible groups on proposed
that of impending reallocation
compatible with actual allocations,
changes in the broadcast structure
changes. It is expected the group
and would have to be revised in
as a means of improving service.
will hire an engineer and an atany
event. The most glaring dis:Super-power, reduction of clear
torney to present its views at the
crepancies are seen in the clear
channels, horizontal increases in rehearings.
channel group, since under the
gional and local groups, changes
1928 allocations 40 such channels
The third large group — reprelin mileage separations between
were
set aside, whereas today
senting
local
stations
—
probably
stations, quota regulations to govwill appear before the FCC through
there are actually only 29, by virern assignments, synchronization,
tue of duplications on them under
National Independent BroadcastEast-West Coast duplication of
the guise of experimental grants
ers, Inc., an organization created
high-power stations, methods of
and the like.
ascertaining coverage and defining:
a year ago by some 100 local staAny new regulations probably
tions. It also probably will appear
interference, and, in fact, every
through counsel and an engineer.
will be in the nature of reclassifimooted question of technical opeThat the FCC does not have in
cations of stations
in particular
ration is embraced.
General Principles
THE NOTICE makes clear that
the Oct. 5 hearings, expected to
last two weeks, will not be open to
consideration of individual applications, assignments or requests
for facilities. It sets out that the
hearings are called "for the purpose of determining what principles should guide the Commission
in matters relating to or affecting
the allocation of frequencies and
the prevention of interference in
:he band 550-1600 kc, and in particular what changes, if any,
5hould be made in the Commission's existing regulations or in
:he standards heretofore applied
py it and its Engineering Department, in order to give effect to
.hose
principles."
When it announced reallocation
New Transmitter House and Studios of WWJ
learings
July 2, the Broadcast
CELEBRATING its 16th birthday,
Division had simultaneously postThe new studio building was deponed indefinitely the hearings it WWJ, Detroit will formally open
signed by Albert Kahn, noted arits new million dollar broadcasting
chitect, and is most modernistic
lad scheduled on the ten applicaions of clear channel stations to
in style and balance. The lobby
plant Aug. 20. With this formal
opens into an auditorium to seat
ise super-power of 500,000 watts.
action, WWJ will put into operabetter than 300 in theater chairs.
tion the second unit of its new
These hearings had been set for
It is equipped with complete sound
equipment. On April 16 it opened
September.
Presumably it is not
its new transmitting station at
and movie apparatus. The Aeolian
he intention of the FCC to desigSkinner organ is located in Studio
8-Mile and Meyer Roads.
nate these hearings until it decides
B, on the second floor and can be
The transmitting station is
ipon future policy on super-power,
played either from the auditorium
equipped with Western Electric
ollowing the Oct. 5 general sesor in Studio B.
ions.
Super-power,
and clear
speech input equipment. The archiFour large studios may be
tect
was
Clarence
E.
Day.
The
hannel reduction are specifically
Blaw - Knox vertical radiator is viewed from observation rooms
Set forth on the Oct. 5 hearing
similar to those at Radio City.
genda.
400 feet high. In the new transThe other small studios are to be
mitting station is a Scripps Motor
Meanwhile, various groups of
used for dramatics, and, therefore,
Generator, which, in the event
tations are making plans to predo not have observation rooms for
ent their views. The so-called
electric power should fail, can genthe public. All studios are equipped
erate enough power in 40 seconds
lear channel group of a dozen
to keep WWJ on the air without
with Chrysler airtempe refrigertations, exclusive of networkinterruntion. In the lobby of
ating. The lighting was installed
wned and operated clear channel
transmitter hall, behind glass, is
by the Major Equipment Co. of
utlets, has been organized for
Chicago, and the decorations and
lore than a year in anticipation
WWJ's original transmitter, with
furnishings were supervised by
which it started broadcasting Aug.
f a reallocation. It has gone on
Mrs. W. J. Scripps.
ecord in favor of a revision of
20, 1920.
BROADCASTING
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chany only
groups.
d. the
nels willPresumabl
be enumerate
Stations
desiring changes in assignments,
or protesting the regulations as revised, will have opportunity to be
heard. Thus, if the FCC should
set up a new classification of highpower regionals and assignments
on those channels should be available, applications then can be filed
for them and taken under consideration in the usual way by the FCC.
Under the rules, protests may be
filed against changes in regulations, which automatically will
throw them to hearing.
The FCC has wiped the slate
clean for the hearings, and there
are now no pending proposals for
new allocations. The plan submitted last winter by Andrew D. Ring,
FCC assistant chief engineer in
charge of broadcasting, for a realignment ofregional channels and
a horizontal increase on certain of
them, has been removed from consideration whereas previously it
was simply being held in abeyance.
There had been protests against
it from certain stations and
groups,
particularly
CBS. be taken
Economic
factors will
into account in any plan devised,
it is strongly indicated. This alone,
it is pointed out, tends to bear out
the thought that there will be no
upheaval, since that would entail
tremendously expensive changes.
For the first time, also, the FCC
intends to take into account characteristics of broadcast receivers
as they relate to allocations and
mileage and frequency separation
requirements in order to avoid
interference.
FCC Explains Plans
TO ALLAY fears of any sweeping
reallocation, the FCC on July 28
made public a formal statement
responding to the "many inquiries" made concerning "the
proper
and
ultimate
consequences"
of the hearing.
It emphasized
that
the Commission has approved procedure on the basis of "evolution,
experimentation and voluntary action" rather than any radical and
enforced costly changes. FCC departments, it was added, will be
directed to prepare modification of
existing regulations covering
broadcasting "in such a manner
that they are sufficiently flexible to
permit the adaptation for new
technical developments and allocation principles which, upon prorier
showing at hearings, indicate that
a needed improvement in service
"As is well known in the inwill result."
dustry," continued the statement,
"the existing practical allocations
depart somewhat from the empirical standards which became
the basis of the regulations in 1928
and which have not been changed
since that date. It is believed that
at least one of the outcomes of
the Oct. 5 hearing will be to modify the regulations so that they
will
conform to the actual practice
of today.
"As is also well known to the
industry, there are many proponents for high-power stations as
well as many who oppose such
increases in rower. There are also
many who desire horizontal power
increases for regional stations, and
there are certain uneconomic situations which exist such as those
experienced by stations sharing
time. In addition, the repeal of
the Davis Amendment has removed
certain limitations upon the engi(Continued on page 58)
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Permanent

Hookup

Starts

Operation

In

York

New

State

Six Stations Keyed From WINS
With Two More to Be Added
STARTING with
three commercial
accounts and with
sustainings fed
§df* WINS,
steadily
of
New out
York,
the reorganized
New York State
Broadcasting System formally got
under way July
Mr. Squire 27 as a permanent hookup of six stations under
the direction of Burt Squire as
general manager. Previously the
New York network was known as
Associated Broadcasters of New
York and was a cooperative entity
joined only occasionally for special
sponsored programs.
The hookup comprises WINS,
New York, of which Mr. Squire is
manager; WABY, Albany; WIBX,
Utica; WMBO, Auburn; WSAY,
Rochester, and WBNY, Buffalo. It
is planned to add WESG, Elmira,
and WNBF, Binghamton, as soon
as lines are available. WABY on
July 20 also joined the NBC-Blue
network.
Sponsored Programs
ALREADY hooked into the special
network of 51 stations carrying
the Remington Rand News Comes
to Life program Sundays, 6:30-7
p. m. (EST), the New York State
Broadcasting System's first account was another Remington
Rand show titled Inquiring Microphone and carried Tuesdays,
11:30-12 noon, which renewed as
of July 21. Both Remington Rand
accounts are placed through Leeford Advertising Agency, New
York. The International Magazine
Co. talent show, which immediately precedes Inquiring Reporter for
a half hour, has expired but it is
expected to renew shortly on behalf of Hearst's Cosmoqwlitan, Pictorial Review, Good Housekeeping
and Harper's Bazaar.
The other account contracted for
is the Women's Homemaking Hour,
a participating program with Betty D. Supplee handling commercial
sales and acting as commentator.
It has been signed for five halfhours weekly, daily except Saturdays and Sundays, 10-10:30 a. m.,
and is placed through L. H. Hartmann & Co., New York.
The NYSBS first rate card has
been issued to go into effect Aug.
1. It quotes rates of $905 per hour,
$500 per half-hour, $344 per quarter-hour and $185 for five-minute
periods between 6 p. m. and signoff time for the six basic stations.
Daytime rates, 7 a. m. to 6 p. m.,
are $623, $323, $218 and $116, respectively.
Various other sponsors are in
prospect, it was learned, including
extensive use of the network for
political broadcasts, especially by
the New York state committees of
the major parties who will conduct intensive campaigns in that
state until the November elections.
KHUB has been assigned to F. W.
Atkinson for a new station at Watsonville, Cal., operating on 1310
kc. daytime with 250 watts.
Page
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Two
NBC's Red and Blue
"THIS IS the Blue [or Red]
Network of the National
Broadcasting Co." may become the regular station break
announcement by NBC over
its respective chains. In line
with its recently established
policy of identifying the two
networks separately with the
objective of building up the
latter, NBC has been experimenting with the separate
station - break identification,
instead of the customary
NBC blanket credit. The announcements of the Red and
the Blue are being made
sporadically — probably as
the forerunner of a uniform
policy after additional stations are aligned for the
Blue chain. About a month
ago President Lenox R. Lohr
notified all owned and operated stations to distinguish
the two networks by the
"Red" and "Blue" designations, i*ather than as the
WEAF and WJZ networks.

Mutual

Considering

Midwest

Stations

KFBB

in Montana,

and KGVO

CBS Network in August
THE LIST of stations affiliated
with CBS — world's largest single
network — will be increased to 105
on Aug. 9 when KFBB, Great
Falls, Mont, and KGVO, Missoula,
Mont, join that network. They are
the first CBS outlets in Montana.
Under tentative plans, Senator
Wheeler (D.-Mont.) will deliver
an address from the Great Falls
station on the occasion. There will
be a dedicatory program from
New York as well as originations
at both of the new network stations. Harry C. Butcher, CBS
Washington vice president, and
Mrs. Butcher will be in the State
at the time and presumably will
participate in the dedicatory proKFBB, managed by Mrs. Jesse
Jacobsen, has been completely
gram.
modernized coincident with its
network debut. It has been on the
air since 1922 and operates with
1000 watts night and 25 day.
The Missoula station has been
on the air since January, 1931,
and is owned and managed by A.
J. Mosby. The station operates
with 1000 watts and two years
ago moved into new studios and
offices.
OWNERS

OF

Lee

Is Sought

to Join

Additions

POSSIBILITY of aligning several
Midwestern stations with Mutual
Broadcasting System coincident
with that network's expansion to
nationwide proportions when it
begins service to the Don Lee
Network on the Pacific Coast next
December, is seen by Fred Weber,
Mutual general manager. While
reluctant to discuss the status of
negotiations with these stations,
Mr. Weber asserted July 28 that
conversations are going forward
and arrangements may be completed within a fortnight.
Under present plans, Mutual
will extend from Chicago to Los
Angeles, via Denver, on Dec. 29,
at which time the present Don Lee
contract with CBS expires. Coincidently, KNX, Los Angeles, and
KSFO, San Fi-ancisco, will become
the CBS outlets, in lieu of KHJ,
Los Angeles, and KFRC, San
Francisco, the Don Lee stations.
Two other Don Lee stations —
KGB, San Diego and KDB, Santa
Barbara — also will join Mutual.
Contractual arrangements
have been made by Mutual with
KFEL-KVOD, Denver, for Mutual
service when the lines are put
through to the Coast. The line
haul from Chicago to the Coast,
it is reported, involves an annual
rental of approximately $200,000,
to be absorbed by the stations en
route. Conversations have been
had by Mutual with stations in
St. Louis, Des Moines, Omaha,
Kansas City and Salt Lake City
about its service, and in at least
one or two cases it is confidently
expected that program service will
start when the network expands.
Under the FCC decision approving the KNX sale to CBS, the
date for the transfer is set at
Sept. 15. It is entirely possible
that CBS may make arrangements
with Don Lee to terminate the
existing contract and switch to
KNX and KSFO prior to the Dec.
29 contract expiration. In such
event, Mutual's service to Don Lee
probably would begin earlier.
Owens Dresden, manager of KHJ,
was in the East last month to discuss the switch with CBS and MBS.

Don

WKY-KLZ

ALSO ACQUIRE
KVOR
PURCHASE of KVOR, Colorado
Springs by the Oklahoma City
Oklahomav interests, who operate
WKY, Oklahoma City, and KLZ,
Denver, was disclosed in an application filed July 16 with the FCC.
The reported price was $80,000.
Approval pends FCC action.
A new corporation called Out
West Broadcasting Co. was set up
as the purchaser, with E. K. Gavlord, Edgar T. Bell and H. M.
Peck, all officials of the Daily Oklahoman, each holding 33% of the
stock. The Rev. S. H. Patterson,
operator of the station, purchased
it about four years ago from the
then owners of KLZ, who late last
year sold KLZ to Mr. Gaylord and
his associates for $200,000. It is
also planned to affiliate the station
with the Colorado Sjjrings Gazette
& Telegraph, which at one time
was published by Mr. Gaylord and
in which he still has an interest.
KMPC Option Exercised
KMPC, Los Angeles, will be purchased by George A. Richards
and Leo J. Fitzpatrick, principal
owners of WJR, Detroit, and
WGAR, Cleveland, subject to FCC
approval, at a cost of approximately $100,000, it was learned authoritatively July 27. The Richards-Fitzpatrick group, which has
held an option on the station for
nearly a year, exercised it July 20
— when it was to expire. Plans in
connection with the station have
not been divulged. It operates on
710 kc, limited time with 500
watts, and will be purchased from
the Pacific Southwest Discount
Corp., auto loan agency. WOR,
Newark, is the dominant station
on the 710 kc. channel.
WFOR is the new call letter of
the former WPFB, Hattiesburg,
Miss., operated by Forrest BroadCo. with
ited on casting
1370
kc. 100 watts unlim-
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By Transamerican
Clark Negotiates With Pacific
Group; Expands Client List
ALREADY entrenched in the representation field as the first phase
of its broad - gauged project of
forming an all-purpose broadcasting sales and operations organization, Transamerican Broadcasting
& Television Corp. has entered negotiations with the Don Lee Broadcasting System
forafter that
national
representation
network
joins Mutual Broadcasting System
toward the end of the year.
John L. Clark, former WLW
general manager and president of
Transamerican, who returned to
New York
JulyLee25 officials
from conferences with Don
in Los
Angeles, declared that negotiations
were still in progress. Transamerican already has made arrangements to represent Mutual on certain accounts which had been handled by Mr. Clark while with
WLW, including such clients as
Procter & Gamble, Dodge Motor
Car and Planter's Peanuts, it was
learned, but will not represent it
nationally.
Mr. Clark also discussed representation while in Los Angeles
with KFBW, Warner Bros, station, and KMTR, both regional independents. Nothing definite, however, was arranged, but it is indicated that within a fortnight
some definite decision will be made. Future Activities
HAVING absorbed the Chicago
representation firm of Reiter & '
Jaeger, Transamerican also represents WLW nationally, but not exclusively, while it is representing
WHAM, Rochester, and WCAU,
Philadelphia, in Chicago, having
taken over these duties from
Reiter & Jaeger. Virgil Reiter, a
partner of this firm, has been
transferred to New York for
Transamerican, which has its of-,
fices in the French Bldg., while
C. P. Jaeger is continuing in
charge of the Chicago office.
Details were still lacking officially concerning future activities
of Transamerican. It is still broadly hinted that it will enter the.i
transcription field and may also1
acquire its own recording equip- j
ment.
A transcription library!
service at this time, however, does I
not appear to be a part of thel
projected service. Mr. Clark has I
not yet divulged the identity of l
in Transamerican.'!
principals
other from
aside
himself
and E. J. Ros- I
presi-'
vice
enberg,who its
dent,
leftexecutive
the general
management of the Society of Europear
Stage Authors & Composers to accept the post. Mr. Clark has stated
that a number of station operators and others prominent in radic
are identified with Transamerican
which he said had financial backing amounting to $2,000,000. Sta
tion management
and operatior
originally was contemplated as on<
of the salient phases of proposec
Transamerican operations.
AN INCREASE in rates amount
ing to about 40% was announcec
July 29 by WBNX, New Ydrl
City, to become effective Sept. 1
with the station's four
coincident
fold boost in power to 1,000 watts
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Jewelry

Harris-Goar
Gets

6,000

On

Boosts
Fan

Jewelry

Letters

WHEN Harris-Goar
Co. (retail
jewelers) moved
into its new
i|iuarters last year at 1011 Main
Street, Kansas City, Mo., the management decided to modernize the
merchandising setup as well as the
lew store. J. E. Goar, vice presient and treasurer, who handles
ublicity for the firm, determined
o try radio. Although sold to the
ilt on newspaper advertising and
;jeing a constant user since the
'rm's inception in 1901, it was not
ulling.
Every jewelry store was using
ensational display ads, all had
he best bargains and Mr. Goar
ealized it was time to launch a
fierchandising program that was
ovel, different, practicable and elective.
He consulted with the staff of
VRB, which evolved a plan that
eemed to hit the nail on the head,
[owever, Mr. Goar decided to go
n the air on a more or less tentave basis, to see whether or not
he program would click.
Successful Test
LTHOUGH started in June, 1935,
jfter a test period of several
eeks, the stunt has proved so
rentable and effective that it has
;en a daily feature (except Sunay) ever since. Now over 75% of
ue firm's advertising appropriaon goes to radio. Even on a non)mmercial program, it is hard
;jjiese days to get an appreciable
mount of fan mail. But on the
Harris-Goar The Voice of Kansas
nty program, over six thousand
tters are received monthly. The
imes and addresses are placed on
jke company's permanent mailing
bt and the direct-mail broadsides
,iat follow-up have been highly
iitisf actory.
The whole program takes place
'atside of the store just a few
eps from the prominent thorough•.res of Tenth & Main streets,
flfoe crowds around the portable
-icrophone have ample opportunity
look at both display windows
fad see the values exhibited,
a A_ telephone line connects the
iudio to the store where an ent Isneer sits at a control panel on
e second floor. A stock model
dio is hooked up inside of the
ore and placed near the doorway
i the outside.
This radio gives
e commercial broadcast from the
udio and is turned off or very
w while the question and answer
ogram is on the air. Thus the
& pwd hears the sidewalk program
j rect and the commercial continuifrom the studio. The receiver
so enables the sidewalk reporter,
the announcer is called, to tune
effectively without the use of
pensive electric signals or special
rangements. A receiver is placed
side the store for the benefit of
e crowd there.
The program is announced at
e studio and continues from the
lewalk microphone. The radio
porter first reads the announcemt regarding the winner of "yes•day's" prize, then the question
ROADCASTING

the
Air -And
Off
By
DEVELLE
THATCHER
Sales

Monthly

for

IT WAS

something

decided

to try radio

Kansas

More

Than

Prospect

for Harris-Goar's
weren't

Trays

Third;

List

of an experiment

City. Visual media

a

the

when

J. E. Goar

jewelry

producing

store in

and

some-

thing had to be done. It was! And if you're in Kansas
City and want to see some action, just walk by HarrisGoar's store when the sidewalk program is on the air,
and then have a chat with Mr. Goar. The daily broadcast is moving diamonds and silverware and optical service and the other things that jewelry stores sell. Mr.
Goar

goes

Harris-Goar

in

for

extensive

store and

here

selected, and those grouped around
the "mike", answer. Five minutes
of this and then a one-minute
"commercial". Another five minutes of answering the question and
another commercial. The program
is concluded by announcing the
name of the winner of the daily
question, and reading of "tomorrow's" question. There are three big incentives
that make the program such a big
success. (1) Convenient downtown
location — easy access to microphone. (2) Daily prize given to the
lucky one whose question is selected and a grand prize at the end
of the week for best question of the
week. (3) In addition to answering the question, the participants
identify themselves and get a big
kick out of knowing the folks at
home are hearing their respective
voices.
A printed slip passed out among
the crowd giving the mimeographed
"Question For Today" states that
"The Federal Communications
Commission prohibits point - to point communication. Therefore
Please Do Not Say Hello To Your
The daily prize is choice of six
Friends."
silver plated Roger's teaspoons, a
dollar compact or a dollar pencil.
The weekly grand prize for the
best question is a diamond ring
valued at $25.
Five questions from letters
picked at random out of the files
are: "Do you think it is fair to
other merchants for a drug store
to sell merchandise other than
what should be in a drug store?"

merchandising

is the way

he does

for

the

it.

"Do you think that folks that have
large lots of children should live
out in the sticks to please neighbors?" "Should mothers smoke in
the presence of their own children
or the children's associates?"
"What is your opinion of women
smoking — does it detract from their
feminine charm?" "What is the
greatest thing in life?"
Women Interested
THE BULK of the crowd are
women and it is well known that
women do the greater part of the
buying. In response to my question regarding the profit possibilities of the radio stunt, Mr. Goar
stated: "Our out-of-town business,
which must obviously be cash, has
increased 10% and we have drawn
new customers from a radius of 250
miles. Our business is easily at
least $1,000 ahead in volume over
a year ago at this time. Our
jewelry business enjoys more than
a 33 1/3% greater volume and
other departments have secured as
high as a 25% increase. Our
Christmas program featuring a live
Santa Claus increased our fan mail
over 100% and completely sold out
ourLike
toy many
department."
jewelry stores, Harris-Goar has a well-advertised and
profitable optical department and
the optometrist in charge comes
in for his share of the radio advertising. Broadcast advertising
of types of merchandise is of
course scheduled according to the
season of the year and according
to well known daily events. For
instance, 20 fur coats were sold as

SIDEWALK FANS — Harris-Goar sells jewelry with an inquiring reporter program every day on WHB, Kansas City, and here is part of a
typical sidewalk audience at one of the sponsor's broadcasts.
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MR. GOAR
the result of two broadcasts costing $16.
Dollar Day is tied up with the
city-wide campaign, which generally happens once a month. Mr.
Goar stated this promotional measure stepped up business on dollar
items during the event as high as
50%. The optical department is
featured after Sunday's hard day
of reading the newspapers. Washing machines are featured on Mondays and Tuesdays after the wife
is suffering from aches and pains
as the result of doing her own distasteful washing. Saturday is pay
day and that is a good day for
jewelry.
Here is the copy contained in the
form letter which follows up the
letters sent in by interested listeners:"Dear Friend : The interesting quesin to our Radio Retionporter
you sent
was very much appreciated.
Naturally, we hope that it wins our
daily or weekly prize, but if not, do
not be discouraged and do not stop
sending in your questions. Tou never
can tell when good fortune may favqr
your questions, and then besides, it is
a lot of fun. Somebody wins each
day and some lucky person gets the
beautiful Harris-Goar diamond ring
each Saturday, so do not quit sending in your questions because the
very day you quit may be the very
day"Weyouhope
might
thatwin.
your interest in our
radio program will lead you to trade
at our store. The purpose of every
radio program is to increase business,
and while all sponsors are glad to
furnish the entertainment, they cannot continue unless the public shows
their appreciation with trade.
"To show our appreciation of your
interest, we inclose a token which has
a value of 50c as first payment on a
purchase of $5 or more, or should
you purchase $10 or more, we will
allow you a credit of $1 as first payment if you bring this letter with you
with the token. We feel that your
interest in our program entitles you
to a substantial discount on your get
acquainted purchase.
"You can buy for yourself and
family and charge it all on one account and pay on terms to suit your
Enclosed with the letter is a circonvenience."
cular featuring on the front page
(Continued on page 57)
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New
Is

Lineup

of Yankee

Announced

by

Mr.

Network
Shepard

Regional Net Includes 13 Stations With WNAC
Five-Station Colonial Network Also Formed
COMPLETION of a new lineup of
stations for the Yankee Network,
which will be reorganized after
WNAC and WEEI of Boston
switch their CBS and NBC-Red
network affiliations respectively
when Daylight Saving Time ends
Sept. 27, was announced July 27
by John Shepard 3d. The new regional network will comprise 13
stations, keyed from WNAC, and
it will embrace most of the stations of the present Yankee Network plus three of the stations of
the former New England Network
which was a cooperative hookup of
five NBC-Red stations keyed from
WEEI.
At the same time, Mr. Shepard
announced, a second regional network to be known as the Colonial
Network will be inaugurated under his auspices. Keyed from
WAAB, the second Shepard-owned
station in Boston, it will include
three independent stations of the
new Yankee Network plus WTHT,
new Hartford Times station, and
will add others if and when time
is available.
The Colonial Network will be
the New England outlet of Mutual
Broadcasting System, of which
WAAB became the Boston outlet
July 1. While Mr. Shepard has a
gentlemen's agreement with NBC
under which WNAC will not link
with Mutual, he is under no such
obligations with respect to his
other Boston station. Whether
other stations of the new Yankee
Network, which subscribe to NBC
and CBS services, will occasionally hook into the Colonial Network
and the Mutual Network, depends
upon their NBC and CBS commitments and their ability to clear
time for Mutual commercials.

Key;

preserved intact, except that
WPRO is dropped as a Providence
optional; WORC is supplanted by
WTAG in Worcester; WDRC is
supplanted by WTIC in Hartford,
and WRDO, Augusta, is dropped,
while WCSH gives Yankee its first
outlet in Portland. WJAR, Providence, now on NBC-Red and formerly on the New England Network, stays with NBC-Red while
WPRO, Providence, becomes a
CBS basic on Jan. 1, 1937 when
WEAN goes on the Blue.
The Colonial Network lineup,
in addition to WAAB and WTHT,
will include three of the independents also on the Yankee Network —
WLLH, WNBH and WSAR. Others
will be added to this five-station
hookup if and when time is available, and Colonial will be sold
both for regional accounts and for
Mutual accounts. Since most of the
favored time of the other stations
on Yankee will be taken up by
NBC, CBS, and Yankee programs,
and with WTHT also joining the
Inter-City Group, it is not anticipated that Colonial will be able
to expand very frequently for
Mutual accounts.
Further shifts in the lineups of
the two New England regional
hookups are possible, but Mr.
Shepard's plans envisage keeping
the new Yankee Network intact
since it is expected that most of
the present Yankee Network commercial accounts and practically
all of its sustainings will simply
be taken over by the newly reorganized Yankee Network. Edward
Petry & Co. will continue to repally. resent the Yankee Network nation-

HEADS

BLACKMAN
RADIO
JOHN McMILLIN, for the last
seven years with Blackman Advertising Inc., New York, and recently working in the radio department, on Aug. 1 becomes radio
director of that agency. He succeeds Carlo de Angelo, who joined
Blackman two years ago, coming
over from the New York office of
N. W. Ayer & Son. Mr. Angelo
has resigned and has not indicated
his future plans.
With Mr. McMillin taking over
the radio helm, Frank Newton,
Blackman spot time buyer, is
shifted back to his former duties
as contact on the Procter & Gamble Co. account. Spot efforts have
been placed in the hands of Roy
Schultz of the media department.
F. B. Dyck Hoff has been appointed business manager of the
Blackman radio department, having been transferred from contact
work. He has been with the agency
for the last year, coming over from
Young & Rubicam.
Lehii & Fink Block
LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Co.,
New York (cosmetics, proprietaries), following the example of
General Mills and several other
firms with a number of branded
products, has bought a 45-minute
block on CBS, 11:45-12:30 noon,
Mondays through Fridays, on a
special 48 - station network. The
first quarter - hour will promote
Lysol, the second Pebeco toothpaste and the third Hinds Honey
& Almond cream. Dr. Daniel Dafoe, physician to the Dionne quintuplets, will speak from Callandar,
Ont. on the Lysol period. Lennen
& Mitchell Inc., New York, is the
agency for Pebeco and Lysol, William Esty & Co. for Hinds. The
starting date of the 45-minute
CBS series has not been announced.
The current Lysol series, Life of
Mary Sothem on Mutual Network
was renewed Aug. 3, going to
WLW, WGN, WCAE and WGAR.

The New Setup
THE NEW Yankee Network lineup:
WNAC, Boston, which on Sept. 27
joins NBC-Red in lieu of its present
affiliation with CBS. Now also key
of Yankee Network.
WEAN, Providence, also a Shepard-owned station, which on or before
the end of 1936 joins NBC-Blue in
lien of its present CBS affiliation.
Now on Yankee.
WIOC, Bridgeport, also Shepardowned, which on or before the end of
1936 joins NBC-Blue in lieu of its
present CBS affiliation. Now on YanWMAS, Springfield, now a CBS
supplemental, also on Yankee.
WFEA, Manchester, N. H., a CBS
basic supplemental, now on Yankee.
WTIC. Hartford, an NBC-Red basic, formerly on The New England
Network.
WTAG. Worcester, an NBC-Red
basic, formerly on The New England
Network.
V/CSH, Portland, an NBC-Red
basic, formerly on The New England
Network.
WLBZ, Bangor, a CBS basic supplemental, now on Yankee.
WNBH, New Bedford, Mass., an
independent, now on Yankee.
WSAR, Fall River, an independent,
now on Yankee.
WLLH, Lowell, an independent
now on Yankee.
WATR, Waterbury, an independent now on Yankee.
Thus the present Yankee Network of 12 stations is practically
Page
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Chase
Takes

&

Sanborn

Good

Will

Coffee
Court

On NBC-Red
Network
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York, soon to discontinue its Major Bowes Amateurs on an NBCRed network, Sundays, 8-9 p. m.,
on Sent. 20 plans to substitute
Good Will Court, former sustaining program on WMCA, New
York, which currently is broadcast
by Inter-City and Mutual under
sponsorshio
of Macfadden
tions Inc.,. New
York (TruePublicaStory
magazine)
The court was created by A. L.
Alexander, of WMCA, who acts as
conductor and handles narration of
grievances by anonymous persons
whose stories are weighed by legal
experts. Fees paid court judge?
are usually turned over to charity.
Macfadden has merchandised the
coui't to listeners by means of
novel stunts ranging from free
pocket dictionaries to telegram
broadsides. Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., New York, is the Macfadden
agency and J. Walter Thompson Co.
is agency for Standard Brands.
The Court may also stay on Inter-City on a sustaining basis after Macfadden signs off Aug. 30
unless Chase & Sanborn assumes
sponsorship in the meantime.

Fifth CBS Theatre
CBS has leased the old Manhattan
Theatre in New York, the fifth
theatre from which it broadcasts
network programs in that city j
Others are CBS Playhouse, 45th
St. Theatre, Amsterdam Roof anc
Little Theatre.
Tentatively th<
new studio has been named CB£
Theatre of the Air and has a seat
ing capacity of 1180, largest 01
any
of its theatrical studios
from
are Eddieto beCantor
for
broadcas'
Among it programs
Texas Oil, Rubinoff for Chevrolet
Gillette Community Sing and th<
Chrysler Corp. Major Bowes serie:,
which goes on 81 CBS station!
Sept. 6. Johns-Manville Corp. en.j
gineers are correcting acoustics in
the Manhattan Theatre and makj
ing it immune to noise from elej
vated and subway trains.

Chrysler Starts Sept. 13
CHRYSLER Corp., New Yori
will start the Major Bowes ama J
teur program on 81 CBS station I
Sept. 13, just four days after th I
Major's last broadcast on NBC I
Red
Sanborn,No. fo-J
whom for
the Chase
series &developed
place in popularity during its 1 I
months. The Chrysler series wi J
use the 9-10 p. m. period on CB |
Thursdays and will be broadcas I
from the new CBS Theatre of th I
Air, formerly the Manhattan Tht I
atre. Commercials will be inst I
tutional for Chrysler automobile I
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., New Yorll
is the agencv.

WILL COURT— A. L. Alexander, director of the Good Will Court,
by Macfadden's True
sponsored on WMCA, New York, and aInter-City
half-hour of the program on
Story Magazine, which also sponsors
Mutual network, is leaning over a woman litigant who is telling her
troubles to the two judges seated opposite her. Charles Stark, announcer,
standing by upright microphone. Three microphones are used, two of
woman's
the the
in front of of
table sponsorship
the over
thirdwillon take
and the
them plainly
hands.
Chase visible
& Sanborn
Coffee
Court
on NBC-Red at 8 p. m. (EDST) Sundays starting Sept. 20.
GOOD

BROADCASTING

Mutual-Don Lee Series I
MURINE Co., Chicago (eye wash I
will return to Mutual network No 1
4 with its Listen to This music; v
program. When Mutual is extern I
ed to the West Coast the prograil
will be the first commercial to til
carried on Don Lee network ui I
der the new Mutual setup of P: I
cific stations. Some of the pr< I
grams will originate in Hollywoo 1:
Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago, |
agency. [See listing on page 54.. |
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Advertisin]
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Census
L4,561

Employed

Payroll

1935

Net

Shows

Is

by

$86,492,653

Stations,

$26,911,392

in

Nets;

Year

Revenues

of Networks and Stations
Amount Received By
Stations
Total Revenue
N etworks
Amount Percent
Amount Percent
OTAL
$86,492,653 100.0
$56,293,373 100.0
$30,199,280
27,216,035
52,401,508
ale of Time — total 79,617,543 92.1
93.1
22 2
Nat. and Reg. Net. 39,737,867 45.9
27,216,035
12,521,832
24.6
Nat. and Reg. Spot 13,805.200 16.1
13,805,200
46.3
Local
26,074,476 30.1
26,074.476
ile of Talent )
4.6
2,597,708
2.3
6,875,110 7.9
2,983,245
Revenue
1,294,157
;jther
1 Revenue from sale of talent and "other" revenue are combined for networks.
OTAL net revenue of broadcast
ations and networks for 1935
mounted to $86,492,653, the U. S.
ensus Bureau announced July 21
• the United States Summary Re"-prt
of the includes
broadcasting
cdie report
eight industry.
national
Id regional networks
and 561
ations, and covers all broadcast
ations and networks which sold
[me during
1935, except three
nail stations which failed to subJit schedules of their 1935 operabns. In charge of the broadcast
nsus was C. H. Sandage, chief
the Census Bureau's Division of
jmmunications.
In his address to the NAB convenon July 6 Mr. Sandage had said:
The total non-network time sales
514 stations amounted to $36,6,958. This incomplete figure
only $308,465 less than the estiate of station time sales for 1935
ade by your association [NAB],
h industry — esoeciallv an adver;ing industry — that understates
i-ther than overstates its size and
'iportance is a rarity." Dr. Her.an Hettinger, NAB economist,
timated the industry's total gross
Ilings for 1935 at $87,523,848, as
mpared with the U. S. Census
Ture of $86,492,653 for net time
lies [gross billings minus time
id quantity discounts].
The networks and stations tother employed an average of
,561 persons with an annual
yroll in 1935 of $26,911,392.
nJy five of the eight networks
;ported separate employment, the
^her three allocating their personal to affiliated stations. The five
tworks making separate reports
v personnel employed 2,001 nerfps with an annual pavroll of
,420,279.
The 561 broadcast stations emoyed 12,560 persons with an anal payroll of $21,491,113. About
'% of this sum was paid to fulllie and 8% to part-time emryes.
(Revenue from the sale of radio
ne was divided as follows: Nanal and regional networks, $39," 867; national and regional spot
vertising (non-network), $13,5.200; local advertising, $26,4,476. Thus, almost one - half
3.9%) of all radio time sales,
ien measured in terms of revee, were made through radio netrks. Of this, $27,216,035, or
59c was available to them to
er cost of programs, wire, and
ler network facilities. The balce was paid to broadcast stans for the use of station faciliROADCASTING

ties in broadcasting network programs.
Broadcast stations sold $39,879,676 wTorth of time and received
$12,521,832 from networks as payment for carrying network commercial programs. They received
$26,074,476 from local advertisers
and $13,805,200 from national and
regional advertisers who "spotted"
their advertising, i. e. purchased
time directly from individual stations. Such "spot" advertising accounted for 24.6% of station revenue, in contrast to 46.3% from
local advertisers and 22.2% from
networks.
Revenue from sources other than
the sale of time amounted to
$6,875,110. Of this sum, $2,983,245 was received by networks and
$3,891,865 by broadcast stations.
This revenue was derived largely
from the sale of regular network
and station talent, program-building for advertisers, and line
charges for carrying programs to
a number of stations.
Sales of Large Stations
IT IS significant to note the high
percentage of revenue received
by stations located in the larger
cities. The 91 stations located in
12 of the 13 cities of more than
500,000 population shown in this
report received $20,584,297 from
the sale of time. Thus these stations, numbering 16.3% of all stations, accounted for almost 40% of
total station business.
Five states accounted for 42 %
of total station revenue. New
York led with 10.6%, followed
closely by California with 8.9%,
Ohio with 8.5%., Illinois with
7.4%, and Pennsylvania with 6.6%.
In local advertising, however, New
York and California were almost
identical, these two States accounting for one-fifth of total local
advertising revenue.
All revenue figures are in terms
of net billings; i. e., gross billings
after all promotional discounts,
but before agency discounts have
been deducted. Sale of talent represents only sales made by networks and stations. Artist bureaus
organized as separate agencies are
not included in this report.
Station talent, consisting of artists and announcers, totaled 5,864,
or nearly one-half (44.6%) of
total station employes. Of these,
however, 2,309 were employed on
a part-time basis.
Technicians engaged in the operation and maintenance of broad-
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Advertising

Net

Station

Net
Revenue

in

from

1935

the Sale

( STATIONS ONLY)
No.
Total
Area
Percent
Sta. 100%,
Amount
100.00
United States
.68
$52,401,508
561
Alabama
439
355.427
Arizona
217.837
.42
7
185.058
Arkansas
11
.35
8.86
4,645,774
California
4.65
Los Angeles
11
2,434,186
1.82
953.266
San Francisco
7
2.40
Remainder of State 25
1,258,322
593.226
Colorado
12
1.13
592.304
Connecticut
6
10
3
Delaware
739.530
District of Columbia
4
1.41
(2)
Florida
579.698
1.12
1.11
Georgia
12
585,115
126.968
7.38
Idaho
.24
186
Illinois
6.37
30
Chicago
3,865.703
12
3,336.988
Remainder of State 10
1.01
528.715
1.60
Indiana
14
Iowa
839.300
1,172,235
2.24
129
381,830
1.43
Kansas
.73
Kentucky
748,336
6
Louisiana
493.450
249,512
Maine
.48
5
8
.94
Maryland and Delaware
1.67
873,401
Baltimore
.16
4
790,036
1.51
Remainder
of Md. and
Del.
4
4.17
83,365
Massachusetts
14
3.15
17
2,184,112
Boston
1.02
7
1,649,193
Remainder of State
7
Michigan
534.919
5.43
2,843.179
Detroit
5
1.13
4.29
2,248.939
Remainder of State 12
.26
594.240
Minnesota
8
1,106.738
Mississippi
135.763
4.07
107
2.11
Missouri
14
2,133,105
1.56
St. Louis
4
816.483
1,316.622
Remainder of State 10
2.51
207.782
Montana
6
Nebraska
.97
509,709
10
1
Nevada
.40
.12
New
4.56
3
New Hampshire
Jersey
62.454
(1)
New Mexico
2,392.036
.09
10.57
185
46.341
New York
39
1.67
Buffalo
5,546.064
4
875,598
New York City
5.93
3,105.394
1.27
Remainder of State 17
2.99
1,565,072
North Carolina
665.866
9
255.780
North Dakota
6
.49
1.97
19
Ohio
4,435,483
8.46
Cleveland
1,034.512
144
Remainder of State 15
6.49
Oklahoma
1.32
3,400.971
12
1.50
785.098
10
Oregon
692.436
Pennsylvania
3.43
33
6.64
Philadelphia
3,484.647
1.99
Pittsburgh
1.796.785
1.23
5
1,042.778
Remainder of State 18
645.084
495.250
Rhode Island
.95
3
.25
South Carolina
185.964
5
.35
South Dakota
130,368
1.72
6
Tennessee
901.108
12
Texas
4.24
30
2,220.821
500,268
3
.95
81.055
Utah
Vermont
5
Virginia
1.03
10
539.068
14
Washington
.15
1,103.411
2.11
West Virginia
1.96
6
.66
344,358
.13
Wisconsin
68.262
1,023,527
Wyoming and Nevada 203
Experimental Stations
.15
4
76,751

of Time

50.24%
Nat.
and

49.76%
Local

$26,327,033 $26,074,475
Reg. 87,350
Adv. 1
8,077
26
150,355
102,857
67,482
82,201
2,056,755
2,589,019
1,282,586
1,151,600
557,626
395,640
347,529
Adv. 2
910,793
228,785
376,260
364,441
216,044
3
s
445,826
293,704
275,447
304,251
321,541
263,574
103,012
23,956
2,117,393
1,748,310
461,985
2,050,663
1,286,325
66,730
401,176
438,124
426,557
745,678
172,864
479,628
282,050
136,242
426,383
412,135
14,248
996,828
753,942
242,886
1,180,524
1,104,188
76,336
364,621
69,625
858,553
478,403
380,150
63,629
289,332
1
22,675
11,085
1,419,701
2,928,155
413,961
1,570,690
943,504
278,474
126,691
3,239,724
548,761
294,835
2,690,963
284,914
1,831,417
1,045,496
637,862
148,059
267,886

208,966
268,708
211,400
113,270
447,018
377,901
69,117
1,187,284
895,251
292,033
1,662,655
1,144,751
517,904
742,117
66,138
1,274,552
838,219
436,333
144,153
220,377
*
39,778
972,335
35,256
2,617.909
461,637
621.568
1,534,704
387,392
129,089
1,195,759
485,751
710,008
490,263
407,522
751,289
1,653,230
404,916
497,025
227,365
133,452

52,512
37,832
470,962
955,030
281,675
10,945
251,547
486,923
117,764
484,965

92,536
430,146
1,265,791
218.593
70,100
287,521
616,488
226,594
538.562
58,896
9,366
70,407
1 National and regional advertising represents the amount received by stations from
networks as payment for network commercial programs carried by the stations as well
as time sold directly by stations to national and regional advertisers.6,344
Network and nonnetwork time sales are combined to avoid disclosure of individual figures.
2
Local
advertising
directly from stations. revenue was received from local advertisers who purchased time
Data other figures.
than number of stations are combined with Maryland to avoid disclosure
of 3 individual
Data other figures.
than number of stations are combined with Wyoming to avoid disclosure
of 4 individual

cast stations made up the second
largest functional group in numbers
and payroll. They accounted for
18.4% of all employes and received
19.8% of the total payroll for the
week. Other functional groups reported by the stations include
office and clerical workers, supervisors, and executives. Salesmen,
continuity writers, and persons
performing a variety of functions,

"other"been
have
grouped
employes.

together as

The average weekly pay of fulltime station employes in different
functional groups ranged from $24
for office and clerical workers, to
$96 for executives. Supervisors
received an average of $62 per
week, station artists $41 per week,
and station technicians $35 per
(Continued on page 18)
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Charges

A. T. & T. Inquiry Covers All Phases of Broadcast
Line Service for Local and Network Operations
A SWEEPING inquiry by the FCC
into broadcast service aspects of
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co. operations, particularly broadcast line charges, has been initiated as part of the FCC telephone
investigation ordered by Congress.
In a letter sent July 15 to all
broadcast stations the FCC sought
detailed information on relations
with A. T. & T. and other wire
companies. A four-page questionnaire accompanied the letters. Replies were requested by Aug. 15.
Presumably, the broadcasting
phase of the A. T. & T. investigation will be launched by the FCC
when the inquiry is resumed in
September. Thus far it has hardly
been touched upon. Roughly, it is
estimated that some ten millions
are expended annually by stations
and networks for telephone lines,
with this sum probably augmented
by the recent outcroppings of regional networks and of Mutual
Broadcasting System, as well as
the expansion of the Blue Network
of NBC. Moreover, greater use of
remotes is being made by networks and stations, swelling the
totals received by A. T. & T.
Rate Questions
THERE have been sporadic outbursts from the broadcasting industry against A. T. & T. line and
connection charges, primai-ily on
the ground that the company has
never shown how it arrives at its
rates. Early this year, A. T. & T.
announced a reduction in Class C,
or "talk" circuit rates, which followed a readjustment on rates to
stations in Florida because of elimination of a "back-haul" charge
previously assessed. This issue
had been raised by station WCOA,
Pensacola, a CBS outlet, and was
adjusted voluntarily by A. T. & T.
The original appropriation of
$750,000 for the FCC Telephone
investigation already has been exhausted, and another $400,000 was
appropriated at the end of the last
session of Congress for use until
next February. Samuel Becker is
the acting special counsel for the
FCC handling the investigation,
and he instituted the broadcast
questionnaire.
The questionnaire covers every
field of telephone line work in
which stations and networks engage and all issues over which
there has been debate. In the covering letter, John B. Reynolds,
acting secretary, brings out that
the work is being undertaken as
part of the Congressional mandate
that it make an investigation "of
the relations between broadcasters
and wire companies." In addition
to the questions specifically asked,
stations were invited to make any
additions to questions, or comments on subjects not covered in
the questionnaire.
"Has any Bell System telephone
company denied your station radio
broadcast channels or other facilities or services upon reasonable
request therefor at any time during the period Jan. 1, 1925 to
date?" is the initial question. "If
your answer is yes, state fully the
circumstances
and
the reasons
Page
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given
the telephone
company."
The by
inquiry
covers such
things
as whether stations have used facilities of wire companies such as
Postal or Western Union in lieu of
A. T. & T.; reasons why such service was used instead of telephone
facilities; comparative costs of
such facilities, and satisfaction of
such service.
aiming at oft-reApparently
ported refusal of A. T. & T. to
connect its wires with those of
other companies, the questionnaire
asks several questions on this subject. It asks also whether any
Bell company has refused to connect or to allow connection of its
facilities with those of another
wire company, and the circumstances and reasons. On this same
theme it asks whether the stations
own wire facilities and whether
these have been connected with A.
T. & T. circuits or with the circuits of other companies.
On the question of service, the
FCC asks about interruptions to
service of over two minutes, giving details of the facilities and the
programs involved; whether complaint was made to the wire company; whether the wire company
admitted responsibility, and whether the station was compensated for
the interruptions.
Use of Shortwaves
POSSIBILITY of using shortwaves for the connecting link between stations, such as is done by
the Corn Belt Wireless Network
keyed from WHO, Des Moines, is
raised by the FCC which asks stations to supply information as to
whether shortwave transmitters
and receivers have been used in
lieu of wire facilities. All phases
of this important prospective development are covered in queries.
Among other things the questionnaire goes deeply into the subject of reversible circuits for twoway transmission, whether there
is assessed a special switching
charge on reversals, and whether
stations have been obligated to obtain a four-wire circuit, each pair
to be used for one-way transmisGRATITUDE

TO

SIDEWALK BROADCAST — To
end all sidewalk broadcasts, is how
F. D. Conard, owner of KIUL,
Garden City, Kan., labels this picture. Mr. Conard, a professional
photographer, superimposed an enlargement of Mr. Hopper, who this
year is plaguing Kansas no less
than the rest of the country, on
the negative of a shot showing C.
M. Games, KIUL director, in a
man-on-the-street interview.
sions of programs, as a result of
the refusal of the telephone company to permit the use of reversible two-wire circuits in both directions, or as a result of addititional switching charge imposed
for such reversal.
On equipment, stations are asked
if they have ever been required to
install special equipment or a particular make of apparatus before
connecting its own facilities with
the station.
Then follows a series of questions on charges for service, installation and equipment, which
strike at the root of most of the
dispute over the broadcast line
rates. These questions follow in
full:
Are you able to check or verify,
either from the Bell company or by
your own devices, whether the facilities supplied by the telephone company are of the grade and quality for
which you have contracted and paid?
Have there been any instances where
you have thought or actually found
that facilities supplied by the telephone company were of a grade and
quality lower than that for which you
had contracted?
Has any Bell telephone company
ever installed a filter or other device
to reduce the quality of a channel,
for example, a Schedule A channel to
a Schedule
C channel,
order to
vide a service
not ininexcess
of prothe
characteristics contracted for?
Have you any reason to believe that
the rates charged your station by the
telephone company have been different
THE

SPONSOR

Elderly Couple Never Miss a Barn Dance
Show Appreciation
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
I came across an incident today
at lunch that I thought might interest you.
I was having lunch at a drugstore counter when an elderly lady
and gentlemen took the seats next
to me.
As I was munching my sandwich, these two people ordered an
Alka-Seltzer apiece. They sat before their filled glasses a few moments, and then started to go out.
Mind
you,
they hadn't even touched
their glasses!
I've been around a bit and seen
a lot, but this was something new
to me. So little Oscar ups to the
elderly couple and questions them

and They

in a Novel Way
on this peculiar incident.
The old fellow came back with
a few lines that I think are worthy
of plenty of thought.
He said to me, "Son, my wife
and I have never yet missed a
broadcast of the Barn Dance each
Saturday night. We get more pleasure out of that hour than anything else during the week. Now,
this doesn't cost us a penny, and
so every week, my wife and I buy
a glass each of Alka Seltzer, even
though we never drink it, just out
of Itourstruck
gratitude
to the sponsors."
me between
the orbs.
I thought you might like it.
Murray Arnold,
July 27, 1936
WIP, Philadelphia

BROADCASTING

KW.

BOSTON,
ON

1470

GETS]
KC

WMEX,
Boston local, graduated
to the high-power regional class ;
July 22 when the FCC Broadcast
Division
granted
its applicatioi
for 1470 kc, with 5,000 watts daj
and night. Action was taken with
out a hearing, and when the in
stallation of the 5,000-watt trans
mitter is completed the statioi
will relinquish its present 100 wat
assignment on 1500 kc. Commis
sioner Case dissented.
An independent station, WME5
is managed by William S. and
Alfred J. Pote.
The station i \
owned by the Northern Corpora
tion. It is an outlet of the Inter
CityNew
Group,
from rectntl;
WMCA
in
York.keyed
WMEX
moved into new studios. A nev
location for its transmitter wa
coinci
the Division
by grant
approved
dent with the
and a directly
antenna will be installed.
Under FCC rules a 20-day pro
test period, dating from July 22
must elapse before the grant ca;
become final. During that time i
valid protests are filed the deci
sion may be held up or possibl
thrown to a hearing.
WSM Mutual Programs
SEVERAL commercial program
of Mutual Broadcasting Syster
may be broadcast over WSIV
Nashville, beginning this Fall, bu
subject to the 28-day option on th
station's time for certain hour
held by NBC, it is learned on goo
authority. WSM, it is stated o
behalf of the station, does not hav
in mind leaving the NBC networl
planning simply to supplement it;
schedule with MBS commercial
where they do not conflict. It wi
not subscribe to MBS sustainin
programs, under the plan.
from those charged other stations f(
like channels or services?
Has the telephone company rei
dered to your station any reguh
services or furnished any schedult
facilities for which no charge wt
made?
If so, give details.
Has your station ever been charge !
by the telephone company at highe
or at lower, rates than the charg<
specified in its Federal Communic
tions Commission tariffs for the grac
of facilities or services actually fu
nished?
If so, give details.
Do you consider the present methc
of computing interexchange chami*
charges
a circuit mileage basfair and on
reasonable?
Have there been any cases whe
your station has had to pay for
longer roundabout
connection wiij
consequent high fees, whereas an ai
line mileage basis of computatk
would have been more reasonable?
Please give details of any cases u
der the above question.
Have you protested to the telephoi,
company for charging you on unnece!
sarily roundabout circuit facilities? .
answer or satisfaction ha'
so, what
you
received?
Do you have any suggestions as
what system of charges might be co
sidered more reasonable than the pre
ent scheme?
So far as you know, is your stati<;
allowed the same time interval for tKj
payment of bills for channels, facii
ties, or service, or the same discou;
for prompt payment, as is accord^
other stations by the telephone cor,
pany?
Are there
any telephone
other charges
practices
of the
compai *
in connection with its radio broa,
cast services which you feel are di
criminatory,
explain fuily. or - burdensome ? Plea
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ASCAP

. Warners

Radio's 1935 Status
(Continued from page 15)
Accord
Near
Are
week. The average weekly income
of "other" employes is relatively
Negotiations Continue; Society
high because of the inclusion of
salesmen in this group.
Cuts Its Biggest Dividend
The analysis for the representaNEGOTIATIONS are still in progtive week does not include netress looking toward the return of
work personnel. In general, the
Warner Bros, music publishing
weekly salary is higher
average
while
but
ASCAP,
to
houses
for persons employed by networks
neither side would talk officially,
than for those employed by stait was indicated July 28 that an
tions. The average full-time staagreement might be reached any
tion employe was paid $38, and
day. Evidently the reluctance of the average network employe was
the Warner houses, which withdrew from ASCAP last Jan. 1, to
techweek.$60,Network
per received
paid $53 nicians
artists $91,
accede to the usual conditions of
and office and clerical workers $39.
membership, plus the fact that
ASCAP has declined to agree to
To avoid disclosure, this information cannot be shown in further
certain Warner stipulations, has
in the report. All employdetail
prevented the accord but the obment data herein apply strictly to
stacles are not considered insurmountable.
d and paid by raemploye
persons
dio stations
or networks.
The ASCAP board is not expected to meet again until Sept. 24
Number of Networks
but it has empowered E. C. Mills,
EIGHT organizations have been
ASCAP general manager, to proclassified as national or regional
ceed with conversations which
networks, and network data given
have as their objective a reunion
in this report apply to these eight
of the music performing rights
companies. Other organizations
groups. There is sentiment on the
tly listed as radio networks
frequen
ASCAP because
board itagainst
Warner's
but which serve only as informal
return
would obviously
sales organizations have not been
mean a reduction in the "cuts" of
classified here as networks.
respective publisher organizations
As of Dec. 31, 1935, there were
of ASCAP receipts. On July 10
625 broadcast stations in the
ASCAP cut the biggest dividend
United States that had permits
for a single quarter in its history,
either to operate or to construct
splitting $1,030,000. This was
$60,000 more than the preceding
stations. The Bureau of the Census received reports from all but
quarter. Because of an expected
three of these 625 stations. One
summer lull, it is likely that the
was located in Nebraska, one in
next quarter, due in October, will
Louisiana, and one in Ohio. All
be smaller.
were small stations and their
Legal Troubles
figures would not change totals to
t degree or affect
any importan
MEANWHILE, the Warner houses
conclusions. Of the 625 stations,
have been worrying along with
564 sold time. The remainder had
little performance of their music,
construction permits only, or were
slight revenue from broadcasting
inactive, or were non-commercial
stations or other users, internal
stations operated by churches,
dissension among its composer
schools or similar organizations.
members, and a horde of infringeThis report includes 561 stations,
ment suits against stations, hotels
or all but three of the total numand night clubs which have netted
ber selling time.
them nothing but grief. There
The United States summary will
hasn't been a single adjudication
be followed by a report in bookin the more than 200 infringement
let form in greater detail. "Nasuits, seeking damages of nearly
tional spot" and local advertising
$4,000,000. On the other hand
revenue will be shown by the folthere have been voluntary dismislowing types of advertising: Elecsals of numerous cases.
trical transcriptions, live talent,
Supplementing the dropping of
records, and spot announcements.
suits against certain stations on
Additional information concerning
alleged performance of My Wild
this important field of business
Irish Rose, and of another batch
will be given in as much detail as
of 40 suits against CBS stations
possible, limited by the necessity
to avoid disclosure of individual
alleging performance of That OldFashioned Mother of Mine, it is station operations.
now learned that eight suits
against stations on alleged infringement of Put On Your Old
ASCAP
Monopoly
Suit
Grey Bonnet have been dropped.
To Be Heard in Maine
These were against KOA, KPO,
A HEARING on the monopoly
WIBA, KFYR, KGIR, WDAY,
suit against ASCAP brought by
KGU and KTAR, for alleged performance Jan. 11.
the state of Maine similar to that
All told, it is estimated, some
in Washington state last year
will be held Aug. 3 before the
two score suits alleging infringement of The Old Grey Bonnet
Chief Justice of the state. Clyde
number had been filed. It is indiR. Chapman, attorney general of
cated that all of them may be
Maine, is handling the prosecution,
dropped because of the reported
which alleges that ASCAP operates in violation of state laws.
conclusion reached by Warner
council that the claims could not
ASCAP, it is reported, will appear
be sustained in court.
at the hearing, whereas in the
Washington state case it did not
contest the action originally.
KGFW, Kearney, Neb., operating
The Washington state receiverwith 100 watts on 1310 kc. and reship was dissolved recently after
cently purchased by Clark Standinegotiations with the parties involved. A series of three orders
ford, manager, and Kate S. Fisher,
wife of Ben S. Fisher, Washington
was issued by the court, one of
attorney, has applied to the FCC
which brought out that a settlement had been made.
for authority to move into Omaha.
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Network
Area
U 1\ 1 J- ■EJ.L' o -L ix l o
Networks
Stations (total)

and

A.vg.
Station

Employes,

for year

100%
92.07%
Total
Full-time
.$26,911,392
(x)
5,420,279
(x) '
PAYROLL

No.
8

Stations Only
5619
Alabama
7
Arizona
Arkansas
43
California
11
Los Angeles
117
San Francisco
Remainder of State 25
12
Colorado
Connecticut
106
Delaware
(2)
4
Dist. of Columbia
Florida
12
Georgia
6
Idaho
30
Illinois
Chicago
Remainder of State 18
14
Indiana
10
Iowa
12
9
Kentucky
Kansas
6
Louisiana
5
Maine
8
Md. and Del.
4
Baltimore
4
Rest of Md., Del
Massachusetts
7
Boston
Remainder of State 127
14
17
Michigan
5
Detroit
Remainder of State
8
Minnesota
Mississippi
107
14
Missouri
104
St. Louis
Remainder of State
6
Montana
Nebraska
10
Nevada
New
(1)3
New Hampshire
Jersey
New Mexico
185
New York
A
Buffalo
New York City
17
Remainder of State 39
9
North Carolina
North Dakota
156
19
12
Ohio
4
Cleveland
Remainder of State
Oklahoma
14
Oregon
33
Pennsylvania
10
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
5
Remainder of State 18
3
Rhode Island
5
South Carolina
6
South Dakota
12
Tennessee
Texas
10
3
Utah
5
Vermont
30
Virginia
20
Washington
6
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming and Nevada 3
Experimental Stations 144

12,560
110
72
001 2
2,
1.297
668
69
307
179
165
322
112 3
150
121
41
910
689
148
221
138
231
128
344
65
135
166
279
370
31
189
48
335
524
91
214
45
588
247
163
4
341
250
26
200
22
1,308
754
116
354
66
800
234
226
566
224
423
857
209
225
58
70
40
322

21,491,113
167,876
85,529
70,668
2,335,143
1,275,994
560,488
498,661
241,511
3
397,103
264,568
202,826
184,283
46,423
2,241,599
1,934,540
307,059
332,563
408,878
172,319
241,365
191,933

Pay

Roll

$19,787,648
162,572
69,292
63,062
2,105,437
1,155,745
480,897
468,795
212,549
3
339,194
257,405
198,987
181,458
41,517

301,955
67,871
266,922

36,235
725,974
585,140
140,834

712,956
35,033
576,911
136,045
727,838
1,022,840
295,002
325,286
45,560

29,848
672,084
27,643
2,386,687
343,552
1,469,397
573,738
182,837
84,791
482,649
1,588,114
1,105,465
278,090
297,812
1,495,408
768,051
410,062
317,295
97,543
63,075
80,576
408,679
771,395
131,240
27,193
194,703

Part-Una
(x)
$1,703,461
16,237
5,3041!
120,249
229,706
29,863 i
7,60<;
79,591
28,962
57,909

2,152,349
1,851,526
300,823
301,694
355,297
159,187
186,755
165,083

88,195
328,037
291,802

1,124,757
817,151
307,606
337,138
45,600
873,797
510,247
363,550
195,769
69,077

7.93%

805,277
498,524
306,753
194,122
65,797
27,698
657,574
27,328
2,210,683
313,306
1,382,080
515,297
179,955
78,111
1,523,479
445,429
1,078,050
257,155
278,813
1,340,788
697,842
357,865
285,081
95,379
59,165

2,15ij
14,51<

176,0058,44
64,63
30,24'
31!
2,88:
37,22
6,68
18,99
20,93
27,41
154,62
70,20

87,31
52,19
32,21
40
2,16
85,16
8,99
810,31

323,513
80,172
682,397
130,416
19,229
184,385
120,29
458,213
1,0ft
82
578,510
125,086
7,96
121,490
483,377
458,339
32,737
31,737
3,59
68,127
80,754 and paid directly
advertiser
by
supplied
talent
other
and
entertainers
include
1 Does not
12,62:
stj
and pay rolls to their affiliated
allocatedinemployment
8 networks
the figures
- Three
|
the station totals.
are included
and ofthese
tions,
individu
of
disclosure
avoid
to
Maryland
with
3 Two stations in Delaware combined
disclosure of individu
with Wyoming to avoid
Nevada is combined rted
station
* One (x)
.
repo
Not in
figures,
166
554
51
460
68
74
306
22
76

of Station Employment, Pay Rolls 1
Full-time Employes
Part-time
(One
Week)
All
Employes'
No. Total Avg.
No. Employes
Total Av,
No. Pay Roll
Classification
Total, 561 Stations 13,139
10,287 $388,068 $38 2,852 $41,333 $1
$429,401
476
43,537
437
42,079 96
Executives
39 1,458
703 43,197
690
42,825 62
13
372
Supervisors
114 1,203
Office and Clerical. 2,149 50,552
2,035
49,349 24
Station Technicians 2,451 84,803
91 1,194
2,360
83,609 35
Station Talent:
286
Artists
4,169 114,270
139
82.026 41
Announcers
1,695 46,412
45.027
29
1,496 46,630
Other3
1,556
1,999
1,385
43,153 36 2,170 32,244
1,210
where such period w|
1 Figures shown are for week ending October 26, 1935, except
is given.
not representative. In such cases one week of representative employment
nor ei
2 Does not include entertainers and other talent supplied by advertisers,3,477
ployes of radio networks.
3 "Other" includes employes not otherwise classified. Persons performing a vam
a major portion of the ^employe's time a
no one function requires
of functions where are
included here. Salesmen are also listed as "other .
continuity writers,
Analysis
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WIBW

Is

Of Radio
for Day
Landon Day Host to Hundred;
Aids in Network Coverage
(Special to Broadcasting Magazine)
TOPEKA, Kan—
With radio interest throughout
the nation centered on Topeka
during the Land o n notification
ceremonies July
23, WIBW that
was the "raday dio
heart" of the
Mr. Searle country. Not only
were all CBS and Kansas network
broadcasts centralized through the
studios and control rooms of
WIBW, but the staff and announcers of NBC and Mutual networks also made the Topeka
station their headquarters. Don
Searle, manager of the Capner
station, acted as host to all the
visiting radio men.
In addition to all its other activities, WIBW locally gave* its listening audience eight hours of
broadcasts of the events. The station started at 6:15 a. m. with a
quarter-hour address by Senator
Capper, who gave the listeners
"Impressions of Governor Landon".
Announcers with pickup microphones met all the incoming trains
and greetings to the dignitai'ies of
the Republican party were heard,
descriptions of the decorations,
formations for the parade, broadcasts of visiting musical organizations and even a noon broadcast
interviewing radio men from all
parts of the country.
All of WIBW's equipment was
placed at the disposal of the Republican National Committee for
the occasion and Karl Troeglen,
chief engineer, was perhaps the
busiest man in Topeka, cooperating with Charles Warriner, former
CBS engineer, representing the
committee.
Throughout the day WIBW maintained an al fresco luncheon table
for the visiting radio men, who
made it their resting place between broadcasts. Complete crews
were on hand from CBS, headed by
Paul White, special events executive, and Bob Trout, announcer.
NBC was represented by A. L.
Williamson, special events executive from Chicago, with Charles
Lyons, announcer, and a staff of
reporters. Mutual Network was
also represented. KMBC, WDAF
and WHB, Kansas City, were on
the grounds with sound trucks and
special announcers, and in all there
were nearly a hundred visiting radio men.
KFWB
Bans Records
FOLLOWING legal action brought
against Eastern stations by recording artists, Manager Gerald
King, of KFWB, Hollywood, has
banned domestic recordings from
that station, along with the entire
artist staff, and now is broadcasting only transcriptions, foreign
records and spot-booked talent. The
station now hires talent as needed,
employing no full-time artists.
WCOP, Boston, was thrown off the
air for the better part of a day by
a July thunderstorm when lightnine: scored a direct hit on the
223-foot radiator and passed
through lightning arrestors.
Page
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SATURDAY
EVENING
SOLD
OUT
BY
CBS
CBS

has sold out Saturday evening time for the autumn, having
signed Elgin National Watch Co.,
Carborundum Co., Nash Motor Co.,
and Pet Milk Co. in late July to
contracts for this period, once
shunned by network advertisers.
Saturday evening CBS clientare:7:30-8 — Carborundum Co., BuffaloBand
(abrasives)
with Carborundum
on 18 stations
starting
Oct. 17.
8- 8:30 — Unannounced client

NOTIFIED LANDON — When the Kansas Governor was formally made
aware of his GOP candidacy, CBS had its special events crew on the
job. Here they are boarding a TWA plane at Chicago airport for the
Topeka assignment. Left to right are Lyle H. Wilson, chief of Washington United Press staff; Bob Trout, CBS presidential announcer; Paul
W. White, CBS director of public events and special features, and John
D. Fitzgerald, CBS Chicago special events representative.
Final

Settlement

Sought

in

Suits

of

Rights

by

Artists

Instituted

LITIGATION in both Philadelphia and New York over the
rights of certain broadcasting stations to perform phonograph recordings of particular artists probably will go forward looking
toward ultimate final adjudication
of this issue, raised by the recently formed National Association of Recording Artists.
In the Philadelphia case, filed by
Fred Waring against WDAS and
decided against the station by the
Court of Common Pleas, an appeal
to the State Supreme Court probably will be instituted with William A. Schnader, former state attorney general, as WDAS counsel.
The NAB intervened in this case
in the lower court. In order to
procure the ahighest
court's
jurisdiction,
ruling state
must be
had
that an amount of $2,500 or more
is involved.
What steps will be taken in the
New York cases, involving suits
for alleged unauthorized phonograph record performances by
WNEW, WEVD and WHN, filed
in the names of such artists as
Tibbett, Crumit and Whiteman,
have not been reached. Also joined
in these suits was Teleflash, wired
radio service, which consented in
the State Supreme Court on July
22 to desist from further use of
records, notably those of Walter
O'Keefe and Louis James of The
Revellers, and which stated that
in the future it will use only transcriptions. Teleflash is a subscriber
to Standard Radio Inc. library.
NAB

Recordings

to Assist

THE OTHER three stations have
been ^iven until Aug. 5 to file
answers. These were due originally
on July 29. Whether thev will answer jointly remains to be decided.
In any event, it is not expected
that the NAB will intervene but
rather that it will collaborate in
the preparation of briefs and in
the drafting of other papers. E.
Stuart Sprague, New York attorney formerly on the NBC legal
staff, and a recognized authority
on copyright, has been retained by
the NAB to assist in this work.
The test case in Philadelphia
and those in New York are regarded as important because of the

widespread use of phonograph records by stations. However, the
cases are confined to the recordings of the particular artists who
have filed suits and to the particular stations involved. In other
words, the actions of the courts in
these cases, either way, will not
be binding upon stations generally.
In every case NAPA, of which
Waring is the president, seeks to
establish the performing right of
the artist to his own particular
type of rendition. Feeling among
broadcasters obviously is strong,
since practically all of the artists
owe their success to radio. Broadcasters take the attitude that theare "biting the hand that feeds".
They feel the litigation is ill-advised.
Assuming that the worst might
happen — i. e., that artists are
finally adjudged to have a property right in their recordings as
not being
— stations wouldfor
havebroadcast
to foregousethe
use
of such records and perhaps e;o to
transcriptions and live talent exclusively. On the other hand there
is no reason, when such artists
contract for phonograph recordings or for other services, why
contracts shall not include provisions authorizing performance of
records over stations, should the
parties a^ree.
Among some stations the view
is gaining ground that the recordings of those artists who have instituted suits through NAPA
should not be perfoi'med as a
means of denying them the benefits they procure through popularizing their renditions. Any general
movement toward such a policy, it
is believed, would soon have the
effect of deflating the NAPA
movement, which simply has as
its objective the licensing of stations for phonograph record performances on a basis broadly along
the lines of the music performing
rights societies.
All of the NAPA actions were
brought by Maurice Speiser, general counsel and prime mover of
the organization, with his associate A. Walter Sokolow. The complaints alleged that the stations
and Teleflash, alone; with AudioScriptions Inc., of New York, a recording program and air-check
service against which
suit was

BROADCASTING

signed.
8:30-9 — Elgin National Watch
Co., Chicago, on 60 stations.
9- 9:30— Nash Motor Co., Kenosha, Wis., on
stations.
9:30-10—
Pet46 Milk
Sales Corp.,
St. Louis (condensed milk) on 48
stations starting in September.
10- 11 — American Tobacco Co.,
New York, with Lucky Strike Hit
Pa rade.
filed, broadcast recordings of the
artists from time to time and that
these recordings were not licensed
for broadcast purposes.
Mr. Speiser has openly threatened that the New York suits were
tests based on the results of the
WDAS case, and that if they are
successful in the New York cases,
country.
suits may be filed throughout the
Denies Charges
THE Audio-Scriptions case is a
complications. Don Voormaze of
hees,
orchestra leader, alleges ir
it that the company operates a device which records programs taker
off the air and that Audio had captured one of these broadcasts anc
reduced it to record form for sale
to whomever would pay the price
E. Rabinowitz, manager of Audio
he planned to file a coundeclared
ter suit for damages againsl
NAPA because of the "damaging
charges" printed in the July 16 is
sue of the New York Times.
Mr. Rabinowitz claims that i
Mr. Stein called at his office anc
introduced himself as a membei
of Don Voorhees orchestra anc
asked to have a recording made o;
his voice off the air, which thi
company did by picking it up anc
recording it on a 12-inch alumi
num disc. This was the only re
cording Audio ever made of a Doi
Voorhees broadcast, according t<
Mr. Rabinowitz. The result o:
this was the Voorhees-NAPA sui
against Audio.
NAPA should not be confusec
with the American Society of Re
cording Artists, Hollywood organ
ization seeking to license broad
casting stations for the perform
ance of phonograph records. Whil
it has been contended that NAP^
is not working in combination wit)
ASRA, the two organizations ha<
their origin about the same tim
and on the same issue. ASR^
seeks to collect from station
phonograph license fees rangin;
per "side"
cents cial
from 5 toin 15commer
s
programper
formed
plus a "sustaining" fee. NAPi
on the other hand seeks to restrai:
stations from performing phone
graph records of its purporte
members altogether. Despite this
stations attest to the fact tha
constant "plugging" for perform
phonograph recof certain
ance ords
goes on just as it does in th
original musical composition fielc
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FELLOWS
AS

IS NAMED

WEEl

Philadelphia,

Goes

Back

to NBC

MANAGER

APPOINTMENT
of Harold E.
Fellows, commercial manager of
WEEI, Boston,
as president and
general- manager
of the WEEI
Broadcasting
Corp., was announced July 23
Mr. Fellows
by CBS, which
on Aug. 16 takes over the station
under a lease arrangement. The
WEEI Broadcasting Corp. is the
new subsidiary established by CBS
through which it will operate the
station as its Boston outlet in lieu
of WNAC, which joins the NBCRed network.
Mr. Fellows, CBS said, will assume fully responsibility and within the general limitations of the
policies of CBS, will have complete
authority in the operation of the
station.Edison
'WEEI Electric
was leased
by CBS
from
Illuminating
Co. of Boston, with an option to
purchase, at an annual figure exclusive of studios of $219,000.
No other personnel appointments were announced and it was
indicated that these will be left
largely to the new president and
general manager. Mr. Fellows does
not actually take over until the
CBS lease becomes effective on
Aug. 16. As the directing head he
replaces Joseph Groce, head of
public relations of Edison Electric
and in charge of the station, and
Charles W. Burton, who held title
of manager.
Mr. Fellows has been with WEEI
as commercial manager since 1932
and has been directly associated
with the advertising business for
20 years. He first became interested in radio advertising in 1928,
having organized for the Harry M.
Frost Agency of Boston the first
complete agency - radio activity in
that area. Subsequently he organized the radio department of the
Greenleaf Co., advertising agency.
A native of Haverhill, Mass., Mr.
Fellows completed his education at
Columbia University. He lives at
Swampscott, is married and has
two children.
New CBS-WHK Contract
WHK, Cleveland, in July renewed
its contract covering affiliation
with CBS in negotiations conducted by Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS
station relations vice ^resident,
with H. K. Carpenter, WHK manager, and officials of the Cleveland
Plain Dealer, owner of the station.
This definitely sets at rest rumors
that WGAR, NBC-Blue outlet
in Cleveland, owned by the Richards-Fitzpatrick interests operating: WJR, Detroit, would switch to
CBS with WHK going to NBCBlue. The new contract between
CBS and WHK dates for three
years from Oct. 1, 1936.
Journal

KYW

Asks

1570

kc.

A NEW station on the high-fidelity broadcast channel of 1570 kc,
with 1,000 watts full time, is
sought by the Milwaukee Journal,
operating WTMJ, Milwaukee, in
an application filed July 16. Interests associated with the Journal
have been seeking a second station
for some time.

As

Its 15th

Managed

WITH Leslie Joy
remaining as
manager in lieu
of his present position of "NBC
representative",
KYW, Philadelphia outlet of the
NBC - Red network, on Sept. 1
Mr. Joy
will revert to
NBC management, making the 15th station in
the list of NBC owned and managed stations. Licensed to Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., the
station is under lease to NBC but
has been operated since its removal from Chicago to Philadelphia
on Oct. 11, 1934, by Dr. Leon Levy
and Isaac D. Levy, operators of
WCAU, Philadelphia.
The arrangement for management of the station was made by
NBC and Westinghouse officials
with the Levy brothers two years
order to utilize the exago in tensive
studio building facilities
of WCAU. In June Dr. Levy
asked to be relieved from the arrangement in a letter to President
Lenox R. Lohr of NBC, in which
he stated:
"I am frequently confronted
with the making of a choice of
stations to which I am to give
business offered to me. While I
have endeavored to be scrupulously
honest in my decisions, nevertheless each station has been deprived of proper guidance, for
which I am chiefly responsible."
Dr. Levy added that both WCAU
and KYW would benefit by separate managements, gaining an individuality from competition they
cannot now secure.
No disputes of serious nature
are behind the shift, and Mr. Lohr
emphasized in his letter of reply
July 17 that the relationship of
NBC and the Levys has been entirely pleasant. It is significant
that the Levy brothers are amongthe largest stockholders in CBS,
with which WCAU is affiliated,
and that William S. Paley, CBS
president, and his father and uncle.
Samuel and Jacob Paley, together
own one-third of the stock of
WCAU, the Levys each owning
one-third. Thus the WCAU operators were in the position of operating a CBS-affiliated station while
providing the studios and managetion. ment of KYW, an NBC-leased staPlan New Studios
NEW

studios for KYW will be established as soon as possible,
though it is not expected that
thev will be ready by Sept. 1.
KYW will continue to utilize the
WCAU building studios until the
new ones are ready. Technical
maintenance will continue under
Westinghouse, as before.
NBC's operating lease on KYW
has until Dec. 31, 1942, to run.
NBC also operates KDKA, Pittsburgh; WBZ, Boston, and WBZA,
Springfield, under the same leases
from Westinghouse. It has similar
arrangements with General Electric Co. for the operation of that
company's stations, WGY, Schenectady; KOA, Denver, and KGO,
Oakland, Cal. In addition, it leases
WMAL, Washington, from the M.
A. Leese estate, and it owns and

Station;

CBS

Has

9

operates WEAF and WJZ, New
York; WRC, Washington; WENR
and WMAQ, Chicago; WTAM,
Cleveland, and KPO, San Francisco.
Besides these, NBC owns but
leases to others to operate the following stations: KEX, Portland,
leased to the Portland Oregonian,
which owns KGW; KJR, Seattle,
leased to Fishers Blend Station
Inc., which owns KOMO; KGA,
leased to Louis Wasmer, who owns
KHQ. These stations were purchased by the NBC from the old
bankrupt American Broadcasting
Co., and leased to local operators
under long-term arrangements.
Against the 15 stations owned
and managed by NBC and the
three which it owns and leases to
others to operate, CBS now counts
nine owned and managed stations
with the likelihood of securing a
tenth shortly in New York City.
[See story on another page in this
issue.] The CBS-owned stations
are WABC, New York; WJSV.
Washington; WKRC, Cincinnati;
KMOX, St. Louis; WBT, Charlotte;
WCCO, Minneapolis, and KNX,
Hollywood. In addition it leases
WEEI, Boston, which on Sept. 27
will join the CBS network in lieu
of WNAC which goes to NBC-Red,
and KSFO, San Francisco, to which
CBS service will begin when arrangements for severing relations
with the Don Lee group are made.
KNX and KSFO will replace KHJ
and KFRC, respectively, on the
CBS network before the end of
this year and possibly some time
earlier this winter.
Ellis Atteberry

Is Named

To Be Manager

of WLBF

APPOINTMENT
of Ellis Atteberry, commercial
manager
of
WLBF, Kansas
City, Kan., as
manager
of the
station succeeding Herbert
Holnounced July
22
lister was
an-

Sales Managers
Of NAB
Starts

Division
Drive to

Expand Its Membership
PRESSING forward with plans
for the development of the Sales
Managers Division of the NAB.
plans for the organization of which
were completed during the NAB
convention in Chicago last month.
J. Buryl Lottridge, chairman of
the division, has sent to all NAB
member stations a letter soliciting
membership.
Mr. Lottridge, sales manager of
the Central States Broadcasting
System, comprising KFAB and
KFOR, Lincoln, and KOIL, Omaha,
was the moving spirit in the creation of the organization. He
brought out that at two meetings
held in Chicago some 65 stations
enrolled in the division. Moreover,!
the NAB membership approved the
creation of the division as a branch >
of the NAB and agreed to finance!
it. Membership in the division, Mr.
Lottridge said, will be restricted to
NAB members. The plan is to hold
divisional meetings and also general meetings coincident with the
annual NAB conventions.
oneMembership
man from each
he said,
will station,
be limited
to'
but that does not mean that the
member must be the sales manager. A membership is open to any,
station executive who is responsible, directly or indirectly, for thej
sale of local or national business.[
Mr. Lottridge reiterated that thej
plan of the organization is to exchange successful commercial ideas
that apply to mutual sales problems, and to outline standard and
acceptable
the
handlingcommercial
of nationalmethods
and localin'
spot business through direct mailings, divisional and national meetings. Such problems as agencystation relations including rates
discounts, promotion and kindrec
subjects, he said, would fall withir
tions.
the scope of the division's opei'aBOOSTER

STATIONS

SOUGHT
BY W1XBS
TWO 100-watt booster stations
for W1XBS, Waterbury, Conn,
each with 100 watts and tied to

M

"Atteberrv

the staand director
president
iVlr" ofAtleDerry
tion andA.business
of the
Bailey, manager
by W.
Kansas City Kansan, Capper publication which owns WLBF.
Mr. Atteberry has been with
WLBF since 1932, serving most of
the time as commercial manager.
Mr. Hollister, who originally
owned the station and sold it last
year to the Kansan, remained as
its manager until recently when
he took over the management of
KANS, Wichita, Kan., new local
station.
. Before joining WLBF, Mr. Atteberry operated his own advertising agency in Kansas City and
prior to that worked on several
newspapers in advertising capacities. He is a graduate of the University of Missouri. Simultaneously, Mr. Bailey announced the
appointment of Olaf S. Soward,
assistant city editor of the Kansan as news broadcaster and commentator over WLBF.

gether with the "mother" statioi
by land-line, are proposed in ap
plications filed with the FC(
Broadcast Division July 24 askin;
for such stations in New Havei
and Bridgeport. This novel tieup.J
if approved, would mark the firs I
three-way synchronized chain.
W1XBS is one of the pionee |
"high-fidelity" stations operatini j
on the 1530 kc. special broadcas I
channel with 1,000 watts full time I
Because of the high attenuation i; I
New England as well as the "skip I
effect of this high frequency, th I
station is not heard well in Bridge I
port, 30 miles away, or in Ne\ I
Haven, 20 miles distant. Wester: I
Electric synchronizing equipmen I
would be used, according to Mel
Nary & Chambers, consulting en J
gineers of the station, with lands!
line links. The station is operate<J|
by the Waterbury American <)1
Republican.
Since the FCC policy has been tfl
foster experimental work on thesijl
channels, it is expected favoqj
able action may be taken on th ||
applications.
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Business

In

Is

Still

Good

Nebraska!

Sure, it's been a little hot and a
state is far from a deserted desert.
fields and the increased number of
power of the Nebraska family is

little dry in Nebraska but the Cornhusker
Corn and wheat still grow in Nebraska
radii advertisers shows that the buying
still above the average in the nation.

There is no summer heat or serious drought in the middleuest as far as The Central States Broadcasting System
is concerned.

With KFAB-KOIL-KFOR sales for the past six months 76-67-37% ahead of
sales for the same period in 1935, June and July business points toward a new high
for summer sales.

Business
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National Representatives —
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Free and Sleininger
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Ptomotlon
&
Metckandfolnj
Sun Suits for Cereal — Keys to the Office — Census of
Radio Homes — Matches — Cigarettes

KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek (cereal), is giving away during its
sponsored Kellogg Melody Time
program originating from WBZWBZA, Boston- Springfield children's sun-suits in exchange for
the tons from two packages of
Kellogg's corn flakes, or the tops
from any two Kellogg cereal packages, plus 15 cents.
The sun-suits, designed by Kellogg's Singing Lady, Ireene Wicker,
are of Pepperell percale in a special Mother Goose design, and come
in two-year, four-year, and sixyear sizes. There is a style for
boys ... in blue and green; and
for girls, in pink and yellow.
Listeners are advised to address Kellogg, Dept. 16, Battle
Creek, Mich. Canadian dialers
mail their package tops and accompanying cash to Kellogg Company, Dept. 16, London, Ont. N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., New York, is
agency.
IN A STUDY of the sale of women's preferences in the sale of
brand goods in Syracuse, Kenneth
G. Bartlett, director of radio work,
Syracuse University, found that
59.3% or 13,050 of the instances
studied preferred radio advertised
brands. Non-radio or non-advertised brands were preferred by
24% or 5,283 instances, and 16.7%
or 3,667 instances had no brand
preference.
Trained investigators interviewed 1,100 women as to their
preferences among 20 types of
branded products. Other results:
17 of the 20 first place brands
used radio; 16 of the 20 second
place brands used radio; 14 of the
20 third place brands used radio.
Results of the survey made by
direction of WSYR. Syracuse,
were printed in detail in a brochure titled No More Guessing
About the Syracuse Market.
*
* *
SUCCESS of broadcasts over Yankee Network has impelled the Boston Better Business Bureau to
adopt radio as its major medium.
Said K. B. Backman, general manager cluded
of thethat the
bureau:
"Weof have
consuccess
the skits
has been so pronounced that we
will specialize and devote our major time, as far as our publicity
work is concerned, to the present
form, namely, entertaining the
public while educating them. With
the possible exception of the motion picture, a medium we have
never used and which is out of the
question for at least several years
to come, we think that radio can
do the job better than any other
possible medium, and certainly better than any other medium we
have so far been
% ❖ able
^ to employ."
THE Central States Broadcasting
System, operating KOIL, Council
Bluffs and Omaha; KFAB, Omaha
and Lincoln, and KFOR, Lincoln,
will resume publication of its house
organ in August after a lapse of
a year. It will be a four-page
planographed monthly. Bruce Wallace, promotion and publicity director of the System, is editing
the piece.
Page
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CBS has issued a promotion piece
based on the recent AAAA-ANANAB census of radio homes
(Broat>casting July 1). Dividing
the country into the nine natural
state groupings, percentage of
ownership is given by percentage
for each region with an explanation of each from a marketing
standpoint. Charts showing set
replacements and amounts spent
for radio repairs are shown and
are given for set ownership
data
in
Canada.
% ^ %

WHEN Sleininger Inc., station
representatives, wanted to call on
24 station managers scattered over
the country, it did what it figured
was the next best thing to a personal call — sent handsome key
cases with keys to his offices to
station managers and invited them
to come and make themselves at
home. Two dozen station mankeys. Twenty wrote lettersagersof got
appreciation and 11 kept
the keys.
sfc ^ ^
issue of Chemical
June
IN THE
Industries, published by Chemical
Markets Inc., New York, an article
titled "Getting on the Air" lists
advantages of radio as an advertising medium. After reviewing
chemical ads for
basic principle
when they plan
vertisers tofollow
radio campaigns, the article says:
"A checkup with a large number
of such companies (chemical radio
users) discloses that the overwhelming majority found that their
money was well invested, that the
returns were satisfactory . . ."
The article concludes: "It isn't a
game that the players need sit in
with big stakes. A company does
not necessarily have to possess national or even sectional distribution facilities to obtain satisfactory
results from the use of radio. The
smallest manufacturer operating
locally can often increase his sales
economically with the judicious use
of small stations."

RIVAL PACKING Co., Chicago
(dog food), currently staging a
rhyme contest on seven stations
in the East and Midwest, is getting such a big response that it is
covplanning eventual nationwide
erage. The contest is used to check
mail pull, listeners sending in best
second lines to rhyme with lines
read over the air. Prizes consist
of merchandise ranging all the
way from cash awards to live puppies and food mixers.
Double cash prizes are given
when accompanied by Rival labels.
Awards appeal sometimes to womto children and careen,
ful sometimes
checks are kept of response.
Rival began radio advertising in
1932 on WGN, Chicago, and has
since spread to WJR, Detroit;
WGY, Schenectady; WHAM, Rochester; WSYR, Syracuse; WBZWBZA, Boston-Springfield.
Programs are quarter - hour in
length and vary from one to three
t''mes a week. Charles Silver &
agency.
Co., Chicago,% is %
%

ON A three-color 9 x 12-inch card
NBC summed up the increase in
radio sets from 1930 to the present with figures compiled by the
Committee of Fifteen as of Jan.
1. The card gives a breakdown of
the 22,869,000 radio families in the
United States by states, also the
in
percentage of total families The
each state owning radios.
reverse side of the card gives the
names of those who make up the
Committee of Fifteen and they are
listed under their respective organization, ANA, AAAA, or NAB.
The method by which the study
d.
was compiled* is * explaine
.*
RELIABLE DRESS STORE, South
Boston, Mass., broadcasting on
WMEX, has been running a sale of
summer dresses. This added inducement is offered on the broadcasts: "During this great sale all
persons making a purchase of $1
or more may buy sugar at only
* & *
THE
first half of 1936 brought to
3c a pound."
NBC a volume of audience mail
not far from the total for the enthe six-month fig1935,
tireforyearthis
ure
year being 4,006,517.
June response was almost double
the former June record set in 1931,
amounting to 560,551.

.WBIG
Thanks

A Yankee Anniversary
SOME 500 buyers of advertising
time in leading advertising agencies in 60 cities are receiving a
bakelite box of walnut finish, with
"The Yankee Network" inscribed
in white letters on the cover. The>
are being delivered by Western
Union messengers.
Inscribed on a card is this message:
Yankee
Network
brates "The
the 14th
birthday
of its celekej
station, WNAC. In appreciatior
of your support during these successful years, The Yankee Network asks you to accept this souvenir. P. S. We'll send you a new
The boxes,
which every
hold 50month.'
pack
of matches
supply
of matches, made especially fo:
The Yankee Network in a redj
white, and blue color arrangemen
by the Diamond Match Co., Spring
field, Mass., branch, will be fillet
every month for a year by it:
donors. As a sales line, the to]
of each match pack bears the line
"Strike All New England".
On WNAC's anniversary July 2'
it put its new 5 kw. Western Elec
trie transmitter on the air at 6 :3<
full power daytim'
usingnights.
a. m.,
and
1 kw.
ATTACHED to a pocket dictionar;
sent to listeners by Ed Lewis, pub
licity director of McFadden Pub
lications Inc., New York, is a can
which says: "Look up all the rav
words you can find in this diction
ary. You will need them after yoi
listen to True Story's Good Wit
Court — radio's latest sensationnext Sunday night. Mutual Net
work, 10:30 to 11 p. m. (EDT) o
Inter-City Network 10 to 11 p. n
(EDT)." The promotion piece wa
sent out before Macfadden decide
to relinquish its sponsorship in lat
August. Chase & Sanborn wi
sponsor the Court in Septembe
(see story on another page).
*
* *
A LOCAL grocer, sponsoring
man - on - the - street program o
CKNX, Wingham, Ont., includes
radio auction in which sacks o
sugar, flour, potatoes and othe
staples are sold during the pre
gram.
Proceeds of the auction g
to charity.
IN ALL

=5^

NOTE: Small dots are used where
the crowding of winning cities
makes
size dots.it impossible to use lull-

ijickies!
st and
The riche
ed bysecis coverous
most popul
tion ofthe South
WBIG
E. R.

Every red pin on this map indicates a city where people have won prizes In
YOUR LUCKY STRIKE "SWEEPSTAKES" — Thousands and thousands ol bee prizes!
*6
ON THE BANDWAGON— With all this hullabaloo about songs and
cash in on the excigarettes, Edney Ridge decided that WBIG should
citement. He got permission from American Tobacco Co. to overprint
the Lucky Strike Sweepstakes mail in the Greensboro market.

BROADCASTING

New York and Brookly
WMCA is insertin
newspapers,
one-inch ads on behalf of its bas<
ball broadcasts sponsored by Ger
eral Mills (Wheaties). The ac
began July 25 and are designed t
increase the listening audience fc
the broadcast. * # *
TOURING service cards are o:
fered listeners to the Esso Neu
Reporter programs of Standai
Oil Co. of New Jersey. By filling i
the cards at Esso dealers, maps ar
tour information may be obtainn
from the sponsor.
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In

Piano

Credited

Industry
to

Radio

Steinway, Aeolian and Others
Give Broadcasting Credit
RADIO is given main credit for
a 300% increase in piano sales
during the past year, according to
letters recently received by NBC
from executives in the piano industry.
At one time deemed a competitor of instrumental music industries, radio is now considered a
basic factor in the recent upturn
in that business, and statistics now
offered by the music trades confirm claims by broadcasters that
radio stimulates music appreciation
and promotes general music culture. The NBC announcement is
in line with the report of the
National Piano Mfg. Association,
whose members at their Chicago
convention July 27 were told that
the six months ending June 30
were the best in 15 years, being
approximately 300% ahead of the
same period in 1933 and 45%
ahead of last year's good showing.
Says Mr. Steinway
THEODORE STEINWAY, president of Steinway & Sons, wrote
NBC:
"We have found it (the influence
of good music on the air) to be a
tremendous stimulus to people toward music as an art and as an
enjoyment. Of late years the broadcasting of music not only of the
voice and of stringed instruments,
but also of the piano, has reached
such a degree of perfection, that
it can only have an influence for
good upon the listeners, and in the
degree that the technical improvement continues, so much the more
will the love of music be instilled
into the hearing public."
William A. Alfring, president of
the Aeolian-American Corp., commenting upon the increase of piano
sales in general and of the better
grade pianos in particular, says
"this can be attributed directly to
a very distinct increase in public
interest in better music in the last
few years, and principal among
the contributing influences are the
very fine programs for which NBC
is responsible."
Alfring can
added
"some for
of
thisMr.increase
be that
accounted
in the more liberal spending attitude on the part of the public, but
I too think that most of the influence can be attributed to a greater
interest in music."
Lucien Wulsin, president of the
Baldwin Piano Co., likewise credits radio as being responsible for
"developing the appreciation and
enjoyment of fine music."
"Once a person becomes conscious of the spiritual and intellectual benefits which follow from
music appreciation in general they
wish their children to be able to
obtain the same benefits to an even
greater degree," Mr. Wulsin told
NBC. "They realize the importance
of musical training for their children, even though the children at
the outset may not be completely
enthusiastic about the plan. Instruction in piano builds the best
and soundest foundation, even
though later on the student may
prefer to play some other instrument. During the nast few years
it is indeed remarkable how the
Page
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Campana
Chicago
Over

Corp. Sponsors
Baseball

Affiliated

Games

Network

CAMPANA Corp., Batavia, 111.,
(Italian Balm, Dreskin) on July
21 started sponsorship of all the
remaining home games of the Chicago major league baseball teams
(Cubs and White Sox) this season
on a 16-station hookup of Affiliated Broadcasting Co. of Chicago.
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc.,
Chicago, is the agency.
Harold Parkes, formerly chief
announcer of WBBM, Chicago,
and more recently of Iowa Network, is giving the play-by-nlay
accounts from Wrigley Field and
Comiskey Park.
Campana explains that it is
using sports events to promote
cosmetics because the broadcasts
are directed to listeners in the
homes, and women are in the
homes. It further contends that its
their usefulbecause
products,
ness before
and ofafter shaving,
have almost as great an appeal
for men, as they have as beautifiers for women.
Recent surveys, notably by General foods, also a baseball sponsor, have shown that practically
70% of the crowds at the games
are women.
Campana on Sept. 1 will resume
sponsorship of its veteran First
Niphter series over a national
NBC-Red network, Fridays, 9-9:30
p. m. and Oct. 4 is to resume
Grand Hotel Sunday afternoons
3:30-4 on 27 NBC-Red stations.

Folger Coffee Resumes
J. A. FOLGER & Co., San Francisco (coffee) has signed with the
Raymond R. Morgan Co. for a resumption of Drums, Morgan - produced mystery adventure serial
which was on the air for 21 weeks
before going off for the summer.
Columbia - Don Lee stations plus
several spot stations will be used,
starting Sept. 22.
piano has grown in public favor.
Radio unquestionably played a
most important part in this new
in the musicareindustry."
development
More Americans
readme
more books about music, too. W.
W. Norton, president of the publishing house which bears his name,
said.
"After a careful and dispassionate study of the nearly 300% increase in piano sales durine the
past 12 months over 1933," W. A.
Mennie. secretary of the National
Piano Manufacturers Association,
declares, "radio must now be considered one of the major reasons
for this increase. Millions of listeners, who might otherwise never
have attained an appreciation of
music, are manifesting an interest
in music culture and endeavoring
to become participants themselves.
These converts to the musical arts
are purchasing musical instruments of every description, and the
piano beine the basic musical instrument, has benefited most of
all from this stimulation. Radio,
with its limitless possibilities, has
educated listeners to appreciate
music and it has produced a natural desire to create it, thus opening ahitherto non-existent market."

MEDICINE

SHOW

Drug Store Triples Its Radio
Bucket After Test

Cashing in on "Medicine Show"
HARKING back to days gone by,
WMFG, 100-watter of Hibbing,
Minn., is broadcasting an old-time
Medicine Show in 15-minute periods twice weekly at 7:45 a. m.,
Tuesdays and Saturdays. The show
is sponsored
Drug
Store, by
andShapiro's
is now Cut-Rate
entering
its second month, with the advertiser so pleased with the results
that he has tripled his radio budget. People from 30 and 40 miles
away driving in to take advantage
see
"to that
— and
of specials
what
kind offered
of a place
it is
broadcasts the Medicine Show."
of thee "Colone
er Medicin
charactthe
whoTheoperates
Show, l"is
taken by Kenneth Fagerlin, WMFG
staff announcer. He also writes the
part and assumes a Southern dialect to enact the role of the "Colon, theding
el".
eachof program
"Colonel
visits Onone
the surroun
towns"
,
in the vicinity of Hibbing with the
proverbial sheriff following him to
everyone of those spots. His time
is fairly well divided between recordings and chatter. The ballyhoo
idea is worked all the way through
with plenty
of high-powered adjectives and with an average of eight
commodity items being plugged on
each program.
This picture, showing Fagerlin
made up, with the sponsor, was
taken recently, and now the drugstore has an enlargement of it in
its window. It also has arranged
to have a number of the pictures
developed and they are e-iven away
with each purchase of $1 or more.
The proprietor of the store has
been termed "Major" by Faeerlin,
resulting in many people visitina:
the store and calling the owner
"Major"; hence a pleased sponsor.
FTC Stipulations
STIPULATIONS to revise advertising claims for certain products
have been signed with the Federal
Trade Commission by: Mantho
Kreoamo Inc., Clinton, 111. (M-K
Liquid Rub): Quaker Oats Co.,
Chicasro (Quaker Oats): Edna Wallace Hopper Inc., Chicago (cosmetics). Hollywood Mask Inc.,
Chicago, has been ordered to cease
making certain claims about the
value of its cosmetics as skin food
and beautifier. Complaints have
been issued against: Nacor Medic'ne Co., Indianapolis (Nacor, Nacor Kaps); Sendol Co., Kansas
(proprietary):
City tain
Products Inc.. NewHartz
York Moun(bird
food, canaries). General Mills has
ies.
agreed to revise claims for Wheat-
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Affiliated

Network!

Signs 3 Accounts^
Campana, Hamilton CarharttfJ
and Yale Tires on Ineull Net
THREE new accounts were signed!!
in latter July by Affiliated Broaci-jl
casting Co., Midwest network oi 41
ganized last spring by Samuel I
Insull, former utility magnate I
New ABC accounts are Campana I
Corp., Batavia, 111.; General The!
& Rubber Co., Akron, and Hamil- 1
ton Carhartt Cotton Mills Inc. I
Detroit. Coincidently, it was an- I
nounced by Mr. Insull that Ota I
Gygi,
had resigned ABC
that vice
post, president,
being replaced
bj II

T. E. Quisenberry, Chicago finan- 1
cier. Mr. Gygi will continue ir I
the program department.
Campana's contract started Jul\
21 and calls for sponsorship of al
the remaining baseball games o1
the Chicago major league team;
on 16 stations. Harold Parkes is
announcer. Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago, has the account
Stations are KFIZ, WBOW
WCLO, WCLS, WEOA, WHBF
WHBL, WHBY, WJBL, WKBB
WOMT, WRJN, WROK, WTAX
WTRC, WWAE. [See story oi
this
page on Carhartt
Campana's on
plans.]
Hamilton
Sept
8 will broadcast two weekly quar
ter-hour programs in a test cam
paign employing the Indiana grou]
of ABC. Stations are WBOW
WEOA, WLBC, WTRC, WWAE
A harmony trio will be talent
Aarons, Sill & Co. Inc., Detroit
has the account.
General
Tire & Rubber Co.:
Akron, on July 26 started a safet;
campaign on Wisconsin ABC sta
tions for its Yale tires, using sevei
Sunday programs, 1-1:30 p. m
(CST) on seven ABC stations an.
WIBA, Madison.
Talent will in
elude Yale Trio and Noble am
Donnelly, with public officials giv
ing safety talks. In each of th
eight cities a driving contest wil
be held the day before the fina
broadcast of the series, with con
testants driving through twistin.
lanes marked on city streets b
bowling pins. ABC stations in th
group are WCLO (key station fo I
the series), KFIZ, WHBL, WHB1 I
WKBH, WOMT, WRJN.
The ac I
count was placed direct.
The first account signed by thi
Insull group was the Remingto
Rand news drama series.
Expanding the Blue
FURTHER expansion of the NBC
Blue network was projected dui
ing the last fortnight, with th
addition of WABY, Albany 10(
watter on 1370 kc, owned by th
Gannett newspaper interest,
which began to take optional Blu
service July 20 after the comph
tion of negotiations between Fran
Tripp, Gannett general managei
Harold Smith, manager of WOK1
and WABY, and Frank Masoi
NBC station relations vice pres
dent. On July 1 the Blue adde
WEBR, 100-watter recently a<
Evenin
thewasBuffalo
by it
quired and
News
indicated th£
various other stations, notably i
the Southern states, would h
added one by one. [See July 1
Broadcasting for full details
Another move for Blue expansioj
was also seen in the applicatioi
filed with the FCC July 20 by tr|
Tulsa World, asking for a nej
1,000 watt station on 940 kc. ^
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-k January, 1931 —

Member

*

April, 1935

—

Full time, 18 hours

*

May, 1935

—

New,

*

And

of Columbia

enlarged

NOW

Broadcasting

System.

daily.

studio in Alliance

.

Life Building.

.

Complete new high fidelity equipment . . . 270 foot vertical
radiator . . . Western Electric transmitter . . . new building
and location.
Doubling the coverage . . . Doubling the value to alert advertisers. New rates effective September 1st. Contracts placed
before then will be accepted at present rates. For full information, write or wire.
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Edsar L. Bill,
President & Manager
Free, Johns

& Field, Inc., Xational

A /

COMPANY
Chas. C. Caley,
Commercial

Manager
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Capturing
Intimacy
For

the

of

the

Successful

It is this broad streak of showmanship which has made radio
such a remarkably successful medium for the advertising of beauty
products. It's due also to its intimacy. Other things being equal,
the more intimate the medium,
the less sales resistance, and more
consideration accorded the message. This is particularly true of
women; ergo, the beauty product
market.
Radio's Place
LITTLE argument should be necessary when convincing the beauty
product manufacturer that, all
mediums considered, radio is the
channel through which he may
bring his product to the attention
of the most responsive audience.
It should also be remembered that
time spent between the actual introduction of the product and the
first tangible results is reduced to
a minimum with radio.
Here at WOR, women's programs hold an important position,
and it is quite possible that the
same can be said for other independent stations throughout the
country. Though not all these programs are sponsored by manufacturers of beauty products, their
tremendous popularity and the
great number of responses received, is a definite indication that
women — i. e., the beauty product
market — are very much interested
in radio and that, considering the
many mediums directed at the
feminine market, radio, due to the
little physical activity expended
to enjoy it and its definite emotional appeal, is by far the most
successful
attention. contestant for Milady's
Space limitations do not permit
a breakdown of the radio market
as it affects beauty product advertisers. And, after all, such a
breakdown in this case would be
but a picture of the WOR market;
one that could not be used as a
yardstick without a clear understanding of the sponsor's product,
problem and advertising outlook,
as it affects radio.
Radio marketing is, in itself, an
important part of any radio cam28
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Sale

of

by

Market

Provides

Broadcasts

By EUGENE S. THOMAS
Assistant Sales Manager, WOR
AT THE beginning of the 40year run of Rip
Van Winkle,
back in 186 5,
Boucicault walked
into Joseph Jeferson's dressing
room in London
and said : "I think
you're shooting
Mr. Thomas
over their heads,
Joe." "I'm not even shooting at
their heads," Jefferson answered
quietly, "I'm shooting at their
hearts."
Radio today, taking its cue
from Jefferson and other gladiators of the theatrical arena,
shoots at the heart first, the head
last. And, perhaps, it shall always
he so, for the Great Mass is a
basically emotional thing responding loudly to the wail of the caliope
cry. and the heroine's plaintive

Page

Beauty

an
to

Cosmetics

Radio
Medium

Ideal
Women

IF THE public will buy it, radio can sell it. Particularly
is this the case when the product is bought by women.
They have whims and they have fancies, of course, and
more they have a sizable amount of sales resistance. They want to buy, but prefer to believe they are
making their own decisions. Using all this psychology
as a basis for his argument, Mr. Thomas, who learned
offers the
about the feminine market from WOR,

what's

makers
to women

of beauty
—

products

ideas gleaned

paign no matter what the product.
Gone are the days when advertisers picked radio at random fascinated by this new and little understood medium. It was from such
haphazard application that there
sprouted many present day fallacies concerning- the radio industry
as a whole and radio individually
as an advertising medium.
Radio, at the moment, is as precise in its application and understanding of the markets it reaches
and its value to a particular advertiser as any other medium of
mass communication.
The Right Program
THE BEAUTY product advertiser
seriously considering the use of
radio will, undoubtedly, first think
of a suitable program. Years ago
this was a problem of no little
consequence. Much money was
spent in the testing of various appeals, some of which yielded little
or no results.
The modern beauty product man-

some

from

ideas

about

successful

the French Court of centuries ago.
The show was built about the j
character of Mile. Armand who
portrayed the delicate fragrance
of the Armand powder products I
and cosmetic line. There was no j
story or dramatic continuity. The
show consisted of a series of musical selections including such classical favorites as "Marche Mignon",
others."Au Claire de Lune" and
Programs designed to appeal to
the beauty product market of today are not very different from
the Armand show. But it seems
that during the past few years
there has been an increasing number of programs built around a
series of lectures on beauty and
care of skin, hair, etc. during
which the speaker describes how
the product advertised can be used.
Successful Campaigns

selling

experience.

ufacturer faces an utterly different
situation. A brief study of successful beauty product campaigns; the
careful consideration of his own
product and the message he wishes
to pass on, as well as the professional collaboration of his advertising agency or the program department of the station he selects,
protect him from the pitfalls encountered by radio pioneers.
He will find, perhaps, during
his study of the program market,
a radio show called the Armand
Half Hour. It was among the first
sponsored beauty preparation programs aimed at a definite audience.
It was one of those fragile children of the early radio era, but
the thought
andwith
appeal
werebeing
almost identical
those
used at the present time.
The Armand Half Hour began
with a brief commercial announcement introducing the product, followed by the tinkling of boudoir
clocks familiar to the ladies of

Low Ceilings Feature New Studios of WBT
IN ITS modernistic studio layout,
w's Headthe Tomorro
dedicated
formally dedicated July 16 by
liners
to WBT
and special proWilliam A. Schudt Jr., president
grams were staged in the studios.
At the same time WBT celebrated
of the Charlotte station, convenits 15th anniversary. The first
tional high ceilings are absent,
WBT carbon microphone was used
unusually low ceilings being used
for a moment. New RCA velocity
i their stead. They are said to
aid in obtaining high fidelity. Almicrophones are
now used. Construction was in charge of G.
ternate c'eal and live end sections
ter
Stanley
McAllis
and George
are empl >yed, togethc 1 with floating wall :;ound isolation.
Lehman, of the CBS building department and James Beloungy,
The new layout is in harmony
WBT, chief engineer, who designed
with that employed at CBS headquarters in New York, actually
new technical equipment. Contractors included: Southeastern
duplicating the facilities on a
smaller sca:e. Construction was
Construction Co., Charlotte, genaccomplished while operating from
eral contractors; Allen Engineerold studios on the same floor withconditionYork, air
New Celotex
Co..Acoustic
inging;
Co., Atlanta,
out missing ;my time on the air.
At the fo.mal
opening CBS
sound isolation and treatment.

BROADCASTING

L example of a sucA TYPICA
cessful radio show designed to sell
beauty products and bucking a
market problem almost identical
with that faced by many manufacturers, was How to Be Charming, a 15-minute talk by Beatrice
st over WOR
de Sylvara
9:45 each Monday,
9:30 tobroadca
from
Wednesday and Friday.
How to Be Charming was designed not only to sell a face
cream, but to gain distribution in
the toughest market on earth,
Greater New York and Greater
Philadelphia.
Miss de Sylvara, the How to Be
Charming beauty advisor, began
her series of interesting chats on
beauty treatment in the fall of
1935. Though no effort was made
to gather a definite response from
the WOR audience, it was found
that the program was unusually
Then on Jan. 29,
each
Sylvara
popular. offered
containing
a 14-day
cream she endorsed
a postcard request.

1936, Miss
listener a
supplv of
in return

de
jar
the
for

Maclnt
wasdiffere
Then,a there
show
nt yre's
decidedly
Revue,
Macing.
Charm
Be
to
from How
lntyre's Revue went on the air
during October, 1934. At that time
Amayre's
Maclnt
it was teurs,called
red
sponso
first
one of the
shows offering amateur talent a
limelight. Later Macspot in the
lntyre's Revue consisted of modern
d"
musical selections and a "spotte
comcial
commer
of the
t to
arrangemen
d show
ment similar
Arman
of years ago.
Maclnty
on rdinar
y.re's
Mailvue returns
were extrao
the
In Rebrief space of 39 weeks, 250,000
listeners wrote in to participate in
a contest announced by the sponsors.
Contests were consistent millers
on Maclntyre's Revue, but they
varied. One, used during the
months of 1935, was an offer of
$25 for the best letter of 50 words
telling why the listener liked a
particular product.
The marked success of How to
Maclntyre't
and definitely
Be vueCharming
thai
proves rather
Rf
it* is difficult to say just what kinc
of show will be most successful
Trial and error still has a place
it's
whether
in any advertising
or radio
magazine,
newspaper,
but
as mentioned
before, many oi
the more obvious pitfalls can be
eliminated by careful professiona
advice, collaboration and the selec
tion of a station known to covei
the audience which offers a poten
(Continued on page U9)
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Norton
POLITICS
WHB

T

TO

IN

S

RE

O
ST

Scries, With Straw Vote,

Sponsored by Chain
WHB, Kansas City, is presenting
Let's Talk Politics, a thrice weekly
program sponsored by the chain of
seven Marshall U. 3. Auto Stores.
Included in the series is a presidential straw ballot, with results
of a particular town announced on
each program.
Each program includes a resume
of political developments of the
past 48 hours, an interview with
a prominent political personality
and announcements of the straw
vote. Ballot boxes are placed in

HE

the sponsor's stores.
KFRO,
Longview,
conducted astraw
vote on Texas,
Democratic
primaries in Gregg Co. The straw
ballots contained names of the
candidates for national, state and
local offices.
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50.000 WATTS » CLEARED CHANNEL
1190 KILOCYCLES

Represented nationally by Edward Petry & Co.
Affiliate » National Broadcasting Company
Member
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» Texas

Quality
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Cotterill

Named

PAYS

GROUPS

SEEKING
STATIONS
WITH five stations in the Carolinas owned or controlled by life
insurance interests, considerable
significance was attached to the
two applications for new stations
in Columbia, S. C. and Florence,
S. C. filed with the FCC last
month. Under the name of Carolina Advertising Corp., officers and
Caroin the
principal
lina Lifestockholders
Insurance Co.,
a South
Carolina corporation underwriting
in that state, Georgia and Florida,
asked for new full-time 100 watt
outlets to operate on 1370 kc. in
Columbia and 1200 kc. in Florence.
Principal stockholders of the
pronosed enterprise, which it was
stated would be operated as separate entities, are A. B. Langley,
president of the Carolina Life Insurance Co., 35%; Ames Haltivice president of the inwanger, surance
Roof. 25%. company, 35%, and E. M.
WCSC, Charleston, and WIS,
Columbia, are owned practically
outright by the Liberty Life Insurance Co., while in North Carolina WPTF, Raleigh, is owned by
officers of the Durham Life Insurance Co.; WBIG, Greensboro,
is owned by the Standard Life
Insurance Co., and WSOC, Charlotte, is 33% owned by E. E.
Jones, president of the Pyramid
Life Insurance Co. In other parts
of the country major insurance
companv owners of radio stations
are: WTIC, Hartford. Travelers
Insurance Co.; WOW, Omaha,
Woodmen of the World; WSM,
& AcciNational
Nashville,
dent Insurance
Co. Life
Another Carolina aDnlicant for
a new station during: the last fortnight was Broadus McSwain,
doina- business as "The Voice of
the Times," Raleigh, N. C, asking
for 100 watts daytime on 1210 kc.
Year of Oxydol Discs
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol) on July 20 started a five weekly series of quarterhour transcriptions on about 50 stations thru the country. The discs,
cut by WBS, use the same program
that is now on an NBC-Red network, Oxydol's Own Ma Perkins,
recorded in the WBS Chicago studios but not taken off the wire.
P & G through Blackett-SampleHummert Inc., Chicago, has placed
a year contract with WBS for the
disc series.

BROADCASTING

Vice President of WBS;
ERPI Men Join Board

!
i

NORTON TERILL,COTfor the
last seven years
a member of the
sales staff of;
World Broadcastbeen ingmade
System, vice
has 1
president
in
charge
of sales
according
to
an t
Mr. Cotterill
announcement!
July 21 by Percy L. Deutsch, WBSl
president.
Simultaneously, the!
WBS
board elected officers and!
directors, including two repre-l
sentatives of Electrical Research!
Products Inc. They are E. E.l
Shumaker,
and
Daniel Collins.!
Last month WBS acquired from!
ERPI, ownership of the studios!
and transcription plant at 7111
Fifth Ave., for approximately!
$450,000, and as part of this ar-l
raneement, ERPI acquired repre-l
sentation on the WBS board.
At the July 14 board meeting!
Mr. Deutsch was reelected presi-l
dent and treasurer; A. J. Ken
drick, in charge of Chicago stu
dios, vice president; Mr. Cotterill
vice president for sales; Walter
R. Seifert, assistant treasurer, and
L. M. Schafer, assistant secretary
Directors elected were Messrs
Deutsch, Kendrick, Cotterill, Shu
Collins, and Charles
maker,
production manager anc
Gaines,
Stephen R. Rintoul, station rela
tions manager.
No announcement was mad<
concerning personnel of Radic
Markets Inc., WBS subsidiary to
begin functioning in October a:
sales representatives for smallei
stations utilizing WBS transcrip
tion service. Last month, Mr
Deutsch announced the appoint
ment of Harold A. Lafount, for
mer member of the Federal Radii
Commission, as Washington repre
sentative to specialize in politica
and governmental business.
Frank L. McCabe, formerly ir
the advertising field in New York
has joined the WBS sales depart
under Mr. Cotterill
ment, working
Another staff addition is Slocun
Chapin, formerly with NBC anc
then with Broadcast Builders o
Burlington, Vt., as assistant t<
Sam Henry Jr., sales promotioi
manager.
WBNO

IS Rebuilding
REBUILDING its transmitter am
studios in the St. Charles Hote
at a cost of $12,000, WBNO, Ne?
Orleans 100-watter, will stage it
inauguration in August under tb
direction of J. E. Richards, gen
eral manager, who asserts that th
new WB"NO plant will be one o
the South's finest. Mr. Richard
has gathered an augmented staf
around him, including Clark Al
exander, formerly with WAL.A
Mobile, commercial irfanager; Mis
Alberta Barber, formerly wit
WTOC, Savannah, program direc
tor; E. R. Musso, formerly wit
WJBO, Baton Rouge, studio direc
tor and publicity; Paul Hodge;
Loui.1
formerly with WIL, St.WNR^
WREC, Memphis, and
r
announce
Muscle Shoals, chief
George Pierce, formerly wit
WDSU, New Orleans, chief er
Richard Scott and Jan
gineer;
Lane, formerly with WSMB, Ne;
Orleans, announcers.
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Remember the "big seven" in
northern Ohio when you buy
time . . . the seven up-and-doing
counties blanketed by the signal
of one station . . . WGAR!
And,

when

we

say blanketed,

we don't mean simply heard. We
mean that WGAR
lays down a
clear, powerful

Consider all of these points, plus
the facts that more advertisers
pick us . . . more

money

is spent

with us . . . than any other Cleveland station. Then take a good
look

at

the

figures

modestly-computed

on

our

rate card.

Giving you a super-audience

in

seven

out!

rich counties

every

time

you put a program out over our
transmitter . . . sending your advertising message effectively and
economically into the nation's
third most densely populated district .. . WGAR
is the real natural
for

you

in

northern

Ohio!

P. S. -Io«7/ be rolling swell in 26 other counties too . . .
our secondary zone . . . and that's bonus coverage!

signal throughout

Cuyahoga, Lorain, Medina, Summit, Portage, Geauga and Lake
counties (3^2 millivolt or more

hme

11

to

you technicians).
In this area are nearly a half
million radio homes . . . over a
miUion

and

a half listeners. And

think this one over: Better than a
third of Ohio's

retail sales are

rung up in W GAR's

primary

zone.

"CLEVELAND'S Member NBC
FRIENDL
Y
STATION"
Blue Network
A
GWJohn F. Patt, Vice-President and General Manager
Edward Petry & Co., Inc., National Representatives
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New

Network

in Florida

Has Four Basic Stations
WITH four basic stations and five
tentative affiliates, Florida Broadcasting System Inc. was formed at
a meeting in Gainesville, Fla., July
27, to operate a statewide network
with main offices at WMBR, Jacksonville. The basic stations, in addition to WMBR, are WDAE,
Tampa; WQAM,
Miami, and
WDBO, Orlando. The tentative
affiliates are WCOA Pensacola;
WTAL, Tallahassee; WMFG, Daytona Beach; WJNO, West Palm
Beach, and WLAK, Lakeland.
Offering origination of programs
at any of the four basic cities, the
new Florida Network is quoting a
rate of $250 for the first quarterhour of its basic group and $100
for each additional quarter-hour.
Col. George C. Johnston, WDBO,
was elected president; Fred Mizer,
WQAM, vice-president; Glen Marshall, WMBR, secretary, and Frank
King, WMBR, treasurer.

Clear Channel Counsel
THE CLEAR channel group of
stations, created more than a year
ago to preserve the status of exclusive channels for high-power
stations, has retained the consulting engineering firm of McNary
& Chambers to represent it at the
reallocation hearings Oct. 5 before the FCC Broadcast Division.
Mr. Chambers was formerly engineer for the group of 14 clear
channel stations, while Mr. Chambers installed WLW's 500,000 watt
plant as its chief engineer two
years ago.

SEARCH

SPONSORED

KFJI Party Locates Lost Lad
In Desolate Area
WHEN nine-year-old Roy Armpriest disappeared in the desolate
Sprague River District of Oregon,
KFJI, Klamath Falls, broadcast
frequent bulletins of the search.
Manager George Kincaide placed
his Boeing plane at the disposal
of the searching party.
Along with Carroll Hansen, INS
reporter of KFJI, officials and
pilot, he flew over the lonesome
area, finally locating the lad about
six miles from the point he had
disappeared. Balsiger Motor Co.,
local Ford distributor, sponsored
seven daily INS broadcasts of the
search and special flashes.

Brooklyn Rehearing
ANOTHER postponement in the
three-year-old so-called "Brooklyn
cases", involving WLTH, WEVD,
WBBC and WVFW, as well as
several competitive applications
for the facilities of these stations,
was ordered by the FCC July 21,
with the new date for rehearing
set on Oct. 26. The case had been
set for Sept. 9.

WILLIAM S. PALEY, CBS president, on July 21 was awarded
$61,506.50 by the Bureau of Internal Revenue, which ruled that
he had been overassessed that
amount in his 1933 income tax.

O
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Experimental
Deferred
by

Rule
FCC

POSTPONEMENT of the effective
date of the new rules promulgated by the FCC Broadcast Division, covering all broadcast and
experimental broadcast services
except those in the conventional
broadcast band, possibly until Sept.
15, was ordered by the Division
on July 22. The rules were to
become effective originally on July
1, and then were postponed until
Aug. 1.
Decision to modify the rules pertaining to experimental television
by permitting continued operations
temporarily in the 2000 - 2100 kc.
range, it was said, makes desirable the further postponement (see
television article on another page).
Moreover there have been suggestions for modifications of certain
of the rules, which cover among
others such services as facsimile,
international broadcasting, relay
broadcasting, ultra-high frequency
or "apex" broadcasting, and general experimental broadcast services — all in the experimental or
"non-commercial"
category.
Simultaneously, the FCC branded as entirely without foundation
articles published in several newspapers that it had lifted the experimental ban on international
broadcasts by shortwaves so that
sponsored programs would be allowed to Latin America. The rules
as revised specify that no station
operating on shortwaves may
charge for its time, either directly
or indirectly, but that regular
broadcast band programs also
broadcast on international channels may carry the commercial
credits
provided no charge is made
for
them.
Transradio Expands
WITH addition of new feature
services covering sports, political
and women's activities, Transradio Press is expanding its NewYork and Washington offices. In
the Capital the Transradio headquarters are being moved to 740-2
National Press Bldg. Robert
Moore remains in charge and two
additions to the staff are planned
in August. New York headquarters at 342 Madison Ave. are
being enlarged. Paul Glynn, formerly of the Associated Press
Washington Bureau, is joining the
New York office to edit the new
feature services. M. D. Wren is
being transferred from New York j
to Washington.

DEL.
WDSU

Rebuilding

WDSU, New Orleans, observed icsl
13th anniversary July 23 by an-]
nouncing arrangements for installation of a new Western Electric Ij
1,000-watt transmitter. Headed by
Joseph H. Uhalt, its founder, the
station began operations as a five- 1
watter, and operated on the lowfrequency
channel
of 360 kc. in j
1923. Studios were the front room y
and the
yard at
Uhalt'sjjl
home
— thechicken
latter having
been
used!
Don

Lee
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Los Angeles Office, 1076 West 7th Street
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San Francisco Office, 1000 Van Ness Avenue

BROADCASTING

by
the Elks
on the station's*
opening
night.BandAlthough
now arm
independent, WDSU was on CBSffl
from 1929 until last year, and is«
expected to become an outlet of therl
NBC-Blue network within a fewj
months.
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Vital, compelling facts that every buyer of National
know
WREC;

. . . 69-3/5%

of ALL

Main Street

but even farther-reaching

Local

Advertising

Advertisers

in the comparison

of WREC

should
choose
and 2nd

station is the fact that of those expressing an "exclusive" choice . . .
77-1/5% choose WREC! An average 7-day week . . . no test, survey or
special period. Broadcasting
ditions, substantially the same
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* This
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radio.,

it's

/2'OONOOA//

That is the signal for thousands
Iowa and surrounding

of radio families in

states to tune to our noon hour

shows on WMT

and KRNT.

Friendly and informal,

with the cream

of talent from our studios in Water-

loo, Cedar Rapids and Des Moines, these two shows
have won the hearts of listeners and advertisers alike.
Interested advertisers should put in their word now
for Fall reservations. These shows have a record of
almost 100%

sponsorship. Write

for

or wire now

participation rates and success stories.

These favorite radio acts

"Tall Corn Gang" featured

are featured over WMT'S
NOONDAY SHOW

entertainers on KRNT'S
HAWKEYE

Les Hartman's German Band
Cedar Valley Hillbillies
The Cornhuskers
The Question Men
Plus — News, Market and
Weather Reports and Farm
Features

CBS Basic, Des Moines

DINNERTIME
The Happy Chappies
Kaili Hawaiians
Arkansas Hired Hands
Southland Singers
Plus —

Ranny Daly, Hiram

Higsby and Tommy

Tomson

NBC Basic Blue, Cedar Rapids-Waterloo NBC Basic Blue, Des Moines

IOWA

NETWORK

Radio Stations of The Des Moines Register and Tribune
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Wayne University Starts
Course in Broadcasting
WAYNE UNIVERSITY, operated
by the Board of Education, in Detroit, has instituted a course in
radio instruction, and has appointed Garnet R. Garrison, formerly
announcer of WXYZ, Detroit and
program director of WJIM, Lansing as instructor. He will teach
speech, direct the production and
presentation of University programs and those of the board of
education, and conduct a class in
radio technique.
Among other universities having
classes in radio instruction are
Chicago, Northwestern, Creighton,
and Michigan. In each case these
schools use Broadcasting Magazine as text material. Mr. Garrison, in writing Broadcasting
about his new apnointment, concluded that through Broadcasting
he would be enabled to keep "the
class practical, up to the minute,
and well informed about radio today. The various articles, as they
appear, would suggest fields for
further study and discussion and
these articles supplemented by lectures by representative radio men
in Detroit could comprise the
course. Needless to say, I have the
highest regard for the .editorial
policy and articles appearing in
Broadcasting."
W2XRExpands
Schedule
And Plans New Studios
GOING to a schedule of six hours
daily on July 27, W2XR, New
York station operating in the experimental high-fidelity broadcasting band of 1500 kc. with 1,000
watts and owned by John V. L.
Hogan, the radio engineer, is abandoning its offices on Park Row and
is constructing new studios in the
Heckscher Bldg., 730 Fifth Ave.,
which are expected to be ready by
the end of August. In addition,
it opened a studio last month in
the Hotel Roosevelt for handling
its Speakers Forum program, Mondays through Fridays, 9-9:15 p. m.
The Heckscher Bldg. studios will
be specially designed for highfidelity and special lines will carry
the programs to the transmitter
at Long Island City. Featuring
classical music and developing as
a class station, W2XR formerly
operated only three hours nightly.
Elliott M. Sanger is vice president
of the station under Mr. Hogan.
Its commercial accounts are Wanamakers department store, Hardman, Peck & Co. (pianos) and
Curtis Furniture Co. The station
also has a tieup with Western
Union whereby it furnishes time
signals with credit to the telegraph
company, while Western Union
places cards in its branch office
windows and distributes stickers
showing W2XR's dial setting.
Chesterfield Renews
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., New York (Chesterfield cighas signed
a 52-week
newalarettes)
contract,
effective
Sept. re30,
for the Andre Kostelanetz orchestra, heard on 93 CBS stations
Mondays, 9-9:30 p. m. and Fridays,
10-10:30 p. m. This is the first
summer Chesterfields have been on
the air. Newell-Emmett Inc., New
York, has the account.

BROADCASTING

FCC
In

Is

Restrained!

Portland

Grant

Maine Action Held Up ; Action
On KGBZ Ordered Dissolved
COURT action has prevented the
FCC from making effective its decision authorizing a new station
in Portland, Me., by virtue of a
stay order issued July 14 by the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia in the now
celebrated "640" case. Simultaneously the court issued a stay order preventing the FCC from deleting KGBZ, York, Neb., but this
appeal was withdrawn on July 24
by the York station after an arrangement had been made to sell
its half-time facilities to KM A,
Shenandoah, la., operating on the
other half-time for a figure understood to be about $50,000.
Acting upon the petition of the
KGBZ Broadcasting Co., owned by
Dr. George R. Miller, the court
granted the stay order. Elmer W.
Pratt, former FCC Examiner, as
counsel for KGBZ, held the FCC
had failed to give the station full
and fair hearing prior to the deletion order. Afterward, negotiations were begun by Earl May.
owner of KMA, with Dr. Miller
and the Omaha World - Herald,
which had an arrangement to purchase KGBZ, for the sale of the
station to KMA. This was accomplished July 24 in a three-waj
deal, whereupon the appeal was
withdrawn. The FCC had ordered
the station's deletion for alleged
program infractions.
Autumn Hearing
IN THE

Portland case, Mr. Pratt
order on bea stay Broadcasting
petitioned
half of thefor Palmer
Syndicate Inc. of Portland. Tht
syndicate, he brought out, was ar
applicant for a new local statior
to operate with 100 watts daytime
on 1210 kc. The FCC, in deciding
the so-called "640" case involving
a dozen applications two month;
the application of th<
ago, granted
Portland
Broadcasting System foi
a new daytime station on 640 kc
with 500 watts. In this petition
Mr. Pratt contended that Palme:
Broadcasting Syndicate, in spite o:
the fact that it filed its applicatioi
only three months after the Port
land Broadcasting System, was no
given a hearing at all. The Port
land Broadcasting System is a sub
sidiary of the Portland Press
Herald.
The stav order will remain ii
effect until the court hears argu
ments on the merits of the appea
next fall. In the interim th<
Portland construction permit wil
be inactive.
Also pending before the cour
are two appeals filed by Paul R
Heitmeyer against decisions of th
FCC refusing to grant him con
struction permits for local station
in Salt Lake City and Cheyenne
Wyoming.

New Magazine on WOR
A NEW publication designed fo
feminine readers, New York Worn
an, on Sept. 7 will start participa
women'
in theofMartha
tion
Newark, usini
WOR, Deane
program
45-minute segments three after
noons weekly. The account i
Durstin
by Batten,
placed
& Osborn
Inc., NewBarton,
York.
• Broadcast
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America's millions, aware of RCA's long
tenure of worthy service, have unbounded
confidence

in any
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explains
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product
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more
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money

RCA —
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RCA
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RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. • RCA Communications, Inc.
National Broadcasting Co., Inc. • RCA Institutes, Inc.
Radiomarine Corporation of America

These are some of RCA's Radio Firsts:
First ACTubes and radio opFirst to develop and market
erated from light socket.
combination phonoFirst power - operated dynamic-type loudspeaker
graph-radio.
First
to achieve round-thefor the home.
world radio communicaFirst practical superheterodyne radio for home use.
First commercial marine
vacuum tube transmitting apparatus.
First to commercially introduce electrical phonograph reproduction by
use of magnetic"pick-up."

tion.
First to introduce radio
combination, including
home recording device.
First to introduce "Magic
Brain," "Magic Eye,"
Magic Voice radio sets.
First to manufacture RCA
Metal Tubes.

— plus the initial development of scores of important,
far-reaching radio advances made available
to the entire radio industry.

Listen to " The Magic Key of RCA " on NBC Blue Network every Sunday, 2:00 to yoo P. M., E. D. S. T.
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Status
Aylesworth's
Mr.
CAREFUL inquiry by Broadcasting discloses
that the persistent stories about M. H. Aylesworth's imminent return to the helm of NBC
are sheer fabrication. The RCA powers-thatbe, who assigned Mr. Aylesworth to RKO to
straighten out its affairs, have not so decreed
— though it is significant that Mr. Aylesworth
in recent months has been called in frequently
to "trouble shoot" some of NBC's accounts.
He keeps an office at NBC, which is just
across the Rockefeller Center plaza from RKO,
and he bears the official title of vice chairman
of the NBC board under David Sarnoff as
chairman, but he draws merely a nominal
salary from NBC. He sits in NBC's board
councils and frequently advises, but it is nonsense to assume that he rules the organization whose presidency he occupied for its first
nine years.
Mr. Aylesworth today is absorbed in his
film duties, almost to the exclusion of everything else. Half of RCA's interest in RKO
was sold to banking interests last fall with
an option to purchase the other half, an
option which is expected to be exercised before
the end of this year. Whether Mr. Aylesworth will elect to remain in the motion
picture industry thereafter, he alone will
decide — for he has made a success in that
field just as he made a success in pioneering
the radio network field.
That Mr. Aylesworth, despite his absence
from the radio scene, still keeps his "feel"
for radio and particularly for its merchandising aspects, is well illustrated in the interview he gave to the Motion Picture Herald,
reprinted in this issue. His remarks on how
the movies can benefit from radio, his views
on the future of radio and television and their
relationship to the movies — these are words
of a born leader and intuitive thinker. This
is the same Aylesworth speaking who showed
such broad outlook during the founding and
upbuilding days of NBC, who sensed and
helped guide the inevitable peace that came
with the press after years of warfare, who,
as no one else could, handled radio's cases
before Congressional committees in masterful
fashion.
It will be a pity if Merlin Hall Aylesworth's
great gifts are lost to radio.

The

Status

Quo

COMPREHENSIVE plans have been outlined
by the FCC Broadcast Division for hearings
this fall looking toward a reallocation of broadcasting station assignments, if one is desirable,
Page
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as a means of improving the technical broadcast structure.
There can be no valid objection to the Division's procedure — that of appraising the present assignments from top to bottom in the 550
to 1600 kc. range. Every interested party will
have his say at these preliminary hearings.
Each will be permitted to advance views on
what should be done to improve existing station assignments, change existing classifications and otherwise bring technical broadcasting closer to perfection — an end out of reach
under present conditions.
Even though it may not suit the wishes of
many stations now on the air, or of the host
of aspirants for new broadcasting facilities,
we think the FCC would be wise if it at once
called a halt to all major shifts, and possibly
to all new station grants, pending the outcome
of the reallocation hearings and the promulgation of new policies governing allocations. We
believe that the status quo in assignments, so
far as possible, should be maintained, lest the
task later become more involved.
If the FCC proceeds with its activity of recent months and continues to make so many
changes in all parts of the country, it will obviously render more difficult the job of realigning the broadcast band following the allocation
hearings. It will be time enough, following the
declaration of new policies, to fit in new stations or improved station assignments where
they will work without violating fundamental
technical rules.
Political pressure to grant new assignments
is as great now as it ever was — probably
greater. Because of the many precedents established bythe old Radio Commission as well
as by the FCC in granting applications which
flew in the face of established regulations, it
has been difficult for the Broadcast Division
to reject requests for similar grants simply
because the mileage separation was inadequate
or because of quota limitations. Now even the
quota defense has disappeared by reason of
the repeal of the Davis Amendment.
The FCC today has the strongest argument
it could ever desire to turn back doubtful demands for facilities which have even the
strongest political support. It is considering a reallocation. Any grants it makes
now might be of a routine or temporary nature, subject to change following the reallocation hearings. It should not make its job
more difficult by cluttering the ether with newcomers. All these pending applications can be
taken into account after a new allocation
policy is decided upon, and after present occupants of the broadcast band, by virtue of
priority and proved public service, are accommodated with the rules and regulations.

es.
"MAINTAIN published rates." Even though
nearly a month has elapsed since the NAB ^1
convention in Chicago, those three words must
still be ringing in the ears of every broadcaster who heard them.
It was during the panel discussion at the
convention that Frederick C. Gamble, executive secretary of the American Association
of Advertising Agencies, uttered them. Delegates were in the midst of a hot and heavy
discussion of sales problems, arranged by H.
K. Carpenter, WHK, Cleveland. Several
agency men had discussed frankly their views
about the shortcomings of station sales efforts.
Then Mr. Gamble, asked to make an observation, said his only message was to implore stations, on behalf of agencies, to stick
to the rates they publish. To those outside
the industry such a thing is so elementary as
to appear ludicrous.
Yet Mr. Gamble knew whereof he spoke.
In all too many cases stations regard their
rate cards as simply the asking price. There
is hardly an agency in the country that will
yet take for granted the published rate of
most stations. They will still query the station for its "best rate" for a particular program. And in many cases they get a better
rate than the one published.
Broadcasting is growing up. The panel
discussion displayed an unprecedented interest
in and knowledge of commercial, sales and
organization matters by station executives. A
sales managers' division of the Association
was formed for mutual interchange of views
and results — a definite move toward buttressing sales methods.
But before any good can come of these
efforts the industry must learn the fundamental lesson that rates must be maintained
if stations are to command the respect of
their clients and of the agencies. It is silly,
in our opinion, to talk seriously about a
single rate structure, commissions, cash discounts and the like until broadcasters — and
every one of them — sell themselves on the
fact that their facilities are worth so much
and that they shouldn't get a penny less for
them. We have all heard the plaint that the
"outer fringe" gives the industry the "black
eye." But, if what some of the agency men
and even the advertisers tell us is true, ratecutting still goes far within the fringe.
Off

to

Good

Start

ALL

CREDIT to the Democratic and Republican radio directors for their avowed intentions, already being carried out in the time
purchases they have made thus far, of avoiding the disruption of regular program schedules so far as possible for their serial and
single-time political broadcasts. The rights of
radio are being recognized by Messrs. Blackett
and Dolph, for they are practical radio men;
but, more important, the preferences of the
radio audience at large, which resents the
shifting aside of favorite entertainment programs for mere talks, are being considered in
the interests of good will towards the candidates. From the way the radio divisions of
the major parties are starting, it looks as
though there will be nothing of the sort of
recriminations against radio on the score of
"freedom of speech" or otherwise such as
ex-G. O. P. Chairman Fletcher raised so unfairly last winter.
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HENRY K. NORTON, assistant to
David Sarnoff, RCA president for
more than a year and before that
NBC treasurer for a year, has resigned, effective Aug. 1.
HARRY C. BUTCHER, CBS Washington vice president, and Mrs.
Butcher, left Washington July 20 for
a protracted trip to the West Coast.
Mr. Butcher planned to visit stations
along the coast, and also to attend
the dedication of KFBB, Great Falls,
Mont., and KGVO, Missoula, Mont.,
which under present plans will join
the CBS network Aug. 9. He also
plans a fishing trip in Yellowstone
with Ed Craney, KGIR, Butte. His
itinerary provides for his return to
AVashington early in September.
VICTOR RATNER, sales promotion
manager of CBS, spent the latter
part of July in Hollywood and San
Francisco looking over the new network setup on the Coast.
HORTON HEATH, formerly associate editor of the New Yorker and
a former partner in the United Advertising Agency, has joined RCA
headquarters in New York as assistant manager of the department of
information under Frank Mullen.

H. PRESTON
■iIF SOME ambitious youngster,
fresh out of school, should happen
J to ask H. Preston Peters how to
''break into the business of selling
;jradio time, his response probably
would be "begin with peddling
strictly fresh eggs and English
muffins in your own neighborhood."
In "Pete's" case that would be
jtan apt response because that's the
way he started. And he's a lifesized example of what can be accomplished inmaking such a start,
because in four short years he has
risen from a pavement - pounding
salesman for Free & Sleininger
Inc., station representatives, to vice
president and Eastern manager of
the company and of its sister organization, Free, Johns & Field Inc.
More than that, "Pete" has just
acquired a substantial stock interiest in both organizations and, along
'with James L. Free, president and
cofounder, he is the only active
stockholder in the management of
he business. While no official anouncement has been made, there
s reason to believe that the firm
ame of Free & Sleininger will be
changed to Free & Peters Inc. before autumn.
True to the tradition that radio
is a "young man's game" is H.
iPreston Peters. When next Feb.
20 rolls around he'll be 32. In case
you figure we overlooked it, the
"H" means exactly that and nothing more. It's just an initial his
parents foisted on him because they
happened to like a name that parted in the middle. That seems to be
a habit with people in radio too —
or at least their parents — - for H.
Leslie Atlass, CBS vice president
in Chicago, admits that the "H" is
meaningless, while L. B. Wilson,
of WCKY, Cincinnati, was named
simply "L. B."
The career of H. Preston Peters
?oes back to 1905 in the Chicago
suburban city of Glencoe, which
then boasted two commuters' trains
iaily. In Glencoe he entered the
grammar school and the New Trier
High School, and had an easy time
jetting in and out. That was because his father built both of them.
It was early in his high school
lays that "Pete" got his first sellng experience and entered busiless on his own. It was that egg
BROADCASTING

PETERS
and muffin route he established.
Pete loves to tell gleefully how the
housewives paid twice as much for
these items as they would have
paid at the general store, all because the delivery was via the
Peters' family limousine in the days
when even Fords were scarce in
Glencoe.
Service for Uncle Sam began
early with young Peters too. In
later high school years, he spent
his summers carrying mail around
the town and wearing the blue or
the grey of the Postal service.
After high school graduation he
entered a business school to learn
shorthand and typing, and, unlike
most station reps, he is more than
a one-finger artist in pounding out
away.orders when the secretary's
the
Amherst beckoned and Pete soon
found himself in the thick of campus activities. He was a member
of Chi Psi Fraternity and the exclusive Cotillon Club, and he did a
little varsity swimming as well as
managing several inter - fraternity
athletic teams. In 1930 he received
his A.B. from Amherst, after operating aclothing store during the
preceding two years on the campus, selling shirts and shorts to
the lads. "Pretty profitable business," he now remarks.
Immediately after Amherst came
a spell with the Chicago Tribune
in the classified advertising department. That lasted for two years
when he became associated with
F & S. It was exactly four years
ago this month that he lined up
in the Chicago office of the representative organization.
He did everything from handle
the dictation to sweep out the office
and contact the agencies at the
outset. In December, 1933, he was
assigned to New York to open
Eastern headquarters, at which
time he was elected a vice president. Then came the formation of
Free, Johns & Field, which operates under his direction in the
East — and then the opening of offices in Detroit, San Francisco and
Los Angeles by the sister organizations.
Last Dec. 17, Mr. Peters married Marjorie Hodgson of Finca El
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W. G.dentQUISENBERRY,
of Transradio Pressvice
in presiNew
York, was married in Greenwich.
Conn. July 21 to Isabel Steel, who
recently completed a picture in Hollywood titled / Was a Captive in Nazi
Germany, based on her four months
in a Berlin prison suspected of
espionage — an episode which attracted
widespread news interest last year.
LENOX R. LOHR, NBC president,
has
purchased
Hawthorne
of the
Mrs. 21-acre
David estate
Luke
fronting the Hudson River at Tarrytown, N. Y.
ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT, vice president of Hearst Radio Inc., in charge
of its KTSA, San Antonio, and
KNOW, Austin, and Mrs. Roosevelt,
the former Ruth Goggins of Fort
Worth, are parents of a son born
July 15 in Fort Worth, where Mr.
Roosevelt headquarters.
IRVIN GROSS, merchandising manager of WFAA, Dallas, is the father
of a baby girl born July 1 at Baylor
Hospital, Dallas.
C. I;. MCCARTHY, formerly with
NBC in San Francisco and New
York, later with KFI and KJBS,
San Francisco, is now back with
Ralph Brunton
Sons as "radio
advisor" of the &Northern
California
Broadcasting System, which comprises the Brunton stations KJBS,
San Francisco, and KQW, San Jose,
and which also links up KROW,
Oakland, and KGIM, Stockton.
PAUL

KESTON, CBS vice president, returned from Europe in midJuly after a trip of several months
for his health. While in Europe he
also inspected various television developments.
LEO RICKETTS, formerly of the announcing staff of KFBK, Sacramento,
has joined the sales staff of KMJ,
Fresno. William Nixon Jr., for the
past year with KMJ, has joined the
sales staff of KERN, Bakersfield, Cal.
DAVID SARNOFF, president of
RCA, sailed July 23 on the lie de
France for a combined business and
vacation trip to Europe.
Pacayal, Pochuta, Guatemala. They
reside in New York.
If "Pete" has a hobby it is fishing in Canada's North Woods. He
has made several jaunts to the
Hudson Bay area in yielding to the
piscatorial urge. He also dabbles
in photography, particularly colored movies. "But my best hobby,"
he says, "is a good fight with any
client, provided I win."

RICHARD C. PATTERSON Jr..
former NBC executive vice president,
has taken offices in Suite 3630, RCA
Bldg., Radio City, and is devoting
himselfests.toHe ishisa private
intermember business
of the boards
of severaldustrialNew
York
banks
and
inconcerns.
FRANKtions viceMASON,
relapresident,NBCleftstation
New York
by
July 21 the
for Bohemian
Grove.of
Cal.plane
to attend
annual frolic
San Francisco's famed Bohemian Club
as the guest of Earle Anthony, operator of KFI and KECA, Los Angeles.
GEORGE MATEYO, recent graduate
of Harvard business school, has joined
the sales promotion department of
WOR, Newark, specializing in market
BEHIND
THE

MICROPHONE

WILLIAM LUNDELL has resigned
from NBC as director of special
events, a position he had held for
four years. No successor has been
chosen. The department is temporarily being run by Jack Hartley
who
been serving as Mr. Lundell's had
assistant.
HOWARD CLANEY and Alois Havrilla, NBC announcers, sailed July
16 and July 22 respectively for
European vacations. Mr. Claney will
visit the Olympics and pursue his
hobby of landscape painting. Mr.
Havrilla wili visit his birthplace in
Pressov, Czechoslovakia.
DOROTHY TUTTLE, secretary to
Edythe Fern Melrose, manager of
WJAY, Cleveland, and oldest member
of the station staff, has been named
publicity director, succeeding Bill
Cavanagh, who resigned last month.
W. A. GLEASON, formerly of
WBIG. Greensboro, N. C, has joined
WCHV, Charlottesville, Va.. and will
broadcast University of Virginia
sports events as well as serving as
publicity director. Ted Reams, of
Richmond, has been named WCHV
program director.
BLAKE RITTER and Joe Garrett,
who have been announcing in Philadelphia and New York, have joined
WFIL, Philadelphia.
CARL GEORGE, production director
of WGAR, Cleveland, was graduated
in June from the Western Reserve
law school, Cleveland.
HAROLD PARKES has joined Affiliated Broadcasting Co. as sports
announcer, leaving a similar position
with the Iowa Broadcasting System
to come to Chicago. Parkes at one
time was chief announcer of WBBM,
Chicago.
LLOYD E. YODER, NBC Western
division press relations chief, surprised his friends at a party July 13
at which he announced that on June
24 he had been married to Betty
Marino, concert and radio violinist.
PATTY JEAN, who has worked on
various stations and networks, has
been signed by WNEW, Newark, to
broadcast a daily health club program at 8:45 a. m. WNEW claims
she is the only regular woman sports
announcer in radio. She started in
ville.
radio as a singer on WNOX, KnoxHOWARD NELSON, formerly of
KGFK, Moorhead, Minn., has joined
WDAY, Fargo, N. D. Robert Murphy, WD AY announcer, was away
from the microphone due to tonsilitis,
with Dave Henley, recently returned
to the commercial department, taking
his place.
WAYNE JOHNSON, program director of WJAY, has left to join the
radio staff of the Great Lakes Exposition. He was with WJAY for 18
months, and has been succeeded temporarily by Maxwell Hage.
LEO ERDODY has been appointed
musical director of World Broadcasting System.
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ROBERT WALKER DUMJI, director of the KSFO auxiliary studios in
Oakland, Cal., was married to Eleanor
Breed, daughter of State Senator Herbert L. Breed, in Piedmont, Cal., July
16. Ceremony was performed by the
Rev. William T. Dumm, grandfather
of the groom. Dumm is the son of
J2e±t 'Paytime Station
in the Jl&nd
\> esley I. Dumm, president of the Associated Broadcasters Inc., which
operates KSFO.
HERB ALLEN on the announcing
staff of KYA in San Francisco for
the past year, has gone to KFRC, that
city, in a similar capacity. He succeeds Ralph Edwards who resigned to
, Fo
go
to
New York.
r
I
A complete coverage of—
South Dakota plus
■
j
CHET GATHERS, formerly program
director of KOMO and K.JR, Seattle,
■
a wide audience in Minnesota,
■
has joined KROW in Oakland, GalB
Iowa and Nebraska
■
as producer - announcer, succeeding
Royal Wiseman, resigned.

k

RODERICK CUPP. formerly continuity director of KTUL, Tulsa, has
been promoted to program director.
Cupp replaces Fenton Jeffers, who
was appointed national advertising
manager. Charles Bush, formerly of
I KBIX. Muskogee, Okla., is now in
the KTUL continuity department.
HAROLD SMITH, formerly sports
announcer with KFXR in Oklahoma
City, has joined the KTUL announcing staff.
GEORGE ROSS, formerly of KWG.
Stockton, Cal., has been transferred
to KOH. Reno, where he is chief announcer.

With—
5000

Watts

Full

(L.S.)

Time

Regional
570

FRANK WILBUR, recently active in
college dramatics, has joined the announcing staff of KWG, Stockton,
Cal.
J. C. MORGAN, production manager
of KSFO, San Francisco, and Lucy
Cuddy,
charge of head
that the
station's
dramatic indepartment,
radio
city.
faculty of the David Belasco School
of Dramatic and Radio Arts in that

Kc.

C.B.S.

MILTON ADAIR, who resigned from
the announcing staff of KSFO, San
Francisco, some months ago to study
aviation at Randolph Field, Texas,
has returned to the station. He was
forced to leave the aviation school
when he sustained injury to his back.
TASMAN WARD, recently added to
the announcing staff of KFRC in San
Francisco, has resigned to go to New
York.
PAUL NATHAN, radio editor of the
Oakland (Cal.) Post - Enquirer, has
resigned to try playwriting in New
York. His successor is Don Logan,
formerly staff vocalist of KROW,
Oakland.
FOSTER RUCKER, producer and
technician of KNX, Los Angeles, was
married July 20 to Pauline Stafford,
member of the girls trio heard on the
Crockett Family program.
DON

HASTINGS,
former in
CBScharge
announcer and until recently
of special events for KFWB, Hollywood, has joined Hub Robinson Inc.,
publicity - advertising organization of
Hollywood, as radio production man-

■I
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JOHN C. FITZGERALD, formerly
of WMFF, Plattsburg, N. Y., and!
WGY, Schenectady, has joined the
announcing staff of WFBL. Syracuse. He replaces Leo Bolley, who
is giving full time to his twice-daily
sports broadcasts for Tidewater Oil
RALPH
WONDERS, manager of the
Co.
CBS
Artists Bureau,
returned to
New York the first week in July after
negotiating
several film and radio con- :
tracts in Hollywood.
OWEN CRUMP, announcer and mas-;
ter of ceremonies on KFWB. Hollywood, has announced his engagementto Isabel Jewell, screen star.
JOSEPH MICCICHE, Los Angeles
City Hall contact for a number ol
radio stations, and City Hall radic
announcer of KRKD, has announced
his candidacy
as assemblyman foi
that district.
sentative
Hollywood,
and repre-'
Miss
HAROLD inBOCK,
NBC press
Sybil Chism were married July 5
They will live in North Hollywood
JAMES L. BUTCH, University oi
Florida student who served for five
years as announcer and then chiel
announcer of WRUF, Gainesville 1
University station, has joined the announcing staff of WLW, Cincinnati.
FRANCIS C. HEALEY, member ol
the NBC press department in Radii
City, was married July 3 to Miss
Elizabeth Palmer, of Indianapolis.
DAN SEYMOUR, Yankee Network,'
announcer, has resigned to join CB>
in New York. Recently he has beer ,
announcing the Gillette Community*
Sing test on Yankee prior to its ad i
vent on CBS.

CLAUDE LA BELLE, Robert Hall,
ager.
and Herb Caen, radio editors respectively of the San Francisco News,
Call-Bulletin and Chronicle, have organized a horseshoe tournament and
challemred NBC executives in that
c'ty. Entered from the network are
Harry Anderson. NBC western division sales manager ; Lou Frost, asto Don E.
Oilman. NBC's
western sistant
division
vice-president,
and
Lloyd E. Yoder. western division
press relations
manager.
The tournament starts Aug.
2.

Representatives
Wilson-Dalton-Robertson

WN

PIONEER PREACHER — Rev. R.
R. Brown, religious director of
WOW, Omaha, has been on the air
since April 8, 1923 and recently
delivered his 700th radio chapel
sermon. He is pastor-evangelist
of Omaha Gospel Tabernacle.

flH

LUVERNE E. SHATTO. formerly
chief engineer of KAST. Astoria.
Ore., has joined KERN. Bakersfield,
Cal., as announcer and operator.
VICTOR CRAZE, recent University
of Texas graduate, .-has joined the
news staff of WOAI, San Antonio.
BROADCASTING
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"Amateur Hour"
RADIO continues to provide
the stage with subject matter for plays, as it has the
screen for several years. At
Niantic, Conn., one of the
numerous summer theatres
flourishing in the East on
July 20 opened Edmund
Fuller's Amateur Hour, a
comedy satire on the amateur craze, set in the studios
of the mythical "WHNT" in
New York with "Col. Richard Cartwright" as the main
character and the story built
around his tribulations in
scouting talent. If the play
takes well, it may later go
to Broadway.
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JOHN J. GILLIN Jr., manager of
WOW, Omaha, was elected president of the Nebraska Broadcasters Association at a meeting in
Lincoln July 17. In his 31st year,
Mr. Gillin is a director of the NAB
and served as chairman of the
resolutions committee at the trade
association's convention in Chicago
last month. The name of the Nebraska association was changed
from the Missouri Valley Broadcasters Association. The organization decided to ask permission to
broadcast the Cornhusker football
games, which have been banned for
several years. Further plans include advertising of Nebraska as a
market and closer association of
Nebraska radio stations.
John M. Henrv, general manager
of KOIL, KFAB and KFOR, was
elected vice president, and Art
Thomas, WJAG, Norfolk, was reelected secretary-treasurer. Directors, in addition to the officers are
Clark Stamford, KGFW, Kearney,
and W. I. LeBarron, KGNF, North
Platte. Mr. Gillin succeeds Dietrich Dirks, formerly head of
KOIL and KFAB, as president.
Chevrolet

KDYL

Head

to Add

CBS

CHEVROLET MOTOR Co., Detroit (motor cars) starts a fall network series on 88 CBS stations,
Oct. 18, Sundays, 6:30-7 p. m. The
program will feature artists currently heard in the Chevrolet WBS
transcriptions, Rubinoff, Jan
Peerce and Virginia Rea. Graham McNamee will not be heard in
the CBS broadcast it is understood.
Effective July 20, Chevrolet renewed the WBS recorded series for
another 13 weeks on 380 stations.
Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc., Detroit,
placed both accounts.
Chevrolet Augments
CHEVROLET dealers in Philadelphia are augmenting the WBS
transcription campaign in that
market with a drive on used car
and new truck sales, using a 26week series Twentieth Century
Highlights on WFIL, Philadelphia.
Each program is dedicated to a
Philadelphia Chevrolet dealer, who
is interviewed by Harold Simonds.
Commercial themes are woven into
the interviews. The program is
based on an editorialized resume
of the day's news followed by a
glimpse at headlines of the same
day in past years.
BROADCASTING

Is Offered

Script

Stations

Federal Group Submits First
Of Cooperative Projects
CARRYING out the radio - educa- •
tion recommendation made by the
FCC in 1935 when a Committee of
35 was named by Dr. John W.
Studebaker, U. S. Commissioner of
Education, to promote cooperation
between educators and broadcasters, Dr. Studebaker and NAB managing Director James W. Baldwin
have announced preparation by
the Federal Radio Project of a
series of scripts which are being
sent to stations and schools.
The scripts, now six in number,
are titled Interviews With the Past.
Mr. Baldwin has advised stations
to provide suitable time for broadcasting of the programs by local
schools. Authors of the scripts are
Dr. Donald G. Calhoun, feature
writer and formerly history professor at University of Southern
California, and Dorothy Donnell,
author and editor. They were edited by Leo S. Rosencrans, script
director of the U. S. Office of Education's radio project and coauthor
with Irene Rich of Behind the]
Screen.
Program Aids
THE PROGRAMS are imaginary
interviews by a group of reporters
for a local school paper with six
historical celebrities. After they
had been produced, broadcast on
WMAL, Washington, by a radic
guild from McKinley High School
a radio manual covering produc-,
tion was prepared, as well as a
bibliography covering lives of the
celebrities and a glossary of radio
terms. Theme music is included.
Dr. Studebaker has sent copies
of scripts to school officials and
Civilian Conservation Corps district advisers and Mr. Baldwin has
sent copies to station managers. A
nominal charge is made for scripts

Radio Educators Meet
THE NATIONAL Association ol
Educational Broadcasters, comprising in its membership a score
of the educational stations of the
country, will hold its 1936 convention Aug. 17 and 18 at the University of Wisconsin at Madison
according to announcement July
27 by Harold A. Engel, executive
secretary. At the same time the
American Association of Agricul-.
tural College Editors will hold its
convention in Madison, and a cooperative session is planned. National radio aspects, a session or
educational station progress anc
a "recording clinic" are on the
agenda. Program details have nof
been completed Mr. Engel said
and "surprises may be expected"
Dirks Seeks Station
DIETRICH DIRKS, formerly gen
eral manager of the Central States
Broadcasting Co., operating KOIL
Omaha, and KFAB - KFOR, Lin
coin, Neb., is disclosed in an ap
plication filed with the FCC a:
50% stockholder in the newl;
formed Sioux City Broadcasting
Co., applying for a new 100 watl
night and 250 watt day statioi
on 1420 kc. in Sioux City, la. The
Siottx City Tribune is named ai
the other 50% stockholder.
• Broadcast
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Dangers of European System
Pointed Out in Report
RADIO'S phenomenal march into
the heart of international affairs,
complex political, ecopresenting
nomic and legal problems, makes
desirable an intensive program of
research and study which should
be undertaken by the legal profession, it is concluded by the
Standing Committee on Communications of the American Bar Association in its report to the Association. The Association holds
its annual meeting in Boston during the week beginning Aug. 24.
Headed
by John
W. Guider,
Washington radio attorney as
ichairman, the committee recommended that two separate units
within the Association be established, one to undertake research
work, perhaps with the aid of
raduate law students,
and the
ther to handle correlation of acivities now in progress, including
nternational law, comparative
aw, and such communications law
s there is. Other members of the
ommittee are Douglas Arant, of
irmingham, Edwin M. Borchard,
aw professor of Yale, Bruce W.
anborn, St. Paul, and Paul D. P.
Spearman, Washington attorney
and former FCC general counsel.
Intricate Issues
POINTING out that complex questions, differing from anything ever
before known, are presented by the
(technical progress of radio during
the last few years, the Committee
said they must be solved because
they affect not only the interests
of the countr" but the service and
convenience of practically every
(citizen. By virtue of radio, it said,
|American continental insularity is
rapidly passing. During the last
two years thousands of receivers
jcapable of receiving the short-wave
broadcasts of foreign nations have
been placed in use and broadcasts
itfor the United States from foreign
countries are received regularly.
In Europe, the Committee said,
fche problem is acute because of
crowding of available frequencies;
fforts of some nations to propagandize neighboring nations by
radio; use of radio for its effect
pn international trade relations;
varying laws of copyright and
pther factors. Deliberate and ruinous interference to transmissions
from Vatican City and Ethiopia
and from several European capitals have occurred so the programs
-ould not be intelligibly received.
Emphasizing that this countrv
is the only important one where
broadcasting is private, the committee brings out that communication agencies, and particularly
fadio, in other nations, are con:ededly instruments of propaganda
susceptible of use by the government. "In America," it adds, "the
freedom of the air has come to
oe recognized, even by the press,
jas a principle which is just as important as the freedom of the
press. Both involve the freedom
pf speech, essential to our form
)f government. It may generally
be stated, as has been hereinbefore pointed out, that effective
egulation by any nation of its
communications will depend in the
?uture upon the cooperative efforts
|>f all nations to accomplish the
iesired results."
ROADCASTING

NewBroadcastingControl
Being

Drafted

in Canada

CANADA'S new setup for the regulation of broadcasting, authorized
by the last Parliament, is expected
to be announced by Sept. 1. C.
D. Howe, cabinet minister, is now
busily engaged consolidating the
Department of Marine, including
radio, railways, canals and civil
aviation, into a new Department
of Transport under which the new
general manager for radio will operate. The general manager will
replace the Canadian Broadcasting
Commission of three members, ana
will operate
owned stations as well the
as CRC's
its network.
In the meantime, speculation is
rife as to the board of nine governors to administer the radio act
and as to the new general manager. The Toronto Telegram last
month reported that it had heard
that Maj. Gladstone Murray,
Canadian-born executive of the
British Broadcasting Corp., has
resigned to accept the Canadian
post, but this remains unverified.

LIKE

A

You'll
is

WFLA License Transfer
WFLA, Clearwater, Fla., which
operates half time on the 620 kc.
channel, sharing a common 1,000
watt night and 5,000 day transmitter with WSUN, St. Petersburg, would pass from ownership
of the Clearwater Chamber of
Commerce to the Florida West
Coast Broadcasting Co. Inc., under
an application filed with the FCC
Broadcast Division July 16. No
money would be involved in the
transfer of the WFLA license, but
as a part of the arrangement
Florida West Coast would purchase half interest in the WFLAWSUN equipment from the chamber, with the City of St. Petersburg retaining its half interest for
use by WSUN. W. Walter Tison,
manager of WFLA, and H. H.
Baskin, Clearwater attorney and
former mayor of the city, are the
Coast company.
principals
in the Florida West

July 26. The report will be considered at the Association's annual
meeting Aug. 24 in Boston.
Insofar as the FCC is concerned,
the proposed Administrative Court
would have jurisdiction in cases
of revocation of licenses — a procedure in which the FCC does not
now indulge but which is permissible under the law. It would not
have jurisdiction over original
license grants by the FCC. The
committee making the recommendations comprises O. R. McGuire,
general counsel for the Comptroller
General, chairman; Monte Appel,
Richard Bentley, Louis G. Caldwell, and Julius C. Smith. Mr.
Caldwell drafted the report.

WHEN every announcer on the
staff caught a cold, Paul Schulz,
chief engineer of KYA, San Francisco, went to the rescue by disinfecting microphones.

SOY/uM

think
the

Proposed Federal Court
Includes FCC Activities
SETTING UP of a Federal Administrative Court to handle judicial functions now exercised by
certain Federal administrative
agencies, including in a limited
way the FCC, is proposed in the
report of the special committee of
Law of the AmerAdministrative
ican Bar Association, made public
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American
Favored

System
at

and

Institute

STAUNCH SUPPORT for a "free
radio", untrammeled by government interference and permitted
to go its way as free as the press
was voiced by leaders in the industry and outstanding individuals in public life during the sessions of the Institute of Public
Affairs at the University of Virginia last month. Two radio sessions— the first on July 14 on the
subject "Radio and Public Opin-

Radio

of

Freedom

Public

Affairs

ion", and the second three days
later on "Liberty of Expression in
the Press, Radio and Motion Pictures"— were on the agenda of the
Institute. It marked the first time
that radio received such prominence at the annual Public Affairs
conclave.
There developed during the debates an unanimity of view that a
free competitive system of broadcasting should be maintained in
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Standard

440

Pitch

THE of
standard
musical
tone
440 cycles
will"A"
be
broadcast by the U. S. Bureau of Standards, starting
Aug. 29, on 5,000, 10,000 and
15,000 kc. simultaneously. The
broadcasts will be continuous
for two weeks except Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays, noon to 3:30 p. m. If
demand for the service is sufficient, the signals may be
broadcast on regular schedule. A low-power transmitter is being used by the Bureau for the first broadcasts.
this country. While there was
sharp criticism on the part of certain speakers of methods employed
on the air, notably by Roger Baldwin, of the American Civil Liberties Union, and Raymond Gram
Swing, former editor of The Nation, there was no dispute on the
question of superiority of a private
American system of broadcasting
as opposed to the government
dominated systems in most other
nations.
At the July 14 session Lambdin
Kay, general manager of WSB,
Atlanta, Philip G. Loucks, Washington attorney and former managing director of the NAB, and
Mr. Swing debated the public opinion subject as applied to radio.
After Mr. Swing, who is radio
commentator on American affairs
for the British Broadcasting Corp.
and also comments over CBS, had
berated American radio methods
in handling of public affairs, he engaged in a rapid-fire discussion
with Messrs. Kay and Loucks who
took an opposite view. Mr. Swing
opposed sale of radio time for political purposes as "fundamentally
repugnant to democracy." He said
radio's crying need in this country
was that of better editing of its
programs.
In the Public Interest
MR. KAY asserted it was his view
that the American system of
broadcasting merited "everlasting
credit for patriotically, militantly
and intelligently plugging along in
the public interest, convenience
and necessity, despite the tempting
material rewards for abuse of this
power beckoning at every hand."
Mr. Loucks defended the American system of broadcasting as
superior to that of any other country. "Our competitive systems of
broadcasting, modeled after our
singularly American ideas of free
expression of thoughts," Mr.
Loucks said, "has not only stimulated interest in discussions of all
controversial public questions, with
its resultant effect upon public
opinion but, indeed, such discussions have made and kept American broadcasting the living, thriving, pulsating enterprise that it is."
Mr. Loucks also essayed to describe a broadcaster, in this way:
"The true broadcaster, trained
in our typically democratic system
of broadcasting, has developed a
sense of fairness and freedom
from bias which guarantees to the
public the maximum in factual information. For the true broadcaster is neither Democratic nor
Republican, neither Catholic nor
Protestant; neither Jew nor Gentile; neither liberal nor reactionnor laborite. ary;
The neither
truecapitalist
broadcaster
has
BROADCASTING

learned through 15 years of hard
experience that the public interest
demands a full and fair discussion
of all sides of all important publie questions and he has learned
that it is good business to meet
these demands.
He
has learned
that there can be no honest difference between what is most in the
public interest and best business.*'
Longer Licenses
THE
PANEL
discussion, led by
Dr. Herman S. Hettinger, of the
Wharton School
of Finance and
Commerce, University of Pennsylvania, precipitated considerable debate, which rested primarily with
freedom of the press and newspaper practices generally. Participating in this panel were Louis
G. Caldwell, Washington attorney
and former general counsel of the
Radio Commission, Carl F. Arnold,
Assistant General Counsel, FCC,
Mr. Baldwin, Elisha Hanson, Washington attorney and general counsel of the American Newspaper
Publishers Assn., and Gordon W.
Allport, of Harvard. On the fundamental question of "liberty of expression", all agreed that there
ment
shouldinterference.
be freedom from governMr. Baldwin, however, took the
view that stations should not be

<j
/

in
the or
position
speakers
editing of
their"selecting"
remarks,
In this regard, he argued in defense of the legislation introduced
at the last session of Congress by
Rep. Scott (R-Cal.) proposing a
new political section in the law
which would prevent stations from
editing political speeches
in advance of their rendition.
Mr. Baldwin and Mr. Caldwell
engaged in protracted debate on
this subject, the latter pointing out
that if the government interfered
with the power of stations to resort to "editorial selection" in the
material broadcast that this inevitably would mean government censorship. At the close of the panel
discussion, Mr. Baldwin appeared
to concede that he was not favorable to any sort of interference by
the government and that he felt
that the evil which he thought existed might be one that could be
cured by the public in expressing
its likes and dislikes for particular
types of programs.
Mr. Caldwell argued that three
year licenses, in his opinion, would
tend to eliminate any doubt in the
law as to censorship by the government. Long term licenses, he
said, would result in an automatic
change in procedure by the licensing authority in that the burden
of proof in cases of continuance
of station licenses would be on the
government rather than on the licensee. The present practice of
penalizing stations on program
matters, through use of the FCC;
power to refuse renewal of licenses, he held, should be eliminated and the burden placed where it
belongs, namely on the government.

j

Burden of Proof
MR. CALDWELL contended that
in practically every other case of
government licensing activity the
government assumes the burden of
proof. Action should be taken by
revocation proceedings rather than
on licensed renewals, he said.
Moreover, he explained, the three
year license now permitted by law
would tend to encourage broadcasting stations in their editorial,
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^election instead of keeping a
Lvatchful eye on the FCC because
;)f the license renewal procedure
how in force and the six month
license tenure.
Mr. Baldwin also criticized advertising on the air and to this
Mr. Caldwell replied it was his
;iew that advertising had nothing
;o do with freedom of expression.
iRather, he said, the matter of advertising control should rest with
j;he Federal
Trade Commission
ust as it has in the case of newspapers. Mr. Arnold took the view
:hat the FCC of necessity must
retain its broad powers over stations, as provided in the law, in
brder to insure programs in the
public interest. He voiced no view
>n longer licenses.
' At a session on July 16, Maj.
jjen. James G. Harbord, chairman
»f the board of RCA, and Frederic
K. Willis, assistant to the president of CBS, discussed the responsibility of mass communication
'nedia in a democracy. Gen. Harpord declared that untrammeled
':>ooks,
press andimportant
radio are than
more
fundamentally

OLYMPIAN — Bill Slater, NBC
sports announcer, in action. He
will describe Olympic games from
Berlin for NBC.
Networks

•'otes. Mr. Willis said the responsibility for broadcasting in this
[ountry is reallv the responsibility
:>f good American citizenship.
;!'This includes a duty to encourage
ree speech, free communication,
'ree inter-play
of thought (renembering that only in this way
an democracy be perpetuated). It
includes a duty to give fair play
lot alone to majorities but to responsible minorities. * * * It inludes a duty to see America as
. unity, as well as a land of parts
—remembering that the welfare of
he whole is vital if the interests
f each are to be served."

iI
111 «

Plan

Complete

Olympic Game Coverage
THROUGH the major events of
the Olympic Games, American
radio announcers will be at the
microphones in Berlin to relay
running accounts to the American
audience via the networks. On
board the Manhattan with the
American team when it departed
last month was Bill Slater, NBC
sports expert, who broadcast direct
from the ship to NBC and who
will cover the events at Berlin as
they occur and also broadcast
summaries daily except Sundays
from 6-6:15 p. m. (EDST) on the
Red Network and at 7:15 p. m. on
Sundays; daily except Sundays
from 7:15-7:30 p. m. on the Blue
Network and at 6 p. m. on Sundays.
From the time the games formally open at noon Aug. 1 with
Hitler's welcome address, CBS will
cover the major events with Ted

Radio Advisory Council
Reviews Education Work
THE COMPLETE story of the
National Advisory Council on Radio in Education Inc., 60 E. 42d
St., New York, organized in 1931
to promote the more effective utilization of broadcasting in the field
of education, is told in a booklet
Listen and Learn published last
month by the Council and edited
by its director, Levering Tyson.
The booklet discloses that for three
years the Council was supported
by Rockefeller and Carnegie grants
and at present derives its appropriations from the Carnegie Corp.,
with other specific purpose contributions coming from other foundations and educational sources while
"broadcasters have made their facilities available to the Council
without charge for purposes of
program experimentation."
The
ganization, committees, articles
incorporation, publications and
tivities of the Council are all
forth in the booklet.

orof
acset

Husing, its ace sports announcer,
and Bill Henry, sports editor of
the Los Angeles Times, at the
microphone. They left for Berlin
several weeks before the team
departed. They will be on staggered schedules according to the
events, but Husing will also broadcast a daily recapitulation from a
Berlin Studio, from 5-5:15 p.m.
(EDST).
Transatlantic radiophone circuits of RCA Communications and
the Transatlantic radiotelephone
of A. T. & T. will be used, the
networks working in collaboration
with the German broadcasting
system.

Progress of Television
And Research Activities
Narrated

in

5000

Book

THE

STORY of television development by RCA, as related in addresses and technical papers by its
executives and engineers, is told in
detail in the first volume ever produced by the company on this subject, which was released July 21.
Coming at a time when developmental work with visual radio is
being intensified, the volume contains 452 pages of speeches, technical papers, photographs and
RCA's television
graphs about
search. The distribution,
so far reas
known, is limited. It was published
by the RCA Institutes Technical
Press.
The book contains addresses and
statements by David Sarnoff, RCA
papers by Dr. C. B. Jolpresident,
liffe,
former FCC chief engineer
and now engineer-in-charge of the
RCA Frequency Bureau; papers by
Dr. V. K. Zworykin, inventor of a
number of television devices and
an RCA research engineer, and
technical papers by other RCA engineers such as E. W. Engstrom
and Charles J. Young.
RCA announced recently that it
will demonstrate its system of television, held to be the most advanced in the world, to broadcasters this September. It is now actively engaged in transmission and
reception experiments in the New
York area with high-definition pictures, as part of its "million dollar" experimental undertaking announced earlier this year.

(daytime)
Hous
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worn
KFH

has ALWAYS

had an audience many times greater than that of any

station heard in this territory — NOW
power to 5000 Watts, KFH

with a 5-fold increase in daytime

is serving an even greater "able-to-buy" audience.

Wichita, Kansas — the Heart of
the Nation s Bread Basket

City
Denver
Lincoln
Topeka
Kansas City

Air Mi.
Distant
440
220
125
175

Air Mi.
City
Distant
Tulsa
132
Dallas
350
Ft. Worth
350
Oklahoma City.— 162

Wichita, Kansas, the home of RADIO STATION KFH, is in the heart of
the bread basket of the nation, for more than half the wheat produced in
Kansas in 1936 was harvested in the Primary Listening Area of KFH. The
Kansas wheat crop is estimated at approximately 130,000,000 bushels,
while the yield in the home county of KFH and the 23 counties immediately
adjacent is more than 69,000,000 bushels. Here is a rich market which
advertisers cannot afford to overlook.

WICHITA
KFH

The City of Wichita is the shopping center for

The Wichita Daily Eagle Station

a large area of south central Kansas and northern Oklahoma. It is the principle distributing

5000 WATTS

and retail city of this vast, rich territory.

Edward Petry & Company
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ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WOR, Newark
Hoffman Beverage Co., Newark
(beer), 3 weekly sp, thru Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
Bathasweet Corp., New York, 3
weekly sp, thru H. M. Kiesewetter
Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y.
Bigelow Sanford Carpet Co. Inc.,
New York, 2 weekly sp, thru
Newell-Emmett Co. Inc., N. Y.
Slide Fasteners Inc., New York,
weekly sp, thru (j. Lynn Sumner
Co. Inc., N. Y.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Coal Co., New York (Blue Coal),
2 weekly sp, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc.. N. Y.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), weekly t, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
New York Woman Inc., New York
(publication), 3 weekly sp, thru
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y.
Philadelphia Dairy Products, Philadelphia (Aristocrat milk), 3 weekly
sp, thru Scheck Adv. Agency Inc.,
Newark.
S. Gumpert Co. Inc., New York
(dessert), 2 weekly sp, thru Gardner Adv. Agency, N. Y.
WHIO, Dayton
BC Remedy Co., Durham, N. C.
(proprietary), 300 sa, thru Harvey-Massengale Co.. Atlanta.
General Foods Corp., New York ( Satina), 120 sa. thru Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
Continental Baking Co., New York
(Krug bread), 5 weekly t, thru
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Lifebuoy), 3 weekly t. thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Spry).
6 weekly sa, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), 5 so, thru Knox
Reeves Adv. Inc., Minnapolis.
Foster-Milburn
Co., Buffalo
pills). 39 so. thru
Street & (Doan's
Finnev
Inc., N. Y.
Hudson Motor Car Co., Detroit, 13
sa, thru Brooke, Smith & French
Inc., Detroit.
Greyhound Management Inc., Cleveland (bus lines), 13 so, thru Beaumont & Hohman Inc., Cleveland.
WMAQ, Chicago
Gold Dust Corp., New York (Silver
Dust), 5 weekly sa, thru Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
Kraft Phenix Cheese Corp., Chicago,
6 weekly sa, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.. Chicago.
Chicago & Northwestern RR., Chicago, daily so, thru Caples Co.,
Chicago.
WHK, Cleveland
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello,
111. (proprietary), o weekly t, thru
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.
Gardner Nurseries, Osage, la., 6
weekly t, thru Northwest Radio
Adv. Co., Seattle.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge ( Lifebuoy), 3 weekly t. thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
KNX, Hollywood
Sn-asska Laboratories, Los Angeles
(toothpaste), weekly sp, thru
Glasser Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Page
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WGY, Schenectady
Saratoga Racing Assoc., Saratoga
Springs, N. Y. (horse racing) 70
so,
30 sp, thru Leighton & Nelson,
Schenectady.
E. L. Knowles Co., New York, (Rubine), daily sa, thru Lawrence
O'Connell, Boston.
Johnson Educator Food Co., Cambridge (buscuits), daily sp, thru
John W. Queen, Boston.
Procter & Gamble Co. (White Naptha) 195 sa, thru Blackmail Adv.
Inc., N. Y.
Baldwin Laboratories, Sagerstown,
Pa., (insecticide) 3 weekly sp,
thru Yount Co., Erie. Pa.
New York Bureau of Milk Publicity,
Albany, N. Y. (milk), 132 so, thru
J. M. Mathes Inc., New York.
C. F. Mueller Co., Jersey City, N. J.
(macaroni), daily sa, thru E. W.
Hellwig Co., New York.
WENR, Ch'cago
American Express Co., Chicago,
weekly
sa, thru Caples Co., Chicago.
Denver Convention and Tourists
Bureau,
Denver, Col., 2 weekly so,
direct.
Premier Pabst Sales Co., Chicago,
5 daily so, thru Morris-SchenkerRoth Inc., Chicago.
KDKA, Pittsburgh
W. F. Straub & Co.. Chicago, 78 sp,
thru Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Drums Inc.. Detroit (chemicals), 26
sp, thru C. C. Winiiiiigham Inc.,
Detroit.
WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield
Van Camp Sea Foods Co. Inc., Terminal Island, Cal. (White Star
tuna), 2 weekly sp, thru Emil
Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco.
TOONERVILLE
Another

FOLKS.

reason why mother

Transcriptions,

Stations

WGN, Chicago
E. R. Squibb & Sons. New York
( toothpowder ) , 3 weekly sp, thru
Geyer-Cornell & Newell Inc., N. Y.
Evans Fur Co., Chicago (wearing
apparel and furs), 156 sp, thru
Auspitz & Lee Adv. 'Agency, Chicago.
Wilson & Co. Inc., Chicago (meat
products), 12 sp, thru U. S. Adv.
Corp., Chicago.
Baldwin
Laboratories
Inc., Sagertown, Pa., 16 sp, thru Yount Co.,
Erie. Pa.
Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette,
Pa., 31 ta, thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
WNAC, Boston
Brioschi & Co., New York (proprietary), weekly sp, direct.
Dodge Bros. Corp., Detroit (autos),
18 ta, thru Ruthrauff & Rvan Inc.,
N. Y.
Kelvinator Corp. of New England,
Boston (refrigerators), 26 f, thru
Dowd & Ostreicher, Boston.
Texas Co., New York (Texaco), 39
t, thru Hanff-Metzger Inc., N. Y.
CKNX, Wingham, Ont.
Soy Bean Products Ltd., Toronto
(Sunsoy), weekly sp, direct.
King Calcium Products, Cambell
ville. Ont. (insecticides), weekly
sp, direct.
KYW, Philadelphia
California Packing Corp., San Franciscocanned
(
salmon ) , 3 weekly
so, thru McCann-Erickson Inc.,
San Francisco.
KGO, San Francisco
Lindsay Ripe
Olive Co.,
San Francisco (cosmetics),
5 weekly
sp,
thru Doremus & Co., San Francisco.
By Fontaine Fox.

and dad could murder

Major Bowes

WOAI, San Antonio
McAleer
Mfg. Co., Detroit (aim
polish),
26 so, Inc.,
thru Detroit.
Holden, Gra:
ham & Clark
Packer Mfg. Co., New York (Sealr;
tone), 26 ta, thru Blackman Advi
Inc., N. Y.
Blatz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, 52 mn
thru Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlaj
Associates, Milwaukee.
BC
Remedy
Co., Durham.
X. C
(proprietary), 365 so, thru Hur
vey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
Bunte Bros., Chicago
(candy), Si
so, thru Fred A. Robbins Inc., Chi
cago.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, 19]
t, thru
Blackett-Sample-HummnInc.,
Chicago
(begins Aug. 31).

RCA
(tubes),N. 11T{:
sa, Mfg.
thru Co.,
LordCamden
& Thomas,
Alaska Pacific Salmon Corp., Seattl
(Peter Pan salmon), 13 so, thr
J. William Sheets, Seattle.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnal
(Drene),
ta, N.
15 Y.t, thru Black
man
Adv. 26Inc.,
Webster-Eisenlohr
Inc., New Yor
(Tom Moore cigars), 13 sp. thr I
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. \\
E. R. Squibb & Son Inc., New Yor j
(toothpowder), 60 ta, thru Geyeif
Cornell & Newell Inc., N. Y.
WHAM, Rochester
Procter & Gamble
Co., Cincinnar
(P & Adv.
G soap),
man
Inc., 130
N. Y.to, thru Blacl,
E. R. Squibb & Son, New Yor!
(drugs etc.), 2 daily ta, thr!
Geyer, Cornell & Newell Inc^
N. Y.
Hemphill Deisel Schools of Lou
Island, New
Equity
Adv. York,
Agency,2 daily
N. Y.sa, thr'
Rival Packing Co., Chicago (&i
food),
weekly
t, thru Charh
Silver &5 Co.,
Chicago.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Wester^
Coal Co., New York (Blue coal j
2 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryai
Inc., N. Y.
Greyhound Management Inc., Clevd
land, 2 sa, 13 so, thru Beaumoi
& Hohman Inc., Cleveland.
WEEI, Boston
Crowell
Publishing
New Yoi'
(Woman's
Home Co.,
Companion).
weeklv sp, thru Geyer, Cornell
Newell Inc., N. Y.
Loose Wiles Biscuit Co., Long Islai
City,
dailyN.so,Y. thru Newell-Emmc
Co. Inc.,
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge ( Spry
6 weekly so, thru Ruthrauff
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Bowey's Inc., Chicago (Dari-Rich
weekly t, thru Russell Comer Act
Co., Chicago.
E. R. Squibb & Son Co.. New Yoi
(toothpaste),
5 weekly
ta, thi
Geyer, Cornell & Newell Inc., N.
KGO, San Francisco
(fresh Trading
sea foods),
7 weekly Ct'
s.
Marine
Co., Oakland.
thru Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agenc
San Francisco.
George H. Benioff, Inc., San Fra :
Cisco, (furs, wholesale & retail
weekly sp, direct.
Pacific Trading Co., San Francises
(canned clams), weekly sp, thr!
Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, Sil
Francisco.
KFRC, San
Procter & Gamble
(Drene). weekly
Chicago.
Kastor
& Sons

u

rsf/<

vn.

°

f© 19S6. Fontiicc Fox)
From New York Sun
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Francisco
Co., Cincinnati
t, thru H. \m
Adv. Co. In.:|

WICC, Bridgeport
Samson
United Corp., Roehest'Jl
(fans), 13 ta, thru Hutchins A<M
Co. Inc., Rochester.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Armand Co., Des Moines (cosmetic-- 11
3 weekly ta, thru H. W. Kastor I
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
WIP, Philadelphia
Samson United Corp., RockestjB
(Safe-Flex fans), 9 sa, thru Hute ■
ins Adv. Co., Rochester.
WAAB, Boston
Cleveland
Steel Products Cor
Cleveland, 100 sa, direct.
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EODNG & RUBICAM Iuc. has
nearly completed plans to establish an
.ftiee in Hollywood where it will proluce the Jack Benny and Fred
lAstaire programs and possibly others.
Joe and Don StaufStuhler,
[William
Eer and Tom
Harrington returned to
rheir New York offices in July to
L'omplete the plans, after which Don
tftauffer will return to the Pacific
Coast where Tom Harrington, producer of the Benny program, also
will headquarter.
(JOHN MacDONNELL, European
(manager of the radio department of
Jj. Walter Thompson Co., has returned to his London headquarters
&fter a tour of American radio stations and advertising agencies, inEluding two weeks in Hollywood.
PHIL MTGATT, radio author for J.
Walter Thompson Co., has returned
to the New York office after six
(months in the Hollywood radio department where he had writing assignments on Swift Studio Party, Lux
■Radio Theatre and Shell Chateau.
ROBERT L. REDD has resigned
rrom the production department of
SBC, Hollywood, to join William
Esty & Co., as producer of Came!
Varavan. Ted Seherdeman has been
jtransferred from the Chicago produc:i'>n staff to Hollywood.

NATIONS, formerly an acJpAUL
'xmnt executive with Doremus & Co..
End the Pacific Advertising Staff,
both in San Francisco, has joined
Rufus Rhoades & Co., that city, in
similar capacity. He will service
•adio along with other accounts.
(SaARRY BETTERIDGE, of the Deroit Xews staff, has been sent to
[Sew York to act as representative
heretio for
newspaper's
stationWWJ,
which the
recently
severed raits
iffiliation with John Blair & Co. His
bffices are in the newspaper's branch
'in the Times Annex.
WWJ is now
represented in the Chicago area by
Craig & Hollingsberry, 307 No. Michigan Ave.
count executive
for Sidney radio
Garfinkel
'jDONALD
A. BREYER,
acAdv. Agency, San Francisco, will
marry Miriam Jane Lubin of that
•ity on Aug. 19. Their engagement
was announced recently.
V ALTER W. MONROE Jr., account
executive in the San Francisco office
of Walter Biddick Co. for the last
i.fcix months, has been made manager,
succeeding Don C. Robbins, resigned.
Robbins will remain in an advisory
•a pacify until Sept. 1 when he will
vacation before announcing future
wlans.
jRALSTON LEWIS has resigned as
[radio account executive of KFRC in
fian Francisco and is motoring to
;New York to enter the agency field.
TOHN F. FINNERAN has resigned
is director of advertising for the
">eripps-Howard newspapers to join
Benton & Bowles
Inc., New York
igeney, as vice president, effective
:A.ug. 3. Mr. Finneran and A. W.
.Hobler, president of the agency, were
Associated for many years as executives of the Gardner Adv. Co., St.
Louis. Mr. Finneran has been with
iScripps-Howard since 1928 when he
'oined the firm as sales promotion
manager of the national advertising
lepartment.
p. H. VENNER, president of Conluest Alliance Co., foreign station
representatives and transcription prolucers, will sail in mid-August for a
our of his company's South American offices. Mr. Venner will make it
i honeymoon trip also, having been
narried July 7 to Miss Mary Payne.
Iif Petersburg, Va.
W. R. ARCHER, formerly of the
dvertising staff of the Houston Post,
ias joined Steel Adv. Agency Inc.,
louston, as account executive.
BROADCASTING

Bonus for Squibb
E. R. SQUIBB & SON, New
York (toothpaste) got a recent network bonus on a
spot announcement over
WGAR, Cleveland. Erno
Rapee had baton poised for
an NBC-WJZ broadcast
from the Great Lakes Exposition, to be fed by WGAR,
when a loudspeaker blared
forth with the Squibb WGAR
transcription announcement
just as the go ahead signal
was given. The disc program
went on the network. A new
engineer in the exposition
booth had cut in too soon.
HERMAN BESS has resigned the
presidency of Bess & Schillin Inc.,
New York agency, to assume the
vice presidency of WNEW, Newark,
in charge of sales. Al Schillin succeeds Mr. Bess as head of the agency,
renamed the Schillin Advertising
Corp. The WNEW sales department
will undergo some reorganization,
with Hugh Boice Jr., son of the sales
vice president of CBS continuing in
charge
of WNEW's
national
business
and contacting
agencies
under
Mr.
Bess' supervision.
HENRY SELINGER, of the Chicago NBC program department, has
joined Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.
as an account executive. He will
work on radio among other accounts.
At one time he was radio director of
the Chicago headquarters of Lord &
Thomas.
MAURICE C. LODGE and Rogers
Porter have joined the M. E. Harlan
Adv. Agency,
San and
Francisco,
as account executives
will service
radio along with other accounts.
Lodge was formerly associated with
Erwin. Wasey & Co., that city. Porter was recently with the Sidney
Garfinkel Agency, San Francisco.
RALPH W. HOBBS, Northwest advertising and merchandising specialist, has been appointed to an executive position with the McCord Co.
Inc., Minneapolis.
H. B. LeQUATTE, president of
Churchill-Hall Inc., advertising agency, and president of the Advertising
Club of New York, was interviewed
over WNYC. New York, on July 30
by John Black, author and radio
commentator on radio advertising.
The
listener's
reaction
credits
was the
theme. to commercial
S. LINTON, formerly with the sales
promotion staff of Hart, Schaffner
& Marx, clothiers, Chicago, will join
his brother, Ray Linton, in his station representation business after the
latter returns from New York in midAugust, where he has gone in conGroup. nection with the affairs of Inter-City
DAVIS KIRBY formerly of Yankee
Network, and the Oklahoma Times
will join the New York office of E.
Katz Special Adv. Agency on Aug. 1
as radio salesman.
WHEATENA Co., Rahway, N. J.
(cereal) will bring Popeye, the
Sailorman, back to the air on 33
CBS stations Aug. 31, Mon., Wed..
Fri., 7:15-7:30 p. m. Popeye, leadin? King Feature Syndicate comic
strip, was heard on NBC last fall
and winter under the same sponsorship. Rohrabauffh & Gibson Inc.,
Philadelphia, is the agency.

Plant

Wilfred

Dedicated

PLANS to dedicate its new 5,000watt transmitter on Aug. 1 have
been made by KLZ, Denver, CBS
outlet which a year ago was purchased by the Oklahoma Publishing Co., operating WKY, Oklahoma City. The new 5,000-watt
Western Electric unit and a new
444-foot vertical radiator were to
be placed in service with a special
inaugural program to emanate
from the transmitter site along
with a half-hour program from
CBS New York studios. About
300 guests were to be entertained
at a party at the transmitter site.
The station is under the management of J. I. Meyerson, former advertising manager of the Oklahoma City Daily Oklahoman. The
transmitting plant and antenna,
both designed by Bell Laboratories,
are country.
said to be the most modern in
the

W.

Fry

WILFRED W. FRY, president of
N. W. Ayer & Son. Inc., died
July 27 in Jefferson Hospital,
Philadelphia, after a long illness.
He was 60 years old. Mr. Fry became head of the Ayer agency in
1923 upon the death of Francis
Wayland
His Ayer
survivors
Mrs. AnnaAyer.
Gilman
Fry,area
daughter of Mr. Ayer; Wayland
Fry, a son, and two daughters.
Mrs, Dena Fry Bree and Miss
Eleanor Kemp Fry.

pP^" |f Bird in -the Hand

81.9%*

of

KIRO

ALL
in

HOMES

P rimary

Area

have
One

or

More

Western

Washington,

Radios

the market

served

by KIRO is not the largest market in
the United States, but more people
depend

on their radios more

hours

each

day for entertainment and information
than in any other comparable area.
KIRO,

the major independent

the Pacific Northwest,

station of

through

a well-

planned program structure, justly merits the confidence and interest of this
"radio-minded"

audience.

For programs

and

times available for your sponsorship, write or call our representatives
John Blair & Company.
* Based

on Census

of Radio

Homes,

Jan. 1, 1936, by joint committee
ANA, AAAA and NAB

200,000
Votes
Cast for Amateurs
in 13 Weeks
WLBC
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Mutual

Picks

European

TRANSCRIPTIONS

Program Contact Man
JOHN STEELE, former London
and European correspondent of
the Chicago Tribune, has been appointed European representative
of Mutual Broadcasting1 System
with headquarters at his home
"Unterdowns", C h a 1 d o n Way,
Coulsdon, Surrey, England. Arrangements for his engagement
were completed last month by E.
M. Antrim, executive secretary of
MBS and assistant manager of the
Chicago Tribune, during his trip
abroad. NBC is represented in
London by Fred Bate and in Central Europe by Max Jordan, Basle,
Switzerland. CBS is represented
in Europe by Cesar Saerchinger,
with offices in London.

Take

ADDITIONAL transcription accounts
placed on various stations are reported as follows by National Advertising
Records, these being supplemental to
the lists carried in previous issues of
Broadcasting :
R. mador)
Schiffman Co., Los Angeles (AsthFeminine
Products
Co. Inc., New
York (Perstik deodorant)
Beirs Labs. Inc., Hartford, Conn.
(Beirs' Therapy)
Consumers Credit Co., San Francisco
(loans)
First Fed. Svgs. & Loan Assn. of N.
T. (loans)
Virginia Dare Extract Co. Inc.,
Brooklyn, N. T.
Ward Refrigerator Co., Los Angeles
Seidlitzsas City
Paint & Varnish Co., KanBob Jones College, Cleveland, Tenn.
(voice culture)
Skidoo Co., Columbus. O. (cleaner)
Blatz Brewing Co., Milwaukee (beer)
Cold Spring Brewery Co., Lawrence,
Mass. Fox(Hacker's
& ale)Chicago
Peter
Brewingbeer Co.,
(beer)
M. K. Goetz Brewing Co., St. Joseph, Mo. (Country Club beer)
Harvard Brewing Co., Lowell, Mass.
(beer & ale)
Hyde Park Breweries, St. Louis (beer)
NBC Thesaurus has signed seven
more stations for the library service,
making 159 stations now taking the
service, introduced at the 1935 NAB
convention. New clients are WOPI,
KGNO, WOWO, WJAC, WALR,
KALB, WAYX.
NEW subscribers to World Library
during the last fortnight were announced by WBS July 29 as follows :
WJNO, WKBB, KMLB, KBIX,
KWYO, CFAC, CKOW, CJRM.

10,000

Blondes,

Qentlemen

. . . ask them

to name

♦ ♦ ♦

their favorite Pittsburgh radio

station.

JUVENILE

SUCCESS

Over 10,000 Join Local Club
In Short Period
SHOWING radio's ability to reach
particular markets or groups of
buyers, Carl H. Shultz Corp.,
Brooklyn (beverages, mineral water) in ten weeks acquired more
than 10,000 Jewish members for
the twin-triangle club organized by
the sponsor. The programs, promoting Dr. Brown's Cel-Ray, are
broadcast weekly on WEVD, New
York, with the Uncle Abe broadcasts being supplemented by space
in three Jewish daily newspapers.
After 13 weeks on the air, the
sponsor has renewed its broadcasts
for another ten weeks. The programs are on the air Wednesday
mornings, 8:30-8:45 a. m.
Maybelline to Discs
MAYBELLINE Co., Chicago (eye
beauty preparations), which concludes two years on a 56-station
NBC-Red network in September,
will replace the network musical
series Penthouse Serenade with a
transcription campaign on 25 stations. Discs are being cut by Columbia Phonograph "Studio, Chicago, and programs consist of
beauty talks by Dorothy Hamilton.
Stations include WCAO, WAPI,
WEEI, WCKY, WJR, WHK,
WGST, WFAA, KLZ, WJAX,
KMBC, KFWB, WAVE, WMC,
KSTP, WSMB, WMCA, WHN,
WKY, KOIL, WFIL, WCAE,
WMBG, KGO, KWK. CramerKrasselt Co., Milwaukee, is the
agency.
Elin on WMCA, WICC
ELIN Inc., Newark (refrigerators)
on July 20 began a series of musical programs, Breezing Along
With Don Kerr, WMCA, New
York, and WICC, Bridgeport,
Mondays through Saturdays,
11:30-11:45 a. m. The program,
signed for 52 weeks through
Schillin Adv. Corp., New York,
emanates from WMCA and is
keyed
to WICC
throughnetwork.
the WORMBS lines
to Yankee
Packer on NBC-Red
PACKER MFG. Co., New York
(tar soap and shampoo) through
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, New
York, has signed for a 26-week
program on the basic NBC-Red
network beginning Sept. 27, Sundays, 2:30-3 p. m. Talent has not
been selected.

Or, if you prefer them, 10,000 brunettes. Or any group
or any cross-section of Pittsburghers.
HOT!
Yes-Sir-ee! !
They'll tell you it's WCAE
has 22%
more

more

listeners than the second

station, 82%

than the third. (Ross Federal)

Audience

—

is the one

Page

they prefer. In fact WCAE
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blondes, brunettes, men,
way

to sales.
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Business is HOT in and
around WSOC . . . The
HOT

women,

children —

gives you audience.

SPOT of the
Carolinas

WSOC

Charlotte, N. C.

Representatives :
Hibbard Ayer, New York
A. T. Sears & Son, Chicago

BROADCASTING

RADIO

ADVERTISERS

BAYER
Wilming-'^
ton, Del.- SEMESAN
(disinfectantsCo.,
J makes
up!
lists in August, with radio included. 1
Thompson-Koch
Co., Cincinnati, is]
agency.
KENTON PHARMACAL
Co. Inc.
Covington, Ky. (Brownatone) makes
up lists in August, with radio included. Agency is Roche, Williams ;
& Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.
LEONARD REFRIGERATOR Co.
Detroit, makes ''p lists in September
October and November. Radio is
included. Geyer, Cornell & Newel
Inc., Detroit, has the account.
PERFECTION BISCUIT Co., Fori
Wayne, Ind., makes up lists ir
August. Radio is included. Agenej
is Ross Adv. Inc., Fort Wayne.
LEX - FARMS LABORATORIES
Inc., Lexington, N. Y. (Mountainside
Kefir cream) is planning to use radif
and other media and has namec
Hirschon-Garfield Inc., New York,
agency.
HINTS
Inc.,place
Newadvertis
Yorl'
(laxative SALES
mints) will
ing, including radio, through W. T
Tracy Inc., New York.
BLUE MOON CHEESE PRODUCT?
Inc., Minneapolis, has named Mitch
ell Adv. Co., Minneapolis, as ite.
agency.
COCO COD Corp., Evanston. Ill
(codFrank
liver oil)
has shifted
its accoun*
to
Presbrey
Co., Chicago.
UNIVERSAL MILLS Inc., For
Worth, has named Leche & Lech
vertising.
Adv.
Co., Dallas, to service its ad
CURTISS
CANDY
Co., Chicago
(Baby Ruth, etc.) has appointed
W.
Hellwig
Co., New York, to serv;
ice its
account.
KREMOLA Co., Chicago (cosmetics
has placed its account with Neisser
Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago.
NUNN-BUSH
SHOE Co., Milwad
kee, has named Glicksman Adv. Co
New York, as its agency startin
with its autumn schedules.
PICHEL PRODUCTS Co. Inc., Ne\
York (flavoring) will place advertis ;
ing through
Bachenheimer - Dunde j
Inc., New York.
SCHOENHOFEN-EDELWEISS Co
Chicago (beer) is advertising throug
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Inc., Ch i
cago.
SIMPLICITY PATTERN Co., Ne^
York (dress patterns) has named G
Lynn Sumner Co. Inc., New Yorl
as its advertising counsel.
SWIFT & Co., Chicago, is placin
its Brookfield cheese account throug
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Ch^
cago.
B. T. BABBITT
Inc., New Yor
(Bab-O)
makes up lists, includin
radio, in September.
Radio adverti:.)
ing
is placedInc.,
through
Hummert
New Blaekett-Samph
York.
BELL-BROOK DAIRIES Inc., Sa
Francisco (dairy products), has ai f
pointed the Long Adv. Service, thi
city,
to direct its Northern Californi
advertising.
DURING the recent heat wave i"
Toronto, 105,
where
reached
the the
localtemperatuiJ
radio sti
dios had to bar all audience:
Reason: Orchestra leaders an
players insisted upon working i
their "undies".
Roosevelt v. Landon
Yale v. Harvard
Lewis v. Green
NEWS

is your best bet this fall.

TRANSRADIO
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PROGRAM

NOTES

f.RISWOLD-ESHEIMAN ADV.
lGENCY, Cleveland, conceived the
lea for a series of 52 dramatized
,rograms based on stories behind
eroism awards by Carnegie Foundaion. The series of five-weekly quarer-hours is sponsored on WGAR,
Cleveland, by Hi-Speed Blue Flash
; asoline.
'HE Colorado Press Association emracing practically every newspaper
B the state, is cooperating with KLZ.
Jenver, in presenting a series of
olorful and authentic stories of the
ccomplishments of Colorado editors.
?be initial program dramatized the
tory of how a Colorado editor seured a hospital for his isolated comqsunity and how another went into
xtion politically in order to save
:jke citizens of his community thousands of dollars which were going
nto the hands of crooked politicians
l.nd construction companies.
WINS, New York, has started The
Kitchen Round Table, with Betty D.
Hupplee giving information on homelaaking. The program will be exended Sept. 8 to stations of Associated Broadcasters of the State of
ij'Jew York, new regional station
:roup.
IYGN, Chicago, has started a new
jiome economics program in charge
t]tf Eleanor Howe, who will demontrate time-saving devices in the
tadio Cooking School, five mornings
veekly. She has been heard on network programs and recently was an
i|nstructor
clubs and
k leader inbefore
4 H women's
work.
IJORRIS S. FRANK, vice president
j'f
theN.Seeing
Eye educates
School, dogs
MorrisJown,
J., which
as
Companions to blind persons, was
interviewed on WNAC, Boston, recently by Ruth Moss, Yankee Network commentator.
f?IDE WATER OIL Co., through
liennen & Mitchell Inc., New York,
las started "Tydol Club of the Air,"
|>ver WGY, Schenectady, three times
iveekly. Warren Munson, WGY announcer, is master of ceremonies for
'ihe unique program, with Robert RissSing as the regular announcer for the
Club".
The program,
which ofstarted
paly
15, caters
to the interest
men.
|Phe main feature is an interview with
tome person who has written to Mr.
'Junson of his interesting hobby, experience or occupation. Mr. Munson
i.lso poses as a human encyclopedia,
Offering to answer, or find an anJwer for all questions submitted to
feim by listeners.
JkoTN, Pine Bluff, Ark., on July
- 'J'8-19 broadcast the Centennial Air
fleet held at the Pine Bluff airport,
pith a PA system carrying the announcers' voices to the grandstand.
YFBL, Syracuse, has started Camp
'ruises,
offering
modern
music reuested by
cottagers
vacationing
in
Central New York. The appeal is
Jo keep vacation and automobile raios turned on.
'■(VICC, Bridgeport has started a
-Juries of quarter-hour educational
■rograms titled Our New Haven
Schools. The series will end Sept. 8.
.'hen Joseph Fitzgerald, Principal of
Voup Jr., High School, will discuss
Why Junior High Schools?"
r jEADING scientists and educators
t |f the world will take part in the
ilarvard University Tercentenary
'elebration,
which and
is education
to illustratein
irogress
inscience
he 300 years since Harvard was
ounded. W1XAL, Boston, will
troadcast the proceedings, which
tart Aug. 31 and last about two
veeks. Frequencies of 6.04, 11.79
nd 15.25 mc. will be used.
i. CONTEST to decide the hog calling championship of the Southwest
?as to be broadcast from the Texas
'entennial July 30 by Texas Quality
Network.
pi3ROADCASTING

REUNION IN NASHVILLE— Two
of radio's most famous figures of
15 years ago — Harold Hough,
WBAP manager, famed as the
"Hired Hand" of earlier days, and
George Hay, WSM impresario,
whose fame as "The Solemn Old
Judge" is still riding high in the
South — did another double act at
WSM's "Grand Ole Opry" July 25.
Several weeks ago Hay visited
Fort Worth, and was royally entertained by the "Hired Hand".
The "Hired Hand" paid a return
visit and appeared
"Opry"
broadcast.
Left on
to the
right
are
Hough, a velocity mike, and Hay,
with the Opry audience in the
background.
ECHOES of circus days and the touring street music box rang when
WCCO, Minneapolis, inaugurated a
new regular series of calliope concerts July 13, heard Monday evenings.
Broadcast direct from the river-boat
Capitol, docked in St. Paul, the steam
calliope is played by one of the staff
musicians of the boat's orchestra.
WHBQ, Memphis, has leased an auditorium seating 600 to be used for
three weekly night programs and a
Saturday daytime child program. The
auditorium is being remodeled and
will be house.
called
WHBQ's will
Radio
PlayOther programs
originate
in the Hotel Claridge studios.
WIP, Philadelphia, on Aug. 23 will
start a new series of the Colored Kiddies Revue, using a mid-afternoon
hour Sundays. Leading colored artists and orchestras are to appear in
a Sunday night series to start Sept. 3.
WORL, Boston, has organized a dramatic group under direction of Dick
Cobb, continuity editor, and is presenting a weekly series of radio
dramas. A second series is to be
added in the fall.
WHEN KLZ, Denver, acted as host
to a group of editors belonging to the
Colorado Press Association July 19 it
broadcast the first of a series titled
Fighting Editors which features highlights of Colorado newspaper achievements. Association members are cooperating withseries
KLZ and
in providing
material for the
151 Colorado
papers, members of the association,
publish complete KLZ schedules.
GULF REFINING Co. employes
were saluted with 35 studio and six
remote broadcasts during the special
Gulf day at the Texas Centennial.
The day was concluded with a Gulf
amateur hour and a street dance at
which transcribed music was used.
OWNERSHIP of WLAP, Lexington, Ky., passed July 22 to J.
Lindsay Nunn, former publisher
of the Pampa (Tex.) Daily News
who with his son Gilmore Nunn
recently purchased the Lexington
Herald after selling the Pampa
newspaper and its station, KPDN.

JOHN

BLAIR

& CO.

of Jladicr StdticmA.
NEW YORK -CHICAGO -DETROIT -SAN FRANCISCO
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Beauty Market
{Continued from page 28)
tial market for the product you
intend to advertise.
Radio, as an individual advertising identity, offers a strong
case for prospective sponsors. Radio has proven from the days of
its infancy that it can sell anything that the public will buy.
The rapidly increasing number of
woman's programs on the air also
proves that the female radio audience eagerly turns to radio and
is always in a susceptible mood
for sale.
Sales resistance, a comparatively
new term, but always identified
under some name or other, has
always been present. Everyone
has sales resistance. Some people
have a great deal. But, it is
known that very often sales resistance is proportional to tactless
sales insistence. Most people want
to buy, and particularly women.
Yet
people
like own
to feel
that they're
making
their
decisions.
With this thought forming the
hub of a radio campaign and a
basically sound, but elastic marketing program forming the sookes,
it should be a ratLer simple task
for the modern beauty product
manufacturer to appeal to, and
gain a hearing from, the rich radio market that awaits his arrival.
STANDARD OIL Co. of California, San Francisco, has signed
Mishel Piastro, concert-master of
the New York Philharmonic orchestra to direct its Thursday
night Standard Symphony Hour
over the NBC-Pacific Red network
for 13 weeks, his first concert
being broadcast July 30.

It takes

P
in Ealeigh

T

F

to oover

NORTH

CAROLINA
<ff The ability of 1/IPTF to reach
and influence the buyers of
Central and Eastern Horth Carolina is well recognized by
local and national advertisers
- EESULTS have oonvinced them I
<ff Intimately contacting more than
150,000 homes in this prosperous
section ( plus a liberal bonus
in adjoining territory ) TJPTF
is the one station that iltJST be
used to really cover the TABHEEL
STATEl
% Data on 'iTPTF and Coverage Map
can beI obtained from Free, Johns
today
& Field, Inc, or direot - write

W

P

T

F

Haleigh, N. C.

Get Your Results from WHN
SIX daily
week ofbaseball
leading results
racetrack broadcasts
and inning bya inning
offer you BIG audiences for spot announcements
of your product.
3:55 to 5:15 p. m. Mon., Fri.
3:55 to 5:30 p. m. Tues., Wed., Thurs.,
3:00 to 5:30 p. m. on Saturday
Racing Results Commentator: BROOKE TEMPLE
Baseball
MONIE HELLINGERResults Commentator:
The low cost of participation in six daily broadcasts ($75) is the best small investment you can
make in building BIG audiences. Another WHN
achievement. Complete details on request. The
racing results received through exclusive arrangement with Nationwide News Service.
WHN
NEW
YORK
1540 Broadway
Times Square
5,000 Watts L.S
1,000 Watts Nights
National Advertising Representatives
E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
Chicago — Philadelphia — Detroit — Kansas City
Atlanta — Dallas — San Francisco
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Program Linking World
Stations Given Approval

If you eat with a knife
.... or buy radio time,
you've simply gotta have
Balanced
In Northern

Coverage
California

get what you've gotta have
from

SFO
560 KILOCYCLES
1,000 watts
full time
SAN FRANCISCO -OAKLAND
MAIL proves where the audience
is. And KSFO mail proves thatthe
KSFO audience is all over Northern California in amazingly direct
ratio'to the distribution of set ownership. Your John Blair man has
the whole story.
KSFO — Russ Building, San Francisco
Philip G. Lasky, General Manager
National Representatives:
JOHN
BLAIR & CO.

AHEAD
THE

By International Union
THE STAMP of approval of international exchanges of programs
to foster good will, already projected by the International Broadcasting Union at Geneva (U.I.R.)
and the first of which will be
broadcast over combined hookups
and shortwave facilities of NBC
and CBS Sept. 20, was given at
the Union's July meeting in Lausanne, Switzerland.
The first program will start with
the roar of Niagara Falls and will
consist of native American music
of all categories. Stations throughout the world will be urged by the
U.I.R. to pick it up and rebroadcast it, the broadcasts being scheduled for 3 to 3:30 p. m., EST,
which is evening time throughout
Europe. A European program is
also scheduled for Jan. 3, comprising New Year wishes in the characteristic styles of each European
country and the networks and stations here will be asked to relay it.
The U.I.R. summer session, to
which came delegates from 23
European countries and the European representatives of NBC and
CBS, both of which are associate
members of the Union, was told
by President M. Rambert, administrator of the Swiss Broadcasting
Society, that the number of radios
in use in the world now totaled
52,200,000 and that their audience
numbered at least 230,000,000 persons. Broadcasting, it was asserted, has thus become one of the
most powerful — and it was evident
that in some countries it is the
most powerful — means of influenc-

OF

PARADE

Ether

ENTER the radio swimming
class. KROC, new station in
Rochester, Minn., figured that
perhaps such a plan might
work out. Rather timidly it
tried the first broadcast several weeks ago. It went so
well that the program now is
scheduled three-times weekly,
by virtue of public demand.
Einar "Butch" Morgenson,
sports editor - announcer of
KROC
collaborated with
Swimming Instructor Vane J.
Baatz of Rochester in planning and presenting the first
broadcast, and it took hold
spontaneously. The procedure
is similar to that of the setearly ting
days.
up exercises of radio's

ing public opinion and general culture.
The Union's aim is to preserve
broadcasting as an instrument of
peace and good will among the nations, and it is behind the movement to secure an international
regulation by the League of Nations against broadcasts from one
country designed to foment trouble
in another.
Among reported,
the technical
committee's
findings
largely
on the
basis of the frequency measurereports from
the Union's
centralmentstation
at Brussels,
was
one that the frequency stability of
transmitters is constantly improving and that many stations now
do not deviate more than twotenths of a cycle per second. Long
distance wave measurements, it
was reported, have also revealed
that the attenuation of radio
waves is increased when they pass
close to either of the poles. Thus
the South American stations were
found to give intensity of reception in Europe greater than those
of the U.S.A., although the latter
are nearer.
Monsieur Rambert was reelected
president of the Union, with Prof.
Gian Carlo Vallauri of Italy and
Vice-Admiral Sir Charles Carpendale of the British Broadcasting
Corp. reelected as vice presidents.
The National Broadcasting Association of the Argentine and the
Central Broadcasting Station at
Nanking were elected associate
members. The next meeting was
scheduled for February, 1937, in
Berlin.

MIDAS
ONCE each year the "Jimmie
Allen" radio promotion of the
Skelly Oil Company, over WOW,
reaches a dramatic climax in

J. C. Denny,
590

the "Jimmie Allen" air meet . . .
As always, the cooperation of
Skelly and WOW officials places
the client "ahead of the parade"
in good will and sales.
John Gillin, Mgr.
John Blair Co., Representatives
New York, Chicago, Detroit
San Francisco
ON
Page
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WATTS

WOW
Omaha,
"Covers

N.B.C.

5000

A. A. McMullen

Nebraska
the Nation's

Breadbasket""
RED
NETWORK

KNX

Swimming

LAND

A Domain of WEALTH
Within Sound of
Your Voice!
• Wealth is literally
flowing in East Texas. The
oil fields alone produce over
$500,000 a day. You can reap
in dividends by catering to
this receptive market with
"money in their jeans". Take
a long view on Longview and
select KFRO as your Spokesman and Star Salesman. Send
for "The Story of KFRO".
KFRO
"VOICE OF LONGVIEW"
LONGVIEW, TEXAS
5
BROADCASTING

Goes

to

CBS

Autumn
Early Sale
By Approves
FCC
of Station!
And Grants Regular Renewal
FULL CONTROL of KNX, Lo
Angeles, will be taken over b_
CBS in the early fall as the re
suit of an FCC decision July 1
approving sale of the station b.
Western Broadcast Co. to the net
work for $1,250,000. Simultaneously, the FCC granted KNX
renewal of license on a regula
basis, in lieu of the temporal
authorization under which the sta
tion has
last Octoberoperated
because of since
circumstance
having to do with allegedly im
proper
programs. its decision, whicl
In announcing
was predicted in the July 15 issu
of Broadcasting, the FCC Broad
cast Division made the effective dat
Sept. 15. In the interim, its La^
Department will draft a statemen
of facts and grounds for the de
cision. It is entirely possible tha
the effective date will be advancec
a fortnight if the statement o
facts is ready by that time. J
petition to this end may be file
with the FCC by CBS.
Meanwhile, it was said, KN)
will remain under the operation o
Western Broadcast Co., of whicl
Guy C. Earl Jr. and Naylo
Rogers are the principals. Th
sales transaction was the bigges
in radio history.
West Coast Key
WITH KNX under CBS ownership, the station later this yea:
will switch from individual statu
to the CBS network, becoming it:
principal coastal outlet. It wil
replace KHJ, Don Lee key station
in Los Angeles. In San Francisc<
CBS will shift from KFRC, Doi
Lee outlet, to KSFO, independen
station which may be leased b;
CBS. A lease arrangement ha:,
been drafted and shortly will b
filed with the FCC. Should th
leasehold fail to get FCC a])
proval prior to the time the net
work shift is made, KSFO wil
join CBS as an affiliated station
The Don Lee Network, now con
stituting the California adjunct o
CBS, will definitely align wit!
Mutual Broadcasting System to
ward the end of the year to sup
plant its CBS affiliation. At tha,
time Mutual, newest of the majo
networks, will go transcontinental
perhaps
picking
several
tional outlets
en up
route
from addi
Chi
cago, including KFEL - KVOE;
Denver, which has already signe* ,
with the network.
Meanwhile, Donald Thornburg?
new CBS Western vice president
is on the Coast planning the CBi
organization. He is supervising
details in connection with th
building of additional CBS studio
in Los Angeles as well as in Sa)
Francisco. All personnel matter
also will fall under his jurisdic
tion. So far as known, Mr. Rogers
vice president and general man
ager of KNX, will remain in th
management of that station. I
San Francisco, Philip G. Lask>
general manager of KSFO, wil
continue in that capacity unde
CBS management.
HOMER
RODEHEAVER, evar
gelistic singer and trombonist, ha
been named nermanent conducto ;
of the Palmolive Community Sin.:
on CBS, Sundays. 9:30-10 p. ir
• Broadcast
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WOL

Given

Ippeals
FCC Grant
Over

Regional

Status;

Maze
Legal
Creating
of 1 kw. Leads to Delicate Controversy

Expiration

of Five-day Period for Appeals
Conceivably, it can wait several
\' AN ACTION which promptly
weeks before deciding on the oral
arted a maze of legal complicaarguments. It is expected, howions, the FCC Broadcast Division
ever, that it will decide within a
i July 22 granted the application
few
days
or within two weeks at
E WOL, Washington, for a change
the most. Following the Broadi status from a 100-watt local to
cast Division meeting July 22 the
1,000 watt regional. The deciDivision decided to recess indefion, reversing the recommendanitely at the call of the chairman.
on of Examiner Melvin H. DalIt may hold another meeting about
avg, followed from a six-year batAug. 15.
|e of the station to graduate to
The requests for oral arguments
le regional classification Comwere filed by WCAE, Pittsburgh,
lissioner Case dissented.
and WFBM, Indianapolis, on
Once the action becomes finally
the grounds of interference, since
ffective, or possibly even before
WOL would be shifted to the 1230
lien, WOL is expected to become
kc. regional channel upon which
le Washington outlet of Mutual
thev operate; and by NBC on beroadcasting System. Negotiahalf of WRC and WMAL, Washons to that end have been going
ington, on economic grounds; by
nward and the station, at presMonocacy
Broadcasting Co., which
et an outlet of the Inter-City
is
an
applicant
for a new station
•roup, already has taken sporadic
in Rockville, Md., adjacent to
IBS programs.
Washington, and originally had
The favorable decision, taken on
the application granted only to
le morning of July 22, was folhave it set aside, and by Continen■iwed the same afternoon with retal Broadcasting Co., Scripps-Howquests from five stations involved
ard Newspapers subsidiary, which
or oral arguments before the
has applications pending before
roadcast Division on the ground
for the 1230 kc. assignment in
fiat the five-day period for such
Washington given WOL and for
equests did not expire until the
the present WOL local station asose of business of July 22. The
signment on 1310 kc, with 100
intention was that the FCC acted
watts.
irematurely.
Related Applications
; Arguments of these complainints are that the FCC must set
FAVORABLE action on the WOL
side its grant and hear oral arguapplication indicated denial of sevments before considering the case,
eral related applications pending
'n the other hand, counsel for
before the FCC for stations in
»'OL
claims on
thatJuly
the five-day
perWashington. These include the
)d expired
21 and that
Scripps - Howard applications, as
ne FCC acted properly. Under
well as two by former Senator C.
ne law the FCC must grant oral
C. Dill asking similar facilities.
rguments of parties in interest
The Washington Post also is an
filed within the required time.
applicant for the facilities of
May Go To Courts
WMAL, which station has been involved in litigation over an agree.S Broadcasting went to press,
ment to sell to Hearst.
he fate of this unprecedented leial muddle was undecided. The
There is also pending the application of William B. Dolph, WOL
uestion will be considered by the
manager and radio director of the
broadcast Division almost any day.
Democratic National Committee,
: must decide whether the time
for the local station facilities of
or oral argument requests actuWOL, which was made contingent
lly had expired when it acted, or
upon the granting of the regional
"hether its decision was premaapplication. Both Senator Dill and
"jre.
The regulations
Continental seek this local station
say
nat requests
for oral simply
arguments
assignment
on a similar contingent
u,iust be filed five days after exbasis.
eptions to the reports of examExaminer Dalberg in a report
lers are made.
Paul D. P. Spearlast month had recommended delan, counsel for WOL, filed his
■Kceptions to the unfavorable Exminer's Report on July 16 at the
f'CC, but the copies were not re★
★
★
vived by counsel for the respondSpt stations until July 17. It is a
uestion which date will be conWNOX
:rued as the date for the filing of
xceptions.
If the date of filing
New Five Story
t the FCC is sustained, then the
;ecision must be construed as in
Quarters Keep Pace
roper order.
On the other hand
With Progress In
the July 17 date is upheld, then
ie FCC acted prematurely.
The TV A Territory
In any event, the FCC made its
ecision effective as of Oct. 13.
★
★
★
WNOX
KNOXVILLE,
TENNESSEE
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Misplaced Joke
SOME ONE with a strange
sense of humor or a grudge,
placed an advertisement in
the Sail Francisco Examiner
July 12
tions "announcing"
for announcersaudiat
KSFO, that city. More than
500 persons stormed the studios the following morning
only to learn the station
knew nothing about it. Philip
G. Lasky, manager, realizing
a hoax had been perpetrated,
and to keep faith with the
public, ordered every applicant listed and given an audition. Tryouts started the
following day and will continue through the first week
of August. Many of the applicants were from out of
town.
nial of the WOL application primarily on the ground of undue interference, which the station had
contended would be averted
through use of a directional antenna. WOL is operated by the
American Broadcasting Co., of
which LeRoy Mark is president
and owner. Mr. Dolph joined the
station about a year ago as its
manager.
If the WOL grant is sustained,
it has been stated by counsel for
several of the respondent stations
that they will appeal to the courts
in opposition.
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'
further facts.

H. J. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh
(food) has signed with CBS for a
60-station series using the 11-11:30
a. m. period Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Starting date
has not been selected. Maxon Inc.,
Detroit, is the agency.

inYour CanYon Fut ~™~M?neJ *n TexasFockets /

TEXAS produces over
40% of the crude oil
that keeps America "on
wheels", and this giant
industry alone creates
over $1,000,000 in new
wealth in the Lone Star
State every day in the
year . . . has an annual
payroll in Texas of over
$150,000,000 . . . purchases
$876,000,000 worth of supplies and equipment each
year!
That's
why,car,
"when
you ride
in your
you
put money in Texas pock-

THE
ets".

TEXAS

50,000 Warn

TEXAS' major industry
creates a huge and desirable market unaided, but
coupled with agricultural
leadership and industrial
enterprise, the Lone Star
State stands out as "the
bright
spot to
of reach
the Nation"
. . . And
prosperous Texas by radio,
there's only ONE medium
—The Texas Quality Network. This combination
of "first in public favor"
stations thoroughly blankets Texas at surprisingly
low cost.

QUALITY

50.000 Watts

NETWORK

5,000 Watts (D.)

50.000 Watts

WFAA
. WBAP
. KPRC
• WOAI
DALLAS
FORT WORTH
HOUSTON
SAN ANTONIO
National Representatives: Edward Petry & Co.
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LITTLE

RED

SCHOOL

Airy Fairy Program on KSD

Cleveland -'610 Kilocycles
FIRST IN CLEVELAND

IN

FOREIGN
PROGRAMS
TIME Ju'y 13, Says:
"Cleveland's population is 72%
foreign . . . its "Streets of
the World" in the Great Lakes
Exposition, contain 186 buildings, sponsored by the city's

WJAY's greatest strength lies
in its tremendous following
with this important group.
You can sell Cleveland right
with WJAY and its powerful
Homeland Programs.
EDYTHE FERN MELROSE
Manager WJAY Cleveland
Carnegie Hall CHerry 0464
Wire ok Phone for WJAY's "FACTS"

SELLS

FLOUR

Staged in Quaint

Locale

With H uman Interest as Success Secret
ley schoolmaster over a quarter of
AT 1:30 each Sunday afternoon,
a century.
from loudspeakers in thousands of
St. Louis homes come the familiar
The Village folk of Golden Valley and the neighbouring farmers
strains of the Missouri Waltz, idenare tremendously proud of their
tifying one of KSD's most popular
principal agricultural product,
radio features. The station anwheat, and enthusiastically pronouncer makes a few concise reclaim it the finest in all the world.
marks, then comes the cue, "Okay,
From this wonderful wheat Airy
Golden Valley . . .take it away!"
Fairy Flour is made, the lightest
and they are on the air at the Litand whitest and finest textured
tle Red School House in Golden
Valley.
ever. At a contest held some years
ago in the Little Red School House
Such are the bare facts, but beto select a suitable name for this
hind them is an interesting story
flour, little Anna Belle Clinton
concerning the origin of this inwas
given the prize for the name
creasingly popular program. Gold"Airy Fairy". The grand party
en Valley is a beautiful, fertile reheld in her honor was the begingion in Western Missouri where
ning of two famous runs. It marked
some of the world's finest wheat is
the
beginning
of the rise to new
grown, and richly endowed by Nature, indeed, is this lovely land;
and greater fame for Golden Valluxuriantly foliaged rolling counley's celebrated flour, under its
try, with its extensive fields of new name, "Airy Fairy", and it
waving golden grain, its wooded
also marked the inauguration of
hills and green meadows, and this
Prof. Eeaseley's widely-known Sunentire panorama set off by a patday afternoon community gathertern of silver, woven by the valings, the fame of which has spread
over the entire country.
ley's clear and sparkling streams.
The story of both is now related
A Radio Natural
in extremely interesting fashion on
THE NATURAL beauty of this
the KSD broadcasts. Age is no obscene has provided appropriate lostacle on this program. One of the
cale for the originating point of
youngest
performers, to date, was
these programs, the Little Red
all of three years old, while the
School House. The School House,
oldest was another well-known
in turn, has provided an approprischool-teacher who was approachate stage for the community meeting the three-score-and-ten mark.
ings conducted each Sunday by
On a recent broadcast a young miss
Prof. Beaseley, beloved Golden Valof 12 was unusually successful, and
brought her entire family the following Sunday, mother, father and
two brothers. The five had the
time of their lives singing the old
songs the older people had loved so
well in the early days of the valley's history.
The basis of the extraordinary
success of both the programs and
Airy F airy Cake Flour may be
summed up in two words, human
interest. The professor is a human
and intelligent character, kind . . .
sympathetic, and with a sense of
humour, that will crack the shell
of the most hard-boiled sophisticate. The other people who participate in the programs are not finished performers; they are human
beings
who are having a grand
time.
Commander Larabee Corp., Minneapolis, isthe sponsor and Chappelow Adv. Co., St. Louis, is agency.

Colgate on CBS Network
With Goose Creek Parsoi^
COLGATE
PALMOLIVE
- PEEr.oh
Co., Jersey - City
(Super Suds)
Aug.
20 will start the popula '
Don Lee Goose Creek Parson pro
gram on a nationwide CBS net.
work of 64 stations, three time,,
a week.
The program emanate
from the Country Church of Hoi
lywood, with Josiah Hopkins, cleri
gyman, his wife and daughter am
the church choir participating.
Broadcast time will be Sundav
7:15-7:30 p. m. and Wednesday,
and Fridays 7:30-7:45 p. m., will
rebroadcast at 12 midnight. Wit]
the change from
daylight tim!
Sept. 28 the program will be hear*
at 7:30 p. m. Mondays, Wednesi
days and Fridays with rebroadcas
at 11 p. m. Last spring Colgat
sponsored the program on the DoJ
Lee network for Peets granulate
soap. Benton & Bowles Inc., Neu
York, placed the account.
WJSV Seeks Move
WJSV, CBS owned station servin
Washington, but which actually i
located in Alexandria, Va., acros :
the Potomac
from
the Capita
City, on July 23 filed with thJ
FCC an application to move mai
studios from Virginia to the Earl
Bldg., in Washington, where it]
business offices are located, alon.
with supplementary studios. Th |
application was filed as a mean
of changing the official location tj
Washington. Under the old quota
system, scrapped by repeal of th
Davis Amendment by Congress i:.
June, WJSV was charged to th
Virginia quota. Since quota is nj
longer
factor, the shift i '
sought abylegal
WJSV.
Rep. Monoghan Beaten
REP. JOSEPH P. MONOGHAI
(D-Mont.), author of a bill at th
last session of Congress which pro
posed government operation o
broadcasting, will not return t
Congress when it convenes nex
January. He was defeated in th
Democratic primaries for th
Senate by Senator James E. Mur
ray, and forfeited his opportunit;
to run for reelection in the House
Mr. Monoghan had developed a:
antagonism for commercial broad
casting and during his campaig;
attacked KGIR, Butte, Mont., an.
its owner-manager, Ed Cranej
Mr. Monoghan's bill (HR-8475
did not get out of committee dur
ing the last session.
WLAC

WWNC
ASHEVILLE,
Full Time NBC Affiliate

N. C.
1000 Watts

Bigger Business !
r A /*T
Summering
■
Z
Asheville areain the
are resort
more
free - spending vacationers and tourists
than in years.

KCjULI: and will continue to be
is UP now —
stimulated
to come.
Business
II Tfor months
pCCI
Put Your Campaign on WWNC —
Share This Bigger Business!
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Seeks

50 kw.

AN INCREASE in power fror
5,000 to 50,000 watts on its high]
power regional channel of 1470 kc
was requested by WLAC, Nash
ville, in an application filed wit
the FCC Broadcast Division Jul;
17. There is also pending befor
the FCC the application of WCO
Cincinnati, operating on the high
power regional of 1490 kc, for
similar increase.
New

Carlsbad

Station

A NEW local- station in Carls
bad, N. M., was authorized Jul;
22 by the FCC Broadcast Divisio:
to the Carlsbad Broadcasting Cc
The station will operate on 121'
kc. with 100 watts unlimited timt
Partners in the organization ar
Barney Hubbs, A. J. Crawforc
Jack Hawkins, and Harold MilleiJ

STUDIED
[OGRAM
PARLEY
)R CAIRO
PROPOSAL that the radio industry and government agencies
-;udy the technical phases and
eeds of high frequency internaional broadcasting, with the possian inbility of recommending
creased number of channels to the
1938 Cairo International Telecommunications Convention, was a feaare of the preparatory work of
ie American committee July 16 at
ie FCC in the formulation of this
ation's program for the parley.
The
preparatory committee,
eaded by FCC Chief Engineer T.
.. M. Craven, took up allocations
'iid decided to hold in abeyance unfj the fall of 1937, pending further
;j;udy, any
recommendations on
forld allocations of the ultra-high
requencies and to analyze during
■|ie next year the characteristics
nd interfering range of this por|on of the spectrum to give the
.merican delegation
a complete
>undation for the Cairo conferee e.
The study of international broadisting was proposed bv James W.
aldwin, NAB managing director,
fter his recommendation for the
nited States to propose at Cairo
considerable widening of the inrnational broadcast band had
ben rejected by the preparatory
lmmittee. Mr. Baldwin also lost
j a committee vote a proposed
^commendation to allocate to
roadcastine the lonerwave bands
180-210 kc. and 520-540 kc, beig overridden bv a large vote beluse of trie effect of this move
Ipon established government and
arine services and the proximity
; the second band to the 500 kc.
iternational distress call freUency. Mr. Baldwin, however,
ans to submit a minority report
hich will receive consideration at
ke main committee during early
ueust when the final oreoaratory
ork of formulating the American
toposals to the Cairo parley will
■ accomplished.
J
Omega Oil Fall Plans
LOCK
DRUG
Co., Brooklyn
pmega Oil) will launch an unseated program on WEAF, New
(ork. Oct. 5, 7:45-8 p. m. The
'oadcast is signed for 26 weeks
< ferouerh Husband & Thomas Inc.,
1 W York.
More stations will be
shortly, it is underAnnounced
ood, for a spot campaign.

American Home on NBC
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Co., New York, has signed with
NBC for a three-quarter hour
block five mornings weekly for 39
weeks on the Red network to promote three of its products on adjoining programs from 10-10:45
a. m. with repeat at 1:15 p. m.,
using basic Red with WSAI for
mornings and Red Mountain and
Pacific for the rebroadcast. During
the first quarter-hour Anacin will
be promoted. The second will be
devoted to Outdoor Girl or Kissproof lipstick and Kolynos toothpaste will receive the third quarter-hour. Talent has not yet been
selected although it is tentatively
planned to use Mrs. Wiggs for
Anacin. Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc., New York, is agency.
Cudahy on CBS
CUDAHY PACKING Co., Chicago
(Old Dutch Cleanser) will start
a dramatic sketch Bachelor's
Children on 7 CBS stations
(WBBM, WHK, WJR, WABC,
WCAU, WCAE, KMOX) Sept. 28,
Mondays through Fridays, 9:4510 a. m. It is believed to be the
first time the sponsor has used
networks to promote the product.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham
Inc., Chicago, placed the account.
PUERTO RICO'S fourth broadcasting station was authorized by
the FCC July 17 when it granted
the application of Emilio Defillo
Ramirez to erect a 100 watt night
and 250 watt day outlet on 1370
kc. in Mayaguez. Mr. Ramirez
operates the Porto Rico Advertising Co.

The

Advertisement

Political Campaign
(Continued from page 8)
works as well as
numerous
onetime broadcasts,
is a foregone
certainty. They
also plan to have
t r a nscriptions
made, featuring

Mr. Allen

dressed specially
adprograms
to foreign
guage
groups, lanbut

these plans are still in the contemplation stage. The first plans for
the purchase of local time were left
to Mr. Allen who on July 28 was
dispatched into the field from New
York as advance radio agent for
G.O.P. Chairman Hamilton's speaking tour extending from July 31
to Aug. 15. He will buy local station time for each of Mr. Hamilton's speeches, and in a few instances may buy regional hookups.
The Hamilton tour will include
cities in Indiana, Iowa, North Dakota, Utah. Idaho, Montana, Washington, Oregon, California, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, Coloradio, Oklahoma and Missouri, and
will wind up in Chicago for an
Aug. 15 rally.
WOL

In

Here

Chicago

• Some

Random

D. C.

♦ ♦ ♦

Thoughts,

Most of Which Concern
WGES, WCBD and WSBC
By GENE T. DYER
This
is youranycolumn,
— so!
send along
item youtoo have
Heart

tjk-- Jk ^^fe
£fJ) If

throbs

beat an emotionthe other day
paniment
al accom
when
WCBD
was
"taken over" bv
the ex - bad - boy
wards of the Big

tion — the occasion,Brothers
the start Associof the
third year of broadcasting over
WCBD messages of substantial
hope to misdirected boys.
4*
4? 4s
Do we ever tell you wrong? Glenn
Snyder of WLS justified the opinion expressed in this column a
month
that he when
was "tops"
as
aalong!
radioago
executive
he made
the NAB Convention glide happily
*

FIRST among local stations
in the United States in
Total Business.
Washington.

Out

*

*

When Sam Hutton of Erwin Wasey
renewed Clorox the other day, he
said some mighty kind words about
"personal service" on the part of
our WGES staff. We try to treat
the other fellow's problem as if it
were our own.
* # *
Soon after this issue goes to press,
WSBC will put on its best "bib
and tucker" to welcome celebrities
to initiate a brand new radio "setup" in and
Chicago:
WSBC's
studio
new It's
radiator
289 new
ft.
above the street, atop Mid - Town
office
building.
We station
believeright
it's
America's
model local
in the Nation's population center.
It has station!
long been Chicago's greatest
local
* # *
Still another pet peeve: We've long
since disposed of the announcer who
introduced
now" — but musical
we don'tnumbers
seem towithbe "and
able
to change the fellow
following an episode
"well, it looks* as *if,

who comes in
in a skit with
etc."
*

Andrew T. Stanton (ex-WGES,
WCAU,minds usWMCA,
WLW,
rethat WGES
was etc.)
the first
radio station in America to use a
"tailor-made" program for an advertiser, special artists, continuity,
theme and all — and WGES originated the radio "strip" (continued
skit) way back about the same
time.

t
:

K

H

HILO,

B

Advertisers who
know, tell us our
WCBD rates are
TOO LOW! (5 kw

C

HAWAII

be
rightThere'll
smart
on a1080)
shift upward in
been replying.
September, we've

KQMB
HONOLULU
, HAWAII
FRED J. HART, Prridtat and Gtncrtl Mtnagw
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, CAUFORN1AN HOTEL
ReprarrUaUc<* :
CONQUEST ALLIANCE COMPANY
' TOW. 515 MADISON AVE.
CHICAGO. 100 N. L.SALLE ST
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
(All times EDST unless otherwise specified )
New Business
SEARS ROEBUCK & Co., Chicago
(mail order house) on Sept. 3 starts
unannounced program on 91 CBS
stations, Thursdays, 10-10 :30 p. m.
Placed direct.
MALTEX CEREAL Co.. Burlington,
Vt. (cereal) on Sept. 14 starts Adventures ofDonald Ayer on 20 CBS
stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 5:30-5:45
p. m. Agency : J. M. Mathes Inc..
N. T.
TILLAMOOK COUNTY CREAMERY Assn., Tillamook, Ore. (dairy
products), on Sept. 25 starts for 13
weeks Bennie Walker's Tillamook
Kitchen on 5 NBC Pacific Red stations, Fridays, 10-10:15 a. m. (PST).
Agency, Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner Inc., Portland, Ore.

SAVANNAH

Saturdays, 7 :30-8 p. m. Agency :
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y.
CHEVROLET MOTOR Co., Detroit
(autos) on Oct. 18 starts Rubinoff on
88 CBS stations, Sundays, 6:30-7
p. m. Agency : Campbell-Ewald Co.
Inc., Detroit.
BANK OF AMERICA National
Trust & Savings Assn., San Francisco (home loans) on July 28 started for 52 weeks House of Melody with
John Nesbitt, commentator and Meredith Willson's orchestra, on 2 NBCKPO stations, Tuesdays, 9-9:30 p. m.
(PST). Agency: Charles R. Stuart
Co., San Francisco.

Seaport

Only station covering Coastal
Empire Section of Southeast
Georgia and Carolina.
1,000 watts
Full-time CBS Affiliate.
PAUL RAYMER CO.
National Representatives
New York City

We

RALSTON - PURINA Co., St. Louis
(cereals) on Sept. 28 starts unannounced program on basic NBC-Red
network, Mon. thru Fri., 5:15-5:30
p. m., rebroadcast to KSD at 6:156 :30 p. m. Agency Gardner Adv. Co.,
St. Louis.
MARNEY PRODUCTS, Los Angeles
(Marco. dog food) on July 17 started
Juvenile Revue on 3 Don Lee stations, Fridays, 7:30-8 p. m. (PST).
Agency : I. F. Wallin & Associates,
Los Angeles.
MURINE Co., Chicago (eye wash)
on Nov. 4 starts program on 3 Mutual
stations and 4 Don Lee (WOR,
WGN, WLW, KHJ, KFRC, KGB,
KDB), Wednesdays, 8:30-9 p. m.
Agency : Neisser-Meyerhoff, Chicago.
GRUEN
WATCH (watches)
MAKER'Son
GUILD, Cincinnati
Sept. 18 starts program featuring
Frank Hawks, the flyer, on 4 basic
Mutual stations, Fridays, 8-8 :30 p.
m. Agency : DeGarmo Corp., N. Y.
CARBORUNDUM
Co., Buffalo
(abrasives)borundum
onBand Oct.
17
starts
Caron 18 CBS
stations,

WTOC

Georgia's

CUDAHY PACKING Co., Chicago
(Old Dutch cleanser) on Sept. 28
starts Bachelor's Children on 7 CBS
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 9 :45-10 a. m.
Agency : Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.

Shall

Is it true what

P

roduce

they say about

WE'LL

SAY

D

ollars

SERVICE?

IT IS!

You can talk about COVERAGE — but it's SERVICE
the advertiser wants!
One advertiser challenged us thusly:
"Ours is a new account. You can 'write your own
ticket' if you show us some real results. Can you
get us 1.000 responses in 2 weeks?"
WHAT DID WE DO?
We
did and
justwent
what toyou'd
sleeves
work do
for too
him!—
Result:

1796 Responses

rolled up our

S

P

Studios:
Commodore Perry Hotel,
Toledo, Ohio

Page
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Re presentatives :
John K. Kettlewell.
919 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, III.

I, 1936

RADIO GUIDE Inc., Chicago (Radio Guide magazine) on Oct. 2 starts
unselected program on the basic
NBC-Blue network, Fridays, 10-10:30
p. m. Account placed direct.
PACIFIC COAST BORAX Co., New
York (20 Mule Team Borax) on
Oct. 2 starts Death Valley Days on
the Basic NBC-Blue network, Fridays, 8:30-9
m. Y.Agency : McCannErickson
Inc.,p. N.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Minute Tapioca) on Oct. 4 starts
musical program on NBC-Blue basic
network with Group B, plus KLO
and the Pacific Coast Blue, Sundays,
5 :30-6 p. m. Agency : Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co.,
Meriden, Conn. (Silverware) on Sept.
27 starts unannounced program on
NBC-Red basic network with WLW.
the Red Mountain and Pacific groups,
Sundays, 4:30-5 p. m. Agency: N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc.. N. Y.
CAMPANA SALES Corp.. Batavia,
111. (Campana's
Italian
Balm)
on
Oct.
4 starts Grand
Hotel
on the
basic NBC-Red network with WSAI,
Northwest, Red Mountain and Pacific groups. Agency : Aubrey, Moore
6 Wallace Inc., Chicago.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Co., New York (Anacin, Kolynos
toothpaste, Outdoor Girl or Kissproof
lipstick) on Sept. 14 starts three
dramatic
programs
on basicandNBCRed network
with WSAI
the
Red Mountain and Pacific groups,
Mon. thru Fri., 10-10:45 a. m. for
basic network and 1 :15-2 p. m. for
western groups. Agency : BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
GENERAL SHOE Corp., Nashville
(Jarman shoes) on Sept. 15 starts
program on NBC-Blue network, Tuesdays, 10:30-11 p. m. Agency: C. P.
Clark Inc., Nashville.

mm

INTEREST
LISTENER
FOLLOW
)

A Basic Columbia

Joseph H. McGillvra,
485 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co..
Boston (safety razors) on Sept. 6
starts Community Sing on 94 CBS
stations. Sundays, 10-10 :45 p. m.
Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
N. Y.
PACKER MFG. Co., New York (tar
soap, shampoo) on Sept. 27 starts
program on basic NBC-Red network,
Sundays,Adv.2 :30-3
p. m. N.Agency
: Stack Goble
Agency,
Y.

in 12 Days!

USE
W

WILLIAM R. WARNER & Co. Inc.,
New York (Sloan's Liniment) on
Oct. 5 starts Warden Lawes on NBCBlue network, Mondays, 9 :30-10 p.
m. Agency : Cecil, Warwick & Cecil
Inc., N. Y.
CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia, 111.
(Italian Balm) on Sept. 4 starts
First Nighter on NBC-Red network,
Fridays, 10-10 :30 p. m. Agency :
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago.
WHEATENA Co., Rahway, N. J.
(cereal) on Aug. 31 starts Popeye,
the Sailor on 33 CBS stations, Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 7 :15-7 :30 p. m. Agency :
Rohrabaugh & Gibson Inc., Philadelphia.

D
Outlet
Transmitter :
Perrysburg,
Ohio

9 In
months

the first six
of 1936 WLS

received 1,003,511 letters—479,962 or 47.8%
contained

proof

of

purchase.
Walter Biddick.
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Los Angeles, California

SO.000 (ili
watts

2

/j

CLEAR

yy
y
~T7
CHICAGO

channel

BROADCASTING

.JOHN MORRELL & Co., OttumwJ
la. (Red Heart dog food ) on Sept. ,<
starts Tea Time at MorrelVs on II
NBC-Red stations, Thursdays, 4-4 \
p. m. Agency:
Henri, Hurst & M
Donald
Inc., Chicago.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET cJ
Jersey City (Super Suds) on Au|
30 starts Goose Creek Parson on t
CBS stations, Sun., 7:15-7:30 p. a
Mon., Fri., 7:30-7:45 p. m., rebroa
cast
midnight,Wed.,on and
Sept.Fr'A
shiftingat to12 Mon.,
7 :30-7 :45 p. m., with rebroadcast
11
Inc.,p. N.m. Y. Agency : Benton & Bow ]
SINCLAIR REFINING Co. In.
New York, on Sept. 4 starts R,
Grange on NBC-Red network wi
Group
B, Southcen
Southwes
Northw. t, and
Southeast,
tral
Mou
tain Red. Fri., 10:30-10:45 p. m. a|
Sat., 7-7:15 p. m. Agency: FedeH
Adv. Agency Inc.,
N. Y.
Renewal Accounts

LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS (J
New York (Lysol) on Aug. 3 i
news Life of Mary Sothern on 4 MI
stations (WLW, WGN, WCA
WGAR), Mon. thru Fri., 5:15-5::
p. m., with repeat to WGN at mi
night. Agency : Lennen & Mitch.
Inc., N. Y.
WELCH GRAPE JUICE Co., Wei
field, N. Y. (grape juice) on Ang. :
renews Irene Rich in Lady Counsel
on 30 NBC - Blue network statioi
Fridays, 8-8:15 p. m. Agency: H. \
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicat
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBAGO
Co., New York (Chesterfield cigs
ettes) on Sept. 30 renews And
Kostelanetz Orchestr
a on 93 CI
stations, Wednesdays, 9-9 :30 p.
and Fridays, 10-10:30 p. m. Agenc
Newell-Emmett Inc., X. Y.
B. T. BABBITT Co., New Yo
(Bab-O cleanser) on Aug. 24 rene
David Harum on 20 NBC-Red n
work stations, Mon. thru Fri., ]
11:15
a. ert
m. Inc.,
Agency: Blackett-Sa*
ple-Humm
N. Y.
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge (L
July 27 renewed Lux Rai
soap)
Theatreon on
65 CBS stations, Mc
days,
9-10
p.
J. Walt
Y.
Thompson Co., m.N. Agency:
DURKEE FAMOUS FOODS In
Berkeley, Cal. (mayonnaise) on Se
1ingrenews
for on
13 weeks
Neighbor
12 CBSGood
- DonMoi'<
I
stations, Tues., Fri., 10:15-10a. m. (PST). Agency: Botsford, Cc
stantine & Gardner Inc., San Fr£
cisco.
Network Changes
WILDROOT Co., Buffalo (hair toi
and shampoo) on Oct. 1 will be hea
Thursdays, 7 :30-7 :45 p. m., on CE
PET MILK SALES Corp., St. Loi
CBS.
(canned milk) on Sept. 29 shifts 1
a. m.,
Tues., Thurs., 11-11:15

PACKARD MOTOR CAR Co., I
troit (motor cars) changes time
the Fred Astaire program starti
Sept. 8, to 9 :30-10 :30 p. m. Agenc
Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
THOMAS J. LIPTON Inc., Hobok ■
N. J. (tea) on Aug. 13 chanj
Dream Singer to Thursdays, 11:1
11 :45 a. m., on NBC - Red netwo
Agency : Frank Presbrey Co., N.
MANHATTAN SOAP Co., New Y<
(Sweetheart soap) on July 28 shif1 1
Wife
Saver
to Tues.,
Thurs.,
7 :'■ j
7 :45 p.
m. on
NBC - Red
netwo
Agency : Peck Adv. Agency Inc., N. 1
WGH
Gives Live Local Representatior-j
In Three Prosperous Cities
With Studios and Offices
NORFOLK — PORTSMOUTB
—NEWPORT NEWS

• Broadcast

Advertish

THROUGH

SEVEN

LONG

DEPRESSION—

RECOVERY

DEPARTMENT

STORE

YEARS
WGR

OF

BOOM-

PRODUCES

FOR

.

The Jahraus-Braun Half Hour of Familiar Songs . . . a twice-weekly WGR feature for the past seven years.
We might claim that the Jahraus-Braun Company is the
oldest broadcast advertiser among department stores.
We do claim that their Half Hours of Familiar Songs are
better known to the million and a half radio listeners of
Western New York than many a network show.

$1000 a week for a smashing campaign. Maybe that's
one reason why an overwhelming majority of all national non-network and local advertisers prefer WGR and
WKBW.
If you are planning a campaign in the Buffalo market, be
sure to include WGR and WKBW on your lists. Complete
asking.about the market and the station are yours for the
facts

As Mr. Fred C. Jahraus states in his letter, we have cooperated in the development of this program and its advertising theme. That's what we try to do with all advertisers,
whether they plan to spend $10 for an announcement or

The

WGR

Owned

• ROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Ends

of

the

Dial

WKBW

and Operated by Buffalo Broadcasting Corporation
Represented by Free & Sleininger, Inc.
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Transfer
RADIO
OUTLINE

MAPS

UNITED

Favorably Reported
Shift From Wichita Falls to
Ft. Worth to Be Blue Outlet
. jmmmmm
: J^^lk

of the

fg

STATES

Every city in the U. S. having
a radio station as of January
1, 1936, is shown . . . Time
zones are indicated . . . The
reverse side of the map carries
a complete log of broadcast
stations, alphabetically by state,
city, and call letters, with wave
lengths and powers shown.
The map is ^'/ixll'/i inches,
printed on white ledger paper
that permits the use of ink.
PRICES
25 Copies
50 Copies
100 Copies
200 Copies
Single Copies

#2.00
#3.75
0.00
#9.00
10c
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REMOVAL
of
KGKO
fro m
Wichita
into FortFalls
Worth,
where it is planned
to operate it as
an NBC-Blue outlet, has again been
recommended to

the FCC Broad,> Bm
fk
Mr. Hough
report
by Chief
iEr tt \T' cast
Division
in a
Examiner Davis G. Arnold based
on hearings held in both Texas cities last January. The station was
purchased last winter by Amon G.
Carter, publisher of the Fort
Worth Star-Telegram and operator
of WBAP, Fort Worth, subject to
FCC approval of the move, which
was granted in September 1935,
but which was reconsidered and ordered for hearing: after protests
by KTAT, Fort Worth.
Unless new opposition develops,
KGKO expects to be in operation
as the Fort Worth-Dallas outlet
for the basic NBC-Blue Network
by Sept. 1, with WFAA, Dallas,
and WBAP, Fort Worth, which
share their clear channel with a
mutual 50,000 watt transmitter,
becoming a basic NBC-Red Network outlet in lieu of their present supplementary status. KGKO
operates with 250 watts night and
1.000 watts day on 570 kc. It is
planned to keep its present staff intact, with D. A. Kahn continuing
as manager, under the supervision
of Harold Hough, WBAP manager.
It was indicated as Broadcasting went to press, that the Wichita

RMA Slate Announced
APPOINTMENT
of committee
heads of the Radio Manufacturers
Association for the ensuing year,
has been announced by President
Leslie F. Muter. Dr. W. R. G.
Baker, of General Electric, has
been reappointed chairman of the
Engineering; Committee; Arthur
Moss, of New York City, reappointed chairman of Credit Committee and A. H. Gardner of Buffalo, named chairman of the Legislative Committee succeeding Paul
B. Klugh, of Chicago, who has retired from RMA board of directors.
Falls chamber of commerce and
other civic interests, have asked
the FCC for an extension of time
in which to file exceptions to Mr.
Arnold's report, designed further
to delay the move.
Examiner Arnold held against
the protests of KTAT, formerly
operated by Southwest Broadcasting System, but sold last April to
Raymond Buck, Fort Worth attorney, as part of the deal whereby
Hearst Radio Inc. acquired four of
the SBS outlets and Mr. Buck the
one in Fort Worth. The protests
were based largely on economic
grounds, but Mr. Arnold held that
claims of injury to KTAT from
competition for talent or advertising support and other evidence
were "not convincing".
Mr. Arnold also held against
the pleas that Wichita Falls would
be deprived of local radio service,
which he said was not stressed in
the case. "The records of the Comhis report
stated,
"disclose thatmission,"
there
are now
pending
two applications for construction
permits to establish radio broadcast stations in the city of Wichita
Falls, either of which, if granted,
would furnish adequate local radio
service to that city and the surWhile no
moves to that
roundingdefinite
area."
end have yet been made, it is understood from reliable sources that
the Dallas News, operator of
WFAA, may seek to purchase
WBAP from Mr. Carter, thus giving it full time for its station on
their present shared clear channel
while the Fort Worth Star-Telegram confines itself to KGKO as its
full-time outlet, each to have a
basic NBC connection.
Coincident with the issuance of
the KGKO report, Examiner
George II. Hill recommended in
another report that the application
of Dorrance D. Roderick, publisher
of the El Paso Times, for a new
100-watt full time station on 1500
kc. in that community, be granted.
The Broadcast Division previously
had grranted this application without a hearing, but held a hearing
in May upon the protests of
KTSM. El Paso.
WJBY
is doing a good

job in

Gadsden, Alabama's 2nd
Industrial City and the
rubber center of the
South.
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Orleans

view
of current
plan'
contemplated
for expansion
the NBC-Blu
network, authoritative source!
have
revealed and
thatKRLD,
both Dallas
WWI'
New Orleans,
will shortly apply to the FCC fo ,
authority to increase their power
to 50,000 watts.
WWL, operate
by Loyola University, now use I
10,000 watts on the 850 kc. clea
channel.
KRLD, operated by the Dalla
Times-Herald, uses 10,000 watt
on 1040 kc, which is occupied par
time also by WTIC, Hartford 50f
000 watter, under a special au
thorization of the FCC permittin,
joint occupancy of that clear chan
nel on an experimental basis. NB<|
previously had made
known it'
plans to make
WFAA - WBAI
Dallas-Fort Worth, a basic Re :
outlet if KGKO, Wichita Falls, i|
moved into Fort Worth where i
is to become basic Blue. NBC als
has plans to add WDSU, Ne*|
Orleans 1,000 watter on 1250 kc
to its Blue network.
Tests

of

Coaxial

CabL

To Be Started in Autumi
WHILE
installation of the ne^
A. T. & T. coaxial cable betwee j
New York and Philadelphia to b
tested for television transmission
is progressing rapidly, no testin;
of the circuit in its entirety is esj
pected before November or Decern i
ber. The principal task is instal
lation and testing of repeater;
which must be accomplished tl
complete
satisfaction before th
over-all testing of the entire cabl
can be done. The cable itself ha
been stretched
from New Yor
southward towards Philadelphia i
the underground ducts to a poir;
several miles south of Princetoi
N. J., according to spokesman f
the Bell Laboratories.
Repeater stations at Newa
and Princeton have been complete
ly installed but so far only one
the manhole repeaters to be space
ten miles apart in the 99-mil
cable span between the two citie
has been put in place. The term
nal equipment at the Long LinerJ
Department
at 32
Ave., Bldgl
Ne-rl
York, and at
theSixth
Bourse
Philadelphia, has been installe-l
and is now being wired. The cabll
placing has moved along very sai
isfactorily with all splices in tr
various sections completed.

Sears, Roebuck on CBS
SEARS, ROEBUCK & Co., Ch
cago mail order house which al
operate numerous retail outlets, cJ
Sept. 3 will join the ranks of ne I
work advertisers, having contrac ]
ed with CBS for an unannouncc
program on 93 stations using tl
10-10:30 p. m. period (EDST) c
Thursdays. The account was place 1
direct.

SOUTH

CAROLINA

560 KILOCYCLES
Free, Johns & Field, Inc.

5000 Watts
Manage
r v^^^
G.Richard
Shafto
_
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the particularly
position o'j
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DICTATOR TROUBLE
Kaltenborn Interview With
Nazi Is Cancelled
HE tribulations that beset those
jandling broadcasts from abroad,
rticularly in the dictator counies which jealously guard radio
is their own propaganda instrument, were illustrated July 26 when
In interview
H. V. Kaltenborn,
BS
commentator
now touring
iurope, was to have relayed to
le CBS network
was suddenly
mcelled for "technical reasons".
Mr. Kaltenborn had scheduled
r. Arthur Karl Greiser, president
E the Danzig Senate, for a talk,
jnd from London that day he told
Be CBS audience that "the Nazi
overnment of Berlin refused to
•ermit the President of the Free
State of Danzig to speak to free
l.merica, which indicates that even
Jl so relatively unimportant maters as an interview with the head
f a State there are international
implications."
Mr. Kaltenborn
,iid Danzig's Nazi leader had ordered the cancellation on orders
i-om Berlin, and that no technical
•oubles were possible in view of
ie fact that the interview was to
iave been carried to London by
:lephone and thence broadcast to
;ew York via shortwave.
f CBS was first, however, to get
first-hand broadcast report out
^ Spain the morning of Sunday,
jjly 26. It engaged Dan Brigham
: the Paris office of the New York
■imes to work with G. H. Van:kere, Paris aide of Cesar Saerchfliger, CBS European representative, to interview refugees from
pain's civil war as they crossed
ie Spanish border at Hendaye on
ae French side. They were on the
gr 15 minutes from 10:15 a. m.,
3ST).
NBC Latin Series
BC, on July 22, began broadcastig a 15 - minute sustaining proram every Monday, Wednesday
id Friday night to Central and
Duth American countries through
ae facilities of W3XAL, Bound
rook, N. J. The programs, in
panish, consist of news comments
id notes about radio and motion
:cture stars. Dan Russell does
ie announcing for NBC. The proram is titled El Pan-Americano.
i the near future it is expected
mt a full hour program will be
"oadcast to the Latin American
■untries every evening via shortlave. For the last four years NBC
as exchanged numerous programs
ith the Latin American countries
it this is the first series espeally built for South American
;teners. W3XAL operates on
100 kc.
Maltex

to Return

ALTEX CEREAL Co., Burlingn, Vt. (cereal) will return to
-.ie air Sept. 14 on a score of CBS
; ations with
a script program
I'Jed Adventures of Donald Ayer,
on., Wed., Fri., 5:30-5:45 p. m.
] M. Mathes Inc., New York, has
ie account.
OCALLY OWNED — NATIONALLY KNOWN

the Air
On
Jewelry
(Continued from page 13)
the photograph of the Radio Refour weeks broadcasting using 15
porter (no name mentioned) and
minutes daily except Sunday and
his message which is continued on
the results obtained are well worth
the back page. The double-page
the amount invested, according to
Mr. Goar.
spread on the inside is devoted to
the advertised items and special
"If you desire to use this plan,"
numbers.
Mr. Goar stated, "be sure to get a
A Bit of Novelty
good radio reporter who lets the
prospective customers do most of
TO INJECT a little more novelty
why they
come
into the program, a listener who
—thenottalking.
to hearThat's
the dulcet
tones
of
took a great deal of active intera conceited announcer who wants
est in the broadcasting and who
to do all the talking. The idea is
had a sense of humor, was feato make the prospects think they
tured for awhile as "Moon Mulare clever and not to build up the
lins" of the air. He talked "natannouncer's personality, only as
ural" and fan mail doubled.
The commercials are written by
an indirect
Don't select the radiobi-product.
station according
to
WHB and arenouncements."regulation"
anwatts
but
according
to
the
type
of
Here are a few lines
cooperation the radio station might
out of one announcement: "Many
feel that there is bound to be a be able to extend. Our radio stunt
is the best Harris-Goar's has ever
period of inflation and what betsponsored, judging solely by reter hedge against inflation could
you make than the purchase of a
sults obtained".
fine diamond? No one who owns
a diamond is ever down and out.
Kindig Station Denied
Many regard them as the best inREVERSING Examiner George
vestment because of their portability and constant value. You can
H. Hill, the FCC Broadcast Divibuy a fine diamond at Harrission July 22 denied the application
of W. H. Kindig, Los Angeles poliGoar's for as little as $39.50. Our
convenient payment plan enables
tician, for a new station in that
you to spread the cost over a year,
city to share time with KFAC, Los
with the privilege of wearing it Angeles. Considerable stir was
caused by the application because
from the time of the first payof statements made on behalf of
The idea back of all the letters,
Mr. Kindig at a formal hearing to
the effect that he would throw the
broadcasting
and promotion work
ment."
is to get prospective customers to
station open to all comers. Simultaneously the FCC granted KFAC
come to the store. They must go
a renewal of its license for unlimto the store for their prizes — to
ited time.
see and take part in the broadcasting— to open an account. Over
75% of the business secured is
credit. Proper reception at the
store to those who respond is given
special attention and they find getWE
RIND
ting credit at Harris-Goar's is not
an inquisition.
mean
loose credit.But that doesn't
Radio advertising enables the
firm to change its schedule quickly,
THE
BELL
according to fluctuating circumstances or weather which would
not be possible with newspaper
forms ready for the press. It gets
over the personal element lacking
in newspaper advertising, the firm
has found. The publicity value and
good-will building secured, is rated
much higher than that which other
advertising media bring and puts
drama and fun into commercial
promotion. Crowds have numbered
over a hundred and they respond
despite the worst sort of weather.
The same stunt is used at the
firm's Topeka and Lincoln stores.
The approximate cost is $500 for
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. . . 10,000 times, no!
HILLBILLIES DO
NOT SELL PATENT
MEDICINES OVER
WBIG
A high program standard has
built for WBIG an unassailable position in this FAVORED region. Excellent local and complete Transradio
News Service, together with
affiliation with the world's
greatest
network, System,
the Columbia Broadcasting
puts
WBIG tops in North Carolina
listener interest!
your

So u ml Effects
(From Life)

Station

is

WBI(x
mGreensboro,N.C

advertising campaign placed with KWK
isures you of a definite
ncrease in sales.
We

the
sults.

have never failed to show
advertiser

satisfactory re-

Extensive Library —
Approximately 500 effects
Custom - Built Transcriptions
Commercial Plating
Duping and Pressing
Write Us Your Needs
Gennett

nORTHLJ EST'S LEfl Sin G RfllMlffllW! ■
I * ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■MBr'.
MINNEAPOLIS
—
SAINT PAUL

IS IT TRUE
WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT DIXIE?

Records
(Div. of The Starr Co.)
Richmond, Ind.
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Plans

for Reallocation
Hearing
{Continued from page 11)

B

neering solution of the radio problem.
"Some of the schools of thought
affect the entire allocation system
and some of the proposals will
have advantages as well as disadvantages. Therefore, it is felt that
prior to any basic decision on the
part of the Commission to change
or not to change its regulations,
the entire industry should have an
opportunity to come before the
Commission in an informal public
discussion of the existing broadcasting problems as well as to determine the merits of any proposals for changes in the principles
of allocation.
"It is felt that the hearing on
October 5, 1936 will afford the
Commission and the industry the
opportunity to cooperate in an
open manner toward a logical solution of the existing broadcast
problems
the have
nation."
Plans ofconfronting
the networks
not

O
u
N
D
To Give
Greater

Value!

A NEW BINDER has been produced, and we have contracted for
a supply, which we believe answers
your filing and library needs. It
is neat and convenient. It is bound
like a book — looks like a book in
every respect except that you can
snap each current issue for a year
into the cover and remove it at
will. The narrow binding wire does
not cut or mutilate the copies in.
any way.
aim

yet been advanced but it is certain they will present views on
proposed changes in existing allocations. Like the clear channel
group they are expected to support
high power on certain channels,
and perhaps East-West Coast duplication on other channels now
defined as "clear" in the existing
regulations.

3 POSTPAID
(Your Name in Gold 25c Extra)

BROADCASTING

Progress of the Art

jroadcast
VJvertisinc/

"THE Broadcast Division," said
the notice of hearing, "desires to
obtain the most complete information available with respect to this
broadcast subject of allocation, not

National Press Bldg.,
Washington, D. C

PLUS
in its Great

Value
Merchandising

Program Appeal, Coverage, and Audience Appreciation
pay quickest dividends for radio advertising investment.
However-WXYZ offers PLUS Value. That PLUS Value is the
WXYZ Merchandising Service, which (at no extra cost)
secures distributors and dealers, sells initial orders, places
•advertising displays and checks credits. Our crew of
trained field men become as a part of your selling organization. New products can be introduced in Michigan
quickly. Write or wire for full particulars.

UJXVZ

A g. C. gin
KUNSKY-TRENDLE BROADCASTIN
300 MADISON THEATER BUILDI
Wm. G. Rambeau Co Represenialives. Heme Oil
Eastern OUicc: S07 Chamn Blag . New York WeBi
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Service

only in its engineering but also in
its corollary social and economic
phases, to the end that such regulations and standards as it may
retain or adopt will make possible
such use of the band 550-1600 kc.
as will provide maximum service
(both transmission and reception)
in the public interest. The improvements in, and the increased
knowledge of, the engineering aspects of broadcasting since the
inauguration of the present allocation system in 1928 will be
taken into consideration." It also
mentioned that repeal of the Davis
Equalization Amendment, under
which the so-called "unit-quota"
system of distributing broadcasting facilities according to population, also would be considered.
When Congress last June repealed the Davis Amendment the
FCC automatically junked its
quota system, which theoretically
was the yardstick by which station
facilities were allocated. Thus,
there does not exist any legal barrier to block assignments to areas
which, under the old method of
distribution,
were
in
facilities. But
in "over-quota"
its notice, the
FCC brings out that it wishes,
among other things, to look into
the desirability of establishing a
new system for evaluating facilities to comply with that provision
of the law which specifies that
there must be provided "a fair,
efficient and equitable distribution
of radio
among the stations and service"
communities.
While the agenda for the hearing enumerates six different subjects of consideration, the notice
states that this does not mean that
evidence and proposals on other
subjects will be excluded. Any
testimony bearing on allocations
matters which comes within the
limitations of the hearing will be
allowed. Cross-examination will be
limited to Commissioners and members of the FCC staff.
Those desiring: to appear, the
notice sets out, must notify the
FCC of that intention by Sept. 15,
stating the number of witnesses,
and the estimated time to be used.
This information is sought to
s^-eed up the sessions. Proposed
amendments of existing regulations must be submitted in writing.
Within the next few weeks the
FCC plans to make public the results of itsduring
"clear the
channel
survey"
conducted
last year,
in
which actual signal strength measurements not only of clear channel stations but of regionals and
many locals were made throughout
the country with automatic recorders. These data are now being
analyzed by FCC engineers.
Hearing Agenda
THE TOPICS and sub - topics on
the agenda follow:
Classification of broadcast stations :
1. Desirability of establishing new
classes, or of subdividing, modifying or
abolishing any existing class.
2. Proper definition of each class with
ice.
respect to purpose and character of serv3. Number of frequencies to be allocated to each class.
4. Suitability of various bands of frequencies (e.g., propagation characteristics
and noise levels) in the range 550-1600
kc
for
the
service to be rendered by each
class.
5. Extent to which freedom from interference is to be secured to each class and
extent to which duplicated use, night or
day, of frequencies allocated to each class
is to be permitted, including
(a) number of stations to be permitBROADCASTING

ted to operate simultaneously on fre- I
quencies of each class ;
(b) mileage-frequency separation ta-|fl
bles
as aduplications
method for
missible
; determining per- «|
(c) advisability
of establishing subclasses
;
classifications
of any of the principal
(d) use of frequencies allocated to one
class by stations of another class ;
(e) possibility of duplicated use of a
frequency by two 50 kw stations sep-(
arated by a substantial distance ;
(f) consideration of hour of sunset
as the dividing line between daytime and
nighttime permissible duplications, and
location at wheh sunset or other hour
should be taken as such dividing line ;
(g)
application of directional antennas ; and
(h)
application of synchronization.
cluding
6. Maximum
and minimum
power requirements with respect to each class, in(a) increases in power above 50 kw
on any class of frequency ;
(b) horizontal increases in power on
frequencies on which nighttime duplicated operation is permitted, and
(c) differentiation in maximum power
at day and at night.
Standards to be applied in determining
coverage and the presence or absence o.
objectionable interference.
1. Propagation characteristics of the various frequencies in the range 550-1600 kc,
including comparison of east-west and
north-south transmission, effect of interiations. vening mountain ranges, and seasonal var2. Prevailing
attenuation
in various
parts of the country.
3. Proper ratio of desired to undesired
signal.
4. Signal intensity necessary to render
satisfactory service in various types of
community (e.g., urban, residential, rural,
etc.).
5. Relative electrical noise levels, natural
and man-made, in the range 550-1600 kc
and in various types of communities.
6. Frequency separation, including
(a) the prescribed 10 kc separation
stations
between ; frequencies used by broadcast
(b) the customary 50 kc separation
between frequencies used by broadcast
stations in the same community ;
(c) mileage-frequency separation tables as a method for determining minimum geographical separation between
stations using frequencies separated by ik
from
cies ; 10 to 40 kc ;
(d) permissible disparity in powei I
between stations on adjacent frequen- !
(e) practicable standards of receiver;
selectivity, and
fidelity.
(f) practicable standards of receivei
7. Proper definition of blanketing signal.
8. Legitimate assumptions with respect
to Heaviside layer and sunspot cycle.
Geographical distribution of broadcast
facilities.
1. Weight to be given to such factors
as area, population and economic support
2. Desirability of establishing a system
for evaluating facilities (e.g., a quote
system) in order to comply with Sec
307 (b) of the Communications Act oi
1934, as amended, and "to provide a fair
efficient, and equitable distribution of radio service" among the several States anc
communities.
3. Feasibility of allowing adherence t<.
sound
principles automaticallj
307 effect
(b).engineering
to
the distribution required by Sec

Standards
with
respect and
to methods of measuremenr n
1. Power.
2. Tolerance.
3. Field intensity.
4. Determination of service.
5. Determination of interference.
Apparatus performance requirements tt
be imposed on broadcast stations.
1. Frequency stability.
2. Antenna efficiency.
3. Modulation.
4. Suppression of harmonics.
5. Fidelity of transmission.
6. Transmitter location.
Effect ofsubjects.
any proposals regarding thiforegoing
1. Socially and economically, upon th>
public and the industry.
2. Internationally, upon use of the banc
550-1600 kc by other countries in Nortt
and Central America.
3. Upon possible future use of frequen
cies in the band 6000-30,000 kc and in thi
band above 30,000 kc for broadcasting.
million lbs. of copper a
day working
means men
in are
Home of
BUTTE
KGIR
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IUND PROJECTOR— Will Whitire, of Western Electric Co.,
\ms how the new WE superver sound projector can be
ined on a distant target to der voice or music without usual
ste of acoustic energy. It will
used at Roosevelt Raceway,
ig Island, for auto races, and
spray" sound over a large
a , and
reach a mile. Amplifiers
?e 20,000 watts power.
Local Political Time
ATED primary campaigns in
iter July required almost nightly
me clearances for studio and re\te political broadcasts in GeorTexas and Oklahoma, where
.ctically all of the stations were
rging the politicians regular
nmercial rates. While most stais will get their local political
;iness from now until Novem, the campaigns in those states
ire staged earlier under state
's. For WSB, Atlanta, John
tier, commercial manager, hand nightly bookings the last
ak in JuW. with Roy McMillian
the announcing staff and Mark
ilson of the engineering staff
igned to the remotes.
Canada Expands News
ADDITION to the ten-minute
vs summaries being furnished
Canadian stations through the
nadian Broadcasting System
work, the Canadian Press,
nterpart in that country of the
■sociated Press, is now furnish■ three bulletin news summaries
ly to all stations in the Dolion telegraphed from Toronto.
Thomas McLaughlin
omas Mclaughlin, 27, one
the original members of Maj.
sves Capitol Family, later an
bouncer with New York stans, died in Bellevue Hospital,
w York, July 28.
J. EDWARD A. DAVIES.the
io manager of John Faulkner
dt Advertising Agency, Philahia, and formerly program
ctor of WIP, left July 27 for
wo-month vacation in Norway
I Sweden. He was accompanied
Mrs. Davies.
CK LATHAM, radio time buyer
Young & Rubicam Inc., New
k'k, is in the Harbor Sanitarium,
!W York, recuperating from an
iridectomy.

Digital Data
WMEX, Boston, has started
a series of finger - printing
programs and every week
presents the latest information on digital developments
in cooperation with the U. S.
Marshall's office. A supply
of identification cards has
been printed and records are
made in the WMEX studios.
Smaller cards can be carried
for personal identification.
Arrangements are being
made to file the prints with
the U. S. Marshall. Identification episodes from official
files provide dramatic material.
Gulf Tests on WIS
MAURICE STEFAN, professor of
French at the University of North
Carolina, has been engaged by
WIS, Columbia, S. C, as news
commentator for a new five-weekly
series sponsored by Gulf Refining
Co., Pittsburgh. Gulf placed the
account last month through Young
& Rubicam Inc., New York, with
Bryan Houston of the agency coming to Columbia for the opening
program. Listener reaction to the
program, said to be the first of a
new series of spots contemplated
by Gulf to augment its Sunday
night show on CBS, is being
checked by offering low - priced
auto accessories which can be obtained through Gulf dealers.
Tobacco Market Spots
AS OPENING of tobacco markets
nears, tobacco boards of trade in
North Carolina and Virginia are
contracting for spot announcements and quarter-hour programs
to make sales reports and win
good will of grower's. WPTF,
Raleigh, in the heart of the tobacco belt, has already booked time
for five markets and a number of
others are negotiating for air
time.
FIRST sponsor to buy time on
WPTF, Raleigh, and WIS, Columbia, S. C, under the combined rate
cards put into effect July 20, was
the local Crazv Water Crystals
Co. branch, which contracted for
$11,147 worth of time for six 15minute programs weekly in addition to its Saturday night show on
WPTF.
MISS BARBARA EVANS, former
secretary to Benedict Gimbel Jr.,
president of WIP, Philadelphia,
has been named advertising manager of Oppenheim-Collins, a leadstore. ing Philadelphia women's wear
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE
VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.

To Completely Control the Puget Sound Market
Use Both of Seattle's Pioneer Radio Stations
KOMO
NBC-Red
National Representatives — EDWARD

O ADC ASTING
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Ever since the days when
youngsters bent over
crystal sets, listening to
recordings they requested
by telephone, radio and
telephone have worked
hand-in-hand.
Telephone

laboratories

have coped with the questions of program-relay . . .
broadened the range of
transmitted
studied

and

sound

. . .

progressed

toward perfection of faithful reproduction.
The telephone is still the
quick barometer of audience-reaction. Ithelps to
solve many

a problem

program-planning

of

through

quick and convenient contact with all separated factors. Radio and telephone
work together— as a team.

K.I EC
NBC-Blue
PETRY & CO.

Advertising
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Ay les worth

Says
Radio
Is Movies'
Friend
(Continued
from page
9)

appearances. This," Mr. Aylesworth believed, "will be a boon to
the studios who heretofore have
been confronted with the all too
numerous financial demands of
stars and featured players who feel
that their income is insufficient
and who have become dissatisfied
generally
as a result."refuted the
Mr. Aylesworth
charges made principally by exhibitors, that commercial radio
broadcasts "de - glamour" Hollywood's glamorous stars. The argument has been made that the motion picture spends millions to
build up a personality and radio
uses that romantic or glamorous
personality to sell tin cans, toilet
goods, gasoline, ice, groceries, hair
tonics and whatnot.
The NBC-RKO executive explained, first, that public appearances do not necessarily hurt the
star, citing the ambition of "every
exhibitor in the country" to have
stars make personal appearances
at their theatres, if they could but
afford to book them. "The objections, then, cannot be against the
personal appearance."
"Secondly, none of the glamour
of the star is lost, because not only
is the star not tied in directly with
the commercialities of the program, but, and more important,
the public already has a definite
impression of that star, and they
visualize the star on the broadcast
in accordance with their impression. That impression is so strong
and the visualization so keen that
there can be no influence such as

that complained of from the mention of the sponsor's product."
On the other hand, Mr. Aylesworth continued, the national advertisers today are spending millions of dollars in direct aid to
theatre box offices, not philanthropically, of course, but because they
know the values of the stars. "But
these advertisers do not complain
of the constant reference of the
stars to their studio work, to their
current productions, to their forthcoming screen appearances, and,
too, they are willing to permit the
widespread use of music from pictures on their programs, with full
credit being given the produc"As a matter of fact," Mr.
Aylesworth added, "the thought
has been expressed that maybe the
national advertisers should charge
thetion."
motion pictures for some of the
free
advertising their pictures and
people are now receiving on the
sponsored programs at the expense
of the advertisers."
Promoting Films
"WHAT greater attention can motion picture stars get than a radio
build-up for their forthcoming productions?" asked Mr. Aylesworth.
Answering the query himself, he
said that several feature pictures
of his own RKO company have
been given stronger box office
power
by steady radio
"plugging. of'
The distributing
executives
RKO, like most other executives in
motion pictures, have not always
agreed with Mr. Aylesworth. They,
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broadcasts are over by 9:00, c"
9:30 p. m., and the public attenc
ing the broadcasts find themselvc
downtown and with an entertair
ment appetite that has not bee
satisfied by a half-hour broadcas
that cost them nothing. We brin
them
out of their
"Remember,"
he homes."
advised, "peopl
do not and can not go to the mo\
ies seven nights a week. The
usually average two attendanet
weekly. So, the radio on the othe
five nights constantly hammei
home exploitation and publicit
aspects of the motion picture, i(
pictures and personalities, alwaj
reminding the public of the mi
tion picture.
"Except in the summertime, Sa
urday and Sunday evenings ai
still the best days for box offic
grosses. Yet there are more goc
radio programs broadcast on thes
evenings than any other nigh
How can you explain that? Tl
argument that radio keeps peop
away from theatres is pure bun
and everyone will admit it in ai
other year.
"Radio now gives the music
synopsis, the cast and other e:
ploitation expressions for and
behalf of a motion picture, ar
yet some of the boys in the fil
business are sitting around tryiri
to figure out how they can stop it
Mr. Aylesworth returned to h
idea of effecting a working unde
standing between the radio and tB

than 12 years by the pioneer farm

KCMO
KANSAS CITY, MO.
WTMV
E. ST. LOUIS

to Mr.
go to
motion pictures."
Aylesworth
deprecated th
oft-made complaint that the ad
mittance of the public to free ra
dio broadcasts is unfair competi
tion to the motion picture theatr
box office. "The records show tha
theatre business is on the up, sc
obviously, these so-called studi
radio broadcasts with invited audi
ences have not injured the box of
fice." To the contrary, he contiri
ued, "We of NBC-RKO recentl
spent a whole month observin
persons studios
coming to
from
NBC's broac
casting
determine
wher
they go from there, and in 50 pe
cent of the cases they walked d:
rectly to a motion picture theatre.
"The reasons," he explained, "ar
that most of the important radi

to the advertiser or sponsor wishing

to get his message
Write any station
listed below for rates

too, had felt that broadcasts injured box office ratings. But now
he explained, they have tangibl
proof, from certain pictures, of th<
benefits that can accrue from a ra
dio-film understanding. "Radio to
day is RKO's greatest exploitatioi
asset," Mr. Aylesworth declarec
adding: "And if I'm wrong I migh
lose radio
my job."
He declared
tha
"the
can make
people wan

Friendly Farmer
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Tip

to

the Motion
Picture Industry
Reprinted from Motion Picture Herald

RADIO broadcasters must have motion picture material to satisfy
ir listeners, say the thoughtful business men of the production
'bny, let them have the right kind. Hearing these words and finding
m good, producers have gone seriously into the question of how
ch and what kind of motion picture material is good for radio
eners and, at the same time, for the box office. Already available,
:m all studios and on practically all products, are 15-minute transcripis, some of them scenes from pictures, others interviews with players,
iat not, suitable for morning programs.
Reports from the exhibition field thus far indicate that this type of
ance exploitation is meeting with substantial response when coupled
h the usual formal advertising via standard media. In addition to
direct ticket sales value, of course, the discs serve a regulatory
ction of substantial if indirect consequence. They keep incompetent
jpma commentators from cluttering the air with erroneous and ill
sidered chatter and, by the terms of their availability, they confine
broadcasting of screen material within the non-box office hours,
els yet the transcriptions have attained no established form or plan.
ducers are feeling their way and watching results. All the old
?bler problems — how much plot to expose, how much sales effort to
rt, whether to spread or concentrate the buckshot — remain to be
wered for the new medium. Satisfaction with progress made to date
general.
pen. He envisioned such a reionship eventually working to
J point where a slogan such as
3 tend the movies twice a week/'
be commonly broadcast, in the
mer of Amos 'n' Andy's "See
r dentist twice a year," "Brush
<r teeth twice a day." He said
t the Amos 'n' Andy slogans
e done more for the toothpaste
dness and dental professions
In any other medium in history.
J 'Attend the movies twice a
k,' " he continued, "should be
air slogan personifying the raj|film cooperative idea.
r|The automobile is the motion
ure's greatest competitor, not
o, except that in another year
iO,000 cars on the road will
:e radios, and right there the
petition of the car will be lespd considerably as the car ra| start making the occupants
fifvie conscious.' "
In the Laboratory
1LEVISI0N still is in the labory," Mr. Aylesworth explained,
■jwill be another five years beit goes into the homes of
rica on a commercial basis. In
ancing my idea for radio-film
Iteration, I suggest that the mopicture business
now turn
: attention to television coatively. They could let the exmienters use old films, out of
jlation, to televise. Motion
CRYSTALS
•fc Low Temperature Coefficient for the Broadcast
Band
Mounted in Isolantite
adjustable Air Gap
holder
1 ~k Approved
by the Federal Communications
Ml Commission

■eq. drift less than
— oo
Cps/°C./Meg
35
■eq. drift less than
$ - ~ oo
Cps/°C./Meg
40
Actual Frequency Drift
Curve furnished upon request.
MERICAN
PIEZO
UPPLY
COMPANY
unny Slope Sta. P.O. Box 6026
KANSAS CITY, MO.

pictures will be the first form of
entertainment to be televised on
any large scale.
"Television will never be a competitor to the regular theatre
screen. They will not televise feature pictures produced expressly
for the purpose of a single television broadcast because of the
enormous sums required for production. Imagine any advertiser
spending $500,000 to broadcast a
production of 'Little Women'?
"The only way to get one industry to work with another is for
both
to work together."
In practically
all other countries,
Mr. Aylesworth continued, there
is a definite cleavage between radio and the screen. There is almost no cooperation, each working independently of the other and
in direct competition. It is impossible in Europe, for instance, for
exhibitors and the film business
to get the cooperation from their
radio systems that is already being extended films by radio in this
country.
"Let there be an understanding
between us!"
NBC Speeds News
has installed a speed-up system in Radio City for broadcasts
of news bulletins a few seconds
after they have been received. Microphones, automatic volume control panel and other facilities have
been placed in the office of the supervisor of announcers. The second a bulletin is received the announcer on duty can push a button
which automatically connects his
microphone to the networks and
fades out programs. A staccato
hum of wireless signals is heard
at the opening and closing of each
news flash. Formerly a delay of
two or three minutes was involved
in rushing bulletins by messenger
and setting up lines.
NBC

Movie
To

attraction of some big radio pro-

Opposition

Radio

a

Myth

HOLLYWOOD radio programs
have yet to feel the effects of the
so-called motion picture exhibitor
tirade against broadcasting by
important film stars. Such programs employing picture names as
Shell Chateau, Kraft Music Hall,
Hollywood Hotel, Lux Radio Theatre and Camel Caravan have continued to book stars, and their
agencies report no opposition from
the film studios. All, with the
exception of Hollywood Hotel, pay
their screen guests, Louella Parsons on that program securing
their services gratis in exchange
for publicity in her Universal
Syndicate columns.
None of the agency or network
executives have seen any of the
thousands of letters purported to
be swamping the film producers;
as a matter of fact the editors of
the Hollywood trade publications
that have carried numerous scare
stories on the situation admit that
they haven't seen the letters
either.

Meantime NBC and CBS in Holgrams.
lywood, not only are originating
the aforementioned programs using guest stars, but are preparing
new fall shows either starring
film names or using picture talent
in guest spots. Such programs as
Joe Penner for Cocomalt, Nelson
Eddy for Vicks, Jack Benny for
Jello, Eddie Cantor for Texaco,
Fred Astaire for Packard, Marion
Talley for Rykrisp, Burns & Allen
for
Campbell's
areothers,
definite.
Therein
are
half-dozen
largely
the arumor
stage.

One Hollywood trade publication
pointed out that radio entertains
as many millions an hour as
movies do throughout the day and
that it will find attractions no
matter what attitude picture folk
take. The only complaint from
exhibitors is said to be against
producers who do not supply entertainment good enough to offset
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rYou can't match the intimacy of
a second-frontier station like
WAAT with anything else in
broadcasting. Dude schedule
makers too often skip the fascinating grip which it holds on its
geographically
"smallThose
town"
suburban audience.
on and
our
client-list know better. Somehow
broadcasters just naturally turn
hard - boiled with a station like
WAAT. Mere sentiment could
never keep these friendships so
long. Cash - dollar business does.
WAAT grew to what it is — on
the astonishing response it gets for
its users. Operating daytime only,
WAAT has a vast following all
its own — in the rich cosmopolis
of Newark, Jersey City, Hoboken,
West New York, Passaic, Bayonne,
Union City, Elizabeth, Hackensack, the Oranges and Montclair.
Over 2,250,000 people are in its
primary reach. 87.1% of the
area's homes are radio homes
(largest ratio in the Union). Uncharged for, you get a jumbo
bonus in New York City, Brooklyn, Staten Island, Long Island
and Westchester. Rates are more
than moderate.

Full details and success examples
on request.
CASE HISTORY 16
Manufacturer establishes 2710 new customers after 41 spot
announcements.
CASE HISTORY 21
National spot advertiser found WAAT
produced the lowest
cost per inquiry in
the New York Metropolitan area.

Boake

Carter

Case

Offers

Libel

Test

Hoffman
Suit
May Provide
First Big Liability Ruling
WHAT MAY prove to be the first
broad test of alleged libel uttered
over broadcasting stations, and of
the liability of stations along with
speakers, is seen in the $100,000
action brought by Gov. Harold G.
Hoffman, of New Jersey, against
Boake Carter, Philco radio commentator; WCAU, Philadelphia;
CBS and WABC; and the Philco
company and its subsidiaries. Gov.
Hoffman based his suit upon statements made by Carter in one of
his CBS broadcasts for Philco in
connection with the Hauptmann
case, alleging he suffered injury
to reputation, name and integrity.
The suits were filed in the New
Jersey Supreme Court, Middlesex
County. WCAU was joined as the
originating station, CBS as the
network which carried the program, and the four Philco companies because of sponsorship of
the Carter broadcasts. Some questions have arisen about the validity of service in connection with
certain of the companies sought to
be made parties. Isaac D. Levy,
part-owner of WCAU, was served
on July 18 in Atlantic City. There
probably will be a number of motions to quash the various service^
before any trial is set and several
weeks may elapse. Ralph F. Colin, of Rosenberg, Goldmark & Colin, New York attorneys, probably
will represent CBS. with Mr. Lew
for WCAU, and C. J. Hepburn of
Philadelphia for Philco and Carter.
Law Is Unsettled
THE ONLY important radio libel
case was that of Sorensen vs.
Wood in Nebraska, several years
ago, in which the State Supreme
Court held the station jointly liable with the speaker in a political
case. There has been no adjudication of such a case in the Federal courts.
The Hoffman suit charged that
Carter made libelous statements in
his broadcasts of March 30 and 31
and April 1 and 2. Afterward
Carter in one of his broadcasts

rrpy

Estate
Lucky 150,000
MORE than 150,000 persons
won cartons of Lucky Strike
cigarettes in the first two
days of the week of July
27 for successfully guessing
titles of most popular songs
in the American Tobacco Co.
prize contests for Lucky
Strikes, according to T. J.
Ross, handling Lucky Strike
publicity for the Ivy Lee organization. More than 1,300
are now employed in handling clerical and mailing
work involved in the contest,
which is promoted in the
sponsor's Hit Parade programs on NBC and CBS.
challenged Gov. Hoffman to bring
his actions in Pennsylvania rather
than
the governor's
state.
Carterin contends
freedom
of Mr.
the
press applies equally to radio as
well as newspapers.
In the legal preliminaries, several of the respondents scored on
July 27 when Judge Harry Heher
in the Supreme Court of New Jersey, Middlesex County, directed
Gov. Hoffman to show cause on
Oct. 6 before the Supreme Court
at Trenton, why the service of the
summons and complaint upon the
defendants Philco Radio and Television Corp., Philco Radio & Television Corp. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia Storage Battery Co. and
CBS, should not be set aside, and
staying all proceedings against
those defendants until ten days after the final decision on the rule to
show cause. The rule was procured by CBS counsel Colin.
Simultaneously counsel for the
respondents entered into a stipulation with Gov. Hoffman's counsel extending the time of WCAU,
Atlantic Broadcasting: Corp. (operating WABC) and Philco Radio &
Television of New York to answer
or otherwise move until Aug. 21.
Thus considerable time will elapse
before action on the motions to
quash service, and before answers
are filed.
Part of the broadcast alleged by
Gov. Hoffman as slanderous was:
"And so crazier and crazier
grows the Hauptmann affair — more
and more desperate over the weekof Spokane, Washington, now
HIGHER vertical radiator

On

Stove,

Macfaddej

Two-Station

Hookup
SPECIAL hookups of two-statii
units of the Mutual Network w«
arranged in late July for tj

tate
Stove Keyed
Co., Cincinnati,
on AuI '
sponsors.
from WLW,
6 will start the Magazine of t
Air over that station and WG
Chicago, Thursdays, 8:30-9 p.
Account was placed through Ral
H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.
Also originating at WLW, Ms
fadden Publications Inc., N«
York, for True Detective Stor
magazine on Sept. 8 will link tr
station and WOR, Newark, Tut
days, 9:30-10 p. m. Drama
shows based on stories in curie
issues of the magazine will
staged along the same lines
Macfadden's True Story progra
on the NBC-Red network. T
account was placed direct.
Mutual reported, as Broadca5
ing went to press, that it \*
negotiating with Crazv Water T
tel
Co., Crystals),
Mineral Wells,'
Tex. Luck
(Cra
Water
through
Bowman Inc., New York, for
1:30-1:45 p. m. period five da
weekly; also with Fawcett Put
cations Inc., New York, for
once weekly series, Mondaj
8-8:30 p. m. No starting da'
have
yet beenbeen
fixed,completed.
nor have s"
tion lineups
KNOX GELATINE Co., Joh:
town, N. Y., will use 22 CBS s
tions in the autumn with the 5
ters of the Skillet act, Tuesdf
and Thursdays, 11:15-11:30 a.
Joseph Katz Co., New York,
agency.
end became New Jersey's Gov
nor to justify his official blund
ing and save his tottering politi
reputation — more and more dii
stunts are dragged across the
trails to befuddle the public a
confuse the main issue.
"And so round and round — j>
as the music goes round and roi
— so round and round goes 1
Hauptmann affair — one of 1
most shocking exhibitions of j
bernatorial meddling with the
derly process of law and order tl
America has displayed to the wo
in many

a decade."

putting up a

AND — what's more
important . . .

CASE HISTORY 38
Local retailer using
WAAT exclusively
increased average
monthly dollar volume by #5,000.00 during 1935.
THE

TOWERS represent LOCAL business for the first half of the past four
years. Moreover, KFPY advertisers pay
the HIGHEST local rate asked by any
Spokane station.
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These are FACTS you can substantiate.
Ask our REPRESENTATIVES:
i. H. McGILLVRA. 485 Madison Avenue, NEW YORK
and Palmolive Building, CHICAGO

1934

1935

1933
WALTER BID DICK CO., 568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.,
LOS ANGELES, and 601 Russ Bldg., SAN FRANCISCO
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feet Organization
;pard Elected Chairman at
cago; Committees Named
ELECTING John
Shepard 3d, president of the Yankee Network, as
its chairman, a
group of regional broadcasting
stations completed organization of
the National Association of ReShepard gional BroadcastStations at a meeting in Chij July 28, and promptly proed with its first mission of preng to defend the interests of
1 stations at the reallocation
*ings before the FCC BroadDivision to begin Oct. 5.
he organization, which will deitself to the protection of real stations and to parallel the
.r Channel Group and Nationindependent Broadcasters Inc.
al
station group), was conj
sd by a group of regional exives during the NAB convenlast month in Chicago. It will
inanced under a plan calling
payment by each station of
times its highest national
pter-hour rate, payable by Sept.
all stations operating on frelcies designated by the FCC as
onal are eligible for member-

Regional Chairmen
'H a dozen organizers present
he July 28 meeting at the
\ie Hotel, the group named an
btive committee of seven, and
five regional chairmen, one
[each of the five former radio
Is. The executive committee
called its next meeting for
York on Aug. 7 at which it
appoint engineering and legal
sel to represent the associaat the Oct. 5 reallocation
ings.
^he organization was formed
the purpose
of improving
jdcast service to the rural and
;n public of the United States,"
the formal announcement folig organization,
addition to Chairman Shepthe executive committee com\s Edgar L. Bill, WMBD, PeWalter J. Damm, WTMJ,
raukee;
John
J. Gillin Jr.,
SV, Omaha; Herbert L. Pettey,
New
York
City, former
secretary;
Hoyt Wooten,
EC,
Memphis,
and
W. J.
jps, WWJ, Detroit.
j)ropos of the designation of
«chairmen, the announcement
this was decided upon in orhat stations may keep in close
ijict with the organization, and
the association in turn may
the benefit of constructive
estions from all parts of the
try. The zone chairmen will
6 as contacts between stations
pieir zones and the executive
aittee. Those named are First
(Eastern Seaboard), J. Thomyons, WCAO, Baltimore; SecZone (East Central States),
WSPD, Toledo;
H. Ryan,
(Southern States),
a Zone
y W. Slavick, WMC, MemZone (Midwestern
Fourth
?s), H. Dean Fitzer, WDAF,
;as City, and Fifth Zone (Far
jj, ■ O ADC

A STING

Dyke Leaves Colgate
KEN R. DYKE resigned July 29
as advertising manager of Colgate -Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City, leaving immediately for a
vacation trip in the West. The
company's advertising account, it
was stated, will remain with Benton & Bowles, New York. Mr.
Dyke, onetime advertising executive of the Johns - Manville Corp.,
has not divulged his future plans,
but he will continue in his post
as chairman of the board of the
ANA.
Grange on Football
SINCLAIR REFINING Co., Inc.,
New York, has signed "Red"
Grange, former Illinois football
star, to be heard in a new series
of programs on the NBC-Red network, Fridays, 10:30-10:45 p. m.,
and Saturdays, 7-7:15 p. m.
(EDST), starting Sept. 4. The
programs will be devoted to news
about football, with the Friday
night talk dealing with games to
be played the next day and talks
by guest coaches. The Saturday
night period will announce the results of the games that day with
highlights of the more important
contests. Grange will also be heard
on Sinclair's regular NBC - Blue
network program, Mondays, 9-9:30
p. m. Federal Adv. Agency Inc.,
New York, handles the account.
Vallee for Royal
AFTER over seven years of promoting Fleischmann's yeast for
Standard Brands Inc., Rudy Vallee's Variety Hour on NBC-Red,
Thursdays, 7-8 p. m. (EDST) on
Oct. 1 will switch commercial announcements toRoyal Gelatine, another Standard Brands product.
Frank Fay, who was signed for
Royal Gelatine after aDpearing on
the Vallee program last spring,
will conclude his NBC-Blue series,
Fridays, 8:30 p. m., on Sept. 4.
The Fleischmann Husbands &
Wives period on NBC - Blue, Sundays, 7:30 p. m., will continue to
promote Fleischmann's yeast.
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Postal Telegraph

will speed your

sage to the other end of the town

MERLE TUCKER, who has been
handling publicity for the Texas
Centennial on behalf of the State
of Texas, has resigned to accept
the position of radio director for
the
nial. Fort Worth Frontier Centen-

• Broadcast

what

world beyond, send
Postal Telegraph.

John Morrell on NBC-Red
JOHN MORRELL & Co., Ottumwa, la. (Red Heart dog food) on
Sept. 3 will start a musical program on 27 NBC-Red stations.
Titled Tea Time at Morrells, the
program will feature Joe Gallicchio's orchestra, Gale Page and
Don McNeil, who will be master
of ceremonies. Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.. Chicago, is agency.
The Morrell Company, old-line
packing concern, has been a frequent of network and spot time.

West), Gerald King, KFWB. Hollywood.
Present at the Chicago meeting
were Ralph L. Atlass, WINDWJJD, Gary- Chicago; E. H.
Twamley, WBEN, Buffalo; W. E.
Hutchinson, WAAF. Chicaeo; Luther L. Hill, KSO-KRNT, Des
Moines; Sumner D. Quarton,
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la.; Mr.
Ryan, Mr. Shenai'd, Mr. Wooten,
Mr. Pettey, Mr. Scripps. Mr.
Damm, Mr. Bill and Mr. Slavick.
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WHTH, Hartford, Names
Its Executive Personnel

FELLOWS'
OTHER
VIEWPOINT

WHTH, new local station of the
Hartford (Conn.) Times, will be
headed by Cedric W. Foster, who
will carry the title of director of
programs and who also will have
charge of public relations, it was
announced July 23. The station,
shortly to begin operation, will be
the tenth outlet of the Inter-City
Group and will also be a member
of
John Shepard's new Colonial
Network.

The ANPA Protests
TO the Editor of Broadcasting:
I am much interested in an article which appears on page 101 of
your issue dated July 1, entitled,
"ANPA Media Data Full of OmisApparently
the read
writer our
of this
arsions".
ticle failed to
study,
"Newspaper, Magazine and Broadin 1935", Iupon
which cast
theExpenditures
article comments.
am
enclosing herewith a copy.
For the past 13 years, the Bureau of Advertising has released
dollar figures showing newspaper
expenditures of leading advertisers.
In each instance we have stated
that such lists covered only a certain number of accounts which our
facilities have enabled us to reasonably estimate. In recent years,
at the request of advertisers and
agents, we have included with these
newspaper figures data showing the
expenditures in magazines and
chain broadcasting.
No effort has ever been made to
include the expenditures of all magazine advertisers, or all radio advertisers. It has been clear to research people who have used our
figures that our basic list was a
list of newspaper advertisers. Obviously, however, such a list of advertisers includes those spending
most of the money that is being
spent for magazine or radio advertising.

Other personnel will include
Warner Murphy, son of Francis
S. Murphy, general manager of
the Times, in the commercial department; Walcott Wyllie, for the
last three years program director
of WFLA, Tampa, on programs
and announcing; Richard K. Blackburn, formerly of WTIC, Hartford,
as chief engineer; Howard Wessenberg, engineer, and Paulette
Wolozin, formerly of WATR,
Waterbury, secretarial and artist.

In

Washington

The activities of politics, business
and society are more colorful
than ever before. You will enjoy
Washington
The best in accommodations,
location and smart surroundings
are available at this distinctive
hotel. Write or wire for reservations.

The article in your magazine
states :
"The breakdowns naturally give
newspapers the best showing generally, which they would have had
in any case in view of their larger
number
and scope."
The number
of newspapers in
the country fails to have very
much of a bearing on the amount
of money which advertisers spend
for newspaper advertising. If this
were true, the weekly newspapers,
which number more than 11,000,
would get the bulk of all advertising money, instead of the dailies.
Further down you state:
"Even with the hand-picked
group of companies selected, they
show a rise in chain broadcasting
from 1930 through 1935. Whereas
in 1930 network radio claimed 5.3
cents of the ANPA selected group's
advertising dollar, in 1931 the figure was 8.1 cents . . .".

HAY-ADAMS HOUSE
LAFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SINROD.MGR.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
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Prayer Answered
"I WISH someone would
bring me a drink of water,"
Gary Breckner, baseball announcer of KNX, Los Angeles, muttered July 17 during a baseball broadcast. The
tiny daughter of a Monrovia,
Cal., listener sympathetically poured a pitcher of water
down a loudspeaker where it
was rerouted to a rug.
On page 2 of our study, you will
note that we reproduce the national advertiser's dollar from 1930 to
1935. It is clearly stated that this
national advertiser's dollar is a
separate analysis from the individual figures which we quote later on
in the study. We show that during 1935, all national advertisers
spent a total of $366,612,000 in
newspapers, magazines, outdoor,
car cards and chain broadcasting.
The breakdown of the individual
advertisers we show indicates that
387 national advertisers covered
spent $231,107,000 in newspapers,
magazines and chain broadcast.
The difference between these two
figures should certainly indicate
that we were not usiner what you
term a "hand-nicked list" in the national advertiser's dollar figures
we show.
If you have any questions about
anv studies we issue, we would
welcome vour asking us about
them. This, it seems, would be
fairer than printing a review of
something with which you are not
very familiar.ALLEN B. SIKES,
Eastern Manager,
Bureau of Advertising.
American Newspaper
Publishers'
Ass'n,
New
York City.
July 17. 1936.
[Editor's Note — While it is true
that the ANPA study does not embrace a complete list of national advertisers, its purport was clear to the
editor, who did read the report. As
in the case of the ANPA convention
displays last April, the whole tenor
of the count
report
to disradio inseemed
favor designed
of newspapers,
omitting entirely spot and local advertising expenditures , and ignoring
entirely some of the biggest accounts
on the air which also spend considerable money in printed media. Mr.
Sikes must be aware that any comparisons made with chain broadcast
expenditures alone are incomplete
and misleading, albeit the networks
do account for more than 50% of
radio's dollar volume. The ANPA
had available, for its gross estimates,
the monthly NAB statistical reports,
which are broken down according to
networks, national non-network and
local, but it apparently prefers not
to recognize those figures. The ANPA
should know, as everybody in advertising knows, that networks alone do
not represent American radio either
in research, fact or actual activity,
yet its report was titled "Newspaper.
Magazine and Broadcast Expenditures in 1935".]
STANDARD RADIO Inc., Hollywood, announces addition of 20 sides
of added sound effects to its sound
effects library.

Hookup of WOR
- WG
For Cudahy, Continent
TWO
special hookups of W0
Newark, and WGN, Chicago, ;
ranged through Mutual Netwc?
and using Mutual lines, have beij
signed
for important sponof
starting soon.
A one-hour pr|
gram Sundays, 9-10 p. m., starti
Aug. 9, will be sponsored by Cc
Omental Baking Co., New Yo
(Wonder
year's ccC
tract
with Bread).
Cudahy A Packing
Chicago, for its Old Dutch Cleai
er, has been signed for the tr
stations, starting Sept. 28, Monda
through Fridays, 10:15-10:30 p.
The Continental bread progri
will be titled Wonder Show a
will feature old-time melodram;
beginning with the famous Unc
the Gas Light. It will feature Ja
Smart, the Happy Wonder Bak(
and a cast of 75 actors, from t
WOR Playhouse atop the NAmsterdam Theater, New Yo:
Batten, Barton, Durstine & (
born Inc., handles the account.
The Cudahy show will be key
from WGN, and is to be handli
by Roche, Williams & Cunnyr
ham Inc., Chicago. The Cuda
company, for Old Dutch Cleans
on Sept. 28 is also starting Bai
dor's Children on a special n
work of 7 CBS stations Monda
through Fridays, 9:45-10 a. m.
Gruen's New Series
GRUEN WATCH Co., Cincimu
for its Gruen Watchmaker's Guii
which sponsored the WashingiMerry-Go-Round on the four ba
Mutual Network stations last f
and winter, on Sept. 18 will retu
to that network with a new sh 1
originating at WOR, to be hee
Fridays, 8-8:30 p. m. Plans :
the program include signing Fra
Hawks, the famous flyer, for
show to be titled Time Flies W
Hawks who will tie it up wit!
plane which he is now building
special flights, some of which rr
be broadcast from the plane. 1
Garmo Corp., New York, is agen
New Wisconsin Group
PLANS to sell four Wisconsin sj
tions as a group, though they
not be linked as a network, w
disclosed July 28 by Weston, Fr
man & Allen, new station rep
sentative organization at 520
Michigan Ave., Chicago. It is x
posed to call the group the V
consin Lake Shore Group. It 1
comnrise W E N P, Milwauk
WTAQ, Green Bav; WHBL, S
boygan, and WRJN, Racine.
BEST BY TEST
Now You Be The Judge
100% shadowgraphed Needle
Your transcriptions are at their bi
with the best needles.
Eliminate surface noise by using
made to fit the requirements.
need!
ACETATE.
STEEL CUTTING NEEDLES F 0 '
Mfg. by
Playback Needles for all Transcriptioi
by Mass. CO
W.Dist.
H.Lowell,
BAGSHAW
H. W.

RADIOAIDS
1357 North Gordon Street

IIVC.
Hollywood, Cal.

* Jewelry Radioaids ready for release August
First. Audition samples now available.
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ACTON CO.
WtAd
NBC
JL
NORFOLK,
VIRGINIA
National Representatives — Edward Petry & Co.0 |
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Advertis
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SPEECH

INPUT

ASSEM

tions
are provided
of warning
lights. for control
TYPE 265A JACK PANEL —
A total of 54 circuits are available at the jack panel, although

Ihe series resistance and cut■e frequency of the equalizing
ide range.
jifeuits
are adjustable over a
K62A VOLUME LEVEL IN■ATOR. Range: minus 20
Bfus 36 decibels. A three
Htpn switch allows the vol■jplevel to be read on any
jus© of patch cords.
7H PROGRAM

AMPLI-

?7H AUDITION AMPLIfer-can be substituted for
program
amplifier by
Is of the amplifier selector
*on the control console.
EPLIFIER
7H MONITORING
YPE 6B PRE-AM PLIFIER— A
total of six pre-amplifiers may
be used with input connections
for any type of microphone.
MASTER POWER

SWITCH

THE TYPE 4I4A CONTROL
CIRCUIT POWER SUPPLY—
provideseration12ofindicating
Volts D. C.
for and
oprelays.
lamps
TYPE 409C POWER SUPPLY
liability.
Duplicate rectifiers increase re-

CAREFUL
I2F Speech
importance

PLANNING
Equipment

in the

is of interest, but of more

More elaborate arrangements of equipment are available for large stations. Specifications can be submitted
after study of individual requirements.

part, each of which contrib-

utes toward unsurpassed

I2F Speech

designed

FACILITIES

is the technical excellence of every am-

plifier and component

The

OF

performance.

Input Assembly

for broadcast

is specifically

stations desiring to trans-

mit, monitor and rehearse

programs

conns

with one set
RADIO

COMPANY

of equipment.
CEDAR
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FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS
(Broadcast

Decisions

. . .

JULY 17
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WAVE, Louisville — CP new equip.
KWTO, Springfield, Mo.— Modif. CP re
antenna.
KALB, Alexandria, La. — Transfer control to W. H. Allen.
WCAX, Burlington, Vt. — Transfer control to Marie Jackson Forbes.
KIDO, Boise, Id. — CP move trans., vert,
radiator.
KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash. — Transfer
control to H. E. Studebaker.
KSUN, Lowell, Ariz. — Change equip.,
vert, radiator, increase 100 w to 100 w
250 w D.
W9XAA, York Twp., Illinois— CP change
trans., equip., increase to 5 kw.
Muskegan, Mich. — CP trans, site,
newWKBZ,
radiator.
WAAB, Boston — CP new equip.
W2XMN, Edwin Armstrong— Modif. CP
additional freq.
KFWB, Hollywood — Modif. CP trans,
site, new equip., antenna.
WOOD, Chattanooga — Auth. auto. freq.
control.
W2XF,
crease 5 toNew
12 kw.York— License for CP inKFH, Wichita — License
equip., increase to 5 kw D. for CP change
WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis. — License for CP
equip., vert, antenna, move trans.
EST. Cicero, 111.— Modif. license CST
to WKBI,
WEHS,
spec,
hours. Cicero, 111.— Modif. license re
WHFC, Cicero, 111.— Modif. license CST
to EST.
KYA, San Francisco — CP amended to
move trans, locally, new equip., increase 1
to 5 kw 1230 kc 1 kw unltd.
WDBO, Orlando, Fla. — CP move trans,
locally, vert, radiator, 1 kw unltd. 580 kc.
WABI, Bangor, Me. — CP move trans, locally, vert, radiator, change equip., change
from
to unltd., increase to 100 w
250 w spec,
D.
WAPO, Chattanooga — Modif. CP change
equip., antenna.
WSB, Atlanta — Renewal license.
NEW, Puerto Rico Adv. Co., Mavaguez,
P. R. — Amended applic. CP 1370 kc 100
w N 250 w D spec.
Mutual Brdcstg. System Inc., Chicago —
Extension auth. exchange programs with
CKLW.
RENEWAL OF LICENSES (temporary
basis) — KNX, Los Angeles; KWJJ, Portland, Ore. ; KWKH, Shreveport, La. •
WBAP, Fort Worth ; WCCO. Minneapolis ;
WESG, Elmira, N. Y. ; WFAA,
WJAG, Norfolk, Neb. ; WNYC, New Dallas;
York •
WOV, New York; WPG, Atlantic City;
WWL, New Orleans ; KGBZ. York Neb ■
KMA, Shenandoah, la.
SET FOR HEARING— KXL, Portland.
Ore. ; KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark. ; NEW
Dixie Brdcstg. System, Valdosta, Ga. ;
WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C. ; NEW, Vincennes Newspapers Inc., Vincennes, Ind.
KFI, Los Angeles ; WJR, Detroit ; WSM ;
Nashville ; WHDH, Boston ; WCFL, Chicago ; KEKA, Pittsburgh; KGO. San Francisco; WSMK, Dayton, O. ; WGBI, Scranton, Pa. ; WDRC, Hartford ; NEW, Farnsworth Television Inc. of Pa., Springfield.
ACTION ON EXAMINERS REPORTS:
NEW. Carl S. Taylor, DuBois, Pa.— Denied CPaminer780Hyde. kc 250 w D, sustaining ExWISN, Milwaukee — Denied CP change
equip., move trans., increase
250 w 1 kw
D to 1 kw unltd. 1120 kc, reversing Examiner Dalberg.
WGBF, Evansville, Ind. — Granted
change equip., increase 500 w to 500 wCP1
,k,^P
WOS 630 kc Simul- D and Share N with
Hyde. and KFRU, sustaining Examiner
WQDM, St. Albans, Vt.— Granted CP
new equip., move trans, locally, change
1370 to 1390 kc, increase 100 w to
spec, sustaining Examiner Dalberg. 1 kw
KNX, Los Angeles — Granted renewal license 1050 kc 50 kw unltd., granted
transfer control from Edwin Earl, GuyauthC.
Earl Jr., Naylor Rogers, Ranson Henshaw
Calmon Luboviski. Paul G. Hoffman Co.
Inc. to Columbia Brdctsg. System Inc., effective Sept. 15.
ORAL ARGUMENT (on examiners' reports)—On Oct. 22: NEW, Petersburg
Brdcstg. Co. and WLBG Inc., Petersburg,
Va. ; WHB, Kansas City ; KFOX, Long
Beach, Cal. ; NEW, B. A. Thompson,
Santa Cruz, Cal. ; NEW, William B. Smullin, Sacramento, Cal. ; NEW, Howard N.
Mitchell, Sacramento, Cal. ; NEW, Press
Page
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JULY 15 TO JULY 30, INCLUSIVE
Democrat Pub. Co., Santa Rosa, Cal. ; On
KIRO,
Seattle
— Extension exp. auth. unltd. 710 kc
1 kw.
Oct. 29: NEW, Miles J. Hansen, Julius
Brunton & Sons Co., Harold H. Hanseth
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C— Extension exp.
and Fresno Brdcstg. Co., Fresno, Cal.
auth. LS-8 p. m. PST 1 kw ; extension
exp.
auth. aux. trans.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS — WOW,
Omaha, extension temp. auth. 5 kw N ;
KPPC,
surement. Pasadena, Cal. — Antenna meaWHAS, Louisville, extension temp. auth.
WPRP, Ponce, P. R.— Modif. license re
50 w test; WJWJ, Hagerstown, Md., exhours.
tension temp. auth. 50 w ; WDBO, Orlando,
Fla.,
extension
temp.
auth.
added
KFPY, Spokane — Consent transfer con750 w N.
trol to T. W. Symons Jr.
KANS, Wichita— Modif. CP trans. &
RATIFICATION — KFBB, Great Falls.
studio
at Lassen Hotel, change equip.
Mont., granted CP move trans, locally, new
WMEX, Boston — CP move trans, to
equip. & radiator.
Milton, Mass., change 1500 to 1470 kc, inMISCELLANEOUS— Eagle Brdcstg. Co.,
crease to 5 kw directional (Commissioner
KGFI, denied further hearing of applic.
Case dissented ) .
Gulf Coast Brdcstg. Co. new station 1330
kc 250 w 500 w LS ; NEW, C. E. WilkinKEHE,
AngelesHills.
— Modif. CP move
trans,
nearLosBaldwin
son Co. Inc., Mason City, la., denied stay
of action 7-2-36 denying applic. Mason
WJBC, Bloomington, 111. — License for
CP 1200 kc 100 w N 250 w D Sh.-WJBL.
City Brdcstg. Co. and Northern Iowa
Brdcstg. Co. for new stations, in effect a
WHBU, Anderson, Ind. — License for CP
1210 kc 100 w N 250 w D unltd.
denial of applic. of C. E. Wilkinson Brdcstg. Co. for new station Mason City ;
KSCJ,
aux.
trans.Sioux City, la. — License for CP
NEW, Hunt Brdcstg. Assn., Greenville,
Tex., denied reopening hearing applic. CP
WLAP,
Auth. transfer control to J. Lexington
Lindsay —Nunn.
Greenville ; WAAB, Boston, denied reconsid.
action setting for hearing applic. modif.
KWSC, Pullman, Wash. — CP change
equip., increase to 5 kw D subject Rules
license; KXL, Portland, Ore., same re re131 132 139
newal; Black River Valley Brdcsts Inc.,
Watertown, N. Y., denied dismissal apFOR' HEARING
— NEW,
H.SET
McGenty.
Rice Lake,
Wis. ; Walter
NEW,
plic. Brockway Co. for CP new station at
Lenawee Brdcstg. Co., Adrian, Mich. ;
Watertown ; KVOS, Bellingham, Wash., deNEW, Hannibal Brdcstg. Co., Hannibal,
nied subpoenas re transfer stock and reMo.; NEW, C. W. Corkhill, Sioux City,
newal ; Pittsburg Pub. Co., Pittsburg,
la. ; NEW, Isadore Goldwasser, Anniston,
Kan., denied postponement decisions on
Ala. ; NEW, Jesse G. Bourus, Everett,
applic. Pittsburg Pub. Co., Joplin Brdcstg.
Wash. ; WMAS, Springfield, Mass. ; WOR.
Co. and Wichita Brdcstg. Co. ; Wayne BrdNewark; WJEJ, Hagerstown; WNAC,
cstg. Co., Hamtramck, Mich., denied reconsid. refusal CP new station ; WBBR,
Boston ; KRKO, Everett, Wash.
New York, granted permission withdraw
ACTION ON EXAMINERS REPORTS:
applic. CP without prejudice ; WRAW,
WOL, Washington — Granted CP change
Reading Pa., denied motion dismiss WBBR
equip., move trans., change 1310 to 1230
applic. as in default ; WWL, New Orleans,
kc,
increase 100 w to 1 kw unltd., regranted extension exp. auth. ; KWKH,
versing Examiner Dalberg.
Shreveport, La., granted extension exp.
NEW, W. H. Kindig, Hollywood— Deauth. ; NEW, Lookout Brdcstg. Corp.,
nied CP 1300 kc 1 kw Sh.-KFAC, reversChattanooga, granted dismissal applic. CP ;
ing Examiner Hill.
NEW, Panama City Brdcstg. Co., Panama
KFAC,sustaining
Los Angeles
— Granted
City, Fla., granted dismissal applic. CP.
license,
Examiner
Hill. renewal
WLBF, Kansas City — Granted modif.
JULY 22
license 1420 to 1310 kc 100 w unltd., reAPPLICATIONS GRANTED:
versing Examiner Walker.
RATIFICATIONS:
NEW, Carlsbad Brdcstg. Co., Carlsbad.
N. M.— CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW, C. W. Snyder. Wichita Falls,
WCAT, Rapid City, S. D. — CP move
Tex. — Denied reconsid. and grant applic.
trans., studio locally.
CP.
KFAB, Lincoln — Extension exp. auth.
MISCELLANEOUS — WDGY, Minneapolis, granted return last applic. Natl
Synchro. -WBBM.
Battery Brdcstg. Co. new station St. Paul
WBBM,
Chicago — Same.
Cincinnati —N.Extension exp. auth.
under Rule 104.7 ; NEW, Hammond-Cal500WLW,
kw directional
umet Brdcstg. Corp., Hammond, Ind.,

EXECUTIVE'S HOBBY— Many a broadcast engineer is also a licensed
radio amateur, but relatively few men on the commercial side of broadcasting go in for "ham" activities. An exception to the rule is Lawrence W. McDowell, dynamic commercial manager of KFOX, Long
Beach, Cal., who knows his kilocycles as well as his contracts. He is
shown at his elaborate 400-watt amateur transmitter in his home,
W6LZU, from which he has talked by code and radiophone to other
"hams" throughout the world. Larry McDowell himself built the first
KFOX as a 100-watter, and saw it through successive stages to its
present 1,000 watts. As a youngster in high school he worked for
Powell Crosley in Cincinnati when WLW was being planned.

hearing applic. CP new station 1480
5Shenandoah,
kw D postponed
to 9-21-36
KF>
la., granted
applic.; incre
hours subject removal WILL 890 to I
kc ; NEW,
Birmingham, denied requ
withdraw without prejudice applic.
1200 kc 100 w N 250 w LS unltd. ; WGI
Albany, Ga., reconsidered and granted
new trans, site, move studios, antenna.

Examiners' Reports . .
KGKO, Wichita Falls, Tex. — Chief ]
aminer Arnold recommended that Comn
sion affirm its order of Oct. 14, 19
granting applic. CP new equip., m.
trans, near Fort Worth, and move stud
to Fort Worth.
NEW, Dorrance D. Roderick, El Pas
Examiner Hill recommended (1-256) t
applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd. be grant
NEW, Ted R. Woodard, Kingsp<
Tenn. — Examiner Walker recommen'
(1-257) that applic. CP 1210 kc 100 w
be denied.
NEW, Jonas Weiland, Kinston, N. C
Examiner Walker recommended (I-2i
that applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w 250 w
be granted daytime only subject Rule
and denied nighttime.
NEW, Kidd Bros., Taft, Cal.— Exami
Hyde recommended (1-259) that apt
CP 1420 kc 100 w D be granted.
NEW, Navarro Brdcstg. Assn., Co
cana, Tex. — Examiner Hill recommen
(1-260) that applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w
be NEW,
granted.Earl Weir, St. Petersburg, Fli
Examiner Dalberg recommended (1-2
that applic. CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd.
granted.
NEW, Sioux Falls Brdcst. Assn., Si
Falls, S. D. — Examiner Hill recommen
(1-262) be that
applic. CP 1200 kc 100
unltd.
granted.
NEW, Jefferson Brdcstg. Co., Birmi
ham; Wilton Harvey Pollard, Huntsv
Ala. — Examiner
Seward recommen
(1-263) that applic. Jefferson Brdcstg.
for CP 1200 kc 100 w 250 w LS unltd.
denied ; that applic. Wilton Harvey
lard for CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
granted.
NEW, Marysville - Yuba City Publisl
Inc.,
Marysville, Cal. — Examiner B
recommended
(1-264) that applic. CP j
kc 250 w D be granted.
KRLC, Lewiston, Id. — Examiner
recommended
(1-265) that applic.
change from 1420 kc 100 w unltd. to :j
kc 250 w unltd. be granted.
NEW, Fred A. Baxter, Superior, Wi
Examiner Dalberg recommen
(I-§»
that applic. CP 1200 kc 100 ded
w unltd.
WJBO, Baton Rouge, La. — Exam
granted.
Dalberg
recommended (1-267) that ap
CP
kc 100 w unltd. to 112i
500 change
w spec, 1420
be granted if pending ap
WISN and WHB are denied; other
that it be denied.
Applications . . .
JULY 15
NEW, Continental Radio Co., Wash
ton — CP 1230 kc 1 kw unltd., amendei
trans, site Montgomery Co., Md., d:
tional antenna.
WOR, Newark — CP new trans., ante
increase 50 to 500 kw.
NEW, George M. Haskins, Hyai
Mass. — CP 1210 kc 100 w 250 w D uWMBR,
Jacksonville, Fla. — CP
trans., change 1370 to 1120 kc, 100 w
w D to 1 kw.
City, N. D. — Modif.
newKOVC,
trans.,Valley
antenna.
WLBL, antenna,
Stevens change
Point, 2%Wis. kw— CP
trans.,
spec
5 kw D, move trans, to Auburndale. i
KGFW, Kearney, Neb. — CP new an I
na„ move studio, trans, to Omaha. I
Standard Radio Inc., Hollywood — AM
trans, transcriptions to foreign count a
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — N 1
John Glebauskas, Athol, Mass.; WC ■
Burlington, Vt. ; WHP, Harrisburg ; N I
KMJB Brdcstg. Co., Minot, N. D.; N I
KMOK Brdcstg. Co., Valley City, N. ■
NEW, KFLW Brdcstg. Co., Mandan, > 1
JULY 17

WESG,
N. Y. —New
Extension
auth.
850 kcElmira,
D to sunset
Orleans
NEW,
Gen.
Elec.
Co.,
Schenectady790 kc 250 w midnight to 6 a. m.
I
WCBM, Baltimore — CP new trans.,
tenna, move trans, to Cold Spring I I
WMMN,
Va. — ModiiV |I
cense
changeFairmont,
name to W.
Monongahela
Brdcstg. Co.

flHAS, Louisville — Exp. auth. new
j., increase 50 to 500 kw etc., amended
exp. auth. to CP.
LA - WSUN. Clearwater. Fla. — Vol.
license WFLA only to Florida West
Brdcstg. Co. Inc.
ML, Laurel, Miss. — CP new trans.,
locally.
AI, San Antonio — CP move trans.,
e 50 to 500 kw, new trans., antenna.
W, Vincennes Newspapers Inc., Vin=s, Ind. — CP 1200 kc 100 w 250 w D
itual Brdcstg. System — Extension auth.
mit programs to CKLW.
iW, Julio M. Conesa, Ponce, P. R. —
en. exp. 100 w.
PLICATIONS RETURNED — KGFW,
ney, Neb. ; NEW, Albuquerque Pub.
Albuquerque, N. M. ; KGA, Spokane.
JULY 20
;W, WEEI Brdcstg. Corp., Medford,
. — CP apex 100 w.
2W, James F. Hopkins Inc., HighPark, Mich. — CP apex 100 w.
iAC, Nashville — CP new trans., ani change, increase 5 to 50 kw.
D, St. Louis — Modif. license re radiatoward WKRC.
CBB, East Dubuque, 111. — License for
lew trans.
W, Sioux City Brdcstg. Co., Sioux
la. — CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.
IW, Journal Co., Milwaukee — CP
kc 1 kw unltd.
OR, Colorado Springs, Col. — Vol. aslicense to Out West Brdcstg. Co.
OA, Tuscon, Ariz. — Modif. CP re
., vert, antenna, increase 500 w to
, move trans, locally.
PLICATIONS RETURNED — WAAB,
n ; WAML, Laurel, Miss.
JUNE

22

AD, Watertown, N. Y.— CP change
to 1270 kc, spec, to D, new trans.,
.na, move trans.
5AR, Fall River, Mass.— Modif. CP
?se equip., increase power to further
;^es equip.
SV, Washington — Modif. license move
3 from Alexandria, Va., to Earle
Washington.
•IP,
trans,Harrisburg
locally. — ■ CP new antenna,
W, World Pub. Co., Tulsa, Okla.—
40 kc 1 kw unltd., directional N.
W, Broadus McSwain, Raleigh, N. C.
1210 kc 100 w D.
IT, Cedar Rapids— Modif. CP new
W, Courier-Post Pub. Co., Hannibal,
l-CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd., amended
D w 250 w D, change equip.
L. Seattle — Modif. license 1270 to
kc,
N. increase 1 kw 5 kw D to 5 kw
RN, Bakersfield, Cal.— Amend CP apto McClatchy Brdcstg. Co.
|NC, Lewiston, Mon. — Modif. CP new
L increase 100 w to 100 w 250 w D.
LM, Salem, Ore. — Auth. transfer eonrom Walter L. Read to H. B. Read.
S, Marshfield, Ore. — Auth. transfer
from H. B. Read to Walter L.
JULY

23

r .RC, Cincinnati — Extension exp. auth.
BO,
added Orlando,
750 w D.Fla. — Extension exp.
AF, Chicago — License for CP new
, change power, move trans., studio.
RN, Bakersfield, Cal. — Vol. assign.
• McClatchy Brdcstg. Co.
KO, Everett, Wash. — CP new trans.
3LICATI0NS RETURNED—
igton, Vt. ; NEW, Science WCAX,
Surveys
I Cleveland; WJAY, Cleveland.
JULY 27
XBS, Waterbury, Conn. — CP 100 w
•lr station in New Haven to synchrony 1530 kc; CP 100 w booster stan Bridgeport.
AN, Providence — Modif. CP new
., etc. move trans, site.
'OL,
Columbus — License for CP
|e equip.
LY,studio.
Lima, O. — Modif. CP move
B, Miami Beach — CP increase to
BD,move eoria
trans. — License CP change
TB, Marshalltown, la. — Modif. CP
il antenna, move trans.
V, Chas. Porter, E. T. Eversole,
=, Mo. — CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
led to D.
TN, Watertown, S. D. — CP new
|b vertical antenna, change 1210 to
<c, 100 w to 250 w 500 w D, move
, asks freq. KGDY.
DY, Huron, S. D.— CP change 1340
.10 kc, from 250 w D to 100 w N
v D unltd., change equip., vertical
na, move trans., contingent KWTN
MV, E. St. Louis, 111. — CP new
. increase 100 w to 100 w N 250 w D.
KBD, Portland, Ore.— Modif. CP ex:ompletion.
OADCASTING

Negotiations

for

Acquisition

by

House

Bulova

to Be Near A sreement
Protestant Episcopal Church,
Brooklyn, through Rev. Edward
NEGOTIATIONS were in progWarren Cromey, its rector, for
ress the night of July 30, as
WOV's facilities on 1130 kc, with
BROADCASTING went to press,
1,000 watts daytime operation.
under which it appeared likely
This application, which is in propthat an agreement would be
er form, means that this case aureached
whereby
Bulova's
tomatically must go to a hearing
offer to take
over Mr.
the CBS
end
unless it is withdrawn. The FCC,
of the WLWL deal would be acobviously, could not approve a
cepted, with Mr. Iraci securing
deal for the sale of WOV either
all or part interest in WNEW.
to the Paulists or to CBS or to
Bulova until this hearing is over
MORE confusion has been added
and a decision rendered.
to the unceasing efforts of WLWL,
New York Paulist station, to proMr. Bulova's Activity
cure full-time operation through
the enforced sale of WOV, New
WITH the sale of WOV, and junkYork Italian-language station, by
ing of the station insofar as New
the injection of Arde Bulova, New
York is concerned, and with several other station and frequency
York watch manufacturer, and of
a mysterious new application by a
shifts and consents — all of which
New York Protestant Episcopal
presumably would have been
church for the WOV facilities.
worked out — it was planned to
Having procured last month a
make WLWL a full-time 5,000tentative deal with John Iraci,
watt station in New York, in lieu
owner of WOV, to sell his station
of its present two hours a day.
Then CBS was to have taken over
to WLWL for $300,000 as part of
a deal whereby WLWL would have
the station, paying to the Paulists
obtained full time, and then would
an additional $75,000. But Mr.
have leased or sold its station to
Bulova stepped into the picture by
an application of WCOP, Boston,
CBS, it appeared just a fortnight
ago that the deal would be conin which he is also financially insummated by Aug. 3. Then Mr.
terested, for full time on the 1130
kc. channel occupied by WOV in
Bulova, part owner of WNEW,
New York, and identified with the
New York. This application would
ownership of at least four other
scotch the entire plan worked out
in connection with a full-time
stations through arrangements
WLWL.
with other individuals, became conMr. Bulova, according to best
nected with the venture by offeravailable information, offered to
ing to take over the CBS end of
the WLWL deal.
take over the entire CBS end of
the deal under conditions which he
Even this, however, did not stop
believed would be satisfactory.
the confusion, for the FCC on
Whereas under the arrangement
July 29 announced the receipt of
with WLWL and CBS, Mr. Iraci
the application of the St. Michaels
would be forced out of the broadKFVD, Los
casting business, it is reported
directional
N. Angeles — Amended CP to that under
the Bulova deal, Mr.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — KTW,
Iraci would become part owner of
Seattle; WHIO, Dayton; NEW, Creston
News Adv. Brdcstg. Co., Creston, la.
WNEW and be in position to move
his WOV business to that station,
JULY 29
thereby remaining in broadcasting.
WOCL, Jamestown, N. Y. — CP change
One report was that CBS ofequip., increase from 50 to 100 w amended
to omit power increase, make further
fered to allow Mr. Bulova to supequip, changes.
plant it in the negotiations if satNEW, WCAU Brdcstg. Co., Philadelphia
isfactory to the Paulists. But the
—CP high-freq. 100 w.
Paulist group maintained it deKMLB, Monroe, La. — CP change 1200
to 1210 ke, move trans., amended to insired to carry out the original arcrease from 100 w to 100 w 250 w D,
rangement with CBS rather than
omit freq. change.
deal with Mr. Bulova. The PaulWRR, Dallas — Modif. license intermittent or simul. operation WRR-KVPA on
ists would be guaranteed 15 minsingle radiator.
utes per day over the full time
W9XJL, Superior, Wis. — License for CP
WLWL under the CBS deal, with
gen. exp.
APPLICATION RETURNED — KGDY,
one hour on Sundays for religious
Huron,
250
w. S. D., modif. license D to unltd.
programs.
Mr. Bulova is reported to be
JULY 30
identified not only with the ownerWCAX, Burlington, Vt. — CP new equip.
ship of WNEW and WCOP, but
NEW, Virgil V. Evans, Gastonia, N. C.
also of WTFI, Atlanta, WNBC,
— CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
New Britain, and WELI, New
WLBC, Muncie, Ind. — License for CP
as modif. re equip., power.
Haven. It is reported that Rep.
NEW, Hammond-Calumet Brdcstg. Corp.,
Hammond, Ind. — CP 1480 kc 5 kw D
John J. O'Connor, chairman of the
amended to give trans, site as Wicker
Park, directional antenna.
KGFW, Kearney, Neb.— CP new antenUNIVERSAL
Velocity
trans.na, move trans., studio, amended to new
KYOS, Merced, Cal.— Modif. CP vertical
radiator and approval trans., studio sites.
and Carbon
NEW, Loyal K. King, Pasadena, Cal. —
Microphones
CP 1480 kc 250 w D.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WBNY,
Universal's
achievement— Ideal latest
for stage
use
Buffalo ; KPDN, Pampa, Tex. ; WRR. Dallas.
— Not affected by temperature or humidity — Flat
frequency
from 40 toresponse
10.000 c. curve
p. s.
Output-63pedanceD.B.
; Low
ImManufacturers of
or direct
to grid
GATES
types. Compact, 2% x 4%
in. 18x oz. 1%
thick-to
Weight, less than
— HeadIn.swings
Everything in Speech — Remote —
any desired angle — Beautifully finished in
Transcription and Microphone
black enamel and artistic chrome plate —
Ask for new catalog sheet describing
Equipment
Models RL. RP. RH and CB— List $22.50.
IUniversal Microphone Co., Ltd.
GATES RADIO & SUPPLY CO.
424 Warren Lane. Inolewood. Calif., U.S.A.
QUINCT, ILLINOIS
Of
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Advertising

Rules Committee, has interested himself in the Bulova
phase of the transaction.
There have been many political
ramifications to the WLWL-WOV
deal. Some of the recriminations
against radio and the FCC in Congress have been traced to it. There
has been rather general anxiety to
have it settled.
Progress of Negotiations
IN GENERAL, the original channel shifting provided that WLWL,
now operating only a few hours a
week on the 1100 kc. clear channel, upon which WPG is the dominant station, would get full time
on that channel in New York
through the voluntary relinquishing of it by WPG. Then WOV,
by purchase, would be removed
from its 1130 kc. daytime assignment, and WPG would take that
assignment in Atlantic City, procuring full time through consent
of KSL, Salt Lake City, dominant
station on the channel. WPG
would operate with 1,000 watts
and
the $25,000
of newequipment
would expense
be absorbed
by
CBS as part of the transaction.
Consents of other stations which
might be affected by the deal also
would have to be procured.
WLWL for several years has
sought full time. The fight has
been led by Father John B. Harney, Superior of the Paulists, and
by James P. Kiernan, listed as
commercial manager of the station.
Examiners'Counties
Reports
NEW,AddTulare-Kings
Radio Associates, Visalia, Cal. — Examiner Hyde
recommended (1-268) that applic. CP 1190
kc 250 w D be granted if applic. Clark
Standiford for station at Visalia is not
granted before this case is considered.

$5

0

has
our than
aim. QuantityQuality
rather
UALITY been
Q_ alwavs
is what distinguishes SCIENTIFIC
CRYSTALS from all others. Accuracy guaranteed BETTER than .01%
CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1925
New Low Temperature Coefficient Crystals are supplied in
Isolantite Air-Gap Holders in
the 550-1500 Kc. band. Frequency Drift guaranteed to
be less than 4 cycles per million cycles per degree centigrade change in temperature.
m mbyu n Fedic atApproved
i o n aeral CoCommission.
Two Crygtali— $90

124 JACKSON AVENUECE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE. MARYLAND
Send for our price list and
booklet
Dept. B-861
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CBS Signs Philharmonic
NEW YORK Philharmonic - Symphony Society will continue to
broadcast its regular Sunday afternoon concerts exclusively over the
CBS for the next six seasons, according to a new contract recently
negotiated on a five-year basis. It
will be in force following termination of the present agreement in
the spring of 1937.
NEW

YORK CITY'S board of education has passed a resolution providing that all new school buildings be equipped with a central
radio system, with loud speakers
in every classroom and auditorium.
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Training School
Radio Operators

Radio- Television Engineering: —
An 8-months' course embracing:
1. Broadcast engineering; 2. Station
operation; 3. Television; 4. Field
intensity; 5. Directional Antennae
and associated subjects.
ACTUAL EXPERIENCE
AT THE CONTROLS
Owners and operators of Radio Station
W9XBY (New High-Fidelity from Mike to
Transmitter— 1000 watts — 1530 kc.) and Experimental Visual Broadcasting Station
W9XAL (500 watts on 2800 kc. and 150 watts
42-56; 60-86 megacycles). Theory and practice followed by actual experience in station
operation. All Student-Engineers assigned
to shifts at controls and transmitter— over
80 remote control pickups weekly. Graduates
qualify
Operators'
License. for
(FirstRadio-Telephone
Class.)
ATTENTION: Station Owners and New
License Applicants: We have available engineer-operators capable of installing and
operating new equipment. These men will
come fully recommended.
TRAINING DIVISION
FIRST NATIONAL TELEVISION, INC.
(MEMBER N. A. B.)
Eng. Dept., Power and Light Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

APPROVED

BY

Purdue
Right

and

to Use

National

Television

Medium

Frequency
Channel
since the FCC Rule 229 amendment, eliminating television from
these lower ranges, the government
had taken over a number of frequencies in the 2750-2850 kc,
while there had been in 2000-2100
kc. a number of government and
commercial fixed stations. In the
latter case there were three nongovernment stations which were
broadcast pickup stations. He
mentioned the intercity police network due to go in the Purdue band
of 2750-2850 kc. and declared it
would be impossible for it to operate simultaneously with television.
Describing the processes of television picture elements, scanning
and details, together with the scientific phases of the art, Dr. Wheeler
testified that low definition would
not be satisfactory to the receiving person and did not believe
enough information had been furnished by National Television to
prove its contention of narrow band
transmission. He added his view
that such a system did not seem
possible. Mr. Ring described the
present assignments in the lower
frequencies to television, citing that
Purdue was the only active station
out of 11 assignments and gave
his views on this low-definition performance. Contrary to press reports to the effect that the FCC
engineers had given contradictory
reports in their testimony and had
been forced to withdraw conclusions under cross-examination of
Edward H. Gerber, National Television counsel, Mr. Gerber in his
oral argument before the Commission lauded the testimony of Lieut.
Jett, and made no concerted attempt to cast aside the other technical views.
For National Television, Lieut.
Comdr. Edward H. Loftin, USN
retired, reported on tests which he
had observed on two occasions in
that concern's laboratory during
this year. He claimed that it had
resulted in narrow band television
through superimposing modulating
frequencies of 20,000 and 40,000
cycles on the carrier frequency and
that images had been sent with only
1735 cycles on each side of resonance. He thought this usage had
value in wire communication.
The two Purdue University professors— Charles F. Harding and
R. H. George — described the results of their experiments and
transmissions with their television
station W9XG since 1932. They
stressed that they had received reports of highly satisfactory reception from a number of sections of
the country, including many listeners 700 to 800 miles from the stations and one, 1,050 miles away.

ALTHOUGH

major television experiments are expected to take
place in ultra-high frequencies, the
FCC at an en banc session July 21
granted Purdue University authority to continue its visual broadcasts on its present 2,750 - 2,850
kc. to Sept. 15 and after that date
on 2,000-2,100 kc. National Television Corp., New York, was given
special authority to use 2,000-2,100
kc. up to Sept. 15 for tests of its
claimed "narrow band" visual system, a decision to be rendered
after observation of these tests.
The new intercity police radiotelegraph network will occupy the
2,750-2,850 kc. band after Sept. 15
and also will be assigned frequencies in the 2,000-2,100 band with
provision that the network will
not interfere with Purdue's visual
broadcasts. Other services using
the latter band are broadcast relay and fixed private and government services.
The FCC ruling followed a hearing July 14-16 on the protests of
Purdue and National against
amendment of Rule 229 to eliminate television from the 2,0003,000 kc. band. Purdue has operated an experimental visual broadcasting station W9XG since 1932
on the 2,750-2,850 band and National Television sought a license
on 2,000-2,100 kc.
Narrow Band
THE

HIGHLIGHT of the testimony on behalf of the Purdue station was that its experimentations
had demonstrated a wide rural and
small-town coverage which could
not be accomplished by ultra-short
television stations in large cities
with their restricted areas of dissemination. The most interesting
proposal of National Television was
the description of a potential narrow band of only 3,470 cycles for
the transmission of television of
from 60-100 lines definition.
A trio of FCC technical experts
— Telegraph Assistant Chief Engineer E. K. Jett, Broadcast Assistant Chief Engineer A. D. Ring
and Dr. L. P. Wheeler, technical
information director — presented
their views of the needs of modern
television as well as the frequency
requirements in the two bands,
2000-2100 kc. sought by National
Television and 2750-2850 by Purdue. Lieut. Jett pointed out that

F. C. C.

TRU-AXIS
drift CRYSTALS
An improved power cut with exceptionally low temperature coefficients. Guaranteed drift not to exceed
3 CPS/Degree C./per Megacycle and tested for this
drift over a 50° C. range.
Fully mounted in precision Isolantite air-gap holder.
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
ARE INEXPENSIVE INSURANCE AGAINST
$42OFF-FREQUENCY OPERATION
Over 125 commercial stations subscribe regularly to this important service.

COMMERCIAL
7205 Baltimore Avenue
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Single measurements
$1.75 each
Once-a-week measurements
$5.00 r>er month
RADIO
EQUIPMENT
COMPANY
RADIO CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Kansas City, Missouri
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Granted

Aero School on Air
BOEING SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS, Oakland, Cal., to call
attention to its summer course in
aeronautics, on July 17 started a
two-weeks campaign, using oneminute spot announcements twice
daily on KGO, KYA, KJBS, San
Francisco, and KROW, Oakland.
J. Walter Thompson Co., San
Francisco, is the agency.
WBNX, New York, broadcast
as usual late in July while its
transmitter house in Cliffside, N.
J., was turned completely around
during alterations preparatory to
goinp- to 1 kw.
BROADCASTING

CBS Appoints Bowmj,
As West Coast
the Engine
newly cj]
APPOINTED
ated post of
visional chief
gineer
of
handling
its C]
cific Coast ope

Mr. Bowman

tions, Lester
Bowman, chief
gineer
WJfni
one 0f ofthe
Washington,

work's crack technicians, left
Los Angeles July 29 to make
headquarters with Donald Tho
burgh, recently appointed Pac
division vice president
of C]
While the main offices of both ]
Thornburg and Mr. Bowman \
be in the expanded KNX stu
and office building, they intend
keep the staff of KNX more
less intact in line with CBS poli
Mr. Bowman asserted he has
intention of dropping any of
technical staffs of either KNX
KFSO, San Francisco, whose cr
engineers
will simply report
him, while he reports to Edwin
Cohan, CBS technical director
New
York. be Mr.
task will
the Bowman's
modernizing fi
their studio and transmitter plai
Succeeding Mr. Bowman
WJSV is Clyde Hunt, who si
Coolidge days has been handl
all presidential remote broadca:
However, before taking his r
post, Mr. Hunt is accompany
the Roosevelt party on its i
nadian tour which started July
Mr. Bowman joined CBS in K
York in 1929, 1 having forme
been a student at Valparaiso L
versity and a ship operator,
was sent to Washington at
end of 1932 when CBS took o
WJSV. He has frequently b
called upon to handle special C
outside broadcasts, including
maiden trip of the N ormandie
the Jack Hylton broadcasts fr
a later Normandie voyage.
Kelvinator

in West

H. S. BASSFORD Co., San Fr
cisco, Northern California disti
utors for Kelvinator refrigerate
on July 16 started a ten-W'
campaign using quarter-hour W
transcriptions weekly on KF1
KJBS, KYA, KSFO, that cj
and KLX, Oakland. M. E. Har
Adv. Agency, San Francisco, \
the account.
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L
,R. POPPELE, chief engineer of
^R.
Newark
the President's
. in the
AnnualwonHandicap
Tourna|it at Crestmont Country Club,
jfet Orange, N. J. The cup is
lirded annually by Herbert N.
: auss of L. Bamberger & Co. Three
lories are required for permanent
session.
IB. HANSON, NBC chief engineer
i Ted Smith, in charge of transfer sales for EGA Mfg. Co. in
t York sailed July 21 aboard the
IS. Statendam
for Europe. Mr.
uson will study the operating
inique and engineering systems of
major broadcasting companies in
Hand, Holland and Germany,
iading five weeks on his tour. Mr.
ith. whose trip was described as
vacation", France
plans aandsix-weeks
England,
Germany.stay
NEST WILMSHURST, formerly
1 NBC on the West Goast, has
ed the engineering staff of WFIL.
iadelphia.
■ PENNY,
formerly of WMAQ.
. |cago, WJR, Detroit and other stals, has joined the control staff of
-Alt. Cleveland.
Kenneth Sherii. WGAB
transmitter engineer,
critically injured in an automoaccident.
ARLES BRANNEN. formerly of
'■'I.O, Janesville, Wis., and Gien
•tin, formerly of KGFX, Pierre.
D., have joined the engineering
f of WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
XIE MUNDINE, chief control
rator of WOAI. San Antonio, is
»vering from an appendicitis operJn.
LIOTT M A E R S C H. formerly
f engineer of KNOW, Austin,
.. has taken the place of A. M.
adford, WBAP, Fort Worth, who
ied the Fort Worth Frontier Cenaial.
iFTOX M. TODD, chief operator
■VNAX, Yankton, S. D., is out of
hospital after an operation for
;endicitis.
Y LYON, development engineer of
'R, Newark, addressed the BoonN. J. Rotary
Club luncheon
,» 21, speaking on radio broadcastMr. Lyon was guest of honor in
of the series of luncheons to
I nton boys who made good.
A N K FUGAZZI.
engineer of
IC and WMAL, NBC Washington
ions, and Mrs. Fugazzi are par: of a daughter, Joan, their first
:d, born in June.
CLINTON NORMAN, formerly
lio engineer, has been promoted
issistant chief engineer of KTHS,
Springs, Ark.
ERT D. WOLFE, master conengineer of WNAC-WAAB, Bosand Airs. Wolfe (nee Doris Johni are the parents of a boy born
July.
CAMPBELL, technician of
,X, Los Angeles, is the father of
oy born July 16.
RRY LUBCKE. director of tele©n of the Don Lee Broadcasting
:em, on July 14 was interviewed
Francis Coughlin of the WGN,
:ago, continuity staff on his telep experiments. The program was
idcast over the combined Mutual
Yankee networks.

:ZABETH KINIRY, formerly of
NBC service department, has
ed the engineering department of
R, Newark.

NEW equipment announced by RCA
Mfg. Co., Transmitter Sales Section,
in literature made available July 25,
includes the uni-directional microphone (Type 77-a), making possible
uniform wide-angle response from the
front side, and negligible response at
all frequencies from the back ; an improved velocity mike (Type 44-b) ;
the junior velocity (Type 74-a) ; a
monitoring amplifier, (Type 94-c) ;
tri-amplifier (advanced type 58-A),
claimed to be an entirely new speech
input unit ; new remote pickup equipment (Type 62-2), and a collapsible
microphone stand (Type 59-A).
KYA, San Francisco, which was
granted an increase to 5,000 watts,
daytime power, will completely reorganize its technical equipment, ineluding the installation of a vertical
radiator. The new transmitter will
be located at Bayshore and Third
street, that city. Present transmitter
is now atop the Whitcomb Hotel.
Installation of new equipment will be
under supervision of Paul Schulz.
KYA chief engineer.
WMC. Alemphis. plans construction
of a new transmitter house on Thomas Road, near Alemphis. and a 681foot vertical radiator, of the foursided nontapered type. Fred J. Sexton Co. is contractor.
General Electric Testing
New
Broadcast Circuit
TO EXPERIMENT with a new
type circuit for broadcast reception and transmission, General
Electric Co., operators of WGY,
Schenectady, on July 17 filed with
the FCC Broadcast Division an application to operate between 12
midnight and 6 a. m. on its 790 kc.
channel with 250 watts. The station is regularly licensed for 50,000
watts. Details of the experiments
were not divulged.
W2XAD, international shortwave
adjunct of WGY, Schenectady, increased its daily schedule of operation by adding 1% hours to its
broadcasting time on July 15. The
station operates daily including
Sundays on 15,330 kc. from 10 a. m.
to 3:45 p. m. Formerly it signed
off at 2 p. m. W2XAF, sister station of W2XAD, operating on 9530
kc, will continue to broadcast from
4 p. m. until midnight.
G. C. BEADLE, program director
of British Broadcasting Corp. has
been named director of staff training in the training reserve to be
formed Oct. 1 to create a personnel reserve.
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comply with FCC Rule No.
132, you will probably need
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Time
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TIME

DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OP BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg.( Wash., D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization
Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys.
Antenna Design. Wire
Line Problems.
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.
JOHN H BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
E rl? Building Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757
EDWARD
H. LOFTIN
BROADCAST, COMMUNICATIONS
AND
PATENTS CONSULTANT
1406 G STREET, N. W.
District 4105
WASHINGTON, D. C

J. M.

TEMPLE

Consulting Radio Engineer
P. 0. Box 189
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York City
Times Square Station

Alexander

Sherwood

EBusiness Consultant
in broadcasting
320 North 50 St.
OMAHA
NEBRASKA

FREQUENCY

McNARY

and CHAMBERS

Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

PAUL
F. GODLEY
Consulting Radio Engineer
Montclair,
"25 years N.of J.

IZ^adio transmission
2106 Equipment
Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

E. C. PAGE
Consulting Radio Engineer
725 Noyes St. Phone Univ 1419
Evanston. Ill

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast
Transmission and
Coverage Development.
P. 0. Box 742
Evansville, Ind.
HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. 161 st ST.
NEW YORK CITY
JENKINS

& ADAIR,

Inc.

Engineers
Designers and Manufacturers of Radio
Transmission, Sound Film, Disc Recording and Communication Equipment
3333 BELMONT AVE.
CHICAGO. ILL.
CABLE: JENKADAIR

MEASURING

SERVICE

R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,

Page
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Inc.

Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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and telephone are combined at WIBX, Utica, N. Y.,

to get maximum merchandising benefits for station programs. Dale Robertson, vice
president and general manager, concocted a promotional
idea which be believes every
station can adopt. When a
telephone call comes in for
the time — and the number is
legion — the switchboard
mo"One think
responds:
operator
ment please
. . . We
you will enjoy the John Doe
program at 8 tonight. The
correct time is 9:31." Mr.
Robertson explains the programs
are alternated socommented
that eachon Monday
all of the Monday programs
are read, and so on.

Professional Background"

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST

66 BROAD

Spots

Transfers Approved
TRANSFER of the control of
KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash., from
Louis Wasmer to H. E. Studebaker, who purchased it from the
operator of KGA and KHQ, of
Spokane, some months ago, was apt Dithe17.FCCTheBroadcas
proved byJuly
transfer of
vision
control of KALB, Alexandria, La.,
also a 100 watter, to Walter H.
Allen, chief electrician of the municipal power company there, was
also approved.

FORM

STATION

NAB

DIVISIOI

FLORIDA'S 15 broadcasting still
tions met in Gainesville July 2i|
27 and organized the Florida A j
sociation of Broadcasters, the tenty
such state organization to hi
formed as an affiliate of the NAT
Fred W. Borton, WQAM, Miara
was elected president; W. Walt*
Tison, WFLA,
Clearwater, ri<
president; Garland Powell, WRU1
Gainesville, secretary - treasure:
Senator
John
Beacham, WJN'
West
Palm
Beach,
and Frar
King, WMBR, Jacksonville, mer. ;
bers of the executive committee.
The
meeting
was
called \
Major
Powell,
director
of tl
state and University of Floric
station, WRUF, and he served ;
chairman of the organization mee
ing. The association passed n
merous
resolutions, including
pledge to support the NAB.
also resolved to study radio co
ditions in Florida with a view
correcting many local and sta
A committee, headed by Me
problems.
Powell was named to take ste]
toward establishment of a 1,00
watt shortwave station at Gaine
ville with a series of direction
antennas to feed stations of tl
state with important programs ei
enating from WRUF. A code
ethics was adopted on practic
of members and several comnr
tees were appointed.

ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
for each
Classified advertisements in Broadcasting cost 7c per wordadvertising
insertion Cash must accompany order. When inserting Forms close
over a box number, count 3 words (21c) for the address.
25th and 10th of month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Announcer - Cons Now Open.
Positiontinuity.
Woman for shopping program.
Engineers who can transcribe Transradio
r-announcers. Program dicode. Enginee
rector (100 w). Other positions opening
for fall. Register now with National Raal BuVocation
Clevelan
Departmen
dioreau,
and.
, dClevel
Schofieldt,Building
Wanted : Radio salesman for station in
Northwest . . . straight commission. No
drawing account. Highest commission paid
and opportunity to make upwards of
casting.
$5,000 a year. Address Box 529, BroadNeed additional combination first class
announcer salesman and copy writer. Must
have ideas and be able to sell them ; good
personality and dependable. Give salary
expected, experience, etc. Station KDFN,
Casper, Wyoming.
Situations Wanted

Experienced transmitter-press operator ;
; desires offer from progresnow employed
sive station. Box 530, Broadcasting.
A capable, thoroughly trained sales and
station director seeks new connection, 8
regional and local stasuccessful
of operation
years tion
as background. Will call
for interview at convenience of interested
party. Address Box 518, Broadcasting.
Manager, experienced sales manager
and general manager, presently employed
Metropolitan station, desires affiliation
elsewhere. Prepared to interview interested
and discuss situation.
party
BROADCASTING.
Box 526,anywhere
For Sale
IRE PROCEEDINGS — complete with index, good condition, 1927 - 1932 inclusive.
Thomas Wildman, Mitchellville, Iowa.
For Sale: 100 watt radio station, established 1923. Near Memphis, Tenn. Approximately $4,000,000 retail sales volume
(1933). Excellent investment. Box 531,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Willing to pay cash for outright purchase of radio station. Box 525, Broadcasting.
BROADCASTING

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Want turntable and cutting assem
for coated discs. State make, particula
Box 527, Broadcasting.
TRANSCRIPTIONS WANTED — Sm
foreign radio station requires various
ries of used or discarded transcript!
programs, five to fifteen minutes. G
complete details and lowest price. Box 5
Broadcasting.
For Rent — Equipment
Approved
equipment,
field
strength
measuringRCAunitTMV-7!
(ne?
direct reading ; Astiline Angus Autome
Recorder
fading bridge:
on distant
GR
radio for
frequency
radiostatic-]
oscil
tors, etc. Reasonable rental. Allied 1
search
Laboratories,
260
East
161st
Strf
New York City.
For Sale — Equipment
Western Electric 304-A, one kilow
transmitter,
complete
with tubes
one ;setalsoof sp;
tu'
and partial set
of spare
700-A oscillator. Fully AC operated. Gu
anteed in first class mechanical and el
trical condition. Equipment removed fr
service because of increased power. Crat
ready for immediate delivery. Original c
$18,000. Offered at $7,000 f.o.b., Columl
S. FCC
C. memo 243 lists the 304-A equip.™
"as satisfying the requirements of_ g<
engineering
cordance withpractice"
Rule 132.promulgated in
G. Richard Shafto, Station WIS, Cohi
bia, S. C.
Western Electric 1 Kw
106-B Transmitter
This equipment is an excellent operat
condition, having been taken out of se
ice only because of an increase in pott
Supplied complete, with two sets of tul
spare parts and duplicate sets of mo
generators and pumps. Designed for op
ation from 220 Volt DC supply, but i
be easily modified for AC operation.
The transmitter is available immedif
ly and can be inspected at any time. C
respondence is invited from anyone in1
ested in securing
this equipment' at
unusually
Broadcasting. attractive price. Box f
• Broadcast
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Along with WHIO's
growth in network association
and in power went an increase in sponsor regard. One
product,
Another

for instance,
sponsor

realized

pulled 71,712

an 18%

votes from

And a telephone survey showed
listeners were tuned to WHIO.

WHIO's new 5 KW 5-C Transmitter by RCA. The two units
to the left are the station's original RCA i-D, 1000 watts, retained as a part of the high-powered transmitter
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0 If time is no object, you can water a sizeable plot of ground, bucket by
bucket. But where cost and results are important, you naturally prefer equipment big enough for the job.
CENTRAL

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

J. 0. Maland, Mgr. • Des Moines, Iowa • Phone 3-7147
National Representatives FREE

& SLEININGER,

Inc.

New York, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

Since cost and results are vital to radio advertisers, there is a natural
preference for Station WHO, with 50,000 watts, as the profitable means of
selling Iowa by radio. In contrast to compact metropolitan markets, Iowa
stretches over 200 miles north to south, over 300 east to west. To sell
Iowa you have ground to cover, a fact which makes WHO's
transmitter of unusual value to the advertiser.

high-powered

WHO
ESSENTIAL

TO

COMPLETE

RADIO

COVERAGE

:leared-channel-50,000
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s wheat
over be70%
. . .
prices
risingyear'
for this
held of
will
prices conservatively estimated to
go 20% higher.
Cotton, a hot weather crop, promises a full, normal yield which
will add $64,000,000 to farm
incomes.
The farmer's bankroll from livestock, poultry and produce will
top $50,000,000 this year . . . his
income from oil leases, rentals

•

have

say

S wheat, small
OKLAHO
and alfalfa crops algrainMA'
ready are safely stored. Valued
at more than $27,000,000 today,
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will
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how,

whei

it
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and royalties will well exceed tl
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will increase
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powf
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still another 20 to 25 millions.
Yes, Oklahoma farmers have tb
money this year to buy the thin§
they need and the things goo
advertising will make them wan
. . . Make them want YOUR proc
uct. Get your story told . . . g<
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radio
homa
which

product sold through th
station that interests Okl;
most . . . the station t
Oklahoma listens most . .

Oklahoma

Citj

Affiliated with the Oklahoman,
the Times and the Farmer-Stockman
Representative — E. KATZ
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Return

Warner

our
Vnd

Years
Legal

of

Peace

Battles;

vTTH THE return of Warner
;ros. music publishing houses to
le American Society of Composrs, Authors & Publishers after a
jtile seven-month attempt to go
. alone, comparative peace is exacted for the next four years in
iie relations of broadcasters and
iieir clients with music copyright
iwners, except for redoubled eff orts by music users to reform ex- fcting copyright laws and seek
air payments for music performed
n the air.
I The Warner realliance with
.SCAP means that all of the county's broadcasting stations now
'|ave contracts that run until Dec.
a, 1940, for the catalogs of pracically all of the leading publishag houses. During that time there
; little likelihood of any change in
he present royalty payment formla, whereby stations pay 5% of
(heir "net receipts" plus sustaininASCAP's
to ASCAP.
■ig
for this
broadcasting
from
Dmefees
lear is expected to reach $4,000,;00, as against $3,200,000 in 1935.
Reinstatement of Warner houses
Aug. 4, with their catalogs of admittedly desirable though not inispensable music, brought a sigh
f relief from broadcasters, radio
dvertisers and agencies alike,
'here disappears all of the confu;ion over performances and checkng and rechecking of numbers,
nminent danger of infringement
bits, and the return to the air of
lany theme songs of previously
stablished value.
Warner Not to Rebate
4|iS REPORTED exclusively in the
rj upplement to the Aug. 1 issue of
' >roadcasting, the return of the
■ IVarner houses was effected upon
I pplication of the motion picture
i" ubsidiaries exactly as scheduled,
pie company retains its seniority
mong ASCAP
members,
as of
Oec. 31, last, but gets no added
monetary concessions, and does not
jhare in ASCAP receipts for the
even-months of its insurgency.
It has developed, however, that
nly six of the seven Warner pubshing houses have been reinstated
a ASCAP. The seventh, which is
n dispute with Warner, is the
«i>chubert Music Publishing Co.,
•*hich controls 50% of what is said
CD be a rather inconsequential catlog embracing only two producof any popular
1 ion schedules
,nerit. Harms Inc. and Schubert
ach own the half of the company.
The two important music schedles in this catalog are Student
JROADCASTING

Except

Catalog

Prince and My Maryland. The
most important number is Yours
Is My Heart Alone. These two
operettas have been placed on the
restricted list by Harms, along
with all compositions involved, as
a means of safeguarding against
possible infringement actions.
Other numbers in the catalog were
said to be non-existent insofar as
performances are concerned.
Warner, it was stated officially
Aug. il on behalf of the companies, does not plan to rebate to the
some 290 stations money which
they have paid it in music performance fees since the first of the
year. Prorated refunds for payments made beyond Aug. 1, on
which date Warners' return was
effected, however, will be made to
the few stations which paid in advance. It is not known how much
money will be involved in these refunds, but the sum probably will
not exceed a few thousand dollars.
It is figured roughly that possibly $175,000 in license fees was
committed to Warners by stations
which preferred to protect themselves via that route. However, it

Longer

• Broadcast

Out

is known that many stations, suspecting a possible return of the
motion picture subsidiaries to
ASCAP, did not remit, and that in
the aggregate not more than some
$75,000 or $80,000 was paid in.
It is indicated strenuous efforts
will be made to procure rebates retroactive to Jan. 1 on the primary
grounds that licensed stations
would be unjustly penalized. The
contention is that stations which
did not take Warner licenses and
which were sued for alleged infringements, are having the slate
wiped clean, while the licensees
who acted in good faith suffer the
financial burden of the WarnerASCAP breach.
Warner companies which have
returned to the ASCAP fold are
Harms Inc., T. B. Harms Co., M.
Witmark & Sons, New Yorld
Music Corp., Remick Music Corp.,
and Victoria Publishing Co. Among
the composers whose writings are
now performable under ASCAP
contracts, at no increase in ASCAP
rates, are those of Jerome Kern,
Sigmund Romberg, Otto Harbach,
George Gershwin, Victor Herbert,

Licenses

Are
Anticipated
THE efforts of broadcasters to procure a longer span of license-life
from the Federal government, hitherto futile, may be rewarded with
success this year, whatever the outcome of the presidential elections
in November.
For the first time in the last
half-dozen years, Administration
leaders have begun to prick up
their ears on the longer license
plea, and it is now rather openly
hinted in FCC higher circles that
at least a one-year license, in lieu
of the present six months franchise,
will be forthcoming. Republican
spokesmen also have indicated that
they favor an increased license
tenure for broadcasting1 stations
and, should they come into power
next year, one of their first acts,
they indicate, will be that of extending broadcasting station licenses for at least three years,
which the existing law allows.
Practically from the beginning of
organized broadcasting in 1927,
when the original Radio Commission was created, broadcasters were
united in their plea for longer li-

Legislative

for

Still

Is

$3.00 A YEAR

— 15c A COPY

Turmoil
Oscar Hammerstein and Vincent
Youmans. All told, some 35,000
songs in the Warner catalogs are
returned to radio performance.
While efforts were made on all
sides to avoid gloating over the
Warner capitulation, and thus
make its return as graceful as possible, it was an open secret that
reaffiliation with ASCAP was the
only course left. It bolted ASCAP
last Dec. 31 because it wanted
more than the $350,000 it received
during 1935 for its repertory, plus
a like amount for its composer
members. Not only did it fail to
realize anything approaching that
sum from its broadcasting contracts, but it felt immediate repercussions in its most vital spot —
box office receipts for its musical
motion pictures.
Suits Dismissed
REFUSAL of the major networks,
plus more than half of the most
important stations, to accept Warner licenses struck Warner operations with telling effect. Unloading of some 200 infringement suits
against stations, networks, hotels
and night clubs, seeking nearly
$4,000,000 in damages, fizzled too.
Not a single suit went to trial.
Despite all this, the broadcasting industry took an "all is forgotten" attitude, though mindful
of what may happen in the future
under the existing antiquated copyright laws and with all desirable
music mobilized under the ASCAP
banner. There was plainly evident
the feeling that the industry must
fortify itself -with desirable legislation along the lines of the Duffy
Bill, which died at the last session
of Congress as a victim of ASCAP
lobbying and which would have removed from ASCAP its formidable
$250 minimum damage weapon.
Also ascertained was the fact
that Herman Starr, Warner vice
president and president of Music
Publishers Holding Corp., Warner
music subsidiary, who negotiated
the separate contracts with stations and headed the onslaught
against ASCAP at the time cf its
defection, has been relieved of his
music obligations. It was said he

Copyright

Quiets

Foreseen

Schubert

AdvertisingD. C., AUGUST 15, 1936

for

Stations

Within
a Year
censes. Until two years ago, licenses were issued for only three
months. Then the Radio Commission magnanimously doubled the license period to six months, the FCC
continuing them on that basis.
Need of Stability
THE PLAINT of the broadcasting
industry has been that the short
license period does not encourage
development of the industry and
does not give it the stability it warrants on the basis of the tremendous investments in station facilities and personnel. There is also
a feeling that it hampers program
development and "editorial selection". These arguments have never
been broken down with any degree
of logic by the FCC. The only answer has been that the Commission
desired to keep the broadcast structure sufficiently fluid to allow
changes in assignments that would
result in serving a greater number
of people.
With the reallocation hearing
scheduled
for next Oct. 5, it is
(Continued on page 41)

is devoting his time to "other
Warner interests". He was not involved in the negotiations for the
Warner reinstatement, which were
carried on by Joseph H. Hazen,
staff attorney of Warner interests
in Hollywood, and A. M. Wattenburg, New York attorney.
Return of Warner houses also
strengthens measurably the government anti - trust suit against
ASCAP alleging it to be a monopoly in restraint of trade. While
the broadcasting industry is somewhat divided on the advantages of
(Continued on page 56)
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BILLINGS

Spot

Disc

Service

Broadened
by NBC
Clients of Network May Place
Discs Now on Any Station
TRANSCRIPTION facilities of
NBC will be made available to its
network clients for spot transcription placements on any stations selected by its advertisers, in an important change in policy announced
Aug. 10 by President Lenox R
Lohr.
While there was no elaboration
of a one paragraph announcement
by Mr. Lohr setting forth that the
network henceforth will sell transcriptions inthe spot field, the step
was interpreted to mean that the
network will engage in manufacture and recording of transcriptions for placement on any and all
stations. Heretofore NBC Transcription Service has been limited
to "tailor-made" programs for advertisers for placement on station.-;
generally, but it has not permitted
advertisers to record network programs for placement on stations
other than those associated with
its networks.
Provisions of New Rule

Our

New York Headquarters
NEW headquarters with an augmented staff have been established
by BROADCASTING Magazine in New York City. With Howard
London continuing in charge of news, and Norman Goldman as newly-appointed New York advertising representative, offices have been
established in Suite 701, 1270 Sixth Ave., Rockefeller Center. The
telephone number is Columbus 5-3815. Mr. London for the last
two years has been New York correspondent of BROADCASTING.
Mr. Goldman on Aug. 1 joined BROADCASTING after four years
in the sales promotion department of WLS, Chicago.

Bread
For

Series
Bakers

Co. to Use Radio in
Travel Movie Film

W. E. LONG Co., Chicago, operating a research and advertising
service to bakers, is planning to
record and place 39 quarter-hour
transcriptions for use this fall by
independent bakers throughout the
country.

Grove on Mutual
GROVE LABORATORIES Inc.,
St. Louis (Bromo Quinine) on
Sept. 28 starts Gabriel Heatter,
WOR news commentator, on seven
Mutual stations in a 26-week series
which may later be extended to the
Don Lee segment of Mutual on the
West Coast. The programs will be
heard Mondays through Thursdays, 7:45-8 p. m., on WFIL,
WBAL and WCAE, with rebroadcast at 9 p. m. to WOR, WGN,
CKLW, WAAB. Heatter will be
opposite Boake Carter on CBS for
Philco, in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
and Baltimore. Heatter will not
handle the commercials. The programs will be keyed from WOR.
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, New
York, has the account.
Kellogg-WSM Football
WSM, Nashville, will broadcast
all 1936 games of the Vanderbilt
football team under sponsorship of
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (cereal).
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia, is the agency. Arrangements
were begun last spring by Harben
Daniel, WSM commercial manager, since in the Southeast Conference each college has its own
radio policy and it is necessary to
obtain broadcast rights for a game
from both teams. Last autumn
Kellogg sponsored the last four
Vanderbilt games on WSM.
• August

Disc

Local

W.E.Long
Promoting

POLICY, which becomes effective immediately, specifies:
"NBC will sell electrical transcriptions whether recorded from NBC
network programs or from studio
productions, for broadcasting over
the client."
selectedit by
stations
anyThe
new rule,
is presumed,
means that any NBC network account can record off the line its
network program, or make studio
productions for transcriptions and
place them on any stations they
desire, whether NBC or associated
with any other network.
The upsurge in transcription
spot business during the last few
months, plus the demand from network advertisers to be permitted
to record off the line, it is believed,
led to the change in policy.
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The program will feature an adventure series based on Ace Williams, cameraman, who recently
made a world tour for W. E. Long
Co. in search of facts about bread.
It will be tied into a motion picture film based on Williams' adventures as well as newspaper advertising and point - of - purchase
merchandising.
Merchandising Tieups
CAMPAIGNS are to start in individual markets shortly after the
opening of school. The series is designed to last a year or more since
the original series of 39 transcriptions can be continued indefinitely.
The motion picture film is to be
shown in Radio City Music Hall
under auspices of the New York
Museum of Science and Industry,
according to the Long company.
The radio plot, while aimed
mainly at children, also is designed
to appeal to all ages. Commercials
will be directed principally toward
building interest in the motion picture. The newspaper campaign
will include testimonials from Ace
Williams. A recipe booklet will be
used as a giveaway. In the Aug. 1
issue of Broadcasting it was incorrectly stated that the Long discs
already were being cut. The contract has not yet been awarded.

Major Networks' Billings
Attain Record for July
HAVING achieved record billings
for any six-month period during
the first half of this year [Broadcasting, Aug. 1], the major networks on Aug. 20 will report their
largest July billings in history. According to advance unofficial reports to Broadcasting, CBS will
show gross billings for time sales of
about $1,300,000, an increase of
about 42% over the same month
last year. The combined NBC networks will report gross billings of
about $2,450,000, a 10% increase
and a considerable gain over June
of this year.
Mutual Network's July billings,
already reported, ran $109,561 for
its basic and associated stations,
which compares with $58,446, the
same month last year, being a
gain of 87.4%. The July billings
also gain slightly over MBS billings for June, which amounted to
$104,510.

Morgan May Join NBC
REPORTS persist, though they
are still unverified, that Clayland
T. Morgan, publicity manager of
the French Line, will shortly join
NBC in an administrative capacity under President Lenox R.
Lohr. If he accepts the post believed to have been offered him, he
will not become a vice president
nor will he displace any present
official of NBC despite recently
published reports that new vice
presidential appointments are to
be made. Mr. Morgan came to the
attention of NBC when he handled
the publicity details, including the
radio rebroadcasts, of the maiden
voyage of the Normandie last

year.
Committee

Asks

Station

of

15

ivir. Buiings

KEHE, station
Hearst-in that city, was
owned
ordered effective Aug. 10 by New
York headquarters of Hearst Radio. Mr. Billings arrived in Lo;
Angeles on that date, taking uj )
hio duties at once and preparing
to make that city his permanen
home. He was succeeded at WCAE
by Leonard Kapner, commercia
manager.
Mr. Billings recently completee
an assignment for Hearst to visi
Los Angeles and San Franciso
and to recommend organization de
tails. He has been manager o
WCAE for the last two years
coming from KSTP, St. Paul. H
first entered radio at the origina
WHK, Cleveland, later was on th
staffs of WHAM, Rochester; WGB
Buffalo, and WMAK, Buffalo. The
he went to WLW, Cincinnati, a
station director.

Data

ANOTHER appeal to stations,
agencies and radio advertisers to
submit all researches bearing on
station coverage and listener habits, was made July 8 by Paul F.
Comthe Joint
y ofrepresen
Peter, secretar
ting the
mittee of Fifteen
NAB, ANA and AAAA which has
established an office in the Graybar Bldg., New York, as the first
a radio recreating
step toward
search bureau
to serve all three
branches of broadcast advertising
on a cooperative basis.
issued its cenrecently
Having
sus of radio
homes by states and
counties [Broadcasting, July 1],
Committee's technical
Joint
the
e met
committe
late in July in New
York and, after discussing the duties to be undertaken by Mr. Peter,
ordered him to start first on covdata. stated that, following
Mr. erage
Peter
his questionnaires to stations, agencies and advertisers which were
supported by a letter to stations
from James W. Baldwin, NAB
managing director, about 90 responses were received. These
brought forth data from nearly that
many stations, the major networks
and about a dozen agencies. More
data is needed, said Mr. Peter, to
give the Joint Committee material
with which to start. He seeks
every bit of data in the radio files
of agencies as well as stations in
order to determine proper methods
to be employed in collecting authentic basic data for the medium
as a whole. The information on
individual researches, it was promdential.ised, will be kept entirely confiThe NAB, at its recent Chicago
convention, voted $10,000 toward
supnort of the radio research
bureau to be used when needed.
More than a year ago NBC committed $20,000 and CBS $10,000
for the project. These funds have
been used in the preliminary work
of the joint committee and now
are defraying the overhead of Mr.
Peter's office.
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Fidler

Goes

to St. Louii

For J. Walter Thompsoi
FRED H. FIDLER, account repre
sentative of the J. Walter Thomp
son Co. in San Francisco, handlin
the Shell Oil account, will bi
transferred to St. Louis Sept. 1
to assume management of th
agency's office there. He succeed
Arthur Farlow, who returns to Sa
Francisco Oct. 1 to resume hi
former duties as account executivi
With Mr. Fidler's transfer, sev
eral other changes will take plac
in the San Francisco offices of tr.
agency. Norman Strouse, formerl
head of the media department, b<
comes account executive on tr
Shell Oil Co. account; Fred Wi
mar will be transferred from tra:
fic to the media department 1
work with Robert Thurmond, an
Phipps Rasmussen becomes hea
of the traffic department with Go:
don Steedman as his assistan
Personnel changes were announcf
Baker, vice president ar
LynnCoast
by
Pacific
manager for J. Wa
cisco.Thompson Co. in San Frai
ter
U. S. Alcohol Spots
U. S. INDUSTRIAL ALCOHO
Co., New York (Super Pyro, ant
freeze), will use spot radio f«
the first time in a fall campaig
to begin about mid-October. Plai
are still in the making but it is b
lieved that about 20 stations wi
be used in the cold-weather an,
of the United States. Lambert
Feasley Inc., New York, has t\
account.
TONY WAKEMAN, sports ai
nouncer of WJAS, Pittsburgh, wl
won the recent Atlantic City Heai
liners Club medal for the be;
news broadcast of 1935 in recof
nition of his coverage of an ey
witness account of the Johnston
flood over WJAS and CBS, t
Sept. 1 will join WOL, Washingto
as sports and feature announce
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Offer
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and

IS BANK radio advertising effecive?"
if jj "Can radio be used to supplant
I ilther advertising media?"
"What about the uncertainty of
adio circulation?"
"What place should radio occupy
n a bank's advertising budget?"
These are but a few of the typial questions which should and
'ften do occur to a prospective ralio advertiser — yet comparatively
ew books on bank advertising give
adequate answers. Many are conent to treat radio as an academic
(uestion instead of considering its
\ practical aspects as a modern bank
idvertising medium. And far too
- -nany radio advertisers, not alone
jn banking but in other lines of
business, are inclined to overlook
nany of the important elements esential to a successful use of this
nedium.
Not An Experiment
!30ME hear of the marvelous re:ults gained by other advertisers,
lecide on a radio effort, sign up
|!or
time on
the first
station
salesman
happens
along
at thewhose
psychological moment, then throw together a program and they're off.
,^nd, indeed, they are "off" in most
biases. Radio, like any other advertising medium, demands a certain
amount of planning, familiarity
;vith its possibilities, sales effort,
' ;tc. So, let us review and endeavor
;so solve a few of the problems connected with properly utilizing this
'fourth dimension" in advertising,
'i In the first place radio has
:ong ceased to be an experimental
proposition. It is now recognized
3y the advertising profession as a
jpractical, major medium.
A few
facts will help to illustrate the
place radio holds today.
According to latest estimates,
nearly 23,000,000 homes in the
United States are radio - equipped
nearly 70% of the families in this
country own and use radio receiving sets.
To add to its popularity, the last
few years of reduced family incomes have increased interest in
radio as an economical means of
entertainment, education, and conifcact with the rest of the world.
4 In determining: the effectiveness
of radio as an advertising medium,
many things may be taken into
consideration — things not peculiar
to any one business, but of equal
interest to all advertisers. To begin with, all businesses — banks especially— have the problem of "humanizing" their services or wares
to the general public. Without such
humanizing" effort, the public
inclined to look upon a bank asis
cold, impersonal, interested only in
profits and not at all in the individual's problem. Until radio made
its appearance on the advertising
horizon, personal contact — word-ofi mouth advertising — was about the
best way to dispel this public feeling toward banks. Of course, to
itilize this method, it was necesBROADCASTING

Radio
Appraises
By
R.
E.
DO AN
Denver National Bank, Denver, Col.

Ideal

of

Means

a Friendly

WHEN

want

media

Confidence

Creating

Arousing

a

as

Feeling

to do a bit of self-promotion,

they

take a big capital "I" and hang a song and dance around
it. The result may be spiral bound and quite impressive. But much more effective is the view of the outsider, the unbiased buyer, who doesn't have to conceal
any dry rot in the family tree or salaam to any sacred
cows.

Mr.

piece about

Doan,
radio

a financier
from

and

writer, has written

a banker's

viewpoint

and

a

for

bankers' consumption. It appeared in the July issue
of the "Financial Advertisers Association Bulletin" in
the radio section, conducted under supervision of
Joseph

F. Cornelius,

of First National

sary to first get the prospective
customer in the bank, and to demonstrate a sincere interest in his
or her problems at that time; or
to make use of every opportunity
to have officers or other representatives of the institution address
public gatherings to get across this
"humanizing" touch. Newspapers,
magazines, direct mail, outdoor advertising, window displays — all such
media had, and still have, a definite place in informing the public
generally or in drawing the prospect into the bank where personal,
word-of-mouth, contact could be
made. But the printed word has
never been able to replace wordof-mouth contact in effectiveness
from a selling standpoint.
Auditory Superiority
ANY EXPERIENCED salesman
will confirm this, and psychological
investigations definitely show that
auditory suggestion is more effective than visual; that auditory impressions of an advertising nature
are recalled and recognized later
better than similar visual impressions.
In short, radio is based upon the
oldest and most effective form of
advertising, and if for no other reason than this would soon have established itself firmly as a major
medium.
Most advertisers instinctively realize that radio has great possibilities, but many are held back,
or at least somewhat awed, by the
uncertainties and problems of utilizing this medium. For example,
one of the most common objections
to radio, from an advertiser's standits "shortlived"
—
the factpoint, isthat
if a programnature
is not
heard when broadcast it is never
heard, whereas a newspaper advertisement, afolder, or other such
printed forms are available for
reading indefinitely.
This is a valid consideration, but
not a real objection. The logical
answer to radio's so-called "shortlived" nature is to be found in program-quality and merchandising. If
you have a truly good program, and
if you interest your prospective
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Bank,

Spokane.

audience in it by properly selling
it to them, you need have no fear
on the "short-life" score. People
will arrange or rearrange their
time and activities to listen to a
really good program, and they will
convert their friends to listeners,
thus quickly building up a faithful
and receptive audience.
How Many Listen?
THERE are many other considerations in any comparison of radio
with other media. As an illustration — there is comparatively less
competition on the air than in a
newspaper. One's attention is not
as readily distracted from a good
radio program to another program
as from one newspaper advertisement to another, or as from an advertisement toeditorial copy. One
logical reason for this is the fact
that a really good radio program
is not merely an advertisement —
it is entertaining or educational,
thus eliminating the necessity of
seeking elsewhere for these desired
qualities. Another reason is the
physical effort required to tune out
one program and get another as
compared to the ease with which a
person can glance from one part
of a printed page to another.
Of course, the listener, if he is
not interested in the program, can
and most certainly will tune out the
station or cease to listen attentively. In like manner, however, if he
is not interested in a newspaper
advertisement he can even more
easily shift his gaze to another ad
or to news copy; if he is not interested in a folder he can easily
throw it into a wastebasket, etc.
We could continue to make comparisons, but the inevitable conclusion is that radio really offers no
more hazard than other media
when properly utilized.
Another question often brought
up by prospective advertisers is
the uncertainty of radio "circulation". As will be readily realized
by any intelligent advertiser, no
definite circulation figure can be
given for any one radio program
or even for any one station. No
one can know for a certainty just

Medium

how many people will listen to a
specific program. A certain percentage of possible listeners will
undoubtedly be away from home
when any one program is on, others
will have some other station tuned
in, still others will not have their
radios turned on, etc.
And this uncertainty puzzles the
advertiser. He is inclined to wonder just what guaranty he has
that he will get the ears of his
audience. The answer is that he
has no such guaranty. The number of listeners to any one program depends to a great extent
how interesting that projust
upon
well it has been
gram is, upon how
merchandised to the prospective
audience, and upon other things.
It is well to realize, however,
that this indefiniteness is not peculiar to radio. We have been
taught to rely so much upon the
number of subscribers to a newspaper, the number of persons passing a billboard daily, or the number of people on our mailing list
as "circulation", that we expect
some such figure from radio.
But, let us stop and analyze these
"circulation" figures for other media. How many of those who pass
a billboard actually see it? How
many pause long enough to really
get the message? How many of
those who subscribe to a newspaper
actually glance at the page upon
which our advertisement appears?
How many recipients of a direct
mail piece read it?
In these and practically every
other medium uncertainty as to_ reception of any message exists.
People walking or driving by a
billboard may have other things
competing with the board for their
attention,
such
as traffic,
sation with
a friend,
etc. converPeople
who receive direct mail may be too
busy to read it at the time; they
may put the folder away for future perusal and then forget about
it.
A Major Medium
SUBSCRIBERS to a newspaper
have many likes and dislikes. Some
may read nothing but the sport
page, others nothing but the financial page, still others only the front
page. Some may not have time to
read the paper at all on the very
day our advertisement appears.
And a large percentage of newspaper subscribers
sufficient
time toordinarily
read even haven't
all of
the news items let alone the ads.
And yet many advertisers rely
upon the number of passersby, the
number on mailing lists, and the
number of subscribers to a newspaper as indicative of the readers,
or "circulation", of such media.
We could go through practically
every other form of advertising
with the same critically analytic
method and demonstrate the fallacy
of "circulation". But the foregoing should be sufficient to clearly
indicate that radio is not peculiar
in its uncertainty of reaching a
definite number of people at any
one time.
The problem sums up, to a
great extent, in this fashion: We
(Continued on page 5.?)
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Important

FIRST in radio set sales during
the last three years, Philco Radio
& Television Corp., as its name
implies, does not intend to be left
at the post when television inevitably arrives in the not far distant
future. Whether Philco will confine itself to the television set
manufacturing field, or enter also
into the visual field as a broadcaster, its officials are unprepared
as yet to say — but the indisputable
fact that that company will be a
substantial factor in television was
pointedly demonstrated Aug. 11
when it disclosed for the first time
what its laboratories have been
doing in visual radio research and
development.
Privileged to be one of a party
invited to Philco's demonstration at
Philadelphia, I can best begin this
layman's description of what was
shown by repeating the conclusions
published in these columns last
year after visits to the Baird television laboratories in London
[Broadcasting, June 15, 1935]
and the RCA laboratories in Camden [Broadcasting, Dec. 15. 1935].
Television, I wrote then in effect
and repeat now, is a technical
reality that fascinates the observer
and must baffle the imagination of
those who can only read about it.
It isn't ready for the home as yet,
partially due to technical "bugs"
remaining to be overcome but more
largely due to economic obstacles.
What is being shown in the Philco
laboratories and field tests, as in
RCA's, is so remarkably good that,
price and technical factors being
favorable, the public should accept
television in a big way once it is
publicly introduced through adequate broadcasting facilities.
A "Tremendous Industry"
THAT Philco officials share this
view, though they have elected to
remain silent until now, probably
fearful of what too much talk
about television might do to radio
set sales during the reviving market of the last few years, was in-
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the
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Field

dicated by Larry E. Gubb, Philco's
president, when he told the gathering before the demonstration be"We don't believe television is
gan:
just around the corner, but we do
believe that when it does come it
will be a tremendous industry."
Mr. Gubb did not go beyond this,
except that in a prepared statement issued by Philco he was
quoted as predicting, cryptically:
"Commercial television will not
come
1936."
But during
J. M. Skinner,
president of
the associated Philadelphia Storage Battery Co. and president of
the Radio Manufacturers Association, whose statement on television's standard needs was delivered
on behalf of the entire radio industry before the June conferences of
the FCC on the future uses of the
ultra - shortwaves [Broadcasting,
July 1], went a step further in disclosinghe
Philco's
official state of
mind when
asserted:
"Philco's only object in these experiments is a good picture, comparable to home movies in definition. We do not think we have
achieved this yet. We want a stable
broadcasting structure built up.
We are not interested in patents
except in a defensive way. We expect to be part of any patent pool
formed for the television industry,
which seems to be the only solution if we are to avoid chaos. We
think at this time that a patent
pool like the one in the automobile
industry, in which all can participate, is the only way to avoid monopoly." Frequency Needs
MR. SKINNER went further into
details of the RMA standards
placed before the FCC, and ended
by pleading with the press to cooperate toward the end that the
FCC assign to television the ultrashortwave bands between 42,000
and 90,000 kc. (with the exception
of the 56,000-60,000 kc. assigned to
the amateurs). "If the FCC doesn't
grant these channels," he asserted,
"you can kiss television goodbye,
forThese
a longshort
timetalks
at least."
and one other
by Sayre M. Ramsdell, Philco vice
president, in which he asserted
that after eight years of quiet
work on television Philco thinks
"the time now ripe" to show what
it has, were the preliminaries to an
exhibition that was more convincing than Baird's and just as convincing as RCA's. Mr. Ramsdell
did add one other point which indicates how the research mind works
and how the executives guiding
their costly experiments are thinking: He announced that the ap-

Progress

CODEL

Ohvia DeHaviland and the third
of Joan Blondell, all movie ac- 1
tresses. They were clear and pleas- ]
ing, mounted in black and white
and lacking nothing in detail tog
distract the eye. Next came thefl
front page of a Philadelphia news-l
paper. The streamer headline and \
the lesser headlines were easily!
readable, but the type was not. I
Then a hand brought forth first!
a package of Camel e-garettes and!
then a watch, practically actual
size, and their clarity even to the i
point of reading the inscriptions
called forth easy visions of howl
television
eventually
will and
be comused'
for
trade mark,
package
modity demonstrations.
Girls and Commentator

TELEVISED STILL — Time exposure picture of Jean Muir, film
star, taken
demonstrationduring
directly off Philco's
the fluorescent
cathode-ray screen. This picture is
"off the air" and was built up at
the rate of 345 lines framed 60
times per second.
paratus about
will shortly be
way for newly
capable
nition! of even

to be demonstrated
torn down to make
designed apparatus
higher picture defi-

Taken to the North Philadelphia
suburban home of William H.
Grimditch, Philco chief engineer,
we were seated before four large
console sight-and-sound receivers
placed in a row in the recreation
room. Music was being played as
we inspected the sets, each having
six control knobs — three, we were
told, for controlling the received
images and three for the sound.
Within a few moments the first
pictures began to come through
fromtalW3XE,
Philco's experimenvisual broadcasting
station
atop the factory seven miles away,
operating with 1,000 watts on the
51,000 kc. carrier frequency for
picture transmission and on 54,250
kc. for the synchronized sound.
Only two of the sets were operated, permitting easy view for
those in the three tiers of seats
on either side of the room. The
pictures were
framed
on the ray
fluorescent ends of
oval cathode
tubes 12 inches in diameter and
reflected on vertical mirrors (see
photos herewith). The framed pictures were approximately 9V2 x
7% inches in size, built up by
electrical bombardments within
the tubes that figuratively "painted" 345 line images 30 times per
second, interlaced to give the optical illusion of 60 framings per
second.

THE moving images started with
two girls from the Philco plant,
both obvious brunettes, one singing a classical number and the
other a popular song. Every de
tail of their features, their grim
aces and their dress designs could
be seen clearly. When the television camera was drawn away to
show them in full length with their
piano accompanist, the pictures
were still clear but V might not
be so easy to recognize the per
sons if you met them on the street
later. Detail was lost as the cam
era took in wider ranges.
Next, the Philco announcer in
troduced Boake Carter, seen sitting at a desk and heard reading
the script of one of his broadcasts
Mr. Carter's features were similarly clear; but when he bent his
head forward to read his manu
script, some slight distortion was
evident, indicating how the future
radio speaker will be at a loss be
fore a television camera unless b
memorizes his script. Mr. Carte
took up a telephone, called the
Grimditch home and for 10 minutes or more conversed with various persons at the viewing end
The sound synchronization was alA ways
15 perfect.
- minute Granvland Rice
sportsreel of motion pictures, run
off through a special projecting
machine at the transmitting end;
was the next demonstration. The
subject, jungle
and underwater

The first pictures were stills —
one of Jean
Muir,
another of

THE TELEVISION RECEIVER— At left is the console cabinet for sight
and sound reception, showing the mirrored cathode-ray screen in verfical position. At right is a rear view of this experimental model of a
television receiver, showing the highly complex structure with its 36
tubes. The cathode-ray projecting tube, in which bombardments of electrons "paint" the picture in black and white on the screen, is pearshaped and stands upright within the shielding at the top. Its oval
end is 12 inches in diameter, on which 9% x 7% in. pictures are framed.
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T PHILCO'S LABORATORIES— At extreme left, Engineer Carl Shuann is working on the "electric eye" tube employed in the television
ckup camera. The next picture shows the wooden antenna tower atip
hilco's plant in Philadelphia, about 200 feet above ground level, from
; hich the light-to-electricity impulses are broadcast simultaneously with
-nchronized sound; this tower was struck by lightning recently, causlots, was poorly selected because
mch detail was lost end the picture soon became tiresome.
Finally, the camera was pointed
■jut - of - doors on the roof of the
Bilco plant, where two employes
>-aged in a boxing exhibition folded by an employe quartet singg popular
songs.
These were
ill-length shots. The action was
ear, but the facial expressions
ire not. Again was shown the
ss of detail suffered when the
. imera is moved
farther away
• oni the televised subjects.
: The best viewing could be done
en seated directly in front of
ie cathode - ray screen not more
ian six feet away. Whatever the
ctures may have lacked in deration, they did not suffer from
: reak effects such as were seen
the RCA Camden laboratories,
..used by ignition interference
"iom passing motor cars a few
irds away. The Grimditch home
: '\yell out
the surmo
open ;unted
the re-a
viving inantenna
aimney, and was a crude wooden
fair standing
not much more
^tan 25 or 30 feet above the
-•ound level.
Complicated "Works"
3MPARISONS with other televim pictures are difficult to make
view of the eight months that
live
picires elapsed
were seensince
and the
the RCA's
15 months
ice Baird's were seen in London,
ie Philco
receiving
set, like
DA's, employed a multiplicity of
bes — 36, to be exact. As the
ctures accompanying this article
'veal, the set's "innards" com1 ise a veritable maze of circuits
d devices.
The Philco pictures, compared
retrospect, are not as large as
urd's but are much clearer than
ird engineers demonstrated even
le transmitting
over wires,
ey are only slightly larger than
"A's, which are built up 343
es per image 30 times per secd interlaced to form 60 framper second.
They are just
out the same so far as general
pect is concerned but I believe
y are not quite as sharply debated. RCA's pictures, it will
recalled, are seen through a
ghtly greenish tinge; Philco's
(Continued on page 55)
RO
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USING only a filament lamp as a
light source, a new television svstem employing mechanical scanning and reproduction and capable
of projecting pictures up to theatre size has been demonstrated in
London by the Scophony Co., British radio manufacturers, and has
aroused keen interest among technical and other observers. The
system was demonstrated to the
editor of Television & Short Wave
World, amone others, and he reported enthusiastically on what he
saw, whi.h he asserts completely
disproves the contention that nothing above 120 lines can be handled
mechanically. He intimates also
that cathode ray television by no
means enjoys sole sway, predicting "Scophony is going to play a
large part in the world of commercial television".
"I was actually given a demonstration of a full-length reel from
the Jessie Matthews film First a
Girl, followed by a Mickey Mouse
cartoon," he writes. "The picture
was shown to me on the so-called
Junior Receiver, which is actually
in the nature of a control receiver,
constructed for checking up the
transmitter and amplifier equipment. The size of the picture on
this Junior Receiver is 10 x 8
inches. The picture left nothing
to be desired in quality. There
was real entertainment value in
it. The definition was remarkably
good, and the lines, which are
sometimes evident in the case of
the cathode ray tube, were beautifully blended one into the other
on the Scophony receiver; in fact,
one had to be within a few inches
of the screen to observe that there
were any lines whatever. The
standard was 240 lines, 25 pictures
per second.
Movie Size Images
"THERE is no difficulty in the
case of the Scophon- receiver in
switching over from this standard
to 405 lines interlaced, or vice
versa, and actually the commercial
Home Receiver has been designed
to handle easily both standards.
♦ ♦
"It was even a greater and most
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ing a serious blowout of tubes and damage to other sending apparatus.
The third picture shows the television and sound control panels at the
transmitter; note the oval monitor tube back of the control man, who
watches the images surmounted thereon to see that they are properly
focused just as a broadcast control engineer watches his pointers. The
picture at extreme right shows the studio, with girl being televised.

Claims

Shows

Movie

Size

pleasant surprise for me to be
given by the Scophonv engineers
an opportunity of seeing the first
experimental results — actually only
one or two days old — of a picture
on the so-called Medium-screen
Receiver. The size of the picture
was 5x4 feet, again of the standard 240 lines, 25 pictures per second. The receiver was still in the
process of being adjusted and
tuned up, but even so the results
on the screen were simply astonishing. The brilliance was more
than adequate.
"This type of receiver uses all
the basic features of the Scophony
system, evolved for dealing with
the present type of transmission
as adopted by the BBC. [The BBC,
under orders of a Parliamentary
committee, is this summer introducing a combination of the EMI
and Baird cathode ray transmitting and receiving systems.] There
are the split-focus, the beam converter and the light control. This
type of receiver is intended for
demonstration in public halls, big
stores, schools and the like. An
arcTheis Home
the only
light the
source."
Receiver,
observer
continues, using a filament lamp

as light source, showed a 16 x 12
inch picture 'on its first laboratory
model, while another larger device
than the Medium-screen Receiver
is being
intended for a picture 13 x built
10 feet.
"From what I was able to examine in the case of the Mediumscreen Receiver," the editor of the
British why
periodical
adds,
"I seewith
no
reason
a good
picture,
adequate illumination, should not
be achieved by Scophony in the
near future for presentation in
large cinemas. My previous remarks about the unique achievement of the Medium-screen Receiver would, of course, apply with
even greater force to the large
screen receiver."
Bowes Moves Staff
PREPARING for his CBS series
under Chrysler sponsorship, Major
Edward Bowes, impresario of the
Amateur Hour, on Aug. 15 will
move his large radio staff into
elaborate new quarters in the former Hammerstein Theater Bldg.,
currently known as the Manhattan,
at 52nd & Broadway, New York.
The theater itself is being converted into a modern Radio Playhouse
by CBS for the Bowes and other
audience shows. Major Bowes starts
on 90 CBS stations Sept. 17, Thursdays, 9-10 p. m. (EDST).

K

PHILCO'S TELEVISION CREW — Left to right: S F. Essig, W. N.
Parker, A. F. Murray (chief television engineer). F. J. Bingley, P. J.
Konkle, H. Branson and U. S. Bean. Note the television camera in the
center, heart of the Philco visual broadcasting system.
August
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Regional and Spot Lead
REGIONAL network and national
spot advertising continued to lead
the radio field. Regional network
volume exceeded the 1935 level for
the first six months of the year
by 38%, while national spot business experienced a gain of 34.1%.
National network volume rose
7.9% and local broadcast advertising 5.5%.
Advertising volume for various
portions of the medium during the
first half of the current year were
as follows:
National networks
$28,181,976
Regional networks
644,473
National non-network .... 11,527,860
Local
10,447,870
Total
$50,802,179
In the field of non-network advertising local station volume continued to show the greatest rate
of increase, exceeding the 1935
level by 34.5%. Clear channel and
high powered regional station volume increased 16% and regional
station non - network advertising
rose 21.6%. Non-network volume
in the South and Mid-West continued to show the greatest gains
over the preceding year.
The outstanding development in
the rendition field was the marked
strength shown by electrical transcriptions during the period under
review. Total transcription business
registered an increase of 50.4%
over the corresponding months of
1935. National transcription volume gained 52.3% while local volume rose 41.8%. Local volume has
made a consistently strong showing since the development of transcription libraries.
In spite of the increase in the
transcription business, live talent
programs continued to feature
strongly. National live talent volume continued its upward trend
and showed a gain of 37.2% over
the corresponding period of last
year. Local live talent business
increased 8.3%.
Of particular interest was the
decline in announcement volume,
when contrasted to the development of sponsored program business. In the national field announcements declined 11.2% as
against the first half cf 1935, while
in the local field a decrease of
Page
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Is Shown

and National

RADIO advertising volume continued its march to higher levels during the first six months of the current year, according to statistics
compiled for the NAB by Dr. Herman S. Hettinger, of the Wharton
School of Finance and Commerce
of the University of Pennsylvania.
Total gross time sales of the medium during the period exceeded
those of the first half of 1935 by
12.7% and amounted to $50,802,179.
Radio continued to lead the major media in rate of increase, national magazine volume during the
same period having gained but
10% and newspaper lineage 8.3%.
Only national farm paper advertising surpassed radio in relative
rate of growth, increasing 25.3%
over the corresponding period of
the preceding year.

Half

for

Time

of $51,802,179

Recorded

Is

12?%

of

Year

for Six Months;

Spot Lead

Field

5.8% occurred. This tendency has
been a consistent one throughout
the entire six -month period and
seems to indicate a definite trend
toward programs as against mere
announcements.
Auto Volume Again Leads
THE outstanding development in
the field of radio advertising sponsorship was the strong showing of
the automotive industry. National network automotive advertising
during the first six months of the
current year exceeded the 1935
level by 28.6%.
The greatest gain in automotive
volume, however, occurred in the
innational spot field, where anced.
crease of 106% was experien
Local automotive advertising rose
47.3%.
Regional network and national

Disparities
On

Sale

of

in

and

NAB

Broadcast

PUZZLING disparities between the
1935 broadcast advertising figures
prepared by the U. S. Bureau of
the Census [Broadcasting, Aug. 1]
and by the National Association
of Broadcasters in its own industry survey are partially clarified in
an analysis made Aug. 6 by Dr.
Herman S. Hettinger, University of
Pennsylvania economist and NAB
research specialist who directs the
NAB monthly business index.
Compiled in response to numerous requests from within the industry, the Hettinger comparisons
bring out that the greatest discrepancy between the government
and industry figures occurs with
respect to local and national spot
business. NAB estimates were
$17,063,688 in 1935 for total national spot and $19,281,735 for local. The Census report of net
sales showed $13,805,200 for national spot and $26,974,676 for local. Dr. Hettinger claims the NAB
figures are closer to accuracy for
various reasons which he outlines.
Dr. Hettinger emphasized that
his reports are projected from
monthly figures on individual accounts received from a 40% samvolstationreport
industry's
thewhereas
ple ofume,
the Census
was based on annual figures. Moreover, he declared, annual station
estimates may tend to inflate the
local rather than the national figures. The unusual thing is that
the NAB estimates for non-network business were lower than the
census returns.
Figures Being Revised
THE Census Bureau's report, made
public July 21, is in the nature of
a "preliminary" report, it is emphasized, and is subject to revision
when the final figures are released,
probably within the next few
months. Further analysis may
tend to reconcile some of the present disparities. While the Census
total of approximately $86,500,000
for the industry may not be revised, it is entirely possible that
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spot gasoline and accessory advertising rose 47.3% and 34.4% respectively as compared to the
same period of last year. Regional
network drug volume gained 88.3%
and national spot business 21.1%.
As a result of national network
policies regarding drug advertising, volume in this field declined
29.1%. Local drug volume dropped
by 34.2% from the 1935 level.
offNational
network and regional
network beverage advertising rose
materially, as did food advertising
exon all portions of the medium
cept national networks, where a
2% decrease was experienced.
Marked gains occurred in national
and tobacco adverspot radiotising.set
Retail store advertising
gained 7.7%.
June advertising volume figures,
released at the same time as the
six months report, indicated that
1936 had succeeded in breaking the
summer slump to a greater extent
than any previous year. The decline in June from May levels during the current year was but 7.3%
as compared to 12.7% in 1935 and
to 21.6% in 1934. Trends in June
as those exsamemonth
the six
were largely
hibited for the
period
as a whole.

Census

Time

Data

Explained

the categorical breakdowns will be
subject to change.
Comparison of Totals
THE NAB statement follows in
full text:
"The gross time sales for the
medium in 1935, as given by the
NAB was $87,523,848. The gross
revenues, as given by the U. S.
Bureau of the Census, were $86,492,653.
"Actually, the correspondence
between the two figures is not as
great as this indicates, nor should
it be. The Census figure includes
$6,875,110 revenues from the sale
of talent and miscellaneous sources.
Deducting this figure leaves $79,617,543 as the revenue from theis
sale of time. The Census figure
therefore 9% lower than the NAB
figure.
"This lack of correspondence is
explainable by the fact that the
two sets of figures are collected on
a different base. The Census figures represent net sales. In this
instance, discounts arising out of
the length of the broadcast series
contracted for and similar promotional discounts are subtracted
from gross billings, though agency
commissions, considered a sales expense, are not deducted. The NAB
figures represent gross billings, i.e.,
all time sold billed at the one time
rate. Because of its simplicity,
this latter method has been the
customarv form of stating advertising volume by media.
"Available data make possible
a comparison of the NAB and the
Census estimates with regard to
national and regional advertisers.
"The NAB report of national and
regional network gross billines for
1935 showed a total of $51,178,425.
This figure was not the result of
sampling, but constituted a complete report of the networks in
question.
"The Census report for national
and regional network net time
sales for the same year was $39,737,867. Thus it was revealed that

BROADCASTING

there were discounts of 22.4% to
be deducted from gross billings of
networks before net sales were,
arrived at.
"Discounts in the national nonnetwork or national spot field arc
generally
to those
ble in thesimilar
network
field.applicaIt is!
probable that the shorter series oi
broadcasts utilized by the smaller
regional advertisers may redua
the average discount slightly. Assuming the existence of discounts
of between 20% and 22.4% in the
national non-network field, it isL
possible
to calculate estimatec
gross billings on the basis of th«
$13,805,200 volume of this type o:.
business reported by the Census
Such a calculation reveals estimat
ed gross billings of between $17,
256,000 and $17,802,000.
Both o
these figures are slightly higher
but extremely close to the reportei
figure of the NAB for 1935, tha
This seems to con
of $17,063,688.
firm once more both the genera
accuracy and the conservatism o
the NAB statistics.
National-Local Business
"THE most important discrepancy
between the two sets of figures i
with regard to the proportion o
total business represented by na
tional and regional non-networ
advertisers and local broadcast ad
vertisers. According to the NA1
estimates national non -networ
volume accounted for $17,063,68
in 1935 and local broadcast advei
tising for $19,281,735. These tw
figures are approximately equal.
"In the case of the Census r€
national non-net
net sales,
port ofvolume
work
is $13,805,200
(thi
has been reconciled to the NA!
estimates in the preceding pars
graphs), while local broadcast ac
vertising is given as $26,074,67(
"Two problems present then
this point.
selves at
ready
alluded
to, is The
the first,
discreta',
ancy in the two reports as to th
proportion of non-network busines
represented by national and loc£
advertisers. The second discret
ancy is the fact that the combine
national and local non-networ
net sales of the Census report ai
greater than the NAB gross bil
ings by $3,534,163.
Obtaining Accuracy
"TURNING to the first problen
that of the relative proportion c
national and regional business an
of local business comprising tt
non-network total for the mediun
It is probable in this instance tlu
the NAB figures are closer to tt
actual situation than are those (
the U. S. Census. This is true fc
the following reasons: The Censi
estimates are the result of the r<
ports of the various stations to tl
Bureau of the Census. The divisic
of business into national and r>
gional on the one hand and loa
on the other is certain to be s
extremely rough estimate on tl
part of the great majority of sts
tions. Studies leading to the d'
velopment of standard cost a
counting for radio stations, coi
ducted in 1934, indicated only tl
roughest separation of businei
along national and local lines I
stations.
"In addition, it is quite pro
able that station estimates tend 1
inflate the local rather than tl
national figure. Where nation
advertisers and local agencies cor
bine, and where such combined avertising is carried at the loc
(Continued on page i6)
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Democrats Buy Pre-Farm
Weekly; Goodyear Signs
RADIO divisions of the political
parties were marking time during
the last fortnight, still gearing
their organizations for the bigger
broadcasting campaigns to come
between now and the presidential
elections in November and apparently sitting tight until the speaking plans of their candidates are
more definitely formulated.
All sorts of fantastic stories and
rumors were going the rounds regarding the time-buying plans of
the parties, including one story
that Roosevelt and Landon may be
sponsored in network series by a
big automobile manufacturer — a
story that met instant denial at
Republican and Democratic headquarters. When these candidates
make political speeches, whether
on a scheduled or sporadic basis,
their time will be bought and paid
for only by their national committees.
Aside from the Democrats'
eleventh hour switch from the Mutual Network to CBS early in August for their Happy Days series,
and the Republicans' continued
sponsorship of the William Hard
periods on NBC-Blue network five
nights weekly under the new title
of News for Voters [Broadcasting, Aug. 1], political broadcasting activity on the part of the
major parties was relatively quiescent during the last two weeks.
Digest Poll Sponsor Sought
THE PARTY radio chieftains were
still planning to buy "one-time
shots" for their big guns for the
most part and, while considering
plans for widespread use of transcriptions and spots, had entered
into no definite contracts beyond
buying local time for G.O.P. Chairman Hamilton's current Western
speaking tour [Broadcasting,
Aug. 1]. The next big Democratic hookup is scheduled for
Aug. 19, 8:30-9 p. m. (EDST)
when, keyed from CKLW, DetroitWindsor, Chairman Farley is to
speak over 10 or more Mutual Network stations. The Democrats
have also reserved the 10:15-11:15
p. m. (EDST) on a 45-station
CBS network Aug. 21 for a proNew Deal symposium by four businessmen. This program will be
heard from 10:45-11:15 p. m.
(EDST) and was placed through
Loomis & Hall Inc., Miami agency.
NBC on Aug. 13 signed Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, to
sponsor the Literary Digest presidential poll on a nationwide Blue
network, tentatively scheduled to
start Sept. 2 and to be heard Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
7:15-7:30 p. m. (EDST). Arthur
Kudner Inc., New York, is the
agency.
The only other new orders for
time on the networks came through
from the Communist Party of
America which, taking advantage
of the "equal opportunity" clause
of the radio law, has budgeted itself for $60,000 worth of radio
time and has already purchased
the following periods: Aug. 28,
10:15-10:30 p. m. on NBC-Red;
Sept. 7, 10:15-10:30 p. m. on NBCPage
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Time

Youngest of All!
KNX, Hollywood, claims the
youngest regular announcer
in Jackie Kay, 2 % -year-old
daughter of Jack Kay, master of ceremonies of the
Breakfast Club. KNX puts
it this way:
headed,
dimpled "This
bit ofcurlypep

Campaigns

& Home Hour Period
Literary Digest Poll

Twice

Blue; Sept. 21, 10:45-11 n. m. on
NBC-Red; Oct. 2 and 9, 10:45-11
p. m. on NBC-Blue; Oct. 23 and 30,
10:45-11 p. m. on NBC-Red, and
Nov. 2, 10:45-11 p. m. on NBCBlue, all EST.
In addition, the New York district of the Communist Party on
Sept. 7 and Oct. 5, 12, 19, 26 will
use a special state hookup comprising WEAF, WGY, WBEN, WSYR,
WHAM. Candidates Browder and
Ford are now on a speaking tour
of 85 cities, where it is expected
time will be bought locally where
possible. Their talks are being recorded for later placement on local
stations. Alexander Thractenberg
is campaign manager and also
handles radio.
Unable to clear time on the Mutual Network and supplements,
which had a definite order for the
series starting Aug. 4, the Democrats on Aug. 5 shifted their
Happy Days series, heard thereafter on Tuesdays, 10:45-11 p. m.
(EDST), to a network of 45 CBS
stations, including the Don Lee
group. The account is scheduled to
run 13 weeks and was placed
through U. S. Advertising Corp.,
New York. Tentative plans now
are to buy 15 minutes additional
per week until the elections on a
hookup of MBS that will comprise
30 stations if time can be cleared
and an adequate lineup of stations
procured.
The Democrats, in addition, have
arranged with NBC to buy the
15-minute periods Tuesdays and
Thursdays, preceding the Farm &
Home Hour on the NBC-Blue network, to be handled by Mrs. Cur(Continued on page 51)

Transfer

of

puts real professional punch
behind her commercials, her
salesmanship stacks up with
the best of them and her enthusiasm is undeniable."
Princess

Pat

on

ABC;

New NBC Series Signed
PRINCESS PAT Ltd., Chicago
(cosmetics) this month is launching a spot series and new network
program. The spot campaign consisting of 18 half-hour transcriptions, started Aug. 14 on 17 Affiliated Broadcasting Co. stations and
is booked for 6:30-7 p. m. (CST).
Stations are KFIZ, WBOW, WCLO,
WCLS, WEOA, WHBF, WHBL,
WHBY, WIL, WKBB, WKBH,
WOMT, WRJN, WROK, WTAX,
WTRC, WWAE.
A new program replacing its
Tale of Today, which signs off a
special NBC network Aug. 23, will
be started Aug. 30, using the same
6:30-7 p. m. period. The network
consists of WEAF, NBC-Red key,
and a split Blue list of WMAL,
KDKA, WTAM, WMAQ, WGY.
New basic Red stations are to be
added as they become available, it
is understood. Talent for the new
program has not yet been selected.
McJunkin Adv. Co. is agency.
JIMMIE

WALLINGTON, radio announcer, and Betty Jane Cooper,
actress, were married Aug. 12 in
Grosse Pointe, Mich.

WILBUR STARK, formerly of
Friend-Weiner Adv. Co., New York,
on Aug. 13, joined the sales staff
of WMCA, New York.

KOMA

and

WACO

To
Hearst
Radio
Is Approved
creased to 10. Previously, the FCC
TRANSFER of the remaining
two stations of the four of the
had set the assignment applicaSouthwest Broadcasting System
tions, along with that of KTAT,
for a hearing presumably to have
group purchased by Hearst Radio
been held this fall.
Inc. last spring for approximately
$350,000 was approved Aug. 13 by
Sold in the Spring
the FCC Broadcast Division at a
special meeting. The sales approved were those of KOMA, Oklahoma City, for approximately
$75,000, and of WACO, Waco,
Tex., for $50,000.
On May 4 the Division had approved the sales of KTSA, San
Antonio regional, and KNOW,
Austin local, at $180,000 and
$50,000 respectively. The fifth station of the former Southwestowned group is KTAT, Fort
Worth, sold by Southwest to Raymond Buck, Fort Worth attorney,
subject to FCC approval. This
transfer likewise was approved at
the Aug. 13 meeting, the FCC reconsidering its former actions setting them for hearing, on its own
motion.
With approval of the additional
assignments to Hearst Radio, the
number of stations owned by the
newspaper
organization was in-
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ARRANGEMENTS
to sell the
Southwest - owned stations were
made last March by A. P. Barrett,
of Fort Worth, principal owner of
the stations, with Elliott Roosevelt, son of the President, at that
time vice president of Southwest
and later named vice president of
Hearst Radio with headquarters in
Fort Worth. Associated with Mr.
Roosevelt in these negotiations was
William P. Day, executive vice
president of Lambert & Feasley
Inc., New York advertising agency.
The two new stations which
Hearst acquires are CBS outlets.
KOMA operates on 1480 kc, a
high-power regional channel, with
5,000 watts. WACO is assigned to
the local channel of 1420 kc, with
100 watts. No announcement has
been made by Hearst Radio Inc.
regarding personnel, but it is assumed that these stations also will
BROADCASTING

&

P

Cancels

Gypsie;

After 12 Years on Aii
GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFK
TEA Co., New York (chain grocer
has notified NBC it will discon
tinue the A & P Gypsies on ai
NBC-Red network, Mondays 9-9:3'
p. m., after the Sept. 7 broadcast
The program is NBC's oldest corn
mercial, having come from WEA1
when the network was organize,
in 1936. It has always featureHarry Horlick's orchestra and ha
been on the air, either locally i
New York or on an NBC network
for 12 years. A & P is not ex
pected to cancel its Thursday nigh
CBS hour program with Kat
Smith, scheduled to get under wa;
Sept. 13, though it has been slash
ing its advertising considerabl;
during the last month due to th
recent Robinson - Patman Act o
Congress restricting chain stor
activities. Paris & Peart, Ne\
York, handles the A & P account
Gravy Master Extending
DRYDEN & PALMER Inc., Lon
Island City, N. Y. (Gravy Mas
ter), is extending its spot cam
paign throughout the East an
Midwest. Utilizing Yankee Net
work, WOR and other Eastern sta
tions during the last four month;
distribution and sale of Grav
Master, a gravy making prepara
tion, has been so marked that ra
dio is being contemplated in vari
ous other markets on a long-terr
basis. Women's
participate
periods are being particularly con
sidered. Recently E. K. North, ex
ecutive of Dryden & Palmer, wa
in
Chicago onlooking
women'A
programs
local over
stations.
time of this writing the Chicag
outlet had not yet been selectee
Gravy Master is a new produc
and is using A & P Stores as a
opening wedge for distributior
Samuel C. Croot Co., New Yor
City, is the agency.
Oyster Shell Spots
OYSTER SHELL PRODUCT,
Co., New York (poultry grit), i
selecting a list of about 20 station
for an announcement campaign i
the East and Midwest during th
autumn. Husband & Thomas Inc
New York, is agency.
be under the regional direction o
Mr. Roosevelt.
KTAT operates on 1240 kc. wit
1,000 watts and does not have
national network affiliation. Mi
Buck is counsel for American Aii
lines Inc., the head of which i,
E. L. Cord, owner of KFAC, Lo
Angeles.
The 10 stations now owned b
Hearst are WINS, New York
WCAE, Pittsburgh; WBAL, Balti
more; WISN, Milwaukee; KY^
San Francisco; KEHE, Los Ange
les, and the Southwest stationsKTSA, KNOW, KOMA, WACC
In addition however, there is no^
pending before the District of Cc
lumbia courts a suit brought b
Hearst Radio for special perfoi
mance of the contract under whic,
it had agreed to purchase WMAL
Washington, from the estate of th|
late M. A. Leese. The statfon nov
is operated under lease by NBC al
a Blue outlet. Hearst Radio agrees
to pay $285,000 for the station, bif
the heirs of the estate subsequent
ly refused to deliver.
• Broadcast
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Caldwell

Air

Noses

Counts

a Good

Idea

How

Many

Party Line' Disc Series
Listen -in on 'Monticello
By C. E. YOUNG
JUST about a year ago Dr. W. B.
FOR a little choice chit-chat about the f olkses, just turn
Caldwell Inc., Monticello, 111. (syrup of pepsin), a unit of Sterling
the dial gently so no one will know that you're overhearProducts, introduced its Monticello
Party Line on a group of Miding the traffic on Monticello' s party line. You'll probably
western stations via Columbia
yourself doing what counted thousands of others
find
Phonograph Co. transcriptions.
It was Sept. 20, to be exact, and
are doing — at least some of them have been counted.
was launched following the usual
summer layoff by a sponsor that
And that's why Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc. is really crashhad been satisfied to spend about
ing into radio in a big way this autumn and is tripling
12%% of its advertising appropriation for radio.
the list of stations for its popular transcription series.
This autumn the station schedule's going to be different. Not so
the program, however, for it has
captured thousands of faithful followers in its present area. Some of
the thousands have been counted,
so Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc. will
spend 75% of its appropriation for
radio this season, six times the ratio of not so many months ago.
The number of stations used during the fall and winter will triple
the present list.
And Do They Listen!
BUT boasts that the mail from
this transcription program exceeds,
in many cases, the response to
nearly every other program of any
sort, including live talent drama
and the most generally accepted
offerings of music, orchestral or
vocal, pale almost to insignificance
beside, for instance, the avalanche
of silver wedding presents sent to
Clem & Aggie Tuttle, two of the
characters, on the occasion of the
silver anniversary of their marriage, which was June 30. These
gifts adorn and surround a table
back of the desk of Maxwell R.
Hott, vice president and a chief
motive power of the Caldwell plant
at Monticello.
The mail has been in response
to occasional premium and sample
offers, aside from hundreds of voluntary letters received daily at the
plant. At the close of the first
six weeks of the broadcast, the

so firmly implanted the characters
and personalities of the members
of the cast in the minds of the listeners that the fan mail is addressed to them in the names that
they bear in the dramatized version of real life in the typical small
town of Monticello, which, by the
way, is a real Illinois town, having
a population of 2,000. Radio has
really put Monticello on the map.
In fact, the sponsors themselves
never use the real names of the
Chicago actors and actresses who
play the parts when they have occasion to mention them in the publicity concerning the program, nor
are real names used in personal
conversation about the show, either
in the plant or out of it. The
author has not felt the necessity
of mixing in any made-to-order
melodrama nor unduly to stress
comedy.

giveaway of samples totaled 57,750.
At the end of the first 18 weeks
the company was prepared for a
distribution of 80,000 samples as
the result of a three-day offer, but
actually disposed of 192,650 samples. Later in the series an offer
of flower seeds brought calls for
52,600 packets. This offer was
made the first time at the very
end of the show — even after the
closing commercial.
The quarter-hour program is
broadcast five mornings a week. It
has remained on the air throughout the summer, of course, for the
tory. time in its broadcasting hisfirst
Caldwell still uses the same type
of program with which it started.
It still uses the same morning
period. It still uses the same cast
of characters. Its continuities are
still being written by Sandra Michael, of Chicago, who wrote the first
episode.
WHAS, Louisville; WHO, Des
Moines; KVOO, Tulsa; WIBW, Topeka and WJJD, Chicago, are typical of the big list of stations it has
been using from the start and will
continue to use. Cramer-Krasselt
Co., Milwaukee, Wis., is the agency.
Country Gossip

Three times the sponsors have
conducted the simple "carton top"
tests to find out, direct from the
fans, just "how they're doin' " with
the program and report that the
results have shown bigger listening audiences each time, and in
many cases actually have set alltime records. As a result of only
three announcements for a cook
book giveaway, for instance, WHO,
Des Moines, reported receiving
34,217 letters.
The autumn episodes of Monticello Party Line are now being
transcribed in the Chicago studios
of Columbia Phonograph Co.

AS THE name suggests, the story
is a series of episodes which have
to do with the every day experiences and conversations on a typical rural party telephone line. The
author has made the story the
"Main Street" of the air and has
PREHISTORIC
WOW

CITY

REVEALED

Broadcasts From Ruins of Ancient

Habitation

Le Quatte
Standards

Defends
of Radio

Points to American Programs'
Superiority Over British
"RADIO copy censorship is just as
rigid as is that of the other forms
of advertising media. Having started with that idea, they need not
reform as was necessary with some
Le Quatte, president ol
of H.
the B.others."
the Advertising Club of Ne^
York, paid this tribute to radio ir
a recent interview over WNYC
New York, in which John Black
author and assistant editor oi
Textile World, questioned him or
broadcast advertising.
Asked by Mr. Black if he
thought the United States evei
would eliminate advertising fron
the air, as the British have done
Mr. Le Quatte replied with a defi
nite "No!" and invited listeners t(
make the cpmparison themselves
by
tuning that
in* British
H<
reminded
British programs.
pay a §2 an
nual set tax and stated that th<
American plan seems more sounc
to him.
Feature of Radio
HE SAID that the importan
thought in commercial progran
material is to keep in mind tha
the listener "wants a program an<
not a sales
talk."
Queried he
on sug
th
future
of radio
advertising,
gested that the medium is pri
marily "reminder" advertising am
that the trend will be "less though
of the manufacturer and more o
The effect of advertising oi
the listener."
prices,
said Mr. Le Qut-tte, is t
swell demand, which swells pro
duction, and that in turn reduce
cost of production. Besides, he re
minded, advertising speeds u;
turnover and produces lower sell
ing cost, the combined processe
resulting in savings to the con
sumer.

ely were
ed the Dr.
tentativ
estimat
age Be'o
talking.
where they
the city as from two to four thou
sand years. Following this Mi
May and Dr. Bell left this excavs
tion and made a short tour throug
some of the rest of the digging
Throughout the entire broadcas
Joe Herald, chief control enginee
for WOW, had to sit inside a seda
parked on the hilltop under
blazing sun with a temperature c
125 degrees — so hot it almost meH
ed the equipment.

And Reveals Mysteries of Indian Lore
WOW, Omaha, recently originated
lage worked day and night for
for NBC - Red network an educathree days bringing special wires
to the scene of the broadcast.
tional program from the site of a
Harry Burke, program manager
prehistoric buried city near Linof WOW, opened the program,
coln, Neb.
Dr. Earl H. Bell, director of the
speaking from the top of the hill
upon which the site was located.
University of Nebraska archeological survey, who had brought
He immediately turned the proto his -attention- evidences indicatover to director,
Foster May,
specialgramevent
who WOW's
gave a
ing the existence of unusually large

MONTICELLO CAST — On the
floor, Paul Parker and Jimmy Miller. Standing, left to right, Sarah
Peters; Clem Tuttle; Ken Griffin,
announcer; Aggie Tuttle; Laurie
Ellis, telephone operator; John
Wintergreen.
Page
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deposits of prehistoric Indian culture on the hills north of Lynch,
Neb., discovered it to be the
largest find of its kind in the history of the United States. Buried
beneath from three to 12 feet of
soil Dr. Bell discovered the broken
pottery, bone and other evidences
of a long dead civilization showing a city three miles long and a
half-mile wide.
Telephone men from a small vil-
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graphic description of the surrounding country and the find itself. Carrying the microphone on
a thousand foot extension cord,
Mr. May accompanied Dr. Bell
down the ladder into the diggings.
Seated at the bottom of the deepest excavation the two discussed
the details of the discovery, interspersing with comment on various
relics and artifacts which were actually sticking from the walls near
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LONG AGO— This was a city ar
Foster May (right), WOW sped,
events director, asks Dr. Earl 1
Bell, archeologist, about it.
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We're

Just

OLD

Nobody

seems

production

And

story, it seems to us, is always permissible ifit contains information that is

Going around being conservative, that's what
we do! Holding down our collective skirt and
our nose

Saying "Maybe"

when

at the ballyhoo

boys.

we ought to be shout-

ing: "You're darn right we CAN!"

Whisper-

ing: "A Mr. S. reports that his brief WOR
dramatic sketch increased sales 60% without

was

doubled

politan New York
?

and distribution grew

exceedingly well.'" Whispering this, and the
fact that there are 1,450,000 families in metro-

successful.

do you find us doing here at WOR

looking down

of

the aid of any other advertising, while plant

to be exactly reticent these

going to help other people become
Yet, what

Bunch

MAIDS/

davs, least of all we of the radio world.
a success

a

range

from

$6,000

alone with
down,

incomes

when

be shouting it from the housetops.

we

that

should

But being

old maids hasn't hurt us any. What we don't
shout, our customers will tell you. They are
up to their hips in the largest, most
most

compact

single market

they're using that market's
advantage. You might, too.

fruitful,

in the world and
pet station

to
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Radio
For

Is

Boom

Peet Succeeds Dyke
ROY W. PEET
has been named
to succeed Ken
Dyke, resigned,
as advertising

Credited
in

Sales

Of Record
Industry
Jump of 150% Is Attributed
Primarily to Broadcasts
A 150% gain in sales of phonograph records since 1933 is credited mainly to radio by executives
of the music merchandising business, according to announcement
by NBC. The boom in record sales
as a result of broadcasting comes
on the heels of a report July 27
by the National Piano Mfg. Assn.,
which convened in Chicago July
27, that radio deserved main credit for a 300% increase in piano
sales during the past year [see
Broadcasting Aug. 1].
Thus radio, once considered the
deadly enemy of the recording industry, now becomes its best friend
by being primarily responsible for
the upturn in sales, which have
been jumping upward at a good
rate since 1930.
It is pointed out by NBC that
radio has not only educated listeners to appreciate music but has
created in them a desire to participate to the extent of selecting:
their own programs and artists.
Advertising by Radio
RCA-Victor, one of the largest
makers of records, uses radio extensively to advertise discs. At
least a fourth of the commercial
continuity on the NBC-Blue Magic
Key of RCA program on 62 stations at 2 p. m. Sundays is devoted to record merchandise. The
program is sponsored jointlv by
RCA Victor and affiliated RCA
units. Besides, tieups are made by
featuring Victor record artists on
the Magic Key. Spot announcements also have been used by RCA
Victor.
Another tieup for Victor records
is capitalization of the Lucky
Strike cigarette Your Hit Parade
sweepstakes programs on NBC and
CBS, with their popular contests
for selection of popular songs each
week. A display hanger listing
Lucky Strike hit tunes in order oi
popularity is published each week.
Copies of the hanger are sent to
music shops, tobacco jobbers, retailers and even college frateimity
and sorority houses "to make the
public conscious of the fact that
if a musical number is a Lucky
Strike hit, it is also a Victor record hit."
Direct mail, newspapers and
magazines also are tied into Victor promotion but radio is given
major emphasis as "the one medium over which Victor recording
artists themselves can be heard,
and through which their own recorded selections may be duplicated and introduced to an ever-widening public."

New Ice Campaign
HURLY G. HURST has been appointed advertising director of the
National Ice Advertising Inc., Chicago, and will direct a cooperative
national advertising campaign in
the interest of natural ice refrigeration. Mr. Hurst has resigned as
president of City Ice Co., Kansas
City, to take over this new assignment. Radio is contemplated as
part of the fall advertising effort
which is again being handled by
Donahue & Coe Inc., New York.
Last season the ice group sponsored Parties at Pickfair on CaS.
Page
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manager of Col- PalmolivePeet gateCo.,
Jersey
City. Mr. Peet is
a grandson of
Robert Peet, one
Mr. Peet
of the three
brothers who founded the old Peet
Bros. Mfg. Co., Kansas City,
which merged with the Palmolive
Co. and then with Colgate to form
the present firm. He has been serving as assistant advertising manager for C-P-P under Mr. Dykes and
has been a member of the C-P-P
advertising department since 1927.
NBC Slogan Contest
A CONTEST for a permanent
NBC slogan was announced Aug.
4 by the Tenth Anniversary Committee. It is restricted to NBC
employes. A total of $300 is being
offered for five-word slogans typifying NBC service. First prize
will be $100, second $50, third
$25, fourth to eleventh $10 and
twelfth to twentieth $5. The contest closes Sept. 1. Each entrant
may submit a maximum of ten
slogans but can receive only one
prize. Three members of the Advertising Club of New York will
be judges.
Celovision Disc Plans
PARAMOUNT
PERMANENT
WAVE Co., San Francisco (Celovision permanent wave), has appointed Dake Adv. Agency Inc.,
that city, to direct its national advertising. Along with other media,
five-minute dramatic transcriptions, being cut by Titan Productions Inc., San Francisco, will be
placed on various Western stations
in a fall campaign, date of starting to be announced later. Fred W.
Rea is the account executive in
charge.

Five
Absolutely

Free!

AND still they come— those
Fll-give-you-if-you-give-mebut-no-cash -exchanged offers
that the broadcasting industry at large so often has resolved against. Newest "giveaway" offer
is one fromStudios,
Electric -Vox
Recording
Los Angeles, proposing that
stations carry its recording
of Warren Stokes' movie gossip transcription, Airing the
Movies, which costs stations
"nothing at all". Nothing,
of course, except that they
must carry a five-minute talk
on beauty and cosmetics also
once a week for an unnamed
advertiser. "That's all there
is to it," says the covering
letter.

Bidders

Seek

Station

HAVING recently acquired the
Duluth Herald and the Duluth
News-Tribune, J. E. Ridder, president of the Ridder Brothers, publishers of various newspapers, including the St. Paul Dispatch and
Pioneer Press, which own half of
WTCN, Minneapolis, has applied
through the Duluth Nevjs-Tribune
for a new 250-watt station in that
city to operate on 950 kc. The Duluth-Superior area is now served
by WEBC, and will shortly have
the 100-watt KFFK moved there
from Moorhead, Minn., under a recent FCC grant to the interests
headed by Dalton LeMasurier. The
Ridder brothers have an interest
in the St. Paul baseball club of
the American Association, and also
publish the New York Journal of
Commerce, St. Paul Daily News,
Aberdeen (S. D.) American &
News, Grand Forks (N. D.) Herald and New York Staats Zeitung
& Herald, German-language newspaper.

BROADCASTING BEACH BLOWOUT — When Mrs. Edythe Fern
Melrose, general manager of WJAY, Cleveland threw a beach party
at her summer home, practically all of Cleveland's radio executives
were there. Invited were members of the Cleveland Media Group, an
organization composed of newspaper, radio station, outdoor and car
card interests, for the purpose of mutual agreement on recognition of
local and sectional advertisers. In photograph (seated, foreground) are:
Mrs. Vernon Pribble, Mrs. Gene Carr, and Vernon Pribble, manager
WTAM; second row, Dorothy Tuttle, WJAY; Robert S. Stephan, radio
editor, Cleveland Plain Dealer; John Patt, general manager WGAR;
Harold Southard, Bunny Osborn, Mina Kahn, Dave Kahn, WJAY; Mrs.
Melrose; Walter Logan, WTAM; Mrs. Hal Metzger. Back row: Jimmie
Bettis, Mendel Jones, WJAY; Gene Carr, WGAR; Ray Perkins, radio
performer featured in Standard Oil of Ohio's Stars of the Great Lakes;
Florence Mary Griffin, Griffin Advertising Inc., Cleveland; Tom Lewis,
WTAM; Hal Metzger, WTAM, Mrs. John Patt, and Edgar Stern, Hartz
Mountain Products Co., New York, spot advertiser.
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NAB

Stations

Quit

Membership

Three Withdrawn

hy Shepard:
WSYR, WGST Also Leave
FIVE
stations
besides WCAU
Philadelphia, have resigned from!
the NAB since the annual convention last month, mainly because oj
dissatisfaction
with
policies oi
projects of the trade association
They are WNAC, Boston, WE AX
Providence and WICC, Bridgeport
three of the four stations ownec
by John Shepard 3d, Yankee Network president; WSYR, Syracuse
headed by Harry S. Wilder, anc
WGST, Atlanta, principally owned!
dent.
by Sam Pickard, CBS vice presi-'

The first NAB defection occurred j
at the Chicago convention wher
Isaac D. Levy withdrew WCAUi
from membership following hisl
speech attacking the administra-j
tion of James W. Baldwin, man-l
aging director. At that time heil
announced he would form another!
trade association, but to date noth4|
ing along that line has materialized.

Opposes Copyright Plan
MR. SHEPARD asserted Aug. !;
that he had withdrawn three of*
his four stations because he was
not in sympathy with the NAE |
Copyright Bureau project fostered
by Mr. Baldwin to create a supply i
of public domain and other music, j
and for several other reasons j
With one station — WAAB, Boston j
— remaining in the trade associa-;|
tion, he declared he still is a mem-!
ber of the trade association. Ha
emphasized that he was in no way;
fostering any anti-NAB movement
and that he was not interested ir!
the slightest degree in any plan oi i
Mr. Levy to create another trade!
association.

similar view
was tak-.l j
en A bylai'gely
Mr. Wilder,
in submitting
the resignation of WSYR. He saic
he could not go along with NAE
policies and particularly dislikec
the "network baiting". He declarec
also that he had no intention oi!
joining any second association sue?
as that outlined by Mr. Levy.
Since the Chicago convention, ai
which time the NAB membershir
stood at 407, two new station;
have enrolled in trade associatior
ranks. They are WSGN, Birming
ham, a former member, anc
KGFW, Kearney, Neb. The presem
membership, taking into aecoun
the five resignations since the convention, totals 404.

Won't Sponsor Football
AGAIN announcing its policy oJ;
broadcasting collegiate footbal
games without commercial sponsorship, WGN, Chicago, announcec
Aug. 6 that it has completed &
schedule featuring Midwesterr
games for Saturday afternoon;
from Oct. 3 to Dec. 5. Manage)
Quin Ryan will again be at the
microphone, with Carl Meyers handling technical details of all remotes, most of the games being carried from outside Chicago. Some cm
the WGN football broadcasts wi|
be fed to Mutual Network. WGK
will
ern, carry
Illinois,games
Notre from
Dame,Northwest*
Chicago
Ohio
State
and
Southern
Califor-j
nia stadiums.
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Ready

Hearings

and Local Groups

at Allocation

DESPITE assurances from the
FCC that only evolutionary changes
are contemplated and that no
widespread reallocation is in view,
battle lines are forming for the
Oct. fore
5 the
"reallocation
hearings"
beFCC Broadcast
Division.
Clear channel, reeional and local
groups and possibly a fourth group
comprising certain regional stations will be represented.
Superpower of 500,000 watts, as
fostered by the clear - channel
group, along with duplication on
clear channels, appear to be the
main issues. Both the clear-channel groups and one of the regional
groups already have been organized through retention of counsel
and engineers, while the local
grouu, represented by National
Independent Broadcasters, as
Broadcasting went to press, still
was considering counsel and engineering advisors.
Regional Organization
THE National Association of Regional Broadcasting Stations,
formed to present the case of regional stations at the Oct. 5 hearings, completed its preliminary
organization at a meeting in New
York on Aug. 7. It announced the
appointment of Paul D. P. Spearman, former FCC general counsel,
as its chief legal counsel and of
Dr. Greenleaf Whittier Pickard,
consulting engineer of Boston, as
chief engineering advisor.
John Shepard 3d, president of
the Yankee Network, and chairman of the new regional group,
announced the purposes of the organization in a formal statement,
setting forth that it favored 5,000watt night operation on regional
channels; is opposed to 500,000watt clear-channel stations; and
favors duplication on clear channels on the theory that the exclusive use of a clear channel by a
single station "is an economic
waste of potential radio facilities
in a large number of cases."
The executive committee of the
regional group also filed with the
FCC a petition asking 5,000 watts
at night, and retention of the
status quo insofar as regional assignments are concerned until
after the new policy is decided
upon. The petition asks that no
new stations be licensed on regional frequencies and that no
local stations be assigned on them
until after the hearing.
Although the Shepard organization declared its membership is
open to any station operating on a
regional frequency, it was contended by W. C. Alcorn, vice president and general manager of
WBNX, New York, that the organization is discriminating against
regional stations on the higher frequencies. Mi-. Alcorn on Aug.
sent a letter to all regional sta-4
tions in the band 1220 to 1450 kc,
setting forth this alleged discrimination and advocating that such
stations provide for their "individual representation" at the hearings if their channels and investments are to be protected.
Mr. Shepard had declared that
Page

Getting

Plan

Discussion

it was not the intention of his
group to advocate 5,000 watts on
certain designated channels only.
It developed that Mr. Alcorn
haA been invited to attend the
Aug. 7 meeting of executive committeebutof that
Mr. Shepard's
zation
he did not organisee fit
to do eral
so invitation
in the absence
of a "gento all other
radio
stations".
Shepard
informed
Mr. Alcorn Mr.
he did
not invite
all
stations to the meeting since it
would have been impossible to
effect an organization with several
hundred present. As a result Mr.
Alcorn made known his intention
of proceeding with his plan to
have the higher frequency regional
stations represented separately.
Clear-Channel Plans
THE clear-channel group, which
has had an organization active for
more than a year, already has retained Louis G. Caldwell, Washington radio attorney and the first
Radio Commission's general counsel, as its attorney, with the engineering firm of McNary & Chambers as its engineers. The main
proposal of this group will be the
retention of clear channels for exclusive high-power station operation and opposition to any EastWest coast duplication on them,
as fostered by the main regional
group. The clear-channel stations
also will favor a proposal whereby
the minimum power on clear channels will be such as to permit
500,000-watt operation. Presumably they will propose that the
present maximum power of 50,000
watts be made the minimum
power.
There are now pending 12 applications for authority to use 500,000
watts power — equal to that of
WLW. Hearings on these applications, however, will be held after
the Oct. 5 hearings at a date yet
to be set. The applicants are
WHO, WHAS, WSM, KFI, WJR,
WOR, KNX, WJZ, KDKA, WOAI,
WGN and WLW, the latter seeking regular authority in lieu of
its present experimental authority.
Other applications, mainly from
the network key stations in New
York and Chicago, are contemplated.
Working with the clear-channel
group, in addition to McNary &
Chambers, is a technical committee comprising John H. DeWitt,
chief engineer of WSM, Carl J.
Meyers, chief engineer of WGN.
and R. James Rockwell, WLW
technical supervisor.
Who the local stations will retain has not yet been determined.
Edward A. Allen, president of
NIB, and owner of WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., is supervising the plans
for representation at the hearings.
Many local stations are known to
be opposed to super-power operation on the ground that it will
tend to undermine their business.
It appears certain, too, that the
locals will foster a horizontal increase in their night power perhaps to 250 or 500 watts.
In its formal announcement the
Shepard regional group said the
purpose of the Association is to
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Toy Engine for NBC Transmitter
A MINIATURE broadcasting station on wheels is mobile unit No.
3, latest addition to technical
equipment of NBC in San Francisco. Testing it out are (left to
right), Don Thompson, special
events producer, Archie Presby,
announcer, and George Greaves,
field supervisor. Eighteen inductor type microphones can be carried in the unit, and the equipment
includes a 15-watt high-frequency
transmitter, a new type of amplifier recently designed by NBC engineers, and a nickel-plated telescopic antenna, capable of being
extended to meet the requirements
of the frequency used. The transmitter will be operated on a small
gasoline power engine instead of
batteries, thus obviating the necessity of carrying heavy batteries
requiring frequent recharge. A
one-half horse power engine, small
enough to classify as a toy, will
supply sufficient power to operate
the transmitter.
make a thorough study of the
problems confronting the Commission so far as they may affect
regional broadcast stations, the
statement said:
"The Association is convinced
from information which it already
has and from facts which are common knowledge that a large number of regional broadcast stations
can and should be authorized to
operate with 5 kw. or more power
at night. Additional authentic
data will be assembled and all of
this information will be made
available to the Commission at the
Oct. 5 hearing. The owners of regional stations are convinced that
the exclusive use of a clear channel by a single station is an economic waste of potential radio facilities in a large number of cases.
Studies have been and will continue to be made to show the facts
with respect to the exclusive use
of a clear channel by a single
radio station to the end that the
Commission may be acquainted
with all these facts and make the
necessary changes in its rules and
regulations so that such economic
waste may be avoided in the fuStudies will be conducted, engineering data gathered and evidence presented at the hearings,
added the announcement, "to show
ture."would result from the operawhat
tion of stations with 500 kw.
power". Other studies, it said, will
include the selectivity of existing
radio receivers and the selectivity
of those being manufactured with
the view to assisting the FCC in
revising its separation tables. The
general purpose of the organization will be to secure as much information and data as possible for
use by the FCC upon consideration of changes in regulations
which are to govern the future
licensing and operation of stations.
The executive committee of the
BROADCASTING

organization comprises Mr. Shepard, Edgar L. Bill, WMBD, Peoria; Walter J. Damm, WTMJ,
Milwaukee; John J. Gillin Jr.,
WOW, Omaha; Herbert L. Pette\%
WHN, New York; Hoyt Weoten,
WREC, Memphis, and W. J.
Scripps, WWJ, Detroit. In addition there are five regional chairmen, one for each of the five radio
zones. They are: 1st zone, J.
Thomas Lyons, WCAO, Baltimore;
2nd zone, J. H. Ryan, WSPD,
Toledo; 3d zone, Henry W. Slavick,
WMC, Memphis; 4th zone, Dean
Fitzer, WDAF, Kansas City; 5th
zone, Harry Maizlish, KFWB, Los
Angeles.
Declaring that many questions
had been conveyed to the executive
committee concerning its functions,
the announcement categorically answered them. It said the organization will in no way conflict with
the NAB or attempt to "pull
away" from it; that its present
purpose surrounds the Oct. 5 hearing, since the NAB per se will
not participate in the hearings;
that the money collected (four
times highest quarter-hour rate)
is not considered annual dues, but
will be used to cover the cost of
the Oct. 5 hearing, with any remaining funds following the hearings to be proportionately returned
to subscribers "unless at that time
it is the general feeling of all
members that the organization
shall be maintained and continue
for some specific reason or reasons affecting regional stations
which are not now or may not at
the time be within the province
of the Group
NAB." Representation
TO THE question whether it was
the intention of the organization
to advocate 5,000 watts only on
certain designated channels, the
announcement said "positively
not", but that the aims are to improve radio through the improvement of the facilities of regional
stations and an analysis of the
possibilities of increased nighttime power for those stations.
In further response to questions,
the executive committee said that
if stations were to attempt to appear at the hearings individually
it would cost them as much individually as it is going to cost them
as a group. The weight of the cooperative movement, moreover, it
said, would make the presentation
more impressive.
"Some presentation on behalf of
regional stations must be made because it is known definitely that
clear channels will make a presentation in favor of 500 kw. Undei
the law, if no one else makes any
presentation and the Commissior.
decides on 500 kw. there is little
recourse except individual opposition to the several applications
In such a case, economic affect
based on past experience, will have
little value.
"If as a result of this cooperative moment, the Commission were
to find it advisable to make nc
changes
whatsoever,
then it
thewoulc
stations that
had supported
at least have retained what thej
have now; however, if no sucl
cooperative appearance is made
it is conceivable that because o:
the varied activities and infiu
ences
much might
be lost."
Answering
the charge
that th<
organization was limited to re
(Continued on page 40)
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Since
the
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finest of sports,

WNBR.

Since

news

its inception,

directorship and won
sands of Memphians.

1
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listeners
and

of Memphis

have
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it has
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of admiration
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with thou-

Today WNBR is under the banner of The Commercial
and with expansion plans well under way WNBR is on

WMC

Appeal

★ ★Operating Power 5,000
Watts Days; 1,000 Watts Nights.
780 Kilocycles. 6:45 A. M. to 12
Midnight. Studios, Hotel Gayoso, Memphis, Tennessee.

the road

WN

features and support of The
Greatest Newspaper.

to even

greater

popularity.

In Memphis

proper

and

the adjacent territory, listeners and advertisers are now enjoying a finer than ever service. All programs and advertising
time over

BR

★ ★Operating Power 1,000
Watts Day; 500 Night. 1430
Kilocycles. 7 A. M. to 11 P. M.
— regional channel. Studios,
Hotel DeVoy, Memphis, Tennessee.

WNBR
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Promotion

Gasoline Dealers Have a Word — A Clip From KMOX —
Infant Promoters — Fox Furs — Selling Salmon
TAPPING the opinion of gasoline
dealers in Syracuse, WSYR, that
city, learned that radio is overwhelmingly preferred by them as
an advertising medium for petroleum products, the preference
exceeding all other media combined.
Response to three questions presented to dealers, who did not
know who was making the survey,
follows :
1. Which one of the following
advertising media have you
found best in selling gas and oil
advertised? — Radio 58%; Medium B 29%; Medium C 8%;
Medium D 5%.
2. Which one of these four
kinds of advertising do your
customers talk about most when
buying the gas and oil advertised?—Radio 61%; Medium B
15%; Medium C 7%; Medium
D 2%; no medium 15%.
3. Which one of the folloiving
methods would you use if YOU
were planning an advertising
campaign on gas? — Radio 66%;
Medium B 28%; Medium C 3%;
Medium D 3%.
A hundred questionnaires were
distributed proportionately among
Shell, Richfield, Esso, Gulf, Purol,
Tydol, Socony, Atlantic, Texaco,
Sunoco, Cities Service, Amoco and
Sinclair dealers, each of these
companies using radio in some
form. The study covered 48.3% of
the filling stations in Syracuse, a
city in which most of the stations
are independently owned. Survey
distribution was 72% to owners or
managers; 15% assistant managers; 13% attendants. Of the stations covered 62% were independent, 26% leased from gasoline
dealers and 12% operated by gasoline companies.
Dealers were not influenced in
any way nor did they know who
was making the survey. Bias and
suggestion were eliminated from
the questionnaires and from the interviews. Syracuse is not a cutprice gasoline market. Over 96% of
the homes in the city are radio
equipped. Half of the dealers had
sets in their stations and 7.32
hours was the average time per
day the radios were in use.
* * sic
WOAI, San Antonio, set up remote equipment at the ouening of
a new chain grocery store and at
the debut of a new dairy plant,
with civic, business and public
leaders taking part. N e v e 1 o w
Brothers, chain tire store, promoted
a "bring home the bacon" sale,
giving a pound of bacon with
every purchase. Announcements
were used on WOAI. All about
news broadcasts can be learned
from Newcasts, 28-page promotion
piece published by the station.
❖ * *
ED SIMS, commercial manager of
WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Fla., already has landed two new local
accounts as a result of a series of
broadcasts titled Your Advertising Counsellor, which he recently
started. Mr. Sims points out merchandising and advertising trend?
and suggests types of programs
suited to certain typec of business.
Page
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THE Junior American Legion
baseball finals for the Southeast,
to be played at Charlotte, N. C,
on Robbie's field Aug. 19-22 will
be broadcast on WBT, under sponsorship of General Mills Inc. for
Wheaties. General Mills is sponsoring the series more as a program for boys than as a baseball
series. As a merchandising feature, any boy or girl under 17
years of age can see the first two
games free by presenting two
Wheatie box tops at the gate.
General Mills is publicizing the
all-southern finals in placing window strips and posters in every
store in North and South Carolina.
;J: ;Je s£
OPEN a novel cardboard folder
sent out by KMOX, St. Louis, and
a photograph of the interior of a
movie theatre appears. In the center of the stage is inserted a
clip telling about a KMOX program. The promotion piece tells
about the "trailer" service of
adver"trailer" for
KMOX, bytisementswhich
of two sponsors
two
weeks are shown at every performance of the 26 theatres operated
by the St. Louis Amusement Co.
Some 250,000 persons see the program-reminders every week, it is
pointed out. 9$E % %
BOY and girl announcers deliver
the spot announcements of Junge
Baking Co., Joplin, Mo., on
WMBH. One boy and one girl are
used for a week, each reading one
announcement a day featuring the
Young With Junge's."
slogan
Behind "Stay
the idea are three purposes: Suggest youth-giving vitality in Junge products ; show youthful spirit of Junge organization;
' of the name
make pronunciation
M
i
"Junge" evident to everyone.
Junior announcers are introduced by
regular WMBH announcers and
continuity is written from an
adolescent viewpoint.
THE EMPORIUM in San Fran-

i *£sv csi
WATCH YOUR NEWSPAPER
LISTEN TO THE ESSO REPORTER
RADIO NEWSCASTS
Th*yHewWKI IsTallGarYew
PICTURE NO 3 AND STOlr
3 Pe«t* PKMt* In Thh) Spot*

WATCH YOUR NEWSPAPER
USTEN RADIO
TO THENEWSCASTS
ESSO REPORTER
Tk*y Will Tall Tou
PICTURE
NO. IIn ANDTnh> Span
STORY
Poll*
Picture
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cisco, one of the largest department stores in the West, to advertise its anniversary sale, staged a
series of twice daily quarter hour
Inquiring Radio Reporter broadcasts on KJBS, that city, for four
days,
July 27.
Dean Maddox, asstarting
the Inquiring
Reporter,
with
a portable transmitter strapped to
his back, wandered through the
store questioning bargain-hunters
on current topics, facts about the
Emporium, current bargains and
other subjects of general interest.
It is said that this was the first
time such a broadcast had ever
been used by a Pacific Coast department store for promotional
%l %l %
work.
TO ANNOUNCE the new 5,000watt transmitter of KLZ, Denver,
to its listening area and to promote interest in the dedicatory
program featuring the opening of
new studios and the inauguration
of the transmitter, J. I. Meyerson,
KLZ general manager, used 24,000
lines of paid advertising space in
newspapers throughout its service
range. The list of 121 newspapers
carrying the ads, which included
all dailies published on the Eastern slope in Colorado outside of
Denver, 102 weekly newspapers
and the Denver Rocky Mountain
News is believed by Mr. Meyerson
to be the first time a station has
ever featured paid promotion of
such magnitude.
%
&
I. J. FOX, Boston branch, broadcasting on WEEI, Boston, treats
the studio audience to fashion parades after the program is over,
with Priscilla Fortescue, WEEI
fashion editor, staging the parade.
The store remains open until 10:30
the evening of the broadcasts. Instead of giving away tickets, the
sponsor merely announces on the
program and in the press that
everyone is invited to participate
by calling at the store.
sfc sfc sjs
LEOPOLD MORSE Co., Boston
(clothiers) is giving a pair of
$5.50 shoes to the baseball fan who
guesses the winners and subsequent scores of the Boston Bees
and Boston Red Sox games played
on Saturdays. The store is broadcasting on WHDH, Boston.
YOU MAY WIN
ONI OP
4 FREE UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIPS
WORTH »2, 000.00
OR ONI OP EACH
124 OTHER BIG CASH PRIZES
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My Titles for These3.
Pictures arei.
I KNOW ESSOLENE GIVES GREATER MILEAGE BECAUSE . .

READ IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS AND RULES ON PAGE 4
READ THIS STORY • UNDERLINED WORDS AND PHRASES ARE SAMPLE
TITLES TO HELP YOU • DO NOT USE THESE TITLES • BE ORIGINAL

r-p.li
WATCH YOUR NEWSPAPER AND LISTEN TO THE ESSO REPORTER RADIO NEWSCASTS
EOR ANNOUNCEMENT
Of EACH NEW PICTURE
AND STORY AND HOW TO GIT THEM
Name the Picture for Esso and Win a Prize
USING pictures of infants in humorous settings, Standard Oil Co. is
offering 128 prizes to persons writing the winning titles. Instructions
are given on the Esso Reporter programs being broadcast on a large
number of Eastern stations through Marschalk & Pratt Inc., New York.
Prizes consist of four university scholarships valued at $2,000 each, or
cash awards if preferred, and 124 other cash prizes. Promotion in
printed media and posters is also being used by Standard.
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1 band
s t a ,t i has]
o ni
Kansas City r,
0 kc. "high- 1
operating on 1500-1600
fidelity"
turned theexperimental
tables on national ad
vertisers and agencies by sending
out its own questionnaire. Prospective advertisers and agencies
were
asked
if and when they
planned to use radio advertising in
the Kansas City territory, wha
further information they desire
about W9XBY, if they were par
ticularly interested in studio pro
grams, spot announcements, tran
scribed programs
or transcribe
announcements.
Accounts were
also requested to give the names
and addresses
of branch office
they wished to be placed on th
station's mailing list
W9XBY reminded these accounts
that such information would en
able them to send the exact infor
mation desired and according tc
the number of cards mailed to th«
station both advertisers and agencies were glad for this opportunity
to express themselves. Informatior
compiled from the returns has
produced a great deal of valuabk
pointers to W9XBY as a guide ir
presenting available programs anc
periods to prospective advertisers

W9XBY,

HALE BROS, stores, San Fran
cisco, San Jose and Sacramenti
and Whitthorne & Swan, Oakland
are sponsoring The Girl Win
Knows Hollywood on NBC - KGO
using a weekly quarter, 11-11:1!
Sunday mornings. Late flash new:
is obtained from MGM studios
Hollywood designers supply style
and a registered label indicate
"authentic film fashioning" in furs
Frank Wright & Associates, Sai
Francisco, has the Hale Bros, ac
count and produces the programs
iJC Sfi iji
HENRY AIMES ABOT, he an
twice weekly in travel talks fron
San Francisco during the NB(
Golden State Menu Flashes, unde
sponsorship of Golden State Cc
Ltd. (dairy products), has turne
author, having written a book en
titled Eating My Way Throug.
Italy. It's a combination of trave
tales and foreign recipes and i
volume one in a series Eating M
Way Around the World. Golde
State Co. Ltd., has published th
lustrated.
32-page book, which is highly i'

A SPECIAL edition of the hous
organ On the Level was publishe
early in August by KWKH an
KTBS, Shreveport, La., to promot
opening of new studios occupyin
an entire floor in the Commerci;
National Bank Bldg. A joint ded
catory program was broadcast f
the opening of the new quarters.
^
SKINNER & EDDY Corp., Sea ;j
tie (Peter Pan canned salmon
has sent to all its brokers a coi
tinuity used on the Home Foru
of WRC, Washington, by Mai
Mason, director of the prograr
Brokers were advised to read tl
continuity to acquaint themselvi
with vital questions of the salmc
business. Miss Mason had use
material from advance copies c
the June publication of Associated
Salmon Packers.
i): :j:
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., Nefl
York, broadcasting on NBC, rjJ
cently offered a heavy silverplatej :
ladle with each purchase of a 2n
or 50c tube of Phillips magnesr.;
toothpaste.
• Broadcast
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NOT ONLY
will Johnnetwork
Shepard'sin
second
new regional
New England, to be known as the
Colonial Network, become an outlet of the Mutual Broadcasting
System when it gets under way
Sept. 27, but it will also be linked
with the newly reorganized New
York State Broadcasting System
of six stations and on occasions
will feed and be fed from WHN,
New York independent owned by
the Loew theatrical interests.
This was revealed Aug. 10 by
Mr. Shepard in amplifying the first
exclusive announcement in the
Aug. 1 Broadcasting of his new
network realignment plans resulting from the Sept. 27 shifting of
the network affiliations in Boston
of WNAC (Shepard-owned station
which joins NBC-Red) and WEEI
(which joins CBS under a management lease arrangement).
In addition to the new 13-station
Yankee
Mr. Shepard's
plans forNetwork,
the Colonial
Network
involve using WAAB, his second
Boston outlet, as the key station
feeding sponsored and sustaining
programs to the following New
England stations: WTHT, Hartford; WATR, Waterbury; WLLH,
Lowell; WLBZ, Bangor; WFEA,
Manchester; WNBH, New Bedford;
WSAR, Fall River, and the new
WSPR, Springfield. WTHT, new
local station owned by the Hartford Times, went on the air Aug.
12, and, despite earl:er plans, will
not join the Inter-City Group but
will affiliate with Colonial and
through Colonial with Mutual.
WTHT started with Mutual sustainings pending the start of Colonial; its dedication was featured
by addresses by U. S. Senators
Lonergan and Malonev, Gov. Cross
and civic leaders. Its directing
head is Cedric W. Foster.
Mr. Shepard stated that, in addition to the foregoing stations,
his other two stations — WEAN,
Providence, and WICC, Bridgeport,
both of which on Jan. 1, 1937, join
the NBC - Blue network — will on
occasions be linked with Colonial
when time is available. Edward
Petry & Co., he added, will represent both the new Yankee Network
and the Colonial Network in the
national field.
Regional Nets Overlap

WOAI
50,000 WATTS >• CLEARED CHANNEL
1190 KILOCYCLES

Represented nationally by Edward Petry & Co.
Affiliate » National Broadcasting Company
Member* Texas Quality Network
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THUS Mr. Shepard's two networks
overlap to some extent, for the
lineup of the new Yankee Network
[see Aug. 1 Broadcasting for further details] will be as follows:
WNAC, Boston; WEAN, Providence; WICC, Bridgeport; WMAS,
Springfield; WFEA. Manchester;
WTIC, Hartford; WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WLBZ. Bangor; WNBH. New Bedford; WSAR,
Fall River; WLLH, Lowell; WATR,
Waterbury.
Some of these stations have
other network affiliations which
preclude their taking Mutual programs via Colonial, but all of the
independents in the Yankee Network will become part of Colonial
and will get programs (1) through
Colonial for regional sponsors; (2)
through Mutual; (3) through hook-

BROADCASTING

"Holer-in-One"
DELL SHARBUTT, CBS
announcer in New York,
joined the ranks of the
Holers-in-One when he negotiated the 165 -yard, 17th
hole at the Hillcrest (Long
Island) Country Club with
a single stroke. The ball
dropped into the cup on the
fly, never touching the
ground in flight.
ups with the New York State
Broadcasting System [Broadcasting, Aug. 1] comprising WINS,
New York; WABY, Albany; WIBX,
Utica; WMBO, Auburn; WSAY,
Rochester, and WBNY, Buffalo,
and (4) through hookups with
WHN, New York, which has a
wire connection with Shepard headquarters in Boston.
While representing the two regional networks nationally, Edward Petry & Co. will also continue to represent WNAC, WAAB,
WEAN and WICC (the Shepardowned stations) individually in the
national field. Mr. Shepard announced that he had reappointed
the Petry organization as exclusive representatives for these stations and for the Yankee Network
for another five-year period on a
non-cancellable basis.
Oral Argument Expected
In WOL
Power Increase
LIKELIHOOD that the FCC
Broadcast Division, in spite of a
dispute over the expiration of time
in which requests should have been
filed, will grant oral arguments to
the half - dozen parties protesting
thorizingitsWOL,
Washington,
be "
against
decision
last monthto aucome a regional station, was seen
in official circles. Although the ruling may not be forthcoming until
next month, it is felt the Division
would prefer to avoid denying the
oral arguments upon a technicality, and will set a date in Septeniber or October for them, in the
meanwhile setting aside its favor
able grant.,
On July 22 the Division reversec
the recommendation of Examine!
M. H. Dalberg and granted the ap
lication of WOL for a shift in fre
quency from 1310 kc. with 10(
watts to 1230 kc. with 1,000 watts
That same day WCAE, Pittsburgh
WFBM, Indianapolis, WRC am
WMAL, Washington, Continenta
Radio Co., (Scripps-Howard News
papers subsidiary) and Senator C
C. Dill, all applicants or intereste'
in the WOL applications for inter
ference or economic reasons, file<
oral argument requests. They ri'i
so on the ground that the FC(
acted prematurely and that tfol
five-day period in which such re
quests are in order did not expir*
until the close of business July 22
WOL is expected to become :|
Mutual Broadcasting System out,
let even if it does not get its powe
increase. There are pending a half
dozen applications involving neA
station facilities in Washingtor
and litigation has been indicatec
ARTHUR GARBETT, NBC west
ern director of educational broad
casts in San Francisco, has create
a new system of teaching musi
composition, harmony and countei
point which will be introduced an
used in the Oakland, Cal., school:
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'y^ITH the acquisition of WOWO
and WGL, Fort Wayne,
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millions of listeners, at home
grams of Westinghouse
W1XK,
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and abroad, who
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any STATE
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—
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Texas.*
•Source: 1933 U. S. Dept. Commerce
Report on Retail Sales.
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Purchasing
Power

Here

are Major

Markets

with unusu-

ally high per capita purchasing power
worthy of your complete coverage by
radio

KFBK

KMJ

Sacramento

Only
can

through these McClatchy Radio Stations

adequately
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Representatives:
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldgr.
LOS ANGELES

JOSEPH McGILLVRA
485 Madison Ave.,
NEW YORK
919 N. Michigan Ave.,
CHICAGO

area

1358 Russ Building
SAN FRANCISCO

Stations

APPOINTMENT
of E.ialKatz
SpecAdvertising
Agency
as nativestional
for WOWO,
representaFort Wayne, Ind.,
was announced
Aug. ter10C. Evans,
by Walmanager of the
Mr. Evans
radio division of
Westinghouse E. & M. Co., which
on Aug. 1 took over operation of
the station along with WGL, Fort
Wayne 100-watter.
The 10,000-watt clear channel
station, purchased by Westinghouse at a cost in excess of $300,000 along with WGL, is under Mr.
Evans' general management, with
W. W. Dorreli, formerly of the
Westinghouse headquarters staff
at Chicopee Falls, Mass., as manager. An application for change
in the name of the licensee of the
two stations from Main Auto
Raouse Aug.
Westingh
Co. to
Supply
dio Stations
Inc.,
was filed
12 with the FCC.

Equipment
To Improve THE
PRESENT
staff of the station, according to
Mr. Evans, will
be retained, but
the exactzationorganihas notj
mined. J. B.
yet been deterConly, of the

equipment
of WGL to will
be replaced. In addition
the signing
of the Katz organization as national representatives, WOWO has
contracted for the complete morning and evening leased wire reports of International News Service. The stations also have purchased the NBC Thesaurus transcription library.
Mr. Evans announced that or
Aug. 15, Dwight Myer, plant man
ager of KDKA, Pittsburgh, wil
be transferred to Boston as plan
manager of WBZ, and J. E. Bau
dino, WBZ, plant manager will g<
to Pittsburgh in the same capacity
The move, he said, is in accorc
with the Westinghouse policy o:
rotating supervisory personnel. Mr
Myer has been with Westinghousf
since 1922 and Mr. Baudino joinec
the company in 1927.

Bakersfield

this great

Plans to

general department
accountof Westinghouse at ingEast
Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed
office manager. The station will
continue as a CBS outlet.
Studios of WOWO will be remodeled and modernized while the

KERN

Stockton

Making

Ft. Wayne

Mr. Dorreli

Fresno

KWG

WGL

Reorganized

Westinghouse

Sales!

and

1038 Exchange Bldg.
SEATTLE

Ralston

to Return

RALSTON - PURINA Co., St
Louis (cereal), will return to th
McClatchy

Broadcasting

SACRAMENTO,
McClatchy
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Sacramento

Co.

CALIFORNIA
bee - fresno

bee - modesto

bee

BROADCASTING

air
Sept.
28 with to
a children's
matic
program,
be heard draoi
NBC-Red network Mondays, 5:15
5:30 p. m., with rebroadcast t<
KSD at 6:15. For the last fev
Ton'
featured
Ralston
seasons
Mix
Stories,
but has
it is
not ki.owi
whether this program will agair
be used. Gardner Adv, Co., St
Louis, has the account.
• Broadcast
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NBC
Of

Accounts
RCA

Gross;

For

More

Major

THAT the NBC networks during
the first six months of 1936 accounted for more than one-third
of the gross income of their parent
organization, RCA, is disclosed by
of the RCA consolia comparison
dated statement of income and
surplus for that period with the
figures of the NBCincome
gross and
Red
NBC-Blue networks for
the same period published in the
Aug. 1 Broadcasting.
net
RCA'snted,
propor
What the
chainsof represe
two tion
income
conRCA
is not revealed for the
solidated statement, made public
Aug. 4, does not break down its
income and profit figures by subsidiaries. In broadcasting circles,
however, the belief prevails, though
it is not verified officially, that NBC
accounts at present and during the
last few years has accounted for
come.
the major part of RCA's net inThe RCA statement discloses a
total gross income from all sources
during the first six months of this
vear amounting to $44,382,100.81
against $40,428,687.94 for the same
period last vear. Its net income
for the period was $4,028,696.05
against $4,770,753.04 during the
same period last year. From this
net is deducted $2,264,916.43 for
interest, depreciation, amortization
of parents
and federal income

EMEMBER how fascinating it was to watch?
The minute the pebble struck ripple after

orderly ripple spread out until the entire surface of the pool was covered with waves.
A campaign

over WSM

is like that. The minute

your program goes on the air, things happen in
the South. Nearly a million people, listening to
their favorite station, are given the urge to buy
your product. Hundreds of dealers, listening to
their favorite trade barometer, make a mental
note to stock your product — sure of a demand.
And like the waves on the surface of the pool,
your campaign

spreads until it reaches

covers the whole WSM

market, a market

and
pre-

disposed tobuy the products WSM-advertisers
sell.

50,000
WATTS

National Representatives, EDWARD

PETRY

& CO., Inc.

Owned and operated by
THE

NATIONAL

LIFE & ACCIDENT

INSURANCE

Nashville, Tennessee
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CO., INC.

Source

a Third
of

Profit

taxes, leaving a net profit for the
six months of $1,763,779.62 against
a net profit of $2,289,135.80 for the
same period last year.
This net profit transferred to surto $12,401,099.46 plus,
as which
of amounted
Jan. 1, 1936,
brought
RCA's surplus to $14,164,879.08
from which dividends of $1,667,532.88 have been paid, leaving a
surplus as of June 30, 1936, of
$12,497,346.20. This compares with
a surplus as of June 30, 1935, of

Bigger Network Planned
In Northern California
"D

Than

PLANS to increase the Northern
California Broadcasting System to
four owned and operated stations
have been revealed by Ralph R.
Brunton, owner of KJBS, San
Francisco, and KQW, San Jose.
Brunton has applied to the FCC
for a permit to move KQW to Sacramento and to erect a new 250watt station on 970 kc. in San
Jose. He also has on file an application for a new fourth station in
Fresno, Cal., hearing on which is
scheduled for October.
In petitioning to move KQW to
Sacramento, Brunton is asking for
a power increase from 1,000 to 5,000
watts daytime on its present frequency of 1010 kc. Providing the
FCC approves, KJBS will be
moved from its present San Francisco location to a new building at
1476 Pine St., that city. The request also calls for a new frequency of 1080 kilocycles, instead
of the present 1070. New studios
embodyine the latest developments
in radio engineering and acoustic
design, and a vertical radiating
antenna 250 feet high, are planned.
Besides KJBS and KQW, the
NCBS is also linked up with
KROW, Oakland, and KGIM,
Stockton.
True Story Renews
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS
Inc., New York (True Story magazine), has renewed for 52 weeks,
effective Sept. 4, its True Story
Court of Human Relations on 25
NBC-Red stations, Fridays, 9:3010 p. m., with a rebroadcast at
12:30 a. m. On Oct. 2, after the
end of daylight time, the West
Coast rebroadcast will be scheduled for 11:30 p. m. Arthur Kudner
Inc.,
New York, has the account.

BROADCASTING

$10,425,632.68.
The NBC - Red network durinar
the first six months of 1936 grossed
from time sales $10,282,722, according to best available figures.
The Blue network grossed $5,793,733. Their aggregate of $16,076,455
bulks
large
against
RCA's gross |
from all
sources
of $44,382,100.81.
which includes income from RCA
Mfg. Co., RCA Communications
Inc., Radiomarine Corp. of America
and other subsidiaries.
American

Firms

Expand

Foreign Spot
REPORTING
booming Business
activity ir
radio advertising in foreign countries which permit it, Conquest Alliance Co., New York representatives of foreign stations and program producers, announces tht
signing of 26 half - hour weekh
amateur shows on LR4, Bueno;
Aires, for Lambert Pharmacal Co
(toothpaste and brushes) througl
National Export Advertising Serv
ice, New York. It is also placing
one-minute announcements foj
Carter's Little Liver Pills oi
WNEL, San Juan, Porto Rico
CMJK, Camaguey, Cuba; CMKC
Santiago, Cuba; CMW, CMCD am
COCD, Havana.
Through Benton & Bowles Inc.
New York, Conquest has purchasec
a series of Japanese-language an
nouncements on KGMB, Honolulu
for Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co.
Jersey City (Colgate Dental Crean
and Powder); for Vick's Chemica
Co. (Vick's Vaporub) it is placinj
39 quarter-hour musical program
on KGMB and KHBC, Hilo
through Morse International Inc
New York; for Dr. Nicanor Bole
Inc., New York, it is placing one
minute announcements on CMCE
CMOD and CMCK, in Cuba, oi
HRN, Tegucigalpa, Honduras
TGX. Guatemala City, an.
TIGPH, San Jose, Costa Rica.
Child

Contest

Judges

SIX distinguished authors, psv
chologists, educators and drama
tists have been named as th
board
judges Contest,
for NBC's
CM i
dren's of
Program
which
offering $2500 in prizes for script
on children's programs. The judges
Louise Seaman, former editor o
juvenile books for Macmillan Co.
Dr. Rollo Reynolds, principal c
Horace Mann School, New Yor
City; Homer Croy, novelist an
dramatist; Mrs. B. F. Langworth;
president of the National Parent;
Teachers Association; Mrs. Sidorn
Gruenberg, secretary of the Chil
Study Association of America; D
Arthur F. Payne, noted psycholi
gist. A seventh member is yet t
be selected. Over 4000 entrit
have already been received for th
contest, which closes Sept. 1.
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Fight Just Begun
WARNER Bi-os. music publishing houses are
back in ASCAP because they simply could
not go it alone. They found the microphone
mightier than legal duress. They found
that without radio performances they lost not
merely royalties but, what was more important to the Warner movie interests, they suffered tangible box office losses on their musical pictures. They found, in the face of
radio's general determination to ignore them,
that it was foolish to carry on the fight.
The situation created by Warners' secession
from ASCAP proved the strength of broadcasting and the fallacy of Tin Pan Alley's
oft-repeated argument that without music
there can be no radio. The Warner capitulation proved definitely that there no longer can
be any popularity for music without radio.
The broadcasting and broadcast advertising
fraternities naturally welcome Warners back
— chiefly because of the nuisance of the fight.
But the broadcasting industry is not yielding
in its determination to curb the arbitrary
royalty-levying powers of ASCAP, exercised
in an arbitrary way under an antiquated
copyright law.
Warners' return is a signal for the broadcasters to begin fighting— fighting for enactment of the Duffy Bill which died at the last
session of Congress for want of broadcasters'
support, fighting for wholehearted support of
the Government's anti-trust suit against
ASCAP as a means of bringing competition
into music sales.
The Department of Justice suit against
ASCAP is strengthened measurably by the
Warner reunion with ASCAP. That suit is
far from dead, as Tin Pan Alley might have
you believe. True, it has been removed from
the court calendar in New York, but it is
more alive than ever. The parties are attempting to stipulate the evidence and reduce the
case to fundamentals. It is entirely possible
that it will be back on the calendar later this
year.
When Warners withdrew last January, the
government lost its strongest weapon in the
case. There was, theoretically, no longer a
monopoly in the music radio performed. With
its return, the status of the suit is where it
was just two years ago when the Government
initiated it, because the combine is as strong
as ever. There is no competition in music, and
ASCAP holds the arbitrary power under the
existing law of charging whatever it pleases
for music.
Now, more than ever, strong leadership for
the industry is required. Copyright is only
one of the problems confronting broadcasters,
Page
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but it is an important one. Present contracts
with ASCAP (including Warner Bros.) run
until the end of 1940. In the interim broadcasters should see to it that substantial legislation, protecting their interests, is enacted
along the lines of the Duffy Bill, so that when
1940 arrives they will not be faced with a
repetition of the hodge-podge of get-nowhere
negotiations of the past, which might result
in even higher than 5% royalties on their
gross receipts.

Beware
of Subterfuges
REPORTS are reaching us of efforts already
being made to insinuate political "plugs" into
ordinary sponsored programs, that is, into
non-political programs. One scheme is to gag
in slaps at the administration; another contemplates outright partisan statements or
quips in the commercials. Network policy, of
course, opposes any such doings — and every
station in the land should be wary along with
the networks of attempts to make political
capital out of entertainment and selling programs.
The reasons for such vigilance on the part
of the broadcasters are too obvious for detailed comment here. Already the charge is
being made that, inasmuch as so many industrialists are anti-New Deal and that big industrialists are the major sponsors of radio
advertising, their radio programs will be used
as vehicles of partisan propaganda. We would
like to believe no radio advertiser would be
stupid enough to attempt this sort of thing.
Radio time can be bought for political broadcasts and labeled as such. Radio time sponsored for commodity and service salesmanship
must not be used in partisan politics for the
sake of the broadcaster, and the advertiser,
because they simply cannot afford to arouse
the resentment of the audiences, with all their
diverse political outlooks and faiths. The mission of the commercial program is to entertain, sell and build good will; let the politicians do their own "selling" in their own time
bought for that particular purpose and without any subterfuges.

rde
THE
INCESSANT
yipping "Mu
of Tin
Pan r"
Alleyggerated
Exa
ites over radio's alleged "murder of music",
scuttling of musical instrument sales and consigning of phonograph record sales to oblivion
calls for another look at the record. The
smoke screen set up by copyright owners, and
now by the so-called recording artists, to jus-

BOOK

SHELF

HOW DOES Congress make a law? Former
U. S. Senator C. C. Dill, best known to radio
as coauthor of the Radio Act of 1927 and the
Communications Act of 1934, asks and answers this question in a well-bound and splendidly illustrated 173-page book titled The
Story of a Bill: How Congress Makes Lavs
(Clarence C. Dill, Bowen Bldg., Washington,
D. C, $1.50) off the presses early in June. All
the intricacies of our Congressional system are
explained seriatim by means of simple paragraphs illustrated by 60 amusing yet amazingly accurate cartoons of an animated legislative bill.
PROF.

R. S. GLASGOW, of the electrical engineering department of Washington University, St. Louis, is author of a new textbook, i
Principles of Radio Engineering, just published (McGraw Hill Book Co., New York,
$4). The book is primarily intended for stu- i
dents already having a knowledge of fundamental laws of electricity and magnetism, i
and is based on the author's class lecture
notes. It emphasizes material on iron-core inductances, coupled circuits, graphical meth- !
ods of determining
amplifier performance,
push-pull circuits, antennas and radio frequency transmission lines.
AN INTERNATIONAL review of the theory
and practice of copyright and related branches
of law is presented in Copyright, published by
Verlag Fuer Recht und Gesellschaft A.-G,
Bahnhofstrasse 5, Zurich, Switzerland. It is
published every other month, with a number
of leading American copyright authorities contributing.
tify their demands for tribute from radio, is
entirely dispelled by recent revelations of what
is going on in the music world.
Just three years ago, when it was tearing
along at high speed on a lobbying campaign
to yank more dollars from radio, ASCAP issued a brochure titled The Murder of Music.
It recited that sales of pianos had tumbled
almost to nothing as a result of radio's advent; that phonograph record sales and royalties were a pittance compared to their heydey,
and that sheet music sales were deplorable.
Therefore, it argued, radio should pay and pay
through the nose for music.
But today we find that a little research has
been done. Piano sales, according to leading
manufacturers, have increased 300% during
the last year, and radio is given credit for the
result by enhancing the public's appreciation
of music. [See Aug. 1 issue of Broadcasting.]
And now it also comes out that radio is credited with the 150% sales upturn in sales of
phonograph records, as disclosed in a study
by NBC, reported in this issue. For some time
the music instrument manufacturers have been
running overtime to meet the demand for
stringed instruments, notably guitars, and
radio there is given the credit.
ASCAP and its smaller carbon copies will
have to look for other means of propagandizing hereafter, for the record simply won't supmusicportindustry.
their claims that radio is "murdering" the
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MALLORY CHAMBERLIN, manager of WNBR, Memphis, who headed
the group that recently sold that station to the Memphis Commercial Appeal, operator of WMC, in the same
city, has been appointed general sales
manager of both stations, with Henry
Slavick as general manager of both
stations. Grover N. Godfrey is commercial manager of WNBR and Joseph C. mercial
Eggleston
as commanager of remains
WMC.
O. F. ROST, formerly with Business
Week, has been transferred by McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. to the editorship of Radio Retailing, with Ray
Sutliffe shifted to production.
ALFRED J. McCOSKER, president
of WOR, Newark, and chairman of
the board of the Mutual Broadcasting
System, sailed Aug. 5 on the Nor mandie for a month's vacation in England, France, Italy and Switzerland.
He was accompanied by Mrs. McCosker and in Paris they will meet
their daughter, Angela, who has been
visiting in Europe since early July.
WAYDE

FRED

HARRY

IS HOST of friends in the radio
Ivertising fraternity all along the
acific Coast are going to miss
red Harry Fidler, account execuve of the J. Walter Thompson
d. handling the Shell Oil account,
hen in September he is transirred to the management of the
jency's St. Louis office where he
ill be nearer the Shell headquarrs. Yet they are happy with this
/namic young agency executive
hen contemplating his promotion,
>r Fred Fidler has deservedly won
s spurs in the field of advertisig and particularly of radio ad;rtising. ,
Fred Fidler might be called a
caroled" radio man, for after
ore than three years of intensive
idio planning and production
ork he was assigned to general
;rvice work on the Shell account,
e continued, nevertheless, as nomlal head of the agency's Pacific
oast radio department and was
equently called upon for proram ideas, for media relations
ork and to advise the Hollywood
reduction end of the agency's
ipable New York radio departlent.
Fred Fidler looks older than his
?e (he is not much over 28, havlg been born in Indianapolis Feb.
1908) and he confesses that he
ad to prevaricate about it frequently when his youth might have
ireatened the denial of responsibility. Having attended high school
i Indianapolis, he finished at
|taunton (Va.) Military Academy,
ffter which he went into newspaper work in the Midwest.
1 His most exciting newspaper assignment, he asserts, was covering
|ie 1926 Florida hurricane at Mi!mi Beach. For two years he did
ipecial interviews in Florida for
[Jew York and Chicago newspapers, and during the real estate
: oom he served as assistant real
state editor of the Miami Daily
1 leivs.
At the ripe old age of 21, in
929, he went to New York at the
ivitation of an advertising agency
xecutive — but that executive ap; arently forgot the bright and enrgetic young man he had met in
'lorida, for when young Fidler arBROADCASTING

FIDLER

rived in the big city his quarry
had gone to Europe. After short
reportorial interludes, he landed a
job in the publicity department of
J. Walter Thompson Co. in New
York.
One year in the New York office
led to an assignment to the San
Francisco office to take charge of
the agency's Pacific Coast press
bureau. Radio publicity was one
of his tasks. He saw radio's rise
and made such keen observations
and recommendations for an enlarged Pacific radio department,
that it was not long before the
San Francisco radio branch was
developed to parallel the agency's
already flourishing New York and
Chicago radio departments.
To Fred Fidler went the job of
handling the radio accounts of
Shell Oil Co., Langendorf United
Bakeries and Swift & Co., among
others. Such shows as Eb & Zeb,
Al Pearce & His Gang, Langendorf Pictorial, the Shell Show and
other lesser live talent and transcription broadcasts were successfully planned and consummated
under his supervision. To the
Shell Show he brought the big
names of the screen, initiating the
guest star policy that continued in
Shell Chateau with Al Jolson first,
others later and now Smith Ballew as master of ceremonies.
Though Fred Fidler's duties of
recent years have become more diverse his favorite pursuit is still
the outlining of new program
ideas. He states that the only difference between this and shortstory writing, which he once indulged in, is that he at least got
rejection slips on stories whereas
most program ideas, unless especially suited to J. Walter Thompson's clients, are denied a free
lance market. They either repose
in personal files until forgotten, or
are duplicated by others and produced elsewhere on the air.
Fred Fidler has been married
for nine years. He confesses to a
liking for poker, though his chief
hobby is reading and his outdoor
bents are toward tennis and fishing.
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GRINSTEAD, forme.-ly advertising manager of the Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, Okla., nas
joined WBBM, Chicago, as director
of sales promotion.
JOHN McLOUGHLIN, formerly in
the CBS accounting department in
New York, has been assigned to
WBBM, Chicago, as head of the accounting department. He succeeds C.
A. Carlson, who is being t'/ansf erred
to the CBS Pacific Coas': Division
now being organized in Hollywood by
Donald Thornburgh, newly appointed
division vice president.
H. J. (Tubby) QUILLIAM, general
manager of KIRO, Seattle, and Mrs.
Quilliam. became the parents of a 7
lb. 10 oz. son, John Arthur, born
July
24. They also have a five-year
old daughter.
EDWARD K. CARGILL, president
of WMAZ, Macon, and Mrs. Cargill.
became the parents of a son, Edward
Kendall Jr., born Aug. 3.
IRVING

COLLIN, on Aug. 4 announced his resignation as executive
field manager of the Society of European Stage Authors & Composers
(SESAC), after having been with
the organization for six years. He
has not announced future plans.
PAUL W. KESTEN, CBS vice president from New York, was in San
Francisco Aug. 1 to confer with
Philip G. Lasky, manager of KSFO,
on plans
to enlarge
the station's
studios preparatory
to their
being taken
over by the network.
JACK HALL who conducted the
Keep Smiling Revue on KSFO, San
Francisco, for the last six years, resigned Aug. 1 to join the commercial
department
of KFRC in that city as
account executive.
HERBERT E. NELSON, formerly
of KMOX, St. Louis, and Nile L.
Adams, ot Kansas City, have joined
City.
the sales staff of W9XBY, Kansas
NORBERT L. O'BRIEN, for the last
four years commercial manager of
WESG, Elmira, N. Y., has joined
WTHT, Hartford, Conn., in a similar capacity. Both WTHT and
WESG are operated by the Gannett
Newspapers. Mr. O'Brien's successor
has not as yet been named, according to Dale L. Taylor. WESG manager.
ROBERT SMITH, formerly of
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y., has
joined the sales staff of WNEW,
Newark.
LINCOLN DELLER. of the CBS
station's relations department, New
York, was in San Francisco Aug. 6
conferring with Philip G. Lasky,
manager of KSFO on plans for the
station's affiliation wTith the network.

JESSE JAY. manager of WIOD. is
now on a summer leave of absence at
Estes Park. Colo., recuperating from
his recent
pneumonia. Theserious
station illness
is beingwith
managed
by Hal I. Leyshon, editor of the
Miami Daily Xews, owners of WIOD.
FRED P. GUTHRIE, Washington
manager of RCA Communications
Inc., and former
of WR< on'
Washington,
and manager
Mrs. Guthrie
Av><r.
5
became
the
parents
of
an 8%
lb. son.
LEE CRONICAN. studio director of
WMCA, New York, has been appointed to the executive staff of the station. Formerly an announcer and afterward in charge of production, he
will continue as studio director.
BEHIND
THE

MICROPHONE

SIDNEY M. ROBARD, formerly of
the Louisville Courier-Journal editorial staff, has joined the NBC press
department in New York.
LEONARD BRADDOCK has resigned as of Aug. 15 from the NBC
press department, New York, to join
Hahne's department store, Newark.
VALENTINE SHERMAN, Chicago
free lancer, has joined the announcing
staff of WBBM. that city.
HARRY
program
York, but
year, has
of WOR,

CARLSON, for two years
director of WMCA. New
out of radio during the last
joined the announcing staff
Newark.

PAUL
WMCA.
Rudd. of
on
NBC,
York.

GREGORY, announcer of
New York, and Louella
the team of Rogers & Rudd
were married Aug. 2 in New

CHAUNCEY PARSONS, the Singing Neighbor, after 12 months with
WLW, Cincinnati, for General Pharmacal Co. (Pep-Ti-Kao) has resigned. He is going to the West
Coast.
DICK WYNNE, after a two-week
illness, has returned to the announcing staff of KYA, San Francisco.
BOB ANDERSON, the KPO-San
Francisco Call - Bulletin newscaster,
after a sinus operation which kept
him away from the microphone for
three weeks, has returned to his assignment.
PAUL BOWLES, for the last seven
months on the production staff of
NBC in San Francisco, has resigned
and returned
film
company. to Hollywood to join a
HAROLD BRATSBERY, for the
last year an NBC announcer in San
Francisco, resigned effective, Aug. 15.
J. GUNNAR BACK, formerly with
WTCN, Minneapolis, and at one time
on the staffs of WHA and WIBA.
Madison, Wis., has joined KFABKFOR. Lincoln, Neb., as head of the
continuity department.
HARRY JOHNSON, sports announcer for KOIL. Omaha, and KFABKFOR,
and pound
Mrs. Johnson are Lincoln,
parents Neb.,
of a 6^
son.
Terrance Gordon, named after the big
league ball player, born July 26.
REG DOUGLASS, chief announcer
of CKNX, Wingham, Ont., was married Aug. 1 to Miss Beth Holloway.
JAMES DOYLE, formerly of KORE.
Eugene, Ore., has been added to
KQW, San Jose, Cal., as announcer
and continuity writer.
MARTIN PROVENSEN, chief announcer of Texas Centennial Exposition, has returned to Los Angeles and
will resume radio activity in that city.
STAN KRAMER, announcer of
WNEW, Newark, has been transferred toJerry
the Mohr.
station's
New York
studios.
formerlv
of NBC
and CBS, has joined WNEW as staff
announcer.
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CHARLES BATCHELDER. formerly of WDBO. Orlando, Fla.. has joined WMBR, Jacksonville. Charles
Stone, formerly of WJBY. Gasden,
Ala., also has joined the staff.
JAMES COT, announcer for Kansas
City Power & Light programs on
W9XBT, Kansas City, has joined
the station's regular announcing staff.
GENE
SHUMATE, formerly of
KFRU, Columbia, Mo., has been
added to the staff of sports announcers of KSO and KRXT. Des Moines,
to fill the vacancy left by Hal Parks,
who has returned to Chicago.
WILLIAM BALDWIN, pianist of
KSO, Des Moines, has been named
announcer for musical programs. Mr.
Baldwin was formerly with XBC in
Chicago and with "WOW. Omaha.
ED TURXER. of the announcing
staff of KRXT. was married July IS
to Miss Helen Holly, society editor
bune.the Des Moines Register^ & Triof
GLAX HEISCH. formerly in charge
of transcriptions, has been promoted
to production manager of KFI. Los
Angeles.
BERTOX BEXXETT. formerly with
KFI and KECA, Los Angeles, who
has pinch-hit for Sam Hayes, the
Richfield Reporter, at various times,
on Aug. 15 joins the XBC announcing
staff in San Francisco, succeeding
Harold Bratsberg. resigned. Larry
Keating, formerly chief announcer of
KGW. Portland, Ore., has also joined
the XBC San Francisco announcing
staff.

HARRY S. ROGERS has resumed
the program directorship of KTA, San
Francisco after an interruption of
seven months during which Lee S.
Roberts, composer, filled the post.
Rogers served as Roberts assistant
during the period. Roberts has gone
to Xew York where he will seek publishers for a number of new songs.
ADELE DE ETTE HOOVER, of
NBC's San Francisco sales promotion
department, is to marry Dana Edwin
Bremner. attorney of Santa Rosa.
Gal., on Aug. 15 in Berkeley, Cal.
The ceremony was originally scheduled for last April 25 but was postponed because of the death of the
bride's father.
TED MAXWELL, who left XBC's
San Francisco studios two years ago
to
the network's
Chicagodivision
staff,
has join
returned
to the Western
headquarters «« continuity writer and
dramatic reader.
JOHX WOODBURX. former XBC
continuity writer, is working his way
to the Orient from San Francisco to
get atmosphere for a new book he
plans to write.
KENT JOSEF, formerly with W.TIM.
Lansing. Mich., has joined WKZO,
Kalamazoo. Mich., as program manager. William Cavanagh, formerly
with WJAY, Cleveland, is now production manager of WKZO.
Z. WAYXE GRIFFIX, for the last
eight months on the production staff
of KYA in San Francisco, resigns effective Aug. 29 and will go to Los
Angeles to establish himself in radio.

A'FISHING THEY DID GO — And record catches according to the
several species were made by these radiomen. In the photograph at the
left, Bob Catherwood, sales executive of WOR, Newark (dark clothes)
is shown with a 270 lb. swordnsh caught early this month off nearby
Block Island while cruising on his yacht Cocotte. In the photograph
at the right Phil Hennessey, NBC Washington counsel, is proudly dis
playing a 10 lb. salmon which he hooked in the Margaree River near
Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, during his recent vacation. The salmon
was one of the two largest taken from the stream this season. Can
anyone else in radio beat these records ?
Final Papers
For Purchase

By Richards, Fitzpatrick
ESCROW papers were filed Aug.
5 concluding negotiations wherebv
G. A. "Dick" Richards and Leo J.
Fitzpatrick, owners of WJR, Detroit and WGAR, Cleveland, would
purchase KMPC, located in Beverly

m

p

m

•••Not the latest "handie" but KMBC of
Kansas City presenting to the airways of the nation
tested programs that have achieved national recognition. EASY ACES, domestic zanies, first were heard
over KMBC... TED MALONE daily delves BETWEEN THE BOOK ENDS for Columbia listeners,
coast to coast . . . HAPPY HOLLOW cairies the
nation's millions back to the Old Home Town . . .The
TEXAS RANGERS play western music Will Rogers
loved. Recorded, they are heard in LIFE ON RED
HORSE RANCH. PHENOMENON — Electrifying
History, a new recorded feature, is destined to make
radio history this year. All are
KMBC tested features. They will
produce, because they have produced. Write or wire about them.

Dr. George E. Halley, veteran radio salesman, will represent KMBC, the program
building and testing station, in the sale of
these and other KMBC tested features for
national spot and network broadcast.
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Are Filed
of KMPC

estate
approximately
Hills, for
from
the S. A. $112,000.
Schere'r
They have held the option for
purchase for a year, and it was
exercised July 20. (See Aug. 1
issue). The sale is subject to FCC
approval.
Lewis Allen Weiss, assistant
general manager of WJR, acting
as agent, completed negotiations
and returned to Detroit Aug. 9.
Before leaving he told Broadcasting that Richard Connor, KMPC,
manager who has been ill for the
last month, will continue his
leave of absence, and a new head
will be named. When Mr. Connor
returns, he will be public relations
manager and handle certain broadcasts.
The station operates on 710 kc.,
limited time with 500 watts. An
application will be filed for an increase in power to 1,000 watts and
possibly for full time. Mr. Richards spends about six months of
the year in Beverly Hills. WOR,
Newark, is the dominant station
on the channel.
Lipton Continues Two
THOMAS J. LIPTON Inc., Hoboken, N. J. (tea) renewed effective Aug. 13 Ralph Kirbery on a
special NBC-Red network, Thursdays, 11:30-11:45 a. m. The 13week renewal includes the basic
Red with WLW and WTMJ,
WIBA, KSTP. The sponsor also
has renewed the program on WJZ,
New York, for another 13 weeks,
using the 7:45-8 p. m. period Mondays and Fridavs. Frank Presbrey
Co., New York, is agency.
BROADCASTING

Western

Union

Spots

SUCH good results were obtained by the local Western
Union branch in Atlanta in
announcing new low Christmas greeting rates last winter, that it has contracted
with WSB for a series of 26
50 - word daytime and night
announcements during August to promote its tourates,
birthday
greetings The
and account
"Thank
You" messages.
is handled direct.

Pecos

Publishers

Obtain

New KLAH;
Other Calls
CALL letters assigned to new 100watt stations recently authorized
by the FCC: KLAH, Carlsbad,
N. M., to be operated on 1210 kc.
by
Hubbs,
J. Crawford.
JackBarney
Hawkins
and A.Harold
Miller
under the name of Carlsbad Broadcasting Co.; WPRA, Mayaguez,
Porto Rico, to be operated on
1370 kc. by Emilio Defillo Ramirez
under the name of Porto Rico
Advertising Co. In addition, the
FCC announced that call letters of
the new 100-watter on 1370 kc. in
Rapid
City, be
S. D.,
recently
authovof
ized, will
KOBH
instead
KBHB. Robert Lee Dean heads the
group building this station. These
stations are among 34 granted by
the FCC since last Jan. 1. [See
Broadcasting July 1, July 15 and
Aug. 1.] Mr. Hawkins and Mr.
Hubbs, among the partners in the
KLAH project, own the Pecos
(Tex.) Enterprise and KIUN, Pecos.
L U D E N S Inc., Reading, Pa.
(cough drops, candy) is forbidden
from selling candy to wholesalers
under an arrangement that involves use of a lottery scheme
when distributed to consumers, in
an order
handed
down by the Federal Trade
Commission.
• Broadcast
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Radio

jlontests

on

teclared

Overdone

jrkins Says MediumNoLonger
In the Test-Tube Class
OF ALL the media used to move
merchandise today, radio is the
0Uk one that is most
abused and misused, declared L.
Scott Perkins,
Northern California Broadcasting
System, speaking
Mr. Perkins Aug. 4 at a radio
eeting held by the Oakland Adrtising Club. Perhaps the rean lies in the fact that radio is
e infant of the media family, he
ggested.
"What the man on the street
inks of radio" was the theme of
e meeting. Robert W. Watson,
esident, presided, and Scott
eakley, production manager of
OW in Oakland, was chairman
the day. The meeting was dedited to the Northern California
-oadcasting System which comses KJBS, San Francisco and
W, San Jose, and also links
OW, Oakland
and KGDM,
ockton.
Weakley, in the guise of the Inuring Reporter, and located at
th Street and Broadway, busiest
ersection in Oakland, for 15
inutes questioned citizens on the
Tits of radio, the answers being
oted back to the Ad Club meet-

Bird

vs. WGY

A LITTLE sparrow recently
made WGY throw its big
transmitter off the air. Kenneth Durkee, engineer of the
Schenectady station, heard
the bird fluttering back of
the panel of the 50,000 watt
transmitter. Fearing damage to transmitter as well as
electrocution of the bird,
Durkee switched to the auxiliary transmitter while he
captured the sparrow.
along successfully with his radio
advertising without asking the
public to pare off a front fender
from the family flivver, write ten
words about the performance of
the Ford product, and air mail it
to Detroit in the hope of winning
a new car. He is doing a grand
job of merchandising by air with
clean copy, short commercials;
even the kids are heard to sing out
from the street corners 'Watch

[ROADCASTING

MUSIC

New Type of Score Designed
For Men at Panel
PHILIP G. LASKY, manager of
KSFO, San Francisco, and station
engineers, in collaboration with
a
Hal Girvin, Oakland orchestr
leader, has designed a new type of
musical score expressly for the use
of control men during dance band
broadcasts.
Purpose of the monitor musical
e clearly the inscore is to indicat
strumentation ofthe bands, spots
where the various instruments are
featured and other essential points
which technicians, through lack of
musical knowledge, may not take
ing. ., , .
into consideration when monitorWith this new system to aid him,
the control man will need only a
sense of rhythm, Lasky stated. He
further declared that the score will
overcome the danger of killing the
individuality of dance bands by
toning them all down to the same
level.
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Concert

^LANS for the first international
ncert to be broadcast on a worldide network Sept. 20, 4-4:30 p.
(EDST) have been completed.
Dth NBC-Red and CBS are par:ipating in arrangements for the
'ogram, which will open with the
>ar of Niagara Falls and bring
idian lore, cowboy songs, spiritils, dance and rural music. The
ncert is first of a series under
e auspices of the International
roadcasting Union, Geneva. The
cond will originate in Buenos
ires in February, 1937.

CONTROLLED

media."

Regional Chains
L. MCCARTHY, radio advisor
the regional network, one of the
incipal speakers at the luncheon
\ eeting, discussed "The Story of
\ "gional Chains",
outlining the
story of regional chain broadsting as pioneered by the Yankee
etwork, Inter-City Group, Mason
ixon Group and Affiliated Broadisting System.
Carleton Coveny,
les manager for NCBS, spoke on
-"ioneering in Concentrated RaCoverage", and told the story
the early days of KJBS. Mr.
;rkins, radio relations council for
K\e Northern
California Broadsting System, had for his sublet "What We Mean by Merchansing by Air".
"Radio sponsors must have proof
purchase, in the form
of a
;iower of soap box flaps, tin cans,
j-er bottle caps, or slogans of ten
ards or more to believe in radio,"
jr.
Perkins
"PersonI ly it
is my complained.
belief that the
radio
idience is fed up with hearing
mouncers beg for slogans and
ig the praises of contests into
] e living rooms of American
>mes. Henry Ford seems to get
International

the
Go but
By'.the
Major
has aFords
contest,
right Bowes
kind.
He does not ask for proof of purchase, and has sold plenty of Chase
& Sanborn Coffee.
"In laying out your air campaign, choose your radio program
with care. Do not load it too heavily with commercials. Study the
type of audience your product appeals to. Study the time of day
that audience will tune in on the
radio. Do not make radio a testtube experiment in your advertising. Radio is out of the test-tube
class. When you set your radio
campaign, turn it over to competent radio men and let them handle
the details for you. They know
their job and are better able to
make radio pay for you.
"Radio has paid for itself in many
Pacific Coast firms who have used
it for better than five years. Air
merchandising is to my way of
thinking, intelligently planned programming, clean commercial copy,
not too lengthy, and used as consistently as you would other
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Gerald

King

AsKFWB

Quits

Manager

Future Plans Not Yet Decided;
Succeeded

by Harry Maizlish
ENDING more
than a decade of
service, Gerald
King,
well-known
Pacific
Coast

Mr. King

VII Lilt
air
will be
over
KSD
in your
territory.

Station KSD—
The BUILDING.
St. Louis
Post-Dispatch
POST DISPATCH
ST LOUIS MO.
F
p
FE
A
SLEINiNCER.
INC..
NATIONAL
ADVERTISING
REPRESENTATIVES
NtW YORK CHICAGO DETKOIT SAN FKANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

broadcaster, resigned Aug. 1 as
general manager
of KFWB, Hollywood. Differences
with
on policyJack
mattersL.

Warner, head of Warner Bros, motion picture interests which own
the station, led to Mr. King's resignation.
Harry Maizlish, who for the last
half dozen years has been associated with Warner interests as
publicity man, was promptly
named to succeed Mr. King. At
the same time William Ray, formerly on the announcing and program staff of KFWB, returned to
the station as sales manager. Mr.
Maizlish said no changes in personnel are contemplated at this
time.
Mr. Maizlish comes to radio
after many years in the motion
picture field as an exploitation and
publicity man, theatre manager
and producer.
Still With Standard
MR. KING, who
is also president
of Standard Radio Inc., transcription comtinue
pany,hiswillactive
conmanagement of
Coast
of
that opei'ations
company.
Whether he will

XYZ
AND

THE

MICHIGAN

RADIO

NETWORK

POWER

Behind
Sales
in

PUT THISf
GREAT
POWER
TO WORK
FOR YOU

many

P

Success

Mr. Maizlish
spend all of his
time in the transcription field, or
whether he will assume the management of another station, he has
not yet definitely decided. He is
considering one proposal which
would allow him to direct Standard Radio while managing another
broadcasting enterprise.
Meanwhile, Mr. King planned a
vacation in the East beginning
Aug. 15 and probably will decide
upon his plans afterward. He
started in radio in 1922 in Kansas
City on the old WOQ, at the time
Leo Fitzpatrick, general manager
of WJR, Detroit, was in his hey-

Fan

Letter Romance

WEDDING BELLS will ring
out in a quiet little English
village in the near future
because, five years ago, a
pretty NBC stenographer
chanced to add a personal
postscript to the answer to
a letter from a British radio
fan. Marjorie Cole is the
NBC stenographer whose
postscript won a husband,
and she sailed for England
aboard the S. S. Aquitania
early this month for the
wedding ceremony Aug. 29.
Practical

Radio

Course*

In All Colleges Forecast
BOSTON UNIVERSITY, first bit
educational institution in N e v
England to train students for thi
program and business end o
broadcasting, through the coopera
tion of WEEI, held a "Behind th«
Scenes" night at the station Aug
6 for summer students. Harol<
Fellows, new manager of WEEI
for CBS, arranged a special pro
gram to demonstrate how the sta
tion uses its newly modernize!
studios and equipment to origi
nate local shows, handle program:
that originate in New York, broad
cast transcription shows, produo
sound effects and other importan
workings of the station.
Ralph Rogers, in charge of ra
dio courses at the university, pre
diets that it will not be long be
fore all of the leading colleges o
the country will be cooperatinj
with broadcasting stations in train
ing students for the program am
business end of radio. When tha
time comes, he adds, the degre.
of "Bachelor of Broadcasting" wil
become as common as many of th
other degrees now given in th'
fields of medicine, law, journalisn
and business.
dey as the Merry Old Chief o
the Nighthawks over WDAF.
KFWB, which has been tperat
ing with 2,500 watts daytime an<
1,000 nights, on Oct. 1 will in j
crease its day power to 5,000 watt:
under a recent FCC grant. Site;
for a new transmitter are nov
being surveyed. Under the super
vision of Leslie G. Hewett, chie
engineer, new 450-foot towers wilj
be erected and entirely new equip
ment installed.

Michigan
■

WXYZ, Detroit's N. B. C. Blue Network station,
heads a chain of 8 stations in Michigan's 8
largest cities»|Thus WXYZ and the Michigan
Radio Network probe the very heart of Michigan's great market centers which are today
bristling with activity. Combine this coverage,
strength and program appeal with the WXYZ
merchandising service and you have SALES
PRODUCING POWER at low cost per sale.
Write or wire for foil particulars of this great
p/us service which iecures dealer distribution
for new products or revives and increases

■

COVERING
THE
TACOMA
MARKET)
SEATTLE

Increase to 5,000 Watts
Broadens Coverage

^aj's^lsotiafi for esttjpshed products.
UJXYZ
iJ-IC -TRENDLE
J I. BRO
000 MADISON THE AT
WM. G. RAM8EAU Co.. Representatives.
Eastern Oltice: S07 Chamn Bldi N.w York
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transa newbetween
will have
early
KVI by mitter
on saltfallwater
halfway
Seattle and Tacoma with increased daytime power of 5,000 watts, night 1,000
watts.
low
cost.Sell Tacoma and Seattle at ONE
Pioneer CBS Station in
Pacific Northwest
• Broadcast
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•urchase
or

of

WOV

$300,000

$ulova

Is

TIPS TO
WBBM

By

?w Paulist Station Envisaged ;
i NEW Control for Iraci

!jr.
with however,
Mr. O'Deawould
remainjg. Iraci,
Mr. Biow,
not
identified with the lease or
vnership of WLWL, however, as
r as could be learned.
If Mr. Bulova acquires WLWL
a full-time outlet — and there
no assurance that he will — then
is expected it wii'l serve as the
;y for a new East Coast network,
nbracing
WLWL,
WELI, New
aven, WNBC, New Britain and
COP, Boston, all of which have
l^en licensed during the last year
lid all of which were financed by
lulova capital. Mr. Bulova, in adI tion, is identified with the ownship of WTFI,
Athens, Ga.,
Jhich has received authority to
love into Atlanta.
| What the outcome of the curpnt situation will be is probleatical. The original arrangement
the Paulists with CBS hinged
)on sale of WOV to the Paulists
r $300,000; the junking of WOV,
■ such; the transfer of its facili2S to WPG, Atlantic City, domij mt station on the 1100 kc. clear
iannel, which then would acquire
ill time with 1,000 watts on 1130
:; the assumption by WLWL of
ROADCASTING

W8XCN wgbe
wexco
RELAY BROADCAST STATIONS FOR
SPECIAL EVENTS and PUBLIC fEATURE SERVICE

W F B L

Guides Sunday Autoists

By Plane Broadcasts
WBBM, Chicago, has taken to the
sky to direct Sunday motorists to
the least congested highways.
First of the series started Aug. 1
when Lester J. Laird, of the
sheriff's highway police, circled
Cook County in a TWA airliner
during the traffic rush at 7-7:15
p. m., with Thomas Bartlett,
WBBM announcer.
A large map of the surrounding
area is mounted in the plane.
Broadcasts are picked up on 2790
kc. from a special transmitter.
When weather prevents flying,
Laird will gather information from
roving squad cars and broadcast
from
WBBM studios in the Wrigley Bldg.

Effected

\LE of WOV, New York, for
00,000 to Arde Bulova, watch
lanufacturer and station financier,
a deal that envisages a new
)00-watt
full-time
station in
i\v York for the Paulist Faers, who in tu<rn would lease or
1 it to Bulova, was consumiited with the filing of papers
th the FCC on Aue\ 10 for asjnment of the WOV license from
hn Iraci to Mr. Bulova.
Although without
the present
proval of the Paulist Group,
lich has been battling incessantfor a full-time station, the tranction upsets
original plans
lereby CBS would have figured
the purchaser for the Paulists
d then would have leased or
'.rchased the new 5,000 watt fullkie WLWL from the Paulists.
stead, Mr. Bulova has taken over
e CBS phase of the negotiations
purchasing WOV, the key to
e whole shift, without the contit either of the Paulists or of
BS.
lit is understood that while the
jle actually has been consumited, the plan embraces moves
lereby Mr. Iraci will take an
% interest in WNEW, of which
r. Bulova is the principal owner,
lieu of his $300,000. This is
nditioned upon Mr. Bulova's acisition of the 5,000-watt fullne WLWL, however.
Mr. Iraci,
10 asserted he did not want to
11 WOV in the first place, then
>uld continue his business on
NEW, which operates nearly
11 time, whereas WOV is a limid time station. Mr. Iraci reams with WOV as its manager
itil such a deal is consummated.
East Coast Net Planned
NEW is now owned 60% by Mr.
alova, 20% by Milton Biow, of
e Biow Co., advertising agency,
id 20% by Dick O'Dea, of Patrson, N. J. Under the transac>n, Mr. Bulova and Mr. Biow
:>uld turn over their interests to

*

TRAIL BLAZER— WFBL, Syracuse, has equipped this trailer, easily
attachable to any auto, to carry its three shortwave transmitters for
special events and public address purposes at big gatherings.
full time on 1100 kc. in New York,
and then the leasing of the station
or its outright sale to CBS for a
prearranged amount with an additional $75,000 cash to the Paulists
as part of the arrangement. CBS
would also have advanced $25,000
for the new WPG facilities.
Even though the Paulists have
stated they preferred to deal with
CBS, Mr. Bulova proceeded with
the purchase of WOV, evidently
assuming the Paulists would be
satisfied with an arrangement with
him identical to that in which CBS
was involved. This was on the
theory that Mr. Iraci would be per-,
mitted to remain in business while
the Paulists would be guaranteed
the same amount of time over
WLWL under his oper-ation as had
been planned under the CBS deal.
Another complicating factor,
however, is the pending application of St. Michaels Protestant
Episcopal Church, of Brooklyn,
for the WOV facilities. While the
Iraci-Bulova application for assignment of license is not necessarily affected, it does mean that
a hearing mav be forced on the
WOV renewal of license unless the
St. Michaels application is withdrawn or otherwise disposed of.
The transfer also requires FCC
approval.
Stalemate

TRAFFIC

Radio Departmental
RADIO departmental meeting of
the San Francisco Advertising
Club will be held in the Palace Hotel there, Aug. 20, with Nathan
Danziger, president of the organization, presiding as chairman in
the absence of Clyde Coombs, NBC
account executive, who is on vacation. Philip G. Lasky, manager of
KSFO in San Francisco, will review the NAB convention activities. Lindsey Spight, Pacific Coast
manager of John Blair & Co., station representatives, will discuss
the last 12 months of radio and
prospective developments.

NEW
WROK

- RockSord

Full Time

Operation

240' Vertical Radiator
New

Speech Input

Equipment
Intense
Coverage
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
SOUTHERN WISCONSIN

in Canada

NO

changes in the Canadian Radio Commission's lineup are at
present contemplated, according to
Commissioner W. A. Steel. Queried
regarding moves of the Toronto
stations CRCT and the CRCX
shortwave transmitter, announced
some time ago, Col. Steel stated
"nothing will be done to any station until after the reorganization
of the Canadian Radio Commission. Nothing is being considered
by the government at the present
time." The new broadcast stations
which the Commission had in mind
will not be erected for some time.
Meanwhile CFCH, North Bay,
Ont., has joined the Commission's
network.
WOL
FIRST among local stations
in the United States in
Total Business.
Washington,
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C.

W.

Fitch

Is Named

Philco

NBC Personnel Manager
C. W. FITCH, former director of
exhibits for the Chicago Century
of Progress Exposition under Lenox R. Lohr, who was general director of the fair and who is now
NBC president, on Sept. 1 will join
NBC as manager of personnel.
His position will be part of the
general service department recently organized by Mr. Lohr, of which
Walter G. Preston is chief.
Mr. Fitch, like Mr. Lohr, is a native of Washington and a former
Army officer, resigned Aug. 15 as
assistant director of the PWA
Housing Division, a position he
has held since his service with the
Chicago fair in 1934. He is a 1910
civil engineering graduate of Cornell, served during the war as a
lieutenant colonel of engineers
and was a partner in the Washington engineering firm of Lyon
& Fitch Inc. until he joined the
Chicago exposition staff.

KSTP
" nORTHWEST'S LERDIflG RADIO STfltlOn
SAINT PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS

New

RCA
Data

THE BITTERNESS of feeling
prevailing between RCA and Philco, rivals in the radio set manufacturing and distributing fields
and in television research, took the
form of a lawsuit filed in the New
York Supreme Court Aug. 5 by
Philco Radio & Television Corp.
against RCA and its subsidiary,
RCA Mfg. Co.
The Philco company, a licensee
of RCA patents, accused RCA of
engaging a detective bureau to
seek "information concerning the
confidential methods, business
methods, trade practices, designs
and technical and scientific developments and processes of the
plaintiff." It named John S. Harley Inc., described as a detective
agency, as defendants, and charged
agents of that concern dined and
feted Philco women employes in
an effort to get the company's business secrets. An injunction to restrain the defendants from alleged
unfair and illegal business practices was sought.
Col. Manton Davis, RCA vice
president and general counsel, in
a statement issued when the suit
was filed declared: "We intend to
answer this complaint and vigorously deny its allegations. There
is no foundation whatsoever to the
charge that RCA has by espionage
or any improper means attempted
to obtain information as to the
laboratory research, designs, distribution policies or any other
trade secrets of Philco."

LOCALLY OWNED— NATIONALLY KNOWN

The

Injunction

To Restrain Alleged
Effort to Get Trade

HERBERT F. McLAURY, for the
last 13 years advertising manager
of the Burlington Railroad, has
been appointed advertising manager of the Association of American Railroads with offices in the
Transportation Bldg., Washington.
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IN THE petition filed with the
FCC, the organization stated:
"The studies made by petitioners
both as individuals and collectively
as the executive committee of the
aforesaid association, and information which has been brought to
the attention of petitioners indicates that it should propose a
change in the rules of the FCC
by which regional radio broadcast
stations would be permitted to
operate with 5,000 watts at night.
Petitioners believe that equity dictates the existing radio stations
of the country should be permitted
first to improve their own operating conditions and to increase and
enlarge the scope of their usefulness to the public before new stations are permitted to operate.
"Petitioners believe that the
status quo of all the regional frequencies should be maintained
until after the hearing which will
begin on Oct. 5, 1936 and until the
Commission has had opportunity
to study the evidence adduced at
said hearing and to formulate
rules and regulations to govern
regional broadcast stations thereafter. There are numerous apolications to construct new stations
or to change local stations to regional frequencies now pending
before your honorable Commission
which, if granted, would have the
effect of interfering with the operation of many regional stations
with 5,000 watts power at night.
Petitioners believe that final consideration of such applications
should be postponed until after the
Commission shall have determined
what power regional stations will
be permitted to use in the future.
(It is not the purpose of this petition to request that the Commission postpone the granting of 5
kw. power for daytime operation
to existing regional stations.)"

Still has some

For

West

gional stations on low frequencies,
the executive committee said that
it had been formally voted that the
organization must be open to all
regionals and that the plan was
not to be predicated on favors to
any particular group. It said that
time, as yet, has not permitted the
engineers and attorneys definitely
to lay out formal answers to the
various questions propounded by
the FCC but that the work was
going forward and that in a few
weeks the executive committee
would meet with counsel on the
tentative recommendations.
Need of Change
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for your
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Mr. Alcorn, in his letter to the
regionals in the band from 1220 to
1450 kc, brought out that during
the NAB convention in Chicago, a
meeting was held attended by a
limited number of representatives
of regional stations, to organize
and prepare for the hearings and
for furthering certain undisclosed
aims. He said attendance was restricted, apparently to those regionals on the lower frequencies,
with the exception of certain highpower regionals, and that representatives ofother regionals were
refused admittance. He referred
to an article in the Nov. 1, 1935
issue of Broadcasting as indicating the sort of issue likely to
arise at the hearing in connex ion
with higher power on certain rechannels. said he felt that
Mr. gional
Alcorn
there is no reason, technical or
otherwise, why all regional stations, without discrimination as to
locality, frequency or network connection (if any), should not be
permitted a horizontal increase
from 1 to 5 kw., night and day. It
would be grossly unfair and discriminatory, and unsound technically, he added, for some regionals
to be permitted to increase while
others serving the same community or using an adjacent frequency, are restricted to their
present power. Particularly, said
he, would it be unfair to grant this
privilege to low frequency reDisagreeing on the opposition to
gionals.
"sunernower",
Mr. Alcorn said his
investigation
revealed
"too
much of a smoke
screenthat
is being
raised on the fact that certain
clear-channel stations have applied
for increase of power to 500 kw.,
and too little attention has been
given to the fact that a few regional stations exnect to obtain
these discriminatory increases to
5 kw. On the whole, a 500 kw.
clear-channel station would not
materially affect the competitive
situation so far as regional stations are concerned, particularly
since such a station will have to
increase its rates and its additional coverage will not, for the
most part, be in territory now
served or sold by regional stations.
In any
we toshould
not al-j
low
our event,
attention
be distracted
from the proposal that a few regional frequencies be opened up to
5 kw. and that the others remain
in their present condition or be;;

is a real producer, because it has
the listeners and the
listeners have money
to spend.
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Longer

Licenses
For
Stations
(Continued from page 7)

stated in responsible Commission
ilircles that a part of any plan
•worked out by the FCC will be
longer licenses. It is not suggested,
ijiowever, that the licenses will be
;|or longer than one year. Even
ihat would be an improvement, but
fe would not satisfy the industry,
jarticularly since the law, from
he time of its enactment in 1927,
nade provision for three-year licenses for broadcasting stations in
;he discretion of the Commission.
At the NAB convention in Chicago last month, the membership
adopted its perennial resolution
favoring issuance of station licenses for at least three years.
Nothing more was done at the contention but it is known that strong
Sentiment exists for an intensive
campaign to deliver longer licenses.
Industry spokesmen repeatedly
have brought out that the broadasting industry is placed in an unfavorable light with competitive
media, such as newspapers, because
of the lack of stability of the industry. Unlike the newspaper industry, broadcasting stations live
ay sufferance of a government franchise, presumably cancellable at the
will of the licensing authority. This
argument has been used with telling effect, it is contended, against
^broadcasting.
The Administration, it is generally conceded, is sympathetic to
longer license tenures.
The friendliness to radio grows out of a feeling on the part of Administration
_ leaders that newspapers, generally,
are unfriendly to the New Deal.
5 The report is current in Washingj ton, for example, that the Administration figures that possibly 80%
Rof the total newspaper circulation
of the country is anti-New Deal.
Broadcasting, on the other hand,
has shown itself to be clearly nonpartisan except in one or two remote instances. Only by using radio, in the opinion of Democratic
chieftans, can the true uncolored
story of the New Deal be carried
to the public. That, fundamentally,
is the reason for the New Deal's
affection toward radio.
Freedom of the Air
i BOTH of the political parties, in
their platforms, pronounced themselves unequivocally in favor of
freedom of expression and of the
radio. Neither, however, took formal cognizance of the longer license
plea of broadcasters. Both, it can
be said now, had considered the
longer license phase as a possible
plank in their platforms.
The Landon organization is also
decidedly pro-radio. To handle the
public relations and publicity for
the Republican campaign, two publicists well - known in radio were
selected — Hill Blackett, president
of Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.,
Chicago, and A. H. Kirchhofer,
managing editor of the Buffalo
Evening News, which operates
WBEN and WEBR. Mr. Blackett
is the head of the agency which
for several years has led in the

Electrical Transcriptions
ioi STATIONS and SPONSORS
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

BROADCASTING

Seen

placement of radio business. He is
radio-wise and was instrumental
during the preconvention period in
having Gov. Landon trained for his
microphone work.
While there has been no official
announcement, it is understood that
Republican chieftains have indicated
that they might favor an immediate
five-year license for broadcasting
stations if elected to office in November, which of course would require a change in the law rather
than a mere FCC fiat.
There hasn't been one word of
complaint from either of the major
political parties or, for that matter, from the smaller groups,
against the allocation of time for
political broadcasts — at least not
since ex-G.O.P. Chairman Fletcher's outburst of last Spring over
the refusal of networks to carry
his Liberty at the Crossroads antiNew Deal dramatizations. The
highest praise has been voiced by
spokesmen of practically all of the
groups for the manner in which
networks and stations handled the
broadcasts of the major conventions in June.
Gov. Landon, as reported exclusively in the March 1 issue of
Broadcasting, expressed himself in
favor of free radio. This was supplemented byCol. Frank Knox, Republican vice-presidential nominee,
in a letter to Broadcasting published in the Julv 15 issue in which
he pointed out that the Republican
platform reiterated the fundamentals expressed in the Constitution
itself on free speech and free press.
President's Position
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
on
several occasions has made clear
his views with respect to freedom
of the radio. His most recent expression was in his letter to
Broadcasting on the occasion of
the NAB convention in which he
declared himself against any disturbance of freedom of speech and
against monopoly in radio either
public or private.
Because of the hullabaloo over
freedom of the air and alleged censorship of radio during the last
year, it seems certain that this subject will be injected into the campaign now under way. Not only
spokesmen in the presidential campaign itself but also those battling
for Congressional and State posts
may raise the issue.
The argument of the broadcast-

7

out

ing industry doubtless will be that
longer licenses will tend to obliterate entirely the allegations of
Government censorship of broadcasting. Itis aptly pointed out that
broadcasters, because of the short
license, keep their ears tuned to
Washington lest they be confronted
with situations which might embarrass them at the time their licenses are before the commission
for renewal.
On all sides it is pointed out that
broadcasters would have greater
freedom in program presentation
and "editorial selection" through
longer licenses. They would thus
be removed from the field of possible government interference with
their program presentations. A
three-year license, it is contended,
would remove any danger of program censorship and would result
in a vastly greater freedom of expression over the air by minority

proper grounds. But they point
out that this places the burden of
proof upon the Commission as to
why the license should be revoked,
whereas under ordinary renewal
procedure the burden rests with
the station to show cause why its
license should be renewed.
On the other hand, the law contains a provision which allows the
Commission to call in a license renewal at any time, thus leaving
the burden of proof upon the licensee. However, under that provision, the license cannot be disturbed until the expiration of the
period for which it was issued.
All things considered, it now appears that chances for a one-tothree year license for stations are
excellent within the next year.

groups.
One of the arguments against
longer licenses which has been advanced from time to time has been
that of making it more difficult for
the Commission to change broadcasting station assignments in the
public interest. It has been argued,
for example, that with a short license term, the Commission is in
the position of being able to change
station assignments at the end of
a particular license period. If licenses ran for three years, it is
contended, the Commission might
have to wait until the expiration of
the three-year licenses before being
in position to order changes.
Proponents of this view admit
that the Commission can exercise
its power of revocation — that is,
revoke a license at any time on
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STATION
ACCOUNTS
sp- — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WOR, Newark
College Inn Food Products Co., Chicago (tomato juice cocktail) on
Sept. 15 starts 3 weekly sp, thru
Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
Chicago.
Walker Gordon Laboratory, Plainsboro, N. J. (acidophilus milk), 3
weekly sp, thru Donahue & Coe
Inc., N. Y.
Boston Food Products Co., Boston
(Prudence Corned Beef Hash), 3
weekly sp, thru Ferry-Hanly Adv.
Co., N. Y.
Noxema Chemical Co., Baltimore
(cosmetics) on Aug. 18 starts 3
weekly sp, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc.. N. Y.
John Morrell & Co.. Ottumwa, la.
(Red Heart dog food) on Oct. 13
renews 3 weekly sp, thru Henri,
Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago.
KYA, San Francisco

Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (motor
cars), 2 weekly t, thru CampbellEwald Co. Inc., Detroit.
H. R. Bassford Co., San Francisco
(Kelvinator refrigerators), weekly
t. thru M. E. Harlan Adv. Agency,
San Francisco.
Anglo-California National Bank. San
Francisco (banking), 42 weekly sa,
thru McCann-E
riekson Inc., San
Francisco
.
Boeing School of Aeronautics, Oakland, Cal., (course in aeronautics).
14 weekly sa, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., San Francisco.
WGY. Schenectady
Tide Water Oil Co., New York (gas,
oil), 3 weekly sp, thru Lennen &
Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Coal Co., New York (Blue coal), 3
weekly t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Niagara Hudson Power Co., Buffalo,
3 weekly t, thru Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
New York Deisel Institute, New
York (instruction), daily sa, thru
DeRouville Adv. Agency, Albany.
WMAQ, Chicago
Armand Co., Des Moines (cosmetics),
weekly sp, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Chicago & Northwestern Railway,
Chicago, daily sa, thru Caples Co.,
Chicago.
Peter Fox Brewing Co., Chicago (Fox
beer), weekly sp, thru Gale &
Pietsch Inc., Chicago.
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish ,) daily time signals, thru Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce Inc ,
N. Y.

of

Accounts,
Apparatus;

Broadcasting

Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Notes from the Stations

WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich.
Household Finance Corp., Chicago
(personal finance), 12 weekly sp,
thru Charles Daniel Frey Co.,
Chicago.
Grand Rapids Brewing Co., Grand
Rapids, 100 sa, thru Stevens Inc.,
Grand Rapids.
Eberle
direct.Brewing Co., Jackson, 100 so,
Haehnle Brewing Co., Jackson, 100
sa, direct.
Hemphill Deisel Schools Inc., Detroit, 12 sa, thru R. H. Alber Co.,
Los Angeles.
Mission Dry Corp., Los Angeles
(beverage), 24 so, thru McCarty
Co., Los Angeles.
WHK, Cleveland
Milan Brewing Co., Cleveland, 6 t,
thru Richardson - Oswald Inc.,
Cleveland.
C. S. Welch Co., New York (Bathasweet), 39 sp, thru H. M. Kiesewetter Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Beneficial Management Corp., New
York (loans), weekly sa, thru Albert Frank-Guenther Law Inc.N.Y.
Compagnie Parisienne Inc., San Antonio (perfume), 12 t, thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
KFRC, San Francisco
H. S. Bassford Co., San Francisco
(Kelvinator refrigerators), weekly
t, thru M. E. Harlan Adv. Agency,
San Francisco.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (motor
cars). 2 weekly t, thru CampbellEwald Co. Inc., Detroit.
Ford Motor Co., San Francisco (motor cars). 2 weekly t, thru McCann-Eriekson Inc., San Francisco.
WGN, Chicago
Continental Baking Corp., New York
(Wonder bread, Hostess cake). 52
sp, thru Batten, Barton. Durstine
& Osborne Inc. N. Y.
Murine Co., Chicago (eye wash). 52
sp, thru Neisser - Meyerhoff Inc.,
Chicago.
Estate Stove Co., Cincinnati. 26 sp,
thru Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.
KGVO. Missoula, Mont.
Consumers Finance Co. of Cal.. Lis
Angeles, 3 weekly t, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co. Ltd., Los Angeles.
Washington Motor Coach, Seattle. 3
weekly so, thru Beaumont & Hohman Inc., Cleveland.
WENR, Chicago
Chicago Evening American, Chicago
(newspaper), weekly sp, direct..
They'll

Do

WHP,

Harrisburg

Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (proprietary), 78 t, thru Joseph Katz Co.,
Baltimore.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (proprietary), 2weekly /. thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 3 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
Packer Mfg. Co., New York (Scalptone), 2 weekly ta, thru Blackman
Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
(harvesters), 13 *, thru Bert S.
Gittins, Milwaukee.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Lifebuoy), 3 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge ( Spry ) ,
2 weekly so, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Richfield Oil Corp., New York, 3
weekly t, thru Fletcher & Ellis
Inc., N. Y.
KSFO, San Francisco
Boericke & Runyon Co., Pan FranciscoEopa
(
remedies ) , 3 weekly
sp,
thru
Doremus
& Co , San Francisco.
Roman Meal Co., Tacoma, Wash
(Speed-I-Mix cereal), 6 weekly sp,
thru Milne & Co., Seattle, Wash.
C. S. Welch Co., New York, (Bathasweet), 3 weekly sp, thru H. M.
Kiesewetter Adv. Agency, N. Y.
H. S. Bassford Co., San Francisco
(Kelvinator refrigerators), weekly
thru'M. E. Harlan Adv. Agency,
San Francisco.
WNAC, Boston
Westinghouse E. & M. Co., Boston
( electrical equip. ) , 2 weekly t, thru
Fuller
land. & Smith & Ross Inc., CleveDelaware, Lackawanna & Western
Coal Co.. Boston (Blue coal), on
Sept. 29 starts 52 t. thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
KFQD, Anchorage, .Maska
Acme Breweries, San Francisco
(beer), weekly /. ( Audisk Corp.
Blair of the Mounties) , thru Emil
Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco.
KJBS, San Francisco
Boeing School of Aeronautics, Oakland, Cal. (aeronautic course), 14
weekly sa, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.

It Every

Time

WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Reliance Mfg. Co., Chicago (Big
Yank shirts), weekly sp, thru Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Comet Rice Co., New York, weekly
sp,
N. Y.thru Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc.,
Dodge Bros. Corp., Detroit (autos),
18 sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc..
N. Y.
WDNC, Durham, N. C.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver pills), 10 weekly ta, thru Street
& Finney Inc., N. Y.
Adam Scheidt Brewing Co., Norristown, Pa., 5 daily so, thru Richard
B. Foley Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
Page
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Chicago

Oshkosh Overall Co., Oshko.sh, Wis
180 sp, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Moulding
- Brownell Corp., Chicago
(limestone), 0 weekly sa, direct.
Collingbourne Mills, Elgin, 111. (yarn),
33 sa, thru Rogers & Smirh Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago (sausage
seasoning, smoked salt), 78 so. thjhi
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 80 ta, thru H. H. Good Adi.
Co., N. Y.
Little Crow Milling Co., Warsaw. Ind.
(Coco
Wheats),
sp, thru
Rogers & Smith
Adv. 312
Agency,
Chicago.
Gillette Rubber Co., Eau Claire, Wis
(tires),
sp, thru Cramer-Kras
selt
Inc.,26Milwaukee.
McKenzie Milling Co., Quincy, Mich,
(pancake flour), 78 sp, thru Rogers
& Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
G. E. Conkey Co.. Cleveland (poultry
feeds), 67 sp, thru Rogers & Smith
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
KNX, Hollywood
C. S. Welch Co., New York (Bathasweet), 3 weekly sp, thru H. M.
Kiesewetter Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Roman Meal Co., Tacoma, Wash.
(Speed-I-Mix), 5 weekly sa, thru
Milne & Co. Inc., Seattle.
Union Pacific Stages, Omaha ( transportation), weeklyInc.,
sp, thru
mont & Hohman
Omaha.BeauKnox Co., Los Angeles (Cystex).
weekly sp, thru Allen C. Smith
Power
Co., LosCity'.
Angeles, 13 sc.
Adv. Seal
Co., Kansas
thru Jefferson Kaye Wood, Los
Angeles. Bakers Corp., Los Angeles.
Western
6 weekly sa, thru Scholts Adv.
Service, Los Angeles.
KGO, Can Francisco
Baldwin Laboratories Inc., Saegertown, Pa. (insecticide), 1 weekly
sp, thru Young Co., Erie, Pa.
Maybelline Co., Chicago (eye -lash
dye). 5 Co.,
weekly
so, thru CramerKrasselt
Milwaukee.
Hale Bros., San Francisco (furs),
weekly sp, thra Frank Wright &
Associates, San Francisco.
Hirsh &ticalKaye.
Sansupplies),
Francisco,weekly
(opand photo
ta, placed direct.
Par-Score Inc., San Francisco, (bridge
novelties). 5 weekly sp, thru Emil
Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco.
WEAN, Providence
New England Steamship Lines, New
York, 7 so, thru Wendell P. Colton
Co. Inc., N. Y.
Durkee-Mower Inc., Lynn, Mass.
(marshmallow fluff), 26 sp, thru
Harry M. Frost Co., Boston.
Tide Water Oil Co., New York. 6
weekly sp. thru Lennen & Mitchell
Inc., N. Y.
Pawtuckett Star Pub. Co., Pawtuckett, R.bers & I.,
7 weekly
thru ChamWiswell
Inc.,sp,Boston.
WHAM, Rochester
Dodge Bros. Corp., Detroit (autos).
7 sa, 11 sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Hemphill Deisel School, Long Island
City, N. Y., 2 sa, thru Equity Adv.
Co., N.
Little
CrowY. Milling Co., Warsaw,
Ind. (mill supplies), 6 weekly sp.
direct.
KGMB, Honolulu
A. Schilling & Co., San Francisco
(coffee, tea & spices), 6 weekly sp.
thru M. E. Harlan Adv. Agency,
San Francisco.
WHIO,

Dayton

Ford Motor Co.. Dearborn, Mich, (autos), weekly
t, thru MeCann-Erickson Inc.,
Cleveland.
WMCA,
Philadelphia Inquirer — Public Ledger
BROADCASTING

New

York

Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (proprietary). 2 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
• Broadcast

Advertising

.([RED IBBETT, radio director of
ikibrey. Moore & Wallace Inc., ChiIpo, is due in Hollywood in midIKigust to start work on resumption
|?pt. 4 Corp.,
of The Batavia,
First Nighter
Camikna
111. for
( Italian
jialm. Dreskin). A new leading lady
i|ill be selected.
MERSON FOOTE, for ibe last year
partner in Yeomans & Foote, San
rancisco agency, has sold his inter;t to Lewis H. Yeomans and has
One to New York to join the research
spartment of J. Stirling Getchell
ac. Firm name of Yeomans & Foote
■ill
be retained, with Yeomans as
}le owner.
ERJIIT K. SCHAFER, former free
nice radio writer, and William Slatr, formerly with Paramount and
"nited
Artists,
have firm
formed
radio
nd movie
publicity
witha offices
1 the RKO Building, New York.
AMPBELL-SANFORD ADV. Co.,
'leveland, has opened a branch at
42 Madison Ave., New York., with
"red W. Koenig in charge.
IOWARD ALMON, formerly acount executive with McCann-Erickon Inc., San Francisco, has joined
he staff of Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner, that city.
'|3DITH
M. radio
ABBOTT,
for executive
the last
ijrht years
account
If Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
Ban Francisco, on Aug. 1 joined the
'Frederick Seid Adv. Agency, that city,
n a similar capacity. Clifford E.
iiiffin, formerly in the promotional
lepartment of Schwabacher-Frey Co.,
hat city, has also joined the Seid
igency as account executive and will
landle radio along with other accounts.

JOSEP
H O'CON
Adv.
Agency
and
Merchan
disingNOR
Organiz
ation.
San
IF rancisco, has combined
its Whiteomb Hotel and Russ Bldg. offices
and moved into a new location in the
','Hobart Bldg. June Myers is in charge
';of radio.
THEODORE A. NEWHOFF Adv.
Agency, Baltimore, on Aug. 10 moved
(to the Calvert Bldg., that city and
Changed the firm name to NewhoffKaufman Adv. Agency. Personnel is
1 1unchanged.
DON C. ROBBINS, who recently resigned as San Francisco manager of
Walter Biddick Co., station representatives, isvacationing in Merced.
Cal., and will announce his new affiliation Sept. 1.
BACHENHEIMER - DUNDES ! FRANK Inc., New York, is the new
firm name of the former Bachenheimer-Dundes Inc., that city.
j CHURCHILL - HALL Inc., New
York, has changed its name to H. B.
j]LeQuatte Inc., New York. No change
of ownership, management, or personnel is involved. Mr. LeQuatte has
been president of the agency for the
last 16 years and also is president of
rbe Advertising Club of New York
and a vice-president of the Adverjj tising Federation of America.
HENRY
HOHMAN,
president of
Beaumont & Hohman Inc., from Chicago, is in San Francisco conferring
j:with W. E. Travis, president of the
Pacific Greyhound Lines Inc., on a
j proposed network program
for the
j Greyhound Corp. Hohman, who arJ rived in San Francisco Aug. 10, will
' L| before
make areturning
tour of the
East.Pacific Northwest

Ruthrauff & Ryan Names
Underwood to Aid Kirk
afig
jJpPBnMfe
^%

WITH Myron P.
Kirk promoted
Aug. presidency
1 to the
vice
of Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., New
York, in charge
of the
agency's
radio
department,
Cecil Underwood
will join the

Mr. Underwood
New
York radio staff agency's
on Aug. 15 while
Edward L. Dunham, Ben Larson,
Nathan Tufts, Clark Andrews,
Byron Snowden and F. B. Ryan Jr.
continue in radio production. Miss
Elizabeth Ryan continues as radio
time buyer. S. Heagen Bayles is
assistant to Mr. Kirk. Mr. Underwood resigned last month as program manager of the NBC Hollywood studios, and his place is being
taken by Sid Godwin, night program supervisor in San Francisco,
effective Aug. 15. Mr. Godwin has
been with NBC since 1930, coming
from the announcing staff of KGW,
Portland.
Don E. Gilman, NBC Pacific Division vice president, announced
Aug. 8 that Richard Eilers has
been elevated to night program
supervisor. Paul Gates, announcer, becomes assistant to William
Andrews, chief announcer.
NBC Mail Sets Record
FIVE records in fan mail are
claimed by NBC for the first six
months of 1936, with a "considerable portion" of the letters having
been written in response to offers
by sponsors. The records: Best
six months, with 4,006,517 letters;
best March, with 1,015,685 letters;
best April, with 898,265 letters;
best June, with 560,551 letters;
best single month in NBC history,
March. NBC found that 88% of
the mail this year was written as
a result of daytime programs. The
daily average mail during the
period was 27,000 pieces. The record day, over 100,000 pieces, was
during March.
SAM PIERCE has resigned from
the continuity department of KHJ,
Los Angeles, to join Hixson-O'Donell
Inc.,
city, as head of the agency's
radio that
department.
PRESTON PUMPHREY, at one
time a member of the New York radio department of Benton & Bowles
Inc., has joined Bruce ChapmanJesse Butcher Inc., New York, radio producers, as general production
director.

RADIO

ADVERTISERS
B

WESLEY I. NUNN, who has directed the radio and other advertising
campaigns of Continental Oil Co.,
Ponca City, Okla., late in July became advertising manager of Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, Chicago, succeeding A. N. Steele, resigned.
PHILLIPS PACKING Co., Cambridge, Md. (canned food), has named
Blackman Adv. Inc., New York, as
agency for all its advertising.
HOLIHAN BROS., Lawrence, Mass.
(beer), is advertising through Chambers & Wiswell Inc., Boston. Radio
is included.
ELIZABETH ARDEN, New York
(cosmetics), has named Kimball,
Hubbard & Powel Inc., New York,
to handle its account.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, has named Blackett-SampleHummert Inc., Chicago, to service
its Lava Soap account.
PISO Co., Warren, Pa. (proprietary)
has appointed Lake-Spiro-Cohn Inc.,
Memphis, to service its fall campaign,
which will include radio and other
media.
FOR SON LABORATORIES Inc.,
New York (Nu-Myst vaporizer, inhalant), planning to use radio and
other media, has named Kimball.
Hubbard & Powel Inc., New York,
as its agency.
A. WITTNAUER Co. Inc., New
York (Longine watches), will resume radio advertising through Arthur Rosenberg Co. Inc., New York.
PETER FOX BREWING Co., Chicago, has named Sehwimmer & Scott
Adv. Agency, Chicago, as its agency.
KINGS BREWERY, Brooklyn, is
now placing advertising direct.
WOAI, San Antonio, carried 19%
hours of sponsored political programs in 28 days.
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A NEW BINDER has been produced, and we have contracted for
a supply, which we believe answers
your filing and library needs. It
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QUALITY

TIME

IN

FORT

WORTH

KFJZ

Uses Ba nd Transcri ptions, Humor and Time
Announcements for Early Morning Hour
By ELBERT HALING
KFJZ audience was reading the
KFJZ, Fort Worth
paper, eating breakfast, or preWHAT TO do with the early
paring for work between the hours
of 7 and 8 a. m. A different than
morning hours has caused the program directors of larger stations
ordinary program by a small independent station is necessary to
than KFJZ, Fort Worth, to let down
attract peonle with such listening
their hair in supplication to the peculiar whims of the early morning
habits. Quality Time was the answer !
listener. What to present was not
Being an independent station
so much the difficulty as ascertaining what to present that would be
with no network affiliation and unable to secure a band that would
listened to by those in KFJZ's metcompete with those on competing
ropolitan and rural primary area.
higher powered stations, electrical
It was ascertained after a survey
transcriptions came to the rescue.
that the greater proportion of the
Being a subscriber of the NBC
Thesaurus and with ready access
to the latest recordings, KFJZ obtained a break in this regard.
Next, what type of music should
be used to merit attention? The
other stations were checked at this
time and it was found that without exception every local was featuring popular music. Just to be
different, therefore, it was decided
to mingle band and martial airs
with popular music on Quality
Time.
To compete with listeners who
use their morning radio programs
as a background for newspaper
1
V rova/rreading and prop that worthy artiTUsmt roatmr
ffOTAffO/lO 70 PASSOP7Hf
ticle before the sugar bowl on the
breakfast
table, news flashes are
LARGEST INDEPENDENT
presented at regular intervals durSTATION in CHICAGO !
ing Quality Time. These bulletins
are received via shortwave and
201 N.WELLS ST, CHICAGO, ILL,
are supplied by Radio News AssoWEED & CO. 350 MADISON AVE , N.Y.C.
ciation. Each news period is pre-
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QUALITY TIME — Worth Food Markets, largest food store organization in the Fort Worth area, use 20-foot antenna masts before their
stores to advertise their participation as one of the four sponsors of
the cooperative "Quality Time" program over KFJZ.
ceded by a brief buzzer attention
signal. Cleverly interwoven with
the variety music are "Interesting
Facts About Texas", thus affording an excellent combine with the
Texas Centennial.
Obvious Humor
REALIZING that too much humor
of a too subtle nature is not the
best breakfast food in the world,
only a few anecdotes are used on
the .Quality Time feature. As two
announcers work the period regularly it is a simple matter to work
in routines of rather obvious humor. And not to overlook the suburban philosophers, a "Thought
For the Day" forms an integral
feature of the program. Listeners
are invited to send in their favorite philosophical gems and humorous stories, and from the large
number submitted definite proof
of the tainedperiod's
in part. popularity is obEach quarter-hour of Quality
Time is sponsored by a separate
and evidently well-satisfied sponsor. On July 15 the program was
in its third month of consecutive
daily programs excepting Sundays.
The current sponsor list includes
four of the leading advertisers in
the Fort Worth trade territory:
Pat Crow, prominent refrigerator
dealer; Duncan Coffee Co.; Renfro
Drug Stores, 20 in number, and
the Worth Food Markets, 13 in
number.
The Renfro Drug Co. has banners in each of its stores calling
attention to Renfro's participation in Quality Time. One week
their soda fountain even featured

be
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Oregon Station Sold
PURCHASE
of KAST, Astoria,
Ore., by M. R. Chessman, editor
and chief owner of the Astorian
Budget, and T. Cooker, now associated with KOIN, Portland, was
disclosed Aug. 7 in an application
for voluntary assignment filed with
the FCC. Mr. Cooke, who is 49%
stockholder in the newly formed
Astoria Broadcasting Co., would
manage the station, with Mr.
Chessman
owning
50%
of the
stock, and Hattie S. Brown, an
employe of the newspaper, owning
the other 1%.
The transfer by
Abraham Shapiro, present operator, pends FCC approval. Mr. Shapiro, it is understood, is leaving
radio on account of his health. The

i
>•
c
. ■

price was approximately $10,000. ~
NATIONAL Television Corp., of
New York, authorized to operate
temporarily in the medium highfrequency band with television,
has
been assigned
temnorar"
call letters
W2XNT the
for its
station.

E W
BOOK
's
L
WBA

Page

a creation known as a "KFJZ Special". The Worth Food Markets,
which by the way, is the largest
group of food stores in Fort
Worth, have two 20-foot antenna
towers in miniature replica of
KFJZ's, erected in the parking
space before the main store (see
photo).
Appropriate
display are
cards
publicizing the program
changed
regularly and Worth Food Market
officials maintain their display always attracts attention and comment, some customers even asking
if the programs are broadcast
from the stores. Restaurants, hotel coffee shops and dealers are
using window cards and banners
for Admiration and Bright & Early Coffees, the promotion material
being supplied by the Duncan Coffee Company and tieing definitely
with KFJZ and Quality Time.
The unusual amount of advertising and promotion expended by
the experienced advertisers sponsoring Quality Time is definite
proof of the program's success.
The time is given every five minutes during the hour program.
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TRANSCRIPTIONS
Seeks Trade
Rules
FORTIFIED with greatly enlarged
NBC Transcription Service announced
]ACHING English to New Yorkers
its retrade practice powers, the Federal
Aug. 5 that it had not renewed
the latest venture in the human
cording copyright license with Irving
Trade Commission soon will call
Berlin Inc. after July 1 for three seerest field of radio undertaken by
for a preliminary meeting with
lectionslist.whichThese
are placed
reI5NX, New York, weekly on Frimakers
of
perfumes,
cosmetics
stricted
are Sayon IttheWith
ys at 11 :45 a. m. in cooperation
and other toilet preparations at
Music, Lady of the Evening and Soft
th the Adult Education Bureau as
Lights and Sweet Music, all recorded
which plans for a set of trade
DOG-CATCHER LAMENT — If a
neans of reducing the illiteracy ratfor Thesaurus by Richard Leibert, orpractice regulations including
; in metropolitan New York. The
andog-catcher caught a radio
rules on false advertising will be
pgram, known as English to Beginnouncer, that would unquestionably
ganist.
STANDARD RADIO Inc., Hollywood
discussed.
\rs, is designed to reach foreigners
transcription library producer, early
her
able to attend regular school classes,
be news, but when a dog-catc
The FTC action will be based
catches a dog and the event is
is directed by accredited teachers,
Folder"
on a recent request of Toilet Goods
"File Standard
distributedof a the
in August
broadcast, it still sort of makes a
fully
descriptive
, d conducted as a regular classIndustries,
New
York,
representthat
least
At
pm, except that students carry on
Program Library, the Standard Supergood radio feature.
ing a large portion of the industry.
is what WMAL, Washington, found
Soundous other
Effects
Library
and the varie work in their homes. Home-work
Standard
features.
Members
of
the
association
voted
!(1 exercises are given. WBNX furon Aug. 6 when it broadcast
out
at a meeting held in New York in
jjshes students with supplementary
a bark-by-bark account of the capTHE Louisville Times, published
lloklets.
late July to ask the FTC to spon"Shortwave", a bobbedof
ture
sor
a
trade
practice
conference.
tailed canine of diverse pedigree.
along
the Louisville
CourierIP, Philadelphia, on Aug. 10 startJournalwith
by Judge
Robert Bingham,
a local community sing program
Adoption of trade practice rules
Left to right in the picture are
American
Ambassador
to
Great
th James A. Willard leading the
by industries can be accomplished
Frank B. Marks, Washington
blic chorus. After the program the
Britain, has applied to the FCC
under
greatly
broadened
powers
dience is taken for a tour of the
Announcer Lee Evpound-ma
for a new 100-watt full-time staand Engineer Clyde Clark,
erettster,
provided by the much-discussed
w studios.
tion in that city on 1210 kc. The
Robinson-Patman act, enacted at
er.
transmitt
e
shortwav
the
toting
jjfPTF, Raleigh, has installed a full
the
last
session
of
Congress.
In
newspapers
operate the 50,000-watt
WHAS.
In the background is the Mutt
ine United Press news ticker and
general, the procedure in trade
Black Maria, in which the trio
*W offers quarter-hour flash service
practice conferences is to adopt
rode in their roundup.
night in addition to the three
i\yilyandEsso
mandatory and optional regulaExtra periods sponsored
i Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey.
tions. Committees are set up to
Australian Visitor
KIRO
detect violations and to inform the
COMPLETE broadcast station
SEATTLE
FTC of them.
J. F. COATES, one of the two
7IO KC
IOOO Watt*
'nfined in a studio, and a novel arWholesale
value
of
the
indusijy of technical apparatus was heard
government directors of the Amalring the Gang Busters reenactment
try's output, not including sales
Australia's
in barber shops and beauty pargovernmentgamated- Wireless
ownedCo.,broadcasting
i\ "The
Case
of
Edward
Metelski"
CBS Aug. 12. The program is
lors, exceeds 200 million dollars
system, was a guest of C. W.
fonsored by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
a year. Products involved are perHorn, NBC research and developp.
microphone
inment director, and visited with
fume, toilet water, face powder,
lalledA inparabolic
the studio
to give thewaseffect
Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president, in
face cream, rouge, shaving cream,
space and distance over the
Radio City Aug. 5. Mr. Coates,
S||arshes. The actor impersonating
depilatories, manicure preparaalso a member of Parliament in
tions, toilet soap, etc. The toilet
e pilot spoke through a special airane microphone in the studio, a
goods association has requested
Australia, is completing a fivepe of microphone used in actual
month tour of the radio capitals of
that the conference be held as
the world. He sails from San
■oadcasts
The and
pilot's
soon as possible but adoption of
ports, the from
noise planes.
of a motor,
the
Francisco Aug. 18. During his
iirious night sounds from the marshe* ;such regulations frequently reRadio
City visit he broadcast via
quires
several
months
or
longer.
KIRO LOOIE
•£re broadcast from a transmitter in
short
waves
to
listeners
in
Aus|e studio itself, instead of passing
MEMBERS of the Motion Picture
tralia, during which he asserted
;k ;|rectly through the regiriar controlProducers' Association held sevfom channels. This local studio
that "America enjoys a place in
eral meetings in Hollywood during
the forefront of world radio de,poadcast, in turn, was picked up by
says:
the last fortnight to discuss the
<<j
ij
receiving
set
in
the
same
room,
amRifled and sent through a special
protests of film exhibitors against
Jlh this business you've
velopment." Association of Amer■mixing panel" to the master control
the booking of screen stars on raJAPANESE
pom and out on the air.
ica has filed an application with
dio programs. Although the proNEW radio record Is claimed by
ducers would make no statements
the FCC for a shortwave broadwhat it takes"
to haveREPRESENTATIVES
qolNATIONAL
llyde Vandeburg, Texas Centennial
casting station to be erected in
it is understood they have appointIxposition radio director, who aned a committee to study the situaSan Francisco which will be del^unced 903 programs that originated
John
Blair ft Co.
voted to agricultural and market
tion and make a report before takE the grounds during the first two
CHICAGO
NEW
YORK
ing
any
action,
one
way
or
another.
news
and
will
be
presented
in
the
months of operation. The period
SAN FRANCISCO
Japanese language for farmers in
DETROIT
t>vers the 62 days from June 6 to^ Meanwhile, film star bookings concentral and northern California.
tinue, none having been cancelled.
Lug.3000
6. mark
Vandeburg
ae
would estimated
be reached that'
bebre the Dallas Exposition closes
'ov. 29.
kTBZ, from
Boston,
has Press
two teletype
cirINTERESTED
IN
FIGURES...
Jjits
United
to facilitate
mdling of Esso Reporter broadcasts,
ne is connected with the Boston UP
IF YOU'RE
ffice for local news and the other is
SECONDARY
PRIMARY
5,000 WATTS DAYTIME
m
irect to the New York UP office for
1,000 WATTS NIGHT
sitional and international news.
AREA
AREA
Number of Counties
80
ikFEL, Denver, has completed a serTotal Population
;s of broadcasts covering the four lo1,908,109
2,398,894
al political conventions. The schedRadio Homes
76
327,400
289,100
ule included : Denver County DemoRadio
Listeners
katic Assembly, Democratic State
1,127,490
Convention, Denver County Republiand Oil1,276,860
Territory.
an Assembly, Republican State ConKFH
is
in
the
Heart
of
the
Nation's
Richest
Wheat
tention.
Wheat Production in 24 KFH Primary Area Counties 69,000,000 bu.
IFRC, San Francisco, Softball team,
Kansas Total Wheat Production in 1936
130,000,000 bu.
lefeated the NBC-Blue team, which
Kansas Oil Production for 1936, wilT exceed
60,000,000 barrels
^as captained by Ed Ludes, announc:jr, by a score of 11 to 7, when the
ame was played in that city Aug. 4.
Sill Pabst, KFRC exploitation manger, is captain of KFRC's team.
ROGRAM

NOTES

KFH
CHITA
KANSAS
TAR
National Representatives
EDWARD PETRY & CO.

ORFOLK. VIRGINIA
NfBC -National-Representatives — Edward Petry & Cot
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WESTERN
HISTORY
HIGHLIGHTS
WRITTEN
IN VIVID STYLE
FROM AUTHENTIC
FACTS
By
FOR
RADIO

PROGRAMS

Authors Who Know
the Radio Business
Write
Summerfield McCarteney
4536 Sheridan Blvd.,
Denver, Colo.

KECA's New Plans
WITH the inauguration of its new
5,000 - watt transmitter scheduled
with appropriate network salute
ceremonies Aug. 31, KECA, Los
Angeles, will concentrate on NBCBlue network programs and will
gradually eliminate the classical
recordings that have been its chief
feature during the last year. The
station, sister outlet to KFI, 50,000watter also owned by Earle C.
Anthony Inc., will operate with
5,000 watts days and 1,000 nights
under the direction of Harrison
Holliway, general manager of both
stations, with Glenn Dolberg as
program director. The new 365foot single-mast antenna is being
installed under the guidance of H.
L. Blatterman and Curtis Mason,
KFI-KECA engineers.

WHO

RICHARD VOYrecentlyNOW,withuntil
WLW
in the production
department, who
resigned when
John L. Clark
A
left WLW as
manager to head
Mm
the newly formed
Trans - American
Broadcasting &
Mr. Voynow
Television Corp., has bf2n appointed by John Shepard 3d as sales
and production manager of WEAN,
Providence, and WICC, Bridgepoi*t, Shepard - owned stations
which on Jan. 1, 1937, leave CBS
to join the NBC-Blue network.
Mr. Voynow, a brother of Edward Voynow, Chicago manager
of Edward Petry & Co., was formerly with the Brunswick Record
Corp. He will divide his time between the two stations, which will
continue to be represented nationally by the Petry organization.
WEAN and WICC will also be
outlets of the Yankee Network and
will occasionally join the Colonial
Network, second New England regional hookup, scheduled to get under way Sept. 27.
Social

SAYS

LL

SMA

tnre
n ou
° to me
leioin
opnt
day, we WP««A
„Yeah?
hon p J
let that we have over a md
other

VE-aod
many people over WA

g
about tht s b
for the dope
1««
tlet within
only NBC ou

Agencies

Acquire

Welfare Script of WBBM
MADE available at nominal cost
so that they can be used for local
community chest and other public
welfare drives, copies of the scripts
of
the carried
With Other
People'sChicago,
Monet/
series
on WBBM,
have been purchased by social
agencies in 94 cities in the United
States, Canada and Australia for
production on local stations. The
programs, written by Kaye McLaughlin as a public service feature for the Council of Social
Agencies of Chicago, won the annual award of the recent National
Conference on Social Woi'k as
being the greatest educational contribution to social work of the last

is

The

Shepard Names Voynow
ToWEAN-WICCPosition

&

^

Phil Bowman, WBBM production
man, and John D. Fitzgerald, Chiyear.
cago special events director for
CBS, handled the series on WBBM.
One script of the series, which resumes on WBBM this fall, was
chosen "the best example of an
aducational radio program" for
production before the 1936 convention of the Red Cross.
HAROLD THOMAS, owner and
chief engineer of WATR, Waterbury, Conn., has applied to the
FCC for a new 100-watt night and
250-watt day station on 1310 kc.
in Pittsfield. Mass.
Roosevelt v. Landon
Yale v. Harvard
Lewis v. Green
NEWS is your best bet this fall.
TRANSRADIO

NBC---

Curio's

Revenge

BOB BENCE, chief announcer at KFRC, San Francisco,
collects everything he can
get his hands on and stores
them in four padlocked cabinets at the station. On a
recent occasion of a visit
from Darrell Donnell, radio
editor of the San Francisco
Examiner, Bence was persuaded to open one of the
lockers to show a rare pair
of handcuffs he has owned
for years.
One of the mood,
visitors in a humorous
placed the cuffs on Donnell,
and before Bence could cry
out that he had no key,
snapped them into place. It
took the combined work of
the entire station staff to find
an implement with which to
free Donnell's hands.
NAB and Census Data
(Continued from page 12)

rate, it will tend at times to b<
classified as local. Some regiona
advertisers will tend to be classi
fied as local.
"The NAB method of compiling
data in this field seems to be th<
more careful. No over-all esti ;
mate is used for the year, or ever
for any individual month. The tab
ulations of national and local bus
iness are the results of the indi
vidual classification of every ac
count broadcast over each of the
reporting stations every month
This classification is made entireh
upon the basis of the actual pom
of origin of the business and without regard to whether it is billec
at one rate or another. The origi
nal classifications made by the reporting stations, in addition, art
carefully checked by experts prioi
to tabulation and compilation. Thi;
method, it would seem, should yielc j
the more desirable results fron )
the viewpoint of accuracy.
"The discrepancy in the loea i
volume between the NAB anc|
Census reports is undoubtedly ex-;
plained in part by the confusior
in classification of business as tcj
national and local. This, however^

does
explain thebusiness
fact that
total not
non-network
as the',
sea
forth by the NAB is below thai!
reported by the Census. Discounts!
on local business are relatively
small for the most part, but still
will serve to swell the reported!
Census figure of $39,737,867 to atj
least some degree, thus further in-|
creasing the difference between ifcj
and the reported non-network vol-1
ume of $36,534,163 of the NAB.
"One conclusion is inescapable^
from the above figures, namely!
that the NAB estimates of non-1
network volume have been highly j
conservative on the whole, probably!
by 10% to 15%. As more detailed!
final information is revealed by then
Census Bureau, it may be possible!
to indicate the exact extent tol
which this has been the case."
7~KRVING THE CORSTRL CAROLINA TRRDt

SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST CITY
1360 Kc.
- I00OWATT5d 500N
-JOHNS^FI
FRCGS
^fMsSde4\^ C
C GLDiNf ^
UJ
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Shanghai Offers Good

IN

CHINA

MISS SMITH

cultivating."
Miss Smith said American interests in China as well as Chinese interests in this country
would like to see a beam shortwave station established on the
Pacific Coast for regularly scheduled transmission to the Far East
to offset the broadcasts of other
nations and promote Sino-American trade and relations. At present there is no international broadcast station west of Chicago.
Existing regulations specify that
international broadcasts may not
be sponsored except insofar as
commercial programs over regular
stations are rebroadcast by shortwave, and then the commercial
credits may be transmitted internationally. The originating station, however, cannot
"sell time"
for international
reception.
Miss Smith has been in this
country for about a month, and
shortly will go to the Pacific coast
to discuss, among other things, the
possibility of establishing a shortwave station for Far-Eastern reception on the Coast. She plans to
sail for Shanghai from San Francisco in November.

gets it on the last lap after the
programs have gone half around
the world. The need for a special
directional beam broadcast from
the United States to the Far East
is paramount and one which
should be given every consideration, Miss Smith believes.
"It would be an excellent stimulus not alone in the promotion of
American trade generally but in
the creation of a greater understanding of American-Chinese relationships if America's cultural,
political and economic life were
regularly portrayed by well developed programs by a special
directional
beam to the Far East,"
said Miss Smith.

Pineapple Campaign
PLANNING to use radio along
with other media, Pineapple Producers Cooperative Association,
San Francisco (canned pineapple),
early in August announced the appointment of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco
agency, to handle its new campaign. Mrs. Erm P. Proetz, vice
president of Gardner Advertising
Co., St. Louis, affiliated with the
San Francisco agency, was in San
Francisco during latter July to
confer with Stanley G. Swanberg.
the agency's executive vice president, on plans for the pineapple
campaign.

Market

for National Accounts,

According to U. S. Trade Commissioner
OPPORTUNITIES for American
:joncerns which use broadcast advertising in this country are open
n China, particularly in the key
Jty of Shanghai, according to A.
;;riola Smith, American Trade Commissioner in Shanghai, now in this
puntry on leave of absence. Some
100 "national accounts" in this
;ountry have branches in Shanghai, she said, and many of them
tre using transcription programs
n Shanghai's
numerous
local stains to reach the
3,500 Americans
i that city as well as the 1,000,100 inhabitants out of its 3,500,000
copulation who speak and undertand English.
Miss Smith, who has spent the
ast 16 years in China as an attache of the Department of Comnerce, is anxious to see American
mterests establish direct interna1 onal broadcasts to China — noably in the Shanghai sector. Propganda broadcasts, directed toward
be Far East, have been featured
or several years by France, Germany, Holland, Great Britain and
|:aly, she said, while English
anguage programs are also heard
^jailv from the principal stations
- i Japan, Australia, Spain, Brazil
jind Russia.
These
are supplelented by regular news broadcasts
1 English for shortwave reception
rom these and other countries,
* There are no regularly scheduled
. rograms to the Far East from
!ny stations on American soil. The
2 international broadcast stations
;;i this country direct their programs largely for European and
; outh American reception, but
:tven these are not on the exten!)ive regular scale of other nations.
Beam Service Needed
jIT IS lamentable that programs
rom the United States are selom heard," said Miss Smith.
Pittsburgh, Schenectady and Bound
'■rook are sometimes picked up
uring spring and fall seasons
Vhen extremely favorable weather
onditions prevail, but when such
eception
is received Shanghai

lish-speaking Chinese as well as
the large colony of foreigners constitute a radio public well worth

"Radio listeners in China would
welcome the institution of such a
broadcasting service. While no
statistics are available reliable
sources estimate that there are
between 100,000 and 300.000 radio
sets in China at the present time.
The modern educated and trained
Chinese is a keen radio fan, while
an ever increasing group of Eng-
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Advertisement

Out
In

Here

Chicago

• Some

Random

♦ ♦ ♦
Thoughts,

Most of Which Concern
WGES, JVCBD and WSBC
By GENE T. DYER —
This
is youranycolumn,
— so!
send along
item youtoo have

WTCN
St. Paul — Minneapolis
FREE & SLEININGER, INC.
National Representatives.

incteale

yout

Hu±inel&
Spot
To increase your spot business we have available, subject
to prior sale, the following tried and proven transcribed
features.
THE ADVENTURES OF SONNY AND BUDDY— 100 Quarter
Hours of thrilling drama with a real kid appeal.
HARMONY ISLE — 26 Quarter Hours of restful soothing tunes
played
Dick— 26
Mclntyre's
Hawaiian
BREAD byBITS
thirty-second
dramasOrchestra.
providing an additional
thirty seconds on each for local tie-in commercial. Built especially for Baking accounts.

TT'S WSBC rightfully claiming
*■ dominance in this issue! Here's
the first picture of its new vertical
radiator, 289 feet above the street.
WSBC is America's MODEL local
station located in the population
center of Chicago and the Nation!
Among locals: FIRST in amount
of commercial business, FIRST in
income, FIRST in public service.
FIRST in popularity!

Write tor complete
information on
these
featuresandto other
Radio
Programs Division

Yes, you can cover Chicago amazingly well with WSBC — and the
rates are mighty low!

WAITER
BIDDICK COMPANY
SEATTLE
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
1038
Exchange Bldg.
1358
Russ
Bldg.
568 C. o£ C. Bldg.
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Several

Artist

Suits Involving
Performance of Records

JNBC

Over

Cleveland ■ 610 Kilocycles
NOTE

TO

Advertisers
and
Agencies

:

— notice where Cleveland's
local advertisers spend their
money— and notice the "till
forbid" orders they give us
. . . maybe we can't do a
job for your client, but you'll
never know what the Cleveland market can deliver until you check the sales results after we've gone to
work for you !
EDYTHE FERN MELROSE
Manager WJ AY Cleveland
Carnegie Hall CHcrry 0464
The Station that Gets RESULTS

1W

^>

Radio Are Litigated
DETERMINATION of the rights
of recording artists to prevent performance of their phonograph recording over broadcasting stations
on grounds of unfair competition,
remained unsettled Aug. 5 after
WEVD, New York, consented to
the issuance of an injunction by
Lawrence Tibbett, brought on behalf of the National Association
of Performing Artists, recently
formed. At the same time counsel
for Audio-Scriptions Inc., a recording service, consented to a permanent injunction by Don Voorhees.
Previously Teleflash Inc., wired
service, had consented to an injunction.
There remains to be tried before the state Supreme Court in
New York the suit of Frank Crumit against WHN, which was adjourned until Aug. 19 at the request of Maurice Speiser, general
counsel of NAPA, who instituted
all of the suits. It is from this
case that an adjudication may be
expected, since in the others no
precedent was established because
the injunctions were consented to
without considering the merits.
Isidore Frey, of the Marcus Loew
Booking Agency, owners of WHN,
is expected to argue the case on
Aug. 19 against Mr. Speiser.
Final adjudication of the rights
of performing artists in their recorded works is being sought cn
behalf of the broadcasting industry. In the original test case
brought in Philadelphia by NAPA

.©** zT*

Bands

^

MERIT AWARD— Capt. Edison C.
Speer, county chairman of the Sons
of the American Legion (left) is
here shown awarding the American Legion's meritorious service
certificate to Leonard Kapner, newly appointed manager of WCAE.
Pittsburgh, in recognition of the
station's services during the recent
flood crisis. Mr. Kapner has succeeded Ford Billings as WCAE
manager, the latter having been
transferred to Los Angeles. [See
story on Page 8.]
last year in the name of Fred
Waring against WDAS, the judgment in the lower court was in
favor of Waring. The Court of
Common Pleas sustained the finding of the first court, and now efforts are being made to take the
case to the state Supreme Court.
Judge Ferdinand Pecora of the
New York court signed the permanent injunction order against
WEVD on Aug. 10, enjoining it
from using for broadcasting, reproducing and performing purposes records made by Tibbett.
Alexander Kahn, of New York,
told Broadcasting that rather than
become involved in litigation that
would cost much money, the station consented to the injunction.
WEVD, he added, uses so few recordings that there is no point in
making an issue of the case.
Audio-Scriptions consented to an
injunction with the understanding
that it would not make recordings
of programs off the air which were
to be used for improper purposes.
This company alleges it was asked
to make a recording off the air and
then found itself sued by Voorhees.
In addition to the WHN case
still pending, WNEW, Newark,
also is a defendant in a phonograph record suit scheduled Aug.
15. Sanford H. Cohen represents
the station.
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THE aftermath of an important decision
by the New York
Musicians' Union
refusing broadcasting companies the right
to
engage
in the
band
- booking
Mr. Green
business, NBC
dance - orchestra
management equities valued in e:<|
cess of $1,000,000 have been turn?
over by the network to Consol-]
dated Radio Artists Inc., a new om
ganization
with
offices in Ne 1
York, Cleveland and Chicago. I
the CRA fold are such orchestrj
as Paul Whiteman, Richard Hin
ber, Peter
Van
Steeden, Fere
Her1'
FletcherBrotl
derson,
Ben Reisman,
Pollack. Dorsey
Grofe, Leo
ers, Russ Morgan and about 5
others.
Heading CRA is Charles II
Green, veteran booker who mai
aged the NBC Dance Band Div
sion previous to the Union rulinj
For six years before his NBC al
filiation Green had been presider
of a company known as Consol
dated Radio Artists Inc., and whe
the Union interpretation becamj
known in May he resurrected th
name and worked out a deal wit
NBC whereby allmanagement
of that network'
dance-orchestra
equi
ties came into possession of CRj
with no NBC strings attached. i\
Paul Whiteman contract expirin
in 1951 was included in the trans
action.
Buys NBC Time
MR. GREEN expressed the im]
portance of radio in the CRA set
up by stating that dance-orchestr:
popularity is contingent on broad
cast appearances. He estimate!
that 50% of CRA business is de
rived through radio, although hi
organization represents its orches
tras in every management phase
Currently, his orchestras are oi]
the air for Woodbury, Studebaker
Lifebuoy Soap, Bristol-Myers anr
Kraft Cheese, and they also arn
featured at various hotels and innr
in New York and Chicago. CR£
orchestras broadcast both ove:
NBC and CBS. The new company
itself is an advertiser, and ha?
purchased 20 half-hour late-eve"
ning periods per week on nation
wide NBC hookups to exploit anc
promote its bands. Time has beei
purchased on a long-term contract
Jim Post, NBC top time-sales
man for many years and recenth
with World Broadcasting Systen
in a sales capacity, heads the ra
dio division of the new organiza
tion. Mr. Post is credited with hav
ing brought such accounts as Max
well House,
Firestone,
R. J. Corp
Reynolds, Consolidated
Cigar
and Collier's into the NBC

fold.

THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE
VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.
• Broadcast
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KNX

iANSFER of KNX, Los Ange;, to CBS by Aug. 15 — a month
advance of the date originally
t— is probable under plans conlered by the FCC Broadcast Di;ion and awaiting expected apoval as Broadcasting went to
ess. The original ruling of the
ZC several weeks ago, approving
je record $1,300,000 sale, set
Kpt. 15 as the date of transfer.
^Meanwhile, Guy C. Earl Jr., acpanied by Lawrence Beilenson,
Los Angeles attorney, was in
f!ew York to receive the first inklment of one-fourth of the purriase price. KNX, while expected
go under CBS ownership and
anagement about Aug. 15, will
jit join the network until Jan. 1
ider present plans.
Shift in Programs
[[LTHOUGH the shift of CBS
,,1-ograms from Don Lee Broadcast,jg System to KNX and to KSFO,
an Francisco, may take place in
Ivance of the end of the year,
|.ere have been no conversations
j this end in recent weeks, it was
jjated at CBS. Under present con|tions, Don Lee will join Mutual
roadcasting System coincident
sith the CBS switch to KNX and
;SFO. One Mutual account, scheduled to begin Nov. 4, includes the
on Lee network. The sponsor is
urine (eye wash).
Donald Thornburgh, CBS Papc Coast vice president, is in Los
,|ngeles making plans for the new
:|BS affiliations. While nothing
efinite has been decided, it is still
lought possible that Naylor Rogp, KNX vice president and gen-al manager, will continue as
anager of the station when CBS
likes over, but no decision has
een reached.
KNX has entered into stipula.(ons with the Los Angeles Times
or dismissal of the libel suit appal of the station against the
ewspaper and against KHJ and
MTR, Los Angeles stations,
ihich allegedly
carried libelous
catements
about
KNX
in the
imes news periods
during the
ewspaper-radio
fight last year.
mX won $2,500 actual and $1
unitive damages
in the lower

Parties
ing
(Continued fromBook
page lh)

tis Bok, of Philadelphia, who featured the opening Happy Days
program on CBS. These programs
will run throughout the campaign
and will be heard on 27 stations,
1:15-1:30 p. m. (EDST).
In addition to Stanley High, the
Rev. William L. Stidger, of Kansas City, and Burke Boyce, all of
whom are collaborating with the
Democratic radio division, the
Democratic National Committee
early this month announced the appointment of Mrs. Henry Morgenthau Jr., wife of the Secretary of
the Treasury, as radio director of
its women's division. Mrs. Morgenthau's duties have not been
definitely prescribed but she is
seeking a $25,000 appropriation
from the radio division's fund for
special women's features on the air.
Fr. Coughlin's Convention
THE NETWORKS on Aug. 15 and
16 were scheduled to carry, as a
sustaining feature, highlights of
the Cleveland convention of Father Coughlin's National Union for
Social Justice, but thereafter the
Coughlin-Lemke-Townsend- Smith
forces were expected to buy time
like the other political parties.
Union Party headquarters in Chicago indicated they intended to do
so, but no commitments have been
made.
Another political party which
has indicated it expects to buy
time on the air is the Socialist
Labor Party, whose presidential
candidate, John W. Aiken, last
April had a period on CBS. Its
New York state secretary, Emil F.

Time

Teichert, 45 Rose St., announced
that it is already getting donated
time on a few local stations but
that it also expects to have several national hookups before the
election.
For reasons undisclosed, it was
announced early in August by Leo
J. Fitzpatrick, manager of WJR,
Detroit, and radio advisor of Father Coughlin, that the radio priest' .
regular fall and winter series of
Sunday afternoon discourses would
not be resumed in October over
his special independent network of
about 30 stations but would start
sometime after the first of the
year. It is presumed this is due
to Father Coughlin's campaign activities. Mr. Fitzpatrick stated
that Father Coughlin is planning
to reserve a schedule on the Mutual Network for the LemkeO'Brien ticket, which he is espousing, starting in September and continuing until the elections, but
MBS has announced no time reservations as yet.

WE'VE
GOT
SOMETHING
TO

CRJOW

ABOUT.

. .

THR.EE
STATIONS

Metropolitan Auditions
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co., Cleveland (paints) will present the
Metropolitan Auditions of the Air
over a nationwide NBC-Blue network, starting Oct. 18, Sundays,
3-3:30 p. m. Last year the program was broadcast on NBC-Red.
The program again will use talent
auditioned by the Metropolitan
Opera Association. Cecil, Warwick
& Cecil Inc., New York, has the
account.

THKEE
MARKETS
at
_

Their reputation
"Buy"
word.
The obviousis avalue
of

"See"

Texas

through

These

Great

these three stations quickly
TE
W^
won recognition
for them
0
L
%
wherever "Spot" advertising
was bought.
The ONE

Shows

and

"Eyes"

of

LOW

RATE

has

its appeal — but shrewd time
buyers appreciate the la^ge
responsive audiences loyal
to the "Missouri Triangle".

;"jurts but the decision was re'ersed in the District Court of Apeals last May, KNX thereupon
Jppealing to the state supreme
furt.

r

e Frontier
C e nt e nnial.
Fort "Worth

AA-WBAP
tlOK,
tenviaL

Write any station listed below for complete data.

lUs
WWNC

}

ASHEVILLE, N. C.
Full Time NBC Affiliate 1000 Watts

BIGGER

America's Vacation Center this summer
and fall is attracting millions — buying
millions— of people from the Southwest
and the Nation. The Dallas- Fort Worth
area (these cities are only 32 miles
apart) is also America's "Ten-Gallon
Hat" Market, with buying capacity
worthy of the heaviest equipment of all
"big-game hunters!"

BUSINESS!
' PACT:
Summering
the Asheville resort
area arein more
freespending tourists and vacationers than in years. RESULT:
Business is UP now — and will
continue so for months to come.
Put Your Campaign on WWNC —
Share This Bigger Business!

• Broadcast

KWTO-KGBX
Springfield, Mo.

KCMO
Kansas

The consumer potential of the 807,302 WFAAWBAP "radio families" has already been proven
by many national advertisers of the highest
standing.
Thenewcurrent
big from
Centennial
are bringing
inquiries
others. "Shows"

City, Mo.

WTMV
East St. Louis

WFAA-WBAP
DALLAS
FT. WORTH
National Representatives: Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

Advertising
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KMBC Sells 2 Shows
TWO SHOWS first introduced
over KMBC, Kansas City, early in
August were sold by Arthur
Church, KMBC operator, to big
advertisers during a trip to New
York. Ted Malone's Between the
Bookends, now featured as a sustaining on CBS, was sold to Lehn
& Fink Co. for Hinds Honey and
Almond Cream, and starting Oct.
5 will be sponsored five periods
weekly for 15 weeks on CBS. The
KMBC Crystal Gazers program
has been sold to Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. for its Crystal
White Soap and may be tested as
a spot campaign for 13 weeks,
placed through Benton & Bowles.
Having also placed the Happy
Hollow and Phenomenon features,
originated at KMBC, Mr. Church
recently assigned Dr. George Halley, the station's Chicago representative, tofull time work on the
exploitation of KMBC shows that
have syndicate possibilities.

IRC Yarmouth Convention
PLANS for the seventh annual
convention of the International
Radio Club in Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia Aug. 24 to 28 were announced Aug. 6 by Jack Rice, president. The party, made up of
broadcasters, engineers and others
identified with broadcasting will
sail from Boston for Yarmouth on
Aug. 23 aboard the Eastern Steamship Liner Evangeline, returning:
to Boston Aug. 29 after a round of
entertainment, fishing trips and other festivities. Election of officers
will take place Aug. 27.
THE FRENCH postal authorities
are considering a stamp issue bearing the heads of General Ferrie
and Edouard Branley, the French
radio pioneers.
of
For Complete
COVERAGE
HEAD

of the LAKES
and

FTC Cites Pro-Ker
PRO-KER LABORATORIES Inc.,
New York (hair treatment) is
charged with exaggerated claims
for its product in a complaint issued Aug. 14 by the Federal Trade
Commission. The alleged exaggeration involves claims that ProKer is a competent treatment for
baldness; that it corrects or cures
any hair or scalp disorder; forces
nature to replace fallen hair; produces a new growth of hair and
makes
strong. the scalp healthy and

IRON RANGE
REGIONS

WEBC
DULUTH
WMFG
HIBBING,

MINN.

To reach the New
York market you must
consider the character
of its population.
*IN METROPOLITAN
THERE ARE MORE
JEWS
ITALIANS
GERMANS

NEW

YORK
THAN

RESIDE

1 ,765,000

PALESTINE

1 ,070,072
884,062

ROME
LEIPZIG

POLES

458,381

LWOW,

SPANIARDS

110,000

CORDOVA,

1,000 Watts

Day and

Night

*WSNX broadcasts in
these and €>th§r languages

Effective

IN

NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
(All times EDST unless otherwisespecified)
New

Business

R. B. DAVIS Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(cocomalt), on Oct. 4 starts Joe Penner on 48 CBS stations, Sundays, 66 :30 p. m. Agency : Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE, New York, on Aug. 5
started Happy Days, political interview and talks series on 33 CBS stations. On Aug. 11 the series went on
13-week schedule, Tuesdays, 10 :4511 p. m. Agency: U. S. Adv. Corp.,
New York.
LEHN & FINK Inc., New York
(Lysol) on Oct. 5 starts Dr. Allan
Roy Dafoe on 26 CBS stations, Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 11 :45-12 noon. Agency :
Lennen & Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
LEHN & FINK Inc., New York
(Pebeco toothpaste) on Oct. 5 starts
The Gumps on 26 CBS stations,
Mon., thru Fri., 12-12 :15 noon. Agency : Lennen & Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
LEHN & FINK Inc., New York
(Hinds Honey & Almond Cream) on
Oct. 5 starts Ted Malone in Between
the Bookends, on 26 CBS stations,
Mon., thru Fri., 12:15-12:30 p. m.
Agency : William Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y.
PRINCESS PAT Ltd., Chicago (cosmetics) on Aug. 30 starts unanon 5 NBC-Red
network nounced
stationsprogram
(WEAF,
WRC, WGY,
WTAM, WOW), Sundays, 6:30-7
p. m. Agency : McJunkin Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
G. WASHINGTON COFFEE REFINING Co., Morris Plains, N. J. on
Sept. 19 starts Prof. Quiz on 8 NBC
managed or operated stations (W.TZ,
WBZ-WBZA, KDKA, WGY, WRC,
WTAM and Chicago), Saturdays,
7& :30-8
m. Agency
Cecil p.Inc.,
N. Y. : Cecil, Warwick
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co., Cleveland (paints) on Oct. 18 starts
Metropolitan Auditions of the Air on
a nationwide NBC - Blue network,
Sundays, 3-3 :30 p. m. Agency : Cecil,
Warwick & Cecil Inc., N. Y.
MACFADDEN
PUBLICATIONS
Inc.. New York (Liberty magazine)
on Aug. 25 starts Talks By Bernarr
Macfadden on 4 MBS stations (WOR,
WGN, CKLW, WLW) Tuesdays, 1010 :15
p. N.
m. Agency
: Lennen & Mitchell Inc.,
Y.
NASH MOTOR Co., Kenosha, Wis.
(motor cars), on Oct. 3 starts unannounced program on 52 CBS stations, Saturdays, 9-9 :30 p. m. Agency : J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH Co.,
Chicago, on Oct. 3 starts unannounced
program on 44 CBS stations, Satur8 :30-9 p. Co.,
m. Chicago.
Agency: J. Walterdays, Thompson

SPAIN

Sept. 1

Full staff on foreign language production available
a\ OF YOUR

LANGUAGE

PROSPECT

Renewal Accounts

RALSTON-PURINA Co., St. Lou
(Ry-Krisp), on Sept. 6 renews J/ij
ion Talley on 35 NBC-Red statio: (
Sundays, 5-5:30 p. m. (shifted fnj
Fridays*.
Account placed direct.
BUDD & VOTAW, San Francis J
(Pebble Beach neckties), on Aug. 3
renews for 19 ■ weeks Your Fell j
Man's Opinion with Bill Davidsi j
narrator, on 4 CBS-Don Lee netwc j
stations, Sundays, 6 :45-7 :00 p.
(PST).
Agency: Doremus & Ct
San
Francisco.
MACFADDEN
PUBLICATIO:
Inc.,
New
York
(True
zine) on Sept. .4 renews Story
True ma*'
Stc \
Court of Human Relations on
NBC-Red network stations, Frids
9:30-10 p. m. with rebroadcast 12:
midnight.
After Oct. 2 rebroadc;
will be at 11 :30 p. m. Agency : J
thur Kudner Inc., N. Y.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Fr:
cisco, on Aug. 19 renews for fc j
weeks,
cies on participation
12 CBS-Don inLeeFeminine
network Fi<\
sj
tions, Wed., Fri., 3 :20 - 3 :30 p. ]
(PST). Agency: Westco Adv. AgH
cy, San Francisco.
SHASTA WATER Co., San Fnl
Cisco (mineral water), on Aug. I
renews for four weeks participatij
in Feminine Fancies on 8 CBS-Dj
Lee network stations, Mondays, 3 :!
3:30 p. m. (PST). Agency, Brew
Weeks Co., San Francisco.
GEORGE A. HORMEL & Co., A
tin, Minn, (food) on Aug. 13
newed Juan Haidrige and His Amt
canos Marimba Band on 7 Midw
CBS stations (WBBM, KR>
KMBC, KFAB, WOC, WCC
KSCJ), shifting to Thursdays, 10:
11 p. m. Batten, Barton, Durstine
Osborn Inc., Chicago, has the accou
DR. MILES LABORATORIES It
Elkhart, Ind. (Alka-Seltzer) on C
3 renews National Barn Dance on
NBC-Blue network stations, Sat
days, 9:30-10:30 p. m., with rebro:
cast at 11 p. m. Agency : Wade A
Agency Inc., Chicago.
AMERICAN RADIATOR Co., N
York (heating equipment) on Se
13 renews Fireside Recital on
NBC
Red m.stations,
7 :45 - p.
Agency :Sundays,
Blaker 7Ai•■'*
Agency Inc., N. Y.
Macfadden on Mutual;
MACFADDEN
PUBLICATION
Inc., New York (Liberty mag
zine) will start a series, Talks
Bernarr Macfadden, publisher
Macfadden magazines, on the fo
basic Mutual stations beginni
Aug. 25, Tuesdays, 10-10:15 p.
Mr. Macfadden's talks will f
large upon the Liberty magazi
editorials, which are anti-New D<
in nature. Programs will origins
from WOR. Lennen & Mitch
Inc.,
count. New York, placed the a

POLAND

SPEAKS THE

SEALTEST LABORATORIES, (
vision of National Dairy Prodm
Inc.), New York (Sealtest ice crea
milk ) , on Oct. 17 starts unseleel ,
program on 36 NBC-Red network s
tions, Saturdays, 8-9 p. m. Agenc
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
FISHER BODY Corp., Detroit (s|
tomobile body builders) on Aug. :
one time only, presents Fisher Bo
Craftman's Guild on 30 NBC-El
network stations, Wednesday, 9 -A,
10 p. m. Agency : Arthur Kudr
Inc., N. Y.
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A

Banker
Appraises
Radio
(Continued from page 9)
call attention to it. And the radio
pw that billboards, magazines, (lift mail, newspapers, and other
program most certainly will give
;(dia sell goods, services, or instiadded interest to the advertiser's
messages in newspaper ads, direct
[ional name — whatever the adftiser desires and brings out ef- mail, etc.
ttively. We know this because
Radio has the power of creating
kse are old and well-established
a feeling of friendliness and perfdia, because of our own successsonal interest probably far greater
:. use of such media, because of than any other advertising mep successful experience of others,
The building of this direct
,d because we ourselves look at feeling dium.
of friendliness would, if
jlboards, read direct mail, magathere were no other reason, justify
Ife and newspaper ads and are
the investment in radio advertisluenced by them.
ing. And it should always be re(As for radio, we know that it
membered that radio also recipro:s passed the experimental stage
cates the support given it through
lig ago and is today a well-estabother media indirectly by virtue of
hed medium. We know that inthis very power of creating and
merable types of business have
sustaining interest.
d, and are using, it to their deThe listener has come to know
ed advantage, and we know that
and like the radio advertiser — projdio influences our own buying
viding, of course, that the program
specific cases. What more is
is
a
good
one. Until such a perleded?
sonal interest is taken in the adA common question asked by advertiser, his ads in the newspapers,
rtisers contemplating the use of his direct mail pieces, etc., are not
dio is: Should a special approapt to receive more than casual
bation be made for radio in adattention.
!;tion to the other advertising meWith the coming of such a
a used, or can radio successfully
friendly feeling toward the sponplace newspaper, magazine, outsor as radio can bring about, how>or, direct mail, and other adverever, the individual is more apt to
ting effort?
read
the advertiser's messages in
In general, radio should be reother media with real interest, for
irded in the same light as newshe feels that he personally knows
jipers, magazines, billboards, di- this institution. To use a rather
jct mail, etc. — as a major adverhomely example: We will pause to
ting medium, but not as a do-all
read a news item about a friend
cure-all. In only comparatively
or an acquaintance, whereas the
w cases can radio do the entire
same item about a stranger would
b for an advertiser, and this same
not interest us. And when radio,
atement, of course, applies equalproperly
utilized, has established
to other forms of advertising
edia.
When conducting: a direct mail
impaign, no intelligent bank adirtiser would completely eliminate
s newspaper, magazine, billboard,
| window display advertising. We
ialize that each of these media
as its special field of effectiveess, that each supplements and reforces the other — so we do not
lideavor to eliminate or neglect
fie to pay for the other. In like
anner, radio should properly be
imsidered as a major medium, and
fiould properly be given a definite
ppropriation in the well regulated
idvertising budget.
It certainly should not be paid
or by eliminating other forms of
dvertising altogether and then
xpecting- it to do the whole job.
s will be readily realized, it is
iighly important, at least at the
tart, that other media be employed
support the radio program, to

the sponsor as a friend in the listener's mind, that sponsor's advertising in other media benefits.
Wise advertisers consider this
fact, and their main attempt in
radio advertising is not always to
"clinch" the sale in the program,
but rather to utilize radio as a
means of developing this friendly,
interested feeling on the part of
the listener so that he or she will
be more apt to react favorably to
other media which may lend themselves to more detailed sales effort
when such is needed.
In other words, radio offers an
ideal means of establishing confidence in the sponsor which, after
all, is one of the major objectives
of any bank advertising.
Of course, the foregoing presupposes the selection of a program
designed to appeal to the desired
audience; the selection of a station
which, by virtue of the type of
programs generally carried, logically caters to the audience you
desire; and efficient merchandising
of the program to gain the attention of your audience at the start.
These are necessary steps to the
success of any radio effort but,
properly taken, you can be assured
that radio will do its part as a
major medium in effectively advertising your bank.
JOHN D. FIELDS Inc. has been
organized in Las Vegas, Nev. and
has applied to the FCC for a new
100-watt station there on 1310 kc.
David H. Cannon and Reed E.
Callister, attorneys of Glendale,
Cal., who control KIEV, Glendale,
own 50% of the stock of the Las
Vegas corporation.

!
ONE THIRTY - WORD
ANNOUNCEMENT A DAY
OVER

AND

STILL
THEY

COME!
Does WW VA have listeners
and if so, HOW MANY?
Well, surveys of various
and sundry accepted types
say that we do! But coverage maps and data of
competing stations sort of
chisel right in on the primary area we claim. It is
said that figures don't lie,
but we're not so sure about
look
at figures:
maps —
coverage

Saturday, July 11, marked
the 169th consecutive appearance of the famous
WWVA
Midnight Jamboree! At that show 4100
PAID to see their favorite
WWVA
entertainers in action. Yes, and 2000 more
listeners were turned away!
But there's more — the thermometer registered 104 deAnd so, once more an attendance record was set for
grees!!
the WWVA
Jamboree
AND after 169 consecutive
— a
presentations
weekly established
record
by loyal
listeners within a 200-mile
area.
Does WWVA
have listeners:9 The
above figures
speak for themselves. Give
your
salesVoice
message
Friendly
from toout"the
of
the Hills of West Virginia"
and you'll get action aplenty.
West

Virginia

Broadcasting Corp.
Hawley Building
WHEELING, W. Va.

KEX — Oregon's most powerful Radio Station (5000
watts both day and night) — operates on 1180 K.C. — the
only clear channel in the State.
If you want to blanket the Portland market area — with
a good measure of "outside" coverage thrown in — here is
the Radio Buy of Buys !

WNOX

so let's

Representative* :
J. H. McGILLVRA
485 Madison
Ave.. New York
JOHN
KETTLEWELL
Palmolive Bldg., Chicago
Columbia

For three days brought 1728

Station

Jewelers'
into Royal
people Knoxville
Store.
*

*

KEX

*

5000

WNO
KNOXVILLE,
TENNESSEE

BROADCASTING

WATTS -1180 KC.
NBC Blue Network
The only station in Oregon operating on a clear channel.

X

The Radio Service of The Morning Oregonian, Portland,
Oregon, also operating KGW (NBC Red Network)
Representatives: Edward Petry & Co., Inc., New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco

• Broadcast

Advertising

5,000

WATTS

WWVA
II60 KILOCYCLES
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Nucoa on 55 Stations
BEST FOODS Inc., New York
(Nucoa) on Aug. 11 began a nationwide series of 26 100-word announcements on 55 stations. The
announcements are being broadcast once a day, Mondays through
Saturdays, until Sept. 9. Stations
are: WGY, WORC, WCSH, WFEA,
WRVA, WCAE, KMBC, KFH.
WCFL, WOAI, WDBJ, WOCL,
WIP, WJSV, WWVA, WOR, WGR,
WJR, WAVE, KLZ, WWL, WSB,
WBT, WEEI, WMAS, WHK, KSD,
WBIG, WFAA - WBAP, KWG.
KTSM, WPTF, WJAX, WFLAWSUN, WQAM, WAPI, KFBK,
KMJ, KERN, KHJ, KDB, KFRC,
KQW, KGB, KFXM. KOIN, KORE,
KMED, KDYL, KTAR, KVOA,
WFBL, WHAM. Benton & Bowles
Inc., New York, placed the account.

RADIO

IS BASEBALL'S

Agency Executive Suggests 'Propaganda* Messages
In Game Broadcasts to Entice Attentance
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
Please note below a suggestion
we made to WMCA which they
now have under consideration:
"As I listen to the fine broadcasts of the baseball games by
Wheaties over WMCA, this thought
occurs to me: As Aylesworth says
so well in Broadcasting this
month, 'radio is the movies' best
friend'. Then why don't the announcers for this program says
that radio is baseball's best friend?
You yourself can convince Wheaties, the General Mills Co., of this
fact.
"How can this be done? By simply taking one minute each day to
say to your listeners: 'Why don't
you, too, get into the habit of coming out to the games — see the
Yanks play the Cubs — see Joe DeMae-o-io, Lou Gehrig and Dickey in
action at least twice a week,' etc.
"Even Jacob Ruppert, and the
Giants, too, will look with favor
upon broadcasting if every day
you have your announcer say 'go
Sayres

...AND

NEITHER

IS YOUR

PROGRAM

WORTH

MUCH

IN

. . .

. . „

IF YOU'RE
NOT
USING
. . .

KGIR
BUTTE,

MONTANA

JOSEPH McGILLVRA WALTER BIDDICK CO.
NEW YORK'CHICAGO PACIFIC COAST

Jewelry

to Direct

Sales

Under New KYW
Setup
REAFFIRMING its intention of
keeping the present staff cf KYW,
Philadelphia, intact when on Sept.
1 NBC assumes program and sales
management after nearly two
years of local program operation
under the Levy interests, using
the WCAU studios, NBC announced
Aug. 11 that Ralph A. Sayres,
sales director under Dr. Leon Levy,
will continue as commercial manager under Leslie Joy as manager.
The only staff addition announced
was George H. Jaspert, formerly
program representative of all
Westinghouse stations, who joins
the sales department.
Mr. Sayres formerly was with
the J. Walter Thompson Co. in
New York, and at one time was
with Associated Advertisers in
China. James P. Begley continues
as program manager, James A.
Aull as publicity director and Ernest H. Gager as chief engineer.
Mr. Gager heads a Westinghouse
technical staff under the NBCWestinghouse arrangement whereby all Westinghouse - owned stations are manned by that company's own technicians.

WESTERN

MONTANA

Radioaids
in

40

Sparkling

Episodes

With a Sales Presentation of how to get your Jewelry Client
a PREFERRED

FRIEND

INTERVIEW with, "THE
Wire or Write

RADIOAIDS
1357 North Gordon Street

TWO

BUYERS".

to the ball game twice a week' —
just as Amos 'n' Andy say: 'See
your dentist twice a year and
brush
teeth would
twice have
a day.'
And theyour
announcer
an
even better way to send new people to see the Yanks or the Giants.
"My suggestion is to start that
sort of propaganda out in Chicago
this year; then next year you can
get Jacob Runpert to broadcast
the Yanks' games, and Terry will
want you to broadcast the Giants'
games, to build up attendance. In
other words, give baseball a better
break on the General Mills program than it is getting now. by
continually telling the radio audience to go to the ball games twice
a week.
"Free advice is worth what you
pay for it; maybe that's what this
suggestion
is worth."
William
H. Rankin,
President, Wm. H. Rankin Co.,
Advertising, New York.
Aug. 4, 1936

'Radio Guide' Sponsors
A New Network Series
EXPRESSING its faith in radio
advertising, Radio Guide, a national listener publication in Chicago, has signed for a series of
weekly half-hour programs over a
20-station NBC-Blue network starting Oct. 2, Fridays, 10-10:30 p. m.
(EST), for 13 weeks. This marks
the first time that a listener publication has sponsored a network
series. Officials of Radio Guide
flew to New York the week of Aug.
11 to confer with its newly-selected
agency, Lord & Thomas, New
York, and to work out details of
the new show. According to Curtis
Mitchell, editorial director of Radio
Guide who supervises the program,
dramatizations of articles appearing in the magazine will be interspersed with vocal and orchestra
selections. Other matter of general
listener interest also will be incorporated. While the broadcast will
originate at NBC studios in Radio
City, pickups frequently will be
made from Hollywood and other
points. Radio stars will be featured each week.
Jeffersonian Democrats
DEAN Gleanson L. Archer, of Suffolk Law School, Boston, who has
been heard prominently on the radio there locally, on Aug. 13 announced his appointment as radio
director of the newly organized
Jeffersonian Democrats, the group
formed early this month under the
leadership of former Senator Reed
of Missouri to oppose the New
Deal. No announcement was made
regarding plans to buy radio time.
NOW

INC.
Hollywood, Cal.

250 WATTS
New Vertical Radiator, all
New Equipment
WLBC
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Licensing

of

Used

Broadcasting

for

Theatre

\

In New York Appealed
THE "studio - audience" issue Lm
tween radio and the theatre poppe I
up in a new guise in New Yor ,,
Aug. 12 when a suit was filed i
the New York Supreme Court bj
banker-owners of the New Amstei ,
dam Theatre to prevent the cit
from assessing a theatrical licens ,
for use of the house's roof theate
for broadcasting.
Both CBS an i
Mutual Broadcasting System us -j
the theatre for audience broad
casts.
The owner
Dry Dock
Savings
Institu
tion,
of the
theatre,
file* ]'
suit against Police Commissione
Valentine and License Commis
sioner Moss to restrain them fron
interfering with the broadcasts oi
the New Amsterdam roof. The li
cense commissioner had notifie<
the bank that unless a license wa
obtained he would "cause the po
lice to forcibly eject the person
attending
the the
broadcasts."
In its suit,
bank contendei
that no fee is charged for admis
sion to the broadcasts, that n<
gratuities to attendants are > per
mitted and that the audience is in
vited, thereby obviating the lega
requirements for a theatrical li
cense. CBS has leased the roo:
facilities for 13 Tuesday nierh
broadcasts beginning Sept. 1. whilt
MBS has leased it for 52 Sunda?
night broadcasts as of Aug. 9. Th<
^oof accommodates an audience o:
750.
Sealtest Going

on NBC

LABORATORIES*
SEALTEST
of National Dairy Prod
division
ucts Corp., New York, will begir
its first weekly network progran
on 36 NBC-Red network stations
g Saturday, Oct. 17, S-i
beginnin
m. No talent has been set foi
p.
the broadcast nor is it known whai
local distributors for N a t i o n a
Dairy Products will do with theii
programs being broadcasi
local
over local stations in individua
dealer territories. As these spol
efforts are supported solely bv thf
local distributor, National Dairj
could not say what would be the
final outcome. N. W. Ayer & Sor
Inc., New York, will handle the
account.
Thrivo on NBC Blue
MODERN FOOD PROCESS Co..
Philadelphia (Thrivo dog food) on
Oct. 6 will start a series of uro '
grams on 8 NBC - Blue stations.
Tuesdays. 4:30-4:45 p. m. The
contract is for 13 weeks. Stations
are WJZ. WBZ - WBZA, WBAL
WHAM, WMAL, WSYR. WABY.
Clements Co., Philadelphia, i.
agency.
National Biscuit Returns
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New
York, on Oct. 2 returns to the air
using 60 NBC -Blue stations, Fridays, 9:30-10 p. m. (EST). The
program, signed for 39 weeks, was
placed through McCann - Erickson
Inc., New York.
GEORGE SCHER, formerly oi
United Artists, RKO and Warner
publicity departments, has joined
Lennen & Mitchell Inc., New Yort
agency, to do publicity work with
special emphasis on radio.
* Broadcast

Advertising

FREE

Philco

MUSTACHES

gh-power Merchandising in
Baking Melodrama
k'TINENTAL BAKING Co.,
\ York, has started an extenmerchandising campaign for
tnew series of old-time meloma shows, titled The Wonder
10, which started Aug. 9 on a
•cup of WOR, Newark, and
N, Chicago, Sundays, 9-10 p.
booked through Mutual Netk and handled by Batten, BarDurstine & Osborn Inc.
to announce the program, fullrotogravure insertions were
Aug. 8 in the New York
Id-Telegram and Aug. 9 in the
•cago Tribune, as well as 250spotlights on radio pages of
newspapers in and around New
jk and Chicago. One-hundred
ads will appear Aug. 16 on the
do pages of nine Sunday newsj^ers in the same cities,
"wenty-thousand reprints of the
•rld-Telegram ad were sent to
tiers for window disnlay in New
i"k and 28,000 of the Chicago
'bune ad to dealers there. The
am
has local commercials,
JR promoting cup cakes and
N Twinkies cake.
For two
sks Continental delivery trucks
carrying posters.
■k contest also is featured, four
^awards going to writers of the
t verses to the Wonder Baker's
^-Ho song.
No proof of purse is required but the program
gests that contestants eat some
nder Bread for inspiration befe writing their verses.
T'he first six programs are being
adcast
from
Carnegie Hall,
jw York,
which
seats 3,500.
;jery member of the studio audie receives an elaborate proftm, an old-fashioned narrow:kn buckram derby and a mushe similar to the one worn by
, melodrama's villian. The show
1 go on the road in a few weeks.
SPR

Installing

Lines

t>r 3 - Station Hookup
HEDULED to join the new Co;ial Network Sept. 27, WSPR,
v 500-watt daytime station opting on 1140 kc. in Springfield,
.ss., has already installed pernent lines connecting with
\TBC, New Britain, and WELI,
w Haven, for an exchange of
nmercial and sustaining proSims. The station has purchased
ansradio news and since June
aas been on the air with a 225•t Truscon vertical antenna,
^uincy A. Brackett, onetime aslant to Dr. Lee DeForest and
er with Westinghouse stations,
president of Connecticut Valley
Dadcasting Co., licensee, and his
:tners are L. B. Breed and Edilnd A. Laport, former Westingase engineers. Mr. Leport is
■v in the RCA transmitter design
tion at Camden. The staff comses: Milton W. Stoughton, fov|r
WBZ-B.
3ZAcommercial
and later manager
with the ofWm.
mington Adv. Agency in SpringId, as commercial manager:
avne Henry Latham, formerly
th the old WBET, WBZ and
HDH in Boston, as pi-ogram di:tor, and Hillis W. Holt, former
Bstinghouse engineer, as chief
gineer.
<ROADCASTING

Discloses

Its

Television

(Continued from page 11)
are greyish, really black and white,
and for some hours after the demonstration my eyes suffered from
strain which I can attribute only
to having watched the pictures so
intently for nearly an hour.
Other observers who have seen
both systems were loath to make
comparisons, but there were only
a few persons at the Philco demonstration who had seen both. My
general reaction, without knowing
the technical details of either system, was that both companies
must be working along practically
identical lines and getting practically identical results. Possibly the
novelty surprise — even amazement
— that the RCA pictures evoked
accounts for the lessened impression created by Philco's, but the
fact remains that practically everyone at the Philco demonstration
was deeply impressed by what he
saw.
Of course, it must be remembered that the Philco pictures were
coming over a seven - mile span
from the factory whereas RCA's
received images were picked up
from a transmitter only one mile
away during its Camden demonstration. RCA has not yet permitted many persons to see its system since it began field tests from
the Empire State Bldg. transmitter in New York City, and I have
not been informed what distance
ranges it has achieved.
Whisked back to the factory to
see the transmitting apparatus, we
were shown some of the same pictures on laboratory models, quite
simple in design and employing
the cathode-ray tubes in hox'izontal rather than vertical - mirrored
positions. These pictures were carried on the wide-range coaxial
cables, not over the air. The definition was much better than it was
when the pictures were received
via radio.
The studio was a very small
room, in which the movable camera, corresponding to RCA's "Iconoscope" but said to be considerably
different in design, was seen as
pictured on page 11. The televised
subject was required to sit before
a white screen under lights that
must be as hot as the Kliegs of
Hollywood. The camera is moved
exceedingly close for closeups, farther away for full lengths. The
Covers the
Islands
like the

CONSIDERgeneral aspect of the Philco television laboratory, even to the con- ,
trol panels with their monitoring
Mr.
Advertiser:
pictures, was almost exactly that
of RCA.
All in all, the demonstration furnished convincing proof that the
laboratory workers have television
well in hand; that picture quality
equal tostatement
home movies
Philco's
official
said, as
must
still
be their goal; that the researchers
are exceedingly close to home movies in definition, with the pictures,
as they now are, probably acceptable to the public; that when Philco scraps the present apparatus
and increases the number of lines
to 440 or 450, as it proposes to do,
home movie definition may be attained — and television at that
standard, may
according
to the for
RMA's
position,
be ready
the
public.
G. Washington on NBC
G. WASHINGTON COFFEE REFINING Co., Morris Plains, N. J.,
which has been testing Prof. Quiz
on WJSV, Washington, and lately
on both WJSV and WABC, New
York, CBS stations, has booked a
13-week block for a special network of eight of NBC's owned and
managed group. The program,
scheduled for Saturdays, 7:30-8
p. m., would start Sept. 19 and be
heard on WJZ, WBZ - WBZA,
KDKA, WGY, WRC, WTAM and
WENR or WMAQ. Cecil, Waragency.wick & Cecil Inc., New York, is

LOOK
into
Local

KFPTs
Picture

NEW

Judge kfpy
by its growth in local sales
... its growth in listener
audience (larger than all
other Spokane stations combined) ... its growth in
facilities and coverage (now
preparing for an increase in
power to 5 KW) . . . and
you'll tisers
agree
localto adverthat thewith
station
use is

JERSEY

]\^ORTHERN New Jersey is a
territory of closely knit, large, and
small communities approximating
who boast com2,225,000 people loyalty.
munity pride and
If this were all one city, what a
city it would be, the 3rd largest in
the United States! . . . Equivalent
to the populations of
Boston
St. Louis
Pittsburgh

all put together.
Now WAAT exclusively caters to
that local community pride and furnishes the local color that sells! . . .
True, WAAT has a large audience
in New York City, Brooklyn, Westchester, Long Island and Staten Island, but you can profitably discount
conthat if you wish — as we do — and
sider it a bonus that costs you nothing !
Northern New Jersey is a profitable
market and WAAT has proved in
numerous cases it delivers profitable
business for advertisers ir> this territory with surprising economy.
No one can effectively listen to two
stations at one time! . = . WAAT
has its own large and loyal audience
that can be made profitable for ytu.

WE

w a te r s

HAVE

THE

FACTS

For instance, take:
CASE HISTORY #7

Nationally-known packers of Bottled Fruit Juice
— offered menu chart— limited one to a family.
disOnly 2,000 charts were made available for
brought
"plugs"
minute from
eight, two
tribution— yet containin
product.
his
g labels
2,157 letters
CASE HISTORY #12
Manufacturer of hair preparation received 1.850
of the hair — after
requests for Booklet on care Close
follow up on
twelve one minute "plugs".
one thousand listeners who received booklet,
showed 535 had purchased his product — 300 inafford it — 16
29 couldn't
to purchase
up.
to —follow
respond
did not tended
CASE HISTORY

cover the sea.
♦

#19

Local retailer with seven stores, using WAAT
exclusively, showed $30,000 gross increase in
sales for the first six months 1935 over the same
period in 1931.

KHBC
HILO,

NORTHERN

In

Spokane

HAWAII

Specific details on request.

REPRESENTATIVES
H. McGILLVRA. 485 Madison
Avenue, NEW YORK ... and
Palmolive Bldg., CHICAGO
WALTER BIDD1CK CO.. 568 Chamber
of Commerce Bldg., LOS ANGELES
and 601 Russ Bldg.. SAN FRANCISCO
J.

KQMB
HONOLULU
, HAWAII
FRED J. HART, PinlcUnl and Genual Manisa
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, CALIFORNIAN HOTEL
rrn-n 1,11 1 ■ 1 COMPANY
I
CONQUEST II tpALLIANCE
NEW YORK, 515 MADISON AVE,
CHICAGO. IOO N. USALLE ST
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BULLETIN
SOME question has arisen in the
minds of stations not previously
licensed by Warner music houses
as to the form of the dismissal of
suits alleging infringement of their
music. Notices sent to the stations
by Warner counsel stipulated that
the suits would be dismissed without costs and without prejudice.
The "without prejudice" provision,
it is thought, might leave the way
open for Warner to reinstitute the
suits at a later date.
In this connection the view was
advanced that stations should request from Warners a rewriting
of this clause, or at least a letter
in which it will agree perpetually
never to recommence the particular infringement suits. It has been
indicated by Warner counsel that
this would be done in order to
eliminate any threat of future action. The matter of discontinuance
of suits without court costs and
counsel fees is one to be determined by stations with Warner.
Cobb

to Transamerican

AMOS HUBBELL COBB, of New
York, has joined the sales department of Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp. under Virgil Reiter Jr., manager of the sales
department, it was announced Aug.
12. He was formerly with the
Blaker Advertising Agency, New
York, handling the American Radiator Co. account, and prior to that
was director of media and research
for the Joseph Katz Agency, New
York, having handled the Ex-Lax
spot campaigns. For five years he
was with N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York, as an account executive.

TRANSCO

THE

Warner

(Continued
this litigation, the NAB for two
successive years has gone on record in its support as a step in the
direction of bringing about fair
and equitable dealings with copyright owners and of ultimately resulting in procurement of music in
an open competitive market.
Simplifying Evidence
AT THIS time the suit, filed Aug.
30, 1934, is not on the calendar of
the Federal District Court in New
York, but ASCAP and Department
of Justice attorneys assigned to it
are seeking to stipulate portions
of the evidence as a means of
making the case less cumbersome
for court handling. The untimely
death of Nathan Burkan. ASCAP
general counsel, several months
ago retarded this work, but it is
to be resumed shortly.
When Warner withdrew from
ASCAP the suit lost a strong
point, since Warner houses, with
about 25% of the ASCAP reperwhat the
tory apparently
government
called"broke"
a monopoly. Its
reinstatement makes the monopoly
charge again intact. Moreover,
admission of failure, through its
return to the ASCAP fold, is a
the toGovernment's
pointit in
strong since
favor
tends
confirm the
government contention of ASCAP's
complete dominance, and the inability of a single organization —
even one as strong as the Warner
group with millions in resources —
to operate independently.
Warner, which complained bitterly of ASCAP methods at the
time of its withdrawal, may find

WELCOMES

RETURN—

Mr. Lindsay MacHarrie,

Return

well known

OF

Author - Producer,

as production manager in charge of all programs.
Mr. MacHarrie's resignation as production manager of
KHJ, the Los Angeles station of The Columbia Don Lee
Broadcasting System, is effective as of August 1st, 1936.
And Mr. George H. Field, who will represent Transco as
Field Manager in the Eastern territory, with headquarters in
New York City. Mr. Field is well known in the radio, and
advertising agency field throughout this area, and may be
addressed temporarily at 345 W. 88th St., New York, N. Y.

Radio

Transcription
of

America,

Hollywood Office
1509 N. Vine St.

Company

Quiets Copyright
from page 7)
itself in the position of a witness
against ASCAP in the Government
suit. Statements made by it at the
time are regarded as substantial
evidence to support government
allegations of monopoly and restraint of trade.
There has been no conversation,
either by government counsel o;
by ASCAP counsel or officials, with
respect to a consent decree in the
suit, whereby ASCAP might agree
to abstain from certain practices
and place itself under court jurisdiction as a guarantee against this.
At the outset of the suit two years
ago, it was learned, there was such
a thought.
E. C. Mills, ASCAP general
manager, authorized the statemert
Aug. 10 that it was the intention
of ASCAP to "try the case on its
merits and we believe we will
win." He said a consent decree
had not been discussed, and so far
as he was concerned, would not be.
The Power of Radio
WHILE the major networks ana
independent stations which refused
to sign Warner contracts were not
inclined to boast over the Warner
return, they feel that their judgment was vindicated and that they
proved the potency of radio in the
music field. From the first, the
networks opposed any move whereby stations would sign with Warner Bros, houses, feeling that the
ASCAP contracts, in the first instance, protected stations and that
the Warner effort was simply one
to exact more tribute from radio
for the same amount of music.
Meanwhile, James W. Baldwin,
NAB managing director, declined
to comment upon the Warner return. He left for a brief vacation
Aug. 7 but kept in touch with activities and his office by phone. Mr.
Baldwin's only statement in connection with the Warner reaffiliation was a bulletin sent to members, upon being apprised of the
negotiations, in which he said it
would seem that stations licensed
by Warner would be "justified in
withholding
further payments"
until full information
was obtained.
Mr. Baldwin is pressing forward
with his Bureau of Copyrights, authorized by the NAB board and
affirmed at the NAB convention in
July, looking toward the creation
of a l-eservoir of public domain
music and other compositions, designed to tide the industry over in
the event of another emergency.
Data is being compiled under the
direction of Edward J. Fitzgerald,
copyright director. The initial work
of this bureau is that of making
available to broadcasters a complete index of active musical compositions and to create a standard
library of compositions, taken
mostly from the public domain.
Immediately upon the consummation of the Warner reinstatement, networks and stations alike
began performances of numbers
from these catalogs. NBC, CBS
and Mutual saluted Warners in
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eral
of Warners'
MPHi j
and manager
is directly
accountable
Harry M. Warner, president of ii)
Warner companies. It was M
Warner who assigned Mr. Hazf
to the negotiations, not only b
cause of the losses to Warni
musical motion pictures, but ab
due to threats of withdrawal fro
Warner houses of outstandir
composers, complaints from m<
tion picture exhibitors of the fai
ure to procure radio plugs for pr
ductions featuring music, and tl
generally depressed attitude of h
associates and clients over the no
performance revenue loss.
Rocco Vocco will be in charge <
Witmark and Remick catalogs i:
sofar as radio contracts are co:
cerned, with Larry Spier in charj
for Harms Inc. and T. B. Harm
Art Schwartz, under the new se
up, will be head contact with Wa
ner studios on the West Coast.
Immediately following the rei:
statement of Warner houses M
Mills sent a night letter to all st
tions informing them that the Wa,
ner catalogs were included aga
in the ASCAP repertory and th^
stations could play the numbei
He followed this up on Aug.
with a formal statement settir
forth the effect of the realignment
The monopoly suit again
ASCAP, brought by the state i
Maine on grounds similar to thi
in the Washington State case la
year, originally set for trial e
Aug. 3, was continued subject
call at the time set. A hearii
was to be held Aug. 3 before tl
Chief Justice of the State, but w:
deferred for unassigned reason
ASCAP was prepared to appear .
this hearing, whereas in the Was.
ington state case, which result*
in appointment of a receiver, it d:
not appear. Two months ago, th
receivership was dissolved.

Ltd.
To Completely Control the Puget Sound Market
Use Both of Seattle's Pioneer Radio Stations
KOMO
KJK
NBC-Red
National Representatives

Page

special programs on the night <
Aug. 5. It was expected the]
would be an extraordinarily larj
number of Warner performance
over networks and stations becaur
the music, due to lack of perforn
ance for seven months, constitute
"live" program material.
For the next two quarters
this year, Warner will share
ASCAP income on the basis of
arbitrary estimate of perf om
ances, largely founded upon ii
rating prior to Jan. 1. For tr
first and second quarters of 19?x
the actual performance data wif
be
payments
the available
preceding and
two the
quarters
will ft'j
\
reconciled with either addition;
payments to Warners or rebate
depending upon the recorded shev I
ing. The dividend ratings are bast
50%
on performance,
20% fa
seniority
(which Warner house
retain as of the time they wit]
drew) and 30% on availability (
music in their catalogs. Receipof ASCAP are divided equally bl
tween publishers and composers.
Edwin M. Morris, rather tha
Mr. Starr, will become the Wa
ner member on the ASCAP boai
at its next meeting. The place c
the board was voted Aug. 3 by tl
ASCAP board when it agree
unanimously on the Warner r
turn. He is vice president and gei
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PETRY & CO.
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"ABOVE

IN
THE
NTROL
ROOM
XIAM KOTERA. chief engineer
"OW.
Omaha,
is back at
his dufollowing
a serious
attack
of
kritis.
itMAN O. LEXHART, formerly
Enical director of Audisk Corp.,
I Francisco transcription concern.
been appointed recording engineer
tTechna Corp., broadcasting and
jiid equipment
manufacturers in
city.
X.TER S. LBMMON, operator of
XAL,
Boston
shortwave broad;ing station, on Aug. 4 was grant. patents No. 2,049,705 and 2,049,*[ on systems for "transmitting in^ence", radio-typewriter devices
ch he has assigned to InternationMachines
Corp., New
>k.Business
?EPH CHAMBERS, of the WashCon consulting engineering firm of
Nary & Chambers and former chief
ineer of WLW, Cincinnati, and
s. Chambers are the parents of a
b. 2 oz. girl, Elizabeth Ann, their
Dnd daughter, born Aug. 4 in Cin^ttati.
> COHAN, CBS technical director,
ently supervised technical facilities
a Ford broadcast from the Gulf
•osition studios.
;1X WEINER, chief engineer of
JKiSW, Newark, who has been flying
quently with WAVA, the station's
•rtwave transmitter, has contacted
flying urge and is learning to be
pilot.
ALTER BRADLEY MARTIN, of
islyn, Pa., and Percy C. Noble, of
sestfield, Mass., have been elected
• eetors of the American Radio Rer League for the Atlantic and New
lgland divisions, respectively. They
the board vacancies created by
. E. C. Woodruff, of Pennsylvania
.ate College, and George W. Bailey.
Weston, Mass., newly elected
lesident and vice president of the
Uateur organization.
EQUIPMENT
W V A, Wheeling, has ordered a new
"9-foot
vertical
radiatorthefrom
mox Co.,
to replace
two Blaw225tot towers it has been using four
ars. Erection is to be completed
60 days. The site was determined
•neering
Jansky firm.
& Bailey, Washington enNITED
TRANSFORMER Corp.,
ew York, announces issuance of a
~illetin covering equalizers and filters
r broadcast, recording and similar
Iryice. Included is a description of
inited's universal equalizer for broadest and recording service, just an.bunced. It incorporates separate
;»ntrols for high and low frequency
lualization.
STATIC Microphone Laboratory
3C, Youngstown, O., has designed a
few ups
"detector"
microphone
where the for
instrument
is topickbe
mcealed or hidden. Known as Model
IS, it is a single diaphragm crystal,
,ith the interior assembly cushion
..ounted, to permit use under adverse
"mditions of vibration. It has a wide
ngle unidirectional
pickup and
eighs only 3% ounces, is 2% inches
l diameter
and "3screen
inch thick,
at
back, domed
front with
and aa
pring clip for attachment.

Gives Live Local Representation
In Three Prosperous Cities
With Studios and Offices
NORFOLK — PORTSMOUTH
—NEWPORT NEWS

• ROADCASTING

THE

WPTF frequently makes the claim of
serving
the average"
terriV"above
E
tory . .A
.anand
noRphrase
could
AGE
" be more
aptlylina ! used in describing North CaroThe population of the territory reached
and influenced by WPTF is "above
the average" in buying desires and
BUYING POWER due to "above the
average" income from "above the average"ricultural
commercial,
sources ! industrial and agAs a result, North Carolina offers an
"above the average" market for merchandise of every description.
As for WPTF, careful surveys show
that the Capital City station offers
"above the average" coverage (more
than 180,000 Carolina homes with
thousands more in adjacent territories) with "above the average" listener
interest.

BROADCASTING THE OLYMPICS — At left is neon-animated master
switchboard, in the shape of a miniature stadium, which controls more
than 100 microphone outlets carrying reports of the Olympic Games at
Berlin to 37 foreign countries, including the United States, as well as
to Germany's vast shortwave system over which running accounts in
various languages were continuously broadcast throughout the world.
At right is a newly designed German crystal mike mounted with preamplifier in a tube and wrapped in rubber sponge, used by announcers
covering the regatta events of the Olympics.
WMIN, new 100-watter in St. Paul
licensed to Edward Hoffman, will instal a Western Electric 100-250 watt
transmitter, Western Electric speech
input and a Blaw-Knox antenna, and
expects to be on the air Sept. 15.
BRUNO
LABORATORIES Inc.,
New York, announces its new Velotron microphone, said to incorporate
new principles of construction and to
employnetic field.
a static rather than a magSet Sales

to Go

WPTF will do an "above the average" job for YOU in North Carolina,
the "above the average" market place !
Write Free, Johns & Field, Inc., or
direct for data and coverage map.

to 5 kw.

CRCV, Vancouver, Canadian Radio Commission station, will place
a 5,000 watt transmitter in operation this autumn. Work already is
under way on the equipment and
studios are being modernized. The
400-foot single radiator will be the
first of its type in Canada. The
CRC engineering department is
handling the installation.

WPTF
RALEIGH

NORTH

CAROLINA

TELEGRAPH

CO.

for Six Months

Far Ahead of Last Year
SALES of radio sets during the
first half of 1936 advanced 15 to
30% over last year's figures, with
production reaching the highest
rate in history, according to a review of the radio industry announced Aug. 8 by Dun & Bradstreet Inc.
Outstanding in the six -month
period were sales of auto radios,
the volume running from 30 to
150% above last year, the review
states. The trend to floor and console models is noted, contrary to
past years when midget and cheap
table sets were at the height of
their popularity. Sales of battery
sets to farm districts also are far
ahead of last year. Perfection in
design and engineering are noted
in the new 1937 models.

"A"

CRCV

Consequently, WPTF has been able
to consistently do an "above the averan "above
the average"
numberage" joboffornational
advertisers.

FEDERAL

FAMED
RADIO

TUBES

FOR

PERFORMANCE

LONG LIFE • UNIFORM
CHARACTERISTICS
Made under Federal Telegraph
Company-Owned Patents
Federal Telegraph Co.
Halt Tube
WaveF-3S7A
Rectifier
(Interchangeable with
U. V. 8S7 and W. E. 266A>

CUT
CRYSTALS
(Approved by FCC)

JF-357A, half wave rectifier
illustrated above, represents just
to

one of a long line of Federal Tele-

comply with FCC Rule No.
132, you will probably need

graph Co. Radio Tubes "Famed for
Performance" throughout the world.
Federal Telegraph Co. engineers
have greatly improved this type of
mercury vapor tube by shielding it.
In F-357A the arc is confined within
the shield which reduces bulb black-

If you

are revamping

an approved low drift crystal. We offer them for immediate delivery at $50.00
each including mounting.

HOLLISTER
WICHITA,

• Broadcast

CRYSTAL

CO.

Federal Telegraph Company, a Mackay
Radio subsidiary, maintains a tube service
organisation that really wants to serve you.

ening and materially reduces the
tendency to arc back. A special
filament core material insures permanency of the oxide coating and
prevents flaking. Write for catalog.
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THE

COMMUNICATIONS
(Broadcast

Decisions . . .
(These actions are subject to ratification
by the Broadcast Division at its next regular meeting.)
AUGUST 5
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS:
KGBK, Tyler, Tex. — Extension temp,
auth. spec, hours.
KCMO, Kansas City — Extension temp,
auth. use former KGBX trans.
WFIL,
— Extension temp,
auth. 1 kw Philadelphia
N.
WSBC.WEDC.
Chicago — Temp. auth. use trans
studios
KSTP, St. Paul— CP trans, site, vertical radiator 1460 kc 10 kw N 25 kw D
unltd.
KWTO, Springfield, Mo. — Modif. CP
trans, site, vertical radiator.
KRRV, Sherman, Tex. — Modif. CP
trans., studio sites, change equip.
KWJJ,
auth.
1040 Portland,
kc ltd. Ore. — Extension temp,
WJAG,
Norfolk,
auth. 1060 kc 1 kw Neb.
ltd. — Extension temp,
WTIC, Hartford — Extension exp. auth.
unltd., Simul-KRLD.
WESG, Elmira, N. Y.— Extension temp,
auth. D to LS New Orleans with 1 kw.
KTHS, Hot Springs. Ark.— Extension
temp.
to
LS. auth. simul.-WBAL with 10 kw
KRLD, Dallas— Simul.-WTIC.
WBAL, Baltimore — Simul.-KTHS.
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, Ntal. Battery Brdcstg. Co., St. Paul, set for hearing CP 920 kc 1 kw unltd. directional:
WELI, New Haven, denied spec. auth. LS8 p. m. 500 w 30 days ; KUSD, Vermillion, S. D., Commission reconsidered action setting for hearing applic. renewal
and modif. license from Sh.-KUSD, WILL
% time: KFNF % time to SH. KFNF
KUSD % th time, KFNF 7 /8th time, dismissed said applic. from docket, granted
renewal license regular basis.
AUGUST 11
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
KRKO, Everett, Wash. — CP new trans.
WNLC, New London, Conn. — Modif. CP
re equip., antenna.
WCLO, Janesville. Wis.— Modif. CP re
equip.
WHLB, Virginia, Minn. — Modif. CP re
trans., equip.
KHQ,
Spokane — Modif. CP re trans,
site,
radiator.
KMA, Shenandoah, la. — Modif. CP re
equip., move trans. ; temp. auth. unltd.
time.
WCMI, Ashland, Ken.— Modif. CP local
move.
WKBB, E. Dubuque, 111. — License for CP
1500 kc 100 w 250 w LS unltd.
kc WAAF,
1 kw D. Chicago — License for CP 920
WKBV, Richmond. Ind.— License for CP
1500 kc 100 w N 250 w D spec.
WJNO, W. Palm Beach, Fla.— License
for CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
WMBD, Peoria, 111.— License for CP
1440 kc 500 w 1 kw D unltd.
MISCELLANEOUS— WBNC, New Britain, Conn., denied temp. auth. LS-8 p.m.;
denied petition E. E. Long Piano Co. for
reconsid. grant applic. Valley Electric
Co. new station San Luis Obispo, Cal.,
and denying its applic. ; denied motion
KFI asking FCC to remand applic. KTFI
for modif. of license, for further hearing :
denied motion Southland Industries Inc.,
asking FCC to remand for further hearing applic. J. Laurance Martin, Tucumcari, N. Mex., for CP ; granted petition
Pee Dee Brdcstg. Co., Florence, S. C,
protesting grant without hearing applic.
of O. Lee Stone for CP new station in
Florence and set for hearing, effective date
postponed ; denied petition O. Lee Stone
for dismissal protest filed by Pee Dee
Brdcstg. Co.
AUGUST 13
APPLICATIONS
RECONSIDERED AND
GRANTED :
KTAT, Fort Worth — Consent vol. assign,
license to Raymond E. Buck.
KOMA, Oklahoma City— Vol. assign, license to Hearst Radio Inc.
WACO, Waco, Tex.— Vol. assign, license
to KTSA Brdcstg. Co.
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
5 WOW,
kw N. Omaha — Extension temp. auth.
KOTN, Pine Bluff, Ark. — Extension
temp. auth. unltd.
WNAC, Boston — License for CP new
equip., 5 kw D.
WTHT, Hartford— License for CP new
station 1200 kc 100 w D.

OF

COMMISSION

Division)

AUGUST
13, INCLUSIVE
WCOL, Columbus — CP change equip.,
WNBF. Binghamton, N. Y. — CP new
increase 100 w to 100 w 250 w D.
antenna, move* trans, locally.
NEW, Southeastern Brdcstg. Co. Inc.,
WFOR, Hattiesburg, Miss. — License for
Macon, Ga. — CP 1210 kc 100 w spec.
CP new equip., move studio locally.
NEW, Times Pub. Co., Okmulgee,
WSBC, Chicago — License for CP move
Okla. — CP 1210 kc 100 w D.
locally, new antenna.
NEW, Michael F. Murray, St. Cloud,
WGH. Newport
News.Va.
radiator,
move trans,
locally. — CP vertical
Minn. — CP 560 kc 5050 w D.
WEAN, Providence, R. I. — Modif. CP
WCAZ, Carthage, 111. — License for CP
trans., antenna.
change equip., move trans.
KFEL, Denver — License for CP as
WCAZ,
move
locally.Carthage, 111. — License for CP
modif. change equip., move trans.
WHIO,
Dayton
—
License
for
CP
increase
KSLM, Salem, Ore. — CP new trans.,
1 to 5 kw D, directional N.
change antenna, increase to 250 w, change
1370
to 1240 kc.
WLBC, Muncie, Ind. — License for CP
vertical antenna, increase 100 to 250 w D.
KQW, Sacramento — CP change equip.,
new antenna, increase 1 kw to 1 kw N
KRBC, Abilene, Tex. — Modif. CP trans.,
studio sites.
5 5kw D, move trans.
NEW, Julius Brunton & Sons Co., San
KYOS. Merced, Cal.— Same.
MISCELLANEOUS— KCMO, Kansas
Jose, Cal. — CP 970 kc 250 w D (continCity, reconsidered grant modif. license
gent KQWJohn
grant).
move studio lically, increase spec, to unNEW,
D. Fields Inc., Las Vegas,
ltd., and set for hearing; granted temp,
Nev. — CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd.
auth. unltd.
KJBS, San Francisco — CP new antenna,
ORAL ARGUMENTS— WIL, St. Louis
change 1070 to 1080 kc, move studio,
trans., locally.
(applic. CP) and Star-Times Pub. Co.,
St. Louis (applic. CP) to be heard Sept.
WMBH,
Joplin,
Mo.- — CP new
10; KGKO, Wichita Falls, Tex. (applic.
NEW. Ben
S. McGlashen.
Los trans.
Angeles
CP 25950 kc 1 kw,
CP) to be heard Sept. 17.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Michael
APPLICATIONS
W3XEY,
F. Murray, St. Cloud ; WCFL, Chicago
Baltimore,
license RETURNED—
for CP gen. exp.
(increase to 50 kw, to be heard Sept. 24).
AUGUST 4
APPLICATIONS DENIED— WELI,
New Haven, operate 50 w LS-8 p. m. 30
WAWZ,
Zerepath,
N. J. — CP new trans.,
antenna.
days ; KOOS. Marshfield, Ore., LS-9 p. m.
100 w 1200 kc 30 days.
NEW. Harold Thomas, Pittsfield, Mass.
—CP 1310 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.
Co., Duluth — CP
630NEW.
kc 250News-Tribune
w unltd.
Examiners'
NEW, Tulare-KingsReports
Counties Radio. .As-.
NEW,
R.
W.
Page
Corp., Columbus,
sociates, Visalia, Cal. — Examiner Hvde
Ga.— CP 950 kc 250 w unltd.
recommended (1-268) that CP 1190 kc. 250
w D be granted if Clarke Standiford CP
NEW, C.kcW.100Corkhill,
Sioux amended
City, la —to
CP
w unltd.,
applic. for Visalia is not granted
1420 1200
kc.
NEW, Jack E. Brantley, Mrs. Jack E.
Brantley, Jack E. Brantley Jr., Savannah,
WCLO,
Wis. — reModif.
move
trans.,Janesville,
increase power,
equip. CP
Ga. ; W. T. Knight Jr., Savannah — Examiner Dalberg recommended (1-269) that
NEW, Chauncey W. Hammond. Oakland, Cal. — CP 1280 kc 500 w 1 kw D
applic. of Brantleys for CP 1310 kc 100
unltd., amended to 1 kw D & N.
w unltd. be denied ; that applic. W. T.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — KGBZ,
Knight Jr. for CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.
be denied.
York, Neb., vol. assign, license to Nebraska Brdcstg. Co.,
auth.Co. transfer conKGFG. Oklahoma City — Examiner Bramtrol to Nebraska
Brdcstg.
hall recommended (1-270) that applic.
modif. license changing hours from Sh.
AUGUST 6
to unltd. be granted ; that applic. transfer
133 1/3 shares of stock of Oklahoma
WTHT, Hartford — License for CP new
station.
Brdcstg. Co. Inc.. from Hale V. Davis to
Harold V. Hough be granted.
WIP, Philadelphia — Extension exp. auth.
1 kw.
NEW, Black River Valley Broadcasts
WCMI. Ashland, Ky.— Modif. CP change
Inc., Watertown, N. Y. — Examiner Dalequip., increase power, to request move
berg recommended (1-271) that applic. CP
studio to 20th & Greenup Sts.
1420 kc 100 w 250 LS unltd. be granted.
NEW, Gulf Coast Brdcstg. Co., Corpus
CPNEW,
1210 Louisville
kc 100 w Times
unltd. Co., Louisville —
Christie. Tex. — Examiner Hill recommendNEW,
Sharon
Herald
Brdcstg Co., Shared (1-272) that applic. CP 1330 kc 250
on, Pa. — CP 780 kc 250 w D.
w 500 w LS unltd. be granted.
WFOR, Hattiesburg, Miss. — License for
NEW. Albert Lea Brdcstg. Co., Albert
CP new equip., move studio.
Lea, Minn. : NEW. Winona Radio Service,
WSBC, Chicago — License for CP move
Winona, Minn. — Examiner Hyde recomstation, change antenna.
mended (1-273) that applic. Albert Lea
KJR, Seattle — CP change equip., inBrdcstg. Corn. CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd. be
crease 5to 10 kw.
granted, subject conditions limiting operatKGGC, San Francisco — CP new trans.
ing time to davtime hours : that applic.
KOOS, Marshfield, Ore. — Modif. CP
Winona Radio Service CP 1200 kc. 100 w
changether equip.,
move change
trans., hours
asking D fur-to
changes equip.,
unltd. be granted, subject conditions limitunltd. 250 w.
ing operating time to daytime hours.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WRG A.
NEW. Ca"he Valley Brdcstg. Co.. LoRome, Ga. ; WEOA, Evansville. Ind.
gan. U.— Examiner Hill recommended
(1-274) that applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w
AUGUST 8
unltd. he granted.
NEW, Harold Johnson. Leland M.
WHDL, Olean, N. Y.— CP change 1420
to 1400 kc increase 100 to 500 w, move
Perrv. Cedar Citv. U. — Examiner H'll
trans, to Allegany, N. Y.. amended re
re"ommended (1-275) that applic. CP
equip., change power to 250 w.
1310 Vc 100 w nnlt^. he granted.
WJAR, Providence — CP change equip.,
WHFC. WKBI. WEHS, Cicero. III.— Exincrease 1 kw to 1 kw 5 kw D.
aminer Dalberg recommended (1-276) that
NEW, World Wide Brdcstg. Corp., Bosapplic. CP change 1420 kc 100 w spec,
ton— CP 6040, 11790 kc 5 kw relay exp.
to 100 w 250 w LS he granted.
WDAE,
Tampa,
Fla. — equip.
Extension exp.
NEW, J. T. Bilben. N. G. Barnard.
auth. 2V» kw
D, change
Walker. Minn — Examiner Bramhall recKCMO,
Kansas
City
—
License
CP new
ommended (1-277) that applic. 1310 kc
100 w unltd. he denied.
equip., move trans, studio.
NEW. Hunt Brdcstg. Assn., Greenville.
KGBX, Springfield, Mo. — CP change
locally.
equip., increase 500 w to 1 kw, move
Tex. — Examiner Hill recommended (1-278)
that applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w D be dismissed with prejudice.
KAST.
Astoria, Brdcstg.
Ore. — ■ Vol.
cense to Astoria
Co. assign, liAUGUST 9
Applications . . .
W3XEY, Baltimore — License for CP
AUGUST 3
gen. exp.
NEW, David J. Mercier, George F.
WNAC. Boston — License for CP change
equip., increase power.
Warren, d/b Northern Brdcstg. Co., Traverse City, Mich. — CP 830 kc 500 w D.
WEEI. Boston — Vol. assign. CP to
NEW. Columbia Radio Co. Inc., ColumWEEI Brdcstg. Corp. ; modif. CP new
bia. S. C— CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
trans., directional antenna, increase 1 kw
to 1 kw N 5 kw D, move trans., to further
KLZ, Denver — License for CP move
trans., new equip., increase power.
request 5 kw N & D.
WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y. — CP new
AUGUST 11
antenna, move trans.
NEW, James Bourland. John Tebbell.
WJAR,
Providence
cally for aux. use. — CP move trans, loGerald J. Cotter, Ray D. Markel. d/h
Central Mich. Radio Co., Mt. Pleasant,
WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich. — CP new
equip.
Mich— CP 1350 kc 250 w unltd.
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Rocky equip.,
Mount,increase
N. C—power.
Licen
forWEED,
CP change
KGFI,
Corpus
Christi,
Tex.
—
CP
trans., amended to install verticalmo'ai
tenna.
KGCX, Wolf Point, Mont— Modif. C
new equip., move trans., change free
increase
power,
site,
change
equip. requesting move *rar.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEV
Science Surveys Inc., Cleveland, CP 8!
ke 1 kw N 5 kw D unltd. ; NEW, Rad
Enterprises, Lufkin, Tex., CP 1310 1
100 w D : WSGN, Birmingham, CP ne
trans. : NEW, H. W. V/ilson & Ben Fa
mer, Wilson, N. C, CP 1310 kc 100 w ]
AUGUST
12
NEW, Oliver
C. Harriman
& Ralp
Clark, New York — CP 2 kw visual staexp. tion ;CP 1 kw spec. exp. ; CP 2 kw gei
NEW. Hearst Radio Inc., Albany, N. 3
■— CP 970 kc 1 kw unltd. amended to 12'.
kc.
NEW, Roanoke Gospel Tabernacle. Ro:
noke, Va. — CP 590 kc 100 w spec, amen
ed to 1500 ke.
WLVA,
1200
to 1390Lynchburg,
kc, increaseVa.100— wCP 250chang
w
to 500 w D & N, directional N.
WGST, Atlanta — CP new trans., ai
tenna, increase 500 w 1 kw D to 1 kw
kw D, move trans.
KTSA, San Antonio — CP new trans.
WNOX, Knoxville — CP new trans., ai
tenna, increase D to 5 kw, move trans.
AUGUST 13
WOW,
New
coi
trol from John York
Iraci— etAuth.
al to transfer
Arde Bult\
766 shares.
NEW, Eugene Meyer & Co., Washini
ton — CP 630 kc 250 w 500 w D unltd
amended to 1310 kc 100 w 250 w D. om
request WMAL facilities.
NEW, Schuylkill Brdcstg. Co., Pott
ville. Pa. — CP 580 kc 250 w D.
930NEW,
kc 250 Lou
w D.Poller, Scranton, Pa.— C
WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Modif. 1
cense spec, to unltd.
N. C. — Exp. am!
1 WBIG.
kw N &Greensboro,
D three months.
WTCN, Minneapolis — Modif. licens
spec,
WCAL. to unltd., asks facilities WLI
WLB, from
Minneapolis
change
1250 to —760CPkc,new
1 to tran
5 k
Sh.-WCAL.
WCAL,
Northfield, Minn. — CP chang
equip., new antenna, change 1250 to 7
kc 5 kw D Sh.-WLB.
KGW, equip.
Portland, Ore. — License for C
change
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED—
Boston
; WJJD, Chicago
; KFJM, WHD
Gra
Forks, N. D.
Hearings Are Ordered
AT A SPECIAL meeting on Au£
13, the FCC Broadcast Divisio
designated for hearing on Sept. 2?
the application of WCFL, Chicag
Federation of Labor station, fa
an increase in power to from 5,00.
to 50,000 watts on the former clea
channel of 970 kc, upon whic
KJR, Seattle, is the dominant sta
tion. Simultaneously, it designate
Sept. 10 as the date on which i
will hear oral arguments on th
applications of the St. Louis Sta
Times and of WIL for the 125
kc. regional channel, with 1,00
watts in St. Louis, and set Sepi
17 as the date for oral argument
on the application of KGKO, Wicfc
ita Falls, Tex., for removal to For
Worth.
KOVC, Valley City, N. D., a ne^
station authorized recently by th
FCC, has completed plans for ne\
studios and equipment, togethe
with a vertical radiator, accord
ing to George B. Bairey, license
and manager. Studios will be i:
the Rudolph Hotel. Walter Ne)
son, former newspaperman, ha
been named commercial and put
licity director of the station, whic
will operate on 1500 kc, with 10
watts full time.
• Broadcast

Advertising

ehn & Fink Completes
lans
for
CBS
Series
EHN & FINK Inc., New York
cosmetics, proprietaries) on Oct.
starts its 45 - minute noontime
hedule on 26 CBS stations, breaklg the period into three blocks to
tromote three products.
The first segment, 11:45-12 noon,
present Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe,
kionne quintuplet physician, speakhg directly from Callander, Ont.,
nd will promote Lysol. It will be
eard Mondays, Wednesdays and
'ridays.^
12-12:15
the based
proTarn
willFrom
be The
Gumps,
n the comic strip, and will proote Pebeco toothpaste Mondays
;;,ihrough Fridays. The 12:15-12:30
■period will promote Hinds Honey
Almond Cream with Ted Malone
s talent, also Monday through
Friday. Malone will broadcast his
between the Bookends program
from Kansas City, where it atined popularity on KMBC.
j Lysol currently is sponsoring
fpi/e of Mary Sothern on 4 Muual stations but the commercials
vill be shifted to Hinds cream, a
;easonal product, after Sept. 14.
"sennen
& Mitchell
Inc., and
New Lysol,
York,
agency
for Pebeco
vith William Esty & Co. Inc., New
iTork, handling Hinds cream.
Wisconsin Campaign
IOHN B. CHAPPLE, Republican
candidate for Governor cf Wisconsin, inaugurated his radio campaign Aug. 13 when he broadcast
he first of a series of sponsored
:ampaign speeches over the Wisconsin group of the Affiliated
Broadcasting Co. network, using a
seven - station chain composed of
KFIZ, Fond du Lac; WCLO, Janesville; WHBL, Sheboygan; WHBY,
Green Bay; WKBH, La Crosse,
WOMT, Manitowoc; and WRJN,
Racine.
Ford

Branch

Spots

FORD branch offices in Dearborn,
Mich., and Omaha are using announcements on WJR, WXYZ,
WW J, WOW and KOIL as part
of Ford dealer campaign. The announcements are broadcast seven
^ays a week on an extensive schedule. Commercials advertise all Ford
[|products. N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
New York, placed the account.

Scripps-Howard Has Fight
SCRIPPS - HOWARD newspapers
will sponsor the Joe Louis - Jack
Sharkey fight Tuesday, Aug. 18, on
20 CBS stations. The account was
placed direct by arrangements between the network and Karl Bickel,
president, and James Hanrahan,
vice president, of Continental Radio Co., Scripps - Howard radio
subsidiary.

ELEVEN

AUDITIO

NBC Promotes Shechter
A. A. SHECHTER, NBC news
editor in charge of Esso, PressRadio, Lowell Thomas and Walter
Winchell news broadcasts, on Aug.
13 was promoted to director of
special features and news, combining his present dufies with those
formerly exercised by William
Lundell, who resigned recently as
special features director. Mr.
Shechter will report to John Royal,
NBC program vice president.
Special Drene Hookup
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, for Drene, has contracted
for the 7:30- 7:45 p. m. (EDST)
period, Wednesdays, starting Sept.
9 for eight weeks, on WEAF, New
York, NBC-Red key, and WMAQ,
Chicago, also NBC - owned, using
Frank Parker and Ramona. The
program is piped to WMAQ from
WEAF. P & G also will start a
Jack Randolph program on WINS,
New York, starting Sept. 6, Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings, 10:45-11, for 34 weeks. H.
W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago, placed the accounts.
Squibb in West
E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, New
York (toothpowder) , on Aug. 10
placed three quarter - hour programs weekly on KFI, Los Angeles; KOMO, Seattle; KFRC, San
Francisco, and WDAF, Kansas
City. The programs are taken off
the line by WBS from WOR, Newark, on which Squibb is broadcasting. The broadcasts feature Ray
Giersdorf , vocalist, and Frank
Cornwall's orchestra. Geyer, Cornell & Newell Inc., New York, has
the account.
JACK LATHAM, radio time buyer
for Young & Rubicam Inc., New
York, has fully recovered from his
recent operation and will be back
at his desk on Aug. 17.

An elaborate radio program was auditioned for a sponsor who, after hearing it, decided
that it would not "fit in" with his product. Station policy dictated that all auditions
be recorded, and because of this policy, it was possible to audition this program for
various other advertisers, with the result that on the TWELFTH showing, a sponsor was
found, whose product tied-in witn the program.
The cost of twelve "in the flesh" auditions would have been prohibitive. The cost of
making a PRESTO INSTANTANEOUS RECORDING was trifling.
Daily, in hundreds of broadcasting and recording studios.
PRESTO is earning a handsome return on its cost. The installation of instantaneous recording equipment is economically
sound. Hundreds of broadcasting stations have learned that
PRESTO INSTALLATIONS insure quality reproduction . . .
dependability and 100% satisfaction.
Remember . . . Whether you are considering the purchase of a
complete instantaneous recorder or a needle only, rely on
PRESTO . . . the only centralized source of supply in this country. At PRESTO HEADQUARTERS, you will find everything
for your recording requirements . . . from a needle to a complete studio installation.
Descriptive catalog and technical data gladly supplied on request.

CRYSTALS
Scientific Radio Service Crystals
are ground to an accuracy of
BETTER than .01% and are
recognized the world over for
their Dependability, Output and
Accuracy of Frequency.

LOW TEMPERATURE
Supplied in Isolantite Air-Gap holders
in 550-1500 kc. band. Frequency drift
guaranteed to be less than 4 cycles per
million cycles per degree centigrade
change in temperature.

iriwio
124

Jackson

COEFFICIENT
.00
50

DIVISION (except for Australia and Canada)
M. SIMONS & SONS, INC.
25 Warren Street, N. Y. C.
Cable: Simontrice: X. Y.

CRYSTALS
Two Crystals . $90
Approved by F.C.C.
Write to Dept. B-862
for price list.
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Long- Wave
Denied

Bands

McGlashan's Olympics
WHILE the major networks
sent their own special announcers to Berlin to cover
the Olympic Games, Ben S.
McGlashan, operator of the
100-watt KGFJ, Los Angeles,
secured authority from the
FCC to pick up and rebroadcast Olympic events as carried in various languages
over Germany's vast shortwave system. He was authorized Aug. 5 to operate special high - frequency broadcasting station W6XKG for
the rebroadcasts.

to Industry

Cairo Group Against Alloting
Waves for Broadcast Use
RESERVATION of the 1500-1600
kc. band for broadcasting and denial of the NAB's request that the
180-210 and 520-550 kc. bands also
be designated for broadcasting
were decided upon Aug. 5 by the
main United States committee preparing for the 1938 International
Telecommunications Conference at
Cairo.
The American delegation was instructed to favor no changes in
the 1600-3500 kc. band, and not to
propose allocations above 30,000
kc, where most television experimentation is taking place. The
recommendations have been submitted to a drafting committee
which will whip them into complete form by September for submission to the State Department.
Definitions Adopted
OTHER recommendations made by
the committee follow:
New definition adopted for Broadcasting— A service carried on by a
station the emissions of which are
primarily intended to be received
by the general public, regardless of
the type of emission authorized.
Definition adopted for Facsimile
— The electrical transmission and
reproduction of fixed images.
Definition adopted for Television
— The electrical transmission of
transient visual images.
An entirely new Article VI on
the quality of emissions was proposed. It will be submitted by the
Americans for discussion at the
forthcoming
Bucharest technical

conference. New frequency tolerances and band widths of emissions
are specified. In substance the
proposed section requires waves to
be kept as close to the authorized
frequency as the start of the art
permits.
sions areFrequent
advised. checks on emisMr. Baldwin served notice that
he would file a minority report on
the denial of the 180-210 and 520550 kc. bands to broadcasting.
Capt. S. C. Hooper, of the Navy
Department, observed that there is
a difference of opinion among
broadcasters on the proposed 180210 and 520-550 kc. requests of the
NAB.
Classification of Emissions
IMPORTANT change^ in the classification of emissions were approved. They make the main line
of classification that of the types
of communication for which the
emissions are used, assuming that
continuous - wave transmissions is
employed.
The existing plan is

based on the distinction between
continuous and damped waves.
New classifications are:
AO — Waves of which successive oscillations are identical. Such waves are used
for .-.pecial purposes such as standard
frequency emissions.
Al — Continuous-wave telegraph, a carrier
wave keyed in accordance with a telecode.
A2 grapic
— Tone-modulated
telegraphy, the carrier wave being modulated at an audible
frequency, this frequency or combination
of audible
dance with frequencies
a telegraphickeyed
code. in accorA3 — Telephony. Waves resulting from
modulation of carrier wave by speech,
music or other sound waves.
A4 — Facsimile. Waves resulting from modulation of carrier wave by frequencies
representing fixed image.
A5 — Television. Waves resulting from modulation of carrier wave by frequencies
representing transient visual images.
B — Damped waves. Waves consisting of
successive series of oscillations, of which
the amplitude, after having reached a
maximum, decreases gradually, the wave
trains being keyed in accordance with a
telegraph code. These are prohibited except under Article 7.
FCC

Refuses

Requirements for Safety
VETOING requests that its equipment cleanup regulation (Rule
132) requiring stations to install
safety features in transmitters in
accordance with the National
Electric Code be deferred beyond
its effective date of Nov. 12, the
FCC Broadcast Division announced
would berule originally
the as
that
Aug. 8come
effective
planned. It was adopted in the
interest of safeguarding life and
property at stations and requires
that the equipment shall be constructed and operated in accordtice. ance with good engineering pracIn another ruling, the FCC
Broadcast Division stated that requests had been received for authority to use a common antenna
system for two or more stations.
It held that two or more stations
owned by the same licensee may
be permitted to use a common antenna, but different licensees will
not be authorized to use a common
antenna, since both licensees under
such conditions of operation cannot have complete control of all
condirectly
whicheffects
the apparatus
trols the external
of the
station.
Public
Don

THE

GENERAL
RADIO
TYPE 731-A
MODULATION
MONITOR

Features :
• A d-c meter for setting carrier and for indicating
carrier shift with modulation
• A peak flashing light which operates on all peaks
exceeding a predetermined value
• A high-speed meter indicating continuously the
percentage modulation on either positive or negative peaks
The General Radio Modulation Monitor uses a high-speed meter
as the modulation indicator. This meter faithfully follows the
signal. It is calibrated in decibels for maintaining the transmitter
input at any desired level. The instrument is well shielded so
that no special precautions are necessary even when the monitor
is operated in close proximity to a high power transmitter.
Type 731-A Modulation Monitor, complete with tubes and accessories, $195.00
Orders are being filled in rotation and shipment on orders received immediately will be made on or about September 1st.
Write for Bulletin 37-B if additional details are desired
GENERAL

RADIO

Cambridge,
Page
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to Postpone

Eagerly
Lee

Vice

Presidents

Added

In RCA Personnel Shift
M. F. BURNS and Ralph B. Austrian, motion picture and radio executives, have been elected vice
presidents of RCA Mfg. Co., ac
cording to announcement Aug. 10
by G. K. Throckmorton, executive
vice president of RCA. Mr. Austrian will have offices in New York
and will handle motion picture producers and theatre contacts for
RCA Photophone. Mr. Burns will
have similar duties on the West
Coast. Paul C. Richardson, formerly of Curtis Publishing Co., has
been made manager of field activities. Henry C. Bonfig, former manager of the Western envision, has
been transferred to Camden.
RCA- Victor has announced appointment of Vance Woodcox, formerly a member of the sales de
partment and before that director
of advertising for Kelvinator Corp.,
as manager of the newly created
central division located in Chicago.
James E. Francis, formerly in
charge of Hollywood operation.-,
has been appointed western division manager with offices in Hollywood. John W. Griffin continues
in charge of the Eastern division.
SOME question about efforts of
MacGregor & Sollie, Los Angeles
transcription company, to sell its
products on the basis of current
attempts of recording artists to
block radio performances, has been
raised in letters to the NAB from
stations, according to James W.
Baldwin, NAB managing director.
A study of the whole situation,
with particular reference to the
American Society of Recording
Artists, is being made, it was
learned.

•JUST

RELEASED!

"What's

Happening

in

Observing

Net

Television
WHILE RCA, Philco and Farnsworth are giving only occasional
private demonstrations of their
television systems, Don Lee Broadcasting System, demonstrating the
system perfected during the last
six years by its television director,
Harry R. Lubcke, is continuing its
public showings which began last
June 4. So great have been demands for glimpses of the receiver
and its images that Don Lee has
had to restrict attendance to those
who secure tickets at KHJ, Los
Angeles.
The demonstrations are in the
Don

Lee Bldg. Each is accompanied by a lecture explaining the
system, which employs a cathode
ray tube receiver projecting 300line images 24 times per second.
To those who desire them, instructions are given on how to build
receiving sets to pick up the images
broadcast bv W6XAO on the ultrashort waves.

Mailed FREE on Request
o To
Radisurvey
An unusual
— notda
any"
Imaginary
treatise on what to expect in the future — but a factual report on what's
happening TODAY! Gives an analysis
of
salary
advancesof
in employment
Broadcasting changes,
and other
branches
Radio throughout the country. A Mmited yours
number
of copies available — write
for
today!

One-Year
Practical

Residence
in
Radio

Course

Engineering

Begins Sept. 21
you live near Washington — visit
the school anytime for an inspection tour of our laboratories, shops
and equipment — or, write for FREE
48-page illustrated catalog.
CAPITOL
ENGINEERING

RADIO
INSTITUTE

Washington, Dept.
D. C. B-8
14th & Park Rd.
New York City
29 Broadway

TED

SISSON, of the NBC production department in New York, has
resigned to join the production
staff of Lord & Thomas.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Advertising

Wer

for

XEPN

by WOW
)pposed
sks Power Commission to Bar
merican Energy to Station
N THE THEORY that the exortation of American electrical
nergy into Mexico to furnish a
ower supply for broadcasting staons on the other side of the Amer•an border would aid in the vioition of American laws, WOW,
maha, on Aug. 3 applied to the
ederal Power Commission for a
earing at which it would interene against the furnishing of
Lmerican power to XEPN, Pieiiras Negras, opposite the Rio
rande River from -Eagle Pass,
exas.
XEPN, variously reported as
perating with 75,000 to 150,000
'atts power and licensed by the
lexican government to utilize
50,000 watts, recently suffered
ower failures during storms and
sked for authority to buy its
ower from American sources. It
as been operating on 590 kc, the
imerican regional channel occupied byother
the 5,000-watt
WOW farand
everal
stations located
ther northward.
Lack of Relief

It Struck Twice
FOR THE second time within a month, the 227-foot
tower of WCOP, Boston, was
the target for a lightning
bolt. The second flash struck
Aug. 4. The bolt traveled
down the transmitting tower
and did minor damage at the
base. Immediate repairs
were made and the station
lost but a short time. The
bolt that struck the station
early in July was a direct
hit on top of the tower and
kept the station off the air
for 11 hours anJ 40 minutes.
KMBC's Remote Coverage
WITH its newscaster car, KMBC,
Kansas City, provided thorough
coverage of the recent Landon
notification ceremonies at Topeka.
Other facilities included lines to
the Kansan Hotel and a loop to
the speaker's stand at the state
house. Erie Smith, newscaster, is
shown in the center picture talking on a transcontinental CBS netCBS
To

School
Add

of

Musical

the

Air

Series

HNCE
WOW, like many other
junerican and Canadian stations,
3j.as been unable to secure relief
irom the FCC or other American
rovernmental sources from Mexian border station interference, it
3 asking the Power Commission
o halt any aiding of violations of
Article 35, Section 1 of the International Telecommunications Conention of 1932 to which the Unitid States and Mexico are signatories. This article provides that
all stations must be operated so
„s not to interfere with the radio
Service either of the contracting
governments or of private operatng agencies recognized by these
governments."
Paul M. Segal, counsel for WOW,
isserts in his petition to the Power
ommission that not only is WOW
njured by XEPN, which is said to
oe backed by American capital,
jut that "the applicant is evading
urisdiction of the FCC by broad;asting from Mexico." He charges
&EPN with violating the Ameri:an law forbidding lotteries and
also of violating FCC orders forDidding fortune-telling and per-inmiry broadcasts since it broadlasts in English and is heard by
IT. S. audiences. He points out
Further that the Power Commisjsion "customarily considers the legality of exportation of power according to the laws of the State of

For Pupils This Autumn
WHEN the American School of
the Air resumes on the CBS network Oct. 13 under the direction
of Miss Helen Johnson of the network's educational staff, it will
feature two innovations designed
to heighten interest among the
tens of thousands of school children in the schools and adults in
the homes who tune in the programs daily during the school year.
One will be a series of Tuesday
musical periods during the first
semester in which performances of
compositions by famous historical
figures will be played. The other
will be a Thursday series of soloists and choruses singing native
music and brought over via shortwaves from various European
countries. This series, featuring
the second half - season of the
School of the Air, is being arranged by Cesar Saerchinger, CBS
European representative.
The new school season will start
with the musicals; thereafter the
programs will be heard each school
day for 26 weeks with the usual
school holidays intervening, 2:15
to 2:45 p. m. (EST). The subjects
to be presented each day at this
time will be: Mondays, history;

(export."
ROBERT J. SMITH, until recently with WFAS, White Plains,
N. Y., has joined the sales staff of
WNEW, Newark. Mr. Smith was
formerly with the A & P Co., was
•production manager "f the Weeks
llAdv. Agency and is a former partner in the Smith & Williams Co.,
merchandising and sales counsel.

Sound
Effects
(From Life)

Manufacturers of
Cr^^TE)S
Everything in Speech— Remote —
Transcription and Microphone
Equipment
GATES RADIO & SUPPLY CO.
OUINCT. ILLINOIS

BROADCASTING

Extensive Library —
Approximately 500 effects
Custom - Built Transcriptions
Commercial Plating
Duping and Pressing
Write Us Your Needs
Gennett

work through W9XES, the shortwave car, with Jack Starr assisting. At left is Paul Fonda at the
controls during the notification
ceremonies. At right is Smith interviewing Congressman Richard
Bradley, of Connecticut. Important political personages, crowd
broadcasts and other features were
broadcast by KMBC.
Tuesdays, music and literature;
Wednesdays, geography; Thursdays, music, literature and science;
Fridays, vocational guidance and
current events.
The CBS American School of the
Air is one of the two major network features designed especially
for classroom reception, the other
being the Walter Damrosch Music
Appreciation
Hour
which NBC
resumes over its
combined
Red and
Blue networks Oct. 2, to be heard
every Friday from 2 to 3 p. m.
(EST).

IN

3

THE

COOPERATING with the Weather
Bureau, the recently organized
Florida Association of Broadcasters has pledged its member stations to join government radio
services instantly to broadcast
tropical storm warnings.
Velocity
UNIVERSAL
and Carbon
Microphones
Universal's
achievement— Ideal latest
for stage
use
— Not affected by temperature or humidity — curve
Flat
frequency
from 40 toresponse
10,000 c. p. s.
Output-63pedanceD.B.
; Low
imor direct
ts-pes. Compact.
2% tox grid
i%
in.
x
1%
in.
thick
Weight, less than 18 oz. — Head swings —to
any desired angle — Beautifully finished in
black
enamelnewandcatalog
artisticsheet
chromedescribing
plate —
Ask for
Models RL, BP, BH and CB— List 522.50.
|Universal
Microphone
Co.. U.S.A.
Ltd.
424 Warren Lane.
Inglewood. Calif.,

Y£An5!

DYKANOL

Series of High Voltage
Transmitting Capacitors
has won an enviable reputation in broadcast engineering circles . . . Their
sturdy,

compact and dependable characteristics,
and their ability to operate under the most severe
working
conditions have
made them favorites with
engineers the world over.

You would do well to SPECIFY C-D DYKANOLS for future
condenser requirements . . . for truly . . . there are none better.
Catalog No. 127 for radio and industrial engineers, listing in
complete detail the Dykanol series, is available free on request.
'DYKANOL "A" ... is a special liquid diphenal impregnating medium, developed after
many tionyears
arduous laboratory
It is rating.
non-inflammable
permitsstrength
the operaof theseof capacitors
at voltagesresearch.
10% above
The high and
dielectric
and
dielectric constant has also made it possible to reduce the cubic volume of these units by
50% over previous types, without affecting their high quality characteristics.
CORNELL-DUBILIER

CORP.

4370 BRONX

BLVD.

N.Y.C.

Records

(Dir. of The Starr Co.)
Richmond, Ind.
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Nu-Mist
OTHER
FELLOWS'
VIEWPOINT

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineer*
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization
Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys.
Antenna Design. Wire
Line Problems.
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.
JOHN H BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
E rie Building Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757
EDWARD
H. LOFTIN
BROADCAST, COMMUNICATIONS
AND
PATENTS CONSULTANT
1406 G STREET, N. W.
District 4105
WASHINGTON, D. C

J. M.

TEMPLE

Consulting Radio Engineer
P. 0. Box 189
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York City
Times Square Station

Alexander

Sherwood

business Consultant
in broadcasting
320 North 50 St.
OMAHA
NEBRASKA

McNARY

We

and CHAMBERS

Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

PAUL
F. GODLEY
Consulting Radio Engineer
Montclair,
"25 years N.of J.
Professional Background"

HKadio transmission
2106 Equipment
Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

E. C. PAGE
Consulting Radio Engineer
725 Noyes St. Phone Univ. 1419
Evanston, III.

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast
Transmission and
Coverage Development.
P. 0. Box 742
Evansville, Ind.
HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. I6lst ST.
NEW YORK CITY
JENKINS

& ADAIR,

Inc.

Engineers
Designers and Manufacturers of Radio
Transmission. Sound Film, Disc Recording and Communication Equipment
3333 BELMONT AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CABLE: JEN l< ADAIR

Stand

Corrected

To the Editor of Broadcasting:
Thank you so much for the notice concerning our return to the
air, page 20 of your Aug. 1 issue.
Civic pride and an undying and
unflagging interest in the "Power
Citv of the World", Niagara Falls,
leads me to point to your error in
giving the address of The Carborundum Company as BufT^lo. All of
which, of course, does not lessen
my interest in a most newsworthy
of all radio publications.
FRANCIS D. BOWMAN,
Advertising Manager,
The Carborundum Co.,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Aug. 5, 1936.
WHEN the air conditioning system
for studio No. 3 of WBBM, Chicago, went temporarily out of commission one recent morning, Milton Charles, WBBM organist,
played his scheduled program in
his shorts, for the sake of comfort.

MEASURING

SERVICE

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,

66 BROAD

Page
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Inc.

Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

• August

15, 1936

Tests

FORSON LABORATORIES Inc.,j
New York (Nu-Mist, cold reme -\
dy), will use radio for test studio!
programs in Detroit and Cleveland]
starting in mid-October. Stations
and other details are still undecided. Kimball, Hubbard & Powell
Inc., New York, has the account.

INFORMATION
• • •
EQUIPMENT
• • •
SERVICE
Radio

Engineering

Consultants
For Established Stations
and
For New Station Applicants
Frequency Measurements
Tru-AXIS DLritt CRYSTALS
(Approved by F.C.C.)
COMMERCIAL
RACIC
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
7J05 BALTIMORE
• KANSAS CITY. MO.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in Broadcasting cost 7c per word for each
insertion. Cash must accompany order. When inserting advertising
over a box number, count 3 words (21c) for the address. Forms close
25th and 10th of month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Texas station desires operator-announcer
who can copy Transradio. State full experience, age, education, references, salary
expected. Box 533, Broadcasting.
Wanted : Experienced time salesman by
progressive local station near Ne.v York.
Drawing account, liberal commission, but
you must show us you can produce. State
full experience, references, in first letter.
Box 538, Broadcasting.
Wanted : Thoroughly experienced all
around station executive, willing to back
services with nominal investment as evidence of good faith. Wonderful opportunity
for right man not over thirty-five who
knows every angle of the game. Box 539,
Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Experienced chief engineer desires position with any type radio station. Box 536,
Broadcasting.
Capable station manager desires connection with regional or local station in
that capacity. Box 534. Broadcasting.
Transmitter, control operator for network, announcer. Three years experience.
Now employed. Desires permanent position with progressive station. Address Box
537, Broadcasting.
For Rent — Equipment
Approved
equipment,
field
strength
measuringRCAunitTMV-75-B
(new) ,
direct reading : Astiline Angus Automatic
Recorder for fading on distant stations :
GR radio frequency bridge : radio oscillators, etc. Reasonable rental. Allied Research City.
Laboratories, 260 East 161st Street,
New York

FREQUENCY

Plans

Wanted to Buy
WANTED — A STATION
Radio executive. 14 years experience successfully operating clear
channel, regional and local stations
in both large and small cities, will
buy all
or part
interest
non-network station
in maior
market.
Can
pay cash. Give full details. Reply
Box 532, BROADCASTING.
Willing to buy controlling interest or
will purchase radio station outright. Box
535, Broadcasting.
BROADCASTING

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Want turntable and cutting assembly
for coated discs. State make, particulars.
Box 527, Broadcasting.
For Sale — Equipment
Western Electric 304-A, one kilowatt
transmitter, complete with one set of tubes
and partial set of spare tubes ; also spare
700-A oscillator. Fully AC operated. Guaranteed in first class mechanical and electrical condition. Equipment removed from
service because of increased power. Crated,
ready for immediate delivery. Original cost
$18,000. Offered at $7,000 f.o.b., Columbia,
S. FCC
C. memo 243 lists the 304-A equipment
"as satisfying the requirements of good
engineeringcordancepractice"
with Rule 132.promulgated in acG. Richard Shafto, Station WIS. Columbia, S. C.
Western Electric 1 Kw
106-B Transmitter
This equipment is an excellent operating
condition, having been taken out of service only because of an increase in power.
Supplied complete, with two sets of tubes,
spare parts and duplicate sets of motor
generators and pumps. Designed for operation from 220 Volt DC supply, but can
be easily modified for AC operation.
The transmitter is available immediately and can be inspected at any time. Correspondence isinvited from anyone interested in securing this equipment at an
unusually attractive price. Box 507,
Broadcasting.
FOR SALE
Radio Transmitter
SEALED
will be received
til 2 :30 P. proposals
M., Wednesday,
August un19,
1936, for sale by City Commission of City
of Jacksonville, Florida, of One (1) used
Western Electric 6-B radio transmitter in
excellent condition, "as is", complete with
duplicate generating equipment and water
pumps, together with various spare parts
including many tubes. This equipment
may be seen upon application to John T.
Hopkins, III, Manager, at Radio Station
WJAX, from whom further information
may be obtained. Each bid should be
addressed to City Commission marked "Bid
for
radio
deliveredof
through
mailtransmitter",
or otherwiseand
at office
Secretary,mission
Room
The Comreserves 13,
the City
rightHall.
to reject
any
or all bids.
M. W. Bishop
Thos. C. Imeson
Secretary
Chairman
• Broadcast

Advertising

These are the stations. . . the pick of the pack:

1IKE

our athletes now

J

of these local NBC stations represents the pick of its particular section ot
the country. These are the same stations
on

which

all-star NBC

programs

are

helping to win sales events for spot and
local advertisers.
Covering

NEW

in Berlin, each

nine rich markets, they have

won their sales spurs in broadcasting against

WEAF
WJZ

YORK

. . 50,000 watts
. . . 50,000 watts

THE GREAT
WGY.

ENGLAND

. 50,000 watts
CHICAGO

WMAQ

. 50,000 watts

WENR

. 50,000 watts

WBZ-WBZA
51,000 watts

the best local competition.

NORTHERN
Effective September 1, 1936
In America's 4th Market . . . Philadelphia
KYW

WTAM

Another great station has been added to this
select group. KYW now offers spot and local
advertisers the benefit of broadcast adver-

WRC

tising "completely programmed by NBC."

KDKA

NORTHEAST

. . 50,000 watts

NEW

PITTSBURGH AND THE
TRI-STATE MARKET

OHIO

. . 50,000 watts

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WMAL

. 1000-500 watts
. 500-250 watts
Completely

DENVER AND THE
ROCKY MT. REGION
KOA

SAN

. . 50,000 watts

FRANCISCO

KGO

. .

KPO

. . 50,000 watts

Programmed

7,500 watts

by NBC

For full information about one or all of these stations, contact the one nearest you. Each
station represents every other station, and the sales offices of NBC

represent them all.

i
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RCA

BROA DiNG
MIUWAUKEE
TING CO
« BROADCAS

Jul3

TOO-E

TRANSMITTER

8 IMPORTANT

87 tti.

POINTS

1 A new, simplified transmitter designed specifically for low-power stations. Emphasizes performances, discards items not needed on low-power
transmitters, and introduces simplifications for
economy and increased reliability.

1936

O High-fidelity performance equal to that of de™ luxe high-powered RCA transmitters. Meets the
most critical of present standards, and is equal
to any likely future standards — thus minimizing
early obsolescence.
9 Latest engineering advances forestall rapid depreciation. Has such new developments as zerocoefficient crystals, class B modulation and others,
which increase quality and reliability. These important assets greatly increase life of transmitter,
allowing cost to be liquidated over greater period
of useful life.

have never
«hl°^L aeoonW
Another »™*V'lo*t *iv?. ?„v» IB ona «•
Pleasure '° °

.> _v,

C Uses inexpensive tubes. Employs new and dif"* ferent arrangement of tubes, especially developed by RCA engineers. They are inexpensive
types noted for long life. Tube costs with this
transmitter are approximately half those of any
comparable 100- watt transmitter.

m
trnlJ>
^
always 100*. I re^
you*
ThankB for
touts rets

I

r.
Krai Manage

r
3CM/BB

RCA'S

NEW

HIGH-FIDELITY

TRANSMITTER
POWER

FOR

STATIONS—

the

A Self-contained, all AC-operated unit. Almost as
easily installed as a receiver. No rotating machinery, starters or parts to get out of order; can be
easily moved. Operates from a single-phase 110volt supply, requiring no special power lines. Has
its own speech-amplifier.

LOW
100-E!

RCA's new high-fidelity transmitter 100-E, designed
especially for low-power stations, will make you as enthusiastic asMr. Mevius. It's a fine investment, as the
8-point panel at right proves. Free details on request.

X. Most economical -to -operate transmitter ever
developed . . . because of the simplified design
and reduced number of components. Power consumption isextremely low. Guarantee against defective materials reduces replacements other than
tubes. Minimum of servicing required.
T Carries all standard RCA guarantees and patent
protection. Fully guaranteed, exactly as are the
larger RCA transmitters— complete insurance
against unexpected replacement costs. Moreover
—the user is adequately protected against patent
infringement damages.
Q A standard transmitter reasonably priced. Offers
small stations "high-fidelity" and RCA quality at
a low price. Guarantees quality, reliability and protection previously available to larger stations only.
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Presenting

Howard

• These

Vincent

O'Brien

outstanding

list of THESAURUS
programs
sponsors

are
for

Artists

Thesaurus

New

— Commentator

artists

been

talent-one

creating

the

have

160

• Pinky

NATIONAL

to the

ever-increasing

of the reasons

regarding THESAURUS

why

audiences

subscribers

from politics to Parisian plumbing.

For information

Sailor — Comedian

added

appreciative

station

Lee, The

using

THESAURUS
and

pleased

THESAURUS.

PINKY LEE, THE SAILOR. The diminutive star of stage and
radio -whose humorous experiences are sure-fire laugh provoker's.

Programs

BROADCASTING
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

and Service — write

COMPANY,
SERVICE

INC.

Electrical Transcription Service
30 ROCKEFELLER

PLAZA,

NEW

YORK

MERCHANDISE

MART,

CHICAGO

Expanding

New

HE

new

medium

one

with

England

Yankee

Network

in

range

selling

your

offers you

concentrated

coverage

T
in all of New England's
station in each locality.
Thirteen
populations

out of ninety-three
of more

cities is within

WNAC

Mass.

WTIC

Hartford,

Conn.

WEAN

Providence,

Now

with added

be assured
Here

Worcester,
Bridgeport,

WCSH

WFEA

Mass.

WSAR
WNBH

Me.

N. H.

Fall River, Mass.
New

WLLH

THE

Conn.

Bangor,
Manchester,

Bedford,

the dominant

are in New

States with

England.

studios. Each

Nine

of

of the other four

listening area of a Yankee

Network

are the new

in the new

market

Yankee

coverage

Network,

in New

you

may

England.

members:

R.I.

Portland, Me.

WLBZ

power

of complete

WTIC,

Hartford

WTAG,
WICC

with

station.

Boston,

WTAG

Network

the intense

markets,

cities in the United

than 100,000

these cities have Yankee

STATIONS

major

Mass.

Lowell, Mass.

—

50,000

Worcester—

WCSH,
Portland —
watts nights
WSAR,

1000

2500

Fall River —

watts day

1000

and

night

watts day and

night

watts days

watts day

and

and

1000

night

WNAC,

Boston, the key station, now

has 5000

WEAK

Providence,

watts unlimited

Dominate

the New

wi II have

England

1000

sales market

watts daytime.

with the new

time.
Yankee

Network.

YANKEE
NETWORK,
EDWARD
PETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive

Mfe
l^m^^
National Sales R epresentatives

Published semi-monthly, 26th issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington,
D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933. at the Post Office at Washington. D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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advertisers

, tried "spots"
way

can

you

"spots"

name

ever

get quite the same

really

really need,

ticles that you

don't

plus a few

50

But

announcements — though

we

you're

be-

Shall we wrap

necessarily

companies

that have

a network

razor

is sometimes

in merchandise

when

—

you

way

blades,

like buy-

remedy?

a few

you do want!

ar-

you'd

pay

spots — d well, we
p
of us!

see

buy

ahead
you

ar-

want — all at a "bar-

mean

in radio.

don't

some

ing a "deal"

ticles that you

gain price" that's higher than
for the needed articles alone.

come big shots with little spots.
Buying

Apflfa!

effective-

we

or 100-word
can

who've

aSwUt

realize that in no other

ness and economy
By

ftuti

up a nice assortment

shoe

buttons

All right, then —
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WASHINGTON,

Time

Sales

Many

Is

Well

Advertisers

RIDING a wave of unequaled public and advertiser acceptance,
broadcasting is entering the fall
season with more business booked
than any other time in history
and with every sign pointing to
the first $100,000,000 year for
tame sales.
In all branches — network, transcription, spot and local — fall
jusiness is running substantially
ahead of last year, which for the
calendar 12 months smashed all
records with a gross exceeding
587,000,000. A survey by Broad:asting discloses enthusiasm on
jivery side over prospects for busiless — enthusiasm solidly founded
ipon contracts in hand and book•ngs in view.
That the $100,000,000 mark will
be eclipsed is revealed in the busiless statistics for the first half of
he year (usually the smallest
lalf) of nearly $51,000,000.
.Broadcasting, Aug. 15.] And
hat figure is 12.7% higher than
for the first six months of last
7ear.
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100
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Year
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Year
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All

Branches

Replacing
Spots
With
Programs
than one outlet of a medium in
by NBC which announced that
each market to present the adverhereafter its transcription facilities are available to network
tisers' story is being adopted by
more and more radio accounts with
clients for spot transcription placeresultant
increases in spot busiments on any stations they may
ness.
select. Because NBC heretofore
One of the healthiest signs
has restricted such placement to
evolving from current time deits own affiliated stations or to
mands is the gradual reduction in
those non-competitive with affilispot announcements, and substituates, this is seen as a definite step
tion of five and 15-minute proby NBC to invade spot transcripgrams. Short spots having often
tions on a basis competitive with
been frowned upon as least desirable business, broadcasters in the
others in the "custom-made" field.
past have had no alternative but
" More important to the industry
as a whole is the fact that the into accept them in many cases in
flux of new accounts to radio is
such volume as frequently to clutter up their schedules. The diminutending toward weeding out of undesirable ones. Laxative and medition in spots and the correspondcal accounts, while not disbarred
ing increase in program commercials is striking a responsive chord
under any laws, are still regarded
not only with the public but with
generally as not in the best of
taste. More than noticeable has
advertisers, who are becoming
more meticulous about the radio
been the pruning down of such accounts, particularly at peak times,
company they keep and their "before and after" advertisers.
and their replacement with business in the more desirable lines.
Another indication of transcripThe increase in symphonic and
tion prospects was reflected in the
recent important change in policy
other better musical programs is

a notable trend that will be more
evident this fall and winter.
The Federal Communications
Commission, whose reactions have
been regarded as a barometer, has
not cited a station for several
months, so far as known, because
of program complaints. A year ago
there were a dozen a week.
Affiliates Annoyed
BUT

THE rise in business, notably spot, has also been accompanied by a revival of feeling on
the part of network-affiliated stations over their contractural arrangements with networks. Irked
over their inability to clear time
in many instances for premium
spot business because of network
commitments, some stations have
given vent to their feeling that the
differential between what the networks charge for their time and
the amount they receive from the
networks should be narrowed.
Stations naturally are inclined
toward spot business, which brings
national card rates minus sales
commissions, as against network
programs which yield substantially less in most cases. Nothing resembling a mass movement on this,
however, has developed, but individual station owners have been

Network Bookings
?OR preferred evening hours and
or a substantial amount of daylme, both CBS and NBC-Red networks are almost solidly booked
'eg-mning this month.
The NBCBlue is lagging behind somewh
et it is offering a dozen new at,
acounts beginning this month. Muual, newest of the networks, has
hown a considerable increase not
nly in business but in supplemental station outlets over which
hese accounts will be placed. Refall. se report an
the likewi
fornetworks
pswinggional
Checks with major stations in
ey markets, primarily those on
15he national networks, disclose virtual sellouts of evening time, due
iirgely to clearances for
network
<C rograms plus the unusually heavy
Wplume of national spot. The timetearance problem with them is
lecoming more and more acute,
,nd m not a few instances it is rejected inrate increases based upon
jxpanded audience as well as un! vailability of open periods,
j In the transcription spot field,
f /orld Broadcasting
System reports that accounts literally "are
j piling in", as national and regional accounts follow the lead of
ich bellwethers in the spot field
3 Chevrolet and Ford by supplementing network presentations
( ith transcriptions. Moreover, the
Newspaper method of using more
BROADCASTING

Fall

Premieres

Scheduled

on

the

Networks

Mutual
2
Goodyear Tire Sept.
& Rubber
Co., Akron,
Literary Digest Nationwide Poll Results,
Mon., Wed., Fri., 7 :15-7 :30 p. m., 7 :45-8
p. m., 11:15-11:30 p. m. respectively
(Blue).
Agency: Arthur Kudner Inc.,
N.
Y.
Sept. 3
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, la. (Red
Heart
food),p.Teara.Time
at Morrell'
Thurs.,dog4-4:30
(Red).
Agency:s,
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago.
Bowey's Inc., Chicago (Dari-Rich), While
the City Sleeps, Thurs., 5-5:15 p. m.,
Sun., 1 :30-l :45 p. m., switching Sept. 29
to Tues., 5-5:15 p. m. (Red). Agency:
Russell C. Comer Adv. Co., Chicago.
Sept. 4 Inc., New York
Macfadden Publications
(True Story magazine), renews True
Story Court of Human Relations, Fri.,
9:30-10 p. m., repeat at 12:30 a. m.
(Red). Agency: Arthur Kudner Inc.,
N. Y.
Wasey Products Inc., New York (Barbasol), at
Singin'
p. m.,
repeat
11 :30 Sam,
p. m.Fri.,
for 8:15-8:30
Bost toothpaste
(Red).
Agency:
Erwin,
Wasey
&
Co.
Inc.,
N. Y.
Sinclair Refining Co., New York (oil
products), Red Grange, Fri., 10:30-10:45
p. m. (Red) ; Sinclair Minstrels, Mon.,
9-9:30 p. m. (Blue). Agency: Federal
Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y.
Campana Sales Co., Batavia, 111. (Italian
Balm), First Nighter, Fri., 10-10:30 p. m.
( Red ) . Agency : Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago.
(Continued on page 58)
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Advertising

H. J. Heinz Sept.
Co., Pittsburgh
(canned
2
foods), The Magazine of the Air, Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 11-11:30 a. m. with repeat at
3 p. m. Agency: Maxon Inc., Detroit.
Sept. Co.,
6 Boston (safety
Gillette Safety Razor
razors), Community Sing program, Sun.,
10-10 :45
p. m. Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc.,
N. Y.
Sept.
13 Co., Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh Plate
Glass
(institutional), Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, Sun., 2-2:45 p. m. Agency: Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., N.Y.
14
Maltex Cereal Sept.
Co., Burlington,
Vt. (cereals), Treasure Adventures of Donald
Ayer, Mon., Wed., Fri., 5:30-5:45 p. m.
Agency : J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Sept. 15 (tentative)
American Home Products Co., New
York, Mon., thru Fri., 12:30-1:15 p. m.
Agency
N.
Y. : Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.,
Sept. 17
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., New
York ( chain grocers ) , Kate Smith Variety
Show, Thurs., 8-9 p. m. Agency: Paris
& Peart Inc., N. Y.
Chrysler Corp., Detroit (institutional),
Major
Bowes'Ruthrauff
Amateurs,& Ryan
Thurs.,Inc.,9-10
p.
m. Agency:
N. Y.
Sears Roebuck & Co., Chicago (mail order house) , Golden Jubilee Musical Drama,
Thurs., 10-10:30 p. m. Agency: StackGoble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
(Continued on page 58)

Sept. Co.,
2 Mineral Wells,
Crazy Water Hotel
Tex. (Crazy Hotel & Crazy Crystals),
Inquiring Reporter, Mon., Wed., Fri., 11 :15 p. WFIL,
m.', onWSM,
WOR,WCAE,
WSAI, WGAR,
WGR,
CKLW,
WRVA; WAAB (Sept. 14) ; WBAL (Sept.
28). Agency: Luckey Bowman Inc., N. Y.
Sept. 18
Gruen Watch
Guild,
Cincinnati
(watches)
Time Maker's
Flies With
Hawks,
Fri.,
8-8:30 p. m., on WLW, WOR, WGN,
CKLW.
Agency: DeGarmo Corp., N. Y.
H. Fendrich Sept.
Inc.,27 Evansville, Ind.
(Charles Denby cigar), Smoke Dreams,
Sun., 1:30-2 p. m., on WLW, WGN,
CKLW.rauff & Ryan
WGAR,Inc.,WSM.
Chicago.Agency: RuthSterling Products
Inc.,28New York, Mon.
Sept.
thru Fri., 2:30-2:45 p. m. on 3 stations.
N.
Y. : Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
Agency
Grove Laboratories Inc., St. Louis
(Brorao Quinine), Gabriel Heatter, Mon.,
thru Thurs., 7 :45-8 p. m. to WFIL, WBAL,
WCAE, repeat at 9 p. m. for WOR,
WGN,
CKLW,
WAAB.
StackGoble Adv.
Agency
Inc., N.Agency:
Y.
Nov. 4
Murine Co., Chicago (eye wash). Listen
to This, Wed., 8:30-9 p. m. on 7 stations.
Agency: Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago.
Lutheran Layman's
League,Sun.,
St. 1-1:30
Louis
(religious),
Lutheran Hour,
p. m., on 13 stations. Agency : Kelly &
Stuhlman Inc., St. Louis.

September
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conferring with network officials
of late with redoubled vigor, it is
reported.
The business this fall, according
to informed broadcasting opinion,
can be attributed not only to general business recovery, but to the
sounder promotional efforts on the
part of groups in the industry.
The greater advertiser-awareness
of broadcasting has developed
from the top because of improved
program trends, and because of
the phenomenal successes achieved
by many old-line firms through judicious presentations of programs
and commercials.
Everything points to greater improvement in programs and in
quality of broadcast commercials
as this trend gains momentum. The
increase in institutional programs
of high quality, such as those fostered by department stores and
banks, is regarded as outstanding
recognition of this fact.
The fact that 1936 is a campaign year is contributing to the
income of independent stations
rather generally. In the case of
the major networks, however, political broadcasts do not mean increased revenue on the whole,
since in many cases regular commercials must be displaced and the
sponsor and talent reimbursed,
though the major parties have
shown an inclination to buy fixed
periods of open time on late evening schedules.

Transcription

Campaigns

Autumn

During

Planned

By Three Shoe Concerns
THREE big St. Louis shoe manufacturing concerns have recorded
one-minute transcriptions for campaigns during the fall, all cut by
Premier Radio Enterprises Inc.,
St. Louis, and placed through agencies in that city. Through Jimm
Daugherty Inc., the Central Shoe
Co. (Perfect-Eze and Robin Hood
shoes), a new series will be placed
to supplement its 15-minute Old
Scoutmaster series which will continue to be broadcast this fall.
The others planning transcription announcement campaigns are
Brown Shoe Co. (Air-Step shoes),
through Gardner Adv. Agency, St.
Louis, and Wohl Shoe Co. (Paris
Fashion shoes), through Louis E.
Westheimer & Co., St. Louis.
In addition, Premier Radio Enterprises has recorded the first 13
episodes of a new 15-minute program for Roberts, Johnson &
Rand, a branch of the International Shoe Co., St. Louis, for its Poll
Parrot shoes, this program to be
placed on about 100 stations. The
show is The Cruise of the Poll Parrot and it replaces the Treasure
Trove series used last season.
National Biscuit Golf
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New
York, will broadcast the National
Amateur Golf Tournament at Garden City, L. I., the week of Sept.
14 on a nationwide NBC-Red network of 64 stations. The broadcast schedule will consist of a
daily resume, Sept. 14-18, 5:45-6
p. m., and two programs on Sept.
19, the first 2-2:15 p. m., and an
hour program sometime between
2:15 p. m. and 6 p. m., depending
on progress of the tournament.
The last program will cover actual
play of the final round. McCannErickson Inc., New York, placed
the account.
Page
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Network

Time

Sales

Set

Record

in July;

Disc
To

for Month
Tops All-time Mark
NBC-Red
JULY revenue figures released by
CBS reported the largest July perCBS, NBC and Mutual reveal that
centage increase, 42%, as compared with July, 1935. CBS July
all existing records for the month
sales were $1,292,775. This is the
were broken, the four networks
first time that CBS July billings
accounting for a total of $3,832,have run into the million dollar
319 in time sales, although it was
column and the seventh consecuan unusually hot month.
tive month that the percentage
NBC-Red network reported July
column has shown an increase as
receipts of $1,613,148, an increase
compared with the previous year.
of 14.6% over 1935 and the largest
After two months in which defigure any network has reported
clines were shown, NBC-Blue July
for July since the beginning of
receipts recorded a 1.8% increase
broadcasting. Still more, it is the
over July, 1935, amounting to
first time any network has billed
more business in July than in June.
Combined NBC sales for July
$816,835.
The high percentage of renewals
were $2,429,983, an increase of
which NBC-Red has signed, with
10% over July, 1935. Mutual had
sponsors anxious to retain their
July billings of $109,561, 74.8%
time periods, is responsible for this
above July, 1935. How much basic
trend.
and associated stations contribute
While NBC-Red turned in the
Mutual has decided to cease divulging.
greatest amount of sales volume
193h
Networks'

Gross
—7.37 Monthly

Time

Sales

1936
Over
1935 1935*
1933
—1
0 NBC
% ,6Gain
Red
£1,725,172
(
Jan.
956,643
f
Blue
$2,391,667
Red
$2,895,037
$1,869,885
1,697,524 1
Feb.
Blue
2,211,637
1,016,776 |
1,742,784
2,758,319
Red
March Blue
1,915,3571
1.122,516 J
3.025.308
2,507,890
1,997,463
— .42364
2
1,762,201 I 2 1.
May
Blue
Red
2,373,890
April
979,727 J
1,690,177
2,682.143
1,650,046 1 —2.41
Red
2,475,173
Blue
1,662,887
911.674 f
2,685,211
1,490,426
\
June
Blue
July
Red
2,177,857
2,380,845
1,512,139
833.'030 J
1,613.148 \ 10.01
1,370,993
Red
1,864,420
2,208,935
Blue
816,835 J
CBS
January .
. $1,901,023
February
$1,405,948
1.387,823
. 1,909,146
$941.4bo
15.4
$1,768,949
May
1,654,461
18.7
1.016.102
. 2,172,382
March . .
884,977
1,829,553
1,524,904
20.8
. 1,951,397
1,615,389
775,487
April . . .
1,371,601
.. 1,749,517
1,287,455
35.9
40.9
1,255,887
624,256
553,056
June
925,939
, 1,502,768
1,066,729
445.414
42.
910,470
. 1,292,775
July ....
630,290
MBS
$65,024
155.6
$166,266
January
66,946
162,358 142.5
February
94,180
191,483 113.8
March
118,045
18.5
139,834
April
111,497
16.5
129,907
May
June
104,510
15.1
90,692
62,648
74.8
109,561
July
two coast-to-coast networks, no separNBC inaugurated
when issued
1936, were
to Jan.
♦Prior
ate Red and
Blue 1,figures
by NBC.
J. V. Connolly Is Named
New Hearst Radio Chief
SUCCEEDING
T. J. White, who
has been named
chairman of the
directing board
of all Hearst enterprises, Joseph
V.
Connolly,
pres-g
i de n t of Kin
Features Syndi■KPf i .
cate, has been
Mr. Connolly
elected president
and a director of Hearst Radio
Inc., operating and representing
the 10 Hearst-owned broadcasting
stations, according to announcement Aug. 20. Mr. Connolly, as
president of the Hearst syndicate
heads Hearst's Insubsidiary, also
ternational News Service, Universal service and International News
Photos.
Other Hearst Radio officers are:
Emile J. Gough, R. F. McCauley,
Elliott Roosevelt, vice presidents;
O. H. Tunell, treasurer; W. E.
Miller, secretary. Directors are
Mr. Connolly, Mr. Gough, Mr. Tunnell, Mr. Miller, Mr. McCauley.
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NEW

YORKER

GETS

WPEN-WRAX
OPTION
AN OPTION to purchase WPEN
and WRAX, Philadelphia, for a
price of $240,000 has been acquired
from the Wm. Penn Broadcasting
Co., licensee, by Russell Feldman,
of New York, who was identified
with the recent sale of KNX to
CBS and who participated in the
arrangements last year for placing part of the stock of WJR on
the market.
Mr. Feldman, it is understood,
dispose of the station to other
may
interests since he himself is not an
operator. The option was acquired
late in July from Paul Harron and
Clarence Taubel, chief stockholders in the Wm. Penn Broadcasting
Co., who also own WFAB, New
York ; who recently purchased
WHOM, Jersey City, and who
operate WTNJ, Trenton, under
lease.
The two stations share the 920
kc. regional frequency with 500
watts day and 250 watts night.
They have specialized in foreignlanguage programs.

Sponsorships

Gain

in Autumn

WBS Cutting Campaigns for
More National Advertisers
WITH NATIONAL transcription
volume reporting a 52.9% gain for
the first half of 1936 over the
same 1935 period, new contracts
coming into World Broadcasting
System offices point to an even
greater increase for the second six
months of this year.
A dealer cooperative campaign
for General Electric through Maxon Inc. has been approved, with
the list of stations not completely
set. The program, known as The
Bandmaster, is being recorded at
WBS studios, 711 Fifth Ave., New
York. Production is under the direction of Henry Heyward, and
dealers are expected to place the
13 quarter-hour programs in markets throughout the country.
Sterling's Fifth Renewal
ONE OF RADIO'S most popular
dramatic programs, Dick Tracy,
has been renewed for the fifth time
by Sterling Products Inc., starting
a second year with WBS. The
present station list of 13 cities
will probably be increased by
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency. The 13week renewal calls for 52 broadcasts, four per week, bringing the
total series to 260 episodes which
have been recorded by World.
A newcomer to the transcription
field is Montgomery Ward, Chicago mail order house, which is
to housewives in rural
appealing
markets through a program titled
The Travels of Mary Ward. The
15-minute dramatic scripts, five a
week, recorded by WBS in Chicago, started Aug. 24th. Fourteen
stations in the Midwest are carrying the program. Ferry-Hanly Co.,
Kansas City, is the agency.
E. R. Squibb & Sons Inc., through
Geyer, Cornell & Newell Inc., is
using WBS transcriptions on four
Pacific Coast and Midwest stations,
the program presenting Rae Giersdorf and the music of Frank Cornwell's orchestra. This is a 15-minute program heard three times a
week.
It started Aug. 10.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Drene) will place weekly
quarter-hour Jack Randolph discs
recorded by WBS, on 37 station;
W. Kastor & Sons Adv
through
Co. Inc., H.Chicago.
For Lava soap, P. & G. wil
Hanna, WBS 15place Houseboat
minute
discs.
(Continued on page 60)
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Blue Coal Disc Series
DELAWARE & LACKAWANNA
COAL Co., New York (Blue Coal
on Oct. 1 will start its annual aut
umn radio campaign using 22 sta
tions in the East. This season th
campaign will be devoted exclu
sively to transcriptions, a 26-weel
series featuring Jackie Coopeil
juvenile screen star, as master o
ceremoni
movi
of otherYoung'
score Victor
. A with
orchestraes
stars will participate. A $5,00
contest for high school students r
planned. RCA-Victor cut the quai
ter-hour discs, to run twice weekl
in the early evening on WTK
WRC, WFBR, WNAC, WTAC
WOR, WBEN, WHAM, WG1
WSYR, WHP, WCAU, WJAR, an
once weekly on WCSH, WNBE
WFEA, WPG, WNBF, WIB5
WCBA, WRAW, WORK. Ruthrau
& Ryan Inc., New York, placed tr.
account.
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Five

Midwestern

Mutual;

KWK,

KSO,

Changes

WLW

WMT,

Stations

KOIL,

Join

Status

Affiliate With

KFOR

Net;

WSM Takes Several Programs ; WLW Turns in Stock
PRESSING toward its goal of
simply assume its pro-rata share
of the line costs as do other staoffering nationwide network servtions which take sporadic programs
ice, Mutual Broadcasting System
but are not corporately associated
on Aug. 26 announced the addition
with the venture.
of five midwestern stations, to beFred Weber, general manager
come affiliates at the time the network begins service to the Pacific
of MBS, negotiated the new affiliCoast late this year. Simultaneations with John M. Henry, genously, it was learned that WLW,
eral manager of Central States
Cincinnati, one of the three basic
Broadcasting Co. for KOIL and
stations of the two-year-old venKFOR, and with Gardner Cowles
ture, on Aug. 20 dissolved its corJr., president of the Iowa Broadporate connection with the netcasting System, for KSO and
work but will continue as an outWMT.
let for both commercial and susWMT and KSO are NBC - Blue
taining programs.
network outlets, as is KOIL.
The new Mutual affiliates will be
KFOR is a CBS outlet along with
KWK,
St. Louis;
KSO, Des
its sister station KFAB, Lincoln,
Moines;
WMT,
Cedar Rapids;
but due to CBS agreements
KOIL, Omaha, and KFOR, LinKFAB was not in position to join
Ujcoin. WSM, Nashville, also is acthe Mutual enterprise, it was
cepting Mutual commercials on
stated. Thus with these stations and
tjopen time, subject to NBC 28-day
KWK, as well as KFEL-KFOR,
bjoption on certain hours, and has
Denver, a half-dozen stations are
V already booked three Mutual acaligned
to help cover the wire haul
I counts.
to the Coast, entailing about $200,1 In each instance, it is under000 annually.
-}istood, these stations will accept
KWK, it was stated at Mutual,
e|commercial programs on open
has agreed to carry MBS proJt time, subject presumably to the
grams beginning Sept. 27. This
|network notice clause for cleararrangement
was said to have
t ance of programs on optional netbeen closed by Mr. Weber after a
ijwork time. The exact date of these
series of conferences in St. Louis
ijnew affiliations with MBS depends
with Robert Convey, president of
[ion when the Don Lee Network ofKWK, and Clarence Cosby, gen,|ifieially begins to take Mutual proeral manager. KWK also is an
J grams, now scheduled at the latest
NBC-Blue
outlet. Other NBC-Blue
sjfor Dec. 29 when the Don Lee constations
accepting
Mutual commerl|tract with CBS expires.
cials are WFIL, Philadelphia;
WLW Turns in Stock
WLW's
new
arrangement with
the Mutual Network was effected through
resignations
of WLW's
ithree
directors
on the
Mutual
^board — Powel Crosley Jr., WLW
^president; Lewis M. Crosley, vice
^president
and general manager,
.and John L. Clark, former general
| manager and now a member of its
executive consulting staff. Simultaneously, they turned in their respective stockholdings.
I Disagreement with the Mutual
^transcontinental project, it is understood, was responsible for the
,|resignations. Mr. Crosley and his
(associates held the view that Mui tual could best be of service as a
'"quality group" of stations in a
few primary markets. When it began operations in 1934, Mutual
was a four-station hookup of WOR,
WLW, WGN and WXYZ. The first
three stations, however, were the
only stockholders upon incorporajs tion of the enterprise some months
[later; the last-named on Sept. 29,
11935, left Mutual to join NBCfi Blue, being replaced on Mutual by
ICKLW, Detroit- Windsor.
Will Take Programs
WLW, also a basic outlet of NBC,
does not contemplate severing its
connection with Mutual as an "affiliated" station. It will continue
to handle Mutual commercial business on the same basis as in the
: past and will also originate and
^broadcast both sustaining and
commercial programs.
The resignations are effective on
Sept. 27. There is no contract covering service entered into by the
basic stations. By its withdrawal
i WLW will not assume any liabilities or costs associated with the
maintenance of Mutual, but will
^[BROADCASTING

BANKS
Group

TO

Nelson in Chicago Daily News
"Besides juggling I can do card
WGAR, Cleveland, and
Baltimore.
tricks !"

WBAL,

Aug.that 25, Mr. Weber announced the further expansion
of Mutual has prompted enlargement of its sales staff, and that
E. P. Nelson had been named midwestern sales representative with
headquarters in the Tribune
Tower, Chicago. He was formerly
on the sales staff of NBC. He will
be associated with Ade Hult, Mutual Chicago representative.
From the program standpoint, it
is presumed, the status of WLW
will remain unchanged after its
corporate affiliation with Mutual is
terminated Sept. 27. The station
has always followed the theory
that network service should be on
On

PROMOTE

BY

of Leading Financial Houses

Advertising

fortnight, when Lenox , R. Lohr,
NBC president, and Roy C. Witmer, vice president in charge of
sales, visited Mr. Crosley in Cincinnati. Thus far, ■it is said, no
signatures have been procured.
The newly formed Colonial Network of John Shepard 3d, president of Yankee Network, will constitute the New England MBS outlet.
Executive Appointments
To CBS West Coast Staff
AS

RADIO
(o Sponsor

Philadelphia Symphony, Speakers on CBS
FOLLOWING the example of the
Kiplinger and Pitkin will each
speak once every four weeks, the
General Motors and Ford comformer from Washington and the
mentaries accompanying symphonlatter from New York, and other
ic programs, a group of leading
prominent speakers will be enbanking institutions of the United
gaged for the intervening periods.
States, starting shortly after the
Theodore Weldon, of the Wessel
elections in November, will underCo., is arranging the speakers
take the cooperative sponsorship
while James Sauter, also of that
of the Philadelphia Symphony, with
firm, is in New York working on
business commentators, over a nathe program as a whole. Mr.
Sauter is also vice chairman of
tionwide CBS network. Arrangethe movie division of Democratic
ments for pooling resources for
the program, tentatively titled the
national campaign headquarters in
Business Forum of the Air, have
New York.
been made by the Wessel Co., ChiThe plan is to tie in local announcements in each city on the
cago, which last year produced a
network in which a participating
series of transcriptions for local
bank is located, giving due credit
bank sponsorship under the title
to that bank.
of Galaxy of Stars.
The exact date of the starting of
The list of participating banks
the program has not been fixed,
is not complete, but the following
nor have the periods been selected,
have already agreed to join as
but it is planned to broadcast a
sponsors: Chase National Bank,
New York; First National Bank,
30-minute program weekly for 39
weeks and to make it an annual
Chicago; the Pennsylvania Co.,
series. All but about five minutes
Philadelphia; First National Bank,
St. Louis; First National Bank,
of the program are to be devoted
Pittsburgh; the Marine Midland
to the symphony, under the direction of Eugene Ormandy, with
group (Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Albany and Binghamton) ;
business commentators speaking on
Union
Trust Co., Cincinnati; Ohio
each program on some subject of
business interest to the public at
Citizen's Trust Co., Toledo; Bankers Trust Co., Des Moines; Rhode
large. Two of the commentators
already signed are Willard M.
Island Hospital Trust Co., Providence; Lincoln National Bank,
Kiplinger, author of the weekly
Fort Wayne; Marshall & Ilsley
Kiplinger Business Letter pubBank, Milwaukee; The Detroit
lished in Washington, and Walter
Bank, Detroit; American National
B. Pitkin, Columbia University
Bank, Indianapolis; Delaware Trust
professor who achieved fame as
author of Life Begins at Forty.
Co., Wilmington.
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a non-exclusive basis. It was the
first NBC affiliate to subscribe to
Mutual programs — a mdve that
in networka controversy
provokedrelations
station
still unsettled.
WLW felt that Mutual is not
the character of organization contemplated originally. The limited
"quality group" theory . of dense
population coverage with superpower outlets was dissipated entirely with the iexpansion project,'
its officials: contend. . Always jealous of its claim of greater coverage;
than any other station, WLW has
consistently held in MBS councils
that it does not desire .to have its
by a multiprogramsplicity ofduplicated
stations, thus cutting
down its remote audience.
In a formal announcement, MBS
said that WLW as an affiliate
rather than a member .station, is
the same in status as all other
stations excepting WOR and WGN
as stockholders, and, CKLW,
WAAB and the Don Lee Network,
who participate in underwriting
"Affiliexpenses.:,
operation
MBS ates
participating
are receiving
published advertising rates for
commercial programs . and reimburse MBS for expenses incurred
in serving and contracting business", it added.
Renewed efforts to have WLW
sign antractNBC
affiliated
station
were made
during
the conlast

CBS began lining up its Pacific Coast operations this past
fortnight, Donald Thornburgh, vice
president in charge of the western
division, announced several executive appointments.
Paul Rickenbacker, for the last
several years a CBS producer, was
named assistant to Mr. Thornburgh. Charles Vanda, former publicity man and Artists' Bureau
representative, was named proH. Bowman
Lester from
gram manager.
has been
transferred
WJSV,
Washington, D. C, to take up new
duties as western operations chief
in charge of all technical details.
Clifford Carlson from CBS, Chicago, was appointed office manager and comptroller.
Meanwhile the network experienced aslight delay in moving into
the studios of KNX, but expected
to make the transfer by Sept. 1.
Naylor Rogers, formerly general
manager and part owner of KNX,
is planning to retire from radio,
temporarily
at least,the
to country.
make a vacation trip around
While no other changes in the
KNX staff have been announced,
it is likely that Art Kemp, sales
promotion manager, and widely
known on the Coast in commercial
radio, may be transferred to New
York with Radio Sales Inc., CBS
sales organization.
Meanwhile, CBS is grappling
with its studio problem on the
Coast. Definite decision has beer
reached to sell the KNX studio;
and to build a new plant sufficiently to include two theater type studios seating 500 each. CBS now. is
using the Music Box Theater in
Hollywood for its, . presentations
and is negotiating for another.
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Radio
By

Not

Directly

New
Baffling
Act
Patman
RobinsonBut
Station

Clients; Each

Effect on Advertising
ONE IMPORTANT result of the
law may be to increase direct advertising appropriations for national advertised brands, while decreasing indirect appropriations.
The latter often are designed to
obtain local rates for national
campaigns through the device of
placing the business through local
dealers. This phase of the law applies to all advertising media and
is not peculiar to radio.
Rep. Patman (D-Texas), one of
the authors, has stated that many
phases are ambiguous and that
amendments are necessary.
The Robinson-Patman Act, which
amends Section 2 of the Clayton
Act, became effective last June 19.
During its tortuous path through
Congress it was described as the
"Anti-Chain Store Bill" and its
purpose was to prevent chain
stores and other large buyers of
commodities from exercising their
greater purchasing power to obtain price concessions not available
to smaller competitors. It is enforced by Federal Trade Commission, which has indicated each
case will be judged on its merits.
The law applies not only to
chain stores, but to all persons
"engaged in the sale of goods in
Page
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Affected

Law
Federal
Affects the Interests of

Case Stands

THERE appear to be no jitters for
broadcasters in the Robinson-Patman Act.
That is a general conclusion
reached by lawyers prominently
identified with radio after close
study of the new Federal law,
which has commercial interests
running in circles and legal counsel poring over their law books.
Broadcasters are not directly affected, it is believed, because the
old Clayton anti-trust law and the
new Robinson-Patman act (which
amends it) apply to sales of commodities. The relation between a
radio station and an advertiser
usually does not constitute a sale
of a commodity. Radio sells service, not goods, according to the accepted legal construction.
There is one catch to the above
statements, however: The Communications Act (Sections 311,
312) empowers the FCC and the
courts to refuse a license to a station found guilty by a court of attempting to monopolize radio communications and holds that all Federal laws relating to unlawful restraints and monopoly are applicable to interstate or foreign communication.
That would be stretching the new
law pretty far, it is thought, but
stations are warned that there may
be an indirect application of the
act to them.
Of the millions of words written
on the Robinson-Patman act by
legal minds everywhere, not a single lawyer has been willing' to
make flat statements without
sprinkling them with hems and
haws, as well as I'eserving the right
to change all opinions without notice. Broadcasting's observations
on the subject are no exception.
They are designed to aid broadcasters in their efforts to comply
with all Federal laws.

count, rebate, allowance, or advertising service which is available at
the time of such transaction to
said competitors in respect to the
sale of goods of like grade, quali-

by Itself

interstate commerce," which manifestly means to many sponsoring
concerns.
Section 1-A of the new law
makes it unlawful "for any person
engaged in commerce, in the
course of such commerce, either
directly or indirectly, to discriminate in price between different
purchasers of commodities of like
grade and quality * * * where the
effect of such discrimination may
be substantially to lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly
in any line of commerce, or to injure, destroy, or prevent competition with any person who either
grants or knowingly receives the
benefit of such discrimination, or
with customers of either of them
$ $This
$ tj section is enforcible, among
other methods, by suit for treble
damages.
By Section 1-F it is unlawful for

Radio

Sales

Named

PROMOTION— WKRC, Cincinnati, is using a streamer towed
by an airplane to advertise its
program. The banner is towed an
hour every day, always covering
baseball crowds, amusement parks
and places where crowds gather.

AIR

anyone "engaged in commerce, in
the course of such commerce,
knowingly to induce or deceive isa
discrimination in price which
prohibited in this Section, thus,
not only the seller but the buyer
as well may incur treble damage

By Section 3 it is made a crim* *
" * any
assist in,
partyforto,anyor person
to beinala offense
to
t
contrac
or
sale,
transac
suits."tion of
sell, which discriminates _ to his
knowledge against competitors of
the purchaser, in that any discount,
rebate, allowance, or advertising
service which is granted to the purany dischaser over and above
KNX,

WEEI

Rep

Chief
Is Appointed
Kelly Smith
As
WITH the national representation
moved up if mutual terms can be
arranged. KSFO has also been
of WEEI, Boston, and KNX, Holleased by CBS but the transfer
lywood, being taken over by Radio
Sales Inc., subsidiary representing
has not yet taken place. It is also
ed by Raexpected
all CBS owned and operated stadio Sales. to be represent
ers
headquart
s
network'
the
tions,
announced in New York Aug. 24
Mr. Kelly first came in contact
with radio as publicity director of
that it has appointed J. Kelly
the Stewart-Warner Co., Chicago,
Smith, for the last 10 years sales
manager of WBBM, Chicago, as
buying time on WBBM. He is a
graduate of Knox College.
general sales manager of all its
stations. Mr. Smith will divide his
time between Chicago and New
York, serving as liaison between
NAMED
GRABHORN
Radio Sales and all. CBS owned and
operated stations. The appointment
BLAIR SALES HEAD
was ordered effective Aug. 24.
MURRAY
R.
Arthur H. Hayes continues as
GRABHORN,
eastern sales manager in New
vice president
York and William Williamson continues as western sales manager in
and New York
Chicago, with a Pacific Coast man
manager of John
Blair & Co., stayet to be appointed. All will report to Mr. Smith, whose sales
tionon Aug.
representatives,
27
post at WBBM has been filled by
Harry Smith, formerly with Henri,
was appointed
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago agengeneral sales
cy. Paul Wilson has been shifted
manager by John Mr. Grabhorn
from the WBBM staff to work
Blair, president.
with Mr. Williamson.
The appointment is effective Sept. 1.
Ten stations thus come under the
Retaining charge of the New
Radio Sales wing, nine of them
Grabhorn will coYork office, Mr.
ordinate Blair sales activity and
owned or leased by CBS and the
dize promotional material
standar
tenth, WFBL, Syracuse, continuall offices.
for
ing its arrangement whereby the
With the Blair organization
CBS subsidiary represents it in the
national field. The CBS-owned stasince July, 1935, Mr. Grabhorn has
tions are WABC. WJSV, WBBM,
many of the sales pracoriginated employed
tices
nationally by the
WKRC, WCCO, KMOX and WBT.
The leased stations are WEEI,
representation firm. He created
the visual presentations first shown
taken over Aug. 15. and KNX,
at
the NAB convention in Chicago
taken over Aug. 18. WEEI previously was represented by the
in July and developed a standardWeed Brothers and KNX by John
ized presentation for all broadcastBlair & Co.
ing stations.
CBS announced that as of Aug.
Prior to joining Blair, Mr. Grabhorn for three years was sales
24 Radio Sales was no longer representing the Don Lee Broadcastmanager of the Don Lee Broadcasting System, with headquarters
ingtional
System's
the nafield. Thestations
Don Leein Network,
in Los Angeles. He has been in
however, continues as a unit of
advertising for about 20 years.
CBS until arrangements for the
Simultaneously, Mr. Blair answitch of KNX and KSFO, San
nounced that effective Sept. 1 his
organization will represent WSPD.
Francisco, are completed — tentaToledo, WWVA, Wheeling, and
tively scheduled for the end of
this year, though the date may be
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
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The penalty provided
* " in Section
quantity;
3 isty aand $5,000
fine * or* imprisonment
for one year or both.
In tions
theaffecting
past,theprice
discriminageneral
level of
competition in an industry have
been prohibited by the Clayton
Act. Under the Robinson-Patman
Act, the test of illegality appears
to be whether the competitive
equality of single individuals is
impaired. This change involves an
entirely new concept of unfair
competition.
Since broadcasters sell service,
and not commodities, as previously
stated, the law is not believed to
have any direct effect upon normal
transactions of radio stations in
selling time to advertisers.
As to indirect effects of the new
law, which applies to buyers as
well as sellers, the facts surrounding each particular transaction must be considered. The "each
transaction" interpretation is given by most legal and Federal analysts who have been studying the
law. They take the position that
pitfalls and litigation lurk in every
Section 3 of the law specifically
phrase.
mentions advertising and service
charges as an element in price
discrimination. Thus advertising
allowances, if not made available
to all competitors proportionately,
are likely to involve the advertiser
in charges of discrimination. This
phase of the law is the one that
is expected to increase direct advertising appropriations by national advertisers and decrease indirect appropriations.
Under Section 311 of the Communications Act the Commission
may refuse a station license to
any person "finally adjudged guilty by a Federal Court of unlawfully monopolizing or attempting
to unlawfully monopolize radio
communications, directly or indirectly ** * or to have been using
unfair
methods
competition".
Section
313 ofofthe
Communications Act provides: "All laws of
the United States relating to unlawful restraints and monopoly
and to combinations, contracts or
agreements are hereby declared to
be applicable to * * * interstate
or Courts
foreignare
radio
communications."
authorized
to revoke
station licenses for violation of
such laws, besides invoking penalties which these laws provide.
Since there is no court decision
on the constitutionality of the
Robinson-Patman law and since
there is no decision denning the
scope of the law and its relation
to the Communications Act, broadcasters are merely advised to keep
in mind the possibility of an inter-relationship between the two.
KGBX Added to NBC
CONTINUING its expansion
plans, NBC on Sept. 1 will add
Springfield.
KGBX,
ter
as an
optional Mo.
outlet500-watof its
Southwestern group. This is_ in
line with its gradual additions
eventually designed to build up the
Blue network nationally, WEBR
of Buffalo and WABY of Albany
having recently been added to that
network. Plans still nend for the
addition of KGKO, Wichita Falls,
when it is moved into Fort Worth;
KXYZ,
Orleans. Houston, and WDSU, New
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Advertising

A

Simple

Formula

for

By
EDWARD
President, Edward Hoffman
Reaching
Store

the

Rises

to

Buyer

in

Front

Rank

"THE Edward
Hoffman Furniture Co. presents
Hearth
Some &fiveHome."
times
each week for
the last hundred
weeks — that announcement has
been made on
WTCX, MinneMr. Hoffman
apolis, and it has
een heard once a week for manv
-eeks on KSTP, St. Paul.
Edward Hoffman Co. knows that
has a successful radio program,
program that clicks. But, simple
rough the elements of Hearth &
iome may be, the successful comination presented many difncul■es in the achievement.
Edward Hoffman Co. is a comaratively new store in St. Paul,
rank newcomer in a city with
; a n y well-established furniture
e t a i 1 e r s — at least four large
Dwntown stores, the youngest of
hich was founded 30 years ago,
I with the same price appeal,
ming at the same consumer class
ie Edward Hoffman Co. wished
attract. It has been an uphill
attle to get into the spotlight but
ie results have been gratifying,
he store has taken its place as a
ader in furniture retailing in the
ss than three years of its existice.
Service for Sale

ROADCASTING

Home
in

Less

Proves
Than

to

Be

Three

And then we struck on Hearth &
Home. It was a natural. In less
than a week we felt its effect. It
had everything we had been

FOR

IN MARCH,

business

upon

1933,

extensive

and

not many

Effective;

Years

FURNITURE— Charles Irving has produced and announced
500 Hoffman programs. .

expensive

So no one can call Edward

houses

promotional

Hoffman

embarked
campaigns.

Furniture

Co. timid,

because it was in that very month that the store decided it
would be nice if sales could be boosted. Easier said than
naturally,

tinkering

as they soon

here and

some

found

thinking

radio, of course, being the formula

out.

there

But

AND

IT'S all so simple. The program is spotted just before the
dinner hour. It has a definitely
feminine appeal. It contains 11
elements so cleverly arranged that
the program sounds like much
more than five minutes and gives
us the isolation desired. It opens
with a few seconds of theme
melody, "My Old Kentucky Home".
Then -comes the ten-word introduction. "The theme swells and fades
for a 30-word prize teaser announcement, that helps to hold the
listener until the conclusion of the
program. Then an appropriate
musical selection is brought in —
forte for 15 seconds and faded to
background for a short and simple
poem which runs for some 45 seconds. The music is then brought
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Advertising

a little

did the trick —

adopted

for the cam-

paign. The next voice you hear will be Edward
searching for. , It was entertaining—more often than not, highly
amusing. It was distinctive— different from any other furniture
program. It had a hook — it pulled
mail, giving us what might ^be
called a "preheated" mailing list.
And Hearth & Home has become
so closely identified with the store
that the Edward Hoffman Co. is
often referred- to as the "Hearth
& Home store".
Nothing Complicated

Selling

HOFFMAN
Furniture Co., St. Paul

mercial copy for a full five minutes.
So we tried again. This time we
used a woman shopper in the hope
that she might bring some life to
the allotted five minutes. But we
found there were too many woman
shoppers programs.
A third time we tried. This time
with The Old Philosopher. It
was an attempt to simplify the
appeal, to give the store a friendly radio personality, to give advice on almost everything, and incidentally, on home furnishing.
But it still lacked vitality. It
wouldn't work.
Another fault we found in our
first three trials — our short program lacked isolation. Sandwiched
in as it had to be between other
commercials, all straight announcer's copy, it didn't stand out at
all.

done,

'E MORE than met competition
price and quality, but that
asn^t enough to build confidence
ch jas a retail 'furniture store
•eds; Those mottoes, like "A
carter of a Century of Service to
e Northwest" were hard to beat,
ie Edward Hoffman Co. had to
II service, and it had to sell its
.me.
We went into radio advertising
th no intention of using the meum for direct selling. We wanted
petition of the name in assoeiaJm with a pleasing, entertaining
ature — and, of course, we wanta tight tie-up with the home —
: t, not wishing to pass up any
ts, we wanted merchandising- aV
5H. And our advertising budget
is limited.
So, in the black days of March,
• 33, we set out to sell the instition to the public, to build conence. After a bit of preliminary
Dutihg, we went on the air. We
ose WTCN because we had coniced ourselves of its excellent
. Paul coverage, and its rates
:;re low enough so that we could
"ord a daily feature. We started
th a program of home furnish? helps — short talks on interior
^orating — with a male voice. It
In't work. It created no stir at
■ The only comments we heard
re that it was boring, if not
wnright irritating. The radio
dience, or that very small porn with which we came in conit, didn't want to listen to what
mded to them like straight com-

the

Furniture

Hoffman.

up another 10 or 15 seconds and
faded for the dramatized commercial. After this one-minute dramatization, the ^announcer uses 30 seconds with a commercial takeout,
the music is brought up again for
10 seconds, the. prize poem is read,
the music fades up agahij the closing announcement; naming the
prize winner and rules of the "eon^
test", isjmade, and the theme concludes the program,
d'
Of, course,
the contest
element
plays a large part in building the
popularity • of . the program. A
table lamp — which costs us, in
quantity, a little more than a dollar apiece — is given away on each
program. The contest rules are
simple. The contestant merely
copies his favorite poem from a
book or magazine or newspaper,
or may send in an original poem.
The poems are turned over to a
board of judges, one selected to be
read each day, and a prize awarded the contributor of that poem.
Is it a good hook? Hearth & Home
is the best mail puller on a station that pulls mail.
And the mail that comes in response to the program we use to
very good advantage. Every contributor receives a personal answer. The winner is notified bv

mail. The contributors who were
unsuccessful receive a personalized form letter referring to the
poem they sent in and asking them
to try again. A check good for $2
on a $15 purchase is also enclosed.
The response on these checks has
been much larger than we anticipated, so we still use it. The mailing lists are checked closely for repeats. A two-time contributor receives another form letter, a threetime contributor still another, and
so on.
The commercial on Hearth &
Home is never blatant. The dramatized commercial is really dramatized, notannouncement.
just a two-voice
cial
Two commerto four
characters are used in the script,
and we have been fortunate in
having a script writer who knows
how to make his hit go home without becoming blatant or priceshouting. Service is stressed —
quality at a price. And it works.
Other Promotion
THE decision of the average
family to buy new furniture is not
made on the spur of the moment.
To most families it represents
quite an investment, and the purchase is given a great deal of deliberation. So we have tried to
build a desire for new furniture —
telling about new decorative
schemes, furniture trends, styles
and materials — but our story lives
because of the style of the dramatized commercial.
So closely has the name of our
radio program become associated
with the store that we have used
it in many other promotions, the
outstanding one, of course, being a
rather ambitious but highly successful project we went into early this
spring. We built a complete fourroom bungalow on the third floor
of the store and named it the
"Hearth & Home Budget Bungalow". A concentrated publicity
campaign which included a special section in the daily papers
and extra radio time resulted in a
successful opening, and we have
been carrying through with a close
radio tie-up. The complete fourroom furniture ensemble in the
bungalow is changed every week
and the changes are brought into
the radio script. Lines were put
into the bungalow and occasional
broadcasts of the Hearth & Home
program are made from the living
room, with an invited audience.
The success of Hearth & Home
on WTCN led us to increase our
broadcasting activities, going into
a series of 30 weekly programs on
KSTP, Sunday mornings. We experimented then with application
of the same program idea we had
been using for the five-minute spot
into a quarter-hour show. The response was immediate and enthusiastic. We plan to resume this
series of broadcasts in the fall.
All in all, we feel that radio has
played a very important part in
the success of our store. We feel
certain that, with the right programming, the benefit to a furniture retailer from radio advertising, both institutional and direct
selling, is tremendous. We have
been fortunate in finding the right

program.
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Profit
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as

of Value

FCC Ruling Fixes Precedent
For Evaluating Properties
A NEW yardstick to govern sales
prices of broadcasting stations was
established by the FCC Broadcast
Division Aug. 18 in its decision approving the record-breaking sale of
KNX, Los Angeles, to CBS for
$1,250,000. KNX last month went
under CBS management and will
join the network at the end of the
year as its regular outlet.
Bringing out that KNX stands
to earn a net profit of approximately $200,000 this year, the Division's decision stated this would
mean a return on the CBS investment of approximately 16% or
17%. "While the actual value of
the property and equipment of
Station KNX is considerably less
than $1,250,000," said the formal
decision, "it appears that consideration should be given to the earning power of such an investment
as well as the fact that a very
g public in the Westlarge listenin
ern area will receive the Columbia
service, where it has not heretofore been available."
In the past, FCC members have
repeatedly looked askance upon
high prices for broadcasting stations. In Congress, too, charges
have been made of "trafficking" in
broadcast station licenses constituting a public franchise. The
KNX decision, in the opinion of
observers, now gives prospective
station purchasers a new basis
upon which to evaluate station
properties.
Financial Structure
ANALYZING the KNX structure,
the decision said that as of Jan.
31, 1936, KNX had assets and liabilities of$380,870.14. The original
cost of the transmitting equipment
was $177,982.15 and the depreciated value $63,763.30. The FCC
engineering department estimated
replacement value of the entire
technical plants including studios,
at $217,237.85..
"A statement of income and expenses of ! the Western Broadcast
Co. (KNX) for the two years and
one month ending Jan. 31, 1936,"
said the decision, "shows net profits of $35,393.60 in the calendar
year 1934; $107,933.70 in the calendar year 1935, and $6,361.66 for
the month of January, 1936, said
sums representing net profits before payment of Federal income
tax. Considering the present station rates, as well as the steady increase of business that has occurred during the past two years, and
likewise considering the profit for
the month of January, 1936, it is
reasonable to assume that the net
profit from the station's operation
for the calendar year 1936 will be
in the neighborhood of $200,000."
The FCC also discussed freely
the competitive network situation,
bringing out that NBC, largest
competitor of CBS, maintains a
large West Coast organization. "It
also appears to be sound policy",
said thelumbia todecision,
permitin Cobetter its "to
facilities
the
Los Angeles area. It has been the
experience of the Commission that
where strong- competition exists,
the public receives a good broadcasting service. This is necessarily
true because a station must depend
Page
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"Knock-Knock"
THE "Knock - Knock" craze
now sweeping the country in
the form of a popular song
and many gags has been incorporated into the morning
Crazy Quilt program on
WIS, Columbia, S. C, by R.
O. Dorsey, chief control
operator. As Col. Staggerhound, Mr. Dorsey asked listeners to send in "KnockKnock" puns, offering two
passes to a local theater for
the best, and in mid-August
this became the station's biggest mail-puller.

NAB

Explanation

WHOPPER — Accepting the challenge of Bob Catherwood (WOR)
and Phil Hennessey (NBC), whose
big fish captures were published
in the Aug. 15 Broadcasting, William S. Borrett, director of CHNS,
Halifax, N. S., forwards this photograph of E. S. Campbell, CHNS
operator, and the 550-pound giant
tuna he caught off Nova Scotia
early in August. The big fish was
brought to gaff with rod and line
after a battle lasting 8 hours and
20 minutes, during which Mr.
Campbell's
miles
out to boat
sea. was towed 17

of

Time

Sales

SUSPENSION of Associated Independent Radio Stations Inc., a
potentially important group of
stations formed essentially to combat the music copyright problem,
was agreed upon at a meeting of
its executive committee in New
York last month. Some 150 stations had been invited as members
upon its formation last March, but
few became aligned with the organization to the point of subscribing funds.
At a meeting in New York Aug.
6 the AIRS executive committee
agreed upon the suspension. It
adopted this formal minute:
"At a meeting of the executive
committee of AIRS held in New
York Aug. 6, 1936, it was determined that AIRS suspend activities, in view of the reentry of the
Warner Bros, group into ASCAP
pressure of industry busiand the
ness necessitated by the hearings
before the FCC commencing in
October.
"Further plans of AIRS are in-

Data

Bureau
U. S. Census
Brings Reply From
during
1935.
Of
this
number 561
By DR. C. H. SANDAGE,
submitted reports to the Bureau of
Chief, Division of Communications
U. S. Bureau of the Census
the Census. The three not reporting
THE statement of the National
were small stations but no estimate was made of their business.
Association of Broadcasters conThus
the Census figures show the
cerning the "disparities in NAB
amount of business done by 561
and Census data on sale of broadof the 564 commercial broadcast
cast time" [Broadcasting, Aug.
stations as reported by a respon15] was hardly as conservative as
sible official of each station. The
the NAB estimates of broadcast
time sales for 1935. The statement
reporting official certified to the
calls for a more critical analysis
general accuracy of the figures
submitted.
of these disparities than that
found in the NAB report.
There can be little question conIt is true that the U. S. Bureau
cerning the accuracy of the total
time sales figures published by the
of the Census figures showing the
1935 business of the broadcasting
Bureau. The NAB raises a question concerning the accuracy of
industry do not agree with the
the breakdown between national
estimates for 1935 published by
the NAB. The NAB has raised
and regional spot advertising and
local advertising revenue. It was
the question of which set of figures
the aim of the Bureau to obtain
is correct and has answered its
actual book figures showing total
own question by claiming superior
revenue as well as the breakdown
accuracy of its own data. Howof revenue between national and
ever, before judgment is passed on
this question let us consider the
regional spot and local.
In the absence of book figures
methods followed by the Census
Bureau and compare them with
for some stations the Bureau purthe methods of the NAB.
sued the policy of asking a responsible official of the station to estiThe Bureau of the Census followed the method of obtaining a
mate the
percent
work
revenue
from of
the the
sale non-netof time
report from every commercial
received from national or regional
broadcast station in the United
States, whereas the NAB followed
advertisers, and the percent received from local advertisers.
the method of obtaining a report
Surely
no one would question the
from a sample of broadcast stations. Its sample represented
proposition that an individual station official is in a better position
about 40% of the total time sales
of the industry, but perhaps a
than any one else to estimate the
character of the business of his
considerably smaller percent of the
station.
total number of stations.
There were 564 commercial
But with all this caution and
broadcast
stations
in operation
effort on the part of the Bureau
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Suspended
Group
AIRS Now Inactive Following
Warner Return to ASCAP

upon its listening audience and its
ability to maintain the same in order to obtain the support of advertisers, and the only way which the
Commission knows for a station to
keep and maintain an audience is
through furnishing a good proIn the
same decision, the FCC
gram service."
explained its reasons for renewing
the license of KNX, which had
been cited for alleged programming
violations, primarily through acceptance of questionable medical
accounts. All of the accounts complained of, it brought out, had been
removed from the station, save
five, and in those cases the continuity proved not objectionable.
On July 17, the FCC announced
its decision renewing the license
and approving the sale to CBS,
but the effective date had been set
for Sept. 15 — at which time the
decision was to have been made
public. It moved this date up to
Aug. 18, at which time the decision
was made public.

Copyright

BROADCASTING

Under the leadership of Powel
Crosley, president of Crosley Radio
operating WLW and WSAI.
Corp.,
definite."
Cincinnati,
AIRS was formed last
Spring with the main objective of
piocuring proper legislation covA. Rosenering
blatt, copyright.
New York Sol
attorney
and
former NRA Division Administrator, was retained as counsel. Alsc
planned was negotiation of a new
formula under which stations
would compensate copyright owners for performance of their music
The executive committee hac
consisted of Mr. Crosley, chairman
John L. Clark, formerly genera
manager of WLW and now president of Transamerican Broadcasting and Television Corp., Johr
Yankee Network; EdShepard
win W. 3d,
Craig, WSM, Nashville
James C. Hanrahan, vice presi
dent, Continental Radio Co.
Scripps-Howard Newspapers sub
sidiarv;Glenn Snyder, WLS. Chica
go; Walter J. Damm, WTMJ, Mil
waukee, and Edward A. Allen
WLVA, Lynchburg, Va.

there were 38 stations, or 6.77.
of the total number reporting
that gave no breakdown of reve
nue between local and national an
spot. The total time sale
regional
of
these 38 stations amounted t
$1,884,904 or only 3.6% of tota
station time sales. The Bureau di
vided the total non-network bus:
ness of these stations betwee
local and national and regions t
spot in accordance
with
ratio I
established by similar stations i ll
the same regions. Such factors a |
power, amount of revenue, affinal
tion with network, size of commit
nity, etc. were considered in mall
ing the division for total tire!
sales.
Thus the Census figures fcl
total time sales represent the a>«
tual figures reported by the 5(1
I
breakdo-w
Census
The and
stations. local
between
non-local
sp<a
business is made up from tv I
sources: (1) the actual figures <1
certified estimates by station of|
cials from 92.3% of all station 1
doing 96.4% of total business; ('M
6.7% of tl'
estimates onforjjage
Census(Continued
60)
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Oil

Companies

Grid

Classics

Main

Growing

in

Football
Popularity

Sponsors
as

Advertisers

Sign for Games;
Southern
College Ban
Is Lifted
|3IG oil companies are taking the
Weed & Co., station representaversity games. William Farren
lead in contracting for sponsorship
has been signed by Yankee as
tives, for 12 play-by-play broadcasts of New England college
If college football games and f ootsports announcer, starting Sept. 1.
][iall features during the autumn.
games on WEEI, WTAG, WMAS,
Royal Typewriter Co., New York,
Like professional baseball, the
WJAR, singly or in combinations.
will sponsor Eddie Dooley on 10
Cost, including time, station fees
'scholastic grid contests are growCBS stations, Thursdays and Satand broadcast rights, is $13,744.
ing in favor among sponsors due
urdays, 6:30-6:45 p. m., with footlo their popularity with listeners.
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelball predictions and resumes.
phia, is agency.
Among first oil companies to
Hanff-Metzger Inc., New York, is
agency.
ijontract for football broadcasts
The schedule, worked out by Joseph J. Weed, president of the
dre Atlantic Refining Co., SoconySocony in Chicago
Weed firm, includes home games
7acuum Oil Co., Associated Oil
of Dartmouth and Holy Cross,
sCo., Tide Water Oil Co., Standard
SOCONY- VACUUM Oil Co., ChicaJil Co. of Indiana.
Brown - Pennsylvania, Williamsgo division, will broadcast the enI Networks and local stations are
Amherst, among others. While
tire home grid schedule of NorthYankee Network has exclusive
western University on WBBM,
laking program plans for footcontract
to
Boston
College
home
I'iall play-by-play broadcasts and
Chicago, with Pat Flanagan as angames, this does not include the
Resumes, with many stations obnouncer. Two out-of-town games
will be included, making eight
Boston College-Boston University
taining local sponsors for games
:f interest in their area. NBC will
or Boston College -Holy Cross
games in all. J. Stirling Getchell
Inc., is agency.
games, both of which are included
,.jover some
Sunday professional
in the Atlantic Refining series.
MS well as selected Saturday colPlans of other Socony- Vacuum
Atlantic also will broadcast all
lege games. The major networks
divisions for football sponsorship
have not been divulged.
Cornell U. games on the entire
fere planning to cover the allMiar game at New York Sept. 8 New York State network starting
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana,
Sept.
26
and
perhaps
the
ColumChicago,sionalwill
profes1eastern
jetween the
New York
Giants,
professional
champions,
footballsponsor
games all
played
by
bia -Army and Colgate - Syracuse
;nd a team of college stars, as
games. All Duke U. games will be
the Chicago Bears and Detroit
broadcast by Atlantic on WBT,
/ell as a similar game Sept. 1 beLions, of the National Football
Charlotte.
ween the Detroit Lions, national
League. Bob Elson, WGN, will
Exclusive rights to University
Jro champions, and a team of
handle Bear games on that station.
allege stars, also at the Polo
of Pennsylvania games, to be
Lions games will be broadcast on
grounds.
broadcast on WCAU, Philadelphia,
CKLW, Detroit-Windsor, although
and University of Pittsburgh
that team is owned by George A.
Southern Ban Lifted
games on WCAE, are held by AtRichards, operator of WJR, De, HE Southern Conference has
troit. All games will be played on
lantic. Home games of the Uni^.fted its ban on football broadversity of Virginia will be sponSundays, with the Bear-Lions
sored on Virginia Network (WPHR,
lists, leaving the matter up to inThanksgiving contest included.
ividual colleges. The ban, several
WGN will allow sponsorship of pro
WLVA, WBTM, WGH, WCHV) as
ears old, was broken by Charles
well as WRVA and WDBJ. Atlangames but will not carry sponsored
-rutchfield, program
director of
tic is considering sponsorship of
college grid games, keeping them
North Carolina State and North
;/BT, Charlotte, N. C. The first
in the sustaining class as in past
.roadcast will be the Duke-Colgate
Carolina U. games; Temple U.
lame at Durham, N. C.
Wesley I. Nunn, advertising
games on WIP; Ohio State games
years.
J A new Southeastern Conferon Columbus, Akron and Clevemanager of Standard, said in announcing the sponsorship plans:
land stations. N. W. Ayer & Son
ee ruling regarding the broadest of football games, according
Inc. is the Atlantic agency.
"For
a
long
time our dealers have
Vanderbilt U., will require the
John M. Muir, Philadelphia rep,
been reporting to us the tremen•flowing announcement at quarhas acquired sponsorship rights to
dous and rapid growth of public
Temple
games, he announced Aug.
interest in the broadcasts of prorly intervals. ' "The broadcast of
28.
lis football game is coming to
fessional football games. A numThe Yankee Network contract
ju through the courtesy of the
ber of surveys have indicated that
— and
athletic associamore than 43% of the radio homes
with Boston College has not yet
ons and under the sponsorship of
been taken up bv a sponsor, as
in Chicago and in WGN's primary
far as can be learned. Yankee also
listening area tune in these games.
he W. K. Kellogg Co." That firm
sponsoring Vanderbilt games.
Great interest in the Lions, nahas exclusive rights to Brown UniA peculiar situation exists at
hio State University, Columbus,
hich will permit Ohio stations to
roadcast home games, as carried
V the university station, WOSU,
it only on a sustaining basis and
aarging all stations a flat fee for
le privilege and reserving the
ght to pass on programs booked
;fore and after game broadcasts,
ut-of-state stations, however,
ay sponsor Ohio State games if
iey pay the fee.
q Tide Water Oil Co., New York,
irougrh Lennen & Mitchell Inc.,
as contracted for a series 01 30
larter-hour programs, ThursI .Hys, Fridays and Saturdays, fea1 firing Eddie Casey on 12 Yankee
s letwork stations, WNAC, WCSH,
rEAN, WSAR, WNBH, WLLH,
rICC,
WTIC,WTAG.
WLBZ,TheWFEA,
ATR
and
series
ill start Oct. 1 and end Dec. 5.
(;n Thursdays
Casey
will give
otball information
and inside
ories about coaches and players,
ridays he will make predictions
I Saturday scores. Saturdays he
ON THE DOTTED LINE — Socony- Vacuum Oil Co., Chicago division,
will broadcast all home games of Northwestern U. on WBBM, and here is
11 give scores of principal games
d comments on some of them.
the scene at the signing of the contract. Pat Flanagan, pioneer WBBM
Another New England sponsor
sports announcer (left) will handle play-by-play. Kenneth L. Wilson,
Northwestern athletic director (right), congratulates William J. Gerwe,
11 be Atlantic Refining Co., Philelphia, which has signed with
Socony- Vacuum automotive division manager.
i ROADCASTING
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tional champions, Was a/so indicated in Detroit and the surrounding
Inc.,
Chicago,area."
is McCann-Erickson
the agency.
Wadhams Oil Co., Milwaukee,
which for nine years has sponsored
all football games and other playby-play sports events on WTMJ,
Milwaukee, has again signed for
all University of Wisconsin games
and all professional games of the
Green Bay Packers, on Saturdays
and Sundays respectively.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich,
(cereal) will sponsor all games of
Vanderbilt University on WSM,
Nashville. N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
Philadelphia, is agency.
Associated Oil Co. of California, San Francisco, for the
eleventh consecutive year, will
sponsor the broadcasts of all major collegiate football games on the
Pacific Coast. Nearly 100 major
games will be presented over 36
stations by Associated's staff of
22 trained sports announcers, according to Harold R. Deal, advertising and sales promotion manager of Associated. An exclusive
contract for broadcasting privileges with the Pacific Coast Conference and major independent
schools was recently signed. The
Associated budget is said to be
Both NBC and CBS as well as
$225,000.
independent stations will be used
during the season. Schedule is
now being made up and Deal
pointed out that the task of arthe more
1936 season
castsranging
will forbe
difficultbroadthan
ever
because
the
Conference's
new
schedule will find every major
team playing each other. Three
and sometimes four important
games will be played on the same
Saturday, including those by the
larger non-conference elevens, he
stated. The KNX-KSFO< hookup
will be used, among other groups
of stations.
Games for Everyone
"THE SCHEDULE this year really
calls for four networks on some
days," Mr. Deal said. "Unfortunately there are only three networks (2 NBC and CBS-Don Lee),
so we will have to do some intricate schedule juggling. However,
as in the past, we will make every
effort to insure the fans of every
section of the Coast hearing the
games they are most interested in.
There will be more games than
ever on the air this season. Many
of the independent colleges are
scheduling intersectional games
that will rival the conference contests in importance.
"During the past 10 years of
sportcasting, Associated has built
up a sports audience that wants
and appreciates the broadcasting
of football games. They will not
be . disappointed this year. As in
the past, we will urge all fans
who can do so to attend the games,
while we serve the hundreds of
thousands of football fans who
cannot
reach the Stores
stadiums."
GallenKamp
Co., San
Francisco, Pacific Coast retail
shoe stores chain, will start its
third year of recreating high
school football in the San Francisco Bay region on KGGC, that
city, with the beginning of the
season. Every major high school
game will be thoroughly covered
by
George An
Tolin,
KGGC's
sports
announcer.
assistant
thoroughly familiar with the participating
personnel will accompany him to
each game and complete notes
taken of every play. Thirty minutes after the game is over, it will
be recreated over KGGC.
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Department

Nuts-How

Stores,

Public

to

Crack

Utilities ,

Them

and

Them
to Do About
Tells What
Manager
A Commercial
sift IBs HARRY-^gS^Efe. bnB
j-rSeSSFn*51?^^!^' v>3*-n99:s0
DEPARTMENT STORE business
the light company, or perhaps the local custodian of
is desirable not only from a dollars and cents angle, but it is
Rapidly these three are turning to
climes and dollars!
"prestige
business''
that;
'.
draws
smaller merchants who copy the
media policies of the big spenders.
Probably the biggest job any time
been boiling over for a long time because they aren't
salesman has is selling a store
turning fafet Enough ; and >fjj(ej|0 SG^^SwSPyraff^si^
that has leaned on newspaper . advertising for perhaps half , a century. The, store doesn't want to be
'^^S^MWW^M^W%
s*^^iS^,^v!^^i?^R'o-M
converted to radio. It doesn't want
&^:B&h3& c<^lMbu^^j>tm'^^ clearing
gitte^
^ffi&M
to be shaken; from its complacentself-satisfied, attitude toward its
house of sales ideas set up when the Sales Manager s
old media. (T <j hj0ToH oi anib^oa
Let's, start with the supposition
that you are having a tough time
tee chairman, was formed at the July convention.
with the department store's advertising manager. He makes his living with newspaper layouts., He's
sli feast two inches, .six, or seven
difficult to sell on radio. For getcolumns wide, every day. This, we
ting around him I have found two
to pay for
effective methods. In the case of
apointed
radio out,
progwas
ram.ample
Hsdjooi Isnob*
Department Store A, we selected
The advertising manager never
a number: of items advertised on
our display sheets get to his
let
the air. by smaller merchants. Case
boss, but proceeded to go about
histories of - results - achieved by
selling him for us. The early
these were brought to the attention
morning shopper, a 15-minute proof individual buyers in Department
gram with a girl; describing store
Store A. A gentle hint to the buyer
is probably the most unibarga
ins
of men's dasheryfurnishings
versally effective department store
B sold three that
dozen Habershirts
program. Further than that, 15
from spot announcements was left
minutes of news of the store gives
in his mind. An "inside" tip is the advertiser more of an opporgiven the hosiery Trayer that Y's
tunity to advertise the many prodHosiery Shop is doing a land office
ucts that they have for sale. While
business with their air program.
we have four department stores on
Similar work in other departments
the air, we have found that this
of store "A" brought this result at
type of program is most successa regular
buyers'
meeting:
IHtJ -ins-fas nnaM
I val&W
The officers
started
to criticize
After they reach the point of
the business done in various demake them mergiving youchandiseathe trial,
partments. The buyershad to look
goods advertised over
for quick alibis. They wouldn't
the air. When they go on the air
blame the merchandise they had
for
a so-called
"test", the merbought. They had received the
chandise goes under the counter,
and the clerks are told not to push
benefit
'■ of newspaper
advertising
and window
displays as
always.
the items as "we are making a
So they leaped to the lack of radio
ios'imoo MR. TRENNER
sriT
test of radio". . They've used newsas an excuse. At the meeting just
i9y Jon =£rf sa9llo0 noJaoa rijiw
hold is worth money. The more
it's a
to think
papers long
one buyer had to pick that idea,
good way
to enough
advertise.
You think
and immediately the others set up
you have a medium as good or
aHHafesothsy'ltf:
you bring,;:
a hue and cry that somebody operykniJ
nwoi3 the
oJ ziftgvi
9viaulsx9 like
asrf
even better. The only way is to
ating, a store dealing in the merUntil
you
get
established,
lay
off
-«q«a4--Hr-^B-^an-trt--*esfrH
tes-t~4tr—B
chandise handled in their departthe
men's
department.
It's
the
basis,
or
don't
test
it!
ment is using the radio and cutStay away from the institutional
toughest department store merting inte their business. Never lose
chandising job in most stores.
stuff. The more you take, the more
sight of the fact that nearly every
you are going to have to fight
When
they
retail store in your town is a com•this stuff to get
you ready,
for a they'll
test, andgive
if
down the old argument that "radio
petitor of the local department
you
don't
click,
they'll
not
tell
you
is a good institutional medium,- but
Stores.5,8" ftSJ-ElDOScr-. ^rrKTfiSJTIOqc
they've been batting their brains
I don't think it can sell merchansjnsw jjenJ sonarbuB gJ'ioqg b qu
out in the newspaper for the last
dise'v
Ask
for
tangible
items.
Only
■gaiJssaRethtcing Resistances bn£
ten years. They'll just blame it on
the big stores do a consistent inWE FOLLOWED this up closely.
stitutional job. Department stores
radio. Spend a little time in watchin small and medium size towns
Usually you'll find the boss has
ing the various departments. When
dropped the matter in the lap of
you get to first base, be picky and
can't afford it. consistently. If you
the advertising man, or he was
get that type of business, you can
choosy; they'll like you better if
present at the meeting. From this
expect a few programs or anabout.
tHey think you know what it's all
point on we found it easy sailing.
nouncements three or four times a
It may be more difficult, for you,
year, whereas a department store
but it certainly helps to cut down
should be a steady spender with
sales resistance.
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Appropriation: The bugbear of
Maybe you can sell 20 fur
every advertising salesman, is ancoats for them, and make more
you.
other that is set up by advertising
UTILITIES are probably repremoney than you can if you moved
sented in your paper every day, yet
men in department stores. My antwo or three hundred printed
swer is brief : Sometimes it works ; house dresses. But those two or
you can't get any of it? Why? Let's
sometimes it doesn't.
three hundred women marching- just
take the example of the elecWe found this effective; it may
through the store look mighty
tric company. What is their greathelp you. We carefully watched
est problem today? The governgood, and that's what creates the
the advertising of a certain deimpression. And after all, what is
ment competition. Either Federal
partment store for two weeks, cut
or municipal. Yet what have they
the
store's
greatest
problem?
Traftheir ads out of the paper and filed
been doing about it? The same old
fic. That's why it's a department
them away. After that two-week
store. Because a woman coming in
load-building idea that has been
period we clipped the ads and laid
their policy for years. Buy a hot
for a dress can go out with a numthem out so as to give just as efwater heater! Buy an electric
ber of other things she needs.
(Continued on page 54)
fective a display, but eliminated
Everyone walking over their threshPage
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Sales
214

Group

Members

Lottridge Names Fox, Trenner
As Heads of Committees
LESS THAN two months :after its
organization from scratch at the
NAB Convention in Chicago, the
Sales Managers' Division of thNAB on Aug. 25 had a memberstation executives repship of 214resenting
226 stations, according
to an announcement by J. Bur/yi
Lottridge, general sales manager
of KOIL, Omaha, and KFAB and
KFOR, Lincoln, chairman and
prime mover of the organization.
Working diligently at the task
of aligning station members, the
organization now has to set up
several, committees to tackle particular .sales problems, and perhaps to hold periodic regional meetof the NAB conings in advance
vention next year. Mr. Lottridge
was enthusiastic over the response
accorded the movement and said
would inrealrs,
he expected
stations.
.„,.L„„
^benefits
agencies and tc
ure to advertise

BROADCASTING

Lottridge anOn Aug, 26, Mr.tment
of J. Lesnounced the appoin
lie Fox, KMBC commercial manaan ofs the Committee
ger, as chairm
l Busines
on Nationa
and of Harr3
Trenner, commercial manager oi
WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y., a:
chairman of the Committee or
Local Operations. Other member;
of the National Business Commit
tee named were H. M.- Feltis
KOMO-KJR, Seattle; Jack Gross
KWKH, Shreveport; Martin Camp
bell, WFAA, Dallas; E. Y. Flani
gan, WSPD, Toledo, and one othe:
to be named. Designated on tb
local group were H. J. Greig, Mc
Clatchey Stations, Sacramento
Craig Lawrence, KSO, and thre
d.
others
be name
„ '!
The to
executive
committee 3 decide
also to divide the United State
into six districts for regional meet
ings and definitely agreed to hav
a national meeting at a centrall
located
city in9111
January. /
10 J£J53Di>0\lQ
tti
Division of Work
MORE than likely the Sales Mar
agers' Division will be made
branch of the Commercial Sectio
of the NAB prior to the next cor
vention. It is functioning as a un:
of the trade association^ at thi
time, having been so constituted b
resolution at the last conventioi
and the NAB is defraying i1
overhead.
, * enrolle
r ' .':
Of the stations already
}9f
Division's
membershi]
some e£ire?r
two dozen
are clear
channel t
more than 100 regionals and a]
proximately 100 locals. Approx
mately 100 are members of majc
networks with 82 independents ax
36 regional network outlets. : I
In addition to Mr. Lottridge, tl i
executive committee of the Div I
sion comprises John W- NeVi
WTAR, Norfolk, secretary; M
Trenner, Mr. Fox, L. H. Aver I
WGR-WKBW, Buffalo; Hale Bo,
dUrant, WHO, Des Moines; Cla) ]
Luther, WOC, Davenport ; CJa I
ence T. Hagman, WTCN, Minn I
a p o 1 i s ; Walter J. Rothschil I
WTAD, Quincy, 111. ; Mort C. Wa j
ters, WHEC, Rochester; Mr. F« I
'tis,
Mr. Gross, Mr. Greig, and M I
Flanigan.
LUDEN'S

Inc., iteading, Pa. (meJ

spons-'l
willReport
i1
thol cough
Hollywood
Fidler, drops)
Jimmy
in an NBC-Red series from Holl I
wood beginning Nov. 10, Thui I
days, 10:30-10:45 p. m. J. II
Mathes Inc., New York, is agenc I
Broadcast

Advertisii

• AT RIGHT — H. R. Gross, who handles
noon, early evening and night news broadcasts
over WHO. With a background of 14 years'
reporting and news-desk experience, Gross has
given the WHO news a top broadcast-ranking
in the extensive area covered by WHO.
The news-broadcast in the morning is hand-

0

News

on Station WHO

is news

you

can't buy, because just at present we Haven't
. •/
any left to sell.
WHO broadcasts United Press News four
time

daily —

morning

(Iowa

Hardware

Dealers) , noon (Alka-Seltzer) , early evening (Kentucky Winners), and night
(Phillips Petroleum) .
Each news broadcast is now contracted
on a 52-week

basis, because the sponsors

have found that, in WHO territory especially, news-broadcasts are a remarkable buy.
In cities where one newspaper edition
after another rolls off the press nearly every
hour, newscasting is still an interesting ra-

CENTRAL
J. O.

BROADCASTING

Maland,

dio service. But out in the semi-open spaces
of the corn belt, where folks formerly have
had to wait 1 2 to 24 hours, or even longer
for much of their news, WHO's newscasting service brings world events hours nearer
than ever before.
In addition to regular newscasts, major
news items are flashed over the air as soon
as received. The desire not to miss any of
these flashes, is just another reason why so
many sets in WHO territory stay tuned to
WHO

most of the time —

And

why

advertisers iind WHO

stays at

or near thrtt^i Jb& aSfy V#UI^A-list in returns per dollar^

COMPANY,

DES

Manager

MOINES

Phone

3-7147

WHO
ESSENTIAL

TO

COMPLETE

RADIO

COVERAGE

:leared-channel—
50,000
National Representatives:
FREE & SLEININGER, Inc. — New York,
5ROADCASTING

• Broadcast

OF

IOWA

OR

THE

MID-WEST

WATTS
—
full-time
Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

Advertising
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How

the Roosevelt

Voice

"Looks"

VOICES AT CHAUTAUQUA — An oscillograph analysis of the presidential candidates' voices taken down under identical conditions by radio
ingineers when each spoke at Chautauqua, N. Y. last month. Experts
Interpret the Roosevelt graph as showing a faster rate of speech than
i^andon, a steadier pace, lower pitch and emotion in voice. The heavy
Ink shows the steady pace; the breaks, or low dips, indicate either

How

4nd

Plan

Perfect

Autumn

Campaign

Broadcast

Setups

President's Addresses Nonpolitical at Present;
Landon Starts; Preparing Transcription Series
ITH President Roosevelt indiforeign language transcriptions,
with Ralph Steinberg, president of
ting that he will make no politi1 campaign talks before October
Radio & Film Methods Corp., trannd that whatever speeches he
scription producers, as "coordilakes during his current tour of
nator" under Mr. Robert and R.
jne drought areas will be nonpoBryan Owen, son of Mrs. Ruth
itical in character, relatively little
Bryan Owen, U. S. Minister to
ctivity in the way of radio time
Denmark, recently named radio
lacements was reported by major
division director. Its tentative
iarty headquarters during the last
plans call for the use of radio staortnight. Beyond the time engaged
tions in about 15 cities, using 15n NBC for the Landon talks at
minute transcriptions in Italian,
liddlesex, Pa., Chautauqua and
German, Jewish, Polish, Russian
uffalo, CBS carrying the Chauand the Scandinavian tongues.
iuqua talk also, and the several
ne-time schedules placed for vaTranscription Plans
ious speakers on networks and
REPUBLICANS are also planning
idividual stations [Broadcasting,
i.ug. 1 and 15], the parties were
a disc campaign, and will record
:ill apparently gearing themselves
the William Hard News for Voters
:>r the widened radio activities to
talks (currently heard nightly on
pme during September and Octhe NBC-Blue network, which on
)ber.
Aug. 24 shifted to a 9 o'clock
The Democratic radio division,
period, EST, rather than 6:15
ith its small but smoothly workp. m.). Mr. Hard's network talks
ig organization under the direcwill be repeated via the transcripon of William Dolph at Washingtion medium in spotted areas not
m and Robert Berger his assistreached
by the network.
ijnt at New York headquarters,
Other transcription plans are in
as planning to engage more netthe making at G.O.P. headquarork open time on a schedule, posbly on the Mutual Network, and
ters, but have not yet been announced. Like the Democrats, the
uring the last week began laying
lans for an extensive transcripRepublicans are buying mainly
on campaign to reach the foreign
one-time periods for their chief
nguage audience.
speakers, with Col. Frank Knox
! The Republican
doing most of the speaking over
networks and individual stations
| a d i o division,
during his widespread tours.
'j:Brs
ithin headquarChicago,
Not only did his radio-speaking
Dncentrated
o n
coach accompany Governor Landon
le initial Landon
on his August tour of the East,
oeeches and durbut both Landon and Knox are
ig the last few
carrying their own microphone
eeks was still
equipment and their own operators.
Charles Warriner is the technical
| organizational
iroes. Hill Blackadvisor to the G.O.P. radio diviMr. Stuart
it, radio direcsion. The special microphone
stands were built for the candi;r, announced the appointment of
If red Stuart, former New York
dates by Collins Radio Co., Cedar
?wspaperman who has been in the
Rapids, la.
NBC is sending Carleton Smith,
lblicity department of Paraits presidential announcer in
ount-Publix Corp., as director of
,dio publicity for the Republican
Washington, with President Rooseational Committee, with Wells
velt for his talks, non-political or
lurch, formerly program director
political, while Albert Johnson, its
WJSV, Washington, as his asdivisional chief engineer at Washstant. Mr. Church was also asington, and his men are joining the
?ned to assist John Elwood, onecandidates with technical equipment when needed. CBS has Bob
ne NBC vice president, who is
Trout on call to continue announcmdling G.O.P. radio programs.
Democrats are leaving to their
ing the President, with Clyde
jreign Language Dept., directed
Hunt as his technician, and they
may join Landon also when that
• L. W. Robert Jr., the plans for
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Voice

"Looks"

pauses, applause, a cough or halt for a drink of water. Landon's recording shows a high-pitched voice which requires engineers to hold their
dials at low gain at almost all times. The Landon voice, it will be noted,
goes "sailing up" without notice, and if that happens on high gain the
danger is it will break through the carrier wave. Landon is speaking
much slower on the radio now than in the past, due to coaching.
Democrats

Parties

the Landon

Buy

Regional

Nets; Preparing
Discs
EMPLOYING a special independent nine-station state hookup, the
New York State Democratic Committee on Oct. 15 will begin a
schedule of half-hour political
broadcasts to be picked up from
various parts of the state. Through
U. S. Advertising Corp., New
York, the committee has engaged
staggered time schedules for 14
nights up to Oct. 31, chiefly between 9 and 10:30 p. m., on WOR,
WABY, WSYR, WGR, WMBO,
WIBX, WOCL, WNBF and an unselected Rochester station.
Democratic National Committee
headquarters at 444 Biltmore Hotel, New York, advised Broadcasting as it went to press that its
transcription campaign [see adjoining column] will definitely get
under way Sept. 15 on about 50
stations, with two 15-minute shows
a week. Robert Berger, in charge
of the New York office, also announced that he has bought th>;
Iowa Network Sept. 9, 1:15-1:30 p.
m., and the Michigan Network
Sept. 6. 12:45-1 p. m., through U.S.
Adv. Corp., for political speakers.
network is purchased for the later
Landon talks.
To cover Landon, NBC has assigned Announcer Charles Lyons
from its Chicago staff and to cover
Knox it has assigned Nelson Case.
What time the other candidates
will purchase was still undecided
as Broadcasting went to press,
but they have informed the networks they intend to use the radio
as extensively as their funds will
permit between now and the elections Nov. 3. Communists have already reserved NBC time [Broadcasting, Aug. 15] and the other
minor candidates expect to be
heard. Not so well known but in
a position to demand "equal opportunity" to use the air under the
communications law are not only
Earl Browder, Communist candidate, but Norman Thomas, Socialist; John W. Aiken, Socialist
Labor; D. Leigh Colvin, Prohibition, and William Lemke, Union.
President Roosevelt, Gov. Landon and the other five candidates,
as well as Chairman Hamilton of
the Republican National Committee and Chairman Farley of the
Democratic National Committee,
all are scheduled to speak over
nationwide networks in sustaining
time to be furnished Sept. 23 for
the annual Forum on Current
Problems conducted in New York
by the New York Herald-Tribune

— the first time during the campaign when all candidates will be
heard on one day's program.
Most of President Roosevelt's
talks during September will be on
a sustaining basis, with assurances
that he will be speaking as President and not as a candidate. An
interesting sidelight on the hairline differences that may arise
over this, and indicating also that
the parties do not intend to be too
free with their radio funds, was
the demand by the G.O.P. that,
since Mr. Roosevelt delivered his
foreign affairs speech from Chautauqua, N. Y. last month on a
sustaining basis, the Landon talk
the next week from the same platform should also be sustaining.
Both NBC and CBS, rather than
get into prolonged argument with
the politicians, agreed to donate
the time,
though talks
Landon's
sex and Buffalo
wereMiddleon a
sponsored basis on NBC only.
What the non-political organizations that are very much identified
with politics will do in a radio way
during the next two months, still
remains an enigma. Networks and
stations were still at sea whether
to accept as sponsors the programs
of such organizations as Father
Coughlin's
Union for
Social Justice,National
the Liberty League,
the Jeffersonian Democrats, the
Townsend Old Age Revolving Pensio group and the Gerald Smith
Share-the- Wealth movement, some
of
whom already have used local
time.
Governor's Disc Dramas
DRAMATIZATIONS of state and
national political issues via transcriptions are being recorded by
Columbia Phonograph Co., Chicago, for placement on stations
throughout Illinois. Twenty-six
15-minute programs, in which Gov.
Henry M. Horner is featured in
talks and dramatic episodes, are to
be placed on WJJD and WCFL,
Chicago; WJBC, Bloomington;
WMBD, Peoria; WHBF, Rock
Island; WROK, Rockford; WTAD.
Quincy; WJBL, Decatur; WCBS
and WTAX, Springfield; WCLS,
Joliet; WDZ, Tuscola; WTMV, E.
St. Louis.
Townsend Radio Chief
HOWARD RAY, at one time commercial manager of KTSM, El
Paso, and studio manager of KOB,
Albuquerque, has been appointed
radio director of OARP Ltd., the
Townsend Old Age Revolving Pension plan, with headquarters at the
Townsend offices in Chicago. Mr*
Ray replaces J. B. Kiefer anct was;
send.
personally appointed by Dr. Town-
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Rules

Rules

in Revision

Permitted

High-frequency

DEFINITE provision for use of
the regular broadcast band for
experimental facsimile along the
lines often advocated by many
broadcasters, is made by the FCC
Broadcast Division in revised
rules and regulations governing
high-frequency broadcast and experimental services, and which become effective Sept. 15.
Revising in several important
respects the rules it had promulgated earlier this year to become
effective first in July and then deferred until the September date,
the FCC took into account testimony and data adduced at recent
hearings as well as the results of
its own studies. The change in
the facsimile rule will allow broadcasting stations to operate facsimile transmitters experimentally
during early morning hours on
their regular channels and should
give impetus to the development
of this impending visual radio art.
Other changes in the rules
cover television, call letter announcements on international frequencies, high-frequency broadcast
stations and international stations.
Moreover, the language is clarified
in other instances. Two new groups
of frequencies also are set aside
in the very high frequency range
for relay broadcast stations. The
2000-2100> kc. band was set aside
for television experimentation to
test rural coverage along the lines
outlined at hearings in June by
Purdue University.
Wide Bands for Television
ADOPTING the recommendation
of the Radio Manufacturers Association that a band 6,000 kc. wide
is essential for high-definition television transmission, the new rules
specify that bands of that width
may be selected in the ultra-high
range above 110,000 kc. Previously
the regulations prescribed that
any two adjacent frequencies in
this range might be used. Another
change in television regulations
states that the lower carrier frequency shall be for visual broadcast and the higher for the aural
broadcast, whereas the previous
rule left this optional.
Rules governing visual broadcast
services were divided into two
separate groups — one for television and the other for facsimile.
There were no changes in definitions or policies from the rules as
originally promulgated, although
there is considerable variation in
language.
The most important revision is
that pertaining to facsimile. In
the original rules there were no
specific frequencies assigned for
this service, but frequencies were
to be allocated where least interference would be caused from
among those designated for television.
The revised rules provide that
three frequencies — 2012, 2016 and
2096 kc, now in the television
band — shall be used for experimental facsimile broadcast stations
provided no interference is caused
to the television stations operating
in the band 2000-2100 kc. Then
it is specified that if the facsimile
program of research and experi-

FCC

Band

of

Changed

mentation cannot be properly carried forward on these frequencies,
other frequencies under the FCC
jurisdiction may be assigned experimentally provided a sufficient
need is shown and no interference
will be caused.
This opens the way for use of
regular broadcast channels for
facsimile. Experimenters have
maintained that it is feasible to
use these channels from midnight
to 6 a. m. for picture transmission
into the homes through a simple
attachment on the conventional
receiver and via a rather simple
transmitting station. Thus, the
public could arise each morning
and find in a receptacle beside the
receiver considerable printed matter, and even facsimiles of newspaper pages.
The revised rules do not cover a
rewritten regulation for international rebroadcastin? (Rule 177)
which provoked considerable controversy at the time it was promulgated. It had provided that
specific authority would have to
be procured from the FCC for
rebroadcasts from foreign countries, among other things. A proposed revised rule probably will
be considered by the FCC early
this month, in time for promulgation by Sept. 15.
Another change in regulation
was that relating to relay broadcast stations, described as stations licensed to transmit, from
points where wire facilities are
not available, programs for broadcast by one or more broadcast stations or orders concerning such

Regional

Station

NEWS PANEL — From this new
automatic control desk NBC cuts
into network programs with flash
news announcements. Automatic
fadein and fadeout are provided.
Hei'e is Patrick J. Kelly, supervisor of announcers, at the panel.
programs. Whereas the original
rule provided that relay stations
could only be used by stations
holding regular licenses, the clause
was revised so that a chain station
may pick up a program for the
network, even if it does not itself
broadcast the particular program.
A new paragraph reads:
"The Commission may license a
special relay broadcast station to
the holder of other classes of
broadcast licenses provided the relay station will be used wholly in
conjunction with the experimentation or relaying of programs for
broadcast by that broadcast staRelay Broadcasting
IN ANOTHER change in relay
broadcast rules, the FCC eliminated the clause that no internation." tional frequencies may be used
for such service.
Heeding the plea of broadcasters, as expressed at the June 8
conference in Washington, asking
that it eliminate the proviso in the
regulations that any of them may
be changed without prior notice or
hearing, the FCC eliminated this
language wherever it appeared in
(Continued on page 59)

Group

Enlarges

Ranks

And
Prepares
for Reallocation
Hearing
ACTIVELY pursuing its plan of
the Shepard group is discriminatpresenting to the FCC Broadcast
ing against regional stations on
the higher frequencies.
Division at the "reallocation hearings" beginning Oct. 5 a compreClear Channel Plan
hensive plan for a horizontal increase in power for regional staTHE so-called clear channel group
tions, the newly formed National
already is prepared to present a
Association of Regional Broadcase in support of the retention of
clear channels with high power as
casting Stations on Aug. 27 ana means of serving rural listeners,
nounced a total paidup membership of 49 stations. John Shepard
and of opposing duplication on
such channels. Louis G. Caldwell
3d, president of Yankee Network
and chairman of the executive
is counsel for this group of a dozen
committee, disclosed also that anstations, with McNary & Chamother dozen stations had signified
bers, consulting engineers, to present technical testimony.
intention of joining, but these will
not be counted as accredited memLocal stations have not yet desbers until they have paid the inignated counsel. Through Edward
itial assessment of four times their
A. Allen, president of National Inhighest quarter-hour rate.
dependent Broadcasters Inc., efMeanwhile, it is evident that
forts are being made to align them
battle-lines were being formed for
in a group and procure funds to
the epochal hearings, with superdefray the costs. Thus far, appower of 500,000 watts likely to
parently, the efforts have been unbecome a seething issue. The newsuccessful. All parties have until
ly formed regional group has exSept. 15 in which to file appearances for the reallocation hearings,
pressed itself in outright opposition to superpower and in favor of
and some decision may be reached
in advance of that date.
East - West Coast duplication on
most of the clear channels. AnChairman Shepard announced
other group of regional stations
also that Paul F. Godley, consultmay be formed under the leadering engineer of Montclair, N. J.,
and John A. Barron, formerly
ship of W. C. Alcorn, vice president and general manager of
FCC Broadcast engineer and now
WBNX, New York, who takes the
a consultant in Washington, have
been retained to aid Dr. Greenleaf
view that the opposition to superpower is unwarranted, and that
Whittier Pickard, chief technical
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counsel, in the preparation of technical testimony at the hearings.
They are handling the preparation of exhibits.
Paul D. P. Spearman, former
FCC general counsel, is the chief
legal counsel for the regional
group. A fortnight ago, in behalf
of the group, he filed with the FCC
a petition asking 5,000 watts at
night for regionals and retention
of the status quo insofar as regional assignments are concerned
until after the new FCC policy is
decided upon. The FCC law department now has this petition under advisement, and the Broadcast
Division probably will consider it
at the next formal meeting.
On that date the executive committee of the regional group will
meet in New York to hear reports
of the engineering and legal staffs
and give them final instructions
for the presentation at the hearings. A meeting of the entire
membership of NARBS will be
called in Washington the day prior
to that
assigned
tion to the
FCC. for its presentaTo offset Mr. Alcorn's move opposed to his organization, Mr.
Shepard on Aug. 24 sent to all regional stations on channels between 1220 and 1450 kc. a special
letter stating his organization was
prepared to work in behalf of all
regionals, rather than a particular group. Recommendations of
his engineers, he said, will defi
nitely favor
increases
to 5,000
watts night on all regional chan
nels. Moreover, he brought out
that of the six members of th
executive committee, two represent
stations in the higher regional fre
quencies.
He pointed out, also
that of the aggregate paid up
membership, 14 stations are in the
higher frequency group.
"If you have hesitated to join
NARBS because of any thought
that they might not adequately
represent all stations in this
band," he said, "I hope this letter
will clear the situation up and
that you will no longer hesitate to
declare your intention of helping
the regional stations in this pre
sentation by becoming a member."
Changes in Officers
TWO CHANGES in the regional
chairmanships of the organization!
were announced. Don Withycomb,!
WFIL, Philadelphia, was named!
in lieu of J. Thomas Lyons,!
WCAO,
Baltimore,
self unable
to servewho
andfound
Ralphhim-'
R.
Brunton, KQW,
San Jose, Cal.,
was named in place of Jerry King,
president of Standard Radio Inc.,
who last month resigned as gen- 1
eral manager of KFWB. Other
regional chairmen are J. H. Ryan, i
WSPD ; Henry W. Slavick, WMC, j
Memphis, and Dean Fitzer, WDAF. j
The executive committee headed
by Mr. Shepard comprises Edgar
L. Bill, WMBD; Walter J. Damm,
WTMJ; John J. Gillin Jr., WOW;
Herbert L. Pettey, WHN; Hoyt
Wooten, WREC, and W. J. Scripps.
WWJ.
Stations which already have paid I
up memberships are WICC, WDRCl I
KQW,
KFSD,
WDEL,
WGES. I
WMBD,
WIND,
WLBZ,
WCAD. f
WNAC, WAAB, WORL, WTAG
WWJ,
KMBC,
WOW, KGIR
KGHL, WOKO, WBEN, WHOM
WHN,
WHEC,
WFBL, WSYR,
WWNC, KFYR, WSPD, WGAR. .
WFIL,
WEAN,
WMC,
WNBR |
WREC,
KRGV,
WDBJ, WMMN
WTMJ,
WXYZ,
KSO, WSAI
WHIO, WNOX, WTAR, WCAM
KOIL, KGGF, KFNF.
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WLS

filled the grandstand

THi

on the opening

STATE

night of the
3

^1936
Illinois State Fair. Almost 9000 people paid from 25c
.00 each to see the five-hour broadcast of the WLS National
Barn

Dance

from

an

open

air stage in front

0,000

WATTS

of the amphitheatre.

LEAH

m Gene Irwin manager of the State Fair said "You folks certainly
have what the people want. Twenty-five percent of our State Fair
mail has asked about the Barn Dance. We had to open our clerical
offices two weeks sooner than usual to care for advance ticket
orders." flj That's listener interest.
lAnd listener interest predicates advertising results.

FAIR

CHANNEL

Starting in 1924, WLS has broadcast from the Illinois State Fair
each year bringing major features of the Fair to those unable to
attend personally. One of many projects conducted regularly
by WLS — in the public interest and for service to its listeners.
S

THE
PRAIRIE
FARMER
Burridge D. Butler, President
John Blair and Company, Sales Representatives
BROADCASTING
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WITH

PROOF

Prall Speaks at WTMJ and
— KWK at Same Time —
CHAIRMAN PRALL of the FCC
was the principal speaker at the
dedication of new broadcasting station plants in St. Louis and Milwaukee on Aug. 23 at approximately the same hour. He performed the feat by electrical transcription. Invited to both dedications, and unable to attend either,
Mr. Prall resorted to the modern
transcription method, having had
his addresses recorded at the U. S.
Recording Co., Washington. KWK
dedicated its new 5,000 watt transmitter with a half-hour program
attended by many out of town
guests, while WTMJ ushered into
service its new ultra-modern studios.
In each case Mr. Prall expressed
satisfaction with the new installations, declaring that investments
of this character tend to "lend stability" to broadcasting as an industry. The FCC, he asserted, looks
with favor upon installations of
modern equipment as an indication
of the "awareness of public service" of the station owners.
New

York

Theatres

WTCN
ST.

PAUL

DISPATCH-PIONEER

AND MINNEAPOLIS
Minnesota Bldg., St. Paul
FREE

&

20

STATION

Wesley Temple Bldg., Minneapolis

SLEININGER,

National
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INC.

Court
Used

Decides

By

Radio

Must Hold City License
IN A RULING handed down by
Supreme Court Justice Lloyd
Church in New York Aug. 19, the
court decreed that all theatres
coming under the jurisdiction of
the New York Commissioner of Licenses, Paul Moss, cannot be used
by broadcasting
companies
for radio broadcasts unless
the theatre
holds a theatrical license.
The ruling was an outgrowth of
the suit filed by the Dry Dock Savings Institution, New York, as
owners of the New Amsterdam
Theatre, restraining Commissioner
Moss and Police Commissioner Valentine for interfering with radio
programs broadcast from the studio atop
New Amsterdam
atre.the
The bank
contended Thethat
broadcasts are private theatricals
to which no fee is charged and to
which the audience is invited. It
also claimed that the license law
was passed prior to radio and was
not intended to apply to broadcasts.
Commissioner Moss said that
CBS had licenses on all three theatres which it utilized and that a
license was necessary to certify
that the Fire and Building Departments have approved the premises.
In the original complaint, Dry
Dock Savings Institution had
claimed that Mutual and CBS have
signed leases for the use of their
radio theatres this fall. So far as
Broadcasting could ascertain, no
such lease was signed by either
network and no broadcasting company is using
the theatre
ent.
NBC is not
involved atinpresthe
case, their studios not being classed
as theatres since they are located
in the RCA Bldg.
DEDICATED to Bob Burns, radio
comedian, whose bazooka and
stories about fictitious kin down in
Arkansas, have put Van Buren on
the map in a big way, the Van
Buren Press-Argus has issued an
18-nage Bob Burns Edition to commemorate his homecoming.
BROADCASTING

Fall

Series

Signed

ByYankeeNetwork
Revised Lineup Now Includes
11 New England Stations
ELEVEN instead of 13 stations
will comprise the new Yankee
Network when it goes into operation Sept. 27 under the management of John Shepard 3d. This
was disclosed when Rate Card No.
1 was issued Aug. 15, listing the
individual and collective rates for
the realigned regional network
[first announced in Aug. 1 and
Aug. 15 Broadcasting]. The final
lineup of stations omits WMAS,
Springfield, and WATR, Waterbury, at first scheduled to join the
net, leaving the list as follows:
WNAC, Boston, key station;
WTIC, Hartford; WEAN, Providence; WTAG, Worcester; WICC,
Bridgeport; WCSH, Portland;
WLBZ, Bangor; WFEA, Manchester; WSAR, Fall River;
WNBH, New Bedford; WLLH,
Lowell. These stations will also take
programs from or feed to WOR,
WHN and WINS, New York, the
rate card states, and the network
will be represented in the national
field by Edward Petry & Co. Plans
for the Shepard-operated Colonial
Network, a second New England
regional to be keyed from WAAB,
Boston, which will be the New
England outlet of Mutual Network
and will also hook up with WHN
or with the New York State
Broadcasting System, remain the
same. [Broadcasting, Aug. 15.]
New Contracts Signed
LESS

than three weeks after announcement of the formation of
the new Yankee Network, contracts with regional and national
advertisers had been completed
representing an amount well over
a third of a million dollars.
Contracts include:
Penn Tobacco Co., Wilkes - Barre
(Kentucky Club, Kentucky Winners),
144 quarter-hour baseball programs
starting April 19, 1937, daily except
Sunday on 8 stations. Agency : Rutkrauff & Ryan Inc.. New York.
Penn Tobacco Co., six weekly participations in Yankee Network News
Service starting Oct. 1 on 10 stations.
Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Tide Water Oil Sales Corp., New
York (Tydol, Veedol), 30 quarterhour thrice-weekly football programs
with Eddie Casey, starting Oct. 1 on
8 stations. Agency : Lennen & Mitchell
Inc., New York.
Durkee - Mower Co., Lynn. Mass.
(Fluff erettes ) , 26 quarter-hour Sunday programs starting Sept. 7 on 5
stations. Agency : Harry M. Frost
Co. Inc.. Boston.
Fels & Co., Philadelphia (Fels Naptha), thrice-weekly quarter-hour vocal
trio, starting Sept. 28 on 4 stations.
Agency : Young & Rubicam Inc.,
N. John
Y. Morrell & Co., Inc., Ottumwa,
la. (Red Heart dog food), two week- >
ly participations in Yankee Neticork \
News Service, starting Sept. 29 on 10
stations. Donald
Agency
: Henri, Hurst & McInc., Chicago.
Dawson Brewery Inc., New Bedford, Mass., participations in Yankee
Network News Service on 9 stations.
Agency : Dowd & Ostreicher Inc.,
Boston.
E. R. Parker Dental System Inc.,
Boston, with commentator series.
SAFEWAY STORES Inc., Oakland, Cal. (chain stores), will call
attention to opening of its new
milk plant in Portland, Ore., with
one-minute dramatic discs twice
daily on KGW and KOIN, Portland, during the week of Sept. 7.
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Texaco

Business

Best

For
To

Years

Seven

in

$100,000,000
In

Cotton

Mid -South

Crop

Brings

to Memphis,
Smiles
By JACK BRYAN AND NED TKAPNELL
Press-Scimitar Staff Writers
The Mid-South will have the biggest cotto.
known since the war.
i
More than $100,000,000 will pour thru Me*'
Mid-South market from cotton alone.
Fall business In every quarter Is stocking l. MEMPHIS,
biggest season since 1929.
'er cent.
Already the movement is under way.
Retail stores have increased their stocks 2
25 to 50
Wholesalers have increased their busine
per cent.
Rail traffic has grown to 30 per cent
Ir last year's
figure.
River traffic is 29 per cent greater.
Bank debits, the "spending mone/ of business affjg
individuals, is 12 per cent greater
year ago lit
Memphis.
than 1935.
Lumber sales are 15 per cent great
e
jumped 50 per
suppliese' " revival
and constru
in repairs,
the widsepr
to meetction
or better
cent Steel
building and new construction
Building permits are more thjM doubled
hcnjMy in home furnishings,
Memphis citizens are investingro\vde#homes
into their own estarA
they spread out from depression-c
lishments and the housewife's hacrt i/glven freer reign
MERCHANTS
CAU(
BY THE RUSH
early trek to outfit chilthe
by
causj^
almost
were
Merchants
dren for school well ahead of tyie
Radios, refrigerators, rootmg, new water systerps are going in
swelling volume to the l&rma
Business is singing a son/
South,
r of triumph in Memphis and the MidBacked by a swelliiie chorus of consumers, wage-earners and
climax in another month "when the new
j/k in.
will reach
farmers,cropit' begins
coni/rig
cotton
King Cotton is f/nurfiing the main push. Memphis is on the
verge of the greate^Qrton season since the war. Merchants are
betting their cold: h^l cash on- it— because with cotton money,
farmers buy mafhinejfF. goods, clothes, hardware, building materials.
Farmers spend u/otiey. and this year they are going to spend it on
things they have rtfedrd and wanted for five years.
MONEY

GOING BACK TO WORK
£r than a year ago, wliich is a sign of
Kennedy of the Memphis Clearmore idle money," he said.
cent ahead of fast year
fcent above the figure for
1,780.000 ahead of last
reflects how much
Bf last year, showing
[the second week of

as the cotton traffic
file -of cotton is $2.50.
lemphis. for it costs
fe and sell a bale of
of seed, which they
The short com crop,
_j vegetable oils.
-Killion pounds of crude oil,
65.000 bales
linters,which
sellJfa ,100.000
tons ofof hulls,
-..'probably go down to $5.
comes from the soil, and while its
reckless cutting, lumber producby
PWRned
_
annuaTTlWI
tion remains second to cotton as the largest income producer.
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Promotion

Cantor
Blanket

Series
every

Nation

Posters, Hats, Huge Cutouts,
White Space Will Be Used
BEHIND the New Eddie CantorCBS program starting Sept. 20
The Texas Co., New York (Texaco
oil products) will place an extensive merchandising campaign. Using the 42,000 Texaco dealers across
the country as the starting point
for distribution of merchandising
aids,
The the
Texas
Co.* will
blanket
country
withliterally
Eddie
Cantor promotional material.
A total of 25,000 life-size cutouts of Cantor will feature the
campaign and also will be reproduced in the Saturday Evenin"
Post Sept. 26, Time, Sept. 28 and
Collier's, Oct. 3. The ads will be
full-page black and white insertions. Eight-color cutouts depict
Cantor as a Texaco salesman carrying a placard announcing the
radio series. The famous Texaco
Scotties of a few years ago have
been revived and they accompany
Cantor in the cutouts.
Dealers will receive 100,000
small window stickers; 100,000
large window strips in four colors;
50,000 small canvas banners in
two colors, and 100,000 large canvas banners in a four-color combination. These banners will be featured on all trucks hauling Texaco
products, in addition to service
stations. A new novelty called the
Eddie Cantor Pon-Up folder, in
which the Cantor face jumps into
view when the folder is opened,
will be used for direct mail. A
total of 4,000,000 will find their
way into the hands of radio listenold. ers before the program is a week
House Organ Plans
INSTEAD of a broadside to dealers The Texas Co. is using the
September issue of its house organ, The Texaco Mission, an eightpage tabloid, to tell dealers about
the series. In subsequent issues
the company will carry follow-up
stories on the program. The house
organ is mailed to 50,000 dealers
and prospects. The alreadv famous
Texaco Fire Chief hat will again
be in evidence but due to a new
company policy the hats will be
given only to the studio audience.
Wording of hats has been changed
slightly, and they will be souvenirs
of the Texaco Town broadcast
since the series will revolve around
a mythical town.
Whether the program will originate from Hollywood or New York
depends on Cantor's film plans. If
the program comes from Hollywood, Texaco will use the Music
Box Theatre. In New York it will
use the newly leased Manhattan
Theatre. To introduce the series
250-line ads will be taken in 225
Saturday or Sunday newspapers
on Sept. 19-20. For the next four
or five alternate Sundays 100-150
line ads will be used.
Other merchandising plans will
be announced after the program
has been on the air a couple of
weeks. It is estimated that the
total cost of the Eddie Cantor program will be well over $20,000 for
each half-hour period. In addition
to Cantor the program will feature
James Wallington, Parkyakarkus,
Bobby Breen, and Jacques RenBROADCASTING

I III be with you

SUNDAY
TEXACO
on the
Columbia

EDDIE

AND

Network

TEXACO

—

This

poster is part
of Texas Oil
Co.'s
elaborate
merchandising
program
for its new Eddie Cantor series.
ard's orchestra. Wallington will
do the commercials.
Newell-Emmett Inc., New York,
handles the newspaper and magazine copy for The Texas Co. with
Hanff-Metzger Inc., New York,
servicing the radio, poster, and
merchandising material. George
Vos, vice president of The Texas
Co., is in vertising
charge
all radio with
adfor the ofcompany,
James Tierney serving as his assistant.
Disc
For

Library
Smaller

Designed
Stations

to

Be Issued by Associated
A SECOND transcription library
service designed for smaller stations has been launched by Associated Music Publishers Inc. to supplement its basic service now beacsome 50 stations,
ing usedcordingby
to announcement
Aug. 21
by M. E. Tompkins, president. The
new library, to which about a
dozen stations already have subscribed, is in production and will
begin formally on Sept. 15.
According to Mr. Tompkins it
will be the same as the larger library in quality, but will comprise
only 20 hours playing time initially, with an hour additional per
month. The basic service, launched
last Jan. 1, comprises 50 hours
initially with a guaranteed supply of IY2 hours additional per
month. Cost of the new library
varies from $37.50 to $50 per
week, depending upon station and
market. The basic service is supplied at $75 per week.
Simultaneously Mr. Tompkins
announced the addition of Jack
Hayes, formerly of Transcription
Co. of America, as Chicago representative for AMP's transcription
branch. He is now traveling the
midwestern territory under the
direction of Loren Watson, AMP
sales manager.
Gordon Jones, formerly recording engineer on the New York
staff of Electrical Research Products Inc., has joined AMP as recording engineer.
ARNOLD MAGUIRE and Van
Fleming, NBC producers in Sanj
Francisco have a combined library j
containing a total of 30,000 humor- 1
ous situations, gags and anecdotes, j
all classified and cross-indexed.
• Broadcast
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Oklahoma
in

Building

City

Leads

Gain

£ A RECENT DUN AND BRADSTREET building report showed Oklahoma City
gained 347.8 % over last year for the
January to August period, leading the
nation in percentage of gain.
Oklahoma City Building
at 5-Year Peak!
Homes have been going up at an
average rate of three and a half a day
since January 1st. With Oklahoma City
growing at the rate of five families a
day during the same period, residential

First

H SI

the
7

Lis

Xaiion

Months!

building is due to continue without letup to meet the growing demand for
homes in this constantly growing city.
Besides residential construction, a
$6,500,000 civic center project, a
$1,560,000 federal low-cost housing
project and scores of business structures, schools, streets, water, sewage
way.
and miscellaneous projects are under
Throughout Oklahoma City's trade
area building activity is at a new peak

keeping

an army of workmen busy at
good pay and making business hum for
manufacturers and dealers who supply

the vast amount
ment.
A

of materials and equip-

Standout

Sales Area!

In the building picture here you can
see conclusive, factual evidence of the
healthy, vigorous condition of this market and of a sales potential far above
average.
And

WKY

is the station in Oklahoma

City best able to translate this aboveaverage
potential into above-average
sales.

MES
IKLAH0MA CITY TI
usrAi.
WKY
• OKLAHOMA
CITY
HE FARMER STOCKMAN
THE
ONLY
FULL-TIME
NBC
OUTLET
IN OKLAHOMA
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WWJ

Pioneer
By

Dr.

Wireless

Experiments

DeForest

at

MEMORIES of
the early days of
wireless experimentation which
led up to voice
and music broadcasting were recalled by Dr. Lee
DeForest, noted
inventor of the
audion tube which
ur. DeForest is the heart of
radio, speaking at the 16th anniversary celebration of WWJ, of
the Detroit News, Aug. 20, the occasion also being the informal dedication of the station's magnificent
new studio and transmitter plants.

YOU

The

WWJ

Anniversary

The formal dedication of WWJ's
million-dollar plant has been set
for Sept. 16, when the station will
begin a week of special programs
featuring big-name talent.
Dr. DeForest paid tribute to
WWJ as "the original broadcasting station" of the country, declaring that KDKA at East Pittsburgh was founded 11 weeks later
and that he believed WSB of the
Atlanta Journal was the second
station to be operated by a newspaper. Though one of his men installed the transmitter for what
was later to become WWJ, Dr.
DeForest's remarks opened anew
the controversy
as to whether

SELL MARYLAND

Fall of 1936

Contracts

Recalled

and

WHEN

YOU

will be radios
reservations

BUY

or KDKA is the oldest station still on the air — the former
insisting that it is and the latter
claiming that it started on Nov. 2,
1920, with the call letters KDKA
on a regular broadcast schedule
and therefore is entitled to pioneer
claims.
The First Announcer
THE FAMOUS inventor, recalling
his own early experiments in radio-telephony, asserted that he was
"the first radio announcer" and declared that in 1909 he wrote that
"some day the news, and even advertising, will be sent out to the
public on the wireless telephone."
"My memory wings back to
1906," he said, "when after six
eventful years devoted to bringing
into life the then miracle of commercial wireless, I decided it might
be actually easier for me to devise

WBAL

biggest
prove

season.

it will

be

WBAL's
biggest season. -too. Write or
wire
MOW
if you want to sell Maryland

^end

for

a

copy

of

EW
BOOK
L's
WBA
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE
• HEARST
RADIO
NEW YORK • CHICAGO* SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES
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a system of wireless telephony
than ever to become personally
proficient in sending and receiving
the telegraph code.
"Never suspecting at that time
that my little three - electrode audion detector tube could be made
also to generate alternating current of unlimited energy at any
frequency, I developed instead a
radio telephone transmitter using
the arc in an alcohol flame, or
steam. Crude though this generator was, and brutal as was the
only method of modulating its radio output (by means of heavy
microphones in the earth connection), nevertheless radio broadcasting was thus first initiated;
and until 1915 this was the only
known method of wireless voice
transmission.
"By its means the actual voice
of Caruso, in December, 1908, was
radiated from the roof of the
Metropolitan Opera House. I could
hardly call it 'broadcasting' in that
early epoch, when the radio audience to the greatest tenor voice in
musical history was limited to a
few wireless operators near New
York harbor, plus a small group
of reporters planted for this occasion in nearby Newark. Yet this
was to me the realization of a
dream cherished since 1900.
"Few indeed were found at that
time who could even dimly envision any commercial application
for the new 'wireless telephone.'
Unless perchance every office or
home in a great city could have
its own wireless telephone, with
complete secrecy from all interlopers, of what possible commercial money-earning value could it
ever be ? Thus sagely argued the
wise financial lights, some of these
my own classmates in New York,
loathe to consider financing basic
patents on inventions which since
then have actually earned hundreds of millions of dollars.
"And then, 11 years later, and
for the first time in history, this
prophecy was actually realized
when on Aug. 20, 1920, the Detroit
News opened the original commercial radio broadcasting station.
WWJ. The 16th anniversary of
that momentous inauguration, so
courageously hazardous at that
time, so epochal in its subsequent
world-wide
influence, we are celebrating today.
"From the time of my discovei-y,
in 1912, that the three - electrode
tube connected
a 'feed-back'
circuit could be in
made
to generate
high - frequency electric currents,
suitable for use in radio signaling,
I had zealously striven to realize,
bv means of this new modality,
my earlv dreams of general, widespread broadcasting of words and
"Many of my listeners tonight
miis;c.
mav recall the 'radio concerts', as
I then styled them, which three
nights a week issued from the very
first pioneer broadcasting: station
located at Hig-h Bridge, New York
City. We had progressed so far
that in November. 1916, 20 vears
ago. we broadcast news bulletins
of the Wilson-Hughes Presidential
election. I well remember, as the
first radio announcer, g-leefully informing my audience of some hundreds of 'ham' fans that 'Hughes
had been elected President of the
United States' and at 11 o'clock
bidding them all a glad Good
Night! Only to learn next morninz after the California vote had
come in, that a slight error had
been unwittingly perpetrated the
night before."
• Broadcast
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Clown suits add a touch
of gayety as Uncle Bill
puts the cast through the
antics portrayed in the
16-page comic section of
The Des Moines Sunday
Register.

Priscilla Wayne, columnist, novelist and movie
writer, hands the orchids to Colonial Bread,
sponsors of "Uncle Bill Reads the Funnies".
"Uncle Bill Reads The Funnies" is now in its fourth year,
having graduated to a Network hookup after a lusty start
on KSO. Statewide circulation of The Des Moines Sunday
Register means that children in every county of the state can
follow this lively program — and results achieved for the sponsor show that they do follow "Uncle Bill" every Sunday. Of
equal age is the children's show sponsored by Iowa's largest
department store, "Younker's Junior Broadcasters" now scheduled for its fourth winter. Successful shows such as these are
the best testimonial that we know how to reach the children
in Iowa. Write now for information ; or call the nearest office
of our national representatives: E. Katz Special Advertising
Agency.

/fsor
CBS

</x>
Baste, Dei Momes

NBC Basic Blue, Cedar Rapids -Waterloo

IOWA

NBC Basic Blue, Des Moines

NETWORK

Radio Stations of The Des Moines Register and Tribune
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TRUTH

GROUP
DRIVE

AT A JOINT meeting of the ProAssociation and
cine prietary
Manufacturers
held thein MediNew
York under the auspices of the
American Druggist and Drug
World, Hearst publications, it was
decided that the two associations
would sponsor a joint campaign of
truth about reputable proprietary
products which will be laid down
on a national scale on the radio as
well as in magazines and newspapers. The idea was conceived by
T. Howard Kelly, executive editor
of American Druggist and Drug
World.
The campaign is being: directed
by a committee headed by Lee
Bristol, Bristol-Myers Co., of the
Proprietary Association as chairman. Mr. Kelly, secretary and P.
L. Frailey of the Medicine Manufacturers as treasurer. It was decided to call it The Committee on
Information for the Drug & Cosmetic Industry. Cosmetics were included within the scope of the committee because many of the concerns in the associations manufacture toilet articles.
On Aug. 13 the committee discussed plans to utilize independent
stations and national networks in
the educational program. Mr. Bristol and W. Y. Preyer (Vick Chemical Co.) of the radio subcommittee reported that preliminary parleys with broadcasting officials indicated that networks would cooperate in arranging for dramatic
urograms of an educational nature.
It is also understood that the radio
campaign will not begin before the
presidential election. In addition
to Mr. Bristol and Mr. Preyer the
meeting was attended by Frank
Blair, R. L. Frailey, William
Jacobs, Dwight E. Austin, Edward
Austin, Earl Meyer, Edward Gardner and T. Howard Kelly. Pending
the launching of the radio efforts,
publicity continues in white space.
Tangee Placing Discs
Over 21 Latin Stations
GEORGE W. LOFT Co., New
York (Tangee cosmetics), on Aug.
12 inaugurated a 26-week series of
weekly 15-minute transcriptions on
21 Latin American stations. The
program
modeled
Tangee's
domestic is
success
withafter
Jimmy
Fidler, Hollywood Reporter, and is titled Tangee's Hollywood Reporter.
It features Carlos Borcosque, popular Spanish-speaking Buenos Aires
movie columnist whose writings
are syndicated in more than 60
Latin American newspapers.
The Tangee export account is
handled by the Export Adv. Agency, New York City. Stations were
selected by Broadcasting Abroad
Ltd., New York City. Stations securing the placements are in Argentina, Chile, Cuba, Colombia,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Mexico, Panama, Peru, Puerto
Rico and Venezuela. Other Latin
American stations will be added
to the list shortly. Newspaper tieins publicizing the program are
being used extensively.
U. S. EXPORTS of radio transmitting apparatus to foreign countries
were valued at $1,590,358 during the
fiscal year ending last June 30. comparing with .$1,485,536 during the
preceding fiscal year, reports the Radio Manufacturers Association. Central and South American countries
continue to be good export markets
for
ment. American-made broadcast equipBROADCASTING

KMPC

Asks

Full

Leo Tyson Now
DECISION to ap-

Time;

Manager

ply to the
for full
time FCC
for
KMPC, Beverly
Hills, Cal., was
disclosed in August when Lewis
Allen Weiss, representing the purchasing interests,
announced the apB. Tyson aspointmentstation
Mr- TysonThe
of Leo manager.
station, operating limited time
with 500 watts on the 710 kc. clear
channel, on which WOR is the
dominant station, was sold Aug.
20 to G. A. Richards and Leo J.
Fitzpatrick, operators of WJR, Detroit, and WGAR, Cleveland. It is
planned also to seek 1,000 watts
Mr. Tyson, until recently manpower.ager of Al Pearce & His Gang, is
former manager of KHJ, Los Angeles, and was a member of the
NAB board and also a director of
the Los Angeles Advertising Club.
He is a graduate of the Univerof Virginia and the U. S.
Naval sityAcademy.
Richard Connor, who has been
manager of KMPC, continues on
his leave of absence due to ill
health, but is expected to return to
the station within a few months as
public relations director.
Standard
With

Returns

Educational

in West
Series

STANDARD OIL Co. of California, San Francisco, which has
sponsored symphony programs over
the NBC Pacific Coast network
since 1927, on Oct. 1 renews for its
tenth year of weekly broadcasts.
The hour concerts, currently broadcast by the Standard Symphony
Orchestra under direction of Mishel Piastro, are heard Thursdays
at 8:15 p. m. (PST). During its
nine years on NBC, Standard has
sponsored the principal symphonic
orchestras on the Pacific Coast, including the Los Angeles Philharmonic, San Francisco, Portland and
Seattle symphonies. The Standard
School Broadcast, a Thursday
morning series of elementary and
advanced lessons in music appreciation, with string ensemble illustrating, which is off the air during school vacation, returns to the
NBC-Pacific Red network Oct. 15
for its ninth year. Lessons for this
weekly broadcast are prepared by
Arthur S. Garbett, NBC western
division educational director in
San Francisco, and Adrian F.
Michaelis, of Standard.

CroghanSues ; Seeks New
Station in Minneapolis
SUIT for $41,560 alleging repudiation of contract has been filed
against the operators of WDGY,
Minneapolis, by Arthur H. Croghan, who left his post as national
sales manager of that station in
August and who on Aug. 17 applied to the FCC for authority to
erect a new 100-watt daytime station in Minneapolis on 1310 kc.
Mr. Croghan, with WDGY since
1930 and before that with KWK
St. Louis, alleges a contract guar- 1
anteeing him 40% commission or |
all accounts within a 200-mile ter
ritory was broken by the defend
ants.
• Broadcast
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World

Library

Service

Six Stations
Acquires
of them in Canone
,
SIX stations
ada, became subscribers to the
World Broadcasting System program service during August,
y's total to
compan
g the150,
bringinthan
according to a
more
WBS announcement Aug. 21. The
stations are KCMC, Texarkana,
Ark.; WLAK, Lakeland, Fla.;
KDFN, Casper, Wyo.; KWYO,
Sheridan, Wyo.; KFKA, Greeley,
Colo., and CHSJ, St. Johns, N. B.
WBS also announced that in the
last few months it had increased
by 50% the new releases sent its
affiliates each month, together with
completely revised continuity service designed to aid stations in sale
of transcriptions to local sponsors,
and tested merchandising plans.
The WBS library now contains
more than 1,600 musical selections,
it said. The continuity department,
headed by Garrett E. Hollihan, is
providing
20 hours
per
week * ofstations
programswith
designed
for
commercial sponsorship.

KMBC

TO

clear out the collapsed mine shaft
seeking to reach the trapped men.
A news report of the disaster
and the rescue attempt was flashed
to the nation over CBS, the next
night. After the broadcast Sherwood, Fonda and Gardner worked
through the night without food or
sleep to see that the mobile transmitter's generator kept up its supply of power. of the most tragic
Coverage
event in Missouri mining history
in years continued Aug. 20 when
KMBC successfully hooked into the
crude interphone system which extended to the bottom of the shaft
and enabled listeners to hear actual working and progress on the
rescue, which was under the direct
supervision of Arnold Griffith, state
mine inspector. Workers described
conditions and gave a dramatic
picture of their frenzied race
against time to save the lives of
their miners whose distraught
families waited with fading hope
at the mine's mouth. Back in the
studios of KMBC Kenneth Krahl,
studio director, collapsed from exhaustion because of intense work.

RESCUE

Mobile Unit Supplies Light

At Mine Disastei
WHEN KMBC of Kansas City sent
its Newscaster car and mobile
transmitter W9XES to the scene
of the Esry mine disaster near
Moberly, Mo., Aug. 18 there was
no inkling of the heroic role it
was to play in the rescue itself.
Veteran miners on the surface had
organized a rescue party and had
started to dig for four entombed
miners.
First broadcasters to arrive on
the scene, Larry Sherwood, KMBC
special events man, Paul Fonda
and James Gardner, technical men,
found the mine vicinity entirely
without lighting facilities to continue its work through the night.
motor genwatt er
Quickly eratorthe
in the1,000
car was
Newscast
brought into use to illuminate a
500-watt bulb over the mouth of
the mine and another at the bottom of the shaft. Workers labored
desperately through the night to

Public
Stations

Educational
Advocated

Viewed as One Hope of Making
Radio Truly Democratic
"THE educational station, public- '
ly owned and supported, is the one
hope of making broadcasting in
America truly democratic and socially responsible," declared Prof.
H. Lighty, first program direcW. tor
of WHA, Madison, Wis., before
the annual convention of the National Association of Educational
held at the UniverBroadcasters
17-18. sity of Wisconsin, Madison, Aug.
Prof. Lighty was one of two
Place
"Our
on the subject
speakers
in
the Picture",
the other
being S.
Howard Evans, secretary of the
National Committee on Education
by Contending
Radio.
that all stations are
given limitations by their basis of
operation, Mr. Evans pointed out
that to have an improved radio
service it is necessary for broadcasters to admit and make allow- 1
ances for them. With the place
and function of each type of service recognized it would be possible
to draft regulations to cover the
situations, he asserted.
Power Problems

INEQUALITIES, contended Mr.
Evans, are created by a system
which grants one station 50 kw.
the
power, gives to another andin then
same city only 100 watts
expects them to exist under a comWilliampetitive
D.system.
Boutwell, director of
POWERFUL

MOST

IN

INDIANA

is the most powerful
WOWO
in Indiana — 10,000 watts.
Power

alone

proves

broadcasting

station

nothing.

programs, keyed to the needs and prefWOWO
erences ofaudiences in the tri-state area of northern
Indiana, southern Michigan and western Ohio, have
But

primary listhe 429,000 families in WOWO's
the Hoosier
,
station
their
tening area to WOWO,
station.

won

Power plus
service have
most

program originality and sincerity of
most popular as well as
made WOWO

powerful

in Indiana.

WOWO

Westinghouse

The

Radio

HOOSIER

STATION

Stations Inc.

Ft. Wayne, Indiana
10.000 Watts

E. KATZ
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of Education's
the Federal Officeexplained
the deRadio Workshop,
velopments in that project. Its
function, he said, was to explore
and develop methods and techniques for building educational radio programs. Its work in producing network features, while important, should not be considered
the sole objective. Mr. Boutwell is
working with educational stations
to secure from them ideas, scripts
and plans of successful educational
features.
The interest of education in the
FCC allocation hearings was discussed by C. M. Jansky Jr., Washington consulting radio engineer,
the interests of cerHe explained
tain groups of stations in regard
to allocations, and told of the differences between the clear-channel
group and the shared - channel
group. The present conflict, he
said, is within the industry and
not with outside interests.
The ultra-high frequencies are
effective for urban areas, or ove:
short distances only, said Mr
Jansky. Comparatively little is
known of their characteristics. II
is not likely that these frequencies
will solve the problem of facilities
for education, or serve where gooc
coverage over areas such as a stat<
is needed.
Officers elected for the ensuing
year were: President, H. B. Mc
Carthy, WHA, Madison; vice presjj
ident, Carl Menzer, WSUI, IowJ]
City; treasurer, B. B. BrackettM
KUSD, Vermillion. S. D., and ex
ecutive secretary, Harold A. Engeljl
WHA,
Madison.
The executive!
committee consists of C. A. Taylor J
WESG,
Cornell;
R. C. Higgy
WOSU, Ohio State; E. P. Humjl
bert, WTAW, Texas A. & M.; Cl
E. Dammon, WBAA, Purdue; F|

F. Nalder, KWSC, Washingtoil
State; W. E. Phillips, WILL, I1H I
nois.
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FREEDOM
Still

WOL

Growing!

WADC

Watts

5,000

Now

Daytime

• Completely equipped with new Western Electric
high Fidelity speech and transmitting equipment.
• New Truscon 365' half wave vertical radiator.
• Field intensity strength increased approximately
42%.
• 11 years a Basic Member Columbia Network.
FOUR

MARKETS

—

ONE

LOW

COST

Strategically located ... 22 air miles from CLEVE. . .
LAND ... 33 air miles from YOUNGSTOWN
16 air miles from CANTON . . . WADC, Akron, offers the shrewd Advertiser intensive coverage of
LOW

these Four Important Ohio Markets at ONE
COST.
RESULTS ARE WHAT
COUNT
WADC

has been delivering results to its clients for

11 years. Include WADC in YOUR Advertising Campaign and increase YOUR sales in Northern Ohio.
For Additional
ALLEN

Information

T. SIMMONS,

Write or Wire

OWNER

.- MANAGER

5,000 Watts
UL7
A
Tfc £^
i'000 Watts
Day
ft
MW %y
Night
Studios Akron, Canton and Tallmadge, Ohio
Basic Network

IOOO Watts

Station Columbia

Broadcasting

System

7IO KC
KIRO
SEATTLE,

WASHINGTON

KIRO

L00IE

says:

OF

Commentator

KIRO> with 1000 Watts on 710 KC and the most
efficient transmitter in its territory, offers you the most
economical coverage of Western Washington.
NEW YORK
DETROIT
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In 'Watch Tower' Stand
WHAT is believed to be a real
"first" in radio startled listeners
to WOL, Washington, the evening
of Aug. 22 when Charles Benford,
editorial commentator, heard sustaining nightly except Sunday, advocated the tuning out of a commercial program on that station.
The program was three 5-minute
broadcasts of an electrically transcribed lecture by Judge T. F.
Rutherford, head of the Watch
Tower Society. WOL has carried
these talks for several years on a
commercial basis. Recently the
Judgre has directed his attention
to the Catholic hierarchy, making
remarks which have turned Mondays at the station into the proverbial "blue Monday" what with
pernevisitscalls, letters and
telephosonal
from objectors.
Basing his talk on the inalienable right of citizens of this country to speak freely, Benford's
broadcast a ffi r m e d Rutherford's
right to express his views. Benford explained that the station
itself does not condone derogatory
utterances against any religion regardless of the nature of the program. To clearly drive home his
point to those who have demanded
an explanation from the station as
to why WOL permits such lectures
to emanate from its transmitter,
Benford added:
"So those of you who have
voiced your protest — and perhaps
will continue to do so as long as
this station broadcasts the program
— you are not
by Judge — Rutherford
criticized
but again we suggest
that you tune this station out durof these broadperiods
ing thecasts."
The sponsor objected, of
course, and William B. Dolph, station manager, offered to cancel
the contract rather than curb Benford.

I fly through the air
with the greatest of ease'.'

AIR

Star

Program

Service

Spot Assistance
Offers
A NEW PLAN designed to assist
radio stations in securing national
spot business is being introduced
by Star Radio Programs, 250 Park
Ave., New York. Specializing in
script programs sold to local and
a 26-week
stations
regional basis,
ng
contract
Star on
is approachi
advertisers and agencies with the
proposal that they schedule their
spot campaigns in conjunction with
specific Star programs broadcast
daily over stations subscribing to
the service. Thus, an advertiser in
New York may audition a Star
program heard on a score or more
of stations throughout the United
States, and, if satisfied with the
that his anshow, may specify
nouncements be heard in connection with that program on the
"Star" stations of his choosing.
The plan
is known stations
as the "Star
Chain".
Twenty-one
now
subscribe to the service, including
WJAY, WGAR, WABY, WTAR,
WHAT, WRR, CJCA, KJBS,
WRAK, WWNC, KUMA, WHKC,
KGCX, WOC, W9XBY, CKCW,
WLAK, WFDF, CKOC, WCAO,
KQW. Star does not plan to charge
commission for "Star Chain" sales,
but will include this in its service
to member stations.

BROADCASTING

WLWL

Transfer

Becomes
In

Maze

Involved
of

Events

Paulists Protest Bulova Entry:
WPG

Withdraws

Its Consent

MORE confusion than ever now
seems to prevail over the series of
moves and countermoves made by
parties associated with the tran- |
saction whereby WLWL, New I
York
station, operated
by the |
Paulist Fathers, would acquire full
time on a clear channel, as a result of incidents during the last
fortnight.
Arde Bulova, New York watch
manufacturer and broadcast station backer, who disrupted original
new staaboutbythepurchasing
bring York
plans tiontoin New
WOV, New York, found himself
the subject of a vigorous attack
at the hands of the Paulists in a
letter filed with the FCC by Father John B. Harney, Superior
of the Paulists, who objected to
his intrusion in the negotiations.
WPG

Withdraws Consent

THE possibility of working out
the plan conceived by Mr. Bulova,
whereby he would become the
lessee or the owner of WLWL as
a full-time outlet, also appeared
to go aglimmering when WPG,
Atlantic City municipally owned
station, which figured in the deal,
rescinded a "consent" it had given
whereby the three-way arrangement might have been worked out.
With the withdrawal of this consent, it means there is no chance
of WLWL procuring full time on
the 1100 kc. channel upon which
WPG is the dominant station. The
Atlantic City station had agreed
to accept a full-time assignment,
with 1,000 watts power on the
1130 kc. channel, relinquishing its
six-sevenths time on 1100 kc. to
WLWL, as a part of the original
Paulist plan, in which CBS would
as the lessee or purhave figured
chaser of WLWL, guaranteeing to
the Paulists certain time for its
religious broadcasts. Instead, the
Bulova group stepped in by purchasing WOV, part-time Italian
language station, from John Iraci,
for $300,000, and proposed to take
over the CBS end of the deal.
[Broadcasting, Aug. 15].
The Paulists, however, have
made known to the FCC, which
must approve the transaction, that
they do not intend to deal with
Bulova, and made accusations of
breach of faith. The letter, dated
addressed to Chair19,Prallwas
Aug. man
and to the other members of the Broadcast Division.
Mr. Bulova, in his purchase of
WOV, is understood to have agreed
for the station
to pay $300,000
under any circumstances which
may arise. Mr. Iraci, in turn,
would become 80% owner of
York, in which Mr.
WNEW, isNewheavily
Bulova
interested, if
the latter become the lessee or
owner of WLWL as a full-time
5,000-watt outlet in New York.
It has been indicated that if Mr.
acquires
Bulova
tion would
becomeWLWL,
the keytheof staan
east coast network, including besides WLWL, WELI, New Haven;
WNBC, New Britain, and WCOP.
Boston, all of which have been
licensed during the last year, and
all financed largely by Bulova
capital. WTFI, Athens, Ga., alsc
is owned by Bulova interests. |
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Striking Guild Members
(Special to Broadcasting)
SEATTLE, Wash., Aug. 26— Using heavy schedules of sponsored
time on nearly every radio station
in Seattle, both the Seattle PostIntelligencer, Hearst-owned morning newspaper, and the striking
members of the American Newspaper Guild have taken to the air
to explain their actions and enlist
support from on.the people of western Washingt
With the dismissal of a feature
writer and a staff photographer,
both Guild members, as their announced grievance, all Guild members of the Post-Intelligencer staff
went on strike on the afternoon of
Aug. 13, asking reinstatement of
their dismissed members, plus better hours, wages and working conditions. Aided by members of
other friendly union organizations,
a picket line was formed around
the paper's plant and publication
of the Aug. 14 edition was suspended. Up to the present time,
all publication has been suspended,
with both sides seemingly willing
and able to "fight it out along
these lines all summer".
Seattle radio stations have maintained an absolutely neutral position in the controversy, but have
gladly cleared time for both sides,
with all stations charging political
rates, as far as can be ascertained.
Because of the highly controversial nature of the dispute and the
proximity to national election
time, premium charges have been
considered necessary.

ANNOUNCERS GO GOLFY — These are team captains of the first internetwork golf tournament played last month, won -by announcers of
CBS. Left to right: Andre Baruch, WABC, li^of the victorious CBS
scored 12% points; Ben Grauer, WBAF, tf&id'bf the NBC
team, which
which came second with 9V2; John Hand_WWg, IWe^ident of the
team,
River Vale Country Club with winner's trophy; Jo^eph^Mayer, WMCA,
WOR.
head of the Inter-City team, which scored 8; John B. ^Gambling,
head of the Mutual Network team, which trailed with 6. It is planned
to make the tourney an annual affair.
Child Program Contest
CHARLES COBURN, Broadway
and director, has
producer
actor, named
been
the seventh judge in

Panthers

first

time

station
season's
direct
Whether you are introducing
product or building up sales
old one, advertising on t'-ie "Missouri
Triangle" will create consumer demand
— break down dealer resistancewide distribution in record time at the
lowest per sale cost.

For Rales and Data Write
Any Station Listed Below
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Threats

WITHIN one hour after Michigan
state police had asked WSM,
Nashville, to broadcast a warning
to be on the lookout for a stolen
car, the chief of police at Rouyn,
and credhim
epted the
interc
withcargiving
Que., ited
the station
the first information.

to

"Hail

Gets

Young reported that, though frequent requests to take the feature
off the air had been received, these
were the first threats of physical
violence. The programs are accepted at regular rates and have
eight months to run under thencelling.
contract, which Dr. Young indicated he has no intention of can-

the $2,500 NBC children's program
contest closing Sept. 1. Prize-winning scripts will be announced Oct.
19, with prizes of $1,000, $500,
$400, $300, $200 and $100 to be
awarded and with assurances the
scripts will be enacted on NBC.
The other judges are Louise Seaman, juvenile book authoritv; Dr.
Rollo Reynolds, principal, Horace
Mann School; Homer Croy, novelist; Mrs. P. F. Langworthy, president, National Parent - Teachers
Association; Mrs. Sidonie GruenAssoChild Study
berg, secretary,
ciation of America;
Dr. Frank
Payne, psychologist.

When

WDGY

Sought

MYSTERIOUS telephone threats
to "blow up" WDGY, MinneA^olbs
unless it stops carrying the Judge
Rutherford transcriptions under
auspices of the Watch Tower Society, Brooklyn, led Dr. George W.
Young, owner of the station, to
seek police protection early in AuJethe local
of group
gust.
Members
hovah's
Witnesses
and Ed
Shurick, assistant station manager,
also threw a cordon around the
transmitter to protect it during
the broadcasts.
Washington representatives of
the Watch Tower Society on Aug.
13 presented a memorandum to
the FCC calling attention to the
Minneapolis situation, in which
they stated that Dr. Young and
his station have several times been
threatened unless the Rutherford
talks are discontinued. A sworn
affidavit by Mr. Shurick attesting to
the threats was also attached. Dr.

BP-*'

New Inter-City Kates
A NEW rate schedule for the Inter-City Network Rate Card No.
4, has been issued as of Sept. 1. It
covers the eastern seaboard group
of nine stations jointly and individually, the network embracing
WMCA, New York; WIP, Philadelphia; WDEL, Wilmington;
WCBM, Baltimore; WOL, Washington; W1XBS, Waterbury;
WMEX, Boston; WPRO, Providence; WLNH, Laconia, N. H. The
rate card, available upon request
from Bertram Lebhar Jr., WMCA
sales director, quotes the morning
and evening scales of rates for
each station separately as well as
for the whole network.

Protection

of

FIRST

course,

is

station—

WCAE

KWTO-KGBX
SPRINGFIELD, MO.
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HAT

no

No Sir! We

employ

no tricks. No zealous

letters from Eskimo

listeners ... no supposedly spectacular records of coverage
of the South Sea Islands.
We don't care (and we don't think
you do either) whether somebody out in
Hellangone

hears your broadcast or not. To

reach the buyers is the important
We

thing.

And that's what we do to perfection.
give a powerful signal in seven Ohio

counties

(Cuyahoga,

Lorain,

Medina,

Summit, Portage, Geauga and Lake) . . .
a concentrated market where homes are
seldom a good stone's throw apart, and
where people rub elbows more often than
at county fair time.
Within this blanketed area of ours is
nearly one-third of the state's population,
better than one-fourth of the retail outlets, the automobiles,
telephones. And

and the residence

tie this. More

than one-

third of the state's retail purchases are
made within the boundaries of these
same "big seven" counties.
Advertisers must figure the way we do,
too. They

have

put

more

our cash register within
than

they have

money

the past year

spent with

worthy competitors.
And we believe the reason
\ concentrate

on

the

only for reaching

any of our
is that we

buyers . . . charge

W-G
CLEVELAND'S
Member

those buyers . . . and

leave the hocus-pocus
and the Thurstons.

ROADCASTING

into

to the Houdinis

• Broadcast

NBC

STATION

Blue Network

John F. Patt, Vice-President and General Manager
Edward

Advertising

FRIENDLY

Petry & Co., Inc., National Representatives
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1

round

SOUND
ENGINEERING

Airways... swift transportation system linking the
United States with 33 foreign countries. Similarly, RCA Communications joins 32 large American cities and 47 nations with
fast radiotelegraph service . . . Above is pictured the famous China
Pan-American

Clipper, Pan-American Airway's mighty transpacific airliner, one
of a fleet of new and super-powered sky giants.

RADIO

CORPORATION

EVERYTHING

IN

RADIO

FOR

A
c

OF

SERVICE

IN

the

World

by

Covering

Radio

the

World

"Via
RCA"
RCA Communications, Inc.,
offers direct radiotelegraph
TWENTY- FOUR
America,
with

HOURS

through

dependable,

radiotelegraph

RCA

EACH

DAY,

the Radio

Communications,

efficient, economical

Corporation

of

domestic

and

international

The

thousands

separated

communications

far-flung service extend
visible bridge between
country

and

by time, distance

systems

with

which

across thousands
32 important

or raging elements.
RCA

achieves

of miles, forming

metropolitan

47 foreign lands. At Rocky

centers

Point, Long

this

an inin this

anywhere — send it "Via
This, however,

Hence,

are connected

FOREIGN

COUNTRIES

Macao
("Via RCA" Manila)
Norway
Mexico
Japan
Panama
Philippines
Poland
Portugal

dealers do a better. business — enjoy finer profits. They
with

Fiji Islands
("Via
RCA" Honolulu)

Siam RCA" Manila)
("Via

France
Germany
French Indo-China

Society Islands
("Via RCA" Honolulu)

Great Britain
Guatemala
Haiti
Hawaii
Holland

Turkey
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria

because

of this confidence,

any product

trade-

sells well.

MANUFACTURING

RADIOMARINE

47

radio services. This organ-

Radio's

Leader — the institution

that has been

first with radio's greatest sound achievements — the organization
some day will thrill the world with radio sight — RCA!

RCA

and

Czechoslovakia
Dominican Republic
Porto Rico
Dutch East Indies
Russia
Dutch Guiana

And

RCA

San Francisco
Los Angeles

Seattle
Italy
— plus efficient, fast transfer
service to
hundreds of communities

Brazil
Chile
China
Colombia
Cuba
Curacao

ization alone is engaged in every phase of radio. That's why the
American public regards RCA as a house deserving of the utmost

"RCA"

CITIES

New Orleans
Chicago
Detroit

Camden
Baltimore
Washington

Argentina
Belgium

RCA."

is but one of the RCA's

New York
Boston
Philadelphia

time you send a message

oceanic messages are shot into space. Next

marked

AMERICAN
including

Island, RCA

owns and operates Radio Central, world's largest and most powerful
radio station. From this point and several others, domestic and trans-

confidence.
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service.

Messages sent "Via RCA" flash across nations with the speed of
light, winging along invisibly over snow-capped mountain peaks,
scorching deserts, mighty seas and sunken valleys, to swiftly bring
together

service between:

Inc., provides the world

CO., INC. • NATIONAL
RCA COMMUNICATIONS,

CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

BROADCASTING
INC.
• RCA

that

CO., INC.

INSTITUTES,

INC.

Listen to "The Magic Key of RCA" on NBC Blue
Network every Sunday, 2:00 to 3:00 P. M., E. D. S. T.

[ERICA
• Radio
City
• NEW
1JNICATIONS . . . BROADCASTING . . . RECEPTION

Venezuela
Spain

Hong Kong ("Via RCA" Manila)
—plus rapid transfer service to all other
points in the world!

YORK

The

Published by

Blrl©AP€ASTDINI€
CLTLcL

BROADCASTING
PUBLICATIONS,

RADIO

BOOK
Inc.

SHELF

FIRST book on how to write and broadcast a speech — whether after-dinner, club,
political, educational or news — came off the
presses last month, the product of the facile
pen of Orrin E. Dunlap Jr., radio editor of the
New York Times. It is titled Talking on the
Radio and is published by Greenberg: Publisher, 67 W. 44th St., New York. The book
is written as a practical guide, emphasizing
the "how" angles, and its chapter titles best
describe its contents: Writing the Radio Talk,
Broadcasting the Speech, Tricks in Political
Oratory, Lessons of a Campaign, Laws and
Ethics, Teaching by Radio, For Newscasters
THE

Broadcast

Advertising
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The
Outlook
and
Why
THINGS LOOK mighty bright in broadcasting
these days. Business is better than ever before. We have heard it said that a station
that can't make hay these days just doesn't
fit into the industry and should close down.
Business is good because radio has proved
itself an outstanding medium. The experience
of trial and error methods of a few years ago
has built up generally sound methods. Although it took some rather stiff proddings
from Government sources, broadcasters learned
to say "no" in the majority of cases to advertisers and their agencies who sought to load
the ether with excessive and objectionable
sales talk as a means of moving merchandise.
There is still a lot of work to be done in
building better programs. Experience has
proved that it isn't the number of words and
the high pressure that sells to the radio audience, but the manner and technique. You can't
count radio returns entirely by box tops or
contests.
The steady improvement in the quality of
sponsors and their methods of selling will
continue as the demand for time increases.
Broadcasters are in better position now than
ever before to select their sponsors and to
check their sales efforts rigidly, not only as
a means of protecting their franchises but
also because they know by case history the
type of advertising that will win listener plaudits and the kind that will damn both the
sponsor and the station or network.
There can be no justifiable criticism of a
medium that sells conscientiously and carefully, and does not offend the tastes of the
majority of the public. Radio broadcasting is
fast attaining the stage of its rather meteoric
existence where it can pick and choose its
programs and its sponsors to the point of excluding even the remotely questionable.
Within

the

Law

WHILE

other industries are frantically pondering cloudy opinions rendered by baffled
lawyers, broadcasters are believed to be pretty
well immune from the uncertain rules of trade
laid down by the Robinson-Patman law passed
by the last session of Congress.
What's still nicer, they may find themselves
relieved of the chiseling campaigns staged by
national advertisers at local rates — a device
that had been growing in favor. The new law
will involve national advertisers in civil and
criminal trouble if advertising allowances to
dealers are not made available to all competitors proportionately. The very thought of
Page
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this sweeping Federal mandate may frighten
most advertisers away from cooperative campaigns, but alert broadcasters are not likely
to let them be discouraged from continued use
of the medium.
A careful perusal of some of the opinions
rendered by the best minds in the legal profession induces the suggestion that all statements about the new law should be taken with
several grains of salt. Pei-haps the suggestion
applies equally well to some observations on
the Robinson-Patman law, printed on another
page of this issue.
Two
Long
Months
SOMEHOW, a state of apathy seems to have
enveloped the radio headquarters of the major
political parties while the minor parties, including the Communists, cast about eagerly
for ways and means of utilizing radio during
the campaign within their limited pocketbooks. Except for the occasional one-time
periods and the relatively few network schedules, the Republicans and Democrats are proceeding so slowly that it seems unlikely they
will spend anywhere near the predicted $1,000,000 each on radio time — unless we take into
account the incalculable expenditures by the
state and local candidates and parties.
All of which should disturb the broadcasting fraternity not a bit, for political accounts
at best are in-and-out affairs that too frequently disrupt regular commercials at a net
loss to radio. There is plenty of other business this summer, and in prospect for this fall,
to make radio welcome the fact that the parties aren't plumping their all into radio. Moreover, the vehemence and virulence of politics
and political utterances all too frequently find
radio caught between the horns of libel and
policy dilemmas. But there are still two long
months left for campaigning — and we hope
the political radio managers will adhere to
their avowed intentions of buying clear time
rather than seeking eleventh hour rights-ofway for their partisan ballyhoo.
Station

Values

RATHER far-reaching regulatory precedent
was established by the FCC Broadcast Division in its decision approving the sale of KNX
to CBS for the hitherto unequalled figure of
$1,250,000. The FCC, for the first time, took
economics into account and decided that, based
on KNX's present and prospective earnings,
the price was fair since CBS stood to realize
16 or 17% on its investment.
There can be no quarrel with that conclu-

and Commentators, Practical Do's and Don't's.
EMPLOYING

somewhat the same format as

the Journal of the Institute of Radio Engineers, the first edition of the RCA Review, a
new quarterly devoted to radio progress and
containing articles by RCA executives and
scientists, came off the presses in mid-August.
With a fjoreword by Maj. Gen. James G. Harbord, RCA chairman, and the paper on the
future of radio read by David Sarnoff, RCA
president, before the June shortwave hearings
of the FCC, the initial volume also includes
articles on the New York-Philadelphia facsimile relay system, by H. H. Beverage; RCA's
television field tests, by L. M. Clement and E.
W. Engstrom; on microwaves in NBC remote
pickups, by Robert M. Morris; sound reenforcing systems, by Harry F. Olson; the television Iconscope and Kinescope, by Vladimir
K. Zworykin; safety of life at sea, by Charles
J. Pannell; a 1935 review of fixed services, by
C. H. Taylor; new developments in audio
power tubes, by R. S. Burnap.

sion in this day when money is so easy and
when ordinary investments bring rather paltry returns. But there are broader questions
of policy involved. The KNX decision cannot
stand as a yardstick applicable to all station
deals, and we presume the FCC does not mean
that the only factor is that of investment and
earnings. Public service is the primary requisite, and that all-inclusive point first must be
disposed of in station sales.
The decision also brought in the competitive
network situation and concluded that where
strong competition exists, the public receives
good service. With that conclusion we agree
also, as far as it goes, but it cannot be accepted as a rigid principle. There are many
cases where added competition would destroy
rather than enhance public service.
Some 200 applications for new station facilities now pend before the FCC. In many
cities where new stations are sought there is
at present an abundance of broadcast service.
Another competitor would spell the difference
between making a living and losing money.
Therefore, we feel that the FCC must take
economics into account whenever it considers
a new station facility or the sale of a station.
There can be no hard and fast rules to govern
such transactions if the FCC is to perform its
sworn function of administering radio in the
best interests of the people.
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PERSONAL

NOTES

NAYLOR ROGERS, manager of
KNX, who relinquishes that post with
the station's acquisition by CBS, on
or about Sept. 1 will leave to join his
family at Kingston, Ont., after which
^hey will motor through Quebec and
the New England states to New York
and Washington. He has not decided
his future plans.

STEPHEN

RICH RINTOUL

scription library, was inaugurated.
stations
In two years, 150 radio
have endorsed the idea, and World
Program Service has been flattered
by the entrance into the field of
many other services.
Thus we find Mr. Rintoul, at 32,
a veteran in the transcription field
with a thorough knowledge of the
problems of broadcasters from
Miami to Seattle and from Bangor
to San Diego. Station owners and
managers seek him out when they
come to New York. It matters not
whether they are members of
World Broadcasting System. They
know Steve will welcome them and
they know that they will leave
with at least one good contribution to the solution of their own
particular problems at home. Few
men know and understand the
problems of the broadcaster as
well as Steve Rintoul.
For the sake of the record, it
might be well to mention that
Steve was born in New York City,
on March 30, 1904. Strangely, and
he admits it himself, he comes
from a long line of clergymen. His
grandfather was one and his father
and several uncles were ministers.
Even his aunts married members
of the cloth.
He attended Trinity School in
New York and finished his schooling at Kiskiminetas Springs
School, Pennsylvania. In 1922 he
entered the woolen business with
H. O. Wilson, wholesale mill
agents. Here he learned the art of
salesmanship and the value of
studying the problems of a local
nature which are so important in
the business of broadcasting. From
that firm he went to Lamont-Corliss & Co. in 1930.
In 1928 he married Mary Robbins Barry of New York City.
They have three children, Nancy,
6; Stephen Jr. 5; and Mary, in her
second year.
If he has any hobby other than
his job, it is an interest in tennis.
But this transcription business is a
serious matter with Steve. He believes in it so sincerely that his
faith has been transmitted to station owners from coast to coast.
World
Broadcasting System is
only in the making. By the end of
1933, that idea had crystallized,
only seven years old — yet it has
handled the three most extensive
and in March, 1934, World Proradio advertising campaigns ever
gram Service, radio's first tran-

IT'S NOT a far cry ... in fact
only a whisper ... to the days
when electrical transcription was
the "forgrotten stepchild" of the
broadcasting induE.ry. A few bold
individuals dared to predict that
the day of the transcription was
soon to dawn upon the airways,
but as recently as 1930, which in
radio history is the middle ages,
transcriptions were told to apply
at the back door.
It was all a misunderstanding,
of course, like all medieval mistakes.
Early in 1930 Lamont-Corliss &
Co. of New York inaugurated a
radio campaign in behalf of
Nestle's Chocolate. It fell to the
lot of one of their younger men,
one Stephen R. Rintoul, to become
closely associated with this campaign, which, incidentally, proved
a success
Being one of those rare individuals who preaches the gospel of
thoroughness in anything he attempts to do, Steve Rintoul decided this new thing called radio
demanded a systematic investigation. Steve asked a few questions
and then a lot more. The next
thing he knew, Stephen R. Rintoul
was in the broadcasting business.
In November, 1930, he joined
World Broadcasting System, newly-formed transcription company.
Percy L. Deutsch, WBS president,
gave him the job of assistant in
station r el a t i o n s — a stroke of
genius in picking the right man
for the right job. It wasn't long
before his genial personality, his
rare sense of business integrity,
and his genuine ability and sincerity were recognized throughout
the rapidly-advancing radio industry.
Three years later, in 1933, Rintoul took over the station relations
department of World Broadcasting
System. By that time, transcriptions had come into their own —
national advertisers were quick to
recognize their possibilities. Old
inhibitions and prejudices were
disappearing.
But transcription's
tribution to radio was greatest
an idea constill
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GERALD C. ternational
GROSS,
of theFCC,
InSection chief
of the
sailed for Europe with his family
Aug. 27 on the City of Hamburg from
Baltimore. They will visit friends in
London and Paris before Mr. Gross
attends the conference of the International Committee on Telegraphy in
Warsaw late in September as an
American delegate.
CHARLES DELANEY, formerly an
announcer of WFBL, Syracuse, has
resigned to become commercial manager of WESG, Elmira. He replaces
Norbert O'Brien, who has gone to the
new WTHT, Hartford, also operated
by the Gannett newspaper interests.
MERRITT R. SCHOENFELD, Chicago advertising man, has been added
to the NBC Chicago division sales
force. Previously he had been with
Montgomery Ward & Co., Breese Engineering Co., Nelson Co., and the
Dorsey Montgomery Co., Chicago, and
with Nelson Tanning Co., Milwaukee.
Schoenfeld was graduated from the
University of Illinois in 1927.
MARK L. GERSTLE, San Francisco
capitalist and president of Associated
Cinema Studios, Hollywood transcription concern, was married Aug. 16
to Mrs. Genevieve Mills Bennett, of
San Francisco, in Reno. Mr. Gerstle
is also vice president of The Emporium, San Francisco department store,
and a director of the Alaska Commercial Co., that city.
PHILIP G. LASKY, manager of
KSFO. San Francisco, was official
motion picture photographer for the
Chevrolet Motor Co. when that organization, in conjunction with the
San Francisco Chronicle, staged its
annual Soap Box Derby in that city
last month.
PEGGY STONE, of the CBS station
relations department, planned to sail
Sept. 9 for a three-weeks trip to New
Orleans and the Dallas Centennial.
WILLIAM A. SCHUDT Jr., manager of WBT, Charlotte, who was
stricken with heat prostration in
July, is still ill at his summer place
on Lake Ronkonkoma, New York.
His physicians say he will not be able
to return to his office before Sept. 5.
DEWEY LONG, of the commercial
staff of WBT. Charlotte, and Mrs.
Long are the parents of a son, William Attaway. born Aug. 15.
QUIN RYAN, veteran announcer and
manager of WGN. Chicago, left for
his vacation Aug. 21, to be gone until
Sept. 15. He is at Banff and Lake
Louise in Alberta.
L. SCOTT PERKINS, for the last
several months radio relations counsel for Northern California Broadcasting System, resigned Aug. 15 and will
shortly
announce his affiliation with
an agency.
WELLS

(Ted) CHURCH, until recently program director of WJSV.
Washington, is now with the Republican
Committee's
radio divisionNational
headquarters
in Chicago.
HERMAN MAXWELL, of the WOR
sales department, was married Aug. 1
to Miss Muriel Seiffer in New York.
placed. World Program Service is
heard on 150 stations, and 440 of
the nation's 600 radio outlets now
broadcast at least one commercial
program via World transcriptions.
"Yes," says Rintoul, "The 'stepchild' is fast becoming radio's fairhaired boy. Just another case of
the prodigal son."
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DAN THOMPSON, radio and movie
editor of the Louisville Times, has
in
Chicago.
to join the NBC press staff
resigned
CHARLES SEEBECK, formerly of
KYW, Philadelphia, has joined
WCBA-WSAN, Allentown, Pa., as
announcer. Previously he had been
with Muzak Corp. of Ohio and
WLTH and W2XAR, New York.
FRANCES EFFINGER. hostess in
the San Francisco NBC Studios, was
married Aug. 22 to Grover Y. KothenYorkive. newspaper publishrepresentat
burg,ers'New

JOHN MAYO, program director of
y with
WNOX, Knoxville, and formerl
CBS and NBC in Washington, has
resigned.
McCLAIN, recently of
JAMES
anchief al,
becomeCentenni
WFAA, Dallas,
nouncer of thehasTexas
taking the post vacated when Martin
Provensen left for California.
JACK DAY, formerly of Baltimore,
has joined WDNC, Durham, N. C,
as announcer, taking most of the
announcorial duties of Lee Vickers,
now program director.
KATHERINE BATCHELDER. at
one time connected with the former
N. H., and a muWKAV, Laconia,
sician, copywriter and announcer, on
as general
Aug. 24 began her duties
secretary of WCOP, Boston, replacing
Katherine Nutting, who leaves radio.
RALPH ROSE, Jr., musical director
of KTUL, Tulsa, is learning to fly.
Charles Bush, continuity writer of the
station is his instructor.
DON HARRIS, formerly with WEBR,
Rochesjoined WHAM.
Buffalo, tohas
morning
its early
handle Clock
ter, Alarm
.
program
WHAM
ly promotion
DUKE MURTA, former
man for the Tulsa World, has joined
pubKTUL to handle promotion andgeneral
licity. He was at one time
in
ts
Shuber
advertising agent for the
New York.
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KEN
CARPENTER,
west' coast
announcer
and sportsNBCcommentator,
has been signed for the forthcoming
Packard Motor Car Co. hour with
Fred Astaire on an NBC-Red Network, Tuesdays, 9:30 p. m. (EDST),
beginning Sept. 8.
STANLEY SCHULTZ, music director of WPRO, Providence, has been
named northeastern music director of
the WPA Radio Project. He joined
WPRO last May and has served with
several Boston stations. Recently he
was employed in Hollywood.
JOHN SCHOLTZ, formerly with
WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C, on Aug.
15 joined WBIG, Greensboro. Erving
Darlington, WBIG announcer, will
attend University of North Carolina
this fall and will be attached to its
publicity staff.
MARGARET C. (Mike) SCHAEFER, Philadelphia writer, has been
named head of the production and
continuity departments of WFIL,
Philadelphia. She has authored many
network scripts as well as articles,
short stories and scenarios.
ROBERT EVANS, sports announcer
of WGAR, Cleveland, is the father
of a baby girl born in August.
WILLIAM HOLMES, for the last
year on general assignment, has been
appointed radio editor of the Oakland
(Cal.) Post-Enquirer. He succeeds
Paul Nathan who resigned and left
Aug. 14 for New York to try playwriting. Don Logan, staff vocalist of
KROW, Oakland, who subbed for
Nathan while he was on vacation,
was erroneously announced as Nathan's successor.

MARY O'KBLLEY, of the staff of
WHK, Cleveland, formerly program
director of WPTF, Raleigh, was interviewed by Les Biebl in his News
From Radio Row program during her
vacation visit to Raleigh in August.
LOUIS KATZMAN, orchestra direchis contract as musihas renewed
tor, director
of WINS, New York.
cal

THE

MOST

POWERFUL

LOUISE E. TABER. heard as commentator in Gold Rush Days on
KYA, KFRC and KGO, in San
Francisco for the last two years
under sponsorship of Albert S.
Samuels Co., that city (jewelers),
has turned author, and is writing a
series of booklets containing her
broadcasts.
DUDLEY MANLOVE, on the announcing staff of KYA, San Francisco for the last few months, has
gone lartocapacity.
KROW, Oakland, in a simi-

THORNTON STEIL. of Hartford,
has joined the announcing staff of
WDRC of that city. A newcomer to
radio, he is a graduate of the New
England Conservatory of Music, and
an accomplished pianist.
REGINALD ALLEN, announcer of
WBT, Charlotte, returned to his
duties in August after being released
from the hospital where he was eonfined for
fected foot.several weeks with an in-

between
St. Louis

GENE CLARK, producer at KQW.
San Jose, Cal., has been appointed
chairman of the radio committee of
the San Jose Junior Chamber of
Commerce. He formerly was a member of both the San Francisco and
San Jose chambers.
JOHN MONTGOMERY, formerly of
KUOA, Fayetteville, Ark., joined the
staff of KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo., Aug.
1 as announcer.
LEON KRUPP, continuity chief of
KBNC, Amarillo, Tex., was married
Aug. 2 in Fort Worth to Miss Juanita
Ankele, formerly of the continuity
staff of KFJZ, Fort Worth.
RUSS

BAKER,
the an-is
nouncing staff offormerly
WOW, on
Omaha,
now one of the players with the summer Shakespearian Folio Players at
Central City, Colo.
BOB DOLAN, orchestra leader, has
been appointed musical advisor of
Cleveland B. Chase Co. Inc., New
York, radio production firm.
LESLIE MARSHALL, formerly of
KMOX, St. Louis, and Bob Fidlar,
formerly of WKZO, Kalamazoo, are
new announcers recently added to the
staff of WHIO, Dayton.
ALBERT R. GOODWIN, former
page boy
at WBBM,
Chicago,
has become a member
of the
WSBM-CBS
publicity department.
MISS BETSY KING, head of the
continuity department of WIP, Philmarried
ert Bates,adelphia,
of was that
city. Aug. 17 to RobISHMAEL GRANT, formerly of
Tracy-Locke, Dawson Inc., Dallas
agency, haspartmentjoined
the continuity
deof KFJZ,
Fort Worth.
Neal Fletcher, recently of KGKB,
Tyler, Tex.,
has joined the KFJZ announcing staff.
ELBERT HALING, publicity and
merchandising director of KFJZ, Fort
Worth, was married recently to Miss
Vera Hedrick, of that city.
RON GAMBLE, formerly of WKZO,
Lansing.
Kalamazoo, Mich., has joined WJIM,
NED

TOLLINGER. master of ceremonies of Carefree Carnival, has been
transferred to the production departin NBC's
San Francisco studios
at his mentown
request.

and

Denver

Covers

HOSTESSES
GONEhave
— But
Radio City studios
their NBC's
guest
relations, studio operations and
mail-messenger staffs properly bedecked in new - style uniforms delivered last month. Left to right
are a guest relations and sound
effects man, mail-messenger, studio guide and special officer resplendent in new uniforms trim as
those of West Pointers. Their gold
buttons, incidentally, look at first
like those on Navy uniforms but
on closer inspection a microphone
and the initials NBC can be discerned.

COLIN DRIGGS, Hartford organist,
has joined the staff of WDRC and
will play the new Hammond Electric
organ recently purchased by the station.

STATION

Dallas

RICHARD WEARNE, recent graduate of Kalamazoo" College, has joined
the announcing staff of WKZO, Kalamazoo.
HAROLD BRATSBERG, former
San Francisco NBC announcer, has
joined KFRC, San Francisco, as
writer-producer, succeeding Austin
Peterson, resigned.
Z. WAYNE GRIFFIN, who resigned
from the production staff of KYA,
San Francisco, Aug. 29 to go to
Southern California, has announced
his engagement to Elinor Remick
Warren, noted composer and pianist
of Los Angeles. The wedding is
scheduled for early October.

HAMMOND B. SMITH has resigned
from WSB, Atlanta, to join WMC,
Memphis. Dana Waters, transcription chief, takes his place as assistant
to John M. Outler Jr., WSB advertising manager. Hugh Ivery, Georgia Tech graduate, formerly of
WRDW, Augusta, becomes a WSB
announcer.

STAN CONRAD, formerly of WCHS,
Charleston, W. Va., is now broadcasting the daily United Press news programs on WKRC, Cincinnati. John
McCormmick, WKRC program director, is spending his vacation cruising
from California through the Panama
Canal and West Indies to New York.
CHARLES BULOTTI Jr. has been
promoted to program director of
Angeles, with Glenhall TayKHJ,lorLos
advanced to production director
and idea man.
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Dioxogen Campaign
OAKLAND CHEMICAL Co., New
York (Dioxogen cream) will use
five stations in a daytime announcement campaign to begin the
week of Sept. 7. Announcements
will be recorded on RCA-Victor
discs. The schedule follows: WLW,
five - minute announcements, twice
weekly for eight weeks; KFI and
KGO, one-minute, five times weekly for 13 weeks; KOIN, five-minute musical discs furnished by station, twice weekly for 13 weeks;
KOMO, five-minute discs, twice
weekly for 13 weeks. Small, Kleppner & Seiffer Inc., New York,
placed the account.
Crazy Water Returns
CARRYING an Inquiring Reporter program from the lobby of
the Crazy Water Hotel in Mineral
Wells, Tex., Crazy Water Hotel
Co. of that city for its Crazy
Water Crystals and Crazy Water
Fizz on Sept. 2 will return to a
network after an absence of more
than a year. Contracting with the
Mutual Network it has purchased
11 stations for the 1-1:15 p. m.
period Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. WOR, WSAI, CKLW,
WGR, WFIL, WSM, WCAE, WGR
and WRVA start Sept. 2. WAAB
starts Sept. 14 and WBAL starts
Sept. 28. Luckey Bowman Inc.,
New York, handles the account.
WITH the leasing of the Manhattan Theater on Broadway, seating
1,300 and first to be used Sept. 17
for Chrysler's new Maj. Bowes
Amateur Hour, CBS on Oct. 1 will
relinquish its lease on the Little
Theater on West 44th St.

5 7&

Kit

DAYS

Film

Stars

Booked
on KFWB
IN THE FACE of motion picture
disapproval of radio appearances
by film people, Warner Brothers
are planning to use virtually all
their screen names on programs of
their own KFWB, Hollywood.
Manager Harry Maizlish of
KFWB is preparing a new series
of broadcasts to begin Sept. 2
when
Forbstein,
Warners'
musical Leo
chieftain
will direct
a 40piece orchestra from the picture
studio with some of the film lots'
outstanding singing names assigned to work on the program
from time to time.
Dick Powell, James Melton. Patricia Ellis, Warren Hull, Wini
Shaw, Rosalind Marquis, David
Carlyle and others are already assigned to the Wednesday night
program which will be titled Vitaphone on the Air.
In addition Mr. Maizlish is planning to augment
station's
staff, recently
pruned the
to the
bone
as part
of aJack
Warner
ment drive.
Joy, retrenchwith an
orchestra of 15, will be heard in
a number of sustaining features,
while other talent will be added
gradually. Meanwhile a tieup has
been made with the Los Angeles
Junior Chamber of Commerce in a
"Search for Talent", amateur winners being awarded with a commercial appearance.
WEEI, Boston, claims to be the
only station which hires its own
weather prophet. He is E. B. Rideout, who last month began his
twelfth year of nightly 10-minute
weather reports.
T
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PROGRAM

WBT, Charlotte, N. C, has started
its second season of tobacco market
broadcasts with a 45-minute program
from Dillon, S. C, sponsored by the
warehouses, merchants and the city
administration. Arthur Whiteside, of
the WBT program department, went
to Dillon a clay before the broadcast
and made everything ready. Chief engineer J. J. Beloungy and Ralph
Painter, assistant, handled the remote
Cole, who was speciGrady
pickup.
broadcast in the contract,
fied for the
had a 12 :30 program of comment at
the studios in Charlotte, so in order
for him to make connections, the Dillon merchants chartered an airplane
and flew Grady back to Charlotte.

wsoc
Still has some

choice
spots open for your
fall campaign.
WSOC

is a real producer, because it has
the listeners and the
listeners have money
to spend.

"IN THE air and on the air" is the
new slogan adopted by the Hartford
(Conn.) Times. Having placed its
new station WTHT in operation last
month, the newspaper now has acquired a 10-passenger Stinson airplane for general use. Plane-toground broadcast experiments are
contemplated, according to Cedric W.
Foster, director.
WITH KECA, Los Angeles, inaugurating its new 5,000 watt transmitter
Aug. 31, the station is conducting a
Salute to Industry period during the
first week of September. Carl Haverlin. sales and promotion manager, has
secured the cooperation of more than
20 basic industries in the Los Angeles
area. Each is being given a separate
half-hour program, the human interest and romance of each industry being treated dramatically. No individual or trade names are being used.
SURPASSING all records, WLS,
Chicago, reports the receipt of 1,003,511 fan letters during the first six
months of 1936, of which 47.8% contained "proof of purchase". This compares with 1,300,312 letters during
all of 1935.
WDNC,

Durham, N. C. recently purchased by the Durham Herald <f Sun,
was to be formally taken over by the
newspaper organization on Sept. 1
with a special program featuring addresses by local civic leaders and radio and newspaper figures.

Charlotte, N. C.
WSOC
NBC AFFILIATE
Representatives
Hibbard Ayer, New York
A. T. Sears & Son. Chicago

X

WITH the retention of Grace Flandrau, St. Paul, nationally known auand news commenas political
thor,
KSTP, St. Paul, believes it is
tator,
the first major station to employ a
woman in that capacity. Miss Flandrau, author of Indeed This Flesh,
Then I Saw The Congo and other
books as well as numerous articles in
national publications, has filled the
15-minute nightly spot over KSTP
as general commentator during the
vacation of Val Bjornson.

E

W!

Transco can always be relied on to produce programs that
are new in idea, talent, audience interest, and originality.
Every program is in a distinct class, in its particular type
of entertainment, and the variety of subjects available, will
provide sales producing program vehicles for your most discriminating sponsors' advertising messages.
So, when we suggest that you reserve your decision on

electrically transcribed program features for your fall schedules, until you have had an audition on. these new programs,
we feel that you will find it an investment in futures, which
will pay dividends to your station and your sponsors.
One of our field managers will call on your station in the
very near future.
A wire or letter will receive our immediate attention should
you desire additional information.

Radio

Transcription
of

America,

Hollywood Office
1509 N. Vine St.

Company

WBIG,

EVERYBODY SING IN
THE MOST JpVELPROGRAM IN TOWN

YOUR OWN PROGRAM OF COMMUNITY SINGING
TOMORROW, MONDAY
9:30 TO 10:00 P. M.
ADMISSION
FREE
Writ*
io "PhlUdri(or Your
Tiekcli
phii
Sinfl"
WIP.

WIP

AUDITORIUM STUDIO
When

PHILADELPHIA'S PIONEER VOICE

Philadelphia Sings

TICKETS for the Philadelphia
on WIP are being
programs
Sings
sent out
four weeks in advance, so
is the series. It is broadpopular
cast Monday nights with James A.
Willard as leader and originates
in the WIP auditorium studio.
Visitors are taken on a tour of the
new studios. Above is one of the
advertisements used in local newspapers to promote the first program in the series.
ANNOUNCING its intention of
tic feaTransatlan
regular
carrying
tures arranged
by its
newly appointed
European representative, John Steele,
former London correspondent of the
Chicago Tribune, Mutual Broadcastcoronathe London
to carryfrom
plansEdward
ingtionSystem
of King
this fall along with the other major
arnetworks. It is also entering intoother
rangements with the BBC for
relays.
THE Musical Mailbox of WMEX.
Boston, produced by Vivienne Mae
Cameron, postmistress, now includes
the list of hit tunes published Mondays by Steve Fitzgibbon, local radio
editor. The Monday selections are
pointed
towardcontest.
the Lucky Strike Your
Hit Parade
LESS than nine minutes after the
at the Grainger Wholefatalsaleblast
Fruit Co. plant in Lincoln, Neb.,
KFOR was on the air with a description direct from the scene. Lyle De
Moss, program director, and Dwight
Perkins, staff announcer, handled the
mike on the first broadcast. As soon
as the first broadcast was concluded
and it became known that two men
were still entombed in the wreckage,
R. B. Martin, KFOR-KFAB manager, ordered that a complete crew,
including engineers, announcers and
remote control equipment, be kept on
constant duty at the scene. Eve
hour on the hour throughout the
afternoon bulletins on the condition
of the four injured men, two of whom
later died, were flashed. As many as
possible of these periods were fed to
KOIL, Omaha.
WDRC, Hartford, beginning Aug. 31,
a half-hour earlier
the airopening
on present
goes
than its
time of 7 :30
a. m. This change was made in response to a demand for earlier periods
for commercial sponsorship. One of
the first local firms to take time during this earlier period is the Salz
Style Shop, eloihiers, with Hal GoodCowboy. The acwin,count
the Friendly
was placed by Julian Gross
Adv. Agency, Hartford.

Greensboro, N. C, has arranged for remote lines to colleges in
its area for the fall and winter sessions. Special broadcasts will be carried from Greensboro College, Guilford College,ofWoman's
College ofHigh
the
University
North Carolina,
Point College, Bennett College, A.
and T. College, Duke University and
the University of North Carolina.
WBIG is negotiating with both Duke
University and the University of
North Carolina to broadcast their
major football games.
VISITORS from every state have
made the studio tours or watched one
of the broadcasts of WGN, Chicago,
during the summer. The tours are
conducted every half-hour, with peak
attendance having been recorded Aug.
6 when 500 were conducted through
the building. Tours and public broadcasts are free.
AN APPEAL by WHBF, Rock Island, 111., for donors of blood for an
emergency transfusion brought some
50 persons to the hospital within a
half-hour, as well as 75 telephone offers. The appeal was made at the request of a physician, and the transimmediate improvement infusion
the brought
patient.
CONTINUOUS programs in the City
Auditorium,
Salina,
presented recently
by Kan.,
KFBI, were
Abilene,
celebrating the second anniversary of
its Salina studios. Estimated day attendance was 5,000 and the auditorium was packed for the night pro-

NETWORK and commercial proby WKZO, Kalamawere cut
gram. zoo, grams
to give
a description of a lad
Within ten minan auto. were
struck utesbythe parents
located and
they reached the hospital just before
the child died. WKZO recently located, as the result of a broadcast,
a guncar in which
the police
man had scout
fled during
a fight with
WFBL, Syracuse, is arranging a
score of special broadcasts for Sept.
police.
23, when its famed railway tracks in
the heart of the city will be shut
down. The Palmolive CBS Come On
Let's Sing will originate from Syraand railLehman WFBL
day. Gov.
cuse
way that
executives
will speak.
is
cooperating in furnishing trophies for
the
Newbands,
York toState'
contestduring
for high
school
be held
the
New York State Fair.
WHAM, Rochester, has condensed the
four "F's" of the feminine world— into
Fashion,
Food, Fad,review
30-minute
titled Fancy
Women
Only a

Ltd.
Chicago Office
666 Lake Shore Drive

& CO.

JOHN

BLAIR

Maiixmxd

JbipnjiAMiidtMAeA,

of JlaALcr StaXhmA.
• CHICAGO • DETROIT- SAN FRANCISCO
YORK
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a daily morning participating program. Style notes, home hints, recipes, book reviews, commercials anc
music are presented by Mrs. Heler
Oviatt Griffin, commentator, forme)
society editor of the Rochester Jour
rial.
A WOMAN'S feature on WGAR
Cleveland, is Penny Stretchers, witl
Carl George offering hints to house
wives on household financial prob
lems. The bulk of the material i:
supplied by listeners. Another nev
News, oi
is Who's
featureAndorn
WGAR Sidney
introduces am
which
interviews celebrities when they an
in Cleveland.

KFJZ, Fort Worth, is capitalizing oi
the "Knock Knock" craze, a five
minute portion of a noonday feature
the Hi-Flyers orchestra, being devotee
to "Knock Knocks" submitted b:
listeners. The best one, in the judge
tickets
opinion, receives two baseball
The period is sponsored by a loca
optometrist.
Lou McDermott
LOU McDERMOTT, radio proj
ducer and composer, died Aug. 1
at the University of Californi
Hospital, San Francisco. He en
tered radio in 1931 as radio direc
tor of Smith & Drum, Los Angf
Mobil Magazm
les, and directed
and other well-known programs.
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Random

Thoughts,

Most of Which Concern
WGES, WCBD and WSBC

By GENE T. DYER
This is your column, too — so
send along any item you have 1

haved
ions
stat
E dChica
SOM
ph recor
ogra
the gophon
solve
"performing right" hold-up attempt, by simply banning for all
time the records of artists who
joined in the racketeer threat.
Some day a lot of those boys and
girls will be around panhandling a
"plug" for their phonograph records, we predict.
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to realize

are of foreign
a penny

spend

is easily reached

merited
service Ir
have

4000

!

stopped

sales story to the millions who haven't
learning the language of America.
This

WSBC is Chicago's leading
100-watter standpoint
and from aone
timeon-the-air
of
America's most successful stations, regardless of size.
WCBD offers the greatest
value-per-dollar of any 5 kw.
station in America. See the
rates!
* * *

maryou've said frequently: "Chicago is a tough
up!"
ket. I can't understand why sales aren't going

out of every THREE

parentage

Sky

-

Costs

Sales

Course

Of

Out

Chicago

iu

3

Every

2

Miss

You

When

AS THIS COLUMN GOES TO
PRESS A SUIT FOR $5,000 WAS
FILED AGAINST WGES BY A
LEADORCHESTRAUSE
CERTAIN
ER FOR ALLEGED
OF
HIS PHONOGRAPH RECORDS.
THAT SUIT MIGHT HAVE BEEN
AGAINST YOU AND YOUR STATION, MR. STATION OWNER!
* * *
We've made a couple statements
in this column that have received
not even a single challenge. We repeat them — they're important:
WGES carries more local accounts and sponsored local
time than any other Chicago
station.

of

which
public

This November
election appears
to be a clear (if
not clean-cut)
fight to show up
the power
of the
press
as compared
with the power

^ iTTwRift

of radio. Yep, radio is just now finding out how
really powerful it is!
Oft-suggested slogan
% ijc for WGES:
Most
popular independent station
in Chicago!
%
:£ %
We discovered a swell sales line
when Joseph Lang of WFAB, New
York, sent us a pamphlet about
foreign programs on that station,
titled "The Forgotten City of Four
Million People". It's taking time —
but gradually big advertisers are
finding these tremendous foreign
language markets — and cashing in
on them! Meantime the radio stations are doing a swell job of
Americanization.

WSBC

MILLIONS'9
CHICAGO
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I„ fact, °xonXs
£ 100 mile*
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let that bother
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Sponsorship

Expanding
Rapidly
Newspapers Unable to Block
Trend, Says Herbert Moore
A CAMPAIGN to discourage national advertisers from sponsoring
news programs has been undertaken by some branches of the
press, according to Herbert Moore,
president of Transradio Press
Service.
Having failed in earlier efforts
to prevent broadcasting of news,
Mr. Moore declared Aug. 21 that
this new campaign already is well
under way but that, in his judgment, it is doomed to failure. National advertisers generally, he
said, are seeking to obtain news
programs because they are aware
of the vast daily audience for such
broadcasts.
Mr. Moore estimated that some
500 of the 635 stations now are
broadcasting daily news programs,
the vast majority having commercial sponsors at premium rates.
Moreover, he pointed to the influx
of newspapers into radio through
station purchases or new station
grants from the FCC as an indication of the changed attitude on
the part of many daily publishers.
A Look at Facsimile
"SOME publishers, including several of the most important in the
country, are friendly to radio and
the function of news broadcasting," he said. "Numerous newspaper-owned radio stations have let
down the bars against news sponsorships and find it is both ethical
andHe profitable."
predicted that radio as a
news distributing medium will con-

Attracting millions of visitors
Stimulating business in all lines

Huge

Centennial

Shows

make

Dallas

--Fort

The

Plus

Market

Worth

Value

of

tinue to increase in importance until newsmerousprograms
become ofasdaily
nuas are the editions
newspapers. Sponsorship revenue
from news programs, he declared,
"will ultimately constitute their
main source of revenue and will
lessen the dependence of local
broadcasters on national net-

Giving jobs to thousands

Two

"The News Station in. the
WITH the above slogan, KVOO,
Tulsa, recently adopted an unique
method of promotion for its news
bureau. During the International
Peti-oleum Exposition and Congress in Tulsa, KVOO moved its
entire news bureau to the grounds
of the exposition for eight days.
Space was provided at the huge
industrial show for the complete
news equipment and facilities of
the new bureau.
Ken Miller, station news editor
and a former newspaperman, was
in charge of the bureau. Teletype
machines of International News
Service and Universal Service and
shortwave equipment of Transradio Press were set up on the
grounds, and six news broadcasts
carried daily from the exposition

1936!

Facsimile, rather than television,
was hailed as the next great radio
development
by Mr. Moore. He asworks."serted the fight
between the press
and radio is now shifting to facsimile and added that the "overemphasis on the importance of television" was a part of the strategy
of equipment manufacturers "and
their affiliated networks" to distract the public from facsimile.
Imminent development of facsimile,
he declared, "will make it possible
for county newspapers to operate
their own facsimile broadcasting
stations, using low power, ultrahigh-frequency transmitters."

WWNC
ASHEVILLE,
50,000

Full Time NBC Affiliate 1000 Watts

Watts

WFAA--WBAP
DALLAS
FORT WORTH
National

Representatives:
Edward
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N. C.

Petry & Co., Inc.

Leads

Southeast!

NORTH CAROLINA leads
Southeast in Federal Income
Taxes paid (Corporation plus
Individual) . . . and leads 46
statesnue paid!
in total Internal Reve-

Middle of the Nation"
grounds.
Two large maps were'
constructed for the exhibit. Thej
KVOO
engineers worked out arj
ingenious
method
of flashing
on the maps
indicating
the lights'
poinl
of origin of news being transmit-!
ted over the teletype machines. Ir
addition a large bulletin board '
patterned after the front page o1:
a newspaper, was erected near the
bureau. Throughout the day and
night
late news
bulletins werd
posted on the board.
Bulletins oi
especial interest to exhibitor;
were delivered by runners direct t< !
the exhibitors booths.
B. Way,
manager manager
of KVOO o '
whoW. was
also general
the exposition, declared that th<
news service was well accepted b;
exhibitors, and praised as an ad
ditional service to visitoi-s on th<4
grounds. KVOO recently signed ;'
full
year contract
for by
exclusiv.
sponsorship
of the news
Crazy >
Water Crystals.
NBC Chicago News Chief
KENNETH D. FRY, for the las
three years a member of the pres
department of the NBC centra
division in Chicago, on Sept.
moves into the program depart
ment as manager of special event
and news broadcasts, a new post
The special events and news de
partments in New York is unde
the direction of A. A. Schechtei
Fry was for 10 years on the sport
staff of the Chicago Evening Post
and was sports editor of that pa
per for four years. For six month
he was midwestern sports edito
of United Press before joining th
NBC press department in Julj
1933.

UP Extends Wires
TO THE 20 stations in 15 citit
linked July 27 for its new 18-hoi;
daily leased wire news ser\k
[Broadcasting, July 15], bringin
reports via teletype directly inl
the stations and written special]
for broadcasting, the United Pre:
announces that on Aug. 17 it ad<
ed five more stations in as mar
cities. The stations are WRVj
Richmond ; WTAR, Norfolk ; WPT1
Raleigh; WBT, Charlotte, ar
WKRC, Cincinnati.

And WWNC, remember,
blankets rich resort - industrial Western North Carolina !
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Advertisin,

ewspaper
Using
adio to Promote
Circulation

Boom for WGAR
AT 1:59-30 p. m. came the
standby signal for the remote crew of WGAR, Cleveland, ready to broadcast the
Roosedeparture
Sid Andorn was
as President
velt. Just of
descripgoing to start his bomb
of
tion, the first aerial
a 21-gun salute landed within 20 feet of the 100-watt
mobile unit, knocking it out
of commission. Andorn,
Graves Taylor and Bob
Evans talked their heads off
for 20 minutes without realizing they were not on the
air. WGAR previously had
provided 90 minutes of broadthe President's
duringGreat
visit tocasts
the
Lakes Exposition and his inspection of
WPA projects.

Drive

livening Ledger Finds Reading
\f Comics Successful
WNER of its own local station
Philadelphia, WHAT, the PhilaJphia Evening Public Ledger apsj.rently believes in radio exploiition on behalf of circulation. Not
ly does it use its own outlet, but
has completed on WIP, PhilaIphia, a six-month campaign,
spended recently for the summer
Ssnths but soon to resume, that
is one of the biggest mail pulls in local radio history.
Heard Mondays through Saturys from 6 to 6:15 p. m., regardas the ideal hour to reach the
ild at home after school and
jay hours, the program consisted
one character reading the most
pular comic strips in the newspers. The reader was Brother
I 11, popular local actor, who dramized the characters and himself
, ovided the voice changes and
rious sound effects.
The campaign was planned with
e sole purpose of increasing cirlation through
added child
ader interest. Starting Sept. 9,
!;35, it built up audience until
bv. 1, when the first giveaway
ifer was made.
A Test of Comics
jjiCH CHILD sending in a cornfete comic strip of the character
entioned by Brother Bill was
ven a handsome colored button
viich could be worn on jacket
^pel, shirt or dress. For example,
Uncle Sam

for one full week Brother Bill
would offer the button to every boy
or girl sending in the comic strip
of Popeye the Sailor. It was a
curious fact that the returns varied
according to the popularity of the
comic strip character, giving the
newspaper the additional index to
popularity of its comics.
From Nov. 1, 1935, to April 30,
1936, more than 62,000 buttons
were mailed out, the number of requests ranging from 1,550 to 4,325
a week. The newspaper had practically that number of children as
intensive followers and, while Circulation Manager J. R. Westcott
has not divulged the actual increase in circulation, he has arranged for a resumption of sponsorship of the Brother Bill programs this fall, using six 15-minute periods weekly for nine months.
is investing

MILLIONS
Grand

in the

Coulee

8th wonder

Dam

of the world

— yet this is but one of MANY

—and

the

Spokane market is a "hot spot" on the nation's 1936
sales map.

were

first chain
engineers

in Spokane and its $400,000,000.00 trading area.
It will carry your sales message to
more

•

listeners

than the first competing outlet and to
2%

more

listeners

than all other Spokane radio stations combined. What
better proof than this . . . KFPY advertisers pay the
HIGHEST local rate asked by any Spokane station ?
KFPY REPRESENTATIVES
J. H. McGILLVRA. 485 Madison Avenue, NEW YORK and
Palmolive Building. CHICAGO
WALTER BIDDICK CO., 568 Chamber of Commerce Blriq., LOS ANGELES
and 601 Russ Bldg., SAN FRANCISCO
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£■ Promotion
Metchandilinj
Free Packards — Selling Real Estate — 3-Cent Stamp —
A & P Menus — Contest for Local Chain
THE Sixth Annual Fisher Body
Craftsman's Guild Scholarship
awards were announced on 30
NBC-Blue stations Aug. 26, 9:45-10
p. m., sponsored by Fisher Body
Corp., Detroit (auto bodies), a
division of General Motors. The
awards were made in the assembly hall at Cleveland College,
Cleveland, and consisted of four
$5,000 college scholarships and 18
regional winners who received
cash awards. The one-time broadcast was placed through Arthur
Kudner Inc., New York.

Sound

CAROLINA BAKING Co., Columbus, S. C. (O'Boy Bread), on Sept.
14 begins a series of five-weekly
15-minute Highlights of Hollywood on WIS, Columbia S. C. Special wrappers for all O'Boy Bread
are planned for the first month.
Window posters will be provided to
25,000 grocers in southeastern
states. A colorful portfolio describing the campaign will be issued to each of the company's 350
salesmen for showing to grocers,
and in addition each truck will
will
carry two posters. Listeners of
a
be offered an 8x10 inch photo
movie star twice each week, for
which proof of purchase is not required. The account was placed
Freitag Adv. Agency, Atthrough
lanta.

Effects

(From

Life)

Extensive Library —
Approximately 500 effects
Custom - Built Transcriptions
Commercial Plating
Duping and Pressing
Write Us Your Needs
Gennett

Records

(Div. of The Starr Co.)
Richmond, Ind.

A

"READY

VARIED activities of a regional
radio chain are pictured in the
new 24-page book, 100 Stills of
Action, published by the Central
States Broadcasting System, operators of KOIL, Omaha, and
KFAB-KFOR, Lincoln. The book
was mailed Aug. 20 to agencies,
clients, and stations throughout
the country. Pages are given to
such subjects as dramatics, sports
coverage, fire broadcasts, flood
programs, celebrity interviews
and news broadcasts.

-MADE"

—READY

AUDIENCE

TO

BUY

KFNF offers you a made-to-ors
der farm and small town aud.et;ce in the very heart of America'
richest agricultural section. An audience that, because of skyrocketing livestock and commodity prices, plans to enjoy MORE
of the BETTER things of life during the coming months.
THE

KFNF

HABIT

For 12 years, this audience has depended on KFNF to guide its
anxious they were for
WE didn't realize how weeks
buying hab:ts. Even during
of summer, we
the hottest two
this service until,
made scattered announcements offering our new 16-page program
book. Here's what happened:
FIGURE

IT OUT

4422 people . . . from 290 counties ... in 9 states, demanded
this book . . . even sent almost $100 in postage to make sure they
would receive it. THAT'S the typical KFNF audience which not
only listens, but plans to CONTINUE LISTENING . . . waiting to
hear YOUR sales message. (By the way, those 4422 inquiries, at
commercial rates, cost us only 3.8c a piece — which is
regular good.)
darned
FOR

SALE— RESULTS

YOU can have the same, satisfactory, low-cost results that dozens
of KFNF advertisers have been getting for the past 12 years.
Allot a portion of your advertising budget to reach this "readyto-buy" midwest farm and small town audience.

FLOATING — This cruising merchandising exhibit was taken aroum
Maryland by WFBR, Baltimore. It carried photographs of radi.
sponsors' products
products
artists,
each city.
noon in displaying
stagedandat posters
programof was
A salutesamples

PACKARD MOTOR CAR Co., Detroit, and RKO Radio Pictures
Inc., Will stage a cooperative campaign to promote Packard Radio
Hour with Fred Astaire. the current picture Swina Time, and
forthcoming new Packard autos.
The Packard program starts Sent.
8 on an NBC-Red network, Tuesdavs, 9:30-10 p. m.
Two contests over an eicht-week
neriod will be staged, with new
Packards as prizes. One contest
will be V>as«d on best descriptions
of new Packards. and will be onen
to patrons of theatres showing
Swivn Time. The othev, open to
theatre managers and publicity
men. will be for best cooperative
campaigns on the motion picture
in conjunction with local Packard
feelers. Twelve cars will be awarded in th^ first contest, three in the
second. Winners will be announced
on the network program and in
theatres. Additional awards may
be made by local Packard distributors. Judges are F. H. McKinnev,
of Packard: Chester J. L^ Roche,
president of Youn"- & Rubicam
Tnc. and Ned E. Deoinet. president of RKO Distributing Corp.
^ * *

SOME results that radio brough
to William Reinhardt, realtor an
building and loan conveyancer i
Philadelphia, who used 13 quartei
hour periods on WIP at 10:3
p. m.: "Thousands of new share
subscribed for by my hearers . .
expressions by the thousands froi
stockholders of renewed confident
in the future of the building an
loan movement ... I would ha\
been perfectly satisfied with ii
or on
one-fiftieth
less, yes with
hundredth
of the
results . . . tl
mail became heavier each wet
. . . the telephone calls more nume
ous . . . the personal visits multi
plied . . . the officers and directo:
wii>
associations
manyconnected
of theI am
which
as conve

KMOX, St. Louis, reports a 90%
sales from prospects picked up in
a unique series of questions asked
by Happy Green, who handles The
Home-Makev program each morning, for Arthur R. Lindburg Co.,
St. Louis, distributors of Westinghouse refrigerators. On each program Green asks his listeners to
telephone him after the 15-minute
ques-a
program,tions:answers
"How much to
do three
you pay
month for ice?" "How many in
your family?" "What is your
monthly food bill?" He promises
to send a representative to show
that in three years, a saving more
than the cost of the refrigerator is
made. Special operators have been
necessary at KMOX to take care
of phone calls immediately after
the broadcast.
LOCALLY OWNED— NATIOHALLY KNOWN

'The Friendly
KFNF

Page
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ancer were just as amazed as vr.
I with the concrete results." Tl
foregoing statements are excerp
from a letter written by the spo
sor, who is making extensive pla
for fall broadcasting.
*
* *
WMEX.

Boston, has leased 2,1
Av
square feet at 72 Brookline
Boston, directly under its exec;
tive offices, as part of an expa;
sion program. The new space,
street floor, has a 30-foot sic
the
walk frontage to be used for m«|
chandising purposes.
Clients w|
have free use of display spa<.
which will include a large au,
torium and be designed on an el
position basis. Trained attendai ;
will answer questions propound,
by visitors but will not attempt
off j
Additional
sell anything.
space will be built as part of 1
expansion program.
$
-it. -*
AN UNUSED 3-cent stamp pasl
on a promotion piece of WM/
Macon, Ga., illustrates the statio ■
3-cent stai I
"a carry
that will
contenti
spent
at on
WMAZ
your ;|
of listeners I
vertising to 91.73%
Greater Macon and Bibb Counl
not to mention those good f o 1
il
surround
in 53 counties
sell Taking
you
Bibb."
the ANAAAA J
NAB census figure of 14,200 rad
in Macon & Bibb County, £
using the 64.6% figure of s
tuned to WMAZ (CBS calcu
tion), the station gets 9,173 list
ers, figuring only one listener
set, and then obtains its fi
figure by calculating the sin£
time rate of a 100-word announ
ment.
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Advertisi

CONTEST for managers of the
Hom-Ond
Food Stores (local
ocery chain) will be held Oct.
Il5 by WOAI, San Antonio, which
I|H provide uniform display ma;rial to each manager and award
■izes to managers who do the best
■omotion job in their stores. Two
managers will get big cash awards
r their displays, as measured by
crease in sales of items displayed
er previous weeks. Seven manars will get cash awards for best
Inhibits selected by three neutral
! dges.
The "Hom-Ond-WOAI-Week"
11 be promoted in newspapers and
ot announcements. The campaign
1 designed to get customers more
[miliar with products and their
jograms, test effectiveness of raijo displays, get managers interifted in certain items, show retails the effectiveness of radio and
Ipjslp WOAI
sponsors "advertise
I jeirbeadvertising".
About 35 items
Islill
featured.
^ ^ 3s
■ HE Man on the Street of KFAB,
Ikncoln, Neb., goes visiting every
ilHturday with the program under
jlonsorship of Penn Tobacco Co.
I [ilkes-Barre, Pa., for Kentucky
Iijub tobacco.
Five days a week,
I. e Man on the Street goes on at
■ton from the busiest corner in
ncoln, and on Saturday moves
some small town in the neighrhood. Starting at 11:30 o'clock,
male quartet and Lyle DeMoss,
no asks the questions for KFAB,
it on a program for the assemed crowd in the town. Then at
o'clock the Man on the Street
>es on the air for 15 minutes,
ter which all the men on the
oadcast — engineers, announcers,
bacco company representatives,
id many others along — are introiced to the audience.
A can of
|bacco is presented to each man
■interviewed. Some days the anuncer will give in addition a one
liar bill to every man stopped
(ho has a can of the sponsor's
joduct with him, and on other
l.ys those having Kentucky Club
jill receive free one of the WDC
pes which the sponsor has been
aturing on its other broadcasts.
^Central
States Broadcasting
'stem, operators of KFAB, Oma1 and Lincoln, gives the program
lied value through its publicity
lid promotion
department. A
at of Program Director DeMoss
id the company's mobile broadsting unit is furnished to the
wspaper in each town with a
pry on the coming broadcast. The
wn's mayor and various civic
dies are also contacted by letter;
by the day of the program,
, jeryone for miles around has
ard that The Man on the Street
ill be in town and they turn out
meet him.
•PENNSYLVANIA
SALT MFG.
'., Chicago and Philadelphia
Lewis Lye) is supplementing its
jugular January - June campaign
51th two 20-week promotion efms on WWL, New Orleans, and
FEQ, St. Joseph, Mo. Three twomute announcements weekly are
ed. Fletcher & Ellis Inc., Chi]go, is the agency.
ill
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ENTER
your
child

John Blair & Co. Adds
To
Film Presentations

The Children's
Radio Opportunity
SP0NS0RE0 BY
STATProgram
ION

ENCOURAGED by the success of
its new visual and audible sales
presentations, prepared for three
of its stations and first exhibited
at the NAB Convention in July,
John Blair & Co., shortly will release similar "slide film" presentations defining the markets of
four more Blair stations. Additions
are WBNS, Columbus; KTRH,
Houston; KTAR, Phoenix, and
WOW, Omaha. The initial subjects
were WHIO, Dayton; KWKH,
Shreveport, and KIRO, Seattle.
Originated and developed by
Murray Grabhorn, manager of the
Blair New York office, the newtype presentations run approximately 12 minutes in length and
contain about 75 photographs arranged to tell a graphic story of
the station's market. They reveal
the extent of the station's market,
merchandising facilities, analysis
of the potential audience, market
statistics. In operation, the slide
film is synchronized with an electrical transcription providing a
running commentary on the photographs. A compact, specially designed case contains transcriptions
and films for each station. The
cover of the case is utilized as s
screen. A small projector is included. The film is prepared bv
Advertising Film Associates, New
York, and the recording is by RCA.
On Aug. 20, Mr. Grabhorn visited Philadelphia at the invitation
of Rohrbaugh & Gibson, advertising agency of that city, to display
the visual and audible presentations. Under consideration was the
Wheatena Corp. account, which is
considering
addition of spot stations.

COPLIT PLAZA HOm
THIS STORE — wcop
toall f
| Merchants Co-operative *v Your Child
Open Ij
Between
be
themayRadio
the Ages [
Star of
ol 4 to 16 IWCOP Tomorrow
V™™ Radio Program
WEEKLY FIRST PRIZE WINNER RECEIVES
BEAUTIFUL CUP AND< appiv
ALL K»EXPENSE
AUDITION ONTRIP TO NEW YORK
MAJOR BOWES PROGRAM
Come In and Get Your FREE Audition Blank
AT THIS STORE
SUNDAYS 4 P.M.
STATION WCOP
COPLEY dial
PL*2Aii20HOTEL
For Independent Stores
WCOP,

Boston, has started a merchants cooperative series of child
amateur programs designed for
sponsorship by groups of noncompetitive independent stores in various communities. Window display
sheets (see above) are combined
with advertising in local newspaEleven merchants in a communpers.
ity are sold for the series. Audition forms provided each merchant
carry the name of his store. Houseto-house circulars announce details
of the contest and names of stores
where audition blanks may be secured. Eleven children are picked
for each program after auditions,
each child being sponsored by one
of the 11 merchants participating
in the plan.
Letters or postcards are used
for voting and they are given each
merchant to be used as a mailing
list. A cup is given the merchant
sponsoring the winning child and
after beine displayed at the store
it is turned over to the winning
child. The winner also gets a free
trip to New York to apply for an
audition on the Major Bowes hour.
% % %
FIVE HUNDRED housewives call
or write to WBIG, Greensboro,
N. C, every week for copies of the
A. and P. Weekly Menu rotogravure, published bv the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co. The menus
are promoted each Friday evening
on the A. and P. program, a local
of
program featured on WBIG
for
the last three years. The weekly
publication contains recipes, menus,
kitchen lore of all kinds, together
with a weekly budget plan.

WLB

C-

MUNCIE

BROADCASTING
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TO

AN

Others that we are Hillbillies . . .
. . . anyway, we have a Million
friends
. . . because we believe
t^T^HE

determining factor in

audience
its program
policy,
the is size
of a station's
rather than its wattage. The
more grade A programs it
broadcasts, the larger its habitual audience."
We offer an intelligent merchandising
service to both network and spot advertisers.

WBICx
"'Greensboro
N£

P

D's

AGENCY

MAN

Does anyone know
Does anyone care
If
Or you
how grow
you fare?
Glad when

you're busy

Sad when you're knocked
Does anyone care
If you thrive or not?
WE

For Complete

DO, Mr. Agency
— I'll Man
say —we do!

COVERAGE
PLEASE
HEAD

of the LAKES
and

IRON RANGE
REGIONS

DULUTH
WMFG
HIBBING,
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Advertising

REMEMBER

THAT

Your problems are our problems and we're
mighty anxious to help you solve 'em.

^iVe
WEBC

NOW
250 WATTS
New Vertical Radiator, all
New Equipment

S
WSPEEDEEGRAM

Some say that we are too Highbrow

Qhall

IProduce

Do//ars

— For you, if you'll let us
A Basic Columbia Station
Transmitter:
Perrysburg,
Ohio

Studios:
Commodore Perry Hotel,
Toledo, Ohio
Chicago
National Representatives,
New York

John Blair and Company
San Francisco
Detroit

September

I, 1936
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I
Coughlin's Radio Bill
EXPENDITURES for radio time
comprised the largest item in the
balance sheet of Father Coughlin's
National Union for Social Justice,
the Detroit radio priest reported at
the recent convention of the Union.
Receipts from all sources, he reported, totaled $737,785 between
July, 1934 and July, 1936. Expenditures included $366,000 for broadcasting, $118,000 for salaries, $90,000 for stationery and $45,000 for
stamps. The radio item presumably covers Father Coughlin's independent hookups during the 1934
and 1935 seasons. He will not resume these hookups this fall, as
previously planned, but will renew
his Sunday talks after Jan. 1.

sob
Barrett

f

Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Inc.
Your agency places more radio advertising than any other agency in
the world — and WMBD, we believe,
carries MORE LOCAL and MORE
NATIONAL advertising than any
station our size in a market our
size — yettunity ofweshowing
haven'tyouhadwhat
the weopporcan
do for such accounts as Dreft. Oxydol, and Ovaltine. Why not send
your contracts now and take advantage of our increased coverage?

MEMBER CBS NETWORK

^•^

f t

,o>«,t>"<</*_

PEORIA, ILI.lt>

Chiseling
Offered
1

naickn
OF BOSTON

MERCHANDISING— Second Federal Savings & Loan Association, broadcasting on WGAR with Capt. Patrick Tayleur, retired seaman, used this window display to promote the program. Capt. Tayleur
talks on "Save and Enjoy". Brief opening and closing announcements
With Second Federal". The radio program
suggest that listeners "Save
and this display brought in 5,100 new accounts in 30 days.
BANK

New England Mint Spots
THOMAS D. RICHARDSON Co.,
Philadelphia (mints) has signed
a 13-week contract with the New
England Network for participation
in the Pure Food Institute participation program which is broadcast
from WEEI, Boston, Tuesday,
Thursday, 2-2:15 p. m. The series
will take the air Sept. 24. Despite
the fact that the New England
network is supposed to be defunct
the Pure Food Institute and the
Home Maker's Counsel, both participation programs, will continue
to be broadcast over the network
until Jan. 1, 1937. The Home
Maker's Counsel is heard at an
earlier hour, Tuesday, Thursday,
9:30-9:45 p. m. Weed & Co. represents these participation programs nationally except in New
England states. Richardson Co.
recently appointed N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., Philadelphia, to handle
its account.

mi

k
h

Jit

■»/■■
TODAY'S

GREAT

VALUE"

RADIO

+

"PLUS

BUY!
SHOWMANSHIP — WXYZis known nationally for Showmanship gained by 25 years of successful experience
1
in entertainment enterprises. That's plus value No. 1.
AUDIENCE APPRECIATION — makes for greater sales
response and is WXYZ's reward for refusing to broadcast spurious claims of questionable products. That's
plus value No. 2.
MERCHANDISING SERVICE — without additional cost
to sponsors seeking coverage of the Greater Detroit
Market and in the big Michigan Market. A complete
merchandising service . . . gets dealers . . . distributors
. . . jobbers ... in effect a front line sales division,
working in conjunction with the sponsors' sales representatives. That's plus value No. 3.
8 STATIONS IN MICHIGAN'S 8 LARGEST CITIES —
the Michigan Radio Network covers 8 big, rich market
zones with greater penetration and sales influence than
is possible by any single station with wattage strength
sufficient to reach these zones. That's plus value No. 4.
c&lae J\letwoxk

KING-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
300 MADISON THEATER BUILDING... DETROIT
Wm. G. RAMBEAU Co.. Representatives, Home Office: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Eastern Ollice: 507 Chanin Bid?.. New York
Western Office: Russ Building. San Francisco
Page
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Eau

Claire

to Get Station

As FCC Rescinds Action
A NEW station for Eau Claire,
rewhich Bay,
WTAQ
Wis., replacing
cently was moved
to Green
Wis., was authorized by the FCC
Broadcast Division Aug. 19 in
rescinding its action of July 2 rejecting the original application.
The station will operate daytime
with 250 watts on 1050 kc, the
clear channel of KNX, Hollywood,
and will seek the call letters
WEAU. The order is effective
15, after which construction
Sept.begin.
will
Heading the applicant Central
Broadcasting Co. is Ben McGivNorthof the
agentLife
eran, general
western Mutual
Insurance
Co., as president and 10% stockholder. Vice president is Walter
E. Bridges, manager of WEBC,
Duluth-Superior, with 25% of the
stock, and secretary-treasurer is
Morgan Murphy, publisher of the
Superior Telegram, with 65% of
the stock. Mr. Bridges and Mr.
Murphy have interests jointly in
WEBC and in WMFG, Hibbing,
Minn., and also are interested in
the new 100-watt WHLB, Virtion. ginia, Minn., now under construcArkansas Network
ESTABLISHED on a temporary
basis for political talks during the
recent Arkansas primary campaign, a new regional network to
be known as the Arkansas Network and linking six stations in
Arkansas along with WMC, Memphis, is contemplated for several
commercial clients seeking such an
outlet, according to G. E. Zimmerman, general manager of Radio
Enterprises Inc., which operates
KARK, Little Rock, and KELD,
El Dorado, and which also holds
an option to purchase KTHS, Hot
Springs. Using Class E lines, the
network temporarily linked KOTN,
Pine Bluff; KFPW, Fort Smith;
KBTM, Jonesboro; KCMC, El Dorado; KELD, KARK and WMC,
Memphis. Tentative plans include
securing Class C facilities for a
permanent hookup.
PROBLEMS of premium offers
will be discussed Sept. 28-Oct. 2 at
the Premium Advertising Association of America meeting to be held
at the Hotel Astor, New York.

In

Baltimore,

it's

WFBR

BASIC N. B. C. RED NETWORK
BROADCASTING

Projects

to Stations

Norman Baker Is Behind Offer ;
Free Movie Scheme Scotched
WARNINGS to stations to beware
of "blind per inquiry" schemes of
a character being offered by Norman T. Baker, militant cancei
cure specialist whose station in
Muscatine, la., was deleted several
years ago, and also to guard
against
attempt
to chisel an
free "out-and-out
radio advertising
for
motion pictures" currently being
made, were sounded Aug. 26 by
James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director.
Globe
Advertising Agency, Chicago, Mr. Baldwin stated, is rep
resenting Baker, now operating
XENT at Neuva Laredo, Mexico
Mr. Baldwin disclosed that the
NAB on Aug. 18 addressed a letter to the Globe agency in response
to a "per inquiry" announcement
and in reply received a communi
cation signed by the "Baker Hos
pital" at Muscatine, together wit!
"Amerentitledand
oneCrime"
two booklets,
ica's Greatest
th<
other "Cancer is Curable".
"Although it is believed few sta
tions today are accepting per in
quiry accounts, this experience in
dicates the dangers which are in
volved in carrying blind advertise
ments," he stated.
Quaint Movie Offer
IN THE movie case, Mr. Baldwii
called attention to circular letter
sent to stations by Radio Pre
views Inc., New York, and signei
by Leon Lee as president. Callinj
the letter "an insult to the intelli
gence" of stations, he brought ou
that it seeks a franchise agree
ment whereby the station woul<
receive half - hour transcription
based
majoragx-ee
film releases,
whic'
they on
would
to broadcas
sustaining each week. The agree
ment would make other grotesqu
demands, such as guarantees b;
the station not to broadcast an.
other motion picture recording
during
one-year
term of
tract andthenot
to broadcast
the conre
cordings from 8 to 10 p. m.
"This is an out-and-out attemp
to obtain free radio advertisin
for motion pictures," Mr. Baldwi
said. "The franchise agreement a
proposed would not even amouif
to an exchange of time for taler,,
because the station would agre<
in the case of sponsorship, to pa
$5 upon delivery each week fo
each recorded program receive(
Happily,
broadcasting
station
have
learned
that it pays to
tre£
all their advertisers alike and the
will not be mislead by Mr. Lee.
WORL

Elects

Officers

Will
Expand
Facilitie
WORL, Need ham, Mass., ha
named three new members to th
executive staff. They are Robei
C. Nordblom, president and direi
tor; John A. Breen, vice presider
and director; Robert H. Davisoi
clerk. They are in addition t
George A. Crockwell, treasurer an
director; James K. Phelan, vie
president and director; William Ii
Eynon, vice president and direij
tor, who are in active charge (
the station.
A new Truscon radiator will H
erected and studios in the Mylt
Standish Hotel, Boston, will be en
larged.
• Broadcast

Advertisin
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Radio

and

The

Lesson

of

Dictators

AKE ALMOST any one of radio's critics aside for a confidential chat,
nd almost invariably he will admit — "off the record," of course, for
therwise it might crab his game — that the American system of broadasting- with all its faults is still the finest in the world, affording the
reatest variety of desirable features to the greatest number of people.
|[e will be particularly emphatic if he has been in Europe lately, where
ictatorships generally rule radio no less than they do the press and
le political and social functioning of the State. Hardly a person reams from observing radio and the press in Europe without a sigh of
lief for America's non-governmentally owned or operated systems.
The arguments on behalf of our radio system are too numerous to
ecount here, but we think it is apropos to call attention at this time
> the fate of Spain's private broadcasting services. No sooner had the
eftists come into power than they announced their intention of naonalizing radio. No sooner had the Fascist rebellion begun than both
eftists and Rebels seized the broadcasting stations at hand, using them
>r outpourings of propaganda and self-serving news reports that must
3ep the average non-combatant befuddled at all times. Imagine, then,
hat the broadcast news emanating from Soviet Russia, Fascist Italy
id Nazi Germany must mean.
Possibly our radio system is safe from such dictatorial seizures, but
le trend of the times must be watched closely by everyone interested
maintaining the integrity of our American system. A dictatorship
radio could spring up overnight under the Communications Act itself,
hich decrees that upon proclamation of war "or a state of public peril
disaster or other national emergency," the rules and regulations gov•ning radio can be suspended by the President and stations may be
osed down [Section 606c]. This is open to broad discretion and conruction, but certainly the national bank emergency of March, 1932,
ight have led the way to a change in system had President Roosevelt
sen less zealous in safeguarding our American radio institution.
These are troublous times when it behooves every broadcaster to play
s role honestly and without partisanship. We refer especially to the
irrent political campaign, during which broadcasters have every op>rtunity to show their fairness to office seekers. The rule is simple —
e rule of democracy:
"If any licensee shall permit any person who is a legally qualified
ndidate for public office to use a broadcasting station, he shall afford
ual opportunities to all other such candidates for that office in the
e of such broadcasting station, and the Commission shall make rules
id regulations to carry this provision into effect: Provided, That such
tensee shall have no power of censorship over the material broadcast
ider the provisions of this section. No obligation is hereby imposed
>on any licensee to allow the use of its station to any such candidate"
Communications Act of 1934, Section 315].
Of course, this refers only to candidates. What about spokesmen for
ndidates and spokesmen for one side of an issue or another? The law
not explicit here, and legal opinion differs as to whether Section 315
n be construed to apply to spokesmen as well as candidates. Common
nse, however, should dictate making available facilities for political
controversial subjects either not at all or on an equal opportunity
sis to bona fide spokesmen. If common sense doesn't dictate this,
me lawyers think the broad discretion permitted the radio regulators
der the "public service" sections of the law could force this. But why
for law? The policy each and every broadcast operator should folI iit
h is obvious.

Red

Cross

Disc

Dramas

Plans

to Use

for Annual

Drive to Secure Funds
TO BOLSTER its 1936 local campaigns, known as the Annual Roll
Call, the American Red Cross
headquarters in Washington is
preparing two 15 - minute transcriptions to be made available to
all non-network stations for use
in the fund drives of local Red
Cross chapters during the period
from Nov. 11 to 26. Both will be
dramatizations, one of past disasters and one carrying short
speeches by President Roosevelt
and Chief Justice Hughes, and stations will be asked to carry them
as sustaining features as their
contributions to the Red Cross
drive.
The recordings will be available
after Sept. 1 when the U. S. Recording Co., Washington, will have
completed the work. Radio Associates, Washington program builders, prepared the shows, which include appropriate music. R. A.
Shepard of the American Red
Cross headquarters is handling the
details under W. Douglas Griestion.
man, director of public informaThe Red Cross has also completed five one-minute spot announcements to be placed on radio
stations between Oct. 22 and 26
during its home and farm accident
prevention drive. Since the networks are donating time liberally
for the Red Cross drives, it is expected the non-network stations
will also accept its proffered programs for such a humanitarian
cause.

Cleveland • 610 Kilocycles
We

Welcome
TEST

CAMPAIGNS!
Most of our national accounts come to us on a
"test" basis — and we're glad
to show advertisers and
agencies alike just what we
can do for their sales in this
rich market.
And perhaps that's why
we're known as "the Station
that Gets RESULTS."
Ask for WJAY's "FACTS"
EDYTHE FERN MELROSE
Manager WJAY Cleveland
Carnegie Hall CHerry 0464
The Station that Gets RESULTS

5
Radio Colleges Combine
ESTERN COLLEGE OF RA0, San Francisco, has purchased
i equipment and rights to the
lifornia School of Radio tother with the long established
cine Radio School in that city,
le college, located at 731-35 Lara Street, has increased space to
ike room for the equipment, ac.'ding to John F. Kramer, owner,
'thur H. Halloran, well known
cific Coast radio teacher, has
pn added to the faculty in charge
mathematics of radio and tele; .ion classes. A correspondence
irse in theoretical work has been
ded.
.
f 1 Walter F. Schoeneck
I ALTER F. SHOENECK, known
radio as Uncle Bob Wilson, died
ig. 14 in Chicago after 14 years
Chicago stations. He started in
22 on KYW as bedtime story
der. His "Curb is the Limit"
lb number 900,000 juvenile memit's and he was a big factor in
omoting safety teaching.
(ROADCASTING

Hudson

Coal on NBC

HUDSON COAL Co., Scranton,
Pa. (cone cleaned anthracite), former spot user on a small scale,
will sponsor a half-hour NBC program starting Sept. 20 on a split
network of 11 stations, Sundays,
2-2:30 p. m. On the program will
be the Landt Trio & White, and
Col. Jim Healey, commentator, as
well as guest user. Stations will be
WEAF, WNAC, WTIC, WJAR,
WTAG, WCSH, KYW, WFBR,
WGY, WBEN, WWJ. Others may
be added as the campaign progresses. The contract is for 26
weeks. Leighton & Nelson Inc.,
Schenectady, is agency.
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE
VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.
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one

upvt

STYMIED
KAN

Io/l
S

A

S

KFH will help you sink that sales putt in Kansas
KFH has a hold on the Southern Kansas and NorthOklahoma for
audience
that's why it's the ideal
radioernmedium
your products
Include KFH in your next campaign It can and will
increase your sales and distribution in this prosperous ready-to-buy area
CBS
Member

WICHITA

KFH

September

Representatives
EDWARD
PETRY & CO.
KAN

J, 1936
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Palm

Beach

Station

TRANSCRIPTIONS

FLORIDA'S newest broadcasting
station, WJNO, West Palm Beach,
is now operating full time with
100 watts on 1200 kc, with a composite transmitter and vertical
radiator installed by H. B. Green.
George A. Hazlewood, formerly
with the radio interference department of the City of Jacksonville,
is secretary and general manager
of Hazlewood Inc., licensees, with
State Senator John R. Beacham as
president. Mr. Hazlewood announces the following staff appointments: Billy Wells, program director; Russell Bennett, chief operator; F. G. Carrol and Jack Gould,
assistant operators.

7

out

transcription acADDITIONAL
counts placed on various stations are
reported as follows by National Advertising Records, these being supplemental to the lists carried in previous
issues of Broadcasting:
Pure Oil Co., Chicago (Yale tires)
Julep Tobacco
Co., Boston (Julep
cigarettes)
Sand Springs Corp., Williamstown,
Mass. (ginger ale)
Chamberlain Laboratories, Des Moines
(hand lotion )
Tattoo,
Inc., Chicago (Tattoo Cream
Mascara)
Lyko
Medicine
Co., Kansas City
(Lykolene dental cream)
Foster-Milburn
Co.. Buffalo (Doan's
pills)
National Dairy Products Co., New
York
Pen-Jel Co., Kansas City (Pen-Jel
gelatin)
Samson-United Corp., Rochester, N.
Y. (elee. fans)
Nu-Enamel
Corp., Chicago (paints
& enamel )
Boston & Maine RR, Boston

of 10

Listeners
BUFFALO
tune

to

STATIONS
in

children's
RD RADIO'S
STANDA
series of dramatized
fables and
fairy
tales, Once Upon A Time is now
being offered as a department store
holiday promotion.
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH Co.,
Chicago, will record the Ace Williams transcription series designed for
broadcasting by local bakers. Contract
was let by W. E. Long Co., Chicago,
baker's service organization, which is
arranging a campaign in the United
States and Canada [ Broadcasting,
Aug. 15]. Five quarter-hour discs
weekly are planned.

WGR
or WKBW
between 5 and 7 P. M.
says Ross Federal
BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO
Represented by
FREE & SLEININGER

To reach the New
York market you must
consider the character
of its population.
*IN METROPOLITAN
THERE ARE MORE
JEWS
ITALIANS
GERMANS

YORK
THAN

RESIDE

1 ,765,000

PALESTINE

1 ,070,072

ROME
LEIPZIG

884,062

POLES

458,381
110,000

SPANIARDS

1#000 Watts

NEW

Day and

LWOW,

POLAND

CORDOVA,

Night

Effective

IN

SPAIN

Sept. 1

BROADCASTING

EUGENE
"THE 24-HOUR STATION"
A Member =f the Holland Broadcaifinu SytTem

FAIRFAX 7M3

Full staff on foreign language production available

SPEAKS THE

\ OF YOUR

WAVE LENGTH. 2 rUrxfc
—
Plenty of FREQUENCY
No CONTROL — No MODULATION
Transmitter at PASSAVANT HOSPITAL until Further Notice
Original Specificationj — 3 lbs. — 15 ounces — 14 inches
LIVE TALENT ONLY

"BIRTH RATE CARD" — In the form of the usual rate card, ArthuJ
M. Holland, owner of the Malcolm-Howard Adv. Agency, Chicago, thudj
cleverly announced the recent birth of a son Eugene.
Another

in Panama

THE Republic of Panama, with
two broadcasting stations in Colon
and two in Panama City, will
shortly have another shortwaver
at David in the Province of Chiriqui, recently licensed to operate
with 200 meters on 11,740 kc. Leo
Marchowsky heads the new company formed to operate ASIUL
AIRAM, as the station will be
"Mathe phrase
this inbeing
known,
ria Luisa"
reverse.
Equipment
has been ordered from the United
States. The station will operate as
a commercial broadcaster supported by advertising.
New Disc Firm
TRANSCRIPTIONS Inc., 56 W.
45th St., New York, has been
formed to produce and place radio
transcriptions. The firm will also
make instantaneous recordings.
Officers are: Chester H. Miller,
president; Merwin W. Jennings,
treasurer and sales manager;
Glenn H. Pickett, secretary; Wilfred M. Scherer, vice president.
Pickett, Scherer and Jennings formerly were officials of the Advertisers Recording Service Inc.. New
York, which sold out to Jean Grombach Inc., New York, last May.
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek,
Mich, (cereal), has signed with the
St. Louis Browns and the St. Louis
Cardinals baseball teams to broadcast all home games played by
these teams during the 1937 season. All programs will be broadcast over KMOX. N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., New York, placed the account.

WTOC
1,000 watts
1260 on your dial

"The

Page
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CBS

GEORGIA

only station serving

the 39 counties which comprise Coastal Georgia and
South Carolina with a prisignal."
THE mary
VOICE

A NEW

Program
ANNDirector
HOLLAND
General Manager
ARTHUR M. HOLLAND
Technical Advisor
DR. JAS. H. BLOOMFIELD

BusinessAdvertising
Offico: Agency
Malcolm-Howard
20 E. JACKSON SLVD.
Chicago, Mi.

PROSPECT

LANGUAGE

APPROACH

TO

• September

THE

NEW

I, 1936

YORK

MARKET

BIRTH RATE CARD No. I
IsiueH August !, 1936
EFFECTIVE 1:08 A. M.

—

Lung POWER

SAVANNAH,
*WBNX broadcasts in
these and other languages

STATION

Chicago AVE.
6851 CRANDON

COASTAL

OF

THE

EMPIRE

RADIO

ADVERTISERS]

ANTHRACITE INDUSTRIES Inc.)
New York (cooperative coal associa
tion) has appointed the Simpers Co.
Philadelphia, to handle its advertis
ing. It is understood the agency wil
office to handle thi
a NewA York
open
account.
radio campaign is cod
templated.
ROSICRUCIAN ORDER, San Josi
Cal., (international fraternal organ
zation), will resume radio advertis
Ad>
ing through RichardandJorgensen
on Sept. 1
that city,
Agency,a 13-week
starts
spot series on KN5
Los Angeles.

INTERNATIONAL MATE Co. Inc;
Mears Ad'
has named
York, York,
New New
Inc.,
as its agency.
PERFECT MFG. Co., Cincinnati,
placing radio advertising throug
Frederick W. Ziv Inc., Cincinnati.
J. W. MARROW Co., Chicago (Ma
O-Oil shampoo) has named Baggale
Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chicago, fo
merly
agency. Sellers Service Inc., as i
PADILLA POINT OYSTER Ct
Seattle (Bailey's Oyster Soup), hi
appointed the Northwest Radio Ad
Co., that city, to direct its adverti
ing, and expects to use spot announc
ments in a general list of select"
markets.
C. H. BAKER Co., San Francis
(shoes), has appointed Sidney Gs
finkel Adv. Agency, that city, to fl
reet its Northern California advert
ing, and is considering radio alo;j
with other media.
ALASKA PACIFIC SALMON Cor
Seattle (Peter Pan & Icy Poij
Brands canned salmon), will have
new advertising appropriation in C
tober and plans to continue si
broadcasting on daily participati
programs.
J. William Sheets, Se;
tie, is the agency.
NEWS-WEEK
Inc.. New Yc
(magazine)
has
named
Fulleias I
Smith & Ross Inc., New York,
agency.
NATIONAL
LABORATOR
Chicago
(Nuga-Tone)
has be
charged
by the Federal Tra|
Commission
with
making
fa j
claims for its product, descrit
as
dangerous in the hands of I|
users.
Roosevelt v. Landon
Yale v. Harvard
Lewis v. Green
NEWS

is your best bet this fall.:

TRANSRADIO

BROADCASTING
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YO HO TO YARMOUTH— International Radio Clubers are these folk
Assembled at Yarmouth, N. S., for the seventh annual convention Aug.
24-28. They are, front row left to right: Rosaline Greene (Mary Lou) ;
Sylvia Isenburg, WIL, St. Louis, "Queen of the Radio Party"; Peggy
Tooke. Back row left to right: Mayor J. M. Walker of Yarmouth; Jack
J Rice, president International Radio Club; Gene O'Fallon, KFEL-KVOD,
Denver; F. C. Sowell, WLAC, Nashville; Joe Ries, WLW, Cincinnati;
Gorman Reed, WPG, Atlantic City; Maj. W. Borrett, CHNS, Halifax,
NT. S.
A party of 34 delegates and their wives, including a dozen broadcasters, congregated at Yarmouth for the convention. Civic and provincial
lignitaries were at the dock to greet the radio pilgrimage from the
Jnited States. The party was feted by the Rotary and Kiwanis Clubs
lpon arrival. The program of entertainment included a trip to Halifax,
una fishing, visits to Canadian stations and other entertainment.
In addition to those identified in the photograph, others attending the
invention included George Davis, Western Electric Co.; A. J. Eaves,
Graybar Electric Co.; George Malcolm-Smith, WTIC, Hartford; E. Dougas Hibbs, WTEL, Philadelphia, and Mrs. Hibbs; Nels Cocker and Dougas Hibbs Jr., WTEL; Sam J. Gellard, WLTH, Brooklyn, and Mrs. Gel^.rd; Marie Campbell and Bertha Opsomer, WBCM, Bay City, Mich.;
Clarence W. Hayes, WHBC, Canton, O., Mrs. Hayes and Clarence Jr.;
?. R. Wilson, KGFI, Corpus Christi, Tex.; J. P. Mitchell and Fannie
jouis Mitchell, WRGA, Rome, Ga.; Mrs. O'Fallon, Mrs. Rice, Joe Rice.
Ann Arbor Applicant
READING the group of promilent citizens of Ann Arbor, home
!>f the University of Michigan,
eeking a new broadcasting station
jhere, Waldo Abbot, of the University's faculty who is also colli |ege radio director, on Aug. 20 sub, "flitted a new application to the
>x i^CC asking for 1,000 watts on the
xperimental "high - fidelity" fre|uency of 1550 kc. Among others
JUn the group backing the proposed
tation is Fielding H. Yost, fanous Michigan football coach.
5 Million

Regional

Lutherans

for Capital

W(iH
Gives Live Local Representation
In Three Prosperous Cities
With Studios and Offices
NORFOLK — PORTSMOUTH
—NEWPORT NEWS

BROADCASTING

advertising'
Cordially invites you

Liberty Adds WMCA
MACFADDEN
PUBLICATIONS
Inc., New York (Liberty magazine), has added WMCA, New
York, to the Liberty magazine Bernarr Macfadden series scheduled
for the four basic Mutual network
stations, beginning Aug. 25, Tuesdays, 10-10:15 p. m. WOR will
pipe the program to WMCA from
its New York studios. WMCA will
not broadcast the program on Sept.
8 due to previous commitments,
but will carry all the other talks.
Lennen & Mitchell Inc., New York,
is agency.

to utilise the facilities
of its newly

NEW

established

YORK

OFFICE

1270 Sixth Avenue
Rockefeller

Center

COlumbia

THE ONLY NBC BLUE NETWORK STATION
Vetwe&ivST. LOUIS emit DENVER

Hookup

LUTHERAN'S
LAYMAN
LEAGUE, St. Louis, which last
year used
specialstations,
commercial
network of aeight
through
Mutual Network has arranged a
hookup of 13 stations starting Oct.
4 for its Sunday religious programs, expected to run 26 weeks.
Originating at the Evangelical
Lutheran Synod's own station in
St. Louis, KFUO, which will not
be part of the network, the program will be heard from 1-1:30
p. m. on WLW, CKLW, WBAL,
WRVA, WGR, WAAB, WEAN,
WCAE, WGAR, WICC, WTHT,
WJJD and WSM, though on WSM
the 28-day option of NBC on that
period could cause a cancellation
if NBC sold the time. Kelly &
Stuhlman Inc., St. Louis, handles
the account.

Rescinded, Argument Set
RESCINDING its July 22 action
granting WOL, Washington, a
shift of frequency to 1230 kc. and
increase in power to 1,000 watts,
the FCC Broadcast Division has
ordered oral arguments by the
applicant and protesting parties
before it Sept. 10. Opposing the
change in the Washington station's status from local to regional,
which presumably would enable it
to join the Mutual Network, are
WRC and WMAL, NBC stations
in Washington; WFBM, Indianapolis, now on 1230 kc; WCAE,
Pittsburgh, now on 1220 kc; Monocacy Broadcasting Co., holding a
construction permit for a new
daytime regional station on the
outskirts of Washington now in
litigation, and Continental Radio
Co. (Scripps-Howard), applicant
for a new Washington station. The
FCC had granted the WOL shift,
ordering a directional antenna, in
reversing the adverse recommendation of Examiner Dalberg, arousing legal complications and immediate objections on economic and
technical grounds.

in Taxes

* REFLECTING the increasing sales
(f radio receivers, the U. S. Inter5 ||al Revenue Bureau, which collects
i 5% excise tax on all radio and
Ponograph apparatus, reports
hat Federal tax collections on
[hese items for the fiscal year
935-36, ended June 30, amounted
3 $5,075,270, an increase of 40%
ver the preceding fiscal year,
'hese taxes do not include large
dditional Federal excises on autolobile radios and accessories.

Buy

Whenever

WIL

we

5-3815

can

he of Service

|The Pioneer Commercial
Station In St.Louis

FIRST

in St

Louis

to install a vertical
radiator.

Norman

R. Goldman

Howard

formerly Sales Promotion
Director, WLS,* Ad
Chicago
vertising

J. London

two years with
Broadcasting, New York
Editorial
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Business

The

Current

News

About

Representatives

and

STATION
ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WOW, Omaha
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 5
weekly sa. thru Biow Co. Inc.,
N. Y.
Graef-Cowen Corp., Allentown, Pa.
(Earoxon fly ribbon), 9 sa, thru
John L. Butler Co., Philadelphia.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 156 ta, thru Street & Finney
Inc., N. Y.
Chr.
Laboratory,
Falls,Hansen"s
N. Y. (Junket),
26 so,Little
thru
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Falstaff Brewing Corp., St. Louis, 6
weekly sa, thru Gardner Adv. Co.,
St. Louis.
Ford Motor Co., Detroit, 26 t, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Lifebuoy), 39 i, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc.. Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka- Seltzer). 3 weekly t,
thru Wade Adv. Agencv. Chicago.
Moffat Coal Co., Denver. 26 sa, thru
Woolley & Hunter Inc., Denver.
Procter & Gamble Co.. Cincinnati
(white naphtha), 65 ta, thru
Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Drene), 52 t. thru H. W. Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc.. Chicago.
Reid-Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch food). 6 weekly sa, thru Rogers & Smith. Chicago.
Servel Inc., New York (Electrolux
refrigerator), 26 t. thru Batten,
Barton. Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
Webster-Eisenlohr Inc., New York
(Tom Moore cigars). 312 sa. thru
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, 36 ta.
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc., Chicago.
WBZ-WBZA,

of

Accounts,
Apparatus;

Broadcasting

Pending
Notes

Schedules,

from

WBT, Charlotte
Atlantic Ice & Coal Co., Atlanta
(beer) 7Inc.,
weekly
sa, thru RawsonMorrill
Atlanta.
Kellogg Sales Co., Battle Creek
(cereal), 6 weekly so, thru Advertising Inc., Richmond.
Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati, 3 weekly ta, thru DeGarmo Corp., N. Y.
Best Foods Inc., New York (Nucoa),
7 weekly sa, thru Benton & Bowles
Inc.. N. Y.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), 4 baseball, thru Knox
Reeves Adv. Inc., Minneapolis.
Hamilton Carhartt Cotton Mills Inc.,
Atlanta, 6 weekly sa, thru E. R.
Partridge Co., Atlanta.
WNAC, Boston
Durkee-Mower
Inc.,
Lynn, Mass.
(marshmallow fluff), 26 sp, thru
Harry M. Frost Co.. Boston.
Tide Water Oil Co., New York (Tydol). 6 weekly sp. thru Lennen &
Mitchell Inc.. N. Y.
Murine Co., Chicago (eye wash). 26
so, thru Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc.,
Chicago.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City (Palmolive soap), 5 weekly
sp, thru Benton & Bowles Inc.,
N. Y.
C. F. Mueller Co., Jersey City (macaroni), 65 so. thru E. W. Hellwig
Co., N. Y.
KMOX, St. Louis
Missouri Caverns, St. Louis, (diamond mines), 21 sa, direct.
Crowell Publishing Co., Philadelphia
(Woman's Home Companion), 52
sp,
direct.Packing Co. St. Louis, Mo.
American
(meats), 312 sp, direct.
Proctor & Gamble Co., Cincinnati.
5Hummert
weekly sp,
Blackett-SampleInc.,thru
Chicago.
For

the

Transcriptions,

Stations

WEEI, Boston
Boston-Worcester Street Railway,
Boston (bus line), 3 weekly sa,
thru Dickie-Raymond, Boston.
I. J. Fox Inc., Boston (furs), weekly
sp, 3 weekly sa, ta, thru Huber &
Creeden, Boston.
Scott Furriers, Boston (furs), weekly
t, thru Continental Adv. Agency.
Boston.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Lifebuov), 5 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan
N. Cambridge
Y.
Lever
Bros.Inc.,Co.,
(Spry),
6 weekly sa. thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co., E. Pittsburgh (refrigerators), 2 weekly t,
thru Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc.,
N. Y.
Associated Pharmacists of Massachusetts Inc., Salem (Chaulmex salve).
3 weekly so, thru C. Brewer Smith
Adv. Agency, Boston.
WGN,

Chicago

Sawyer Biscuit Co., Chicago (crackers, cookies) 312 sp, thru NeisserMeyerhoff Inc., Chicago.
Grove Laboratories Inc., St. Louis
( Bromo-Quinine) , 104 sp, beginning
Sept. 28, thru Staek-Goble Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Chicago-Milwaukee Steamship Line.
Chicago, 9 sp, thru Me.Junkin Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
KFRC, San Francisco
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, la.
(Red Heart dog food), 3 weekly sp,
thru Henri, Hurst
& McDonald
Inc., Chicago.
E. R. Squibb & Son. New York (drug
products), 2 weekly t. thru Geyer.
Cornell & Newell Inc., N. Y.

Politicians — Always

at Proper

Distance

Boston- Springfield

Julep Tobacco Co., Boston (mint cig3weekly
sa, thru O'Dea,
Sheldon &aret es),Co.,
N. Y.
Hudson Coal Co., Scranton, 2 weekly
t, thru Leighton & Nelson, Schenectady.
Sun-Rayed Co., Frankfort, Ind. (tomato juice), 2 weekly sp, thru
Chambers & Wiswell, Boston.
Boston & Maine Railroad, Boston, 6
weekly sa. 6 weekly ta, thru Doremus & Co. Inc., Boston.
Plymouth Rock Gelatine Co.. Boston,
2 weekly sa, thru John W. Queen.
Boston.
W. F. Straub & Co., Chicago (Lake
Shore honey), 2 weekly sa. thru
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.. Chicago.
Daggett Chocolate Co., Cambridge
(candy), 6 weekly t. thru Harry
M. Frost Co. Inc., Boston.
WLS, Chicago
Armand Co., Des Moines (cosmetics),
156 t, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Acme Mfg. Co., Forest Park, 111.
(feed), 312 sa, thru K. E. Shepard
Adv. Co., Chicago.
Drums Inc., Detroit (dry cleaner), 2
weekly so, thru C. C. Winningham
Inc., Detroit.
Reliance Mfg. Co., Chicago (Big
Yank shirts), 3 sp, thru MitchellFaust Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Silberman-Becker Corp. (Sears, Roebuck & Co.), Chicago (raw fur
marketing service), 22 so, thru
Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago.
Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland. 63 so, thru Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
Page
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WOR, Newark
Sherwin-W illiams Co., Newark
(paint), 2 weekly sa, thru T. J.
Maloney Inc., X. Y.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Newark (retail ,) 2 weekly sp, direct.
S. C. Johnson & Son Inc., Racine
(wax), weekly sp, thru Needham,
Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago.
Lever Bros Co., Cambridge, 3 weekly
sp, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Drene), weekly t, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
WOL, Washington
Stanback Medicine Co., Salisbury,
direct.
N. C. (proprietary), 7 weekly so,
Gunther Brewing Co., Baltimore, 5
weekly sa, 12 weekly sp, thru I. A.
Goldman & Co., Baltimore.
Webster-Eisenlohr Inc., New York
(Henrietta, Girard cigars), 18
weekly sa, thru N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., N. Y.
Wilbert Products Co., New York (XoRub polish ) , weekly sp, direct.
Gordshell Chemical Co., Baltimore
(salve),
2 weekly
sa, thru Reibetanz
& Co.
Inc., Baltimore.
WAAB, Boston
Boston. Worcester & York Street
Railroad Co.. Boston, 3 weekly so,
thru Charles W. Hoyt, Boston.
General Household Utilities, Chicago (Grunow radios), 36 sa, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.. X. Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City (Palmolive soap), 10 so. thru
Benton & Bowles Inc.. X. Y.
WSB, Atlanta
Zenith Radio Corp.. Chicago (receivers), 6 ta, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Texas Centennial Exposition Committee. Dallas. 52 so. thru TracyLocke-Dawson Inc., Dallas.
Best Foods Inc.. Xew York (Xucoa).
6 weekly so, thru Benton & Bowles
Inc., X. Y.
WIP, Philadelphia
Best Foods Inc.. Xew York (Xucoa),
6 weekly so, thru Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
Crowell Pub. Co., New York (Woman's Some Companion ) , sp. every
fourth Tuesday, thru Geyer, Cornell
& Newell Inc., N. Y.
George D. Wetherill Co., Philadelphia
(paint), daily so, direct.
WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Fla.
Southern
Brewing
Co., Tampa, 7
weekly sp, direct.
Borg-Warner
Corp., Milwaukee
(Norge refrigerator), 3 daily sa.
thru
kee. Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwau-.
Seybold Baking Co., Atlanta (bread).
6 weekly so, thru Freitag Adv
Agency Inc., Atlanta.
KSFO, San Francisco
Currier's Tablets Inc., Los Angeles,
(proprietary), Inc.,
weeklyLost, Angeles.
thru Hix
son-O'Donnell
Pacific Steamship Lines. Seatth
(transportation). 7 weekly so, thri
Howard J. Rvan & Associates Inc.
Seattle.
KJBS, San Francisco
Paramount Distributing Co., Sai
Francisco ( Celovision permanen
wave), weekly t, thru Dake Adv
Agency Inc.. San Francisco.
KGO, San Francisco
Duff -Norton Mfg. Co., Pittsburg! I
(Duff-Norton Jacks), 2 weekly ta\
thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh I
KOA, Denver
Cardinet Candy Co.. Oakland (candy) [
weekly t, thru Tomaschke - Elliot
Inc., Oakland.
KRE, Berkeley, Cal.

From Niagara Falls Gazette
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GallenKamp Stores Co.. San Frar
cisco (shoes), weekly sp, direct. J
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
[AH times EDSTunless otherwise specified)
New Business
HUDSON COAL Co., Scranton, Pa.
( cone cleaned anthracite) on Sept.
20 starts Landt Trio & White and
Col. Jim Healey on 11 NBC split stations. Sun., 2-2 :30 p. m. Agency :
. Leighton & Nelson, Schenectady, N. T.
CRAZY WATER HOTEL Co., Mineral Wells, Tex. (Crazy Water Hotel
& Crazy Water Fizz) on Sept. 2
starts Inquiring Reporter on 11 MBS
stations (W O R. W S A I, W G R.
CKLW, WFIL, WSM, W C A E,
WGAR, WAAB. WRVA, WBAL),
. \Ion., Wed., Fri., 1-1 :15 p. m. Agency :
Luckey Bowman Inc., N. T.
PENN TOBACCO
Co., Wilkes;jjBarre, Pa. (Kentucky Club tobacco,
'Kentucky Winners cigarettes), on
sApril 19, 1937 starts 144 quarter|hour baseball resumes on 8 Yankee
.stations, daily except Sunday. Agency ;
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
PET MILK SALES Corp., St. Louis
'(canned milk) on Oct. 3 starts Gus
Haenschen's Orchestra on 55 CBS
stations, Saturdays, 9 :30-10 p. m.
Agency : Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
ip. J. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh
(canned food) on Sept. 2 starts The
Magazine of the Air, on 58 CBS
^stations Mon., Wed., Fri., 11-11 :30
p. m., with repeat at 3-3 :30 p. m.
jAgeney : Maxon Inc., Detroit.
'LUTHERAN
LAYMEN'S
LEAGUE,
(St. Louis (religious)
on Oct.
4 starts
Lutheran Hour on 13 MBS stations
(WLW. CKLW, WBAL, WRVA,
WGR, WAAB. WEAN, W C A E,
WGAR, WICC, WTHT, WJJD,
WSM), Sun., 1-1:30 p. m. Agency:
Kelly & Stuhlman Inc., St. Louis.
P. FENDRICH Inc., Evansville,
Ind. (Charles Denby cigar) on Sept.
27 starts Smoke Dreams on 5 MBS
stations (WLW, W G N, CKLW,
WGAR, WSM), Sun., 1:30-2 p. m.
Agency:
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
X.
Y.

'ALBERS BROS. MILLING Co., Seattle (cereal), on Sept. 29 starts for
13 weeks new program on 5 NBCKPO Pacific Red stations, Tues.,
3:30-10:00 P. M. (PST). Agency:
Erwin Wasey & Co., Seattle.
CALIFORNIA RECREATION &
CONSERVATION COUNCIL, Los
Angeles (political), on Oct. 13 starts
16 programs of political talks on 2
N'BC-KPO Pacific Red and 3 NBCKGO Pacific Blue stations (schedule
aot arranged). Agency: Ray Davidson Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
ASSOCIATED OIL Co. of Cal., San
Francisco (gas & oil) on Sept. 26
starts for 13 weeks Associated Footr- 'ball on NBC-Pacific Red and Blue
stations (schedules not arranged).
Agency: Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Co.,
Akron (tires & tubes) on Sept. 2
starts Literary Digest Presidential
Poll on 60 NBC-Blue network stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 7 :15 - 7 :30
p. m., repeat 7 :45 - 8 p. m., repeat
11 :15 - 11 :30 p. m. Agency : Arthur
Kudner Inc., N. Y.
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (proprietary) on Sept. 28 starts
program on three Mutual stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 2 :30-2 :45 p. m. Agency : Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
N. Y.
LUDEN'S Inc., Reading, Pa. (cough
drops) on Nov. 10 starts Jimmie
Fidler on NBC-Red network, Thursdays, 10 :30-10 :45 p. m. Agency : J.
M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE, New York on Aug. 28
sponsored Senator Joe Robinson on
48 CBS stations, 10:45-11 p. m.,
keyed from Little Rock, Ark. thru
Loomis & Hall Inc., Miami ; on Sept.
14 sponsors Secretary Ickes on 7 CBS
stations, 8-8:30 p. m. (MST), thru
U. S. Adv. Corp., N. Y.
PENN TOBACCO Co., WilkesBarre (Kentucky Club Tobacco, Kentucky Winners Cigarettes), on Oct. 1
starts 165 participations in Yankee
Network Neics Service, on 10 Yankee
stations, Mon. thru Sat. evenings.
Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
N. Y.
TIDE WATER OIL SALES Corp.,
New York (Tydol, Veedol), on Oct. 1
starts 30 programs, Thurs., Fri., Sat.,
6 :30-6 :45 p. m., on 12 Yankee stations;Thurs.. Eddie Casey's Football
Neivs ; Fri., Eddie Casey's Predictions
Casey's :
Eddie Agency
; Sat.,
Football
Resumes
& Scores.
of Big Games
Lennen & Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
JOHN MORRELL & Co., Ottumwa,
la. (Red Heart dog food), on Sept.
29 starts 56 participations in Yankee
Network News Service on 10 Yankee
stations, Tues., Thurs. evenings.
Agency : Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Inc., Chicago.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
New York (Palmolive Soap), on Aug.
17 started 10 participations in Yankee Network News Service, on 11
Yankee stations twice daily for five
days. Agency : Benton & Bowles Inc.,
N. Y.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
New York (Palmolive Soap), on Aug.
24, started 15 participations in Yankee
Network News Service, thrice weekly,
on 11 Yankee stations. Agency : Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
DAWSON'S BREWERY Inc., New
Bedford, Mass. (Dawson's Ale), on
Sept. 28 starts 156 participations in
Yankee Network News Service, Mon.,
Wed., Fri., on 11 Yankee stations.
Agency : Dowd & Ostreicher, Boston.
WEBSTER CIGAR Co., Philadelphia
(Girard Cigars), on Sept. 27 starts
20 participations in Yankee Network
News Service, Sat., Sun., on 9 Yankee stations. Agency : N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., N. Y.

Renewal Accounts
MENNEN Co., Newark (shaving
cream), on Sept. 20 starts Famous
■Jury Trials on 4 Mutual stations,
Mon., 10-10 :45 p. m. Agency : H. M.
Kiesewetter Adv. Agency, N. Y.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden, N.
J. (soup) on Sept. 30 renews Burns
& Allen on 60 CBS stations, Wed. 88 :30 p. m. Agency : F. Wallis Armstrong Co., Philadelphia.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden, N.
J. (tomato juice) on Oct. 2 renews
Hollywood Hotel on 76 CBS stations,
Fri., 9-10 p. m. Agency : F. Wallis
Armstrong Co., Philadelphia.
DURKEE FAMOUS FOODS Inc.,
Berkeley, Cal. (mayonnaise) on Sept.
1 renews for 13 weeks Good Morning
Neighbor on 12 CBS-Don Lee network stations, Tues., Fri., 10 :1510:30 a. m. (PST). Agency: Botsford, Constantine & Gardner Inc.,
Sau Francisco.

NOR
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STAR

SCRIPTS!

OUR first program went on the air June 29. Twenty-two
local and regional stations now are profitably broadcasting them.
The fact that this number of stations has seen the value of
Star Programs proves the soundness of our service and the
ideas behind it.
Daily rates are low
Scripts for one-man live production
"Star Chains" will put you on the map!
"Hitch Your Station to a Star"
STAR RADIO
PROGRAMS
250 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK
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HORLICK MALTED MILK Corp.,
Racine, Wis. (malted milk), on Aug.
31 renewed for 52 weeks hum & Abner on 13 NBC-Blue stations, Mondays through Fridays, 7 :30-7 :45 p. m.
with repeat, except Thursdays, 11 :15
p. m. Agency : Lord & Thomas, Chicago.

SUCCESSFUL

YOU

*BULLSEYE*

STANDARD OIL Co. of Cal., San
Francisco (gas & oil), on Oct. 1 renews for 52 weeks Standard Symphony Hour on 5 NBC-KPO Pacific
Red stations, Thurs., 8:15-9:15 p. m.
McCann-Erickson
(PST).
Inc.,
San Agency:
Francisco.
STANDARD OIL Co. of Cal., San
Francisco (gas & oil), on Oct. 15
renews for 27 weeks Standard School
Broadcast on 6 NBC-KPO Pacific
Red
switches
to April
6 NBCKGO stations
Pacific ;Blue
stations,
29,
1937; Thurs., 11-11:45 a. m. (PST).
Agency,
Francisco.McCann - Erickson Inc., San
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"Repetition

is

puta
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of
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hundreds
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represented

by
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Department
Stores, Utilities and
Banks
page li)
ion 9«ia-oa^ (Continued from
i w»in:»-*<j*».-»er*fn?jn o mtftiutt T^4IVi fkmii ISA}
and sell them the idea of advertiswater heater! Buy an electric ironer! Electricity is a cheap servant!
ing small loans for house renovaLet the utility sell their comtion. Small loans represent a fairly
good
investment for a bank, and
pany,
justthey
anybody's
the majority of banks today are
tricitynotbecause
have a elecmomore anxious to lend money than
nopoly. Sooner or later that mosolicit deposits.
nopoly is going to dwindle in the
face of ambitious politicians. Get
, Every bank likes to think it is
them thinking, because when they
part of the life of the city in
which it does business. If you can
think about what you say, you're
the baby they are going to think
figure out a good community servabout in connection with their
ice type of program (always watch
thinking. Every company of this
for the reaction first, however)
you've
got a ofhead
We found
type has felt the lash of radio's
a program
the start.
following
type
widespread influence. They've
heard fellows like Father Coughclicked immediately. We went into
lin and they'd like to do something
about it. The best thing to use, is the bank and asked them the following question: "What are you
the
weapon that has hurt most —
going to do about the young folks
the radio.
graduating from Binghamton High
Electric companies use a lot of
This led to conversation, and
newspaper space advertising appliances, intheir load-building job.
the
apparent
birth say
of
The average electric company
an idea.
Why spontaneous
not a program,
would like to get out of the appli15School?"
minutes, three times a week, devoting about three minutes each to
ance business. I don't think many
of them make money on those deyoungsters who would go on the
partments. They stay in it in most
air and state their qualifications,
cases just to keep local appliance
what they would like to do, and
dealer on his toes. They try to
why
they would like to do it. Tie
adopt the position that they are
each utes
program
off by
withthea personnel
few minnot in competition even to the
conversation
point of including in their ads the
official of a local institution giving
phrase "these can be obtained at
his views on what he expects from
the Blah-Blah Electric Co. or your
a youngster who approaches him.
Swell idea. It might get quite a few
local
dealer".
Yet they continue to throw apjobs
for quite a few of our future
pliance ads in the paper. I for one
city pillars, and it's a good chance^
don't think these ads represent a
that part of the first envelope will1'
good advertising investment. The
go into a savings or special interreason for them? Well, draw your
est account in the bank.
When banks do something, they
own conclusions. Spend some time
with your local electric company.
like to do the best possible job. If J
Discuss their problems with them.
they use a program, they want the
They have many, I assure you.
best lessprogram
on theMake
air, up
regardAfter you get the picture, work
of the network.
youni
out some idea for selling the commind
that
any
music
you've
got
pany, not the electricity, but the
isn't as good as they can hear on
company, and then go in and tell
the big time. Make up your mind'
them
why. You'll
that any program you can put towell spent,
becausefindif your
they time
go,
gether isn't going to have the same
they're consistent.
care, production and talent that
you can hear on the chains. But
BANKS
. . . you can't get your neighbor's
"ou can't
over CBS,
a chancea local
boys about
talk
program
ovei
NBC,
the
bank
cannot
perform
an>
BANKERS are funny fellows to
service to its community througr.
sell. You can be resigned to this
fact that whatever you submit
Mutual.
ice idea. So, make it a local servthey are going to look for the
things that can do harm in the
MILLS ARTISTS Inc., artist man
proposition before they consider
agers
who
recently reorganizec
how much good it can do. That's
their radio department under Irvthe average banker's mind. Looking Mills, president, announces itrl
ing for the reaction rather than
first placement of talent as thn
the action.
signing of Milton Berle, comedian
Where is he goinsr to shoot?
for the Gillette Community Sinn
Don't let him get too dignified. The
program starting on CBS Sept. &\
very classical type of program is
going to appeal to the type of person who is well past the age of
forming their banking habits. They
have a bank that they have dealt
with for years, or they just couldn't
change. The younger person should
be their target. Just getting married; just going into business; just
got a job with a little to save; just
about to furnish a home and needing a little money. These people
Cut yourself a Slice
are the bank's customers of tomorof America's Richest Empire i
row. Sell them on the perpetuation of their institution. Watch for
Texas is a wealthy empire and
East Texas is a delicious hunk j
appropriate times, in the spring,
of that cake. You can enjoy
a part of its wealth by telling
"A" CUT CRYSTALS
your story to this commonwealth !
through
Send for
our j
(Approved by FCC)
"Story". KFRO.
It's interesting
!
With mounting
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Abe Lyman Starts Action
Against WGES, Chicago,

\GENCIES
AND
EPRESENTATI VES
OX STILL,
former
manager of
ampbell-Ewald Co.. Los Angeles ofce, has. been placed in charge of -the
lewly-created public relations departnent of General Motors Corp., in Filancjal Center Bldg., San Francisco.
Activities of his office embrace all the
jrineipai1 cities of the Pacific Coast
. '-i^fevpn Arnett, who managed
he Portland office of Campbell-Ewald
. has. been transferred to Los? An. s to take the post vacated by Still.
P. W. Byrne, publicity director for
:ke agency in Los Angeles, has been
aansfer'red to Portland as manager
that* office.- a Dsaru/oans 2fiw jnsn:
iV ALTER A, WADE, of Wade Adv.
Agency. -Chicago, saileif SoW^tke S.
'ki-ngton top IrfMon? 'Aug. 2&- He
.vifl' meet- and confer with advertising
'xeeutiv.es and distributors ill-England
;ftndI.;i)lSer;9^uropean coun^jjesj-jjire• '•aratory to starting- sales and adver- ising campaigns abroad for Alka5elt?€rs including the; use of radio.
Mr. Wade will return on the
-engaria in late September.-^
;:pesearefc
|. S. MILLIKEN'.
the
department formerly
of Erwin.Witt
Wasey
<c Co.. Xew York, has been . named
nation relations man under Louis R.
Amis, radi*- director. Innes Harris,
:he
director
of publicity,manhas
uldedagency's
the ditties
of production
iger to his publicity work.
ELLA LEHR. known for several
rears as Ann Welcome, home economist of the San Fra-ncisco Call-Buletiii, and heard daily over XBC-KPO
n that capacity, has joined Botsford.
r<WBBtantine &, Gardner Inc.. that city.
i-ts copy writer and ^director of home
•••onomidte ff^jt
9llrv9 8
AUSTIN PETERSON, writer - producer at KFRC. San Francisco, for
nore than two years, resigned Aug.
15 to join the radio production staff
of Young & Rubicam Inc^. Los Angeles. He will assist in producing the
<FMotor
EMj'j B4atajr£
Packard
Co. will shoviF,i;
sponsorwhich
on the
X'BC
Red network starting Sept. S.
EVER ARB* MEADE, assistant radio
publicity director of Young & Rubicam Inc.. Xew- York, left Aug. 28 for
Hollywood to handle
publicity for
Jhe Fred Astaire-Backard- program
.vhich, starts Sept. 8 on XBC-Red.
HAROLD W. WADDELL has been
.aamed Tadio director of Stanley Kaye
Adv. Agency. Cleveland.
ROLAND MARTINI, of Gardner
-Adv. Agency. St. Louis, arrived in
Hollywood in late August to make
arrangements to change the Marion
.Taney program on XBC for Ralston- Purina ^Ry-Krisp)
from a quarterns on Friday nights- to a half-hour
5n Sundays. 5:00:5:3§p. m. (EDSTi
Wfecgye/ Sejft«:& Isohrsftsia ^ioY
SELLERS
SERVICE Inc.. Chicago
agency, has changed
its name to
iBaggaley.r Hor*oni & Hoyt Inc.. with
■ -'s-'une] remaining the. same. :t.
'MARK
'BUCdepar
KLEYtment
, former
in rd
the
advertising
of lyStanda
Oil Co.; San Francisco, has joined
Lord & Thomas, thai city, as account
nKfccitfayiefi sibsv -wo'i -io'i bso-dfi
HERBERT S. RICHLAXD. formerlv
miStt&r-^&mi^Wk KasTor & Son's
Adv.- Co. Inc.; New- York-Toffice. has
joined' Peck AdvsrAgency&Iiie.. New
York, as vice president.

JOB I
last 12 years identified with radio,
and recently^ head of his own .production agency, Arthur W. (Tiny)
Stowe on Aug. 15 became director
of the radio department of Hays
MacFarland & Co., Chieago agency. He started in radio as program
director and announcer of KRLD.
Dallas; went to the old Southwest
Broadcasting System as general
program director; to KSTP, St.
Paul, as continuity chief; to WSM,
Nashville, as production manager,
and to WLS, Chicago, as assistant
program director. He has created
and directed such successes as
Gold Medal Minstrels, Broadway
Cinderella
and Aladdin Hayloft

For Use of Recordings
ABE LYMAN, orchestra leader,
in conjunction with the National
Association of Performing Artists,
filed suit the week of Aug. 17 in
Chicago Supreme Court against
WGES. Chicago, to restrain the
station from broadcasting A&flayJman recordings. The plaintiff alleges the station has used his <feeardings without his- permission.
That: NAPA- -intends to file test
cases in various parts of the country, is evident. It is understood
that - suits will be started against
a -number of stations on the West
Coast in the near future. NAPA
is attempting to. establish a court
precedent that recording artists
have a property right in their recordings and that no station may
broadcast them without permission of the artist. It is expected
that if this contention is upheld by
the courts NAPA will charge a
fee for the rigrTEs" to "recordings
mad^^g'Jneabg
. Y"York
Two' cases' beTc-reartists.
the New
Supreme : Court have been postdates.
ease wasponedtoto later
be heard
Aug.W]SfE
29, W's
and
the WHN injunction proceedings
to be heard Sept. 2. Maurice
Speiser anitiiA.. v!WlSltej?l.§ocolow,
Mr. Speiser's associate, arecCoufi;selcfOgnM^BA-jB SB nvvorls si "cgso
ENTERING their eighth year under the sponsorship of Pepsodent,
Amos V Andy were the subjects
of speeches of tribute by Lenox R.
Lohr, NBC president and Walter
Huston, the actor, during their
Aug. 19 anniversary program.

Artists

Seek

to Restrain

KFWB's
Use of Records
IN THE FIRST attempt in the
West to halt legally the playing of
phonograph recordings by stations,
the American Society of Recording
Artist filed suit in Hollywood Aug.
20 to restrain KFWB from using
the recordings of its members. Also
joined was the Smiling Frankie
Gordon Clothing Co., KF\VB advertiser sponsoring a recorded
series.
The Society, unlike the National
Association of Performing Aitists,
which has filed several suits in the
East, seeks toof license
for
performance
records stations'
of its members in a manner comparable to
that of the music copyright groups.
The injunction papers- were signed
by Al Jolson, as president of
ASRA, who, incidentally, is under
contract for motion pictures to
Warner Bros., which owns KFWB.
The action was filed by Leonard
Meyberg, Hollywood attorney of
law firm of Hazard & Reina. No
damages were asked.
Pabst Baseball on WMCA
PREMIER-PABST SALES Corp.,
Chicago ( Pabst Blue Ribbon beer)
on Aug. 24 took over sponsorship
of Today's Baseball resumes on
WMCA," New York, previously
sponsored by Rival Shoes. Pabst
sponsors the program Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, 7-7 : 15 p. m.,
until the end of the World Series,
with Wynn Cooper dramatizing
home games. If no games are
scheduled for either of these teams
an important out-^)f-town game is
reenacted. Account placed by Morris-Schenker Roth Inc., Chicago.

WALTER HOLDEX. with Hays
MacFarland & Co., Chieago agency,
and later
withsales
Hanff-Metz'geF,
Chicago, and the
force of WJJD,
Chieago. has joined Craig & Hollktgberry, . Chicago, station' representajbi^^ejg ma boiVW sdT .-';r°&ii&m
EXPORT BROADCASTIXG SERVICE. 2S5 Madison Ave.. Xew York,
representing- foreign radio stations in
the American field and headed by A.
Alexander and F. A. Weitzel, has contracted to represent HP.5K. La Foe
de la Victor, at Colon, Panama.
A SECOND applicant for a new
station in Pittsfield, : Mass., seeking
250 watts daytime on 930 kc, is
Lawrence K. Miller, ; publisher of
the Berkshire Eagle,. Previously
Harold Thomas, operator of
WATR, . Waterbury, had applied
for a full time local there on
&810 keusiri sHj oj yah aid! no

HARRY W. CRULL. d irector of a
ntfmheT of national radio- programs
itid once active in the theatrical cir-les, has ..joined Peck Adv. Agenev.
New York.
!o qmeisnwo
arij m noiooow
1
2192 paid 25c each to see
WJBY BARN DANCE
c'iA
Sat. August 8

Positive Proof of Local Popularity
C'TT
WJBY, Gadsden. Ala.-
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Transamerican
Vice

Jaeger

Appoints

President

Direct

to

Chicago Office
ELECTION of
C. P. Jaeger as
vice president of
Transamerican
& Television
Corp., in charge
of the Chicago
office, was a n nounced Aug. 28
by John L. Clark,
company. SimulMr. Jaeger
president of the
taneously, Mr. Clark announced
that Frederic Stead, former member of the New York sales staff of
NBC, has joined the New York
offices.
Mr. Jaeger was
a partner in the
station represent a t i o n firm of
Eeiter & Jaeger,
of Chicago, which
firm was absorbed by Transamerican in July.
He entered the
radio fi e 1 d in
Mr. Stead
1935, after having been with the Chicago Tribune,
Archer King Inc., Mack & Klaner
Inc. and the Webb Publishing Co.
zMr. Stead entered radio three
years ago after 14 years in the
bond business in New York and
Cincinnati. In radio he has handled numerous national accounts,
both network and spot. With
Transamerican he will be contact
man with advertising agencies.

FINANCE

Woolley

SESSION

As

To Be Held in Auditorium of
WSMonScpt. 14
TO SELL financial advertisers radio advertising in a radio atmosphere, WSM, Nashville, will play
both landlord and entertainer to
the Financial Advertisers Association during its 21st annual convention in Nashville Sept. 14-17.
WSM's air-conditioned auditorium
studio will be used for the meetings, having a seating capacity of
500.
A production show for the convention will be staged and broadcast for the delegates, under the
direction of Ed. M. Kirby, sales
the Nationpromotio
al Life n& manager
Accident of
Insurance Co.,

owners of the station. The program will be designed to sell the
financial advertising men on the
value of radio as a medium serving their own peculiar needs.
New ABC Rate Card
AFFILIATED Broadcasting Co.,
the midwest network headed by
Samuel Insull, last month issued a
new rate card, which includes the
addition of WROK, Rockford, 111.,
and WGRC, New Albany, Ind., as
regular ABC outlets. WJJD, Chicago, is shown as an optional outlet, and WDGY, Minneapolis, is
deleted from the list of ABC affiliates. The change from daytime
to evening rates, formerly set at
5:30 p. m. (CST) has been moved
forward a half-hour to 6 p. m.
(CST).

WFBM CEREMONY— Taking part
in the tribute to Ken Ellington,
WFBM news commentator (center), were Myron Green, of the
local C. of C. (left) and Barry
Faris, head of International News
Service.
NEWSCAST

TRIBUTE

Indianapolis Press Takes Part
— In WFBM Ceremony

TYPICAL of the growing importance of news by radio was the tribute paid to WFBM, Indianapolis,
station's
the Aug.
Ken Ellington
and to commenta
tor. , On
news
15
2000th
his
d
Mr. Ellington celebrate
ce as news commentator
appearan
for
the station.
But not until the station began
of suitsortlearn
somethey
for did
to prepare
able celebration
just
how essential to their program
their news broadschedule
casts.were
There are three newspapers
in Indianapolis; a morning daily,
the Star, and two evening papers,
the News and the Times. On the
day of the 2000th broadcast each
paper sent a representative to
WFBM to take part in the celebration and each of the three daytime programs was dedicated to
one of the papers. From the Star
came B. F. Lawrence, general
manager. The News sent Stephen
C. Noland, its editor-in-chief. The
Times was represented by John W.
Thompson,
amusements and radio
editor.

Series

NATIONAL BELLAS HESS, Kansas City (mail order clothing) has
started a 26-week campaign on 20
midwestern and southwestern stations using programs varying from
one to 15 minutes, two to six times
weekly. Programs are linked for
the most part with current news.
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago,
has the account.
NBC

has signed Tommy Mills, former Rockne aide at Notre Dame,
as football commentator, startinff
his duties with Announcers Hal
Totten and Bill Stern covering the
All Stars-Detroit Lions pro game
Sept. 1.
• September

I, 1936

Manager

or
IVE
EFF
of the
formal
e inaugurathECT
tion of its new
million dollar studio and transmitter plant Sept. 16.
will be managed
Detroit
WWJ- the
~3r
Mr. Woolley
k.^L^P^
with
k „
Woolley,
nowC.
by
EastonNBC

Mail Order
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WWJ
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W
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Then, on his major broadcast at
10 that night, Mr. Ellington welcomed as his guests Myron Green,
commissioner for the Indianapolis
Chamber of Commerce, and Barry
Faris, head of the International
News Service, who had flown from
New York to take part.
WFBM received tributes from
all for its presentation of world
news. For its part, the station devoted a part of each news period
on this day to the history and
achievements of each paper represented and to the International
News
Service,
of which it is a subscriber.
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station relations department in
appointNew York. Mr. Woolley's
ment was announced by the Detroit
News, operator of the station, Aug.
27 simultaneously with disclosures
in New York that several changes
were being made in the NBC staff.
Mr. Woolley will bear the title
of station manager under William
J. Scripps, now acting manager,
and son of the president of the
newspaper company. Mr. Scripps
will have beneral supervision over
sting and
newspap
the
ve ers'
es, bearing
the
activitibroadca
shortwa
title of director of radio. No other
staff changes at WWJ are immediately contemplated, Harry Banial dias commerc
nister
d plant
may
the expande
rector, butcontinuing
lead to increased personnel later.
NBC Promotes Wailes
IN NEW YORK
it was announced
that LeeB.Wailes,
assistant to Hugh
M. Beville Jr.,
NBC chief
statis-8
tician, on Sept.
will be promoted
to assistant to
William S. Hedg-

Mr. Wailes
manownedes, general
and operated stations. John
ager of NBC's
H. Norton Jr., Mr. Hedge's present assistant, is shifted to the station relations staff under Reginald
M. Brophy. Other additions to the
station relations staff may be made
in view of Mr. Woolley's resignation and the vanacy created several months ago when Edwarc
Zimmerman left that staff to join
the Barton interests in Arkansas
Barry E. Rumple, head of the
NBC Chicago statistical department, will be transferred fron
New York Sept. 15 to become assistant to Mr. Beville, succeeding
Mr. Wailes. Carl Doty, of the Nev
York statistical staff, will b<
transferred to Chicago to take Mr
Rumple's place.
Mr. Woolley, a native of Lo;
Angeles, is a graduate of the Uni
versity of Utah and a postgradu
ate of Columbia and New Yorl
Universities. He has been witl
NBC since 1931, having liye(
abroad for four years after fin
ishins: his college work in 1925
Mr. Wailes, a graduate of North
western University, joined NBC ii
1931 after being in a bankinj
house in New York.
WATL
Partners Separate
DISSOLUTION of the partner
ship of S. A. Cisler and J. W
Woodruff in the ownership o
WATL, Atlanta 100-watter, wa
disclosed when the Atlanta Broad
casting Co. applied to the FCC fo
authority for voluntary assign
ment of Mr. Cisler's stock to Mi
Woodruff at an unrevealed figun
Mr. Woodruff also owns WGPC
Albanv, Ga., and is 50 % owner o
WRBL, Columbus, Ga.
J
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KGBX

SPRINGFIELD,

Joins

National

MO.

The

Broadcasting

Co*

Network

SEPTEMBER

1

*

As a member

of the NBC

cated in one of Missouri's
Network
During
be

used

program
daytime

Southwestern

chief markets,

to a large, established,
hours,

KWTO,

5,000

in lieu of, or jointly with,

Croup,

KCBX,

lo-

will deliver your NBC
able-to-buy,

watt

audience.

sister station,

KCBX

by NBC

can

Network

advertisers.

KGBX- KWTO
''Missouri

affiliated

Triangle"

cludes KCMO, Kansas
souri, and WTMV,

with

which

LESTER
Executive

Watts

1230

Kc.

E. COX
#
Manager
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in-

City, Mis-

East St. Louis.

KGBX
500

the

KWTO
5000

Watts

560

RALPH FOSTER
^
General Manager

Kc.

ARTHUR
JOHNSON
Business Manager
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Auto Radio Ban Opposed
AN ORDINANCE introduced in
Milwaukee city council to prohibit
auto radios brought opposition
from Milwaukee dealers and the
Radio Manufacturers Association,
resulting in postponement until
October. If revived or reintroduced
it will meet further opposition. The
ordinance would make operation
(not installation) of radio sets in
cars a misdemeanor, with fine of
$1 to $25, and also would forbid
PA systems on vehicles. The ordinance was backed by the Milwaukee police department.

C°VerS

NBC FALL PREMIERES
(Continued from page 7)

Good Night
AN INTERNATIONAL signoff in six languages has been
devised for KFI, Los Angeles, by Harrison Holliway,
Because the stamanager.
tion receives so much mail
from foreign countries —
especially Europe and Japan,
but even as far away as
South Africa — Holliway decided to internationalize the
midnight signoff. Accordingly Chief Announcer Tom
Hanlon and staff are busily
engaged in learning how to
say
"good Italian,
night" inSpanish,
French,
German,
Russian and Japanese.

the<&

^
Island s -{tV"*
like the
w a te r s

RMA at FCC Hearing
TO MAKE recommendations for
the prevention of interference and
the establishment of practicable
standards of receiver selectivity
and fidelity, the Radio Manufacturers Association will be represented at the Oct. 5 reallocation
hearings before the FCC in Washington. The RMA engineering division arranged a meeting in New
York recently to prepare \ for the
hearings under the chairmanship
of Dr. W. R. G. Baker, chairman.

cover the sea
♦
K

H

HILO,

B

C

HAWAII

B
M
G
K
HONOLULU
, HAWAII
FRED J. HART, President and General M*a*«a
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE. CALIFORNIAN HOTEL
Rcpmr-nLalim :
CONQUEST ALLIANCE COMPANY
CHICAGO 100 N. USALLE ST
NET YORK. 515 MAEHSON AVE.

APPLICATION for a new 1,00.0watt daytime station in> Providence,
R. I., on 720 kc, the clear channel
occupied by WGN, Chicago, was
filed Aug. 21 by Bay State Broadcasting Corp., headed by John
Shepard 3d.

TALKS

CITY

LOST

Sept.
6
(shampoo),
Des Moines
F. W. Fitch Co.,
m.,
renews Sunset Dreams, Sun., 7:45-8 p.
repeat at 11 p. m. (Red). Agency: L. W.
Ramsey Co., Davenport, la.
Cincinnati (loAndrew Jergens Co.,
m.
tion), Walter WincheU, Sun., 9-9:15 p.Inc.,
Mitchell
&
Lennen
Agency:
(Blue).
N. Y.
Ralston-Purina Co., St. Louis (RyKrisp ) , changes Ry-Krisp Presents Marion
5-5:30
Talley from Fri., 10 p. m. to Sun.,
program.
p. m. (Red) ; on Oct. 4 renews Louis.
Agency : Gardner Adv. Co., St.
8 Detroit (autos)
Car Co..
Packard Motor Sept.
Johnny Green Orstarts Fred Astaire,
chestra, Tues., 9:30-10 p. m. (Red).
Agency : Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
Sept. 13
Corp., Detroit (instituGeneral Motors
tional). General Motors Concerts, Sun.,
Agency:
(Red).
m.
10-11 p.Co. of New York,
N. Y. CampbellEwald
Radiator Co., New York, reAmerican
news Fireside Recitals, 7 :30-7 :45 p. m.
(Red). Agency: Blaker Adv. Agency,
N. Y.
Sept.Inc.,14 New York (Dr.
Sterling Products
to Be CharmLyons toothpowder) , How
ing, Mon., Wed., Fri., 11:30-11:45 a. m.
Blackett-Sample-Hum(Red).
N. Y.
Inc., Agency.
mert
American Home Products Co., New
of the CabYork, probably Mrs. Wiggs
Anacin, Mon. thru Fri.,
bage Patch
10^10 :15
a. for
m. ; 10:15-10:30 a. m. for
Outdoor Girl and/or Kissproof : 10 :30-10 :45
repeat 1:15-2
ja. m, for Kolynos toothpaste;
Elackett-Samplem. (RedInc..I. N.Agency:
pHummert
Y.
International Cellucotton Products Co.,
Chicago (Kleenex), Story
Mary Marlin,
. 15of p.
Mon. thru Fri., Sept
12:15-12:30
m. (Red).
Agency: Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
General Shoe "Corp., Nashville (Jarman
shoes).. :dance orchestras, Tues.. 10:50-11
p. m. (Blue). Agency: C. P. Clark Inc.,
Nashville.
Sept.
19 Refining Co..
G. Washington
Coffee
Morris Plains, N. J., Prof. Quiz, 7:30-8
p. m. (mixed Red and Blue). Agency:
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc., N. Y.
Jtandard BrandsSept.
Inc., 20(Chase & Sanborn
toffee) , new feature. Sun., 8-9 p. m.
(Red). Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
Hudson Coal Co., Scranton, Pa., music,
commentator. Sun., 2-2:30 p. m. (split
network).
Agency:
& Nelson,
?Sc1T^iOcfa43yCsit4
Yi Leighton
- ^ A m e\tf\
F

4
Campana
Sales Oct.Corp.,
Batavia, 111. !
(Dreskin), Grand Hotel, Sun., 3:30-4 p. m.
Aubrey, Moore & Wal(Red).lace Inc.,Agency:
Chicago.
General Foods Corp., New York (Minute
Tapioca), unannounced program. Sun.,
5:30-6 p. Inc.,
m., N.
(Blue).
Agency: Young & I
Rubicam
Y.
Standard Brands Inc., New York
( Fleischmann's
YeastSun.,
for Bread),
It-Or-Not
Ripley,
7 :30-8 Believep. m.
(Blue). Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.
Real Silk Hosiery Mills Inc., Indianapolis, unannounced program, Sundays, 9-9:30,
p. m. (Blue). Agency: Leo J. Burnett Co.
Oct. 5
(BarWasey Products Inc., New York p.
m.
basol), Singin' Sam, Mon., 10-10:15 & Co.
Wasey
Erwin,
(Blue). Agency:
Inc., N. Y. R. Warner & Co., New York
William
(Sloan's liniment), 20,000 Years in Sing
Sing, Mon., 9:30-10 p. m. (Blue). Agency:
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc., N. Y.
Oct. 6
Modern Food Process Co., Philadelphia
d program,
(Thrivo dog food),p. unannounce
m. (Blue). Agency:
Tues., 4:30-4:45
Clements Co., Philadelphia.
Oct. 7
Bristol-Myers Co., New York (Ipana,
Sal Hepatica), Fred Allen in Town Hall
Tonight, Wed., 9-10 p. m. (Red). Agency:
Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
Oct. 17
Sealtest Laboratories Inc., New York
(National Dairy subsidiary), variety hour.
Sat., 8-9 p. m. (Red). Agency: N. W.
record)
Ayer &• Son Inc., N. Y. (agency of
General Foods Corp., New York (Jello),
returns Jack Benny,
early in October
7-7:30 p. m. (Red). Agency: Young
Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
&Sun.,
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,
early in November returns Richard Crooks
Speaks in Firestone Conand Margaret
certs, Mon., 8:30-9 p. m. (Red). Agency:
Sweeney & James Co., Cleveland.
Nov. 10
Luden's Inc., Reading, Pa. (cough drops) r
Jimmy Fidler, Thurs., 10 :30 - 10 :45 a m.
(Red). Agency: J. M. Mathes Inc., N. *■

CBS FALL PREMIERES
(Continued from page 7)
Sept.
York20 (petroleum prodNew
Co.,
Texas ucts),
Eddie Cantor, Sundays, 8 .30-9 P
cy: Hanff
MeFto^derMoto'r
(motor
cars)11 P. m. Agen
m., repeat at CoJ-Detroit
Hour, Sun., 9-10 p
Ford Sunday N.Evening
W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. \
m Agency:
New York (Vick.
Vick Chemical Co..
Eddy. Josefp.Pasm
etc.). Nelson
nose drops, orchestra.
8-8:30
Sun.,
ternack's
Aeencv: Morse International Inc., JN. i

Sept. Co.,
27 Meridan, Conn.,
International Silver
mimical series. Sun., 4:30-5. p. m. (Red).
Agencv: N. W. Aver &■ Son Inc., N.''Y.
General Foods Sept.
Corp., 28
New York (Sanka
coffee), Helen Hayes. Mon.; ,8*8:36 p. m.
(Blue). Agencv: Young & Rubicam Inc.,

ALWAYS

WOW

OF

OMAHA
"Covers

the Nation's
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H. Bell, Diif Photo shows Dr. Earl
rector of the Nebraska University of
Archeological Survey, explaining to
Foster May, Special Events Director
of WOW, the findings of the survey
at Lynch, Nebraska.
This interview of radio man with
scientist originated over WOW at
5:00 P. M., Eastern Daylight Saying
Time, Friday, July 24th, for the red
network of National Broadcasting Co.

Bread Basket"
5000 Watts
590 Kilo
John Gillin Jr., Mgr.
John Bfair Co.. Representatives
"tt'MU
New York, Chicago, Detroit,
San Francisco
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Sept. 28 Chicago (01.
CUdahy Packing Co., Child
Mon.
ser), Bachelor'sa. m. renAgenc
y
Dutch
throughcleanFri.. 9:45-10 yngh
Inc.
am
Cunn
&
ams
Roche, Willi
Johnstovm. N. Y
Co., 29
Knox GelatineSept.
Sept.
29
of the SkMet, Tues
Sisters
rt),
-(dese
General Foods Com., New York (Log
m. Agency: Fed
a.
11:30
, 11:15Thure.Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
Cabjn syrup). LooOct.Cabin
Bar Z. Ranch.. , eral
2
;f
„
4
Oct.
3
Tues..- 8-S
:30 ' p. Inc.,
m. N.(Blue).
Agency:
Co., Chicag
Benton
& Bowles
Y.
National Watch
J §Mn
sport
, KaySat.Kyser's
(watches)tor.
National Biscuit Co.. New York, unp. m. aAgency
8:30-9 Orchestr
commenta
announced program. Fridays. 9 :30-10 p. m. ; J:
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
(Blue). Agencv: McCann-Erickson Inc.,
Nash Motor Co., Kenosha, Wis. (mc
N. Y.
cars), Floyd Gibbons, Vincent Lopez
tor
p. n
Pacific Coast Borax^Co., New York (20
Orchestra, guests, Sat., 9-9 :30 Cmcag<
Mule Team Borax), renews Death Valley
Thompson Co.,
Walter
J.
:
Agency
Dans, switches Thurs. to Fri.. 8:30-9 p. m.
Pet Milk Sales Corp., St. Louis (canne
tra, bat
(Blue). Agency: MeCann - Erickson Inc.
milk), Gus Haenschen's: orches
Gardner Ad9 :30-10 p. m.St. Agency
Louis.
Agency Inc.,
Oct.
4 n, N. J. (C<
Hoboke
Co.,
R B Davis
Visible Sidewalk
p. n
comalt), Joe Penner, Sun., 6-6:30
Inc., N. Y.
Agency: Ruthrauffi & Ryan Co.,
Studios Feature
Yoi
New
Beneficial Management
buz
musical program,rranl
(personal loans),
y:Y. Albert
Agenc
m.
p.
5-5:30
N.
Inc.,
Law
Guenther
Oct. 5
wxox
York (Lysol
Lehn & Fink Inc., New
Wed., lr
Roy Dafoe, Mon.,
Dr. Allannoon.
& Mite
Lennen
Agency:
2
New Five Story
11:45-1
elILenn"& Fink Inc., New York (Pebe
the Bookends, Mor
, Between noon.
toothpaste)
12-12:15
thru & Fri.,
••Tien
Mitchell
Inc., N. Y. Agency: Le
Lehn & Fink Inc.. New York (Hm
The Gumi
& AlmondCo..Cream),
Honey
■"William
N. 30
Y. p. m. Agenc
Mon " thruEstyFri.,& 12:15-12:

Headquarters
*
,5>l
W

N

* *
ocsr
©

X

^n^eKNOXVILLE,
TENNESSEE
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Oct. 17
Carborundum Co., Niagara-, Falls, N.Sa
(abrasives). The Carborundum JBand.Bartc
7:30-8 p. m. Agency: Batten,
Durstine & Osbom -Inc., N. Y.
18 Detroit (mot
Chevrolet MotorOct. Co.,
Violin and othe
His
and
Rubinoff
cars),
Sun., 6:30-7 p. m. Agency: Campbd
Ewald" Co., Inc., Detroit.
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(Continued from page 8)

i original regulations. However,
is provision may be inserted in
vtain licenses. Where it does not
lipear, it will mean that notice
Id hearing must be given before
anges, thus protecting investsnts made by stations and experienters.
The two additional frequency
i.oups for relay broadcast stains were provided because it delloped that the higher frequents are in greatest demand. Recids show that 127 of the licensed
lay broadcast stations are on the
gher bands as against only 55
: the lower. The new groups are
,100, 34,600, 37,600, 40,600 and
,900, 39,100, 39,300, 39,500.
Apropos of international broadBt stations, or stations licensed
transmission of broadcast proams for international public reption, the FCC also heeded the
.ea of the stations engaged in
:iese services with respect to dual
nouncement of call letters,
hereas the original rule pre:ibed that each call was to be
inounced separately, and that
e experimental call was not to
announced over the regular
badcast station which might be
erated in conjunction with the
;ernational station, and vice
rsa, the revised rule prescribes
at the call of the regular station
!n go out on the international
tquency. The experimental call,
wever, cannot be used in combition with the regular call on the
oadcast channel. In such fashion
is felt that it will be possible
r the FCC to check any inference which may be caused and
sign it to one station or the
<ier.
In allotting the 2000-2100 kc.
rind for experimental television,
b FCC revised its original plan
; which it had proposed to restrict
television
to hi°-h - definition
insmission
on the ultra-highs.
£ c rdue University made the
•ongest
retention of
fin i t iplea
o n for
transmission
on lowthe
Dund that only on these channels
ild rural coverage be possible,
ne FCC adopted this language in
;igning the band for television :
'A licensee of a television station
r Group
A
(2000-2100) shall
t?ry forward
a comprehensive
' 'ogram of experimentation to de: mine the secondary
or rural
:Jjj "erage
of thereceiving
station, equipment
and shall
tably locate
■\-A other apparatus,
and shall
: ke the necessary measurements
•' determine the quality and charondary or skyof the
eristics
t
e sec
ve
servic
area. Television
nsmission only will be authori in this band, and each license
jyjl authorize the entire band. No
■•Eral broadcast will be authorized
rein."
National Television Inc., of New
I rk, claiming a method of narr-band television transmission,
3 was authorized to conduct cert n experiments in this band, but
I v has petitioned the FCC for a
ular license in it.
£ SELL

ALL

In the experimental broadcast
field, the regulations were liberalized insofar as the provisions for
procurement of licenses are concerned. The original provision was
that the applicant have a program
of research and development which
could not be successfully carried
on by any of the other classes of
stations, while the new one adds
the language "or is distinctive
from those classes."
Special broadcast stations, or
those operating in the range 1500
to 1600 kc, are described as a subdivision of regular stations, subject to the same rules except for
additional requirements on technical research. In other words, they
are regarded as a class of stations
in the same fashion as regionals,
clears or locals.
The most important clarifications
of language relate to provisions
governing commercial announcements of experimental stations,
but which specify that no monetary return may be received therefrom. One of these revised provisions, typical of all others in language, structure and policy enunciated, reads:
(a) A licensee of a television broadcast
station shall not make any charge, directly
or indirectly, for the transmission of either
aural or visual programs.
(b) In the case of experimental televising of the production of a commercial
broadcast program, all commercial announcements not a part of the entertainment continuity shall be eliminated from
the television broadcast except the mere
statement of the name of the sponsor or
product or the televising of the trademark, symbol, slogan or product of the
sponsor ; provided, however, that when the
program transmission is incidental to the
experiments being conducted and not featured, and subject to interruptions as the
experiments may require, the commercial
announcements may be broadcast aurally.
(c) No licensee of any other broadcast
station or network shall make any additional charge, directly or indirectly, for
the simultaneous transmission of the aural
or visual program by a television broadcast station nor shall commercial accounts
be solicited by the licensee of another
broadcast station or network, or by others
acting in their behalf upon the representation that the commercial program will
also be transmitted by a television broadcast station.
(d) The synchronized sound (aural)
program of a television broadcast station
may be broadcast by a regular broadcast
station, provided:
1. That no announcements or references
shall be made over the regular broadcast
station regarding the operation of the television broadcast station, except the mere
statement that the program being transmitted is the sound or aural program of
a television broadcast station (identify by
call letters ) .
2. That the call letter designation when
identifying the television broadcast station
shall
only. be given on its assigned frequency
Tolerance tables covering the
operating frequency of stations in
the ultra-high ranges were revised so that relay broadcast stations operating in the band 31,10041,400 kc. and above shall maintain a tolerance of 0.05 above 10
watts, as against the original requirement of 0.19c. Another
change was that the frequency
monitor shall be designed and constructed to determine the operating frequency within one-half of
the allowed tolerance, whereas formerly it was the same as the allowed tolerance.

SOUTH

CAROLINA

'ft
5000 Watts
G.Richard Shafto
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is no place that Postal Telegraph

not reach. Postal Telegraph
70,000 cities in the United
Canada,*
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can-

not only covers
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telegraph of-
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for which
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Sterling

Products

Books

Census

Two Big Spot Campaigns
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., New
York, in September and October
will undertake two big: spot campaigns on American and Canadian
stations, using WBS recordings.
Starting Sept. 14, for its Haley's
DanM-O, Phillips Toothpaste and weeks
derine, the company for 39
will carry the Way Down East
programs five times weekly on
WOR, WNAC, WCAE, WHK,
WJR, WGN, WFBM, WBEN,
KSTP, KWK, WHO, WDAF,
WSAI, WTIC and an unselected
Philadelphia station.
Starting Oct. 5, for its aspirin
Jim 15-minute
product, the Old Dr.ptions
will be
dramatic transcri
placed three times weekly on daytime periods on the following nine
Canadian stations: CFCN, CJCA,
CFJC, CJOR, CKY, CHNS,
CKCW, CRCT and CFQC. In addition, Sterling has bought a half
hour musical made up from the
World Library Service on CKAC,
Montreal, and a similar program
made up from NBC Thesaurus on
CHRC, Quebec. Blackett-SampleHummert Inc., New York, is handling both accounts.
Canada Dry Campaign
CANADA DRY GINGER ALE
Inc., New York (Sparkling water
& ginger ale) on Aug. 24 started
a series of one - minute transcription announcements, twice daily,
numsix days a week, on a small
ber of stations. Recordings are bv
RCA Victor. The campaign will
be enlarged during the next few
weeks. J. M. Mathes Inc., New
York, is the agency.
STEPHANO Bros., Philadelphia
(Marvel cigarettes) will start test
programs on WBBM, Chicago, and
WE EI, Boston, the week of Sept.
30. The Boston program will feature Jay Wesley in a series of
football talks on Wednesday, Friday and Saturday nights. On
WBBM the schedule is not definitely set but will be a sports
broadcast. Aitken-Kynett Co.,
Philadelphia, has the account.
ROBERT F. SCHULZ, commercial
manager of WDAY, Fargo, N. D.,
has been named general manager
of WMIN, new St. Paul local to
begin operation late this month,
according to an announcement Aug.
25 by Edward Hoffman, licensee.
Charles Irving for the last two
years with WTCN, Minneapolis,
becomes production manasrer, and
Glen E. Martin, staff engineer of
WDAY,
will be chief engineer.
BEST BY TEST
Now You Be The Judge
100% shadowgraphed Needles
Your transcriptions are at their best
with the best needles.
Eliminate surface noise by using needles
made to fit the requirements.
STEEL CUTTING NEEDLES FOR
ACETATE.
Playback Needles for all Transcriptions.
Mfg. by
W. H. BAGSHAW CO
Lowell, Mass.

Replies
Bureau
(Continued from page 12)

total busistations doing 3.6% esof were
based
ness. These estimat
from
ished
establ
ratios
upon
figures reported by stations with
affilisimilar power, total revenue, NAB
ation, and location. The
cannot logically use this estimated
breakdown of 3.6% of station volume as an explanation of its atroneous.tempt to label Census data as erThe NAB Figures
NOW WHAT methods have been
used by the NAB? Naturally the
association must depend upon the
sample method. There is nothing
— in fact
with this method
wrongmost
excellent if the sample
it is
is well selected and figures projected from an accurate base. The
NAB states that the stations making up its sample did about 40%
of the total 1935 business. No
statement is made concerning what
percentage of the total number of
stations is included. It is probable,
however, that much less than 40%
of the total number is included in
the sample.
Neither is reference made to the
character of the sample. Is it representative in respect to power,
affiliation with networks, location
both as to region and size of community, size as measured by total
revenue, aee, and tie-in with newspapers? How is the sample projected to obtain a total figure?
These and other questions must be
answered before any thinking person will accept a total figure based
upon a sample as being more
nearly accurate of the entire inWBS Disc Schedules
(Continued from page 8)
J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City
(coffee) on Sept. 20 will renew
Judy & Jane discs on 20 stations
five days a week for 40 weeks.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., is
agency.
Mid-Continent Petroleum Co.,
Tulsa, on Sept. 28 starts 78 WBS
quarter-hour discs on 22 stations
in the West and Midwest. They are
titled Diamond City News. R. J.
Potts & Co., Kansas City, is the
agency.
Independent Grocers Alliance
Distributing Co., Chicago (IGA
brands) is planning a five-weekly
quarter-hour script transcription
series titled Girl in a Million as a
test campaign. Charles Daniel
Frey Co., Chicago, places the account.

B. Kuppenheimer & Co., Chicago
(clothing) is cutting a series of 13
quarter-hour WBS transcriptions
to be placed on 25 stations starting Sept. 15 by local dealers, who
would be required to pay for the
time.
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine)
will transcribe Little Orphan Annie for a 40-week campaign, five
days a week, on an unselected list
of stations. Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, is agency.
S. C. JOHNSON & SON Inc., Ra's Glo-Coat),
(Johnson
cine, Wis. Tom
Powers to the air
will return
on WOR, Newark, Sept. 24, Thursdays, 5-5:30 p. m. Last season the
hour proprogram on was a quartergram WEAF. Needham, Lewis
Brorby Inc., Chicago, placed the
&account.
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NAB

dustry
entire
The
stand

than data reported by the
industry.
NAB statement will hardly
up under even a casual analysis. It, in essence, states that
NAB figures are accurate because
the network and national and rf
gional non-network figures agree
with Census data, therefore Census figures on local advertising are
incorrect because they do not agree
with NAB figures.
The NAB does not stop with
this superb bit of reasoning, but
goes on to explain, in essence, that
the managers of the stations reporting to the NAB know more
about the local and non-local business done by those stations not reporting than the managers or auditors of the non-reporting stabusitions know about their own
ness. But the meticulous efforts of
the NAB for accuracy go even further. The NAB does not even depend on the classifications reported
by its own select group of stations.
from the NAB statement
—Quoting
"The original classifications
made by the reporting stations . . .
are carefully checked by experts
prior to tabulation and compilaIn view of this quotation it may
be asked just how an association
expert in Washington wouldCo.,clasor
sify the Magnolia Candv
the Wolf & Sheep Clothing Co.
tion." reported by some Texas or
account
Oregon station. Would the expert
know more about whether these
distributed their prodcompanies
ucts in more than one trading area
than would the manager of the
accounts?'
carryingto the
station
It is difficult
explain
the posiThe BuNAB.
by the
tion
taken
reau of the Census has attempted
to work in close harmony with the
representatives of the NAB. A
representative of the NAB who is
thoroughly familiar with the sample method used by the association
has been consulted on several occasions by Bureau officials. Other
NAB representatives have been
asked to advise and criticise Census procedure. The only adverse
criticism ever openly offered by
any of these representatives was
that contained in the statement it
recently
Aug. 15]. issued [Broadcasting,
The NAB statement must have
been made and released unthinkingly. Surely the officials of an association representing a great industry must be interested in obtaining as nearly accurate figures

for their industry as possible. I
their own methods of collecting
and reporting data are erroneou.
they will undoubtedly seek way
of detecting the character and ex
tent of such errors. If the Bureau,
of the Census can help in locatirn
their errors surely the Bureau wil
be requested to lend its facilitie
and personnel for such a worth;
The NAB might vake advantag
of
the suggestion, made by Burea
purpose.
officials previous to the release _o
Census broadcasting data, relativ
to the testing of the representa
tiveness of the NAB sample. It i
again suggested that the NA1
might submit to the Bureau of th
Census the names of the station
and the actual figures included i
the sample used as a basis fo
estimating the 1935 time sales c
all broadcast stations.
It might then request a tabuk
tion of the actual figures thet
same stations reported to the Bi
reau. If the two sets of figurt
are in general agreement for a
breakdowns of revenue it woul
establish the character and extei
of the error in the NAB project*
totals. It would further provic
correct
methods
reportir
cou'
the ofNAB
whereby
a basis its
and admirably serve the industi
with approximately accurate da1
for those periods intervening b
tween Census years.
The Census of Broadcasting hi
been built upon the idea of collec
dataIt f<
and accurate
ing complete
the
broadcasting
industry.
undoubtedly the desire of NA
officials to make every availat
use of material that would he
them in serving Association mei
bers more effectively. It wou
thus seem most important to t
have wit'
NAB cooperate
most tofully
industry
broadcasting
the Bureau of the Census.
Continental on Discs
CONTINENTAL OIL Co., Pon
City, Okla., on Sept. 27 starts
campaign of 13 weekly Carve
Wells transcriptions
on by
30 Jes'
tions.
Recordings are
Grombach
Inc., NewWBAL,
York.KG]S'
tions
are KGNC,
WFAA, KOA, WHO, WD^
KFAB, KLRA, WTMJ, WCC
WKY, KTAR, WRVA, KSL, KMC
KHQ, KVOO, KFH, KOB, KGF
KFYR, KIDO, KDFN, KTS
KFBB, KPRC, WTAR, WDBJ s
a Chicago station. Tracy-Loc
Dawson
agency. Inc., Dallas-New York,

CRYSTALS
•Jf Low Temperature
CoefBand ficient for the Broadcast

d in Isolantite
Mountetable
if adjus
Air Gap
holder

Fedns
by the
ed Commun
icatio
Approv
eral
Commission
Freq. drift less than $
4 Cps/°C./Meg
Freq. drift less than
$ m g±.
2 CpsfC./Meg
Actual Frequency Drift
k.OO
Curve furnished upon reAMERICAN
PIEZO
quest.
COMPANY
SUPPLY
Sunny Slope Sta. P.O. Box 6026
KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Asks 1570 in Denver
REV. S. H. PATTERSON, who
July sold KVOR, Colorado Sprir
Col., to the operators of WKY,
lahoma City, and KLZ, Den
for a reported sum
of $80, <
subject to FCC approval [Brc
casting Aug. 1] on Aug. 28
erect to
a new
1,000-watt
statior! '
plied
the FCC
for authoritj
Denver to operate in the high ff
ity
1500-1600 kc. band on the 1
kc. frequency.

No Doubtful drug accounts
Just Clean merchandising s
1000 Watts MZ 421: 4 h Misso
All V ~ w Monti 1
1260 Kc.
Columbia Broadcasting System Affile I
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E. BURRELL, chief engineer of
JBS, San Francisco, and KQW,
in Jose, Cal., for the last four years,
is resigned to join KYOS, Merced,
il., in a similar capacity. He will
stall and operate the high-fidelity
IDA and Western Electric equipment
-r the new 250-watt station now
ling erected at Merced. Dan Wil;.ms, technical director at KQW for
e last seven years, assumes the post
I chief engineer of that station and
JBS, and will be headquartered in
l.n Francisco.
I.MES MIDDLEBROOKS, of the
8S engineering department, has
(en assigned to WEEI, Boston, to
jpervise installation of the new 5
jr. Western Electric transmitter and
rectional antenna. Next he will go
| WKRC, Cincinnati, where equipent of the same make and wattage
II be installed, but the same anina system will be retained. WKRC
also building new and larger stuj )s in the Hotel Alms, Cincinnati,
, lich necessitates the acquisition of
>re floor space in the building.
)HN T. ROSE, president of the
rstitute of Radio Service Men, has
(lied the convention of his organition in the Pennsylvania Hotel,
;w York, during the New York Ra> Trade Show which opens Sept. 18.
[CHARD
K. BEAUCHAMP, of
engineering staff of KSL, Salt
jke City, is one of the partners with
E Peryatel brothers, radio service
m, applying to the FCC Aug. 20
a new 100-watt station on 1210
in Raton, N. M.
jIFF TODD has been promoted to
ief engineer of WNAX, Yankton,
D. Other members of the techni! staff are Wilson Leeman, Maurice
tchell and Myron Lowry.
LMES E. LEWIS, of Tyler, Tex.,
% joined the technical staff of
jHEF, Kosciusko, Miss., replacing
L B. Cox, who resigned to enter
hport radio work.
ENNETH SHERMAN, engineer of
jGAR, Cleveland, seriously injured
a an auto accident, is out of the
ispital and is convalescing at home.
:|alter Widlar is handling his shift.
EE PETROFF, formerly with reMing studios in Detroit, has joined
KOOD, Grand Rapids, in the control
awn.
JSNE BOWES, sound technician in
f NBC San Francisco studios on
jfg. 9 became the father of a boy,
I Itter David.

STANLEY CARPENTER, of the
WOR, Newark, development and research engineering staff, has resigned
to become design engineer of a Toledo firm making electronic devices.
C. W. THATCHER, of the Affiliated
Broadcasting Co. engineering staff,
Chicago, is the father of a girl born
Aug. 8.
R. B. MOON, formerly assistant chief
engineer of WHIO, Dayton, has resigned.
Atlantic Refining on CBS
ATLANTIC REFINING Co., Philadelphia, will wind up its Thursday night CBS series, replacing it
with a new program, Atlantic
Sportscast, with Ted Husing, on
33 CBS stations, starting Sept. 29,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, 7:15-7:30 p. m. After Nov.
3 the Tuesday period will be discontinued. The program, signed
for 52 weeks, will cover football
during the grid season and presumably other sports thereafter.
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., New York,
is agency. [For Atlantic Refining
spot football business and other
football sponsorship see page 13.]
Cardinet Net and Spots
CARDINET CANDY Co., Oakland, Cal. (Baffle Bar & Night
Editor candy bars), on Sept. 6,
after being off the air for the summer, resumes its sponsorship of
Night Editor, weekly dramatic
series, with Hal Burdick as narrator, on 5 NBC-KPO Pacific Red
stations. Program, which has been
on the NBC-KPO network for
three years, will be heard Sundays,
8:15-8:30 p. m. (PST) for 13
weeks. Cardinet Candy Co., starting the week of Sept. 15 will use
quarter-hour transcriptions of the
series, cut by Titan Productions
Inc., San Francisco, on KOA, Denver; KSL, Salt Lake City; KTSA,
San Antonio; KRLD, Dallas;
KTRH, Houston, and KWK, St.
Louis. Series is for 13 weeks and
hour selected directed to the adult
market. Agency is TomaschkeElliott Inc., Oakland. Wallace Elliott is account executive in charge.

1PCIL LYNCH, formerly operatornouneer at KTRB, Modesto, Cal.,
J p San Francisco Aug. 28, aboard
f liner Lurline for Honolulu, where
will join KGMB in a similar
pa city.
ILLIAM W. PAUL, formerly in
I promotional department of The
iporium, San Francisco department
t ;'re. has joined the sales staff of
||chna Corp., broadcasting and sound
■'■upment manufacturers in that city.
fSEPH E. BAUDINO, plant man|fer of WBZ-WBZA, Boston-SpringI (I, who recently exchanged places
-n^A-Jf * Myer> Plant manager of
II Plttsburgh» was given a fareU dinner Aug. 15 by Boston asso\rwith 45 Persons paying hom'. Mr. Baudino was presented a
or engineering books with Mrs.
udmo receiving a table

420 Madison Ave.
N ew York

To Completely Control the Puget Sound Market
Use Both of Seattle's Pioneer Radio Stations
KOMO
kj
at
NBC-Red
NBC-Blue
National Representatives — EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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FORD

IN MICHIGAN

Network

Programs

Dealers Resume Sponsorship
Of Farm Program

Are
By Popularity
Shown
in Survey
Trends of Audience Preference
Analyzed in Crossley Study
POPULARITY of sponsored network programs from October,
1935, to April, 1936, is shown by
the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting (Crossley Reports), coincidental survey sponsored by the
Association of National Advertisers. Ratings of 100 programs by

FORD DEALERS of Michigan have
contracted to resume sponsorship
of the Farm Market Reporter program over WXYZ, Detroit, and the
Michigan Network, starting Aug.
31. The program started last winter under the same sponsorship
and was continued as a sustainer
during the summer. It is heard
Mondays through Fridays, 12:1512:30 p. m.
Harold True (left), news broadcaster, introduces George Boutell,
commentator. During the Michigan State Fair the program will
emanate from the Ford Building
and will be followed by a 45-minute variety program.
Meyer

Manager

Meyerson

of KLZ;

to Oklahoma
APPOINTMENT
of F. W. Meyer
as manager of
KLZ, Denver, and
the return of J.
I. Meyerson, who
relinquishes that

post, homatoCity Oklain a
newly - established executive
poMr. Meyerson sition,
was announced Aug. 26 by Edgar T. Bell,
general manager of the Oklahoma
Publishing Co., operating KLZ and
WKY, Oklahoma City, and publishers of the Oklahoman and
Times and the Farmer-Stockman.
The canges are effective Oct. 1.
Mr. Meyerson,
formerly advertising manager
of the newspapers,
transferredwas
to Denver
a year ago to reorganizeafter
and rebuild KLZ,
i t s purchase by
the Oklahoma
Mr. Meyer
Publishing Co. in
the change,
Aug., 1935. Since
KLZ's studios have been remodelled, and a new 5,000 watt transmitter installed. The station is a
CBS outlet.
Mr. Meyerson upon returning to
Oklahoma City, will take over a
newly established position as coordinator of all sales and promotional activities of the newspapers
and of the two broadcasting stations. Mr. Meyer, a pioneer in radio in the West, has been commercial manager of KLZ since its inception, and was one of the principals of the Reynolds Radio Co.,
former owners of the station.
C. GUY SHEPARD, mayor of
Durango, Col., and operator of
KIUP, in that city, has applied to
the FCC for authority to sell that
station to a group of about a dozen local business men, including
himself, organized as the San Juan
Broadcasting Co,

income
given, beingbased ongroups
226,000 are
interviews.
Most popular program during
the survey period was the Major
Bowes Amateur Hour, sponsored
on NBC-Red by Standard Brands
Inc., for Chase & Sanborn coffee
and placed by J. Walter Thompson
Co. Jack Benny, for General Foods
Corp. (Jell-O) through Young &
R u b i c a m Inc., on NBC - Blue,
ranked second followed by Fred
Allen, sponsored on NBC-Red by
Bristol-Myers Co. (Ipana, Sal Hepatica)
, also
through
Young
Rubicam. In
fourth
place
was & Rudy
Vallee's Variety Hour, on NBCRed under sponsorship of Standard handled
Brands Inc. by
(Fleischmann's
yeast),
J. Walter
Thompson Co. Ranking fifth was
Maxwell House Showboat for General Foods Corp., on NBC-Red and
handled by Benton & Bowles Inc.
The sixth ranking program was
Kraft Music Hall, sponsored by
Kraft-Phenix Cheese Corp. on
NBC-Red, another J. Walter
Thompson Co. account. Campbell
Soup Co.'s
George
Grade
Allen
series
on Burns
CBS &placed
seventh, with F. Wallis Armstrong
Co. as agency. Gulf Refining Co.,
with its Phil Baker series on CBS,
ranked eighth, it being another
Young & Rubicam account. The
Ripley Believe It Or Not series on
NBC-Blue, sponsored by Standard
Brands Inc. for Fleischmann's
bread yeast and placed by J. Walter Thompson Co., attained ninth
place, followed by Campbell Soup
Co's Hollywood Hotel on CBS,
serviced by F. Wallis Armstrong
Co.
Types of Programs
AN ANALYSIS of the Crossley
reports shows that in the evening,
hour programs are most popular,
followed by quarter - hour series
broadcast four or five times a
week. In third place are evening
half-hour series, followed by quarter -hour programs broadcast two
or three times a week.
Daytime quarter-hour programs
broadcast four or five times a week
had a greater audience than evening quarter-hours broadcast only
once a week, it was shown. Also
presented were analyses of program likes by regions.
A tabulation of 920 hours of
commercial network time by program types revealed that ouarterhour serial dramas occupied the
most evening time, followed bv
musical reviews, dance music, variety programs, one - time dramas
and personality programs. By ponularity, the program types ranged
in this order: Amateur, variety,
personalities, operettas, news, dance
music. Classical programs are in
eleventh place.
NORMAN
mer NBC
has been
years, on
of WINS,

September

BROKENSHIRE, forand CBS announcer who
out of radio for several
Aug. 3i joined the staff
New York.
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Sponsored Burial
WHEF, Kosciusko, Miss., recently broadcast twice daily
from the "grave" where a
"live burial" stunt was
staged, the local NEHI bottling branch and a theatre
sponsoring the programs. A
crystal microphone was lowered into the "grave" so the
"corpse" could describe his
confinement.

Van Heusen on WEAF
PHILLIPS - JONES Corp., New
York (Van Heusen collars and
shirts), on Aug. 24 started to
sponsor Gilbert Seldes, the author
and journalist, in a new series of
programs on WEAF, New York,
three nights weekly. He previously had an NBC sustaining program entitled You. Peck Adv.
Agency Inc., New York, placed
the account.

In

Washington

The activities of politics, business
and society are more colorful
than ever before. You will enjoy
Washington
The best in
location and
are available
hotel.Write or

accommodations/
smart surroundings
at this distinctive
wire for reservations.

TECHNA Corp., new San Francisco
firm engaged in the designing and
sting, pubg of broadca
cturinand
manufaaddress
recording equipment,
lic
Aug. 26 for the genheld open house
eral public and trade to inspect the
plant located at 926 Howard St.,
B. Walder is presithat city. Robert
dent of the oreanization. Directors
Sydney S. Clark
Miller.
L.
and Earl
and Arnold L. North. Jack Ellis is
advertising and promotion manager.
Co..
BRUSH DEVELOPMENT
Cleveland, announces an internal
spring mounting in its new BR2S
to make exIt is said rubber
microphone.mounting
stand
ring or
ternal
It is
sary.
shock absorber unneces
g springs to oppoformed bv fasteninunit
of sound cells,
site sides of the
and pieces of felt on the other two
sides.
PRESTO RECORDING Corp., New
of a circuYork, announces issuance
lar describing its new Compac Model
D Recorder, an instantaneous recorder
for schools and colleges.

ed
WNAX. Yankton. S. D.. has install
new Western Electric speech input
ent. Studios, announcer's booth
equipm
reand operators' room have been le
modeled, including Johns - Manvil
itter
soundproofing. A new transm
building has been erected at the site
Blaw-Knox 450-foot verof theticalnew
radiator.
WEBSTER Co., Chicago, announces
describing synNo.sound 736
its catalog chronized
systems for public
fixed systems
and
le
address. Portab
as well as a line of accessories are
60-watt
described in detail. A new the
6L6
amplifier. Model 4P-60 using
tube is announced, among other new
items.

h, N. C, has added anWPTF, Raleig
other complete RCA remote unit m
anticipation of an intensive edremote
will
schedule this autumn. Includ
be football, dance, tobacco market and
as the rouas well
s progr
pickup
tivespeciallegisla
ams. Velocity
events
tine
microphones will be used on remotes.

LAFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SIN ROD, MGR.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

BY

APPROVED

WTAG. Worcester, Mass., is installing a directional radiating system, tobuildgether with a new transmitter ity
to
ing, pursuant to FCC author
on
watts
1,000
to
increase its power
580 kc. An array of three BlawKnox towers is being installed to
toward Charlesits signals
suppretonssW. Va.
and Boston. The new
RCA
plant will include a 1,000 watt
transmitter recently purchased, and
operation from the new location will
begin about Nov. 1. Approximately
$80,000 is being expended.
WDRC. Hartford, has acquired a
Hammond electric organ. A six-foot
baffle board has been installed to pick
The organ was placed
the sound.
up
in service
Aug. 31.
F. C. C.

bSE CRYSTALS
An improved power cut with exceptionally low temperature coefficients. Guaranteed drift not to exceed
3 CPS/Degree C./per Megacycle and tested for this
drift over a 50° C. range.
Fully mounted in precision Isolantite air-gap holder.

TRU-AXIS

* FREQUENCY
INSURANCE AGAINST
ARE INEXPENSIVE MEASUREMENTS
42^
$ION
OFF-FREQUENCY OPERAT
Over 125 commercial stations subscribe regularly to this important service.

$1.75 each
Single measurements
$5.00 per month
Once-a-week measurements

COMMERCIAL
7205 Baltimore Avenue
Page
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COMPANY
Kansas Ci»y, Missouri

WSYR DRESSED UP — Representing the last word in technical accomJ
planJ
plishment as well as architectural modernity, this new transmittingAuthor
$50,000.
about
of
cost
a
at
erected
being
is
Syracuse,
WSYR
of
ized to increase its power four-fold to 1,000 watts day and night, th<
parj
h.
its new facilities the latter
this mo
of
v
on the air with
expects to be nt
station
Located on a 30-acre tract just withm the Syracuse city limits, th.
new plant includes a 1,000 watt RCA transmitter; two International^
Stacy steel self-supporting vertical radiators, and a specially de^gne!
waves. The building
ground system expected to intensify the ground
of modernistic design with ornamental face brick walls and concretlJ
foundations, also accommodates living quarters for staff engineers.
Lockwood Greene Engineers Inc., designing engineer I
was designed s by
and architect of Rockefeller Center, New York.
The location and the directional radiating system were selected o
Paul F. Godley, consulting radio engineer. Installation is being super1
vised by Howard C. Barth, general manager of WSYR. The facihtie
also will be used bv WSYU, time-sharing station on the same chanm
New York Broadcasting Corp., owners o± WbYr
by Central
operated
for
the exclusive
use of Syracuse University.

CONSTRUCTION began Aug. 13 on
the new 640-foot vertical radiator of
WJZ at Bound Brook, N. J., which
NBC expects to have operating in
time for its tenth anniversary Nov.
15. The 50,000 watt transmitter will
be constructed to go readily to 500,000 watts if the FCC grants the
NBC's pending application for this
equipment is being inRCAthroughout.
power. stalled

anYork,one,
New
AMPERITE
y microph
velocit
nounces a newCorp..
type
Model RBHn, said to give studio
reproduction at unusually high outputs. It is designed to eliminate cavtriple
has of
ity
stray
any shieldpickup
prevent and
ing toresonance
field. Mechanical vibration isatelimitwo
nated by shock absorption
posia
has
plug
cable
points. A new
tive locking device to permit disconone. The micnecting at the microphwith
either low
rophone is obtainable
, in gunor high impedance outputs
finish. It is streamorand chrome
metal lined
compact in design.
GENERAL RADIO Co., Cambridge,
Mass., claims low battery drain for
its new Type 814-A amplifier, a general purpose instrument with 2-volt
pentodes which operates from small
dry cells. It is resistance capacitance
coupled, with a range from 18 to
10,000 cycles.
WKRC, Cincinnati, has ordered a
new 5 kw. Western Electric transmitter to be in operation by late autumn.
Frank Dierringer, WKRC chief engineer, will supervise installation.
GATES

Manufacturer* mt

Everything in Speech— Remote—
Transcription and Microphone
GATES

Equipment
RADIO & SUPPLY
QUINCY, ILLINOIS

CO.
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WNAC, Boston, recently put its ne
5 kw. Western Electric transmitti
in operation, using 5 kw. in the da;
time and 1 kw. nights. Other Yanki
stations installing new transmitter
all 1 kw., are WEAN. Provulenc
WSAR, Fall River and WTAG, Wo
cester. The latter are to be in oper;
tion in October.
WADC, Akron, on Aug. 12 increase
its power to 5,000 watts daytime, u
ing Western Electric speech ar
transmitting equipment, as well as
Truscon 365-foot half-wave vertic
radiator. With its new power set-v
intensi'
its field
increaseately
WADC
St
42%.
strengthwillapproxim
dios are maintained in Akron, Cant<
and Tallmadge.
WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich., has pu,
chased a Western Electric transm:
ter to be ready for operation in ear
r. The installation is t!
Septembe
first
in a series of improvements to
completed within the next two montl
including a vertical radiator and ne
studio equipment.

Vapex Transcriptions
E. FOUGERA & Co., New Yoi
(Vapex) during the week of 0(
11 will launch a series of five-mi
ute RCA-Victor transcriptions <
nine stations as far west as
las, to be heard once weekly f
nine weeks. WOKO, WNAC, WL
WTAM, WFAA, WJR, KFI, KG
and WLW comprise the list. Sma
is
the agency.
& Seiffer Inc., New Yoi
Kleppner
WOL

FIRST among local stations
in the United States in
Total Business.
Washington,
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Advertisii
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WW

yea&J AucceSS

J...

leader

always

.

.

a

. always

Western

Electric

The "Detroit News" Station
equipped
WWJ and Western Electric, both leaders in broadcasting,
have continued
in 1920. Then
Western
Now

together since the early pioneering
WWJ

days

installed the first radio transmitter

Electric ever sold.
WWJ

broadcasts

from

its own

magnificent

Western
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new

studio building. The

new

5 KW

transmitter,

complete

station and studio equipment — including 26 non-directional microphones — are all Western

Electric.

For full details, write the distributors : Graybar Electric,
Graybar Building, New York, N. Y., or telephone Graybar's
nearest branch. In Canada: Northern Electric Co., Ltd.

Electric
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FEDERAL
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*TT^TTgr^
Decisions

. . .

AUGUST 14
Rule 229 amended by adding following
frequencies for experimental broadcast :
-3S.900, 39,100, 39,300, 39,500, 39,700,
39,900, 40,800, 41,400. Rules governing
stations to be assigned to these frequencies
will be promulgated.
AUGUST 18
SET FOR HEARING — KJR, Seattle,
CP new equip., increase to 10 kw ; reconsidered grant of petition by George W.
Young, license WDGY, asking Commission
to return to National Battery Brdcstg. Co.
one of two pending applic. CP new station St. Paul, and directed applic. B4-P1160 be set for hearing with B4-P-1143.
APPLICATION DISMISSED — KMTR.
Los Angeles, reconsidered action Aug. 27,
1935, setting renewal applic. for hearing
and granted regular renewal.
ORAL ARGUMENT GRANTED— WOL,
Washington, rescinded grant for WOL
move trans., change 1310 to 1230 kc, increase 100 w to 1 kw unltd. directional,
and directed oral argument Sept. 10.
AUGUST 19
NEW, Central Brdcstg. Co., Eau Claire,
Wis. — Granted applic. CP 1050 kc 250 w
D, rescinding action of July 2 denying the
applic.
AUGUST 25
WEST, Easton, Pa. — Extension temp,
auth. Simul.-WKBO spec, hours.
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la.— Modif. CP re
equip.
WDAE, Tampa, Fla.— Granted petition
withdraw applic. modif. license without
prejudice.
WJDX, Jackson, Miss. — Granted petition
intervene applic. Magnolia Brdcstg. Co.,
Jackson.
WKBB, E. Dubuque, 111. — Granted petition intervene applic. Telegraph Herald,
Dubuque.
WMCA, New York — Hearing ordered on
previous grant of 1 kw.
APPLICATION DENIED — WKEU,
Griffin, Ga. , denied temp. auth. spec, hours.
Examiners' Reports . . .
WCBD, Waukegan, 111.— Examiner Hill
recommended (1-280) that applic. transfer
control to Gene T. Dyer, E. M. Ringwald,
L. E. Moulds and W. F. Moss be granted ;
that applic. modif. license to designate
Chicago studio as main studio be granted.
KRNT, Des Moines— Examiner Hill recommended (1-281) that applic. increase
500 w 1 kw LS to 1 kw 5 kw LS be
granted.
NEW, Port Huron Brdcstg. Co., Port
Huron, Mich. — Examiner Bramhall recommended (1-282) that applic. CP 1370 kc
250 w D be denied.
NEW. Gome.- Thomas, Bellingham,
Wash.— Examiner Bramhall recommended
(1-283) that applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w
unltd. be denied.
NEW, Wike & Studebaker, Baker. Ore.
— Examiner Bramhall recommended (1-284)
that applic. CP 1370 kc 100 w 250 w LS
unltd. be granted if KUJ is granted
change from 1370 to 1250 kc.
Applications .
AUGUST 15
NEW, Lawrence K. Miller, Pittsfield,
Mass. — CP 930 kc 250 w D.
KRMD, Shreveport, La. — CP change
equip., antenna, increase D to 250 w.
as WRR,
aux. Dallas— Auth. use KVPA trans,
WAPO, Chattanooga — Modif. CP as
modif. new station 1420 kc 100 w D, to
further request change to 1200 kc 100 w
250 w D unltd., move studio.
WEOA, Evansville, Ind.— CP 100 w 250
w D, change equip.
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo. — CP new trans.,
antenna, move trans, locally.
WCBS, Springfield, III. — CP change
equip., vert, antenna, move trans, locally.
KFJM, Grand Forks, N. D. — Modif. CP
change equip., freq., power to ask approval vertical antenna, move trans, locally.
AUGUST 18
WADC, Akron — License for CP increase
power.
KPLT, Paris, Tex. — Modif. CP change
equip., antenna.
Page
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AUGUST

Texarkana, Ark. — CP new
KCMC,vertical
trans.,
antenna.
KFRO, Longview, Tex. — CP change
equip., increase 100 to 250 w.
— Modif. license move stuOmaha
KOIL,
dio Council
Bluffs to Omaha.
NEW,1310Arthur
Minneapolis
—CP
kc 100 H.w Croghan,
D.
KPPC, Pasadena — CP change equip.
AUGUST 19
KGU, Honolulu — CP change equip.
WORL, Boston — CP directional, increase
500 w to 1 kw, change D to unltd.
WXYZ, Brdcstg.
Detroit —Corp.
Modif. license to KingTrendle
Rapids — Same.
Grand
WASH-WOOD,
WDAE, Tampa — License for CP change
equip., increase power.
NEW, Radio Enterprises, R. Lacy & J.
R. Curtis, Lufkin, Tex.— CP 1310 kc 100
w D.
Wilson, Ben Farmer, WilW. 1310
H. CP
NEW,
son, N. C—
kc 100 w D.
NEW, Paul B. McEvoy, pub. Hobart
Democrat-Chief,
Hobart,
Okla. — CP 1420
kc 100 w unltd.
WOWO, Fort Wayne — Modif. license to
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
AUGUST 21
NEW, Bay State Brdcstg. Corp., Providence, R. I.— CP 720 kc 1 kw ltd.

Federal

Division)

29, INCLUSIVE

NEW, Texhoma Brdcstg. Co., Wichita
Falls, Tex. — CP 630 kc 1 kw unltd.
NEW, William Avera Wynne, Wilson,
N. C. — CP 1110 kc 100 w D.
WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis. — CP new trans.,
change 250 w to 250 w N 1 kw D.
WIBU,
Wis. — CPHobbs,
new N.
trans.
NEW, W.Poynette,
E. Whitmore.
M.
— CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd., amended to
1500 kc, D only.
KHUB, Watsonville, Cal. — Modif. CP
new station asking vertical antenna, approval trans, site.
AUGUST

22

J. — D Modif.
Zarephath,
WAWZ,
cense increase
500 w N N.1 kw
to 1 kwliN & D.
WAAB, Boston — Modif. CP change
equip,, for new trans.
NEW, Waldo Abbot, Anne Arbor, Mich.
— CP 1570 kc 1 kw unltd., amended to
1550 kc.
NEW, Statistical Research Laboratories
Inc., Cleveland— CP 1200 kc 100 w N 250
w D unltd.
New, Seaboard Investment Co. Inc.,
Montgomery, Ala.— CP 610 kc 500 w N 1
kw D unltd.. amended to 250 w N 500 w D.
WD AH,
KTSM
trans.El Paso — Modif. license to use
assign, li— Vol.
Pampa,
KPDN,
News Inc., to
Daily
Pampa Tex.
cense from
R. C. Hoiles.

RadioWorkshop

SeekingFunds;

Course
College Training
May Continue
BUDGETED until Oct. 1 under
writing, production, acting, music
a lithe WPA grant secured six months
and speaking and to build up from
collection
script
and
brary
RaEducational
Federal
the
ago,
which educators throughout the
dio Workshop Project sponsored
S.
U.
country interested in radio can seby John W. Studebaker,
cure ideas and material. It is stagCommissioner of Education, has
relief
five programs weekly, all caring
Hopkins,
Harry
to
applied
ried on the networks, and is workdirector, for a new appropriation
ing on transcriptions and scripts,
to carry on its activities until next
June. Whether further relief funds
series titled Ina script
including terviews
With the Past,
now being
will be forthcoming depends upon
made available to local educators
Mr. Hopkins' recommendation to
or to stations as material for eduPresident Roosevelt, who must aucational broadcasts.
thorize all such grants.
In addition to Mr. Boutwell, the
Work of the project, which now
Radio Workshop staff inworkers
Federal
75
employs a staff of
cludes Maurice Lowell, production
from CCC and relargely
drawnlief rolls
and headed by William
director, formerly with NBC in
Chicago; Leo S. Rosencrans, script
Dow Boutwell, editor-in-chief of
director,
formerly with NBC in
OfInterior
the
of
Department
the
fice of Education, reached its cliof such
author and
and
Chicago,
tures as Nickelodeon
Sallyfeaof
max Aug. 13 when 19 students of
the Radio Workshop of New York
the Talkies; James Prindle 3d, asUniversity were graduated with
sistant script director, author of
the Princess Pat and First Nighter
appropriate ceremonies broadcast
over CBS.
programs; Rudolf Schramm, music
The six-week course at N. Y. U.
with Washingformerly
director,
was offered to a select group of
ton stations;
James D. Strong,
direcformerly Philip
specially qualified students in comanager,
project
tor of CCC
radio programs;
operation with the Federal Radio
Workshop, half of whose staff
H. Cohen, personnel and casting
makes its headquarters at 221 W.
director, formerly with WRC,
57th St., New York, in the quarters
Washington; B. P. Brodinsky, station and listener relations director,
of the Child Study Association of
member
of the Office of Education
America, the other half working in
Washington.
staff.
The advisory committee consists
May Be Resumed
of Franklin H. Dunham, NBC eduUNDER the arrangement with
cational director; Edward R. MurN. Y. U., the WPA staff was
row, CBS director of talks; Mrs.
Sidonie M. Gruenberg, director of
loaned to the university for its
own Radio Workshop course, and
the Child Study Association of
the university in turn engaged
America, and Ned H. Dearborn,
Burke Boyce and Frank Chase,
general education dean, New York
University.
former NBC continuity and production men, as members of the
The Radio Workshop's network
faculty. The course was designed
programs are written, produced
to train teachers and directors of
and staged by its own staff. Mr.
educational broadcasting in proBoutwell reports they are now pullfessional radio technique. The
ing about 2,000 fan letters a week.
course may be resumed this fall,
The programs are: The World Is
depending partially on whether the
Yours, NBC-Blue, Sundays, 10:30
new WPA grant is forthcoming.
a. m.; Safety Musketeers, CBS,
Mondays, 3 p. m.; Answer Me
The WPA project itself is deThis, NBC-Red, Thursdays, 4:30;
signed to provide training in radio
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KWK, St. Louis — License for CP a
modif. new equip., move trans.
KUOA,
Ark. — Brown
Modif. licer.ii
move
mainFayetteville,
studio to John
Univ.
Siloam Springs. Ark.
NEW, John R. & Joe L. Peryatel an<
Richard K. Beauchamp, Raton, N. M.CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
AUGUST 26
WABY, to Albany,
new trans,
increase
100 w NN.250Y. w— CP
D, move
trans,
amended re equip, and omit increase I
WKRC,
Cincinnati — Modif. CP nev
equip., increase to 1 kw N directional,
power.
kw D, subject agreement WOSU, furthe
equip, changes.
WMBC,equip.
Detroit — Modif. CP furthe
changes
NEW. Knoxville Journal Brdcstg. Co
DKnoxville
unltd. — CP 1200 kc 100 w N 250 i
WEBC, Superior, Wis. — Modif. licens
move studio.
WSBT,
South — Bend,
Ind. — CP
new chang
tram
KVL, Seattle
CP change
equip.,
1370 to 1070 kc, 100 to 250 w, Sh-KRKi
250 kc unltd.
1270 trans.,
D, amended
to
vertical
antenna, tomove
continger
KOL being granted change from 1270 k
KFVD, Los Angeles — CP change equip
directional antenna, increase 250 w to
kw, ltd. to unltd., amended to ltd.
KJBS, San Francisco — CP new antenn:
change 1070 to 1080 kc, move studi
trans., amended to omit freq. change.
AUGUST 29
WHAS, Louisville — Vol. assign licen
to Louisville Times Co.
,
N.
tional
Cleveland
direD unltd.,
N 5 kw Inc.,
1 kw Surveys
880 kcScience
CPNEW,

Middlesbor
100WLMU,
w N 250
w D. o, Ky. — Modif. CP
license
WATL. Atlanta — Vol. assignBrdcstg
C
J. W. Woodruff, d/b Atlanta
WSGN, Birmingham — CP new trans.
Ga.— CP move tran
Augusta,
WRDW,
antenna.
vertical
install
CP new trans., a
—
Memphis
WNBR,
tenna.
Ark. — Modif. (
Rock,
newKARK,
trans.,Little
vertical
antenna.
td.
to
unl
license„ 1
Modif.
—
Ala.
Selma,
WHBB,
NEW,
Wis.
— CP Walter
amendedH. toMcGenty,
1210 kc D.Rice Lai
new tran
111. —toCP1 kw.
Quincy,
WTAD,
increase
antenna,
vert
KIUP,to San
Durango,
Col. — Vol.
cense
Juan Brdcstg.
Co. assign,
NEW,
S.
H.
Patterson,
Denver — <
1570 kc 1 kw unltd.
Have You Heard, NBC-Blue, Tu<
days, 2:45 p. m.; Education in t
News, NBC-Red, Mondays, 6:
p. m. All times are EST and j
programs are 15 minutes in lengt
Several persons already iden
fied with radio are included in t
list of graduates of the N. Y.
radio course. The list:
Genevieve M. Allen, high sch<
Mas1
Norman
Dubrow, Springfield,
Perth Amboy,
speech instructor,
J. ; John C. Duvall, lecturer, Sy|
cuse and Rochester universities ; M
thur Fletcher, editor, New Jer§
Educational Revieic, Newark ; Pfl
line Gibson, New York City; Bel
director of ■
publicity
Homewood,
Puolic
Forums,
Portland, Ore.; Gfl
don Hubbel, CCC educational advifl
Ridgefield Park, N. J.; Kathleen!
radio direcfl
Lardie, high schoolMonaghan,
ral
Detroit; Katherine
educational director, Rochester; II
Monroe, stenographer, National J|
J. Olen>lI
; Arnold
Washington
seum, Bettina
and
West,
students,
York City ; Helen M. Richards, St I
Teachers College, Bloomsburg, El
Vivian M. Roegner, Montelair, N. I
W. Harold Van Slyke, CCC edi»
tional advisor, Ft. Dupont, Dj
announcer, fi ■
George Walsh,
University
of Georgia ; Robert W 1
author and diction expert ; Ruth 1
Willard, instructor in Spanish, 1
Lawrence University ; Blanche Yoi I
radio director of public schools, J
dianapolis.
• Broadcast
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jjlartin Gosch

Is Named

garner

Radio Director
TO COORDINATE and increase its radio
activity, Warner
Brothers has created the post of
radio director,
with Martin
Gosch, former radio columnist and
newscaster, apGosch pointed to the polon. Mr. Gosch has been assoted with Warner Brothers music
erests for the last year. In his
\w capacity he will be located in
w York and function under S.
arles Einfeld, general advertismanager, who devised the new
ho branch.
Before his association with Warrs, Mr. Gosch was publicity di:tor and newscaster of WFIL,
iladelphia and radio columnist
■ the Philadelphia Record and
\w York Post. Among his duties
1 be handling of network and
mcy tieups with radio programs
lizing Warner stars and pices; spot radio campaigns; music
ugs" to exploit Warner pices. A number of new plans in.ded to make Warner Brothers
important factor in the spot
jd also are
said to be under way.
—
ivertising

Credit

Fund

ffering Disc Exchange
OPOSING to establish an adtising credit service, under
ich a large national advertiser
aid not find it necessary to set
ide a large amount
of cash
linst space and time expendives, a new organization called
vertising Collaboration System,
h offices at 369 Lexington Ave.,
w York, has been formed by L.
Levisee, T. A. Burroughs and
3|C. Wood. It plans to set up an
Ivertising stabilization fund''
1 a "prepaid advertising fund"
; the advertising industry as a
Die, but particularly for the raand magazine fields.
ATone of the organizers has been
minently identified with radio,
one of the company's first
,ives was to offer stations a series
transcriptions to be placed on a
taining basis initially, in return
' which the stations are asked
\pve free time. Only the initial
Jies, it is said, will be offered one
ime-exchange basis, after which
■ advertiser will pay full card
tes. Mr. Levisee claimed 70 stalls have already accepted the
3 grams.

Novel

At

Ceremonies

WTMJ

Opening

AN INNOVATION in dedicatory
programs, typifying the radio
knack for doing the unusual, was
accomplished by WTMJ, Milwaukee, Aug. 23 upon formal opening
of its five new studios and speech
input and control equipment entailing a cost of $50,000.
Whereas the customary dedications involve importation of name
talent and a splurge of congratulatory telegrams, WTMJ evolved
two special programs to put its
story over to the audience.
An afternoon program was built
as a three - hour tour of the new
quarters with Russ Winnie, assistant manager, as guide, and a
mythical Wilson family, of father,
mother, son and daughter as his
guests. The tour included every
portion of the plant, and the
guests sat in on studio programs,
listened to others in audition
rooms, still others in clients' rooms
and the guest lounge.
In this way a three - hour program was built, with all but 45
minutes devoted to music and the
balance to a description of the
tour. The management, according
to Walter J. Damm, WTMJ executive, thus was able to tell its complete story and yet present a program of real listener interest.
The evening program presented
the combined studio musical staff
in a 35 - piece orchestra, and as
guests, Fibber McGee & Mollie.
The script was written around the
new studios with Fibber and Mollie taking a short stroll through
the studios during which their typical humor was injected — again
putting across the dedicatory story
in unorthodox fashion.
In lieu of congratulatory telegrams, the station presented personally recorded messages via electrical transcription. Among: these
were recorded addresses bv Chairman Anning S. Prall of the FCC.:
Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president, and
Frank M. Russell. NBC Washington vice president.
WHEN the fall semester of the
University of Wisconsin opens in
October, 10 students will be given
an opportunity to learn the fundamentals of radio through actual
experience at WHA, the university's broadcasting station at Madison. No formal admission requirements are needed, nor will college
ing.
credit be given for the radio train-

Golden

Gate

Fair Names

Vandeburg

Radio Chief
CLYDE M. VANDEBURG, director of radio, magazine
and
public
^7* m
address activities
of the Texas Centennial has been
named to a similar post with the
Golden Gate InExpoMr. Vandeburg
sition,ternational
opening
in San Francisco in February, 1939.
Vandeburg joined the Texas Centennial in September of last year,
coming from the California-Pacific International Exposition, San
Diego, where he installed radio
and p. a. operations. Gulf Refining
Co., Pittsburgh, sponsored the studios, p. a. and broadcasting facilities at the Texas exposition. RoColeson, takes
Vandeburg's
assistant bert
at Dallas,
over his duties.
KYW

Holds

Personnel;

Planning
New Studios
WITH NBC resuming the program
management of KYW, Philadelphia, on Sept. 1, Leslie Joy, who
formerly held the title of NBC representative atthe station and now
becomes its manager, announced no
immediate changes are contemplated in executive personnel. For
the time being KYW will be operated from the WCAU studio building, where for the last two years
it has been managed jointly with
WCAU by Dr. Leon Levy. Extensive plans are under way for erection of new studios at a site not
yet selected.
James P. Degley continues as
program director, Ralph A. Sayres
as sales director, James Harvey
as production manager, J. A. Aull
as publicity director and E. H.
C-ager as plant manager for Westinghouse, licensee of the station.
J. F. M. Proulx has been added to
the staff as auditor and office manager, transferred from NBC in
New York. F. M. Sloan, Westinghouse studio engineer, has been
promoted to studio supervisor, replacing Arthur C. Goodnow, transferred to Westinghouse headquarters. Three new engineers have
been added: Henry Geist and Abe
Cohen, formerly with WCAU, and
George E. Hagert, recent graduate of Tufts College.

Velocity
UNIVERSAL
and Carbon
Microphones
Universal's latest
achievement—Meal for stage
use
— Not affected by temperature or humidity — curve
Flat
frequency
from 40 toresponse
10.000 c. p. s.
Output-63pedanceD.B.
; Low
Imor direct
to grid
types. Compact. 2% x i%
in. 18x oz. 1%
thick-to
Weight, less than
— Headin.swings
any desired angle — Beautifully finished in
black
enamel
artisticsheet
chromedescribing
plate —
Ask for
newandcatalog
Models RL, RP, RH and CB— List $22.50.
|Universal
Microphone
Co., U.S.A.
Ltd.
424 Warren Lane,
Inglewood, Caiit.,

CRYSTALS

BOOM
(MODEL FSB)

(bmpany

561 BROADWAY.

• Broadcast

are ground to an accuracy of
BETTER than .01% and are
recognized the world over for
their Dependability, Output and
Accuracy of Frequency.

Write (or

ADJUSTABLE
in any DIRECTION
Noiseless action permits noiseless adjustment
while operating. Adjustable counterweight and
friction clutch provide SMOOTH AND EASY
OPERATION. Boom can be lowered or raised by
mere pressure of the hand, without requiring
any locking devices. Microphone height can be
varied from 36" to S6". Length of Boom arm,
28", or more.
List Price, gunmetal, $50.00. Chrome, $55.00

\ O A D CASTING

Farnsworth Television
FCC engineers who in mid-August
visited the laboratories of Farnsworth Television Inc., Philadelphia,
expressed themselves informally as
deeply impressed with the images
disclosed in laboratory tests using
wire transmission. One of them,
James P. Buchanan, on Aug. 20
testified at the hearing on Farnsworth's application for ultra-high
frequencies for television transmission that the system promises
"substantial contributions" to the
television art. Mr. Buchanan had
accompanied Andrew D. Ring, assistant chief engineer in charge of
broadcast services, to the laboratory demonstration.
Philo T. Farnsworth, the inventor and head of the company, testified that between $700,000 and
$800,000 has already been expended in research on his cathode-ray
system, and named three of the
backers of the California corporation owning his company as J. B.
McCarger, George Everson and
Seymour Turner, all San Francisco.
Donald K. Lippincott, patent attorney and counsel for Farnsworth,
testified that the Farnsworth system is free from nicker and ashas progressed
"much
further serted
in itproduction
of detail
and
elimination of nicker than others
in this country" and surpasses
either the Baird system of England
or the Ferenseh system of Germany. The applicant said equipment is ready and radiating1 towers
are up for the experimental service, for which he asked 1,000 watts
in the 42,000-56,000 kc. and 60,00086,000 kc. bands.

ACCURACY

Hewf
t
IMPERITE

MPERITE

Progress in Eliminating
Flicker Is Claimed for

Also new
Bulletir.'ST.
Microphone
Proposition

LOW TEMPERATURE
Supplied in Isolantite Air-Gap holders
in 550-1500 tokc.be band.
guaranteed
less thanFrequency
4 cycles drift
per
million cycles per degree centigrade
change in temperature. y~ \
RAi>lO

NEW

Advertising
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124 Jackson
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Two Crystals . S90
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IVICE
SERVI<

Write to Dept. B-961
for price list.

Ave., University Park,
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Md.
o
o
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Women

Playing

In Democratic
PROFESSIONAL

McNARY

Program

THE

DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg.< Wash., D. C.

Big Part

and CHAMBERS

Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

Democratic National Committee having recently named Mrs.
Henry Morganthau, wife of the
Secretary of the Treasury, as
radio director of its women's division, the Democratic State Committee of New York has appointed
Mrs. Dorothy Schiff Backer, of
New York, an enrolled Republican,
as chairman of the radio committee for its women's division. Her
duties, as announced by Ren. Caroline O'Day,
of thecommittee
women's
division
of head
the state

Sinclair WSM Spot
SINCLAIR REFINING Co., Ne
York,
unable
to clear time <
WSM,
Nashville, for its Fridjj
night NBC-Red program, has bui
a spot program for WSM only, d
signed along same lines as nej
work production.
The WSM sp
will be heard at 6:30 p. m., stai
ing Sept. 4, and will carry R
Grange's football predictions. Ja
Harris, of WSM, will substitute f
Grange, using scripts prepared
Federal Adv. Agency, New Yoij
handling the account.

who made the appointment, will be
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization
Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys.
Antenna Design. Wire
Line Problems.
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

PAUL
F. GODLEY
Consulting Radio Engineer
Montclair,
"25 years N.of J.

Professional Background"

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purpose*,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.

W.

P. Hilliard

Co.

T^adio transmission
Equipment
2106 Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

JOHN H BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
E rle Building Washington, D.C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

Phone Univ. 1419
725 Noyes St.
Evanston. Ill

EDWARD
H. LOFTIN
BROADCAST, COMMUNICATIONS
AND
PATENTS CONSULTANT
1406 G STREET, N. W.
District 4105
WASHINGTON, D. C

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problemsandof
Transmission
Broadcast
Coverage Development.
P. 0. Box 742
Evansville, Ind.

J. M.

E. C. PAGE
Consulting Radio Engineer

TEMPLE

Consulting Radio Engineer
P. 0. Box 189
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Times Square Station
New York City

Alexander

Sherwood

business Consultant
in '^Broadcasting
320 North 50 St.
OMAHA
NEBRASKA

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. I6lst ST.
NEW YORK CITY
JENKINS

& ADAIR,

Inc.

Engineers
Designers and Manufacturers of Radio
Transmission, Sound Film, Disc Recording and Communication Equipment
3333 BELMONT AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CABLE: JENKADAIR

to organize "listening posts"
throughout the state at which hostesses will entertain their neighbors at parties gathered to hear
important radio addresses. Mrs.
Backer is the daughter of the late
Mortimer Schiff, banker.

Help Wanted
WANTED : General manager for mi
market (farm) station. Salary small
start but organization expanding. W
have thorough experience in radio selli
Box 543, Broadcasting.
in Middle Atlai
Station and
Regional
State
is enlarging
reorganizing
staff and will consider applications
positions in studio, program, office
sales departments. Only experienced l
sons need apply and please furnish c
plete information in first letter. Box
Broadcasting.

Cal-Aspirin on Mutual
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Cal-Aspirin) will sponsor
Painted Dreams on three MBS stations (WGN, WLW, CKLW) beginning Sept. 28, 2:30-2:45 p. m.
The program will originate in Chicago and be broadcast by WGN
and WLW
five days a week,
CKLW taking it three days a week
under sponsorship and two days on
a sustaining basis. Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., New York, has
the account.

sales
commercial
notchcomplete
top over
Two to(2)take
want
manager)
and operation of radio station on perc
age basis. Location — anywhere. Legitir
— no "high pressure". Best referei
Now employed regional
network. Add
Box 541, Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy

THE

TRADE

MARK

ACCURACY,

MEASURING

SERVICE

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
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AND

OF

SPEED

INDEPENDENCE

IN WORLD

WIDE

NEWS

COVERAGE

Situations Wanted

announcer and contin
Experience
with d best of references. Now
writer
ployed. Box 544, Broadcasting.
holds Broad
ced operator
andExperien
Now employed. Des
Code License.
change. Box 540, Broadcasting.
Qualified engineer, employed, desires
nection with progressive station. Fam
with design, maintenance. Age 22, sir
Available on two weeks notice. Box
Broadcasting.

Have clients for broadcasting station
now operating. All matters confidential
Radio Investment Compart}
Broadcasting Properties
Times Bldfl.
New Yor
For Sale — Equipment
FOR SALE — 1 RCA type 1-D one
watt transmitter. Complete with two
of tubes. Transmitter almost new an
excellent condition. Immediate deli
from central destination. Offers being
ceived. Address Box 547, Broadcasts

Western Electric 1 Kw
106-B Transmitter
This equipment is an excellent operi
having ofbeen
condition,
ice
only because
an taken
increaseoutin ofpc ?.'«<
Supplied complete, with two sets of t i.
spare parts and duplicate sets of n
generators
ation from and
220 pumps.
Volt DCDesigned
supply, for
but ( >o
be easily modified for AC operation. 1
The transmitter is available immec Sd
ly and can be inspected at any time. fcj
respondence is invited from anyone il
ested in securing this equipment a M
unusually
BROADCASTING.attractive price. Box '»;
For Rent — Equipment

Inc.

Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
NEW YORK, N. Y.
STREET

• September

ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accomForms
pany order.close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.

Buckeye Net Expands
FIVE stations will comprise the
recently formed Buckeye Network
of Ohio stations, organized under
the auspices of the stations owned
by the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Starting with WHK, Cleveland;
WHKC, Columbus, and WKBN,
Youngstown, the network expects
also to add WSPD, Toledo and
WPAY, Portsmouth. The first two
stations are owned by the newspaper, which also has a 40% interest in the Youngstown station.
H. K. Carpenter, headquartering
at WHK, key station, and general
manager of the Plain Dealer stations, heads the Buckeye Network,
with C. A. McLaughlin, WHK
sales manager, in charge of commercials.

(UP)

FREQUENCY

CLASSIFIED

UNITED

PRESS

FOR DOMINANT NEWS COVERAGE

BROADCASTING

h measuri
field
strengt
nt, ngRCAunitTMV(r
d equipme
Approve
direct reading ; Astiline Angus Autoi
r for
Recorde
fading
on distant
y bridge
GR
radio
frequenc
; radiostat
os
tors, etc. Reasonable rental. Allied
search
Laborato
New York
City.ries, 260 East 161st S
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Established in Detroit August 20, 1920

AMERICA'S
DEDICATES

With

a

America's

week

Oldest

OLDEST

THE

of

WORLD'S

gala

programs

WWJ,

Radio

Station, opens its studios
knd dedicates tneir magnificent broadcasting facilties to the great radio audience

!ooh upon
I he

it as the HOME

new

jechnically unsurpassed,
Detroit

has learned to

FINEST

STATION

FACILITIES

A view of the main studio of WW

SEPT.

16

J — the Auditorium studio,

seating jjo, with complete stage equipment, motion picture projection room, Aeolian -S\inner Organ. There are Jive studios
at WWJ each with separate control booth and observation room.

radio station of Detroit.

studios, modern

pposite The

which

RADIO

News

architecturally
are

located

where

and

directly

WWJ

made

jistory 16 years ago by operating

the first radio
tation in the world to broadcast regular daily prorams. WWJ
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WASHINGTON,

By
They

Prefer

Regional
To
rHREE - FOURTHS

Clear

- Channel

or Local
of the

mtiori's rural "radio populaion" of 48,000,000 are dependent upon and listen to
righ-power clear-channel staions because they cannot pick
p others, but where they do
ave regional or local stations
rithin reception range they
une them first.
This is the rather startling
isclosure of the first compreensive survey of coverage of
tations in the United States
ver made by an agency of
le Federal Government. Conned to rural areas, and thus
liminating entirely the largr cities, the survey was conucted by the FCC in collabration with the Agricultural
djustment Administration
nd the
Postoffice Department. It was one part of a
mr-phase survey made by the
CC to ascertain the degree of
iral coverage
available, upon
hich improvements
in service
ay be founded.
Technical Performance
OINCIDENT with the release of
te results of its post-card quesonnaire survey, the FCC made
ablic results of other phases of
e study to check technically the
rformance of clear-channel stans. The sheaf of data was resed Sept. 3. The survey comtations will be used for basic
lculations as to how the broadsting service of the nation as a
ole can be improved and will be
esented at the so-called reallotion hearings to begin before the
oadcast Division Oct. 5 [see alations story on page 8].
Entwined in the technical analy_ are such factors as the feasiity of superpower operation,
rizontal increases in power on
ional and local channels, Eastest Coast duplication on clear
annels and other highly impornt phases of station assignments,
hat inferences
the FCC will
aw, or what conclusions it will
ich on the basis of these studies,
11 await the epochal Oct. 5 hearts, except for a few unmistakele conclusions
that
may be
•aned from the analysis thus far
ide. These are:
1. — Clear channel stations, using
ROADCASTING

D. C, SEPTEMBER

Rural

of

Analysis

SOL

Stations

Stations

Advertising

$3.00 A YEAR

Listening

But

They

Tune

First

Range

of the Allocation

Survey

prefer clear-channel
the nation's rural listeners
ABOUT 75% of they
lay down the best signals.
stations because
Where regional or local stations are within receiving range,
they tune them first because of community loyalty and pride as
well as clarity of reception.
At least half of the sets on farms are classified as modern,
about 75% having been purchased between 1930 and 1935.
Superpower such as WLW's 500,000 watts is not only feasible
but desirable for rural listeners. There is no complaint of "blanketing" or other interference.
Duplication of high-power stations on the same channel is not
practicable, but it appears possible to place stations of perhaps
1,000 watts on the same channel with a 50,000-watt station if the
former use direcfional antennas to suppress sienals in the direction of the dominant station and if geographical separation is
sufficient.
Engineering advances may make possible the licensing of additional regional stations by the use of directional antennas and
other means of controlling interference.
Station frequency is as important a factor as power in station
coverage, with the lower frequencies most desirable.
high power, are essential if the
majority of rural listeners are to
be served.
2 — Rural listeners prefer their
"home" stations, that is, regionals
or locals, as indicated by a study
of post-card responses, but in the
vast open spaces they are almost
entirely dependent upon clearchannel service.
3. — Superpower of the order of
WLW's 500,000 watts is not only
feasible, but desirable for the
rural listeners. WLW was first
choice of listeners in 13 states, and
second choice in six others. There
were no objections to this service,
and no complaints of interference.
4. — Duplication of 500,000-watt
stations or even 50,000-watt stations on opposite Coasts upon the
same channel would precipitate
ruinous interference. But placing
a 1,000-watt station with a directive antenna some 2,600 miles or
more away from a 500,000-watt
station, or of perhaps two 1,000watt stations on the same channel
with a 50,000-watt station under
similar antenna restrictions, would
not seriously curtail the secondary
coverage of the dominant station.
The questionnaire phase of the
survey drew an immediate challenge from non-clear channel stations. They contended it was far
from unbiased since it covered
only those deep rural listeners living remote from the cities in which
there are located
regional and
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local stations and who obviously
could only get service from clear
channel outlets. It was openly indicated that the survey will be
challenged in this respect at the
forthcoming hearings.
New "radio circulation" information, never before available to
broadcast advertisers, is provided
in the questionnaire analysis. Actual rural population of the country, as of Jan. 1, 1935, totaled
32,779,000, according to Department of Agriculture estimates.
This represents approximately onefourth of the nation's population
of nearly 130,000,000, estimated as
of the same date.
While the questionnaire survey
was restricted to rural areas, there
is another 12,000,000 of "small
town" population usually classified
as rural though located contiguous
to cities. Agricultural experts
therefore estimate that not onethird, but closer to 45% of the nation's population is non-urban.
The 48,000,000 radio population
figure in rural areas is based upon
an FCC estimate of the population
not in the primary service areas
of stations. There are 6,700,000
actual farm families among some
31,000,000 families in the country
as a whole.
And farm income, or annual
turnover, according to estimates
released on Sept. 8 by the Department of Agriculture, amounted to
$8,500,000,000 for last year, or

about one-sixth of the nation's aggregate commerce of some $48,000,000,000
In .the winter and spring of
allo1935 the FCC conducted its with
cation survey in cooperation
broadcast stations as well as other
regovernment
sults of the departments.
questionnaire The
survey
of
reports
by
were supplemented
interviews with listeners made by
radio inspectors of the 21 field offices of the FCC, and these returns, where comparable, coincided
with the questionnaire returns to
a remai-kable degree.
Using a selected list of farm
homes procured from the AAA,
the FCC mailed 86,000 questionnaires direct to these rural listeners. Another 30,000 questionnaires were sent to fourth class
postmasters for their own reply as
tativeOf cross-sec
represen
a typical
the 116,opinion.
tion of rural
000 total, 46,586 reply cards were
returned, but of these 13,816 were
not suitable for analysis. They
included questionnaires returned
unanswered, and those sent to
farm families not having receiving
sets or who had sets not in operating condition. Thus there were
32,671 usable responses, or 28% of
the total mailing of 116,000.
The Questionnaire
THE QUESTIONNAIRE was designed first to procure information
on the relative effectiveness of different classes of stations in serving
rural listeners; second, to obtain
data on types of receivers used to
ascertain their electrical characteristics and degree of obsolescense.
"The FCC is conducting a survey of
broadcasting to determine what
stations serve rural and small urban areas," read the questionnaire.
"The purpose of the survey is to
obtain data whereby the Commission may better regulate radio reThe
asked owned
were whether the questions
rural resident
a set;
its make; model number; number
ofception."
tubes; when purchased; whether in operating condition, and then
the most important: "Name your
favorite radio stations by call letters in order of your preference."
Finally,ments,space
for many.
comof which was
thereleft
were
The information from the cards
was tabulated to show the listener
preference as to clear, regional
and local-channel broadcast stations, the year of manufacture of
the receiver and the number of
tubes. In its compilation, the FCC
showed the national rural listener
preference by channels and then
according to states.
For the country as a whole, it
was revealed that 76.3% of the
(Continued on page 50)
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Postponement of Vital
REALIZING that future broadcast
allocations are at stake, with such
r, eastpolicy matters as superpoweon
clear
west coast duplication
channels and horizontal power increases to be decided, the broadcasting industry has taken on a
group organization aspect for the
reallocation hearings to begin Oct.
5 before the FCC Broadcast Division.
Supplementing the Clear Channel Group and the National Association of Regional Broadcasting
Stations, both organized to present testimony at the reallocation
hearings, the high-powered regional stations now have organized
and it is likely that local stations
will be represented by National
Independent Broadcasters Inc. One
of the major networks — NBC — has
made known its plans to present
testimony, with its president, Lenox R. Lohr, heading its list of witnesses. CBS has not yet evolved
its plan of procedure.
Postponement Asked
AN ELEVENTH-HOUR effort to
procure postponement of the hearings until after the November elections is being made. CBS is known
to favor deferring the hearings.
It is represented as feeling that
the steady approach of television
and the investments it will involve should be considered, along
with the fact that political campaigning is now approaching its
peak and that station executives
are desirous of staying at home
to protect their interests.
A final reason is the allocation
survey report made public Sept. 3
by the FCC, which broke like a
bombshell in industry ranks [see
page 7]. The scope of this report
and its rather sensational disclosures, it is stated, may make
desirable the allowance of additional time which station groups
may devote to analysing the ponderous document and devising answers to it.
Among non-clear channel stations particularly, it is reported,
the feeling exists that the allocation survey is not a fair appraisal
of rural service of regional stations, and that in order to procure
equitable data, a separate "listening_ishabits"
should bethat
made.
It
argued, study
for example,
the
questionnaire phase of the survey
is challengable since it covers rural
areas in which no regional or local
stations are opei'ating, with the
result that clear channel stations
walked away with the vote.
In any event, it is expected that
the FCC's release of this information will precipitate a furore at the
reallocation hearings, with efforts
made by separate groups to interpret the study to fit their own particular cases.
In FCC quarters it is indicated
that there is little chance of a
postponement of the hearing since
everything has been geared for
the Oct. 5 date. The docket of
hearings and oral arguments, it
was pointed out, is jammed until
next March, and if a postponement were granted it would mean
perhaps a half-year delay. Moreover, the FCC is anx*ous to hold
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the hearings before it gets more
deeply into the A. T. & T. telephone investigation, which resumes
this fall.
Meanwhile, NBC has made new
preparations for the hearings, as
a group of high-power regionhaveal stations.
For more than a year
a group of a dozen clear channel
stations fostering superpower and
the preservation of clear channels
has been organized, while elaborate plans have been by the National Association of Regional Stations, formed two months ago, to
appear in opposition to superpower and in favor of a horizontal
increase in night power on such
channels from 1,000 to 5,000 watts.
In CBS councils the hearings
have been discussed at length. The
apparent view of this network is
that if television is to make its
bow soon, it will mean tremendous
investments by networks and stations for its introduction and for
and proequipment,motion.development
Out of the reallocation
hearings, it is logical to expect,
will come policies which may mean
reequipping of stations to meet
changed assignments, also involving heavy expenditures.
Independent's Position
THUS the CBS view is to make
haste slowly. It, however, is joinJohn Shepard's
with
ing forces
NARBS
group
to the extent of its
regional station ownership, and in
the interest of regional affiliates,
and also with the high-power regional group under leadership of
L. B. Wilson, WCKY, Cincinnati,
the network's Washsince WJSV,
ington station, is on one of those
channels. CBS wants to derive
whatever benefits may accrue from
changed allocations, but does not
intend to tie itself down as a network to policies enunciated by
these groups.
Although not yet finally set as
to its position, National Independent Broadcasters Inc., representing about 75 local independent stations, is going to be on hand Oct.
5, and will file an appearance, according to Edward A. Allen,
WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., its president. The tendency is to favor a
horizontal boost for locals to 250
watts at night, since in most cases
local stations are using that power
during daylight and would not
have to reequip for the increase.
They feel also that the six local
channels are cluttered with stations to the point where generally
good service is impossible, and
look kindly upon spreading of local assignments through provision
of additional channels.
NBC will have an imposwig delegation on hand, under present
plans. It will be Mr. Lohr's first
formal appearance in Washington
since he assumed the NAB presidency last Jan. 1. He will present the broad policy case for the
two NBC networks, and will be
followed by Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, RCA
engineering head and former FCC
chief engineer, who will discuss
allocations generally; C. W. Horn.
NBC development and research engineer, who will report technicallv
on radio propagation and coverage.
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Courtesy of Crossley Reports
Commercial Network Programs

is the way commercial network time was divided by proover 920 evebased onted
types, investiga
gram hours
from Oct.
ning
1935 to April 1936 by the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting
(Crossley Reports). Each program
type has been allotted the number
of hours which all programs in
that type represent.
The chart is based on the table
of program types. Quarter - hour
broadcast five times a
programs
week
have been considered as 1%
hours a week for the number of
weeks investigated, quarter - hour
progi-ams three times a week, %
hour, etc.

HERE

Name

Don

Lee

Stations

Rambeau

as Rep

WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU Co..
station representative, has beer,
named national advertising representative for the four stations oi
the Don Lee network in California,
according to announcement Sept.
S. Lee, Don Lee pres1 by Thomas
ident. The stations are KHJ, Los
Angeles, KFRC, San Francisco,
KGB, San Diego, and KDB, Santa
Barbara.

The Rambeau organization succeeds Radio Sales Inc., CBS subsidiary, which has sold spot time
for the stations for several years.
Termination of the Radio Sales arrangement develops as a result of
the forthcoming severance of the
Don Lee system with CBS and its
stalignment with Mutual Broadca
ing System on Dec. 27. KNX, Los
CBS
Angeles, which becomes the
outlet in lieu of KHJ, will be represented by Radio Sales, which
has just been placed under the
general management of J. Kelly
Smith, for the last decade sales
manager of WBBM, Chicago.
Mr. Rambeau, one of the pioneer
tation,
figures in station represen
maintains offices in Chicago, New
York and San Francisco.
Colonial

Lineup

LISTING 11 stations in New Engl Network
and Karl S. Van Dyck, RCA engiColoniaSept.
first issued
land, the was
9 by
rate card
neer and receiving set expert, who
characreceiver
will cover modern
John Shepard 3d, president of both
teristics and their relationship to
the Yankee and Colonial chains.
allocations, power and coverage.
The rate card becomes effective
The NRC position probably will
network, Mr. ShepSept. 27. The will
take programs
ard states,
support superpower as a means of
Likee.
coverag
rural
m
maximu
from or feed them to Mutual Netexpected to sfavor reis
wise NBC
work, New York State Broadcasttention of clear channel per se,
ing System, and WOR, WHN and
notably in the areas where there
WINS, New York, without line
of popufor the service in either
ations
charges
concentr
are great
lation or where rural coverage is
direction. Stations aligned in Colonial are WAAB, Boston; WTHT.
an important factor.
Both the NARBS and the Clear
Hartford; WSAR, Fall Fiver;
Channel Group have in general
BanWMAS, Springfield; WLBZ.WNBH.
perfected their plans for their
ter; Lowell;
Manches
WFEA, d;
gor;
WLLH,
New Bedfor
presentations. Final appearances
unare not due until Sept. 15 and
WEAN, ProvWATR, Waterbu
Bridgeport.
idence; WICC,ry;
til it is known how many groups
or individuals will appear the FCC
will not be in position to make
remento (McClatchy Newspapers);!
known its actual agenda. It is estimated, roughly, that the hearings
WLAC, Nashville; KSTP, St. Paul,
will last a week to ten days.
WKBW, Buffalo, and KGA, SpoMr. Shepard, as chairman of the group.
kane, also will be identified with
of
number
a
NARB. has called
meetings with his counsel and enA majority of the Washington
gineers, and with members of his
radio law fraternity has held sevexecutive committee to perfect
plans for the presentation. He
eral meetings during the last fortnight to devise a broad plan for
Washinghas called a meetingdayin before
the
ton for Oct. 4, the
their respective client stations,
many of which now are joined in
hearings are scheduled to begin.
As of Sept. 10 the NARBS
with the groups organized for the
membership stood at 61. Stations
hearings. It is possible that they
which have ioined since publication
will file joint appearances before
Broadin the Sent. 1WT
of the list casting
AD,
the FCC on behalf of their clients,
are: WHBL,
WSAR, WEBC. KMO, WDOD,
presenting broad views as to polWFBM, WSFA, WTCN, KMA and
treating with inicy rather
cases.
dividual than
WDAY.
The NAB itself will file an apRegional Meeting
Manag
HIGH-POWER regional stations
far
ThusDirecn. ing
Baldwi
W. through
tor Jamespearance
Chiin
met
mack
been
aligned by Mr. Wilson,
have
plans
no
r,
howeve
cago Sept. 11 to perfect their
for formal presentation of anj
enthe
retained
have
plans. They
Bailey
since NAB memgineering firm of Jansky &
character of case,thems
elves pittec
bers will find
to represent them at the hearings.
the super
is
on
it
r
plea,
a
anothe
make
one
against
The group will
regiona
presumed, in favor of 50,000 watts
power, clear channel and
station increase proposals as wel
on high - power regional channels,
which now have been limited to
as with respect to local stations
10,000 watts at night. In addition
The degree of NAB participation
to WCKY and WJSV, KOMA. Oklaif any, will depend upon develop
homa City (Hearst); KFBK, Saements, Mr. Baldwin has indicated
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Reveals

Major Schools
Permit
It

IOULD play-by-play reports of
liege and university football
.mes be broadcast?
This question is being raised
ew in football and sports writjlg circles, with the current re!rts
of increasing
demands
from
e public
for football
broadcasts
d increased interest on the part
radio advertisers in the sponrship of gridiron games of local,
:tional and national importance.
The swing appears to be densely in favor of football broadsts, and, while some athletic auDrities continue to oppose them,
2 holdouts seem to be getting
■ver and fewer until today very
.v conferences or associations
finitely bar them and those that
ly frown on them often leave
3 decision up to the individual
'iools.
To get a cross-section of foot11 broadcasting activity, John
ntley, of the Lincoln State Jourl, queried a select list of major
d minor institutions. His findjs and comments are published
rewith by permission of the
n-coln State Journal, which with
h Lincoln Star owns 49% inter■ in KOIL, Omaha, and KFAB^OR, Lincoln:
Paying Off Debts
Is! SOME sections communities
me gone so far as to appeal to
,islative bodies to force these
!>adcasts as the university officii, with stadia debts confronting
|m, attempted to kill such meases in committee, arguing that
;>orts of the games over the air
| into football receipts. And
ntball is the Atlas of the college
!>rts world, toting the remainder
the athletic programs on its
.ncial shoulders.
The first attempt to get defie facts concerning this situation
s made by selecting 74 schools
oughout the country, a majority
them state - controlled, because
y have been the center of most
the attempts to force broadts. Taxpayers feel they supt these schools and have a right
hear the reports of the games,
wspapers near these schools
-e polled in an effort to find a
;jority opinion. But the country
Ins equally divided, judging by
h cross section, as 38 of the
jools permit broadcasts, 36 do
Of the 38 which permit reports
jtheir games to be flashed over
air, 24 sell them commercially
le 11 do not. Five of the schools
f broadcasting stopped at one
~* and then resumed. Six now
;he silent list permitted broad:s at an earlier date,
tn two instances, where schools
organized into conferences,
;e groups sell the broadcasts
prorate the proceeds. The
F ific Coast conference which
c prises Stanford, California,
versity of California at Los
geles, Oregon, Washington
Washington, Oregon State,
ihern California, Idaho and
itana, is paid close to $100,000

Football

on

Split

Colleges

Sponsorship

YALE'S recent decision to permit sponsored broadcasts of its football
games this fall impelled John Bentley, of the staff of the Lincoln
State Journal, part owner of KOIL, KFAB and KFOR, to conduct
a survey of representative colleges and universities to determine the
extent to which they permit the broadcasting and sponsorship of their
games. He found among 7U institutions that 38 permit radio reports
while 36 ban them. Of the 38 permitting broadcasts, 24 sell them
commercially and 11 do not. Here is a summary and tabulation of
his findings, reprinted with permission.
RESULTS

OF

POLL

ON

FOOTBALL

BROADCASTS

These Schools Broadcast
(Either Sponsored or Sustaining)
Arkansas
Northwestern
Notre Dame
Baylor
California
Ohio State
Chicago
Oregon State
Columbia
Oregon
Dartmouth
Pennsylvania
Rice
Georgia
Idaho
St. Louis U.
Illinois
Southern Methodist
Iowa
Stanford
Texas A. & M.
Iowa State
Kansas
Texas Christian
Army
Texas
Kansas State
Louisiana State
Navy
Michigan U. of Cal., Los Angeles
Michigan State
Minnesota
Washington State
Missouri
Washington
Montana State
Tale

These Ban Broadcasts
Alabama
New Hampshire
New Mexico Collegt
Clemson
New Mexico
Colo. Mines
Colo. State
North Carolina
Colorado
Oklahoma
Penn State
Conn. State
Cornell
Rhode Island
Delaware
Tennessee
Denver
Utah State
Duke
Vermont
Virginia
Harvard
Kentucky
Virginia Mil. Inst.
Virginia Polytech
Maryland
Mass.
State
Washington & Lee
Mississippi
Western Maryland
West Virginia
Montana State
West Virginia State
Nevada
Wyoming
Nebraska

by an oil company [Associated Oil
Co.] for the privilege of broadcasting all conference football
games
and
some basketball contests.

season and this is divided equally
among the seven members, Southern Methodist, Texas Christian,
Baylor, Rice, Arkansas, Texas,
Texas A. & M. Each receives
$2,000. In addition to this, a fee
of $500 is paid for each game
broadcast, this sum being divided
by the two competing schools. This
does not include the money paid
to the broadcasting stations.
"In the Big Six conference, each
school is permitted to handle its
broadcasting problems as it sees
fit, and four of the members, Iowa
State, Kansas, Kansas State and

"This amount is prorated among
the schools, with those members
having the larger attendance taking down the larger slice. St.
Mary's, Santa Clara and University of San Francisco, which play
most of their games on Sunday,
have a similar arrangement.
"Another oil company [Humble
Oil & Refining Co.] pays the
Southwest conference $14,000 each

Sponsors

Scramble

for

Football

Games

As Competitive
Bidding Boosts
the Cost
AS FAST as contracts can be
Atlantic Refining Co. on the Atlantic Seaboard and Associated
signed, agencies and colleges are
Oil Co. on the West Coast. Assoarranging for sponsorship of college football games or schedules.
ciated's plans were completed well
With the opening of the season
in advance of the season, but Atlantic Refining still is threshing
hardly a fortnight away, the
out details involved in the group
scramble for exclusive rights to
of special hookups set up by N.
games continues unabated.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., its agencv.
So furious is the bidding for
Ayer also has been active in obgames that colleges are upping
taining football rights for Kellogg:
their prices as word spreads about
Co.,
Battle
Creek [Broadcasting,
Sept.
1].
five-figure prices that grid-minded
sponsors are paying for outstandBesides actual play-by-play acing teams. At least one court incounts of games, sponsors still are
junction is known to be in the
booking time for pregame prowind and New York advertising
grams as well as Saturday evening
circles are reeking with rumors
resumes of scores. A novel angle
of sponsor bitterness against their
developed during the fortnight
agencies as rights to big games
when Coca Cola Bottling companare gobbled up by others.
ies of Texas arranged for broadSince Broadcasting compiled first
casts in that market of pep rallies
nationwide data on gridiron sponand of campus programs on Frisorship [see Sept. 1 issue], reports
days and Saturdays, before and
have come in daily of new contracts. In one case announcement
after games, from the larger universities of Texas to be carried
was made of sale of sponsorship
locally
and
by leased lines over
rights by a Southern college,
WFAA, Dallas.
which later asked for more money
As Broadcasting went to press,
when it learned that Yale had sold
Yale was the only college of the
its rights for $20,000.
Big Three in the East to dispose
Leading football sponsors durof its sponsorship rights. Atlantic
ing the autumn, as previouslv re(Continued on page 53)
ported in Broadcasting, will be

Missouri, permit it [varying sponsors] while Nebraska and Oklations. homa ban broadcasts with reserva"The Big Ten also gives its
members carte blanche insofar as
the air waves are concerned.
Northwestern has sold its games
this fall to an oil company [Socony Vacuum Oil Co.] for an unannounced sum. Michigan sells
its games annually [Kellogg Co.]
and receives approximately $4,000
for each contest. Iowa, another
member of the Big Ten, is sponsored by a washing machine company [Maytag Co.] which pays
$500 for the preliminary games
and $1,000 for conference contests.
Minnesota permits broadcasts but
home games cannot be sponsored,
so no money accrues from them.
Games which the Gophers play
away from home can be sponsored,
but only to the extent of teams
expenses.
In the Southland
"THE SOUTHERN
Conference,
comprising Washington and Lee,
University of North Carolina,
Clemson, Duke, Maryland, North
Carolina State, University of Virginia, Virginia Military Institute
and
Poly ban broadcasts
as a Virginia
group.
"Yale has announced the sale
of rights to broadcast its home
games for a sum said to be $20,000 [Atlantic Refining Co. and
Yankee Network]. Heretofore
Yale's policy has been not _ to
broadcast
its sports
ties and any
its of
recent
actionactivihas
started anew the question of commercialized college football.
"Harvard broadcasts only games
which are sellouts and these are
not sponsored. New Hampshire
does not broadcast home games.
"West Point permits broadcasts
in special instances, one ArmyNavy game being sponsored by a
radio manufacturer [Philco] on
time donated by a national chain
and proceeds
givenYork
to the
Salvation Army. New
University
has broadcast only one game, its
contest with Fordham last Thanksgiving. There was no sponsor.
"Sentiment at many schools
where broadcasts are barred, corresponds to that of Coach Bible of
Nebraska. He thinks that as soon
as indebtedness resulting from big
building programs is liquidated,
the games should be put on the
air. However,
thinkscontrol
the universities shouldheretain
of
these reports which means that
they could not be sold to sponsors
for commercial benefits.
"Nebraska puts one game each
year on the air, last season broadcasting the Minnesota contest and
this season the Pittsburgh game.
These attractions always draw a
sellout crowd, thereby eliminating
the loss of gate receipts whether
put on the air or not. Biggest
argument against broadcasting is
that potential fans await the
morning of the game before buying tickets. If the weather is bad,
they stay home. Radio officials
counter with the argument that
many new football fans are made
as a result of descriptions of
games over the air, that these
followers eventually find their way
to the stadiums."
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Already

Are

GOP
Use

Booking

Time;

Expands

Election

Eve

Time;

Placements Vary as Campaign Strategy Shifts
HAVING met with no success in
transcription time, this is definitethe netits efforts to persuade discount
ly out of the picture now — and
s
works to rebate agency
presumably the political broadcasts
for political time placements, as
will be confined to the networks between now and November.
camnational
s
previou
in
done
was
Democrats are continuing their
paigns, the Republican National
scheduled series [Broadcasting,
Committee radio division has disclosed that it is now placing the
Aug. 1, Aug. 15 and Sept. 1] and
William Hard broadcasts, its only
have bought two more schedules
regular series to date, through
on the Mutual Network as a prelimLord & Thomas, Chicago, and that
President Rooseto putting
veltinaryhimself
on the air on sponsored
placements hereafter will be made
time. The President, still speaking
by various established advertising
on sustaining time by virtue of his
agencies. Democratic radio headquarters from the outset began to
office, will open his active camplace most of its time through
paign for reelection with his speech
agencies.
before the Democratic state convention in Syracuse Sept. 29,
This policy decision was the mawhich will of course be broadcast,
jor political radio development of
the last fortnight, aside from adprobably on combined networks.
Thereafter, he will speak more
ditional time-buying by the partisan groups. The G. 0. P. action
or less regularly and time will be
follows the announcement by Hill
bought as needed. His eighth
"fireside chat" from the White
Blackett, president of the BlackettHouse Sept. 6, dealing with the
Sample-Hummert agency and radio
director of the Republican National
drought and reemployment, was
Committee, that his own agency
construed in partisan quarters as
would have nothing to do with Repolitical — but it commanded suspublican radio placements. What
taining time on the combined networks with various independent
other agencies will be selected for
stations added at their own rethe increased radio time - buying
planned for the next six weeks bequest. The fact that it had a pofore the election, has not been
litical tinge led KFI and KECA,
revealed.
Earle Anthony stations in Los Angeles, to announce a ruling that the
Campaign Strategy
President's "fireside chats" hereTHE CAMPAIGN for the most
after must be paid for by the Democratic National Committee or else
part, up to now, has been a hitor-miss affair so far as radio is would be rejected when offered to
concerned, except for the several
those stations on the NBC netscheduled series purchased by the
works. It is not likely, however,
Democrats and the William Hard
that any more such sustaining
series purchased by the Republiperiods will be asked for by Mr.
cans. The last-named on Sept. 7
Roosevelt in view of his campaign
switched from the NBC-Blue netbroadcasts which will be booked
work to a 69-station CBS network.
like any other commercial periods.
Speaking from WBBM, Chicago,
On Election Eve
which is nearest to G. 0. P. headquarters in the Railway Exchange
DEMOCRATIC radio headquarters
Bldg. there, Mr. Hard is now heard
in the Biltmore Hotel, New York,
Mondays through Fridays, 7-7:15
p. m. (EDST) on 13 stations, with
on Sept. 7 began a sei-ies of nine
a rebroadcast to the remainder
Monday broadcasts, 10:45-11 p. m.
(EDST) on 12 Mutual stations,
11-11:15 p. m. (EDST); however,
WOR, WGN, WLW, CKLW,
22 of the latter group on Sept. 2?
WCAE, WGAR, WGR, WAAB,
after daylight saving ends, will
WNBH, WMAS, WORC, WFEA,
shift to the earlier period.
WLLH, with WOL and WSAR to
The Republicans are continuing
to buy network and station time
be added Sept. 28. The same network has also been engaged, startaccording to the strategy of their
ing Oct. 2 and running through
campaign, with Col. Knox doing
Oct. 30, for a Friday night series,
most of the broadcasting on single10:45-11 p. m., to feature guest
time periods up to now and with
Gov. Landon taking the air anew
political speakers. U. S. Advertising Corp., New York, placed the
Sept. 12 with his speech from Portaccount.
land, Me., on the NBC - Red netThe Democrats plan to tranwork. All other major speeches by
scribe all of these programs, and
Gov. Landon will, of course, be
place them on various stations.
broadcast on one or another netRadio & Film Methods Corp., New
work or on combination of netYork, will do the transcribing.
works, according to Mr. Blackett's
While more time will be purdecisions and according to ability
chased by Democrats during the
to clear time. The Republican
next six weeks, and while Radio
women's division also has plans
Director William B. Dolph, manunder way for a series of proager of WOL, Washington, repeats
grams five times weekly, featuring
that he will seek to purchase clear
women, to be arranged by Mrs.
time so far as possible, no other
Eugene Meyer, wife of the publisher of the Washington Post, but
definite arrangements for time purchases had been made up to the
the time and the network had not
time Broadcasting went to press
been announced as Broadcasting
except for the reservation of a
went to press.
full hour period the night of Nov. 2.
G.O.P. plans also include several
campaign speeches to be broadcast
11 elections
and 12 o'clock
theBetween
eve of the
of Nov. on3,
by former President Hoover,
stumping the East starting Oct. 8 the Democratic National Committee will fire its final radio shots
or 9. It was also learned in Chiover the combined CBS, NBC-Blue
cago that, despite elaborate previous plans for th3 buying of and basic Mutual networks.
Page
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GOP RADIO STAFF
Fieet of Sound Trucks Being
Sent From Chicago
HEADED by Hill

Mr. Warriner

Blackett, president of BlackettSample-Hummert
Inc. as radio director, Republican
National Committee radio headquarters in the
RailwayExchange
Bldg.,
is
mannedChicago,
not only

by a large office staff but by_ a
corps of radio technicians on its
own payroll. Charles H. Warriner,
Lancharge of all
of Topeka, is in and
public address
don broadcasts
systems, and with Henry A.onRahall
mel accompanying Landon
his tours in his special train fully
with radio.
equipped
With Col. Knox are James D.
McLean, in charge of radio, and
Robert C. Mulnix, his assistant in
charge of p.a. Traveling with
Chairman John Hamilton is Dean
Bailey. Knox and Hamilton usea
sound trucks on their trips, and
fleet of 15 more is now being sent
into the field by the G. 0. P. radio
headquarters.
Equipment for the Landon tram
and the Knox and Hamilton sound
trucks was supplied by Collins
Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, la. It
consists of five 12X amplifiers, two
bridging amplifier bays which contain 28 single-stage bridging amplifiers arranged in independent
groups of seven. Microphones are
placed in front of the speaker and
are connected to duplicate amplifiers, so that networks, stations,
newsreels and public address systems can be readily hooked in.
Democrats

Using

Big State Hookups
PURCHASES of special state
hookups for its political drive are
featuring radio activities of the
Democrats. On Sept. 21 the Democratic National Committee will
start a series of speeches over a
network of Pennsylvania stations,
first formed to carry programs
sponsored by the Pennsylvania
State Committee.
Fifteen 15 - minute broadcasts
will be carried on as many evenings over an 18-station hookup
comprising WFIL, WRAW,
WCBA, WEST, WAZL, WORK,
WGAL, WGBI, WBRE, WKOK,
WRAK, WFBG, WJAC, WHP,
WKBO, WLEU, KDKA and
WTBO, the latter in Cumberland,
Md. The dates are Sept. 21, 22, 28
and 29, Oct. 5, 6, 12, 13, 19, 20, 26
and 27, all 10:15-10:30 p. m.; Oct.
26, 6:30-6:45 p. m.; Nov. 1, 4:45-5
p. m.; Nov. 2, 9:30-9:45 p. m. In
addition, transcriptions recorded
by RCA Victor Co. will be carried
on these stations.
This network is independent of
the state committee's own hookup
of 17 stations keyed from WFIL,
which started Sept. 7 and will run
13 times on a varying schedule.
The state committee is also placing discs on Pennsylvania stations.
The week of Sept. 8-13, Democratic National headquarters ran
a state series in Maine, using
W C S H, W L B Z, WR D O and
WAGM, to back up the primary
campaign there, to which the Republicans sent Gov. Landon as
their speaker.

Network

Arranged

For

Coughlin

Fr.

Special Hookup of 36 Stations
For Saturday Half-Hours
ARRANGED personally by Fathei
Coughlin, with the assistance o:
Manager Leo J. Fitzpatrick o:
WJR and General Manager Free
Weber of Mutual Network, a spe
cial network of 36 or more sta
tions carrying half-hour politica
by the Detroit
talks scheduled
was
to get radio
under prieswa;
Sept. 12. Placed through the Al
bert M. Ross Agency, New York
the series, scheduled for Saturday:
8-8:30 p. m. (EDST) and the sam.
time when standard time resume:
after Sept. 27, will run for II
weeks or more, carrying throug]
the November elections.
j
Father Coughlin himself is th
sponsor and his network was buil
up with the four basic units o
Mutual as a nucleus. His arrange
ment of the schedule marked a de
parture from his earlier announc
his f all-wint
plans not to resumebroadcasts
unt
Sundaytheafternoon
after
first of the year, but t
on th
only occasionally
appear during
radio
the campaign as ;
speaker for the Union Party on it
sponsored time.
May Add More Stations
THE HOOKUP is nationwide i
scope, including the CBS - owne
and the
KNX, Hollywo
tioned
stationod,KSFO,
SanCBS-op
Fran
Cisco. Because CBS policy oppose
sponsored talks by religionists
Father Coughlin himself paid
visit to CBS headquarters in Ne
York Sept. 9 and secured permi:
sion of Edward Klauber, CBS e;
ecutive vice president, to incluc
those stations — both of which dui
ing the last year have been unii
s independent nel
of
priest'
workthefor
his Sunday
afternoo
series. Neither is as yet takin
CBS programs, but are schedule
to start Jan. 1 when
they probabl
will discontinue the Coughlin sei
ies if extended beyond then.
More stations may be added, bi
the lineup as Broadcasting wei
to press Sept. 11 was as follow
each station securing its cai
rates minus a pro rata of the lii
charges :
Mutual Network — WOR, Nes
ark; WLW, Cincinnati; WGN, Ch
cago;
CKLW,
DetroitWindsor. Bo
Colonial
Network
— WAAB,

BROADCASTING

ton; WEAN, Providence; WIC'
Bridgeport; WMAS, Springfiel
WORC, Worcester; WLBZ, Ba
gor; WFEA, Manchester; WNB1
New Bedford; WLLH, Lowe!
WSAR, Fall River.
NBC Affiliates— WFIL, Philade
phia;
WCAE, WSYR,
Pittsburgh;
WBA
Baltimore;
Syracus
WRVA, Richmond; WGAR, Clev
land; WIRE, Indianapolis; WS1
Nashville; KOIL, Omaha; KW:
St. Louis; WABY, Albany; KS>
Des Moines; WMT, Cedar Rapid
Kan.
KSTP, St. Paul; WREN, Lawrenc
CBS Affiliates — WJR, Detroi
WCAU,
Philadelphia; WGR
WKBW, Buffalo.
Independents — WOL, Washm
ton; KNX, Hollywood; KSFO, Si
Francisco; KFEL, Denver.
JACK BENNY'S new movie, T
will kid the rac
Big Broadcast,
business.
He stars as an agen
official. Gracie Allen is spons
and others featured are B
Burns, Bing Crosby and Ss
(Schlepperman) Hearn.
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Broadcasters

Marked
Radio's
Adolescence
a Decade
or So Ago
after being stricken by a heart atThe angry voice of a woman greet^0 THE OLDTIMERS who reiain in the business, radio, with
ed him with: "I've never heard
The studio announcer then threw
11 its carefully plotted, conscious
such blasphemy! And on God's
umor, will never again be as
the
program back to the unsuspectDay, too ! I'll never listen to such
tack."
ing ringside announcer, whose
unny as in the old days, when
a Looking
wicked station
voice chimed in at the end of the
around,again!"
he found that
roadcasting was a hectic, madcap
the transcription had stuck in a
ffair, which ran along much as it flash, picking up perfectly where
the studio announcer had left off : faulty groove. Instead of giving
leased, sans schedules, sans rules,
the complete prayer, the disc had
:ians everything.
"It was quite a blow, ladies and
been shouting over and over again,
There were no air comics or gag
gentlemen, but it doesn't mean a
ten. Indeed, they were not needfor ten minutes, "Oh, Jesus Christ;
Another station used to conduct
i, for looseness of operation prothing."
oh,The
Jesus
Christ."too, had their litlisteners,
its auditions after sign-off at 10
ided belly laughs galore for
tle joke now and then in the old
p. m. each Tuesday. As a matter
mazed listeners as unexpected,
of predetermining the air qualities
idicrous happenings took place
days. Through one of these listenof voices and acts, the auditions
er pranks, a man who used to play
uring many of the catch-as-catchm broadcasts.
Santa Claus over the air for sevwere conducted over a microphone
eral weeks preceding each Christhooked into a loud-speaker system,
A Witch's Progeny
mas, was cured of his habit of
over which the program director
listened. The microphone also was
STORY lady was telling about
hooked into the broadcasting trans/ie fairy princess who was rescued
mitter of the station which, one
•om the toils of the evil giant by
Tuesday, the engineer failed to
witch's son. The control man
silence.
.indling her program wig-wagged
Hubby Was Dialing
tor frantically, but without avail,
; she mentioned frequently,
THE ENTIRE audition, in all of
roughout the broadcast, how odd
its informality, with now and then
was that such a nice young man
a "damn" and worse, went on the
ould be a son of a witch. The
air. _ It happened that a young
chiseling cigars out of his listeners.
married woman who, unsuccessHis method was to read a letter
fully, had been up for auditions
several times, was there that evefrom little Mary Jones and adroitning. She had become rather well
ly comment that the cigar which
acquainted with one of the anMary sent him had certainly been
nouncers to whom she remarked:
appreciated. Naturally, after this
"Come on over to the Dells when
broad hint, many other little
Mary's would mail in cigars at
you're through, George, and I'll
buy a drink. The Old Man got
once. Santa quit chiseling, however, when a fine cigar, mailed in
paid
As today."
the announcer and the young
by a listener, exploded in his theoretical whiskers.
woman were having their drink an
onsor of the program, an unbeinfuriated husband walked in on
An announcer who had to read
iling baker, received dirty looks
them. The announcer suffered a
a bedtime story each evening, hated
m mothers for some time afterbroken nose and numerous conrd.
the task. He ended all of the stortusions.
ies with the stock phrase, "So go
ith quite good intentions, as a
Because of poor acoustics, a
to bed, now children; go to bed
tter of educating its listeners
fashionable church located just
icerning the regulations and enand go to sleep."
across the street from the antenna
Not for the Kiddies
•cement of vehicular traffic laws
of a radio station, installed a louda local safety first campaign,
ONE NIGHT, more peeved than
speaker system. One Sunday mornstation began broadcasting a serusual at his program, he threw the
ing, in the midst of the minister's
sermon, the wires of the system
switch to close the microphone and
1 of programs direct from one of
unaccountably picked up the promuttered: "And, as for me, you
! police courts. When the first
gram of the radio station. A blarlittle so and so's, you can go to
>adcast went on the air, it haphell." The switch, as it happened,
ried that, instead
ing dance band playing "Kansas
of a traffic
did not close the "mike" and the
e, an Irish gentleman charged
announcer's afterthought, to the
h peace disturbance was beine
horror
of listening mothers, went
*
on the air.
rd.
So when I came out to me front
Obviously, radio broadcasting tod, you honor," the defendant
day is a highly organized efficiently conducted business as it necessaying, "I did not have the
st bit of a thought to be doing
sarily must be, in order to keep
pace with its rapid development.
*wan any harm, at all. O'Toole
5 standing at me front gate and
But the oldtimers in the business
called me a dirtv son of a so
find themselves often yearning for
the good old days, when radio was
City Kitty" became an astounding
I so."
part of the services.
a hectic, madcap affair and a
'he
amaze
d
annou
ncers
spran
g
heir controls, but too late. The
phonograph record was a phonoDeity Desecration
ghty word had thundered into
graph record.
A
SMALL
eastern
station used to
t usands of receiving sets.
\ .nother station made much of
operate with a one-man staff on
NBC Special Events
Sunday mornings. The feature
t. fact that it was going to broadWITH the appointment Sept. 3 of
program was a popular 15-minute
c : the first blow-by-blow descriptranscribed sermon. The youth
Don Thompson, sports announcer,
t . of a boxing bout ever put on
who formed the Sunday morning
t its territory. On the night of
as producer in charge of special
I bout, while the event was on
staff customarily placed the tranevents at NBC's western division,
scribed sermon on the turntable,
£ air, the station received word
San Francisco, NBC completed its
started it playing, then dashed out
he sudden death of the mayor,
plans to place special events and
at to do? The studio anfor a snack of coffee and doughthe supervision of news broadnuts.
ncer excitedly put on the flash
casts under single managers in
nee, without notifying the ringOne Sunday morning the traneach division. Mr. Thompson will
announcer his broadcast was
work under Lew Frost and will
scription opened with a hymn, fol.g broken into.
lowed by a prayer, which began:
quit announcing. In August NBC
Station WAX regrets to anin New York named A. A. Schech"Oh, Jesus Christ, our Lord and
ter as manager of special events
nce, ladies and gentlemen," the
Saviour,
etc."occasion, when he reOn this
lio announcer rapidly read,
and news, and on Sept. 1 the Chiturned from his coffee and doughcago division named Kenneth D.
e_ sudden death of Mayor Doe.
died at his home tonight, soon
nuts, the telephone was ringing.
Fry to the same post there.
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Slashes

Staff

To
Avert
Collapse
TO AVERT possible collapse, the
newly reorganized board of directors of Affiliated Broadcasting Co.
on Sept. 5 began a retrenchment
campaign which eliminated from
the network payroll all personnel
not absolutely essential in keeping
the network on the air. Only the
engineering staff and the studio
orchestra, which under the stringent rules of
of Musicians
Chicago's had
Militant
Federation
to be
kept intact if the network were to
stay in business, escaped the axe
that cut deeply into all other departments, eliminating entirely
publicity and sales promotion.
Earlier in the week, with the
musicians refusing to play unless
cash was immediately forthcoming
and only a few hours before the
telephone
company's
deadline,
the
directors sent
an S.O.S.
to station
managers and in joint assembly
decided on a new regime of strictest economy. Ogden Kettine, associate of Samuel Insull, withdrew
from the board in favor of H. B.
Walker, part owner of WE OA,
Evansville, Ind., and WBOW,
Terre Haute, whom the station
men put forward as their representative. This move cost Insull
control of the board and of the
company. A loss that was made exwhenof Isull's
secretary tremely
wasclear one
the firstprivate
to be
cut from the payroll. A new
monthly budget of $25,000 was set
up, the directors vouching for
$20,000 and the station members
agreeing to come through with
Under these conditions, with reduced budget and balance of power
$5,000.
resting with Walker, fifth member
of the board, with Insull and
Charles Brown balanced against
George Buffington and T. E. Quisenberry, the ABC hopes to hold
out until the expected fall business
relieves the situation.
Out in the ABC shakeup are
George Roesler, as sales manager;
Bruce Robertson, publicity, and
David Crosier, in charge of the
New York office, whicli has been
closed. Last June the staff all took
a 40%
pay cut asmove.
the network's
first
retrenchment
Since the
network was organized last May
nearly $250,000 is said to have
been spent on organization and development, of which $76,000 was
raised by Mr. Insull and his friends
and $174,000 by a Chicago banking house.
Ayer Gets World Series
THE likelihood that Ford Motor
Co. will again sponsor the World
Series early in October loomed
large when it was learned officially
Sept. 11 by Broadcasting that N.
W. Ayer & Son, New York, the
Ford agency, has secured an option on the radio rights to the series. This means that Ford will
be offered the first opportunity to
sign commercial rights, but up to
time of going to press the closing
of arrangements was not ready for
announcement. Combined NBC and
CBS networks are again expected
to carry the series.
STARTING Sept. 20, a special
hookup of WJAY, Cleveland;
WSPD, Toledo; WKBN, Youngstown, and WADC, Akron, will carry a series of three one-hour Sunday afternoon political programs
with music and entertainment
sponsored
committee. by the Republican state
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Technique?
DoesRadioNeedNewSales

Salesmen

Advised

to

Follow-Through

After

Syracuse Case Will Test
Music Copyright Rights :

Contract

Medium
a Supplementary
Not
Is Signed; Radio
By WILLIAM B. GELLATLY
Sales Manager, WOR, Newark
THERE'S more to selling than mere selling. Mr. GelSINCE ITS inception radio has
,
frequently called upon the selling
latly, who knows about salesmen and salesmanship
forces of the newspapers and magsalesazines to fill the gaps in its sales
notes that radio has bid good-bye to the old-time
staffs. That many of these men
man who let the matter drop after the dotted line had
have proven their value over and
over again is beyond dispute. But
A lot
been duly autographed by the hopeful sponsor.
radio has changed, and so have the
the
men
requirements covering the
the meindustry will now employ.
of purveyors of radio time don't do justice to
r of
numbe
a
culls
Radio is no longer a toy. It has
th
dium, he believes, and herewi
become an established advertising
medium. It has automatically
choice observations from the storehouse of his experioutselling
new
a
itself
built for
ence in a market where selling is an art.
look. The advertiser who eight or
ten years ago permitted his name
to be tagged to a series of transstanding of radio advertising and
mitted jazz selections, exists no
what radio advertising has to
longer. Radio has grown up. And
offer the prospective sponsor or
as sucif this year proves to be
advertising agent, must be more
c e s s f u 1 as present indications
intensive, thorough, and intelligent
necesa
become
has
promise, radio
than his understanding of any
of
ds
thousan
of
success
the
sity to
ers
advertis
nal
other form of modern advertising.
natio
local and
rather than a competitor for a
Such an understanding is not
of
seller
a
as
sun
place in the
acquired in the process of day-toproducts and services.
day selling. Only by training men
and women to adapt themselves to
More Than a Supplement
this new medium can the right attitude be developed. And, in some
veteran
ed
respect
a
be
may
A MAN
and
per
newspa
of
in the selling
cases, it is effort lost. The modern radio representative must have
magazine space and yet suffer from
for things dramatic. In
feeling
a
which
n
ceptio
miscon
r
one popula
sucthe
to
e
other words, he should have a feelwill serve as an obstacl
cessful closing of a radio sale.
ing for theatrical as well as selling values.
Shrewd as he may consider the modSelection of Prospects
ern buyer of time on the air, he forgets that advertising, and business
THE MODERN seller of time on
in general, still display a sorry
air should also bear in mind
the
lack of people who can intellithere are advertisers who can
that
adveran
as
gently discuss radio
and should use radio and that
tising individuality rather than
can't
the supplement to a printed media
who Very
are advert
there
use radio.
not isers
and should
MR. GELLATLY
campaign. There has been a radioften the novice salesman is temptcal change in radio selling during
air should be able to glance at a
ed to recommend radio to all adthe past two or three years. The
old one-two boy has given ground
vertisers. But there is no more reacommercial announcement and
radio,
using
sers
adverti
all
for
son
repregent
know whether it is the type of mato a new type of intellially schooled
sentative fundament
terial that will prove of value to
and radio alone, than there is reain the methods of the spoken word.
the advertiser and acceptable to
son for all advertisers to use billboards, direct mail, newspaper,
the listener. This is a simple
The modern radio salesman enstatement to make in print. One
ters the picture at the moment of
ne and other forms of admagazi
the first contact. He then not only
vertising alone. Only by an intelencounter those indiwill always
viduals who know what they want
clinches the sale, but follows
ligent selection of prospects can
the modern seller of radio time
and insist upon having it. It is
through on the entire radio cammerit the constant success that
paign, checking production, cast,
here the salesman's own diplomacy
script, and delivery at all times.
e the estabenhanc
turn,
in
and reasoning is offered the opporwill,
He assumes the role of watchdog
value of the medium he replished
tunity to display itself and protect
resents.
advertiser and the methe
although he does not actually proboth
dium he represents.
duce the show. All the complaints,
If there were one dominant
requisite the modern seller of time
additions to the program, lastNext the Program
on the air should possess, it would
minute script changes, merchandising efforts, etc., are dumped into
be adverbe a mind attuned to radio adverIF THE PRODUCThas tobeen
found
tising as a medium within itself
his lap by the agency and the
tised over the air
on
the
sponsor.
and
m,
mediu
the
capable of spurring a product
to
able
adapt
to local or national acceptance, and
I speak here primarily of the
station or stations to be used has
been decided upon, the next step
as a necessary part of any wellindependent radio station represenis to determine the program policy.
planned and intelligently placed
tative, not the network represenadvertising campaign.
tative. The latter rarely, if ever,
This, in itself, is a vital part of
When I mentioned previously
rathe problems of his
encounters
radio salesman's technique and
the
dio brother.
that the modern seller of time on
for
the statio
feeling
call rence
may confe
he into
the air should have a
Psychologically, the independent
thoug
the
on n's
speciahlists
e the
assum
will
he
debefore
r
completeis
matte
station representative
dramatic values, the statement
served some qualification. Perhaps
ly disassociated from the printed
responsibility of making a deciword insofar as it concerns radio
he is utterly incapable of putting
sion, he should be thoroughly acof an advertiser's
paper in dramatic sequainted with the fundamental
on
transmission
words
idea into millions of homes. It is
quence, but he should be capable
n's
true, of course, that he must be
gover
ples policy
princiam
. ning the statio
progr
of presenting the prospective sponarrived
not
is
familiar with all forms of advern
decisio
a
sor's product in dramatic terms.
Such
This does not mean that radio
tising media if he is to discuss inat by mere haphazard judgment.
Rather,
ly.
theatrical
should be sold
The modern radio station makes
telligently the principles governshowas
ing broadcast advertising. He must
d
considere
be
of the advertisradio should
ve study
an intensi
and his product in
er's business
manship and sold as a dramatic
be acquainted with the fundamenmedium with due respect to the
tals governing the careful and sucthe first step of formulating a processful plotting of the newspaper,
ral
successfu
any
given
thought
dio campaign.
gram policy. Only by being thormagazine, direct mail and billoughly familiar with the advertisthe
The perfect seller of time on
board campaign, but his underer's product and just what the adPage
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ed
InjunctionATIONIs by Refus
ASCAP to
AN APPLIC
enjoin a night club orchestra in
ng 25 numSyi-acuse from performi
bers was denied Sept. 4 by Federal
Bryant in the two-year old
Judge
case of ASCAP against Elm Lodge
Inc. ASCAP asked for an order
restraining orchestras used by the
lodge from performing certain
songs on the ground that they
have been performed without payt royalties. .Eleven
ment of copyrigh
AP.
.
ASC
joined with
houses
publishing

d dsthe orinjunc
Bryanttherefuse
Judge
facts i;
groun
tion "because
in the affidavits were in dispute
and because there appeared no
reason why a speedy trial of the
issues cannot be had." Further,
he held there would be no irreparable damages caused by such delay.
In an affidavit, Lawrence Kelly,
director of the orchestra at the
lodge, declared there is "nothing
new in the world in swing music.']
He held that all music is public1
property and that no one is able
to specify what is original in swing
music and what isn't, since then
are only 13 notes, and those notes^
in various forma
have been written
n."
tio
m
,\
"since the beginning of civilizal
Albert Averbach, counsel for the
of th^
Lodge and general counselAssocia
Music Users Protective
tion Inc., declared the Elm Lodgi
cases test for the first time th«j
entire structure and value of -X
copyright certificate on a musica
it necessaril;
"and
composition
follows that ASCAP's entire setu;
These test case
is in jeopardy.
are necessarily of far reachin
effect not only to the broadcastin;
industry but to all users of musk

BROADCASTING

Pond's

Cream on Blue
LAMONT, CORLISS & Co., Ncr
creams) after
(Pond's
York
a year will resuir
lapse of over asting
for 26 wee!
network broadc
on 25 NBC-Blue stations beginnm
Oct. 6, Tuesdays, 9:30-10 p. b
The program will be Husbands
Wives, now on NBC-Blue und<
of Standard Branc
sponsorship
(Fleischmann Yeast), which giv
resume
27 andOct.
Sept.Ripley
it up
Walt^
4. sJ. Belief
or Not
It
handl
York,
New
Co.,
on s.
Thomps
account
both

1
vertiser wishes to do, can the pif
gram planner strike that hap]j
note which will lead to the evej
tual success of selling not on*
but consistently.
Another vital factor to be co
sidered by the modern radio sals
man, is position in the broadca:
time schedule. Some advert
ing
ers and their agencies call in
salesman with a preconceived id
of where their program should
located in the station's time on t
air. In this day of advertisi
agency radio specialists, the ra<
salesman often has little or no'
thisbe mat1
ing not
av£
regard
saytime
should
ing to the
unless
able.
But, in the long run, he shoi
know whether the time selected
the right one. Only by such fv
amentally vital understanding
radio and the station he rep.
sents can he hope to command 1
resDect and attention due him a
the" quota
busine.ss he has M
cted of
instru
to expect
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INCREASED

WR

5RLE5

THROUGH

new

EC's

"INCREASED
INCREASED

POWER
COVERAGE

SALES"
INCREASED.
says F. B. Collins,

Manager,

Swift

&

Co.

Refinery,

Memphis

In a nutshell/7 says
over WREC
are now

Mr. Collins, "Jewel Cowboy programs
reaching more people in the vast Mid-

South

before.

area than

coverage

ever

in Evansville,

Our

programs

are getting good

Indiana, to the northeast,

are going well into eastern

Oklahoma,

and

an increased

westerly,

coverage

of

more than 200 miles. WREC's coverage in general has increased
in proportion. Summed up, this has meant for us a nice increase
in sales of Swift Products/
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*
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Doubled
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its Broadcasting Power from 2,500 to 5,000 Watts.
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Dramatized

Discs
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Used

by

Bosch

WITH

DEAR

OLD

ASCAP

Federal Housing
New Transcribed

in
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Selling to Dealers
Novel Broadcasts Successful
In Obtaining New Orders
DISC dramatizations are used by
United American Bosch Corp. to
sell its CentrOmatic radio receivers to dealers, a novel sales idea
that the company claims is meeting with extraordinary success.
The plan centers around a series
of one-minute spot dramatizations,
electrically transcribed, which
American - Bosch furnishes to its
distributors and dealers. An
American - Bosch distributor arranges for the broadcast of one of
these announcements at certain
time every day, preferably 3 p. m.
A little before 3 each day a distributor's salesman calls on a
dealer and sets up a sample radio
set. He tunes in the station carrying the program. The dealer hears
an entertaining dramatized human
interest broadcast that tells him
the selling features of the set,
while the quality of reception is
audible proof of the claims made
for it. The effect on the dealer is
made even more compelling when
the salesman reminds him that
hundreds of his customers are listening to the same message at the
same time.
Dealers Like It
THUS the dealer is sold on the
set, its quality and the power of
American - Bosch advertising at
one and the same time. The surprise value of this "stunt" is so
compelling that distributors report
amazing success with it, especially
with hard-to-sell dealers.
The same technique, of course,
has been adopted by dealers in
selling American-Bosch sets to customers both in the store and in the
prospect's home.
The transcription which American-Bosch supplies consists of 13
one-minute human interest "playlets" centering around the new
American - Bosch CentrOmatic radio. Each recording provides an
extra 10 seconds for local announcement of dealer's name and
address. The dramatizations are
available on a single double-faced
record. American-Bosch Radio is
made by the United American
Bosch Corp. E. T. Howard Co.
Inc., New York, is the agency.
Calumet

Goes

Net

GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York on Oct. 4 begins its first network series for Calumet baking
powder on 50 NBC - Blue stations,
Sundays, 5-5:30 p. m. The program will have Phil Lord interviewing famous personalities each
week and will be titled The Great
American Program. Contract is
signed for 52 weeks and was placed
through Young & Rubicam Inc.,
New York.
Remington Rand Adds
REMINGTON RAND Inc., Buffalo
(typewriters & office equipment)
on Sept. 6 began a series of four
weekly Transradio news reports
on WOR, Newark, along with three
weekly sports broadcasts by Stan
Lomax. On Sept. 7 the sponsor
started Norman Brokenshire on
WINS. New York, in a series of
noon INS news reports five days
a week.
Page
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AND MORE sorrowful become the plaints of ASCAP's chieftains over what radio is doing to music. The other day Gene Buck,
ASCAP's president, that gaunt and amiable "White Eagle" with a
penchant for tear- jerking in the best manner of Tin Pan Alley, prepared
to disembark from the luxurious vessel that brought him through the
Panama Canal to New York after a long trip to California that even
kept him away from the final ASCAP-Warner debacle. Quoth he to ship
news reporters, ever on the lookout for "good copy":
"I am greatly disturbed about the future of any music written today.
In the old days, prior to radio broadcasting, it took three or four years
for an American song to sink into the hearts of the people. Today, with
more than 600 broadcasting stations, the popularity of any song, no
matter how splendid it is, lasts no more than six weeks."
What genial Gene didn't tell the reporters was that ASCAP, thanks
to radio, is today gleaning the richest harvest in its history — $4,000,000
this year from radio, as against only about half a million in the good
old days of 1929; that song-pluggers for ASCAP, as for others, are
still falling over one another besieging the radio studios to perform
their music, even to the point of offering gratuities to orchestra leaders,
performers and arrangers; that ASCAP, thanks only to an antiquated
copyright law, has gotten by with figurative murder in exacting arbitrary royalty fees not only from radio but from hotels, movie houses,
innkeepers, restauranteurs and other small business establishments;
that ASCAP is fighting tooth and nail to perpetuate that good old law.
When ASCAP's income drops below what it was before radio came
on the scene, perhaps we can join in genial Gene's plaintive wails and
make them a real community sing. But ASCAP's officers and publishers and song writers and lawyers, we note, are still not suffering
from the want of super-power cars, magnificent estates and costly
diamonds that characterize the higher moguls of Tin Pan Alley.

FCC

Will

Possible

Cut

Investigate
in

Rates

For Radio Line Hauls
BY THE changed plan of the
A.T.&T. investigation through a
Telephone Division interstate rate
inquiry order, issued Sept. 10,
broadcasters now have presented
the hope of a reduction of line
charges through the FCC. The
A.T.&T. investigation previously
had been pursued along the lines
of a fact-finding probe with the
objective of gathering material for
future rate reduction moves, but
under the new order the FCC now
will plunge into a specific rate reduction inquiry.
The Telephone Division order is
directed primarily at telephone
long distance rates, but the broadcast program transmission charges
will form a part of the new investigation. The FCC already has
gathered a mass of material from
broadcasters about alleged discriminatory and unreasonable
broadcasting rates through a questionnaire sent to the 635 radio
stations in the country which filed
their answers Aug. 15. The questionnaires are now being digested
by the telephone investigation
staff for presentation at future
hearings.
No date has been set for the
rate investigation hearings but
probably the proceedings will be
commenced late in the fall. The
A.T.&T., under the rate order has
been called upon by the FCC to
justify the reasonableness of its
rates, services, classifications, practices and regulations.
Philco Local Discs
PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION
Corp., Philadelphia (radio receivers) is preparing a series of quarter-hour WBS transcriptions to
run either 13 or 26 times and to be
placed by its local distributors.
Philco stands the cost of the discs,
the distributor paying the station
time. Hutchins Adv. Co., Rochester, N. Y., has the account.
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Offers.
Series

For Local Sponsorship
FEDERAL Housing Administra- !l
tion announced Sept. 13 an offer- f
ing of a series of 13 quarter-hour J
transcriptions to be offered stations as available for local sponsorship featuring an entirely new
theme.
Transcribed for FHA by
NBC Transcription Service, the series has been produced under the
immediate direction of George 1
Van der Hoef, radio director of
FHA, andbitious
constitutes
most amtranscription the
project
yet
undertaken by that agency.
The tionsprograms
are dramatizaof famous American
homes
such as the Graigie House (Longfellow's home), Monticello (home
of Thomas Jefferson), "Home
Sweet Home", etc. "They will make
a very effective series of programs
which any local sponsor in a business or service associated with
home building, financing, improving and maintenance will be glad
to
sponsor",
Mr. Van der Hoef asserted.
All contacts with stations on the
series will be made through Mr.
Van der Hoef's office. The series,
already on a test basis, is on WRC,
Washington, which procured a local realty sponsor the first day it
was offered. Author of the series
is Raymond
Scudder, department.
of NBC's
New
York continuity
Reginald Thomas, of NBC Transcription Service handled production under the direction of Lloyd
C. Egner, manager of NBC Transcription Service.
The series is being made available by FHA to stations at no cost
except transportation covering the
return of the recordings. The 15minute discs allow two minutes for
commercial announcements.

Special Hookup

Bridgeport (Conn.) Times-Star
"What luck! A piano recital just
when I'm supposed to be practicin'
my piano lesson."
LADY PEACE AIRED
Shortwave From Harry Richman
Broadcast by WOR
WOR, Newark, stayed on the air
all night Sept. 2 to broadcast
hourly bulletins received at Newark Airport from Lady Peace,
winging the Atlantic with Harry
Richman, singer, and Dick Merrill, pilot. A Western Electric 50watt telephone transmitter on the
plane
Richman's
voice
to
Newarkbrought
until the
ship was
2,100
miles out, when communication
was relayed via London.
Recordings of Richman and Merrill as they voiced farewell messages and roar of the takeoff were
used at intervals as atmosphere
for bulletins on WOR. Transradio
teletyped bulletins to its clients
from the airport. Shortwave programs from a plane which convoyed
the Lady Peace for a hundred miles
were picked up by WOR and relayed to Mutual network.
DEEMS TAYLOR, composer, critic
and journalist, on Sept. 11 was
named CBS music consultant, to advise in coordinating serious music.

BROADCASTING

Renewed

By Department Stores
THE cooperative 45-minute series
staged by big department stores on
an independent network has been
renewed for 39 weeks, effective
Sept. 10,tionalwith
a number oftoaddistores understood
be!
planning to join the project foi
the local tieins.
Originating
at WOR's is New
studios,
the program
kevedYorlitc
WNAC, WBAL, WGAR, WABY
WGR, WGBI, Thursdays, 9-9 :4E
a. m., with repeat at 10 a. m. foi
CKLW, WGN, WSM, WCOL and
the Michigan Network. The repeat
will be discontinued after the Sept
27 program. Prominent fashion
editors are guest speakers on eact
program, with name orchestras appearing for one-time performances.
Dorland International Inc., Ntro
York, places the account in association with Ben Rocke Productions Inc., New York.
New Agency Formed
VANDERBIE & RUBENS Inc.
is the firm name of a new advertising agency formed in Chicago
with headquarters at 540 N
Michigan Ave. The principals an
H. S. Vanderbie and Walter L
Rubens. Among the accounts list
ed for the agency are Murine Co.
Chicago; Nacor Medicine Co., In
dianapolis; Sunsol Products, Chat
; Hamlin's Wizard Oil
tanooga
Chicago; Rhodius Perfumes, Sai
Chicago.
Antonio, and Swartchild & Co.
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n Dominion

Radio

jine Governors Are Appointed
o Take Office Nov. 2
(Special to Broadcasting)
TTAWA, Ont., Sept. 11— In line
ith his avowed intention of elimlating the Canadian Radio Broadisting Commission and setting up
new structure for the regulation
: broadcasting in the Dominion,
rime Minister King last night
mounced the appointment of
ne governors for a Canadian Rao Corporation, all to take office
ov. 2.
Headed by L. W. Brockington,
rinnipeg attorney, as chairman,
e new board is composed of pub;ists, educators, showmen and
lanciers and the preponderance
the former points to the likelitod that it will be expected to
ell" more strongly the idea of
itionalized broadcasting to the
inadian public.
Manager to Be Named
0 ANNOUNCEMENT has yet
en made regarding the fate of
e present three commissioners,
t it is expected that Chairman
larlesworth may be given a place
a program executive. The new
ard, consisting of one man from
h province, will recommend a
neral manager for Canadian rail and an assistant before Nov.
when the new Radio Act goes
;o force.
Vice chairman is Rene Morin,
maging director of the Trust
:nerale du Canada, Montreal,
her members are: Brig. Gen.
ctor Odium, former newspaperin, now a Vancouver broker; J.
. Godfrey, Halifax barrister and
:mer Rhodes scholar; Prof. A.
ichon, Laval University, Que;; Wilfred Bovey, Montreal barter formerly on the faculty of
:Gill University; N. L. Nathani, of Toronto, president of Fa•us Players Corp. of Canada and
nadian Paramount Corp. Alan
1 Plaunt, Toronto journalist, who
credited with instigating the
a of Canadian nationalized
>adcasting;
Mrs.
Nellie Mcmg, author,
of
Victoria,
B. C.
*
* *
[E Canadian Radio Broadcast; Commission
now comprises
ctor Charlesworth,
chairman ;
L. C. A. Chauveau, vice chairn, and Lieut. Col. W. Arthur
:ele, the latter an Army officer
jo is expected to return to duty
to go on the retirement list. It
formed several years ago to
IJnlate Canadian broadcasting
ling the lines of American reguIji'ion so far as technical assignil'kits are concerned, but also was
I tructed to acquire stations and
* 'vide station and network prop.ms.
During
its life it has
lien over, chiefly by purchase,
Ij en stations and has provided a
Ijiwork program
service which
fci, regularly exchanged programs
l|!h the American networks. Lack
c |funds precluded its elaborate
ns for further nationalization,
jh station owners naturally oping such moves.
iOng in disfavor with the party
j.'ch succeeded
Premier Bent's, which organized it, and emiled in partisan politics during
; recent campaign, the Commist's life was extended from time

lOADCASTING

ONCE IN A LIFETIME— Staged
in Des Moines over the Iowa Network when enterprising Bill Spargrove, announcer, brought together
for the first time on the same
broadcast presidential announcers
for rival NBC and CBS networks.
Shown here, left to right, are Bob
Trout, CBS presidential announcer,
Dale Morgan and Bill Spargrove,
Iowa Network announcers, and
Carlton Smith, NBC presidential
announcer. The occasion was the
assemblage of the President and
six Midwest governors, includingGov. Landon, in the drought conference Sept. 3. Iowa Network,
through Ranny Daly, program director, handled special remote setups for KRNT (feeding to CBS)
and
NBC).KSO and WMT (feeding to

Seeks

50 kw. in Toronto

CFRB, most
Toronto,
one stations,
of Canada's
three
powerful
has
filed application for a power boost
50,000 watts on the Canadian exclusive clear channel of 690 kc.
Meanwhile, CFRB is spending
$30,000 during September in renovating its 10,000-watt transmitter.
A new transmitter house is being
built at Aurora, 25 miles north of
Toronto, where a 1,000-watt shortwave transmitter to operate on
6070 kc, CFRX, is also being installed. The station is owned by
Ted Rogers, of the Rogers-Majestic Co., who recently bought controlling interest in CKLW, Windsor-Detroit. All transmitting tubes
in CFRB and CFRX are built and
designed by Rogers at his own
tube factory, which manufactures
Rogers, Deforest-Crossley and Majestic radio sets in Canada.
to time but for only short periods.
Premier King during the election
campaign promised a change,
which he has now effected.
Frequently mentioned as a possibility for the directorship of any
new setup inaugurated was Maj.
Gladstone Murray, Canadian-born
executive of the British Broadcasting Corp. and a former Canadian
newspaperman and Rhodes scholar.
It is believed he would accept the
post if offered, bringing to Canadian regulation his experience
with the nationalized British radio
system and his liberal attitude toward the so-called American system of private, competitive enterprise supported by advertising
revenues. Another man mentioned
for the post is Reginald Brophy,
onetime manager of CFCF, the
pioneer Canadian Marconi broadcasting station in Toronto, a Canadian citizen, who is now station
relations manager of NBC in New
York.
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WHIO

CAUSES
CONFUSION
SIGNING OF WHIO, Dayton, by
CBS under a five-year contract,
has precipitated a new furore in
Midwest network broadcasting. Departure of the Dayton station
from NBC will break up the threestation circuit aligned by NBC as
an alternate choice for WLW, Cincinnati.
The five-year contract was negotiated Sept. 5 by James M. Cox,
former governor of Ohio and his
son, James M. Jr., with Herbert
V. Akerberg, CBS station relations
vice president. WHIO is affiliated
with the Dayton Daily News, of
which Gov. Cox is publisher. It
has been an NBC optional outlet
for the last two years. WSMK,
Dayton, present CBS Dayton outlet, will terminate its connection by
virtue of a contract cancellable
upon 90 days notice.
NBC has made available to its
clients a combination of WCKY,
Cincinnati; WIRE, Indianapolis,
and WHIO. This has been an optional group along with WLW,
which individually was classified
as Itoptional.
was stated at CBS that no
effort is being made to align either
WCKY or WIRE, since the network has affiliates in both Cincinnati and Indianapolis, these being
WKRC and WFBM respectively.
More than likely, arrangements
will be made whereby WHIO will
join CBS in advance of the 90-day
period.
Bernard

Cohn

Is Named

Sales Manager of WREC
BERNARD L. COHN, president
of Lake-Spiro-Cohn Inc., Memphis
agency, has resigned that post to
become commercial manager of
WREC, Memphis, according to an
announcement Sept. 10 by Hoyt B.
Wooten, president and owner of
the station.
Mr. Cohn is former publisher of
the Memphis News-Scimitar, and
has had wide experience in the
business end of the newspaper
field. His agency handles such naaccounts as Inc.
Plough's
Health tional
Products
and Inc.,
St.
Joseph's Laboratories. Mr. Cohn,
Mr. Wooten declared, fills a newly-created post on the executive
staff of the station, which recently
installed completely new equipment.
Simultaneously, Mr. Wooten announced promotion of Hollis
Wooten to assistant manager from
his present sales staff post, and of
Roy Wooten to chief announcer
and special events head. Both are
brothers of the owner. S. D.
Wooten Jr., a third brother, is
chief engineer of WREC, and also
of WHBQ, which is operated by
the same management.
Texas Crystal Complaint
UNFAIR competition in sale of
mineral crystals is charged by the
Federal Trade Commission in a
complaint handed down Sept. 12
against Dollar Crystal Co., Omaha
(Genuine Texas Mineral Crystals). Claims made for the product
as a remedy for headache, nervousness and other ailments are
declared to be exaggerated. Glame
Inc., Hoboken, N. J., has agreed
with the FCC to cease claiming its
polish remover feeds or nourishes
the nails of cuticle of users.

Communist

Party

Studied
Complaint
FCC Legal Department Given
Protests on Time Refusal
CHAIRMAN PRALL of the FCC
on Sept. 11 referred to the law
department letters of protest
against broadcasting stations alleging political
Turned over
to thediscriminations.
FCC lawyers
was a letter from Arthur Garfield
Amerof the urging
counselUnion,
Civil Liberties
Hays, icangeneral
that the FCC make a "sharp public statement" relating to political
broadcasts because of cases involving the Communist Party in which
WCAE, PittsWIRE, Indianapolis,
burgh, and WTCN, Minneapolis,
were drawn by the League. There
also was a letter from William Z.
manFoster, national committee Party
ager of the Communist
charging WCAE violated the law
by declining to carry a talk locally by Earl Browder, Communist
candidate for the presidency.
Mr. Prall said he could make no
comment until the law department
reported on the protests. The Civil
Liberties Union letter asked that
the FCC make a statement affirming the provisions of the Communications Act providing "that all
licensed broadcasting stations shall
afford equal treatment to legally
qualified candidates for public ofBasis of Protests
THE Union's letter alleged that
WIRE and WCAE, both NBC outlets, refused to carry the Browder
speech on Aug. 28 "despite the
fact that both stations have carried speeches by the candidates
the Democratic and Republican
of fice."
P&rtics*

In the case of WIRE, it was alto
"seems
station the
leged that the
have refused
to schedule
speech
t
Communis
on the ground that the
Party is illegal in the state under
law * *it *."
the caseballot
of WTCN,
was
theIn so-called
alleged that the station signed a
contract for a series of campaign
broadcasts by spokesmen of the
Communist Party but that when
candidate for presidenNate tialRoss,
elector, was scheduled to speak
on Sept. 2 the station demanded
elimination of a number of paragraphs from the prepared address.
The Communist Party, the letter
continued, withdrew the speech entirely and submitted one by Sam
K. Davis, not a candidate. The
station approved the manuscript,
it was stated, and just before it
was delivered, Davis asked permission to make a slight addition.
"This request was granted," continued the letter, "but after the
talk the station charged that the
Communist Party in changing the
speech had violated its contract
whole series."
andIn cancelled
the case the
of the Foster protest, WCAE explained that Hearst
stations on NBC will carry the
network schedules for the Communists and that previous commercial commitments alone rendered it impossible to carry the
Sept. 4 talk by Browder.
CRCT,

Toronto outlet of the Canadian Radio Commission, is not
renewing its NBC commercial programs. As they expire they are
being dropped,
and NBCon isWBEN,
understood to be counting
Buffalo, which is heard in the Toronto receiving area.
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(Offers

or

Contests
NAMES

jUsed

by Two-thirds

Of NBC
Sponsors
Cash Prizes Popular in 1935;
Millions Enter Contests
DF THE 194 advertisers who sponsored 227 programs over NBC-Red
land Blue networks in 1935, 129 or
56.4% used offers and contests,
according to Radio Offers & Contests, a booklet just released by
MBC to advertisers and agencies.
Dffers were used more extensively
|Jian contests during the year, with
360 offers made by advertisers of
L16 products and 85 contests announced by 54 products advertised
jm the networks.
Cash prizes were the most popular form of contest on NBC, with
idvertisers of 36 products sponsorng 53 cash contests.
Next were
!2 weekly contests
(no money)
litaged by 24 advertisers; 12 dealer
brizes (cash or products) by nine
i advertisers; 10 limerick & jingle
Contests by four sponsors; eight
lutomobile prize contests by seven
.dvertisers;
eight free contests
no proof of purchase required) by
even advertisers; seven suggest-name contests by seven sponors; six amateur contests by four
ponsors; slogan contests by four
.dvertisers
and
vacation trip
wards by three sponsors.
Types of Offers

•IXTY - SIX advertisers made 153
ree offers on NBC networks last
ear. Next came 76 booklet offers
y manufacturers of 38 products;
1 novelty offers by sponsors of 36
roducts; 60 cookbook and recipes
;ffers by 15 NBC clients; 38 prodct offers (sample or gifts) by 28
ponsors; 38 offers of the sponsor's
roduct by 29 advertisers; 29
ousehold articles offered by 18
dvertisers; offers of personal arides, photographs of radio artists,
becial edition newspapers, and
)ad maps.

Forty-six NBC commercial prorams asked for part of a package
3 proof of purchase as an entry
iquirement for contests. Eleven
irograms asked parts of two pack?es and ten asked for three box
•ps or wrappers.
Radio listeners
, ere required to send money, rangI g from one cent to $3.75. to conj>rm with the requirements of 68
fers on 32 different programs.
Sponsors were more reluctant to
•veal their contest and offer fig!-es this year than usual, and as
result the NBC radio contest and
rer brochure contained fewer figes in the replies and entry colnn than in the past. A few of
e fieures quoted are:
i. -"00.000 metal
tags given
•ay by Sun Oil initial
radio
teners applying atCo.a to
Sunallstation
|d paying ten cents.
800.000 children became members of
: -phan Annie's "Secret Society" by
!<ie
omitt
seal rfrom
to ing
the aWande
Co a can of'Ovall Over 2.000.000
contestants cornfed in the Pepsodent Co. cash prize
ptest which required the purchase
°-f PePsodent toothpaste.
!-/lnA
) OO0 llbe
entries receiv
ed in another
! itest from contestants who bought
JJ can of Pepsodent tooth powder.
|,In connection with the General
tutors Symvhony
3,000,000 We
^-■n-ers booklets were sent to lislers requesting: them.
In four weeks General Foods'
vxwell House Shoivboat sent out
3,000 Songs of Shoivboat books to listeners
submitting 10
. ROAD
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BREAD
Respond

to

—Offer of Free Loaf and Doughnuts
free gift they get a thrill out of
By JOHN B. FLACK
all proportion to the actual money
Fiack Adv. Agency, >yracuse
value of the gift.
FOUR out of five
With each package of bread and
respond to the
donuts we send a letter from the
magic appeal of
baking
company
"something for
ent to write
in asking
and lettheus recipiknow
how she liked the products. The
nothing" in the
enthusiastic letters received are a
interest - creating
news broadcast of
joy to read. "Think your products
the Cortland Bakwonderful" they write. "We'll use
ing Co., a daily
them from now on." "Will tell all
feature presented
my friends about them — ", etc.
WSYR.
The Public Talks
Mr. Flack on Near
the end
of each five - minute program of "IF YOU want to get your sales
news events the announcer states:
message across you must have it
enter into the conversation and
" — And now we come to the feathoughts of the public. That is
ture you have been waiting for.
why this touch of showmanship
Cobakco has a free gift for five
and the uniqueness of the feature
lucky Syracuse housewives. If the
following will just call this station
have proven so successful," is the
opinion of John J. Kane, sales
before 6 oclock this evening', they
manager of the Cortland Baking
will receive free, by Western
Union Messenger, a fine gift packCo. "Sales have been most gratifying. We made a special test and
age of Cobakco Bread and deliadvertised a loaf that was not usucious Cobakco Donuts." . . . and
ally stocked by the majority of
then he reads off the names and
addresses.
stores. Our routemen immediately
reported increased demands for
And Does It Pull!

DOES it work? -It certainly does!
We have been amazed at the results. On each program the replies
average about four out of five, and
on some days we hit a perfect
score. To get the idea started we
used names of people we knew
would be quite certain to listen.
We even put a flea in their ears
about the program. We then asked
the winners to suggest names of
friends who were deserving of
being eligible for free gifts and
the response to this request was
prompt and eager.
We followed this method for the
first week or two and then we began to pick the names "cold". We
waited
with bated breath for the
calls to come in, and our amazement at the reception of the program continued when we found
that the average was as high with
names picked cold as with those
which were "preheated".
The methods we used in selecting names for the free Cobakco
gift were to pick people who would
be likely to mingle with others and
do a little gratuitous boosting for
Cobakco products. We used the
city directory and selected the officers of women's clubs.
followed the society and personWe
al columns of the newspapers and selected names of those women who
were contantly entertaining.
To get such a high average in
replies is proof positive that people are listening to our program
And to hear the names of friends
or neighbors announced leads each
listener to hope that her name will
be next. Winners tell us that when
they see a uniformed messenger
coming to the door bearing their

cents and a piece of metal from a
can of Maxwell House coffee.
Offers were most numerous during October, totaling 46 offers
with March and April following
with 42 and 40 respectively. Contests were
most
January,
numbe
ringfreque
16, nt'
with during14 in
March and 10 in April. December
was the low month for contests,
with only one, and August was the
ooorest month for offers, only ten
being listed.
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Theparticular
program loaf."
has brought forth
many interesting sidelights. One
day, an assistant who was selecting the names, unwittingly used
the name of a very wealthy woman
— a woman who lived in a house
costing several hundred thousand
dollars. When this was discovered
her selection was greatly criticized. The criticism turned to astonishment, however, when the
woman phoned in for her loaf of
bread and package of donuts.
On another occasion I was told
that a lawyer had called my office
several times during the day. When
I finally
was meable
talkrepresent'to him.
he
informed
thatto he
ed a client who was reported to
have won a prize on a Cobakco
pros-ram announced over station
WSYR. I told him to have his
client call the station and we would
be glad to see that she received
the
can't," he said. "She's
beengift.
dead "Ifor
over a year! But I
want to see that her heirs get the
benefit of any prizes or gifts which
areI told
due the estate."
him that I guessed th»t
the estate wouldn't benefit verv
much because it was only a loaf
of bread and a package of donuts
which I was sure would be more
apt to provide temporary sustenance for the lawyers than to provide a monetary increase in the
size of the estate.
Kellogg Chicago Contest
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek (corn
flakes) is spending an estimated
$30,000 in a baseball windup campaign during the last six weeks of
the season in Chicago. The appropriation includes a list of 300
prizes topped by Pontiac automobiles for the ballplayer picked as
the best in the major leagues and
for the person submitting the best
letter in the contest. Color and rotogravure pages are being used in
Chicago newspapers as well as car
cards, dealer tieups and direct mail.
Hal Totten, veteran sports announcer, is handling the series on
WENR. Printed media copy includes photographs of Totten. N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., Chicago, is
agency.

RAILROADS

PONDER

1937 RADIO
DRIVE
USE OF radio on a nationwide
basis by the American railroads
as part of the institutional campaign now in progress to sell competitive against other transportation groups, may develop next year
when the Association of American
Railroads
devises its new advertising campaign.
Holcombe
Parkes,
associate
director of Public
Relations
of the
Association, who is on leave of
absence from his post as advertising manager of the Norfolk &
Western Railway, declared Sept. 9
that consideration will be given
radio
for the
campaign.
Thesecond
new fiscal
fiscal year's
year
will begin next June. The current
campaign, involving an expenditure of more than $1,000,000, is
being placed largely in magazines,
through Arthur Kudner Inc.
In considering the original campaign last year the Association
decided against the use of radio
but recommended that it be used
in the future. The advertising
budget is being contributed bv
members of the Association, with
no fixed amount allocated for advertising and promotion.

Remington Rand Renews
Series
on
50 Stations
RENEWAL for another 13 - week
period of The News Comes to Life
program sponsored by Remington
Rand Co., Buffalo (office equipment) was announced Sept. 3 by
Pan American Radio Sales Co.,
New York, through its vice president, Gerald K. Hughes, effective
Sept. 6. The program is carried
Sundays, 6:30-7 p. m., over a combined hookup of more than 50 regional network stations, including
outlets of the Yankee Network,
Michigan Network, Affiliated Broadcasting System and the New York
State Broadcasting System and is
keyed from WINS, New York. It
is placed by Leeford Advertising
Agency, New York.
The program was first conceived
and placed last June 7 by James
H. Rand 3d, son of the president
of Remington Rand, who organized
Pan American Radio Sales Co. as
a special representative concern to
place this and other prog-rams on
similar hookups. Mr. Rand is president of Pan American. He was
assisted in his plans by Burt
Squire, manager of WINS.

General

Motors

and
• " 'J Ford
L'

Resume Sunday Concerts
WITH General Motors back on the
air starting Sept. 13 for its fourth
season of General Motors Concerts
on the NBC -Red network Sundays, 10-11 p. m., Ford Motor
Co. will also resume its Ford Sunday Evening Hour on a big CBS
network starting Sept. 20, 9-10
p. m. Erno Rapee is directing the
General Motors Symphony
and
noted guest conductors will direct
the Ford programs, the first being
presented in Carnegie Hall, New
York, and the second in the Masonic Auditorium, Detroit. Both
schedules are for 39 weeks, and
both programs will present weekly
e-uest artists of top rank. Campbell-Ewald Co. of New York handles the General Motors account
and N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.. Philadelphia, has the Ford account.
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Powerful
New

NAB

Vested

Carpenter

Commercial

With

Is Named

Functions

Added

Chairman;

Group

Radio

Research,

Sales

To

Cuban

Station

Draw

Tourists Urged
American tourATE
TO STIMUL
ist travel, Cuban authorities are
considering installation of a highting station with a
power broadcas
directional antenna designed to
throw its signals into the United
States, according to unofficial
word from Havana. The Ministry
of Communications has been instructed to study the feasibility
of such an undertaking.
Strong efforts are being made t^
have the Cuban Congress approve
a law regulating all phases of
broadcasting, broadly along the
lines of the American law, it is remerce. ported to the Department of Com-

Managers Divisions Formed ; Church Heads Research
sion and the Joint Committee as
EEORGANIZATION of the Commercial Section of the NAB, which
needed in furtherance of its projwill comprise two separate diviect. This money has been set aside
sions, was announced Sept. 12 by
but the expenses of the Joint ComCharles W. Myers, NAB president,
mittee are being defrayed at present
t
of
coinciden with his appointm
the voluntary contrient through
H. K. Carpenter, general manager
butions of NBC and CBS, the
chairman.
as
,
of WHK, Cleveland
former having pledged $20,000 and
Pursuant to a plan devised by
CBS $10,000. There is also likeliJames W. Baldwin, NAB managhood of a contribution from Muing director, and approved by
tual Broadcasting System.
President Myers, the Section will
have two divisions — sales managers and radio promotion. Appointed as chairman of these respective divisions were J. Buryl
Lottridge, sales manager, KOIL,
Omaha, and KFAB, Lincoln; and
John J. Gillin Jr., manager of
WOW, Omaha.
Simultaneously, Mr. Myers announced reappointment of Arthur
B. Church, president of KMBC,
Kansas City, and an NAB director, as chairman of the Committee
of Five assigned to handle the
important negotiations looking
CHAIRMEN ALL — Here are the new commercial heads of the NAB,
toward creation of a radio reappointed for the 1936-1937 fiscal year. Left to right are John J. Gillm
search bureau in collaboi-ation with
chairman, comJr chairman, radio promotion division; H. K. Carpenter, manager
and radio ads diviadvertising agency
sales
and
n
promotio
sales
mercial section embracing the
vertiser committees.
radio research committee;
chairman
ted
reappoin
Church,
Arthur
sions;
Former chairman of the ComJ. Buryl Lottridge, chairman, sales managers division.
mercial Section and a prominent
the
for
figure in NAB activities
last decade, Mr. Carpenter sucPrograms
Influence Improves
ceeds Mr. Church. He has been
American
its
general manager of WHK and
associated station, WHKC, ColumParis Tieup
Makes
Abroad, Says Flamm;
bus, for nearly three years and
New
WMCA,
between
TIEUP
A
programs designed to be heard in
prior to that was general manager
staEngland. The French government
risien
CarPost-Pa
Mr.
the
C.
N.
and
York,
of WPTF, Raleigh,
penter has served two terms as an
tax of 45% on broadhas placed
tion in Paris, one of France's most
cast stationa revenues derived from
NAB director and missed election
popular commercial outlets, was
foreign advertisers, said Mr.
to the board at the last convention
concluded bv Donald Flamm, press capthe station
by one vote.
ident of WMCA, during his Julyyet all
Flamm,
d have big
ng Englan
able of reachi
trip which was
an
Europe
August
Enlarged Duties
bookings of commercial time.
concluded when he arrived Sept.
Mr. Flamm expressed the belief
arrange
the
reUnder
radio
on
3 on the Rex.
THE COMMITTEE
um,
foreign programs as a whole
Gruenba
that
Jean
with
of
made
ment,
search continues the work
compare with current
not
do
Postation
watt
collabor
in
60,000years
two
the
last
of
the
operator which was purchased
n,
ons. The AmerParisie
producti
n
of
America
ion
with the American Associat
however, is being
ican influence,
newsthe
from
ago
years
several
extended to a considerable degree
Advertising Agencies and the Aspaper Petit Parisien by interests
sociation of National Advertisers.
on foreign stations, he added.
WMCA
um,
Gruenba
Mr.
by
headed
Committees of five representing
Scratchy Recordings
and associated stations of the Ineach of these three organizations
ter-City Group will have access to
"RADIO prohave constituted the Joint Comall programs of the Paris station
mittee on Radio Research created
while the latter will have availabroad
would not grams
attract
to investigate the feasibility of esable to it all the WMCA-Intercity
buaudit
ive
tablishing acooperat
programs it wants.
American listenreau for radio circulation and lishe said.
"Some ers,"of
the
Occasional Transatlantic d,shorttener habits.
wave hookups will be effecte but
ges
exchan
The sales managers' division,
for the most part the
will be via recordings. WMCA
headed by Mr. Lottridge, was crerecord shows offer
phonograph
ated at the last convention and alwhat we in this
also entered into an arMarch
last
ready has a membership of more
rangement whereby Jean DeLetthan 225 stations. Its efforts are
country
ivir. Flamm
records
used
are
music', call
but'good
the
composer of "Hands
h
Frenc
tre,
directed toward the development
and other popTable"
the
Across
of sales activities of broadcasting
ular songs, became its "Paris corstations and of cooperation with
old, in many cases scratched, and
respondent", sending over trantechnically the reproduction is so
advertisers and advertising agenof
news
and
of
gossip
scriptions
cies.
it would not be tolerated in
bad
of inthe theater, art and society
10-watt American studio.
rs.
any
The third division — radio promoterest to American listene
"Of course all the foreign protion — was created pursuant to a
Millions Go Abroad
resolution adopted at the Chicago
grams are not made up of talk or
convention in July. The resolution
MR. FLAMM toured various
but listenphonograph recordings,
provided that the president aping with a good all-wave set for
n radio centers, and reEuropea
point acommittee of not less than
several hours you might be led to
ported that he was particularly
five nor more than seven members
struck by the fact that English
believe that house bands and orto explore the possibilities for the
chestras and dramatic broadcasts
radio stations and British adverbroadcasting industry of radio proto the program ditising media were losing millions
unknown
were
rectors.
motion and report at the 1937 conof dollars annually to foreign ra"Remote control broadcasts are
vention. Mr. Gillin, an NAB direcdio stations, particularly in France,
urg,
Ireland
and
Luxembo
which
tor, is a well known figure in invery rare abroad. Pickups of dance
dustry circles, and has been active
permit commercial broadcasting.
bands are heard on occasional stain NAB commercial affairs.
While the BBC bars commercial
tions, but transmission still leaves
At the last convention the mem,rs British and continental
a great deal to be desired.
programs
advertise
are buying time on
"Some of the superior dramatic
bership approved a $10,000 fund
stations in nearby
countries for
of the BBC (real
for use of the radio research diviproductions
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written-for-radio-only shows), and
some of the musical pickups of
great symphony orchestras rival
anything ever done along these
lines in the United States, but the
broadcast that is heard today in
this country, and forgotten tomorrow, a good average dramatic
show for example — would be a
once in a month feature, with listeners talking about it for weeks
before and weeks after the presentation.
"Radio comedians are rare
abroad, with no outstanding stars
with Amos 'n' Andy,
to compare
Ed
Wynn, or others who have
built their success in this country
almost exclusively by radio.
"Five Star Final, the March of
Time, and other news broadcasts
are unknown abroad as yet —
repoi'ters reading news flashes
strongly tinged with government
be heard occasionpropaganda
ally, but evencanthese programs are
irregular in their appearance anH
delivered
with a decided lack of
showmanship.
"American rad;o fans have much
to be thankful for, and I believe
the real reason for our progress
here as compared with Europe, is
that we have permitted the advertiser to share the burden of building programs, and have kept propaganda off the air."
Merchandisina;Campaign
To Support Kate Smith
CBS Series for A & P
SUPPLEMENTING
the largest
radio campaign Great Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Co., New York, has
undertaken for its three coffee
Red Circle, Eight O'Clock
brands,
and Bokar, a large merchandising
campaign was to be launched in
mid - September to promote the
Kate Smith Band Wagon which
begins on 45 CBS stations Sept.
17, Thursdays, 8-9 p. m. from the
CBS 45th St. Playhouse, New York.
The title for the new program
a "Suggest a
was
Name"selected
contest in
among the 90,000
A & P employes. Entries were received from 35,000 and six submitted the winning title, all receiving duplicate prizes of $100.
title as the backUsing groundthe
for its merchandising, the
A & P agency, Paris & Peart Inc..
distributing three
New York,e is
medium-siz counter cards and a
large window poster which is a
replica of the counter cards to
16,000 A & P food stores from
Bangor, Me. to Omaha, Neb. dA
new A & P house organ is planne
tentatively titled A & P Banc
Wagon, to be distributed monthly
to all A & P employes. It will
expromote the
will be i
issue series
The firstradio
clusively.new
tabloid8 with
e running
12-pagsues
pages.subsequent isThe radio audience will be tolc
of the new series by large spot
light advei'tisements, similar to th<
window posters, in over 200 news
papers on Sept. 17. In all A & I
advertising after this date a smal
box will tell listeners to tune in oi
the program. During the week o
Sept. 14 the A & P Menu Sheet
an eight-page rotogravure 9 x 1!
inch weekly newspaper with a cir
culation of 2,000,000, has a ful
to this program
devoted
page progra
m itself will be a ya
The
riety show featuring Kate Smith
a master of ceremonies, orchestr;
and guest stars.
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"WLS packs them in." Again
to $1 .00 to see the five-hour
Illinois State Fair.
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50,000 Watts — Clear Channel
Burridge D. Butler, President— Glenn Snyder, Manager
John Blair and Company, National Sales Representatives
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British
Is Shown
At

London

20

WDRC
Experiments
WDRC, Hartford, has formed
an experimental department
to take entirely new program ideas and present them
on an experimental basis.
Listeners will be asked to assist in deciding whether programs should be continued
on a regular schedule. The
programs will be presented
a certain number of times
and every effort will be bent
to make the response from
listeners as comprehensive
as possible.

to Public
Exhibit

BBC Is Studying Reaction to
Baird and EMI Reception
TELEVISION is under way in
England. First public showings of
the twofold system of transmission and reception ordered into
experimental operation by the
British Television Advisory Committee following visits early in
1935 to foreign television laboratories, including those of the
United States, began with the
opening late in August of London's annual radio exhibition at
Olympia, with demonstrations
twice daily from 12 noon to 1:30
p. m. and from 4:30 to 6 p. m. and
with the Electric & Musical Industries Ltd. (EMI-Marconi) and
Baird Television Ltd. alternating
in demonstrating their respective
systems.
The British authorities have
taken pains to make clear that
these showings, reproductions of
the images broadcast from the
220-foot aerials atop Alexandra
Palace, which itself is located on a
hill 306 feet above sea level, are
of an experimental nature. Public
reaction is being studied closely
with a view to determining whether
the London public is sufficiently
intrigued to be willing to buy television receiving sets.
Receivers on Display
THE TELEVISION broadcasts are
under the auspices of the British
Broadcasting Corp., which has engaged a special television staff and
has set aside studios for the experiments. According to Wireless
World of London, visitors to the
Olympia exhibit are being shown a
selection of modern television receivers but these are not yet being
offered for sale. The date when
such sets go on the market, this
periodical states, will depend upon
how soon the BBC feels satisfied
it can offer service on a regular
rather than an experimental basis.
The two types of receivers, EMI
and Baird, are being shown in
public displays but the images are
being picked up as broadcast via
radio from Alexandra Palace.
Roughly, the EMI system corresponds to that being tested by
RCA as described in the Dec. 15
1935, issue of Broadcasting. An
eye-witness description in London
of a laboratory demonstration of
the Baird system was published
in the June 15. 1935, issue of
Broadcasting. The EMI - Marconi
interests have a patent and idea
exchange arrangement with RCA.
here and Baird has a tieup with
Farnsworth Television Ltd., of
Philadelphia.
British periodicals are devoting
considerable attention to television,
now that it has been publicly introduced, but experts there apparently have no illusions about its
immediate effect upon broadcasting and upon radio set sales. Comments Wireless World:
"It is certain that a very large
proportion of the public will be
amazed at the progress which television has made and at the success which has attended the very
strenuous efforts of all concerned.
It is equally certain that there will
be a big section of the public who
will register disappointment because they have been overoptimisPage

States. The resulting pictures
should have approximately the

Television
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get into the hands of the public
they will provide propaganda to
encourage others to participate in
the enjoyment of the new service."

From Wireless World

of London

BRITISH TELEVISION— Here is
a drawing of Alexandra Palace in
North London, from which both
the EMI-Marconi and Baird television transmissions on 41,500 kc.
are being broadcast. The upper
aerial array is for television, the
lower for sound. Beginning with
London's Olympia radio show in
latter August, twice daily demonstrations oftelevision were exhibited experimentally to the London
public attending the show for a
total of three hours daily — half the
time being devoted to EMI and
half to Baird.
tic or have been led away to think
that the accomplishment was even
greater than it is by over-enthusiastic reports which have so frequently found their way into print.
"The demonstrations at Olympia
will serve the very useful purpo™
of indicating to the public just
where television stands and what
is to be expected of it, and we believe that whilst there will be no
overwhelming demand for television receivers at the outset, there
will be steady buying; bv those
who can afford an exDensive instrument, and as these receivers

IN BROADCASTING comments on
the opening of the Radiolympia
television exhibit of the BBC, Sir
Noel Ashbridge, BBC chief engineer, asserted: "We at the BBC
are going to do everything in our
power to ensure that television
broadcasting in this country shall
be second to none. We believe that
all who see at Olympia what has
done will feel enalready been
thusiastic about the future.
"As I see it, this is an adventure upon which the BBC and the
public are entering together, for
this reason we should be frank.
Television progress is no further
advanced anywhere in the world
than it is in this country. You
can, with a -television receiving set,
hear people talk and watch their
movements. You can also see
films. Everyone, scientist and layman, must accept this as remarkable. Only time can show where
it L.
willMarsland
lead."
Gander, in the London Daily Telegraph, described his
impressions upon being televised
as "doubling the terrors of sound
studio." Extreme caution marked
most of the comments on what
was shown, but the London Post
stated: "To those who have
watched the progress of experimental television, the main impression is one of solidity and
permanence."

EuropeanTelevisionStillExperimental;
RCA

Ahead

in Visual

BACK from a
trip to Europe to
inspect television
developments in
England,
Germany and France,
O. B. Hanson,
NBC chief engineer, asserted in
a statement to
Broadcasting
Mr. Hanson
Sept. 9 that, on
the clear
basisthat
of his
is
RCA observations,
is well out "it
in
front in the technical development
of television." Europe still has not
answered the problem of standards, he stated, and its television
generally may be said to be still
in the development stage.
Mr. Hanson was accompanied on
his trip by T. A. Smith, head of
the New York office of RCA Mfg.
Co., RCA Victor Division, in charge
of transmitter and equipment sales.

15, 1936

Art,

Says

Hanson

Mr. Hanson has supervision over
the NBC television test studio in
Radio City, set up to relay programs tothe
the RCA's
transmitter atop
Empire test
State
Bldg.,
and is one of the technicians
equippedvisionwith
model
receiversRCA's
to pick
up telethe
Empire State experimental transmissions on the ultra- shortwaves.
What England Has
"TELEVISION in Europe," said
Mr. Hanson, "is still in the development stage, no definite standards
having been established as yet. In
England the BBC is faced with the
operation of two systems — one the
EMI system of 405 lines 25 frames
developed from RCA patents and
differing from our present standard of 343 lines 30 frames because
of difference in the frequency of
power supply, which is 50 cycles
in England and 60 in the United
BROADCASTING

same
as RCA's.
"The resolution
other is the
Baird system,
with 245 lines 25 frames. Receivers which are shortly to be available to the British public must be
capable of operating both systems.
The cost of the receivers will be
around $500. The two plants will
operate on alternate days.
"In Berlin they are transmitting
programs afternoons and evenings,
using a 180 - line system. Their
high - definition system is still in
laboratory. Both British and German systems use the medium of
motion pictures in the studio and
the rapid development of film for
scanning purposes introduces a delay of approximately 90 seconds
between action in the studio and
time of transmission. This is considered cumbersome and will be
replaced later by a device similar
to the RCA Inconoscope camera,
which permits direct pickup from
studio or of outdoor scenes.
"France also is carrying out experimental broadcasts with a 180line
system.
"From
these~ observations, it is
clear that RCA is well out in front
in the technical development of television. The development of a television system for a country such
as England, is not too difficult because of the small area as compared to the vast problem facing
our country because of the great
territory to be covered. This and
the economic support of television
are serious problems yet to be
Novel

Visual

Experiment

Is
Conducted by Don Lee
solved."
AT A DEMONSTRATION conducted by its television division,
Don Lee Broadcasting System recently broadcast the sound phase
of a newsreel on KHJ, the visual
portion on W6XAO simultaneunited sight-andously, and the
sound picked
up at a residence 3%
miles from both transmitters. The
experiment was given as a feature
of a joint meeting of the Los Angeles section of Institute of Radio
Engineers and American Institute
of Radio Engineers.
The receiver location was behind
two hills, as viewed from the transmitter, said Harry R. Lubcke, Don
Lee television director. "This is
an 'unfavorable' television location," he explained, "because of
charthe straightline propagation
acteristic of ultra-short television
waves, and is equivalent to a more
accessible location at two or three
times the distance." At the meeting Wilbur E. Thorp, assistant to
Mr. Lubcke, discussed "Television
and F.
Transmitter
Alton
Everest,Operation"
engineer, spoke on
"Television Receiver Opei-ation."
weekly televiof ts
newsoundseries
A sion
from KHJ,
broadcas
synchronized with the Don Lee
ultra - shortwave television broadcasts from W6XAO, was inaugurated Sept. 9 by Mr. Lubcke. The
sound can be received on any radio capable of tuning in KHJ but
the images need a television receiver, specifications for the building of which the Don Lee offices
furnish all inquirers. The time
fixed for the feature is Wednesdays, 7:30-7:45 p. m. (PST).
EDMUND BARTLETT, 63, head
of the New York advertising
agencv bearing his name, died in
New York, Sept. 5.
• Broadcast
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Artists
King Features
Introduced to Sponsors

TELEVISING
Faulty Engineering

During Series on WOR
A SERIES of novel sustaining
programs intended to introduce
available King Features Syndicate
personalities to prospective buyers
was launched over WOR, Newark,
Sept. 11. Titled Show Window, the
first program is being heard for
30 minutes once weekly. The first
broadcast included such artists and
writers as Mark Hellinger, short
story author; Louis Sobol, columnist; James Kilgallen and his
daughter Dorothy. Harry Hershfield, cartoonist, will feature the
second weekly program.
The programs are designed to
give potential sponsors an opportunity to hear available artists of
the Hearst newspaper syndicate,
during an actual broadcast and
also serve as public auditions.
While three or four KFS personalities will be presented during
each program, each personality
will be offered for sale individually
to In
highlight
additiona sponsor's
to Show program.
Windoiv,
KFS features now on the air include Popeye, sponsored by Wheatena Corp., three days weekly on
CBS; Tim Tyler, sustaining dramatization three days weekly on
WINS and the New York State
Network; Fashion Tips by Prunella Wood, sponsored by Plat-Num
(cosmetics) twice weekly on WOR.
KFS radio activities are under the
supervision of Fred Smith, a pioneer commercial broadcaster who
heads King Features' radio department and who was the original supervisor of the March of
Time.
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OLYMPICS

Broadcasts; Equipment
Developments

Loose- Wiles

OLYMPIC TELEVISION — Here is the new German television camera in
operation at the Olympics. It is based on the Zworykin iconoscope developed by RCA. Inset shows the new flat-bottom cathode ray tube,
said to eliminate the usual distortion in convex tubes.
OF ALL the televised broadcasts
of the Olympic Games at Berlin,
only a water polo game was satisfactorily handled, the other programs being inferior, only to an
observer writing in the Wireless
World of London. Definition of
only 180 lines was used, with 25
frames a second, as compared with

a

the

Mars

Based on American

is

Our

the much higher definition used experimental y inthis country.
Both cathode-ray and intermediate film systems were used. First
broadcasts gave studio onlookers
only suggestion of shadowy and
distorted forms, overcast skies aggravating difficulty as well as
faulty engineering at sending and

Goes

Net

LOOSE-WILES BISCUIT Co., Long
Island City, N. Y. (biscuits) will
make its bow as a network advertiser Oct. 3 when it brings Snow
Village Sketches back to the air
over 27 NBC-Red network stations,
Saturdays, 9-9:30 p. m. The company has used spot radio in the
past and currently is sponsoring
announcements in New England
states. Whether this spot schedule will be curtailed after the network program makes its debut is
still unsettled. Snow Village
Sketches, written by Henry Carlton and William Manley, was previously sponsored on a limited
CBS network by Socony-Vacuum
Oil Co. under the title Soconyland
Sketches. The new series will be
heard as far west as Salt Lake
City. Newell-Emmett Co. Inc..
New York, placed the account.

St

J\fnits

Outstanding
KFYR

THE

receiving ends. Intermediate film
projection provided improved programs after the games had been
under way several days, but pictures were contrasty and distorted.
Three types of cameras are used
in Germany, the Post Office and
Telefunken equipment being based
on the iconoscope developed by Dr.
Zworykin of RCA, and the Fernseh
A. G.'s camera, using secondary
emission amplification, which belongs to the Farnsworth type.
Rapid development of films impairs the sound tracks, the Wireless World observer stated.
The Post Office provided 25 viewing rooms for spectators, and two
theaters, with transmission from
the Witzlebeden television transmitter. Audiences were disappointed with results.
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UP

TOP

The vast facilities and program

prestige of NBC,

the world's largest broadcasting organization, are
behind these stations — the tops in their locality.
These

local NBC

stations are picked with great care,

to do a ioor0 selling job in their particular sections.
They

have the benefit of the vast experience and

technical perfection of the world's largest broadcasting organization — Plus —
the all-star NBC

programs, proved audience builders

for spot and local advertisers. Covering nine rich marown

kets, these picked stations are "UP TOP" in their
fields, with splendid records for sales-by-air.

These are the stations . . ."UP TOP"
NEW YORK
PITTSBURGH AND THE
TRI-STATE MARKET
WEAF
. . . 50,000 watts
WJZ

....

50,000 watts

KDKA

. . . 50,000 watts

THE GREAT NORTHEAST
WGY

....
NEW

50,000 watts

ENGLAND

WBZ-WBZA
NORTHERN
WTAM

CHICAGO

51,000 watts
OHIO

. . . 50,000 watts

WMAQ
WENR

DENVER AND THE
ROCKY MT. REGION
KOA

. . . . 50,000 watts
SAN

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WRC . . . 1000-500 watts
WMAL . . 500-250 watts

. . . 50,000 watts
. . . 50,000 watts

KGO
KPO

FRANCISCO

.... 7,500 watts
.... 50,000 watts

PHILADELPHIA
KYW
Completely

. . . 10,000 watts
Programmed

1926

by NBC

1936

NBC'S TENTH YEAR OF SERVICE TO RADIO LISTENERS

For full information about one or all of these stations, contact the one nearest you. Each station represents every other
station, and the sales offices of NBC represent them all.
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Free

&

Peters

Sherwin-Williams

Inc.

New
Name
of Rep
Change Avoids Confusion Since
Sleininger Inc. Formation
FREE & SLEININGER Inc., exclusive station representatives, will
become Free & Peters Inc. effective Nov. 1, according to a formal
announcement by James L. Free,
president, on Sept. 2. H. Preston
Peters has been a member of the
firm for several years and is vice
president in charge of the New
York office of both Free & Sleininger and its sister organization,
Free, Johns & Field Inc. He is a
director and secretary of both
companies.
The change in name was indicated two months ago, when Mr.
Peters became a substantial partner in the firm (Broadcasting
Aug. 1). C. L. Sleininger, one of
the founders of the organization
in 1932, has formed his own station representation organization,
Sleininger Inc., and is no longer
identified with the direction or
management of either Free &
Sleininger or Free, Johns & Field.
He still owns stock in both companies, however.
Mr. Free emphasized that the
change involved is one simply in
name only. The change was decided upon, he said, because of the
changed status in management and
also to avoid confusion with Mr.
Sleininger's enterprise. Directors
of the Free companies are Mr.
Free, his wife, Julia S. Free, and
Mr. Peters, along with Mr. Sleininger. Mr. Free said there would
be no other changes in the organization.

Wfiat

SPANISH FIGHTING
Intimate Accounts of Actual
Warfare Broadcast
RADIO'S own "war correspondents" will shortly give Americans
the real lowdown on the Spanish
fighting without the hindrance of
foreign censorship, with the return of Floyd Gibbons from Madrid late in September to start his
Saturday night broadcasts with
Vincent Lopez on CBS for Nash
Motor Co., Kenosha, Wis., booked
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
In the meantime, CBS has enjoyed exceptional success in brine-ing through H. V. Kaltenborn via
land-line and shortwave from Hendaye, France, just across the Spanish border where early in September, stationed on the roof of the
local hotel, he not only reported
the course of the bitter battle of
Fuenterrabia but the sound of the
gunfire — the first time in radio
history, CBS claims, that sounds
of actual warfare have been
brought to American radio listeners. Kaltenborn was to be back
in New York Sept. 13 to resume
his Kaltenborn Edits the News
series on CBS daily, 10:45-11 a.m.
Kaltenborn had been on the
Spanish job almost from the start
of the hostilities, and has had exceptional results in bringing
through uncensored reports. Gibbons twice in latter August broadcast via EAQ, Madrid shortwave
station, to NBC-Blue during its
RCA Magic Key programs, but his
accounts were obviously guardedly
worded due to the government
censorship.

i±

YOU

BATTLEFRONT — H. V. Kaltenborn, CBS commentator, wears a
helmet as he interviews an English -speaking rebel officer in the
Spanish rebellion.
Wm. W. Lee Regional
WM. W. LEE & Co., Troy, N. Y.
(Save-The-Baby cold remedy) on
Oct. 12 will start a 26-week series
on WGY, Schenectady, WBZWBZA, Boston-Springfield, and a
list of rural stations in Northern
New York and Vermont. The program will be keyed from WGY,
reaching other stations by special
hookup. Bradley Kincaid and
guest artists will be the talent,
broadcasting daily except Sunday,
8:15-8:30 a. m. Leighton & Nelson,
Schenectady, is the agency.
Sheaffer Pen Spots
W. A. SHEAFFER Pen Co., Fort
Madison, la., through Baggaley,
Horton & Hoyt, Chicago, (successors to Sellex-s Service Inc) has
started a spot series running from
Aug. 24 until Christmas, using one
to five-minute announcements. The
list of stations has not been disclosed but it is a large one.

And now, with
Western Electric

prepared to back it up. We know we can show you
increased sales because we are doing it every day for

better

advertisers.

Why

not make

us prove

it?

HOTEL
NEW
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daytime.
The schedule calls for 52 announcements within a period of
ten weeks for the majority on the
station list, with the larger station participation programs on the
air three to five times a week.
Stations are: WOR, KABC, KTBS,
KLRA, KMOX, WMC, WMBD,
WDAY, WNAC, WMAS, WTIC,
WLBZ, WCSH, WORC,
WGAR, WEAN,
WJR,
WGY, WBEN, WKBN, WCKY,
WBNS, WADC,
WCAU, WFBR, WJSV, WPTF,
WRVA, WBT, WIS, WJAX,
WDBO, WGST,
WQAM, WFLA,
WLAC, WBRC,
WWL, KLUF,
WFAA, WKY, KVOO, WOW,
KMBC, KFH, KSL, W C C 0,
WEBC, WISN, WLS, WIRE,
KTRH, WAVE, KOA, KOB,
KTAR, KFRC, KNX, KERN,
KGB, KGDN, KIEM, KMJ, KGW,
KOL, KPQ, KMO, KIT, KGY. T.
J. Maloney Inc., New York, placed
the account.
A NEW all-time record for visitors to NBC was established over
the Labor Day weekend when
17,491 persons made the guided
tour of Radio City.

our new 5,000 watt High Fidelity
transmitter, we expect to show even

results. Get in touch with us or our representative and we will be very glad to show you
definite figures.
THOMAS

Page

Placed on 69 Stations
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
Co.,
Cleveland (Enameloid & SemiLustre paint) during the week of
Sept. 7 started 100-word live announcements and three to five-minutes on participation programs on
69 stations. The campaign on the
Pacific Coast and in South Atlantic states started a week later.
The time is sponsored by local distributors in some instances, in
others the paint company being
sponsor. Most of the announcements are broadcast during the

R

Whatever it is KWK
can solve it for you, That may
sound like a very broad statement, but we are fully

other

Series

YORK

PATRICK

INC.

CHASE
ST. LOUIS.
MO.
Representative
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
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STOP

WOK

Presents

Typical

Examples

Greatest

THE

Six

of Its Most

of the

Station

BELMONT

PRESS!

in

meeting

Granville
Cup,

the

FUTURITY

World's

Greatest

between

Discovery

Jockey

horse-wise

Club

Bryan

and
Gold
Field

A

crooner,

a crack

FOOTBALL

GAMES

Sponsor: Atlantic Refining Co.
Yale's six home games sponsored for
the first time and exclusively over
WOR.

The

Davis

Cup

ing singles champion
ly over WOR.

star and rank-

heard

exclusive-

Will comment

on Na-

tional Open at Forest Hills. (Richards
the WOR

exclusive

Market

FLIGHT

flyer and

10,000

vs. AMBERS

Madison

Square Garden,

Sept. 3

A

lightweight

champion

new

crowned

and WOR

exclusively
broadcast.

with

Polo

Bryan

is in both corners

POLO

FINALS

L. I., Sept. 5

champions

WOR's

is

a round-by-round

OPEN

Meadowbrook,

at Forest Hills . . .

not the match! )

champion

on

the

and

sports broadcaster,

Field, at the mike.

ing game before

field

The

the Americans

decidmeet

the Argentines.

It is little wonder

are using WOR.
from
the most

of the

with a spot broadcast.

NATIONAL

RICHARDS— Tennis

former

. .

ping-pong balls thrill the nation.
WOR
covers this event exclusively

CANZONERI

VINCENT

Coverage

RICHMAN-MERRILL

"calling" them. Sept. 19 to Oct. 3 . . .
then on to Jamaica!
YALE

Features

Floyd Bennett Field, Sept. 2

for famed

with

Exclusive

Up-to-the-Minute

Belmont Park, Oct. 3
The

Recent

that

an

increasingly

greater

number

They're repaid generously by the
alert audience
in the wealthiest

of

advertisers

response received
market
on earth.

WOR
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the

camj

1
sit ■
II

Edward

W.

Lewis
UNITED

PR

FIRING

LINE

iMERICAN

citizens want

their news

dential campaign year delivered

of the Presi-

accurately. Accu-

racy is a tradition United Press political writers never
forget. Through

their factual reports 1936 political

personalities, promises

and

platforms

speak

for

themselves.
Alert application of that kind of fact-reporting enabled Lyie C. Wilson, head of the United Press Washington bureau, to be the first newsman
significance

of Governor

American Way."
In an exclusive
before
Wilson

interview,

his acceptance
what

an expression

London's

he meant

speech,

facts, but presents them

coverage

prominence

with force and

House

of the Senate

staff; Frederick

correspondent;

the House

staff; Harry

Edward

W.

Ferguson,

head-

as "The

out the

clarity.

on United

by such widely

told

Way,"

not only seeks

stations depend

"The

a month

American

cal reporters as Lyle C. Wilson,
head

than

that has ridden the front page

New Deal".
U. P. political reporting

campaign

phrase

the Governor

by "The

lines ever since with as much

Dominant

more

to sense the

Press for

known

politi-

Joe Alex Morris,
A. Storm, White
Lewis, head

of

political feature

writer. They, and a score of others, are on the firing
line for the United Press— setting the news
1936 Presidential campaign

For

dominant

pace

in

coverage.

coverage

Johnny Boyer, master - of - ceremonie
ivith the Victor Amateurs, is one o
the personalities who have helped bull
consistently large listening audience
for BBC local commercial programs

This month the Victor
Amateurs will have been a
radio feature for more than eightyconsecutive
weeks. The above photographic
reproduction of Mr. Bowman's letter is self-explanatory.

T? IGHTY

consecutive

weeks

is a record to be proud

of in

any division of the "show" business. During the more
than eighty weeks the Victor Amateurs have been on the air,
more than a thousand amateurs have appeared before stage
and studio audiences. Yet, the record which this program
has set is not an unusual one at BBC.
Bowman

equally effective for many

Owned

and

Operated

Represented
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of

the success story of individual

program

services

is the story of an organization that has been built with network standards of showmanship for local production. In the
past the networks have drafted many members of the BBC
staff. They will continue to do so in the future.
The network

& Block, Inc., advertising agency for Victor &

Company, have found BBC
their other radio accounts.

Page

Behind

stars of tomorrow

to serve you with program
results.

by Buffalo

Broadcasting

are at BBC

today waiting

ideas and production

that bring

Corporation

by Free and Sleininger, Inc.
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Quality

Mattress

Broadcasts
Adopts
Product
New
For
Success on WHAM

Is Basis for

IOO%

Listener

Expanded Autumn Drive
By JOHN P. STREET Jr.
Account Executive
Hart-Conway Co Inc., Rochester
QUALITY MATTRESS Co., Rochester, is sponsoring a new program Sunday evenings at 9 o'clock,
on WHAM, Rochester. The program, known as the Quali-Rest
Serenade, advertises the QualiRest Inner Spring Mattress, the
"only mattress that can be taken
apart and laundered as easily as
pillow-slips".
your
First
introduced only eight

depend

Clatchyland

al-

most exclusively on

the

McClatchy

Radio

for

entertainment.

radio

are

"home"

mere

Ad-

vertisers profit from

this

acceptance

market.

•208,000 Radio Homes

(Jan. 1, 1936).

KFBK

KM

KERN

KWG

Bakersfield

Stockton

can

J

Fresno

Sacramento

Only

not

outlets.

listener

rich

stations

stations,

network

100%
in a

Stations

McClatchy

The

through these McClatchy Radio Stations
this great

adequately

midway between the "heavy" and
the "light", — sweet, melodious
numbers, both old and new, with a
general appeal and a tendency toward a mood of relaxation.

BROADCASTING

Mc-

in

Homes*

Radio

months ago, the Quali-Rest Mattress is now carried by leading department and furniture stores
throughout Western and Central
New York State. It is aimed to appeal to the public from the viewpoint of comfort, economy and
sanitation, with special emphasis
on the last-named quality.
Results in a Hurry
AROUND the outside ticking of
the Quali-Rest is a Talon slide-fastener which zips apart the ticking
which can be completely removed
and put in the wash-tub. Being
Sanforized, it will not shrink. Removal of the outer ticking leaves
the felt inner pads ready to be
hung on the line for airing. The
Quali-Rest's exclusive take-apart
feature makes it possible to replace any of its parts individually
at any time.
Except for advertisements in
trade publications, the Quali-Rest
Mattress had received no general
advertising until the new radio
program started Aug. 2. Results
have already proved eminently satisfactory from the standpoint of
increased sales. The present program is in the nature of a test. A
more elaborate radio campaign is
being contemplated for the fall.
Credit for conceiving the radio
program is shared by Justin F.
Williams, vice president of the
Quality Mattress Co., and E. P.
Kamer, a salesman for the company. The program is planned and
arranged by the Hart-Conway Co.
Inc., Rochester.
The Quali-Rest Serenade is a
musical quarter-hour, music being
provided by a studio ensemble of
strings with piano. The type of
musical selection holds to a course

Opening with Brahms' "Lullaby", there
follows
a straight
commercial
announcement.
Thereafter
the musical program continues
without interruption but for a very
brief commercial skit at the halfway point. There are no title announcements to break the smoothness of the program. At the close
the "Lullaby" is again played as
background for a short commercial
announcement. Finally the music
dies away, the ticking of a clock
is heard, then, as chimes strike the
quarter hour, the announcer says:
"Good night! Rest well with —
Quali-Rest". The sponsor is offering cash prizes to any of its representatives who send in usable
ideas for the commercial skit in
the center of the program.

Acceptance

area

be

covered.

Representatives.
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
LOS ANGELES

JOSEPH McGILLVRA
485 Madison Ave.,
NEW YORK
919 N. Michigan Ave.,
CHICAGO

McClatchy

1358 Russ Building
SAN FRANCISCO
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NEWSPAPERS:

SEATTLK

Broadcasting

SACRAMENTO,
McCLATCHY

1038 Exchange Bldg.

SACRAMENTO

Co.

CALIFORNIA
BEE

- FRESNO
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DEAF

AND

KFAB-KOIL

News

BLIND

COMMENTATOR

Analyst Overcomes

Now Gives Two Programs
ALTHOUGH completely deaf and
blind, Stephen D. Cartright has a
perfect radio voice, with none of
the flat quality which usually develops in a person deaf 11 years.
Cartright,
who Ambassador
calls himself of"The
Blind and Deaf
the
News", has joined Central States
Broadcasting System and is now
giving two periods of news commentary. He speaks over KFAB,
Lincoln, at noon each day and over
KOIL, Omaha, at 10:15 p. m.
He lost his voice as well as his
sight and hearing 11 years ago,
a result of an injury sustained in
1919 when he was a member of
the American Expeditionary Force
in Siberia. "I was on duty in
Khabarovsk, Siberia," Cartright
relates, "and during hand to hand
fighting one night, one of the
enemy brought a pistol down on
the top of my head with terrific
force. Although unconscious for
some time as a result of the blow,
I recovered in a few weeks with
apparently no ill effects.
Then He Was Stricken
"ELEVEN YEARS ago I was
bathing at Long Beach, Cal. Suddenly, as I lighted a cigaret, I was
stricken. I was taken to a Veteran's Hospital and for a time the
doctors did not know which way
the case would turn. They kept
me under the influence of narcotics

Not just a radio station, but a station of acknowledged National Leadership and Power, known audi-

#

ence loyalty. Not just a Southern station, but a station by use of which advertisers have consistently
gained a foothold, secured immediate distribution, in
the nation's fastest growing market. Not buried in
the cotton or tobacco belt, but commanding the threshold of a section's industry, agriculture and commerce
. . . That is Radio Station WSM, a giant doorway
through which product advertising must
cure distribution in the South.

pass to se-

Advertisers interested in rapid and frictionless entry
into this important market will do well to investigate
WSM

possibilities. Additional information and convincing case histories gladly sent to agencies and
manufacturers.

50,000
WATTS
mil)
National Representatives, EDWARD

PETRY

& CO., Inc.

Owned and operated by
THE

Page
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CO., INC.

forAstwo
soonweeks."
as he was able to understand, physicians in the hospital
told Cartright that he had suffered
a central cerebral lesion, a dangerous brain injury. To regain
the lost senses, the commentator
visited medical centers in every
part of the world. Friends took
him to the world-famous Dr. Otanna in Japan but after a thorough
examination, he told Cartright
that nothing now known to medical science could bring back his
sight and hearing.
According to Cartright, his
greatest victory has been in his
fight to regain the use of his voice.
When he learned he would never
see or hear again, he determined
to concentrate on his voice.
He spent months in New York
City, taking voice lessons under
the best teachers in the United
States and literally "manufactured" a new voice for himself.
To keep it in good condition and
in normal tone, Cartright practices every day, using a piano as
a sounding board. He has become
so expert in judging his voice by
the feel of the vibrations that he
knows exactly how far his voice
carries and what tone he is using.
StephenhisD.fingers.
Cartright
"hears"
through
Placing
his
forefinger on the lips of his questioner and thumb and finger on
each side of the throat, he is able
to "hear" every word, and seldom
needs to have any word repeated.
In his daily news commentaries
for KFAB and KOIL, he has a secretary "read" the papers to him
all morning. Then, with his own
wide experience and knowledge of
world affairs, he organizes his material in his mind and speaks extemporaneously for the 15-minute
broadcast period.
At times he keeps one or two
Braille notes before him. Another
BROADCASTING

Handicaps

and

Every Day

BLIND AND DEAF— Yet Stephen
D. Cartright, commentator, has a
perfect radio voice and broadcasts
twice daily on KFAB, Lincoln, and
KOIL, Omaha.
accessory at the broadcast table
is his watch, with which he times
his program. Before beginning,
he removes the crystal of the
watch, and feels the hands from
time to time to tell how much
time he has left.
Cartright joined Central States
Broadcasting
System's 14staff
recently after spending
months
in Japan. His stop there closed a
lecture tour that took him into
almost every country in Europe.
His lectures, principally in Russia
and Poland, were based on an interpretation ofAmerican political,
social, and economic trends.
He speaks Russian, Polish, and
Spanish fluently. He also speaks
French, but since his affliction, has
been unable to understand French
because the vocal chords vibrate
too rapidly. While on an extended
stay in the Philippine Islands,
Cartright also learned two Malayan dialects.
In the last few years, the blind
and deaf ambassador of the news
has interviewed many of the leading statesmen of Europe, including
Mussolini, Kurt Schussnig, Hitler
and Ramsay MacDonald.
Wilder Buys WOCL
COL. HARRY C. WILDER, president of WSYR, Syracuse, has personally purchased WOCL, 50-watter in Jamestown, N. Y., operating
kc, isand
if the transfer onof 1210
license
approved
plans
immediately to ask for a power in-,
crease to 100 watts. The station
was purchased for an undisclosed
sum from A. E. Newton, its owner
and operator. Col. Wilder also has
pending before the FCC an application for a new 500-watt daytime
station on 1240 kc. in Troy, N. Y.
He is associated in this venture
with Tom Rourke, president of the
National City Bank of Troy; L.
W. Houston, president of the Ludlow Valve Mfg. Co. and treasurer
of Rennsaleer Polytechnic Institute, and S. E. Aronowitz, Albany
attorney — each holding 15% stock
in the Troy Broadcasting Co., with;i
Mr. Wilder holding 55%.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Warner

Offer

of

Free

Discs

to

Stations

To Exploit Movies
Brings NAB
Warning
Declaring there is a basis for
BRANDING a questionnaire sent
business relations between broadby Warner Bros., motion picture
casting and motion pictures, Mr.
producers, to stations as "not unBaldwin said film companies can
like other propositions" submitted
place orders for time and pay for
to stations by film companies,
it at the rates specified by stations.
James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, on Sept. 10 advised
Stations, he said, cannot discriminate between advertisers. The
members of his association to move
statement follows in full:
cautiously before accepting "free
"Do you wish to subscribe to
offerings" of any character.

our free motion picture preview
transcription service sent to you in
advance of film release?" There
is a great deal more in the questionnaire mailed to radio stations
last week by Martin Gosch, Warner Brothers radio director, but
the meat of the proposition is contained in the above question.
Reaching Listeners
"THIS

is not unlike other propositions submitted to members from
time to time by other film companies. The film people are conscious

r

a

The

CAROLINAS

present

Combination

Market

.here

is the

combination

WIS
COLUMBIA, S.C.

A
You

COMPETITIVE

to

open

it.

WPTF
RALEIGH, NX.

COMBINATION

RATE

can get the greatest Carolina Coverage. ..of the largest

"potential Purchaser
the new Combination
Carolinas' dominant

Dollar" at' the lowest cost by using
Rate now in effect on WIS- WPTF, the

NBC

Stations — Alike as Two Peas in a Pod.
REPRESENTATIVES
FREE JOHNS & FIELD, INC

m

•WIS and WPTF are not owned by the same company — but they serve well
the two Carolines, considered one market — so we present them together.
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of the fact that radio offers the
most efficient means for exploiting
their pictures. By means of 'Hollywood News', 'Commentaries by
leading film stylists,' etc., the filn.
personalities may be kept constantly before the listeners on 29,000,000 receiving sets. By means of
song plugging (by special permission) and dramatizations, radio
popularizes new songs and invites
listeners to see their favorite performers.
"If the Warner proposition does
not seek, as others do, to obtain
free time — free exploitation of
their pictures — why does not Mr.
Gosch place an order for time and
pay for that time at the rates
specified in the stations' rate cards.
He has all the facilities for building excellent commercial programs.
He must know that talent costs
are in addition to time costs. He
ought to know that radio stations
cannot discriminate between advertisers.
"There is even more at issue
here. One fact that cannot be
radio staignored is that while film
music,
tions are popularizing
stations are building a music repertory that requires an expenditure
'timeis
of their
of 5%
music
though for
even receipts
the air',
on
not used in certain programs. Another is that after popularizing orchestra leaders and other talenl
(often identified with motion pictures) radio is threatened with litigation if they do not ceaseofbroadsucr
casting the recordings
foi
heavy royalties
or— pay
persons
their use and regardless of th<
musical selections infact that arethe
volved contained in the ASCAI
repertory.
" 'Free offerings', regardless oJ
their source, should receive search
ing inquiry before acceptance, tj
may be found that some of then
contain the kind of food it take;
to build a Frankenstein.
A gooc
example of this may be found ii
the recent offering by 'Words an<
Music Inc.', music publishers, o:
a record made by Jan Garber an(
his orchestra of two song hits. Ii
the letter transmitting the recor<
Piantadosi [George Pianta
Mr.
manager] said:
yoi
it if 'W<
dosi, general
greatly
would
would
use
this appreciate
record at every
op
portunity
on your
future proj
Thanking you and witlj
grams.
best wishes'.
This
offering wa
made late in July. In August Jai
Garber permitted the use of hi
name in a suit brought by th
American
Society
of Recording
Artists against a member statioi
In this suit Jan Gar,
(KFWB).
in substance an<!
ber alleges
among others that the use of hi
Brunswick
Record
No. No.
6740)2453'
wa||
Record
record (Victor
unauthorized;
that its use fo
broadcasting
diminished
his_ in H
come, created unfair competitior
etc., and demanded an accounting
and
damages for the
and 'unauthorized'
use 'unlicensec
of his rec
ord.
Will Jan Garber make th
same claims concerning his selee
tions offered to stations by 'Word|and Music Inc.' in July?
"But back to motion picture!
There is a basis for business rela
tions between radio broadcastin
and motion pictures. It is founc
ed on the NAB Code of Ethic:
Adherence to the principles in ii
will eliminate discriminatory prac
tices. That is in the public irl
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WRIGLEY

PLANNING
DON'T KID A KID
Producer Decides Youngsters
Are Hard to Fool
THE LESSON learned by Himan
Brown in directing the Ward Baking Co. News of Youth on CBS
three evenings a week is: "Don't
a kid."
programs have the
kid"Children's
most critical audiences in the radio business," according to Brown,
who has produced scores of such
broadcasts. "Sound effects are
amazingly important, of course. I
would even venture to say that
youngsters would not listen to a
dramatic program which did not
include appropriate
'off mike'
backgrounds. But such effects
must
be
lifelike down to the last decibel
and must serve to advance the development of the plot.
"Juveniles always expect a moral
lesson in all programs written for
them. I suppose that is due to
their reading of fairy tales and
children's books. But happy endings can easily be overdone, and

TO REMAIN
ON CBS
TIME Inc., New York, publishing
the magazine Time, will return
the March of Time to the air this
autumn for a new picture magazine it will start publishing within a few weeks. William Wrigley
Jr. Co., Chicago, which took over
the March of Time March 30 after
it had been given up by Remington Rand Inc., will cease sponsorship of the CBS news drama Sept.
25. In all, the five-weekly quarterhour series will have been on the
air 60 weeks. Previously it had
been a weekly half-hour program.
Wrigley will remain on a CBS
network but with a different type
of program, not yet announced.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., New York, has taken an
active part in production of the
March of Time from its inception
and will continue in charge when
the program is resumed by Time
Inc. this autumn. At present the
March of Time cast is on vacation.

HOME

TOWN

realism is to be preferred in the
long run. For this reason the pet
dog sometimes dies in News of
Youth dramatizations and little
Johnny does not recover from the
operation
unlessthethesketch
real-life
incident on which
is based
turned out that way. You have no
idea how closely our audience
checks the newspapers against our
dramatizations. And all children's
programs
are either
'swell'
'punk' to their
listeners"
Brownor
concludes.
The News of Youth, which each
day dramatizes two or three true
news stories about children, avoids
all subjects which might put mischievous ideas into the heads of its
audience. As a result, the program, now going into the third
quarter of its first year on the
air, has evoked high praise from
the Parent-Teacher's Association
and gathered about it an organization of more than a million loyal
listeners. These followers have
been organized into the "Scoop
Ward Press Club", named after
"Scoop" Ward, 17-year-old commentator on the program.

STATION

— to the 429,000 families in its primary area
WOWO
is the home town station — home town station because its programs
keyed

to the needs

which

comprise

Each

and

year after year have
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the immediate

year the 429,000

been
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For WPEiN,WRAX
NEGOTIATIONS
looking toward
the sale of WPEN and WRAX, J
Philadelphia, to John Iraci, forme;
owner of WOV, New
York,
are |
currently in progress, with indications that he will take over th>;
two
time-sharing ^stations this
month.
Mr. Iraci on Sept. 3 purchased a 40% interest in the two !
stations
from
Paul
F. Harron,
part owner of WHOM, Jersey City,
and WFAB, New York, for approximately $75,000. Clarence Taubel, 60% stock owner in the William Penn Broadcasting Co., is negotiating with Mr. Iraci for sale
of his 60% of the common stock
and company.
all of the preferred stock of
the

Russell Feldman, New York
broker, who held an option for the
purchase of the Philadelphia stations, disposed of that option to
Mr. Iraci and is not involved in
the current negotiations, it is understood. Mr. Iraci several weeks
ago sold WOV to Arde Bulova,
watch manufacturer and broadcaster, for $300,000, subject to
FCC approval. The station figures
in the complex plan of the Paulist
Fathers, of New York, to procure
a full time 5,000-watt assignment
for the part time WLWL, New
York.
Mr. Iraci already has been elect-!
ed vice-president and a member of
the Board of William Penn and. J
upon acquisition of the balance of|
the stock, will take over manage-,
ment of the station. It was indicated that no staff or management
changes are contemplated but it is;
probable that WPEN and WRAX
now operating separately, will be
merged
as a full-time statior
operating on the 920 kc. channe
with
watts 250
day. watts at night and 50(
It is likely also that the statior
will be a part of a seaboard net;
work planned by Mr. Bulova to in
elude such stations as WNEW o;
WOV, for New York coverage
WELI, New Haven; WNBC, Nev
Britain-Hartford, and WCOP, Bos
ton. WELI, WNBC and WCOP ar<
new statinos and were financed b?
Mr. Bulova.

pri-

mary area buy more than 295 million dollars* worth
of merchandise. Through their home town station
you can tell them
most resultfully.

Iraci

Rochester's New Local
STUDIOS of the new WSAY, 100
watt daytime station on 1210 kc
in Rochester, N. Y., which will be
New York State
of the
came a unit
network
keyed
from WINS, Nej
York, are nearing completion ii
the downtown Taylor Bldg., am
the station's owner announces i
will be on the air before Oct. 1
Gordon B. Brown, licensee, ha
held a CP. for the new statioi
about a year. Mr. Brown, onetim
technician with WHEC and th
Rochester police radio statior
stated he will manage WSAY am
be its chief engineer, with E. K
Johnson, formerly with WGAE
Cleveland, as commercial managei
Equipment of his own manufactur
is being installed, said Mr. John
son, at a cost of $30,000, and h
added he expects also to enter th
field of manufacturing and sellim
similar 100-watt transmitters.
CARROLL LEVIS, who is th
British counterpart of Maj. Bowes
on Sept. 8 relayed to the NBC
Blue network a sample of hi
London Amateur Hour from th
BBC studios.
• Broadcast
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Slide
SOME

Rule

RATHER

Economics

amazing conclusions can be

drawn from the FCC's allocation survey.
Rural listeners themselves report that they
are primarily dependent upon clear channels
for good reception. The reason for this is obvious. Regional stations, or even locals, for
economic reasons rarely can be found in cities
of less than 25,000 population. And their
power is so limited that they often cannot
penetrate the deep rural areas, though there
is no denying their frequently excellent coverage of contiguous rural populations which
usually are the densest.
The survey shows conclusively that if the
country as a whole is to be accorded radio
reception, a certain number of high-power stations must be accommodated on clear channels.
The radio law is founded upon the premise of
equality of reception, as nearly as possible, to
all listeners. The farmer living many miles
from a city is entitled to radio service on the
same basis as the dweller in New York City.
But it appears that the radio fraternity
may have to revise its definition of clearchannel service. The technical studies of the
FCC seem to show that one or even two stations of 1,000 watts at night, using directional
antennas, can operate on the same channel
with a 50,000-watt station without destroying
its secondary coverage. That is a startling
finding that may bode much for future assignments.
Many other deductions will be made from
the comprehensive four-phase allocation study
of the FCC. They will be brought to light during the Oct. 5 hearings. At the same hearings
organized station groups will come forward
with their own plans of allocation, and the
usual crop of interlopers will be on hand to
try to crash the radio gate.
The stakes are altogether too important to
risk any half-baked conclusions. The rule of
the slide-rule and of watts and kilocycles may
show one thing, but common sense, public
service and economics are even more important. Any conclusions reached should take all
of these factors into account.

Selling Soap and Politics
SO THE SOVIETS are going to use broadcast advertising over Russia's state-operated
radio stations to push the sales of products
of the State Perfumery Trust, particularly
soap! Well, sir, we've always believed in advertising by radio and we've always felt that
those European countries forbidding it are on
the wrong tack. Now we find a dictatorship
ready and willing, according to United Press
Page

38
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reports, to utilize the American method for
the sake of trade.
Meanwhile, as Donald Flamm of WMCA,
New York, found on his recent tour of Europe,
Britain lets millions of dollars of British sponsors' money slip through to foreign radio stations because it bars radio advertising; though
it is hard for us to understand how the naming of transcription and record manufacturers, film and stage artists and productions,
song hits from shows that are generously identified, etc. is not construed as advertising.
Meanwhile, Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy
do not permit radio advertising — no advertising other than the persistent propagandizing
of their peculiar political ideologies, with
nothing opposing them permitted on the air,
of course. Meanwhile, too, the example of
Europe makes Americans more satisfied every
day that, the enlightening, entertaining, tradestimulating, non-political, competitive American system of broadcasting is still the best
ever devised for a democracy.
Check

and

Double

Check

INSTEAD of a gross business of $87,000,000
last year, it now appears that the broadcasting industry probably reached $92,000,000 or
more. This fact develops as an outgrowth of
the difference between the U. S. Bureau of
the Census and the NAB [Broadcasting Aug.
15 and Sept. 1].
The error evidently was on the side of the
NAB and primarily in the amount of local
business done by stations. The Census Bureau's figures in the fields other than local,
and those of the NAB's business index, compare most favorably when certain factors are
taken into account, since the government pursued the course of producing net computations
whereas the trade association used gross.
But in local business the NAB fell no less
than $5,000,000 short. By the very nature of
the business, complete local information is the
most difficult to procure. The NAB projects
its figures from samples rather than from
reports for the industry as a whole, and pulling accurate samples on local business is like
pulling eye teeth, we are told. Obviously, errors can creep in and correction factors must
be taken into account.
There can be no justifiable criticism of the
NAB, we feel, because it leaned toward the
side of conservatism in its computations.
Usually industrial estimates are the other
way — that is, toward inflated calculations. Indeed, we feel that NAB deserves commendation for its pioneering work in establishing the
business index, three years ago.
The Census Bureau's survey has performed
the important function of serving as a check

RADIO
SHELF

COMBINING into one edition the various <
success and merchandising stories it has carried in its monthly Broadcast Merchandising,
the NBC sales promotion department, managed by E. P. H. James, is offering the 112page book without cost to bona fide inquiries.
The book is indexed by name of client, industrial classification and merchandising methods
and the articles recount how various sponsors
have used radio effectively.
and balance on the NAB's business index. It
throws light on how the NAB can make more
accurate the complex and tedious work of devising its statistical review. The NAB no
doubt will not hesitate to use a correction
factor in compiling future figures, and might
even modify the 1935 figure.
Out of this difference of results it now looks
as if the industry will do more than $100,000,000 for 1936. The NAB figures for the first
six months show business of nearly $51,000,000. Reckon also that this total is low, because of the base the NAB has used on local
business, and one can readily see that the
1936 total probably will pass $110,000,000.
Anniversary

Year

AMERICAN radio's rise virtually out of "thin
air" to the stature of an industry which this
year will turn over more than $100,000,000 in
time sales alone, let alone the 5 billion dollars
or more spent on receiving sets during the last
15 years, merits a little reflection upon its
meteoric growth and upon the men and interests responsible for it.
Sixteen years ago, on Nov. 2 KDKA began
daily operation. Sixteen years ago last month,
what is now WWJ went on the air. There
seems to be some dispute as to which started
first, but in any event they are undoubtedly
the first commercial broadcasters in the world
still on the air.
Ten years ago the NBC was organized as
the world's first network, really signalizing
the beginning of commercial broadcasting.
Crammed into those 10 years the broadcasting
industry as a whole as well as NBC in particular have built a structure that future historians will record as unparalleled by any:
other industry.
Consider, too, the men who made radio.
Marconi and DeForest are still active. M. H.
Aylesworth is still on the scene, though temporarily on the sidelines. William S. Paley,
only 34, still heads the company he built up.
David Sarnoff, RCA president and NBC chairman, on Sept. 30 will observe his 30th anniversary in radio; he was only 15 when he
started as a messenger boy for American
Marconi, was graduated into an operator and
then rose spectacularly to the helm of the!
largest single entity in American radio.
These are only a few of the leaders whose
business brains and judgment nurtured this
great development, directing radio's phenomenal rise in this country as a private, competitive enterprise. Radio, it will be seen, is still
a young man's game — and with television and
other magic yet to come, we have every confidence that this "older" generation of young
men aided by the generations to come will
carry on as aggressively and competently.
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FREDERICK GEORGE IBBETT
IT MAY have been the roving inThis experience has been extremestinct inherited from a Kentish anly valuable in radio, says Ibbett,
cestor who sailed the Atlantic unas it gave him a clear insight into
der Drake; it may have been the
the psychology of the average man.
depressing atmosphere of post-war
For seven years rbbett stayed on
England, or it may merely have
in
the army. Then came the realibeen the capriciousness of Fate,
zation that with the mounting cost
but whatever the force that lifted
of living and the increasingly
Frederick George Ibbett from the
heavy tax load his father should
traditional army career of an Engnot be further taxed by supporting
lish gentleman and eventually dea son's horses and the other requisites of a British officer which the
posited him in an advertising ofarmy pay did not begin to cover,
fice overlooking Chicago's Michigan Boulevard, the result is a story
and he regretfully turned in his
that does not resemble the Americommission and looked about for
something else to do. It was then
can
"office
boy
to
president"
pattern.
that he ran into a friend made durBorn in London in 1896, Fred
ing the Egyptian campaign, an enIbbett, radio director of Aubrey,
gineer named Eckersley who even
in those prebroadcasting days had
Moore & Wallace, spent his boyhood in the historic village of
been wildly interested in wireless.
Sevenoaks, Kent. After prep school
Eckersley, now an official of the
British Broadcasting Corp.. gave
and three years on the continent,
chiefly at the University of GeIbbett the job of technical dramatic director. For two weeks
neva, he returned to England to enter the University of London,
Fred would cast and rehearse drawhere his inability to make a
matic shows, and for the next two
weeks he would have charge of the
choice between literature, dramattransmitter of 2LO. This combinaics and engineering led him to attion of dramatics and engineering
tempt to specialize in all three subjects. While still a student he
was rigrht ud Ibbett's alley and for
two years he had a grand time,
joined a volunteer cavalry regiment of the British yeomanry, corhobnobbing with England's theresponding roughly to our reserve
atrical big-shots on an equal footofficers training corps, and he was
ing, for if he knew little about the
in camp with his regiment when
theatre they knew even less about
radio.
the war broke out in 1914.
Within the month Ibbett was on
Then, in England as in the U. S.,
broadcasting began to settle down.
his way to join Allenby's forces in
But whereas over here it developed
Egypt, where he helped chase the
terrible Turk until a minor wound
into "big business" with big opporat Gallipoli put an end to his
tunities, in England radio became
a branch of the civil service, with
cavalry experiences. Following
convalescence he was transferred
lowered salaries and slow promotion, the fun squeezed out of it by
to the Royal Air Force as an observer and then sent back to Enggovernmental regulations. Decidland for training as a pilot. In
ing that red tape did not make for
1917 Ibbett went to France, where
rosy futures, Ibbett, who was about
he found the war a far different
to be married, suggested to his
bride-to-be that they spend their
experience from the "gentlemen's
honeymoon in America.
war" of his Egyptian campaign.
Again wounded, Ibbett was sent
She agreed, and a few weeks
afterwards the Ibbetts found themback to England for hospitalization. He returned to service as an
selves strolling across Chicago's
instructor, first in the air force
"loop". Suddenly Mrs. Ibbett spied
and later in the Royal Tank corps.
a sign reading "National BroadFollowing the Armistice he helped
casting Company".
form the first Tank School and
"To English eyes 'National'
work out a curriculum for teachmeans 'Government'," says Fred,
"so in I went and before long I
ing the tank's mechanical intricacies to the country boys who
was telling my story to Don Berform the bulk of the recruit supnard, programit director.
don't
know whether
was my IEnglish
ply to England's standing army.
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FRED J. HART, president and general manager of KGMB, Honolulu,
and KHBC, Hilo, left San Francisco
Sept. 12 on board the Lurline for a
five-weeks' business conference in the
Islands. Mr. Hart makes his headquarters in San Franci§co, where the
stations maintain offices in the Hotel
charge.
Californian, with L. D. West in
RAY M. BECKNER, for several
years with KVOR, Colorado Springs,
and recently with KLZ, Denver, has
taken over the management of KIUP,
Durango, Col.
BARNEY LAVIN, for the last two
years on the sales staff of WDAY,
Fargo, N. D., has been named commercial manager by E. G. Reineke,
manager and owner. He succeeds
Robert Schulz, who becomes manager
of WMIN, St. Paul, new local which
begins operation later this month.
HORACE LOHNES. Washington radio attorney, was elected vice chancellor of Delta Theta Phi, national
legal fraternity, during its convention
in Washington the first week in September. This puts Mr. Lohnes, a graduate of Ohio State and George Washington universities, in line for the
chancellorship or presidency.
BERTRAM LEBHAR Jr., director
of _ sales of WMCA, New York,
finished in second place with his
partner in the recent national bridge
tournament at Asbury Park, N. J.,
playing a plus 60% game.
HOWARD J. PERRY, station director of W2XR, New York highfidelity station, has resigned to enter
other radio work. He has not announced future plans. Mr. Perry
prior to joining W2XR had been in
newspaper work on the Coast, and
formerly was associated with KGW.
Portland, Ore.
JACK STONE, formerly manager of
WPHR, Petersburg, Va., has joined
the sales staff of WRVA, Richmond.
MIKE

HOLLANDER has been appointed manager of sales and production of KGGM, Albuquerque, according to an announcement by T. H.
Lathrop, KGGM manager.
WILLIAM B. GELLATLY, sales
manager of WOR, Newark, is taking
treatment for severe burns suffered
last month when an oil stove exploded in an automobile trailer occupied by himself and his wife. He was
on a vacation at the time. He expects
to return to his office later this month.
BOB KAUFMAN, formerly CBS
Chicago press manager, has been appointed commercial manager of KMA,
Shenandoah, la.
accent, my complete naivete about
American broadcasting, or what,
but for some reason Bernard decided to take a chance, and when
I walked out I had been hired as
Chicago production man of NBC.
"At that time radio dramas were
establishing themselves and were
beginning to find favor with the
music - surfeited audiences. We
were soon piping a good many dramatic programs to the network.
You may remember The Empire
Builders, Rin - Tin - Tin Thrillers,
Conoco Adventures, Girl Reporter,
First Nighter (still going strong),
andAfter
therea were
more."at NBC
couplemany
of years
Ibbett moved across town to take
a similar post with CBS, but he
had been there only about six
months when the agency in charge
of Campana's advertising called
him in to supervise production on
that sponsor's new Fu Manchu
series as well as its First Nighter
broadcasts, which he went to
Hollywood to direct in August.

LENOX R. LOHR, NBC president,
who is making visits to NBC owned,
operated and affiliated stations as fre- ,
quently as he can get away from
New York, was feted at a dinner by
WSB and officials of the Atlanta
Journal during a visit there early in
September.
JOHN rector
G. in New
GUDE,York,
CBS was
publicity
dito leave
about Sept. 15 for the West Coast
where he will contact the San Francisco publicity office and then -go to
KNX, Los Angeles, to inspect the
new setup there.
MISS JANET QUIGLEY, in charge
of women's programs for the British
Broadcasting Co., will arrive in the
United States in October to study
women's programs as broadcast over
American networks and stations.
CHARLES DENNY, formerly with
WHO, Des Moines, has joined the
sales staff of WSYR, Syracuse.
WILLIAM A. SCHUDT Jr., president of WBT, Charlotte, N. C, is
back at his desk following a proillness in
caused
by heatwhere
prostrationlonged
suffered
Milwaukee
he
had gone after the NAB convention.
J. BURYL LOTTRIDGE, general
sales manager of KOIL, KFAB, and
KFOR, addressed a meeting of Omar
Flour Co. salesmen in Omaha recently on "Radio Selling and MerJOHN
S. K. HAMMANN on Sept. 1 |
chandising".
was made NBC national sales representative of KYW, Philadelphia,
and Edward Hitz, who has been NBC
resident sales representative there
since November, 1934, returns to the
New York sales department.
WILLIAM F. EARLS has resigned
from the NBC sales department in
New York.
Norton Joins Patterson
HENRY K. NORTON, who resigned Aug. 1 as assistant to
David Sarnoff, RCA president, has
joined Richard C. Patterson Jr., j
former NBC executive vice president, who has offices in Suite 3630
RCA Bldg., New York. Mr. Patterson represents various banking
and industrial interests interested
in securing radio properties. He
is a member of the boards of several banks and industrial concerns.
Charles Wise
CHARLES WISE, 25, formerly
public relations director of WKRC,
Cincinnati, was killed in an automobile accident near Cleveland
late in August. He was the son of
Russell B. Wise, announcer with
WTAM, Cleveland.
When Campana changed agencies
Ibbett went along, and today de^
votes most of his time to the production of the weekly First
Nighter
— which
returnedto
from
the program
studio in
Los Angeles
the NBC-Red on Sept. 4 — serving
chiefly in an advisory capacity on
the other broadcasts sponsored by
the clients of Aubrey, Moore &
Wallace.
Ibbett's favorite outdoors activity is riding, and each Sunday that
the weather permits finds him on
the bridle path in the forest preserve near his Evanston home.
Many of his free evenings are
spent at the movies, although Fred
says that this is really a professional activity as he usually loses
all track of the plot in focusing on
some bit of production technique
that can be adapted to radio. But
his chief hobby is radio engineering, and one room of his home has
been converted into a laboratory
where he builds and tears down innumerable shortwave sets.
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BEHIND
MICROPHONE

THE

JAMES CROCKER, formerly of
WOAI, San Antonio, has been named
to succeed Robert Coleson, who replaces Clyde
M. "Vandeburg
as Texas
Centennial
radio
director. Vandeburg
has resigned to become radio director
of the Golden Gate fair in 1939.
HAL TOTTEN, veteran sports announcer of NBC, Chicago, has moved
from the publicity department to the
new offices of Ken Fry, who now devotes his entire attention to the program department of the organization
as news and special events director.
MRS. LESSIE SMITHGALL, of the
continuity staff of WSB, Atlanta, on
Aug. 30 began directing a series of
dramatic programs built up from the
, serial stories carried in the Atlanta
Journal
enacted by WSB's own
dramatic and
company.

WGH
Gives Live Local Representation
In Three Prosperous Cities
With Studios and Offices

programs
ing. KMBC

C. L. MENSER, NBC production
manager of the Chicago studios, was
in California the end of Ai gust visiting the Hollywood and San Francisco
studios, conferring with Kenneth Carney, program manager and Frank
Cope,ter city.
production manager, in the lat-

CHARLES C. URQUHART has
been appointed production manager
of KDKA, Pittsburgh, succeeding
Sherman MacGregor. resigned. Mr.
Urquhart was formerly assistant general manager of WGBI, Scranton.
FORD BOND, NBC announcer, and
Mrs. Bond are the parents of a
7-pound son, Reynolds Ford Bond,
born in Brooklyn Hospital Sept. 4.
ELIZABETH LAWSON CALHOUN,
formerly assistant director of the
WPA Federal Music Project, who
has just
completed
a survey
informal education
in music
as of
a fellow
of the General Education Board of
the Rockefeller Foundation, has joined
W1XAL. Boston shortwave station,
as special advisor for a new series
of educational music programs.
LESLIE MARSHALL, formerly of
WIP, Philadelphia, has joined the
announcing staff of WHlO, Dayton.

THOMAS HUTCHINSON is in Hollywood on assignment from the New
York production department of NBC
to aid in arranging an audition of
Irvin Cobb for a possible network
sponsor.

NORFOLK — PORTSMOUTH
—NEWPORT NEWS

Tested

OTTIS ROUSH, formerly manager
of KLCN, Blytheville, Ark. and for
the past year continuity writer and
announcer of KBTM, Jonesboro, Ark..
has joined WT.IS, Jackson, Tenn., as
announcer and sportscaster.
ADELE HOOVER, of the NBC sales
promotion department, San Francisco,
was married in August to Dana
Bremner, attorney.

CLARENCE FUHRMAN, director
of the staff orchestra of WIP. Philadelphia, is the father of a girl born
Sept. 2.
FRANK BARTON has joined the
NBC junior announcing staff in San
Francisco, succeeding Robert Dwan,
who has been made assistant to Richard Ellers, night program supervisor.
Dwan will also do script writing and
assist in the production department.
GLAN HEISCH has been promoted
to be production manager of KFIKECA, Los Angeles, succeeding Clay
Osborne, resigned.

' GORDON A. SCHEIHING, program
' director of WCAO, Baltimore, is the
father of a second boy, born in August.

BEFORE

HAL SPARKS, formerly of KFXR,
Oklahoma City, has joined KFYO,
Lubbock, Tex., as "Burnt Toastmaster" of the KFYO Coffee Club.
FRED JESKE, formerly with WHO
and KSO, Des Moines, and with
WSB and WGST, Atlanta, has
joined WSYR, Syracuse, as assistant
to Fred Ripley, program director.
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STILL THEY COME— Perhaps it is piscatorial pride that
prompted WOR to enter another
photograph in the contest developing over who is the best fisherman
in i-adio. The Aug. 15 Broadcasting started the ball rolling when
it published photographs of Bob
Catherwood (WOR) and his 270lb. swordfish and Phil Hennessey
(NBC) and his 10-pound salmon,
both big catches for their respective species. Then in the Sept. 1
,-ssue the honors were claimed for
E. S. Campbell (CHNS, Halifax,
N. S.), pictured with his 550-lb.
eiant tuna. Comes now Bob Edee.
who conducts the Fishing Angle
feature on WOR each Friday,
with this day's catch of two big
tuna — one of 232 lbs. and the
other 187 lbs.
RUPERT PRAY, in the sales promotion department of K.TBS, San
Francisco for the last three months,
has been appointed traffic manager of
Northern California Broadcasting
System. He succeeds Marion Woodling who resigned Sept. 1 to join the
production department of KYOS.
now being built at Merced, Cal.
JACK HANS SEN. formerly of KDB,
WIBA, WISN. KSOW and WTAX.
has joined the Lincoln staff of KFAB.
FRANK W. LINDER, recently in
charge of the WNYC. New York.
Christian Science Monitor News Service, on Sept. 1 was appointed production manager of W1XAL. Boston
shortwave station, by Walter S.
Lemmon. president. He was formerly
with WMCA, New York, as a continuity writer.
GORDON BROWN, announcer of
KJBS, San Francisco, has been commissioned an ensign in the Navnl
Communications Department, U. S.
Naval Reserve.

ARNOLD MARQUIS, former news
syndicate writer, who has also been
affiliated with various Midwest stations, has joined the NBC production
staff in San Francisco.
PAUL DUDLEY, Boston, announcer,
has joined KHJ, Los Angeles.
VAN FLEMING, NBC producer in
San Francisco was married Sept. 6 to
Karolyn Reis, Portland. Ore. book
and magazine illustrator, in Carmel.
Cal.. Larry Allen, head of the NBC
artists service in San Francisco, was
best man.
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Dresden

Heads

Group

OWENS V. DRESDEN, managei
of KHJ, Los Angeles Don Lee station, was named president of
Southern California Broadcasters
Association at a recent meeting of
stations in that area. Two meetings a month are planned by Mr.
Dresden. L. W. McDowell, of
KFOX, Long Beach, was named
secretary-treasurer.

CITY
JOHN

THE

Expanded Radio Course
Given by Minnesota U.
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA,
through its extension division,
again will offer classes in radio
script writing this fall it is announced by Richard R. Price, director. The course was inaugurated last February, and consisted
of actual script writing from a
30-word "station - break" to 15minute dramatic programs. The
original course was given on the
University of Minnesota campus.
The original group of 30 students included men and women already "doing script", department
store advertising staff members,
executive secretaries of organizations that have found the radio effective in their activities and persons from other fields. For the
scholastic year 1936-37, the course
will be enlarged with classes not
only for novices but for advanced
workers. During the first semester
there will be classes both on the
campus in Minneapolis and in St.
Paul for beginners. For the second semester, beginning in February, there will be a course for advanced students and also for beginners, both on the campus. The
instructor of the original class,
who continues this year in the enlarged course is Luther Weaver,
head of Luther Weaver & Associates, a Twin Cities advertising
agency specializing in radio.

BLAIR

& CO.

BUILDING
STATION

of JlaxLLor StaXianA.
NEW YORK ■ CHICAGO • DETROIT- SAN FRANCISCO
BROADCASTING

Tapioca Talent Shift
GENERAL FOODS Inc., New
York starts its Minute Tapioca
series on an NBC - Blue network
Oct. 4 with Stoopnagle & Budd.
replacing Tim & Irene, originally
scheduled for the series. Young &
Rubicam Inc., New York, is agency.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Seek Cheyenne Station
REV. S. H. PATTERSON, who
recently gave the Oklahoma Daily
Oklahoman interests, operating
WKY, Oklahoma City, and KLZ,
Denver, an option to purchase
KVOR, Colorado Springs, and who
is an applicant for a new 1,000
watt station in Denver on 1570 kc,
has entered into a partnership
with William C. Grove, radio engineer, and together they have applied to the FCC for a new 100watt station on 1420 kc. in Cheyenne, Wyo.

VOLUNTARY

Half of Listeners Pay 50c a
— Cut Man-made
SO ANXIOUS are Hawaiian listeners to have good reception that
27,789 of them have gone to the
trouble to go to the collector's office and pay the voluntary 50 cent
tax on radio sets, although the territorial legislature provided no
penalty for non-payment when it
adopted in 1935 this means of
financing the new Radio Interference Commission.
The number of voluntary taxpayers is believed to represent
about half of the radio families in
the Territory, where radio is one
of the main amusements. While
60% of the sets are owned by
others than Caucasians, the remaining Hawaiians, Japanese,
Chinese and Filipinos read, write
and understand English and often
are better buyers of autos, refrigerators and radios than Caucasians. The Commission set up last
year maintains a field man to find
and eliminate man-made interfer-

TWO hours after the premier of
Foolish Questions on WAAF, Chicago, Thomas J. Webb Co., Chicago coffee distributor, had signed
the program for six quarter-hours
a week. J. L. Sugden Adv. Co.,
Chicago, is agency.
WOL
FIRST among local stations
in the United States in
Total Business.
Washington,

D. C.

Like

a

ONE

DOG

SET

Year to Maintain

TAX
Body To

Interference
ence. Practically all of those who
have paid the voluntary tax are
one-radio families.
Of the total number of taxpayers, 11,704 are owned by Caucasians; 1,487 by Hawaiians; 9,456 by
Japanese; 3,225 by Chinese; 142
Koreans; 142 by Filipinos; 342 by
other races. Small sets predominate, an analysis of the tax figures
shows. The Island of Oahu, largest
of the group, has 18,938 taxpayers.
Rudolph's Jewelry Spots
RUDOLPH'S jewelry chain, operating 17 stores in New York and
New Jersey, recently started a series of 100 live dramatized announcements on WGY, Schenectady, to promote its optical service. Broadcasts also are being
placed on WSYR and WFBL, Syracuse, and WNBF, Binghamton.
Leighton & Nelson, Schenectady,
is the agency.
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• Alert . . . watchful . . . taking advantage of every opportunity to produce even greater results for our advertisers. This constant personal supervision has been responsible for the
amazing success of hundreds of campaigns. Enthusiastic advertisers have
extended contracts again and again and
WIBW enjoys a national reputation for
doing a "real selling job."
• There's nothing secret about our
method. A station executive assumes
full responsibility for the success of
your campaign . . . department heads
confer to select the proper announcer

WIBW
Owned

HAWAIIAN

. . . entertainment with
... a time when your
will have the largest and
audience . . . nothing is

tested appeal
sales message
most receptive
left to chance.

• Nor is vigilance relaxed once the
program is on the air. Mail and sales
response is analyzed . . . programs
checked . . . continual improvement
sought. Your campaign must succeed.
Simple, isn't it?
• This tested, successful method of
personal supervision will make your
coming campaign a success. Phone,
write or wire our nearest office for full
details.

Topeka —

"The

Voice

of

Thornburgb
Executives
Arthur Kemp
CBS

Picks
of KNX

Is Appointed

as

Regional Sales Chief
COMPLETION of
the Hollywood
staff of CBS,
headquartering at
the studios of
KNX, which on

Aug.
taknounce16
d was
by Bonby the
en over
Km'
^jt
K~ ife, l^mm
aid
W. ThornMr. Kickenbacker burgh, CBS PattiiWL network, was anM
cific Coast vice president, shortly
before he departed Aug. 28 for a
three-weeks trip to Chicago and
New York headquarters of the
network.
With the resignation of Naylor
Rogers as KNX general manager
and the appointment of Paul Rickenbacker, former CBS west coast
__

u&

[Broadcasting,
Sept. as1],
manager, sistant
as Mr.
Thornburgh's
it was announced that Arthur
Kemp, former KNX sales promotion manager and for several
years sales manager of the Don
Lee Broadcasting System, has been
named Pacific Coast regional network sales manager. Charles
Vanda, former CBS Artist Bureau
manager in Hollywood, has been
named program director.
Other Executives
MR. KEMP fills a newly created
post, with Carl Nissen, KNX commercial manager, resigning effective when Mr. Thornburgh returns
from the East. National spot sales
manager will be Elmer Pedersen,
retained from the KNX staff.
Charles Vanda succeeds Leonard
Cox, resigned, who will continue
handling Fels Naptha script shows
out of Hollywood.
The remainder of the CBS-KNX
personnel lineup follows: C. A.
Carlson, formerly with CBS in
Chicago, comptroller and office
manager; Lester H. Bowman, formerly with WJSV, Washington,
Pacific Coast operations engineer;
Kenneth G. Ormiston, former KNX
chief engineer, assistant to Mr.
Bowman and chief transmitter
engineer of KNX; Harry Spears,
formerly with the New York office
of CBS, audio supervisor; Alden
Packard, of the KNX staff, maintenance supervisor; Miss Edythe
Todesca, KNX production manager, in the same capacity; Les
Mawhinney, KNX news director
in same position; Wilbur Hatch,
musical director, in same position.
Ralphreau Wonders,
CBS onartists'
buhead, is expected
the Coast
soon to set up a department.
REMOVAL of WILM, Wilmington, Del., to Chester, Pa., is sought
in an application filed with the
FCC by the licensee. The interests
owning WILM also operate
WDEL, Wilmington; WGAL, Lancaster, Pa.; WORK, York. Pa.;
WAZL, Hazleton, Pa., and WEST,
Easton, Pa.

Kansas"

and operated by The Capper Publications — Don Searle, Gen. Mgr.
Represented by Capper Publications in

New York — Chicago — Kansas City, Mo. — Cleveland — Detroit — San Francisco
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Turning a lead screw for a Techna recording machine. In the Techna plant,
precision is the watchword at every production step.
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Business

The

Current

News

About

Representatives

and

STATION
ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WOAI, San Antonio
Alaska Pacific Salmon Corp., Seattle
(Peter Pan), 26 so, thru J. William Sheets, Seattle.
Best Foods Inc., New York (Nueoa),
26 sa, thru Benton & Bowles Inc.,
N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(White Naphtha soap), 273 ta,
thru Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co. Cincinnati
(Drene), 3 weekly t, thru BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, 5
weekly t, thru Blackett-SampleHummert Inc., Chicago.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Co., Monticello,
111. (Syrup Pepsin), 5 weekly t,
thru Cramer-Krasselt Co., Minneapolis.
Webster-Eisenlohr Inc., New York
(Tom Moore cigar), 26 sp, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Mantle Lamp Co. of America, Chicago, weekly t, thru Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago.
Folger Coffee Co., Kansas City (coffee), 5 weekly t, thru BlackettSample-Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
WMAZ, Macon, Ga.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), increase to 5 weekly ta, for
52 weeks, thru Street & Finney
Inc., N. Y.
Red Top Brewing Co., Cincinnati
(beer), 3 daily sa, direct.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Chipso), 2 daily sa, direct.
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Inc., New
York, 78 ta, thru J. M. Mathes
Inc.. N. Y.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello,
111. (Syrup of Pepsin), 5 weekly t
for 52 weeks, thru Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.
Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas (beverage),
26 %-hour weekly programs, thru
Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc., Dallas.
KFRU, Columbia, Mo.
Midcontinent Petroleum Corp., Tulsa,
3 weekly t, thru R. J. Potts & Co.,
Kansas City.
Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago
(retail), 6 weekly t, thru FerryHanly Co., Kansas City.
National Bellas Hess, Kansas City
(retail), 6 weekly sp. thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago.
Baldwin Piano Co., Cincinnati, weekly sp, direct.
Monarch Metal Weather Strip Co.,
St. Louis, 3 weekly ta, thru Jimm
Daugherty Inc., St. Louis.
Nutrena Feed Mills Inc., Kansas
City, 6 weekly sa, direct.
WGY, Schenectady
Duff Norton
Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh
(jacks), daily sa, thru Walker &
Downing, Pittsburgh.
Best Foods Inc., New York (Nucoa).
26 sa, thru Benton & Bowles Inc.,
N. Y.
Sherwin Williams Paint Co., Cleveland, daily sa, thru T. J. Maloney
Inc., N. Y.
Greyhound Management Inc., Cleveland (bus line), 22 sa, thru Beaumont & Hohman Inc., Cleveland.
Florence Stove Co., Gardner, Mass.
(stoves), weekly t, thru William
B. Remington Inc., Boston.
KGMB, Honolulu
Vick Chemical Co., Greensboro, N. C.
(Vaporub) 7 weekly t, thru Conquest Alliance Co. Inc., N. Y.
Page
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WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
Acme Feeds Inc., Forest Park, 111.,
3 weekly sa, thru Shepard Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Blatz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, 5
Klau-Van Pieterweekly sa, thru
som-Dunlap
Associates, Milwaukee.
Binkley Coal Co., Kansas City, 3
weekly ta, thru Potts-Turnbull Co.
Inc., Kansas City.
Hamm Brewing Co., St. Paul, 12
weekly ta, thru McCord Co. Inc.,
Minneapolis.
Interstate Transit Lines, Omaha (bus
service), weekly sp, thru Beaumont
& Hohman Inc., Omaha.
Moffat Coal Co., Denver, 5 weekly sa,
thru
ver. Woolley & Hunter Inc., DenNational Carbon Co., New York
(Prestone), 26 sa, thru J. M.
Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Oshkosh Overall Co., Oshkosh, Wis.,
6 weekly sp, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., Chicago.
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort Madison, la., 5 weekly sa, thru Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chicago.
KSFO,

San Francisco

General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), 5 weekly t, thru Westco Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 6 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (cold
remedy), 6 weekly ta, thru Baggaley,
cago. Horton & Hoyt Inc., ChiMaryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore (Rem), 7 weekly ta, thru
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (yeast
tablets), 2 weekly ta, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
H. S. Bassford Co., San Francisco,
(Kelvinator), weekly t, thru M. E.
Harlan Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
KGO, San Francisco
Oxo Ltd., London, England (boullion
cubes), 3 weekly sp, thru Doremus
& Co., San Francisco.
Oakland Chemical Co., New York
(face cream), 5 weekly sa, thru
Small, Kleppner & Seiffer Inc.,
N. Y.
Lundstrom Hat Co., San Francisco
(men's hats), weekly sp, thru M.
E. Harlan Adv. Agency, San Francisco.

15, 1936
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• KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall),
5 t (October), thru Street & Finney Inc.,Los
N. Y.
Knox Co.,
Angeles (Cystex), 26
t (starts Oct. 4), thru Dillon &
Kirk, Kansas City.
Chamberlain Laboratories Inc., Des
Moines (hand lotion), 182 ta
(starts Oct. 1), thru Coolidge Adv.
Co., Des Moines.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer), 39 t, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
National Bellas Hess, Kansas City
(mail order house), 10 weekly sa,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co., Philadelphia (Lewis lye), 60 sa, thru
Fletcher & Ellis Inc., N. Y.
Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago
.(retail), 312 t, thru Ferry-Hanly
Co. Inc., N. Y.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 5 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
Barnsdall Refineries Inc., Tulsa, 26
sp,
Tulsa.thru Cooperative Adv. Co.,
Ford Motor Co., Detroit, 13 t, thru
McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
WHK, Cleveland
Histeen Corp., Chicago (hay fever
remedy), 93 sa, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Grove Laboratories Inc., St. Louis
(proprietary), 3 daily sa, thru
Stack-Goble Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Best Foods Inc., New York (Nucoa),
6 weekly sa, thru Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
Ohio Apple Institute, Cleveland, 13
sa, thru Nesbitt Service Co., Cleveland.
WOR, Newark
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort Madison, la. (fountain pens), 3 weekly
t, thru Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt
Inc., Chicago.
John Morrel & Co., Ottumwa, la.
(Red Heart dog food), 3 weekly sp,
thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Inc., Chicago.
John F. Trommer Inc., Brooklyn
(beer),wick &weekly
sp, thru
Cecil, WarCecil Inc.,
N. Y.
KHBC, Hilo, Hawaii
Vick Chemical Co., Greensboro, N. C.
(Vaporub),
7 weekly
thru York.
Conquest Alliance
Co. Inc.,t, New

KFYR, Bismarck, N. D.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(White Naphtha soap), 390 la.
thru Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver )
pills), 260 ta, thru Street & FinInc., N. Y. Co., St. Paul, 2
Hamm ney Brewing
daily sa, thru McCord Co., MinneRoberts, Johnson & Rand Shoe Co., i
apolis.
St. Louis (Poll Parrot shoes), 2
weekly
direct. Co., New York
National t,Carbon
(Prestone), 26 sa, thru J. M.
Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (cough
remedy), 126 sa, thru Baggaley,
Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chicago.
Sterling Products Corp., New York
(Pine Balm), 130 t, thru Baggaley, .
Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chicago.
American Gas Machine Co., Albert
Lea, Minn. (Kitchen Kook stoves),
4 t, thru Greve Adv. Inc., Minneapolis.WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Webster-Eisenlohr Inc., New York
(Cinco cigars), weekly sp, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Beemans Laboratories, Atlanta i
(BGO),Inc.,
6 weekly
Keen
Atlanta. sp, thru Groves- i
Crane & Crane Clothes Inc., New
York
(Mayos Clothes), 9 weekly ,
sa, 52 weeks, direct.
Globe Brewing Co., Baltimore (Arrow beer), 16 weekly sa, thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Duke Power Co., Charlotte, 3 weekly
sp, thru J. Carson Brantley Adv.
Agency, Salisbury, N. C.
Acme White Lead & Color Works,
Detroit
(paint), weekly
t, thru?
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.,
Chicago.
Dodge Bros. Corp., Detroit (autos), ,i
11 t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., :
Y.
Dr.N. Miles
Laboratories Inc., Elkhart.
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer),
3 weekly tj
thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
KFRC, San Francisco
Procter & Gamble
Co., Cincinnati
(Drene), weekly t, thru H. W. (
cago.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chi- '
Saint Claire Brewing Co., San Francisco (beer), weekly t, thru Gug- i
genheim
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Wheatena Co., Rahway, N. J. (cereal), 2 weekly t, thru McKee &
Albright Inc., Philadelphia.
WGAR, Cleveland
American Oil Co., Baltimore (Amoco), 5 weekly sa, ta, thru Joseph
Katz Co., Baltimore.
Crazy Water Hotel Co., Mineral
Wells, Tex., 5 weekly sp, thru
Luekey-Bowman Inc., N. Y.
French Lick Springs Hotel Co., Ind
(Pluto),
so, Co.
thru Inc.,
H. W.
Kastor & Sons136Adv.
Chicago.
KYA,

San Francisco

Maryland
Pharmaceutical
Balti-^:
more (Rem
cough syrup),Co.,
7 weekly
more.
ta, thru Joseph Katz Co., Balti- ;
Yellow Cab Co., San Francisc o j
(transportation), 7 weekly t, thru ||
Rufus Rhoades & Co., San Fran-W
cisco.
WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis.
Dermalab Inc., Winnetka, 111. (cos-Jt
metics), sa, direct.
Wadhams Oil Co., Milwaukee, weeklyB
football, direct.
KOOS, Marshfield, Ore.
Pacific Greyhound Lines Inc., San I
Francisco (transportation), weekly I*
t, thru Beaumont & Hohman Inc., I
San Francisco.
KJBS, San Francisco

From London Morning Post
'When television comes — contrasts we shall see."
BROADCASTING

Parrott & Co., San Francisco ( Malvi-li;
tose),
weekly
t, thru
Gar-Ill
finkel 3Adv.
Agency.
SanSidney
Francisco.il)
WEAF, New York
Dexdale
Hosiery
Mills Inc., New|l
York,
weekly
sp,
Thomas Inc., N. Y. thru Lord
• Broadcast

Advertising

AGENCIES

AND

REPRESENTATIVES
YOUNG & RUBICAM Inc.. has
tablished Hollywood offices in the
Equitable Bldg., where staffs for
broducing the Fred Astaire and Jack
penny programs on NBC are being
[loused. The complete staff now includes Joe and Don Stauffer, in
charge of production ; Tom Everett,
producer and writer ; Austin Peterson, writer ; Everard Meade, publicity.
TAMES L. FREE, president of Free
S: Sleininger Inc., left Chicago Sept.
Q for a trip to the West Coast,
(where he will remain for four or
five weeks in connection with develop'tnent of business for his organization.
'JOHN W. RAFFERTY, formerly of
the NBC sales department in Radio
City has joined the Criterion Adv.
Co., New York, as national account
.'representative.
jLINDSEY SPIGHT, Pacific Coast
(manager of John Blair & Co., San
sQTrancisco, on Oct. 13 starts a tenpeek's lecture course on the business
pf broadcasting at the University of
'.'California extension division.
KVOA, Tucson, Ariz., has named H.
K. Conover Co., Chicago, as midwestjern representative. Cox & Tanz repVsents KVOA in the East.
WESTON SETTLEMIER, for many
wears advertising manager of the
M. J. B. Co., San Francisco (coffee
& tea), has joined the copy and plan
3epartment of Emil Brisacher & Staff,
that city. Before his affiliation with
the M. J. B. Co., Settlemier was with
Lord & Thomas, San Francisco, as
account executive.
DOLLY STEWART, for the last two
years with stations in Australia, has
taken over representation in New
York for Vogue Broadcasting Co.,
Operating 3AW, Melbourne, Australia. She is also New York representative for Allan & Co., music publishers, and J. C. Williamson Ltd.,
|:heatrical and concert management,
ill of Australia.
i
BETH LOVE, formerly on the staff
>f the Henry J. Kaufman Adv. Agency, Washington, has joined Sidney
Jarfinkel Adv. Agency, San Francisbo, as copy writer. Mrs. Love is also
Conducting a twice weekly quarterhour on KYA, San Francisco, titled
Wfs Love Again. She devotes the program to the lovelorn and others with
^problems seeking advice.

KIRO
SEATTLE
7IO KC
iOOO Waits

KERMIT K. SCHAFER, formerly a
free lance radio writer, and William
Slater, former member of the public
ity departments of Paramount, Universal and United Artists picture companies, have formed Schafer & Slater,
a radio and movie publicity firm, with
offices in the RKO Building. New
York. The firm will specialize in personal publicity for movie and radio
stars.
WORTMAN. BARTON & Co. Inc.,
New York, has been formed to succeed the former Wortman Brown &
Co. Inc. Offices are at 381 Fourth
Ave., New York.
MRS. H. I. McKINLEY, formerly
with the W. E. Standley Co., food
brokers, has joined National Brokerage Co., Inc., Pittsburgh, as office
manager.
ARTHUR R. MOGGE Inc., Chicago,
has established a branch office in the
Arcade Bldg., St. Louis, with E. E.
Kromnacker in charge.
STONE & LASKY Inc., Boston
agency formed by Harry L. Stone
operating Stone Adv. Agency, and
Larry G. Lasky, formerly of the Joelson theatre chain and Barbara Stone
Stores, has taken offices at 260 Tremont St., Boston, with Mr. Stone as
president and Mr. Lasky as vice
president and treasurer. Additions to
the staff are Jack Orfo, for several
years with WORC, Worcester, and
the Yankee Network, and Joseph D.
Sweeney, recently with Harry M.
Frost Co., Boston agency.
JAMES HARPER, former radio editor of the Los Angeles News, has
joined the Hollywood office of Robert
S. Taplinger Inc., New York, as have
Eleanor Roberts and Virginia Lindsey. Pauline Swanson continues in
charge. In the New York office
Jerry Mason and Epaine Canard have
been added to the staff.
JACK KERN, vice-president of Philip
Klein Inc., Philadelphia, is the father of a baby girl born Aug. 29.
Canadian Rep Firm
FORMATION of the All-Canada
Broadcasting System to furnish
exclusive or special representation to Canadian commercial stations has been announced by the
Dawson Richardson publishing interests, of Winnipeg, who own
CJGX, Yorkton, Sask. Mr. Richardson will head the main office in
Winnipeg, with A. L. Garside as
commercial manager and J. L. C
MacPherson in charge of Winnipeg sales. John Tregrale heads the
Toronto branch and Victor George
is in charge at Montreal. The new
representation firm combines the
old Western Broadcasting Bureau
and Eastern Broadcasting Bureau
and claims to represent exclusively or specially 50 of the 72 stations
in Canada.

RADIO

GOLD DUST Corp., New York, has
formed two divisions to handle its
soap and shoe polish business. Sherman W. Coleman will head the soap
unit with J. F. Forsyth directing the
shoe polish branch. Batten, Barton,
Durstine
is
agency. & Osborn Inc., New York,

MIDLAND FLOUR MILLING Co.,
Kansas City, has named Stack-Goble
Adv. Agency, Chicago, as its agency.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York, has named Blackmail Adv. Inc.,
that city, to service its Pall Mall cigarette account.
KAYNEE Co., Cleveland (clothing)
has placed its advertising with Meh
drum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
MERCIREX Co., Milford, Del. (soap,
cosmetics) has named Redfield- Johnstone Inc., New York, -as its agency.
OSTERMOOR & Co. Inc., Bridgeport, Conn, (mattresses) is advertising through Wilson H. Lee Adv
Agency, New Haven.
WURLITZER GRAND PIANO Co.,
De Kalb, 111., is advertising through
Needham, Louis & Brorbv Inc., Chicago.
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN Co., Fort
Madison, la., has named Baggalev,
Horton & Hoyt, Chicago, as its radio
agency.
CONSOLIDATED CIGAR Corp.,
New York (Harvester, Dutch Masters, 44, and other cigars), has appointed Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
New York, to handle its advertising!
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Gadsden,

Alabama

Business

going

much

more

distribution

do

profitably?

The

National Brokerage Company can secure distribution for

you in any section — or in all sections — of the nation. It can start
your sales on the up-grade and
keep them expanding profitably
without over-reaching
your
finances.
NBC

service

is thorough

and

practical, free from waste and extravagance— a close-contact service based on sound sales methods.
Inquiries
Grocery

National
A

are invited from manufacturers of Food Products and

Specialties.

Brokerage
National

Edward
OLIVER

Advertising

WJBY

you need to put your business on a
high plane of sales and your plant

The High Fidelity Voice
of the Tampa Daily News
PAMPA
TEXAS

• Broadcast

8:30 P. M. Transradio
NEWS Period available
for sponsorship

How

country, located in the fastest growing section of
Texas.
KPDN

producing
California's
rereplacingHour
Mr. toTaylor. turn to KHJ,

Need —

A live wire and dependable radio representative to
represent one of the finest
100 - watt stations in the

''They seem to like my
way of doing things"

Agency Network Switch
DON LEE NETWORK and Lord
& Thomas made an exchange of
executives in Los Angeles Sept. 1
when Glenhall Taylor resigned
from KHJ as program manager
and production chief to join the
agency as aide to Jack Runyon,
head of the Los Angeles radio
department. Don Bernard resigned
from the agency where he was

KAY JEWELRY Co., Oakland, Cal.,
(jewelry), through Sidney Garfinkel
Adv. Agency, San Francisco, is planning a Northern California advertising spot.
campaign, including the possible
use of

WANTED

f ays;

West Coast AAAA Meeting
THE second annual Pacific Coast
convention of the American Association of Advertising Agencies
will be held Oct. 29-30 at Del
Monte, Cal., with Leon Livingston,
of the Leon Livingston Adv.
Agency, San Francisco, as chairman of the program committee.
Assisting him will be Dan B.
Miner, Dan B. Miner Co., Los
Angeles; Joseph R. Gerber, Gerber
& Crossley Inc., Portland, Ore.;
Burt Cochran, McCann-Erickson
Inc., Seattle, and a San Francisco
committee headed by Ed Pitts, of
J. Walter Thompson Co. Dates
for meetings of the Central and
Eastern Seaboard AAAA branches
are to be announced soon.

ADVERTISERS

Company

Sales Organization

M. Power, Jr., President

BUILDING
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TRANSCRIPTIONS

STANDARD RADIO Inc. announces
the following subscribers to its transcription library : WJBW, New Orleans;KVOD, Denver; KMMJ, Clay
Center, Neg. ; WBNX, New York;
WKBH, LaCrosse, Wis.; WNAX,
Yankton, S. D. ; KGFG, Oklahoma
City; KFYO, Lubbock, Tex.; KOVC,
Valley City, N. D. ; KRRV, Sherman, Tex.; KANS, Wichita; WSIX,
Nashville. WIBM, Jackson, and
WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids, have
also resumed the Standard library.
A

NEW transcription series announced by World Broadcasting System has been offered on an exclusive
basis to one station in a city. Titled
Comic Page of the Air, the series was
authored by Peter Dixon. Six quarter-hour programs weekly are included and three separate serials are ineluded in each. The series is designed for sponsorship by one client
or three different local non-competitive clients.
NBC Thesaurus has signed seven
more stations : WORC, Worcester ;
KOB, Albuquerque ; KANS. Wichita ;
KMAC, San Antonio; KMLB. Monroe, La. ; KSOO, Sioux Falls ; WBAX,
Wilkes-Barre. To handle its increase
in business, the NBC transcription
service has taken larger quarters in
Radio City.

can
The Pioneer Commercial
Station In St.Louis

FIRST

in St. Louis

to broadcast

Mid-

get Auto Racing!

STORE
THE MEN'S
AND
RADIO
Marshall Field & Co. Learns How Broadcasts Can Sel
-One of the Difficult Departments
.
"LAY OFF the men's department
get established," advised
until you
Harry Trenner, sales manager of
WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y., writing in the Sept. 1 issue of Broadcasting, in offering some suggestions on landing department stores
as sponsors. "It's the toughest
job in most stores,"
merchandising
he
added.
At the same time, the magazine
Men's Wear published a success
story on the results Marshall Field
& Co.'s Store for Men, Chicago,
has obtained on its WBBM Musical Clock. Up to a year ago the
Store for Men had used occasional
announcements but in the summer
of 1935 it took over a half-hour
of the morning Marshall Field sea male voice. Two diries, using
rect
merchandising; announcements
and three sport flashes are woven
into the period.
How It Was Done

HERE is the way radio has worked
for Marshall Field's Store for Men:
"We have discovered certain
things which should be of interest
to the men's wear retailer. And
here, briefly, they are:
"The radio public will respond
quickly to an item which they
know is an outstanding value, especially if it is presented as a
'radio special' not advertised anywhere else. Example: We marked
down 25 dozen English golf balls, »
announced them as a radio special,
and sold them out in one day, at
a cost of about 8%.
"The best direct results are obtained where the item is low or
medium priced, is new from a
style standpoint and has a story
behind it. They can't see your illustration as they do in the newspaper ad; they'll quickly forget
any dry-as-dust statistics or specifications you give them; but they
will remember and act upon something that has a story behind it. _
"A splendid example of that is
the 'Guayabera' shirt, adapted
from the Cuban planter's jacket.

Minute

We brought it out on a cold, blustery March day, announced it over
the' radio, told the story behind it,
and sold enough of them at $6.50
to bring our percentage cost down
to about 12% for that promotion.
And, remember, it was essentially
a warm weather item announced
on a cold day.
"From the standpoint of direct,
traceable results, these items move
best: Underwear, shirts, ties
handkerchiefs, hosiery, jewelry and
It is more difficult to
pajamas.
trace
direct results on hats, suits
shoes, overcoats, topcoats and
But before that consportswear.
clusion is made final, remember
this: We announced custom shirts
at $8 each one day and sold over
a hundred dollars' worth, including six to a New York attornev
who heard the announcement in
his home on Riverside Drive, and
sold one custom suit for $115 on
a similar announcement.

at existing linage rates, but which;
we can afford to announce on thej
radio. We use it occasionally f o: i*
style announcements, and recently!
when we announced the appear-F
ance of a spring style booklet wel
had mail requests for about 200,1
and
came into the '
storemen
and and
tookwomen
300 more.
"But both from an institutional |
and direct selling standpoint we]
definitely feel that the program i
has proved its worth, and we plan
on continuing it indefinitely. W"
seem to have developed a trad"
that is pretty steadily with us in
spite of weather; and the radio J
we think, must receive some share
of the credit."
Medical

for LOAN

$26.00 for 26 clever dramatised

By Newspaper Applicant
Is Noted by Examiner !
THAT FCC examiners are taking f
into account the service and qualifications of newspaper applicants
for new station facilities by ap-J
newspapers thempraising selves, the
was revealed in the recent j
report of Examiner John P. Bram
hall, recommending denial of tht
application of the Times-Dispatcrl
Publishing Co., Richmond, for £
station
on 1500 kc, with 100 watt:,,I
full
time.

COMPANIES

skits

large
Each skit leads cleverly into your local baker's or Loan Company's commercial. Quality recording;
26 dramas
superb cast; amusing situations: no two alike: each allows '/2 minute for your commercial:
use: may be repeated for years to come at
tor $26.00; exclusive use guaranteed; price includes outright
the same ridiculously low cost— $26.00 for 26 one-half minute dramatized playlets.
SEND

FOR

. . .

social presentation records NOW. Deposit of $1.50 each renuired. Deposit refunded if discs are
returned in thirty days. Specify whether you want bakery or loan firm record.

WALTER
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Carried

Proving Its Worth
HAVE now adopted as a
general policy this routine: (1
contains one anEach program
Recommending denial primarily!
nouncement on our regular lines
of clothing, which we regard as
on the grounds
of interference
an institutional announcement to
with other stations as well as thd
build up our clothing department,
conclusion that adequate servic<
but on which we do not expect any
now is being rendered, Mr. Bram
immediate direct response; (2) one
paten ;
hall, however, mentioned
announcement telling of something
in th<
advertisements
medicine
somedefinitely new in accessories,color
Times-Dispatch. "Evidence was in
to
thing with romance and
troduced,"
he said, "showing thi
price
medium
our
in
priced
it, and
applicant publishing company wa:
deannouncement
zone; (3) one
carrying in its columns paten
livered on the Musical Clock Summedicine advertisements of allegec
mary at 8:55 — always an accesremedies, some of which have rui
sory item with a price appeal de* * :
Congress Act)
signed to catch the women instead
Act of
of anTrade
afoul
(Federal
Commission
of the men.
and have been the subject of ceas*
"On special occasions, such as
events
or
presentations
sales, style
Bramhall
orders."brought out als<
andMr.desist
throw . that the two commercial station
we
store,
the
in
p'lace
taking
program
radio
our
the weight of
* in Richmond, WRVA and WMBG
behind our newspaper publicity to
have endeavored to and have givei
get a double - barreled shot. We
time to various organizations, botl
special
about
tell
to
also
use it
educationalareandcontrolled
civic, "but
service given in our store, which
facilities
by thei
con
tracts with chain organizations t
would not justify newspaper spaca considerable extent, and they ar
therefore not in position to alio
a fixed time over long periods. T
this extent the present radio fa
cilities for local programs ar
Transcriptions
"WE

for BAKERS

Page

Space

BIDDICK COMPANY
Radio Programs Division
568 Chamber of Commerce
Los Angeles, California
BROADCASTING

much restricted."
Cheerio for Sonotone
SONOTONE Corp., New Y o r j
(hearing aids), has signed Charles
Fields, who has broadcast for
decade as Cheerio, for a transcorj
tinental NBC-Red program, staq
:1s
ingm. Sept.
p.
Cheerio29,hasTuesdays,
been a top4-4su$
taining artist for NBC, broadcast,
ing inspirational comment. Thj
talent contract was placed b
Bruce Chapman - Jesse Butchq
Inc., New York, through Topping
& Lloyd Inc., that city, Sonoton?
agency. The program will be callej
Cheerio' s Musical Mosaics.
SPOT IT in
WESTERN Montana
The BEST CROPS IN YEARS.
1000 Watts UZ g 'V|| Missoula
1260 Kc.
H%. ™ W W \W Montana
Columbia Broadcasting System AffUtatel,

• Broadcast

Advertisin

It Was

Slight Reduction Made
In AT&T
Line Charges

JAMES MARTIN, of Luling, Tex.,
wasdriving
stopped his
recently while

RECENT

press reports of a substantial reduction in telephone program transmission rates, based on
a tariff filed with the FCC Sept. 4
by the New York Telephone Co.
have been branded erroneous by
FCC officials. The tariff, which calls
for a separate transmitting station connection charge for Schedule A broadcast channels, constituting areduction where the broadcaster has less than four connections, is designed to establish a
new connection rate for broadcasting stations which originate wire

PAN-AMERICAN ANNIVERSARY— For three years WSM, Nashville,
has been broadcasting at 5:08 p. m. the whistle of the Louisville & Nashville's crack train as it passes the WSM tower. On the third anniversary a special broadcast was shortwaved from the moving train. Here
are Harry Stone, WSM manager (right); Jack Harris, announcer (at
microphone); Jack DeWitt, chief engineer (leaning on elbow); Aaron
Shelton, engineer (at the controls). At left are T. E. Burwell and J. S.
McGinnis, of the Louisville & Nashville staff.
CALDWELL

DOUBLES

ITS STATION
LIST
DR. W. B. CALDWELL Inc., Monticello, 111., (Syrup of Pepsin) is
greatly expanding its list of stations for Monticello Party Line,
five-weekly quarter-hour transcription series which begins its second
year Sept. 21. The list of 25 stations will be doubled in campa
designed to triple the present audience, according to Maxwell R.
Hott, vice president and general
manager of Caldwell. Mr. Hott
predicts the augmented territory
will be directly reflected in increased sales, the original station
list having created mail records
[Broadcasting Aug. 15].
All but the Atlantic states are
covered by the new campaign, most,
of the additions being in the South
and Northwest. Transcriptions are
recorded by Columbia Phonoeraoh
Co., Chicago, and Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee, is agencv.
Among stations added to the
Caldwell campaign are: WGR,
WCKY, WHK, KRLD, W 0 C,
WSOC, KMMJ, WBNS, WHIO,
KLZ, WJR, WJAX, KMBC,
WNOX, KHJ, WMAZ, WLAC,
WWL, WOW, WCAE, WTAD,
WPTF, WRVA, WDBJ, WTOC,
KJR, WDAE. The Chicago outlet
will be shifted to WLS.

Buying New York Time
IN ADDITION to serving as publicity counsel, J. Lewis Associates,
New York, is also functioning as
an advertising agency and is buying radio time for the Republican
Radio Council, New York, and
Russeks, New York department
store. The Republican Council, directed by Lambert Fairchild, is
purchasing quarter-hour programs
once weekly on a different New
York station each week. The department store on Sept. 7 started
a series of weather announcements
on W2XR, New York, three times
every day. The announcement
promote the store's fall line of
furs and will continue on an indefinite schedule.

Mad

and was told:for"They've
been
you in
truck, broadcasting
San Antonio. Were you bitten by a dog?" "Why, yes,"
said Martin. "Well," he was
told, "that dog had rabies.
You'd better get to a hospital." Which he did, and a
few hours later drove to San
Antonio to thank Ken McClure, WOAI news editor. All
the way back to San Antonio
he was stopped by persons
warning him of his predicament.

programs.
The New York Telephone Co.
tariff merely conforms with a similar schedule filed by the A.T.&T.
several weeks ago because of possible new broadcasting uses by
stations which only transmit.
Other Bell telephone companies
are expected to file similar rates.
The new tariff is effective Oct. 1.
During the past year, the A.T.&T.
and Bell companies have been revising and clarifying the language
of broadcast tariffs to conform to
station needs. Another revision was
the elimination of the so - called
"back haul" charge which lowered
the cost of wire service considerably for approximately a dozen
stations in different sections of the
country. This revision of the back
haul rate resulted from a complaint against the A.T.&T. bv
WCOA, Pensacola, Fla.
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PONSORSHIP
•
LANG -WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS
420 Madison Ave.
New York

WHIO,
Dayton,
installed floor
a Crystal Studio
on thehasmezzanine
of
Rike-Kumler Co., largest Dayton department store.

WV£J
ann&unceL

Fendrich Cigar Discs
H. FENDRICH, Evansville, Ind.,
is placing dramatic disc announcements in the Midwest for its La
Fendrich cigars. Columbia Phonograph Co., Chicago, is cutting the
transcriptions, which include a
snatch of Javanese music, voice of
a girl in dialect explaining the
merits of Java tobaco, and a commercial, all within a minute. Fendrich recently had a tieup with the
Walgreen drug chain sponsoring
baseball on WGN, Chicago. McJunkin Adv. Agency, Chicago, has
the account.

5000

WATTS
1000
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930

NIGHT
Kcs.

operating with NEW

High fidelity

5-C Transmitter — NEW

312 ft. Blaw-

Knox Vertical Radiator — NEW

transmitter

buildi ng in new improved location.
COVERING
THE

Only network station in western portion of
Virginia.

TACOMA
SEATTLE
MARKETS

FREE&SLEININGERINC.V
0

BROADCASTING

Increase to 5,000 Watts
Broadens Coverage
KVI by early fall will have a new transmitter on' salt water halfway between
Seattle and Tacoma with increased daytime power of 5,000 watts, night 1,000
watts. Sell Tacoma and Seattle at ONE
low cost.
Pioneer CBS Station in
Pacific Northwest
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STUDIO

WNOX
New

PROGRAM

AND
NOTES

headquarters

boast

street-level
dios and an

stu-

auditori-

um seating 800

per-

sons.
*

*

*

WNOX
KNOXVILLE
TENNESSEE

A 16-PAGE section of the Sioux City
Journal of Aug. 30 was devoted to
news about radio in general and the
newspaper's
in particular to markstation
the KSC.J
occasion
of the
inauguration of its new 5,000-watt
transmitter. Photos of KSCJ personnel and telegrams from agencies congratulating the station were carried
in profusion.
WOPI, Bristol. Tenn., has been
moving into new studios, which include a "Radiotoriurn" designed
especially for broadcasts. Entrance
doors are operated by photoelectric
equipment. Modern furnishings are
included in the new headquarters. A
reception hall provides a view of second-floor studios.

Slips of the Lip
ANNOUNCERS on WGAR,
Cleveland, are trying to
"talk their way to New
York" these days, with all
expenses paid. It's a contest
conceived by General Manager John F. Patt to keep
his men on their toes, and
their records errorless. Four
annual prizes — trips to New
York and a session of "doing
the town" — will be awarded,
one each to go to the announcer who, over a threemonth span
splits is
fewest
finitives. Achart
kept inon
mispronounciations, faulty
reading and similar announcorial slips. After the first
fortnight there was a dead
heat with no errors, hits- or
runs.
KLZ, Denver, claims a news beat on
the crash of Roscoe Turner, speed
pilot, forced down on a cross-country
flight. When he was reported lost,
KLZ called Albuquerque and found
he had just crashed near Gallup,
N. M. KLZ gave a flash before press
services had the information, it
claims, and later secured a bedside
interview with Turner.

WHAT

WHEN WOW. Omaha, wanted firsthand information about doings in
war-torn Spain, Foster May, news
editor, made an appointment with a
United Press correspondent in Spain
for a transoceanic telephone interview, which was broadcast after some
delay caused by heavy transatlantictelephone traffic.
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THE Covered Wagon Jubilee on
KH.T, Los Angeles, for six years,
made its debut on CBS-Don Lee network recently and is heard Mondays
through Fridays, 5 :30-6 p. m. The
feature is one of the most popular
cowboy programs in the western
area. Ultimately it may be taken by
Mutual, according to KH.T.
OFFICES of the United Press in
Charlotte, N. C have been moved
into one of the WBT offices in the
Wilder Bldg. Cecil Carmichael is
chief
the Charlotte
P. burenset upof especially
to U.
service
WBT
sponsored broadcasts.
WWVA, Wheeling, set a new record
for its WWVA Jamboree Aug. 29
when nearly 1,800 paid to watch the
program, bringing the August total
of paid admissions to 11,284. It was
the 177th consecutive performance of
the Jamboree, held in the Wheeling
Market Auditorium, which seats onlv
1.600.
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GER, INC.
FREE & SLEINW

former

WBBM, Chicago, has no parallel
walls in its new Studio No. 9, first
of a new group in the Wrigley Bldg.
It was placed in service Sept. 3 for
dramatic and small orchestra programs. Embodying the latest CBS
principles, it is of the live end-dear]
end plan of CBS New York studios.
Side walls taper horizontally in elongated W fashion, with one end wall
and the ceiling resembling flattened
V's in cross-section. The modernistic
construction permits use of sound reflecting perforated transite wall paneling, permitting maximum resilience
and brilliancy without objectionable
cross echoes.
INTERVIEWS with persons in the
public eye are bein~ conducted •» by
WINS, New York, in a series titled
/ Made the Front Page. Unusual
persons who have oeen involved in
unusual events are selected for the
series, which is conducted by Louis
Witten. Hanff-Metzger announcer, and
Earl Harper, sports commentator.
Program preparation is left to the
last minute to maintain an impromptu
atmosphere.
NELSON BROS., Chicago (furniis sponsoring
a newChicago,
publicservice ture),
feature
on W.J.JD,
titled Bureau of Missing Persons
every morning. The contract is for
26 weeks
and was
placed by RocklinKohn
Agency,
Chicago.
CKNX, Wingham, Ont., is planning
installation of new live end-dead end
studios patterned after the Canadian
Radio Commission's Windsor Studios.
WFIL, Philadelphia, has started
Philadelphia Speaks, a twice-weekly
series in which remote crews will
broadcast "snapshot" programs from
all parts of the city. Among topics
will be school days, waterfront, zoo,
City Hall, newspaper offices.
EARLE C. ANTHONY Inc. on Aug.
31 observed the installation of the
new transmitter of KECA and an increase in power to 5000 watts by
staging a 24-hour broadcast in its
studios, and a barbecue at its new
transmitter. The broadcast, which
was carried
on such
the NBC-Blue
work, included
celebritiesnetas
Amos 'n' Andy, Bob Burns, Ben
Alexander and screen stars as well as
KFI-KECA staff members.
NBC, KFI and KECA staged their
first annual golf tourney at the Hollywood Country Club Aug. 31, Sid
Goodwin, program manager of NBC,
winning the perpetual low gross
trophy. Robert Brooke, engineer ;
Cameron Prud'homme, player ; Sidney
Dixon, sales manager ; Tracy Moore,
salesman ; Harry Jackson, orchestra
director and John Swallow, studio
manager, won other trophies and
prizes. Eddie Holden (Frank Watanabe) was the luncheon host.
THE Morris B. Sachs Amateur Hour,
now heard on WENR, Chicago, started on its third year of consecutive
broadcasting on Sept. 6. During its
time on the air, it is estimated more
than 50.000
aspir. auditioned
->ts for radio
dom have been
for starthe
show, out of which 1,500 have been
heard during the last two years; The
program is placed through Schwimmer & Scott. Chicago. Sachs is one
of the largest advertisers on the air.
spending a large share of its total
advertising appropriations on Chicago
stations.
W.JAY. Cleveland, has leased Hanna
Theatre
for its Sunday
afternoon I
sponsored community sing and amateur program. A special control room
will be built on the stage. Amateur |
and
acts instrumentalists.
will be confined to novelty acts "
Roosevelt v. Landon
Yale v. Harvard
Lewis v. Green
NEWS

is your best bet this fall.
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TRANSRADIO

W IRE

KLZ

SYSTEM
EXPANDED
TRAXSRADIO PRESS has started
a fifth leased trunk wire to carry
irs radio news service to new clients in the East. The circuit extends from New York to Milwaukee, carrying the full 18-hour electric printer service to stations in
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin. This is the
■second westward circuit to be established by Transradio. Another
circu.t runs through Xew York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio and Michigan.
The expansion of Transradio's
trunk
wire system, the organization stated, reflects the vast
growth in sponsorship of news
programs, which are particularly
- in demand for autumn because of
the national election campaigns
jand football. Transradio and its
'affiliate, Radio News Association,
are now serving news to more than
275 clients, according to Herbert
Moore, president.
Transradio's previously established leased circuits run from NewYork to Georgia, from New York
I through the New England states
and from Seattle through the Pacific Northwest. New evidence of
: the passing of radio's usual summer slump is found in the fact that
Transradio signed 51 new clients
during the summer months, exclusive of contract renewals.
Among them were: CKLW, Detroit; WJIM, Lansing, Mich.;
WIBM, Jackson, Mich.; WSMK.
Dayton; WGAL. Lancaster. Pa.;
WEST, Easton, Pa.; WORK. York,
Pa.; WAZL, Hazleton, Pa.; WDEL.
Wilmington. Del.; WEMP. Milwaukee; WSPR. Springfield, Mass.;
WLEU. Erie, Pa.; WPG, Atlantic
City; WMIN. St. Paul: WTBO.
Cumberland. Md.; WJEJ, Hasrersaown, Md.; WNBC, New Brita'n.
-Conn.
WCKY
Seeks More Power
WCKY, Cincinnati, on Sept. 3 filed
with the FCC Broadcast Division
a petition seeking an increase in
power from 5,000 watts day and
night to 10.000 watts night and
25,000 watts day. The station already has a 50,000 watt application pending, but the petition asks
that the boost to 10,000 watts night
and 25,000 watts day on its 1490
kc. high-power regional channel be
granted upon reconsideration and
in part, pending final determination of the original 50,000 watt application.

SCORNS

Programs Go On as Usual as
Fire Sweeps Studios
WHILE firemen wTere still fighting
a blaze in the studios of KLZ,
Denver, Aug. 28, Manager J. I.
Meyerson already had a crew of
laborers cleaning up debris and
the station lost only two seconds
of time despite destruction of the
studios. Reconstruction was started immediately on a 24-hour schecTule, all studios being rebuilt and
redecorated.
The fire started in a ventilating
system in the observation room of
Studio A and spread quickly
through the ducts, filling every studio wTith dense smoke and gas.
Firemen had to pull down all false
ceilings and walls to get at the
blaze, bringing it under control
within three hours.
Meantime the KLZ staff stuck
to its duties. Jerry Pecht, production man, suffered from effects of
smoke and gas after dashing into
Studio B to recover copy and microphone. Pecht, along with Mark
Hansen, announcer, and Lee Weelans, production chief, hustled to
the new- 5 kw transmitter to make
the 6 p. m. station break, and handle evening broadcasts. A temporary studio was set up in Mr. Meyerson's office.
Not a commercial was missed
and few of the KLZ audience knew
of the fire until Mark Hansen gave
an account of it later on. By the
following morning the studios were
scrubbed and cleaned and business
went ahead as usual. Others who
suffered from smoke and gas were
Roy Sorenson, maintenance man,
and Elizabeth Carey, switchboard
operator.

Robert

Boiling

Is Named

To Head Chicago Office
Of J ohn Blair & Compariy
APPOINTMENT of Robert Boiling
as sales manager in Chicago for
John Blair & Co., station representatives, was announced Sept. 4
by John Blair, president of the organization. He replaces George F.
Isaac, who recently resigned as
vice-president and general sales
manager, the latter post having
been assumed by Murray R. Grabhorn, New York vice president
and manager. Mr. Bollin? is the
brother of George Boiling, Blair
vice-president
in charge of the Detroit office.
Simultaneously Mr. Blair made
known that his organization will
continue to represent KNX, Los
Angeles, in spite of the sale of
the station to CBS. An agreement has been entered into, he declared, whereby Radio Sales Inc..
CBS representation organization
for its owned and operated stations, will work with the Blair orfor KNX,
order
to
familiarize ganization
itself
with in'the
sales
task. After April 1, 1937, at which
time the Blair contract for KNX
representation expires. Radio Sales
may take over full representation.
The Blair organization represents both KNX and KSFO. San
Francisco, the latter station also
to become a CBS outlet at the end
of the year. In the Sept. 1 issue
of Broadcasting it was reported
that Radio Sales had taken over
KNX representation along with
that of WEEI, Boston, which CBS
recently leased. This statement
wras in error insofar as KNX representation isconcerned.

NEITHER
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NAIL
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MONTANA

»

KGIR
BUTTE • M O NTA N A
JOSEPH McGlLLVRA WALTER BIDDICK CO.
NEW YORK£HICAGO * PACIFIC COAST

Swift Returns on CBS
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (Sunbrite
cleanser) will return the Sunbrite
Junior Nurse Corps program to
the air on Oct. 12 on 21 CBS stations, Mondays. Wednesdays and
Fridays, 5-5:15 p. m. with rebroadcast at 6 p. m. Program will
originate from Chicaeo and is
signed for 28 weeks. Stack-Goble
Adv. Agency, Chicago, placed the
account.
ORAL arguments on the protests
of the Wichita Falls and other
nearby chambers of commerce
aga'nst
the Fort
proposed
removal
of
KGKO into
Worth,
there to
become the NBC-Blue outlet, have
been scheduled before the FCC
Broadcast Division on Sept. 17.

A Complete
Standard
Mystery — Homemaking

FIRE

Range

of

Continuity

and Fashions — Sports — Motoring
•

KEX — Oregon's most powerful Radio Station (5000
watts both day and night) — operates on 1180 K.C. — the
only clear channel in the State.
If you want to blanket the Portland market area — with
a good measure of "outside" coverage thrown in — here is
the Radio Buy of Buvs !

Live Program Scripts by writers ho Know How!"
For One-Man production • for Everyone • for Any Hour.
•
Syndicated — allowing us to give Territorial Protection
yet sell these Daily Scripts at Low Prices.
"HITCH

YOUR

STAR
250 PARK

STATION

RADIO

TO

PROGRAMS

AVENUE
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Advertising

KEX
5000

WATTS -1180 KC.
NBC Blue Network
The only station in Oregon operating on a clear channel.
The Radio Service of The Mor?iing Oregonian, Portland,
Oregon, also operating KGW (NBC Red Network)
Representatives: Edward Petry & Co.. Inc.. New York, Chicago. Detroit. San Francises
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Analysis

listeners prefer to listen to clearchannel stations, of which there
are 95, taking into account parttime (usually daytime) outlets.
The dominant stations are those
operating exclusively at night on a
channel with power of not less
than 5,000 watts, but most of
which use 50,000 watts. This class
of station was created in 1928 for
the primary purpose of providing rural coverage. Originally 40
night-time clear channels were set
aside, but the number since has
been reduced to 29 by "breakdowns" due to authorized duplicate night operation. The results
of the survey tell why such stations are necessai-y if the bulk of
the non-urban population is to receive radio service.

Knock!

Knock!

Who's

there?

John!
John

who?

John

Regional Preferences
IN THE

Blair

&
NEW

Co-

YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO

WWVA's newly appointed
station representatives

We

have commissioned

the

next category were regional-channel stations, of which
there are 277. The analysis showed
that 20.6% of the listeners preferred such stations, which durin°:
the daytime as a rule have far
greater coverage than at night.
This is true because they are
hemmed in by signals of other stations on the same channels at night
and because of their normally
higher daytime power.
Significant in the post-card returns, however, was the marked
tendency of farm listeners to show
loyalty for their closest station,
whether or not it happened to be
the one laying down the best signal. In other words, the theory
that listeners tune their home stations first was borne out. Farmers
reporting from the outer fringes

John Blair organization to
knock at the doors of National Radio Advertisers
with our remarkable story
of friendly service to 308,210 radio equipped homes
in Eastern Ohio, Western
Pennsylvania and Northern
West Virginia.

THE

Habits

of cities having regional or local
stations almost invariably named
their "home stations" as first or
second preference.
But the reason for the 75%
showing in favor of clear-channel
stations, it is deduced, grows out
of the fact that broad stretches of
the country are penetrated chiefly
by the stations with power wallops
on clear waves, especially at night.
On the regional channels, stations
are authorized generally to use a
maximum of 1,000 watts night
power and 5,000 watts day where
possible, and there are from four
to 10 stations per channel.
Except for local stations situated in the heart of rural communities, they do not cut any appreciable figure in farm preference, according to the FCC analysis. There were 256 of these stations on the six channels allotted
them at the time of the survey,
and they drew only a 2.1 95- first
nationally. Such stapreference
tions are limited in power to 250
watts daytime and 100 watts night,
and by virtue of their limited
power can cover only localized
areas, except in cases of freak

There were 3,000 inquiries made
by the inspectors, who toured particular areas in FCC test cars containing apparatus for field intensity measurements and for checking
station operations.
What Inspectors Learned
FOR EXAMPLE, they found that
in 945 cases, or 75.1%, the rural
listeners preferred clear - channel
stations; in 278 cases, or 22.6%,
they preferred regionals; in 28
cases, or 2.395- , they preferred locals. As second choice 826, or
71.3%, named clear; 312, or 27%,
named regionals; 20, or 1.7%,
named locals. As third choice 598,
or 72.4%, named clears; 203, or
24.6%, named regionals; 25, or
3%, named locals. Thus, the total
for the three positions was 2,369
rural residents, among whom

on.same tendency to classpropagati
Yet, the
ify cause
suchof loyalty,
"home stations"
first and
becivic interest
local appeal was strongly manifested in the post-card replies.
The post-card questionnaire results checked almost to the fractional percentage point with the
listener preferences received by radio inspectors in their tours of the
countryside and in their interviews with typical farm listeners.

MOST

POWERFUL
STATION

Give your sales message to
the "Friendly Voice From
Out of the Hills of West
Virginia" and
aplenty.

get action

73.3% preferred clear-channel stations; 793 or 24.5%, prefei'red regionals; 63, or 2.27c, preferred
locals.
That farmers spend money for
radio receivers, and generally keep
them in good condition was indicated in the post-card responses.
For example, it was found that
perhaps 50% of the sets in use on:
the farms in question were "good
sets" comparable to those in urban areas. About one-fourth of
the sets at the time of the survey
were of 1929 vintage or earlier,
but in 1934 there were new set
purchases amounting to 21.6% of
the total. When it is considered
that the survey was made in the
spring and winter of 1935 — during
which year there were unquestionably large farm
is concluded
thatsetthepurchases
average — ofit
"modern" sets on farms probably
now exceeds 50%. Here is what1]
the FCC said about sets in use:
"The tabulation of the year oi
manufacture of the radio receivers
indicates that approximately 75%'
of the receivers in use at the tirm
of the survey were purchased be
tween the years 1930 and 1935 in
elusive, and approximately 507
between the years of 1932 am
1935. The low percentage of 193i
receivers is due to the fact tha
the survey was concluded b;
March 1, 1935, and consequently ;
very small percentage of 1935 re
ceiver sales were included. Th
analysis according to the numbe
of tubes used by each receivei
which indicates 69.9%- had fror
five to seven tubes, may be take
as showing the average receiver t j
be a superheterodyne of fair qua;
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FCC Preference Survey
OF RURAL AUDIENCE
FOLLOWING
is the preferences
FCC's computation of rural listener
based
on a post-card survey to which fhere
were 32,671 usable ansicers. The survey is currently under attack because
it teas confined to deep rural areas in
ichich there is a minimum of regional
or local station coverage, yon-clearchannel stations believe that an impartial result can be procured only if
another survey designed to elicit responses on regional and local station
coverage is made, and particularly one
which will include farm areas adjacent to cities.
National rural listener preference by channels:
No. Stations
Clear Channel
Regional Channel
Local Channel
Foreign

%
Licensed
76.3
95
20.6
277
2.1
256
1.0

National listener preference by
states :
Clear Regional Local Foreign
%
%
%
%
Ala.
89.7
7.9 1.6 .7
Ariz.
82.0 15.5 1.3 1.3
Ark.
82.2 15.9 1.1 .9
Cal.
73.6 24.1 2.3 .5
Col.
78.4 15.6 3.9 2.0
Conn.
83.8 14.9 1.1 .2
Del.
88.3 11.2 .5 0
Fla.
70.0 29.6 .4 .3
Ida.
75.4 21.5 1.2 1.9
Ga. __:
92.0
6.9 .8 .3
111.
87.4
6.8 5.6 .2
Ind.
89.0
8.9 2.0 .1
la.
64.3 34.1 1.6 0
Kan.
61.0 38.1 .5 .4
Ken.
90.8
7.1 1.7 .4
La.
80.6 15.5 2.7 1.2
Me.
61.0 36.9 .9 1.2
Md.
63.5 54.1 2.3 .1
Mass.
61.2 36.2 1.8 .8
Mich.
78.5 14.9 2.3 4.3
Minn.
66.5 31.0 1.8 .8
Miss.
68.7 29.4 .9 .9
Mo.
56.4 41.1 2.1 .5
Mont.
73.0 23.4 1.9 1.8
Neb.
65.4 32.7 1.6 .3
N. H.
71.6 26.6 .6 1.2
N. 3.
89.6 10.1 .2 .1
N. M.
92.2
2.9 .3 4.6
N. C.
94.5
3.1 2.0 .4
N. D.
50.4 43.5 4.6 1.5
Ohio
83.0 15.9 1.1 .1
Okla.
80.0 14.5 4.0 1.5
Ore.
76.6 19.2 2.8 1.4
Pa.
82.5 14.8 2.7 .1
R. I.
31.0 57.1 11.9 0
S. C.
89.4
8 8 1.8 0
S. D.
71.5 27.5 .3 .7
Tenn.
78 8 19.5 1.1 .6
Tex.
80.8 14.7 2.3 2.2
TTtah
82.8 15.2 .4 1.6
Ver.
80.5 12.5 1.2 5.8
Va.
82.4 14.8 2.7 .1
Wash.
56.8 40.4 2.0 .8
W. Va.
88.5 10.7 .6 .2
Wis.
70.4 26.1 3.9 .3
Wvo.
83.8 13.4 1.4 1.4
Alaska
74.0 24.2 .9 .9
T*9->»aii
95-2
3.7 1.1 0
P. R.
29.0 71.0 0
0

the present empirical standards of
the FCC as they relate to the
service and protection of station
signals on duplicated channels are
in substantial agreement.
The most important part of the
survey from the technical standpoint was that pei'taining to recording of the signal strength of
clear-channel stations, automatic
recorders having been tuned to
these channels to make continuous
records of the field intensities or
received signals. A total of 58
field intensity recorders at 11 locations was employed in checking
signal strength on these recorders,
showing the phenomena encountered in connection with the reception of radio waves from distant
broadcast stations. The records
included various conditions of remote reception, showing fading,
interference, seasonal variations
and other technical observations.
These recorders were operated
24 hours a day and tuned at different times to all 40 of the originally
allocated clear channels. From
these continuous field intensity recordings and from the analysis of
them, the FCC reached certain definite conclusions respecting wave
propagation based on information
never before available. Information on both primary and secondary coverage of eleur-channel
stations was procured.
The advantages of low frequencies over higher frequencies was
distinctly shown in the signal
strength measurements, and, according to engineering opinion, the
technical study as a whole substantiated previous theory that frequency is as important a factor as
power in primary station coverage.
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r . This belief is further strengthlied by the fact that 75% of the
•eceivers were manufactured sub,equent to 1930."
Listening Trends
N ANALYSING the table of
istener preference according to
tates, based on the post-card quesionnaire, the FCC made several
llummating observations. These
jaragraphs are as follows:
The table of listener preference
according to states gives an indication
if the relative effectiveness of staions of the various classifications in
•endering rural coverage in different
ttates, and when compared with the
Ration and frequency assignments
.trithin or adjacent to each state much
'Interesting
information
In
he thickly settled
easternresults.
and southern states, even though
there are
nany broadcast stations of the regional and local classification operat_ a high percentage of the rural
listeners preferred service from clearchannel stations.
A notable exception is the State of
Rhode Island, which shows a preference of 57.1% for regional stations.
KThis is easily explained by the size
}bf this state which is effectively covered by regional stations located in
.Providence).
Another exception is
the State of Florida, which shows a
preference for clear-channel stations
considerably below the average, due
to the effective service rendered by a
, low-frequency regional station located
'jin
west-centraland section
of are
the
>Tate.the Tennessee
Mississippi
also somewhat below the average for
the eastern and southern states because of service rendered by regional
stations located at Memphis. Nashville. Chattanooga and Knoxville.
The north-central and northwestern
'(states
a preference
for below
clearchannel show
stations
consistently
tli'3 national average because in these
(areas there are fewer clear-channel
Stations, interference conditions on
Ithe regional assignments are not as
isevere as in the eastern section of
jthe United States and service is received even at nighttime from regional
istations located at considerable distance from the listener.
The outstanding example of this situation is
North Dakota, whfch shows a preference of 43.5% for regional stations,
^this being due to the effective coverMfise of this area by the station in
Bismarck
[KFTR1.
It should be
, ^pointed out that in every state in
; ; w hich the preference for clear-channel stations is considerably below the
- national average it is* traceable to the
effective service rendered by one or
more low frequency regional stations
■ | within the area.
It should be re,-jmarked on the other hand that frej quently the first, second, third and
f'iurth choices of the listener were
clear-channel stations.
"A tabulation of listener preference
3 by stations and states indicated that
the four stations most frequently
named as the first choice of the listener were all clear-channel stations
* in 31 states and that when a regional
station appeared among the first four
it was almost invariably a low frequency station as discussed in the
previous paragraph.
"With
exceptions,
the
first
choiceonly
of three
the listeners
in each
state was a clear-channel station.
UA clear-channel station of 500 kw.
power [WLvn was the first choice of
listeners in 13 states. The states
showing this preference ranged from
Michigan to Florida and from Virginia to Arkansas. In six additional
states, among them Texas, this same
station appeared as second choice.
"The first choices of listeners in
the Territory of Alaska and the Territory of Hawaii were clear-channel
stations located in the Southern California area."
Technical Aspects

POT

of the World !

.8

DATA FROM FIFTEENTH CENSUS OF THE UNITED STATES
FOR THE NEW YORK
METROPOLITAN
DISTRICT — 1930
AREA

Native
Population

10,901,424
7,986,368
6,930,446
1,055,922

3,368,554
2.284,715
1.832,906
451.809

FOREIGN POPULATION
and Mixed 1 p„r„
F2rSi-n ^
Foreign

77%
57%
Foreign

'1

Total
Population

71%
69%

THE

ENTIRE survey was conducted under the immediate supervision of Andrew D. Ring, Assistant Chief Engineer in charge of
' broadcasting activities. Technical
BROADCASTING

phases of the clear-channel analysis were accomplished in collaboration with the NAB, with James C.
McNary, former technical director, as the coordinator.
In the purely technical phases
of the survey, the FCC draws no
conclusions, but simply supplies
the information to the industry
for whatever deductions it may
care to make at the time of the
Oct. 5 reallocation hearings. At
those hearings, too, the FCC will
set forth its views as to what the
survey shows and also advance
suggestions as to how allocations
may be improved in the light of
this information.
The radio inspectors in their
test card, recorded signal strengths
and contours of four clear-channel
stations, 123 regional stations and
44 local stations. They found that
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3.222,426
4,291,169
2,527,286
Born
3,157,644
Parentage 2.593.200
233.866
2,788,625
369,019
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An Agency Corrects
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
Would you be good enough to
make a correction in the next issue
of Broadcasting? On page 58 of
the September 1 number, you report Pacific Coast Borax Company's program switching to Friday time on October 2. This change
is actually occurring tomorrow,
September 4. Please note.
Margaret E. Jessup,
McCann-Erickson Inc.,
New York City.
Sept. 3, 1936.

Cleveland • 610 Kilocycles
I

We

Welcome
TEST

CAMPAIGNS!

Rate Gullibility
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
So strongly has the fact been
brought to my attention that 100watt radio stations are having
their rate structures broken down,
that I am writing you in the hope
that some executives of 100-watters will seriously consider the
subject.
Having been employed in the
advertising department of a newspaper for several years prior to
coming to radio work, I am familiar with the problem that the
average newspaper of today faces
with relation to their local and national rate difference as well as
their milline rate. Faster than the
average station owner realizes,
that same problem is settling over
this new medium. The situation
is such that many advertisers
have no respect whatever for the

Most of our national accounts come to us on a
"test" basis — and we're glad
to show advertisers and
agencies alike just what we
can do for their sales in this
rich market.
And perhaps that's why
we're known as "the Station
that Gets RESULTS."

Ask for WJAY's "FACTS"
EDYTHE FERN MELROSE
Manager WJAY Cleveland
Carnegie Hall CHerry 0464
The Station that Gets RESULTS
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Exploited

By Cities Service
Million
Presidential Guides
Distributed to Listeners
THROUGH
its
15,000 service
stations, Cities
Service Co., New
York (petroleum

rate cards of the smaller stations.
During July a small truck circus played a number of towns
within the radius of WMFG, during which time we solicited the
manager of the show for radio
time. Upon learning that our open
daytime rate per announcement
was $3.33 he practically went up
in arms. He claimed the average
rate he had been paying on 100
watters throughout the Midwest
was $1.50 per announcement with
the highest price $2 and the lowest $1. Of course our salesman
was not successful in selling the
time, but the main point is this:
When a circus, carnival or any
sort of traveling show places linage in a daily or weekly newspaper, they pay the amusement rate,
the highest rate on the books of
that paper, in most cases almost
50% greater than the regular local
rate. And when you consider that
most 100 - watt owners are so
afraid to pass up a few dollars
that they let these shows use the
lowest or almost lowest bracket of
their rate card, then it is time to
stop such abuse.
With business showing a spurt
no doubt some stations are on the
right side of the ledger for the
first time and should be able to resort to sounder tactics in solicitation. Such people as traveling old
gold buyers, fur peddlers and the
like are playing one station against
the other to get ridiculously low
rates. One representative of a fur
house selling door-to-door told the
writer he paid as low as 65 cents
for a 100-word announcement on
a small station.
In fact a $1 rate for 150 words
is common. If station operators
are not thinking of their own
business why jeopardize the entire
industry for years to come. We
have a good medium that will
stand up with any of them; then
why not get our just dues for producing just as good if not better
results than other media. Let's respect our rate cards in the future
and we'll get far more respect
from advertisers in years to come.
H. S. Hyett, Manager,
WMFG, Hibbing, Minn.

products)tributing
is 1,000,000
disthree-color Presidential Election
Guide booklets.
The 32-page guide

ey
Mr- McEIdown
includes of biographies
presidential
and vicepresidential candidates of the Democratic, Republican, and Union
parties; summaries of platforms
of the three parties; resume of the
residence requirements of each
voter in the 48 states; how each
state ranks in population, area,
number of electoral college votes,
and the electoral vote as cast by
each state in the 1932 presidential
campaign. In addition the booklet
supplies a breakdown of the elec-.
toral and popular vote for every
presidential campaign since 1896.
The remainder of the guide is devoted to a tabulation of the 1928
and 1932 presidential campaign
vote broken down by counties and
a double-page spread depicting the:
Federal government setup.
Elliott McEIdowney, advertising manager of Cities Service,
stated that if the 1,000,000 book-:
lets were not enough another
printing would be ordered.
Before the presidential conventions in June, Cities Service issued a similar booklet with biographies of the "possible" presidential and vice - presidential candi-1
dates along with the text of thej
Constitution.
Some 500,000 of these booklets]
were distributed. The public is)
being informed of the new book- 1
lets only through the Cities Service Friday night program on the
NBC-Red network and by posters;
at its stations.
NBC will hold a one - day Tenth!
Anniversary Golf Tournament &]
Dinner at the Westchester Countrvf
Club, Rye, N. Y., Sept. 16.

New Promotion Firm
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Corp., RCA Building, New York,
has been formed to function in
three fields — public relations, sales
expansion and product design and
development. The new firm will
produce radio programs. Officers
are: Carl W. Drepperd, president;
Allen Zoll, executive vice president; Leonard E. Drew and Clifford T. Rogers, vice presidents.
Consultants for radio include Roger Whitman, who has House Detective on the NBC-Red network
for the Federal Housing Administration; Mrs. Adelaide Finch, who
at one time played the Betty
Crocker role for General Mills;
Harold Sherman, dramatist and
writer, who handled Bromo-Seltzer's All About You program, and
Alfred C. Johnston, former photographer for Florenz Ziegfeld.

CONSISTENT
in results
obtained

for

advertisers

you get ACTION
when you use
wsoc
Charlotte, N. C.
An NBC Affiliate
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More

Sponsors
Bid For
(Continued from page 9)

Refining is understood to have
baid $10,000 for New York rights
ho six Yale games, to be broadcast
pn WOR, and Yankee Network is
■Understood to have paid a similar
isum for New England rights, for
(Ahich a sponsor has not yet been
jjannounced.
Aiding Gate Receipts
ijlHE YALE announcement attracted wide attention in the press,
||A-ith numerous papers viewing the
Ijnatter with some bitterness since
':hey are not in position to obtain
3 revenue from coverage of the
games.
William J. Bingham, Harvard
'graduate manager of athletics,
jivas quoted as seeing no objection
to sale of sponsorship rights, but
■ae did not disclose whether a bid
s , .iad been received by that university. Princeton authorities did not
comment.
N. W. Ayer & Son, in announcing a schedule of Atlantic Refinng games, quoted Joseph R. Rolj.ins, Atlantic advertising manager,
ip.s taking issue with critics who
i:laim that broadcasts will deplete
Sjjate receipts.
"The contention that broadcastng of the games will cut into gate
receipts is erroneous," Mr. Rollins
paid.
"Most is
everyone
phat football
the mostrecognizes
colorful
sjfeport known.
Those who possibly
ran continue to, will attend the
if Barnes in order not to miss the
Visual color always associated with
jMootball. As we did in our baseball
^broadcasts, we will urge our listeners to attend football games as
rjivell. Statistics prove that gate reeipts of baseball games have increased since the introduction of
:ommercially sponsored radio
broadcasting, which should completely dispel any fears of any decease in attendance."
In referring
to the Atlantic
hookups, Mr. Rollins explained
jthat because of mechanical and
bther reasons it was impossible
for the two major chains to agree
concerning coverage of local contests. Deciding the only course
left was to arrange its own hookXups, Atlantic and Ayer produced
Tjiwhat they describe as the most
I elaborate radio setup of its kind
-i-ever attempted for commercial
broadcasting.
! Atlantic commercials will be
jshort and to the point, Mr. Rollins
Isaid. "It is not our intention to
destroy the interest of a verbal
picture of an exciting moment in
a game by plugging our products.
A tactful reminder concerning the
company will be used here and
there but not during actual play."
Ohio State Position
CLARIFYING the position of Ohio
State University, as explained in
(the Sept. 1 issue of Broadcasting,
R. C. Higgy, director of the university's WOSU,
all broadcasts mustexplained
be on a that
sustaining basis because it is felt
that advertising in connection with
games is not desirable nor is it
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE
VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.

BROADCASTING

Football

consistent with the university's
policy.
Instead of attempting to pass
on programs booked before and
after game broadcasts, Mr. Higgy
said, OSU will merely require stations broadcasting games "to refrain from making any advertising
statements immediately before,
during or after the game broadcast, associated with the game
broadcast." He added:
"Commercial programs before
and after the game broadcast are
not prohibited in any manner so
long as a station announcement or
some break is made between these
broadcasts and the game broadcast. The university recognizes
the right of the visiting team and
institution and has made provision
for each institution to designate
one broadcasting station that covers its home territory to broadcast
without paying a fee. No restriction is placed upon sponsored
broadcasts in this case, the matter
being entirely up to the visiting
institution."
James F. Hopkins, manager of
WJBK, Detroit, informed Broadcasting that he had notified Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, planning
to sponsor games of the professional Detroit Lions, owned by
George A. Richards, operator of
WJR, Detroit, that he would go
to court if necessary in an effort
to prevent CKLW, Detroit-Windsor, from carrying the sponsored
accounts of the Lions' games.
Mr. Hopkins takes the position
that "no foreign station can broadcast an event originating on this
side without permission. We have
entered our objection to the granting of the permission in this case.
Simply in fairness to the commercial sponsors, who may have been
unaware of the situation, we have
advised them of our intention of
going as high as necessary to defend our rights."
Additional Sponsorship
ADDITIONS to the list of sponsored games as published in the
Sept. 1 issue of Broadcasting
follow :
Atlantic Refining Co. — 10 Holy
Cross, Springfield and Amherst
games on WSPR, Sprine-field,
Mass.; 10 Cornell, Columbia and
Syracuse games on WMBO, Auburn; 10 Dartmouth, Holy Cross,

Boston U, Boston College and Amherst games on WTIC, Hartford;
10 Western Maryland, Pitt, Pennsylvania, Maryland and Catholic
U games on WBAL, Baltimore;
10 Franklin & Marshall games on
WORK, York, Pa. and WGAL,
Lancaster, Pa.; six Yale games on
WOR, Newark; negotiations for
University of Virginia games on
WRVA, Richmond, WDBJ, Roanoke, and Virginia Network still
going on although
nouncement had beenpublic
made anof
their completion. Temple Ugames on WIP, Philadelphia.
Broadcast of Temple-St. Marys
game in San Francisco on WIP
depends on availability of wire facilities.Kellogg Co. — All games of Michigan will be broadcast on WW J,
Detroit; eight games, mostly those
of Catholic U, on WJSV, Washington; has rights to some other
grames in the WJSV area; Jock
Sutherland, Pitt coach, to be heard
in weekly pre-game quarter-hour
on WCAE, Pittsburgh; Bill Cunningham to be sponsored on Yankee Network; Lynn Reilly to be
sponsored on WBAL, Baltimore,
for Friday quarter-hour; Bob
Newhall to be sponsored thrice
weekly in quarter-hour series on
WLW, Cincinnati.
General Foods Corp. — Seven
games of Iowa U on KRNT, Des
Moines, and WMT, Waterloo, with
no commercials permitted during
Iowa-Minnesota game because of
latter school's rules, the series to
promote a new cereal, Huskies;
five Kansas U and two Missouri U
games on WHB, Kansas City, for
Post Toasties; weekly quarter-hour
on WCCO, Minneapolis, Satur-

Huskies.
Bowles days,isforagency.

Benton

General Mills Inc. — Series of 26
quarter-hour football talks by Ty
Tyson on WWJ, Detroit, Fridays,
Saturdays and Mondays. Knox
Reeves Adv. Inc., Minneapolis, is
agency.
Texas Co. — Northwestern U
games on WCFL, Chicago, through
Hanff-Metzger Inc., Chicago.
Socony Vacuum Oil Co. — Northwestern U games on WBBM, Chicago, through J. Sterling Getchell
Inc., N. Y.
Yankee Petroleum Co., Chicago —
(Linco oil) Notre Dame schedule
on WIND, Gary, Ind., placed direct.
Marvel Cigarette Co., ChicagoThree weekly Pat Flanagan commentary programs on WBBM, Chicago, thru Aitken-Kynett Co., Philadelphia.
Chicago & Northwestern Railway — Northwestern U games on
WJJD, Chicago.
Humble Oil & Refining Co. —
Southwest Conference games on
Texas Quality Network. Humble
will spend about $10,000 for broadcast facilities, using Cy Leland
and Kern Tips as commentators.
Franke - Wilkinson - Schiwetz Inc.,
Houston.
Twin Cities
Dodge
Dealers St.
—
Minnesota
U games
on ESTP,
Paul, with Halsey Hall as commentator.
WBLK instead of WEXP are the
call letters assigned by the FCC
for the new 250-watt daytime station in Clarksburg, W. Va., which
it recently authorized the Clarksburg Exponent to erect.

OAKLEY

Found

theWaij

H. N. Oakley, Gen. Mgr.
of the 75 Oakley Grocery
Stores in the Wabash
Valley.

Covers the
like the

"we find advertising on WBOW
a direct
medium to the housewives of our territory,
Valley
WBOW
gives us a thorough job because its

w a te r s

coverage is a complete sweep of the Wabash

Islands

cover the sea
signed
H. N. Oakley.
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IN A RECENT column we began
the discussion of what we ambitiously called the "philosophy" of
radio advertising.
a brief
;-c After
%
interruption, due to NAB Convention subjects, we're resuming it.
IN OUR first opus we noted one
important fact . . . that every
listener within the effective service range of a station is part of
its potential circulation . . . and
that this enables radio to afford
the skillful advertiser a greater
"bonus" circulation than provided

*
**

*

to

WHEN YOU'RE hoping and exl
pecting to be pleased, you will
make every effort to be pleased j
You will be on the look-out foi
the pleasant and entertaining. . .
You will be in a particularly re- 1
ceptive mood *to be
* entertained.
*

NOW since listeners can shift
from station to station with the
greatest of ease . . . one little turn
of the knob and it's done . . . the
advertiser with the feature program can take this great potential
audience and * make
* it* his own.
WHILE we're on this subject,
note what really is radio circulation . . . the number of listeners
which the station can reach . . .
the advertiser's
*

IT'S THE advertiser's funeral if
he is not skillful enough to grasp
and hold the listeners with whom
the station can provide him a
contact. When we're talking of
station circulation and fixing sta=*= *
*
tion rates, let's
remember
this.
BUT

GOING back to our advertiser .. . because he furnishes the

program as well as the advertising, all of the benefits of providLOUISVILLE, KY.
CBS BASIC OUTLET
REPRESENTED
EDWARD
PETRY

BY
& CO.

• to carry the bulk of your
Radio Program Appropriation for 1936-7 on a nationwide, big-audience spot.
You'll cash in with increased
sales on the A.M. or P.M.
spot which
uct.

Texas itself
is one
of theyear
world's
great
markets,
and this
Centennial
its wealth
will be increased by millions of visitors. To
test Texas,
andselect
get KFRO
a shareas ofyourthatfirstadditional wealth,
test
station, covering East Texas. Investigate.

suits your prod-

KFRO
OWNED
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and

VOICE

OF LONGVIEW,

break__

ing listeners with entertainment
and information are his for the
asking ... if he knows how tc]
capitalize them.

by any other medium.
WHY can radio do this? For a
number of reasons. ... In radio,
the advertiser provides both the
entertainment . . . corresponding
to the editorial material of a
magazine or newspaper . . . and
the advertising matter. This enables him . . . potentially to place
his ad next to the feature story
of the issue . . . pardon us if we
mix figures of speech . . . we mean,
next to the outstanding program
of the hour and the day.
* * *

not the number
^
program pulls.

Listen

TEX.

BROADCASTING

WHAT AN opportunity that give:|
the advertiser to build up pro
gram, product and company en ;
thusiasm by stepping in and full
filling that listener expectation
and desire to the greatest degret
within ahisradio
power!
That's the
what mos
can |
make
audience
appi'eciative audi
responsive
ence
in the and
world.
* * *
WE HOPE you get the picture o:
what this means to either ai
advertiser or station manager whi
is not content with just getting by I
but who is constantly striving fo:
new, better and novel means o
entertaining and rendering othe
service to his listener.
* * *
WE LISTEN because we want t|
. . . and we listen to what we wan
to. There is nothing more fina
than twisting the dial or turnim
off the set. . . . You're out, witl
practically no chance to returr
The penalty to the poor and me
diocre in radio is as great as ar
the rewards to the skillful an
enterprising. * * *
WE LISTEN because we want
. . . and to what we want to. Th
listener picks the program. Cor
versely ... by building the kind o
program which his particular kin
of listener and potential custome
is most likely to desire . . . th
advertiser picks his audienct
There is a great deal of hand-picl*
ing possible in the radio audienc
. . . thus increasing the effective
ness of the program circulatio
finally secured.
* * *
PROPER merchandising helps th
program from the time prior i
listening until the final purchas
. . . but with regard to listenin
because we want to . . . the wore
of-mouth publicity given to an ei
tertaining program is the greate;
asset of all.

- - wasinI5th case
In our tAugust
ad, our address
Jus
inadvertently omitted. If you were impressed by "How YOU can Make MONEY
out of Oil" but did not know where to
get such information, write —
KFRO
"Voice of Longview" — Longview, Texas
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WPA

KTEM
Being Built
KTEM, Temple, Tex., new local
station authorized recently by the
FCC, will go under construction
Sept. 15, and will be headed by
Robert MacKenzie, of KPDN,
Pampa, Tex., as general manager,
it was announced Sept. 5. The
station is licensed to the Temple
Daily Telegram.

"Radio Captains"
A REMNANT of the ambitious "merchandising" plans
originally undertaken by the
Republican radio division
being revived is the plan to
capG.O.P. "radio
appointtains"
throughout the country whose duties will be to
and nophone five friends
tify them of forthcoming
broadcasts they should tune
in and tell their friends to
tune in. Feelers sent out to
state and local party chairmen indicated the idea has
clicked so well that Chicago
headquarters has assigned
three girls to handle mail
about it. It is planned to
award each "captain" with
an appropriate button.

RADIO EVENTS, New York
script service, announced Sept. 9
negotiation of a contract with J.
B. Chandler & Co., of Brisbane,
Australia, operators of a string of
stations, whereby radio script material will be supplied the organization. The Chandler company
will represent Radio Events in
Australasia.

Wi

urusitu youtmr roucM|WAffORD 70 PASSOP7Hf
LARGEST INDEPENDENT
STATION in CHICAGO !
201 N.WELLS 3T, CHICACO.ILL,
WEEO & CO. 350 WAD ISO N SVE , H.Y.C.

Federal

Apple Spots in West
WASHINGTON STATE APPLES
Inc., Seattle, has appointed the J.
Walter Thompson Co., Seattle
branch, to direct its national advertising and has allotted a tentative budget of approximately $175,000 for this year's schedule. Startsignal announce28,betime
ing Sept.
ments will
used on KNX, Los

CHALLENGER— At the right of
this tintype is Glenn Snyder, manager of WLS, Chicago, who manKendrick's
(Plug) contest
D. E.successful
more oragedless
for
the NAB cow - milking championship during the recent convention.
At the age of 7 young Snyder,
here shown with a couple of cousins, displayed his bents as a violin
virtuoso down in Leon, la., where
this trio often entertained the home
folks. Mr. Snyder claims that he
is an even better mouth - organ
player and he now challenges all
comers to a contest for the mouthorgan-playing championship of the
broadcasting industry-

Angeles, three times daily for
three weeks, augmenting the newspaper campaign which opens in
October. Future radio plans are indefinite. Washington State Apples
Inc. is a cooperative advertising
fund.

Affiliated Cosmetics
AFFILIATED PRODUCTS Inc.,
New York (cosmetics), will proon a 36-staproductsstarting
mote various
tion CBS
network
Sept.
28, using the 12:30-1 p. m. period,
Mondays through Fridays. First
half of the programs will present
Romance of Helen Trent to promote Edna Wallace Hopper cosmetics. The second half will feature Rich Man's Darling to promote Jocur, Kissproof lipstick,
' Outdoor Girl and Delica-Brow cosmetics. The first half of the 30minute program will originate in
Chicago, the second in New York.
Blackett - Sample - Hummert I n c,
New York, is agency.

SAN
SELECTED

FRANCISCO
SITE

WORLD'S

SAN FRANCISCO offers ihe world
an opportunity lo see its three
monumental projects, the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, the
Golden Gate Bridge and the Hetch
Hetchy Water System, built at a
cost of $200,000,000.00.
The Golden Gate International
Exposition in 1939 opens the gateway to a California paradise ... to
San Francisco's unparalleled cli-

FOR

A

GREAT

CBS Series for Rinso
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
Mass., on Sept. 14 started sponsorship of The Big Sister, dramatic
quarter - hour serial, to promote
Rinso on 70 CBS stations, Mondays
through Thursdays, 11-11:45 a. m.,
with repeat at 2 p. m. Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., New York, is agency.

FAIR
mate ...to its vast, natural resources.
This Fair will be a fitting tribute to
the ingenuity and the enterprise of
an industrious people.
San Francisco and the great cities
about the Bay offer a great market
for a good product. Station KYA
has an open door into every radio
home in San Francisco.
Full particulars will be sent on
request.
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Workshop*

Educational Project Continuet
On an Expanded Basis
WITH a new budget of ove
$100,000 allocated by Presiden
Roosevelt from relief funds, th
WPA Federal Educational Radi
Workshop Project, undertaken si:
months ago as a means of aidin;
educators in the proper use of ra
dio, will be continued for nin
more months with an augmente
staff. The budget awaits final ap
proval to cover activities planne
from Oct. 1 to July 1, 1937.
The present staff of 75, of whoi
38 make
their headquarters ij
New York, may be increased by 2 1
or more, all drawn
from CO
camps or from WPA profession,
William
to the
rolls, according
Boutwell,
editor of
U. S. DoO:
fice of Education, who heads tr ;
project under Dr. John W. Stud<
baker, U. S. Commissioner of Edi
cation.
Mr. Boutwell stated that all tl.
additions to the staff will join tl
Washington headquarters, and th;
the New York staff on Sept. 1
will move to quarters furnish*
by New York University in Wasi
ington Square. New York Unive
sity, it was revealed, is conside
ing a resumption of its courses
radio technique, using the Rad
Workshop staff as faculty and a
visors [Broadcasting, Sept. 1
The six-week courses, it is planne
will take in not more than 40 st
dents and will be designed to tra
teachers and directors of educ
tional broadcasting in profession;
radio technique.
The WPA project itself trai
its staff, all but the superviso
drawn from CCC camps and reli
rolls, in radio writing, productic

KYA
The Voice of the San Francisco Examiner
National
NEW YORK

Funds

GA.
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acting,
music and
is also building
up speaking,
a library a'
a:
script collection from which ed
cators and radio station operate
can secure ideas and materi
With its own staff it is now sta
ing five programs weekly on t
various networks, and has _ o
script series which it is distribi
ing to schools and radio statio:
More script series are planned.
Labor Places Discs
ENTERING
into the campai
with transcription broadcasts, tLabor Non - Partisan League,
organization of trade unions si
porting President Roosevelt a
maintaining headquarters in
Willard
Hotel, Washington,
Sept. 2 began
using sponsoi
spots on WIP, Philadelphia; KC
Pittsburgh, and WOL, Washii
ton.
The
same
programs,, a
placed once weekly, are carried
sustainings on WEVD, New Yo
and WCFL, Chicago.
The ser
features Senator Robert Wag]
(D-N. Y.) and other speakers. 1 ;
programs were placed through N |
York offices in the Hotel Clarid
where Morris Novik, a director £
WEVD,
is in charere. Ches.r
Wright heads the radio campa i
out of Washington offices.

WTCN
St. Paul — Minneapolis
FREE & SLEININGER, INC.
National Representatives.
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times EDST unless o I her wise specified )
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New Business
INERAL FOODS Corp., New York
aluniet baking powder) on Oct. 4
rts The Great American Program
50 NBC - Blue stations, Sun., 5p. m. Agency : Young & Rubi|b Inc., N. Y.
i»NOTONE Corp., New York (aid
■ the deaf) on Sept. 29 starts
eerio on 37 NBC - Red stations,
Agency : Topies., 4 - 4 :15 p. m.
ig & Lloyd Inc., N. Y.
TFILIATED PRODUCTS Inc.,
■ >w York (cosmetics) on Sept. 28
irts The Romance of Helen Trent
d Rich Man's Darling on 36 CBS
itions, Mon. thru Fri., 12:30-1 p.
Blackett-Sample-Hum;rt Agency
Inc., N. : Y.
& Co., New
CORLISS
AMONT,
brk (Pond's creams) on Oct. 6 starts
usbands & Wives on 25 NBC-Blue
itions. Tues., 9 :30-10 p. m. Agency :
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
,YIFT & Co., Chicago ( Sunbrite
>anser) on Oct. 12 starts Sunbrite
inior Nurse Corps on 21 CBS stabns, Mon., Wed., Fri., 5-5:15 p. m..
Agency : Stack-Goble
..Ipeat 6 p. m.Chicago.
fjdv. Agency,
„OSE-WILES BISCUIT Co., Long
rjjland City, L. I. (biscuits) on Oct.
Tl starts Snow Tillage Sketches on
NBC -Red stations, Sat., 9-9:30
m. Agency : Newell-Emmett Co.
ac, N. Y.
JPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francis(flour & cereal), on Aug. 26
arted for ten weeks' participation in
Roman's Magazine of the Air on 7
^'BC-KPO Pacific Red stations (stagWed schedule), Aug. 26-Sept. 11,
115-2:30 p. m. (PST) ; Oct. 6-29,
;!:15-3:30 p. m. (PST). Agency:
"estco Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
,ILLAMOOK COUNTY CREAM|RY ASSN., Tillamook, Ore. (dairy
roducts), on Sept. 25 starts for 13
eeks Bennie Walker's Tillamook
itchen on 5 NBC-KPO Pacific Red
:ations, Fri., 10-10:15 a. m. (PST).
•;geney: Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner Inc., Portland, Ore.
ALIFORNIA CONSUMERS CONFERENCE, San Francisco (politi'bl), on Sept. 7 started 9 political
Silks on NBC-KPO (staggered schedtle). Agency: Lord & Thomas, Los
i .ngeles.
OUTHERN CAL. Republican Campaign Committee, Los Angeles (politipi), on Sept. 9 started 15 political
iilks on 2 NBC-KPO Pacific Red
cations (staggered schedule). Ageny: Walter Biddick Co., Los Angeles.
IOMMUNIST PARTY OF CAL.,
ian Francisco (political), on Sept.
5 only, political talk on 2 NBCIPO Pacific Red stations, 6:45-7:00
!. m. (PST). Placed direct.
'OLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
ersey City on Aug. 31, started Co.,
12
participations in Yankee Network
yews Service on 11 Yankee stai : ions. Agency : Benton & Bowles
nc, N. Y.
It C. GILBERT Co., New Haven
i Gilbert Kitchen Kit), on Oct. 21,
Harts 8 participations in the Gretch\n McMullen
Household Broadcast,
tace weekly, on 9 Yankee stations.
Agency: C. W. Hoyt. N. Y.
^EVER BROTHERS Co., Cambridge
Rinso) on Sept. 14 started The Big
•inter on 70 CBS stations, Mon. thru
Churs., 11:30-11:45 a. m. with repeat at 2 p. m. Agency : Ruthrauff
c Ryan Inc., N. Y.

Station-Produced
TUNE

IN

TONIGHT

MAXWELL
SHOW

HOUSE
BOAT

NEW STARS • NEW MUSIC
NEW COMEDY • NEW ROMANCE
BRILLIANT CAST OF 100

WRC 8 P.M.

Every Thursday Night

OLD FAVORITE— In a new light
is Maxwell House, which used spotlights in its promotion of the 1937
edition of General Foods popular
coffee series.

GREAT interest in stationproduced dramatic shows is
being exhibited by advertising agencies and clients in
the Chicago area, according
to the Chicago office of Free
& Sleininger. During the last
few months this increased
activity has resulted in the
auditioning of some 30 to 40
station - produced shows for
various prospective clients.
A number of Free & Sleininger represented stations
are now producing audition
samples in their own stvtdios
and these samples are available to prospects through any
of its offices.

Bob
Barrett
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Inc.
Your agency
more radio
vertising thanplaces
any other
agency ad-in
the world — and WMBD, we believe,
carries MORE LOCAL and MORE
NATIONAL advertising than any
station our size in a market our
size — yettunity ofweshowing
haven'tyouhadwhat
the weopporcan
do for such accounts as Dreft, Oxydol, and Ovaltirfe. Why not send
your tagecontracts
now andcoverage?
take advanof our increased
MEMBER CBS NETWORK jf 0!^
*'\

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
Jersey City, on Sept. 9 started 20
participations in Yankee Network
News Service, on 10 Yankee Network
stations twice daily, Mon. thru Fri.
Agency : Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
FIRST NATIONAL STORES Inc.,
Somerville, Mass., on Sept. 30 starts
120 15-minute programs, Imogene
Wolcott, three times weekly, on 6
Yankee stations. Agency : Richardson,
Alley & Richards, Boston.
REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE, Chicago (political) on
Sept. liam
7 Hard
began
political
talks by Mon.
Wilon 69
CBS stations,
thru Fri., 7-7 :15 p. m. with repeat
at 11 p. m. Agency : Lord & Thomas,
Chicago.
Renewal Accounts
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strike cigarettes) on
Sept. 9 renewed Lucky Strike Hit
Parade & Sweepstakes on 86 NBCRed and Blue stations, Wed. 10-11
p. m. ; drops Blue stations after Sept.
23. Agency: Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
HECKER H-O Co., Buffalo, (Force
and H-0 oatmeal) on Sept. 14 renewed Bobby Benson & Sunny Jim
on 9 CBS stations, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
6 :15-6 :30 p. m. Agency : Brwin,
Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y.
Network Changes
PACIFIC COAST BORAX Co., New
York (20 Mule Team borax) on
Sept. 4 shifted Death Valley Days to
Fri., 8:30-9 p. m. on NBC-Blue network.
VICK CHEMICAL Co. shifts debut
of Nelson Eddy series on CBS, Sundays, 8-8:30 p. m., to Sept. 27.
STALEY MFG. Co., Decatur, 111. on
Sept. 14 shifted to NBC-Blue Mon.
thru Fri., 3 :45-4 p. m.
August Billings Up
FROM unofficial advance sources,
Broadcasting has learned that
NBC will report an inci'ease of
20% in their August billings as
compared with the same month a
year ago. CBS will reveal an increase of 40% in August receipts
against August, 1935.
THE ONLY NBC BLUE NETWORK STATION
'Between. ST. LOUIS and DENVER

TO SERVE*"
Y LOCATED
CENTRALL
KA WST.JOSEPH
KANSAS
CITY.TOPE

on West Coast
OXO Ltd., Montreal, Quebec (bouil
lon cubes), which has never before
used radio on the Pacific Coast,
thru Doremus & Co., San Francisco, started Sept. 14 for 26
weeks, five - minutes participation
three days weekly in ConfidenSpeaking
sco.
FranciWebKGO,WithSanHelen
on NBCstertially
A cook - book is offered listeners
who write in sending along one
er. Frank Kihm is
wrappt.
red un
Oxo co
ac
the agency executive servicing the

*^

PEORIA. ILLIHO!

Oxo

exA NEW picture book, showing
ecutive personalities as well as
entertaining and technical people
on its staff, has been issued by
WHO, Des Moines. The booklet
contains 100 or more pictures of
talent and others connected with
the station.

Effects
Sound
(From Life)
Extensive Library —
Approximately 500 effects
Custom - Built Transcriptions
Commercial Plating
Duping and Pressing
Write Us Your Needs
Gennett

Records

(Div. of The Starr Co.)
Richmond, Ind.

UJXVZ

"

TODAY'S

GREAT

VALUE"

RADIO

"PLUS
RUY!

SHOWMANSHIP — WXYZis known nationally for Showmanship gained by 25 years of successful experience
in entertainment enterprises. That's plus value No. 1.
AUDIENCE APPRECIATION — makes for greater sales
response and is WXYZ's reward for refusing to broadcast spurious
of questionable products. That's
plus value
No. claims
2.
MERCHANDISING SERVICE —without additional cost
to sponsors seeking coverage of the Greater Detroit
Market and in the big Michigan Market. A complete
merchandising service . . . gets dealers . . . distributors
. . . jobbers ... in effect a front line sales division,
working in conjunction with the sponsors' sales representatives. That's plus value No. 3.
8 STATIONS IN MICHIGAN'S 8 LARGEST CITIES —
the Michigan Radio Network covers 8 big, rich market
zones with greater penetration and sales influence than
is possible by any single station with wattage strength
sufficient to reach these zones. That's plus value No. A.

To Completely Control the Puget Sound Market
Use Both of Seattle's Pioneer Radio Stations
KOMO
I
NBC-Red
National Representatives — EDWARD

KJR
NBC-Blue
PETRY & CO.

KING-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
300 MADISON THEATER BUILDING... DETROIT
Wm. G. RAMBEAU Co.. Representatives, Home Ollice: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Eastern Ollice: 507 Chanin Bldq.. New York
Western OIKce: Russ Building. San Francisco
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Developments
Big shows

mean

Big audiences
The

Keen

Big Audiences.

mean

buyer

Big Sales.

is buying

. . .

WBAL
The

only clear channel,
power

high

Baltimore

station

in

and Maryland

WBAL
BALTIMORE

National

• MARYLAND

Representatives:

HEARST

RADIO

HITCH

YOUR

WAGON

TO

STARS

THREE

THREE

NEW
YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

STATIONS

In

Proposal

WLWL

WNEW

Impending

DENYING illegal performance
WNEW, New York, the seconcj
week in September filed with the j

to Provide

With

Full

Files Answer

Time

WITH the convening of the FCC
Broadcast Division Sept. 7 after
a summer quasi-recess, it was considered likely in official circles
that developments may take place
in the so-called "Paulist situation"
involving plans whereby WLWL,
part-time Paulist station in New
York, may acquire full time.
Under an agreement worked out
by the Paulists with CBS and
other interested parties, WLWL
was to have procured full time on
the 1100 kc. channel on which it
now operates a few hours weekly,
through purchase of WOV, New
York, from John Iraci. There were
several other station switches and
consents involved in this deal, however. CBS then was to have leased
or purchased WLWL, procuring
the station as a full - time New
York outlet, with a guarantee to
the Paulists of daily time for
Catholic broadcasts.
CBS was to have advanced the
initial $300,000 for the purchase
of WOV from John Iraci as well
as another $25,000 to be made
available to WPG, municipallyowned station in Atlantic Citv.
which would have relinquished its
time on the 1100 kc. clear channel
to make way for WLWL. In lieu
of this assignment WPG planned
to take over the WOV assignment
on 1100 kc. with 1,000 watts full
time by virtue of a consent from
KSL, Salt Lake City, to permit it
to operate full time on that clear
channel.
This entire plan, however, was
disrupted when Mr. Iraci sold
WOV to Arde Bulova, New York
watch manufacturer and broadcaster, for $300,000. At that time
Mr. Bulova offered to take over
the CBS end of the entire transaction and procure WLW for himself as a full time outlet. Mr.
Iraci then would have become 80%
owner of WNEW, Newark, Bulova
controlled station.
The Paulists, however, have
protested vigorously to the FCC
against Bulova's purported intrusion and desire to have the original plan worked out with CBS procuring WLWL either under lease
or by purchase.
It is expected that the individual
members of the FCC will interest
themselves in this highly controversial matter and that some solution will be forthcoming shortly.

FURNITURE

New
swer York
to the Supreme
injunctionCourt
suit its
of an
th< '
National Association of Perform
ing Artists alleging unauthorizec
performance of phonograph records. WHN, New York, which wa:
sued at the same time, had had it;
injunction hearing deferred unti
Sept. 16. The suits are in the na
ture of test cases filed by the newly created organization and are de
signed to restrict phonograph rec
ord performances as well as U
procure performing rights royal
ties from stations.

"A"

CUT

CRYSTALS

(Approved by FCC)
With mounting

$50.00

Hollister Crystal Co.
WICHITA. KANSAS

In

Washington

The activities of politics, busines;
and society are more colorful
than ever before. You will enjoy
Washington
The best in accommodations,
location and smart surroundings
are available at this distinctive
hotel. Write or wire for reservations,

HAY-ADAMS

H0USE|
LAFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SINROD.MGft.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

RADIOAIDS
are

RE

TH

E

MARKETS
A

ONE

"REASON

T

LOW

ADVERTISING
RATE

Our ONE LOW RATE is based on circulation. THREE STATIONS in THREE
markets guarantee coverage in these
rich, responsive and thickly populated
areas. Advertisers who have compared
results say our rate is really low when
checked against sales figures and inquiry returns.
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WHY"

Wire

or Write

'TIME IS MONEY"

adioauli
REG. U. S. PAT. OFFICE INC.
1357 N. Gordon

St.
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COMMANDMENTS
WQAM

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

McNARY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineer!
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

and CHAMBERS

Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys.
Antenna Design. Wire
Line Problems.
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coveraw
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.

PAUL
F. GODLEY
Consulting Radio Engineer
Montclair,
"25 years N.of J.
Professional Background"
W.

P. Milliard

Co.

n^adio transmission
2106 Equipment
Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

JOHN H BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering

E. C. PAGE

725 Noyes St. Phone Univ. 1419
Evonston, III.

EDWARD
H. LOFTIN
BROADCAST, COMMUNICATIONS
AND
PATENTS CONSULTANT
1406 G STREET, N. W.
District 4105
WASHINGTON, D. C

FRED O. GRMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast
Transmission and
Coverage Development.
P. 0. Box 742
Evansvillo, Ind.

TEMPLE

Consulting Radio Engineer
30 Rockefeller Plaza
P. 0. Box 189
New York City
Times Square Station

Alexander

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. I6lst ST.
NEW YORK CITY
JENKINS

business Consultant
in broadcasting
320 North 50 St.
OMAHA
NEBRASKA

& ADAIR,

Inc.

Engineers
Designers and Manufacturers of Radio
Transmission. Sound Film, Disc Recording and Communication Equipment
3333 BELMONT AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CABLE: J EN K A DAI R

MEASURING

SERVICE

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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7. No advertising matter.
public.
8. No stories
by anyone's
imagination
couldwhich
be considered
improper for mixed audience.
9. Do not change position relative
microphone. Do not indulge in excessive loud or soft modulations of
voice.

15,
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INFORMATION
• • •
EQUIPMENT
• • •
SERVICE
Radio

Engineering

Consultants
and Stations
For Established
For New Station Applicants
Frequency Measurements
Tru-AXIS DLr°iTt CRYSTALS
(Approved by F.C.C.)
COMMERCIAL
I \ r If
EQUIPMENT CCMPANy
7!05 BALTIMORE
» KANSAS CITY. MO.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMEN
Classified advertisements in Broadcasting cost 7c per word for TS
each
insertion. Cash must accompany order. When inserting advertising
over a box number, count 3 words (21c) for the address. Forms close
25th and 10th of month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
WANTED : Experienced station representative. Opportunity for $10,000 yearly ;
many feature programs to sell ; leading
station
: 25% commission. Box 549,
Broadcasting.
Regional Station in Middle Atlantic
State is enlarging and reorganizing its
staff and will consider applications for
positions in studio, program, office and
sales departments. Only experienced persons need apply and please furnish complete information in first letter. Box 545,
Broadcasting.
For Sale — Equipment

Sherwood

FREQUENCY

With List of Don'ts
TO ALL speakers invited to broadcast over WQAM, Miami, that station hands a card bearing what it
titles Ten Commandments for Radio Speakers, which is particularly
handy in these days of extensive
use of radio by political broadcasters. Commandment Seven bars
"advertising matter," on the theory that commercials should be
done by staff announcers. The
commandments :
1. Use no subject material which
could be considered improper for delivery to a mixed Sunday School class.
2. No subject material relative to
"drawings" or "lotteries."
3. No subject material containing
slander — libel — or language that could
be considered either by theme ot treatment as obscene or profane.
4. No subject material not in good
taste for mixed audiences such as ceretc. tain medical subjects — social diseases,
5. No appeal for funds.
6. No ambiguous statements that
could be misleading to the listening

10. Start promptly — end promptly.

Consulting Radio Engineer

E^rle Building Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

J. M.

Gives Speakers Rules

FCC Appoints Wheat
CARL I. WHEAT, of Los Angeles, has been appointed associate
counsel of the FCC telephone investigation, in charge of long
line toll rates and other rate matters, effective Sept. 15. The current inquiry into broadcast line I
charges, which probably will be !
the basis of hearings this fall, may
fall within the purview of the new
counsel, who will function with
Acting Special Counsel Samuel
Becker, who has been in legal
charge of the inquiry. Mr. Wheat
is now public utilities counsel for
Los Angeles.

Western Electric 1 Kw
106-B Transmitter
This equipment is in excellent operating
condition, having been taken out of serice only because of an increase in power.
Supplied complete, with two sets of tubes,
spare parts and duplicate sets of motor
generators and pumps. Designed for operation from 220 Volt DC supply, but can
be easily modified for AC operation.
The transmitter is available immediately and can be inspected at any time. Correspondence is invited from anyone interested in securing this equipment at an
unusually
Broadcasting. attractive price. Box 507,
One Western Electric 6-B Transmitter
for sale, complete with motor generators
and spare armatures, two sets of tubes
and special insulating base for generators made by Johns Manville. Excellent
condition. Price $2500. Also one Hammarlund Comet Pro Receiver with crystal
filter, $50. Address: W. E. Hudson, Station WAVE, Brown Hotel, Louisville,
Kentucky.
For Rent — Equipment
Approved
equipment,
field
strength
measuringRCAunitTMV-75-B
(new),
direct reading ; Astiline Angus Automatic
Recorder for fading on distant stations ;
GR radio frequency bridge ; radio oscillators, etc. Reasonable rental. Allied Research Laboratories, 260 East 161st Street,
New York City.

BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted

STATION ENGINEE
Impressive his."
tory, excellent service R:
supervisory capacity
major stations, since 1926. Wide
experi
ence design, construction, maintenanc
operation. Radiotelegraph and Radiotelee
phone First Class Licenses. Now employee
by broadcasting Network. You will bi
greatly
impressed
with complete
accomplis
hments. Reply
Box 551,story
Broadocasting.
Operator, with phone first license desire
connection. Thomas Suggs,
3918 Westmin
ster, St. Louis, Mo.
Radio executive
seventeen asyears'
ex
perience
desires of
connection
Statioi
Manager or Chief Engineer. Can tak
complete charge of studio and technica
personnel. Box 548, Broadcasting.
ATTENTION NEW CONSTRUCT
TION PERMIT HOLDERS!
Here problem.
is the happy
solution qualified
to your per'
sonnel
Unusually
Es JI
ecutive-Engineer, at present employed bJ
Network, desires managerial connectio J
with independent station presenting orJ
portunity
utilize outstandingly diversifies
radio
background.
High class business and technical ediB
cation. Pioneer Broadcaster; Westinffl
house trained. Vast experience station dfcS
sign, construction and supervision. Posses I
first grade Government radio licenses. Sufi
stantial history Divisional Managership
principal radio concern. Thoroughly verseJ
office
sales promotion, coH
lections,management,
correspondence.
Your rare opportunity secure servic< I
several first class station specialists in on I
individual. Reply Box 550, Broadcasts I
Wanted to Buy
Have clients for broadcasting stations
now operating. All matters confidential.
Radio Investment Company
Broadcasting Properties
Times Bldg.

New York

Want turntable and cutting assembj
for coated discs. State make, particulaJB
Box 527, Broadcasting.
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DOING

JOB

JOB

WWNC
ASHEVILLE,
Vutl Time NBC Affiliate

Big

N. C.
1000 Watts

Fall

B usiness! I
TOURISTS have spent millions with us
-fthis
humming.
-ICrops summer.
are good Industry
— so are isprices.
Yes,
w
WNC's
listening
area
is
[■enter a highly prosperous fallabout
season.to
flUj our
si our
sales! sole radio coverage to boost

|

Waiver
Model

Plan

Provides

Libel

Safeguard

For Political Speakers
TO SAFEGUARD itself against
libel suits from political broadcasts, the Buffalo Evening News
stations, WBEN and WEBR, are
requiring all political candidates
to whom they sell time to sign a
waiver of liability drawn up by
their attorneys. Copies of the
waiver, regarded as a model usable
by other stations, have been made
available to other upstate New
York stations. It reads as follows:
Whereas, in the ease of Sorensen v.
Wood, et al, 243 N. W. 82, relative to
political broadcasts, the Supreme Court of
Nebraska recently decided that the broadcasting station was jointly liable with the
speaker for libelous and slanderous statements,
Now, Therefore, in consideration of the
execution of a Contract of even date between WBEN, Inc., and
the undersigned, individually and on behalf
of
,
and by his authority, hereby agrees to indemnify and save and hold forever harmless WBEN, and/or the officers, agents,
employes and servants of said parties
(hereinafter
collectively
calledclaims,
"parties"),
against
any and
all liability
damages or expenses ( including attorney and
counsel fees) that any or all of said parties may sustain, become liable or answerable for, or shall pay upon, or in consequence of the publication or broadcast of
any matter furnished by the undersigned,
his said principal, speakers or other persons participating or appearing in connection with programs, or any part thereof,
included in or covered by said Broadcasting Contract.
Attached to and forming a part of said
Contract.
Dated:
, 1936.
(Signature)

IfleU)!

MPERITE
BOOM
(MODEL FSB)
Write for
Bulletin ST.
Also new
Microphone
Proposition

ADJUSTABLE
in any DIRECTION
Noiseless action permits noiseless adjustment
while operating. Adjustable counterweight and
friction clutch provide SMOOTH AND EASY
OPERATION. Boom can be lowered or raised by
mere pressure of the hand, without requiring
any locking devices. Microphone height can be
varied from 36" to 9b''. Length of Boom arm,
28", or more.
List Price, gunmetal, $50.00. Chrome, §55.00

MPERITE

(bmpany

ROADCASTING

ssi broadway,

• Broadcast

IS

fl

TO

DONE...

JYMPIC AIRING— Bill Henry (at left in first photo), Los Angeles
aes sports writer, broadcasting the Berlin sports classic. He was
daily engaged by CBS for the Olympics. With him is Cesar Saerch}er, CBS European representative. Bill Slater, NBC sports anmcer, shown telling the world of the games, while Dr. Max Jordan,
f-C European representative, listens to his story of the events.
Joseph M. Kirby
SEPH M. KIRBY, 48, president
the Massachusetts Broadcasting
pp., operating WCOP, Boston,
d Sept. 6 at Hull, Mass., of a
.rt attack. Mr. Kirby procured
WCOP license last year, and
k backed financially by Arde
iova, New York watch manuturer and broadcaster. His
aicipal business was jewelers'
<ply. He also was president of
ntasket Amusement Co. and of
Lincoln National Bank of
?lsea. He is survived by his
e and five children, one of
pm, Sandra Bruce, is announcer
\ hostess at WCOP.

BIG

WHERE

BIG

BE

A

c, r «gnal

Kan*i*, inter*" ely

iob for nuttierb.* ^
interference

and trighl•Srfrom

.
your products

A

Affiliated with CBS
National

Representatives:

EDWARD

To

PETRY

Our

& CO.

Field

Managers:

You have with you this year, what we believe to be, the
finest electrically transcribed programs ever offered to the
radio stations and sponsors, in America.

We want you to visit every station in your territory and
you must not fail to give an audition to the management and
salesmen of every one of them.
We feel that you have just the programs, promotional helps,
publicity, and selling arguments that every station or advertising agency is looking for, therefore, if you miss giving them
an audition, you have deprived them of the opportunity to secure the use of these most important sales requisites, and will
have caused them to miss the selling of some important account
and time on the air.
It is your duty to see that everyone in your territory has a
complete audition.
C. C. PYLE, PRESIDENT

RADIO

TRANSCRIPTION
OF AMERICA, LTD.
HOLLYWOOD OFFICE
1509 N Vine Street

new

COMPANY
CHICAGO OFFICE
666 Lake Shore Drive

york

Advertising
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FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS
(Broadcast
AUGUST

Decisions

. . .

SEPTEMBER 1
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WFIL, Philadelphia — Ext. temp. auth.
1 kw N Sept.
WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md. — Ext. temp,
auth. 50 w LS-11 p. m. 4 days weekly.
WDBO, Orlando, Fla. — Ext. temp. auth.
added 750 w N ; 1 kw D.
KGKB, Tyler, Tex. — Ext. temp. auth.
spec, hours.
useKELW,
KEHE Burbank,
trans. 500Cal.w.— Ext. temp. auth.
WHBF,
Rock
Island, 111. — Ext. temp,
auth. studio at Moline.
WILL, Urbana, 111., KFNF, Shenandoah,
la. — Temp. auth. simul. operation spec,
hours.
WKRC, Cincinnati— Ext. exp. auth. 1
kw.
KSCJ, Sioux City, la. — License for CP
as modif. 1330 kc 1 kw N 2V2 kw D unltd.
KFEL, Denver — License for CP 920 kc
500 w Sh.-KVOD.
WEED, Rocky Mount, N. C— License
for CP 1420 kc 100 w N 250 w D unltd.,
Sh.-WCHV N.
kw.WIP, Philadelphia — Ext. spec. auth. 1
WKZO, Kalamazoo — CP new equip.
WHP, Harrisburg — CP move locally.
KTSA, San Antonio— CP new equip.
WAWZ,
Zarephath, N. J. — CP new
equip.
KID, Idaho Falls, Id. — Mod. CP new
trans, site, antenna.
KLZ,N Denver
1 kw
5 kw D.— License for CP 560 kc
KGW, Portland, Ore.— License for CP
620 kc 1 kw N 5 kw D unltd.
WGBF, WMCA, KARK, KFDM, WSVA
— Renewal license reg. period.
KFQD,tendedAnchorage,
Alaska — License exmonth.
mo.KSD, St. Louis — Temp. ext. license 3
WOCL,
Dec.
1. Jamestown, N. Y. — Renewal to
WWL, New Orleans, KWKH, Shreveport, La. — Temp. exp. auth. extended to
I.'
Oct.
MISCELLANEOUS—
Black River Vallev
Brdcstrs. Inc. granted oral argument Ex.
Rep. 1-271, to be heard Sept. 10 with
Watertown Brdcstg. Corp., Ex. Rep. 1-212 ;
Chattanooga Brdcstg. Co. denied reopening
hearing applic. CP station at Chattanooga
but granted request for oral argument and
extended time for filing exceptions.
SEPTEMBER 9
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WADC, Tallmadge, O.— License for CP
1320 kc 1 kw N 5 kw D unltd.
KPPC, Pasadena, Cal. — CP change
equip.
KGU, Honolulu — CP new equip.
WABY, Albany, N. Y.— CP vert, antenna, trans., studio sites, new equip.
WBLY, Lima, O.— Modif. CP trans.,
studio sites, new equip.
WAAB, Boston — Modif. CP new trans.
KFJB, Marshalltown, la. — Modif. CP
trans, site, vert, radiator.
KWK, St. Louis— License for CP 1350
kc 1 kw N 5 kw D unltd.

31

COMMISSION

Division)

TO

SEPTEMBER
12, INCLUSIVE
NEW, Dr. Wm. S. Jacobs Brdcstg. Co.,
KDON,
Cal. — increase
CP change
Houston — CP 1220 kc 1 kw unltd.
1210
to 1280Delkc,Monte,
new trans.,
100
w to 250 w N 1 kw D.
NEW, Red Lands Brdcstg. Assn., Ben
T. 100
Wilson,
kc
w D. pres., Lufkin, Tex. — CP 1310
SEPT. 4
WGL,
Wayne, Radio
Ind. — Vol.
assign,
license to Fort
Westinghouse
Stations
Inc.
CPNEW,
1500 kcJuan
100 Piza,
w 250 San
w D Juan,
unltd. P. R. —
KMED,new Medford,
Ore.
— CP
change
NEW, Berks Brdcstg. Co., Pottsville,
trans.,
antenna,
amended
from
spec,
to unltd.
Pa. — CP 640 kc 250 w D, amended to
580 kc.
KVOD, Denver — CP new trans., antenna, increase 500 w to 1 kw N 5 kw D,
W. A.
Wynne, Wilson, N. C—
CPNEW,
amended
re antenna.
move trans, locallv.
WRJN, Racine, Wis. — License for CP
NEW, W. C. Grove, S. H. Patterson,
as modif. new equip., increase power,
Cheyenne — CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w D
move trans.
unltd.
KLPM, Minot, N. D. — CP change equip.,
KECA,newLosequip.,
Angelesincrease
— License
for etc.
CP as
modif.
power
vert, antenna,
change
1240
to
1360
kc,
increase from 250 w to 1 kw N & D, change
KSFO,
San
Francisco
—
Vol.
assign,
license to Western Brdcstg Co.
hours spec, to unltd., move trans, locally.
KYOS,
Merced,
Cal.
—
Modif.
CP
as
KMPC,
Hills,A.Cal.Richards.
— Auth. transmodif. new station for auth. new trans.
fer controlBeverly
to George
KVOE,
Santa
Ana,
Cal.—
Modif. CP re
SEPTEMBER 8
equip.
SEPTEMBER 11
WCAP, changes.
Asbury, N. J.— License for CP
antenna
WMBQ, Brooklyn — Invol. assign, license
to Joseph Husid, Receiver, Metropolitan
Fairmont,
W. Va.
— License
for
CPWMMN,
as modif.
change
equip.,
increase
Brdcstg. Corp.
power, crease
move
WOCL, Jamestown, N. Y. — Vol. assign,
500 w trans.
N 1 ;kwCP D new
to 1trans.,
kw N in-5 license
to James Brdcstg. Co. Inc.
kw D.
Cumberland
LSWTBO,
Dallas to
unltd. 250— w.Modif. license D
WSPD,
Toledo
—
Vol.
assign,
license
to
Fort Industry Co.
WBNS,
NEW, Texhoma Brdcstg. Co., Wichita
crease 500 wColumbus
1 kw D— toCP 1 new
kw 5 trans.,
kw D. inFalls, Tex. — CP 630 kc 1 kw unltd.,
WHKC,
Columbus
—
CP
new
trans.,
inamended to directional N.
crease 500 w to 1 kw 5 kw D unltd.
NEW, Observer Co. & News Pub. Co.,
KELD, El Dorado, Ark.— CP new trans.,
change antenna.
Charlotte, N. C— CP 880 kc 500 w N 1
kw D unltd.
KMAC, San Antonio — CP vert, antenna,
new trans., increase 100 w to 100 w 250
WTAD,tenna,Quincy,
anw D, move trans, locally.
increase 500111.—
w CP
to 1newkw,trans.,
amended
to omit increase in power.
KFRU. Columbia, Mo. — CP new trans.
KFUO, Clayton,
CP increase
new trans.,
WMBD,
new 5 trans.,
directional
antenna Mo.
for— N,
500
crease 500 Peoria,
w 1 kw 111.
D —toCP1 kw
kw D. inw 1 kw D to 1 kw N 5 kw D, change
NEW, Peninsula Newspapers Inc., Palo
Sh.-KSD to V2 time.
Alto, Cal.— CP 1160 kc 500 w D, amended
re equip., and power to 250 w.
KOVC, Valley City, N. D.— Modif. CB
new trans., antenna, to change antenna
KOL, Seattle — CP change equip.
and trans., address to 312 Fifth Ave.
KHQ, equip.,
Spokaneincrease
— Modif.
as trans.,
modif.
change
power,CPmove
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la. — License for
to further move trans.
CP as modif. re equip., increase power.
KVI, Tacoma — Modif. CP re equip.
KOMO-KJR, Seattle — CP move aux.
trans.
KIDO, Boise, Id. — License for CP new
trans., antenna, move trans.
KGCX— Wolf Point, Mont.— Modif. CP
re equip., amended re trans.
SEPTEMBER 9
KYW Asks 50 kw.
WMAL,
Washington
—
Modif.
license
KYW, Westinghouse station in
aux. trans.
Philadelphia, on Sept. 10 filed with
WILM,tenna, Chester,
Pa.
—
CP
vertical
anmove trans from Carrcroft, Del.,
the
FCC an application for an into Chester, studio from Wilmington to
crease in power from 10,000 to
Chester.
50,000 watts. Walter C. Evans,
WEXL,
Royal
Oak,
Mich.
—
CP
new
trans., change antenna.
manager of the Westinghouse raWGAR,
dio division, announced the increase 500 Cleveland
w 1 kw —D CP
to 5new
kw. trans., increased power is being sought to
WBTM, Danville, Va. — CP change
provide better reception throughequip.
Okla. —increase
License for
CP
out the Philadelphia area and conasKGFF,
modif. Shawnee,
new equip.,
power,
move trans.
tiguous territory. KYW already
KBST, Big Spring, Tex.— Modif. CP
has
a
50,000-watt
transmitter inchange equip., vertical antenna, trans,
stallation but it has been operated
site.
at the same power it had when
located in Chicago.
CPNEW,
1420 Paul
kc 100B. wMcEvoy,
unltd., Hobart,
amended Okla.—
to D.

Examiners' Reports . . .
NEW, Times - Dispatch Pub. Co. Inc.,
Richmond, Va. — Examiner Bramhall
recommended (1-285) that
kc 100 w unltd. be denied.applic. CP 1500
NEW, Valley Brdcstg. Co., Pomona,
Cal. — Examiner Hyde recommended (1-286)
that applic. CP 1160 kc 250 w D be denied
NEW, C. A. Rowley, Ashtabula, O.—
Examiner Bramhall recommended (1-287)
that applic. 940 kc. 250 w D be granted.
Applications . . .
SEPTEMBER 2
NEW, Troy Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Troy.
N. Y.— CP 1240 kc 500 w D.
WGAL,
Pa.— CP vert, antenna, move Lancaster,
trans.
WAVE, Louisville — License for CP new
trans.
KPRC, Houston — Modif. license to Houston Printing Corp.
NEW, Birmingham News Co., Birmingham, Ala. — CP 590 kc 500 w N 1 kw D
unltd. amended to directional N.
WWNC, Asheville, N. C. — Vol. assign,
•license
to Asheville Citizens - Times Co.
Inc.
D KDB.
to 250Santa
w. Barbara, Cal. — CP increase
KGVO, Missoula, Mont. — CP change
equip.

FOR SPORTS REMOTES — WLS, Chicago, uses this mobile unit to cover
sports events. Recently it was taken to the Illinois Farm Sports Festival, held at Urbana, 111. Chief Engineer Tommy Rowe is seated in the
cab, with Charles Nehlsen carrying the transceiver, James Daughertv
peering over the top, and Charles W. Anderson is on the running board.
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Radio
As

Is Describee

Peace

Weapoi

Could Have Kept Us Out of th
World War, Asserts Holman
11
RADIO'S power to prevent Unit<
States participation in anothi
foreign war was discussed befoi
the Boston Rotary Club in j
address Sept. 2 by John A. Ho,
man, NBC general manager f<
New England. Speaking on "
Decade of Progress in Radio Bro;
casting," Mr. Holman pictured,
imagination, a nationwide ma
date to Congress from the peop
after they had listened to a Pres
dent's broadcast, calling upon tl
lawmakers to declare a state
war.
Holman said in part:
autumn of 1941. Europe
at war several years.
America faces another

"It is t!n
has be<
And nc
Armage

den, as she did in 1917.
"Microphones
open nation
on t'
dais
and floor are
of the
both legislatr'
branches,
the Supreme
Court a:
House where
all official Washington tense
await the war message of t
President. Will it be War
Peace? The temper of Congre
will decide. But the people acre
the length and breadth of tl
great nation are also waiting — a
listening in! For, if war comes,
is they who must make the gre
sacrifice — the sacrifices of th<
lives and their substance.
Nation Aroused
"THE HOUSE chamber is hush
as the President slowly and gra^
ly reads on. Far into the morni
of the next day Congress debai
the message and the joint reso
tion calling for our entry into i
other foreign conflict.
"But in that solemn interlu
when War and Peace are poi^
in the balance, American put

tion
is aroused.
The spectreTheof l"
has crystallized.
opinion
other foreign quarrel threatens c I
security. Then, the voice of i|
people rings imperiously in *l
halls of Congress:
'We want ii
"That is the moral greatness >\
warP
have a right to expect of racj
To you men of Rotary, who \iM
contributed so much to the call
of international harmony, I s I
'Radio has the power to keep th i
United States out of the next w£l|
"The people of this nation r J
ognize in radio an all - power I
friend and protector. I know of 1
other great public service wh I
enjoys such a wide measure 3
public confidence. This confide ]
radio
deserve.broadcasting will continue ■
"Television, facsimile, the v.*
potentialities of shortwave traH
mission and ultra-high frequent ■
— in brief, the whole f aseinat ifa
future of radio — ultimately will sj
a new to
challenge
and will
a newrepres'M
resp f\
use. They
yours
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k)n Lee

Emissary

East

Broadcast and Relay
WHEN President Roosevelt
held his drought conference
in Des Moines early this
month, KOIL, Omaha, carried
a unique double-rebroadcast
of a description of the parade. The KFAB-KOILKFOR mobile broadcasting
unit was sent to Des Moines
from Omaha, where the
WHO staff used it to broadcast the parade of governors
via shortwave. The 50,000watt WHO picked up the
shortwave and rebroadcast
it on its regular clear channel of 1,000 kc. This standard broadcast was then picked
up in Council Bluffs by
KOIL and rebroadcast a second time over the KOIL frequency. KOIL also fed the
program to KFOR, Lincoln,
via telephone lines. Two other
Iowa stations also received
the broadcast over lines from
WHO — KM A, Shenandoah,
and WOC, Davenport.

Tieup
reMrutuasl
a
p
G
e
X
I
r
R
P
A
(
P
E
fo it affiliation
h Mutual Network Dec. 29, Don
? Broadcasting System has sent
lliam E. Forbes to New York
Were he will remain for the next
tee months coordinating activim between Don Lee, Mutual and
s William G. Rambeau Co., ap
s.#nted Don Lee representative
1) addition to his work in sales,
es also
to prop.tiFo
will
goch inas
s in
onrbmatter
asmu
:c
Mujkl is planning to originate proiams from the West Coast. Later
is month, Mr. Forbes will go to
's
t
ui
rngo toforNeaw week
iuca
York. visi and then
Rexall

Autumn

Sales

MTED DRUG Co., Boston (Rex. stores) will use some 200 stapns in its semi-annual Rexall
e-cent sales campaign this fall,
le transcriptions, cut *<y RCActor and produced by Walter
■aig, are being placed for Rex['s agrents, Street & Finney Inc.,
ew York, by Spot Broadcasting
ic, New York. They will be put
the air in three groups during
>e weeks of Oct. 13, Nov. 3 and
bv. 10 in support of the sales in
ch Rexall territory. Five quarr-hour programs will be broad.st in each citv.

of
For Complete
COVERAGE
HEAD

of the LAKES
and

IRON RANGE
REGIONS

-

playoff game after the League had
refused permission to broadcast.
The station transmitter building
is about 1,000 feet away from the
park. Announcer Malcolm Weaver
aided by a pair of powerful field
glasses, was able to give an accurate account of the contest. The
sponsor, Todd Motor Co., Packard
dealers, was more than satisfied
with the notoriety created by the
novel broadcast.
Iowa Net Appoints
FRANK PHELAN has joined the
sales force of the Iowa Network,
replacing Carter Ringlep, who
goes to KMBC, Kansas Cit". Mr.
Phelan was formerly with WOW.
Omaha. Aleyn Burtis, former advertising promotion manager of
the Iowa Network has joined the
publishing staff of the Register &
Tribune, succeeded in the radio
post by Gladys Greenberg, formerly his assistant.

WEBC
DULUTH
WMFG
HIBBING,

Baseball Under Odds
ITS ANNOUNCER perched atop
the transmitter building, WMFF.
Plattsburg, N. Y., on Sept. 9
scooped the Northern New York
League
by championship
broadcasting'
aBaseball
full account
of the

MINN.

PIONEERS
PIEZO

ELECTRIC

of

:

CRYSTALS

Scientific Radio Service Crystals are ground to an accuracy
of BETTER than .01% and are recognized the world over
for their Dependability, Output and Accuracy of Frequency.
LOW

TEMPERATURE

Supplied in Isolantite Air-Gap holders
in 550-1500 kc. band. Frequency drift
guaranteed to be "LESS THAN THREE
CYCLES"
per million
cycles per degree
centigrade change
in temperature,
RAJMO
124 Jackson

COEFFICIENT
.00
50

IS

HUNDREDS
ARTISTS,
ANNOUNCERS,
OF
AND
PUBLIC SPEAKERS
Use PRESTO RECORDINGS to check on their diction. Here is a lucrative source of revenue
for the modern broadcast station and transcription laboratory.
Band leaders want recordings of their broadcasts ... to assist in the betterment of their
entertainment.
Public speakers,
in correcting defective
diction. bent on improving "mike"' technique, buy recordings to assist
PRESTO INSTANTANEOUS RECORDING EQUIPMENT, because it makes possible immediate
playback . . . because of its fidelity of reproduction . . . because of its simplicity and
economy of operation ... its constancy of speed ... its rugged construction ... its freedom from vibration ... is preferred above all other instantaneous recording units. NINETYTWO PER CENT OF THE BROADCASTING STATIONS SO EQUIPPED, HAVE CHOSEN
PRESTO. FOR PRESTO PAYS ITS WAY!
Write for complete

descriptive literature today

OVERHEAD FEED MECHANISM
The feed mechanism, ruggedly constructed, is designed for maximum service with
minimum wear. All cast parts are attractively finished in black crystal, while the
machined parts are chromium plated.
At Presto headquarters, you will find everything for your recording requirements .. . from a needle to a disc ... to a complete high fidelity studio
installation.
REMEMBER!

PRESTO

GREEN

SEAL

DISCS

are

available in all sizes for immediate delivery . . . all orders
filled and shipped same day.
Export Division (except Australia and Canada)
M. SIMONS & SONS, INC.
25 Warren Street, New York, U. S. A.
Cables: Simontrice. N. Y.

CRYSTALS
Two Crystals . $90
Approved by F.C.C.
Write to Dept. B-962
for price list.

RECORDING
139 West

CORPORATION

19th Street,

New

York,

N. Y.

SERVICE

Ave., University

BROADCASTING

o

AND

SCIENTIFIC
SERVICE

CT!ON

CRYSTALS

Since 1925

RADIO

r~-lPI

Park, Hyattsville, Md.
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Are You Ready To Step
Into A Better Radio Job?
You can say "Yes" if your technical
training has kept pace with the rapid
changes in radio. Modern developments, which eliminated some jobs,
have
created
It's ourWrite
job
to keep men new
aheadones.
of theirs.
for details about our home study
training in Practical Radio Engineering.
48-Page Illustrated Catalog
Gladly Mailed On Request

'What's Happening In
Radio Today?"
An interesting report and analysisaryof employment
changes, sal-in
various advances
branchesandof statistics
radio. Write
for your free copy today!

CAPITOL
ENGINEERING

RADIO
INSTITUTE

Dept. B-9
Washington, D. C. 14th & Park Rd.
New York City
29 Broadway

ANDREW D. RING, FCC assistant
chief engineer in charge of broadcasting, won the Avolon Shores, Md. outboard motor regatta on Labor Day
by outdistancing four entrants by a
quarter of a lap in a four-lap race.
Mr. Ring is the owner of Kilocycle
Manor, a cottage on Chesapeak- Bay.
MARK DUNNIGAN, technician of
KYA, San Francisco, has entered the
Capital Radio Engineering School in
Washington, D. C, to take a course
in transmitter building. Robert
Smith, formerly with KDON, Del
Monte, Cal., is filling in for Dunnigan during his leave of absence.
CHARLES BRANEN. operator at
WDAY, Fargo, N. D., has been
named chief engineer of WCLO,
Janesville, Wis. Prior to leaving
WDAY, Mr. Branen married Miss
Margaret Vogelsang of Fargo.
A. M. WOODFORD, operator of
WBAP, Fort Worth, on leave of absence at the Centennial, has been
named
chiefwill
of the
Centennial's
staff. He
return
to WBAPradio
at
the conclusion of the Fort Worth
event. R. C. Stinson, head technical
advisor of WBAP, has been named
technical advisor for all Centennial
programs for Fort Worth stations.
JACOB G. SPERLING, formerly of
WATR, Waterbury, Conn., has joined
WNBC, New Britain.
CARL A. JOHNSON has rejoined
KGA, Spokane, after copying Transradio reports at KIT, Yakima, and
KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash., for a
year.
MATTHEW CAREY, recent graduate of the Providence Radio School,
has joined the technical staff of
WPRO, Providence.

FEDERAL

TELEGRAPH

CO.

Beverage, Horle Named
For Presidency of IRE
HAROLD H. BEVERAGE, chief
research engineer of RCA Communications Inc., and Lawrence C.
F. Horle, New York consulting engineer and former chief engineer
of Federal Telegraph, have been
nominated for the 1937 presidency
of the Institute of Radio Engineers. The ballots will be mailed
to the IRE membership shortly, to
be counted before Jan. 1 when the
results will be announced.
Nominated for the honorary vice
presidency, which annually goes to
a distinguished foreigner, are P. P.
Eckersley, former chief engineer
of the British Broadcasting Corp.,
now an independent consulting engineer in London, and Dr. Heinrich
Fassbender, Berlin Radio Institute.
For directors, three to be selected,
the following were nominated:
Ralph Bown, A. T. & T.; Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, New York consulting engineer: Dr. C. B. Jolliffe,
chief of the RCA freauencv bureau: George Lewis, I. T. & T.; A.
F. Murray, Philco Radio & Television Co.; Prof. H. M. Turner,
Yale University.
WHITMAN HALL, chief engineer
of WCOP. Boston, is the father of
a boy, born in August at Jordan Hospital, Boston.
C. W. GOYDER. late of the BBC
research department, left England
Aug. 11 by air for India where he is
taking up the position of chief engineer of All-India Radio.
LLOYD MORSE, sound effects engineer of WEEI. Boston, was marripd
Aug. 29 to Miss Helen Cotton, of
Peabody. Mass.
JOHN M. NELSON, recently with
KYW. Philadelphia, has joined
KGFF. Shawnee, Okla.
J. M. CARMAN has joined the
technical staff of WMBO. Auburn. N.Y.

RADIO

TUBES

perTo

RMANCE

RCA INSTITUTES, training school
subsidiary of RCA. has named the
following as technical advisors : R. R.
Beal. RCA research supervisor ; Harold Beverage, chief research engineer
of Radiomarine Corp. of America : L.
M. Clement, vice president in charge
of research and engineering at Camden: Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, RCA consulting engineer: O. B. Hanson, NBC
chief engineer; Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, former FCC chief engineer, now in
charge of RCA frequency bureau ; A.
F. Van Dyck, engineer in charge of
RCA license laboratory.

LONG LIFE • UNIFORM
CHARACTERISTICS
Made under Federal Telegraph
Company-Owned Patents

Federal Telegraph Co,
Tube F-3STA
Half Wave Rectifier
(Interchangeable with
U. V. 857 and N. E. 266A
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0 F-357A, half wave rectifier
illustrated above, represents just

RECORD

one of a long line of Federal Tele-

UNIVERSAL
Professional
Recording

graph Co. Radio Tubes "Famed for
Performance" throughout the world.
Federal Telegraph Co. engineers
have greatly improved this type of
mercury vapor tube by shielding it.
In F-357A the arc is confined within
the shield which reduces bulb blackening and materially reduces the
tendency to arc back. A special
filament core material insures permanency of the oxide coating and
prevents flaking. Write for catalog.

Federal Telegraph Company, a Mackay
Radio subsidiary, maintains a tube service
organisation that really wants to serve you.

FEDERAL TELEGRAPH

HARRY N. BLACK, has joined the
engineering staff of WOSU. Columbus.

200 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Newark. N. J.
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PIANO

MUSIC

Award

Created

by Paleji

For Service by Amateur*!
WILLIAM S. PALEY, CBS predj
dent, has offered a permanen \
award to be given annually to the
"ham" who contributes most ii
technical development or operat
ing achievement. The award wa:
inspired by service given by ama
teurs during the spring floods. Th<
American Radio Relay League ha
been named by Mr. Paley as per
manent custodians of the award
the name of the winner to be en
graved on it each year and ;
replica presented to each winner
Announcement of the awan
was made Sept. 6 by E. K. Cohan
CBS engineering director, at th
Chicago convention of the ARRI
central division. It is limited t<
amateurs in the United States an<
Canada. Mr. Paley stated tha
commercial radio owes a debt o
gratitude to amateur experiment
ers.
"Today's Children" Back
THE dramatic serial of the prob
lems
of a on
modern
Today'it
Children,
Sept.family,
11 began
fourth year of broadcasting ove
NBC networks under the sponsor
ship of Pillsbury Flour Mills Co
Minneapolis. Written by Irn
Phillips and built around th
of "Mothe
Moran" andproblems
her children,
all be
everyday
tween the ages of 20 and 30, th
program has achieved enviable poj:
ularity since it made its first ap
peai*ance on WMAQ, Chicago, o
June 20, 1932. Pillsbury bega
sponsoring the program ove
WMAQ on May 15, 1933, and ha
sponsored it over NBC network
since Sept. 11, 1933. The larg
cast of Today's Children has bee
held together with few change;
Miss Phillips takes the role c
Kay, Fred Von Ammon is Tern
Bess Johnson is Fran and Jea
dren
is broadcast
an NBC
MacGregor
is Dot. over
Today's
Chi
Red network daily except Satui
day and Sunday, 10:45-11 a. n
(EDST). Hutchinson Adv. Co
Minneapolis, has the account.

of Mutus'
g System
Br
oad castin
totale
billings
AUGUST
$122,065, an increase of 69% ove
August, 1935, billings, which wei
,
$72,076, the
andtotal
the has
thirdexceeded
consecutivtY[
month
preceding
month.
June billing
were $104,510; July $109,561. M
the current rate the Mutual bil j
ingsreach
for the
year 1936
are expecte1
.
to
$2,000,000

at 33-1/3

R.P.M.

with

Machine
Scientiflealb
New,sign —improved
decorrect — Superlaperformancede-—
Solid,tiveheavy,
cision pendable
machined— Prefor
ued
use
—
16
in.
long
and
contindistortion proof
turntable
disc rim—
Constant110 speed
drive—
volt A.C.
1 0 0 % synchronous
Individuallymotorcall,,„„,.
reversible
—
brated timing bar provides for both 33y3 and 78 R.P.M. at 90. 110. and 130 lines
of research and experimentof four years
— The climax recording
slideinstantaneous
bar in
steelword
per in. — Solid
Positively
the last
equipment.
Write for latest folder giving detailed description.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., LTD.
424 Warren Lane.
Inglewood. Calif.. U. S. A.
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COLLEGE

EQUIPMENT
iGX, Chicago, has placed a new
md-effects machine in service, built
specifications of production and
md-effects departments of the stall. Six of the machines will be
tailed. Atop the machine, develjfed after six months of experiment[■, are three turntables of variable
feds arranged so two tone arms can
applied to one record at any time.
; e sound library includes some 300
cs. Sounds emerge from a large
aker, with a microphone suspendin front of it. Thus actors can
it sounds woven into their broadits.
5E NEW 172-page Catalogue J of
[ General Eadio Co., describing and
; istrating each item of equipment
: ;red by General Radio Co., Cam- dge, Mass., and listing prices, was
ued early in September and is avail:« upon request.
,»MMERCIAL RADIO EQUIPCo.. Kansas City, announces
■ new FC-2 frequency control unit.
lombined constant temperature oven
|3 crystal oscillator unit said to
.et new FCC requirements and to
Ibrporate all advanced ideas of de.n. An indirectly heated cathode
-(•e for the crystal oscillator elimi«es that source of hum. A descripp bulletin. No. 14, is being prepared.
,TA, San Francisco, has started
;Vk on its new 5,000 watt RCA
'rnsmitter, to be erected at Bay^Ire & Third St. Erection is to be
:jbpleted by Jan. 1. Broadcasting
ridios and executive offices in the
5iarst Bldg. are also being remodI and enlarged.
- RU. Columbia. Mo., has purchased
/ kw. Western Electric transmitter
il has ordered a new speech input
plifier and microphones to match,
.jdios and offices are being remod3 to accommodate the new equip'- October
it. Work
is to be completed early
.
FF, Shawnee, Okla., has combed installation of a new Collins
5 >!lio Co. 250-watt transmitter at its
[iwnee Country Club site. A 300- t Lehigh vertical antenna was inX .led under direction of Eustace H.
! Hot, chief engineer.
JJ.DAI, San Antonio, has installed a
i nd-proof news room for its teleire and telegraph machines, which
| mounted on three inches of cork.
| ored lights announce flashes.
JSU, Columbus,
has acquired a
I leral Radio modulation monitor at
j transmitter. An RCA AA4194B
"Jh-fidelity
monitoring
system room.
was
stalled recently
in the control

Ohio

U. Students, Faculty

Back WOSU

Scries

WOSU, Ohio State University station at Columbus, has completed
the first season of its Student
Frolic, during which 15 new artists, three original playlets, and a
ten-piece all-student dance orchestra were introduced.
A new form of educational
"commercialization" was i n t r oduced to radio audiences with the
program, since students promoted
their own campus activities by
means of programs arranged with
the idea of attracting listeners and
reaching parents in home communities. Fraternities and sororities also cooperated in assuring
the program of satisfactory response and audience.
C. Wilbert Pettegrew, of the
WOSU staff, was production supervisor, conceived the idea and
projected it as one means of developing student talent. He directed programs and served as master
of ceremonies, but this year he
hopes to find a student, who, under his supervision, can take active charge of the whole show,
making it a genuine "all-student"
program. Ohio Staters Inc., a
group of students and faculty
members, helped back the project
as one of the "sponsors".
"It is hoped," Mr. Pettegrew
said, "that within a year or so we
can have a complete program of
student music, student playlets and
continuity, arranged and produced
entirely by students. When we do
that we'll have given the radio industry some real material upon
which to build." Mr. Pettegrew
formerly was with NBC in Cleveland, where he announced as David
Allan.

5?

%A/hatever

your requirements in Mica Transmitting Capacitors . . CornellDubilier can supply them.

When you require Mica Condensers...
specify C-D's.
Engineering and industrial catalog1No.) 127 available on request.
The Type 50 to 59 series of mica
cally enclosed in a ceramic tubing
These capacitors can be mounted
plane. Series, series-parallel or any
by halting terminal ends together.
CORNELL-DUBILIER CORP., 1004

ADVANCE of Mutual network'sautumn
expansion when
to the
Coast this
the West
Don

Lee group of stations will be
added, WOR, Newark, is signing
talent for programs to be fed to
the network. Among those signed
are Benay Venuta, hot singer; Welcome Lewis, contralto; Joey Nash,
tenor; The Grummits, comedy series; Danny Dee, raconteur; Mullen
Sisters, trio.
QUIETNESS

^5

Their improved modern desinn, their inherent sturdiness, their compactness,
their reliability under the most exacting
conditions have found favor wherever
PERFORMANCE
is the prime factor.

IN

1 SULIXE CORP. OF AMERICA,
. m York, has published its 193 1
_alog of radio accessories transmit:'-g parts and similar devices. The
apany announces that it has been
jierimenting with television since
rfi-7. an<3 that special circulars deibing its apparatus will be mailed
request.
:CXO LABORATORIES Inc. has
g,amed an ERPI license to produce
equipment under A. T. & T and
•stern
Electric patents, widening
sales field.

used by several dozen stations in
Europe but not in the United
States. Powers in the regular
broadcast band are limited according to frequencies, with a maximum of 100 kw. between 550-1100
kc; 60 kw. between 1100-1250 kc,
and 30 kw. between 1250-1500 kc.
Russia's 500 kw. Comintern station at Moscow operates on the
long wave of 400 kc and presumably does not adhere to the
Lucerne Plan.

Europe's Power Limits
WITH something like 200 new
broadcast transmitters in the
course of construction in the
various European countries, most
of them are adhering to the power
limitations imposed by the Lucerne
Plan adopted last year by the International Broadcasting Union,
according to a report from London. Under the plan a maximum
of 150 kw. is permitted on the long
waves above 300 kc, which are

SPONSORS

transmitting capacitors are hermetiwith cast aluminum end terminals.
in either a vertical or horizontal
other combination, can be obtained

0.;
s

Hamilton Blvd.. South Plainfield, N.J.
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RXELL - DUB ILIER Corp. on
Jt. 1 moved into its new plant and
ees at South Plainfield, X. J.
;iORGE JOXES, formerly with
fasky & Bailey. Washington consult! engineers, has joined the Gravbar
•ctric Co. staff in Washington as
istant to William Lancaster, branch
nager. .
ATES
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Every thine ••» Speech— Remote—
Transcription and Microphone
Equipment

Assured when you use General Radio Type 653 Volume Controls. Four stock impedances. Moderately priced at $1 2.50.
Write for Bulletin 50-B for complete description.

fATES RADIO & SUPPLY
QUINCY. ILLINOIS

CO.
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£■ fttomotion
Aietchandlliny
Banks and Homes — Sears Celebrates — Poll-O-Meters —
Beer and Beauty — Hats for Scores
BANK

OF AMERICA, San Francisco, sponsoring The House of
Melody on 2 NBC Pacific Red network stations (KPO-KFI) has begun an elaborate merchandising
and advertising campaign. It includes 24-foot billboards throughout California; posters; card advertisements instreet cars ; counter
displays; direct mail broadsides
and circulars; and point-of-sale
displays for electrical appliance
dealers and realtors. Prior to the
start of the campaign, however,
the agency, Chas. R. Stuart Inc.,
San Francisco, ran half-page advertisements in the major newspapers of California, with pictures of program artists.
The half-hour musical program,
heard Tuesdays at 9 p. m. features
Meredith Willson and a 24-piece
string orchestra, with John Nesbitt, commentator. Broadcast calls
attention to Bank of America's
new copyrighted "T i m e p 1 a n"
financing for home buying or construction. Afree copy of Bank of
America's "Home Plan Book" is
offered dialers. The booklet, 64
pages in color, contains 30 actual
architectural drawings and plans
of houses that can be erected at
various prices. Plans have been
approved by the American Institute of Architects
and Federal
Housing Administration.
* # *
NBC fan mail in July exceeded by
63,850 pieces the July figure last
year, with daytime programs attracting 63% of the mail. Of 3,021
correspondents who commented on
the type of program, 2,975 wrote
favorably. Artists fared well with
857 applause letters as compared
with 39 letters of criticism. Only
15 letters complained of commercial announcements.
$ $ If;
REGIONAL ADVERTISERS Inc.,
New York (cooperative gas company campaign) is offering free
recipes for canning fruits to all
listeners who call at the local gas
eompany which is sponsoring the
Mystery Chef on NBC-Red network Wednesdays and Fridays,
10:30-10:45 a. m. and transcriptions on WHAM, WSYR, WTIC,
WCSH, WTAG.
^ * %
WESG, Elmira, N. Y., introduces
Jocal amateur talent on the twice
•weekly Woodhull's Old-Tyme Koolmotor Music-Makers program
sponsored by Cities Service Gas
.& Oil Co., regional distributor,
awarding cash prizes to winners
and a chance for a professional
engagement at New York State's
largest barn dance, in Elmira
Heights.
* * *
IN ITS PROMOTION of increased
daytime power, now 5,000 watts,
WMT, Cedar Rapids, used a full
page two-color advertisement in
the Des Moines Sunday Register.
The ad included a colored map
showing coverage by counties.
* # -*
FRIGID AIRE Corp., Dayton (refrigerators) is offering a coldguage to all listeners who call at
their local authorized Frigidaire
dealers. The program is heard
Fridays, 9:30-10 p. m. on an NBCBlue network.
Page
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» September

JAYS Inc., exclusive feminine
fashion store in Boston, made its
radio debut in late August on
WNAC to announce a tieup with
that magazine's New
Vogue as representative
England
for its
Ideal College Wardrobe. An audition of the program was rehearsed
for the benefit of the store's personnel. The Vogue annual contest
was promoted. Jays is making a
check on results of its debut on
the air. Lavin & Co. Inc., Boston,
handled the account
* * *
WFBL, Syracuse, had a booth at
the New York State Fair, displaying photographs of artists and
providing
continuous
entertainment for fair
visitors. The
station
now

inserts 35-word announcements between programs to build
up shows later in the day and the
publicity director is interviewed on
the Miss Goodnews program about
local and CBS programs.
#
# #
IN CELEBRATION of its 50th
anniversary, Sears Roebuck & Co.,
Chicago, which has entered a 26week contract for 94 CBS stations,
a half-hour weekly starting Sept.
17, views the program as a gesture
of good will to patrons, and dedicated to them and to the 50,000 employes of the organization. StackGoble Adv. Agency, Chicago, has
the account. The program is titled
Sears — Then and Now.
^ sic ^
WFIL, Philadelphia, has organized
a merchandising department to
expand its client exploitation activities, with Jerry Moore, Baltimore and Washington advertising:
executive. In the last year WFIL
has used 92,000 lines of display
space in two local newspapers for
the benefit of sponsors in a timespace exchange.
MOVIE TRAILERS in the six
Harry Huffman Theatres, Denver,
tell of coming and current programs to be heard over KLZ. A
current trailer mentions that "the
top programs are at the top of
the dial," together with a list of
coming KLZ attractions.

TO PROMOTE listener interest in
the Literary Digest Presidential
Poll on an NBC - Blue network,
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, sponsoring the program is
sending out every Wednesday night
30,000 20 x 24 inch jumbo RCA
radiograms, printed by Western
Newspaper Union, to Goodyear
dealers in 20 key cities from coast
to coast on the following day. The
radiograms carry the latest result
of the Digest poll as announced
each Wednesday.
Goodyear dealers are distributing 2,000,000 Poll-O-Meters, a red,
white and blue chart which allows
the radio listener to put down the
results of the Digest Poll each
week. It also allows for a breakdown of the poll by states, along
with a list of the electoral votes
allowed each state and the results
of the 1932 Roosevelt-Hoover vote.
Goodyear advertisements in newspapers also feature a box directing attention to the radio series.
Arthur Kudner Inc., New York is
agency.
jje :■: Brewing Co.
WHEN Los ^ Angeles
announced a beauty contest on
KFWB, Hollywood, more than
3,000 photos were submitted from
which 50 were selected for a printed booklet distributed throughout
Los Angeles. Girls were interviewed on KFWB. Bottle caps or
receipts
for a can
of the with
sponsor's
beer counted
as votes,
the
person casting the most each week
receiving a cash prize. Entries
came from 84 cities through 435
dealers, the number of bottle caps
amounting to 1,460,235. Cost of
each sale as a result of the KFWB
program was less than 1/3 cent.
*
# #
NBC

has issued a folder illustrating its growth between 1926 and
1936. Maps showing Red and Blue
network stations and depicting
studio, program and personnel expansion are included. It is pointed out that 71% of programs are
sustaining. The folder is part of
the tenth anniversary promotion.
WALLETS are given away by
Tide Water Oil Co., New York,
sponsoring news broadcasts on
WFIL,

Philadelphia, to "guest reporters" who write their own continuity. Four guests appear on
each program. Wallets are stamped
with name of the individual, the
sponsor and the station.

CONTINENTAL BAKING
Co.,
Chicago (Wonder Bread, Hostess
Cake) , presented at the Civic
Opera House in Chicago, Sept. 6,
the first of a series of dramatizations of the early history of Chicago, titled Wonder Show, to a
capacity audience of 4,000. Incidents of the 1860's and 1870's were
dramatized on a hookup of WGN
and WOR. Some of the famous
names of early and present-day
Chicago went to the broadcast in
covered wagons, chaises, broughams,
stage coaches and the like. Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
New York, has the account. A
dramatic series was broadcast recently on the two stations from
New York.
F. B. WASHBURN Co., Brockton,
Mass. (Walico Candy Bars), on
Sept. 12, started a series of Saturday morning child amateur programs, on WNAC, Boston, for 52
weeks. Prizes such as sporting
equipment, cameras, wrist watches,
games and similar articles are
awarded the winners, chosen by
the radio audience. Votes are based
on the number of Walico cartons.
Similar prizes will be awarded the
children, not contestants, who send
in the largest number of cartons
as votes for children on the program. The account was placed by
Broadcast Advertising Inc., Boston.
* * *
LUNDSTROM
HAT Co., San
Francisco (men's hats), former
spot user on a small scale, will
sponsor thru M. E. Harlan Adv.
Agency, that city, the Lundstrom
Scout, a football program on KGO
for 13 weeks, starting Sept. 16.
Brick Mitchell, former All-America player
andteams,
coach will
of several
cific Coast
presentPa-a
scout's report on plays
ers in games in the San
Bay to
region.
Lundstrom's
hats
persons
guessing

and playFrancisco
willscores
give
the

of games.
will bestores
distrib-in
uted at allBallots
Lundstrom
the Bay region.
*
*
*
1
WOAI, San Antonio, is putting a
show case in the lobby. Each week
from four to seven items advertised over the station will be displayed, with accompanying cards
explaining
'title ofof broadcast.
program, artists and time
In
addition, a board is being placed
on the wall with current promotional items mounted upon _it for
examination by studio visitors.
Weekly schedules are given studio
guests
cilled. and visitors are shown magazines with WOAI news red-pen% %
FUR DOCTOR, San Francisco (furs), capitalizing on the
current craze, is sponsoring a
Knock-Knock series six nights i
weekly at 5:45 p. m., and Sundays at 9:45 a. m., on KJBS, San
Francisco, and KQW, San Jose,
Cal. "Knock-Knocks" submitted by
dialers are broadcast and a $2.50
merchandise order presented for
the best one submitted each day.
Grand prize will be a fur coat,
with a fox fur as second prize, the
13 weeks contest closing Sept. 15.
THE

20,000 OF THESE — Window displays are being placed by American
Tobacco for the Lucky Strike Sweepstakes contest, now employing 6,000
workers to handle five million entries a week. The number of winners
averages well over 200,000 a week, tins of 50 cigarettes now being given
instead of cartons of 200. Over 1,300,000 cartons had been given
winners up to Aug. 29, at a cost of more than a dollar each.
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IMPRESSIVE market data o%
"The Carolina Combination" are
presented in modest style bv WIS,
Columbia, S. C, and WPTF,
Raleigh, N. C, in a combination
rate card offering a special rate
for the two stations. The data are
printed in a stapled, letter - size |
pamphlet
signed fordevoid
utility. of frills but de• Broadcast
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RCA

100-E

TRANSMITTER

8 IMPORTANT

OFFICERS'
TEL M»ROUETTE 77

POINTS

1 A new, simplified transmitter designed specifically for low-power stations. Emphasizes performances, discards items not needed on low-power
transmitters, and introduces simplifications for
economy and increased reliability.

3ol3
1936

O High-fidelity performance equal to that of de™ luxe high-powered RCA transmitters. Meets the
most critical of present standards, and is equal
to any likely future standards— thus minimizing
early obsolescence.

<' i, i

O Latest engineering advances forestall rapid de** preciation. Has such new developments as zerocoefficient crystals, class B modulation and others,
which increase quality and reliability. These important assets greatly increase life of transmitter,
allowing cost to be liquidated over greater period
of useful life.

•i.ttarB from

A Self-contained, all AC-operated unit. Almost as
^ easily installed as a receiver. No rotating machinery, starters or parts to get out of order; can be
easily moved. Operates from a single-phase 110volt supply, requiring no special power lines. Has
its own speech-amplifier.

5 Uses inexpensive tubes. Employs new and different arrangement of tubes, especially developed by RCA engineers. They are inexpensive
types noted for long life. Tube costs with this
transmitter are approximately half those of any
comparable 100-watt transmitter.

Thanhs i°r *

• 'nil i
ljjk»>

RCA'S

NEW

HIGH-FIDELITY

TRANSMITTER
POWER

FOR

STATIONS—

LOW

the

100-E!

RCA's new high-fidelity transmitter 100-E, designed
especially for low-power stations, will make you as enthusiastic asMr. Mevius. It's a fine investment, as the
8-point panel at right proves. Free details on request.

Is?'' '
fk id

RCA

MANUFACTURING

CO., INC., CAMDEN,

NEW

JERSEY

•

A SERVICE

6 Most economical -to -operate transmitter ever
developed . . . because of the simplified design
and reduced number of components. Power consumption isextremely low. Guarantee against defective materials reduces replacements other than
tubes. Minimum of servicing required.
7 Carries all standard RCA guarantees and patent
* protection. Fully guaranteed, exactly as are the
larger RCA transmitters— complete insurance
against unexpected replacement costs. Moreover
—the user is adequately protected against patent
infringement damages.
8 A standard transmitter reasonably priced. Offers
small stations "high-fidelity" and RCA quality at
a low price. Guarantees quality, reliability and protection previously available to larger stations only.
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East to west, north
to south, across the
nation

sprawls

the

great chain of radio
stations in the Columbia Broadcasting System.
this great system

have

enjoyed

Millions

and applauded

them.

Unusual and prosperous, this territory has for years been recognized
as a splendid test market for products and services. Diversification

In the west central and southwestern part of Ohio,
been given a new

listeners

have

and closer broad-

of agriculture and industry have
given it buying power stability.

casting point for these outstanding
radio

programs.

1936, Radio
a member

On

October

The percentage of native born
white ranges from a county high of

1,

Station WHIO

became

of the Columbia

Broad-

98.1% to a low of 85.1%. Total retail sales in the nine counties, for
the year 1933, were $118,683,000.

casting System.

Represented

By JOHN

AFFILIATE

BLAIR
OF

& CO.
THE

Dayton
and
Springfield are
the geographical
and economical
centers of the
area served by
counties combine to

together by its leading newspapers— The Dayton Daily News
and The Springfield News and Sun.

have

—

New

York

• Detroit • Chi cago

DAYTON

V

Greatest

bound

in the

of listeners

Nine

K

n.
"—
E-NTUCKY

form the trading area of the two
cities — an area influenced and

some

of the finest radio programs
world.

WHIO.

From

come

HILLSBORO

CINCINNATI

DAILY

Markets

Through affiliation wit
The Dayton Daily Nev
and The Springfie]
News and Sun, WHI
from its beginning w?
assured a vast aud
ence. A fine program schedul
civic leadership,
and aggressr
showmanship, soon won for WHI
the majority of listeners in tl
larger area encompassed by its pi
mary zone. With its recent increa
to 5,000 watt power, the prima:
zone of WHIO
now includes :
counties — north in Ohio to Lim
east to Columbus, south over 111
Kentucky line, and west into In(
ana. 568,100 radio families live
this great territory!
WHIO

now

presents a new

pictu

— excellent programs — responsi I
listeners — a picture of great pott i
tial cales.

• San Francisco
NEWS

Ready

to

ight

for^

ALES

TlhlE

Colonial

Network

ie\v eleven-station

in

is in operation

regional

chain,

—

single broadcasting
manent basis.

unit operating

operation to achieve

the

created

*erve the advertisers desiring economical
ige of major New England markets.
A

NewEnoland

to

The

Colonial

a potential

WAAB

is the

Metropolitan

key

Boston

lation of 2,307,897,
jn 80 cities and

station,

district and
comprising

on

a per-

blanketing
551,919

of every

department,

of

the

originating

WOR,
WHN
these stations,
charge.

the

at New

York

stations

or WINS,
or programs fed to
will also be handled without line

a popufamilies

client : a complete

plus

is a member

effect.

Broadcasting System and will take programs from or feed programs to this network
without line charge.

of 5,226,915.*

serving

Network

sales

Mutual

Use

towns.

At the service
luction

audience

greatest

cover-

Programs
. . . with

the

merchandising

the Colonial

Network

for low-cost,

New

England-wide coverage, with strong local appeal
in eleven large retail areas. Write today for rate
card and available time.

proco-

""Based on United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census
figures times 3.6, which is the New England average to each radio set.
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THERE'S a certain relaxation that goes
with perfection in any branch of effort— an

easy

mental

and

physical

We

atti-

desk, or sweep the sky with superlatives in order to sell you on our stations.
know

that you

want

facts — and

that

facts can roar like lions, all by themselves.
tude. In golf, it eliminates "pressing". In
marksmanship, it cuts out the trigger jerk.
In writing

radio

continuities,

the over-indulgence

it cuts

And that's how we like to work, all through
the troublous job of making some of your

out

dollars beget more

in blurb.

In our business, we've planned enough
and worked enough and sold enough to

The

know

once. Shall we continue — in words
of type?

that "easy

don't have

does

it". We

to pant in your

know

point?

dollars for all of us.

might

we

Well —

we

just thought

you

like to hear a few quiet thoughts

for

instead

ear, or pound
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Views
on Radio
There were questions also on the
chief distinction between radio and
A DOUBLE-BARRELLED
offensive by American banking
institutions looking toward use of broadcast advertising for
other media for financial advertising, and also what financial instiDoth local and group cooperative campaigns is under way and
tutions, in buying time, desire to
may crystallize within the next few months.
know about particular station faIn the belief that American banking has been permitted to
cilities, costs, etc. Most of the delegates agreed that the chief advangrow "grotesque", some 300 delegates to the 21st annual contage of radio was the entertaintention of the Financial Advertisers' Association whose meetment it offered, building up a
ings were held in the studios of WSM, Nashville, Sept. 14-16,
foundation of good-will with the
penetrated deeply into the subject of radio advertising and
audience before the advertising or
agreed in principle that greater use should be made of the
institutional message was presented. Here are some of the typical
medium. This was disclosed
known,
it
is
the
first
time
that
a
replies
:
:onvincingly in a questionJoseph F. Cornelius, First National
group of bankers actually has
aaire survey of delegates to
Bank,
"I can
do more
voiced an opinion on radio.
a humanSpokane
voice :than
I can
with with
cold
:he convention made jointly
The analysis revealed that neartype. For radio is much more personal than any other media and it
oy Broadcasting in collaboly 100 of the some 300 delegates
requires less attention on the part of
responded, representing a crossration with WSM, owned by
the one at whom your message is
section of the industry from Spothe National Life & Accident
kane to Boston and from assistant
Insurance Co., which acted as
A. E. Felsted, First National Bank,
cashier to president. Of those redirected."
St. Paul : "No other media entertains
host to the FAA.
sponding 37 said they had used
as does radio. For one seeking the
radio in publicizing their instituSimultaneously, it was
good-will of the public, this is alltions, while 33 had not. Results:
learned that the American
Nine said they were excellent; 22
Elliott H. Thompson, D. C. BankBankers Association, parent
important."
said they were generally satisfacAssociation,
Washington
: "Radio
findsersits
audience
at leisure,
when
tory and only four reported failure.
?roup of the financial fraterthey
are
looking
for
entertainment.
It
Another
surprise
came
when
nity, has undertaken its own
gives them this and they willingly
most (24) of those who had used
comprehensive questionnaire
accept and listen to the advertising
radio revealed that they employed
semi-classical and classical music.
survey among bank execuB. Maver, Plainfield Trust
of Louise
the sponsor."
Another 21 had used popular
:ives having to do with the
Co.,
Plainfield,
N. the
J.: radio
"We can
music, an even dozen used news
to a person over
and talk
are
advisability of cooperative raand
six
employed
dramatics.
pretty selves
sure
he
will
listen,
if
we
ourdio advertising. This survey came
are interesting and our program
Stature and Dignity
about as a consequence of repeatworth
while.
I don't know any other
ed requests by bank executives for
"DO YOU prefer large production
anited action in creating effective
wayFlaire
to doC. this."
Adams, Fidelity & Columtype shows or shorter, less pretenradio campaigns. William T. Wiltious presentations with more frebia Trust Co., Louisville : "Radio,
son, advertising executive of ABA,
well done, assures not only an audiquent broadcasts?" was the next
ence, but appreciation. We need the
nstituted the work. The questionquestion. Large, fairly pretentious
naire was sent out Sept. 2 and relatter
as much almost
as the'former."
productions were liked by 38, while
Occurring
precisely at
sults are not yet available.
16 preferred the small, frequent
the time of the FAA meeting was
programs. Most of the delegates
Leaning Toward Radio
the radio questionnaire of the parcommented that the radio program
ent ABA, which, incidentally, held
must reflect the stature and dig.THE
RESULTS
of the WSMits annual convention in San Franenbe
yet
institut
the
nity
of
ion,
II Broadcasting survey at the FAA
tertaining.
cisco in latter September. Mr. WilII convention, however, are available
son, in discussing the questionDramatized commercials rather
||and showed a decided leaning tonaire, advised Broadcasting that
than
straight
copy
were
favored
by
the reaction of delegates to the
JJarard radio advertising, but also a
41
as
the
most
effective
means
of
FAA convention indicated unusual
[■surprising lack of knowledge
getting over the banking message.
interest in the project.
Hamong financial advertising execuTwelve preferred straight copy.
tives of radio as a medium. ActTypes of Programs
The consensus of general comng on behalf both of WSM and
ment
requested
in
the
questionnaire
ON
SEPT.
2, Mr. Wilson said, the
'Broadcasting, Jack Harris of the
brought enlightening information
questionnaire was mailed to 1,800
WSM staff conducted the survey.
from those who had not used rabanks in every community in
I Following a special WSM broadwhich a radio station is located.
dio, professing ignorance of the
I :ast for the delegates at the closmedium and its possibilities. At
The results, he declared, will not
l ing session Sept. 16, Robert W.
the same time, however, there was
definitely determine whether the
Sparks, vice president of the Bowunmistakable evidence of intense
ABA itself will embark upon a
Tery Savings Bank of New York,
interest in radio. In analyzing the
cooperative radio campaign. Instij;'jand retiring FAA president, asked
questionnaires, Mr. Harris said
tutions which express interest in
; that the delegates stand by for an
this
comment
seems to indicate
their initial replies, he said, will
:jimportant announcement. It was
clearly that the reason for the
be contacted again with a quesj then that Mr. Harris, speaking
number of banking institutions not
tionnaire asking whether they will
,(j>both for Broadcasting and WSM,
using
radio
at present is not alone
definitely support the campaign.
asked that the questionnaire be exthe fault of these institutions, but
The general character of the
J. .jammed and that it be answered
also because radio itself apparentprograms which may be employed
according to each executive's own
ly has failed to present its case.
0 I experience and opinion. So far as is
will be gauged by the questionBROADCASTING

ABA

Advertising

Advertising

— 15c A COPY

Drives

naire replies. While electrical
logical methe campaigns
seem ive
transcrip
,
for cooperat
diumtions
Mr. Wilson indicated live talent
shows and regional networks also
are under consideration. ABA proposes to assume complete responsibility for selection and production
of the ultimate program series.
Subscribers would be assessed on
an actual cost basis, with no profit
accruing to the association. The
radio project is part of the_ cooperative advertising activity
which the ABA has been conducting in publications during the last
two or three years.
The ABA questionnaires, in
many respects strikingly like that
of the WSM-Broadcasting questionnaire, incorporated such questions as: "What is your opinion
regarding use of radio as a me"Is
advertising?"
dium for bank
your bank
now advertising
on your
local broadcasting station?" "Has
radio?"
"What
was theever
natureused
of your
proyour bank
grams?" "What is your opinion of
results?" "If the ABA should produce a series of high-class programs in electrical transcription,
would you be interested in participating as individual bank . . . clearing
house
. county
association?"
There were. . other
questions
about
length of program, whether a
series of 13 or 26 programs would
be preferable and the like.
WSM's Special Program
DURING the three-day session of
the FAA at Nashville, the advertising problems of banks were invaded thoroughly. Specific discussion of radio, however, came only
after the questionnaire and at the
closing
WSM's
especiallysession
built following
program for
the
convention. The program, titled
The Story of a Thousand Dollars,
was arranged under the general
direction of Ed Kirby, National
Life and WSM sales promotion
manager; Harry Stone, WSM general manager, and Mr. Harris.
At the concluding session the
following slate of new officers was
elected: Thomas J. Kiphart, Cincinnati, president; William H.
Neal, Winston-Salem, N. C, first
vice president; George H. Everette,
Utica, N. Y., second vice president;
Stephen H. Fifield, Jacksonville,
Fla., third vice president; Fred W.
Mathison, Chicago, treasurer;
Preston Reed, Chicago, reelected
executive secretary.
Mr. Sparks, retiring president,
struck the keynote at the opening
session with an address on the
"Human Side of Finance". "American banking has been permitted
to
said.
"It
has grow
been grotesque,"
brought up he
on an
unbalanced diet. It is deformed with an
overdevelopment of the economics
October
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and a malnutrition of the humanics. So today, bankers looking at
their offspring are wondering how
best to correct their faulty parenthood so that governmental upbringing may be avoided." He laid a
simple twofold plan before the association :
"First: E ffi c i e n t management
that makes the banks of America
something that we are proud to
have discussed far and wide.
"Second: Intelligent effort to
bring that discussion to the nation's cracker barrel or its modern
counterpart — the press, radio and
public forum. And when the great
American public decides — American banking can continue to make
its contribution to public welfare."
Public Opinion
LESTER GIBSON, of the American Banker, New York, discussed
public relations and public opinion. He said the good public relations man should be consulted on every proposal which affects the public, the stockholders
or the decision
employes,
that "no
bank
of adding
any moment
is
without its reactions in one of
these
quarters."
If banks
and financial houses did
not lay down a solid foundation of
advertising and public relations
work before the depression, said
Frank A. McKowne, president of
the
Statler
Co. for
Inc.,them
"it
wouldHotels
have been
useless
to try to make amends when they
are under public fire. Unless good
will has been truly created, it is
idle to spend money in an attempt
to maintain what isn't there. And
continuity of advertising is only
effective when the advertising that
has gone before has been also fully
effective in its good will-creating
purpose."
Other speakers included Harry
Boyd Brown, national advertising
manager of Philco, and James C.
Young, author of Roosevelt Revealed. The latter was the only
speaker who discussed politics, and
he repeated some of the sharp criticisms of the New Deal published
in his recent book.

Hanrahan

HA*

and

Howard

Shifted by Continental
CONTINENTAL RADIO Corp.,
Scripps-Howard radio subsidiary,
on Sept. 23 transferred James C.
Hanrahan, vice president, to take
charge of its radio headquarters at
230 Park Ave., New York, at the
same time assigning Jack Howard
to Washington. Mr. Howard, son
of Roy Howard, chairman of the
executive committee of ScrippsHoward Newspapers, will make
his Washington headquarters at
928 National Press Bldg.
Mr. Hanrahan will supervise the
operations of WNOX, Knoxville,
and WCPO, Cincinnati, the two
Scripps-Howard stations, and will
handle all radio exploitation for
the newspaper chain. Mr. Howard,
for the last six months in the program department of WNOX, will
handle Washington contacts. A
1932 graduate of Yale, where he
was editor of the college daily, Mr.
Howard has worked with the
United Press, Japan Advertiser in
Tokyo, Shanghai Post & Mercury,
Indianapolis Times and Washington News.
Karl Bickel, Continental president, sailed Sept. 19 on the Conte
di Savoia for a several months'
stay in Europe.
Page
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Our Chicago Headquarters
BROADCASTING Magazine takes pleasure in announcing the
establishment of a new Chicago office, with Bruce Robertson in
charge. Mr. Robertson, a former member of the Broadcasting
staff and onetime editor of "Broadcast Advertising", which was
merged in 1933 with Broadcasting, will headquarter at 1716
London Guarantee Bldg., 360 North Michigan Ave. The telephone
number is Central 8020.

Ten
For

Million
Discs

Year

Forecast

WBS Expects Record Figure;
Seven New Series Launched
PREDICTING that national spot
transcription placements will reach
the $10,000,000 mark this year.
World Broadcasting System Sept.
29 announced the launching of
seven new transcription campaigns
beginning in October, aside from
"dealer cooperative" schedules.
An entirely new spot advertiser
is Republic Steel Corp., placing 2b
quarter-hour transcriptions titled
Musical Almanac, twice weekly
over 60 stations. It is directed at
farm markets on behalf of Republic fence posts. Meldrum & Fewsmith, Cleveland, is the agency.
A new campaign for Studebaker
dealers, featuring Richard Himber
and his Studebaker Champions, an
NBC-Red network feature, began
Sept. 15 over 31 stations and includes three 15-minute programs a
week. Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago, is the agency.
Among other WBS - transcribed
campaigns which begin in October
are Wander Co. (Ovaltine), featuring Little Orphan Annie, through
Blackett- Sample -Hummert; Procter & Gamble Co. (Lava soap),
Don Sterling, through BlackettSample - Hummert; Montgomery
Ward, Travels of Mary Ward,
through Feri*y-Hanley ; Procter &
Gamble (Oxydol), Ma Perkins,
through Blacket-Sample-Hummert;
Independent Grocers Alliance, One
Girl in a Million, through Charles
Daniel Frey Co.; Mid - Continent
Petroleum Co., Diamond City News,
through R. J. Potts Co.; J. A.
Folger Co. (coffee), Judy & Jane,
through Blackett-Sample-Hummert.
WBS predicted the $10,000,000
spot transcription year on the basis
of new business signed, and in view
of the fact that a 50% increase in
the use of transcription time by
national advertisers was recorded
during the first half of the year.
In addition to the campaigns
enumerated, WBS announced that
dealer cooperative efforts are
scheduled by Philco Radio & Television Corp., General Electric Co.,
and Kuppenheimer Inc.
The Philco series will comprise
13 quarter - hour programs titled
Music You Remember Radio dealers, under the plan, are to place
the series on local stations, with
Hutchins Advertising Co., Rochester, handling the campaign.
The General Electric campaign
titled The Bandmaster, has been
launched through Maxon Inc., Detroit, and according to WBS, is
similar to the Philco series. Previous dealer campaigns by GE have
been broadcast over more than 100
stations, and it is expected as
many will be used this year.
The Kuppenheimer campaign,
titled Backbone of the Nation, likewise is a dealer proposition. It
will be placed on some 25 stations.

JSBC TRANSCRIBES
SPONSORED
SERIES
SINCE announcement Aug. 10 by
Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president,
that recording facilities of NBC
were available to its network clients for transcriptions to be placed
on any station selected by the advertiser, the following new business has been booked:
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Chipso) is placing a quarterhour series entitled Personal Column on 14 stations, five days a
week, in this country and Canada.
Blackman Adv. Inc., New York,
placed the account.
Standard Brands Inc., New York
Fleischman Yeast) is using oneminute dramatized transcriptions
on five stations in New England.
The account was placed by J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York.
Duff Norton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh
(lifting jacks) through Walker &
Downing, Pittsburgh, has signed
for a second series of five-minute
musical disc programs to be placed
on six stations.
Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad,
Washington, five - minute musical
five stations. Comprograms mercialson
are flexible in that broadcasts heard at the eastern terminus of the C. & O. say "for a westward trip" and the stations on
western end mention "eastward
trip." Campbell-Ewald
Co., Washington, is agency.
Recordings of NBC programs
taken off studio lines for placement on other stations include:
American Home Products, Easy
Aces program; Procter & Gamble
Co., Gaspel Singer period; G.
Washington Coffee Refining Co.,
Uncle Jim's Question Box on
WTAM beginning Oct. 3, and WJR
starting Oct. 4.
Block Drug Co., Brooklyn
(Omega oil) is recording its
WEAF program of Landt Trio &
White, Julian Noa, and Welcome
Lewis for placement on WBZWBZA, WGY, KYW, WTAM,
WMAQ. Announcements of various lengths from 50 words to oneminute discs are being made and
the schedule, starting in early October, includes: WJAR, WGRWKBW, WJR, KDKA, WBT.
WRC, WFBR, WDAF, KMOX.
WIRE, WCKY, WAIU. Husband
Buick on 91 Stations
BUICK MOTOR Co., Flint, Mich.,
a division of General Motors Corp.,
has placed orders with 91 stations
for a nationwide 15-second transcription announcement campaign
to be broadcast four times daily
Oct. 19-23 inclusive. The discs,
cut by Byers Studios Inc., New
York will be on the air just prior
to release of white space announcing Buick's 1937 plans. The radio
drive will cover 43 states and involve about $30,000, including time
and production. Arthur Kudner
Inc., New York, placed the account.
& Thomas, New York, is agency.
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Aylesworth
Quits
NBC
Board
Post
COINCID ENT
with the return
from Europe of
David Sarnoff,
RCA
president
and NBC
board
chairman, M. H.
chairman of vicethe
Aylesworth,
NBC board and
until last Jan. 1

Mr. Aylesworth
president onof Sept.
the 25 tendered his
network,
resignation from the organization.
Mr. Aylesworth thus severs his en
tire connection with radio, although
he remains with Radio - Keith - Orpheum Corp. as chairman and ir
that capacity maintains a relationship with RCA.
RCA earlier this year sold hall
its controlling stock interest ir
RKO to Lehman Brothers and the
Atlas Corp., which also obtainec
an option to purchase the othei
half. This option is expected to bf
exercised within the next feu
months. In the meantime Mr
Aylesworth is heading up RKO re
organization activities.
Mr. Aylesworth has maintains
an office at NBC since Jan. 1, am
has drawn a nominal salary o:
$10,000 a year from the networ]
for advisory and special work. Ii
recent months he has frequentl;
been
called
upon to and
"trouble
shoot-ii
various
accounts
to help
station relations matters.
The reorganization of RKO i
expected to be concluded withii
four months. Whether Mr. Ayles
worth will remain with the bii
motion picture concern after thai
is not indicated. He served first a
RKO president while retaining hi
NBC presidency but was succeede
in the latter post last Jan. 1 b
Maj. Lenox R. Lohr.
CHERRY
DROP

AND

WTIC

WEBl
OPTlOf

WTIC,
Hartford,
- wattei
will
continue
under 50,000
ownership
an
operation of The Travelers Insui
ance Co., it was learned Sept. 2'
after the company had receive
word from Cherry & Webb, Ne1
England department store open
tors and owners of WPRO, Prov
dence, that it would not exercis
its option to purchase at $675,00'
The option, which was in the m
ture of a purchase agreement, we
to expire Oct. 1 if the FCC t j
that time had not approved tl
transaction.
The purchase contract provide
that the station could be move
and drawn
the plan
was
last when
winter the
was contra<
to see!
removal to the Boston area whei
the station would become the CB
outlet. Since then, however, CB
negotiated
the lease of WEE!
Boston, and as a consequence w;
no longer interested in WTIC
a Boston outlet.
The deposit placed by Cherry ]|
Webb for purchase of WTIC, it ii
learned, will be returned and tn
entire deal thus closed. When tl
contract was entered into, WTI
it is reported, was not makii
money. Since that time, howeyej
the station has been progressiii
to an encouraging degree and Pa
W. Morency, its general manage;
has returned to active manageme
of
the station after a protract
illness.
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"ROM newspaper tradition radio
as lifted many excellent practices and one unfortunate one —
he differential between local and
ational rates. If it hadn't been
or this ancient newspaper custom,
nd perhaps the influence of newsaper-owned stations, there would
robably be no such rate discrepncy in radio today. For the rate
ifferential, like the yellow fever
erm, is highly infectious. It
preads in the same city first from
ewspaper to newspaper, next from
ewspaper to broadcasting station,
hen from one radio rate card to
nother; soon it crosses state
orders.
How do newspaper rate differntials compare with those in raio ? Among morning newspapers
l the United States, the average
ifferential between local and naional rates (based on a 20,000
ne contract) is 44.63%. Among
vening newspapers, 34.66%. Among
unday newspapers, 51.18%.
1. To find out how radio rates cornare, we recently completed a surey of several hundred broadcastlg stations. We found that of the
etwork stations, 69% dangle the
, ame rate before both national and
>cal advertisers: 31% maintain a
•ate differential. Among non-neti'ork stations, 57% charge the
jiame rate; 43% collect a differential. Among those which con-Ss two different rates, the differential averages 36.2%.
Now It's Different

I'EW
of thea rate
old differential
arguments will
for
,iaintaining
liear scrutiny in radio today. Newstapers once attempted to justify
pis practice on the ground that
u| local advertiser was unable to
ash in on the full benefit of the
,>tal circulation. "Our paper drops
In doorsteps
in five different
Spates," they would remark, "while
l^eingarten's Jewelry Shop draws
t |s clientele only from the people
■ho live on the North End."
With the paving of the highays, the replacement of the buggy
-ith the Buick, and the twin horse
,-jirriage team with the twin six
»otor, this argument has lost whati-ver validity it ever had. Today it
only a short jaunt for virtually
|ny newspaper reader to reach
2 Iny store that advertises in his
| tj'Cal newspaper. If the ad is apf jjealiner enough, the merchandise
istinctive, the price sufficiently
w. chances are good that a worthhile number of readers will be
ired to shop.
Most radio stations list four or
ve different classifications of time
>st, representing four or five d*firent sizes of audience. WBBM.
>r example, leads off with a class
■ rate for 7 p. m. to 10:30 p. m.
'■. eekdav evenings, and 5 to 10:30
'a uite,
t m. slightly
Sunday lower,
evening.
A class
covers
6 p. m.B
[p. <> 7 p. m. weekdays and from 1
Jj ? m. to 5 p. m. Sunday. A class
,.j 5 rate, still lower, covers the 9
Lj j m. to 1 p. m. weekday periods,
• ROADCASTING
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Differentials

By
GEORGE
BIJUR
Rate
of
View
Vice President, Fletcher & Ellis Inc.

Agency's

An

for

on

an

Ever-Present

Quantity

Problem;

Purchasers

WITH TIME on their hands, and some of it for sale,
several hundred radio stations have several hundred
ideas ahout

how

to sell it. Mr. Bijur, who

the selling end as CBS
on the buying
a thorough

end.

sales promotion

With

manager,

that end in mind,

study of rates.

once

was
now

on
is

he has made

His conclusion

is that rate

differentials aren't all they're cracked down to be, and
that the great majority of stations would be better off if
they quoted

the same

rates for national

and

local time.

as well as those from 5 p. m. to
6 p. m. weekdays, 9 a. m. to 1 p. m.
Sunday, 10:30 p. m. to midnight
on either weekdays or Sunday.
Class D drops even lower and tags
on to 1 p. m. to 5 p. m. weekdays,
and 12 midnight to 1:30 a. m. both
weekdays and Sunday. Class E —
lowest of all — covers 1:30 a. m. to
9 a. m. daily including Sunday.
Under such A, B, C, D and E
rates, with a range of from 100%
to 33%% of the base rate at different hours of the day, plus the
still lower costs of participating
programs, weather reports, temperature reports, and time signals, ample opportunity is afforded the small advertiser to buy a
small
worth. package and get his money's
A small Pittsburgh jeweler, for
example, might argue that KDKA's
50,000-watt coverage stretches over
a much wider territory than that
from which he could possibly hope
to build his own business. Perhaps it does. But when he can
buy a time aggregate of four minutes in commercial announcements
on KDKA's participating program
The Home Forum for $45 or two
or three minutes on KDKA's Style
and Shopping participating program for $35, he is getting a bargain which no other local medium
can match. Indeed, a case like
this with the station supplying
the program is as if the newspaper
were to throw in the advertiser's
drawings, hand - lettering, photographs and engraving free of
charge.
The Largest Audience
IN MOST

cases the national or

general
because
he's
gunning advertiser,
for the largest
possible
audience, will choose the A, B or
C groups. The local advertiser who
wishes to hold down his expenditure can well buy the D and E
groups. The department store, for
example, that is interested principally in reaching women and does
not care about a male audience,
can use C, D or E groups and pav
half the rate which the national
advertiser pays for his A group.
In the newspaper a department
store or other local advertiser enjoys no such opportunity. It must
pay for all the male circulation
who buy the papers in which it
runs advertisements for women's

• Broadcast
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MR. BIJUR
underwear or pots and hams, or
any other products for which
women and women only are prosNot merely from a cost point
pects.
of view, but from that of shopping strategy are these morning
hours attractive to the local advertiser. Department stores usually prefer the 8 to 9 a. m. time
to any other hour of the day. It
registers bargains in the customer's mind before she leaves home,
while there is still time for her
to
downtown and shop that
samego day.
If any local advertiser feels that
even these E groups, which represent one-third of the base rate,
are too high for him, and that the
audience delivered is too large,
then his logical move is to use a
smaller station — -just as the newspaper advertiser who found that
he could not use all of the New
York News' million-and-a-half circulation might advertise profitably
in a paper of 50,000 circulation.
Unlike the newspaper, the radio
station has only a limited number
of hours to sell. The dailv newspaper can expand or contract its
size to take care of all the advertising it can get. It may publish
a 24-page issue or a 48-page issue,
depending on the amount of addi-

tional local advertising it can secure. Like the manufacturer who
marks goods exported to Europe
at a lower price than those sold
in this country because he feels
his domestic business covers cost
of production, the newspaper may
figure that any additional pages
above the normal business need
not bring the same rate in order
to make a profit. But a radio
station cannot indefinitely increase
the amount of goods it offers for
sale. It has 16 hours or so of
broadcasting to sell — and no more.
Its opportunity for maximum profit
lies in making the most of each
of these 16 hours.
Killing the Goose

FOR a radio station to establish
differential between naa decided
tional and retail advertising is to
drive away, if not to kill, the
goose that has laid the golden egg
of broadcasting profit — the national advertiser. If a broadcasting station is to be conducted in
a business - like manner, it must
base its charges upon its normal
cost of operation as established
by normal business practices and
accounting. Its rates should be
based on cost of material, power,
electricity consumption, personnel,
building depreciation, etc., plus a
fair profit. On a business basis it
obviously costs the broadcasting
station exactly the same amount
to deliver 15 minutes of time to a
local advertiser as it does to a
national advertiser.
If a local advertiser obtains a
preferential rate, he is paying less
than a normal share of the cost of
operating this station. Then the
national advertiser must be paying
more than the normal rate, more
than the normal share of the operating cost of the station.
The illusion often exists that the
station over which the national advertiser might secure local rates
stands a better chance of attracting national spot business than one
which has no rate differential. But
let's look at this belief critically.
Only a few industries — automobiles, in
refrigerators,
etc.—benefit
not more
than five
all, would
by
such arrangement. Several hundred would suffer. Just glance
down the list of national advertising expenditures for the past few
years.dredHere,
order, are for
the 1935:
hunlargest in
advertisers
General Motors Corp. ; Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Co. : Reynolds Tobacco Co.ard: American
Co. ; Corp.
Stand- ;
Brands Inc. Tobacco
; Chrysler
Ford Motor Co. ; General Foods
Corp.gate -Palmolive
: Procter - &Peet
Gamble
: ColCo. :Co.General
Electric
Co.
;
Sterling
Products
Inc. ;
Kellogg Co.
P. Lorillard Co. ; Wm. Wrigley Jr.
Co. ; Bristol - Myers Co. : Campbell
Soup Co. ; Schenley Products Co. ;
National Distiller's Corp. ; H. J.
Heinz Co. ; The Lambert Co. ; Lever
Brothers ; Nash Motors Co. ; Phileo
Radio & Television Corp. ; Hudson
Motor Car Co. ; General Mills Inc.
Socony - Vacuum Oil Co. Inc. ; Lamont, Corliss & Co. ; Pepsodent Co. ;
Kelvinator Corp. ; Distillers Corp. —
Seagram's Ltd. ; Wander Co. ; Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. Inc. ; An(Continued on page 56)
drew
Jergens
(inclu. Woodbury) ;
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Dander

NBC,

WCKY

Stays

Takes

Station

Check

To

Up,

on

New

Basis;

Action

Defections
WCOL,

Columbus,

Joins Transamerican
A MORTIMER PRALL, for 15
years sales manager of Rex Cole
Inc., General Electric distributors
in New York, on Sept. 28 joined
Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corp., New York, as a
sales executive. He will be identified with station and program
sales for the recently formed general broadcast advertising firm.
John L. Clark, former general
manager of WLW, is Transamerican president. Mr. Prall for 15
years was employed by the Rex
Cole organization. Prior to that
he was in the real estate and insurance business in New York.
He is the son of Anning S. Prall,
FCC chairman.

Grows Lukewarm Toward Mutual
Signs; WLW
THAT NBC is taking the offensive
probably to Mr. Wilson. These,
however, were denied at CBS headin developing a new "physchology"
quarters, where it was said WKRC
in dealing with its affiliated stawas not for sale and that it would
tions, became apparent during the
continue as the Cincinnati CBS
last fortnight, with an evident deoutlet.
termination on the part of PresiMeanwhile, it became apparent
dent Lenox R. Lohr to deal harshly
that
NBC would resist any further
with stations which propose to join
efforts of its affiliated stations to
Mutual Broadcasting System in its
join MBS, despite the fact that its
expansion efforts.
contracts do not prohibit such afIt was learned authoritatively
filiations, as do those of CBS.
Sept. 29 that WCKY, Cincinnati,
grams. About the first of the year
President Lohr has taken over acwould continue as a member of the
WEAN, Providence, and WICC,
tive negotiations on station relaNBC-Blue after Oct. 1, but upon
Bridgeport, also owned by John
tions,
flanked
by
Vice
President
a new basis reportedly worked out
Shepard 3d, head of the Yankee
Frank
E.
Mason,
in
charge
of
staduring the preceding 24 hours by
Network, are scheduled to join the
tion relations.
NBC - Blue. At that time also
President Lohr with Powel Crosley Jr., president of WLW and
CBS Changes Basic Net
WPRO, Providence, is to replace
WEAN as a CBS outlet.
WSAI, and L. B. Wilson, execuIn aligning WHlO, which for
tive head of WCKY. WCKY had
With the affiliation of WCOL
the last two years has been an
served notice that it would leave
with NBC, several changes in staNBC outlet, CBS altered its basic
the network Sept. 30, and NBC
tion personnel were announced by
network
structure.
Under
its
fororiginally agreed to its severance
Kenneth B. Johnson, president and
mer rate card, it offered 21 basic
and announced it formally Sept. 18.
executive manager. C. R. Thompstations, along with two out of five
It is understood that the new
son has been named general manof
its
optional
basic
group,
comarrangement covers a five-year
ager with Albert H. Kelly as nastandard form contract with
prising WADC, Akron, WBNS. Cotional sales manager and Neal
lumbus, WHEC, Rochester, WSPD.
WCKY under which it becomes
Smith
in
charge of the local sal°s
Toledo, and WORC, Worcester. It staff. Doris
basic Blue, but with a provision
Herbst is program diadded WHIO to this group but inrector, with Edward H. Bronson
that WLW shall be optional altercreased the requirement to thre°
nate for any advertisers on either
production manager and continuitv
of the six stations. WHIO was ofRed or Blue. WSAI becomes basic
director. Harold Nafzger is chief
fered to advertisers at the base
Red on the same basis insofar as
engineer.
rate of $175 per hour.
advertiser selection is concerned.
WCOL recently installed new
On Sept. 27, WNAC, Boston
If an advertiser selects WLW for
equipment, and during the last
joined NBC coincident withWEEFs
either Red or Blue, then the other
year installed a 200 foot BlawKnox vertical antenna. Studio
departure from the NBC-Red and
stations automatically lose the acits affiliation with CBS under a modernization is now under wav
count.
lease arrangement. Both of the
Both WLW and WCKY will take
The station operates on 1210 kc,
with 100 watts.
networks carried dedicatory proBlue sustaining programs, it was
indicated, but since the Crosley
station creates many of its own
sustainings it is felt that WCKY
CBS
Plans New
Network
on West Coast;
will carry most of them.
NBC also announced that WCOL,
Kemp
to New York;Dolph
Named
to Post
Columbus, 0., had become an affiliate Sept. 20 as an optional Red or
He will work under Kelly Smith,
A NEW "West
Blue outlet. WIRE, Indianapolis,
head of Radio Sales. Mr. Kemp
Coast Network",
as part of the arrangement, on
supplanting
that
previously had been named reOct. 1 becomes a basic Red outlet,
now fed by the
gional network sales manager with
with a provision made to protect
Don Lee System,
headquarters in Los Angeles.
present Blue advertisers on the
will be instituted
Simultaneouslv, John M. Dolph
station. With the alignment of
Dec. 29 by CBS
was appointed the CBS west coast
WHIO, Dayton, on CBS as of Oct.
sales manager with offices in San
upon the switch1, the NBC three - station group
mk
^mf*
u_
over
from
Don
Francisco.
Harry
who i*ecomprising WHIO, WIRE and
centlv
resigned
as Witt,
sales manager
mt jL mm
Lee to KNX, Los
WCKY offered as an alternate for
for
KH-T,
Los
Angeles,
has
been
Angeles,
and
WLW was definitely disbanded.
Mr. Kemp
KSFO, San Frannamed KNX commercial manager
cisco. This was learned Sept. 28
and assistant to Mr. Dolnh, workWLW-Mutual Status
ing out of Los Angeles. Mr. Dolph
with the disclosure of a number of
MEANWHILE it was rather clearimportant changes in the newly
formerly operated his own finanly indicated that important WLW,
created branch of the network.
cial advertising agency in Los Angeles and more recently was with
which last month dissolved its partThe CBS West Coast Network,
nership in MBS, would probably
N. W. Ayer & Son in New York
to be sold separately to regional
and Philadelphia.
accounts, will constitute KNX and
drop that network's programs gradually, fulfilling existing contracts
Mr. Kemp, it is understood, will
KSFO in lieu of KHJ and KFRC,
only. While no definite statement
headquarter in New York, but will
while its regularoutlets,
Lee
Don
to this end was procurable, it was
spend considerable time in Chicago
ly maintained service will include
and Detroit and other cities in
learned reliably that this was the
KOIN, Portland; KVI, Tacoma;
which west coast problems arise on
"present intention" of Powel Crosand KFPY, SpoKOL, Seattle,
either network or spot business.
ley Jr., WLW president, and that
kane. To accommodate accounts
MBS programs gradually would be
Despite published reports, CBS
CBS will also add KFBB, Great
has not yet completed plans for its
tapered off. It is known that Mr.
Falls, Mont.; KGVO, Missoula;
new Los Angeles studios, although
Crosley looks askance upon the
KSL, Salt Lake City, and KLZ,
MBS expansion and regards it as
they are well along, it was learned
Denver. Programs will be keyed
Sept. 28. One piece of property on
either from Los Angeles or San
a deviation from the original purSunset Boulevard and El Centro
Francisco.
pose of a "quality group" of highalready has been acquired. This is
power stations.
Kemp Transferred
the site formerly occupied by the
Lending credence to this report
Christie film studios. It is expected
was the fact that WLW is taking
ARTHUR J. KEMP, former sales
that about $1,000,000 will be expromotion manager of KNX, Los
the World's Series baseball game=
under Ford sponsorship, from NBC
Angeles, which has been taken
pended. Present CBS quarters —
rather than from MBS, which also
purchased as a part of the KNX
over by CBS, has been transferred
deal
—
will
either be sold or used as
has Ford as the sponsor.
to the East to represent the new
an auxiliary.
Reports came thick and fast that
West Coast Network as well as
WCKY would become the CBS outSince taking over KNX operaspot activities for KNX and
tions last month, CBS has become
let in Cincinnati, with WKRC. the
KSFO, working with Radio Sales
active in network production, even
CBS - owned station to be sold —
Inc., CBS local sales subsidiary.
Page
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WOL
As

Joins
Official

Mutual
Outlet

Network Board Studies Plans
For Dec. 29 Dedication
ADDING WOL, Washington, as an
official outlet on Sept. 26, Mutual
Broadcasting System during the
last fortnight continued to consider plans for its expansion into a
nationwide chain Dec. 29 when the
Don Lee Network of California
joins the system. WOL, while an
independent station, is a member
of the Inter-City Group, keyed
from WMCA, New York, and will
continue taking certain programs
from that regional network.
During the last year WOL has
cooperated with MBS in picking
up presidential speeches and other
programs from Washington. President of WOL is LeRoy Mark, with
William B. Dolph, currently serving as radio director of the Democratic National Committee, the
general manager of the station.
MBS programs already signed for
WOL include Father Charles E.
Coughlin, Crazy Water Hotel and
various political speeches sponsored
by the Democratic committee.
WOL will continue to broadcast
several tercity
commercials
from the InGroup.

BROADCASTING

Ownership of MBS is now vested equally in WOR and WGN,
which have purchased the stock
formerly held by WLW, the latter
having withdrawn as a partner
but remaining as an affiliate. This
arrangement was consummated at
a board meeting in Chicaero Sept.
17. The meeting also discussed
plans for dedication of the Don
Lee stations,
stations. KFEL. Iowa
Denver,Network
and KOIL,
Omaha, as affiliates on Dec. 29.
Present at the meeting were Alfred J. McCosker, president of
WOR. and MBS chairman: W. E.
Macfarlane, president of MBS and
business manager of the Chicaao
Tribune, operating WGN; E. M.
Antrim, executive secretary and
treasurer of MBS, also of the
Tribune executive staff ; T. C.
Streibert, vice president of WOE
and of MBS; Frank Ryan, managing director of CKLW; E. S. Rogers, head of the Canadian svndi
cate operating CKLW; Ed Wood
WGN sales manager, and Free
Weber, MBS general manager.
though the station does not join thi
network until Dec. 29. Among pro
grams being produced from Holly
wood studios are Hollywood Hote
for Campbell soup, Burns & Allc,
for Campbell's tomato juke, th
Eddie Cantor program for Texacc
Joe Penner for Cocomalt, Nelso
Eddy for Vick's, Goose Creek Pay ■
son
Colgate -for
Palmolive
CamelforCaravan
Camel - Pee'
cigs
rettes, Lux Radio Theater for Lu
soap, and, to begin soon, the nei
Al
Jolson program for Leve
Brothers.
* * *
Announcement was made Sep
25 by Don Lee of the appointmer
of Roger K. Huston, manager c
KGB, San Diego Don Lee statio
as sales manager of KHJ, to su>
ceed Mr. Witt. He was succeeds
at KGB by Sid Fuller, commerci;
manager and former advertisir
manager of the El Paso Herah
Mr. Huston entered radio about ]
months ago, after two years in a
vertising agency work in Chicag
and seven years as an advertisir
executive with the San Diet
Union & Tribune.
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A.

T.

&

T.

Revises
By

a
Also

Liberalizes

jiu New

Tariffs;

Practices

Stimulus

INSTITUTING a number of
far-reaching reforms in broad1
cast line service practices
while at the same time proposing rate reductions estimated at $250,000 annually
for broadcast customers, the
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. on Sept. 21 filed
with the FCC a new tariff
covering broadcast service. It
jwould become effective Nov. 1
and upon approval, which is
expected, A. T. & T. plans to
recommend to its 24 associated Bell companies handling
the regional and local business that they file similar revisions.
More important than the
actual rate reductions which,
for example, will measure future service on an air - line
mileage basis rather than a
route-mile basis, are the libjeralizations of existing practices which have been the source
3f serious complaints from stations
and networks and also from their
advertiser clients.
Monthly Contracts
^SUBSTANTIAL savings are proposed on connection charges for
radio circuits. Requirements that
A.. T. & T. equipment be used at
!,terminals even for short hauls (50
pr 60 miles) will be eliminated entirely, with stations permitted to
provide their own equipment. Connections for high-quality service
(Class A and B) will be at substantially reduced rates — cut from
f4 000 per year to $175 per month.
In a formal statement issued
j^ept. 22, after receipt of the tariffs,
;he FCC Telephone Division announced:

"The adjustments, although volntarily filed by
the telephone comany, follow closely, and in a large
measure remedy the complaints
:oncerning rate practices voiced
oy radio broadcast station licenses
;n their responses to a questionaire recently circulated among
hem by the Commission in conlection with its special investigaion and study of the A. T. & T.
ft should be understood, however,
that the new schedules do not pur■port to effect a general reduction
in rates."
This statement, of course, indi:ated automatic approval of the revised schedules as of Nov. 1.
Designed to give impetus to use
}f telephone lines by advertisers
and stations, is a change of contractual form with customers for
the highest grade continuous service (the established networks)
from an annual to a monthly basis,
[n other words, a network would
tnot be required to contract for a
full year's leased line, but could
make the contract monthly, thus
Expanding or contracting its affiliBROADCASTING

to

and

Line

SOL

TAISHOFF

Cuts

Connection

Regional

Nets

ated stations on a month-to-month
basis, depending upon commercial
requirements. This would be particularly applicable to regional networks, or to one like Mutual which
shortly proposes to go transcontinental and which has a varying
number of station affiliates.
Restrictions against the interconnection of different classes of
service — that is, connection of a
Class A with a Class C circuit on
a network — heretofore rigidly
barred, will be permitted under the
new tariff. Throughout the revised
tariff, the amount of savings will
depend upon the type of service
requested by the customer, with
practically all of the hard and fast
restrictions of the past eliminated.
Connections of A. T. & T. facilities with those of other companies,
however, still would be prohibited.
The one out-and-out increase in
rate would be that for reversal of
lines requested by the customer.
These would be about doubled, on
the ground that the A. T. & T. has
lost money and would still not
profit even through the doubling of
rates. More and more programs
are using instantaneous reversals,
and it is held that the increased
rate is necessitated by this.
Upon filing the new tariff, A. T.
& T. long lines officials asserted
that the $250,000 estimated savings may be regarded actually as
a minimum, since the degree of
actual reduction to the customer
will depend upon how he utilizes

Principal

Changes

1. Proposed: All interexchange
schedules are measured on an airline mile basis.
Present : All interexchange schedules are measured on a route mile
basis except Schedule E (speech
only channels) which is now on
an air-line mile basis.
Effect : Improvement in administration ;reduction in charges as
to this item in average case ; increase in certain cases as to this
item.
2. Proposed: Schedule A (high quality, continuous use) facilities are
furnished on a monthly basis.
Present : Schedule A facilities are
furnished on an annual basis.
Effect : Liberalization of practice.
3. Proposed : Schedule A Minus facilities are discontinued.
Present : Schedule A Minus facilities are furnished as an extension
of a Schedule A network to one
additional station through the use
of the same grade of facilities as
Schedule A but with limited special operation and supervision.
Effect : Schedule no longer necessary under new tariff.
4. Proposed : The maximum charge
for Schedule B facilities (high
quality, occasional use) for any
month will not exceed the Schedule A charges for similar items of
service.
Present : Similar maximum charges
are not in effect.
Effect : Reduction in charges in
certain cases, liberalization of
practice.

• Broadcast

Advertising

Rates

Downward

Charges

Seen

the new schedules. Moreover, it
was stated, the revisions will be
spread over the entire country and
apply to local service for remote
pickups as soon as the associated
Bell companies file revised tariffs
conforming with those of the parent company. The tariff was filed
by Keith S. McHugh, assistant
vice president of A. T. & T.
It was estimated the revised
tariffs mean that A. T. & T. will
realize a net profit of 2% on its
radio program service as against
something less than 3% at present.
Revenue From Radio
REFUTING repeated statements
that the A. T. & T. revenue from
stations and networks for radio
lines amounts to $8,000,000 to
$10,000,000 per year, A. T. & T.
officials said that actually A. T.
& T. revenue for network service
does not exceed $4,600,000 and that
in their opinion the gross, including local remotes and connection
charges, has been well under
$6,000,000. No figures ever have
been made available heretofore.
To an organization like CBS
alone, it is estimated that the new
tariffs will mean a savings of approximately $70,000 per year, with
perhaps an equal amount accruing
to NBC. And for regional networks, it will mean that they can
cut down the biggest item of expense — namely, that of writing
leases on a yearly basis. Instead
they can contract for service on a

Proposed

for

month-to-month basis. In the case
of Mutual, which by December will
be aligned with the Don Lee network in California, it will be in
the position of contracting simply
for a month's service at a time,
should it choose, instead of obligating itself for some $200,000 for
a year's lease.
The revised tariff proposal comes
at a time when the FCC telephone
investigation is planning to invade
the subject of A. T. & T. charges
for broadcast service. Spurred by
station complaints, the telephone
investigation, now in its second
year, sent to all stations on July
15 questionnaires covering all types
of charges for service and asking
for cases of alleged discrimination. It is expected the FCC will
get into this phase of the investigation within the next few weeks.
Together with the proposed new
tariff, A. T. & T. filed with the
FCC a letter covering the changes,
which contained an analysis of the
present and proposed tariffs and a
comparative table of changes. The
new tariff, numbered FCC - 199,
would cancel FCC-139. The letter
brings out that A. T. & T. has
been furnishing channels for program transmission for a number
of years and that demand for facilities by networks has increased
greatly, with many technical developments and improvements in
plant and equipment used for this
service resulting to meet the frequent changes
operating requirements oftheinindustry.
"For some time," said the letter,
"we have had in mind the desirability of a complete
review33)of our
(Continued
on page

Program

5. Proposed : The maximum charge
for Schedule D facilities (medium
quality, occasional use) shall not
exceed the Schedule 0 (medium
quality, continuous use) charges
for similar items.
Present : Similar maximum charges
are not in effect.
Effect : Reduction in charges in
certain cases, liberalization of
6. practice.
Proposed : Charges for reversals
of line facilities requested by the
customer are increased based on
experience as to the amount of
labor required.
Present : Unit charge per route
mile including restoral to normal.
Effect : Increase in charges to
customers requiring this service.
7. Proposed : All local channels are
provided at Associated Company
local channel rates.
Present : Local channels are included in Schedules A and B. Local channels in connection with
Schedules C, D, and E are furnished at Associated Company local channel rates.
Effect : Reduction in charges generally when Associated Companies
file revised tariffs.
8. Proposed : Line facilities furnished
under any schedule in the tariff
may be interconnected for transmission in both directions.
Present : Schedule C and D line
facilities when interconnected with
Schedule A or B facilities cannot
be used to transmit music inward
to the Schedule A or B networks.
Effect : Liberalization of practice.

Line

Charges

u,

. . .

9. Proposed
Firsthour
period
Schedule E is : one
at aof rate
of
$.10 per air-line mile and each
additional consecutive 15 - minute
period
$.025 period
per air-line
mile.
Present at
: First
of Schedule
E is 15 minutes at a rate of $.10
per air-line mile and each additional consecutive 15-minute period
at
$.03
per air-line
mile.
Effect : Reduction
in charges
and
liberalization of practice.
10. Proposed: Customers may use
their own amplifiers in their studios between sections of interexchange channels.
Present : Tariff does not cover the
use
customer's
Effectof :the
Reduction
in amplifiers.
charges and
liberalization of practice.
11 Proposed: In cases (generally
short distances) where receiving
and transmitting connections are
not required to effect high quality
transmission over Schedule A or
B facilities between stations, the
channels
may be furnished without such connections.

I

Present : Transmitting and receiving connections (at a substantial
charge) are furnished in all cases
with Schedule A and B facilities.
Effect : Reduction in charges and
liberalization of practice.
WAGE increases of 5 to 10% for
9,000 employes of the RCA Mfg.
Co. plant at Camden, N. J., have
been ordered into effect Oct. 5.
They apply only to hourly wage
workers and not to salaried em-

ployes.
October
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ELEMENTS in the broadcasting industry as well as many
outside the fold will converge upon
the FCC Broadcast Division Oct.
5 for what likely will be a ten
day seige on the broad subject of
future broadcast allocations.
When the time barrier fell Sept.
15 on the filing of appearances for
the unprecedented "informal hearings" on allocations, 37 separate
groups or individuals had asked
time in the total amount of 51
hours. There were 120 companies,
stations, associations and individuals involved whose cases would
be presented by some 70 witnesses.
Both Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president, and William S. Paley, CBS
chief executive, planned to appear
on behalf of their networks. Powel
Crosley Jr. of WLW and Chester
Long of General Electric also
planned to testify.
As Broadcasting went to press,
it appeared the hearings would
run two weeks of five-hour days.
Aside from the time actually requested by individuals, it was anticipated that Broadcast Division
members and staff would utilize 12
or 15 hours in presenting their
own case and in questioning witnesses. However, FCC spokesmen
were hopeful they would be condensed into a 10-day period.
Clear Channels

Technical

Represented

Superpower

as

Plans

FCC
Oct.

Hearing
Investigates
5

ALL

THE MAJOR issue, it appears
obvious, will be that of preservation of clear channels and use of
superpower by clear channel stations. The so-called Clear Channel
Group of 13 stations was prepared
to present its case in support of
retention of the existing clear
channel setup, along with a proposal that the present maximum
power of 50,000 watts be made the
minimum and that clear channel
stations be permitted, should they
desire, to utilize 500,000 watts
power. A dozen applications for
authority to use this energy now
are pending.
Diametrically opposed to this
viewpoint is the formidable National Association of Regional
Broadcasting Stations, formed
during the last 90 days under the
leadership of John Shepard 3d,
Yankee Network president. Representing some 85 stations in the
regional field, the organization has
made elaborate plans to support
its basic appeal for duplication of
stations on clear channels with
power restricted to a maximum of
50,000 watts as at present. The
group also favors a horizontal increase on all regional channels to
5,000 watts both day and nip-lit.
The plan of procedure is for the
FCC to present its case first.
Chairman E. O. Sykes of the
Broadcast Division will open the
hearings with a statement of their
scope. He will be followed by Chief
Engineer T. A. M. Craven, who
will outline the engineering f ide.
Dr. L. P. Wheeler, technical information section head of the
FCC, will analyze the technical
portions of the provocative allocation survey released by the FCC
last month, which dealt with rural
Page
\
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Hearings:
of Reallocation
Agenda
auditorium located
government
the
in
5
Oct.
THE HEARING will start
at Constitution Ave. between 12th and 13th Streets, between the Department of Labor Building and the Interstate Commerce Commission Building, at 10 a. m.
Opening statement by Chairman Eugene O. Sykes, of the Broadcast
Division, outlining the scope and procedure of the hearing.
by T. A. M. Craven, FCC Chief Engineer, on broadcast
Statement
and engineering.
allocation
Testimony of A. D. Ring, Assistant Chief Engineer, and Dr. L. F.
Wheeler, Chief, Technical Information Section. Statements concerning
the procedure and the factual data on the allocation survey.
Testimony of respondents as follows :
1. National Committee on Education by Radio — S. Howard Evans.
2. National Association of Educational Broadcasters — H. B. McCarty.
3. Institute of Radio Engineers — Harold P. Westman.
4. Radio Manufacturers Association — James M. Skinner and L. C r .

5. National Association of Broadcasters — James W. Baldwin and C.
YY IVIycrs
6 KFI WBAP, WFAA, WGN, WHAM, WHAS, WHO, WLS,
WWL (Clear
WSM, .
WOAI, WSB,
WLW,
well
.
_w Louis
.Channel Group)—
G. Cald
—
Channels
Clear
on
Assignments
Part-Time
in
Interested
7. Stations
Ben S. Fisher, John W. Kendall and Horace L. Lohnes.
8. Crosley Radio Corp.— Duke M. Patrick.
9. National Association of Regional Broadcast Stations; — i*aul D. c.
SPlo"KOiN, WAVE. WDAT, and Congress Square Hotel Co. — Re
ason certain frequencies
powerM.increases
questionsigned toso-called
regional horizontal
stations. — Paul
Segal.
^^t,
KGFJ) —
11. National
A. Allen.Independent Broadcasters (WLVA, WMBC,
Edward
Jr.
12. National Broadcasting Co. Inc. — P. J. Hennessey,
13. Columbia Broadcasting System Inc. — Duke. M. Patrick.
14. Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. — Horace L. Lohnes.
15. General Electric Co. — Chester H. Lang.
16. Hearst Radio Inc.— Littlepage & Littlepage
t™t»xt
17 WGR-WKBW, KMBC, W9XBY, KFBK-KMJ. KWG. KERN
and WNAX— Frank D. Scott.
18 W2XR — John V. L. Hogan.
,_
WSAZ.
19 KWTO. KGBX, KFRU, KCMO, WEEU. WRAW, WDNC,
WLVAT WMBG. WJAS. KQV, WTMV, W1XBS, WDGY
WHJB WTOC, Mason Dixon Radio Group Inc., operators of WDHiL,,
WILM. WEST. WAZL, WORK. WGAL— George O. Sutton
20 KFOX KFWB. KIEM. KMED. KOMO. KPRC. KRKD, KTBS,
KTRH KVOD, KXTZ, KGMB, WCOP, WELI, WNBC, WPHR,
WLBG KARK. KLS, KOOS, WORC, WTFI— Ben S. Fisher
21 KFXM KGFJ, KIT, KGFW, KSLM, KXL, WSGN, KRNR.
Broadcast Station,
KELD KORE, Hill & Phillips, d/b as EugeneFisher.
WLBC WJBC. WCBS, WCNI. WSOC— Ben S.
22 KEX. K.TR. KSL. KWKH, KFVD— Ben S. Fisher.
KOA. KVI — Ben S. Fisher.
KGW. KHO.
23 WCFL,
24.
Chicago, 111.
25. WRUF, Gainesville, Fla.
26. WBBM, Chicago, 111.
,
.
.
UniState
Ohio
Byrne,
F.
John
Prof.
—
Ohio
27. WGAR,
Morris Pierce.
versity and R. Cleveland.
28
Diego, O.
Cal.
29. 'KFSD.
WOSU, San
Columbus,
, _ ., _
David K. Milsten.
and
Stmson
W.
30 KVOO, Tulsa, Okla. — Lawrence
31 WTTO. Hartford, Conn. — Duke M. Patrick.
32. WORL, Boston — Melvin D. Hildreth. Observer only.
33 KFIOA.. Los Angeles, Cal. — Louis G. Caldwell.
34. WT5NX. New York — R. T. Rollo and Dr. Herbert L. Wilson.
3R! WOW. Omaha. Neb. — Paul M. Segal.
36. Harold A. Lafount.
.
.
37. Edgar H. Felix — Radio Coverage Reports. Field Intensity Surveys,
Allocation Investigations, and Directive System Specifications.

coverage under present allocations.
Assistant Chief Engineer Andrew
the FCC presD. Ring will closeanalys
is of other
entation with an
aspects of this survey, primarily
phases dealing with the postcard
resurvey of rural FCC
questionnaire the
findings of
ception and
ors.
inspect
Whether the FCC will present
other testimony is not vet definite.
It is likely, however, that follow-y
ing the presentation of testimon
organizaby private individuals, ns
and
tions, networks, statio
others, that Mr. Ring will be recalled to the stand to draw additional conclusions, based on the
allocation survey.
After the opening of the hearprovides that
ings, the agenda

1, 1936

educational groups, of which two
have requested opportunity to be
heard, present their cases. They
will be followed by organizations
such as the Institute of Radio Engineers, National Association of
Broadcasters (if it desires time)
and the Radio Manufacturers Association— the latter having petitioned to appear on receiving set
matters.
Next in order, the Division proposes to hear the Clear Channel
Group, Regional Group, and Local
Group. These will be followed by
the networks. Large companies,
such as Westinghouse, General
Electric, and Hearst Radio then
will be called. Counsel appearing
for groups of client stations, other
than those associated with organi-

BROADCASTING

zations which will already have
appeared, are scheduled next, to
be followed by individual stations
and finally by individuals.
Eleventh - hour efforts to
seek a postponement of the hearings on varying grounds have been
dropped, primarily because the
Division made known rather definitely that it planned to proceed
with the hearings. James W.
Baldwin, NAB managing director,
on Sept. 15 proposed a postponement to members of the NAB
board, but after a division of
opinion it was decided not to file
the request. No statement on this,
however, was forthcoming from
NAB headquarters.
NAB

Board to Meet

MEANWHILE, Mr. Baldwin on Sept.
23 sent out a call for an NAB
board meeting — the first since the
Chicago convention in July — to be
held in Washington Oct. 2. The
reallocation hearings, together
with other pending matters largely
of a routine nature, were on the
agenda. Since most of the score
of board members plan to be in
Washington for the hearings it
was concluded that a meeting
should be called.
The NAB, through Mr. Baldwin,
filed an appearance for the hearings, asking one-half hour each for
Charles W. Myers, president, and
for Mr. Baldwin. However, it was
undecided as to whether the NAB
would appear, because of the
highly controversial nature of the
hearings, and because of the divermemNAB matter,
amongThe
gence
of views
bers
themselves.
however, will be presented to the
board. If the NAB does appear,
it will be simply to present certain
general economic facts about the
broadcasting industry, with no attempt to recommend allocations.
Whether any other groups of
broadcasters will appear also is
Plans of L. B. Wilproblematical.
son, owner of WCKY, Cincinnati,
to band together the eight highpower regional stations to present
a case in support of 50,000 watts
on those channels evidently failed
to materialize and no appearance
has been filed for the group as
such. Originally, it had been
planned to retain the engineering
firm of Jansky & Bailey to appear
but the arrangefor thementsgroup,
were not completed.
Whether local stations, through
National Independent Broadcasters Inc., will be represented, alsc
was debatable. Edward A. Allen,
its president, filed an appearance
but so far as known has not retained either legal or engineering
counsel. If Mr. Allen appears, .it
will be in favor of an increase ir
power for locals at night fron
100 to 250 watts, with 500 watts
day for those who want it, anc
with additional channels set asid<
for local stations to reduce con
gestion on the six channels nov,
used for that class of stations.
One other group of stations
constituting daytime and limite<
time stations operating on clea:
channels, also filed an appearand
and requested opportunity to b
heard. However, it was not certaii
that they would testify. An ap.
pearance in their behalf was file£
by Horace L. Lohnes, Washingtoij
attorney, who said that in this in
stance Ben S. Fisher, Washingto
(Continued on page 72)
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Asher

W

Sizemore

now

TEAM

H

and

O

STAFF

Little

broadcasting

Jimmie

daily
■'3

■jWHO
listeners enjoy chain-service PLUS.
They enjoy the million-dollar entertainment
sented on the red network.
(Now better than
rwith Fred
They

Astaire

and

also enjoy

tures that originate
To
such

Jack Benny.)

the many

special live-talent fea-

at WHO.

a talent staff of 150
star attractions

as Gene

people,

men

familiar

with

already

& Glenn

fellows, WHO
has just added
v Asher and Little Jimmie.
Radio

preever

and

another

including
The

Song-

headliner —

it. Des

the record

made

by this

father-and-son team on other 50 KW's like WSM,
and WFAA, recognize Asher & Little Jimmie
■ WHAS
: as top-rank audience-builders — a feature that adds
one more to the long list of reasons why WHO
has
become

an important

) lion families
important
families

part in the daily lives of a miland

because WHO

— power of 50,000
full time.

National Representatives:

N T IA L

FREE

• Broadcast

MOINES,

Inc. — New

COMPANY

IOWA

York.

watts, cleared - channel,

Phone

3-7147

Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

WHOIOWA
RADIO
COVERAGE

COMPLETE

CLEARED-CHANNEL
BROADCASTING

& SLEEVINGER,

—

Iowa's

has power that fits the market

BROADCASTING
DES

WHO,

fact, all other Iowa stations together do not
cover the state so effectively as does WHO,

plan to sell those

/. O. Maland, Mgr.

of

through a score of important trading centers. Some of these centers have low-powered local radio stations. Some do not. In

part of any advertising
economically.

home

largest city, has less than 6% of the state's
population. Buying power, spread over the
entire state (55,586 square miles), 3ows

territory — and an

CENTRAL

ESSE

Moines,

adjoining

most

in Iowa

POWER THAT FITS THE MARKET — Iowa
is a broad market. No single city dominates

50#000

THE

WATTS

Advertising

—

October

MID-WEST

I

FULL-TIME
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Gladstone
Dr.

Frigon

Murray,
Picked

For Canadian
Body
CBC Recommends Them for
Control of New Radio Setup
By JAMES MONTAGNES
OTTAWA, Ont., Sept. 25— At its
first meeting at Ottawa the newlyappointed board of governors of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
government-owned broadcasting organization named last month to
displace the Canadian Radio Commission [Broadcasting, Sept. 15],
recommended to the Canadian government the appointment of Maj.
Gladstone Murray, 43 - year - old
British Broadcasting Corp. executive, to the post of general manager of the CBC at a salary of
$13,000, and Dr. Augustin Frigon,
chairman of the Quebec Electric
Commission and member of the
royal commission of 1929 which
recommended nationalization of
broadcasting, to the post of assistant general manager at a salary
of $12,000 a year. Both are understood to have signified their acceptance if the government approves of the recommendation.
Both also are understood to be
leaving posts paying higher salaries.
Eight of the nine members of
the board made the recommendation under Chairman L. Brockington. The board further recommended that the appointments be
made at once so the two men
would be ready to steD into their
positions Nov. 2, when the new
radio act creating the CBC goes into effect; replacing the present
three-man Commission under Hector Charlesworth.
Spectacular Career
MAJ. MURRAY was born in Maple Ridge, British Columbia, and
was graduated from McGill University, Montreal, where he founded the McGill Daily in 1911. As a
Rhodes Scholar from Quebec he
went to Oxford, joined the British
army at the outbreak of the war,
saw service with cavalry, infantry
and air force. It was he who flew
behind the German lines to drop
a wreath on the airdrome of German ace Richthofen, brought down
by another Canadian pilot, Roy
Brown.
Maj. Murray was special correspondent for the London Daily
Express and public relations officer for the League of Nations
Union of London before joining
BBC as public relations director.
He founded the various BBC magazines with their worldwide circulation, has handled all British political broadcasts since 1924, and
has been consulted by the Canadian Parliament on broadcasting
questions several times.
Dr. Frigon was a member of
the three-man royal Commission
which made the initial inquiries
into Canadian radio, touring Europe and the United States and
bringing in a report favoring
the nationalization of broadcasting while also allowing the operation of privately-owned stations.
The report has never been wholly
implemented, especially in the matter of high - power stations, of
which seven were to be built across
the Dominion. He is a graduate
of the Polytechnic School of Montreal Universitv and of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Page
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Major

Networks

Show

Sales

Time

Gain

Months
Summer
for the Three
Of 19%
the NBC
for
The August total
BILLINGS of NBC, CBS and MuRed and Blue was $2,422,431, with
tual reached a record total in August for the second consecutive
and $868,Red reported
the CBS
$1,553,5
an
Blue.
the for
for 40
891
month. Mutual reported an inall-time record of $1,232,508 as
crease of 69% over August, 1935,
against August, 1935, billing of
CBS receipts were up 40% and
$879,019. Mutual sales for August
combined NBC revenues rose
were $122,065, of which $16,798
19.8%. While the August total of
was for supplementary stations.
the major networks was slightly
All three networks experienced
the best summer in their history,
under the July total— $3,777,004
the June, July and August total
9 — the loss is acagainst tually$3,382,31
a gain since past August
amounting to $11,540,057, a threebillings have been much lower than
month increase of 19% or $1,847,July business.
277.
Networks'
Jan.
Feb.
March
May
April

Red
Blue
Red
Blue
Red
Blue

Red
Blue
Red
Blue
Red
June
July
Blue
Red
Blue
August Red
Blue
January .
February
March . .
April . . .
May ....
June
July ....
August

1936
956,643
$1,725,172
1,697,524
1,016,776
1,915,357
1,122,516
1,762,201
979,727

Gross Monthly Time
—7.37
Over
—1
01985
% ,6Gain
NBC 1935"

|
1
\
|
\
.42
/
\ —4.64
j 2.23
—2.41
1.650,046
1
911,674 I
1,490,426]
833.030 J

Sales
1931,
1933

$2,895,037
2,758,319

$2,391,667
2,211,637

$1,869,885
1,742,784

3,025,308

2,507,890

1,997,463

2,682,143

2,373,890

1,690,177

2,685,211

2,475,173

1,662,887

2,380,845
2,208,935

2,177,857
1,864,420

1,512,139

2,021,366

1,542,599

1,328,467

$1,768,949
1,654,461
1,829,553
1,615,389
1,287,455
910,470
1,066,729
879,019
MBS

$1,405,948
1,387,823
1,524,904
1,371,601
1.255,887
925,939
630,290
513,315

$941,46o
884,977
1,016,102
775,487
624,256
553,056
445,414
499,638

1,613,1481
816.835 / 10.01
19.8
1,553,5401
868,891]
CBS
.$1,901,023
1,909,146
. 2,172,382
1,951,397
1,749,517
.. 1,502,768
1,292,775
1,232,508

15.4
18.7
20.8
35.9
42.
40.9
40.

1,370,993

January
$166,266 155.6
February
162,358 142.5
66,946
March
191,483 113.8
$65,024
94,180
118,045
April
139,834 18.5
111,497
May
129,907 16.5
June
104,510 15.1
90,692
July
109,561 74.8
62,648
August
122,065 69.
72,076
*Prior to Jan. 1. 1936, when NBC inaugurated two coast-to-coast networks, no separate Red and Blue figures were issued by NBC.

Maj. Murray
Dr. Frigon has been a member
of the Canadian Research Council,
headmaster of the Polytechnic
School at Montreal, director of
technical education for the Province of Quebec, and for the last
10 years has been chairman of the
Quebec Electric Commission. He
is a technician of wide renown and
has carefully studied the radio
problem.
Hector Charlesworth, chairman
of the present Commission, has a
10-year contract with the government for his post. It is understood that some post will be found
for him either in the radio department or perhaps as director of the
national archives, since he left a
permanent post as editor of Toronto Saturday Night at the request of former premier Bennett.
His salary is $10,000.
Members of the board of gov-

2, 1936

ernors do not receive an annual
salary, getting remuneration only
for
tend. the meetings which they atMaj. Murray Comments
"I INTEND to put Canada on the
air in a big way," Maj. Murray
is quoted as telling a London correspondent ofthe Toronto Star in
a cabled dispatch to that paper
following the announcement of his
appointment. Maj. Murray has
made plans to sail for Montreal
Oct. 3 on the Empress of Britain.
Murray explained that while he
would have nothing to do with the
policy of the nationalized radio, a
matter in which he would carry
out the wishes of the board of nine
governors, he felt certain that with
maturity Canada's broadcasting
system could be among the best
in the world, artistic and other resources being available. He had
no idea to make Canadian broadcasting apattern on the BBC with
which he is at present connected,
but would place it on a distinctly
Canadian basis. In time it would
be as different from the BBC as
from American broadcasting, he
explained.
"Questions relating to talks and
speeches, also news broadcasting,
I shall discuss with the governors
on my arrival at Ottawa. My prin-

BROADCASTING

PURCHASES

WPEN
AND
WHAX
SALE OF WPEN and WRAX,
Philadelphia time-sharmg inde^en.
dents, to John lraci, former owner
of WOV, New York, was consummated Sept. 28 subject to FCC approval.forMr.the
Iraci
on thatofday
tracted
purchase
60%con-of
the common stock of the two stations from Clarence Taubei for
Previously, Mr. Iraci had pur$82,500. chased from Mr. Taubei the preferred stock of WPEN for $82,500
as well as 40% of the common
stock of WPEN and WRAX from
Paul F. Harron, who is also part
owner of WHOM, Jersey City, and
WFAB, New York, for approximately $75,000. The total outlay
for the two time-sharing stations
was $240,000.
Mr. Iraci recently sold WOV,
limited-time station in New York,
to Arde
watch
turer and Bulova,
broadcaster,
for manufac$300,000,
subject to FCC approval. The application for assignment now is
pending. WOV is the main link
in the plan of the Paulist Fathers
of New York to procure a full-time
5,000-watt assignment for the parttime WLWL, New York.
Acquisition of the two timesharing stations, which operate on
the 920 kc. channel with 250 watts
night and 500 watts day, was made
possible through procurement by
Mr. Iraci of an option on the stations held by Russell Feldman, New
York broker.
Meanwhile, the status of the
Paulist-Bulova transaction, whereby WLWL would procure the full
time, appeared
no closer
to solution. The Paulists
originally
had
made arrangements with CBS
whereby the full-time WLWL would
have been leased or sold to the network. Mr. Bulova's acquisition ol
WOV, however, completely upsel
this original plan and the Paulists
since have steadfastly refused tc
deal with Bulova on a similar arrangement.
WHN,

Yankee

Network

Sign for Sports Events
EXCLUSIVE broadcasting right:
to all sporting events at the 20tl
Century Sporting Club, famou:
New York organization headed b:
the promoter Mike Jacobs, were ac
quired by WHN, New York
through Herbert L. Pettey, it j
commercial director, in a deal con
summated in September. At abou
the same time WHN, in compan;
with Yankee Network, through Mi
Pettey and John Shepard 3d, als
signed the broadcasting rights fo
Madison Square Garden events
WHN and Yankee Network hav
a tieup arrangement.
Both agreements run throug
the fall and winter seasons, term
nating June 1, 1937, and includ
championship fights, hockey, bas
ketball and football. First on th
docket is the Joe Louis-Georg
Brecia fight Oct. 7. Under tl
agreement WHN and Mr. Shepai
have full authority to deal wit
other parties seeking broadcasts
privileges.
ciple in news broadcasting is ha:
monious association with the new:
papers. For some time comme
cial broadcasting will continue, t<
gether with public service broa
casting for a transition period <
amicable cooperation," the ne
general manager stated.
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Democrats

Leich

KFI-KECA

Bar

As
From
Retaliate

Broadcasts

Sponsored
for

Refusing

to

Carry

Fireside

Chat;

FCC Legal Staff Upholds Station Action
that where time was contracted
DESPITE a formal ruling by the
FCC law department that KFI
for, and where stations had allowed other candidates for office
and KECA, Los Angeles, did not
time over their facilities, they also
transgress the law in refusing to
are duty-bound under the political
accept President Roosevelt's resection of the law to grant facilicent "fireside chat" as a sustaining
ties to the Communists.
program, the Democratic National
Among those who protested the
Committee as a retaliatory measure intends to boycott these staAnthony refusal to carry the Prestions on all future commercial
ident's "fireside chat" on Sept. 6
was John G. Wenk, president of
broadcasts it was learned authorithe Utopian Society of America,
tatively Sept. 23.
I
Los Angeles, and it was on the
In purchasing an hour for Presbasis of this letter that the FCC
ident Roosevelt Oct. 1 on combined
law department rendered a legal
NBC-Red network with suppleopinion. In his telegram, a copy
mentaries and the CBS nationwide
of which also was sent to the
facilities, the committee specificalPresident, Mr. Wenk charged that
ly informed NBC that it did not
if this policy were not checked it
want KFI, although it is the most
would ultimately deprive Ameripowerful NBC-Red outlet on the
coast. No formal announcement
can citizens of the necessary information to exercise intelligent
to this end was made, but it was
learned from White House sources
judgment and suffrage.
that the administration feels irked
Over the signature of John B.
over the incident and that so far
Reynolds, acting secretary of the
as it is concerned neither of the
FCC, Mr. Wenk and other protestants were informed:
Anthony stations will be used for
commercial talks by the President.
"In reply, you are advised that
Section 3 (h) of the CommunicaStephen T. Early, of the Presitions Act of 1934 provides that a
dential secretariat, it was ascertained, informed the Democratic
person
'engaged in radio broad!Committee that the stations would
casting shall not, insofar as such
person is so engaged, be deemed a
not be used in commercials. The
stations, however, in the opinion
common carrier'. It follows, therefore, that a broadcast station is
of the White House, have a perfect
not under a public utility obligaright to accept any Presidential
tion to accept all program mater"sustainings" whenever in the
ial offered, and the Commission
opinion of its owner, these broadhas no authority to direct a stacasts are non-political.
tion to accept any specific proIt was pointed out in White
gram. The only exception to this
House quarters that KFI and
KECA were the only stations in rule is contained in Section 315 of
the Communications Act of 1934,
the country which refused the
"fireside chat". Further it was said
a copy of which is enclosed, concerning the affording of equal
that if radio wants to seek "parity
opportunity
for the use of broadwith the press" it must mend its
cast facilities to legally qualified
ways on such matters as presicandidates for public office.
dential speeches. Newspapers, even
"If the address to which you rethough largely anti - administrafer was not made in connection
tion, nevertheless carry the presiwith
candidacy for election to pubdent's speeches as "news" and do
lic office, it does not come within
not charge for the space used or
the exception of Section 315 of the
require purchase of advertising.
The White House feels too, it Act. If it was made in connection
with candidacy for election to pubwas indicated, that coverage will
lic office (and it appears that the
be procured in Los Angeles withstations concluded it was), then
out these stations since it is the
the stations were within their
intention of the Committee to use
rights in refusing to accept the
two nationwide networks in each
same unless paid for at reeular
Presidential campaign speech.
political rates, since it appears
Communist Complaints
that they reauire all presidential
candidates making political speeches
THIS development culminated a
to pay for time; and, assuming
series of events having to do with
this to be true, thev could not perpolitical broadcasting during the
mit one presidential candidate to
last month that is indicative of
if, 14
broadcast without charge and rethe recriminations that may be exau're all others to pay without
pected as political campaigning
via the radio goes into its home
violating the 'eoual onnortunity'
stretch. The KFI incident, coupled
provisions of Section 315."
with a series of complaints by the
Statement by KFI-KECA
Communists and spokesmen in
ON SEPT. 11. Jose Rodriguez, editheir behalf over the refusal of
HE H
tor of the KFI-KECA news service,
certain stations to give them or
sent to the FCC a statement by
sell them time, tended to focus atthe stations which covered reasons
tention upon radio more than ever.
for the refusal to broadcast the
t It The FCC Broadcast Division, afspeech. It pointed out that the acter receipt of the complaints, routtion had been both praised and
ed them to its law department.
condemned but that the factors
The department, in the case of the
that led to the decision had not
Anthony refusal, submitted a clearbeen clearly understood. The statecut opinion in which it gave the
ment said in part:
i stations a clean bill of health under the law. There were various
"KFI-KECA are strictly nonletters dealing with the Communist
partisan in political questions. Station rules demand that all oolitical
'situation, and the import of the
speeches in favor of candidates or
FCC action in those cases upon
w hich it has passed judgment was
measures shall be paid for at exjjrllBROAD CASTING
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MIKE-MINDED— President Roosevelt and Secretary Marvin Mclnwith one of
tinkermicrophones
tyre
condenser
andWLEU's
a lapel
model while their train stopped at
Erie, Pa.
isting commercial rates. KFIKECA do not donate use of their
facilities for political purposes under any conditions.
"KFI-KECA make a clear distinction between the President of
the United States and the Democratic candidate for that office. As
Chief Executive of the United
States, Franklin Delano Roosevelt
is respected and honored by KFIKECA. As Democratic candidate
for the presidency, Franklin Delano Roosevelt is considered by
KFI-KECA as an office-seeker with
no more rights or privileges than
discourse on this subopponents."
hisAnother
ject which, strangely enough, did
not coincide with the FCC's official interpretation, was an address
by George H. Payne, FCC Telegraph Division member on Sept.
16 at Riverhead, N. Y. Addressing the Rotary Club there, Mr.
Payne, a Progressive Republican,
called the Anthony action an "arrogant abuse of power". Again
criticising commercial broadcasting and broadcasters, he talked
about "enormous fortunes" that
can be made "by private exploitation of this oflastthegreat
resource."
Because
varying
factors
involved, the FCC has not rendered
any blanket opinion in connection
with the Communist complaints.
On Sept. 15, it informed Arthur
Garfield Hays, general counsel of
the American Civil Liberties Union, which complained that WIRE
WCAE and WTCN had violated
the political section of the law by
refusing
to broadcast
a speech
b~"
Earl Browder,
Communist
candidate for president, that it would
make a thorough investigation.
Meanwhile, on Sept. 20 WCAE,
Hearst - owned station in Pittsburgh, announced it will carry
three broadcasts of Browder
speeches which already have been
scheduled on NBC because it is
compelled to do so under the political section of the law.
Emile J. Gough, vice president
of WCAE and Hearst Radio executive, declared that but for these
mandatory provisions of the law
and the reeulations of the Commission, WCAE would reject the
Browder programs.
ANA Meets Oct. 9-10
THE CHANGING order of distribution and how it is affecting national advertising, with partial attention to the Patman law, will be
a chief topic of discussion at the
annual convention of the Association of National Advertisers at the
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va., Oct. 9 and 10.

Directs

Insull

ABC

Resigns

Adequate Financing Declared
Assured for the Season
RESIGNATION of Samuel Insull
as president and general manager
of Affiliated Broadcasting Co. and
appointment of Clarence Leich, official of WEOA and WGBF, Evansville, Ind., to succeed him as general manager of the network were
announced on Sept. 20, following
a meeting of the owners and managers of the 20-odd midwestern
stations work.
comprising
ABC netMr. Insull, the
however,
will
"remain on the board of directors
to represent the interests of the
stations and of his friends who
have provided a substantial portion of the capital thus far investin the business,"
according to
the edofficial
announcement.
Withdrawal of Mr. Insull from
the presidency of the company
which he has headed since its inception early this year comes as
a climax to a series of resignations and dismissals which has removed from the network's staff
most of the personnel who came
in under the Insull auspices and
culminates an internal struggle
for control of the chain that has
been going on almost as long as
the company itself.
Commercial Activity
WITH this matter settled for the
time being, with adequate finances
assured for the coming season, and
with control in the hands of an
experienced station manager, officials of the ABC and of its member stations predict rapid progress
for the chain in the near future.
Following the appointment of
Mr. Leich, the meeting settled into
a discussion of the network's proaccommercial
gram tivities,
policieswhichand
he will
direct. A
publicity committee was named,
consisting of H. B. Walker, part
owner of WEOA, Evansville, and
WBOW, Terre Haute, who became
of
of the chain's board
a member early
in September; S. H.
directors
Bliss, general manager of WCLO,
Janesville, Wis.; and H. J. Newcomb, manager of WRJN, Racine,
Wis. Both WCLO and WRJN are
newspaper-owned stations, and both
Bliss and Newcomb are former
newspapermen.
T. E. Quizenberry, board member and since early summer executive vice-president of the network,
who has been devoting most of his
time to its reorganization and to
contacting advertising agencies and
advertisers, left Chicago the day
following the meeting for a brief
trip to Europe, sailing on the
Queen Mary Sept. 23 and planning
Aquitania, A moon the
to return
France will take up
tor tour of
most of his time on the continent.
Contrary to previous reports,
David F. Crosier remains with
ABC as eastern manaeer. The Detroit office, managed by Earl Maxwell, has been closed, and the sales
force further reduced by the resignation of Wallace Stenhouse, who
left to join the Criterion Advertising Co., specializing in outdoor
advertising.
BENRUS WATCH Co., New York,
through S. M. Epstein Co., Detroit
agency, has renewed time signal
schedules for 1937 on WXYZ, Detroit, and the Michigan Network.
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Columbia,

Midway

between

St. Louis

Missouri

the retail markets

and Kansis

the center

City, Columbia

of a rich market

not

quately covered by anv outside
either newspaper or radio.

Columbia,

Missouri,

RADIO
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home
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Kilocycles

of

1,000 WATTS
DAYTIME
(500 Nighttime)

KFRU

Radio Station
Facts

and

figures

from

KFRU's

New

Market

Manual:

The 105,900 radio set owning families in this market, offer a potential
retail sales market of $75,000,000 in 1936.

KFRU
Is Owned

and

A sales message over KFRU thoroughly covers 32 counties and 5 (30,000
to 100,000 population each) retail markets.

Operated by the
Star-Times
Publishing Co.

There are 54,452 families in this market, 46% of whom live on farms
and 54% in cities or towns. 69% of the total families own radio sets.

Publishers of
The

Your copy of this interesting, factual manual will be sent on
request to Radio
Station KFRU
at Columbia, Missouri

St,

Louis

Star -Times

Or to Representatives
WILSON—
1329 Baltimore Ave.
Kansas City

A

Sales

Message

DALTON—
ROBERTSON
1503 Mather Tower
250 Park Ave.
New York City
Chicago, III.

over

KFRU

covers
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of Missouri
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5

Eight
In

Record
Include

Stations

New

FCC

Regional

Granted

Decision

in St. Louis

and

5 kw.

Day
Daytime

More

New

Stations

Air-Press

Authorized on Sept. 29
IN A SECOND major decision day
Sept. 29 [see detailed listings on
FCC theBroadcast
page 78],
visionthe
authorized
erection Diof
five more new local broadcasting
stations, and at the same time
granted authority to Harold V.
Hough, manager of WBAP, Fort
Worth, to purchase KGFG, Oklahoma City, from Hale V. Davis. It
KGFG, a part-time 100granted full
watter,
time in lieu of its
present time-sharing with KCRC,
Enid, Okla.
The new station grants were as
follows:
C. G. Hill, George D. Walker
and Susan H. Walker, WinstonSalem, N. C. — Granted construction permit for 250 watts daytime
on 1250 kc, reversing Examiner
Walker.
Jonas Weiland, Kinston, N. C. —
Granted construction permit for
100 watts night and 250 watts
daytime on 1200 kc, sustaining
Examiner Walker.
Northern Broadcasting Co.,
Wausau, Wis. — Granted 100 watts
daytime on 1370 kc, sustaining
Examiner Seward.
Wilton Harvey Pollard, Huntsville, Ala. — Granted 100 watts on
1200 kc, sustaining Examiner
Seward.

In Hammond, Ind.; KGKO
To Fort Worth
Minneapolis attorney.
BESIDES granting construction
permits for eight new broadcastThese applications were all dismissed with prejudice. Denied also
ing stations, including a 1,000-watt
were the applications of the San
regional in St. Louis, a 5,000-watt
daytime station in Hammond, Ind.,
Diego Union-Tribune for a new
on the outskirts of Chicago, and a
local station on 1420 kc. in that
1,000-watt daytime station in Pittscity; that of A. W. Hayes, Erie,
burg, Kan., the FCC Broadcast
Pa., for a new regional on 1270 kc.
Division in a sweeping decision day
in that city.
Sept. 22 largely cleared its accumOther Power, Wave Grants
ulated summer docket by granting
numerous power increases, denying
SUSTAINING Examiner Arnold's
various applications for new starecommendations, the Broadcast
tions and ordering a long calendar
Division, with Commissioner Case
of applications set for hearings.
dissenting,
authorized KGKO,
Sitting for neaidy 10 hours, the
Wichita Falls, be moved into Fort
Division disposed of the largest
Worth. This station was recently
docket of cases in more than a
purchased by Amon Carter, pubyear. [Detailed listings of its delisher of the Fort Worth Starcisions will be found on page 76-77.]
Telegram, who proposes to operate
The new station grants were:
it as the Fort Worth-Dallas outlet
New Stations Authorized
of the NBC-Blue network.
STAR-CHRONICLE Publishing Co.,
Among other grants, the BroadSt. Louis — Granted construction percast Division affirmed its July 2
mit for new 1,000-watt full-time stadecision increasing the power of
tion on 1250 kc. in St. Louis, reversWMCA, New York, from 500 to
ing Examiner Hyde ; at same time de1,000 watts full time after WKBN,
nied application of WIL, St. Louis
local, for the same facilities, also reWICC, WFIL and WSYR-WSYU
had withdrawn their protests. Also
versing Examiner Hyde. The Star' Chronicle Publishing Co. publishes the
increased from 500 to 1,000 watts
Navarro Broadcasting Ass'n, CorSt. Louis Star-Times. Elzey Roberts
were
the full-time powers of
sicana, Tex. (J. C. West, presiis president and Ray V. Hamilton the
dent)— Granted 100 watts daytime
KGRV, Weslaco, Tex., and KVOA,
executive handling radio.
Hill.
on 1310 kc, sustaining Examiner
Tuscon,
Ariz.
Hammond - Calumet Broadcasting
The 5,000 watts experimental
Corp., Hammond, Ind., operators of
night power of WOW, Omaha,
WWAE, time-sharing 100-watter in
was temporarily extended for one
Hammond — Granted construction perwatt transmitter on 640 kc. pendmit for new 5,000-watt station on
month, from Sept. 29 to Oct. 28,
ing court appeals.
1480 kc. in Hammond, using direcand 5,000-watt daytime power
Marking the first time it has
tional antenna, without a hearing.
grants were awarded to WGR, Bufgranted daytime increase in power
A. Starieart Graham, E. V. Baxter
falo; WGST, Atlanta, and WLBL,
to local stations since Congress in
and Norman Baxter, doing business
Stevens
Point,
Wis.
1934 authorized the licensing of
as Pittsburg Broadcasting Co., PittsUpon protests by WNAC, WAAB,
additional 100-watt stations withburg, Kan. — Granted 1,000-watt daytime station on 790 kc, sustaining
WCOP and WLAC, the recent
out regard to quota, the Division
Examiner Hill.
grant of 5,000 watts on 1470 kc.
granted daytime power increases
Sioux Falls Broadcast Ass'n Inc.,
to WMEX, Boston, now operating
from 100 to 250 watts to eight staSioux Falls, S. D. — Granted construcwith 100 watts on 1500 kc, was
tions. Securing the increases were
tion permit for new 100-watt fulltime
ordered set for hearing. WGAN,
WMFG, Hibbing, Minn.; WMIN,
station in Sioux Falls on 1200 kc,
St. Paul; KDNC, Lewistown, Mont.;
Portland, Me., a new daytime stasustaining Examiner Hill. Same comWEOA, Evansville, Ind.; KMLD,
pany owns and operates KSOO, Sioux
tion whose previous call assignment was WSPG, was authorized
Falls,
and
is
headed
by
Joseph
HenMonroe, La.; WHFC-WKBI-WEHS,
kin.
Cicero, 111.
to continue construction of its 500Black River Valley Broadcasts
Inc., Watertown, N. T. — Granted
construction permit for new 100-watt
night and 250-watt day station on
1420 kc, sustaining Examiner Dalberg. Applicant corporation comprises
chiefly residents of Watertown, with
the Onondaga Radio Broadcasting
Corp., operating WFBL, Syracuse,
owning 40% stock interest and expecting to manage the station.
Harold Perry Johnson and Leland
M. Perry, Cedar City, Utah — Granted
construction permit for new full-time
100-watt station in Cedar City on
1310 kc. sustaining Examiner Hill.
R. J. Laubengayer, Salina, Kan. —
Granted construction permit for new
100-watt full-time station on 1500 kc.
in Salina ; no hearing. Mr. Laubengayer is publisher of the Salina Journal.
Tribune Printing Co., Jefferson
City, Mo. — Granted construction permit for new 100-watt daytime station
on 1310 kc in Jefferson City. Tribune
Printing Co. is publisher of the JefTribune. ferson City Capital-News and PostWWJ DEDICATES— The magnificent new $1,000,000 studio and transmitter plants of WWJ, Detroit, were formally dedicated during the
Many Applications Denied
week of Sept. 15 with special programs each evening, including Mel
AMONG the applications denied
Wissman's dramatization of "Conquest", performances by Ethel Barrymore, Alexander Gray and John Blaine, and a rebroadcast from the
were those for eight stations — one
each in Winona and Mankato,
Queen Mary at sea. Here are WWJ'S executives at the opening, left to
right: Walter Hoffman, chief engineer; Herschell Hart, press relations;
Minn.; Fort Dodge and Clinton,
la.; Hastings and Grand Island,
William J. Scripps, radio director, Detroit News; Wynn Wright, producNeb.; Appleton and Wausau, Wis.
tion manager; Easton C. Woolley, who on Sept. 15 became manager of
WWJ, resigning from NBC station relations ; Val Coffey, musical director ;
— filed by various corporations
headed
by Emmons
T. Abeles,
William E. Scripps, president, Detroit News, Mel Wissman, staff dramatist.
BROADCASTING
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Freedom

Sarnoff
Tied, Says
Television
Here to Be Free,

He Says After Trip Abroad
FREEDOM of the radio and progress in television were discussed by
and
David Sarnoff, RCA president
NBC board chairman, speaking
Herthe New inYork
Sept. 22 before
ne Institute
al(L-Tribu
its symposium on "The New Way of Living". Mr. Sarnoff had returned on
Mary Sept. 21 from a
the Queenmonths
several
visit in Europe
busihe combined
which
duringness and
vacation,
lending added
significance to his observations.
"The fact that a great newspaper," he said, his remarks being
broadcast over the NBC-Blue network, "and a nationwide network
are cooperating in this symposium
is highly significant. For it is well
to remember that nowhere in the
world where the press is enslaved
is radio free; and, conversely, nowhere has the freedom of the air
been abrogated
and fate,
the press
remained free. Their
and the
fate of all free institutions, are
oneAmong
and inseparable."
the other broadcasts by
the Institute were remote pickups
of talks by President Roosevelt
and Gov. Langdon, and personal
appearances by the five candidates
of the minor parties for the presidency. Mr.
Sarnoff's
speech
was
the only
one,
however,
dealing
with radio itself. He added:
Freedom for the Eye
"I HAVE just returned from a
European trip during which I witnessed the progress of television
abroad. Several countries are
making notable advances in developing this new radio art for
practical
service.
Whilecomplex,
our problems are much more
in
that we must serve a much larger
area — and this in turn calls for
the erection of many transmitting
stations and a vast outlay of capital — I am confident nevertheless
that the American public will one
day find the radio waves bringing
sight as well as sound through the
air. Moreover, we shall do it here
through private initiative instead
of through government subsidy as
is the case abroad. Freedom to see
as well as to hear, by radio, will
thus be preserved.
"While our engineers proceed
with their solution of the technical
problems of television, serious
study is being given to the subjectmatter of television programs, and
the development of a new studio
and program technique.
"Television hardly will be serving a useful function if it merely
tries to ride upon the services now
rendered by the sound studio. Television's true contribution will be
to provide forms of education and
entertainment primarily dependent
upon a visual image, to whicr
sound is a supplement. Along these
lines television should ultimately
offer an individual art and service
to every home, paralleling but not
replacing the art and service rendered by sound broadcasting."
A SURPRISE dinner for David
Sarnoff, president of RCA, was
given at the Ritz Hotel, New York
Sept. 30, on the occasion of the
official's 30th anniversary in radio,
by executives of companies in the
RCA family.
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Randall

Directing

All

Publicity

NBC

Educators

Mr. Morgan

partment, as director of the newly constituted publicity department. Mr. Randall will have direct supervision over these activities— a post he has held under temporary assignment as coordinator
for the last several months.
Simultaneously, it was announced
that E. P. H. James will continue
as advertising and sales promotion
manager, with Vance Babb, formerly chief assistant to Mr. Randall, as manager of the press division. The advertising and sales
promotion department heretofore
has been a part of the sales department.
Goodwill Activity
IT WAS also announced that Clay
Morgan, former advertising manager of the French Line, who joins
NBC Oct. 1, will be identified with
the NBC executive staff. His capacity has not yet been defined,
but it is understood that he will

Mr. James

Mr. Babb

be contact man and "goodwill ambassador", spending much of his
time away from New York in public relations work for the network.
Mr. Morgan later may become
assistant to President Lohr on
public relations matters, and it is
understood that he will report direct to the NBC president from
the outset.
Mr. Randall, a newspaperman,
joined the network in 1931, resigning from his post as publicity manager of the Bell Syndicate. A native of Providence, R. I., he broke
into newspaper work on the Providence Journal after graduation
from Brown University. Afterward he served on the Boston Herald and New York Press, and then
went to Baltimore in 1929 as advertising manager of the Fidelity
& Deposit Co. of Maryland. Subsequently he served in a similar
capacity with the Missouri State
Life Insurance Co. in St. Louis. In
1924 he became editorial writer for
the New York Dail^ News, and
then joined Hearst as a managing
Page
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Meet

For
Kadio
Session
First National Conference to

Clay Morgan Lohr's Assistant;
James Head of Sales Promotion
CULMINATING several months
of planning, President Lenox R.
Lohr of NBC announced Sept. 17
the consolidation of the NBC press,
advertising and sales promotion
departments in New York, with
Wayne L. Randall, for several
years manager of the press de-

Mr. Randall

to

Be Held During December
THE
problems of educational
broadcasting will be discussed at
the first National Conference on
Educational Broadcasting to be
held in Washington Dec. 10-12 under sponsorship of 16 national organizations in collaboration with
the FCC and the U. S. Office of
Education. The purpose of the
conference is to set up a clearing
house for information on latest
technical and professional developradio. ments in the educational use of

IN TWISTER'S MIDST — When word of a hurricane's approach was
up a news-gathering system by conreceived, WFIL, Philadelphia, set organizing
a shortwave network. As
tacting a group of amateurs and
the storm swept northward a crew was sent to Atlantic City where it
teamed with David Driscoll, of the WOR special events department.
Here is the group on the end of the Steel Pier. Left to right are Frank
Becker, chief engineer; Joe Connolly, special events; George Brasee,
engineer; Al Stevens, announcer; Arnold Nygren, engineer, and Driscoll.

RADIO
WTAR

and WPTF

IN

THE

HURRICANE

Spread Warning

and Keep Public

Informed as Staff Members Brave Storm
and shortwave stations as far away
as New York. J. L. Grether, chief
engineer, and J. C. Peffer, his assistant, took charge of technical
details.
Two programs were fed to NBC
Sept. 19 during the storm, with
Jeff Baker, new announcer, and
Vaughn Bradshaw, production man,
who had been in the studio all
night, arranging the connection
without a hitch although inexperiCampbell Arnoux, manager of
enced in this type of work. A secWTAR, Norfolk,. Va., sent out the
ond program originated in Mr.
first warning over a remote control line at the Weather Bureau,
Murphy's office.
WTAR dispatched radio reportwhere J. J. Murphy, chief meteoers to danger points along the
that the Carribrologist,
explained
Coast. Bradshaw went to Ocean
bean storm would strike within 24
hours.
View, until forced out by rising
water and winds. Ralph Hatcher
The entire WTAR staff worked
all nigrht to set up emergency
headauartered at the Cavalier Hoequipment in the Tidewater section
tel, Virginia Beach. Meantime miand created a network of amateur
litia, Red Cross and other relief
organizations were mobilized by
WTAR, which served as communieditor, first on the Boston Record
cations headquarters.
and then with the New York
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, sent
Mirror.
crews into the hurricane area to
Mr. James joined NBC in 1927
broadcast eyewitness accounts.
upon its formation and organized
Manager Richard Mason was m
its sales promotion department. He
charge
of the first broadcast Sept.
is well known in advertising and
18 from Ahoskie, N. C, with Carl
merchandising circles and the first
Goerch, commentator, and Harry
textbook on the merchandising of
Hulick,
technician, assisting. A
radio campaigns was produced in
second emergency crew consisted
1930 under his supervision. He has
of Graham Poyner, production
given many talks and lectures on
manager, and Willard Dean, rethe subject and on other phases of
mote engineer, which went to Norbroadcasting at advertising confolk and set up equipment in an
ventions, clubs and colleges.
office building.
Mr. Babb is a Columbia UniverWBT, Charlotte, sent a crew to
sity graduate. From 1926 to 1930
the Coast and fed CBS with a dehe was on the New York Times
editorial staff and then spent a
scription of the storm and wreckage. Grady Cole, newscaster, James
year in the advertising: departBeloungy, chief engineer, Arthur
ment of the American Radio Co.,
Whitesides, announcer, and Cecil
writing magazine copy and radio
Carmichael, U.P. bureau manager
continuity. He joined the NBC
at WBT, handled the assignment.
press department in the fall of
The first scheduled broadcast
1931, and remained for nearly
was
missed at Rocky Point, N. C,
four years, resigning to become
when it was found that a tempoassistant publicity director of Benrary station had been set up at
ton & Bowles Inc. in 1935. He reBeaufort, 25 miles away, instead
turned to NBC last May and since
of at Rocky Point due to confusion
then was acting manager of the
press department.
in orders given the telephone com-

WHEN warnings went out Sept.
18 that a tropical hurricane was
roaring toward the Atlantic Coast,
stations along the Seaboard promptly informed listeners and then set
about the task of keeping the public informed of storm developments. All commercial programs
took back seats in affected areas
as
public sei'vice became the watchword.
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The program, according to C. S.
Marsh, national secretary, will include such topics as schools of the
air, radio music, speech and drama,
religious broadcasts, forums on the
a i r, organization of listening
groups, radio workshops, broadcasting to schools, use of programs by colleges and universities,
use of radio by libraries and museums, radio programs for children, problems of research in educational broadcasting, audience attitudes, educational broadcasting
in other countries, organizing the
community on behalf of a radio
station, and related topics.
Supporters of Movement
SPONSORING organizations were
listed by Mr. Marsh as American
Association for Adult Education.
American Council on Education.
American Farm Bureau Federation, General Federation of Women's Clubs, Jewish Welfare Board
International Council of Religious
Education, Institute of Educatior
by Radio, Institute of Radio En
gineers, National Advisory Counci
on Radio in Education, Nationa
Association of Educational Broad
casters, National Catholic Educa
tional Association, National Com
mittee on Education by Radio, Na
tional Congress of Parents an<
Teachers, National Education As
sociation, National Grange, Pro
gressive Education Associatior
Women's National Radio Commit
tee, and Workers Education Bu
reau of America.
He added that all organization
interested in radio as a social forc(
nationally or regionally, are invii
ed to participate.
pany. This mystery has not yc
been solved. During the worst c
the storm a program was pipe
from Edenton, N. C, 300 mile
from Charlotte, and sent to Nc
York for the CBS pickup.
WJSV, Washington, sent a ere
to Norfolk and made pickups du:
ing the hurricane.
Floods in Texas, which deva
tated a wide area, found broa<
casters ready for a public servii
job that recalled the notable ser
ice given by eastern stations
the floods last March. Heavy rai:
fall culminated in raging torren
that caused heavy damage in par
of the Southwest.
KGKL,
San Angelo,
was tfH
only means of communication
that region. When the power f aik
the power
company supplied
small generating plant for shoi
wave
transmission. Transmitt
and equipment were not damage
Several hundred San Angelo horn
were washed away. The KGl
staffthree
was days.
on .the job continuous
for
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WLS

was founded — has grown, and is building

for the future on a platform of service to mid-west
listeners.
Part of the service consists of bringing
news
The

in the making"
WLS

to the WLS

Short-Wave

Mobile

audience.
Broadcasting

Unit is used to bring to the millions of homes

John Baker and WLS

the mid-west, events of interest as they're taking
place — such as state fair activities direct from

engineers (above)

the fair grounds — livestock markets

use the short-wave truck to good advan-

Chicago

tage on short notice broadcasts by remote

The

ple throughout the middle

State Fairs, Lake County Farmers Picnic,

Service such

Prairie

Farmer

from the great

stockyards — interviews with famous

control. The past month the truck has
been used at both the Indiana and Illinois

peo-

west.

as this builds listener loyalty —

and "advertising results follow listener loyalty."

Chicago Stockyards, Illinois Farm Sports
Festival and numerous street broadcasts.

sis

in

Station

CHICAGO

II' c
ir ;
BURRIDGE

D. BUTLER,

President

GLENN

SNYDER,

Manager

National Representatives: John Blair & Co.
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Merchandising
Is

Started

on

of

Grid

Extensive

Series
Basis

Kellogg, Socony- Vacuum and Other Sponsors Promote
Broadcasts; Additional Contests Contracted
WITH contracts for broadcasting
Pennsylvania game from WCAU
of hundreds of college and profesto WEST, Easton, Pa.; W. & J.sional football games already
Lafayette, Dickinson-Lafayette and
Moravian-Lafayette on WEST; as
signed, sponsors are concentrating
on merchandising campaigns as
well as Pennsylvania -Cornell;
the grid season goes into full
Georgia U games one WSB, Atswing.
lanta; eight Syracus games on
Some loose ends still remained
Syracuse, WHAM, RochesWSYR,
to be disposed of as Broadcasting
ter, WOKO, Albany, and WGR,
Buffalo, and in some cases on New
went to press, a situation that
York State Network; Virginia U
naturally arose due to the unpreceschedule replaced by group of
dented angling for football sponsouthern games, on Virginia
other
conthis
of
sorship rights. Typical
dition was the position of Reynolds
Network plus WDBJ, Roanoke,
Benson, Columbia U athletic diand WRVA, Richmond; Pennsylvania games will be carried on
rector, when informed that Atlantic Refining Co. had announced
WCAU, Philadelphia, with WOR
added for the Penn-Yale and Pennit would sponsor the Cornell-CoON FOOTBALL — Ted
HUSING
lumbia game Oct. 31, among other
sylvania-Penn State games; last
Husing,
ace
CBS football reporter,
Delminute additions also included
Cornell games. Mr. Benson indihas 80 "string correspondents" at
cated to Broadcasting that Columaware games on WDEL, Wilmington.
as many colleges and universities
bia had not sold sponsorship rights
reporting to him regularly for his
Kellogg
Co.
has
added
WJR,
to Atlantic, although no announceTed Husing Sportcasts sponsored
ment of sponsorship rights had
Detroit, to its schedule of Michiby Atlantic Refining Co. which
been published.
gan U games, originally slated only
started on CBS Sept. 29, Tuesdays,
on WWJ. Five Notre Dame home
A number of sponsors have been
Thursdays and Saturdays, 7:15angling for rights to Columbia
games and several out - of - town
7:30 p. m. In addition, he started
games
will
be
carried
on
WTAM,
games. Princeton's schedule has
covering Saturday games with the
also been sought for broadcasting
Cleveland. A daily quarter-hour
Duke-Colgate contest Sept. 26, insports series was planned on a
but the university definitely detroducing his new microphone asBuffalo station for 10 weeks and
cided not to permit sponsorship,
sistant Jimmy Dolan, who succeedthwarting the efforts of a number
will broadKellogg
in Syracuse
ed Les Quailey, former teammate
cast five-minute
news programs,
of agencies and advertisers to obof Husing and Dolan when thev
tain exclusive rights.
thrice daily, six days a week on
played football for the old Paulist
Although Atlantic Refining had
WSYR. Bill Corum will broadcast
Athletic Club. Mr. Quailey is now
announced some weeks ago that it a Saturday resume on WOR. Ty
supervising the various national,
planned to broadcast University
Tyson is to announce Michigan
local and regional sports broadof Pennsylvania games, definite
games. Bill Cunningham is broadcasts being sponsored by Atlantic
announcement of final agreement
casting a Friday night series for
Refining Co.
was not made until late in SepKellogg on 14 Yankee stations for
tember. [See Atlantic Refining
13 weeks. He is sports writer of
the Boston Post. Guest artists will
15-minute periods on 55 stations
merchandising story on this page.]
appear
on
his
program.
throughout
the country immediInvited to Listen
Kellogg is conducting a contest
ately preceding the broadcasts of
major football games.
in New England [see page 82].
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Co., New
This campaign will not infringe
York, sent formal invitations to
General Mills on 55
on whatever sponsorship through
all Yale alumni living in New
which the game may be broadcast.
England to listen to Yale games if
GENERAL MILLS Inc., MinneIn fact, the closing sentences of
apolis, is sponsoring on behalf
unable to attend in person. Spotof Wheaties a series of Football
the General Mills continuity, aclight ads are to appear in newscording to present
plans, may
papers in all cities within the area
Flashes, presented for five, 10 or
of stations carrying Yale games
for Socony, which paid John Shepard 3d $13,000 for New England
ITS FOOTBALL
AND
ATLANTIC
rights to Yale games for broadcasting on Yankee Network. SoPromotion Tactics of All Sorts Whipped Into a
cony also will broadcast two Brown
games. Atlantic Refining had paid
— Concentrated Campaign to Draw Audiences —
$10,000 for New York rights to
terial directed at the consumer,
six Yale games to be broadcast on
By JOSEPH R. ROLLINS
dealers and prospects. In support
WOR.
Adv. Mgr., Atlantic Refining Co.
of the big radio appropriation, an
Socony also is using jumbo teleCOMBINING the
equally generous newspaper and
grams to be posted at all Socony
billboard allotment has been made
stations in New England and
nation's greatest
football radio
to keep the consumer informed of
boards in front of stations will
show and an incarry announcements about the
the oil
company's radio and football activities.
tensive advertisbroadcasts. J. Sterling Getchell
Starting the lineup, 80, 95 and
Inc., New York, is agency.
ing tional
and promocampaign,
92-inch advertisements were placed
NBC and CBS are unofficially
Atlantic Refining
in towns where stations carrying
understood to have taken a posiCo., Philadelphia,
the programs are located. This
tion against allowing sponsorship
has launched its
space covered the radio picture
of games on their networks and
Fall sales camcompletely. Readers were advised
NBC, it is understood, will not
Mr. Rollins
of the play-by-play descriptions of
allow sponsorship on its group of
paign.
More than 100 collegiate football
the football games. Ted Husing
managed and owned stations.
came in for his share of space. The
games will be broadcast over the
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., heading
well-known Atlantic Football Forelargest independent radio chain
the football parade with more
cast, a sheet covering 400 major
ever organized by a commercial
than 100 games booked for Atcolleges and universities, giving
concern. In addition to the football
lantic Refining and a large number
the mathematical position of each
schedule, CBS will carry a three
for Kellogg Co., Battle Creek
football team, thereby indicating
cereal firm, employed Les Quailey,
day a week, 15 - minute program
probable winners, was also played
featuring Ted Husing in a sports
former aide to Ted Husing in CBS
up. This piece is distributed to
football broadcasts, to coach and
program. These spots will be heard
dealers only.
supervise broadcasting of games
every Tuesday, Thursday and Satfor its clients.
urday at 7:15 p. m.
The only promotion in the newsBelieving that radio alone is not
Atlantic Refining is handling the
paper copy concerning the comsufficient
to
carry
a
complete
sales
following games, in addition to
pany's products is a box calling
those announced in Proadcasting
campaign, Atlantic has backed up
attention to the much-publicized
(Continued on page 73)
Sept. 15 and Oct. 1: Lafayetteits air shows with promotional maPage
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often call attention to the fact
that immediately following the
Wheaties program will come the
play-by-play description of the
game, as broadcast through the
courtesy of the sponsor, who will
be named. In a further effort to
keep from capitalizing on the
play-by-play broadcast, no General
Mills program will be scheduled
before any game sponsored by a
competitive account.
or commentators
Sports
from
localwriters
newspapers, many of
handled Wheaties basewhom ballhave
broadcasts in the past, will in
most cases handle the Football
Flashes. Simons-Michelson Co., Detroit, is placing the campaign.
Dodge Dealers of Minnesota and
St. Paul are sponsoring Minnesota
U games on KSTP, St. Paul, the
dealers raising half the necessary
amount and the manufacturer
then contributing the other half.
Eight games are included in the
schedule, to be announced by Hal-

sey Hall.
Dodge Dealers in the New York
area are sponsoring nine games of
the New York Giants professional
time, mostly on Sundays, on WOR.
Wadhams Oil Co., Milwaukee,
has expanded its original grid
schedule to include a statewide
WISN. Stanetwork
tions are keyed
WIBA, from
Madison; WTAQ,
Green Bay; WKBH, La Crosse;
WLBL, Stevens Point; WHA,
Madison. Nine games are on the
schedule of Wisconsin U and Marquette U contests, with Alan Hale
announcing, assisted by Bill Walker.
Duquesne Brewing Co., Pittsburgh, is sponsoring Al Abrams ir
football predictions on WWSW
Pittsburgh, Friday evenings.
National Life & Accident Insur
ance Co., owner of WSM, on Oct
2 starts Tomorrow's Winners oi
that station, with well-knowi
sports writers scheduled to par
ticipate. Jack Harris, WSM sport;
announcer, will work with gues
speakers and tie sports prediction
i
with predictions of hit tunes.
(wash
la.
Maytag Co., Newton,
ing machines) is sponsoring low, )
State games on WHO, Des Moines
with Dutch Reagan at the micro
Cities Service Co., New York
has returned Grantland Rice to it
NBC-Red series Friday nights fo
phone.
the
fourthforecasts.
consecutive year to giv'1
football
Elgin
cago is
Review
p. m.,

National Watch Co., Chi
sponsoring Elgin Footbat
on CBS, Saturday, 8:30-,
starting Oct. 3, with El

Walte
games. J.coache"
reviewing
and
interviewing
Thorgensen
Thompson Co., Chicago, is agenc;
Notre Dame allows commerce
sponsorship of its games on
non-exclusive basis and refuses t
accept payment for them, accorc
ing to Rev. John F. O'Hara, pres
dent. Beer and liquor sponsorship
d, said Fathcpermitte
notwho
are
added that large sun
O'Hara,
had been offered the university fc
exclusive broadcast privileges.
Oshkosh Overall Spots
OSHKOSH OVERALL Co., Osl
kosh, Wis., starts a spot campaig
on Oct. 5, using hillbilly talent fc
a quarter-hour in the early mon
ing six days a week on WLS, WH
and WCCO and three days a wee
on WLW, and a six-a-week _ earl
morning 15-minute news period c
WNAX. Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc
Chicago, is the agency.
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Facts

Confute

the

FROM every side these days, we hear that the way to get rich quickest
is to get into radio. Tall yarns about how broadcasters are "coining
money" can be heard, it seems, from everyone associated with the business— except from the majority of the broadcasters themselves.
It's time, we think, to appraise this business of broadcasting and find
out just how much of a bed of roses it is.
Until three years ago, everyone will agree, there was very little in
the way of net profit for radio as an industry. In 1931, the old Radio
Commission made a financial survey of the then 585 stations and found
that as a whole broadcasting was losing money. The conclusion, based
on station reports, was that perhaps one-half were operating with a
profit, but that those which lost money more than offset the black ink.
In 1933 broadcasting began to develop, commercial operations improved, and the number of profit-making stations increased. Today, we
understand, all but the outer fringe of America's 630 stations are showing profits, with some in larger cities earning rather substantial returns
Thus, if you start your calculations from last year or this year, the
picture is quite rosy. So it is, also, in the steel, automotive and newspaper business and in industry generally.
si: * sfc
BUT LET US look more closely into the broadcasting structure. Consider
not alone the investment of stations in equipment, studios, music, personnel. Consider those lean years of operation since 1923 and 1924 while
the industry was being built, often at great losses, to the point where
it could earn a profit. Then add the hazard factor in station operation
to those investments, and consider that every station holds only a sixmonth license which might be terminated at the whim of the licensing
authority.
In what other industry does such a hazard as this exist: Where a
station operating efficiently in the "public interest" can be called to
Washington and at great expense be forced to defend itself against an
application by someone else for his facilities simply because present
regulations allow any and all such applications; or where a station
operator can be hailed to a hearing because someone somewhere filed a
"complaint" against the station?
*
* *
THEN THERE is the spectre of the copyright owner, symbolized by the
j American Society of Authors, Composers & Publishers, now taking 5%
of a station's gross receipts for giving it the right to perform certain
music. There is nothing in the law to prevent ASCAP from charging
five times that amount. Four or five other copyright groups are exacting tribute from broadcasters in lesser amounts because the risk is too
great to refuse them.
Even now the broadcasters have snapping at

Get-Rich-Quick

their heels two newly-formed performing groups who want to collect
royalties on the playing of phonograph records.
The peculiar position of the broadcaster with respect to investment
and license obligations has baffled many a business executive. It is next
to impossible for a broadcaster to calculate whether his investments in
transmitter, antenna, studios and other plant equipment will "stand
up" for any given period of years. He is confronted constantly with
advances in radio technique. He must keep in step. Equipment in use,
even if only a year or two old, often is relegated to the scrapheap.
* # *
TODAY serious consideration is being given to superpower of 500,000
watts. Along with this, regional stations want to go from 1,000 to 5,000
watts, and locals from 100 to 500 watts. All down the line this would
entail the replacement of present equipment, if approved, and would
mean basic new investments in broadcasting. One station cannot allow
its competitor to outdistance it in quality of equipment or power. In
perhaps half of the stations of the country today, the equipment now
in use has not yet been written off or amortized.
In no industry does there exist a greater obsolescence factor. In no
other business enterprise must an owner keep a more watchful eye on
technical, economic and regulatory developments. And perhaps in no
business is future planning more difficult.
The newspaper industry is possibly most directly comparable to radio.
Yet when a publisher invests in printing presses or linotypes, he doesn't
have to worry about obsolescence. He has no bother with a Federal
agency ordering him to install new equipment. He does not fear a call
to Washington to defend his right to continue publishing because someone covets his property. He can tend to his local knitting by keeping
pace only with editorial and management and competitive problems.
* * *
THE BROADCASTER, however, always has "tomorrow" to conjure
with. He realizes he is destined to become the "television broadcaster" of
the not far distant future. Confronting him, just as in the history of sound
broadcasting, is a lean period of development and planning and experimentation during which he will receive no monetary return. He must
figure on investing thousands in visual radio before he realizes a profit.
He must have an adequate financial reserve ready when the day arrives. Possibly it will be facsimile first; there it would be identical.
Granted radio today is on the right side of the ledger, generally
speaking. But if the books were audited over the years since broadcasting began, we feel certain there would be red ink smears aplenty. So
to those Wallingfords who see in broadcasting a dollar profit for a dime
investment, we commend a little delving into the past and a peep into
the future.
NAB

Daniel
WBAL

and Mulloy Leave
for New Positions
EFFECTIVE Oct.
1, Jules P. Daniel,
resigned his post
as sales manager
of WBAL, Baltimore, to become
account executive
in the Baltimore
office of United
States Advertising Corp. SimulMr. Daniel
taneously, Frank
nj Mulloy, publicity director of
t>jjWBAL, announced he was leaving
if jjas of Oct. 2 to join WBAX, Wilkesin an executive cas|||Barre,
1 pacity. Pa.,
o!
(|I Mr. Daniel joined WBAL in Jang I uary of last year, resigning as
tl ft space buyer for Joseph Katz Co.,
m i| Baltimore agency, to accept the
post. Prior to that he was account
executive for E. T. Howard Co.,
New York agency, for 12 years.
Mr. Mulloy had joined WBAL at
the same time, having been transferred from a similar post with
Off? WCAE, Pittsburgh, also a Hearst* I,;!owned station.
VI I ROBERT FELDMAN, vice preside Ident of WNEW, Newark, spent
jjj the summer at a nudist colony,
I i|jaccording
department.to the station's publicity
BROADCASTING

Nationwide

Promotion

At
Stations'
Card
TENTATIVE PLANS whereby
motion picture exhibitors throughout the country would utilize their
local stations for advertising purposes at station card rates were
discussed in detail Sept. 17 at a
conference between James W.
Baldwin, NAB managing director,
and Martin Gosch, newly appointed radio director of Warner Bros.,
motion
hibitors. picture producers and exThe conference was arranged
following the sending of a questionnaire by Mr. Gosch to stations
with respect to widespread use of
radio by Warner Bros, exhibitors.
Mr. Baldwin in a notice to his
membership on Sept. 10 had branded the questionnaire as "not unlike other propositions" submitted
to stations of a character that indicated "free offering".
Following the conference, Mr.
Baldwin said he saw the possibility of development of motion
picture exhibitors as substantial
radio advertisers. He declared the
conversation with Mr. Gosch was
satisfactory in that it looked toward formulation of such a cooperative plan.
It is likely, Mr. Baldwin asserted, that through the NAB, a

• Broadcast

Advertising

Idea

Drive

for

Films

Rates
Is Proposed
promotional effort among motion
picture exhibitors in every city in
the country in which an NAB
member is located, will be undertaken. It probably will have as its
objective, he declared, definite use
of station facilities by such exhibitors with a view to promotion of
local motion picture attractions.
Mr. Gosch became radio director
of Warner Bros, last month, with
headquarters in New York. His
duties were to include handling of
network and agency_ tie-ups with
radio programs utilizing Warner
stars and music, spot campaigns
and music "plugs" to exploit Warner pictures.
His first effort was in the transcription line and began with the
sending out of the questionnaire
last month to stations to procure
their reactions. Mr. Gosch said he
felt motion picture exhibitors are
in the same position today as
newspaper publishers were years
ago and must be educated to the
advantages of radio. He added he
hoped to develop from the questionnaire means of informing exhibitors how best they can spend
a portion of their advertising
budget on radio.
Mr. Baldwin declared that the

is determined to stamp out,

so far as possible, all "per inquiry'' or free offers. In the past,
he said, motion picture companies
have been among the chief offenders along this line. He declared he
was hopeful that as a result of the
conference with Mr. Gosch bona
fide business which will benefit
both the motion pictures and
broadcasting will result.
Roi Tan Cigar Series
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Roi Tan cigars) is resuming spot radio on some 50 stations
in all sections of the country except the Northeast. The campaign
this fall is similar to last season's
spot schedule except for the addition of West Coast stations. Sports,
new broadcasts, and straight live
announcements comprise the schedule, including Bob Newhall in a
sports nati.
program
WLW, CincinLawrence onGumbinner
Adv.
Agency, New
count.

York, has the ac-

Mrs. India R. Sykes
MRS. INDIA R. SYKES, mother
of Chairman E. O. Sykes of the
FCC Broadcast Division, died Sept.
13 at her home in Aberdeen, Miss.
She was 84. Judge Sykes was at
her bedside.
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R. G.

Dun

Radio

Is Renewed

in Midwest;

San

Plans

Felice

tion to advertising and not withhold any part of it to pay the
G-men to find out how many times
the regular rate they are paying,
or if it goes on, et cetera.
Radio stations of Southern California are soliciting good, clean,
ethical business from all over the
world, and the Association of
Broadcasters, whose membership
includes all stations in this area,
guarantees the handling of this
business in a manner beyond re-

Series

Drive

CARRYING through the summer
for the first year with excellent
results, the R. G. Dun Big Broadcast variety program being staged
before regular paid audiences at
the Riviera Theater, Detroit, and
carried by WXYZ and the Michigan Network Thursdays, 9-9:30
p. m., has been renewed through
S. M. Epstein Co., Detroit agency.
Sponsor is the Bernard Schwartz
Cigar Co., Detroit, and producer
of the show is Bruce Beemer,
WXYZ.
The show has also been piped to
WSPD, Toledo, and WGAR, Cleveland, but it is now planned to produce special local shows in those
cities. Tentatively, it is contemplated to rotate a show in 15 theaters in Cleveland and carry it over
WGAR weekly. In addition, the
sponsor this autumn and winter
will use spot announcements on
various stations.
Deisel - Wemmer - Gilbert Corp.,
Lima, 0. (San Felice cigars),
which is also the parent company
for Schwartz, through the Epstein
agency, is planning a new radio
campaign, using news and sports
on various midwestern stations.
Last spring it used a list of 62 stations.
WILLIAM FRED SHARPLES,
Los Angeles radio broker, late in
September filed petition of voluntary bankruptcy, with assets of
$100 and liabilities of $19,561.

CALIFORNIA

HAS

EVERYTHING

Including Chiselers, But Stations Will High-hat
Those v» hose Offices Are Under a Hat
By OWENS V. DRESDEN
hats. However, the chiselers are
President, So. Cal. Ass'n of Broadcasters
not
among them, because they have
Manager, KHJ, Los Angeles
to wear a hat; otherwise, they
would have no office.
CALIFORNIA
has success,
There is no need of listing the
health, contenttype
of accounts who employ chisment and wealth,
elers to act as advertising agenradio stations, an
cies,
because undoubtedly all staAssociation of
tion managers are familiar with
B r o a d c asters,
them. The Southern California Association of Broadcasters is having
AND chiselers —
and is justly proud
a meeting to determine who shall
of everything but
and who shall not be recognized as
the latter, who,
an
agency and receive the 15%;
Mr. Dresden
says the Southern
only duly accredited agencies, operCalifornia Association of Broadating as such, can expect to recasters, are going to be eliminated
ceive
agency recognition from staso far as the radio business is
tions comprising this Association.
concerned.
There will be some fireworks and
The radio business in Southern
considerable smoke, but fireworks
California is very good. As a matdon't last long and smoke clears
away quickly under the influence
ter of fact, it's terrific. And the
chiseler might say that now that
of
Southern
California's
breezes.
And the
broadcastersbalmy
feel
business is good, the stations are
that Southern California will not
getting a little cocky. Such is not
the case. The broadcasters feel
only be a better place in which to
that radio has come into its own,
live but a better place in which to
and as such should be operated on
do business so far as radio is concerned.
a good, clean, ethical basis.
Undoubtedly, there have been
But that isn't all. The stations
have rate cards, and the printers
times
in
every
station
manager's
life, when he accepted a dollar, not
have been paid, and the broadcastbeing too particular where it came
ers arrived logically at the conclusion that these rate cards should
from — possibly to pay Mr. ASCAP,
be adhered to, and, so help the
or buy that new transmitter, or
finance that hurried trip to Washbroadcasters, they will be — which
means that national and local acington. However, radio in Southern California is beyond that stage.
counts using the facilities of the
stations in Southern California
We have in Southern California
can devote their entire appropriaa number of boys who don't wear

TAKE

proach,vertiser's
both from
agency's and adviewpoint.
National

Life

Sponsors

Series on Pacific Coast
EXTENDING its use of radio to
the West Coast, National Life &
Accident Insurance Co. Inc., on
Sept. 22 began sponsorship of Ben
Sweetland, as The Friendly Counsellor, five quarter-hours weekly on
KHJ, Los Angeles, through C.
Ellsworth Wylie Co., Los Angeles
agency. Simultaneously, Ed Kirby.
National Life sales promotion manager, announced that the Wylie
company
handle
its advertising west will
of the
Rockies,
with C.
P. Clark Inc., of Nashville, continuing to handle the account
throughout the nation east of the
Rockies.
National Life owns and operates WSM, Nashville, and utilizes
the station extensively for promotion of its insurance business. Mr.
Kirby said a new series of company -sponsored programs over
other stations will be announced
shortly. Mr. Wylie, head of the
Los Angeles agency, is the former
general manager of Don Lee
Broadcasting System.
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Fresh

TIEVPS

FOR
OBOY
BREAD
MERCHANDISING done up in
deluxe fashion has been devised by
Freitag Adv. Agency, Atlanta, for
bakeries in the Southeast which
are marketing OBoy bread in that
market. Display and promotion
material are sent to grocers in a
striking portfolio 13x18 inches in
size, bound with a cutout cover depicting atheatre and screen.
The series, titled Highlights
of Hollywood, consists of studio
programs on 15 stations, five a
week for 13 weeks. Continuity is
supplied by Modem Screen magazine, which has a letter to the
sponsors and a cover from a copy
of its October issue in the portfolio, and gets a credit on the program.
Among other items in the portfolio are: Tune-in time table; colored window poster with photos of
movie stars; sample of outsert on
all OBoy bread; copy of insert for
cakes; flashing window strips with
photos of movie stars; copies of
autographed 8x10 photos of movie
stars, being given to listeners; reproduction of some of the spotlight
advertising; instructions on how to
use all the merchandising material.
Stations in the campaign are
WBIG, WSB, WCSC, WBT,
WCHV, WIS, WMFJ, WRUF,
WFBC, WSVA, WMBR, WQAM,
WDBO, WTOC, WDAE.
WBIG included the following
steps in its OBoy merchandising:
Letter to 1,500 grocery outlets;
contacting larger grocer accounts
for local bakery plant manager;
having young lady call up 25
prominent housewives each morn/ 0 fc-.t..

"RAINBOW'S END" — It was during that program, piped from KOIN,
Portland, Ore., to CBS, that one of the enormous watermelons shipped
by Harold Hough, manager of WBAP, Fort Worth, and treasurer of
NAB, arrived in Portland — in it was indeed the end of the rainbow for
the melon. Several hundred leading figures in radio and advertising
the famous "Hired Hand's"
received
also cast
country
throughout
circles via
token
express. theHere
are the
gathered around C. W. Myers,
operator of KOIN and NAB president (center) to enjoy the feast. Left
to right are: James Riddell, Cecil Teague, Ivan Jones, Johnny Walker,
Dorothy Rolfness, Milton Wood, Ed Secour, Virginia LaRae, Joseph
Sampietro, Iris Oakley, Gale Young and Alfred Leu.
ing for first week; putting up 150
window posters and streamers;
having director of station attend
meeting of bakery salesmen to explain program and give audition;
newspaper publicity stories; 35word buildup announcements on
its Spotlight program.

Peruna

Expands

DRUG TRADE PRODUCTS, Chicago (Peruna, Kolor Bak) has
signed up for five evening halfhours a week on WWVA, Wheeling; five more evening half -hours
a week on WIBW, Topeka; a total
of six hours of evening time a
week on CFRB, Toronto; and has
increased its WOR schedule from
one to three half - hours weekly.
Live talent of the hill-billy type,
which this sponsor is already using
so effectively in other cities, will
supply entertainment. Benson &
Dall, Chicago, is the agency.

Dick Tracy Renewed
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (California Syrup of Figs)
through Stack-Goble Adv. Agency,
New York, Sept. 28 renewed for 13
weeks Dick Tracy WBS quarterhour transcriptions on 20 stations,
Mondays through Thursdays.

Milk

Starts Cooperative Drive
PHILADELPHIA Dairy Council,
Detroit Dairy & Food Council and
Milk Foundation Inc., Chicago, under the name of the fresh milk
trade association, Fresh Milk Industry, Chicago, on Sept. 27 began
a cooperative campaign on three
Mutual stations (WGN, CKLW,
WFIL), Sundays, 6:30-7 p. m.
The program is designed to increase the consumption of fresh
milk in those cities. More dairy
firms are expected to participate
in the cooperative radio effort. The
program is a musical featuring
Bob Trendler's orchestra, and
Wayne Van Dyne and Gina Vanna,
vocalists. The account is signed for
52 weeks and was placed by Aucago. brey, Moore & Wallace Inc., Chi-

Agency Man Buys KVL
SALE of KVL, Seattle, time-sharing 100-watt station on 1370 kc.
to Howard J. Ryan, president of
H. J. Ryan & Associates, Seattle
advertising agency, subject to FCC
approval, was disclosed in an application filed Sept. 16 with the
FCC. Mr. Ryan would purchase
the interests of Arthur C. Dailey
and E. F. Dailey, Seattle attorneys, and Mary C. Dailey, of
Everett,
Wash.,
owning
third of the
stock each
in KVL
Inc. oneHe
would quit his agency, his application states, and take over active
management of the station. Mr.
Ryan also is vice president of East
Point Oysters Inc., a concern engaged in the farming of oysters at
Blanchard, Wash.
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Compromise

Puts

Mid-Continent Discs
MID -CONTINENT PETROLEUM

Court
RATES-LOCAL

On Both NBC, Inter-City
A COMPROMISE on dual network
sponsorship of the Good Will
Court, originated by WMCA and
conducted by its ace announcer, A.
L. Alexander, was reached with
NBC, the sponsor and the agency
Sept. 18 to the satisfaction of
WMCA, which owned rights to the
show, according to Donald Flamm,
WMCA president. The program
started Sept. 20 on NBC-Red, 8-9
p. m. (EDST) under sponsorship
of Chase & Sanborn, taking the
place of the Maj. Bowes Amateur
Hour now on CBS Thursday
nights. That night WMCA and
the Inter-City Group carried the
same program under the same
sponsorship an hour later. Starting Sept. 23, the series went to the
Wednesday 10-11 p. m. period on
WMCA and Inter-City, and is now
continuing on that period. Thus
Chase & Sanborn is sponsoring
both the Sunday night program on
NBC -Red and the Wednesday
night program on WMCA - InterCity. J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, handles the account.

NAB

President Myers

OR

Urges Uniformity

in Classifying Various

Mr. Free
Mr. Feltis
ESTABLISHMENT of definite
policies by broadcasting stations in
determining what accounts qualify
for particular types of rates
should be undertaken at once, in
the opinion of C. W. Myers, NAB
president, and head of KOINKALE, Portland, Ore.
In an "interview" arranged by
H. M. Feltis, commercial manager
of KOMO-KJR, Seattle, and James
L. Free, president of Free & Sleininger Inc., station representatives,
who was in Portland last month,
commercial policies and practices
of stations were discussed pro and
con. President Myers said one of
the first projects to be attempted
by
the NAB,
Sales formed
Managers'
Division
of the
at the
last

Smith

Bros, to Return
SMITH BROS. Co., Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. (cough drops & syrup), on
Nov. 15 returns to the air with its
regular fall radio campaign over
26 NBC-Red network stations,
Sundays, 1:30-2 p. m. The program is contracted for 20 weeks
and will have Gus Haenchen's orchestra and soloists. No program
title has been announced. Brown
& Tarcher Inc., New York, placed
the account.

convention, should be that of determination of accounts qualifying for local or national rates.
Now, he added, each station uses
its own judgment and agencies are
continually at a loss as to the conditions in different markets.
Mr. Free, however, declared that
regardless of what the policy is to
be, it should be uniform through-

Announcing

W

NATIONAL

Types of Accountsout the industry and maintained
by all stations. He indicated also
that this was one of the most serious rate questions faced by exclusive station representatives.
Agency Recognition
THE QUESTION of recognition
of local agencies by payment of
commission on local rates also was
discussed, although no concrete
opinion developed on the subject.
Mr. Free said there should be only
one rate for all accounts, eliminating entirely the differential. He
pointed out that this would take
care of the agency recognition
problem as well as the nationallocal rate controversy.
Mr. Myers said the regional
meeting plan of the Sales Managers' Division — ■ where commercial
managers in regional markets meet
to discuss their mutual problems —
is valuable for the industry. On
this score Mr. Feltis, an organizer
of the Sales Managers Group,
pointed out that commercial managers of the Northwest triangle
NBC stations have been meeting
for the last three years, and that
as a result of these associations
the establishment of uniform policies has been developed in Spokane, Portland and Seattle.
NOV. 16-18 inclusive has been set
as the dates for the annual IRERMA joint convention for receiver
and tube design engineers at the
Sagamore Hotel, Rochester.

the

C

by Stations

Affiliation

O

COLUMBUS;

Corp., Tulsa, Okla. (D-X Gasoline), the last week in September
launched a spot campaign of 78
quarter - hour transcriptions three
evenings a week on 24 stations.
Program, Diamond City News, is
a comedy dramatic serial of newsCollins
starring ofTom
the scripts
alsolife,coauthor
who is paper
cast
was
with Jim McQueeny, and
and produced by Fran Heiser, proof KMBC, and trangramscribed
director
at the WBS Chicago stu.
merprogram is being
dios. The chandised
to D-X dealers and gas
of
copies
station attendants and
an 8-page tabloid newspaper, "Diamond City News", will be distribthrough D-X stauted to motorists
tions. R. J. Potts & Co., Kansas
City, is agency for the account.
Programs will be broadcast by the
following stations: WHDF, WMT,
WGN, KGGF, KFRU, WHO, WJR,
WEBC, WGBF, KFPW, WOWO,
WIRE, KMBC, WHAS, WTMJ,
KSTP, WKY, KOIL, KFAB, KSOO,
KGBX, KSD, WBOW, and KTUL.

Trio Buying WMFR
ASSIGNMENT of the license of
WMFR, High Point, N. C, a 100watt daytime station on 1200 kc,
from J. A. Hart and Wayne M.
Nelson to a new corporation headNelson, as 56% stocked by Mr.
holder, is sought in an applicationis
filed with the FCC. Mr. Nelson
manager of WMFR. E. Z. Jones,
commercial manager, would acquire 10% of the stock, and H. M.
Draper, general manager of the
Co., GreensCoca Cola Bottlingacquir
e 34%.
boro, N. C, would

of

L
OHIO

with the

National

Broadcasting

Company

*
With

high fidelity equipment

throughout

and a location in the

heart of the 4th market of the United States in wealth and population, WCOL delivers NBC
faultless quality.

to a large, able-to-buy audience, with

WCOL
KENNETH
JOHNSTON
Executive Manager
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W M C is Memphis' most efficient
and popular station. With its new 6 1 1
foot half-wave vertical antenna, WMC
has added many,
South listeners.
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Rates

Are

Cut

(Continued from page 11)
rates and practices for program
transmission channels and since
around the first of this year, have
been actively engaged in such a
review. The principal purpose of
this review has been to liberalize
our practices and modify our rates
so as better to meet the requirements of our customers. Wherever
possible we also wished to meet,
through such modifications, criticisms made from time to time
either by our customers (the
chains) or proprietors of individual stations who in turn received service from the principal
chains and networks via our facilities. We also desired to improve the administrative features
of the tariff covering these services.
"We believe the new tariff filed
today accomplishes the purposes
above recited. * * * This revision
of program transmission rates and
practices is not intended as a reduction in rates but the adjustments made result in savings of
some $250,000 per year to long
lines' customers. In no instance is
the bill now being paid by any existing customer increased. We expect to recommend to the various
Associated Bell companies similar
revisions in their tariffs covering
these services."
Important Revisions
IX SUMMARY, the most important changes may be enumerated as
follows :
Interexchange or regular network channels will be charged for
on an air-line basis, with the new
rate to be $8 per air-line mile per
month, as against the present
route-line rate of $7 per month. In
this connection, it was said that
the route-line miles charged are,
on the average, 20^ more than
air-line miles. Thus, it was estimated, that with 31,000 miles of
this Class A line in use, the change
to air-line rate should mean a reduction of approximately $90,000
a year to customers. Heretofore
only Schedule E service, for speech
only, has been on an air-line mile
basis. The classification of A-minus
service, of which there have been
6,500 miles in use, will be discontinued, and for the most part added to Schedule A. Thus, there will
be increases in certain types of
service, but in general this change
from route-mile to air-line should
result in savings of more than
§120,000 per year.
By reducing the receiving connection charge for receiving programs at stations connected to
Schedule A channels (network)
from $4,000 per year to $175 ner
month, the A. T. & T. meets one
of the most strenuous objections
leveled against it. The transmitting connection charge, used at key
stations, is changed from $1,000 a
year to $80 per month.
To prevent instances where users
of Schedule B or other classes of
inferior service pay more for facilities used on short contracts
than contracted high-quality service users, the new tariff institutes
provisions whereby the maximum
charge for such service shall never
exceed the Schedule A charges for
similar items of service.
"Amplifying equipment provided
by the customer at his studio may
now be used to interconnect chan-
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CARBORUNDUM
A. T. &

T.

Line

Charges

: Present

FOR
11TH
SEASON
CARBORUNDUM
Co., Niagara
Falls, N. Y. (abrasive and refractory materials) on Oct. 17 will
open its 11th successive year on
the air, presenting band music and
Indian legends under the new title
The Voice of Niagara. As before,
the Carborundum programs will be
heard on 19 CBS stations, Saturdays, 7:30 to 8 p. m., originating
in Gorge Terminal Auditorium,
Niagara Falls.
Except for the new title, the
program will follow past custom
in every regard, presenting the
Carborundum Band, under the

and

Proposed
(According to Schedules Filed With FCC)
Present
Proposed
Tariff FCC No. 198
Tariff
FCC No. 139
Schedule A
Channel
S8 per air-line mile per month
$84 per route mile
(ratio of route billing mileage
to air-line mileage is 1.2 to 1).
Receiving
per per
year. year.
S175 per month.
$4000
Connection
Transmitting
$80 per month.
$1000 per year.
Connection
Channel
Reversals
S.04 per air-line mile including
S.023 per route mile,
restoral to normal (which exincluding restoral to
normal.
perience shows more closely
v
o
l
v
e
d
.
)
approximates the labor inSwitches
SI. 25 per switch (restoral to
82.50 per switch,
normal
switch) . considered another
cluding restoral into
normal.
II. Schedule A Minus
Schedule discontinued.
Channel tensions
(Ex-from
Schedule A
$72 per route mile
networks )
per per
year. year.
Connections
$2000
HI. Schedule B
$.40 to $.15 (latter
Channel
S.20 per air-line mile per hour.
rate effective after
The Schedule A charge will
be the maximum charge. 5.03
155 hours' use) per
route mile per hour,
extra per air-line mile per
including Morse
hour for Morse channel, if
Receiving
channel.
desired.
$100 for first two
Connection
$80 per month plus S2.50 per
weeks and $100 for
hour of use. The Schedule A
charge
each add'l month
charge. will be the maximum
plus $2.50
Transmitting
hour
of use.for each
S80 per month.
Same as receiving
Connection
connection.
IV. Schedule C
$5 per route mile per
Channel
•S5.20 per air-line mile per month.
month. $4 per route
S4.25 per air-line mile for two
weeks.
mile for two weeks.
Connections
$60 per month or $50 for two
$75
month,
S60 per
for two
weeks,or
weeks, when furnished. (Not
for connections in
requirednisheswhen
customer
furexcess of two per
own amplifiers.)
network.
Channel
$.015 per route mile,
' Reversals
S.025 per air-line mile, including
restoral to normal.
including restoral to
normal.
Switches
S.60 per switch (Restoral to
$1.25 per cluding
switch
normal . considered as another
switch)
restoral into
normal.
None.
Setting up
$12.50
per
exchange
Charge
connected.
V. Schedule D
Channel
Connections
Setting up
Charge
VI. Schedule E
Channel

Connections

$.15 per air-line mile per hour.
The Schedule C charge will
be the maximum charge.

$.125 per route mile
per hour.

$1.25 per hour with a minimum
charge of $40 per month when
furnished. The Schedule C
charge
charge. will be the maximum
None.

$50 per month plus
$1.25 per hour of
use for connections
in excess of two
per network.
$12.50
per exchange
for first occasion.
S5 per exchange for
each add'l occasion.

$.10firstperhour.air-line mile for the
$.025 per air-line mile for each
add'l consecutive 15 minutes.

$.10 for first 15 minmile. utes per air - line
$.03 per air-line mile
for each secuadd'l
contive 15 minutes.
S50 per month and
SI per hour
of per
operation, or $25
occasion, nections
forin excess
conof two per network.

$1 per hour with a minimum
charge of $25 per month, when
furnished.

nels," the A. T. & T. informed the
FCC in striking at one of the sore
spots of its dealings with stations.
"Existing rules which do not permit interconnection of certain
classes of interexchange channels
offered in the present tariff have
been eliminated; all classes of line
facilities offered in the new tariff
mayIn now
interconnected."
this be
case,
it is brought out,
however, that Schedule C and D
facilities, when interconnected with
Schedule A or B channels, cannot
be used to transmit music inward
to the A or B networks. The A and
B circuits are guaranteed for a
quality of not less than 5,000
cycles, whereas the C schedule runs
up to 3,500 cycles. Class F, or regular telephone circuits not especial-
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BACK

leadership
of Edward
dian legends
told by d'Anna;
Francis InD.
Bowman, advertising manager of
the company and narrator and director of the program; and, from
time to time, the roar of Niagara
Falls, picked up by a microphone
suspended over the gorge. Also in
line with past custom, the commercial angles of the broadcasts will
be divided on each program between interesting and informative
stories of vai-ied industrial uses of
the company's products and brief
announcements designed to promote the sale of Carborundum
household
abrasive products sold in
hardware stores.
The Carborundum program has
established a record unique in radio. In addition to being a pioneer
among commercial programs and
the oldest program of band music
on the air, it has remained intact
in form and personnel since its
first broadcast, ten years ago,
being perhaps the only sponsored
program to remain unchanged in
a decade of broadcasting. Conceived in 1926 by Mr. Bowman, it
was first broadcast that fall over
a single Buffalo station. For the
next three years, it was expanded
to a Western New York State
hookup of three stations, and then
to the CBS network, on which it
has now been a fall and winter
feature for six years. Steadily increasing results, from year to
year, have more than justified the
retention of the original program.
Batten. Barton. Durstine & Osborn
Inc.. New York, handles the account.
Florence

only.ly
monitored, are used for speech
The immediate effect of the reductions insofar as local stations
are concerned, of course, will not
be felt fully until the associated
Bell companies file the corresponding tariffs. Then, the overall charge
for handling of remotes will be red u c e d appreciably, particularlv
since the connection charges will
be reduced sharply and the use of
the stations' own amplifiers will
not be prohibited.
That the independent telephone
aboutof 15<~c
represenbusiness
companie
the
telephon
of the s,
e ting
country, will follow the example of
the A. T. & T. and its associated
Bell systems, and will conform to
the new schedules also, is practically a certainty.

Stove

Series

FLORENCE STOVE Co., Florence, Mass., is currently promoting range oil burners and oilburning heaters on WBZ-WBZA,
Boston - Springfield, and WGY,
Schenectady, using a transcription
series titled On the Mall. The
Florence Stove Co. employes band
appears occasionally during the 13week series of quarter-hour programs. A newspaper campaign is
being used in New England, New
York and New Jersey. Wm. B.
Remington Inc., Springfield, is the
agency.
WFBL

Names

F. & S.

WFBL, orSyracuse,
CBS tononowned
operated only
station
be
represented
by the
network's
spot
sales
subsidiary,
Radio
Sales Inc.,
has severed that arrangement and
has appointed Free & Sleininger
Inc., ;ts exclusive national representatives, itwas announced Sept.
16. Radio Sales Inc., it is understood, will confine its representation entirely to CBS owned and
operated stations in the future.
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Cultural
For

Listeners

Silence

on

Declared

Radio

UPON the shoulders of America's
intelligentsia, who frequently complain against certain broadcasting
programs but who seldom if ever
let the broadcasters know what
they like or dislike, Richard Sheridan Ames, former western news
editor for NBC, places the responsibility for those lapses to which
American broadcasters must occasionally plead guilty.
Writing in the October Atlantic
Monthly on "The Art of Pleasing
Everybody", Mr. Ames states the
"cultural case" of American radio
in more constructive terms than
any of the critics of radio writing
in that or any of the other class
magazines have yet done.
Asserting that American broadcasting leaders are far from complacent and that "most of them regard their stewardship of the air
as a serious, sometimes dangerous, trust and they are seeking
punctiliously to uphold the ethics

Likes

at

and

Fault

Dislikes

of commercial broadcasting," Mr.
Ames asserts that "though the radio people probably possess more
tangible proof of likes and dislikes than their voluble critics,
generalizations about popular taste
are likely to camouflage popular
pleading."
The "Second Public"
"ENOUGH," he writes, "is already
known about that gratified public
which finds pleasure and contentment with Major Bowes and his
ai'dent amateurs, with radio's lisping troubadours, popular newsmen, gossips, homespun serials, and
persistent jazz. The malcontents
are in another camp: Thoughtful,
discriminating listeners, alarmed
by vulgar popularization and disgusted with much that they hear."
This "second public", as Mr.
Ames calls them, may not be getting what it wants but he adds:
"I am afraid it is getting only

what it deserves." The reason
given is that practically none of
the complainants ever makes known
to a radio manager what he dislikes and, even less frequently,
what he likes. Various cases of
efforts to please the higher levels
are cited, Mr. Ames admitting that
"l-ugged individualism persists in
radio circles" but declaring that
"usually, when policy is not involved, the broadcasters defer to
the desires of the audience."
"Radio," continues the article,
"has never been morally reprehensible; its chief offenses have
been against good taste. Voluntarily it has banned much objectionable material that once cluttered up the air, and although the
most recent housecleaning may
have been prompted, in some instances, bythe Federal Radio Commission, the industry's leaders attribute self-imposed reforms and
improvements to the listening public. The educated, cultured minority that takes pride in its intellectual standards deserves no credit
for better programmes, except in
rare and isolated instances where

BIGGER

are retail sales in the WOWO primary area, a rich and prosperous territory consisting of 27 counties in Indiana, 12 in Ohio and
6 in Michigan.
Were

the WOWO

primary area a corporate city community,

it would rank seventh among retail markets* in the United
States^larger than Pittsburgh, Baltimore, St. Louis or Cleveland.

o^mio-weste
radio schedule is complete without WOWO,
station.
haosier rn
THE
*aecorditigv to the latest U.S. Census figure

WO

HOOSIER
Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc.
E.
Page
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Fort Wayne, Ind.
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•

1,160 KC.

AGENCY
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individuals have replaced the usual
reticence with active cooperation.
"The audience that has done
most for radio has been the larger
one: people who originally, at least,
preferred light entertainment, but
who soon developed keener perceptions and a more critical attitude
toward programmes in this category. Since these listeners were
not afraid to acquaint the broadcasters with their preferences,
there has been general improvement in the quality of popular presentations.
"Large groups have responded
warmly to programmes coupling Ed
Wynn, Beatrice Lillie, and Alexander Woollcott with products of
the companies which signed their
checks. Because of the definite reactions of audiences the trend is
now toward inoffensive and telegraphically
brief commercial
announcements; ifevery
listener will
take the trouble to register disapproval, progress in this direction
may be hastened. Radio dramas
for the most part are still poorly
written, but the serials patterned
after a successful formula seem
to please the large audience which
scans the comic strips day after
day. Thousands of that audience
say that they are pleased. If people who relish classical drama or
the best modern plays take the
trouble to do likewise, they may
hope to hear Cymbeline or Back to
Methuselah. To-day radio is not
afraid to broadcast Mahler or
Bruckner symphonies, but it first
had to be shown that there was a
public for such works.
One Ear or Two
"SOME WAY must be found to
combat that inattention which is
the most demoralizing effect the
little box in the corner has had
on most of us. How often we dial
in merely to obtain an obbligato
for other activities! We listen with
one ear only, are alternately vexed
or vaguely pleased with what we
half hear, until some sonata
twanged on a musical saw or something of the sort rouses us to action. Because people have their
radios turned on constantly, the
broadcasters must follow the clock,
grinding out sound, hour after
hour. No agency on earth can provide worthwhile entertainment from
dawn until midnight, or later. We
want good programmes, but they
cannot be produced in gross lots.
'Radio consumes words with unconcluded
educators; exampled
and voracity,'
they are
right. the
"Ultimately it may be necessary
to make listening cost more. If
you paid a tax each time you
bought a new detector tube, whose
life might be limited to one thousand hours, you might learn to
discriminate as carefully between
radio programmes as you do with
everything else costing money. ,
When your favorite station disappointed you, or if the sponsor of
an eminent artist nullified your en- I
joyment of the concert with obtrusive comments, you would be
likely to retailiate. Stations cannot operate for long if you and
your friends tune them off. Merchants would not knowingly irritate even a small fraction of their
customers through tactless blunders. But you must let them know!
"If the majority of our discriminating listeners express themselves, they will do more to improve the standards of American
radio programmes than any commissions or committees."
• Broadcast

Advertising

• in power and coverage of this prosperous trading area with
over 250,000 families who are able to buy.
• in coverage

of 631,200

radio families, as shown

N.B.C. System of Audience
• in community service.
• in education. The Rochester
s

Measurement

by the

by 'Aireas'.

School of the Air is now

in its

fourth year of broadcasting lessons to pupils in their classrooms in all Rochester schools and in more than 200 schools
outside of Rochester. Courses include Science, from 4th
thru 12th grades, Social studies, English, Art Appreciation,
Literature and Music.
• in religious broadcasts. All denominations

have participated

in WHAM's "Kindly Thoughts" period, furnished
charge to the churches of Rochester.

without

• in medicine. Weekly broadcasts by members of the Monroe
County Medical Society have aided thousands in the care of
their health.
• in music. Broadcasts by the Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra under the direction of both resident and prominent
guest conductors, the Rochester Civic Orchestra, and the
Eastman School Orchestra are sent to the NBC Network
weekly during the fall, winter and spring season.
• in agriculture. WHAM
has been a leader in broadcasting
activities of the 4-H Club to the farmers of the fertile lands
in WHAM's area.
• in sports. WHAM has carried a daily comprehensive sports
review for five years and covers such sports events as hockey,
lacrosse, golf, football, major league baseball and Lake
Ontario yachting events of which the latest was the International Star Class Championship Regatta with twelve countries participating.
• IN LISTENING AUDIENCE. COMMUNITY
SERVICE HAS
GIVEN WHAM THE BIGGEST LISTENING AUDIENCE IN
THE ROCHESTER
TRADING AREA. TO INCREASE
SALES IN THIS PROSPEROUS
YOUR MESSAGE OVER WHAM.

ASSOCIATED

50,000

1150

TERRITORY,

NBC

CLEAR

WATTS

KILOCYCLES

Owned

and

CHICAGO —

BROADCASTING

CHANNEL

FULL

operated

by the Stromberg

• Carlson

Telephone

Manufacturing

Transamerican Radio and
NEW YORK —
Television Corporation
333 N. Michigan Avenue
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Craig and
Hollingbery, Inc.
250 Park Avenue
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of

Station

Installations

Council
Advisory
By National
Surveyed
PHYSICAL costs of installing and dio transmission department, Bell
maintaining various classes of Laboratories; William E. Harkbroadcasting stations are tabu- ness, consultant, New York; Dean
lated by the advisory council on Erich Hausmann, Brooklyn Polyengineering developments of the technic Institute ; John V. L.
National Advisory Council on Radio Hogan, consulting engineer, New
in Education in a revision of Lis- York; C. W. Horn, director of reten and Learn, one of its informa- search and development, NBC;
tion series booklets, just off the Lewis M. Hull, president, Aircraft
press. Only average costs are Radio Corp.; C. M. Jansky Jr.,
given, based on the best facts Jansky & Bailey, Washington; Dr.
available when the report was com- C. B. Jolliffe, former FCC chief
piled in 1935. Costs of personnel engineer, chief of RCA frequency
are not included.
bureau; H. Gard Knox, vice presiThe Council's engineering com- dent, ERPI; Ray H. Manson, chief
mittee is headed by Dr. Alfred N. engineer, Stromberg-Carlson TeleGoldsmith, former RCA chief en- phone Mfg. Co.; Edward L. Nelson,
gineer, now a consulting engineer radio development engineer, Bell
in New York. Its other members Laboratories.
are: Prof. Edward Bennett, UniCosts of erecting and operating
versity of Wisconsin; Prof. Walter stations, it is pointed out, depend
G. Cady, Wesleyan University; Dr. upon many factors such as elabo0. H. Caldwell, editor, Radio To- rateness of station, location, type
day; Howard A. Chinn, assistant of service to be rendered, local mate director of engineering, CBS; terial and labor costs, etc., and
E. K. Cohan, director of engineer- they are subject to many variaing, CBS; Robert D. Duncan Jr., tions. Here is the table of average
chief engineer, Wired Radio Inc.; capital investments required for
Lloyd Espenschied, director of ra- plant:
Capital Investment Watts
1 Kw.
5 Kw.
50 Kw.
500 Kw.
100
1. Plant:
a) Transmitter
$4,000 $12,500
$29,000 $120,000 $375,000
b)
input ofequipment
None
2,000*
2,500
3,500 5,000
c) Speech
Installation
above (labor costs
vary greatly according to locality).
$ 200
1,000 3,500
10,000 25,000
2. Antenna:
Height of vertical radiator
150 ft. 250 ft.
300 ft.
500 ft.
800 ft.
a) transmission
Antenna,
including
line, if used,insulation,
painting,
lighting, and erection
$2,000 $ 4,000
$ 6,000 $ 15,000 $ 40,000
b) Ground system — material and installation None 1,500 2,000
3,000 5,000
3.
of city
None
3 acres*
7 acres 20 acres 30 acres
4. Land,
Station outside
building:
a) Structure
None $ 7,500*
$15,000 $ 40,000 $ 75,000
5. Servicer
6) Furnishing, fittings, etc
$ 100 400 1,000
3,000 6,000
20,000 30,000
None 2,000
None
a) Power lines, substation, etc
Dependent upon local conditions
b) Water system
c) Telephone lines
Dependent upon local conditions
6. Engineering services, surveys, etc.. . .
$ 100 $ 500
$ 1,000 $ 3.000 $ 6,000
7. Miscellaneous
200 600 1,000
6,000 15,000
Total (exclusive of studios, service,
$63,000 $224,000 $582,000
$6,600 $30,000
and real estate)
* These items unnecessary if transmitter 10
is located in same building with studios.
0
TJr
500 Kw.
50 Kw.
5 Kw.
1 Kw.
Capital Investment Watts
8. Studios and control rooms, including
acoustical treatment, air condition- Costs in connection with these items are entirely deing, reception rooms, and offices. . . pendent upon the specifications adopted.
$12,000 $12,000
$6,000
$4,000
$2,000
9. Studio speech input equipment
3,200 3,^00
1,600
1,600
None
10. Outside pickup equipment
Total (Studio and pickup equip„ , „„„
$15,200 $15,200
$7,600
$5,600
$2,000
.........
mentonly)
Estimated Average Maintenance Costs
Maintenance costs of studios and insurance and taxes at 10%. The
offices, of course, depend upon the 0t \er factors which cannot be
station is ren- computed are rental, salaries, tenservice
type of dering
and the the
size of personnel ,
d telegraph printing,
ol
' f
, .
required for that service. The re- r ... .,
locaj
on capital in- publicity and wire lines f or
port fixesatinterests
"about 5%" and main- pickups. Here are the committees
vestment
equip- tables of average plant maintenof office and ofstudio
tenance
furniture, ance costs:
depreciation
ment,
Maintenance (Plant)
100
1 Kw.
5 Kw.
50 Kw.
500. Kw.
Watts
Number of hours of operation on which
following figures are based (for longer
periods the costs are proportionately
18 hrs.
16 hrs.
12 hrs.
8 hrs.
8 hrs.
1. great
Interest on capitaler)
investment but
exclusive
of
real
estate,
at
5%
$
325
$1,500
$3,000
$10,200
$
27,600
2. Depreciation and obsolescence:
_ ,„„
40,800 110.400
12,000
6,000
1,320
plant at 20%
Transmitting
a)
b) Other buildings
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
$ 300 $ 600
$ 100
$ 40
$ 10
c) Furnishings at 10%
Varies according to local conditions
3. Rental
4. Salaries — transmitter supervisor and
(1)
(2)
(3)
(6) (10)
$20,000 $ 30,000
$10,600
$7,300
$4,100
staff of services*
100,000.
19,000
4,000
1,500
400
r
5. Powe
6.
Maintenance of plant:
5.000 8,000
2,000
1,000
300
a) Electrical...
500 1,000
300
200
100
6) Structural
10,000 60,000
4,000
2,000
600
..... .
e)I Tubes ....... .....
15,000
7,500
3,600
None
transmitter
to
lines— studio
7. Wire
8.
Miscellaneous,
including telephones,
telegraph, insurance, taxes, heat, and
.
350 1-ow
traveling
* Numbers in parenthesis indicate personnel.
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Butler

3

and

Rogers

Phoenix
Buy KOY,
Option Exercised; Installation
Of New Equipment Planned
PURCHASE of
KOY, Phoenix,

Outstanding

Ariz., by a partof Burridge D. nershipButler,
president
of
WLS, Chicago,

L

O

W

Features
now

Mr. Butler

are

available

Sponsorship*
for
1.
TONY
WAKEMAN
. . . .
SPORTS RESUME . . . every night 6:00 to 6:15
P. M. Mr. Wakeman comes to WOL from WJAS,
Pittsburgh. His successful sports broadcasts since
1926 give authenticity to his news and views on
Sports.
2.

FRANCES

TROY

NORTHCROSS

Mon.-Wed.-Fri
10:30 to 10:45 A. M.
. . .
Has lectured in every key city in America while
with the Home Economics Service Corp. Mrs.
Northcross is now Home Counsellor for the Washington Herald and Her Homemakers Club has an
enrollment of over 20,000 Active Members!

3.

TRANS-RADIO

NEWS

.

.

.

In either 5-minute periods or quarter-hour periods.
This News Service has a large listening audience
through its consistency as "First with the News in
Washington."
* Phone

or wire

WOL

for details immediately

Announces

AFFILIATION WITH THE MUTUAL
BROADCASTING SYSTEM. The removal
to new and larger, air-conditioned, soundproof studios — 1627 K Street, N. W.,
October 15, 1936. These new studios are
equipped with every modern facility for
broadcasting.

AMERICAN

BROADCASTING
ANNAPOLIS HOTEL
WASHINGTON.

COMPANY

D. C.

******************
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and Naylor Rogers, former vice
president and
general
0f
KNX, manager
Los An-

geles, will be effected as of Oct. 1,
subject to FCC approval.
Having decided to exercise an
option to purchase held by Mr.
Butler, the two well-known broadcasters on Sept. 26 announced formation of a new corporation which
would take over the station upon
approval of the transaction by the
FCC Broadcast Division. It is understood the deal involves an expenditure of approximately
KOY has been on the air for
$50,000.
about 12 years as an independent
station, operated by the Neilson
Radio & Sporting Goods Co., of
which Earl A. Neilson is president. The station, however, has
been owned by Neilson and certain
other associates. It operates on
the 1390 kc. channel with 1,000
watts until local sunset, and 500
watts at night.
New Equipment
MR. BUTLER
and Mr. Rogers
have incorporated
the Salt River
Valley BroadcastCo., of whichis
the ingformer
president and the
latter vice president. The corMr. Rogers
poration has a
$100,000zation capitaliand at first will be engaged
only in the operation of KOY, with
Mr. Rogers as active head. It is
possible that other broadcast operations will be undertaken by the
corporation.
Preparatory to exercising the
purchase option, the partnership
detailed E. C. Page, consulting radio engineer, to make a field
strength survey of the station under the direction of Homer Courchene, chief engineer of WLS. It
is planned to install completely
new equipment and studios.
Many of the features on WLS,
as well as much of that station's
talent,
likely
will be
"vacationed"
at the new
station
initially
as part
of the building-up process. Moreover, Mr. Rogers has in mind using considerable of the talent he
previously employed on KNX, last
month taken over by CBS pursuant
to the sales arrangement consummated by Mr Rogers and his associate, Guy C. Earl Jr., with the
network.
Both Mr. Butler and Mr. Rogers
are familiar with the Phoenix
market and with the state. Mr.
Butler, publisher of the Prairie
Farmer and several other farm
publications, as well as the owner
of WLS, resides in Phoenix six
months each year. For several
months, it is known, he has been
desirous of acquiring the station
as an independent venture to be
devoted to civic interests of the
city and state. A pioneer figure in
BROADCASTING

TILLIE'S ROMANCE
Food, Food Everywhere But
No One to Drink
IF TILLIE, the dachshund, ^ould
talk, she'd probably tell you that
radio is the greatest contribution
not only to mankind but to dogdom.
why. who lives in
On And
Sept. here's
18, Tillie,
Cincinnati, gave birth to a litter.
They died shortly afterward. A
veterinarian told Mrs. Thomas H.
Birch, her owner, that Tillie would
die too unless some pups were obtained to suckle her. The distraught woman called the Cincinnati Post, which sponsors National Dog Week, and asked that
something
be done over the Post's
station, WCPO.
A "mercy" bulletin was broadcast
at 9:30 p. m., over the Cincinnati
local. By 9:32 there were 16 unweaned pups at the disposal of
Mrs. Birch and Tillie. By 9:35 the
number ran to 30. Out of the lot
two nondescript pups, with plenty
of bars sinister, were delivered to
Tillie on the morning of Sept. 19.
She had been in a coma most of
the night and sniffed suspiciously
at the two hungry visitors nudging her. When a pup's hungry, he
has
to eat.
Andforthat's
the vet
ordered
Tillie. just what

AUTOMATIC

VOTING

BUYS
TIME
ON
WGY
IN ANTICIPATION of election
the Automatic Voting Machine
conCorp., Jamestown, N. Y., has evetracted for four Quarter-hour
ning periods on WGY. Schenectady. This is the first time the orautoganization,
which_ has made
matic voting
equipment
for more
than 40 years, has utilized radio
to convince voters that machines
are "absolutely fool proof, fraud
proof."
tamper
proof
The and
talent
consists
of Clarence
Knanp, former Democratic mayor
of Saratoga Springs, N. Y.. and
John Sheehan. tenor. Mr. Knapp
reintroduces his popular discussion of the "Sob Sones of the Gav
Nineties" and Mr. Sheehan is the
soloist.
In the broadcast of Sept. 29, Col.
Jim Healey, WGY commentator,
was introduced as a guest. Healey
discussed, for example, the great
expense involved in recounts in
communities where voting machines are not in use as compared
with the negligible cost of a voting machine recount. Leighton &
Nelson, Schenectady, placed the
business with WGY.
radio, Mr. Butler was the former
publisher of several Midwestern
newspapers.

Mr. Rogers early in his newspaper career was business manager
of several Arizona papers, and
afterward became the business
manager of the Los Angeles ExMr. Earl he
Along with
press.KNX
ten years ago, and
took over
was its active operating head until the recent sale to CBS. He resides in Los Angeles, but expects
considerable time at the
to
station.
newspend
Selection of personnel for KOY
and other plans will await formal
approval of the transfer, ii
FCC indicated.
was
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IPolitical
1 Rather

Campaign
Drab

From

Radio
Standpoint
Roosevelt Now Making Political
Talks; Al Smith Joins Foray
WITH President Roosevelt beginning his first "political talks" of
the campaign over a small regional
i hookup from Syracuse Sept. 29,
j and scheduled to speak from Pitts' burgh over combined NBC-Red and
! CBS networks Oct. 1, 9-9:30 p. m.,
| the political campaign on the radio
.j is now entering into its final month
in relatively unexciting fashion.
( Except for the few regular serJ ies previously scheduled, neither
! Democrats
nor Republicans are
creating any great stir in radio
.j schedules, though both are concentrating these days on one-time
jbookings for their top men —
j Roosevelt, Knox and Landon — acfj cording to the strategy of their
jrespective campaigns.
Al Smith Switches
j ONE INSTANCE of disruption of
', popular
programs
occurred
with
the booking
of President
Roosevelt
''for the Thursday night (Oct. 1)
'i period, which necessitated the dropping of the Show Boat hour on
NBC-Red and half the Maj. Bowes
Amateur Hour on CBS. Former
jGov. Al Smith, speaking on behalf
of the Independent Coalition of
| American
Women,
an anti-New
Deal group headed by Mrs. E. T.
Meredith, wife of Wilson's Secrer tary of Agriculture, had previously
booked the 9-10 p. m. period the
same day on NBC-Blue, but in deference to the President shifted
that time to the 9:30-10:30 p. m.
period. This is expected to be the
first of a series of perhaps five radio speeches by Mr. Smith, the
> others to be from Philadelphia Oct.
8; Chicago, Oct. 15; New Haven,
Oct. 22, and Albany, Oct. 31.
I Gov. Landon
during
the last
, fortnight
made regular appearances and was broadcast over vari1 our networks, with stations in the
towns where he spoke all making
>: elaborate
arrangements
to pick
him up. His Sept. 22 speech from
the Iowa State Fair grounds at
Des Moines led WHO to arrange
special remotes to pick up the
I event in full locally before and after the speech was fed to the network. WHO had 19 engineers and
announcers and mobile units on the
scene, and its broadcasts were
picked up off the air by its Corn
I- Belt Wireless Network.
Similarly, while Gov. Landon
was m Council Bluffs, KOIL picked
him up from his special train.
John M. Henry, county Republican
j chairman and general manager of
KOIL-KFAB-KFOR, was on the
jplatform with Gov. Landon.
Despite their elaborate early arrangements and big radio division
setup, the Republicans are conIcentrating on the Landon and
Knox appearances and apparently
depending heavily on the William
Hard series on CBS, during which
the noted commentator is offering
prizes now for letters on "Why I
Changed From Roosevelt to Landon." Mr. Hard's previous contest
asked for letters on "Why I Am
for Roosevelt."
The Republicans
on Sept. 14
started sponsorship of the Landon
Radio Club on 46 NBC-Red stations, Mondays through Fridays,
ii 4:30-4 :45 p. m., to run for seven
.( weeks; their women's division is
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also sponsoring Every Woman
Knoivs over NBC-Red every weekday, 3:30-3:45 p. m. Over WGN,
of the Chicago Tribune, on Sept.
14 it began sponsoring a man-onthe-street program titled Republican Volunteer, a thrice - weekly
evening program in which Quin
Ryan, WGN manager, handles the
microphone.
While the G. O. P. has committed
itsalf to placing its programs
through agencies, its headquarters
have *ot divulged the names of the
agencies handling i t s various
placements. Democrats continued
to use agencies for nearly all accounts, as previously reported, and
it is understood the agencies are
being reimbursed practically as
fast as the bookings are completed
despite the Democrats' previous refusal to put up guarantee funds.
The Al Smith program was placed
through Publicitv Associates Inc.,
New York, publicity representatives for the former governor.
Entering into the campaign on
Sept. 17, the Crusaders, 100 E.
42d St., New York, through Mar-

Getting Out the Fans
TWENTY hours of radio
time devoted by WCCO to
the "On to Nicollet Park"
contest, designed to stimulate
attendance from nearby cities
at the games of the Minneapolis Millers Club of the
American Association, were
closed Sept. 24 with a parade
in downtown Minneapolis in
which visiting delegations
from the various towns participated. For largest total
attendance at the ball games,
gross and per capita, WCCO
awarded two trophy cups to
New Ulm and Madison Lake,
while local merchants joined
in awarding prizes for the
parading delegations.
schalk & Pratt Inc., New York
agency, booked a schedule of talks
by Andrew F. Kelley as the Horse
Sense Philosopher over varying
groups of three Mutual Network
stations
on staggered schedules,

NEWS

YOU

f mir five da»W

Iowa, Minnesota

and paying each of the stations.

CAN

adaptable

»w

news

using seven MBS stations in all.
[See Network Accounts.]
Starting Sept. 28, a combination
of the Progressive National Committee headed by Senator La Follette, Labor's Non-Partisan League,
headed by Maj. George L. Berry
and the Good Neighbor League
represented by Stanley High, began a series of nightly 10:30-10:45
p. m. programs each weekday on
36 CBS stations, featuring talks
by various pro-Roosevelt speakers.
This series is in addition to the
League's sponLabor Nonsorship Partisan
of similar talks over a
special hookup of WIP, Philadelphia; KQV, Pittsburgh; WOL„
Washington; WEVD, New York,
and WCFL, Chicago. In the Sept.
15 Broadcasting it was erroneously reported that these stations were
carrying the
on transcriptionsprograms
and that WEVD
and
WCFL were donating time while
the others were being paid. This
is corrected by Chester M. Wright,
Washington radio director of the
League,
reportsa wire
that hookup
organized laborwho
is buying
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Roadw

'Jilt. « . -j - '
SOUND*' ENGINEERING
■
Stretching from ancient Rome to Brindisi is the
Appian Way. This famed Roman road, laid about
312 B.C., is still in use, having endured centuries
of bloody warfare and the crushing forces of Time
and Nature. Sound engineering built it . . . preserved it through the ages, just as sound engineering by RCA built a world-wide road that
the sky . . . RCA's dowill endure . . . one through
mestic and international communications services.

that

VIA

RCA". . . these words atop message blanks are familiar to millions who, each year, depend on the swift

service provided
radiotelegraph
11 American
RCA

by RCA

system

Communications,

spreads across land

cities with

you

may

Inc. This
and

47 foreign countries.

service; a rapid, unseen

When
home

Endure

employ

roadway

this service, you

be a thousand
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Covering

giant

sea, linking

"Via

It is another

through
know

RCA

New

fast communication

engaged

in every phase

of radio. When

organization

all its services

it has the confidence

people.

It is with warm
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and

feeling that RCA

the incentive

service, and
town

of the American

makes

hamlet

RCA

dealers

busy dealers.

Remember — in radio RCA
ration of America
radio's most
the sound
RCA

with

MANUFACTURING

NATIONAL

ranks first. The

and
city,

Corpo-

the large majority

FOREIGN

COUNTRIES

Macao

Chile
China
Colombia
Cuba
Curacao
Czechoslovakia

C'Via RCA" Manila)
Norway
Mexico

Fiji Islands
("Via
RCA" Honolulu)
France

Siam RCA" Manila)
("Via

Japan
Panama
Philippines
Poland
Dominican Republic Porto Rico
Dutch East Indies Portugal
Dutch Guiana
Russia

spurs sales.

Radio

Los Angeles

of

Germany
French Indo-China

Society
("Via
RCAIslands
'Honolulu)

advances — is, at this very moment,

facsimile

engineering

American

For confidence

has pioneered

noteworthy

experimenting

in every

San Francisco

Washington

Argentina
Belgium
Brazil

regards this confidence.

for still greater achievement

Baltimore

47

are

of all radio becomes
radio so completely,

New Orleans
Chicago
Detroit

and

is

surveyed, RCA's intimate knowledge
apparent. And, because RCA knows

CITIES

Seattle
Italy
— plus efficient, fast transfer
service to
hundreds of communities

large conductor of the world's radiotelegraph business.
Transoceanic and domestic communications are but one
This

York

Boston
Philadelphia

winged words sent "Via RCA." To you — and the other
millions who use this service — RCA owes its standing as a

activities of RCA.

RCA"

11 AMERICAN

that while

World

Communications, Inc., offers direct radiotelegraph service between

the sky!

brings it within a few minutes' reach. You know that time
and distance and the raging seas can be conquered with

of the diversified

the

reproduction

of RCA
CO., Inc.

will some
•

RCA

Great Britain
Guatemala

by radio — and

day pioneer sight!
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Inc.

BROADCASTING CO., Inc.
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RCA INSTITUTES,
RADIOMARINE CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Inc.

Haiti
Hawaii
Holland

Sweden
Turkey
Switzerland
Spain

Venezuela
Syria
Hong Kong ("Via RCA" Manila)
— plus rapid transfer service to ail other
points in the world!

Listen to "The Magic Key of RCA" on NBC Blue
Network every Sunday, 2:00 to yoo P. M., E. S. T.
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Dual

Rate

Duel

LOCAL versus National Rates! More words
about that issue have been spilled since radio
6 became an advertising medium than there
have been "Knock, Knocks" during the last
couple of months.
A couple of dozen times during the last five
years we have led with our chin by espousing
elimination of the differential between local
and national rates. And we're still holding it
out.
Now a new man is in our corner.
He is
| George Bijur, vice president of Fletcher &
Ellis Inc. and former sales promotion mana11 ger of CBS. He has an article in this issue on
I the subject. Never have we seen a more clearI cut or courageous discourse on it than this
piece of research interpreted in the plainest
of language.
Mr. Bijur aptly sums up the whole issue in
* these words: "Why not fix broadcasting rates
for the benefit of the great majority, not the
I minority?"
And why not! we echo. Mi*. Bijur says
three out of four national advertisers prefer
to deal with the station that quotes the same
rate to everyone. And by getting the same
rate, stations stand to take in more money.
That being so, we fail to see why the minority
of stations ^still adhering to dual rates should
not join with the trend so ably expounded by
Mr. Bijur.
Of course, there are many examples which
stations can and do cite as to why there should
be a differential. Perhaps it is too much to
expect the industry to go pell mell into a onerate group. The signs, however, are all in
that direction, and we expect to see the day
when rates not only will be on a single, uniform basis, but also correspondingly higher
because of the constant improvement in service to advertisers.

On
the Right Track
ONE OF these days, we hope, those business
concerns with goods to peddle, will come to
the realization that broadcasting stations sell
time and that they don't propose to give it
away in exchange for transcriptions or on the
basis of "per inquiry" business. Of course that
time won't come until all stations get in the
habit of rejecting any proffers of business
offered at other than card rates.
A fortnight ago, the NAB blasted forth
against questionnaire sent out by Warner
Bros, motion picture interests, which Managing Director James W. Baldwin described as
having all the earmarks of a "free offering".
The upshot was a discussion of the matter bePage
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tween a Warner representative and Mr. Baldwin. And the outcome, Mr. Baldwin hopes,
will be the development of business from motion picture exhibitors at card rates.
We are pleased to see that happen. While
there is yet no guarantee that the business will
develop, it nevertheless is a showing of what a
trade association might do for an industry by
way of tapping new sources of business.
New

A.

T.

&

T.

Tariff

EVERYONE in the industry will rejoice over
the new broadcast line tariffs filed by the
A. T. & T. with the FCC, to become effective
Nov. 1. This is a big step in the right direction, and meets the demands of broadcasters
for an explanation of the reasons for particular rates for particular types of line charges.
As far as we can ascertain, the A. T. & T.
recognizes, perhaps for the first time, the
plight of broadcasters in attempting to utilize
telephone facilities when they do not know
the basis for the charges. In its new tariffs
the A. T. & T. explains clearly what it proposes to do and tells why. There are reductions for certain types of service, notably on
connection charges, and the A. T. & T. estimates that broadcasters and their clients
should save at least $250,000 a year.
But, as we see it, the liberalizations of
policy are of even greater import. By allowing stations to link together without being
penalized for connection charges and mandatory use of A. T. & T. apparatus at their studios or on remote jobs, the A. T. & T. takes
heed of one of the broadcasters' most serious
plaints. It is also allowing networks to interconnect different classes of facilities, heretofore prohibited.
Great impetus should be given regional networks by the altered charges and methods.
It will now be possible for regional groups to
become aligned for a month at a time, or for
seasons of the year, without being obliged to
contract for a whole year in order to get rate
advantages. Stations will be in better position to provide "tailor-made" regional coverage to advertisers desiring such service.
We have been rather vehement in these
columns over the last five years in criticizing
the A. T. & T. for its arbitrary methods in
dealing with its broadcasting clients. That it
finally has become articulate in explaining
these matters, and has taken action to the extent of reducing certain rates and liberalizing
inflexible practices, is gratifying. We trust it
is but the forerunner of other changes which
will continue the liberalization of practices
and rates to keep pace with the rapidly changing technique of broadcasting.

BOOK

RADIO
SHELF

ASSERTING that the progress of radiotelephony will shortly present new opportunities
to the educator, Levering Tyson, director of
the National Advisory Council on Radio in
Education, announces the publication of the
fourth revision of Listen and Learn as No. 5
in its Information Series. It deals with technical phases of broadcasting, as prepared by
the Council's engineering committee and includes synchronization, high and ultra-high
frequency broadcasting, transcriptions, wired
radio, facsimile, television, school receiving
systems and sound movies, with an appendix
tabulating costs of various classes of broadcasting stations, definitions of technical terms
and Council publications.

QUITE appropriately titled Retrospect and
Forecast in Radio Education, the 15th in the i
Information Series published by the National
Advisory Council on Radio in Education, 60
E. 42d St., New York, is based on Director
Levering Tyson's paper on "Ten Years of
Educational Broadcasting" and Col. William
Donovan's paper on "What Does the Future
Hold", delivered before the American Association for Adult Education convention last May.
Both pose and seek to answer the question
of radio's past and future role in democracy,
with the dangers of autocratic and political
rule cogently pointed out.

AN ELABORATE brochure titled California
For Sale and detailing full facts about the
California radio market and the service to it
of the four Don Lee stations, was published
by the Don Lee Broadcasting System late in
September as a guide to time buyers.

An
Honest
Appraisal
TO EVERYONE connected with American
radio who has been called upon to defend its
methods of catering to the tastes of the masses
while trying also to please the classes, we
commend the article on "The Art of Pleasing
Everybody" in the October Atlantic Monthly
reviewed elsewhere in this issue. The author,
Richard Sheridan Ames, states the case for
radio so thoroughly and so honestly that the
arguments of the most highbrow, let alone
the carping critic, quickly collapse. This is
the same publication whose article on the
"Level of the 13 Year Old" aroused such glee
among and furnished so much fodder for the
crusading element a few years ago. We all
know that radio's leaders for the most part,
as Mr. Ames writes, "regard their stewardship of the air as a serious, sometimes a s
dangerous, trust and that they are seeking
punctiliously to uphold the ethics of commercial broadcasting." We all know that radio
must give the people, all of them, what they \
want to maintain interest and retain sponsors.
And we believe with Mr. Ames that the intelligentsia gets only what it deserves by concentrating on adverse criticism rather than pointing out proper ways and becoming articulate
about what they do want rather than what
they don't like.
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PERSONAL

NOTES

JOHN SHEPARD 3d, president of
Yankee Network, was severely shaken
in an automobile accident Sept. 13
when his sedan crashed into a tree
on Jamaicaway, Boston. The car was
badly wrecked, but Mr. Shepard
was
released
a short
stay. from the hospital after

, IF THERE were such a title in
: American radio as "Keeper of the
Kilocycles", or perhaps "Warden
; of the Watts", it would go hands
down to Andrew Donald Ring. As
assistant chief engineer of the
Federal Communications Commission in charge of broadcasting,
he's the man more than any one
else who, so to speak, sits on the
radio lid.
Dig into any question of technical broadcasting since 1929 and
inevitably
you'll find
that big, in
rawboned
Tennessean
interwoven
it,
i for ever since he joined the old
j Federal Radio Commission seven
years ago he has been identified
with broadcast allocations, operations and engineering regulation.
"Andy" Ring is figuring prominently in the broadcast news these
days because of the approach of
. the so-called "allocation hearings"
which begin before the FCC Broadcast Division Oct. 5. Those hearings culminate two years of actual
planning and preparation. And in
i that planning Assistant Chief Eni gineer Ring has been the key figt ure, initially under
his former
chief engineer, Dr. C. B. Jolliffe,
and now under T. A. M. Craven,
! who became the FCC engineering
head the first of this year.
n Few men in any profession are
considered as well qualified for a
i particular post as is "Andy" Ring
■ for the niche he happens to fill.
His background is almost ideally
suited for the job — admittedly one
of the anchor positions in American radio because it has to do with
the fundamentals of allocations
and assignments. Any time a station wants to change the location
of its transmitter, install a new
antenna, procure a shift in frei quency, increase power, or in fact
> change its operating status even
one mite, the application must pass
over the desk of the Assistant
Chief Engineer. And obviously all
new station applications pertaining to broadcast, whether they be
experimental television or facsimile, relay broadcasting, pickups,
or whatnot must procure a recommendation from the same individual. Matters of technical broadcast policy, other than programming and pure legal aspects, also
originate more or less from Mr.
Ring's office. Because broadcasting
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activity constitutes the bulk of the
FCC's work, the broadcast section
of its engineering department is
unquestionably the busiest unit of
the entire organization.
Andrew Donald Ring first saw
the ether that was to be his life
work on Sept. 2, 1899, on a farm
at Franklin, Tenn., just 12 miles
from Nashville. It was the family
homestead, his father and his
grandfather having been born
there, _ and having engaged in
agrarian pursuits for generations.
The family remains at Franklin,
with an elder brother now operating the farm. He was one of four
brothers, and has two sisters.
After attending rural grammar
schools and the Middle Tennessee
Normal School at Murfreesboro,
Tenn., Andrew Ring followed three
older brothers to the University of
Tennessee, where he enrolled in
1919. One brother — Ned — had
been all-Southern fullback in 1914
and another also became a football
star, but Andy spent his spare
time tinkering around radio and
things electrical, paying his way
through school.
While at the University, the
cat's whisker grew on radio, and
then it sprouted the vacuum tube.
Young Ring blossomed forth as a
radio "manufacturer" by assembling composite sets from parts
bought in bulk. Ring's radio receivers, he advertised "Run Rings
Around Any Other". He sold about
150 of them. He also "manufactured" equipment for radio amateurs and otherwise served as a
general public service radio man.
The first of a long line of Ring
transmitter installations began in
1924, when the young engineer,
still at the University, installed
the magnificent new "super-power"
•50-watt transmitter in Knoxville,
Tenn., for the First Baptist
Church. Its call was WFBC— the
progenitor of the WFBC now at
Greenville, S. C, where it subsequently was moved. That started
him seriously into radio engineering, for the same year, when General Electric Co. made its annual
scouting expedition for likely engineering talent at colleges, it
picked up Mr. Ring.
To Schenectady went the gangling youth as a member of GE's
student training corps at 50 cents
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LUELLA LAUDIN, secretary and
prime tional
mover
of the Women's
NaRadio Committee,
has resigned
that post and Miss Ruth Rich is now
serving as acting secretary. A meeting will be held this month to select
Miss Laudin's successor.
RODNEY P. LIEN, treasurer of
Iowa Network, has returned to banking, becoming executive vice-president
of The First National Bank of Lima,
O. His duties are being taken over
by Luther B. Hill, executive vicepresident of the network, with Robert
Tineher promoted to the assistant
treasurership. Duane Peterson takes
Tincher's place, with Shirley Greenberg as assistant.
EDGAR JACOBS has been named
commercial manager of WFBL. Syracuse, to succeed Charles Glover Delaney, who returned to WESG, Elmira, to become commercial manager
of that station.
FRED PABST, general manager of
the Don Lee organization in Northern
California, has returned to San Francisco after a conference in Chicago
with officials of Mutual Broadcasting
System, where he discussed plans for
the active affiliation of the two networks, scheduled for Dec. 29.
JOHN M. DOLPH. formerly with the
N. W. Ayer & Son organization in
the East, late in September was appointed Pacific Coast sales manager
of CBS at San Francisco.
ROBERT LELAND, who served his
apprenticeship at KLX, Oakland, has
joined the commercial department of
KYOS. Merced, Cal., new local station which started operating in September.
EDWARD M. KIRBY, sales promotion manager of WSM and the National Life and Accident Insurance
Co., Nashville, on Sept. 17 married
Miss Marjorie Arnold, of Nashville.
WILLIAM H. WEST, manager of
WTMV, E. St. Louis, has been named
a governor of the Advertising Club of
St. Louis.
per hour. With him at that time
were such present day figures in
broadcasting as Joseph A. Chambers, former WLW chief engineer
and now a consulting engineer in
Washington; A. B. Chamberlain,
CBS chief engineer; I. R. Baker,
chief of transmitter sales of RCA,
and Harold Vance, RCA branch
head in Chicago.
Young Ring first found himself
as an assistant at WGY, GE's
clear-channel station. Shortly afterward he installed at that transmitter the first automatic crystal
control designed to keep the station on its frequency without
manual operation. That was his
first accomplishment. Next he was
assigned to the engineering department of the company and went
into high-power broadcast transmission. WGY, during early morning hours even in those days of
1927 and 1928, operated with variable superpower of 50,000 to 400,000 watts,
such
energy. to test the efficacy of
The first 100 kw. vacuum tube
developed
in GE's
laboratory
received its tests
on this
transmitter,
under supervision of Engineer
Ring. There were modifications
aplenty and before the experimentation was completed, GE had
spent something like $100,000 for
(Continued on page 59)

LAMBERT B. BEEUWKES, effective Oct. 1 was appointed sales promotion manager of KYW, Philadelphia, and John H. Hinchey, formerly
sales manager of WCBA-WSAN, Allentown, Pa., joins the station on the
same date as a member of the sales
staff. Mr. Beeuwkes was formerly
with Conquest Alliance Co. and
WHAT, Philadelphia.
FRANCIS P. MALONE, recently
news editor of WIOD, Miami, and
formerly city editor of the Miami
Daily News, has been named acting
manager of the station, succeeding
Jesse Jay,
who has tosoldthehis newspaper
entire interest in WIOD
owners. Executive director of the
station is Hal Lishon.
LORRIN THURSTON, general manager of KGU in Honolulu, who is
also publisher
of the
vertiser, operating
the Honolulu
station, Adand
his brother, Robert S. Thurston, were
in San Francisco last moni»h for several days, combining business and
pleasure. Lorrin Thurston returned
to Honolulu Sept. 25 but his brother,
who is national advertising director
of the Honolulu Advertiser and takes
an active part
in the station's
management, is remaining
for several
weeks to visit New York and other
eastern cities.
DONALD THORNBURGH, CBS
vice-president in charge of Pacific
coast operations, returned to his headquarters at KNX, Hollywood, late in
September after visits to Chicago and
New York headquarters of the network.
RALPH WONDERS, head of the
CBS Artists Bureau, New York, arrived in Hollywood in mid-September
on a business trip. Peter de Lima has
been transferred from New York to
Hollywood to take charge of the department.
TED MATHEWS, program director
of WNAX, Yankton, S. D., has been
promoted to commercial manager of
that station, succeeding Kenneth L.
Marsh, resigned.
HAROLD SCOTT, formerly of
KGNC. Amarillo. Tex., has joined the
sales staff of KFYO. Lubbock, Tex.,
also owned by the Plains Broadcasting Co. Quanah Parker has rejoined
the sales staff of KFYO.
DEWEY LONG, for three years with
the sales
WBT,manager.
Charlotte, hasdepartment
been named ofsales
Ray C. Koon, of Philadelphia, and a
former artist on New Fnsrland stations, has joined the WBT sales staff.
LEON B. STONE, formerly in band
booking and artist bureau activity,
has been named sales manager of
WIBA. Madison. Wis.
MARTIN CAMPBELL, director of
WFAA, Dallas, is a member of the
faculty
the Little
Theater
Dallas as a oflecturer
on radio
in itsofschool
of the theater which started its fall
term Sept. 17.
Clifford N. Wise
CLIFFORD N. WISE, 26, son of
Russell B. Wise, announcer on the
staff of WTAM, Cleveland, died in
August as the result of a fall over
an embankment in a rocky ravine
in Bainbridge, near Cleveland. In
the Sept. 15 issue of Broadcasting,
it was erroneously reported that
the youth was Charles Wise, formerly public relations director of
WKRC, Cincinnati. The latter has
a two
just returned
trip
in Europefrom
where
he months'
studied
continental broadcasting, and now
has in mind reentering radio in
this country. Clifford Wise was
connected with the Cleveland office
of Associates Investment Co.,
South Bend. The accident occurred
Aug. out
16,regaining
Wise dying
Aug. 24 withconsciousness.
His
skull was fractured in the fall,
which occurred when he slipped
and fell into a ravine. During the
winter of 1933-34, he was identified with a children's program on
WDRC, Hartford.
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ROBERT TAPLINGER. head of
Robert S. Taplinger Inc.. New York
and Hollywood public relations firm,
arrived in Hollywood late in September on a brief trip in connection with
the Nelson Eddy program.

BEHIND
THE

MICROPHONE

ALUN WILLIAMS, announcer of
WIP, Philadelphia, has been named
production director, taking the place
of Howard Jones, named news editor
and special events chief. Jeff Baker,
formerly of WIP, has joined WTAR,
Norfolk.
ARTHUR Q. BRYAN, announcer of
WHN, New York, and formerly of
WIP. Philadelphia, leaves Oct. 1 for
Hollywood where he will become a
scenario writer for Paramount.
GORDON DE BORDE BROWN, announcer of KJBS in San Francisco,
who conducts the Night Oicl program
on that station, suffered a broken
right shoulder and other injuries in
an auto accident Sept. 20.
JACK RILEY, formerly press agent
for Ben Bernie and Olsen & Johnson,
has been appointed publicity director
of WINS, New York, succeeding Harriet Menken who resigned to rejoin
King Features Syndicate as a writer
of radio continuity.
BOBBY GRIFFIN, one of the two
original announcers of WHO, Des
Moines, has returned to the station
after an absence of six years. During
two years of his absence he was chief
announcer of the Century of Progress
in Chicago. The remainder of the
time was spent with KYW, Chicago,
and KSD and KWK, St. Louis.
KENNY HIGGINS, announcer at
KYA. San Francisco, has gone to
KFRC. that city, taking the post vacated by the resignation of Grant
Pollock, now on the NBC announcing
staff.

OBSERVE ANNIVERSARY — Executives of KTSM, El Paso, had themin honor
of the
station's assistant
completion
of seven
years
on the selves
air. photographed
Left to right
are Roy
Chapman,
program
director;
Carl Wyler, manager; Fern Lamberson, secretary; J. M. Qualtrough,
announcer; Van Des Autels, chief announcer.
RAY LACKLAND,
formerly of
KRLD and WRR, Dallas, and other
southwestern stations, has joined the
radio staff of the Texas Centennial.
Dallas. James Crocker, formerly of
WOAI, San Antonio, is directing
Centennial grounds programs, succeeding Bob Coleson. named director
following the resignation of Clyde
Vandeburg.
JERRY GARNJOBST, announcer of
WNAX. Yankton, S. D., was married
in August to Miss Marjorie Jordan,
of that city.
WILLIAM MURRAY, in charge of
radio for the William Morris theatrical agency, New York, arrived in Hollywood late in September in connection with talent for the new Eddie
Cantor and Al Jolson shows.
HOWARD SWART opened offices at
6411 Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood,
late
in September with a radio script
service.

ROCK TJLMER, formerly of WHO.
Des Moines, has joined the announcing staff of KSTP, St. Paul.
LUCILLE EDWARDS, in charge of
commercial announcements at KSTP.
St. Paul, is to be married in Holy
Name Cathedral Oct. 3 to Pat Murphy. NBC leading man and a former
KSTP announcer. They will live in
Chicago.

HAMPTON KEATHLEY, formerly
of KMAC, San Antonio, and James
Harris, formerly of WBAP, Fort
Worth and Ohio stations, have joined
KF.JZ, Fort Worth.
NANCY GREY, news commentator
of WTMJ, Milwaukee, and G. E.
Stedman, vice president in charge of
marketing, Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee, spoke at the fall conference
of the Women's Advertising Club of
Milwaukee, held Sept. 19-20.
ART SMITH, announcer of KRNT.
Des Moines, is to marry Miss Loretta
Wettengel. of Appleton. Wis.. Oct. 3.
MAY-FLOYD SINEX has joined the
continuity staff of the Iowa
Network.
JACK KERRIGAN, formerlv of
WOC. Davenport, has joined WHO.
Des Moines.
JOSEPH PIERSON, formerlv with
WHAS. Louisville, has joined WNOX.
Knoxville, as program director, succeeding John Mayo, resigned.
LES BIEBL, announcer of WPTF.
Raleigh, was to be married Oct. 1 to
Miss Lucy Sacco, of Red Bank, N. J.
JAMES F. CLEMENGER, announcer of WMCA and Inter-City Group,
has been named production supervisor for a series of WPA movies
and has been given a leave of absence.
GEORGE GUNN, formerly of WFLA.
Clearwater, has been named assistant
program director of WCSC. Charleston, S. C. He was succeeded at
WFLA by Paul Jones.
DON WILSON has signed as master
of ceremonies for the fourth consecutive year with Jack Benny and the
Jell-0
program.
went' by forplane
from New
York toHeHollywood
the
opening program Oct. 4 from the
Hollywood NBC studios.
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JACK ODELL. news reporter and
announcer at WAAF. Chicago, has
been seriously ill with pneumonia.
Milton Morris is substituting.
HECTOR CHEVIGNY. staff writer
for Radioaids Inc., Hollywood transcription producer, has been appointed continuity editor for CBS with
quarters at KNX. Hollywood.
DENNIS A. WOOD, formerlv of
WMT. Waterloo, and WHBF. Rock
Island, has been named studio director of WIBA. Madison, replacing
Gordon Swarthout. now in the Chicago office of Radio Guide.
EDWARD ROBINSON, with KNX,
Hollywood, two years in the promotion department, has been appointed
bead of radio activities for the G.
Stanley Jones Artist Agencv, FoxWilshire Bldg., Beverly Hills'. Cal.
CLINTON TWISS. NBC announcer
in San Francisco, late in September
was transferred to the Hollywood division of the network.
JACK RADCLIFFE. formerlv with
W H O. Des Moines, and W R O K.
Rockford. has joined the announcing
staff of KFAB and KFOR. Lincoln.
Neb. Dick Smith, announcer, left radio in September to return to Harvard Law School.
SHEELY & ROYCE. Hollywood program agency, has become Sheely &
Co. and will continue quarters at the
same location. Miss Betty Woods, for
two years office manager of Radio Release Ltd., has been added as office
manager.
HAROLD BRATSBERG. announcerwriter at KFRC in San Francisco, is
spending his spare time writing a
series of essays on broadcasting.
BRIAN ELLIOTT, formerly with
C.TRC. Winnipeg, has joined the production staff of KLZ. Denver.
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JOSEPH BELL, member of the NBC
production staff in San Francisco,
has collaborated with Josef Honti,
staff conductor, in composing the
theme song of the new mystery series The Bishop & the Gargoyle.
HARRY
VON Z E L L has been
signed as announcer for the new Sundaysorednight
series on
NBC-Blue
sponby General
Foods
Inc. (Minute
Tapioca) and featuring Col. Stoopnagle & Budd.
HOWARD BAILEY, active in dramatics at the College of the Pacific
last year, has joined KFBK, Sacramento, as an announcer.
HAROLD SPARKS, announcer of
KFYO. Lubbock, Tex., was married
recently to Miss Fay Fleming, of
Lubbock.
WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD, new to
radio, has been added to the announcing staff of KGGC, San Francisco,
taking over the duties of George Tolin. transferred to special features.
RAY APPLEBY, formerly with CBS
in Chicago, on Sept. 16 became program director of KEHE. Los Angeles,
a newly created post. Mayfield Kaylor continues as production manager.
ROBERT ARMSTRONG, formerlv
of WMAZ. Macon. Ga., WFBC.
Greenville. S. C. and WRDW. Augusta. Ga.. has joined WDNC. Durham. N. C.
HOWARD PERRY, director of radio and publicity for McFadden Publications, New York, was in San
Francisco Sept. 21-22 in the interest
of the NBC network True Story
Court of Human Relations.
ADRIAN J. FLANTER. formerly
sales promotion manager of WBS
and Columbia Phonograph Co.'s transcription division, has opened an office in the RKO Bldg., New York, to
specialize in radio relations, including sales promotion, publicity and
artist representation. Among his first
clients are Bernhard Levitow and
Veronica Wiggins.
WAYNE GRIFFIN, script writer
for NBC in San Francisco, late in
September joined KHJ. Los Angeles,
in its continuity department. Ted
Bliss, chief announcer, will hereafter
devote his time to writing and producing. Bill Kuser has been propromoted
to the post of chief announcer.
RUSH
HUGHES,
doingAirthevia
Langendorf Pictorial
of the
NBC
from San Francisco five quarterhours a week, late in September
moved his family to Los Angeles and
will broadcast the series from the
Hollywood
studios during the winter
months.
HARRIETT HARRIS joined the
continuity staff of KFWB, Hollywood
late in September.
BROADCASTING

ARCH
OBOLER,
author
of NBC's
Lights Out
and other
programs,
has
written his first book, Everything
Happened to Him, a novelized biography of Tex Rickard, to be published early in October.
DELL KING, formerly of KMOX
and KWK in St. Louis, recently
joined the announcing staff of WAAF
Chicago, where he is announcing th^
Breakfast Express.
CLAIR SHADWELL will act as
program director of WBT. Charlotte.
N. C, when Charles H. Crutehfield is
away from the station for Atlantic
Refining Co. football broadcasts.
MARGARET SICELOFF, formerly
of WWNC. Asheville, N. C, has
joined WBT. Charlotte, N. C, as secretary to Dewey Long, newly-appointed sales manager for the station.
JEAN PAUL
freeNBC.
lance CBS
announcer who isKING,
heard on
and MBS, is announcing for Warner
Brothers' pictorial and travelogue
shorts between broadcasts. His first
one, Siveden, will be released in October.
EDMUND TURNER, formerly of
Iowa Broadcasting System, has joined
WNOX. Knoxville.
FRANCIS PETTAY. formerlv of
WJW. Akron, and WBNS, WCOL.
Columbus, has joined WKRC, Cincinnati.
ROBERT WALSH has resigned as
staff announcer of WAAT, Jersey
City, to take over the programs of
the Michaels Credit Department
Store. Newark, and will alternate his
shows between WAAT and WNEW.
NBC
JERRY

West Coast Shifts
McGEE, formerly sound

effects man in the NBC's Hollywood studios, has been transferred
to San Francisco, replacing Joseph
Thompson, producer, who resigned
to devote his time to free lance
writing. Edward Ludes, announcer
in San Francisco, has gone to
Hollywood
to take
over McGee's
post.
He will
also announce
and
produce several programs. Clinton
(Buddy)
the since
San Francisco Twiss,
announcingonstaff
1934,
has also been transferred to the
Hollywood studios in a similar capacity and will write and assist in
production. Twiss takes over the
duties of Walter Bunker Jr., whos
has gone
the network's
tion to
department
there. producMelvhv
Vickland, San Francisco junior announcer, has been promoted to fullseniority. James F. Matthews, formerly with KIRO, Seattle, has
been brought in to fill the juniorship vacated by Vickland. Grant
Pollock, announcer at KFRC in
San Francisco for several years,
has
joined
NBC in that city in a
similar
capacity.
Heads

CBS

Service

WILFRID DAVIS, San Francisco
artists manager, has been appointed western representative of
the Columbia Community Concert
Service, a subsidiary of CBS. He
will continue to make San Francisco his headquarters. Appoint- |
ment was made by Arthur L. Wis- |
ner of Columbia Concerts Corp.
CUBA is planning a high-power
government - owned broadcasting
station to spread tourist propa- i
ganda in the United States.
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more people can listen to this key station of the Iowa Network

in the daytime than any other Iowa radio station. Doubled daytime
power (5,000 watts') increases total potential listeners in Iowa,
Illinois, Minnesota, Wisconsin and Missouri to 3,500,000 persons.
♦Nighttime power 1,000 watts.

"Tain't enough to make 'em
hear you. If you want to get
'em you've gotta interest 'em."
— Milford Beeghley. twice State
Champion hog - caller of Iowa.

U.ight you are, Mr. Beeghley. We are the
ist ones to cite power as proof of radio
opularity. Our policy has always been to
tterest them. WMT's mail report long ago
roved that 0.5 millivolts is unnecessary if
le programs are right.
In publishing this preliminary field
irength survey, and in publishing the comleted field strength survey which will f ol•w, we are not insinuating that all radio

sets within the 0.5 millivolt line tune to
WMT. We look upon our increased area as
a challenge. A challenge which we are
thrilled to meet. For after all, the listeners
must be able to hear us before we can interest them. Doubled power means that now
our old friends can hear us better — and that
we have an opportunity to make a lot of new
friends. We are depending on our programs
to do the rest.
Naturally this boost in daytime power for
WMT means that the Iowa Network is even
a better buy for the advertiser than formerly. One station of the Network, WMT, with
studios
in Cedar
Rapids
and Waterloo,

ME
IOWA
NETWORK
Two Network combinations available: WMT, Cedar Rapids-Waterloo linked with either KRNT or KSO in Des Moines.
BROADCASTING
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throws a 0.5 millivolt signal into five states
to make the above map. Now visualize the
map with either KRNT or KSO in Des
Moines added to the picture. Duplicate coverage, yes. But duplicate coverage in one of
the most important sections of the state.
Also, remember that with a Network hookup
of WMT and KRNT it is possible to reach
both NBC and Columbia audiences. But that
is a separate story. If you are interested in
hearing it, write or wire now — or get in
touch with the nearest office of our representatives: E. Katz Special Advertising
Agency.

CBS Basic

NBC Basic Blue
October
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Boost

Proved

Radio

One

Markets

in

Easy-to-Bny

Package

The twenty-one member
links in the ABC Radio
long

established

stations which are
market chain were

in listener acceptance

and

proved sales fertility before this network's formation. ABC has "packaged" these markets in
easy-to-buy form. One order, one program, one
point of contact replaces twenty-one, reaches
ten million listeners simultaneously.
Market accessibility is ABC's basic reason for
existence. Add availability of greater program
resources,

the economy

of one

program

—

whether "live" or transcription — serving
twenty-one outlets, a centralized source of market and other data, and it becomes evident that
we've got something.
Already several major advertisers (listed below)
have seen our point. An ABC sales representative will need very little of your time to make
it clear to you. It's good business to grant him
that time.

Series

Business

of

Pacific

Auto

Firm

First Radio

Venture

Leads to

Big James F. Waters Drive
THE SUCCESS of one of the
largest automobile distributors in
the world, who is moving his merchandise at an unprecedented rate
through radio, bears out the value
of fireside advertising. The sponsor, James F. Waters, Northern
California distributor of the De
Soto and Plymouth automobiles, in
San Francisco, became radio minded about a year ago after running
a test announcement on KJBS, announcing asale of new cars. The
spontaneous response was beyond
all expectations.
Pleased over the success of the
initial venture, the c o m n a n y ,
through suggestion of its advertising director, James H. Diamond,
began sponsorship of a quarterhour program of recordings six
days a week over that station.
It clicked in every way, with the
result that the sponsor immediately decided to expand his radio activities, and signed with two other
San Francisco stations, KYA and
KGGC, for a similar type of prog r a m supplementing its KJBS
broadcasts, and in less than six
months piled up a huge audience
of pleased listeners and potential
automobile purchasers. Commercials on the programs are brief and
to the point. A large part of the
success of the KJBS program, Mr.
Diamond stated, is the presentation of the company's message to
the public by Announcer Harry
Wickersham.
Big Dividends

CAM

P A N A
—
REMINGTON
PRINCESS

O VALTINE
RAND
PAT

AFFILIATED
BROADCASTING

42nd

CO

Floor, Civic Opera

Wisconsin
WOMT
Manitowoc
WHBL
Sheboygan

Building, Chicago.
MEMBER
STATIONS
WRJN
WCLS
Joliet
Racine
WSL
WKBH
St. Louis
LaCrosse
WJJD
WCLO
Chicago
Janesville
Indiana
WHBY
Green Bay
WTRC
Elkhart
KFIZ
Fond du Lac
WEOA
Evansville
WKBB
W HOW
Dubuque
Terre Haute
WLBC
Illinois*
Muncie
WROK
WGRC
Rockford
New Albany
Gary
WTAX
WIND
Springfield
WHBF
Rock Island

WW AE
Hammond

AFTER a six-months' period of
these quarter-hour programs on
the three stations, the Waters company found its radio broadcasting
was paying such large dividends,
that, through instigation of Diamond, they doubled their time on
KJBS, signing a contract for two
quarter-hour broadcasts a day, six
days a week, for an indefinite
period on KJBS.
Diamond, the radio-minded advertising director, pointing out the
success the Waters company has
enjoyed in its San Francisco Bay
region broadcasts, has urged every
De Soto and Plymouth dealer in
Northern California to supplement
his advertising with radio to get
his message to the public. As a result, Diamond stated, dealers from
Eureka to Monterey are including
either spot announcements or quarter-hour broadcasts on stations in
their vicinity.
On occasion of the one-thousandth James F. Waters program
over KJBS recently, Diamond,
Wickersham, the "drive a new De
Soto" voice, and Ralph R. Brunton,
general manager of that station,
staged a special short ceremony
during the broadcast. Diamond, at
that time, speaking in behalf of
James F. Waters, president of the
auto company, commended the use
of radio in reaching the potential
buyer.
"Mr. Waters is highly pleased
with the success that our radio
broadcast advertising has been,
and will continue to use this medium of reaching
Mr.
Diamond
said. Hethehaspublic,"
not sliced
any of his newspaper or periodical advertising, but is maintaining
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ONE -THOUSANDTH — Broadcast
on KJBS, San Francisco, observed
by James
F. Waters, world's
est auto distributor,
handlinglargDe
Soto and Plymouth. Left to right
are James Diamond, advertising
director of the sponsor; Ralph R.
Brunton, KJBS manager, and Harry
Wickersham, KJBS program manager and announcer of the twicedaily program.
the radio advertising in conjunction with other media.
"But don't get the idea by that
that he considers radio supplementary to newspapers. On the contrary, radio advertising stands on
its own legs in this field, and we
believe should be so recognized in
planning an advertising campaign.
This organization, to a man, is
convinced that radio can do a real
job for large merchandise just as
it can for small merchandise found

on the grocer's shelf."
Gas Utility NBC Program
Extended to West Coast
SIX Pacific Coast gas companies
serving 896,000 domestic meters
have joined the NBC-Red network
carrying the Mystery Chef program sponsored through Regional
Advertisers Inc., gas utility promo ti o n association. New local
sponsors are Southern Counties
Gas Co.,
Losboth
Angeles
Gas Angeles;
& Electric Corp.,
of Los
Seattle Gas Co.; Portland Gas &
Coke Co.; Mountain Fuel Supply
Co., Salt Lake City.
The series now covers territory
including 6,850,000 domestic gas
meters, 45% of all domestic meters in use, with 136 gas and electric companies as sponsors. The
program is designed to stimulate
home cooking, build good will and
provide prospect lists for gas appliances. Since it started Sept. 4,
1935, under sponsorship of 87
eastern utilities, 822,000 copies of
"Be an Artist at the Gas Range"
have been requested by listeners at
offices of the companies. McCannErickson Inc., New York, places
the program, which switched Sept.
16 to Tuesdays and Saturdays,
11:30-11:45 a. m.
Chain Store's Success
FIRST NATIONAL STORES Inc.,
with headquarters in Somerville,
Mass., on Sept. 30 started a series
of 120 quarter-hour homemakers
programs on six Yankee Network
stations, Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays, 9:30-9:45 a. m. The
chain claims an increase of more
than 18% in shipments as a result
of its broadcasts last year on
WNAC, WORC and WTIC, and
has
expanded
network WICC,
to include
WNAC,the WEAN,
WTAG,
WTIC.Co.,Richar:son, AlleyWCSH,
& Richards
Boston,
has the account.
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RADIO

STATIONS

★ OSCAR

MEN

★ ONCE

★ THE LAST NIGHTER
★ SUPER-SOUND
★ STANDARD

★ SONS

EFFECTS

PROGRAM

LIBRARY

★ KAY
★ CUSTOM-BUILT

*

and ELMER

UPON

A TIME

OF THE PIONEERS

KYSER'S

ORCHESTRA

FEATURES
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Hollywood
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BOSTON
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Calif.

ATLANTA
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SAN
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ANTONIO
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Oyster Shell Spots
OYSTER SHELL PRODUCTS Co.,
New York (poultry grit) on Sept.
14 began a series of one - minute
live daytime announcements twice
weekly on 25 stations. This series
will run until Dec. 15 with another
schedule to take the air in January, 1937. The stations are: KOA,
WLS, WGBF, WFBM, WHO, KMA,
WMT, WIBW, WBZ-WBZA, WJR,
WCCO, KFVS, KFRU, KFEQ,
KWTO, KMMJ, KFAB, WJAG,
WGY, WKBH, WCLO, WTMJ,
KSCJ, WHKC. Husband & Thomas
Inc., New York, is the agency.

MUSIC

CBS Poll Finds 23%

LISTENERS

Despise Ultra-Modern

GAROLINAS

Combination

is the

OF

Types

Most, With Jazz a Close Runnerup
While listeners were polled only
RESULTS of the poll of listeners
on concert music, 19% voted
to the CBS Sunday afternoon
against jazz, putting it in second
Everybody's Music concert series
show that radio followers of seriplace
as followed
"controversial
music".
Concertos
with but
5%
ous music are not agreed on their
preferring
not
to
hear
them;
while
dislikes.
the question,
"What
in music Todisturbs,
puzzles,
and
"hackneyed" masterpieces came
next with objections from 4% of
displeases you?" 23% named ultrathe correspondents. Dislikes as to
modern
music
as
the
most
unpopular type.
composers were spread so evenly

The
a

'HATES'

present

Market

combination

to

it.

Everybody's Music."

WPTF
RALEIGH, N.C.

WIS
COLUMBIA,

open

here

S.C.

,T ft
A
PMfl

"COMPETITIVE"

COMBINATION

Carolina rural listeners like HIGH

RATE

average tobacco prices and LOW

frequency radio stations . . . they're getting both. But thev get a double
dose or the latter from WPTF's 68o-kc and WIS's 560-kc. These two dominant Carolina NBC stations are now available at one combination rate.

v'

that none could be barred from
continued hearings on the basis of
the poll.
Henry M. Neely, commentator
of the Everybody's Music series,
said: "Well, we might as well be
frank: There wasn't any verdict.
A lot of letters came in and they
told us what the writers hated in
music. But the disagreement was
remarkable.
"The figures don't prove that
Conductor Howard Barlow should
stop playing any particular kind
of music. But our listeners told us
why they were annoyed by certain
pieces, and that has helped us
enormously in planning what to
say and what to illustrate on these
programs. The letters were fascinating, and they were extraordinarily intelligent. What we liked
the best was the great number of
letters that said, 'We haven't any
hates in fine
We don't
derstand all ofmusic.
it perhaps,
but unwe
want to hear it all. Play old music, new music, romantic music,
but give us music by all the fine
composers'. Well, that made us
feel in a new way that this program was achieving its purpose —
to help make the best music

REPRESENTED BY
FREE, JOHN'S & FIELD, 1\C,.

ml

Legion Auxiliary Award
Is Given to CBS School
THE FIRST radio award of merit
offered by the American Legion
Auxiliary has been bestowed upon
the American School of the Air,
CBS educational feature which is
resuming its fall semester this
month with afternoon broadcasts
each weekday designed for classroom reception. The presentation
was made by Mrs. William H. Corwith, radio chairman of the Auxiliary, who said the award was being given to the program having
"the greatest appeal to the patriotism of our people" and providing "a benefit to the children of
William S. Paley, CBS president,
the
nation." the award said that
in accepting
it was an added incentive to all
broadcasters and told the Auxiliary that "it is a source of great!
encouragement to us to know that,|
as our responsibilities increase, we
have your interest, cooperation and
support."
Mr. Paley paid tribute
to the School of the Air work of
Dr. William C. Bagley, professor
of education at Teachers' College,
Columbia University, and his advisory committee, and to Miss Hel- j
en Johnson, director of the series. I
Harris Soap Plans
HARRIS SOAP Co., Buffalo. N.
Y., sponsoring the Mrs. Ross: Your\
Friend and Mine program locallv.

to*,

has appointed Armand
S. Weill '
Co. Inc., Buffalo agency, as advertising counsel. Now promoting its
soap chip and flake products, with
a 10-inch chromium-plated coppei
skillet offered as a radio premium j
the company has plans for ex-|
panded use of the radio, particu-jl
larly to promote its Ready Suds I
a granulated powder soap.

get your
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share
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EDWIN
FRANKO
GOLDMAN,
composer and conductor of the fa
mous Goldman Band concerts irl
Central Park, heard over NBC net
works, on Sept. 14 was decoratec
with the medal of the Order of thi
White Lion by the Czechoslovak
Republic in recognition of his in j
terest in Czechoslovakian music.
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No

cow

pasture

OUCHDOWNS

Gridiron gladiators never make
America"

the "All-

by barging on beyond

the goal

line. It's what they accomplish within
the chalk lines of the playing field that
counts.
And

so it is with

radio

advertising.

Touchdowns

out in the cow

just so much

waste effort (not to mention

how the ad -appropriation
a loss).

pastures are

is thrown

But here is one thing more

and

for

more

advertisers are discovering. They can play
all over Northern Ohio . . . but the scores
are made

where

the play can be concen-

trated ... in seven counties . . . Cuyahoga,
Lorain,
Geauga

Medina,
and

thoroughly
WGAR.

Lake . . . the
and

Here smart
two

million

Summit,

most

m

Portage,

area covered

economically

by

advertisers play to nearly
humans

(better than

^

Ohio's population). Here their audience
is made up of people who spend one of
every three
retailers.

dollars rung

up

by

Ohio

When we "call signals," they register
one-half millivolt or better in these seven
counties, the state's richest market. And,
because we mass our attack inside the
scoring zone . . . WGAR

is the teammate

of advertisers who

more

touchdowns

want

in Northern

'BROADCASTING

sure -score

Ohio.
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NAB

NAB director, had been named
chairman of the Committee on Radio Promotion.
At the same time, the NAB announced the membership of the
Committee of Five, selected from
the membership of the Radio Research Committee, which will carry
on the active cooperative campaign
with the Association of National
Advertisers and the American Association of Advertising Agencies
for the creation of the audit bureau. Each of the trade associations has a membership of five on
the Joint Committee on Radio Research, which now is being financed
through contributions of NBC and
CBS with a pledged fund of

Commercial

Section

Expanded

New Groups For Sales Forms
And National Sales Methods
ADDING two committees to the
new Commercial Section of the
NAB, President C. W. Myers on
Sept. 19 made public the full memberships of the NAB units, supplementing his announcement a
fortnight ago of four committee
chairmen. All of the committees,
under the plan, will function under
H. K. Carpenter, general manager
of WHK, Cleveland, chairman of
the Commercial Section.
In addition to the Committee on
Radio Research, the Division of
Sales Managers and the Committee on Radio Promotion, previously announced [Broadcasting, Sept.
15], Mr. Myers jointly with James
W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, announced the formation of
the Committee on National Sales
Methods and Costs and the Committee on Standardization of Sales
Forms. John F. Patt, general man-

Mr. Patt

Mr. Campbell

ager of WGAR, Cleveland, and an
NAB director, was named chairman of the former committee, with
Martin B. Campbell, manager of
WFAA, Dallas, as chairman of
the standardization of sales forms
unit.
Previously, Arthur B. Church,
president of KMBC, Kansas City,
had been named chairman of the
Radio Research Committee, to
which is entrusted the task of developing aplan for a cooperative
bureau to authenticate station coverage and listener habits. J. Buryl
Lottridge, sales manager of KFAB
and KOIL, had been designated
chairman of the Sales Managers'
Division, and John J. Gillin, manager of WOW,
Omaha, and an

LIKE

■witk

ONE

ycull
Ul

A

ihunk
tfa.

that

Fur

one.

your

program

or

sales message "on the air."
Anyone could do that! Instead, we determine the
type of purchaser who will
be most interested in your
product.

we schedule
your message at a time
when there is an already
established audience of
Then

listening to entertainment ofproved ap-

this type

peal.
• BUT
that's not all!
Results are checked and
rechecked.

WIBW

—

We're

continu-

Topeka —

acoownt

zve

When

Your

Because we're
# WHY?
not
content with simply
putting

CAT

yguk

Flying

Delivering

appointment
orderedconvention.
b-r resolution at the was
last NAB
Alfred J. McCosker, president of
WOR,
and chairman of Mutual

KITTEN.

&nbf

There's

Mr. Church was reappointed
$30,000.
chairman of the committee. Others
reappointed were H. K. Boice, CBS
sales vice president; Roy Witmer,
NBC sales vice president, and J.
O. Maland, vice president of WHO,
Des Moines. The fifth member
named was Mr. Baldwin, since his

-have

WIBW

Sales

f
•

Starts

Message

ally seeking improvement
WIBW
has an enviable
reputation for doing an
outstanding selling job
and

this reputation

must

be preserved. That's why
we're never satisfied.
That's why the
get for you will
think that your
the only one we
#

LET

us

results we
make you
account is
have.

deliver

your

sales
message.
We'llup stick
out our
claws, put
our
back

and fight for the increased business that you

have a right to expect from
this rich Kansas area.

"The

Voice

of

Kansas"

Owned

and operated by The Capper Publications — Don Searle, Gen. Mgr.
Represented by Capper Publications in
New York — Chicago — Kansas City, Mo. — Cleveland — Detroit — San Francisco
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Broadcasting System, previously
had served on this committee.
The NAB's Research Committee
comprises seven members, aside
from Mr. Baldwin. In addition to
those already named serving on
the Committee of Five, are William J. Scripps, radio director of
WWJ, Detroit; Theodore C. Streibert, vice president of both WOR
and Mutual, and John Elmer,
WCBM, Baltimore, also an NAB
vice president.
Membership of the other units
of the Commercial Section were
announced as follows:
Committee on Radio Promotion —
Mr. Gillin, WOW, chairman ; Gardner
Cowles Jr., KSO, WMT, KRNT;
John E. Fetzer, WKZO ; Harrison
Holliway, KFI-KECA ; Donald Withycomb, WFIL; Don Searle, WIBW ;
Edgar T. Bell, WKT.
Committee on National Sales Methods and Costs — Mr. Patt, WGAR.
chairman; C. M. Everson, WHKC ;
J. H. Ryan. WSPD ; Edwin M.
Spence, WBAL ; E. B. Craney, KGIR ;
Dale Robertson, WIBX ; Rev. James
A. Wagner, WHBY.
Committee on Standardization of
Sales Forms — Mr. Campbell, WFAA,
chairman ; Barry Bingham, WHAS ;
I. R. Lounsberrv, WGR - WKBW ;
William S. Hedges, NBC; John J.
Karol. CBS; Harrv Stone, WSM ;
Earl J. Glade, KSL.
Division of Sales Managers — Mr.
Lottridge, KOIL - KFAB. chairman ;
L. H. Averv, WGR; Hale Bondnrant.
WHO ; J. Leslie Fox, KMBC : H. M.
iritis. KOMO-K.TR; John W. New.
WTAR;
Edward A. Allen, WLVA.
Rochester
Under

School

WHAM

of Air

Auspices

Enters Its Seventh Year
ROCHESTER'S largest and most
widely attended school was called
to order Sept. 14 from the studios
of WHAM as the Rochester School
of the Air resumed its broadcasting schedule, opening its seventh
consecutive scholastic semester of
radio education.
The 1936-1937 schedule of the
Rochester School of the Air not
only features lessons in science,
music appreciation, educational and
vocational guidance, current events
and art appreciation for elemengrades, but radio
also for
the first
time taryincludes
lessons
in
science, English, music and social
science for students of the secondary schools. The school is supervised by administrative staff of
the Rochester public school system
and Lew Stark, WHAM educational director, and it is presented
by teachers and supervisors who
have a particular interest in, and
aptitude for radio teaching.
For the eighth season, musical
classes of the Rochester School of
the Air will be presented by the
Rochester Civic Orchestra broadcasting through the facilities of
the NBC-Blue network, on alternate Tuesdays. 1:45-2:15 p. m. beginning Oct. 20, and will be a part
of the secondary school division intended primarily for pupils of high
school classes. Concerts for pupils
of the fifth, sixth and seventh
trades will also be played by the
Rochester Civic Orchestra and will
be broadcast locally on alternate
Tuesdays beginning Oct. 20, 2:303 p. m.
Starting in 1933, the ethereal
school went on the air with lessons in science, geoerraphy and
civics. Since then registration and
subiects have continued to increase
until at present Rochester School
of the Air classes are particinated
in by all of Rochester's 55 schools
find are utilized in classroom1' as
far distant as East Holyoke, 111.
• Broadcast
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Full

Schedules

and

Improved

Programs
Benny's Levity
"KIDDING" the sponsor and
the product has long been
Jack
Benny's successful
stock-in-trade.
The comedian
for Jello, who resumes his
Sunday shows on NBC-Red
Oct. 4, with no objections
from his sponsor, is going to
do some tall kidding of the
radio business in his latest
movie The Big Broadcast. He
plays the part of an advertising agency official staging
a series of programs, of
which Gracie Allen is sponsor. In the cast also are Bob
Burns, Bing Crosby and Sam
(Schlepperman) Hearn.

Brighten
Autumn
Vista on
West Coast
WITH MANY new advertisers
ness of continuing to sell late evesigned up, and others inquiring
ning hours, such as 10:30 p. m.
and after.
into the possibilities of broadcasting, independent stations in the
Desirable Daytime
San Francisco Bay region as well
as the Pacific Coast networks,
DON E. GILMAN, NBC western
start the autumn with a general
division vice president in San
Francisco, stated that national adfeeling of optimism and well-filled
time schedules. NBC western divertisers are becoming more radioconscious all the time with many
vision executives in San Frannew ones joining the ranks of sponcisco, and those from Don Lee's
sors for the coming year.
KFRC, the CBS outlet in that
city, state that prospects for radio
"One of the most gratifying
business are the best in history
things about the start of the new
season is the manner in which new
and predict a big year ahead. This,
broadcast fields are opening before
it was explained, does not include
politicals.
us," he said. "For years we have
felt that since women do 95% of
Present difficulty is not to find
the clients so much as to find
the world's buying, sponsors have
underestimated the value of dayenough hours — the time desired by
clients, station managers assert.
light hours for broadcasting. This
Time already sold and reserved
year, the manufacturers of food
and all products which women buy
precludes any possible slump durhave begun to realize that value,
ing the coming season's high spots,
it was pointed out. There remains
and consequently morning and afternoon hours are being rapidly acthe task of selling additional daytime spots to improve further the
quired by f arsighted sponsors.
They feel that while the daylight
season's receipts and also the busi-

NOW

more

the

KEY

to

Spokane

the

than

...
...

audience may be a smaller one it
is a very responsive one.
"Available time from 6 p. m. is
becoming harder and harder to
get; evening hours are filled, solidly, most days, and there is a growing tendency by advertisers to
utilize the later hours to the utmost, on the basis that these are

the household's hours of relaxation, and programs heard at these
times will be listened to with atHarry division
Anderson,
network'sin
western
salesthemanager
San Francisco, reports activity on
tention."
both
of NBC's chains, with 10
transcontinental commercial programs on the Blue network and
more on the Red than ever before.
"Eastern sponsors," he said, "demand schedules that will bring
their products before western audiences, and consequently our greatest difficulty is finding time for all
the new transcontinentals.
"Local advertisers seeking to
reach the entire community by radio are more numerous than in
previous years. The half -hour program is still the most popular with
western sponsors, though the 15minute strip, five days a week, is
holding its own, and probably always will meet the requirements
Breneman,
of Tom
certain
sponsors."manager of
KFRC, the CBS San Francisco
outlet, declared that business today
is the best he has witnessed in
more than 11 years in radio.
"With time practically 'sold out'
KFRC faces the best fall and winter in its history," Breneman said.
"We are elated over prospects for
the coming
Thereprograms,
is a decided trendseason.
to better
with advertisers, realizing that radio has become an integral part of
every day American life, planning
better entertainment features, giving a fuller measure of cultural

ever

andIndependent
educational stations
value."
such as
KYA, KSFO and KJBS, all in San
Francisco, and KROW and KLX,
Oakland,crease inCal.,
reportanda decided
inbusiness
are laying
Market

plans for a big fall schedule, including many live talent programs.
Other independent stations such as
KGGC in San Francisco, and KRE,
Berkeley,
Cal., are
alsovery
statebright,
that prospects for fall
with
new advertisers taking time and
others increasing their present
schedules.
*
* %

to the Grand Coulee Darn development
to the thriving $400,000,000.00
Inland Empire trading area

Shifts in Programs

—

PIONEER

broadcasting
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is now

w
k
5
THIS INCREASED
POW

to KFPY

the Spokane

station of

operating on

ER

ly higher vertical radiator
guarantee

WITH RETURN of standard time
in eastern cities, virtually a complete new alignment of NBC and
CBS network programs is greeting western dealers. Eastern broadcasts, now reaching the Pacific
Coast one hour later, necessitated
switching of many NBC and CBS
western programs. In addition, a
number of presentations on both
NBC and CBS will make their
debut during the next few weeks,
necessitating further revithereby
sion.

and

the new, immense-

erected

the GREATEST

outside

Spokane

COVERAGE

in

area.

J. H. McGILLVRA. 485 Madison Avenue. NEW YORK
and Palmolive Building. CHICAGO
WALTER BIDDICK CO.. 568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., LOS ANGELES
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Among NBC Pacific Coast sponsored programs heard at a new
time are One Man's Family (Standard Brands Inc.), Sundays, 9:30
p. m. and Wednesdays 5 p. m. ;
Hal Burdick, the Night Editor
(Cardinet Candy Co.), Sundays,
9:15 p. m.; Sperry Sunday Special
(Sperry Flour Co.), Sundays, 1
p. m. ; Hawthorne House (Wesson
Oil & Snowdrift Sales Co.), Mondays, 7:30 p. m.; Death Valley
Days (Pacific Coast Borax Co.).
Tuesdays, 9 p. m.; Winning the
West (Occidental Life Insurance
Co. of Cal.), Wednesdays, 8:30
with Hazel
Special Runyan
m. ; Sperry
p.
Warner
and Charles
and
Martha Meade's Household Headlines, Mondays and Fridays, 1
(LanPictorial Inc.),
p. m. ; Langendorf
gendorf
United Bakeries
Mondays through Fridays, 4:45

p. m., and the Woman's Magazine
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

of the Air, Mondays through Fridays, 3p. m., under sponsorship of
the following : Mondays — George
W. Casewell Co.; Thursdays —
Sperry Flour Co.; Fridays, Van
Camp Sea Food Co. All these are
NBC-Pacific Red network features.
Watanabe & William (Dr. Miles
Laboratories) is heard at 9 p. m.,
Mondays through Fridays, on the
NBC-Pacific Blue network. The
House of Melody (Bank of America National Trust & Savings Association), will be heard at 9:30
p.
m. over
KPO & KFI,
starting
Oct. NBC's
2.
CBS Pacific Coast sponsored programs heard at a new hour are
Eddie Cantor (Texas Co.), Sundays, 8p. m. ; Goose Creek Parson
(Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. ) , Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
7:45 p. m. ; Lux Radio Theater
(Lever Bros. Co.), Mondays, 6
p. m.; Camel Caravan (R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.), Tuesdays, 6:30
p. m.; Burns & Allen (Campbell
Soup Co.), Wednesdays, 9:30 p. m. ;
Hollywood Hotel (Campbell Soup
Co.), Fridays, 6 p. m.; Good Morning Neighbor (Durkee Famous
Foods Inc.), on 12 CBS-Don Lee
network stations, Tuesdays and
Fridays, 2:45 p. m.
ffill for Real Silk
REAL SILK HOSIERY MILLS
Inc., Indianapolis (hosiery & lingerie) will feature Edwin C. Hill,
commentator, Harry Sosnik's orchestra and a dramatic cast in a
new series, Behind the Headlines,
which begins on 19 NBC-Blue network stations, Oct. 4, Sundays, 99:30 p. m. Leo Burnett Inc., Chicago, has the account.

FISH FOOLISHNESS — First impressions aren't always correct
ones, you'll
learn
from
ture. Left to
right
you this
see picW.
Walter Tison, executive vice president of WFLA, Clearwater, holding a giant red-fish caught on the
banks off Clearwater, and Keith
Kiggins, NBC station relations,
New York, gingerly holding a "radio fish", otherwise known as a
grunt. The facts, we are informed,
are that Mr. Tison caught the little
fellow while the City Slicker towed
in the 20-pounder.

DO

YOU
IN
The

FIRE damaged the studios of
KMTR, Hollywood, late in September when a blaze started in the
control room on the United Artists
lot. Damage was estimated at
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Agency's (Continued
View from
of page
Dual
Rates
9)
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc. ; Park
Lady Esther Co. ; Shell Oil Corp. ;
& Tilford ; Canada Dry Ginger Ale
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Inc.
Inc. ; General Cigar Co. ; American
Texas Co. ; Sun Oil Co. ; Wasey
Tel. & Tel. Co. ; United States RubProducts Inc. ; Swift & Co. ; Frigiber Co. ; Corn Products Refining Co. ;
daire Corp. ; Studebaker Corp. ; CocaWestinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. ;
Cola ; Standard Oil of Indiana ; NaContinental Oil Co.
tional Dairy Products Co. ; American
California Fruit Growers Exch. ;
Home Products ; Metropolitan Life
Insurance Co. ; B. F. Goodrich Co. ; E. I. Du Pont de Nemours Inc. ;
National Biscuit Co.
Libby, McNeil & Libby ; Northam
Warren Corp. ; Premier Pabst Sales
Eastman - Kodak Co. ; Frankfort
Distilleries Inc. ; Norge Corp. ; E. R.
Co. ; Cudahy Packing Co. ; Greyhound
Management Co. ; American Oil Co. ;
Squibb & Sons ; Electrolux RefrigerCoty Inc. ; Hiram Walker Ltd. ; Philip
ator Sales ; Vick Chemical Co. ; Pillsbury Flour Mills Co. ; Quaker Oats
Morris Ltd. Inc. ; Continental DistillCo. ; Armour & Co. ; Gillette Safety
ing Corp. ; Congoleum-Nairn Inc.
Ralston Purina Co. ; International
Razor Co. ; The Borden Sales Co.
Inc. ; Lehn & Fink Products Co. ; Harvester Co. ; Grove Laboratories
Packard Motor Car Co.; Gulf RefinInc. ; Ex-Lax Inc. ; Johnson & Johning Co.; Standard Oil Co. (New
son ; Scott Paper Co. ; Household
Jersey ) ; Radio Corp. of America.
Finance Corp. ; Atlantic Refining Co. ;
Cream of Wheat Corp. ; Kotex Co.
and Kleenex Co. ; Bon Ami Co. ;
Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co.
The total advertising expend'tures of the 15 advertisers who
have exclusive distributorships and
might on some stations be able to
save by having the distributor
NCRMAN
place broadcasting at local rates
THAL
amounts to $45,714,011. The total
of the other 85 national advertisers who must distribute through
S. M. Epstein Company
dozens
and hundreds and thousEarl Irwin tells us he has been disands of outlets in a given city
cussing WMBD with you for the
rather than one, is $143,877,230
San Felice cigar account. We have
— or more than three times as
proved our Central Illinois coverage
to the majority of agencies, and look
much. And to these, the differenforward to this opportunity to show
tial between local and national
you that WMBD Is the only station
rate is not a benefit but a hardgiving thorough coverage of this
ship, for each of these advertisers
prosperous market.
must pay a compensatingly greatMEMBER CBS NETWORK ^
er amount to offset the lower rate
given to the local advertiser.
WHY not fix broadcasting ratesfor the benefit of the great maPEORIA, ILLINOIS
jority, not the minority?

rd

in

the

UNITED

STATES!

. • . but ju.it ' Hill and Maty"
to you!
A hand-and-face lotion manufacturer, in the fall of 1935, bought nineteen different local shows on nineteen of the nation's leading stations.
In the spring of 1936 this advertiser ran a fourteen week contest,
which called for a carton front with each entry. "Bill and Mary", on
KVOO, won third place! The only stations pulling more carton fronts
were WLW, Cincinnati, and WGN, Chicago. This five-day-a-week
show is now available over KVOO, or keyed out of KVOO to the
entire Southwest. Get in touch with KVOO or Edward Petry and Co.,
Inc. — New York, Chicago, Detroit, and San Francisco.
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TULSA

Go to Church
WNOX and the Knoxville
News-Sentinel are broadcasting cooperatively a Go to
Church series, using the Sunday Players series produced
by Mertens & Price Inc., Los
Angeles disc concern. Local
ministers cooperate by supplying sermonettes to tie in
with the religious plays, and
are announcing the broadcasts in their churches.

For every advertiser who might
gain and be pleased by the rate
differential, there will be dozens
that lose. Three cut of four national advertisers prefer to deal
with the station that quotes the
same rate to everyone. Inevitably,
otherwise, the advertiser feels lie
is asked to pay an unjust premium
because the station is failing to
charge the local advertiser a fair
amount of the station's overhead.
There is another important difference between the radio and
newspaper situations. The newspaper case was ably stated by
James A. Coveney, of the George
A. McDevitt Co., when he said:
"The advertising of a leadingmerchant in any city is followed
by a greater number of people
than is the averaere editorial pag-e
* * * Retail merchants advertising
not only makes a paper increase
in circulation, but it increases the
additional value of the advertising:
columns of that newspaper * * *
The national advertiser bring-s to
the people no such added value.
He secures an audience which has
been assembled, but he contributes
little to the assembly."
But in the case of radio, the
situation is exactly opposite. Thf>
national advertiser has contributed
most of all — far more than the
local advertiser — to the assembling
of the audience. The local advertiser is the man who, in Mr. Covenev's words, "secures an audience
which has been assembled, but contributes little to the assembly."
The prime attraction which sells
a newspaper is the editorial content devised by the paper itself —
the front page stories, the "Advice
to the Lovelorn" columns, the
punch - by - punch accounts of the
Big Fight, the exciting news photographs of battles and bathingbeauties, the habit-forming comic
strips.
Luring the Listener
BUT IN RADIO, the attraction
that tempts the listener to tune in
a station is seldom the sustaining
program, seldom the entertainment which the station itself provides, but usually the four - star
programs presented by national
advertisers.
Here the newspaper situation is
exactly reversed. The station which
can attract the greatest amount of
national
business,
the bigname stars
that with
only all
nationally
sponsored programs can afford,
simultaneously attracts the largest
number of local listeners and
makes itself the most desirable
station for local advertisers.
Again and again it has been
shown that the station which carries the best programs develops
the largest following and can justify the highest rate. "Programs
— rather than power — build popularity" verges close to a broadcasting axiom.
BROADCASTING

Of course the station that carries network programs starts off
with a decided advantage. It builds
its regular listening audience by
being able to offer such four-star
tidbits as Rudy Vallee, Major
Bowes, Jack Benny, Burns & Allen.
It
isn't to
easy
for its
the popularity
non-networkto
station
boost
aItspar
the network
station's.a
bestwith
chance
lies in getting
major share of the spot business;
placed by national advertisers. If
it can consistently present to its
audience transcriptions of Fred
Waring, Harry Richman, Dick
Tracy, or Easy Aces, it can do a
lot more to increase the station's
and the station's desirafollowing
bility not only for national but for
local advertising, than if it overcharges the national advertiser and
loses national spot business.
In radio, local business follows
national business. Local advertisers are attracted by the glamour
of well-known programs. Again
we have the reverse of the newspaper field where national business
follows local.
Cost of Handling
HOW decidedly good transcriptions
can build up a station's following
reProf. Elder's
by study
in Boston
was revealed
cent Audimeter
Audi15]. The which,
[Broadcasting
instrument
is an Jan.
meter
when attached to a home radio set,
automatically records every minute of that radio's operation. It
shows which station is tuned in. It
shows which program is listened
to — and for how long. When Prof.
Elder studied 1,000 Boston homes
for two weeks, he found that the
most popular daytime program of
all (Sundays excepted) was Dick
Tracy, and that the next most

was Jack
popular program
strong. In the Boston
area, Armboth
tions.
these programs are on transcripFrom a cost-of-handling angle,
national spot advertising is usually
more profitable to the station than
local. For while in a few cases, the
national spot program calls for
live talent, in a great many more
instances it consists of transcriptions. Local shows, on the other
hand, nearly always have to be
produced by the station staff, a!
which absorbs much
procedure
more profit than simply placing a
transcription on a turntable. _
Fortunately for the station, I
broadcasting production remains
unhampered by some of the weird
union regulations which enmesh
newspapers. A newspaper, for example, may receive a mat or an
electrotype for an advertisement.
All it has to do is to make a stereo
from this mat. No tyne setting is
required. The type has already
been set. But union regulations
compel the paper to have the entire ad set up in type by local compositors. This is often done after
the advertisement has actually appeared in the paper. Nobody ever
sees this type set, nobody ever
proof-reads
it, no use is made of
set
up.
it— it is junked as soon as it is |
The
of course,
in the
radio equivalent,
broadcasting would
be for
Musicians' Union to insist that
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ievery recorded program be played
again by local live musicians hired
in each broadcasting studio. If this
should ever come, the cost of handling national advertising may approach that of handling local advertising, but at present it costs
;onsiderably less — which makes it
even more of an absurdity for the
national advertiser to be charged
more.
Another reason why a rate differential isfar less profitable for
the radio station than for the
newspaper is frequently overlooked. Newspapers rarely pay a
ommission on local advertising
placed at local rates. Radio stacions frequently do. If they pay a
;ommission, it reduces their net
income 15% below that which
would be received by the newspapay a commisdon't which
per.sion,
If they
the agency
handles
local accounts not onlv has no interest in promoting broadcasting
but, being human, is likely to actively oppose it. And since the
local advertiser isn't nearly so able
to produce his own radio program
as to write his own newspaper
2opy, he frequently doesn't use
radio.
Dealer Cooperation
IN 1928 when WMAQ, then owned
by the
Chicago
Daily News,
13 changed from its newspaper-pattern policy of local rate and national rate to a single uniform
; rate, not only did its national business go iin, but its local business
""showed a quick and decided upswing— the result of stimulating
interest among agencies that handH led local accounts.
When a decided differential ex_ _;ists between national and local
'rates, and the national advertiser
" turns the radio appropriation over
■■to the dealer, the radio station freMquently loses all the billing it
■I might otherwise have had — because
H;the dealer ends up by spending the
Slmoney for things other than radio.
In the automotive field, there
_|ihave been repeated examples of
-Jthis sort: Noticing a decided difference between local and national
Jrates, the factory started out by
the dealer place its radio
■'havingising
locally at local rates.
■ advert
• The following season, to simplify
lits own operation, the factory simply gave the dealer a credit of
$450 a month representing his advertising allowance based on cars
i'sold, and allowed him to spend it
jln any way he wanted so long as he
:ould produce the corresponding
The dealer, not being
ivouchers.
j;rained in advertising, spent the
jappropriation on clam bakes, paloer hats for kids, monogrammed
'sweaters and other give-aways. The
local station lost the business — and
las not yet gotten it back.
So from a purely selfish point of
view it's to the radio station's ad/antage to see that national advertising isactually placed by the
national advertiser's home office.
The advertising manager and the
(advertising agency, with their long
oackground knowledge of radio
:ase histories, are much more likeV to be sold on radio broadcastng than is the local dealer.
Some salesmen argue that the
station which does not give local
advertisers a preferential rate
:annot secure local business. But
facts don't bear this out. In Chi:ago WBBM gives no local discount
—and carries three times as much
ocal business as all major network
stations in Chicago combined. In
Mew York, WOR for years maintained adaytime rate that was acBROADCASTING

tually hierher than those of WEAF,
WJZ, WABZ
— and
sold twice'
as
much
day time
as either
of the
other stations — and without any
hint of a local discount.
Price seems to be less of a factor
in selling radio time than almost
any
other the
commodity.
Perhaps
it's
because
advertiser
considers
the cost of his radio advertising to
be the lump sum of program cost
and time. Perhaps it's because
what you get when you buy a
quarter-hour of radio time cannot
be exactly weighed or measured.
Just how much more coverage
the advertiser gets from station
ABCD as compared to station
EFGH is highly debatable. With
all the conflicting methods of measuring coverage there is still no
way which permits exact comparison. When the advertiser's purchasing department buys a carload
of steel from an Alleghany mill,
he knows exactly how many tons
he's getting, how much ferrous
content, how much carbon content
as compared with a Bethlehem
shipment. But when he buys radio
time, he has no way at all of computing just how much radio he is
receiving per penny s^ent.
Usuallyits when
hasn't
obtained
share aof station
local business,
it's not because local accounts regard its rates as being too high.
It's because they haven't been sold
on radio. It's because the station
hasn't proven to them how they
can use radio profitably. In the
case of department stores, for example, that are not using radio,
it's probable that a 25% rate cut
wouldn't cause 5% of them to
switch from newspapers into
broadcasting. On the other hand,
a 25% increase in selling ingenuity and program planning ingenuity on the part of the stations, or
a 25% greater insight into the
store's merchandising problems,
might well produce a 50% increase
in the number of stores sold.
The most satisfactory rate structure from the all-around point of
view of the station, the local advertiser and the national advertiser, seems to be the sliding scale.
The advertiser then receives, for
example, a 5% discount on 13
broadcasts during the year, 10%
discount on 26, 15% discount on
52, and 20% discount on 100. Or
some such basis as that whereby
the advertiser receives 15% discount for three broadcasts per
week, 25% discount for six broadcasts per week, with additional discounts if the program runs 13
weeks, 26 weeks, or 52 weeks.
A quantity discount seems as
logical in selling: radio time as in
selling peanuts, rides on a railroad
or carloads of sugar. In this way
the customer who does the most to
help the station pay its overhead,
regardless of whether his office be
in the station city or 1,000 miles
away, receives, as he should, the
lowest rate. The sliding scale
serves as a continual inducement
both to the local and the national
advertiser to broadcast more frequently. It gives every advertiser
the best chance of making his radio advertising pay — which is the
biggest step a station can take toward increasing its own profit.
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New

Stations,
Regional Net
COMPLETING the triumverate of
stations licensed to the interests
owning WEBC, Duluth, the new
WHLB, Virginia, Minn., is the
second new broadcasting station
scheduled to go on the air in Minnesota early in October. The other
is WMIN, St. Paul, 100-watter on
1370 kc, licensed to Edward Hoffman, St. Paul furniture dealer,
who has named Robert F. Schulz,
former commercial manager of
WDAY, Fargo, as manager and
commercial manager; Charles Irving, formerly with WTCN, Minneapolis, as program director, and
Glen E. Martin, formerly with
WDAY, as chief engineer.
The new WHLB, operating; full
time with 100 watts on 1370 kc,
completes the Arrowhead Network,
a northern Minnesota regional
hookup including also WEBC and
WMFG, Hibbing. Harry S. Hyett,
WMFG manager, will supervise the
station, with Barney Irwin, formerly of WMT, Cedar Rapids, and
WIND, Gary, as commercial manager. Maurice Connelin, former
WMFG staff announcer, is program director.
A proposed new station for Duluth, to be known as WDAL. has
not yet been moved into that citv
due to failure to find a site. This
station is to be the former KGFK.
Moorhead. Minn., 100-watt full-time
outlet on 1500 kc. which was purchaser! earlier this year from the
WDAY and Farao Forum intei-ests by a group headed by Dalton
LeMasurier, manae-er of KFJM,
University of North Dakota station at Grand Forks.
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SYNCHRONIZED

Far Away

THAT FELLOW who would
walk a mile for a Camel has
nothing on WFAM, South
Bend, Ind. 100-watter, which
is going all the way across
the country this fall to pick
up and broadcast the Notre
Dame - Southern California
game from Los Angeles.
Sponsored by Ohio Oil Co.,
the station is sending its
crack sports announcer, Jim
Britt, to the coast for a separate wire pickup of the
game, which it will feed to
WIND, Gary, Ind., and perhaps to othgr stations.
WFAM, operated by the
South Bend Tribune, is the
sister station of WSBT,
South Bend. This season it
will pick up direct the nine
Notre Dame games, all except the game with Army
and Navy being under Ohio
Oil sponsorship.

New Abilene Station
SCHEDULED to go on the air on
or about Oct. 1, KRBC, new 100watt station on 1420 kc. in Abilene, Tex., has completed the installation of equipment and has
selected its staff. Howard Barrett,
manager, has been detached from
the Abilene Reporter-News, whose
publishers own the station, and he
will also act as commercial manager. Gene Heard, program director, formerly was with WFAA.
Dallas, KGKO, Wichita Falls,
KFYO, Lubbock, and XEPN, Villa
Acuna, Mexico. Chief engineer is
W. W. Robertson, formerly with
KOMA, Oklahoma City. The station is equipped with an RCA
transmitter, International Derrick
Equipment Co. vertical radiator.
RCA speech input, RCA and WE
microphones and General Radio Co.
frequency monitor. Bernard M.
Hanks, who owns 51.13 % of the
stock in the licensee corporation,
is also a principal stockholder in
the Sweetwater Reporter, Big
Spring Herald, Paris News and
Corpus Christi Caller-Times.
New

WFIL

Studios

WFIL, Philadelphia, will construct
a suite of modern studios and offices on the 18th floor of the
Widener Bldg., to be ready for occupancy early in 1937 in time for
the station's second anniversary.
General plans were designed by
Frank V. Becker, chief engineer,
and Horace Trumbauer, architect.
Period motifs will predominate and
all mechanical developments will
be incorporated. A new operations
system will eliminate superfluous
wiring and materials. All studios
will be of the floating type. The
suite will include three large studios, combination studio and clients' audition room each with individual control, master control
room, laboratory, news room, sales
promotion and clients' exhibition
room, music library and rooms for
various station departments.
ml

National

Representatives:
Edward

Hi k fr> I 1
Petry & Co., Inc.

TRK

OF STATIONS
ASKE1
CLAIMING that the synchronize!
operation of three 250-watt
tions on 1570 kc, one of the thrt,
experimental broadcast frequence
in the 1500-1600 kc. band, will pr'
vide 30% better coverage than or
1,000-watt station in that ban<
the Trenton Times has applied t
the FCC for authority to erec
these stations in Trenton, Princ
ton and Burlington, three neig>
boring New Jersey communities.
The newspaper proposes to uti
ize a new radio frequency syi
chronizing method developed by A
C. McNary, Washington consul
ing engineer. No wires would h
utilized to connect the three sti;
tions, according to George Suttoi
counsel for the applicant.
A similar application for 10'
watt booster stations for W1XB.
operated by the Waterbury (Conn.
Republican & American, is no
pending. W1XBS operates wit
1,000 watts in the same band a]
1530 kc, and proposes to insta
Western Electric synchronizin
equipment but will connect the st;
tions by wires.
KANS

Now

on Air

KANS, Wichita, Kan., went on th
air for full schedule program tesl
on Sept. 19, and will be official!
dedicated Nov. 1, according to ai
nouncement by Herbert Holliste
general
manager,
who formeri
owned WLBF, Kansas City, Ka i
The station operates on 1210 kc
with 100 watts, and is owned bj
Charles Theis, Wichita investmei.
official. Jack Todd, formerly <
WHB, Kansas City, and KGGlj
Coffeyville, is program directo
Other staff members include Jac
McElroy, announcer, formerly <
WMBH, Joplin, Mo., and KGG1
Coffeyville, and Vic Rugh, forme
ly of KFH, Wichita, as sports ar
news announcer.
The transmitti wa
and speech equipment was mam
factured by Collins Radio Co., tlj
vertical radiator by Lehigh Stru
tural Steel Co., with RCA turl
tables.
New

California

Station

GOING on the air with prelin
nary broadcasts in September,
new KYOS, Merced, Cal., 250
daytime station on 1040 kc, is no
in full operation, with Don Ro

bins as manager and Jack Bunas chief engineer. Commerci
manaeer is Robert Leland, forme
ly with KLX, Oakland, and pr
gram manager is Marion Woo
l;ng, formerly with KJBS, S , d
Francisco, and KQW,
San Jo
Cal. The station is owned by Ra
Hugh
and Peter McClung
publish the Merced Sun-Sta)
New

Alabama

Station

WJRD, new 100-watt daytime st
tion on 1200 kc. at Tuscaloosa, Al;
recently authorized by the FC
will go on the air on or about 0>
6, according to announcement 1
James R. Doss Jr., owner and ma
ager, who also operates WMF
Decatur, Ala. An RCA high-fideli
transmitter is being installed. M
Doss announced that J. L. Do
will be commercial manager; T
R. Woodward, program and pr
duction director; Eston Page, chi
announcer, and E. H. Eddy, chi
engineer.
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TEXAS

Andrew

CRICKETS

Not Only Chirp, But Also Put
PA System Off Air
ipRICKETS, of all things, have
Jut five sound pylons out of comjtaission at the Texas Centennial
Exposition within a week.
I "A cricket is just the right
length and disposition to give us
Menty of trouble," explains Jack
Phillips, engineer on whose shoulders falls the burden of keeping
he pylons on the air. "The body
•f the insect will just reach from
he high voltage plate to a ground
erminal, thus causing a short circuit. His habit of climbing every
vail he sees costs him his life, but
ilso costs us an hour of hard work
md a new fuse."
When the cricket completes the
(iircuit between the ground termnal and the plate, 1,250 volts of
lectricity passes
through him,
^•leaving only a crisp, hollow shell,
' out
the toconnection
just long
enough
burn out lasts
the fuse.
One
!)f the victims, a little tougher than
:he rest, caused damage to the
Dlate transformer when he burned
:oo long.
KOVC

in N. Dakota

'WITH elaborate new studios and
-offices built in the Rudolph Hotel,
; KOVC, new 100 - watt station on
: 1 1500 kc. recentlv authorized by the
; FCC for Valley City, N. D., is ten:atively scheduled to go on the air
Oct. 1, equipped with Collins Ra1 lio Co. apparatus throughout, inI :luding a vertical radiator. George
PB. Bairey, onetime Westinghouse
, engineer, heads the enterprise as
general manager. La Veil Waltman.
KBIX, Muskogee.
recently with
'Dkla., will be chief announcer and
.program director. W. E. Fritch,
'former newspaperman, is commer; rial director, and Carl Curley will
be news commentator. Michael McCarthy has been placed in charge
of special events.
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D.

Ring

New KGFI Management
CONTRACT for the management
of KGFI, Corpus Christi, Tex., a
100-watter on 1500 kc, was entered
into in September by Tilford
Jones, executive head of KTRH
and KXYZ, Houston, and T. Frank
Smith, manager of KXYZ, with
E. E. (Jack) Wilson, owner of the
station. Mr. Jones, nephew of
Jesse Jones, Houston publisher and
head of the Reconstruction Finance Corp., and Mr. Smith are
partners in the venture. Mr. Smith
will supervise the operation of
KGFI, with Cliff Taton as local
manager and Paul Allison as program director, both from KXYZ.
H. B. Lockhart continues as chief

(Continued from page US)
the development of the giant valve
— now in everyday use at 50,000
watt stations.
As the engineer in charge of
high-power broadcast transmission, Mr. Ring installed the original 50,000 watt transmitter for
WEAF in 1927, and a similar job
for WENR, Chicago, the following
year. Among other installations
he handled about that time were
those of WHAS, Louisville, and a
5,000 watt station in Toronto, Canada, which initially used the call
CKGW.
Further proof that laboratory
work on television is not as new
as most people suspect is evidenced
in the fact that in 1928 GE was
developing a 5,000 watt visual
transmitter, with Engineer Ring
in charge. The station was operated experimentally on the 2,0002,100 kc. television band.
And while at GE, Engineer Ring
was responsible for the development of several radio patents including the modulation meter now
in general use on all stations: a
system of neutralization for tubes
to eliminate the whistle in amplification stages, and super-modulation methods.
It was in July, 1929, that Andy
Ring was called to the Radio Commission as a senior radio engineer
under Cant. Guv Hill, then acting
chief engineer. He was immediately assigned to broadcast allocation
matters and has been in that work
since. Three years later he was
promoted to principal engineer and
in 1934 became assistant chief
when V. Ford Greaves, incumbent
in that post, was transferred to
the Pacific Coast as chief radio inspector there.
Aids Technical Progress
THERE have been many reforms
in technical radio operation since
Mr. Ring became associated with
the Radio Commission and its successor FCC. Among these have
been the reduction in permissible
frequency deviation from 500 to
50 cycles, resulting in highly improved operating methods; mandatory installation of frequency monitors to check deviation; new requirements respecting antenna installations; checking of modulation
of stations; cleaning up of equipment to protect life and property,
location of transmitter sites, and
similar regulations and requirements. All these may be summed
up under the heading of "empirical standards" for stations, which
has been Mr. Ring's chief work,
looking toward a standardization
of engineering practices in keeping with modern radio technique.
If Andy Ring has any radio
philosophy it is that allocations
should be devised to provide maximum service for the radio listenei-,
whether he be an urban resident
or a remote dweller, taking into
account that there are only a
limited amount of radio facilities
available. Only with that object
in view, he contends, can the terms
of the law calling for an equitable
distribution of both transmission
and reception among all the people
be fulfilled.
Away from the office, Andy
Ring is very much a family man.
Married in 1933 to Anne Appel,

• Broadcast

Advertising

MINE DISASTER — Dave Ward
(left) and Frank Eschen (right)
of KSD, St. Louis, interviewing
miner at recent Mobei"ly, Mo., mine
disaster. KSD fed NBC-Red during the rescue work and KMBC,
Kansas City,
casting Sept.fed
1]. CBS [see Broad-

engineer.

they made the honeymoon a trip to
Mexico City where he attended the
North American Broadcasting
Conference as a technical advisor
to the American Delegation. They
have one son, Robert Andrew,
agedFCC
4 months.
A "ring-leader"
in
social activities,
Andy
maintains a summer cottage on
the Chesapeake Bay about 30 miles
from Washington which is the
favorite retreat of Washington's
broadcasting fraternity. He is an
ardent golfer and belongs to Kenwood and Annapolis Roads country clubs, and goes in also for fishing and boating. He is a Mason,
and attends the Presbyterian
Church.
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THEATRE

FLOATS

CBS Keeps Gotham

Of New Studio
TO OVERCOME the roar of Manhattan, CBS built a floating studio
in its new Radio Theatre, formerly the Hammerstein, located in one
of the noisiest sections of Manhattan. Rock-wool walls, sound-lock
doors and cork cushions were used
by The
engineers.
studio was first used for the
first Major Bowes program under
Chrysler sponsorship Sept. 17, the
eve of CBS' ninth anniversary. Design was by Edwin K. Cohan, CBS
engineering director, in cooperation
with William Lescaze, architect.
The stage floats on an eight-inch
cushion of noise-deadening material and on the original floor was
placed a layer of felt, layer of
wooden beams, layer of felt, and
another layer of beams. Crevices
were filled with rock wool Next
came a layer of asbestos, a wood
floor, a third layer of felt and a
final cover of linoleum. The cyclorama has been treated with cement
and studded with felt to prevent
vibration and is insulated from
the floor.
The 53d St. wall was lined with
pressed rock wool and exits have
double lead-lined rubber sealed
doors. Blocks of cork support
beams while floors are padded with
rock wool on the under side. Baffleboards over the stage prevent
kickback.
POPULARIZED on CBS where it
is sponsored by Wasey Products
Co., the Voice of Experience has
become a daily column feature under the same name in the New
York Mirror.

Cleveland • 610 Kilocycles
more
Foreign

Noise Out

Programs

than all other three Cleveland stations combined.
TWELVE
AND ONEHALF HOURS WEEKLY
SPENT BROADCASTING
FOREIGN PROGRAMS — ■
sponsored locally and nationally—
Polish
Bohemian
German
Hungarian
Slovenian
and six other nationalities.
EDYTHE FERN] MELROSE
Manager WJAY Cleveland
Carnegie Hall CHerry 0464
The Station that Gets RESULTS
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University Radio Course
FOR THE first time in its history, the University of California
Extension Division in San Francisco is including radio in its
schedule and on Sept. 16, under
direction of Andrew C. Love, NBC
continuity editor in that city, a
ten-week course in all branches of
continuity writing was started.
Lindsey Spight, Pacific Coast manager of John Blair & Co., station
representatives in San Francisco,
starts on Oct. 13 a course in "Commercial Broadcasting", giving the
business side of the industry. Marvin Young, NBC producer ■ in
Hollywood, is conducting classes in
radio writing and production at
the University of California Extension Division in Los Angeles.

a station.

beat any August since 1927
0

SOUND, THEN AND NOW— A decade ago NBC obtained sound effects
from bowling pins, and other primitive equipment, as shown in the top
photo. Nowadays a few pieces of refined equipment will produce barnyard yowls, locomotive chuggs or any other noise you can think of.
Here is Eric Don Pam, NBC sound engineer, in action. Behind him is ;
the new wind machine, which makes hurricanes or gentle breezes.

West.
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Charlotte, N. C.
An NBC Affiliate
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Penn

Tobacco

Expands

PENN TOBACCO Co., WilkesBarre, Pa. (Kentucky Winners
cigarettes, Kentucky Club tobacco,
Eight Brothers tobacco), is sponsoring adaily-except-Sunday series
of news broadcasts, using United
Press service, on WMAQ, WOW,
WJR, KMOX j.nd WTMJ, beginSept. 28, on
andKFAB.
a man-in-thestreet ning
program
Penn is
also using a half-hour of the Saturday night barn dance program
on WLS and is continuing its'
three-a-week early evening sports
review
WGN.Inc.,Agency
rauff & onRyan
Chicago.is Ruth-'
BBC

Commentator

Here

ANOTHER
"roving Broadcasting
ambassador"
from the British
Corp. is in America, and is broadcasting his observations over NBC
networks preparatory to doing a
series on the BBC. He is Comdr.
Stephen King-Hall, BBC commentator, author and economist and
retired naval officer, now on a
motor tour of this country during
which he is contacting people in
all walks of life.
HARVARD'S tercentenary celebration last month led NBC to is-j
sue a brochure detailing the net-j
work programs carried from Cambridge with a foreword by Presi-[
dent
Lenox
R. Lohr felicitating"
Harvard on celebrating
its 300thj
birthday while NBC
ing its tenth.
• Broadcast
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^Government
Reveal

Data

Soundness

fOf NAB
Figures
iRelative Total of Non-network
Time Sales Is Confirmed
BECAUSE the name of Dr. Hettinger was prominently associated by Broadcasting with its
original
[Aug. 15 issue']
regardingstory
the disagreement
between the Censiis and NAB apportionment ofnational and local
! business in the non-network
\ field, we have asked him to present his own personal analysis
of the significance of the recent
check study made on this point
| by the Census at the request
and with the cooperation of the
XAB.
By HERMAN S. HETTINGER
HE Census-NAB check has revealed the soundness of the relative proportion of non-network net
time sales reported by the Census
for the national and local cates gories respectively.
| It likewise has revealed that the
jl.NAB figures have underestimated
lithe volume of local business placed
■over stations, when calculated at
jjrthe one-time rate, and that conse|:quently local volume has represented too small a proportion of
Irthe NAB
non-network and total
jindustry volume.
Comparison of Volume
j THE CHECK in question constituted a comparison between the
l proportion of national and local
| volume represented in the non-network business reported to the Census by the identical group of stations comprising the NAB 1935
sample and the proportion as recorded for these stations by the
NAB. The theory underlying the
check was that if the proportion of
national and local non-network
business showed a marked correspondence in the two cases, then
the difficulty must lie with the fact
that the NAB sample was of such
iia nature as to underemphasize
local volume, since comparable
groups of stations had yielded generally similar results. If not, further checks would be required.
Allowing for the fact that Census figures were collected at net
and the NAB at gross, the results
of the check showed ample correspondence to confirm the above
conclusion. Census net sales for
the group of stations in question
were 43.2% national and 56.8%
local. NAB gross sales for the
same group were 46.5% national
and 53.5% local. It must be remembered in this connection that
discounts from the gross on national business are higher than on
local accounts on the whole, so
that any presentation of data at
the gross will tend to show a larger
proportion of national than will
the same business presented at the
net. Thus a difference of 3.3% between the proportion of the national business on the two sets of
compilations is not significant as
such.
Upward adjustment of local figures is readily possible and permaJOHN

BLAIR

S. C. Grant Suspended
PROTEST by a rival applicant
has led the FCC to suspend its
July 2 grant to 0. Lee Stone, outdoor advertising man of Florence,
S. C, authorizing him to erect a
new 100-watt daytime station
there on 1200 kc, and to order his
application set for hearing. The
other applicant is Pee Dee Broadcasting Co., whose president is Dr.
James A. Bradley, heading a group
of local tobacco, banking and mercantile men, asking for 1,000 watts
daytime on 950 kc.
nent future correction of the tendency to underemphasize local volume can be made on the basis of
the improved sampling and estimating procedure which can be developed on the basis of the final
detailed Census breakdowns when
they become available.
It should be noted that the underemphasis of the NAB local figures does not impair the value of
the national figures, which previously have been shown to correspond rather closely to the Census
net sales when estimated projections of these are made to a gross
volume. It likewise does not affect the value of NAB figures as
a measurement of trends, since the
rather constant nature of the sample for some time, has made the
local underemphasis a relatively
constant one. Separate national
and local analyses should yield significant results where examination
of trends is the interest. The NAB
industry total gross for 1935 and
for 1936 thus far is undoubtedly
low by reason of the local underemphasis, and therefore represents
a conservative picture of the medium.

Best

in

Auto

Concern

Planning to Use Radio
STARTING with a campaign in
automotive trade papers and farm
publications, the newly established
Home-mobile Division of Edwards
Iron Works, South Bend, Ind., is
also planning to use radio with
newspapers and magazines after
Jan. 1, 1937, according to Carter,
Jones & Taylor, South Bend agency handling the account. The company has just started to manufacture the Edwards Home-mobile
house trailer to take advantage of
the growing demand for auto trailers, its production for October being scheduled at 500 units which it
expects to step up to 1,000 per
month by Jan. 1.
FTC Stipulations
THE Federal Trade Commission
has ordered Foster - Milburn Co.,
Buffalo, to cease claiming its
Doan's Pills give quick relief and
will "wash out 15 miles of kidney
tubes", as well as certain other
representations. Kelvinator Corp.,
Detroit, and Leonard Refrigerator
Co., Grand Rapids, agree to cease
claims regarding government use
and tests involving their electrical
refrigerators. Foley & Co., Chicago, agrees to cease certain claims
made for its rectal salve and
honey and tar cough remedy.
Mantle Lamp Co. of America Inc.,
Chicago, agrees to cease claiming
its Aladdin lamps give 10 times
more light than the old luminous
flame lamp, and uses less oil; that
it is the world's finest light, does
not cost a penny, is nearest to
sunlight of any light known, and
the nearest approach to daylight.
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OUT
KFH long ago took its place
as an outstanding advertising medium in the Kansas
and Northern Oklahoma
area because it has been
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1,000 Watts Night
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in
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In its many years of service
KFH has built — because of
this policy — a large, loyal
audience which is responsive
to the advertising messages
of its sponsors.

Crop

WREC

D

operated for public service
and convenience.
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F
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WICHITA- KANSAS
Affiliated with CBS
Nationally Represented By
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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STUDIO

NOTES

WBNX, New York, will give the
.young folks a chance to show their
elders how to run the nation. A new
program titled Youthopia is based on
a mythical city run by youths, who
incidentally acquire knowledge of
civics. Youths will have a say in the
management of Youthopia providing
theythetake
out "citizenship"
writing
to
station.
Citizens willby vote
for
officers and participate in debates on
governmental functions.
A QUICK audience developed for
The Air Is Yours, new feature conceived by Harold Fair, program director of WHO, Des Moines. It is
built from seven three-minute manuscripts submitted by listeners who
treat any subject they wish. A jury of
four selects seven papers from the hundreds that pour in each week, each one
selected netting the writer a $o check.

WIL
The Pioneer Commercial
I
^Statio^n^Uuis^

FIRST
to

in St. Louis

broadcast

"Inquiring

WBT, Charlotte, N. C., has issued a
new rate card creating three classes
of discounts to clients, with a few
changes in rates included. Discounts
are weekly volume dollar, weekly frequency, and discount for consecutive
weeks. The new arrangement gives
sponsorscountsmore
opportunity tobusiness
earn diswith announcement
in
connection with programs. The card
is easy to figure, according to Manager William Schudt. WBT maintains
one rate
havingago.
abandoned itsonlylocal
card card,
two years
WITH aeronautical interest high in
Texas,
KFJZ, Topics,
Fort Worth,
has started Aviation
presenting
air
news for the layman. Prominent airline and other speakers participated
in the opening program, which will
introduce visiting aviation personalities. Elbert Haling is in charge of
the series.
ON THE Hollywood Whispers, narrated by George Fischer and recently
transferred from KFWB, Hollywood,
to KH.I, Los Angeles, a "Hollywood
Whispers Medal" will be given each
month to the most popular film actor
or actress. Fan mail votes will be
the base of awards. Listeners send
in name, address and birth date. On
their birthday Fischer sends an autographed picture of their favorite star.
DURING the recent Texas elections
KFRO, Longview, fed a Texas network composed of 19 stations. This
is believed to be the largest hookup
in Texas history and the first time a
local 100-watt station has fed a big
hookup.
"PLEASE, oh, please let me have my
baby back again." pleaded the mother
of 20-month-old Harry Browe. Detroit
kidnaping victim, over a mobile unit
of WW.T. Detroit. The frantic mother
was making the plea in the hope that
kidnapers would be listening. The assignment was one of the first given
the new No. 1 mobile unit, which had
been used to interview children on
the subject : "Are you glad to go back

an
Re-

porter" Program 1

to school?"
IOOO Watts

WKBW and WGR, Buffalo, recently
broadcast by shortwave from local
headquarters of two major political
parties. Roger Baker, special features
director, broadcast election returns
from the studio as quickly as they
were compiled at the city hall. Party
officials and candidates were interviewed in the shortwave programs.
A NEW series of medical talks has
been started Sunday evenings on
WHAM, Rochester, under auspices oi
the Medical Society of the County of
Monroe. The progress of preventive
medicine during the past century will
be reviewedformationand
will be general
given. medical inWCCO, Minneapolis, cooperating with
Minnesota Educational Association, is
presenting a weekly discussion series
titled North Star School, designed to
inform the public on educational problems and to demonstrate work of Minnesota public school musical groups.
N. R. Ringdahl is chairman of the
association's radio committee.
THE KOIL, Omaha, Man on the
Street is now called The Curt Exchange and instead of the announcers
having all the best of it. the people
interviewed ask the announcer one

KIR

SEATTLE,

TO NEW YORK STATE NET — Photo taken during Sept. 13 program
originating at Strand Theater, Albany, and WABY for the recently
formed New York State Broadcasting System, cooperative network of
Empire State stations [Broadcasting, Aug. 1]. Left to right are: Eugene Jelesnik, orchestra leader; Harold E. Smith, manager of WABY;
Andy Roy, theatre manager; William E. Fitzsimmons, president Albany
Chamber of Commerce; Royden Rand, announcer; Charles A. Smakwitz, Warner executive.

O
WASHINGTON

question.
WWVA, Wheeling, broadcasts a 15minute Everybody Sings in connection with its stage presentation of
the WWVA Saturday Night Jamboree. During this sing a musical
poll is conducted. A familiar chorus
is selected and Republicans are asked
to show their colors musically, after
which the Democrats are called upon
to sing the same tune.
FORMATION of High school radio
clubs was effected by WNEW. Newark, Sept. 22 at a convention arranged
by the station. Clubs will be invited
to attend WNEW broadcasts and station employes will visit clubs to lecture on various phases of radio. Programs representative of different high
schools are to be arranged.
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WSOC, Charlotte, N. C, used two I
mobile units to cover the recent visit 1
of President Roosevelt, with Charles I
Hicks, announcer, and S. T. Carter,!
engineer, moving along the station J
platform and among the crowds. The!
President's address was handled byl
Paul Norris, announcer, and Johnl
Ward, remote engineer.
IN OBSERVING its 14th birthday.!
in September, WOAI, San Antonio,!
presented Ken McClure, news editor,!
talking and playing a recording over!
the 1922 microphone and acoustican. I
then repeating the same words and afl
transcription of the same piece onl
modern equipment.
IN A two-way experimental shortwave relay over W6XMK and
W6XML, working on a 5 meter band,
KROW in Oakland, Cal., broadcast!
the 250 National Stock Car Race)
from the Oakland Speedway on Sept.)
20. Bill Meyer, sports announcer, in
the racing car, handled the KROW
rebroadcast which is said to be the
first of its type on the Pacific Coast,
WHIO, Dayton, has started a series;
of
with political
the local forums
YMCA. inIt cooperation"
is designed
to give viewpoints of various groups,,
presented under nonpartisan auspices.
WITH little fuss, WBNX, Newj
York, went on 1,000 watts Sept. 21,=
increasing its signal strength an esti- J
mated 12 times with the aid of a directional antenna above the Palisades'
in Cliffside, N. J.
AUXILIARY studios will be installed j
by WDNC, Durham, N. C, at Duke
University, Durham High School and
for colored talent. Regular studios;
Hotel.
are located atop the Washington Duke!
ALTHOUGH the next Olympic
Games will not occur until 1940,
Japan Broadcasting Corp. announces that it has already started preparations for broadcasting
the results to the world.

KIRO
» * . with exclusive broadcasts of baseball,
basketball* track and hockey games, has consistently
carried tea times the sport events of any other station
in Western Washington!
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK
Detroit
iinnn Blair
Kiair JC
John
& tzn.
Co.

WKRG, Cincinnati, is installing a I
temporary studio in the Hotel Alms J
to take care of the increase in studio |
programs. Construction is under di- I
rection of Frank Dierringer, chief en- I
gineer. The studio also will be usee) I
during building of the new WKRC I
studios.

THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE
VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinaburg, Pa.

CHICAGO
san francisco
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HONORED

Series Pays Tribute to
■Station's ClientsA NEW weekly series of testimonial programs dedicated to leading Milwaukee radio advertisers
by WTMJ, Milwaukee, bears the
title Reviewing the Leaders in
Radio. Wadha'ms Oil Co., Milthe station's
largest
and mostwaukee, asconsistent
advertiser,
was the first client to be honored.
Wadhams has done a year-round
job on the air, sponsoring baseball,
football and basketball broadcasts

3f Lipton Program
Ji)ne-Station Series Expanded

SENOR
RECORD

PUENTE
REMOTE

Argentine Station Picks Up
Long Island Polo
LR4, Buenos Aires, made a record
remote control broadcast last month
when it carried the International
Polo Matches between Argentina
and the United States direct from
Westbury, Long Island, to Buenos
Aires.
The broadcast was arranged
through cooperation of NBC, RCA
and Conquest Alliance Co. Juan
Manuel Puente, ace sports announcer of LR4, flew to New York
to broadcast the games in Spanish.
Puente's description of the polo
matches was carried to NBC studios and relayed to the RCA shortwave transmitter at River Head,
Long Island. At Buenos Aires the
account was picked up by an RCA
subsidiary and sent on telephone
wires to LR4.
Details of the 7,000-mile broadcast were handled by Phillips Carlin, program manager of NBC;
W. W. Lundell, NBC special events
director, and A. M. Martinez, secretary in charge of export relations for Conquest Alliance, which
i-epresents the station. The U. S.
Polo Association gave LR4 exclusive foreign broadcasting rights to
the series.
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^he
North

DID

YOU
OF

Leaf

to central

Carolina
lions of dollars !

mil-

oMore than 65% of
all domestic cigarettes
are manufactured
within fifty miles of
WBIG's
transmitter
. . . Camels, Luckies
and Chesterfields . . .
all these famous
brands are sponsoring
programs
greatstation.
this

over

Tlace your advertising where it will be
heard by listeners
with spending power
and with the station

Simpers to New York
SIMPERS Co., Philadelphia, has
opened offices in New York at 444
Madison Ave. to handle the Anthracite Industries account and on
Oct. 5 plans to close its Philadelphia office entirely and move the
entire staff to New York where it
will service all accounts.

Solve

Golden

brings

for
eight years.
secondClothing
"gruest
of honor''
was The
Sanders
Co., Milwaukee, which set an alltime record for spot broadcasts
with 1,000 announcements in a
sinele year on WTMJ.
The programs are a full hour on
Saturday evenings, featuring orchestra, male chorus and soloists.
The highlight is a dramatized history of the firm singled out for attention, stressing its position in
the community, and tying up its
business leadership with its consistent radio advertising.
The program will continue indefinitely, honoring all advertisers
who have used WTMJ for four
years or more.

that will give you intelligent merchandising service.
WBIG
in Greensboro, N.C.
EDNEY RIDGE, Director
"The Favorite Station m the Favored Region"
Daily

J? roblems

EVER

HEAR

A RUBBER

DOLLAR?

Neither did we — but we do know that anyold dollar, intelligently spent, takes on an
elastic quality.
And many wise advertisers have learned
that it is possible to stretch their appropriations— without sacrificing the quality of their
purchases — simply by choosing the right
market.

LONGINES - WITTNAUER Co.,
Inc., New York (clocks and
watches) is planning to place time
signals, on a cash basis, through
J. Lewis Associates, New York.

WSPD
is exclusive in Toledo and
Northwestern Ohio
— and the rates are dollar-right.
Ask for one of our new 500
microvolt contour maps
Studios:
Commodore Perry Hotel,
Toledo. Ohio
National

WGH
Gives Live Local Representation
In Three Prosperous Cities
With Studios and Offices
NORFOLK — PORTSMOUTH
—NEWPORT NEWS

WTMJ

New

Expansion

j"o Network by Tea Sponsor
s HEN Frank Presbrey Co. was
irting with a radio idea for its
lient Thomas J. Lipton Inc., New
Tork (tea), there were two things
: wanted to know: First, whether
:s test program on WJZ featurpg Ralph Kirberry had an audiince; second, was the program acually selling merchandise.
Newspaper spotlight ads were
:sed for a while to inform readers
(f radio pages that a new series
•as beginning.
rj:al"Another
and the
economidea was ingenious
to reproduce
same
rawings from which the spotlight
!ds wei'e made, on 9 by 11% -inch
heets, for retail grocery outlets
ip the territory covered by the
rogram,"
according
to NBC's
Jroadcast Merchandising. "These
rere used as window poster reninders at the point-of-sale. This
-/as another two-way method of
reminding listener-buyers of the
rogram.
"In order to get an answer to
he first question (whether an auience really existed for the proram), announcements were made
■or one week that a standard-size
ackage of Lipton's Tea, or a carion of individual tea bags, could be
■ecured free — one to a family. Remits from this offer far exceeded
xpectations.
"Having satisfied themselves that
good audience existed, Lipton
aade their second test to deterline whether the program was acually selling merchandise. An ofjer was made of an attractive 24age booklet, 'Your Future in the
ea Cup.' Listeners were required
p send in a boxtop. The agency
stimated that if one-tenth as
lany people sent in boxtops for
his booklet as had for the free
ample this would be sufficient evience that the program was selling
aerchandise.
"The returns proved to be very
atisfactory and caused Lipton not
mly to renew the three evening
rograms over WJZ but also to ex;nd the same
program to the
TBC-Red
Network
on Thursday
lorning, at 11:30-11:45 a. m.
\ "Although no special survey has
een made among retailers, many
idications point to the wisdom of
'areful preliminary testing. In
everal territories, an increased invest in Lipton's Tea has been
hown by dealers.
This interest
'as purely a reflection of consumr sales created by the radio pro] ram because this medium was the
nly advertising used in these markets.
"The agency is continuing to
Herchandise the program carefully
jnd soundly. A new window posr has just been produced and is
ieing used to promote the second
-3-week series which was recently
enewed."

BY

MACON,
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Advertising

New

York

Transmitter :
Perrysburg,
Ohio
Representatives

JOHN BLAIR
Chicago

& COMPANY
Detroit
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Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations

STATION
ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield
Wm. W. Lee & Co., Troy, N. Y.
( Save-the-Baby ) , 6 weekly t, thru
Leighton & Nelson, Schenectady.
Oyster Shell Products Corp., New
York (poultry feed), 26 sa, thru
Husband & Thomas Inc., N. Y.
Parker Bros., Salem, Mass. (games),
6 weekly sa, thru John W. Queen,
Boston.
Frye Co., Watertown, Mass. (Pancreo-Bismuth), 50 sa, thru Lawrence M. O'Connell, Springfield.
E. L. Knowles Inc., Springfield, Mass.
(Rubine), 100 so, thru Lawrence
N. O'Connell, Springfield.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, 36 sa.
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc., Chicago.
Block Drug Co., Brooklyn (Omega
Oil), 52 sp, thru Husband &
Thomas Inc. N. Y.
Boston & Maine Railroad, Boston, 26
sa,
ton. thru Doremus & Co. Inc., BosFlorence Stove Co., Florence, Mass.,
weekly t, thru Wm. B. Remington
Inc., Springfield, Mass.
Hudson Coal Co., Scranton, 2 weekly
sp, thru Leighton & Nelson, Schenectady.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
American Gas Machine Co., Albert
Lea, Minn, (stoves), weekly t, thru
Greve Adv. Co., St. Paul.
H. C. Garrott Inc., St. Paul (candy),
3 weekly t, thru t Midwest Recordings, Minneapolis.
Mother's Home Life, Chicago (magazine), 100 sa, thru Albert Kircher
Co., Chicago.
Mantle Lamp Co. of America, Chicago
(Aladdin lamps), weekly t, thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago.
Northern Pacific Railway, St. Paul
(Immigration dept.), 6 sa, thru McCord Co., Minneapolis.
Omaha Flour Mills Co., Omaha, 3
weekly sp, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Uncle Sam Breakfast Food Co., Omaha (O-Kay flakes). 6 weekly so,
thru Bozell & Jacobs Inc.. Omaha.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(white naptha), 390 ta, thru Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.

WNAC, Boston
Oakland Chemical Co., New York
(Dioxogen cosmetics), 3 weekly t,
thru Small, Kleppner & Seiffer Inc.,
N. Y.
R. G. Sullivan Inc., Manchester,
N. H. (7-20-4 cigars), 6 weekly sa,
thru Broadcast Adv. Inc., Boston.
Granada Vineyards Inc., Cambridge
(Bear Creek wine), 23 sa, thru
Stoddard-Sampson Co., Boston.
F. B. Washburn Co., Brockton, Mass.
(Walico candy bars), 52 sa, thru
Broadcast Adv. Inc., Boston.
Dodge Bros. Corp., Detroit (autos),
5 ta, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
N. Y.
Greyhound Management Inc., Cleveland
line), 26Inc.,
sa, Chicago.
thru Beaumont &(bus
Hohman
E. Fougera & Co., New York (Vapex),ner &weekly
thruN. Small,
KleppSeiffer t,Inc.,
Y.
Johnson Educator Food Co., Cambridge (Crax), 364 sa, thru John
W. Queen, Boston.
WHIO, Dayton
MidStates Steel & Wire Co., Crawfordsville, Ind. (fence posts), 6
weekly sa, thru Mace Adv. Co.,
Peoria.
Shell Petroleum Corp., St. Louis, 4
weekly sa, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall),
5 t, thru Street & Finney Inc.,
N. Y.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (proprietary), 3 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff
6 Ryan Inc., N. Y.
National Carbon Co., New York
(Prestone), 26 sa, thru J. M.
Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Spry),
6 weekly
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., sa,
N. Y.
WEAN, Providence
Granada Vineyards Inc., Cambridge,
Mass. (Bear Creek wine), 7 weekly
sa, thru Stoddard Sampson Co.,
Boston.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (proprietary), 2 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N, Y.
National Carbon Co., New York
(Prestone), series of sa, thru J.
M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
WKRC, Cincinnati
Dodge Bros. Corp. (autos), 11 ta,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.

KNX, Hollywood
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield, Minn.
(Malt-O-Meal), 3 weekly sp, thru
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Foley & Co., Chicago (Honey & Tar),
130 sp, thru Lauesen & Salomon,
Chicago.
Chocolate Products Co., Chicago ( Stillicious), 3 weekly t, thru J. L.
Sugden Adv. Agency, Chicago.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), 5 weekly t, thru
Westco Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (cough
medicine), weekly sp, thru Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chicago.
American Pop Corn Co., Sioux City,
la., weekly sp, thru Coolidge Adv.
Co., Des Moines.
Wheatena Corp., Rahway, N. J.
(Wheatena), 3 weekly t, thru Rohrabaugh & Gibson, Philadelphia.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Sunbrite), 3
weekly t. thru Stack - Goble Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
WHK, Cleveland
Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland, 3 daily sa, thru Meldrum &
Fewsmith, Cleveland.
Compagnie Parisienne Inc., San Antonio (cosmetics), 6 weekly t, thru
Northwest Radio Adv. Inc., Seattle.
Kenton Pharmacal Co., Covington,
Ky. (Brownatone hair dye), 3
weekly sa, thru Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta, 2 weekly
t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, weekly sp, thru Simons - Michelson Co.,
Detroit.
WOAI, San Antonio
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), 5
weekly
thru Chicago.
Blackett - SampleHummert t, Inc.,
Southland Life Insurance Co., Dallas,
weekly sp, direct.
Humble Oil & Refining Co., Houston,
weekly
thruDallas.
Franke-WilkinsonSchiwetzsp,Inc.,
General
Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), weekly sp, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
WICC, Bridgeport
R. G. Sullivan Inc., Manchester,
N. H. (7-20-4 cigars), 100 sa, thru
Broadcast Adv. Inc., Boston.
Continental Baking Co., New York
(Wonder Bread), 120 sa, thru Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y.

KGO, San Francisco

Albers Bros. Milling Co., Seattle (dog
food), 2 weekly t. thru Brwin.
Wasey & Co. Inc., Seattle.
H. R. Bassford Co., San Francisco
(Kelvinator refrigerators), weekly
t, thru M. B. Harlan Adv. Agency.
San Francisco.
Gilmore Oil Co., Los Angeles (Red
Lion gas), weekly sa, thru Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San
Francisco.
KFBK,

KGA, Spokane
General Mills Inc., San Francisco
(cereals), 5 weekly t, thru Westco
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
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N. Y.Bakery, San Francisco
OldAgency,
Homestead
( bread ) , 6 weekly sp, thru Leoii
Livingston
Adv. Agency, San Fran
cisco.
Taste Good Bakeries, San Francisco
(bread & pastry), weekly sp, thru
Joseph J. Tissier Adv. Agency, Sai,
Francisco.
Hirsch & Kaye, San Francisco (optisupplies), San
weekly
t, thru LonjAdv.calService,
Francisco.
Granat Bros., San Francisco ( mfg.
jewelers), weekly sp, thru Long
Adv. Service, San Francisco.
Hastings Inc., San Francisco (menV
clothing), weekly t, thru Sidney
Garfinkel
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Boldemann Chocolate Co., San Francisco, weekly sp, direct.

i
!
j
i
j
1

WOR, Newark
Drums Inc., Detroit (cleaner), 3*
weekly sa, thru C. C. Wingham !
Inc.. Detroit.
W. K. Kellogg Co., Battle Creek
(cereal), weekly sp, thru N. W.l
Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Drug Trade Products Inc., Chicago
(Peruna,
Kolor& Bak),
2 weekly
sp, ',
thru
Benson
Dall Inc..
Chicago.
Sterling Products Inc., New York!
(Syrup of Figs),
4 weeklyN. t,Y.thru'
Stack-Goble
Adv. Agency.
Pechter Baking Co., New York, weekInc.,ly sp,
N. thru
Y. Mackay-Spaulding Co.
Sterling Products Inc., New York
(Haley's M-O, Phillips toothpaste,
Danderine). 5 weekly t, thru Black ett-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
KGMB, Honolulu
National Carbon Co., New York
(Prestone), 3 weekly sa, thru J. M.
Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Sperry Flour Co., San Francisco
(cereal), 3 weekly sa, thru Westco
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Carleton & Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass.,
ton.
182 sa, thru John W. Queen, BosOakite Products Inc., New York, 13
sp, thru Calkins & Holden Inc.,
N. Y.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
American Gas Machine Co., Albert
Lea, Minn., 3 weekly sp, thru
Greve Adv. Agency, St. Paul.
Mantle Lamp Co. of America, Chiweekly sp,Inc.,
thruChicago.
Presba, Fellerscago,
& Presba
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (cough
syrup ) , 12 weekly sa, thru Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chicago
Sherwin-Williams Co., C 1 e v e 1 a n o
(paint), Inc.,
5 weekly
Maloney
N. Y. sa, thru T. J,

KOA, Denver
Duart Sales Co. Ltd., San Franciscc
(Creme of
Cream,t, thru
PermanentMilk
Waves),Facial
2 weekly
Howard
E. Williams Advertising'
San Francisco.
WENR, Chicago
Duart Sales Co. Ltd., San
(Creme of Milk Facial
Permanent Waves), 2
thru Howard E. Williams
Francisco.
DRAWN 11V FRANK M « v.\ N"First, Pit Imitate Her,

i

KFYR, Bismarck, N. D.
H. C. Garrott Inc., St. Paul (candy)..
13 t, thru Mid - West Recordings
Inc., Minneapolis.
General
Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), 5 weekly t, thru Black- 1
ett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago
Independent Grocers Alliance, Chieagc
(IGA), 26 t, direct.

H0

Sacramento

Wheatena Corp., Rahway, N. J.
(cereal), 3 weekly t, thru Rohrabaugh & Gibson Inc., Philadelphia.
Chanslor & Lyon Stores, San Francisco (Crosley radios), 4 dailv sa,
thru M. E. Harlan Adv., San Francisco.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (proprietary), 2 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.

KFRC. San Francisco
Roman
Meal Co., Tacoma, Wash.)
(Speed-I-Mix flour J, 2 weekly sp/i
thru Milne & Co., Seattle.
Germfree Products Co., San Francisc '
(sanitary
toothbrush holder),
weekly sp, direct.
American
Tobacco
Co., New Yuri
(Rio
Tan
Cigars),
5 weekly Adv.
sa. ■
thru Lawrence C. Gumbinner

Then She'll Imitate Me"
From Saturday Evening Post
BROADCASTING

Francisco
Cream &.
weekly t\
Adv., Sar

KJR, Seattle
General Mills Inc., San Francisc
(cereals), 5 weekly t, thru Westcd
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
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Games

baseball

Snarl

Schedule

ootball Commitments Clash
With World Series Oct. 3

WITH numerous non-network afiliated stations added in order to
*ive the benefit of the broadcasts
jd local dealers, Ford Motor Co.,
Detroit, on Sept. 30 began sponsorship of the World Series over
.ombined NBC, CBS and MBS networks and a total of about 200
tations. Through N. W. Ayer &
3on, its agency, the Ford company paid $100,000 to be divided
jp in the series financial pool for
he privilege of carrying the games
and is paying full rates for network and station time. It is the
ijiird successive year of Ford sponsorship of the series.
New York, Chicago and Detroit
offices of the agency were handling
the station lineup details, which
oecame somewhat complicated at
zhe eleventh hour due to previous
commitments by some stations for
sponsored football broadcasts
scheduled for Oct. 3. In some
:ases, notably WOR, the baseball
broadcasts of that day must be
dropped in favor of football.
Handling the details from Detroit was Frank Scott, Ayer manager, with H. G. McCoy handling
•Jspecial publicity. The broadcastTig of the games was timed to
start at 1:15 p. m. (EST), or 15
' minutes before each game.
Assigned by NBC to handle the
taicrophone are Tom Manning, of
jWTAM, Cleveland; Ty Tyson, of
WWJ, Detroit, and Warren Brown,
sports editor of the Chicago HerSild & Examiner.
Handling the
games for CBS are Boake Carter,
e|Philco commentator; France Laux,
ace sports announcer of KMOX,
St. Louis, and Bill Dyer, WCAU,
Philadelphia.
The Mutual Network's group of
.:Stations signed for the games includes WOR, WGN, CKLW and
WOL, with WHN, New York, taking its accounts. WLW, the other
basic MBS station, is taking the
[NBC reports. Mutual announcers
•^re Gabriel Heatter, WOR commentator; Bob Elson, WGN, and
: Tony Wakeman, WOL.
Pickard-Gannon Firm
UYING spot announcements and
studio programs on various stations, Pickgan Labrofacts Inc., 250
E. 43rd St., New York, a new proprietary manufacturer and distributor now marketing Allay, an
aspirin product, is planning expansion of its line. The company is
owned by Sam Pickard, CBS vice
president, and Charles Gannon, raj|io director of Arthur Kudner Inc..
■i contraction
of whose names
"orms the company name. M>jPickard is no longer active in CBS
Affairs, spending most of his time
>n his farm near Flat Rock, N. C
WILLIAM S. PALEY, CBS president, and Mrs. Paley returned to
New York on Sept. 21 aboard the
Queen Mary.
THE ONLY NBC BLUE NETWORK STATION
VOweeivST. LOUIS and DENVER

CENTRALLY LOCATED TO SERVEKANSAS CITY, TO PEKA and ST. JOSEPH
it.

BROADCASTING

IGA
STORE'S BIRTHDAY
Marshall Field Gives Radios
And Messages
MARSHALL FIELD & Co., Chicago department store, currently
holding its second annual radio
show, Sept. 25 to Oct. 3, has installed an RCA shortwave transmitter and offers all visitors the
chance to send a message to any
part of the world free of charge,
transmission being handled by
members of the United States
Shortwave Relay League. Casts
of such popular programs as
Stars of the Milky Way, Bachelors
Children, Nothing But the Truth,
Marshall Field's own Musical
Clock (two-hour breakfast time
program now in its seventh consecutive year) and others make
personal appearances each afternoon.
Visitors owning sets manufactured by any of the seven companies displaying at the show
(Crosley, General Electric, Philco,
RCA-Victor, Sparton, Stromberg
Carlson, and Zenith) are invited
to register their receivers' serial
numbers, and oldest set of each
make registered during the week
will be exchange for a new model
of the same make. The antique
models will be presented to the
Museum of Science and Industry.
Show is being advertised in all
Chicago dailies and the shopping
news as well as on Musical Clock.
Details of the exhibition were
worked out by G. R. Schaeffer,
publicity director of Field's, and
Miss Frances Baker of the store's
advertising department, and W. O.
Maxwell of Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago, in charge of
the store's advertising.
Union Party on Air
UNION PARTY is sponsoring Dave Edelson's Sidewalks of
Chicago broadcasts, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, 12:3012:45 p. m., CST, over the Illinois
Group of ABC stations, in a campaign to elect William Hale
Thompson governor of Illinois and
Lemke president. Account, which
is placed direct from the party
headquarters in Chicago, started
Sept. 22 and is scheduled to run
until election day. Stations in the
hookup include: WTAX, Springfield, WJBL, Decatur, WROK,
Rockford, WHBF, Rock Island,
WCLS, Joliet, WIL, St. Louis, and
WWAE, Hammond.

To

Add

Stations

INDEPENDENT Grocers' Alliance of America, Chicago, started
a spot campaign on Sept. 29, using
a fifteen-minute script show, One
Girl in a Million transcribed by
WBS, three mornings weekly on
WCCO, WDAY, KFYR, WHO,
WIBW, WKBH, KOA, WBBM,
WTMJ, WMBH, WWVA and WKY,
with about as many more stations
to be added as the campaign progresses. The commercials will be
in part institutional, urging people to trade with the independent
merchants whose stores display the
IGA label, and in part direct advertising of specific merchandise.
Teaser posters, handouts for insertion with grocery orders, and

WANTED!
A

TOUGH

CAR

SALES

'•HAPPfor
Y

JOB

DAN

the

USED

space in the organization's advertisements in newspapers and shopping
guides
are program
being used
+
merchandise the
to the

MAN"
CAR
Wire or Write

TIME

public,
and a weekly
bulletin
of
merchandising
ideas will
be sent
to members from IGA headauarters. Chicago.
Agency: Charles Daniel Frey
Co.,
New

USED

IS MONEY"

aJiotuwi
REG. U.S. PAT. OFFICE I NC,

P. & G. Series

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Lava soap), is sponsoring
Houseboat Hannah, a transcribed
daytime script show, Mondays
through Fridays, on WJR, KMOX,
WBBM, WDAF and several other
stations to be selected, starting in
mid-October and placed through
Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
Chicago. P. & G. on Sept. 28 started its tenth program on NBC,
with Tim Healey, the Ivory Reporter, on three NBC-Blue stations, WJZ, WBZ-WBZA, Mondays through Adv
Fridays,
9:45-10
m. Blackman
Inc., New
York,a.
is the agency.

1357

No. Gordon

Hollywood,
•

Calif.

Also available
Laundry
Loan
Furniture

Bread
Ice Cream
Jewelry

RADIOAIDS

THE

SHOWMANSHIP/^

SALES

WITH

WHN
RESULTS
THE

AVAILABLE

STATION

OF

SjA^|

RADIO

Showmanship

EXECUTIVE

brings results in dollars and cents... Advertisers using WHN have at their disposal

• Ten years experience
with outstanding radio
stations in management,
sales, program, production
and merchandising. Responsible for many radio
features and artists. Wants
to prove value of personal
services to agency or station. Salary to start secondary consideration.
ADDRESS

means entertainment that

the vast showmanship
WHN

resources of the

Artists' Bureau, the Metro -Goldwyn-

Mayer Studios,and the Loew's Theatre chain.
A few choice program periods are still
available for the Fall and Winter season.

WHN

•1540

BROADWAY,

N.Y.

Box 559 — Broadcasting
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George T. May III
GEORGE T. MAY III, Chicago
advertising executive, died Sunday, September 20, in the Hinsdale sanitarium following a week's
illness. Mr. May, who was 32
years old, had resigned his position as radio director of the Chicago office of Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., less than a
month before his death, to become
advertising director of Atlas
Brewing Co., Chicago.
GENE FROMHERZ has joined the
Chicago radio department of J. Walter
Thompson Co., where he was placed
in charge of spot radio campaigns,
starting Sept. 2S. Mr. Fromherz for
several years was associated with
First United Broadcasters, Chicago,
until recently was sales promotion
manager of Affiliated Broadcasting Co.

AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU and Bill
Cartwright, of Rambeau Co., Chicago
staff, spent several weeks on the West
Coast,, tionsinof the
September,
visiting
the staDon Lee
Broadcasting
System for which the Rambeau Co.
has recently been appointed national
sales representative. During their
absence their Chicago quarters in the
Tribune Tower were remodeled and
enlarged to include an audition room
and increased office space.
STOCKTON, WEST & BURKHARDT, a new agency, has been
formed in Cincinnati with offices in
First National Bank Bldg. Organizers
are Eric W. Stockton, formerly vicepresident and secretary of Ralph H.
Jones Co. ; William Z. Burkhardt,
formerly vice-president and sales manager of the same agency, and Ronald
West, formerly copy chief of the same
firm, all of whom have sold their stock
holdings in the concern. Mr. Burkhardt is president. Mr. Stockton
vice-president and Mr. West secretary
of the new agency.
CECIL UNDERWOOD, former Pacific Coast NBC program manager
who recently went to New York as
radio producer for Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc.. will return to Hollywood late in
October to open Hollywood offices for
the agency. He will produce the new
Lever Brothers' program for Rinso
and Lifebuoy soap from the Coast.
Yictor Young's Orchestra will change
from Shell Chateau to the RinsoLifebuoy
series when it is inaugurated in November.
LONG ADY. SERYICE has moved
its San Francisco offices to larger
quarters in the Russ Bldg., that city,
doubling its space. Ray Rogers, formerly with the San Francisco CallBulletin, has joined the agency as
copywriter. Hassel Smith is in charge
of the San Francisco offices.

420 Madison Ave.
New York

Con

s i s t e

HOME

nt

WORK

Places

CARL E. BAUERMEISTER. President of the
Chas. W. Bauermeister
Co., of Terre Haute, Indiana, the old wholesale
distributing firm of the
Wabash Valley . . . distributing "JANE JUSTICE"
brand food products.

Janejuitiee
akead
of the cI&lU

"handle,
— Jane in
justice
leading this
all other
linessales
we
sales.foods
We are
attribute
marked
increase to the thorough and speedy job of selling
WBOW

has done in the homes in this territory . . ."
Signed

W. W\ BEHRMAN
Director

i?. Hauetmaiitet

Get this
homework""
promote your"consistent
product in the
Wabash to
Valley.
Choose WBOW to do the job!
National Representatives
FURGASON and ASTON
New York
Chicago Detroit

2 50
WATTS

TER.R.E HAUTE
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Presto, Chango!
IT'S now WJSV, Washington; KOIL, Omaha, and
WEBC, Duluth — and no more
equivocations ! In the past,
you willficiallyrecall,
WJSV ofwas in Alexandria,
Va., KOIL in Council Bluffs,
la., and WEBC in Superior,
Wis. At its first autumn
meeting Sept. 22, the FCC
Broadcast Division approved
removal of main studios of
these stations to the larger
cities. That is because up to
a few months ago broadcast
quota provisions prevented
assignment in the states of
main studios. Repeal of the
Davisment atequalization
amend-of
the last session
Congress made the official removals possible. In each instance, however, it is simply
a change in call-letter designation and main studios for
the stations have had "auxiliary" studios in the larger
cities anyway.

HAROLD W. DAVID, in charge of
the Lord & Thomas radio department
in San Francisco, after three months
in New York, where he made a study
of the eastern radio market, has returned to the West Coast. He is reorganizing the San Francisco radio
department.
RAT LIXTOX. Chicago, station representative, and Miss Doris Poole.
High Point, X. C are to be married
in November. They will make their
home in Chicago.
MISS SYBIL SEAGULL, formerlv
with "YVNEW Newark, and Miss
Dorothea Reilty, formerly with Erwin.
Wasey & Co., and Lord & Thomas,
have organized Seagull-Reilly Associates. 53 W. 42d St.. Xew York, as a
market research and contest management concern.
RAYMOND RUBICAM. of Young &
Rubicam Inc., New York, arrived at
the firm's new Hollywood office late
in September on an inspection tour.
FRAXKLIX W. ORVIX. formerly
vice-president of Equinox Co., operating resorts, has joined the radio department production staff of Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., Xew
York.
BEAUMOXT & HOHMAX Inc., has
moved its San Francisco headquarters
to 700 Mills Bldg.. doubling its former
office space. Herbert D. Cayford is
manager,
of radio. with A. W. Scott in charge
WALTER BIDDICK Co.. Los Angeles station representatives, has been
appointed coast sales representatives
for KGU. Honolulu, and for the new
KYOS. Merced. Cal.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE,
Full Time NBC Affiliate

N. C.
1000 Watts

Big Crops and
Good Prices !
Official estimates indicate
North Carolina's 1936 crop
values will equal the quarter
billion dollars of 1935. Use
WWNC
and you blanket
Western North Carolina —
where prosperous agriculture
joins with manufacturing,
resort business and mining
to
make a rich, responsive
market!

ROBERT S. HOTZ in charge of radio production
at Blackett
SampleHummert
Inc., Chicago,
has - resigned
effective Oct. 1. Mr. Hotz, who was
a member of the NBC sales staff in
Chicago before joining the agency, has
not announced his plans.
GEORGE VOS, radio advertising
manager of The Texas Co., James
Tierney,
Vos'sviceassistant,
Louis
A. Mr.
Witten,
president andin
charge of radio for the Texas agency.
Hanff-Metzger Inc., New York, are
in Hollywood supervising the new
Eddie Cantor CBS program which
made its debut Sept. 20. Mr. Witten
was expected to return East after the
Sept. 27 broadcast. Mr. Vos and Mr.
Tierney will probably remain on the
West Coast indefinitely.
GEORGE ROESLER, radio station
representative, has resigned as national sales manager of the Affiliated
Broadcasting Co. to devote his full
time to the sale of time on the stations he represents. Mr. Roesler has
opened an office at 360 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago.
JACK NELSON, radio director of
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., Xew York,
on Sept. 26 resigned tc join Frank
Mooney, building and management
service, in Lauderdale, Fla. Mr. Xelson
has been in the radio field since 1922
and at one time was connected with
the radio departments of Lennen &
Mitchell Inc., and Lord & Thomas,
both Xew York agencies. Xo succesnounced.
sor to Mr. Xelson has been anREGIONAL

OFFICERS

SELECTED
BY AAAA
ELECTION of new officers and
governors for the four sectional
councils of the American Association of Advertising Agencies was
announced Sept. 23 by the AAAA
with expiration terms as follows:
New York
— Mark
O'Dea.
SheldonCouncil
& Co.,
Xew O'Dea.
York
(1937) . chairman; T. S. Buchanan,
Hanff - Metzger
Inc., Xew York
(1938) . vice chairman; Samuel W.
Meek Jr.. J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Xew er.
York
(1937),
secretary-treasurGovernors
: Richard
Compton,
Blackman Advertising Inc., Xew
York (1937) ; Ben C. Duffy, Batten.
Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Xew
York (1938) ; Charles Dallas Reach,
Charles Dallas Reach Co., Xewark
(1938) ; Co.,
R. New
L. Strobridge,
XewellEmmett
York (1937).
New England Council — Ernest V.
Alley, Richardson, Alley & Richards.
Boston (1938), chairman; A. E.
Greenleaf, The Greenleaf Co., Boston (1938), vice chairman; Mason L.
Ham, Mason L. Ham Advertising,
Boston (1937), secretary - treasurer.
Governors : S. A. Conover, S. A. Conover Co., Boston
; Henry Co,,
B.:
Humphrey.
H. B.(1937)
Humphrey
Boston (1938).
Atlantic Council — Joseph Katz,
The
Joseph
Katz
Co., Baltimore
(1937) , chairman; Rowe Stewart,
Stewart - Jordan
Co., Philadelphia
(1938) , vice chairman; Florence M.
Dart. The Simpers Co., Philadelphia
(1938), secretary-treasurer. Governor: C. Harold
Marston,(1937).
Geare- Marston Inc.,
Philadelphia
Western Council — H. M. Dancer,
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago (1937), chairman; W. W.
Lewis, Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit
(1938), vice chairman; Albert W.
Sherer, Lord & Thomas, Chicago(1938),
secretary
treasurer.
Governors : Milton
J. - Blair,
J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago (19 3 8);
Charles Daniel Frey, Charles Daniel
Frey Co., Chicago (1937) ; E. G.
Marshutz, Gardner Advertising Co..
St. Louis (1938) ; Maurice H. Needham, Xeedham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago (1938) ; Z. L. Potter, Erwin.
Wasey & Co., Chicago (1938) ; Merle
Sidener,
Sidener, Van
Riper & Keeling, Indianapolis
(1937).

THE National Farm & Homt
Hour on Oct. 2 will begin its ninth
year on an NBC-Blue network.
Advertising
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast

JUaddin

Campaign

Covers
Wide
Area
1ANTLE
LAMP
Co., Chicago
lAladdin lamps), is just getting
Jnder way with its 1936-37 radio
lampaign, using barn dance, and
1illbilly programs on stations in all
[arts of the United States and
panada in which there are unelec:;rified farms whose owners are
sers of kerosene lamps. Ed Fel?1'S, radio director of Presba, Felsrs,
& Presba Inc., Chicago agency
charge of the Mantle Lamp advertising, is concluding
a trip
ihrough Canada and the Eastern
itates, contracting for time and
Irograms. Already contracted are:
"Smiling Ed" McConnell in perion on WLS, Saturday, 8:15-8:30
. m.; WLW,
Saturday, 9-9:30
I. m., with WOR, picking up the
ist half of the program by wire
(*om WLW,
Saturday, 9:15-9:30
i\. m. The "smiling Ed" programs
hymns, old-time songs and balads, transcribed into quarter-hour
cords, will be used once weekly
•tver each of the following staions: KTHS, KOA, WJSV, WJAX,
-VSB, KGGF,
WLBZ, WCSH,
VJR,WEBC, KMOX,KWTO,WGY,
IVWNC,
WBT,
KFYR, WDAY,
V K Y, K T U L, W N A X, W S M,
VOAI, WWL, WRVA, and CFRB,
orith more stations not yet seated.
Other Mantle Lamp programs
nclude: Bar Nothin' Ranch - —
Soots and Saddles Division, a program of Western and hillbilly mujjic,
on
a. m.;
iladdinWIRE,
Barn daily
Dance6:45-7
Frolic
on
VHO, Saturday, 8-8:30 p. m.
lugh Aspinwall, in a program
imilar to McConnelFs, on WCCO,
Sunday, 4:30-5 p. m. ; Tex Owen,
jonesome Cowboy, on KMBC,
idon., Wed., Fri., 12:15-12:30 p.
p.; The Plainsmen on KFAB,
!aily 6:35-6:45 a. m.; Homer Grifith, The Friendly Philosopher, on
fVFAA, Wed., 6:30-6:45 p. m.,
Fri., 5:45-6 p. m.
Five-minute programs of ballad
nusic are booked in Canada on
]FJN, Calgary; CJCA, Edmonton;
MOR, Vancouver; and CJRC,
Yinnepeg, Mon., Wed., Fri.; farm
narket reports, five days a week,
n CFRB, Toronto. A morning
Li uarter-hour of recorded music,
laily except Sunday, is booked on
iDKA; Lonesome Cowboy on
TWL, Fri. and Sat., 7-7:15 a. m.
Announcements are contracted
our daily on KMA, two daily on
W I B W, and eight weekly on
,<MMJ.
In addition
to the programs
■Sponsored by the Mantle Lamp Co.
Itself, the McConnell transcripions are being sponsored by local
Aladdin dealers on the following
rations: WHBL, KIUP, KGDE,
"DLR,
KFJM,
WHBB, KFPW,
LRA,
KIDO,
WLAK,
WCOA,
TFI,
WRGA,
WEBQ, WCLS,
",VHBU,
WLAP,
WAGM,
WJMS,
KGKY,
KICA, WFMD,
WMFF,
ATEED,
KADA,
<FDM,
KFRO,
WHIS, WMMN.

KGDY,
KONO,

WOPI,
KGKB,

Gross Buys WJIM
5ALE of 100% of the stock in
A'JIM,
to station,
Harold
W. Gross,Lansing,
managerMich.,
of the
vas concluded Sept. 28. The Michgan local was formerly operated
s a partnership, with Mr. Gross,
-■eonard Verslius and Bliss Keeler
is coequal holders of the stock
The latter two sold their holdings
o Mr. Gross for an undisclosed
um.
ROADCASTING

Benson, Peter Confer
With FCC on Research
Activity of Joint Board
JOHN BENSON, president of the
American Association of Advertising Agencies and chairman of the
Joint Committee on Radio Research representing advertisers,
agencies and stations, and Paul F.
Peter, secretary of the Joint Committee in charge of Research, on
Sept. 28 conferred with Chairman
Prall and Commissioner Sykes of
the FCC in connection with the
committee's work. The committee
was created last year to devise a
project looking toward a cooperative bureau for radio research to
authenticate station coverage data
and listener habits.
Mr. Benson and Mr. Peter related to the commissioners the
scope of the work the committee
is undertaking, and expressed interest in FCC activities insofar as
station coverage is concerned. They
discussed informally also the recent FCC clear-channel survey
with particular reference to the
post-card questionnaire aspects.
The Joint Committee comprises
15 members equally representative
of the NAB, AAAA and Association of National Advertisers. It is
functioning with funds contributed
by NBC and CBS. Mr. Peter, who
has established headquarters in
New York, is now analyzing station and other coverage data submitted by groups in the industry
as a preliminary step toward devising arecommended plan of procedure.

President's Special Car
Given Sound Equipment
LIKE Gov. Landon's private train,
to which baggage car completely
equipped by Collins Radio Co. with
radio and public address equipment is attached, the Pioneer,
President Roosevelt's pullman car
on his current political tours, is
fully equipped for sound. The job
was completed Sept. 26 by engineers of WOR, Newark, whose
public address department was
awarded the contract by the radio
division of the Democratic National Committee.
Lewis R. Tower, WOR staff engineer, is accompanying the President to handle the equipment.
Jack R. Poppele, WOR chief engineer, supervised the installation,
with W. B. Davis and Edward J.
Content as his assistants.
KMBC
Stays With F & S
REPRESENTATION of KMBC,
Kansas City, by Free & Sleininger
Inc., will not end on Sept. 30, the
termination date of their contract,
as previously announced, but will
continue, according to Arthur B.
Church, and J. Leslie Fox, director of sales. An agreement has
been reached covering various
areas in which Free & Sleininger
maintains offices — New York, Detroit, Chicago and San Francisco.
George E. Halley, recently appointed national program sales
representative, will continue in
this capacity, with headquarters in
Chicago. Plan is to synchronize
Halley's efforts with those of Free
& Sleininger on local program
sales for KMBC, but to concentrate his efforts on selling and
servicing KMBC national program
features and personalities.
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ByTownsendParty
Two Mexican Stations Listed
NBC

Rejects Plea for Funds

FOLLOWING a last-minute cancellation of his broadcast over

FROM THE SOURCE — John
Wald (left),
dean
KSTP's
announcing staff,
goesofinto
the field
to bring the traffic menace close to
home for KSTP, St. Paul. Employing its shortwave truck transmitter, KSTP is originating a series
of safety first broadcasts direct
from receiving rooms of hospitals,
treacherous intersections, police
department garages. Heard on the
programs are traffic superintendents of Minneapolis and St. Paul;
nurses, internes and doctors at receiving hospitals; ambulance and
accident squad drivers, and others
who come in close contact with the
traffic menace.
Palmolive

Series

Usinp: 116 Stations
SUPPLEMENTING
the CBS
Come On Let's Sing program Wednesdays, 9:30-10 p. m., ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Palmolive soap) on Sept. 28 began a one-minute spot campaign
on 116 stations. The live announcements stress the exclusive use of
palmolive soap by the Dionne
Quintuplets and are broadcast
twice daily, Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday, Friday, up to and including Oct. 19. Benton & Bowles
Inc., New York, placed the account, which includes the following stations : K O B, W C B A,
KGNC, WSB, WPG, WFBR,
WLBZ, KFDM, KGHL, WNBF,
WAPI, KFYR, KIDO, WBZWBZA, WICC, WGR, KGIR,
WMT, WCHS, WDOD, WMAQ,
WCKY, WTAM, KFRU, WBNS,
WFAA-WBAP,
WOC, WHIO,
KOA, WHO, WJR, WEBC, KTSM,
WLEU, WGBF, WMMN, WDAY,
WOWO, KMJ, KFBB, WTAQ,
WHP, WSVA, WTIC, KPRC,
WSAZ, WFBM, WJDX, WJAX,
KMBC, WNOX, WLAP, KFAB,
KLRA, WHAS, WIBA, WMC,
WQAM, WTMJ, KSTP, WTCN,
WALA, WSFA, WLAC, WNEW,
WWL, WHN, WINS, WMCA,
WTAR, WKY, WOW, WDBO,
WPAD, WMBD, WFIL, KTAR,
KDKA, WCSH, WJAR, WTAD,
WEEU, WRVA, WDBJ, WHAM,
KFBK, KSL, WOAI, KFSD,
KGO, WTOC, WGY, WGBI, KJR,
KSOO, KFPY, KWTO,
KVI,
KWKH, KSCJ, KWK, WFBL,
WFLA-WSUN, WSPD, WIBW,
WTNJ, KVOO, WIBX, WRC,
WWVA, KFH, KGKO, WORC.
Sapolin Tests in Gotham
SAPOLIN CO., Inc., New York
(paints) on Sept. 17 started a series of test quarter-hour programs
on WABC, New York, Thursday
noon, with Roger B. Whitman discussing methods of keeping a
house in repair, under the title
The Better Home. Tracy-LockeDawson Inc., New York, placed
the account.

WENR, Chicago NBC-owned station, which had been scheduled for
the evening of Sept. 25, Dr. Francis E. Townsend dropped all plans
to use the major networks to enlist
moral and financial support for his
old-age pension plan and began recording a series of quarter-hour
talks to be spotted on various stations throughout the country which
will allow the use of their facilities for the solicitation of funds.
Dwight Bunnell, radio director
of Townsend National Recovery
Plans Inc., a national organization
with headquarters at 720 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, stated that
NBC officials, while not actually
refusing to accept the organization
as a program sponsor, had done
everything possible to hamper the
preparation of the broadcast.
Specifically, Bunnell charges
that NBC refused to let Dr. Townsend discuss politics on the grounds
that his organization is not a political party and has no right to
broadcast political opinions. When
a non-political script, described by
Bunnell mitted
asfor "educational",
was that
subapproval, he said
NBC

refused to allow the solicitation of funds and further deleted
references to the Townsend Weekly, national organ of the organization.
Contrary to Policy
P. G. PARKER, assistant to Niles
Trammell, vice-president of NBC,
and manager of WENR, replied
that Dr. Townsend's speech had
been rejected because it solicited
funds. "This is contrary to NBC
policy," he said. "No appeal for
funds is permitted by NBC regulations except in the cases of the
American Red Cross, Salvation
Army and local community chests.
NBC is willing to allow Dr. Townsend to speak over its stations
providing that his speech conforms
to As
the similar
policies difficulties
of NBC." had been
encountered at WJJD, Chicago,
where a 13-time contract was cancelled after the first broadcast on
Aug. 23, Bunnell said that future
arrangements for radio time would
be made only with stations willing
to accept the programs of the
Townsendites without constant
quibbling.
"Wefrom
havemore
already
ceived letters
than re-a
hundred independent stations asking
for Townsend broadcasts," he
stated.
Bunnell further announced that
contracts have been signed for 52
half-hour programs, to be broadcast twice weekly over two Mexican stations, XEPN, and XELQ,
Piedras Negras, which he said can
be heard throughout the United
States. Bunnell is leaving Chicago
Oct. 1 for Mexico, where he will
personally handle the broadcasts,
each of which will include one of
Dr. Townsend's transcriptions, the
remainder of the period to be filled
by Bunnell.
WTMJ, Milwaukee, has applied to
the FCC for authority to broadcast
facsimiles from 12 midnight to 6
a. m. on its regular frequency of
620 kc, using 500 watts.
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RADIO

ADVERTISERS

NATHAN DANZIGER, for the last
three years general sales promotion
and advertising manager of Golden
State Co. Ltd., San Francisco (dairy
products ) , has been made director of
sales. F. E. Seaton continues as assistant sales manager. M. H. Stewart has been placed in charge of the
advertising division under Danziger,
who is also president of the San Francisco Advertising Club.
SCOTT FURRIERS, Boston, which
started Guess Who on WEEI, Boston, and WJAR, Providence, has added WDRC, Hartford and WCSH.
Portland, to its schedule. The series
now offers 43 awards for listeners
who guess titles of orchestra selections. Continental Adv. System, Boston, has the account.

The Advertising Test Station
In the Advertising Test City"
Maximum
Coveraqe
of the Major
Connecticut Markets
Basic CBS
Hart

ford.

Station
Conn.

National Representative
Free, Johns & Field, Inc.
New York — Chicago — Detroit
San Francisco — Los Angeles

■ft hidden

LYDIA O'LEARY Inc., New York
(Covermark cream & Spot-Stik) has
appointed J. P. Muller & Co., New
York, to service its account. Radio,
magazines and rug trade papers are
on the media list.
CONTINENTAL BAKING Co., New
York (Wonder bread, Hostess cake,
etc.) has appointed Benton & Bowles
Inc., New York, effective Jan. 1,
1937, to handle its account.
SPIC Inc., Chicago (deodorants) has
appointed Klau-Van Pieterson-Dunlap Associates, Milwaukee, to handle
its advertising.
STEELCOTE MFG. Co., St. Louis
(paint) is advertising through Wesley K. Nash Co., St. Louis.
PURE FOOD FACTORY, Mamaroneck, N. Y. (Herb-ox buillion cubes)
planning to use radio, has named
Charles W. Hoyt Co., New York, to
place advertising.
MILLER PACKING Co., Oakland,
Cal. (smoked meats and sausage) has
appointed Long Adv. Service, San
Francisco, to handle its Pacific Coast
advertising and is considering radio
along with other media.
BOLDEMANN CHOCOLATE Co.,
San Francisco, has appointed the
Gerth-Knollin Adv. Agency, that city,
to direct its national advertising and
along with other media will include
radio.
ADOLPH GOBEL Inc., Brooklyn
(sausage) has named Lester A. Loeb
Inc., New York, as agency.
HOLLYWOOD MASK Inc., Chicago
(cosmetics) has placed its account
with Kirtland-Engel Co., Chicago.
HUDSON COAL Co., Seranton, Pa.,
is advertising through Leighton &
Nelson, Schenectady.
MERCIREX Co., Milford, Del. (cosmetics) has named Redfield-.Tohnstone
Inc., New York, as its advertising
counsel.

i'zeaiu.'ze
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The estimated value of Mississippi's 1936 cotton crop is
$129,500,000 — An increase of $38,500,000 over the actual
cotton crop value of 1935.
The people of Mississippi have more money to spend — AND
70% of the State's total income is spent within the Good
Service Area of

The Lamar
Life Station
•
JACKSON
MISSISSIPPI
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MOURNED BY RADIO FRIENDS— William Horlick, 90-year-old president of Horlick Malted Milk Corp., Racine, Wis. (at right) died at his
Racine home Sept. 25, his passing being a distinct loss to radio towarc
which he has always shown a friendly interest. This picture was taker
only a few weeks before his death when he signed a two-year contrad
with Lum & Abner calling for $355,000 for radio time and their services
five nights weekly on NBC-Blue. At left is Albert D. Lasker, presidenl
of Lord & Thomas, with Norris Goff (Abner) and Chester Lauck (Lum)
in the center. The Sept. 25 Lum & Abner program was cancelled in
favor
an organ program of Mr. Horlick's favorite melodies dedicatee
to his ofmemory.
HOFFMAN BEVERAGE Co., Newark, has placed its entire account
with
born Batten,
Inc., NewBarton,
York. Durstine & OsMURINE Co., Chicago (eye lotion)
has transferred its account to Vanderbie & Ru-jens Inc., Chicago.
NACOR MEDICINE Co., Indianapolis, has named Vanderbie & Rubens
Inc., Chicago, to service its account.
HAMLIN'S WIZARD OIL Co., Chicago, has placed its advertising with
Vanderbie & Rubens Inc., Chicago.
STICKNEY & POOR SPICE Co.,
Boston, is advertising currently through
Badger & Browning Inc., Boston.
HED-AID Corp., Detroit (Hed-Aid
Seltzer & Hed-Aid Tablets) has appointed McCann-Erickson Inc., New
York, to service its account.
BEECH-NUT PACKING Co., New
York, has appointed Newell-Emmett
Co., New York, to handle the advertising of Beech-Nut's
gene, effective
Jan. 1. new
No gum,
plans Oralhave
been formulated as yet.
RACINE SHIRT Co., South Bend,
Ind., makers of a complete line of
work shirts and men's outdoor coats,
has appointed Carter, Jones & Taytising.
lor, South Bend, to handle its adver-

Rise of Radio

Itself

A NEW series, Ten Years in Re
trospect, presenting dramatization
of the outstanding broadcasts
resumes of stirring news events
hit tunes and an outline of th<
progress of broadcasting during
the last decade was inaugurate!
Sept. 21 by NBC. The program
are written by James Costello, o
the NBC continuity staff, and tb
programs commemorate NBC
tenth anniversary, the celebratioi
of which reaches a climax Nov. 15
the date on which the company'
inaugural broadcast was made 1<
years ago. Programs are hearc
Mondays, 9-9:30 p. m. "A Cen
tury of Progress in a Decade o:
Broadcasting" will be an identify
ing cue on each broadcast.

GUARANTEE UNION LIFE INSURANCE Co., Beverly Hills, Cal.,
has appointed Stodel Advertising Co.,
Los Angeles, to handle its national
advertising, including radio.
K
Tests for Nu-Mist
FORSON LABORATORIES Inc.,
New York (Nu-Mist), has selected
CKLW, Detroit-Windsor, for a test
campaign in that territory, beginning Oct. 6 with a weekly quarterhour morning program featuring
Myrtle Ladditt. A Cleveland station will be selected later for a
similar campaign. Kimball, Hubbard & Powell Inc., New York, has
the account.
BROADCASTING

H

HILO,

B

C

HAWAII

KGMB
HONOLULU
, HAWAII
FRED J. HART, PmWtnl and General Mana««t
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, CAUFORNIAN HOTEL
y rear nttUivea COMPANY
.
CONQUEST ALLIANCE
NEW YORK. 519 MADISON AVE.
CHICAGO. 100 N. LaSALLE 5"
• Broadcast

Advertising

RANSCRIPTIONS
,.ELVE stations, including one in
exico. have subscribed to the World
anscription library during the last
weeks, according to announcement
Dt °9 bv WBS. New affiliates are
JW KWBG. KRLH. WRLC, KID.
MO. KGT, KUJ. KVOS. KPG,
HDF, and XEW, Mexico City.
EW clients have been announced by
ABC for its Thesaurus transcription
iorarv as follows: WDEY. KTHS,
YOS. KGXC. KGKY; CKOV, KeB. C. ; Radio Xacional, Rio
jwna,
1? Janeiro.
jERALD King, president of Standl-d Radio Inc.. transcription comuny, and former manager of KFWB,
> Angeles, this month plans to be_jn a tour of the country which will
Ike in practically every station.
Co.. new
RECORDING
ORGAN
Kuscription concern, established at
: Mills Bldg., San Francisco, start! functioning in September under diction of J. C. Morgan, program
ianager of KSFO. that city. Morgan
fill continue his KSFO affiliation,
crating the policies of the new conrn which will be managed by Walter
"bite.
Mrs.dramati
Lucy cCuddy,
inions,
chargeis
KSFO
product
reduction manager of the firm, which
'ill specialize in instantaneous and
pocess recording and do laboratory
id syndicate work as well as build
lows to order. Recording equipment
fr the new concern was manufacby
sco. tured the Techna Corp.. San FranSTANDARD RADIO Inc.. Holly'iood, announces Organ Treasures,
'■ library-type group of 200 selections
" I)cal
om the
domain, combinations,
using organ.
and public
instrumental
special $80,000 Kimball organ.
•need for broadcast purposes, was
sed in the recording.
'ALTER WHITE, onetime NBC
mouncer-producer in San Francisco.
nh Sept. 20 was appointed sales rep. sentative of Earnshaw Radio Prolctions. Hollywood, in Xorthern CalirniiL and the Pacific Xorthwest. He
mil open an office in San Francisco
: October.
tERBERT WITHERSPOOX. formerly on the sales staff of Associated
inema Studios. Hollywood transcripon firm, has joined the sales force
MacGregor & Sollie Inc.. Los Angles, and is traveling through the
exas area.
L U. McIXTOSH & Associates, Los
"ingeles program-transcription group,
is purchased the productions of Ra0 Release Ltd. with all sales rights.
MERICAX RADIO FEATURES,
os Angeles, on Oct. 1 will move to
pw quarters at 5658 Wilshire Blvd.
L C. Dahlquist, president, left Sept.
5 for a business trip to Chicago and
ew York.
'IPERIAL AEROGRAM Corp. Ltd.,
(is been formed at 5610 Hollywood
Ivd.. Hollywood, with its own reading program studios. Gorgon
Dule, formerly with Imperial Sound
tudios and other concerns, heads the
sw company. Harry Cox, once with
e sales force of KHJ, becomes sales
anager.
. ADIO program division of Walter
uddick Co., Los Angeles, has tran'■ribed two series of 26 half-minute
fograms for the loan and laundry
5iness. The 30 - second dramatized
•mmercials are followed with a halfiuute blank for local station and
ioonsor announcements.
RCHIE JOSEPHSOX. vice-presipnt of the Allied Phonograph & Recxl Mfg. Co., Hollywood transcription
-ocessing and pressing plant, resigned
1 September and on Oct. 1 opened
iices at 6715 Hollywood Blvd. as a
msultant on transcriptions.
LAX GRAF, sales manager of Titan
reductions Inc.. San Francisco tran•ription concern, after a five-months'
isiness trip which took him to many
•ctions of the United States, has re"irned to his office in that city.
!RO
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A STING

AGENCIES
Lingual Politics
A RECORD in the use of
foreign language programs
during the current political
campaign is accredited to
WBNX, New York, on which
the Democratic National
Committee's foreign language
department has purchased
six half hour periods from
11:30 p. m. to midnight,
starting Oct. 5. The time
will be alloted thus: Monday,
Hungarian; Tuesday, German; Wednesday, Italian;
Thursday, German and Polish; Friday, Spanish; Saturday, Jewish. The Republicans previously had booked
regular programs in these
languages starting Sept. 21.
The Democratic Committee's
foreign language division will
also buy time in 12 other
cities for similar programs.

Pepto Mangan Spots
M. J. BREITENBACH Co., New
York (Gude's Pepto Mangan) on
Oct. 5 will start a series of oneminute RCA - Victor transcription
announcements on more than 50
stations from Maine to Minnesota,
to be broadcast three times weekly
during daylight hours until midDecember. On Jan. 4, 1937 the
schedule will be resumed on a
larger list of stations, continuing
until May, terminating at the end
of
Smiththe& account.
French
Inc.,May.
New 'Brooke,
York, placed
ALBERT KIRCHER Co., Chicago
is placing spot announcements for
Mothers Home Life magazine.

Advertisement

SELECTED

FOR
GOP
PROGRAMS
WITH Lord & Thomas of Chicago
placing the William Hard broadcasts on CBS under auspices of
the Republican National Committee, the names of several other
agencies handling G. O. P. time
placements were disclosed for the
first time in latter September with
the booking of several political
talks. Republican radio headquarters decided to use agencies after
the networks had refused to rebate
agency commissions, as in past political campaigns.
Col. Knox's Sept. 30 speech on
NBC-Blue, it was disclosed, was
placed through Erwin, Wasey &
Co., Chicago, while the Oct. 3
speech bv Senator Vandenberg on
NBC-Red will also be handled by
that agency. Hill Blackett, president of Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Inc., Chicago,
whotheis committee
public relations director of
in
charge of radio, had indicated that
his own agency would have no
hand in placing political time.
The New York State Republican
Committee, sponsoring Col. Knox
on a split hookup of 7 NBC-Red
network stations in the state, announced that with its Sept. 28
broadcast from Albany by Col.
Knox it was discontinuing its regular Monday night series but will
place one-time programs with special NBC and CBS hookups hereafter. Brooke, Smith & French
Inc., New York, is the agency.
DISCONTINUANCE of the Radio
Institute of the Audible Arts, conducted by Edward Bernays for
Philco Radio & Television Corp. as
a goodwill builder, was announced
by Philco in September.

Out
In

Here

Chicago

• Some

Random

♦ • ♦
Thoughts,

Most of Which Concern
WGES, WCBD and WSBC
By GENE T. DYER
This is your column, too — so
send along any item you have !

R ADIO'S worst enemy is the newspaper that owns a radio station for
of "showing"
the soletiserspurpose
better
s are a adverthat newspaper
radio!
than
publicity investment
* ^ *

ed a radio merThis writer suggest
chandising idea to a newspaper
publisher (whose newspaper was
operating its own radio station).
"That's a swell idea," said the publisher, "but we can't use it— it
er!"
* our
* newspap
*
might show up
While we're on the subject (and purely without malice, mind you — as this
writer has published his own newspapers) just a bit of sincere disgust
for the newspaper publisher who
"throw in without cost" radio adveron hisspace.
station as an inducementtising
to sell
As this issue goes
to press we salute WEMP, Milwaukee, on its
first birthday and
on the swell job
it has done in its
first year of noice. table public serv-

RIP
VAN

ADVERTISER

• Sound

asleep! Missing

the rich sales opportunities of America's choicest
farm radio audience.

For over eleven years,

endorsement for these listen-

farm and small town listeners have turned to KMA for

ers. You are immediately

the sound, neighborly advice
of Earl May. He is one of
them — their friend. What he
suggests — they buy!
• The mere fact that "Earl's
station"
broadcasts your
sales message is sufficient

• Broadcast

Advertising

accepted as a member

of

this great family of "home
folks" in Iowa, Nebraska,
Kansas and Missouri.
• Now, with our new 488
foot vertical radiator, new
RCA

transmitter and studio

equipment, KMA is the best
farm bet in radio today.

One - fifth of the counties in the
United States buy four-fifths of the
nation's goods — including radio sets.
why notto alloreasoning,
By the
cate same
radio facilities
according
the
number of listeners rather than population without sets?
* * *

WCBD, WGES and WSBC each,
enjoyed by far the greatest Summer business in their_ histories —
and Fall bookings indicate a complete sell-out.* $ ♦
Tempted to discharge an employe
the other
day for athought
mistakeof he'd
made,
we suddenly
the
comment of a certain night editor
to his city editor who demanded
we be fired after we had, as a
copy-boy, sent a front page story
through the pneumatic tube to the
closed society desk instead of to
the composing room: "Why fire
him? He'll never make that mistake again —
next kid
ijj and
3P the
^
Pioneering: Back in 1929 this writer
started an "amateur" program over
KYW (then in Chicago). It proved
a might!"
good listening feature for several
weeks, until the station management
decided amateur talent was not as
"finished" as professional and asked
that we discontinue it. Times have
indeed changed!
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
(All times EST unless otherwise specified)
ANNOUNCEMENT
On

October

5, 1936,

W-H-L-B

Joins the Arrowhead
group.
voice,

This

new

together

WEBC

and

assures

with

WMFC,

guaranteed

coverage

of a

rich

Tri-State

area.

For

rates, write
Head

the —

of the Lakes

Broadcasting

Ouluth

Co.

Superior

EVERY

New

Business

IODENT CHEMICAL Co., Detroit
(Iodent toothpaste) on Nov. 1 starts
untitled dramatic program on 20
NBC-Red stations, Sun., 11:30 a. m.12
troit.noon. Agency : Maxon Inc., DeSMITH BROS. Co., Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. (cough drops & syrup) on Nov.
15 starts an untitled musical program on 26 NBC-Red network stations. Sun., 1 :30-2 p. m. Agency :
Brown & Tareher Inc., N. Y.
G. WASHINGTON COFFEE REFINING Co., Morris Plains, N. J.,
postponed debut of Uncle Jim's Question Box to Sept. 26, Sat., 7:30-8
p. m., on special NBC network.
G. KRIJEGER BREWING Co.,
Newark (canned beer & ale) on Sept.
28 started The Krueger Musical
Toast on 16 NBC-Red stations, Mon.,
10:30-11 p. m. Agency: The Biow
Co. Inc., N. Y.
BOSTON FOOD PRODUCTS Co.,
Boston (Prudence Foot Products) on
Oct. 2 begins 31 participations in
Gretchen McMullen program on 11
Yankee stations, Fri., a. m. Agency :
Ferry Hanley Co. Inc., N. Y.
RALSTON-PURINA Co., St. Louis,
is placing its NBC-Red Marion Talley series through Gardner Advertising Co., St. Louis, and not handling
it direct as stated in the Aug. 15
Broadcasting.
PROGRESSIVE NATIONAL COMMITTEE, Labor's Non-Partisan
League and the Good Neighbor League
(political group) on Sept. 28 started
Roosevelt Progress, political speeches,
on 36 CBS stations, daily except Sat.
and Sun., 10:30-10:45 p. m., until
Nov. 2.

BROADCAST

ALMOST

NATIONAL

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR Co., Detroit (Cadillac, LaSalle autos) on
Nov. 5 will start LaSalle Style Show
on 45 NBC-Red stations, Thurs.,
4-4 :30 p. m. Agency : MacManus,
John & Adams Inc., Detroit.
WASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Kreml, Musterole, Zemo, etc.)
on Sept. 27 starts Jacob Tarshish,
The Lamplighter on 4 MBS stations,
WOR, WLW, CKLW, WJJD, Sun.,
3-3:15 p. m. ; WOR, WGN, WLW,
CKLW, Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri.,
9:30-9:45 a. m. (CKLW carries program only, Mon., Tues.). Agency:
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y.
FRESH MILK INDUSTRY, Chicago (fresh milk association) on
Sept. 27 starts unannounced program
on 3 MBS stations (WGN, CKLW,
WFIL) Sun., 6:30-7 p. m. Agency:
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago.
REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE, Chicago (political) on
Sept. 14 started Landon Radio Club
on 46 NBC-Red stations, Mon., thru
direct.
Fri., 4 :30-4 :45 p. m. Agency : Placed
DELL PUB. Co., New York
Romances magazine) on Oct.
dramatic series on 6 NBC
and operated stations, Wed.,
p. m. Agency : Lennen &
Inc., N. Y.

(Modern
7 starts
managed
2 - 2 :30
Mitchell

CRUSADERS, New York (political)
on Sept. 17 started Andrew F. Kelley
as Horse Sense Philosopher on varying hours on 7 Mutual stations. Agency : Marschalk & Pratt Inc., N. Y.
LUTHERAN LAYMAN'S LEAGUE,
St. Louis (religious), revised schedule, on Oct. 4 starts Lutheran Hour
on 16 Mutual stations, Sun., 1-1 :30
p. m. ; on Jan. 4 adds KFEL. AVHB.
KHJ, KFRC, KGB, KDB.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory soap) on Sept. 28 started
Captain Tim Healy, the Ivory Reporter on 3 NBC - Blue stations
(WJZ, WBZ-WBZA), Mon., thru
Fri., 9 :45-10 a. m. Agency : Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.
OLDS MOTOR WORKS Co., Lansing, Mich, (autos) on Oct. 17 starts
Irvin S. Cobb & His Paducah Plantation on 64 NBC-Red stations, Sat.,
10 :30-ll p. m. Agency : D. P. Brother
& Co. Inc., Detroit.
ROYAL TYPEWRITER Co., New
York (typewriters) on Sept. 17
started Eddie Dooley on 10 CBS stations, Thurs., Sat., 6:30-6:45 p. m.
Agency : Hanff-Metzger Inc., N. Y.
MODERN FOOD PROCESS Co.,
Philadelphia (Thrivo dog food) on
Oct. 6 starts unannounced program on
8 NBC-Blue stations, Tues., 4:304 :45 p. m. Agency : Clements Co.,
Philadelphia.
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New
York (biscuits) on Oct. 2 starts Twin
Stars on 60 NBC-Blue stations, Fri.,
9 :30-10
son
Inc.,p.N.m. Y.Agency : McCann-Erick-

• Elect your product now to
greater sales with SPOT programs
in this proven Primary Listening
Area, defined by measured ground
wave intensity and dominated by

n
O

ATLANTIC REFINING Co., Philadelphia (petroleum products) on Sept.
29 started Atlantic Sportcast with Ted
Husing on 33 CBS stations, Tues.,
Thurs., Sat., 7 :15-7 :30 p. m. Agency : N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
RADIO CORP. OF
York (institutional)
Magic Key of RCA
stations, Sun., 2-3 p.
& Thomas, N. Y.

>
D
f
O
a
in
<
r
f
«

LOUISVILLE • KY.
CBS BASIC OUTLET
Represented by Edward Petry
Cr Co.

AMERICA, New
on Oct. 4 renews
on 68 NBC-Blue
m. Agency : Lord

RADIO
STATIOn
V

REMINGTON
Inc., Buffs o}'
(typewriters & RAND
office equipment)
Sept.6 renewed The News Comes t
Life on 50 stations (Yankee network
ABC, N. Y. State Broadcasting %4
tem, Michigan network ) Sun., 6:30-,
p.
Leeford Adv. Agenc*
Inc.,m. N.Agency:
Y.
E. I. DuPONT de NEMOURS & G
Inc., New York (chemicals) on Oc
14 renews The Cavalcade of Americ
on 51 CBS stations, Wed., 8-8:3
p. m. Effective Oct. 15 there will t
a repeat for West Coast station
Thurs., 11 :30 p. m.-12 m. Agency
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osbor
Inc., N. Y.
MILES LABORATORIES Inc., Eli
hart, Ind. (Alka-Seltzer) on Nov. 1
renews Uncle Ezra on 35 NBC-Re
stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 7 :15-7 :3
p.
m. Agency : Wade Adv. Agenc:
Chicago.
WARD BAKING Co., New Yor
(Ward bread) on Sept. 15 renewe
News of Youth on 16 CBS station:
Tues., Thurs., Sat., 6:15-6:30 p. n
Agency: Fletcher & Ellis Inc., N. 1
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., Ne
York (Lucky Strike cigarettes) o
Oct. 24 renews Lucky Strike H\
Parade & Sweepstakes on 94 CB
stations,
Sat., 10-11
Lord & Thomas,
N. Y.p. m. A;encv
Network Changes
PET MILK SALES Corp., St. Loui
(canned milk) on Sept. 27 shift"
The Pet Milk Cooking School t.
Tues., Thurs., 11-11 :15 a. m. on CBt
WILDROOT
(hai;
tonic) on Sept.Co.
27 Inc.,
shiftedBuffalo
Judy Star
6 the Charioteers to Thurs., 7 :3'
7 :45 p. m. on CBS.
MALTEX CEREAL Co., Burlingto
Vt., changes title of CBS prograit
Mon., Wed., Fri., 5:30-5:45 p. m., t
Treasure Adventures of Jack Mastert
WILLIAM R. WARNER Co., Nei!
York (Sloan's
Liniment)
Oct. t
shifts
20,000 Years
in Singon Sing
nationwide NBC-Red, Mon., 9-9 :30p.n
MILES LABORATORIES Inc., Eli1
hart, Ind. (Alka-Seltzer) on Oct.
shifts National Barn Dance to Set
9-10 p. m. on the NBC-Blue networl ,

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co
Jersey City (Super Suds) on Sept. 2
shifted The Goose Creek Parson o
CBS from Sun. to Mon., 7:30-7:4
p. m., with repeat at 10 :45 p. n
Wed. and Fri. program rem tins a !
7:30-7:45
10 :45 p. m. p. m., repeat ehai ged a J
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., Ne^
York (Bayer aspirin) on Oct. 7 start
Ethel Barrymore in revival series o
dramatic plays, on 18 NBC-Blue sta
tions, Wed., 8:30-9 p. m.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., Ne\
York (Chase & Sanborn coffee) ox
Sept. 20 started Good Will Court o:60 NBC-Red stations, Sun., 8-9 p. n
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACC(
Co., New York (Chesterfield ciga
rettes) on Sept. 30 featured Nin
Martini on CBS, Wed., 9-9 :30 p. *n I
and beginning Oct. 2 the Friday nigh
CBS dance program will be shifte
to 8:30-9 p. m. with repeat at 11:3'
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., Nev
York
(Dr. Lyon's toothpowder) oj
p.
m. 30
Sept.
named Fannie Brice to re
place Willie & Eugene Howard oi;
the Revue de Paree program, NBC
Blue, Wed., 8-8:30 p. m.

WFLA

STUDIOS
Tflmpfl •
CLEARWATER

SERVING FLORIDA'S CENTER OF POPULATION
.
THE TAMPA
TRADE TERRITORY
6Z0 KC • 5000 Watts Day • 1000 Night - Full Time
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I
DOLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
Fersey City (Palmolive soap) on Sept.
iO added WADC, WIBW, WMAS,
tVIBX, WFEA, WMBD, WNOX,
YDOD, WNAX, WMMN to Comnunity Sing program on CBS, Wed.,
t:30-10 p. m.
30LGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
ersev City ( Palmolive shaving
Team) on Sept. 30 added WADC,
VIBW, WMAS, WIBX, WFEA,
VMBD, WNOX, WDOD, to Gang
lusters on CBS, Wed., 10-10:30
>. m.
|CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden
tomato juice) on Sept. 30 added
VOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, to CBS
ietwork, Wed., 8:30-9 p. m.
?RISTOL-MYERS
Co., New York
Ipana. Sal Hepatica) on Oct. 7 reurns Fred Allen to the NBC-Red network, Wed., 9-10 p. m.
1EALTH PRODUCTS Corp., Newrk (Aspergum, Feenamint) on Sept.
7 shifted Chicago outlet of National
Amateur Hour, on MBS
Sun., 6:30 p. m. from WJJD to WGN.
VANDER Co., Chicago (Ovaltine)
n Oct. 12 enlarges Mutual network
o 13 stations; on Nov. 2 shifts Little
trphan Annie
from NBC-Blue to
« BC-Red Mon. thru Fri.
'RAZY WATER HOTEL Co., Minimal Wells, Tex. (Crazy Water Hotel
: Crazy Water Fizz) on Sept. 28
|dded WOL on MBS, Mon., Wed.,
ri., 1-1 :15 p. m.

'(Orphan Annie' Adds ABC
-WANDER
Co., Chicago (Oval;,jine), which has sponsored Little
hphan Annie, five-weekly juvenile script show, over the NBCHue Network for five-and-a-half
(•ears, is moving the program to
JBC-Red, effective Nov.
2, and
jdding the Affiliated Broadcasting
to. regional network on the same
ihedule beginning Sept. 28. Addiiion of ABC is directly due to time
lixup caused by Chicago's new
'Ime policy, which puts the city on
Jew York time throughout the
winter and out of step with surrounding countryside. This makes
Jie WGN broadcast at 5:45 for
hicago but an hour earlier for
Be greater part of the audience
ving outside the city. Since the
oonsor feels most youngsters are
iat playing until 5:30 or so, it
dded the ABC group, which operates on CST.
Agency is Blackettample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.

Irvin Cobb for Olds
LDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing,
[ich. (Oldsmobile cars), division
' General Motors, will launch its
pt network program in over a
ear on Oct. 17 through 64 NBCed network stations, Saturdays,
):30-ll p. m. WJIM, Lansing,
ich., an independent station, is
eluded in the network for the
mvenience of Oldsmobile executes and employes living there,
he program will originate from
1BC studios in Hollywood with
■vin S. Cobb & His Paducah Plan■tion providing entertainment,
he broadcast is contracted for 26
eeks through D. P. Brothers &
o. Inc., Detroit.
Tremendous Crowds Continue
To Flock To The WJBY
Barn Dance. Over 2500 Paid
| 25c Each To See WJBY Barn
Dance Sept. 7. Positive Proof
of Local Popularity.
WJBY -Gadsden, Alabama

RO ADC ASTING

NAME
AMOS' BABY
Huge Contest Being Planned
By Pepsodent Co.
PLANS for a new Pepsodent contest in which listeners to Amos V
Andy will be asked to help Amos
and his wife Ruby name their new
baby (all in the story) are being
prepared at Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
No announcement regarding details has yet been made, but it is
reliably reported that contest will
be launched in late October, when
the infant will arrive on the scene ;
that carton tops will be called for
along with entries; that the prizes
will total thousands of dollars;
and that more than a million
names are expected to be entered.
The agency tried to keep the
news from leaking out until everything was set, but the story broke
when a Chicago radio editor got
a glimpse of a proof of an advertisement to run in a drug trade
paper announcing the contest to
retail druggists.
WDBJ Dedicates 5 kw.
WITH the special Virginia Network broadcast of the Virginia
Military Institute-Wofford football
game Sept. 19, WDBJ, Roanoke,
inaugurated its new 5,000-watt
RCA high-fidelity transmitter with
local dedicatory programs and with
a program saluting it from CBS.
A special transcription talk by
Percy L. Deutch, WBS president,
was also carried. The installation,
one of the most modern in the
South, was supervised by J. W.
Robertson, construction engineerRobert Avery, chief engineer, and
H. D. , Albrecht, RCA engineer.
WDBJ's staff now comprises 17
members, with Ray P. Jordan as
manager; Frank Kesler. commercial manager; Hayden Huddleston,
studio director; Paul Reynolds,
Marvin Naff, Jack Weldon and
Robert Youse, announcers; Keith
Webster, Roy Melcher and Irving
Sharp, control operators: Mrs.
Mary Henson, music director.
TIDE WATER OIL Co., New York
(Tydol) is renewing its current
campaign on a small list of stations. The schedule includes program on WFBR, Baltimore; Transradio news broadcasts on WOR,
Newark; program on WORK, York,
Pa.; sports series on WGY. Schenectady. Lennen & Mitchell Inc.,
New York, is agency.

7

out

of 10

Listeners
BUFFALO
tune

WOR's Recording Service
STARTING with recordings of the
Crazy Water Hotel account on
MBS, which will shortly be placed
on other stations by Luckey Bowman Inc., New York agency, WOR,
Newark, is now offering recording
services on instantaneous wax discs
to its advertisers, agencies, etc.
The recording apparatus, built to
WOR specifications, was purchased
from Presto Recording Co., New
York, and Audax Co., New York.
In addition to supplying the needs
of clients, the new equipment will
be used to make sound effects recordings for the station's files.
Folger's Sixth Year
J. A. FOLGER & Co., Kansas
City (coffee), on Oct. 12 starts
its Judy and Jane serial on its
sixth year of broadcasting. Program is transcribed and will be
broadcast from 1:45 to 2 p. m.,
Mondays thru Fridays, on 11 stations from Minneapolis to the
Rockies, territory in which the
company operates. Agency is
Blackett
Chicago. - Sample - Hummert Inc.,

Flour Company's Spots
STANDARD MILLING Co., New
York, through Benton & Bowles
Inc., New York agency, on Sept.
21 launched a series of one-minute
transcriptions on 13 stations to run
once each day five days weekly
until
Oct. 15.
For Hecker's
Flour,
it
is using
WMCA,
WHN, WNEW,
WBEN and WFBL. For Ceresota
Flour, it is using WMAS, WFIL,
WKBN, WBRE, WBBM, WEAN
and WGN. For Aristos Flour, it
is using KWK.
BIGELOW - SANFORD CARPET
Co., New York (rugs & carpets),
on Oct. 6 will expand its WOR
Hollywood Home Recipes program
to include WLW, Tuesdays, 9:4510 a. York
m. Newell-Emmett
Co., Inc.,
New
is agency.

Covering

naval stores, tobacco and
cotton markets with the
cream of local and CBS
presentations !
"Georgia's Seaport"

Anti-New Deal Talks
NATIONAL Jeffersonian Democrats, New York, anti-New Deal
political organization, through Publicity Associates Inc., New York,
has arranged with NBC for a
series of ten quarter-hour evening
programs twice weekly. This i?
the first radio effort to be launched
by this organization. Its first
speaker will be former Supreme
Coux-t Judge Daniel Cohalan.

MONTANA

rich shipping,

WTOC
SAVANNAH, GEORGIA
1260 KC
National Representative
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

COMES

BACK

U. S. Bureau
figures

the

show

boom

year

1935

sales

68%

over

of Census
1935

a

in Montana.
increased

1933.

1935 payrolls increased
57% over 1933.
1935 full time employees increased 60% over
1933.
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Ready

for Technical
Hearings
(Continued from page 12)

lawyer and John W. Kendall,
Seattle attorney, also represented
the group which sought to protect
their interests.
Plans of Networks
•
NETWORK
appearances were
filed by Duke M. Patrick on behalf
of CBS and P. J. Hennessey Jr.,
for NBC. President Paley of CBS
was in Washington Sept. 24 presumably in connection with the
hearings, and it was indicated he
would appear for CBS. The CBS
attitude is one generally in opposition to superpower and passively
that of opposition to the hearing
itself. It feels that out of such
a hearing may come requirements

*

*

★

WNOX
Has

an auditorium

seat-

ing 800 persons and
sidewalk studios in its
new

five-story
Headquarters

at

110 So. Gay St.
KNOXVILLE, TENTV.

wxox

for tremendous new investments in
broadcasting plant and equipment
which might retard the development of television. Evidently, the
CBS attitude is that television is
destined to make its appearance
in the not very distant future and
that it wants to be prepared.
NBC, on the other hand, made
its plans for the hearings weeks
ago. It is rather definite that
President Lohr will testify on
general policy. Technical testimony, it is understood, will be
presented by Dr. C. B. Jolliffe.
RCA engineering head and former
FCC chief engineer; C. W. Horn,
NBC development and research
engineer, who will report on propagation and coverage, and Karl
S. Van Dyck, RCA engineering
expert on receiving set characteristics and their relationship to allocations. NBC definitely favors
superpower and retention of clear
channels strategically located.
Only NARBS, among all of the
appearances, pregroups sentedfiling
an outline of the proposals
it would espouse. Paul D. P.
Spearman, former FCC general
counsel, as counsel for this regional group, first presented a proposal, which in brief would_ accomplish the purpose of eliminating clear channels as such, and
permit duplication on them; restrict power to a maximum of
50,000 watts; permit power up to
5,000 watts day and night on regional, and finally to eliminate
the restrictions on Canadianshared channels limiting American

stations less than 500 miles from
the Canadian border to 250 watts
power at night and 500 watts day.
In his original letter filed Sept.
15, Mr. Spearman said that at
least two and not more than four
witnesses would appear, and he
estimated that not more than 10
hours would be consumed for direct testimony. This was more
time than any other group requested. As engineering counsel,
NARBS has retained Dr. Greenleaf Whittier Pickard, of Boston,
Paul Godley, and John A. Barron.
It is presumed that Dr. Pickard,
will present the chief engineering
case for the group.
Proposed Changes
IN HIS letter, Mr. Spearman said
his group proposed two sets of
amendments to the FCC's rules
and regulations, one to permit regionals to operate with 5 kw. at
night and the other to permit the
simultaneous operation of more
than one station on clear channels.
His group, he said, favors retention of the present limit of 50 kw.
for stations on clear channels, and
therefore offered no amendment in
this respect.
"Since it is understood that some
others who will testify at the
hearings propose to change the
present rules so as to permit stations operating on clear channels
to operate with more than 50 kw.
power, and since the Association
which I represent has not been
made acquainted with the change
desired in the present rules and
regulations, the NARBS respectfully requests that it be permitted
to introduce evidence on said proposal after the proponents have
made their showing to the Commission," he wrote.
On Sept. 24, however, Mr.
Spearman filed with the FCC an
amendment to the original appearance, declaring that it was in
"rough draft" form. In a note
supplementing the suggested
amendments, he said:
"The purpose in proposing the
amendment to Rule 123 is to delete
the present provision in Paragraph 123 which precludes the
operation of regional stations located less than 500 miles from the
Canadian border with more than
250 watts power at night and
precludes their operating with
more than 500 watts during daytime. The proposed amendment
would not prevent the operation of
regional stations operating on Ca-

(UP)
THE

TRADE
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ACCURACY,
Present

national

and

re-
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minimum powers which they arc'
At its meeting on Sept. 22, JfiJ
now
to."
FCC held
Broadcast
Division deniecj
the petition filed by NARBS seek J
ing to have the status quo retainec
as to regional station grants un i
til such time as new
rules an(
regulations are promulgated a<
a result of the hearings.
A final meeting of counsel, en !
gineers and members of the execu
tive committee
of NARBS ha:
been called by Chairman Shepan
in Washington for Oct. 4 on thi!
eve of the hearings. Additiona
stations which
have joined thi
group since publication of the lis
in the last issue of Broadcastim j
are KMO, WDOD, WFBM, WSFA
WTCN,
WDAY,
KMA, WDBO
WGBI,
KPOF,
WAWZ, KTRH
KWK,
WKRC,
WEEI, KDYL
KPRC,
WSBT,
WFBR, WAAF
KVI,WJDX,KFEL,WDAE,WROK
WKRC,
owned
by CBS, an'
WEEI, operated by it under leas^
joined the organization Sept. 1C
At that time Edward Klaubei
executive vice president of CBS
informed Mr. Shepard that the;]
should share in the expense, bu
that he wished to emphasize tha
CBS is in no sense to be bound b
the findings or the actions of thi
organization "but is to be free tj
take whatever
position
it ma
deem
wise
in the approachin I
hearings before the FCC on si
The ClearandChannel
in it!
questions'
kindredGroup,
perpower
appearance
filed
by Louis (
Caldwell, Washington attorney, a
counsel, declared it would hav
seven
witnesses — three
of thei :
one hour each and four utilizin
one half -hour
each. Joseph I
Chambers, of the firm of McNar
& Chambers, has been retained t
present the engineering case. St£
tions in the group are KFI, WBAI
WFAA,
WGN,
WHAM, WHAS
WHO, WLS. WLW, WOAI, WSI
WSM and WWL. The group held
meeting in Chicago Sept. 21 fc
consideration of their case. Swag
er Sherley, Washington attorne;
also will appear for the group.
In addition to the groups a;
ready mentioned, such organiz.
tions as Radio Manufacturers A;
sociation, Westinghouse, Generi
Electric, Hearst Radio Inc., Ns
tional Association of Education;
Broadcasters, and National Con
mittee on Education by Radio ha\
asked for opportunity to appeal
Individual lawyers also have file
appearances for certain of the.
station clients, while a number c
individuals, including former R;
dio Commissioner Harold A. L;
fount, and Edgar Felix, consul
ing engineer, also requested oj
portunity to be heard.
WITH an enrollment of 66 sty
dents, the University of Californf
extension division's first San Frai
cisco class in radio continuit
writing got under way Sept. 1
with Andrew C. Love, NBC coi
tinuity editor, in charge.
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Atlantic's Football
(Continued from page 20)
■0,000-mile Toms River Road
1st, and three short, but promint notations at the bottom of
e advertisement calling attention
Atlantic White Flash — "the
ig distance, clean burning mor fuel"; Atlantic motor oil —
lm-strength three times greater
an average" and Atlantic lubri;tion — "the right lubricant to the
at the right time".
jht place
The larger space is to be augjnted by a series of advertise?nts which will be placed in pars published in the home loca>ns of radio stations carrying
e football games. Copy will call
tention to the week's broadcasts,
lis medium will give a complete
nedule of the home gridiron
im. Copy will be placed in ample
ae to inform the public of each
oadcast.
The Ted Husing show will feare interesting sidelights on the
•rid of sport. Leading sports?n will be interviewed. In ad;ion a prediction of football
me results will be given. This
11 be supported by a series of
advertisements in cities where
|b program will be heard over a
-•al Columbia station.
The Football Forecast Sheet will
pushed by a series of mediumed advertisements. This space
11 run in 258 papers located
.-oughout the Atlantic trading
ea.
All stations carrying the Atitic Refining programs ai-e genpusly supporting the periods by
series of announcements inserted
roughout each day at the disetion of the station involved.
Telling Motorists

•ME 400,000 leaflets containing
nplete schedules of all games
be broadcast will be distributed
te through the more than 17,000
lantic retail outlets. These
ndouts will be given to customs at service stations. Two
oi*s are used — red and blue. On
; front cover appears the title —
tlantic Present s — Football's
eatest Show". A half-million
itball schedules of all collegiate
mes to be played throughout the
intry will also be distributed.
Through a cooperative arrange|nt with WINS, New York, 300
qpes will carry placards advering the play-by-play Atlantic
>adcasts.
At all company service stations,
!4-sheet poster will be displayed.
ie poster contains three panels,
fe devoted to the "Atlantic Play•play Broadcasts",
another to
■ "Atlantic - Ted Husing Show"
H the third to the "Atlantic
otball Forecast Sheet".
Pyer the door of each service
tion will be placed a sign in
form of a football bearing1 the
rds, "Atlantic Football Headarters". Theme of all advertis* |
and the
promotional
material
jttend
football games,
but is:if

BIG SPORTS CAST — Here are some of the men behind the microphone
who bring Associated Oil Co. of California broadcasts of Pacific Coast
football games and other sports events to western fans each year. Shown
are 11 Associated sports announcers who met in San Francisco Sept. 14
and 15, in an announcers' conference to prepare for Associated's eleventh
year of football broadcasting. Standing (left to right) : Phil Ray, Oakland; Ralph Rogers, Spokane; Doug Montell, San Francisco; Hal Wolf,
Seattle; Ark Kirkham, Portland and Seattle; John Carpenter, Spokane;
Ernie Smith, San Francisco. Seated (left to right): Ken Stuart, San
Francisco; Rollie Truitt, Portland; Harold R. Deal, Associated's advertising and sales promotion manager; Frank Bull, Los Angeles, and
Harry Lantry, Spokane, all experienced grid announcers.

10 trained football
only about
ators in the country
comment
worthy of consideration for a
show of such magnitude. The entire East was scoured. After selections were made, all appointees
were called into Philadelphia for
a two-day meeting. A trip through
the Atlantic plant was made. _ A
comprehensive course of training
was conducted by Quailey. Feature of the gathering was a party
Arcadia — The Instaged at the
ternational Restaurant — Quaker
City's swankiest nitery. It was attended by leading sports writers,
the announcers, football luminaries, officials of The Atlantic
Refining Company, representatives
and officials by N. W. Ayer &
and radio commentators.
Son, Inc.,
than 70 in all were there.
More

$500,000
a DAY!

the programs. Periodic news releases are being sent out to keep
newspapers and magazines informed of the features. These releases are receiving unprecedented
acceptance. Principal reason is the
broadcasts, because of the commercial-college tieups, are news.
Thousands of dealer bulletins
are being distributed. These publications give a complete picture
of the radio story. Dealers are
urged
to "talk
up" theusecampaign.
Broadsides
for dealer
are also
being given out.
For Atlantic Salesmen
BELIEVING that the salesman is
the backbone of any campaign, Atlantic has not failed to see that
their representatives are well informed about the radio shows.
Three pages in an elaborate sales
manual are devoted to the programs. The manuals are seen both
by dealers and prospects.
Newspaper copy and promotional
material, radio programs and negotiations with colleges and universities have been effected by N.
W. Ayer and Son Inc.
Outstanding in the campaign is
the network system adopted. By
forming a series of independent
chains it has been possible to give
radio coverage to the games that
would be impossible, because of
mechanical reasons, if the three
principal networks were used. The
chief station hookups are located

in New

York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, North Carolina, the New
England States, Delaware, New
Jersey, Maryland, and Georgia. In
many cases, CBS stations will feed
NBC stations the play - by - play
descriptions and vice versa.
Ted years,
Husing'shas"eyes"
for Les
the Quailey,
last eight
been
employed to head the staff of 20
or more announcers and observers
who will cover the football games.
One of the most difficult tasks
was the selection of the announcers. It is estimated that there are

The east texas oil wells
alone produce over a half milplenty lion
of dollars
moneya inday.
East There's
Texas.
Get a share by selecting KFRO
as your spokesman — it wields a
mighty voice. Send for "The
Story of KFRO".
IKFRO
"VOICE
OF LONGVIEW"
L0NGVIEW.
TEXAS

No. 1 Of A Series On
The New York Market!

YORKVILLE — less than one square mile in area this section
has a population larger than the city of Duluth, Minn.
SIMILAR communities exist
throughout the metropolitan area
YORKVILLE is the most picturesque of In
Newit are
Yorkconcent
City'srated
Gercomprising a total of 884,062 German colony.
man speaking people, larger than
101,690 people with an average famthe population of Leipsig, Germany.
ily expenditure of $2,461 per year.
Of clannish temperament they lisBut that doesn't tell half the story of
ten to programs in their native lanNew York City's Teutonic population!
guage daily on WBNX!
WBNX covers this market with 41 German language programs per week.
WBNX Programs Are Based On
Full Staff For Foreign LanPopulation Characteristics.
guage Productions Available.

i can't go out and root personV, listen to the Atlantic playplay descriptive broadcasts."
in intensive publicity campaign
being carried on in support of

OF YOUR

Roosevelt v. Landon
Yale v. Harvard
Lewis v. Green
'NEWS
your best bet this fall.
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FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS
(Broadcast

—

—

—

Decisions . . .
SEPTEMBER 15
KTSM, El Paso — Granted extension
temp. auth. carry WDAH programs.
KMA, Shenandoah, la. — Granted extension temp. auth. unltd.
SEPTEMBER 22
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
KRGV, Weslaco, Tex. — CP vert, radiator, increase 500 w to 1 kw.
Minn. — CP increase
100WMFG,
to 250 Hibbing,
w D.
250WMIN,
w D. St. Paul — CP increase 100 to
WLBL, Stevens Point, Wis. — CP increase
2Yz to 5 kw, spec. D hours to D, move
locally.
KVOA, Tucson, Ariz. — Modif. CP vert,
radiator, increase 500 w to 1 kw.
KDNC, J_,ewistown, Mont. — Modif. CP
move trans., increase 100 to 250 w D.
KCMO, Kansas City — License for CP
1370 kc 100 w spec.
KERN, Bakerstield, Cal. — License for
CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; granted assignment license from Bee Bakerstield Brdcstg.
Co. to McClatchy Brdcstg. Co.
WOWO, Fort Wayne — Modif. license
from Main Auto Supply Co. to Westinghouse Radio Station Inc.
KOIL, Council Bluffs, la. — Modif. license change studio to Omaha.
WXYZ, Detroit— Modif. license to KingTrendle Brdcstg. Corp. ; WOOD - WASH,
Grand Rapids — Same.
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va. — Modif. license from A. M. Rowe Inc. to Monongahela Valley Brdcstg. Co.
WJSV, Alexandria, Va. — Modif. license
change main studio to Washington, D. C.
WHBI, Newark — Modif. license use aux.
trans, as main.
KYOS, Merced, Cal. — Modif. CP new
equip.
WEEI, Boston — VoL assign. CP to WEEI
Brdcstg. Co.
KPDN, Pampa, Tex. — Vol. assign, license Pampa Daily News Inc. to R. C.
Hoiles.
WTAD, Quincy, 111.— Amended CP trans,
site, new equip., vert, radiator.
KECA, Los Angeles — License for CP
1430 kc 1 kw N 5 kw D unltd.
W9XJL, Superior, Wis. — License for CP
high-freq. 80 w.
newWAML.
trans. Laurel, Miss. — CP trans, site,
WMAL, Washington — Modif. license aux.
trans, to 250 w N & D.
WEOA, Evansville, Ind. — CP change
equip., increase 100 to 250 w D.
WOCL, Jamestown, N. Y. — CP new
equip.
W1XEQ, New Bedford, Mass — License
for CP high-freq. 100 w.
W3XES, Baltimore — License for CP
high-freq. 300 w.
W4XBW, Chattanooga — License for CP
high-freq. 100 w.
W3XEY, Baltimore — Same.
W4XCA, Memphis — Same except 250 w.
KMLB, Monroe, La. — Auth. amend CP
in docket increase 100 to 250 w D.
WCHV, Charlottesville, Va. — Auth.
transfer control of Community Brdcstg.
Corp., licensee, from W. B. Brown to
present stockholders.
WEBC, Superior, Wis. — Modif. license
move studio to Spaulding Hotel, Duluth.
WSGN, Birmingham — CP new equip.
WSBT, South Bend, Ind.— CP new trans.
KCMC,
Texarkana, Ark. — CP new trans.,
vert,
antenna.
KJBS, San Francisco — Amended CP new
vert, radiator move trans., studio locally.
WMBC, Detroit — Modif. CP re equip.,
completion.
WJAR,
for aux. Providence — CP move old trans,
KGFI, Corpus Christi, Tex. — CP trans,
site vert, antenna.
KFJM, Grand Forks, N. D. — Modif. CP
re equip., move trans., approve vert, antenna.
KUOA, Fayetteville, Ark. — Modif. license
change studio to campus John Brown U.,
Siloam Springs.
WCLO, Janesville, Wis. — License for CP
move trans., new antenna.
WKRC, Cincinnati — Modif. CP re equip.
KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash. — CP change
equip.
KGVO, Missoula, Mont. — CP change
equip.
WGR, Buffalo — CP vert, radiator, new
equip., increase 1 to 5 kw D.
KPLT, Paris, Tex. — Modif. CP trans.,
studio sites, equip., vert, radiator.
KHUB, Watson ville, Cal. — Modif. CP
trans., studio sites, vert, radiator.
WAVE, Louisville — License for CP new
trans.
Page
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COMMISSION

Division)

TO

SEPTEMBER
29, INCLUSIVE ^—
—
—
NEW, C. W. Corkhill. Sioux City, la.,
bus, CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd. ; KSLI
amended CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
Salem, Ore., CP new equip., increa I
Chauncey W. Hammond, Oakland, Cal.,
height vert, radiator, change 1370 to 12 1
kc, increase 100 to 250 w ; WAPO, Cha 1
amended CP 1280 kc 1 kw unltd. ; NEW,
tanooga, modif. CP move studio locall i
John E. Fetzer, Benton Harbor, Mich.,
amended CP 1500 kc 100 w D ; NEW,
new equip., change 1420 to 1200 kc, ill
Courier - Post Pub. Co., Hannibal, Mo.,
crease to 100 w 250 w D unltd.; WlXB:j
amended CP 1310 kc 100 w 250 w D
Waterbury, Conn., CP booster station; 1
unltd. ; WBNO, New Orleans, vol. assign,
KALB, Alexandria, La., amended modi I
license to Pelican State Brdcstg. Co. ; license change 1420 to 1210 kc, increarl
to unltd.; NEW. Auburn Pub. Co., Ail
WHAS, Louisville, amended CP increase
to 500 kw unltd. ; WCOL, Columbus, CP
burn,
N. Y., CP in docket, amended 1 1
trans, site.
change equip., increase D to 250 w ; NEW,
U. S. Brdcstg. Co.. Toledo, CP 1200 kc
WELL New Haven — Temp. auth. ope i]
100 w D ; NEW, R. Lacy, J. R. Curtis,
ate LS to 8 p. m. 250 w for special pr I
Lufkin, Tex., CP 1310 kc 100 w D ; NEW,
Loyal K. King, Pasadena, CP 1480 kc 250
The following were denied as in d> 1
grams.
fault :
w D ; WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, modif. license
spec, to unltd. ; NEW, Columbia Radio
Co. Inc., Columbia, S. C, CP 1200 kc 100
kwWDNC,
unltd. Durham, N. C. — CP 590 kc J
w unltd. ; WBIG, Greensboro, N. C, exp.
WHBI, Newark — Modif. lie. 1250 kc
auth. increase N 500 w to 1 kw ; NEW,
kw 5 kw LS Sh.-WNEW.
Bay State Brdcstg. Corp., Providence,
NEW, Orrin P. Kilbourn, Albany, N. Tj|
R. I., CP 720 kc 1 kw D ltd.; WMBR,
— CP 1240 kc 250 w unltd.
Jacksonville, Fla.. CP new equip., change
1370 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd. to 1120 kc
NEW, C. F. Gaarenstroom, Fairmon I
Minn. — CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w LS unit I
1 kw unltd. ; KNX, Los Angeles, amended
CP move studio locally, increase 50 to 500
RETIRED TO CLOSED FILES:
kw; KGFW, Kearney, Neb., amended CP
move trans., studio to Omaha; WLAC,
KCMC, Texarkana, Ark. — CP chang I
Nashville, CP new equip., vert, radiator,
equip.
increase 5 to 50 kw ; WBZA, Boston, CP
WJAY,
Cleveland — CP new equip., mo\ 1
trans.
move trans, locally, studio to Springfield,
new equip., directional, change 990 to 550
RATIFICATIONS:
kc, change time from 1 kw N & D when
synchronized with WBZ to unltd. ; WOAI,
KNEC-W7XBK, Tacoma, Wash. — Gran I
San Antonio, CP move trans., new aned auth. operate as licensed Sept. 20-27. 1
tenna, increase 50 to 500 kw ; KFBB.
Waukegan,
— Granted
Great Falls, renewal; KRLH, Midland,
useWCBD,
Zion studio
as main, 111.pending
actionaut)o II
Tex., modif. lie. 1420 to 1210 kc ; KOL,
applic.
move
to
Chicago.
Seattle, modif. lie. 1270 to 1040 kc, increase 1kw 5 kw D to 5 kw (en banc) ;
WOKO,
Albany, NAA
N. Y.time
— Granted
auth.
rebroadcast
signals.tem] I
WELL New Haven, modif. lie. 900 to
WIOD-WMBF,
Miami
—
Granted
CP ai I
930 kc, directional, change from D to unprov. trans, site, vert, radiator.
ltd.. 250 w 500 w D ; WAWZ, Zarephath,
N. J., modif. lie. 500 w to 1 kw; WHBL,
The following applic. dismissed wit 1
prejudice — Winona Brdcstg. Co., Winon; I
Sheboygan, Wis., CP new trans., increase
250 w to 1 kw D ; NEW Harold Thomas,
Minn. ; Mankato Brdcstg. Co., Mankati I
Minn. ; Fort Dodge Brdcstg. Co., FoiJ
Pittsfield, Mass., CP 1310 kc 100 w 250 w
Dodge,
la.; Clinton Brdcstg. Co., Clintoi 1
D unltd. ; NEW U. S. Brdcstg. Co., Columla. ; Hastings Brdcstg Co., Hastings, Neb. I
Grand Isle Brdcstg. Co., Grand Islam I
Neb. ; Appleton Brdcstg. Co., Appletoi ■
Wis. ; Wausau Brdcstg. Co., Wausau, WisM
all for new stations.
MISCELLANEOUS — WMEX, Boston, r«I
considered action 7-22-36 granting withoi
hearing CP 1470 kc increase to 5 kw, an
set applic. for hearing because of pre
tests ; WMCA, New York, granted modi
license to 570 kc 1 kw unltd., affirmin
grant 7-2-36, since protests were witt
drawn ; NEW, Escanaba Daily Press Co
Escanaba, Mich., granted request take d<
positions re applic. 1500 kc 100 w D
NEW, R. J. Laubengayer, Salina, Kan i
granted applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW, Journal Co., Milwaukee, grante
petition intervene applic. John C. Loone; i
Milton, Mass. ; NEW, Continental Radi
Co.,
Columbus
& Toledo,
CP ne'
stations
1310 and
1200 applic.
kc respectiveh
100 w, remanded to docket for addition;
testimony; KUMA, Flagstaff, Ariz., gram
ed renewal on regular basis ; WAAB, Borj
ton, denied
reconsideration
setting
applic.
increase 500 waction
to 1 l-15-3~
kw !
for hearing ; KLZ, Denver, granted pet
tion intervene applic. Mile High Radi
Corp., Denver ; NEW, Tribune Printin
Co., Jefferson City, Mo., reconsidered >
Adv. Pub.
Co., 1310
Honolulu,
pet
granted
applic.
kc 100 granted
w D ; NE'ft
tion intervene applic. Fred J. Hart
WISN, Milwaukee, denied reconsideratio
& grant applic. increase 250 w to 1 k'
N, denied oral argument before division
WGAN, Portland, Me., denied dismiss;
applic. Palmer Brdcstg. Syndicate Inc
Portland, and authorized to proceed wit
new station 640 kc 500 w ltd. to KFI, sut \
ject action U. S. Court of Appeals upo
pending appeals ; NEW, Paul R. Heit
meyer, Cheyenne, Wyo., granted dismisss
applic.
Wyoming Radio Corp. for C>
SUN OPERATES RADIO — Rays of the sun were utilized Sept. 25 by
Cheyenne since applicants are same a
Charles G. Abbott, curator of Smithsonian Institution, to operate an
those in Wyoming Radio Educational
Assn., denied an applic. 6-12-36 ; WCHS
amplifier used on a remote setup of WMAL, Washington. Using only
Charleston, W. Va., denied reconsidera
rays of the afternoon sun, Dr. Abbott switched from the battery power
tion & grant without hearing exp. auth
increase 500 w to 1 kw N ; National Asstf
amplifier to power provided by his solar heat engine and the voice of
of Regional Brdcstg. Stations denied peti
James McGrath, WMAL announcer, was heard on the air, the first time
tion asking FCC to maintain present statu
the sun has been harnessed to radio.
on regional stations pending promulgatior
of
new rules as result of hearing set fo i
Dr. Abbott's machine took direct energy of the sun, focused the rays
10-5-36 ; NEW, Pacific Acceptance Corp.
into a small moving stream of black liquid, which became heated to
San Diego, dismissed from docket and re
about 400 degrees centigrade and was passed by tubes through a boiler,
affirmed decision 10-22-35 granting applic
new station 1200 kc 100 w D.
driving a steam engine which in turn generated electricity, which operEffective operation of Rule 981 post
ated the amplifier. Signals from the amplifier were fuzzy, but strong
poned six months to perfect freq. moni
enough to be heard and lasted three minutes although difficulty was
tors for independent measurement of free
experienced when the steam pressure melted solder.
of stations other than those in regula
broadcast band; Rule 1034 (c) postpone
In the photo are (left to right) Dr. Abbott, McGrath, Phillip I. Merryuntil further notice, to be made effectiv
man, NBC operations supervisor in Washington, and Howard Gronberg,
when are
definite
tions
made. allocations to television sta ;
NBC engineer.
WDAE,
Tampa,
1220
kc 1 kw
N 5 Fla.
kw —D License
unltd. for CP
WGST, Atlanta — CP new equip., antenna, move trans., increase 1 to 5 kw D.
WILL,
directional. Urbana, 111. — CP move locally,
KARK, Little Rock— Modif. CP trans,
site, new equip., vert, radiator.
NEW, Hammond-Calumet Brdcstg. Corp.,
Hammond, Ind. — Amended CP 1480 kc 5
kw D only, directional.
WJZ, New York — Temp. auth. aux. antenna.
WTCN,
auth.
temp,Minneapolis
antenna. — Extension temp,
WWVA, Wheeling — Same.
WDBO,
added
750 Orlando,
w N. Fla.— Ext. temp. auth.
WOW, Omaha— Ext. temp. auth. 5 kw N.
WFIL, Philadelphia — Ext. temp. auth.
560 kc 1 kw N pending action on license
applic.
APPLICATIONS DENIED:
WDEV, Waterbury, Vt. — Temp. auth.
680 kc 500 w 15 days.
KSOO, Sioux Falls, S. D.— Temp. auth.
500 w 2% kw LS unltd.
SET FOR HEARING: NEW, Howard
A. Miller, Galesburg, 111., CP 1500 kc 100
w spec. ; NEW, Pee Dee Brdcstg. Co.,
Florence, S. C, CP 950 kc 1 kw D ; NEW,
Curtis P. Ritchie, Trinidad, Col., CP 1310
kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Associated Ark.
Newspapers Inc., Hot Springs, Ark., CP
1310 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Homer D.
Banta. Burlington, la., CP 1310 kc 100 w
unltd. ; NEW, George M. Haskins, Hyannis, Mass., CP 1210 kc 100 w 250 w D
unltd. ; NEW, Sioux City Brdcstg. Co.,
Sioux City, la., CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w
D unltd. ; NEW, Clarence C. Dill, Washington, CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd., asks facilities WOL if latter granted 1230 kc ;
NEW, Ernest Edward Ruehlen, Great
Bend, Kan., amended CP 1370 kc 100 w
unltd. : NEW, Continental Radio Co.,
Washington, amended CP 1230 kc 1 kw
unltd. directional ; NEW, Loyal K. King,
Los Angeles, exp. 1530 kc 1 kw unltd. ;
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APPLICATIONS
DISMISSED— WTAG,
Worcester, 580 kc 1 kw unltd. ; KPEC,
ou-=ton. 920 kc 5 kw unltd. ; WORC,
brcester. 1280 kc 1 kw unltd. ; NEW,
W. Birdwell, Johnson City, Tenn., 1370
100 w unltd. ; NEW, Press Co. Inc.,
henectady. 1210 kc 100 w D : WHBF,
ack Island, 111., 1450 kc 1 kw unltd. ;
,_EK. Sterling, Col., 1200 kc 100 w SH ;
tEW, Mid-Missouri Brdcstg. Service, Jefjrson City, 1210 kc 100 w D ; NEW, K.
| G. W. Radio Corp., New York Cits,
'0 kc 1 kw unltd.; NEW, Maxwell,
imcken & Lorick, Augusta, Ga., 610 kc
|0 w 500 w LS unltd.: NEW, Harry J.
>ant, Milwaukee, 1010 kc 250 w 500 w
R unltd. ; NEW, Thomas L. Evans. J. L.
iilligan, Jefferson City, Mo., 920 kc 500
D; NEW, Constitution Pub. Co., At1 iita, 590 kc 1 kw unltd. ; NEW, Ventura
I ;-dcstg.
Co., Harry
Ventura,
Cal., 1210
100
D : NEW,
C. Kipke,
Ann kc
Arbor,
bxh., 630 kc 500 w D ; Peoples Pulpit
tesn.. New York City, auth. transmit
!idge Rutherford
program to XENT,
Juevo Larado, Mex. ; NEW,
Dixie Brd|tg. System, Valdosta, Ga., 1500 kc 100
: D.
CTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS:
NEW, A. W. Hayes. Erie, Pa. — Denied
P 1270 kc 500 w 1 kw LS unltd. direcBnal, sustaining Examiner Dalberg.
NEW, Watertown Brdcstg. Corp.. Wairtown. N. Y.— Denied CP 1270 kc 250
i D. reversing Examiner Dalberg.
I NEW, Pittsburg Brdcstg. Co., Pittsburg,
4m. — Granted CP 790 kc 1 kw D, suslining Examiner Hill.
i NEW, Union Tribune Pub. Co., San
(iego, Cal. — Denied CP 1420 kc 100 w
5 z'O w D unltd., sustaining Examiner
ialker.
NEW, Star-Chronicle Pub. Co., St. Louis
-Granted CP 1250 kc 1 kw unltd., rersing Examiner Hyde.
WIL, St. Louis — Denied CP new equip,
lirectional N) , move trans. locally.
Lange 1200 to 1250 kc. increase 100 w
iilo w D to 1 kw unltd., reversing Exliner Hyde.
IKGKO. Fort Worth — Granted CP (Com.
iise dissenting) new equip., move studio,
ans. 570 kc 250 w 1 kw D unltd., sus„ ining Examiner Arnold.
'NEW, Sioux Falls Brdcst. Assn. Inc.,
,3ux Falls. S. D. — Granted CP 1200 kc
,10 w unltd., sustaining Examiner Hill.
,NEW, Black River Vallev Brdcsts. Inc..
■latertown. N. Y. — Granted CP 1420 kc
jo w 250 w LS unltd., sustaining Ex'niner
NEW. Dalberg.
Johnson & Perrv, Cedar City,
;ah— Granted CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.,
Staining Examiner Hill.
<WHFC, Cicero, 111. — Granted CP new
nip., increase 100 w to 100 w 250 w D
20 kc. spec, sustaining Examiner Dalrg.
<WKBI. Cicero, 111. — Granted modif. li'nse kcincrease
w to 100
w 250 wDal-D
?20
spec., 100
sustaining
Examiner
rg.
:tt'EHS, Cicero, 111. — Same.
'NEW,
Hunt Brdcstg.
Assn., Greenville,
x. — .Remanded
docket further
hearing.
*VCBD, Chicago — Granted modif. license
Sve studio from Waukegan to Chicago,
.'30L. kc.
kw ltd.,
transfer
controlT.
E. 5Moulds,
W. also
F. Moss
& Gene
er
and
E.
M.
Ringwald,
sustaining
Ex.iner Hill.
5RE. Berkeley, Cal. — Granted vol. asm. license to Central Cal. Brdcstrs.
z.. sustaining Examiner HjTde.
ORAL ARGUMENT GRANTED-^Oct.
: Times-Dispatch Pub. Co. Inc., Richnd, Va. Oct. 29: Ventura County Star
!. & Merced Star Pub. Co. Inc., Venta., Cal., KDYL, Salt Lake City ; Nov.
':hSouthwest
Brdcstg.
P. Stuart,
of Prescott,
Ariz., Co.,
KTFI,W. Twin
Falls,
J„ Voice of Marshall Assn., Marshall,
x., Albert Lea Brdcstg. Corp., Albert
a. Minn., Winona Radio Service, Mina, Minn. ; No. 13 : WALR. Zanesville,
Community Brdcstg. Co., Toledo, Earl
eir, St. Petersburg. Fla., Nathan N.
uer, Miami ; Nov. 19: WTJS, Jackson,
fin., WPRO, Providence, Chattanooga
Ldestg. Co., Chattanooga, Dorrance D.
derick. El Paso; Dec. 3: K. K. & A. C.
id, Taft, Cal., Marysville-Yuba City
blishers Inc., Marysville, Cal. ; Fred A.
UNIVERSAL
Velocity
and Carbon
5) Microphones
Universale latest achievement— Ideal for stage use
— Not affected by temperature or humidity — Flat
frequency response curve
from 40 to 10,000 c. p. s.
Output-63 D.B. ; Low Impedance or direct to grid
types. Compact, 2% x i%
in. x \Vz in. thick —
Weight, less than 18 oz. — Head swings to
any desired angle — Beautifully finished In
black enamel and artistic chrome plate —
Ask for new catalog sheet describing
Models BL. BP, BH and CB— List $22.50.
Jniversal Microphone Co.. Ltd.
-124 Warren Lane, Inglewood, Calif., U.S.A.
n
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Baxter, Superior, Wis. ; WJBO, Baton
Rouge, La. ; Dec. 10 : Tulare-Kings Co.
Radio Associates, Vasalia, Cal., J. E.
Brantley et al. Savannah, W. T. Knight
Jr., Savannah, Gulf Coast Brdcstg. Co.,
Corpus Christi, Tex. ; Dec. 17 : Cache Valley Brdcstg. Co., Logan, Utah ; J. T. Bilben & N. G. Barnard, Walker, Minn.
SEPTEMBER 23
KFRO, Long-view, Tex. — Denied rehearing applic. change 1370 to 1210 kc, increase to 100 w 250 w D unltd., instead
of 100 w D only, asking KWEA facilities.
Com. Stewart voted in favor of grant.
NEW, Dudley J. Connolly & Co., ChaV
tanooga — Denied rehearing and review en
banc applic. W. A. Patterson and Dudley J. Connolly & Co. for new station and
denial applic. Dudley J. Connolly & Co.
for CP 1200 kc 100 w D.
Applications . . .
SEPTEMBER 16
NEW, Utica Observer Dispatch Inc.,
Utica, N. Y. — CP 950 kc 1 kw D.
WBNY, Buffalo — Modif. license added
hours, facilities WSVS.
WFBG,
Altoona
— CPw D.
vert, antenna, increase to 100
w 250
WKOK, Sunbury, Pa. — CP new trans.
WFIL, Philadelphia — Modif. CP new
equip., vert, antenna, increase power,
move trans., further asking auth. change
trans, site locally.
KYW, 10
Philadelphia
increase
to 50 kw. — CP change equip.,
KVOO,
Tulsa
crease 25 to 50 —kw.CP change equip., inNEW, Richard M. Casto, Johnson City,
Tenn. — CP 1200 kc 100 w N 250 W D
unltd.
WIOD-WMBF. Miami — CP new antenna,
move trans, locally.
KGFK, Duluth — Modif. CP move station,
to change studio site, antenna.
NEW. Twin Citv Brdcstg. Corp.. Longview,
unltd. Wash. — CP 1500 kc 100 w 250 w D
KVL, J.Seattle
Howard
Ryan.— Vol. assign, license to
KORE, Eugene, Ore. — CP move trans,
studio locally, change equip., antenna.
SEPTEMBER 17
NEW, General Electric Co., Albany — CP
high-freq. 150 w.
WEBR, Buffalo — CP new trans., vertical
antenna.
WHN, New York — Modif. license increase 1-5 kw. to 5 kw D & N.
WRAX, Philadelphia— Modif. license 250
w directional 500 w D to 1 kw D & N
directional.
NEW, Staunton Brdcstg. Co., Staunton,
Va. — CP 1500 kc 100-250 w unltd.
WSAJ, Grove City, Pa. — CP change
equip.
WPEN, Same as WRAX.
WMFR,to Radio
High Point,
C. — Vol.
license
Station N.WMFR
Inc. assign,
J. 250
Leslie
CPNEW,
1390 kc
w D.Doss, Sarasota, Fla.—
NEW, Daily News Corp., St. Paul — CP
630 kc 250 w unltd., amended to 580 kc
1 kw D, change equip., antenna.
KNX, Los Angeles — Modif. license to
Columbia Brdcstg. System of Cal. Inc.
KSFO, San Francisco — Vol. assign, license amended to change name to same as
above.
SEPTEMBER 19
WCAO, Baltimore — License for CP new
aux. trans.
NEW, Central Mich. Radio Co., Mt.
Pleasant — CP 1350 kc 250 w unltd.,
amended to 570 kc.
WJAY, Cleveland — CP move trans, to
Seven Hills, O., install new trans., antenna.
KTEM, Temple, Tex. — Modif. CP change
equip., for approval antenna, trans, site.
WSMB, New Orleans — Modif. license 1
kw re radiation toward Akron.
WSIX, Nashville — License for CP move
trans., studio, install antenna.
NEW, H. W. Wilson, Ben Farmer, Wilson, N. C. — CP 1310 kc 100 w D amended
re antenna, trans.
KGNO, Dodge City, Kan.— License for
CP new equip.
KCMO, Kansas Citv — Vol. assign, license to KCMO Brdcstg. Co.
KFKA, Greeley, Col. — Modif. license 880
to 1450 kc, hours to unltd.
SEPTEMBER 22
NEW, Debs Memorial Radio Fund Inc.,
BrookljTi — CP high-freq. 100 w.
WLBZ, Bangor, Me. — CP new trans.
WNLC, New London, Conn. — License
for CP new station.
GATES

Manufacturer! of

Everything in Speech — Remote—
Transcription and Microphone
Equipment
CATES RADIO & SUPPLY CO.
QUINCY. ILLINOIS
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NEW,
T. wE. unltd.
Kirksey, Waco, Tex. — CP
1330
kc 500
KGNC,
Amarillo,
Tex. — Auth. transfer
control to Gene A. Howe,
CPNEW,
1500 kcService
100 w Life
unltd.Ins. Co., OmahaWOC,
Davenport,
control to B. J. and D.la. —D. Auth.
Palmer.transfer
WJJD,
Chicago
directional antenna N, change
ltd. —toCPunltd.
KFVD, Los Angeles — CP new trans.
KFAC, Los Angeles — CP new trans.
Clarence
A. Berger,
Id. NEW,
— CP 1200
kc 100
w D. Coeur d'Alene,
SEPTEMBER

21

WQDM,
St. studio,
Albans,change
Vt. — Modif.
CP
move
trans.,
freq., new
equip., increase power, change hours, asking equip, changes, move trans.
NEW,
Trentonstations.
— CP
1570
kc 250Trenton
w unltd. Times.
; also booster
WDBJ, Roanoke, Va. — License for CP
new equip., increase power, move trans.,
studio.
Ala. — move
Modif.
CP
newWJRD,
station Tuscaloosa,
to ask new trans.,
trans.,
studio, change antenna.
WDBO. Orlando, Fla.— Modif. CP move
trans., change antenna, increase power,
asking new trans.
WBBZ, Ponca City, Okla. — CP new
equip., change antenna, increase 100 to
250 w D.
WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind. — CP new trans.
WLBF, Kansas City— CP change equip.
KMA, Shenandoah, la. — Modif. license
2%KANS.
to 5 kw.Wichita — License for CP as
modif. new station.
KLS. Oakland. Cal. — CP new trans.
KRNR, Roseburg, Ore. — CP change
equip.,
unltd. increase 100 w to 100 w 250 w D,
SEPTEMBER 24
WNEW, Newark — Modif. license move
studio to 501 Madison Ave.. New York.
WJBR,
C. —completion.
Modif. CP
1420
kc 100Gastonia,
w unltd. N.
extend
WMAZ,
aux.
trans. Macon, Ga. — License for CP
KOVC. Vallev City, N. D.— Vol. assign.
CP to KOVC Inc.
KSCJ. Sioux City, la. — CP new trans.,
increase 1 kw 2% kw D to 1 kw 5 kw D.
KFYR, Bismarck, N. D. — CP change
equip., vert, antenna, move trans, locally.
KROY. Sacramento — Modif. CP 1210 kc
100 w D for new trans., vert, antenna,
change
to 1340 kc, 100 w to 250 w N 1
kw D unltd.
SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER 26
NEW,Pa. —Fayette
town,
CP 1420Brdcstg.
kc 250 wCorp.,
D. UnionWGPC, Albany, Ga. — Modif. CP new
equip., move studio, trans., to request new
trans., antenna change, increase 100 to
250 D, move studio.
WMC, Memphis — License for CP change
equip.,
increase power, change antenna,
trans, site.
KTHS,directional
Hot Springs,
— CP1040newto
trans.,
antenna, Ark.
change
1060 kc unltd., move trans.
KABC, San Antonio — CP new trans.
NEW, forJournal
Waukesha,
License
facsimileCo..station
620 kc Wis.
500 —w
midnight to 6 a. m. on WTMJ trans.
WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind. — Amended to
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
NEW, D. L. Thornton, Centralia &
Chehalis,
Wash. — CP 1500 kc 100 w N
250
w D unltd.
SEPTEMBER

28

newWGNY,
trans. Newburgh, N. Y. — Modif. CP
WBNX, New York — License for CP new
equip,
NEW,etc.John S. Bryan, Douglas Freeman.
Tennant
Petersburg, Va. — CP 1370
kc
100 w Bryan,
D.
Pub. Co., N,
Tulsaamended
— CP 940to
kc NEW,
1 kw World
unltd. directional
5 kw, new trans.
KPLC,tenna,Lake
— CP trans.
vert, anincrease Charles,
D 250 w,La.move
NEW, George H. Payne, San Jose, Cal.
— CP 1010 kc 1 kw unltd., facilities KQW.
SEPTEMBER 29
WMBO,to Auburn,
N. Y. — Auth. transfer
control
Roy L. Albertson.
WHDF, Calumet, Mich. — CP new trans.
WLAP,locally,
Lexington,
Ky. — CP
move trans.,
studio
new equip.,
antenna.
WIBG,
Glenside,
Pa.
—
CP
move
vert, antenna, new trans., increase trans.,
100 w
to 5 kw ltd. LS Chicago.
Worth Co.
— Vol. assign, license
to KTAT,
TarrantFort
Brdcstg.
KTSM, increase
El Paso —D CP250 move
antenna,
w. trans., vert,
Add Examiners' Reports
WJAC, Johnstown, Pa. — Examiner Dalberg recommended (1-290) that applic. increase D to 250 w LS be granted.
(Continued on page 78)
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Sound
Effects
(From Life)

WCAX, Burlington, Vt.— License for CP
new trans.
WSPR,
Springfield,
— Modif. license ltd. LS
WAPI to Mass.
LS KVOO.
WSJS,
Winston-Salem,
N.
CP new
trans., antenna, change 1310 C.to— 1250
kc,
increase 100 w to 1 kw.
— Assign,
license&
to WAGF,
John T.Dothan,
Hubbard,Ala.Julian
C. Smith
Fred C. Moseley, d/b Dothan Brdcstg. Co.
WRBL, Columbus, Ga. — CP new trans.,
antenna, move locally, increase D 100 to
250 w.
KUOA,
Siloam
Springs,
Ark — Modif.
CP
move
trans.,
studio,
new antenna,
increase
power, asking further increase 2% to 5
kw, new trans., added hours.
WTRC, Elkhart, Ind. — License for CP
change equip., increase power, move trans.,
change antenna.
NEW, Waterloo Daily Courier, Waterloo, la. — CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW, Charles J. Pettinger, Indianapolis— CP 1050 kc 5 kw D.
WEW, for
St. CP
Louis
University,
License
change
equip. St. Louis —
KFXD, Nampa, Id.— CP new trans.

Extensive Library —
Approximately 500 effects
Custom - Built Transcriptions
Commercial Plating
Duping and Pressing
Write Us Your Needs
Gennett

Records

(Div. of The Starr Co.)
Richmond, Ind.

CRYSTALS
are recognized the world over
for their Dependability, Output
and Accuracy of Frequency.
All Scientific Radio Service
Crystals are ground to an accuracy of BETTER than .01%.
LOW TEMPERATURE
Supplied
Isolantite
in
550-1500in kc.
band. Air-Gap
Frequencyholders
drift
guaranteed to be "LESS THAN THREE
CYCLES"
per
million
cycles
per
degree
centigrade change in temperature.
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CO-EFFICIENT

CRYSTALS
Two Crystals . S90
Approved

•

— r*Y •

Ave., University

by F.C.C.

Write to Dept. B-I06I
for price list.

Park, Hyattsville, Md.
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NEW, Power City Brdcstg. Corp., Niagara Falls, N. Y., Niagara Falls Gazette
Pub. Co., Niagara Falls. — Exminer Dalberg recommended (1-291) that applic.
Power City Brdcstg. Corp. for 630 kc 250
w Ddenied.
be granted ; applic. Gazette Pub. Co.
be
NEW, Mrs. C. A. S. Heaton, Las Vegas,
Nev. — Examiner Irwin recommended
(1-292)be that
unltd.
denied.applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.— Examiner Irwin
recommended (1-293) that applic. increase
500 w to 1 kw be granted.
Additional

Decisions

WCAP, Asbury Park, N. J. — License for
CP 1280 kc 500 w Sh.— WTNJ, WCAM.
WPRA, Mayaguez, P. R. — Modif. CP
trans., studio sites.
KVI, Tacoma, Wash. — Modif. CP new
equip.
KHQ, Spokane — Modif. CP trans, .site.
KGCX, Wolf Point, Mont.— Modif. CP
re trans.
WSAR, Fall River, Mass. — CP new
equip.
KPRC,
Houston
ton Printing
Corp.— Modif. license to HousRaleigh,
C— Exp. auth. 5
kwWPTF,
directional
spec, N.
hours.
KWKH,
La. — Ext.
auth.
1100 kcShreveport,
unltd. directional
N. spec,
KOOS,
Marshfield,
Ore.
—
Transfer
control to Walter L. Read.
H. KSLM,
B. Read.Salem, Ore. — Transfer control to
WPEN, Philadelphia — Renewal license.
WFBM,
Indianapolis — Renewal license.
WRAX, Philadelphia — Renewal license.
NEW,
Times
Ext.
exp. Tampa
auth. 2%
kw Co.,
LS. Tampa, Fla. —
KQV, Pittsburgh— Operate simul. WSMK
spec, hours.
KDAL, Duluth— Modif. CP re site.
SET FOR HEARING— NEW, Arthur H.
Groghan, Minneapolis ; WLB, Minneapolis ;
WCAL, Northfield, Minn. ; WTCN, Minneapolis ;KWTN, Watertown, S. D. ;
KGDY,
Huron,
S. D.; ;KVOE,
NEW, F.
M. Gleason, Rossville, Ga.
Santa
Ana,
Cal. ; WLMTJ,
Middlesboro, Ky. ; NEW,
C. S. Gooch, Amarillo, Tex. ; NEW, W. E.
Whitmore. Hobbs, N. M. ; NEW, Virgil
V. Evans, Gastonia, N. C. ; NEW, Schuylkill Brdcstg. Co., Pottsville, Pa. ; NEW,
Northwestern Pub. Co., Danville, 111. ;
NEW, Waldo Abbot, Ann Arbor, Mich. ;
NEW,
Central
cil Bluffs,
la. States Brdcstg. Co., Coun-

. . .

SEPTEMBER 29
KELD, El Dorado, Ark. — CP new trans.
KOL, Seattle — CP change equip.
WRDW, Augusta, Ga. — CP move trans,
locally, new antenna.
WRJN, Racine, Wis. — License for CP
1370 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.
KGNO. Dodge City, Kan.— License for
CP 1340 kc 250 w unltd.
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la. — License for
CP
unltd.600 kc 1 kw N directional 5 kw D

BEST BY TEST
Now You Be The Judge
100% shadowgraphed Needles
Your transcriptions are at their best
with the best needles.
Eliminate surface noise by using needles
made to fit the requirements.
STEEL CUTTING NEEDLES FOR
ACETATE.
Playback Needles for all Transcriptions.
Mfg. by
W. H. BAGSH
Lowell, Mass,

GLENN
Consulting

ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS;
NEW, Northern Brdcstg. Co. Inc.,
Wausau, Wis. — Granted CP 1370 kc 100 w
D, reversing Examiner Seward.
WPAR, Parkersburg, W. Va. — Denied
CP increase 100 w to 100 w 250 w D, sustaining Examiner Bramhall.
NEW, C. G. Hill, Geo. D. Walker, Susan
H. Walker, Winston-Salem, N. C. — Granted CP 1250 kc 250 w D, reversing Examiner Walker.
NEW,
Jonas
C—
Granted CP
1200Weiland,
kc 100 wKinston,
250 w DN.unltd.,
sustaining Examiner Walker.
NEW, Navarro Brdcstg. Assn., J. C.
West,
Tex. — Granted
CP
1310 kcpres.,
100 Corsicana,
w D, sustaining
Examiner
Hill.
NEW, Wilton Harvey Pollard, Hunts-

D.

GILL

Radio

Announces
CLYDE
formerly

H.

El 1

Engineer
that

BOND

Chief

Engineer

of
KOL,
is now

Seattle, Washington
associated

with

Gillett organization

the

Sherman

Resigns

FCC

JOHN

M. SHERMAN, FCC radio inspector
in
charge of the St.
Paul - Minneapolis
district, on Sept.
16 became
technical director
of

WTCN, Minneapolis. A graduate
Mr. Sherman
of Carnegie Institute of Technology in 1928, he become a radio
inspector in 1929, and was assigned to St. Paul in 1932. Mr.
Sherman was succeeded as radio
inspector by Carl W. Loeber,
transferred from the Detroit office
of the FCC. Mr. Loeber is a native of Milwaukee and was graduconsin.ated from . the University of Wisville, Ala. — Granted CP 1200 kc 100 w
unltd., sustaining Examiner Seward.
NEW, Jefferson Brdcstg Co., Ormond
O. Black,
— Denied CP 1200pres.,
kc 100Birmingham,
w N 250 w Ala.
D unltd.,
sustaining Examiner Seward.
KRLC, Lewiston, Id. — Granted CP new
equip., move trans., change 1420 to 1390
kc increase
to 250 w unltd., sustaining 100
Examinerw Hyde.
KGFG. Oklahoma City — Granted modif.
license Sh.-KCRC to unltd., 1370 kc 100
w ; auth. transfer control from Hale V.
Davis to Harold V. Hough, sustaining
Examiner Bramhall.
APPLICATIONS DENIED — WHBB.
Selma, Ala., auth. operate unltd. pending
action applic. ; WLEU, Erie, increased
power N 45 days; WIBW, Topeka, 5 kw
midnight to 1 a. m. ; WSMK, Dayton &
KQV, Pittsburgh, auth. operate simul. LS
to midnight; WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C,
auth. unltd. 500 w 1 kw D 1120 kc ;
WEST, Easton, Pa., operate simul.WKBO 30 days ; WKBO, Harrisburg, same.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED — NEW,
Joseph G. Morrow, Oakland, Cal., 1150
kc 250 w LS D; NEW, KLA Inc., LaGrande, Ore., CP 1100 kc 250 w LS D ;
WJBR, Gastonia, N. C, vol. assign, license ;NEW, H. A. Hamilton, Asheville,
N. C, CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW.
Frank F. Airey, Twisp, Wash. ; CP 1220
kc 250 w LS D ; WJBR, Gastonia, N. C,
modif. CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
Additional Applications . . .
SEPTEMBER 30
WBAL, Baltimore — CP directional N,
change hours to unltd.
WJIM,
Lans ing,E. Mich.
cense to Harold
Gross.— Vol. assign, liWPHR, Petersburg, Va. — Modif. license
D to unltd. 500 w.
NEW, W. Va. Newspaper Pub. Co.,
Clarksburg — CP 630 kc 5 kw unltd.,
amended to 1 kw 5 kw D, change site.
WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis. — CP new
trans., increase 1 kw to 1 kw 5 kw D.
NEW, Waterloo-Times Pub. Co., Waterloo, la. — CP special station 1370 kc 100
w D, amended to regular station.
Dr. S. M. Kintner
DR. SAMUEL M. KINTNER, 64,
vice president of the Westinghouse
E. & M. Co. and a pioneer in radio
development, died at his Pittsburgh home Sept. 28. A native of
New Albany, Ind., he was graduated from Purdue in 1894, later becoming assistant to Prof. Fessenden on the faculty of Western University of Pennsylvania. He joined
the Westinghouse research department in 1903. Except for a short
period as general manager and
president of National Sio-nalling
Co., he has served with Westinghouse almost continuously and was
elected assistant vice president in
charge of engineering in 1930. His
widow
survive. and a son, John B. Kintner,

"A"

CUT

CRYSTALS
(Approved by FCC)

With mounting

$50.00

Hollister Crystal Co.
WICHITA, KANSAS
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Triple Sponsorships
A NEW
cooperative campai^.^
over four stations on the Mutual
Network, with three different
sponsors but featuring the same
talent, was announced Sept. 29.
Starting Oct. 5, the series will be
broadcast 1:45 to 2 p. m. over
WOR, Newark, and WAAB, BosJ
ton, with a repeat performance at
2:15-2:30 p. m. for WGN, Chicago,
and WGAR, Cleveland, and will
feature E. V. Meadows, beauty ex,
pert who barnstorms for the sponsors and who will be keyed from
the city in which he happens tc
be at the time. Sponsors are Kesmet Laboratories Inc., on Mondays
and Fridays, through Brooke.
Smith & French Inc., New York;
F. W. Fitch Co., Des Moines (hair
tonics) on Tuesdays, through Ramsey Agency, Davenport, la.; GibV
Wave)
on Wednesd
&manent
Co., Chicago
Per-:
, (Grabri
eleen ays,
through Bertram Reibel Agency
Chicago. The Fitch and Gibbs accounts are for 26 weeks and the
Kesmet Laboratories for 13 weeks
but with two programs per week.

New Rebroadcast Rule
ACCEDING to complaints from li-j
censees and others, the FCC Broad-*
cast Division on Sept. 29 revised 1
its new rules covering internatio^B
al broadcasts of programs so as t<B
obviate the need of procuring aw
special authorization in each suclBJ
instance. All language relating!)
specifically to procurement of sudB
authorizations, contained in th(B
originally revised rule (177.1 andB
177.2) has been revised to accoftiBJ
plish this end. The revised ruliBJ
was made effective retroactive tcl
Sept. 15 when the new rules gov-B
erningthose
all broadcast
services
othe^'B
than
in the regular
broadcast
*
band became operative. [See JuneB
1 Broadcas
nal
rules.] ting for text of origi-B

Fawcett on Yankee
FAWCETT PUBLICATIONS!
Minneapolis
(Modern Mechanixi
Hobbies
and Inventions
magaj
zines), starts Oct. 4 on Yanked
Network a series of weekly evel
ning half-hour broadcasts to in]
elude a dramatized account o|
some scientific or mechanical discovery and a scientific "man on the
street" question - and - answer ses-!]
sion. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryarj
Inc., Chicago.
Household Finance Adds
HOUSEHOLD Finance Corp., Chi
cago
second (personal
network loans)
series, starts
using
NBC-Red

stations (WEAF,

WLW

WMAQ, KYW) for a Sherloc;
Holmes program, Thursdays, 11 :15
11:45 p. m. The company alsi
sponsors Edgar Guest. Charle;
Daniel Frey Co., Chicago, has tht
account.
Ice Institute on CBS
NATIONAL Ice Institute, Chicago
ice dealers association, returns —it>
the air Oct. 20 with a 26-weel
series on 38 CBS stations, Tues
days and Thursdays, 11:45-1!
noon.
Program
is titled
TalksInS<<
Housewives.
Donahue
& Co.
New York, is agency.
• Broadcast

Advertising)

0
0
0
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Blaw-Knox Vertical Radiators in Little America-base of the Byrd Expeditions to the South Pole

STANDARD
At

FROM

POLE

TO

POLE

k5:

From Little America on the south to Alaska in the north, BlawKnox antennas are found serving all types of modern radio
stations. As a pioneer in the industry Blaw-Knox
The tallest Vertical Radiator
Budapest, Hungary).
The

tallest Vertical

Radiator

has furnished :

in the world

(1045 ft.
i

in the United

States.

The first self-supporting Vertical Radiator.
The first "half wave" Vertical Radiator for broadcasting.
The

first Vertical Radiator

erected

atop a building.

The first Vertical Radiator to be used for simultaneous
•1 I
7f= =-

broadcasting

proved

by 2 stations on different frequencies.
5X Vertical Radiators results in greatly
f you plan antenna improvements

coverage
consult Blaw-Knox.

BLAW-KNOX
2038
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Farmers
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Bank

Advertising

COMPANY

Building

■

Pittsburgh,

Pa.
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IN
THE
CONTROL
ROOM
In

Washington

The activities of politics, business
and society are more colorful
than ever before. You will enjoy
Washington
The best in accommodations,
location and smart surroundings
are available at this distinctive
hotel. Write or wire for reservations.

SID PARKS, formerly of KADA,
Ada, Okla., has joined KFRO, Longview, Tex., as news operator, replacing Ralph DuBois, resigned. Edward
Bumpass has been named maintenance engineer.
LARRY ADAMS, Hollywood sound
engineer, has joined the technical division of Associated Cinema transcription studios.
GEORGE SHIELDS, formerly of
WNEW, Newark, has joined the
NBC control staff in New York.
LEONARD LANGE, formerly transmitter operator of KSCJ, Sioux City,
la., has joined WNAX, Yankton, S.
D., with Maurice Mitchell shifted
from control to the WNAX transmitter.
JOHN BOYKIN, graduate of North
Carolina State in electrical engineering, has joined the technical staff of
WPTF, Raleigh, succeeding Arthur
Brimley. who has returned to W VVNC,
Asheviile, N. C, for his health.
PAUL LEAKE has joined KFBK,
Sacramento, as a technician.
NEIL McGINNIS, operator of KSTP,
St. Paul, is the father of a baby girl.
PAUL SCHULZ, chief engineer at
KYA in San Francisco, on Sept. 6.
became the father of a girl.

LAFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SINROO.MQR.
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

graduTORSCH, newly
CHARLES Johns
Hopkins University
ated from
"William E.
and brother-in-law ofGlenn
D. GilPlummer, associate of
engineer,
ing
lett, Washington consult
has joined the broadcast engineering
staff of RCA Victor Co., Camden,
N. J.
GEORGE WILSON, of Cincinnati,
has joined the engineering staff of
WKRC, that city.

Station

Managers

Advertising

Agencies:

To

and

Our field managers have been instructed to visit every radio
station and advertising agency handling radio accounts.
We know that when they arrive in your city, you will want to
have your entire sales organization available to listen to, what
we believe to be, the finest presentation of feature length major
productions to be offered by any producer in the field of electrically transcribed radio programs.
Regardless of the requirements of your clients in the choice of
an entertainment vehicle for their advertising message, we feel
that we can supply just the program to satisfy the desire of the
most exacting buyer.

Why not make this note on your memo pad right now: "Have
Transco field manager give audition when he arrives."

RADIO

TRANSCRIPTION

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE
1509 N . Vine Street
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LTD.

COMPANY
CHICAGO OFFICE
666 Lake Shore Drive

ARTISTS
ENGINEER

6'« 12'

9'x 12'

STUDIO C

OFFICE
7'« 8' \
LIMUSIC
BQARY

8' « IT

I \

21' > 18'

MEN
SE RVICE /

NTRO L

7

WOMEN
CONTINUITY PRODUCTION

PROGRAM

TRANS
CRIPTION

\

CO
9

6' x 12'
STUDIO
LOBBY

V

7'» 10' \
SALES
AUDITION
ELEVATOR

8 « 12'

12' x 20'

Ti 10'
12' « 16'

\
MANAGER
5 ALE 5

SALES

ACCOUNTING

MANAGER

STUDIO A

13' * 14'

12' x 13'
II' x 14'

15x21'
DESIGNED FOR RADIO-LIVING — Here is the new studio-office layo
of WHKC, Columbus,
G » 12' which H. K. Carpenter, vice president of Unit
Broadcasting Co., operating the station, claims is ideal for mediui
sized stations. All studios and offices are easily accessible to the lobt
Sales department, including an audition room, is removed from the st
dios and operating end. Miscellaneous activities are in a corridor e
tirely to themselves. Control room commands a view of all three studi
and transcription room. Studios and control room have outside window
side windows.
JACK BURRELL, chief engineer of
KYOS. new Merced, Cal. station, is
the father of a boy born Sept. 13 in
San Francisco.
ROBERT F. POND of the WBBM,
Chicago, engineering staff, was married Sept. 17 to Miss Gene Olkiewicz.
A. L. HENDERSON, former assistant chief engineer of KOL, Seattle,
has been promoted to chief engineer,
succeeding Clyde H. Bond, who resigned Sept. 1 to join Glenn D. Gillett, consulting engineer in Washington.
PHIL BOWMAN, of the CBS production staff, Chicago, is the father of
a seven-pound boy born in September.

KTHS

Plans

Changes
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark., recently purchased by Radio Enterprises
Inc., newly formed holding corporation for the Col. Barton radio
interests, which also include KARK,
Little Rock, and KELD, El Dorado, has applied to the FCC for authority to shift its frequency permanently to 1060 kc. and to operate
full time in lieu of time-sharing
with KRLD, Dallas. The 10,000watt former local chamber of commerce station also proposes to
move its transmitter to a point
near McAlmont, Ark., and to erect
a studio in Little Rock. Edward
Zimmerman heads Radio Enterprises Inc.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York has signed Burns & Allen to
start a network series next April.
At present they are appearing on
CBS for Campbell tomato juice.

Bond

Joins Gillett
CLYDE H.BON
formerly c h i i
engineer
KO
Seattle, hasof join
the staff of Gle:
D. Gillett, Was
ington consulti:
engineer, a s £
assistant specii
izing in transm
ter tests and a

Mr. Bond
justments ai
working on the certification of t
performance of broadcasting s1
tions. Mr. Bond, onetime amate
and ship operator, has had wi
experience in radio in the Norl
west, his first broadcasting ;
signment before entering the U:
versity of Washington being ti
of
engineer of KPQ, Wenatch
Wash.

Course

in Recording

ACADEMY
of Motion
Picture's
search council,
Hollywood,
will
augurate a course in advar
sound recording (film and disc
on Oct. 5. The classes will be hi
two evenings a week for 21 wee
in the Hollywood High School w
L. E. Clark, of the RCA Mfg. C
in charge and a limit of 45 plac
on the enrollment. The elements
course, like that of last year, w
be supervised by A. P. Hill,
17
weeks.and will start Oct. 21 f- "
ERPI,

To Completely Control the Puget Sound Market
Use Both of Seattle's Pioneer Radio Stations
ROMO
KJR
NBC-Red
|
NBC-Blue
National Representatives — EDWARD PETRY & CO.

BROADCASTING
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Wasey on Mutual
lSEY PRODUCTS Inc., New
i-k (Kreml. Zemo, Musterole,
|) on Sept. 27 returned Jacob
Vshish, The Lamplighter, to the
■Ifor a 39 weeks series on Mull network. A staggered sehedJis being used: Sundays, 3-3:15
m., on WOR, CKLW, WLW,
. JD; Mondays, Tuesdays, Wedidavs, Fridays, 9:30-9:45 a. m.
WOR, WLW, WGN, with CKLW
• ing only the Monday and TuesI programs. All broadcasts origWOR studios. Erfrom
jjteik,
Wasey the
& Co. Inc., New York,
the account.

INFORMATION
• • •
EQUIPMENT
• • •
SERVICE
c
Radio Engineering
Consultants
For Established Stations
and
For New Station Applicants
Frequency Measurements*
Tru-AXIS Drift CRYSTALS
(Approved by F.C.C.)
CCMMECCUL
CIDIf
CCIIPHENT CGMPANy
7!05 BALTIMORE
• KANSAS CITY, MO.

The Radio Buildup
WHILE certain elements in
the movie industry still harp
on radio's alleged encroachment on box office, proof
mounts almost daily that the
"radio buildup" pays other
fields of entertainment. Latest
to
joinstars
the is
"big
name"
box
office
Jane
Pickens,
of the Pickens Sisters, now
performing as prima donna
of the Ziegfeld Follies. J.
Walter Thompson Co., handling the Kraft Music Hall
show with Bob Burns, who
first attained fame via the
Rudy Vallee hour, also reports that Burns has been
signed by a newspaper syndicate to do a daily series
guaranteeing him $500 a
week, besides his new movie
contract exceeding $700,000.
Seeks Waterloo Station
THE
Waterloo Courier, which
purchased Harry Shaw's Waterloo
Tribune several years ago but not
his station, WMT, which he later
sold to the Des Moines Register
& Tribune, on Sept. 24 applied to
the FCC for a new 100-watt station on 1420 kc. WMT now operates as the Cedar Rapids-Waterloo outlet of the Iowa Network.
Mr. Shaw, onetime NAB president,
is now publishing the Cedar Falls
(la.) Daily News.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in Broadcasting cost 7c per word for each
insertion. Cash must accompany order. When inserting advertising
over a box number, count 3 words (21c) for the address. Forms close
25th and 10th of month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
ombination announcer - engineer for
Ve station in prosperous middle Northt city. Box 560, Broadcasting.
ranted
: Engineer,andprogrammer
or solicias stockholder
employe, good
local
llion. Address Box 554, Broadcasting.
xperienced time salesman wanted. Rich
11. Exclusive on prospects. Full commisis on renewals. Also need more national
reservation. Box 552, Broadcasting.
"anted : Experienced announcer by netftk regional in midwest city of 100,000.
Le full qualifications. Box 558, Broad'lING.
pie of the largest manufacturers of
-anteous recording equipment and discs
_:s several sales representatives in key
es of the United States and Canada,
optional opportunity for specialty sales
ineers who can take on an additional
and receive exclusive representation
;vell developed territory backed by naI al advertising. State full particulars.
556, Broadcasting.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Station manager with ten years experience wants to manage station on percentage basis. Prefer small station. Best
of references. Box 555, Broadcasting.
Experienced station representative. Formerly Program Director, Sales Manager,
and Manager of local and regional stations. Highest character and business references from all employers. High sales
record. Age thirty. Married. Available
November.
Box 557, Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy

DIRECTORY

& Bail
Anky
Organization
of ey
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OP BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales PurpOBea,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.
JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
EaHe Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtionai 7757
EDWARD
H. LOFTIN
BROADCAST, COMMUNICATIONS
AND
PATENTS CONSULTANT
1406 G STREET, N. W.
District 4105
WASHINGTON, D. C

J. M.

Have clients for broadcasting stations
now operating. All matters confidential.
Radio Investment Company
Broadcasting Properties
Times Bldg.
New York
For Rent — Equipment
Approved equipment, RCA TMV-75-B
field strength measuring unit (new),
direct reading ; Astiline Angus Automatic
Recorder for fading on distant stations ;
GR radio frequency bridge ; radio oscillators, etc. Reasonable rental. Allied Research Laboratories, 260 East 161st Street,
New York City.

Situations Wanted
Program Director, Announcer, Protion, Special Events. Ten years' exience, local and network. References.
553, Broadcasting.
adio
of seventeen asyears'
exence executive
desires connection
Station
.lager or Chief Engineer. Can take
plete charge of studio and technical
sonnel. Box 548,- Broadcasting.
ggressi veness. conscientiousness and
■ty, together with five years experiin announcing, engineering, producand sales work in three Southern
dons, are the qualifications of a young
: who wishes to become affiliated with
rogressive station. Best of references.
561, Broadcasting.

For Sale — Equipment
Western Electric 100 Watt 12-B Transmitter. This transmitter is in excellent
condition, being recently retired from service due to a power boost. Sold complete
with "low hours" set of tubes. Available
immediately and can be inspected at any
time. KGFF, Shawnee, Oklahoma.
One Western Electric 6-B Transmitter
for sale, complete with motor generators
and spare armatures, two sets of tubes
and special insulating base for generators made by Johns Manville. Excellent
condition. Price $2500. Also one Hammarlund Comet Pro Receiver with crystal
filter, S50. Address: W. E. Hudson, Station WAVE, Brown Hotel. Louisville,
Kentucky.

• Broadcast

Advertising

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

PAUL
F. GODLEY
"25 Radio
years of
Consulting
Engineer
Montclair, N. J.
Professional Background"

TEMPLE

Consulting Radio Engineer
30 Rockefeller Plaza
P. 0. Box 189
New York City
Times Square Station

Want turntable and cutting assembly
for coated discs. State make, particulars.
Box 527, Broadcasting.

Seal opportunity for two aggressive ratime salesmen with midwest full time
onal station. Only station in town of
000. Network affiliate and new equiprt. Earnings limited only by your own
ity and energy. Drawing account sufmt for living expenses against commons. Floaters not wanted. Give full
rmation. Box 562, Broadcasting.

ROADCASTING

PROFESSIONAL

W.

P. Hilliard

T{adio transmission
2106 Equipment
Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

E. C. PAGE
Consulting Radio Engineer
725 Noyes St. Phone Univ. 1419
Evanston, III.

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast
Transmission and
Coverage Development.
P. 0. Box 742
Evansville, Ind.
HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. I6lst ST.
NEW YORK CITY
JENKINS

business Consultant
in broadcasting
320 North 50 St.
OMAHA
NEBRASKA

FREQUENCY

Co.

& ADAIR,

Inc.

Designers andEngineers
Manufacturers of Radio
Transmission,
Sound Film, Disc
Recording and Communication
Equipment
3333 BELMONT AVE.
CHICAGO. ILL.
CABLE: JEN K A DAI R

MEASURING

SERVICE

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Atetckandfoinj
&• Promotion
Heat for Sale — Mob and Candy — Bran Display — Seal
Coats Free — Hillbilly Jacket
SUCCESS of Williams Heating
Corp., Bloomington, 111., in daily
quarter-hour news flashes on
WCFL, Chicago, led the concern,
making Oil-0-Matic heaters, to renew the contract for another year.
Commercials are tied in with content of the news periods, handled
by Announcer Don Norman. The
sponsor used a thousand congratulatory letters sent Norman on the
Oil-O-Matic program's first birthday as part of its sales campaign.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham
Inc., Chicago, is agency.
* * *
HUDSON COAL Co., Scranton,
broadcasting on an NBC-Red network Sundays, 2-2:30 p. m., has
sent an array of broadsides to all
dealers to merchandise the series.
Broadsides contain photographs
and sketches of Col. Jim Healey,
commentator, and the Landt Trio
& White, as well as window displays, post cards, blotters, newspaper mats, bumper signs and
mailing stickers. The program is
extensively advertised in coal trade
journals. A contest is planned,
with coal, thermostats and automatic stokers as prizes. Leighton
& Nelson, Schenectady, is agency.

ANNOUNCERS of WGAR, Cleveland, take their lives in their
hands every time they conduct the
Baby Ruth Junior Vox Pop series,
which started recently under sponsorship of Curtiss Candy Co
Armed with 1,500 samples of candy, they are at the mercy of mobs
of youngsters who want candy and
interviews. The five-weekly series
includes cartons of candy for best
replies to weekly questions, with
candy wrapper required. E. W
Hellwig Co., New York, is agency.
* * *

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, announces a contest for its
Camay soap, with $1,000 a year
income for life offered as grand
prize, as well as $15,000 in other
prizes for a thsusand participants.
Prizes for dealers also are announced. Simple rules have been
drawn up. Entry blanks contain
space for dealer's name, which
must be filled in by entrants. Newspaper, magazine and display tieups with the radio promotion have
been announced.
* * *

POLLS of listeners' views, at the
heighth of their popularity as election nears, are not at all new to
American Packing Co.. St. Louis
sponsoring Harry Flannery in
Views on News, on KMOX St
Louis. Early in 1935 Flannery began to conduct polls among the
program's followers, with the sponsor awarding daily prizes for best
lette
ions. rs accompanying their opinKFRO, Longview, Tex., has started a series of sales letters to the
leading advertising agencies placing radio advertising. The first of
the series pointed out the advantages and importance of the East
Texas Oil Fields. A copy of The
Story of KFRO and Its Market,
which gives a complete breakdown of the oil field market, was
sent to each agency.
Page
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SPOTLIGHT advertising is the
favorite merchandising method of
NBC advertisers, the network reveals in its recent publication
Broadcast Merchandising Reprints.
In 1931 this method of promoting
programs ranked only fifth, NBC
points out.
National magazines and national
newspapers are declared to offer
ideal tiein opportunity, with reminder lines promoting the program. Daily newspapers provide
made-to-order opportunity to focus
attention locally, says NBC, giving sponsors a chance to arrange
nationwide campaigns to include
local call letter and program time.
For the most part, spotlight ads
are inserted on regular radio pages
of newspapers, NBC finds, particularly for the first few weeks of
the program's appearance.
❖ % -iKELLOGG Co., Battle Creek cereal concern, sponsoring football on
a wide scale this autumn, has
started a contest in connection
with its Yankee Network sports
series. Prizes are selected by the
Boston staff of N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., and are awarded for letters
on "Why I Like Corn Flakes", accompanied bya box top. Full-page
newspaper advertisements in color
are being used in Boston, and 48line ads in 16 New England cities,
as well as window displays. Prizes
include a Pontiac automobile, fur
coat, radio sets, insurance policies
and miscellaneous products.
A FOLIO containing 100 candid
photos of station personalities and
activities has been distributed by
Central States KOIL,
Broadcasting
Co',
operating'
KFAB and
KFOR in Lincoln and Omaha.
Much of the camera work was
done by J. Buryl Lottridge, general sales manager, whose hobby
is photography. Copies of the booklet may be obtained
from any
Free & Sleininger
❖ * office.
*
WNEW, Newark, gives away popular fiction as prizes on its Heart
Throbs program, dramatizing listeners' romances. Doubleday Doran
provides books free for the air
mention.

GENERAL SHOE Corp., Nashville (Jarman shoes), is tying up
a prize contest to its NBC-Blue
program on Tuesday nights by announcing winners of six Packard
120 models over alternate broadcasts. Entrants submit essays on
why they like Jarman shoes. Interior and window display advertising in stores handling Jarman
shoes calls attention to the contest,
entry blanks for which are procured with purchases of Jarman
shoes. The advertising advises
readers to listen to the Jarman
Portraits in Harmony broadcasts
in order to hear the names of the
winners. The contest began Sept.
15 and will close Dec. 8.
*
A PARADE from the airport to
the Majestic Theatre was staged
recently by WOAI, San Antonio,
to promote the Texas Rangers series sponsored by Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, when the Rangers cast
arrived in town. Beside fire engines and police escort, five old
trailers participated, headed by
Capt. Billy Krempkeau, one of the
last of the trail drivers. Two
Kellogg box-tops and five cents
were charged for admission to the
program.
Newspaper promotion
and spot announcements were used.
* * *
RIVAL PACKING Co., Chicago
(Rival Dog Food), which started
a series on WMAQ, Chicago, Sept.
28, thrice weekly is giving three
watches weekly as prizes in a
jingle contest requiring no proof
of sale for entry. This evening
series is in addition to the spot
campaign now running on a dozen
stations in East and Midwest, using musical clock and participation
programs. Agency is Chas. Silver
& Co., Chicago.
* * ❖
SKINNER MFG. Co., Omaha
(Raisin Bran), using a thriceweekly disc series on WSM, Nashville, staged a mass dealer display
campaign and gave 50,000 samples
of the product with attached leaflets to the public. Representatives
of National Life & Accident Insurance Co., operating WSM,
handled the sampling. BuchananThomas Adv. Agency, Omaha, has
the account.
KILPATRICK BAKERY Co., San
Francisco (wholesale bakery),
sponsoring Ken Stuart the Sunshine Man on KFRC, that city, is
offering dollars bills to dialers for
good resolutions used on his thrice
weekly program. Contest is attracting about 200 letters weekly.
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SAMARA SEAL FUR COAT !
FREE NESTLE'S HAIR WAVES I
CRANE CO-STATIONERY I
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WEEK
WTA6
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in icMd-ex t\hnadiraJual
Coat,datum
■ laU:

1irrril~1 for tag Oafi Moa$*ciamittg f '
For FALL CLEANING
OAKITE
SEAL COATS— Are given by Oa
ite Co. (cleanser), as well as peri
anent waves, stationery and oth
prizes on its current participati'
in Homemakers' Council of the A '
in New England. Radio fan a;
newspaper tieups also are beii
used, as well as a sampling cai
paign and posters. Stations a
WEEI, WCSH, WTIC, WTA
WJAR. The agency is James
Fay Advertising, Boston.
KMBC,
City,that
didn't
the
worldKansas
to believe
its wa
m 8
ket was ruined by the drought,
Arthur B. Church, president, se
an open letter to the Chief Exec
tive of the United States, whi
pointed out that rain has been fa
ing and that all types of busine
are well above 1935.
WHBF, Rock Island, 111., has i
sued a promotion piece done up
hillbilly style. An illustrated y<
low jacket describes the conten
of loose-leaf market material, wi
homespun syntax predominatin
The contents, however, are form
i'f in% presentation.
j(;
and statistical
A THOUSAND
peaches we
wrapped in napkins carrying t]
message "The Peachy Prograr
Are at the Top of the Dial, KL
560 kc." and distributed by t!
Denver station when the Colorai
State Fair Special left Denver f'
the fair at Pueblo. Peach eateji
also were urged to listen to Saf
way Stores news
on KL
* *periods
*
W9XBY, Kansas City station <
1530 kc, has issued a brochu,
describing its operating setup ai
explaining
that more
tenths
of Kansas
Citythan
sets nin'
«
tune in the frequency. Equipmer
market data, coverage and pr
grams are depicted, as well as
list of advertisers and photograpl
of the station staff.
* * *
THE brochure published last D
cember by WOW, Omaha, was ii
eluded in the midseason eollectk
of fine direct mail pieces by tl
Direct Mail Advertisers Assn.
* * #
LAMBDIN KAY, manager <
WSB, Atlanta, has sent to tl
trade a dope-book for footba
fans. It contains schedules, 19c
results and general grid data.

DIAL

1

AT THE FAIR— WKRC, Cincinnati, set up a display at the Carthage
Fair, Cincinnati, and also had its roving reporter program at the fair.
BROADCASTING

WOR, Newark, has issued a live;
(promotion
piece
A Sigm
iStory, telling
abouttitled
its New
Enj
land coverage as checked by
newspaper radio editor on tour
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Type 77-A— Ingenious new type High Fidelity
Microphone... picks up sound coming only from
fi: V !

one

direction

. . . solves

puzzled
An

achievement

a

engineers

problem

that

has

for years

in the Microphone

field featuring:

1. Uniform wide-angle response from the front.
2. Negligible response at ALL frequencies from the back.
3. Attenuates audience noises in theatres or large studios.
4.
Can be placed closer to the wall in small studios without pick-up of reflected sound.
Can
be tilted and rotated conveniently.
5.
6. Can be used with all RCA Microphone Stands, or
suspended.
RCA's new Uni-Directional Microphone uses but a single
ribbon. The lower half of this new microphone is operated
on Velocity principles. ..the upper half, Pressure. Ingenious
labyrinth provides proper terminating impedance.
It practically kills all unwanted sounds. Wide pick-up
covers entire stage or studio where broadcasters are located,
thus eliminating the need for two or three ordinary microphones. Isideal for small studio use, since it picks up a much
lower percentage of reflected sound.
Frequency response is uniform throughout the audio
range. The Type 77-A affords reproduction as smooth and
pleasant as that provided by the standard Velocity Microphone, and can be used interchangeably, or can be mixed
with standard Velocity or Inductor type microphones.
Specifications : Output impedance, 250 ohms. Output level
(10 bar input), -69 db. Mountings, standard. Directional
ratio, 10-to-l.

Noise -discriminating feature of
Type 77-A Microphone is uniquely
microphone is similarly valuabi
a large audience is in limited sp
adapted for pick-ups in auditoriums,
theatres, night clubs and the like, where
audience noise is always a problem. Because of the
wide angle pick-up, one microphone will usually
suffice, even for large ensembles.

"Write us for complete descriptive literature concerning
this new broadcasting creation. The 77-A — RCA UniDirectional Microphone — is the one
the experts demanded . . . Here it is!

In small studios the Type 77-A Microphone has the
advantage that it can be placed close to the back
wall, with much less pick-up of reflected sound from
the back.

^ Pickup
\Pattern

Control Booth

Listen to "The Magic Key" every Sunday, 2 to 3 P. M., E. S. T., on NBC

Blue Network.
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GROUND

TO

COVER

O For dainty gestures, finger bowls may be adequate. But for a real
clean-up, bigger facilities are preferred — hence the natural preference
of radio advertisers for the 50,000-watt facilities of WHO.
In contrast to the compact, vertical markets covered by many
CENTRAL

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

J. 0. Maland, Mgr. • Des Moines, Iowa • Phone 3-7147
National Representatives: FREE

& PETERS,

Inc.

New York, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

eastern radio stations, WHO's market is broad, horizontal. Iowa's
largest city, Des Moines, has less than 6% of the state's population.
Buying power, spread over the entire state, flows through a score of
important trading centers. In selling Iowa, you have ground to cover.
And where you have ground to cover, one good tub is worth a dozen
finger bowls.
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*Local station — not carrying full schedule of major network programs.

WICC
The Colonial Network is a member of the Mutual Broadcasting System and will
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400 PER MINUTE
185,484
250 PER MINUTE
193

1936
300,

5

360

thought this was a big pile (185.484 Budweiser bottle caps)
1935. but look where 1936 pile would come (dotted line)

Harry Goldman, Budweiser distributor and George F. Tilton, advertising director of Anheuser Busch
help pile the results of Second Annual Budweiser Band Contest. 300,360 Budweiser bottle caps — over
one ton in weight. Tilton was so pleased with 1936 contest that he awarded $100 in extra prizes, bringing total awards to $1,100.
n
400 BUDWEISER BOTTLE CAPS per minute! That is the averse return of the Second Annual Budweiser Band Contest over
RNT, Iowa Network station in Des Moines. We think it is a new
^cord for twenty-six % hour broadcasts on a single station.

hazards overcome by announcers and engineers working under strange
conditions. "The success of the Budweiser Band Contest bears eloquent testimony to the aggressiveness of the KRNT organization,"
says George F. Tilton, advertising director of Anheuser Busch.

Remember, every one of these 300,360 Budweiser bottle caps rep?sents a 15-cent or a 25-cent purchase, approximately 50% in each
"ice class. Which means that the program sold $60,000 worth of
udweiser beer — or $80 worth every minute. The entire cost to the
•onsor for everything: Station time, prizes, traveling expenses and
lent, was a little over $9 per minute. From the standpoint of known
des the program was profitable — and no one will question that the
*ttle caps represent only a small part of the benefits accruing to
e sponsor.

This same aggressiveness, on one station or a network, is ready
to do a job for your product. Write today for facts, or get in touch
with the nearest office of E. Katz Special Advertising Agency.

The program idea back of the Budweiser Band Contest is simple,
town bands compete for $1,000 in cash prizes. The bands broadcast
jtrect from their own bandstands — swell local angle! Studio talent
.pplements the band music on each program. Listeners vote for
.eir favorite bands with Budweiser bottle caps.

300,360 Budweiser bottle caps, which represents approximately

However the execution of the idea is not so simple. Bands must be
tured, telephone lines arranged for, and dozens of unpredictable

HERE

ARE

THE

RESULTS

BUDWEISER

450,540 nints
$60,000 retail
426 inches of
156 inches of

BAND

OF 2HD

ANNUAL

CONTEST

of beer sold; or
value. In addition program received
newspaper publicity (not paid advertising),
which appeared on the front pages.
IE

[HE
IOWA
NETWORK
Two Networit combinations available: WMT, Cedar Rapids-Waterloo linked with either KRNTor KSO in Des Moines.
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AFTER

a decade of profitable experience with radio as a national
advertising medium, members of
the Association of National Advertisers, meeting for their 27th annual convention Oct. 8-10 at the
3reenbrier, White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va., showed intense interest in
svhat they are buying for their raIMdio dollars, going deeply into the
"subjecterage
from
a technical and covstandpoint.
These key figures in the advertising field, who control the spending of several hundred millions of
dollars annually for broadcast
time and talent, white space, direct mail and outdoor promotion,
are becoming increasingly radioninded, as evidenced by the lengthy
discussion of radio and the methods by which it can be employed
nost effectively, as well as by their
mounting radio budgets.
Closeted behind locked doors,
with all outsiders excluded, a
group of some 60 ANA members,
ed by Robert V. Beucus, advertisng manager of Andrew Jergens
Zo., Cincinnati cosmetic and soap
manufacturer and a big radio user,
leard suggestions during the afternoon of Oct. 8 on how radio coverage can be measured from a costjer-listener standpoint and then
aeld a roundtable at which adver1 :iser problems were debated.
Work of Joint Committee
MR. BEUCUS previously had
.■ riven a brief resume of ANA radio studies, having told the full
convention at the morning session
jf _ the work accomplished by the
Joint Committee of 15, composed
if five members from the ANA,
the National Association of Broadtasters and the American Association of Advertising Agencies. His
report had referred to program
popularity studies of the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting, a
Dureau operated by the ANA
R'hich employs the Crossley statistical organization to conduct the
research. The Crossley studies are
aeld in high regard by ANA members, who receive frequent reports
-ftm
program
popularity in
33 cities,
asing the coincidental
method.
A. W. Lehman, of the ANA ex;cutive staff, presented a series of
marts during the secret afternoon
session. While no official announceity'ment was made of his radio research activities, it was understood that he offered data showrig the percentage of time during
■vhich radio sets are turned on but
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The Crossley reports for the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting
are growing in favor among ANA
members, it was brought out, the
number of subscribers to the reports having shown a steady increase in the last year. The reports are based on 400,000 phone
calls a year, covering 33 cities.
During the year a check was made
of the accuracy of the Crossley
method, an intense survey over a
three-day period in which 40,000
calls were made by the same organization having confirmed the
regular Crossley results within a
few percentage points.
Other Coverage Proposals
TWO

ENTIRELY different methods of checking radio station coverage were presented to the ANA
radio group. Edgar H. Felix, radio coverage consultant of New
York, and A. C. Nielsen, of A. C.
Nielsen Co., Chicago, publisher of
Interest

Cooperative

NETWORK cooperative series will be strictly institutional in
character, making no attempt to
solicit deposits or other banking
business, but confining the commer-

• Broadcast

BEATTY

Radio

Growing

WITH banks over the country
showing growing interest in radio,
final plans for the cooperative
series to be sponsored on CBS by
large banking houses have been
announced by Stanley Wessel, of
Wessel Co., Chicago agency arranging the series [Broadcasting
Sept. 1]. Already some 35 banks
have signed for the series and
about 50 are expected by the time
it goes on the air later in the
autumn.
The 39 half-hour programs will
be heard on a nationwide CBS
hookup Fridays, 10-10:30 p. m.,
with the Philadelphia Orchestra as
talent. Participating banks are
said to have resources of more than
six billion dollars.
Besides this series, banks have
been queried on proposals for a
transcription series using a symphony orchestra and adaptable to
any community for local sponsorship. This project has been favorably received, it is understood, but
local banks have been unable to
agree on the type of program.
The Human Side

§3.00 A YEAR

— 15c A COPY

Cost-Per-Listener

Complete

not listened to, a type of study
new to ANA members. This was
received with interest, it was
learned, since the percentage of
non - listening while the set is
turned on is regarded as lost
money by those interested in listener-hour data. The percentage,
it was learned, was small but
worthy of study.
In addition, Mr. Lehman is understood to have made an analysis
of the Crossley studies from a talent cost standpoint. His charts on
this phase of his research are said
to have shown that program popularity is not directly based on the
amount of money spent for talent.
His studies are to be published at
a later date.
ANA members, for the most
part, have shown a liking for big
names when they buy radio and
they have held to this view despite
the growing cost of big shows and
better known artists.

Banks

15, 1936

Series

in Radio
Mature

cial copy to the job of portraying
the bank, not as a structure of
stone and steel for the purpose of
storing up the wealth of a community, but as a human institution
whose operations are of the utmost value to the community
which it serves. Each piece of
commercial copy will be custombuilt to fit the particular needs of
each sponsoring institution and
will be read by a local announcer
against a background of theme
music broadcast from Philadelphia. A bank in one city may be
discussing foreign exchange at the
same time FHA loans are being
described by another bank in another part of the country. These
localized announcements will be
sent out each week to each station,
together with a cue sheet showing
the announcer just where in that
particular program he is to cut in.
Each program will consist mainly of the music of the Philadelphia
Orchestra, with Leopold Stokowski and Eugene Ormandy as conductors. Mr. Stokowski will conduct the opening program and will
continue as conductor until midDecember, when he will leave for
Hollywood to make a picture for
Paramount, turning his baton over
to Eugene Ormandy. This part of
(Continued on page 81)

food and drug indices, appearing
meeting.
as invited speakers at the secret
Mr. Felix suggested that the
audience be determined by multiplying program by coverage value.
He took the position that listeners
are not wedded to a program but
that in general they prefer an
average program with good reception to a better program with a
weak signal.
Advising advertisers to study
the cost of reaching each listener
through each station, he pointed
out that he had found the variation in cost to run as high as 30
to 1. While no entirely satisfactory method of evolving the coverage of stations has been developed,
he said that considerable progress
had been made in the last three
years and he foresaw the day when
highly accurate coverage data will
be available.
This viewpoint proved attractive
to ANA radio-minded members,
who peppered Mr. Felix with questions on how they can compute coverage on the basis of cost per radio set family reached. He explained his own coverage system,
used by a number of agencies. It
is based on the Joint Committee of
15 census of radio homes, completed last summer [Broadcasting, July 1], as well as personal
signal strength studies in some
300 cities, 1930 U. S. Census figures on radio homes and all correlated with audience mail data.
Mr. Nielsen, who is understood
to have acquired rights to the automatic device for listener habits developed last year by Prof. Robert
F. Elder, of Massachusetts Institute of Technology and first used
by John Shepard 3d, envisioned the
day when several thousand of the
devices will be in constant use in
a manner which will provide continuous nationwide reports on audience habits and station popularity.
Cost of the undertaking, it was
indicated, was a factor retarding
its execution. Experience gained
in tests made in Boston and Chicago will prove helpful in selection
of the sample used for surveys
employing
Prof.out,
Elder's
was
pointed
sincedevice,
incomeit
groups and other factors are carefully studied before the automatic
recording devices are installed in
receiving sets.
Types of Campaigns
INTERVIEWS with radio-minded
ANA members during the threeday convention suggested that advertising managers rely heavily on
their agencies in designing radio
campaigns and selecting method of
rendition as well as markets and
stations. A number
stated that
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they are becoming more interested
in spot advertising owing to its
adaptability to market and sales
problems as well as providing a
chance for intensive coverage at
particular times. For example, a
proprietary representative who
uses a big network jumps into localities with spot campaigns when
a noticeable increase occurs in
prevalence of the common cold.
ANA members continue a liking
toward name talent and big shows
where justified by volume of business and advertising budget, but
their growing interest in coverage
data revealed that detailed matters of plotting radio campaigns
are interesting them more and
more as they use the medium.
Less attention was devoted to
radio the last two days of the convention, during which representatives of agencies and media were
invited guests of the ANA. Among
speakers at the Oct. 9 sessions was
Lee H. Bristol, of Bristol-Myers
Co. (Sal Hepatica, Ipana, MinitRub), who is a member of the
ANA board of directors and chairman of the board of the Advertising Research Foundation, a joint
ANA-AAAA agency which has
been making market, copy and
media studies.
The Foundation, in testing effectiveness of advertising copy, uses
five methods, which he described
as follows:
1. The recognition and identification tests, that is, tests made by
actually
showing advertisements.
2. The recall test, unaided, aided
and triple associate, in which people are asked such questions as:
What cereal advertising have you
seen or heard recently? What product does Major Bowes advertise?
3. The order of merit test, also
known as the consumer jury or
controlled opinion test.
4. The coupon or inquiry tests,
involving some voluntary action on
the part of the consumer.
5. Sales tests, both campaign
and mail order.
The first four of these studies
have been prepared and are being
further analyzed by a technical
committee. They are to be published in a few months.
Another study by the Foundation is the project for creation of
a uniform definition of retail trading areas, since it is becoming increasingly necessary for national
advertisers to have basic statistical information regarding the extent, size, quality, population and
buying power of each market, and
these data must be developed on a
uniform and comparable basis.
"I know in my own case," Mr.
Bristol said, "that I want to know
more about 'the intricate business
of making advertising pay'. I
agree with Walter Thwing (of
Walter E. Thwing Inc., New York
agency) that I don't believe we
can continue to justify advertising on theory or accept it on faith.
Of course, I know it pays me to
advertise. But I also know that as
advertising costs continue to rise,
as they have a way of doing despite depressions or the ANA, I
am going to have an increasingly
difficult task to make it pay."
Guest in the Home
IN AN ADDRESS earlier in the
day Mr. Thwing had brought out
that "too many space buyers are
primarily interested in what a medium offers its advertisers and not
in what it offers its readers." He
was including radio in this thought.
Continuing he said: "Advertising may help a medium to keep
Page
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SITE
ANA

Officers

AT ITS Oct. 8-10 convention,
the Association of National
Advertisers elected the following officers:
Chairman of the Board —
Allan Brown, Bakelite Corp.
Vice Chairmen — Harold
G. Thomas, Centaur Co.;
George C. Congdon, Jones &
Laughlin; W. P. Rogers,
California Packing Corp.
President — Paul B. West.
Treasurer — A. T. Preyer,
Vick Chemical Corp.
Directors — Gordon Cole,
Cannon Mills; M. H. Leister,
Sun Oil Co.; Stuart Peabody, Borden Co.; Lee H.
Bristol, Bristol - Myers Co. ;
Turner Jones, Coca Cola Co.
body and soul together, but it
isn't the body and , the soul of a
good magazine, or a good newspaper or a good radio program. Advertising islike a guest in a home.
It can be tolerated if its manners
are good, even welcomed if it is
helpful. But, in the long run, if it
abuses its privileges, it will wear
out its welcome.
"When an advertiser assumes
the pompous role of host at a radio entertainment, and, with complete disregard of the elementary
rules of etiquette, insists on boring his guests to death with a persistent recital of his own virtues
and an importunate demand for
contributions to his support, the
radio entertainment loses its real
identity and becomes nothing but
a side show barker whose job is to
lure the customers. Will that
method attract a quality audience?
Doesn't it cripple radio for the advertiser? Won't the domination of
advertising over the real function
of radio ruin the medium for the
advertiser? You remember the
fable of the man who filled his hat
so full of treasure that the hat
broke and he lost it all."
G. O. P. Station Breaks
REPUBLICAN National Committee, Chicago, launched a series of
station break announcements Oct.
5 over WJR, WGAR, WBEN,
WMCA, WXYZ, WIRE and WISN,
with more stations to be added.
From two to five 30-second announcements are used daily on
each station.

IN

HOLLYWOOD

ACQUIRED

BY

CBS

CBS, through Donald W. Thornburgh, vice president in charge of
West Coast activities, on Oct. 10
announced purchase of an entire
city block in the center of Hollywood for new KNX studios and
offices. Plans for the various units
are nearing completion and actual
construction work will begin early
in January. It is estimated
$1,000,000 will be spent on the new
broadcasting center, to be ready
for occupancy in October, 1937.
The studio site takes in the full
block between Gower and El Centro Sts. and fronts on Sunset
Blvd. In addition to studios and
offices the new building will have
several large auditoriums for the
use of programs heard on CBS
coast-to-coast network as well as
west coast broadcasts. Experimental television studios will be included.
The new KNX studio was designed by William Lescaze, who is
in complete charge of construction
plans. Preliminary drawings indicate that Mr. Lescaze will introduce new structural materials,
such as glass brick, into the exterior and interior design.
Network Billings Rise
FROM unofficial preliminary
sources, Broadcasting has learned
that CBS will report September
billings totaling $1,860,000, which
is a 65% increase over September,
1935. The combined NBC network
totals will show a 35% increase
over the same month a year ago,
or $2,800,000. Of this amount the
NBC-Red accounts for $1,900,000
and the Blue for $900,000. More
than doubling its billings for the
same month last year, Mutual
Broadcasting System has reported
total revenues of $168,919 for September, bringing its cumulative
total for the first nine months of
1936 to $1,294,904.
Lee & Perrins Spots
SCHWIMMER & SCOTT, Chicago
agency is lining up stations for a
national spot announcement campaign for Lee & Perrins Inc., New
York (Worcestershire Sauce) to
start the latter part of November.

CBS HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS — This is an architect's drawing of the
new CBS studio to be erected in Hollywood. On the left will be the
offices and studios, in the center are the entrances to the auditoriums,
and on the right a large restaurant will be located. Walls of the office
and studio building will be constructed of glass brick. William Lescaze,
architect and designer of the interiors of the three CBS playhouses in
New York, is in full charge of construction of the building.
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Referendum
On

NAB

Caller

Sessions

Membership to Decide Mont:
For Annual Conventions
A REFERENDUM vote of th
NAB membership of some 400 sti
tions, to determine the month i
which the annual NAB convert
tions should be held, was author
ized Oct. 2 by the NAB board c
directors at its meeting in Wasr
ington.
Simultaneously the board, wit
a half-dozen members absent, d<
cided against NAB participatio
as an organization in the Oct.
allocations hearings and authoi
ized President C. W. Myers t"
notify the FCC chairman. The re£ 1
son given was that the hearing
were of such a character that th
NAB could not present testimon
on an industry-wide basis.
The board also discussed legir
lation and decided that a legish,
tive committee of five should b
designated. Appointments on thi
committee will be made by Pres
dent Myers prior to the convenin
January.
of the next session of Congress i
Copyright Bureau
MR. BALDWIN told the board o
routine developments since the las
convention and gave a progres
report on the NAB bureau of copj
rights which has been functionin
for the last three months in con
piling public domain music as th
first phase of a three-point pla
designed eventually to relieve th
industry of its dependence upo
ASCAP. Mr. Baldwin expresse
optimism over the outlook.
The referendum on the conver
tion time was ordered at the sug
gestion of Mr. Baldwin, who d«
clared there appeared to be n
present unanimity among men
bers. Prior to 1935, convention
were held during the fall. Station
complained about this because the
came at a time when fall busines
schedules were beginning, or a
the busiest season of the year. Th
last two conventions have bee
held in July, and there has bee
some complaint about summe
heat. Sentiment seems to favor lat
spring or early summer, but th
board decided that the membershi
should be asked to express itsel
with a majority vote to govern.
Present at the meeting, in add
tion to President Myers and Mar
Presidents
John
Elmer,were
WCBM
aging
Director
Baldwin,
Vic'
Baltimore, and Gardner Cowlei
Jr., KSO, Des Moines; F. R. Rus.
sell, NBC; Harry C. Butcher
CBS; John J. Gillin Jr., WO^
Omaha; Alfred J. McCoske:
WOR, Newark; T. W. Symons Jr
KFPY, Spokane; J. O. Malanc
WHO, Des Moines; W. Wrigt
Gedge, WMBC, Detroit; Edwar
A. Allen,, WLVA, Lynchburg; Gen
O'Fallon, KFEL, Denver; John I
Patt, WGAR, Cleveland; Ralph IBrunton, KJBS, San Francisco.
Absent were Harold V. Hougl
WBAP, Fort Worth, due to it
ness; Edwin W. Craig, WSfij
Nashville, due to illness; Arthu
B. Church, KMBC, Kansas City
L. B. Wilson, WCKY, Cincinnat
and Gordon Persons, WSFA, Monl
gomery.
NATIONAL Pharmacy Week wi|
be observed Oct. 19-24 with nearly
all drug and cosmetic program
using tie-ins.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Changes,

Spectrum

Opposed

Not
By
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at FCC

Hearing;

Superpower,

:ve:
lear Channels
in
INTRODUCTION of entirely new
ctors in broadcast station operaHi which will have far-reaching
rect upon station coverage pat23 rns and methods of doing busiss, rather than any reallocation
)heaval, is indicated after nearly
fortnight of hearings before the
C Broadcast Division.
Whereas the FCC called the inrmal sessions, which began Oct.
and were still in progress Oct.
to determine whether there
ould be a sweeping realignment,
found virtually unanimous sentient against such a change. Inead, there were arguments, as
iposite as the poles, on superiwer for clear channels; on duication of stations on clear chan:1s; on the economic status of
oups of stations and the effect
anges in allocation policy would
ive upon the public, the stations
emselves and their advertiser
lafj tents.
Nearly twoscore witnesses,
:jnong them the presidents of the
mjjtojor networks and outstanding
dependent broadcasters and engiM«rs, appeared before the FCC to
!l i t forth their views. For the first
tllne in any public hearing, the
p b onomics
of broadcasting were
a line into extensively, with profit
jid loss factors in operation set
retsrth in comprehensive statistical
i|ialyses.
What of Superpower!
4|S THE HEARINGS drew toward
eir conclusion, it became evident
at the knottiest problem presentto the Broadcast Division for
le ^lution, out of the host of issues
wered, was whether superpower
I 500,000 watts should be permit>:ld on any, some or all of the 30
imaining clear channels. Inextribly interwoven with this was the
«lte of the clear channels themplves — that is, whether they should
pmain clear or be duplicated as
roposed by both the regional and
-al classifications of stations.
Brought into play against 500,|K) watt stations — equal in power
WLW — were such arguments as
>e financial "ruination" of smaller
"ations through blanket coverage
j the country by the proposed
"haths; the dropping of regional
ations from networks and correonding reduction in the number
outlets per chain; "monopoly"
national radio spot business by
In

Balance;
5 kw
Regionals
Certain
the clear channel stations, and
channels was the talk of "monopoother claims of harmful effects.
ly": whether a station with 500,The interesting situation was
000 watts and a coverage of more
than three times that of a 50,000presented wherein one of the mawatt station gave the licensee too
jor networks, CBS through President William S. Paley, opposed sumuch in radio facilities. Sporadically this question was raised by
perpower, while NBC, through
FCC members. (At one time or
President Lenox R. Lohr, favored
another all seven FCC Commisit but on a gradually accomplished
sioners sat in on the hearings,
basis. The brunt of the superwhereas the Broadcast Division
power and clear channel issue, howalone sits as the judge.)
ever, was borne by the Clear ChanThe question, first raised by
nel Group, an association of 13
clear channel outlets formed two
Telegraph Commissioner Irvin
Stewart, which seemed to cling in
years ago. The battle against it
and for duplication of stations on
the minds of members, was whethsuch waves was carried largely
er more than one 500,000-watt
assignment should be given, first,
by the National Association of
to the same licensee in a given
Regional Broadcast Stations, reparea, and secondly, to the same
resenting some 80 regionals.
licensee anywhere in the country.
Horizontals Unopposed
This train of thought obviously
envisaged the situation of the
ON ONLY ONE major point was
major networks, each of which
there no real opposition. That was
owns a number of clear channel
for horizontal increases for restations that would become eargional stations, whereby all might
marked for 500,000 watts if the
boost their night power from 1,000
FCC decided to retain the 30 reto 5,000 watts. Designed to give
maining clear channels and remove
these stations greater signal intensity in their primary coverage
the existing 50,000-watt limitation
on power.
areas, it also would enable them,
On this score, it was evident
to varying extents, to broaden their
too that many of the clear channel
areas of coverage. Based on the
stations do not at this time want
testimony adduced, it is more than
superpower. This was pointedly
likely that when the FCC does
remarked upon by President Paley
promulgate its new policies reof CBS. But Mr. Paley, in a strong
specting station assignments, there
statement which minced no words
will be 5,000 watts of night power
as to intent, in effect served notice
on those regional channels which
on the FCC and upon other clear
can accommodate it. On others,
channel stations that if any comchanges in allocations possibly of a
petitive stations procure 500,000
slight nature will be necessary to
watts, then all of the CBS-owned
avoid objectionable interference.
clear channel stations and those
Economics, rather than engion
its networks would be expected
neering, developed as the crux of
the hearing. Squarely presented
to go after the same thing to safeto the Broadcast Division were the
guard themselves. President Lohr,
dollars-and-cents issues. Before it on the other hand, specifically
asked for superpower only for
can arrive at any conclusions the
WJZ, Blue network key, and said
FCC must decide whether the inhe was satisfied to have other stavestments in, and cost of operating.
ing superpower 500,000-watt stations go after it on their "inditions on all of the remaining clear
vidual merits" and after due hearchannels will be sound economiIn the case of independent
cally. And, assuming that it is,
clears, it was rather generally
then it must weigh that factor
hinted that only a few of them
against the economic salvation of
other classes of stations and of the
were today serious contenders for
networks. Overshadowing all these
500,000 watts. The others, however, would not recede from a defactors, however, is the fundamand for it lest their channels
mental issue of whether the public will be served more efficiently
be "broken down" otherwise, or
their immediate competitors prothrough any or all of the changes
cure the power advantage. There
proposed.
were many figures produced on
Rearing up throughout the arwhat it costs to operate and install
guments for superpower on clear
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Broadcasters,

Technicians

500,000 watters, and they varied
by amazing percentages, depending
upon which group put them in and
for what purpose. Using the minimum figure, however, it appeared
hypothetically that if 30 clear
channel stations now having 50,000 watts installed 500,000 watt
units, they would invest some
$10,000,000 more in physical equipment alone. And, using the same
minimum figures, if they increased
from 50,000 to 500,000 watts, they
would increase their technical operating overhead, excluding talent,
studios and kindred items, from
monthly.
$5,500 per month to $16,630
Possibilities of New Stations
OUT

OF

the maze of testimony,

notably that on economic and social aspects, the Broadcast Division within the next year will base
its revised regulations. Greatest
fear on the part of the industry
is that somehow the effort will
be to throw open the spectrum,
through duplicated operation on
certain clear channels, tightening
up of regional assignments and
other steps toward licensing many
200.
additional
stations — perhaps 100 to
The hearings thus far, and the
questions asked by commissioners
and FCC engineering counsel, however, did not give any inkling of
such a plan. Yet the pressure for
new stations has been such that
this feeling could not be banished
from the minds of broadcasters,
especially since they are mindful
of the fact that nearly 50 new station grants have been authorized
since last Jan. 1.
Based upon established FCC
procedure from which the Broadcast Division presumably will not
veer, together with the sounding
of sentiment in official sources, it
appears likely that it will be well
into next year before there can be
any tangible results from the
hearings. Before it can settle the
superpower issue, for example, the
FCC must hold hearings, competitively, on the 14 pending applications for 500,000-watt stations [see
lineup elsewhere in this issue].
There is no likelihood of that hearing until next spring.
That is the all-important next
step, since in it is entwined the
question of duplication on any of
the remaining 30 clear channels.
It is presumed, too, that even
though there is substantial agreement in favor of 5,000 watts night
on regionals, this authorization
will not come until such time as
and
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the Division decides upon the fate
of superpower and of clear channels.
If there be such a thing as
worthwhile signs of what the future may bring, based on testimony, reactions and the deductions of the writer, we are inclined to believe that the pulse of
the FCC now beats upon retention
of most of the existing 30 clear
channels — perhaps as many as 25
of them. If any are broken down
it probably will be due to the fact
that they are already occupied by
time-sharing stations which would
prefer such a move.
By the same deduction, it would
appear that the issue of superpower is very much in the balance,
but that if any stations get it they
will probably be in the interior of
the country — at the beginning, in
any event. With one station already using superpower and with
its unquestioned success, the
thought seems to be that others,
similarly located, might do an efficient job, provided the economics
with
i-espect
to other stations will
warrant.
Mileage Separation
CLUSTERING of 500,000 - watt
stations in the key cities of New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles
constitutes another burdensome
question for the FCC, assuming
that it will allow superpower at
all. If one station gets it in New
York — say WJZ — then it can be
expected that WEAF, WABC and
WOR will seek the same. An
identical situation holds in Chicago, where WMAQ, WLS-WENR,
WBBM and WGN could be counted
upon to seek the same treatment.
In Los Angeles, if KFI gets 500,000 watts, then KNX, through
President Paley, already has indicated it will match the request.
From the purely technical standpoint, it appears that sufficient
evidence was adduced during the
hearings to show that the existing arbitrary mileage separation
tables, which specify for example
that regional stations on the same
channel must be separated by 1,000
miles, will give way. This looks
toward revision of separations all
down the line, so that instead of
a 50 kc. ether separation between
stations in the same geographical
area, which has been rather rigidly
adhered to, there may be a 40 kc.
separation, or possibly less. And
instead of arbitrary mileage separation between stations on the
same wave, these will be reduced
or enlarged to fit actual propagation measurements, plus a reduction in the ether separation, to
20, 30 and 40 kc, depending upon
the geographical separation.
This is believed possible as a result of more precise station operation and greatly improved selectivity of receivers as compared to
their quality when the last allocations were made in 1928. By so
reducing side-bands and mileage
separations, it is admitted that
high-fidelity reception and transmission will be retarded, but it
will make possible fitting in of additional stations here and there.
The general effort of witnesses
and the prevailing view on the
FCC itself is understood to be that
whatever new assignments may be
opened, through duplication on certain clear channels or through
other changes which may grow
out of reduced separations, existing stations first should be accommodated. This encompasses
the view that deserving regionals,
(Continued on page 77)
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ALLOCATION

HEARINGS:

SOME

CONCLUSIONS

IT MAY take many months — possibly a year — before any tangible
policies crystallize from the so-called allocation hearings before the
FCC. From where we sit, it would seem that the term "allocation" is
a misnomer. The hearings very largely resolved themselves into a
controversy over superpower and all it implies rather than over any
far-reaching revamping of the broadcast band.
Whatever the outcome, the mass of testimony was imposing, and gave
the Commission and its engineers plenty to conjure with before they
draw any conclusions. At the behest of the FCC, the industry, it is
estimated, dug into its pockets to the amount of $150,000 for the
preparation of its cases. The wealth of data covered economic as well
as technical phases — much of it breaking entirely new ground.
It is too early perhaps to attempt to draw any conclusions. At the
risk of being presumptuous, however, a few general observations may
be apropos, although it must be emphasized that we have no inkling,
as no one can, as to what the FCC Broadcast Division in its wisdom
will do.
As we see it, no case was made against a horizontal increase in
power for regional stations. The only limiting factor, it appears, will
be that of the manner in which regionals themselves participate in
this movement. It was brought out that regionals cannot expect to
increase appreciably their coverage through boosts from 1,000 to 5,000
watts at night. But they will improve their primary services, providing
they go up horizontally. On some of the regional channels it may not
be possible to increase horizontally without certain corrective measures
in allocations. Technically, there is sound engineering involved in such
boosts, and economically and socially they are certainly desirable.
That the clear channel stations made a meritorious showing for the
preservation of exclusive waves as a means of serving rural audiences,
was generally reflected by observers. But on the important issue of
superpower, with its far-reaching possible economic implications, especially the claimed threats of destruction of regionals and locals, the
question presented the FCC is much more delicate.
As for duplication of the clear channels, it seems to be admitted that
the location of some of them will militate against it. But it was also
glaringly apparent that some clear channel stations have not made the
maximum use of their facilities. There was some rather devastating
testimony against coast clears, which the FCC must weigh and weigh
carefully before it introduces new policies.
Summarizing, we feel as impartial observers that a clear-cut case
was made for horizontal power boosts; that a good case was made
for retention of clear channel service, particularly at centrally located
points; that superpower on perhaps a selected few interior clear channels will probably come eventually by reason of WLW's experience;
that no urgent need for superpower on all the 30 clear channels was
demonstrated or is even desired by some of them at this time; and that
some additional east-west coast duplication is very likely to come.
In reaching these conclusions for what they may be worth, we cannot
ignore the rather sweeping technical judgments of such organizations
as the Institute of Radio Engineers and the Radio Manufacturers' Association, which have no motives beyond good listener service, in favor
of preserving clear channels and in support of higher power.

FCC
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Officials

Give
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Allocation

Hearings
Get Under
Way
As
the
first
witness,
FCC
Chief
WITH SOME 350 persons attendEngineer T. A. M. Craven read a
ing, Broadcast Division Chairman
statement covering the scope of
Sykes opened the hearing. He emthe hearing. He brought out that
phasized that it was informal in
it was confined to the broadcast
character. "The Broadcast Diviband between 550 and 1600 kc. and
sion," he said, "desires to procure
that the purpose was to secure
the most comprehensive information on the subject of allocations
facts respecting engineering principles of allocations within that
not only in the engineering phases
band as well as the economic and
but also the social and economic
social consequences of any prophases." The objective, he explained, was to provide maximum
ulations.posed changes in the existing regservice in both transmission and
reception throughout the country.
"Naturally," said Comdr. Craven,
Bringing out that there had been
"with the experience gained since
1928 in the economics of broadno substantial change in existing
allocations since 1928, Judge Sykes
casting, whether operated by commercial concerns, social groups, or
asserted that there have been material advances in radio technique
by any other method, we should be
and in the social and economic
in a position to know better today
phases of broadcasting. Moreover,
the relationship between the engithe repeal of the Davis Amendneering of allocation and the economics of allocation.
ment last June, he said, eliminating the requirement for a mathe"Having had some personal exmatical distribution of facilities,
perience in the practical end of
broadcasting, it appears to me that
likewise placed a new complexion
upon allocations.
possibly there is a "definite rela-
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tionship between economics am.]
engineering of radio broadcasting I
and therefore it appears that Ljl
we are to have a sound system o:j|
allocation in the future, the Com I]
mission should receive facts witlJ
reference to this phase of the broa( \
problem which confronts us todays
Practical Problems

"ON THE other hand, the engi I
neers of the Commission, as a re|
suit of unavoidable limitations, ar< I
unable to secure continuous prac J
tical experience in the field in the ,i
actual operation of stations, anc I
therefore may be somewhat handi j
capped, through no fault of theii j
own, in sensing a relationship be j
tween engineering and the eco-i
nomics of a broadcasting station j
However, they do have expert!
knowledge with respect to the t
problems of administration anc !
regulation.
"Before concluding, I believe ill
desirable to inform the industrj r
that as a result of the June IE t
hearing, the Interdepartment Ra
dio Advisory Committee is making

progresscation ofin
its study above
of the30,00(
allofrequencies
kc to government services. It is I
my opinion that we may expeel I
with confidence the allocatior L
of sufficient frequencies above J
30,000 kc. to accommodate aural 1
facsimile
and
television
broad- 1
casting in the future on an initiarj
experimental basis. In my opinion I
the date when these new services I
will cease to be experimental de- 1
pends upon many factors, and ir
particular, upon the rate of progin development."
An ressanalysis
of the questionnaire
phases of the so-called allocatior
surveys released by the FCC Sept
1 then was presented by Andrew
D. Ring, assistant chief engineer
in charge of broadcasting. Mr .
Ring submitted considerable new
material relating to the survey
the most important of which was
a tabulation of the urban distribution of broadcasting stations.
This analysis, revealed that of the
total population of 130,000,000 ar
area embracing some 67,000,00C
people, or 55%, did not have!
broadcasting stations in their owr
communities. A substantial portion of this population, he brought
out, receives both primary and
secondary services from other stations but in the urban centers dc
not have outlets of their own.
which
has been
under fire
In defining
the allocation
surveybytH
groups in the industry, Mr. Rina
said it pertained only to rural rej
ception and was not designed tdj
cover urban areas. Moreover, hea
said, the survey was not designed
for use for commercial purposes, j
Completing the testimony with!
respect to the allocation survey!
was the statement of Dr. L. PS
Wheeler, chief of the FCC Techniji
cal Information Section which wasB
created last February. Dr. WheelerB
explained that since that time hisl
staff has analyzed the technical!
study with the objective of deter- 1
mining the field intensity of clear-1
channel stations at various dis-8
tances. These intensities were re-1
corded at 11 locations with auto-1
matic recorders over a period from
February to May, 1935.
Declaring this data to be of|
great value, Dr. Wheeler said that
additional surveys should be made
to procure comprehensive data for
the country as a whole. There were I
many revelations with respect toil
sky wave propagation, he said.
• Broadcast
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Case

for

Clear

Craig and Caldwell
Plead
for Rural

Coverage
"HE OPENING gun on the real
sue of clear channel preservaion and superpower developed at
le afternoon session Oct. 5 when
dwin W. Craig, vice president of
ISM, Nashville, and chairman of
le Clear Channel Group, began
presentation of a 35-page report,
ased on exhaustive research by
le group and its counsel, Louis
. Caldwell, the Craig statement
ent flatly on record for the prestation of clear channels and for
0 limit of power to open the way
>r 500,000 watts.
Mr. Craig had come from a sick
ed to deliver the long report, and
fter three hours of reading was
jrced to retire in favor of Counil Caldwell. The presentation was
veritable radio "book of knowl3ge" for the FCC members, historically, for it traced the development of radio from the "Hoover
' onference" days of regulation in
p21 through the present era. It
rought out that in 1923 the cry
superpower" was raised when
.ations proposed to go from 500
1 1,000 watts, then on the ground
= mt other
reception
would be
janketed.
Through the remainder of the
ay, and well into the next, this
•stimony ran, with a rigid crosstcamination afterward. The Craig
^.atement
pointed
out that the
lembers
of the Clear Channel
roup total 13, banding together
t his call in May, 1934, that many
- idependently
owned
outlets to
fotect the remaining exclusive
! ays designed for rural reception
» the 1928 allocation. He enum•ated the stations as KFI, WSM,
■7LW,
WGN,
WSB, WBAP,
7FAA,
WHAS,
WWL, WLS,
.'HO, WHAM and WOAI.
J Following the historical dis)urse, the presentation came to
le issue of duplication on clear
lannels. It was brought out that
; hereas 40 clear channels were set

Channels

aside in the 1928 allocation for
high power operatfcn to reach distant listeners, only 30 remain. Of
these Mr. Caldwell read from the
Craig statement, 13% channels are
occupied by stations owned or
operated by the networks; 11% by
members of the Clear Channel
Group and 4% by others.
And, as the first dig against the
regional group of stations opposing superpower and advocating
duplication on clear channels, the
Craig statement recited that John
Shepard 3d, president of the
Yankee Network and chairman of
the Regionals Group, had opposed
the power increase to 5,000 watts
maximum in 1924 at one of the
"Hoover conferences".
This was

Superpower

said that he hoped the FCC never
again would recognize this principle. Pressure resulted in these
"consents" in most cases, he said.
Cites FCC Channel Survey
STEPS which led to the so-called
FCC allocation survey, released
last Sept. 1, then were outlined.
The survey was undertaken at the
instigation of the Clear Channel
Group, and constituted the most
comprehensive analysis of technical radio ever made.
Although under attack as imperfect and not a fair gauge of
clear channel coverage, the Group
contended that, whatever its imperfections, itshowed that clear
channel
service is essential for

Maland

Expounds

Economic
Of

Side

Power

CONCLUDING the comprehensive
case for the Clear Channel Group,
Joseph O. Maland, vice president
of WHO, Des Moines, delivered a
statement covering the social and
economic phases of broadcasting
at the Oct. 8 session.
Fortified with many exhibits relating to the business of broadcasting and with figures on station
earnings, he consumed two hours
in the presentation of the voluminous paper. In it he attempted to

Harris & Ewing Photos
ENDURANCE LISTENERS — Attending most of the hearings regularly were the majority of the members of the FCC, although the issues will be decided by the Broadcast Division (center three). Left to right:
Thad H. Brown, Anning S. Prall, Judge E. O. Sykes, Norman S. Case, Dr. Irvin Stewart.
cited as an example of "how history repeats itself". There were
two other references to Mr. Shepard— one critical of his applications in Boston for duplication on
clear channels and the other commendatory of his cooperation in
the FCC clear channel survey.
Mr. Craig's statement launched
an attack upon recognition of the
principle that the licensee of a
clear channel station has the right
to "bargain away the rights of the
listening public by a so-called consent, whether given for a consideration or gratuitously." Mr. Craig

ECHNICAL BRAIN TRUST— Engineering executives of FCC as they
darkened to mass of technical data presented at hearings. Left to
ght: K. A. Norton; Comdr. T. A. M. Craven, chief engineer who
indled bulk of examination of witnesses; Andrew D. Ring, assistant
lief engineer for broadcasting; Raymond Asserson, and Dr. L. P.
7heeler, chief of newly-established technical information section.
BROADCASTING
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rural reception and that it •coincided with other knowledge on the
subject. It showed, among other
things, that 76.3% of the rural
residents surveyed preferred clear
channel stations, as against 72%
in a less comprehensive study made
in 1929 by the former Radio Commission.
Net Duplication Not at Issue
ON THE question of duplication
of network programs, the Group
contended it was not a momentous
problem, and certainly one that
has not yet been studied scientifically to find a solution. It was
cited as something the FCC must
decide for itself. "Most of us who
are in the business of broadcasting", continued the statement, feel
that so far as commercial programs are concerned, the man who
will effectively prevent excessive
duplication is the advertiser. In
fact, we think we have detected
signs of his unwillingness to pay
for double coverage for a long
time. If we are wrong in this belief the commission has ample
power to settle the matter under
the Communications Act."
Regarding charges of "monopoly" in clear channel operation,
the Group asked that the FCC
give due recognition to the principle of independent ownership in
the licensing of stations. This
struck particularly at networkowned and operated stations.
The Group made no suggestion
for additional classes of stations,
stating that the existing classes of
clear, high-power regional and
local were ample. But it added it
"vigorously opposes abolishing the
clear channel class, as is proposed
(Continued on page 64)

discredit contentions that superpower would restroy regional and
local stations; that it would mean
the dropping of smaller stations
from the networks and that it in
industry.
any
way would wreak havoc in the
Afterward he was subjected to
a cross-examination by Commissioners and FCC engineering counsel on economics of broadcasting.
Describing the American system
of broadcasting in its economic and
social phases, Mr. Maland said the
principal danger to this system is
not that which is discussed most,
namely, excessive or undesirable
advertising. He called these simply growing pains of a young industry, accentuated by the depression.
Business Improvement
"THE REAL danger in the economics of broadcasting is that the interest of the advertiser in reaching large masses of listeners, and
the profit that is to be made in accommodating him, will result in
laying down too many tracks of
good reception to thickly inhabited
centers and too few, or none at all,
to sparsely settled areas, which
are not such attractive markets.
Analyze these issues that now face
you torateseetechnical
if underneath
the graphs
elabocharts and
and the impressive statistics and
tabulationsamentalyou
do not find
a fundissue between
those
who
want more stations in cities that
already have stations and those
who are striving to preserve what
there is of rural reception and to
Mr. Maland drew heavily upon
general statistical
data on business
it."
improve
(Continued
on page 65)
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ASSERTINGthat
superpower will
make "the big
fellow stronger"
and the "little
weaker,"
fellow
William S.
Paley,
CBS president, at
the Oct. 6 session
pointed out that
n
superpower would
Mr. Paley
reduce the need
for local network outlets and declared that "perhaps in one-half
of one per cent of the radio homes
of the United States, and there
only at night, superpower, as such,
would make the difference between
an adequate and an inadequate
signal."
Mr. Paley drew heavily on his
knowledge of the economics of
broadcasting as well as upon technical data for his stand, which in
effect opposed superpower as dangerous to independent stations and
to regionals and locals and opposed
duplication on clear channels as
destructive of rural service.
Nevertheless, he told the Commission, CBS will apply for a full
quota of superpower outlets for
the clear channel stations it owns
and operates if the FCC decides to
grant such powers.
No Problem of Service
URGING a "realistic appraisal" of
the effect of superpower on radio
listening, Mr. Paley asked: "If we
consider superpower not in terms
of the stations which would benefit by it or the stations which
would suffer by it, but in terms of
the listening public, what do we
find? We find that the difference
between 500 kw. and 50 kw. is
clearly not the difference between
good service and bad service. Even
in deep rural areas it is rarely the
difference between a usable and
non-usable signal. Perhaps in onehalf of one per cent of the radio
homes of the United States would
superpower, as such, make the difference between an adequate and
an inadequate signal.
"I should like to urge upon the
Commission and the industry one
basic consideration on the subject
of superpower: Study it. I do not
believe any of us knows enough
about the immediate effects and
the subsequent effects of superpower, both in itself and in relation to the progress and welfare
of radio broadcasting and radio
listening. Many of the doubts I
have raised have been, expressly,

SUPERPOWER

doubts. Many of them have been
questions, not answers. We need
those answers. I believe the Commission needs those answers before
altering the basic structure of
broadcasti
categorically into the
Probingng."
economic phases, Mr. Paley asked
and answered for CBS questions
as to the advantages and disadvantages of superpower upon superpower stations themselves as
follows:
Advantages and Disadvantages
"THE advantages of superpower
to the superpower station itself
are self-evident. A stronger signal
throughout its entire area, an extension of that area of service, an
increase in rural audience, a greater theoretical revenue because its
time should be more valuable.
"The disadvantages are, on one
hand, less specific, on the other
hand, more numerous. First, if the
station's own program standards
are not to suffer, its greater theoretical sales revenue must carry
of an investment in the
load
the
neighborhood of half a million dollars and an operating cost estimated to be $150,000 higher ana 50,000nually than that of even
watt station. This presumes no
profit whatever on the additional
investment or operating cost. If
its increased sales fail to provide
all of this differential, then funds
now going into program service
and management must be taken
out of programs and management
and put into transmitter operation.
"A second disadvantage emphasizes the first: Except in the largest cities, and except for the largest merchants, the increased card
rate necessary to a 500 kw. station
will tend to make it a prohibitive
medium for local advertisers.
Single exceptions notwithstanding,
the record of local advertising media whose circulation has grown
well beyond their trading areas reveals that they have been forced
to lose local retail advertising, or
to offer it at a special and lowered rate. This is feasible for a
newspaper, for instance, which can
sell its city circulation at a lowered rate, because it can exclude
the
local
merchants'or advertising
from its statewide
interstate
editions. That, however, is impossible for a superpower radio station. If it does lower its rate to
(Continued on page 70)

LOHR
TAKING an attitude almost diaopposite that ofmetrically
CBS,
Lenox R. Lohr,
NBC president,
in testimony at
the allocation
hearings Oct. 14,
put his company
on record
in favor of superpower

ASKS

GRADUAL

CHANGES

Radio Commission required 20 sta-i
tions to share time upon 10 chan-J
nels.
large the past
years By
haveanddemonstrated
that eigh'
pari
time
operation
this sort
is no1':
successful
eitherof from
the listen
ers' standpoint or for the statior

Mr. Lohr

gradually accomplished, and of
preservation of clear channels so
their "service capacity" will not be
lessened.
A series of recommendations
was made by the NBC head as he
appeared for the first time before
the FCC since he assumed the network's presidency last January.
With respect to superpower, _ he
objecsaid there were two validphysica
l
tions— one, that of actual
other ecointerference, and the each
request
nomic. He asked that
on
ered
consid
for superpower be
its individual merits, and that in
the case of his network, it would
seek at the outset only to procure
500,000 watts for WJZ, New York.
Again taking a view opposite
to that of CBS, Mr. Lohr said that
NBC, and its parent company RCA
had discovered nothing in their investigations ofthe ultra-high frequencies, either with respect _ to
sound broadcasting or television,
"which would militate against the
recommendations which we have
made here for stations operating

kc."
kc. and
550 Paley
between Mr.
predicted
had 1600
Whereas
television in two years, Mr. Lohr
said that to the best of his company's knowledge "the American
audience is going to continue to receive its aural broadcasting service
upon present frequencies for several and perhaps for many years."
Recommends Five Steps
MR. LOHR'S definite recommendations were as follows:
"1. We earnestly recommend in
the interest of economic stability
for the industry that in your new
regulations you lenghthen the license period for all broadcasting
stations to the three-year maximum permissible under the law.
"2. With respect to the continuance of clear channels, your records disclose that upon the 40 frequencies designated as clear channels in 1928, 50 stations were licensed to operate, each as a dominant clear channel station. In order to bring about this result, the

"In some instances the station;
operator.
have worked out their own salva
tion by synchronization, directivi
antennas, joint use of a singk
transmitter or some other means
A number of the stations stil
operating part time on clear chan
nels have asked that they be per
mitted to submit a plan to th<
Commission which will give eacl|
of these stations full time opera
tion and they propose that a hear
ing be held upon such plan. W<
are entirely in accord with this.
Preserve Clear Channels
"THERE remain out of the origi
nal 40 clear channels some 25 o
30 upon which progressive forwar'
looking stations are being operate'
today. Their value as a means o
service to rural listeners has bee:
reaffirmed by the recent Commis'
sion clear channel survey. We rec
ommend that your Commission tak
no action which will either limi
the existing service capacity o
stations of this type or preclud
the development of a better an
more extensive service by them.
"3. With respect to the power o
clear channel stations we recon
mend that your regulations be re ,
vised to remove
any limitatio
of maximum power to be used b ,
the dominant station upon thes
channels. Having adopted reguls
tions of this sort we recommen
that each individual application b
considered and acted upon wit
due regard for the interference
problems and the economic justif
cations which each case present
Thus far my company has cor.
eluded that at one station, WJ!
500 kw. power would be desirabl
when measured by the standarc
referred to previously.
We hav
reached no decision with respec
to other stations which we operat
"4. With respect
to power ol
shared channels we recommend ii
creases in power for regional sti .
tions to 5 kw. day and night whei
ever the engineering and econom
factors previously referred to wa>§
rant the use of such power.
"We
recommend increases
power for local stations who saf
isfy the engineering and economt]
(Continued on page 71)

Candid photos by Roy Scha j
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT— We present: Paul D. P. Spearman, regional
group counsel; I. Z. Buckwalter, Mason-Dixon Group; Martin Campbell,
WFAA, Dallas; Herbert L. Pettey, WHN; Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP,
Philadelphia; Edwin W. Craig, WSM, Nashville; Louis G. Caldwell,
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Clear Channel Group counsel; Dr. L. P. Wheeler, FCC technical info
mation director; John Shepard 3d, Yankee Network and chairman
regional group.
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Hegionals

Fear

Economic

Ruin

in

pearman
Argues
For
Horizontal
5

kw.

500

kw.

Shepard
Explains
Regional
Group

Boosts
Purposes

FINANCIAL RUIN" of regional
options was envisioned by Paul D.
Spearman, chief counsel for the
Elational Association of Regional
!-oadcast Stations, if the FCC al(ws clear channel stations to use
perpower. Presenting the case
chief for the Regional Group on
°t. 13, Mr. Spearman argued that
<\ere is no justification, technical, economically or socially, for
perpower.
Supplementing the technical tesTiony of Dr. Greenleaf Whittier
ckard, chief engineering counsel
'k NARBS, Mr. Spearman pleaded
liat group's case for a horizontal
crease in power to 5,000 watts
all regional stations; for dupli/tion on clear channels, and for
^tention of the present limit of
,000 watts powers as the maxium.
In delivering his 56-page paper,
ong with elaborate charts and
Ihibits on networks earnings, cov*!age and similar statistical data,
ir. Spearman
argued fervently
•ainst the superpower increase,
ihile his recommendation on dup:ation covered all clear channels,
!Itwas
that the in
group
thatindicated
the Commission
its
dgment could determine whether
• rtain of these channels should
main clear. Superpower, if genally applied, Mr. Spearman arled, would not only mean the
ifuin" of regional stations, and
Jlissibly those in the local cate!|<ry, but also would result in a
recarious position for the clear
jannel
station
themselves. He
"esented detailed
to
jlbstantiate
his claimarguments
that 500 kw.
Btions are economically unsound.
"Loaded With Dynamite"
IR. SPEARMAN painted a black
cture of international complicaons if 500 kw. is permitted. He
|iid that international interferi|ce would be caused, adding that
ijie question
"is loaded to the
Mards with dynamite" and that it
light have an embarrassing ad•rse effect upon the whole system
i American broadcasting.
Should the Commission decide to
'low
establishment
of any said,
500 kw.it
ations,
Mr. Spearman
kould see that they be located
here they will render unique
rvice which cannot be duplicated
' any other means. Moreover, he
id, the financial qualifications of
e applicant should be unquesmed.
He
reiterated, however,
at NARBS was unqualifiedly op•sed to 500 kw.
As for duplication, Mr. Spearan urged that this be permitted
i clear channels on the ground
*at facilities now are being
asted and that regional stations
•e doing an adequate job of rural
verage. He attacked the FCC alcation survey, made public Sept.
as inadequate
and suggested
at the FCC disregard it entirein any determination of future
>licy having to do with alloca'ons.
1 By duplicating clear channels,
Ir. Spearman argued, some rellROADCASTING

FRIENDLY ENEMIES — Here are the legal and technical counsel for
the clear and regional channel groups caught by our cameraman during
a recess between their hot arguments. Left to right: Paul D. P. Spearman, Dr. Greenleaf Whittier Pickard, Paul Godley, John Barron, Joe
Chambers, Glenn D. Gillett, Swager Sherley, Louis G. Caldwell.
gional stations could be permitted
to move off their present assignments and onto clear channels,
thus reducing interference en the
former and at the same time making for greater coverage.
"The facts we have presented
indicate a great upheaval and upset in the economics affecting regional stations if 500 kw. operation should be permitted. No such
disturbance would result from
moving some existing regional stations to duplicate operation on
clear channels. As we have already pointed out, such duplication would make possible great improvements and there would be no
such exodus of business from regional stations as would, we are
convinced, take place if the Commission should authorize 500 kw.
stations to be constructed and
operated,"
Opening he
his said.
statement with the
assertion that regional stations are
"the backbone of American broadcasting," Mr. Spearman discoursed
at length on the character of business done by these stations and the
sphere of their activity as public
service units. He called the regional station comparable to the
average city newspaper whereas
the clear channel stations are in
the category of the New York
Times. He claimed that regional
stations serve the bulk of the population with more than half of
them which operate unlimited time
being located in cities of 100,000
or over. Within 20 to 50 miles of
these 93 largest centers, he said,
live almost half of the nation's
population, including a large rural
population.
Depend on Each Other
MR. SPEARMAN cited further
figures showing that 71.7% of all
the unlimited time regional stations
are affiliated with the major networks. As did the Clear Channel
Group, he cited financial statistics
of station incomes to support his
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point that the national networks
and regional stations are mutually
dependent upon each other.
In an effort to break down the
FCC's allocation survey which
showed that rural listeners preferred clear channel stations almost to the exclusion of other
classes, Mr. Spearman referred to
many analyses which, he said, furnished proof positive of the high
order of service rendered rural listeners by regional stations.
This rural service of regionals
would be greatly intensified, Mr.
Spearman argued, if regionals are
authorized to increase their power
horizontally at night from 1,000 to
5,000 watts. Not only would it enable them to lay down better signals in their present service areas
but it would also make possible
"satisfactory reception of programs broadcast by them by thousands upon thousands of listeners
who cannot now enjoy this serv"Since regional stations constitute close to half of all the stations
in the country; do half the combined business of the industry;
serve the social and economic needs
of local trade areas, and cater to
the ice."
cultural and business needs of
these communities; and since the
local advertiser pays taxes in the
community served by regional stations, contributes to and supports
the welfare organizations, adds to
its social life and cultural influence and depends almost entirely
on the area served by regional stations for existence; and since the
listeners within such areas in return receive concessions from local
business men and look to and depend upon them for economic leadership, the Association which I
represent respectfully submits that
regional stations should be permitted to increase the intensity of
their signals so that the service
rendered by them to their respec(Continued on page 74)

BY WAY of opening the elaborate
regional station presentation, John
of the Yan3d, president
Shepard
kee Network,
and chairman and
prime mover in the National Assoc i a t i o n of Regional Broadcast
Stations, explained the scope and
purpose of the organization. He
said its three principal objectives
were horizontal increases to 5,000
watts on all regionals, opposition
to superpower of 500,000 watts and
duplication on clear channels.
NARBS, he explained, was formed
following the NAB convention last
July because of the anxiety among
regionals ovQr impending superpower and the economic havoc they
felt it would cause. He said the
organization has 81 members in 34
states and has one or more members on 35 different frequencies
out of 40 frequencies assigned to
regionals. Mr. Shepard said:
What Association Wants
"HAVING determined what all of
the stations' general interests were,
and attempting to condense these
into as few definite proposals as
possible, it was unanimously determined that the association should
sponsor and present evidence supporting changes in the rules of the
Commission so that such rules as
amended would permit the operation of regional broadcast stations
with 5 kw. power at night, as well
as day, and so as to also permit the
operation of more than one fulltime station on a clear channel. It
was also definitely determined as
the governing policy of the association that it should and therefore would sponsor these changes
in Commission rules for general
application to regional broadcast
stations. Your division, in giving
notice of this hearing and in inviting participation in it, made it
clear that the information and data
desired should go to general applicability ofrules rather than attempt to produce evidence in support of relatively few stations or
a small number of regional frequencies. The association has tried
sincerely to comply with this implied if not direct request of the
Commission and has prepared the
showing which it will make along
these lines.
Adverse Effect of 500 kw.
"THE association was unanimously of the opinion that regional stations, both as a group and as individuals, would be adversely and
most severely affected if stations
should be authorized and regularly
licensed to operate with 500 kw.
Believing in our own stations and
being convinced that they are rendering an indispensable service to
the American public, we were convinced that we would be negligent
in our duty as individuals and as
an association, to both this division and ourselves, if we did not
show some of the facts as to how
the regional stations would be so
adversely affected by the regular
operation of 500 kw. stations."
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a Success,

THE METEORIC success of WLW
as the pioneer superpower station
was recited by Powel Crosley, Jr.,
president of the Crosley Radio
Corp., which operates the station.
He recounted the history of WLW
from a 20-watt affair in 1921 to
the 500,000 watts, which it acquired
in March, 1934. It has operated
experimentally with this power,
being licensed only as a regular
50,000-watt station. Like some of
the preceding clear channel witnesses, Mr. Crosley related how
listeners as early as 1922 regarded
the "50 watts as superpower" and
complained of blanketing.
Always a proponent of higher
power, Mr. Crosley said that
WLW's interest in high power was
manifest long before the present
commercial possibilities of broadcasting became evident. He said:
"We have endeavored to cover
that 'No Man's Land' lying between areas well served by local or
regional broadcasting stations to
deliver, winter or summer, in spite
of atmospheric or other forms of
interference, satisfactory reception
for the radio listener who cannot
afford the more elaborate and
costly receiving sets. That we have
succeeded in doing this is evidenced by the recent engineering
report of the FCC indicating the
popularity of our station in rural
districts."
"Most of the profits of WLW".
Mr. Crosley said, "have been
plowed back into better and better
programs, more and more costly
presentation of programs, and better and better electrical, mechanical and technical equipment."
Mr. Crosley discussed program
policies of the station and its effort to keep its listeners over a
wide area informed on livestock
quotations, weather reports, educational programs and such programs as the Farm and Home
Hour which have never been moved
for commercials.
Coverage Quadruples Mail
THE IMPROVED coverage that
resulted in WLW's increase from
50 to 500 kw., Mr. Crosley said,
was demonstrated in the fact that
during the first three months of
1935 it received four times as
many fan letters as it had received
during the same period of the preceding year operating with a power
of 50 kw. For the six-month period, October 1935 to March 1936,
operating with 500,000 watts, WLW
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fits of these successful power increases have been threefold: (1)
Many listeners received programs
which, because of the type of receiving equipment used or because
of distance, they never would have
received otherwise; (2) the reception for those who could hear the
programs is vastly improved, and
(3) increased revenues have improved the programs themselves.
Evidence purporting to show that
WLW does not blanket with its
500 kw. signal even those stations
on adjacent channels at points
close to the WLW transmitter, was
also submitted. This was elaborated upon by other witnesses for the
station.

Mr. Crosley and Chairman Prall
received five times as many pieces
of mail as during the corresponding period of 1933 to 1934.
"When you consider that a great
bulk of our fan mail comes from
the small towns and rural districts,
and the further fact that experiencehas
•
shown that a relatively
small number of listeners do actually write fan letters, it is clear
that the power increase of WLW
has resulted in furnishing a radio
service not heretofore available to
aMr.vast
number
Crosley
said.of such listeners,"
Summarizing, he said the beneTIME-SHARING

A PLEA for full-time operation of
existing shared-time clear channel
stations, on the ground that they
are now economically unsound, was
made by John C. Kendall, attorney,
of Portland, Ore., appearing for
five of these stations. The recommendation was that the FCC
amend existing rules to permit
this, and to accomplish this after
a general hearing on the subject.
The stations in the group were
KEX, Portland; WOWO, Fort
Wayne, Ind..; WWVA, Wheeling,
W. Va.; KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark.,
and WBAL, Baltimore.
Pointing out that the time-sharing assignments were made primarily to bring about an equitable
division of clear channels among
the stations and zones under the
so-called Davis Amendment, and

15, 1936

The Economics of 500 kw
ON THE subject of economics,
Mr. Crosley made the following
observations:
"The economic results of the
use of power of 500 kw. to a station using it or to other stations
are not as susceptible of definite
proof as are the technical benefits
to the listening public or the absence of injury to the listening
the technical operapubliction offrom
such a station. This is true
because, among other reasons, each
station and each locality presents
an individual problem. Differences
in location, in directing personnel,
in program policies, in the prior
experience and popularity of the
station, and many other factors en(Continued on page 72)
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SERENADING THE SOUTH — In center photo, Lambdin Kay, WSB,
Atlanta, listens appreciatively as Glenn Snyder, WLS, Chicago, performs "Temple Bells of Texas" on his dime harmonica (without perPage
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that the amendment since has been
repealed, Judge Kendall contended
that there is no longer any legal
reason to prevent the full - time
operation. He said:
"More than eight years of trial
and operating experience has clearly demonstrated that the operation
of clear channel stations on a
time-sharing basis is economically
unsound and does not permit of
the rendition of the maximum
service by such stations to which
titled.
the radio listening public is en"Present operating assignments
of shared time cleared channel
stations are economically unsound
for the following reasons:
"a. The same investment is required for installation and maintenance as is required for a full-

time cleared channel station, and
the operating cost is substantially
the same.
"b. Due to the fact that nearly
one - half of the most valuable
night-time hours are not available
there is a substantial loss in station revenue.
"c. Listener popularity and station prestige are seriously impaired
by reason of the interruption in
the continuity of program service.
"The radio listening public is
now being deprived of program
service from shared time cleared
channel stations which with fulltime operation from such stations
would be available to it because:
"a. Shared time cleared channei
stations under present assignments
are required to observe a silent
period up to a maximum of foui
hours each day during certair
Such nightmonthstimeofhourstheareyear.
generally recog
nized as most valuable from th<
standpoint of the listening public
"b. During the hours when thess
stations are forced to remain silem
occur the greatest number of pro
in which the public is mos
grams
interested.
"c. An analysis of the radio lis
tener habits has demonstrated tha
the early evennig hours are th
most popular to the rural listenei
On account of such silent perioi
the shared time cleared channe
stations are unable to render th
maximum service to the rural lis
teners residing within their respec
tive service areas.
"In June, 1936, the Davis Amend
ment hereinbefore referred to wa
repealed and we submit that th
present is an opportune and log
cal time to make it possible fo
these part - time cleared chann?
full time."Chie
operate
stations
Under to
cross
- examination,
Engineer Craven brought out tha
whereas there are 20 time-sharin
clear channel stations, only fiv
were in the group represented b
Judge Kendall. He asked whethe
the other stations subscribed t
the same views, and Judge Kenda
said he had no definite informatio
but felt that they did.
To the question whether th
time - sharing stations would I
willing to install directional ai
tennas to prevent interference ui
der duplicated operation, Judg
Kendall said he believed that the
would do everything possible
get a solution of their problem.
FURTHER detailed accounts
of FCC allocation hearings
will be found on pages 54-77.

mission of copyright owners). Flanking duo, left to right, are Dona
Flamm, WMCA, New York; A. J. Eaves, Graybar Electric Co.; L
Baker, RCA Mfg. Co.; Ralph Atlass, WIND-WJJD, Chicago.
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50%

are

of

Products

Bought

in

Sold

in

COUNTRY

Practically every leading nationally advertised brand is to be
found

in country

stores —

for

farm

people are "brand conscious"— more so than metropolitan buyers. In Kansas and
Missouri, WREN
serves a farm
audience of over 1,500,000 people in an area of approximately
SERVING

11 MAJOR
OF

In addition to 1,500,000

CITIES
FARM
farm

Kansas

STORES

90,000 square miles. WREN
is
the source of news, entertainment, education and advertising
to this audience — at all hours of
the day and evening!
If you want to sell your commodity in this rich farm section, let
WREN
carry your advertising.
AND

90,000

SQUARE

MILES

SECTION
population,

lowing principle cities of a combined

WREN

761,535

serves the fol-

population:

Kansas

City, Mo.; Kansas City, Kansas; St. Joseph, Topeka, Atchison, Leavenworth, Ft. Scott, Ottawa, Lawrence, Emporia and Manhattan.
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Offering

NBC
To

New

Contracts

Relations
Station
Integrate
New Clause Designed to Check Defections to Other
Hookups; Compensation Revised in Come Cases

CARRYING forward the determination of President Lenox R. Lohr
with
NBC's relations
to integrate affiliates
, the network
its station
organization's station relations department is currently o ff e r i n g
all affiliates new conlly
practica
tracts designed to stabilize the
network'ssome position and to eliminate
of the friction of past
years.
Some of the contracts are for
one year or more, others for fiveyear periods, and in some instances
the base station compensation rate
under NBC's sliding-scale compensation plan instituted about a year
ago is revised upward.
The contracts contain several
important departures from previous practice, although for the
most part they maintain the basic
compensation scheme. One of the
most significant features is a
clause in some of the contracts by
which an affiliate agrees "not to
station's
your network,
permit theby use
anyof radio
facilities
other than ours, with which is
permanently or occasionally associated any station serving wholly or
partially a city or county of one
million or more inhabitants."
Aims at Affiliations
THIS clause manifestly is aimed
at NBC station affiliations with
such organizations as the Mutual
Network, whose WOR and WGN
readily fall within the "one million" category, and carries into
contractual argeement Mr. Lohr's
already demonstrated intention of
discouraging further defections.
On the other hand, it does not
keep NBC stations from joining
small state or regional networks
or hookups
tional time. outside of NBC's opFor the last few weeks, and particularly during the course of the
FCC allocation hearings which began in Washington Oct. 5 and which
brought several hundred broadcasters to Washington, members of the
NBC staff have been contacting
affiliated stations to discuss the
contracts with them and procure
signatures. Mr. Lohr himself is
handling some of the contracts, as
are Frank Mason, station relations
vice president; Reginald Brophy,
station relations manager, and
others of the staff. Mr. Brophy and
Keith Kiggens were in Washington
during most of the hearings.
The contract forms were drawn,
with slight variations, to be offered to stations now operating
under the present form of station
contract on a regular affiliation
basis and on an optional time basis.
Except for the latter classification, which gets no guarantee of
service, the affiliates receive a
guarantee of 200 unit hours of
sustaining and commercial service
per 28-day period. Two hundred
unit hours are the equivalent of
200 night hours, with daytime
hours (8 a. m. to 6 p. m.) counting for half night hours; 11 p. m.
to 12 midnight for half night
hours; 12 midnight to 8 a. m. onethird night hours — and a slightly
altered ratio for Sunday hours.
The stations affiliating with NBC
waive compensation for the first
16 unit hours of network commerPage
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cials during each 28-day period,
the rest of the compensation plan,
as before, remaining as follows:
(a) For the first 25 unit hours in
excess of 16, NBC pays 20% of
the station's average unit hour for
the 28-day period; (b) for the next
25 unit hours, NBC pays at the
rate of 30% of average unit hour
rates for the 28-day period, and
(c) for all unit hours in excess of
66, NBC pays at the rate of 37V2%
of average unit hour rates for the
28-day period.
The contracts provide that both
increases and decreases in station
rates are to be reflected in the
compensation scale, but that if
rate decreases are made, the station may terminate the contract
upon 90-day notice.
Rate Decreases

TO PROTECT against decreases
naby stations of their rates to pretional advertisers below the
vailing network rate for the station, NBC writes into the contract
this provision: "If you accept
from national advertisers net payments less than those at which
NBC sells your station to network
advertisers for corresponding
periods of time, as set forth in the
preceding table, then NBC may, at
reduce the network staits option,
tion rate for your station in like
the comproportion, in which event NBC
will
pensation due you from
right
the
be likewise reduced but
of termination provided for in the
preceding paragraph [90 days]
accrue to you."
shall not thereby
Network optional time schedules,
setting forth the time that must
be cleared for NBC commercials
as beupon 28 days' notice, m.remain
to 12 noon,
fore, namely, 10 a.
3 p. m. to 6 p. m., 7 p. m. to 7:30
p. m. and 8 p. m. to 11 p. 5 m.p. weekm. to
days; 1p. m. to 4 p. m.,
6 p. m. and 7 p. m. to 11 p. m.

Sundays (all New York City
time). The network guarantees 28
days advance notice of discontinuance of scheduled commercials and,
as formerly, retains the right to
substitute public service programs
for scheduled programs without
compensation for the cancelled program "because of the public responsibility ofthe network and its
associated stations."
New Clauses Added
SEVERAL new clauses in the contract, which are self-explanatory,
are also contained as follows:
"You agree not to sell or lease
your station during the term of
this contract unless such sale or
lease is expressly made subject to
the terms and conditions of this
contract.
"In the event you substitute another program for a network program which we offer you and which
you are obligated to broadcast in
accordance with the provisions of
Section III, paragraph a, [relating
to optional time], you agree to
pay us, as liquidated damage, a
bethe difference
to monies
sum equal
tween the total
received by
you for broadcasting such other
and monies you would
program
have
received from us had you
broadcast our network program.
This provision is without prejudice
to any other rights which we may
have under this contract arising
from your failure to broadcast any
of our network programs, and
shall not be deemed to give you
the option to refuse to accept such
a network program by making the
specified in the foregopayments
ing sentence.
"You agree not to authorize,
cause, permit, or enable anything
to be done without our consent
whereby a recording is made, or a
recording is broadcast, of a program which has been, or is being,
networks."
on NBC forms
broadcast
conclude
The contract
with a provision that the contract
shall be in force for a specified
period of time, believed in most
cases to be five years, terminable

notice.
by NBC

Election
On

Coverage

Elaborate

Networks

Basis

and Stations Laying

Plans for Unique Feature
WHILE time is currently bein
cleared by the networks at a greai
er rate than ever before for th
presidential candidates and the:
spokesman, both NBC and CBS i
mid-October were laying elaborat
plans for coverage of the electk
returns the night of Nov. 3. T
sides securing a steady flow of
ports from all over the count:
through the Press - Radio Burea
the two major networks are se
staffs of the
extensive
up insure
ting
own to
full coverage ar
interpretation of the returns.
NBC will send its first returi
over combined networks from 6:
to 6:45 p. m., starting with an i
terview with James W. BaiTel
editor of Press - Radio Burea
Graham McNamee and John
Kennedy will be the announcei
who at frequent intervals throuf
the evening will broadcast and i
terpret the vote tallies, interrup
ing regular programs if necessai

upon 12 months' written

Special Features
IN ADDITION, NBC will car
remotes from New Ashford, Mas
traditionally the first town to coi
plete its count; from Democrai
and Republican headquarters, wi
the party chairmen at the mici
phones; from the candidates' homa!l
Topeka,cro^
and getting
Park unit
at Hyde
a mobile
from
reactions in Times Square a
other parts of New York. T
returns will also be carried to t
world via shortwaves fr(
W3XAL, Bound Brook; W2XA
Schenectady; W8XK, Pittsburg
and W1XK, Springfield.
Paul White, CBS director of sj
cial events, will head a big st
in Columbi
setup studio.
edit copyN
will largest
He a's
York
be handed to Hugh Conrad, vv
does the March of Time annou
ing and who will handle
straight announcing while H.
Kaltenborn acts as commenta
and Bob Trout, presidential ;
nouncer, comments on the Congr
sional voting.
The tabulation system employ
by CBS will be similar to tl
used in 1932 when a large bla
and tei1
with all states
board, indicated,
was mounted
tories
the lat
carried
and
the studio
plus an indication of e:
returns
state's electoral vote.
Additional CBS lines will be
stalled in Democratic and Rep
lican headquarters, at the hor
of President Roosevelt and G
Landon and in the Times Bldg
New York.
Mutual Network, according
early advices, will not handle
returns on an organized netw
for e
beingjob.
basis, early
station
to doplans
a local
W

SERIOIK ART OR SATIRE? — Much discussion has been aroused oyer
these companion plaques cut from polished black granite and flanking
the entrance of the magnificent new studio building of WW J, Detroit.
They are the work of Carl Milles, noted Swedish sculptor, and the left
to represent "broadcasting" and the right "listening .
plaque is ofdesigned
their unconventional treatment of the subject, debate is ragBecause
ing in art circles whether the sculptor intended them to be serious or
for dear
satirical. The left plaque shows a group of musicians "playing
puts it. At right are
life", as Albert Kahn, architect of the building, and
interest.
radio listeners in varying moods of wakefulness
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Tit.
use Chic'
and WOR
Tribunedepend
upon willthe
will
radio
Press and may join with
New York Journal for its retu
Generally, the networks and
dependent stations expect to h
an easier time covering the €
tions this year than they did.
1932 when they had to do w
out newspaper service. Transr:
service will be keyed for its i
vidual station clients, with t
ice.
type and radio transmission si
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Plotting

impressions

Spots--The
By
BLAYNE
Radio Director, Lennen

of Spot

Broadcasting

as at the manager's desk. His training took him through
all sorts of studio jobs at WTAR, WLVA, WGH, WBAP,

BROADCASTING

for

Viewpoint;

o spot a program.
How best to "size up" a station?
3erhaps the writer can point the
vay toward the solution of that
■problem from his experience during the past 24 months in buying
pot programs and time in a num)er of areas. Naturally, this afforded the opportunity of meeting
md working with many major
ind minor station officials. From
ndividuals and their methods of
landling their particular jobs, it
s possible to determine in large
ilneasure what to expect from radio
campaigns
placed
through their
stations. There
is scarcely any

ofthe spot campaign's
operation cansponsibility revolve,
j The best way to get this knowledge is by the simple and slow
process of working in a station.
Spot time and program buyers
should be able to visit stations and
- understand or find out more than
the things appearing on the surface. Naturally, the traditions of
-'best selling on the part of the staHjtions require
thatandthe that
agency
Riband
be held,
the man's
rosy
^<glow of happiness permeate all
:| agency-station relationships,
nt All well and good, but if the
:t|Jiagency man understands station
problems, talks the language of
^anyone in the station from manager to control operator, how much
better chance he has of penetratii ing the superficial veneer of salesr^ manship and acquiring a valuable
s i insight on the station, its personnel, policies and operations, thus
doing a real service to his client.
Worthy
stations whose business
operations are open and above-

Stations

Agency

Can

BECAUSE the profession of radio
is such a highly individualized one,
the measure of the parties concerned must be taken into consideration in planning and placing
"any spot program. Naturally, the
-best way to do this judging is by
visiting the station or stations in
othe area desired and using one's
best judgment.
For
instance, a
3r station to station' personal survey
'Jwill disclose that at one point the
•general manager is the most conscientious; at another, the commercial manager; and at others,
[jminor executives or announcers. A
discerning agency man, with an
j understanding of human nature,
and above all, a working knowledge of what makes the radio station 'tick', should be able to spot,
during the course of a brief visit,
:the person around whom the re-

Up

From

felow a Time
Buyer
ONE OF THE major problems
aced by a radio department executive in an advertising agency is
he
matter
up" hethewants
staions in the of
area"sizing
in which

jj'rule of thumb" by which the uninitiated agency man can absolutely judge stations in advance, lest
t'fie have a thorough station backound, since estimates of station
aggressiveness,
and of adequate
Presentations
and
servicing by
heir 'reps' are as varying as the
|?arious individuals concerned.
Taking Their Measure

Size

a Campaign

a time buyer, Blayne Butcher for years — seven
NOW
of them — served time behind the microphone as well

and WCAU, which is considerable mobility even
WLW
for a radio man. Since 1934 he has been in the agency
end

and

of the business

agency-station

and

has acquired

agency-advertiser

some

ideas about

relations.

And

in

telling his story, he gives his blessing to the new trend
toward the use of more than one station in a market.
board will welcome and cooperate
to the hilt with this type of agency
representative.
On the matter of service, there
are, unfortunately, still a few
shortsighted station owners who
limit their personnel budgets to
the point of hampering the servicing of commercial accounts. A
newspaper, staffed as sparsely as
some radio stations with several
people 'doubling' in duties, would
go under in short order.
The old argument station owners
have against building up a large
physical equipment because of
their short licenses by the FCC,
scarcely holds water in the case of
personnel which is as "fireable" as
it is "hireable". Of course, radio
stations must make reasonable
profits, but their chief stock in
trade — personnel — should not be at
such a bare minimum that this
very factor works against the commercial principle to which they
are dedicated — that of getting accounts and producing results for
as many advertisers as possible,
to secure their own financial future.
Traditions Aplenty
TODAY'S far-seeing station owners employ a higher type of personnel and compensate them more
adequately for the creative and individual work they accomplish.
Staffs are enlarging, under the impetus of additional income, to the
point where radio service can be
on a par with that given by other
media.
By this word 'service' is not
meant the moot 'merchandising
service', which is still radio's spot
question number one, but the mere
manual or vocal labors of personnel concerned with broadcasts. At
some points these people are so
overworked that one advertiser's
program,
as chore
well as
another's,
just a daily
to be
dispensedis
with as quickly, and with as little
trouble, as possible. In this year
of grace, while radio spot business
is climbing to a new high, it is to
be hoped that the few backward
station owners will forsake some
of their personal avarice, and enlarge staffs to the point of offering
real help to spot radio advertising
camoaigns.
While on this subject of stations,
let us consider the background of

• Broadcast

Advertising

Trend

Multi-Station
R. BUTCHER
& Mitchell Inc., New York

MR. BUTCHER
some of them — a factor which
plays such a big part in influencing operations today. Too many
stations were founded back in the
'catch - as - catch - can' wavelength
scramble by either the get-richquick gentry who always jump
into new ventures, or by experimental operators — idealists in the
field of radio technique — who gave
them up under economic pressure
to promoters or local firms that
used them purely as a toy adjunct
to their advertising promotion.
It is to be doubted that many
conscientious persons could visualize, in its earliest phases, the levelheaded business angle that this
medium has attained today. The
weeding out started when radio's
commercial aspects began to be apparent, and when competition in its
own field and with other media became inevitable. So deep-rooted are
some of the family and personal
station holdings, that even yet, at
a few points, reactionaries dictate
unsound policies, regardless of the
station personnel's
standards of
business
acumen.
In any other field of business,
competition would force the correction or elimination of an unhealthy enterprise, but with the
restriction peculiar to radio — that

of a wave length grant by a Federal commission — which necessarily limits the competition in its
own field, a station may go merrily along with its owners laboring
under the grand delusion that they
are doing an excellent job. In
reality, however, the whole setup
by so many idiomay be hampered
syncrasies that it is amazing that
it functions as a business at all.
This sort of thing may particularts. Forly hamper
for radioplacemen
of
this group
tunately spot
stations is growing increasingly
smaller as stations are bought and
sold, and sound practices come into
play.

What

Station to Use

HERE is another point about spot
placement concerning which there
will be much concan and always
troversy. An advertiser will say to
his agency — "Put our program on
in 'Blank City'.
station
the best
The
agency
is then faced with a
difficult problem. Were it to be a
newspaper campaign, circulation
figures might support the choice,
but in radio judgment has to be
based on other principles. And at
this point, more than any other,
based on a cool
judgment must ofbe all
consideration
the elements
involved, after having discounted
station reps or commercial managers social overtures, and other
personal elements.
The man who has worked in stations knows that every station in
the city desired can, without doubt,
poll a substantial audience, and
of them could do
possibly toanytheone
justice
proposed campaign,
but nevertheless, he starts the
usual round of sifting out data,
including power, frequency, network connections, estimated listener habits, success stories, time
availability, program offerings,
local prestige, opinions and what
not. This usually winds up in
such a confusing mass of details
pointing to relatively little difference in two or even three competing stations, that he feels disposed
to drop the whole business in the
permanent file.
But his client, who has unquestioningly spent large sums in
other media in the past, wants infallible proof before risking his radio dollars, so frequently it is necessary to make the personal call
and come back with a firm recommendation. Along with the personal call may come the insistence
client's
local
the area
the visited.
checkingin with
upon contacts
At first glance, this looks like
sound reasoning, but there are
twice as many potential radio impresarios inbusiness offices throughout the country as there are in the
entire radio industry. And their
ideas practically all conflict.
Multiple Placements
IF SOLICITATION of their opinions cannot be avoided, the agency
man must be prepared to meet the
objections of those who have been
overruled in the final selections of
station, time and program, and be
prepared to sell the client over and
over again when and if their
usually
trivial complaints come
(Continued on page 80)
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THESE

ARE

BUSY

at

DAYS

K

F

R

U

630 Kilocycles
1000 Watts

ir.ii1

New

Studios

Being

Built...

For the past weeks carpenters, bricklayers, plumbers, interioi decorators and the
host of other artisans who have a hand in such things, have been creating new
studio and office groupings.
Their work is nearly finished.

2

New

Are

Equipment

Q
(j

Is Being

Installed

. . .

The new studio, incorporating all of the latest developments in acoustic control,
will be served by new Western Electric speech input equipment.

Sorry we can't show you pictures now
. . . You'll see them later on, though.

All

to

2

Give

Better

Coverage

In . . .

The rich, Central Missouri area between the Retail Markets of St. Louis and Kansas
City ... A new data book covering the economic and retail sales factors of
this area is yours for the asking.

K F R
COLUMBIA,

Is owned
MO.

and operated

by the

St. Louis Star-Times Publishing Company.

National Representatives
WILSON — D ALTON
Chicago — ROBERTSON
Kansas City, Mo.
New York
1329 Baltimore Ave.
1530 Mather Tower
250 Park Ave.
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SEVERAL
4

Store
Furniture

Wanted
House

To Build Prestige
By WALTER J. DAMM
Manager. WTMJ, Milwaukee
IOME FURNITURE Co. of Milwaukee, which prior to July 1934
ad been an outlet for secondand furniture, has firmly estabshed itself in this market as a
uying place for new furniture,
"his record in itself is not unusual
ut for the fact that radio was
sed exclusively to effect the
hange.
The store had a two-fold prob3m. On the one hand it had to
pread the news far and wide that
t now sold only new furniture,
..nd on the other hand, it had to
>uild confidence in its new merhandising policy. In this latter
>hase it could not start from
cratch like a new establishment
>ut had to overcome the antipathy
f people for buying at a former
lecond-hand store.
Radio was chosen as the medium
lor accomplishing the store's objective because the new manager,
B. W. Shay, had had successful ex•erience in merchandising furniure bv radio in Chicago. The record of 15 months of consistent
iroadcast advertising over WTMJ
ias been well nigh phenomenal.
Merchandising Schemes
dOME FURNITURE Co. opened
iccounts in 52 Wisconsin towns in
ess than six months after going
;.n WTMJ. It credits radio with
uccessfully establishing the atractive store with all new merhandise. It has secured unit sales
In cash as high as $570. One man
rom a town 100 miles from Milvaukee came in and bought a
275 bill of goods because he liked
he Home Furniture Co. program.
fie came direct to the store with■ut shopping around anywhere
lse in Milwaukee.
One woman from Milwaukee's
outh side, who admitted she hadn't
>een downtown shopping in two
•ears, was induced by the store's
adio program to come in and buy
260 worth of merchandise. This
s significant in view of the fact
hat Milwaukee is a city of good
•utlying shopping districts. There

3ELPS HOUSEWIVES— Don Gordon tells women, how to run their
lomes. He is sponsored on WTMJ,
Milwaukee, by Home Furniture Co.
^BROADCASTING

to

in

Grow

Milwaukee

and
ONCE

Acquire
Home

Furniture

to new

the public would
the problem!

to

And

time for one-hoss

Broadcasts

Co., Milwaukee,

this humble

period

surged

was

a second-

the desire

to

deep in the hearts

But always there was the fear that

be afraid to buy new

store.

Did

Customers

merchandise

of the management.
second-hand

Turns

New

hand store. During
graduate

Up- And

How

to build

along came
methods

prestige?

S. W.

and who

goods at a former
There

Shay, who
had

learned

was

had no
in Chi-

cago what radio can do for furniture stores that manifest an interest in the state of their sales chart.
is no question in the minds of the
Home Furniture Co. management
regarding the source of their busisively.ness because they use radio excluMr. Shay employs simple, homely, direct sales talk messages in
his broadcasts. He also merchandises his promotion adroitly. He
is repeatedly presenting new merchandising stunts in his broadcasts.
As an example, during one week's
broadcast he promoted a set of
aluminum made by a firm noted
for quality, and offered the set at
$14.95. At that price it was obviously agood "buy". It pulled many
customers. Further capitalizing it
after the item was definitely established as highly attractive, Mr.
Shay came back shortly afterward
and offered the set as a special inducement, pegging it as the set
sold previously for $14.95 and gave
it free with any three-room outfit
of furniture purchased during the
week.
When the Veterans' Bonus went
through Mr. Shay was quick to put
into effect the deferred payment
plan appealing to veterans. "Buy
now and pay later" was the basis
of the plan.
After opening new accounts in
many Wisconsin towns the Home
Furniture Co. decided to broaden
its service. From the beginning
they had offered "free delivery anywhere in Wisconsin" and now extended this to "free delivery anywhere". This resulted in the obtaining of many customers from
the neighboring states of Michigan, Illinois and Iowa.
The sponsor's initial radio program was a five-day-a-week 15-minute morning period featuring the
Home Harmonizers, hillbilly act. An
inexpensive cash contest in which
listeners were rewarded for their
best letters on "Why I Like the
Home Harmonizers" was the means
of securing many names of potential customers. An offer of photographs of the Home Harmonizers also produced thousands of
names and addresses. Repeated
song
others. requests furnished many
When, atlisteners
the endwere
of aasked
year'sif
broadcast,
the Home Harmonizers should be
continued, the store was deluged
with affirmative responses. One
man sent in a petition with more
than 200 names and then came
down to make sure the letter arrived and said that he could get
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double that number of signatures
if necessary.
On June 1 of this year the Home
Furniture Co. was so satisfied with
the success of its efforts over
WTMJ that it decided to increase
the appropriation for broadcast
advertising. In looking about for
additional programs it found one
tailor - made for its needs in the
WTMJ sustaining program known
as the Exchange Club. This 15minute feature, which is broadcast
three times a week, features an
exchange of household hints and is
conducted not by a woman announcer but by a man, Don Gordon,
of the regular WTMJ staff.
The program has developed a
tremendous mail response and while
this is no reflection on the average
woman announcer, it appears that
the housewives in the WTMJ audience have developed an unexpected degree of interest in Don
Gordon's household advice. The
reason may lie in the unusual situation of having a man expound
such advice and the further fact
that a man tackling a job of that
kind may bring to bear a somewhat more practical and hardheaded attitude with regard to
what is worth broadcasting.
A Thousand Hints
IN ANY EVENT the Home Furniture Co. now sponsors this program in addition to the original
Home Harmonizers and is well
pleased with the results from the
second program. At the time the
store took over the sponsorship of
the Exchange Club, WTMJ had a
booklet entitled One Thousand and
One Household Hints on the press.
These hints had been selected by
Don Gordon from the many thousands he has received from listeners and the compilation made a
very attractive offering.
Because the program was now
theirs, the Home Furniture Co.
asked for the privilege of distributing and selling these booklets and this right was given to
them. The first edition of the book
was exhausted in a short time and
a second edition was planned by
the sponsors.
As a further tieup with the new
program Don Gordon appears at
the Home Furniture Store on Saturday afternoons and personally
autographs all copies of the booklet which are sold at that time.
So with the help of radio the
Home Furniture Co. has accom-

SPONSORS

PLAN
DISC
SERIES
H. W. KASTOR & SONS ADV.
Co. Inc., Chicago, has commissioned
WBS to make a series of transcription announcements, of varifollowing clifor the
ous ents:
lengths,
Beaumont
Laboratories,
St.
Louis (4- Way cold tablets) ; Booth
Fisheries Co., Chicago; Hurley
Machine Co., Chicago (Easy Washing machines) ; Lykolene Co., Kansas City (Lyko & Lykolene); Williamson Candy Co., Chicago (OhHenry bars); Tattoo Co., Chicago
(cosmetics). For A. H. Lewis
Medicine Co., St. Louis (Turns),
Kastor is preparing a series of
quarter-hour WBS discs entitled
Music You Love.
For Products Inc., through Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland,
preparing
is Other
World ments.
series are announcebeing cut
for Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Crisco) through Blackman
Adv. Inc., New York; Crosse &
Blackwell Inc., Baltimore, through
Van Sant, Dugdale & Co. Inc.,
Baltimore; J. W. Marrow Co.,
Chicago (Mar-O-Oil shampoo),
through Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt
Inc., Chicago.
A brief spot announcement cam91 stastarting Oct.
paign
is being
tions
cut 19
by on
WBS
for
Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich., to
announce new models. Arthur
Kudner Inc., New York, is agency.
Two

N. Y. Net

Accounts

REMINGTON RAND Inc., Buffalo
(office equipment), on Oct. 5 started Tim Tyler's Luck, King Features comic strin, on New York
State Network, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 5:30-5:45 p. m.
Account was placed by Leeford
Adv. Agency, New York. Fawcett
Publications Inc., New York, on
Oct. 11 started dramatizations of
stories from its Modern Mechanics
and True Confessions magazines
on the same network, Tuesdays,
5:30-6 p. m., through Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., New York.
New

KOBH

on

Air

HEADED by Robert J. Dean as
manager, the new KOBH, Rapid
City, S. D., using 100 watts full
time on 1370 kc, is now on the air
on full schedule, with Arden Swisher as commercial manager; Katherine Walpole, as program director; E. H. Carter, as chief engineer, and M. J. Jones, as assistant
chief engineer. Mr. Dean is part
owner with Dr. F. Koren of KWTN,
Watertown, S. D., and KGDY,
Huron, S. D.
CARLO de ANGELO, formerly radio director of Blackman -Adv. Inc.,
New York, has joined the radio
production staff of Lennen & Mitchell Inc., New York.
plished its original objectives and
has gone on to build an increasing
clientele and increasing dollar volume of business. In this connection one interesting fact has been
apparent.
While the Homepromotes
Furniture Co. persistently
"easy tei-ms to all", the many large
unit sales for cash secured by radio have convinced the management that there are many sizeable
nest - eggs that can be effectively
tapped by radio, penetrating as it
does to all classes and types of
prospective customers.
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Cleveland

and

Denver

Of New
Negotiations
CLEVELAND and Denver appear
to be the scenes of two new negotiations by the major networks to
change or acquire new outlets and
in both situations Mutual Broadcasting System figures prominently.
Although denied officially, reports were published locally in
Cleveland that WGAR, present
NBC-Blue outlet, would switch to
CBS, which on Oct. 1 began a new
three - year contract with WHK.
Presumably, under such a situation, WHK would become aligned
with NBC, although there have
been no negotiations on this.
The Denver situation is a curious admixture of events and moves,
which, on a temporary basis, would
see the time -sharing stations
KFEL and KVOD become outlets
for both NBC -Blue and MBS.
KFEL, owned by Gene O'Fallon,
has an agreement with MBS to
begin service when that hookup
goes nationwide Dec. 29 and joins
with Don Lee. The other half of
this assignment — KVOD — has not
signed with MBS, however.
Full Time Sought
AS Broadcasting went to press,
negotiations were in progress
whereby KFEL-KVOD would take
both NBC-Blue and MBS programs
(the latter after Dec. 29) on a
first - come - first - serve basis. The
KFEL agreement with MBS runs
for a year from Dec. 29 and it is
presumed that after that time
there will be steps to rearrange
on a one-network exclusive basis

Stations

Publisher

Basis
Before and After
.BARRED
from carrying
sponsored broadcasts of Ohio
State football games this
season, WGAR, Cleveland,
with the Pittsburgh game
Oct. 10 nevertheless began
broadcasting both home and
out-of-town games with
Grant Ward at the microphone. The games themselves
are not sponsored but Kellogg's is actually footing the
bill by buying a 30-minute
grid rally broadcast before
each game and a 15-minute
summary account after the
final whistle.

by Major Networks
of the character NBC now is demanding in its new five-year contracts.
Simultaneously, however, it was
learned that KFEL had filed an
application with the FCC for full
time on 920 kc, which it now
shares, and that KVOD has applied
for full time on 630 kc, Canadianshared regional. Presumably, if
these applications are granted, then
both NBC and MBS would have
Denver outlets on a full time basis.
NBC now has the clear channel
KOA in Denver, which at present
is both a Red and Blue supplemental. The negotiations on the
Denver situation have been carried on by Gene O'Fallon for
KFEL, Duncan Pyle for KVOD,
and NBC officials, including President Lenox R. Rohr. Fred Weber,
MBS general manager, acted for
that network.
In connection with the Cleveland
situation, it is known that CBS
struggled long and hard to negotiate its present three - year contract with WHK, owned by the
Cleveland Plain - Dealer interests.
The contract, agreed to in August,
is understood to be for three years,
with a one-year cancellation clause.
It also provides for certain CBS
sustaining service over WJAY,
Cleveland station also owned by
the Plain-Dealer.
Credence is given the report of
a possible switch to WGAR by the
fact that it is owned by the Richards-Fitzpatrick-Patt interests operating WJR, Detroit, which last

Buys

WCHS

I

PURCHASE of WCHS, Charki
ton, W. Va., by a syndicate headtj
by John A. Kennedy, publisher <)
the Clarksburg (W. Va.) Expo A
ent, was disclosed with the filirS
of an application with the FC!
for voluntary transfer. The stj
tion, a 500-watter on 580 kc, w;
purchased for an undisclosed priij
from the Huntington Publishir ;
Co., publishers of the HuntingtA
(W. Va.) Herald-Dispatch and Ai
vertiser, which also owns WSAj
Huntington, and which has opeS
ated WCHS as a subsidiary shu
1930. Mr. Kennedy's newspap*;
also holds a construction pernij
for a new 250-watt daytime st j
tion on 1370 kc. in Clarksburg, i
be known as WBLK. Until he pu ,
chased the Clarksburg newspapo
several years ago, Mr. Kenne<;
was a Washington newspaper eol
respondent.

September switched from NBCBlue to CBS. The published report
that CBS had already given WHK
notice of its desire to cancel under the one-year recapture clause
was denied officially at CBS.
Should CBS later give WHK notice (on this score nothing could
be learned, pro or con), it normally would mean that the cancellation would not become effective
until one year from the date of
notice. However, in other cases of
this kind, the networks have gotten together in advance of the
final shift dates to their mutual
satisfaction. It is not certain, of
course, that should WHK get notice from CBS it would negotiate
a contract with NBC as the replacement for WGAR, but this is
a logical supposition. WGAR has
been taking certain MBS commercial programs.

CBS Engineers Elect
ELECTION of Kendall E. DavJ
as president of the association
the employes of the engineerii.
department of Atlantic Broadca;
ing Corp. Inc., technical opera tii
subsidiary of CBS, was announce
Oct. 1. Other officers elected
the company union are John
Tiffany, vice president; Arthur
Mundorff, treasurer; Charles
Kleinman, secretary; Lester
Hatfield,
national committee
representath'
and
an executive
coil
prising L. K. Farkas and Charlj
Malmstedt.

n
MARKS

THE

SPOT

And the "spot" is St. Louis and its surrounding territory. Thi
rich and active trading area, completely and efficiently covered br
KWK,

should

receive

tising campaign
And remember,
transmitter, we

your

through

most

KWK

serious

will

consideration.

definitely

increase

An

adver

your

sales

now that we have just installed a fine new 5000-wat
expect to show even better results than we have ii

the past.

THOMAS
HOTEL

PATRICK

INCORPORATE!

CHASE
PAUL

REPRESENTATIVE
NEW
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• Because WKY never lets up selling itself,
there's never a let-up in its pulling power for
advertisers.
Consistently and with dominant space, WKY
keeps selling itself to its audience through the
Southwest's greatest publications.
WKY's complete program schedule appears
every day in more than 185,000 copies of the
Daily Oklahoman and Oklahoma City Times and
twice a month in the Farmer-Stockman, farm
paper read in more than 205,000 rural homes of
Oklahoma and North Texas.
Regularly each Sunday (oftener, if programs
or events of special interest warrant it) WKY
uses large space, frequently in one and two colors,
to keep its audience thoroughly aware of what it
is doing ... to keep itself in the public eye and
ear ... to keep itself the most listened-to, most
talked-about, most written-to station in Oklahoma.

OKLAHOMA

AO
8t M«

i1

VS.

CITY

Affiliated with the Daily Oklahoman,
the Times and the Farmer-Stockman
National Representatives
E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
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Ice Institute Planning
A Second Network Show
WITH various local members planning sponsorship of local programs, National Ice Institute, Chicago ice association, which has engaged a38 -station CBS network for
a Tuesday-Thursday 11:35 a. m.
to noon program, also is planning an operatic series on an unselected network to start after the
first of the year. Gladys Swarthout, Frank Chapman and William Daly's orchestra have been
signed. The association has
changed the starting date of its
noon program to Oct. 27 and has
adopted a new title, Homemakers
Exchange. It will run 26 weeks
and is placed by Donahue & Coe
Inc., New York, which last year
placed the Parties at Pickfair
CBS series for the association.
NATURAL BLOOM Inc., New
York (cigars) on Oct. 12 assumed
sponsorship of INS news broadcasts on WMCA, New York, four
days a week, through MontroseRosenberg Co., New York.

Mo

r

n

\\\|

WOL's
2

New

Regional
Stations,

Grant
Power

REAFFIRMING its decision of last
summer, the FCC Broadcast Division Oct. 13 granted the application of WOL, Washington, for
regional facilities with 1,000 watts
power day and night. It is now a
local operating on 1310 kc. with
100 watts, and with the authorized
change will shift in frequency to
1230 kc.
The action reaffirms its grant of
July 22 which was protested by
several stations on the ground that
the usual protest period had not
expired. As a consequence it set
aside that grant, which it reaffirmed.
There are pending a half-dozen
applications before the FCC for
new stations in Washington, all of
which are on the hearing docket.
Several of these ask for the facilities now occupied by WOL. Among
these are applications of former
Senator C. C. Dill, of Washington;
Continental Radio Co., ScrippsHoward subsidiary, and William B.

i n

Is Reaffirmed;
Granted
Boosts

Dolph, manager of WOL and radio director of the Democratic National Committee.
At the same meeting, the FCC
granted two new local broadcast
station applications, and authorized several increases in station
power. The new grants are to
Robert K. Herbst, Moorhead,
Minn., for a new station to operate
on 1310 kc, with 100 watts, full
daytime and sharing night-time.
Identical facilities were granted
Roberts McNab Co., Jamestown,
N. D., which will share with the
new Moorhead station at night.
The principals in the latter are
R. B. McNab, Arthur L. Roberts
and A. J. Breitbach.
KMO, Tacoma, Washington, was
authorized to increase its power
day and night from 250 watts to
1,000 watts. Daytime increases in
power to 250 watts were given
WTMV, St. Louis; KRND, Shreveport, La., and WJAC, Johnstown,
Pa.

Philco Agrees to Revise
Claims for Its Receivers
PHILCO Radio & Television Corp j
Philadelphia, has agreed with th
Federal Trade Commission that i
will cease broadcasts, the effect o
whichannounce
is to imply
listeners tune
"thai <
the
r hasto actually
in a designated foreign station
that the program heard is picke
up from such foreign station an
is being rebroadcast through th
local station or network over whic
the announcer is speaking, or thai
the foreign station was originall
picked up and a recording mad
therefrom, when such are not th
According to the FTC, Philc
broadcasts programs titled Aroun
the World
With
Boake Cartei
consisting of transcriptions i
which Carter describes his visits t
facts."
foreign
countries,
during whic
tuning in of foreign stations i
simulated.
Philco also agrees t
cease such statements as "with th
new Philco I can tune what I war
when I want it", implying ths;
foreign programs can be obtainej
strength.
with
reasonable clarity regardles
of atmospheric conditions or sign;
WOR
in New England
PAUL
A. BELAIRE, former]
sales
representative
of WBi
WBZA,
Boston - Springfield, he
been named a New England rej
resentative of WOR, Newark, e:
fective Nov. 1. The opening of i
Boston
office by WOR
f ollowt

g

!/////

I1IKVZ

ate

growth of in
the thestation's
interested
New accoun"
Englan
market. Before joing WBZ-WBZ
Mr. Belaire had been with WPR(
sales
manager.
Providence,
as salesman and lat<'

Valuable

Business

WXYZ

discovered a long time ago that morning
able for manufacturers whose products require
ence. Club News, Health Talks, Vocal and Piano
Musical Features-Cooking lessons and Diet

Builders

hours must be made valuan exclusive women audiLessons, carefully selected
discussions. Beauty talks,

Women's news, Hollywood features— all were consistently scheduled. Five
years of consistent program appeal has brought success.
For instance: A Detroit baking company, sponsoring five quarter hours
weekly, using a light drama series— advertising exclusively on WXYZ from
9:30 to 9:45-JUMPED SALES TO A VOLUME REQUIRING THE ADDITION
OF SEVENTEEN TRUCKS! On their 1936 First Anniversary on this program,
a Birthday Cake special was offered and 17,000 cakes were delivered.
Today, WXYZ is a leader in the Greater Detroit market: And dealers,
(point of sale contacts) prefer WXYZ because they have had ample and
satisfactory evidence that its audience responds to selling appeal.

Securing

Retail

and

Wholesale

Outlets

are a part of WXYZ's job, at no additional cost other than the standard
rate for program time and talent.
Write us if you

want help in the Greater

Detroit Market.

m
KING-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING
300 Madison Theater Building . . Detroit
Eastern Office:
Wm. G. Rambeau Co. Representative
550 Chanin Building
Home Office: Tribune Tower, Chicago
New York, New York
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CORP
Western Office:
Russ Building
San Francisco, Cal.

BROADCASTING

Prestone-Eveready Spots
NATIONAL CARBON Co., Ne
York (Prestone anti - freeze) h£
begun its fall campaign on 11
stations, using station - break ai
nouncements until mid - Januar
During the week of Nov. 15, tl
same sponsor for Eveready B ba
teries will buy station-breaks ah
on 10 middle western stations.
M. Mathes Inc., New York, hai
dies the account.
Canada

Dry

Spots

CANADA DRY GINGER AL
Inc., New York (beverages) c
Oct. 26 starts a series of oni
minute RCA-Victor transcription
twice a day, six days a week, c
WQAM, WDBO, WJAX, WFL/
WSUN, WFIL, WRC and a groi
of unselected New England sti
tions. J. M. Mathes Inc., New Yor
has the account.
Corn Products on CBS
CORN PRODUCTS REFININ
Co., New York, is negotiating ft
a quarter-hour program on CB!
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fn
days, 1-1:15 p. m., starting da
undetermined. Talent will inclui
Ray Sinatra's orchestra, Mortc
Bowe and Mary Belle. E. W. He
wig
count. Co., New York, has the a
Luden

Station

Breaks

LUDENS Inc., "Reading, Pa. (couj
drops) during the week of Nov.
will start a series of station-bre£ I
announcements for 13 weeks (
WCCO, WPTF, WKY, WISN. J. 1
Mathes Inc., New York, is agenc

• Broadcast

Advertisin

Service

creates

an

audience

and

3

brings

advertisin

Results

'I
Twenty-seven

■

signed

contracts

with

WLS

in Sep-

tember— a month's record of which we are justly proud. Six of
were yearly renewals of present contracts — seventeen were

these
-

advertisers

seasonal
attracted

orders
to WLS

Proud
pride

as we

in that

of this September
a continued

to mid-west

which

and — "Listener

i -Twenty-four food advertisers used
rkime on WLS in September. Twenty
\of these have advertised over WLS
before. This is a record number of
tfood sponsors in one month.

are

regular WLS
advertisers — ten were
new,
successes being made
by other advertisers.

it reflects

entertainment
1924, and

by
by

Loyalty

A

which
such

Predicates

food

a week

enlargement

homes

has built for WLS

Martin",

has

we

of the
been

tested

for

greater

service
aim

listener

and
since

loyalty,

Results."

a

featuring "Pokey

a tall-story teller, offered

Pokey's mother's recipe book to
mid-west listeners. Result — the advertiser signed a year's contract.

take

our

tremendous

Advertising

distributor

a program

sales record,

WLS broadcast twenty-eight hours
of educational and service programs
during

September.

Over

seventy

executives, professional men and women, farm experts, political and civic
leaders spoke. Favorable response
proves WLS

service is appreciated.

KNOW

The

Prairie

Farmer

Station

CHICAGO

WLS

BURRIDGE

D.

BUTLER

National

50,000lVatn

Pres.

Representatives

John

GLENN
Blair

&

SNYDER
Co.

Mgr.

Dr.

Pepper

Co.

Renews

Program on 20 Stations
RENEWAL of the Pepper Upper
program over a special Sunday
hookup of 20 Southern radio stations, under the sponsorship of the
Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas (soft
drinks), was announced Sept. 30
by Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc., Dallas agency. The show, which began
using the expanded network last
April after a full year of testing
on the Texas Quality Network,
Will run for 26 more weeks through
March, 1937. Expansion of the network kept pace with the opening
of new markets by the sponsor.
The program goes on the air
Sundays at 5:30 p. m. (CST) and
takes advantage of the "curtain

raiser" aspects of the usual Sunday night list of big-time programs
on the network. Since the opening
of the Texas Centennial it has
been broadcast from the grounds
before audiences of about 3,500.
Starring Sugah and Her Boy
Friends, Roy & Jimmy and the
Pepper Upper Trio, the show also
has had as guest artists the many
celebrities visiting the Centennial.
It is produced by Alex Keese and
Tex Brewster.
AN APPROPRIATION of $5,000
to finance experimental radio programs on WNYC, New York municipal station, was asked of New
York's board of education by Dr.
Joseph M. Sheehan, associate superintendent ofschools.

Budget for Politics
THAT the Republican National
Committee's
relations"
budget
has been "public
fixed at $1,750,000

Rail

for the current campaign, was disclosed Oct. 6 by Henry Fletcher,
committee counsel, in announcing
in Washington that the G.O.P. expenditures in the campaign would
run $8,636,000.
Theonepublic
tions division is the
headedrelaby

Central Systems

Hill Blackett, president of Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago
agency, and embraces radio, billboards, etc. It is believed expenditures for radio time, at first calculated at running to $1,000,000, will
not reach that amount this year,
although they will exceed the
1932 G.O.P. total of $500,000.

Group

Radios

in

Advises
All

1

Cars

for Limiteds !

Drawn Up by Technicians
CENTRALIZED radio systems on
de luxe passenger trains and radio
pillows so individuals can listen to
programs in their seats and berths
were recommended to the Association of American Railroads by ittelegraph and telephone section, a
group of communications officials
of leading railways, at its annual
meeting in Washington Oct. 8.
Exemplifying
theinincreasing
interest of railroads
broadcasting

!
I
i
!
1

reception to entertain passengers,;
the group outlined the technical
needs for radio receiving sets onj
trains and recommended the use j
of equipment, especially designed
to stand the jars of rail travel.
The -systems would be located in a:
compartment, baggage car or other
suitable car under the supervision
of an operator and the output ofj
the receiver could be distributed!
through a train line to the various!
cars.
Pillows That Talk
FOR THE

individual receiving sets!

it was be proposed
thatsleeping
"radio andj
pill
lows"
used in the
chair cars so reception could be!
confined to the individuals and noti
disturb surrounding passengers!
The radio pillows would consist oil
a high-qualit\:
a plug connected
speaker
mounted to
within
a sponge*
rubber pillow and covered with the!
usual linen pillow slip. The radio!
pillows would be individually wired!
with volume controls'
provided
andwas
is
suggested.
The centralized system for the
deluxe passenger trains, it was
recommended, should also be supplemented with apparatus for the
of phonograph record;
playing
when
radio reception is poor anc
for announcements if desired. The
system would be used to operate
both the individual radio pillow;
and the loud speakers in the vari-:
ous cars, while the report alsc
recommended small cabinet louc
speaker units in the drawing room;
and compartments of sleeping cars
Consulting
of the committee were members
W. H. Arkenburgh
General Electric Co.; A. L. Bud
long, American Radio Relay League
C. A. Davis, Graybar Electric Co.
S. W. Goulden, RCA; B. Lazich
Union Switch & Signal Co.; D. G
Little, Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Elam Miller, A. T. & T.

MOUNTING PAYROLLS, increasing population
and building permits, new industries,
pansion of bridge, highway, water, rail and air
transportation facilities to serve the Pacific Coast,
the inland empire, the Orient, Alaska, South
America, Australia, New Zealand — all make a
great market opportunity for your company and
product.
KYA in San Francisco is the open door into
every home in this market of 2,000,000 people.
KYA should be on your schedule.

Page

KGKO,

Ft. Worth,

Movt

The Voice of the San Francisco Examiner

Leads to New Application
WITH KGKO, Wichita Falls, Tex.
recently authorized by the FCC t(
move into Fort Worth, where i
will be operated as an NBC-Blui
outlet, a newly formed company
called the West Texas Bi-oadcast
ing aCo.
applied to permit
the FCC
for
construction
for Oct.
a nev '
station in Wichita Falls to operate
with 1,000 watts full time on 138(i
kc. Stockholders in the new com!
pany are J. H. Allison, Rhea Howl
ard and B. D. Dennell, who art
also officers and directors of thfj
Wichita KGKO
Falls was
Timessold& toRecordNews.
Amoi!

National Representative: HEARST RADIO
NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES

Carter,
publisher
of the For}
Worth Star-Telegram and owne
of WBAP, Fort Worth.
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V
Roger Baker, ace sports commentator, and Dickie Wanamaker, talented and experienced child artist,
are the principals in Roger and
Jimmy — one of the most successful shows of its kind on the air.
Landsheft and Bonning, Inc.,
whose letter is reproduced
above, have supervised this
outstanding radio program.
Their letter speaks for itself.

Thirty-five thousand
weeks period.
Twenty-six
period.

children enrolled in a thirteen

thousand

Thirty-five thousand
program.

enrolled

in a

three

weeks

boosters for a new and different

Landsheft

salesmen

for O'Rourke's

Blue

An enormous listening audience established by a
local station using local talent and competing with
the best the networks have to offer.

. . . The

Ends

buying radio audience.
is an organization

producing

"network

pro-

grams" over a local station and delivering "network"
results to their clients.
The

same

organization

and

the same

ready to do a "local network"

of the Dial

facilities are

job for you.

. . .
WKBW

WGR
Owned

and

Operated

Represented
BROADCASTING

Inc., advertising agency for

the O'Rourke Baking Company, have learned from
their experience with this and other successful radio
shows over the same station that B. B. C. delivers a

Here
Thirty-five thousand
Seal Bread.

and Bonning,

• Broadcast

Advertising

by Buffalo

Broadcasting

Corporation

by Free and Sleininger, Inc.
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Bunte

Brothers

Democrats

Books

Spots and Michigan Net
BUNTE
BROTHERS, Chicago
(Tango candy bars), on Oct. 5
started an announcement campaign, using from three to six announcements weekly in the evening
on the following stations: WSB,
WAPI, WCHS, WBT, WMC,
KOMA, KVOO, WCKY, WFAA,
WBAP, WGBF, KMBC, WIRE,
WSM, WOW, WMBD, WCAE,
KWK, WIBW, KFH, WOAI, KFYR,
WMT, WGAR, WHO, WEBC,
WOWO, WTMJ, WHAM, WGY,
WTCN, WSPD, WNAX. The daily
temperature report announcements
which have been used all summer
on WBBM are being continued.
WQAM will be added after Jan. 1,
1937.
Bunte Brothers also started a
junior variety show on the Michigan Network, Oct. 13, Tuesday
thru Friday, 5-5:15 p. m., using
artists from 16 to 20 years old.
Agency: Fred A. Robbins Inc.,
Chicago.

Tony

was

PROFITING
WROK

he

was

Has Local Electric Utility as Sponsor for

a

1

• •

•

short

HAVE

ELECTIONS

Daily Presidential Straw Ballot
Electric & Gas Co., the program
CASHING in on the coming elecis an outstanding success, not only
tion, not only in a financial way,
in building goodwill for the combut also in garnering new listenpany, but in actually selling the
ers, WROK, Rockford, 111., has
three services which it advertises
started the WROK Ballot Box,
— a furnace gas-burning attachsponsored by Central Illinois Electric & Gas Co. The program is
ment, gas ranges and their "Better Light — Better Sight" cambuilt from results of a survey
which covers 100 homes daily in
Three commercials, one for each
paign.
Rockford
and the surrounding territory.
product, are included in the program, by the same voice handling
Totals are broadcast nightly
the feature. All commercials are
and a recapitulation is given at
worked carefully into the continuthe end of the program, indicatity in such a manner that the selling the totals in the balloting up
ing is done before the listener reto date. Listeners are invited to
alizes he has been subject to s
keep charts and a running record
commercial announcement.
of the results for themselves.
KXOK will be the call letters of
Most of them do, as politics is a
very serious business in this part
the new 1,000-watt station on
of the country.
1250 kc. which the FCC recently
According to Donald McClure.
authorized the St. Louis TimesStar to construct.
president of the Central Illinois

showman

but

FROM

on

power!

to hand it to the organ

grinder on one count.

He put up a

WSM

good show. But he just naturally couldn't
reach many people at a time. Consequently

showmanship which makes that audience eager to listen to what you have to

say, to buy what you have to sell.

Jocko's cup never ran over.

Incidentally. WSM's showmanship and
power offers you entry into the Nation s

It's the same way with radio. Showmanship must be coupled with plenty of

fastest growing section.

power to do a real advertising job. And
that is what WSM delivers— 50,000 cleared
channel watts to reach out to the audience
you

want,

coupled with the inimitable

National Representatives
Edward Peiry & Co.

WATTS
NASHVILLE,
and Operated by

50,000
Owned

TENNESSEE

The National Life and Accident Insurance Company,

Page
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Forget

Ban on KFI-KECA
Communist Issue Heard Again:
Air Crowded With Politics
LIFTING of the Democratic National Committee ban against KFI
and KECA, Earle C. Anthony stations in Los Angeles, even before
it was to have become effective
early this month, was ordered after an eleventh-hour reconsideration of the issues by party leaders.
The Committee, after a discussion
with White House attaches last
month, had decided to bar commercial political programs over these
stations because Mr. Anthony had
declared to accept last Fireside
Chat of President Roosevelt on
Sept. 6 as a sustaining program.
Orders had gone out that the
Oct. 1 campaign address of the
President, presented over both
NBC-Red and CBS networks,
should not include KFI or KECA.
During the afternoon of Oct. 1,
however, the matter was taken up
with Democratic headquarters by
NBC Vice President Frank M.
Russell. It is understood, he pointed out, that KFI since the Fireside Chat had taken two sustaining programs by the President and
that it did not propose to reject
such sustaining features. The indication was that the Anthony stations would not be excluded from
future Democratic campaign addresses. Moreover, it is understood
that Democratic organizations in
Southern California had petitioned
headquarters to use KFI.
This development was the only one
of real importance during the fortnight, even though politics literally
swarmed over the ether. There were
still mild revivals of the Communist issue, and the FCC on Oct. 10
made public letters to complainants
over the refusal of WCAE, Pittsburgh, to carry a speech by Earl
Browder, Communist presidential
candidate, fed by NBC last Aug. 28.
In answering each of two letters, which claimed that "other offenses are being committed", the
FCC brought out it had no jurisdiction over criminal offenses, and
suggested that the complainants
take up the matter with the U. S.
attorney in their districts.
WBOW, Terre Haute, Ind., had
to do some fast thinking in conwith Communist
Browder's
schedulednectionaddress
over the
station
late last month. Arrested by Terrc
Haute police, Browder's attorney
was permitted to deliver the candidate's speech over the station, anc
this was followed by an address bj
an executive of the Americar
Legion, so that both sides of tht
issue were presented. It was at th(
request of the Legion and of tht
Chamber of Commerce that Brow
der's attorney was permitted tc
talk. W. W. Behrman, manager oJ
WBOW, decided to preface th<
Browder speech with a brief state
ment of the policy of the station
The KFI - Democratic situatioi
precipitated
something
a furor',
when NBC fed
to KHJ,of Don
Lee
CBS outlet in Los Angeles, th<
President's speech from Syraeus<
late last month, without KFIV
consent. This, KFI contended
abrogated the NBC contract t<
provide it exclusively with Re(
network service in Los Angeles
The situation was healed by long
distance conversations betweei
Mr. Anthony, Harrison Holliway
KFI-KECA manager and NB(
and Democratic committee officials
• Broadcast
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March

New Station Calls
CALL letter assignments to the
various new stations recently authorized for construction by the
FCC [Broadcasting, Oct. 1] have
been made by the FCC License Division as follows: KXOK, St. Louis;
KWOS, Jefferson City, Mo.; KSJS,
Salina, Kan.; WNNY, Watertown,
N. Y.; KSUB, Cedar City, Utah;
KGSS, Sioux Falls, S. D.; KOAM,
Pittsburg, Kan.; WHIP, Hammond, Ind.; WAIR, Winston-Salem, S. C; WBJW, Kinston, N. C;
WDRB, Wausau, Wis.; WBHP,
Huntsville, Ala.

Professor

a

Combination

is the

CAROLINAS
Market

combination

to

WIS

From
NBC

. .

... here

open

it.

COMBINATION

RATE

the capital cities of their respective states, these two
5000-watt stations afford BETTER

listeners over a LARGER
One

present

WPTF
RALEIGH, NX.

COLUMBIA, S.C.

A "COMPETITIVE"

Back

THE March of Time will return
to the air Thursday, Oct. 15, 10:3011 p. m., on 41 CBS stations under
the sponsorship of Time Inc., New
York (Time magazine and its new
picture magazine), the program
reverting to its original once
weekly halfhour period. Time Inc.
is expected to use the program to
promote the new picture magazine,
scheduled to make its debut late
this fall. Batten, Barton, Durstine
& Osborn Inc., New York, will continue to handle the account.

Vallee

NOW it's Professor Vallee,
Rudy's newest title, bestowed
by Suffolk Law School, Boston, which in February will
give a course in radio broadcasting stressing advertising
showmanship. Vallee and
Dean Gleason L. Archer, of
the school, are personal
friends and Archer tutored
Rudy while he was conducting a law series on NBC.

The

of Time

rate buys them

service to MORE

area than ANY

both. ~^ V

single station.

^ ..-..-i

B Y INC.
PRESENTED
FREE. :JOHNS
& FIELD,
Z^_=:

Music
For

Especially

Radio

Sought

CBS Commissions Composers '
To Write Special Numbers
CBS has commissioned six distinguished American composers to J
write music especially for radio.
William S. Paley, CBS president,
announced Oct. 3 that Aaron Copland, Louis Gruenberg, Howard
Hanson, Roy Harris, Walter Piston
and William Grant Still have accepted the first Columbia composers' commission, designed to
encourage writers of serious music
to utilize the possibilities of the
microphone and the loud speaker.
The subject has long been discussed at NAB conventions, the
NAB at present maintaining a
copyright bureau engaged in compilation of public domain music as
part of its program.
Deems Taylor, recently named
consultant on music for CBS, said:
"A radio network today reaches
the greatest music audience in
history. The microphone allows
the composer to produce orchestra]
effects that would be impossible in
the concert hall. The audience foi
American music has grown tremendously in the past few years
and we feel that this commission
will offer that audience an opportunity to realize the extent toj
which radio has made new instrumental effects and tone colors
possible.Time the Only Limit
"THE commissioned works may
be in any form, the only restriction placed upon the composers
being that we have suggested time
limits suitable to broadcasting.
Thus, if the composer elects tc
write a symphony, a cantata, oii
an opera, it is not to exceed 40
minutes in length; if a suite oi
concerto, its maximum length will
be 22 minutes; if a work in one
movement, between eight and fourteen minutes.
"We thought at first of holding
a contest but we finally decided
to~ commission certain composers
outright. We did this for two reasons. First, because it is difficult
to induce talented and successful
men to take part in a contest in
which they run the risk of having
nothing for their pains, but experience; second, because we feel
that the reputations and past
achievements of the men we have
selected are a guarantee that we
shall be able to offer the public
six works that we can be proud of
The composers
were chosen by
having
sponsored."
a committee
of the CBS program
department, with Mr. Taylor as
advisor. The works are to be
finished by June 1, 1937, and will
be performed by the Columbia
Symphony Orchestra, probably
conducted by Howard Barlow, during the summer of next year. They
are to be written for the usual
radio concert orchestra and their
creators will be entitled to all income from publication and performance rights.
A broadcast will be announced
shortly by the Columbia network
in which the orchestra will demonstrate old and new ways of
scoring, and indicate the ways in
which radio has enriched orchestral
color.

m

Hi

WHEN Amos 'n' Andy returned
to Chicago Oct. 5 from Hollywood
Bill Hay rejoined the program as
announcer.
Page
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America's
Setting

Oldest
Radio
New
Records
in Listener

Broadcasting
Station
Interest in Detroit Market

Now, more than ever, WWJ
is FIRST in listener interest in America's fourth
market. With a series of programs that made history WWJ
dedicated its splendid
new facilities, unsurpassed in America. Programs that originated in WWJ's new
studios reached a nationwide audience and won unique praise from America's best
citizens.
The

outpouring

of congratulatory

letters from

old Detroit

listeners reaffirmed

WWJ's claim of being the HOME
radio station of America's fourth market —
station to which most sets of Detroit have been tuned these last 16 years.
Advertisers

wishing to reach the most worthwhile

audience

sider Detroit's overwhelming listening preference for WWJ's
grams as proved by every survey ever made.
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commentators
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CKLW

Is Denied

Right

To Pickup Pro Football
FOLLOWING objections filed by
James F. Hopkins, manager of
WJBK, Detroit, the FCC on Oct.
9 denied CKLW, Windsor-Detroit
the temporary authority it sought
to broadcast the football games of
the Detroit Lions, professional
champions, Sundays throughout
the season starting Oct. 11. Mr.
Hopkins, who has a contract to
carry the games, objected to their
additional broadcasts by a Canadian station. The Canadian station had to secure permission of
the FCC under the rules requiring
special permission to relay wire
programs to Canada, which permission CKLW had previously secured for Mutual Network programs. Special local authority had
to be sought and George A. Richards, chief owner of WJR, Detroit,
who also owns the Detroit football club but whose station does
not carry its games, made the application.
fjSB

WARBLERS
Bird

ALL

Food Sponsor Launches

Seventh Year Series
AMERICAN BIRD PRODUCTS
Co., Chicago (American 3 Vees
bird seed, song food, etc.), on Oct.
4 began its seventh year of broadcasting by launching quaiter-hour
Sunday morning series on WGN.
Chicago, WTCN, Minneapolis, and
WHO, Des Moines. Talent in each
program series is a chorus of a
dozen or more canaries, who sing
to an organ accompaniment.
Martha Schwartz, of Weston-Barnett Inc., Chicago agency placing
the advertising, said that many of
the birds have been broadcasting
steadily during the entire seven
years, with the exception of the
annual layoffs during the summer
moulting season. Whenever the
sponsoring company, which deals
in birds as well as in seeds, foods,
cuttlebone, gravel and other bird
supplies, acquires an unusually
good singer, he is placed under the
training of the older birds unt'l

he is ready to join in the broadcasts as a full-fledged "American
Radio Warbler". During the week
the birds are on display at one of
the stores handling the products
of their sponsor, accompanied by a
bird counsellor who advises the
store'sownpatrons
their
birds. about the care of
A two - day feeding supply of
American 3 Vees Balanced Diet,
including both bird seed and a song
food containing cod liver oil and
irradiated yeast, is offered on the
program free to any listener on
request. Window posters advertising the program have been sent
to all dealers.
40 Fathom

to Use

Spots

BAY

STATE FISHING Co., Boston (40 Fathom Fillets) will launch
a 20 - week one - minute spot announcement campaign, twice weekly, on 25 stations during the week
of Oct. 19. Discs were cut by RCAVictor and placed through Spot
Broadcasting Inc., New York, for
Bay State's advertising agents,
Street & Finney Inc., New York

West

Bismarck,

Check its position on
think how well its power

Douglas G. McPhee, San Francisco business writer, is conventior
executive in charge of arrangeIdeas". ments for the conclave. Committee on program headed by Dan B
Miner, head of Dan B. Miner Co.
Los Angeles agency, and chairmar
of the Southern California Chapter of the AAAA, includes Joseph
R. Gerber of Gerber & Crosslej
Inc., Portland agency, and chairman of Oregon Chapter; Burl
Cochran of McCann-Erickson Inc.
Seattle, who is also chairman oJ
the Washington Chapter, and Ec
Pitts of J. Walter Thompson Co.
San Francisco. Gerber and Cochran will preside as chairmen ovei
the sessions.
Tom F. Harrington, manager o:
the Hollywood offices of Young &
Rubicam Inc., is to be one of the
principal speakers at the close<
sessions, having for his subjec
"Radio Goes Hollywood". Althougl
the complete program has not beei
announced, it is expected tha
other speakers will include radii
tion.
in their talks during the conven

N. D.,

the map —
on 550 Kc.

will carry your message to an audience of more than 2,000,000 people
in North

and South

Montana,

Wyoming,

Dakota,

Nebraska,

Minnesota

and

NBC

a

part of Canada.

5000

Watts

Day

It's wasteful to spend more to re
ach te& t
1000 Watts Nigh
this audience — but it s more was
550 Kc.
ful to ignore it.

B I S IY1 A RvC K
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Agency

Group
Sets Plans
Radio to Be Discussed During
Second Annual Convention
RADIO and advertising representatives from all parts of the West
Coast as well as many from eastern cities, will attend the second
annual Pacific Coast convention of
the American Association of Advertising Agencies to be held at
Del Monte, Cal., Oct. 29-30.
Following last year's procedure,
all sessions of the convention will
be invitational, informal and unrecorded. First day business sessions will be for members and
agency guests only. Members and
all guests will be admitted on the
second day. Changing external
factors affecting agencies and their
work, will be discussed at closed
sessions. Phases of agency activities which reflect changing conditions and new opportunities will
be studied. The dynamic side of
the problems of advertising, with
no thought in mind that the essentials of agency practice are
changing, will be stressed throughout the two-day convention.
Radio and Hollywood
JOHN BENSON, president of the
AAAA, New York City, and Paul
Cornell, of Geyer, Cornell & Newell Inc., that city, who is chairman
of the AAAA board, will attend
the convention and be among the
principal speakers. With them will
be several other eastern advertising executives. Radio is to be one
of the subjects to be discussed at
the closed sessions.
Others scheduled to speak during the conclave include Joseph
Sinel, New York industrial engi
neer, whose subject is "The Public
Eye", and Prof. James W. Young
of the University of Chicago, or
"The Technique of Producing

Choose your spots tor "Spot" broadcasting carefully and you will most
certainly list KFYR,
on your schedule.

Coast

KOT

A

BROADCASTING

NBC has mailed to 5,000 adver
tisers, agencies, clients and pros
pects the second booklet in its di
rect mail campaign for the Blu<
network, titled Great . . . Ant
Growing Greater. The booklet re
views improved facilities of thi
Blue, outstanding programs am
talent, and citations of unusua
sales results.
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STRICTLY

CONFIDENTIAL!

I JLeRE is a hot tip for alert national agencies and advertisers. It
may

mean

a lot of dollars to you so we hope that you will keep it under

your hat. Don't whisper it to another living soul who
around for a big market for his product.

_I3uFFALO?S

150,000

families —

may

be scouting

right at this very moment

getting ready to buy millions of dollars' worth of automobiles,
appliances, cosmetics, clothing, canned
necessities and many

goods, furs, shoes —

go out tomorrow

you do not call their attention —

through

and buy some
WBNY

merit of your product, they may, and probably
on "something

in fact, all the
now —

other make.

If

to the quality and

will, spend their money

just as good."

^J/TATION

WBNY

can put your story across quickly and effectively

not only in the city of Buffalo but throughout
York

—

are

household

of the luxuries of life. Unless you tell them —

about your car they may

—

area of more

than 2,000.000

men,

the populous

women

Western

New

and children. This com-

prises one of the best markets in the entire United
has been neglected altogether too long by many

States —

a market

that

agencies and advertisers

who have failed to study its possibilities. It is a natural for you now

because

the depression is a thing of the past and the entire area is enjoying the
exhilarating air of genuine prosperity.

JCjIKE Chicago,

Detroit, Cleveland

and

every other city on

Great Lakes, Buffalo and its environs have a large cosmopolitan

the

population.

Keen, far-sighted advertisers recently discovered these thrifty racial groups.
The

best way to reach them

Polish, German

in Western

and Italian programs

New

York

is through

the daily

broadcast by Station WBNY.

WBNY
Owned
Studios — 485

Main

and

Street

Operated

by Roy L. Albertson

BUFFALO

Telephone

Cleveland

3365

National Representatives

509 Madison

ROAD

CAS

Avenue, New

TING

WESTON,
FRYKMAN
& ALLEN
York City
520 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago
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Newspaper

Groups

Activities

in

Expanding

Broadcast

Field

Scripps-Howard Buys Memphis Commercial Appeal
And With It Acquires Both WMC and WNBR
Scripps Co. The latter company,
THAT newspaper groups, second
however, is a major stockholder
only to the national networks, are
in the Scripps - Howard newspaexpanding their ownership or control of radio stations, was emphaScripps-Howard slightly more
sized again during the last fortpers. a year ago [Broadcasting,
than
night with the acquisition by the
Sept. 15, 1935] indicated its inScripps-Howard interests of two
tention of invading the radio field
more radio stations along with
with its purchase of WCPO, a
their purchase on Oct. 5 of the
local, and with the establishment
Memphis Commercial Appeal.
of Continental. Karl Bickel, forIn buying the newspaper and
mer president of the United Press,
adding it as the 24th in their
was named president of Continental, and James C. Hanrahan,
chain, the Scripps-Howard group
also will take over WMC, a 1,000formerly with the Des Moines Regwatt night and 5,000-watt day staister & Tribune stations, vice prestion on 780 kc, and WNBR, which
ident. On Oct. 1, Mr. Hanrahan
was sent to New York to handle
has 500 watts night and 1,000
watts day on 1430 kc. WMC is an
radio activities for the newspaper
NBC outlet and WNBR is an inchain as a whole, while Jack
dependent only recently acquired
Howard, son of Roy Howard,
by the newspaper. WNBR is chairman of the Scripps-Howard
executive committee, was sent to
scheduled to go on the NBC-Blue
Washington as its representative.
network when it begins its contemMr. Bickel sailed for Europe in
plated expansion southward.
The purchase price of the stalatter September and it is undertions was not disclosed, being part
stood that the Memphis negotiaof the unstated price of the newstions were handled by other executives of the newspaper chain, with
paper. Scripps-Howard already
Mr. Hanrahan advising on the
publishes the Memphis Newsradio details. The transfer of the
Scimitar, an afternoon daily, and
thus adds a morning paper to its
two stations is subject to FCC approval. It is indicated by the
chain. The newspaper organization itself purchased the stations
Scripps-Howard organization that
along with the newspaper, whereas
no changes in the radio staffs are
the other two stations identified
contemplated, and that Henry
Slavick, for many years manager
with Scripps - Howard — WNOX,
Knoxville, and WCPO, Cincinnati
of WMC, will continue in that ca— ■ are owned by Continental Radio
pacity over both stations.
With NBC owning or managing
Corp., a subsidiary of the E. W.

I N

ST.

LOUIS

CONFIDENCE
in advertising
by KSD

messages

has resulted

Fully pi anned
KSD
the

of

from

censorship

has always
use

broadcast

guarded

its facilities

a carepolicy.
against
by

NETWORK

OUTLET

• October

is the Mason-Dixon
group holding
Group, owned by the Steinman
brothers, publishers of the Lancaster (Pa.) New Era and Intelligencer Journal, with six. These are
WGAL, Lancaster; WORK, York;
WAZL, Hazleton; WEST, Easton,
all in Pennsylvania, and WDEL
and WILM, Wilmington.
The McClatchy Newspapers of
California own KFBK, Sacramento; KERN, Bakersfield; KMJ,
Fresno; KWG, Stockton, and
KOH, Reno, Nev.
The Gannett Newspapers, another big chain, own WHTH,
Hartford, and have partial interests in WHEC, Rochester; WOKO
and WABY, Albany, and WHDL,
Olean, N. Y. This group also operates WESG, Elmira, N. Y.. under
lease from Cornell and has various
applications pending before the
FCC for additional radio stations.
The Des Moines Register &
Tribune owns KSO and KRNT in
Des Moines and WMT, Cedar
la., while the Cleveland
Rapids,
Plain Dealer owns WHK
and
WJAY, Cleveland, and WHKC,
Columbus, and has 40% interest
in WKBN, Youngstown. The Lincoln (Neb.) State Journal and
Star have minority interests in
KOIL, Omaha, and KFAB and
KFOR, Lincoln. The Buffalo News
city.
owns WBEN and WEBR in that
Western Groups

FOR

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

CO.

KSD — St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH BUILDING, ST. LOUIS, MO.
FREE & SLEININGER, Inc., National Advertising Representative
New York
Chicago
Detroit
San. Francisco
Los Angeles
32

under lease 15 stations and CBS
10, the next largest group owner
of stations is Hearst Radio Inc.,
subsidiary of the Hearst newspaper enterprises, which now own 10
stations outright, most of them acquired by purchase during: the last
year. These are WBAL, Baltimore; WCAE, Pittsburgh; WINS,
New York; WISN, Milwaukee;
KYA, San Francisco; KEHE, Los
Angeles; KOMA, Oklahoma City;
WACO, Waco; KNOW, Austin;
KTSA, San Antonio — the latter
four purchased last spring from
the now defunct Southwest Broadcasting System and their transfer
of ownership recently authorized
by The
the next
FCC. largest newspaper

THE

Station

Page

late judge deploring
"such
sensationalism"
as inimical
to radio as well as the public
service. The judge denied
permission to broadcast, at
the same time applauding
the action of WBNX.

the

unworthy.

RED

Not for the Ether
WHEN two other New York
stations early this month
sought to install microphones
in a Bronx County courtroom to cover the murder
trial of an unwed mother accused of killing her baby,
strong objections were raised
by a third station — WBNX
— which wrote to the appel-

15, 1936

PUBLISHERS of the Oklahoma City Daily Oklahoman own
WKY, Oklahoma City, and KLZ,
Denver, and recently formed a
corporation to purchase KVOR,
Colorado Springs. The Capper
Publications own WIBW, Topeka,
and WLBF, Kansas City, Kan.
The Fort Worth Star-Telegram
owns WBAP, Fort Worth, and in
September was authorized to move
its recently purchased KGKO,
Wichita Falls, into Fort Worth.
The Portland Oregonian owns
KGW,
Portland, and operates

BROADCASTING

KEX in the same city under lease
from NBC, while the Portland
Oregon Journal's management has
a minority interest in both KOIN
and KALE in the same city. The
Shreveport (La.) Times owns
KWKH and KTBS in that city;
the South Bend (Ind.) Tribunt
owns WSBT and WFAM in that
city, and former Gov. James Cos
owns WHIO, affiliated with his
Dayton News and WIOD, affiliatec
with his Miami News.
The Jesse Jones publishing interests own KPRC, of the Houstor
Post, KTRH, of the Houstor,
Chronicle, and KXYZ of the Houston Post and Chronicle.
Morgan Murphy, publisher of
the Superior (Wis.) Telegram, is
one of the chief owners of WEBC
Duluth; WMFG, Hibbing, anc
WHLB, Virginia, all in Minnesota
and another of his newspapers, the
Lafayette (La.) Advertiser, is half
owner of KVOL in that city. Mr
Murphy is also interested ir
WEAU, new station recently au-i
thorized by the FCC for Eai
Claire, Wis.
The foregoing are the chieM
group figures among newspaper
owned or controlled or corporate^!
affiliated radio stations, whiclf
now number approximately 185a
Among the many new statior|
grants during the last year, news al
prominently
figuredcases
though inpapers
most
individually j
owners, eitheit
newspaper
Among
of
new stations
granted during the J
last six months or purchased, ara
the following:
KOY, Phoenix, Ariz., under pur
chase option to the publisher of
the Prairie Farmer, operator o:j
WLS, Chicago; KYOS, Merced
Cal., owned by the Merced Sun
Star; KHUB, Watsonville, Cal.
owned by the Watsonville Paja
ronian & Register, new statioi
under construction; KGLO, Masoi
by Mason Citi
City, la., owned
Globe-Gazette,
new station author
ized for construction but delayec
by litigation; KLAH, Carlsbad
N. M., newly authorized statioi
affiliated through interlocking own
ership with the Pecos City (Tex.;
Enterprise, which also own
KIUM, Pecos; KAST, Astoria
th<«
purchase option
Ore., under Budget;
Astorian
KB ST,to Bij
Spring, Tex. owned by Big Sprint
Herald; KPLT, Paris, Tex., au
thorized for construction by Pari
News; KRBC, Abilene, Tex., owne<
by Abilene Reporter-News whos
part owners also have an interes
in KGKL, San Angelo, Tex.
KRRV, Sherman, Tex., authorize!
the Sherma-,
construction
for
Democrat;
KTEM,by Temple,
Tex
authorized for construction by th
Temple Telegram; WBLK, Clarks
W. Va., authorized for con
burg,
struction by the Clarksburg Ex
ponent; KDNC, authorized fo
construction by the Lewisto
(Mont.) Democrat; WSGN, Birm
ingham, recently purchased by th
Birmington News.
In addition, the FCC in latte
the St. Loui
September
Times-Star authorized
to erect a new statio:
there, which will be known a
KXOK; granted the Jefferson Cit
a construction per
(Mo.)forTribune
mit
a new station (KWOS)
granted the Salina (Kan.) Joui
nal a construction permit for
new station (KSJS) ; granted th
Hammond-Calumet Broadcastin
Corp., operators of WWAE, Ham
mond, Ind., in which the publishe
of the Lake County Times has a
interest, a construction permit fo
a new station in that cit
(WHIP).
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'Good
Faces

Judge Sweedler some time ago
asking for permission to use the
name, providing no attempt was
made to commercialize the name.
Judge Sweedler stated he does not
object to anyone using the name
for a non-commercial program.
The fact that WOR, MBS and
Macfadden Publications are named
in this bill of complaint goes back
a few months when Macfadden
sponsored this same program, its
first sponsors, over the Mutual and
Inter-City Groups every Sunday
night.
Last June Judge Sweedler sent
protests to Macfadden, WMCA
and MBS, threatening legal action
if the use of the name Good Will
Court was not discontinued. When
Standard Brands took over the
program on Sept. 20 similar notices were sent to the sponsors,
their advertising agents, and NBC,
but
step. this is the first actual legal
No answers have as yet been
filed by any of the defendants,
who are allowed 20 days in which
to answer the bill of complaint.

Will Court'
a
Lawsuit

IN THE Kings County Supreme
Court, Brooklyn, Municipal Court
Justice Nathan Sweedler, of Brooklyn, under the name Good Will
Court Inc., on Oct. 2 filed suit
against Standard Brands Inc., J.
Walter Thompson Co., Mutual
Broadcasting System, NBC,
Knickerbocker Broadcasting Co.
(WMCA), Bamberger Broadcasting Service Inc. (WOR), Macf adden Publications Inc., and A. L.
Alexander. The complaint asks
for $250,000 damages and also asks
the court to restrain any of the defendants from using the name
Good Will Court in any commercial broadcast.
Judge Sweedler, according to
the complaint, has operated a
weekly meeting of people to discuss their problems in the Guild
Room of the Brooklyn Eagle, and
a resume of these meetings is
printed in the Eagle the following
day in addition to a number of
other papers. The Good Will Court,
says the plaintiff, has been in existence for the past 10 years and
was incorporated in 1929.
The plaintiff also says that A. L.
Alexander, who conducts the Chase
& Sanborn Good Will Court on
NFC and Inter-City, approached

REID, MURDOCH & Co., Chicago
(Monarch foods), has started a
series of spot announcements,
twice daily, six days a week, over
the Michigan Network. Agency:
Rogers & Smith Adv. Agency,
Chicago.

Willard Tablet Discs
WILLARD TABLET Co., Chicago
(proprietary), on Nov. 1 starts a
series of five-minute transcriptions
on KFEQ, KFRU, KWKO, KWK,
KFAB, KMMJ, KFBI, KGGF,
KVOO, KRLD, KGNC, KGKO,
WWL, KWKH, KFEL, WHO,
WHBF, WLS, WJJD, WIRE,
WOWO, WGBF, WMBG, WDBJ,
WGST, WTOC, WAPI, WREC,
WLAC, WDOD, KLRA, WPTF,
WWVA, KFRO, KGFI, WBOW,
KTRH, KFDM and WIBA, with
several more stations to be added,
bringing the total up to between
40 and 50 outlets in the South and
Midwest. Program, which was
transcribed by Columbia Phonograph Co. in Chicago, is called
Headlines of Other Days and uses
three announcers, Dick Welles,
Hugh Studebaker and John Tyson,
and a singing team, the Deans of
Harmony. Schedule calls for three
broadcasts weekly for 26 weeks in
most cases, with a few variations.
Agency:
United Broadcasters,First
Chicago.
Broccoli in East
D'ARRIGO BROTHERS, Boston
and San Jose (Andy Boy broccoli)
on Oct. 8 started a 13-week particthe Air ipation
onin Homemaker's
WEEI, WTAG,Council
WCSH,of
WJAR, WTIC, the original New
England network. Announcements
were started Oct. 12 on WEVD,
New York, and WRAX, Philadelphia, six per week for 26 weeks.
Thirty-word announcements are
used on WNAC, Boston, 210 being
scheduled. James F. Fay Advertising, the sales representative of
D'Arrigo, placed the account
through Harold F. Lewis Adv.
Service, Boston.

Merger of KFJR- KALE]
In Portland, Ore. Granted]
MERGER of KFJR, Portland!
Ore., with KALE, with which ill
shares the 1300 kc. channel, waJ
authorized Oct. 7 after application!
for assignment was filed Oct. 2J
The two stations, both using 50(1
watts, will be operated as one un-|
der KALE Inc., with Ashley CJ
Dixon, owner of KFJR, retained
with most of his staff in the
KALE organization. KALE is
one-third owned by C. W. Myers.i
NAB president; one-third by C!|
Roy Hunt, KALE manager, and]
one-third by S. R. Winch, business]
manager of the Portland Oregon!
Journal. It is the companion sta-l
tion to KOIN, which is controlled!
by Mr. Myers with Mr. Hunt and!
the Oregon Journal as minority]
stockholders.
Another Portland station recent-!
ly sold, subject to FCC approval]!
is KXL, 100-watter on 1420 kc. iJ
was
purchased
from
Harry B,l
Read by T. W. Symons Jr., opera-l
tor of KFPY, Spokane, and Edl
Craney, Harry
operatorB. of Read
KGIR,recently
Butte'
Mont.
transferred control of KOOS
Marshfield, Ore., to his brother
Walter L. Read, who in turn transferred KSLM, Salem, to Harry B :
Read.
TIDE
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Gadabouts

OIL

Co., Not

York (Tydol) has renewed its current campaign on a small list ol
stations. The schedule includes
program on WFBR, Baltimore;
Transradio news broadcasts or
WOR, Newark; program or
WORK, York, Pa.; sports series
on WGY, Schenectady. Lennen &
Mitchell Inc., New York, is agency
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WATER

fiot Utleljjl

Weidman Ward & Co.. inc.
WHOLESALE GROCERS AND COFFEE ROASTERS
Albany, N.Y
October 1, 1936.

turn stay-at-home. It's America's Greatest Radio
Show Season, with the old arm-chair a choice seat
in the

orchestra.

Several

KMBC

All look good

Among

the

tested shows
for record

ing stars: "Tex"

Owens

headliners

now

runs.
and

are these:

on network
On

or spot.

call are these 0, sell-

The

Texas

Rangers,

Happy Hollow, Life on Red Horse Ranch, "Across the
Breakfast Table,'' PHENOMENON,
and other KMBC
tested shows.

There's

one

to "arm-chair"

KMBC

'em for you!

KANSAS

Mr.
Smith, General Manager
RadioHarold
Station£. BOKO
Albany, New York.
Dear Mr. Smith:
The reoent aeries of amateur radio oontests
which we sponsored over T3 0 K 0 established a
high
mark for success in this particular
field water
of publicity.
•Your
Play Store
whiohevery
was broadoast byFairWeidman,
Ward Hour"
& Company
Tuesday
and
Thursday
afternoon
for
sixteen
weeks oreated
widespread interest throughout the oapital
city
area.
auditionsThe andoombined
radio publicity
broadcasts from
was public
of very great
benefit to our Fair Play Stores, who report
splendid additional sales from the activity.
We found W 0 K 0 handled our program to our
utmost satisfaction during this series and
me would certainly be glad to consider your
station In any further radio activities.

\7eldman, Ward & Co., Inc.

CITY

For Further Information, Write
THE
AND

PROGRAM
TESTING

FREE 6- SLEININGER, INC., NATIONAL
Page
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BUILDING
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES

WOKO
1430 Kcs.

ALBANY,
Basic
CBS

BROADCASTING

NEW YORK
1000W. Day
500 W. Ni9ht
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WITH promotional plans for the
introduction of 1937 model automobiles virtually completed and
on the largest scale since the halcyon days of 1929, it appeared
certain that radio would increase
its share more than proportionally.
That much seemed assured by a
survey of automotive plans in Detroit and other centers.
Production for the current year
is expected to run slightly in excess of 4,600,000 vehicles, of which
about 3,800,000 units are passenger
cars, about which almost all radio
advertising is centered. The industry is confident that it will
produce in excess of 5,000,000
units in 1937, making that year
second only to 1929 and projecting
a ten per cent gain in output.
Radio's share of the increased advertising budgets, however, is likely
to be more than that amount.
The biggest splurge of the autumn and early winter season will
come during the next three weeks,
in the course of which the majority of cars are scheduled for
introduction. During this period
spot announcements by the thousands will be heard, dealers will
spend a good proportion of their
cooperative advertising money, and
the regular network programs will
serve as background for this introductory activity. This advertising during introduction season,
of course, will follow the lines of
other years, in that it will make
a definite effort to bring prospects
and others interested into the
showrooms while the excitement of
new car announcement season is
at its height.
Using Nets and Spot
ALL NETWORKS are sharing in
the augmented plans of the industry for the next few months
and 1937. Independent stations
will be largely benefited by the
dealer cooperative plans and the
spot announcements scheduled for
the next few weeks.
The auto company programs for
the coming year span the entire
gamut of radio presentations. Musical presentations, of course, will
be in the majority, with both the
symphonic and popular forms well
represented. Amateur presentations, a style review, a woman
news commentator, a Hollywood
tieup — all these bulk large in the
promotional plans ahead.
Chevrolet and Ford again are
the large time users. The probability is that Chevrolet will spend
between $2,000,000 and $2,500,000
in radio promotional advertising
for its 1937 cars. The official
Chevrolet announcement of 1937
models, which will come in November, will be preceded by approximately 20,000 spot announcements spread over the two weeks
preceding the introduction. Every
section of the country will be covered by these announcements,
which will run at the rate of
about 1,000 a day for the preintroduction period.
Beside that Chevrolet will soon
start on its sixth 13-week period
of WBS Musical Moments discs
over 385 stations, for 15-minute
periods three times weekly.
At a three-day sales conference
Page
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in Detroit Oct. 6-9, Rubinoff, Virginia Rae and Jan Peerce gave a
preview of their initial CBS program. The audition was before
3,500 Chevrolet executives, district
managers and key dealers. A
movie trailer depicted what Chevrolet is doing with radio as an advertising medium. The CBS sales
promotion department has issued
an eight-page booklet titled Wonder and Delight and the Sale of
Chevrolets.
The new network series by Chevrolet takes to the air Oct. 18 on
Sunday night, featuring again the
Rubinoff - Peerce - Rea trio. These
programs will be heard from 6:30
to 7:00 p. m. (EST) over a 92station CBS network. Chevrolet's
radio time is placed through the
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.
Ford's Big Program
FORD
MOTOR
Co., placing
through N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.,
Detroit, again is offering the Ford
Sunday Evening Hour and the
Fred Waring programs as its
highlights throughout the year.
The Sunday evening program over
CBS resumed on Sept. 20 for a
39-week period. An increasing demand for seats by interested persons who could not be accommodated in Detroit's Orchestra Hall
last year led to the engagement
this winter of the much larger
Masonic Temple Auditorium. A
novel move is being made this
year in the uniting of the audience
of 5,000 persons with the symphony and choir in the singing of
hymns which close each concert.
As in previous years, no advertising beyond a mention of the
sponsor's name is made in this
series. W. J. Cameron, of the Ford
company, speaks at the half-way
intermission, but his remarks are
almost always of sociological or
humane interest, and touch upon
his company but seldom. Similarly, the Fred Waring shows carry
little direct advertising. These programs are split between the NBC
and the CBS, running a half-hour

Lay

Plans

Drives

during the week on each network.
A more direct selling job is done
in such Ford dealer-sponsored programs as that heard in Michigan
and northern Ohio, known as the
Farm Market Reporter. Here news
of current interest to farmers is
presented, along with selling continuity for Ford cars. A quarterhour disc series on 150 stations
will be renewed for the fourth
time.
Chrysler Motors issued its challenge to these big-league competitors on Sept. 17, with the initial
appearance of Major Bowes and
his amateurs under the auto company's sponsorship. Heard over
the coast-to-coast hookup of the
CBS and placed by Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Inc., this program has made
a definite tieup with dealerships of
Chrysler products throughout the
country. It merchandises all four
Chrysler products — Plymouth,
Dodge, DeSoto and Chrysler — and
dealers merchandise the program
to their own showrooms by staging
voting parties.
Dealers Are Cooperating
TO DATE dealers in 15 states and
two in Canada are sponsoring
these listening and voting parties
in their showrooms. Local dealer
display advertising and occasional
newspaper space calls attention to
the parties, urges attendance, and
promises that no attempts will be
made at selling cars to visitors.
Dealer reports coming to the factory indicate that the plan is meeting with general favor.
First vote reports indicate that
the Major has gained in popularity. The voting for the Sept. 17
program, first of the series, in
New York, was 64% ahead of the
voting for the last broadcast under
Chase & Sanborn, it was claimed.
Voting at Detroit, the honor city,
was 88% ahead of the total for
April 7, 1935, when Detroit was
similarly honored. The Sept. 24
total of voting was 24% ahead of
the total voting for Sept. 17. In
figures, votes cast on Sept. 17 came

to
24 approximately
they ran about10,000;
13,000. on Sept.'!
Plymouth will precede the intro- I
duction of its 1937 lines early in I
November with spot announce- I
ments
over coast
approximately
sta-'J
tions from
to coast. 90These,
spots will be from script furnished
by J. Stirling Getchell, Inc., agency
in charge, and will range from
chain breaks to slightly longer announcements, depending upon the
individual programs of each station.
DeSoto division of Chrysler, also ;
through Getchell, will blanket the
country with key station spot announcements inthe period immediately preceding introduction of the
1937 line. DeSoto will play heavily
upon the style, comfort and safety
features of its 1937 entry. Dodge
also is a heavy spot user, through
Ruthrauff & Ryan.
General Motors Activities
THE General Motors institutional
broadcasting on Sunday nights
conforms to the Ford symphony
pattern, in that only a brief mention is made of the sponsor, and
intermission talks are devoted to |
topics of interest to motorists.
This program, placed through
Campbell-Ewald Co., New York,
is heard Sunday nights from 10 to
11 p. m. (EST) over 63 stations
of the NBC-Red network.
Component General Motors units
besides Chevrolet are all fairly active in the radio picture for the
coming year. Pontiac earlier this
month announced what it believed
to be the first newscast program
built exclusively to appeal to women over a nationwide hook-up.
Kathryn Cravens, woman commentator, commenced a three-timesweekly series on Oct. 12 over a 57- j
station CBS network. The program
will continue to be heard Mondays.
Wednesdays and Fridays from
New York at 2 to 2:15 p. m
(EST) and rebroadcast for the
West to reach mountain states al
3:30 to 3:45, Mountain Time, and
the Pacific coast at 2:30 to 2:4E
Pacific time. Commercials wili
shortly begin to build up interest
in the 1937 Pontiac models to be
announced early in November.
A test campaign of the new pro-:
gram was made through KMOX
St. Louis for 13 weeks last sum-:
mer and resulted in an average oi
400 requests weekly for copies oi
Pontiac's User's Guide, offeree
through
broadcast
free at
tiac the
salesrooms.
Dealers
in Ponthe
St. Louis area reported many good
prospects secured as a result of
the broadcast and the trips to the
showrooms, and on that basis the
News
Through over
a Woman's
Eyes
was scheduled
CBS.
This program is placed by MacManus, John & Adams, Inc., Detroit. It follows a lapse of a year
since Pontiac has been on the networks.

30 YEARS OF PROGRESS— David Sarnoff, president of RCA and
chairman of NBC, is honored at a dinner celebrating his 30 years in
radio, during which he started with the old British Marconi Co. as a
messenger boy, rose to wireless operator and executive and led RCA
to its present predominance since its foundation in 1919. At the table,
left to right, are M. H. Aylesworth, former NBC president, now RKO
chairman; Mr. Sarnoff; Maj. Gen. James G. Harbord, RCA chairman;
Col. John C. O'Laughlin, publisher of the Army & Navy Journal; E. T.
Cunningham, president, RCA Mfg. Co.; W. A. Winterbottom, vice president and general manager RCA Communications Inc. With back to
camera is Courtland Smith, president of Pathe Film Corn.
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Cadillac's Afternoon Show
CADILLAC Motor Car Co., which
places through the same agency, is
following much the same theory ; 1
of thinking with a new program
titled LaSalle Fashion Show, scheduled to start over NBC-Red net-j
work on Nov. 5. This program is
contracted for Thursdays, 4-4:30
p. m., for a 13-week period and
will tie in the smartness of Cadillac and LaSalle cars with leading
styles. Charles Lemaire, prominent designer, will be master of
ceremonies, Eddie Duchin will furnish music, and each week a style
(Continued
pageof 49)
specialist
in one onfield
women's
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WEAF
WJZ

are the stations . . . "PREFERRED"
NEW YORK
PITTSBURGH AND THE
TRI-STATE MARKET
. . . 50,000 watts

....

50,000 watts

KDKA

. . . 50,000 watts

THE GREAT NORTHEAST
WGY

....
NEW

ENGLAND

WBZ-WBZA
NORTHERN
WTAM

50,000 watts

CHICAGO
WMAQ
WENR

. . . 50,000 watts
. . . 50,000 watts

DENVER

51,000 watts

ROCKY

OHIO

. . . 50,000 watts

KOA

WRC . . . 1000-500 watts
WMAL . . 500-250 watts

....
SAN

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

AND

KGO
KPO

THE

MT. REGION
50,000 watts

FRANCISCO

....

7,500 watts
50,000 watts

PHILADELPHIA
KYW
Completely
1926

. . . 10,000 watts
Programmed

by NBC
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NBC'S TENTH YEAR OF SERVICE TO RADIO LISTENERS
ft
For full information about one or all of these stations, contact the one nearest you. Each station represents every other
station, and the sales offices of NBC represent them all.
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As

Market

Census

Shown
by Sandage
Census Expert Analyzes Ways
Of Measuring Radio Dollar
By DR. C. H. SANDAGE
Chief, Division oT Communications
U. S. Department of Commerce
BUSINESS executives are becoming more conscious of the import." nee of distributing their
advertising d o 1 lar among different market areas
in terms of the
relative fertility
of such areas.
Dr. Sandage
Different methods have been used
to measure fertility or sales potentialities, but all aim to reach
the same goal.
There are two basic factors to
be considered in measuring any
market, (1) the number of people
and (2) their ability to buy. The
radio advertiser, however, must
give consideration to another factor— the number of radio homes in
each area. If the radio is to be
used effectively as an advertising
medium, it must be used in those
territories where the number of
receiving sets is sufficiently great
to afford a reasonable number of
potential listeners.
The U. S. Bureau of Census has
recently issued figures showing the
expenditures of advertisers for
time over broadcast stations in
each of the nine geographical divisions. With these figures it is
possible to measure in part, the
regional distribution of the radio
advertising dollar in terms of the
sales potentialities in each region.
The comparison of radio station
time sales, spendable income, radio homes, and population for each
region in the United States is
given in the accompanying chart.
Spendable income is based upon
Sales Management's "Survey of
Purchasing
Power"homes
for 1935.
The
number
of radio
is taken
from the report of the Joint Committee on Radio Research. The
bars in the accompanying chart
represent each of the four factors
to be compared. Each bar is in
terms of a per cent of the United
States total. Thus, broadcast station time sales in New England
were 7% of total United States
time sales.
If spendable income, radio
homes, and population measured
the advertising importance of a
region then radio revenue should
parallel these factors where advertisers properly utilized market
possibilities. Radio revenue, spendable income, and the number of radio homes, parallel each other
rather closely in all regions except the Middle Atlantic and the
Pacific Coast. Population and station revenue parallel each other
except in the Southern regions.
In the Middle Atlantic States,
station revenue represented 21.8%
of the national total, spendable income 29.6% and radio homes 25.5%.
Population in this region, representing 21.4% of the national
total, was almost identical with
station revenue. Only 14.7% of the
total number of commercial broadcast stations were located in this
region. It would seem that the
number of radio homes and the
spendable income in the Middle
Page
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Posting of $2,000

Sought tol

Stop Frivolous Petitions
POSTING
of a bond of $2,0001
with the FCC by an applicant for]
the facilities of an existing broad-Jj
casting station, to cover costs ofj
the latter in defending itself, has'
time in'
abeen
caseproposed
before for
the the
FCCfirst
Broadcast.
Division.
Former U. S. Senator ™
C. C. Dill, now a Washington at-ijl
torney, and his associate James!
W. Gum, have filed with the FCC
a motion
in behalf of KVOE,
Santa Ana, Cal., asking that such
a bond be required of J. W. Plame,
of Los Angeles, applicant for the
facilities of the station.
There is no precedent in FCC
procedure for this, and there is no
provision in the Communications
Act which specifically allows the
FCC to assess payment of costs
against an unsuccessful applicant.
This question, however, has been
discussed before Congressional
Dill himSenator
with of
committees,
self an advocate
such a system
frivolous applicato discourage
tions for station facilities.
Legal Opinion Sought
IN THE motion, Senator Dill and
Mr. Gum asked that the applicant
be required to deposit the $2,000
with the FCC Secretary "to cover
the costs of Station KVOE in defending this cause." The request,
made307pur-5
"is and
added,303
the
ofB
to sections
suantpetition
the Communications Act of 1934,,

Atlantic States would warrant a
greater per cent of total radio
revenue for this region.
The Pacific Coast States accounted for a considerably greater
proportion of total broadcast station revenue than they did for radio homes, spendable income, or
population. The three States of
California, Oregon, and Washington received 12.3% of total station
revenue, but had only 8.9% total
spendable income, 8.6% of total radio homes, and 6.7% of total population. There were, however, 13.8%
of all United States commercial
broadcast station in the three Pacific Coast States.
It is not possible to say from the
data presented here whether advertisers have been placing too
much emphasis upon the Pacific
Coast and East North Central
markets and not enough upon the
Middle Atlantic market. It may be
that greater use has been made of
other forms of sales promotion in
the latter States and the medium
of radio given extra emphasis in
the former areas. However, the regional differences illustrated here
are worthy of note. They may be
significant in pointing the way to
some adjustment in the distribution of the advertising dollar.
Neumode Hose Testing
NEUMODE HOSIERY Co., Chicago, on Oct. 1 started series of
news flash-announcements, daily
except Sunday, on WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WSBT, South Bend.
Agency: J. L. Sugden Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
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Townsend's Plan to Use
Mexican Stations Balked
DIFFICULTIES which have consistently nullified the efforts of
Dr. Francis E. Townsend to broadcast his plans for national recovery to the American people and to
solicit funds by radio [Broadcasting, Oct. 1] did not cease when he
abandoned hope of securing time
on one of the major networks and
turned to Mexican stations just below the border. Again at the last
minute his plans had to be cancelled, this time because of a disinclination on the part of Mexican
government officials to permit th°
venerable doctor to use their country's broadcasting facilities.
Meanwhile, Dwight Bunnell, radio director of Townsend National
Recovery Plans Inc., had arranged
for Dr. Townsend to talk over PanAmerican's hookup of the New
York State Broadcasting System.
Michigan Radio Network, Affiliated
Broadcasting Co. and stations
WAAB, WSAR, WNAC, WNBH,
WLLH, WFEA and W1XBS in
New England, from 6 to 6:15 p. m.
on Sunday, Oct. 11. A Chicago
broadcast on WCFL, 4:45 to 5 in
the same afternoon, had also been
scheduled. Mr. Bunnell also announced that plans for using transcriptions of Dr. Townsend's talks
on independent stations throughout the country were being made.
RADIAD SERVICE, Chicago
script and continuity service, reports that it now has 120 station
clients, with more than 50 using
its Something New Club and Domesticalities features.
BROADCASTING

as amended, and as construed by'
numerous opinions of this Com-*
The FCC, before deciding the!
will seekt. an opinion from its'
issue,departmen
law
mission".
In the past the FCC has given,
consideration to a procedure,
which it believes permissible un-i
der the existing law, whereby preliminary ex parte hearings would
the fafor or
applicants
forof other
be held cilities
stations,
even
for new facilities, to ascertain
whether they are financially, legalqualified applitechnically
ly and cants.
Then, if the ruling were in
the affirmative, a regular hearing
would be set. No action ever has
been taken on such a procedure,
however.
Join Transamerican
CLIFFORD L. SLEININGER and
J. M. Ward have joined the Chicago office of Transamerican
Broadcasting & Television Corp.
as account executives. Mr. Sleininger has been engaged in station
representation since 1929, when he
joined National Radio Advertising
Inc., later becoming a pioneer in
the exclusive representative field
as cofounder of Free & Sleininger
Inc., and more recently heading
organizarepresentative
his own
tion. Mr. Ward
has been connected
with the Chicago Tribune for the
last nine years, in the advertising
sales, merchandising and business
survey departments.
STANDARD RADIO Inc., Hollywood, has granted to Internationa]
Broadcasting Co. of London exclusive library rights for Radio Luxembourg and Radio Normandie.
which carry 80% of the advertising directed to the British Isles.
• Broadcast
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THE BIG PUSH IS ON.
A one
hundred million dollar cotton crop, all pouring into
Memphis, the natural hub of this empire. Farmers buy
freely of the necessities and luxuries of life.
You could select no more potent
medium to cover this well-to-do Southland than WMC,
radio station of the MID-SOUTH. WMC carries more
local, national, and network advertising than any station
within 200 miles of Memphis. For 1 3 years, its program policies have been geared to the tastes of MidSouth listeners.
The Souths greatest newspaper, The
Commercial Appeal, owns and operates WMC. The
influence of this great paper, the full power of its publicity creates a spirit of serving that animates the entire
program structure of this station. Listeners depend on
WMC for the integrity as well as the excellence of its
entertainment.

PROSPEROUS

FARMERS
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ONLY
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WMC

• NATIONAL

FOR

FARM

AND

HOME

HOUR
Vital and helpful information that farmers in
this territory can obtain from no other station.
• FARMERS

FORUM

A program created to serve a real need.
Local county agents of Tennessee, Mississippi, and Arkansas discuss farm problems
exclusively.
of particular local interest over WMC
780 KILOCYCLES

WE OFFER, too, splendid coverage, WW BR
at low cost, by using our other station MEMPHIS

THE

LISTEN

Ijft OPERATED BY THE MEMPHIS COMMERCIAL APPEAL
#^
MEMPHIS.
TENN.
Representative: E. KATZ, Special Advertising Agency
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The

Business

of

Broadcasting

Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations

STATION
ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KSFO, San Francisco
Associated Oil Co. of California, San
Francisco (gas & oil), weekly sp,
thru Lord & Thon\as, San Francisco.
Foley & Co., Chicago (Honey & Tar
compound), 3 weekly sp, thru
Laueson & Salomon Inc., Chicago.
Currier's
Tablets 2 Inc.,
Los ta,
Angeles
(proprietary),
weekly
thru
Walter Biddick Co., Los Angeles.
Knox Co., Los Angeles (Cystex),
weekly t, thru Dillon & Kirk, Kansas City.
Father Flanagan's School For Boys,
Boys Town, Neb. (magazine), weekly t, thru Ernest Bader Co., Omaha.
Grove Laboratories Inc., St. Louis
(Bromo Quinine), 21 weekly sa,
thru Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WMAQ, Chicago
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City, N. J. (soap), 26 sa, thru
Benton & Bowles Inc., N. T.
Penn Tobacco Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
(Kentucky Winners cigarettes) , 156
sp, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
Chicago.
Grove Laboratories Inc., St. Louis
(nose drops), 182 sa, thru StackGoble Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Parker Brothers, Salem, Mass.
(games), 72 sa, thru John W.
Queen, Boston.
W. K. Kellogg Co., Battle Creek,
Mich, (cereal), weekly sp, thru N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. T.
McKesson & Robbins Imc„ Bridgeport (Pursang), 26 ta, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Longines - Wittnauer Co., New York
(watches), daily sa, thru Arthur
Rosenberg Co. Inc., N. Y.
Bauer & Black, Chicago (Velure hand
lotion), 100 ta, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., Chicago.
WHAM, Rochester
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Lifebuoy), t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Sherwin - Williams Co., Cleveland
(paint), 3 weekly sa, thru T. J.
Maloney Inc., N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Snrv)
daily sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
KFRC, San Francisco
Sherwin - Williams Co., Cleveland, O.
(paint), 5 weekly sp, thru Cecil,
Warwick & Cecil Inc*, N. Y.
Crazy Water Hotel Co., Mineral
Wells, Tex. (Crazy' Water Crystals), 3weekly t, thru Luckey Bowman Inc., N. Y.
WKRC, Cincinnati
Kenton Pharmacal Co.,' Covington,
Ky. (Brownatone) , 3 weekly ta,
thru Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham Inc., N. Y.
U. S. Industrial Alcohol Co., New
York (anti-freeze), 49 sa, direct.
WEAN, Providence
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Chipso), 5 weekly t, 7 weekly sa,
thru Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.
WHBF, Rock Island, 111.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (proprietary), 52 ta, thru First United
Broadcasters Inc., Chicago.
WAAF, Chicago
Mother's Remedies, Chicago (Mother's
Salve,
Mother's Aspirin), 5 weekly
sp,
direct.
Page
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WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids
Hickok Oil Co., Toledo (Hi-Speed),
100 *, direct.
Detroit News, Detroit, 12 sd, thru
Bass-Luckoff Inc., Detroit.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (proprietary), 26 t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Reid, Murdock & Co., Chicago (Monarch food), 156 sa, thru Rogers &
Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Commercial Milling Co., Detroit
(Henkel's flour), 312 sa, thru Karl
G. Behr Agency, Detroit.
Kosto Co., Chicago (dessert), 78 sa,
thru Perrin-Paus Co., Chicago.
MidStates Steel & Wire Co., Crawfordsville, Ind. (fence), 57 sa, thru
Mace Adv. Co., Peoria.
Republic Steel Co., Youngstown, 26 t,
thru Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc.,
Cleveland.
Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland, 84 sa, thru Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
WBT, Charlotte
Dodge Bros., Detroit (autos), 18 sa,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Drug Trade Products, Chicago (proprietary, cosmetics), 6 weekly 60minute sp, thru Benson & Dall Inc.,
Chicago.
Morton
Salt Co., Chicago (smoked
salt), weekly sp, thru Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), 5
weekly
thru Chicago.
Blackett - SampleHummert t, Inc.,
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City (Palmolive soap), 20 sa, thru
Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
National
Carbon
Co., New York
(Prestone), 7 weekly sa, thru J.
M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall), 5
t, thru Street & Finney Inc., N. Y.
KDYL, Salt Lake City
Albers Bros. Milling Co., Seattle, 26
sp, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., Seattle.
Premier-Pabst Sales Co., Chicago
(Blue Ribbon beer), 124 sa, thru
Morris - Schenker - Roth Inc., Chi-

WGY, Schenectady
Marlin Firearms Co. Inc., New Haven
(razor blades), 13 t, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Little Crow Milling Co., Warsaw, Ind.
(Coco - Wheats), daily sp, thru
Rogers
& Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Block Drug Co., Brooklyn (Omega
oil), 52 t, thru Husband & ThomY. Inc., Minneapolis (Gold
Generalas, N.Mills
Medal),
t, thru
Blackett-SampleHummert 26 Inc.,
Chicago.
W. W. Lee Co., Watervilet, N. Y.
(Save - the - Baby), daily ta, thru
Leighton & Nelson, Schenectady.
American Gas Machine Co., Albert
Lea, Minn, (stoves). 26 t, thru
Greve Adv. Agency, St. Paul.
Florence Stove Co., Gardner, Mass.,
26 t, thru William B. Remington
Inc.. Schenectady.
Tide Water Oil Co., New York (Tydol), 3 weekly sp. thru Lennen &
Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
WIP, Philadelphia
Parkway Oil Co., Philadelphia, 3
weekly sa, thru Erwin, Wasey &
Co., N. Y.
Bay State Fishing Co., Boston (40
Fathom), 2 weekly ta, thru Street
& Finney Inc., N. Y.
Knox Co., Kansas City (Cystex),
weekly
sas City.t, thru Dillon & Kirk, KanWNAC, Boston
C. F. Mueller Co., Jersey City (macaroni), 78 sa, thru E. W. Hellwig
Co., N. Y.
Kelvinator Corp. of New England.
Boston, weekly t, thru Dowd &
Ostreieher Inc., Boston.
KDKA, Pittsburgh
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, 36 ta,
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc., Chicago.
Block Drug Co., Brooklyn, 130 sa,
thru Husband & Thomas Co. Inc.,
N. Y.
Commercial Milling Co., Detroit, 65
sp, thru Karl G. Behr Agency,
Detroit.

WLS, Chicago
Sisalkraft Co., Chicago (roofing material), 48 sa, thru Russell T. Gray
Inc., Chicago.
Hamlin's Wizard Oil Co., Chicago
(linament), 312 sa, thru Jim Dully
Inc., Chicago.
Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleve63 sa, Cleveland.
thru Meldrum & Fewsmith land,Inc.,
The Union Party, Chicago (political).
1 sp, thru Commercial Broadcasters, Chicago.
Silberman-Becker Corp., Chicago
(Sears, Roebuck & Co. raw fur
marketing
service), 22 sa, thru
Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago.
Fort Atkinson Centennial Assn., Fort
Atkinson, Wis., 3 sa, direct.
St. Paul Union Stockyards Co., St.
Paul, 4 sa, direct.
Drums Inc., Detroit (cleaning preparation,) 2 weekly sa, thru C. C.
Winningham Inc., Detroit.
Reliance Mfg. Co., Chicago (Big Yank
shirts),
5 sp,Chicago.
thru Mitchell-Faust
Adv.
Agency,
Acme Mfg. Co., Forest Park, 111. (pig
feed), 312 sa, thru K. E. Shepard
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
E. A. Myers & Son, Pittsburgh (Radioear), 2 sa, thru Hilmer V. Swenson Co., St. Louis.
Armand Co., Des Moines (cosmetics).
156 ta, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co. Inc.. Chicago.
Sherwin - Williams
Co., Cleveland
(paint), 54 sa, thru T. J. Maloney
Inc., N. Y.
Mantle Lamp Co.. Chicago (Aladdin
lamps), 22 sp, thru Presba, Fellers
& Presba Inc., Chicago.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello,
111. (Dr. Caldwell's Svrup Pepsin).
260 t, thru Cramer - Krasselt Co.,
Milwaukee.
Bernard Perfumers, St. Louis. 1 sa.
thru Hilmer V. Swenson Co., St.
Louis.
Mumhy
Products
Co., Burlington.
Wis. (fodder). 52 sp, thru Wade
Adv. Asrencv, Chicago.
Republic Steel Corn., Youngstown. O.
(fence posts). 26 t. thru Meldrum
& Few«mith Inc.. Cleveland.
James Mfg. Co.. Ft. Atkinson. Wis.
(barn*, henhouses,
etc.). 78 sa.
thru Wade Adv. Agency. Chicago.
KINY, Juneau, Alaska
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 6 weekly ta, for 52 weeks,
thru H. H. Good Adv. Co., N. Y.
Canned Salmon Industry, Seattle, 2
weekly sp, thru Northwest Radio
Adv. Co. Inc., Seattle.
Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
(Alka- Seltzer), 6 weekly t, 20
weeks,
Chicago. thru Wade Adv. Agency,
Millwork Supply Co., Seattle, 78 so,
thru Weller Service Inc., Seattle.
Coleman Lamp & Stove Co., Wichita,
6 weekly ta, 26 weeks, thru Walter
Biddick Co., Los Angeles.
Washington Motor Coach System, Seattle, 100 sa,
thru Beaumont & Hohman Inc.,
Seattle.
Gospel Broadcasting Assn., Los Angeles, (religious), weekly sp, for 52
weeks, thru R. H. Alber Co., Los
Angeles.Steamship Co., Seattle, 6
Alaska
weekly montsp.
for 39 weeks,
thru Beau& Hohman
Inc., Seattle.
Northland Transportation Co. (steamship), Seattle, 3 weekly sp, 26
weeks, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co. Inc., Seattle.
Clark Hotel. Los Angeles, 52 ta, thru
Walter Biddick Co.. Los Angeles.
National Lead Co., Seattle (paint),
18 sp, thru Erwin Wasey & Co.,
Seattle.

From Los Angeles Examiner
"/ thought you might enjoy one while listening to the World Series, sir!"
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WAAB, Boston
New York Mattress Co., New York,
12 sa, thru Louis Glaser Inc., Boston.
E. F. Kemp Co. Inc., Somerville,
Mass. (nuts), dard-Sampson
121Co., Boston.
sa, thru StodPoet Cigar Co., Boston, 5 weekly sa,
thru David Malkiel Adv. Agency, j
Boston.
William Little Inc., Waltham, Mass.
(autos), 6 weekly sa, thru Julian
Gross Adv. Agency, Hartford.
Kosmet Laboratories Inc., New York,
2French
weeklyInc.,
sp, N.
thruY. Brooke Smith &
• Broadcast
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New Business
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Bridgeport. Conn. I electrical appliances) on
Nov. 2 starts Hour of Charm, on 21
XBC-Red stations. Mon., 4-4:30 p. m.
Agency : Maxon Inc.. N. T.
TIME Inc.. New York ( Time magazine & new picture magazine) on Oct.
15 starts The March of Time on 41
CBS stations. Thurs., 10:30-11 p. m.
Agency : Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc.. N. Y.
MODERN
MECHANICS PUBLISHING Co., New York (Modern
Mechanics), on Oct. 4 started 13
half-hour programs The March of
Modern Mechanics, on 9 Yankee Network stations. Sun., noon. Agency :
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
CROFT ALE Co., Boston (Croft
Ale ) . on Sept. 15. started participations in Yankee Network News Service, three times weekly for 52 weeks,
on 10 Yankee Network stations ;
also three participations in Colonial
Network News Service. Agency : C.
Brewer Smith, Boston.
PONTIAC MOTOR Co., Pontiac,
Mich, on Oct. 12 started the Flying .
Commentator of 57 CBS stations,
Mon.. Wed.. Fri., 2-2:15 p. m. with
repeat 5 :30 p. m. Agency : MaeManus. John & Adams Inc., Detroit.
SMITH BROTHERS. Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. (Smith Brothers Cough
Drops and Syrups ) . on Nor. 22
starts 65 participations in Yankee
Network Netcs Service, five times
weekly, on 10 Yankee Network stations. Agency : Brown & Tarcher
Inc., N. Y.
RAINEER BREWING CO. Inc.,
San Francisco on Oct. 2 started for
13 weeks Tomorrow's Football Tonight on 3 NBC-Pacific Red stations.
Fri.. 6-6:30 p. m. (PST). Agency:
Lord & Thomas.
San Francisco.
CALIFORNIA CONSERVING CO..
San Francisco (C.H.B. canned and
bottled food products), on Nov. 17
starts for 39 weeks Studio Party on
8 NBC-Pacific Red stations. Tues..
7:45-8 p. m. (PST). Agency: Emil
Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco.
BETTER SPEECH INSTITUTE of
America. Chicago (speech lessons) on
Nov. 16 starts Better Speech program on 42 NBC-Blue stations, Sun.,
3-3 :15 p. m. Agency : Auspitz & Lee,
Chicago.
ASSOCIATED OIL CO. OF CAL.,
San Francisco (gas & oil), on Sept.
26 started for 13 weeks Associated
Football Broadcasts on 12 CBS-Don
Lee network stations, Sat., 1 :45-4 :30
p. m. (PST). Agency: Lord &
Thomas, San Francisco.
Renewal Accounts
AMERICAN CAN Co., New York
(Keg-Lined cans) on Oct. 27 renews Ben Bernie & All The Lads on
57 NBC-Blue stations. Tues.. 9-9:30
p. m.. after Jan. 5 on NBC-Blue
network. Agency : Fuller, Smith &
Ross Inc., N. Y.
E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, New York
( tooth powder) on Oct. 5 renewed
the Calendar of Melodi/ on 3 Mutual
stations (WOR, WGN, CKLW),
Mon.. Wed., 9 :45-10 a. m. Agency :
Geyer, Cornell & Newell Inc., N. Y.
F. W. FITCH Co.. Des Moines
(Fitch'snewed for
shampoo),
Sept.Dreams
6 re52 weeks on
Sunset

For

Tryout

Success

Gillette

ful

Show

Given Preliminary Tests
Iron Out the Wrinkles

to

By G. BENNETT LARSON
RuthraufF & Ryan, Inc.
PROBABLY the
most unsual
production idea that
NOT FOR REMOTES — Instead
this car has been equipped by
WIRE, Indianapolis, to service its
accounts. With foot on runningboard is L. O. Hammer, head of
the new WIRE merchandising department and pilot of the advertising service car. He has two assistants in making surveys for advertisers, contacting dealers and
arranging displays. A studio and
display were maintained at the
Indiana State Fair by WIRE.
on NBC-KPO, Tues., 7:45-8 p. m.
(PST), starting Nov. 20. 7:30-7:45
p. m. (PST). Agency: Charles R.
Stuart Inc., San Francisco.
Network Changes
KRAFT PHENIX CHEESE Corp.,
Chicago (cheese spreads) on Oct. 15
returns Bing Crosby to its Kraft
Music Hall program on NBC - Red
network, Thurs., 10-11 p. m.
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER
Co., Akron (tires & tubes) on Oct.
12 returned Margaret Speaks, soprano, to its Voice of Firestone concerts on NBC - Red network. Mon.,
S :30-9 p. m.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Fleischman Yeast) on Oct. 4
returned Robert Ripley on NBC-Blue
network, Sun., 7 :30-8 p. m.
H. FENDRICH Inc., Evansville,
Ind. (Charles Denby cigar) on Sept.
27 added two stations (KWK,
CKLW) to Smoke Dreams on MBS,
Sun., 1:30-2 p. m.
JOHN MORRELL & Co.. Ottumwa, la., (Red Heart dog food) on
Nov. 16 will shift Tea Time at
Mori-ell's
NBC-Red. to Fri., 4-4 :30 p. m. on
BI-SO-DOL Co., New Haven (proprietary) on Oct. 2 shifted Broadway
Varieties to Fri., 8-8 :30 p. m. on
CBS.

ffemandlnj

on _36 NBC-Red stations, Sundays,
7 :45-8 p. m., repeat at 11 p. m. Agency : L. W. Ramsey Co., Des Moines.
SAYLOR'S CHOCOLATES Inc., Alameda, Cal.. (candy), on Oct. 2 renewed for 13 weeks Sailing With
Saylors on NBC-KPO- Fri., 7:45-8
p. m. (PST). Agency: Doremus &
Co., San Francisco.
H. SUTLIFF TOBACCO Co., San
Francisco (tobacco), on Oct. 1 renewed for 52 weeks Sports Forum
BROADCASTING
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DOMEST I CAL I T I E S,
of interest to all
women . . . and
radiads, a commercial continuity
service for stations.
Sample material
gladly furnished.
Ask about them.

is that generated
on behalfSafety
of Gillette

Mr. Larson
Razor Co. Ruthrauff & Ryan, the agency handling
the account, produced the Sunday
night Community Sing for Gillette. The program came to the
national network of CBS after a
tryout without parallel in broadcasting history.
Taking a leaf from the notebook of theatrical producers,
the Gillette Community Sing, before reaching the network stage,
was sent to Boston for a tryout on
10 Yankee Network stations. All
the elements present in the current series were represented in the
New England tryouts. Comedian
Milton Berle, Billy Jones & Ernie
Hare, Wendall Hall and Andy Sanella's orchestra were the elements.
The tryout, beginning in July, was
designed to discover the best possible entertainment combination
that could result from the juggling of entertainers and formulae.
After ten weeks, Charles Pritzker, advertising manager for Gillette, Myron Kirk, chief of radio
for our agency, and I decided that
the program had finally reached a
stage of detailed production and
organization that would permit it
to become a network feature with
only the slightest element of doubt
and apprehension.
The Community Sing had its premiere on Sunday night, Sept. 6, at
10 p. m.,
CBS with
103 radio
stations. Weover
are proud
of the
"scoop" we achieved on that first

i i AND

broadcast. Four hours before the
show took to the air, Mrs. Beryl
Markham, the English aviatrix
who flew "solo" across the Atlantic
and set a new feminine standard,
was signed. Berle interviewed
Mrs. Markham and the program
was launched auspiciously with
one of the high-spots of the current broadcasting season.
The program formula is now a
definite one with the three definite
departments: Wendell Hall, the
popular
"red-headed
music-maker"
as
song-leader;
Billy
Jones and
Ernie Hare, the Happiness Boys,
with their audience interviews;
and Milton Berle, as a new and
different radio comedian.
Realizing that no radio campaign is sufficient unto itself, Gillette, through its agency, began
simultaneously with the program
an intensive advertising-merchandising drive. The keynote of the
campaign — with a heavy schedule
of complete national advertising —
is that of "good-will building". Its
basic principle is to create a
friendly feeling toward Gillette
and the dealers who handle the
Gillette
products.
self is the
first on The
the program
air ever itto
have included the listeners at home
in entertainment from the studios.
Numerous merchandising tie-ups
between dealers and the program
producers are planned and several
are already getting under way.
We feel that a complete, extensive mapping-out of the program
with each of its possible ramifications considered and weighing the
advertising and merchandising of
the product to be sold over the
air, is one answer to the major
problems of air advertising.

GETTING

IT I

Created by the celebrated author, lecturer, and radio
artist, Alexander McQueen. A daily, fifteen - minute program combining a blend of amazing, amusing, original information, that demands attention . . . arouses interest . . .
commands a following . . . and holds it.
Provided in script form, all ready for snappy presentation.
Available to a limited number of stations on an exclusive
basis. Easy to put on. Easy to sell. Send for particulars,
low rates, and sample script.
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Kosto Dessert Spots
KOSTO Co., Chicago (dessert), on
Oct. 1 started a 26-week announcement campaign on WINS, WBBM,
WWJ, KSD, WSPD, WMBC and
announce100-word
using
WOOD, ments
describing
premium
offers
to women and children and urging
them to read about these premiums in the folders to be found in
each package of the product. Frequency of announcements
varies
from three
to six weekly, except

WOOD
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New Firm of Reps
A NEW firm in
the radio and
newspaper representation field
was established
Oct. 1 when John
H. Perry & Associates opened
offices at 225 W.
39th St., New
York. Mr. Perry
,T
„ „

' AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
ROBERT W. MICKAM, at one time
with Erwin Wasey & Co., New York,
has joined Lavin & Co. Inc., Boston
agency, as vice president.
JACK KORN, formerly vice-president
of Philip Klein Inc., Philadelphia, has
resigned to join the Philadelphia office of Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.
JOSEPH T. AINLEY, radio director
of Leo Burnett Inc., Chicago agency,
is flying between Chicago and New
York each week to supervise the Real
Silk program featuring Edwin C. Hill,
originating
NBC's
studios each from
Sunday
night.Radio City

Dorman
Mrof
is publisher
the
Reading (Pa.)
Times, Jacksonville (Fla.) Journal, Pensacola
(Fla.) Journal and News and Panama City (Fla.) Herald, all of
which will be represented on an
exclusive basis along with WCOA,
Pensacola, also owned by the
Perry interests. William K. Dorman is New York manager. Agencies have been notified that advertising placed with WCOA and the
Perry publications on contracts
made prior to Oct. 1 will continue
to be billed through the E. Katz
Special Adv. Agency until these
contracts expire.

J. C. JEFFERSON, formerly with
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, and
Brooke, Smith & French Inc., in the
same city, has been appointed radio
time buyer for de Garmo Corp., New
York, succeeding M. E. Boehm, resigned.
FRANKLIN W. ORVIS has become
a member of the radio production
staff of Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., New York. He was
formerly vice-president of Equinox
Co., New York, hotel operators.

RAYMOND SULLIVAN, vice president of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc., New
York, and Myron Kirk, radio director, arrived in Hollywood early in
October in connection with the Joe
Penner program and to open offices
locally.

L. C. COLE, formerly with Desdepartment
who at mond's,
oneLos Angeles
time headed
his store,
own
agency in San Jose, Cal., has joined
the Sidney Garfinkel Advertising
Agency in San Francisco as account
executive. He will service radio along
with other accounts.

CARL NISSEN, recently commercial
manager of KNX, Hollywood, early
in October became associated with
the R. H. Alber Co., Los Angeles
agency, as vice president.
FLETCHER & ELLIS Inc., New
York agency, has opened a Los Angeles office with Chet Crank as vice
president in charge with offices in the
Beaux Arts Bldg. Mr. Crank has
been operating for several years at
the same address with his own
agency, Chet Crank Inc.

LOUIS S. HOYT has joined the San
Francisco staff of Beaumont & Hohman Inc., as account executive and
will service radio along with other
media.
NEISSER-MEYERHOFF Inc., Milwaukee branch, has moved to Colby
& Abbot Bldg.

cAnnouncemenps
Effective October

ist, 1936

WCOA
Pensacola,

Florida

,

A Columbia Broadcasting System Affiliate
Is exclusively

represented

the national
JOHN

H. PERRY

in

field by
ASSOCIATES

225 West 39th St., New York City
Telephone: PEnnsylvania 6-0325
Branch offices in other principal cities
William K. Dorman, Mgr. N. Y. office

—
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TRANSCRIPTIONS

V;

FEMININE — Defying the taboo
which has for years kept the NBC
Chicago announcing staff an exclusively masculine group, Martha
Linn has stepped in and is now announcing Tuneful Topics on
WMAQ and A Musical Revue on
WENR, participating programs,
every weekday afternoon. Miss
Linn, who writes as well as announces her programs, has been in
radio since its early days, with
stations and agencies, as announcer, actress, writer and producer.
Largest Capital Studio
Included in New Layout
Of U. S. Recording Co.
ELABORATE new studio facilities are being constructed in Washington by U. S. Recording Co.,
which has leased the Rialto Theatre and plans to have remodeling
completed by Nov. 1. R. J. Coar,
head of the concern, is installing
additional equipment for transcriptions and will have lines to a number of government offices and the
Capitol.
Unique in the layout will be the
recently rebuilt theatre auditorium,
containing 1,100 overstuffed arm
chairs set in rows 60 inches apart.
It will be the largest radio studio
in the capital. A control booth is
being built in the pit and the stage
will accommodate a full symphony
orchestra. Acoustics of the auditorium are being perfected and
celotex treatment is being given to
a studio capable of accommodating
a 50-piece orchestra as well as a
small studio for individual performances.
U. S. Recording Co. will lease
the studios for NBC programs
keyed from Washington and for
big local programs staged by WRC
and WMAL, having priority over
the theatre interests, at present
showing revivals of motion pictures. Studio equipment will include Western Electric eight-ball
and RCA velocity microphones.
Seattle Milk Drive
TO STIMULATE the sale of bottle milk, Seattle Milk Shippers
Association on Oct. 2 inaugurated
a series of programs over KJR
starting Oct. 2. The program is a
behind - the - scenes sports review
with Tubby Graves, University of
Washington coach, as commentator. The schedule calls for two 15minute programs a week. It is the
first
tion. radio venture by the AssociaBROADCASTING

ADDITIONAL
transcription accounts placed on various stations are
reported as follows by National Advertising Records, these being supplemental to the lists carried in previous
issues of Brodcasting :
Canada
Dry Ginger Ale Co. Inc.,
New York (soft drinks)
Columbia Plush & Puff Co., Brooklyn,
N. Y. (powder puffs)
E. Griffiths Hughes Inc., Rochester
(cosmetics)
J. A. Case Co., Denver (toothpowder)
Argotane Co., Memphis (medicine)
Smithfield
HamVa. & Products Co. Inc.,
Smithfield,
Copeland Refrigerator Corp., Detroit
Derby line
Oil& oil)
Co., Wichita, Kans. (gasoMid-Continental Petroleum Corp.,
Tulsa, Okla. (gasloine & oil)
Cape Cod Steamship Co., Boston
Wilson & Co. Inc., Chicago (meat)
RADIO RELEASE Ltd., Hollywood
transcription studios operated the last
three years by Hal Huff, went out
of business Oct. 1.
THREE more stations have signed
for World Library. They are WELI,
New Haven; CHNS, Halifax, N. S. ;
CJCA, Edmonton, Alta.
FRANKEL - KAY - DIAMOND Inc.,
6404 Sunset Blvd., New Hollywood
program producing firm, has started
to produce 52 quarter hour programs
called Tim's Rancho Adventures, at
the studios of Associated Cinema,
Hollywood. They are designed for
sponsorship
ment stores. by clothing and departSTANDARD RADIO Inc., Hollywood, has completed production of
Organ Treasures after a delay caused
when Don Allen, production manager,
was shot Sept. 12 by a burglar. The
series consists of 200 public domain
selections combined with voice and
solo instruments.
SCHWEIZERISCHE Rundspruchgellschaft, ernment
Bern,
Switzerland,
the govcontrolled
radio system
in
that country, has contracted for the
NBC Thesaurus to be used on three
stations. It is the first European
broadcasting company to sign for the
library. The deal was handled by
Max Jordan, resentative,
NBC's
continental
repat Basle,
Switzerland.
New domestic clients for Thesaurus
are WAPO, Chattanooga; WTJS.
Jackson, Tenn. ; KGCX, Wolf Point,
Mont.

Open Hollywood Office
CONSOLIDATED Radio Artists
Inc., recently organized danceband management organization,
announces the formation of its
Hollywood office in the Equitable
Building there with Cliff Webster
in charge. The Hollywood office is
CRA's fourth. Others are located
in New York, Cleveland and Chicago. Among the bands in the CRA
fold are Paul Whiteman, Ferde
Grofe, Leo Reisman, Peter Van
Steeden, Frank Black, Russ Morgan. Charles E. Green, president,
opened the Hollywood office personally and returns to his headquarters in New York about Oct.
20 after a personal inspection tour
of his offices.
Ballou at KPDN
DAVE BALLOU, former Eastern
representative
for Standard
Radio Inc., transcription
company,
and before that with KFWB and
other California stations, has
joined KPDN, Pampa, Tex., as
manager. Mr. Ballou left Standard
Radio last month to reenter the
station field.
• Broadcast
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ADVERTISERS

ATLAS BREWING Co., Chicago
(Atlas Special Brew), has appointed
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago, in charge of advertising.
PERFECT CIRCLE Co., Hagerstown, Ind. (piston rings) has named
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago, to direct advertising.
HEALTHAIDS Inc., New York
(Serutan) has appointed Franklin
Bruck Adv. Corp., New York, to service its advertising, including radio.
FRANK H. FLEER Corp., Philadelphia (chewing gum), has named Aitkin-Kynett Co., that city, to service
its advertising.
NATIONAL LIFE & ACCIDENT
INSURANCE Co., Nashville, is placing advertising east of the Rockies
through C. P. Clark Inc., Nashville,
and west of the Rockies through C.
Ellsworth Wylie Co., Los Angeles.
WILSON & Co., Chicago, is placing
its Tender-Made ham account through
U. S. Adv. Corp., Chicago.
GARDNER MFG. Co., Philadelphia
(cleaning powder) is advertising
through DeGarmo Corp., New York,
and plans to use radio.
NEVA-WET Corp. of America, New
York (water repellant) is advertising through Gotham Adv. Co., New
York.
MARSHALL CANNING Co., Marshalltown, la., has placed its account
with Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
MINARD Co., Framingham, Mass.
(inhalant) has appointed Chas. W.
Hoyt Co. Inc., New York, to place
advertising.
GARDNER MFG. Co., Philadelphia
(cleaning powder) has appointed DeGarmo Corp., New York, as advertising counsel. A spot radio test
campaign is contemplated along with
a newspaper schedule.
RAYMI LABORATORIES Inc.,
New York (Resista-Run) has appointed E. T. Howard Co. Inc., New
York, to service its account. The
firm manufactures a preparation designed to increase the life of underwear and hosiery. Radio and a magazine are being used locally in New
York.
DORTHY GRAY, New York (cosmetics) asubsidiary of Lehn & Fink
Inc., New York, effective Jan. 1,
1937, has appointed William Esty &
Co., New York, to handle its account.
CLINE & JOHNSON Co., Owosso,
Wis. (C & J beans) has appointed
Advertisers Inc., Madison, Wis., as
agency.
GARRETT & Co., Brooklyn (wine)
has placed its account with U. S.
Adv. Corp., New York.
ACQ U IN PRODUCTS Co., St.
Louis, advertising through KellyStuhlman Adv. Co. Inc., that city,
is planning a campaign including
radio.
LOCAL LOAN Co., Chicago .(personal loans), on Oct. 4 began a winter
series on WBBM, Chicago, broadcast
Sundays, 1-1 :15 p. m. Program is
Pat Flanagan's Flanagrams of inside
sports dope which this company has
sponsored for two summers as a daily
feature immediately preceding each
of Flanagan's baseball broadcasts but
which has heretofore been dropped
during the winter. The Sunday series
will continue until the start of the
1937 baseball broadcasts, which Local
Loan will again sponsor daily.
KANE'S, operating a chain of 15
furniture stores in New England, has
started a half-hour Sunday series on
WCOP, Boston, and is supporting it
with 300 spot announcements. Salinger & Publicover, Boston, is agency.
BROADCASTING
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Detectives of WPA

Snoop

STATIC
Around

ere

Newark

Th

To Find Sources of Interference
STUDIES to locate the origin of
electrical disturbances interfering
with radio reception are being
conducted by more than two-score
persons employed on an unusual
Works Progress Administration
project at Newark, N. J. The
project, sponsored by the Newark
Public Safety Department, will insurvey. clude all of Essex County in its
A CBS program Oct. 10 showed
how man-made static mars reception.
Elements which interfere with
police radios and commercial sets
will be studied with a view of
eliminating the causes of manmade static as much as possible.
Disturbances which interfere with
reception may usually be found in
one of the following five classifications: (1) Street railways; (2)
industrial equipment; (3) household electrical appliances; (4)
power lines, and (5) electro-medical apparatus.
On Goes the Search
TEN

GROUPS of three field workers each, have been assigned to
search out the disturbance centers
in Newark and throughout Essex
County. Five of the groups act as
"detectives" and the remaining five
as checkers. The "radio detectives"
are equipped with portable receiving sets having ear phones and directional loop antennas. The volume controls are connected with a
meter which will register the
amount of power necessary to
bring signals in clearly.
Another group of WPA workers, the checkers, are supplied
with the information gathered by
the "detectives" and next day request the permission to investigate
noise makers. Representatives of
the city ask the cooperation of the
owner in the elimination of the interference. In the event of a refusal, aNewark city ordinance may
be invoked to force the correction
of faulty apparatus.
This procedure was outlined by
Samuel B. Finklestein, administrative clerk under Public Safety Director Michael P. Duffy of Newark. Mr. Finklestein has general
supervision of the radio project.
He is in charge of the police radio
maintenance shop and is a licensed
radio operator.
Elimination of electrical disturbances will enable the police radio
transmitter in Newark to use
lower-powered sending apparatus
thereby saving the cost of more
powerful and expensive equipment.
Also, the decrease in interference
will promote the efficiency of police and private receiving sets.
Forty-six WPA workers are employed on the project. The working unit consists of a supervisor,
two electrical engineers, 12 senior
field clerks, 18 junior field clerks,
two junior engineers, a senior
draftsman, three draftsmen, two
radio repair men, a woman executive secretary, two typists, a file
clerk and a timekeeper.
Upon the completion of the
project, which will cover some
18,000 miles of highways and
streets in Essex County, charts
will be made showing the volume
needed for clear reception in each
section. Each chart will represent
a maximum of two blocks. Maps
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will
be made for Essex
County's
21 municipalities,
indicating
the
volume levels of audibility. Lines
and similar indices will show by
various colors the intensity of reception and from the maps the
transmitter strength necessary to
reach all points may be determined.
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Ship Line New Sponsor
ANCHOR LINE, a subsidiary of
Cunard White Star Ltd., New York,
began a series of quarter-hour evening programs on Oct. 10 over
WBNX, New York, devoted to
resumes of the day's soccer games.
The program is believed to be a
radio test for the line. Terry Long
does the announcing and the program is designed to appeal to the
Irish listeners of WBNX who
might be interested in the Anchor
Line's service from America to
Ireland. The account was placed
direct.
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'TIME IS MONEY"

adioaim
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Hollywood,
•

Brownatone Testing
KENTON
PHARMACAL
Co.,
Covington, Ky. (Brownatone hair
dye), is using one-minute dramatized announcements spotted in
station breaks in the early afternoon three times weekly in a test
campaign on WMC, WWL, KRLD,
WHK, WHKC, WHB. Agency is
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham
Inc., Chicago.
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More population, more radio sets and
more spendable income than any other
Oklahoma station, with extensive coverage in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.
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SUBSCRIBERS

WAPI
Birmingham, Ala.
KOY
Phoenix, Ariz.
KELD
El Dorado, Ark.
KUOA
Fayetteville, Ark.
KFPW
Ft Smith, Ark.
W6XAI
Bakersfield, Cal.
KLX
Oakland, Cal.
KIEM
Eureka, Cal.
KNX
Los Angeles, Cal.
KVOR
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Denver, Colo.
KFEL-KVOE
KGHF
Pueblo, Colo.
KFKA
Greeley, Colo.
WTIC
Hartiord, Conn.
WELI
New Haven, Conn.
WJSV
Washington, D C.
WRUF
Gainesville, Fla.

WMBR
WQAM
WDBO
WCOA
WSUN
WTAL
WJNO
WLAK
WTFI
WGST
WRDW
WMAZ
KIDO
KID
KRLC
WGN
WJBL

Jacksonville, Fla.
Miami, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Pensacola, Fla.
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Tallahassee, Fla.
West Palm Beach, Fla.
Lakeland, Fla.
Athens, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.
Augusta, Ga.
Macon, Ga.
Boise, Idaho
Idaho Falls, Idaho
Lewiston, Idaho
Chicago, 111.
Decatur, 111.

WTRC
WTAX
WGBF
WLBC
WMT
woe
WHO
WKBB
KFBI
KGGF
KWBG
KIUL
WIBW
WLAP
WDSU
WJBO
KRMD

Springfield,
111.
Elkhart, Ind.
Evansville, Ind.
Muncie, Ind.
Cedar Rapids, la.
Davenport, la.
Des Moines, la.
Dubugue, la.
Abilene, Kans.
Coffeyville, Kans.
Hutchinson, Kans.
Garden City, Kans.
Topeka, Kans.
Lexington,
Ky.
Baton Rouge, La.
New Orleans, La.
Shreveport, La.

KMLB
WFBR
WTBO
WFMD
WEEI
WCOP
WTAG
WJR
WCSH
WHDF
CKLW
KROC
KSTP
WEBC
WAML
WQBC
KMBC

Monroe, La.
Baltimore, Md.
Cumberland, Md.
Frederick, Md.
Boston,
Boston, Mass.
Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Portland, Me.
Calumet, Mich.
Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, Mich. (Windsor)
Rochester, Minn.
St. Paul, Minn.
Duluth, Minn.
Vicksburg, Miss.
Laurel,
Kansas
City,Miss.
Mo.

KIUJ
KWK
St. Louis,
KGBX-KWTO Springfield,
KFBB
KFAB
Great Falls, M
KOIL
Lincoln, N
KGGM
Omaha,N. NI
Albuquerque,
WOKO
SantaAlbany,
Fe, N. I
WGR-WKBW
Buffalo, NN
W2XR
WOR
New York City (New
New York
WHDL
Olean, N ;
Plattsburg,
WHAM
WMFF
WFBL
WBIG
Rochester, N
WSJS
Greensboro,
Syracuse, N
Winston-Salem, N

i

new

presents

of faultless electrical transcriptions. As a result,

# In July, 8 stations — in August, 7 — in September, 14— a total of 29 radio stations have
been added in 3 months as new subscribers to

NAB

more than 50%.

of the nation's leading stations have broadcast

by the sound

World's famous Library music with increasing
success. Still the roster of subscribers continues

operators, are
LONGER

to lengthen. New outlets in Canada, Mexico,
and more than a score in the United States!
Broadcasting

System

welcomes

these

WORLD

for radio stations. World

D

PROGRAM

Entertainment

revenue

CHICAGO

Minot, N. D.
Akron, Ohio
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Toledo, Ohio
Youngstown, Ohio
Ada, Okla.
Ardmore, Okla.
Enid, Okla.
Tulsa, Okla.
Muskogee, Okla.
Klamath Falls, Ore.
Portland, Ore.
Allentown, Penna.
Erie, Penna.
Harrisburg, Penna.

LOS

WCAU
WEEU
WGBI
WJAR
WCSC
WIS
KABR
WOPI
WDOD
WREC
WLAC
KGNC
KFDM
KGFI
WBAP
KTSM

ANGELES

and make

Philadelphia, Fenna.
Reading, Penna.
Scranton, Penna.
Providence, R. I.
Charleston, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
. Aberdeen, S. D.
Bristol, Tenn.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.
Amarillo, Texas
Beaumont, Texas
Corpus Chrisn, Texas
Ft. Worth, Texas
El Paso, Texas

KXYZ
KRLH
WOAI
KGKO
KCMC
KDYL
WNBX
WSVA
WDBJ
WRVA
KXRO
KVOS
KUJ
KGY
KOL
KMO

—

the World

1937 a prosperity year for
inquiries to Station

Relations Manager, Transcription Headquarters,
711 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

TRANSCRIPTION

NEW

features

other sales aids — the all-impor-
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the cause

from

the many

SERVICE
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WORLD

alone has always

actively and aggressively promoted

bigger, better, and

Wide Range Vertical recording and "matched
quality" reproduction — then let us tell you these
facts. Base your sales of local time on the use
of WORLD PROGRAM SERVICE features. Join

a large number of broadcasting stations. Since
1929, World has never swerved from its course.
and more

around

station

tant precision-method characteristics of World's

No other organization has so powerfully contributed tothe improvement of business for such

more

of experienced

building

programs

ties— the many

casting System.

has produced

advice

library of 1,600 selections, with 48 new additions each month — the smart, salable continui-

of station operators runs a close

parallel to the growing success of the advertisers who use the facilities of World Broad-

World

Local advertisers, encouraged

If you are not fully informed of the facts about

growing popularity of WORLD PROGRAM SERVICE among millions of listeners

and hundreds

electrical transcriptions en-

of WORLD PROGRAM SERVICE— the original
transcription library service, now in its 136th
Consecutive Week.

new affiliates, and pledges full cooperation for
the future.
The

Reports show

joying the fastest present-day rate of growth
in radio. National sponsorship has increased

World Program Service! Year after year, many

World

stations

YORK

Houston, Texas
Midland, Texas
San Antonio, Texas
Wichita Falls, Texas
Texarkana, Texas
Salt Lake City, Utah
Springfield,
Vermont
Harrisonburg,
Va.
Richmond, Va.
Roanoke, Va.
Aberdeen, Wash.
Bellingham, Wash.
Olympia, Wash.
Seattle, Wash.
Tacoma, Wash.
Walla Walla, Wash.

KPQ
SAN

KIT
WHIS
WHBY
WKBH
WIBA
WOMT
KWYO
KDFN
KGMB
CFAC
CJCA
CJAT

SYSTEM

HEADQUARTERS"
WASHINGTON

FRANCISCO

Wenatchee, Wash.
Yakima, Wash.
Blueiield, W. Va.
Green Bay, Wise.
La Crosse, Wise.
Madison, Wise.
Manitowoc, Wise.
Sheridan, Wyoming
Casper, Wyoming
Honolulu, T. H.
CANADA
Calgary, Alberta
Edmonton,
Alberta
Trail, British Columbia

CKWX
CHSJ
CJRC
CKCW
CKAC
CKCV
CJRM

Vancouver, B. C.
Winnipeg,
Manitoba
Moncton,
New Brunswick
St. Johns, New
Brunswick
Montreal, P. Q.
Quebec, P. Q.
Regina, Sask.
FOREIGN

2 GB
Sidney, Australia
Adelaide, Australia
3 KZ
5 DN
Melbourne, Australia
RADIO TOULOUSE — Paris, France
XEW
Mexico City, D. F.

Democratic Discs
DEMOCRATIC National Committee, New York, has placed orders
for transcriptions to be placed on
20 stations Oct. 15-Nov. 2, Mondays through Saturdays. RCAVictor and Decca Records shared
the cutting of the quarter-hour
discs which are split into two
series. One is entitled Friends &
Neighbors and the other Democratic Review. More stations may
be added to the list, which follows :
KSTP, KDYL, WBZ-WBZA, WHO,
KGDE, KROC, KLPM, KFYR,
KFEL, KVOR, KSUN, KCRC,
KOY, WD AY, WTCN, KM A,
WOWO, KVOA, KUMA. Loomis
& Hall Inc., Miami, placed the account.
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FORMERLY a sustaining feature,
the Bureau of Missing Persons on
Oct. 19 will become a sponsored
morning 5-minute program over
WWJ, Detroit, daily under the auspices of Forest Cleaners & Dyers Inc.
The program describes persons whose
whereabouts are unknown and desired by relatives or friends. SimonsMichelson Co., Detroit agency, placed
the time.
EFFECTIVE Oct. 3, KDYL, Salt
Lake City, remains on the air until
2 a. m. Sunday mornings with the
All -Request Hour filling the extra
hour. The feature has proved so popular with Saturday night listeners
that the decision to stay on another
hour was reached. KDYL, the other
six days of the week, operates from
6 a. m. to 1 a. m. (MST).
FOUR advertisers who have joined
the nation-wide drive for highway and
traffic safety, are sponsoring a unique
Monday night program over KQW,
San Jose, Cal., which has won the approval of the National Safety Council, the San Jose Junior Chamber of
Commerce and that of city and county
officials. Titled Safety Lane, the
quarter hour program, heard at 9 :15
p. m., gives news of traffic accidents,
statistics, and suggestions for safe
driving are presented in a dramatic,
interesting way by use of four voices
and sound effects. Show is written
and produced by Gene Clark, with
James E. Doyle, announcer, as narrator. Sponsors of the program are :
Ralph Bergren Electric Co. (Guide
Headlight Adjuster) ; Stuart Bronson Co.
Brake
Shop(General
(AmericanTires)
Brake; Porter's
Block),
and
the Farmer's
Insurance Exchange
(automobile
insurance).

TEST

(iui

IT

o»

HEX

This station has an ideal
set-up for the advertiser
who is desirous of "test-
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TEXAS school children are radio
performers in a series of broadcasts
recently inaugurated from the Texas
Centennial Exposition by E. I. du
Pont de Nemours & Co. Performers
are being chosen from the groups
brought
to theschool
Texasdistricts
World'sof Fair
from various
the
state. These pupils, each group of
which spends two days at the Expogive an hour's
in thea
Hall ofsition,State,
and atprogram
that time
15-minute radio program is made up
of the outstanding talent among
them. These programs, sponsored by
Du Pont, are broadcast from the Gulf
Exposition studios over WFAA from
10:15 to 10:30 p. m. each Monday,
Wednesday and Friday.
KFWB, Hollywood, celebrated the
bringing of Boulder Dam power and
light to the City of Los Angeles, Oct.
7 with a community sing, led by
Charles W. Hamp, with officials of
the Municipal Bureau as guests.
UNIVERSITY Broadcasting Council,
research organization in the field of
educational broadcasting that operates
under the joint auspices of Chicago,
Northwestern and De Paul universities, on Oct. 6 started Science in the
News, Tuesdays, 6-6 :15 p. m. on the
NBC-Red Network. The program, a
non-technical account of news in the
field of science, features each week a
famous scientist who will relate the
week's most important event in his
particular realm. The scientist will
fill about five minutes, an anonymous
voice using the remaining time to report on other
fields ofH.scientific
research. Dr. Arthur
Compton,
famous physicist and winner of the
Nobel prize in 1927, opened the series.
WJR, Detroit, has resumed its broadeasts from the University of Michigan in collaboration with the university's extension division. Starting
Oct. 11, a 9 a. m. Sunday broadcast
began featuring musical lectures with
programs, and at 12 :45 Sundays a
half hour is devoted to broadcasts for
adults featuring mental hygiene, stamp
collecting, hobbies and other programs
all under the direction of faculty
members.
DURING the recent Texas floods
Elbert Haling, of KFJZ, Fort Worth,
rode with a cargo of yeast in a plane
that had been chartered by Standard
Brands for delivery purposes, to survey damage at San Angelo. more than
200 miles away. The same day he
was back in the studio giving the first
word picture of damage in the distressed area. KFJZ has a weekly
quarter-hour
aviation program, started in September.

ing" his program before
making expansion plans.
Famed for its showmanship,
the high caliber of ALL local presentations, KEX offers
the largest staff of artists, writers, composers and technicians
of any Portland station. With
a great radio coverage in the
rich, Oregon market — where
buying power is much higher
than the national average —
you can, at very low cost,
check your early results.
KEX 5000 watts — 1180 K.C.
(NBC Blue Network). The
only station In Oregon operating on a clear channel. Representatives: Edward Petry &
Co., Inc. New York, Chicago,
Detroit, San Francisco.

RADIO

After-Midnight Sold
ATLANTIC BREWING Co.,
Chicago (Tavern Pale Beer),
has taken over sponsorship
of an hour, 1 to 2 a. m., of
the Night Watch program of
recorded music and news
flashes that is broadcast
from midnight to 4 a. m.
seven days a week on WIND,
Gary, Ind. Contract runs for
52 weeks and so anxious was
the sponsor to secure the
spot that he paid for the full
year in advance.
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ON WMCA, New York, is a new
Sunday evening series taking the former Good Will Court period and titled
Gift of Gab, with John S. Young and
William Wiseman, the last-named being WMCA's attorney, as announcers.
It is Mr. Wiseman's first radio effort.
AFTER the success of its Kangaroo
Club Programs from an open-air
theatre during the summer, KDYL,
Salt Lake City, is continuing the
series through the fall and winter
under the title Kangaroo Artists Revue. No studio audience is permitted,
however. Youngsters under five work
from memorized script in musical and
dramatic skits.
BROADCASTING

WHEN an explosion wrecked the
General Tire Co. service station in
Flint, Mich., WWJ, Detroit, sent i
Detroit Hews airplane and a mobile
truck to the scene. A few days later
a WWJ mobile unit, with Bill MisLler as announcer, went to Milaii,
Mich., to cover a train wreck in which
17 persons were injured when two
trains crashed headon.
A LIFETIME of happy wedlock is
the sentence handed out to engaged
couples
taking
part in
Cupid's Court,
half-hour
Sunday
afternoon
series
over KRNT, Des Moines, and WMT,
Waterloo. A beverage firm signed for
the series the same day the idea was
developed by David Nowinson and
Ranny Dayly of the Iowa Network
program department. The network i.s
producing the Food Show for the Des
Moines
Retail
Grocers'year.
Association for
the fourth
successive
A "PET PEEVE" or "Gripe" contest
is conducted weekly by KGNF, North
Platte, Nebr., and sponsored by a local drytenerscleaning
Lisare invited establishment.
to send in entries,
telling what annoys them most during the day. The sponsor offers weekly prizes
cleaningrates
credit
ners. Theofcontest
as toonewin-of
KGNF's
best
mail
pullers
and the
amazing.
sponsor's results are described as
CBS has completed arrangements
with the Cincinnati Institute of Fine
Arts for the broadcasting of 13 Friday afternoon concerts of the Cincinnati [Symphony orchestra, conducted by Eugene Goossens, beginning
Oct. 16, 2 :45-4 p. m. In addition CBS
will
five children's
by
the present
same orchestra
and concerts
conductor
from 3 :30-4 p. m. on Nov. 15, Dec.
15, Feb. 2, March 16, and April 13.
Regional Heads Named
For NAB
Sales Group
DESIGNATION of six geographical divisions
of the
Saleseach
Managers'
Division
of the
NAB,
headed
by a chairman, was announced Oct.
2 by J. Buryl Lottridge, chairman
of the Sales Managers' group. Pursuant to organization policy outlined by the executive committee
of the group, the divisions have
been set aside to handle regional
activities on interchange of sales
information.
E. Y. Flanigan, WSPD, Toledo,
was appointed chairman of the
northeastern division comprising
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan, Kentucky, Virginia, West Virginia; Mallory
Chamberlin, WMC-WNBR, Memphis, was named chairman of the
southeastern division including Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi; Jack Gross, KWKH,
Shreveport, chairman of the south
central division including Missouri,
Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas,
Texas, Louisiana; Craig Lawrence,
KSO, Des Moines, chairman of the
north central division including
Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota and
South Dakota; D. H. Vincent,
KSL, Salt Lake City, chairman
mountain division including Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado,
Utah, New Mexico and Arizona,
and H. M. Feltis, KOMO-KJR, Seattle, chairman Pacific division including Washington, Oregon, Ne-'
vada, California.
RADIO FEATURE SERVICE Inc.,
New York radio publicity concern,
has taken new quarters at 420
Madison Ave. Its Hollywood office
is located in the Taft Bldg.
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Spots for Politics
3emocrats Use Discs, G.O.P.
Spots on Big Station Lists
5P0T campaigns, using transcrip;ions, studio programs and announcements, got under way for
x>th the Democratic and Republican national committees early this
month, featuring largely foreign
language appeals to various
groups. Although somewhat heated, the spot schedules were
olanned to carry through the
month of October and until the
Nov. 3 elections, supplementing
the more extensive network efforts
of the major parties.
The foreign language division of
the Democratic committee placed
its programs in six tongues in 12
, cities through Robert Dargi, New
York, with transcriptions by Radio
: & Film Methods Corp., New York.
Except for WBNX, New York, on
which half hour programs are
used, the disk shows were of 15
minutes duration, placed as follows:
Italian— WCBM, WMEX, WELI.
WTEL, WSPR, WPRO, WMBC.
WGES, WEBR, WBNX, WHOM,
WFAB.
German— WBNX, WHOM, WCBM,
WWSW, WEBR, WGES, WMBC,
WTEL. WJAY, WFAB.
Jewish— WCBM, WMEX, WJAY,
WMBC, WWSW, WGES, WDAS,
WBNX, WHOM, WFAB.
Polish— WMBC, WCBM, WHOM,
WTEL, WEBR,
WWSW, WBNX,
„ WSPR, WJAY, WELL WFAB.
8 Hungarian — WELI, WBNX,
WCBD, WMBC, WWSW.
Greek— WWSW, WORL, WBNX,
\ WHOM.
5
G.O.P. in 29 Languages
i
THE REPUBLICANS' naturalized citizens division is using a
wider list of stations with its foreign language appeals, ranging
from 100-word announcements to
programs and talks of 15 or 30
minutes. These are written first in
English at Chicago or New York
headquarters and then translated
into the various languages and
sent to the individual stations.
Transcriptions were at first considered but dropped as too inelastic for varying local conditions.
Selection of speakers, where used,
is left to the local party organization. Staggered schedules are used
and 29 languages are represented.
The naturalized citizens division
of the Republican committee is
headed by M. W. Tuthill, of New
York, with Col. J. V. Houghaling
in charge of the Chicago division.
Among the stations getting its radio programs are:
WJAY, WJW, WSPD, WKBN,
WCAL, KJDE, WDGY, WTCN,
WEBC, WMBC, WWAE, WEMP,
WRJN, KFIZ, WJAG, KGKY.
WNAX, WDAY, KFYR, KFJM,
KDLB, KLPM, KGCU, KNX, KFAC,
WHO, WMT, KFNF, WGES, WIND,
WHBF, WCBD, WCFL, WEDC,
WSBC.

WOR, Newark, on Oct. 4
started Let's Visit, a Sunday
evening half-hour in which
Ed Fitzgerald and Jerry
Franken will ring doorbells
and, microphone in hand,
enter New York homes for
chats with the folks. Descriptions of the homes, discussion of problems of interest
to a typical family will mark
the series, rather than topical or wisecracking queries.

Too .' ™Gf*«

From Richmond (Va.) Times Dispatch
McKenzie Mill on Three
McKENZIE MILLING Co., Quincy,
Mich, (pancake flour), on Sept. 28
started quarter-hour live talent,
shows, six morning weekly, on
WLS, Chicago ; WWVA, Richmond,
and WOW, Omaha. Agency: Rogers & Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.

• Broadcast

Du Pont Plans Spots
E. I. DU PONT de NEMOURS &
Co., New York (Zerone, antifreeze) on Sept. 13 began a new
series of musical programs featuring The Jesters & Irene Beasley
on a two station hookup, (WABC,
WCAU) the program originating
in New York, Tuesdays, 7:30-7:45
p. m. A spot schedule is also being
planned for about 11 stations. Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., New York, has the account.

Dog Food Account
WILSON & Co., Chicago (Ideal
Dog Food), on Oct. 3 started an
eight-week campaign of quarterhour recorded musical programs
on WBBM, Chicago, to be broadcast immediately following that
station's football broadcasts. During the baseball season this sponsor has been using time on WGN,
Chicago, immediately following the
baseball broadcasts under an arrangement that gave it the time
between the end of the game and
the next quarter - hour break, the
length of the broadcasts throughout the summer varying between
30 seconds and 14% minutes. The
agency
Chicago. is Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
WITH politics accounting for a
15-fold increase in the "talks"
classification, NBC broke two records during August when foreign
pickups totaled 87 and music represented 67.7% of all program
hours. Of the 87 relays from
abroad, 52 were from Germany —
mostly of the Olympic Games.

tly

^Distinc

Hoosier

. . . says the Los Angeles Times' Radio
Editor, writing at a distance of 2,000 miles,
about the "Hoosier Hop," a CBS

program

originated in WOWO's studios and broadcast on a coast-to-coast hookup.

tuneful, lively music and nonsense.
"It's not hill-billy. It's not jazzy. It's not
classical. It's distinctly 'Hoosier.' "

Says the Los Angeles Times:

This intimate local "Hoosier" quality of
WOWO programs is no accident, but the
result of careful planning to meet the needs

"We bow to 'Hoosier Hop.' It's as typically
midwestern as Grant Wood's 'American

and satisfy the interests of WOWO's immediate tri-state area audience, a market

Gothic' It's smartly produced from WOWO
in Ft. Wayne, and it is one of the better

of over one million and a half persons with-

programs for those who

Republican Series
REPUBLICAN State Committee,
New York (political) has signed
for three half-hour programs on
a special New York State network
of six CBS stations (WIBX,
WOKO, WFBL, WHEC, WNBF,
WGR) for Oct. 10 and 17 at 9:3010 p. m., and Oct. 23, 8:30-9 p. m.
William Bleakley, the Republican
candidate for governor, will be the
speaker on these periods. Agency:
Brooke, Smith & French Inc., New
York.
BROADCASTING

at Fireside

like this type of

in the primary coverage area of no other
broadcasting station.
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Would Bar Communists
WHILE members of the New
York State D. A. R. organization
on Oct. 7 were passing a resolution which they forwarded to the
FCC, demanding that Earl Browder and other Communists be
barred from the radio, WVFW,
Brooklyn part-time local, announced flatly that it would reject
any and all broadcasts by Communists. Harold Burke, director of
the station and past commander of
the county Veterans of Foreign
Wars, which backs the station,
said the Communists have three
times asked for time but that
"whatever happens, they'll never
get permission from us."

GOOD

PROGRAM

AT

SMALL

COST

Local Interest, Timeliness, N ovelties and Pure Excellence
Cited at West
Coast Meeting
selected the type of program the
THE guiding star of all radio
broadcasting is entertainment, the
listener wants, only a 'qualitative
thing station managers must not
equality' will prevent him from
overlook, cautioned Harry F. Antuning out the program and looking for something he likes that has
derson, NBC western division sales
manager in San Francisco when he
aship.
holding quality. By 'quality' we
mean, of course, good showmanspoke Oct. 8 at the radio departmental meeting of the San Fran"Now, the question is, how is it
cisco Advertising Club in the Palace Hotel, that city. Anderson
possible to obtain this 'qualitative
equality' with a purely Pacific
had for his subject "What Am I
Coast program on a small talent
Bucking?", and during his 30-minbudget?
We believe that it can be
ute talk gave a review of radio
done. First by appealing to local
program types, commercial and
interest; secondly by releasing a
sustaining, and an analysis of the
New Station in Lima
different hours for broadcasting.
program that has an element of
timeliness; thirdly by resorting to
SCHEDULED to go on the air
The point of view of stations, their
innovations and novelties, and last,
early in November, the new
interest in building audiences by
special events, were also stressed.
WBLY, Lima, 0., 100-watt dayby pure excellence of broadcast.
Walter A. Burke, in charge of
time station on 1210 kc. recently
"Occasionally a combination of
authorized by the FCC, will be
radio research for McMann-Erick"several of these factors may be
son Inc., in San Francisco, who
managed by Herbert Lee Blye, the
necessary, but any one of them
will give a coast program, or a
was chairman of the day, followed
licensee and one-time owner of
WTBO, Cumberland, Md., with J.
Anderson as speaker, to discuss
local broadcast a tremendous ad"Program Competition", stating
R. Payne, formerly with Sipe's
Gilmore
Oil Co.'s
Strange As vantage.
It The
Seems
program
over
Paint Co. of Pittsburgh, as comthat: "The problem which presents
mercial manager. The transmitter
the CBS-Don Lee network is a
itself most forcibly to us agencies
here on the Pacific Coast and to
novelty and the talent cost is very
is being built by Doolittle & Falkmodest indeed. Yet interest in
our Pacific Coast clients, is how
nor, Chicago, and the tower is a
this novelty is high. Perhaps as
vertical radiator ordered from Into meet the competition of highgreat as if Gilmore actually had
ternational Derrick & Equipment
powered
and
dynamic
transcontinentals with our smaller talent
Co., Chicago.
Ripley as master-of -ceremonies.
"The California Chain Stores Association program, the California
budgets". The Small Budget
Hour, over the same network, is
J. LEWIS ASSOCIATES
"A PACIFIC COAST
network
also a novelty as well as an innoprogram, and even a local broadvation. It's peculiarly a home-talPublic Relations Counsel
cast, must in some manner obtain
ent program and it concerns an
Specializing in Radio
issue vital to all of us. All toa 'qualitative equality'," he said.
gether, these factors give it great
"It will get its recognition prinNew York
Hotel Roosevelt
local interest. Then there is the
cipally from this one factor. That
Richfield Reporter, sponsored by
is to say, when self-interest has
Richfield Oil Co., over NBC. This
program has timeliness as well as
some local interest appeal. The
Associated Oil Co.'s football proAre
You
Ready
grams have both timeliness and
local
interest
appeal. One Man's
For Wider
Markets
?
Family and the Standard Symphony Hour, both NBC features,
National Brokerage Company is have built up a large audience
simply on the excellence of producprepared to serve efficiently and
tion. And our Home Economics
programs have built up individual
economically manufacturers of food
audiences through the self-interest
products and grocery specialties
appeal directed to housewives. Research organizations credit these
who desire thorough distribution
programs with top rank circulaof their products in any or all secMore than 40 radio and agency
tions of the country.
executives attended the departProblems of distribution need no
mental meeting of which Clyde
longer
hopes.

be

NBC

based

on

hunches

and

with its trained sales personnel in all markets offers you

assured selling ability at nominal
cost based on results.
You can start with NBC
in a
single section or in several sections
and extend as sales and production
warrant

—

or

you

can

cover

the

entire nation quickly. In anv casQ
NBC service will be thorough and
resultful.
Inquiries
National
A

Brokerage
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Company

National Sales Organization

Edward
OLIVER

are invited.

M. Power, Jr., President
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PITTSBURGH,

PA.

$34,000 PRIZES
IN BABY
CONTEST
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago dentrifice manufacturer sponsoring Amos
'n' Andy, will offer prizes totaling
$34,000 in a 26-day contest to sefor Amos'
Ruby's
baby.lect a name
The contest
will and
begin
Oct.
20 and close at midnight Nov. 15.
A total of 2,832 prizes will be offered for the best names: A first
prize of a $5,000 U. S. Government Savings Bond; second prize,
a $1,000 baby bond; 10 prizes of
$100 baby bonds; 100 prizes of $50
baby bonds; 720 prizes of $25 baby
bonds; and 2,000 cash prizes of $2
each. Each entry is to be accompanied by the cardboard carton
from any Pepsodent product, the
first time the sponsor has honored
all sizes of all products in a single
contest.
Judges will be Prof. M. J. Freeman of the University of Chicago;
Mrs. William B. Walrath, founder
and
managing
of "The
Cradle",
noted director
orphanage;
and
Miss E. Evalyn Grumbine, assistant publisher of Child Life. In
addition to the broadcasts, the
Pepsodent Co. will promote the
baby-naming contest with a halfpage in Liberty and with comic
strips, color half-pages in Sundav
comic sections, and radio page advertisements, using 101 newspapers in 61 cities.
During the week every Aynos 'n'
Andy announcement featured "National See - Your - Dentist
This educational
campaignWeek".
was
preceded by a letter to dentists, requesting their opinions of the plan,
which evoked an unexpectedly
large ableresponse,
to the idea. 98 per cent favorJACQUES BONJEAN, star announcer of Radio Post Parisien,
Paris, who broadcasts under the
nom-de-air of Jean Loup, was a
visitor at WMCA, New York, early
in October. He will shortly handle
a series of broadcasts to be relayed
via short wave to WMCA.

Coombs, NBC-sales representative,
is chairman.
tion."
Foley on Four Stations
FOLEY & Co., Chicago (Honey &
Tar compound), on Oct. 12 started
quarter-hour morning programs,
six days weekly, 26 weeks, on
WLW, WLS and Western Network
(KNX, KSFO). Programs are
produced locally with live talent,
using; the McCormick Fiddlers on
WLW's Top of the Morninp period,
Lulu Belle and Scotty on WLS,
and Honey & Tar on the West
Coast stations. Agency : Lauesen &
Salomon, Chicago.
Sterling on 20 Stations
STERLING BREWING Co., Chicago (Sterling Ale), will start
Sauire Sterling Entertains, a 15minute RCA recorded program,
twice weekly for 13 weeks on a
group of 20 stations in Illinois,
Indiana, Tennessee. Kentucky,
Georgia, Texas and Missouri starting in latter October. The aeency is
Hays MacFarland & Co., Chicago.
BROADCASTING
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Voluntary
Improve

Checks

Quality

of

Proprietary
Copy
Association Provides Counsel
To Prevent Spurious Claims
VOLUNTARY copy checking by
the Proprietary Association has
proved surprisingly successful,
Earle A. Meyer, executive secretary of theon association's
committee
advertising advisory
told the
annual convention of the National
Wholesale Druggists Association,
which met recently at White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
With some 5,000 manufacturers
in the industry, the copy checking
system was set up as a "step in
the interest of honest merchandising," he said, and some 14,500
pieces of copy representing nearly
100 million dollars in advertising
has been reviewed since 1934.
Notes Improvement
"TO SEE evidence of the improvement in advertising," said Mr.
Meyer, "one needs only to look
through the pages of current newspapers and publications or listen
to the commercial announcements
of today's
radio
trast them
withprograms
those ofanda confew
ago."associate members of the
years
Among
Proprietary Association are 36
agencies and almost as many
broadcasters, said Mr. Meyer, who
expressed gratification over "the
apparent agreement between the
creators of advertising and members of the committee that sound
drug products can be advertised
and sold honestly and without running by the red stop light of misrepresentation."
Mr. Meyer emphasized that manufacturers or agencies can submit
their copy to the advisory committee for perusal and feel assured
that the copy will be passed upon
in strict confidence, and suggestions made to change or improve
it. He has been working with Janet
McRorie of NBC, Gilson Gray of
CBS and Fred Weber of Mutual in
connection with radio continuities.
Candy Company Tests
BOLDEMANN CHOCOLATE Co.,
San Francisco (chocolate candy
and products), which recently appointed Gerth-Knollin Adv. Agency, that city, to direct its national
advertising, on Sept. 29 started a
13-week quarter-hour test campaign on KFRC, San Francisco.
Titled Bobby Grayson's Football
School, program is heard Tuesdays
at 5:45 p. m. Copy is prepared by
Grayson, former Stanford University football player, and read by
Mel Venter, station announcer.
Grayson himself also presents a
Tuesday night Sports Parade under sponsorship of the San Francisco Examiner over KYA.

One Man's Family Film
SIGNING of a contract for screening of One Man's Family, popular
NBC feature sponsored by Standard Brands Inc. for Tenderleaf
tea, was announced Oct. 9 by NBC.
Paramount will base a major film
on the series, with Carlton E.
Morse writing the film version of
the serial, which went on the air
in April, 1932. It has won numerous program awards.
31
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Autos on the Air
(Continued from page 36)
fashions will speak on trends in
hats, shoes, frocks, etc.
As another feature of interest in
this program, which will be announced by a woman, three gowns
especially designed will be discussed during each program.
Olds Motor Works, another GM
division, leans the other way in
its thinking, having scheduled a
program which should appeal at
least as much to men as to women.
Titled Irvin S. Cobb and his Paducah Plantation, it starts Oct. 17
and will be broadcast from Hollywood over 64 NBC-Red network
stations Saturday nights from
10:30-11 p. m. D. P. Brother &
Co., Inc., Detroit, is the agency.
Buick-Packard-Nash Series
BUICK has no plans at the present for a regularly scheduled program. At the present all that is
contemplated for the immediate
future is a series of spot announcements over 89 stations, beginning
the week of Oct. 19. Five spots a
day will be heard through this
strategically located group, tying
in to Buick's newspaper "teaser"
campaign preceding introduction
of the 1937 cars. At the same time
it is understood that Buick will
keep its eyes open for future headline sports events, upon which it
may bid for sponsorship, as in the
past. Order for a later disc series
has been placed with WBS. Arthur
Kudner Inc. is the agency.
Among the independents there is
at least a proportional amount of
radio planning. Packard's plans
are probably the most ambitious,
involving the well-publicized tieup
with RKO Radio Pictures and the
current picture Swing Time. This
program started Sept. 8 over the
NBC-Red network Tuesday nights,
9:30-10:30 p. m., and offers 15 new
Packards as prizes in two contests.
One contest is based on best descriptions of the new Packards
which were introduced at the time
of the initial broadcast, open to
patrons of theaters showing Swing
Time. Packard is tying in theater
managers and publicity men by
offering three Packards to the
producers of the best tieup campaign. Local awards are also being
made by Packard dealers in some
cities. Young & Rubicam Inc., is
placing this program, which stars
Fred Astaire.
Nash is building its plant activity strongly into its Saturday
night Speedshow over 62 CBS stations at 9 p. m., by having Floyd
Gibbons, news commentator, tell
his impressions of Nash production operations over the air, along
with his impressions of the Spanish civil war. Vincent Lopez and
his orchestra star on this program,
which began Oct. 3, and "name"
guest stars will be heard weekly.
Nash originally intended to introduce its 1937 models at the time
of the premiere broadcast of this
series; however production delays
made that plan unworkable, and
early November has been selected.
Studebaker continues to feature
Richard Himber and his Champions over NBC and is using discs.
Gadsden Is 2nd Industrial
City of Alabama
Gulf States Steel Employs 4500
Men And Is Now Building
Tremendous New Plant
WJBY
Gadsden, Alabama
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Tha&.

EARLS

"Earl

fa&m

May, you know ! He

runs KMA, and folks out here
have been depending on his
advice for years. You see,
he's one of us . . . raised in a
small town . . . knows his
farming, too. I followed his
advice about a catch crop last
money.
year and made a nice bit of

"Then too, he keeps us posted
on the best things to buy for
the family, the house or the
farm. Neither Earl nor KMA
has ever
steer.

given

us

a bum

•
"Sure, everybody
knows

KMA

KMA!"

WDOAHIA

DAVEN
"TEE"

30

impedances

STEP

ATTENUATORS
This is the first compact 30
TYPE "T-330"
step "T" attenuator ever
offered at a low cost. It is
perfect as a mixer and a
master gain control for low
level mixing. The new Attenuator has zero insertion
loss, constant impedance
both in and out at all settings and at all frequencies
within the desired range,
and the lowest attainable
noise level.
30 STEPS OF ATTENUATION.
LAMINATED
POSITIVE WIPING
TYPE SWITCH.
LOW NOISE LEVEL. BELOW — 130
DB.
SHIELDED
FROM ELECTRICAL
DISTURBANCE.
RUGGED—
LIGHT WEIGHT
SIZE2 1/16"ONLY IN 2%"
BY
DEPTH.DIAMETER
ZERO
INSERTION
LOSS
FREQUENCY
THE RANG.E ERROR:
OF 30NONE
TO OVER
17,000
CPS
RESISTORS, UNIFILAR WOUND.
PRICE, $17.50
WRITE FOR BULLETIN 534

The following impedances stocked for
immediate shipment:
200/200
600/600
30/30
250/250
50/50
30/50
125/125
500/500
50/200
500/200
Special

out here

and attentuation

upon request.
Mfrs. of Volume Controls, Potentiometers, Faders, Main Gain Controls,
Fixed Attenuators, Non-inductive Wire
Wound Resistors, Line Equalizers, Volume Indicators, and Laboratory Equipment. Write for Bulletins.

THE
DAVEN
158-160 SUMMIT STREET

Daren volume controls,
main gain controls and
other Daven equipment
are used extensively in
the new modernized
KMA studios.
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On
NOT

a Silver

WITHOUT

Platter

foundation have been the

"show me" shrugs of time buyers who want
to know what sort of and how much of an
audience they can expect for their radio campaigns. They have in mind, first of all, that
they can get a definite circulation figure from
newspapers or magazines, or a traffic audit
for outdoor display, or a certain ratio of response from direct mail.
Technique of radio circulation studies has
improved rapidly with development of the industry, but in every industry are advertising
executives who wonder if they are buying a
"pig in a poke" when they sign for a broadcast campaign. They see attractive engineering maps, trade area data, population figures
and listener surveys, but still aren't satisfied.
What they want, as buyers of time, is costper-set-family-reached or some similar figure
by which they can take a radio budget, pick
the markets they want to contact, and figure
out how they can do the job. It's simple mathematics, the same that mother applies when
she looks in her pocketbook before deciding
what to buy for dinner.
Members of the Association of National Advertisers heard two conceptions of audience
measurement at their Oct. 8-10 convention [see
article on page 9], They heard the signal strength-program-mail-radio homes combination advanced, with emphasis on the engineering standpoint, and they heard the merits
of automatic recording devices in gauging listener habits. At present they are followers of
the Crossley audience surveys.
Last summer the Joint Committee of 15 of
the ANA, NAB and AAAA released a census
of radio homes by counties and it has other
ideas in the pot. Such cooperative programs
among industries invariably are slow to mature. Advertisers, however, are serious about
this audience circulation business. They want
nice figures handed to them on a silver platter. And after all, they're spending the money.

Multi-Station

Trend

A COUPLE of years ago Chevrolet Motor Car
Co. launched its now famous Musical Moments
spot campaign and shocked broadcasters, as
well as other radio advertisers, by using more
than one station in a city and in no few cases
all of the stations. Since then, Ford Motor
Co. has followed suit, and several other spot
advertisers began using more than one station
per city. The idea even invaded the network
field, with American Tobacco Co. using both
Page
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NBC networks simultaneously for its Lucky
Strike Dance Parade.
Now, it appears, multi-station use is becoming a definite trend, particularly in spot.
Attention is focused on this trend by Blayne R.
Butcher, radio director of Lennen & Mitchell
Inc., in an able article in this issue.
As Mr. Butcher points out, advertisers long
have bought more than one newspaper's circulation in a prescribed area. He asks, therefore: "Why not more than one radio station?"
Advertisers and their agencies are showing
a greater awareness of radio generally, and
they are beginning to realize that multi-station
use in the same market is a good buy. Stations
and their representatives, as Mr. Butcher observes, are now shaping sales arguments to
agencies and clients along these lines. And,
he adds, "they are obviously sound."
Strange Interlude
WOULD be remiss in our editorial obligation if we did not take notice of perhaps
the most brazen piece of political demagoguery
we have ever seen perpetrated at a public
hearing on radio. We refer to the baiting of
Powel Crosley Jr., WLW head, by Telegraph
Commissioner George H. Payne, publicity-seeking New York politician, during the FCC allocation hearing. We are not trying to defend
Mr. Crosley, for he demonstrated he did not
need it. But we do like to see fair play.
First, be it known, Telegraph Commissioner
Payne had the bureaus of Washington newspapers and press associations notified that he
was going to put on a show with Mr. Crosley
on the stand and that front page news would
follow. He has done that before.
WE

The issues raised by the politico - commissioner had not the remotest connection with
the subject of allocations or superpower. [See
report elsewhere in this issue.] It was simply
an attempt to throw mud for the purpose of
getting newspaper headlines. It was bureaucracy at its worst, perpetrated by a member
of the FCC who has nothing to do with broadcasting. Nominally his duty is that of a member of the Telegraph Division, but apparently
he prefers to meddle in broadcasting because
of its greater publicity possibilities.
In justice to the other members of the FCC,
we trust that it will not be judged too harshly
for the outlandish, utterly uncalled for performances of a member who evidently has forgotten not only his function of public office,
but, judging from the sharp temper of his remarks, also the behavior of a gentleman. For
the broadcasting industry, we can only bow
in gratitude that this man does not serve on
the Broadcast Division.

Those
Futile Hearings
EVER since Federal radio regulation began in
1927, there has been criticism of the legal procedure peculiar to radio which permits anyone
to file an application for the facilities of an
existing station and hale it to hearing in Washington. It doesn't matter whether the applicant is financially responsible or legally qualified. The hearing is automatic. Hundreds of
thousands of dollars have been wasted by existing station licensees in defending their assignments because of this loophole.
Now, for the first time, former Senator Dill
has filed with the FCC a motion that it require an applicant for the facilities of one of
his client stations to post a $2,000 bond to
cover costs of his station in defending itself.
The FCC probably will deny the motion because of lack of authority to assess costs.
This action resurrects proposals of the last
few years that the FCC be given power to
require the posting of bonds. We are not so
certain that it is wise to give such power to
administrative agencies. The courts now have
it. But it certainly points to the necessity of
discouraging frivolous applications.
In one Commission quarter it is felt that the
FCC under the law can require preliminary
ex parte hearings on applications at which it
would go into the financial, legal and technical responsibility of the applicants before calling a regular hearing at which the station attacked would be called upon to defend itself.
If the applicant is not qualified, then the FCC
could deny its application without calling in
the respondent stations.
Such procedure, to us, seems to have a great
deal of merit. We would welcome a study of
it by the FCC in the hope that the flood of
irresponsible applications and the loss of station time and money can be plugged.
Convention
Time
BEING a democratic organization, the NAB
is "going to the people", so to speak, to decide
when the annual conventions should be held.
It wants the broadcasters themselves to decide upon the month.
During the last two years the conventions
have been held in July. There has been complaint from some broadcasters about the heat
— not so much the heat fomented at the meetings themselves, but the weather. So the board
of directors has authorized a referendum to
determine the time desired by most members.
Prior to 1935 the conventions were held in
the fall. The complaint then was that it cut
into the busiest season of the year when broadcasters wanted to be at home. That's the reason the switch was made to the summer.
We'll agree that July gets pretty hot. But
we believe, too, that the industry does not
want to return to fall conventions because of
the havoc they play with business at home.
Our view is that the ideal time is the late
spring or early summer. It seems to us that
June is an excellent month. Broadcasters usually are planning their vacations then and can
dovetail their vacations with convention time.
Moreover, it is not the peak business season.
We don't often get the opportunity to express an opinion on a "political" issue. To us
any referendum smacks of politics. So with
a wave of our collective arms, and in our best
oratorical style, we advocate June as the regular convention month for the NAB. Let's look
toward a landslide!
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FRED WEBER, general manager of
Mutual Broadcasting System, and
Miss Ruth Betz of the CBS press
department were married in New
York Oct. 10. They are spending
their honeymoon at Virginia Beach.
D. E. KEXDRICK, vice president of
WIRE, Indianapolis, has announced
the promotion of L. L. Jacquier as
station manager and Jack Stillwell
as production manager. Mr. Jacquier,
formerly manager of KTSA, San Antonio, has been with WIRE in a commercial capacity for nearly two years.
Mr. Stillwell, formerly with WXAX.
Yankton, S. D., and KTSA, joined
WIRE on Sept. 1.

DONALD

SCHOLEFIELD

HAVING worked on both sides of
the fence, so to speak, Donald
Scholefield Shaw knows practically
all of the answers to the questions
that daily arise in the consideration of radio as a medium by advertisers and agencies. After nearly four years as a member of the
NBC sales staff, preceded by more
than a decade of agency experience, Don last spring returned to
agency work as assistant to the
president of McCann-Erickson Inc.,
major New York agency, and
forthwith was placed in charge of
all of its radio activities. That he
was destined to leave his mark on
radio advertising progress, no one
who knows his work in the past
doubted from the day NBC reluctantly accepted his resignation as
its eastern sales manager.
Just appointed to the AAAA radio committee headed by Charles
F. Gannon, radio director of Arthur Kudner Inc., Don Shaw as
head of McCann - Erickson's radio
activities is in charge of such programs, all on NBC, as Twin Stars,
for the National Biscuit Co.;
Death Valley Days, for Pacific
Coast Borax Co.; Mystery Chef,
for Regional Advertisers (also on
spot) ; and the newly resumed and
highly popular Standard Symphony series sponsored by Standard Oil Co. of California on a Pacific Coast network of NBC largely for reception in the schools.
Under him also comes the Langendorf Pictorial, sponsored on the
same western network by Langendorf United Bakeries.
Don is one of the most likeable
men in the broadcasting business.
Today, his name is still mentioned
with highest respect at NBC where
from late 1932 until April 1 of
this year he was with the sales
department, the final year as eastern sales manager. He is liked not
only because of a charming personal manner but because the men
working with him always found
him tolerant of their views, eager
to hear new ideas, quick to adopt
them if deemed feasible.
A native New Yorker, born Sept.
18, 1898, at 38 Don finds himself
like so many others in the broadcasting field often referred to as
BROADCASTING

SHAW

one of youthful radio's bright
young men. But brightness is implemented by real ability and by
a peculiar knack for the business
of broadcasting — a knack which
H. K. McCann, president of the
McCann - Erickson Co., recognized
after only a few contacts, leading
to his selection for his present important post. That ability may
come, of course, from the happy
combination of paternal Scotch and
maternal Dutch ancestry.
His father, a native of Glasgow,
was owner and headmaster of the
Hamilton Institute for Boys, where
Don received his early schooling.
Upon graduation from Brown University in 1920, he immediately
went into the advertising field,
joining Larcher Horton Co., Providence agency, in the art department. After a year there, New
York beckoned and he went into
the George L. Dyer agency, now
defunct, in a general capacity. In
1923 he joined the Biow Co. as assistant art director, then was made
art director. He was in the advertising: department of the Vacuum
Oil Co. for three years, then with
Williams & Savior, another New
York agency, and then did merchandising for a big manufacturing concern before becoming a
partner in the agency of Cleveland
& Shaw.
His own venture into agency
ownership went by the wayside
with the 1929-30 business collapse,
but shortly afterward he met M.
H. Aylesworth, then NBC president, and Roy Witmer, then vice
president in charge of eastern
sales, now general sales mana.eer
of the network. He persuaded
them that they should have more
salesmen if they expected to sell
radio time and keep their clients
sold. Impressed by the zealous
young man. Aylesworth and Witmer agreed to give him carte
blanche in the organization and
administration of the selling force.
How well he succeeded, everyone
in radio knows: by the end of his
second year with NBC he was handling; all sales activities in one department with a staff of 24 men
as against 10 when he started.
During his three years with NBC.
the network's annual sales volume
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DONALD FLAMM, president of
WMCA, New York, and head of Inter-City Group, will be honored at a
tribute dinner to be held Nov. 14 by
the Ladies Auxiliary of the Infants
Home of Brooklyn. Alfred J. MeCosker, president of WOR, Newark,
is chairman of the honorary committee and Harry Hershfield is treasurer.
CLARK BRANION, formerly with
Detroit newspapers and WXYZ, and
onetime executive secretary to former
Mayor Bowles of Detroit, has been
appointed local sales manager of
WJR, Detroit, succeeding Owen F.
Uridge, who has joined the staff of
sidiary. Sales Inc., CBS spot sales subRadio
HARRY

BARD, former national advertising manager of the Sr. Paul
Daily News, Arthur H. Croghan, formerly national sales manager of
WDGY, Minneapolis, and Robert
Kennedy, formerly of the staff of
WJMS. Ironwood, Mich., have joined
the sales staff of WMIN, new St.
Paul local. Roberta Wessel, formerly
of
WDGY, has been named office
manager.
RANDY
RYAN, formerly with
"WIBW, Topeka, is now managing
KMMJ, Clay Center, Neb., recently
purchased by family interests headed
by Don Searle, WIBW manager.
PAUL HODGES and William Sisson
have joined the sales staff of WNBR,
Memphis.
JACK MERRILL has joined the
sales staff of WMC, Memphis, and
Robert M. Gray, former Memphis reporter, has been named publicity director.
RALPH A. SAYRES, sales director
of KYW, Philadelphia, has been
named chairman of the radio committee of the Poor Richard Club. Philadelphia.
J. N. HINCHEY. formerly commercial manager of WCBA. Allentown.
Pa., has joined the sales staff of
KYW, Philadelphia.
VERNON C. BAILEY, formerly of
Louisville, has joined the sales staff
of WSAZ, Huntington. W. Va.
went

up

from

$25,000,000 to

§31,000,000.
One of his cherished possessions
today is a group picture of these
24 men, with the signature of
each affixed, which hangs on the
wall of his office. Equally cherished is a similar memento signed
by NBC's 35 page boys. As eastern sales manager, he was associated with practically every account booked by the eastern division- Every big heavyweight prizefight broadcast that wras sponsored
on the network was sold by him
personally.
Don Shaw admits of only one
hobby — radio. He plays golf after
a fashion, but isn't very serious
about the game. He was married
in 1923, and resides with Mrs.
Shaw and their three children — ■
Florence, 12; Donald, 10; Reid, 6
— at Bronxville, N. Y.

S. W. FULLER, former program
manager and production director of
KGB, San Diego, has been promoted
to station manager, filling the vacancy
created by the transfer of Roger K.
Huston to the Los Angeles staff of
KHJ as sales
Mr. Fuller's
assistant
will bemanager.
Don J. Donnelly,
as
manager of the sales department.
GLADSTONE MURRAY, general
manager of the new Canadian Radio
Corp., arrived in Canada Oct. 8 prepared to take over his new job Nov.
2. Mrs. Murray and their two children Ian, 9 and Anne, 7, arrived with
the new Canadian radio chieftain.
RAY
F LEMMING,
manager
of the St. former
Louis advertisingbranch of
Kroger Grocery Co., has joined the
sales force of KMOX, St. Louis. Paul
Phillips has been promoted from assistant continuity editor to editorial
director, succeeding John Clark, who
left to continue his radio activities
in the East. Phillips has spent several
vears as a radio writer, coming to
KMOX from WMCA, New York. Don
Ownbey, formerly of WBBM, Chicago,
has joined the staff as newswriter.
PHILLIP MERCER, formerly with
Critehfield & Co. and Erwin, Wasey
& Co. in Minneapolis, has been put
in charge of sales promotion at WLS.
Chieago.
ROBERT

SCHMID, MBS sales promotion manager, and Miss Jarrett
Wells will be married in St, Bartholomew's Church, New York, on
Oct. 17. Honeymoon will be spent in
Bermuda.

ARTHUR E. LEWIS, formerly of
WJAS, Pittsburgh. WTAX, Springfield, 111., and WROK, Rockford, HI.,
has joined the sales staff of WMXN,
Fairmont, W. Va.
WILBER JAMES McEDWARDS,
formerly in the advertising department of Nu-Enamel Co., has replaced
John Sandberg in NBC's Chicago
sales promotion department, following
Sandberg's transfer to local sales in
Chicago.

D. PABST, of the exploitation and production departments
San Francisco, has been ■
of KFRC,
made
assistant station manager, Tom
Breneman, manager, announced. He
is the son of Fred Pabst, general manager of the Don Lee organization in
northern California.
JOHN J. GILLIN Jr., manager of
WOW, Omaha, and Mrs. Gillin are
the parents of a son, born Sept. 27
at St. Joseph Hospital, Omaha. He
was named John Gillin III.
WILLIAM

ARTHUR McDONALD. recently appointed sales manager of KEHE, Los
Angeles, and Mrs. McDonald on Sept.
21 became the parents of a son, born
in the Cedar of Lebanon hospital in
Hollywood.
BERNE W ILK INS, formerly of
WEVD, New York, and Thomas
Harkins, of Philadelphia stations, have
joined the sales staff of WNEW,
Newark.
GORDON JENKINS has joined the
JR. Seattle.
of KOMO-K
staffformerly
sales was
He
employed by the
Pioneer Printing Co., Seattle.
JOHN E. ROBERTS, vice president
of Maryland Press Association and
the Certified Press Assecretary of
sociation, has joined the sales staff
of WBAL, Baltimore. For the last
three years he was Baltimore manUnio'n.
er R.
Newspap
ager of Western
of
VOELLE
M H.
DR WILLIA
New
left
Inc.,
Conquest Alliance Co.
trip to HolYork Oct. 10 for a flyingsupervise
the
lvwood. where he will
reConquest
several
of
on
producticorded programs.
GEORGE H. BUCHER has been
elected executive vice president of
E. & M. Co., with headWestinghouse
h, having been
vice presidency.
raised fromquarters aat Pittsburg
JOHN M. HEYER, sales manager
of W9XBY. Kansas City, and Mrs.
Heyer
are the
born Sept.
21. parents of a 7 lb. son,
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HAL METZGER, manager of press
and special events departments at
WTAM, Cleveland on Oct. 12 was
advanced to the position of program
director of the station. Robert Dailey.
formerly radio editor of the Toledo
Blade, becomes manager of the press
department on the same date. Mr.
Metzger retains the supervision of the
special events department under his
new assignment.

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

FRANK AUSTIN, formerly of KSTP,
St. Paul, has joined KDYL, Salt Lake
City, as an announcer. George Snell,
of KDYL, has had his second book
published, its title being Root, Hog
and Die. Myron Fox, announcer, took
the first flight championship in the
Salt LaKe City radio-newspaper golf
tourney.
DONALD HALADAY, formerly of
K V S O, Ardmore, Okla., Arthur
Schraeder, announcer and operator
formerly of WTCN, Minneapolis, and
Frank Devaney, announcer and continuity writer, formerly of WLPM,
Minot, N. D., have joined WMIN, St.
Paul. Other additions are Marie Tolonen, women's activity director, Edith
Mack, receptionist and Marjorie Garretson, entertainer, formerly of WXYZ.
PAT KELLY, former San Francisco
NBC producer, is writing and producing the radio programs for the San
Francisco ■ Community Chest which
are being presented on the various
stations in that city.
JACK SAYERS, onetime publicity
and script writer of KHJ, Los Angeles, has been appointed chief night
announcer of KMTR, Hollywood.
IRNA PHILLIPS, author of Today's
Children, dramatic serial on NBCRed that is now in its fourth year
under the sponsorship of Pillsbury
Flour Mills, will leave Chicago Oct.
22 on a South American cruise in
search of new material for her story.
PETER KRTJG, graduate of St. Lawrence U, has joined the announcing
staff of WGY, Schenectady, replacing
John Sheehan, who has joined the
General Electric publicity department
to aid in GE broadcasting activities.
CARL A. DOTY, statistician, replaces Barry Rumple in NBC's Chicago headquarters,
Rumple's
transfer
to the New following
York offices.

HE

MAURICE A. RIDER has joined
KIRO, Seattle, in full charge of news
broadcasts. H. R. Langan, former
studio manager and chief announcer
of KXA, Seattle, and KVOS. Bellingham, Wash., has joined KIRO, as ha*
Gordon Bambrick, formerly of KIDO.
Boise.
JUBILESTA — W9XBY took advantage of Kansas City's celebration
Sept. 26-Oct. 4 to stage a number of special programs and some good
promotion. Having the only booth in the municipal auditorium, W9XBY
depicted station activities and operated a temporary studio. In all 58
programs were broadcast, including Bob Burns and other artists.
Above is the dinner given in honor of Bob Burns (center). Left to right:
Mrs. Clarence Salzer, wife of engineer; Walt Lockman, sports announcer; Clair Heyer, sales manager; Gloria Gipson; Bob Burns Jr.;
Ward Keith, program director; Blevins Davis, Jubilesta publicity
director; Mrs. Hugh Parks and Hugh Parks, editor of Van Buren Press
Argus; G. L. Taylor, vice president of W9XBY, and Mrs. Taylor.
ART GILMORE, formerly of KFWB,
Hollywood, and other West Coast stations, has joined the announcing staff
of KNX, Los Angeles.
JAMES COX, new to radio, has
joined the continuity staff of KFABKFOR, Lincoln, Neb., replacing Jim
Van Liew.
DAVID H. HARRIS, production
manager of WOOD-WASH, Grand
Rapids, and Miss Francis Billings,
formerly public relations director of
the station, were married in September. T. Wilcox Putnam has returned
to WOOD-WASH to take the public
relations post.
K E N Y O N BROWN, formerly of
W9XBY, Kansas City, has joined the
announcing staff of Iowa Network.

BUYS

SELLS

MARYLAND
lation of Maryland prefer a
clear channel station.
WBAL is the only clear
channel, high-power station in
Baltimore and Maryland.
The facts show that WBAL
must appear on your list for
the most complete coverage
of the country's fifth largest
market.

WBAL

National
NEW YORK
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KARL BARRON, formerly of WFBR,
Baltimore, has joined the announcing staff of WIP, Philadelphia.
TED M a c M U R R Y, engineer of
WBBM, Chicago, who was sent to
England a year ago to accompany
Jack Hylton to America and to produce Hylton's midocean broadcasts,
has been promoted to a position on
the WBBM-CBS Chicago production
staff.

15, 1936

M. DONALD HAMBLY has been
made production manager of KRE,
Berkeley,
Cal., succeeding
Jack Bennett, who resigned
to join KQW,
San
Jose,ityCal.,
announcer
and formerly
continuwriter.as George
Stuart,
announcer - operator at KJBS, San
Francisco, has joined KRE in a similar capacity. KRE has also added
Gilbert
Laing to its staff as announcer-operator.

WBAL

BALTIMORE,

JOHN L. CLARK, formerly of
KMOX, St. Louis, has been named
program manager of WFIL, Philadelphia, where he will develop new talent
and programs.

MARGARET HARRIS, formerly continuity writer at KSFO, San Francisco, who is now in Hollywood, has
been signed for sketch writing on the
Shell Chateau program on NBC-Red
network.

WHO

■QALTIMORE AND MARYLAND
D together comprise the fifth
largest market in the United
States.
WBAL is a basic National
Broadcasting Company Blue
Network station, and a Mutual
Broadcasting System affiliate.
Federal surveys show that
63.5 per cent of the rural popu-

IRMA PERRY, long associated with
KOIL, Omaha, and KFAB, Lincoln,
Neb., pianist, accompanist, and vocalist, has been named musical director
of the two stations.

RADIO, INC.
• LOS ANGELES

KERBY CUSHING, sports announcer of KYW, Philadelphia, and Miss
Elsie Wheaton were married Sept. 27
at Canandaigua, N. Y.
JOHN R. McDONNELL, formerly
with Northwest stations, has joined
KJBS, San Francisco, as announceroperator,
resigned. succeeding George Stuart,
HARRY De LASAUX has been added to the announcing staff of KYA,
San Francisco, succeeding Kenneth
Higgins, who resigned to join KFRC,
that city, in a similar capacity. De
Lasaux, was formerly on the announcing staff of KFSD. San Diego, and
prior to that with NBC in San Francisco.
EDGAR

JACOBS, announcer, has replaced Charles Glover Delaney, who
left WFBL, Syracuse, to become commercial manager of WESG, Elmira,
N. Y.

KATHERINE CUFF, publicity director of WFBL, Syracuse, has resigned effective Oct. 17 to join the
staff of Radio Guide, Chicago.
RAY BUFFUM, formerly publicity
director of KOIL, Omaha, on Oct. 1
became publicity manager of KFWB,
Hollywood.
BROADCASTING

LARRY DODDS, formerly of WPAY.
Portsmouth, has joined WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va., filling the vacancy
caused bert.
by Robert
the Burns
illness is
of back
William
afterHeran
appendectomy.
BRUCE FOUCHE, formerly with
WOE press department and Western
Newspaper Union, has joined the CBS
press
department
in New
York.formerly
Other
additions
are Helen
Nolan,
of New York American, Jack Skinner,
and John Lagemann.
EDDY BROWN, concert and radio
violinist, has been appointed musical
director of W2XR, New York, it was
announced Oct. 6 by John V. L. Hogan, president
of the Interstate Broadcasting Co.
JOSEPH KELLY has resigned from
the announcing staff of WLS, Chicago, to devote his time to free lance
announcing. He will continue to serve
as master of ceremonies on the Saturday evening
Barn Dance
broadcasts
over National
NBC.
JACK ODELL
is WAAF,
back at Chicago
his announcing post at
following a siege of pneumonia.
HERB
MORRISON, formerly oi
KQV, Pittsburgh, has joined the staff
of WLS, Chicago, where he will dou
ble as announcer and production man
FRANK BAKER, for the past sb
months in NBC's Chicago continuity
department and previously in charge
of all broadcasts from the Edgewate;
Beach Hotel in Chicago, has beei
added to the WLS continuity staff t(
handle commercial announcements.
JACK HOLDEN, WLS announcer
is now playing the role of Tom Mi:
in the juvenile serial sponsored b;
Ralston Purina Co. five afternoons :
week over NBC. Holden joined th
program, which was recently moved t>'
Chicago after being produced for tw>
years in New York, on Oct. 5.
EDITH ADAMS, member of thj
Girl Alone
cast Dowty,
of NBC's
Chicago
studios,
and Paul
of the
CBi.
announcing staff, will be married a
the First Methodist Church of Evans*
ton, 111., on Oct. 16.
LARRYthe KEATING,
who recentl'
joined
NBC announcing
staff i:
San Francisco, has taken on the ac
ditional duties as master of ceremon
ies for the transcontinental Monda
evening Carefree Carnival progratf
which originates from the Communit
Playhouse in that city.
HELEN HARTZER. in the accounting department of KFRC. San Frar
cisco. has announced her engagemer
to Charles Jones, contractor in thn
city. Wedding is scheduled for Nov.lJOSEPH ALVIN, formerly a men
ber of the Chicago NBC press di
partment, has been made assistant t
Harold Bock, the network's press rei I
resentative in Hollywood, accordin
to announcement by Lloyd E. Yode '}
NBC western division press depar
ment manager in San Francisco. A
vin recently was associated with Lor
& Thomas in Los Angeles.
BERRY KROEGER, formerly witlj
KHJ and KNX, early in Octobe
joined the announcing staff of KFWI
also in Hollywood, replacing Artbr
Gilmore who resigned to go wit
KNX.
• Broadcast
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DON* PRINDLE, formerly with
KOL, Seattle, and WLS, Chicago,
early in October joined the continuity department of KNX, Hollywood.
JACKSON WHEELER, onetime announcer at KFI, and later with KHJ,
Los Angeles, on Oct. 5 became a staff
announcer at KNX, Hollywood.
DAVE CARTER, with the New York
publicity staff of CBS, on Oct. 6
arrived in Hollywood to become
publicity
Miss Conniedirector
Vance, for
formerCBS-KNX.
publicity
head for KNX, will remain as Mr.
Carter's assistant.
THOMAS FREEBAIRN - SMITH,
announcer at KNX, Hollywood, early
in October was promoted to chief
announcer of the CBS station.
ABC Barn Dance
PARTICIPATING sponsorship of
the ABC Barn Dance, broadcast
7:30-8 p. m. (CST), Wednesdays,
over the Affiliated Broadcasting
Co., beginning Oct. 7, has been assumed by American Book Mart,
Chicago (rare books), through E.
H. Brown Adv. Agency, Chicago;
Sterling Casualty Insurance Co.,
Chicago (penny-a-day insurance),
through Frankel-Rose Co., Chicago; and Picture Ring Co., Cincinnati (novelty rings), through
Frederick W. Ziv Inc., Cincinnati.
A limit of six sponsors has been
set on the half-hour period.
Cudahy Extends
CUDAHY PACKING Co., Chicago
(Old Dutch Cleanser), on Sept. 28
extended the broadcasts of Bachelor's Children which it sponsored
last year on WGN, Chicago, to include eight stations on a combined
MBS-CBS hookup. Program, which
is broadcast from 10:15 to 10:30
a. m., Monday through Friday,
originates at WGN, which feeds it
to WLW on Mutual lines and to a
Columbia network of WABC,
WCAU, WJAS, KMOX, WJR and
WHK. Agency: Roche, Williams
& Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.

S TANDARDS
POPULAR

WOW FOR KFAB— When KFAB's
man -on -the -street, Lyle DeMoss,
was visiting in Fremont, Neb. last
month for a broadcast, whom
should he meet and interview on
the air but John Gillin Jr., manager of WOW, Omaha, keen competitor of KFAB's companion station in Omaha, KOIL. Mr. Gillin
was in Fremont for the state convention of the Junior Chamber of
Commerce, of which he is national
vice president. Here Mr. Gillin is
shown holding the first edition of
Radiolistener
News publication.
Tower, his station's
new
Pursang's Spot Drive
McKESSON & ROBBINS Inc.,
Bridgeport, Conn. (Pursang tonic),
is using one - minute transcribed
daytime announcements, Mondays
through Fridays, on WGY, WMAQ.
WOW, WWL, WNAC, WSAZ and
WSYR, Oct. 5 through Nov. 9, and
a quarter - hour transcription series, Musical Varieties, on WOR,
Monday and Wednesday, 8:15-8:30
p. m., starting Oct. 7. The agency
is H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co..
Chicago.

YMPHONY
IN

Advertisement

WEST

STANDARD OIL Co. of California, San Francisco, a pioneer in
the sponsorship of fine music, on
Oct. 8 presented its 469th Standard Symphony Hour over the NBC
Pacific Red network, marking its
ninth year of continuous sponsorship of the program. One of radio's most notable contributions to
the advancement of fine music, the
program is heard Thursdays at
8:15 p. m., originating in the community Playhouse in San Francisco. An outstanding feature of
the weekly program is the absence
of advertising. Standard Oil Company actually started sponsorship
of fine music in October 1926,
broadcasting concerts by the San
Francisco Symphony and the Los
Angeles Philharmonic orchestras,
simultaneously over stations KPO,
KGO and KFI, before NBC was
on the West Coast. The broadcasts
were the result of an appeal made
by the San Francisco Symphony
to overcome a budget deficit. The
oil company donated $10,000 for
the broadcasts and the response
from music lovers was so great
that arrangements were made in
October 1927 to present the concerts every Thursday night over
an NBC network. Mishael Piastro
is the current director of the
Standard Symphony Hour.
MRS. WILLIAM THOMAS,
of William Thomas of the
press department in Radio
died Oct. 6 after the birth
son, their first child.
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Random

♦ ♦ ♦
Thoughts,

Most of Which Concern
WGES, WCBD and WSBC
- By GENE

T. DYER

-

This
is youranycolumn,
too have!
— so
send along
item you

^ORE than 100,000 persons
M,
have attended various parties given
so far this year. Twelve
by WGES attende
d a single picnic
thousand
for Americans of German birth or
parentage. When you buy radio
advertising it's pretty nice to know
that the station you select has real
sje *! *
popularity backing

Hard to believe: A Michigan minister uses WCBD to broadcast tolisteners in his home town (150
miles away) rather than use his
local radio station. "WCBD comes
minister explains.
in better," the
* * *
"The neatest
and best set-up
of any local
I've
station
n,"
ever
was
theseecompliment paid
WSBC's
new
model studios
and transmit'round.
ter by a radio operator who has
seen most all of them. Visit
WSBC when next you're in Chicago. Frank Stanford, its manager, will be proud to show you
*

*

*

WEMP, Milwaukee, acknowledges the
congratulations of this column on its
"We're
this boast:
withplace
birthdayfirst
first
in local
headed
ness andfor
are mighty
to the busiclose
top
right now!" s}:
That's
from a
* spunk
*
yearling!
How's this for an announcing
staff: WGES has eighteen full
time announcers — eleven of whom
present Americanization programs
in that many foreign tongues.
* * *

Princess Pat on ABC
PRINCESS PAT Ltd., Chicago
(cosmetics), on Oct. 11 started
Princess Pat Play of the Week on
Affiliated network, Sun., 1:30-2
p. m. (CST). The first sponsor
signed by the Affiliated network
last spring, Princess Pat has been
scheduled to begin several times
previously, but was prevented for
one reason or another until now.
Agency: McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.

WCBD's authority to operate with
Chicago as its main studio has
been approved by the FCC. Many
new features and services are
being planned.
* * *
Street broadcasts have become so
thick in Chicago that interviewers
are talking into the wrong microphones, almost. Two stations picked
the same identical spot and time
the other day. After arbitration
one station changed the time of
its broadcast and everybody lived
happily.
* * *

i
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As in the primary, WGES is leading
in the amount of local political
I broadcasts. The politicians know how
to get their message to the bulk of
the Chicago citizenry.
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AT OPENING GUN— At left Chief Engineer Craven opens the hearings; at press table, the genial G. Franklin Wisner, FCC press chief,
at his "knitting". At right is group of Westinghouse and ex-Westinghouse executives: Walter C. Evans, manager of broadcasting for West-

Chamber's Case for
CLEAR
CHANNELS
CONTINUING the Clear Channel
Group presentation during the
afternoon session Oct. 6, Joseph A.
Chambers, consulting engineer and
former chief engineer of WLW,
presented a detailed technical case
in favor of superpower and clear
channels. Utilizing slides and photographic charts, together with recordings of station signals to prove
his points, Mr. Chambers consumed some four hours for his
technical presentation.
In consonance with the preceding speakers, Mr. Chambers advocated an evolutionary change
rather than a widespread reallocation, urging progressive modifications of the present structure.
Mr. Chambers brought out that
under existing allocations there are
195 local station assignments, 206
unlimited regional station assignments, nine assignments of unlimited high powered regionals, 51 assignments on so-called clear channels and 148 limited time assignments.

nels can the rural listener receive
adequate service.
He recommended more stringent
regulation of stations to prevent
over-modulation interference, that
is, interference which breaks
through on adjacent channels in
terms of harmonics.
No Adjacent Interference
HE RECOMMENDED an 85%
modulation, which he said would
eliminate over-modulation harmonics. By way of discrediting arguments that superpower tends to
blanket out reception of stations
on adjacent channels, or for that
matter any other stations, Mr.
Chambers played a series of recordings of programs of stations
on both sides of the 500 kw. WLW.
These essayed to show that stations like WOR, WGN, WEAF,
WMAQ and others on neighboring
channels, each with 50,000 watts
power, came in with excellent signal strength at a location only 41/*
miles away from the WLW transmitter.
Exhibiting additional charts and

Would Eliminate Daytimes
AS FOR limited time and daytime
assignments on clear channels, he
advocated that they be eliminated
because of the impairment to daytime reception they cause upon the
dominant stations on the clear
channels. As power increases, daytime service increases and that
translates itself into better rural
coverage, he said.
Mr. Chambers praised the present system of allocations, that is,
the classification of clear, high
power, regional and local stations.
He said this diversification of allocations is necessary to provide
adequate coverage for all types of
listeners. He emphasized again
that the majority of rural and
small town listeners are almost entirely dependent upon clear channel station service. Ultimately, he
said, ultra - high frequencies mav
become available for local broadcast service and synchronization
methods on regional and local
channels may tend to improve service of its stations. Clear channels
should be kept clear for future expansion and such clear channels as
now are duplicated should be reclassified and placed in other categories, he said.
Mr. Chambers pointed to numerous field surveys to prove his contention that only with clear chanPage
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inghouse; C. W. Horn, NBC development and research director; George;
S. Law, Westinghouse counsel; Horace L. Lohnes, Washington attorney?
S. D. Gregory, assistant manager of broadcasting for Westinghouse ji
Frank B. Falknor, CBS western division chief engineer.
graphs, Mr. Chambers said these
showed that if two 50,000-watt stations on opposite coasts were duplicated on the same channel without
directional antennas, the secondary
service would be non-existent. Actually, he said, each station would
cover only about 85 miles from its
transmitter. With directional antennas and the use of one lower
powered station on such channels,
he said, there would be some secondary coverage but none that compares with the coverage of a station even with nominal power
when it operates exclusively on a
clear channel. Directional antennas, he said, also would help to
increase the secondary service of
the dominant station but would not
enable wide coverage of the character expected from clear channels.
As for daytime stations operating on clear channels, Mr. Chambers recommended a rearrangement of assignments to prevent interference and a ban on the licensing
of
any
tions on such future
waves.daytime
Instead staof
these daytime stations signing off
at local sunset, he said, they should
CHANNEL

VIEWS

HERE are technical recommendations of the Clear Channel Group
as presented to the FCC allocation hearing by Joseph A. Chambers,
chief technical witness:
1. That there be no radical reallocation, in view of the necessity
for retaining all the present classes of stations.
2. That the field intensity ratios for common and adjacent channel interference limitations be changed as regards the adjacentchannel figures, and be unchanged as regards the same-channel
figures, as follows: Same channel, 20 to 1; 10 kc. frequency difference, 0.1 to 1; 20 kc. frequency difference, 0.01 to 1; 30 kc.
frequency difference 0.001 to 1.
That interference with 40 kc. separation between stations is
sufficiently low to be ignored in the signal ratio and separation
tables.
3. That present empirical values of signal strengths required for
various grades of service be maintained for regulatory purposes.
4. That mileage separation tables, if continued in use, give way
in all cases to field measurement data or otherwise known conditions.
That the present
of "blanketing" signal be changed from
1255. millivolts
to 1 voltvalue
or more.
6. That no allocation plan be set up based only on geographical
conditions.
7. That there is no objection, from the point of view of the Clear
Channel Group, to a horizontal or other increase in night power
to 5 KW by Regional stations.
8. That daytime duplication of Clear Channel assignments is not
objectionable if the present specified 1000 miles separation is maintained, and providing the duplicating station signs off at the hour
of sunset one-half way between the longitudes of the two stations.
9. That the present 30 clear channels remain clear, with such
change of regulations as may be required to authorize operation
with a minimum power of 50 kw. and an unlimited maximum
power, where proper showing is made.
10. That no change in the status of the 10 duplicated channels,
now classed as Clear Channels, appears necessary other than a
change in nomenclature.

BROADCASTING

really sign off at sunset at a pointijl
half way between the duplicated?!
stations, thus insuring better prop-SI
agation for the dominant station!!
Chambers' Cross-Examination
WHEN Mr. Chambers resumed his
protracted technical testimony a1
the Oct. 7 session, he was subjectec
to a grilling cross-examination bj
Comdr. Craven, the questioning
being aimed at breaking down th(
theory that clear channels are es
sential to afford rural coverag<
and that there can be no duplica
tion on them.
Mr. Chambers delved into radic
theory by estimating coverage oi
stations not only of 500,000 watts
at particular locations but also oi
5,000,000 watts. He indicated thai
the latter type station could pro
vide effective service over the enl
tire country, adding that it was!'
entirely
build
sta-j
tions. Apossible
stationto on
thesuch
easterrj
coast using a directional antenng}
with 500,000 watts, he said, coukfl
do an acceptable service job ovei|
most of the territorial area of thq
United States.

er virtually
the be
from against"
superpow
the outcries
Recalling
ginning of commercial broadcast*
ing, Mr. Chambers brought ouflj
that all of them proved groundless!
and that instead of any deterioration of service the result was im'l
proved service particularly for th<
less fortunate rural listener. In be i
half of the Clear Channel Group
Mr. Chambers favored a horizon
tal increase in power for regiona j
stations, declaring these increase:
should be encouraged. He said tha
the only problem of interference i;
that it might occur on adjacen t
channels and that the solution la?
selectivity.
in improved receivers of sufficien'
"To procure the maximum us<
on clear channels we should us< j •
the
power 50possible,"
hi
said. highest
He advocated
kw. as th<
minimum with no maximum.
Even if all of the clear channel:
used superpower, Mr. Chamber:
said under Comdr. Craven's cross i
examination, satisfactory servic<
could
be provided everywhere
in
the not
country.
Superpower's National Coverage
RESPONDING to a Craven inl
quiry as to whether all rural lis.
teners could get as many as 2<
of the clear channels if all 30 o
those now on the air were oper
ating with superpower, Mr. Cham
bers said he doubted it because o
the distance factors involved. Re
ducing the figure to 15 of the 30
Mr. Chambers said that sucl
might be possible during bes
night conditions
but certainl;
• Broadcast
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TALKING IT OVER— Left to right: Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC and
WHBQ, Memphis; A. S. Clarke, Washington engineer; A. L. Chilton,
KLRA, Little Rock, Ark., and WGST, Atlanta; W. H. Summervllle,

WGST; S. C. Vinsonhaler, KLRA; Andrew D. Ring, FCC assistant chief
engineer for broadcasting; William Way, KVOO, Tulsa.

would not be during the daytime.
Mr. Chambers insisted that use
of superpower will not affect the
present methods of radio operation materially, and that it would
not mean the destruction of other
classes of stations. He brought
out that the development of ultrahigh frequencies for local service
in the future, and the possible
use of channels such as those in
the 1500-1600 kc. band for similar
service, would take care of future
urban needs. For that reason, he
said, clear channels should be kept
clear if service to rural listeners
from distant stations is to be preserved. He said he had no idea of
abandoning regional or local service in his advocacy of superpower.
Comdr. Craven took issue with Mr.
Chambers' recommendation that
blanketing be considered a signal
intensity of 1 volt rather than %
a volt. He brought out that many
of the complaints received by the
FCC alleging blanketing were in
the order of 100 microvolts to %
volt.

WTIC, Hartford, and KRLD, Dallas, are operating simultaneously
on the 1040 kc. channel and asked
whether their service was curtailed. Mr. Chambers said the stations had doubtful night time coverage although he had not made
an actual study of them.
"Why is it not feasible, for example, to place a 50 kw. station
on the west coast and at the same
time establish another station of
low power in the east of, say, 500
watts and using a directional antenna?" Comdr. Craven asked.
Mr. Chambers responded that it
is not feasible because it would
immediately prohibit the possibility of the 50 kw. station performing improved rural service.
He contended it would cause some
interference somewhere and curtail distant coverage.
Comdr. Craven then posed the
same question but suggested that
the 500-watt station might be in
Maine with the 50,000-watt station in Los Angeles and with a
directional antenna in use. He
asked why that would be wrong.
Mr. Chambers responded that if
the directional antenna prevented
interference, there could not be
any objection, but he said he felt
that under present technical conditions, interference would result
and there would be curtailment of
dominant station service.
"Then you feel that the west
coast station should serve Maine?"
asked Comdr. Craven.
"Not now but in the future I
think that is a possibility," Mr.
Chambers said, again adding that
he felt it would limit the future
chances of such a clear channel
station serving increased areas.
A protracted colloquy on possible European interference was
precipitated by Comdr. Craven.
Mr. Chambers said he thought
that from an engineering stand-

point the situation in Europe was
parallel to that in the United
States although it is entirely different socially.
Mr. Craven asked whether, with
thirty 500,000-watt stations in this
country, there would be created an
interference problem with European stations operating on the
same channels. Mr. Chambers declared that he felt this would be
minimized because of the time differentials of some seven or eight
hours between this continent and
Europe, and the fact that our stations would be operating when the
other stations for the most part
would be off the air.
The FCC chief engineer asked if
it were not a fact that with superpower the question of allocations
among nations would be not expanded from that of a regional
situation to an international one.
He asked also if it were not possible that this country might be
required to surrender certain of
its channels to prevent this sort
of interference. Mr. Chambers argued that the best thing for this
country would be the use of superpower on these channels since that
would discourage operation of
other stations on the channels.
Costs of Superpower
COMDR. CRAVEN then invaded
the subject of superpower station
operation and costs. Mr. Chambers had not given any testimony
on this subject, but in his prepared
statement there was a figure of
$45,000 per month for operation
on a 500 kw. station including
program costs. He said he had
preferred not to give this information because of possible inaccuracies and his incompetence to
discuss program costs.
Pressed by Comdr. Craven, Mr.
Chambers estimated that the average technical maintenance cost

INTENT LISTENERS — Left to right: George W. Smith, WWVA,
Wheeling, W. Va.; John P. Ryan, WSPD, Toledo; Father John W.
Hynes, S.J., WWL, New Orleans; Father O. L. Abel, S.J., WWL; A. S.

Foster, WWL; C. W. Horn, NBC;
Hennessey Jr., NBC.

KGO-WGY Duplication Cited
THE example of east-west coast
duplication on the clear channel of
KGO, Oakland, with 7,500 watts,
and WGY, Schenectady, with 50,000 watts, was cited by Comdr.
Craven. Calling this a "practical
case"
of duplicated
he
asked whether
it was operation,
not true that
both stations covered substantial
rural areas. Mr. Chambers, however, declared that neither was
serving as much as it would if the
channel were clear and that a
substantial amount of service to
rural residents was lost. Comdr.
Craven pressed the question of the
Clear Channel Group plan for 30
superpower stations and the results that might be procured as
against duplication of the clear
channels.
He
pointed
out that
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of a 50,000-watt station, including
depreciation, is $66,000 a year.
For a 500,000-watt station he estimated this cost would be $200,000
per year. The depreciation of a
50,000-watt transmitter, he said,
is written off over a six year
period whereas in the case of a
500,000-watt transmitter it is over
a 12-year period. He estimated
that the entire cost of installation
of a 500,000-watt transmitter is
approximately $463,000.
On redirect examination, Mr.
Caldwell endeavored to clear up
some of the controverted points
raised by Comdr. Craven. He elicited from Mr. Chambers the information that a 50,000-watt installation overall costs $310,000.
Resuming the international interference topic, Mr. Caldwell
asked Mr. Chambers about the
time differentials, and brought out
that there would be little likelihood of interference. He also inquired if the transmission over the
magnetic poles to Europe would
not constitute an absorption factor
which would minimize the strength
of the signals. Mr. Chambers said
there was no definite knowledge on
this subject but that the theory
was that radio signals take the
"Southern route" rather than over
the poles.
Mr. Caldwell pointed to the
superpower trend in Europe and
asked if it were not true that, if
in Europe stations went to 500 kw.
while U. S. stations stayed at 50
kw., serious interference would
not result to the stations in this
country. Mr. Chambers responded
in the affirmative. Mr. Chambers,
responding to Mr. Caldwell's questioning, reiterated previous statements that duplication on clear
channels would prove disastrous
for rural coverage.

Frank M. Russell, NBC;
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RMA for Sponsorship
ON SHORT WAVES

ADDING to the weighty volume of
technical testimony in support of
clear channels and superpower,
was the presentation in behalf of
the Radio Manufacturers Association Oct. 6. Appearing first was
Bond Geddes, RMA executive vice
president and general manager,
who read to the FCC two resolutions adopted by the RMA board
at a special meeting last Sept. 24.
One advocated that clear channels
be retained as they are; that restrictions as to the increase of
power be withdrawn, and that the
Commission establish minimum
power requirements for clear channel stations. This was in line with
the proposal of the Clear Channel
Group.
The second resolution recommended that the FCC remove restrictions on commercial use
through sale of time of shortwave
stations in this country and that
shortwave stations be placed on
the same commercial basis as stations in the standard band. In this
connection, RMA brought out that
good shortwave broadcasting would
reach and serve many locations in
this country where, because of
other conditions, standard broadcast band reception is practically
impossible or very poor. It advocated the building of higher powered shortwave stations.
A third resolution proposed that
present regulations making unlawful the rebroadcasting of shortwave programs by regular stations
be rescinded and that such shortwave broadcasting be permitted to
be picked up and rebroadcast bv
other stations in the standard band
without further restriction but with
the permission of the originating
station.
Horle Describes Receivers
THE

RMA technical case on receiving set characteristics was presented by Lawrence C. F. Horle.
consulting engineer. He pointed
out that receiver characteristics of
today have evolved largely under
the influence of broadcast allocations and also the economic limitations imposed on the design and
production of equipment for general public use.
Continued evolution, Dr. Horle
said, will doubtless bring continued
improvement of receiver characteristics but "no improvement of
major importance can be confidently expected at once except at pro-

hibitive cost and because, also,
while only relatively minor modifications in frequency assignment
practices may be expected to provide rather important improvements in broadcasting reception."
Dr. Horle then went into a technical discussion of selectivity and
fidelity of receivers and in related
provinces. The super - heterodyne
receiver has become more or less
standard during the last half dozen
years and promises to continue as
the most desirable circuit, he said.
He urged that there be developed
a coordination between transmission and reception characteristics
which will provide maximum fidelity for the listener and minimum
interference. He said the RMA had
appointed a special conference committee on frequency assignment
for the establishment of cooperation and liaison with the Commission to that end.
IRE Favors
CLEAR

500

kw. on

CHANNELS

A

CLEARCUT stand for superpower and retention of clear channels, as well as for adherence to
strict engineering principles in allocations, was presented by Alan
Hazeltine, president of the Institute of Radio Engineers. Declaring that reasonable stability in the
broadcast structure should be
maintained and that its healthy
growth should be fostered, he declared that from the practical
standpoint no sudden or drastic
change, regardless of technical
merits, would be possible.
Dr. Hazeltine commended the
present policy of granting experimental licenses for exploratory
work and recommended that it
should be continued. This is desirable, he said, because of the imminence of the development of
ultra - high frequencies for broadcast uses. In accord with the
Craven recommendation, he urged
that changes in broadcast allocations be made on an evolutionary
basis and after experimental trial.
"From the engineering standpoint," he said, "it is believed that
the continuance of an adequate
number of clear channels is the
only economic way of extending
broadcast service worthy of the
name to the scattered populations
of the nation's farms and country
towns. * * * If there were ever
any doubt concerning the extent to
which rural listeners depend upon
clear channel stations for their
service, the results of the alloca-

CROSS-TALK— Left to right, facing camera; Paul Singleton, KGW and
KEX, Portland; Charles Chatterton, KGW and KEX; John C. Kendall.
Portland attorney; Glen Litten, KFSD, San Diego; S. R. Winch, KOIN
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specific instances by an adequate
Eating Crow?
A SQUABBLE over squab led
to a gastronomical surprise
for Frank B. Falknor, CBS
division chief engineer in
the FCC alloduring
Chicago,cation
hearings in Washington. Expressing a desire for
the delectable bird Oct. 6 to
a couple of his friends, they
immediately set out to appease his wish. Leaving him
behind, they journeyed hither
and thither and finally wound
up at a pet shop where they
purchased a delicate greenhued South American parrot— the closest they could
get to American squabpigeon. rantTotheya journeyed.
Chinese restauThe
chef put squab on the menu.
An hour later they arrived
with Engineer Falknor. He
ordered the squab, and complained only of its toughness.
His hosts — J. V. Cosman, of
the Federal Telegraph Co.,
and M. R. Mitchell, chief eng i n e e r of WJR — ordered
chicken chow mein!
tion survey recently published by
the Commission should serve to reCites Success of WLW
move it."
DR. HAZELTINE
advocated the
use of "the highest power that is
technically and economically feasible" on clear channels. He, pointed
to the success of the WLW experiments which he said were strikingly confirmed in the allocation survey as evidence of the desirability
of using power on clear channel
stations of 500,000 watts or more.
Turning to shared channel allocations, or those in the regional
or local classifications, Dr. Hazeltine argued that of primary importance in this field are the distance tables used by the FCC for
separation between stations on the
same channel. The present arbitrary tables, he said, should be revised in accordance with actual
field measurements which would
take into account propagation conditions throughout the country and
therefore be based on factual data.
These would be far more complete
and reliable than present tables.
"Under the circumstances," he
said, "it is believed that better balance within the allocations structure and increased capacity for
service within the broadcast band
will be promoted by allowing the
distance tables to be superseded in

Invading
directly the regional
showing
of fact."
station plea for a horizontal increase to 5,000 watts at night, Dr.
Hazeltine said that on shared
channels higher night power cannot be regarded as a measure for
reaching a larger group of listeners but rather as a desirable step
to improve the service being received by the audience which al.
ready
exists.
"It is believed that in many
cases 1 kw. is wholly inadequate
for affording the grade of service
which the local communities served
by regional stations have a right
to expect at the present stage of
the art," he said. There would be
no change in the natural interference of stations on the same channel through quadrupling the powers of those stations, he testified.
Concluding, Dr. Hazeltine said
there is need for more detailed
engineering data regarding radio
service throughout the country.
Such a survey, he added, should
chart not only the service areas
of individual stations but alsc
wouldable tointegrate
servicesections
availlisteners the
in varied
so that some picture may be obtained of the structure as a whole
Lafount
MORE

NEW

STATIONS

CONTENDING that the countrj
now has all the stations it car
Radic
possibly support, former
Commissioner Harold A. Lafounl
on Oct. 8 asked the FCC Broadcast Division to cease licensing
le number of nev
appreciab
any
stations, but better to take cart
of existing part - time outlets bj
improving their status.
g solely as a formei
Speakin
ioner,
Mr. Lafount pre
commiss
sented a statement delving deeoh
into the economics of broadcasting
and asserted that in his opinioi
substantially half of the non-net
work stations of today are no
showing profits.
Mr. Lafount urged the FCC t;
further
additional increases
information
;'unt:i
delay superpower
available." He said the clear chan
nel survey of the FCC proved con
clusively that 50 kw. stations ar<
now serving rural listeners am
that additional power at this tim
is not essential. It is not ex
pected, he said, that the signa
strength provided city listeners b
available to rural listeners an;
more than the rancher expects fou

and KALE, Portland, Ore.; Charles W. Myers, KOIN
Bookwalter, KOIN and KALE.
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CORRIDOR
CONFERENCES — Facing camera, left to right: Paul
Godley, regional group engineer; A. C. Wallen, Truscon Steel Co.;
Paul Loyet, WHO, Des Moines; Clarence Wheeler, WHEC, Rochester;
or five deliveries of mail a day.
As a matter of fact, he is satisfied with one."
Mr. Lafount said the additional
investment necessary is not justified. Moreover, he said, all fulltime clear channel stations are affiliated with the national chains,
and their chain programs are satisfactory in almost every part of
the country. Reflecting the sentiment expressed by CBS President
Paley, he said it seems entirely
probable that the networks would,
if granted 500 kw. at certain strategic locations, discontinue affiliated stations in that general vicinity, thus forcing more stations
to depend upon local business and
increasing local competition.
Would Discard Mileage Tables
AMONG other things, he advocated discontinuance of the mileage
separation requirements and consideration ofeach case on its merits; urged that all part-time stations be urged to consolidate and
move to new locations where there
are no existing stations, or be
given the opportunity to become
full-time stations; and asserted
that no advantage could come by
permitting existing or new stations
to operate at a loss or to struggle
for a bare existence because of inadequate assignments.
A high spot of the Lafount
presentation was the recommendation that all station licenses be
issued for two years, instead of
the present six months. "This," he
said, "would materially help the
morale of broadcasters and do
much toward stabilizing the industry."
Going into station and power
statistics, Mr. Lafount said that
last Jan. 1 there were 374 fulltime stations having 2,188,650
watts at night. Of this amount,
he said, 2,000,000 watts were allocated to full-time stations on clear
channels, and that these all are
owned, operated or affiliated with
one of the three chains — NBC,
CBS or Mutual. Of the aggregate
night -power, he said, 2,130,300
watts, or over 97%, is used by the
165 full - time stations affiliated
with one of the three national
chains. This leaves but 58,350
watts for the 209 independent fulltime stations.
Urges Economic Consideration
"FROM my observation almost all
full - time stations are profitable,
especially those having a network
affiliation," he said. "I have also
observed that part - time stations
are engaged in a struggle for existence. Iappreciate the fact that
Page
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you are not obligated by law to
make it possible for broadcasters
to operate at a profit. However, I
respectfully suggest that morally
you are so obligated. In my opinion it is of the utmost importance
that due consideration be given the
economic
aspects said
of broadcasting."
Mr. Lafount
that without
adequate power and with only parttime, it is almost impossible to
operate a station without a loss.
The solution, he said, lies not in
eliminating such stations, but in
the elimination of the handicaps
which beset them. These 441 independant stations, and especially
the 250 part-time stations, Mr. Lafount argued, have been sadly neglected. Without adequate time and
power, he added, they will remain
without adequate revenue. Without the latter, they cannot serve
the public interest effectively.
Under cross - examination, Mr.
Lafount told Chief Engineer Craven his observations were based
upon visits with 230 station operators during the last two years.
He agreed with Mr. Craven that
network affiliations are voluntary,
and added that independent stations are desirous of joining networks but often cannot. Amplifying his suggestion that there be
no new stations, he declared that
few cities of any size have no stations. In cities of 50,000 to 100,000,
he added, the support would not
be forthcoming and they would
have to become so "highly commercialized that they would not
have the time to give to public
service programs."
Mr. Lafount said he did not believe two-year licenses would tend
to "freeze the status quo", and
that stations were precarious investments because of the existing
six-month license. "I believe the
average broadcaster is responsible
and will do a more efficient job
if his license is issued for two
years," he said. Questioned by
Assistant General Counsel Porter
whether such license would preclude the FCC from taking punitive action for station violations,
like acceptance of lotteries, Mr.
Lafount said he felt it would not.
Better Speech Returns
BETTER SPEECH INSTITUTE
of America, Chicago (better speech
lessons) returns to the air on Nov.
16, Sundays, 3-3:15 p. m. on 42
NBC-Blue stations as far west as
KLO, Ogden. The program will be
the same type as last season, rendering speech advice, and the contract is signed for 52 weeks
through Auspitz & Lee, Chicago.
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William C. Gillespie, KTUL, Tulsa; Walter Bridges, WEBC,
Don Searle, WIBW, Topeka; Edgar L. Bill, WMBD, Peoria.

Educator Group Assails
COMMERCIAL
RADIO
AN ATTACK upon commercial
broadcasting was launched by S.
Howard Evans, secretary of the
National Committee on Education
by Radio, and the former Washington representative of the Ventura (Cal.) Free Press, arch
enemy of commercial broadcasting
several years ago and one of the
foremost proponents of government
»wnership. Mr. Evans charged
that engineers and technicians
have gone far beyond the range
of their competence as experts in
their views as to broadcast allocations. He said, for example, that
they have opposed synchronization
when "everyone of them admits
that it is a technical possibility."
"Their objections," he said "are
based on a number of reasons,
prominent among which is the fact
that under synchronization the
local station has to lose its identity
and thus suffers in its efforts to
secure advertising support. This
may be perfectly sound and the
engineers may be entirely justified
in advancing it. But it seems to
be clearly apparent that in doing
so they are speaking beyond the
range
their charged
expertness."
Mr. of
Evans
also that
the Commission has allowed inequality and unfairness to develop
in the economic practices and souses of undermines
broadcastingthe "to
an
extentcialwhich
whole
American
systemgrows
of broadcasting."
He said this
out of the
"commercial advertising competition which this Commission has
allowed
to develop."
Describing
the reallocation of
1928, Mr. Evans said that the
classifications for clear, regional
and local channels called for unequal grants to different broadcast
licensees. "Yet," he said, "under
the theory of private commercial
competition, stations are expected
to compete on equal terms for the
advertising revenue which is their
life's blood.
"What actually happens in
broadcasting is that the government, by its licensing power, does
much to determine the outcome of
the competition. It licenses 50,000-watt stations to be erected in
urban centers, even though the
engineering justification for granting such high power is that it may
serve rural and remote areas. It
lets these stations sell time to local
advertisers in direct competition
with local and less powerful stations.
"I know that it will be said that
the grants of power are only one
BROADCASTING

Duluth;

of several important factors in determining the outcome of commer- I
cial radio competition.
But it is J
perhaps the most important factor. I
Stations emphasize it in their advertising as one of their chief assets. They largely make it the j
basis of their rate structures. It I
is so important as a factor that I
unless the Commission recognizes [
it and makes some adjustment for j
it, the members of the Commission
will be charged with the responsibility of using the power of governmental license to foster unequal
economic
competition in radio
broadcasting.
Social Viewpoints

"TURNING
now from the economic to the social uses of radio,
I want to emphasize that public
interest requires this Commission
to see that socially constructive
broadcasting takes place. In my]
judgment the Commission cannot
discharge its responsibility by j
turning this function over to com- j
mercial broadcasters.
This is not I
a reflection on station owners or I
operators. It is simply a recogni- I
tion that the formula of broadcast \
publication under which they op-1
erate does not permit them to do j

a completely
piece asof did
work."
Mr. Evans social
charged,
the 1J:
succeeding educational speakers, |:
that educational programs gener- *
ally on commercial stations are;I
segregated in the unsalable hours, |
while advertising and entertain- i
ment programs are concentrated i
at times when the greatest poten-; it
tial audience is available. He ar- I
gued that commercial broadcasters. i
have
limitations
which' i|
render inherent
them incapable
of satisfactorily handling educational broadcasting. Educators have contend- >
ed, he said, that commercial in- t
terests cannot be trusted to do»|
educational broadcasting.
In Europe, he said, the charge isjg
made that Americans while theyjji
may have escaped political propa-j
ganda that is peculiar to European* '
have to"surren-f
nevertheless
radio, almost
dered
completely
a com- 1''
mercial propaganda which may be ,
just as inimical to the publici.i

"There can be no doubt that, iflj;
certain scientific and educational! g
data were to be broadcast either! H
welfare."
preceding or following some of thell
patent medicine programs now onfc
the air, the sponsors of those pre-jj !
grams would immediately protest^
and probably withdraw their ac-llj
counts.
This illustrates the pre-!J
dicament of a commercial station;
manager. However honest he may
be, he cannot use his station for, i
any kind of a complete educational!
or informative program without!
making encroachments upon the I
• Broadcast

Advertising

-'bundations of his financial supj jt>rt."
Mr. Evans made an issue of
t sso sponsorship of United Press
•jews dispatches.
He pointed out
at in one of the initial programs
this series, the report of an
rline crash in which 12 persons
ere killed was
omitted even
ough the news was available for
1 of the Esso programs except
ose in the early morning. He
id that NBC
officials declared
hat the chains do not feel it a
responsibility to deliver all of the
ews to their listeners.
Discussing further his contention
at educational programs are
Practically barred from the air
;!uring evening and other finan"ally
profitable
hours, Mr.of Evans
id that
the positions
these
rograms are always "at the sufjierance of the station or chain
Tianagement."
If a sponsor appears, he charged, any educational
program may be dropped upon
ftjhort notice or shifted to some
ither time. He said his testimony
2yas designed to show the inherent
^capacity of that formula to make
-J: proper place for education or to
ulfill the responsibility of public
Service broadcasting which commercial broadcasters have undertaken in accordance
with the
lerms of their federal licenses,
i Concluding, Mr. Evans said the
(PCC has a responsibility to see
hat the condition is corrected. It
jvas his belief, he said, that the
>lace to make such a correction is
frn connection with a reallocation
!'f facilities. He asked that his
tyiews be taken into account.
Questioned by Telegraph Com.inissioner George H. Payne, Mr.
Svans said he was the author of
i report on broadcasting made at
he behest
of Senator Wheeler
;|(D-Mont.), chairman of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee charged with radio legslation. He said copies of the
-eport had been sent to the FCC
out had never been published. Mr.
Payne raised the question as to
vhether the report could be pubished. Mr. Evans said he would
ibrefer to have that matter taken
ip with Senator Wheeler.
Asked by Comdr. Craven whether his proposal was for an exclusive allocation of educational
broadcasting facilities, Mr. Evans
said that other witnesses would
;ake up this matter. He agreed
.vith Mr. Craven that his testimony dealt largely with the nature
)f programs rather than actual
sducational station allocations.
At this point, Chairman Prall
declared that the Federal Radio

A Doubtful Joke
IT WAS no joke to the Clear
Channel Group when they
discovered on Oct. 8 a messenger boy at the entrance to
the hearing room distributing neatly printed invitations
inviting their adversary Regional Group to a cocktail
party that evening at a local
hotel. The work of some
practical joker, the invitations read that Louis G.
Caldwell, Clear Channel
Group counsel and Carl J.
Myers, WGN chief engineer,
would be hosts. Mr. Myers
discovered the fraud, but was
forced, it is reported, to buy
off the lot from the messenger for $20. It is also reported in subterranean channels
that the invitations cost the
practical joker $2.75.

Edward Bennett of the University
of Wisconsin, which operates
WHA, presented to the Commission a rather ambitious plan calling for a complete new reallocation under which definite facilities
would be assigned to states for
distribution among their own
groups and interests for non-commercial broadcasting. Asking the
Commission to protect the broadcasting domain "from the encroachment of the chains", Prof. Bennett
suggested that it reclaim facilities
for educational and social uses.
He called for establishment of "a
noncentralized and nonmonopolizable" allocation.
Without going into detail as to
how he would accomplish the result, Prof. Bennett said that channels assigned for public use,
throughout the states, would carry
no advertising but would supplement and not supplant existing
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Education Committee under the
chairmanship of U. S. Education
Commissioner John W. Studebaker,
was at this, time considering the
subject of educational broadcasting.
Educational Utopia
AS CHAIRMAN of the National
Committee on Education by Radio,
Dr. A. G. Crane, president of the
University of Wyoming, next delivered a statement. Generally
along the lines of that by the
preceding speaker, Dr. Crane
asked the Commission to look beyond its technical decisions and
take into account the social consequences of all its acts. He
charged that educational uses of
broadcasting have been made incidental and subordinate to advertising. Hitting at the "inroads of
commercial stations," Dr. Crane
declared that educational services
should not be placed in competition with commercial enterprises.
The educational stations of today,
he said, are the demonstration
laboratories of radio and should
be perpetuated.
Dr. Crane painted a picture of
an educational radio Utopia wherein 33,000,000 school children would
receive regular instruction over
the air. He endorsed the proposal
of Dr. Studebaker, made at the
June 15 high-frequency hearing,
for the reservation of ultra-high
frequencies for educational purposes.
As engineering witness for the
National Association of Educational Broadcasting Stations, Prof.
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commercial stations. He said this
would bring about "healthy competition and rivalry" not only between neighboring states but also
between the
"public use" and commercial channels.
Under questioning by Comdr.
Craven, Mr. Bennett said he had
no specific plan of allocation and
admitted that if his idea might destroy the fullest use of the limited
number of frequencies available,
then it would not be acceptable.
He agreed also with Mr. Craven
that the demand for educational
facilities might be alleviated
through ultimate use of high frequencies.
Educational Stations
H. B. McCARTY, president of the
National Association of Educational Broadcasters, and director
of WHA, continued the case for
that organization by deploring the
shrinkage in the number of educational stations from the some 100
which existed prior to 1928 to
some 34 now. Twenty-two of these
34 are members of his organization, he said. Many of these stations, he admitted, fell by the
wayside because of their own
shortsightedness. However, he declared that others succeeded in
doing what they proposed to accomplish and are still on the air.
In any reallocation, he said, the
Commission should see that these
stations are not only protected
now but for the future. He said
that educational station development could not go forward under
the present limitations and restrictions as to hours of operation
of power. Because the bulk of
these stations are operated by
state institutions, he added, there
is a need for statewide coverage.
Therefore, he said, educational stations should be accorded the lower
frequencies, with their greater
propogation propensities, and
higher power.
Band Characteristics
BECAUSE of the enforced absence of R. C. Higgy, of Ohio State
University Station WOSU, Mr.
McCarty also presented to the FCC
the latter's statement. In substance
the statement purported to show
the superiority of low-frequency
over high-frequency stations from
the coverage standpoint. Reference
was made to a number of propogation studies made by Prof. Higgy
and by others to bear out this contention. Throughout it was contended that high frequencies do
not afford adequate coverage.
Some rather surprising statements as to coverage of various
frequencies were made. These, it
was indicated, would be challenged
by other engineers. Assuming that
550 kc. represents 100% coverage
of a 1,500 square mile area, the
Higgy statement brought out that
on 600 kc. the coverage would be
only 1,300 square miles or 86% of
the basic 550 kc. On 700 kc. it
would be 1,000 square miles or
67%; 800 kc, 7,750 square miles
or 52%; 1,000 kc, 4,600 square
miles or 31%. On 1,500 kc, the
analysis showed, the coverage
would only be 10% of that of the
550 kc. channel and on 1,800 kc.
it would be only 800 square miles
or 5%. The Higgy statement emphasized that this covered areas by
stations of the same power on the
same frequency.
Another tabulation by Prof.
Higgy related to power required
to procure the same microvolt per
meter signal of a 1,000 watt staPage
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• October

Official

Registration

Rev. O. L. Abell, S.J., WWL. New Orleans.
S. E. Adcock. WROL, Knoxville.
John Aitkenhead, Jr., WADC, Akron.
W. C. Alcorn, WBNX, New York City.
Edward A. Allen, WLVA, Lynchburg, Va.
Fred L. AUman, Graybar Electric Co.,
Richmond, Va.
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR, Norfolk, Va.
A. L. Ashby, NBC, New York City.
Ralph Atlass, WIND, Gary, Ind.
Stuart L. Bailey, Jansky & Bailey, WashI. ington.
R. Baker, RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J.
James W. Baldwin, NAB, Washington.
Hope H. Barroll, Jr., WFBR, Baltimore.
E. G. C. Bleakley, WCAM, Camden, N. J.
John Barron, Consulting Engineer, Washington.
R. T. Bartley, FCC, Washington.
H. W. Batchelder, WFBR, Baltimore.
Edw. Bennett, University of Wisconsin,
Madison.
W. W. Benson, WIL, St. Louis.
Louis W. Berne, WCNW, Brooklyn.
Edgar L. Bill, WMBD, Peoria. 111.
Va. P. Blackley, WSVA, Harrisonburg,
Chas.
Matthews Blanton, Attorney, KRBC, KBST,
KPLT.
H. L. Blatterman, KFI-KECA, Los Angeles.
L. S. Bookwalter, KOIN-KALE, Portland,
Ore. A. Born, WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis.
Hiram
Quincy field,
Adams
Mass. Brackett. WSPR, SpringW. C. Bridges. WEBC, Duluth.
Isaac Brimberg, WNYC, New York City.
Willet H. Brown, Don Lee Broadcasting
System, Los Angeles.
J. M. Bryan, WBIG. Greensboro, N. C.
Isaac Z. Buckwalter, Mason Dixon Radio
Group, Inc., Lancaster, Pa.
J. F. Burke, KFVD. Los Angeles.
Harry C. Butcher, CBS, Washington.
Burridge D. Butler, WLS, Chicago.
Carl H. Butman, Radio Consultant, Washington.
Louis G. Caldwell, Clear Channel Group,
Washington.
Martin Campbell, WFAA. Dallas.
Richard D. Campbell, American Telephone
& Telegraph Co., New York City.
H. K. Carpenter, WHK. Cleveland.
Joe A. Chambers, McNary & Chambers,
Washington.
C. Ore.
O. Chatterton, KGW-KEX, Portland,
A. L. Chilton, Stations WGST, Atlanta,
and KLRA, Little Rock. Ark.
A. S. Clarke, Clarke Engineering Service,
Washington.
Lester Cohen. Attorney, Washington.
Ray Collins. WFAA. Dallas.
C. W. Corkhill, KSCJ, Sioux City, la.
J. V. Cosman, Federal Telegraph Co.,
Newark.
W. L. Coulson, WHAS, Louisville.
Rear Admiral C. E. Courtney, Director of
Naval Communications. Navv Dept.
Gardner
Cowles, Jr., KRNT - KSO - WMT,
Des Moines.
Edwin W. Craig, Chairman. Clear Channel
Group (WSM), Nashville.
A. G. Crane. National Committee on Education by Radio, Laramie. Wyo.
Powel Crosley, Jr., WLW, Cincinnati.
tion on 570 kc. On 600 kc. a power
of 1,170 watts would be required
for the equivalent of 1000 watts
on 570, he said. On 700 kc. it would
be 2,200 watts; 800 kc, 4,600; 900
kc, 8,700; 1000 kc, 17,000 watts;
1200 kc, 72,000 watts; 1400 kc,
350,000 watts; 1500 kc, 800,000
watts.
In concluding the educational
presentation, Mr. McCarty said he
hoped that the Commission in its
future planning would make the
same provision for educational stations that it made originally and
that it would reserve a portion of
the low frequency band for educational stations. This could be done
with some voluntary plan for a
portion of these facilities among
educational stations, he said. "Only
in that way can we have full exploration rather than exploitation
of our radio sources," he said.
Under questioning by Comdr.
Craven, Mr. McCarty declared he
was not an engineer and therefore
could not answer technical questions. Comdr. Craven sought to ascertain the basis on which the
propogation compilations were
made but Mr. McCarty said he
could not explain them.
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Andrew W. Cruse, Department of Commerce, Washington.
Ronald
ington.H. Culver, Jansky & Bailey, WashJohn Cummings, WCAM, Camden, N. J.
E. F. Dakin, CBS, New York City.
C. J. Daly, Attorney, St. Paul.
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee.
Geo. C. Davis, FCC, Washington.
Lincoln Dellar, CBS, New York City.
J. H. DeWitt, Jr., WSM, Nashville.
C. C. Dill, Attorney, Washington.
Franklin M. Doolittle, WDRC, Hartford,
Conn.
A.York
J. Eaves,
City. Graybar Electric Co., New
S. Howard Evans, National Committee on
Education by Radio, New York City.
Walter C. Evans, Westinghouse E. & M.
Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.
C. M. Everson, WHKC, Columbus.
Frank B. Falknor, WBBM, Chicago.
Arthur Faske, WCNW, Brooklyn.
Ben S. Fisher, Attorney, Washington.
Donald Flamm. WMCA, New York City.
M. E. Floegel, KFEL, Denver.
Wm. L. Foss, Consulting Engineer, Washington.
A. S. Foster, WWL. New Orleans.
D. E. Foster, RCA, New York City.
Russell Fraser, I-mpeuial Aerogram Corp.,
Hollywood.
Lt. F. R. Furth, U. S. Navy, Washington.
Bond Geddes, RMA, Washington.
Wm. C. Gillespie, KTUL, Tulsa, Okla.
Benedict Gimbel, Jr., WIP, Philadelphia.
E. J. Girard, Mackay Radio & Telegraph
Co., Washington.
Earl J. Glade, KSL, Salt Lake City.
W. J. Gleason, Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles.
E. J. Gluck, WSOC, Charlotte, N. C.
Stanley W. Goulden, RCA, Camden, N. J.
S. D. Gregory, Westinghouse Radio Stations, Chicopee Falls, Mass.
David Grimes, Philco Radio & Television
Corp., Philadelphia.
Fred
O. Grimwood,
Consulting Engineer,
Evansville,
Ind.
John W. Guider, Attorney, Washington.
James W. Gum, Attorney, Washington.
Ray V. Hamilton, KXOK-KFRU, St. Louis,
Columbia, Mo.
James H. Hanley, Attorney, Washington.
Harry Harvey, KFAB-KFOR. Lincoln. Neb.
Wilbur
Havens. WMBG, Richmond. Va.
ton. J.M. Hennessey,
Philip
Jr., NBC, WashingJulius Hetland. WDAY. Fargo.
Leslie G. Hewitt. KFWB. Hollywood.
C. A. Hill, WIBM, Jackson, Mich.
Luther
Moines.L. Hill, Iowa Broadcasting Co., Des
John V. L. Hogan, W2XR, New York Citv.
Harrison Holliway, KFI-KECA, Los Angeles.
Capt. S. C. Hooper, Navy Department,
Washington.
John T.ville, Fla.Hopkins, III, WJAX, JacksonC. W. Horn, NBC. New York City.
Jack Howard, Continental Radio Co., Washington.
John Howland. Philadelphia Storage Battery Co.. Philadelphia.
Earl C. Hull. WKY, Oklahoma City; KLZ,
Denver, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Rev.
leans.J. W. Hynes, S.J., WWL. New OrC. M. Jansky, Jr., Jansky & Bailey, Washington.
Richard Johanknecht. Watertown Daily
Times, Watertown, N. Y.
C. B. Jolliffe. RCA, New York City.
George
I. Jones. Graybar Electric Co.,
Washington.
R. P. Jordan. WDBJ. Roanoke, Va.
Alexander Kahn, WEVD. New York City.
Lambdin Kay, WSB, Atlanta.
John C. Kendall, Lawyer, Portland. Ore.
John E. Kerney, Trenton Times, Trenton,
N. J.
Thomas L. Kerney, Trenton Times. Trenton, N. J.
Harold A. Lafount, Washington.
William Lancaster, Graybar EHectric Co.,
Washington.
George
S. Law, Westinghouse E. & M. Co.,
Pittsburgh.
Laurence Leonard. WFMD, Frederick, Md.
Howard S. LeRov. Attorney. Washington.
G. cinnati.
F. Leydorf, Crosley Radio Corp., CinGlen Litten, KFSD, San Diego. Cal.
William B. Lodge, CBS, New York City
Philip G. Loueks, Lawyer, Washington.
Eliot C. Lovett. Attorney. Washington.
P. A. Loyet, WHO. Des Moines.
J. O. Maland. WHO. Des Moines.
Alfred R. Marcy, WFBL. Syracuse, N. Y.
Maynard Marquardt. WCFL. Chicago.
Richard H. Mason, WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
Ralph G. Matheson, WHDH, Boston.
T. E. Mathoit. Mason-Dixon Radio Group,
Lancaster, Pa.
H. B. McCarty, National Association of
Educational Broadcasters, Madison, Wis.
Clair R. McCollough. Mason-Dixon Radio
Group, Lancaster, Pa.
Ben S. McGlashan, KGFJ, Los Angeles.
BROADCASTING
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D.lanta.
B. McKay, Graybar Electric Co., At>J
James C. McNary, McNary & Chambers, I
Washington.
Carl J. Meyers, WGN, Chicago.
C. Fla.
M. Meyer, KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore. I
Harold H. Meyer, WSUN, St. Petersburg, !

J. I. Meyerson, KLZ, Denver, and WKY, I
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma City.
J. City.
Z. Millar, Western Union, New York I
David R. Milston, KVOO, Tulsa, Okla.
L. S. Mitchell, WDAE, Tampa, Fla.
M. R. Mitchell, WJR, Detroit.
Robert Mitchell, WMBG, Richmond, Va.
Harold B. Morrill, Hildreth & Rogers Co., I
publishers, Lawrence, Mass.
City. H. Nafzger, WBNS, Columbus.
Lester
E. L. Nelson, Bell Laboratories, New York j
E. N. Nockles, WCFL, Chicago.
City.
Richard E. O'Dea, WNEW, New York*!
Gene O'Fallon, KFEL, Denver, Colo.
Leigh E. Ore, WPA, Washington.
H. ton.
B. Otterman, Dept. of State, Washing- I
Eugene G. Pack, KSL, Salt Lake City.
E. Evanston,
C. Page, 111.
Consolidated Radio Engineer
William S. Paley, CBS, New York.
W. O. Pape, WALA, Mobile, Ala.
D. City.
M. Patrick, Attorney, Washington.
Herbert M. Peck, WKY & KLZ, Oklahoms
Harold G. Peery, Don Lee Broadcasting.
System, Los Angeles.
Paul F. Peter, Joint Committee on Radit
Research, New York City.
Herbert L. Pettey, WHN, New York City
Greenleaf
N. H. W. Pickard, Seabrooke Beach
R. Morris Pierce, WGAR, Cleveland.
B. Pitts. KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo.
Walter W. Ponsford, Graybar Electric Co. I
Philadelphia.
Wm. A. Porter, Attorney, Washington.
C. ville.
S. Powell, Graybar Electric Co., Louis.il
Garland Powell, WRUF, Gainesville, Fla. I
M. Schenectady.
L. Prescott, General Electric Co. I
C. U. Price, KFH, Wichita, Kan.
Jas. L. Proffitt, Attorney, Washington. I
K. W. Pyle, KFBI, Abilene, Kan.
W. D. Pyle. KVOD, Denver, Colo.
J. C. Rapp, KMA, Shenandoah, la.
Comdr. J. R. Redman, U. S. Navy, Wash 1
Frank
ington.R. Reid, Aurora, 111.
J. E. Richards, WBNO, New Orleans, La 1
Edney Ridge, WBIG, Greensboro, N. C. ■
R. J. Rockwell, WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati, i
Naylor
Rogers, LosTransamerican
Angeles.
E. J. Rosenberg,
Brdcstg g
& Television Corp., New York City.
Harold B. Rothrock, Clear Channel Group
Washington, D. C.
M. F. Rubin, WJAY, Cleveland.
J. W. Runyon, KRLD, Dallas.
F. M. Russell, NBC, Washington.
J. ledo,
H. Ryan,
WSPD-WWVA-WMMN, To I
O.

Morse
U. S. Dept. of Agricul Mjl
ture, Salisbury,
Washington.
Arthur W. Scharfeld, Attorney, Washing^
ton. F. Schuette, Washington.
Oswald
Frank D. Scott, Attorney, Washington.
William J. Scripps, WWJ, Detroit.
Don. Searle, WIBW, Topeka, Kans.
Thomas E. Sharp, KFSD, San Diego, Ca
John Shepard 3d, Yankee Network, Bostor
Swagar
Sherley, Clear Channel Groui
Washington.
John M. Sherman, WTCN, Minneapolis.
H. H. Shinnick, Attorney, Washington.
M. G. Strode, U. S. Coast Guard, Wasl
ington C. Singleton, KQW-KEX, Portlan<
Harold
H. Ore.
W. Slavick, WMC-WNBR, Memphis.
Lynne C. Smeby, WXYZ
and Michiga
Network, Detroit.
Calvin J. Smith, KFAC, Los Angeles.
Frank M. Smith, WLW. Cincinnati.
Va. W. Smith, WWVA, Wheeling, ^
George
J. E. Smith, National Radio Institut
Washington.
Karl A. Smith, Attorney, Washington.
Glenn Snyder, WLS, Chicago.
Paul D. P. Spearman, Counsel for N:
tional Association of Regional Broai
casting Stations, Washington.
Stuart Sprague, Attorney, New York Cit
B. E. Stahl. NBC, Washington.
E. J. Staubitz, Blaw-Knox Co., Pittsburg!
L. W. Stinson, KVOO. Tulsa, Okla.
Frank Stollenwerck, Attorney, Washini
W.ton.H. Summerville, WGST, Atlanta.
Geo. O. Sutton, Attorney, Washington.
Norman A. Thomas. WDOD, Chattanoog
A. V. Tidmore. WFMD, Frederick, Md.
Arthur Van Dyck. RCA, New York Cit
J. P. Veatch. KFEL, Denver.
S. Ark.
C. Vinsonhaler, KLRA, Little Roc
• Broadcast
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mes A. Wagner, WHBY, Green Bay,
Wis.
uie Walker, Graybar Electric Co., Richmond, Va.
C. Wallen, Truscon Steel Co., Youngstown.
dney E. Warner, W1XBS, Waterbury,
Conn.
iren L. Watson, Associated Music Publishers, New York City,
m. B. Way, KVOO. Tulsa, Okla.
S. Webb, WLB, Minneapolis, Minn.
t;thuel M. Webster, Attorney, New York
City.
■hn Wesley Weekes. FCC, Decatur, Ga.
1 {ley D. Wenger, KFNF, Shenandoah, la.
jin. H. West, WTMV, E. St. Louis, 111.
I arence Wheeler, WHEC, Rochester, N. Y.
E. Whittemore, A. T. & T. Co., New
York City.
iiarry C. Wilder, WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y.
1 abel Walker Willebrandt, Attorney, Washington.
. N. Willets, Western Electric Co., New
York City.
. P. Williamson, Jr., WKBN, Youngstown.
raymond M. Wilmotte, Consulting Engineer, New York City.
erbert Wilson, Consulting Engineer, New
York City.
R. Winch, KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore.
)hn E. Wing, Attorney, Chicago,
onald Withycomb, WFIL, Philadelphia,
ev. A. L. Wolfram, WAWZ, Zarephath,
N. J.
Alfred H. Wood, WMBG, Richmond, Va.
W. Woodruff, Jr., WRBL, Columbus, Ga.
~- amuel
Woodworth,
Syracuse,
N. Y.
aston C.
Woolley, WWJ,
Detroit.
!oyt Wooten, WREC, Memphis.
Mutual Gathering
VILLET
H. BROWN, assistant
>!ianager of KHJ, Los Angeles, W.
. Gleason, comptroller of the Don
jee network,
and
Harold G.
'eery, chief engineer of the network, were in New York this
month to attend the nationwide
: oreerathering
of representatives
■f the Mutual Broadcasting Sys'lem. Program and technical arangements of the new coast-toi:oast network were to be formulated. This will mean a tentative
igreement on both commercial and
jsustaining features;
what programs are to be made available on
)oth commercial
and sustaining
features; what programs are to
pe made available to Pacific Coast
isteners for the first time, and the
extent of program-origination activities of the Don Lee network.
:Don Lee joins Mutual Dec. 29.
SKOL PRODUCTS Co. Inc., New
York (Swedish Antiseptic) on
Oct. 17 starts a new weekly quarter-hour on WJZ, New York,
through Kimball, Hubbard & Powel
Inc., New York.
Sound
(From

Effects
Life)

Extensive Library —
Approximately 500 effects
Custom - Built Transcriptions
Commercial Plating
Duping and Pressing
Write Us Your Needs
Gennett

Records

(Div. of The Starr Co.)
Richmond, Ind.

KOMO
5000 Watts L.S.
NBC Red

A
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Lutheran League, Buying Time on 16 Stations, Has

they would have had to do without.
Whereas many stations grant
free time to religious broadcasts,
the Lutheran Hour pays full station rates. Production of the programs costs virtually nothing, however, as Dr. Maier and the more
than 100 other persons concerned
with the Lutheran Hour refused
ices.
any compensation for their servListeners who wrote to the
Lutheran Hour received a miniature gold cross, and thousands of
booklets describing the enterprise
and the characters concerned in its
production
were a mailed
out to
those requesting
copy.

Big Following and Expands Its Network
against concessions to the presentBy CHARLES F. KELLY JR.
day trend away from Bible truths.
President. Kell> & Stuhlman Ine.
St Louin
Many considerations entered into
the planning of the Lutheran Hour
THE ANSWERS to many quesbroadcasts. Selection of time, for
tions concerning the effectiveness
instance, was a problem not only
of radio in the field of religious
of reaching the largest possible
propagation, and the wisdom of
audience, but of avoiding any interference with the activities of
having "church" on the air, have
been revealed by the Lutheran
local
churches,
of all denominaHour, regular Sunday broadcasts
tions. Support of local pastors
of which were resumed Oct. 4 on
After reviewing the results of
could not be expected if the broada special Mutual hookup of 16
casts came at an hour that conthe last Lutheran Hour, the Luthstations.
flicted with their own church serveran Laymen's League decided to
Broadcasting last fall and winter
ices,
and the result was the seleccontinue the enterprise on an enon a network of 10 stations, the
tion of an hour past noon when
larged network, and Kelly &_ StuhlLutheran Hour produced more than
such services had concluded.
man Inc., again was authorized to
70,000 letters from its audience, inarrange for the time and hookups
Dr. Maier's talks were designed
cluding some 20,000 that contained
to encourage church attendance,
and to handle the continuities, procontributions to help defray the
and his listeners were urged to
duction direction and program
cost of the broadcasts. The figures
accept the Lutheran Hoar merely
planning.
answer the question as to the efas a supplement to their activity
fectiveness of the enterprise, but
in their own congregation, whatthe reasons for the success need
ever its denomination might be.
explaining.
Those Brooklyn Cases
A recapitulation of the letters
received indicated that, while many
A Wide Response
A NEW complication in the sothousands of those writing in were
"Brooklyn cases" was excalled
THE LARGEST factor in the sucregular church-goers, many others
pected to develop with the filing of
were hospital inmates, infirm and
cess of the Lutheran Hour has
an application with the FCC on
aged persons unable to attend
been the effectiveness of the speakOct. 2 by Kings Broadcasting
church, isolated people in rural and
er, Dr. Walter A. Maier, Ph.D.,
Corp., seeking the facilities of
backwoods regions inaccessible to
WBBC and WVFW, two of the
professor of history and Old Testachurch, sailors on vessels plying
ment interpretation at Concordia
Brooklyn time-sharing stations.
Seminary, St. Louis, and widely
American coastal waters, and othKings, owned by The Day, Jewish
ers who could not conveniently atknown for his writings and lece newspaper, has entered a
languag
tend any church. They went to
tures on Scriptural topics. Unquesconsolidation arrangement with the
tionably an outstanding orator, Dr.
"church" by radio not to avoid peraring stations —
other two
sonal attendance, but only because
Maier has been strikingly effective
WARD. A rehearing
and time-sh
WLTH
the Lutheran Hour brought them
in his choice of topics and in his
on the three-year-old case has been
treatment of them.
a spiritual inspiration and help
ordered by the FCC for Oct. 26.
Although the Lutheran Hour is
under the auspices of the Lutheran
Laymen's League, and is largely
supported by members of the
EVERY BROADCAST ALMOST NATIONAL
Lutheran Church, Dr. Maier's addresses have been nondenominational and have had a good response from people of other beliefs, and from thousands whom
Dr. Maier refers to as the "unchurched".
Dr. Maier disproved the theory
that religionists had to offer something new to win the interest of
70 Z
a wide following, his lectures being
ft
built entirely upon the Bible teachings, and permitting no compro•L. m
mise from Scriptural beliefs. The
fact that such old - time religion
could arouse interest was revealed
oO >D
by several thousand "problem" letters asking Dr. Maier's advice on
many aspects of spiritual and social life. Despite the fact that his
duties at the Seminary gave him
a full-time job every day in the
WtlflS
C H
week, Dr. Maier personally answered each of these letters.
In addition to his uncompromisLOUISVILLE-KENTUCKY
ing advocacy of scriptural authenticity, Dr. Maier has been an imCBS
BASIC OUTLET
placable foe of atheism, communism and the trend of so - called
modern thinkers to substitute science and social planning for re■fa
DAY MILLIONS
AND NICHT
WHAS
ligious interest and activity. His
SELLS
OF BUYERS
mail has included many laudatory
A TREMENDOUS VOLUME
letters from other church men in
OF MERCHANDISE IN THIS
many parts of the country, who
MARKET OF KENTUCKY,
endorsed
his forthright stand
INDIANA AND OHIO

SEATTLE
WASHINGTON

National Representatives — Edward
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WGY,
For

KSL

500,000

Apply
Watts

Clear Channel Applicants for
Superpower Total 14
TWO MORE applications for
500,000 watts, filed during the last
fortnight while the FCC allocatioR
hearings were in progress, have
brought to 14 the number of such
applications now pending before
the FCC. The new applicants are
WGY, Schenectady, and KSL, Salt
Lake City.
Aside from WLW, Cincinnati,
which is also an applicant but
which employs 450,000 of its
500,000 watts on an experimental
license basis, the other 50,000
watters now asking for superpower are: WHO, Des Moines;
WHAS, Louisville; WGN, Chicago;
WJZ, New York; KNX, Hollywood; WJR, Detroit; KFI, Los
Angeles; WSM, Nashville; KDKA,
Pittsburgh; WOR, Newark; WOAI,
San Antonio.
Of these, WJZ is the only NBCowned station and KNX the only
CBS-owned station, the KNX application for 500,000 watts having
been filed under the previous ownership but retained by CBS before
the FCC. KDKA is Westinghouseowned but managed by NBC, and
WGY is General Electric - owned
and managed by NBC. Like WLW
in its early experimental stages.
KDKA under former Radio Commission authorizations has experimented with up to 400,000 watts
in after-midnight tests, while WGY
has conducted similar experiments
up to 500,000 watts. Neither, however, previously had applied for
superpower full time.
Of the 14 pending superpower
applications, onlv KFI, WGN.
WHAS, WHO, WLW and WSM
are in the Clear Channel Group
which on Oct. 6-7 presented its
case before the FCC, asking not
only for the preservation of clear
channels but for removal of the
present 50,000 - watt maximum on
clear channels. The others of the
Clear Channel Group who have not
applied for superpower as yet are
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort WorthWHAM, Rochester; WLS, Chicago;
WOAI, San Antonio; WSB, Atlanta; WWL, New Orleans.
Coaxial Cable Installed
INSTALLATION of the A. T. & T.
coaxial cable between New York
and Philadelphia has been completed. While construction of the
television modulating equipment is
progressing none has yet been installed. All the line repeaters and
the channel and group terminal
equipment at New York and Philadelphia have been installed and
tests and adjustments are now under _way. Expenditures for the
project are divided between permanent and temporary construction
on the cable, the temporary charges
being placed in a suspense account.
Conkey Feed Spots
G. E. CONKEY Co., Cleveland
(poultry feed), on Oct. 16 will
start a series of farm programs
on KDKA, Pittsburgh, Fridays,
12:15-12:30 p. m., and on Oct. 19
will start sponsoring a daily-except-Sunday series of five-minute
butter and egg market reports on
KFAB, Lincoln. Agency: Rogers
& Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Page
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Case

for

Clear Channels,
Superpower
(Continued from page 11)

by at least one group appearing at
this hearing."
Going into the duplication question and attacking the arguments
in support of it, the group pleaded
that, whatever may be the number
of clear channels decided upon, the
FCC at least continue to provide
that they shall be clear, and _ that
stations on which duplication is allowed be classified as high power
regionals. On this score, it asked
that the present actual number of
30 clear channels be maintained
inviolate.
Preserve the Independents
THE GROUP pleaded that if
clear channels are reduced they be
not at the expense of independently owned clear channel stations.
"We all agree", read Mr. Caldwell, "and I am sure the networks
agree with this as heartily as anyone else in this room — that monopoly is not to be tolerated in
broadcasting. If all the high-power
clear channel stations, or too many
of them, should fall into the hands
of two organizations with headquarters in New York, we shall
have gone a long way toward what
we all agree is bad. There will be
at least a partial monopoly of that
very important part of the radio
audience that lives in rural areas."
The Group asked that limited
time and daytime stations be removed from clear channels, and
that in any event no additional
ones be licensed in the future. As
to power, it asked that the present
regulation, which says that the
dominant station on a clear channel be not less than 5 kw. nor more
than 50 kw., be revised to read
that the power be not less than 50
kw. That would open the way for
500 kw. or more.
Pursuing this course, the Group
opposed a minimum requirement
of 500,000 watts, pointing out that
while some of the clear channel
stations are ready to go to superpower others are not, and the latter may want to wait one, two or
three years.
As to economics, that is, the arguments that superpower will destroy regionals and locals, the
Group said the answer is found
partially in the psychology of listeners who turn to the station located where they live in preference to the station of another city,
if the program service is of equal
interest.
Program Service Factor
"IF THE program service is not
of equal interest, is it a sound
principle of economics that the listener should be deprived of the
better program so as not to cause
any loss of listening public or revenue to the broadcasters of the inferior program?" Mr. Craig's
statement
public
interest asked.
mean the "Does
interest
of the
broadcaster or of the public? * * *
Finally, the conclusive answer is
found in the actual financial record, present and past, of regional
and local stations located within
areas served by clear channel staThe Group asked also that,
whatever
the decision as to maxitions."
mum power, the privilege be made
available to all clear channel stations. It said it had no quarrel
with the claims of regional stations for a horizontal night power
increase to 5,000 watts, stating:

15, 1936

"We believe it is reasonable, based
on sound engineering facts and
principles, and should be granted.
So far as we have any knowledge,
we have no quarrel with the claims
to be made by any other group at
this hearing for improvement in the
regulations governing their channels. Our interest is solely in the
twoA major
issues." any drastic or
note against
radical changes in existing allocations was sounded in conclusion.
The changes sought for higher
power on clear channels and by
regional groups are but evolutionary steps of the character the FCC
has stated it had in mind, it was
added.
Craven's Cross-Examination
FCC Chief Engineer Craven, after
Mr. Caldwell had completed the
Craig statement, began his crossexamination. The cross-examination covered the defense of clear
channel station service, with
Comdr. Craven endeavoring to ascertain whether Mr. Caldwell defined such service as "national".
Mr. Caldwell said that clear channel stations with superpower could
be relied upon to give service oyer
a large area, but that Pacific
Coast stations could not be expected to do a job of serving the entire country. Comdr. Craven raised
the point of whether clear channel
station signals should be "protected all over the country." To
this Mr. Caldwell said that a mistake is made in talking of station
service. He said the object of clear
channels was to provide rural coverage to listeners who otherwise
would not get service.
Answering further questions,
Mr. Caldwell said that clear channel stations at present deliver a
good night-time service to many
rural listeners, but that it is not
this servhighicequality
would be service
improvedandappreciably
with superpower.
Practically all of the stations in
the clear channel group, said Mr.
Caldwell, are operating at a profit,
as far as he knew. Asked by
Comdr. Craven whether the power
increases would mean a decided
increase in net profits for the stations, Mr. Caldwell said he was
not in position to answer.
Comdr. Craven then raised the
question of interference with
European stations and with other
stations in the Western Hemisphere through the use of superpower. He asked whether international complications might not
develop if such interference should
occur. Mr. Caldwell replied that
there might be an international
question, but that as far as he
knew none of the several superpower European stations has
caused interference with stations
in this country. He had pointed out
previously in the Craig testimony
that there are two 500,000 watt
stations operating in Europe, aside
from some of greater power than
50,000 watts.
MISS MARY ALLEN, specialist
in makeup, dress design and wardrobe for British stage and screen
producers for many years, has
been engaged by the BBC as assistant in charge of makeup and
wardrobe in its Television Department.
BROADCASTING
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Tieups

Successful

Aid

Series

Youth's Paper and Monogrami
Attract Many Prospects
By C. S. BESSEMEYER
Vice-President in Charge of Operations
Gilmore Oil Co., Los Angeles
GILMORE OIL Co. has conducted
numerous merchandising tieups iij
connection with its radio program
during the many years it has em
ployed this means of advertising
Two
examples — one permanen
project and one temporary onewill serve to show the almost sen j
sational success that has attende>,
these undertakings.
When Gilmore's Strange As 1
Seems program first went on thi
air a little over a year ago, th
Gilmore Cub was brought into ex
istence. This is an eight-pag
color magazine, newspaper size
which features Strange As 1
Seems drawings and facts, puzzle;
stories, cartoons and other fea
tures. The first edition was 100
000 copies.
Today the monthly run is 525
000 copies and the circulation i
growing monthly!
The Gilmore Cub is not throw
away or handed out indiscrim:
nately. It can only be obtained b
driving into a Gilmore service ste
tion and asking for a copy, thu
bringing a potential gasoline or o
purchaser into the service statioi
The Cub is announced only b
radio, and brief announcements o
two programs usually are suffic
ent to move the entire issu<
Eleven Pacific Coast stations ai
used and the paper is distribute
onlv in the three Coast states.
When you consider that th:
means one Cub to each thrc
homes in the territory, the succes
of this radio tieup speaks for r
self.
Monograms for Automobiles
A SHORT time ago Gilmore o:
fered monograms for automobile
via the radio program. The pla
called for the motorist to buy
quart of Lion Head Motor Oil, c
more, and pay 10 cents for a moi
ogram order card which he fille
out with the desired initials.
A week later the driver ri
turned to the station and tl
initials, procured from headqua:
ters in the meantime, were applie
to his car.
Thus, not only was at least or
quart of oil sold, but the motori;
was brought into the station twic
thus making more potential se.1i
and starting the habit of visitir
the station.
And 46,267 sets of monogran
were applied — an average of nea
ly 2,000 a outside
day! the
Asidestatioi
f ro I
"A-boards"
(and thesenature
were more
a "rll
mindful"
than ofanythin
else) radio was the only meai
employed to advertise the mon
grams. A few brief announc
ments at the beginning or end <
the Strange As It Seems progra
were all that were made.
From these two incontestab
bits of evidence, it seems concl
sive that radio merchandising ti
ups, if properly handled, can 1
made to produce almost phenom
nal results.
J
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i ■!Maland on Economics
(Continued from page 11)
t an effort to show that business
■I improving rather than on the
jjcline. He also went deeply into
.lie subject of advertising expendi311 wres and pointed out that the
ihoadcasting industry since 1934
ibs increased at a greater pace
jian have other advertising media,
fie pointed out that in 1931 an
iCC survey of broadcasting in»me disclosed that the industry
;t1ifr.3 a whole was operating at a net
i'Ss. "Broadcasting had had a dec■atjape
in thebreaking
red bebre ofit being
even heavily
approached
jren, and it was 13 years old be,55 JJbre it crossed the line into the
'"lack," he said. "Broadcasters
^ /ere losing anywhere from a few
'jflollars
to half a million dollars a
nil
i
iear in that earlier period."
I As for the current year, Mr.
laland predicted the $100,000,000
lark would be reached by broadasting and that if the trend is
laintained the industry may look
orward to even greater increases
n the future. Again he referred
d published statistics to prove his
oint that broadcasting is today
utstripping all other media in its
id for the advertiser's dollar.
"Yet, in the face of all that I
.ave said," he continued, "the
■roadcasting industry received but
0.8% of the amount of money
pent in 1934 for advertising in
01^7 he major media, and but 11.9%
n 1935. The future is one for opItflimism, indeed,
if broadcasting
sUf ontinues to enjoy the favor of its
Irjjlarge listening public and thus to
|i.>e an increasingly attractive
ioid method of reaching the public."
m] A review of these figures, Mr.
ir Maland argued, substantiates the
Aplear Channel
Group contention
•. •. hat it is the duty of stations to
aMivert some of this profit to the
ttpigh aim of improving reception in
ural areas. He said this should
: nean higher power all down the
inline for regionals as well as locals,
avivith due allowance for those cases
where economic support may not
lhave reached a point to justify
expenditures for improvement.
"The figures show, in my opinion, not only that the industry can
likell afford to lay down these improved tracks but that there will
be plenty left over to take care of
|ferospective
in television,"developments
experimentation with
the
^ultra-high
frequencies,
and any
other development that may be on
(the horizon."
Larger Circulation
INCREASED circulation would
result from
higher
power, Mr.
Maland said. He pointed to the
statements
of technical experts
t that primary daytime service is
not now rendered to about 75% of
I the area of the country, containing
xover
40,000,000
people, without
Ij taking into account the deficiencies
Bun nighttime service. The indus1 try as a whole, Mr. Maland said,
will gain in revenue as it gains in
circulation and as it gives better
i assurance that its programs will

Electrical Transcriptions
for STATIONS and SPONSORS
HOLLYWOOD
+
CHICAGO

( BROADCASTING

reach what it claims as its present
circulation.
Discussing possible increased
rates for superpower stations, Mr.
Maland referred to WLW's increase of some 20%. Taking into
the account the trend of broadcast
advertising and the increased coverage that would result, he said,
it can hardly be doubted that the
higher rates would be easily absorbed and would be met cheerfully
by advertisers.
Coming to the high point of the
effect of superpower upon other
classes of stations, Mr. Maland
pointed out that radio "circulation" can not be cut down without
playing into the hands of competing media with an eventual adverse effect on the entire industry.
First he raised the question of
duplication of clear channels and
the economic effect upon the station owners who propose it — the
National Association of Regional
Broadcast Stations. "The most obvious corollary is that there will
be more stations which, with respect to power and coverage, will
in general fall in the category of
regional stations." And he pointed
out that most of these stations obviously would go into cities in
which there are already stations.
To buttress this argument, he
quoted lengthily from statistics relating to station locations to show
that the vast majority are in urban areas.
There is no city in the country
with a population over 81,000 that
does not have at least one station,
said Mr. Maland. The largest city
that has none is Saginaw, Mich.,
with 80,715, but he said this might
well be included as a part of the
same community as Bay City,
Mich., which has a station. Moreover, he said, many stations located
in small towns or cities in recent
months have moved to larger urban areas.
Mr. Maland stated flatly it was
his opinion that regional and local
stations as a whole "will benefit
and not suffer" from the increase
to 500,000 watts on clear channels.
He added:
"Take the physical technical
facts as a starting point. These, at
least, are not difficult to prophesy.
A 500-kilowatt station will deliver
a signal at any given point slightly over three times the signal a
50-kilowatt station would have delivered at the same point. Its contours in terms of field strength will
be somewhat enlarged, although
not anywhere as much as the layman might expect, as you have already seen from the technical exhibits.
"I confess I am utterly unable

STELLI
Cutting Needles
for all acetate blanks
Here's what a user says: "One needle cut
fifteen 15 - minute transcriptions before even a
trace
of surface
noiseindefinitely,
appeared." 25cOriginal
75c each.
Replaced
each. cost,
Harder than steel. Tougher than
sapphire. Hand - lapped
with diamond dust.
'ANGERTONEJnc.
Electric -Music
201 Verona Ave., Newark, N. J.
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to understand the thought the
President of CBS expressed yesterday in this connection. He said, as
I understood him, that this tripling of signal strength would make
such a difference that Columbia
would be forced to drop affiliate
stations located within the primary
service area of the clear channel
station. A few minutes later he
said, as I understood him, that
this same tripling of signal would
not substantially improve rural
and remote service.
Field Strength
"IN ANY EVENT, take any field
strength you want, 10 millivolts
or 5 or 2 or one-half a millivolt,
and you will find the contour
somewhat further out and including some cities and towns that
were not included within the corresponding contour of the 50-kilowatt station. The 10-millivolt contour, of course, encircles the area
in which a signal satisfactory for
city-dwellers is delivered, accordto the Commission's
The ing 2-millivolt
contour standards.
does the
same for the residential or suburban dweller. We can, I think,
disregard anything beyond the
2-millivolt contour, since the signal is insufficient for listeners in
any communities likely to have
broadcast stations. And I suspect
that Columbia would not drop any
affiliate unless it were located at
least within the five-millivolt contour and additional
perhaps closer."
Citing
statistics, Mr.
Maland said that if all clear channel stations went up to 500 kw.,
there would be but 24 more regional stations within the five millivolt contour of the clear channel
stations. Of the 24, nine are affiliated with networks,
four with
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will be productive of sales results.
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NBC and five with Columbia.
"These are the stations which will
lose their network connections if
Mr. Paley's
is correct.
There
are 59 prophecy
local stations
within
the present contour and 26 more
within the new contour, an increase
of 44%. None of these is affiliated
with a network and consequently
no local will be injured in this re-

on the other hand they have made
a remarkable gain. Taking the last
renewal applications of these stations as the source of information
he calculated the average monthly
profits of regionals and locals within five millivolt contours of 50 kw.
clear channel stations and compared them with the average
monthly profits of regional and
locals outside these contours, as
well as the overall averages. The
averages were based on returns
from 160 regional stations and 130
locals. The average monthly profits
of all regionals was $2,534.84. The
average monthly profits of regionals outside the five millivolt contours was $1,894.10.
Highest Profits
THE AVERAGE monthly profits
of regionals within the five millivolt contours was $3,675.05. And
the average monthly profit of the
members of the NARBS was
$2,904.33, or almost $400 better
than the average for all regionals.
The same holds true for locals,
he said, with the average monthlv
profits of all of them at $535.10;
of those outside the five millivolt
contours $409.90, and of those within the contours $1,187.99.
The highest profits reported by
any regional and by any local, he
said, "are from stations located in
cities having clear channel stations. The same is true of the
highest profit reported by any regional
belonging
to NARBS."
Concluding this
argument,
Mr. Maland
said it was difficult to find anv
basis in actual experience for the
claim that the proposed increase
of power of clear channel stations
would work injury to regionals or

spect."
Dipping into the financial statements of regional and local stations, as reported to the FCC in
applications for license renewals,
Mr. Maland quoted statistics on
the earnings of those stations to
prove his arguments.
He set out to show that these
categories of stations had not suffered when clear channel stations
went up from 5 to 50 kw. but that

WWNC
ASHEVILLE,
Full Time NBC Affiliate

N. C.
1000 Watts

Bis Crops and
Good Prices !
Official estimates indicate
North Carolina's 1936 crop
values will equal the quarter
billion dollars of 1935. Use
WWNC
and you blanket
Western North Carolina —
where prosperous agriculture
joins with manufacturing,
resort business and mining
to make a rich, responsive
market !
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locals. Then he plugged in a few
additional arguments.
He said the increase of power
necessarily would drive local advertising to regionals and locals;
the increased power would mean
increased rates with the local advertiser unwilling to pay for coverage that would be wasted on
rural markets. "The clear channel
station becomes more and more
distinct as an advertising medium,
less and less a competitor," he asserted. "To use a familiar analogy,
it resembles a magazine read over
a wide area as distinguished from
a local newspaper."
For the Clear Channel Group as
a whole, he said, a hurried survey
indicated that in most cases the national advertising constitutes 90%
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Super-Power Costs
SOME basic figures on the
costs of installing and operating a 500,000 watt station by
existing 50,000 watt clear
channel stations were given
the FCC Broadcast Division
Oct. 8 by Louis G. Caldwell,
counsel for the Clear Channel Group. He said the expense involved in the installation of a 500 kw. transmitter at a station already having a 50 kw. unit would be
$310,000. The overall cost
for operation of a 50,000
watt transmitter is $3,500
per month. In the case of an
increase to 500,000 watts,
this cost would be raised to
$12,000 a month. Depreciation on a 50,000 watt job is
charged off at the rate of
$2,000 per month and in the
case of a 500,000 watt installation at $4,630 per month.
Thus, he said, the total for
the respective units would be
$5,500 per month for a 50 kw.
and $16,630 per month for a
500 kw. Breaking down these
monthly items, the power
bill for a 50 kw. station is
$1,600 per month and for a
500 kw. $6,560; tubes, $900
as against $4,000; personnel;
$800 as against $1,000, and
miscellaneous, $200 as against
$440. No attempt was made
to estimate the increases in
program expenses and other
costs since under ordinary
circumstances there is no
reason
crease. why these should in-

urusmi wuiwrrovcM/fOTAffORD
70 PASSOP7H£
LARGEST INDEPENDENT
STATION in CHICAGO !
201 N. WELLS ST, CHICAGO, ILL,
WEED & CO . 350 MADISON AVE , K.Y.C.
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or more and the local advertising
10% or less of the total. In only]
two cases, he said, does the national business drop below 70%
"Manifestly, a regional
or local
station 50 or 100 or more milesi
away from the clear channel station will not suffer with respect]
to its local advertising.
In face
all regionals and locals are more!
likely to gain than lose. There if]
no greater incentive to local advertising than the interest in ad-[
vertising that is created among
prospective
local advertisers b\
successful
national advertising:
They are awakened to its useful-!
Attempting further to disprove
the "threat" of networks drop}
ping regional affiliates if superpower comes, Mr. Maland pointec
out that in Chicago two networl
clear channel stations deliver signals of an average of six to eight
ness."
millivolts
in Milwaukee. Yet, he
said, Milwaukee regionals stil
have their NBC and Columbia af
filiations.
"Suppose,
however,
that the;
should lose their present networl
connections. What reason is then
for believing that additional net;
works will not be established, o
for believing that the regional ma;
not find a very worthwhile missioi
to perform in additional program:^
of a local interest? The apprehen.
sion is, however, completely una
founded, so far as the independent
ly owned clear channel station i
concerned. The tendency would in
evitably be in the other direction
with the clear channel station tak
ing a smaller and smaller amoun
of network programs and the re
gional station taking an increasini
amount.
This is not guess-work
It can be demonstrated from &c:
tual experience."
Rural Population
THE ADVERTISER who want
regional coverage in the sense o
reaching the rural and small tow
population, continued Mr. Malanc
will not use a regional or local sta!
tion anyway. He does not do s
now and he would not do so
clear channel stations increase t
500 kw., he said. On the othe
hand, the advertiser who wants t
cover any city of large or eve:
fair population intensively will no-i
use a clear channel station 75 c
100 miles away but a regional o
local in that city if it has a sta
tion. Even in national regions,
broadcasting, he said, a tendenc
is fast developing which bids fai.
to bring substantial revenue t
regionals and locals. He referre
to the rebroadcastina: by such sta
tions of programs disseminated b
a high-power clear channel statio
some distance away. The possibili;
ties of such service will be enoi
mously increased with higher po^
er, he said, and in a sense this ca
be
described as regional networ
broadcasting.
Diverting from his assigned sul
ject of economics, Mr. Malan
criticized unnecessary hearings b(
fore the FCC in competitive case
He referred to those which ai
WGH
Gives Live Local Representation
In Three Prosperous Cities
With Studios and Offices
NORFOLK — PORTSMOUTH
—NEWPORT NEWS
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lbsed on applications which are
ontrary
to Commission regulars or engineering standards and
Jhich have, or ought to have, no
•Basonable
possibility
of being
; ranted.
"The
Commission undoubtedly already has some con:;ption of the large sums which
^jroadcasters must pay annually to
jefend their assignments and their
(steners against such applications.
J; seems to us that much will be
i;ained by a rigid adherence to anv
.'egulations
be the
adopted
that therethat
will may
not be
concinuous temptation to new appli:>ants to gamble on a waiver of
he rules."
In closing, Mr. Maland talked
bout social effects of proposals
elating to clear channels. The so.ial importance of radio, he said.
5 too obvious for discussion. As
(or the retention of clear channels
jlith superpower, he said it is an
•■ssue of whether the commodity
.hould be modernized instead of
jjteing antiquated. There is no conflict, as it is sometimes claimed,
:jie said, between sound economic
Ind social principles and sound
echnical principles. "Adherence tc
jhe later will further the public
«■ social interest and at the same
lime will further the industry's
Irue economic interest. It is nonadherence to sound technical principles that leads to uneconomic and
inti-social consequences."
The cross-examination dwelt
largely upon competitive phases of
'broadcasting,
taking into account
he proposed superpower.

"If we retain 30 clear channels
and allow 500 kw. could we contemplate within the next two or
:hree years that there would be
50 such stations?", asked Comdr.
Craven. Mr. Maland
said he was
mable to answer but that he felt
;hat eventually and if their circumstances permitted, clear channel stations would take advantage
'of the superpower opportunity.
,| On the question of competition,
3pe said he felt there would be no
ii-adical economic effect but pointed
but that the broadcasting business
s one of perennial change. Asked
>vhether clear channel stations are
operating at a profit, Mr. Maland
^aid that he did not have the information but that WHO was operating at a profit.
Comdr. Craven asked whether in
the case of WHO it would be willing to install a 500,000 watt transmitter at the same time as it invested large sums in television if
elevision appeared simultaneously.

Frank

To this, Mr. Maland said he would
have to know something about television costs and could not answer
directly.
The question of multiple control
of superpower stations was raised
by Commissioner Irvin Stewart,
who inquired of Mr. Maland
whether he was in favor of limitpower staing the number of super
tions under single control. Mr.
in the affirmaMaland responded
tive. Then Dr. Stewart asked
whether he would favor a requirement that not more than one superpower station should be under
single control in a particular location and Mr. Maland's reply was
an emphatic yes.
Rate structures were invaded
again when Broadcast Division
Commissioner Norman S. Case inquired of Mr. Maland whether
rates were scientifically arrived at
or arbitrary. He followed this with
an inquiry as to whether increased
rates could be procured to justify
the increases of 30 clear channel
stations to 500 kw. and Mr. Maland said it was reasonable to assume that the increased cost would
not effect the industry appreciably.

ompany

1

WMBD has proved it reaches the
rich Central Illinois market. That's
why this station carries, we believe,
more national and more local advertising than any station its size in
a market of its size.
Now, with greatly increased coverage,
WMBD is doing a better job than
ever for the Chevrolet account. Thank
you for this business! We are prethe accounts.
same kind of a job
for yourpared to doother

MEMBER CBS NETWORK

^°!^
£mi
IT J
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ADVERTISING lost one of its outstanding leaders Oct. 10 with the
death of Frank Presbrey, founder
of Frank Presbrey Co. Inc., a leading advertising agency, at his home
in Greenwich, Conn. Mr. Presbrey,
81, succumbed to a heart attack.
A native of Buffalo, Mr. Presbrey
was an 1879 graduate of Princeton,
where one of his classmates was
Woodrow Wilson. He was publish
er of a newspaper in Youngstown,
O., and founded and published a
magazine in Washington which
later merged with the Literary Digest and was otherwise active in
ing field until 1896 when
publishshed
the
he establi
his own agency. He
retired as its president in 1930 in
favor of his son, Charles Presbrey,
who still heads it. He has frequently been called "the dean of
American advertising". His widow,
his son and two daughters survive.

Just for Fun
NEW account of WIP,
Philadelphia, after auditioning 22 girls for an announcing role, selected the one
they decided was the best of
and then discovthe group
ered it was J. Jessie Kane,
secretary to Benedict Gimbel
Jr., WIP president. She had
entered the contest as a joke.

A

G. C
PACKARD
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Presbrey

TIEING in with Mayor Bernard
Diekmann's safety campaign in St.
Louis, the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, is sponsoring two 15-minute
juvenile broadcasts a week on
KMOX, featuring General Safety,
who talks to the youngsters on the
importance of caution.
CALL letters of KIUJ, Santa Fe,
N. M., licensed to L. Laurence
Martin, have been changed to
KRQA.
WOL
FIRST among local stations
in the United States in
Total Business.
Washington,

D. C.
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Paley on Superpower
(Continued from page 12)
local advertisers, while delivering
the same coverage as it delivers to
national advertisers, the net result
is apt to be an actual operating
loss on the sale of local advertising, which must be compensated
by an artificially high rate to national advertisers. An economic
paradox results which makes the
superpower
station's problems
harder.
Cleveland • 610 Kilocycles
We

Dominate
the

Foreign

Market

WJAY IS THE ONLY
RADIO STATION IN
CLEVELAND CONCENTRATING ON FOREIGN
PROGRAMS
That Means When You
Use WJAY You Broad,
Cast to 60% of Cleveland
EDYTHE FERN MELROSE
Manager WJAY Cleveland
Carnegie Hall CHerry 0464
Representatives
Weston, Frykman and Allen

"The third disadvantage for the
superpower station lies in the multiplication of its numbers. Here I
should like to fall back upon questions. Can 20 or 25 superpower
stations be as successful as one?
Will the existence of many 500
kw. stations tend to equalize
and nullify the advantages of each,
although it does nothing to nullify
the heavy investment and operating cost of each? In other words,
isn't it dangerous to project the
phenomenon of one superpower
station into the commonplace of
Effect on Other Stations
many?"
MR. PALEY concluded further
that "we must face honestly the
almost certain fact that if superpower is admitted under the rules,
it will appear in cities and markets
that have little possibility of supporting it without detriment to
local program service, and will extend so widely that it becomes a
commonplace." As to the effects
upon regional network stations,
Mr. Paley said:
"Perhaps the most serious problem which confronts these regional
stations which are now on one of

the networks, and which lie within
the future service area of a superpower station, is the fact that they
must face the probable loss of
their network affiliation." This
loss, he added, would entail loss of
audience, loss of revenue from the
network and loss of network sustaining prestige programs.
"The addition of network programs," hehabitual
said, "seldom
failsof toa
double the
audience
station, even within its own city.
The subtraction of network programs seldom fails to reduce that
audience
As for by
the half."
effect upon local network stations, CBS found only disadvantages and dangers, and Mr.
Paley pointed out that in two cities
on the CBS network the addition
of superpower would in all probability lead to the dropping of seven
stations now on the network. Similarly, non-network stations would
suffer, he added, if signals from
distant stations swept through
their communities with three or
four times their present strength.
Cross-examined by Chief Engineer Craven, Mr. Paley said that
it was his estimate that in all but
few cases rural residents now received substantially good day and
night coverage. With superpower,
he said, that coverage would only
be slightly improved. Asked by Mr.
Craven whether his testimony was
meant to be purely economic rather
than engineering, Mr. Paley said
that the two subjects were interrelated and that his effort was to
"advise caution".
WAYX

Goes

on Air

THE NEW WAYX, 100 watter on
1200 kc, recently authorized for
Waycross, Ga., was to be inaugurated Oct. 12, using a composite
transmitter with Collins Radio Co.
speech input equipment. Owner
and manager of the station is S.
P. Sapp. Jack Murray, formerly
with WRVA, Richmond, and
WGST, Atlanta, is commercial
manager. F. M. Fortier, formerly
with WXYZ, Detroit, and WOOD,
Grand Rapids, is chief announcer.
John Tobola, formerly with KELD,
El Dorado, Ark., and WFMJ, Daytona Beach, Fla., is chief engineer.
Rolls Razor to Place
LEE & SCHIFFER Inc., New York
(Rolls razor) in December will
make up a spot schedule to start
early in 1937. Kimball, Hubbard
& Powell Inc., New York, is agency.

Saturation
In

Radio

Rockford,

Point

Sets

At

Illinois

WROK

a Co" - ,v

at Rockford, Illinois, is conducting its annual listeners' survey
this year on the house - to - house
basis, starting with Rockford.
Preliminary reports on the survey
show that 96 out of every 100 Rockford homes have radio sets ; out of
every 100 radio homes 97 listen regularly to WROK : and 60 say plainly and enthusiastically that THEY
BUY GOODS ADVERTISED ON
WROK.
Cover northern Illinois and
southern Wisconsin with
WROK, Rockford.

TELEVISION

IN 2 YEARS

Paley Disc'oses CBS Budgeted
For Big Investment
THE
significant
disclosure thi
CBS is bulwarking itself agains
the imminent advent of television
which he estimated is close q
hand, was made by William a
Paley, CBS president, in his stat
ment before the FCC allocation
hearing Oct. 6. Mr. Paley was cai
tioning the FCC against requirini
heavy financial commitments \\
stations at this time, especial!
for superpower in view of fort]1
coming changes in the art.
"In television alone," he said, "I
is my opinion, after a study <
European
developments and
knowledge
of television's stati:
here, that the broadcasters ail
less than two years away fro :
commitments of many millions 1
dollars. Columbia's budget alone
over $2,000,000— for experiment
broadcasting
work
in this ne
field. Many more millions mu
follow, in the public interest, b
fore there is any hope of return
"Now what about the cost
superpower ? Our careful estimat.
of the cost of 500 kw. stations iif
dicate a burden of over $10,000,0(
of capital investment by the broa
casters — with an additional opera
ing cost of between $3,000,000 ar
$4,000,000 a year. These are n
guesses but careful estimates H
engineers and accountants. Knov
ing the economics of broadcasts
as well as we do, I feel justified
saying that if the burden of co
of superpower is thrown upon tl
industry at almost the same tin
it is faced with
costly develo
ment work in new fields, one i
the other is very apt to suffer."
Mr. Paley had returned fro;
several months in Europe only tl
week before, and his statement i|
dicated he had studied televisic
while there. Earlier in the summc
Paul Keston, CBS vice presider;
spent several months
in Euroi
during which he also studied tel
vision exhaustively.

New KMOX
Studios
WHEN Major Bowes salutes SS
Louis Oct. 22, during his CBi
broadcast for Chrysler, he will alt,
turn a key, which, by means of
photoelectric cell, will open til
doors of the newly constructs
studios of KMOX, Columbia ke
station in St. Louis. Fifteen tho
sand square feet of floor space
the
LouistoMart
ha'
been St.added
the Building
25,000 squa
feet already occupied by the st
tion, the addition including a larj
reception room, musicians' loung
new "Magic Kitchen" with its ow
auditorium seating 175, ten net
executive offices, a continuity roo !
and an additional broadcasting st
dio. The station thus now h;V
eight studios, ranging from
small one for speakers to the R
dio Playhouse which seats an aud
ence of 400.
Roosevelt v. Landon
Yale v. Harvard
Lewis v. Green
NEWS

is your best bet this fall.
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Lohr

Asks
for Gradual
Changes
(Continued from page 12)

mirements which we have recomjnded for clear and regional stans.
'5. With respect to differentian in the maximum power pertted in the daytime and at night
i see no objection if the expense
: maintaining the added equip;nt over balances the benefits to
> derived from the greater power."
Mr. Lohr concluded with an of\; of utmost cooperation with the
1JC in whatever decisions it may
:ich as a result of the extraordi,:ry hearings.
If higher power
jans better service to the pub:, he said, then let there be highpower. "If it produces hazards
1 our present methods of network
j erations, then let us adjust our
'bthods to meet the public inter t."
Objectives
of the NBC as the
jDneer network were outlined in
;;e opening of his statement. "We
)uld not have you believe that
dBC's concern for the radio audi1 ce is one of pure altruism," he
. id. "We do want to impress
jion you that NBC's only business
that of broadcasting; that we
•pe to be in it for a long time,
iid that, in the long run, he who
1 rves best profits most — in this
siness, above all others."
General Welfare
EPINING his view of the public
(terest requirement of the law.
jar. Lohr declared his company
nstrued it to mean the welfare
all listeners throughout the
;!untry. He spoke of NBC's servjk frequently at a monetary loss.
outlying stations in sparsely
ttled areas. He described the
iture of NBC's service not onb7
the way of commercial proams, but public events which are
the non-sponsored category.
;Discussing power, Mr. Lohr deared that no matter how strong
1 station's signal may be, it will
^)t retain its audience against
,-esent day competition unless it
:Hrnishes an attractive program
hedule. By the same token, he
Ided, unless the station is able to
diver its program to the loudieaker sufficiently free of inter rence from other stations and
ifficiently above the noise level
I its community to render an ac:nptable and enjoyable service, its
! 'jsteners are not receiving the
: aximum service which it is pos:; 'ble to give them.
1 "Finally," he declared, "the term
■ublic interest' means an industry
)erating upon an economic foun1 ition strong
enough
to carrv
r iese obligations.
It was then
1 jlat he made his plea for three- '?ar licenses.
' ' "In the long run," he added,
[ jthost of the economic problems
icing this industry must be deJ i ded by the owners of stations
•'lemselves. But it is obvious that
j j> whatever extent undue and unwise economic burdens are imposed
pon the broadcaster by regula-

BROADCASTING

tions, to that same extent must hi*
capacity to render service suffer.
Or, by exercising your regulatory
power wisely, you can bring about
an ascending spiral wherein the
industry, built upon sound economics, supplies better programs
through better stations to a better satisfied public and thus become increasingly prosperous itself.
Against Reallocation
LIKE practically all preceding
industry witnesses, Mr. Lohr recommended against a reallocation
of station assignments, declaring
he could perceive no substantial
benefit either to the public as a
whole or the industry as a whole
from such an upheaval. He said
he did not mean to imply that the
present system is so perfect that
there is no room for progress, but
that it should not be changed unless the public would profit substantially.
Declaring the question of power
to be the most important single
issue involved, Mr. Lohr asserted:
"We believe that it would be unwise and unduly disturbing to the
industry for you to require expenditures of this magnitude for
this purpose by any class of stations at this time. And in using
the word 'require', we mean to include not only affirmative mandatory regulations but also any action which would permanently
penalize the station owner who
fails or is unable to install higher
power upon short notice.
"Your present practice is to require that each applicant who
comes before you seeking increased
power shall present evidence satisfactory to you that he has adequate financial ability to incur the
increased operating expenses involved including depreciation, without jeopardizing his economic ability to render service. We see no reason to change this requirement.
What shall be considered adequate
financial responsibility must be a
question to be determined upon the
facts in each case and therefore,
the only standard we can suggest
is that of reasonableness. We do
think that the prospect of increased profit subsequently is not
a complete justification for the
grant. Considerable weight should
be attached to the applicant's
proven ability to do something

elected

more than merely to make both
ends meet heretofore.
"There are no valid social objections to higher power. You have
been told that if you authorize
higher power on some stations it
will enable them to deliver satisfactory signals in areas not now
served by them and that, because
their program service is superior,
these higher powered stations will
attract listeners who must now be
content with something less. This
has not been the experience of the
industry. On the contrary, it has
been our experience and that of
the receiving set manufacturers
that when broadcasting service improves in any community the interest of that community in all broadcasting increases proportionately.
Moreover, higher power will not
come over night. It will come
gradually and will be assimilated
over a period long enough to give
each station an opportunity to readjust its methods of operation
and to find its proper place in the
economic and social structure. In
any event, the answer cannot be
to protect a station through depriving the listening public of a
superior service; it must be to improve the service of the smaller

Seek

Denver

Local

HEADED by Jerry Akers, commercial manager of KVOD, Denver, and formerly with WCKY,
Cincinnati, the newly formed Mile
High Radio Corp. has applied for a
new 100-watt night and 250-watt
day station on 1210 kc. in Denver.
Mr. Akers is president of the concern, with C. W. Besse, president
of the Colorado Beverage Co., as
vice president, and Jack Langan,
local head of the Universal Film
Exchange, as secretary-treasurer.
Another pending application for a
new station in Denver is that of
Rev. S. H. Patterson, seeking 1,000
watts on 1570 kc. Mr. Patterson
recently sold his KVOR, Colorado
Springs, to the owners of KLZ,
Denver, and WKY, Oklahoma City.

WIL
The Pioneer Commercial
Station In St.Louis

station."
APPLICATION for 5,000 watts
both day and night on its 930 kc.
regional frequency was filed Oct.

FIRST

in St. Louis

to broadcast
by remote

music

control.

13 with
FCC5,000
by day
KPR'C,
ton, nowthe
using
and Hous1,000
night.

hy

CHEVROLET- FORD
and Other Nationals
This is that popular station
with the big voice, large enough
to cover the rich realm of East
Texas. Used by the big fellows! If YOU want to harvest
some of the wealth from East
Texas, and cover this section,
you can do so effectively and
economically with KFRO. Investigate!
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Success
Superpower
Reports
(Continued from page lk)
ter into the determination of these
operating cost has increased 68%.
As against this total operating inquestions.
crease of 68%, we increased our
"I am, however, able to give cerH
>»
j± " .E
« £
advertising card rate 20%, but
tain facts showing the relative
have been able with the greater
cost of installation and operation
O _^
(j Q- I
demand for our station to operate
of a 500 kw. and a 50 kw. plant
at a profit.
based upon our experience, and
-rj "} "O E
since
50
kw.
equipment
is
now
S
2 <<j
Effect Upon Regionals
standard, and a sufficient number
of such units have been installed
"IT IS EVEN more difficult to
and in operation over a period of
estimate the economic effects of
years, it should not be difficult to
500 kw. operation upon stations of
apply these ratios to any given
other classes located within the
case.
service area of the 500 kw. sta"In determining total operating
tion. We have had no experience
<0
costs, it is necessary to provide
<D
on this point and no opportunity
for a depreciation or amortization
to observe, other than that affordof the original cost of equipment
ed by our ownership and operation
for a period which approximates
of WSAI, which is a regional stathe life of the equipment. In the
tion also located in Cincinnati. In
~D
following comparison of figures
that case the operation of the 500
-O
kw. transmitter at WLW has had
we have used a depreciation of
10% based on 10 year life for both
a 0*
no adverse effect upon the net3 to
work or other business of WSAI.
the 50 kw. equipment and its como
As a matter of fact, the business
parative 500 kw. equipment. Breaking down the purely technical
of the regional station has in6
items, we find that it costs us 371%
creased steadily through this permore for electrical power; our water bill is 80% higher, tubes cost
Cross-examined by Comdr. Craus 33% more in operating the 500
ven, Mr. Crosley said he believed
>
kw. transmitter over a 50 kw. unit.
WLW's percentage of profit with
500 kw. operation is as great as it
These figures do not take into ac0 V)to towi
was before it increased the power.
count added program expenses, extensive building or construction,
V
He pointed out this would indicate
0>
or additions to the administrative
iod."the station is making more
that
c
3
dollars. Responding to additional
or executive staff which may be
questions, he said he would supply
regarded desirable or even necesS _DO1
definite information on this but
sary. In our own case we did add
that since WLW was operated as
140% to administration and salan integral part of the Crosley
aries; 9% to fixed charges and
>. hon
Radio Corp., separate figures were
rent; 75% to program costs, and
not broken down to show revenue
depreciation of 10%, so that in gofrom the station and operating
ing from 50 kw. to 500 kw. our
1—
overhead for the respective divisions. Asked what the investment
in WLW was, Mr. Crosley estimatNo. 1 Of A Series On
ed that it amounted to about a
The Neiv York Market!
half million dollars over and above
the 50,000 watt cost. He said this
included a new building, vertical
radiator and other equipment.
Comdr. Craven asked Mr. Crosley
whether in his opinion the operation of thirty 500,000-watt stations
would have any effect upon present business methods of the industry, and Mr. Crosley responded
that he was not in position to answer since he had never studied
the question.
Practically all of the members
of
the FCC asked
several quesYORKVILLE — less than one square mile in area this section
has a population larger than the city of Duluth, Minn.
Crosley

CO

area.

o age

SIMILAR communities exist
throughout the metropolitan area
comprising a total of 884,062 German speaking people, larger than
the population of Leipsig, Germany.
Of clannish temperament they listen to programs in their native language daily on WBNX!
WBNX covers this market with 41 German language programs per week.
WBNX Programs Are Based On
Full Staff For Foreign Language Productions Available.
Population Characteristics.

YORKVILLE is the most picturesque of New York City's German colony. In it are concentrated
101,690 people with an average family expenditure of $2,461 per year.
But that doesn't tell half the story of
New
tion! York City's Teutonic popula-
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MR. PRALL inquired whether tH
granting of any great number J
superpower licenses would tend 1
destroy smaller stations, and M,
Crosleyin said
he personal'ii
was
favor that
of horizontal
creases for small stations. He sa
he had always made his own anal;
ses on the basis of one static
operation but that he did not fe
that any damage would be doi
smaller outlets. Smaller station
he said, apparently are prosperir
and there is a big demand fi
newT ones.
Asked by Mr. Pra
whether it was a case of "surviv
of the fittest", Mr. Crosley said 1
had seen no such indication. Cor
missioner Thad H. Brown inquin
whether the licensing of addition
superpower stations would wet
away from smaller stations the
audiences, and Mr. Crosley respon
ed that his observations were th
listeners
preferred
to "select ;
their programs.
With addition,
stations, he said, listeners woui
get a greater degree of selecti<
but he did not feel that any su-j
stantial audience would be drav-l
away from local stations.
On the question of station ratealso raised
by Commission*
Brown, Mr. Crosley said that
felt it was "so much guesswork
When WLW went to 500 kw.,
said, the station arbitrarily ij
creased its rates 207c, feeling th,
this was justified since it woui
give its advertisers three or fo7
times the coverage formerly
forded. There were no unfavorabl
reactions, he said. Mr. Crosle
under questioning by other coi
missioners. declared that he ft
the Commission should decide f
itself whether other stations shot
be permitted to go to 500 kw. a:
that he did not feel competent
make
any
recommendation. ]
said there are many advantages
high power but that the Commissi
must analyze and judee each p£;
ticular application.
The Comm.
sion, he said, should take into i
count the ability of the licensee
buy and pay for the installatic\
its ability to serve public intere f
and whether its geographical loc i
tion is such as to permit it to re ]
der good service with the increasJ
power.
"It would be impossilj
for me to be for or against 30 sub
stations," he said.
Payne Hits at Policies
RESPONDING to Commissiorjj

K

1000

tions of Mr. Crosley on the ea]
nomic side, and Telegraph Commis)
sioner George H. Payne launche'
what was intended to be an attac,'
upon WLW and its president on ill
program policies and methods.
Favors Smaller Stations

B

C

HAWAII

KGMB
HONOLULU
, HAWAII
FRED J. HART. Prtiid.nl and G.ncril Mwhi
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, CALIFORNIAN HOTEL
fl.pnKnloum :
CONOUEST ALLIANCE COMPANY
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Norman S. Case's question as U
whether 500 kw. should be tn
greatest power permitted at tB
time, Mr. Crosley said he saw I
reason to limit the art by any J
striction on power. It was at tlj
point that Commissioner Pajf]
obviously in a militant mood, \\
tacked Mr. Crosley and his methcH
of operation.
The commissioneJI

WTC
N
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS
FREE & SLEININGER, Inc.
National Representatives
• Broadcast

Advertisix

i I jBce had previously notified newsI tpermen that he would develop
■J Hot news" with Crosley on the
^and, and suggested they send re.urters.
Snapping his questions at the
.ioneer broadcaster, and demandtg prompt and explicit replies,
Commissioner Payne asked how
iLuch of the WLW profits were
flowed back into programs". Mr.
jrosley said the question was one
n'hich he could not answer offhand
' 4it that he would be glad to at*mpt to supply the information.
The Telegraph Commissioner
;.fien asked whether the Crosley
Corporation paid any dividends.
|ad Mr. Crosley said they amountid to $.25 a share last year. Then
•ie asked how much of the comiany Crosley himself owned and
he answer was approximately one:ourth.
Reading from a sheaf of corespondence before him, Commisioner Payne went into such things
s the Crosley ownership of the
Jeneral Pharmacal Co., manufacurers of two proprietary products:
.lleged refusal by the station to
ell time to competitive accounts
n these lines; allegations that
[Jrosley had given instructions that
he station broadcast no^;~
ibout labor difficulties or strikes;
Alleged refusal to broadcast TownSend talks and talks of other minority groups and alleged cancelation by Crosley of the Gruen
tVatch Co. program last year feaurine Drew Pearson and Robert
E>. Allen, authors of the Washington Merry -Go -Round. To all of
chese allegations, Mr. Crosley, never losing his composure, entered
lenials. Frank M. Smith, general
sales manager of the station, provided certain of the responses and
Telegraph Commissioner Payne,
continuing his baiting tactics, interjected numerous caustic remarks
about Mr. Crosley not making: the
decisions in his own organization.

per their remarks rather than assume that responsibility. As a
consequence, he said, the program
was carried for the duration of its
contract.
Commissioner Payne concluded
his attack with the reading of a
letter from Senator Norris (RNeb.) in which the Senator was
quoted as saying there had been
complaints against WLW as controlled by financial interests that
would not permit anything said
over the station that was "detrimental to private interests." Called
upon to answer the assertion, Mr.
Crosley said that his company always leaned over backwards on
controversial matters.
The WLW case was concluded bR. J. Rockwell, technical supervisor, who put on a talking motion
picture demonstration to prove the
even with its 500.t that
argumen
the station does not
watts
000
blanket any stations up and down
the dial even within the shadow of
its own transmitter. He defined
various types of interference that
have resulted and traced them
down. In virtually every case thev
"man-made"
able to
were attribut
ence rather
than to superinterfer

LANDON'S DOUBLE — Those attending the allocation hearings
thought they were "seeing things"
when they spotted William C. Alcorn, vice president and general
manager of WBNX, New York,
who looks even more like the
G.O.P. presidential nominee than
this picture evidences.
Townsend movement did not renew
its request. Mr. Smith said that
WLW had given the Lemke partv
time and that the policy of WLW
was to treat all parties alike under the same terms and under all
conditions. As for the PearsonAllen case, Mr. Smith said that a
question arose about the injection
of personalities into the broadcasts which might have resulted
in libel action against the station He said that WLW refused to take
the program unless the libel responsibility was taken by the authors but that they elected to tem-

power.
G-E "Hour of Charm"
GENERAL
ELECTRIC Co.,
Bridgeport, Conn, (electrical appliances), will feature Phil Spitalny and his girl orchestra in an
afternoon series of programs to
begin Nov. 2, Mondays, 4-4:30
p. m. on 21 NBC-Red stations. The
program, entitled Hour of Charm,
is signed for 26 weeks through
Maxon Inc., New York.

Accusations Are Denied
MR. CROSLEY denied that General Pharmacal refused to accept
advertising of competitors, and asserted it solicited various such accounts; denied he had ever given
instructions against labor or strke
broadcasts. Mr. Smith admitted
, that the station did refuse a Townsend talk because it was offered
at the time a House Committee
was investigating the Townsend
pension movement and at the conclusion of those
hearings the
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have done a much more thorougl
Regionals

T
DON'
OVERLOOK
THE

Fear
(Continued
tive regional areas may be improved and made satisfactory.
These principles and these facts
were necessarily considered and
finally determined in favor of regional stations and were the basis
on which the Commission necessarily acted in permitting regional
stations to increase their day time
operating power to 5 kilowatt."
Station Popularity
GOING into business aspects of
regional operation, Mr. Spearman
said it has been found somewhat
easier to sell the services of regional stations to local advertisers
if the local advertiser is convinced
that the station has been carrying
a large amount of national business. This is on the premise, he
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added, that many advertisers believe that the popularity of a station is largely dependent upon national business for high quality
programs. The average increase in
the technical operating expense of
regionals by virtue of 5 kw. operation, Mr. Spearman said, would
amount to about 21.48%. There is
no question, he said, that the increased volume of business resulting from such power boosts, would
easily offset the relatively small
increased cost of operation.
As for stations on Canadian
shared channels, Mr. Spearman
argued that the present rules limiting power on such channels
should be eliminated and left to
the discretion of the FCC.
Under the head "Opposition to
500 kw. Station Menace", the
NARBS counsel launched a vigorous tirade against superpower. He
then set out methodically to break
down the Sept. 1 FCC allocation
survey contending that it was
based largely upon "theory and
conjecture." It had been indicated
before that this survey would be
attacked in that fashion. Individual post-cards returned by rural
listeners were examined by Mr.
Spearman's organization, he said,
and a categorical challenge to the
results was made.
Going into "economic and social
considerations", Mr. Spearman
said that 500 kw. stations to justify themselves socially must show
that they will provide listeners
with program service which is not
available to them at present. He
contended that the clear channel
stations are for the most part network stations and that it is therefore obvious that the service which
the public will receive from clear
channel stations in the future will
be as it is today and as it was yesterday— network programs.
"In view of these facts this Commission should give consideration
to the present coverage by network
programs. The networks and the
stations, including practically all
classes of stations affiliated with
these networks, have done this job
for the Commission and have done
it well. Both the National Broadcasting Company and the Columbia Broadcasting System have conducted thorough and painstaking
surveys to determine coverage of
their respective networks. The
thoroughness with which these surveys were conducted and the results analyzed cannot be compared
with the post card survey which
we have discussed.
The networks

WDRC
The Advertising Test Station

Basic CBS
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presented previously. "The figur
is given by us at half a millio

Markets
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Hartford
Conn.
National Representative
Free, Johns & Field, Inc.
New York — Chicago — Detroit
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Injecting a new note in his dis
cussion, Mr. Spearman said tha:
a week ago, after he had prepare
his
presentation,
he received
a ne-s
tion.'_'
edition
of the National
Advisor;
Council report in which the figure
had been changed as to the cost o
operating a 50 kw. or a 500 kw
station. "The amazing disclosur
that comes from the new repoi
of the committee is that in 193
it cost only $10,000 to cover a
the power needed to operate a 5
kw. station 16 hours per day where
as the report of the same commit I
tee showed that the power bill i\
1932 to operate a 50 kw. statiof
would be $30,000. This means thai!
power
rates have
been reduced
75% and that they now are onlj
25%
as much as they were i,
1932.
Does anyone
believe tha
such reductions have been made i
Source of Business
rates?"
power
THE NEW REPORT, he said, doej
more than support figures on op]
eration of 500 kw. which had bee

In the Advertising Test City"
Maximum
Coveraqe
of the Major
Connecticut

Mr. Spearman next analyze*
coverage surveys of both NBC an.
Columbia, which he said purports
to show that they already coverei
practically
of fundamentally
the country. "W
submit that all
it is
un
sound to permit the operation o
clear channel stations with 500 lr.\
power and thus to give them onl;
a 10% increase in population whic;
they could serve, if in grantin;
this authority it might in any wa;
tend to disturb the status of othe
important
of stations."
job."classes
Declaring
that NARBS
is con
vinced that the installation and op
eration of 500 kw. stations is eco
nomically unsound, Mr. Spearma:
pointed to a report made by lead
ing engineers for the advisor,
committee on engineering develop
ments of the National Advisor
Council on Radio in Educatior
which said that cost of maintain
ing and operating the plant of
50,000 watt station along with in
cidentals would be $194,750. Wit
other necessary figures added, h
said his engineers concluded tha
on this basis the minimum cost fo
operating a clear channel static
of 50 kw. would be $214,750.
Superpower Costs
"OUR engineers after investigat
ing the difference in cost of oper
ating a 500 kw. station as com
pared to the cost of operating .
50 kw. station, advise that the cos
of operating a 500 kw. station wil
be more than 2V2 times and slight
ly less than three times as muc
as the cost of operating a 50 lew
station. If we take the minimur.
difference and multiply the cost o
operating a 50 kw. which is $214,
750 by two and one-half it is foun
that the minimum cost of operat
ing a full time 500 kw. statio
will be $536,875, or $322,125 mor
than the minimum annual cost o
operating an efficient 50 kw. sts

■
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fars and the hew report retred to by the committee of emiit engineers gives the figure of
j;2,000 as the cost of those items
tting
l to tthe transmi
;id'enta
one
accounting forplant
y withou
' my to cover studios or other
essary investments."
jr. Spearman, like the Clear
lannel Group, drew heavily upon
, financial statements filed by
:tions with the FCC to cover
isiness done by various station
raps. He used these in building
his argument that superpower
.tions would be forced to go
er the business of regional stains in order to increase their
renue because of the heavy instment and operating expense.
!Asking what will be the result
clear channel stations operating
ith 500,000 watts, Mr. Spearman
itinued :
c 'It will mean the financial ruin
; such stations or else it will
ban that these stations must incase the amount of business done
them to offset these losses. This
ings up a practical question. Will
sis necessary amount of additionbusiness done by them come
om new business, from increased
vertising budgets, or will it come
Dm regional stations, and if from
gional stations, what effect will
^je depletion
of their revenues
ve on them?
*' "We have been unable, after dil|ent search, to find where the
ftst amount of new business will
fme from.
This question is of
ch momentous importance that
j.e Commission should never au'.orize the operating of 500 kw.
'ear channel stations until it has
ien satisfactorily answered and to
tte no such satisfactory answer
jis been made, nor is such satisS ry answer being attempted. The
acts are that until this question
definitely and conclusively angered, this Commission cannot
; ssume to say that such new busies will offset these extraordiary out - of - pocket losses and it
'iust
necessarily
ach clear
channel conclude
stations that
secureif
'lough business to offset these
'teavy losses, it must come from
ncreased rates, greater participalon in advertising budgets and

KIRO
S E ATTLE
7IO KC
IOOO Watts

kiro looie
says:
'Our figures please the
L

eye and fit the budget'
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
John Blair & Co.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
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regional stations. No facts
been pointed out and none
been found by us indicating
advertisers are going to increase their budgets by anything
like the percentage necessary to
leave their existing business on
stations and add a suffiregional
cient sum to take care of the losses
incident to the operating of 500
kw. stations and pay a reasonable
return on the investment of the
owners of these stations.
Survival of Fittest

from
have
have
that

re
portant impediment to futuical
progress along such techn
Concluding with his argument
on duplication of stations on clear
channels, Mr. Spearman said that
"
duplicate operation is allowed
iflines.
that stations of such powers as
have been operated successfully for
many years be authorized. In other
words, he recommended that the
duplication should be with 5 to 50
kw. stations depending on the comparative need for stations in the
key communities.
"We submit that the operation
IN THE final analysis the quesof these stations on clear channels
tion of what to do about 500 kw.
should be provided for in view of
stations is to make a decision that
the facts that their operation
permitsuch stations will not be
would not limit or interfere with
ted, or else to look for a fight to
any worthwhile service now being
the death and finally for the surrendered; would make for a greater
revival of the fittest as between
use of facilities and less waste in
gional and clear channel stations.
their use; would tend to relieve inSuch a fight will not help either.
terference toregional stations and
"This is especially true of naexpand and improve
generally
tional spot advertising. If 500 kw.
their service, and generally imstations are authorized, these staprove radio service by providing a
tions are going to do their dead
number and greater vagreater
level best to sell the national spot
riety of programs to a much larger
advertiser on the theory that the
population than could be done in
covei'age which he will get from
any other way. The proposal is
using these 500 kw. stations is so
sound socially and economically
great that they can afford to pay
and these are of primary importthe increased cost and they do not
ance. It is, of secondary importneed regional stations now used by
ance, technically feasible."
such national spot advertisers to
On Cross-Examination
reach the American public.
UNDER
cross-examination, Mr.
"If 500 kw. stations continue in
the future as they have in the
Spearman revealed that the regional group was not asking for a
past to carry chain or network
programs, it follows as a matter
"horizontal increase" to 5 kw. on
of course that the rates for carall regional channels as such. In
response to a query by Mr. Craven,
ryingthese
.
by 500 kw. stations
must be severely increased.
he said that his group favored revision of the rules so that the
Further, Mr. Spearman said
that 500 kw. stations would go to
power limitation of 1 kw. at night
the advertiser and agency to sell
would be removed and that applithem on the idea that their covcations thereafter should be considered on their merits. He said
erage is so great that regional
stations within their service areas
that if regionals go to 5 kw. there
will not be necessary to secure
would be no marked effect on locals. He pointed out there was no
complete coverage. He cited the
technical testimony in behalf of
complaint from locals when regionals were increased from 1 to 5 kw.
NARBS in connection with signal
strength of 500 kw. stations.
during daytime. Responding to questions submitted by Louis G. Cald"If half the national spot business and half the chain business
well, counsel for the Clear Channel
now carried by regional stations
Group, Mr. Spearman said the associat.on was opposed to 500 kw.
should move over to 500 kw. stastations and that with respect to
tions, and this percentage of movement and more would probably
WLW he was not in position to
take place in short order, it is serisay whether the association favored the reduction to 50 kw. status
ously doubted that it would offset
the losses incident to the operation
from its present 500 kw. since that
of 500 kw. stations. What is more
matter had never been discussed.
important, our investigations disHe said WLW is operating expericlose that if anything approaching
mentally as a 500 kw. station.
this percentage of chain and spot
There were further questions
broadcasting should move from refrom Mr. Caldwell regarding the
gional stations to 500 kw. stations,
operating costs of regional stations
it would destroy the economical
and the increase that would result
status of regional stations and
the proposed horizontal boost.
cause them to operate at a loss if from
Mr. Spearman, however, contended
their continued operation could be
that the figures used were not
carried on at all in many places."
comparable. To the question put
through Mr. Caldwell as to what
"Life or Death"
"specialization o f function" h e
THE FACTS indicate that the
would assign as the function of
stake of the regional stations in
clear
channel stations, Mr. Spearthis question is great and that it
man replied that the question was
may mean life or death economi"unintelligible". Mr. Caldwell ancally to them, he said, adding that
nounced that he was satisfied with
if the Commission authorizes 500
the
answer.
kw. stations the investment will
Mr. Spearman concluded with
have the practical effect of "freezthe statement that by virtue of his
ing development along current lines
examination of the financial stateand will act as a positive and imments of clear channel stations
filed with the Commission, there
were several such stations which
You can tell 'em in English — They'll
understand. 85% of the population
"couldn't make the grade" finanof this section of Western Montana is
cially to cover the 500 kw. operaAmerican born.
tion. The total of some of these
1000
HT £W \W Missoula
1260 Watts
Kc.
Mlk^P
Montana
stations, he said, would not be sufficient to pay for the technical
Columbia Broadcasting System Affiliate
cost of 500 kw.
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PICKARD'S

TECHNICAL

TECHNICAL testimony to substantiate the NARBS plea for duplication on clear channels, horizontal increases for regionals to
5 kw. and opposition to superpower, were presented graphically
by Dr. Greenleaf Whittier Pickard,
Boston consulting engineer, on Oct.
8 and 9. Much of the research
work for his calculations and deductions was undertaken by Paul
F. Godley and John A. Barron, consulting engineers.
Dr. Pickard began on the premise that with 500,000 watt operation, interference would be caused
not only in the United States but
with stations all over the world.
Dr. Pickard used many hypothetical cases to support his contention
that duplication on clear channels
would not obliterate secondary
service to the point where rural
coverage would be destroyed. For
example, he said, that if a station
in Seattle was placed on the channel of WJZ in New York, using
5 kw. with a directional antenna,
it would give full protection to
WJZ. Another case he cited was
that of a 5 kw. station in San
Francisco on the clear channel of
WCAU, Philadelphia. He employed
coverage contours to show that in
such a hypothetical case the number of listeners ^served would not
be seriously curtailed.
Dr. Pickard, projecting numerous charts and maps on the film
screen, demonstrated to the Commission that his calculations disclosed that only a small addition
to the potential audience to be
served is in sight if all 50 kw.
transmitters went up to 500 kw.
Audience Coverage
TODAY'S 50 kw. stations, he
showed, with plants costing1 about
$128,648. are capable of serving
22.819,000 radio homes. At 500 kw.,
with plants costing, according to
his estimates, $328,500, these stations would serve only 22.869,000
homes — too slight an increase to
be a weighing' factor.
Dr. Pickard showed that with
50 kw. stations, service today is
available from two networks in
22.492,000 radio homes; at 500 kw.,
these stations would serve only
22,869.000 homes, he estimated.
Thus he concluded that 98.35% of
the radio homes of the country already can secui'e service from two
networks.
Discussing international interference rangres. Dr. Pickard placed
a theoretical 500 kw. station in
Washington, which he said would
deliver winter interfering signals
at 25 microvolts per meter well
down into South America, the radiating pattern also cutting througii
Europe at a point not far from
Berlin. A 5 microvolt signal, he
added, would include the major
part of Africa, some of Asia and
most of the Pacific Ocean as well.
Dr. Pickard asserted that many of
our clear channels alreadv are
heard clearly in Europe, which he
interpreted as meaniner that thev
are laving down so strong a field
intensity there now that the international interference problem
would be considerably aggravated
with 500 kw.
Attempting to show that manv
of the clear channels are occupied
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by Mexican stations, Dr. Pickard
projected a chart which showed
stathat there are no less than 25using
tions in Mexico which are
clear channel assignments. Dr.
Pickard produced exhibits designed
to show that regional stations do
a sizeable job of covering the country both daytime and nighttime
even at present. He said he found
that at night the regional stations
of the country cover to the 2.11
millivolt line an audience of more
than 175,000,000 people.
He pointed out, of course, that
this is greater than the population of the country but that in
many areas regional service is procured from more than one regional
station and the totals were combined in such cases. At night, he
said, these stations, again taking
into account the overlapping of
service, cover an audience of
245,000,000 people.
Staggered Frequencies
A NEW note in allocation technique was proposed by Dr. Pickard when he suggested that regional stations on the same channel should operate with slightly
frequencies of a separastaggered
tion of perhaps 17 cycles. In that
way, he said, the service of these
stations could be expanded by
elimination of the signal of the
undesired station in this "out of
phase" operation. The reason for
this, he said, lies in the character
of receivers now being built and
also because the human ear would
not be able to pick up the offfrequency interference which would
be created. He said this was not
a "paper idea" but had been proved
in actual operation.
By staggering of frequencies
within the 50 cycle tolerance now
permitted, Dr. Pickard said that
there would be an appreciable
broadening of regional station coverage. For example, he said it
would result in an increase of
nighttime coverage by regional
stations supplying service to
175,000,000 people to a figure of
nearly 190,000,000 people.
Dr. Pickard argued that if clear
channel stations used effective antennas they would be able to increase their coverage appreciably
without increasing power from 50
to 500 kw. He recommended use
of a "one wave Franklin antenna"
which he said in some instances
would increase coverage from 70%.
Analyses of reception of distant
clear channel stations in Boston
next were presented by Dr. Pickard to show that they do not put
out a signal capable of good reception because of "seasonal effect." It should be remembered,
he said, that in the case of the
FCC's allocation survey the records were made during March,
April and May and not during the
months of June and July when the
seasonal effect is most noticeable.
Pickard's Cross-Examination
ON cross-examination of Dr.
Pickard by Chief Engineer Craven,
the distinguished engineer was
asked point-blank whether in his
opinion there could be duplication
on all clear channels. Dr. Pickard
said he felt that the duplication
BROADCASTING

REGIONALS

could be effected on 5, 10, or 15 cj
the channels described as clear, it J
for
in the
1928total
allocations
rathe '
f erring
to the
of 40 provide
than the 30 which are clear aj
present.
interpreted
mean that That
at the isoutside,
Dr. Piclt '.
ard felt that five additional clea
channels could be duplicated. TJrJ
der further questioning Dr. Picl
ard said he felt that in a genen
way these channels could be dupl
cated with stations separated th
width of the country and also ontj
half the width of the country, ij
any closer
duplication
said,
interference
of anoccurred,
objectiorh"
able character would be created.
To the hypothetical question a]
to what he would do if he starte
from scratch in allocations, D,
Pickard said he would like to se<
a reallocation on a frequency bas:
which would give particular type (
of frequencies to areas depender ,
upon particular types of propag*.
tion conditions. In other words, \
said, he would assign high pow« ,
to the stations dependent largel
upon sky wave coverage of remol
areas and the lower frequencies \ i
those stations which serve prin
arily because of their groun
waves.
Dr. Pickard said he was in f avc
of full-time operation of statioi.
and felt that time-sharing operatic
proves a handicap. Asked what 1 .
would recommend that the FCC cl
in the event it decided upon clej
channel
duplication,
said he would
first lookDr.
out Pickai'
for ta
present group of stations to pe
mit them to render best servir
and that he would take care q
full - time and half - time existir }
stations before considering any ne
station grants.
On Horizontal Boosts
ON THE
5 kw. power increas <
Comdr.
Craven raised
questic'1]
of interference
that themight
caused by the boosting of powe::
of 250-watt and 500-watt regional
Dr. Pickard agreed that a pro]
lem of large proportions was ij
volved and said that he had dj
voted his primary attention in cor
sidering these horizontal boosts
stations of 1,000 watts rather ths
those of 250. He said he believf
Canadian - shared regionals cou
use 5 kw. with proper direction !
antennas. Dr. Pickard also agrei
with Comdr. Craven that the iJ
creases of stations using 250 ai
500 watts would produce not on
a serious engineering problem b
also a serious allocation problei
Asked what he would do if a atj
tion on a regional channel did n
wish to go to 5 kw. because of ec
nomic reasons while others on tl
wave
proposed to increase, E
Pickard said that the station r
fusing the boost could be protect'
through use of directive antenns
Rural Service Now Good
WHEN Comdr. Craven also rais j
the question of local stations i
channels adjacent to regionals a)
of clear channels adjacent to i.j
gionals, Dr. Pickard said that
would advise that this engineerii
development go slowly. He said
recommended the use of direction
antennas for all classes of statioi
including locals.
Summarizing this testimo:
• Broadcast

Advertisir

imdr. Craven asked whether Dr.
:kard believed that shared stafirst
fjns should be given full time that
1 the event of duplication;
i stations should go up in power
odzontally; that 10 or 15 of the
isent stations described as operipg on clear channels might be
•plicated, and that present fullup in
ifie regionals should go ded
in
irer. Dr. Pickard respon
| affirmative.
Dr. Pickard said he believed that
iral service under existing standis is very good in practically all
;^as of the country during dayine. At night, he said, the coyi ige was not so great. He said
:iat improvement of rural cover;e could result by increasing the
mber of stations and by synronization; that one other way
>uld be by a "very considerable
mease in power", but thatctory.
he beved this was less satisfa
Asked whether he believed 500
v. operation an advantage, Dr.
ickard said he did not. He said
at in telephone engineering it
5as found long ago the best way to
}jcrease coverage was by "relay
Sieps" rather than by boosting
jwer at one source. He said this
Is a very complete analogy to
e superpower situation. He said
e believed that power has reached
b practical limits and that there
.ould be no increases beyond
ji,000 watts. Comdr. Craven, hower, pointed out that Dr. Pickard
id advocated a raise in regional
iwer.from 250 to 5,000 watts or
t times, and at the same time opi;)sed a tenfold increase in clear
'.annel coverage. Moreover, Comdr.
:)iraven said that the statement in
imposition to superpower was in
j'sagreement with the IRE. Dr.
ickard said he was in disagreement with the IRE because he condered the additional power not
easible and not the best solution
Ithe problem.
Comdr. Craven raised the case
I WLW and asked whether he
sit that operation with superiDwer was unsuccessful for rural
•steners. Dr. Pickard said that the
emote coverage of the station,
j:om his own observations, was not
5jood in Boston.
He added, howler, that if WLW was reduced in
ower from 500,000 to 50,000 watts
pere would be a loss of signal
;rength in the ratio of one to
lr^ee. This is on the ground, he
|!.!ojnted out, that the increase in
signal strength is three to one
com 50 to 500 kw.
CBS

School

Manuals

(1ANUALS
for 45,000 teachers
ill be distributed by CBS in anfwer to increasing requests from
11 over the country
for this
5 Teacher's Manual and Classroom
ruide" of its American School of
*he Air. Instructors in schools,
jlanging from
government outposts to those in crowded metropolitan areas, are correlating their
ourses with
those of the air
chool, which opened its eighth seaon Oct. 13. The manual, a 62-page
uide, is designed to help teachers
n securing visual aids and supplementary instruction in connection
nth the several courses presented
iaily, Mondays through Fridays,
rom 2:15 to 2:45 p. m., EST.
Compiled by Miss Helen Johnson,
ilirector of the school, the manual
rives a short synopsis of each
iay's instruction, followed by sug;estions for visual aids, books for
eading and music references.
BROADCASTING

Policy Changes Seen
(Continued from page 10)
based on competitive showings,
should get the preferred treatment; that locals which can show
the need should be given available
regional assignments, and so on
down the line. Where there is the
possibility of new stations, it is
felt, these should go to areas not
now having stations, or perhaps,
to cities without adequate service.
Part-time Stations
PROBLEM of part-time stations on clear channels also comes
into the spotlight in the event of
superpower. It was contended that
with 500,000 watts the channel
should be clear, so far as possible,
both day and night. Such stations
as may be taken off to make way
for the superpower likewise would
have to be accommodated on other
facilities. The Broadcast Division
also had forcibly placed before it
the plight of the part-time station
in every classification and the
words of several witnesses that
they are economically unsound.
Their elevation to full-time status
constitutes another matter requiring consideration ahead of licensing of new stations.
As Broadcasting went to press,
it was indicated that the hearings
might conclude about Oct. 17.
Among groups yet to appear were
National Independent Broadcasters
Inc., representing some 70 local
stations, the technical cases for
both NBC and CBS— aside from
the presentations of their presidents; Hearst Radio
Inc., and
THE

WORLD'S TALLEST — When the
world's tallest boy visited Lincoln,
Neb., last month, J. B. Lake interviewed him for station KFOR.
Robert Wadlow, is 18 years old,
8 feet 5 inches tall, and weighs
475 pounds. Robert is shown in
the picture with his father, his
uncle, and on the right, Monte
Meyer, of the KOIL-KFAB-KFOR
commercial staff in Lincoln.
Studebaker Auto Using
Political Promotion Idea
STUDEBAKER SALES Corp. of
America, South Bend, is the latest
sponsor to tie-in with the presidential campaign for a merchandising idea. Five Studebaker cars
will be awarded to the persons who
come the closest to guessing the
popular vote cast for Landon and
Roosevelt on Nov. 3. Listeners
may obtain post-paid entry cards
at any Studebaker dealer or may
send entries in a letter or on a
postcard. Large posters in windows of all Studebaker dealers give
details of the contest and list the
time of the Studebaker Champions
on NBC -Red, Mondays, 9:30-10
p. m. Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago, is the agency.
General Motors Corp., Detroit,
on behalf of its General Motors
Symphony Concerts has every GM
showroom in the country displaying a large red and white window poster directing attention to
the radio series on the NBC-Red
network, Sundays, 10-11 p. m. from
Carnegie Hall, New York. Campbell-Ewald Co. of New York services the account.
Added

Registrations

Advertising

the

KESui/rs:
CIMI.VT

»IOCT

Let us acquaint you
with our

jam

work.

^y^&

weed

c*

e corny

Twin

Cities

The only full time in
dependent radio sta
tion
in the Twin
Cities.

. . .

FOLLOWING are the additional
FCC allocation hearing registrations to those published on pages
62 and 63 of this issue:
Thomas S. Baker, Washington.
Louis W. Berne, WCNW, Brooklyn.
Clifford M. Chafey, WEEU, Reading, Pa.
Arthur Faske, WCNW, Brooklyn.
Howard S. Frazier, consulting engineer,
Philadelphia.
John J. Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha.
Paul F. Godley, consulting engineer, Montclair, N. J.
Purnell H. Gould, WFBR, Baltimore.
Hugh A. L. Halff, WOAI, San Antonio.
R. N. Harmon, Westinghouse Co., Chicopee
Falls IVl;iss
M. D. Hildreth, WORL, Boston.
Harold O. Landis, WEEU, Reading, Pa.
Frank Megargee, WGBI, Scranton, Pa.
A. Mortimer Prall, Transamerican Brcstg.
& Television Corp., New York.
Ray B. White, WAWZ, Zarephath, N. J.
Grant Wrathall, KUTA, Cedar City, Utah.
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Blanketing

groups of independent stations
represented by counsel.
NIB, it was expected, would
a flexifavor of wherein
a case in system,
present
ble allocations
local stations would be allowed to
increase their powers when it was
shown that with 100 watts they
could not cover their markets.
The indication was that in general
the locals would support the stand
of NARBS on such matters as
superpower and duplication on
clear channels. They will also seek
to have additional channels made
available for local stations, to relieve congestion on the six channels
now assigned them and to allow
sufficient separations between stations so they will be in position to
increase power.

ve custommillion
one Paul
reacnes
' ' ' jn
WIUIIN
fff lfllllers
the Saint
andprospecti
Minneapolis market area — the 8th largest trade area in the country.
. -. 18 hours of continuous
broadcasting every day.

WMIN

Broadcasting
Saint

Company

Paul, Minnesota
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Arthur

Garbett

Is Awarded
Fellowship
ARTHUR
S.
GARBETT, NBC
western division
educational director in San Francisco, nationally
known for his
work in the development of music appreciation,
has been awarded
Mr. Garbett
a special grantin-aid fellowship by the Humanities Division of the Rockefeller
Foundation to perfect his simplified system of teaching musical
composition to children and adults.
His method is being experimentally
used in both the Oakland and San
Francisco public schools.
Award was made in recognition of Garbett's work in the field
of musical education by radio
through such programs as the
Standard Symphony Hour and
Standard School Broadcast, both
sponsored over the NBC-Pacific red
network by Standard Oil of California; the New World and other
educational musical features. He
will continue as head of the NBC
western division educational department, but will devote a portion
of his time, under the fellowship,
to the development of this simplified approach to the study of melody-writing, harmony and song
composition which he originated.
A pentatonic, or five-note scale, is
the basis of the method.

wow
OMAHA
"Covers
Bread
590 Kilo

the Nation's
Basket"
5000 Watts

John Gillin Jr., Mgr.
John Blair Co., Representatives
New York, Chicago, Detroit,
San Francisco
□N
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(Continued from page 17)
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Other

Fellow's

An Agency Corrects Us
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
We notice you list the Burns &
Allen program as Wednesday 9:30
p. m. as originating from the West
Coast. Please note this is broadcast, as it has been for the past
year, 8:30 to 9 p. m.
F. Wallis Armstrong Co..
Philadelphia, Pa.
Oct. 2, 1936.
One

on Benny

To the Editor of Broadcasting:
I note in the latest issue of your
magazine a short item concerning
Jack Benny's propensity for kidding his sponsor.
With the reading of the item I
was reminded of my apprenticein radio as a page boy at RadioshipCity.
It was the custom of Jack Benny
to introduce to his studio audience
the cast of the program. This generally took place about five minutes before broadcast time. Of
course the introductions were of a
humorous nature as befitted the
comedian.
One of the page boys was always stationed just inside the door
of the studio and Jack Benny
would invariably include him in
the introductions as "the Student
Prince" (the uniforms of the pages
made the appelation amusing). Of
course the page would be the subject of the stinging laughter of the
audience which was not only dis-

WOW's service to women
grows ! Latest addition is the Bond
Bread cooking school conducted
thrice weekly by Gladyse Miller
Schulte, home service director of
the General Baking Company.
Miss Schulte is shown with Mr.
of Bond's
Ralph Smith,
Omaha
unit, atmanager
the initial
broadcast
from
the
advertiser's
room auditorium September club
14.
Modern homemakers listen to
WOW more intently as this new
service program is added to many
alreadytion.onMrs. the
air over
staModern
goesthis
WOW
stronger than ever.
RED
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Viewpoint

. . .

concerting but also rather humiliating (who likes to be the butt of
a joke?).
I determined that even at the
risk
of my Ijobsaw
I'd toputit athat
stop I towas
it.
Forthwith
standing within the door at the
time of the introductions.
When Benny introduced me to
the audience in the usual manner
I waited until the laughter died
down and said "thank you Mr.
Cantor" . . . The "house came
down" . . . Benny threw down his
script and started after me . . .
Don Wilson, his announcer,
laughed till the tears ran down
his face and was still laughing
when the program went on the air.
I didn't lose my job but I did
start a regime of heckling the
heckler. At every opportunity
Jack Benny suffered from the subtle ridicule of the page staff.
Dorian St. George,
WLVA,
Oct. 3, 1936

trickling into the home offk
When only one station in a city
to be used, the best plan for i
concerned is for the client to alio
his visiting agency representati
to avoid field men, and inste;
seek opinions from disinterest'
parties. Of course, in using th
method, the client must impo
considerable confidence in the jud
ment of the agency man, and tho

Lynchburg, Va.

FHA Disc Series
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
I should like to express our appreciation for the article you gave
our new series of transcriptions in
the last issue of Broadcasting
[Sept.
As a15].
result of that article, we
have had a large number of requests for further information
concerning the series.
George T. Van der Hoef,
Chief, Radio Section,
Federal Housing Administration
Washington, D. C.
Oct. 2, 1936
Hammond
Organ Cited
HAMMOND CLOCK Co., Chicago,
manufacturing Hammond electric
musical instruments, is charged by
the Federal Trade Commission
with unfair competition in claims
made for its instrument. Among
representations allegedly made are
that use of "The Hammond Organ" means "that real organ music
of unbelievably beautiful quality is
now possible in any home at an
expense no greater than that of a
good piano"; that the instrument
"produces the entire range of tone
coloring necessary for the rendition, without sacrifice, of the great
works of classical organ literature," and that many organists
agree the instrument is comparable to pipe organs costing $10,000.
These and similar representations
are false, according to the complaint, which charges that with
the exception of the flute notes the
respondent's instrument is not
capable of producing faithfully the
musical tones of a pipe organ necessary for the accurate, adequate
rendition of the great compositions
or organ music; that its tone is
not an improvement over that of
any modern organ of recognized
merit, and that it is not comparable to a $10,000 pipe organ or to
any pipe organ.
THE Maxwell House Show Boat,,
sponsored by General Foods Corp.
for Maxwell House Coffee, celebrated its fourth consecutive year
of NBC broadcasts during the program of Oct. 8.
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agency
are station
blare mostmen
apt who
to justify
this, sin
they have a distinct advanta
through training and experience.
Agencies which have conside
able spot billing are going to
increasingly thankful for the m
trend in the field, which is nt
only to radio advertising, havii
enjoyed much success in oth
media. That is the use of mo
than one station in a city. Statio
and station 'reps' are beginni
to shape sales arguments to age
cies and clients along these lin<
and they are obviously sound.
Advertisers do buy more th
one newspaper's circulation in
prescribed area — therefore, w
not more than one radio statio
It is admitted that listening he
its are a much more importa
factor today than ever before a
the advertiser, through his agen(
should take advantage of the pci
cies of stations in shaping the ty
of program that would best car
his audience.
message to
station's
of
Onethestation
may ty
noted for its novelty, news a
sports broadcasts, while anotr
may be widely known for rorepar
rehearsed and cultivated sho^
Obviously
the station's
policy
its
advice should
never be
ignora
for station men are, or should
just as anxious to promote a si
cessful campaign as any clie
and they should know their ty
of potential listener. There i
several broad rules that govt
program selection on all statio
but when it is possible to place
spot that is, so to speak, 'rij
down the listener's alley', why i
capitalize on this?
One final word to the aggress
station
official, which,
in th
lush radio days, is scarcely nec
sary. The smart agency man v
appreciate
criticism
and adv:
and should want to know all S
good and bad about his propo; i
campaign, for it will save eve A
body much grief in the long r JI
Don't
always "yes" the ageiU
man. "Yes" may not be the ri^i
answer.
Remington Rand Disc*
REMINGTON RAND Inc.,
falo, is placing a series of trJ
scribed announcements throuf
Armand S. Weill Co. Inc., wr
ments
lessseries.
than All
a minute,
announ1*|
producedare the
identification
time for Rand
lowing Remington
local
offices -Af
various cities. Promoted are sl
noiseless typewriter, standard ty *■
writer and office supplies, witll
girl's voice portraying Sciei i
Modernism, Modern Secretary ; d
Success following introduct y
chimes. Credits are handled y
ist
s
d
line, also using allegorical cha; I
ters, are being considered. *
Cl<
of WTAM,
Hartrick,
George land,
and Charles
Lewis,
Announceme
Buffalo.
WBEN,
for
the rest
of the Remington R
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Bank
BRIDES* SCHOOL
,VIRE Program for Women

Has

Novel FeaturesRE, Indianapolis, has started
? School for Brides, a new proim for women, broadcast five
jmings weekly. The feature iniduces a new twist in women's
igrams, offering the housewife
opportunity to take an active
:t by presenting her own viewjnts on the many problems af•ting the home. The School for
ides is an informal, friendly
cussion of household problems
itributed by the housewives of
lianapolis. As the series proesses, housewives will be invited
appear on the programs.
The originator is Sue Short, who
rices charge of each broadcast,
ss Short recently came to WIRE
■km Chicago. It is her belief that
ii [y by stimulating a variety of
.. ■wpoints is it possible to reach
satisfactory solution of individ1 problems.
■'->:. National Safety
PHONAL SAFETY

Bank
BANK

&

;• Il'ST
York, origitors ofCo.,
the New
CheckMaster
Plan,
: ruined to WOR Oct. 11 with a
ifcrw program featuring Allan D.
L 'igsby of the University of Tottjuo as The Family Counsellor, a
1 w departure in bank i-adio advertising with mass appeal. Last
:• a son National sponsored The Inr- iring Reporter on WOR. Publicity Associates are program council and Kayton Spiero, the agency.
: exander Efron, vice president of
^(e National Safety Bank and
•v :ust Company, is in charge of adBI rtising.
XT

In

Washington

The activities of politics, business
and society are more colorful
than ever before. You will enjoy
Washington
The best in
location and
are available
hotel.Write or

accommodations,
smart surroundings
at this distinctive
wire for reservations.

LAFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SINROD.MOR.
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

OK 3ROADCASTING
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Series

Plans

{Continued from page 7)
the program will originate in the
auditorium of the Curtis Institute
in Philadelphia, with an individual
microphone arrangement for each
program, the pickups being arrangeddirection
under Mr.
sonal
to Stokowski's
insure the perbest
possible transmission of each number. While an audience will be
present in the auditorium to witness each broadcast, studio applause will not be permitted, as
the sponsors feel that the prolonged applause that frequently
follows an orchestral number would
be too disrupting to a 30-minute
program.
Guest Speakers
EACH broadcast will also include
a four-minute talk by an outstanding guest speaker. These talks have
been arranged in accordance with
replies received to a letter sent to
a number of presidents of manufacturing companies asking what
type of information they would
like included in a program of this
type. The answers fell roughly
into three groups: Those who want
an unbiased report of what is going on in Washington, those who
said they would like to hear a representation ofthe good old-fashioned American philosophy of advancement by thrift, industry and
personal initiative, and those who
would like up-to-the-minute information on new business practices.
To accommodate the first group
Willard M. Kiplinger, author of
the weekly Kiplinger Business Letter published in Washington, will
give a summary of the legislative
high-lights once every four weeks.
To present the philosophy of American business the sponsors have selected Walter B. Pitkin, whose Life
Begins at Forty and subsequent
books have won him a wide following. Mr. Pitkin will also speak
once every four weeks. For the
other two weeks of each month a
group of outstanding business men
will appear as guest speakers. The
head of an advertising agency will
discuss current advertising theory
and practice; an accountant, a lawyer, a credit man, a merchandising expert, and other business
leaders will each give a glimpse of
his profession, covering almost
every field of endeavor with the
sole * exception
of banking,
will
not be mentioned
by which
these
guest speakers. Mr. Kiplinger will
speak from Washington, Mr. Pitkin from New York, and the others
from wherever they happen to be.
On special occasions, such as
Christmas and New Year's Day
(both of which fall on Friday),
soloists will be substituted for
speakers. The programs will be
merchandised to the public with
posters for display in bank lobbies
and windows, with special letters
to be mailed by the sponsor banks
to their depositors, with enclosures
to be sent out with monthly statements, and with space on the radio pages of newspapers in the
cities included in the campaign.
Cooperative banks will also use
some of their own advertising
space to promote the radio series.
The program will be known simply as Philadelphia Orchestra, as
it was felt that the original title,
The Business Forum of the Air,
applies only to the four-minute
talks and would give radio page
readers a distorted idea of what to
expect.
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Teletypewriter

. . . two
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IN
PROFESSIONAL

CONTROL

DIRECTORY

McNARY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineer*
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

and CHAMBERS

Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience

PAUL
F. GODLEY
Consulting Radio Engineer
Montclair,
"25 years N.of J.

GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

Professional Background"

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purpoiea,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.

W.

P. Hilliard

Co.

TZjxdio transmission
2106 Equipment
Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

725 Noyes St. Phone Univ. 1419
Evanston. Ill

EDWARD
H. LOFTIN
BROADCAST, COMMUNICATIONS
AND
PATENTS CONSULTANT
1406 G STREET, N. W.
District 4105
WASHINGTON, D. C

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast
Transmission and
Coverage Development.
P. 0. Box 742
Evansville, Ind.

J. M.

E. C. PAGE
Consulting Radio Engineer

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna
Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. I6lst ST.
NEW YORK CITY

TEMPLE

Consulting Radio Engineer
P. 0. Box 189
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York City
Times Square Station

JENKINS & ADAIR, Inc.
Engineers
Designers and Manufacturers of Radio
Transmission. Sound Film. Disc Recording and Communication Equipment
3333 BELMONT AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CABLE : J EN K A DAI R

THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE
VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.

MEASURING

SERVICE

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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ROOM

ERNEST E. JEFFERSON, formerly
NBC studio engineer in San Francisco, has been named transmitter engineer at KSFO in that city. He replaces John Powers, who resigned to
join Techna Corp., San Francisco
equipment manufacturers, as chief engineer.
M. W. HORRELL, for the last year
chief research
engineer
of First City,
National Television
Inc., Kansas
has returned to his alma mater, Kansas State College at Manhattan, Kan.,
to take over television research and
supervisementalthe
of its experivisual operation
station W9XAK.
C. W. LOEBER, FCC inspector in
charge of the Detroit district, has
been ordered to take charge of the
St. Paul district on Nov. 1. He succeeds John M. Sherman, who resigned
Sept. 16 to become chief technician
of WTCN, Minneapolis.
BRUCE VAUGHN has been taking
the place of William Heitz, of WSAZ,
Huntington, W. Va., who in turn has
been pinch-hitting for Bill Bradley,
of WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.
WILLIAM ROBINSON and Lester
Seyfert have joined the laboratory
staff of Commercial Radio Equipment
Co., Kansas City, which is planning
to introduce several new items in the
broadcast field.
CRAIG E. PICKETT, NBC studio
engineer in Chicago, and George
Maher Jr., NBC studio engineer in
San Francisco, exchanged jobs Sept.
30, each replacing the other.
NED NOLAN, graduate of Dodge
Institute, Valparaiso, Ind., has joined
the engineering department of WGAR.
Cleveland, replacing Ed Penny, who
has resigned to become a ship operator.
EDWARD HLAVATY has left the
Chicago sound effects staff of NBC to
taketer charge
of a shortwave
transmitfor the Illinois
state police.
Irving
B. Bickler replaces Hlavaty at NBC.
CARL

DREHER. chairman of the
RePicture's
Motion
AcademysearchofCouncil
scientific
committee,
left Hollywood for New York to make
a television survey.
HARRY R. LUBCKE. director of
television of the Don Lee Broadcasting System, on Sept. 29 was issued
Letters Patent No. 2.055.748 by the
U. S.sionPatent
covering
a televidevice of Office
his own
invention.
HAROLD
ROYSTON.
Chicago engineering
staff, ofis NBC's
the father
of a baby girl.
WALTER TIBBALS. sound effects
operator of WNEW, Newark, is suffering from blood poisoning contracted while experimenting with a noise
gadget.
KFWB

FREQUENCY

• • ATICj
• 1
INFORM

THE

on Warner

Lot

KFWB, Hollywood, early in October abandoned the executive offices
which it has occupied for many
years on the top floor of the Warner Brothers Theatre Bldg. in Hollywood and moved into its new
quarters on the Warner Bros, lot
at Sunset Blvd. and N. Bronson
Ave.. Hollywood. This reunites the
administrative and program forces.
The production department had
moved to the lot neai'ly a year ago.
The studio offices occunv an entire
building on Warner's lot with complete facilities. The radio department will continue to occupy sound
stagequarters
four atinclude
Warner's
lot stasres.
where
the
sound
studios, rehearsal and audition
rooms and offices for the production division.
BROADCASTING

EQUIPMENT
• • «•

,
!

SERVICE
Radio

Engineering

Consultants
•
For Established Station:
and
For New Station Applican
Frequency Measurement*
Tru-AXIS Drift CRYSTAI
(Approved by F.C.C.)
COMMERCIAL
CADI
EQUIPMENT CCMP4N
7805 BALTIMORE
• KANSAS CITy, Mi

CLASSIFIED;
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word foi
each insertion. Cash must accompany order.close 25th and 10th of
Forms
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Combination announcer and prog
director with executive ability. No Hi
heads. Must come well recommended. H
full particulars first letter — experie I
references, connections, etc. Must be ]
ing to locate in South. Box 564, Br
CASTING.
Situations Wanted
REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL
GINEER, legally and technically qual
all states, desires responsible enginee
position. B.S., M.S. degrees. Thorc
knowledge E.E., Radio, Physics : el
years experience
maintena
design,
construction operation,
: field strength
exi
Travel or locate. Impressive credent
Employed but desire change. Box
Broadcasting.
Program Director — Station Executi
College Degree — Employed. Years of
perience of program directing, musica
recting, continuity writing and anno
ing. Experience on chain and indepen
stations. At present Physical Educa
Director and Publicity Director of om
the largest counties in Pennsylvania.
565, Broadcasting.
Wanted : The management of the A
Bureau at some representative statioigood territory with a recognized a
following.
Ourandorganization
well qualified
financially experier*
respons
Write for details. Box 563, Broadcast
Station manager with ten years exj j
ence wants to manage station on
centage basis. Prefer small station,
of references. Box 555, Broadcasting
Wanted to Buy
Will pay cash for full or part-time
tion in city over 100,000. Box 567, Br
casting.
Have clients for broadcasting station
now operating. All matters confidential
Radio Investment Company
Broadcasting Properties
Times Bldg,
New Yor
For Rent — Equipment
Approved
equipment,
field
strength
measuringRCAunitTMV-(ni
direct reading ; Astiline Angus Auton
Recorder for fading on distant stati
GR radio frequency bridge; radio os<
tors, etc. Reasonable rental. Allied
search
Laboratories,
260 East 161st St
New York
City.
For Sale — Equipment

Western Electric 100 Watt 12-B Ti *
mitter. This transmitter is in exceB
condition,
recently
retired
s J"
ice due tobeing
a power
boost.
Soldfrom
com:*
with "low hours" set of tubes. Avai|fc
immediately and can be inspected at },m
time. KGFF, Shawnee, Oklahoma.
• Broadcast

Advertisif

EQUIPMENT
TES RADIO & SUPPLY Co.,
ILL., manufacturers of broadittcy,
station equipment, announce the
ase of a new catalog. Xo. B-21,
aining to speech input equipment,
control apparatus, transcriptjote
i! turntables, power supply equip:|t. microphones, recording devices
j accessories pertaining thereto.
iTEX Co., Xewark, has released
letin 534 describing its new atteni:or, designed as a mixing or master
l control in broadcast speech impublic address sysj equipment,
S, sound recording laboratories and
Wd projection systems.
XTOX TRANSFORMER Co. Inc..
Iv York, is publishing a house orJ titled Kenyon Engineering News.
oted to news of interest to engirs, sound technicians, amateurs
I other experimenters. Distribution
(through a mailing list and local
ributors.
PIO ENGINEERING & MFG.
j. . Jersey City, announces a pre' ' inary coupling amplifier for use
|h any type crystal reproducer. It
iliesignated R20-A and the unit inporates low and high-frequency
apensation. complete ac operation.
1200 ohm output terminations and is
!lt within a round metal housing.
4. XDT ENGINEERING Co.. Chio. announces a new neobeam oscileope, with image reflected on re- ving mirror to sweep horizontally
"joss
the line Corp..
of vision.
IPERITE
New York, is
■moting its new boom stand, silent^adjustable in vertical or horizontal
;ition without adjusting screws. A
1 clutch is used for the vertical
iustment. It is obtainable in chrome
gunmetal finish.
INTENSIVE modifications are being
:de in the studio and control room
KDYL Salt Lake City, to accom■date the new Western Electric 23- A
eech input equipment. The revisions
plude a rearrangement of the entire
itrol room layout, installation of
♦re dynamic microphones, and the
■ftcing of new studio loudspeakers,
age changes are being supervised by
»n Baldwin. KDYL chief engineer.
- 3PGM, Albuquerque, N. M., has purlrglased a new Collins 1 kw. transmit• and a Blaw-Knox vertical radiator.
5 expansion plans are set. subject
-- FCC approval.

"A"

CUT CRYSTALS
(Approved by FCC)

J With mounting

$50.00

Hollisler Crystal Co.
WICHITA, KANSAS

h

Botanical Item
KG MB, Honolulu, has a
"phonograph needle tree" in
its back yard. The Hawaiian Kiawe tree (pronounced
kee-ah-ve) grows thorns almost replicas of the regulation phonograph needle, with
a point that practically
reaches shadowgraph perfection. The thorns give excellent reproduction, wear well,
and will not scratch even a
sensitive surface. Therefore
the yelp of an announcer
who finds himself without
needles at the zero hour just
before putting on a transcription program is unheard of
at KGMB. In an emergencv
he dashes out into the backyard, plucks a thorn or two
and is ready for his program.
EQUIPMENT being installed in the
new WDSW, 100-watt daytime station on 1370 kc. which the FCC last
July authorized the Champaign (111.)
Neics-Gazette to erect, will comprise
a composite transmitter, with Collins
RCA and WE microspeech input,
phones, Truscon vertical radiator and
RCA turntables. The station expects
to go on the air by Dec. 10.
WESTERX ELECTRIC equipment
throughout is being installed in the
new KROY 100-watt daytime station
on 1310 kc, authorized by the FCC
for construction in Sacrameuto, Cal.,
by Royal Miller, local automobile
dealer. The station will go on the air
about Nov. 1, with E. E. Wolfe as
manager and chief engineer. Mr.
Wolfe formerly was with KXA, KIT,
KMO and KORE.
KTSA, San Antonio, unit of Hearst
Radio Inc., on Oct. 4 will put its
new 5 kw. Western Electric transmitter in operation..

C. C. MacDONALD, head of Olesen
Sound Studios, Hollywood, has resigned to establish Recording Equipment Mfg. Co. at 6611 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood. The firm will handle recording machines and accessories as
well as p. a. and remote control syswill be tems.
used.
The trade name of "Renco"
GLOBE - UNION Inc., Milwaukee
(Centralab radio products) is the new
title of the former Globe-Union Mfg.
Co., headquartering at Milwaukee,
under a simplified corporate setup ratified by stockholders. Executive control of operating factories in various
parts of the country remains at Milwaukee.
BOONTON RADIO Corp., Boonton,
N. J., has announced its new QXChecker, Type 110-A, a precision instrument for production testing, grouping and adjusting coils and condensers
at frequencies ranging from 100 to
25,000 kc.
INFORMAL ground - breaking ceremonies for the new plant of KFWB.
Hollywood, were held late in September at Baldwin Hills where the technical plant will be located. Nov. 15
has been set as the completion date
for the new transmitter.
Little Crow Expanding
LITTLE CROW MILLING Co.,
Wa rsaw, Ind. (Koko - Wheats, cereal), on Sept. 28 started Russel
Pratt on KDKA, Pittsburgh, and
Happy Hank on WGY, Schenectady; on Oct. 12 started Uncle Bob
on WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.; and
on Nov. 1 will start Uncle Wayne
on WGAR, Cleveland. Like Jolly
Joe on WLS, Chicago, and Uncle
Neal on WJR, Detroit, which this
sponsor is continuing, these children's programs are broadcast for
15 minutes in the early morning,
six days a week. Agency: Rogers
& Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.

CONSTRUCTION of the new KFOY,
St. Augustine, Fla., a 100-watter recently authorized by the FCC, is under way and the station is expected to
go onconthe
air radiator,
Dec. 1, using
a Trus-to
vertical
according
Mayor Walter H. Fraser who heads
the'
Inc., Fountain
which holdsoftheYouth
C. P. Properties

The

MR. E. H
RIETZKE

Being

PRESIDENT
OF CREI

Than

BETTER

Requirements

Your

A Big Step Toward
JOB . . .
BETTER

Is
A

The man who isn't capable of better performance
chance
than his job reguires . . . will never get a salary.
at more important duties and a better
forcing
New improvements— new conditions— are
men back who have not the foresight to see the
need for TECHNICAL TRAINING . . . NOW!
RADIO
PRACTICAL
ENGINEERING
For Men Who Want To Get Ahead
Write today for information about our home study
Radio Engineering for protraining in Practical
fessional radiomen. The many CREI men now
the
holding important jobs in more than 25% of that
U. S. broadcasting stations ... are proof
SUCCESS comes with KNOWLEDGE.
Catalogue on Request
CAPITOL
ENGINEERING

RADIO
INSTITUTE

Washington, Dept.
D. C. B-10
14th & Park Rd.
New York City
29 Broadway

Gates

Remote

Combine

A

co-ordinated Velocity
microphone and high quality

CJRC, Winnipeg, has installed a new
410-foot Blaw-Knox radiator, said to
be the first of its kind in western
Canada. CJRM, Regina, is planning
a similar installation.

A.C.

Remote

Amplifier

KUOA, Siloam Springs, Ark., is completing a building to house a new
Western Electric 5 kw. transmitter.
Work also has started on a 450-foot
Blaw-Knox radiator. New equipment
will include Western Electric eightball microphones and transcription
turntable.

TUwf

Mmperite
I BOOM
(MODEL FSB)
Write (or
Bulletin ST.
Also new
Microphone
Proposition

ADJUSTABLE
in any DIRECTION
Noiseless action permits noiseless adjustment
while operating. Adjustable counterweight and
friction clutch provide SMOOTH AND EASY
OPERATION. Boom can be lowered or raised by
mere pressure of the hand, without requiring
any locking devices. Microphone height can be
varied from 36" to 96". Length of Boom arm,
28", or more.
List Price, gunmetal, $50.00. Chrome, $55.00

M PERITE

(bmpany

BROADCASTING

56i broadway.

• Broadcast

FEATURING

1— — High gain all A.C. Remote Amplifier
2 — Modern full size Velocity Microphone
3 — Uses metal tubes (glass rectifier)
OVER
100
DAILY
USE
IN

new

york

Advertising

—

4 — Completely shielded — small in size
Priced at $77.00
GATES

RADIO

&

complete
SUPPLY

CO.

Quincy, HI., U. S. A.
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FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS
(Broadcast
SEPTEMBER

Decisions . . .
SEPTEMBER 29
(Supplement to list published in Oct. 1
issue)
MISCELLANEOUS — WHDL, Olean,
N. Y., reconsid. & granted without hearing amended applic. change 1420 to 1400,
increase power 100 to 250 w D, move
trans, locally; WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md.,
reconsid. & granted applic. mod. lie. LS11 p. m. 50 w 1210 kc Tues., Thurs., Sat.,
Sun. permanent basis ; KDON, Monterery,
Cal., denied reconsid. grant F. W. Atkinson new sta. Watsonville, Cal., 1310 kc
250 w D and request it be set for hearing ;
KGCU, Mandan, N. D., reconsid. action
9-17-35 and removed applic. renewal from
hearing docket, granted regular renewal ;
WCKY, Covington, Ky., denied reconsid.
action 5-1-36 setting for hearing applic.
CP new equip., increase 5 to 50 kw nondirectional, and to grant same in part without hearing increasing to 10 kw 25 kw D,
and to leave request for 50 kw on hearing
docket; WATR, Waterbury, Conn., granted
CP change trans, site, studio, locally,
change equip., directional antenna D & N,
change to 1290 kc, increase 100 w ltd. to
250 w unltd.
RATIFICATIONS :
WMT, Des Moines — Extension program
test.
WMBQ, Brooklyn — Granted temp. auth.
Joseph Husid to operate under terms of
present license 60 days.
OCTOBER 7
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WLBZ, Bangor, Me. — CP new trans.
WKOK, Sunbury, Pa. — CP new equip.
WSAJ,
Grove City, Pa.— CP change
equip.
Tex. — CP increase 100
to KFRO,
250 w Longview,
D.
KFRU, Columbia, Mo. ; KMMJ, Clay
Center,
CP
new Neb.
trans.; WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind.—
KOMO,
aux.
trans.Seattle — CP change equip., move
KGGM, Albuquerque, N. M. — CP move
trans, locally, new equip., vert, radiator,
increase
kw
D. 250 w to 1 kw N. 500 w to 1
KYS, Oakland, Cal. ; KFAC, Los Antrans. geles ; KFVD, Los Angeles — CP new
WNLC, New London, Conn. — License
for CP 1500 kc 100 w D/.
WCAO,
Baltimore — License for CP aux.
trans.
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.— License for
CP as modif. change equip., increase to
500 w 1 kw D 890 kc unltd.. move trans.
WDBJ. Roanoke, Va. — License for CP
new equip., increase to 1 kw 5 kw D.
KGFF. Shawnee, Okla. — License for CP
as modif. new equip., increase to 100 w
250 w D 1420 kc unltd., move trans.
WSIX, Nashville — License for CP as
modif. move studio, trans., new antenna.
KANS, Wichita — License for CP 1210
kc 100 w unltd.
WQDM, St. Albans. Vt.— Modif. CP
move trans., studio locally, increase power,
change hours 1390 kc 1 kw N & D, Sh.
KNX, Los Angeles — Modif. license from
Western Broadcast Co. to Columbia
Brdcstg. System of Cal. Inc.
WNYC,
license. New York — Extension temp,
aux.
WDBO, Orlando, Fla.— Modif. CP new
equip.
WGAL, Lancaster, Pa. — CP move trans,
locally, change freq., equip., antenna.
KOVC. Valley City, No. D.—
trans., studio sites, vert, radiator.Modif. CP
KABC, San Antonio — CP new trans.
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo. — Amended CP
change equip.
KORE. Eugene, Ore.— CP trans., studio
sites, vert, radiator.
WCAX, Burlington, Vt. — License for
CP new trans.
WBNX, New York — License for CP
equip., move trans., directional antennanew 1
kw 1350 kc Sh.-WAWZ.
WTRC, Elkhart, Ind.— License for CP
change equip., increase power, change
name.
WEW, St. Louis — License for CP change
equip.
WFIL, Philadelphia— Modif. CP trans,
site, extend completion.
WJBK, Detroit — Modif. CP new equip.,
extend completio
n.
KFXD. Nampa, Id. — CP new trans.
KGKB, Tyler, Tex— License for CP
move trans., vert, radiator.
KQV, Pittsburgh— Temp. auth. simul.WSMK spec. days.
WOT. Amos, la. — Spec. auth. rebroadcast KGHO police programs.
Page
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COMMISSION

Division)

OCTOBER
13, INCLUSIVE
NEW, Port Huron Brdcstg. Co., Port
KFJR,
Portland,
cense to KALE
Inc. Ore. — Vol. assign, li- Huron, Mich. — Granted motion remand
applic.
WJIM,
Lansing,
Mich. — Vol. assign,
hearing. CP 1370 kc 250 w D for further
license
to Harold
F. Gross.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Lawrence
WHAT, decision
Philadelphia
— Denied
withhold
on applic.
Eastern motion
States
K. Miller, Pittsfield, Mass., CP 930 kc 250
Brdcstg.
Corp.
w D ; NEW, Knoxville Journal Brdcstg.
Co., Knoxville, CP 1200 kc 100 w N 250 w
D unltd.; WILM, Wilmington, Del., CP
vert, antenna, move to Chester, Pa. ;
OCTOBER 9
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va., CP new
equip., increase to 1 kw 5 kw D ; WGAR,
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Rev. EdCleveland, CP new trans., increase to 5
ward Warren Cromey, Brooklyn, CP 1130
kw; WHKC, Columbus, O., CP new trans.,
kc
D, asks facilities WOV, to be
antenna changes, increase 1 kw 5 kw D ; heard1 kw
; WOV, New York, applic.
WEEI, Boston, modif. CP to 5 kw D & N ; transfer11-16-36
control to Arde Bulova, to be
WAIM, Anderson, S. C, modif. CP direcheard 11-16-36.
tional antenna N, 1 kw unltd. ; NEW, Julius
ORAL ARGUMENTS GRANTED— NEW,
Brunton & Sons Co., San Jose, Cal., CP
Eastern States Brdcstg. Corp., Bridgeton,
increase to 5 kw D ; KQW, San Jose, Cal.,
N. J., 12-17-36 ; NEW, Gomer Thomas,
CP increase to 5 kw D, move to SacraBellingham, Wash., 1-7-37 ; NEW, Voice
mento ;NEW, Staunton Brdcstg. Co. Inc.,
of
Marshall Assn., Marshall, Tex., 1—7-37.
Staunton. Va.. CP 1500 kc 100 w N 250
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, Escanaba
w D unltd. ; NEW, William Avera Wynne,
Daily Press Co., Escanaba, Mich., granted
Wilson, N. C, CP 1310 kc 100 w D ; NEW.
continuance hearing until last week NoWorld Pub. Co., Tulsa, Okla.. CP 940 kc
vember: KFPM, Greenville, Tex., denied
1 kw 5 kw D unltd., directional N.
reconsid.
& grant renewal license and asAPPLICATIONS DENIED— WINS, New
signment without hearing, with hearing
York, temp. auth. pro football games ;
WCOP. Boston, temp. auth. LS 8 p. m. ; set for 10-20-36 ; WSPD, Toledo, granted
auth. intervene applic. L. Martin CourtWINS,election
New broadcasts.
York, temp. auth. LS-midnight
ney for CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. Toledo,
for
set
for 11-25-36. NEW, John S. Braum,
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED (request
Waco, Tex., granted written appearance
of applicants) — NEW, Palmer Brdcstg.
applic. CP Waco 1500 kc 100 w D, and
Syndicate Inc.. Portland. Me., CP 1210 kc
additional 10 days, hearing set for 11-11-36;
100 w unltd. : WSMK, Dayton, modif.
NEW, Earle Yates, Las Cruces, N. M.,
license 1380 kc 250 w unltd. ; KRKO.
granted 10 days amend applic. CP 930 kc
Everett. Wash., vol. assign, license ; De1 kw D, to amend to 1500 kc 100 w N
troit Nafl League Football Club Inc..
250 w D unltd. ; KNOW, Austin, Tex.,
auth. transmit games to CKLW by wire.
granted intervention applic. State Capitol
MISCELLANEOUS — Reconsidered acBrdcstg. Assn.. Austin, 1120 kc 500 w
tion 7-2-36 granting modif. license to 1 kw
1 kw D spec. ; WMEX, Boston, granted
D 610 kc unltd., and directed applic. be
interventio applic. WAAB modif. license;
granted for unltd. time.
KGFX, Moorhead, Minn., granted regular
renewal, U. S. Court of Appeals for D. C.
RATIFICATIONS:
has Duluth
affirmed1500Commission's
auth. ;removal
to
kc 100 w unltd.
NEW,
KAST, license
Astoria,to Ore.—
Granted
auth.Co.vol.
Richard M. Casto, Johnson City, Tenn.,
assign,
Astoria
Brdcstg.
granted petition intervene applic. W.
WJRD, Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Modif. CP
trans., studio site, vert, radiator.
Hanes Lancaster & J. W. Birdwell, Johnson City, applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w 250 w
KLO, Ogden, Utah — Oral argument continued.
D unltd.
•

TO

Examiners' Reports .
KRE, Berkeley,
— Examiner
recommended
(1-288)Cal.that
applic. vol.Hj i
sign, license from First Congregatioi
Church of Berkeley to Central Califon
Broadcasters Inc. be granted.
NEW, Saginaw Brdcstg. Co., Sagina
Mich. ; Harold F. Gross & Edmund
Shields, Saginaw
— Examiner
Dalberg
ommended
(1-289)
that applic.
Gross r<
Shields for CP 950 kc 500 w D be denie
that applic. Saginaw Brdcstg. Co. for <
1200 kc 100 w 250 w LS spec, be grant
WMFF, Plattsburg, N. Y. — Examir
Hyde recommended (1-294) that app^
modif. license 1310 kc 250 w D to i:
kc 100 w 250 w LS unltd. be granted.
NEW, A. Tornek, d/b Metro Brdcs
Co., Los Angeles — Examiner Seward r
ommended (1-295) that applic. CP 820
250 w ltd. be dismissed with prejudice
that applic. be denied.
NEW, W. D. Davis, Dixon Pyles,
H. Johnston, d/b Magnolia Brdcstg. C
Jackson, Miss. — Examiner Seward reco
mended (1-296) that applic. CP 1420
100 w unltd. be dismissed with prejudi
NEW,
Duluth Brdcstg. Co., Dulutl
Examiner
Seward recommended (1-2!
that applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
dismissed with prejudice.
NEW, Ogdensburg Advance Co. It
Ogdensburg, N. Y. — Examiner Hill recc
mended (1-298) that auth. transmit p
grams
to foreign countries be dismis:
with prejudice.
KSO. Des Moines — -Examiner Dalbc
recommended (1-299) that CP increase
1 kw to 21i kw be granted.
KUJ. recommended
Walla Walla,(1-300)
Wash.—
Irwin
thatExamii
app
modif. license 1370 kc 100 w unltd.
1250 kc 250 w unltd. be granted.
Applications
OCTOBER. .1 .
NEW, Kings Brdcstg. Corp.. Brooklvi
CP 1400 kc 500 w Sh.-WLTH. WAI
asks facilities WBBC, WVFW.
WGY, Schenectady — CP change ant
locally.
na, increase 50 to 500 kw, move tra
WKBN.
— CP vert, anten
move
trans,Youngstown
locally.
KGFI, Corpus Christi, Tex.— Modif.
move trans., change equip., change 1
to
kc, increase
500 1330
w, change
equip. 100 w 250 w D
WDAF,
Kansas
Citylocally.
— CP new trai
antenna, move trans,

— -

WBOW,directional
Terre Haute,
Ind. 1310
— CPto r
trans.,
N, change
kc, from 100 w 250 w D to 500 w 1
D, move trans, locally.
OCTOBER 2
WSAN, AHentown, Pa. — CP new tra
antenna.
WCBA, AHentown, Pa. — Same.
WCOA, antenna,
Pensacola,
— CP
cha
trans.,
move Fla.
trans,
locally,
crease 500 w to 1 kw.
KABR. Aberdeen, S. D. — CP new tra
change 1420 to 1390 kc, increase 100 w
1 kw.
KGLO.trans.,
Masonantenna,
City, sites.
la. — Modif. '
change
KFIO, Spokane — CP new trans., cha f
1120 to 1110 kc, 100 to 500 w, D to un |i
KFJR,
Portland,
cense
to KALE
Inc. Ore. — Vol. assign. ij
OCTOBER

FOR SOUND — Newest acquisition of the ABC production staff is an
elaborate sound effects machine which has just been completed by Jenkins & Adair Inc., Chicago. In appearance not unlike a modernistic
portable bar, the instrument is said to be able to cope with any sound
requirement that the most inspired script writers can devise. Three
turntables, which can be operated simultaneously at varying speeds,
permit the use of an almost endless variety of sound effect records. A
microphone and speaker combination enables realistic reproduction of
radio and telephone conversations, with either city or rural-type phones.
Eight different pieces of sound apparatus, such as bells, horns, sirens,
may be operated from the machine by remote control. This machine,
which was ordered early in the spring, is the second of its kind to be
turned out by its maker; the first is in use at WGN, Chicago.
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WIBX,
Utica,change
N. Y. 100
— CP
vert,
antenna,
w Nnew300tra>|
wI
to 100 w N 250 w D, move trans, to TcM
of Marcy, N. Y.
WWRL. Long Island, N. Y.— Modif. Jj
cense re spec, hours, asks WMBQ hour:'!
KTSA, San Antonio — License for jfl
new trans.
Tex. w— unltd.
License for -I
as KRBC,
modif. Abilene,
1420 kc 100
WAML, Laurel, Miss. — Modif. license \t
unltd.
NEW. Northwest Publications Inc., I
luth — CP 920 kc 250 w D.
NEW, Harold A. Lason. Ernest C. He rickson, facilities
Huron, S.
D. — CP 1340 kc 25( '
unltd.,
KGDY.
WEAU,
crease
250 Eau
w to Claire,
1 kw. Wis.— Modif. CP I
licens. II
kw WFBM,
5 kw D Indianapolis
to 5 kw N —& Modif.
D directional
KUMA, Yuma, Ariz. — CP change eqi I
KJR. Seattle — CP move aux. trans, f
KOMO to be used as aux. for KOMO JH.
KJR.
• Broadcast

Advertishl

OCTOBER 8
BCM, Bay City, Mich. — Modif. license
w to' 500
w rd.
1 kw 111.D.— CP vert, antenRockfo
i ROK.
increase D 500 w to 1 kw.
— CP directional anLos e Angeles
•jFVD,
250 w to 1 kw, amended
a. increas
directional to vertical antenna.
OCTOBER 9
.EW, Westinghouse E. & M. Co., ChicI Falls, Mass. — CP and license 6 high(I. stations.
JEW Hearst Radio Inc., Washington —
1310 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd., fa-fies WOL contingent grant WOL apchange to 1230 kc.
:'SAY,
100 w D.Rochester — License for CP 1210
• EW, H. A. Hamilton, Spartanburg,
k — CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.
•lEW, J. H. Allison, Rhea Howard, B.
Donnell, d/b West Texas Brdcstg. Co.,
hita Falls, Tex. — CP 1380 kc 1 kw
I A. directional N.
fHA, Madison, Wis. — License for CP
nge equip., increase power.
;VOE, Santa Ana, Cal. — License for
change equip., move trans.
OCTOBER 10
>'DBJ,
Roanoke,
Va. —N Modif.
N 5 kw D to 5 kw
& D. license 1
/BLK, Clarksburg, W. Va.— Modif. CP
trans., vert, antenna, trans, site.
JEW,
St. 5 Petersburg
C. of C, Fla. —
1050 kc
kw ltd.
iv'IND,
license 1 kw
l:w
D toGary.
5 kw Ind.
N —& Modif.
D.
:SL, Salt Lake City — CP change trans.,
t. antenna, increase to 500 kw.
IWYO.
Sheridan,
Wyo. — License for
change equip., vert, antenna, increase
ver. move trans.
OCTOBER 13
JEW, Metropolis Co., Jacksonville, Fla.
:P 1310 kc 100 w unltd., amended to
0 kc 250 w.
[ARK, Little Rock — Modif. CP increase
ver, move trans., asking change 500 1
N & D.
R[RD RVto, 1Shkwerman, Tex. — License for CP
modif. 1310 kc 100 w D.
ton — Modif. license from
[PRCn, Hous
usto Printing Co. to Houston Printing
pp.
»JEW,
Curtis Brdcstg. Corp., Indianblis — CP 1500 kc 100 w N D Sh.—
iiBV, unused facilities WKBV or equal
'ision of time amended to spec hours
(jme not used by WKBV).
WHLB,
Virginia, Minn. — License for
new station.
'"JEW,
Co., Aberdeen,
D.— CP Aberdeen
1390 kc 1 News
kw unltd.
KFPY, Spokane — License for CP as
dif. new equip., increase power, move
ns.
iOY, Phoenix, Ariz. — Vol. assign, li4ise to Salt River Valley Brdcstg. Co.
NEW, Harold M & Mrs. Eloise Finlav.
. Grande, Ore. — CP 1500 kc 100 w D.
tended to 100 w 250 w D 1420 kc unltd.
NEW, Mile High Radio Corp., Denver
:P 1420 kc 100 w unltd., amended to
10 kc 100 w 250 w D.
XRKO, Everett, Wash.— CP new trans.,
rt. antenna, change 1370 to 1420 kc, 50
to 100 w 250 w D. from Sh.-KVL to
ltd., move studio, trans, locally.

Museum
Opportunity
THE SECOND-HAND dealer
has made his first contact
with television even though
that visual art has not yet
been dubbed commercially
feasible. In the miscellaneous for sale column of the
Washington Star of Sept. 29
there appeared — "Television,
2 sets, Jenkins, estate of the
late inventor, worth $500;
sell
for $25."
mentioned
was The
the inventor
late C.
Francis Jenkins, pioneer in
visual radio who ten years
ago was transmitting experimentally in Washington with
mechanical scanning.

Radio on the Air
TO BRING itself up-to-date on the
correct use of radio in education,
the Adult Education Council of
Chicago is sponsoring a series of
six lectures for executives of the
90 - odd educational agencies and
institutions that comprise its membership, including universities, libraries, museums, civic organizations and other bodies contributing
to the culture of Chicago. Classes
are held each Monday in the quarters of the University Broadcasting Council, where James M. Whipple, UBC production director, leads
the group in an analysis of the
correct and incorrect uses of radio
for educational purposes.
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L J. FOX, New York (furs), will
start a series of fall programs on
WEAF, Oct. 16, Fridays, 7:45-8
p. m. Peck Adv. Agency Inc., New
York, is agency.
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WOR

with

50,000 watt
one of the
in the East.
is ever made

its power ful
transmitter, is
leading stations
No compromise
with quality at

WOR — price is not considered
jRANSFER of the motion picture
'omotional activities of the Deirtment of Commerce from the
[Decialties Division to the Eleciical Division, under Andrew W.
use, chief of the latter section
as announced recently. Mr. Cruse,
radio engineer, was foi'merly
: :ith broadcasting stations in Cuba.
Kecord Piano Music at 33M R.P.M.

with UNIVERSAL
Professional Recording Machine
Xew, improved design — Superlative performance— Solid, heavy — Precision machined —
16-in. distortion proof turntable disc —
Constant speed rim drive — 110-volt AC
100% synchronous
reversible
— Individually calibrated timing
bar motor
provides
for
both 33% and 78 r.p.m. at 90, 110 and
130
— Solid
bar slideand—
The lines
climaxperof in.four
years steel
of research
experiment.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., Ltd.,
424 Warren Lane lnglewood,Calil.,U.S. A.
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— every piece of equipment must
tainable before it is accepted.
BETTER than .01%
is what we guarantee all
Scientific Radio Service Crystals. Why experiment — use
the best.
CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1925
Supplied in lsolantite Air-Gap
holders in 550-1500 kc. band.
Frequency drift guaranteed to
be "LESS THAN THREE
CYCLES" per million cycles
per degree centigrade change
in temperature.
Approved by FederaltionsCommunica$
Commission.
Two Crystals— $90

he the finest ob-

installation of PRESTO INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING equipment in the studios of WOR
after the most gruelling tests that could be devised
by the engineering staff is eloquent proof that
PRESTO has no peer in its field.

The

Write for new descriptive catalogue.
MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS GREEN SEAL DISCS.
EVERYTHING FOR RECORDING FROM A NEEDLE
TO A COMPLETE STUDIO INSTALLATION.
Export Division
(except& Australia
and Canada)
M. SIMONS
SONS, INC.
25 Warren Street, New York, N. Y.
Cable: Simontrice, N. Y.

50
xcZc^fe(Zc
RAMO
SERVICE
124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our price list and
booklet
Dept. B-1062

• Broadcast

Advertising

RECORDING
139 West

19th

CORPORATION

Street,

New

October

York,
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Toys

and Bottle Caps — Hand-Painted Photos — Big Day
In Boston — Kellogg- -Miniature Station

CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS Co.,
Chicago (Stillicious Yeast, Vitamin B Chocolate Milk), on Oct. 26
starts Buddy & Ginger, 10-minute transcribed juvenile serial,
broadcast three afternoons weekly,
on WGN, KSTP, WEBC, WJR,
WGST, and continues on KNX,
where it was broadcast throughout the summer months as a test.
The sponsor plans to extend this
year the premium-for-proof-of-sale
plan it tried out so successfully
last year on WBBM in Chicago.
A list of toys was offered to listeners sending in Stillicious bottle
caps, with different items calling
for varying numbers of caps, and
in addition the young listeners
were asked to write the name of
their school on the back of the
caps, the sponsor promising to
award a radio set to every school
named on three thousand or more
caps. In an eight-week campaign
the sponsor received more than
380,000 bottle caps, and awarded
80 receiving sets to as many
schools throughout the Midwest,
including points as far away from
Chicago as Winona, Minn., Evansville, Ind., and Mt. Clemens, Mich.
At the beginning of the campaign
sound trucks visited Chicago schools
at recess time, distributing literature telling about the prizes to be
given away in exchange for bottle
caps.
The unusual length of the program occured accidentally, according to Kenneth C. Ring, radio director of J. L. Sugden Advertising
Co., Chicago, which directs the account. "When the Buddy
Ginger program was launched& three
years ago in Minneapolis", he
stated, "we had intended making it the customary quarter-hour
m length but the only time available during that late afternoon
period which has become the radio
children's hour was a ten-min
spot, so we built our program toute
fit.
"This odd length has proved to
be both a curse and a blessing,"
Mr. Ring continued. "On the credit
side we have found that this tenmmute show is doing as much as
a quarter-hour could, and at twothirds the cost for time. But as
inore and more advertisers are going on the air it is becoming harder for us to secure ten-minute
spots with any assurance of being
able to hold them and in another
year it is entirely possible that it
will be necessary to turn Buddy
& Ginger into a full 15-minute
show.
"
Asked
about the premium plan,
Mr. Ring said that disregarding
immediate sales the idea of awarding receiving sets to schools had
built tremendous goodwill for the
sponsor with both the children and
their schools. Letters were received
from every school expressing its
thanks, in many cases signed by
every member* of *the *student body.
KNX, Hollywood, on Oct. 12
launched the CBS Junior Nurse
Corps series with a prevue to the
radio press, PTA clubs and civic
groups. The program originates in
New York three afternoons a week
and is sponsored by Swift & Co.,
Chicago.
Page
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MOORE, Ltd., San Francisco,
(men's clothing), sponsoring Football Score Board with Larry Keating commentator, on KPO, is offering a special football chart to
dialers, which is designed to enable listeners to follow program
with greater ease. Charts, which
are obtainable without charge or
obligation at any of the Moore
stores in the San Francisco bay
region, list all major football
games of the season, and also contains teams' strength ratine in the
opinion of grid experts and scores
of last year's contest. Program,
heard
Saturdays at 5:45 p. m.,
gives final scores of all important
college
games played that afternoon.
KFJZ, Fort Worth, persuaded the
school superintendent to include a
brief list of KFJZ's educational
programs with the bulletins from
his office, with the result that more
than 50 public schools, including
grade, high and junior high, carried the notice on their bulletin
boards.
mimeographed
bulletin was KFJZ's
made on plain paper,
however, with no sponsor's name
mentioned. The single sponsor,
whose program resume appeared
on the bulletin, was decidedly
pleased, however, with this additional promotion.
* %
ST. CLAIRE BREWING Co., San
Jose, Cal., on its five-minute transcription Prize Melodies program
over KFRC, San Francisco, Wednesdays at 10 p. m., is offering a
$1.25 hand-painted photo enlargement to dialers for four St. Claire
beer bottle caps and 25c. Coupon
is obtainable from independent
grocers and liquor dealers in the
San Francisco Bay region. Newspaper and window displays supplement the weekly radio program,
placed thru Gug-genheim Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C, is offering listeners cash prizes for program ideas, with Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co. seeking
suggestions for radio observance
of its 30th anniversary. If the
winner of the $50 prize is a member of a family protected by Jefferson, the prize will be doubled.

WHO, Des Moines, mailed more
than 1,000 invitations to agencies
and advertisers throughout the
country and to public officials for
the fall opening Oct. 3 of the Iowa
Barn Dance Frolic, which started
its sixth year on the mammoth
stage of Des Moines Shrine Auditorium, largest theatre west of
Chicago (4500 seats). Enclosed
with invitations were illustrated
Iowa Barn Dance souvenir books
and large descriptive folder on
WHO. WHO's Iowa Barn Dance
is sponsored by Mantle Lamp Co.,
Penn Tobacco Co., Flex-O-Glass
Mfg. Co., Murphy Products Co.,
Postal Life Insurance Co.. and
Drug Trade Products.
SEPT. 27 was station promotion
day in Boston, with WNAC becoming the NBC - Red outlet and
WEEI joining CBS. Edison Electric Illuminating Co. distributed an
arty brochure reproducing advertisements that appeared in local
newspapers. The announcement was
done in formal style. Complete
WEEI program lists were distributed by Edison to every home it
serves in the Boston area. They
were done no in animated booklet
form. WNAC's promotion included
a series of laree newspaper announcements. Teasers preceded
full-page advertisements.
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS
Co., Pittsburgh (institutional) is
offering free booklets entitled Design for Diving, which tells how
to keep a house in repair. A free
coupon is sent to every listener requesting the booklet. The coupon is
worth 25 cents towards the purchase of a Pittsburgh paint product. Program is heard on CBS,
Sundays, 2-2:45 p. m., and Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
New York, is the agency.
HARRIS SOAP Co., Buffalo, offers copper skillets to listeners
who return four box tops from
Harris soap flakes and 79 cents.
Distribution is through Hygrade
Petroleum Co. stations, which
handle the skillets in return for
attention they attract by distributing them.
*
* *
H. SUTLIFF TOBACCO Co., San
Francisco, (tobacco), sponsoring
Sports Forum with Ira Blue commentator on KPO, is offering a
free trial
package
of Heine's
blend
pipe size
tobacco
to dialers
upon
receipt of a request by postcard or
letter.

MERCHANDISING handled
Don Gardner, account represeni
tive of N. W. Ayer & Son Ir
Boston, for Kellogg Co., Bat
Creek cereal firm, includes givi
away during the week of Oct. :
a measuring cup at all gro«
with each purchase of Kello^
All-Bran. On Oct. 13, Sylvia W
ters started broadcasting .V <
England Pure Food Institute o\
a five-station hookup of New Ei
land Network, including WE]
Boston, WCSH, Portland, WT1
Hartford, WTAG, Worcest
WJAR, Providence. Window p>
ters for all grocery stores can
ing
Kellogg's Newspaper
All-Bran are
bei
distributed.
advert
ing is included. On WBZ-WBZ
Boston-Springfield, Kellogg's M
ody Time, a musical progra
every Monday, Wednesday a
Friday from 6:15-6:30 p. m.
eludes a slogan contest for Pi
Ten words or less are requir>
Prizes are 40 tickets to professk
al National League football gam
Duration of the contest coincic
with the conclusion of the seasi
A pair of tickets to the 20 b<
slogans received weekly are bei
given. Best slogans are chos
each week for the following wei
end game.
ifi if. if,
WTAM, Cleveland, has issued
24-page 8x11 inch sales promoti
booklet entitled Johnny Turn 1
Crank or The Book of Wonde
which strikes a new note in ra<
promotion material. The usual ci
facts are spread throughout t
book
but are emerged
into coistrip illustrations
and copy.
Ho
ard Barton, WTAM sales pron
tion manager, conceived the unic
presentation.
WFIL, Philadelphia, is operati
a miniature broadcast station
the Philadelphia Food Fair a
Better Homes Exposition, f
which it is exclusive radio rep
sentative. All types of progra
are being broadcast from the <
position booth, which includes s
dio, control room and exhibits.
WOR's book of fact and fancy,
Market-To Market, published ea
this year, received the anni
Award of Merit of the Americ
Institute of Graphic Arts.
Market-To Market will be plac
on public exhibition from Oct.
to Nov. 7 at the Institute's gall
ies, 115 E. 40th Street, New Yo
* * *
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, held a p
audition by transcription of 1
Swift & Co. CBS Junior Nw,
Corps program for Sunbrite clef
ser, with 25 women as well as
tail officials attending. Sunbr
was displayed and given away.
* * *
KFJZ, Fort Worth, drew consid
able local publicity during lat I
September when the station <
nated a scholarship at Texas W '
leyan College, Fort Worth, to 1
listener submitting the best ess
of not more than 150 words on 1
subject, "The Value
of a Colls Ii'
4*
4s

NOISE

SUPPRESSORS — Ira Beanblossom, of the Dayton Health Department (left) and Jack Hodgkinson, WHIO engineer, part of a crew
conducting noise tests in an effort to create public interest in stopping
unnecessary traffic noises, operating the WHIO remote truck.
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Education".
IN
ITS PROMOTION in conn [
tion with the Philadelphia ra 1
show, WIP staged a two-way of
versation from the show to an a •
plane up
above.
An from
RCA therecei'
picked
the voice
pla ,
fed it to the control room and :
was relayed over the air.
• Broadcast

Advertisi
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Use

NBC

The market or markets that you have "spotted" for
radio treatment can be found in the roster of leading
radio stations offering THESAURUS
THESAURUS

Program

Service.

offers variety and flexibility of material by

outstanding radio talent— programs
For effective and economical

of proved audience appeal.

spot broadcasting ask the station

or us for further information about THESAURUS.

Alabama
Birmingham
Gadsden
Mobile
Montgomery
Arizona
Phoenix
Arkansas
El Dorado
Hot Springs
Little Rock
California
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Merced
San Diego
San Francisco
San Jose

WAPI
WJBY
WALA
WSFA
KTAR
KELD
KTHS
KLRA
KECA
KFI
KYOS
KFSD
KGO
KQW

Colorado
Denver

KOA

Connecticut
Hartford
Waterbury
District of Columbia
Washington
Washington
Florida
Clearwater
Miami
Georgia
Atlanta
Waycross
Illinois
Chicago
Chicago
East St. Louis
Quincy
Rock Island
Tuscola
Indiana
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Kansas
Coffeyville
Dodge City
Hutchinson
Lawrence
Wichita

WDRC
W1XBS
WMAL
WRC
WFLA
WIOD
WSB
WAYX
WENR
WMAQ
WTMV
WTAD
WHBF
WDZ
WOWO
WIRE
KGGF
KGNO
KWBG
WREN
KANS

National

Everywhere

Markets—

good

reach

Kentucky
Ashland
Louisville
Louisiana
Alexandria
Baton Rouge
Monroe
New Orleans
Shreveport
Maine
Bangor
Maryland
Baltimore
Hagerstown
Massachusetts
Boston
New Bedford
Springfield
Worcester
Michigan
Battle Creek
Bay City
Detroit
Flint Rapids
Grand
Kalamazoo
Lansing
Muskegon
Minnesota
Minn. -St. Paul
Rochester
Mississippi
Jackson
Missouri
Columbia
Joplin
St. Joseph
St. Louis
Springfield
Montana
Billings
Wolf Point
Nebraska
Omaha
Scottsbluff
New Hampshire
Manchester
New Jersey
Atlantic City
Jersey City

Syracuse
Utica
i >ui in v^idi \jiiiLa
Asheville
Charlotte
Raleigh

WJBO
KALB
KM LB
WSMB
KTBS
WABI
WFBR
WJEJ
WBZ
WNBH
WBZA
WORC
WELL
WBCM
WJBK
WFDF
WKZO
WOOD
WJIM
WKBZ
KSTP
KROC
WJDX
KFRU
KFEQ
WMBH
KGBX
KSD
KGHL
KGCX
WOW
KGKY

WPG
WAAT

Price
Utah
Salt Lake City

ELECTRICAL

Corporation

KDKA
WGBI
WKOK
WBAX
W XV .'\ IV
WAIM
WFBC

Richmond
Norfolk
YY 'i cnintftnn
V T ilJlllllgLUll

WOPI
WTJS
WAPO
WROL
WMC
WSM

'WFAA
KMAC
KNEL
KTSM
KFJZ
KPRC
KPDN *
KRBC
KGKL
KGKB
KRGV
KEUB
KDYL

Bay
TVGreen
I3LulljIll
YY/
icf»r*T"iciT"i
Janesville
Madison
Milwaukee
Racine
Sheboygan
J.H i. a \tuq
w all1 1
Honolulu
Puerto Rico
San Juan
Canada
Calgary, Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta
Fredericton, N.B.
Halifax, N. S.
Hamilton, Ont.
Hull, Quebec
Kelowna, B. C.
Kingston, Ont.
Lethbridge, Alberta
London, Ontario
Montreal, Quebec
Quebec,
Quebec
Regina,
Saskatoon,Sask.
Sask.
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
Sudbury, Ont.
Sydney, N. S.
Vancouver, B. C.
Winnipeg, Man.
Buenos Aires
Argentina
Buenos Aires

Service

York • Merchandise

WtJ
Wl
wtI
wcl
1-3
wtI
1

CI
C.
CI
CF
CH
CK
CP.
CK
CI
CI
CI
CI
c
CI
C.
C.
c

RCA Victor-ArgenC.

Australia
Amalgamated Wireless Ltd.
urisBane
Melbourne
Sydney
LR1Brazil
Rio de Janeiro
Rio de Janeiro
Mexico
Radio
Mexico City

SERVICE
Mart, Chicago

El Mu

Pi

X
Naci*
New Zealand
Wellinf
Amalgamated Wireless Ltd. :
Panama
Colon
South Africa
So. African Bdctg. Co.
Capetown
Durban
Johannesburg
Switzerland
Bern

Company,

of America

J
V,KOl
vv

KSOO

KGNC
KFDM

TRANSCRIPTION

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New

WLEU
WIBG
WHP
KYW
WJAC

Texas
Abilene
Brady
Amarillo
Beaumont
Dallas
El Paso
Fort Worth
Pampa
Houston

WFEA

Seattle
W/f*«1"
Virtfinm
Wheeling
TV C3l V 11 gllllu

KGW
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A little more than four years
ago Preston Peters signed on
with us as Office Boy, Third
Class— "and lucky to get it,
too"! Lucky for us, that is.
Today Pete is Vice President
and Secretary, manager of our
New York Office, and— welL
look at the signature of this
announcement . . . Between the
days of office boy and the days
of Vice President etc. lay four
years of hard, intelligent, effective work for our stations and
our stations' customers. It's
an interesting story — a story
you'll have to hear from us,
because you'd never hear it
from Pete himself.
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Rate

Affiliates;

Deals

TOPPED OFF by plans of NBC
to readjust its network rates before the end of the year, a series
of moves by major networks during the last fortnight may have
an impoi'tant bearing upon the
future complexion of the chains.
Aware of the fact that NBC's
new form of contract would make
more difficult the aligning of affiliates of that network, CBS, in its
effort to bolster itself at strategic
spots, on Oct. 19 signed WRVA,
Richmond clear-channel station,
under a five-year contract and on
the following day concluded a
purchase arrangement, subject to
FCC approval, for WOAI, 50,000watt San Antonio station, for a
price of $825,000.
NBC scored sharply in the competition when on Oct. 27 it signed
WSM, Nashville 50,000-watter, in
the face of competitive bidding by
CBS. While terms were not divulged, Edwin W. Craig, vice president of National Life & Accident
Co., operating the station, declared
he was highly pleased over the arrangement whereby it continues as
an affiliate of the network.
Meanwhile, CBS informally has
notified WHK, Cleveland, that it
would terminate its present threeyear contract within a year, using
WGAR as its Cleveland outlet.
Conversations already had been
begun among the four parties
(NBC, CBS, WGAR and WHK)
for the switch, although the official
notifications still were lacking.
NBC to Boost Rates
NBC, plowing through with its
campaign to place affiliated stations under, its new form of contract [Broadcasting, Oct. 15], divulged its intention of increasing
rates on both of its networks, effective probably before Jan. 1.
Preparatory to that step, it was
seeking to have important affiliates
under contract — many of them for
five-year period, and with a clause
in some which would prevent them
from utilizing any other network
service. This is aimed particularly at Mutual Broadcasting System.
Addition of KVOD, Denver
time-sharing station, as a Blue
network outlet, also was announced
by NBC. The station shares with
KFEL, Denver, on the 920 kc.
channel, the latter having agreed
to affiliate with MBS some time
ago. Under this plan, NBC will
utilize KFEL-KVOD time along
with MBS on a first-come-firstserve basis. The MBS affiliation
does not begin until it goes nationBROADCASTING

Due,

Card

Advertising
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PRINCIPALS

Mr. Lucy

WSM;

Signs

Pend

With

IN DEALS

Mr. Craig

New NBC contracts, it was
learned, have been offered to some
30 stations during the last several
weeks, and about 20 already have
signed. In addition, understandings have been reached with a
number of NBC outlets regarding
service, purely of an oral nature.
NBC President Lenox R. Lohr, assisted by Station Relations Vice
President Frank Mason, is personally handling most of these negotiations.
San Antonio Changes
As Broadcasting went to press,
there were several other station
negotiations with the networks in
progress. These included WTIC,
50,000 -watt Hartford station, at
present an NBC outlet, and WSPD,
Toledo, CBS optional basic outlet.
Emissaries of both of the networks
have been in Hartford during the
last fortnight.
Advertising

CBS

WHK,

wide Dec. 29 and links with the
Don Lee Network in California.
The new NBC rates, to be adjusted upward for the most part,
will be based upon coverage increases since the last general rate
cards became effective Jan. 1. The
present rates were based upon the
NBC Network Aireas studies of
signal strength and fan mail
analyses. Some 1,500,000 pieces of
mail were analyzed for the initial
study. The new cards will be based
on a breakdown of about 15,000,000 mail returns, plus coverage
data and other considerations.
The adjustments have been
under consideration for several
months. Now about completed, it
is expected that they will be announced about Nov. 15 to become
effective a month later. They will
encompass, in addition to changed
rates for old outlets, substitute
rates for stations which will be
aligned with its networks as a
result
cated. of changes definitely indi-
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time as the sale is approved by
the FCC.

as

WSPD

It is expected, naturally, that
KTSA, San Antonio, present
CBS outlet, will affiliate with NBC
as an optional Red and Blue station, once the WOAI sale is approved. KTSA is owned by Hearst
Radio Inc., and operates on the
550 kc. channel, with 5,000 watts
day and 1,000 watts night. WOAI
is assigned to the 1190 kc. channel
with 50,000 watts. It is an applicant for superpower of 500,000
watts.
The negotiations with WSM,
strategically important for _ coverage reasons, had been going on
several months. The station, owned
operated by the National Life
&andAccident Insurance Co., also is
an applicant for 500,000 watts.
Mr. Craig has been handling the
negotiations, dealing with President Lohr for NBC and Vice President Herbert V. Akerberg for
CBS, the latter having arrived in
Nashville Oct. 27. By re-signing
the station, NBC kept for itself
one of the most important outlets
on its networks.
The WOAI sale arrangement
came as something of a surprise.
The contract was signed Oct. 20
vice presiRunyon, CBS
by M.dentR.
and treasurer,
and Joseph H.
Ream, CBS general counsel, in
San Antonio, with George A. C.
Halff, president of Southern Industries Inc., operating the station.
It is expected that the transaction will go to hearing before the
FCC Broadcast Division. Based on
earnings, understood to have been
in the neighborhood of $118,000
for the last fiscal year, it is assumed the purchase price of $825,000 will not be considered inordinately high, since the FCC recently approved the sale of KNX
to CBS for $1,300,000 on the basis
of anticipated annual profits of
some $200,000. Hugh A. L. Halff,
nephew of the executive head, is
manager of WOAI. It is the stated
intention of CBS, should the transfer be approved, to retain him as
general manager.
The transaction for the purchase
of WOAI involves the actual acquisition by CBS of Southern Industries, Inc. for an aggregate of
$1,388,000
to theOct.
application filedaccording
with the FCC
26.
The company, a family corporation,
controls considerable stock and
real estate. CBS then will sell
back to the Halff interests all assets other than the station for a
figure of about $562,600 plus an
undetermined amount to cover
earnings, interest, etc., until such

Operating profit of WOAI for
the year ended July 31, 1936, was
profit after de$118,776. The net
preciation amounted to $89,495.
For the first two months of its
current fiscal year ended Sept. 30,
the operating profit was $20,494
and the net profit, after depreciation, $11,901.21.
WRVA Negotiations
THE WRVA affiliation likewise
developed suddenly. The contract,
unlike others signed by CBS, is for
na five-year period and is non-ca
cellable. Other terms yaretheundersame
stood to be substantiall
affiliate conr CBS
regula
in
as
100-watter, is the
tracts. WMBG,
in Richmond.
present CBS outlet become
aligned
Presumably, it will
with NBC in lieu of WRVA, since
commercial stathe onlycityother
it is tion
and is an applicant
in the
for regional status.
WRVA did not have a contract
and CBS had not rewith NBC,
newed the contract it had with
WMBC which expired last June.
Thus, it is pointed out, the switch
of affiliates may take place within
a few weeks by agreement between the stations and the networks. On the other hand, there
may be some question about a
year's notice by the stations to
each of the networks, and it is not
inconceivable that the switch will
time.
be postponed for that length of
Although using only 5,000 watts
on its 1110 kc. clear channel,
WRVA is an applicant for 50,000
watts. It is operated by the Larus
Bro. & Co., makers of Edgeworth
tobacco. The transaction was negotiated by Mr. Akerberg with C.
T. Lucy, general manager of the
station and advertising manager
of the tobacco company. Larus
sponsors the Corn Cob Pipe Club
over NBC and it is logically expected that this account will move
to CBS since it originates in Richmond.
The switch of CBS from WHK
to WGAR is not an entirely unexpected development. CBS on Oct.
1 began a new three-year contract
with WHK, owned by the Cleveland Plain-Dealer, which included
a one-year cancellation clause.
WGAR is owned by the same interests which operate WJR, Detroit, which switched from NBC to
CBS last September, at which time
NBC aligned WXYZ as its Detroit
Blue outlet.
The CBS hope is that the Cleveland change will be made effective
about Jan. 1, rather than at the
end of the one-year notification
period.
Presumably,
the formal
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notification will be given about
Nov. 1. WGAR's contract with
NBC is understood to carry the
one-year cancellation clause also.
Here again it is conceivable that
WHK will prefer to fulfill the oneyear notice period, in which event
the change cannot take place until
its expiration.
Hartford Situation

Transamerican

Opens

Pacific

Office

In KFWB-

W arner Studio; Ray in Charge
OPENING OF a
by the motion picture company.
While no statement was forthcomPacific Coast ofing, the opening of the West Coast
fice in Los Anoffice was believed to indicate a
geles, with Wiltalent association, at least, with
liam V. Ray, asWarner Bros.
sistant manager
New York Expansion
of KFWB, Hollywood, in charge,
MR. RAY is a well-known figure
was announced
in Hollywood and was with KFWB
in its earlier days. He returned to
Oct. 26 by TransMr. Ray
the station several months ago
american Broadwhen
Harry Maizlish became its
casting & Televimanager, succeeding Gerald King,
sion Corp. Mr. Ray, it is underresigned. Mr. Ray has been in
stood, will leave KFWB to take
Hollywood for a dozen years and
over the new office and will be
has had much to do with handling
succeeded by C. C. Mittendorf,
of motion picture talent for radio.
commercial manager.
The new offices will be located
Simultaneously, Transamerican
announced enlargement of its New
in the KFWB studios now under
construction at 5833 Fernwood
York quarters at 521 Fifth Ave.
Ave. The announcement said that
to provide space for its increased
from these new studios Transsales staff and production departamerican will be in position to
ment. In Chicago, it said, it now
occupies the entire 30th floor of
offer not only regular sales and
service facilities but also originate
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Added to the Transamerican
live shows utilizing Hollywood
talent. KFWB is owned by the
sales staff in New York, it was announced, isMyron Elges, formerly
Warner Bros, motion picture interests. Officials of Transamerican
with the New York Mirror in merchandising work and with Radio
have steadfastly refuted stateGuide in a similar capacity. He
ments that the newly-created organization isin any way controlled
was formerly an account executive
with Bermingham, Castleman &
Pierce, and for two years was with
ager. While it shares time with
the Airplane and Marine Direction
KFEL, it has pending an applicaFinder Corp., in charge of advertion for full time on 630 kc. while
tising and sales promotion.
KFEL has filed for full time on
Through the increased facilities
its present frequency of 920 kc.
in Chicago, Transamerican said
Simultaneously NBC is proceedthat in addition to representing a
ing with plans to add Blue affilinumber of stations, it is now preates. The removal of WTFI, Athpared to handle recordings and
ens, Ga., to Atlanta, probably by
transcription programs for clients
the first of the year, is expected to
and auditions for live shows. "This
flexibility and accessibility of more
open
the with
way the
for Blue
that Network.
station's
affiliation
widespread, yet at the same time
The present NBC outlet for both
more closely knit and integrated
Red and Blue in Atlanta is WSB.
radio facilities," it said, "has been
WTFI operates on 1450 kc. with
a long-felt need both of those
500 watts day and night. It is organizations using complete naowned principally, it is undertional coverage as well as those
stood, by Arde Bulova, New York
requiring
specially partial or local
watch manufacturer, and Gerald
K. Winston, New York real estate
coverage."
operator and associate of Mr.
Bulova.
LULU BELLE, songstress of the
Plans for the Blue in the South
weekly Saturday night National Barn
Dance heard over WLS and the NBCalso encompass adding of affiliBlue, has been chosen Radio Queen
ates in such key cities as Memphis
(WNBR), Birmingham (WBRC),
of 1936 in Radio Guide's third anNew Orleans (WDSU), among
nual radio queen election. Her runothers. WGST, Atlanta, has proners-up in order were Jessica Dragtested the move of WTFI but this
onette, Joan Blaine. Frances Langford. Gracie Allen, Margaret Speaks
protest was recently denied by the
and Kate Smith.
FCC.

W.Va. Newspaper Grou
Acquires Third Statioi
ON THE HEELS of the FCC '
authorization of the purchase cl
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., by ir,
terests headed by John A. Ker
nedy, publisher of the Clarksbur,
(W. Va.) Exponent, it was learne
authoritatively
by Broadcastin
that the same group has also pui
chased WPAR,
Parkersburg, V\
Va., a 100-watter on 1420 k<
Neither side of the transactio
would confirm the fact, but it i
known that the actual contract ha
been signed and it is understoo ;
an application will be filed earl
in November for the transfer.
WCHS was purchased from th
Huntington (W. Va.) Advertiser
which
also owns
and operate
WSAZ,
Huntington.
It operate
with
1,000 watts
day and 501
night and 580 kc. WPAR was pur
chased from Ohio Valley Broae
casting Corp., whose stockholder
are Marion H. McDowell, Harol
McWhorter, Max A. Morgan, Ke
D, Given and Sherwood Musgrav<
all of Parkersburg, and Wayn
Van Gilder, of Fairmont, W. Vj
Mr. Kennedy's newspaper als
holds a construction permit for
new 250-watt daytime station
1370 kc. in Clarksburg, to be know
as WBLK, which is now unde
construction.
His plans includ
hooking up this and the Charles
ton and Parkersburg station for
state network.

THE arrangement with WGAR, it
is indicated, would mean a substantial increase in network revenue for that station. CBS is known
to be dissatisfied with its WHK
contract, for which it had negotiated for many months. The contract provided for a certain amount
of sustaining service over WJAY,
Cleveland, also controlled by the
Plain - Dealer. WGAR has been
taking MBS commercials which it
probably will forego under its CBS
affiliation. A WHK-MBS alignment
also considered a possibility.
Uncertainty surrounds both the
WTIC and WSPD situations. The
Hartford 50,000-watter was on the
block for more than a year, but
this year is showing a profit for
the first time in its history. Both
NBC and CBS are understood to
have placed propositions before it
for affiliation only, while there also
have been overtures for its purchase. An option for its purchase
for $675,000 held by Cherry &
Webb, New England department
store operators owning WPRO,
Providence, expired Oct. 1.
Some mystery surrounds the
WSPD status. Said to be a contracted CBS outlet, there nevertheless have been conversations with
Nash, Kelvinator Board
NBC for a Blue affiliation, and it
Favor Plan for Merge
may develop that it will join the
latter net upon clearing up of the
PLANS for the merger of th
CBS contractural situation. The
Nash Motor Co., Kenosha, Wis
station is controlled by George B.
and the Kelvinator Corp., Detroi
Storer, of Detroit, principal owner
(refrigerators, a i r conditionin
also of WWVA, Wheeling, and
equipment,
etc.) were approved b
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
the board of directors of the tw
By acquiring WOAI, CBS will
companies on Oct. 27. Under th
be placed in a more favorable poplan the name of the merged fin
sition in the Southwest territory,
will
be known as Nash-Kelvinato
it was pointed out. In the DallasCorp. with Charles W. Nash, no^
Fort Worth case, NBC has WFAAchairman of the Nash board, hole
WBAP, 50,000 watter, and by Jan.
ing the same post in the consol:
1 expects to add KGKO, Fort
dated firm with Charles E, Masor
Worth, to its Blue after that stanow president of Kelvinator Corp
tion has been moved from Wichita
Kelvinator
Corp. title in the Nasi"
Falls, where it is now a CBS outtaking
the same
let. CBS has KRLD, operating
The plan must have the ap,
with 10,000 watts, which has
proval of the stockholders befor
50,000-watt aspirations since it
it can be completed. J. Walte
operates it on a duplicated clear
Thompson Co., Chicago, has th-:
channel with WTIC which already
Nash account, and Geyer, Corne.
uses 50,000 watts. Moreover,
& Newell Inc., New York, is Kelvi
WWL, New Orleans, now operatnator's advertising counsel.
ing on the 850 kc. clear channel
with 10,000 watts is expected to
seek 50,000 watts also in the near
future. Should these projects be
carried forward, CBS will be
placed in a much improved position insofar as power rating is
concerned.
Since last September, when
WJR was signed by CBS with its
50,000-watt clear channel operation, CBS had made nine major
station deals, including those pending. In addition to its purchase of
KNX, its projected purchase of
WOAI, and its affiliate acquisition
of WJR, it has leased WEEI, Boston, and KSFO, San Francisco
(subject to FCC approval) and it
has made affiliate arrangements
with WWL, WHIO, Dayton, and
WRVA.
In aligning KVOD, NBC anNEW NBC WASHINGTON STUDIOS— Occupying the entire second floor of the new Washington Trans-Lux;
nounced that the rates for the staTheater Building, NBC next May or June will move its Washington offices and studios (also headquarter.'
of WRC and WMAL) from the National Press Bldg. The 17,000 square feet of floor space for 18 offices
tion are $120 per hour, $72 per
half and $48 per quarter hour.
and program rooms, one large audience studio, two program studios, two speakers studios, transcriptior
The station is owned by Colorado
room, conference and audition rooms, etc. will more than double its present space. The quarters will be'
Radio Corp., of which William D.
air-conditioned and specially constructed for radio under supervision of O. B. Hanson, NBC chief engineer
Pyle is president and general man- who had charge of building and installing the Radio City and Hollywood studios of the network.
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Mobs Assail Stations;
THE FCC on Oct. 29 completely absolved CBS of any
violation of the law or regulations in the "Vandenberg
incident." Story on its ruling
will be found on page 87.

fluenced the company in its stand
on the Vandenberg broadcast. Edward Klauber, CBS executive vice
president, replied that the network
in 1934 had placed insurance with
the Travelers company through
young Roosevelt, as its accredited
agent, but stated it was the best of
several insurance proposals submitted, declared CBS was wholly
non-partisan in politics, and deplored the "effort to read anything
sinister into the fact" a son of the
President was in the insurance
business and secured the policy.
4. The building housing WBOW
in Terre Haute became the scene
of mob action the night of Oct. 20
when more than 150 local citizens
barred the way and prevented Earl
Browder, Communist candidate for
president,
from entering
to deliver the broadcast
address which
he
was forced to suspend several
weeks earlier because of his arrest in the Indiana city. Mr. Browder left by taxicab but not before
his party was pelted by tomatoes.
The debate continued to rage over
Browder's rights, with the radio
station making clear that it had
to allow him to speak under the
"equal
opportunity"
clause
the
communications
law.
The of next
(Continued on page 84.)

Vandenberg Incident
which he played and to which he
Ml
made reply, led CBS to cancel the
program, and then to reinstate it,
ii
on the grounds that it violated
4;
standard network policy against
:
the use of transcriptions. This
provoked front-page news, editorocjlTHE "sound and fury" of Amerials and cartoons in the press runrj can politics caught radio in its
ning nearly a week and giving the
>eething swirl during the final
affair a tremendous publicity break
itri.veeks preceding the national elecfor the Republicans. It also led to
?f ,l;ions of Nov. 3, with time-buying
an inquiry by the FCC and to a
inactivities of the major and minor
new publicity outburst by George
.: parties disrupting network and
H. Payne, telegraph commissioner,
j station program
schedules right
after which Senator Vandenberg
jand left, with the "Vandenberg aftook Mr. Payne to task for charga :air" leading to widely published
ing bad faith.
i: charges and countercharges and
3. While the press was debating
tdjthe threat of a Congressional inthe merits and demerits of the
vestigation, and with scenes of
"Vandenberg affair," Senator
^ violence or near-violence at three
Hastings (R-Del.) inquired whethrirliocal stations.
er CBS had purchased group inU}\ As Broadcasting went to press,
surance two years ago from James
; the situation seemed to warrant
I the following summary :
Roosevelt, the President's son, intimating that this might have inI 1. Democrats
and Republicans
~ alike redoubled their local and naytional radio appeals to the electorate, spending tens of thousands
by GOP
Dubbing
of Preside nt's Voice
^of dollars for radio time, chiefly
Viewed
as Obvious
/for their major spokesmen — but it
to Listening Public
appeared unlikely that either maWHILE the record fails to show
gan, an outstanding Republican leader
jor party will have spent as much
and member of the United States
as the $1,000,000 predicted for rethat the word "transcription" or
Senate is here to conduct a "fireside
dio time, though each will have
"recording" was used during the
chat". It is agreed by all that when
introduction
to
Senator
Vandena man seeks public office and makes
*spent more than the $500,000 of
i 1932. The minor parties likewise
public statements to influence public
berg's "fireside chat" on CBS Oct.
opinion his words become public
were buying more time. The Re17, in which Senator Vandenin publican radio division in Chicago
berg "debated" with recorded exproperty.
magazines,
thors andNewspapers,
public speakers
have authe
named Wells (Ted) Church, forcerpts
of
President
Roosevelt's
unquestioned
right
to
quote
such
speeches, the general reaction
merly with WJSV, Washington, as
statements without limit. It is only
among radio observers who later
:r radio director, with Pete Nelson
thus that we are able most faithfully
heard
a
recorded
version
of
the
:t loaned
by Mutual Broadcasting
to compare the words of a man with
broadcast
was
that
it
would
be
flSystem as his assistant; Bob Hotz,
his deeds. Without further delay,
an
obtuse
listener
indeed
who
therefore, I shall turn the microphone
■ of Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.,
would believe the President was
:: handling talent charges; Art
over to Senator Vandenberg to open
this
new kind of fireside chat.
actually present in the studio and
r. Stringer, handling time clearances,
talking.
1 and Tom Fizdale handling publicQuestions and Answers
A count shows that 17 excerpts
ity. Hill Blackett, director of pubTHEREUPON
Senator Vandenfrom President Roosevelt's past
■ lie relations, on Oct. 1 released
speeches were employed in the
i Tom Sabin, former radio director,
berg said, "I respectfully address
Vandenberg colloquy. The context
myself to Franklin Delano Roose[jj|to the Pennsylvania State Comand method of presentation and
velt" and asked him what he said
:: mittee
for its radio campaign,
noise level made it clear that the
on inauguration day. The recorded
while John Elwood, onetime NBC
voice reiterated the oath of office
President's voice came off record" vice-president and for more than
as
taken by Mr. Roosevelt on
I a year G. O. P. program director,
ings, and Republican's believe the
March 4, 1932. Then Senator Vanintroduction and "break" after the
| was sent away from Chicago headdenberg launched into a political
first use of the President's voice
¥ quarters on a special mission the
made
it
entirely
clear.
Ben
Pratt,
discussion
of constitutional obliga\ nature of which was undisclosed.
tions, and after about 100 words
of the G.O.P. radio staff, a former
Mr. Pratt interposed :
2. Senator Arthur Vandenberg's
NBC employe in Chicago and
Ladies and gentlemen, this is Mr.
Iluse of a so-called "new technique"
New York, introduced Senator
Pratt speaking again. Mr. Roosevelt,
j in political broadcasts, employing
Vandenberg thus:
the candidate, is here in voice but not
transcriptions of excerpts from
Tonight, ladies and gentlemen, Sen(Continued on page 85)
ator Arthur H. Vandenberg, of MichiPresident Roosevelt's speeches

Talburt in Scripps-Howard Newspapers
The Horn of Plenty
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Kirby in World Telegram
The Trick That Blew Up

Campaign
Near

Two

Booking
Million

Time Sales Jump as Parties
Seek Last-Minute Periods
PRELIMINARY estimates of campaign radio expenditures by the
major parties place the sum at
$600,000
the and
Republican
tionalfor
Committee
$500,000 Nafor
the Democratic national committee, although time bookings for extensive hookups and spot use during the last week of the campaign
are expected to swell these totals.
The estimates cover all network
and spot time placed by the G.O.P.
radio division in Chicago and the
Democratic radio division in New
York, but do not embrace the incalculable amounts spent independently for regional hookups and
local time
state and local committees by
and candidates.
Including the time buying by
the minor parties, it is conservatively estimated that not less than
$2,000,000 will have been spent
with networks and stations during
the 1936 political campaign.
Last-minute Speeches
CBS and MBS have declined to divulge political revenues until the
campaign is over, but NBC reported that up to Oct. 17 the Republicans had spent $275,000 on its two
networks and had $90,000 more
worth of time booked for the rest
of the campaign. Democrats, NBC
reported, up to the same date had
spent $165,000 on its networks, the
Communists $20,000. On NBCowned and managed stations political revenues up to Oct. 17
amounted to $75,000 from all parties. The Democrats had $65,000
more worth of time booked, the
Communists $15,000, the Socialists
$7,000 and the Union Party $9,000.
As in 1932, the Democrats have
bought up the 11 to 12 midnight
period Nov. 2 on combined networks, this year combining the
NBC -Red, NBC - Blue, CBS and
MBS hookups for a final speech by
President Roosevelt and other
party notables. The Republicans
have bought the NBC-Red network
for a final rally, with Gov. Landon
as a speaker, from 10 to 11 p. m.
The Union Party has taken 9:30
to 10 p. m. on NBC-Red, anl the
Communist Party will broadcast
its Madison Square Garden rally
the same night from 10:45 to 11
o'clock. Many other bookings for
politics the night of Nov. 2 were
also being
negotiated
casting went
to press. as Broad-

Shoemaker in Chicago Daily News
Let's Look at the Record
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NBC
Week

Plans
Studded

Is Planned;

Gala
With

Special

Television

CLIMAXING what it terms
century of progress in a decade
broadcasting,"
during
week
of Nov. 8NBC
will all
celebrate

Tenth

Will

Events
Be

and

Entertainment

Demonstrated

"a
of
the
the

tenth anniversary of its founding
Nov. 15, 1926, by feting numerous
foreign and American broadcasting
and government officials, playing
host to the owners and managers
of all its affiliated stations and
staging a series of special proits nationwide
facilitiesgrams
to "dedicating
a continued
future of
social and scientific advancement."
The largest American broadcasting organization will make its anniversary week also the occasion
of demonstrating RCA's television
progress for the first time to NBCaffiliated station executives. The
week's gala program will feature
a banquet in the grand ballroom
of the Waldorf - Astoria Hotel in
New York the night of Monday,
Nov. 9, to which 1,600 persons representing all branches of radio and
all aspects of American governmental, business and cultural life
have been invited.
Recreating First Programs
THE anniversary observances,
which really began last May, have
been planned to touch every phase
of broadcasting as represented by
NBC and its parent company, RCA.
The high point — exactly 10 years
after NBC, then a limited network
of only 17 stations, broadcast its inaugural program — will be reached
on the night of Nov. 15 when NBC
will repeat practically the identical program of 10 years before
over its combined hookup of 101
stations. As on the first program,
the performers scheduled are Dr.
Walter Damrosch, Harold Bauer,
Albert Stoessel, Mary Garden,
Titta Ruffo, Cesare Sodero, Dr.
Edwin Frank Goldman and band,
Weber & Fields and the orchestras
of Ben Bernie, Vincent Lopez,
George Olsen and B. A. Rolfe. Only
the late Will Rogers will be absent
from the list.
For two weeks prior to Nov. 15.
NBC will be host to hundreds of
notables from all parts of this
country and from abroad (see
story on page 12 reporting arrivals of foreign visitors as NBC
guests). The major program of
events, however, starts Saturday,
Nov. 7, with the arrival of out-oftown guests, largely station own-

Anniversary

ers and managers, advertising executives and agency men. The
highlight of their visit, aside from
the Nov. 9 banquet, will be the
television demonstration the afternoon of Sunday, Nov. 8, on the 62d
floor of the RCA Bldg., to be followed by a cocktail party in the
Rainbow Room.
Fifteen to 20 television receiving sets will be set up in a special room holding about 200 persons. Ten to 15 persons will be
able to view the television images
picked up on each set. The transmissions will be from the RCA experimental television broadcasting
station atop the Empire State
Bldg. The visitors will be able to
view RCA's latest achievements in
the visual art and to deduce for
themselves how soon television will
implement sound broadcasting in
the United States.
Only a special list of invited
guests will attend the big banquet
at the Waldorf-Astoria the night
of Nov. 9. There will be several
speakers, including important public officials, advertising executives
and educational and cultural leaders. The Waldorf that night will
house what NBC believes will be
a true cross - section of American
business and cultural life. The
hosts will be Lenox R. Lohr, NBC
president, and David Sarnoff, RCA
president and NBC board chairman.
On Nov. 8 a huge silver plaque
repi'esentative of the tenth anniversary celebration will be placed
in Rockefeller Center. During the
week the new antenna of the
50,000-watt WJZ, NBC - Blue key
station at Bound Brook, N. J., wfll

go into operation. Earlier in the
week NBC will announce the
awards in its children's program
contest, and will adopt a slogan as
a result of a contest being conducted among its employes. On
Nov. 15 the network organization
will announce a letter contest in
which the public will be invited to
submit letters of 100 words each,
describing what NBC has meant
to individual listeners. Daily prizes
of five Model 10-K RCA sets, retailing at $150 each, will be awarded and the letters will be the basis
of programs and announcements
to be carried on the network.
Diverse Entertainment
FOR BOTH the foreign visitors
and the out-of-town guests an extensive program is planned. The
foreigners will be escorted by Fred
Bate, NBC European representative who arrived from London Oct.
29, and by Dr. Max Jordan, NBC
continental European representative who came over from his headquarters at Basle on Oct. 15.
With most of the foreign group
here by Nov. 5, a luncheon will be
given for them that noon in the
Rainbow Room of the RCA Bldg.,
with Mr. Sarnoff and Mr. Lohr
presiding. Another luncheon for
them, with foreign diplomatic representatives and foreign newspaper correspondents also present,
will be given in the Rockefeller
Center Luncheon Club the next
Bldg.
day as well as a television demonstration at 4 p. m. in the RCA
On Nov. 7 the group will go to
Princeton for a football game; on
Nov. 8 they will visit West Point;
on Nov. 9 they will be taken for
a sightseeing tour of Manhattan,
including a luncheon tendered by
W. A. Winterbottom, executive
vice president of RCA Communications Inc. Nov. 11 they will be
taken by plane to Buffalo, Niagara
Falls and Washington, attending a
dinner at the Mayflower Hotel in
the latter city at 8 p. m. with
many high government officials
present. Nov. 12 will be spent in
sightseeing in Washington, with a
luncheon at the National Press
Club tendered by the Overseas
Writers. A few of the delegates
that day will be back in New York
for a dinner at 8 p. m. by the New
York chapter of the Institute of

Radio Engineers, at which Ray-j
mond radio
Braillard
of the Euro."
, head
pean
control
center
at Brusdj
sells, will deliver a technical paper.il
Gathered in New York Nov. I.3J
the foreign delegates will be tenJ
dered a farewell dinner at thel
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, and nextl
day they will visit the RCA Communications Inc. short and longIsland. wave plant at Rocky Point, Long
Throughout the celebration per-jj
iod, NBC will carry special pro-ti
grams over its networks commem-1
orating NBC's progress.
Saturday, Nov. 7, from 8 to 9
p. m., the NBC-Blue network will
pick up a concert by the glee clubs
of Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Northwestern and Penn State and the
bands of Michigan, Stanford, Pittsburgh and Illinois.
Salutes to NBC
SUNDAY, Nov. 8, from 3:15 to
4 p. m., the NBC-Blue network
will carry a feature program including salutes from the S. S. Normandie, from a Navy submarine in
the East River, from the Coast
Guard base at New London, Conn.,
from a coal mine in Pittsburgh
from the midtown tunnel, from
atop Pike's Peak and from a fleet
of planes at San Diego. This program will also feature a two-way
conversation between the BostonProvidence Comet and the Hamburg -Berlin Flying Hamburger.
two of the world's crack trains.
Monday, Nov. 9, NBC networks
will carry the speeches from the
big banquet in the Waldorf As
toria. Another program that day.
time yet unscheduled, will be a
dramatization of NBC's history
titled Ten Years in Retrospect.
written by James Costello and
tracing the growth of NBC.
Wednesday, Nov. 11, Meredith
Willson, NBC director of music
for its western division, will dedicate his 10:30 to 11 p. m. program
on NBC-Blue to the tenth anniversary, playing a program called
Dance Tunes of the Past Decade.
Over the same network the next
night, 10 to 11, Frank Black, NBC
musical director, will conduct the
NBC Symphony in a salute.
These are only a few of the
special programs planned, the
planning still being under way as
this was written. The big program
climax will come Sunday, Nov. 15,
at 9 to 10 p. m., when the NBCRed network will carry The World
Salutes NBC. Special four-minute
programs arranged by the leading
ing.
radio organizations abroad will be
picked up via shortwave and rebroadcast, 15 countries participat-

SPORTS AND SUCH — Historically famous is this first NBC World in Radio City were opened. In third photo are Nelson Case and George
Series broadcast in. New York in 1927, with Graham McNamee (with- Hicks broadcasting Army war maneuvers in 1935. At right is Hicks covout hat) at microphone. In November, 1933, doors of NBC's new studios
ering the Winter Olympic games staged at Lake Placid in 1932.
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BTBC EPOCHS — In December, 1931, NBC first broadcast opera from the
[etropolitan (first photo) with Milton J. Cross (back), Herbert Liver ' idge,
(left), and
Charles
On prothe
laiden production
voyage of expert
the Normandie
in 1935
were Grey,
Alfredengineer.
H. Morton,
ram department, George Hicks, announcer, and Alfred E. Jackson, engineer. In center are remains of NBC transmitter used in first National

hronology
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Major

N CELEBRATING its tenth
irthday. NBC as the world's bigst broadcasting organization is
eally celebrating the history of
adio. On Nov. 15, 1926, when
BC presented its inaugural prom, radio was still classed by
any as a novelty — perhaps a
iassing novelty. Today there is no
,onger anyportancedoubt
aboutforce
radio's
as a social
in imthe
^fields of education, religion,
science, news, politics, entertainnent, industry, agriculture, the
arts and international affairs.
Broadcasting has become one of
;he country's most powerful instruments of public service.
Each of the 10 years since Nov.
15, 1926, has marked giant strides.
Scientists, technicians and laborary workers of NBC and its parent company, RCA, have perfected
equipment, facilities and methods
; which have benefited the whole industry. NBC program officials and
; executives have built radio presentations which have spurred all of
radio to a high pitch of competition.
Ten years — from an infant to a
towering
giant, and here is a
; chronological table of some of the
3 highlights in NBC's career, each
i^year marking a step forward:
1926
BEGINNING in January, the men
who made NBC already had organj ization plans in motion. Experiments
, were going forward. New studios were
being built. Broadcast lines were installed at the Yankee Stadium and

Broadcast

in the air, and the broadcast was carried during the forced descent.
Fourth photo shows Capt. Stevens and Anderson, last November, after
their successful ascent. The two events are considered by many as the
outstanding broadcasts in radio history. At right is Fred Shawn, NBC
Washington executive, using the new NBC microwave transmitter at the
1936 Democratic convention. He is between Postmaster General and
Mrs. Farley. The transmitter was used at other conventions.

Achievements

the Polo Grounds, getting ready for
the annual NBC broadcasts of the
World Series baseball games in New
York and elsewhere. WEAF and five
other stations were hooked together
on an experimental basis for a broadcast from Madison Square Garden.
Then, on Nov. 15, came the gala
inaugural program. A Waldorf-Astoria ballroom was fitted up as a
studio. Loudspeaker cones were installed, to reinforce the voices of the
performers (shouting was often necessary before the microphone in those
days ) . The musical portion of the
program was headed by Dr. Walter
Damrosch. Assisting him were Harold
Bauer, pianist ; Cesare Sodero, conducting a light opera company ; Albert Stoessel, famous conductor ;
Mary Garden, soprano star of the
Chicago Opera Company ; and Titta
Ruffo, baritone soloist of the Metropolitan Opera Company. The late
Will Rogers contributed some of his
inimitable cracker-barrel humor. Rogers' voice was relayed via wire from
Independence, Kan., called "a startinnovation"Goldman
in thosewasdays.
EdwinlingFranko
there Dr.
to
conduct band numbers. Weber &
Fields contributed comic skits, and
there was music from dance bands
led by Ben Bernie. George Olsen, Yincent Lopez and B. A. Rolfe.
In that same month, WJZ was
made the key station of the NBCBlue Network.
In December, programs were received from WRC in Washington for
the first time on a network.
1927
OX NEW YEAR'S Day, NBC made
the first pickup of the annual Rose

of

NBC

in

the

Bowl football classic from Pasadena,
Cal.
In June, NBC made radio's first
multiple
wThen Lindbergh's
arrival inpickup
Washington,
after his nonstop flight to Paris, was broadcast
from five widely separated points in
Washington, D. C, on the same proIn September. NBC covered its
gram.
first
"battle
the century"
over prizefight
an extended
radioof network
— the
Dempsey-Tunney fight. The network
of 68 stations was the largest ever
assembled up to that time.
1928
IN JANUARY, NBC presented the
first program from the West Indies
as President Coolidge opened the
Pan-American Conference in Havana.
In June, NBC covered its first political conventions, radio listeners being able to hear the proceedings at
which the Republicans chose Herbert
Hoover and the Democrats Alfred E.
Smith. An estimated 50,000.000 listeners heard the programs. The popular vote of 1928 rose 8,000,000 over
that of 1924, and political leaders of
the daycreaseattributed
much of this into the broadcasts.
In October, NBC covered the maiden flight across the Atlantic of the
Graf Zeppelin. As the Zeppelin
reached this country her progress was
reported over NBC networks from
Washington. Philadelphia, Camden,
Bound Brook, New York and Lakehurst, with a description of the landing and interviews with passengers
and officials. The radio feat was described as the most unusual in broadcasting up to that time, a packback
short wave transmitter having been
used for mobile pickups.

Last

Decade

1929
THE NEW condenser microphones,
representing a vast improvement over
older types, were turned over to NBC
studios and put into use in January.
In February, NBC brought its first
program from England. The reception was not comparable to foreign
broadcasts of today, but the program
aroused
in the
ties of wide
radio.interest
In this
samepossibilimonth
NBC inaugurated its first west-toeast programs with the premiere of
the Pacific Vagabonds, from then on
a regular feature. February also
marked
broadcast
radio's type
first
"special the
event"
as the ofprogram
is known today. The program was
called Over and Under New York,
with pickups from the Fulton Street
tunnel and an airplane. It was
NBC's first pickup from the air. This
month also marked the last general
address of President Coolidge, delivered over NBC networks from Mountain Lake, Fla., at the dedication of
the bird sanctuary built by the late
Edward Bok.
In May, NBC broadcast the first
Kentucky Derby, the program being
handled through the Chicago office.
Chicago a short time before had begun
originating programs for NBC-Blue.
In August,
NBC broadcast
sations of a parachute
jumpertheassenhe
floated down to earth from a plane.
A pack transmitter was used, having
been successfully demonstrated on a
big scale in describing the arrival of
the Graf Zeppelin in 1928.
In October, NBC brought the first
broadcast
from
Holland,
and on
Christmas Day radio heard its first
international
exchange program.
(Continued on page 12)
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AND NEW — In 1929 NBC covered arrival of the Graf Zeppelin
a crude portable outfit. G. W. Johnstone (at left in first photo)
William Burke Miller struggle with portable aerial as Floyd Gibtalks into pack transmitter. In center photo are Miller (with hat)
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and Harold P. See, engineer, speaking for NBC from the Pan American
Philippine Clipper in December, 1935, on its epochal flight to Manila.
At right is the way NBC covered arrival of the dirigible Hindenburg at
Lakehurst May 9, 1936, following its Transatlantic flight.
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Broadcasts were received from and
transmitted to England, Holland and
Germany.
1930
IN JANUARY, NBC set international broadcasting history by placing microphones in the British House
of Lords at the opening of the important 1930 Five Power Naval Conference.
In March, NBC broadcast the first
long-distance two-way conversation of
its type when Admiral Bvrd, in Dunedin, N. Z., talked to NBC officials
over WGY, Schenectady.
In March, NBC established another
first" in a shortwave program from
the 8. S. Europa after that ship had
broken the transatlantic speed record.
In April, the parabolic tvpe of microphone was perfected and placed in
service, allowing NBC to pick up
crowd noises or focus on sounds from
a distance.
In September, on the RCA Victor
program, NBC made pickups from
Boston, Portland, Me., New York
Washington, Jacksonville, Dallas, San
Francisco, Portland, Ore., and Chicago—probably the
time this
pickups had beenfirst
used on one many
program.
In October, NBC carried the first
broadcast from Japan in a
m
which picked up the voice ofprogra
President Hoover from Washington, Prime
Minister MacDonald from London
andIntheDecemb
Premie
r ofNBC
Japanbroadc
from ast
Tokyo'
er,
the
nrst program from a submarine under the water, and the Christmas
program that year was sent to and
received from Tokyo, New York, Manila and Honolulu.
1931

NBC carried in January the address
by Mussolini
the opening of Rome's
new shortwaveat station
.
In February, the voice of Pope
xt^S was heard in America over
£JBC as the Papal
station,
MVJ, was opened in theradio
Vatican.
In August, the greatest number of
performers up to that time took part
ma broadcast from Soldiers Field
Chicago, with NBC carrying the Chicago-Landsic Festival, featuring 1 200
musicians and choruses of thousands
of voices.
In October, NBC announcers were
aboard on the first radio test flights
off the American Clipper planes, forerunners of the China Clipper.
If1 .December, as a tribute to Marconi, JvBC broadcast a program which
originated in 19 widely separated
parts of the globe, marking the first
time world broadcasting centers were
connected in a single hookup. This
month also featured an NBC broadcast of the eruption of Kilaua, in
Hawaii, in which an NBC microphone
was suspended from the lip of
crater. Music lovers were giventhea
treat when NBC presented its first
broadcast direct from the stage of the
Metropolitan Opera, on Christmas
Day.
1932
IN JANUARY, NBC presented another "first"
singers
New
York and Los when
Angeles were inaccompanied by Paul Whiteman's orchestra from Chicago. A short time later
><BC featured a rapid three-way conversation between New York, Chicago and Los Angeles, the first time it
had been attempted. In the same
month, Floyd Gibbons made what was
probably the first broadcast from an
actual war zone when he spoke over
NBC networks from Manchuria.
In February, NBC covered the
Olympic Winter Games at Lake
Placid.
In June, NBC broadcast both the
Republican and Democratic National
Conventions.
In August, NBC made its first
shortwave broadcast from a glider in
air, and the following month made
Page
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the first broadcast from Dr. Beebe's
bathysphere, hundreds of feet underneath the sea.
In December the new ribbon, or
velocity microphones, of a type still
in use, were placed in operation in
NBC studios.
1933
IN MARCH, the most intricate broadcast setup in radio history was used
in describing the Inaugural Parade.
Besides nearly a score of land lines,
five shortwave transmitters were used
in the seven-hour broadcast. German
and English commentators described
the parade for rebroadcast in their
own countries. A short time later
NBC inaugurated the policy of flashing news bulletins, interrupting regular programs when the bulletins were
of sufficient importance.
In April, the crash of the dirigible
Akron was covered from the NBC
mobile unit, with the programs relayed by shortwave to NBC headquarters.
In July. NBC covered the Balbo
flights from Italy, a flight by Wiley
Post, and the flight by Mollison from
England.
In November. NBC moved to new
headquarters in Radio City, New
York, the most modern broadcasting
plant ever built. Looking to the future, ample studio and laboratory
space was reserved for television, on
which NBC scientists had been experimenting since 1926. From the
opening day, NBC's Radio City studios became one of the outstanding
points of interest in New York City,
attracting thousands of visitors every
year. Jolly Bill and Jane put on the
first sustaining program from the new
headquarters, and there were greetmajor countries throughworld.
outings
the from
In November, NBC
broadcast
America's first important stratosphere
balloon flight when a microphone was
placed in the gondola of the craft
used by Lieut. Comdr. T. A. W. Settle and Maj. Chester Fardney. On
the flight there were pickups from the
balloon, the field at Akron. O.. New
York, Chicago, Pittsburgh and Washington.
In December, the Christmas exchange program from abroad included
Christmas bells from Bethlehem and
programs from New York. London.
Ireland. Bermuda. Canada, New ZeaAfrica. land. Australia. India and South
1934

IN FEBRUARY, NBC broadcast the
funeral services for Ring Albert of
Belgium, and the subsequent coronation of Leopold III.
In March, NBC presented an onthe-spot description of the Grand National at Aintree, brought to America
via RCA facilities. In the same
month, a singer in New York was accompanied by an orchestra in Buenos
Aires through the use of two-way
shortwave broadcasts.
In April, NBC microphones
aboard for broadcasts as the were
first
streamlined trains were making their
trial speed runs.
In May, NBC broadcast the Passion Play from Oberammergau. A
short time later NBC presented a
radio review of the opening of the
Chicago Century of Progress.
In July, one of radio's most thrilling experiences occurred during the
stratosphere flight of Captains Albert
W. Stevens and Orvil A. Anderson in
the U. S. Army Air Corps-National
Geographic balloon. NBC was on the
air from dawn until dusk, with the
two airmen conversing with ground
observers and describing the scene
from the air. After rising more than
11 miles, the balloon ripped and the
gondola plunged to earth, the balloonists saving themselves by leaping
leaping in parachutes. NBC broadcast the flight exclusively, from the

I, 1936
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(Cont'd)

In August, NBC broadcast funeral
services for President Von Hindenburg
in .Berlin.
In September, NBC broadcast the
launching of the £. 8. Queen Mary,
on-the-spot description of the Morro
Castle tragedy, and complete reports
of the America's Cup yacht races.
1935
IN JANUARY, NBC broadcast an
on-the-spot description of the 8. 8.
Mohawk disaster, including interviews with the survivors. This was
take-off until the two airmen landed,
followed in February with news
broadcasts of the dirigible Macon
crash in California.
In April, NBC broadcast the takeoff of the American Clipper and the
arrival at Honolulu on the epoch-making flight.
In May, there were complete programs from England on the Golden
Jubilee of King George. Beginning
late in May, NBC presented a series
of programs from aboard the S. 8.
Normandie, making her record maiden
run from France. The programs continued until the crossing was completed, being climaxed with a gigantic
radio welcome in New York harbor.
In June, NBC broadcast the BaerBraddock fight championship, carrying on an NBC tradition
coverage of the big fights. of exclusive
In August, NBC staged the most
extensive field broadcast hookup in
radio history with its coverage of the
army maneuvers at Pine Camp, N. Y.
Personnel and equipment included 13
engineers, six announcers, four mobile units, and seven shortwave transmitters, one of which was in an Army
airplane.
In September, NBC broadcast the
Louis-Baer fight at Yankee Stadium.
In November, the world's altitude
record for balloons was set when Captains Anderson and Stevens once more
rose into the stratosphere, with an
NBC microphone in the gondola of
their balloon. During the 10-hour
flight, NBC was in constant two-way
communication with the balloon.
Among the outstanding programs of
the flight were two-way conversations
from the balloon with the China Clipper, flying over the Pacific Coast;
shortwave conversation between Lon-a
don and the balloon ; and a four-way
conversation between
the balloon
Chicago, New York, and Washington.
In December, NBC broadcast regular programs from aboard the Philippine Clipper on its two-way flight
Manilla and return. William Burketo
Miller, NBC program executive, and
a winner of the Pulitzer prize in
journalism, reported the progress of
the
ment.flight over NBC shortwave equip1936

IN JANUARY, NBC broadcast news
from London of the death of King
George, including the proclamation
that the Prince of Wales was the new
ruler. This was followed by a broadereign.cast of funeral services for the sovIn March, upstate New York and
Pennsylvania were ravaged by floods.
NBC used planes and boats,
shortwave transmitters aboard,within
telling listeners just what was happening.
In April, NBC Announcer George
Hicks described the annual
Easter
parade on Fifth Avenue over a tiny
micro-wave radio transmitter so smail
that it was hidden in his silk hat.
The transmitter was developed by
NBC engineers after years of experimentation, and it was used for interviews and on the floor of the 193(5
Socialist and Democratic National
Convention. At the Republican Convention itwas used in convention hotels and in interviews of delegates.
In May, NBC presented exclusive
broadcasts of the flight to America of
(Continued on page 78)
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Officials

OnlnspectionTour
NBC Arranging for Study of
American Radio Methods
ARRIVING in time to participate
in NBC's tenth anniversary celebration, alarge and distinguished
group of European radio officials,
headed by Robert Jardillier, French
Minister of Communications, and
Maurice Rambert, president of the
International Broadcasting Union,
will come to the United States to
study American broadcasting methods and facilities.
NBC is making the arrangements for the visit, and is bringing its European representatives,
Dr. Max Jordan and Fred Bate,
over to this country to help guide
the visitors. When the various sections of the party arrive in New
York they will be greeted by Lenox
R. Lohr, NBC president, and Dr.
Jordan and Mr. Bate.
The group is coming under the
auspices of the International
Broadcasting Union at Geneva, to
which Mr. Lohr issued the invitation. The first delegation arrived
from Sweden on the S. S. Gripsholm Oct. 25; M. Jardillier and M.
Rambeau will arrive on the S. S.
Champlain Nov. 4, and the remainder of the group will arrive
on the S. S. Europa Nov. 5.
To Visit Several Cities
THE VISIT of the foreign officials
will last for two weeks, during
which time they are expected to
inspect radio facilities in New
York, Washington, Chicago, Buffalo and possibly other cities. Following is a listing of the delegates
who have already accepted, some
of whom will be accompanied by
their wives:
Robert Jardillier, French Minister
of Communications ; Maurice Rambert, president, International Broadcasting Union ; Arthur R. Burrows,
secretary-general, International Broadcasting Union ; Raymond Braillard,
head of European Radio Control Center, Brussels ; Mr. and Mrs. Gladstone
Murray, general manager, Canadian
Broadcasting
Commission
(now in
Ottawa) ; Erich Von Kunsti, program
director, Austrian Broadcasting Co. ;
Dr. and Mrs. Ladislav Sourek, president, Chechoslovakian Broadcasting
Co. ; Chamberlain
C. Lerche,
dent, Danish Broadcasting
Co. ;presiKay
Christiansen, chief engineer, Danish
Postoffice Department ; M. Pellenc,
inspector - general, French Broadcasting Co. ; Mr. and Mrs. Emile Bremond,
secretary-general, French State Broadeasting ; Dr. Kurt von Boeckman,
head of foreign department, ReichsRundf unk Gesellschaf t ; Dr. Werner
Nestel, engineer in charge of foreign
relations,
- Rundfunk
Gesell-in
schaft
; L. Reichs
W. Hayes,
engineer
charge of foreign relations, British
Broadcasting Corp. ; Dr. B. Vanderpol, chief engineer, Philips Co., representing Dutch broadcasting industry ; Dr. and Mrs. Chiodelli, general
manager,
Italian Broadcasting Co. ;
Roman Starzynski, general manager,
Polish Broadcasting Co. ; S. KaraffaKraeuterkraft, secretary-general, Polish Broadcasting Co. ; Dr. Carl Anders
Dymling, general manager, Swedish
Broadcasting Co. ; Eric Mattson, chief
engineer, Swedish Broadcasting Co. ;
Dr. Ivo Stern, director, Zagreb Station, representing Yugoslavia ; Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Gvozdanovic, vice
president
of Yugoslavian Broadcasting Co.
• Broadcast
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Candid portraits of RCA and NBC executives during dinner celebrating the 30th anniversary in radio of David Sarnoff, president
of RCA and chairman of the board of NBC.
1. David Sarnoff, RCA president, and Maj. Gen. James G. Harboard, RCA board chairman ; 2. C. H. Taylor, engineering vice president, RCAC, and James R. Sheffield, member of RCA board; 3. E. J. Nally, member of RCA board, J. deJara Almonte, NBC
evening general manager, and C. H. Taylor ; 4. E. T. Cunningham, president, RCA
Mfg. Co. ; 5. W. A. Winterbottom, vice president and general manager, RCAC ; 6. George
DeSousa, RCA treasurer ; 7. Courtland Smith, Pathe Film Exchange, and Lenox R. Lohr.
NBC president ; 8. M. H. Aylesworth, chairman of board, RKO, and former NBC president; 9. David Rosenblum, NBC vice president and treasurer; 10. George K. Throckmorton, executive vice president, RCA Mfg. Co., and William G. Van Schmus, manager.
Radio City Music Hall ; 11. Niles Trammell, NBC Chicago vice president ; 12. Walter
Damrosch, NBC music counsel and Vladimir K. Zworykin, RCA. television scientist ;
13. H. A. Sullivan, RCA comptroller; 14. Alfred H. Morton, NBC program department
manager; 15. J. T. Clement, RCA Washington vice president; 16. John Royal, NBC
vice president and L. M. Clement, engineering vice president, RCA Mfg. Co. ; 17. Mark
Woods, NBC assistant executive vice president ; 18. L. B. Morris, general counsel, RCA
Mfg. Co. ; 19. 0. B. Hanson, NBC chief engineer, and Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, engineer in
charge, RCA Frequency Bureau ; 20. Judson Sayre, assistant to president, RCA Mfg.
Co. ; 21. Frank Black, NBC musical director ; 22. E. P. H. James, NBC promotion director 23.
; C. J. Pannill, pres., Radiomarine Corp. ; 24. W. S. Fitzpatrick, RCA Institutes.
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Census

Bureau

Analyzes
Returns

Nationwide

Obtained

COMPLETE results of the U. S.
Census Bureau's Census of Broadcasting, conducted under direction
of C. H. Sandage, chief of the Bureau's division of communications,
have been released, in addition to
the first final returns as announced
in the Aug. 1 issue of Broadcasting. The tabulation was part of
the government's census of business, conducted biennially.
Data in the census returns cover
the year 1935 and were collected
last winter and spring. First results were published during the
spring in Broadcasting, the data
covering separate regions. The Census Bureau explains in announcing its final report that "the data
presented here represent the first
complete measure of the extent
and character of the radio broadcasting business in the United
States."
Of the 564 commercial stations,
figures were received from all but
three, and they were small stations
in separate regions. Complete
data on a breakdown of total revenue from the sale of nonnetwork
time between national and regional
spot and local were obtained from
93.3% of all stations. A further
breakdown by type of rendition
was obtained from about half of
the stations.
Total Radio Receipts
TOTAL net revenue of stations
for 1935 was $86,492,653, as announced in Broadcasting Aug. 1.
The major source of revenue was
from sale of time, which accounted
for $79,617,543, or 92.1% of the
total, the remainder coming from
sale of talent and other sources.
Network time sales mounted to
$39,737,867 and individual station
sales were $39,879,676.
The Census Bureau has analyzed time sales and employment
data in relation to size of community, power, network affiliation
and other factors.
"It is natural," says the Bureau, "that low-power stations
should constitute the bulk of
broadcast stations in the United
States. If this were not so under
the present technical limitation of
broadcasting, either the number of
stations would of necessity be reduced or time on the air would be
shared by a number of stations.
Consequently the 238 stations
operating with a minimum power
of 100 watts or less constituted
42.8% of all commercial broadcast
stations. These did only 11.4% of
the total business.
"There were 37 stations in the
200 and 250 watt group (only two
operated with 200 watts power).
The number in this group represented 6.6% of the total and did
2.7% of all station business. In the
next group, for the most part 500
watters, were 94 stations, or
16.9% of the total number and
they did 13.5% of the total business. Thus the stations operating
with a minimum power of less than
1,000 watts represented two-thirds
(66.3%) of all stations, but did
only slightly more than one-fourth
(27.6%) of the total business."
[See table on time rates by power
groups].
"It is interesting to note," the
report continues, "that as power
Page
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Commerical

increases the relative importance
of local advertising decreases. Stations with power of less than 1,000
watts accounted for only 27.6% of
total station time sales, but for
42.1% of time sales to local advertisers. Stations with 50,000
watts or more accounted for only
16.1% of the local business although they did 32.4% of all business.
Smaller Stations
"MORE than one-half (55.5%) of
all radio stations did less than
$50,000 of business each in 1935.
These stations accounted for only
11.8% of all 1935 stations business. Thirty of these stations,
however, operated less than 12
months in 1935. Considering only
those stations that operated during the entire year, 53% received
Number

and

Average

on

Study
Basis

of

Stations

less than $50,000 annual revenue.
"Stations with low revenue received most of their business from
local advertisers. Those in the less
than $50,000 group accounted for
20.3% of all local advertising revenue. Of the total business of
these stations, 85.1% was from
local advertisers.
"Stations with low revenue were,
in general, stations with low
power. Thus, of the 309 stations
with less than $50,000 revenue,
208 operated with 100 watts, 72
with 101 to 999 watts, 25 with
1,000 to 4,999 watts, and four with
5,000 watts or more. Only 25 of
these stations were affiliated with
a network.
'"Revenue per station increased
with the size of the community,
the 111 stations (19.7% of total)

Weekly

Wage

of Full-Time

Employes by Power Groups
Executives Office
&
&
TechniPowev 1
Supervisors
Clerical
cians Artists Announcers Other
in Watts
No. Wkly. No Wkly. No. WW. No. Wkly No Wkly No. Wkly.
Wage
Wage
WaBe
Wage Wage Wage
UNITED STATES. 1,127 $75 2,035 $24 2,360 $35 1,999 $41 1,556 $29 1,210 $36
100 or less
318 52 335 19
497 25
211 21
452 22
314 24
101—999
263 63 363 23
463 32
312 29
357 27
261 32
1,000—4,999
328 89 621 23
683 34
799 36
462 30
361 40
5 000—9,999
38 86 64 30
95 41
56 40
51 33
58 35
10,000—49.999
41 70 76 21
91 40
53 34
45 35
40 50
50,000 and over
139 117 576 29
531 48
568 63
189 44
176 50
Broadcast

Station Time Sales by Network
Affiliation and Power
(All dollar figures expressed in thousands)
National and
Total
Regional
Local
Affiliation and
No.
% of
NonPower in Watts
Sta. Amount
Total
Network Network imount
UNITED STATES
557 $52,325
100.00
$12,522
$13,799 $26,004
lOOorless
238 5,986
11.44
218
540 5,228
101—999
131 8,466
16.18
1,371
1,366 5,729
1,000—4.999
126 16,702
31.92
4,242
3,546 8,914
5,000 and over
62 21,171
40.46
6,69 1
8,347 6,133
Network Affiliation
194 38,999
74.53
12,522
11,893 14,584
lOOorless
17
885
1.69
218
110 557
101—999
42 4,770
9.12
1,371
911 2,488
1,000—4,999
77 12,942
24.73
4,242
2,964 5,736
5,000 and over
58 20,402
38.99
6,691
7,908 5,803
No Network Affiliation. . . 363 13,326
25.47
1,906 11,420
lOOorless
221 25,101
9.75
430 4,671
101—999
89 3,696
7.06
455 3,241
1,000—4,999
49 3,760
7.19
582 3,178
5,000 and over
4
769
1.47
439 330

% of
Totals
100 00
20 10
22 03
34 28
23.59
56 08
2 14
9 57
22 06
22.31
43 92
17 96
12 47
12 22
1.27

Sales by Size of Community and Power
(All dollar figures expressed in thousands)
No.
National and
Size of Community
StaTotal
Regional
Local
and Power
tions Amount
%Total
Amount
%Total Amount %Total
UNITED STATES
557 $52,325
100.00
$26,321
100.00 $26,004
100 00
100 watts or less
238 5,986
11.44
758
2.87 5,228
20 10
101— 999 watts
131 8,466
16.18
2,737
10.40 5,729
22 03
1,000— 4,999 watts
126 18,702
31.92
7,788
29.59 8,914
34 28
5.000— 9,999 watts
16 1,902
3.63
837
3.18 1.065
4 10
10,000— 49,999 watts
13 2,298
4.39
1,415
5.38 883
3 40
50,000 and over
33 16,971
32.44
12,786
48.58 4,185 16.09
Under 25,000 Population. . 154 2,909
5.56
729
2.77 2,180
8 38
100 watts or less
102 1,285
2.46
125
.47 1,160
4 46
101— 999 watts
31
683
1.31
115
.44
568
2 18
1,000 and over
21
941
1.79
489
1.86 452 1.74
25,000— 49,999 (Pop )
76 2,510
4.80
731
2.78 1,779 6.84
100 watts or less
44 1,034
1.98
175
.66
859 3.30
101— 999 watts
15
360
. 69
90
. 34
270 1.04
1,000 and over
17 1,116
2.13
466
1.78
650 2.50
50,000— 99,999 (Pop )... . 75 4,495
8.59
1,747
6.64 2,748
10 57
100 watts or less
34 1,187
2.27
222
.84
965 3.71
101— 999 watts
17
732
1.40
212
.81
520 2.00
1,000— 4.999 watts
17 1,291
2.47
613
2.33 678 2.61
5,000 and over
7
1,285
2.45
700
2.66 585 2.25
100,000— 399,999 (Pop.) . . 141 15,248
29.14
7,848
29.81 7,400 28.46
100 watts or less
34 1,203
2.30
187
.71 1,016 3.91
101— 999 watts
43 3,530
6.74
1,343
5.10 2,187 8.41
1.000— 4,999 watts
42 5,754
11.00
2,994
11.37 2,760 10.61
5.000— 9,999 watts
7
638
1.22
310
1.18 328 1.26
10,000 — 49,999 watte
4
890
1.70
505
1.92 385 1.48
50.000 and over
11 3,233
6.18
2,509
9.53 724 2.79
400.000 and over (Pop.) .. . Ill 27,163
51.91
15,266
68.00 11,897 45.75
100 watte or less
24 1,277
2.44
49
.18 1,228 4.72
101— 999 watte
25 3,161
6.04
977
3.74 2,184 8.47
1.000— 4,999 watte
34 7,848
15.00
3,358
12.75 4,490 17.20
6.000— 9,999 watte
3
663
1.27
240
.91
423 1.63
10,000— 49,999 watts
5
1,186
2.26
749
2.84 437 1.68
50,000 and over
20 13,028
24.90
9,893
37.58 3,135 12.05
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cast stations Net
is shown
REVENUE—
incomeby ofpercentbroad-'
ages on this pie chart, drawn up
by the U. S. Census Bureau. Main
source is non-network sale of timej
which is 46.1% of the total.

located in the 17 cities of 400,000'
population and over doing 51.9%>
of all station business, the Bureau
found. More than a fourth (27.6%)
of all commercial stations were located in communities of less than
25,000 but they received just 5.6%
of the total station revenue. Twothirds of these locals operated with
100 watts or less and only 13.6%
had power of 1,000 watts or moreJI
"It should be noted that then
lower power stations obtain the||
bulk of their revenue from local!!
advertisers regardless of the size!!
of the community in which theyll
operate," said the Bureau. "Thejj
relatively higher amount of Iocalll
advertising of stations under 5,000 I
watts power operating in cities I
with a population of 400,000 or
over is probably due to the fact )
that most of such stations were j
not affiliated with a network.
"The figures for 101 -999 watt
stations in cities with population
of 100,000 to 399,999, represented
22 affiliated and 21 non - affiliated
stations. The 22 affiliated stations
did 73.6% of the business of the
43 stations. Local advertising of
the 22 affiliated stations represented 51.7% of their total business and 72.7% of their non-network business. The 21 non - affiliated stations received 90.5% of
their total time sales revenues
from local advertisers.
Rendition Figures
"THERE were 289 broadcast sta- i
tions, or 51.8% of the total, that
provided a breakdown of local advertising revenue by type of renditions. These stations did $13,393,000 of local business in 1935,
or 51.5% of all local business.
"Mechanical rendition was not
particularly popular with those
local advertisers included in the
above sample. Transcriptions accounted for only 11% and records
only 9.9% of the total sample. Announcements, with 42.3%, was first
and programs, with 36.8%, second.
"The relative importance of different types of rendition varied
with different power groups and
with network affiliation. As power
increased both programs and transcriptions tended to increase. Announcements were most popular on
the lower powered stations, representing from 40 to 49 per cent of
all local business done by the respondents. For those stations with
the highest
power
ments constitutedrating,
only announce26.6% of
local business. The relative position of transcriptions increased and
records decreased with power in• Broadcast
crease."
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Knox

Applications

Again Before
FCC
Reopening of Schenectady and
Binghamton Cases Sought
REOPENING of the Knox Broadcasting Co. case, surrounding competitive applications for facilities
in Schenectady and Binghamton,
N. Y., and into which was drawn
the so-called "Willard Hotel" incident involving charges of "bribery",
is sought in a pleading now before
the FCC Broadcast Division. A
third application for the same facilities by new interests also has
been filed.
Knox, on Oct. 14 filed with the
FCC a petition to reconsider and
grant its application for a new
1,000 watt station on the 1240 kc.
channel with 1,000 watts power
and unlimited time. It also asked
the FCC to waive its rule governing the filing of petitions for reconsideration, since the time had
expired several weeks ago.
The same facilities had been
sought by WNBF, Binghamton,
N. Y. local, which had asked for
a change in assignment. Both applications had been denied by the
FCC following the sensational developments of early this year, in
which was involved a Department
of Justice investigation of an alleged conversation in the Willard
Hotel, Washington, wherein claims
were purportedly made of "passing money" to get radio facilities.
The whole incident was later
branded officially by the Department as based on irresponsible
"drunken conversation".
On Oct. 20 an application was
filed by the Citizens Broadcasting
Corp., of Schenectady, a new corporation, for the identical facilities requested both by Knox and
by WNBF. The application disclosed that principals are DeWitt
C. Mower, Schenectady realtor;
Emanuel J. Rosenberg, of New
York, vice president and general
manager of Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp., and
John L. Clark, New York, president of Transamerican. Each
would hold one-third interest. On
behalf of the latter two, it was
stated Oct. 28, their interest was
purely that of financial backers of
the venture.
It was expected that counsel for
WNBF would file a pleading in
connection with the Knox petition
for reconsideration, but no such
petition had been received up to
Oct. 30. The Broadcast Division
has deferred consideration of the
Knox petition until WNBF files its
own pleading within the specified
time limitations.
The Knox petition brought out
that last June, after a hearing and
after a favorable report recommending granting of its application, the FCC denied it, citing that
objectionable interference would be
caused to existing stations and
that the applicant did not propose
to make such use of a regional
frequency as would warrant a
grant. WNAC, Boston, it added,
was the station referred to as likely to be interfered with. Since the
denial, said the petition, Shepard
Broadcasting Service Inc., operating WNAC, has given its written
consent to the grant.
Athough WXYZ, Detroit, would
seriously limit the normal service
area of the proposed new station,
continued the petition, "the fact
remains that the proposed station
would render satisfactory and inPage
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Combined
Rise

Time

12.3%

for

Sales

of Major

New

September

NETWORK billings of NBC, CBS
and MBS for the first nine months
of 1936 totaled $39,433,120, an increase of 12.3% over the same
period last year. With receipts
running about $5,000,000 a month,
an aggregate of more than $50,000,000 for network time is asfor 1936, millions.
surpassing 1935's
total bysured several
Nine-month totals released by
the networks show that CBS revenue was $15,550,070, an increase
of 28.5% over the same period in
1935; the combined NBC networks
billed $23,800,143 or a 4.3% increase; MBS booked $1,294,904, a
gain of 47.8%.
Networks'
1936

Record

During September NBC - Red
billed $1,993,371, a record for this
year. NBC-Blue reported September receipts of $893,266. The combined NBC-Red & Blue figure was
$2,886,637, a 33.4% increase over
the same month last year. CBS
recorded a 69.2% gain over September, 1935, with receipts of
$1,838,932. MBS sales for the
month were $168,919, a 103.8%
gain over September, 1935, directly traceable to the Father Coughlin Saturday afternoon half-hour
series which is billed through the
MBS sales department.

Gross Monthly
Over
1935NBC
% Gain

Time

1935*

Sales
193^

March
April

Red^
Red
Blue

1,915,357 1
1,762.201
979.727 j[

42
2.23

3,025,308
2,682,143

2,507,890
2,373,890

1,997,463
1,690,177

Bl'ue

1 911 674} ~ 464

2,685,211

2,475,173

1,662,887

Blue
Red
Blue

^Issolo}-2-41
1,613.14*1
1Q Q1
810.835 I

2,380,845
2,208,935

2,177,857
1,864,420

1,512,139
1,370,993

^gg-gg}
1,993.371
893, 2bo IS

2,021,366
2.163,317

1,542,599
1,860,166

1,328,467
1,555,606

$1,901,023
January
1,909.146
February
2.172,382
March
1,951,397
April
1,749,517
May
1.502.768
June
1,292,775
julv
1.232.508
August
September [".'. '.. 1,838,932

19.8
33 4

$2,895,037 $2,391,667 $1,869,885
2,758,319 2,211,637 1,742,784

CBS
$1,768,949 $1,405,948 $941,4bu
7
1,654,461 1,387,823 884.97?
15.4
1,829,553 1,524,904 1,016.102
18.7
1,615,389 1,371,601 775,487
20.8
1,287,455 1,255,887 624.256
35.9
1,066,729 925,939 553.056
40.9
910,470 630,290 445.414
42.
879.019 513,315 499.638
40.
69.2 MBS 1,086,900 700,491 547,203
$65,024
155.6
66,946
142.5
94,180
113.8
118,045
18.5
111,497
16.5
90,692
15.1
62,648
74.8
72.076
69.
82,907
103.8

....... $166,266
January
162,358
February
191,483
March
139.834
April
129,907
May
104.510
June
109,561
July
.. 122,065
August
168,919
September
♦Prior to Jan. 1, 1936, when NBC inaugurated two coast-to-coast networks, no separate Red and Blue figures were issued by NBC.
terference-free service to many
thousands of listeners in Schenectady, and Albany, N. Y., and immediate vicinity, without in turn
in any way interfering with
the service rendered by station
The Knox Co., the petition
WXYZ."is controlled by James E.
added,
Knox, president of the Knox Geletine Co., Johnstown, N. Y., who
was said to have assets exceeding
$1,000,000. The petition was signed
by Leonard L. Asch, as president
of Knox Broadcasting Co. Inc.
Studebaker Amends
STUDEBAKER
Corp., South
Bend, Ind. (autos) and subsidiaries have agreed with the Federal Trade Commission to revise
advertising claims about deferred
payments, which allegedly created
a false impression by inferring
that a simple interest rate of 6%
was charged on deferred and unpaid balances.
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16th Birthday

WITH a new 710-foot vertical radiator now under construction for KDKA, Pittsburgh, Westinghouse E. &
M. Co. on Nov. 2 will celebrate the 16th anniversary
of the founding of that station, which it claims is the
pioneer of American broadcasting. KDKA went on the
air Nov. 2, 1920, to broadcastreturns
the Harding-Cox
tion
and has beenelecon
the air continuously since
that time under the same
call letters issued Oct. 27,
1920. Its new radiator, its
engineers claim, will be the
most efficient of its type in
the world.
50

Blue
Red
Blue

August Bad
Sept.
Red
Blue

KDKA's

Kw.

Dallas

Station

1933

Jat1'
Feb.

Jime
July

$1 956 043 } ~ 7-37
1,697,524
1,016,776 \f _160

Networks

Opposes
Granloil
AN
APPEAL Kansas
from the decision
the FCC
Broadcast Division or
Oct. 6 granting the application ol'
the Pittsburg Broadcasting Co. foi
a new daytime station in Pittsburg, Kan. to operate on the 79(
kc. channel, was filed in the U. S i
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia Oct. 27 by WFAA
Dallas 50,000-watt station operating on the adjacent clear channe.
of 800 kc. Simultaneously, WFAA
asked the court to grant a staji
order which would restrain thf
FCC from allowing the building oi
the new 1,000 watt station until
the appeal was adjudicated.
In support of its appeal, WFAA
through its attorneys, Philip G
Loucks and Arthur W. Scharfeld.
contended that objectionable interference would result to WFAA bj
the adjacent channel operation;
that a large rural audience would
be deprived of WFAA service and
that there is no need for additional
facilities in the Pittsburg, Kan.
area of the type proposed where
establishment of the service would
impair that rendered by WFAA.
In asking for the stay order,
WFAA said that if the new station is permitted, a substantial investment in WFAA will be seriously impaired; the good service
area of WFAA will be severely restricted; that a large rural area
will be deprived of satisfactory
service not available from any'
other source; that objectionable interference will be cause, and that
WFAA will be precluded from taking advantage of developments in
the broadcasting art with respect
to the use of 500 kw.

WMCA
Augments Staff
SEVERAL additions to the staff
of WMCA, New York, key of the
Intercity System, were announced
Oct. 28 by Donald Flamm, president. Hines Hatchette formerly
radio director of Moss Associates,
New York, has joined the sales
staff. Hal Janis, sports editor, has
renewed his contract for another
year and will supervise the new
daily news program which made
its debut Oct. 30. Emanuel Denby
has been added to the staff to
handle the news for the program
and will be in direct charge of the
48 high school correspondents in
greater New York. In addition
WMCA is inaugurating a roving
reporter assignment for Miss
Franke Basch and Martin Starr,
new staff additions, who will cover
news events and give eyewitness
accounts.

STANLEY G. BOYNTON, former
sales promotion director of WJR,
Detroit, who recently went into the
agency datedfield
in that with
city, those
has consolihis accounts
of the
Charles A. Mason agency, Detroit,
with offices in the David Stott Bldg.,
Detroit.

CHAMPION COAL Co., Pittsburgh,
through Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh, is planning to place a series
of WBS announcements.

NBC will broadcast
Salute to
sociatedniversary
stations
Nov. 7, 12 midnight

BROADCASTING

Plymouth Plans Spots
PLYMOUTH MOTOR Co., Detroit, a Chrysler division, will
launch a series of transcriptions
on a large number of stations to
promote the
1937 modelsJ. toSterling
be announced in November.
Getchell Inc., New York, has the
account.
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NBC

Summer

Slump

Time

As

Usual

Warm

Avoided;

Sales
Weather

GAINS

during July were as follows: National networks, 20.9%;
regional networks, 23.4%; national
non-network advertising, 28% and
local broadcast advertising 26.6%.
August gains in the national network field were 28.5% over the
preceding year. Regional network
volume increased 38.6%, and local
broadcast advertising 25.0%. National non-network business experienced the smallest increase in
August, rising but 12.7%.
Broadcasting still compares favorably in rate of gain with other
media. August national magazine
volume rose but 15.2% and newspaper lineage increased 9.8% as
against the 24.1% gain on the part
of radio. National farm paper volume, however, made a better showing, increasing 38.5%.
Local and regional stations continued to show the greatest
strength in non-network broadcast
advertising during the summer, declines occurring in the clear channel and high powered regional
field. The latter tendency was due
principally to maintained network
volume.
Southern non-network advertising was particularly strong during
the summer, August volume being
nearly twice that of the preceding
year.
In the national non - network
field, transcription volume tended
to be strong in July, rising 27%
above the previous year's level, but
tapered off to a 7.1% gain in August over the corresponding period
of 1935. The principal increase of
interest in the national field during the latter month was a marked
rise in announcement volume.
Local broadcast advertiser use

BROADCASTING

of

Resist

Lc itdown

Sales a Fourth

A DEFINITE end has been put to
the summer slump of broadcast
advertising, it was revealed in statistics for August advertising volume released by the National Association of Broadcasters. Radio
advertising in August declined but
3.1% from the July level, or 11%
less than during the corresponding
period of 1935.
The August trend was in keeping with that exhibited during the
preceding month, when a decline
of 9.1% was experienced from the
June level as compared to one of
11.1% during the corresponding
period of 1935. Total broadcast
advertising (gross time sales) during the months of July and August, and the eight-month cumulative volume are found in the following table:
Cumulative
July
August Jan. -Aug.
(in dollars)
National net . 3,832,320 3,776,885 35,791,181
Regional net. 113,705 114,990 873,168
Natl, non-net 1,661,200 1,518,200 14,707,260
Local
1,625,000 1,584,600 13,657,470
Total
7,232,225 6,994,675 65,029,079
Broadcast advertising during
the two months remained considerably above that of the corresponding period of the preceding
year. Gross time sales in July
were 23.4% above those of the corresponding month of 1935 while
those of August were 24.1% above
last year.
Summer Increases

Thing

Above

Past

Trend

of Former
1935

Years

Is

Period

of transcribed programs continued
upwards, increasing 63.3% as compared to the previous August. The
only increase of significance in the
rendition field was a 9.6% decrease in national live talent volume. This was the first time in
many months in which national
live talent business has been less
than that of the corresponding
period of the preceding year.
Considerable strength was
shown during the summer months
on the part of many of the advertiser groups sponsoring radio
broadcasting. Automotive advertising continued strong during
July, though falling below the 1935
level in August in all fields with
the exception of local advertising
which registered a gain of 53.1%.
Food advertising continued strong
over all portions of the medium.

More

Than

Half

Station

Sales Up

WITH September revenues of
$305,208 reaching a new high record of 81% over those of September, 1935, the 15 NBC-owned and
managed stations reported on Oct.
20 that total spot and local time
sales for the first nine months of
this year have exceeded those for
the entire year 1935. The figures,
however, were released only for
the first six months of this year,
with comparisons with the preceding year. Total national spot and
local revenues of the 15 NBC stations during the first six months
of 1936 amounted to $1,792,317 as
compared with $1,121,320 during
the same period of last year, an
increase of 60%.
Local

clothing advertising remained at a high level throughout
both July and August.
National network beverage, confectionery, household equipment,
and radio set advertising also experienced marked gains over the
level of the previous summer.
Department store advertising in
August was 9.7% greater than in
July and 18.3% above that of August, 1935.
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Network

Time

Radio

Series

Used

Steel
Republic
By Obtain
To
Dealers
Sixty-Station Campaign For Its
Fences Begun in Midwest
TO ANNOUNCE its entry into the
farm field, with a line of farm
"Y"
wire, studded
barbed roofing
fence, metal
posts,
and similar
products, Republic Steel Co.,
Cleveland, is broadcasting two
daytime programs weekly over 60
Midwest stations, covering the
farm country from Minnesota to
Arkansas and from Indiana to Nebraska, and is using space in a
dozen farm magazines. The program is a 15-minute WBS trantitled the Musical
Almanac and scription,
features
Sally Foster,
songstress, the Maple City Four,
and Vic Smith, radio philosopher
and commentator.
The Republic Musical Almanac
has a dual purpose, according to
R. G. Simmons, radio director of
Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland agency in charge of Republic
advertising. "We were up against
the immediate necessity of securing dealers for this account," Mr.
Simmons
decided
that
radiosaid,
could"and
be it
a was
big help
to
Republic
in securing actual dealers.

Is Bought
by Drug and Food
Industries
Drawing Dealers
FOR THE first nine months of
are being broadcast via transcrip1936 the drug and food industries
tions, with Mutual carrying the
"IN OTHER WORDS, in addition
accounted for more than half the
Feen-A-Mint program.
to using radio and farm papers to
total time bought on NBC and CBS
reach the consumer, we figured
A number of automobile sponsors new to radio inaugurating
networks, their total being $21,that the addition of local stations
506,890. The tobacco industry was
programs this autumn. Already
to this campaign would prove inthe next largest customer with
billings are ahead of 1935 by a
teresting enough to dealers to have
them want to tie in with Republic.
wide margin and for the first time
$3,465,644. Other industries spending more than a million dollars
While the program has been runin radio history the "big three"
during the January-September
General Motors, Ford, and Chrysning only two weeks, I think our
period were: Automotive $3,437,idea in this respect is working out
ler, are all using one or more netand the local radio stations will
work programs. In the petroleum
491; petroleum $3,090,362; launfield Atlantic Refining Co. is the
dry soaps $2,221,188; miscellaneplay an important part in advisnewcomer responsible for the jump
ous items including political broadthe trade
casts $1,269,626; confectionery
into ing
this
field. of Republic's entry
in CBS figures.
"We are offering as a prize to
$1,153,672.
While
Colgate
Palmolive
Peet
Both NBC and CBS reported
programs from the NBC to CBS
400 listeners each week a sauceslight losses in the drug industry
last January, the increased radio
billings, showing the effect of the
pan made
of for
Republic's
Endura
expenditure of Procter & Gamble
stainless
steel
the best thought
policies inaugurated last year
of the day, verse or joke. We are
for
addition
programs
on
NBCbarring laxatives and other simiBlue network more than offset this
offering a photograph of the comlar products. CBS drug revenues
loss. In the tobacco field CBS has
plete cast of the program to anydeclined 10.3%, NBC, 3.7%. Acleads with Chesterfield, Lucky
counts that signed off CBS during
in."
Strike and Camel cigarettes and
Theonedisedwriting
program
being broadsides
merchan1935 and 1936 were Jad Salts,
to the tradeis with
Dills
Best
and
Model
smoking
toEx-Lax, Feen - A - Mint, California
describing the campaign in detail.
bacco.
Mats and photos of artists are
Syrup Salts.
of Figs,
Castoria,
Expenditures on NBC & CBS
Eno
WithFletcher's
the exception
of
available for use on radio pages
the last two items the products
network facilities by industries:
of local newspapers. The stations
are KELD, KUOA, KFPW, KTHS,
NBC
CBS
KBTM,
KLRA, KOTN, KCMC,
Nine Months Nine Months Nine Months Nine Months
~~8~
494 WCAZ, WLS, WJBL,
1935
1936
WJBC,
Industry
1936
1935
WMBD, WTAD, WROK, WCBS,
Drug
$7,741,733
$8,045,367
WDZ, WHBU, WTRC, WOWO,
Food
6,841,437
$3,489,808
$3,893,259
7,527,501
2,106,875
3,433,912
WIRE, WFBM, WLBC, WSBT,
Automotive
1,940,603
1,127,528
1,496,888
1,633,439
Petroleum
1,896,851
WBOW,
WMT, KRNT, WHO,
740,653
~~6~
1,801,182
1,193,511
152 WOC, WKBB, KFJB,
304,530
Laundry Soaps
1,453,705
KSCJ,
767,483
1,445,504
KMA, KGDE, WCCO,
Tobacco
1,185,717
968,960
~5~3~KFNF,
210
2,279,927
132,643
1,405,982
632,074 ~
KSTP,
KROC, KMOX, KMMJ,
Miscellaneous
637,552
3
292,515
KGFW, KFAB, WJAG, WOW,
29,594
Radio
420,940
542,150 ~2~705 419,850
KFYR, WD AY, KFJM, KLPM,
326,486
Financial
237,398
149,482
KABR, KGDY, KSOO, KWTN,
Paint
212,618
80,150
Stationery
193,224
3,328
WNAX, KFIZ, WTAQ, WCLO,
300,543
15,744
WKBH, WIBA, WOMT, WTMJ,
173,525
Building
181,839
12,546
Confectionery
140,786
292,444
582,473
1,012,886
WHBL.
239,250
Clothing
137,521
10,111
Office Equipments 132,096
261,800
105,004
177,816
101,186
House Furnishings 127,317
Max Factor Foreign Discs
335,258
3i
~044
500
Jewelry
110,300
MAX
D. FACTOR Co., Hollywood
37,537
Machinery
59,862
44
~6
80
36,990
Schools
(cosmetics) has transcribed 52 mu58,752
sical programs with film stars for
Shoe
54,002
Latin American countries. Studios
Travel
26,640
Brewing
of Recordings Inc., were used. The
209,939
1,470
distribution to stations in more
Garden
m,570
9,250
15,048
than a score of Spanish speaking
Sporting Goods
countries will be handled by the
Totals
$23,800,143
$22,830,411
$15,550,070 $12,098,925
sponsor's sales department.
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KFRU
Operating on
630 Kilocycles
1000 Watts
500 Watts Nightti

KFRU
's owned and oper-

"^SSj^-

REACHING

A

POTENTIAL
OF

. . . . a Copy of "KFRU

OVER

RETAIL

SALES

ated by ,TheMO.ST.
COLUMBIA
PUB.
LOUISCO.STAR-TIM Fc

MARKET

$75,000,000

Reaches a $75,000,000 Market," Is Yours for the Asking . . . Address KFRU,
or

Columbia, Mo.

National Representatives
Chicago
WILSON— DALTON—
ROBERTSON
New York
Kansas City, Mo.
250 Park Ave.
1329 Baltimore Ave.
1530 Mather Tow*r
A
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Sales
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Over

KFRU

Covers

the

Center

of

Missouri
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NAB

Public

Domain

Library

To
Begin
Soon,
Says
Baldwin
Announces 100 Hours Will Be Recorded Eventually;
Claims

Clearance

of 1,600

ANNOUNCEMENT of plans to
begin recording a library of 100
hours of public domain music was
made Oct. 23 by James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, in a
letter to his membership.
Being the long - awaited first
step in Mr. Baldwin's three-phase
plan for a Bureau of Copyrights
within the NAB, Mr. Baldwin informed his membership of 400 stations that 16,000 public domain
compositions already have been
catalogued and will be available
for conversion into the 100-hour
transcription library. He said that
a sample one-hour series will be
sent to member stations. This
probably will not go out for six
weeks or two months.
The public domain library is the
product of Edward J. Fitzgerald,
who last June was appointed director of the Bureau of Copyrights within the NAB. He has
been searching the Library of Congress files and has procured clearance of the 1,600 numbers which,
Mr. Baldwin estimates, will make
up the 100-hour complement. Special arrangements of these numbers are being made under Mr.
Fitzgerald's supervision.
Offered on Cost Basis
In his letter, Mr. Baldwin asked
stations to notify him whether
they use lateral or vertical transcription reproducing units, so as
to gauge the number of pressings
to be made of the initial one-hour
group. Work has not proceeded, it
is understood, beyond the actual
tabulation of the public domain
compositions along with a few arrangements.
The plan is to offer the transcriptions to stations on a cost
basis and the initial one-hour production will permit the NAB to estimate costs for arrangement,
transcribing, talent, etc.
After Mr. Baldwin receives the
returns from stations as to the
type of transcriptions they use, it
is his plan to enter negotiations
for the actual recording of the
music. This all will be done under
the immediate supervision of Mr.
Fitzgerald, it is understood.
The Bureau of Copyrights and
the plan under which it is functioning, was evolved by Mr. Baldwin for the purpose of eventually
ridding the broadcasting industry
of its dependence upon ASCAP
and other groups of copyright
owners.
The 100-hour library, it is understood, would be only a part of
the transcribed library planned by
Mr. Baldwin. In addition to the
1,600 numbers which would be recorded by various types of talent,
including leading bands and vocalists, much other public domain
music is said to be available. Mr.
Fitzgerald and his staff of two assistants are engaged almost daily,
it was said, in searching Congressional Library files for clearance
of public domain numbers. As
rapidly as possible the work of
making separate arrangements is
going forward and the plan is after the initial installment of 100
hours to augment it gradually just
as the commercial transcription
BROADCASTING

Musical

Selections

companies do with their general
library services.
AH public domain music is noncopyrightable in that the copyrights have expired. As a consequence, it is unnecessary to pay
tribute to ASCAP or any other
copyright groups on such music.
However, there are many numbers
in the public domain licensed
through copyright groups because
of their peculiar arrangements,
which are copyrightable. In devising the transcription library
plan, the NAB Bureau procures
the original scores of the public
domain music and makes its own
arrangements to conform with
modern tempos and requirements.
The plan of the NAB envisions
supplementing the public domain
numbers, many of which are standard compositions played frequently over the air under various arrangements, with popular numbers
procured direct from the authors
or from their publishing houses.
In such cases, the requirement for
a royalty from stations necessarily would be waived.
Building a Reservoir
THE WHOLE theory behind the
NAB copyright plan is that of
building up a sufficiently substantial reservoir of non-copyrighted
music to avoid future complications in the event of emergency
such as developed when Warner
Bros, publishing houses withdrew
from ASCAP last January. Also,
with a sufficient supply to tide
them over, Mr. Baldwin contends
it would be possible for the individual stations to bargain on a
more effective basis with such organizations as ASCAP, against
which there has been bitter complaint for a number of years because of the amount of royalties
paid for music performing rights.
The plan outlined by Mr. Baldwin for his Copyright Bureau and
subsequently approved by the
NAB board, provided first that
there be made available to broadcasters acomplete index of active
music compositions which are un-

Advertising

at

60

Automatic Bouncer
HARRY S. STONE, general
manager of WSM, Nashville,
has
a "Drive-it-yourself devised
Announcer
Audition
System" (with apologies to
the Col. and Budd) that
works like a charm. After a
would-be announcer files an
application blank, he is
placed in front of a microphone and given the standard test. No one listens to
the audition. It is recorded
and then played back for the
applicant. If he still thinks
Die ought to be an announcer,
then further tests will be
given. However, to date no
one has asked for more — in
each instance the would-be
McNamee-Vonzell-Husing has
made for the nearest exit
and back to the ribbon
counter, shoe shine boy.
derstood to total some 25,000. This
work has not proceeded effectively
because of purported lack of cooperation by ASCAP and also because
the
necessity
'of somewhat
the data
for the catalog
has been
obviated by the return of the
Warner Bros, oublishing houses
to the ASCAP fold.
Instead, work has been concentrated on the second phase of the
three-point plan, or that having to
do with public domain music and
with the creation of the standard
transcription library.
The third phase, which looks to
the future, covers the creation of
a system of making- available to
the industry copyrighted music on
a "measured service" basis. This,
however, is designed to follow completion of the initial phase. The
broad plan for the creation of the
Copyright Bureau within the NAB
looks also to the possible setting
up of a separate corporation to
handle copyrighted works for radio.
At the _ NAB convention held in
Chicago in July, the membership
adopted a resolution approving
action taken by the board of directors in favor of the Baldwin Bureau of Copyright plan and at the
same time urged the NAB membership to support wholeheartedly
the three-point program.
Mr. Baldwin declared he could
not comment upon the time reauired to record the 100 hours.
That, he said, depended largely

Cents

on

the

Dollar

Can Be Bought
Under
New
Federal
Tax
CONCERNS which appropriate
or increase the prestige of the coradvertising funds from net income
poration advertising, but will incan purchase their advertising at
crease sales and profits."
It is explained that excess profits
a 40% reduction, according to an
taxes are not included in calculaanalysis titled The New Federal
tions, these taxes being added to
Tax Law, How It Affects Your Net
the total of normal and surtaxes,
Profits and Advertising Costs, prewhere profits are greater than anticipated.
pared by Sterling Advertising
Agency, 70 W. 40th St., New York.
Here is a table prepared by the
agency, showing how the 40% savSince "drastic penalties" under
the corporate tax law automaticallaw: ing operates under the new tax
ly reduce the amount of surplus
which many corporations would
Net
ducting
normally leave in their business as
N.
After Y.Dea protection or "cushion" to their
State Total Tax
Net Tax
future welfare, says the agency,
Fran- Before
After Adv.
chlse Adv. Adv.
Adv. Actuaily
"it is essential that all such corTax Expend. ExDend. Deduc. Costs
$ 20.000
$
6.508.00
$
5,000
$
4,561.26
porations consider what measures
30.000 10.401.50 7,500 7,481.49$ 3,053.26
4,579.99
50.000 18,343.50 12,500 13,321.63 7.478.13
they can take to serve as a substi70,000 26,227.30 17.500 19.439.93 10.712.63
80.000 30,105.80 20.000 22.348.80 12,243.00
tute protection. The answer is ad100.000 37,862.80 25,000 28.166.55 15,303.75
vertising promotion, which, intelli200.000 76,619.20 50,000 57,255.30 30,636.10
300.000 115.432.80 75,000 86.344.05 45.911.25
gently handled, will not only hold
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upon the speed with which he was
g conrecordin
able totractsnegotiat
ents.
and talent e arrangem
The one-hour sample, however,
is expected to go into production
available
replies asare
as
fromsoon
the asstations
to the type
of recordings they use. The NAB
thus will be in position to gauge
the number of pressings they will
need for each type of recording.
The NAB Letter
THE NAB letter to its members
transcription lion thebraryproposed
follows:
The Bureau of Copyrights of the
NAB is prepared to start production
on an electrically transcribed library
of 100 hours of public domain music.
After three months of preliminary
work, 1,600 musical selections (approximately 100 hours of service)
have been actually judged public domain. The work of making modern
arrangements of this material is steadily progressing.
Public
domain music includes much
of the best music in the world with
the exception of the so-called popular
music. The Bureau of Copyrights has
carefully selected the 1.600 compositions with the practical view of revarious standard musicording all the ideas,
cal program
performing only
music that has a constant usage on
broadcasting stations. However, there
has been added, in limited amounts,
world famous music hitherto not generally available for radio.
In addition,
a few asnew
seworthy.
lections are included
theypopular
are found
It is the intention of the Managing
Director to send a sample of one complete hour of transcribed music to
each station, which will clearly demonstrate the high quality of the transcriptions, from the viewpoint of talent, practical usage and mechanical
perfection ; and furnish a yardstick
for calculating costs per subscribing
member.
/

Will you. therefore, please advise
us concerning the type of reproducing
(lateral or vertical) unit in use at
your station.
Don Lee-MBS Sessions
FOUR executives of the Don Lee
Broadcasting: System, headed by
Thomas S. Lee, president, were in
New York during the week of Oct.
19 to discuss with Mutual Broadcasting System executives arrangements in connection with its alliance with MBS beginning Dec. 29.
The Don Lee network now serves
as the CBS Pacific Coast adjunct
but will conclude that arrangement
at which time CBS will divert to
KNX, Los Angeles, and KSFO,
San Francisco. In addition to Mr.
Lee, others in the group were William J. Gleason, secretary-treasurer of Don Lee ; Willett J. Brown,
assistant manager of KHJ, Los
Angeles, and Harold Peary, chief
engineer.
Callahan Joins NAB
LEONARD DAVID CALLAHAN,
Department of Justice attorney,
on Oct. 26 joined the NAB as assistant to James W. Baldwin, managing director. A native of Terre
Haute, Ind., Mr. Callahan joined
the Department in 1930 when Mr.
Baldwin was its chief clerk. Upon
graduating from National Law
School in Washington in 1933, he
was transferred to the Attorney
General's office as an attorney. He
was graduated from the University
of
old. Indiana in 1930 and is 30 years
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Tips
Store

on

Shoes
Side

From

Street,

the

Featuring

Fitting

Stool

High-Priced

Line,

Radio
Only
Using
Fast Turnover
Up
Builds
By MISS CARRO TRACE
Advertising Manager,
FEW would have the nerve that Jack Johnson had when
"Store Without a Name"
Fargo, N. D.
he started a shoe department in a store located off the
WHEN Jack Johnson leased space
for a shoe department in a new
main thoroughfare in Fargo. There were handicaps
women's store that was about to
open in Fargo, N. D., he knew he
galore confronting him. To overcome these barriers, he
had more than the usual handicaps.
turned to radio. It was a bit slow at first, but when the
His capital was limited; the location was on an out-of-the-way side
campaign really got under way things began to happen
street in a spot that had proven
fatal to two former enterprises;
and shoes — expensive ones — started to walk out on
there were already 16 other shoe
stores in the town.
buyers' feet as fast as crates of new stock could be put
But a five-minute program over
on the shelves. And here is the way it was done.
WDAY five days a week made his
shoe department the second largest
in the city in just one year's time.
valuable mouth-to-mouth advertisAnd best of all, the results have
ing for Dickerson shoes.
been achieved by promoting qualWhen business was at its lowest
ity, not price.
ebb in January, many people were
Dickerson orthopedic shoes, resnowbound. That time was chosen
tailing from $8.50 to $10.50, have
for
a contest to check the audibeen the foundation of the broadence. Two pairs of Dickerson shoes
casts since the beginning. They
were offered as prizes, one for the
are not nationally advertised, and
best letter on "Why I Like My
had not been promoted to any exDickerson Shoes" and one for the
tent before in this particular terbest letter on "Why I Think I
ritory. Practically all that women
Would Like Dickerson Shoes." It
know about Dickerson shoes they
was open to all women. Every lethave learned from the publicity
ter had to be sincere and original,
given them since the store opened,
but of any length desired. Each
and that publicity has been done
contestant was promised a free
I by radio.
booklet on foot health, and a free
foot exerciser.
Always Breaking Records
The response exceeded all expecMiss Trace
IT TOOK several weeks of contations. Letters poured in from a
stant pounding to bring results at
125-mile radius reaching into four
in one way or another with foot
first, but within four months' time
states and representing 500 differthe sales of Dickerson shoes alone
ent towns. All ages of women were
health, as it pertains to the everyhad jumped from 10 to 100 pairs
day life of the different classes of
included, from 14-year-old girls to
listeners. It is difficult for them
per week, and now 150 pairs per
a 76 - year - old grandmother. The
longest letter was 531 words, the
week is the average at the height
to comprehend fashion over the
air, but from their own experiences
of the season. (These figures pershortest 22. In two weeks the detain only to Dickerson shoes, and
they can appreciate the misery
partment received 1,650 letters —
do not portray the substantial ihof corns, callouses, and bunions.
375 from regular customers and
crease in sales of other lines of
1,275 from new prospects.
Whether they are in the business
world or keeping house, many of
shoes carried in the same departProspects, Then Customers
ment.)
them have one thing in common —
Now, month after month passes
ailing feet. Their lives may conWHEN the contest closed, contestants were surprised to receive, in
by without an inch of newspaper
sist of caring for children, canaddition to the booklet and foot
advertising on Dickerson shoes.
ning, feeding threshers, gardening,
Yet the department consistently
exerciser, a non - negotiable check
shopping, waiting on table, fingercontinues to break its own sales
waving, or selling merchandise;
for one dollar to be applied on the
records. In December, when a lull
purchase of a pair of Dickerson
but it's plain that they are anxious to learn how to get relief from
in the shoe business is the general
shoes at any time during Februtheir
foot
troubles.
ary and March. A big percentage
rule, Johnson's sales equalled those
of last October and November, due
of
"prospects"
who entered the
Authority on Feet
to the fact that the broadcasts
contest made good use of this
offer.
suggested these shoes for gifts.
IT IS "relief" that is always
For several months the letters
stressed on the program, not
During the so - called "slump"
from the contest formed the basis
months of July and August, the
"cure". Never are the merits of
of the Tips From the Fitting Stool
shoe department was going at a
the shoes over-estimated. Sincerhealthy pace, and far exceeded last
talks. Many were read over the
ity in all the talks has kept the
confidence of listeners. Frequent
air in full, thus making the adsummer's figures.
the
vertising itself doubly convincing.
radio program keeps Somehow,
the customers
suggestion that in extreme cases
coming.
And because they were written
a foot specialist be consulted has
by housewives, farmers, cashiers,
The daily talks, called Tips From
retained the goodwill of the mediteachers, stenographers, nurses,
the Fitting Stool, are written by
cal profession, and admission that
students, beauty operators, club
the advertising department in cothere are other good shoes on the
women, and waitresses, each peroperation with I. Locken, one of market has broken down opposithe shoe fitters, who also does the
tion from competitors. Women are
sonal testimony made an impresannouncing. All are written just a
constantly reminded that there is
sion on somebody — and sold more
few hours before the time of the
pairs of Dickerson shoes.
no need of sacrificing style to get
Naturally a radio program such
foot comfort, if they wear the
broadcast, and thus are kept timely.
Much of the success of these
as this would build up a tremenproper shoes, properly fitted. Price
dous out-of-town trade. As a retalks can be attributed to the fact
is never mentioned. In other words,
sult, a unique mail order system
the program is promoting foot
that they are given by an honesthas been devised which enables
health in a wide-open field where
to-goodness fitter, who is not only
even those listeners who cannot
enthusiastic about the shoes himit has never before been emphasized.
self (and sounds like it as he
visit the store in person to be satisfactorily fitted in Dickersons.
The store has come to be known
broadcasts) but who daily comes
This fall the shoe department
in contact with women customers
as an authority on feet and shoes.
branched out in its promotion of
who unknowingly drop many a
Homemakers' clubs ask for matefoot health to include the younger
rial for their meetings, and girls
hint for the subject matter to be
in home economics classes come in
generation. The week before school
used on the day following.
started, it conducted a Free Foot
In the Tips From the Fitting
for information to be used in thenstudies. All of it amounts to inStool Dickerson shoes are tied up
Health Clinic for Children ■— the
Page
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first of its kind in the state. Arrangements were made to have
Dr. Melvin O. Lofthus, a local
chiropodist who is vice - president
of the North Dakota State Board
of Chiropody Examiners, in the
children's shoe department at specified hours each day. Mothers were
urged to make appointments for
examinations, and to have their
children graded by the doctor himself on the following points: Mode
of walking, fit of shoes, style of
shoes, hose, posture, superficial
defects,
deformities and mechanical disturbances.
During the week of the clinic,
Tips From the Fitting Stool was
directed to mothers in such a way
as to make them more concerned
about
theirthat
children's
with
the result
in the feet,
few hours
that Dr. Lofthus was in the store,
he examined from 50 to 100 pairs
of children's feet each day. Practically all of them bought, because
their mothers had suddenly become
vitally interested. All this was accomplished bybroadcasts.
Thanks to radio, a poor location
is not proving a handicap to the
Johnson-Poole shoe company. With
its daily Tips From the Fitting
Stool it is educating people along
the lines of foot health, and they
are coming down a side street to
get
it.
KOOLS

AND

SPUDS

TO GO ON NETWORK
LESS than a week apart the two
leading makers of mentholated
cigarettes, Brown & Williams Tobacco Corp., Louisville (Kool) and
Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., Louisville (Spud) will start half -hour
programs
on were
NBC-Blue
The accounts
signednetwork.
within
a few days of each other by the
NBC sales staff.
For Kools, starting Nov. 9, Jack
Pearl, Cliff Hall, his stooge, and
Tommy Dorsey orchestra will prethe product's
first networkof
series,sentaside
from sponsorship
two Kentucky Derby broadcasts.
The program will be heard on 40
stations, Mondays, 9:30-10 p. m.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., New York, services the account.
For Spuds, Ed Wynn and Graham McNamee will be back together starting Nov. 14 with a
program on 35 stations, Saturdays, 8-8:30 p. m., with a repeat
to the West Coast at 12 midnight.
No orchestra has been announced.
Last tion
year
a two-stahookupSpuds
(WOR, used
WGN).
Young
& Rubicam Inc., New York, is
agency.
In its original plans Spud intended to use the NBC southcentral and southeastern groups as
part of its NBC-Blue network, but
Sealtest (National Dairy), which
is on the NBC-Red network the
same night 8-9 p. m. has these
groups as part of its network.
Hence RCA-Victor will record the
Ed Wynn program off the air for
Spud and place the discs on the 16
stations a week or so later. Of
these 16 stations 11 have actually
received signed contracts. They
are: WJAX, WJDX, WAVE,
WPTF, WSMB, WSM, WTAR,
WMC, WAPI, WIS, WSB, WRVA,
WSUN, WIOD, WWNC, WSOC.
MILLER PACKING Co.. Oakland,
Cal. (meat), thru Long Adv. Service,
San Francisco, on Oct. 19 started a
13-week test campaign on KLX. Oakland, using spot announcements five
days weekly.
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Free
In

Urges

Spot

Reps

Promotion

to

Combine
Campaign

part of their own trade paper advertising space to promote spot
broadcasting. Much direct mail
work along this line also is being
done, he said. His own companies,
he added, are vitally interested in
contributing their share to the
proposed cooperative effort to publicize spot broadcasting and to
educate the national advertising
field on its value as a medium and
its proper place in every important
advertising appropriation.
"It would seem equitable and
fair to invite the representatives
listed above to participate in a
cooperative advertising campaign,
using leading trade papers and direct mail, for the sole purpose of
promoting spot broadcasting, with
each representative contributing in
proportion to the number and size
of the stations represented," the
letter continued. "What simpler
and fairer method could be devised
than determining each contribution

Suggests Advertising Campaign to Educate the
National Advertising Field on Use of Spot
CREATION of a
ter stated. "Many of us represent
competing stations in certain marcooperative camkets. It would not be normal or
paign by broadproper for us to get together for
cast station representatives for frequent love feasts, nor to exchange leads and other information
promotion of spot
in connection with our sales work,
broadcasting as a
medium among
much of which really belongs not
to us but to the stations by which
agencies and national advertiswe are employed."
ers, was proposed
Declaring that individually representatives have done and are
Oct. 26 by James
L. Free, president of Free & Petdoing important constructive work
ers Inc., and of Free, Johns &
which is resulting in a constantly
Field Inc., in a letter to 14 firms
increasing volume of spot, Mr.
in the representation field.
Free said that in addition some
Proposing that a cooperative
representatives are using a major
advertising campaign, using leading trade papers and direct mail,
be employed for the sole purpose
HEARST
STATIONS
EXPANDING
of promoting spot broadcasting,
Mr. Free suggested that each station representative contribute in
KEHE Starting on New Studios/ KTSA Places New
proportion to the number and size
5 kw. Transmitter in Operationof the stations represented — possibly on the basis of published national rates for each list of stations.
The 14 firms, each having eight
or more stations, represent a total
of 225 stations, Mr. Free brought
millm
out. If each representative would
contribute a monthly amount equal
to 10% of the quarter-hour rates,
the fund would total $1,363.09 per
month, or $16,357.08 per year.
"With such a fund, or even half
that much, we could make a nice
start on a promotion campaign
that would benefit the stations,
ourselve
s, and the industry," he
said.
Will Call Meeting
MR. FREE asserted that if six or
more of the representatives agree
to his plan, he will call a meeting
in New York, each firm to be represented by one man will full authority to act. At this meeting an
advertising agency would be chosen
and cooperating firms asked to contribute ideas for a year's advertising campaign. Then about a month
later a second meeting would be
TWO important steps in further
held to consider the advertisements
development of the Hearst Radio
proposed for the entire campaign.
group of 10 stations were taken in
No further meetings would be
October, with the dedication of the
planned unless some contingency
new 5,000-watt Western Electric
developed.
transmitter of KTSA, San AnMr. Free's letter went to the
tonio, and acquisition of a site for
following firms: John Blair & Co.,
the
new
studios of KEHE, Los AnCraig & Hollingbery Inc., Free &
Peters Inc., Free, Johns & Field
geles.
Already ground has been broken
Inc., Furgason & Aston Inc., Hearst
for the new KEHE transmitter
Radio Inc., Joseph Hershey McGillbuilding and 475-foot antenna
vra, Edward Petry & Co. Inc, Wilnear Washington & Adams streets,
liam G. Rambeau Co., Paul H. RayLos Angeles. Studios will be at
mer Co., George Roesler, Western
141 N. Vermont Ave., with frontfeet.
Frykman & Allen, Weed & Co., and
age of 156 feet and depth of 135
Wilson-Dalton-Robertson.
Hollywood, easily accessible to ad_ Mr. Free brought out that from
A one-story front is planned for
vertisers, agencies, artists and
time to time efforts have been
the
KEHE
studio,
with
a
twomade to form an association of
story rear to accommodate audiManager of KEHE is Clarence
station representatives for various
torium and studios (see architects
public.
B.
Juneau, with Arthur E. Mcpurposes, most of which have
drawing). Air conditioning, acousDonald, sales manager; Ral Appleseemed rather vague and intantical treatment by Acoustical Enby, program director; Mayfield
gible. He declared that to him it
gineering Co. and elaborate furK a y 1 o r, production head. Ford
seemed obvious that any plan of
nishings are planned.
Billings is in charge of Hearst
that order is doomed to failure
radio activities on the Pacific
Each studio will have its associCoast.
since all previous efforts have
ated control room, which will have
CBS saluted the new KTSA
direct contact with the master confailed. He added, however, that he
felt the cooperative promotion plan
transmitter (see photo) Oct. 4
trol.
Special
"green
rooms"
will
be associated with the auditorium
was the one important way in
with a special program and dedistudio, which will include a client
which representatives could coopcated the program to the Hearst
erate to the benefit of all, and with
stations in the Southwest, which
booth commanding back - stage,
good hope of success.
in addition to KTSA are KOMA,
front-stage and audience view. The
Oklahoma City; KNOW, Austin,
new studio building will be mid"We are essentially competitors
way between Los Angeles and
and WACO, Waco, Tex.
and we should be," Mr. Tree's letPage
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by the published national rates of
each list of stations?"
THE STATION representation
business on the West Coast is still
in the pioneering stage and far
behind the development it has
reached in the East and Midwest,
according to James L. Free, president of the associated representative organizations, Free & Peters
Inc., and Free, Johns & Field Inc.,
who has just returned to his Chicago headquarters from a six-week,
7,600-mile motor tour of the West.
"West Coast advertisers are for
the most part network-minded,"
Mr. Free stated. "The networks
established offices out there early
in the game and have done a good
selling job. But while there are a
good number of prospects for spot
broadcasting on Eastern stations,
the representative must educate
them before he can sell them.
"There is no over-the-transom
spot radio business out there, no
'me too' selling, no competing for
business to be placed in Cleveland
or Buffalo, because there is no spot
business
advertisers'
or agency originating
offices. Any inspot
business
coming out of the West has been
preceded by a lot of hard work on
the part of some station rep who
first sold the idea of snot radio,
then helped the agency plan the
campaign, and only finally got in
his licks for his particular staKleppner Forms Agency
OTTO KLEPPNER, for the last
six
years president of Small,
tions."
Kleppner & Seiffer Inc., New York,
has resigned to form his own firm,
Kleppner Co. Inc., New York, effective Nov. 1, with offices at 551
Fifth Ave. Harvey A. Mayer, formerly in the publishing business,
will become vice president and
treasurer. On the same date, the
name Small, Kleppner & Seiffer
Inc., will be changed to Small &
Seiffer Inc., with Albert Seiffer
becoming president and Marvin
Small secretary and treasurer.
Morrell

Adds

Another

JOHN MORRELL & Co., Ottumwa, la. (Red Heart dog food), will
sponsor Bob Becker, Chicago Tribune writer, in a series of quarterhour talks on dogs, broadcast
weekly in the evening over WGN,
Chicago, beginning Nov. 10. This
is
addition
this company's
TeainTime
at theto Morrells,
on the
NBC-Red network, Fridays, 4-4:30
p. m. Agency is Henri, Hurst &
McDonald Inc., Chicago.
KDAL Into Duluth
SOLD last winter to a group
headed by Dalton LeMasurier,
manager of KFJM, Grand Forks,
N. D., the old KFGK, Moorhead.,
Minn., with 100 watts on 1500 kc,
is scheduled to go into operation
under the new call letters of
KDAL at Duluth about Nov. 5.
Mr. LeMasurier will be its operating head, with A. H. Flaten as
sales manager, Dorothy PeKarna
as program director and Robert
A. Dettman as chief engineer, assisted by Rubert Nasland. Mr.
Dettman, like Mr. Flaten, was formerly with KFJM. Mr. LeMasurier will remain with KFJM, University of North Dakota local
which operates as a commercial, jj
but will also be manager of the I
new Duluth outlet.
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NAB

Sales

Group

Arranges
Sessions
Perfects Organization, Plans
National, Regional Meetings
WITH a national meeting of the
Sales Managers Division of the
NAB set for Jan. 18 in Chicago,
and with several regional meetings
scheduled in advance of that date,
definite steps toward solidifying
sales activities of stations and of
perfecting methods of presenting
and selling time are being made.
J. Buryl Lottridge, sales manager of KOIL, Omaha, and KFAB,
Lincoln, chairman of the Division,
announced Oct. 19 that tentative
plans have been perfected for the
first national meeting Jan. 18 at
the Sherman Hotel, Chicago. It
will be a one-day session. Among
speakers tentatively scheduled are
Bob Barrett, radio director of
Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
Chicago, who will discuss general
practices between stations and
agencies, and Paul West, president
of the Association of National Advertisers, who has been asked to
discuss standard practices being
successfully used by other media
which might be applied to radio.
A third speaker, yet to be selected,
will be the advertising executive
of a retail store in a medium-sized
market.
Mr. Lottridge declared he expected a minimum of 100 sales
managers and other station executives to attend the session, the
first since the Division was formed
last July in Chicago during the
NAB convention. It is expected
that NAB President C. W. Myers,
of KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore.;
NAB Managing Director James
W. Baldwin, and H. K. Carpenter,
WHK, Cleveland, commercial committee chairman, will attend.
Sectional Meetings
FOUR of the sectional branches of
the Sales Managers Division already have designated dates for
meetings. The Northeastern Section, comprising executives of stations in 17 states and the District
of Columbia, has scheduled a
meeting at the Lincoln Hotel,
New York City, for Nov.- 10.
Chairman of this section is E. Y.
Flannigan, commercial manager
of WSPD, Toledo. In a communication to stations in his area, he
pointed out that although the meeting will take up only problems
concerning the activities of sales
managers or commercial managers,
it is open to operators or executives of small stations who also
look after sales.
The North Central Division,
headed by Craig Lawrence, KSO
commercial manager, has scheduled its meeting for Nov. 10 in
Chicago at the Sherman Hotel.
States in this group are Nebraska,
Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota and South Dakota.
The South Central Division, of
which Jock 0. Gross, KWKH commercial manager, is chairman, has
scheduled its meeting for Nov. 9
at Oklahoma City. Neither the
Southeastern Division, of which
Mallory Chamberlin, WMC-WNBR,
commercial manager, is chairman,
nor the Mountain Division, headed
by D. H. Vincent, KSL, commercial manager, has decided upon the
date or place of meeting.
The Pacific Coast branch will
hold a session Nov. 20 in San Francisco. The Pacific Coast chairman
Page
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is Hugh M. Feltis, commercial
manager of KOMO - KJR, Seattle.
States in this group are Washingnia. ton, Oregon, Nevada and CaliforTopics suggested by Mr. Lottridge for discussion at the sectional and national meetings were
dual rates; local selling methods
and service; national selling problems; maintenance of rates; bulk
time sales and per-inquiry and contingent business.
Those who attended the executive committee meeting in Chicago
Oct. 15 at which the national meeti n g plans were devised were
Messrs. Lottridge, Chamberlin,
Flanigan, Bondurant, J. Leslie
Fox, KMBC; Lew Bondurant,
WHO, and Bill Kline, WLS, the
latter having been designated to
handle the advance arrangements
for the Chicago session.
Lava

Soap

Tests

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Lava soap), is testing a
juvenile serial, Davey Adams, on
WBBM, Chicago. Program was
started Oct. 12 and is aired 5:45-6
p. m., Monday through Friday.
Blackett-Sample-HumAgency
mert
Inc.,isChicago.
WILLIAMSON CANDY Co., Chicago (Oh Henry candy bars), is
using daily spot announcements on
WBZ, Boston, in a test campaign
placed through H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago. This
does not affect any of the other
advertising of the Williamson Co.,
which is handled by John H. Dunham Co., Chicago.

Activity
In

TWO promotion pieces of NBC
have been honored by American
Institute of Graphic Arts and are
on exhibit in New York at the Galleries of the Architectural League.
The books are Straight Across the
Board and The Good New Summer
Time.
Bond Bread Drive
GENERAL BAKING Co., New
York (Bond bread), during the
week of Nov. 2 will launch a series
of 60 daytime one-minute WBS
transcription announcements, three
a day, five days a week, in a special spot campaign throughout the
New England states. Stations are
WNAC, WBZ-WBZA, WTAG,
WNBH, WTIC, WDRC, W1XBS,
WICC, WELL Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., New York,
placed the account.

of Performing

Collection

Artists

of Royalties

EFFORTS OF the two recentlycreated performing artists organizations, which evidently aspire
to emulate ASCAP in collecting
royalties for performance of recorded renditions over the air, have
shriveled amazingly in recent
weeks.
With much ado, the National
Association of Performing Artists
and its sister organization, the
American Society of Recording
Artists, last summer began a
series of suits aimed at performance of records over the air. The
latter organization proposes to
license stations for performance
at fees ranging from 5 to 15 cents
per side, depending upon the size
of the station. NAPA, however,
does not, so far as known, seek
license fees but simply proposes to
establish its claim of the right of
recording artists to their particular types of rendition.
Thus far, the only decision procured in any case brought by the
recording groups was that of the
Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia, an inferior court, which
held that WDAS, Philadelphia,
should be permanently enjoined
from the performance of records
made by Fred Waring, orchestra
leader and president of NAPA.
The three-judge court sustained
the findings of the single judge
who sat on the original case, but
the case has not yet been heard by
an appellate court. The NAB participated in this case and is planning an appeal.
Six Postponements
A RECAPITULATION of current
litigation reveals that last July
NAPA filed a suit against WHN
in the New York Supreme Court

i, 1936

Zerone Selects List
E. I. DUPONT de Nemours &
Co., New York (Zerone antifreeze), on Oct. 26 started a series
of station breaks on 10 stations. A
total of from 26 to 36 announcements will be made on each station on the list, which includes
WNBF, WNAC, WGR, WKRC,
WHK, WTIC, KOIL, WJAS,
WWVA, KFH. This schedule supplements the program now heard
on a special hookup of WABC,
New York, and WCAU, Philadelphia. Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., New York, has the
account.

From

Withers
Radio

alleging that the station be enjoined from broadcasting any of
the records of Frank Crumit. Simultaneously, NAPA secured an
order from the court to compel the
station to show cause why an injunction should not be granted immediately and this motion was returnable on July 15. The station,
due to the short notice, asked for
additional time and this was procured through arrangement with
Maurice J. Speiser, NAPA counsel.
On Aug. 5, when WHN was prepared to proceed with the argument on the motion in opposition
to a temporary injunction, Mr.
Speiser asked for a postponement
and continuously since then has
sought postponements, the last
having been from Oct. 21 to Nov.
18. All told, he has sought and
procured six such postponements.
According to competent observers, it appears that NAPA is unwilling to go ahead with its WHN
suit. Moreover, it is pointed out
that the delay of over three
months by NAPA is proof that a
temporary injunction is not necessary. The thought is that NAPA
wishes to rely upon the favorable
decision it procured in Philadelphia, even though an inferior
court, rather than risk an unfavorable action in a court of the
standing of the New York SuCourt.
Whilepreme NAPA
and ARSA are
separate organizations, their memberships are overlapping and it is
generally felt that they are working in collaboration. One theory
advanced is that NAPA is attempting to break the ground to
prevent performances of phonograph records while ARSA is set
BROADCASTING

Laco Products on CBS
LACO PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (cosmetics), subsidiary of
Pompeian Olive Oil Corp., on Oct.
20 started Mabelle Jennings, commentator, in a new series on 12
CBS stations along the eastern
seaboard, Tuesdays & Thursdays,
1:15-1:30 p. m. Miss Jennings
does a roving reported assignment
from the streets of Washington.
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore, has
the account.
up as the collection agency for
such performances.
As for other litigation brought
by these organizations, in the suit
of Paul Whiteman brought in the
United States District Court for
the Southern District of New York
against WNEW, New York, nothing has happened since early September.
In August, NAPA filed a suit in
the Circuit Court in Chicago
against WGES, claiming that it
had performed an Abe Lyman
number and requesting an injunction and an accounting of profits
together with $5,000 damages and
costs. An immediate injunction
was asked but denied by the court
when the station offered to give
Lyman's counsel a letter that it
would not play any more of Lyman's records. The present status
of the case, it is reported, is that
it will probably be referred to a
Master of the Court for trial since
NAPA indicates that it is not satisfied with the letter agreeing not
to perform Lyman records. The
attitude of the court in refusing
a temporary injunction evidently
surprised NAPA counsel. Another
suit was commenced, this time in
the United States District Court
for Northern Illinois, in the name
of Connie Boswell, asking for an
injunction
fees.
This and
suit costs
was and
filedattorneys'
Sept. 15
and is being defended by WGES.
ARSA filed a suit in its own
name in the California Superior
Court, Los Angeles County, against
KFWB last August, seeking an
injunction and an accounting for
the broadcasting of Jan Garber
records. This case is being defended by KFWB which filed an answer
Oct. 5. Another suit filed by ARSA
in the same court on Sept. 23
against KFAC, Los Angeles, asked
for an injunction and an accounting. This suit, also being defended
by the station, involves records by
Victor Young and Don Bestor.
Thus, it is concluded that if the
procrastination of NAPA in the
Crumit case is at all indicative,
then it can be assumed that both
NAPA and ARSA in the other
cases will endeavor to delay as
long as possible bringing the suits
to the point where they may be
decided by the courts.
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Superpower,

and

to Result
fore the Division promulgates its
proposed new rules and regulations, which will be designed to
set forth the new order of allocation procedure. Hearings on the
advisability of any or all of these
regulations could be held upon
proper request. Individual stations
and other applicants then would be
in the position of filing applications conforming with the new
rules, and in that category, it is
presumed, will fall the pending 14
superpower applications, originally set for hearing last September
but which have been postponed indefinitely because of the general
allocation hearings.
It is a good guess, therefore,
that no important changes will be
made without prior hearings in
which each case will be probed.
This would mark the first time
such a procedure would be followed by the FCC or its predecessor Radio Commission, since in
other proceedings it has held the
hearings first and arrived at the
policy afterward.
There is still the possibility,
though remote, that the Division
will decide to hear the pending
500,000 watt applications prior to
issuance of the proposed new rules.
In such event the decisions would
not be announced until the new
rules were in operation.
As for the fervent plea for horizontal increases on regional channels, and for improvement of the
status of locals through power increases or thorough reduction of the
crowding on such waves, it is expected that the limiting factor will
be largely the degree to which
those stations seek such changes.
Presumably, the new rules will
make possible use of higher power
on both classes where technically
feasible, but on the basis of individual merits.

Expected

watts for stations of every class as part of an evolutionary plan to improve uniformly the technical service of
existing stations — each situation to be considered on its own
outcome of the "allocation hearings"
a likely
— appears
meritsOct.
held
5-21 before
the FCC Broadcast Division.
Hard and fast rules which limit station assignments on
various types of channels seen headed for abolition and new
rules specifying minimum instead of maximum requirements
are indicated. There is definitely the disposition to protect
clear channel service for rural
the efficacy of superpower, without
listeners, and at the outside,
interference, during the last two
it is thought not more than
years. Thus, along that line of
five of the remaining 30 clear
reasoning, it is considered highly
channels will be duplicated —
probable that interior clear channel stations will be accorded first
most likely by request of the
consideration, should the FCC delicensees themselves.
cide to remove the barrier.
As the hearings concluded,
Much less likely, it appears, is
it became increasingly evident
the allocation of 500,000 watt assignments toclear channel stations
that the sole basic problem
in such cities as New York, Chiencompasses superpower
cago, Los Angeles and San Franrather than clear channel duplicisco. That is because in the forcation. On other technical points
mer two cities there are four clear
such as regional and local power
channel stations each, while in the
increases where feasible, and
others there are two each, listed
changes in mileage and frequency
as clear in the official records. For
separation rules, there was subcompetitive reasons it is logical to
stantial accord.
expect that if one station in New
Evolutionary Change
York or Chicago procured the
BETTER service to listeners
power benefits, the others naturally would seek it.
through improved signal strength
The onslaught by groups and
was agreed upon as desirable, and
interests against chain ownership
there was general sympathy toof clear channel stations and purward raising the status of existing
stations rather than the licensing
ported "domination" or "monopoof any appreciable number of new
ly" if they procure superpower,
stations.
also has presented to the Broadcast Division a difficult problem,
That the plan looks toward an
and
one
upon which it is expected
"evolutionary" rather than radical
to dwell at length.
change in the structure also is apparent. Considerable impression
A Half -Million Words
was made upon the Broadcast DiDURING the actual 13 days of
vision as witness after witness
hearings, the Division heard some
suggested that each situation be
45 witnesses, among them leading
dealt with upon its own merits.
figures in the broadcasting, engiSimilarly, the argument that flexineering and other fields. Altobility be observed wherever posgether, the transcript covered some
sible, also seemed to be well received.
1,750 pages, averaging 300 words
A maze of policy decisions must
to the page. Thus it heard upwards of a half-million words of
be made by the three Broadcast
testimony, aside from voluminous
Division members, largely dealing
with the conflict over superpower.
charts and exhibits, as well as several days of slides exhibited on a
Because of implications of economic
motion picture screen designed to
effect upon all classes of stations
denote what has happened with raand crys of monopoly and destrucdio transmission, and what would
tion, the Division will give deep
thought to the subject before it happen under various conditions
or changes which might be made
rewrites the rule which limits
in the existing order of allocations.
power on clear channels to 50,000
To digest this record will take
watts.
many weeks, it is stated by FCC
It is generally conceded, and
spokesmen. More than likely, the
openly admitted by the Clear Chanthree Broadcast Division members,
nel Group itself, that there is no
who are charged with considerathought of having the remaining
tion of it, will discuss various
30 clear channel stations populated
by 500,000 watt stations. But the
phases of the problem intermittently before they get to the stage
Group, representing 13 of the most
of drafting new rules. They will
important stations in the nation
consult with the engineers, espeunder independent ownership,
cially Chief Engineer T. A. M.
seeks to have the way open for
Craven, and Assistant Chief Ansuch power increases, to be asdrew D. Ring, the former having
signed as the FCC may see fit
in effect conducted the FCC exupon individual showings.
amination ofwitnesses at the hearLooked upon most favorably are
the licensing of several additional
ings, while Mr. Ring has been assigned the allocation work since he
500,000 watt stations at interior
joined the old Radio Commission
points where they can serve subin 1929.
stantial rural areas. WLW is reA conservative guess would be
garded as an example of what
such power can do, having proved
that it will be March or April beMORE

Station

Regional Increases
ON CERTAIN regional channels
it is now possible to increase night
power to 5,000 watts or even more,
in the opinion of engineers. Two
such channels — 590 and 940 kc. —
appear to be in that category, and
it may develop that the Broadcast
Division will authorize special
5,000 watt operation on them. One
station — WOW, Omaha — already
is operating day and night on 590
kc, with no known deleterious effects upon stations on the same or
adjacent channels. The stations on
590 kc. at night are WOW, WEEI,
Boston, and KHQ, Spokane. Nighttime stations on 940 kc. are
WAVE, Louisville; WDAY, Fargo,
N. D.; KOIN, Portland, Ore., and
WCSH, Portland, Me.
Such other regional channels
that might accommodate higher
power without shifts in stations
also conceivably could be included
in such special groups. In other
cases, however, where the channels are too heavily populated with
stations to make possible the horizontal increases, or where all stations are not agreeable to the increases due to expense, the problem would be far more complex.
The same is substantially true
BROADCASTING

Seen

in the case of locals, where 250
watts night power is talked about.
Locals,men, according
to power
their spokeswant sufficient
simply
to cover their legitimate population areas, and they have asked
for consideration in whatever the
FCC may work out in the way of
assignments, looking most hopefully toward graduation into the regional class, probably through provision of additional channels for
them and the thinning out of stations on the existing six local
channels.
It is entirely possible in the case
of the regionals that a new station
classification will be evolved. Because of existing limitations it may
be necessary to afford certain regionals a protection of signal up
to the two millevolt line only, with
the result that power may be held
down to 1,000 watts at night. In
the case of regionals that are in
position to increase power to 5,000
watts, protection may be afforded
to the four millevolt line.
Similarly, it is a practical certainty that there will be a new
classification of stations for the socalled "broken down" clears on
which duplication exists. And it is
just as certain that additional stations will be added to that classification because of part-time operation and lack of complete service
to listeners.
Duplicated Clears
ON THE records, the 10 clear
channels of the original 40 which
have been duplicated are still
called clear channels. Practically
all of the duplicated assignments
are books.
on an "experimental"
basishave
on
the
But some of them
been in progress for a half-dozen
years and obviously are not experimental in any sense.
Such a subclassification for duplicated clears, it is pointed out,
might be along the lines of suggestions advanced by CBS during
the hearings in its proposed reclassification plan. This is reported in detail elsewhere in this issue
and prescribes new classifications
for clears, duplicated clears, regionals and locals.
While
over additional clear speculation
channels which
may be
duplicated is premature, it is more
than likely that the three channels
on which there now are time-sharing stations would fall into that
category, primarily because the
occupants themselves would seek it.
These include 1140 kc, on which
are assigned WAPI, Birmingham,
and KVOO, Tulsa; 1160 kc, on
which are WOWO, Fort Wayne,
and WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.,
and 1180 kc, on which are KEX,
Portland, Ore., and KOB, Albuquerque. There probably would be_ involved the shifting of stations
from one channel to another to
procure maximum separations.
If such a change develops, it is
evident that directional antennas
would be employed on the channels. In each case the stations now
are sharing time, and testimony
was adduced at the hearings that
such operation is uneconomic.
Of the full - time clear channel
stations, those most vulnerable for
duplication would be stations now
• Broadcast
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* Day
utilizing low power. There is one
clear channel station using 5,000
and others are using 10,000 watts.
On other technical points raised,
such as the FCC mileage tables
which specify, for example, a 1,000
mile separation between regionals
on the same channel, and on frequency separation as related to
mileage separation, there likely
will be changes. The weight of the
testimony as to mileage tables was
that they should be used simply
as a guide and that actual assignments should be based upon such
factors as attenuation and conductivity over particular areas. The
rule requiring 50-kilocycle separation between stations in the same
geographical area probably will
give way to a 40-kilocycle separation in the impending new rules,
since testimony was all in that direction. Improved receivers, it was
argued, make possible such reductions in standards.
That the present standard which
labels a signal of 125 millevolts
as "blanketing" by a station, will
be supplanted by one listing at
least one volt as the minimum signal, appears likely also in view of
testimony adduced. There may be
other gradual changes in the technical rules governing antennas,
transmitter locations and the like
as a direct result of the hearings.
Each Broadcast Division member
asserted, following the hearings,
that they had proved the most enlightening within their experience.
This was particularly the case with
Chairman Sykes of the Broadcast
Division, who has been identified
with radio regulation since the
original Radio Commission in 1927.
Although the function of revising regulations is purely the task
©f the Broadcast Division, comprising Judge Sykes, Commissioner
Norman S. Case, and FCC Chairman Anning S. Prall, at one time,
or another every member of the
FCC sat in. Telephone Commissioner Thad H. Brown, a former
Broadcast Division member, and
Telegraph Commissioner Irvin
Stewart were present at practically all sessions.
COURT

TO

REVIEW

KVOS
NEWS
CASE
ARGUMENT on the appeal of
KVOS, Bellingham, Wash., from
decision of the Circuit Court of
Appeals of San Francisco holding
the station had "pilfered" Associated Press news dispatches was
scheduled before the U. S. Supreme Court the week of Nov. 9.
The court last May granted the
petition of KVOS for a review. At
issue is the right of stations to
broadcast press association dispatches once they are published in
newspapers sold in the normal way.
Last Dec. 16, the Circuit Court
of Appeals reversed on all scores
the ruling of a year earlier by
Federal District Judge Bowen of
Seattle in the KVOS case. The review court held that "pirating" of
press association news by stations
was "unfair competition." Pirating, the court added, may well affect both subscriber and advertising income of member newspapers.
Listed as counsel for KVOS are
former Senator C. C. Dill, of Washington, Kenneth C. Davis, Seattle
attorney, and William H. Pemberton, of Olympia. A. P. counsel are
John W. Davis, William C. Cannon
and Harold W. Bissell, of New
York, and Clinton W. Howard of
Bellingham.
BROADCASTING

Engineering Standards Suggested By CBS
FOR RECLASSIFYING
BROADCAST
STATIONS
B .
DWAVE
Maximum Number Night Mileage
PROTECTIC
POWE I (KW)
GROUN
ATION
Suggested
Proposed
Night
Night N (MV/M)'
DESIGr^ Prevent
Night Stations
5-50
Separation
5-50
Unduplicatcd
1
50
Clear
A
Clear
B-C 1500
5-50
Dominant Zone
5-50
B-C 1500
Clearand
Clear
2
C-C6O0
C
1-5
H. P. Regional Restricted Zone1
50
900
5
D
Regional
Regional
10
d
1
Sectional
E
Regional
Local
60
d
25
Local
F
3e
NOTES:
a — In some cases, when a power less than 50 kw is used, directional
antennas may be
unnecessary to provide the specified protection to another Class 25C Station,
b — This does not preclude addition of a Class C Station.
c — all
Thisstations.
does not preclude addition of Class E Stations if required protection.5' is provided
d — Night separation to be determined by daytime groundwave interference,
e — Excepttionsfor
an developed,
adjacent-channel Class A Station, for which suitable mileage separamust be
f — Protection to a Class B Station from
a Class C Station.
It
Protection
to a Class C Station from either a Class B or a Class C Station,
hg —— For
5 kw operation.
i — Based on F.C.C. skywave curves (second hour after sunset) of allocation survey and
these assumed antenna efficiencies: A, B, C 200 mv/m per kw ; D 175 mv/m per
kw; E, F 150 mv/m per kw.
4<l
St
5«

Grouping

of

Stations

Is Proposed
by CBS
THE engineering surprise of the
FCC allocation hearing came Oct.
16, when William B. Lodge, research and allocation engineer of
Columbia, outlined to the Broadcast
Division an entire plan for reclassification of broadcasting stations.
He suggested new engineering
standards all down the line under
a plan that encompassed the setting up of six separate classes of
stations. While it provided for
clear channel stations, it nevertheless recommended against use of
power in excess of 50 kw. at this
time. Duplication on certain clear
channels also was recommended,
notably along the Eastern Seaboard, on the ground that such assignments were unfair to the West
Coast. There would be two basically different types of duplication —
one which would retain a dominant station and another which
would mean less protection and
use of directional antennas.
Mr. Lodge brought out that the
plan recommended the granting of
5 kw. regional stations under certain conditions where the technical
situation warranted. Local stations
would be authorized to use 250
watts nighttime where they had
daytime 250-watt assignments. The
entire plan, he said, was based on
the assumption that power cannot
be increased without adhering to
rigid engineering limitations. He
said he believed the plan would
work no hardship on any class of
stations. Under cross-examination,
Mr. Lodge said the plan was devised by the entire engineering department of CBS and had its approval. The detailed plan follows:
CBS Reclassification Plan
1. The purpose of a Class A
(Clear) Station is to serve a widespread area of low population density in addition to a large metropolitan area. The association of a
Class A Station with a large city
should not obscure the fact that
its assignment is established primarily for the listener within a
radius of a thousand miles, and
for whom it would otherwise be
economically impossible to provide
satisfactory service.
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2. The purpose of a Class B
(Dominant Zone) Station is to
serve a considerable area of low
population density and a large
metropolitan area. Its skywave
signal is intended to provide a satisfactory nighttime rural service
within a radius of 300 - 400 miles
and in all directions from the
transmitting station. A non-directional antenna is permitted.
3. The purpose of a Class C
(Restricted Zone) Station is to
serve a considerable area of low
population density and a large
metropolitan area. Its skywave
signal is intended to provide fairly reliable nighttime rural service
within a radius of 300-400 miles
but not in all directions from the
transmitting station. A directional
antenna is required. NOTE: Combinations ofeither one Class B and
one Class C or two Class C stations
may be authorized to operate on
a particular frequency. Two Class
B stations will not be authorized
to operate on the same frequency.
4. The purpose of a Class D
(Regional) Station is to serve a
city or important detached center
of population, in addition to the
suburban and rural areas in its
immediate vicinity. In general, the
night service will not extend beyond the daytime range of the
station.
5. The purpose of a Class E
(Sectional) Station is to serve a
smaller city or large town. During the daylight hours its range
may include rather large areas,
but after nightfall its service will
include only that section in immediate proximity to the city or town.
6. The purpose of a Class F
(Local) Station is to serve a small
town or community. NOTES: A
station of lower classification will
be authorized to operate on a channel used by stations of higher
classification, provided: (1) The
primary use of the channel on a
national scale is not impaired
thereby; (2) all stations involved
(existing
potential)
shall receive theon
protection
specified
by
considerations of good engineering
practice. A Class E or Class F
station will be authorized to oper-

ate in a large area which can be
completely served only by a station
of higher classification.
Before introduction of the reclassification plan, Mr. Lodge introduced anumber of charts dealing with station coverage and radio propagation. In connection with
the presentation of a map showing
the soil conductivity of various
areas, he pointed out that a 1,000watt station operating in North
Dakota can cover an area 40%
larger than a 500,000-watt station
in New England because of the
difference in ground conductivity.
On this score, he suggested that
actual measurements supplant the
tables.was1
FCC
The mileage
technicalseparation
case for CBS
opened by E. K. Cohan, technical
director, who appeared Oct. 16 to
introduce Mr. Lodge. Mr. Cohan
took issue with some of the contentions of the Clear Channel
respect to the statewith
Group ment
presented when the hearings
opened by William S. Paley, CBS
president. These dealt primarily
with superpower and clear channel
coverage. He said that statements
made in the presentation of Joseph
O. Maland, vice president of WHO,
3k
Des Moines,
for the Clear Channel
were misunderGroup,stoodapparently
because they had been separated from the context of Mr.
Paley's presentation.
500 Kw. Promises
BETTER
RECEPTION
FOLLOWING delivery of his direct
testimony [Broadcasting, Oct.
15], President Lenox R. Lohr of
subjected to cross-examiNBC was
nation by Chief Engineer T. A. M.
CommisTelegraph
andIrvinbyStewart.
Craven sioner
Responding
to Comdr. Craven, Major Lohr said
he doubted whether there will be
30 stations of 500 kw. at any
time in the near future. Declaring
that there undoubtedly would be a
number of 500 kw. stations, he
said that in his opinion they would
improve rather than deteriorate
service to listeners. He said he did
not believe that 14 such stations
would be excessive.
"If there are 30 stations of
500 kw. do you believe that the
burden of additional cost of operation would affect new developments
economically?" asked Craven.
"No," responded Maj. Lohr. He
added that he felt that even with
the burden of the costs of installing 500 kw. stations, NBC would
be prepared to carry on any other
new developments simultaneously.
Askedscribeby
Comdr. of
Craven
to dethe function
a network,
Major Lohr said that a chain
renders a national service and is
not therefore interested in local
activities. The purpose of chain
operation, he said, is to cover as
many people over as wide a geographical area as possible.
To the inquiry as to whether 30
500 kw. stations would mean that
they would become the principal
means of distributing national network programs, Maj. Lohr responded that he did not believe, in
the first instance, that there would
be 30 such stations but that he felt
that NBC will maintain substantially its present network whether
or not such stations are licensed.
As to the effect of superpower
upon smaller stations, Maj. Lohr
declared he felt that a few stations
might be affected adversely but
{Continued on page 54)
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M'Kee

Coordinator

Of Music
Industry
Former Gotham Mayor to Act
As Czar for Publishers
JOSEPH V. McKEE, former mayor
of New York City, on Oct. 22
accepted the position of coordinator of the music publishing industry and counsel for the Music
Publishers' Protective Association,
representing some 80% of the
popular music publishers. The industry has been in the throes of
a bitter competitive strife, in
which radio performances have
played no small part.
John G. Paine, MPPA chairman
of the board, told Broadcasting
that for some time the industry
has been considering hiring of a
"czar", to function much in the
same fashion as Judge Landis in
the baseball field. In Mr. McKee
they feel they have acquired such
an individual.
Will Have Last Word
MR. McKEE was formerly a magistrate in City Court of New York,
and at present is president of the
Title Guaranty & Trust Co. In his
new position he will be the final
arbiter in all matters pertaining
to the fair conduct of the industry.
Such matters as song-plugging,
paying of gratuities and of other
favors to orchestra leaders and
artists long have been deprecated
in the music publishing field.
MPPA also is the licensing body
for transcription recording rights.
FOOTBALL

FARE

WCCO Has 14 Weekly Series
Devoted to Gridiron
FOURTEEN broadcasts devoted
to football are heard each week
over WCCO, Minneapolis, in the
heaviest schedule of grid programs
in the history of the station. Five
sponsors support the programs.
Bernie Bierman, coach of the
Minnesota Gophers, is heard Sundays at 9:45 p. m. for General
Mills when he outlines the "outstanding play of the week". A
dramatization of the chosen bit of
football strategy is heard with
Babe LeVoir, former Minnesota
all - American and all - star halfback, as narrator. Gluek Brewing
Co. sponsors six evening programs
and two daytime shows, Rollie
Johnson, sports commentator, giving a sports review nightly and
two programs Mondays and Fridays at 4 p. m., known as Football
for Women.
For Huskies, General Foods presents Huskies' Score Time at 6
p. m. Saturdays with Byrum
Saam, WCCO sports announcer,
reading football scores. Royal
Ziemer is heard Fridays at 10:35
p.
m., sponsored by Nor'Way AntiFreeze,
with predictions of scores.
Northwest Zone Chevrolet Dealers
present a preview and review before and after the broadcasts of
the Minnesota football games over
WCCO and sponsor the out-oftown games. The 14th broadcast
is that of the Minnesota game itself, although a U of M ruling
prevents commercial announcements during that period.
WMCA,

New York, on Oct. 26 increased its daily broadcast schedule
an hour, now signing off at 2 a. m.
Page
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By JAMES MONTAGNES .
CLOSER cooperation between public service and commercial stations,
no hard and fast rule on advertising content percentage, and security for the private stations — these
are among the recommendations
Gladstone Murray, general manager of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., will make Nov. 2 when Canada's new radio setup goes into effect with a meeting of the board
of nine governors, he stated in an
exclusive interview with Broadcasting in his temporary office in
the Parliament Buildings at Ottawa.
Maj. Murray, who has just come
to Canada from the British Broadcasting Corp., believes there are
more worthwhile United States
programs on the air than at present find an outlet over Canadian
stations. If authorized by his
board he will endeavor to bring
more such programs to Canada, to
be aired over Canadian stations,
as he believes in building up the
audience of Canadian stations.
Speaking over a coast-to-coast
Canadian network from Ottawa
the night of Nov. 2, L. W. Brockington, chairman of the board of
governors of the new Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., which officially
comes into existence on that date,
will outline its aims and intentions
to the Canadian public. He will
be on the air from 9 to 9:15 p. m.
(EST).
Advertising Content

"WHILE no definite advertising
policy has as yet been set by the
board of governors," stated the
new general manager, "we hope
that it will not be necessary to
have a strict rule on the amount
of advertising on a program. When
the advertiser, the commercial radio station, the advertising agency,
all come to realize the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation's ideas
on what type of advertising it will
allow, it may not be necessary to
bind the programs to 5% advertising content per hour as at present. There should be enough flexibility to suit individual cases.
"There will be closer cooperation
between the public service and the
commercial stations, and more security for these private stations.
The Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
stations will continue to compete
with the commercial stations for
advertising and sponsored proFive Defendants Freed
FIVE defendants in the $100,000
defamation suit filed by Governor
Hoffman, of New Jersey, as a result of Boake Carter broadcasts
for Philco on CBS during the Lindbergh kidnaping trial have been
removed from the case by dismissal of papers in a decision handed
down Oct. 23 in Trenton by Supreme Court Justice Bodine. The
five are four Philco companies and
CBS, which were found not to be
doing business in New Jersey. Still
defendants are Boake Carter,
WCAU, Atlantic Broadcasting Co.,
and a New Jersey Philco subsidiary. Neither Carter nor CBS had
been served with papers, Carter
commuting to New York via undivulged means.
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grams. Competition is necessary to
Canadian broadcasting.
"We shall also cooperate more
closely with United States networks. Ihave had a very fine reception by United States officials,
and we aim to bring more United
States programs to Canadian stations, private as well as public
service, while at the same time enlarging on the number of Canadian
programs to be fed to United
States nets. There is enough talent to put more fine Canadian programs on the air for international
Under the authority of the new
exchange."
act
which brings the CBC into
operation on Nov. 2, Maj. Murray
explained, a modest program of
new stations is allowed. There will
be more money available to the
CBC than the Canadian Radio
Commission which it is taking
over, since all finances from the
sale of the annual $2 license will
go direct to the CBC, less the cost
of collection, about 10%. Last year
862,109 Canadian listeners paid
their license fee. The former Commission had an annual income
from the government of about
$1,000,000.
High-power Stations
NEW STATIONS will not be
built until a signal strength and
program survey have been made
of the entire Dominion. With these
figures the reception of American
and Canadian stations in the Deminion will be definitely known,
and based on these facts new highpower stations will be placed where
needed. Maj. Murray would not
say what power these stations will
be, but there will be no 100 or 500
kw. stations in the urogram. "We
cannot afford that," he added. It
has not yet been decided who will
undertake the survey, but if there
are no adequate services in Canada, outside help will be called in,
he explained.
The touchy question of how
much French will be put on the
air, is to be examined afresh with
a view to emphasizing French
where the population is overwhelmingly French-Canadian, and English elsewhere. French - Canadian
programs however will not be confined solely to Quebec, it being
Murray's belief that regional isolation can best be conquered in
Canada by the use of music from
one section of Canada to another.
For three months at least there
will be no staff changes, while the
new general manager looks around
and becomes acquainted with the
men and women who look after
the publicly-owned system. There
will be a shifting around where
necessary, but no wholesale dismissals are expected. Murray believes
most of the staff will be found satisfactory. However, there will be
additions, as even in his short stay
in Canada he has found the staff
undermanned.
"Broadcasting is a business, and
must be run as a business. The
British Broadcasting Corp. is run
entirely apart from the government. Here the auditor-general
will have a check on our expenditures, but we will have a free hand
in spending the money where we
see fit, as in any business, and it
will be up to us to see that our
financial administration is as efficient as in any well-run business,"
Murray stated in conclusion.

George

H.

Payne

Investigates
WLW
FCC Telegraph Member Takes
Own Initiative in Matter
NOT content
with

his obvious effort to

acquire headlines
through temptanto grill
atPowel Crosley

Mr. Payne

Jr. duringlocation
thehearings
albefore the FCC
Broadcast Division, George H.

Payne, sioner,
Telegraph
Division
commishas taken upon
himself
the
task of investigating WLW program activities personally.
This become known Oct. 20 when
it was learned at the FCC that
Duke M. Patrick, counsel for
WLW, had submitted to members
of the FCC Broadcast Division correspondence relating to this situation. On Oct. 14, Abraham Miller,
secretary to the Telegraph Commissioner, addressed a letter to
Mr. Crosley in which he said he
was "desired by Commissioner
Payne to request that you send
him the broadcasts of Alfred Gus
Karger for the entire week beginning Oct. 5, 1936, as he finds in
your testimony on rereading it
statements that are not in accordance with complaints received at
this office."
No Inquiry Authorized
THIS

PROCEDURE evoked surprise in FCC circles since no investigation has been authorized by
the Broadcast Division, of which
Mr. Payne is not a member. Moreover, the regular procedure is for
all requests for information of any
character from station licensees to
emanate
the secretary's
office.
Lewis from
M. Crosley,
vice president
and general manager of WLW, on
Oct. 16 informed Mr. Miller that
Mr. Karger had made only one talk
during the week in question, and
that a copy of it would be delivered by Mr. Patrick. The talk
proved to be an interview by Mr.
Karger with Rep. Louis Ludlow
(D.-Ind.) on
the Amendment
subjectfor"Aa Constitutional
War
Referendum". Mr. Ludlow did
most of the talking, with Mr. Karger simply
in the ofrole
interrogator. A reading
the oftranscript
failed
to
yield
any
clue
as
to
what
seeking.
the
crusading commissioner was
In submitting copies of the correspondence to the Broadcast Division
members, Mr. Patrick informed them:
"Due to the fact that the in
quiry concerns a matter relating
to the business of the Broadcast
Division and was not transmitted
in the usual manner, I am taking
the liberty of forwarding to each
member of that division copies of
the correspondence between Mr.
Miller and Mr. Lewis M. Crosley,
acting upon behalf of the Crosley
Radio Corp., together with a copy
of the document which I am today
submitting to Commissioner Payne
pursuant to Mr. Crosley's direc-

LLOYD E. YODER, NBC western
division press relations manager in
San Francisco, is spending his weekends during the football season officiating as head linesman at various
grid games.
tion."
BROADCASTING
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RCA'S
PUT

British

TELEVISION
ON EXHIBITION

LIFTING the veil of secrecy that
has shrouded its experimental television broadcasts from the Empire
State Bldg. to some 70 test model
receiving sets in the hands of its
officials and engineers in and
around New York City, the RCA
invited a party of FCC officials to
view its ti-ansmission and receiving units Oct. 26 and has scheduled other demonstrations during
the next few weeks. The FCC
party went to the Empire State
Bldg., to a receiving studio in the
RCA Bldg. and to a hotel receiving
studio about five miles from the
Empire State Bldg.
In the FCC party were Commissioners Brown and Payne; Chief
Engineer T. A. M. Craven; Andrew
D. Ring, assistant chief engineer
in charge of broadcasting; Fanney
Neyman, attorney; David Deibler,
attorney; Carl Arnold, assistant
general counsel; C. G. Hill, chief
engineer for the telephone investigation; Carl I. Wheat, associate
counsel for the telephone investigation. They were welcomed by
RCA President David Sarnoff and
NBC President Lenox Lohr.
The demonstration will be repeated for the press, Nov. 6; for
foreign broadcast officials, Nov. 6;
for broadcast and advertising executives inNew York for NBC's anniversary celebration, Nov. 8; for
broadcasters, engineers, attorneys
and others in the broadcasting
field, Nov. 12. For the latter visit
I. R. Baker, chief of transmitter
sales of the RCA Mfg. Co., is issuing special invitations.

Goes

on

Dual
Daily

Television
Schedule

LONDON'S dual television transmission service on Nov. 2 goes on
a daily schedule under program
auspices of the British Broadcastingcided
Corp.thatABaird
toss of
the coinLtd.,
deTelevision
one of the two systems employed,
should start the service, which
thereafter will be on the air from
3 to 4 p. m. and from 9 to 10 p.
m. each day except Sunday. After
the first day, the Baird and Electrical & Music Industries Ltd. systems will alternate, with receiving
sets (televisors) now on the London market equipped to pick up
either set of images.
The BBC first introduced television publicly when EMI and
Baird displayed their receiving
equipment, along
other
manufacturers, at the with
recent
Olympia
radio show. Both types of transmission are from towers atop the
TELEVISION CAMERA AND PROJECTOR— These are the first official
views of the basic apparatus used in RCA's television experiments and
field tests now in progress from the transmitter in the Empire State
Bldg. At left is the model sight-and-sound console-type receiving set,
about 70 of which are in the hands of RCA officials and technicians
in the New York area to check receptivity. At right is the Zworykin
"Iconoscope" studio pickup camera, now used in the closed experiments
being conducted in the special television studio set aside by NBC in
Radio City. Additional technical details of RCA's television tests, still
not open to the public or the trade, are carried in the July RCA Review
published by RCA Institutes Inc., New York. A description of RCA's
laboratory television was published in the Dec. 15, 1935, Broadcasting.
Exhibition
Shows

a

of

British

Trend

Toward

IN ENGLAND, where television
receivers were exhibited at the recent Radiolympia, it was a case of
every manufacturer for himself,
with every receiver being different.
Noted in most sets was direct viewing, according to Wireless World
of London, with spectators looking
straight into the cathode tubes instead of seeing the images reflected 90 degrees by a mirror.
At the left (top) is the Pye television chassis, available in two
models having the same vision
chassis, one however having allwave tuning. The picture is 9x11
inches in black and white and is
viewed directly since the cathode
tube is mounted horizontally.
Underneath at left is the GEC
receiver, also with direct viewing

Television
Direct

Sets

Viewing

and including 22 tubes beside the
12-inch cathode, which is encased
in metal. Viewing of the 7x9 inch
black and white image is through
a glass plate. Another employing
direct viewing is the Philips receiver, second from left, with a
7x8% black and white image.
Third from left is a rear view of
the Halcyon receiver. Vision and
sound receivers are in the top compartment, with time-bases below
and mains at the base. Seventeen
tubes are used and the image is
6x8 inches, viewed horizontally.
The Ferranti receiver, at lower
right, is viewed directly and the
image is "electric light" white,
7x9 inches. Two models are built,
depending on the sensitivity.
Above the Ferranti is an HMV

Alexandra Palace, one of London's
highest radiating points. The technical details are handled by the
two companies in collaboration
with BBC engineers, but the program work is all done by a special
BBC television staff.
receiver in which indirect viewing
is employed. Two models are provided, varying in sound equipment.
Twenty-three tubes are used. The
cathode-ray tube is 12 inches in
diameter.
THE trade name "televisor" has been
adoptedvision
in receivers.
England
designate
Italytohas
adopted telethe
name "televisode".
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WLWL
In

New

Seeks
Move

WOV
to

Get

Facilities
Full

Time

Paulist Station Would Withdraw Original
To Give CBS Second Outlet in New York
A NEW TWIST in the dizzy
chain of events surrounding efforts of WLWL, New York Paulist Fathers' station, to procure
full-time operation, developed Oct.
22 when the station filed with the
FCC an application which would
take away from WOV, New York
Italian language station, its present facilities.
Simultaneously, the P a u 1 i s t s
group filed a petition for leave to
withdraw, without prejudice, its
pending petition filed last January,
seeking to have the FCC terminate
the experimental full-time operation of WWL, New Orleans, and
KWKH, Shreveport, La. It filed
another petition seeking to withdraw its pending application for
full-time assignment on the 810
kc. channel, on a sharing basis
with WWL, this petition having
proposed a "junior reallocation" in
which the assignments of eight
stations on five clear channels
would have been affected, with the
breaking down of two of the clear
channels.
The newest turn of events would
throw into the discard the original
plans of WLWL to procure a fulltime station in New York which in
turn would have been leased or
sold to CBS as a second New York
outlet. It is still presumed, however,
that should its new application
bear fruit, and should it procure
thereby a full-time assignment on
the 1100 kc. channel with 5,000
watts, the station still would be
leased or sold to CBS.
Original Plan Blocked
THE original plan, after several
modifications, turned on the acquisition of WOV, part-time Italian
language station operating on 1130
kc, by WLWL, for an agreed price
of some $300,000, this money to
have been advanced by CBS. However, Arde Bulova, New York
watch manufacturer and owner of
several stations, two months ago
purchased WOV from John Iraci,
its owner, for $300,000, and
blocked the original Paulist plan
in its entirety. He offered to take
over the CBS end of the transaction whereby WLWL would become a full-time station in New
York with 5,000 watts, but the
Paulists refused, claiming Bulova
was an unwanted interloper, and
that they desired to do business
with CBS.
Because efforts to dissuade Bulova failed, WLWL decided to take
its new course. In its application,
it requests a full-time assignment
with 5,000 watts day and night on
1100 kc, which it now uses about
one day a week. The dominant
station on this channel is WPG,
Atlantic City, which uses 5,000
watts power. The application requests that the FCC deny WOV a
renewal of its license, after hearing, and assign the 1130 kc. channel on a full-time basis with 1,000
watts to WPG. This would open
the way for WLWL to procure the
full-time assignment on 1100 kc,
and proceed with its plan of leasing or selling to CBS, with a guarantee of a certain amount of time
for its religious programs.
There is some question about the
Page
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status of the new application since
it may be in conflict with FCC
rules. These rules specify, in one
instance, that an applicant may
not withdraw an application for
facilities and then refile for other
facilities within a six-month or
possibly a one-year period. However, this rule is said to apply specifically to cases of denials, and in
the current situation, while a
hearing was held last year on the
WLWL "junior reallocation" petition, no decision has been rendered.
Thus, this matter is held to be
within the discretion of the Broadcast Division as to whether it will
allow a withdrawal without prejudice.
In any event, it is likely that
the right of the FCC to consider
the application at this time will be
challenged both on behalf of Mr.
Bulova and Mr. Iraci. The FCC
on Oct. 9 set the application for
assignment of the WOV license
from Iraci to Bulova for hearing
on Nov. 16. That was because of
the application of Rev. Edward
Warner Chromey, of Brooklyn,
Pastor of the St. Michaels Protestant Episcopal Church for the facilities of WOV. On Oct. 20, however, the FCC announced the voluntary withdrawal of this application.
In view of the Paulist application for the WOV facilities, it is
still likely that a hearing will be
held. But first the FCC must decide whether that application is in
order under its rules. Should the
FCC grant the petitions of the
Paulists to withdraw without prejudice, it will then be in a position
to make regular rather than experimental grants for full-time
operation both to WWL and to
KWKH— the former on the 850
kc, clear channel, and the Shreveport station on 1100 kc.
KSL Withdraws Consent
WWL,

operated by Loyola University, a Jesuit school, has opposed
vigorously the WLWL effort to
"break down" its clear channel,
through duplicated operation which
would have resulted under the
Paulist "junior reallocation" petition. While the petition originally
called for such an arrangement, a
compromise had been worked out
whereby WLWL would have become a full-time station on 1100
kc, instead of doubling up with
WWL, but this was never filed
formally with the FCC. The purported
of Bulova
prevented the "intrusion"
consummation
of that
arrangement and of the plan to
sell or lease to CBS.
Adding to the fury of the whole
situation was a Paulist complaint
filed with the FCC several months
ago alleging that WOV has been
broadcasting obscene programs in
Italian. This had its repercussions
in Congress last session, but Mr.
Iraci contended that the English
translations of the plays broadcast
in Italian were "colored" to make
them appear improper. Presumably, the Paulists intend to rely
upon these purported improper programs in their efforts to have the
FCC delete WOV.
It was learned simultaneously
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CBS
Painless

Moving

WJSV moved its "10,000
watts Alexandria,
and 1460 kilocycles"
from
Va., just
across the Potomac, into the
Earle Building, Washington,
on Oct. 22, its fourth anniversary as the CBS Washington outlet. Outside of the
watts and kilocycles the moving
job announced.
was simple,
the station
The transfer
was authorized by the FCC
and followed lifting of the
former zone quotas. During
the anniversary program a
birthday cake was placed on
the sidewalk along with a
portable microphone. Station
breaks', which formerlv mentioned Alexandria or "across
the Potomac from Washington" have been changed to
identify WJSV as a Washington station.

SALES
IN

POSTS

WEST

FILLED

TWO

that KSL, Salt Lake City, dominant station on the 1130 kc. clear
channel, has withdrawn the consent it had given whereby WPG
would have been permitted to operate full-time on that frequency under the original Paulist petition
plan. It is understood, however,
that this consent will be renewed
in the event the new Paulist program receives approval.
In a nutshell, the new Paulist
move proposes to short-cut its goal
of acquiring full-time by having
WOV deleted rather than purchased, and, if that is accomplished, to pursue its original plan
of selling or leasing to CBS. The
lease plan was for CBS to pay the
Paulists about $30,000 a year for
five years, renewable at five-year
intervals, with a provision for the
lease to run as high as $60,000
after the fourth year, depending
upon WLWL earnings. The amount
which would be paid for an outright sale, but with the provision
for daily programs of some 15minutes, with more time on Sundays for the Paulists, has not been
divulged.
Plan for Full Time
TOGETHER with the new application, the Paulists, through their
counsel, George O. Sutton, and
James Kiernan, commercial manager of WLWL, filed a supplemental statement in which it outlined
the manner in which it would be
given full-time operation. The
statement is as follows:
The applicant, Missionary Society
of St. Paul the Apostle, requests unlimited hours of operation of 1100
kilocycles. It is requested that this be
accomplished in the following manner :
1. The denial of renewal of license
to Station WOV, International Broadcasting Corp. licensee.
It is requested that the renewal of
license of WOV, International Broadcasting Corp. licensee, be called for
and designated for hearing upon the
issues of this application, and in accordance with the rules and regulations of the Commission.
2. The modification of the existing
license of Station WPG, City of Atlantic City licensee, in the following
respects :
Change the frequency from 1100
kc, part time, to 1130 kc, full time ;
the power of the station to be 5 kw.
until sunset occurs at Chicago, and
1 kw. thereafter at night ; and the
use of a directional antenna to protect the normal service area of existing stations which may be involved
as a result of the operation of Station WPG on 1130 kc, unlimited time
BROADCASTING

IMPORTANT CBS appointments for San Francisco were announced Oct. 20 by Donald W.
Thornburgh, vice president in
charge of the network's Pacific's
Coast operations. Oscar Reichenbach, formerly associated with
Western Furniture Retailing magazine in San Francisco, has been
made the network's sales promotion manager, headquartered in
that city. Reichenbach, who took
over his new duties on October 26,
was for a time on the staff of
Western Advertising, Pacific Coast
publication.
Henry M. JaCkson, for the last
six months sales manager of
KFRC, that city, and on the station's sales staff for more than a
year, has been appointed CBS San
Francisco sales manager. His appointment is the third sales department post that has been filled
by Mr. Thornburgh on the Pacific
Coast during the past month.
Other appointments were John
Dolph, Pacific Coast sales manager
for CBS headquartered in the Russ
Bldg., San Francisco, and Harry
Witt, veteran Southern California
radio sales executive, named Los
for the netAngeleswork.sales
The newmanager
executives are well
known in Pacific Coast radio and
advertising circles.
Sale

of

KVOR,

WOCL

Sanctioned by the FCC
TRANSFERS of the ownership of
two stations were approved by the
FCC Broadcast Division Oct. 20
when it authorized the Out West
Broadcasting Co. to purchase
KVOR, Colorado Springs, and the
James Broadcasting Co. Inc. to
purchase WOCL, Jamestown,
N. Y. The purchase price of the
station, it is unColorado Springs
derstood, was around $80,000. The
station, a 1,000-watt outlet on
1270 kc, was purchased from the
Rev. S. H. Patterson, who has ap1,000a new
for kc.
plications
in Denver
1570
on pending
watt station
and a new 100-watter in Cheyenne,
a 50station,
Wyo. The
purchased
1210 kc, n was
on Jamestow
watter
from A. E. Newton.
Stockholders in the Out West
Broadcasting Co. are E. K. Gaylord, Herbert N. Peck, Edgar T.
Bell and J. I. Meyerson, all officers, directors or stockholders in
the Oklahoma City Oklahoman and
Times, and all interested in WKY,
Oklahoma City, and KLZ, Denver.
Chief stockholder in the James
Broadcasting Co. is Col. Harry
cuse.
Wilder, operator of WSYR, SyraZenith on 60 Stations
ZENITH RADIO Corp., Chicago
(receiving sets), the last week in
October began a seven-week camantranscribed^
WBSon about
paign, using nouncements
60 stations.
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Agency Inc., Chicago, is agency.
with the power herein requested. Full
details of the design of this antenna
to be submitted by WPG.
3. tion
It forisrenewal
requested
that theof applicaof license
Station
WPG, City of Atlantic City licensee,
be called for by the Commission and
designated for hearing upon the issues presented by this application in
accordance
the rules and regulations of thewith
Commission.
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Rochester School of the
Air now in its fourth

Orphans' Broadcast staged
by children in Rochester
orphanages.

year.

Rochester Civic Orchestra, supported by musicminded Rochester. Carried by NBC Networks.

Election night
scenes carried to
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ence via audishort
wave.
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?

It's open season for radio listeners.
But, before you load up with radio advertising in northern
Ohio, take a tip from

those who

have

hunted

these parts in

past seasons.
Game

is thickest

and

most

they'll tell you . . . Cuyahoga,
Portage,

Geauga

and

Lake.

plentiful in seven
Lorain,

Here,

two

counties,

Medina,

Summit,

million of Ohio's six

million reside. Here, nearly 25,000 retail outlets bag more

than

one-third of the state's total retail sales.
Pass up the musket
countryside,

that bangs

say expert marksmen

away

at the entire open

of the advertising world.
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nition (ofcourse they mean
WGAR
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in the northern

half milhvolt
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your advertising money).
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effective

Ohio hunting ground. It delivers one-
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Ohio's richest market, covers it completely, and at rates that . . .
well, you'll get
game

for the

cost

two

of one

or
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scattered

pot
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load

at

your
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FRIENDLY
CLEVELAND'S
Member NBC Blue Network

STATION'5

John F. Fatt, Vice-President and General Manager
Edward Petry & Co., Inc., National Representatives
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Natural
Give

Programs

Banks

The

a Good

Big Broadcast
Of 1936
Aerial Bombardment

Radio

Opportunity
Quickest Way to Dispel Fears
And Sell Bank Services

B. ROTH*
CHARLEofS Advertising
By Professor
University of Denver
IN ALL THE history of advertising there has never been anything quite like radio in rapid development and the possibilities for
earning a profit for advertisers.
When you consider that its phenomenal growth — from practically
nothing in 1926 to a gross volume
for time alone of over $89,000,000
in 1935 — has taken place within
ten years, it means only one thing :
That radio advertising, properly
conducted, pays the advertiser.
I don't know of any one who has
the opportunity to make it pay
better than the banker. He seems
to be occupying a strategic position with respect to radio advertising. If he uses radio in the
right way, selecting the right program, specifying the right time,
carrying out the right follow-up,
I cannot see anything but profit
in his use of this new medium.
It is possible now to reach practically three-fourths of the families in the United States by means
of radio broadcasting, for of the
31,030,300 families, 22,869,000 are
radio families. New sets are being sold at the rate of over 4,000,000 a year, exclusive of the 1,000,000 new automobile radio sets that
go on America's cars.
In the Public Ear
WHEN the banker decides to go
on the air with a program, all that
he is doing is astutely linking up
with a form of advertising which
is very much in public consciousness and attention. With the right
program, any money he invests
should be profitable for him in the
form of increased prestige and in
actually increased business.
Many years ago those keen
scientific - minded advertisers who
test every step in advertising before they take it, determined that
radio was like any other medium
in this, that the copy is the thing.
Now, copy in radio means program. Advertisers who have found
the right program have been making radio pay from the very first.
To make it pay the banker must
likewise search until he finds a
program which is both philosophically and commercially correct.
Radio advertising experts group
programs in four classes.
Types of Programs
FIRST is the non-entertainment
program. This is typified by the
various home economics programs
of utility companies, flour millers,
and others, as well as by personal shoppers' talks of department
stores, etc. Next is the straight
entertainment program, embracing perhaps 80 per cent of all radio offerings. With a program of
this type, the advertiser thinks
first of entertaining his audience,
and then of injecting his advertising message at the beginning of
the program, or in the center, or
at the end, or in all three places.
Examples:
Amos and Andy, all
* ReprintedBulletin.
from Financial Advertisers
Association
BROADCASTING

Fitzpatrick in St. Louis Post-Dispatch
dance orchestras, nearly all dramatic shows.
The third class is known as the
forced natural. It is the tyne of
program in which the advertiser
strives to build a natural relationship between his product or his
service and the entertainment part
of his program. You have listened
to the dexterous way Jack Benny
drags in the name of Jello and its
famous flavors. That is an example of the forced natural. Elsie
Janis did the same thing for her
oil company sponsor. Phil Baker
is still doing it for Gulf Oil Corporation.
The fourth class, rarest of all,
and, according to the scientists of
radio advertising, the most valuable of all if properly handled, is
the natural program. The natural
program is one which by its very
nature fits in so perfectly with the
advertiser or his product or service that, when his program is
broadcast, it suggests him or what
he sells. Death Valley Days, a
dramatic presentation for the
Twenty Mule Team Borax Co., is
a classic example of the natural.
The March of Time, when sponsored by Time magazine, is another. Most program builders, if they
know their business, are trying all
the time to find a program which
falls into the natural class. Occasionally some shrewd program
man succeeds.
It seems to me that the banker's problem here is comparatively
simple, and that if he will do a
little straight advertising thinking, it won't be hard for him to
find a program of this desirable
class — a natural.
Found : A Natural
IT IS COMMONLY accepted that
the banker is the man to whom
people go for financial advice.
Therefore these people will listen
readily to the advice from a banker having a bearing upon their
financial welfare. Let the banker
address himself to them over the
air in terms of advice which will
influence and improve their financial condition and they will not
only listen; they will believe and
act.
A perfectly natural program for
the banker, and one which would
undoubtedly pay its way from the
start, would consist of some interesting philosophical type of program having a bearing on the economic welfare of the listener.
A program of this kind with a
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WJAY

Post

Resigned

Melrose
By Edythe
EDYTHE
FERNFern
MELROSE,
for
the last two years general manager of WJAY, Cleveland, has relinquished that post coincident
with the consolidation on Oct. 24
of the studios of the station with
those of WHK, Cleveland. Both
stations are controlled by the
Cleveland Plain-Dealer through a
subsidiary corporation. H. K. Carpenter, general manager of WHK,
has taken over management of
WJAY, a daylight station.
While her plans have not been
definitely announced, it is understood that Mrs. Melrose shortly
will become general manager of a
group of stations in the Midwest,
which will align for cooperative
sale of time. One of the few
woman radio executives, Mrs. Melrose is well known in the industry.
It was indicated there would be
other changes on the WJAY staff.
Rates also will be revised. C. A.
McLaughlin, sales manager of
WHK, tionshas
taken over similar funcfor WJAY.
Harry H. Stair of the WHK
sales staff, has resigned to join
the New York State Network,
keyed from WINS, New York, as
Detroit manager. He has been
with WHK for the last seven years
and prior to that was on the sales
staff of the Plain-Dealer.
New Swift Spot Drive
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (All Sweet
margerine), starts an announcement campaign in the South and
Southwest on Nov. 9 on 22 stations. Schedule calls for six announcements weekly from Nov. 9
to Dec. 4; three weekly from Dec.
7 to 18; six weekly from Jan. 11
to Feb. 5, and three weekly from
Feb. 8 to March 19. Jingle contests, listeners to complete jingles
printed on forms obtainable from
dealers, will be conducted in connection with the broadcasts during
the six-a-week sessions. Stations
are WAPI, WALA, WJAX,
WQAM, WDAE, WSB, WGST,
WTOC, KWKH, WWL, WJDX,
WWMC, WPTF, WIS, WFAA,
KTRH, WOAI, KTHS, WIBW,
KFH, WSFA, KARK. J. Walter
Thompson, Chicago, is agency.
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Co., New
York, on Oct. 26 began a new
series of UP five-minute news reports on WOKO, Albany, three
times a day, seven days a week,
for an indefinite period. J. Sterling Getchell Inc., New York,
placed the account.
few words of financial horse sense
at the beginning and at the end to
constitute the advertising or commercial part of the offering, would
be easy and inexpensive to produce and would almost certainly
dispose the listeners favorably
toward the banker and his institution.
I said in beginning this article
that I did not know of anyone who
has the opportunity of accomplishing so much with the use of radio
as the banker. Quicker than in
any other way he can use it to
dispel many of the financial doubts
that assail his patrons now; surer
than in almost any other way he
can use it to sell the services of
his institution.
But these benefits will only come,
as I have indicated, after the program has been carefully selected
to carry out the idea of the banker's business and his part in the
welfare of his community.

Committee
Likely

in

Shifts

Congress

Complexion of Committees in
Charge of Radio Impending
CHANGES in the makeup of the
Senate and House Interstate Commerce Committees, which have
control over radio legislation, are
due to result from the Nov. 3
election. On the Senate committee
the death of Senator Couzens of
Michigan removed the ranking Republican from that body. This
places Senator Metcalf of Rhode
Island, if he is reelected, in the
position of ranking minority member. Another change will be that
of Senator Benson (Farmer-Labor
— Minn.) who withdrew from the
Senate to run for governor. Senator Benson during the last session of Congress had aligned himself on the Democratic side of the
committee.
To succeed Senator Couzens, it
is believed that Senator Vandenberg (R.Mich.) is a good possibility. The Michigan Republican
because
the recent controversy
"recorded"
campaign ofbroadcast
would probably be an interested
observer of broadcasting regulation if he should seek this committee post. Senator White of Maine,
another Republican, who is ranked
as the ablest radio student in Congress, was reelected in September.
On the Democratic side Senator
Neely of West Virginia, is the only
member to face the voters.
The House Interstate Commerce
Committee may have a new chairman if Rep. Sam Rayburn of
Texas becomes an aspirant for the
House Speakership or majority
leader and is successful in such a
race. The next in line for
chairman is Representative Lea
(D-Cal.) up for reelection and the
next ranking Democrat is Rep.
Crosser of Ohio. Three Democratic
members of the House committee
already have been eliminated from
that body — Rep. Huddleston of
Alabama was defeated in the priRep. Corning
of New
did notmary;seek
reelection
and York
Rep.
Monaghan

of Montana was an unsuccessful contender for the Senate. Rep. Monaghan has been an
advocate of partial government
control or ownership of broadcasting in several bills which he sponsored.
WTCN
Gets Full Time
COINCIDENT with the granting
of the 760 kc. frequency for daytime operation to WLB, of the
University of Minnesota, and
WCAL, of St. Olaf College, the
FCC Broadcast Division on Oct.
20 awarded full time on 1250 kc.
to WTCN Minneapolis, which is
owned jointly by the St. Paul Dispatch-Pioneer Pi-ess and the Minneapolis Tribune. WLB at Minneapolis and WCAL at Northfield,
Minn., were shifted from the 1250
kc. frequency, the former to operate with 5,000 watts two-thirds
daytime and the latter with the
same power the remaining onethird daytime. WTCN, with 5,000
watts day and 1,000 watts night,
formerly operated six-sevenths
time on 1250 kc, the remaining
time being divided between the
two universities. The 760 kc.
channel is the clear channel at
night of WJZ, New York.
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be
a white "blackboard",
saidrelayed
to giveto improved
visibility.
Special election service will be
provided by local stations, which
are preparing to cover local as well
as national results.
WGAR, Cleveland, will start its
election coverage Nov. 3 at 6 a. m.,
and will have a mobile transmitter
on the job all day, describing
scenes at polling places and urging the public to vote.
Under sponsorship of Bisceglia
Bros., St. Helena, Cal. (Greystone
wine), WIP and WFIL, Philadelphia, will broadcast election returns until the presidential choice
is conceded. Microphones will be
installed in the Philadelphia Inquirer news rooms, local party
headquarters,
City beHall
radio service will
usedandby TransWIP.
WFIL will use INS reports and
the WFIL news bureau will tabulate and analyze balloting under
direction of Donald Withycomb,
general manager of the station.
Five remote crews will provide
local coverage.

RadioLuxembourg
Bans

Script

Shows

English Commercial Periods
Now Devoted to Music
RADIO Luxembourg, Europe's big
commercial broadcaster, has banned
all script programs in English, according to Kenneth Hall, London
agent of Standard Radio Inc.
The move to ban all but musical
programs on the big super-power
continental station resulted from
listeners' complaints from Belgium,
Germany and France, who could
not understand what was going on
when the station put on script
acts in English, according to Hall.
Music being a universal language
and the station allowing but 90
seconds of commercials in each
quarter-hour, it was thought the
entire listening audience of the
station could be held by eliminating the scripts entirely.
With only two or three continental stations serving the English market successfully the problem for the English advertiser,
says Hall, is not to find a program
idea which he likes but to be able
to buy time at all. Radio Luxembourg allows two hours each night
and Sunday mornings for transmission of English advertising programs. Time is sold through English brokers having exclusive rights
to these periods and the rate is
the highest for any station in the
world. This can be understood
when it is realized these few stations transmit the only commercial programs to a potential market of 44,000,000 people.
Like American Programs
PROGRAM preferences of the
English advertiser lean toward the
American type of program, Hall
explains. The English listener
prefers American bands and the
American way of broadcasting although not articulate enough to
change
the method of operating
BBC.
A striking second to this thought
was given Broadcasting's Hollywood reporter when he casually
asked an all-English cast of film
players working at a studio which
stations and which programs
liked best in England. Their they
universal preference was for the
American - type broadcast of commercial programs over Radio Luxembourg, followed by certain favorites of BBC and the Russian
symphonies!
This preference is more striking when it is considered practically all of the features from Radio Luxembourg of a commercial
type are of the transcribed kind
standard Radio Inc. announces it
has several of its features running
for some of England's largest advertisers, with more waiting for
time. There is only one concl
usion
to reach from such reactions, according to Hall. It is: The program, not the method is the real
test of a show. Given a localitwhere no preconceived notions
have been built up in the public's
mind and the transcribed show is
favored over live talent!

PAT FLANAGAN, veteran sports announcer at WBBM, Chicago, has been
going to night school lately — as a
teacher. Fifteen-hundred service men
of the Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., sponsor of his football broadcasts, have
been taking a course in salesmanship
under the sports ace.
Page
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COVERING THE ELECTIONS— Every detail of the Nov. 3 elections
will be covered by the networks and stations, the networks depending
largely upon Press-Radio Bureau for the returns and the stations upon
their network reports and upon Transradio, UP, INS and their local
newspaper tieups. Indicating the elaborate plans being made for handling reports is this layout of the CBS election returns studios. Inserts,
left to right, are H. V. Kaltenborn, Bob Trout and Hugh Conrad.
Networks

and

Stations

Complete

Plans

For Fast Coverage
of Presidential
Vote
RADIO is ready to cover the 1936
and teletype will be printed on
presidential election — the fifth
three shades of paper to distinsince KDKA announced the Hardguish between presidential, secondary and summary material. Data
ing-Cox vote in 1920 — with an elabwill be tabulated on a board. Aforate coverage that will link countter editing, bulletins will be passed
less thousands of polling places
with highly-organized staffs keyed
to the chief announcer's desk, who
will telephone orders to the bulleto provide up-to-the-second results
tin control board and determine
for the listening millions.
Networks and stations have been
when to cut into network proworking for weeks and months to
grams. At the board will be Graham McNamee and John B. Kentune their news-gathering facilities for the big night, Tuesday,
nedy, veteran NBC announcers. A
fourth room will be used to check
Nov. 3. Both routine vote counting
broadcasts as they go on the air.
and novelty programs will be on
hundreds of broadcast schedules.
NBC will have microphones at
Both NBC and CBS will require
New Ashford, Mass., traditional
first town to complete its count,
a half-hundred or more persons at
their New York offices to handle
usually announcing its returns
about 8 a. m.
tabulation of the 40 million or
more votes which will be cast.
CBS will carry periodic bulletins
United Press, International News
during the day, cut in bulletins
Service, Universal Service and
after 6 p. m. with greater freTransradio Press have perfected
quency, and after 10:30 p. m. will
turn over the entire network to
nationwide setups for their vote
counting, and will offer special
continuous election programs until the Presidential choice is
service far in advance of that proknown. H. V. Kaltenborn, Bob
vided to broadcasters in past presidential elections.
Trout and Hugh Conrad will announce and analyze returns.
NBC Well Prepared
Listeners will get a behind-theNBC will have a general election
scenes glance into the CBS election setup between 6 and 7:30
desk where bulletins will be received, edited and passed on to the
p. m., when preliminary contacts
with various remote points to be
announcer. Returns will be supheard later in the evening will be
plied to Press Radio Bureau by
broadcast. A preview of CBS
Associated Press, United Press,
International News Service and
plans will be given Nov. 2 when
Universal Service.
Paul White, CBS special features
director; Bob Trout and James
A four-room suite in Radio City
W. Barrett, editor of Press Radio
will be transformed into a workroom and studio and election
Bureau will explain the coverage.
Mr. White will be seated at a
flashes will be fed from this room
as they are received from Press
special desk Nov. 3 and will have
instant contact with Topeka, Hyde
Radio Bureau. NBC microphones
will be set up at Hyde Park and
Park and national party headquarters, as well as news sources
Topeka, as well as party headquarters in New York and Chicago.
and the network's 103 affiliates.
Mobile units will pick up crowd
Page boys will shuttle between his
reaction.
desk and teletype and code maBulletins received by telegraph
chines with reports. The vote will
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Townsend Group Books
94-Station CBS Hookup
PURCHASING the complete CBS
network from 10:45 to 11 p. m.,
Sunday, Nov. 1, Dr. Francis E.
Townsend was scheduled to make
his first network broadcast over a
94-station hookup. The previous
Sunday, via transcription, the oldage pension
campaignerof had
addressed the audiences
KVOS,
KFBI, KTSM, KGNC, KNOW,
KTRH, KTSA, KFDM, KRLD,
KOMA, KTHS, KWKH, KDSU,
WALA, WSGN, WHBQ, WWVA,
WMBG, WWNC, WIS, WMAZ,
KFYO and WCHS.
Howard Ray, who has come from
the Los Angeles to the Chicago
headquarters
Townsend
National RecoveryofPlans
Inc., where
he succeeded Dwight Bunnell as
director of radio for the organization,
if the CBS broadcast says
goes that
off successfully,
plans
will be made for a 13-week series
of broadcasts by Dr. Townsend
under tional
the sponsorship
the NaTownsend Weekly,of organ
of
the Townsend group, with the hope
of selling enough subscriptions to
defray the cost of the broadcasts.
Mr. Ray also said that he expects
to continue placing the transcribed
talks on local stations throughout
the country. These programs are
recorded in the D'Arcy Laboratories, Chicago, and have been placed
through the Conover-Serviss Co.,
Chicago station representatives.
Moon Glow to Expand
MOON GLOW COSMETICS Co.,
Los Angeles, is planning to expand its radio campaign into new
territory in December. A quarterhour afternoon program from
KHJ, Los Angeles, to Don Lee network, started last June, was expanded after two months to Don
Lee-CBS network, and later included KSL, Salt Lake City. This
series was renewed for 26 weeks
and expanded to the whole Pacific
Coast and Mountain area. Two announcements of a free sample offer brought some 1,500 responses.
Emil Brisacher & Associates, Los
Angeles, is agency.
JACOB DOLD PACKING Co., Buffalo, on Oct. 10 renewed its fiveminute UP news periods on WGRWKBW, Buffalo, every hour on the
hour from 9 a. m. to midnight. Batten. Barton. Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
Buffalo, placed the account.
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COVERAGE
WILL

BE

SERVICE
EXPANDED

EDGAR H. FELIX, of New Rochelle, N. Y., announces that his
Radio Coverage Reports service is
to be the foundation of a national
system of rating radio station coverage effectiveness. The first network station ratings, covering 46
cities of more than 100,000 population, have just been released to
subscribing advertising agencies,
advertisers and broadcasting companies, to be followed soon with
figures for hundreds of smaller
communities and larger geographical divisions.
By these ratings, it is claimed,
the reliable coverage attained by
any list of radio stations may be
compared and evaluated according
to the needs of the individual advertiser. Radio Coverage Reports,
as originally announced a few
months ago, was planned only to
analyze radio service to leading
trading centers in which approximately 50% of the population reside, but it was soon found that
subscribing agencies desired a
more comprehensive view of radio
coverage.
Reports are now issued not only
for large cities but for smaller
communities and rural places as
well, so that the effectiveness of
stations can be studied throughout
their areas and compared.
The service has been issued for
some 300 communities from Maine
to Florida and as far west as
Indiana in counties with a total
population of 39,566,689, or 68.4%
of the states covered and 32.2%
of the total population of the
United States. The percentage of
radio sets is higher, being 73.5%
of those in the area covered and
36.8% of those in the United
States, this being due to the larger
concentration of sets in cities. Following the issuance of network
ratings for various classes of communities will be a state-by-state
analysis of urban and rural service by network and independent
stations to facilitate compilation
of coverage valuations for any
combination or grouping of stations for any area covered by the
survey.
WPA

Theatrical

Project

To Expand Its Activities
EXPANSION of the radio activities of the WPA Federal Theater
Project in New York, utilizing sustaining time donated by the stations, is planned by the project's
radio division, according to Evan
Roberts, its managing director.
The New York headquarters are
at Broadway and 52d St., where
it is proposed to enlarge the staff
of players and writers and produce more shows — some to be sent
out on the road as touring units
like
hour. those of Maj. Bowes' amateur
Most of the project's programs
are dramatizations, all written and
produced by its own staff, comprising artists, playwrights and directors on work relief. At present the
project has three programs, Pioneers of Science, U-Arts Forum and
History in Action, weekly on
WHN, a Sunday Shakespearean
series on WMCA and Safety Musketeers on CBS each Monday afternoon. Harry Wentworth is casting director, with Frank Curran,
A. W. Hoeny and George Asness
as directors.
Page
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NEW

TUBE

FOR

ULTRA-HIGHS

Bell Laboratories Devises Tube Having Two Sets
Of Elements

Within

Single Envelope

PLATE OF TUBE A
GRID WIRES
OF 4H ARB
VISIBLE HERE

SHIELD

BELL

LABORATORIES has designed a new vacuum tube (Western Electric No. 2404) for ultrahigh frequencies which is said to
bring nearer the use of high radio
power on apex frequencies and to
offer possibilities for television.
The tube has two sets of elements
inside a new type of glass envelope
about three inches in diameter and
two inches long (see photos).
Description of the apparatus
was given at a recent meeting of
the Institute of Radio Engineers,
New York, by A. L. Samuels and
N. E. Sowers, of Bell Laboratories.
Plans are under way to construct
it in larger sizes, with corresponding increase in power output.
Push-Pull Arrangement
AN OFFICIAL description of the
tube's
and operation
follows construction
:
"A simple three-element tube of
the type used at low frequencies
will go into oscillation at high frequencies because of the internal
capacitance of the tube. At moderate frequencies this capacitance
can be neutralized as in the familiar "neutrodyne" circuit, but
this is ineffective at very high frequencies. Another serious difficulty
in this range is the fact that the
time required for an electron to
travel from the grid to the plate
is quite comparable to the duration
of one oscillation.
"A large number of electrons
will then be drawn up to the grid
while it is positive, will pass
through it and be repelled toward
the plate while the grid is negative. The energy for this action on
the electrons must come from the
grid circuit, and since the grid
circuit is one of high impedance,
a serious loss in grid voltage will
ensue. In the limiting case, the
grid voltage falls so low that the
system ceases to operate. This effect is minimized, first, by speeding up the electrons through the
use of high voltages, and second,
by spacing the tube elements very
close together. The capacitance of
the tube is neutralized by the addition of a screen grid.
"The 240H tube has two sets of
elements mounted inside the same
glass envelope. These are connected to the external circuit to
form a push-pull arrangement.
Elaborate provisions have been
made for shielding the two elements and using very short leads
from the envelope to the active
elements. Very small spacing between elements is provided by
careful manufacture and long in-
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Radio-Film Cooperation
For Their Mutual Benefit
Is Urged by Aylesworth
WORKING arrangements to prevent interference between motion
picture production and radio are
advocated by M. H. Aylesworth,
RKO board chairman, who long
has believed that the movies and
radio help each other. Mr. Aylesworth is a member of a film .industry committee named to study the
radio-film problem, other members
being Nicholas M. Schenck and
Harry M. Warner.
The committee, which also is
eyeing television, is expected to report within a week or two. At a
meeting held Oct. 14 at Rochester
by motion picture engineers, Mr.
Aylesworth had the following to
say"The
of television:
entertainment industry is
now faced with the development
of television, which will be with us
in a short time. I for one believe
that the motion picture industry
should work with those who are
developing television so that when
the history is written the motion
picture, the theatre and television
will work for each other and enhance the public interest in all
three
of entertainment."
Mr. mediums
Aylesworth
suggested that
broadcasters should "help develop
the slogan for the motion picture
and the theatre 'take your family
to a motion picture theatre twice
a week'." He pointed out that people like to get away from home for
outside entertainment and a change
from family habits.

APEX

TUBE — Above are photographs of the new Western Electric No. 240H tube, with elements
indicated. At left is a cross-section
of the assembly. The tube is three
inches in diameter, two inches long.
sulation paths to permit high
plate voltage.
"As a result this tube has an input resistance at 150 million cycles
of 30,000 ohms as compared to
1,000 ohms for a typical tube of
the conventional type. At 300 million cycles the input resistance of
the 240H vacuum tube is still
above 5,000 ohms, while for conventional tubes it is so low as to
make them completely inoperative.
When operating as a class 'A' amplifier at 150 megacycles, an output of one watt is obtained with
the distortion 40 db below the
fundamental. Under these conditions the stage gain is 20 db. Outputs of 10 watts with a plate efficiency of 60 to 70% and a gain of
20 db are secured with class 'B'
operation."
KSFO

Lease

Hearing

APPLICATION for voluntary assignment of KSFO, San Francisco,
from Associated Broadcasters Inc.
to CBS, under a proposed lease
arrangement involving approximately $25,000 per year, was set
for hearing Oct. 26 by the FCC
Broadcast Division. The station on
Dec. 29 will become the San Francisco outlet of CBS in lieu of
KFRC of the Don Lee Broadcasting System. On that date, KNX,
Los Angeles, CBS owned station,
joins the network as the Don Lee
Network of four stations becomes
affiliated with Mutual Broadcasting System.
BROADCASTING

Dyer WEMP
Sales Head
COMMERCIAL
management of
WEMP, Milwaukee 100 - watter
which operates daytime on 1310
kc, has been taken over by Gene
T. Dyer, operator of WGES and
WSBC, Chicago, and WCBD, Zion,
111. President of WEMP is Herbert
L. Mount, attorney; vice president,
Thomas M. Duncan, financial secretary to Gov. La Follette; secretary-treasurer, Glenn D. Roberts,
Madison attorney and a director
of WIBA, Madison. Mr. Roberts is
chief stockholder, with 72 shares,
and Mr. Dyer owns 25 shares.
Bar Dinner Set
THE RECENTLY formed Federal
Communications Bar Association
will hold its annual dinner Nov. 18
at the National Press Club, Washington, according to an announcement made by its executive committee Oct. 27. Louis G. Caldwell,
Washington attorney, is president,
Ralph H. Kimball, of New York,
vice president, and George O. Sutton, Washington attorney, secretary-treasurer. Arrangements for
the dinner are under the immediatebercharge
Ben S. Fisher,
memof theof executive
committee.
Several speakers will be invited.
The Association has a membership
of 129, comprising attorneys engaged in practice before the FCC.
Dr. Strasska

Returns

DR.

STRASSKA LABORATORIES, Los Angeles, manufacturers
of tooth paste, on Nov. 2 launched
a six-week campaign through the
Glassner Advertising Agency, Los
Angeles, using the eight stations
of the Don Lee-California network
for a quarter-hour one night a
week with George Fischer's Studio
dios.
Whispers, gossip of the film stu• Broadcast

Advertising

J A N E S V I L L E

WITH

WISCONSIN

VERTICAL

ATRUSCON

RADIATOR

WCLO stands in the top class of modern broadcasting stations ... with its modernistic transmitter
house, modern technical facilities and its Truscon
Vertical Radiator regarding which Mr. S. H. Bliss,
WCLO manager, comments in the following letter:

Mr. A. C. Wallen,
Truscon Steel Company,
Youngstown, Ohio.

October 1, 1936

Dear Mr. Wallen:
We are well satisfied with the characteristics of our Truscon
Vertical Radiator. After our consulting engineer completed our
field-intensity survey, I asked him if he would recommend a
Truscon Radiator again. With no hesitation, he said:
"Yes, not only to you but to anyone!"
Our guaranteed daytime coverage now is 62 miles north, east
and west and 5 5 miles south, so you see we are really getting out.
Thanks for the cooperation.

Write for full description of the commercial,
technical and structural
advantages of Truscon
Vertical Radiators.
TRUSCON

STEEL

COMPANY

•

YOUNGSTOWN,

OHIO

Truscon sales-engineering offices are located in 54 strategically located cities.
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First

Grant

of Station

to St. Louis

Star-

Times

SOME DEFINITIONS
Radio Trade Terms Explained

Brings Political Charges, Court Appeals
By Col. Stoopnagle
TWO COURT appeals, an attack
plications' the conflict was caused
RADIO terms have been defined
by
the
application
which
was
filed
by the Republican National Comby Col. Lemuel Q. Stoopnagle, of
mittee upon the New Deal and the
after
of the Star-Times."
The that
statement
continued that
the Stoopnagle & Budd duo, so lisFCC and a battle of newspaper
after considering both applicateners may "enjoy their loudheadlines in St. Louis, have detions, the FCC issued the construcspeaker far more
His definitions
are: than before".
veloped as a result of the FCC detion permit to the Star-Times, efcision of last month granting to
fective Oct. 6. Then it pointed out
Program — Music or talk dethe St. Louis Star-Times a consigned to fill the space between
that the FCC was a bipartisan
station announcements and time
struction permit for a new rebody
consisting
of
members
of
gional station in that city (to be
high standing, representing both
known as KXOK and to operate
Sponsor — A man without whom
political parties.
full time with 1,000 watts on 1250
you
aren't on the air.
"There
is
probably
no
branch
of
signals.*
kc.) over the competitive applicaScript — T ypewritten sheets
the government which is further
tion of WIL, St. Louis local, for
which Fred Allen is funniest when
removed from political considerathe same facilities.
he departs from.
tions than the FCC," continued
Both WIL and the St. Louis
Announcer — Fellow with a nice
the
editorial.
"If
any
evidence
of
voice who talks about stuff he
Post-Dispatch, operating KSD, apthat fact were needed, it can be
pealed to the U. S. Court of Aphopes you will buy some of.
found in the perusal of radio
peals for the District of Columbia
Stooge — Man or woman who is
grants made by the Commission in
in opposition to the FCC decision.
given funny things to say and
the past two years, which show a
Both asked stay orders to prevent
then thinks he or she is a coproportion of radio grants to
median.
the FCC from making its authorinewspapers hostile to the present
zation for the new station during
administration.
Microphone — Thing you talk inthe pendency of the litigation. The
to and they hear you where you
"In
view
of
the
well-known
fact
court on Oct. 24 granted both the
that the Communications CommisOrchestra — Bunch of men who,
KSD and WIL's petitions. The
sion has leaned backwards to mainaren't.
FCC did not oppose either.
on
a comedy program, play after
tain its impartiality, it seems that
the
ence. applause by the studio audiExaminer Overruled
the Republican National Committee has reached an all time low
Engineer — Serious - looking man
in political activity in charging . who
THE Republican Committee, in a
ing. twiddles gadgets and things
that a single grant was for polititwo-page "handout" released in
and nobody knows what he is docal considerations because it was
Washington Oct. 21, charged that
to
a
newspaper
that
had
supported
the FCC made an "outright gift
Rehearsal — Four or five hours
what it believed to be right in Mr.
of $500,000 to the only newspaper
of
stuff when the comedian's manRoosevelt's administration and has
in St. Louis to support Roosevelt's
ager, press agent and friends alwith
equal
vigor
criticized
what
it
reelection".
It alleged thatthat
in the
most die laughing at the jokes.
face
of recommendations
the
Production Man — Guy with a
believed to be wrong."
application be denied made by an
stop
watch to count the minutes
Appeals of KSD and WIL
examiner, Democratic members of
between station breaks and see
the Broadcast Division gave the
that call letters are broadcast on
KSD, in its appeal filed Oct. 20,
approval. Records show that all
schedule.
brought out that KSD is an apthree members of the Broadcast
plicant
for
full
time
before
the
Division voted in favor of the
♦Example — 5:30 to 6:00 p. m.,
FCC, and that, among other things,
over the NBC-Blue network
Sundays,
Star-Times application against
the FCC erred in granting the
when someone is on with a fellow
that of WIL, which sought to inBudd.
named
Star-Times
application
without
crease its position from a local to
having previously granted the
a regional on the 1250 kc. channel
long - pending application of KSD
with 1,000 watts day and night.
Star-Times under the circumfor full time, claiming that this
The Republican release went into
stances. By failing to follow proper
right is superior to any competing
procedure, it was contended the
a recital of the examiner's report
or conflicting claim of the Starand charged that the reasons givaction violated the Communications
Times to establish a new service.
ing by the FCC for the granting
Act, as well as the due process
This appeal, filed by Paul M. Segal
clause of the Constitution. Moreof the application were "thought
and George S. Smith, Washington
up so that the Commission would
over, it held that if the Commuattorneys, recited a dozen other alhave an excuse to grant applicanications Act be construed as not
legations of error on the part of
tion to the Star-Times so that New
requiring that a decision such as
the
FCC
in
granting
the
applicaDeal propaganda could be aired
tion.
involved be accompanied by find* * *." This, it declared, "is eviings of fact, then the act itself is
The second appeal, filed on beunconstitutional. The appeal then
dent when the examiner's report is
half of WIL on Oct. 23 by Louis
went into the merits of the FCC
analyzed."
G. Caldwell, Donald C. Beelar and
The announcement had its imdecision and contended that it was
Percy
H.
Russell,
Jr.,
Washington
mediate repercussions in St. Louis,
in error for a long list of reasons.
attorneys, contended that the
with the Post-Dispatch, Star-Times
In its petition for a stay order,
Broadcast Division, among other
and Globe-Democrat (which does
WIL contended that unless the dethings,
had
not
conformed
with
not have a station) blasting forth
cision is stayed, WIL will suffer
regular procedure in granting the
with streamers. The Star-Times,
serious and irreparable injury in
construction
permit
to
the
Starof which Elzey Roberts, former
that the Star-Times will proceed
Times. It brought out that on
chairman of the radio committee
with construction of the new staOct. 5, prior to the effective date
of the American Association of
tion, and the operation of the proof the decision, it had filed a peNewspaper Publishers, is the pubtition for rehearing with the FCC,
posed station will mean substanlisher, published the Republican
tial economic loss to WIL. Already,
handout in full, together with its which petition was denied for
it was charged, the Star-Times has
own editorial comment. Mr. Rob"want of jurisdiction" on Oct. 21
since KSD, on the preceding day,
"solicited contracts among advererts is the owner of KFRU, Cotisers now using and helping to
had filed its notice of appeal in
lumbia, Mo., which he recently
the Court of Appeals.
purchased.
support appellant's station and in
Up to Oct. 6, the WIL appeal
at least one instance known to apIn its editorial comment, the
pellant has succeeded in persuadstated, the FCC had not made pubStar-Times stated that more than
ing an important advertiser now
lic its findings of fact or any
two years ago it decided to join
grounds for the decision granting
the growing number of newspausing appellant's station to agree
to use the proposed station if and
the Star-Times application and
pers owning and operating radio
stations. About a year ago, it this was not made public until
when established."
Oct. 17. This was branded an impointed out, application was made
to the FCC for a station on 1250
proper procedure, and it also was
FTC Cites Biotone
alleged that the FCC dismissed the
kc. with 1,000 watts. The newspaBIOTONE LABORATORIES Inc..
petition for rehearing, alone: with
per stated:
and Rocky Mountain Laboratories,
"Sometime after the Star-Times
a supplemental petition, "without
Salt Lake City (Biotone), are
application was filed, another St.
considering the merits thereof".
charged by the Federal Trade
In reciting reasons for the apLouis radio station entered an appeal, WIL contended that the FCC
Commission with making exagplication for the identical facility
has no power or jurisdiction to
gerated and untrue claims for their
which the Star-Times had requestmake the decision in favor of the
ed. If these were 'conflicting approduct.
Page
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of WBBM

Studios

Ready for Operation as
Construction Progresses
AFTER six months of construction, new WBBM-CBS Wrigley
building studios are shaping up
into one of the most modern studio
office plants in radio. One dramatic
and orchestra studio, No. 9, is
already
in theater,
service; Studio
the 285-seat
WBBM air
No. 10,
is scheduled to beein operations
Nov. 2, while the new executive,
sales, program, news, and publicity
offices of WBBM and CBS on the
second floor of the Wrigley buildbering7. will be completed by NovemWBBM studios No. 1 and 2, in
service since 1930, will immediately
be torn up, to be replaced by modern "live
end, now
dead inend"
studios
similar
to those
use by
CBS
in New York. Final completion
and dedication of the nine-studio
plant is not expected before next
spring,nisticalthough
office layoutthe
willnew
be moderin use
beginning
with
the
first
week
in
November.
Cost of building, equipping, furnishing, and air-conditioning the
entire WBBM office and studio
layout exceeds $300,000. Plans
were made by William Lescaze,
New York modernistic architect
who
designed
York also
studios
at 485Columbia's
Madison New
avenue, and the new CBS Hollywood
plant to be built in 1937.
f
Completion of the audience studio, No. 10, will give WBBM its
first regular theater for programs
since the days when H. Leslie and
Ralph Atlass charged $1 admission to the old WBBM Kimball
hall studios in 1928.
Sues March of Time
DONALD F. JACKSON, a senior
at the University of North Carolina, on Sept. 30 filed a $100,000
damage suit in the New York Supreme Court naming CBS, Time
Inc., New York, and Remington
Rand Inc., Buffalo, as defendants.
The plaintiff alleges that the Feb.
4, 1936, broadcast of the March of
Time, then sponsored by Remington Rand and edited by Time, implied that he was involved in an
"examination cheating ring" which
was described on the program. Mr.
Jackson claims he was not suspended from the school because of
this disclosure, but because he
stayed out with a girl companion
after school hours.
New

Station

Sought

MID-ATLANTIC Corp., of Washington, formed by Eugene Meyer,
publisher of the Washington Post,
and former governor of the Federal Reserve Board, on Oct. 21
filed with the FCC an application
for a new station on the high
fidelity channel of 1570 kc, with
1,000 watts unlimited time. The
newspaper already is an applicant
for assignment on the 1310 kc.
local channel with 100 watts, seeking the facilities now occupied by
WOL, Washington, which has been
authorized to remove to the 1230
kc. regional frequency with 1,000
watts.
ROSCOE TURNER, speed flyer, has
been signed by NBC as star of the
network's Flying Time program, dramatic juvenile serial. Colonel Turner
will also serve as an aviation reporter
for the network, covering air races
and similar events.
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WCLO
JANESVILLE,WISCONSIN

Jtew

rooisomtfr

/

Other

stations

ordered

have

WMIN
WMBC
WHDL
WFBG
KLS
KDB
WSGN
WIBX

KFXD
KABC
WFOY
KFJB
KGY
KRKO
WMBH

LISTENERS

SAY:

that

23A's :
WEXL
WBAX
KCMC
KYOS
WKOK
WLAP
WOCL

"Programs

coming

bell". . ."I listened to your change from
and

wish

"WCLO

to say it was
comes

"Reception

in clear as a
old to new,

a great improvement".

so much

better we will be among
improvement.

clear and fine as any high powered

Electric claims

. .

your
As

station."

WCLO
SAYS : "It took but 16 hours to set up the
transmitter and tune it. It has far fewer parts than
transmitters

we investigated ... is simple

Western
RADIO

discover, it does everything Western

to us the clearest of any station". . .

fans in future" . . . "Marvelous

other new

to tune and operate. As far as we have been able to

Distributed by GRAYBAR
TELEPHONE

BROADCASTING
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WESTERN
ELECTRIC SAYS: "The new 23A Transfor it."
mitter gives high fidelity performance at minimum
cost. You'll be interested in these features: high
overall efficiency . . . stabilized feedback . . . grid bias
modulation... complete

AC

operation. ..small tubes,

all radiation cooled." For full details, write Graybar
Electric, Graybar Building, New York.

Electric

Electric Co.
In Canada: Northern Electric Co., Ltd.
BROADCASTING
EQUIPMENT
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Alka- Seltzer

Executives
Agency
on
Confer
In West
NewDevelopments
Radio and Hollywood Included
In AAAA Meeting Agenda
ABOUT 100 advertising agency
executives and as many guests
from all parts of the United
States, attended the second annual
Pacific Coast convention of the
American Association of Advertising Agencies held at the Del Monte
Hotel in Del Monte, Cal., Oct.
29-30.
All sessions of the convention
were invitational, and behind locked
doors, with outsiders barred, the
first day business sessions for
members and agency guests only
were informal and unrecorded. At
these "off-the-record" sessions
agency men and guest speakers
aired their views on the changing
factors affecting agencies and their
work, stressing the dynamic side
of advertising with no thought in
mind that the essentials of agency
practice are changing. New opportunities in the field and agency activities which reflect changing conditions were studied.
Radio and Hollywood
EVERARD MEADE, from the
Hollywood offices of Young & Rubicam Inc., read the paper titled
"Radio Goes Hollywood", which
was written by Tom F. Harrington, manager of the agency's offices
in that city. Harrington, originally scheduled for the talk, was unable to be present. John Benson,
president of the AAAA from New
York City and Paul Cornell of
Geyer, Cornell & Newell Inc., that
city, who is chairman of the AAAA
board, were among the principal
speakers, addressing both the
closed and guest sessions. Dana H.
Jones, president of the Dana Jones
Co., Los Angeles agency, was another executive to bring a message
to those at the closed sessions. A
dramatic-dialogue analysis of modern advertising, titled "Who Holds
the Pencil?" was presented by
Walter Doty and Fred Ludekens,
both with Lord & Thomas, San
Francisco, during the closed session.
Prof. James W. Young, University of Chicago, speaking at the
guest session on Friday, had for
his subject "A Technique for Producing Ideas". Joseph Sinel, New
York industrial designer, and a
former San Franciscan, discussed
"Visual Impacts". John Benson's
thoughtful address was titled "A
New Working Principle for Business". The guest session was concluded by Paul Cornell, speaking
on "Advertising in a Changing
World".
Broadcasters attending the guest
sessions included Donald W. Thornburgh, newly-appointed CBS vice
president in charge of west coast
operations, from Hollywood; John
M. Dolph, CBS Pacific Coast salesmanager, San Francisco, and
Harry W. Witt, Southern California sales manager for CBS. NBC
was represented by Harry F. Anderson, western division sales manager, San Francisco, and Sydney
Dixon, assistant sales manager
from Hollywood. Ralph R. Brunton, general manager of the Northern California Broadcasting System (KJBS, San Francisco, and
KQW, San Jose), attended as
western chairman of the National
Page
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WHEN

QUAINT

HUMOR

MISSES

ITS

MARK

HORRORS NO! screamed the staid Saturday Evening Post a few weeks
ago when it was accused of letting its editorial columns be on speaking
terms with its advertising department.
But hardly had the echoes of that stirring denial faded into the distance than the Post utilized its editorial pages 25 and 95, Oct. 17 issue,
to deliver a below-the-belt attack on sponsored football games, a promotion device which it obviously fears may divert some advertising
dollars from its columns into the time schedules of broadcast stations.
Hired for the Post's attack against radio was H. I. Phillips, glib
painter of verbal fantasies, who with readily apparent difficulty tried
to carry out his assignment. Over and over Phillips injects "Pertwinkle's
veal spread" and "Blodgett catsup" into end runs and college budgets
until the repetition becomes hopelessly boring before the first 500 words
have been survived — a sorry predicament for a commentator whose
pieces ordinarily make pleasant reading.
Since the Post article pays particular attention to sponsorship of Yale
games, a comparison of Phillips' fancy and Socony-Vacuum's facts will
supply an answer to this attack on radio, delivered under the guise of
humor.
Says Phillips in the Post: "What a battle, folks! What a battle! It is
up to the best traditions of the Blodgett Tomato Catsup Corporation in
every respect! Mr. Blodgett, president of the corporation, is in the
stands here today; and if this touchdown goes over, he will step to the
mike and give you his impressions of the strategy used in putting that
ball over . . ."
Here are facts: Socony- Vacuum makes no mention of its product or
name while the ball is in play. The few commercial announcements are
of this type: "It was way back in 1879 that these two great universities
met for the first time. Those were the days of the first automobiles . . .
chugging, awkward, horseless carriages . . . that bore little resemblance
to the sleek, high-powered cars of today. In all those fifty-odd years,
Socony, the makers of Mobiloil, have kept step."
Ben Franklin's paper tripped over its own eagerness on that one.
Association of Regional Broadcasting Stations.
On the evening of Oct. 29 agency executives welcomed arriving
guests and mingled in informal
groups. AAAA members and
guests participate
in the Del
golf Monte
tournament over the famous
course Oct. 30 and attended the
President's Dinner, honoring President Benson and Board Chairman
Cornell, which was given in the
Del Monte Hotel auditorium that
evening.
Sessions was presided over by
three chairmen: Dan B. Miner of
Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles
chairbesides being
agency,
man of who,
the convention
committee
on program, is chairman of the
Southern California Chapter of
the AAAA; Joseph R. Gerber of
Gerber & Crossley Inc., Portland
agency, and chairman of the Oregon Chapter of the AAAA, and
Burt Cochran of McCann-Erickson
Inc., Seattle, chairman of the
Washington Chapter, AAAA.
Douglas G. McPhee, San Francisco advertising writer, was convention executive in charge of arrangements for the conclave.
Brooklyn Cases Deferred
ANOTHER postponement of the
hearing date of the so-called
Brooklyn cases, involving competitive full-time applications of the
four time-sharing stations on the
1300 kc. channel, from Oct. 26 to
Jan. 14 was authorized Oct. 21 by
the FCC at an en banc meeting.
Stations involved are WARD,
WBBC, WLTH and WVFW, as
well as the Brooklyn Daily Eagle,
an applicant for the facilities. The
Day, Jewish language newspaper,
also is involved through options to
purchase two of the stations, and
the case, pending since the days of
the former Radio Commission, was
ordered for rehearing several
months ago by the FCC.
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NEWS

TRAINING

M issouri U Offering Course
In Radio Reporting
PRACTICAL instruction in news
broadcasting is given by the Missouri U School of journalism in
cooperation with the Columbia
Missourian, published on the campus, the United Press and KFRU,
of the St. Louis Star-Times. It is
the first time such training has
been given by a university.
Actual broadcasting of news reports provides the students with
laboratory instruction, a feature
of Missouri School of Journalism
training. Demand for such training arose with the rapid growth
in popularity and frequency of
news broadcasts. The school broadcasts at least three times a day
and may add other periods. U. P.
news is supplemented by local
items.

WGNY

to Newburgh
WGNY, Chester, N. Y., owned and
operated by Peter Goelet, son of
the New York banker, shortly will
move to Newburgh, N. Y., according to an announcement Oct. 22 by
Mr. Goelet. Authority already has
been procured from the FCC. The
new officers and studios will be located at 161 Broadway. Studios
were designed by Johns-Manville
Co. Technical features include high
fidelity RCA speech input and
transmission equipment. A Lehigh
vertical radiator also has been installed.
DRUG TRADE PRODUCTS Co.,
Chicago (Peruna) has taken 182
transcribed quarter hours of the
Pinto Pete series from the Radio
Transcription Co. of America for
placement on WJR, Detroit, and
XEPM, Eagle Pass, Tex. Benson &
Dall, Chicago, is the agency.
BROADCASTING

in Demand

By Canadian Listeners
To American Broadcasts
BACK from a trip to London,
where he arranged for the advertising of Alka-Seltzer in England,
Holland, France and Switzerland,
Walter A. Wade, president of the
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago, rethat, despite
ban Britain,
on radioports
advertising
in the
Great
many proprietaries are being advertised via radio to English listeners. Radio Luxembourg, he
said, is the most popular station
and Sunday the most popular day.
Most of the programs, he added,
are recorded.
Although radio is largely responsible for the exceptional success of Alka-Seltzer, which in just
four years has become the leading
product of its type in drug store
sales, and although it was due to
the demand for Alka-Seltzer by
Canadian listeners who had heard
it advertised on American stations
that its manufacturer first became
interested in the foreign market,
no immediate use of radio is
planned abroad, Mr. Wade stated,
as the distribution is as yet too incomplete to permit use of broadcoverage. casting without too much waste
Test campaigns have been started in six cities in England and in
Holland, using newspapers and
street car advertising, and a newspaper campaign has been launched
in three provinces in France, with
a similar campaign scheduled to
begin in Switzerland next JanuIn each country
the placed
AlkaSeltzerary.advertising
is being
by a local advertising agency,
which acts under the general direction of the Wade organization.
"Despite the fact that the average English family has an income
much lower than that of the average American family, nearly every
home has its radio," Mr. Wade
stated, "and just as soon as our
English distribution is complete
we expect to begin broadcasting
English programs on foreign staMAINE

USES

RADIO

IN POTATO
DRIVE
tions."
MAINE Development Commission
in a few weeks will start a spot
radio test campaign in the New
England,lanticMiddle
Atlantic,
and AtCoast states
on behalf
of
Maine potatoes. Announcements
will constitute the initial radio
campaign.
The Commission seeks to widen
the market for Maine products
and also increase their consumption. Dorrance Sullivan & Co.,
New York, has been appointed by
the State of Maine to handle the
account. Sturges Dorrance, president of the agency, will service the
account personally, and will work
directly with Everett F. Greaton,
executive secretary of the Commission; Frank P. Washburn, commissioner of agriculture; C. M. White,
chief of the markets division; Rodney Feyler, commission of sea and
shore fisheries, and other marketingthegroups
out
state.and producers throughThe Commission, in addition to
the potato campaign, plans to work
out advertising schedules for
Maine apples, sardines, live lobsters, eggs and poultry products,
blueberries, and possibly dairy
products.
• Broadcast
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WREC

VOTED

OVERWHELMING

CHOICE

LISTENERS
OF

MEMPHIS

AUTHORITATIVE

SURVEY

AND

MID-SOOTH

SHOWS

WBEC
FIRST
AMONG ALL MEMPHIS RADIO STATIONS

r

- 1935-

The people of Memphis and Mid-South have voted . . . and
overwhelmingly their choice is WREC, among ALL Memphis
Radio Stations.
WREC IS A 2 TO I FAVORITE over its nearest contemporary!
This fact is indisputable! An authoritative survey just completed
by Oliver P. Cobb & Company, Auditors and Certified Public
Accountants, of Memphis, Tennessee, has established which
Memphis Radio Station the majority of the people of Memphis
and Mid-South listen to most.
WREC Favored 2 to I— Over 2nd Station
WREC Favored 32 to I— Over 3rd Station
WREC Favored 76 to I— Over 4th Station; .
In the column to the right is the terse statement of HOW the
Radio Listeners' votes were cast. Farther-reaching, even, than
their votes, is the fact that each person voted as he felt. Consider the fact that no one could possibly have known by whom,
nor for whom, the survey was being made; that each voter mailed
his own vote direct to a special Post Office lock box, in Memphis,
to which Oliver P. Cobb, personally, held the only key. Read Mr.
Cobb's sworn statement, yourself.
Here's the composite answer of Memphis and Mid-South
Radio Listeners to the question, "Which Memphis Radio Station
Do You Listen to Most?"
WREC
64.54%
2nd Station
32.62%
3rd Station
1.99%
4th Station
85%
Call it popularity, or grit, or what you will . . . the public —
Radio listeners and advertisers — like, and loyally support a Radio
Station that does a big job in a big way. That is why Radio listeners prefer WREC . . . that is why WREC is outstanding among all
Memphis Radio Stations.
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In Victor Records, too, RCA sound engineering plays an important part!
For more than thirty years there has been a forward march
of painstaking experiment, tireless research and careful development in our sound recording laboratories. These years have produced, among other "firsts," Victor High Fidelity Records — and
phonograph-radios and electric phonographs which at last bring
precise, truthful reproduction of these records. This — climax of
sound engineering— is something never before accomplished!
Just as every move is double-checked in record manufacture, so
the other divisions of RCA work with the same year-long caution
and exactness to insure products worthy of the RCA trademark.
In addition to instruments for the reproduction of Victor Records in the home, RCA services make sound film equipment,
amplifiers and loudspeakers for public address systems. Notable
achievements in sound reproduction that have come from RCA
include the Dynamic Amplifier, which restores true volume
range to record performance and the Rotary Stabilizer, a device highly essential for high fidelity reproduction of sound
motion pictures.
RCA

is the only organization engaged in every phase of radio.

Hence RCA knows radio — knows most about sound engineering in the industry. This has given the public confidence in the
RCA

name. That's why dealers find it wise to identify themselves with RCA. They make more money.

Remember — RCA has produced more "firsts" in radio than
anyone else. For RCA has always engineered sound — just as
some day RCA will engineer sight!

RCA MANUFACTURING

CO., Inc. • RCA COMMUNICATIONS,

Inc.

NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO., Inc. • RCA INSTITUTES,
RADIOMARINE CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Inc.

RCA'S

RECORDING
include:

"FIRSTS"

First with Orthophonic recording . . .
First to sign up important artists . . .
First to use commercially flat disc talking-machine records . . . First to perfect
sound- on -film method for synchronized talking motion pictures . . . First
to demonstrate commercial practicability of home sound picture apparatus using sound-on-film system with
16 mm. standard amateur film.
First with new system of noiseless
recording for motion picture field . . .
First to recreate old records, adding
new orchestration . . . First to increase
range and more delicately shade tone
in sound motion pictures by development of High Fidelity recording.
First to use the now famous Victor
Higher Fidelity process to make phonograph records.

Listen to "The Magic Key of RCA" on NBC Blue Network every Sunday, 2 to 3 P. M„ E. S. T.
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The "Affair Vandenberg"
LITTLE credit was reflected on any participants in the "Vandenberg affair" which occupied so much front-page space during the last
fortnight. First of all, the G. 0. P. radio
staff, headed by an advertising man who
knows radio intimately, with a staff of aides
formerly employed by the networks who certainly know the rule both CBS and NBC have
always invoked against the use of transcriptions or recordings except as incidental sound
effects, would seem to have "pulled a fast
one" on CBS and on Senator Vandenberg.
CBS was not told beforehand the nature of
the program, and Senator Vandenberg, an exceedingly fair-minded man, said he had been
informed no rule or regulation would be violated.
Secondly, once having made a decision, the
executive should have stood by it instead of
altering it at the very time of the broadcast
and after having told the audience the program would not be heard. On our part, whatever the merits of the networks' self-imposed
rule, and admitting CBS had been fooled, CBS
might better have let the broadcast go on and
thereafter told the Republican radio chiefs it
could not be done again. It is idle to charge
CBS was motivated by fear of the administration in Washington; everyone in radio knows
the rule the networks have applied to themselves, ifnot to their owned and managed stations, and everyone who knows radio knows
the networks have always leaned over backward to play fair with all political parties.
After all, theirs are businesses which will
exist under any and all administrations — and
no one except ex-G. O. P. Chairman Fletcher,
in the America at the Crossroads affair, has
accused them of wilfull partisanship.
Finally, there was little credit to George H.
Payne, Republican telegraph commissioner,
when he leaped into the publicity affray with
statements inferring "deceit" in the use of
the President's voice from recordings in the
Vandenberg colloquy. For one thing, it was
not strictly an affair of Mr. Payne's, who does
not sit on the Broadcast Division but who
never lets slip by an opportunity to ride on
broadcasting's superior publicity-getting capacity by running to the press with statements on every controversy involving radio.
Senator Vandenberg himself told of Mr.
Payne in capable fashion in his second CBS
broadcast; more than that, Senator Vandenberg showed that he was the least perturbed
of all over the episode when he asserted that
as far as he was concerned the incident was
closed.
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We doubt whether the "new technique" will
be much used hereafter either on networks or
locally, though we admit there are two sides
with good arguments on both as to its merits.
At any rate, the Republicans got a tremendous publicity break for themselves — and we
rather suspect that's exactly what they wanted. As for radio itself, it will weather this
political storm as it has others quite as acute.
Any Congressional investigation will do no
more than kick radio about a little more, and
any such investigation will also prove that
radio definitely intends to maintain its status
as a non-partisan and independent medium.

A Couple
of Points
HEARINGS of greater fundamental importance to the future of broadcasting than
those of last month before the FCC Broadcast
Division ever have been held since broadcasting first began sixteen years ago.
We have said much in these columns with
respect to those hearings and suggested what
we regarded as the proper course for the FCC
Broadcast Division to take. The Division will

Music

A PUBLIC domain transcription library of
100 hours playing time is promised by the
NAB as the first phase of the campaign outlined by James W. Baldwin, managing director, designed eventually to give to radio its
own music supply, free from the restraints
of such copyright-owning groups as ASCAP.
Mr. Baldwin announces, in this issue, that
some 1,600 public domain compositions already have been verified by his Bureau of
Copyrights, and will be employed in the recording of the initial 100-hour library. NAB
member stations, naturally, must pay the bill
and the plan is to pro rate the cost among
them.
The NAB board of directors, elected by the
station membership, has approved Mr. Baldwin's project. The NAB membership itself at
the annual convention last July affirmed the
action of the board and gave Mr. Baldwin a
vote of confidence on his plan.
No one can be certain, at this stage, that
the project will work. But it certainly deserves a fair trial. NAB member stations
should cooperate in every way possible with
their trade association, since the objective is
one of their own choosing and one that may
some day place the industry in a position of
buying its music in an open market, at
competitive prices, rather than paying under
duress to copyright groups which have been
anything but fair in their dealings.
The

NO

move slowly, and properly so, before it arrives at any conclusions. It is clear at this
time that it does not propose to foster a reallocation, but that it intends to improve the
existing order through gradual evolutionary
steps. That to us appears the wisest course.
Without going into the merits of any of the
claims advanced by any of the particular
groups, we do feel that there are certain basic
points which the Division might well take into account in considering the entire broad
issue. First, we contend that, rather than proceed on the theory of licensing any appreciable number of new stations to fill gaps which
may develop, the Division should initially accommodate those stations now on the air that
are faithfully fulfilling their obligations of
public service. Part-time stations are deserving of a better lot and enterprising locals
should be graduated into regional status before a single new station application is considered, where the facts warrant.
Of no less importance is the opportunity
now presented to increase the license life of
stations from the present inequitable and unduly hazardous six-month period to the full
term of three years permitted in the law itself. This point was eloquently raised by at
least two of the witnesses at the hearings. We
believe that in devising its projected new
rules, based on the hearings, the Division
would be doing the just thing in issuing licenses for the full period the law allows.

Domain

Radio

Census

THE

FIRST government census of the broadcasting business, covering the year 1935, has
been completed by the Bureau of the Census,
as reported elsewhere in this issue. Without
attempting to analyze the results, it appears
to us that an undertaking of this kind is of
definite value. Of a somewhat different nature than the NAB business index, which has
been conducted for the last three years, it
nevertheless serves as a check and balance
for these computations.
There is the possibility that the Bureau will
undertake this census of broadcasting, as it
does for many other major industries, on a
biennial basis. The broad idea is good. However, in matters of so technical a nature discrepancies are bound to creep in, and "bugs"
obviously develop. The results of this initial
survey should be checked closely and broadcasters should feel free to advance suggestions as to how any such future undertakings
might be made more inclusive.
WRITTEN at last is the story of America's
and the world's "hams", those shortwave hobbyists who have contributed so greatly to radio's advancement in all its branches. Dedicated to the memory of the late Hiram Percy
Maxim, father of amateur radio, Two Hundred Meters and Down: The Story of Amateur Radio is now off the presses (American
Radio Relay League, Hartford, Conn., $1). Its
author is Clinton B. DeSoto, assistant secretary of the ARRL, but it is not merely a promotion piece for that organization. It tells in
thoroughly objective fashion the history of
hamdom, outlines its technical, legal, political
and social developments, and predicts the part
amateurs will play in the future, including
their probable role in television and facsimile
transmission.
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NOTES

CLAYLAND T. MORGAN, who
joined NBC as special assistant to
President Lohr Oct. 1, was guest of
honor at a dinner at the WaldorfAstoria Oct. 29 tendered by his former associates in the steamship field.
Mr. Morgan resigned as publicity
manager of the French Line to accept the NBC post.

EVERYONE in radio knows that
Lenox Riley Lohr was an Army
officer before he became general
manager of the Century of Progress; that he was picked for the
presidency of NBC on the basis of
his brilliant record as executive of
Chicago's famed and successful exposition; that he came to radio last
Jan. 1 with little or no previous
knowledge of or practical experience in the broadcasting field; that
he assumed a task, combining the
posts of president and general
manager formerly held by two
men, which is generally regarded
as the most exacting job in all radio.
But as yet few outside the NBC
executive fold know what manner
of man is this slight, dark-featured, quiet-spoken chap whom
RCA President David Sarnoff
chose to head NBC after an acquaintanceship of only short duration.
NBC's executives knew that Mr.
Sarnoff had been told by some very
important men who knew Mr.
Lohr's record and who knew his
work
is your
Few
were that
more "this
curious
aboutman".
the man
than these executives themselves,
for after all he seemed to be just
another outsider who, worse luck,
knew and confessed he knew very
little about the peculiar structure
of American broadcasting and the
important position NBC occupies
in it as the pioneer and largest
network organization.
Only 10 months have elapsed
since Mr. Lohr took over, but in
this the eleventh month NBC is
celebrating the tenth anniversary
of its founding on Nov. 15, 1926.
Since Mr. Lohr has yet to develop
the wide acquaintanceship that his
predecessor and colleagues enjoy,
Broadcasting deems it apropos
at this time to secure a composite
picture of the man, as a person,
from those who know him best.
That Mr. Lohr has already justified the faith of those responsible
for his selection, and that he is
destined to play an important role
in the future not only of NBC but
of American radio, can be stated
without qualification at the outset.
First, a short review of his
career. Born in Washington, D. C,
on Aug. 15, 1891, he attended the

BROADCASTING

schools there and was graduated
with honors from Cornell University in 1916 as a mechanical and
electrical engineer. Then he attended Claire College at Cambridge
University in England. When the
United States entered the war, he
joined the Army engineering corps
and served with distinction in action in France, winning a citation
for meritorious service and rising
to the rank of major.
Returning from France, he was
assigned by the War Department
to edit the official journal of the
Society of American Engineers,
which became known as The Military Engineer, published in Washington. He served on various federal boards and surveys and this
tour of duty lasted seven years.
When he was about to be shifted
to another military post, his personal friend and Army associate,
Gen. Charles G. Dawes, then Vice
President of the United States,
whose brother was one of the
prime movers in the plans for the
Chicago fair, persuaded him to accept its general managership.
Now something about the man
himself, gained not only from firsthand contacts but chiefly from the
men who know him best:
Rather unassuming, unpretentious in dress and deportment, the
first reaction to the man is that he
is somewhat inscrutable. When he
first came to NBC the impression
was that he would be a sort of
military martinet. As a matter of
fact, he does follow the military
formula: Issues orders, delegates
responsibility, holds subordinates
accountable for performance, backs
them to the limit, right or wrong,
publicly, but privately discusses
mistakes with them in unvarnished
terms. Nevertheless, he is far from
the military type, and no such impression remains.
His first task when he took over
was to set about "learning the
rbpes", so to speak, and setting
NBC's organizational house in
order. He cut what he regarded
were nonessentials, merged, reordered— and, what is more important, promoted deserving men and
increased their salaries. He is still
engaged in that process.
His attitude toward every problem is scientific; his approach ana-
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KARL A. BICKEL, president of Continental Radio Co., Scripps - Howard
affiliate, now vacationing in Europe
will attend the BBC television demonstration in London during the first
week in November.
RAY LEWIS has joined the sales
department of KFRC, San Francisco,
as account executive, coming from
K.IBS, that city, where for more than
two years he was announcer-salesman.
MAJ. J. T. CLEMENT, Washington
vice president of RCA Mfg. Co., on
Oct. 20 was honored by the Italian
government by being named a Knight
of the Royal Order of the Crown of
Italy. Maj. Clement, a former regulartions
Armyfromofficer,
also holds
decorathe French
and Chinese
governments.
WARD INGRIM, on the sales staff
of KFRC in San Francisco since
July, 1935, has been appointed sales
manager, succeeding Henry M. Jackson, named CBS San Francisco sales
manager. Before joining KFRC, Ingram was with K.IBS, San Francisco.
ED CUNNIFF, formerly of WORK,
Rockford, 111., and recently in the
representative field in Chicago, has
joined rector
KMA.
Shenandoah, la., as diof merchandising.
MARSHALL PENGRA, formerly
with KSLM, Salem, Ore., in midOctober joined KRNR, Roseburg,
Ore. as commercial manager.
DAVID McCOSKER. formerly on
the sales staff of KFI - KECA, Los
Angeles, in October joined the sales
department of KFWB, Hollywood.
ARCH SHAWD, manager of CKLW,
Windsor-Detroit, resigned in October.
lytical and logical. There was some
belief that he lacked an appreciation of the human equation which
is so important to radio, where
rules and practices today may be
obsolete tomorrow. His colleagues
found him earnest but with charm
and humor and friendliness in approach and conversation. His attitude was entirely sympathetic; he
soon disabused everyone of the
idea that he was there to force a
cleanout and enforce a military
regimen. He made haste slowly,
while learning always — and it was
not until mid-year that he began
rendering decisions on the basis of
knowledge and advice.
At the moment, client relations
and station relations are a chief
concern. While NBC is still in a
state of flux with respect to its station relations, particularly the upbuilding of the Blue Network, the
fact that new contracts are being
signed with most of NBC's affiliates, that an amicable and mutually satisfactory agreement was
reached by Mr. Lohr personally
with Powel Crosley and WLW, and
that NBC's business is decidedly
on the upturn has been pleasing
all around.
Recalling that in ten months he
has been obliged to learn a business that probably packs more
headaches to the hour than any
other, it is the opinion of those in
a position to judge that he has
performed a remarkable job of absorption and digestion. His associates are most pleased because he
seldom
moves without obtaining

R. B. MARTIN, manager of KFAB
and KFOR, Lincoln, Neb., has been
named official football announcer for
the University of Nebraska. Martin
handled the microphone at the Minnesota game in Minneapolis for KFAB
and KOIL, and university authorities
were so well pleased with account of
the game that they appointed him to
his new post. Nebraska permits broadcasts
of games
outs",only
but all
stationswhich
which arepick"sellup
the
games
will
now
have
to take them
from Martin.
ELMER HANSON has been promoted to sales manager of KFJM, University of North Dakota station at
Grand Forks, which sells time, replacing A. H. Flaten, who on Nov. 5
joins the new KDAL, Duluth, in the
same capacity. Bill Wallace, formerly
of the old KGFK, Moorhead, Minn.,
moved to Duluth as KDAL, will join
the Duluth station's sales staff.
OSCAR REICHENBACH, formerly
associate editor of Western Advertising, but more recently with Western
Furniture Retailing, on Oct. 20 was
appointed sales promotion manager
for CBS in California with headquarters in San Francisco. The appointment was announced in Hollywood by Donald Thornburgh, vicepresident in charge of CBS Coast
activities.
DICK STANNARD, sales promotion
manager of KFWB, Hollywood, and
previously in the same position at
KHJ, resigned Oct. 20.
JEAN ARMAND late in October
joined the administrative staff of
KFWB, Hollywood, for special exploitation duties.
AL PRICE, formerly with the Los
Angeles Examiner, and J. A. Stewart,
formerly with the Mayers Co., agency, have joined the sales staff of
KECA, Los Angeles.
ERNEST BAGGE became affiliated
with the sales staff of KHJ, Los Angeles, the last week of October. He
had previously been in charge of
Hills.
agency contacts for KMPC, Beverly
CLAIR HEYER, sales manager of
W9XBY, Kansas City, is the father
of a baby girl born recently.
information and suggestions from
those who know the various problems best. He has won loyalty
along with respect, and the esprit
est today.within NBC is at its highde corps
He is an indefatigable worker,
and frequently will be found at
his desk far into the night. Often
he will be found in the byways of
the labyrinths of Radio City, consulting unobtrusively with clients,
agency men, production men, engineers and even page boys. Few
have seen him relaxed, but he
finds relaxation in a change of occupation. Outside of business hours
he likes to tinker around the estate he recently purchased at Tarrytown, collects stamps, coins, butterflies and antique playing cards
(his playing card collection is one
of the largest in the country),
likes to experiment with electronic
devices, sometimes goes in for
amateur magic and occasionally
hunts and fishes.
Mrs. Lohr, the former Florence
Josephine Wimsatt of Washington,
is a graduate psychiatrist of Johns
Hopkins University. They have
five children, three girls and two
boys,
thea eldest
a Catholic and
member10.ofHetheis American
Society of Civil Engineers, Washington Academy of Science, Phi
Sigma Sigma, Scabbard & Blade,
Cherry Circle Club and National
Press Club. He is the author of
many technical papers in his engineering fields and he sits on the
board of Chicago Museum of Science and Industry.
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Of Sporting News Award
HARRY HARTMAN, sports announcer of WCPO, Cincinnati, in ,
a contest sponsored by Sporting
News, St. Louis, was adjudged the
most popular baseball announcer
in a major league city. Harry
Johnson, of KFAB, Lincoln, Neb.,
was declared the most popular announcer outside of the major
league districts. Each received engraved cups. Arch McDonald,
WJSV, Washington, was runnerup to Mr. Hartman.
Votes polled by each contestant
follow : Major league — Harry
Hartman, WCPO, 41,715; Arch
McDonald, 37,305; France Laux,
KMOX, St. Louis, 24,545; Fred
Hoey, WNAC, Boston, 16,475; Hal
Totten, WENR-WMAQ, Chicago,
8,665; Red Barber, WSAI, Cincinnati, 4,550.
Non-major league cities — Harry
Johnson, KFAB, 11,030; Bob Bingham, WWNC, Asheville, N. C,
9,970; Vic Diehm, WAZL, Hazleton, Pa., 6,425; Dutch Reagan,
WHO, Des Moines, 4,710; Roger
Baker, WGR-WKBW, Buffalo,
3,430; Fay
marck, N. D.,Brown,
1,490. KFYR, Bis-

FRANKIE
BASCH,Starr,
radioes
firstpaper
sobsister, and Martin
trade
writer, have joined WMCA, New
York, and Inter-City Group as roving
reporters to be heard at odd times of
the day. W. H. Campbell, free lance
radio writer, has joined the WMCA
production staff.
SYLVIA PRESS, for six months on
the press staff of WINS, New York,
has been named to succeed Charles
Riley, resigned.
DENMAN ARNOLD, formerly sales
promotion manager of WADC, Akron,
Ohio, has joined WIRE, Indianapolis,
as publicity director.
LEE BLAND, formerly of WOSU,
Columbus, and WCMI, Ashland, Ken.,
has joined the continuity staff of
WKRC, Cincinnati.
BILL ROBBINS, formerly of
WOWO and WGL, Fort Wayne, has
joined WKRC, Cincinnati, as an announcer.
MYRON

J. BENNETT, veteran announcer, is conducting a radio course
at North Dakota University, with 22
students enrolled for the study of station administration. Bennett recently
addressed the Northern Interscholastic Press Association meeting in
Grand Forks, speaking from the studios. He has been appointed program
director of KFJM, Grand Forks,
N. D. Gleason Kistler, chief announcer, has been promoted to studio
manager.
RICHARD SCHEIDERKER, formerly publicity manager of Price
Theatres, Hannibal, Mo., has joined
the commercial continuity department
of W9XBY, Kansas City.
BOB MOON has rejoined the announcing staff of KFOR, Lincoln,
Neb., replacing Jim Eells, who has
left for the West Coast.
KATHLEEN GOLDSMITH, executive director of the Radio Institute
of Audible Arts, conducted by Edward Bernays for Philco Radio &
Television Corp., but recently discontinued, has opened her own publicity
office at 2109 Broadway, New York
City.
MARK SMITH, formerly announcing
at KFAC, Los Angeles, in October
joined the announcing staff of KHJ,
Los Angeles. Don McBain, newcomer
to radio, became a remote control announcer.
TOMMY HARRIS, formerly of Dallas stations, has joined KGFJ, Los
Angeles, as staff announcer.
HOLLYWOOD offices of Consolidated
Radio Artists Inc., New York, were
opened in the Equitable Bldg. in October with Phil Jacks, formerly of
Pittsburgh, as manager, and Cliff
Webster, for years business representative of Musicians Local 47, Los
Angeles, as associate manager.
L. SCOTT PERKINS, onetime NBC
producer in San Francisco, in October
joined the ranks of free-lance transcription producers with Bird Brains,
series of 15-minute programs in comedy vein. Recordings Inc., handled
technical work in Hollywood.
FRED GRAHAM, formerly with
KOA, Denver, on Oct. 15 joined the
announcing staff of KHJ, Los Angeles.
CHARLES BENSON, formerly with
KFI, Los Angeles, and later chief
announcer at KMTR, Hollywood, has
joined the announcing staff of KHJ,
Los Angeles.
JACK JOY, for several years program and musical director for KFWB,
Hollywood, resigned late in October
and Leon Leonardi, former New York
orchestra leader, succeeded him in the
musical directorship. A separate position will be created for production
activities.
Page
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NOISEPROOF NEWSROOM— WOAI, San Antonio, has its newsroom
soundproofed, using insulated walls and cork bases set on rubber-insulated blocks for table bases. A system of lights with a high-frequency
buzzer has replaced the usual bells. Standing in the photo is Ken McClure, news chief, with Victor Craze, night editor, at the simplex.
NORMAN H. BRINSLEY, formerly
of the Rockford Morning Star, has
been named publicity and promotion
director of WROK, Rockford, 111. He
will continue as radio editor of the
Horning Star and Register-Republic.
MITCHELL BENSON, announcer of
WOR, Newark, has been placed in
charge of the announcing and production staffs. Roger Lyons, formerly of
WAAT, Jersey City, has joined the
announcing staff.
GERALD LITTLE, English instructor of the University of Alabama,
Gene Edwards, former free lance announcer, and Ted Woodard, who has
announced on a number of Southern
stations, compose the microphone staff
of the new WJRD, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
CRANSTON CHAMBERLAIN has
been added to the continuity staff of
KFRC, San Francisco.
EDWARD CODEL, recent University
of Minnesota graduate, has been appoined publicity director of WBAL,
Baltimore. Before assuming his new
post Oct. 26, he was married Oct. 24
to Miss Roslyn Segal, of Winnipeg.
DONALD DOUGLAS, recently of
KOMA, Oklahoma City, has joined
the announcing staff of KOIN, Portland, Ore. He succeeds Billy Sandorford who has left KOIN to take over
head announcing duties at KAST,
Astoria, Ore.
IVAN JONES, announcer of KOIN,
Portland, Ore., is the father of a baby
girl born Oct. 9, their third child.
DAVE STOLLERY, producer at
KFAC, Los Angeles, early in Nov.
was recuperating from an appendicitis operation at the California Hospital.
BEVERLY LATHAM has been appointed production manager of KFWB,
Hollywood. He had been a continuity
and production man for NBC in Chicago.
MARGUERITE VESSEL, newcomer
to radio, joined the script department
of KHJ, Los Angeles, the last week
in October.
GLEN

MORRIS, 1936 Olympic decathlon hero, on Oct. 14 joined the
NBC special events and news division in New York to assist in sports
broadcasts.
ROBERT BLAKESLY, Gordon Ray
and Horace Walker, radio actors, have
been added to the production staff of
the Affiliated Broadcasting Co., Chicago.
RAY SUBER, formerly on the KOIL
announcing staff in Omaha, has
joined the affiliated KFAB - KFOR
staff at Lincoln.
FRAN STEELE, producer at the
Omaha studios of KOIL-KFAB, on
Oct. 18 announced his marriage to
Miss Ruth Inman, of Wheaton, 111.
The marriage took place at Waukegan, 111., on April 7, 1936.
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EDWIN REYNOLDS, CBS sales
promotion - copywriter, was married
Oct. 3 to Miss Charlotte Fairchild, in
Dedham, Mass.
DON THOMPSON, NBC special
events producer in San Francisco, described the Stanford - U.S.C. football
game highlights for Fox - Movietone
News on Oct. 24, for the newsreel
shots of the event.
VANCE McCUNE has joined the
NBC Chicago production staff.
THOMSON BARTLETT, announcer
of WBBM, Chicago, spent the last
week in October commuting between
Chicago and Milwaukee, where he
served as master of ceremonies for the
Milwaukee Industrial Exposition.
WALLY WARREN, manager of
KOIL's Council Bluffs studios, addressed adistrict meeting of the Junior Chamber of Commerce in Glenwood, his old home town.
NBC Stamp Club
THE NBC Stamp Club will sponsor a cachet for stamp collectors
in celebration of the NBC tenth
anniversary Nov. 15. All orders
for this special cachet must be received by the NBC Stamp Club,
Cachet Manager, 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York City, not later
than noon, Nov. 14, in order that
the envelope may be mailed Nov.
15, the date of the anniversary.
All orders must be accompanied by
standard letter-size envelope, selfaddressed and bearing proper return postage. Address and postage
must occupy only right half of envelope, leaving left half free for
the cachet imprint. The NBC
Stamp Club, organized last spring
by NBC employes and corporations
associated with it, is a member of
the National Federation of Stamp
Clubs and of the Associated Business Stamp Clubs of New York.
ABC Music Economy
AS AN ECONOMY measure the
Affiliated Broadcasting Company,
midwestern regional network, gave
four weeks' notice to the union
musicians employed at its Chicago
headquarters and effective Oct. 24
began originating all musical programs from network studios in
Hammond, Ind., where union wages
are on a considerably lower scaje
and where union regulations are
much less stringent. The network
is keeping an announcer and production man in Hammond to produce all musical programs, which
are handled as remote pickups, being piped through WWAE, Hammond, by direct wire to the ABC
Chicago control room and thence
out to member stations.
BROADCASTING

CBS

Hartman

Board

Winner

Is Appointed

For Award to Amateurs
CBS has named a board of five
noted men to select each year the
individual who, through amateur
radio, has contributed most to the
American people, either in research, technical development or
operating achievement, William S.
Paley, CBS president, announced
Oct. 17. Members of the board are
Rear Admiral Cary T. Grayson,
chairman of the American Red
Cross; C. P. Edwards, director of
radio for the Canadian Department of Marine; Anning S. Prall,
chairman of the FCC; J. H. Dellinger, chief of the radio section
of the Bureau of Standards, and
A. E. Kennelly, professor emeritus
of electrical
engineering at Harvard University.
Decision to pay tribute to outstanding amateurs was announced
on Sept. 6 by CBS at the National
Amateur Radio Show held in conjunction with the American Radio
Relay
League's
Central Division
Convention at Chicago.
Mr. Paley at that time named
the American Radio Relay League,
official organization of this country's amateur radio operators, as
permanent custodian of the award.
Grove Heads Ayer Music
GEORGE GROVE, former American Opera star, and recipient of
several musical scholarships, has
been appointed musical director of
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., New York,
succeeding Deems Taylor, now
with CBS. For the last six years
Mr. Grove has been working on
radio production and screensynchronization. He will be principally concerned with the CBS Ford
Sunday
Evening Hour and the
Party.
NBC Sealtest Saturday Night
WITH the recent purchase of CHWC,
Regina,
Sask.,
the operates
Regina LeaderPost
which
ownsby and
CKCK
in the same city, the two stations
have been merged and are now opering as CKCK. The stations formerly
shared the 1010 kc. channel, which
is a U. S.-Canadian regional, each
using 500 watts.
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Lohr

on

500

kw.

(Continued from page 27)
that it would result in greater
service to the people. He added he
felt that the Commission must not
only consider individual cases but
public service as a whole.
Commissioner Stewart raised
the questions he had asked previously during the hearing regarding segregation of 500 kw. stations. He asked Maj. Lohr whether
he believed it advisable to limit the
number of superpower stations
under individual control and Maj.
Lohr responded that each application should be considered upon its
individual merits, in his opinion.
Asked whether it would be advisable to limit the number of superpower stations carrying the same
programs, Maj. Lohr said that
there were engineering considerations involved, such as overlapping, coverage and strength of
signal along with mileage separation. Here again, he said, the FCC
will have to consider the individual
cases.
The final Stewart question as to
whether 500 kw. stations should
be expected to originate their own
programs independent of the networks was answered by Maj. Lohr
in the negative.
Westinghouse Explains
SYNCHRONIZATION
of synchronization experiments conducted by Westinghouse with WBZ, Boston, and
WBZA, Springfield, on the 990 kc.
clear channel were explained in a
statement filed with the FCC by
Ralph M. Harmon, Westinghouse
engineer.
Considerable additional service
is obtained by the operation of
WBZA with 1,000 watts in synchronism with WBZ, using 50,000
watts, Mr. Harmon said, adding
that the area of good daytime service is almost identical with what
would be obtained if the stations
operated on adjacent channel frequencies. At night, because of the
increased sky wave transmission,
WBZA's primary service area is
somewhat restricted. The converse
effect, namely, restriction of
WBZ's primary night service
area
by WBZA's
does
not occur
because sky
1 kw.signal,
at WBZA
produces only one-seventh the signal strength produced by 50 kw.
at WBZ, said Mr. Harmon. He
added :
"Aside from the technical considerations involved in the usefulness of the electrical fields produced at the receiver, there are
certain restrictions imposed on the
program service which can be rendered by a group of synchronized
stations. It is fundamentally necessary that all stations in the
group carry the same programs
all the time that there is overlapping of coverage if any appreciable gain in service is to be rendered by them. Such a requirement
naturally materially reduces the
usefulness of synchronized stations
with respect to individual programs. What one takes all take,
and a synchronized station is apt
to lose local identity. In many instances at least some of the stations on a synchronized network of
necessity would take programs
which are designed for other specific areas having interests which
are not identical with other local
interests."

JOLLIFFE
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AGAINST

DRAWING upon
a half - dozen
years of experience as chief engineer of the FCC
and its predecessor Radio Commission, Dr. C. B.
Jolliffe, engineer
in charge of the
RCA Frequency
Dr. Jolliffe
Bureau, New
York, in appearing before the
Broadcast Division Oct. 15, made
a strong plea against any "radical or sensational
the
broadcast
structure.changes"
He askedin that
changes in allocation or reallocation of frequencies to stations proceed on the basis of evolution and
experimentation.
In a lengthy presentation covering all phases of broadcast operation, Dr. Jolliffe went on record in
opposition to reduction of the number of clear channels; in favor of
superpower; against duplication
on clear channels; in favor of increases on regional and local channels where feasible technically;
against indiscriminate use of directional antennas; against the
theory that synchronization is a
"cure-all"; and in favor of commercial use of the ultra-high or
"apex" frequencies for local broadcasting.
Need of Clear Channels

RESULTS

Page

PLEADS

AFTER discussing the existing
allocations worked out in 1928,
Dr. Jolliffe said that some 40,000,000 people live outside the primary service area of stations, and
without clear channel service
would be without any type of
radio reception. The experience
since 1928, he said, shows that this
type of station is the only one
capable of giving a reasonably
satisfactory service to rural communities. And the FCC clear channel study, he brought out, is an
additional piece of evidence to bear
out this view. No technical development has been made since 1928
to reduce the necessity for clear
channels, he declared, and there
are no such developments in the
laboratory.
As for high power, Dr. Jolliffe
said that on clear channel stations it will increase the average
level of the signal received. Consequently, he said, it is logical and
desirable to permit the use of
adequate power by all stations on
clear channels.
He said:
"What the upper limit of this
power is we do not know; certainly not 50 kw., and probablv
not 500 kw. Developments will
demonstrate what is engineeringly
practicable and feasible. Duplicate
assignments should not be made
on these channels even though
they may appear technically possible. Certainly such assignments
will impede progress and limit future use of all developments to
provide better service to the rural
population. It is a sure method of
stopping
progress."
Dr. Jolliffe
said the number of
clear channels now actually clear
and used as clear channels is "the
minimum which can give adequate
service to rural communities scattered over the vast area of the
United States." On the mooted
question of "duplication" of chain
programs, he said it is highly desirable that the listener have avail-
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able the same program on several
widely distributed stations because
daily and seasonal differences in
the long distance transmission of
radio waves makes impossible contion. stant reception from a single staRegional Power Boosts
ON THE question of maximum
power on regional or local stations, Dr. Jolliffe said the FCC
must take into account the interference which must be overriden.
Increasing the power five times on
a regional, he declared, would increase the signal strength from 5
millivolts to 11 millivolts in urban
areas, which, he added, would not
result in any better service, but
would simply increase the strength
of the interference in the area
outside the good service area and
make it more objectionable. Moreover, he said, each frequency must
be considered with reference not
only to stations on that frequency
but also on adjacent frequencies.
The number of stations on a
duplicated channel, said Dr. Jolliffe, must be based on the type of
service which the station is intended to render. If a station is permitted on a regional or local channel with less geographical separation than is at present maintained,
it will reduce the service of the existing stations, he pointed out.
Directional antennas were declared by the former chief engineer
as useful but not the solution of
all allocation problems. How far
they can enter into the allocation
problem, he said, is a question of
policy and economics. "From an engineering standpoint it is not a
wise policy to permit the installation of a station using a directional antenna to protect other
stations on the same channel and
at the same time receive interference from those other stations inside the area which it is primarily
designed to serve," he said. This,
he added, results in severe criticism from listeners and is not good
engineering practice.
Declaringstallations
that
should bedirectional
considered inin
each individual case, Dr. Jolliffe
said that synchronization falls into the same category. Each application must be studied and the best
solution arrived at in the public
interest.
Ultra-High Frequencies
DISCUSSING ultra-high frequency
broadcasting in the bands between
6,000 and 20,000 kc, Dr. Jolliffe
said they give long distance service but cannot replace the service
of clear channels. If all of the
frequencies in this range were
made available to broadcasting in
this country there still would not
be enough frequency space to provide a full and complete competitive service to rural communities,
he said.
Advocating use of these channels
commercially, Dr. Jolliffe declared
these frequencies are capable of
giving a better and more satisfactory service to a local area than
are the standard broadcast frequencies. "Signals from stations
operating on these frequencies,"
he said, "are steady, substantially
free of interference and capable of
giving
high-fidelity
service. If
BROADCASTING

your Commission will authorize the
commercial use by broadcasters of
an adequate band of frequencies
above 30,000 kc, you will take a
step toward the eventual reduction in the congestion in the standard broadcast band. Receiving sets
for these frequencies will come into use when frequency allocations
are stabilized and local service will
be Ingreatly
improved."
conclusion,
Dr. Jolliffe summarized his testimony with eight
specific suggestions, as follows:
1. Specify by regulation standard of
service
"free
interference"'
on basis
of output
of of
receiving
set.
2. Specify by regulation a "typical
receiving set" including all factors
which influence the output of this receiver.
3. Specify propagation curves to be
used in allocation problems to relate
field intensities to output of transmitting stations.
4. Classify by regulation each frequency on which duplicated operation
is permitted on the basis of a protected primary service area in which
a station is entitled to reception "free
of interference" permitting use of
sufficient power to provide field intensity sufficient to
to the
overcome
made interference
limit of manthis
area.
5. Provide clear channels without
limit of power in order to give the
best possible secondary service to
persons outside primary service area
of stations specifying standards of
protection for primary service area.
6. tion
Settables
up which
mileage-frequency
separa-of
relate all factors
standards of service, receiving sets
and propagation for each classification
of stations and for all frequencies
capable of producing interference.
7. Specify basis on which standards
can be replaced by field observations
of existing conditions.
8. Make application of devices such
as directional antennas, synchronization, etc., only if such application
results in improved service in areas
without adequate service and where it
is possible to give complete service to
the population of the area, specifying
standards of service and all conditions
at time of such grant.
Cross-examination
"DATA have been submitted which
can be used to set up and measure
all these factors," Dr. Jolliffe asserted. "If these data are not sufficient to meet your need and you
believe that more data are required, the problem is so important
to the American public that the
data necessary must be obtained
bef ore you make decisions that will
change the fundamentals of allocation. Technical facts are known
now or can be measured; they
should be applied accurately and
Under cross - examination, Dr.
at all times."
Jolliffe
declared that he felt there
should be flexibility in broadcast
regulation and that it should be
applied in an evolutionary manner.
Asked by Chief Engineer Craven
regarding possible interference conditions through the use of superpower,
Dr. Jolliffe
said that
within the North
American
Continent
there are possible complications
but that outside the continental
limits he did not see any serious international controversies. He
brought out that at the Madrid
Conference in 1932 the question of
high
power in
NorthnotAmerica
considered.
It was
believed was
by
the engineers present at that time
that there would be anv interference internationally with 500 kw.,
he said.
Dealing specifically with possible
European interference, Dr. Jolliffe
• Broadcast
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said he did not believe that with
300,0 00 watts
or even greater
power there would be any serious
situations develop in the two most
populous areas of the world — the
United States and Europe. As for
South America,
Dr. Jolliffe said
there might be the possibility of
boverage by superpower stations
n this country over the rather
iparsely settled areas of South
merica but without serious intererence. In the portions farther
way, he said there might develop
cute situations
which possibly
ould require changes in frequency
[assignments there.
One case in point mentioned by
pr. Jolliffe was the situation of
WSM, Nashville 50,000-watter. He
said that during his last trip to
Europe he was asked about WSM's
coverage and facilities but that it
developed that the station does not
lay down a sufficient signal in
Europe to be measured but it does
in Rio De Janeiro.
Asked by Comdr. Craven whether 500 kw. stations should be expected to render nationwide coverage, Dr. Jolliffe said that such stations could not possibly serve the
Entire country but they should
do a bigger job than simply serving the contiguous areas. Duplication on clear channels, he said,
would be in the nature of stopping
progress. Every tendency we know
about today on clear channel duplication, he said, reduces service.
This he termed the main objection
to duplication. He added that any
action which would tend to limit
power would impede progress.
Telegraph Commissioner Stewart
asked Dr. Jolliffe regarding his
views on duplication of programs,
and Dr. Jolliffe said it was impos-

sible to state now whether there
would be any greater degree of
chain duplication through increased
power since factors such as location of the stations would have to
be taken into account.
Telephone Commissioner Thad H.
Brown raised the question of the
WGY-KGO duplicated operation on
a clear channel. Dr. Jolliffe said
that his recollection was that KGO
has a very limited service on the
coast while the secondary coverage
of WGY in the east is also severely
limited.
Flexible
URGED

their efforts, he said. Using as his
thesis the argument that the rigidity of the past in allocations
must be supplanted by the flexibility of the future, Mr. Sutton
said the Davis Amendment, repealed several months ago, made
for rigidity. With its elimination,
he said, it is possible to apply factors in allocations which will not
be mathematical and which will
coincide more closely with the economic and social needs of the
listeners.
Opposes "Consent" Procedure
MR. SUTTON criticized the procedure whereby dominant stations on
clear channels are in position to
give "consent" to the operation of
other stations on their channels.
On many of the clear channels, he
said, uneconomical use has been
made of them, as witness the fact
that several stations are not yet
using 50 kw.
"Unless there is proper balance
between the service functions of

Allocations
BY

SUTTON

APPEARING for a group of regional, local, daytime and limited
time stations, George O. Sutton,
Washington attorney, presented a
detailed statement Oct. 19 in
which he made a plea for a flexible
broadcasting structure. The essence of his testimony was that
500 kw. stations be not permitted,
that there be duplication on certain clear channels in the discretion of the FCC, and that local,
regional, limited time and daytime
stations be accommodated with
improved assignments or increased
facilities in any such gradual revision of the spectrum.
Mr. Sutton, himself a member
of the former Radio Commission
engineering staff at the time of
the 1928 allocations, recounted the
steps which led to the allocations
of that year. He pointed to its
shortcomings, declaring that even
then there was a school of thought
opposed to 40 clear channels. However, they were unsuccessful in
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radio and sound engineering," he
said, "we cannot hope to develop
a basis of allocation which will be
fair and equitable to all groups requiringregional
radio service."
As for
station allocations. Mr. Sutton argued that an
insufficient number of frequencies
was provided due largely to the
allocations for clear channel service; that regional stations were allocated to frequencies on the basis
of the same maximum power regardless of the areas which they
were supposed to cover; and that
the maximum nighttime power established for the stations was 1,000
watts, with a large number authorized to use less power.
The effect of this has been, he
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said, that certain regional stations
have been unable adequately to
cover their normal area of service
and are still unable to do so; that
extreme congestion has resulted on
certain regional frequencies with
no provision for adequate mileage
separations; that stations on these
crowded frequencies have not been
properly equalized as to distribution; that due to the rigidity of
the limitation of nighttime power
to 1,000 watts, many stations at
present cannot meet the needs of
their listeners; and that many
areas which were not provided
with adequate service in 1928 were
forced to content themselves with
daytime or part-time stations.
Local Channel Congestion
DISCUSSING local stations, Mr.
Sutton said that the effect of providing too many clear channels
has made the local station situation even worse. In the case of
locals, he said, only six channels
are provided for their use, with
the congestion such that in some
sections stations are separated by
only 50 miles on the same frequency.
Mr. Sutton said that it is possible to rectify certain of these
deficiencies. Repeal of the Davis
Amendment provided the potentiality of introducing an increasing
degree of flexibility in the broadcasting structure, he said, with resulting improvement of service.
Improvement of operation of transmitters making possible the reduction of frequency tolerance from
500 to 50 cycles and the greater
importance of directional antennas,
he said, have provided a means of
utilizing frequencies in a manner
not contemplated in the original
regulations.
Mr. Sutton advocated a farreaching program of research and
development in connection with allocations. Declaring that this
would take a long time, he said
that a start could be made by development of sufficiently flexible
regulations to enable a sound consideration of the economic and social factor in allocations in individual cases; the setting up of
procedure in determining the needs
of service which will allow adequate and scientific consideration
of the social and economic factor
in hearings and assignments on
specific cases, and the following of
the principle that a station wherever possible shall be given the
opportunity to cover adequately
the entire area or territory which
constitutes its logical zone of influence economically and socially.
He recommended two classes of
channels: 1. The unrestricted service frequencies, or one dominant
station on a channel, and 2. the restricted service frequencies, which
would be the existing local and regional classifications. In the latter,
there could be a number of subgroups based on the character of
listener service needs.
No National Need
ON CLEAR CHANNELS, Mr.
Sutton said, there is no need of
covering the entire nation with
one station at nighttime, even if
it were possible to do so. In the
daytime, he said, it is entirely out
of the question. He said that this
is on the assumption that the networks do the national coverage
job. "Networks," he said, "are
probably the only means of securing sufficiently intensive coverage
of a nation to adequately render
Page
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NEW economic note was injected into the hearings on Oct. 16
by Hearst Radio Inc., which made
a plea for consideration of market
values with relation to stations
rather than hard and fast engineering theories. Through Emile
J. Gough, vice president of Hearst
Radio, and L. J. McCarthy, director of marketing of Hearst Magazines Inc., an elaborate presentation was placed in the record.
Mr. Gough made it clear at the
outset that Hearst Radio does not
appear at the hearings in favor of
any class of station or service;
that the 10 stations comprising
Hearst Radio embrace all classes
of transmitters as at present defined at widely scattered locations
through the country, and that
though Hearst Radio is one of the
varied Hearst interests, it is operated independently and strictly as
a broadcasting business. He said:
"The purpose of Hearst Radio
in appearing before this Commission is to present certain information, principally in the economic
field, which we believe will be of
assistance in the determination of
fundamental policy regarding the
allocation of broadcasting facilities in the public interest." He explained further that originally he
had planned to have J. C. McNary,
Hearst consulting radio engineer,
present engineering testimony,
but decided that anything he
might say would be repetitious of
technical testimony already presented.
Market Factors
MR. GOUGH discussed in detail
various economic and market factors which should be taken into account by the FCC in consideration
of policy as to broadcast regulation. He emphasized, however,
that Hearst Radio is not opposed
to any technical change of procedure or regulations which will
result in improved listener service.
It merely requests that such
changes as may be contemplated
this service to all listeners."
On this score, he argued that
the present number of clear channels is not essential. Therefore,
he advocated that the FCC permit
duplication on as many clear channels with or without directional
antennas as may be required to
bring about the fullest use of such
channels in the public interest.
Mr. Sutton summarized by emphasizing three points: 1 — That a
large measure of flexibility should
be introduced in broadcast allocations to fit more closely the listener needs; 2 — the extreme need
of maintaining a balance by the
various types of service necessary
to a fulfillment of * the public interest, and 3 — that the approach
should be evolutionary on the
whole problem of allocation.
Under cross-examination by
Chief Engineer Craven, Mr. Sutton declared that in the case of
superpower it might not be the
wise thing from the economic or
social point of view to use it even
though it may be feasible technically. Using an analogy, he said
that science developed the magnifying glass as a means of aiding
deficient eyesight but that "500,000
power telescopes are not used for
correcting eye deficiency or carrying a theory to its extreme."
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be studied most carefully from
the economic standpoint and that
technical developments be fitted to
and be made the servant of social
and economic needs to the end of
further
terest. progress in the listener inHis recommendations were as
follows :
1. Radio
regulation
be conceived in terms
of radioshould
families
and
not ent
of andtotal
population
if "fair,
equitable
distribution
of efficiradio
service"
is
to
be
made
among
the
several states.
2. Potentiality of securing sufficient
advertising revenues to enable continued operation in the public interest must be considered as one fundamental factor in broadcasting regulation and in the allocation of facilities.
3. The most practical means of recognizing this principle seems to be the
location of stations in markets of general interest to advertisers and the
guaranteeing of stations so located of
adequate coverage in the market to
enable them to be of economic and
social value.
4. In order to safeguard such coverage, the signal of the station located
in the market should compare favorably in its logical service area with
that of any competing station of a
like or comparable class delivering a
signal in the territory in question.
Though complete attainment of this
goal is probably impossible, it should
be followed as far as is technically
feasible.
5. If there is any question of adequacy of coverage, it should be made
to exceed rather than fall short of
the market limits, though not to an
unreasonable degree.
6. Standards should be imposed, as
far as is practicable, which will ensure the possession of the requisite
working capital and skill to make
possible initial program service and
technical operation of more than
marginal quality, thus ensuring constructive future development in the
public interest.
7. When once it is established by
careful economic analysis that a community possesses as many stations of
proper class and kind as the community can reasonably be expected to
support, then the potentiality of advertising of these stations should be
safeguarded by protection from unreasonable further increases in facilities and consequent ruinous competition.
S. Enough healthy and constructive
competition should be fostered by
every legitimate means to maintain
vitality of service and incentive for
further development and improvement
thereof.
Under cross - examination by
Chief Engineer Craven, Mr. Gough
declared that Hearst Radio is not
a subsidiary of the Hearst newspapers. He added that he did not
believe the development of radio
would adversely affect other advertising media such as newspapers. He said he was in agreement
with the policies of the FCC for
"evolutionary changes" in allocations.
Market Chief's Data
AN ELABORATE presentation on
the economic side, which encompassed a description of the comprehensive trading area studies of
the Hearst organization, was also
made Oct. 16 by J. L. McCarthy,
director of marketing of Hearst
Magazines Inc.
Mr. McCarthy placed in the record typical trading area studies of
his organization, including the
various factors covering standards
of living, buying power, population, rates and other considerations
that are taken into account by adBROADCASTING

He brought out that 22 basic<
space.
factors
are averaged to arrive at f
the buying power index of these)
areas, covering 626 markets. Curve; ,
on the correlation of radio families i
with retail sales also were intro-,
duced and Mr. McCarthy emphasized that they coincided almost
exactly.
Another correlation]
worked out by Hearst was that of
retail drug sales in relation to the
buying power index.
In the case of the former, Mr.
McCarthy brought out, for example, that New York radio families exceed population by 2.8 %
while the buying power exceeds
radio families by 1.5%. New York
drug sales fall below the buying
power index by 2.87c while retail
drug sales exceed population by
1.7%. Thus, he brought out, drug
sales do not follow population
closely, and the relationship of ra-<
dio families is closer to the buying
power index than are drug sales.
Mr. McCarthy's presentation
was designed to show that distribution of radio families does follow and will continue to follow the
distribution of buying power.
CBS
OF

Analysis

RURAL

LISTENING

THE
CASE in
chief for CBS
was presented
Oct. 16, with the
basic arguments
presented by Dr.
Frank N. Stanton,search
market
expertreof
the network, and
by

William

B.

and allocations engineer. Harry C. !
Mr. Stanton
research
Lodge, Washington
Butcher,
vice
president
for CBS, introduced Dr. Stanton
and explained that the effort of
CBS was to present data which
would be helpful to the FCC in its
consideration of new policies governing broadcast allocations. Dr.
Stanton presented charts and ex- ;
hibits prepared by the CBS market research department. These
covered principally a survey by
the network of rural Pennsylvania f
reception.
The first chart disclosed that the
CBS study included 12,000 questionnaires sent out to rural Pennsylvania residents, from whom
1,200 replies were received during
the initial 10 days. Results were
similar to those procured by the
FCC in its rural allocation survey
for Pennsylvania. The FCC study
showed that 82.5% of the listeners
in that area preferred clear channel stations, 14.8% regionals and
2.7% locals. The CBS survey
showed 86.6%, 12.3% and 1.1%,.
respectively.
The Program's the Thing
DR. STANTON described at length
the type of questionnaire used and
the samples of returns received.
Substantiating the belief that programs rather than signal strength
are the important factor in listening exhibits, Dr. Stanton brought
out that his survey revealed 47.6%
of the
Pennsylvania
rural station
listeners voted
for a favorite
which was not the strongest station heard on their set. Of the aggregate, he said, 39.3% of the
favorite stations came in second
strongest; 22.2 % of the favorite
• Broadcast
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itations came in third strongest;
11.8%
of the favorite stations
fame in fourth
strongest, and
6 Si sE6.7%
of the favorite stations
ere not one of the four strongest.
rvj.
to another CBS analyili j| Moving
sis, Dr. Stanton described program
im- /s. signal studies in 10 cities —
Baltimore, Boston, Charlotte, Chi:ago, Erie, Evansville, Ind., LaCrosse, Wis., Lowell, Mass., Syracuse and White Plains, N. Y. The
returns
showed
64.9% selected
their favorite station because of
the programs it broadcast; 17.7%
selected their favorite station because it was "easy to get on their
sets", and 17.4%
selected their
ei |ifavorite station because it had the
or [•best programs and came in easiest.
With respect to the relation of
day to night station preferences in
the rural Pennsylvania study, Dr.
Stanton said the survey revealed
?jthat 68.8% of the favorite evening
stations are not the favorite daytime stations. He broke this down
to show that 33.3% of the evening
favorites are the second daytime
favorites; 11.9% are third daytime
favorites;
6.7%
are the fourth
daytime favorites, and that 48.1%
of the evening favorites are not
mentioned in the daytime rankings.
Another series of charts introduced by Dr. Stanton included
urban and rural curves based on
some 16,000 personal interviews
conducted in 304 cities and rural
communities and more than 2,000
scattered farms by Dr. Daniel
Starch & Staff. Basically, these
charts revealed that rural residents listened most at the same
time as city listeners — namely,
about 45% of the time between
seven and nine in the evening.
Rural listeners, because they arise
earlier, are better daytime listeners rather generally, but more particularly at 9 a. m. and from 12
noon to 1 p. m.

ers to determine (a) their attitude
toward radio, (b) rural opportunities to listen, (c) rural listening
habits, (d) rural coverage, day
and
ice. night, (e) rural program serv3. A study of general audience
attitude (a) toward local and remote stations, (b) network and
non-network programs, (c) sustaining and commercial programs,
(d) live talent and transcription
programs.
4. An analysis of general listening habits over a period of years
to determine the trends toward or
away from local and remote listening, DX-ing, etc.
5. Determine the size and economic status of the U. S. areas
which would be newly served by
all possible 500 kw. stations.
6. An analysis of the stations
which would fall within the primary service areas of new 500 kw.
stations ... a study of the operating costs and incomes of these
(and other) stations, with regard
to the possible changes in operating practice which would follow
power increases.
CBS has issued a booklet describing
its serious music programs during the
fall and winter season.

Rural Listening Factors
f
< DR. STANTON emphasized that
■ listener-habit studies along with
: field strength studies are necessary
J to determine the degree to which
J rural residents listen. He related
1 also that the farmer is inclined to
1 blame the station rather than his
receiving set for poor reception,
though in many cases the sets
| themselves are largely responsible.
He advocated further listenerhabit studies by the FCC.
The balance of the charts submitted by the witness covered urban and rural radio set ownership
as of Jan. 1, 1935, and April,
1930, which showed that 69.4% of
all U. S. families had radios as of
Jan. 1, 1935, as against 40.3% on
the April, 1930 date; that 47.5%
of the farm families had radios on
the 1935 date as against 26.9%
with radios in 1930, and that
89.2% of all urban families had
radios in 1935 against 50% in
1930.
Another chart showed the relation of gross income and program
expenditures for a typical 1,000
watt station. This revealed that
the fixed charges of such stations
run around 65%, that reserves and
profit constitute an average of 5
to 8% and that program expenditures amount to some 5 to 20%.
Dr. Stanton concluded his presentation with six suggested research studies. These were as follows:
1. A study of rural areas to determine (a) the degree of radio
ownership, (b) the present rate of
radio set sales and replacements.
2. A study of rural radio listenBROADCASTING
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Successful Duplication
OF WTIC AND KRLD
THE FUTILITY
of half-time clear
channel station
operation and
what can be accomplished byduplicated operation
on clear channels
was recounted by
D. A. Read, secretary of Travelers Broadcasting Service Corp., operating
WTIC, Hartford, in a statement
before the Broadcast Division Oct.
15. As a 50,000-watt station originally assigned half time to the
1060 kc. channel, sharing with
WBAL, Baltimore, WTIC at first
undertook synchronous operation
with WEAF. This having resulted
in undue interference, WTIC in
1934 began simultaneous operation
on the 1040 kc. channel, sharing
with KRLD, Dallas. The latter
station used 10,000 watts. Separated by 1,500 miles, these stations
have not interfered to the point
Mr. Read

where the New England service of
WTIC has been curtailed, according to Mr. Read.
More important, however, was
his testimony to the effect that
WTIC lost an aggregate of $1,500,000 from 1930 to 1934 while on
part-time operation. After beginning full-time operation, the station found it possible to reduce its
losses substantially and for 1936,
up to Oct. 1, it had an operating
profit of some $17,500 — representing the station's first profit in the
nearly 12 years since its inception.
"We anticipate that our profit for
the entire year, taking into account
our existing contracts and anticipated business, will amount to approximately $35,000," Mr. Read
asserted.
Losses Due to Half Time
MR. READ brought out that in
1926, WTIC started as an NBCRed network outlet. Because of the
policies of the insurance company,
he said, it refused advertising
which conflicted with its own views.
Medical programs as a general
rule were barred. Due to the halftime operation, he said that NBC
found it difficult to sell WTIC to
advertisers because of the station's
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inability to build and retain an
audience "straight across the
board." He added:
"It is interesting, as well as
painful, to note that the results of
our operation under this arrangement through the years 1930 to
1934, inclusive, resulted in a net
aggregate loss of $1,509,191.99, or
a loss in 1930 of $305,888.74; in
1931 of $306,256.97; in 1932 of
$325,997.53; in 1933 of $361,009.71,
and in 1934 of $294,041.04."
Discussing the profits of duplicated operation on the clear channel, Mr. Read then recounted the
fact that in 1933 WTIC lost $361,000 whereas in 1934 it reduced
this by $66,000. In 1935 the station again reduced its losses, the
aggregate amounting to some
$204,000. There have been decided
profits to the listening public also,
Mr. Read said. There have never
been substantial objections from
listeners to the duplicated operation, he said. Only two complaints
were received — one from Canada
and the other from Michigan. Also
indicative of listener response was
the fact that before simultaneous
operation NBC received from listeners 4,676 letters concerning programs broadcast over WTIC. In
1934, during the latter part of
which there was simultaneous
operation, this letter response increased to 9,605. In 1935 it increased to 32,000 and from January through August of this year
it reached 56,000. H e emphasized
that these letters were to NBC
concerning their network programs
and did not include letters sent to
WTIC concerning non-network programs.
Mr. Read asserted that from his
personal observations and from
engineering reports he knew that
WTIC served the primary area of
a clear channel station operating
on a frequency without duplication.
He concluded that the duplicated
operation has permitted WTIC to
give a well-rounded uninterrupted
program service to a rather large
and heavily populated area which
heretofore had been served only in
very unsatisfactory manner. Moreover, duplication has permitted
Travelers to reduce its big operating losses to the vanishing point.
KRLD Concurs in Views
MR. READ also read into the record a statement on behalf of
KRLD. Carrying the programs of
CBS, whereas WTIC carries NBC,
the station said that since simultaneous operation it has enjoyed
an increase in the number of its
listeners and a resulting increase
in revenue, all due to the regular
use of its assigned frequency. Mr.
Read added:
"During the entire period of experimentation KRLD has received
no complaint of any interference
from its listeners, and has received
much satisfactory comment from a
radius of approximately 100 miles.
This would indicate that the listeners who depend upon KRLD
for their radio service have no objection to the presence of WTIC
on the same channel, and probably
know nothing whatsoever of the
simultaneous operation. It would
therefore appear that such operation is an advantage both from the
standpoint of the station and of
the listeners, and that its continuation on a permanent basis should
be encouraged both from an engineering and a commercial standpoint, and in the furtherance of an
economic use of a desirable frequency."
Supplementing the testimony
Page
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940 Kc. Occupants
ASK REGIONAL BOOST
THE EXPERIENCE of stations
on the 940 kc. regional channel in
their coordinated technical operation was described to the Broadcast Division Oct. 14. Paul M.
Segal, counsel for the group, explained that for six years these
stations have cooperated and long
ago initiated consideration of 5 kw.
power for a regional frequency and
filed applications for them. These
applications were denied in 1932
by the former Radio Commission,
the principal reason for the denial, he said, being the then prevailing quota system. The presentation, he said, was for the purpose of indicating the general considerations tobe borne in mind on
the 5 kw. question.
As the engineering witness for
the group, Mr. Segal introduced
Raymond M. Wilmotte, former
British engineer now in consulting
practice in New York. Mr. Wilmotte in 1931 designed and built
for WFLA, Clearwater, Fla., the
first directional antenna for a
broadcasting station to be approved by the Radio Commission.
Mr. Wilmotte, as did preceding
engineers, described graphically
various characteristics of wave
propagation, emphasizing particularly the importance of the sky
wave as a means of serving rural
areas. A regional station, he said,
of Mr. Read, J. C. McNary, Washington radio engineer, related Oct.
19 the results of the duplicate operation of the stations. Field observations, he said, show that
WTIC, with 50 kw., covers a primary service area of approximately 30 to 40 miles. The station
fades 40 to 50 miles from its transmitter. In each case, Mr. McNary
explained under cross-examination,
the stations are not using antennas that give them the maximum
coverage efficiency.
The primary service of KRLD
at night is limited by fading to
distances of 40 to 90 miles. The
primary night service area of
KRLD, he added, appears to be
free from objectionable interference from WTIC.
Pointing out that during the
past year the stations have been
operating with synchronous carrier frequencies, Mr. McNary said
this operation has furnished a
basis for observations of interference between the two stations
transmitting different programs
having a small carrier difference.
"So far an exact analysis of effect of carrier synchronization with
different programs has not been
arrived at," he said. "Practical observations, however, indicate that
there is a distinct benefit to be
obtained through the use of this
expedient although program crosstalk is still the limiting interference factor."
Concluding,
Mr. McNary said
that the experimental operation
demonstrates that stations under
conditions similar to those of
WTIC and KRLD can operate
simultaneously on a common frequency without a common program and still render their primary service area free from heterodyne or other types of interference. In addition to the primary
service some secondary service is
rendered by each station depending on transmission conditions.
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should be expected to serve contiguous rural territory. Irrespective of power, he said, a station
which only serves the city and
town in which it is located is simply a local station.
Adjacent Channel Effects
MR. WILMOTTE brought out that
by increasing the power of stations
on one regional frequency, adjacent channels will suffer and
that the increased power will mean
increased interference on these adfrequencies.
"If quo
it is
sired jacent
to retain
a status
of deinterfering patterns, the power on
the adjacent channels would have
to
be increased in proportion," he
added.
Mr. Wilmotte said there is a
fundamental difference between the
engineering problem of the proper
allocation of stations on a single
frequency and the allocation of
these stations relative to stations
on adjacent frequencies. The separation and power required by stations on a single frequency to provide good service is practically independent of the design of the receiver, he said. The allocation of
stations within a single frequency
is therefore entirely within the
control of the FCC. The separation between stations on adjacent
frequencies, is only indirectly controlled by the Commission.
"In this case, there are two
forces acting toward each other,"
he said. "One is the effort of the
Commission to adjust the separation of stations in adjacent channels to fit the selectivity of the receivers in use, and the second is
the efforts of manufacturers of receivers to design receivers which
can satisfactorily meet the interf e r e n c e which the Commission
thinks
proper." used graphs and
Mr. Wilmotte
diagrams to show possible coverage without interference from adjacent channels under various conditions. He recommended that because of man - made interference,
this country should do something
in a legislative way to curb it as
has been done in France and proposed in England.
Increasing Service Areas
CONCLUDING, Mr. Wilmotte
said there are many ways of increasing the service areas of certain stations. Use of the sky ray
or wave, he said, would bring this
about. He added that there are
too many stations <?n a single frequency under existing allocations
and that consequently their usefulness islimited to serving densely populated areas where the interfering noise level is high. He said:
"I would like to urge the Commission that, in granting licenses,
it give careful consideration to the
location of stations, not only relative to other stations but relative
to the nearest town, so that better
synchronization, directional effects,
etc., may be used when wanted to
the best possible advantage. Our
present knowledge and future developments (to the extent that we
can forecast them) should be allowed full opportunity and as
much latitude as possible so that
our total knowledge may be usable
to provide the best service possible.
"I make a special plea that future engineering developments and
the progress of broadcasting be
not endangered by freezing the
space available on the basis of our
present knowledge and technical
skill. There should be room, much
room for evolution."
BROADCASTING

General

Electric Supports

CLEAR

CHANNELS
OPPOSITION

to

any
widespread
reallocation,
but
support of clear
channels and suadvocated in
perpower wasa
statementmitted forsubthe
record by Chesagerter H.of
broadLang.
mancasting of General Electric Co.,
which owns WGY, Schenectady;
KOA, Denver, and KGO, Oakland,
all managed by NBC.
"We have a broadcasting system
that has proved itself to be fundamentally sound," he said. "Clear
channels and high power are available for the distribution of program material to wide areas, especially to a large rural section in
which listeners might otherwise be
deprived of reliable reception. In
the 'Allocation Survey' released by
the Commission on Sept. 1, it is
observed that more than 76% of
the listeners canvassed prefer to
listen to clear channel stations.
Shared channel stations are decidedly secondary in favor. The
survey further discloses the wide
preference for the highest powered station in the country, indicating clearly, it would seem, the
desirability of power increases for
the cleared channels in the interest of optimum service to the lisMr. L,ang

500

Kw.

Seen

tener."
TO LOCAL

Menace

STATIONS

SUPPLEMENTING the plea for
local stations made by Edward A.
Allen, president of National Independent Broadcasters, George 0.
Sutton, Washington attorney, as
counsel for the organization, apin chief. peared Oct. 19 to present the case
Complaining of congestion on
the local frequencies, Mr. Sutton
said the practical result of it has
been the reduction of service not
only of local stations but also of
regionals. In recent months, also,
he said, the number of local stations has been increased considerthisof condition.
From ably,
1928 aggravating
to the end
1934, he
said, only 50 new local stations
were licensed. During 1935 and
the first six months of 1936, he
said, there were 68 such grants.
Should 500 kw. stations be authorized, Mr. Sutton pointed out,
there would be increased interference with local stations on adjacent
channels, because of the lack of
geographical
separation.
Local stations
have been placed
at another disadvantage, he said,
in that in power increases regional
stations have been permitted to increase day-power by a ratio of 5
to 1 or from 1,000 watts to 5,000
watts, whereas locals have been
permitted an increase of only 2%
to 1 since their top daytime power
is now
250 itwatts.
congestion makes
possible"Since
for the
local
station only to reach its outlying
rural area in daytime, the restriction of daytime power actually
serves
reduce this
possibility,"
he said.to Moreover,
he added,
local
stations have not had recourse to
the use of directional antennas, as
• Broadcast
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have clear channel and regional
channel stations.
"Thus, from the allocation viewpoint, from the standpoint of regulation, from the angle of the possibility of utilizing modern technical
developments to solve its problems,
and finally from the resulting inability to maintain competitive
balance with other classes of stations and service, the local station
finds itself at a disadvantage; and
it is completely at the mercy of
this Commission if its role in
American broadcasting is to be
preserved."
NIB, Mr. Sutton said, is opposed to any move which would
radically alter the existing broadcasting structure. Any sweeping
change, he said, might easily upset the desired balance with the
consequent impairment of general
service. As a consequence, he said,
NIB is opposed to 500 kw. stations
since these would adversely affect
the economic position of many regional stations. In this connection,
he referred to the testimony of
CBS President Paley that regional
stations might be eliminated from
present network structures because of superpower.
More important, he said, will be
reduced national advertising on regional stations as a result of superpower. Declaring that radio
advertisers now "worship" high
power, he said all too many of them
think only in terms of power and
coverage. It is to be expected, he
asserted, that they would flock to
the new 500 kw. stations to the
detriment of other classes. Declining national revenues on the part
of regional stations by virtue of
superpower, he said, would result
in increased emphasis being placed
on local business by regionals.
Consequently, he said, the competition for local volume will be materially increased, and in cities
where both regional and local stations now exist, it might become
disastrous. "Thus," he continued,
"the absorption of an unduly large
proportion of national revenue by
the superpower station will start
a movement which, like the snowball rolling down the hill, will
threaten the economic stability of
every class of station below it.
The impairment of economic stability of the other classes of
stations will result in a disruption of balance between service,
since effective service can be rendered only where there is adequate
revenue."
Mr. Sutton argued against the
use of power as a measure of service. Every station must deliver
program service over the area
within its sphere of influence, he
said. Unless the local station covers this area it is not serving its
local function. He argued that
there was no difference between
the local and the low power regional station. The low-powered
regional, he said, merely renders
local service to a community and
a dependent area of larger size.
Other than that, it is identical
with the local. "Indeed, the entire
classification of local and regional
stations is absurd when viewed
from a social or an economic
angle," he said.
Would Improve Locals
IN CONCLUSION, Mr. Sutton
suggested a series of changes
which he said would improve service all down the line. In the first
place, he stated, duplication should
be authorized and then extended
on certain clear channels with provision made to relieve the present
BROADCASTING

congestion of regional frequencies.
A reasonable number of high-powered stations could be duplicated
on present clear channels, he said.
Then after the regional station
congestion is relieved, deserving
local stations could be moved onto
certain of the present so-called regionals. Relief of the congestion
on locals in this manner also would
make possible either horizontal increases in power on the locals, or
the introduction of greater flexibility in the local field.
Under cross - examination by
Chief Engineer Craven, Mr. Sutton said that there are many instances in which increased power
would not help local stations because of congestion on the frequencies. Comdr. Craven brought out
that only 41% of the local stations
have complied with the antenna requirements laid down a year ago.
As for clear channel duplication,
Mr. Sutton emphasized that at the
time WGY, Schenectady, and KGO,
Oakland, began duplicate operation
on a clear channel, the general engineering view was that WGY
with 50,000 watts would not cover
anything beyond Albany. The fact
of the matter is that it can be received in a city like Washington
regularly every night, he asserted.

Uneconomic
PART-TIME

Status of
CLEARS

ANOTHER plea for the part-time
clear channel station was made by
William B. Way, general manager
of KVOO, Tulsa, Oct. 15. Pointing
out that KVOO shares time with
WAPI, Birmingham, Mr. Way reiterated previous testimony that
such stations are not economically
sound. He recounted the hardships
under which they operate, particularly in holding audiences because
they sign off early in the evening,
the time depending upon sunset.
Pleading for consideration of the
"consumer" or listener, Mr. Way
laid down several propositions
which he asked the Commission
to consider. He urged that clear
channel stations be retained but
with such exceptions "as may be
necessary to provide the millions
of consumers in America with a
maximum of service." On this
score, he recommended reallocation
of a sufficient number of stations
in such a manner that east-west
duplication can be secured. He said
this was necessary in order to relieve the allocation congestion in

-
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all clients. Why? Because every account — large or small — is personally
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His third
proposalefficiency,
was thatutility
"the
utmost
of service,
and convenience, should be maintained on all stations, with the
chanof clear
propernelspreservation
in order to meet
national
emergency." In connection with
the latter, he said that there is the
possibility in national emergency
of all radio facilities being subjected to government service. _This
is especially important, he said, in
view of the fact that neighboring
countries might build and operate
superpower stations which will deliver a comparatively usable signal to a large portion of the
United States, blanketing or makmost coning useless some of our
sistently serviceable channels.
Eliminate Time Sharing

HIS FOURTH proposition was
that immediate steps be taken to
eliminate the necessity of stations
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the center of the country.
As a second move, he recommended power increases on regional and local stations but with
less protection to their secondary
coverage. By giving less protection, he said, the result would be
considerable further duplication of
stations in these classifications.
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sharing time on clear channels. On
this score, he described the situation obtaining as between WAPI
and KVOO in their time - sharing
operations and the necessity on
many occasions of listeners being
cut off in the middle of a program
because of the time - sharing requirement. They are placed in the
position of groping about the band
to pick up reception from some
other point, he said.
Moreover, he said, the cost of
operating a half-time clear channel station is as great as that of
a full-time station under similar

Here

to

is

reach

circumstances. The same number
of operators, engineers and artists
must be maintained on the payroll
and, except for the power bill
alone, the technical overhead is the
same.
As for KVOO, he said that records of the Commission will show
that since 1930 it has operated at
a loss but has endeavored to render high grade service. He said
the investment of KVOO, which
has a 50 kw. transmitter, is in excess of $300,000. Under cross-examination, Mr. Way said that
KVOO made a little money last
year and some in 1930.
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Preference

STRONG

for

SIGNALS

THAT

existing clear channel stations using 50,000 watts have
practically all of their audience
located within 800 miles of the
transmitter was contended by
Prof. J. F. Byrne, of Ohio State
University,
in a presentation Oct.
20.
The

concluding technical witness, Prof. Byrne analyzed technically the results of the FCC Alio-

COMBINATION

CAROLINA

RADIOS

cation Survey on clear channel
coverage and also made observations on other phases of the allocation problem. He utilized graphs
flashed onto the large screen to
illustrate his arguments. He was
introduced by R. Morris Pierce,
chief engineer of WGAR, Cleveland.
Prof. Byrne said that the average listener of today, unlike the
listener of radio's earlier days,
picks two to five channels in the
band and looks to thern for his
broadcast service. These channels,
he said, ordinarily provide the
most satisfactory technical service
at his receiver.
Analyzing the postcard reports
on the allocation survey, the witness said they show that 50 kw.
stations have approximately 95%
of their audience within 800 miles
of the transmitter, and that this
is substantiated by other studies.
The average rural listener pays
little or no attention to signals
below 160 microvolts per meter,
he added, lending support to the
assertion that the average listener
tunes to the strongest signal if
the program is to his liking.
Listen to Strong Signals
HE

SAID that clear channel stations of less than 50 kw., and
operating with poor antennas or
in a poor location, were quite
easily noted in the card analysis.
If a number of 50 kw. stations
were to increase their power to
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500 kw.,sonablehe
added, that
"it the
seems
reato assume
revised
picture of rural service would not
differ greatly from that shown in
the present survey, since one of
the most important factors limiting the service of broadcast stations, particularly those on clear
channels, is the strong signal preference of listeners. With the present geographical spacing of clear
channel stations this factor limits
the practical service provided by
stations
of equal
mum of not
over power
900 or to
1000a maximiles
for 500 kw. groups, or 800 miles
forA 50clear
kw. groups".
channel station, Prof.
Byrne said, is actually a regional
since it serves only approximately
800 miles. Such an area served by
a station in the center of the country, he added, would not permit
simultaneous operation of other
stations of any consequence, but
when located on or near either
coast, some other class of service
could be established on the channel
at a remote point.
Taking up high-power regionals,
he said many of the clear channel
observations also can be applied
to stations of this class. If these
stations are to justify themselves,
he said, they can be protected to
distances of 400 or 500 miles, with
powernal sufficient
a sigvalue that to
willprovide
be used
by
rural listeners. The amount of
power required for this sky wave
coverage, he said, should be at
least 25 and preferably 50 kw.
Regionals Too Congested
DISCUSSING regional stations,
he said there are too many operating on the same channel, with
but few exceptions, for high-quality service. He declared it impossible to provide good broadcast
service to any reasonably large
city, particularly on a high-frequency assignment, under present
allocations. This situation might
be somewhat relieved, he said, if
the frequencies 520, 530 and 540
kc, now outside the broadcast
band, were
made
available for
• Broadcast
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ce in larger commuiregional serviat
present a number
nities where
regional chancy
quen
-fre
iof high
nels are the principal ones in use.
A power increase seems desirlable for regional stations in larger
'cities, since definite technical
iand economic objectives are thus
he said. These objec(achieved,
tives are not as easily defined,
ihowever, in the case of some of
rthe smaller regional stations and
it is conceivable that some of them
do not care to obtain an increase
in power. The increase might be
arrived at by adopting a value of
power that would result in equal
'signal values at a point half-way
! to the fading wall of a clear channel station and half-way to the
>interference wall of a regional
station.
"The above considerations again
seem to strengthen the argument
Ithat low frequency regional as. signments should be made in the
larger cities, and in addition
higher values of transmitting
power would seem to be indicated
and desirable for this class of regional station. * * * A system _ of
allocation of regional facilities
that would place low-frequency
and higher power regional stations
in larger population centers of the
country would undoubtedly be
■ most sound economically. While it
' is realized that any sudden change
might be undesirable and imprac-a
ticable, a trend toward such
j system would seem to be in order."
Locals Face Same Problem
THE principal problem of the
local station in a larger town is
very much the same as that of the
regional, Prof. Byrne continued.
Most of the discussion on regional, he said, could be repeated for
locals.
"The question of increases in
thus reduced to a quespower tionisof increase
in quality of
broadcast service, and economically, the question becomes, what
is the increased quality of service
worth in dollars and cents?"
said Prof. Byrne. "This question
should be answered by the local
stations themselves, with some top
limit of power authorized."
Prof. Byrne entered into a discussion of antenna efficiency, asserting that power increases and
use of shorter antennas can accomplish good results in increased
coverage. The cost of additional
power in the case of regionals, he
said, should be compared with
fixed charges on the antenna system. On directional antennas, he
i said a minimum height limitation
j on directional systems would seem
to be inadvisable, particularly on
the lower frequencies. Here again,
he said, the additional cost of
power should be compared with
the actual fixed charges on the
antenna system, and an antenna
height selected that results in
greatest economy.
As for synchronization, Mr.
Byrne said that during night
hours it might provide a solution
for high-frequency regionals in
large cities where sizable adjacent
communities now receive no night
service. If the engineering and
economic phases of operation are
carefully worked out, he said, it
would seem that such operation
should be permitted and in some
ed. "The use of a
cases encourag
directional antenna at the booster
can greatly increase the feasibility
he said, "as the
suchofschemes,"
of
areas
distortion can be chosen
so as to include as little population
as possible."
BROADCASTING

Caldwell's Defense of
CLEAR CHANNELS
IN DEFENSE of
the Clear Channel Group case,
Louis G. Caldwell, counsel, on
Oct. 19 presented
rebuttal t e s t i mony designed to
refute arguments
advanced by
other witnesses
with respect to
Mr. Caldwell
clear channel duplication.
He put into the record an analysis of the postcard responses in the
recent FCC clear channel survey
to show that listeners in the Far
West generally are in favor of
clear channel operation. Declaring
that he had time to compile the responses to postcards from only a
few states, he said these were almost unanimously in favor of retention of clear channels and that
the general complaint was against
interference on certain clear channels. A case in point which Mr.
Caldwell emphasized was that of
KNX, Los Angeles, operating on
the 1050 kc. clear channel which
has a low-powered station in Quebec on its frequency. The responses from western states, he said,
rather generally protested against
interference to KNX reception,
and he said the impeding influence
was the Quebec station with its
low power and with only 40%
modulation. He cited this as a
glaring
what
duplication canexample
do on a of
clear
channel.
The listener comments on the
clear channel survey postcards,
Mr. Caldwell said, answered practically every question that has
been raised, from the listener viewpoint, with respect to clear channel coverage. The farmers, he
said, want more power and they
are opposed to "interference on
clear channels". Moreover, he declared, these comments reveal that
farmers and rural residents generally are interested in news, market reports, weather reports and
other services which they normally get from clear channel stations.
The theory that they do not listen
at night is fallacious also, he said.
Mr. Caldwell urged the FCC to
make a complete analysis of these
postcard returns because of the
"wealth of information" they contain. He said that these comments
are more important in allocation
needs than all of the statistics,
graphs and charts that economists
can present.
Mr. Caldwell introduced for the
record, maps of clear channel coverage, both day and night, in an
effort to refute contentions made
by Dr. Greenleaf Whittier Pickard
for the Regional Group. He also
commented upon the coverage
maps of regional stations introduced by Dr. Pickard, declaring
that they were inaccurate in that
in many cases part-time stations
were credited with their full-time
audiences even though they were
duplicated.
Recordings as Proof
SEVERAL transcriptions of programs on dominant clear channels
were played by Mr. Caldwell to
show the degree of interference
resulting on such channels. One of
these was the WTIC-KRLD duplication on 1040 kc. Then he also
performed records of clear channel stations operating exclusively
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on those waves as received in
Washington during the past week.
Such stations as KSL, Salt Lake
City; KOA, Denver; WFAA, Dallas, and WSB, Atlanta, came in
with good signal strength.
Finally, there was performed a
record of WLW programs recorded
300 miles from the transmitter.
First the program was recorded
with 500,000 watts and came in
clearly. Then the power was
stepped down to 50 kw. and it was
marred by a high noise level.
Mr. Caldwell read into the record comments from listeners in
Nevada, Utah, Iowa, Washington
and California in connection with
the postcard survey. The purport
of these generally was support of
clear channels and complaint
against interference on them.
Under cross - examination by
Chief Engineer Craven, Glenn D.
Gillett, consulting engineer who
aided in the preparation of the
clear channel technical case, was
called upon to answer numerous
questions regarding the manner in
which certain of the technical observations were made. Mr. Gillett
declared that in his opinion a station in Los Angeles on a clear
channel with a directional antenna
would not seriously affect service
of a 50 kw. station operating on
the East Coast in the area east of
the Mississippi River. Under further questioning, both by Mr.
Craven and Mr. Caldwell, Mr. Gillett said he had in mind a 5,000watt station on the West Coast.
He added, however, that the service of the dominant station would
be restricted by such duplicate
operation.

So. Dak.

Representatives
WILSON — DALTON
— ROBERTSON

IN A STATEMENT similar to
those he has delivered at other radio hearings, both before the FCC
and before Congressional committees, Edward N. Nockels, secretary of the Chicago Federation of
Labor, operating WCFL, on Oct.
20 leveled charges of "monopoly"
against the major networks and
decried other situations existing in
broadcasting.
Although disclaiming any intention of pleading the case of
WCFL, which operates on the 970
duplicated clear channel, on which
KJR, Seattle, normally is the dominant station, Mr. Nockels asked
the Commission to clear that channel for WCFL and to place KJR
on another wave. Under cross-examination, he said he spoke also
as the official representative of the
American Federation of Labor.
In a detailed statement, Mr.
Nockels attacked superpower and
"duplication" of ownership of stations in the same community. He
also criticized in vigorous terms
newspaper ownership of stations,
notably by Hearst.
Contending that public interest
is not being served under existing
allocations, Mr. Nockels said that
radio
"within the
control has
of abeen
few placed
large corporations,
or handed out as a free gift to a
few private business concerns for
commercial exploitation, or sucked
into the maw of great metropolitan newspapers already in uncontrolled possession of power that
threatens the welfare of this counHits Network Holdings
MR. NOCKELS, as he has done in
the past, struck particularly at
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power assignments to the major
networks. He claimed that of the
40 clear channels, NBC owns or
controls eleven 50 kw. stations
which he listed as KPO, KOA,
WENR and WLS, WMAQ, WBZ,
WEAF, WJZ, WGY, WTAM and
KDKA. "This company alone controls approximately 550,000 watts
of aggregate power today as compared with the 220,000 that the
total trust combination controlled
in 1929," he said. He was not questioned on the accuracy of his statement as to the ownership or operation of the stations enumerated. It
is generally known, however, that
NBC does not own all of the stations he mentioned.
In the case of CBS, he said it
owns or controls seven 50 kw. stations and one 10 kw. station. He
listed these as WCCO, KMOX,
WBBM, KNX, WABC, KFAB,
WCAU and WBT. "Thus, they
control 360,000 watts of aggregate
power, which is almost one and
one-half times as large as that
controlled by all the organizations
in the trust in 1929," he said.
There were further statements
by the witness regarding purported network ownership of stations
throughout the country.
He said that "Labor" is opposed
to authorization of any additional
500,000 watt stations on the ground
that it is contrary to public interest and opposed to the fundamental principles of accomplishing the
greatest good for the greatest
number. Any further authorization of superpower stations, he
said, would bs in li le with the
policy in the
alL cation
amounted
to K23
nothing1
more "which
or less
than the cutting of a monstrous
melon into 40 luscious slices. These
were passed out to the gluttons of
monopoly and dedicated to the
furtherance of selfish interest,
sity.
with little thought for the public
interest, convenience and

neces-

"Division of the Swag"
"THE first allocation can only
properly be described as the division of the swag, at which time all
persons and organizations whose
desire for radio facilities were actuated by a zeal for public service
were forced to sit on the sidelines,
while the monopolies and trusts
and representatives of special
privilege together with the monopoly-owned newspapers and magazines and the radio chains were
well taken care of in the manner
to which such economic royalists

were
Mr. accustomed."
Nockels argued that the cost
of superpower stations would inevitably lead to increased advertising rates, and thereby load down
programs with more advertising.
He claimed
that these
"interests"in
would
disseminate
propaganda
times of national emergency, con:
troversy, strikes or lockouts.
Labor, he said, appeals to the
FCC that the demand for superpower stations be denied.
Reassign Clear Channels
1
INSTEAD of granting superpower, Mr. Nockels asked that the
FCC reassign clear channels so
they may be occupied and utilized
in perpetuity for the public good.
He then brought out that he was
general manager of WCFL and
that the station now is an applicant for 50,000 watts. He said
that Labor was of the opinion that
it is entitled to one national clear
channel. Pursuing this argument,
he recommended that KJR, Seat• Broadcast
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le, which he said was controlled
fc NBC, be placed on the 990 kc.
tiannel to operate simultaneously
Btfa WBZ and WBZA, "thus freetg a channel for which Labor has
;riven and to which Labor is just' entitled."
On this score, he said that NBC
Iready has accommodated dupliated assignments on clear chanels on which its stations operate,
here is no reason why this furrier duplication should not be auaorized, he asserted.
Newspaper

Ownerships

:E ARGUED that the holding of
nese clear channels without dupcation on opposite coasts "shows
monopolistic tendency". Discussig newspapers and their relationship to radio, Mr. Nockels said
a at at the advent of the art they
ought to "kill the effect radio
light have on the public."
"In later years," he went on,
failing in this attempt and reeogizing the fact that the printed
Vord might soon be outdone by the
jpoken broadcast
message, they
hen sought to render their own
pportunity of molding public
: pinion doubly secure by acquiring
adio facilities. Then they operted these radio facilities in behalf
: f the same interests for which
the kept press had been operated
or years. Not satisfied with own-ng one station, some single newspapers have sought ownership or
ontrol of two or more stations,
.nd in the last few years we have
witnessed the development of a
hain of radio stations owned and
ontrolled
by William Randolph
iearst and operated by him in the
\ ame manner as his newspapers
^.re operated for his personal bene:it and aggrandizement."
; Concluding,
Mr.
Nockels said
hat Labor takes the position that
here are but three ways out of
• he situation with which broadasting is confronted today. He
^numerated these as follows:
"(1) A reallocation of the wave
lengths and a revision of the regilations calculated to make sure
i'adio broadcasting is to be on the
;>asis of the greatest good for the
greatest number; (2) a limitation
;>f all stations to a power of 10
iw., making them
all virtually
ocal stations, and serving only
[ heir own locality, and with only
me station in any locality to any
>ne owner or controlling interest;
<;3) that the Government take over
md operate all radio stations in
3he United States.
Labor hopes
md trusts that the necessity for
- he last named alternative will not
. >e forced upon us, but we are
aeartily and thoroughly in favor
if complete
government control
=ind operation
in preference to
complete control and operation by
-rusts, press, magazine, radio networks and their closely allied in:erests."
Mr. Nockels wound up with a
threat of Congressional action if
'"these trusts and monopolies and
7ested interests of an avaricious
•apitalistic group of corporations
knd individuals, seeking special
privilege, are allowed to obtain
:heir ends."
KJR-WCFL

Don't Interfere

JNDER cross - examination by
3hief Engineer Craven, Mr. Nock3ls explained that he was speakng on behalf of the A. F. of L. as
well as WCFL. He brought out
;hat WCFL is an outlet of NBC
jut stated that he is opposed to
duplication of programs. In conBROADCASTING

nection with the simultaneous
operation of WCFL and KJR on
the same channel, Mr. Nockels said
that there has been no interference whatever. KJR, he declared,
is owned by NBC but leased to
Fisher's Blend Station Inc. for $1
a year.
Comdr. Craven asked the witness whether his testimony did not
deal largely with the question
"who should operate radio facilities" rather than the engineering
considerations. To this, Mr. Nockels responded that Labor was opposed to "monopoly". James D.
Cunningham, FCC attorney, then
asked the witness why his station
was applying for 50 kw. in Chicago. Mr. Nockels said that it
wanted to get clearer reception in
the Chicago area. Mr. Cunningham inquired whether 500 kw.
would
notgreater,
improveandWCFL's
service even
the witness
replied that he was opposed to 500
kw. on the ground that it tended
toward monopoly. Moreover, he
said, the cost of operation would
make it prohibitive.
Finally, he said the American
Federation of Labor had approved
his statement prior to its delivery.
Hogan
HIGH

Cites Advantage

waves. This is dependent entirely
upon the relative location of the
stations and the area to be served.
Mileage and frequency separation
tables of the FCC, he said, should
be used as a "rough guide" but he
advocated in their stead a "service standard analysis" rather than
any
averaged or arbitrary calculations.
He suggested there is probably
no need for maintaining clear
channels during the day unless situations develop where high power
is used on low frequencies and
where a second station in daylight
might impair the rural coverage.
He said he believed that all channels cleared at night could be
shared during the day and suggested that no daytime stations on
clear channels be permitted to
operate at night. During the day,
Mr. Hogan said, it is possible to
put two 50,000 watt stations or
even more on a channel without
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FREQUENCIES

OPENING
of
two additional
frequencies in the
1500 - 1600 kc.
"high - fidelity
band" for regu1 a r broadcasting
on the ground
that experimentation on the
three channels
*ir. Hogan
twoproved
up has
years
broadcast
opened ago
operation feasible, was recommended to the FCC at the hearing Oct.
20 by John V. L. Hogan, New
York consulting engineer and president of W2XR, New York highfidelity station.
In a presentation in which he
supported retention of clear channels and superpower on them and
offered opposition to proposals for
duplication and for limitation of
power, Mr. Hogan also gave his
views on every question of engineering raised by the FCC in its
notice for the hearings.
He disputed testimony of other
witnesses that the lower frequencies in the broadcast band are
much more desirable than those in
the upper end of the spectrum.
Both in his direct statement and
under cross-examination by Chief
Engineer Craven, he insisted that
actual operating experiments disproved this theory.
Clear and Shared Channels
TAKING up the questions in the
notice chronologically, Mr. Hogan
said that he believed there were
only two kinds of station service —
clear channel and shared channel.
He said he favored an increase in
the number of clear channels and
felt that there should be at least 40,
as set aside in the original allocations. High frequencies, rather than
the lower waves, he said, are desirable for clear channel service
because of the value of sky wave
propagation.
Discussing shared channels, Mr.
Hogan said there is no rule which
can be applied as to the number
of stations to be placed on such
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reducing the urban or rural service.
Neither synchronization nor directive antennas can be accepted
as the long-sought means of curing radio's ills, Mr. Hogan said.
While they are valuable for particular types of service, he declared, they cannot be generally

Good
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for
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Advertisers
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Discussing superpower, the witapplied.
ness said there is no reason to
fear such increases but that they
should be welcomed. However, he
insisted that every application be
considered on its own merits. In
this respect he did not advocate
hearings but suggested that the
FCC engineering department is
competent to judge such things.
Day power can be increased 5 to
10 times that of night power with
beneficial effects, he said.
Discussing man-made interference, Mr. Hogan advocated legislation to curb manufacturers of
equipment and make mandatory
the shielding of electrical apparatus which results in interference
with reception. The desirability of
power increases, he asserted, is
largely that of overriding such
noises in urban areas. In suburban
and rural areas where these interferences are more or less absent,
he said, the need for power increases is not so marked.
Favors 10 Kc. Separation
MR. HOGAN urged that the FCC
retain the present 10 kc. separation between channels and the 50
kc. separation between stations in
the same geographical area. These,
he added, should be maintained as
a service minimum. In practice
they have not worked a hardship
anywhere, he declared.
With regard to blanketing, Mr.
Hogan said the Commission should
consider a signal of not less than
1 volt, rather than the present
standard 150 microvolts. Improved
receivers as well as improved
transmission technique, he said,
have tended to reduce the so-called
"blanketing" condition.
Mr. Hogan argued against any
new quota system. He said it would
be difficult to establish a system
that would include all factors necessary for proper compliance with
the provision of law. "There is no
automatic or mechanical way of
providing 'a fair, efficient and
equitable distribution of radio
service among the several states
and communities', so far as I can
see, except the progressive application of sound engineering principles and thereby the gradual evolution of such a distribution of
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In connection with high-fidelity
broadcast operation, Mr. Hogan
service."
said that at W2XR he believed he
has demonstrated over the past
two years that the 1500-1600 kc.
band is adapted for regular broadcasting. He urged the Commission
to preserve the present 20 kc. separation between 1510, 1530, 1550,
1570 and 1590 kilocycles and thus
to permit the further demonstration of the value of high-fidelity.
He also urged an increase in
power on the three existing highfidelity channels from 1,000 watts
to at least 5,000 watts and preferably to 10,000 watts. This increased power would help override
electrical background noises, he
argued.
Hogan's Recommendations
MR. HOGAN summarized his recommendations as follows:
"(1) That you retain the experimental privileges and requirements
BROADCASTING

as to stations in the 1510-1600 kc.
section of the broadcast band; (2)
that you immediately open the
1510 and 1590 kilocycle channels
for stations of a maximum power
of 10 kw.; (3) that you immediately change the power limitation
for stations on the 1530, 1550 and
1570 kc. channels from 1 kw. to 10
kw.; (4) that you study the advisability of opening the 1520 and
1580 kc. channels to a limited
number of stations, possibly using
directive antennas, at a later date;
(5) that you similarly consider
the advisability of opening the
1540 and 1560 kc. channels at a
still later date; (6) that you immediately open the 1600 kc. channel for similar stations, or, in your
judgment
listeners'
requirements, to aofnumber
of local
stations of 100 to 250 watts power;
(7) that you encourage the study
of the sky wave coverage that has
been demonstrated to be useful on
these high-frequency channels."
Under rigid cross-examination,
in which each of the Broadcast Division members participated, Mr.
Hogan threw additional light ®n
his allocation views. Asked by
Comdr. Craven whether he felt
that 40 clear channels are necessary, Mr. Hogan said that nothing
had developed to change his view
that there should be at least 40
clear channels since they serve
rural, residential and city districts
while shared channels serve only
city districts. He said there must
be a balance in the band between
550 and 1500 kc.
Comdr. Craven asked about directional antennas and Mr. Hogan
said that he felt they are in the
nature of "a valuable medicine
just like alcohol, but it can be
abused." He argued that each case
must be analyzed on its merits.
On the question of duplication,
Mr. Hogan said that if the purpose of the FCC is to provide service to the greatest number of people, there could be duplication on
clear channels. He insisted, however, that service should be rendered to the rural listeners and
that it can only be accomplished
through clear channel service.
Commissioner Case asked his
views as to geographical location
of clear channels. He replied that
the location does not affect the
amount of power that should be
used by stations but that he was
not in position to state precisely
what locations should be employed.
On this point also, he said, the
FCC must take into account stations on adjacent channels.
For General Rules
MR. HOGAN declared he saw no
reason for a top limit on power of
any character or even a lower
limit. He said he was opposed as
a general thing to technical rules
which may be unjust in their application. Responding to Commissioner
Case, should
he s"aidbe he
believed
general rules
adopted
as
a guide
but
that
actual
applications should be dealt with by the
Commission in its discretion.
Chairman
Sykes queried
wit-'
ness
on his statement
with the
regard
to the transmission characteristics
of various frequencies. Elaborating on this, Mr. Hogan said that
an advantage in the lower wave
band occurs in areas of bad radio
conductivity. Ground absorption
affects the higher frequencies
more than the lower ones, he said.
Moreover, he declared that static
affects the lower frequency where
it does not the higher frequencies
to the same degree. At night there i
• Broadcast
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is a slight difference in favor of
the higher frequencies and he concluded with the statement that it
was fair to say that channels generally are on a par.
Questioned regarding the experimental operation of W2XR, Mr.
Hogan explained that the FCC
rules permitted stations to sell
time commercially but that it has
been an uphill battle to convince
.. advertisers that these channels are
■ desirable. Another difficulty, he
said, has been the use of the ex, perimental call letters and he recommended that the numerals be
eliminated from such station calls.
In his own case, he said he would
like to see the station designated
WXR rather than W2XR. He concluded that a number of far-sighted sponsors are now using his station and that he hoped shortly to
have it on a better financial basis.
Cites Experience
HIGH-FIDELITY

in

BAND

0
'THAT
the use of the so-called
3 high-fidelity
band
between 1500
and 1600 kc. has been justified
technically, was claimed by W. J.
Pape, publisher of the Waterbury
Republican & American, operating
'W1XBS in Waterbury, Conn., in
-testimony Oct. 19. Technical aspects of the operation were discussed simultaneously by J. C.

kc. band has been increased substantially during the two years in
which the station has been on the
air.
Costs of Operation
DISCUSSING business aspects,
Mr. Pape said that during the first
year net sales on the station represented 54% of the net operating
expenses. For the first six months
of this year, he said, net sales represented 79% of the net operating
expenses. He emphasized the
greater expense of construction
and operation of a high-fidelity
station. "We believe we have justified the use of these frequencies,"
he concluded.
Mr. McNary, supplementing the
Pape testimony, declared that technically the use of the high-fidelity
band has been proved for broadcast purposes. Stations in that
band, he said, depending upon soil
conductivity, can lay down a signal of one-half a millivolt in an
area ranging from 22 to 50 miles.
Discussing the proposed synchronization, Mr. McNary said that field

"fMcNary,
consulting
radio
engineer.
Mr. Pape
said the
station
has
;operated for nearly two years on
1530 kc. and that while not yet
operating at a profit, it will soon.
Commercial disadvantages have
occurred, he said, because too
many advertisers question the
commercial value of an experimental station as compared with a
regular station.
Asserting that the situation has
improved gradually, Mr. Pape
brought out that the station has
been publicized widely in his newspaper and that the disadvantage
of experimental call letters partially has been reduced. He asked,
however, that the regulations on
call letters be changed and that
stations in the 1500-1600 kc. band
be permitted to use regular calls.
Discussing the recent request for
synchronized operation with three
250-watt "boosters" in the area
around Waterbury, Mr. Pape said
that the territory in which a satisfactory signal is laid down by
W1XBS is "very restricted".
Under cross - examination, he
brought out that the number of receivers capable of tuning the 1530

tests indicated that the three proposed synchronized stations may
be used to cover an area similar
to that covered by a regular station with higher power with only
250 watts power. There would be
a different coverage pattern, however, he said. Moreover, he said,
it may
deducedwillthat
synchronized be
transmitters
be useful
for
distorting coverage areas to include populous districts which may
not be symetrically placed with respect to a central point at which
the transmitter is located.
He suggested synchronization
research to determine the nature
of the sky wave and the interference which might be caused by
use of two or three on the same
channel. Directional antennas, he
said, also furnish a means for
varying coverage areas and for
control of intensity.
OFFICIALS of the Curtis Broadcasting Co., which has interests in
WBOW, Terre Haute, and WEOA
and WGBF, Evansville, have applied
to the FCC for a new 100-watt night
and 250-watt day station on 1500 kc.
in Indianapolis.

Improved Receivers Can
CUT SEPARATIONS
AS PART of the case presented
by NBC, Arthur Van Dyck, engineer in charge of the RCA License
Laboratory, New York, made an
analytical study of receiving set
characteristics in relationship to
frequency separation and mileage
frequency tables. Presenting a detailed statement, together with exhibits, he reached certain conclusions relating to separations. These
briefly were as follows:
On frequency separation, the
most serious interference limit resides in the 10 kc. heterodyne beat
condition and it is the determinWFIjL
560 Kc.
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. . . The character of a radio station, the nature of its program
should be planned for the needs and interests of its audience.
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and the Indiana Farm Bureau. To these Indiana institutions, as well as to

WIL

scores of local and national advertisers, WOWO is the radio approach to
Indiana.
j 99429

|The Pioneer Commercial
Station In St.Louis

FIRST

intimate local character is its close affiliation with such

in St. Louis

to broadcast

elecHOOSIER

tion returns.
Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc.
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ing 10 kc. factor rather than the
10 kc. cross talk. At lesser separation than 10 kc, this factor becomes increasingly worse and intolerably limiting.
Improved receiver selectivity existing today could be used to advantage either in reducing separation of stations in the same community to 40 kc. or by maintaining the 50 kc. separation and permitting higher field intensities.
From the result of the clear channel survey conducted by the FCC,
the latter alternative is obviously
preferable, since it gives improved
service in rural areas without
causing objectionable interference
close to the transmitter. Mr. Van
Dyck said:
Revision of Tables

"IN SPITE of the fact that the
broadcast system determination of
overall performance involves consideration of numerous factors, it
is possible to set up tables showing relations between essential
factors, which will take satisfactory account of the great majoritv
of allocation problems. There will
of course be special cases where
general, average condition tables
are not suitable, but in the main,
and used with discretion, averaged
tables can be highly useful.
"We therefore believe that suitable tables may be set up if appropriate standards are utilized
for their preparation. The standards must include those for wave
propagation, includine factors of
attenuation, transmitter power, antenna efficiency and directivity, and
those for receiver performance
including selectivity, fidelity, per-

IN

ST.

LOUIS

centage of receivers which may
experience interference, and the
lower limit of field intensity from
desired station necessary to protect.
"It is believed that the frequency separation tables now used
by the Commission can be reviewed
and revised with advantage, in
view of the additional and later
data submitted herein, which was
not available at the time when the
present tables were set up."
NBC
CITES

Research Chief
FIELD SURVEYS

SUPPLEMENTING the case presented by NBC, Charles W. Horn,
chief of research and development
for the network, presented a statement Oct. 15 describing the comprehensive studies made by NBC
in connection with propagation. He
made three recommendations: (1)
an additional classification calling
for 50 millivolts for metropolitan
areas as a minimum signal necessary for good service (as against
10 to 25 millivolts provided in existing standards); (2) that the
power measurements of stations be
made by the direct method of antenna measurements, and (3) that
field strength measurements be
made of all stations.
Introdueing a series of charts
and graphs and other technical
calculations, Mr. Horn brought out
that experience during the last
several years has removed a great
deal of guesswork from station
measuring data. He presented a
map showing
the in
ground
tivities in areas
whichconducNBC
had made measurements of 60 stations in different cities.
Based on these studies, Mr. Horn
said that interference due to natural static varies with the seasons
and is more prevalent in the
southern part of the United States,
especially in the summer. In the
more built-up sections, particularly the larger cities, much static is
caused by electrical devices. Diathermy machines lately have contributed to this interference. He
pointed to efforts made by large
industrial concerns to minimize it.
Minimum

OFFERS

SPONSORS

DAYTIME

Signal Intensities

COVERING signal intensity necessary to render satisfactory service in various types of communities, Mr. Horn brought out that
the standards published by the
FCC engineering division have
been observed for some years.
These
require
10 millivolts for

COVERAGE
INCLUDING

^ ^fl^r
5 J

A

POPULATION

OF

good volts
reception
in sections
cities, 2 and
milli-.5
in residence
millivolts in rural localities. He
said these figures are based on the
fact that electrical noises are
greater in cities than in residential and rural parts of the country. While they have proven quite
satisfactory except in the case of
metropolitan areas, he said that
experience indicated that another
factor should be added to take
care of metropolitan areas. As a
consequence, he recommended the
signal intensity be not less than 50
millivolts.
A discussion of sky wave propagation with relation to sunspot
cycles and the Heaviside Layer
was given by Mr. Horn. Seasonal
variations, he said, have a marked
effect upon the sky wave, which
furnishes secondary service, but
has little effect upon the ground
wave. The net results of these
studies, he said, has been to show
that the best service rendered the
public is in the primary service
areas which are less effected by
atmospheric and cosmic changes.
Citing the Radio Commission map
of 1933 covering calculated night
primary coverage of all broadcast
stations, he said this showed that
out of a total of 119,636,708 people,
the population that resided within
the primary coverage of the broadcasting stations was 76,662,000 or
64.2%. There were approximately
43,000,000 people living within the
secondary
area or
35.8%secondary
of the:
total.
Receivers
in this
area, which covers 70.6% of the
total
area of upon
the country,
are'
solely dependent
the sky wave;
or secondary area signals of sta-l
tions which have sufficient power
and are free from interference.
berWhile
1933, this
Mr. map
Horn issaid
thatDecern-'
there
dated
has been relatively little change in
the number of stations since that,
time and while some of these stations may have increased their,
power they have not materially!
increased their primary service
area because of the fading limitations.
"Long distance transmission or
service to the secondary area," Mr.
Horn continued, "is possible only
on channels which are free from
interference. The system we have
adopted, that of using high power
on clear channels and lower power
on shared channels, is universally
recognized and is in use in Europe
as well as in other parts of the
Synchronization Factors
DISCUSSING synchronization, of
which he was one of the early adworld." vocates, Mr. Horn said the belief
exists in some quarters that stations can be synchronized and
broadcast different programs. He
declared, however, that this does
not hold true until the separation
between the stations is great
enough to provide a signal ratio:
of 20 to 1, desired to undesired.
Synchronizing a whole chain of
stations is at present impractical,
both technically and economically,
he added, stating that synchronistage. zation is still in an experimental
Mr. Horn described in detail the

This is the total population of territory rcc
rng measurements
one-half millivolt
service
or better
bi-ased
on
made
by Jonslty
& Bailey.
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conducted by
surveys
Coverage
ntBC in 1933 of more than 100
: t a t i o n s, declaring it was the
argest undertaking of its kind
iver attempted. This survey is being kept up to date, and is used
.long with a fan mail analysis.
Part of this information, he exjlained, was made available
hrough the publication of NBC
Network Aireas.
Each station, he continued, was
; urveyed individually and in each
,:ase its own par rating is determined. He said: "This continuous
survey we
is a
are conducting
jrocess. We have a staff which
'aries between 30 and 35 people
o take care of this work, which is
.'candled in New York, Chicago and
San Francisco.
"These measurements took many
nonths, and after all the informaion had been assembled we compared the signal field strength concur maps with our letter surveys,
agreement begeneral
was two
.fhere
ween the
results, and in those
ases where there were any marked
jifferences we found we could determine the reasons for the devia:ions. In some cases it was traceible to interference
from some
other station on the same channel,
1>r from an adjacent channel and
sometimes even to man-made
static."
Jansky Proposes 590 Kc.
POWER
EXPERIMENT
A PROPOSAL
that the FCC authorize the three
stations now on
the 590 kc. regional channel to
operate with
power of 5,000
watts or more at
night on a special
experimental baMr. Jansky
sjs was macje in
:a statement presented to the FCC
Oct. 20 by C. M. Jansky Jr., consulting radio engineer of Washington.
Pointing out that WOW, Omaha,
has been operating with 5,000
watts day and night with no appreciable interference to the other
stations, he said that the logical
conclusion from all technical evidence which has been gathered is
that power assignments of 1,000
watts at night on this channel are
too low for efficient service. The
present nighttime assignments on
(590 kc, are WEEI, Boston, with
: 1,000 watts; KHQ, Spokane, with
17000 watts, and WOW, with 1,000
;watts and 4,000 additional on a
special basis.
"Power assignments at each of
i;he stations of at least 5,000 watts
at night are fully justified and it
lis quite possible that even higher
powers are desirable if the maxi. jmum service on this channel is to
be obtained," Mr. Jansky testified.
.. 'Therefore, that the fullest capabilities of 590 kc. may be developed and that there may be adequate engineering study of all the
factors affecting the operation of
.regional broadcast stations at the
We never did like TWO rate
cards. Effective Nov. 1st ONE
card does the trick at
1000
Watts 17
J % Missoula
1260 Kc.
■» 1d"~^7
9 » \W
Montana
Affiliated with the Columbia
Broadcasting System
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lower end of the broadcast spectrum the following are proposed:
Six Steps Suggested
1. That the 590 kc. channel be removed from the regular regional classification and be made a special experimentalbelow
channel under
the provisions described
;
2. There shall be no set upper limit
of power to be used by the stations
on 590 kc, save as may be specified
for given mission
periods
of time by theofComafter consideration
the
joint applications of these stations for
such powers
as field study will substantiate ;
3. Following the transmitter location and antenna changes now being
made on this channel application will
be made for such power assignment
as it appears can be used with the
greatest benefit ;
4. If the Commission sees fit to
grant the power assignment requested
on an experimental basis, then using
these assignments engineering studies
will be made to determine the coverage areas obtained and also the limiother ; tation each station imposes upon the
5. At the time application for specific power assignments is made there
will also be submitted to the Commission a research program involving
the study of nighttime transmission
phenomena on the channel as affected
by
time and todistance
with the"
viewboth
of supplying
the Commission
data of value in determining those
power assignments on this channel
and other low frequency regional assignments of similar characteristics
which will make for the most efficient
use of the channels in question.
6. It is respectfully requested that
during the proposed experiments to
determine the maximum power which
is necessary at the present stations
on 590 kc. to deliver the most efficient service, no other broadcast stations be assigned to this channel.
Neglecting Some Factors
PRELIMINARY to his recommendations, Mr. Jansky asserted that
in engineering regulation too much
emphasis has been placed upon
certain factors of minor import
ance while others have been neglected. Power and distance have
been given too much emphasis, he
declared, because they are easy to
define and understand, while altogether too little consideration
has been given to such complex
factors as antenna efficiency, frequency, attenuation, etc.
For example, he said, two stations of the same power and the
same efficiency may easily have
primary service areas whose radii
vary from one another by a factor
of over 8 to 1, and the areas served
may well vary over a ratio of 64
to 1. Such factors as frequency
assignment at the lower or higher
end of the band, attenuation characteristics ofthe territory the signal must travel over, radiation
characteristics or efficiency of the
antenna system, and the power in
use at the transmitter must be
taken into account, he said.
Discussing the regional power
limitation of 1,000 watts, Mr.
Jansky said that in some instances, because of the characteristics of the various assignments,
power of 1,000 watts may be too
high for the legitimate purposes
of the stations involved. In other
instances 1,000 watts or even 5,000
watts may prove to be too low for
efficient service.
WOW with 5,000 watts has a
primary day and night coverage
in excess of 150 miles, Mr. Jansky
testified. The average radius of
the primary day coverage of KHQ
with 5,000 watts is in excess of
100 miles, and at night with 1,000
watts it is greater than 75 miles.
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Primary day and night coverage
areas of WEEI, while not so large
as those of WOW and KHQ, are
large compared with other stations
in the same general area regardless of power, he said.
The primary daytime service
areas of the three stations, Mr.
Jansky contended, are larger than
for most clear channel stations.
The reason, he added, is the fact
that the 590 kc. frequency is near
the lower end of the broadcast
spectrum.
Asks Higher Power on
HIGHER FREQUENCIES
THE NEED for higher power on
higher frequencies, to procure
service comparable to that of stations on lower frequencies, was
emphasized by Dr. Herbert L.
Wilson, consulting radio engineer
of New York, Oct. 19 in a statement filed with the FCC. Differences in attenuation on the various frequencies, he said, make
such
sirable.a differential in power de-

•i

Basing his recommendations on
a series of measurements made in
New York City and other points,
Dr. Wilson said that more power
is required at the higher than at
the lower end of the band. By using 1,000 watts on 550 kc. as a
basis, he said, a station has a signal equal to that of 16,000 watts
on the higher frequency, taking
into account the attenuation in
metropolitan areas and the difference between 550 and 1500 kc. "In
other words," he said, "the broadcaster at the higher end of the
broadcast band cannot hope to
render
the same
field intensity
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over a given area as can be done
at the lower frequencies."
Measurements taken by Bell
Laboratories in 1928 compared to
his own measurements in 1936,
Dr. Wilson said, show that manmade interference has increased
some 300% in the metropolitan
area of New York. He said it is
logical to assume that it has increased in proportion throughout
all the larger metropolitan areas.
Dr. Wilson brought out that diathermy equipment used in the
medical profession has served to
intensify radio interference. Actually, he said, such apparatus
functions as a miniature transmitter. He recommended that the
Commission should have control
as to the design and shielding of
this equipment to assure the listener who lives near or around
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such equipment freedom from interference.
Discussing his measurements in
New York, he said that in order
to procure good reception the signal must be at least 2% millivolts
per meter on 550 kc. ; 3.2 millivolts on 640; 5.1 millivolts on
1,000: 11.1 millivolts on 1340, and
16 millivolts on 1500.
Horizontal

Boosts

ON

REGIONALS

SOME

Asked

ON

BEHALF of a group of regional stations which he represents, Ben S. Fisher, Washington
radio attorney, made a brief statement in support of horizontal increases in power on certain regionals and also introduced in the
record several engineering exhibits dealing with propagation conditions. He made a plea for horizontal increases for all stations on
the 620 kc. regional channel, and
on the 590 kc. regional. In behalf
of KVOD, Denver, he asked that
regulations be revised so as to permit operation of stations in the
same city with a 40 kc. separation,
instead of the present 50.
Los Angeles Uses Radio
LOS ANGELES COUNTY on Oct.
20, through its board of supervisors, voted $25,000 to be spent on
cross-country programs over both
national chains to advertise the
city and county of Los Angeles.
The Supervisors and the Los Angeles Junior Chamber of Commerce will administer the fund.
The intial broadcast was tentatively scheduled Nov. 1 from the Pasadena Flower Show.

Down

To

TACKS"

Now that the presidential election with all the excitement and
attendant disruption of program schedules is past, you find that
you have some desirable periods of time open for sponsorship.
For those sponsors, who are discriminative in their choice of a
program vehicle, Transco Feature Length Major Productions
offer a wide variety in every type of entertainment.
Transco has always given the most careful consideration to
the selection of program subjects in order that you — the radio
station, advertising agency and your clients may have only the
best to offer the listening audience. Each feature presents the
finest talent available, and is produced under the direction of a
professional staff whose business has been the building of result
producing radio programs for years.
Our field managers are at your service for complete auditions.

Sherley
CASE

FOR

DISCUSSING the voluminous testimony presented at the hearings,
Mr. Sherley emphasized that while
he was not an engineer or an
economist, three facts were developed that are in capable of dispute. He enumerated these as:
(1) Radio reception is not as good
at is can be in the present state of
the art for America as a whole;
(2) service cannot be given over
the great rural areas except
through clear channels upon which
stations operate exclusively at
night, and (3) in order to provide
better reception, power must be increased not only for clear channel
stations but for regionals and
locals.
Elaborating, he declared radio
in America is probably better than
anywhere else in the world. Because it is the best available, he
said, it should be left to individual
enterprise rather than be placed
under government control.
On the question of power, Mr.
Sherley said that if the future is
judged by the past, increased
power represents the answer to
better reception. He referred to the
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CLEAR

THE HEARINGS concluded Oct.
21 with the presentation of arguments in behalf of the Clear Channel Group by Swager Sherley,
wartime chairman of the House
Appropriations Committee and a
Washington attorney.
Appearing as cocounsel for the
Clear Channel Group, Mr. Sherley
argued for preservation of clear
channels and for elimination of
the present maximum as to power.
His speech, which recalled the
scene before the former Radio
Commission in 1930 when 50 kw.
applications were being argued,
touched upon all aspects of broadcasting including service, monopoly, chain regulation and related
issues.
Ignoring his prepared speech,
Mr. Sherley spoke extemporaneously of what he felt to be the
function of the FCC in the current
hearings. He brought out that the
Clear Channel Group of 13 stations is an entirely independent
group shiprepresenting
diverse ownerand widely scattered.
They
have joined together, he brought
out, for two purposes — to urge
that the existing 30 clear channels
be preserved and that the present
maximum power of 50 kw. on
clear-channels be removed.
Mission of Clear Channels
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1930 hearings on 50,000 watts and
said that at that time there were
cries of superpower. Some 45,000,000 people, representing 73% of
the geographical area of the country, are dependent upon the secondary coverage of clear channel stations, he said. Even with the increased power, he added, there will
not be complete daytime coverage
of that area.
In an effort to kill the idea that
500 kw. represents "superpower"
Mr. Sherley diverged into a discussion ofthe "tyranny of phrases".
A false impression has been created by the use of the phrase
"superpower", he said, declaring
that it is totally misleading. In the
early days of
munications onpoint-to-point
the long waves,comhe

recalled, power of that magnitude
was frequently used for longrange communication and he saidd
he was advised by engineers that
instances can be found where in
lighting of entrances to theater
500 kw. power is used. PrintingI
presses of newspapers use energyv
of that order and a Douglas airplane employs over three times
that power.
Will Superpower Pay?
ON THE practical question of the
number of clear channels that
should be employed, Mr. Sherley
said it is impossible to cite an exact number necessary to cover the
entire country. The weight of the
testimony introduced, he said, did
not undertake to show how there
could be any reduction of the existing number. He referred to the test
imony of Dr. Greenleaf Whittier
Pickard for the Regional Group,
declaring that he finally said that
5, 10 or perhaps 15 of the original
40 clear channels could be dupli
cated. John V. L. Hogan, the con
suiting engineer, had testified that
he felt there should be the original
40. It was evident, he said, that a
single clear channel could not provide national coverage.
If adequate service is to be provided, and consistent service is to
be had during night throughout
the year, the listener must have
more than one high-power clear
channel station available and for
a variety of programs, there must
be from 25 to 30 or more clear
channel stations with 500 kw. Declaring that it is easy for men to
talk about the little station and
the intermediate station and their
needs, Mr. Sherley said that the
question involved is not simply the
right of the station owner but the
public's right to receive service,
The pressure of individual station
owners will always be toward lessening the number of clear channels, and toward additional facilities in populous areas. The FCC
record of applications received, he
added, show that few of them are
for new stations in areas not now
well served.
Referring to arguments of regional and local groups that 500
kw. power will mean their destrucJOHN
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-ition, Mr. Sherley declared that the
'initial contention was that superjpower stations cannot be made to
may "and in the same breath they
jsay that they will be so successful
.jas to destroy the regional stations."
Discussing the cost of installing
and maintaining 500 kw. stations,
Mr. Sherley said that the amounts
cited by the Regional Group were
almost double those of the Clear
'^Channel Group. He felt the Com' mission should consider the estimates made by the clear channel
stations, since they were based on
consideration of actual costs. But
, he added that he was not concerned either with the maximum
■ or the minimum figures because he
:felt the increases in power would
be economically
justified. These
'costs, he said, do not represent any
; great investment that should make
'the Commission hesitate. He said
!he doubted the wisdom of a governmental body considering the
"wisdom or lack of wisdom of
those
willing
to make investments." Dearth of Time
TURNING to the argument that
national advertising will be monopolized bythe clear channel stations in the event of power increase, Mr. Sherley contended that
radio time is limited — a limitation
<:lother
peculiar
only to radio
not to
advertising
media.andActually,
he said, there are only 300 or 400
I national
advertisers
on the air
awhile there are probably 6,000 or
||7,000 national advertisers today
: using newspapers and magazines.
I He held that it is impossible for a
iigroup or 30 or 40 stations to monopolize national advertising by
radio. Instead of seeing a dearth
j of national business, he said the
tjtime has already arrived where
^certain stations cannot give advertisers "bookings".
Referring
to the testimony of
CBS President Paley that some regional outlets of that network
might be dropped if superpower
jwere authorized, Mr. Sherley said
a this statement was not borne out
by actual conditions. This "timidity", he said, was surprising since
CBS, when it went into the network field, unquestionably figured
:on getting new business rather
:than taking it away from the exlisting network. It must have concluded that there
was "room
enough for both", he said. Further,
| Mr. Sherley said he envisioned the
siformation of additional networks
piof advertiser and listener demand.
|Elaborating on this point, he said:
>3 "Dare this Commission deny bets'ter service to all America for fear
fl'that
those
with will
courage
make
another
advance
eithertofind
no
j advertising market or usurp that
of other stations?
Courage, not
timidity, has made radio. Can the
industry prosper by being denied
the right to grow or increase its
circulation? Is it a wise function
of government to determine the
wisdom or folly of private interests? Is it wise regulation to put
a maximum on power that thereby
limits not only the area to be
served but also the service that
can be rendered within that area?"
I
I In

.
Baltimore,

On the question of the possible
international interference because
of superpower, Mr. Sherley declared that when he heard that the
power might involve "the peace of
the nation", he became disturbed.
However, he said that Dr. C. B.
Jolliffe, former chief engineer of
the FCC and now with RCA,
cleared that point up in his testimony when he said that power of
500,000 watts or even of 5,000,000
watts would not cause any international interference of a character that would cause complications.
Further, he added, while America
wants to be the good neighbor, it
cannot propose to "shackle the
art". A nation obtains its rights
best by having asserted them in
advance of the controversy, he
added.
Invading: the subject of monopoly, Mr. Sherley declared that the
law is clear-cut on this point and
that monopoly in radio will not be
tolerated. He then outlined the
ownership of the various stations
in the Clear Channel Group. Most
of them, he said, are on the networks and carry chain programs,
but they are not "subservient outlets for the chains". A number of
them, he said, have reserved the
right to choose what network programs they will broadcast and to
replace them with programs of
their own choosing. If all the stations went to 500 kw., he continued, this individuality would
not only remain but be accentuated
for with the increased power they
would become less dependent on
the chains. "If there be a danger
of chain monopoly," the attorney
continued, "the law gives you the
right to regulate them and you
should
do it."
On the
question of duplication,
Mr. Sherley said the advertiser
will see to it that he does not pay
for unnecessary duplication of his
programs.
Discussing the matter of station
contracts with networks, Mr. Sherley declared
"block-booking
should
becomethattheif menace
that I
think it has in motion pictures,
you have the power to act. Just as
soon as you make the independent
strong, just so long do you prevent monopoly between chains.
Monopoly comes through power
over the weak."
Control of Contracts
IN FURTHER discussions of
these points, Mr. Sherley held that
if it be thought that contract arrangements between stations and
chains gives control without ownership into the hands of the networks, the Commission has the

Pleading for preservation of separate ownership, Mr. Sherley said
that he could visualize the time,
through use of higher power on
clear channel stations, when
groups of such stations would provide their own program service.
As for duplication of programs, he
said that he felt the FCC would
not overlook the need for some
duplication no matter how great
the power assignments.
It is one thing, he added, to
show overlapping areas by graphs
depicting the area served by respective stations and quite another
to prove thereby that there is in
any true sense a duplication of
programs to all listeners within
the overlapping areas.
Coming to the issue of duplication of stations on clear channels,
Mr. Sherley declared it resolves
itself into the question "what price
glory?" In fact, he pointed out,
regional and local stations are operated on what amount to "duplicated" channels in that more than
one station performs on them. Of
course, he added, it is possible to
use stations on opposite coasts on
a common channel with some secondary coverage. But, he asserted,
it is certain that neither of them
or the two jointly will have the
same amount of coverage as one
station on a frequency. He charged
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power to cause necessary changes
in such contracts. As for his own
group of stations, he said, there is
no dangerbination
of between
a monopolistic
comthem.
"Can you visualize a combination between The Chicago Tribune
Courthe Louisville
(WGN) and ier-Journal
(WHAS)? My imagiclared. nation is not that vivid," he de-
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that some of the opposition to
superpower may be translated into
the desire of stations to break
down clear channels for the purpose of placing additional stations
in the more populous areas that
are now adequately served.
Protection of Clears

that comes from operation in the
larger cities.
Asking that there be no further
duplication on clear channels, Mr.
Sherley said that the FCC cannot
make any further reduction without hurting the service to the nation as a whole. "Don't confuse
the public interest with the ownership interest," he implored.
As for quality of programs, generally, Mr. Sherley said that he
felt that radio had not yet found
itself in the way of program balance. Attributing this to the newness of the art, he said he looked
forward to improvement in radio
generally.
Drawing to the conclusion of his
argument, Mr. Sherley said certain
outstanding considerations must be
taken into account in the improvement of technical radio service.
Foremost, he declared, was that
this improvement should develop
through use of additional power
by locals, regionals and clear channel stations. He added he was not
arguing that 30 clear channel stations should immediately go to
500.000 watts. He was aware, he
said, that all of the 13 members
of the Clear Channel Group ^ad
not applied for 500 kw. His contention, he said, was that clear
channel stations, having been given
a great trust, should be required
to live up to that trust and use
50,000 watts as minimum power on
those channels.
"When you come to make your
regulations,"
he of
advised,
not
fix the number
clear "do
channel

DECLARING that already 10 clear
channels have been "robbed of
their right" through breaking
down, Mr. Sherley said that in
every case of duplicated operation
there is found the desire of the
station to improve its status in a
populous area. The clear channel
issue, he said, is basically one of
population and trade area against
rural service and the high reward

vertiser
- „ by an ad
ains. W
City radio st

I THE SPORTS
STATION
of the
MIDDLE
WEST

stations which mav have that
power (500 kw). When you limit
the number you immediately force
a fie:ht for these power assignments. Do away with your maxiTHE

MOST

POWERFUL
STATION

Guessing Orchestras
SCOTT FURRIERS, through
its local stores, is currently
conducting over WDRC,
Hartfortd; WEEI, Boston;
WCSH, Portland, Me., and
WJAR, Providence, a novel
type of guessing contest. The
idea is for listeners to guess
the names of orchestras heard
on the program through the
medium of their recordings.
The name of each selection
with some slight cue as to the
orchestra playing is given.
Listeners must not only supply all the names correctly,
but must also present their
entries in as unique a manner as possible. Three prizes
are awarded every week.
mum

and consider each individual

Declaring he was asking that the
art
be continued free, Mr. Sherley
application."
said he did not harbor the view
that the art should be kept entirely
"flexible" as some witnesses had
advocated. This depends upon the
interpretation of the word "flexiRigidity in the preservation of
bility".
any definitely established principles is necessary, he said, as a
means of preventing the constant
attack upon existing stations affording a public service. If flexibility means that all regulations
are to be so elastic as to give no
security as to the basic character
of different classes of stations, he
said, he opposed that definition.
In conclusion, Mr. Sheidey declared that the work of the Commission has been "unusual" and
that while many mistakes have
been made, these have developed
because of the different groups and
classes with which the Commission has had to deal and because
of the numerous complex problems. He urged the Commission
not to think in terms only of station ownership but of the obligation that rests upon the station to
serve the public.
General's Bread Bits
GENERAL BAKING Co., New
York, through Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., has taken
a series of 26 half-minute dramatized commercials for a test campaign on KMBC and WDAF, Kansas City. The discs are from the
radio programs division of the
Walter Biddick Co., Los Angeles,
under the caption of Bread Bits.
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Heart

the

Triangle

More population, more radio sets and
more spendable income than any other
Oklahoma station, with extensive coverage in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.
EDWARD
New York

V
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WWNC
ASHEVILLE, N. C
Full Time NBC Affiliate
lOOO Watts

Sales Up 27%*
FIGURES just released by Bureau of Census show retail
sales in North Carolina at
#462,613,000* in 1935, as compared with #363,111,000 in
1933. And the improvement
still marches on! Use WWNC
— and blanket the rich resortindustrial section of this state!
*account
To be absence
revised upward
to take
of certain
dataintoin
preliminary Bureau of Census report.

TULSA
BROADCASTING

Series

on

MBS

Is Supplemented by Discs
MURINE Co., Chicago (eye wash),
which last winter sponsored Listen
to This, a quarter-hour program
on a four-station MBS hookup, is
bringing it back to the air as a
half - hour feature Tuesday evenings over a six-station MBS hookup (WGN, WOR, KHJ, KGB.
KFRC and KDB) and once weekly
via transcriptions on stations WSB,
WCAU, WTIC, WNAC, WJR,
WLW, WFAA, KQV, WWL, KEX
and KOL.
The program features Lew Diamond's orchestra, Johnny & Dotty,
singers, and a guest artist chosen
from the ranks of "deservers", professional radio performers who
have pleased local audiences but
who have never before had the opportunity tobe heard on a national
network. Each broadcast will also
include a dramatized "lie", chosen
from the files of the Burlington
Liars Club, with which the program has an exclusive tieup. Agencago.cy: Vanderbie & Rubens Inc., ChiArmco Back to NBC
AMERICAN ROLLING MILLS
Co., Middletown, O. (Armco sheet
iron), on Nov. 29 will return to
the air for its regular fall series
on 26 NBC-Blue stations, Sundays.
8-8:30 p. m. No announcement has
been made concerning talent.
WIRE, Indianapolis, is a part of
the network despite previous announcement that it would become
a basic Red network station.
WIRE is also a part of several
other newly-signed Blue network
programs, but cancellable withing 30 days. The Armco period is
signed for 26 weeks through Gardner Adv. Co., New York.
Health Products Adds
HEALTH PRODUCTS Corp..
Newark, N. J. (Feen-A-Mint, Dillard's Aspergum), on Nov. 22 will
add KWK, St. Louis, to its National Amateur Night program on
MBS, Sundays, 6-6:30 p. m., and
on Jan. 3 the program will extend
to the Coast by adding KFEL,
Denver, and the Don Lee network
(KHJ, KFRC, KDB, KGB), a
total of 16 stations. To accommodate delegates to the annual drug
convention which convened in New
York Oct. 19-24, the sponsor rented the National Theatre, New
York, for four weeks. William
Esty & Co. New York, has the account.
Power Increases Approved
POWER increases for several stations were authorized Oct. 27 by
the FCC Broadcast Division us
follows: WNOX, Knoxville, from
1,000 to 5,000 watts day, 1,000
watts night; KMA, Shenandoah,
la., from 2,500 to 5,000 watts
day, 1,000
New with
Orleans, fromnight;
500 to WSMB,
1,000 watts
provisions for a directional antenna to protect WADC, Akron;
WROK, Rockford, 111., from 500 tc
1,000 watts day.
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE
VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.
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Hot

Springs

Station

Is Sold
fought; KTHS
LOSE on the heels of the sale of
<|THS,
Springs,
Ark., from
l• le
local Hot
chamber
of commerce
to
. -ladio Enterprises Inc., subsidiary
i -.t' the Col. T,om Barton interests
- leaded by Edward Zimmerman, an
..ioplication was filed Oct. 22 with
lie FCC for a new daytime 100• latter on 1310 kc. by Associated
Arkansas
Newspapers
Inc., Hot
tarings. The
KTHS
sale still
ends FCC approval, and its application to move into Little Eock
as been set for hearing.
,1 Heading the group seeking the
.jaw station is C. E. Palmer, publisher of the Hot Springs SentinelJecord and New Era, the El Dondo News and Times and the
exarkana Gazette and News and
•hief owner of KCNC, Texarkana.
'le holds 41% of the stock in the
^•ew corporation, with his Hot
jprings and El Dorado newspapers owning 17.7%. Other principals are Walter E. Husman, Hot
'J p rings newspaperman; A. T.
'/ood, Union National Bank, LitLe Rock; H. T. Weigal, Texar,ana National Bank; Louis Heilrun, Texarkana realtor.
National

Tea

List

NATIONAL
TEA
Co., Chicago
-food stores), on Nov. 2 starts a
"pot daytime
campaign announcements
in the Midwest,daily
us.ng
-xcept Sunday on the following
Stations:
WHO,
WOC, WEBC,
VCCO, WTCN,
KSTP, WTMJ,
VISN,
WROK,
WBBM, WLS,
VGN,
WMAQ,
WCFL, WIND,
VJJD, WGES,
WSBC, WAAF,
VCRW.
Dade B. Epstein Adv.
Agency, Chicago, has the account.

BUG

AND

MOUSE

Tiny Pests Choose Same Day

RANGER — E. W.. Thurston (in
the 10-gallon hat), commercial
sales engineer of Western Electric
Co., looks over his commission as
a Texas Centennial Ranger, in recognition of eminence in the electrical communications field. R. A.
Riley, Graybar's Dallas manager,
represented Gov. Allred of Texas
in making the presentation.
Lucky Tiger in West
LUCKY TIGER MFG. Co., Kansas City (hair tonic) on Oct. 16
launched a series originating at
KHJ, Los Angeles, and going to
11 Don Lee-CBS stations, with two
other Don Lee stations for additional coverage, using a half-hour,
Fridays, 9-9:30 p. m. (PST). Midland Adv. Agency, Kansas City,
handles the account. Talent includes Evelyn Schmidt, coloratura;
William Daze, tenor, and Frederick
Stark conducting the orchestra.
Wayne Griffin is producer. Thirteen programs form the series.
KELLY KAR Co., Southern California automobile firm, has started to
use stations in San Diego and Los
Angeles with custom-built dramatized
transcription commercials produced by
Walter Biddick Co., Los Angeles.

To Harrass WHK
ENGINEERS of WHK, Cleveland,
have learned how to "take the
bugs
of the
Theoutscene
is equipment."
the transmitter
house, the time early forenoon.
The circuit breakers open with a
bang. The engineer on duty closes
them and they open again. While
he is frantically checking power
equipment a man engaged for some
landscaping around the transmitting tower comes in and reports
he heard a queer buzzing in the
tuning equipment, encased in a
box some distance above the
ground. Investigation disclosed
the cremated remains of a bug.
The same day, along toward
evening, the station again was
knocked off the air. No, guess
again! It wasn't another bug. It
was just a little mouse, attracted by the warmth of a big transformer and the fine flavor of the
insulating compound. He chewed
enough to cause a shifet-circuit.
WHK
figureoccurring
th* chances
of the engineers
two mishaps
the
same day are about 80,000 to 1.
GEORGE BURNS and Gracie Allen
have signed a Paramount contract for
two pictures, getting $500,000 for the
first and $60,000 for the second.
WGH
Gives Live Local Representation
In Three Prosperous Cities
With Studios and Offices
NORFOLK — PORTSMOUTH
—NEWPORT NEWS

Bauer & Black Discs
>AUER & BLACK, Chicago (Veare hand lotion) is using three to
rlive five - minute transcribed programs weekly on eight stations.
Jtarting the last week in October.
The list may be enlarged after the
Tirst of the year. Stations are
j:OA. WMAQ. WFBM. WHO. WJR.
fCCO, WOW. WTMJ. Ruthrauff
:z Ryan Inc., New York, is agency.

MUdo-u4i

ONE

/WRATE
National and regional
radio advertisers are finding

FATHER FLANIGAN'S Boys' Home,
j )maha. Neb., through Ernest Bader &
-lo. of the same city, will place a series
,'f 26 quarter - hour programs of Father
■■"lanigan's Boys'
on on
25
3 tations. The discs,Hometown
originally Band
recorded
instantaneous material, in November were
,>eing re-recorded through the Walter Bidnick Co., Los Angeles, on wax at the
ilCA-Victor studios in Hollywood.
r^—

(
1
:
3

— ——

Farm

ingly productive.
RADIO
• With

— — —

an established

— 1936

presentations !

farm broadcaster— HENRY

/

"circulation"

survey) . . . reasonable

Your product, too, will
gain turn-over and distribution if featured over these
Three Stations at One Low
Rate.

and for the farm people by the original

NEWS

WTOC

NOTE:

Over

FIELD.

50 thousand

visiKWTO-KGBX
NBC • SPMNGF/flD.MO.

tors attended Henry Field's Fall Jubilee
and Festival, October 14th to 17th, making his 12th year of broadcasting.

GEORGIA
KC

National Representative
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

Krkir
1^1
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Their products advertised over the "Missouri Triangle" have experienced a
remarkable "over-the-counter" acceptance.

"space

rates" . . . proved acceptance . . . and a
reputation built by consistent service to

"Georgia's Seaport"

BROADCASTING

world

(potential coverage better than 5 million

Covering rich shipping,
naval stores, tohacco and
cotton markets with the
cream of local and CBS

SAVANNAH,
1260

these three stations increas-

Magazine

KCMO
KAA/SAS

I A.
SHENANDOAH,
Friendly Farmer Station.
Station.
The Friendly

C/TY, MO.

WTMV
£AST ST. lOLf/S
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STUDIO
PROGRAM

AND
NOTES

KOIL, Omaha, broadcast hunting dog
trials when the Missouri Valley Retriever Trials were held in October.
Two quarter-hour broadcasts were arranged with Bob Cunningham, and
Emerson Smith in charge. Immediately following the first broadcast,
the crowd of spectators increased by
more than 500. According to L. C.
Hawley, field trial secretary, this increase was directly attributable to the
interest shown in the KOIL broadcasts. Sheriff Hopkins, of Douglas
County, in which Omaha is located,
received eight telephone calls from
persons requesting him to stop the
wanton killing of birds that they
were hearing about over their radios.
The sounds of the gunfire and the
splash of the water as the dogs came
out with their birds were both plainly
heard over the air.
KHJ, Los Angeles, celebrated its annual picnic at the Valley Park Country Club, Van Nuys, in October.
KFWB, Hollywood, has effected a
working agreement with the Bryan
Foy production unit at WarnersFirst National whereby the picture
unit will produce a weekly play with
Robert White writing the radio adaptations. Leo Forbstein's Vitaphone
Orchestra, now on location, will return Nov.
1 and
hour's
program
each
week present
on the an
station.

the "Give - a - Radio" campaign, the
movement met with immediate interest, a local dealer announcing that he
would start the drive off with a new
set out of his stock. Radio Jake, interference expert of the News, is in
charge. Inspiration for the idea came
from 22-year Lucille King, who, blind
and paralyzed, has spent all but three
of her years in bed. The gift of a
radio strengthened her desire to live
and provided impetus for the drive.
A NEW series of America's Town
Meeting of the Air will start on NBCBlue network, Thursdays, 9:30-10
p. m. under the auspices of the League
for Political Education, with Dr.
Harry Woodburn Chase, chancellor of
New York University, and George V.
Denny Jr. in charge.
WEXL, Royal Oak, Mich., sent out
a radio call for aid in a simulated
hurricane disaster and some 600 boy
scouts in the district responded. It
was the first attempt to stage an
emergency mobilization on a large
scale by radio in the Midwest.
THE

BARNSTORMERS weekly sustaining dramatic half-hour on KFI,
Los Angeles, has returned for the
winter season with Forrest Barnes
producing. The cast is changed for
each production.
TELEVISION broadcasts experimentally from W6XAO, Los Angeles television station of the Don Lee
Broadcasting System and KHJ, on
Oct. 18 were changed to 4 p. m.
(PST) Sundays for a quarter-hour.
The station had previously been on
the air for evening broadcasts, with
KHJ broadcasting the sound accompaniment of the sight program transmitted by W6XAO.
WBNX.

New York, has started Uptown Baby Contest, with entries
ranging from 10 months to 10 years.
Winners are given a chance to face
the microphone. Baby songs are featured in the musical portion of the
program.

icri/smi mumr rottc/vrffOTAffORO 70 P/)SSUPTH£
LARGEST INDEPENDENT
STATION in CHICAGO !
201 N . WELLS ST, CHICAGO , ILL,
WEEO & CO. 350 MADISON AVE , N.Y.C.

WOOD, Grand Rapids, broadcast th<|
local speeches of the presidential can
didates of both major parties withir
14 hours. At 7:30 on the evening o:<
Oct. 14, Gov. Landon was rushecj
from his train to deliver an address

UNDER the auspices of The Detroit
News, WWJ, Detroit, has started a
campaign to give new or used radios
to the ridden
city's
blind, crippled
and bedat Christmas
time. Known
as

Roosevelt v. Landon
Yale v. Harvard
Lewis v. Green
1SEWS is your best bet this fall.
TRANSRADIO

RADIO FAMILY RIGDON— With
Louis T. Rigdon as director, and
his wife Edythe Miller as assistant, the WSB-Atlanta Journal
School of the Air in October entered its sixth year with an enrollment of over 300,000 students in
400 Georgia public schools. For
competition in declamation, recitation, piano and violin, scholarships
in Georgia colleges and free trips
to Radio City are annually awarded. Cooperating with WSB in carrying the school broadcasts are
WTOC, Savannah; WMAZ, Macon,
and WRDW, Augusta.
KFOX, Long
Beach,
Cal., has
inaugurated aPhone
in Folks
Sunday
afternoon request program for two
hours. Hal Nichols, president of the
station, answers the request calls with
two-way
broadcast. conversation amplified and
WITH auto show season approaching, WGAR Cleveland, is beginning
for its third successive year a series
of interviews with representatives of
motor car companies. Carl George interviews them on safe driving and
new models.
AT THE national corn-husking contest to be held Nov. 10 in Licking
County, Ohio. NBC will have Hal
Totten and Everett Mitchell on the
scene to collaborate in describing the
"battle ofFarm
the &bangboards"
National
Some Hour. on the
WLBF, Kansas City, Kan., used the
local police shortwave system to
broadcast a running account of President Roosevelt's visit in the city. Announcer Evan Fry described the
events from a squad ear equipped
with two-way apparatus.
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WNEW, New York, in conformit.
with the current trend among com
mercial broadcasters, has discontinue'
its national advertising rate. The aD
nouncement was made Oct. 21 b;
Herman Bess, vice president in charg
of sales and Hugh Boiee, Jr., nationa
sales director.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, invites stage
struck actors in the South to audi
tion for appearance on air, doing bit
from any play they think is suitabl
for their talents. The idea is to giv
amateur thespians opportunity to sat
isfy themselves as to their ability an
furnish invisible audience with chanc
to do whatever they think is corree
when the act is in progress.

YOUR
MIDAS

...

F

WAAB, Boston, and Colonial Net]
work will carry hockey games of th!
Boston Bruins, with Frank Ryan an!
nouncing. a post he has filled sine!
1923. WNAC and Yankee Networl
will carry out-of-town games.
CHICAGO,
Northwestern
and Dr
Paul university professors will dis
cuss current trends in education, bus j
iness, art, music, economics, govern
ment and similar subjects in a nev
series of quarter-hour programs broad
cast every evening except Saturda;
and Sunday on WIND, Gary. Mon
days will be devoted to education
Tuesdays to business, Wednesdays t<
art. Thursdays to government. an<
Fridays
to the "news
behind th'
news".
The series is presented unl
der the auspices of the Universit;
Broadcasting Council, organization fo |
research in the field of education b;
radio
maintained by the three uni
versifies.

TO

The KFH audience is many times
greater than that of any station heard
in this "ready-to-buy" market. And
its lead has sharply increased with the
KFH increase in power to 5,000 watts.
Your program to the vast KFH listening audience in South-Central
Kansas and Northern Oklahoma, will
build your sales and increase your
distribution.
An excellent merchandising service is
available to augment your sales efforts over KFH.

K

which was broadcast by WOOD. Ai'
his
train pulled
out President
of the depot
tin'
following
morning,
Roose
velt's train arrived, and the ChieJ
Executive drove directly to Campai.i
Square for his scheduled speech.
WPAY, Portsmouth, O., covered thj
17th session of fox hunting at nearbj
Jackson, using a 42-mile remote teleJ
phone line, with Boss Johnson, WLAW
raconteur, at the microphone, assistea
by Judge Fields and Hillburn Lloydl
of the WPAY staff. The daybreali
casting of hounds for the all-age even ]
was missed due to difficulty in get 1
ting lines to the outlying valley fronP
which the hunt started.
WCPO, Cincinnati, broadcast an apJ
peal for blood transfusion volunteers
following a Caesarian operation ann
within 15 minutes nine persons wer!
at the hospital while many other!
phoned or arrived later. Lives of botfl
the mother and baby were saved. At!
temps
to reach
had failed
until the
the patient's
attendingrelative!
physij
cian called WCPO and asked for help!
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LAND

A Domain of WEALTH
Within Sound of
Your Voice!
• Wealth is literally
flowing in East Texas. The
oil fields alone produce over
$500,000
a day.byYoucatering
can reapto
in
dividends
this receptive market with
"money in their jeans". Take
a long view on Longview and
select KFRO as your Spokesman and Star Salesman. Send
for "The Story of KFRO".
KFRO
"VOICE
OF LONGVIEW"
LONGVIEW.
TEXAS
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NBC

Pacific Fee

Stopped
Not

SPECIAL charges heretofore assessed by NBC for keying of programs from the West Coast were
abolished as of Oct. 19, placing the
studios in San Francisco and Hollywood on the same basis as those
in New York, Chicago, and Washington for the free origination of
network
announcement wasprograms.
made Oct. The
17 by
Roy C.

SAY...

or

DIAL...

or

Flex-O-Glass Spots
FLEX-O-GLASS Co., Chicago
(flexible glass-like material), is
sponsoring a quarter-hour of the
WHO Barn Dance; four daily announcements on WIBW, KMMJ,
KMA, and is one of four advertisers assuming participating sponsorship of the Morning Round Up,
broadcast 8:30-9 a. m., daily except Sunday, over ABC network.
Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago, is agency.
Aurora

Using

be embarrassed!"

7

. . .whether

what

point you want

it be in 80,000

United

States

or

world

beyond,

Canada

Spots

send

your

message

And

WGR
or WKBW
between 5 and 7 P. M.
says Ross Federal
BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO
Represented by

more

telegraph company that offers a worldwide service of co-ordinated telegraph,

82%

more

Ross

Federal

radio communications

under

will speed your

sage to the other end of the town

mesor the

other end of the world... with

accuracy...

with dependability.

you send a

when

message via Postal Telegraph
charges will appear

on your telephone

^

in this fashion:

listeners than the second
listeners

than

checked

the third

station.
station.

the ballots.

admit

patronage.

A

look

at the

curves of our advertisers proves we hand
results. There still is a little room on
WCAE

Band

Wagon!

Climb

sales
out
the

aboard!

bill.

SYSTEM

Telegraph

Commercial
yjjsSffl
Cables

Polls

by telephone,

INTERNATIONAL

Tostal

Marches

a
We

And

FREE & SLEININGER

The

elects WCAE

22%

Postal Telegraph

in

via

single management.

THE

To

is the only American

cable and

STATIONS

tune

Pittsburgh

in all the

Postal Telegraph.
For Postal Telegraph

to

to reach

places in the
or

of 10

BUFFALO

Mon., Wed., Fri., and a quarterhour of the Sunday morning Sunshine Hour on WMAQ, Chicago,
and daily announcements in the
afternoon. Agency : Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago.

matter

out

Listeners

AURORA LABORATORIES, Chicago (Clear Again cold remedy),
is sponsoring a quarter-hour of the
Musical Clock on WBZ, Boston,
daily except Sunday, and daily announcements in the evening; an
early morning
quarter-hour
of recorded music on
WGN, Chicago,

No

Talk

EDWARD PAULIN,
on-the-street
for WROKman-of
Rockford, 111., has learned
not to be quite so insistent
when he asks women personal questions. "I suppose
you have a most embarrassing moment?" Eddie asked a
yound lady. "Indeed I have,"
she
"I've had
one
very replied.
embarrassing
moment,
but I won't tell you about it
here." "Why not?" Paulin
insisted. "Well," she observed, "if I did, we'd both

Witmer, sales vice president. Extra
charges were $175 for San Francisco origination and $200 for Hollywood programs.

CALL

Table

Cbnerica
Cables

PITTSBURGH

National
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NBC
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CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
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The

Business

of

Broadcasting

Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations
KMOX, St. Louis
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cincinnati, 4 weekly t, direct.
Valier & Spier Milling Co., St. Louis
(Dainty flour), 6 weekly sp, direct.
Studebaker Sales Corp. of America,
South Bend, Ind. (autos), 3 weekly t, direct.
Pontiac Motor Corp., Detroit, 39 sp,
direct.
American Gas Machine Co., Albert
Lea, Minn, (heaters), weekly t,
direct.
Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
(Alka - Seltzer), 104 t, thru Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Continental Oil Co., Ponca City,
Okla. (Conoco), weekly t, thru
Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc., N. Y.
Pinex Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind. (cold
remedy), 260 sa, thru Baggaley,
Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chicago.
Mantle Lamp Co. of America Inc.,
Chicago (Aladdin lamps), 26 t,
thru Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc.,
Chicago.
Republic Steel Corp., Youngstown
(farm fence), 26 t. thru Meldrum
& Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
International Shoe Co., St. Louis
(shoes), 26 sp, direct.
KGO, San Francisco
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City, N. J. (Palmolive soap), 26
sa, thru Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
American Tobacco Co., New York
(Rio-Tan cigars), 4 weekly ta, thru
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield, Minn
(Malt- O -Meal), 3 weekly sp, thru
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Swift & Co.. Chicago ( Sun - Brite
Products), 3 weekly t, thru StackGoble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
E. Fougera & Co., New York (Vapex),
3 weekly sa, thru Small, Kleppner
& Seiffer Inc., N. Y.
Pacific Gas & Electric Co., San Francisco (electrical products), weekly
sp, placed direct.
Duff -Norton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh
(jacks), 3 weekly ta, thru Walker
& Downing. Pittsburgh.
WBT, Charlotte
Globe Brewing Co., Baltimore, 16 sa,
thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Dorothy Perkins Co., St. Louis (cosmetics), 26 ta, thru Ridgway Co.,
St. Louis.
M. L. Clein & Co., Atlanta (MenthoMulsion), 2 weekly sa, thru Loeb
Adv. Agency, Atlanta.
L. Greif & Bros., Baltimore (Chatham Homespun), 5 sp, thru Cahn,
Miller & Nyburg Inc., Baltimore.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 7
weekly sa, thru Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
Standard Candy Co., Nashville, 26 t,
thru C. P. Clark Inc., Nashville.
WADC, Akron
Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
(Alka-Seltzer), 3 weekly t, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cincinnati (stores), 780 sa, thru Ralph
H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.
Sherwin - Williams Co., Cleveland
(paint), 52 sa, thru T. J. Maloney
Inc., N. Y.
American Chicle Co., Long Island
City, N. Y. (Sen-Sen), 26 sa, thru
Alsop Radio Recording, N. Y.
Knox Co., Kansas City (Cystex), 26
t, thru Dillon & Kirk, Kansas City.
WENR, Chicago
E. Fougera & Co. Inc., New York
(Vapex), 28 ta, thru Small, Kleppner & Seiffer Inc., N. Y.
Parker Bros., Boston (games), 84 sa,
thru John W. Queen, Boston.
Duart Sales Co., San Francisco (face
cream), 42 t, thru Howard E. Williams, San Francisco.
Page
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WBAL, Baltimore
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (proprietary), 26 sp, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore (Rel, Rem), 130 sa, thru
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Crosse & Blackwell Inc., Baltimore
(food), 75 sa, thru Van Sant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore.
Crazy Crystals Co., Mineral Wells,
Tex. (proprietary), 145 sp, thru
Luckey Bowman Inc., N. Y.
E. L. Knowles Inc., Springfield, Mass.
(Rubine), 78 sa, thru DeForest
Merchandising Bureau, Springfield.
C. F. Mueller & Co., Jersey City
(macaroni), 78 sa, thru E. W. Hellwig Co., N. Y.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (cold
remedy), 330 sa, thru Baggaley,
Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chicago.
Armin Varady Inc., Cleveland (cosmetics), 111 sp, thru Baggaley,
Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chicago.
KNX, Los Angeles
Union Pacific Railway, Omaha, 2
weekly sa, thru Ernest Bader &
Co., Omaha.
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), 5
weekly t, thru Blackett - SampleHummert Inc., Chicago.
Dr. Miles California Co., Los Angeles
(Alka-Seltzer), daily sv, thru Associated Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Washington State Apples Inc., Seattle,
7 weekly sa, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.
Sherwin - Williams Co., Cleveland
(paint), 5 weekly sa, thru T. J.
Maloney Inc., N. Y.
WEAN, Providence
Standard Milling Co., New York
(Ceresota Flour), 5 weekly ta, thru
Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
Colt Shoe Company, Boston. 7 weekly time signals, thru Broadcast
Adv. Inc., Boston.
Gibson's
Inc.. Kalamazoo
(musical
instruments).
6 weeklv sa,
thru
George W. Danielson, Providence.
KDYL, Salt Lake City
Interstate Transit Lines, Omaha, 4
sp, thru Beaumont & Hohman Inc.,
Omaha.
Roman Meal Co., Tacoma, 26 sa, thru
Milne & Co., Seattle.

WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield
Utica Knitting Co., Utica, N. Y. (textiles). 3 weekly sa, thru John
Thomas Miller, N. Y.
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City, N. J. (Palmolive soap), 5
weekly sa, thru Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
Boston & Maine Railroad, Boston, 7
weekly sa, thru Doremus & Co. Inc.,
Boston.
Kinox Co., Rutland, Vt. (CallousEase), 3 weekly sa, thru Hays Adv.
Agency, Burlington, Vt.
Williamson Candy Co., Chicago (O'Henry Candy Bars), 5 weekly ta.
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc., Chicago.
Chattanooga Products Co., Chicago
(Sunsol Products), 5 weekly ta,
thru Vanderbie & Rubens Inc., Chicago.
Rival Packing Co., Chicago (Rival
dog food), 6 weekly sp, t, thru
Charles Silver & Co., Chicago.
Good Luck Food Co., Rochester, 2
weekly sp. thru Hughes, Wolff &
Co. Inc., Rochester.
M. J. Breitenbach Co., N. Y. (Gude's
Pepto-Mangan) , 3 weekly ta, thru
Brooke Smith & French Inc., N. Y.
WEEI, Boston
E. A. Raphael Co., Boston (New
England Royal typewriter distributor), weekly sa, thru Louis Glaser
Inc., Boston.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore, (Rem and Rel), 4 weekly
sa, thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Acoustieon Co., Boston (apparatus
for the deaf), 3 weekly sa, thru
Harry M. Frost Co. Inc., Boston.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Boston (retail), weekly sa, thru Chambers &
Wiswell Inc., Boston.
WICC, Bridgeport
K. A. Hughes Co., Jamaica Plain,
Mass. (Salicon), daily ta, thru
Badger & Browning, Boston.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Boston, 2
weeklywell Inc.,
t, Boston.
thru Chambers & WisWJAR, Providence
Minard Co., Framingham, Mass.
(drug products), 3 weekly sa, thru
Charles W. Hoyt Adv. Agency,
Boston.

■

Rural Progress Magazine
"I tell you there's no barn dance here — I just turned on my radio while
I was working!"
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WHK, Cleveland
Sterling Products Inc., New Yor
(Phillips toothpaste, etc. J, 5 weekl
*,
thruChicago.
Blackett - Sample - Huramc-i
Inc.,
Sterling Products Inc., New Yor
(Cal. Syrup of Figs), 4 weekly
thru Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Ch
cago.
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cir
cinnati (bread), 3 daily sa, thr
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.
Grabosky Bros., Philadelphia (Roya
ist cigars), 3 weekly sa, thru A
Paul Lefton Co., Philadelphia.
American Chicle Co., Long Island Cit
(Sen-Sen), 26 sa, thru Badger ,
Bowning Inc., N. Y.
Parker Bros., Salem, Mass. (fountai
pens), 5 weekly sa, thru John V,
Queen, Corp.,
Boston. Detroit (Plymouth j
Chrysler
9Detroit.
ta, thru J. Stirling Getchell Inc
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (autos)
76 sa, thru Campbell - Ewald C(
Inc., Detroit.
Beneficial Management Corp., Ne'
York (personal loans), weekly sc
thruY. Albert Frank - Guenther La1?
N.
U.

S. Industrial Alcohol
York (Super- Pyro), 5
thru Lambert & Feasley
Larus
& Brothers
Co.,
(Edgeworth
tobacco),
thru Marschalk & Pratt

Co.,
weekly
Inc., N. 1
Richmon
weekly
Inc., N.

WOR, Newark
Procter & Gamble
Co., Cincinna
(Crise'o),
5
weekly
t,
thru Blackma
Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Newark, weel
ly sp, direct.
Glame
Co.,sp, Hoboken
(nail polish'
weekly
thru Y. Franklin
Bruc
Adv. Corp.,
N.
General Cigar Co., New York (Whit
Owl), weekly sp, thru J. Waltt
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Justin-Haynes & Co. Inc., New Yor
(Aspirub), weekly sp, 2 weekly si
thru Redfield-Johnstone Inc., N. T
Rieser Co., New York (shampoo
weekly
sp, N.
thru Y. Franklin Bruc
Adv. Corp.,
American Gas Machine Co., Albei
Lea, Minn, (stoves) , weekly sp, thi
Greve Adv. Agency Inc., St. Pau
Armin
Varady
Inc., Chicago (co
metics), 3 weekly sp, thru Ba;
galey, Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chieag
Manhattan Soap Co. Inc., New Yoi
(Sweetheart soap), 3 weekly s]
thru Peck Adv. Agency Inc., N. 1
KYA, San Francisco
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine),
weekly
thru Chicago.
Blackett - Sampl
Hummert t, Inc.,
Carter Medicine Co., New Yoi
(Carter's little liver pills), 7 weel
ly ta. thru Street & Finney Inc
N. Y.
Maryland
Pharmaceutical Co.. Bait
more (Rem — cough syrup ) , 7 weeh
more.
ly ta, thru Joseph Katz Co., Bait
Gilmore Oil Co., Los Angeles (oil!
7 weekly ta, thru Botsford, Co;
stantine & Gardner, Los Angeles.
Associated Oil Co., San Franeisi
(gas & oil), weekly sp, thru Loi
& Thomas. San Francisco.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit Caut
mobiles). 14 weekly sa, thru Cam
bell-Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit.
WMAQ, Chicago
Armand Co., Des Moines (cosmetics
43 sp. thru H. W. Kastor & Soi
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Peter Fox Brewing Co., Chicago,
sp. thru Schwimmer & Scott, Cb
cago.
Rival Packing Co., Chicago (Riv
dog food), 39 sp, thru Chas. Silv
& Co.. Chicago.
E. Fougera & Co. Inc., New Yoj
(Vapex), 13 ta, thru Small, Klep
ner & Seiffer Inc., N. Y.
WENR, Chicago
M. J. Breitenbach Co., New Yoi
(Pepto-Mangan), 3 weekly ta, thi
Brooke. Smith & French Inc., N.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Bait
more (Rem), 26 sa, thru Josei
Katz Co., Baltimore.
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PROMOTION
Premium

FOR

PILLSBURY

Offer for Children, Successful in Spring

To Be Repeated on
By H. K. PAINTER,
Vice-President.
Hutchinson Advertising Co.
INFLUENCED by a continuing
lemand by children in all parts of
;he country, the Pillsbury Flour
Mills Company is renewing its offer to send a "Play Bakery" to
inyone who sends ten cents and a
Wrapper or label from any baker's .
oread. The offer will be broadcast,
starting Nov. 16, over a 45-station
aookup of the NBC-Red network.
Behind this announcement is an
[impressive story of the highly effective promotional work carried
bn by Pillsbury in the interest of
the baking industry, and especially
of the way in which an outstanding
radio program is being used to
stimulate sales of bakery products.
Impartial
radio surveys show
4;hat the Pillsbury program, Today's
Children, broadcast every weekday
morning except Saturday, is one
of the most popular sponsored daytime programs on the air, and actually has more
listeners than
- many of the best-known evening
•programs. When the Play Bakery
offer was broadcast on this pacesetting program
last spring, it
brought a deluge of bread wrappers and labels, each representing1
a sale for some baker or grocer.
■ Since that time, a change has been
made in our NBC hookup so that
the November announcements will
be broadcast over many new stations and reach millions of new
listeners.

NBC-Red Prosram
used by modern bakers, and impresses upon them the wholesomeness, variety and appetite-appeal
of bakery products. It develops
new patrons for bakers and grocers, and persuades present patrons to buy more.
The novel toy comes in the form
of a press-out folder, printed in
full - color on heavy cardboard.
When the various pieces are pressed
out and folded according to directions, the child is equipped to play
wholesale baker, retail baker, or
house-to-house baker. Accompanying notes explain the purpose of
the
various
pieces of bakery equipment.
As wyas the case when the offer
was originally announced, Pillsbury pays the whole cost of the
promotion, which is designed to
benefit the entire baking industry.
For telling the public about the
offer, the Pillsbury company not
only uses its NBC radio program,
but provides bakers and grocers
with attractive display material.
Pillsbury does all the work as
well, as anyone wishing to get a
Play Bakery mails his dime and
bread wrapper direct to the Pillsbury Flour Mills Co., in Minneapolis. The only request made
of bakers is that they refrain from
advertising the offer over their
own names, because of the general
conviction in the industry that individual bakers should not offer
premiums.

Long Commercial
WHAT it believes to be a
record commercial has been
signed by KMLB, Monroe,
La., which has sold 10 hours
of continuous sponsorship of
the election returns Nov. 3
to the Ouachita Coca Cola
Bottling Co. The same company is also sponsoring 27
football games, five from out
of town, over that station.
KMLB has just completed
modernizing its transmitter,
with a new 246-foot vertical
radiator, and has subscribed
to the NBC and WBS transcription libraries and to
Transradio Press.

Edgeworth Tests
LARUS & BROTHERS Co., Richmond (Edgeworth tobacco), is
launching a series of 13 weekly
half -hour WBS transcriptions on
nine stations from Boston to Los
Angeles in a test campaign. John
B. Kennedy will serve as master of
ceremonies with guest stars and
music completing the program.
Capt. Bob Bartlett is being featured in the first program, and is
introduced by Lowell Thomas.
Moments You Never Forget is the
title. Stations and starting date
follow: Oct. 22 WRVA (owned by
sponsor); Oct. 24 WOR, KYW;
Oct. 26 CKLW; Oct. 28 WGN;
Oct. 31 WHK; Nov. 5 KNX, KOA;
Nov. 8 WBZ-WBZA. Marschalk &
Pratt Inc., New York, placed this
account, the rest of the account remaining with Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., New York.

A Steady Demand
<AS THE Play Bakery is a toy intended primarily for indoor use, it
was assumed that interest in it
would drop off sharply during the
outdoor months. Contrary to expectations, however, the demand
for it continued steadily throughout the summer, indicating that the
toy had made an even greater hit
with the children than its sponsors
had hoped. Repeating- the offer,
now that colder weather has returned, will further stimulate demand for bakery products.
While the Plav Bakery creates
immediate sales for bakers because
anyone wishing to obtain it must
send in evidence of the purchase
of bread, its greatest value is educational. It teaches children— and,
through them, their parents — the
sanitary equipment and methods
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Mississippi's farm income for
1936 is estimated at £200,000,000.00, an increase of $62,017,000.00 over the 1935 farm products income.
Mississippians are spending
more money than ever before
— and 70c out of every dollar
spent in Mississippi is spent in
the WJDX Good Service Area.

HEAD

of the LAKES
and
IRON RANGE
REGIONS

WJDX

DULUTH

Here

In Chicago
♦ . ♦
• Some Random Thoughts,
Most of Which Concern
WGES,
WCBD, WSBC,
Chicago
and WEMP,
Milwaukee

—

By GENE T. DYER
— so
too havet
is youranycolumn,
This
item you
send along

As this issue of Broadcasting goes
to press (November 2nd, to be
exact) WCBD becomes designated
as a CHICAGO station. It means
better service to the millions who
have found a real friend in this
of radio.
pioneer station
* * *
Believing Chicago
rightfully
should
have
Eastern
Standard
Time,
WGES, WSBC
and WCBD are
carrying
on an
active campaign
to keep the city
on its present schedule. On the
other side of the fence are our
friendly competitors WLS and
WCFL. The verdict: November 3!
* * *
Announcement is made that
WEMP, Milwaukee, is now under
the active commercial management
of the author of this column.
Hence you see a slight change in
the heading of these items — and
you'll read news notes here often
about WEMP, a station that is
headed to the forefront, we modestly believe.
* ♦ ♦
The certain radio station that boasts
its refusal to have its collegiate football games sponsored, comes on the
air each Sabbath with a commercially sponsored professional game!
Is this consistent dignity?
* ♦ ♦
WSBC's new location at the very
center of Chicago (Madison at
Western) draws visiting crowds
larger than the ample accommodations of the station. Fortunately the Warren Avenue police
station is in the same block and is
helpful
in taking care of the overflow.

of
For Complete
COVERAGE

WEBC

Out

THE LAMAR
LIFE STATION
•
JACKSON
MISSISSIPPI

Hardly will the ink be dry on this
than we'll know the outcome of the
national election. This much we feel
certain of as we write this: WGES
carried more paid political time prior
to the election than any other Chicago station. 4
♦ ♦
We're glad someone liked our plan
of allotting radio facilities in proportion to the number of receiving
sets
various
points. There where
isn't
much at logic
in broadcasting
thereas are
"Circulation"
has
muchno tosets.
do with
radio as
with newspapers.
* * *
Then there are still a few advertisers who overlook the "foreign
millions" of Chicagoland whon
they're looking for "circulation."

WMFG
HIBBING,

MINN.
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In

Washington

The activities of politics, business
and society are more colorful
than ever before. You will enjoy
Washington
The best in
location and
are available
hotel.Write or

accommodations,
smart surroundings
at this distinctive
wire for reservations.

HAY-ADAMS HOUSE
LAFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SIN ROD, MGR.
WASHINGTON

,D.C.

New Chicago Agency
SELVIAIR Broadcasting System
Inc., advertising agency dealing
exclusively in advertising by radio, has opened offices on the 34th
floor of the Mather Tower in Chicago. Principals are Irving Rocklin and Arthur A. Kohn, formerly
partners in the Rocklin-Kohn Advertising Agency. Kenyon Linn,
who has been heard as announcer
on Silvercup's Lone Ranger, Barb a s o 1 ' s Singin' Sam, Mantle
Lamp's Smiling Ed McConnell, and
various other programs, has been
placed in charge of continuity and
production. Selviair is at present
handling the broadcasting of Nelson Bros. Furniture & Warehouse
Corp., Chicago, which is probably
the largest Chicago user of local
radio time, sponsoring 16 programs daily.
Now Inter-City System
KNOWN from its inception as the
Inter-City Group, the regional network of eastern stations headed by
WMCA, New York, has announced
a change in name to Inter-City
System. The network comprises,
in addition to WMCA, stations
WIP, Philadelphia; WOL, Washington; WDEL, Wilmington;
WCBM, Baltimore; WPRO, Providence; WMEX, Boston; WLNH,
Laconia, N. H. ; W1XBS, Waterbury.

<fit yov/i. TtjOn. n//M. ¥Ai4 1$ minuA

A FAMILY
m

SH0W1

ACTION, THRILLS, SUSPENSE
BETTER CITIZENSHIP1

From exciting and thrilling adventures with
the Mount ies and similar groups, Col. Rhys
Davies, soldier, adventurer, writer, has
picked personal highlights and through this
fascinating series makes them happen all over
again

for

radio

audiences.

Each

fast-moving

•episode is a complete story.
The list covers
the period from the Yukon Gold Rush of
to
the Great War — ranging from fur stealing
and mining in Alaska, to yarns of espionage
service in Canada and France during the War.
Mysteries that took years to work themselves
out are telescoped into a few minutes for
your entertainment.
Atmosphere and detail
are colorfully and faithfully drawn.
LENGTH: 15 min. ACTION: 12j min. 39 Episodes
ready.
13 Episodes minimum sale. Complete
merchandising suggestions are available.
RADIO PROGRAMS DIVISION, Walter Biddick
563 Chamber of Commerce, Los Angeles
SEND FOR "BLAIR OF THE MOUNTLES"
Audition record. Deposit of $2.50
required. Money refunded if record returned in thirty days.
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AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
R. LYNN BAKER, vice-president of
J. Walter Thompson Co. in charge of
West Coast activities has been transferred to New York to assume an
executive position. Arthur C. Farlow,
formerly
manager
of the
Louis office,
succeeds
Mr.agency's
Baker St.
on
the Coast.
JAMES E. BINGHAM has joined
the Chicago sales staff of WilsonDalton-Robertson, radio station representatives. Mr. Bingham was formerly with Mitchell - Ruddell - Rudden
Inc., publishers representatives in
Chicago.
PAUL A. BELAIRE, WOR's newly
appointed New England sales representative, islocated at 80 Federal St.,
Boston.
ADRIAN SAMISH, formerly of
Cleveland B. Chase agency, has succeeded Eric Barnouw as director of
the True Story Court of Human Relations on NBC-Red network.
WILSON - DALTON - ROBERTSON
has been appointed national sales representative for four Texas stations :
KFDM, Beaumont ; KRGV, Weslaco ;
KXYZ,
Christi. Houston; and KGFI, Corpus
RALF M. SPANGLER, for the last
two years vice-president and radio executive of Hixson-O'Donnell Inc., Los
Angeles, has resigned to form General
Adv. Agency at 672 South Lafayette
Place, Los Angeles. The Hixsonr
O'Donnel firm cooperated by turning
over its drug accounts to the new
agency.
TED CATE, radio department head
for Mayers Co., Los Angeles, was operated on for appendicities at the
Hollywood Hospital late in October.
NELSON SHAWN, formerly with
NBC Artists Service, Chicago, on
Oct. 19 joined Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc.,
Chicago agency, as radio director. At
present Neisser - Meyerhoff has programs on the air for Mickelberry's
Food Products Co., Chicago (sausage) ; Fitzpatrick Bros. Inc., Chicago (Kitchen Klenzer) ; and Sawyer
Biscuit
Chicago (cakes and
crackers )Co.,
.
WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU Co., station
representatives, has doubled its space
in the Tribune Tower, Chicago. The
organization recently took over representation of the Don Lee Network.
CHARLES J. COWARD has resigned as radio director of the MossChase Co., Buffalo, to join the radio
staff of The Ralph H. Jones Co., New
York. Mr. Coward was in charge of
radio for Moss-Chase for four years.
Prior to that time he was copy-writer
with
Buffalo.Lyddon, Hanford & Kimball,
BROOKS H. BEITLER, formerly
city editor of the Chicago Daily News
and more recently associated with
Mayor Kelly's Keep Chicago Ahead
campaign, has been appointed publicity director of Stack - Goble Adv.
Agency, Chicago.

STELLI
Cutting Needles
for all acetate blanks
Here's what a user says: "One needle cut
fifteen 15 - minute transcriptions before even a
trace
of surface
noiseindefinitely,
appeared." 25cOriginal
75c each.
Replaced
each. cost,
Harder than steel. Tougher than
sapphire. Hand - lapped
with diamond dust.

WALTER JOHNSON, former radio.)
actor, has joined the Hollywood office 1
of Young & Rubicam Inc., in a production capacity on the Packard andj
Jello broadcasts.
JACK
LEIGHTER,
former
New !
York radio booker, in October opened']
a Hollywood talent office at 9123 Sunset Blvd. as Jack Leighter & Asso- '
ciates.
TOM
HARRINGTON,
radio producer in the Hollywood
office of
Young & Rubicam Inc., flew to New ;
York nesslate
trip. in October on a brief busiLOUIS DEAN, radio director of
Campbell - Ewald Co. of New York,
arrived in Hollywood late in October.
E. H. BOWERS, radio director of!
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Chicago, is
spending a few weeks at home in a i
combination convalescence from influenza and vacation.
Joscelyn to Chicago
TRANSFER of A. E. Joscelyn,
account executive of Free & Sleininger Inc., and of Free, Johns &
Field Inc., from the New York to
the Chicago offices, was announced
Oct. 24 by H. Preston Peters, vice
president. Mr. Joscelyn will act in
the same capacity in Chicago. He
has been in New York for nearly
three years, and prior to joining
the firm was with Williams, Lawrence & Gresmer,
publishers'
representatives, and with
the Chicago
Tribune. Simultaneously, Mr. Peters announced that W. Donald
Roberts, formerly of Today, had
joined the New York office in a
sales capacity. He formerly was
on the New York Times.
Cartier

Joins Agency

JACQUES N. CARTIER, former
member of Canadian Radio Commission, and a widely known radio
expert and newspaperman, has
been appointed
director
and executive member of
Stevenson
and
Scott Ltd., Montreal advertising
agency.
Cartier's
radio the
career
dates backMr.from
1907 with
Canadian Marconi Co., when he was
a colleague of David Sarnoff, RCA
head, and was identified with
CKAC, Montreal, Canada's first
high-power
ed on the air.station, when it startABC Sponsors Shift
SPONSORS participating in the
ABC Barn Dance, half-hour program formerly broadcast on Wednesday evenings over the ABC
network, have shifted their sponsorship to the Morning Round Up,
broadcast over ABC daily except
Sunday, 8:30-9 a. m. Advertisers
using this period are American
Book Mart, Chicago (rare books),
through E. H. Brown Adv. Agency, Chicago; Sterling Casualty Insurance Co., Chicago (penny-a-day
insurance), through Frankel-Rose
Co., Chicago, and Picture Ring
Co., Cincinnati (novelty rings),
through Frederick W. Ziv Inc.,
Cincinnati, and a new sponsor, FlexO-Glass Co., Chicago (window material for henhouses, etc.), through
Presba,
Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago.

"A"

CUT

CRYSTALS

(Approved by FCC)
IANG

E RTONE,

Inc.

Electric-Music
201 Verona Ave., Newark, N. J.
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With mounting

$50.00

Hollister Crystal Co.
WICHITA. KANSAS
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'ITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS Co.,
'ittsburgh, has named Maxon Inc.,
Cleveland, to handle advertising for
ts paint division.
\TU-EZ Corp., Detroit (Protexkin)
ias named George A. Mason Adv.
Agency, Detroit, to service its ac:ount. Radio will be used to develop
he Detroit and Buffalo markets.
jDMMANDER L ARAB EE Corp.,
Minneapolis (flour etc.) has placed
ts Sunfed flour account with Cramerirasselt Co., Milwaukee.
DAVID G. EVANS COFFEE Co..
5t. Louis, is advertising through Gardier Adv. Co., St. Louis.
[OWA SOAP Co., Burlington, la.,
ias transferred its account to Critchield & Co., Chicago.
McKESSON & ROBBINS Inc., New
Kork (proprietary, etc.) has named
[Gardner Adv. Co., New York, to place
(|all advertising.
2MILK
FOUNDATION
Inc., Chicago,
pas appointed
Aubrey, Moore
& Wallace Inc., Chicago, to service its account.
iCOPINOL Co., Los Angeles ( proprietary) has placed its account with
j General Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
CRANBERRY CANNERS Inc.,
i South Hanson, Mass., is advertising
through Harry M. Frost Co. Inc.,
3 Boston.
)! DOROTHY GRAY, New York (cosemetics) after Jan. 1 will advertise
through J. Walter
Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
RICHARD PAUL Inc., Los Angeles
(stockings) has appointed Dana Jones
Co., Los Angeles, to place advertising.
A. J. KRANK Co., St. Paul (cosmetics) has selected Cramer-Krasselt
' Co., Milwaukee, to place advertising.
LA TOJA PRODUCTS Inc., New
J York (cosmetics) has placed its account with H. W. Fairfax Adv. Agen; cy Inc., N. Y.
BALLARD GOLDEN OIL Co., Old
j Towne, Me., planning to use radio,
has named Vox Co. of Advertising
5 Inc., New York, as agency.
MARLIN FIREARMS Co.. New
Yc Haven (razor blades) on Oct. 11 be,j|gan a new series of dramatizations of
stories from True Detective Mysteries
magazine on WGY, Sundays, 4-4 :30
p; m. Franklin Bruek Adv. Corp.,
New York, is agency.
ItSEVEN -UP DISTRIBUTING Co.,
' St. Louis, Mo. (health beverage), has
• appointed Beaumont & Hohman Inc.,
A San Francisco, to direct its California
X advertising, and a spot radio test campaign is contemplated
along with
other media.
PARAPET
Co., San Francisco
* (cleanser), has appointed Emil Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco, to service its advertising and along with
D other media, on Oct. 1 started a 13week test campaign on KJBS, that
city, using three spot announcements
weekly on the participating Stamp
Club program. King Extract Co., San
Francisco (King Vanilla), has also
placed its national advertising with
Emil Brisacher & Staff, and is using
spot announcements three times weekly on the participating Stamp Club
program over KQW, San Jose, Cal.,
in a 13 - week test campaign which
started Oct. 1.

KOMO
5000 Watts L.S.
NBC Red

Good

MAKING every effort to
please their juvenile audiences without offending anxious mothers, two sponsors
are submitting all of their
radio scripts to child psychologists for approval before broadcasting them. Dr.
John Morgan of Northwestern University passes on the
Wander Co.'s Little Orphan
Annie scripts on NBC-Red,
while Angelo Patri puts his
OK onJunior
those Nurse
of Swift's
brite
CorpsSunon
CBS.
CHESTER H. LANG, manager of
the General Electric Co. publicity department, has been placed in charge
of the consolidated advertising sections of the appliance and merchandise departments located at Bridgeport and Cleveland. Mr. Lang also is
manager of broadcasting for GE and
chairman of the board of the Advertising Federation of America.
HAROLD R. DEAL, advertising and
sales promotion manager of the Associated Oil Co. of California, San
Francisco, which has pioneered sponsorship of sports broadcasts on the
Pacific Coast, was guest of honor and
principal speaker at the Oakland
(Cal.) Advertising Club on Oct. 27,
having for his subject, "Following
Through on the Nation's Greatest
Radio Advertising Program".
BAKON YEAST Inc., New York
(seasoning), radio user, is advertising through Wortman, Barton & Co.
Inc., N. Y.
VIVINY PERFUMES Inc., West
Haven. Conn. (Swedish Frost cosmetics), contemplating radio, has appointed White-Lowell Co. Inc., New
York, as agency.
ALASKA PACKERS Assn., San
Francisco (salmon) has placed its
account with J. Walter Thompson
Co., San Francisco.
CURRIER LABORATORY, Los Angeles (proprietary) has named General Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, as
agency.
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co.. New
York, has appointed Federal Adv.
Agency, New York, to service its
Wheatsworth account.
POLORIS Co. Inc., New York (Inthol pain relivant) has named Metropolitan Adv. Co. Inc., New York, to
handle advertising.

PLANS

DISCS

ON 100 STATIONS
NEHI Inc., Columbus, planning an
extensive campaign to attain national distribution for its soft
drinks, will stage a transcription
drive on about 100 stations starting the first of the year.
A series of half-hour programs
featuring Jack Dempsey and titled
The Idol of Millions is being recorded by Jean V. Grombach Inc.
A line has been run direct to
Dempsey's restaurant in New York
for
his part as master of ceremonies.
The program will present reenactments of Dempsey's fights and
in many cases persons who played
parts in his career will participate
in the recordings. Kelvin Keech
will announce, and well - known
fight announcers will handle boxing sequences. Guest stars, sports
celebrities and Frank Ventre orchestra will participate.
James A. Greene & Co., Atlanta
agency, is directing the advertising campaign and promotion effort,
which recently included an address
by Dempsey to a Nehi sales meeting in Chicago, wired from Binghamton, N. Y. Grombach Productions Inc. is producing the series.
Newspapers, magazines and outdoor media will be included in the
campaign.
TRANSCONTINENTAL & Western
Air Inc. (TWA Lines), Los Angeles,
early in November, contracted with
2GB, Sydney, Australia, for three
spots a week, 52 weeks, calling the
attention of American - bound Australians to the TWA service from
Los Angeles eastward.

Foreign Program Rule
in Texas Courts
Issue
LITIGATION of first importance
insofar as operation of so - called
"renegade" stations along the Mexican border are concerned is pending before Federal courts in Texas,
and the FCC has dispatched a
number of its legal and technical
officials there for trial this month.
Constitutionality of Section 352b
of the Communcations Act, which
provides that programs, whether
transcription or by wire, may not
be transmitted to stations in other
countries without express authority of the FCC, when the programs
are designed for reception in the
United States, is raised in a proceeding before the U. S. Federal
District Court in Houston Oct. 31.
The issue was raised by Norman
T. Baker,
American XENT,
broadcaster former
who now operates
Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, across the
border from Laredo, Tex. An indictment last
against Baker's
station
was returned
April.
Assistant General Counsel
George B. Porter of the FCC is in
Houston to assist the United
States Attorney in the case.
Should the Houston court uphold the opinion, then a jury trial
for Baker and his associates will
occur Nov. 9 in Laredo. In addition to Mr. Porter, Andrew D.
Ring, assistant chief engineer;
William P. Massing, chief of the
Constitutionality of Section 325b
radio inspectors will be witnesses
at the trial. The Communications
Act carrier a provision for criminal violations of not more than
$10,000 fine or two years imprisonment or both.

WHN
THE

STATION

OF

Insurance

The entertainment resources of the giant
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
motion picture studios,
WHN Artists' Bureau,
and the great chain of
Loew's Theatres . . .
Showmanship experience
as vast as that offered by
these three sources spells
SALES . . . The services
and stars of these three
treasure-chests of talent
are at the disposal of
our advertisers ... A
limited group of choice

KSTP
nOlTMSrS LEflDinG RADIO STATIOfl
MINNEAPOLIS
SAINT PAUL

• Broadcast

program
are Fall
still
available periods
for the
and Winter season . . .

K.I It
5000 Watts
NBC Blue

WHN
1540 Broadway,
New York City

Petry & Company

Advertising

STARS

...

LOCALLY OWNED — NATIONALLY KNOWN

SEATTLE
WASHINGTON

THE

When an advertiser elects to approach the World's Largest
Market — Greater New York — through the channels of WHN,
he is fortifying his sales message with TRIPLE Showmanship

New Spry Tests
LEVER BROS Co., Cambridge,
Mass., is running a test campaign
for Spry shortening on WBNS,
Columbus, and WFEA, Manchester, N. H.,
the Lemurian
serm^n^Ds
nf using
+he Chandu
serial five
days a week.

National Representatives — Edward
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
(All times EST unless otherwise specified)
LACO PRODUCTS Inc., New York
(cosmetics) on Oct. 20 started What's
On Your Mind on 12 CBS stations,
Tues., Thurs., 1:15-1:30 p. m. Agency : Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
NATIONAL JEFFERSONIAN
DEMOCRATS, Boston (political)
sponsored the second radio address by
former Gov. Alfred E. Smith over 21
NBC-Blue network stations and WOR,
Newark, on Oct. 31, 8:30-9 p. m.
Agency : Publicity Associates, N. Y.
SOCIALIST PARTY, New York (political) on Nov. 1 scheduled for two
one-time programs over the NBC-Blue
network, the first on 28 stations, 3 :153 :30 p. m., the second, 4 :4o-5 p. m.
on 29 stations.
AXTON- FISHER TOBACCO Co.,
Louisville (Spud cigarettes) on Nov.
14 starts Ed Wynn on 27 NBC-Blue
stations, Sat., 8-8 :30 p. m. Agency :
Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.

CENTRALLY LOCATED /TO SERVEKANSAS CITY, TOPEKA and, ST. JOSEPH

BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Co., Louisville (Kool cigarettes)
on Nov. 9 starts Jack Pearl on 40
NBC -Blue stations, Mon., 9:30-10
p.
Batten,
Barton, Durstinem. & Agency
Osborn : Inc.,
N. Y.
NUMISMATIC Co., Fort Worth
(coins) on Oct. 20 started Money &
Music on 4 MBS stations (WOR,
WLW, WON, CKLW), Tues., 7:458 p. m. Agency : Guenther Bradford
& Co., Chicago.
AMERICAN
Bank's Cooperative
Campaign on Nov. 13 starts Philadelphia Orchestra on 33 CBS stations, Fri., 10 :30 - 11 p. m. Agency :
Wessel Co., Chicago.
AMERICAN ROLLING MILLS Co.,
Middletown, O. (sheet iron) on Nov.
29 starts an unannounced program on
26 NBC-Blue stations, Sun., 8-8:30
p. m. Agency : N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
CORN PRODUCTS REFINING Co.,
New York (Karo, Mazola, etc.) on
Sinatra's
Nov. tra 16
on 22starts
CBS Ray
stations,
Mon., OrchesWed.,
Fri., 1-1 :15 p. m. Agency : E. W.
Hellwig Co., N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
BOWEY'S Inc., Chicago (Dari-Rich
milk) on Jan. 5 renews While The
City Sleeps on 22 NBC-Red stations.
Tues.. Thurs., 5-5 :15 p. m. Agency :
Russell C. Comer Adv. Co., Chicago.
WANDER Co., Chicago (Ovaltine)
on Nov. 2 renews Little Orphan Annie
on 29 NBC-Red stations, Mon., thru
Fri., 5 :45-6 p. m. with repeat 6 :4o-7
: Blackett-Sample-HumAgency
p.
mertm. Inc.,
Chicago.

WANDER Co., Chicago (Ovaltine)
on Oct. 19 renews Molly of the Movies
on 14 MBS stations (WOR, WGN,
WLW, CKLW, WFIL, WAAB,
WBAL, WICC, WGR. WSPR,
WGAR, WCAE, WEAN, KWK),
Mon., thru Fri., 3-3:15 p. m. Agency:
Blaekett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
Network Changes
PONTIAC MOTOR Co., Pontiac,
adds WBT, KLRA, WIBW, KTUL.
WBRC. KFBB, to Netcs Through a
Woman's Eye, on CBS.
MURINE Co. Inc., Chicago (eye
wash)
Let's Listen
to This postpones
on MBS debut
to Nov.of 10.

GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Minute Tapioca) on Oct. 18
added WFBC. WCSC to Stoopnagle
& Budd on NBC-Red.
LAMONT CORLISS Co., New York
(Pond's creams) on
20 added
WABY to Husbands Oct.
& Wives
on
NBC-Blue.
CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia, 111.
(Italian Balm) on Oct. 23 shifted
origination point of First Nighter on
NBC-Red, to Hollywood.
HEALTH PRODUCTS Corp., Newark. N. J. (Dillard's
&
Feen-A-Mint)
on Nov. 22Aspergum
adds KWK
to National Amateur Night on MBS
and on Jan. 3 adds KFEL, KHJ,
KGB, KDB, KFRC.
JOHN MORRELL & Co., Ottumwa
(Red Heart Dog Food) on Nov. 6
will shift Tea Time at Morrell's to
Fri., 4-4:30 p. m., on NBC-Red.
NBC
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Chronology

(Continued from page 12)
I
I
m the
Hindenburg. Beginning
5 Zeppelin
with a description of the take-off, the
program was switched to an announcer on board, and broadcasts continued throughout the flight. The
ts included a piano concert
<broadcas
-o
while the Hindenburg was high over
the Atlantic, the first time such a
radio feat had ever been attempted.
m In June, NBC broadcast the arrival in New York of the S. S. Queen
Mary, after having presented broadcast from on board all during the
maiden voyage. Less than an hour after the ship docked. Commodore Sir
Edgar T. Britten, the master, rushed
to NBC headquarters to broadcast
for American and British listeners
history of the trip. Later in June
NBC presented an exclusive ringside
description of the Louis-Schmeling
fight in the Yankee Stadium, New
York.
This completes the first six
months of the present year. Foreign broadcasts and multiple pickups are no longer a novelty, being
more in the nature of routine programs, and with reception almost
as good as local programs.
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Introduce

COLGATE

Stationj

New

- PALMOLIVE

Soa
- PEE|

Co., Jersey
(concentrated
per
suds) City
the week
of Oct. s-j
ij
launched a series of one-minu i
live announcements on 82 station
Announcements are b r o a d c a s
three to seven time weekly ar
campaign
runs
until Nov. 2
Schedule is being used to introdu
the new concentrated super-sui
just
placed on are
the WNAC,
market. WEN:
Stations
WGN, WBBM, WBZ-WBZA, WCS1
WJAR, WTIC, WICC, WOR
WMCA, WINS, WHN, WFB
WHAM, WGY, WGR, WCAU, KY^
WGBI, WEEU, KDKA, WLE
WFBR, WRC, WIS, WMA
WOWO, WTMJ, WEBC, KST
WJR, WTAM, WSPD. WCK
WFBM,
WBNS, WHIG, WHA
WRVA,
WPTF,
WSB, WAPI, WNOX, WDO
WSUN,
WTAR,
WWNC, WB
WWL,
W JAX,
WQAM,
WFL I
WMC,
KLRA,
WLA .
KVOO, KFH,
WOW. WIB"\
KS
KMBC, KWK.WKY.
KSC.I,
WMT,
KOA,
WFAA-WBA
WOAI, KPRC, KFRC. KFI, KSF ]I
KSL,
KOL,
KGW,
KYI, KFP
KTSM.
Benton
and Bowles In
New York, placed the account.
Florida

Citrus

Series

FLORIDA CITRUS COMMI
SION, Lakeland, Fla. (orang<
grapefruit, ta-gerines) during tl
first week of November will sta
a series of quarter-hour music
programs,
three in
times
a week,
some 25 stations
the East.
Rut >
rauff & Ryan Inc., New Yoii
handles the account.
Give

the

Boys

A

Bucket Full
of
Kilowatts

....

and

of

.

Lots

Kilocycles !
. but
. •

"the determining factor in
audia station'spolicy,
of program
the size
ence is its
rather than its wattage. The
more grade A programs it
broadcasts, the larger its
habitual audience".

LOUIS
CBS

VILLE'KENTUCKV
BASIC

A Station that

OUTLET
DAY AND NICHT WHAS
SELLS MILLIONS OF BUYERS
A TREMENDOUS VOLUME
OF MERCHANDISE IN THIS
MARKET
OF KENTUCKY,
INDIANA AND OHIO

MILTON
KIEBLER
Benton & Bowles, Inc.
Here we are again! ... but this time
in print instead of in person . . .
telling
the instory
of and
WMBD's
complete you
coverage
Peoria
Central Illinois, the prosperous market
.295. local
. and andof 96
the national
results advertisers.
secured by
At the first opportunity, send through
your contracts and let us show you
the same kind of results.

why
Loyally Server
its area, becomes a part of
its community, and can be
depended upon to cooperate
with its local audience every
day of its existence, will
always have and hold the
major influence! . . . that's
is
WBIG
in Greensboro, N.C.
EDNEY RIDGE, Director

REPRESENTED Bv EDWARD
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PETRY * CO.

The Favorite Station in the Fevered Region" j
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eft©
WJAY

now

has the latest in modern

within a very short time will have
located at Seven

studio equipment

a new

modern

and WJAY

has resulted in one

of the finest dual station operations in the United
now

transmitter,

Hills Village, Cleveland, Ohio.

This consolidation of WHK

We

and

States.

have available for national advertisers desirable time

at virtually any hour — we suggest immediate

reservations.

GflS>

WHK

0

In ^he

WJAY

Qitj

of

CLEVELAND

H.

K.
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Agencies and Discounts
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
One of our clients has a number
of five-times a week 15-minute programs on the air. Some of these
programs are network only, some
are transcription only, and others
are a combination of the two.
Many factors determine the
method and extent of coverage
used for each of these programs.
This results in our client using
on many stations one or more 15minute daytime programs, five
days a week, via electrical transcriptions.
Where we have such a five-time
a week program we use a total of
260 broadcasts a year. Where we
have two such programs on a station we use a total of 520 broadcasts a year.
While the great majority of stations have discounts up to 300 or
more broadcasts a year, a certain
few are operating on rate cards
which provide no discounts beyond
52 broadcasts a year. We are asking all those stations with whom
we do business, whose maximum
discount is based on fewer than
300 broadcasts a year, to establish
a sliding scale in line with the
WOL
FIRST among local stations
in the United States in
Total Business.
Washington,

u

D. C.

Viewpoint

practice of the majority of stations.
In one way or another all of the
principal networks and the great
majority of the stations of the
country individually recognize this
as a sound principle by establishing a rate structure which erives
the advertiser using a multiplicity
of broadcasts a better rate than
the advertiser who uses relatively
fewer broadcasts.
Somewhere back during the
years hicle
offor radio's
infancy
as a vecommercial
broadcasting,
the very nature of the medium
apparently made it impossible to
accept broadcasts of less frequency
than once a week. As a result, the
industry has adopted a rate structure (and wisely, I believe) which
requires weekly broadcasts. This
puts radio as an advertising medium on a different basis than
either magazines or newspapers.
In the latter media an advertiser
can use as much or as little space
as he wishes in a single issue
without regard to what, if any,
space he uses in subsequent issues.
To compensate the advertiser
for this required frequency of insertion the radio industry adopted
a sliding scale on the basis of
more insertions used within a year
the greater the discount, with most
of them fixing 300 broadcasts a
year for their maximum discount.
We believe that for radio broadcasting such a rate basis is sound
and just. In the case of the relatively few stations who do not
have a 300 time discount, and

ueal

W. W. Behrman
Director
Terre Haute, Indiana
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Mr. Evans Objects
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
In the Oct. 15 issue of Broadcasting you give an excellent review of the viewpoint of education
as expressed at the recent reallocation hearings. I appreciate this
and wish to commend you for it.
Unfortunately you preface the
review with an introduction of
me which creates a very false impression. Icannot ignore this as
I have overlooked similar misrepresentations previously because in
this case you are not only giving
an erroneous impression of my
own convictions but you are also
opening the way for a misunderstanding of the position of the
National Committee on Education
by Radio which I represented
officially at the hearing.
The specific error occurs in your
reference to the Ventura Free
Press. I have no objection to your
connecting me with that paper because the relationship was entirely
respectable. I do object, however,
to the assertion that the Free
Press was "one of the foremost
proponents of government ownership." That statement is false.

For Posterity
THE 1935 Yearbook of
Broadcasting was placed in
the cornerstone along with
othertion ofpapers
the Orange,
dedicathe new atWest
N. J. municipal building on
Oct. 31. It was selected beRadio. cause of its Chronology of

H. O. Davis, publisher of the Fret |
Press during the period of mj I
connection with it, is absolutelj I
opposed to government ownership ]
as I am. The only condition undei I
which government ownershij j
would be acceptable to either of us I
would be as an alternative to si
private monopoly towards whicr I
many people believe the presenl I
broadcasting system is headed.
What Mr. Davis and I do be I
lieve is that the present system oil
broadcasting is unsound. W< J
want to see that unsoundness I
eliminated. We hope the issue cai I
be kept free from such confusiorJ
as your reference to governmen i
ownership injects. Therefore I
must request that you correct ill
your columns the erroneous im 1
pression created by the referenct I
to government ownership.
S. Howard Evans, Secretary }
National Committee on
Education by Radio
New York City
Oct. 20, 1936

EDITOR'S
— The pastpublished
attitude ano I1
Mr. Evans NOTE
and statements
widely circulated by the Ventura (Cal. \
Free-Press are matters of record too well
known to practically every one in th I
field of radio and the press to be reopene f
for argument again. That Mr. Evans i jl
now opposed to government ownershii
we are gratified to learn.

toun

Maybe it DOES take a presidential campaign to
arouse interest in Terre Haute from Key West,
Halifax, Yankton, and Nome — enough to start
every news commentator discussing some of the
election campaign activities on WBOW — enough
to
gi^eabout.
every cross-roads in the land something
to talk

250
WATT

. . .

which our client patronizes to that
extent or more, we are asking that
they establish such a discount
basis.
We believe that the success of
the radio industry as a whole has
justified the rate structure which
exists in the majority of cases,
and that it is to the interest of
those stations not having such a
discount to adopt it.
Leonard T. Bush,
Secretary-Treasurer
Blackman Advertising Inc.
Oct. 24, 1936

But, in the Wabash Valley, attention is focused
every day on WBOW. People who live in this
resourceful area of the Middle West, long have
known that each sunrise will bring something from
Terre Haute's radio station that will interest them.
Member Affiliated Broadcasting Company

Recent survey shows that 72.2 per cent of the
families in the Wabash Valley listen to WBOW
every day. Seventeen hours a day — all year 'round
— and not [ust passing incidents at election time —
it possible for us to build such a record
make
audience.
That's why WBOW SELLS!
National Representatives
FURGASON and ASTON
Chicago
Detroit
New York

i 3 10
S
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EQUIPMENT
DRK on the new transmitter of
;TP. St. Paul, is under way. The
tion expects to be on the air with
new installation early in Novem. Its features include : A 363-foot
• rtical uniform cross-section anten, which will replace the present 168|it self-supporting tower ; an extenje trouble supervisory system ; inflation of a 1.000 - watt auxiliary
'insmitter for emergency use ; incluof room for additional transmit-jn
l-s. The new transmitter will be
atrally located between the two
lies, about two miles outside the St.
iul city limits. The elaborate troublejpervisory system was designed by
"i?cror Skitter, technical supervisor,
;d Lester H. Carr. chief engineer,
i.ie installation includes direct super: :5ion of all circuits and equipment.
addition, a new 1.000-watt auxili>■ i\y transmitter, powered by a gasoC-jie-driven alternator, will be installed.
MA. Shenandoah, la., is installing
; new RCA 5 kw. transmitter and
ytruscon antenna as part of a §100,000
i nstruction program which includes
Sp|-w studios, studio equipment and
her apparatus.
KRC. Cincinnati, has purchased a
-«mler remote amplifier and RCA
■locity microphones for use at the
incinnati Conservatory of Music,
faere svmphonv programs are fed to
©S.
OCKE INTERNATIONAL ELECIRIC Corp., New York, announces
rmation of U. S. Transmitter Corp.,
anufacturing all types of eommunition apparatus for the government
id export market. sTransmitters, reivers and amplifier now are being
anufactured at their new plant, 75
rosby St., New York. A. Pleasanton,
■rmerly of the Marine Radio Co.,
Frank Edmonds.
plant manager.
and United
. rmerly of Meissner
4-ransformer Corp., is chief engineer.
= CA MFG. Co., Camden, N. J., anI ounces development of a triamplifier,
jo. 58A, which provides complete
tree - channel preamplification, mix.g and switching and simplifies speech
iput assemblies for high-fidelity. A
alletin covering the triamplifier has
een issued. Also published by RCA
,-e bulletins covering new speech inut equipment and the 74A junior
ilocity microphone.
YPE 350A crystal oscillator and
lifer amplifier with temperature conol has been announced by Premier
rystal Laboratories Inc., New York.
i a new bulletin.
XCAVATION has been completed
;'ad work started on the building to
'ouse the new studios of WKRC.
incinnati. Work is to be completed
r the first of the year.
'JRD. new station in Tuscaloosa,
air with a quarteron theantenna
iJa.,
ave is
vertical
designed and
instructed bv J. G. Cobble, chief
lgineer of. WMFO. Decatur, Ala.
static crystal microphones and piekp equipment are used.
RUNO LABORATORIES Inc.. anDunces its removal from 20 TV. 22nd
t. to new quarters at 30 W. 15th St.,
ew York City. The company thus
jmbines under one roof the various
:tivities of the laboratories, but renins its laboratories at Teterboro,
. J.
OMMERCIAL RADIO EQUIP!ENT Co.. Kansas City, has moved
•to new and larger quarters at 216
74th St.
These National Adrertisers Getting
Results on fFJBY This Month :
Standard Oil Co.: Rexall Drug Stores;
Chattanooga Medicine Co.; White Wonder Co; Carter's
Little Liver Pills; BC;
Chevrolet
Co.
Gadsden,
Alabama
WJBY
-

Swallows on Air
THE ANNUAL flight of the
swallows from San Juan
Capistrano Mission in Southern California was again
broadcast over NBC with
Clinton Twiss announcing the
birds' preparations Oct. 22
and their exodus Oct. 23. The
birds arrive at the missien
annually on March 19, St.
Joseph's Day, and fly across
the Pacific each year on St.
John's Day, Oct. 23.
WABY, Albany dedicates its new
transmitter plant Nov. 1, with a
formal ceremony to be participated
in by officials of five surrounding
cities and by Governor Lehman of
New York. General offices are maintained in the Ten Eyck Hotel, Albany, with studios in the Strand
Theatre building. The new 100-watt
transmitter station is located just outside the Albany city limits, occupying
a model Cape Cod type cottage.
CLYDE E. BAKER, chief engineer
of WMC and WNBR, Memphis, went
to Boston where he made an inspection of broadcast equipment of John
Shepard 3d to study the system of
feeding two transmitters into one antenna and the use of an ultra-high
atop a regular anantennacoverage.
frequency
tenna to widen
WTCN, Minneapolis, about Nov. 1
will begin operating with its new 329foot vertical Blaw-Knox radiator, replacing its former tower which was
demolished in a 100 - mile gale last
The installation was superAugust.
vised by John M. Sherman, WTCN
technical director.
KFJM,

Grand Forks, N. D., is instal ing a new Collins Radio Co. 1.000watt transmitter, and will shortly begin operating with 1,000 watts day
and 500 watts night. A 165-foot vertical radiator of fabricated wood construction has been erected.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co.,
Inglewood, Cal., on Nov. 1, issued a
four-page illustrated instruction sheet
for its new portable recording machine and, at the same time, announced aprice reduction for its line
of professional black recording discs.
TVDSU, New Orleans, has placed in
service its new Western Electric highfidelity transmitter. Installation was
completed Oct. 20 by Bell Laboratories.
KARK, Little Rock, Ark., is constructing a new transmitting plant
and vertical radiator, and expects to
join the NBC - Blue network when
lines are extended to include KGKO.
Wichita Falls, now being moved to
Fort Worth.

Watchful

the closing minutes
"On

the nose"

various

radio stations.

FOR PDOFESSIOKUM. RECOB DING S~
WORTHY of the splendid modern transcripions! Eliminate surface
noise with this 100% shadowgraphed
needle,
stations. preferred by leading broadcast
Samples upon request
PLAYBACK NEEDLES
STEEL Manufactured
CUTTING NEEDLES
by
W. H. Bagshaw Co.
Lowell, Mass.
Distributed by
H. W. Acton Co., Inc.
370 Seventh Ave.. N. Y. City
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Windup

of

the Election
Campaign
(Continued from page 9)
night, Oct. 22, the Rev. Gerald L.
Richardson was badly beaten and
driven out of town.
K. Smith, who calls himself heir
to the Huey Long share-the-wealth
The Vandenberg Affair
movement, was attacked by three
men who broke into the studio of
VANDENBERG'S
SENATOR
WDSU, New Orleans, after he
speech, delivered at the Medinah
had finished a radio talk. There
Athletic Club, Chicago, the night
of Oct. 17, was shrouded with deep
was a short scuffle, and the intruders fled without doing Mr.
secrecy before he made it, with the
Smith any great harm.
G. O. P. radio headquai'ters makThen, on the night of Oct. 23, a
ing much ado about their "new
mob of some 200 men entered
technique" but declining to divulge
its details to anyone. From the
KXO, El Centro, Cal., in the Imperial Valley where strike trouble
best available sources, the situation reconstructs itself as follows:
has been rampant, and beat up E.
Senator Vandenberg, whose word
L. Richardson, Communist candidate for Congress, while he was
is not disputed on any hand, asserted he was informed beforehand
broadcasting. Much of the station's
mechanical apparatus was wrecked
that the use of phonograph recby the invaders, who fired some
ords or transcriptions violated
neither federal law nor network
shots into the equipment, and
rules. H. Leslie Atlass, CBS Chicago vice president, asserted that
Record Piano Music at 3314 R.P.M.
he learned only 10 minutes before
the Senator was to go on the air
that the CBS policy against transcribed programs was to be violated. The Republicans use their
own engineers and pickup devices,
and have been doing so throughout the campaign.
Unable to dissuade those in
charge of the broadcast, Mr. Atlass ruled it should not go on the
with UNIVERSAL
air and ordered an announcement
Professional Recording Machine
to that effect. Meanwhile, he conNew, improved design — Superlative performance-— Solid, heavy — Precision machined —
tacted New York and just before
16-in. distortion proof turntable disc —
the scheduled time of the MichiConstant speed rim drive — 110-volt AC
100% synchronous
reversible
— Individually calibrated timing
bar motor
provides
for
gancidedSenator's
it was deto allow speech
the broadcast
to
both 33% and 78 r.p.m. at 90. 110 and
130
lines
per
in.
—
Solid
steel
bar
slide
—
proceed.
Thus
the
announcement
The climax of four years of research and
experiment.
from Chicago that the speech
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., Ltd.,
would not be carried was immedi424 Warren Lane hglewood, Calif., U.S. A.
ately succeeded by the speech itself.

No. 2 of a Series On
the New York Market

LOWER EAST
SIDE, only 1.72
square miles,
but larger in
population than
St. Paul, Minn.

Voice From the Past
ORIGINAL recordings of
President
Roosevelt's
ural address,
from inaugwhich
Senator Vandenberg took excerpts for his Chicago broadcast of Oct. 17, were furnished by the Republican National Committee by Gennett
Record, Richmond, Ind.,
which points out that they
were taken from Gennett's
extensive library of historical recordings. Gennett
places its off-the-air recordings on 16-inch discs for
33% r.p.m. turntables, and
its library includes most of
the major political speeches
of the current campaign as
well as speeches by Herbert
Hoover,
William Huey
Jennings Long
Bryan,andamong
others.
Before Mr. Atlass could flash
word to master control in New
York, WABC and some 20 stations
of the 66-station network controlled from New York were cut
off. The rest carried the address,
and, according to reliable reports,
some of the eastern stations also
got it but plugged in late.
The cry of partisanship on the
part of the network was immedistreamer headately raised,
lines
featuredand
the story in the
metropolitan press the next day.
Republican leaders charged censorship and partisanship, and it
was asserted CBS acted under the
fear of Washington where the
FCC issues station licenses for
only six months. They demanded
a repeat for the program but Mr.
Klauber, announcing that CBS
would cancel the charge for the
broadcast, declined to permit it,
stating that CBS has always refused to broadcast phonograph records or transcriptions on the network. Mr. Klauber added that he
felt
"no
of free the
speech"
was
involved issue
but insisted
network,
believing its transcription policy
right, would not allow any speaker
or anyulateparty
voices. to dramatize or simA "New Technique"
THE Republicans, notably Mr.
Blackett, were quoted in the press
at length as insisting no rules were
violated and that CBS acted un-

PREDOMINANTLY
Polish and Russian
^^ITH 1,765,000 people, the Jewish pop
ulation is the largest ranking nalews, the lower East Side is also the
mecca of foreign born. But the Jewish tionality. Their purchasing power varies
market of metropolitan New York goes
from 51,706 per family per year in the
lower East Side to $5,728 in other sections.
considerably further.
They Listen and Support 31 Programs Weekly On WBNX!

1,000

U/atti

Pay

and

Mjkt

WBNX Programs Are Based On
Population Characteristics.

Assisting Staff Available for
Foreign Language Productions

KHBC
HILO,

HAWAII

der fear of reprisals from the & j
ministration. Confident of the?
"new technique", which simp
consisted of excerpting portions <j
the President's recorded utteranof
and having Senator Vandenbeianswer them, they pointed out th: 1
WGN, Chicago, had carried tl]
program onand,
placing the imme
enti 'i
colloquy
transcriptions,
iately proceeded to buy time 1
cally for spot broadcasts.
Never one to overlook an o
portunity for publicity, Telegraj
Commissioner Payne immediate
after the event occurred made pu
lie a telegram he said he had r
ceived from Ralph Beaver Stras
burger, Pennsylvania publisher,
which Mr. Strassburger charg.
the use of recordings was a "fi
grant attempt to deceive the pu
lie into thinking that an actual d
bate was in progress." Mr. Payi
then received a telegram from JM
Vandenberg in which the Senat
denied anything "unethical or di
respectful"
to in
thewhich
President
w;i
broadcast and
he stat
that "the incident is closed so f:
as Three
I am nights
concerned."
later Mr. Vande
berg went on the air from W
mington, Del., again using a CE
network, and in the course of
political address declared the ne
technique
he used in
will years
"becon
standard
practice
come."
Senator
Vandenberg d{
nied that anything had been do:
or said to deceive the public in
thinking the President himself w
speaking, and he added:
"I can understand the nervo
perturbation
of a radio statii
which must answer for its life
Washington beaureaucracy eve j
six months in the presence of '
sudden decision such as had to i
made last Saturday night, and
do not complain. But I cannot u
derstand a radio commissioner
Washington who hastens to col
demn my broadcast without ev^
having heard a word of it, whi
at the same time his Commissi,
orders all radio stations to car
the voice of the Communist cane
date for President of the Unit
A complete transcript of the e
tire broadcast was then request
by Mr. Payne and delivered 1
CBS, and it was announced officii
States."
ly at the FCC that all of the da
had been turned over to the Broa
cast Division, which would condu
its own inquiry. (See page 87.)
Rejected by Al Smith
AFTER the heat of the affray h
cooled somewhat, it was learn
that the same technique idea h
been offered to Al Smith for \
first anti-New Deal broadcast frc
Carnegie Hall in September b
that he had rejected it as undigi
fied. It was also announced
Harry C. Butcher, CBS Washingt
vice president, that Chairman
ning S. Prall of the FCC had ma
a recording of a speech to be c
livered over CBS during a pi
gram saluting KTSA, San Anto
io, when he discovered that
would not be convenient to go
the studio the night of Oct. 4 b
that the transcription had be'
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ejected as contrary to the net-;>rk's rules. "The chairman made
( complaint," said a CBS statejent, which pointed out that "the
^jct that Columbia barred a rei^rding bv the Democratic chairman of the FCC
would hardly
T/em to support published inferces that our action in the face
Senator Vandenberg was diced by fear of either the Demotic Administration or the FCC."
From Chicago headquarters of
cie G. O. P. radio division, the deal came unofficially that Mr. At55 was not notified of the tranriptions until 10 minutes before
j e broadcast. It was stated that
i.e G. 0. P. radiomen did not want
eir idea discovered by the Demrats in time for the Democrats
jj! buy up the preceding half-hour
id thus "spoil the show". Mr.
rlr lackett, it was said, tried for two
j ,ijiys to get in touch with William
j J Paley, CBS president, but was
: :nable to do so. It was claimed
t -r.i told Mr. Atlass about the plan
ujrer the telephone a half -hour bejjkre the broadcast, and it was al, iged Mr. Atlass then called New
ji^ork and thereupon decided not
mi carry the program. This, howT/er, does not square with the of; -rial account as given out by the
J BS Chicago offices.
:~ For the most part, transcripI ons of the Vandenberg broadcast
j ere being offered during the last
3 days free to stations that would
;:iccept it but time
was being
nought for it on other stations,
ne of the first stations to get
le account was WOL, Washing; )n, whose manager, William B.
I 'olph, is radio director of the
--democratic
National Committee.
■ -TOL carried the transcription the
ight of Oct. 25.

President's Voice
(Continued from page 9)
l person. Through the miracle of
^cience his voice has been preserved.
^ herefore. whenever you hear him
i?'alk again during this broadcast it
Will be his own actual voice, taken
rom the air in 1932 and i933 at the
$ime his statements were made and
brought to you tonight in this most
' nusual radio program. I now turn
Xhe microphone back to you, Senator
>tt "anden berg.
•b It is the contention
of the
•• x.O.P. that Mr. Pratt's statement,
ertainly the second, made it quite
lear that recordings were being
sed. Throughout
the "debate",

Senator Vandenberg did most of
the speaking; the recorded voice
of President Roosevelt probably
did not consume more than five
minutes in all out of the 30-minute
broadcast.
When the G.O.P. offered the entire "debate" on a spot basis to
various stations the following
week, the transcriptions omitted
the Pratt portions, presumably
because the Republican radio managers assumed the stations themselves would make the requisite
announcement that it was a mechanical reproduction. WGN, Chicago, which independently carried
the Oct. 17 broadcast which CBS
had cut off, repeated it again from
transcriptions the following Saturday night. Among other stations
which carried the transcribed version were WOR and WMCA in
New York and WOL, Washington.
WOL is managed by William B.
Dolph, who also is radio director
of the Democratic National Committee. Mr. Dolph made certain
that his listeners would not get
the impression that the President
was actually debating with the
Senator by having the following
announcement carried before the
broadcast of the half -hour disc:
Certain radio interests have occasionally been accused of partisanship
in the present political campaign.
WOL does not agree that there are
real merits to such accusations, for
it has been our observation that the
broadcasters as a whole have leaned
over backward to accommodate all
sides. Last week a considerable furore
was aroused over the refusal, later
withdrawn, of one of the networks
to carry a program sponsored by the
Republican National Committee with
Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg as the
speaker. This program employed
what the Republicans describe as a

new technique in broadcasting, for it
consists of a colloquy between Senator Vandenberg and President Roosevelt— with the President's voice
dubbed, as we radio people term it,
off recordings of his inaugural address
and other speeches.
Much ado has been made of the
fact that the introduction to Senator
Vandenberg's
radio
speech Roosevelt
did not
make clear that
President
is not actually speaking in person but
is speaking from recordings. We doubt
whether tended,
any
deceit
was infor it actual
must be
manifest
to
any intelligent listener that President
Roosevelt would not engage in any
excerpted debate such as this.
While WOL does not impose any
prohibitions on the broadcasting of
recordings or electrical transcriptions,
it does believe in complete freedom
of expression on the air. More than
that, it believes in remaining nonpartisan in any political campaign
and its facilities are available for all
legally qualified candidates for office,
as required by law, and for their
spokesmen.
In this spirit of non-partisanship.
WOL offers a half-hour broadcast of
an electrical transcription of the socalled "Roosevelt-Vandenberg" debate
under cantheNational
sponsorship
of the which
Republi-is
Committee,
paying our regular commercial rates
for this time. WOL wishes to make
it clear, that this is an electrical
transcription and the voice of President Roosevelt is produced from recordings. WOL's presentation offers a
transcription of Senator Vandenberg's
actual
and President Roosevelt"s
recordedvoice
voice.
Sunsol in New England
SUNSOL PRODUCTS Co., Chattanooga (Sunsol tasteless cod liver
oil), is using one-minute announcements, dailv except Sunday, on
WBZ, WBZA, WTIC, WELI,
WICC. Agency: Vanderbie & Rubens Inc., Chicago/
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which sponsors "Sidewalk Interviews" will move into a
ready made

audience. This

popular program is the talk of
Toledo and Northwestern
Ohio, and pulls mail from
some 38 cities in our major
market. Sidewalk Interviews is
broadcast daily over WSPD at
12:45 p. m., Monday through
Friday, and simply "smacks"
of human interest. This program has a proven audience in
Northwestern Ohio and South-
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tional account, and Toledo's
only radio station, WSPD,
covers this market thoroughly.

This large, "ready-tobuy" audience may be
yours at the stroke of
a pen.
WSPD
Toledo, Ohio

TRANSMITTER
STUDIO

ft. VERTICAL

Advertising

for full particulars
Toledo and its major market
is a valuable one to any na-
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National Representative
JOHN BLAIR 8C CO.
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PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

McNARY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

and CHAMBERS

Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

PAUL
F. GODLEY
Consulting Radio Engineer
Montclair,
"25 years N.of J.

GLENN D. GILLETT
Consuming Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

Professional Background"

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.

T^adio transmission
2106 Equipment
Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

725 Noyes St. Phone Univ 1419
Evanston. III.

EDWARD
H. LOFTIN
BROADCAST, COMMUNICATIONS
AND
PATENTS CONSULTANT
1406 G STREET, N. W.
District 4105
WASHINGTON, D. C

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast
Transmission and
Coverage Development.
P. 0. Box 742
Evansville, Ind.

TEMPLE

Consulting Radio Engineer
30 Rockefeller Plaza
P. 0. Box 189
New York City
Times Square Station

'Business Consultant
in broadcasting
320 North 50 St.
OMAHA
NEBRASKA

FREQUENCY

E. C. PAGE
Consulting Radio Engineer

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. 161st ST.
NEW YORK CITY
JENKINS & ADAIR, Inc.
Engineers
Designers and Manufacturers of Radio
Transmission, Sound Film, Disc Recording and Communication Equipment
3333 BELMONT AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CABLE: JENKADAIR

MEASURING

SERVICE

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Extensive Library —
Approximately 500 effects
Custom - Built Transcriptions
Commercial Plating
Duping and Pressing
Write Us Your Needs
Gennett

Records

(Dir. of The Starr Co.)
Richmond, Ind.

There is no substitute tor experience

J. M.

Sound
Effects
(From Life)
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Statement of The Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc., Required
the Acts24,of1912,
Congress ofbyAugust
and March 3, 1933
Of Broadcasting Combined With Broadcast Advertising, published semi-monthly
at Washington, D. C, for October 1, 1936.
District
of Columbia
Before me,
a notary— ss.
public in and for
the District aforesaid, personally appeared
F. Gaither Taylor, who, having been duly
sworn according to law, deposes and says
that he is the business manager of Broadcasting Combined With Broadcast Advertising, and that the following is, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the ownership, management
(and if a daily paper, the circulation),
etc., of the aforesaid publication for the
date shown in the above caption, required
by the Act of August 24, 1912, as amended
by the Act of March 3, 1933, embodied in
section 537, Postal La ws and Regulations :
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and
business manager are :
Publisher — Martin Codel, Washington,
D. C.
Editor — Sol Taishoff, Washington,
D. C.
Managing
Editor Md.
— J. Frank Beatty,
Silver Spring,
Business Manager — F. Gaither Taylor,
Washington, D. C.
2. That the owner is : (If owned by a
corporation, its name and address must be
stated and also immediately thereunder the
names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of
total amount of stock. If not owned by a
corporation, the names and addresses of
the individual owners must be given. If
owned by a firm, company, or other unincorporated concern, its name and address,
as
those of each individual member,
mustwellbe asgiven.)
Broadcasting Publications, Inc.. Washington, D. C. : Martin Codel. Washington, D. C. ; Sol Taishoff, Washington,
C. the known bondholders, mort3.D.That
gagees, and other security holders owning
or holding 1 per cent or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgages or other seNone. curities are : (If there are none, so state. )
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon the
books of the company but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder
appears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee is acting, is given ; also
that the said two paragraphs contain statementsasembracing
full knowledge
and belief
to the affiant's
circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other
than that of a bona fide owner ; and this
affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation
has any interest direct or indirect in the
said stock, bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him.
F. Gaither Taylor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
2nd day of October,Julie
1936. M. Mayer,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
(My commission expires July 15, 1941.)
RADIO
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Help Wanted and Situations
Wanted, 7c per word. All other H
classifications, 12c per word. Mini- |
mum charge $1.00. Payable in
advance.
Forms close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Wanted : Experienced radio time sa
man with successful record for regk
network station. Liveable drawing accc
against commission. Station will give sa
man several active accounts to start. (
full particulars first letter. WKZO, K
mazoo, Michigigan.
Experienced salesman for network
tion in city fifty thousand. Must ]
outstanding record of productivity, g
references. Airmail photo, complete
sonal information, stations where emplo:
casting.
minimum starting salary. Box 568. Brc
Situations Wanted
Experienced Engineer-Announcer des
connection ; College degrees ; First class
censes. Box 572, Broadcasting.
Sales Manager affiliated network stal
four years desires change. Past sales
ord best recommendation. Prefer locate
South. Now employed ; can furnish g
references. Box 571, Broadcasting.
Program Director. Experience in
tinuity Writing, Publicity Directing,
nouncing. Years experience on Netwc
and Independent Stations. Now emplo:
College education. Total abstainer. Box
Broadcasting.
Engineer with 8 years experience, q
ified for Design and Construction of
broadcasting equipment, including H
Fidelity Speech and Remote Short W
Pickup apparatus. Four years announci
Desire position with aggressively mana
station. Box 569, Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy
Will pay cash for full or part-time :
tion
in city over 100,000. Box 567, Brc
casting.
Station Brokers
Our brokerage service speeds the sale and p
chase of radio stations. No advance fees. C
fidential negotiations. L. Parker Likely, Pr
Radio Investment Compan
Times Bldg.
Times Square
New Y
For Rent — Equipment
Approved
equipment,
TMV-7
field
strength
measuringRCAunit
(ne
direct reading ; Astiline Angus Autom
Recorder for fading on distant statio
GR radio frequency bridge; radio osci
tors, etc. Reasonable rental. Allied
search
Laboratories,
260 East 161st Str
New York
City.
For Sale — Equipment
Western Electric 100 Watt 12-B Tr£
mitter. This
is infrom
excel'si
condition,
beingtransmitter
recently retired
ice due to a power boost. Sold comp
with "low hours" set of tubes. Availi
immediately and can be inspected at
time. KGFF, Shawnee, Oklahoma.
One Western Electric 6-B Transmi
for sale, complete with motor general
and spare armatures, two sets of tv
and special insulating base for gem
tors made by Johns Manville. Excel
condition. Price $2600. Also one H:
marlund Comet Pro Receiver with cry
filter, $50. Address: W. E. Hudson, 1
tion
WAVE, Brown Hotel, Louisv
Kentucky.
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BS

Is

Absolved

n Vandenb
erg Case
3AT CBS was within its legal
?hts in cutting off Senator Vannberg's
now
famous
Oct. 17
i eech "debating" with recorded
cerpts of President Roosevelt's
ice, was the official opinion exessed by the FCC in a letter
ade public Oct. 29 by John B.
-j-! eynolds, acting secretary in ref- le
y to
of "censorship"
by
W. protests
R. Church,
New York City,
le FCC found that the Senator,
)t being himself a candidate for
blic office, could not claim rights
ider the "equal opportunity"
kj ause of the radio act. The FCC
ply stated, in part:
In reply, you are advised that the
lection and arrangement of broadBijlst programs in the public interest
' a duty which the Communications
ct of 1934 places solely upon the
;ensees of the respective broadcast
ations, and the matter of whether
will broadcast mechanical reproducon is, therefore, a question for the
?cision of each station licensee. If
echancial reproductions
are used,
owever, they are required to be anj(3,|3uneed as such in accordance with
jie Commission's Rule 176.
Section 3(h) of the Communica— Ions Act of 1934 provides that a perwn "engaged in radio broadcasting
jliall not, in so far as such person is
W engaged, be deemed a common carer". It follows, therefore, that a
"oadcast station is not under a pube utility obligation to accept all proram material offered and the Comil'liission
no authority
direct a
Efflation tohasaccept
any specificto program.
"Jfhe only exception to this rule is confined in Section 315 of the Commuications Act of 1934 * * * [Here
ADVERTISERS
ON
WNOX
Know It's True
What They Say
About Dixie
★

*

*

wxox

IN

THE

CONTROL

ROOM

WALTER WIDLAR, formerly of
WGAR, Cleveland, on Nov. 1 joins
WJAY,
Cleveland, as control engineer.

Election

ART TOPP, sound effects man at
"YVBBM,
was married Oct.
17 to MissChicago,
Rose Kuzma.
STANLEY LUCAS, formerly chief
engineer of KFYR, Bismarck, N. D.,
has joined the engineering staff ,of
WTCN, Minneapolis.
HARRY SEILS, formerly chief engineer of WNAX, Yankton, S. D., has
joined the engineering staff of KSTP,
St. Paul. He was succeeded at WNAX
by Clifton Todd, chief operator.
E. H. CARTER, formerly with KLZ,
Denver, and lately doing theatre
sound installations for RCA Victor
Co., has joined the new KOBH, Rapid
City, S. D., as chief engineer.
FLOYD JONES, formerly of WFBM,
Indianapolis, and George Wilson have
joined the engineering staff of WKRC,
Cincinnati.
H. W. HOLT, chief engineer of
WSPR, Springfield, Mass., is the
father of a baby girl born in October.
follows the section dealing with equal
opportunity for candidates.]
Since Senator Vandenberg was not
a candidate for public office, the
broadcasting of his speech does not
appear to come within the provisions
of Section 315 of the Act, and the
station was under no compulsion of
law to permit the broadcast of his
address.
Neither the Communications Act of
1934 nor the Rules and Regulations
of the Commission prohibit the use of
mechanical reproductions on broadcast
programs, and Section 326 of the Act
expressly denies to the Commission
any power of censorship over the radio communications or signals transmitted by any radio station. It provides further that no regulations or
condition shall be promulgated or fixed
by the Commission which shall interfere with the right of free speech by
means of radio communication.
I am sure you will appreciate that
since the station was under no compulsion of law to broadcast the speech,
and the Commission has no power to
compel it to do so or to take the station to task for cutting the program
in question the Commission can take
no action upon your protest.

FLASH!
IT'S IN THE

BAG for the party that controls
the electoral votes in these doubtful key areas —
How's your campaign coming? You can win
hands down if you can swing these important
markets — and you can!

WOR

WOR area — Lots of voters here — don't
know how many. You wouldn't care anyway— but you would be interested in the
fact that they and their families eat
almost a fourth of all the food consumed
in the U. S.
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MICHIGAN
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most of the best of Michigan. My, but
wouldn't Mr. Hamilton or Mr. Farley
like to be as sure of this state as you can
be, if you get the idea. Programs,
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area —

hard to tell how they'll vote. But we can
tell you what station they listen to —
"Plug" Kendrick takes care of that.
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OCTOBER
. . .

OCTOBER 13
(Summarized in Oct. 15 issue of Broadcasting)
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WMC, Memphis — License for CP directional antenna increase 2V2 to 5 kw D,
move trans, locally.
WJAY, Cleveland — CP move trans, locally, vert, radiator, new equip.
KOBH, Rapid City, S. D. — Modif. CP
re equip.
WDWS, Champaign, 111. — Modif. CP
trans., studio sites, equip., antenna,
amended to correct trans, site.
KRMD, Shreveport, La. — CP change
equip., vert, radiator, increase 100 to 250
w D 1310 kc.
KMO,crease 250Tacoma
CP vert, radiator, inw to 1— kw.
WTMV, E. St. Louis, 111.— Amended CP
new equip., increase to 250 w D.
WKBN, Youngstown — CP move trans,
site locally, vert, radiator.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Daily News
Corp., St. Paul, CP 580 kc 1 kw D ; NEW
Walter H. McGenty, Rice Lake, Wis., CP
1210 kc 250 w D ; NEW, WRBC Inc., Cleveland, CP 950 kc 1 kw unltd. directional ;
NEW, Trenton Times, Trenton, N. J., CP
3 synchronized stations 1570 kc 250 w
unltd., also booster trans, at Burlington
and Princeton ; WNBC, New Britain, Conn.,
CP directional antenna increase power,
hours; WHAT, Philadelphia, amended CP
directional antenna, change 1310 to 1220
kc, increase 100 w to 1 kw, change time
to unltd. ; KOOS, Marshfield, Ore., mod.
CP 250 w D to unltd. ; NEW, Sharon
Herald Brdcstg. Co., Sharon, Pa., CP 780
kc 250 w D ; WBNS, Columbus, CP increase 500 w to 1 kw N 5 kw D ; WBTO,
Cumberland, Md., increase 250 w D to
unltd; WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich., mod.
license D to LS Omaha ; NEW, Vancouver
Brdcstg. Co., Vancouver, Wash., CP 1500
kc 100 w D ; WEDC, Chicago, change
spec, hours.
ACTION ON EXAMINERS* REPORTS:
NEW, Robert K. Herbst, Moorhead,
Minn. — Granted CP 1310 kc 100 w D
unltd., Sh.-N Roberts MacNab Co., sustaining Examiner Seward in part.
NEW, Roberts MacNab Co., Jamestown,
N. D. — Granted CP 1310 kc 100 w D
unltd., Sh.-N Robert K. Herbst, sustaining Examiner Dalberg.
NEW, Edwin A. Kraft, Fairbanks.
Alaska— Denied CP 950 kc 250 w unltd.,
sustaining Examiner Hill.
NEW, John A. Stump, Fairbanks, Alaska
— Denied CP 1210 kc 100 w 250 w LS
unltd., reversing Examiner Hill.
NEW, J. Laurence Martin. Tuncumcari,
N. M.— Denied CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.,
reversing Examiner Seward.
WOL, Washington — Granted CP (Com.
Case dissenting) change equip., move
trans., studio locally, change 1310 to 1230
kc, increase 100 w to 1 kw unltd., reversing Examiner Dalberg.
WJAC, Johnstown, Pa. — Granted CP
change equip., move trans, locally, increase
100 w to 100 w 250 w D 1310 kc Sh.WFBG, sustaining Examiner Dalberg.
NEW, Duluth Brdcstg. Co., Duluth—
Dismissed with prejudice applic. CP 1200
kc 100 w unltd., sustaining Examiner
Seward.
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, Skagit
Brdcstg. Assn., Whitney, Wash., permitted file appearance etc. with applic.
CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Ted R.
Woodward, permitted file answer applic.
Lancaster & Birdwell CP Johnson City,
Tenn., 1200 kc 100 w 250 w LS unltd. ;
KGIW, Alamosa, Col., permitted file answer applic. Mile High Radio Corp., CP
Denver 1210 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd. ;
WTAL, Tallahassee, Fla., permitted file
answer applic. Metropolis Co. CP Jacksonville, Fla. 1310 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
Southwest Brdcstg. Co., denied reconsideration order for hearing on applic. CP
La Junta, Col., 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ;
NEW, Rapids Brdcstg. Co., Cedar Rapids,
la., denied partial cancellation order take
depositions issued to Iowa Brdcstg. Co.
and sustained demurrer filed on behalf of
Iowa Brdcstg. Co., granted petition Stanley Reid take depositions applic. CP Cedar
Rapids 1310 kc 100 w unltd., granted continuance hearing; J. L. Statler M. D., d/b
Baker Hospital, granted auth. take depositions applic. to transfer programs to
Canada and Mexico ; Edwin A. Kraft,
Juneau, Alaska, granted auth. take depositions ;KHSL, Chico, Cal., granted auth.
Page
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OCTOBER 20
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WLBF, Kansas City — CP change equip.
WIBU, Poynette, Wis. — CP new equip.
WRBL, Columbus, Ga. — CP change
equip., increase to 250 w D, new antenna.
WCBS.
— CP equip.
vert, radiator, new Springfield,
trans, site, 111.
change
WEXL, Royal Oak, Mich. — CP change
equip.
WHDF, Calumet, Mich. — CP new equip.
newKTSA,
equip. San Antonio — License for CP
WHA, Madison, Wis. — License for CP
change equip., increase 2% to 5 kw.
Virginia,
CPWHLB,
new station
1370 Minn.
kc 100— wLicense
unltd. for
KIDO, Boise, Id. — License for CP trans,
site, new equip., vert, radiator.
WMAZ, Macon, Ga. — License for CP
new equip., reduce aux. power 1 kw to
500 w.
KALE, Portland, Ore.; KGMB, Honolulu— Renewal license.
KFQD,
Anchorage, Alaska — Extension license 30 days.
KVEC,antenna
San Luis
trans.,
sites.Obispo, Cal.— Mod. CP
KTEM, Temple, Tex— Mod. CP trans.,
studio sites, change equip., vert, radiator.
KBST,equip.
Big Springs, Tex. — Mod. CP
change
WNEW, Newark — Mod. license change
studio Newark to New York City.
KVOR, Colorado Springs — Vol. assign,
license to Out West Brdcstg. Co.
WHBI, Newark — Ext. license 90 days.
WWNC, Asheville, N. C— Vol. assign,
license to Asheville Citizen-Times Co. Inc.
WOCL, Jamestown, N. Y. — Vol. assign,
license to James Brdcstg. Co. Inc.
W6XKG, Los Angeles— License for CP
increase 100 w to 1 kw.
WTCN, Minneapolis — Ext. auth. temp,
antenna.
WWVA, Wheeling — Same.
WD BO,
Fla. — Ext. temp. auth.
added
750 Orlando,
w N.
KWKH, Shreveport, La. — Temp. auth.
reduced power of 2% kw 10 days.
KLRA, Little Rock, Ark. — Temp. auth.
reduced power of 1 kw B 30 days.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, John D.
Fields Inc., Los Vegas, Neb., CP 1370 kc
100 w unltd. ; NEW, Peninsula Newspapers Inc., Palo Alto, Cal., amended CP
1160 kc 250 w D ; NEW, KLZ Brdcstg.
Co., Denver, CP 1210 kc 100 w 250 w D
unltd. ; NEW, Louisville Times Co., Louisville, CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. : NEW,
Okmulgee Brdcstg. Corp., Okmulgee, Okla.,
CP 1210 kc 100 w D ; New, Times Pub.
Co., Okmulgee. CP 1200 kc 100 w D ;
NEW, Paul B. McEvoy, Hobart DemocratChief, Hobart, Okla., CP 1420 kc 100 w
D ; NEW, J. Leslie Doss, Sarasota, Fla.,
CP 1390 kc 250 w D ; NEW, Voice of the
Times, Raleigh, N. C, CP 1210 kc 100
w D ; NEW, Clarence A. Berger, Coeur
d'Alene,
1200Johnson
kc 100 wCity,
D ; Tenn.,
NEW,
Richard Id.,
M. CP
Casto,
CP 1200 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd. ; NEW,
Falls City Brdcstg. Corp., Falls City, Neb.,
CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.; KLPM, Minot,
N. D., auth. move trans, locally, new antenna, change 1360 to 1240 kc, increase to
1 kw, spec, to unltd. ; KWBG. Hutchinson,
Kan., CP move trans, locally, directional
antenna, change equip., freq. 1420 to 550
kc, increase to 250 w unltd. directional
N; WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C, CP
change 1310 to 1250 kc, increase 100 w to
1 kw, move trans, locally ; WJBW, New
Orleans, CP new equip., radiator, increase
to 250 w D, from Sh.-WBNO to unltd. ;
WMBD, Peoria, 111., CP increase to 1 kw
N, 5 kw D unltd. ; NEW, West Texas
Brdcstg. Co., Wichita Falls, Tex., CP 1380
kc 1 kw unltd. directional N ; KUOA, Siloam Springs, Ark., mod. CP increase 2%
to 5 kw D, added hours ; WJBR, Gastonia,
N. C, mod. CP extend completion ; KFKA,
Greeley, Col., mod. license 880 to 1450 kc,
increase to unltd ; WHN, New York. mod.
license increase 1 to 5 kw N ; WORL,
Needham, Mass., CP increase 500 w to 1
kw, increase D to unltd., directional ;
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., trans, control
to George A. Richards.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED — NEW,
Auburn Pub. Co., Auburn, N. Y., CP 1420
kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Maine Brdcstg.
Co. Inc., Portland, Me., CP 620 kc 500 w
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take depositions re applic. mod. license ;
Asheville (N. C.) Daily News granted
auth. take depositions re applic. CP 1370
kc 100 w unltd. ; WGPC, Albany, Ga.,
permitted file answer etc. applic. H.
Wimpy new station at Albany 1420 kc
100 w N 250 w D, facilities WGPC ; Johnson City Brdcstg. Co., Tenn., granted permission take depositions applic. new station.

COMMISSION

30, INCLUSIVE

1 kw LS unltd. ; WLBZ, Bangor, Me.,
mod. lie. 970 kc 500 w 1 kw LS ; NEW,
Clarence C. Dill, Washington, D. C, CP
1310 kc 100 w unltd. ; WBIG, Grensboro,
N. C, exp. auth. 1440 kc 1 kw unltd. ;
NEW.lyn, CPSt.1130
Michael's
Church, WOV
Brook- ;
kc 1 kwP. D,E. facilities
NEW, Voice of Corsicana Assn., Corsicana, Tex.. CP 1310 kc 100 w D.
APPLICATIONS DENIED (as in default)—NEW, Paul Sullivan Andrews,
Lewiston, Me., CP 560 kc 250 w D ; NEW,
I. Martin Courtney, Toledo, CP 1420 kc
100 w unltd. ; NEW, Bay State Brdcstg.
Corp., Providence, R. I., CP 720 kc 1 kw
ltd.
MISCELLANEOUS— NEW, J. W.
Plame, Los Angeles, applic. CP Vernon,
Cal., asking facilities KVOE, Santa Ana,
dismissed, petition of KVOE to strike appearance sustained ; NEW, Pacific Acceptance Corp., Los Angeles, reconsid. action 9-22-36 granting CP 1200 kc 100 w
D and redesignated for hearing ; NEW,
Navarro Brdcstg. Assn., Corsicanna, Tex.,
denied request call letters WOLF ; NEW,
Philip J. Wiseman, Lewiston, Me., granted pet. intervene applic. Paul Sullivan
Andrews for new station ; WTCN, Minneapolis, reconsid. and granted mod. license to full time ; WCAL, Northfield,
Minn., reconsid. and granted change 1250
to 760 kc, increase to 5 kw D, Sh.-WLB,
using one-third daytime ; WLB, Minneapolis, reconsid. and granted 1250 to 760 kc,
increase to 5 kw D, two-thirds daytime ;
WGPC, Albany, Ga., granted postponement hearing on renewal to 11-19-36 ;
NEW, John S. Braum, Waco, Tex., granted postponement hearing re applic. CP
1500 kc 100 w D for 90 days; WACO,
Waco, Tex., granted petition intervene
hearing of John S. Braun.
OCTOBER 27
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
KJR, Seattle — CP move aux. trans.
WGBB,
Freeport, N. Y.— CP change
equip.
WEBR,
Buffalo
— CP new trans., vert,
radiator.
WDGY, Minneapolis; WFAM, South
Bend ; WBAX, Wilkes - Barre — CP new
equip.
newWLAP,
equip. Lexington, Ky. — CP move locally,
WROK, Rockford, 111. — CP new equip.,
increase to 5 kw D, move locally.
WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn. — CP new equip.,
increase to 5 kw D, move locally.
WALR, Zanesville, O. — CP new equip.
KVOE, Santa Ana, Cal. — License for
CP change trans., studio sites, vert, radiator.
for CP
newKRRV,
stationSherman,
1310 kc Tex.
100— wLicense
D.
WMIN,1370St.kcPaul
CP new
station
100— wLicense
250 w for
D unltd.
WSAY, Rochester — License for CP new
station 1210 kc 100 w D.
KMED,
Medford,
Ore.— Amended CP

Kansas City Star
One Night of Plenty
BROADCASTING

move trans, locally, vert, antenna, char 1
equip., change spec, hours to unltd. If J
kc 100 w 250 w D.
WBLK,
W. Va.— Mod. 'J
trans,
site, Clarksburg,
equip., antenna.
WHFC, Cicero, 111. — Mod. CP new equ I
KMA, Shenandoah, la. — Mod. license
crease D to 5 kw.
WSMB,
New Orleans — Mod. license
unltd. present trans, site, increase to 1
kw, power limited in direction of Akri I
KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash.— Auth. char I
equip.
WATL, Atlanta — Vol. assign license I
J. W. Woodruff, d/b Atlanta Brdcstg. ( 1
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.— Vol. assii j
license to Charleston Brdcstg. Co.
KGLO, Mason City, la. — Mod. CP trar 1
studio sites, new equip., vert, radiator. I
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Norths 1
Brdcstg.
Co., wTraverse
City, Twin
Mich., CI'
830
kc 500
D; NEW,
Brdcstg.
Corp., Longview, Wash.,
1500 kc 100 w N 250 w D unltd. ; NE I
Charles Porter, Edw. T. Eversole, Fest I
Mo., CP 1420 kc 100 w D ; NEW, D. 1
Thornton, near Chehalis, Wash., CP 1! 1
kc 100 w 250 w D unltd. ; KDON, M(
terey, Cal., CP new equip., change 1210
1280 kc, increase 100 w to 250 w 1 kw
KFIO, Spokane. CP change equip., fr
from 1120 to 1110 kc, increase 100 w D
500 w unltd., move trans., vert. radiat<
WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis., CP increase
to 5 kw D; WGY. Schenectady — CP il
kw, move trans, locally ; WBAL, Baltimo
CP unltd.
directional
N, increase
from Sh.-WI
to
; KTHS,
Hot Springs,
Ark., I
move trans, to McAlmont, Ark., studio
Little Rock, new equip., directional
1060 kc 10 kw unltd. ; KROY. Sacramen
mod. CP change 1210 to 1340 kc, char
equip., increase from 100 w D to 250 w
1 kw D unltd. ; WDBJ, Roanoke, Va., m
license 1 to 5 kw N ; WSPR, Springfk
Mass., mod. license to LS at Tuls
WHBB, Selma, Ala., mod. license 100
D to 100 w unltd. ; KFXR. Oklahc
City, vol. assign, license to Plaza Coi
Brdcstg. Co. ; KSFO, San Francisco, \
assign, license to Columbia Brdcstg. S
tern of Cal. Inc. ; KGDY, Huron, S.
renewal license.
MISCELLANEOUS — WNEW. Newa
denied reconsid. denial of applic. incre:
2V2 to 5 kw D ; WCAP Asbury Pa
N. J., denied reconsid. action setti
applic. increase power for hearing : NE
Daily News Corp., St. Paul, granted pc
tion to appear hearing of Natl. Batti
Brdcstg. Co. ; KIDW, La Junta, Col., p
mitted to file answer on applic. Mile H
Radio Corp. ; NEW Lenawee Brdcstg. C
Adrian, Mich., granted postponement
12-15-36 ; NEW, Richard M. Castro, Jol
son
City,
Tenn., Johnson
denied postponem*
hearing
on applic.
City Brdcs
Co.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATION — WF
Philadelphia, granted extension temp, au
1 kw N for November.
APPLICATIONS DENIED — KAI
Portland, Ore., temp. auth. unltd. tin
NEW, Valley Brdcstg. Co., Cleveland,
980 kc 1 kw unltd. (as in default) ; NE\
James G. Bourus. Everett, Wash., .
1500 kc 100 w unltd. (as in default).
DISMISSED
— NE
C.APPLICATIONS
W. Snider, Wichita
Falls, Tex.,
1500 kc 100 w 250 w LS unltd. ; WRD
Augusta, Ga., CP 1240 kc 250 w 500
LS unltd. ; NEW, ITU Radio Sta. Ii
Indianapolis, CP 560 kc 1 kw 5 kw
unltd. (facilities WIND) ; WKZO, Kt
mazoo, Mich., mod. license to LS Omal
KOOS, Marshfield, Ore., CP 1390 kc 250
unltd.
RATIFICATION — NEW, Walker Jam
Duluth, denied request CP applic. be wi
drawn from docket without prejudice.
Examiners' Reports . .
NEW, Bramhall
Tribune Co.,
Tampa, Fla.(1-31
— 1
aminer
recommended
that applic CP 550 kc 1 kw 5 kw
unltd. be denied.
NEW, Theodore E. Johnson, Houstoi
Examiner Walker recommended (I-3(
that applic. CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
denied as in default.
NEW, S. George Webb, Newport, R.
NEW,
E. Anthony & Sons Inc., Pi
tucket, R. I. ; WTHT, Hartford, Conn
Examiner Hyde recommended (1-303) t
applic. WTHT for full time be grant
that auth. heretofore granted S. Geo I
Webb to construct station be determined
allocation of frequency to WTHT and t
applic. W. Anthony & Sons for CP 1 I
kc 100 w 250 w LS unltd. be denied. • Broadcast

Advertish

ppiications . . .
OCTOBER 14
WBZA, Springfield, Mass. — CP new
ins., directional antenna, change 990 to
0 kc, move trans, to Agawam, Mass.,
I ange hours to unltd., amended to ask
cilities WDEB, suggests WDEY be asned 560 kc.
NEW,
Troy Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Troy,
t0 Y.kc— CP
1 kw.1240 kc 500 w D, amended to
WABY, Albany. N. Y— Mod. CP new
iuip., move trans., studio, asking further
1 4 0anges
w D.equip., increase 100 w to 100 w
WSAY, Rochester — Mod. license D to
iltd., asks facilities WOCL.
WCAX, Burlington, Vt.— CP change
uip., vert, antenna, increase 100 w to
0 w 250 w D, change spec, hours.
NEW, Valley Brdcstg. Co., Youngs.-I■wn.
O. — CPvert,
780 antenna,
kc 1 kw change
unltd., amended
equip.,
to 1370
! 100 w 250 w D.
NEW,
John H. Stenger Jr., Wilkesarre, Pa. — CP 1260 kc 1 kw unltd.
WCHS,
Charleston, W. Va.— Vol. asgn. license to Charleston Brdcstg. Co.
WSOC, Charlotte, N. C. — CP new trans.,
rectional antenna N, change 1210 to 600
; increase 100 w 250 w D to 250 w 1
'ff D, move trans, locally.
. WGCM, Mississippi City, Miss. — CP new
|ans.
I KCMC, Texarkana, Ark. — Mod. CP
lange antenna, move studio, trans, loir py.
XWTAD, Quincy, 111. — Mod. CP new
jfj-ans.,
increase
500 wCPto change
1 kw.
[■! KROY,antenna,
Sacramento
— Mod.
vl^ iuip-. approval antenna, trans, site, move
'. udio locally.
OCTOBER 16
IB| NEW, Geo. W. Taylor Co. Inc., WilWkmson, W. Va. — CP 1210 kc 100 w D.
- 3| WALR, Zanesville, O. — CP new trans.
1 WBNO,
New Orleans — CP new equip.
hK-c., amended 1200 to 1500 kc, omit rejest facilities WJBW.
i NEW, Frank M. Dunham. Fort Dodge,
—1500
CP kc1210D. kc 100 w unltd., amended
NEW, Edgar L. Bill, Peoria, 111.— CP
Wj)40 kc 250 w D.
rJ WKBV,
Richmond, Ind. — Mod. license
:°>ec.
to unltd.
W WDGY, Minneapolis — CP new trans.
*j KFNF, Shenandoah, la. — CP new trans.,
?rt. antenna, increase 500 w 1 kw D to 1
Jim 5 kw D.
WCAZ, 100
Carthage,
w. — CP change equip.,
to 250 111.
1,;icrease
■f KLS, Oakland, Cal. — CP vert, antenna,
1 ove studio, trans, locally.
KFEL, Denver — Mod. license Sh.-KVOD
"E'> unltd., contingent granting KVOD ap^'lic. change freq., hours.
KVOD, Denver — Mod. license 920 to 630
It, change hours Sh.-KFEL to unltd., contingent granting KFEL applic.
NEW, Earle Yates, Las Cruces, N. M.—
P 930 kc 1 kw D, amended re equip.,
^intenna, change 930 to 1500 kc, 1 kw to
•- 30 w 250 w D unltd.
KSLM, Salem, Ore. — Mod. CP new
•ans., re equip.
NEW,
S. H. Patterson, Denver — CP
:]ii570
3uip. kc 1 kw unltd., amended re trans.,
Jl W6XKG,
Los Angeles
kw. high-freq.
station. — License for CP
OCTOBER 17
NEW, Paul J. Gollhofer, Brooklyn— CP
500 kc 100 w spec, facilities WMBQ.

NEW, James D. Scannell, Lewiston, Me.
—1420
CP kc.1210 kc 100 w unltd., amended to
WPEN, Philadelphia — Auth. transfer
control to John Iraci ; mod. license Sh.WRAX to unltd., facilities WRAX.
WRAX. Philadelphia — Auth. transfer
control to John Iraci.
NEW, Voice of Detroit Inc., Detroit —
CP 1120 kc 500 w 1 kw D unltd., amended trans, site, directional N.
WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C. — CP new
trans., vert, antenna, increase 1 to 5 kw,
amended to 970 kc.
NEW, Charles Chambers & Jack Hawkins, d/b Alpine Brdcstg. Co., Alpine,
Tex. — CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd.
KRSC, Seattle — Mod. CP re equip., increase power, change hours, for auth.
vert, antenna.
newKGY,
equip.Olympia, Wash. — License for CP
KYOS,
mod.
new Merced,
station. Cal.— License for CP as
OCTOBER 19
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — CP new

WBAX,
trans.
WFAM, South Bend, Ind. — CP new
trans.
KSUN, Lowell, Ariz. — License for CP
change equip., new antenna, increase
power.
KALE, Portland, Ore. — Mod. license
spec, to unltd.
— Mod.
1470 to 950
kc,KGA,
5 kw Spokane
to 1 kw
5 kw license
D.
KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash. — CP change
equip.
OCTOBER 20
NEW, Washington Post, Washington, D.
C. — CP 1310 kc 100 w N 250 w D unltd.,
amended to be contingent grant of WOL
applic. change 1310 to 1230 kc.
NEW, Elmira Star-Gazette Inc., Elmira, N. Y. — CP 1200 kc 250 w D.
WCAE, Pittsburgh — Mod. license 1 kw
5 kw D to 5 kw N & D.
WCOC, Meridian, Miss. — CP change
equip.
WGPC, Albany, Ga. — Mod. CP new
equip., move studio, trans., new trans.,
etc.,
ther. to change equip, and antenna furWaycross,
as WAYX.
mod. new
station. Ga. — License for CP
WFBM,equip.
Indianapolis — License for CP
change
KLZ. Denver — Mod. license 1 kw 5 kw
D to 5 kw N & D.
OCTOBER 21
NEW, Citizens Brdcstg. Corp., Schenectady— CP 1240
directional
N. kc 1 kw 5 kw D unltd.,
WCPO, Cincinnati — CP new trans., vert,
antenna, move trans, locally.
NEW, N. Ga. Brdcstg. Co., Rossville,
Ga. — CP 1200 kc 106 w unltd., amended
to D.
KGFG, Oklahoma City — CP new trans.,
vert, antenna, move trans., studio locally.
WACO,
Waco, Tex. — CP new trans.,
vert,
antenna.
WAAF, Chicago — CP new trans., change
D to unltd., increase D to unltd., 1 kw to
1 kw 5 kw D.
newWMBH,
trans. Joplin, Mo.— License for CP
KHQ, Spokane — Mod. CP as mod. re
equip.
OCTOBER 22
NEW, Mid-Atlantic Corp., Washington
— CP 1570 kc 1 kw unltd.
Greensboro,
500WBIG,
w 1 kw
to 1 kw NN. &C—D. Mod. license

as

a

NEW, Radio & Television Research Co.,
Los Angeles
— CP kc.1530 kc 1 kw unltd.,
amended
to 1570
NEW, Nichols & Warinner Inc., Long
Beach, Cal. — License relay station 200 w.
OCTOBER 24
WMBO,
Auburn,
N. Y. 100
— CP w new
vert,
antenna,
increase
to trans.,
100 w
250 w D, move trans, locally.
WKZO,
Mich. — Exp. auth.
unltd.
250 wKalamazoo,
N.
NEW, Associated Arkansas Newspapers
Inc., Hot Springs — CP 1310 kc 100 w
unltd., amended to D.
NEW. Richard S. Gozzaldi, d/b Oak
Cliff-Dallas
1500 kc 100 Co.
w D.Brdcstg. Co., Dallas — CP
WSMB, New Orleans — CP new trans.,
directional.
NEW, Ruth W. & S. E. Adcock. d/b
General Broadcasters, Johnson City, Tenn.
— CP 1370 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.
KGNC, Amarillo, Tex. — CP change equip.
NEW, Wichita Brdcstg. Co., Wichita
Falls, Tex. — CP 630 kc 1 kw unltd.. directional N.
KGNF,equip.
N. Platte, Neb.— License for CP
change
South Bend, Ind. — License for
CPWSBT,
new equip.
KOIL, Omaha — CP change equip., install vert, antenna, increase 1 kw 2M> kw
D to 1 -kw 5 kw D, move trans, locally.
NEW,
Bulletin,
1310
kc 100Bend
w 250
w D. Bend, Ore. — CP
OCTOBER 26
WDEV, Waterbury, Vt. — CP increase
500 w to 1 kw, amended to change name
to Mary M. Whitehill, executrix estate of
Harry Whitehill, further equip, changes.
WBEN, Buffalo — License for CP as
modif. new equip., increase power, move
trans.
NEW, gation ofYoung
Assn. Bay,
for PropaGospel, People's
Shark River
N. J.
—CP 640 kc 5 kw D.
NEW, Petersburg Newspaper Corp.,
Petersburg, Va. — CP 1370 kc 100 w D.
WADC,1 kwVillage
Tallmadge.
license
5 kw of
D to
5 kw N &O.—D. Mod.
KFYO, Amarillo, Tex. — CP new trans.,
antenna.
NEW, Charles Greenblatt, Waterbury,
Conn. — CP 1190 kc 250 w D, amended to
ltd. time 250 w D & N, asks facilities
WATR.
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la. — Mod. license
1 kw 5 kw D to 5 kw N & D directional N.
NEW, Central Brdcstg. Corp., Centralia,
Wash. — CP 1440 kc 1 kw unltd.
KGHL, Billings, Mont. — License for CP
increase power, move trans.

OCTOBER 28
WLWL, New York — Mod. license from
spec, to unltd., asks facilities WOV, requests WPG be assigned to 1130 kc unltd.
WCKY, Covington, Ky. — CP new trans.
KTAT,
Fort Worth — CP new trans.,
vert,
antenna.
CPWGRC,
as mod.Newnew Albany,
station. Ind. — License for
WIBW,
Topeka
—
change 1
kw 5 kw D to 5 kw Mod.
N & license
D.
KMO, Tacoma, Wash. — Mod. CP increase power, move trans., new antenna,
N & D.
asking
new equip., approval trans, site.
KGAR, Tucson, Ariz. — Mod. license 1370
to 890 kc, from 100 w 250 w D to 250 w
CBS Adds to Press Staff
WITH John Drake Fitzgerald
transferred from Chicago to New
as asof CBS
York headquarters
sistant to Paul White
on special
events broadcasts, CBS in latter
October also announced the appointment of William A. McGarry
to its press department in New
York in charge of institutional
addition of Luand to the
publicity
ther J. Reid
its press staff. Mr.
Fitzgerald, while publicity director
of WBBM, inaugurated the Other
People's
program
which
won
the Money
national
award of
the
social workers' organization. Mr.
McGarry for the last two years
ha3 been with the Rockefeller
Center Weekly. Mr. Reid formerly
was with the Okmulgee (Okla.)
Times. Jack Roche has resigned
as assistant to Mr. White, to join
Kate Smith as contact man.
Diamond Salt on NBC
GENERAL FOODS Corp.. New
York (Diamond Crystal salt), on
Nov. 15 will inaugurate a new
series of sea stories on NBC-Blue
network, Sundays, 3:15-3:45 p. m.,
to be titled Cape Diamond Light.
Benton
& Bowles Inc., New York,
is
the agency.

Remote
Amplifier
— can give you

B-94

1 — Mixing of three Velocity, Dynamic or Inductor
microphones with wiping contact controls.
2 — A 100 Db. gain amplifier with level indicator.
A.C. or Battery operation.
3 — Smart

appearance — Complete

portability.

Bell

Every Piezo Electric Crystal
leaving our laboratory is
ground to an accuracy of
BETTER than .01% ... assuring you of Accurate Frequencies. Use a Scientific
Radio Service Crystal in
your transmitter. Remember
. . . THE BEST COSTS
LESS !
LOW TEMPERATURE
Supplied in I solantite Air-Gap holders
in 550-1500 kc. band. Frequency drift
guaranteed to be "LESS THAN THREE
CYCLES" change
per million
cycles per degree
centigrade
in temperature.

CO-EFFICIENT
.00
50

CRYSTALS
Two Crystals . $90
Approved by F.C.C.
Write to Dept. B-II6I
for price list.
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For Homemakers — Pulling Power — Choral Plaque —
Oil and House Organs — Watch Prizes
FIRST NATIONAL STORES
Inc., New England chain grocers
with general offices in Somerville,
Mass., is staging an exploitation
campaign through various media
for its 120 homemakers programs
on WNAC, Boston, and six Yankee
Network stations. Special radio
flash letters were sent to all First
National Store managers, announcing resumption of the thriceweekly program, and informing
the manager of the forthcoming
receipt of a store poster, and also
a list of the participating manufacturers. The poster makes the
announcement of the new program, stations that carry it, pictures of talent and a desci'iption
of program. A special pamphlet
measuring a width of 25 inches
and a length of 19 inches contains
a myriad of information, statistics, unsolicited excerpts from customer testimonials, etc.
To First National customers, a
specially printed letter is sent,
along with talent photographs.
The essence of the letter deals
with an invitation to attend the
broadcast from WNAC in Boston,
stressing the thrill of being present during a real broadcast, and
being part of its production. Because of the shortness of the regular broadcast, the signer of the
letter, Imogene Wolcott, commentator, invites the customer to remain for a 45-minute studio party
at the close of the program. This
gives her an opportunity to meet
the customer and discuss meal
planning in person. During this
session, prizes, samples and free
recipe booklets are given. A specially printed admission ticket for
two, good for any of the three
broadcasts of any week, is enclosed
in the letter.
Another publicity angle is the
inclusion of radio program news
in the First National News, a
weekly tabloid, and newspaper advertising. Richardson, Alley &
Richards Co., Boston, is the agency handling the account.

LISTEN — To Jack Armstrong,
suggests KSFO, San Francisco, on
the above wandering billboard.
The General Mills disc series also
is promoted on the screen of the
Paramount Theatre by a short animated trailer, a clip of which is
illustrated here. The roving billboard, with loudspeaker, gets
around schools at recess and noon
hour and is at playgrounds after
school. Westco Adv. Agency, San
Francisco, services the General
Mills account on the Coast.
Page

90

• November

LUM & ABNER, who broadcast
for Horlick's Malted Milk nightly
except Saturday and Sunday over
an NBC-Blue network, underestimated the pulling power of radio
and now they are paying the penalty. On Sept. 28 they suggested
that listeners organize "Lum for
President" clubs and offered to
send lapel buttons to every club
reporting the names and addresses
of more than 20 members. They
did not expect any great response
to their little joke, but just to be
safe ordered 2,000 buttons.
Then the mail began to stream
in and they increased the order to
10,000. The mail continued. They
ordered a second 10,000 and broadcast a frantic plea to desist. The
letters continued to flow in, from
clubs with 50, 100, even one with
a thousand members. By Oct. 20
more than 160,000 requests for buttons had been received. Clubs have
been formed in 35 States and in
Canada and Nova Scotia. Several
clubs have even had special stationery printed, identifying them
Headquarters".
as "Demo-publican
The pay-off is that the sponsor
had and has nothing to do with the
offer. The whole idea — and the expenses— belong
* to* Lum* and Abner.
CROWLEY, MILNER & Co., large
Detroit department store, is making a strong drive on Christmas
toy business through a new program developed and sold by WJBK.
Since Oct. 19, the advertiser has
used six hours of the station's time
weekly, in a Santa Claus series
featuring Ruth Loveland, soloist,
the Story Book Lady, a dialectician
as Santa, and an assortment of
props from Toyland, including an
electric train on which the juvenile
listeners will be transported at the
opening of each program, to the
land in which the particular episode takes place. The plan calls
for the featuring of one toy item
at a time, which enables the sponsor to place selling emphasis where
it is specifically needed, right
through the entire Christmas buying season. The series will be a
daily feature until Christmas.
% %i 9{f
OWENS V. DRESDEN, general
sales manager of Don Lee Golden
Group, backs up his claims for
California wine by sending a fifth
of burgundy as an exhibit with the
latest Don Lee promotion piece.
The circular tells how California
produces 90% of all the wine in
the nation, 90% of which is sold
outside the state. Itsreproduces in
color an advertisement carried in
Broadcasting. The bottle of burgundy speaks for itself.
% =fc
WHP, Harrisburg, presented an
eight-page supplement in cooperation with the affiliated Morning
Telegraph. Besides program and
talent information, the supplement
carried numerous advertisements
of radio dealers.
9{C i|C Sfi
A POCKET-SIZE promotion booklet titled Put It in Quotes has been
issued by Mutual network. It contains thumbnail success stories and
a list of Mutual clients.
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TO MERCHANDISE its Foolish
Questions program six mornings
weekly, on WAAF, Chicago, Thos.
J. Webb Co., Chicago (coffee), is
using streamers for grocery store
windows, space in its car cards,
small radio-page spotlight advertisements
reading "Be
sure
to
listen to Bob
Hawks.
10:45
a. m.
WAAF", and less frequent 200line ads divided equally between
the product and the program.
Listeners are offered $1 for "foolish" questions used on the program; persons interviewed receive
pound cans of coffee.
"The most effective merchandising for the program has been that
done
Webb
salesmen,"
Edwin by
Conn,
account
executivesays
of
J. L. Sugden Adv. Co., Chicago,
in charge of the Webb account.
"Each salesman tries to arrange
his calls so that 10:45 finds him
in a store with a radio, which he
tunes to the Webb program, with
the dealer's permission, of course,
explaining that he is required to
listen to every broadcast. Usually
the dealer listens with the salesman, enjoys the program, and
orders a supply of the coffee. More
than 20 orders have been secured
in this way from grocers who had
never before handled Webb coffee
but who, after hearing the broadcast, thought they ought to have
some on hand to meet the demand
from their customers."
* ♦ *
A GOLD PLAQUE will be awarded as first prize to the outstanding
male glee club heard on the Male
Chorus Parade series, sponsored by
Sperry Flour Co., subsidiary of
General Mills Inc., over the CBSDon Lee network.
Each week a different Pacific
Coast male chorus is presented
from its home city. The contest
started Sept. 10 and a group of
judges will decide the winner, following the last broadcast of the
series, Dec. 17. Two other trophies, one of silver and the other
bronze, will be awarded for second
and third place. In addition, the
station from which the first place
winning program originates, will
be awarded a plaque. Westco Adv.
Agency, San Francisco, services
the account.
ifc ♦ *&
WIP, Philadelphia, is cooperating
with Gimbel Brothers store during
the Radio Hall of Fame conducted
by the store, beginning Oct. 26.
Several studios were constructed,
together with a master control
room, on the sixth floor of the
store, where WIP orginated five
hours of programs daily for a
week. Beside actual programs
and rehearsals, WIP had its staff
give brief talks and demonstrations of actual work done by the
various departments of a radio
station, including a specially
planned sound effects demonstration; methods of orchestral setup;
microphone demonstrations.
Kools Adding Discs
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Co., Louisville (Kool
cigarettes) will take its Jack
Pearl NBC - Blue program [see
page 20] off the line for 18 Southern and Western stations. RCAVictor will do the recording. Starting Nov. 16, the discs will be
placed on WFAA, WBRC, KTRH,
KSTP, KOA, KDYL, KOIN,
KLRA, WKY, WIRE, WEBC,
WSJS, WCHS, WNOX, WDBJ,
WTOC, WMBD, WTMJ. Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
New York, is agency.
BROADCASTING

t^U MEtEM

MATES

SANK A DISPLAY— This 13y2x:
inch four-color three-dimensioi
cutout for the Helen Hayes Bar>
program on NBC-Blue has a
tured display positions in ma
windows and counters. A pou
can of Sanka slips into the frc
cutout portion. Outline of M
Hayes' head and the Sanka c
are silhoutted against a blue ba<
drop formed by bending a seco
piece of colored cardboard into
semicircular shape and tucki
into place.
Roesler
Form

and

Firm

Howar

for

Forei^

LanguageRepresentatk
FORMATION of the firm of Ro
ler & Howard to handle exclus:
foreign-language program rep
sentation for a national list
stations was announced Oct.
by George Roesler, prominent m
western representative, and E
Howard, former radio buyer
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit. If
Roesler, who is relinquishing ]
present general representation bi
iness, will retain his offices at £
Michigan Ave., Chicago, while
Howard is establishing offices
40 E. 42nd St., New York.
With a list of 15 stations
ready aligned, the new partners!
will confine its representation f
forts to foreign-language aceoui
on an exclusive basis. Where nc
essary, it was said, arrangemer:
are being made with present rJ
resentatives of stations to cten
the way for the foreign-langua
representation. Arrangements had
also been made with several trs
scription companies for producti I
of foreign language transcriptioi
Herbert Shinnick, Washington M
torney, has been retained to pi
cure Federal
Trade
Commissi .
clearance on all questionable cof,
for the protection of both aceoui
and stations. Linguists also ha
been retained in New York a 4
Chicago for translations.
The list thus far aligned was £
nounced by Mr. Roesler as follow
WBNX, New York; WWAE al
WHIP, Hammond, Ind.; WJBK, Em
troit; WJW, Akron; WBNY, Bili
falo; WSAY, Rochester; WOClj
Jamestown, N. Y.; WSPR, SprirfJ
field; WIBX, Utica; WORL, B. •
ton; WPEN-WRAX, Philadelphfl
WCBM, Baltimore; WLTH, Broc
lyn; WAAT, Jersey City.
A SPECIAL hookup of eight C|
stations has been engaged by the ] I
publican State Committee of N|
York for Oct. 28 and Nov. 2, 6 : 6 :45 p. m., for final appeals to ^
electorate, the time being plajl
through Brooke, Smith & French ifl
New York. The hookup compri I
WABC, WIBX, WOKO. WFJI
WHEC, WGR, WNBF, WESG.
• Broadcast

Advertish'

FOLLOW

PUBLIC

SERVICE
Here's a typical day's service program at WLS. They
are strictly service features . . . never commercialized,
and they are "must" features . . . every day.
At 6:00 A.M. (5:00 A.M. CST) weekdays, WLS
opens WITH LIVE TALENT in Smile-A-While Time,
featuring farm service programs, weather reports,
early livestock estimates, temperature, time signals,
shippers suggestions, etc.
At 7:00 A.M., the early newscast followed by later
livestock estimates.
At 8:30 A.M., another news report, followed by
morning devotions, then a report of livestock receipts.
At 11:00 A.M., another news report; the poultry,
veal,
and egg
markets,
followeddirect
by Jim
Poole's
early butter
livestock
market
broadcast
from
the
Union Stock Yards.
At 12:30 P.M., further weather reports, the fruit
and vegetable markets, and another news report.
At 12:45 P.M., the famous Prairie Farmer Dinnerbell Program, featuring speakers of prominence in
agricultural and world affairs; farm news; information of real value to farmers during the growing
season; Protective Service information, etc., followed
by a complete report by Jim Poole, pioneer livestock
market broadcaster.
At 2:08 P.M., F. C. Bisson, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture brings the closing grain summary.
On Saturday — Poultry Service Time and 4-H Club and
Future Farmers program, the Little Brown Church of
the Air on Sunday morning. In the evenings educational
programs broadcast in cooperation with the University
Broadcasting Council, while other programs on health,
home life, etc., complete a schedule of public interests.

The

Prairie

Farmer

Station

CHICAGO
BURRIDGE

D. BUTLER,

National
1

President

Representatives:

GLENN

SNYDER,

John Blair & Co.

Manager

It
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STAT/0/y

KLAH

100-E

TRANSMITTER

8 IMPORTANT

1 A new, simplified transmitter designed specifically for low-power stations. Emphasizes performances, discards items not needed on low-power
transmitters, and introduces simplifications for
economy and increased reliability.
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4 High-fidelity performance equal to that of de" luxe high-powered RCA transmitters. Meets the
most critical of present standards, and is equal
to any likely future standards— thus minimizing
early obsolescence.
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4 Latest engineering advances forestall rapid depreciation. Has such new developments as zerocoefficient crystals, class B modulation and others,
which increase quality and reliability. These important assets greatly increase life of transmitter,
allowing cost to be liquidated over greater period
of useful life.

I way,

A Self-contained, all AC-operated unit. Almost as
easily installed as a receiver. No rotating machinery, starters or parts to get out of order; can be
easily moved. Operates from a single-phase 110volt supply, requiring no special power lines. Has
its own speech-amplifier.
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C Uses inexpensive tubes. Employs new and different arrangement of tubes, especially developed by RCA engineers. They are inexpensive
types noted for long life. Tube costs with this
transmitter are approximately half those of any
comparable 100- watt transmitter.
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First to use the 100-E — RCA's new High Fidelity
Transmitter for Low Power Stations.
Mr. Hawkins

holds the RCA

100-E in such high

favor, he's going to buy another for station KLAH
in Carlsbad, New Mexico. This fine equipment
proves its worth on the basis of the 8 -point
panel on the right.
Details

RCA

MANUFACTURING

on

POINTS

Request — FREE

CO., INC., CAMDEN,

NEW

JERSEY

A SERVICE

L Most economical -to -operate transmitter ever
" developed . . . because of the simplified design
and reduced number of components. Power consumption isextremely low. Guarantee against defective materials reduces replacements other than
tubes. Minimum of servicing required.
T Carries all standard RCA guarantees and patent
* protection. Fully guaranteed, exactly as are the
larger RCA transmitters — complete insurance
against unexpected replacement costs. Moreover
—the user is adequately protected against patent
infringement damages.
O A standard transmitter reasonably priced. Offers
** small stations "high-fidelity" and RCA quality at
a low price. Guarantees quality, reliability andprotection previously available to larger stations only.
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Great

Newspapers

WFAA

The

Radio

and

The

-

WBAP

Pages of The
Dallas

Dallas News,

journal

in the Southwest's

Focus

Are

Most

Programs

Fort Worth

Vital

Attention

Star-Telegram

Audience-Building

Prosperous

Factors

Market

Vibrant
Shopping Problems Are Solved Through Ads in Today's Issue
THE

DALLAS

JOURNAL

—

through the
Press is an

H

NS NEAR

MADRID

FOOD

PRICES

contact

Power of the
invaluable ad-

junct to the established Microphone prestige and popua PLUSlarity of. WFAA-WBAP.
. . not for sale .It's
. .
that contributes much toward

Reds Score After
Get ILS. Aircraft

maintaining

Tedi/s Grave
limfieaitKo ia-iifster
Bay
jv„i ,„», u

public

800 kilocycles as

the favorite "spot" on the
dials of radios in over a million Southwestern homes.

^ cj, ■

Radio page stories are not offered as a "free premium" to
WFAA-WBAP sponsors. The papers' competent radio editors, working independently of the stations, are "blue pencil
artists". Stories on individual programs are accorded space
strictly on the basis of their news value. "Fillers" inevitably
find their way to the wastebasket.
But the important point is that 365 days in the year, three
excellent radio pages, blanketing the "readership" of North
Texas, intensify listener interest in WFAA-WBAP.
5 0,0 0 0

Member
Texas

WATTS

of The

Affiliate of The
National Broadcasting

Quality Network
WFAA-WBAP
National

Representatives:

Edward

Petry &

Co.

Inc.
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Two

lot

common

giants stand together. Radio, the younger

older, a mighty
we

in

give you

veteran

the Automobile

than a decade)

has become

of the automobile
— and

whose

— powerful,

years add nothing
Industry!

• Like

the automobile,

an integral part of American

measure.

advertising. By 1935, automobile

apace — greets the

but spirit and strength. Gentlemen

itself! • But radio and the automobile

in ever- increasing

growing

In 1932, Columbia

advertising reached

radio (in little more

life; is. even

an integral part

are linked together in other ways
carried $123,753

of automobile

a peak of $2,488,939

THE

talent expenditures.) And

Columbia is proud of its responsibility to the Automobile Industry . . . carrying more
hours of automobile advertising than the other major networks combined.

will show

an appreciable

in-

SPONSOR

1935!

• The

face a new
look

two

giants now

year, a new era.They

forward

more

of

linked

AIR

SundayTIME (E.S.T.)
6:00-7:00 p. m.

Chrysler Corp.

Major Bowes' Amateur Hour

Thursday 9:00-10:00 p. m.

Ford Motor Co.

Ford Sunday Evening Hour

Sunday 9:00-10:00 p.m.

Ford Dealers

Fred Waring s Pennsylvanians Tuesday 9:00-9:30 p. m.

The Nash Motors Co.

Floyd Gibbons, Vincent Lopez Saturday
& his Orchestra
9:00-9:30 p. m.

to the bright

1937—

THE

Rubinoff, Jan Peerce &
Virginia Rea & Orchestra «

Pontiac Motor Co.
auguries

PROGRAM

OF

Chevrolet Motor Co.
crease over the peak year of

|

f

facilities alone, they do not include
1936

HIGHWAY

on Columbia.
*

(Jhe figures are for Columbia
BROADEST

—

News Thru a Woman's Eyes —
Kathryn Cravens

Mon., Wed., Fri.
2:00-2:15 p. m.

closely than ever before.

■

THE

COLUMBIA

.

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

WAAB
Boston

WTCN
Minneapolis

WNAC
Boston

WTMJ
Milwaukee

WICC
Bridgeport

WEBC

WEAN
Providence

Superior

WMAS
Springfield
WTHT
Hartford

%

WINS
New York
WHN
New York
WGR
and
WKBW
Buffalo

KMA
Shenandoah
KFH
Wichita
KCMO
Kansas City
KMBC and
W9XBY
Kansas City

j

KFWB

WHEC
Rochester

Hollywood

WFIL
Philadelphia
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WASHINGTON,

Election

Augurs

President

and

Networks

Reaffirms

THE TIDAL wave of votes that
swept the Roosevelt administration
into office for another four years
indicates retention of the status
quo for American radio — and with
new laurels for the medium itself.
Radio covered itself with glory
during the campaign, particularly
by its nonpartisanship in contrast
to the metropolitan press, which
was preponderantly opposed to the
New Deal. Then it topped off the
job with an exhibition of news
broadcasting unparalleled in radio
annals by its masterful handling
of the election returns Nov. 3.
Credited on all sides with having performed a "wonderful job"
stations and networks alike became more firmly entrenched as a
result of the campaign activities.
Displays of partisanship were almost entirely lacking and the few
recriminations leveled against the
medium were entirely political in
nature.
Based on observations gleaned
from the last four years under the
Roosevelt administration, it can be
stated without equivocation that
the President is more than friendly
to broadcasting. He has repeatedly
expressed himself as sympathetic
toward the American system of
commercial broadcasting and has
encouraged the drive toward greater stability of the industry.
Few Changes in Sight
THE

PRESIDENT, since assuming office, and even before, banked
heavily upon radio as his primary
method of reaching the people.
White House spokesmen have stated on numerous occasions that 85%
of the circulation of the metropolitan press was "anti New-Deal",
,and that for this reason the Presi\dent has relied upon radio as a
] means of going direct to the people with his vivid accounts of his
|stewardship.
While speculation at this time
might be regarded as premature,
there are few signs of changes in
radio leadership in Washington
either administratively or legislatively. If anything, the administration is expected to move toward
conservatism during its second
term, despite the leanings in the
other direction exhibited during the
last four years.
All thought of the government
stepping into broadcasting evidently has been dispelled, not only because of the stand taken by the
President in favor of the existing
system, but also as a result of the
BROADCASTING
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My Dear Mr. Chairman :
I regret exceedingly that I shall
not be able to be present at the banquet celebrating the tenth anniversary
of the organization of the National
Broadcasting Company. I shall, therefore, greatly appreciate it if I may
through you extend hearty felicitatend. tions and best wishes to all who atThe company has achieved a decade
of useful service which merits hearty
congratulations. It is prophetic of
future development that so much
could be achieved within so brief a
time.
Although radio has made a general
contribution to the cultural life of
our people, it is the maintenance of
the open forum for friendly and open
debate and discussion that gives the
American system of broadcasting pre-

eminence. Radio broadcasting is an
essential service to the American
home in the moulding of public opinion. It must be maintained for the
American people, free of bias, or
prejudice, or sinister control. Every
controversial question was argued
and responsible representatives of political parties or groups were permitted an opportunity to present views
over the radio in the recent general
elections. This is as it should be.
The National Broadcasting Company has made a contribution to the
radio art during, the past 10 years
and I am sure that its officials will
accept as
bilities forathechallenge
future. their responsiVery sincerely yours,
(signed)
Franklin D. Roosevelt

elections themselves, wherein a
privately operated system, open to
all candidates alike, refused to
yield to partisanship.
President Roosevelt's latest expression in recognition of radio,

and another almost as important,
came on the occasion of the NBC
Tenth Anniversary banquet in New
York Nov. 9. Then, Chairman
Anning S. Prall of the FCC, regarded as the radio confidante of

Asserts

Government's

FOLLOWING is the address of
Chairman Anning S. Prall of the
FCC at the NBC Tenth Anniversary Celebration, New York, Nov. 9 :
We of the Federal Communications Commission wish to join our
Chief Executive in his expression
of good wishes to the National
Broadcasting Company. We wish
also to commend NBC and its staff
for their broadcasting contribution
to the American people during this
last decade.
At this time I cannot overlook
the fact that during the last four
years — four years under President
Roosevelt — radio broadcasting has
made greater strides in public service, in good will, and in financial
stability than during any other
period in its brief but meteoric
history. Not only this and other
industries but American humanity
has emerged from the chasm of the
blackest economic depression we
have ever known.
We are assured of four years
more under the leadership of President Roosevelt by virtue of the national elections of last week. I am
filled with confidence because I be-
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TAISHOFF

PRESIDENT'S
LETTER
TO MR. PRALL
(Read before NBC Tenth Anniversary banquet Nov. 9)
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— 15c A COPY

Confidence

lieve that the last vestiges of unrest and uncertainty will be dispelled by him. By the edict of the
people he is now permitted to carry
to fruition the work he began so
earnestly and so ably four years
ago. Respects to Foreigners
TONIGHT we are honored with
the presence of more than a score
of eminent radio officials of the
great nations of Europe. I wish to
extend to them the felicitations of
the Federal Communications Commission and of the Government of
the United States. It is our fervent wish that their stay here will
be not only pleasant but enlightening and we desire to extend
whatever courtesies are possible
within the purview of the Commission. The spectacle here this evening is a revelation. Who among
you would have believed ten years
ago that as much could have transpired in broadcasting in that brief
span — perhaps only those broadvisioned men who founded the National Broadcasting Company, but
I am even skeptical of that.
Certainly it is a tribute to those
men who had the courage and the

the chief executive, read to 2,000
assembled guests a communication
from the President which in effect
was a restatement of his faith in
American radio. The FCC chairman himself followed with an unqualified endorsement of the American system of radio regulation, as
opposed to those of other nations
(see text of Prall address on this
page).
From the radio regulatory standpoint, little change in the comradiodom plexion
isof Washington's
expected. The official
FCC,
except for the existing vacancy in
the post of secretary, is seen as
substantially the same in executive personnel. Whether there will
be policy changes will depend upon
the elapse of time, and it is known,
of course, that such basically important matters as allocation principles
and superpower are now under consideration.
The term of one FCC member—
Irvin Stewart, chairman of the
Telegraph Division - — expires on
July 1. He is a candidate for reap ointment. ADemocrat of Texas,
Dr. Stewart is regarded as a close
student of communications generally, having been appointed to the
FCC from
his post^
communica(Continued
on as
page
6U)

in American

Radio

foresight to undertake the creation of the World's first network
in those autumn days of 1926 when
radio still was regarded as a mere
novelty — a passing fancy that
seemed destined to go the way of
the hoop skirt and the bustle — the
brown derby and the miniature
golf
course.
Those
men who conceived the
idea of an NBC — Owen D. Young,
David Sarnoff, General James G.
Harboard, A. W. Robertson, the
late H. P. Davis and M. H. Aylesworth — deserve the plaudits of the
nation for that contribution alone.
It was six years after broadcasting
really got its start that the plan
for a hookup of stations by wire
crystallized.
I am told that the men who decided upon this project had a twofold mission in mind — they saw in
it a means of mass communication, of entertainment. By putting
attractive programs on the air
they felt they could arouse the public interest to the point where receiving sets would be sold. These
men were manufacturers primarily. It was a merchandising plan
(Continued on page 65)
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TWO MORE years — possibly less
—and "Ike" will join "Mike" as
the standard equipment of American broadcasting. "Ike," be it explained, is the Iconoscope, magical
television camera and pickup device which translates sight into
electrical impulses for the broadcasting of visual images by radio.
"Mike," of course, is audio radio's
well-known microphone.
Before the American broadcasting industry can add the visual to
the audible art, however, these
basic steps must be taken, among
many others:
(1) Standards already agreed
upon and adopted by the organized
radio manufacturing industry, fixing the number of scanning lines
and speeds of transmission, must
be officially established by the Federal Communications Commission,
which must also definitely assign
the frequency bands, or "oaths in
the ether", to be used for home
television. The FCC must also
decide who shall be licensed for
television broadcasting — and presumably the existing broadcasters
will be the first to ask for and
receive television licenses — and it
must decide whether television
shall be opened to commercial uses,
which in the absence of governmental subsidy is its only prospect
for self-sustenance.
(2) Now no secret to the broadcasting industry itself, television
must be "tried out" on the American public. This will be done
some time next year, probably
early, fey RCA and NBC at least,
through the simple expedient already devised in England and Germany— the establishment of public "looking in" posts at strategic
places in New "York City, and possibly in other big cities, at which
Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Public will
see for themselves whether they
want visual receiving apparatus,
bound to be costly at first, in addition to their sound receivers.
They Were Impressed
THESE

are the next steps in television, for technically its remarkable state of development and its
practical ability to deliver acceptable action pictures (studio or
film) into the homes has been
proved by the experimenters. What
RCA and its broadcasting subsidiary, NBC, can already do, was
exhibited openly for the first time
during the last 10 days at four
demonstrations under actual field
conditions in New York City — one
to the press, one to owners and
managers of NBC affiliated stations, one to the broadcasting industry at large, one to visiting
officials of European radio systems
who came over from Europe to attend NBC's tenth anniversary
ceremonies.

That all of them were deeply
impressed by what they saw was
evident to anyone who attended
the demonstrations and heard the
comments afterward. There can be
no doubt that television is here.
RCA's television, whil^ not yet in
Page
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NO LONGER SECRET— Are the 70 experimental models of televisors
which RCA and NBC officials and engineers in and around New York
have in their homes and offices to study receptivity of the Empire State
transmissions. At left, 0. B. Hanson, NBC chief engineer, is tuning the
direct-viewing test model containing the 12-inch cathode-ray tube. At
right, C. W. Horn, NBC research and development chief, is tuning the
model containing the 9-inch tube whose screen is reflected for horizontal
viewing on the upright mirror on which the seven top control knobs
can be seen. Each model contains 31 tubes in addition to the screening
tubes and is controlled by 14 knobs. Both the number of tubes and
knobs will be reduced before such sets are offered commercially.
its final stage of perfection, is remarkably good and clear, and it
will undoubtedly be one of the
basic systems adopted in America,
if not the basic. It remains now
for the researchers and engineers
to iron out some of the wrinkles
and take out some of the bugs; for
the FCC to provide the properrules and regulations; for the
broadcasters to prepare to offer it
to their audiences; for the industry's entrepreneurs to furnish
the economic wherewithal — and
television will go into everyday
service in at least the larger cities.
I have seen a laboratory demonstration of one of the two television svstems now in daily public
service in London [Broadcasting,
June 15, 1935] ; I have seen a
laboratory and field test of RCA's
hitherto secret television in Camden [Broadcasting, Dec. 15, 1935],
and I have seen a laboratory and
field demonstration of Philco's
television in Philadelphia [Broadcasting, Aug. 15, 1936] — but I
can state without equivocation that
what I saw in New York City
the afternoon of Sunday, Nov. 8,
surpassed anything I had ever
seen before. I can join earnestly
with the 50 or 60 NBC station
owners and managers who, after
sitting before televisors for nearly
an hour, left the demonstration
with expressions of amazement
and who almost to a man enthusiastically exclaimed that they
were fairly astounded.
As in my previous articles on
television, I can lay no claims to
special knowledge and can report

15, 1936

only personal reactions of the nontechnical observer. What we saw
in the special televiewing studio
on the 62d floor of the RCA Bldg.
was not much different in subject
matter from what was shown in
the earlier demonstration. But
from the reception standpoint,
from the viewpoint of pleasurable
and satisfactory images, it was a
vast improvement.
Two Sizes of Images
BECAUSE only a dozen or so persons could view the receiver at one
time, RCA set up 15 receivers in
the studio. All of them were experimental console models, each
equipped with 31 tubes and a
Kinescope tube, which looks like
an enlarged ordinary oscillograph
tube — or something like a tall
pear-shaped laboratory licjuid bottle. The rounded end of the tubes
were the screens on which the pictures were framed. On most of the
sets the pictures were reflected
from the tube onto upright mirrors which could be watched at or
near eye level. Fourteen control
knobs were required for each set,
but it is said that the operation is
by no means as complex as this
would indicate. The best "video,"
as the experts call it, was procurable when seated five, six or seven
feet away from the screen.
Twelve of the televisors were
equipped with 9-inch tubes, that is,
the surface of the tube on which
the pictures were framed in oblongs was 9 inches in diameter.
Three of the sets were equipped
with 12-inch tubes. The upright
mirror-reflecting system was used
BROADCASTING
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in the receiving sets using tru
9-inch tubes; the three sets with
12-inch tubes were cruder cabi
nets with the Kinescope mountec
laterally for direct viewing (se«
photo).
The 9-inch tubes framed picture;
5% x 7% inches in size; the 12
inch tube framed 71/4 x 10% incl
pictures. The smaller tubes hac
a fluorescent green substance or
their interior surfaces, onto whicl
the electronic bombardments thai
make up the pictures figuratively
"painted" the images in a bluisl
green hue. The larger tubes usee
a yellowish substance, and the pic
tures were of yellowish hue.
The same transmissions wen
picked up by both types of re
ceivers, and the images were buili
up of 343 scanning lines framec
30 times per second but interlacec
to frame actually 60 pictures pei
second. The images on both types
of receiver were exceedingly cleaij
— almost as clear as home movies i
my own impression was that neij
ther the green, which is supposed
to be the most restful color tha
eye can meet, nor the yellow
caused any appreciable eyestrain]
though individual reactions ma
differ on this score.
Shown first were closeups of th
announcer — charming Betty Gooi
win, of the NBC press departmen
who explained that she was i
NBC's studio on the fourth floo
of the same building, that he;
voice and image were being car
ried via "Mike" and "Ike" througl
a coaxial cable to the transmitte:
atop the Empire State Bldg., and
that they were thence being transmitted to special
aerials thai
picked up the impulses in Radio
City and translated
them bacy
into images and sound on the 1
televisors.
Beauty on the Air
THEN followed a conventiona
Pathe newsreel, the subject being
President Roosevelt at Hyde Pari,
on election night. The pictures
were clear, always recognizable
though there were weaknesses ai
times in the concentrations of ligh*
on various parts of the screer
areas and almost salways at th<
fringes of the oblongs. Getting
close to the receivers, the lines
that made up the images were per
ceptible; at eight or ten or mon
feet away, the lines could not btj
seen.
Televised next was a film o:
an "NAB Beauty Pageant," an
nounced by Vice President Franlj
Mason as the "first amateur telei
vision contest". Appearing in th«|
reel, which had been shot the daj*
before in the NBC television stul
dio, were such radio notables a^j
William J. Scripps, WWJ; Jac|
Howard, Continental Radio Ooj|
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ, and D. M

(Plug) Kendrick, WIRE, along with'
NBC Vice President John Royai
and Chief Engineer O. B. Hanson!
Their features were very nearl;
as clearly delineated as they coul<
have been on a movie screen. Theii
voices were perfectly synchronize! a
and modulated. All of them were ii
the audiences with their friends
which made the showing an occa
sion for considerable banter.
Next was a studio pickup of the
• Broadcast
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^oiir Inkspots in vocal and instrunental harmony; a Robert Benchi ey film short; some crooning by
i;he NBC star, Hildegarde; a
ilmedsion"trip"
the televistudio andthrough
transmitter
with
:loseup shots of the equipment,
attention of the audience was rapt
hroughout; I saw few persons
;urn away except to whisper to
I leighbors.
The demonstration for the press
i few days earlier was much along
.he same lines. Then there were
>ccasional flickers and blurs in the
pictures, reminding me of the
agged streaks of lines I had seen
it the RCA's private television demmstration at Camden which I was
old were due to ultra-shortwave
gnition interference from passing
;rucks on a road nearby. The
i dickers were doubtless due to diathermy and other electrical devices
n or near crowded New York
Jity; our demonstration, however,
vas remarkably free of flickers,

due doubtless to the fact that it
was a Sunday and few such machines were in operation. RCA
officials claim, moreover, that they
have developed means of overcoming most man-made interference.
The studio images, of course,
came from the NBC television
studios, which heretofore have
been guarded against the curious;
the films were simply fed into the
Iconoscope. The transmissions
from the Empire State Bldg. transmitter were carried on 49.75 megacycles for the pictures (which required not less than a 1,500,000
cycle path and eventually may require up to 3,000,000 cycles), and
the sound was carried on the 52
megacycle frequency. The visual
transmission from the mile - away
transmitter consumed 8,000 watts
of power, said to be the highest
power yet attempted in television
transmission, and the audio took
12,000 watts; the former was modulated 75%, the latter nearly 100%.
The two types of tubes, I was

ICTURE OF A PICTURE OF A PICTURE— This Leica camera shot
f one of the images demonstrated in RCA's television exhibition is an
lmost exact size reproduction of what the televiewers saw on the newlyeveloped 12- inch cathode-ray tube's, fluorescent screen, which framed
V4,xWy2 inch pictures. The subject was a four-year-lad playing a
iba with a military band led by his father. It was televised from a
ewsreel, the film being projected into the Iconoscope, relayed via coaxal cable to the Empire State transmitter, thence transmitted with syniromzed sound back to the televiewing studio in the RCA Bldg. where
5 televisors, 12 using the 9-inch tube and three the 12-inch tube, re-

told, were simply being tried out
for comparisons. So far the RCA
researchers are satisfied with both,
although it was said that a lot of
experimentation with the oxides
and materials used to produce luminosity in the Kinescope tubes
remains in order to equalize the
light values.
What They Think
AFTER the receiving demonstration, the audience was taken to the
studio to look over the complicated
electrical, mechanical, staging and
makeup apparatus. Makeup is far
different from that required in the
movies, offering many problems in
getting proper shadings and reproduction. Then we were taken to
the Empire State Bldg. for a view
of the transmitting equipment. The
rain - laden atmosphere which engulfed the 86th story of that tall
edifice made it impossible to see
what the antenna looked like.
Practically to a man the sta-

tion owners and managers who
saw the demonstration were enthusiastic— and many of them immediately began to ask when apparatus will be available for local
transmitting installations. This and
other questions were anticipated
by Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president,
who answered them in a short talk
at the luncheon afterward in the
Rainbow Room [see story on page
12]. To get a more specific crosssection of reaction, I asked some
of those attending to comment.
This is what they said:
Andrew W. Cruse, chief of the
Department of Commerce electrical division, who last year spent
a month in Europe on a special
official mission studying European
television — "Much better programming than anything seen in Europe.
No delays. Upholding the tradition
of prompt presentation established,
or rather originated by American
broadcasting."
Maj. Gladstone Murray, newly-

Photo by O. B. Hanson
produced it with remarkable clarity. The 12-inch tube screened images
of a yellowish hue, and this is the one that will probably be adapted
ultimately for the eventual 441-line images that will displace the present 343 lines, framing 30 pictures per second interlaced to produce 60
per second. The 9-inch tube framed a 5%x?% inch picture, seen through a
bluish green background but equally clear. This being an enlarged camera shot, the sharpness of detail which the eye saw is somewhat lost
in reproduction — but practically all observers agreed that both the
direct studio pickups and newsreel subjects were remarkably clear and
very nearly compared with home movies in their brightness and detail.

MORE

TELEVISION IMAGES— These unretouched candid camera pictures were taken with varying success directly off the cathode-ray
screens at the Nov. 8 television demonstration by O. B. Hanson, NBC
chief engineer. They have lost considerable of their sharpness in these
reproductions but they give a general idea of how the subjects appeared. At left is an excellent photo of a "still" shot that was televised,
appointed general manager of the
Canadian Radio Corp. — "A most
interesting exhibition. Television
is on the way. We shall be ready
for it when it comes."
Purnell H. Gould, WFBR, Baltimore — "Very revealing. Will undoubtedly mean a closer working
relationship, if not actual merger,
with radio, newspapers and motion
picture companies."
J. I. Meyerson, WKY, Oklahoma
City — "This was my first view of
television since its earliest days,
and I am amazed at the near degree of perfection to which the
image has been brought. While undoubtedly there remain technical
difficulties still to be overcome,
these we may expect will be solved
at a relatively early date by those
who have brought television to its
present status. All of us now are
more keenly interested than ever
in a resume of its commercial possibilities and its costs as outlined
by those who have studied these

Lohr,

Saying

the photo showing none of the lines and very nearly equalling whal
the eye (which compensates easily for certain detail losses while watching either television or the movies) actually saw. In center, President
Roosevelt as televised from a newsreel. At right, NBC's television mistress of ceremonies, Miss Betty Goodwin of its press department, as
televised in the studio.

Television

INFORMALLY chatting about the
television which RCA and NBC
demonstrated for the first time to
a group of owners and managers
of its affiliated stations Nov. 8,
Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president,
asserted "there is no doubt in my
mind that through field experimentation television is making rapid
strides toward ultimate commercial service," adding that the
demonstration was an example of
what has been done daily in secret
over the last few months and what
now can be done locally on a daily
basis.
Mr. Lohr and his aides made it
clear, however, that television
transmitters and receivers are not
yet ready for market.
For one

Is Here,

Answers

thing, he pointed out, the standards must yet be fixed definitely
so that receiving sets, which must
be synchronized with the transmitter "like lock and key", will
not be rendered obsolete overnight
by some new developments.
Mr. television
Lohr ventured
"guess"
that
will betheready
for
commercialization in about two
years. He said it will undoubtedly
be a city service for many years
since the radiation limitations of
the ultra-short waves now extend
only to the horizon. He estimated
that a 60-mile radius may be the
limit, and he pointed out that he
has been able to pick up very clear
images from the Empire State
transmitter at his home in Tarry-

Some

Questions

town 27 miles away.
Television, he said, will nol
displace sound broadcasting, although radios of the future wil
undoubtedly be all-wave sets so as
to bring in regular sound pro
grams ar>art from sight-and-sounc
in synchronism. At the outset h<
foresaw only a few hours a daj
of television service in prospect.
It was the NBC president s vie?
that both the 9 and 12-inch tubei
demonstrated were practicable an<
will be the ones used in the home
sets eventually to go on the mar
ket. He said he believed the 12
inch tube, which frames a 7V<
x 10% inch picture, was larg*
enough(Continued
for the home
set 72)
becaus<
on page

subjects."
George W. Norton Jr., WAVE,
Louisville — "It just can't be so!"
William Fay, WHAM, Rochester
- — "The television demonstration
was astoundingly clear and a great
revelation."
Elzey Roberts, KFRU, St. Louis
— "This is comparable in importance to Alexander Graham Bell's
first demonstration of the telephone."
Charles A. Webb, WWNC, Asheville, N. C. — "The television demonstration was marvelous, almost
unbelievable. The possibilities of
this great invention are staggering."
A. L. Glassman, KLO, Ogden,
Utah — "The smoothness of the
demonstration, the lack of distortion and flicker, was marvelous."
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR, Norfolk, Va. — "Television has advanced far beyond my expectations. It definitely seems to be a
factor of great importance in the
immediate future. It was a very
impressive demonstration."
Harold M. Wheelahan, WSMB,
New Orleans — "Excellent definition. Ithought the yellow preferable to the green tints. The entertainment value was high. There
is plenty of room for improvement,
however, in the lighting to obtain
uniformity of image and eliminate
eyeD. strain."
E. Kendrick, WIRE, Indianapolis— "The television demonstration today brought to mind the
amazing rapidity with which the
art has progressed since I wit(Continued on prge 70)
Page
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INSIDE THE STUDIOS— This is the first photograph released of NBC's television studio for direct pickuj
in Radio City. Inside the two Iconoscope cameras, which constitute the "television eye", the images <
Grace and Eddie Albert are changed from light into electrical impulses, transmitted via coaxial cable 1
the Empire State transmitter and thence broadcast on ultra-shortwaves. The setup is not unlike that (
a motion picture studio, except that the shots must be closer to get best results. Two Iconoscopes ai
shown here, one for closeups and one for longer distance shots. Elaborate lighting arrangements and
"mike
rarely of
arestudy
needed
the sight-and-sound pickups, not to mention trick uses of makeup whi(
are stillboom"
the subject
and for
experiment.

15, 1936
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NBC

Paid

t Gala
Banquet
esident, Prall, Foreigners
aise Decade of Advance
At right is photograph of
the NBC Tenth Anniversary
banquet, attended by 1,600
persons at the Waldorf - Astoria Hotel, Nov. 9.
HE BIGGEST
radio gathering
n radio history assembled at the
Valdorf-Astoria, New York, Nov.
]• to pay tribute to NBC on the
, 'ccasion of its tenth anniversary
: is the world's first network. With
ome 1,600 in attendance at a banquet, the high point of the netvork's observance of its first decide in radio was reached as several speakers predicted the next
L].0 years would bring television
t nto full blossom and hailed Amercan broadcasting as being in the
orefront of world development.
Broadcasters, radio advertisers,
iidvertising
agency
officials and
mtstanding
artists joined with
I lore than 35 radio dignitaries from
oreign nations in the salute. The
(iruests heard from President
Roosevelt a message of commenda: ion for the work of the uast and
expression of hope for the future.
.The message was read by Chairnan Anning S. Prall, of the FCC,
vho afterward delivered a strongy- worded address in support of ranlio by the American plan. [See
|ext on page 9.]
The Next Decade
3THER speakers of the evening
vere David Sarnoff, RCA presilent and NBC chairman, who was
;oastmaster; NBC President Lenox
3. Lohr; C. M. Chester, president
»f the National Association of
Manufacturers and chairman of
H.he board of General Foods Inc.;
VI. H. Aylesworth, chairman of the
R-K-0 board and former NBC
iresident; Maurice Rambert, presdent of the International Broadcasting Union; Robert Jardillier,
rench Minister of Communications; Henry Sloane Coffin, president of Union Theological Semilary, and Karl P. Compton, presdent of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
In opening the formal portion
>f the program, which was broadbast for an hour over the NBC'Blue network, Mr. Lohr paid homgiven NBC
se who have sh
thoon
e
"to
ig
I;he
ip".
er
iti
ad
pos
of
le
letwork could not have achievThede
ts remarkable development, he
said, had it not been for the cooperation of its associated stations, of the program sponsors and
)f their agencies.
Mr. Sarnoff predicted that withn the next decade the public
•vould "see" as well as hear radio.
Anniversaries," he said, "are unmportant if they serve only to
commemorate past achievement.
They must contain the promise of
new and greater things. We celeDrate tonight the achievement of
oroadcasting sound by radio. We
low begin the second decade of
^his new art by dedicating it to the
ichievement of television, the
oroadcasting of sight.
"It is the only prophecy I shall
ndulge
in tonight — that during
:he next 10 years the millions who
now listen in their homes to this
(Continued on page 58)
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General
Major
NBC
WO

Boosts
WO

and WGL

Rates Based

Rate
Gain

THE

FINAL lap in the competition between the major networks
for affiliated stations at strategic
points appeared in sight as both
NBC and CBS dickered with
WTIC, Hartford 50,000 watter,
for a five - year contract, after
NBC during the last fortnight
weaned WOWO and WGL, Fort
Wayne, Ind., stations, from CBS.
This month, also, NBC announced a new rate card to become
effective Dec. 15 which results in
an overall increase for the complete national service of approximately 10%.
Evidently having reached the decision to retain WTIC rather than
sell it, Travelers Insurance Co., as
Broadcasting went to press Nov.
13, had before it propositions from
each of the networks for an affiliation arrangement. Now an NBCRed outlet, the station went in the
black for the first time this year.
An option for its sale for $675,000
to Cherry & Webb, New England
department store operators, and
owners of WPRO, Providence, expired Oct. 1.
The Fort Wayne stations, owned
and operated by Westinghouse,
have been CBS outlets for several
years. Westinghouse acquired them
last August but continued the CBS
affiliation. According to NBC,
WOWO will join the basic Blue
Network on May 1, 1937, while
WGL, a 100 watter, became an optional outlet on both the Red and
Blue on Nov. 8. WOWO operates
on the 1160 kc. clear channel with
10,000 watts, being a half-time
station. New studios and equipment are being installed for both
of the stations.
A Busy Month
LAST MONTH, activity in the
network field was particularly
brisk. CBS entered a purchase arrangement for WOAI, 50,000-watt
clear channel station in San Antonio, at a figure of $825,000 subject to FCC approval. It also
signed WRVA, Richmond clear
channel station under a five-year
contract. It took steps, in addition,
to change its affiliation in Cleveland from WHK to WGAR.
NBC, during the same period,
re-signed WSM, Nashville 50,000watt station, in the face of competitive bidding from CBS and at
the same time announced the addition of KVOD, Denver, as a Blue
network outlet. It also has entered
negotiations for affiliation of
WHK, Cleveland, in substitution
for WGAR, and in Richmond made
tentative arrangements with
WMBG, present CBS outlet, for
NBC service when WRVA becomes a CBS affiliate — perhaps
early next year. WMBG, now a
100-watter, is an applicant for 500
watts and it is understood that
the NBC contract is contingent
upon its procurement of regional
status.
In San Antonio, conversations
have been had looking toward the
affiliation of KTSA, Hearst owned
station in that city, as an NBC
outlet should the WOAI purchase
by CBS win FCC approval.
The only other affiliation negotiation hanging fire is that of
WSPD, Toledo, at present a CBS
Page
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Card

Affiliating With

on 27%

15,

WTIC;

Seek

Networks

in Radio

10%

by

NBC;

Increase

Families

The New

NBC

Rates

UNDER the revised rate structure, the total charge for the Red
network as a transcontinental unit
with 73 outlets (including WLW)
is $18,660 per hour, $11,276 per
half-hour and $7,516 per quarterhour. This same network with
WSAI, Cincinnati, substituted for
WLW, is $17,700 per hour, $10,620
per half-hour and $7,080 per quarter-hour.
For the transcontinental Blue
network with WLW, embracing 76
outlets, the rate is $17,340 per
hour, $10,484 per half-hour and
$6,988 per quarter-hour. Without
WLW, but with WCKY, Cincinnati, the Blue is $16,460 per hour,
$9,876 per half-hour and $6,584
per quarter-hour.
Under the existing rate card the
Red network with WLW and 65
outlets was $16,040 per hour, and
the Blue with WLW, comprising
63 outlets, was $14,640 per hour.
Mr. Witmer's announcement concerning the rate increase follows:
On Dec. 15, 1936, a new NBC network rate schedule becomes effective.
Radio ownership has increased steadily since our current rates were established in 1934, and numerous NBC
stations have greatly widened their
coverage in the past two years. Our
adjustment with stations results in an
overall increase for complete national
service of approximately 10%. Discount brackets are unchanged.
Listeners cost less. The new NBC
rates represent a lower overall cost
per reachable radio family than any
prevous Network rate in NBC history.
As of Jan. 1, 1936, there were 22,869,000 radio families in the United
States according to the estimate of

Cup

to WCAU

Dyer's Announcing of Baseball
Brings Trophy From Sponsor
WCAU, Philadelphia, won the silver trophy awarded by Donald D.
Davis, president of General Milk
Inc., Minneapolis, "for outstanding
achievement in building increased
attendance for professional baseduring present
the season
1936".
Davisballwill
a large
cup Mr.
to

in

optional outlet. George B. Storer,
president of the station, has had
conversations with NBC in connection with a possible Blue network affiliation but contractural
considerations with CBS have become involved. Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS station relations vice
president, was in Toledo Nov. 11
on the transaction.
In announcing the NBC rate adjustment, Roy C. Witmer, sales
vice-president, brought out that it
is based upon the steady increase
in radio set ownership and the
widened coverage of NBC stations
during the last two years. Most
significant are the increases in the
rates of the New York key stations of the networks. The rates
for both WEAF and WJZ at present are $1,000 per hour and these
have been increased to $1,200 per
hour, equal to that of WLW, Cincinnati, which commands the highest rate in the country. The majority of the basic stations on the
network are increased on an hourly basis, ranging from $20 to $100.
The rate card also takes into account changes in affiliates which
will occur between now and Jan.
1. These include such stations as
WEAN, Providence, and WICC,
Bridgeport, which join the basic
Blue on Jan. 1 and the California
supplementary group, including
the McClatchy stations, KFBK,
Sacramento, KWG, Stockton, KMJ,
Fresno and KERN, Bakersfield,
which join the network at the
same time as available as part of
the Pacific Coast Blue.

1936

Awarded

Mills

BIG CUP — This is the trophy
awarded to WCAU by General
Mills for its baseball broadcasts.
Size of the cup is shown by comparison with the young lady standing at its side.
the Joint Committee on Radio Research, representing advertisers, agencies, and broadcasters. This is an increase of 4,920,838 radio families, or
27%, over the 17,948,162 in 1934, on
which the current NBC Network
rates were computed. The comparison
is between a 10% rate increase and a
27% radio family increase.
Network advertisers who have contracts with us as of Dec. 15, 1936.
may continue on the present rate
basis for any period or periods up to
and including Dec. 14, 1937, provided
that they continue existing series of
broadcasts without interruption, using
the facilities under contract at the
time the rate adjustment becomes effective. Additions to such facilities
may be made on the old rate basis,
but the adjusted rates are applicable
to all new broadcast series contracted
for on and after December 15, 1937.
In the case of the WOWO and
WGL affiliations with NBC, it was
emphasized that the arrangement
is purely that of an affiliation and
does not involve management or
operation of the stations. NBC at
present has the sales and program
management of the Westinehouse
stations WBZ-WBZA, KDKA and
KYW. W. Ward Dorrell, formerlv
with Westinghouse in Pittsburgh,
is manager of the two stations and
will continue in that capacity. The
commercial manager is C. R. Durbin.Service in Fort Wayne by CBS,
it was stated on behalf of that network, is rendered satisfactorily by
WJR, Detroit. 5 0,000 - watter.
WOWO and WGL are the only
two stations in Fort Wayne.
COINCIDENT with the announcement that WOWO and WGL, Fort
Wayne, Ind., stations operated by
Westinghouse, would switch to
NBC from their present CBS affiliations, it was disclosed by Westinghouse that the stations have
taken a long-time lease of a building which will house the stations.
Approximately $25,000, it was said,
will be spent in remodeling the
building for studios, and the ground
floor will be used as Westinghouse
appliance display rooms. A new
100-250 watt transmitter is being
installed for WGL.
BROADCASTING

the station and a smaller cup to
William Dyer, station sports broadcaster who handled the play-byplay broadcasts of both the Athletics and Phillies games during
the season, in the near future.
The contest was part of the Genei-al Mills program to stimulate interest in baseball. In awarding the
cup, many factors had to be taken
into consideration. Each club's
league standing, particularly in relation to its previous records, was
carefully weighed, and also all direct evidence showing the extent to
which increased attendance was
due to the broadcasts.
Gains in Attendance
NEARLY all ball clubs whose
games were broadcast under General Mills sponsorship, enjoyed remarkable attendance increases in
1936, but in Philadelphia there was
overwhelming proof of the part
played by the broadcasts in building attendance. The award has
been enthusiastically endorsed by
the management of the two Philadelphia clubs.
This year WCAU presented baseball broadcasting for the first time.
It was also the first year of broadcasting for Dyer, who attained
such popularity with the fans in
the Philadelphia area that he was
chosen by CBS to broadcast the
world series.
In announcing the award Mr.
Davis said: "Throughout its sponsorship of baseball broadcasts, General Mills has consistently maintained that baseball broadcasting
is a three-way alliance. It must
sell the station to the listeners, it
must sell the sponsor's goods to
the consumers, and, above all, it
must sell baseball attendance to
the public. I am delighted that the
season's record so completely justifies this award to one of America's outstanding broadcasting stations, and that a fine achievement
by the station in service to General
Mills as the sponsor of the baseball broadcasts, has been accompanied by such conspicuous success in real service to professional
baseball.
WJZ Using New Antenna
THE NEW 640-foot antenna of
WJZ,
New York
of the NBCBlue network,
waskey
scheduled
to go
into operation Nov. 15 on the occasion of NBC's tenth anniversary.
Of ultra-modern design, the transmitter, while operating with 50,000 watts, will produce an efficiency estimated by NBC engineers
as the equivalent of 110,000 watts.
The station is one of 12 applicants
for 500,000 watts power, and has
been designed to go to that power
at once should the FCC grant the
authority. The tower was fabricated by Lehigh Structural
Steel Co.
• Broadcast
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16

Group

Stations

WFIL Is Key, With Coverage
Of Nine Million Claimed
ORGANIZATION of the Quaker
State Network, to comprise 16 stations covering urban and rural
areas of Pennsylvania, was announced Nov. 7 by Donald Withycomb, general manager of WFIL,
Philadelphia, the key station. Most
of the stations in the group have
been aligned by wire during the
last several months for political
broadcasts, and it was decided to
perpetuate the venture as a statewide chain for regular commercial
service, effective Nov. 15.
Cities to be covered by the chain,
Mr. Withycomb stated, will include
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Harrisburg, Reading, Scranton, York,
Williamsport, Lancaster, Altoona,
Erie, Allentown, Easton, Johnstown, Hazleton, Wilkes-Barre and
Sunbury. Also served will be Cumberland, Md., second largest market in that state.
The network will be available in
three groups— WFIL, WCBA, Allentown, WRAW, Reading, WEST,
Easton, WGBI, Scranton, WBRE,
Wilkes-Barre, WAZL, Hazleton and
WGAL, Lancaster, comprising the
Eastern Group. WKBO, Harrisburs, WKOK, Sunburv, WRAK,
Williamsport, and WORK, York,
w'll comprise the Central Group.
WFBG, Altoona, WJAC, Johnstown. WTBO, Cumberland. WWSW,
Pittsburgh and WLEU, Erie, will
comprise the Western Group. The
quarter-hour rate for the entire
network before 6 p. m. will be
$535; half -hour $763 and hour
$1,100. The cost of a quarter-hour
after 6 p. m. will be $829; halfhour $1,190, and one hour $1,734.
Statewide Coverage
CLAIM is made that the 16 stations will provide consistent satisfactory primary service in 55 of
the 67 counties of Pennsylvania,
covering more than 9,000,000 people or 95% of the state's population. More than 1,800,000 radio
home are in the area, it was said.
The new chain, said the announcement, was conceived and organized
by Samuel R. Rosenbaum, president of WFIL, Mr. Withycomb,
and Roger W. Clipp, WFIL business manager. The chain, it was
explained, was formulated to meet
the requirements of the recent political campaign, during which 55
programs involving an expenditure
of some $69,000 were placed through
WFIL.
The announcement said also that
plans are being made to provide
the stations with sustaining programs. Moreover, negot:ations were
declared to be going forward for
a New York outlet. Projects are
bein? canvassed by the WFIL sales
staff, now acting as the network's
sales agent. Several commercial
programs are expected shortly, it
was stated. At an early date, according to the announcement, a
New York sales representative will
be named for Quaker State.
Mr. Clipp, formerly commercial
engineer
NBC Newmanager
"Vo-rfc, of
pfterwardwithassistant
NBC operated stations, will serve
as coordinator of the chain, handling operat:ng details from Philadelphia. Mr. Withycomb is the
former NBC station relations manager.
Page
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Ford Spot Deluge
FORD MOTOR Co. used and will
continue to use for a short time
several thousand radio spot announcements promoting interest in
its 1937 line of automobiles. The
new Fords are powered either
with the standard V-8, as in other
years, or with a new miniature
edition of the 85-horsepower motor, generating 60 horsepower.
The new motor will be promoted
from an economy angle, both on
original purchase and maintenance. The spot announcements are
blanketing the country. Ford will
continue its usual radio programs
— the Sunday Evening Hour over
CBS, and the Fred Waring programs, split between CBS and
NBC, for the time being, although
the company is negotiating for exclusive rights to M-G-M movie
stars for a program to replace the
Waring contract, which expires in
December.
Sale

of KOY,

Phoenix,

Is Given FCC Approval
SALE of KOY, Phoenix, by the
Neilson Radio & Sporting Goods
Co. to the Salt River Valley
Broadcasting Co. was approved
Nov. 10 by the FCC Broadcast Division. Principals in the latter are
Burridge D. Butler, president of
the Prairie Farmer, operating
WLS, Chicago, and Naylor Rogers, formerly general manager of
KNX. The purchase price was understood to be in the neighborhood
of $50,000.
Mr. Rogers, it is understood,
will take over the management of
the station temporarily and reorganize it. KOY operates on 1390
kc. with 1,000 watts until local
sunset and 500 watts night. New
equipment and new studios will be
installed.

COAL,

COAL

Mason-Heflin

Radio

CHOICE

SLOGAN

June Hynd Wins NBC

Contest

Staged for Employes

JUNE

HYND

NBC's new slogan, adopted as of
its tenth anniversary Nov. 15, will
be:This
By was
Choice,
the Nation's
decided
Nov. 12 Voice.
after
NBC employes had submitted more
than 4,500 suggestions for slogans
in a $100 prize contest conducted
by the company. The winner was
Miss June Hynd, petite assistant to
Margaret Cuthbert, NBC director
of women's activities.
Miss Hynd, a native of Trenton,
N. J., is a former reporter on the
Trenton State Gazette. She joined
NBC three years ago after doing
free lance and publicity work. She
was first appointed as secretary to
Miss Cuthbert, her oromotion to
assistant having been a recent one.
One of the prettiest and daintiest members of the NBC staff,
Miss Hynd's job is the engaging
one of talking on equal terms with
some of the nation's best minds.
She books talks, suggests subjects
and titles, criticizes and encourages the speakers scheduled by
NBC's "talks" department.

AND

MORE

Promotion

COAL

Brings Deferred

Payment Business of $275,000 a Year
MASON-HEFLIN
COAL Co.,
years ago, we knew very little
of what to expect in the way of
Philadelphia, which enjoyed such
returns of direct sales or returns
success with a program on WIP
that it has practically discontinued
of purely institutional good-will
value. However, so immediate
other media, started broadcasting
were the direct sale returns from
in 1933 with its Winter Coal Club,
by which customers could purchase
our program, that we knew at once
that we had engaged in a very
coal on the instalment plan.
In the first season $7,500 worth
profitable alliance.
of business was recorded. The
"In my mind, no further proof
second season (fall, 1934) brought
need be given other than the ut$125,000 worth of business on the
terly phenomenal returns of our
club plan, an increase of 1,600%
Winter club plan, which we atover the previous year. The busitribute to our WIP Homemakers'
ness in the 1935 season continued
Club promotion.
on the upgrade, amounting to
"Also, extremely welcome was
the fact that our radio campaign
$275,000, an increase of more than
not only brought new customers
100% over the second year. The
to our company, but it helped to
only printed advertising or radio
remind our old customers, what
promotion was by the WIP Homeproved to be a very needed asset
makers' Club program.
in this day of keen competition.
New Customers
"Before any family can be eligible to join our winter club olan,
BESIDE bringing thousands of
it must go through a somewhat
new customers to the Mason-Heflin
rigid test in so far as reliability,
Coal Company, it was found very
honesty and good standing are
definitely that the WIP promotion
concerned. Through our credit deprompted many old customers to
partment, have
I
learned that 99%
return to the fold, and also reof the prospects for the winter
minded many other old customers
club plan are honest and reliable,
of the immediate need for stocka tribute which I think belongs to
ing their coal supply.
the women who make up the WIP
J. W. Mason, president of the
Homemakers' Club and their famiMason-Heflin Coal Co. said:

"When our company began the
some four
radio program
WIP

The sponsor renewed in October
for a full year.

1936
lies."
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COCA
COLA
TESTS
WITH
DISC SERIES
NBC

Transcription Service in Chicago is recording a series of halfhour programs for Coca Cola Co.,
Atlanta, using the talent now
heard each weekday morning on
the NBC Breakfast Club, network
sustaining
program,
with Don Discs
McNeil as master
of ceremonies.
will be used in a test campaign,
beginning Nov. 23 and broadcast
in the late morning, Monday thru
Friday, on WFBR, WNAC,
WCBA, WBNS, KSD, KDYL,
KSFO.
Programs are being placed
through the local Coca Cola bottling plants, which in these cities
are owned by the Coca Cola Co.,
and the test campaign will be limited to cities in which the bottlers
are company owned. Newspaper
space in these cities will also be
used during the test period.
If the test is successful a later
campaign may be conducted which
will also include cities in which
the Coca Cola bottling plants are
independently owned. Details of
the campaign were handled by
Felix W. Coste, radio director of
the D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis,
Coca Cola agency, who spent several days in Chicago supervising
the recording of the first programs
of the series.
Nor'Way Using Radio
COMMERCIAL
SOLVENTS
Corp.,low Terre
Haute,
Ind.,
willnorth
folwinter down from the
with radio advertising on behalf of
its Nor'Way anti-freeze. WCCO,
Minneapolis, carried a 15-minute
program for eight weeks, and
WMAQ, Chicago, is now carrying
a 15-minute dance music presentation on Saturday nights for eight
weeks until Dec. 12. It is the plan
of the company to extend its radio
effort, in conjunction with other
advertising, as cold weather approaches. The Detroit office of
Maxon Inc., is the agency.
Dole Discs on Test
HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLE Co.,
San Francisco
has completed a series (Dole's)
of 13 transcribed
quarter-hours to be placed through
the San Francisco office of N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc. in a test campaign in different parts of the
country. The series, done at the
RCA Mfg. Co. sound studios in
Hollywood, features Bob Sherwood,
NBC announcer, as master of ceremonies: Tandy McKenzie, Hawaiian tenor; Dick Maclntyre's instruquartet and Harry Jackson'smental
NBC Orchestra.

Poultry Journal Discs
AMERICAN POULTRY JOURNAL, Chicago, on Nov. 9 started
a test spot campaign, using fiveminute transcriptions, three times
weekly, on WLBZ, WTIC, KFYR,
WWVA, KFNF, WHO, KMMJ,
and three quarter-hour programs
weekly on WHAM. Agency is
Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago.
CALL letters of WOCL, Jamestown, (
N. Y., recently purchased by interests
headed by Col. Harry Wilder, operator of WSYR, Syracuse, have been
changed to WJTN. At the same, time
the FCC issued call letters KRMC
for the new local station it recently
authorized at Jamestown, N. D.
• Broadcast
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TRIALS
IOVEMBER, the open season
or anniversaries in radio, what
'ith NBC's tenth milestone as the
irrst incorporated network, and
IDKA's sixteenth since it began
egularly scheduled broadcasting,
as uncovered another "first" in
jadio. What
else but the first comnercial
program!
r'
Fingering
through musty
files
jlmong
the kilocycles
and watts,
some papers dating back to those
j ark radio days of 1922, revealed
f ten-minute talk over WEAP,
drew York, then operated by A. T.
Qt T. It sold for $100. And the
isponsor" was William H. Rankin,
:i|resident of the William H. RanMin Co., New York advertising
[■jgency. What foolishness for an
rldvertising agency, of all things,
p buy the first commercial time!
j The salesman was the late
George P. McClelland, at 28 the
Manager of WEAP. He was the
nfiian who
"invented" commercial
roadcasting. Later he became
slice president and general manaer of NBC.
Would It Work?
!UT MORE about that Rankin
jscapade. Unwilling to try out
ifhis new "fad" on any of his
Clients, he decided that a $100 investment for his own agency might
Re worth while. Young McClelland
Pjidn't expect that; he wanted to
fljry selling merchandise. But he
: >ok it, and with thanks.
W So on Dec. 30, 1922, Agency
president Rankin cleared his
lliroat, reared back his head and,
|«t a cost of $10 a minute, told
* VEAF's "audience" about "Advertising and Its Relation to the
fj'ublic".
What there
foolishness?
After
rie broadcast,
were some
10
jlephone calls and about 15 "fan
fetters". But one of the calls was
rom the advertising manager of
'. Vivadou Inc., cosmetic manufacturers. The agency got the account, and the following month
: laced Mineralava, a mud clay, on
Ike air. The billing for this advertising account eventually ran several hundred thousand.
9 Not so foolish, thought Mr. Ran-

j To-day

£=™_

jTo-night ,gglil£,
^ne in with Silyertown

'li&stinihe
SiIvcnou.n Balloons arc made to deliver more than the ordinary run of
tires, and they do What the name, Silurriown, has always meant to
cord
tires, it means nowImplants
to Balloons
— Fifty-five
in
rubber
in them
sameyears'
sinewexperience
of quality
ibat hasmanufacture
raised Qoodricfi footwear,
drug thesundries,
hose,
belting,
and
mechanical rubber goods of every description ride—
to theirandplacedrive—
of honor
and last.
'<SdvcrtcuTi Balloons are wonderful t
Goodrich
JONG AGO— Back in 1923 Goodrich started on WEAF's network
it eight stations. Here is one of
s full-page newspaper advertiselents. At the right of the copy
; a column of applause mail.
BROADCASTING

OF

kin, since it added up those fifteen
per cents for newspapers, magazines, and good old radio.
"The personal calls, telephone
messages and letters received in
response
to that
broadcast,"
Mr. Rankin
statedfirst
afterward,
"convinced me that even in 1922
radio advertising paid."
Boom in Business
IT WAS after this broadcast that
business began to boom for WEAF
and for Manager McClelland. He
had a half-dozen accounts to
handle — practically all of them
through Rankin. First came the
Mineralava, and then Haynes automobile, and then the musical show
Wildflower, and a one-time shot
now and again. The A. T. & T. began to like radio.
About that time the advertising
fraternity started tearing its hair
and thumbing its nose. And who
should lead the battle against this
upstart in the advertising trade
but Printers' Ink, venerable publication then pretty much alone

in the field. In February, 1923,
it ran an editorial titled "Radio,
an Objectional Advertising Medium", which was interesting indeed, in fact so much so that it
is appended herewith. It was a
pretty fight — one that didn't end
until
Printers'
Ink
called 1931,
it off. when
And why
not? Radio
billings that year hit $39,000,000.
Radio, said Printers' Ink i n
1923, was "loaded with insidious
dangers". It was a "scheme" that
was "against good public policy".
It was something like "skywriting" as an advertising medium.
Mr. Rankin didn't like that editorial, so he wrote the magazine
about it. The publication responded by taking a nice editorial swipe
at its subscriber's radio effort. It
stated that a family which has invested $250 in a "radio outfit" expects to be entertained with highclass music or with the witty after-dinner speeches of famous public men. "Printers' Ink", said the
editorial published in its Feb. 15
issue, "listened in to Mr. Rankin's
recent broadcasting effort and
failed to recognize it as coming
under either of these heads."
Mud on Mugs
GETTING back to the files, they
showed that Mineralava was quite
a program at that. The same rate
applied, $100 for ten minutes, with
a 15% commission, of course, for
the a. a. The featured star was
Marion Davies, who twice a week
read talks written by Hector Fuller, prominent author. Then came
the forerunner of the box-top fusilade — Marion promised an autographed photograph to those who
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wrote in. And 15,000 of the charming lady's profilein hit
the days
mails. ran
Automobiles
those
only four or six cylinders, as we
recall it, but radio was a sort of
one-lunger itself. Along came Mr.

Rankin dragging Elwood Haynes,
maker of the first automobile, behind him. He broadcast a talk during Automobile Week in New
York, over $10-a-minute WEAF.
He got 50 telephone calls (good
old A. T. & T.) and over 200 letters from all over the county.
It was in 1923 that Wildflower
was running in New York, but
practically standing still. You're
right! Mr. Rankin suggested that
Hector Fuller write a 20-minute
blurb selling the play, to be broadcast over WEAF (usual rates,
minus agency commission). He
gave these talks himself and immediately afterward the play was
broadcast from the stage. The silver -tongued announcer concluded
the presentation by disclosing that
anyone who had listened and who
went to the box-office during the
next week and bought a ticket
would get, of all things, an autographed photograph of Edith Day,
the Wildflower star! Result, 500
tickets sold the next day, full
houses thereafter and finally the
S. R. O. sign.
Mask and Zipper
business could not be overlooked. Amid rubbing of hands,
A. T. & T. in September, 1933,
started a network of eight stations, keyed from WEAF. [Technical note: They used A. T. & T.
lines]. B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co.
(Rankin account) signed for six
weeks, renewed for six more, and
kept going. Union Carbon & Carbide (Eve ready batteries) followed suit. Then came Happiness
Candy Co., Cliquot Club, Atwater
Kent, Bakelite Co., Maxwell House
Coffee, Ipana Toothpaste. And of
course, in 1926, NBC was born,
taking over the A. T. & T. stations, and a flock of accounts. Incidentally, Mr. McClelland was still
there as vice president and general manager.
The story of Goodrich was really the first network success story.
L. A. McQueen, advertising manager of Goodrich, was somewhat
skeptical about this radio business.
But he tried it on a six-week test,
instead of the 12-week run suggested by Mr. Rankin.
The Goodrich Silvertown Orchestra became a success overnight.
So did the Silver Masked Tenor
and the Goodrich Zippers. Five
weeks after the first Silvertown
Concert, Mr. Rankin received a letter from Mr. McQueen.
"When you first brought this
form of advertising to our atten-

SPONSORS

tion there was some question m
our minds concerning its pulling
wrote.
eness,"
effectiv
any hequestion
longer
is no
"There
power and
in our minds about its advertising
value. The results are too visible
received
We have
to be ignored.
ds of commen
ts through
thousan
the mail indicating the tremendous
public interest we have aroused. I
am glad our advertising agency
had the vision and foresight to
us."
y to
publicit
bring
Even radio
in those
days,
spotlight
advertising in newspapers and magazines calling attention to the radio programs, was used for Silvertown. Full pages were used entreating readers to "Tune in with
Silvertown's on the radio every
Thursday and on your car every
Getting down to cold, traceable
results, Goodrich was more than
pleased. A crossword puzzle booklet was offered to interested listenday". ers. When more than 200,000
asked for the books, the Akron
office protested, marking the first
radio-postal kickback. So Goodrich changed its offer and told
listeners to call on the 40,000
Goodrich dealers. Over 3,000,000
crossword booklets went that way.
Other merchandising tie-ins were
used. One was a disc radio log
with which the listener could keep

SUCH

a convenient record of all dial settings for stations. The cards were
printed
and The
distributed
rich dealers.
audience to
wasGoodtold
to get the logs free of charge by
going to the dealer, obtaining a
card and mailing it to the Goodrich Co. The fourth day following
the announcement 14,000 cards
came in. And as many dealer-consumer contacts were made. Within two weeks Goodrich received
more than 100,000 cards, and the
whole campaign resulted in the
distribution of more than 600,000
station logs. Each card meant that
a prospect actually had been sent
into a Goodrich dealer store by radio advertising.
Shortly after the Goodrich program began, Union Carbon & Carbide bought ten minutes, three
times a week, over the WEAF network. It tied in with this advertising color pages in the Saturday
Evening Post, also a die-hard
enemy of radio. These urged listeners to buy
radio receivers.
air is full
of things
you should"The
not
miss," was the catchline. Union
Carbide sold batteries by the thousands for radio receivers.
Here is an editorial which ap(Continued on page 61)
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A Free Copy

of
this "Tribute
to
Radio,"
\rmte4. on
formay be
paper suitable
fineframing,
had from RaJi,o Station KFRU, Columbia, Mo.

RADIO

KFRU

STATION

630 Kilocycles, 1000 Watts
."illll Walls Nighl-lime

Columbia,
Covering

the Rich Central

Representatives :
Wilson
KANSAS CITy
1329 Baltimore Ave.

KFRU
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Robertson
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NEW YORK
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Conrad

Conference
To

of

Fund,

Petry Suggests

Proposed

Promotion

Discuss
Five Favor

Reps

Says Mr.

$16,000

JAVTNG obtained replies offering
/arying degrees of support and
>pposition to his plan to create a
cooperative campaign by station
•epresentatives to promote spot
>roadcasting, James L. Free, presdent of Free & Peters Inc., and
i?ree, Johns & Field Inc., anlounced Nov. 10 that he hopes to
jliscuss the project later this month
iit conferences in New York with
.he companies involved.
In a second letter to the 14 companies in the representation field
>n Nov. 10, Mr. Free analyzed the
•eaction to his initial proposal,
j>ringing out that five, in principle,
t'avored the general idea; three
[vere opposed to it; four had not
ret replied; one desired to withhold decision; one (Hearst Radio
.nc.) brought out it already had
|;mbarked on its own comprehensive campaign, and in accordance
vith its policy, would not join in
|tny cooperative venture.
Getting Results
j)NE OF the first replies received,
"rom
of
EdwardEdward
Petry Petry,
& Co. president
Inc., largest
Idngle entity in the field, supported
j.he plan. Mr. Petry expressed the
!new, however, that Mr. Free had
jinderestimated the cost of doing
in effective job with a $16,000 animal appropriation.
"In our opinion and we spend in
|;xcess of $16,000 per year in the
rade papers," he wrote, "it would
require an annual appropriation of
lit least $60,000 to insure a campaign which could achieve noticeable results. We are eager to join
n a group effort but at the same
ime anxious that this effort shall
j>e launched on a scale commensurate with the difficulties in the
asks
be accomplished."
In ato second
letter to Mr. Free
|>n Nov. 7, Mr. Petry said he felt
hat a $60,000 appropriation was
the smallest necessary to accomplish the objective, as against the
1116,000 proposed by Mr. Free. He
aid his organization would be unvilling to participate
until the
>60,000 could be raised. On Nov.
.0, Mr. Free responded that he
:ould not agree that the larger
imount was essential, even though
lesirable. He added, however, that
Mr. Petry preferred to "sell"
lis plan to other representatives
hen he would withdraw the original $16,000 proposed and support
he Petry effort.
At the time his second letter was
sent, suggesting the meetings in
New York during the week of Nov.
53, Mr. Free had not received regies from John Blair & Co., Wiliam G. Rambeau Co., George
iloesler, and Weston, Frykman &
Ulen.
In his original letter, Mr. Free
lad suggested that one way of defraying the cost would be for each
representative to contribute 10%
)f the quarter - hour rates of the
stations he represented. He said
-his would amount to a fund of
516,357 per year. The 14 firms,
iach having eight or more sta:'ons, represent a total of 225 stations. In his second letter he deBROADCASTING

Free, Three

Figure

Spot

of

Opposed;

Is too Small

clared that if the basic plan he
outlined was not acceptable to
other representatives, then his organization would be happy to cooperate in any other reasonable
plan proposed.
In pursuance of that, Mr. Free
suggested that representatives of
each organization meet with him
in New York during the week
starting Nov. 23 to discuss the
entire broad subject.
Mr. Free's Second Letter
MR. FREE'S letter follows in full
text:
On Oct. 26 I sent a letter to you
and 11 other radio station representatives proposing an association _ of
representatives for the simple but important purpose of promoting spot
broadcasting through a cooperative
advertising campaign.
I stated flatly that our associated
companies, Free & Peters and Free,
Johns & Field, are ready and willing
to go into such a campaign, and to
contribute as our share $174.10 per
month for the first year. I asked each
representative whether he would contribute aspecified monthly sum, based
on 10% of the total quarter hour
rates of the stations represented. Here
is a report showing the amounts asked
of
each, and briefly summarizing each
reply.
John Blair & Company, $115.36, no
reply.
Craig & Hollingbery Inc., $114.78.
"In
with that
goal,itbut
do not
feel sympathy
at this time
would
be
good
for and
us to
participate."
Freebusiness
& Peters
Free,
Johns &
Field combined, $174.10. "As previously stated, we are ready to contribWRIGLEY
Public

Can

AIMS

Listen

Leaves

effort will bring results until certain
changes made in handling and placing
spot radio advertising — We believe
in promotional advertising for spot
broadcasting but such efforts could be
handled more efficiently by NAB with

NBC

FRANCISson ofCONDr.
ad,
Frank RAD, Conr
pioneer Westinghouse broadcaster, has resigned
his post in the
NBC sales department to join
the New York
office of McCannad me
ve Nov.
fecti
willConr
beco
ef-He MrInc., 15.
Erickson
radio timebuyer. Mr. Conrad joined
NBC in 1929 in Pittsburgh and
was attached to the staff of
KDKA, Westinghouse - owned station, the program
and sales operations of which are handled by
NBC. In 1932 he was assistant
manager of the station and
served as acting manager until
he wasin trans
h ork
time sales
1934, atferredwhic
to netw
New
York. At McCann - Erickson he
joins Don Shaw, former eastern
sales manager of NBC, who now
is assistant to the president of the
agency.
ute this amount to this general plan,
or any reasonable amount to any
other practical plan in which even a
majority of the representatives will
Furgason
& help
Astonpromote
Inc., $59.65.
"It
is
our desire —
a greater
participate."
use of spot broadcasting. Of the opinion, however, this cannot be done by
purchasing publicity in trade journals.
Will withhold decisions, and will be
glad to confer on methods proposed,
and hear reactions of other represenHearst Radio Inc., $72. "We have
just embarked on a comprehensive
tatives."
campaign — in accordance with our
policy, ative
we venture
will not
any one
coopersuchjoin
as inthe
you
Joseph Hershey McGillvra, $90.09.
"We do not believe such promotional
outline."
AT

to Network

DEALERS
Broadcasts

of

Chewing Gum Firm if It Wants to
—
THE RETAIL merchant is the
to your family's comfort or happicentral figure in the new Wrigley
ness, he gets it for you. You can
radio campaign, which was started
depend on your retail merchant to
provide you with modern, quality
Nov. 9 on a Monday-through-Friday schedule over a nationwide
CBS hookup. The first four days
Foolish Salesman
of each week the chewing gum
manufacturer limits its own comON FRIDAYS the Wrigley promercial copy to three words at the
is a dramatic sketch porgoods."gramtraying
beginning and end of each broadthe adventures of a Wrigcast, devoting the time usually
ley salesman, Mortimer Gooch,
given
sales who
talk deserves
to "givingit whose eccentric ideas of sales procredit over
to theto man
motion are constantly getting him
into trouble. This program, says
— the retail merchant."
The program on these evenings
the sponsor, is being broadcast for
the exclusive entertainment of the
is Poetic Melodies, featuring Jack
retailer, and the general public
Fulton, romantic tenor, and Franklyn MacCormack, poetic reader,
may tune in or not as it pleases.
In a sense, this part of the
with Billy Mills orchestra. MacCormack will also deliver the dealweek's broadcasting is as entirely
er tributes, of which the following
commercial as the other program
is typical:
is non-commercial, as it will be in
the nature of an educational ses"Recognition for one who desion for Wrigley dealers, pointing
serves it— your retail merchant!
out the right and wrong methods
We've learned a lot about the art
of living during the past 10 or 20
of advertising and salesmanship.
years. About comfort, convenience,
But even if the public takes the
and enjoyment of our leisure hours.
sponsor literally in its statement
that the program is for dealers
To a large extent, the retail meronly, there will still be a sizeable
chant is responsible for this progress. Your merchant is constantly
audience, for there are more than
a million retailers who include
watching for improvements in the
types of products he carries. If a
Wrigley's
gums in their
new product is really better than
Neisser-Meyerhoff
Inc.,stocks.
Chicago,
the old, he orders it. If something
is the agency in charge of the
campaign.
is developed that will contribute
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Petry & Co. Inc., $333.93.
ourEdward
assistance."
"Being in sympathy with the principles of your plan we emphatically
endorse the idea and assure you of
our readiness to cooperate with any
organized effort to further the interest of spot broadcastng. However, we
should say you have underestimated
the cost of doing an effective job. In
our opinion
it would
an annual appropriation
of atrequire
least $60,000
— instead of $16,000 — to insure a campaign which could achieve noticeable
no Willam
reply. G. Rambeau Co., $118.20,
Paul be
H. inRaymer
"I
results."
cannot
favor ofCo.,
the $119.25.
idea, first,
because it is not fair for us to pay
100% of the cost of a campaign that
would benefit the entire industry ; second, because $16,000 per year would
be inadequate to do a job. I believe
the educational work should be done
by the industry as a whole. This could
possibly be done through NAB or
through some other national association of radio stations."
George
$22.30, no reply.
no Weston,
reply. Roesler,
Frykman & Allen, $42.20,
Weed to& contribute,
Company, but
$50.70.
willing
not to"Am
the
extent you propose. You suggest 10%
of the combined quarter - hour rate.
My feeling is that 5°^. or in my case,
approximately $25 per month is nearer the proper
levy."- Robertson, $50.52.
Wilson
- Dalton
"Your idea is commendable. However,
I thinkexcessive.
10% of Am
quarter-hour
little
in favor rates
of 5%,a
the revenue from which should amply
cover the expense of any campaign
our basic
we Ifmight
decideplan
on."is not acceptable
to the other representatives, we will
be happy to cooperate with any other
reasonable plan that is proposed. We
did not, and do not, think $16,000 is
enough to do an overwhelming publicity job. At the same time, we do
not believe a majority of the representatives could be persuaded to contribute to a $60,000 fund at this time.
Obviously, an educational campaign of
the sort indicated requires, as a minimum, a fairly complete, schedule of
full pages in the leading broadcasting
and advertising trade journals. A casual study of available publications and
their rate cards reveals that a reasonably adequate job can be done with
something
$16,000
but could
hardly be like
started
with— $8,000,
to
which the appropriation would be reduced if monthly payments were reduced to 5% of quarter-hour rates.
We naturally are inclined to like
our own sonable
plan.
It seems sensible, reaand worthwhile.
But the main thing in our opinion
is to do something. Let's stop talking
about cooperation, and get started.
We have one common aim — the promotion of all forms of spot broadcasting. What shall we do — not talk
about doing — but do, as a group, to
assist our individual efforts in promoting our medium?
If you have a better plan than the
one we have proposed, a specific plan
which can be answered yes or no, we
will gladly take a back seat. You send
out letters outlining it to the representatives, and if it seems reasonable
and means action, we will support it
heartily.
If you do not wish to develop a
plan of your own, will you or a qualified member of your organization
meet with me in New York the week
starting November 23d to discuss the
proposal we have already made? Will
you attend such a meeting with an
open mind, and with a desire to go
along with the majority, even though
you dodetails?
not agree on some of the
minor
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Billings

Colorado Paper Uses KLZ to

Estimates;

Election

Give Late Returns '
L. C. PADDOCK, publisher of the
Boulder (Col.) Camera, bought
two quarter-hour periods on KLZ,
Denver, Nov. 4 to bring his subscribers returns on the Nov. 3 election. The broadcast featured complete tabulations on the vote in
Boulder County. Mr. Paddock used
paid time in preference to getting
out an extra edition of The Camera
as heretofore had been the custom. Attention was called to The
Camera's special election service
through KLZ, Denver, in a page
one story as well as through the
use of display space in Boulder
county weeklies. The periods were
broadcast at 6:30 and 7:15 a. m.
reports that subMr. Paddock
scribers were favorably impressed
with the broadcasts and he is convinced that the radio flashes created more goodwill for the paper
than an extra edition "and at considerably lower cost".

Coverage

Industry Receives Acclaim for
Service on Election Night
REPORTS from networks, now
back to normal schedules after the
disruptions caused by the political
campaign, indicate that both Republicans and Democrats have considerably underestimated their reandtime
$500,000
predictionsspective'
for$600,000
radio
purchases during the campaign, which
ended with a remarkable display
of radio's capacity for news coverage on election night Nov. 3.
While exact figures are not yet
available from some sources and
others decline to disclose them, unofficial estimates by NBC are that
its gross intake from the parties
ran around $800,000, of which
$400,000 or more was spent by the
Republicans and allied sponsors
and most of the rest by the Democrats.
CBS had gross billings of $436,000 from the Republicans (23V2
hours) $226,000 from the Democrats (13% hours) and $124,000
from the Jeffersonian Democrats,
Independent Coalition of American
Women, Good Neighbor League,
Townsend Plan and American Labor Party — representing a gross
of $786,000.
MBS reported that $105,043
worth of political radio time was
purchased, representing a total of
25 y2 hours, but WOR alone reported ittook in $51,409 from politics divided as follows: Pro-Roosevelt time, $24,155; pro-Landon,
$18,442; miscellaneous, $9,309. Separate from the Inter-City System,
WMCA reported gross political
billings of $11,141.
Billings and Hours
WHILE NBC declined to disclose
exact revenue figures, it reported
that it had sold 39 hours to the
Republican National Committee, 22
hours to the Democratic National
Committee, one hour to the Socialist Party, 2 hours 15 minutes to
the Communists, 7 hours 15 miuutes to the Republican State Committee, one hour to the Socialist
State Committee, one hour 30 minutes to the Communist State Committee. These figures are exclusive of four or five hours sold by
the Pacific Coast networks.
Mutual broke down its $105,043
fie^ire as follows: Democrats, $36,242; Republicans, $5,187; New
York State Democrats, $14,609;
Father Coughlin, $37,232; National
Jeffersonian Democrats, $2,449;
Crusaders, $8,221; Independent
Veterans, $1,113. The Crusaders
were billed through Marschalk &
Pratt Inc. and the Independent
Veterans through Neff-Rogow Inc.
The New York State Network,
keyed from WINS, reported revenues of $2,327 from the Republicans, $2,642 from the Democrats,
Socialists and American Labor
parties for their several hookups.
Placed by Agencies
THESE scattered reports were all
that were made available as
Broadcasting went to press, but
they were sufficient to indicate that
the estimate of $2,000,000 spent
by all political parties and factions for network and station time
during the campaign was probably very conservative. Without
exception, the network and station
Page
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Three-fourth
Want

BEEHIVES OF ACTIVITY— Election day found radio fully prepared,
with these central sources of returns feeding a multiplicity of stations
via networks or individually. Top photo shows Press-Radio Bureau,
with James W. Barrett, director (center) and his staff handling reports
to the networks. Second picture gives a glimpse of the Yankee Network News Service headquarters. Third shows staff of Transradio Press
in action. Bottom shows CBS election headquarters, with commentators
and announcers on dais facing its big bulletin board.
billings were larger this year than
four years ago.
Most station time was on a cash
basis, but it is understood that the
networks are carrying considerable balances due from the major
parties, though nothing like the
$500,000 or more that NBC and
CBS carried over from 1932 and
did not clear off the books until
last winter. For the large part,
the Republicans employed advertising agencies to place their national and local schedules; the
Democrats used agencies for practically all placements.
Among agencies that participated in the business were Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham Inc.,
Lord & Thomas, Blackett-SampleHummert, Erwin - Wasey & Co.,
Chicago, and Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen & Finn, for the Republican
National Committee; BrookeSmith & French, for the New York
Republican State Committee; U. S.
Advertising Corp., William H.
Rankin Co., Metropolitan Advertising Agency and Loomis & Hall
Inc., for the Democratic National
Committee; Publicity Associates
1936

Inc., for the Jeffersonian Democrats and the Independent Coalition of American Women; Albert
M. Ross Inc., for the National
Union for Social Justice (Father
Coughlin) ; A. B. Landau Inc., for
the New York Young Democratic
Club.
Locally, various other agencies
were used, but in the local campaigns the business was mostly
placed direct by the candidates or
their local committees.
Both parties disbanded their
radio divisions immediately after
Nov. 3, and almost without exception members of the staffs who
were not "on leave" were on the
job-seeking list. Hill Blackett,
G. O. P. radio director, was back
at the Blackett - Sample - Hummert
agency, while William B. Dolph,
the Democratic radio director, continued at his post as manager of
WOL, Washington, which he did
not relinquish during the camThe election itself was covered
paign.
by radio the day and night of Nov.
3 with such speed and dispatch
(Continued on page 62)
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Radios

of Owners
in New

Cars

GENERAL MOTORS Corp., Deits custroit, has found through
tomer research division that 71.8%
of new car owners want radio
equipment in the new cars they
buy. Questionnaires were mailed
to 1,000,000 owners of all makes
of cars. It was the first year that
questions pertaining to radio
equipment and preferences were
asked.
Such information calls to mind
the fact that the automobile companies have found it valuable to
pay more and more attention to
accessory advertising, in which
promotion of radios plays a big
part. For two years Chevrolet at
Christmas time has advertised nationally, urging car owners and
their friends to do their holiday

car accesform of
the Chevro
shoppingsories,inat the
let dealer s
Pontiac in recent months has
attention to
its dealers
called that
also fact
there ' is plenty of
the
place.
volume in accessory and radio
sales. Other companies have urged
their outlets to develop this rich
market.
New Jergens Program
JERGENS- WOODBURY SALES
ati (soaps & cosCorp., Cincinn
metics) will inaugurate another
series on a nationwide NBC-Red
network Jan. 4, Mondays 4:30-a
4:45 p. m. The program will be
dramatic script entitled Dangerous
Romance, starring Elsie Hitz and
Nick Dawson who were sponsored
by the company a few seasons ago
ParaDangerous
title
theLennen
under dise.
Inc., New
& Mitchell
York, placed the account.
New

Train

Dedicated

BURLINGTON RAILROAD, Chibroada half-hour
sponsored
of the
castcago,
dedication
ceremonies
Nov. 8 for its new streamliner, the
Denver Zephyr, on WMAQ, Chicago. Ralph Budd, president of
the Burlington Railroad, and
President Walter Dill Scott of
Northwestern University spoke.
• Broadcast
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KSTP
announces

NEW

TRANSMITTER

LOCATION

and
to

Greater

FOR

MODERNIZATION
give

Coverage

ADVERTISERS

you

in

the

FOR

Northwest

LISTENERS

A signal of 70,000 microvolts (70 millivolts) in downtown Saint Paul and Minneapolis.

High Fidelity with the Strongest Signal in the
Metropolitan Area . . . 600% increase in signal
strength.
Greatly increased coverage in the trading area of
Minnesota where 81.2 cents of every retail dollar
are spent.
The greatest value per radio dollar ... in the entire
Northwest.

A fidelity of tone, faithful reproduction and
unexcelled reception at all times under any and all
weather conditions.
The exclusive Minnesota outlet for the superb
programs
of the
Leading Network . . .
N.
B. C's Red
and Nation's
Blue.

It is with a feeling of pride and our sincere desire to continue to merit your patronage and
to serve others that we place at your disposal the increased facilities of our $300,000.00
modernization program . . . that KSTP shall continue to be known as THE NORTHWEST'S
LEADING RADIO STATION.*
*PROOF OF POPULARITY
Actual recorded facts from a station check made during the entire week of October 10, 1936:
No. of
Accounts
24 - 44.5%
KSTP
55 - 64.0%
Second
Local Station fl?co0U°'ls
30 - 55.5%
National
31 - 36.0%
Local ■ ■
54 - 38.5%
National •
86 - 61.5%
Total
Total -

MINNEAPOLIS

SAINT

nORTHWEST'S

PAUL

LERDIflG RADIO STRTIOfl

25,000 WATTS
For Rales and Schedules, Address: KSTP, MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL. MINN.,
or our Exclusive NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: In New York, Chicago,
Detroit and San Francisco — Paul H. Raymer Company.
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By HOWARD E. WILLIAMS
Agency for Duart Sales Co., Ltd.,
San Francisco
TOWARD the end
of February, the
Duart Sales Co.
Ltd., set out to
open the San
Francisco and
Northern California market for a
totally new and
different face
cream called
Creme of Milk. H- E- Williams
At that time, not a single jar was
on sale in that area, or any other.
By the end of six months, complete distribution had been secured
in major western markets, covering all drug, department and syndicate stores in California, Oregon, Washington, Utah and Illinois. Arrangements are now under
way to introduce the new beauty
product in the eastern market next
spring.
Our plans for cracking one of
the country's biggest markets for
a popular priced product in a
highly competitive field included a
radio test campaign, supported by
intensive merchandising, cooperative advertising, and plenty of
push. We had a preparation in
which we believed wholeheartedly,
and backed by the prestige of
Duart, which for years has supplied beauty shops throughout the
country with permanent wave
equipment, we did not intend to
"spare the horses".
After Only 30 Days
IF, AFTER the planned preliminary period — which we thought was
a conservative length of time in
which to establish a product
against stiff competition — we felt
that satisfactory distribution had
been attained in and around San
Francisco, we would be justified in
extending our sales territory.
The anticipated six - to - eight month local radio drive lasted, as
such, for less than 30 days! By
that time it had ceased to be a mere

Obtains
of

Radio;

Do

Complete
The

DISPLAY — Here is one of the Duart layouts for dealers, showing the
large size containers which the sponsor has featured.
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East

test campaign and had become a
proved builder of sales and repeat
business.
At the beginning of our campaign, overnight distribution was
achieved in 1,300 San Francisco
drug stores, in a rather unusual
manner which will be described
later. Resulting sales volume was
so high that before a month had
passed, we expanded to the NBC
Pacific Coast network and distributed Creme of Milk in the entire
California area, including all department stores and 4,500 drug
stores.
Our next move was to extend
the radio series, in September, to
NBC stations in Chicago, Salt
Lake City and Denver. Thus, in
less time than we had planned to
devote to opening a single market
in a limited area, Creme of Milk
was selling with amazing rapidity
throughout five states.
Next spring, Creme of Milk will
enter the eastern market, either
by means of a local New York
station or a national hookup.
Within a year, the Duart Sales
Co. expects Creme of Milk to be
one of the big selling popular
priced beauty products of the
country. This statement may seem
like big expectations, but the record achieved in the West makes it
little less than inevitable.
The speed with which the preparation was offered to, and accepted by, the public is attributable
to several things — its own genuine
uniqueness, the excellent coverage
of the NBC stations employed and
the character of the program,
Passing Parade, plus the consistent, hard-hitting merchandising
and cooperative advertising.
Perfected after three years,
Creme of Milk is based on the
formula of two dairy chemists,
who after much experimentation,
found how to extract from fresh
milk those oils which are beneficial
and beautifying to the human skin.
The use of milk as a beautifier is
not new, of course. Cleopatra took
milk baths in the 50's (B. C), and
is recorded as one of the most
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Duart

Did

Distribution
Comes

in

Next

fascinating women of all time.
Anna Held is a more contemporary
example of lovely women who have
continued to use these highly efments. fective — but extravagant — treatNever before, however, had a
preparation been offered to the average woman which would give her
the well-known benefits with modern ease and economy. The natural
oils, produced by glandular secretion, which Creme of Milk contains
are those most closely related to
the oils of the human skin, so
often in need of replenishment.
John Nesbitt, who describes for
us the Passing Parade, is a distinctive radio personality, chosen
for specific reasons. We wanted to
avoid a show which would immediately be open to comparison. An
inexpensive musical program, for
instance, would have lots of similar entertainment to buck, and
might easily suffer from competition with more elaborate shows.
We had to get something individual to offer listeners.
Dramatized Distribution
THE BROADCAST
series can
best be likened to the Sunday feature section of a newspaper. Old
stories, brand new ones, human interest items, oddities, all are dramatized with an editorial slant.
Before the initial broadcast
Feb. 23, we had the scene all set
for the big push. Every druggist
in the San Francisco territory —
1,300 strong — received a telegram
urging him to listen to Passing
Parade and telling him that on the
following day a free jar of Creme
of Milk would be delivered to him.
During the broadcast, we dramatized for our listeners the procedure used by a big company in
launching a new product: The
hundreds of telegrams flashing
over the wires, the sing of bicycle
tires, the roar of motorcycles, the
tread of hundreds of feet as Western Union messengers travelled all
over the city delivering the free
jars of Creme of Milk. That night,
not one jar of the Creme could be
boug-ht anywhere, we told the audience; the next day any drug or
department store they went to, no
matter how small or remote, could
supply them with Creme of Milk.
This dramatization was extremely effective. Both public curiosity and dealer interest were
stimulated, with a very agreeable
sales result the following day. We
also feel it had a lot to do with
the fact that 90% of the window
stickers with which druggists were
supplied reached their proper destination, that counter displays
were used practically 100%.
In one San Francisco store
alone, Creme of Milk sales for one
day totaled $77; during the first
week they reached $400. With this
encouragement, we expanded to
the NBC-Pacific network in less
than a month, covering the balance
of the Pacific Coast territory.
During June, we offered a 10cent sample of our Creme on Passing Parade, with a heavy response.
It was shortly that syndicate
stores approached us with requests
for a small jar to sell in their
stores. The 20c jar, now sold by
all syndicate stores on the Coast,
BROADCASTING

FIVE-AND-TEN — Smaller size
Creme of Milk containers are
shown in this Woolworth store
window.
is the direct result, then, of consumer demand.
In the larger 5 and 10 cent
stores,tionswe
of thearranged
Creme twodemonstraor three
days a week. Window displays
were also especially prepared for
these outlets. They proved to be
such sales builders that at least
one store, taking a display for a
week,
weeks. gave it window space for six
Eastern Market Next
WHEN Passing Parade was later
extended to NBC stations KOA in
Denver, KDYL, Salt Lake City,
and WENR, Chicago, we repeated
the same method of distribution
and promotion. We followed up
dealer interest with the usual window stickers and counter displays,
and also offered mats for local
newspaper advertising.
In the Fawcett grouD of eight
women's magazines, Creme of Milk
and the radio show have been tiedin with our routine permanent
wave ads and beauty talks by
Doris Dumont.
In addition to our established
markets, thousands of beauty
shops are carrying our regular 50c
and $1 jars, as well as the new
$2 size which was made up to meet
the demand for a large jar and is
selling very well. Because of our
connection with the trade through
our permanent wave equipment,
Duart enjoys a made - to - order
market of 70,000 potential outlets
in beauty shops all over the United
States.
We are now busy with plans for
introducing Creme of Milk to the
tremendous Eastern market. We
expect to begin our campaign in
March, and to our radio series we
will lend the same cooperation
which proved so successful in the
West.
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SUCCESS

StATION

STORY?

WBNY

first went

SURELY!

on the air last March— only

eight months ago. Though it ordinarily takes about 18 months'
time for the average new station to get on its feet, WBNY
has
clicked consistently
casting activities.

o
a home

NE

from

of our original

appliance

radio

a few

the second

sets, washers,

to his store that Mr.
a day for a month.
him

week

spot announcements
vacuum

IMMEDIATELY,

to hear

advertisers,

Meyers

we

Meyers,

who

were
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in existence.

to tell our audience

cleaners,

WBNY

his

etc.

brought

quickly

about

He

so many

signed

new

customers

up for six spot plugs

He has been with us ever since — and you ought

brag about

what

WBNY

he is positive that all his new

business

WBNY

months

because

Frank

its broad-

store on one of the side streets of our business

district, tried WBNY
bought

the very first day it launched

in the seven

has done
has been

for him.

You

produced

through

he has been

with

see,

us he has

used no other medium.

.^LN
WBNY
April.

has

expenditure

of a few

sold $148,000

worth

If that is not a success

hundred

dollars

of merchandise

story for Buffalo's

for spots
for him

new

can't offer you anything else except to say that we
files a lot of similar stories from other advertisers.

on

since

station, we
have

in our

WBNY
Owned

Studios — 485

Main

and

Street

Operated

by Roy L. Albertson

BUFFALO

Telephone

Cleveland

3365

National Representatives

509 Madison Avenue, New
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WESTON,
FRYKMAN
& ALLEN
York City
520 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago
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NBC

STILL

MAJOR

RCA INCOME
SOURCE
GROSS income of RCA from all
sources during the first nine months
of 1936 amounted to $69,037,084,
leaving a net income of $2,847,383
for transfer to surplus which
amounted to $12,775,712 as of
Sept. 30, according to the RCA
quarterly report issued Nov. 6 by
David Sarnoff, president. The net
was a $46,261 increase over the
corresponding period of 1935.
Gross for the third quarter alone
was $25,345,735, and the net for
that period was $2,594,212, an increase of $571,617 over the corresponding quarter of last year.
Of the RCA nine - month gross
of $69,037,084, NBC represented
$23,800,143 from the time sales of
its two networks [Broadcasting,
Nov. 1]. The NBC net, however,
is not disclosed since the RCA does
not break down the reports of its
subsidiary companies.
France

Taxes

Time

Sales,

Planning National Setup
IMPOSING a tax of 13% on all
revenues from the sale of time to
French-language sponsors and 48%
on foreign-language broadcasts, the
French government has hit commercial broadcasting in that country hard and is thus hoping to
pave the way toward its new unified plan of national broadcasting.
In France today some private
stations are licensed while others
are operated by the government.
The government stations, it is
planned, will shortly be organized
into one company patterned after
the British Broadcasting Corp.
and supervised by a council of 72
members. This council would be
divided into six sections, one each
for music, theater, education, news,
science and public affairs. Control
would be exercised by an advisory
committee^ of 14, among them the
Prime Minister and Postmaster
General.

Foreign
As

RCA

Broadcasting
and

Officials

Amazed

NBC

Show
Progress Here
Fifth
Avenue
in an automobile
AMERICAN radio and typical
and another pedaling a bicycle in
American hospitality delighted the
35 high officials and representaChicago; a tune-in on police mestives of foreign broadcasting syssages sent to radio cars in Clevetems who came over early in Noland; an interview with miners underground near Pittsburgh; pickvember to participate
NBC'sof
Tenth Anniversary
as in
guests
ups from a Coast Guard cutter off
RCA and NBC. As they went
Long Island, an Army armored
car near Washington and a fleet
through a whirl of activity, the
visitors from Europe repeatedly
of Navy planes in flight over the
San Diego naval base.
expressed their amazement at the
They saw a radio facimile of
progress of American radio and
birthday greetings transmitted by
were wholehearted in their expresGuglielmo Marconi in London to
sions of joy over the typical AmerDavid Sarnoff, NBC president,
ican friendliness which they enand on Armistice Day some of
countered on all sides.
them participated in exchanges of
Guiding them throughout the
visiting rounds were Fred Bate,
greetings with Marconi in Rome
and other European dignitaries
NBC London representative, and
from two airplanes flying between
Dr. Max Jordan, NBC continental
New York City and Niagara Falls.
representative, who came over
The American radio audience,
with some of the delegates and
of course, was able to tune in all
who, being splendid linguists, acted
these special broadcasts.
as interpreters for those who could
not speak English.
The delegates arrived on various ships, most of them coming
Each of the delegates had words
early in November. They came unof praise for American radio, although most of them are identified
der the auspices
ofBroadcasting
Europe's
International
Union,
with government-owned and some
headed by Maurice Rambert, its
with dictator - controlled systems
which represent a far cry from
president, a pioneer Swiss radio
amateur who took it up as a hobby
the American system of private
while working as a designer of auenterprise, competition and selftomobile engines before the turn
sustenance. The technical equipment they viewed, the special
of the century — one of his engines
broadcasts they attended and the
having been adopted by the RollsRoyce company of England.
rounds of entertainment they enWelcomed at the dock by RCA,
joyed in various cities drew fulNBC and city officials, their ensome words of praise too numertertainment included a reception
ous for individual quotation.
at the Rockefeller Center Club
Pickups From Everywhere
Nov. 5 ; welcome on the steps of
THE MOST elaborate broadcast
City Hall by Mayor LaGuardia,
they watched in operation was
Nov. 6; Princeton-Cornell football
that of Nov. 9 when NBC netgame at Princeton, Nov. 7; motor
trip to West Point, Nov. 8, with
works, from 3:15 to 4 p. m., carvisits that night to the Radio City
ried a two-way conversation between the New Haven train Comet
Music Hall; tours of New York
and the German streamliner HamCity, Nov. 9 and the NBC anniburger as both were under way; a
versary banquet that evening,
which was addressed by their rankrelay from a Navy submarine submerged off Sandy Hook; a relay
ing official — Robert Jardillier,
French Minister of Communicafrom
atop
Pike's
Peak;
descriptives by an announcer riding up
tions; airplane flights to Buffalo,

over Niagara Falls and thence to
Washington, Nov. 11; tour of the
capital Nov. 12 and a luncheon
that day by the Overseas Writers
and National Press Club; a farewell dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria, Nov. 13, and a visit to the
RCA radio center at Riverhead, L.
I.,There
Nov. 14.
were other affairs each
day of their stay, including many
luncheons, a dinner presided over
by Chairman Prall of the FCC in
Washington the evening of Nov.
11 and a cocktail party at the
home of Louis G. Caldwell, Washternoon. ington radio attorney, the next afSome of the visitors are remaining in this country for a few more
weeks, but most planned departures the week of Nov. 15. The
party
included:
Robert
Jardillier, French Minister
of Communications ; Maurice Rambert,
president, International Broadcasting
Union, also representing Switzerland ;
Arthur R. Burrows, secretary-general
of International Broadcasting Union ;
Raymond Braillard, head of European
Radio Control Center, Brussels ; Gladstone Murray, general manager, Canadian Radio Corp. ; Erich Von Kunsti, program
Austrian Sourek,
Broadcasting Co. ;director,
Dr. Ladislav
president, Czechoslovakian Broadcasting Co.ident,
; Chamberlain
C. Lerche,
Danish Broadcasting
Co. ; presKay
Christiansen, chief engineer, Danish
Post Office Dept. ; M. Pellenc, inspector-general, French Broadcasting Co. ;
E m i 1 Bremond, secretary - general,
French State Broadcasting ; Dr. Kurt
Von Boeckmann, head of foreign department, Reichs Rundfunk Gesellschaft ; Dr. Werner Nestel, engineerin-charge of foreign relations. Reichs
Rundfunk Gesellschaft ; Dr. Harbich.
chief engineer, German Post Office
Dept. ; ofL. foreign
W. Hayes,
engineer-incharge
relations,
British
Broadcasting Corp. ; Dr. B. Van der
Pol, chief engineer. Philips Co., representing Dutch broadcasting ; Dr.
Francesco Gochetti, program director.
Italian Broadcasting Co. ; E. Bernetti.
chief engineer. Italian Broadcasting
Co. ; Roman
general
ager, PolishStarzynski,
Broadcasting
Co. man; S.
Karaffa - Kraeuterkraft, secretary-general Polish Broadcasting Co. ; Dr.
Carl Anders Symling, general-manager, Swedish Broadcasting Co. ; Eric
Mattson, chief engineer, Swedish
Broadcasting Co. ; Dr. Ivo Stern, director, Sagreb Station, representing
Yugoslavia ; Arthur Gvozdanovia, vicepresident, Tugaslovian Broadcasting
Co.

DISTINGUISHED FOREIGN VISITORS— These are some of the foreign radio notables who came to
America as guests of NBC for its Tenth Anniversary celebration. Standing, left to right: Dr. Carl Anders
Dymling, general manager, Swedish Broadcasting Co.; Arthur Gvozdanovic, vice-president, Yugoslavian
Broadcasting Co.; Eric Mattson, chief engineer, Swedish Broadcasting Co.; Dr. Francesco Cochetti, program
director, Italian Broadcasting Co.; Dr. Ivo Stern, director Zagreb station, representing Yugoslavia; Arthur
R. Burrows, secretary general of International Broadcasting Union, Geneva; Dr. Balth Van der Pol, chief
engineer, Philips Co., representing Dutch broadcasting; Roman Starzynski, general manager, Polish Broadcasting Co.; L. W. Hayes, engineer in charge of foreign relations, BBC; Raymond Braillard, head of European Radio Control Center, Brussels; Felix Greene, BBC representative, New York; Saverio Bernetti, chief
engineer, Italian Broadcasting Co.; Dr. Kay Christiansen, chief engineer, Danish Post Office Service; Col.
S. Karaffa-Kraeuterkraft, secretary-general, Polish Broadcasting Co. Seated, left to right: David Sarnoff,
president of RCA; Maurice Rambert, president of International Broadcasting Union, also representing Switzerland; Gen. James G. Harbord, RCA board chairman; Chamberlain G. Lerche, president, Danish Broadcasting
Co.; Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president.
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Around the World
AS THE climax of the NBC Tenth
Anniversary celebrations, radio organizations of 13 major countries
were to combine to present their
best talent on Nov. 15 — the actual
date of NBC's birthday. To be
called The World Salutes NBC,
the international program goes
over both NBC-Red and Blue networks, totalling 102 stations, from
9 to 10 a. m. Nations cooperating
are Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, England,
France, Germany, Holland, Italy,
Switzerland, Hawaii, Argentina
and Japan.
RIVAL applications for new stations
in Mansfield, O. have been filed with
the FCC by Allen T. Simmons, owner of WADC, Akron, and Frazier
Reams, Toledo attorney and prosecutor of Lucas County, who also is
president of Community Broadcasting
Co.
seeking
100-watt
in
Toledo.
Mr.a new
Simmons
seekslocal
1,000
watts daytime on 780 kc, and Mr.
Reams
1370 kc. seeks 100 watts daytime on
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Increased

By

Power

Proposed
Dominion

in

Chairman
New
L. W. Brockington Says Coverage
Will Be Made ; Lessening

By JAMES

MONTAGNES

AFTER a two - day delay L. W.
Brockington, chairman of the new
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
which took over radio regulation
from the Canadian Radio Commission on Nov. 2, gave a radio address Nov. 4 in which he outlined
the
immediate
plans.
The corporation's
recommendations
of Gladstone
Murray outlined in Broadcasting
Nov. 1, were the main items on
the CBC program.
A coverage survey and program
survey are to be immediately undertaken, Mr. Brockington stated.
Applications will be considered for
change of wave lengths and increases in power. There will be a
greater variety and improvement
of public and private programs
and the existing schedule for six
hours daily with wire services for
network programs is to be modified. Means are to be found to increase the revenue of the corporation, which is interpreted to mean
more sponsored programs for the
corporation stations and perhaps
a series of magazines such as
Gladstone Murray, general manager, built up for the British
Broadcasting Corp. with which he
was connected before coming to
Canada.
Better Reception
ACTION is to be taken soon in
the international field to lessen interference from Mexican stations,
and hope was expressed that an
agreement would soon be forthcoming between Canada, the United
States and Mexico on a better way
of sharing the broadcast band.
The first meeting of the corporation took place at Ottawa, but
meetings are to take place all over
Canada, with the public as well as
those in the broadcasting industry
to be heard.
Advertising policy was not mentioned by the chairman, but close
cooperation between newspapers
and both public and private radio
stations in the future was stressed.
In the program line the best in Canadian, United States and British
programs would be given Canadian
listeners, Brockington stated.
He paid tribute to Hector
Charlesworth and the Commission
for their pioneering work in national broadcasting. The corporation, he hoped, would soon be able
to add to that work by building
high-power stations across Canada
in order that an efficient and widespread service would become a
reality.
Vice-chairman Rene Morin spoke
in French following Brockington,
and stated that the corporation's
network would be operated in the
national interest and not for profit.
Simultaneous with the taking
over of the corporation, the technical work of the CBC was handed
back to the government's radio
branch, Department of Marine. The
radio branch is now part of the
Department of Transport, formed
Nov. 2, including railways, canals,
marine, radio, meteorological services and civil aviation. Comdr. C.
P. Edwards, for many yea^s direcPage
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of Interference

Survey

Sought

tor of radio, was promoted to chief
of the air services, which includes
radio, civil aviation and meteorological activity. W. A. Rush, general superintendent of radio, is now
head of the radio branch and Donald Manson, chief inspector of radio, became assistant controller of
radio.
Hector Charlesworth, former
commission chairman, has been retained indefinitely in an advisory
capacity by the new corporation.
Vice-chairman C. A. Cheveau has
gone back to his law practice in
Quebec, and Col. W. A. Steel, the
third member of the commission,
has been retired on pension of
$3,500 after 23 years in the civil
service. Steel is a technical expert
and is only 46 years old.
School

for Radio

Actors

Is Advocated by Joachim
RADIO must conduct its own
training school for actors, according to M. H. H. Joachim, conductor of Your Unseen Friend on
CBS, Sundays, 5-5:30 p. m., since
stage performers are unsuited for
radio. The dramatist added that
original plays should be written
for the broadcast medium.
Actors must remember, he explained, "that in radio there is no
time for the raising of an eyebrow
or the flicking of an ash off the
coat to produce an effect. There
must be instantaneous reaction to
the dialogue that has gone before,
and that reaction must be audible.
Give me a performer who has had
no stage experience, and I can
make of him or her a much better
radio actor than any legitimate

KNOCKOUT

SCOOPres

Too Much Enterprise Proves
Boomerang to WM!N
INTO WMIN, St. Paul, during the
Joe Louis-Joe Brescia fight recently, atelegraph ticker brought
this message: "Flash . . . urgent
. . . New York . . Joe Louis tonight knocked out. . . ." An excited bystander rushed the message to the announcer, who announced to listeners that "Joe
Louis
was
knocked out."
A few minutes
later the announcer received the rest of the
message: ". . . Joe Brescia in 2
minutes and 12 seconds of third
round in a fight here. Louis had
everythingstanderhis
own way."Hoffman,
The bywas Edward
owner of WMIN. Reading the
first part of the message and
eager to broadcast the news over
his just recently opened station,
he clipped it from the ticker and
rushed to the announcer in the
hope tions
ofto the
beating
flash. other local staMoon Glow Midwest Test
CAMPANA Corp., Batavia, HI.,
as a sales agent for Moon Glow
nail polish, is sponsoring Moon
Glow Melodies, quarter-hour musical program featuring Wayne
Van Dyne, romantic tenor, and
Emily Lee, fashion commentator,
7:30-7:45 p. m. Friday, on WMAQ,
Chicago, in a test campaign to
promote the product by radio
alone. If successful, the program
will be extended over the network.
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc.,
Chicago, has the Campana account. Moon Glow Cosmetics Co.,
Los Angeles, producer of the
polish, will expand its Don LeeCBS program in December through
Emil Brisacher and Associates, Los
Angeles [Broadcasting, Nov. 1].
ONE MORE station that has gone on
a 24-hour daily schedule is WAAB,
Boston key of the Colonial Network,
which features request numbers from
1 :30 to 7 a. m. and offers participating announcements at $7.50 each.

performer."

POWER

INCREASES

GIVEN

TO

LOCALS

INCREASES in power for a dozen
stations, most of them daytime
locals, were authorized by the FCC
Broadcast Division at its meeting
Nov. TO — the first since the presidential elections.
Sustaining Examiner P. W.
Seward, the Division authorized
WPRO, Providence, which joins
CBS Jan. 1, to increase power
from 250 to 500 watts at night,
with 1,000 watts daytime on 630
kc. KRNT, Des Moines, in a decision sustaining Examiner George
H. Hill, was authorized to increase
power from 500 watts to 1,000
watts night, with 5,000 watts day
on 1320 kc.
WBEN, Buffalo, was authorized
to increase day power from 1,000
to 5,000 day with 1,000 watts at
night, as was KSCJ, Sioux City,
la. WT AD, Quincy, 111., and
WBCM, Bay City, Mich., were
given day increases from 500 to
I, 000 watts. KFVD, Los Angeles,
was increased from 250 watts day
and night, limited time, to 1,000
watts under the same conditions.
WEAU, creased
Eauin day
Claire,
Wis.,from
was 250
inpower
watts to 1,000 watts. Other increases, from 100 watts to 250
watts day, included: WCAZ, Carthage, 111.; KMAC, San Antonio;
KGKB, Tyler, Tex. (also authorized to increase hours from unlimited day and specified hours at
night to unlimited on 1500 kc.) ;
KRNR, Roseburg, Ore.; WATL,
Atlanta; KTSM, El Paso, Tex.

Geographic Honors Miller
THE distinction of addressing the
National Geographic Society in
Washington Nov. 20 falls to William Burke (Skeets) Miller, NBC
night program manager, who in
December, 1935, flew with Harold
See, NBC engineer, on the Philippine Clipper in the pioneering
flight from San Francisco to Manilla. Mr. Miller, who also has an
article
on "Flying Geographic,
the Pacific"will
in
the December
speak on his experiences. Formerly
in the publicity department of
NBC, later director of special
events. Mr. Miller is a onetime
winner of the Pulitzer prize in
journalism while on the staff of
the Louisville Courier- Journal.
D & M Plans Series
D & M FINANCE Co., Chicago,
has contracted for 13 weeks of announcements, daily except Sunday,
on KFRU, Columbia, Mo., and for
13 quarter-hour units of the weekly barn dance program on KTHS,
Hot Springs, and is preparing
plans for the use of a number of
additional stations in a direct sales
campaign for 25 - piece sets of
nickle-silverware at $3.95 a set. A
similar campaign last year resulted in the sale of 25,000 sets te
listeners. Agency is First United
Broadcasters, Chicago.

DISTINGUISHED CANADIANS — Keenly interested observers at the
RCA-NBC television demonstration Nov. 8 were high officials of Canadian radio, who came to New York for the NBC Tenth Anniversary
celebration. Standing, left to right: Maj. Gladstone Murray, newly appointed general manager of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., until recently an official of the British Broadcasting Corp.; Comdr. C. P. Edwards, director of radio, Department of Transport, Ottawa; Dr. Augustin Frigon, assistant general manager, CBC. Seated, left to right: N. L.
Nathanson, a CBC governor; Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president; Hon. C. D.
Howe, Canadian Minister of Transport.
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XEOK, Tiajuana, Mex., was sold Nov.
1 to a Los Angeles business syndicate
by L. R. Bell
Barbley,
tive of headed
the Packard
RadioexecuCo.,
Los Angeles. The station will reopen
some time in December with a new
transmitter site and new technical
equipment. A remote control line will
be run to Ensenada. Business offices
will be opened in Los Angeles.
• Broadcast
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Transamerican
Jack

Warner

Expanding

SPECULATION over the position
of Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corp. in the broadcasting industry has taken a new turn
during the last month with the
disclosure of plans of the organization to open Hollywood offices
quartered at the studios of KFWB,
Los Angeles station owned by
Warner Bros., and with the resignation of Don Becker, WLW assistant general manager, presumably to join the venture.
While both Transamerican and
Warner have denied that the motion picture corporation itself is
backing the radio project, it was
indicated that Jack Warner, one of
the principals in Warner Bros.,
was the financial supporter of
Transamerican. This has not been
denied by Transamerican officials.
Simultaneously, it was learned
that Transamerican, now representing a number of stations on
both an exclusive and a non-ex-

Power

of Principals

One

Believed

Its Activity;

of Radio

FOUGHT bitterly by the proNew Deal Knoxville Sentinel,
with which WNOX is affiliated through their ScrippsHoward ownership, Rep. J.
Will Taylor (R-Tenn.) was
irked by the frequent criticisms of his record voiced
over that station during the
recent campaign. So he
bought an hour on WNOX
to reply — and he minced few
words in his retaliations to
the newspaper and radio attacks. Result: He was reelected, much to the chagrin
of the local Scripps-Howard
newspaper-radio chieftains.

clusive basis, also is offering service to the stations on a wire basis.
While the Transamerican plans
are said not to encompass the formation of another network, it was
revealed that the project involving
use of wire facilities is that of
providing "tailor-made" networks
for advertisers. Opening- of Hollywood studios presumably would
mean that Transamerican would
draw upon Warner motion picture
talent as well as other Hollywood
talent for use by advertisers.
Station Contracts
IN THE
representation field,
Transamerican, since its formation
last July, has been representing
stations on a 30% flat commission.
It has taken care of agency billings, whereas in the ordinary case
the station pays the representative
15% and the agency a 15% commission including in some cases a
2% cash discount.

Contracts offered stations for
wire service guarantee to the station 50% of its rate card, with
Transamerican absorbing line
charges and agency and sales commissions. This corresponds somewhat to the Mutual Broadcasting

RENEWED
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* LARGEST
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RECORDED
Library

LIBRARY
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IN

was

THE

WORLD

conceived
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Lang-Worth Feature Programs, Inc. and first introduced to the radio industry in August, 1935.
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(1935)

expired October 1, 1936. Twenty-eight of these original contracts renewed for another 12 months — 93%!
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doubt
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other
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proof of satisfaction.
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is backed
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tax-free
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grams are produced by the finest artists available —
recorded by R. C. A. Victor.
* All selections in Planned Program Service are guaranteed tax-free
in the United States. Most of them are tax-free throughout the world.
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System plan, whereby it pays station card rates minus sales commissions but with the station absorbing the line costs.
Whether Transamerican has
made an arrangement with Warner motion picture interests for
exclusive handling of talent has
not been revealed. Such a trend
is indicated by the Ford Motor Co.
negotiations for an arrangement
with Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer to
pay the company approximately
§25,000 a weekly
week from
for an
broadcast
the hour's
coast
involving exclusive radio appearances of the motion picture company's featured players.
Transamerican
announced Oct.
26 [Broadcasting Nov. 1] that
William V. Ray, business manager
of KFWB, would be in charge of
its Hollywood offices. Mr. Ray is
a well-known figure in the movie
and radio colonies on the Coast.
When Transamerican was formed
last summer, great mystery surrounded the purpose of the organization. Its charter is broadly
drawn and would permit it to enter practically any branch of the
broadcasting field. John L. Clark,
former general manager of WLW,
is the Transamerican president.
Emanuel J. Rosenberg, former executive of the Society of European
Stage Authors & Composers, is executive vice president. The staff
of the organization, both in Chicago and in New York, has been
enlarged greatly during the last
few weeks. Among others, Transamerican is understood to represent on a non-exclusive basis, such
stations as WLW, WCAU, WHAM,
KFWB, WXYZ and WOL.
A. Mortimer Prall, son of the
FCC Chairman, joined the company Sept. 28 as a sales executive
in New York. It was learned Nov.
12, however, that he had resigned
the post but would join another
radio
a salesorganization
capacity. in New York in
Adding credence to the report
that Transamerican planned large
scale operations from Hollywood
was the recent resignation of &?.
Becker, from WLW, to ioin a
"■programrntnf organization" in
Hollywood. No further details
have been annoBnced by Transamerican or by Mr. Becker. His
association with Transamerican,
however, was regarded as likely
because of his close relationship in
the past with Mr. Clark. Mr.
Becker, author of a number of network programs of wide popularity,
is regarded as an outstanding production and continuity man.
Stations Merged
CONSOLIDATION of WHFC,
WEHS and WKBI, Cieer©, 111.
time-sharing stations, t© fee operated under the call letters WHFC
with unlimited time, was approved
Nov. 10 by the FCC Br©3<fcast Division. The action granted the application of the three stations*
which are under commoji ownership, to change time of operation
from specified
to unlimited"
resulted only in the
combining ami
of the
call letters of the three stations.
R. W. Hoffman is president and
manager of the combined stations.
CALIFORNIA
Association, CHAIN
through, the STORES'
Los Angeles
office of Lord; & Thomas, the last week;
of October asad! ths- first three' days
in November, rotated a series of 13
five-minute political' talks to augment
the broadcast ■which the group' had!
been sponsoring fior several months^ am
Don-Lee-CaliSbrnia- network.
• Brtmdcmt
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Stove and Utility Firms
Start West Coast Series

Paulist

To Promote Appliances
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA dealers (including manufacturers and
wholesalers) in clock control gas
ranges early in November started
a cooperative radio series with
four late afternoon half-hours on
KFI and six evening half-hours on
KHJ, Los Angeles, under the title
Carefree Minutes. Frank K. Patterson & Associates, Los Angeles
agency, is handling the test campaign.
Cooperating supply firms include
Gaffers & Sattler, O'Keefe & Merritt Co., Tappan Stove Co., American Stove Co., George D. Roper
Corp., Grayson Heat Control Ltd.,
Western Stove Co., Estate Stove
Co., Hammer-Bray Co., James
Graham Mfg. Co., and Cribben &
Sexton Co. Utilities taking part
are Los Angeles Gas & Electric
Corp., the Southern California Gas
Co. and the Southern Counties Gas
Co. of California have all helped
to finance the series over the air.

Action
to Original Status by FCC
Back
DENIAL OF the petition of the
full time operation with high
Paulist Fathers, New York, operpower. Under the action the apating WLWL, for permission to
plication to
for WOV's
be returned
WLWL.facilities will
withdraw without prejudice an apThe action appears to open the
plication for a "junior reallocaway for FCC consideration of the
tion" of broadcasting facilities,
sale of WOV by John Iraci to
whereby it would procure full
Arde Bulova, New York watch
time, was voted Nov. 10 by the
manufacturer and broadcaster, for
FCC Broadcast Division. In tak$300,000. This application had
been set for hearing by the FCC
ing this action, the Division announced it was on the basis of a
on Nov. 16 because of the applicaprotest from the International
tion for WOV's facilities filed by
Broadcasting Corp., operating
Rev. Edward Warner Chromey of
WOV, New York, which opposed
Brooklyn. On Oct. 20, however,
the petition as in violation of FCC
the voluntary withdrawal of this
rules.
application was announced. SubWLWL last month asked the
sequently the FCC cancelled the
FCC to grant its petition to withhearing and, as a consequence, it
draw without prejudice two pendcan outact
on the sale proposal witha hearing.
ing matters before it, and simultaneously filed a new application
Under the original plan, WOV
by which it proposed to procure
was to have been sold to the Paulfull time in New York through
ists, which in turn, proposed to
deletion of WOV. This was the
lease or sell WLWL, which then
would become a full time station on
newest turn in the two-year effort
of the Paulist station to procure
the 1100 kc. channel, to CBS, with

Plea

for

Reallocation

Junior

Another

CAROLINA

COMBINATION

guaranteed time for religious
broadcasts. The sale to Mr. Bulova, however, upset these plans,
and when Mr. Bulova proposed to
take over the entire transaction
on the same basis as presumably
had been arranged with CBS, the
Paulists protested. The upshot
was the application for the WOV
facilities, rather than any purchase
arrangement, and the request,
judged as in violation of FCC regulations, for dismissal without
prejudice of the original shift, inchannels.volving numerous stations and five
Under FCC regulations, by virtue of the refusal to dismiss without prejudice, the Paulists presumably will have to wait six months
or a year before they can refile.
Grants Second Petition
AT THE same meeting, however,
the FCC granted a second petition
of WLWL to withdraw without
prejudice
its in"petition
relief"
filed Jan. 20
which itfor
sought
to
have the FCC terminate the experimental full time operation of
WWL, New Orleans, and KWKH,
Shreveport. By granting this petition, the way is opened whereby
these two stations may acquire
regular licenses for full time operation.
The petition which the FCC denied called for a "junior reallocation" whereby a number of stations would have been shifted so
as to permit WLWL to operate
full time on the 810 kc. channel
duplicating with WWL. Although
no applications were filed, modifications of this plan were worked
out whereby WLWL would have
taken over a full time assignment
on 1100 kc. through the elimination of WOV as a New York station by the purchase arrangement.
By virtue
the now
Broadcast
Division action, of
there
is pending
before the FCC the original Paulist petition on which hearings were
held
for the ever
"junior
No decision
was reallocation".
rendered in
that case and there were strong
protests from practically all of the
parties involved against the Paulist proposal.
ABC

TWO

crops, cotton and tobacco, produce an annual income

$220,000,000.00

in the Carolinas. Two

stations, WIS-WPTF,

lina Combination, provide the least expensive means
who

spend this money.

watt NBC

of over

of the Caro-

of reaching the people

Sold at one low competitive rate, these two 5000

stations justify your FIRST

WIS
Columbia

consideration in the Carolinas.

WPTF
Raleigh

Represented

by

Free, Johns 8C Field, Inc.
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Names

New

Rep

FOLLOWING the resignation of
David F. Crosier as Eastern sales
manager of the Affiliated Broadrethe midwestern
casting Co.,network
gional
has appointed
Weston, Frykman & Allen as its
sales representative in both New
York and Chicago. Since Sept. 15,
when George Roesler resigned as
national sales manager, the network's sales have been handled by
Clarence Leich, who succeeded
Samuel Insull as general manager.
Bert Green and Jim Acuff, who
was at one time associated with
Mr. Leich at WGBF, Evansville,
Ind., are
with capacity.
the network in aremaining
special sales
Phillips Back on Net
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM
Co.,
Bartlesville, Okla. on Nov. 10 began a new series of musical programs titled Phillips Polly Follies
on 21 CBS stations, Tuesdays,
10:30-11 p. m. The program is
confined to the Midwest and is
keyed from KMOX, St. Louis. This
program marks Phillips return to
the networks after using spot programs for the last three years.
Lambert & Feasley Inc., New York,
is agency.
• Broadcast
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HARRY BETTERIDGE
247 West 43rd St.

CHICAGO
A radio broadcasting station in the air,
the most modern studio building west of
New York, a mobile unit with two way
;ind pack radios, a finely appointed
auditorium for visible audiences — all
these facilities are available to WWJ
customers for originating either unique
programs or conventional programs
whether musical or dramatic. WWJ invites an analysis of its special facilities
and ability to serve your broadcasting
needs.

GEO. P. HOLLINGBERRY CO
307 N. Michigan Ave.

Detroit
News
Airplane
— Bird
The Early

Detroit —
America's
4th Market
The Detroit industrial employment index, automobile
production, and current retail business top all years since 1929.
Detroit's
the depression
phenomenal,
due
to therecovery
demand from
for automobiles
whichhas
hasbeen
far exceeded
the
expectations of the automotive industry's own leaders. Detroit
has led the Nation in recovery.
The Detroit Trading Area covered by WWJ
contains 53
incorporated cities and towns and the primary WWJ
area
blankets the entire rich Detroit retail trading territory containing 2,314,632 people.
W8XWJ
ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY
STATION — 31600 KC.
Mobile Unit No. 1, equipped with two-way radios and pack sets
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CHICAGO

RETURNS

TO CENTRAL
TIME
ANOTHER session of unscrambling station schedules and rearranging local and national programs
is in store
for Chicago's
network outlets,
following
action
of the city council, which on Nov.
5 rescinded its ruling of last
spring placing Chicago on EST
the year around and returned the
city to its previous time status,
CST, during the winter and daylight saving time for five months
in the summer. The new ordinance
was in response to a two-to-one
vote of the Chicago electorate to
return to the old time system, culminating a vigorous year - long
battle in which WLS was a leading opponent of New York time
for Chicago. Ruling goes into effect
Nov. 15, having been delayed a
week in order to give radio stations and railroads time to adjust
their schedules.
Despite the present inconvenience most network station executives are heartily in accord
with the ruling as it keeps them
an hour behind New York all year
and makes the semi-annual time
change less difficult. With network shows ending an hour earlier local stations also will have an
hour more evening time for sale
locally. Chief loser by the change
is WAAF, which signs off at local
sunset and thus loses an hour a
day of operating time.
FCC Refuses to Reopen
Knox
Petition to Start

Cherry

&

Webb
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Make WPRO your two-fisted, live-wire salesman for
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Station in Schenectady
EFFORTS OF the Knox Broadcasting Co. to reopen its case for
a new station in Schenectady,
which involved the so-called "Willard Hotel" incident, proved futile
when the FCC Broadcast Division
on Nov. 10 denied the petition
seeking to have it waive its regulations and reconsider the case.
Time for the filing of an application for reconsideration has expired and as a consequence the
applicant under ordinary circumstances must wait one year under
the FCC rule before it can apply
for theing, same
Nov. 1].facilities. [BroadcastThe application is for a new
1,000-watt station on the 1240 kc.
channel with unlimited time. The
same facilities have been sought
by WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y.
local, which asked for a change in
assignment. The FCC, however,
denied both applications after the
sensational developments of early
this year which included a Department of Justice investigation of an
alleged conversation in the Willard
Hotel in which claims purportedly
were made of "passing money" to
get facilities. The whole incident
later was said bv the Department
of Justice to be based on irresponsible "drunken conversation".
A third application for the same
facilities was filed in October by
a new company, Citizens Broadcasting Corp., also seeking a station in Schenectady. The principals are DeWitt C. Mower, Schenectady real estate operator; E.
J. Rosenberg of New York, vicepresident and general manager of
Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corp., and John L.
Clark, New York, president of
Transamerican. This application
presumably will be set for hearing, although no action was taken
on it at the Nov. 10 meeting.

Mutually
Foreign

Operated
Language

Stations

Proposed

Would

Solve Educational

and

Religious Issue, Says Hart
SOLUTION of
the foreign language, religious
and dcasting
educational
broa
tions in aof given
problems
staarea through
Fred J. Hart

operation of a cooperatively-owned
posed by Fred J.
station, is p r o -

Hart, president and general manager of KGMB,
Honolulu and
KHBC, Hilo.
Advancing the plan as a possible
solution of the situation existing in
the Islands, Mr. Hart proposed
that the stations now on the island, despite their competitive
operation, form a new corporation
which would buy some existing
station or establish a new one. The
corporation would be owned jointly by the cooperating stations,
which would broadcast over it all
of the foreign language, religious
and educational programs of that
area, except outstanding ones of
national or regional importance.
A Practical Solution
IN THE

Islands, both KGMB

and

KGU, competitive
stations
in Honolulu, have separate
applications
pending for new stations, primarily for foreign language broadcasts. On Nov. 10 a hearing on
these applications was held before
an FCC examiner in Washington.
Declaring that he was hopeful
that both of the applications would
be granted, he said nevertheless
that Hawaii would be an excellent
place to demonstrate whether such
stations are a practical solution of
the problems.
"People who are interested in
foreign language, religious or educational programs would tune to
the station broadcasting them,"
said Mr. Hart. "The present system is unfair to both the listener
and the station as those not interested in such programs will usually turn off the station, thus causing loss of circulation which in
turn leaves dead-spots from a revenue producing standpoint."
Declaring he believed such a
station could be operated successfully from the financial standpoint, Mr. Hart added, however,
that even though it could not,
those contributing to any deficit
would be money ahead because
their individual stations would
have a more regular circulation
throughout the day and evening
periods.
FTC

Issues Citation

THE Federal Trade Commission
has issued a complaint against
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello, 111., for claiming that its
Syrup Pepsin
"is a doctor's
scription, that physicians
and prehospitals prefer a liquid laxative,
that it is not habit forming but
will correct the laxative habit
caused by taking other laxatives
and that it restores and maintains
health by regulating the system
and maintaining it in normal
working condition."
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4,500,000 BARNS
Given Away in Five Days by
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IN SPITE OF A practically foolproof system of checking the program
schedule, two commercial programs had been booked for the same time
that night — one from Chicago on his regional group— another from
New York on the national network. Two programs booked for 9:00 to
9:15 and nothing but a local fill-in in the period following. If one of
them could only be shifted — delayed somehow for 15 minutes. Suddenly
he had an idea — and —
A Few Minutes Later our Switchboard Buzzed in New York.
Could we get a recording outfit
aboard the 1:30 plane from Newark Airport? We could. We might
Eld
Siiji 1
be able to do even better. We
burned the wires across two states
— caught up with our salesman —
told him to catch the nearest plane.
He finished recording the Chicago
program at 9:14.55, it went on the
m
air at 9:15.20 — 25 seconds later.
SITUATIONS LIKE THIS NEVER BOTHER US.
question of time before you will be
We will do the same thing for your
turning down profitable business bestation any day. But why not be precause it cannot be fitted into your
pared for these emergencies ?
schedule. Instantaneous recording alAdvertising activity is leaping upward
lows you to shift programs — gives unlimited flexibility to your schedule.
with radio in the lead. It is only a
Maybe you wonder whether
Presto recordings meet your
standards for transmission quality — whether the reproduction
will satisfy your advertisers.
ASK the best informed engineers in the business what they
think of Presto recordings.
ASK the largest recording laboratories why they have stopped
cutting transcriptions on wax,
why they are using Presto Green
Seal discs instead.
THEN ASK US to quote you
on an installation for your station. Write today for our FREE
BOOKLET telling how broadcasting stations are making
money with instantaneous recordings.
Photo Courtesy National Broadcasting Company
WORLD'S LARGEST
MANUFACTURERS OF
INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING
EQUIPMENT.
PRESTO
CORPORATION

147 West 19th St.
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Idea, which was planned as a
goodwill
builder in the drug trade,
public.
was the result of a stage set window display placed in 30,000 drug
stores last year, which defeated its
purpose by being so attractive
that after a couple of days the
druggists removed them from windows to take home for the children. So many requests for additional displays were received from
druggists and from the public that
the sponsor decided to use a
smaller version for a give-away.
Alka Seltzer advertising is handled by Wade Advertising Agency,
Chicago.
Cook Tours Returns
THOMAS COOK & SON-WAGON
LITS Inc., New York (travel
agency) will return to the air
Dec. 6 for a 13-week series on
CBS, featuring Malcolm LaPrade
and organ accompaniment, Sundays, 2:45-3 p. m. The travel
agency always starts its radio
campaigns just before the Christmas holidays. Last season the
program was on NBC. L. D. Wertheimer Adv. Inc., New York,
placed the account.
Alleghany Steel on NBC
ALLEGHANY STEEL Co., Brackenridge, Pa. (stainless steel) will
start its first network program
Nov. 27, on 18 NBC-Blue network
stations, Fridays, 7:15-7:30 p. m.
Stainless Show will be the title of
the program, with Ford Bond as
master of ceremonies, Mario Cozzi,
baritone, and a 10-piece ensemble.
Heretofore the sponsor has used
WBS transcriptions. Walker &
Downing,
Pittsburgh, placed the
account.

We simply say —

RECORDING

Miles Laboratories
MILES LABORATORIES
Inc.,
Elkhart, Ind. (Alka-Seltzer ) , told
listeners to its National Barn
Dance program on Oct. 24 and to
its Uncle Ezra broadcasts on Oct.
26 and 28 to go to their drug
stores and buy 30 cents' worth of
anything ("we would like to have
you buy Alka Seltzer, but you
don't have to," the announcer said)
and ask the druggist for an AlkaSeltzer stage set, a cutout cardboard which could be made into
a hayloft stage with characters
from the barn dance programs. In
five days the sponsor had distributed 4,500,000 stage sets to druggists, and through them to the
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EXPORT DIVISION
(Except Australia and Canada)
M. Simons and Sons, Inc.
25 Warren St.. New York City
Cables: Simontrice, N. Y.

Kennett Succeeds Becker
APPOINTMENT of Bob Kennett,
production manager of WLW, as
program director, along with his
production activities, was announced Nov. 9 by Lewis M. Croslev, WLW general manager. He
succeeds Don Becker, who recently
resigned to engage in independent
radio production. Simultaneously,
J. E. Krautters was placed in
charge of continuity with William
Stoess as head of the music department.
WALTER PRESTON, who recently resigned as national sales manager of WIND, Chicago, has
joined the Chicago staff of Hearst
Radio Inc. He will concentrate on
the sale of the New York State
Broadcasting System and WINS,
its New York key.
BROADCASTING

Chicago
To Add

Baseball Teams
Talent Charges

For Broadcasts in 1937
SPONSORS of Chicago baseball
broadcasts will have to up their
ante next year to include a charge
for talent as well as for time,
owners of the Cubs and White Sox
having decided that if the activities of their players can increase
the incomes of stations and advertisers they, too, are entitled to a
cut.
This is a direct reversal of former policies, as clubs have previously welcomed any station that
wished to broadcast their games
either as a commercial or sustaining program, figuring that the
broadcasts were good advertising
for the clubs among out-of-towners
who would become fans through
listening and when in the city
would be sure to attend the games.
Radio has been credited with turning many housewives who before
radio knew little or nothing about
the national game into rabid fans.
Executives of both clubs refused
to make any definite statements regarding the amount of the broadcasting charges, saying that the
matter would undoubtedly come up
for discussion both at the major
league meetings to be held in New
York in December and at the general meeting of the clubs with
Commissioner Landis following the
league sessions. Rumors that the
complaints of minor league teams
that fans in their cities were
staying at home listening to big
league game broadcasts instead of
turning out to watch their local
teams play would cause a general
ban on baseball broadcasting or a
limitation of these broadcasts are
prevalent, but club managements
and the Landis office refused to
discuss the question, repeating
that when a decision has been
reached an official statement will
be issued.
Play-by-play descriptions of the
home games of the Cubs and
White Sox, whose schedules are so
arranged that one team plays at
home while the other is on the
road, were broadcast during the
1936 season by WCFL, for the
Texas Co. < Texaco gas and oil) ;
WBBM, for General Mills (Wheaties) ; WGN, for Walgreen Co.
(drug chain) ; WIND, Gary, for
Phillips Petroleum Co. (Phillips
66 gas and oil) ; and the ABC
regional network for Campana
Corp. (Italian Balm). WIND also
broadcast a 60-minute dramatization of the Cub game each evening
under the sponsorship of the Cub
team.
FCC Suspends Grant
SUSPENSION of the grant for
a new regional station to the St.
Louis Star-Times Publishing Co.
was ordered Nov. 10 by the FCC
until determination by the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia of the Appeals filed
by KSD and WIL, both of St.
Louis, which protested the action.
Stay orders were issued by the
Court Oct. 24, restraining the FCC
from making its decision in favor
of the newspaper effective during
the pendency of the litigation.
Over the competitive application
of WIL, a local in St. Louis, the
Broadcast Division granted the
Star-Times application for a new
1,000-watt full time station to
operate on the 1250 kc. channel.
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Canadian License Taxes
Show 800,000 Listeners
NEARLY half of the residents of
Canada are now believed to be radio listeners, according to Canadian Department of Trade and
Commerce, which bases its estimate on nearly 800,000 radio licenses sold during the first six months
of the present fiscal year which
started April 1. Based on last
year's figures for the first six
months, 627,000, and the total for
the year, 862,000, the department
believes 1,000,000 licenses at $2
will be sold this fiscal year. With
five members to a family at least
5,000,000 listen— half of Canada's
entire population.
Other factors which point to _ a
growing Canadian listening public,
the department points out, are the
sale of 190,000 receivers last year,
as well as the fact that free licenses to the blind have jumped 400
during the first six months to a
total of 2,314. There were 589 free
licenses in 1930.

The

Father

Coughlin9

s Retirement

Removes

Air
From
Personality
Colorful Radio
and as a consequence, he will cease
ANNOUNCEMENT
Nov. 7 by
his broadcasts.
Father Charles E. Coughlin, miliFather Coughlin brought out that
tant "radio priest", that he is withhis withdrawal from radio fulfills
drawing from all radio activity, rehis promise of last summer, when,
moves from the wavelengths one
at the Cleveland convention of the
of the most provocative figures in
Union party, he endorsed the canpublic life. More unrest among
didacy of William Lemke for the
broadcasters and more recriminapresidency. At that time he said
tions against stations have resulted
that if Lemke failed to poll 9,000,000 votes he would abandon his
from his broadcasts during the last
five years over independent netradio crusade, paid for by contributions to the Union.
works than in the case of perhaps
any other individual regularly usRapid Rise to Fame
ing radio.
In his farewell address over a
"OF THE millions of members of
the National Union who pledged
special network tied into MBS,
Father Coughlin declared that the
to support its endorsed candidates
because they pledged to support
Presidential election "thoroughly
discredited" his National Union for
ourannounce
principles,"
regret
to
that helesssaid,
than"I 10%
of
Social Justice, which had opposed
the National Union members lived
reelection of President Roosevelt.
The Union, he declared, is not dead
up Father
to theirCoughlin's
promises." inflammatory
but "merely sleeps". The policy of
utterances, particularly during the
the Union, he added, would be one
of "silence" toward the New Deal,
campaign just ended, had repercus-

Leopard

Skin

TO

THE POWER of the giant from the tall
timber, the shrewd circus man adds a
leopard skin and a bit of bally-hoo — and lo
— you have a strong man who stops the
crowd. But remember the power was there
all the time. It took showmanship to bring
out its full possibilities.

puts

him

across

potential coverage, but a huge live audience
of alert people in the very heart of the nation's fastest growing section.

50,000

WATTS

Which explains why WSM scores hit after
hit for advertisers. To the power of 50,000
watts, this station adds a unique conception
of showmanship. And these two principles,
without both of which no campaign can hope
to succeed, deliver to WSM advertisers, not
NASHVILLE,
Owned

and Operated
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Muller Chicory Tests
E. B. MULLER & Co., Port Huron,
Mich, (chicory) is testing radio
with a series of announcements on
WGAR, Cleveland, and is considering expansion on a nationwide
basis. The test campaign includes
an offer of a sample of chicory, a
product popular a generation or
two ago and now staging a comeback. Charles A. Mason Adv.
Agency, Detroit, is agency.
Mail

National Representatives, Edward

Page

sions even in Rome. He denied,
however, that his decision to forsake radio entirely had any connection whatever with the Vatican,
or that his superiors had ordered
it. Several times during the last
lew months he has apologized to
President Roosevelt for his attacks
on the air. It was never publicly
announced whether the Vatican
took any part in these apologies.
It was reported that Cardinal
Pacelli, Secretary of State of the
Holy See, who sailed for Italy
Nov. 6 after a month's sojourn in
this country, had as one of his missions discouragement of Father
Coughlin's political activities.
An inconspicuous figure in the
Catholic realm when he was assigned to the parish at Royal Oak,
Mich., in 1925, after having been
educated in Canada, Father Coughlin first resorted to the use of radio in Detroit. He had a parish of
only about two dozen at that time.
His gift of oratory served him well
and he soon built up a large following and received many contributions. In 1929, when his fame
had spread, stations in Chicago,
Cincinnati and other points began
to pick up his broadcasts, keyed
through WJR, Detroit. Then the
following year, CBS gave him a
national network on Sundays and
his fame became nationwide.
In 1931, CBS altered its policy
governing religious broadcasts,
leaving the selection to representative ecclesiastical groups. It barred
solicitation of funds. Then Father
Coughlin organized his own networks for use Sundays during nine
months of the year, keying the
broadcasts from WJR, and using
some 25 to 30 stations in major
cities. His following reached astounding proportions. In 1935, to
supplant his wooden church, he
built a huge auditorium costing
approximately $750,000 with funds
contributed by listeners.
Throughout this period, Father
Coughlin's chief radio advisor was
Leo J. Fitzpatrick, vice president
and general manager of WJR, Detroit. Another advisor has been
Alfred J. McCosker, president of
WOR. and chairman of MBS. During the last two years the MBS
stations have been used as the nucleus of the Coughlin network,
with added stations.
Throughout his commercial broadcasting, Father Coughlin has naid
regular station rates, and where
necessary, the line charges. E. W.
Hellwig Co. Inc., and Albert M.
Ross, New York agencies, have
placed the business.

Insurance

Company,

Inc.

Petry & Co. Inc.
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Order

Campaign

CHICAGO MAIL ORDER Co., Chicago, is using a transcribed program, Parade of Values, three
evenings weekly during November
on KDKA, WGY, WROK, WGN,
WOWO, WHKC, WIBA, KSTP,
WMT, KRNT. Agency is Matteson-Fogarty-Jordan Co., Chicago.
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KOY
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Radio

and

Roosevelt

PERPETUATION of the Roosevelt administration means continuance in office of an administration entirely friendly to radio.
The President himself has repeatedly asserted his abiding faith in the American system
during the last four years. He has many times
demonstrated his friendship, inspired largely
by the non-partisan policies almost universally
observed by radio in the face of a preponderently hostile press. His own use of radio, his
mastery of the microphone, have been indicative of the regard in which he holds radio as
a medium for reaching the people.
Looking back over the last six months of
political campaigning, we find some criticism
heaped upon radio. But practically every complaint was political in nature. The occasional
recriminations were not of the lingering
kind; already most of them have faded away.
Radio, we believe, acquitted itself admirably.
The last four years have been rather hectic
from the radio regulatory standpoint. But by
the same token they have been most constructive. Talk of imminent government operation
of radio was rather strong at the outset of
the Roosevelt administration. Now it is practicably inaudible. Radio by the American plan
is taken for granted, except perhaps by the
outer fringe of die-hard pedagogues and by
a scattering few of the so-called hangover
"brain trust" element.
Thus, the second tenure of the Roosevelt
administration, about to start, appears to
bode well for radio. Congress will be even more
heavily Democratic than its predecessor. Practically all of the old faces in both House and
Senate who were in any way associated with
radio will return. The two exceptions are the
late Senator Couzens, of Michigan, and Rep.
Monoghan, the Montana Democrat who, it will
be recalled, championed a government ownership bill at the last session. The latter lost out
in the primaries in his state several months
ago when he unsuccessfully sought the Democratic nomination for the Senate.
We are not unmindful of the fact that there
is yet much to be desired from the radio regulatory standpoint. There has been talk of a
Congressional investigation of the FCC. While
we doubt whether it will develop at the oncoming session, we feel such an inquiry should
be welcomed.
It is to be expected that the FCC will remain intact. There has been no inkling of
changes on the FCC itself. Only one term expires during the ensuing year — that of Telegraph Commissioner Irvin Stewart next July.
One thing fervently to be desired is eliminaPage
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tion of politics on the FCC and of political
factors in the consideration of applications. A
bad precedent was established for the FCC by
the old Radio Commission.
The FCC would do well in starting the term
of the administration by consigning everything political to the ashcan and by asserting
itself in the same fashion as has the Interstate Commerce Commission. If housecleaning
is necessary in subordinate ranks, it should
be done. Only by such a new start can it redeem itself.
The

Corner

Reached

IT HAS been aptly said that radio has crowded
a century of progress into the ten years of
achievement that NBC and its parent company so brilliantly commemorated during the
last two weeks. NBC's record of the last decade practically reflects the record of American radio itself, and all American industry is
joining wholeheartedly in the felicitations
that are due it on the occasion of its Tenth
Anniversary Nov. 15. Whatever may be competitive differences, NBC deserves well the
salutes being accorded it on all sides.
Biggest event of NBC's crowded anniversary celebration was the disclosure to the industry at large of the television results
achieved by RCA in collaboration with NBC.
Our reports may have seemed over-enthusiastic, yet we feel we have faithfully reflected
the amazing progress of this offshoot of aural
radio and we know we sense the sentiment by
and large of the many seasoned radio executives and observers who have at last seen television. There is no doubt in our minds that
that nebulous "corner" of television has been
reached; the turning of it, we believe, is only
a matter of economics and technical refinements likely to be accomplished in two or
three years. We confidently expect that the
turning will be done by a powerful phalanx of
broadcasters, now more than ever aware that
it rests upon them to make television the same
everyday reality through their own resources
that they have made sound broadcasting.

Worth

Considering
EVER SINCE spot broadcasting became a
factor in radio there has been conversation
about its proper promotion. When the exclusive station representative entered the field,
the topic was enlivened. Representatives have
sold spot with increasing success as advertisers and agencies became acquainted with the
method.
While the representatives have been inter-

ested in selling their own exclusive lists
against those of competitors, the inevitable
result has been a service for spot use generally. But there has been little in the way of
industry-wide effort to sell the medium against
other media, and, as a matter of fact, against
wire networks.
If there has been any real complaint against
exclusive representatives, it has been that as
a group they have not created any substantial
new business. This is heard sporadically
among groups of broadcasters. Yet, as far as
we have been able to discern, there hasn't
been anything even approaching a revolt
against representatives and their methods.
Agencies, by and large, prefer to deal with
them as against direct contacts with stations.
They have performed a useful service.
Now James L. Free, enterprising head of
Free & Peters Inc. and of Free, Johns & Field
Inc., advances a proposed cooperative campaign for promotion of spot broadcasting to
be undertaken by the representatives as a
group. A number of the outstanding firms,
in principle, favor his plan.
We believe the plan has merit. That is because we believe in any constructive effort to
improve the medium. Whether the plan as outlined by Mr. Free is the one that should be
adopted, or whether there should be modifications, is a matter that the cooperating representatives themselves must decide.
In the interest of good broadcasting, we
feel that every exclusive representative should
attend a meeting for consideration of the
whole subject at an early date. The representative, after all, is the employe of the stations he represents. If he does not take advantage of every opportunity to improve the
status of his employers then he is negligent
in his service.

A Legal Point
A DISCOVERY of interest has just been
made in connection with the mooted political
section of the Communications Act. It strikes
at the heart of such issues as Communist
Browder's right to demand equal time along
with other presidential candidates.
In this issue we publish a letter from Nathan Boone Williams, Washington attorney,
in which he advances the argument that
legally there is no such person as a "legally
qualified candidate" for the office of President.
The law states explicitly in section 315 that if
a station allows any person who is a "legally
qualified candidate for public office" any time,
it must afford equal opportunities to competing candidates.
But, it is brought out that neither the Constitution nor any other laws make mention
of a "legally qualified candidate" for President. The office is filled by the choice of
electors of each state, as prescribed in the
Constitution, and the "legally qualified candidates" therefore are the electors.
There can no doubt that the intent of the
act was to cover the office of President and
that the language inadvertently was not made
applicable. But it appears just as certain
that in its strictest legal sense, the provision
would not hold in the courts in the event a
station chose to adjudicate the issue.
The campaign, praise glory, is all over.
Consequently there probably won't be any occasion to test this point this year. But four
years from now it may be a different story.
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i
FRANCIS

DAVIS

ON OCT. 17, a program not elaborate or spectacular, yet a successful, familiar and widely popular feature — the Carborundum program of band music and Indian
legends — started its eleventh consecutive year on the air and, in so
doing, hung up several records to
achieve a unique place in radio's
annals. It is a pioneer among
sponsored programs, the oldest
band music series on the air, and
probably the only program, sponsored or sustaining, to remain unchanged in form or personnel for
an entire decade of broadcasting
— practically the entire life of
commercial radio.
Coming to the air when almost
all commercials were aired from
New York, a few from Chicago, it
has always originated at Niagara
Falls, home of the sponsor. It was
possibly the first program of institutional advertising. It was also
among the first to project intimate, personal sales messages
when high-pressure booming was
the order of the day. And, without over-selling tactics, it has consistently brought greater response,
year after year.
The unique record of the Carborundum program, now endowed
with the new title The Voice of
Niagara, is a personal tribute to
Carborundum's advertising manager, Francis Davis Bowman, who
is not only the daddy of the program but has served, since its inception, as its production director,
continuity writer, narrator of Indian lore and commercial announcer. He chooses all music and at
times, in rehearsal, conducts the
band.
In the dawn of commercial radio, Advertising Manager Bowman
envisioned great possibilities for
this new toy, saw the opportunity
to spread the story of his company
and its products, widely and at
low cost. Although the company,
manufacturers of abrasives, does
its greatest business with industrial plants, its sharpening stones,
razor hones and household sharpening devices, sold through the
hardware trade, are consumer articles, with every radio listener a
potential buyer. Carborundum was,
in 1926, a name well-known in industry, little-known to consumers.
BROADCASTING

BOWMAN

The double - barrelled possibilities
of radio, for institutional goodwill
behind its large industrial sales
and for a direct consumer campaign, were apparent to him.
The program, Advertising Manager Bowman reasoned, should
come from Niagara Falls, home of
the company and a world - known
wonder, and it should be intimately associated with that scene. Thus
with Edward d'Anna's Carborundum Band as the central feature,
he added the legends and lore
handed down by word of mouth to
the surviving Indian tribes of the
region and the actual pickups of
the roar of Niagara's turbulent
falls, broadcast several times a
season. Company officials authorized the idea for broadcasting
over a single Buffalo station, and
suggested that, to effect a closer
tieup, he announce the broadcasts
himself. Starting with the theory
that he was a guest in • radio
homes, when other announcers
were forcing their way in, he made
his announcements sincere, natural
and restrained, a technique which
has gained the program countless
friends.
That was in 1926. For the next
three years, the program was increased to a western New York
state three-station hookup. Then
to CBS, where it has been a Saturday evening highlight of the fall
and winter for the last six years.
From the first, the program
clicked, although Carborundum's
products seemed unusual for radio. Year after year, the responses
increased. Numberless people to
whom "abrasives" meant nothing
are now familiar with the all-important place of grinding in every
type of manufacture, as well as
with consumer abrasive articles.
The chats about industrial abrasives, interesting and informative
behind-the-scenes-in-industry talks,
rather than straight selling copy,
have been invaluable institutional
publicity for Carborundum, for
both
will. industrial and public goodMeanwhile, Mr. Bowman has
also become an outstanding goodwill ambassador for radio. The
success of this unique series has
led to many requests for him to
tell the story of radio as an ad-
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NOTES

JUDGE E. O. SYKES, chairman of
the FCC Broadcast Division, spoke
over NBC Nov. 3 on the occasion
of the 16th anniversary of KDKA,
Pittsburgh, pioneer Westinghouse station, commending the public service of
its operators since it first went on the
air totionbroadcast
the Harding-Cox elecreturns in 1920.
J. C. McNARY, consulting engineer
and member of the firm of McNary
& Chambers, Washington, on Oct. 31
was married in Washington to Miss
Bert Siebert, secretary to James W.
Baldwin, NAB managing director.
She will continue her post until the
first of the year. Philip G. Loucks,
formerly NAB managing director, was
best man. The newlyweds left for a
motor trip to Miami, returning Nov. 8.
GUY STEWART, formerly of WLAP.
Louisville. WROK, Rockford, 111., and
WOL, Washington, has been named
sales manager of WKZO, Kalamazoo.
MILTON RUBEL, formerly with
WJJD, Chicago, and previously associated with General Outdoor Advertising Co., has joined the sales staff
of WAAF, Chicago.
CLYDE F. COOMBS, for the last
two years an NBC sales representative in San Francisco, has been appointed the network's western division assistant sales manager, according to Harry F. Anderson, western
division sales manager in that city.
Before joining NBC, Coombs was Pacific Coast sales manager of the
broadcast division of RCA- Victor Co.,
in San Francisco.
C. ELLSWORTH WYLIE, former
manager of KHJ who recently organized an agency in Los Angeles under his own name, discontinued that
business late in October and is rebusiness.ported to have entered the real estate
JERE O'CONNOR, on the sales staff
of KFWB, Hollywood, for the last
ten years, on Nov. 1 was also appointed director of public relations, a
newly-created post. He will continue
as an account executive.
OSCAR KANTNER, former radio
director of the San Diego Exposition,
on Nov. 1 joined Associated Cinema
Studios, Hollywood transcription producers, for exploitation and sales
work.
B. F. McCLANCY, NBC traffic manager in New York, is the father of
a baby girl born Nov. 4 in Polyclinic
Hospital.
vertising medium to lu n c h e o n
clubs, business groups, chambers
of commerce, and other organizations. In the course of a year he
flies thousands of miles to make
such talks, and, even in the highest citadels of the networks, few
stauncher goodwill ambassadors
for radio can be found.
Born in Buffalo in 1883, and
educated in primary and high
school there, he points to newspaper work in several eastern cities,
before he joined the Carborundum
advertising staff, as his college
education. His father was musically talented and his mother was
well-known in Buffalo as an amateur actress. From them he gained
the musical and showman's talent
which have stood him in good
stead as a radio impressario. It
was his early ambition to write or
to be a musician, with radio later
affording him the practice of these
ambitions as a phase of his career
in advertising.
Since childhood, he has been
fond of the best in music. Possessed of a remarkable musical
ear, he conducts capably and entirely by memory, although he
can't read music. His capacity for
putting words together simply but

HERBERT V. AKERBERG, CBS
station relations vice president, planned!
to leave New York Nov. 14 for a
Good Will trip through the Southwest and South. He planned to visit
Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, Shreveport, New Orleans, Oklahoma City
and Louisville, returning about Dec. 1.
MARION KAROL, formerly with
WABC, New York, has joined the
sales department of CBS at KNX,
Hollywood.
•
E. C. MILLS, ASCAP general manager, left New York on Nov. 5 for
the two weeks trip through the midwest visiting various ASCAP offices.
Mr. Mills was scheduled to be in Chicago Nov. 14 to attend the convention of ASCAP's Chicago representatives. '* • of
HOWARD RAY, radio director
Townsend National Recovery Plans
Inc., left the organization's Chicago
headquarters for California immediately after election, expecting to return
about Dec. 1 when he hopes to resume
radio sionactivities
for the old-age penplan.
C. H. FERGUSON, formerly of Knox
Reeves Adv. Inc., and McCord Co.
Inc.,- Twin Cities ad agencies, has
joined the Minneapolis sales staff of
KSTP. St. Paul. Mr. Ferguson has
had 17 years background in the newspaper and agency field.
PHILIP G. LASKY, manager of
KSFO in San Francisco, is the father
city.a 6 pound, 9 ounce son, born Nov.
of
6, at the Children's Hospital, that
STANLEY G. BREYER, formerly
account executive of Sidney Garfinkel
Adv. Agency, San Francisco, has
joined the sales promotion department of KJBS, San Francisco, succeeding Ray Lewis, who resigned to
join KFRC. Wallace F. Busse, formerly of Weller Service Inc., Seattle agency, also has joined KJBS. At
one time he was manager of KIEV.
Glendale, Cal.
E. P. SHUTZ, commercial manager
of WIL, St. Louis, is recovering from
a fractured wrist, suffered Nov. 4.
FREDtive in London,
B. BATE,
NBCin representaarrived
New York
Oct. 23 aboard the 8. 8. Manhattan.
FRANK CHANDLER, son of J. B.
Chandler, owner of 4BC, Brisbane,
Australia, returned to that country
late in October after a year in the
United States visiting radio stations
and transcription studios.
effectively and an equally simple
but effective manner of delivery,
sincere and personal, endows his
talks about grinding materials in
industry — which could be very
prosaic indeed — with the same true
and human his
intspirit
e r e sof
t romance
which characterizes
weekly Indian legends.
Ten years of digging up, writing and telling Indian legends
(none of them ever before in
printed form) have made him an
authority on the subject and
brought him the honor of being
adopted by the Tuscaroras as a
member of the Deer Clan. His Indian name is "Yo-re-hoh-ah-weh",
meaning "He who gives the mesForsage torecreation,
he indulges in
the air".
golf and figure-skating, the latter
his particular hobby. A football
player in school, football is his
favorite sport to watch. He has
never flown a plane but is an inveterate air traveler. Among his
favorite stage and screen actors is
Franchot Tone, whom he has
known since childhood, for Franchot's father is President of the
Carborundum Company. Married
since 1909, he has two sons, James
Francis, 19, and Richard Davis, 12.
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BEHIND
MICROPHONE

CHARLES
KOCH, graduate of
Xavier University, has joined the announcing staff of WKRC, Cincinnati.
JACK TODD, program director of
KANS, Wichita, is the father of a
baby girl born recently.
RUSH McDONALD, member of the
announcing staff of WNBR, Memphis,
recently was ordained as a Baptist
minister and is serving as pastor of
ii Memphis church.
JOSEPH C. GREEN, formerly of
the Bloomington (111.) Pantograph.
joined the NBC press department in
Chicago on Nov. 9. Al Williamson.
NBC press chief in Chicago, is also a
Pantograph alumnus.
ALBERT B. ULRICH, formerly with
CBS in Chicago and for 12 years a
member of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, on Nov. 1 joined the Chicago production staff of NBC, succeeding Al Short, who resigned.
MEL VENTER, announcer at KFRC
in San Francisco, on Nov. 14 married
Miss Betty Lou Davis, of Honolulu.

ALEX KEIRSEY, formerly of KTHS,
Hot Springs, Ark., has joined the announcing staff of WDOD, Chattanooga, replacing Tom Nobles. Louis
Buck has been given an announcing
post at WDOD.
SAMUEL N. MELNICOE, former
radio consultant, has joined KJBS,
San Francisco, as announcer-operator,
a position he held before going into
business for himself. He takes over
the duties of Gordon Brown, injured
in an auto accident. Jack Deane, formerly NBC singer in San Francisco
and prior to that with KFRC, has
joined the KJBS announcing staff.
JACK
STILLWELL, production
manager of WIRE, Indianapolis, and
Dorothy Jean, WIRE vocalist, will be
married Nov. 26.

MARCIA DAVENPORT, New York
music critic and writer, is in San
Francisco acting as commentator for
the NBC nationwide broadcasts of
portions of four operas during the season in that city, which started Oct.
30 and continues through Nov. 22.
DAVID VAILE, formerly with KXA.
Seattle, and KHJ. Los Angeles, has
joined the announcing staff of KGGC
in San Francisco, succeeding William
Clifford, resigned.

RUSSELL McNEIL, NBC librarian
in San Francisco, is the father of a
girl born Nov. 4 at Cottage Hospital,
San Rafael, Cal. Mrs. McNeil was
formerly assistant to Henry Mass,
NBC sales traffic manager in San
Francisco.

JEAN BURKE, for several years on
the administrative staff of KFWB,
Hollywood, but not with the station
the last year, returned Nov. 1 to be
assigned to the sales department.
KAY BOWMAN, secretary to Larry
Allen, NBC Artists Service manager
in San Francisco, on Nov. 21, will be
city.
married to Abner Davis Hull of that

RALPH
EDWARDS, former announcer at KFRC in San Francisco,
has joined the CBS announcing staff
in New York, replacing Dell Sharbutt.

CONNIE BLAKE has joined the traffic department of KFRC in San Francisco, succeeding Edna Puphal, resigned.
THOMAS BREEN Jr.. formerly of
West Coast stations, has joined
WISN, Milwaukee, as announcer and
assistant production manager.

FRANKLIN TOOKE has been promoted to the program directorship of
WOWO, Fort Wayne, with Clair
Wiedenar being named program director of WGL, associated Westinghouse station. Howard Aekley is
chief announcer. A new announcer is
George Applegate, formerly of WCAU.
Philadelphia, and WGR-WKBW. Buffalo.
JAMES M. PATT. formerly publicity director of KMBC, Kansas City,
has joined the CBS staff in Chicago
as director of public events and spedivision.
cial features for Columbia's western
HUGH WALTON, announcer of
WCAU.
Philadelphia, and Miss CaroHarrisburg.
line Myers were married Nov. 7 in
HELEN HARTZER, accountant of
KFRC in San Francisco, was married in that city on Nov. 1, to Charles
Jones, contractor.
DEAN MADDOX, free lance radio
producer and master - of - ceremonies,
with Tom Coakley, attorney and former orchestra leader, and several
others have formed Associated American Artists, with headquarters established at 101 Post St., San Francisco. The organization will go in for
radio show production, booking of
dance orchestras and other phases of
entertainment. Richie Dorso, formerly
associated with the Hotel Del Monte,
office.
Del Monte, Cal., is in charge of the
LEE CRONICAN, on the executive
staff of WMCA, New York, since
August, has been named chief announcer. Before joining WMCA he
had been an announcer and conductor
at WOR, Newark. Assisting him are
James F. Clemenger and Bob Carter.
HOWARD
KEEGAN, production
man in NBC's Chicago studios, has
returned
his leave.
programs after several weekstosick
MAURICE LOWELL, who has been
on leave in Washington, D. C. serving as director of the Federal Radio
Project, has returned to his place on
NBC's Chicago production staff.
DON mote
McBAIN,
recentlyof named
recontrol announcer
KHJ, Los
Angeles, is a radio veteran, having
been in the industry eight years, and
is
not in
"new
radio", Nov.
as incorrectly
stated
thistocolumn
1.
ROBERT HAFTER, formerly program director of KMOX, St. Louis,
has joined the production staff of
WBBM, Chicago.
JOHN McDONALD. formerlv of
WLEU, Erie, has joined KFRO.
Longview,nouncer Tex.,
local news anand studioas technician.
GEORGE WATSON, formerlv of
NBC and WCFL, Chicago, and Paul
Parker, radio actor and freelance
mikeman, have been added to the announcing staff of WBBM. Chicago.
VIRGINIA SEEDS, of the WLS.
Chicago, publicity staff, was married
in October to Jack Retting. Chicago
newspaperman.
PERRY WOOLEY, formerly of WKY.
Oklahoma City, and Bill Hillhouse,
have joined KBIX, Muskogee. Okla.
William Barclay, formerlv of W9XBY.
Kansas City, and KWBG. Hutchinson, Kan., has been named KBIX program director.
LOIS WILLIAMS has returned to
the CBS press department in San
Francisco, after being confined to her
home at Mountain View, Cal., with a
fractured knee received in a street car
accident.
CARLI ELINOR. Los Angeles radio
and theatre orchestra leader, on Nov.
1 signed with Associated Cinema Studios, Hollywood
recording studio, as
staff music
director.

Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc. • Fort Wayne, Ind.
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Annual

AIR EXPERIENCE
CBS to Train New Artists by
IjOe

Salute

Daven salutes NBC. The gigantic strides
made by the broadcasting industry in the
past decade are in good measure due to
the enterprise and initiative of this great institution. NBC artistic achievements and engineering skill have made and are making broadcasting
history. We are glad to have some small part in
its activity.

160

SUMMIT

Makers

ST.

of volume

NEWARK,

controls, main

N.

J.

Received

C.WILBUR
SutherlandC.
SUTHERLAND,
announcer and

l^HRyfl
morial Award in
W. ^^Fl
C. Sutherland tation
being. made
a special
pro-

presenc^^^j gram,
• rCouncilman
by
RoberttheGarland.
The award includes a gold medal
and $150 in cash. Second place
went to Edwin Schaughency, announcer of the KDKA Musical
Clock program. Third place was
won by Ernest Heff, of WJASKQV. It is the second time Sutherland has won the award. Fred
Webber and Tony Wakeman have
been other winners.
Instead of special auditions, the
judges listened to the 27 Pittsburgh announcers on their regular
programs during October. The
award has been provided each year
since 1933 by the widow of H. P.
Davis, known as the "Father of
Radio Broadcasting," and who was
prominent in the early days of radio development at the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., East
Pittsburgh.

FRED ASTAIRE, nearing the end
of a 13-week series for Packard Motor Car Co. on NBC-Red network,
has received a contract renewal for
another 13 weeks. He will start work
on ina a new
film. "Stepping Toes", withfew weeks.

gain controls, etc.

Award

sports reporter
of KDKA, Pittsburgh, on Nov. 2
was awarded the
H. P. Davis Me-

KNX Named in Suit
WESTERN Broadcasting Co- operating KNX, Hollywood, Edward
Albright, announcer, and officials
of the company, were sued Oct.
29 by Rachel Fields Pederson, author of Time Out of Mind, a recent
best seller published by Macmillan.
The court action alleges that Albright read the book over the air
and continued after warning to
desist. Philip Cohen, attorney for
the plaintiff, based his complaint
on unfair competition and asks
for $25,000 punitive and $15,000
actual damages.

DAVEN

Pittsburgh

By Wilbur

— WHN Appearances —
TALENT being coached by Columbia Artists Bureau will be
given preliminary microphone technique over WHN, operated by the
Marcus Loew interests, under an
arrangement effected by Ralph J.
Wonders, Bureau head, and Louis
K. Sidney, manager of WHN.
In announcing the plan CBS explained that crowded network
schedules prevent many worthwhile
radio personalities from getting
beyond the audition room. Systematic training of promising talent
and its development through actual
broadcast experience.
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Memorial

Sutherland, native of Baltimore
after graduation from Cornell in
1928 as an electrical engineer, enrolled in the student course at
Westinghouse and was first assigned
to steel mill sales engineering work.
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Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations
KDKA, Pittsburgh
Cline & Johnston Inc., Owosso, Mich.
(C & J beans), 27 sp, thru Advertisers Inc., Madison, Wis.
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City, 26 so, thru Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
Little Crow Milling Co., Warsaw,
Ind., 156 sp, thru Rogers & Smith,
Chicago.
Utica Knitting Co., Utica, N. Y., 26
sa, thru John Thomas Miller, N. Y.
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, la.,
78 sp, thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield.
Minn., 78 sp, thru Mitchell-Faust
Adv. Co., Chicago.
United Drug Co., Boston, 5 f, thru
Street & Finney Inc., N. Y.
Drums Inc., Detroit (chemicals), 26
»», thru C. C. Winningham Inc.,
Detroit.
Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
(Alka - Seltzer), 156 t, thru Wade
Adv. Agency. Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co.. Cincinnati,
50 Ui, thru Blackmail Adv. Inc..
M. J. Breitenbach Inc., New York
(Pepto - Mangan), 87 ta,
Brooke. Smith & French Inc . Nthru
Y
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne. Ind.. 154 sa
thru Baggaley, Horton & Hovt Inc.,
Chicago.
Penn Tobacco Co., Wilkes-Barre. Pa.,
78 sp. & f, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc.. X. Y.
Duff - Norton Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh
( jacks), 13 sp, thru Walker &
Downing. Pittsburgh.
G. E. Conkey Co., Cleveland (poultry
feed), 30 sp, thru Rogers & Smith
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Easy Washing Machine Corp.. Syracuse. 39 sp, thru Batten. Barton.
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
KFBK, Sacramento
Gilmore Oil Co., Los Angeles, 12 ta,
thru Botsford, Constantine & Gardner Inc., Los Angeles.
Buffalo Brewing Co., Sacramento
(Buffalo Beer), 2 weekly sp, thru
Damm Adv. Service, SacraAdam
mento.
Crusaders, Chicago, 2 weekly t, thru
Marshalk & Pratt, Inc., N. Y.
Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich., 20 sa,
thru Arthur Kudner Inc., N. Y.
Dodge Bros. Corp., Detroit, 20 ta,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
WOR, Newark
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City (Palmolive, Supersuds), 5
weekly t, thru Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
Larus & Bros. Co., Richmond (Edgeworth tobacco), weekly t, thru
Marschalk & Pratt Inc., N. Y.
Campbell Soup Co., Camden (FrancoAmerican division), 3 weekly sp,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Spry)
3 weekly sp (starts Aug. 3, 1937),
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
KGMB, Honolulu
Acme Brewing Co., San Francisco
(beer), 7 weekly sa, thru Emil
Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco.
Pro-phy-lac-tic Brush Co., Florence,
Mass. (toothbrushes), weekly sp,
thru Lambert & Feasley Inc., N. Y.
Carter Medicine Co., N. Y. (little
liver pills), 3 weekly sa, thru
Street & Finney Inc., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Ivory soap), 7 weekly sa, thru
Blackman Co., N. Y.
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C.
B. C. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C.
(proprietary). 1937 football games,
thru Harvey-Messengale Co., Atlanta.
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WHAM, Rochester
Candy Cod Labs. Inc., New York, 5
weekly sa, thru Mackay-Spaulding
Inc., N. Y.
Utica Knitting Co., Utica, N. Y., 3
weeklv ta, thru John Thomas Miller, N. Y.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 14
weeklv ta, sa (starts Jan. 1), thru
Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (food), 6
sp, t, thru N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
Philadelphia.
Drums Inc., Detroit (cleaning fluid),
3hamweekly
thru C. C. WinningInc.. sa,
Detroit.
Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
( Alka-Seltzer) , 3 wTeekly t, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Bunte Bros., Chicago (candy). 3
weekly sa (starts Jan. 6). thru
Fred A. Robbins Co., Chicago.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Corp., Jersey
City ton (Supersuds),
& Bowles Inc., 26
N. sa,
Y. thru BenColgate - Palmolive - Peet Inc., Jersey
City (Palmolive soap), 6 sa, thru
Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
Florida Citrus Commission. Lakeland.
Fla., 3 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
A & O Co., New Bern, N. C. (proprietary), 3weekly sa. thru J. Carson Brantley Adv. Agency, Salisbury, N. C.
Plough Inc.. Memphis (St. Joseph
aspirin), 7 weekly sa, thru LakeSpiro-Cohn Inc., Memphis.
WAAB, Boston
General Household Utilities Co., Chicago (Grunow appliances), 30 sa,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland, 84 sa, thru Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
F. W. Fitch Co., Des Moines (hair
tonic), weekly sp, thru L. W. Ramsey Co., Davenport, Ia.
Gibbs & Co., Chicago (Gabrieleen
permanent wave), weekly sp, thru
Bertram & Reibel Adv., Chicago.
KOH, Reno, Nev.
GallenKamp Stores Co.. San Francisco (shoes), 7 weekly sa, thru
Long Adv. Service, San Francisco.
WOWO, Fort Wayne
McKenzie Milling Co., Quincy, Mich,
(flour), 3 weekly sp, thru Rogers &
Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.

KSFO,

San Francisco

Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore (Rem), 7 weekly ta, thru
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Roman Meal Co., Tacoma, Wash,
(cereal), 6 weekly sa, thru Milne
6 Co., Seattle.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (cold
remedy), 21 weekly sa, thru Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chicago.
American Pop Corn Co., Sioux City,
Ia. (popcorn), weekly t, thru Coolidge Adv. Co., Des Moines.
Lea & Perrins, New York (condiments), 6weekly
sa, thru Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago.
W9XBY, Kansas City
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties),
sp, thru SimonsMichelson
Co., 5Detroit.
Pennzoil Co., Oil City, Pa., 26 sa,
thru Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc.,
Cleveland.
Minneapolis Brewing Co., Minneapolis
(Grain Belt beer), 6 weekly t, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., Minneapolis. Brewery Co., Omaha (RobFontenelle
in Hood beer). 2 weekly sp, thru
Bozell & Jacobs Inc.. Omaha.
WNAC, Boston
National Carbon Co., Inc., New York
(Prestone). 26 sa, thru J. M.
Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City, N. H. (Supersuds), 26 sa,
thru Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
U. S. Industrial Alcohol Co., New
York (Super-Pyro). 26 sa, thru
Lambert & Feasley Inc., N. Y.
Florida Citrus Commission. Tampa.
Fla., 78 t. thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
WIP, Philadelphia
Plantabbs Corp., Baltimore (fertilizer), 14 weekly sa, thru Cahn,
Miller & Nyberg Inc., Baltimore.
Club Aluminum Products, Chicago
(kitchenware) , 6 sp, direct.
WKRC, Cincinnati
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Crisco), 100 ta, thru Blackman
Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, Cleveland.
7 weekly sa, direct.
KJBS, San Francisco
Parapet Co., San Francisco (Parapet
cleanser) 2 weekly so, thru Emil
Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco.

WMAQ, Chicago
Aurora Laboratories, Chicago ( Clear
Again cold remedy ) , 6 sa, 1 sp
weekly,
thruChicago.
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace inc.,
Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich, (automobiles), 5ta,
ner Inc., N.
Y. thru Arthur KudMilton Bradley Co., Springfield, Mass.
(games),
so, thru Blackstone
Co., A N.weekly
Y.
Hurley Machine Co., Chicago (Easy
washing machines), 5 weekly ta,
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc., Chicago.
A. H. Lewis Medicine Co., St. Louis
(Turns), 5 ta, 2 t weekly, thru H.
W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
National Tea Co., Chicago (chain
food stores), 20 so, thru Dade B.
Epstein Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Commercial Solvents Corp., Terre
Haute, Ind. (Norway anti-f reeze) ,
weekly sp, thru Maxon Inc., Detroit.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Crisco),
weekly
man
Adv. 2Inc.,
N. Y.sa, thru BlackCampana Corp., Batavia, 111. (Moon
Glow Nail Polish), 13 sp, thru
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc.,
Chicago.
Aurora Laboratories Inc., Chicago
(Clear Again cold remedy) 1 sp,
6 so, weekly, thru Aubrey, Moore
& Wallace Inc., Chicago.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
Crowell Publishing Co., New York
(Woman's Home Companion),
weekly sp, thru Geyer, Cornell &
Newell Inc., N. Y.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (proprietary), 9sp, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Spry), 39 so, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
College Inn Food Products Co., Chicago (soup, tomato juice), 30 sa,
thru Blackett - Sample - Hummer t
Inc., Chicago.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore (Rem, Rel), 364 sa, thru
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Crisco),
80 Y.ta, thru Blackman
Adv.
Inc., N.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Lava soap), 260 t, thru BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
Beaumont Laboratories. St. Louis
(Four- Way tablets), 220 ta, thru
Chicago.
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
KGO, San Francisco
Washington State Apple Inc., Wenatchee, Wash, (apples), 26 sa, thru
cisco.
J. Walter Thompson Co., San FranMilton Bradley Co., Springfield, Mass.
(games), 18 so, thru Blackstone
Adv. Agency, New York.
Gas Appliance Society, San Francisco (gas ranges), 43 sa, thru Jean
Scott Frickelton Adv. Agency, San
Francisco.
Doraldina Inc., Hollywood, (cosmetics) 8weekly sa, thru Advertising Arts Agency, Los Angeles.
KFRC, San Francisco
Central City Chemical Consolidated,
San Francisco (Lennox cough syrup) 3 weekly t, thru M. E. Harlan
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Gragnano Products Inc., San FranciscoGolden
(
Grain Italian Macaroni products), 3 weekly sp, thru
Emil Brisacher, San Francisco.
KYA, San Francisco
Owl Drug
Co., San Francisco (Padirect.cific Coast chain store), weekly sp,
Zerbst Pharmacal Co., St. Joseph.
Mo.
(proprietary), 6 weekly so,
City. Barrons
thru
Adv. Co. Inc., Kansas

'Him?
1936

Robert Day in The New Yorker
He's our radio sponsor."
BROADCASTING

Piso Co., Warren, Pa. (proprietary).
6 weekly sa, thru Lake-Spiro-Cohn
Inc., Memphis.
KYOS, Merced, Cal.
Pacific Greyhound Lines, San Francisco, t, thru Beaumont & Hohmah
Inc., San Francisco.
• Broadcast

Advertising

RADIO

ADVERTISERS

AMERICAN SALES Co., Washington, distributing Old Milwaukee beer
in the Washington and Baltimore regions, has started The Human Side
of Sports on WJSV, Washington,
with Buck O'Neil as commentator.
Spangler & Berry, Washington, is
agency.
ALLAN MARIN, former radio director of Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago agency, has joined Dr. Peter
Fahrney & Sons Inc., Chicago (proprietary medicines), as advertising
manager. While he said it was too
early for him to make any definite
announcement, Mr. Marin said he was
considering radio campaigns for sevcompany's
products begin
and
that eral
hisof the
plans
would probably
to materialize after the first of the
year.
REED DRUG Co., of Miami (proprietary) has appointed Vanderbie &
Rubens Inc., Chicago, as advertising
agents.
NU-ENAMEL Corp., Chicago (paint)
has moved its headquarters from New
York to Cleveland. The company recently acquired the Cleveland plant of
Chi-Namel Paint & Varnish Co.
CENTRAL CITY Chemical Consolidated, San Francisco, (Lennox cough
syrup ) , has appointed M. E. Harlan
Adv. Agency. San Francisco, to direct its Pacific Coast advertising and
along with other media on Nov. 2,
started a thrice weekly quarter-hour
transcription series on KFRC, San
Francisco.
AMERICAN ROLLING MILL Co.,
Middletown, O. (sheet metal) has appointed N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., New
York, to handle its account.

CUYHOGA County Funeral Directors Assn., Cleveland, has started a
cooperative radio campaign on WHK
and is running the Country Church
of Hollywood, transcription produced
by the Radio Transcription Co. of
America Ltd.
RUSSELL MILLER MILLING Co.,
Minneapolis, has taken 130 episodes
of Chandu, transcription series from
Earnshaw Radio Productions, Hollywood, for placement on KGIR, Butte,
Mont.

PRO

program

importance

H. G. FELD Co., New York (building materials) has appointed Wortman-Barton & Co. Inc., New York, to
handle ^t£ account. Media includes
radio, tradepapSrs and magazines.
BOSTON SHOE EXCHANGE &
WEINER BROS., New York (furniture & clothing) has named Wortman-Barton & Co., Inc., New York,
as advertising counsel. Radio, newspapers and direct mail will be used.
MARY NOLAN, New York (cosmetics) through Wortman-Barton &
Co., Inc., New York, is planning to
use spot radio in New York locally,
or may buy an established local program.
HARRY M. LOTZ, New York (Perfection shoes) has placed its account
with Wortman-Barton & Co. Inc.,
New York. Radio and class magazines
are planned.
BAKON-YEAST Inc., New York
(Vitamin B product) has named
Wortman-Barton & Co. Inc., New
York, as advertising agent. Client is
using the Phil Cook participation
period on WMCA, New York, six
days weekly, in a test campaign. More
New York stations may be added
later.

Broadcast

BROADCASTING

CALL letters of WLBF, Kansas City,
Kan., were changed to KCKN early in
November by authority of the FCC.

Free

Time

Is Requested

For Flower Disc Series
A "FREE" offer of a series of 13
quarter-hour transcriptions titled
Music & Flowers has been made
to stations by Morner Productions
Inc., interest
2 W. 45th
St., Newappreciation
York, "in
the
of flower
and containing no commercial
credit or trade names."
"Since only a limited number
of radio stations can be supplied
with this series," the offer reads,
"exclusive territorial rights will
be granted whenever possible."
Stations are advised that "garden
clubs, women's clubs, schools and
universities, housewives and flower
lovers in general will welcome
Music & Flowers as one of the
most constructive, beautiful and
entertaining programs on your
WILLIAM C. PERRY, a former
music
director for NBC in New York,,
schedule."
died Oct. 30 at Banning, Cal. He had
been at a desert sanitarium for several months. He is survived by the
widow and a daughter. The body was
taken to Camden, N. J. for burial.

BONO

. . to give YOUR
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Joins WXYZ
ARCH SHAWD,
who resigned in
October as manager of CKLW,
Windsor - Detroit,
has edbeen
appointsales manager

of WXYZ, Detroit, and the
Michigan Radio
Network, it was
Arch Shawd
announced Nov.
Campbell,
general
2 by H. Allen
manager of the King - Trendle
Broadcasting Corp. Mr. Shawd
has been with CKLW, recently
sold by its American backers to
the Rogers-Majestic interests operating CFRB, Toronto, for nearly
five years as salesman, sales manager and general manager. Before
that he was with the display advertising department of the Detroit Free Press. He assumed his
new post Nov. 2.

SELF REALIZATION Fellowship
Church, Los Angeles, through Faraon
Jay Moss & Associates, Los Angeles
agency, is transcribing a series of
quarter hour programs at the Los Angeles studios of MacGregor & Sollie
Inc., for placement on stations.
HEMPHILL DIESEL Engineering
Schools Inc., Los Angeles, has appointed West & Associates Inc., Glendale. Cal.. as agency.
NEW YORK. NEW HAVEN &
HARTFORD R. R. Co., Boston, is
placing radio advertising through
Dowd & Ostreicher Inc., Boston.
J. L. PRESCOTT Co., Passaic, N.
J., has named Geare-Marston Inc.,
Philadelphia, to service its advertising of Jean's Prepared Flour Mixes.

NORSEC Co., Jersey City (toothpaste) has appointed Piatt - Forbes
Inc., New York, as agency.
POMPEIAN Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
(cosmetics) has placed its account
with Charles Dallas Reach Co., Newark.

PHOENIX BREWING Corp., Buffalo (Three Star Beer) has appointed Addison Vars Inc., Buffalo, to
place its advertising.
ALTORFER BROS. Co., Peoria, 111.
(ABC) appliances) has named HanffMetzger of Illinois, Chicago, as agency.
BLUE MOON CHEESE PRODUCTS Inc., Minneapolis, has placed
its account with Batten. Barton. Durstine & Osborn Inc., Minneapolis.
CHAPPEL BROS Inc., Rockford, 111.
(Ken-L-Ration) is advertising through
C. Wendel Muench & Co., Chicago.

Shawd

and

sales

added
power

Non-Commercial

Each

Periods

Week

•
"

A. M. Monday thro
M
Monday
through
Saturday.
TSIFW<J. 9:30 to 7:40 APflO BONO PUBLiCd, translated, means
"tor the good of the public' and translated once again, means "extra pulling
power /or the good ot WXYZ advertisers."

EDUCATION:
Tomorrow" each Sunday 12:
MUSIC: ess

through Saturday. 10:00 to 10:0i
Saturday. 12:00 Noon to 12:10 P. M.

fne University Talks" each Friday, 3:45^
4. lo 4:00 P. M. "Books of Today, Y^sJjejcday,
M. and Thursday 4:30-4:45 P. M.

iation. each Friday 2:00 P. M. to,
P> M.
as scheduled by N. B. C. HoG^nt^r Civic
Orchestra, as scheduled btf/N. B. C. Detroit Conservatory of MiAaic, §ujiday.
12:15 P. M. to 12:30 P. ijjbniled Stales Navy & Marine Bands., ]$$adj|y 2:00,
to 3:00 P. M.
w
T1V JV T TH • 1^:!30 10 11:45 A" M"'0tDe,roil Boaid $
eachi
I**. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday.
8:45 A. M. lo 9:00 A. M., YWCA. each Wednesday and Friday.

WOMEN'S

INTEREST: iSTtSS
JSP?
11:30 A. M. American Association of University Women, ^ch Frii^y 4:45 to,
5:00 P.. M. Local Federated Women's Clubs, each S£itu,rd.ay,. \2:\S to. 12:30,
P. M. National Federated Women's Clubs, each Thursday, 2:3$, P> & to. 2_:4§
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Advertising
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Home Office: Tribune Tower, Chicago
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Public

Domain

Library

OfLang-WorthExpanded
FIRST shipments of the second
series of Lang - Worth Planned
Program Service were made early
this month to subscribing stations,
amounting to more than 93% of
the list which subscribed to the
first library of tax-free music. The
series takes familiar public domain
melodies of the ages and treats
them in modern rhythmic style.
While the library was originally
intended for domestic use, stations
in a number of countries have subscribed. The second series includes
name orchestras and artists, continuity service and publicity material. C. O. Langlois, general manager of Lang-Worth Feature Programs, stated that the second series was based on suggestions from
stations.

TRANSCRIPTIONS
WARD REFRIGERATOR & MFG.
Co., Los Angeles office, has recorded a
series of 26 five-minute transcriptions
at Associated Cinema Studios, Hollywood, under the title of Icities &
Oddities. Logan & Stebbins, Los Angeles agency, will place the discs on
stations throughout
the country.
TITAN PRODUCTIONS Inc., San
Francisco transcription concern, is
cutting a new commentary series of
John Nesbitfs Passing Parade for
Duart Sales Co. Ltd., San Francisco
(Creme of Milk Face Cream and
Permanent Wave), which, thru Howard E. Williams Adv. Service, San
Francisco, will be placed on various
eastern and midwestern stations. Titan
is also cutting a series of one-minute
announcements for the Central Shoe
Co., St. Louis, to be placed direct on
various stations.
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S. WILLIAM YOUNG, formerly manager of the Victor Division of RCA
Mfg. Co. in Chicago, where he supervisedstudios,
constructionandof previously
the company's
recording
with
Columbia Phonograph Co., has joined
the Chicago
Transcription Service.staff
For oftheNBC's
last six
months
Young has been on the West Coast
with
servedJanas Garber's
business orchestra,
manager. which he
WIP, Philadelphia, has subscribed for
the WBS transcription library.
MORGAN RECORDING Co., new
San Francisco transcription concern,
is cutting a quarter-hour series of
travelogues titled Roadways of Romance with Comdr. A. W. Scott, commentator, for the Pacific Greyhound
Lines Inc., that city (transportation),
which will be placed through Beaumont & Hohman Inc., San Francisco
agency. A series of 13 five-minute
transcriptions based on "curious facts"
are being cut by the Morgan Recording Co. for St. Claire Brewing Co.,
San Jose, Cal., to be placed through
cisco.
Guggenheim
Adv. Agency, San FranRICHARD HOLMAN, who writes the
scripts and also acts in The Cub Reporters, serial being cut by MacGregor
& Sollie Inc., Hollywood transcription concern, after an illness which
confined him to his home in San Franfornia. cisco, has returned to Southern CaliSTANDARD RADIO Inc., Hollywood
transcription program producers, early
in November started to record Henry
King's
ice withorchestra
productionfor atitsthelibrary
RCA servMfg.
Co. sound studios in that city.
RADIO PRODUCERS SALES Co.,
subsidiary and sales staff for Radio
Recorders Inc., Hollywood, on Nov.
1 changed
its name to Radio Producers of Hollywood.

SEATS

WAY

THE radio program division of the
Walter Biddick Co., Los Angeles, has
purchased Green Valley Line, Treasurer of the Lorelei and Blair of the
Mounted, transcriptions from Audisk
Corp., San Francisco transcription
firm which went out of business in
October. The Biddick organization
will place
sales
catalog.the items in its current

RADIO RECORDERS Inc., Hollywood transcription studios, on Dec. 1
will move to its new building at 932
No. Western Ave. The old studios at
606 N. Bronson Ave. will be used for
auxiliary purposes until April, 1937.
JAMES B. KEYSOR Sound Studios,
57 Richards St., Salt Lake City, for
several years doing instantaneous redepartment.
cording, hasf started a transcription
THE John Hix Strange as It Seems
program
on for
DonGilmore
Lee-CBS
network
twice
a week
Oil Co.,
Los

within

Angeles, and produced by the Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood radio agency,scriptions
has
trantwice a been
week taken
by theonBritish
Australian Lead Manufacturers Pty.
Ltd. for airing on 2GB, Sydney.
ARTHUR TIBBALS, for two years
production manager of KFAC, Los
Angeles, has been named production
manager
for Associated Transcriptions of Hollywood.
WFAA, Dallas, has subscribed to the
NBC Thesaurus transcription library.
Ernest R. Folger
ERNEST R. FOLGER, 66, president of J. A. Folger & Co., San
Francisco (coffee & tea), died in
a Belmont (Cal.) hospital, Nov. 7
following a long illness. A graduate of Yale University, he entered
the family coffee business which
was founded in 1850. Upon the
death of his brother, James A.
Folger, he became president of the
company in 1921. Survived by his
widow, and two daughters, Mrs.
Tobin.
Robert Watt Miller and Mrs. Cyril
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Library

Approved

Declares

Baldwin

Finds Favorable Response
Public Domain Disc Plan

to

A "GRATIFYING response" to
the proposal of the NAB to record
a library of 100 hours of public
domain music has been received
from members of the trade association, with some 300 of the
NAB's 400 members already having responded to the initial questionnaire, James W. Baldwin, NAB
12.
managing director, declared Nov.
Although less than a month has
elapsed since Mr. Baldwin mailed
to his membership the announcement of the plans on Oct. 23, more
than three-fourths of the membership responded, he said. The only
question asked in the letter announcing the plan was whether the
station used the lateral or vertical
type of reproduction so that the
NAB could gauge its orders
for pressings. Practically all responses, Mr. Baldwin said, indicated intense interest in the plan
for a public domain library, which
would be free from payment of
copyright
royalties to ASCAP or
other
groups.
Production Study
MR. BALDWIN declared it is yet
too early to say when actual production will begin. He explained
he is negotiating with various recording companies and investigating their methods of production
before deciding upon placement of
the initial recording order.
The music to be transcribed is
the result of searches made at the
Library of Congress, which is the
repository for public domain and
other works. Edward J. Fitzgerald,
director of the NAB Bureau of
Copyrights, is in charge of the
work and has been searching the
Library files.. He has procured
clearance, according to Mr. Baldwin, of some 1,600 numbers which,
he estimated, will make up the 100
hour transcription library.
The transcription library project
is a part of the NAB plan to
eventually build up a reservoir of
music which, in times of emergency, would relieve the industry
of its dependence upon groiips
owning copyrights.
No estimate can be made yet of
recording costs or the amount to
be assessed stations for the production of the library, Mr. Baldwin
declared. Such matters as studio
facilities and use of orchestras and
artists for production must be
taken into account, he pointed out,
and it may be several months before actual production begins. Recordings will be done under the
immediate supervision of Mr. Fitzgerald, who personally is supervising the arranging of the public
domain numbers. [See Nov. 1
Broadcasting].
Doraldina

Testing

COSMETIC DISTRIBUTORS Inc.,
Los Angeles (Doraldina Cosmetics) early in November started a
test announcement campaign on
KFI, Los
KGO,
Oakland.Angeles,
Advertisingand
Arts
Agency,
Los Angeles, handles the account.
If the campaign on the Coast warrants opening additional territory
by radio, stations in Michigan and
Ohio will be used.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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ABC Appliance Plans
ALTORFER BROS. Co., Peoria,
111. (ABC washing machines), has
named Hanff-Metzger Inc., Chicago, as advertising agency. The
Hilltoppers program, broadcast
three times weekly on WLS, Chicago, will be continued, and a
quarter-hour transcription series,
featuring a chorus of boys and
girls, has been recorded in Columbia Phonograph Co.'s Chicago studios for use in a dealer-cooperative
campaign which is now being discussed at a series of dealer meetings.

The

Other

Fellow's

Wrong Caption
TO THE Editor of Broadcasting:
It may interest you to know that
in your issue of Nov. 1, Page 11,
Volume 11, No. 9, there appears
a picture in the upper left hand
corner, of three members of the
NBC staff who are supposed to be
engaged in broadcasting an opera
from the Metropolitan in New
York City. The caption below the
picture states that Milton J. Cross,
Herbert Liversidge and Charles
Grey are pictured above.
It so happens that in December
1931, when this picture was taken,

JULAXE PELLETIER, pianist at
WJJD, Chicago has just received
word of the birth of Julane Johnson,
the 45th baby (and the eighth of the
Johnson clan) to be named for her.

Viewpoint

I was the person referred to as the
production expert — and not Herbert Liversidge as stated in your
magazine. Mr. Liversidge has been
doing the opera for the past two
years, but for the first three years,
and when the picture was taken, I
was the production man in charge
♦ ♦ ♦
Edwin L. Dunham
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.
New York City
Nov. 4, 1936.
Editor's Note — Our sincere apologies to
Mr. Dunham, original production man for
NBC on the Metropolitan Opera assignment. The mistake was due to an error
in the caption supplied to Broadcasting
with the photograph used in our NBC anniversary layouts.
Shift in Time
TO THE Editor of Broadcasting:
We notice on page 78 under
"Network Accounts" you have the
campaign which is being participated in by a number of banks
throughout the country as being
from 10:30 to 11 p. m. This is in
error and regret sincerely to note
it. The correct time is 10 to 10:30
New York time.
We are just wondering from
what
list. source you got the time vou
R. Moore
The
Wessell Company
Chicago
Nov. 3, 1936.
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For Higher Power
TO THE Editor of Broadcasting:
I am taking out a couple of
minutes to compliment you on
your editorial in Nov. 1 issue of
Broadcasting entitled "A Couple
of Points." This editorial is very
much to the point.
All local and regional broadcasting stations which have shown by
their past record to be able to
move ahead with the development
of the art,
given asay,
sub-a
stantialshould
increase inbe power,
ten-fold increase.
I. Z. Buckwalter
Mason-Dixon Radio Group Inc.
Lancaster, Pa.
Nov. 9, 1936

IT/

ber of mid-morning,
and

and should be corrected. We have
no objections to any one connected
with Station WOL telling their
listeners to tune out our programs.
We are trying to reach the people
who love the truth and those who
do not love the truth are welcome
to tune out.
W. H. Jenkins,
Jehovah's Witnesses.

CANT

STRETCH

Except

Watch Tower Objects
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
As a representative of the Watch
Tower, of Brooklyn, New York, I
am authorized to ask you to correct the statement made in an article "Freedom of the Air" appearing in the Sept. 1 issue of your
magazine, which read as follows:
"The sponsor objected, of course,
and William B. Dolph, station
manager, offered to cancel the conrather than
curb Benford."
The tractabove
statement
is untrue

Inc., National Advertising Representative

Chicago

Detroit

BROADCASTING

San Francisco
• Broadcast

Los Angeles •
Advertising
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AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
K. S. KENDRICK has been appointed manager of the Atlanta office of
John H. Perry Associates, station
and newspaper representatives, taking
charge Dec. 1. For the past seven
years Mr. Kendrick has been connected with publication representation in
Atlanta. In recent months John H.
Perry Associates has opened offices in
four cities throughout the United
States. William K. Dorman is New
York manager ; O. J. Ranft, Chicago
manager ; J. J. Higgins, Detroit manager. In San Francisco they are represented by R. J. Bidwell & Co.
JOSEPH E. HANSON has resigned
as executive vice-president of Frank
Presbrey Co., New York, to join H.
M. Kieswetter Adv. Agency, New
York, as vice-president.
WILLIAM V. PARKER, formerly of
General Plate Co., Attleboro, Mass.,
and the Boston Daily Record, has
joined Sutherland-Abbott Adv. Agency,
Boston.
JACK VAN NOSTRAND, for the
last two years production manager of
KFRC in San Francisco, resigned
Nov. 1 to join the script and production department of Benton & Bowles
Inc., in Hollywood. No successor has
been named at KFRC, but William
Pabst. assistant station manager, is
supervising production.
SIDNEY
GARFINKEL ADV.
AGENCY, San Francisco, has increased its office space at 153 Kearny
St., and also has added to its personnel. L. C. Cole, formerly associated with a Los Angeles agency,
has been brought in as account executive and I. Adriel Fried, formerly
with the Emanu-El & Jewish Journal,
San Francisco publication, has been
placed in charge of new business contacts.
LIONEL

K. BRIDGE, on the exploitation and publicity staff of Lord
& Thomas, Los Angeles, for California's Hour, which
sponsored
by
the California
ChainwasStores
Association Inc., over 9 CBS-Don Lee network stations for 26 weeks, was
scheduled to leave San Francisco
Nov. 11 for Sydney, Australia. He is
to be gone several months, combining
business and pleasure.
EDNA PUPHAL, in the traffic department of KFRC, San Francisco,
for the last six months, has resigned
to join F. Wallis Armstrong Co., Los
Angeles. She will work with Diana
Bourbon of that agency.
LUKE C. ACORD has joined the
staff of Advertising Arts Agency, Los
Angeles, as a radio merchandising expert and account executive. For four
years he was with the Sperry Flour
Co., San Francisco, and previously
managed
Sharpies' Breakfast Club
on KNX. the
Hollywood.
FURGASON & ASTON, New York,
station representative, has moved its
office to 17 E. 45th St. The firm also
maintains offices in Detroit and Chicago.
WCOL, Columbus, has appointed Joseph H. McGillvra as its national representative effective Oct. 28.
ROBERT SMITH, of Young & Rubicam Inc., New York, has been transferred from the mailing department
to the radio publicity division under
Fred Wile.
BOB HOWARD, president of Roesler & Howard Inc., exclusive foreignlanguage program representatives, has
returned to his New York headquarters in the Lincoln Building after a
week in Chicago where he and George
Roesler completed details of getting
the new organization under way.
EDWARD BALLINGER leaves the
radio department of J. Walter
Thompson Co. in Chicago Nov. 15 to
join WKY, Oklahoma City, to handle
sales promotion.
BROADCASTING

No

Men

Wanted

AN URGENT plea for mother's milk was received recently by WIP, Philadelphia, and
due to the emergency aspects
of the case, spot announcements were aired throughout
the day and early evening
requesting persons who could
help to get in touch immediately with a certain telephone number. The last spot
announcement was aired at
7:45 p. m., and not until the
spot was read on the air was
it realized that it followed
the For Men Only urogram,
on from 7:30 to 7:45 p. m.

Roesler

&

Howard

Tests

Spot Series in German
ROESLER & HOWARD Inc. has
aligned WWSW,
Pittsburgh,
WIND, Gary, WSBC, Chicago,
WEDC, Chicago, and WEMP, Milwaukee, making a total of 20 stations now represented by this recently organized firm, which is
specializing in the promotion of
foreign language urograms for
American radio stations.
The company has placed a twoweek test announcement campaign
in German on WPEN-WRAX,
Philadelphia, for National Weeklies Inc., Chicago, advertising a
contest to get subscriptions for a
German magazine, through Albert
Kircher Co., Chicago. If the test
is successful the campaign will be
extended to include stations with
German-speaking audiences in all
parts of the country.
Flamm

Reid

Heads

Rankin

ATTENTION
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SALESMEN

!
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have

a
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Radio

'TIME IS MONEY"

J. LEWIS

REID, pioneer radio announcer and one of the original
"four horsemen" at the old WJZ
in 1923, and later with WOR, Newark, has been named radio director of Wm. H. Rankin Co., New
York agency. Last year he arranged transatlantic broadcasts in
London for Standard Oil Co. of
Indiana. He has a background of
theatrical experience.
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REG. U. S. PAT- OFFICE I NC,
1357

No.

Gordon

Hollywood,

St.

Calif.

Is Honored

DONALD FLAMM, president of
WMCA, New York, was to be
honor guest at a testimonial dinner tendered by the board of the
Infants Home of Brooklyn at the
Plaza Hotel, New York, Nov. 14.
Among those scheduled to speak
were Anning S. Prall, FCC chairman; former Mayor Walker of
New York; David Sarnoff, RCA
president; Alfred J. McCosker,
WOR president; Judge Ferdinand
Pecora of the New York State Supreme Court, and Max Steuer,
noted lawyer. The same organization gave a tribute dinner to Mr.
McCosker last year in recognition
of his charitable contributions.
Speeches were broadcast by WOR.
Pure Milk to Expand
PURE MILK DAIRY PRODUCTS
Co., Chicago, subsidiary of the
Pure Milk Association, (Golden
Rich Cheese), is sponsoring two
quarter-hours of Transradio news
flashes weekly on WOR, Newark,
and is preparing a new program
which will probably be broadcast
twice weekly over an MBS hookup.
Agency is Hanff-Metzger Inc., Chicago.
Aladdin Lamp Series
MANTLE LAMP Co. of America,
Chicago (Aladdin lamps) return to
the
air on Nov.
7 with
Ed
McConnell
on two
MBSSmilin'
stations
(WOR, WLW), Saturdavs 9:159:30 p. m. with repeat for WLW,
9:30-9:45 p. m. Program is keyed
from WLW and was placed through
Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc.,
Chicago.

• Broadcast

Alfred W. Erickson
ALFRED W. ERICKSON, 60,
chairman of the board of McCannErickson Inc., New York, died
Nov. 2 in Pasadena, Cal. Mr. Erickson established Erickson Adv.
Agency, New York, in 1902 and
was in active control until it
merged with H. K. McCann Co.,
New York, forming the present
firm of McCann-Erickson. He was
the organizer of the Congoleum
Co. which later became known as
Congoleum-Nairn Inc., Kearney,
N. J. and was chairman of this
concern at the time of his death.
He was also associated with the
Bon Ami Co., New York, and Barrett Co., New York. Funeral was
held in New York Nov. 6 with H.
K. McCann, president of McCannErickson; W. H. Johns, chairman
of the board of Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn; John Benson,
president of the American Association of Advertising Agencies;
and John L. Anderson, secretary
and treasurer of McCann-Erickson, among the honorary nallbearers. Mr. Erickson is survived by
his widow.

Advertising
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STUDIO
PROGRAM

AND
In Pupils' Hands
PROGRAM and operation
officials of WGL, Fort
Wayne, Ind., will take a
well-earned vacation one Saturday of each month, beginning Dec. 12, when students
of North Side High School
take over all broadcasting
activities for an entire day.
Each Fort Wayne institution
above the grade-school class
will be given an opportunity
to man the WGL helm, and
student program directors,
operators and production
heads will be given all possible cooperation in making
their broadcasting venture a
success.

NOTES

A NEW time-sharing arrangement
with the other station on its frequency has been effected by WBNX,
New York, providing for the use of
5 :30 to 7 p. m. daily, except Sunday, by station WAWZ, Zarephath,
N. J., for its religious broadcasts.
Formerly staggered at various hours
throughout the week, the uniform arrangement makes it possible for listeners to know the schedules of both
stations without constant reference to
listings. Under the new schedule
WBNX is heard from 9 a. m. to 5
p. m. and from 7 p. m. to 1 a. m.
WFIL, Philadelphia, has revived the
Famous Philadelphia Women of Yesteryear series presented last year by
the Philadelphia Club of Advertising
Women. Requests for a renewal of
the series came from schools, churches,
clubs and other groups. The sketches
are written and presented by members of the club, of which Miss Edith
Ellsworth is president. The radio
committee consists of Miss Ruth Clair,
chairman, Mrs. A. J. Hild, Mrs. Kay
Cavender, Miss Catherine Schafer.
WGR, Buffalo, is broadcasting a new
football program Musical Scoreboard,
sponsored Saturday evenings by
George F. Stein Brewery, with Armand S. Weill Co. Inc. producing.
Afternoon scores are announced between foolish patter and college music.

WTCN
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS
FREE & PETERS
National Representatives

TO IMPROVE news coverage, radio
stations KOIL and KFAB, OmahaCouncil Bluffs, have installed a direct
wire from the Omaha fire department's
master dispatch and information controls in the telephone building. A
loud speaker, has been installed in
the news room of KOIL and Omaha
branch of KFAB, connected with the
fire system. It will also enable the
stations to send their mobile broadcasting equipment to the scene of any
large fire almost as soon as the fire
trucks. All trips of the fire department's new emergency truck are also
reported over the loud speaker system. Thus radio stations KOIL and
KFAB will get all information quickly concerning suicides, drownings, and
other emergency cases covered by the
fire department. Emerson Smith, announcer, Bob Cunningham, program
director, and Al Bates, engineer, have
been awarded badges as members of
the department.

Lmnm

"Is the Time

I Want

Available?"
In Cleveland, YES — due to the con
solidation of WHK
and WJAY.
Right now
we can give you
choice periods on the sole
CBS
outlets covering one
of America's richest markets. We do however
suggest immediate
reservations. Write
or wire us today.

CLEVELAND
H. K. CARPENTER
Vice President & General Manager
c. a. Mclaughlin
Sales Manager
Also under WHK Management — WHKC,

COLUMBUS

BIG CHIEF— Kata Rogeso, Prince
of the Solomon Islands and an ordained minister of the Seventh Day
Adventist Church, draws big crowd
as he is interviewed by Foster May,
the Man on the Street for WOW,
Omaha.
BABY YVONNE, six-year-old child
prodigy,work has
been tosigned
by Iowa Netand was
be introduced
on
KSO, Des Moines, Nov. 15 in a program featuring public officials, newspapermen and college psychology professor. Her program has been sold
to Ungles Baking Co.
PRIMITIVE music is the theme of
a broadcast sponsored on WNYC, New
York, by the music and dramatic departments of Brooklyn College. Included in the program, first of a series of two weekly broadcasts, was a
death song of the Luiseno Indians,
from Smithsonian Institution. It was
reproduced from the wax cylinder of
the original on aluminum.
MEREDITH
WILLSON,
NBC in western division musical
director
San
Francisco, is conducting a 30-piece
orchestra at the 21st Pacific Annual
Auto Show, which started Nov. 14
and continues through Nov. 21, in the
Exposition Auditorium, that city. It
is Willson's first public appearance
since that with the San Francisco
Symphony orchestra several months
ago. He is being sponsored by the
Gilmore Oil Co. for the seven day
show.
MORE than & quarter-million guests
have visited WGN's radio studio buildBoulevard
sinceing onitsChicago's
opening Michigan
a year ago.
From
Oct. 1, 1935 to Sept. 31, 1936, a total
of 199,148
persons
witnessed
public broadcasts
given
nightlytheexcept
Saturday, and 53,862 visitors were
conducted through the building on the
daytime tours.
KHJ, Los Angeles, has started a
quarter-hour sustaining program on
Sunday afternoons with violin music
by Purcell Mayer, and organ interludes by Gaylor Carter. The program
continues without interruption and
with no announcement of numbers. It
is titled Forty Words and Music. The
40 words are the opening and closing lines.
WMIN, St. Paul, has started Out of
the Mouths of Babes, a childrens' program six afternoons weekly. Dramatics and musical with children participating and reading of poems, stories
and the like feature the programs.
THE fourth year of Pianologues has
been started by WSM, Nashville,
with Lawrence Goodman, noted pianist and composer, in charge. The program is used by music instructors as
supplemental training for students.
Tennessee Polytechnic Institute assigns the programs as home work.

JOHN

BLAIR

& CO.

Motional

JhjpnusunpiXhWL
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WTMJ, Milwaukee, has stopped piping sustained dance music from local
hotels and ballroms after 10 p. m., instead supplying its own studio dance
music. A 13-piece staff dance orchestra has been added, augmenting the
17 full-time musicians. The idea is
as "Starland
being
Chateaupromoted
■ — no heavily
admission
or cover
charge." Taverns and other enterprises unable to afford their own orchestras are being contacted by direct
mail and urged to give their patrons
"the finest dance music without chang15 minutes."
dial every
ing thesponsors
signed
were quickly
Enough
to pay the cost of the program.
INGLEWOOD PARK CEMETERY
Assn., Inglewood, Cal., on Nov. 18
will broadcast its 500th half-hour program on KHJ, Los Angeles, with
Frederick Stark's Concerteers and soloists. The series is the oldest on the
station in point of consecutive service. Paul Winans, radio executive of
Advertising Arts Agency, Los Angeles, has produced the program for
the last six years.
WHAT happens to lost bank accounts
was revealed by WMCA, New York,
recently when Frankie Basch, roving
reporter, interviewed an executive of
Dime Savings Bank.
PARODYING Tin Pan Alley. The
Clown Court, written, sold, staged
and MC'd by Edith Shedlove, "Polly
the Shopper" of KSTP, St. Paul, for
a half-hour each Sunday afternoon,
not only specializes in the novel arrangements of"The Knights of Note",
KSTP singing-instrumental organization, but invites listeners to send in
their parodies of ditties of the day.
THE

FIRST program to be auditioned instudio
the opened
"Blue recently
Room", bynewWLS,
audition
Chicago, was sold immediately. Program is The Old Timers, featuring
Ralph Emerson, organist, and Hal
O'Halloran ; sponsor is McKenzie
Milling Co., Quincy, Mich, (pancake
flour), and the program is broadcast
three times weekly ; agency is Rogers
& Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
KSTP, St. Paul, takes its mobile
transmitter to University of Minnesota once a week and goes right into classrooms for interviews with instructors and students. The first of
the series originated in the speech
clinic,
rected. where vocal handicaps are corFONTENELLE
BREWING CoOmaha, is sponsoring mvstery dramas
on W9XBY, Kansas City, with two
programs being presented each Saturday night. The first at 7 :30 presents
the mystery and announces $50 prize
and awards of Robin Hood beer to
first listeners who wire the solution
to the mystery. At 10 :30 the same
evening the cast presents the solution and prize winners are announced.
New WJSV Program Chief
FRED A. LONG, for the last four
years in the CBS production department in New York, where he
handled the Chesterfield and Lucky
Strike programs, among others, on
Nov. 2 became program director
of WJSV, Washington, CBS capital key. He succeeded Wells
Church, who resigned in September and went with the Republican
National Committee radio division.
Mr. Long for four years was with
the Yankee Network, part of the
time as manager of WEAN, Providence. Lee Little, WJSV announcer, who came to Washington a
year ago from KMOX, St. Louis,
has been transferred to the CBS
production staff in New York.
JEAN PAUL KING, NBC announcer
and master of ceremonies, has been
signed as The Olobe Trotter of the
Metrotone newsreels.
• Broadcast
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Procter
Adds

&

Four

Gamble
on

NBC

Also Enlarges "Vic & Sade";
Now Has 14 NBC Programs
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati has placed four new programs on the NBC networks in
addition to enlarging- the Vic &
Sade NBC-Blue series, making a
total of 12 five-weekly quarterhour daytime programs and two
evening quarter-hour periods on
NBC networks. P & G is understood to be spending more money
for daytime radio programs than
any other sponsor using NBC exclusively. Last year the P & G
account on NBC totaled over
$2,000,000 and it will be well over
this figure this year.
Through Blackman Adv. Inc.,
New York, P. & G. placed the
following new accounts: The
O'Neill's, on NBC-Red, also to be
broadcast on 11 stations
on the
NBC-Blue network Mondays thru
Fridays, beginning Nov. 16, for
Ivory soap. The program will be
heard only as far west as Chicago.
Personal Column of the Air,
written by Octavius Roy Cohen,
which has been on transcriptions
for several seasons, will be transferred to NBC Nov. 16. Discs will
continue to be used in one western
city and Canada. The program is
based on personal columns in metroDolitan newspapers. Both the
NBC-Red and Blue networks will
be used five days a week.
Other Changes
ON NOV. 13 P. & G. discontinued
the Home Sweet Home (Chipso)
period on NBC - Blue network,
11:15-11:30 a. m., turning over the
period to Personal Column of the
Air, which adds WGAR
and
WXYZ to the Blue network formerly used. In addition the Red
network, 2:45-3 p. m., will carry
the program to 18 stations in a
split network covering the East
and South.
Another Blackman P. & G. account (Crisco), with Vic & Sade
on the NBC-Blue network, Mondays through Fridays, 11:30-11:45
a. m., will add 14 stations to the
network. On Nov. 2 WBAL was
added; Nov. 16 WXYZ and WGAR
will join; Nov. 30, WBZ-WBZA,
WMAL, KWK, WMT, KSO, KOIL,
WREN, KLO, KGO, KFSD will
complete the network.
Drene, P. & G. shampoo, on Dec.
10 will start an unannounced program on three NBC-Blue stations
(WJZ, WBZ-WBZA), Thursdays,
7:45-8 p. m. H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago placed the
account. Drene is also using WEAF
and WMAQ in a two-station hookun in addition to a number of local
spot programs featuring Jack
Randolph.
Under this new setup P. & G.
has_the Red network signed from
2:45 to 4 p. m. five days a week
and the Blue from 10:15 to 10:45
a. m. period and 11:15 to noon
hour plus a single quarter-hour at
9:45 a. m., are under P. & G.
sponsorship, making a total of
10% hours of broadcast time each

CBS
Football in Demand
DODGE DEALERS of Minneapolis and St. Paul, satisfied that Minnesota would be
national champions not only
in 1936, but in 1937 as well,
signed an option for sponsorship of the 1937 games on
KSTP, St. Paul. After Minnesota defeated Purdue,
Harry Fuller, acting for the
dealers, contacted Stanlev
Hubbard, KSTP general
manager, and arranged for
the option. Harvey - Massingale Co., Atlanta agency,
has bought Saturday afternoon football on WBIG,
Greensboro, N. C, for the
1937 season.
Gold Dust Now Hecker
GOLD DUST Corp., New York
(Gold Dust, Silver Dust, Shinola,
Fairy soap, etc.) has changed its
name to Hecker Products Corp.,
and hereafter the common stock
of the corporation will be listed
on the New York Stock Exchange
under the new name. The change,
according to G. K. Morrow, chairman of the board, has been under
consideration for some time.
week for these daytime programs.
The evening programs utilize an
hour, once a week, on five stations.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, largest single user of network
and daytime broadcasting in the country, reported record earnings of
$6,629,564 for the third quarter of
1936.

All

STATION
LICENSES
APPLICATIONS FOR permission
to transfer the licenses of nine
of its owned and operated stations
from the present licensee corporations to CBS itself were filed with
the FCC Nov. 9 by the network.
The stations are WABC, New
York; WEEI, Boston; WBBM,
Chicago; WJSV, Washington;
KNX, Hollywood; WCCO, Minneapolis; WKRC, Cincinnati;
KMOX,
St. Louis; WBT, Charlotte.
CBS explained that the licenses
for the stations now are held by
its wholly-owned operating subsidiaries. Upon Commission approval, the operating subsidiaries
will be dissolved and the stations
will be operated directly by the
network. "The purpose of this action is to simplify the corporate
structure," CBS announced. No
change in personnel or in the
method of operation of the stations
is contemplated.
In connection with the filing of
the application, it was explained
officially at CBS that the move is
being taken because of corporation tax matters and because it
would eliminate the holding company aspect. Through a single
corporation, moreover, it was
stated, CBS feels its organization
would become more compact.
In addition to these stations,
CBS has entered an agreement to
purchase WOAI, San Antonio, for
$825,000, subject to FCC approval.
It is presumed this station also
would be transferred to direct CBS
ownership.

"LIFE ON RED HORSE RANCH"
—A gripping story of the West with
music by "Tex" Owens and The
Texas Rangers. Great all-family
show for all-family product. KMBCtested for spot broadcast.

"HAPPY HOLLOW" -Top sustaining mail puller on CBS. Welcomed
from coast-to-coast, one of network's
most popular programs now is ready
to do a sensational selling job*
KMBC-built and tested.

To

Homes!

o 2

The question of what will meet with universal audience acceptance is a major problem in this business of broadcasting to all
homes.
Your program must possess the combined qualities of originality, entertainment value, and sustained interest. It must not
only attract but hold the listening audience.

"ACROSS THE BREAKFAST
TABLE"w is making scores late to
in
work in the KMBC Market. It's a
grand
any
home eye-opener,
product. Ona "natural"
network orforspot,
it* s a sure winner! Wire or telephone

Transco has achieved a national reputation as builders of feature length major productions which have gone on, year after
year, producing sales results for sponsors, and profits for the
stations presenting them over the air.

*< |d

In this business of producing electrically transcribed programs
for radio, there is no substitute for experience.
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One of our field managers is in your neighborhood. He w'.W be
happy to give you a complete audition.
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SEPARATE
Tributes

to NBC
at Big Banquet
(Continued from page 13)
celebration will be able to see as
speaking in his native tongue, admitted that American radio techwell as hear by radio."
Speaking for the advertiser,
nique is ahead of that in France.
Mr. Chester said that industry inHe urged greater interchanges of
tends to keep its programs "fine
programs among nations by international rebroadcasting, and conand clean". The advertisers using
gratulated NBC on its progress
the nationwide networks, he declared, want the public to like
and leadership. Another visitor,
their programs and they seek conM. Rambert, president of the Instructive criticism.
ternational Broadcasting Union,
told of the work in the formation
Ovation for Aylesworth
of that organization, which in a
A SPONTANEOUS ovation greetgeneral way corresponds to the
ed Mr. Aylesworth when Mr.
NAB in this country, and disSarnoff introduced him as the man
cussed the problems that confront
who had been selected to head
European broadcasters.
Dr. Coffin commended the action
NBC upon its creation. Now divorced from NBC entirely, Mr.
of broadcasters with respect to reAylesworth declared he looked
ligious broadcasts. "Radio," he
upon NBC "as a father might see
said, "has fostered not merely tolhis son". He praised the FCC beerance, which is a negative quancause it "wisely
refrained
intity; it has fostered mutual underterference with the
freedomfrom
of the
standing and mutual appreciation.
air in the programs and policies
It has built up the spiritual solidlaid down by the broadcasters and
arity of the land."
Dr. Compton traced the early
their advisors." In the early days
of radio, he added, the policies
beginnings of radio in the last
executed by those pioneers proved
century to the present. "As an
to be wise, as evidenced by the deimpartial agencv," he declared,
velopment of the art and industry.
"radio has just demonstrated [by
the
elections] its tremendous
"Radio," he concluded, "is safe in
the hands of the American peopower for good in educating the
masses of the people regarding
French
Minister Jardillier,
the political issues of the day.
ple."
Whether we like their decision or
not, I think we must admit that
the people knew what it was all
about and knew what they wanted
as Aprobably
before."
lighter never
note developed
when
Mr. Sarnoff introduced such figures as Amos
Amos 'n'
Andy and
Vallee.
observed
that Rudy
this
actually was not NBC's tenth an-

WOW's studio - built shows pull! Because
they're
keyed toThe
WOW's
...
and market.
Omarattentive
Bakingaudience
Company.
Omaha, recently inaugurated "Mystery Melodies". Thisistypical
women ...
handled WOW
by Maryshow
Bakerappeals
and Billto
Baldwin, and features Esther Leaf, Organist.
A unique merchandising tieup turns listener
interest into sales for Omar.
Jchn Gillin, Mgr.
John Blair Co.. Representatives
New York. Chicago, Detroit
San Francisco

590 Kilo

5000 Watts
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MEMENTO — This oxidized silver
paper weight in the form of a
plaque was given each guest at
the NBC Tenth Anniversary banquet Nov. 9 to commemorate the
occasion. One side is a bas relief
conceived by Richard Loederer, of
Vienna, and sculptured by Kilenyi.
The other carries the inscription:
"To those who have shared with
us in the advancement of broadcasting."
niversary; that the birthday came
three months ago, and that it just
got the network "back from the
politicians". And Andy revealed
the anniversary was different because they were presented two
solid hours of speeches. Vallee
suggested that an "anniversary
dinner" be held every year and
that hereafter the guests should
"dutch it".
Seated at the head table, in addition to the speakers, were William S. Paley, CBS president; Alfred J. McCosker, WOR president, and MBS chairman; Postmaster General James A. Farley;
Agriculture Secretary Henry A.
Wallace; FCC Commissioner Thad
H. Brown; General James B. Allison; Edward J. Nally; Hon. William Bondy; Paul D. Cravath;
Newcomb Carlton; Walter Damrosch; William Green; Roy Barton White; Maj.-Gen. James G.
Harbord; Dewitt Millhauser; Morgan J. O'Brien; James R. Scheffield; Norman H. Davis; Frederick
Strauss; Felix M. Warburg; Hugh
S. Robertson; John R. Todd; Gerard Swope; Gen. Charles G.
Dawes; C. D. Howe; Adml. C. E.
Courtney; Edward Johnson;
Grover Whalen; Martin T. Manton,
Chase. and Dr. Harry Woodburn
At the conclusion of the banquet, a two-hour program of entertainment was offered, featuring
outstanding NBC and concert artists.
Hearings on Power
APPLICATIONS of KYW, Philadelphia, to increase its power from
10,000 to 50,000 watts, and of
KVOO, Tulsa, to increase from
25,000 to 50,000 watts on Nov. 10
were ordered set for hearing by
the FCC Broadcast Division. Both
stations operate on clear channels,
the former full time and KVOO dividing time at night with WAPI,
Birmingham.

WOW
Omaha, Nebraska
"Covers the Nation's
Breadbasket!"

□NTHE

FOR

NETWORK

WOL
FIRST among local stations
in the United States in
Total Business.
Washington,

D. C.

WHK

STAFFS
AND

WJAY

PROGRAM production and sched- '
uling of WHK and WJAY, Cleveland, as separate units of a single
establishment, already is showing
results in the form of a more balanced setup, the stations claim.
Executives who headed departments at WHK now have their respective departments for the two
stations.
Individual members of the staff
are, for the most part, identified
definitely with one station or the
other. However, this arrangement
is not rigid; in special fields such
as sports, special events and civic
affairs, the person best qualified
for each broadcast is assigned to
it, regardless
which
it goes. of the station over
The special events department
finds itself in an enviable position
when important outside broadcasts
come up. The desired time is likely to be available on one station
or the other. Also, a number of
CBS sustaining programs are being carried by WJAY, in addition
to the WHK-CBS schedule. Columbia commercials remain on WHK
only, as before. The news services
used by the two stations remain
separate, WHK broadcasting news
from Transradio Press, and WJAY
using United Press service.
The following executives and department heads, formerly holding
these positions at WHK, now serve
in the same capacity for the two
stations: General manager, H. K.
Carpenter; sales manager, C. A.
McLaughlin; production manager,
John T. Vorpe; program director,
Mary sor,O'Kelley;
superviE. L. Gove; technical
chief announcer,
Russell Richmond.
The salesmen, of course, represent only one station. Each station
has its own staff of salesmen, with
Mr. McLaughlin in charge of both.
Ralph Worden is publicity director
and news editor of WHK while
Ben Dean is publicity director and
news editor of WJAY.
Aitchison
First

Will

Radio

Bar

Address
Session

CLYDE

B. AITCHISON, commissioner of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, will be the principal
speaker at the first dinner of the
Federal Communications Bar Association in Washington Nov. 18,
the association's executive committee announced Nov. 2. Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, of
the U. S. Supreme Court, is expected to attend, along with members of the FCC and its general
counsel, Hampson Gary.
The association, formed this
year, has a membership of 135,
with Louis G. Caldwell, former
Radio Commission general counsel,
as president. Aside from the dinner this month, the association
plans a meeting in February or
March in which a full day will be
devoted to business sessions and
an evening to dinner and entertainment.
GILMORE OIL Co., Los Angeles,
through Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Los Angeles agency, utilized the
public interest in politics late in October for a series of 13 one-minute
spot announcements recorded in Hollywood by RCA Mfg. Co. Instead of
playing partisan politics, the Gilmore
discs urged the audience to "Vote for

BROADCASTING Gilmore".
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Lester R. Abberly, Joseph F. Abbott,
Donald Abert, Ben Abrams, H. D. Adair,
J. R. Adams, Hans Adamson, Joseph T.
Ainley, Arthur E. Allen, A. R. Allen,
Bunce Allen, Gen. James B. Allison, J.
de #ara Almonte, Al. Altaian, L. R. Amis,
Lester Amster, Sidney Amster, Ewen C.
Anderson, F. R. Anderson, Lee Anderson,
Hardage L. Andrews, P. W. Andrews,
Howard Angus, M. L. Annenberg, Kelly
Anthony, Jean J. Arens, George N.
Armsby, F. Wallis Armstrong, Victor
Armstrong, W. A. Armstrong, William
Arner, Trevor Arnett, Davis G. Arnold,
Frank A. Arnold, Campbell Arnoux, A. L.
Ashby, Arthur G. Askey, J. W. Atherton,
Ralph B. Austrian, E. D. Axton, Hon.
Pedro Ramon Ayala, Hibbard Ayer, Merlin
H. Aylesworth.
B
John Babb, Vance Babb, Dean Babbitt,
J. H. Bachem, Joseph L. Badger, Frederick E. Baer, Herbert Baer, Hugh Baillie,
I. R. Baker, R. J. Baker, W. R. G. Baker,
James W. Baldwin, Arthur A. Ballantine,
Hon. Sixto Duran Ballen, Leon J. Bamberger, Frank Banta, John Barnhart.
James W. Barrett, Shiela Barrett, Hope
H. Barroll, William H. Barsby, Howard C.
Barth, Dr. Henry A. Barton, Arthur
Batcheller, Fred B. Bate, Frederick Bate,
J. S. Bates, D. U. Bathrick, H. A. Batten,
George Gordon Battle, E. L. Baynes, C.
L. Beach, William Beakes, George J. Beal,
Ralph R. Beal, Robert Beatty, Thos H.
Belviso, Hon. John J. Bennett, Jr., Millard
Bennett, G. M. Benson, John Benson, F.
A. Berend, Robert Berger, K. H. Berkeley.
Milton Berle, Arch Bermingham, Edward
L. Bernays, Saverio Bernetti, Joseph Bernhard, Herman Bernie, H. Betteridge, H.
M. Beville, Jr., C. O. Bickelhaupt, E. G.
Biechler, George Bijur, H. M. Billerbeck.
A. L. Billingsley, Milton H. Biow, Harold
E. Bisson, Edgar F. Bitner, Harry Bittner,
Charles F. Black. Frank Black, Wm. A.
Blees, Alexander Block, Melvin Block,
Murray Bloom, Wm. D. Bloxham, L. G.
Blumenschine, Ben Bodec, Fred Bohen,
Christie Bohnsack, Frank A. K. Boland.
Hon. William Bondy, George F. Booth,
Hon. Johannes Borchers, O. O. Bottorf,
Wm. D. Boutwell, Joseph A. Bower, Major
Edward Bowes, Donald F. Bowey, Chas.
Luckey Bowman, M. Maurice Boyd, J. J.
Boyle, E. C. Bradley, E. L. Bragdon,
Horace Braham, Raymond Braillard, C. H.
Braselton, Frank Braucher, William Brennan, George W. Brett, Hon. John W.
Bricker, William W. Brierley, Bruce Bromley, Herman Brooks, Thomas A. Brooks,
R. M. Brophy, D. P. Brother, Allan Brown,
James Wright Brown, Jr., J. O. Brown,
R. C. Brown, Dr. Samuel A. Brown. Hon.
Thad H. Brown, W. A. R. Brown, William
Brown, Wilson Brown, John Stewart
Brvan, Gene Buck, D. R. Buckham. L. M.
Buckle. Harry D. Buckley, Boyd W. Bullock, Arde Bulova, Edwin Burke, Roy Burlew, J. W. Burnison, Richard Burritt, Arthur R. Burrows, Leonard Bush, Judge Hyman Bushel, E. H. Butler, John A. Butler, Ralph Starr Butler, H. R. Butt, C.
E. Butterfield, I. F. Byrnes.
Louis G. Caldwell, O. H. Caldwell, Vincent Callahan, A. B. Campbell, Sir Gerald
Campbell, H. Allen Campbell, Martin B.
Campbell, Ward Canaday, Edward Canavan, Fred Cannan, Wm. L. Card, William
F. Carey, Dr. Gonzalo Carias, Phillips
Carlin, F. L. Carlisle, Emmons Carlson,
Newcomb Carlton, Kenneth Carpenter, R.
D. Carrier, Amon G. Carter, Harry H.
Carter, Pat Casey, George Catlin, J. M.
Cecil, Thomas Chalmers, Jo H. Chamberlain, Dr. Harry Woodburn Chase, La Foy
Chase, C. M. Chester, Frank E. Chizzini,
Henry I. Christal, A. Christensen, Hon.
Rolf Asbjorn Christensen, Kay Christiansen, George H. Clark, Walter Clark, Wm.
H. Clark, Philip R. Clarke, W. A. Clarke,
J. T. Clement. L. M. Clement.
I. W. Clern»nts, M. Clements, Horace
Cleveland, George Coby, Dr. Francesco
Cochetti, Lawrence Cockaday, Martin Codel, Henry Sloane Coffin, Gordon E. Cole.
Ralph F. Colin, J. Fred Coll, Ernest S.
Colling, Clarkson A. Collins, R. T. Colwell,
Russell C. Comer, Dr. Karl T. Compton,
Richard Compton, Dr. Frank Conrad, F.
H. Conrad, Robert T. Convey, Alton Cook,
Dwight Cook, J. D. Cook, Sheldon R.
Coons, Richard Copley, F. H. Coreegan,
Chas. Correll, T. H. Corpe, Emil Corwin,
J. A. Costigan, H. F. Coulter, Lee Coulson, Rear Adm. C. E. Courtney, Ruby
Cowan, Gardner Cowles, Jr., W. C.
Cowling, Lester E. Cox, Mario Cozzi,
Norman Craig, Peter Craig. Paul D.
Cravath, Comdr. T. A. M. Craven.
Harris Creech, Stuart Crocker, Lewis
M. Crosley, Merle Crowell, Andrew W.
Cruse. E. R. Cullen. Wm. A. Curley, E.
P. Curtin, Ernest Cutting.
D
J. D'Agostino, Walter J. Damm, Walter
Damrosch, Donald Dan forth, E. V. Dannenberg, Lefferts M. Dashiell, J. E. Davidson, John S. Davidson, A. G. Davis, Col.
BROADCASTING

Fields

Other
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Guests

Manton Davis, Hon. Norman H. Davis,
Watson Davis, Gen. Chas. G. Dawes, E.
N. Deacon, F. R. Deakins, Louis Dean,
Dr. Luiz deFaro, Hon. Charles deFontnouvelle, Louis J. deGarmo, James J. Delaney, M. Denard, F. J. Denney, George
V. Denny, Jr., Ned E. Depinet, Ed de
Salisbury, George S. De Sousa, Wm. T.
Dewart, Hon. F. Pardo de Zela, Roy
Dickinson, A. H. Diebold, J. W. Dineen,
R. C. Diserens, Francis J. Doherty, J. A.
Donan, W E. Donovan, Paul H. Douglas,
D. M. Dow, Eddie Dowling, Jay Downer,
Jessica Dragonette.
Hon. Arthur S. Draper, Leonard Dreyfus, William J. Driscoll, George B. Dryden, William Dubilier, Pendleton Dudley,
C. E. Dunbar, Walter Duncan, Franklin
Dunham, Orrin E. Dunlap, Jr., Charles
Wesley Dunn, Edward R. Dunning, Roy
S. Durstine, Dr. Carl Anders Dymling.
William R. Eberle, Ferdinand Eberstadt, S. W. Edlund, Comdr. C. P. Edwards, G. A. Efroymson, Robert Egan,
Lloyd Egner, O. J. Elder, Dr. Byron E.
Eldred, Don S. Elias, S. K. Ellis. John
W. Elwood, Louis Engel, George Engles,
W. J. Enright, Lloyd Espensehied, J. K.
Evans. Walter C. Evans, Henry Ewald,
Gordon Ewing, John Ewing, Charles H.
Eyles.
F
Hon. Gonzalo Lopez Fabrega, M.
Fainberg, Barry Faris, Hon. James A.
Farley, Arthur Fatt, A. Faulkner, Wayne
M. Faunce, Hon. Arturo Fernandez, Joe
Fewsmith, C. K. Field, James B. Field. R.
F. Field, Dudley Figgis, Hon. Edward R.
Finch, Dr. John H. Finley, E. J. Finneran, Hon. Friedrich Fischerauer, Arthur
Fisher, L. W. Fisher, Susanne Fisher.
Thornton Fisher. Walter Fisher, C. W.
Fitch, H. D. Fitzer, L. J. Fitzgerald, Leo
Fitzpatrick. Donald Flamm, T. F. Flanagan, J. J. Flannigan, George E. Folk,
Ralph Foote, B. C. Forbes, William A.
Forbes, Donald E. Forker, Albert Forsch,
G. Selmer Fougner, J. Andre Fouilhoux,
I. J. Fox. Byron C. Foy, C. A. Franco,
Dr. K. *. Frank, Lou Frankel, Leon
Fraser, J. W. Frazer, J. D. R. Freed,
Charles Freeman. Ward French, Charles
Daniel Frey, G. H. Frey. Ford Frick, W.
Friedberger, Elisha M. Friedman, Edwin
S. Friendly, Dr. Augustin Frigon, Alfred
C. Fuller, James Furay.
Paul Gallant, Hon. Francisco Alvarado
Gallegos, L. R. Galvin, Frederick R. Gamble, Charles F. Gannon, The Very Re*.
Robert I. Gannon, E. Gardner, H. S.
Gardner, Paul Garrett, Hon. Edwin L.
Garvin, Don Gaughen, Bond Geddes,
George F. Gentes, A. M. Georger, Hugo
Gernsback, Patrick Geyer, G. M. Giannini,
George S. Gibbs. J. C. Gibson, Francis
Gilbert, V. J. Gilcher, Don Gilman, John
Gilmer, Bernard Gimbel, Hon. Hector
Giron, A. L. Glasmann, Wilfred Glenn, C.
H. Glick, M. Godfrin, Harry Goetz, Isidor
Goldberg, Leon Goldberg, John Golden,
Edwin Franko Goldman, Herman Goldman,
Norman Goldman, Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, B. Mc Goldsmith, S. Jay Goldstein,
Monroe Goldwater, Frank C. Goodman.
Maurice Goodman, Jule Gordon, Max
Gordon, Thurlow M. Gordon, Freeman
Gosden, Clarence Goshorn, Edward Gottlieb, Emile Gough, Purnell Gould, Harry
Gourfain, John K. Gowen, Jr., Berlin
Grabhorn, E. R. Grace, Lester Grady,
Arthur Butler Graham. L. P. Graner,
Harry J. Grant, R. H. Grant. Carl Gray,
Jr., Gerald Gray, Philip F. Gray, Charles
Green, Eli Green, Herman Green, Samuel
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Green, William Green, Felix Greene,
Jerome D. Greene, J. M. Greene, Lonsdale Greene, S. D. Gregory, E. H. Greist.
Hon. A,fonso V. Grez, N. B. Griffin,
L. M. F. Griffiths, E. Grimm, I. L. Grimshaw. Col. A. H. Griswold, Glenn Griswold, Ben Gross, Harry G. Grover, Gayle
V. Grubb, A. J. Grunow.
Edward Grunwald, Hon. Sylvester Gruszka, Homer Guck, John W. Guider, F. P.
Guthrie, R. F. Guy, Arthur Gvozdanovic,

Banquet

Hutcheson, Malcolm C. HutchinErnest
son, Kenneth Hyatt, IR. H. Hyde.
A. S. Igleheart, Harry Inett, Franklin
S. Irby, James W. Irwin, Arthur A. Isbell,
Henry Ittleson.
Andrew Jackson, John J. Jackson, Max
Jacobson, Mike Jacobs, E. P. H. James,
Frank G. James, Lewis James, Radoye
Jankovitch, D. W. Janover, Robert G.
Janover, Hon. Robert Jardillier, James
Frank B.
Jennison, E. Willard Jensen,
Jewett, Louis Joffe, W. A. P. John,
Johnson. EdEarl W.J. Johnstone,
Johnson,
Courtney
A.
George
ward Johnson,
W.
Howard
Jones,
C.
ph
Jones^Ral
F.
Jordan, DY. Max Jordan, L. W. Joy,
George Judd, Arthur Judson.

Alexander Haas, Montague Hackett.
Fitzhugh Haensel, Kolin Hager, R. B.
Hale, Samuel S. Hall, Jr., W. J. Halligan, A. N. Halverstadt, Ray Hamilton,
William Hamilton, Lloyd Hammarlund,
E. W. Hammons, J. S. K. Hamman,
Jerome J. Hanauer, Robert F. Hand,
Joseph A. Hanff, E. M. Hankard, Stephen
Hannagan, E. A. Hanover, James Hanrahan, O. B. Hanson, Dr. Harbich, Gen.
James G. Harbord, Donald A. Harper,
Henry G. Harper, E. H. Harris, G. Ellsworth Harris, Jr., Jerome Harris, Theodore R. Harris, R. C. Harrison, Wallace
K. Harrison, Dr. Ben Harrow, Herschell
Hart, J. J. Hartigan, John H. Hartley,
L. H. Hartman, A. Leroy Hasenbalg, R.
T. Haslam, B. J. Hauser, V. C. Havens,
Stuart Hawkins, W. W. Hawkins.
Capt. Frank Hawks, L. W. Hayes,
Joseph Hazen, Siegfried Hearst, William
Randolph Hearst, Jr., Horton Heath,
William S. Hedges, Paul Heinzelmann, K.
A. Heinzen, Byrd E. Henderson. Glad
Henderson, Wm. G. Henderson, Wm. J.
Henderson, John Hennessy, P. J. Hennessey, Jr., Keith Henney, Robert S. Henry,
Gov. Clyde Herring, C. P. Herschaft. R.
W. Hersey, A. Herske, J. H. Hertz, John
Hertz, Jr., Dr. Charles Gordon Heyd,
Charles O. Heydt. Sheldon B. Hickox, Mr.
Hildegarde, Edwin C. Hill, E. DeWitt
Hill, Lawrence G. Hills, E. R. Hitz, Gilbert
Hodges, H. Hofmeister, John F. L. Hogan,
K. G. Hogate, Eugene M. Hoge, M. A.
Hollinshead, Louis Holtzman, J. A. Holman, Joseph Honti, C. W. Horn.
Joseph Hostetler, Harold Hough, Jack
Howard. Hon. C. D. Howe, Walter Howey,
E. P. Hoyt. F. G. Hubbard, Stanley Hubbard, Richard Hubler, Lawrence M.
Hughes, K. E. Humbert, Wilson Hurt,
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K
Harry Kalcheim, Boris Kaplan, Arthur
Kastor, Benjamin S. Katz, Joseph Katz,
Samuel Kaufman. Jesse Kay, Sidney M.
Kaye, Philip F. Keebler, Ery Kehaya, C.
W. Kellogg, Harold Kelly, O. R. Kelly,
Patrick J. Kelly, Ralph Kelly, Raymond
Kelly. Frederick C. Kendall, D. E. Kendrick. J. B. Kennedy. Nick Kenny, Frank
S. Kent, Percy Kent, Austin C. Keough,
Thomas Keresey, W. J. Kernan, H. M.
Kiesewetter, Keith Kiggins, John Killeen,
John Reed Kilpatrick, F. S. Kimmerling,
Malcolm Kingsberg, Gilbert Kinney, A. H.
Kirchhofer, Myron P. Kirk, Lawrence A.
Kirkland, H. B. Kirkpatrick, Edward J.
Klauber, Otto Kleppner, Clarence Klinck,
Julius Klorlein, Karl Knipe, James E.
Knox, Edgar Kobak, B. G. Koether,
Harry C. Kopf, Col. S. Karaffa Kraeuterkraft. Herbert Krancer, Harry Krawitz,
Arthur Kudner.
Henry Ladner, A. Landman, Robert
Landry, Chester H. Lang, Ernest La
Prade, William E. Larcombe, Chester J.
La Roche, Bennett Larson, C. W. Latimer,
IBESULTST
COIT-VY

*IOST

Let us acquaint you
with our work.

Talent

G. M. Lauck, Jack Lavin, O. M. Lazrus,
W. H. Leahy, Carl R. Lee. David D. Lee,
Barent Lefferts, Winslow Leighton, Nathan
Lenert, H. B. LeQuatte, Chamberlain C.
Lerche, M. E. Lerner, Irving Lesser,
Robert M. Lester, Marks Levine, I. D.
Levy, Dr. Leon Levy, C. A. Lewis, Earl
Lewis, Jesse W. Lewis, Leonard Lewis,
Paul L. Lewis, W. W. Lewis, J. P. Lieberman. Leonard Liebling, George Link, W.
P. Little, Harry Liverman, Edgar Lockwood, P. V. D. Lockwood, A. Lodwick,
Cecilia Loftus, W. G. Logue, Lenox R.
Lohr, Howard J. London. Joseph Lopez.
Edith Lorand, Nathan Lord, Phillips H.
Lord. William H. Lough, Jesse R. Lovejoy, D. W. Lovelace, Edward M. Lowell,
Thomas D. Luckenbill. Robert L. Lund,
Douglas Lurton, Robert Lusk, Roy M.
Lynnes, Eugene Lyons, Frank Lyons, L.
W. Lyons.

P. W. Morency, Clay Morgan, J. M.
Moroney, Norman Morrell, Lawrence B.
Morris, Robert M. Morris, E. H. Morrison, George F. Morrison, C. G. Mortimer,
Alfred H. Morton, Oliver Morton, Commissioner Paul Moss, C. Wendel Muench,
Malcolm Muir, Frank E. Mullen, David B.
Mulligan, Frank Munn, John J. Murdock,
Sr., Charles E. Murphy, Gladstone Murray, R. P. Myers, W. E. Myers.
N
H. O. Nadler, Edward J. Nally, J. H.
Neebe, Hon. Victor Nef, Walter Neff,
Rutgers Neilson, A. E. Nelson, George R.
Nelson, Dr. Werner Nestel, H. E. Newcomb, E. A. Nicholas, David Niles, Martin
Norr, Roy Norr, D. F. Norton, G. W.
Norton, Jr., John Norton, Berthold M.
Nussbaum.

M
Lewis MacConnach, Carlisle MacDonald,
J. H. MacDonald, Bernarr Macfadden,
Roy Mack, David Mackay, J. G. MacKenty, John MacMillen, Jeremiah D.
Maguire, John Majaski, William Mallard,
Col. John Mangan, R. H. Mansfield, Hon.
Martin T. Manton, Don Marcotte, Joseph
Margolies, Dr. Elias Margulis, J. M.
Marks, Tim Marks, H. C. Marschalk, John
Marshall, L. K. Marshall, M. Lee Marshall,
W. L. Marshall, E. G. Marshutz, George
Martin, James Martin, John J. Martin,
Joseph Martinson, Richard Marvin, Robert
S. Maslin, Frank E. Mason, Richard H.
Mason, J. K. Mason, E. J. Mather, J. M.
Mathes, Eric Mattson, Lloyd Maxwell,
Emil E. Mayer, Harry Mayer, Herbert
Mayes, George McAneny.
Thomas McAvity, Chas B. McCabe, H.
K. McCann, B. F. McCIancy, Hon. Chas.
P. McClelland, Vinton H. McClure. Paul
McCluer, J. V. McConnell, James MeCormack, Alfred J. McCosker, C. L. McCuen,
G. B. McDermott, J. A. McDonald, J. R.
McDonough, Elliot McEldowney, George
McElrath, Joseph H. McGillvra, L. L. McIlhenney, Thomas H. Mclnnerney, W. S.
McKay, J. H. McKee, Hon. Joseph V.
McKee, H. F. McKeon, W. S. McLean,
O. R. McMahon, G. S. McMillan, Wheeler
McMillan, Graham McNamee, Luke McNamee, John McNeil, Paul E. Mead, S.
L. Meulendyke, R. B. Mildon, Carl A.
Miller, T. G. Miller, Wm. Burke Miller,
De Witt Millhauser, Gordon H. Mills,
George O. Milne, Clark Minor.
Curtis Mitchell, H. T. Mitchell, Raymond
Moley, Harold Monahan, Harry Moock,

Henry Obermeyer, A. Obici, Morgan J.
O'Brien, Mark O'Dea. E. A. Olds, Jr.,
George Olds, Lt.-Col. Dawson Olmstead, V.
E. Olson, R. W. Orr, John A. Osborne.
F. B. Ostman, J. E. Otterson, Edward
J. Owens.

foJests

•••KEX

KEX is famed throughout the Oregon Country
for its masterful production of local programs
that are on a parity with Network presentations.
This station with the largest staff of artists,
writers and technicians offers exceptional facilities for "Test" programs. Owing to its excellent
coverage of this rich market, it is an unusual
"buy" for the advertiser who wants to prove his
program before extending territories.
KEX 5000 watts — 1180 K.C. (NBC Blue Network). The
only station in Oregon operating on a clear channel. Representatives: Edward Petry & Co., Inc., New York,
Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco.

Louis G. Pacent, W. M. Packer, Frank
C. Page, John G. Paine, William S. Paley,
Chas. J. Pannill, F. Carter Pannill, Walton Parker, Willis B. Parsons, Robert H.
Patchin, Duke Patrick, John F. Patt,
Donald Payne, G. W. Payne, Stuart Peabody, Charles Peace, Roger C. Peace,
Earle Pearson, Harry Peck, Major Herbert Peck. W. J. Pedrick, Roy Peet, M.
Pellenc, H. E. Pengel, C. A. Pennock,
Charles W. Person, M. Peruzzi, Harold
Peters, H. Preston Peters, Curt Peterson,
Edward Petry, Chas. G. Pettijohn, Charles
Phelps, H. W. Phelps, Guy C. Pierce,
Lewis E. Pierson, Harry M. Pimstein,
David Pincus, Dewey Pinsker, W. H. Pitkin, Clyde R. Place, Rutherford Piatt,
George J. Podeyn, Frank L. Polk, Ben
M. Pollack, R. Pollack, E. J. Poor.
Horace F. Poor, Geo. B. Porter, Martin
J. Porter, Richard A. Porter, John H.
Potter, Edward M. Power, Jr., John O.
Powers, Hon. Anning S. Prall, B. S.
Presba, Howard P. Preston, Walter G.
Preston, Jr., A. T. Preyer. V. H. Pribble,
Carl W. Priesing, E. G. Prime, Chas. W.
Pritzker, J. A. Proctor, R. C. Proppe,
Judge Joseph M. Proskauer, E. C. Pulliam, Lt.-Comm. B. C. Purrington.
Q
John W. Queen, J. F. Quinlan.
C. A. Rackey, John J. Radley. Marvin
D. Rae. William S. Rainey, D. E. Ralston,
William G. Rambeau, Maurice Rambert,
Stuart C. Rand, Wayne Randall, Clem J.
Randau, Wm. H. Rankin, Sr., Jo Ranson,
Wm. L. Ranson, Peter Rathvon, Paul
Raymer, Virginia Rea, H. C. Read, John
U. Reber, L. L. Redfield, Merrill Reed.
Philip D. Reed. J. F. Reeder, Comdr. F.
G. Reinecke, L. Andrew Reinhard, Stanley Resor, S. Revness, William Reydel, F.
J. Reynolds, J. L. Reynolds, Dr. Roy Dufford Ribble, Grantland Rice. Martin Port
Rice, Elmer Rich. F. D. Richards, E. R.
Richardson, Victor F. Ridder, Harold Riegelman, Robert L. Ripley, Elzey Roberts.
A. W. Robertson, Graham A. Robertson,
Hugh S. Robertson. Edward Robinson, Doc
Rockwell. Wm. Rogow, C. M. Rohrabaugh.
D. R. Rollinson. I. R. Rose, Norman S.
Rose, Samuel Rosenbaum, Jack Rosenberg, Murray Rosenberg. Sol. A. Rosenblatt. David Rosenblum. F. J. Ross. Harold Ross, Jack Ross, S. L. Ross. T. J.
Ross. Jr.. Willan C. Roux, John F. Royal.
Raymond Rubicam. Harvey Runner. F.
M. Russell. John M. Russell, George Rutherford, O'Neil Ryan, Jr.
S
H. Sadenwater. Fred Sammis, Pitts Sanborn, Curtis Sanford, David Sarnoff, Irving
Sarnoff. Morris Sarnoff, Sam Saxe, G. R.
SchaefTer, Otto Schairer. Hans Schaudinn,
A. A. Schechter, Edward H. Schiffer, M.
A. Schlesinger, E. J. Schneider, Col.
Schneider. A. H. Schoellkopf. P. A.
Schoepflin, Oswald Schuette. David Schultze.
Albert L. Scott, W. J. Scripps, H. W.
Secor, Kurt Sell, Oscar Serlin. Daniel Seyforth. Sam Shane, J. H. Shannon, S. O.
Shapiro. M. H. Shapiro. D. S. Shaw.
Elliott Shaw. R. M. W. Shaw. James R.
Sheffield. John Shepard, 3rd, Edward Sherman. I. E. Showerman, Lee Shubert,
Stanley Shuford, Ben Sills, Robert Simon,
C. P. Simpson, Malcolm Douelas Simpson,
S. H. Simnson, Jr., Robert Simmons.
Arthur Sinsheimer. Jack Skirball, George
Skouras, George M. Slocum. L. B. Slocum.
D. P. Smelzer. Cecil Smith. Courtland
Smith, C. V. Smith. Edric Brooks Smith.
J. LEWIS
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Henry W. Taft, Sol Taishoff. H. R. Talbot, J. D. Tarcher, Dr. Rinato Tasselle,
C. A. Tattersall, C. W. Taussig, Charles
H. Taylor, Deems Taylor, Douglas Taylor,
Frank Taylor, W. H. Taylor, Charles N.
Teetor, R. J. Teichner, S. L. Thenen, D.
C. Thomas, John W. Thomas, Lowell
Thomas, Reginald Thomas, W. J. Thomas,
Samuel E. Thompson, G. B. Thompson.
Major Leslie E. Thompson, F. M. Thrower,ton.
Jr., Robert
Thurston.J. Robert
ThursWilliam Tieman,
Tierney,S. Charles
Tighe,JohnW. R.O.Todd,
Tilenius.
Lewis
Titterton,
Webster
Todd,H. William
Tracy, Niles Trammell. Helen Traubel,
Hon. Conrado Traverso, George W. Trendle, L. F. Trigg, Steve Trilling, J. S.
Tritle, E. H. Troup, J. G. Truesdell, Walter Trumbull. Joseph P. Tumulty.
Barton P. Turnbull, Julius Tuteur, D.
S. Tuthill, Arthur B. Tuttle, Charles H.
Tuttle, E. H. Twamley, James S. Tyler,
Tracy F. Tyler, Levering Tyson.
U
Dr. Harold C. Urey.
Lawrence Valenstein, Rudy Vallee, John
W. Van Allen, J. D. Van Amburgh. Leroy A. Van Bomel, Amedee J. Van Beuren,
George T. Van der Hoef, D. B. Van Houten, Victor van der Linde, J. van der
Mark, Dr. B. Van der Pool, Arthur Van
Dyck, Dr. Hendrick Willem van Loon, W.
G. Van Schmus, J. W. Vermilye, B. C.
Vladeck, Irwin Vladimir, Dr. Heinrich
Vogel, William E. Vogelback, William
Kurt von BoeckVolkmer,
Vogt, Paul
mann,
George
von derDr.Leigh, Harry von
der Leigh, Erich Von Kunsti, F. W. von
Meister, CoL Alvin C. Voris, Edward
Voynow.
W
Dr. Kurt Wagenfuehr, Lee B. Wailes,
David Wald, Everett Walker, Frank
Walker, Hon. James J. Walker, C. A.
Wall. J. F. Wall, Hon. Henry A. Wallace,
Edward Wallerstein, Felix M. Warburg,
Harry E. Ward, J. S. Ward, Allen WarWarner, Major Albert WarAlanHarryG.Warner,
dell, ner,
J. C. Warner, J. R.
Warwick, Paul Warwick, Roy A. Weagant,
J. R. Weatherspoon, Charles A. Webb. W.
E. Webb, Floyd Weber, H. H. Weber,
Jr.. Joseph Weed, TheoBethueldore Webster,
Weicker, Jr., Julius Weinberger, W.
H. Weintraub, W. E. Weiss, Robert WeitG. Werner, CurP. Werner, W.Westergard
man,tis A.H.Wessel,
, Harold
R. B.
Grover
Wetterlow,
P. Westman. Godfrey
Whalen, Harold Wheelahan, R. A. WhidGeorge White, Roy Barton White.
den,
R. H. White, Thomas J. White, Hon.
William Wallace White, Paul Whiteman,
William F. Whitman, Matthew P. Whittall.
John Wicks. Chester H. Wiggin, Harry C.
Wilder. J. C. Willever, Arthur Willi, F.
E Williamson, Gregory Williamson, Charles
E. Wilson. L. B. Wilson, Ward Wilson,
John E. Wing, Paul Wing, S. G. WingWinter, William A. Winterfield, Ezra
Rabbi
bottom, Henry Rogers Winthrop, L.
A.
Jonah B. Wise, Roy C. Witmer,
Witten. Edward Wolf, Albert Woodley, H.
C.
Easton
Woods,
A. Woodman, Mark J.
Woolley, Frank W. Wozencraft, J. Graham
John Wright, Montgomery Wright,
Wright.
W.
L. Wright.
Y
Michael Yamin, Captain H. Yanagihara,
Lunsford P. Yandell, Herbert Yates, Hon.
Tsune-chi Yii, C. J. Young, Gar Young,
George Young, Gordon E. Youngman.
A. L. Zeitung, Edward Ziegler, Frank
Zink, Frank T. Zinn, Bruno Zirato, George
F. Zook, Dr. V. K. Zworykin.

Public Relations Counsel
Specializing in Radio
Hotel Roosevelt
New York

RADIO

Frank Smith, F. W. Smith. Harold Smith
R. E. Smith, T. A. Smith, William W.
Smith, Frank M. Snell, E. H. Sniffen,
C. A. Snyder, Glen Snyder, Charles Sonfield, Dr. Ladislav Sourek, Henry Souvaine, E. W. Spaulding, C. E. Speaks,
Paul D. Spearman, Edwin M. Spence, F.
E. Spencer, Jr., R. G. Spencer. Melvin
Spiegel, E. S. Sprague, George C. Sprague,
Samuel G. Staff, C. E. Stahi, D. N. Stair.
Anthony Stanford, F. K. Starbird, Hon.
Jindrich Starch, Roman Starzynski, Aaron
M. Stein, Aaron Steiner, C. E. Stepfcens,
Ivo Stern, E. C. Stevens, Henry C. Stevens, Frederick A. Stevenson, Lee Stewart,
A. A. Stickler, James Stirton.
Dr. Charles R. Stockard, Edward Stockmar, E. W. Stone, Harry Stone, Lester
Stone, Douglas Storer, John J. Storey,
Chester Stratton, D. G. Stratton, Frederick
Strauss, Julian Street, Jr., Benjamin
Strong, Sol Stroock, Sidney Strotz, Pablo
Suarez y Roig, A. B. Sullivan, Henry Sullivan, T. D. Sullivan, G. Lynn Sumner,
S. M. Sundell, Robert T. Swaine. John F.
Sweeney, Walter Swertfager, Gerard
Swope, Herbert Bayard Swope.
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EXTENSIVE campaigns to promote
food gifts at Christmas are being
plannedtions,by
grocery the
organizawhich retail
have adopted
slogan
"Give Food for Gifts".
• Broadcast

Advertising

Action
Of

to Restrain

Sale

When

KTHS,

Hot Springs,
To Barton Group Begun
A SUIT to enjoin the sale of KTHS
by the Hot Springs (Ark.) Cham* jber of Commerce to the interests
headed by Col. T. H. Barton, prom* inent Arkansas oil man, was filed
"■ by
Oct. Mayor
31 in the
court there
Leochancery
P. McLaughlin
of
?i Hot Springs, Richard M. Ryan, Hot
7 Springs attorney,
and James H.
Head, Texarkana attorney. They
charge the president and secretary
of the chamber with entering into
an "improvident" deal in agreeing
i i to sell the 10,000-watt part-time
station on the 1040 kc. channel to
Radio Enterprises Inc., a Barton
, subsidiary for $75,000, claiming its
value without physical assets is
> "in excess of $250,000".
Col. Barton,
through Edward
Zimmerman, head of his radio sub- sidiary, which also operates KARK,
Little Rock, and KELD, El Dorado,
* entered into the purchase arrange; ment last April 11, and has applied
J to the FCC for voluntary transfer
i and for permission to move KTHS
into Little Rock. The suit will undoubtedly hold up FCC action. The
complaint sets forth that KTHS is
the only physical asset of the
chamber and that it advertises Hot
Springs
far era
and the
wide,
since
"in
this
modern
chief
source
of proclaiming the advantags, natural and artificial, of this city is
the radio."
On Oct. 20 Arkansas Newspapers
Inc., publishing the Hot Springs
Sentinel Record and New Era, El
Dorado News and Times and Texarkana Gazette, the latter also
owning KCNC, Texarkana, applied
to the FCC for a new daytime
100-watt station on 1310 kc.
[Broadcasting, Nov. 1].
■
WNLC,

New

100-Watter,

Signs Sponsors Quickly
ON THE AIR only two months,
WNLC, recently authorized new
100-watt station on 1500 kc. in
New London, Conn., reports it already has 150 sponsors. The station, licensed to the Thames Broadcasting Co., was installed by Prof.
Daniel E. Noble, director of the
former WCAC, Connecticut State
University station now out of existence. One of its features is the
transmitter grounding to the railroad tracks nearby.
Roderick L. Morey, of W. Medford, Mass., is president and chief
stockholder of WNLC, with Gerald
J. Morey, Edwin J. Morey and Mr.
Noble each owning 10%. John C.
Hinrichs Jr. is advertising manager; Russell Brooks, formerly
with WATR, Waterbury, program
director; Paul Swimelar, chief announcer; Mrs. Ruth Edgar, in
charge of artist bureau; Richard
Benvenuti, musical director; Neil
Spencer, chief engineer; Francis
Garufy, assistant engineer; Joseph
P. Dyer, announcer; Leonard Stevens, dramatic director, and Mrs.
Lucile Gardner, secretary.
Montgomery Ward Spots
MONTGOMERY WARD & Co.,
Chicago (mail order) , will start a
special spot campaign Nov. 23, using three announcements daily on
KSTP, WTCN, KOA, WFBR.
Agency is Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
BROADCASTING

Radio
Was
a Pup
(Continued from page 17)

peared in the Feb. 8, 1923, issue
of Printers' Ink:
RADIO AN OBJECTIONABLE
ADVERTISING MEDIUM
IT IS A MATTER of general advertising interest to record that the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co. is trying to establish a new advertising medium. Through its station,
WEAF, New York, it is permitting
advertisers to broadcast messages. So
far the company's venture is only in
the experimental stage. As a tryout,
it has placed a nominal charge of
$100 on a ten-minute talk. During
this time about 750 words can be delivered.
The fact that several advertisers
have already availed themselves of
this service would seem to indicate
that there is a demand for it. Just
the same, it is our advice to the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Company
to "stop,
listen"of
before
extending
thislook
new and
branch
its business. The plan is loaded with
insidious dangers. The company, itself, evidently recognizes this, as it is
proceeding cautiously in this advertising broadcasting experiment. For
one thing, it is restricting the number of times a product may be mentioned during the course of a talk. It
feels that the radio audience may regard the advertising message as an
unwarranted imposition on its time.
For this reason, it is insisted that the
advertiser make his announcement
subtle. No bald statements are permitted.
But regardless of how carefully
censored the messages may be, the objection to this form of advertising
still stands. Station WEAF has built
up its reputation on the fine quality
of its programmes. Radio fans who
tune in on this station are accustomed
to get high-class entertainment. If
they are obliged to listen to some advertiser exploit his wares, they will
very properly resent it, even though
the talk may be delivered under the
guise of a matter of public interest or
even of public welfare. An audience
that has been wheedled into listening
to a selfish message will naturally be
offended. Its ill-will would be directed
not only against the company that
delivered the story, but also against
the advertiser who chooses to talk
shop at such an inopportune time.
There are several objections to the
sending out of advertising through
radio broadcasting stations, but we
are opposed to the scheme principally
because it is against good public
policy. We are opposed to it for the
same reason that we object to sky
writing. People should not be forced
to read advertising unless they are so
inclined. We are opposed to it on
much the same grounds that we object to "readers" or press agent dope
or any other kind of disguised publicity that inveigles persons to read it
on the promise that it is news. Forcing a business proposition under people's noses or into their ears when
they are trying to do something else
is not the way to win the good-will
of these people.
Another point that the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company
should consider : Much of the radio's
WJBY

Produces

Results

In Alabama 's Second
Industrial Market
WJBY
Gadsden, Alabama

• Broadcast

popularity is due to the way the
newspapers have been playing it up.
In many eases they are devoting
whole pages and in some cases entire
sections to radio developments. The
programmes of the various broadcasting stations, which the newspapers
publish, is of inestimable value to radio users, and in fact without these
published programmes the broadcasting stations would be seriously handicapped. It is certain that the newspapers will not continue to give the
radio interests all of this generous cooperation if the broadcasters are
themselves going to enter into advertising competition with the newspapers. ABC Music Ruling
FOLLOWING the action of the
Affiliated Broadcasting Co., midwestern regional network, in eliminating its Chicago studio orchestras and musical staff and originating all of its musical programs
from Hammond, Ind., James Petrillo, head of the Chicaero Federation of Musicians, ruled that
no Chicago station may broadcast
any ABC musical program. This
ruling does not seriously affect the
network, as WJJD, its only Chicago outlet, had been carrying few
ABC programs, the chain depending chiefly on WIND, Gary, and
WWAE,
coverage. Hammond, for Chicago

Jel-Sert Goes Net
JEL-SERT Co., Chicago (MaplMix, a maple syrup powder), on
Nov. 7 started Melody of Romance,
a program of romantic songs sung
by Charles Sears, tenor, and
tra, by
broadcast
Saturday
orchesKogen'smornings,
Harry
played
11:15-11:30, over a coast-to-coast
NBC-Blue network. A series^ of
letter-writing contests, offering
$100 in cash and ten Mix-Masters
for the best letters completing the
sentence, "I Like Mapl-Mix Because . . .", will be conducted on
the program, each contest running
two weeks. Premiums are also
being offered to jobbers and jobber
salesmen. Agency is Rogers &
Smith, Chicago.
Wll
YV

W

" WBAL

If I I

IN

MINNEAPOLIS— ST. PAUL
Trade Area
8th Largest in the U. S.
LOWEST
COST
In The Twin Cities
W
SAINT

covers Maryland

is growing

II Ikl

1,250,000
Potential
Buyers
in the

A NEW 250-watt daytime station on
1040 kc, in Peoria, 111., is sought in
an application filed with the FCC by
Edgar L. Bill, chief owner of WMBD.
Peoria.

WBAL

KA

M

I N

PAUL, MINNESOTA

plus!

by leaps and

bounds!

!HF" WBAL
still has a few spots on its crowded
schedule !
S^" WBAL

raises its rates January

First!

If you want

it at the present rates we

caution

you to step lively, please.

WBAL
Maryland's Only Clear Channel High Power Station
BALTIMORE,
MARYLAND
National Representative: HEARST
RADIO
NEW TORK*CHICAGO«SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES
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Radio

and

bracing pickups throughout that

day.

Politics

(Continued from page 20)
and accuracy that networks and
stations alike won nothing but
praise for their efforts. Not only
could they enjoy a sense of selfsatisfaction for a job well done,
but the highest officials in the land
and the rival party leaders seemed
to be of one accord in their expressions of praise for the non-partisanship shown by radio through
election day as through the campaign itself.
Already the networks are beginning to lay plans for covering the
inauguration of President Roosevelt and Vice President Garner
in Washington on Wednesday,
Jan. 20, their tentative plans em-

Stations depended for election
returns upon their network affiliations, their direct news association
reports and their local tieups with
newspapers; more of the latter
were made this vear than ever
before in radio's short history,
with newspaper publishers now
eager to ally their forces with
radio. Even without the newspapers, the radio stations were
amply protected by the networks,
when they had network connections, and by the Transradio,
United Press and International
News Service reports which are
now available to them direct.
Election Coverage
THE networks depended basically
upon the Press - Radio Bureau,
which combined the AP, UP and
INS reports and fed them to NBC,
CBS and Inter-City System headquarters in New York. In addition, they had big staffs of tabulators, announcers and commentators at New York and at key
points such as Hyde Park, Topeka,
Republican headquarters in Chicago and Democratic headquarters
in New York. Pickups from various other cities, including some
extraordinary features, were frequent throughout the day and
night and added bright human interest touches to the broadcasts.
NBC's election setup was directed by Abe Schechter, director of
special events ; Paul White ran
the show for CBS. Comprehensive
staffs and scores of pickups were
employed in the unprecedented coverage task.
Yankee Network reported that
its own news service, fed by INS
and its own staff, gave "on the

UJKZO
KRLRMRZOO

.MUSKEGON

Libel
Test

OLDEST VOTER— Discovered by
Boake Carter through one of his
Philco broadcasts, Mark Thrash,
115-year-old Negro, was interviewed over WDOD, Chattanooga,
by Chuck Simpson, announcer, this
broadcast being relayed to CBS as
a feature highlight between returns on election night.
minute" returns until 5 a. m. Nov.
4, with the 11 to 1 o'clock periods
sponsored by Dodge automobiles
under a $4,000 sponsorship deal.
WMCA featured street interviews
from the sidewalks of New York,
with Larry Nixon as news chief
handling the Press-Radio reports.
WOR leaned heavily on Transradio
Press and joined with MBS for
special pickups. WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield, had special setups
and newspaper tieups and went
after regional laurels with a 24hour series of features.
WGAR, Cleveland, had Pontiac
Motor Co. to sponsor its election
reports, and sent out a mobile
shortwave transmitter early in the
morning to get listener reactions
and broadcast advice to the public to "vote early". WFIL, Philadelphia, instead of filling the air
with jumbles of figures, broadcast
a complete summary of the voting
at half-hour intervals, three announcers presenting the state and
total figures for each party in
March of Time style. KFJZ, Fort
Worth, reported the local Coca
Cola company and a local clothier
sponsored its Transradio reports
until 1 a. m.
These are only a scattering few
of the station features; practically
every one of the 600 or more stations in the country had its own
stunts and accomplishments to
boast of. An innovation was introduced in Los Angeles the night of
Nov. 3 when the local A & P food
stores bought up all the spot time
on KFI and KECA and for six
days previous to the election carried spot announcements and
bought newspaper space heavily to
attract listeners. In addition, it
gave away an election tabulation
chart at all of its stores.

Liability

Sues

Iowa

Radio

by Harold Cooper, former chairman of the Iowa Liquor Commission, against the Iowa Broadcasting Co. and Verne Marshall, editor of the Cedar Rapids Gazette.
Mr. Cooper asks $200,000 damages for a statement impugning
his honesty in office alleged to have
been made by Mr. Marshall during the recent political campaign
in the course of a sponsored speech
over WMT, Cedar Rapids. The
Iowa Broadcasting Co., subsidiary
of the Des Moines Register &
Tribune, operates WMT and also
KSO and KRNT, Des Moines.
Nebraska Ruling
THE ONLY established precedent
in such cases developed in 1932
when the Supreme Court of Nebraska held the owner of a station jointly liable with the speaker
in cases of defamatory utterances.
This developed in the case of C.
A. Sorenson, then attorney general
of Nebraska, against Richard F.
Wood and KFAB, Lincoln, in
which Sorenson sued for damages
for alleged libelous statements
made by Wood over KFAB.
ThesionState
Courtof decireversedSupreme
the finding
the
lower court, the latter having assessed damages against Wood, who
was candidate in the 1930 elections
for attorney general, but absolved
the station of any liability. Sorenson had sued for $100,000, but
was given a $1 verdict against
Wood.
Theion State
Supreme
Court'sActopinheld that
the Radio
of
1927 conferred no privilege to stations to "publish"
defamatory
utterances and the defense
of the
station that it is a common carrier
was not supported by the evidence.
The court held that when one
writes libelous words and reads
them before the microphone with
the consent of the owner of the
station, the reader and the owner
unite in the publication of libel
and may be joined as defendants.
Creamery on Michigan Net
DEVELOPED as a sustainer over
WXYZ, Detroit, from an idea furnished by George W. Trendle,
president, a half-hour mystery
show Adventures of the Green
Hornet, which has proved highly
popular since last January, on
Nov. 10 went under the sponsorship of Detroit Creamery Co., big
milk distributor. The program is
now carried Tuesdays and Thursdays 7:30-8 p. m.( over WXYZ,
eight stations of the Michigan
Network and WSPD, Toledo. Fran
Striker, author of the Lone Ranger
dramas, writes the show, with
James Jewell as director. N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., Detroit, places
the account.
RED

• PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER
& FIELD, Inc.

Offers

System, Newspaper Owner
THE JOINT liability of a station
and a political speaker for alleged
libels uttered over the radio may
again be tested in the Iowa courts
as a result of a suit filed Oct. 31

WESTERN MICHIGAN'S
dominant station — serving a
great combined market of
125,000 radio families. "Echoes"
from outside stations are poor
substitutes for reaching th? purse
strings of this area. Rely on
WKZO—
Mich igan station for
M'c^ic^n apeople!
Representative! • FREE, JOHNS

of

Candidate

DOMINANT!

JOHN E. FETZER

Suit

MACON,

G A s

AND

SLUE

NBC

WCOL
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Joseph H. McGillvra, Rep.'
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California
Defeats

Series

State

'Chain Stores Are Successful
jln Attack on Amendment
!THE California's Hour program
broadcast for several months from
JKHJ, Los Angeles, to Don Lee net|work stations in that state was
instrumental in bringing about defeat at the polls Nov. 3 of Proposition No. 22, a referendum on a
legislative measure placing a
heavy tax on chain stores.
Chain retailing groups in the
state sponsored the program
through Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles. Only sponsor mention was
"This program is brought to you
by the chain stores of California."
The program is credited with having created valuable good will for
chain stores, besides leading to defeat of the amendment.
The series will be continued indefinitely, itwas announced after
the election, and starting with the
Nov. 9 program the broadcasts are
being handled by college students
at California institutions of higher
learning.
Community dedication featured
the series, with an advance going
to each community prior to its
particular program to select local
artists and publicize the event.
Spot announcements were used as
well as newspaper publicity. Some
10,000 applicants for places on the
program were heard in the first
four months of the program, and
cash prizes were awarded. Performers were taken to Los Angeles
for the programs.
Federal

Radio

Workshop

Repeats College Course
TO ENABLE teachers and others
interested in the technique of education by radio to gain practical
experience, the Federal Radio
Workshop Project, supported by a
new grant of $113,000 of WPA
funds, has joined with New York
University to offer another course
in building and producing radio
programs, script writing, acting,
etc. The session, which repeats
the successful course of last summer, lasts from Nov. 9 to Dec. 23.
It will be followed by a third session Jan. 4 to Feb. 11. About half
the staff of the Radio Workshop is
now headquartered at New York
University, the remainder being in
Washington. The project is under
the supervision of Dr. John W.
Studebaker, U. S. Commissioner of
Education, and is directed by William Dow Boutwell, editor-in-chief
of the U. S. Office of Education.
"The cost of the N. Y. U. courses is
$50.
AN AUGURY of the future use of
television was provided in London
last month when its annual automobile show was televised, the images
of the new models being transmitted
on the two systems of television now
on a daily schedule there.

KOMO
5000 Watts L.S.
NBC Red

WHEN

Tax

Roosevelt, Landon

tion * * *."qualified candidate" are
"Legally
the key words. Neither the Constitution nor the laws of the United
States make mention of or recognize that there is such a person
as
"legally
for athe
public qualified
office of candidate"
President
of the United States. Such a designation is unknown to the laws
of the United States. Such laws
govern in the interpretation of the
law of the United States, known
as the Federal Communications
Act. The laws of any particular
state can have no force or effect
in the interpretation of a federal
statute. The office of President of
the United States is filled by the
choice of electors, or failing in
such choice by vote of the House
of Representatives. Consequently,
Mr. Roosevelt, Mr. Landon, Mr.
Thomas, Mr. Lemke, Mr. Colvin.
and Mr. Browder. when seeking
time on the air from any broadcasting station, are simply private
citizens who would like to speak
over the air; in legal contemplation they are not "legally qualified
candidates for any public office"
for the reason that any such candidate is unknown to the law, a
stranger to its contemplation. One
of them will probably be chosen
President by either the electors
chosen on Nov. 3, or by the House
of Representatives.
It follows that any broadcasting
station is clearly within its legal
rights in granting or witholding
its facilities to any such "candidate". No question of policy is
here considered. This conclusion is
not true as to candidates for elector, for Senator, for Representative, or as respects candidates for
any state office.
But the question arises would
the FCC be of this view. Here we
are not left to conjecture. A station has a dispute or controversy
with the Commission over the interpretation of this law, or with
an individual seeking radio time.
It invokes the power and authority
of the United States District Court
under the provisions of the Federal Declaratory Judgment Act of
June 14, 1934 by appropriate pe-

SEATTLE
WASHINGTON

• Broadcast

K.I It
5000 Watts
NBC Blue
Petry & Company

Advertising

CANDIDATE?

et al Merely

Loophole Claim
TO THE Editor of Broadcasting:
In the public interest it would
seem time that the relations and
rights of broadcast stations as related to time on the air by candidates for public office should be
clarified. Most of such discussions
have centered about the speeches
of "candidates" for President of
the United States. Section 315 of
the Federal Communications Act
says:
"If any licensee (broadcast station) shall permit any person who
is a legally qualified candidate for
any public office to use a broadcasting station, he shall afford
equal opportunities to all other
such candidates for that office in
the use of such broadcasting sta-

National Representatives — Edward

BROADCASTING

IS A

Coach

Private Citizens;

A. W.

O. L.

ELATED
his team's victory overbyMinnesota
and
soaked from sitting for two
hours in a driving rain,
Coach Lynn Waldorf of
Northwestern ran for shelter
at the final whistle, completely forgetting his regularlyterview
scheduled
post-game
inon WBBM,
Chicago.

ed in FCC Law
tition and speedily and at slight
expense takes the decision of such
court on the question and obeys
such decision. It is not to be contemplated that the Commission
would attempt to punish or deprive
a station of its facilities for obeying the decision of a federal court
under applicable federal law. The
same course of action is open to
the Commission.
There are many other matters
and questions in which broadcasting stations and their customers
have vital interests which are likewise open to speedy and agreeable
solution by the use of the mentioned procedural statute.
Nathan Boone Williams,
Attorney at Law
Washington, D. C.

Pat Flanagan, was
station's
sports
announcer,
forced
to
carry on alone for the radio
audience and the sponsor,
Wilson & Co., Chicago (Ideal
dog food).

Gas Appliance Spots
GAS APPLIANCE SOCIETY of
California, San Francisco (gas
ranges), used a series of spot announcements on 15 stations in California in a two weeks campaign
which started Oct. 31 and continued through Nov. 13. Four hundred announcements of one minute duration each, both daytime
and evening, were used. Stations
were KGO, KFRC, KYA, KJBS,
KGGC, KSFO, KLX, KRE, KHSL,
KFBK, KWG, KIEM, KTRB, KMJ
and KERN. Jean Scott Frickelton
Adv. Agency, San Francisco, has
the account.

"THE ADVERTISING TEST STATION
IN THE ADVERTISING TEST CUV"
~— HARTFORD,
CONN.

|/

Reaches an audience of more than a
MILLION people
within a 30 mile radius in one of Connecticut's most profitable markets
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Election

Augurs
Well for
(Continued from page 9)

tions expert of the State Department.
over the "radical
in Unrest
the administration
that fringe"
in the
past has advocated some form of
government operation of broadcasting, also appears to have tapered off. Certain of the so-called
"Brain Trusters" during the last
administration have attempted to
palm off plans for nationalization,
but these never got beyond the
conversation stage, and were
promptly squelched.
At the next session of Congress
it is expected that legislation will
be introduced which will have a
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bearing both upon broadcasting
and advertising. For example, the
beleaguered Copeland food, drugs
and cosmetics bill to regulate the
sale and advertising of these commodities, is almost certain to be
presented, after having failed of
enactment at the preceding two
sessions — last session even after
the Senate had passed it. In its
final form, the bill was not regarded as seriously objectionable
to advertisers or media, and the
fight was on the issue of whether
administration should be vested in
the Department of Agriculture or
the Federal Trade Commission.
Like all other legislation, this
bill must start from scratch at the
forthcoming session. The fact that
extended hearings were held in
both House and Senate, however,
probably will obviate further investigations. Senator Copeland (DN. Y.) chairman of the Senate
Commerce Committee, it is presumed, will offer the measure,
while in the House Rep. Chapman,
(D-Ky.) is seen as its leader, having been chairman of the subcommittee which handled it at the last
session.
NRA Revival Proposed
ANOTHER disturbing factor is the
talk of revival of an NRA or some
such similar bureau designed to
control labor, wages and hours in
industry. A mandatory 30 - hour
week, sought by organized labor,
probably will become the focal issue. It is yet too early, however,

KMA

^"EX

TRA

"Extra" farm and rural community listeners in Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and
Missouri.

Represented by Wilson-Dalton-Robertson. On Pacific Coast by Walter Biddick Co.

PRESIDENT'S GIFT
Executive Has Bulova Charm
On Election Day
WHEN
PRESIDENT Roosevelt
cast his ballot at Hyde Park, N.
Y., Nov. 3, the watch chain that
adorned his lapel was the one
worn by President Andrew Jackson. It was the gift of Arde Bulova, New York watch manufacturer,
broadcaster and radio advertiser,
who picked up the fox and hound
chain at an antique shop and presented it to the President with the
wish that he wear it for "good
luck." The chain is made of Carolina gold, and in addition to the
trinket designs and inscriptions, is
adorned with several rough nuggets.
to gauge the extent of administration support of such legislation.
The elections which so overwhelmingly returned the President
to office also increased Democratic
majorities in both houses of Congress. Despite this, however, there
anpear to be only a few important
changes in the offing in radio
leadership in either house, or in
the chairmanship of committees
dealing with it. A possible change
in the chairmanship of the House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee, charged with radio legislation, is likely because the incumbent chairman, Sam Rayburn,
of Texas, is a candidate for both
the speakership and the majority
floor leadership.
Should Mr. Rayburn succeed in
his quest for either of these posts,
he would relinquish the committee chairmanship. The ranking
Democratic member is Rep. Clarence F. Lea, of California, who
would be entitled to the post. Second in line is Rep. Robert Crosser
of Ohio.
One rather outspoken critic of
radio. Rep. Monaghan (D-Mont.),
fell by the wayside even before
the elections, having been defeated
in the primaries in his state. He
was the author of a bill in the last
session for government ownership.
The passing of Senator Couzens
of Michigan, which followed his
defeat in the Republican primaries,
removed from the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee its
ranking minority member. Much
interested in radio, Senator Couzens was quite active in the drafting and enactment of the Communications Act of 1934, which created the FCC.
Republican losses on the Sen-

# Over a half million
dollars a day is the income from oil alone in this
field. Much of that money
is spent in the Longview
area covered by KFRO.
Let this station be your
spokesman and star salesman! Send for —
"THE STORY OF KFRO"
KFRO
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CHAIRMANSHIP of this committee
remains with Senator Bertram K.
Wheeler, of Montana. Prior to the
adjournment of the last session,
he talked about an investigation of
the FCC, more on the subject of
its telephone inquiry, rather than
on broadcasting. Biting in his criticism of certain radio practices, and
an opponent of newspaper ownership of stations, the Senator has
declared his committee would investigate this phase of regulation.
However, the pressure of other
legislation, notably railroad holding companies, at this time would
indicate that an inquiry into FCC
activity will not be on the early
agenda of the committee, if at all
at the forthcoming session.
Among new members expected
on the Interstate Commerce Committee is Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg, of Michigan, one of the
strongest of the Senate minority.
Seen as the logical successor to
the late Senator Couzens, who was
from his own state, Mr. Vandenberg since the campaign has shown
a new interest in radio. His participation in the suddenly famous
"phantom interview" with President Roosevelt by the transcription
process has aroused his interest to
the point where his friends expect
him to seek an assignment on the
committee
charged with radio legislation.
On the House side, minority representation on both the Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee
and the Patents Committee, the
latter charged with copyright legislation, probably will be pared
considerably, by virtue of the increase inthe Democratic majority.
Last session, there were seven Remittee andpublicans
sixon the
on Interstate
the Patents.com-It
is not unlikely that the numbers
will be cut to by one or two on
each committee.
The Copyright Bill
THREE Democratic members of
the Interstate Commerce Committee — Huddleston, of Ala., a loser
in the primaries; Corning of New
York, who did not seek reelection,
and Monaghan — have created vacancies on the Interstate committee. Republican members of the
Committee defeated were Cooper
of Ohio, and Merritt of Connecticut. Thus Rep. Carl E. Mapes of
WFIL
560 Kc.

i

'VOICE
OF LONGVIEW"
LONGVIEW,
TEXAS

Page

ate committee were heavy as a result of the elections. The majority
membership, however, remained
unchanged, except that it is logically expected that the Democratic
personnel of the committee will be
increased by virtue of the heavier
Democratic plurality on the committee. Republicans defeated were
Metcalf of Rhode Island and Hastings of Delaware, the latter a
sharp critic of administration policies. Neither, however, figured
prominently in radio legislation.
Thus, Senator Wallace H. White
Jr. of Maine, coauthor of the original Radio Act of 1927, becomes the
ranking minority member.
Wheeler Keeps Chairmanship

BROADCASTING

PHILADELPHIA'S MOST
POPULAR STATION
NBC

BLUE

-
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MUTUAL

Advertising

Michigan, will become the ranking
Republican member.
The makeup of the Patents Committee, from the standpoint of interest in radio and copyright, will
': emain practically unchanged. It
■*ras this committee which considi red at the last session the Duffy
'Copyright Bill, which would have
i liminated the $250 mandatory innocent infringement clause, thereby depriving ASCAP and other
copyright groups of their most
potent weapon. Pro- ASCAP leanings of the Committee Chairman,
William I. Sirovich of New York,
i\.nd of such members as Rep. Laniiam (D-Tex.), Kramer, (D-Cal.),
.nd Daly (D-Pa.), blocked action
m the bill. All of these members
■vere returned.
Opponents of ASCAP on the
Committee, who showed a regard
or radio's interests, also have been
eturned. These include Deen (D3a.); O'Malley (D-Wisc.) and
Dhurch (R-Ul.).
Membership of the Senate Intertate Commerce Committee, and of
!he two House committees, as they
bow appear taking into account
esults of the elections, but with
vacancies under the present bipar:isan distribution to be filled at the
aext session when the Congres■ional committees are organized,
'oilows:
Senate Interstate Commerce Comnittee: Democrats — Wheeler, chairban; Ellison D. Smith. S. C. ; Robert Wagner, N. Y. ; Alben W. Bark|tey, Ky. ; M. M. Neeley, W. Va. ; Wili iam H. Dieterich, 111. ; Augustine
Oonergon, Conn. ; Fred H. Brown,
PJ. H. ; Homer T. Bone, Washington;
.Tic Donehey, Ohio ; Sherman Minton,
i jlnd. ; A. Harry Moore, New Jersey ;
3arry S. Truman, Mo.; (one vaean■y) ; Republicans ■ — White; Davis,
?a. ; (three vacancies) ; Henrik Shipstead, Farmer-Labor, Minn.
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee : Democrats ■— Ray• burn ; Lea ; Crosser ; Alfred L. Bulvinkle, N. C. ; Virgil Chapman, La. ;
William P. Cole Jr.. Md. ; Samuel B.
Pettengill, Ind. ; Edward A. Kelly,
Ql. ; Edward A. Kenney. N. J. ; George
t. Sadowski, Mich. ; John A. Martin,
?ol. ; Edward C. Eicher, la. ; Theolore A. Peyser. N. Y. ; Thomas J.
3'Brien. 111.; David D. Terry, Ark.;
■ f three vacancies); Republicans — Tarl E. Mapes of Michigan ; Charles
\. Wolverton. N J. ; James Wolfenilen. Pa. ; Pehr G. Holmes, Mass. ;
R. Carroll Reece, Tenn. ; James W.
\Vadsworth. N. Y. (two vacancies).
House Patents Committee: Demo; ?rats — Sirovich ; Lanhan ; Deen ;
D'Malley; Matthew A. Dunn. Pa.;
Kramer ; Daly, J. Hardin
Peterson,
;Fla.; Graham A. Barden. N. C. ;
|7ohn L. McClellan. Ark. ; Frank W.
Roykin. Ala.; William B. Barry, N.
Y : William P. Connery Jr., Mass. ;
(no vacancies) : R. T. Buckler
< Farmer-Labor) Minn.: Thomas R.
Amlie f Progressive) Wise; Renubli-ans — Fred A. Hartlev, Jr.. N. J.;
Leslie C. Arends. 111. ; Ralph E.
,Church, 111. (three vacancies).
Lyon Van Expands
MLYON VAN Sr. STORAGE Co.. Los
Anp-eles, on Nov. 1 added KNX,
Hollywood, and KSFO, San Franjcisco, to the stations carrying its
weekly 15-minute transcription
Moving Stories of Life, increasing
the number to 11. Charles H.
Mayne Co., Los Angeles agency,
handles the account.
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(Continued from page 9)
basically. Did they see in radio
then a potentially great medium
for the molding of public opinion,
the education and entertainment
of the people, even in the remotest
corners of the land ? Did they recognize it as a virile, bright advertising medium which ultimately
would pay its own way ?
These men in typically American fashion made the best of their
opportunities. Through proper
guidance during its adolescence,
broadcasting became the composite
newspaper, magazine, concert hall,
schoolhouse, church and public forum. True, in the process it developed some of the ailments that
are usual with the growing child,
but the medical treatment was
there, and I like to believe the
crisis is passed.
For the Public Good
BUT MORE than that, under our
form of o-overnment radio has become the purveyor of public good,
of enlightenment and of culture.
American radio, we believe, is the
finest in the world because it has
been permitted to develop unfettered by too many restraints of
Government. Whatever may be
said to the contrary, there is complete freedom of speech over the
American ether — only laws and
rules of common sense, common
decency and libel are the limiting
factors. And these should be observed in the spirit as well as in
the strict letter.
Broadcasting as represented by
our distinguished guests from
abroad is generally operated by
governmental corporations. These
companies are naturally dominated
by the government or individuals
in power. In some nations the policy is to bar discussion of political
questions save what the party in
power thinks the public should
hear.
In America we believe in private
enterprise whenever it can do the
job in the public interest. We regard our radio as the rightful heritage of the people, best performed
through private operation under
careful government surveillance.
Radio broadcasting was born in
America, nurtured in America and
has prospered in America. In the
United States, private competitive
radio has given the world its greatest open forum for the free and
unrestricted discussion of any and
all economic and political questions.
As David Pool, a distinguished
Rabbi, said, "Radio cannot be made
to distinguish between man and
man — a free radio recognizes neither class, nor caste nor creed. It
is the authentic voice of democracy." In this country we would
not seek public ownership of all
broadcasting because we feel that
it is not conducive to our form of
Government. We desire to emphasize the freedom of speech without
any restriction on the part of the
party in power.
In Europe and in some other nations they have chosen an opposite
course. While we recognize they

have an absolute right to choose
the method of administration of
radio they desire, and we recognize
that it may even be best for those
countries, in the United States we
do not feel that the methods which
may be suitable in other nations
are the best for our public welfare.
It is for every country to decide
which system it prefers, and our
country has decided upon the socalled American system. In this
country, we believe that broadcasting can be a medium for promoting
good or evil, depending upon the
manner in which it is used.
Freedom to Campaign

WHO-.
n"
Statio50,000
CLEARED-CHANNEL—
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Banfi

in Boston

BANFI PRODUCTS Corp., New
York (Montecanti mineral crystals) is using 312 quarter - hour
programs
titled Boston,
Montecanti in
News Italian,
on WAAB,
piped from WOV, New York, six
times weekly from Oct. 1 through
Sept. 29, 1937, in Italian. Agency
is Commercial Radio Advertising
Service, New York.

FOR SOME TIME past, forces
have been working for government ownership of all broadcasting
in the United States. They have
pointed to Europe's governmentowned systems in support of their
arguments, but lately these proponents of a state-owned broadcasting appear to have become less
articulate. Perhaps they have been
comparing the free American radio with the methods used in other
nations. As an illustration we can
take our experience in the recent
national elections campaign. A
President and a majority of the
Congress were elected. That campaign was waged largely by radio.
Many think it was won and lost
by the oratory over the air, but
did President Roosevelt and other
administration candidates for public office have the exclusive use of
that ether? No indeed they did
not. Every American citizen knows

WWNC
ASHEVILLE, N. C
Full Time NBC Affiliate
10OO Watt*

Only
Blanket
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- Industrial

North

Carolina

550

MAY

6, 1936

Station acquired by KTSA Broadcasting Company, a unit of
Hearst Radio — More CBS programs — outstanding local interest programs— promotion
OCTOBER

4, 1936

NEW HIGH FIDELITY transmitter — six-page section
San Antonio Light— enlarged staff— programs— promotion.
NOVEMBER,
FROM AUTHENTIC LETTERS

1936

COVERAGE! "Uniformly excellent on trip via Dallas
— Houston — San Antonio and thence to the Valley."
MERCHANDISING!
"This is the finest kind of merchandising cooperation — congratulate you."
RESULTS ! "Most effective advertising investment we
have ever made. 90% of new accounts both from San
Antonio and trade territory attracted by program."

KTSA
SAN

BROADCASTING

that Landon and Knox and Thomas
and Lemke and Browder had the
right tosistent
equal
time demands
and got and
it conwith their
on
the same basis. It has been a
splendid test of the American system. That is freedom of expression. That is true democracy.
That is America.
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
(All times EST unless otherwise specified)
New Business
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Diamond Crystal Salt) on Nov. 15
starts Adventures of Capt. Diamond
on 15 NBC-Blue stations, Sun., 3:153 :45 p. m. Agency : Benton & Bowles
Inc.. N. T.
JERGENS - WOODBURY SALES
Corp., Cincinnati (soaps & cosmetics)
on Jan. 4 starts Dangerous Romance
on 39 NBC-Red stations, Mon., thru
Fri., 4:30-4:45 p. m. Agency: Lennen & Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM Co., Bartlesville. Okla., on Nov. 10 started
Phillips Polly Follies on 21 CBS midwestern stations, Tues., 10:30-11 p.
m.
: Lambert & Feasley Inc.,
N. Agency
Y.

WMCA
NEW
OWN

YORK'S
STATION

JEL-SERT Co., Chicago (Mapl-Mix
dessert) on Nov. 7 started Melody of
Romance on 25 NBC-Blue stations,
Sat., 11:15-11:30 a. m. Agency:
Rogers & Smith Adv. Co., Chicago.
WILLIAM WRIGLEY Jr. Co., Chicago (chewing gum) on Nov. 9 started Poetic Melodies, Mon., thru Thurs.,
and Mortimer Gooch, Fri., on 50 CBS
stations, 7-7 :15 p. m. with repeat 1111:15 p. m.
CHRYSLER Corp., Detroit (Plymouth Division), on Nov. 7 started 7
participations in Yankee Network
News Service, daily p. m. on 10 Yankee stations. Agency : J. Stirling
Getchell Inc., Detroit.
CANADA DRY GINGER ALE. Inc.,
New York, on Oct. 26 started 30 participations in Yankee Network News
Service, three times weekly, on 10
Yankee stations. Agency : J. M.
Mathes Inc., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Chipso) on Nov. 16 starts
Personal Column of the Air on 16
NBC-Blue stations, Mon., thru Fri..
11 :15-11 :30 a. m. Agency : Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Chipso) on Nov. 16 starts Personal Column of the Air on 18 NBCRed stations, Mon., thru Fri., 2 :45-3
p.
N. m.
Y. Agency : Blackman Adv. Inc.,
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Drene) on Dec. 10 starts unannounced program on 3 NBC-Blue station (WJZ, WBZ-WBZA), Thurs..
7:45-8 p. m. Agency: H. W. Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
ALLEGHANY STEEL Co., Brackenridge, Pa. (stainless steel) on Nov.
27 starts Stainless Show on 18 NBCBlue stations. Fri., 7:15-7:30 p. m.
Agency: Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.

SIGNAL OIL Co., Los Angeles (gas
& oil) on Nov. 20 starts for 52 weeks,
Signal Carefree Carnival on 10 NBCPacific Red stations, Fri., 7:30-8 p.
m. (PST). Agency: Logan & Stebbins, Los Angeles.
CALIFORNIA CONSERVING Co.,
San Francisco (CHB food products),
on Nov. 17 starts for 39 weeks CHB
House Party on 12 NBC-Pacific Red
stations, Tues., 7:45-8 p. m. (PST).
Agency
: Emil Brisacher & Staff, San
Francisco.

LEADS

IN BANQUETS^

THOMAS COOK & SON-WAGONLITS Inc., New York (travel service) on Dec. 6 starts Malcolm LaPrade on 15 CBS stations, Sun., 2 :453 p. m. Agency : L. D. Wertheimer
Adv. Inc., N. Y.

More

Regional

Meetings

Are Arranged by AAAA
PARALLELING its recent Pacific
Coast convention for members west
of the Rocky Mountains, the American Association of Advertising
Agencies will hold regional meetings for Eastern seaboard members in New York and for Central
States members in Chicago. The
New York meeting will be held at
the Hotel Roosevelt Nov. 19. The
Chicago meeting will be held Dec.
3, place to be announced later.
Both meetings
are for AAAA
members
only.
Programs are being built with
especial attention to interesting
and informing agency junior executives, many of whom are unable
to attend the national convention
of the Association held in the
spring, held for the last two years
at the Hotel Greenbrier, White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory soap) on Nov. 16 starts
The O'NeilVs
on 11 NBC-Blue stations (WJZ. WBZ-WBZA,
WBAL,
WMAL, WSYR, WHAM, WGAR,
KDKA, WXYZ, WLS), Mon., thru
Fri., 11-11 :15 a. m. Agency : Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
PET MILK SALES Corp.. St. Louis
( canned milk ) on Nov. 3 renewed
Mary Lee Taylor on 61 CBS stations,
Tue., Thurs.. 11-11 :15 a. m., repeat
3 p. m. Agency : Gardner Adv. Co.,
St. Louis.
Network Changes
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Crisco) adds the following 14
stations to Vic & Sade on NBC-Blue
network, Mon., thru Fri.. 11 :30-ll :45
a. m. : Nov. 2, WBAL; Nov. 16,
WXYZ, WGAR; Nov. 30 WBZWBZA. WMAL, KWK. WMT, KSO,
KOIL, WREN, KLO, KGO, KFSD.

MBS

Billings Up

BILLINGS of Mutual Broadcasting System for October totaled
$271,629, an increase of 50.6%
against the same month last year.
This is the largest monthly gross
receipt figure reported by MBS
since its organization in 1935.

RESISTANCE

AT

Life
Power

Insurers

of Broadcasts

IN

More
Effective"
.
Open.ng
the radio
session on the
second afternoon of the convention,
C. S. Rathbone, agency secretary
of the Occidental Life Insurance
Co. of Los Angeles, described his
company's experiences in using radio to secure leads, build good will,
and recruit new salesmen. Radio
was first used, he stated, in conjunction with newspapers, but so
outpulled the newspapers in securing direct replies that use of newspaper space was discontinued after
a few months. Mr. Rathbone conwith the statement that "we
have nocluded hesitanc
y in saying that
radio as our major advertising medium has been the most important
single factor in the rapid growth
we have experienced during the
Karlthree
Ljung
Jr., assistant secrepast
years."
tary, Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co., Greensboro, N. C,
spoke of the difficulty of finding a
radio program which will "attract
and hold an audience and at the
same time
sellsuch
our aproduct."
Inability to find
program led
his company to use daily announcements on WBIG and newspaper
space to offer $50 in cash for the
best suggestion for a suitable
radio program, the prize to be
doubled if the winner is insured
by the Jefferson Co. The contest,
which runs until Dec. 1, has already produced some good publicity for the company and its
agents, Mr. Ljung said, but added
that he will be surprised if it results in any usable program ideas.
Final speaker of the radio session was Rensis Likert, head of
the research repartment of the
Life Insurance Sales Research Bureau, who spoke on "Measuring
Sales Effectiveness of Radio Pro-

THE

FRONT"

KANSAS?

Advertisers, both local and national,
who have experienced sales resistance
in the Wichita area, have found that
regular schedules over KFH send sales
mounting to unexpected peaks — that's
why our RENEWAL
PERCENTAGE
is
so high, (90%).

KANSAS

WICHITA
Affiliated with CBS

National Representatives
EDWARD
PETRY & CO.
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Promotion of Business
THE USE of radio as an advertising medium for life insurance was
d.scussed by three speakers at the
naLonal convention of the Life Advertisers Association, comprised of
some hundred l.fe insurance companies, which met at the Edgewater Beach Hotel in Chicago Nov.
12-14, and discussed all types of
advertising under the general convention theme: "Making Good
Advertising and Sales Promotion

UniversaPs
"COUNTER

Discuss

BROADCASTING

Radio

Editor

T. L. CHRISTIE, for the last two
and
one-half years associate edgrams".
itor of the Press-Radio Bureau
under Editor-in-Chief James W.
Barrett, has been appointed radio
news editor of Universal Service,
the night report of International
News Service. Both of these
Hearst services sell their reports
to radio stations. Mr. Christie,
who started with the Lansing
(Mich.) State Journal, has been
with the Shanghai Post, Paris
Herald, New York Herald-Tribune
and Associated Press, and while
with Press-Radio Bureau handled
the nieht news reports to NBC
and CBS.

W ii II
Gives Live Local Representation
In Three Prosperous Cities
With Studios and Offices
NORFOLK — PORTSMOUTH
—NEWPORT NEWS

• Broadcast

Advertising

No Opera Broadcasts
Opera, broadjlETROPOLITAN
cast direct from the New York
■stage for the last four seasons,
] nd sponsored one year by Lucky
Strike cigarettes and another by
jjjisterine, will not be broadcast
■Ms year by NBC even on a sustaining basis as was the case for
;ihe last two seasons.
The reason
% said to be based on "unreasonable" demands made by the local
lusicians' union. It is understood
o commercial sponsor is interested
ecause of the conditions laid down.
,1
Sleetmaster Spots
ANDERSON
Co., Gary, Ind.
Sleetmaster, automatic sleet reaover for windshields) has signed
12 - week contract with WLW,
Cincinnati, for weather forecast
- nnouncements seven nights a
veek, beginning Nov. 29. Sponsor
5 also negotiating for announcements in New York and Chicago.
Schwab & Beatty Inc., New York,
..as the account.
—
■

Royal Goes on Tour
OHN ROYAL, NBC vice president in charge of programs, dur«ig the week ©f Nov. 16 will leave
itfew York on a 17,000 - mile airplane tour of all Latin American
ountries having broadcasting sysems. The primary purpose of his
rip is to arrange for the exchange
■f more programs between NBC
.nd Central and South American
.ountries. —
; Scott Towels to Start
oCOTT PAPER Co., Chester, Pa.
I paper towels) on Jan. 20 will
■ tart a variety program on 5 NBC°acific Red network stations, Wednesdays and Fridays, 3:45-4 p. m.
: PST), programs to run 26 weeks
and originate in San Francisco. J.
(Walter Thompson Co., New York
:ity, is the agency.
3ERRY BROTHERS Inc., Detroit
paint) is recording 13 five-minute
,VBS transcriptions to be placed
m some 30 stations through local
iealers. Maxon Inc., Detroit, is
igency.
_
'3 AVID SARNOFF. RCA president
: nd XBC board chairman, has do. uited $5,000 in cash as a personal
ift to be used for scholarships to the
iOth anniversary alumni fund of Press
Brooklyn, of which he is an
institute,
.lumnus.

K
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Mail
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Plans Used by NBC Sponsors
Described by Mr. James
WITH broadcast merchandising
now on an established basis nearly
every campaign on NBC gets "this
E. P. H.
added impetus to sales",
James, promotion manager of
NBC, declared at a recent meeting
of the Direct Mail Advertising
Association.

a fictional "American
Taking
Co." as an example, Mr.
Soutj
James described a merchandising
campaign and its relation both to
radio and direct mail, in this way:
"First, the American Soup Co.
wants to build an audience right
from the start. To accomplish this
they will use some things not in
the direct mail category, such as
spotlights and advertising tieins
and addresses at conventions. But,
realizing the importance of direct
mail too, the company will also
give each employe five program
announcement postcards and ask
them to mail the cards to friends.
They will use stickers on the company mail, etc.. etc.
The Use of Tieins
"SECOND, the American Soup
Co. wants to capitalize on and
enhance the sales value of the program, so they use broadsides to
dealers, which are convertible into
window stickers; a special article
in their house organ; a booklet to
offer over the air; weekly bulletins for salesmen and other emto
portfolio
be shown ployes;toa salesman's
dealers, etc.,
etc.
"I said that the need for the use
of broadcast merchandising was
That'sto
recognized,
true.
But ofestablished.
sttecial importance
this group of direct mail users and
suppliers is the need for still better planning in direct mail radio
tieins. From the minute an advertiser decides to go on the air — and
as far ahead of the initial broadcast as possible — he should organize and plan his broadcast merchandising. Itis not right to wait
and have broadcast merchandising
get started after the program is
on the air. Probablv the most imnortant and most effective time is
in the weeks of the first few broadcssts
Mr. James told of the 2.000,000
entries being received each week
by American Tobacco Co. in its
Hit Parade contest for Lucky
Strike cigarettes and told of the
distribution of 20,000,000 entry
blanks in six weeks.
Bigelow Carpet Discs
BIGELOW- SANFORD CARPET
Co., New York, has offered dealers
a series of eight transcriptions for
local placement, along with continuity and decoratest material.
Programs are based on the company's autumn campaign on Mutual network. Theatre tieins, sample folders and other material are
included in the "Christmas package", as Bigelow terms its offer.

C

HAWAII

WTCN
ST. PAUL
DISPATCH-PIONEER
PRESS
AND MINNEAPOLIS
TRIBUNE STATION
Minnesota Bldg.. St Paul
Wesley Temple Bldg. Minneapoli!
FREE Cr PETERS, INC.
(Formerly Free & Sleininger, Inc.)
National

KGMB
HONOLULU
, HAWAII
FRED J. HART, PmMn< m4 G«mmI Mmf
IAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, CALIFORNIA N HOTQ
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Case
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at Issue as Supreme

Court

Argument

on Appeal From Circuit Court
Associated Press news dispatches
THE RIGHT of broadcasting stations to pick up and broadcast
in a manner that constituted "unnews reports published in newspaTheopinion
Circuit
Court fair
had competition".
reversed the
of
pers once they are sold in the
Federal Judge John C. Bowen, of
usual way will be finally adjudiSeattle, rendered in December,
cated by the U. S. Supreme Court
which on Nov. 11 heard arguments
1935, which had held that stations
in the case of the Associated Press
had the right to broadcast news
from newspapers after they were
vs. KVOS, Bellingham, Wash.
available for sale. Judge Bowen
KVOS appealed to the highest
tribunal from the decision of the
had held that the advantage of raCircuit Court of Appeals, rendered
dio in getting the news faster to
last Dec. 16, in which it was held
remote places was simply another
milestone in progress, and that rathe station improperly "pirated"
dio must be looked upon as a modern means of news dissemination
which cannot be blocked for the
protection of "private investment"
in
tions.newspapers or press associa-

wxox
ALONE
THE

Argument

COVERS

THE HIGHEST tribunal listened
intently to the arguments advanced
by William H. Pemberton, of
Olympia, Wash., counsel for the
station, and by John W. Davis,
former Democratic presidential
nominee, as counsel for the AP.
Chief Justice Hughes and Associate Justice Brandeis led the questioning. The case, in regular order, will come up for conference
among justices of the court, and
one of them will be assigned to
write an opinion. The court probably will recess Nov. 21 until Dec.
7, during which time the justices
will be engaged in writing opin-
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A MEETING of the Clear Channel Group of 13 stations operating
on exclusive waves has been called
for the Palmer House, Chicago,
Nov. 21 by Edwin W. Craig, vicepresident of WSM, Nashville, and
chairman of the Group. The broadcasters, among other things, will
discuss continuance of the organization formed two years ago for
the purpose of protecting the status of clear channels and of advocating superpower. Louis G. Caldwell, Washington attorney, is counsel and presented the Group's case
before the FCC hearings in October.
ions. According to competent observers, an opinion in the case is
not likely before Dec. 7 and may
not be handed down even at that
time.
The case came to the Supreme
Court on appeal after the Circuit
Court had enjoined KVOS from
broadcasting AP dispatches published in newspapers affiliated
with it. The appeal to the circuit
court, but not to the Supreme
Court, was partially financed by
contributions from stations made
through the NAB — an action
which brought objections from a
number of newspaper-owned stations.
In opening the arguments Mr.
Pemberton contended that the
press association suffered no damage by virtue of KVOS broadcasts
of the dispatches since it was in no
wise a competitor. If anyone was
damaged, he said, it was the Bellingham Herald, AP newspaper in
the same city, from which some of
the news items were purportedly
taken. He said KVOS broadcast
the news in the morning five hours
after the Bellingham paper was
published and in the evening three
hours after publication.
"The question is," he asserted,
"whether a news item published in
a newspaper has been dedicated to
the public and whether a radio
station can give excerpts of a news
item
to the public."
Declaring
that the station is not
in competition with the AP, Mr.
Pemberton asserted that the corporation as an entity is not affected. "The only ones affected
are three of its members and that
does not give the Associated Press
a cause
"This ofisaction."
the same Associated
Press as in the International
News Service case, is it not?" asked
Justice Brandeis. "They have the

Why
. . .
Did a Rockford
merchant go 142%
over quota in sale
of $70 ranges after
making 5 radio
announcements?
•

INTENSE

COVERAGE

Meeting

•

•

The Answer Is—
WROK
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
1410 K.C.
500 Watts

same property right in news as injl
that
have they
not?" this was!
Mr. case,
Pemberton
declared
not the case, since the news broad- \
cast by KVOS already had been]
published,
whereas
in the INSj
case, in which property rights in, I
news were established, there was J
the question of piracy prior tol
publication.
Responding further
to Justice Brandeis, Mr. Pemberton declared there was "no fraud
or
misrepresentation,"
pointing
out J
that the information was
procured
by buying a copy of a newspaper
and small portions of the news
thereafter were broadcast.
"The Associated Press," he continued, "contends we have no right
to use that news because its full
commercial value had not been exhausted in that community. That
is the only thing there is to this
Chief Justice Hughes askedj
where the damage occurred, and |
Mr. Pemberton said the AP contended that "we should not use the
news until after it had reached all

"We claim that no damage has L
case."
the
been subscribers."
shown
to the Associated I
Press," continued the attorney. He I
added that it was "mere specula- [
tion" to say that broadcasting I
news increases the value of radio
advertising and decreases it for ]
the newspapers.
"In fact," heJ
said, "our broadcasting of news I
increases the circulation of news- 1
papers. If that were not true 120
of the largest newspapers would
not have established their own ra- 1
dio stations."
Aid to Circulation
JUSTICE BRANDEIS inquired
whether persons stopped taking
newspapers
because
of the replied
broadcasts, and Mr.
Pemberton
that on the contrary he felt the
circulation of the newspaper has
increased.
Opening arguments for the AP,
Mr. Davis asserted KVOS was
chargedof with
of
news
the "unlawful
Bellinghampiracy"
Herald,
Seattle Post-Intelligencer and Seattle Times, all AP members, and
that this constituted unfair competition and improper use of another's property. He said the advertising rates of the station are
higher for news broadcasts than
at other times. The AP, he argued,
was "injured and damaged" by.
the fact that its news was disseminated by radio before the papers,
could reach subscribers.
"This case," Mr. Davis continued, "is absolutely governed by
the International News Service
case and all attempted distinctions
As for the KVOS contention
that it obtained its news from a
must fall."
radio news service, Mr. Davis declared that 183 "literal reprodu>'
tions of articles" carried by the
AP
had
been broadcast over
KVOS.
"Was the Associated Press given"
credit for the news?" asked Justice Brandeis. Mr. Davis responded
in the negative, asserting "that
Justice Brandeis asked
wasWhen
eliminated."
whether the AP would object to|
distribution of its news to all the
We serve
a 64 Y2 Million Dollar Market
Almost EXCLUSIVELY during the daytime.
1000
Watts AW
grf »7i"fc
1260 Kc.
W 1 F Missoula
Montana
Columbia Broadcasting System
Affiliate
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barbershops in a city, Mr. Davis
-esponded : "I don't think it would
!3e any less piracy because the
,iudience was so limited. If that
#as done within the period in
.vhich the news was still of value
;o the newspapers, I think it could
oe enjoined."
"Do you object to broadcasting
;he
or the facts?" Jus;ice language
Brandeis asked.
"I object to piracy of our forulation of the facts," Mr. Davis
eclared, asserting that the radio
tations are "competitive solicitors
f advertising."
"Pirating" of news of this character, Mr. Davis added, might in
ime
place
newspapers
at the
jmercy of the radio stations. The
damage, he declared, was a ques, tion not only of actuality but of
potentiality, on the ground that
he news picked up by KVOS had
'Imonetary value and had been collected at substantial cost to the
IAP.
The issue the court must decide
is whether it will allow a permanent injunction by which KVOS,
■'and as a consequence, all other
stations, would be restrained from
fproadcasting
its news
until 18
'i'lhours after publication.
The cirffcuit court had held, in granting
i'lthe injunction, that KVOS should
fjnot broadcast any AP news for
I (the period following publication of
its newspapers during which the
^broadcasting of the news to KVOS'
'P'most remote auditor may damage
Wthe complainant's paper business
of procuring or maintaining their
! (subscriptions and advertising."
Ohio

Partners

Seeking

iNew 50,000- Watt Station
'ASKING
that WTBO, Cumber| land, Md., be moved off 800 kc.
r and onto 810 kc, M. Smith Davis
and C. A. Thompson as "The Ohio
Farmers
Broadcasting
Co." applied to the FCC Nov. 12 for a
new limited time 50,000-watt staI « tion to operate on 800 kc. at JohnsJ] town, O. Their application stated
that the concern was a partnership and that the partners are
individually and indirectly inter-

Teleprograms in Gotham
TELEPROGRAMS Inc., located at
10 E. 40th St., New York, a wired
radio service similar to Muzak
Inc., has been organized by J. R.
West, formerly an executive of
Electrical Research Products Inc.
Mr. West is president of the new
firm and John Barr is sales manager. Other members are Edward
H. Crandall, James E. Knott and
Martin Sweeney, hotel operators;
A. B. Jones, chairman, New York
Tunnel Authority; Arthur Marks,
president Aeolian - Skinner Organ
Co. William Powers, Skouras Theatres and Fox West Coast, is general counsel. The firm is piping
programs from 711 Fifth Ave., New
York, and is using WBS library
recordings. Erno Rapee, Radio
City Music Hall musical director,
is music consultant for the firm,
a licensee of Western Electric.
Ford-M-G-M Deal
REPORTS that Ford Motor Co.,
Detroit, is negotiating with M-G-M
for exclusive radio rights to its
movie stars could not be confirmed
at M-G-M or at the Ford agency,
N. W. Ayer & Sons Inc., New
York, as Broadcasting went to
press. The three-year contract
under which Waring has broadcast
exclusively for Ford, using both
CBS and NBC-Blue networks, expires in December and it is understood that the contract will not
be renewed. In addition to the
Waring program, Ford broadcasts
the Sunday Evening Hour on CBS.

Criticize
Lawyers
Good
Will
Court
BANNING
of the Good Will
Court, sponsored over the NBCRed and Intercity System networks by Chase & Sanborn, was
recommended Nov. 11 by the New
York County Lawyers Association,
the directors of which approved a
report of a special committee investigating the feature.
As a means of ending the broadcasts, the committee's report had
recommended that a rule be adopted by the appelate division against
the participation of lawyers in
such activities. Simultaneously,
the Association's Committee on
Professional Ethics disapproved
giving legal advice by radio and
by The
mail. committee's report stated
that A. L. Alexander, who conducts the program, is not a
lawyer, and that persons acting as
judges are either former judges
or sitting judges in New York
City. It was charged also that the
presentation is one-sided and that
the advice "is accompanied by the
announcer's solicitation to purchase the sponsor's coffee."
Nestle's Tests on KDKA
NESTLE'S MILK PRODUCTS
Inc., New
York,Style
(Nestles
chocolates) are using
& Shopping,
quarter -hour program, twice
weekly on KDKA, Pittsburgh, in
a test campaign. Lord & Thomas,
New York, has the account.

VERNON RADCLIFFE, formerly of
the New York NBC production staff,
has joined N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
New York, to handle production of
the ISealtest Saturday Night Party.

Intense

Coverage

Section

or

the

GUS REINIGER, NBC Thesaurus
representative, has left on a good-will
trip through the South and to the
West Coast.
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much
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Words!

ed a week of gala
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veleju
Eh
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ar
Annivers y of
Te
oadcasting servfriendly br
ice to Eastern Ohio, Western
hd iaNo
ania
lvWes
. rtWe
Pennsy
t Vian
rgin
ern
could elaborate on the
enormous interest evidenced in the celebration
— we could glory in the
fans who
6,000 WWVA
id to see their WWVA
pavo
fa rites in action in a glorious Tenth Anniversary
— bu
lebr
w,ion all
ceme
hoat
e or
mb
t. So
Ja'r
we
noee
thte
thrills — all the satisfaction
— all the accomplishment
associated with ten years of
friendly service are summed
up in these few, simple
words which closed one of
the many congratulatory
letters we received from our
friendly listeners:
"/ am writing these few
lines in just simple
words, but I hope you
will understand how I
have tried to tell you
how much I appreciate

your

station

and

its

you covering?
How

j'j. ing.
ested WTBO
in construction
financoperates and
daytime
on
! 800 kc, which is the clear channel
ft of WFAA-WBAP,
Dallas -Fort
Worth.
The 810 kc. is the clear
channel of WCCO, Minneapolis, on
which WNYC, New York operates
limited time.

much

additional territory could

you cover profitably?
The National Brokerage Company
can secure distribution for your product
and give you intense coverage in any
section of the country or in all sections
— efficiently and economically.

Shifts at WBBM-CBS
RICHARD N. CHINDBLOM, production director of the WBBMCBS Chicago staff for the past ten
months and previously an engineer
at WBBM, on Nov. 9 was made
assistant program director of
WBBM, succeeding Ben Paley,
who is assuming a new position in
Hollywood. Bob Hafter, who recently came to Chicago from St.
Louis, where he was program director of KMOX, steps up to the
post of production director.

There is nothing we can
service"
friendly
add
to such
a simple,
straightforward and sincere
evidence of listener loyalty,
except, perhaps, to say that
it is worthy of every radio
advertiser's serious consideration.

It offers manufacturers of food products or grocery specialties a practical,
close-contact, result - getting service
without waste or lost motion. A service
that will definitely increase sales and
keep them on the upgrade profitably.
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the Radio Industry
Impresses
(Continued from page 12)
the television performance had to
nessed a rather crude demonstraoffer. We all knew that television
tion in Chicago in 1929. Although
was here in some form. We are
it is not perfect, we should realize
amazed that it has reached the
that television is almost upon us.
In my opinion, it will completely
stage
nowMiller,
evident."
Ralph
WKY, Oklahoma
revolutionize the radio industry,
City
—
■
"To
me
today's
television
especially with respect to the prodemonstration was the most interduction of programs. RCA deserves
esting and absorbing thing I have
ever seen. It opens up a whole
much appreciation from the indusnew world. Television after it gets
try."
William E. Vogelback, WIRE,
a little further along will revolutionize many forms of business,
Indianapolis — "Comparing my imsuch as communications, banking,
pressions of the first radio performance I listened to with this
etc. The difficulties already overlatest initial television impression,
come by television would seem to
I am struck by the very much
guarantee early general television
higher degree of perfection which
transmission and reception."
Ray V. Hamilton, KFRU, Columbia, Mo. — "After seeing the
television demonstration I am convinced that if Mr. Roosevelt had
had television he would have carried Maine and Vermont also."
R. S. Thurston, KGU, Honolulu
X
— "The demonstration was impressive, the results better than expectMARKS
THE
ed. This opens up an extremely
interesting problem, especially to
those of us located 2,400 miles
southwest of San Francisco where
SPOT
•
we have mountains up to 14,000

Detroit ; James C. Hanrahan an
Jack Howard, Continental Radio Cell
(WXOX, WCPO, WMC, wxbr J
Gardner Cowles Jr., Iowa Broadca(-m]
ing Co. (WMT, KSO, KRXT ) ; Elz-Jj
Roberts and Ray Hamilton, KFUOfl
Columbia, Mo. ; Charles A. Webb an..!
Don S. Elias, WWXC, AshevillJ
X. C. ; A. L. Glassman, KLO, OgdeiiB
Utah ; Joseph Lopez, WICC, Bridged
port, Conn. ; James S. JennisoiS
WEAX, Providence ; John J. BoylaJ
WJAR, Providence; Roy M. Lynne-''
WLS, Chicago ; Harry J. Grant, Mil
waukee Journal ; Robert S. Maslin
WFBR,
Baltimore ; James Morone;. I
Dallas Xews.

Television

FOR

YOUR

foot elevations."
O. B. Hanson, NBC chief engineer, and C. W. Horn, NBC development director, were in charge of
the demonstration under President
Lohr. Attending, in addition to several dozen NBC executives, were
the following:
Maj. Gladstone Murray, general
manager. Dr. Augustin Frigon. assistant general manager, and X. L. Xath-

SPOT

CAMPAIGN

IT'S
Charlotte, N.C.
wsoc

NBC

Affiliate

A

ctipSl

UVf

V^,«00,000
Cotton tt0fl»
~
~
~
~
h
£
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HOME TELEVISION— This is an
experimental televisor, using the
9-inch tube whereas the 12-inch
tube will undoubtedly be used by
RCA when it commercializes these
receivers.
The Kinescope
screening surface
is reflected tube's
onto
an upright mirror. Dials similar
to those on sound receivers are
manipulated for tuning — 14 of
them, which will be reduced in
number eventually. When television is ready for market, this is
about how the home receiver will
look.
anson, director, Canadian Radio
Corp. ; Minister of Transport Howe,
Ottawa ; C. P. Edwards, Department
of Transport, Ottawa; Robert T. Convey anu Dan Seyfortb, KWK, St.
Louis; John D. Ewing, KTBS,
Shreveport, La. ; Harry C. Wilder,
WSYR, Syracuse ; Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR, Norfolk; Harold Wheelahan,
WSMB, New Orleans; A. H. Ginman and J. H. Thompson, Canadian
Marconi Co., Montreal ; R. S. Thurston, KGU, Honolulu ; Herbert M.
Peck. J. L. Meyerson and Ralph Miller, WKY, Oklahoma City and KLZ.
Denver ; D. E. Kendrick and William
E. Vogelback, WIRE. Indianapolis ;
E. H. Butler. A. H. Kirchhofer and
Edgar H. Twamlev, WBEX-WEBR.
Buffalo; Frank M. Smith. WLWWSAI, Cincinnati ; George F. Booth
and John Storey. WTAG, Worcester ;
John Shepard 3d. WXAC - WAAB.
Boston ; Paul Morency. WTIC. Hartford; Martin Campbell, WFAA, Dallas ;Hope Barroll Jr. and Purnell H.
Gould, WFBR, Baltimore ; Andrew
W. Cruse. U. S. Department of Commerce ;Palmer W. Hoyt, KGW-KEX.
Portland, Ore. ; E. A. Hanover and
William Fay, WHAM, Rochester;
George W. Xorton Jr. and Xathan
Lord, WAVE, Louisville; Walter J.
Damm and Donald Abert. WTMJ,
Milwaukee ; W. J. Scripps, Easton
Woolley and J. S. Whitcomb, WWJ.

Industry Figures Invited
THE Nov. 12 television demon
stration, which was opened to thJ
industry at large, brought accept
ances from several hundred per
sons. It was held under auspice,
of the RCA Mfg. Co., with I. R
Baker, chief of transmitter sales
in charge. The acceptances cam<
from the following, among others
New York State — William S. Paley. Pat
W. Kesten, Adrian Murphy, A. B. Cham
berlain, E. K. Cohan, P. C. Goldmark, E
Drewes, J. E. Forsander, J. M. Dyer
Henry Crossman, J. Hollywood, and H
V. Akerberg, CBS; Donald Flamm
and
WMC Maurice
A. New Clarke,
York; WHEC,
ClarenceRochester
Wheele'
Lillian E. Kiefer and Anthony Napolitano
WMBQ, Brooklyn; Frank R. Clarke an.
W. H. Reuman, WWRL, Woodside; Rabb
Aaron Kronenberg and Oscar Kronenberg
WARD, Brooklyn ; Arthur Faske and Loui
W. Berne, WCNW, Brooklyn ; W. J. Hodg.
and W. I. Lucius, Johns - Manville Sale
Corp. ; W. J. Williams and Prof. H. D
Harris, WHAZ, Troy; M. A. Howlett anc
A. R. Goux, WBBR, Brooklyn, Alfred J
McCosker, Theodore S. Streibert and Jacl
R. Poppele, WOR; I. R. Lounsberry
WGR-WKBW, Buffalo; Peter J. Testan
Jr. and J. Calloway, WBBC, Brooklyn
C. D. Mastin and L. H. Gilbert, WNBF
Binghamton : Roy L. Albertson, WBNY
Buffalo ; E. B. Fitzpatrick, WHDL, Olean
Dale L. Taylor, WESG, Elmira ; Fran!
Tripp and John T. Calkins, Gannett News
papers, Elmira; Jack Strauss, Bambergei
Broadcasting Service ; Loren Watson, As
sociated
Publishers
B. Judis Music
and Max
Weiner,; Richard
WNEW, O'Dea
Nev.
York; Frank Marx, WMCA, New York
Henry Greenfield and Alexander Kahn
WEVD, New York ; Kolin Hager anc
Chester H. Lang, WGY, Schenectady; I
Brimberg, WNYC, New York ; J. Irac
and H. Kay, WOV, New Y-ork ; G. F
Bissell, WMFF, Plattsburg ; Fred Waller
Harry Cuthbertson, Austin Keough, anc
A. J. Richard, Paramount News ; Harolc
Lawrence, Power City Broadcasting Co.
Niagara Falls; Louis K. Sidney, WHN
New York ; Louis Totah, WSVS, Buffalo
Harold Smith, WOKO - WABY, Albany
Roy Howard and James C. Hanrahan
Continental Radio Corp. ; Emile Gough anc
O. H. Tunell,
Horstman,
RKO ; Hearst Radio Inc. ; C
New Jersey — Norman Reed and Martin
Griffin. WPG, Atlantic City; Paul H
LaStayo and D. D. Jones. WAAT, Jersey
City ; N. Wilson, WAWZ, Zaraphath
Paul Harron and A. W. Burnham, WHOM
Jersey City.
Pennsylvania — Donald Withycomb, Rogei
Clipp and Samuel R. Rosenbaum. WFIL.
Philadelphia ; Leon Levy and Jack Leitch.
WCAU. Philadelphia ; A. W. Dannenbaum.
and A. W. Dannenbaum, Jr., WDAS, Philadelphia L.
: H. Bailey and W. P. Ogelsby,
(Continued on page 77)
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:: TELEVISION SCANNING ROOM — This photograph shows the film
J:projecting machine (center) which operates much like a motion picture
cheatre projector but feeds into the Iconoscope camera. Since film subjects will undoubtedly furnish a large part of the program material for
television, just as transcriptions now provide much of the program maerial for sound broadcasting, this is probably how the projection room
f the average radio station will look when sight joins sound.

Magazine,
Favorably

Radio

Newspaper
Impressed

By ROLAND C. DAVIES
APPROXIMATELY 275 magazine
" and newspaper radio editors from
'JNew York and other cities were
r| :aken behind the scenes of television Nov. 6 by RCA and NBC in
J&New York for their first glimpse
■ of visual broadcasting under practical field conditions, representing
a complete program built for en= :ertainment value as well as for a
v demonstration of transmission.
The
40-minute
television proli^gram, well-rounded in its entertainment quality with the combij nation
of "televised"
addresses and
by
David Sarnoff,
RCA president,
rlJLenox R. Lohr, NBC president,
moving pictures and studio acts of
singing and dancing,
created a
highly favorable reaction among
: the radio editors as to the future
of visual broadcasting as an entertainment medium. The "live"
pacts or the performers in the NBC
.studio won
the greatest praise
:^from the radio writers as program' ming which would be of the type
ijjjto win public interest.
Large Tube Shown
A FEATURE of the demonstraI Jtion was the first showing of a
:rnew 12-inch receiving tube which
.reproduced a picture on a 7*4 by
10% -inch screen, the largest screen
yet employed which is capable of
commercial adaptation. The pictures on this new screen were reproduced in yellowish tones which
seemed more restful to the eyes
than the green screens that have
been used on the previous 5% by
7% inch sets with 9-inch kinescopes. Three sets with the larger
screens were interspersed with a
dozen sets with the smaller
screens in the receiving studio.
Another featured portion of the
demonstration was a film reproduction by television of a tour
THE ONLY NBC BLUE NETWORK STATION
"Between. ST. LOUIS anrf. DENVER

by NBC

BROADCASTING

Television

through the NBC Television Studios in the RCA Building, showing
the construction of the studios specially adapted to television technique, taking of television pictures
in the studios and the transmitter
station on the Empire State Bldg.
One of the "hits" of the program
was the singing of Hildegarde,
"the Television Girl", who played
in one number her own piano accompaniment. An excellent bit of
tap dancing by another performer
and comedy dialoeue and singing
by the Inkspots, a colored quartet,
also demonstrated the versatility
of televised programs.
The program developed applause
just as occurs in motion picture
theatres. The showing of President
Roosevelt in a news film produced
a burst of applause, while the appearances of Betty Goodwin, of the
NBC Press Department, who is
now designated NBC television
announcer, were received cordially.
Mr. Sarnoff's Views
President, David Sarnoff, disclosed in an address from the
television screen that RCA is
planning to expand its field tests
by increasing the number of observation points in the New York
metropolitan area and by raising
the standards of transmission. He
declared that RCA will rearrange
its present transmitting and receiving apparatus with 343-line

Daytime

Television

12 noon; Thursday, 12 noon to 1
p. m.; Friday, 1 to 2 p. m., and
Saturday, 2 to 3 p. m. This accomplishes the objectives of the all-day
test, throughout the various days
of the week. The evening transmission of W6XAO remains the
same, starting at 6:30 p. m. daily
except Sunday. Starting Nov. 10,
KHJ, Los Angeles, began operating simultaneously with W6XAO,
transmitting the voice accompaniment to the W6XAO images from
9:30 to 9:45 p. m.

KIRO
SEATTLE
IOOO Watts
7IO KC

Test

Is Expanded by Don Lee
TO TEST every daylight hour,
Harry R. Lubcke, director of television for the Don Lee Broadcasting System, revised the broadcast
schedule of W6XAO, Don Lee television transmitter in Los Angeles,
effective Nov. 9, when W6XAO
went on the air continuously from
8:30 a. m. to 6:30 p. m. to enable
members of the Don Lee 'staff and
others to check image-reception
throughout the day. Following this
initial transmission, a regular
weekly schedule was inaugurated,
calling for programs each Monday, from 9 to 10 a. m.; Tuesday,
10 to 11 a. m.; Wednesday, 11 to

kiro

looie

says:

"It'll pay
what

you

to see

we have to offer."

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
John
Blair ft Co,
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO

No. 3 Of A Series On
The New York Market!

RCA

Sound
Effects
(From Life)
Extensive Library —
Approximately 500 effects
Custom - Built Transcriptions
Commercial Plating
Duping and Pressing

MOUNT MORRIS PARK,
in New
York's
Colony is less
thanSpanish
% sg. mile
in area out contains a larger
Calif.
population
than Pasadena.

"J>HE UNITED STATES census for the Spanish speaking
greaterCentral
NewYork lists
only population
natives of ofSpain,
and South America and the West Indies
for a total of 41.292. There are, however,
more than 100,000 Porto Ricans and Cubans
as well as many Mexicans and Portuguese
not officially tallied.

JJSTIMATED
over 200,000,
the Spanish
speaking ATpopulation
of metropolitan
New York is greater than the population
of Malaga, the fifth largest city of Spain.
The average family expenditure varies
from SI, 800 per year to 34,048 per year.
THEY LISTEN TO AND SUPPORT 15
SPANISH LANGUAGE PROGRAMS ON
STATION WBNX!
WBNX Programs Are Based On
Population Characteristics.

Full Staff for Foreign Language Productions Available

V'A OF YOUR

SPEAKS THE
LANGUAO

OSPECT

Write Us Your Needs
Gennett

CENTRALLY LOCATED TO SERVEKANSAS C1TY.TOPEKA WST.JOSEPH

Editors

definition to adopt a 441-line definition standard. While this will
mean the rebuilding of the present
equipment, Mr. Sarnoff said that
standards cannot be frozen prematurely or progress will be prevented, although he noted frequently changing standards means
rapid obsolescence of television
equipment.
Television progress in the United
States is giving this nation "an
unquestioned position of leadership" in the art, Mr. Sarnoff declared, saying this leadership occurred in research, laboratory development and technical demonstration. He explained that the
field tests of RCA since Sept. 1
had exceeded expectations and one
location, 45 miles from the transmitter on the Empire State Bldg.,
has consistently received transmissions. He asserted that in the
near future the radio horizon for
television will greatly exceed the
present plans of the engineers.

Records

(Div. of The Starr Co.)
Richmond, Ind.
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Accident

FOR

Western

SALE

Electric Trans-

mitter^— Type 6B — 1000
watt —

complete

with

tubes and motor
ator set — for

gener$2500

f. o. b., Radio

Station

WCAO,
land.

Baltimore, Mary-

Also, a General
Beat

Frequency

Radio
Oscilla-

tor, type 413-B — $25
f. o. b. Radio Station
WCAO.

Wire

or write

WCAO
Baltimore,

Maryland

Is

Fatal

To Hill and Mather
CHARLES A. HILL, general
manager of WIBM, Jackson, Mich.,
and Don Mather, commercial manager of the station, were killed
Nov. 4 in an automobile accident
while en route from Jackson to
Detroit. The car, according to eyewitnesses, was traveling at a high
speed when it overturned after
hitting a barricade on the road.
Al Poole, driver of the car, suffered leg fractures.
Mr. Hill, a radio engineer, took
over management of the Jackson
local in 1933, after having worked
on the technical staff of CKLW,
Windsor-Detroit. Prior to that, he
was with NBC in Chicago. The
station is owned by Herman Radner of Detroit. Mr. Hill died while
being taken to the hospital. He
leaves a wife and three children.
He was quite active in industry
affairs, and participated in the
organization of National Independent Broadcasters, local station organization, two years ago.
Mr. Mather, 27, was killed instantly. His body was pinned in
the wreckage. He joined WIBM
three years ago as a salesman.
Washing Machine Spots
HURLEY MACHINE Co., Chicago
(Thor washers), is using one-minute transcribed announcements, beginning Oct. 19 and running five
days a week for nine weeks, on
WMAQ, WJR, WJJD, WIND,
KOMO, KGW, KFRC, KFI and
KDKA in a pre - Christmas campaign. Agency is H. W. Kastor .&
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.

+ * +

+

*****

Back

Lohr on Television
(Continued from page 12)

in Congress

BOTH of the "broadcaster
members" of Congress during the last session were returned to the House during
the elections this month. They
are Karl Stefan (R-Neb.)
former news commentator on
WJAG, of Norfolk, Neb. and
Frank E. Hook (D-Mich.),
associated in the ownership
of WJMS, Ironwood, Mich.
Chandler Gurney, former
manager of WNAX, Yankton, S. D., was a Republican
candidate for the Senate in
that state, and until the last
ballots were counted, appeared to be the winner. He
lost, however, to the incumlow. bent Democrat, Senator Bu-

Florida

Citrus on 25

FLORIDA CITRUS COMMISSION, Lakeland, Fla. (citrus
fruit) is using 25 stations in its
spot radio campaign which started
during the week of Nov. 2. The
program
is titled
Florida's
Treat
and
features
Harry
Richman
as
master of ceremonies, Freddie
Rich's orchestra, and guest stars.
Three quarter-hour transcriptions
are broadcast Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and the series
will run for 26 weeks. Stations on
the schedule, placed through Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., New York,
include: WTIC, WRC, WBBM,
WHAS, WSMB, WCSH, WFBR,
WNAC, WJR, KWK, WBEN,
WGY, WFBL, WBT, WLW,
WTAM, KYW , WCAE, WJAR,
WMC, WSM, WRVA, W S B,
WHAM, WTMJ.
McKesson

& Robbins

Tests

McKESSON & ROBBINS Inc.,
Bridgeport, Conn., effective Feb. 1
will advertise through Brown &
Tarcher Inc., New York, on behalf
of Calox toothpowder, Ibath and
Yodora deodorants, and Abolene
solid. A test spot campaign is
planned for Calox, Ibath and
Yodora.
ATLANTIC REFINING Co., Philadelphia (petroleum products) has
signed for the exclusive radio
rights to the Temple University
basketball games which will be
broadcast on WIP, Philadelphia,
this winter. N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., New York, is agency.

the
of the
permi'
closeintimacy
attention
and home
proximat
viewing of the pictures.
The tube framing the greenisl
hued picture, said Mr. Lohr,
designed to last 2,000 hours. H
said he thought the two tubt I
ought to be interchangable in eac \
set. He "guessed" that the initi; J
price of receivers would be pe; 1
haps $450, scaling down to $20 1
as mass production and compet
tion get well under way.
Network
television
will con, 1
either by means of shortwave r< 1
lays or through the coaxial cabL:
the first experimental line of whic ]
has already been laid by A. T. .]
T. between New York and Phils
delphia and a one-mile length c
which
now
connects
the Radi
City television studios with th
Empire State transmitter. NB(|
said Mr. Lohr, is already studyin ]
the possibility of a regional ne1
work from New York to Bosto
and Washington, ^ but network ex
pansion of television will be slowe
up,
the enormoustime.
cost!
and he
willsaid,
takeby considerable
As for television as an advei
tising
medium,
will sell
more Mr.
goodsLohr
thansaid
soun"v
radio now does." The public, h
said, now tolerates most commei
cial announcements. When a spon
sor like an automobile manufac
turer can demonstrate his com|
modity by means of pictures to
gether with explanations, adver
tising possibilities are boundless.
Asked when the NBC station
should make ready to install tele
vision transmitters, Mr. Lohr de
clared his company will keep it
affiliates fully apprised of all de
velopments henceforth. It is im
possible as yet, he said, to calcu
late cost factors. From anothe
official source, it was learned b;
Broadcasting that RCA has n<
intention of selling its apparatu
to NBC affiliates alone; visua
broadcasting equipment, it wa:
stated, will be sold to all licensee:
of the FCC who desire to buy itf
It was disclosed that RCA h
not planning to standardize it:
343-line images, but will soon be
gin rebuilding the present appa
ratus to come up to the Radii
Manufacturers Association's in
dustry-accepted standard of 44:
lines. This will mean a complete]
revamping of present equipment
at a great cost, and even the 7(
experimental models of receiver:
now in use by RCA and NBC,
officials will become obsolete.

WEBC
DULUTH

• SUPERIOR

VIRGINIA

HIBBING

Complete coverage of Northern
Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan.
I^gpresented by
CRAIG
NEW YORK
250 Park Avenue
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Regional

NAB

Sales

Meetings

Discounts
Frequency
Kscuss
Cash Discounts Also Taken Up as Northeast and
North
Central Sections Consider Problems
i
1I0P TALK on broadcasting
ling methods and means of Amoving them held the attention of
les executives of stations in the
•rtheast and North Central secns of the country at meetings of
anches of the NAB Sales Maners Division held Nov. 10 in
:w York and Chicago. The ses•ns were the first of a series of
;tional meetings by units of the
/ision which will hold a national
'.beting in Chicago Jan. 18.
iflAt the New York meeting of the
" irk
>rtheastern
held in
Central group,
Hotel, some
50 the
de|ted themselves to a forum disIssion of promotion of spot busiss. No conclusions were reached
t the issues taken up will be
ised at the general meeting in
licago. E. Y. Flannigan, eom?rcial manager of WSPD, Toyio, chairman of the Northeastern
oup, presided.
Frequency Discounts
IE North Central Section, meetg at the Hotel Sherman, Chigo, went on record as approving
. effort to standardize frequency
scounts and will make a motion
j| that effect at the national meet|E. Eighteen members attended
Tie round-table
discussions, preIj'led
over manager
by Craigof Lawrence,
ilmmercial
KSO and
|i;RNT, Des Moines, chairman of
fie section.
T The Chicago meeting also inTOded round-table discussions as
jillows: Sales methods and remuneration, led by W. F. Dittfan, WTMJ; dual rates, led by C.
| Hagman, WTCN; standardized
fiequency discounts, led by Wilfim Cline, WLS; merchandising
f5actices, led by Randy Ryan,
.t'MMJ, and per inquiry and con[,igent business, led by Craig
Wrence, Iowa Network.
Buryl Lottridge, KOIL, Oma-

' ;L,
national Division,
chairman discussed
of the Sales
anagers
the
llation of these sectional meetjllgs to the national session sched"fed for January, and K. W. Husp, WCCO, head of the commit'e on national sales, reviewed all
the topics discussed
at the
xmd-table sessions as they apply
the national picture.
In addition to the foregoing the
licago meeting was attended by
e following:
Hale Bondurant,
HO ; H. J. Greig, McClatchy Rao Stations; Clark Luther, WOC;
orman Boggs, WAAF; Charles
aley, WMBD;
F. C. Eighmey,
HBF; Gregory Gentling, KROC;
^rnard
Lavin,
WDAY:
J. A.
agner, WHBY-WTAQ;
John
aimer, WCAZ;
Dr. George W.
Dung, WDGY.
At the New York session, a connsus was asked on several moot
■oblems
of executives.
particular These
importwill
to
ation sales
further discussed at the na-

"A"

CUT CRYSTALS
(Approved by FCC)

With mounting

$50.00

Hollister Crystal Co.
WICHITA, KANSAS
ROADCASTING

tional meeting. To the question
"Do your salesmen work on salary
or commission" at least 90% answered "commission". It was notable that the exceptions were the
large stations, while the smaller
stations nearly 100% subscribed to
the commission and drawing account arrangement.
The dual-rate problem was discussed, with 75% of the stations
indicating that they maintained
both national and local rates. Stations in important markets or of
high wattage preferred the singlerate; local stations argued for the
dual rate.
Of special importance to advertisers was the reaction to the question "Will your station accept oneminute or 100-word announcements
during peak evening hours?"
Eighty per cent answered "no",
but unanimously expressed approval of the 30 or 40-word flash
announcements that several large
national advertisers have released
over spot stations recently.
Cash Discount Opposed
RELATIVE to the 2% cash discount which several advertising
agencies recently have solicited, all
except two newspaper-owned stations specified they refuse to honor
the additional discount.
Merchandising departments are
being established in many stations,
with 60% answering "yes" to the
question : "Does your station maintain a merchandising departDiscussions on specific subjects
were
led by C. F. Phillips, WFBL,
ment?"
Syracuse, merchandising; Harry
T r e n n e r, WNBF, Binghamton,
sale of local business; Lewis H.
Avery, WGR-WKBW, Buffalo, sale
of national business. Frank W.
Kelly, WHAM, Rochester, was appointed to head a committee to investigate what type coverage map
is most useful to time-buyers. H.
H. Hoessly, WHKC, Columbus,
will supervise the exchange of program and time-selling ideas between stations represented at the
meeting. The exchange of effective ideas is an important function, with the intense interest of
the delegates in the initial meeting presaging good results in this
direction.
The pruning of the national committee, which originally consisted
of 14 members and later was cut
to seven, came in for severe censoring by Harry Trenner, who resigned his local sales chairmanship
of the national committee in protest. As a result of the reduction,
he said, small station executives
on the committee were deleted
while representatives of high-powered stations remained. John F.
Patt, WGAR, a member of the executive board of the NAB, who
was present at the session, stated
he knew nothing of the pruning,
and would write a letter to the executive committee presenting the
complaint advanced by Trenner.
Following is a list of those who
registered for the New York meeting: H. H. Hoessly, WHKC;
Frank W. Kelly, WHAM; O. J.
Kelchner, WMMN; Harry Trenner, WNBF; W. A. Riple, WEEU;
E. Y. Flannigan, WSPD;
C. F.
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Phillips, WFBL; Philip P. Allen,
WLVA; John W. New, WTAR;
C. O. McLaughlin, WHK-WJAY;
Lewis H. Avery, WGR-WKBW;
Louis G. Baltimore, WBRE; Fred
Bock, WADC; George F. Bissell,
WMFF; R. P. Jordan, WDBJ; S.
W. Caufield, WBNX; George D.
Coleman, WGBI; Aaron Kellert,
WABY-WOKO; Shelton Maxey,
WCHV; Carl Caiman, WINS;
W. F. Craig, WLBC; S. R. Elman,
WATR; William Mallo, WDRC;
L. H. Bailey, WHAT; John F.
Patt, WGAR; T. M. Maxwell,
WCAM; S. Alfred Wasser,
WMEX; William W. Warner,
WAAB; Kenneth Sink, WFBG;
William B. Gellatly, WOR; Samuel
Gellard, WLTH; Albert A. Cormier, WIP; Bert Lebhar, WMCA;
Oscar Kronenberg, WARD; Paul
H. LaStayo, WAAT; Milton W.
Stoughton, WSPR; Frank R.
Clarke, WWRL; C. L. Bailey,
WHP.
Other group meetings by
branches of the Sales Managers
Division, formed at the last NAB
convention in July, included the
South Central Division and the
Pacific Coast branch, to be held
this month. Jack O. Gross,
KWKH, is chairman of the South
Central Division which was to
meet in Oklahoma City, and Hugh
M. Feltis, KOMO-KJR, headed the
Pacific group to meet in San Francisco Nov. 20.

EQUIPMENT
A NEW vertical radiator 474 feet
high and new transmitting equipment are to be installed by WXYZ,
Detroit, key station of Michigan Network. Lynne C. Smeby, technical supervisor, has started erection of the
tower and plans to complete it within eight weeks. It will be located atop
the 15-story Maccabees Bldg., where
the studios are located. The top of
the radiator will be equipped with a
turnstile antenna to be used later on
for ultra-high frequency transmission.
THORD ARSON ELECTRIC MFG.
Co., Chicago, has announced a complete line of Tru-fidelity transformers
said to possess a number of features
not hither found as a result of having perfected production methods and
developed better materials. Catalog
No. 500, describing the equipment,
has just been issued.
WMBH, Joplin, Mo., has placed a
new Western Electric transmitter in
operation.
WDAE, Tampa, Fla., has installed a
Scripps industrial generator for emergency use.
SHURE BROS., Chicago, has issued
a six-page catalog of its 1937 line of
microphones
and accessories.
A num-to
ber of new items
have been added
the catalog.
FRAZER & Co., oldtime San Franlargely' equipment
specializing incisco
theexporting
exportfirm
of sound
and recording machines, has opened
a Los Angeles branch at 1406 S.
say.
Grand Ave., in charge of Alan RamWOWO, Fort Wayne, has applied to
the FCC for authority to operate a
shortwave station, using Westinghouse equipment. It will supplement
high-frequency units now operated bv
WOWO-WGL, its two Fort Wayne
stations.
A PETITION bearing the names of
2,630,000 persons was filed with the
FCC Nov. 2 by representatives of the
People's Pulpit Association (Jehovah's Witnesses), asking that its good
offices be extended to encourage a
nation-wide network discussion of
"certain debatable questions by a high
Catholic official and Judge Rutherford," head of that organization.

Advertisement

Out
Some

Here
Random

Thoughts,

Most of Which Concern
WGES, WCBD, WSBC,
Chicago ana WEMP,
Milwaukee
- By GENE

T. DYER

—

"we
say
uswe tocan'
IT from
t help
FAR BE
but the
part radio
d of
prouso"
feelyou
but told
played in the national election. In
Chicago, millions of newspapers
daily, edited with poisoned pens,
failed to stem the incalculable
ging truth
r chaos
of radi
poweof
. o in brin
out
* * *
has sixty-three actual applicants for open time, accounts
that cannot be accommodated because of no available time. We
that's a record for anyif station.
feel as body's
* * *
WGES

Those election straw
about as accurate
ship."ratings" and
"surveys
* *

Hooray for Jim
tory.
recording of that
biggest forward
*

ballots proved
as "showmanself-serving
*

Baldwin again! The
music library is the
move in NAB his* *

SALES CHART

independent
kee's Milw
auWEMP,
ion
stat
chalked
up a 50% sales
increase in October over September — are we
? ,Charles eJ.
proudhier
Lanp
whos
radio experience includes Alaska
to South America, has just been
appointed as* the* new* boss there.
WSBC has applied for 250 watts
daytime. This station claims the
of being America's
ionstation.
distinct
local
model
* * *
Modernistic new studios just commark WCBD's
pleted in Chicago
designation
as a Chicago
station.
* * *
Walter Hollander, the well informed advertising manager for
REM, said some pretty swell things
in a letter to WGES recently, renewing his contract with WGES
and expanding to WCBD. The gist
of it was "a station that's managed by the same personnel as
WGES (WCBD) MUST BE A
* * *
GOOD STATION."
After checking over the averages
for stations in the United States
as presented in the Radio Broadcasting Business Census recently
released, we are mighty contented
with the records shown by our
various
— they're so far
above thestations
average!
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IN
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky &. Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineer!
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consuliing Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

PAUL
F. GODLEY
Consulting Radio Engineer
Montclair,
"25 years N.of J.

W.

P. Milliard Co.
''Radio transmission

pmen
Calu
2106 Equi
mett Ave.
ILLINOIS
CHICAGO

E. C. PAGE
Consulting Radio Engineer
1311 Livingston St.
Davis 2122
Evanston, III.

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast
Transmission and
Coverage Development.
P. 0. Box 742
Evansvllle, Ind.

EDWARD
H. LOFTIN
BROADCAST. COMMUNICATIONS
AND
PATENTS CONSULTANT
1406 G STREET, N. W.
District 4105
WASHINGTON, D. C

TEMPLE

Consulting Radio Engineer
30 Rockefeller Plaza
P. 0. Box 189
New York City
Times Square Station

JENKINS & ADAIR, Inc.
Engineers
Designers and Manufacturers of Radio
Transmission, Sound Film, Disc Recording and Communication Equipment
3333 BELMONT AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CABLE: JEN K A DAI R

FREQUENCY

and CHAMBERS

Professional Background"

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purpoies,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.

J. M.

McNARY

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. I6lst ST.
NEW YORK CITY
A WORLD Congress of Radio Engineers in Sydney. Australia, in April
193S is planned by the Australian
Institution of Radio Engineers in
connection with the Sydney celebration of its 150th anniversary. A special effort to secure attendance of
American and European radio engineers will be made.

MEASURING

SERVICE

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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HARRY EHRHART. of the enginti i
ing staff of WCAU, Philadelphia, h]
building.
been made supervisor of the WCA;

THE

CONTROL

ROOM

RAY

FERGUSON, NBC maintenance engineer in San Francisco, has
been transferred
the network's
lywood technical todepartment.
His HolSan
Francisco successor is E. L. Parkhurst, formerly field engineer for the
network in that city. Ralph Denechaud, cisco
formerly
in NBC's San
technical department,
hasFranalso
joined the Hollywood engineering
staff. E. E. Jefferson, with NBC before going over to KSFO in San Francisco as chief engineer, has returned
to the network in that city as field
engineer. Switches in personnel were
announced by A. H. Saxton, NBC division engineer in San Francisco.
CLIFFORD HARRIS, formerly chief
engineer of WIP, Philadelphia, has
been advanced to the post of technical
supervisor, succeeding Edward Johnston, who has joined the technical
staff of WCAU, Philadelphia.
WALTER WIDLAR, formerly of
W.JAY, Cleveland, resigned to join
WGAR. that city, and not the reverse as printed in the Nov. 1 issue
of Broadcasting.
ALFRED TOWNE. formerly with
the Rembler Co. Ltd., San Francisco
broadcasting and sound equipment
manufacturers, has joined the engineering staff of KSFO in that city,
succeeding E. E. Jefferson, resigned.
Royal V. Howard is KSFO's chief
engineer.
A. C. GOODNOW. formerly studio
supervisor of KYW. Philadelphia, has
been transferred by Westinghouse
Radio Stations Inc. to Fort Wayne.
Ind. to supervise the technical installations of the new studios of
WOWO
and WGL, Westinghouse stations.
A. EARL CULLUM Jr.. formerly
with the Southwest Broadcasting Co..
has established a radio consulting and
field engineering service at 2935 N.
Henderson Ave., Dallas.
L. E. ELTON, formerly of Iowa
Broadcasting System. has joined
WBOW. mitterTerre
engineer. Haute. Ind., as transW. W. WOLFE, research head of
RCA Mfg. Co., Hollywood, left early
in November to spend three weeks at
the Camden, N. J. plant and study
recent
discoveries in high-fidelity sound
recording.
R. G. DENNECHAUD. technician at
KFI, Los Angeles, early in November joined the Hollvwood technical
staff of NBC.

JOSEPH
A. YOLK, engineer
KSD, St. Louis, is the father of ,
baby girl born Oct. 26.
ART
PECK,
engineer
Paul, is
the father
of a of
babyKSTP,
boy boiS1
in October.
JOE NOYEY, engineering maint
nance
supervisorafter
at WBBM.
Chica;.is convalescing
an apendectorji
WILLIS FREITAG.
son of Y. <
Freitag, manager of KRKD, Los A:
geles,
become
a technician-a:
nouncer has
for the
station.
He was gra
uated from the University of Cal
fornia at Los Angeles last summer

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations
Wanted, 7c per word. All other
classifications, 12c per word. Miniadvance.mum charge $1.00. Payable in
Forms close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
New daytime station applicant mm
employ experienced station, sales and pri
gram managers before hearing Decemb<
fourth. Permanent jobs in growing cit
of forty thousand. Harmon Stevens. Pc;
Huron. Michigan.
Situations Wanted
Experienced operator holds Broadea:
License. Unemployed. Desires positioi
Box 573, Broadcasting.
Operator, age thirty-three ; twelve yeai
broadcast experience ; five years technic:
supervisor. Box 575, Broadcasting.
Press Operator ; solid : combination ope)
ator-announcer. Experienced maintenan
and construction. Box 576, Broadcastin
Experienced operator; licensed fiv
years ; best references ; desires positio
with progressive station. Box 57
Broadcasting.
Station connection, any capacity wi
opportunity, by licensed station operat
and
owner,
ence former
developing
localtwelve
into years'
regionalexper
10
watt network station. Can announce, er
tertain, operate, sell and manage. Mai
ried, age thirty-six, available at once. Bo
577, Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy

WALTER DIETRICH, newcomer to
the technical ranks, late in October
joined the engineering staff of Radio
Recorders
Inc.. Hollywood transcription laboratory.

Will pay cash for full or part-time sta
tion
in city over 100,000. Box 567, Broae! ;
CASTING.

J. A. MIDDLEBROOKS, of the CBS
engineering department, is in Cincinnati _supervising installation of the
new 5 kw. Western Electric transmittertionwhich
next WKRC
month. will place in operaHERBERT E. IVES and Robert C.
Mathes, Bell Laboratories scientists,
have been granted patents No. 2,058.SS2 and 2.058,883 on a system of
electro-optical image transmission and
production.
ELLWOOD WARWICK LIPPINCOTT. operator of KVOS, Bellingham, Wash., who also acts as announcer and time salesman, has applied to
the FCC for a new 100-watt station
on 1310 kc. in Bend, Ore.
JACK HOPKINS, formerly of
KLMB, Monroe, La., has joined
KFRO, Longview, Tex., as assistant
engineer and press operator. Sid
Parks has resigned to become technician for the Gregg County police
department's KACU.
HAROLD JACKSON, NBC engineer
in
Chicago,
on Nov.
father
of a baby
boy. 6 became the

Approved
equipment,
field
strength
measuringRCAunitTMV-75-1
(new )
direct reading ; Estiline Angus Automata
Recorder for fading on distant stations
GR radio frequency bridge; radio oscilla
tors, etc. Reasonable rental. Allied Re
search
Laboratories,
260 East 161st Street
New York
City.

BROADCASTING

For Rent — Equipment

For Sale — Equipment
Western Electric 100 Watt 12-B Trans
mitter. This transmitter is in excellen
condition, being recently retired from serv
ice due to a power boost. Sold complete
with "low hours" set of tubes. Availabli
immediately and can be inspected at an;
time. KGFF, Shawnee, Oklahoma.
UNUSUAL buy: 3-unit Esco M.G. set
reconditioned
our use
W1MK. Suitedby toG.E.
smallfollowing
or medium
powe)a'
broadcasting station work. (1) 1,000 t<
2,000 v.d.c. at 750 ma. two commutatoi
generator. (2) 14 v.d.c. field generator
exciter, runs filaments if desired. (3)
4 H.P. 2 phase 220 v.a.c. motor. Also, 3(
amp. 4 pole manual switch. Also G.E
110 v 60 cycle magnetic power switch foi
control. Two field rheostats with above
Original cost over $450. Sell $125 cash
crated, f.o.b. Hartford. Will quote separately on motor and switches if desired
A.R.R.L. Communications Department
West Hartford, Conn.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Tower

Is Demolished

:j£ECTED up to 650 feet, the new
3-foot vertical radiator of KDKA,
jestinghouse station, near SaxoniDcg, Pa., was completely demolfced when blown down by a high
:}nd Oct. 30. Cause of the acci;|nt was a defective guy wire,
i one was injured, although there
Hre numerous spectators nearby.
! e damage was covered by insur•ice. R. N. Harmon, Westinghouse
gineer, is supervising the new
istallation, which resumed im;diately and will be ready for
.eration in about six weeks.
Standard

Brands

Test

Standard brands inc., New
brk, on Nov. 8 started National
telling Bee on WJZ, New York,
tndays, 9-10 a. m. Dr. Harry
lagen conducts the program, in
aieh children from the New York
ea take part. The sponsor plans
build the program into an eveng hour if possible, it is under:>od. Program will run for eight
Beks and was booked through J.
alter Thompson Co., New York.
RCA Union Vote
CTION of the National Labor
Rations Board in certifying
nited Electrical Radio Workers
America as exclusive bargains' agency for all employes in the
CA Mfg. Co. Camden plants is a
ntradiction of the law which creed the board, E. T. Cunningham,
■•esident, stated Nov. 9. He said
flat less than a third of the emoyes had voted for exclusive rep; sentation by UERWA, and added
at bargaining rights of other
lions in the plants are thereby
stroyed.
Record Piano Music at 33lA R.P.M

with UNIVERSAL
Professional Recording Machine
Xew. improved design — Superlative performance— Solid, heavy — Precision machined —
16-in. distortion proof turntable disc —
Constant speed rim drive — 110-volt AC
100% synchronous
reversible
— Individually calibrated timing
bar motor
provides
for
both 33% and 78 r.p.m. at 90. 110 and
130
lines
per
in.
—
Solid
steel
bar
slide
The climax of four years of research and—
experiment.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., Ltd.,
424 Warren Lane Inglewood , Calif. , U . S. A.

A

Elaborate

Pickups

THE
Are Staged by NBC
TWO unusual feature broadcasts,
carried over NBC networks, fascinated the foreign radio notables
who came over for NBC's tenth
anniversary celebrations — one on
Nov. 11 being a two-way shortwave rebroadcast to and from
Rome while they were flying from
Niagara Falls to Washington in
two aii-planes, and the other on
Nov. 9 comprising pickups from 15
different points.
Robert Jardillier, French Minister of Communications, and
Maurice Ramber, president of the
International Broadcasting Union,
were in the airplanes and listened
in while David Sarnoff, at his desk
in Radio City, spoke with Senator
Marconi in Rome; then Senator
Marconi spoke with M. Jardillier
and M. Rambert and others in the
planes while John B. Kennedy,
Max Jordan and Fred Bate acted
as commentators. The broadcasts
came through very clearly, though
there was some "fuzz" from Rome.
On Nov. 9, Kurt Sell, U. S. representative of the German Broadcasting System, carried on a twoway conversation with Roderick
Dietze, announcer in Berlin, as did
H. S. Palmer, president of the
New Haven Railroad, while Mr.
Sell and Mr. Palmer were aboard
the streamline train Comet out of
Boston and Mr. Dietze was on the
Flying Hamburger, both trains
being under way at about 80 miles
an hour. On the Comet were John
McNamara, WBZ announcer; William Card, NBC urogram department; Charles S. Young, assistant
manager of WBZ; Georsre Harder.
WBZ press representative: Donald
Stanier and Robert Duffield, WBZ
engineers.
During the 45-minute program,
there were also pickups from Jack
Fraser and Cameron Kinqr aboard
the submarine S-20 off Sandy
Hook; a KOA crew atou Pike's
Peak: George Hicks describing Radio Citv and Fifth Avenue from
the NBC mobile transmitter car;
Ted Kimball describing an Army
tank drill at Fort Meyer, near
Washington; Charles O'Connor
talking from the New York - New
Jersev midtown tunnel; from a
Cleveland Police Department radio
cruising car; a pickup from the
U. S. Coast Guard cutter Pontchartrain; a descrintion of the new
San Francisco-Oakland bridge, and
a relay from a squadron of Navy
planes flying over San Diego.

Recognized

Consulting

MOST,

j

POWERFUL
STATION

between
St. Louis
Dallas

and

Denver

Covers

the

Heart

25,000 WATTS

of

the

Triangle

NATIONALLY
CLEARED CHANNEL

More population, more radio sets and
more spendable income than any other
Oklahoma station, with extensive coverage in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.

COMPLETE NBC
PROGRAM SERVICE

EDWARD
New York

"TK
HE

PETRY & CO., Nat'l Representatives
Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco

V

VO

C E

o

—

o
TULSA

OF
OKLAHOMA"

and

Engineering Service for Established Stations and New Station
Applicants
•

FC-2 Frequency Control
APPROVED BY F.C.C.

•

Tru-Axis
APPROVED

•

Precision Frequency Measurements
Our Measurements Are Acceptable to the F.C.C.
WRITE FOR BULLETIN NO. B-14

Present

Unit

national

and

re-

gional advertisers on

the

"Missouri
drS^ Crystals
BY F.C.C.

COMMERCIAL
RADIO
EQUIPMENT
CO.
216 EAST 74th STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Triangle"

have

increased distribution and "over-the-counter" sales
in the most thickly populated areas in Missouri.
Your

product,

too, can

and

will gain and

enjoy

a

wider popularity if you tell your story to the listening audiences in these three major Missouri markets.
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ACTIONS

FEDERAL

. . .

NOVEMBER 10
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
KGFG, Oklahoma City — CP move trans.,
studio, new equip., vert, radiator.
WSAN,
Allentown, Pa. — CP new equip.,
vert, radiator.
WCOC, Meridan, Miss. — CP change equip.
WCBA,
Allentown, Pa. — CP new equip.,
vert,
radiator.
WCAZ. D Carthage,
increase
to 250 w. 111. — CP change equip.,
WFBG, Altoona, Pa. — CP new equip.,
vert, radiator, increase D to 250 w.
WAYX, Waycross, Ga. — License for CP
new station 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
KFPY, Spokane — License for CP change
trans, site, equip., change 1340 to 890 ke,
increase D 1 to 5 kw.
KYOS, Merced, Cal. — License for CP
new station 1040 kc 250 w D.
KHQ. Spokane— Mod. CP new equip.
500WTAD,
w to 1 Quincy,
kw D. 111.— Mod. CP increase
WOC, Davenport, la. — Auth. transfer
control from Palmer School of Chiropractic to B. J. Palmer & D. D. Palmer.
KMAC, San Antonio — Amended CP move
trans, locally,
new w. equip., vert, radiator,
increase
D to 250
KLS, Oakland, Cal. — CP move trans.,
studio locally, vert, radiator.
WIBX, Utica, N. Y. — CP move trans,
locally, new equip., vert, radiator, reduce
D from 300 to 250 w.
WBEN, Buffalo — License for CP move
trans, locally, new equip., vert, radiator,
increase D from 1 to 5 kw.
KRBC, Abilene, Tex. — License for CP
new station 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
WMBH, Joplin, Mo. — License for CP
new equip.
WBST, South Bend. Ind.— Same.
KWYO, Sheridan, Wyo. — License for CP
move trans, site, new equip., vert, radiator, increase D to 250 w.
WDSU, New Orleans — License for CP
change equip.
KGNF, North Platte, Neb.— License for
CP change equip.
KCMC. Texarkana, Ark. — Mod. CP
trans., studio sites & vert, radiator.
WBCM, Bay City, Mich.— Mod. license
increase 500 w to 1 kw 1410 kc unltd.
KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash.— CP change
equip.
KGKB, Tyler, Tex. — CP change equip.,
increase D to 250 w, time from unltd. D
spec. N to unltd.
WACO.
Waco, Tex. — CP new equip.,
vert,
radiator.
KSCJ,
Sioux
City, la. — CP move aux.trans.
WDAF, Kansas City — CP move trans,
site locally, new equip., vert, radiator.
WCKY, Covington, Ky. — CP new equip.
KRNR, Roseburg, Ore. — CP change
equip., increase 100 w D to 100 w N 250
w D unltd.
WBTM, Danville, Va. — CP change equip.
WATL, Atlanta — CP move trans., studio
locally, new equip., increase D to 250 w.
KFVD, Los Angeles — CP new equip.,
vert, radiator, increase 250 w N & D ltd
to 1 kw N & D ltd.
WGRC. New Albany, Ind. — License for
CP new station 1370 kc 250 w D.
KSLM. Salem, Ore. — Mod. CP re equip.
WFOY, St. Augustine, Fla. — Mod. CP
new equip.
KTAT, Birdville. Tex. — Vol. assign, license to Tarrant Brdcstg. Co.
KOY. Phoenix, Ariz. — Vol. assign, license to Salt River Valley Brdcstg. Co.

THE

COMMUNICATIONS
(Broadcast Division)
OCTOBER

Decisions

OF

31 TO

COMMISSION

NOVEMBER
13, INCLUSIVE
City, CP new equip., increase D 250 w
to 1 kw ; KVOD, Denver, mod. license
920 to 630 kc, Sh.-KFEL to unltd. 500 w ;
KFEL, Denver, mod. license Sh.-KVOD
to unltd. ; KGA, Spokane, mod. license
1470 to 950 kc, decrease N from 5 to 1
kw ; KLZ, Denver, increase N to 5 kw
(before Division) ; KGBX, Springfield, Mo.,
CP move locally, change equip., change
500 w unltd. directional N to 1 kw unltd.
directional N; NEW, John R & Joe L.
Peryatel, Richard K. Beauchamp, Raton,
N. M.. CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. ; WADC,
Tallmadge, O., mod. license 1 to 5 kw N ;
WKBV, Richmond, Ind., mod. license spec,
to unltd.
APPLICATIONS DENIED : NEW, Harry
C. & Clara A. Lowe, DuBois, Pa., denied
as in default CP 1210 kc 100 w D ; NEW,
Homer D. Banta, Burlington, Ia., denied
as in default CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.
APPLICATION DISMISSED — NEW,
Memphis Commercial Appeal, Mobile, Ala.,
CP 630 kc 1 kw 5 kw LS unltd.
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.. exp. auth.
580 kc 1 kw unltd. : NEW. Tribune. Great
Falls, Mont., CP 950 kc 1 kw 5 kw LS
unltd. ; NEW. High Fidelity Brdcstg. Service, Milton, Mass., CP 1570 kc 1 kw unltd.
and variable ; WAPO. Chattanooga, mod.
CP 1200 kc 100 w 250 w LS unltd.

WWAE, Hammond, Ind. — CP new equip.
KOVC, Valley City, N. D.— License for
CP new station 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
WGST, Atlanta — Mod. CP vert, radiator, trans, site.
KSRC, Seattle— Mod. CP move trans,
locally, vert, radiator, change equip.
WCPO, Cincinnati — CP move trans, locally, new equip., vert, radiator.
KTSM, El Paso, Tex. — CP move trans,
locally, new equip., vert, radiator, increase
D to 250 w Sh.-WDAH, permanent auth.
carry WDAH schedule on KTSM trans.
KSUN, Lowell, Ariz. — License for CP
1200 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.
KMA, Shenandoah. Ia. — License for CP
930 kc 1 kw 5 kw D unltd.
KGHL, Billings. Mont. — License for CP
780 kc 1 kw 5 kw D unltd.
KGCX, Wolf Point, Mont.— License for
CP and Mod. thereof 1450 kc 1 kw unltd.
WSAR, Fall River, Mass.— Mod. CP extend completion.
WSAU, Eau Claire, Wis. — Mod. CP
change equip., increase D 250 w to 1 kw.
KROY, Sacramento, Cal. — Mod. CP
move trans., studio locally, new equip.,
vert, radiator.
WGPC, Albany, Ga.— Mod. CP move locally, change equip., vert, radiator.
WJRD,
Tuscaloosa,
Ala. — License for CP
1200
kc 100
w D.
KGER, Long Beach, Cal. — CP change
equip.
WALA, Mobile — CP change equip.
WAAB,
Boston — Auth.
use former
WNAC trans, as aux.
KSCJ, Sioux City, Ia. — CP change equip.,
increase D to 5 kw LS.
WHFC, Cicero, HI. — Mod. license spec,
to unltd.. facilities WEHS, WKBI.
SET FOR HEARING — KGFI, Corpus
Christi, Tex., Mod. CP to 1330 kc 500 w
unltd. ; KPRC, Houston, mod. license increase N 1 to 5 kw (before Division) ;
KFNF, Shenandoah, Ia., CP new trans.,
increase 500 w 1 kw to 1 kw 5 kw D ;
WSAY, Rochester, mod. license D to unltd. facilities WOCL ; NEW, Earle Yates.
Las Cruces, N. M.. CP 1500 kc 100 w
250 w D unltd. ; NEW. Valley Brdcstg.
Co., Youngstown, CP 1370 kc 100 w 250
w D unltd. ; WOWO, Fort Wayne, CP
new equip., increase N 10 to 25 kw ; NEW,
Birmingham News Co., Birmingham, CP
590 kc 500 w 1 kw D unltd.. directional
N; NEW, T. E. Kirksey. Waco, Tex., CP
1330 kc 500 w unltd. ; NEW, George H.
Payne, San Jose, Cal., CP 1010 kc 1 kw
unltd, facilities KQW ; NEW. Dr. W. S.
Jacobs Brdcstg. Co.. Houston, CP 1220
kc 1 kw unltd. ; KRKO. Everett, Wash.,
CP change 1370 to 1420 kc, increase to
100 w 250 w D unltd., new equip., move
locally; KABR. Aberdeen, S. D., CP
change equip., change 1420 to 1390 kc,
increase 100 w to 1 kw N & D ; WAAF,
Chicago, CP new equip., 1 kw 5 kw D
unltd. : NEW, St. Petersburg C. of C,
Fla., CP 1050 kc 5 kw ltd. ; NEW, Central Mich. Radio Co., Mt. Pleasant, Mich.,
CP 570 kc 250 w unltd. : NEW, Lou Poller, Scranton, Pa., CP 930 kc 250 w D;
NEW, James D. Scannell, Lewiston, Me.,
CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; WJJD, Chicago, CP directional N, change ltd. to unltd. (before Division) ; WCOA, Pensacola,
Fla.. CP increase 500 w to 1 kw unltd. ;
KVOO. Tulsa. CP increase 25 to 50 kw ;
KYW, Philadelphia, CP increase 10 to 50
kw; NEW, Journal Co., Milwaukee, CP
1570 kc 1 kw unltd. ; NEW, Carolina Adv.
Corp., Florence, S. C, CP 1200 kc 100 w
unltd. ; NEW. Carolina Adv. Corp., Columbia, S. C. CP 1370 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd. ; KARK. Little Rock, mod. CP to 1
kw N ; NEW, Allen T. Simmons. Mansfield,
O., CP 780 kc 1 kw D ; WHOM, Jersey

ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS:
WPRO, Providence — Granted CP new
equip., directional antenna, increase to 500
w 1 kw D 630 kc unltd., sustaining Examiner Seward.
KRNT, Des Moines — Granted CP new
equip., directional antenna, increase 500
w 1 kw D to 1 kw 5 kw D 1320 kc unltd.,
sustaining Examiner Hill.
MISCELLANEOUS — WIL. St. Louis, CP
new station Star-Pub. Co., St. Louis, recalled and suspended, and denial applic.
Missouri Brdcstg. Co. pending court action ; Central Brdcstg. Co., Eau Claire,
Wis., granted petition intervene applic.
Eau Claire Brdcstg. Co. new station 1210
kc 100 w unltd.; WIND. Gary, Ind., granted regular renewal ; WRR, Dallas, granted
petition intervene applic. Dallas Brdcstg.
Co. CP new station Dallas 1500 kc 100 w
D; KROW. Oakland, Cal., granted petition intervene and be made party to proceedings applic. Chauncey W. Hammond
CP 1280 kc 1 kw unltd. at Oakland :
WTAD, Quincy, 111., granted petition intervene and be made party to hearing on
applic. Courier-Post Pub. Co., Hannival
Brdcstg. Co., both seeking new stations
1310 kc 100 w unltd. ; Voice of Greenville.
Greenville. Tex., granted petition intervene applic. Hunt Brdcstg. Assn. new station at Greenville 1200 kc 100 w D ;
WBBZ. Ponca City, Okla., granted auth.
modify temp. auth. in favor of Howard
Johnson to operate WBBZ as special rep.
of estate C. L. Carroll, and to grant Mrs.
Carroll same auth. pending disposition of
estate; KMPC, Beverly Hills. Cal., denied
reconsid. action setting for hearing applic.
transfer control to George A. Richards,
and to grant without hearing ; WCHV,
Charlottesville. Va., denied reconsideration
grant of applic. transfer control of Community Brdcstg. Corp., licensee, from W.
B. Brown to present stockholders of said
licensee corp., and grant hearing on applic. ;WLWL, New York, denied petition
to withdraw without prejudice aonlic.
mod. license Int. Brdcstg. Corp. (WOV)
opposed grant on ground it would violate
Par. 103.8 of rules of practice. ; Knox
Brdcstg. Co., Schenectady, N. Y., denied
waiver of rule governing filing of petition for reconsid. and to grant applic. new
station at Schenectady 1240 kc 1 kw unltd.

WLWL,
New York— Granted petitio
withdraw without prejudice "petition fc <
relief" filed 1-20-36, requesting relief fro!
"curtailment of existing service area" b !
cancelling
special experiment! 1
authorizationscertain
and denying
certain pent
ing
applicatio
ns
for
continuance of sur
authorizations.
RETIRED Ore.,
TO CLOSED
FILES— KOO;
Marshfield,
applic. mod.
CP to 139
kc 250 w D, granted 9-3-36.
SPECIAL
ZATIONS— WOV,
Omaha, ext. AUTHORI
auth. 5 kw N ; KTSM.
E
Paso, ext. auth. carry WDAH program
RATIFICATIONS :
KVOE. Santa Ana, Cal. — Ext. prog!
test period.
KRBC. Abilene, Tex. — Same.
WSAY, Rochester— Same.
KRKO. Everett, Wash.— Ext. equip, test ;
WHBF,
Island, 111. — Ext. autr, "
main
studioRock
in Moline.
WTRC,
Elkhart.
Ind. — Temp, auth!
simul. — WLBC special
programs.
KFAC, Los Angeles — Granted temp, re I
newal license pending court decision.
KMA, Shenandoah, Ia. — Granted mod
license increase D to 5 kw.
WMCA, New York— Waived rule 104.'
and permitted WMCA file answer in ap
plie.
WMAS.
James
D. ScanneH granted right to in]
tervene applic. Arthur E. Seagrave nev
Me. : Tribune Co.
Lewiston,
station
Tampa, Fla., extension time granted fo;
filing exceptions Ex. Rep. 1-301 ; Niagar;
Falls Gazette Pub. Co. request extensior
time granted for filing exceptions anc i
making request oral argument Ex. Rep ,
1-291 and granted extension 5 days foi
Power City Brdcstg. Corp. to request ora
argument and answer said exceptions ,
Springfield, granted petition in- 1
WSPR,
; postponec
tervene
KRLC 1
applic.
decision foron CP
date of WMAS
effective applic.
KGFG ; James D. Scannell granted petition intervene applic. Philip J. Wisemar
new station in Lewiston, Me.
Examiners' Reports . . .
NEW, Farnsworth Television Inc. o
Penna.. Philadelphia — Examiner Hyde rec
ommended (1-304) that applic. CP 1 kw
42.000-56,000 and 60,000-86,000 kc 1 kw be
NEW, Pottsville Brdcstg. Co., Pottsville
granted.
Pa. — ■ Examiner Dalberg recommended
(1-305) that applic. CP 580 kc 250 w D
be granted.
WKZO, Kalamazoo — Examiner Hill recommended (1-3061 that applic. increase 1
kw D to 250 w 1 kw LS unltd. be granted
Applications
OCTOBER . 31. .
WHOM, Jersey City — CP increase 250.
w to 250 w 1 kw D.
WNYC, New York — Mod. CP as mod.
change equip., antenna, move trans.
WSAR, Fall River, Mass.— Mod. CP reequip.
W3XAU, Philadelphia
— License
international
station increase
to 10 for
kw. CP
WIP, Philadelphia — CP new trans., vert.:
antenna, increase 500 w to 1 kw N, move,
trans, locally.
NEW,780 Allen
T. D.
Simmons, Mansfield, O.
—CP
kc 1 kw
NEW,
Frazier Reams, Mansfield, - 0.CP 1370 kc 100 w D.
KGKB, Tyler, Tex. — CP increase 100 w
to 100 w 250 w D, change from unltd. D
spec. N to unltd.
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i 'NEW, H. O. Davis. Mobile, Ala. — CP
10 kc 250 w 500 w D unltd.
iWGPC, Albany. Ga. — Mod. CP new
Juip,. increase 100 to 250 w D, change
IJadio,
sites,D amended
i.est fortrans,
increase
power. to omit re|WJRD,
Tuscaloosa,
P as mod. new station.Ala. ■ — License for
WOAI. San Antonic — Auth. transfer conJdI of corp. from G. A. C. Halff to Cojmbia Brdcstg. System Inc., 2000 shares
tlmmon stock.
WWAE. Hammond, Ind. — CP new trans.
IKMA, Shenandoah, la. — License for CP
l?w equip., move trans.
'WMIN, St. Paul— Mod. license from Edard Hoffman to Edward Hoffman, d/b
WMIN Brdcstg. Co.
jlNEW,
Ellwood
Warwick Lippincott,
i';nd. Ore. — CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.
KGER, Long Beach, Cal. — CP change
<|uip.
NOVEMBER 1
X^WBNY. Buffalo — Mod. license re hours.
WNNY, Watertown, N. Y.— Mod. CP to
-flange
KMLB.equip.
Monroe, La. — License for CP
_ lange equip., increase.
NEW, Statistical Research Labs., Clevend — CP to1200
kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.,
nended
directional.
JfWFOY,
Fla. — Mod. CP
jw stationSt.re Augustine,
trans.
~:KFXR,
Oklahoma
City
—
Mod. CP re
iuip.
KFYR, Bismarck. N. D. — Mod. license 1
^.fcv D to 5 kw N & D.
T1 KSCJ, Sioux City, la. — ■ CP move aux.
avians.
NOVEMBER 4
WCMI, Ashland, Ky. — License for CP
< mod. change equip., increase power,
ove studio, trans, locally.
*] NEW,
Ann Arbor Brdcstg. Co. Inc.,
;; ''nn
CP kc.1570 kc I kw
lltd.. Arbor,
amendedMich.
to —1550
■T- W3XE, Philco Radio & Television Corp.,
* Wiiladelphia — Mod. license from 1500 w
; 'visual)
'Sid
aural).250 w (aural) to 10 kw (visual
\ NEW,
Westinghouse
»!;^fOrt
Wayne,
Ind. — CP Radio
high fStations
req., 50 Inc.,
kw.
2: -JPKOVC,
VaUey
City,
N.
D.—
License for
as mod. new station.
i i\
NOVEMBER 5
j WFTC, Kinston. N. C. — Mod. CP re
auip., trans., studio site, antenna.
KJR, Seattle
License for CP new trans.,
ntenna,
move — trans.

40RE
DF U. S. BROADCASTING
TATIONS EMPLOY CREI MEN
1
BROADCASTING EXECUTIVES want men
j»ho possess engineering training. CREI
Irudents offer that extra something; the
^mbition to excel, the will to learn, and the
^nund knowledge that a constantly revised
(ourse of study gives to men who are
onstantly meeting new problems. If you
Bve a good job— STUDY TO KEEP IT.
: you want a good job STUDY TO JUSTIIT! There must be a reason why more
nan 25% of the stations prefer CREI
'•ained men . . . write for the catalog and
jpi/ll know why!
Write for FREE
zapitol
ENGINEERING

Catalog

radio
INSTITUTE

Dept. B-11
Washington, D. C. 14th & Park Rd.
lew York City
29 Broadway

NOVEMBER 6
WJAR, Providence — License for CP
move aux. trans.
NEW, Centennial Brdcstg. Corp., Dallas
— CP 1500 kc 100 w D.
El Dorado, Ark. — License for
CPKELD,
new trans.
KEUB, Price, Utah— License for CP as
mod. 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
KGB, San Diego — CP new trans., vert,
antenna, increase 1 kw to 1 kw 5 kw D,
move trans.
KGO, San Francisco — CP increase 7% to
50 kw, move trans., amended to omit request for directional antenna.
KDB, Santa Barbara, Cal. — CP change
equip., vert, antenna, change 1500 to 1220
kc,
cally.increase 100 to 500 w, move trans, loNOVEMBER

WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va. — Auth. transfer control from Marion K. Gilliam to
Floyd Williams.
NEW, B. H. Hopson, Birmingham — CP
1310 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd., assign,
facilities WSGN contingent grant Birmingham News Co. applic.
WGST, Atlanta — Mod. CP increase
power, move trans., re trans, site and approval antenna.
KGFX, Pierre, S. D. — Invol. assign, license Dana McNeil to Ida A. McNeil.
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont. — License for
CP new trans., antenna, move trans.
NOVEMBER 9
WRAK, Williamsport, Pa. — License for
CP new antenna, trans., move trans.
CPKFPW,
change Fort
equip.Smith, Ark.— License for
WIOD-WMBF, Miami— License for CP
new antenna, move trans.
Memphis — Mod. license increase
N WREC,
1 to 5 kw.
KRBC, Abilene, Tex. — CP change antenna, increase 100 w to 100 w 250 w D.
WDAE,
to 5 kw. Tampa, Fla. — Mod. license N 1
Brunswick, Ga. — ■
CPNEW,
1420 Phillip
kc 100 Jackson,
w D.
WSMB, New Orleans — CP increase 1 kw
to 1 kw 5 kw D, directional.
WSBC,
Chicago
crease N 250
w. — CP new equip., in111. — Mod.
licenseWKBI.
spec,
to WHFC,
unltd., Cicero,
asks facilities
WEHS,
NEW,
George
W.
Young,
St.
Paul
—
920 kc 1 kw 5 kw D unltd., directional CP
N.
KIEM,crease 500Eureka,
Cal.
—
CP
new
equip.,
inw to 1 kw.
NOVEMBER 12
Zarephath, N. J. — License for
CPWAWZ,
new equip.
NEW, Ohio Farmers Brdcstg. Co., M.
Smith Davis & C. A. Thompson, Johnstown, O.— CP 800 kc 50 kw ltd., asks
freq. WTBO which would then be shifted
to 810 kc.
WSIX, Nashville — -Vol. assign, license
from 638 Tire Vulcanizing Co. to WSIX
Inc.
WBEP, Huntsville. Ala. — Mod. CP new
station re trans., studio sites, antenna.
as WAPO,
mod. newChattanooga
station. — License for CP
WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich. — License for
CP move trans., new antenna.
NEW, Frank M. Dunham, Fort Dodge,
la. — CP 1500 kc 100 w D, amended to
1250 kc, 100 w to 1 kw, new equip.
KWTN, Watertown, S. D. — CP new
trans., vert, antenna, change 1210 to 1340
kc, increase 100 to 250 w N 500 w D,
move trans., amended to 500 w D only.
KUSD, Vermillion, S. D. — CP new trans.
WJBL, Decatur, 111. — CP new trans.
Wash. — License for
CPKPQ,
changeWenatchee,
equip.
NOVEMBER 13
WEEI, Boston; WKRC, Cincinnati;
WJSV, Washington; WBT, Charlotte;
WBBM, Chicago; KMOX, St. Louis;
WCCO, Minneapolis; KNX, Los Angeles —
Vol. assign. CP, licenses to CBS.
STANLEY SPEXCER, sales manager of WGY, Schenectady, has resigned to take up farming in Virginia.
No successor has been appointed.
THE ONLY pawnshop in the United
States broadcasting direct from the
store is Izzy Ginsberg's, Cedar Rapids, la.over
Izzy's
Amateurs are heard
weekly
WMT.
GATES

Manufacturers ml

Everything In Speech— Rcmalc—
Tranicrlptian and Microphone ■ Equipment
CATES
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RADIO & SUPPLY
QUINCT, ILLINOIS
Advertisin

CO.

Impressed by Television
(Continued from page 70)
WHAT, Philadelphia ; Louis Baltimore and
Charles Sakoski, WBRE, Wilkes - Barre ;
Louis N. Persio and George E. Joy,
WRAK, Williamsport; Clifford M. Chafey,
Raymond A. Gaul and H. O. Landis,
WEEU, Reading; Henry N. Cocker and
E. D. Hibbs, WTEL, Philadelphia; J. M.
Nassau and Margaret R. Collins, WIBG,
Philadelphia; E. G. Smith and J. H.
Stenger, Jr., WBAX, Wilkes-Barre ; Benedict Gimbel, Jr. and Clifford Harris, WIP,
Philadelphia; G. D. Coleman and K. R.
Cooke, WGBI,
J. O'Melian,
WLEU,
Erie; Scranton
Clair R.; Leo
McCullough
and
J.
E.
Mathiot,
Mason-Dixon
Group,
Lancaster.
Connecticut — Richard K. Blackburn and
Cedric W. Foster, WTHT, Hartford; John
F. Rolfe, Hartford Times; Herman D.
Taylor and Albert H. Jackson, WTIC,
Hartford ; Sydney Warner, Eric Pape and
E. J. Frey, W1XBS, Waterbury ; Franklin
M. Doolittle, Italo Martino and Walter
Haase, WDRC, Hartford; Prof. Daniel E.
Noble and Edwin Sanders, Connecticut
State College; Rogers B. Holt and Clifford
Hanson, WNBC, New Britain ; James T.
Milne and Gordon Keyworth, WELI, New
Haven ; Gars W. Ray, WICC, Bridgeport.
Massachusetts — H. H. Newell, WTAG,
Worcester ; Walter C. Evans and S. D.
Gregory, Westinghouse E. & M. Co., Chicopee Falls ; Sol Chain and Irving Vermilya,
WNBH, New Bedford; A. J. Pote and
W. S. Pote, WMEX, Boston ; Wm. T.
Welch, WSAR, Fall River; Robert C.
Nordblom and Wm. H. Eynon, WORL,
Boston ; H. W. Holt and Milton Stoughton, WSPR, Springfield; Hollis S. Baird
and Walter S. Lemmon, World Wide
Broadcasting Foundation, Boston ; A. S.
Moffat, A. W. Marlin, R. F. Donahue and
E. J. Samuel, WMAS, Springfield.
Virginia — Wilfred H. Wood and Wilbur
M. Havens, WMBG, Richmond; Earl
Sowers, WPHR, Petersburg; H. S. Lucy
and R. N. Eubank, WRVA, Richmond;
Floyd Williams and Joseph Butler, WSVA,
Harrisonburg : R. P. Jordon, WDBJ,
Roanoke ; Philip P. Allen and A. E.
Heiser, WLVA, Lynchburg.
Maryland — Mr. and Mrs. J. Thomas
Lyons, WCAO, Baltimore; Hope H. Barroll,
more. Jr. and Wm. Q. Ranft, WFBR, BaltiMaine — Thompson L. Guernsey, WLBZ,
Bangor.
New Hampshire — H. J. Wilson, WHEB,
Portsmouth.
Rhode Island — Paul Oury and Howard
W. Thornley, WPRO, Providence.
Vermont — W. Wheeler, WNBX, Springfield.
California — Howard DeLong, KRKD, Los
Angeles.
Arkansas — Storm Whaley, KUOA, Siloam
Springs.
Georgia — Maurice Coleman, WATL, Atlanta.
South Carolina — Roger Peace and Charles
Peace, WFBC, Greenville.
Alabama— J. S. Allen, WHBB. Selma.
Tennessee — H. B. Wooten, WREC, Memphis ; Harry Stone, WSM, Nashville.
Florida — Joseph Weil, WRUF, Gainesville, W. W. Luce, WQAM, Miami.
Texas — John Thorwald, WRR. Dallas ;
Truett Kimzey, KFJZ, Fort Worth; Bernard Hanks, KRBC, Abilene; Karl O.
Wyler, KTSM, El Paso.
Illinois — H. C. Crowell and A. P. Frye,
WMBI, Chicago.
Kentucky— L. B. Wilson, WCKY, Covington.
Missouri — Oscar C. Hirsch, KFVS, Cape
Girardeau; Arthur B. Church, KMBC,
Kansas City; Lester Cox, KGBX-KWTO,
Springfield ; Mr. and Mrs. Donald Davis,
WHB, Kansas City.
Ohio — Allen T. Simmons and John
Aitkenhead, WADC, Akron ; W. P. Williamson, Jr., WKBN. Youngstown ; H. K.
Carpenter, WHK, Cleveland.
Wisconsin — Dan Gellerup, Harry J.

RCA
On

to Schedule
88

NBC

Spots

Affiliates

RCA MFG. Co., Camden (RCAVictor radio receivers) the week
of Nov. 16 will place live stationbreak announcements, three times
weekly, using three to five - week
schedules, on 88 stations affiliated
with NBC. RCA had planned to
place the business on all NBC
affiliates but some could not clear
the time. The announcements feature the new RCA-Victor 1937
receiver which will be known as
model.
the NBC Tenth AnniversaryStations are WFBR, WBAL, WRC,
WMAL, WRVA, WTAR, WSOC, WPTF,
WWNC, WIS, WFBC, WSB, WFLA.
WIOD, WJAX, WSM, WSMB, WAPI, WWJ,
WXYZ, WOOD, KSD, KWK, WDAF,
WREN, WHO, KSO, WOWO, KOIL.
WKY, KVOO, WMC. KGBX, KOA, KGYL.
KGIR, KLO, KGHL, KOMO, KJR, KGO.
KEX, KHQ, KGA, WSYR, WNAC, WJAR.
WTIC, WHAM, WBEN, KFI, KECA,
KFSD, KSTP, WEBC, WDAY, KFYR,
WEBR, WGY, WTAM, WGAR, WCAE.
KDKA, WCKY, WCOL, WIRE, WAVE.
WMC, WTMJ, WENR, WMAQ, WLS.
WOAI, WFAA, KPRC, KGW, WTAG,
WCSH, WBZ, WABY, WCSC, WJDX,
KTBS, KTHS, WIBA, KTAR, KYW,
WFIL. Lord & Thomas, New York, is the
agency.
Grant, Leonard L. Bowyer, Donald Abert.
W. J. Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee; H.
Born, Mr. Broughton, WHBL, Sheboygan.
Minnesota— R. K. Herbst, KVOX, Moorhead.
Canada — E. S. Rogers, CFRB. Toronto.
— JohnN. H.Goldsmith.
Barron.
S. Consulting
E. Edwards,Engineers
Dr. Alfred
Stuart L. Bailey, Glenn D. Gillett, Wm..
G. H. Finch, Frank R. Brick, Jr., John
V. L. Hogan, Murray E. Tucker, Gustavo
A. Gerber, Ernest A. Tubbs, C. H. Braselto, Edward H. Loftin, E. C. Page, R.
D. Martin, Edgar H. Felix, Howard S.
Frazier, Paul Alger, Joseph Nassau, Joseph
A. Chambers, Robert H. Marriott, Raymond M. Wilmotte.

QMITY

Q^UALITY
rather
has always been
our than
aim. Quantity
Quality
is what distinguishes SCIENTIFIC
CRYSTALS from all others. Accuracy guaranteed BETTER than .01%

STELLI
Cutting Needles
for all acetate blanks
Here's what a user says: "One needle cut
fifteen 15 - minute transcriptions before even a
trace
of surface
noiseindefinitely,
appeared." 25cOriginal
75c each.
Replaced
each. cost,
Harder than steel. Tougher than
sapphire.
Hand -dust.
lapped
with diamond
JXNGERTONE,
Inc.
Electric -Music
201 Verona Ave., Newark, N. J.

November

CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1925
New Low
Temperature
Coeffi-in
cient Crystals
are supplied
Isolantite Air-Gap Holders in
the 550-1500 Kc. band. FreDrift guaranteed
to be
"LESS quencyTHAN
THREE
CYCLES" per million cycles
per degree centigrade change
in temperature.
mm fm. Approved by FedI eral Communica*|
I ItTwo
ions Crystals—
Commission.
■ Ill
$90

124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
Dept. B-1162
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our price list
and booklet
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Metckandfalnj
&
J^to motion
Babies and Bonds — Wynn's Spuds — Auto Promotion —
Top of the Dial — Emphasis on Style
INTERNATIONAL
Cellucotton
Products Co., Chicago (Kleenex),
is offering $10,000 in U. S. Savings Bonds as arizes in a letter
writing contest on "What I Consider the Best Way to Use Kleenex
for
Babies andwith
Why theI Think
So",a
in connection
birth of
son to the heroine of its radio serial
The Story of Mary Marlin, broadcast Monday through Friday,
12:15-12:30 p. m., over an NBCRed network. The baby was born
Nov. 3 and the contest announced
Nov. 6. In addition to the 259
prizes in baby bonds, the sponsor
is also offering 3,000 merchandise
prizes, consisting of 500-sheet
packages of Kleenex in special
baby boxes. Letters must be accompanied by a name for the baby
boy and a strip torn from any
size Kleenex package. Agency:
Lord & Thomas. Chicago.
* $
$ *
THE WOAI-Hom-Ond radio week
staged in San Antonio in October
resulted in an increase of 17.26%
in sales of items featured, as compared with the previous month, at
a time when sales ordinarily decrease. The items included staples,
most difficult to increase in volume
sold. Volume of the Hom-Ond
chain of 15 stores increased 6.6%
oyer the same period in the previous month. Sales of one nationally advertised product rose 71%
during the sale. Figures on sales
were supplied to WOAI by Perry
Shankle, president of the chain.
Extensive merchandising t i e u p s
were included in the campaign [see
preview of campaign in Broadcasting Sept.
* 1].* *
C. H. BAKER Co., San Francisco
(shoes), which started a weekly
quarter-hour series on KFRC, San
Francisco, on Oct. 18, is offering
$50 as a prize in a 13 weeks contest to find a name for its $4.95
shoes for women. Contest is attracting about 200 letters weekly.
Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency,
San Francisco,
* has the
* account.
EVERY listener a motion picture
critic ! Hollywood Whispers, weekly from KHJ, Los Angeles, to the
Don Lee-California network for
Dr. Strasska Laboratories (toothpaste) on Nov. 2 announced a
contest with prizes totaling $750.
Fans will be asked to vote the best
motion picture
* of* the # month.

NASH MOTOR Co., Kenosha,
Wise, (automobiles), has had radio receivers installed in every
showroom and suggests that dealers invite their prospects to come
in and listen to the company's
Speed Show, broadcast Saturday
evenings on CBS, right there
where they can look over the cars
as they listen. Every Monday each
dealer receives a postcard advising him of the stars to be heard.
BOWMAN DAIRY Co., Chicago
(milk), will promote its radio series on WGN, Chicago, with bottle
hangers to be distributed to some
300,000 Chicago homes by Bowman
milkmen the morning of Dec. 9,
date of the opening broadcast.
Wagon cards and large bulletins
on the company's billboards will
also be used to advertise the program. Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
% % ^
SANDMAN
MATTRESS Corp.,
San Francisco (mattress manufacturers), is awarding a $22.50 mattress every two weeks to the winner of its bimonthly amateur script
contest on KYA, that city. Budding
writers are invited to submit their
scripts and the best one is enacted
every second week during the Sunday evening Sandman Hour.
% % ^
KLZ, Denver, has distributed
5,000 spike peg tops, with cords,
and printed on the tops is the message, "The TOP programs are at
the TOP of the dial— KLZ, 560
Kilocycles." The tops are in assorted colors of red, blue and
green and are creating interest.
THE

To Market-To Market brochure issued by WOR, Newark,
has won another award, the award
of Merit of the New York Employing Printers Association. The first
award was by the American Institute of Graphic Arts.

COOPERATION of 39 independent gasoline dealers in San Fernando Valley, about 20 miles from
Los Angeles, made possible Valley
Varieties which started Nov. 1 on
KEHE, Los Angeles, one evening
half-hour a week for a year. The
Van C. Newkirk Co., Los Angeles
agency, handles the campaign for
the independent dealers and for
Andrews & Yeates, the distributors.
The program each week ends
with a motto or a jingle which
fans can copy and rush to a nearest valley station. The first fan
to bring in the announced motto
or jingle all copied to the station
designated receives a $10 gasoline
coupon book. A different station is
designated on=fceach
* broadcast.
*
IOWA Network, operating KSO
and KRNT, Des Moines, and
WMT, Cedar Rapids, has enlarged
its merchandising and promotion
activity to include illuminated display cases and boards in station
lobbies; merchandising bulletins to
grocers, druggists and other retailers; folders for dealer meetings; booths at conventions and
trade exhibitions; special program
letters to dealers; 26 billboards on
arterial highways, with copy
changed monthly; movie trailers,
a score of theatres; car cards on
the outside of 150 Des Moines
street cars; newpaper publicity
in the associated Des Moines Register and Tribune; programs calling attention to station features;
trade publication
* * promotion.
*
TAVANNES OF AMERICA Inc.,
New York (watches), in conjunction with its recently inaugurated
West Coast campaign, has launched
a weekly prize of a $50 watch to
listeners who send in the prize
winning sentence in a contest devoted to the merits of Tavannes
timepieces. The sponsors, through
Milton Weinberg Co., Los Angeles agency, are using the script
Split Seconds in History. The
series of 13 programs originate at
the studios of KNX, Hollywood,
and are fed to the Don Lee-CBS
network.
* * *
KFWB, Hollywood has started a
newspaper and billboard campaign
for "The New KFWB".
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INCREASED demand for f ashi j
news and photographs
of racj
stars has led the NBC Press Di l
sion to create the full-time pel
of fashion editor. Betty Goodw: I
of NBC Press, who has been hanl
ling the division's publicity as J
part time assignment for the la |
two years, continues on the ncj
basis. An
innovation
in rad I
NBC's fashion publicity takes 1 1
form of releases on what the sta I
are
wearing,interests
photographs
of sr.'j
cial fashion
and arrang
ments for stars' participation
fashion
promotions
and
show I
The growing number of reques
for service of this type marks t
complete
breakdown,
believt
of the old
idea thatNBC
radio
sta I1
should be heard
and
not
seen.
3ie ♦
4s
\
RIO GRANDE OIL Co., distribu
ing in California, Arizona and pa
of Nevada, has 400,000 circulate
for Calling All Cars News, giv<
away at its service stations. I
Calling All Cars program cell
brates its third anniversary No
18, the 156th program in tl
series. Eight Don Lee and foi
stations of the McClatchy groi.
are used. In addition the compar
sponsors a weekly half-hour c
KNX,
Los Angeles,
and of
KSFiR
San Francisco.
The bulk
to radio.
*
*
*
Grande's advertising budget go*
UNIQUE features are included i
Great and Growing Greater, boar
bound booklet published by tl
NBC sales promotion departmei
for the Blue network. A "befoi
and after" map of the Blue ne
work is accomplished by a cell
phane overlay on which changt
are symbolized. Power increase
new antennas and new statiorj
are shown. In the back cover c
the booklet is a schedule of Bk
advertisers since 1930.
* ^= *
W9XBY, Kansas City, is distribu
ing a promotion piece consistin
of a facsimile of a radio surve
of Kansas City taken by Williai;
Presmen, CPA, for Parkview Pha:
macies, planning a radio campaig:

AXTON- FISHER TOBACCO Co.,
Louisville, sent packages of Spud
cigarettes with announcements of
the new Ed Wynn series on an
NBC - Blue network and through
transcriptions on a number of
other stations. Young & Rubicam
Inc., New York,
is agency.
* *
*
DON LEE network, dramatizing
its California market by mailing
reprints of its alluring advertisements, accompanied its reprint of
a bathing beauty (Broadcasting
Nov. 1) with a big can of de luxe
ripe olives. * * *
EACH day Lloyd G. Vernard, sales
and merchandising director of
WGAR, Cleveland, sends sponsors
clippings
local isnewspaper's
which the from
sponsor
mentioned. in

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR Co.
using radio in a completely n
way, so far as automotive proq
tion goes, with its new LaScf
Fashion Show, which started N
5 on 48 NBC-Red stations, ThuJI
days,
m.
"Big 4-4:30
names"p. stud
the presen^
tions, which tie in with denai
ment stores for localized proni
tion. New styles, especially planr ,
for the show, are described
the air, and in the various cit|
in which stores are tied in, livil
mannequins parade the fashk
before invited audiences.
With
this emphasis
on hi
fashion, Cadillac hopes to put o\\
the thought that its new lines I
cars
"high fashion".
hind are
the also
presentation
is the id1}I
that women have a major voice
the selection of a new car, and tr
their interest lies in the styling
the vehicle.
Sally Milgrim, Molyneaux a
Lily Dache are the first thi,
fashion authorities starred on t]
show. Charles LeMaire, noted c
signer, is master of ceremoni
Eddy Duchin furnishes musk
background with his orchesti
each
*
*
Three week.
ensembles
will * be present

DISPLAY CASE — This illuminated decoration is one of a series used by
Iowa Broadcasting System to merchandise its programs. It promotes
the Gillette Community Sing on CBS at 10 Sunday evening.
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NBC printed the first page of iv
Daily News Report Nov. 9-15 o
metal coated paper. The release
of the Tenth A-"
contained details
niversary
celebration.
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Advertisin

During

the week

preceding

November

Third,

BBC

promised listeners the most comprehensive election returns in the history of Buffalo and Western
New

York. WGR and WKBW
were used to publicize the service with spot announcements and
dramatized five minute programs. Clubs, night
clubs, theaters and restaurants were sent a special
mailing.

Paid display advertisements in daily and
Sunday newspapers reminded listeners that BBC
had cleared its schedules for returns, returns and
more returns!

On the evening
Delivered.

of Tuesday,

November

Third, BBC

National returns came to the studios by direct wire
from New York United Press Headquarters. State
returns were furnished by loop wire to Buffalo
headquarters. Direct communication with City
Hall basement furnished Buffalo returns the moment they were available. BBC's mobile shortwave transmitter was used to gather county returns

The
WGR

Ends

from Democratic and Republican headquarters
and to put the successful candidates on the air the
moment victory was assured.
BBC established a "city desk" in the studio where
returns were cleared, background material was
to heighten interest and comment to interpret the vote. It was a landslide of returns
intelligently, completely presented.
inserted

Service of this type is the usual thing with BBC,
not the extraordinary thing. Service of this type
is distinctive to BBC because of its unique twostation system of operation.

Think of the possibilities in the rich Western New
York market in terms of the same service that
brought a landslide of listener approval
Tuesday evening, November Third.
Addison

Sponsored? — Through
Goodyear-Wende
tributors.

Oil

Vars,

Corporation,

to BBC

on

Inc., for

Texaco

dis-

of the Dial .

WKBW
Owned

and Operated by Buffalo Broadcasting Corporation
Represented by Free and Peters, Inc.
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RCA...

Mete

Intensity

Field

Improved

An

with

rymg cases,

Great

^

stability

and

accuracy
orating a sen

Wide

field

Simple

No

RCA's

portable type TMV-15-B

is a direct reading,

calibration

self-calibrating meter designed for easier and
curate field strength measurements.
transmission

GROWING
strength

interest

range of 515 to 20, 000 kcs. !

in measurements

has resulted

Field Intensity Meter

superior

to other

These

bility than ever before, higher
developed

by RCA.

types, having

to the future."

of field

in the development

this new

intensity and

For station surveys,

of20 microvolts per meter to 6 volts

per meter and a frequency

a newly

ac-

tests and interference location, it features

Field IntensityRange

"look

more

new

It is vastly

features

that

greater
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include
accuracy

circuit, extreme

of

because
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of

of field

carrier frequency.
We

charts

field
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meter

range

operation

calculate

The

intensity

range

intensity

is 20

microvolts

Frequency

range

tends from 515 kcs. to 20,000

kcs. Other

fine RCA

features include
ever. Coils
controls

convenient

now

have

of calibration,

plug

been

operation,

in from

simplified.

loop constants

thus eliminating

Because
need

several measuring

tuning of various

A recent

use of a recording
instrument

no measuring,
operations

meter

without

Manufacturing

Co., Inc., Camden,

TMV-75-B,

with-

frequencies.

in the circuit allows
directly connected

the use of intermediate

of field intensities.

free, on request.

N. J. • A service of the Radio

pre-

also offers easier

action at lower

improvement

Corporation

and

of method

circuits at high frequencies

out too great a vernier

ex-

simpler than

front of panel

viously necessary. This equipment

for the recording

Field Intensity Meter

per

to 6 volts per meter!

will gladly send you complete technical information regarding

the new RCA

to

of America

the
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tubes
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Gentlemen

I can't

find

programs

on

stars

big

enough

to

award

.

.

. the

to Morton

Gould's

press!

"Music

for Today

Jo Ran son, Brooklyn

WOR.

d aily e agle

Under the musical direction of Alfred Wallenstein, WOR

Whenever

is leading the way in the presentation of good studio-made
music. Through intelligence, taste and musicianship
WOR brings to radio the idea that music can be adult

programs that ever set a radio fan's heart aglow — "Moonbeams" and "Main Street Sketches." How the staff of
WOR can keep creating programs like these is beyond me,

entertainment.

4awn

N y. post

I think of WOR

I remember two of the grandest

but they're doing it with "Jazz Nocturne," Benay Venuta's
program, and "Alt Wein."Nick Kenny, n. y. daily mirror

In all WOR's years of development, seldom if ever has its
commercial offerings transcended in quality or appeal the
high standard of shows created by its own staff — shows
that accurately interpret the overused word, "sustaining."
M. J. Porter, N. Y. EVENING JOURNAL

Probably there's no other station in the country that
thinks enough of its prestige to devote so much time to
serious music.
Akon Cook^ WOrld-telegram

A handful of twinklers to Cesare Sodero (WOR, 9:30 p.m.).

WOR's sustaining shows rank high in listeners' estimates
and the station sanely stresses daytime programs. WOR

In the field of heavier music there was nothing finer on

is often the first dialing choice.

the air.

j^en Qross^ N> Y. daily news

Dinty Doyle, n. y. American

{Just as readily as these radio editors respond to the programs we present, do the majority of the 35 Tl
million listening ears in the area which WOR serves resoond to the sponsors whose products we sell. I

WOR

Tell

^/yilliam

as a g
Bill Tell was a> good marksman

one

tetter

. . . and his arrow

Of course, there are others

went right to the core of that old apple!

market

But

message home

we take no back

seat, even

to Bill. In fact,

we go him one better (or should we say six better?)
When

WGAR

shoots

your

advertising

message

by air. But when

who

it comes

also reach

to driving your

effectively, with a minimum

of pull on the bow
priation) .. . we've

(yes, we

mean

got it! And

we

this

amount

the ad-approcan

prove it!

through the air, it's no wild and futile flight. It's a
bull's-eye in every one of the seven richest counties
of northern
Summit,

Ohio . . . Cuyahoga,

Portage,

Geauga

and

Lorain, Medina,
Lake.

It plows

deep and true into nearly a million homes, reaches
the people who

spend one out of every three of the

state's retail dollars.

WG
•A'

CLEVELAND'S

FRIENDLY
STATION
Member NBC Blue Network

John F. Patt, Vice-President and General Manager
Edward Petry & Co., Inc., National Representatives

There

is

no

Gamble

Radio

WTIC

Hartford

WEAN

Providence

WTAG

Worcester

WICC

Bridgeport

WLBZ

Bangor

WFEA

Manchester

WSAR

Fall River

THE

of

New

England

NETWORK'S

YANKEE

THE

COVERAGE

IS

POSITIVE!

By combining

am of
BY giving the public the cre
I national programs (NBC Red

popular

Network)

buying

the

largest, most

local stations

in eleven

big

Portland

WCSH

WLLH

Coverage

Boston

WNAC

WNBH

in

New

Bedford
Lowell

popular
which
The
most

plus New
locally

originate

Yankee

England's

produced
in WNAC

Network

most

shows,
studios,

provides

brilliant all-day procession

features

ever presented

England

audience.

EDWARD
PETRY NETWOR
& CO., INC., Exclusive
K,
YANKEE

The

Yankee

work gives you

the

one

England

the

audience

age of every
including
with

13

. . . not

100,000

worthwhile
New

Net-

big New

tered coverage, but intense

of

to a New

centers,

scatcover-

market,

England

population

cities

or more.
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of a

advertisers

to reach
Very

them;

Human

Radio

Study

about

problem,
how

people

their homes
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WASHINGTON,

Speedy

Action

Section

nevitable;

Allocation

3TTING UP of an "Ecoomics Section" within the
JC, to take into account
^arket and trade factors in
e allocation of broadcast falities instead of the hard
id fast "quota-unit" method
rmerly employed, is being
•nsidered as a possible part
' the new allocation policies
^be promulgated by the
CC Broadcast Division.
Impressed by the large
nount of economic data supped during the allocation
Barings in October, and connced of their importance in
le distribution of broadcastiig facilities to given market
-eas, the FCC Engineering
epartment will recommend
ich a new section.
This
significant
departure in
CC policy has developed from
.e analysis by the Engineering
epartment
of the voluminous
stimony presented at the hear!gs. It envisages creation of a
ction within the Engineering Deartnient
which
would compile
ading area and market data. In
1 cases involving allotment of in•eased or new facilities, this seeon would turn over to the FCC
roadcast Division a full report
p the economic ability of the area
support such facilities.
Changes Likely by March
EAXWHILE, the Broadcast Dision was driving toward promulation of new allocation policies by
fext March, with the Engineering
epartment now engrossed in the
reparation of a preliminary rebrf of the hearings and honeful
I presenting it to the Division be,>re Christmas.
Laying down of broad new polices is hoped for by mid-February,
a become effective 30 days therefter, unless parties in interest
<ercise the established right of
?manding hearings on the proosed new rules. These rules will
nbrace changes in policy on such
latters as superpower, retention
[ a specified number of clear
lannels, horizontal increases in
ower for various classifications
p stations; setting up of several
ew classifications, and changes in
ngineering standards.
Chief Engineer T. A. M. Craven
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7. Instead of four existing station categories, seven are likely under
revised policies.
8. Changes in engineering standards all down the line seen, with arbitrary rules to be disregarded and with actual propagation curves to
govern in each individual ease.
9. Effort will be made to disturb economic structure as little as possible in introducing altered policies.
10. Existing stations performing meritorious services will be accorded
preference in allotments of improved facilities, with new station applications to be considered afterward.

is personally analyzing the testimony presented during the hearings and will submit his report to
the Broadcast Division within two
or three weeks, under present
plans. Actual recommendations,
however, are expected to follow
conferences with the three Broadcast Division members, with midFebruary tentatively set as the
earliest possible date of actual
drafting. The usual 30-day notice
period would mean, under such
conditions, promulgation by midMarch, provided no hearings are
requested. Indications, however,
have been that hearings would be
sought.
The plan for an Economics Section embraces selection of some
recognized economist to head the
bureau. It would become the reservoir of information on all business
aspects of broadcasting, as related
to Broadcast Division regulatory
operations. In addition to legal
and engineering recommendations
now provided to the Division on all
cases, there also would be an economic recommendation based on
the conclusions of this projected
new section. The fundamental
question, in each case, presumably
would be whether a station of particular power and status could be
Advertising

Policy

instances superpower might be construed as beneficial, but the Division intends to hew closely to its
predetermined policy of considering each situation upon its own
merits.
A reduction in the number of
clear tent
channels
is expected.obviously,
The exof the reduction,
must remain in doubt until the definite policy is determined. To this
observer, it would appear that possibly five of the remaining 30 clear
waves will be duplicated, with directional antenna requirements. In
at least three of these cases, the
occupants of the channels themselves favor duplication, since they
now share time — a type of operation that was branded uneconomical and not conducive to good public service.
It is conceivable that, through
the introduction of additional classifications of stations, such as a
sub-clear bracket, additional channels will be "broken down", with
perhaps a 5,000-watt station operating on such channels along with
a 50,000 watter. On those channels
which might be accorded 500,000
watts, it appears they would be
kept entirely clear.

1. AX
Section"'
the FCC
take
into "ECONOMICS
account market and
tradingof area
factorsis inbeing
futureconsidered
allocations,to
with economic recommendations to be considered along with engineering
and legal.
2. FCC Engineering Department now drafting preliminary report to
be submitted by Christmas on whole subject of October allocation hearings. Effort is to promulgate proposed new rules by mid-February, to
become effective 30 days thereafter unless hearing requests forestall it.
3. Superpower seen as benefit in certain areas, but each application
for 500.000 watts to be considered on individual merits.
4. Breakdown of additional clear channels likely, possibly reducing
number from present 30 to 25. Duplicated stations with directional antennas on broken down waves would constitute new classification of
stations.
5. Power increases on certain regionals to 5,000 watts day and night,
also relatively uncontested, with new regional classification contemplated.
Locals, where possible, also would be increased to perhaps 250 watts at
night.
6. Present "high fidelity"' band of 1500-1600 kc. may be thrown open
for regional station operation, with 10 new channels in band to accommoved. modate some twoscore stations. Experimental call letters would be re-
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Higher Power Trend

supported in the given community
without deleterious effect upon
other stations.
This, partially, would take the
place of the former arbitrary ouota
system employed by the FCC and
its predecessor Radio Commission,
which specified an equal distribution of broadcasting facilities
among the five geographical zones
into which the country was divided, and an equitable distribution
in each state according to population. The Davis Amendment, which
made the quota system mandatoi-y,
was repealed last summer by Congress, and the FCC subsequently
rescinded the system.
Stronger Signals
ON THE broader aspect of new
allocation policies, it is felt by
those in close contact with FCC
activities that a conclusive case for
greater power all down the line
has been made. In other words, a
technical showing was made,
which stands unrefuted, that the
signal intensity of the broadcast
ing.
structure generally requires raisOn the moot question of 500,000
watts power and retention of clear
channels, it seems just as apparent at this writing that in certain

THE HIGHER power trend also
seems to be rather firmly set at
this time for both regional and
local frequencies. The present
thought is that 5,000-watt night
operation should be permitted on
regionals, wherever possible, with
increases to 250 watts for locals on
the same basis. Realignment of
stations and channels in a few
cases may be essential to procure
the
proper clearance for such increases.
In this regard, it is presumed
the Division will consider 5 kw. applications as they are filed, and on
individual showings, after the new
rules are issued. This does not
necessarily mean hearings on
them.
Opening of the 1500-1600 kc.
band for regular regional station
operation also is regarded as distinctly probable in the new allocations. With but four stations now
operating in this band with a 20
kc. separation (twice the l-egular
band width), opening of these
channels for regular use would
mean provision of 10 additional
channels upon which might be
placed some 30 to 50 stations. Now
called "high-fidelity" stations, new
stations on these waves would be
required to adhere to rigid engineering principles, but would no
longertions be
branded "special"
stawith experimental
call-letters.
Instead of the existing four
(Continued on page 70)
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Hearing Set Dec. 9; KTSA, KNOW
May Join NBC;
WTIC, WSPD, WFEA, KGNC Sign NBC Contracts
A RACE against time on the sale
23, presumably in connection with
the case.
of WOAI, San Antonio clear
With the signing of the four
channel 50,000 watter to CBS for
additional stations, NBC has in$825,000, was precipitated Nov. 24
creased its list to 110. Other staby the FCC Broadcast Division
tions which join NBC on Jan. 1
when it set for hearing on Dec. 9 are WEAN,
Providence; WICC,
the application involving the sales
Bridgeport;
KFBK,
Sacramento;
contract. The contract carries a
KWG, Stockton; KMJ, Fresno;
clause that the sale will be void
KERN, Bakersfield. The latter
unless approved by the FCC prior
four
are owned by the McClatchy
to Dec. 28.
Newspapers. On May 1, WOWO,
In setting the transaction for
Fort Wayne, becomes an NBC
hearing before an examiner, the
basic Blue outlet, switching from
Division followed usual procedure.
CBS.
However, it took cognizance of the
In practically all of the negotiacontract deadline by advancing the
tions, NBC President Lenox R.
date on the usual docket. CBS
Lohr personally has interceded. He
waived the usual 30-day notice renegotiated the WTIC, KGNC and
quirement and, so far as known,
WSPD
contracts, it is reported.
no parties directly interested have
A five-year contract with NBC
indicated opposition. Thus, it is was signed Nov. 17 by WTIC.
possible that the examiner will get
The NBC's new standard form
out his report in time for Division
of contract, it was reported, was
action prior to Dec. 28. Should
accepted by Travelers Insurance
Co., owners of the station. The
there be any unforeseen developments, however, it is presumed the
station, therefore, cannot tie into
transaction will be forestalled.
any other major network but will
Simultaneously, NBC announced
be permitted to continue as an outlet of the Yankee Network, of
the signing: of four additional stawhich it is now an affiliate. The
tions — WTIC, Hartford 50,000watter, to continue as a Red outfact that WNAC, Boston, key station of Yankee, is an NBC-Red
let under a five-year contract;
outlet makes this continued affiliaWSPD, Toledo, to switch from
tion possible.
CBS to the Blue, effective May 1;
WFEA, Manchester, which on
Spirited bidding for WTIC had
March 1 switches from CBS to
been in progress for several
months. Until a few months ago,
NBC supplementary, and KGNC,
Amarillo, Tex., which on Jan. 1 Travelers virtually had decided to
sell the station and disassociate itshifts from CBS to NBC optional
Red or Blue.
self with radio. The fact that
WTIC,
for the first time in eight
Renewal of Option in Doubt
years, is showing a profit, howAN IMPORTANT factor in the
ever, led to the decision of the insurance company board to continue
WOAI-CBS deal, it was underownership.
stood, was the matter of taxes.
G. A. C. Halff, president of SouthBattle for Clear Channels
ern Industries Inc., operating
WOAI as well as an oil drilling
ACTING principally for WTIC
and general investment business,
has been Daniel Read, secretary
desired to consummate the transof the company. Executives of
each of the networks have been in
action as a part of the 1936 busifrequent contact with the station
ness of his company for tax pursince last October, when an option
poses. Failure to procure FCC apfor its purchase, held by Cherry
proval by Dec. 28, it was learned,
would mean that the transaction
& Webb, New England department
could not fall into the 1936 tax
store operators and owners of
WPRO, Providence, for a price of
year.
Should the WOAI sale be con$675,000, was allowed to expire.
sum ated, itis understood KTSA,
The WTIC signing is seen as
the termination of the brisk comSan Antonio, present CBS outlet,
will join NBC replacing WOAI.
petition between the major networks for clear channel affiliates
Also, KNOW, Austin, like KTSA
owned by Hearst Radio, Inc., is in strategic locations. A number
more than likely to join NBC in of important changes in status
have been effected during the last
such an event. In . fact, negotiaseveral months, two of which liketions were in progress as Broadly will not take place until the
casting went to press for NBC affiliation contracts with KTSA and
first of the year or afterward.
Paul W. Morency is general
KNOW, with every likelihood that
manager of WTIC and it is underthese would be concluded by Dec.
stood, will carry forward its ex1, thus probably forcing a WOAI
affiliation with CBS if the sale
pansion plans.
The WSPD contract was andeal falls through.
nounced by President Lohr and
CBS sought WOAI to bolster its
position in the Southwest. It George B. Storer and J. H. Ryan,
asked for a hearing before the
president and vice president respectively of Toledo Broadcasting
FCC, but desired to have it expeCo. which operates WSPD. The
dited by inducing the Broadcast
station is one of the oldest in the
Division itself, rather than an excountry, having been founded in
aminer, to handle the proceeding.
1921. It uses full time on the 1340
The Division, however, concluded
kc. channel with 5,000 watts day
that it would have to pursue the
and 1,000 watts night.
usual course of having an examIn a joint statement released
iner take testimony and make his
when the contract was signed, Mr.
recommendations, irrespective of
Storer and Mr. Ryan said:
the time limitations in the contract. William S. Paley, CBS
"The decision to change to the
president, was in Washington Nov.
NBC has been prompted by a dePage

FORM

Group

Six. Newspaper-Ow ned Stations
Form Regional Network
A NEW California regional network, to be known ts the California Radio System and which will
embrace six newspaper-owned stations, will get under way Dec. 29
under arrangement? concluded Nov.
Emile Gough
NEWSPAPER

Guy Hamilton
GROUP

TO ACQUIRE
WIRE
SALE of WIRE, Indianapolis, by
W. E. Vogelback, of Chicago, and
D. E. (Plug) Kendrick, manager,
to Central Newspapers Inc. of Indiana, for approximately $340,000,
has been effected subject to FCC
approval, it was learned Nov. 20.
Central Newspapers Inc. is
headed by Eugene C. Pulliam, as
president and principal stockholder, and publishes a number of
papers in Indiana, including the
Lebanon Reporter and the Vincennes Sun-Commercial. The transaction is for purchase of the stock
of Indianapolis Broadcasting Inc.,
corporation operating WIRE. Mr.
Vogelback,
the and
Amer-of
ican Alliedpresident
Products ofCo.
the American Engineering & Management Corp. of Chicago, is listed
as the holder of 89.2% of the stock
of WIRE, with Mr. Kendrick holding 10.8%.
According to the application filed
with the FCC, the aggregate price
for 100% of the stock is $340,000.
However, one-third of the stock already had been purchased by the
Pulliam group for $165,000 in two
payments of $90,000 and $75,000.
Thus, the balance to be paid would
be $175,000. FCC approval of the
sale of the one-third block of stock
was not necessary, since control of
the station did not pass in that
transaction.
The change in ownership, if approved, will become effective Jan.
1. It is expected that L. L. "Jake"
Jaquier, present manager, will remain in that capacity. Mr. Kendrick, it is reported, will not stay.
Express Holiday Spots
RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY,
through Caples Co., New York, has
inaugurated a spot announcement
campaign continuing until Christmas in 11 major markets. The
campaign is directed at Christmas
gift shippers, and consists of 30,
50 and 100-word announcements
broadcast from three to six days a
week. Stations are WBZ-WBZA,
KOA, CKLW, KTRH, KNX, WIOD,
WOW, KYW, KDKA, KEX, KGO.
sire to give listeners of Toledo and
Northwestern Ohio the outstanding programs of the NBC Blue
Network, for which there has been
a united and persistent demand."
KGNC's contract, which fixes the
station's network rate at $120 an
hour was also negotiated by Mr.
Lohr. The station is owned by the
Amarillo Globe & News and operates with 1,000 watts night and
2,500 day on 1410 kc.
CBS made an effort to retain
WSPD, and there was some question about the station's contract
with it involved in the negotiations.

24
by Hearst
'./[cClatchy
interests.
The andrate
structureradio
remains to be determined, but na-j|
tional representation for the network will be provided by Hearst
Radio Inc.
The California Network will be
cooperative in character and will
embrace KEHE, Los Angeles ;
KYA, San Francisco; KFBK, Sacramento; KMJ, Fresno; KWG.
Stockton, and KERN, Bakersfield.
The first two stations are Hearst
owned and have no national network affiliations. The latter four
are owned by the McClatchy Broadcasting Co., subsidiary of the McClatchy Newspapers of California.
Programs will largely originate at
the first three stations.
Arrangements for the network
were made by Emile J. Gough, vice
president of Hearst Radio Inc., and
Guy Hamilton, general manager of
the McClatchy radio stations and
newspapers,
along New
with York
O. H. Quinell of the Hearst
office.
Ford Billings, Hearst Radio representative on the Pacific Coast is
handling the details of the hookup
and will be its greneral manager.
The four McClatchy stations at
present are affiliated with CBS and
the Don Lee - California networks,
but on Dec. 29 will switch to NBC
under contracts made earlier this
year bv Mr. Hamilton. This is part
of a California shakeup in which
the four Don Lee stations on Dec.
29 terminate their affiliations with
CBS and join Mutual Broadcasting
System, while CBS uses KNX, Hollywood, and KSFO, San Francisco, i
as its California outlets.
Hearst's KEHE is affiliated with
the Los Angeles Herald-Express
while KYA is affiliated with the
San Francisco E xaminer. McClatchy's
KFBK Bee
is affiliated
the
Sacramento
and KMJwithis
affiliated with the Fresno Bee.
NBC Daytime Increase
WEEKDAY daytime broadcast on
NBC has increased nearly $1,000,000 in time placement this year as
compared with 10 months of 1935,
NBC has announced. Ten-month
weekday daytime figures for the
last four years are: 1933, $2,958,
226; 1934, $4,280,589; 1935, $4,556,489; 1936, $5,827,441. In October,
1936, 697 daytime programs were
sponsored on NBC. compared to
434 a year ago, NBC ascribing the
increase to "advertisers' appreciation of the selling job that can be
done during the daytime hours,
both during the week and on SunTreesweet Testing
TREESWEET ORANGE JUICE
Co., Los Angeles, is placing test
spots on WGAR, Cleveland, to promote packaged orange mints, a
confection. Cash and merchandisday."
ing prizes are offered to winners
of a write-in campaign. Agency is
Dana Jones Adv. Agency, Los An-
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63%

Pepper's
Pepper
Uppers
By
RAYMOND
P. LOCKE
Vice President, Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc.
as

South
Is Developed;
)R. PEPPER sales for the first
i
hree-quarters of 1936 have been
3.2% greater than for the corresponding period in 1935, which
/as the banner year with one exception in this carbonated drink
lompany's history. An important
actor of this rising sales curve
fas the inauguration of the Dr.
5epper-Dixie Network which was
reated on April 5 as a giant
Southern airlane for the popular
^epper-Uppers variety program
eaturing Sugah and Her Boy
rriends supported by a 21-piece
>and under the baton of Alexander
Ceese. The show has packed the
General Motors exposition audiorium at the Texas Centennial
^ach Sunday with audiences avertging 3,000.
That we believe radio has been
tn important factor in the mountng sales curve is evidenced by
•enewal on Oct. 1 of our Dr. PepJ)er-Dixie Network contract for
itnother 26 weeks as the backbone
>f our fall and winter selling plan.
This establishes radio as the one
idvertising medium we are using
;he year round.

Who's Nutty Now!
N ITS early approach to radio as
means to an end, Dr. Pepper
Company might well have paraphrased the popular song title
vith: "I don't want to make hisory, I just want to make sales.
• •"
31 However,
the result of the last
:wo years of radio effort, combined
|adth other media, makes it quite
apparent both sales and history
',iave been made.
No doubt it is still true that
>khen a man from the South walks
nto a soda fountain in New York,
and casually says, "Gimme a Dr.
Pepper," the soda jerker "wisecracks" right back.
But, in any city, town or burg
from Tucumcari to Winston-Salem
)r from Kansas City to New Orleans or the lower tip of Texas,
ask for Dr. Pepper and you'll get
it on the rebound. Millions will
cestify in a market embracing
'about 22 states it's a grand nickel
drink, too.
Remarkable as it may seem, Dr.
'epper is high second in sales
jamong all the 5c soft drinks on the
jAmerican market — although it is
ms yet available to only about oneIthird of the nation's population.
Fan mail has not been a primary
(objective of our radio advertising.
We have merely used radio as another efficient tool to tell the Dr.
Pepper story through the consumers' ears just as we have been telling it in the past through the
printed pae:e or poster.
The 63.2% sales increase is evidence radio has been a big help
with consumers. In addition, we
have enjoyed a valuable by-product in the form of new enthusiasm
on the part of our bottling; organizations. Most all of the 275 bottlers of Dr. Pepper are within
BROADCASTING
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WOT'S a Dr. Pepper?, asks a New York soda jerker.
Who is Dr. Pepper?, interrogates a Boston purveyor
of carbonated
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refreshments. That's because Dr. Pepper
the East and Northeast to his custom-built
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the spigots will be

just as they are in the South
about
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listening area of some one important station on the network. Bottlers get a big kick out of the
program themselves, and are impressed with the fact dealers and
consumers seem to be more highly
conscious of Dr. Pepper than before radio was used.
While carbonated beverage manufacturers usually refuse to admit
their business is seasonal, actually
their sales do decline during the
winter months. When the advertising appropriation is limited, it
seems best strategy to concentrate,
as we have previously done, during
the season of heaviest consumption. The renewal of the Dr.
Pepper radio contract for the next
26 weeks is significant in that
radio is the first medium to be used
on a year-round basis, since the
early days of the depression.
Dr. Pepper Company's use of
radio began with spot announcements in 1934. One-minute recorded spots were used daily on some
25 radio stations. The spots were
dramatized one-minute playlets.
Recordings were produced in Hollywood by real actors and topped
off with commercial lines spoken
by John Mclntyre.
That was the start. The experiment was interesting and showed
evidence of being profitably effective. That series of announcements was followed* by a second
in the summer of 1935, these much
the same as the initial series except that the characters "spoke in
rhyme". A supplemental series of
five-minute recorded programs was
used to promote a contest which
was successful.
Custom-Built Network
IN THIS 1935 series, however, the
recorded spots were used only outside of Texas. In the home state
itself, we were testing out our live
talent program, the set-up being
Texas Quality Network, including
WFAA in Dallas, WBAP in Fort
Worth, WOAI in San Antonio and
KPRC in Houston.
It was in April of 1935 that we
presented our first broadcast of a
live talent show of the comedymusic type. Initially it was a 15minute presentation. About June,
we succeeded in clearing additional
time and expanded the perform-
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Perform
Dixie Network, and it has meant
the surmounting of no small batch
of obstacles. Clearing the best
available broadcast hour throughout the stations was, in itself, a
task but we feel it has been worth
it as a means to greater sales.
Stations were selected in nearly
all cases for widest coverage and
offered an established Sunday-evening audience. Our spot at 5:30
p. m. gave us the position of curtain raiser on the "Sunday Parade" of Jack Benny, Robert Ripley and other top programs. Our
network consists of 20 stations, including WFAA-WBAP, DallasFort Worth; KPRC, Houston;
WOAI, San Antonio; KGNC, Amarillo; WKY, Oklahoma City,
KVOO, Tulsa; KTBS, Shreveport; KTHS, Hot Springs; WJDX,
Jackson; WMC, Memphis, WAPI,
Birmingham; WSB, Atlanta;

WSM, WMAZ,
Nashville;Macon;
WROL, WFAB,
Knoxville;
Greenville, S. C; WWNC, Asheville, N. C; WSOC, Charlotte,
N. C, and KSD, St. Louis.

R. P. LOCKE
ance to a 30-minute show which
was shifted from the WFAA studio
to the Baker Hotel's Crystal Ballroom where the public was invited
to attend. Here, overflowing
crowds, given tickets by Dr. Pepper
route salesmen and dealers, were
greeted weekly.
In November, the Pepper Uppers moved to another hotel to
accommodate the public with better
acoustics.
Early in 1936 we investigated
available portions of NBC and
CBS networks with the thought of
expanding our network to include
not only the home state but all of
our developed territorv, which was,
roughly speaking:, the area east
of the Rockies and south of the
Mason-Dixon line.
We found these established national chains inflexible, so inflexible they seemed impractical for
our purpose because of too much
waste circulation. We then determined if possible to build our own
network custom-made to fit our
problem.
With the cooperation of Alexander Keese of WFAA, we pioneered, pluneiner into negotiations
with three different regional telephone comDanies and 20 radio stations for wires and station time.
The result was the Dr. Pepper-

Anniversary Tie-ins
SINCE this is Dr. Pepper's 50th
anniversary, the company tied-in
with the Texas 100 birthday celebration by moving the Sunday
evening broadcasts to General Motors' exposition auditorium. In this
internationally known setting, Dr.
Pepper's variety show attracted
from 3,000 to 5,000 auditors and
spectators weekly.
It may be of interest that before
deciding to expand our network
outside of Texas, we conducted a
survey to determine listener appeal. Students in marketing and
advertising from Texas universities were hired to make personal
interviews among average people
in large towns and in smaller
places. The leading question was:
"Name your six favorite radio programs, in order
preference."
Results
placed ofthe
Pepper-Uppers so high on the list we feared
interviewers had biased the listeners in our favor. A check back
with professors and students disclaimed any influence whatever fo
bias the interviewees. Even so, we
decided to make a further test.
In the first instance, we had instructed the interviewers to direct
their questions at 50% young people or students and 50% adults. In
the second instance, however, we
simply picked out several hundred
names from the telephone directory, and sent out mail inquiries.
The
results were as astonishing as
'n' Andy.
had been the personal interview
survey, both placing our program
in the same high place. We found
that our program tied with Amos
After the Pevper Uppers had
been on Dr. Pepper-Dixie Network for 16 weeks, we conducted
another mail inquiry, this time in
the territory covered by the newer
nart of the network outside of
Texas. Surprisingly, this disclosed
a rank three points still nearer the
top ! Whether the fact Jack Bennv,
Fred Allen and Ripley were off the
air at this time had anvthinsr to
do with this standing is, however,
a question.
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Autumn

Time

Sales

Show
Big Advance
September Volume Up 50.6%
Over Same Month Last Year
AUTUMN time sales of broadcast
stations showed the usual upward
trend for the season, with September volume running 50.6% ahead
of the same month a year ago, the
largest increase in a long period.
The September advertising volume
was $8,541,218 according to the
NAB, an increase of 22.1% over
August.
Nonnetwork advertising in September was 13.7% greater than
the August figure, the gain being
spread over all of the country, particularly in the New England and
Mid-Atlantic regions. All forms of
rendition were in larger volume
except announcements. Transcriptions gained 60.5% and live talent
rose 73.3% as compared to the
same month in 1935.
Gains of Sponsor Groups
PRINCIPAL gains by sponsor
groups, as compared to September,
1935, occurred in automotive and
clothing network advertising and
in the financial field, although the
gains were general. All groups
showed a gain over August and
were divided among the various
portions of the medium as follows:
National networks 29.6%; regional
networks, 2.2% ; national nonnetwork, 11.8%; local 15.6%.
Among other media September
volume increased over August as
follows: National magazine 30.7%;
national farm paper 41.3%; newspaper 12.6%. Compared to September of last year increases were:
National magazine 20.2% ; national
farm paper 22.7%; newspaper
10.1%.
Nonnetwork advertising for the
month was 56.7% greater than the
same period a year ago, with business of regional stations rising
70.2%, clear channel nonnetwork
increasing 54.9% and local volume
mounting 31.5%.
Total broadcast advertising for
the month in various portions of
the medium follow:
Cumulative
Aug.
Sept.
Jan.-Sept.
National
Net
$3,776,885 $4,894,494 $40,685,675
Regional
Net
114,990
117,524 990,692
National
Nonnet 1,518,200 1,697,900 16,405,160
Local
1,584,600 1,831,300 15,488,770
Total ___ $6,994,675 $8,541,218 $73,570,297
Radner

Heads

FOR THE fifth successive year WGN,
Chicago, is broadcasting the Sunday
night home games of the Chicago
Black Hawks in the National Hockey
League race. The broadcasts, which
are an exclusive WGN feature, are
not sponsored.
12
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THE aid of sponsored political broadcasts NBC, CBS &
Mutual combined October receipts
totaled $6,722,926, the largest
monthly gross billing figure to be
recorded since the start of network radio ten years ago. Individually each network reported
October revenues greater than any
previous month's receipts.
The combined NBC-Red & Blue
networks booked $3,696,489 during
the month, an increase of 33%
over October, 1935. October billings
of CBS totaled $2,754,808, or approximately $600,000 greater than
its largest previous month, March,
1935, and 42.7% greater than October, 1935. Mutual network, including supplementaries, totaled
$271,629 during the month, an in-

1936

Jan.

Red^

Feb'

Bke

MSrCh

Gross Monthly Time
NBC 1935*
Over
% Gain
1935

$1,725,172 J _? 37

Funds

crease of 50.6% over a year ago.
A breakdown of the NBC figures
shows $2,417,743 billed on the Red
network and $1,278,746 on the
Blue. CBS October billings are the
largest gross figure ever recorded
by a network.
In computing these figures the
networks deducted all time charges
for Commercial programs cancelled
for political broadcasts but no allowance was made for talent costs
which the network had to pay on
these cancelled programs. [For
network political expenditures see
Broadcasting Nov. 15.]
For ten months of 1936 NBC reports $27,496,632, and CBS $18,304,878, an increase of 7.4% for
NBC and 30.5% for CBS against
the corresponding period last year.

WITH

Networks'

Sales
1934

1933

?2j895j037

$2,391,667

$l,869,88e

1 016 776 1-1'60

2.758,319

2,211,637

1,742,784

ffue

lSIK}

42

3-02^308

2,507,890

1,997,463

APFil

Se

i:9?9 727}

223

2'682-143

2'373'890

i'690'1"

^
June

£?e
Red

1''li?;^}-4-64
490 4^6 1

2>685'211

2,475,173

1.662,887

Blue

833.030 / — 2 41

2.380,845

2,177,857

1,512,13£

JUlj
Blue
August Red

1 816 835 } 1001
ijjggoj
1{) 8

2,208,935
2 021<366

1,864,420
1542 599

1.370,993

SePt'
Oct.

12.417.7431
893,266 !

Blue
Red

1,278,746/
Blue
January
$1,901,023
February
1,909,146
March
2,172,382
April
1,951,397
May
1,749,517
June
1,502,768
July
1.292,775
August
1,232,508
September
..... 1,838,932
October
2,754.808
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

$166,266
162,358
191,483
139,834
129,907
104,510
109,561
122.065
168,919
271,629

Braeh

Candy

334
„„

02.163,317
__Q
„1,860,166
___ (Q1
33"CBS 2,779,o57 2,,,o.431
7
$1,768,949 $1,405,948
15.4 1,654,461 1,387,823
18.7 1,829,553 1,524,904
20.8 1,615,389 1,371,601
35.9 1,287,455 1,255,887
40.9 1,066,729 925,939
42.
910,470 630.290
40.
879,019 513,315
69.2 1.086,900 700,491
42.7
MBS 1.903.512 1.752,601
155.6
142.5
113.8
18.5
16.5
15.1
74.8
69.
103.8
50.6

Testing

E. J. BRACH & SONS, Chicago
candy manufacturer, is running a
test campaign for Zolo Nut Bar,
a new five-cent candy bar, in Peoria, 111. Six announcements daily
are being used on WMBD, two oneminute announcements and two
two-minute spots during the day,
and two two-minute spots during
the evening, Monday through Friday. The Peoria campaign is
chiefly a product test, with radio
being used as the best means of
stimulating immediate sales, according to W. R. Fowler, account
executive for Needham, Louis &
Brorby Inc., Chicago agency, which
is handling the campaign.

1, 1936

Foreign
Network

of Political

Aid

With

Recorded

of Networks

History

1328467
1,555,606
„„.„.„
2,130,046
$941,46.
884.971
1,016,10S
775,487
624,256
553,056
445,414
499,638
547,203
1,125,793

$65,024
66,946
94,180
118,045
111,497
90.692
62,648
72,076
82,907
180.374

*Prior
to Jan.
1936, were
when issued
NBC inaugurated
two coast-to-coast networks, no separate Red and
Blue 1,figures
by NBC.

WIBM

ROY RADNER, vice-president of
WIBM, Jackson, Mich., has taken
over management of the station,
succeeding the late Charles A.
Hill, who died Nov. 4 in an automobile accident. Don Mather, commercial manager of WIBM, was
killed at the same time. Mr. Radner is a brother of Herman Radner, Detroit business man who is
president and part owner. An
attorney, Mr. Radner has been
active in WIBM affairs for the
last 18 months. He is 30 years
old.
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Biggest

Illinois Central on CBS
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Co., Chicago, on Nov. 22 began a
13 week series of musical programs on nine midwestern CBS
stations (WBBM, KRNT, KMBC,
WISN, WCCO, KFAB, KMOX,
KSCJ, WNAX) Sundays, 7:30-8 v.
m. The program features Ruth
Lyon, soprano, Chevaliers male
quartet, and Richard Czerwonky's
orchestra. Norman Ross, travel
lecturer, is giving short talks
during the series, which is devoted to tours through the southern
portions of the United States. The
program is keyed from WBBM,
Chicago,Caples
and Co.,
is titled
South.
Chicago,Headin'
is the
agency.
BROADCASTING

Language!
Is Formed

Viola & Furman

Connect Four

Stations in New England
VIOLA & FURMAN, New York
foreign-language station representatives and radio production firm,
announces formation of a four-station network in New England devoted exclusively to foreign language broadcasts. The network
has been in operation for the past
month and includes WELI, New
Haven; WNBC, New Britain,
Conn.; WSPR, Springfield; WCOP,
Boston. Arrangements are being
made to extend the network into
the Pi'ovidence area.
Accounts on this first exclusive
foreign language network, which
has permanent A. T. & T. wires,
are: Miles Laboratories Inc., ChicagoAlka-Seltzer)
(
through Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago; Modern
Packing Co., Brooklyn (Balboa
olive oil) ; Paramount Macaroni
Co., New York; D. Wroblewski &
Co., New York (tonic).
Foreign Audience
J. FRANKLIN VIOLA, for the
last six years with WEVD, New
York, selling and producing foreign-language programs, and Norman Furman, for 10 years with
the Jewish Theatre and six years
in the foreign-language radio field
with WARD and WBBC, Brooklyn
stations, formed the firm of Viola
& Furman last March with offices
at 150 W. 42d St. According to
the company there are 14,000,000
foreign-born and 26,000,000 nativeborn of foreign parentage living
within the borders of this country
and it is this market that it is
servicing in the radio field.
In addition to the stations which
comprise the network, Viola &
Furman represents the following
stations as foreign language representatives: WEVD, New York;
WFAB, New York; WGES, Chicago; WRAX, Philadelphia. With
the exception of WGES, it has accounts running on all these stations, some live and others transcriptions.
The Jewish and Italian programs
which were broadcast by the American Labor Party in the last presidential campaign were produced
and placed
by the of
firm.
Mr. radio
Furman is in charge
Jewish
production; Mr. Viola, Italian;
Josef Kallini, Polish; Julius Selig,
German.
New WPRO
Manager
PREPARATORY to its affiliation
with CBS Jan. 1, WPRO, Providence, has announced the appointment of Stephen T. Willis, manager of WSBT-WFAM, South
Bend, Ind., as its new general
manager. Mr. Willis, a former
newspaperman, has been with the
South Bend stations for the last
two years. He succeeds Paul Oury,
manager of WPRO for the last
decade. Mr. Oury has not announced his new plans. He is the
former owner of WTAW, Pawtucket,
R. I., which was merged
with WPRO.
FRANKLIN
D. SCHURZ,
vice-president of the South
Bend Tribune,
on
Xov. 23 announced he had assumed
active management of WSBT-WFAM.
stations owned by the newspaper.
Robert H. Swintz has been appointed
advertising manager.
• Broadcast
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stations, he afterward modified
this statement by saying that he
Radio
Wheeler

Inquiry
Opposes

Network
Control
E SPITE the rising tide of invest in newspaper and network
ership of broadcasting stations,
ere is little likelihood of enactent of legislation at the new seson of Congress, which convenes
'ian. 5 having to do with broad: listing or with the functioning of
iie Federal Communications Commission.
By the same token, there is no
• lought
in the minds
of radio
;aders on either side of Congress
pr any immediate investigation of
iroadcasting or the FCC.
Dispelling reports that have
rained momentum during the last
.bw months to the effect that dire
: lings would happen at the ses!|.on, both Senator Burton K.
yheeler (D-Mont.), chairman of
lie Senate Interstate Commerce
ommittee, and Rep. Sam Ravburn
iD-Tex.), chairman of the House
.iterstate and Foreign Commerce
ommittee, told Broadcasting Nov.
10 that they saw no reason either
or hearings or for an immediate
'lvestigation. These committees are
'jhargred
with the handling of radio
,;gislation.
Mr. Wheeler's Views
'iENATOR
however,of
lid not brushWHEELER,
aside the subject
roadcasting without making: sevral pertinent observations. It was
;s opinion, he asserted, that:
1. Something- should be done
ither in a legislative or regula;ory way about newspaper ownerfhip of broadcasting- stations to
reclude "monopoly of public opin:>n and advertising".
2. Major networks should be digested of their "ownership of clear
hannels" except in key cities.
3. "Superpower" constitutes a
hreat to smaller stat'ons that
hould be studied carefully before
inv definite steps are taken.
While his present intention is to
orego consideration of radio legisation at the outset of this session,
he veteran Montana legislator delared that the current brisk acivity in station acquisitions both
y newspapers and networks might
lecessitate some alteration of proedure. If repercussions on the
loor at the forthcoming session beome general, he said, it may be
lecessary to consider the advisalility of prompt enactment of legslation which would curb the
rend.
His committee, Mr. Wheeler
aid, would be occupied with raili -oad holding company legislation
| it the outset of the session. Until
i hat subject is disposed of, he delared, he did not plan to go into
adio legislation unless some emerency develops. He reiterated that
ie proposed to make a detailed
tudy of clear channels, supersower, newspaper ownership and
he like, as soon as he could folowing the railroad inquiry. The
ieath on Nov. 25 of 0. P. Van
3weringen, president of the Van
Bweringen railroad interests, has
nterfered with the committee's
Dlans since these holdings were to
ie among the first investigated. It
3 unlikely, however, the Senator
:aid Nov. 26, that he would defer
:he railroad hearings long enough
BROADCASTING
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WARMING UP— Here is Senator Burton K. Wheeler,
Interstate Commerce Committee, seated at his desk in
his return from his home in Montana. Preparing for
year, the Senator expressed himself rather vigorously

ished from the minds of most
thinking people, but that if the
medium is to be preserved, legislative "safeguards" must be provided against "monopoly" and control by "corporate interests". He
was especially vigorous in asserting his conviction that radio is
serving as an antidote to the corporate interests which he said most
newspapers represent.
While Senator Wheeler asserted
initially that he felt there should
be a "complete divorcement" of
newspapers
from
ownership of

to
allow an inquiry into broadcasting.
Prefacing his remarks with the
statement that he felt broadcasters during the recent election campaign handled themselves admirably as nonpartisan, nonpolitical purveyors of news and information,
Senator Wheeler declared his only
object in expressing his views at
this time is to preserve the freedom of the medium and to permit
it to achieve greater effectiveness.
He said that all thought of government ownership has been banTHIRD

RADIO

Luther Patrick, WBRC

REPRESENTATIVE
Commentator,

House, Along With
LUTHER PATRICK, Birmingham
attorney and until recently conductor of the Good Morning Neighbor program on WBRC, Birmingham, becomes the third broadcaster
in Congress, having been elected
to the House by the usual Alabama
Democratic plurality Nov. 3 after
his defeat of incumbent, Rep. Huddleston, at the primaries last June.
The other radio members of Congress, both reelected Nov. 3, are
Karl Stefan (R-Neb.), formerly a
news commentator on WJAG, Norfolk. Neb., and Frank E. Hook
(D-Mich.), associated in ownership of WJMS, Ironwood. Mich.
Patrick conducted a brisk radio
campaign durine the primaries, as
did Mr. Huddleston, and sr>ent
more than half of his $2,700 fund
for radio time. All during: the campaign, however, he never once mentioned politics on his program, a
6:30-7:30 a. m. human interest
period. He gave up the program
some time before the election and
campaigned for the Democratic
party in Kentucky, Indiana, Missouri and Kansas.

• Broadcast
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chairman of the
the Capitol, upon
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Wins

Seat in

Stefan and Hook
A law graduate of Alabama
University where his course was
interrupted by service in the World
War, he hung up his shingle in
Birmingham where he has engaged
in his profession ever since with
the exception of service as assistant state attorney general in 1929
and assistant United States attorney in Birmingham. He resigned
the last-named post in January,
1936, to stai't his campaign for
Congress.
At the June primaries Mr. Patrick defeated Rep. Huddleston, a
veteran of some 20 years in Congress, by 6,500. He has given up
his law practice to devote all his
time to Congressional duties. He
is married and attends the Methodist church.
Mr. Huddleston was a member
of the Interstate Commerce Committee, which handles radio legislation. Mr. Patrick is anxious to
secure appointment to the same
committee, where he can put his
broadcast experience to practical
use.

would be satisfied with some "middle -ground" position wherein a
"protective cloak" would be thrown
about broadcasting station operation by newspapers to prevent
"monopoly" in news and also to
prevent "unfair
in advertising withcompetition"
other newspapers
and stations, such as might result
when one newspaper does not own
a station and another does, and
from joint rates for newspaper
space and station time.
"Something ought to be done to
prevent the newspapers from owning broadcasting stations or monopolizing them," the Senator said.
"I think the Communications Commission can say it is against the
public policy for newspapers and
broadcasting stations to be controlled by the same outfit. It tends
to give newspapers a monopoly
not only of public opinion but of
advertising, and that, in my opinion, constitutes unfair competition
in Elaborating
interstate commerce."
on this, the Senator
asserted that separate corporate
ownerships by different individuals
and under different management,
in the extreme, would constitute
fulfillment of his views on this
subject. If the FCC does not have
the power at this time, he declared, "I think we can pass a law
which would say that there cannot
be joint
ownership."
Protecting
the Industry
IN THIS connection, Senator
Wheeler observed that the Supreme Court forced the Reading
Railroad to dispose of its coal interests as contrary to public policy. He said this, to his mind, was
almost a perfect analogy, since
newspapers and the broadcasting
stations, like the railroads, operate in interstate commerce.
When a company owns both the
and broadcasting stanewspaper
tion in a single city, Senator
Wheeler said, "it has the power of
life and death over the little merAsked if he felt there was any
compromise with his views in this
regard, Senator Wheeler said his
position was not antagonistic either
newspapers or stations and that
tochant."
he simply felt something would
have to be done to safeguard the
industry lest the situation prove
"As a whole," he dea boomerang.
clared, "I believe radio has done a
very remarkable job and has been
unusually fair. My purpose is that
industry."
protectingto the
of Turning
network
ownership
of stations, Mr. Wheeler said he
should "not permit
FCCclear
the the
felt of
all
channels to be
controlled by the owners of the
"It is nonsense," he said, "for
networks to say they should have
service to listenperform
them ers.toI think
they should have a
chains."
few key stations for the purpose
of furnishing programs from important talent centers. Otherwise,
if the present trend continues, they
are going to have a complete monopoly of radio broadcasting in
this country. The time to stop is
now, for their own good as well
as the good of the public and of
On the subject of superpower
the
and industry-"
clear channels, Mr. Wheeler
said he had not gone into it extensively but declared he felt any
(Continued on page 70)
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Franco
CBS

Rate

Change

Announced

With
Average
Increase
of 9%
WABC Becomes Most Expensive Outlet in Country;
Increase of 30% in Audience Is Claimed
ress. It lists 19 stations which have
ANNOUNCING
its first rate
increased their power since the last
change in two years, CBS on Nov.
Columbia rate card was issued 12
27 made public a new rate card
months ago. It includes 10 strategi[No. 22], encompassing a 9% avercally located stations which have been
age increase and making WABC,
added to the network, replacing preNew York, the most expensive outvious facilities or still further intenlet in the country, with a rate of
sifying Columbia"s coverage in new
areas.
$1250.
The new schedule, which becomes
And in these past 12 months — with
an unprecedented total of almost
effective Jan. 1, 1937, for new ad8,000,000 new sets purchased for the
vertisers (old accounts continue
home or automobile — the radio audiunder present rates for a year)
ence has recorded its increasing interparallels the NBC revised rate
est in broadcasting.
schedule, announced a fortnight
Many of these new sets were bought
ago to become effective Dec. 15
by radio families as additions or replacements to continue and improve
which provides roughly, a 10<7c intheir listening ; the others went to new
crease.
For its total of 90 cities listed,
radio
families,
year'sStates
total
of
radio
homes raising
in thelast
United
the new card specifies a night rate
(22,869,000) still closer to complete
of $19,920 per hour, $11,960 per
saturation
of the country's population.
half-hour and $7,980 per quarterThese new Columbia station facilities, new sets and new radio families
hour. These compare to the present rates for 96 cities of $18,395
in 1936. following hard on the previous record increases of 1935. have
per hour, $11,045 per half-hour and
increased the Columbia Network audi$7,370 per quarter-hour. The new
ence by over 30^ in the two years
rate card takes into account
since
Columbia's current rates were
changes in outlets in certain cities.
established.
In
view
of these, an adjustment of
Change in Optionals
Columbia's rates has been made. The
A BASIC network of 21 cities is new
rates average an increase of 9%
listed, but with a minimum refor Columbia Network facilities — less
than a third of the economies effected
quirement of 24 cities, the additional three to be selected from a
in the last two years by Columbia
advertisers, in reaching audiences
group of five basic optional outgreater than have ever before been
lets. For the minimum total of 24
available.
cities the new rates are $8,475 per
Broadcasting under current Columhour, $5,085 per half - hour, and
bia contracts, or renewals, if continued
$3,390 per quarter-hour. This comwithout interruption, may be continpares with a total for 23 cities unued at present rates until Jan. 1.
der the existing rate card of $7,275,
3 038. Stations now affiliated with the
$4,365 and $2,910.
Columbia network, if available and
The rate for WABC was inadded to existing contracts or renewals, will carrv the present rates until
creased from $1,000, $600 and $400,
January 1. 1938. The new rates will
to $1,250, $750 and $500. This
apply to all new periods contracted
makes the station the most expenfor on and after Jan. 1. 1937.
sive in the country on an hourly
rate basis. The WLW rate is $1,200
per hour, $800 per half-hour and
$532 per quarter-hour. Rates for
both WEAF and WJZ, NBC New
York keys were increased from
$1,000 per hour to $1,200 per hour,
$720 per half-hour and $480 per
quarter-hour in the revised schedule announced two weeks ago
[Broadcasting, Nov. 15].
Many of the stations in the CBS
fold are increased in rate. They
vary from about $25 to $150 per
hour, with the exception of WABC.
In his letter to agencies and advertisers announcing the revised
schedule, H. K. Boice, CBS vice
president in charge of sales, declared the new CBS network includes 10 new stations replacing1
previous facilities, and that CBS
has increased its audience by over
30*^ in the two years since current rates were established. He
explained that current contracts,
if continued without interruption,
could be renewed at the old rates
until Jan. 1, 1938.
In a separate letter, Mr. Boice
stated that WRVA, Richmond
clear - channel station with 5,000
watts, would join the network not
later than June 29, 1937, replacing
WMBG, which is expected to become aligned with NBC in place
of WRVA. Night rates for the
station, Mr. Boice stated, would be
$200 per hour, $120 per half-hour
and $80 per quarter-hour.
Mr. Boice's letter on the rate revision follows in full:
The new card reflects a year's progPage
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DANA WATERS, assistant advertising manager of TTSB. Atlanta, was
elected to the city council of Forest
Park, an Atlanta suburb, in the recent elections.

to Y. & R.

CARLOS FRANCO, effective Dec.
1, will join the radio department
of Young & Rubicam Inc., New
York, as network radio time buyer,
talent buyer and general service
contact. Mr. Franco for the last
six years has been a member of
NBC's sales staff in Radio City
and has been the network's sales
contact on all General Foods accounts, as well as Bristol-Myers,
Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., and
others. Before joining NBC Mr.
Franco had been advertising manager of Radio Mechanics. He was
also with Equitable Radio Corp.,
now dissolved. Jack Davidson who
has been handling the time buying
assignment for the last two years,
resigns from the agency effective
Jan. 1. George McGarrett, formerly of the CBS, New York, production department, has resigned to
join Y & R's radio production
staff.
Meeting Plan Deferred
PLANS FOR a meeting in New
York Nov. 23 to consider the project for spot promotion by radio
station representatives were deferred indefinitely on that date by
James L. Free, president of Free
& Peters and Free, Johns & Field,
when a quorum failed to appear.
Mr. Free's plan contemplated an
appropriation of some $16,000 by
leading representation organizations to defray the cost of a trade
advertising campaign devoted to
spot broadcasting.

Albertson Buys WMBO
TRANSFER of control of WMBO,
Auburn, N. Y., from George I.
Stevens to Roy L. Albertson, owner
of WBNY, Buffalo, was approved
Nov. 24 by the FCC Broadcast Division. Simultaneously, the Division approved removal of the transmitter, installation of new equipment including a vertical radiator,
and increased day power from 100
to 250 watts on the 1310 channel,
with unlimited time.

t Bill
Cour
als Intr
AppeBe
oduced
To
TWO BILLS of potential impori
tance to broadcasting will be intro-j
duced early in the next session
according to statements made Nov.!
25
bv Senators(D-Wyo.)
Logan (D-Kv.) and;
O'Mahoney
Senator Logan said he would
introduce a measure for the creation of a Federal Administrative
Court to which could be appealed
decisions from independent commissions and boards. Such a proposal has been fostered by the
Committee on Administrative Law
of the American Bar Association
during the last two years.
In connection with this measure,
Senator Logan said this court
could sions
determine
commisand boards "whether
have abused
their
authority" in the issuance of or-J
ders and in their decisions. Appeals from this Administrative
Court would be direct to the Su-:,
preme Court since this agency
would sit as a sort of "super-commission" with judicial power over
all of the independent boards and
commissions.
Senator O'Mahoney asserted he!
would introduce a measure, probably to be called the "Federal Incorporation Law", which
wouldin
require all concerns
engaged
interstate commerce to procure a
Federal charter. He added, however, that the legislation would
specifically exempt such industries
as radio broadcasting, communications and other common carriers
regulated by specific Federal agencies. This proposed legislation is
seen as a possible substitute for
NRA.
Both of these bills after introduction, it is presumed, would be
referred to the Senate Judiciary
Committee. Whether hearings will
be held on either or both, of
course is problematical.
Tripak Hosiery Testing
ON BEHALF of Tripak, Albert
Frank-Guenther Law Inc., New
York, has placed a series of test
programs on seven Eastern stationspation
which hours.
have Sponsor
women's isparticiusing
two broadcasts weekly for another
four weeks. Tripak is a new|
method
for stockings
selling women's
hosiery, three
being packed
in each box, instead of the usual
two so the extra stocking can b<
used if a run or hole develops.
Stations used are WGY, KDKA,
WBAL,
WNBF, WTIC, WHAM,
WDBJ.

TASTYEAST'S CHAMP— Jack Adams, (left) vice president of J. P.
Muller & Co., New York agency, watches Sam Green, president of
Tastyeast Co., Trenton, sign contract for services of James J. Braddock,
heavyweight champion. Adams arranged the deal, which calls for a 52week series of dramatic programs on 18 NBC-Blue stations, Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays, 7:15-7:30 p. m., starting Dec. 1. Script will
be written by Jack Kofoed, sports writer, and Stella Unger, of the agency
radio staff, and will be titled My Battle With Life. A ringside description
of the proposed Braddock-Louis fight in Atlantic City under Tastyeast
sponsorship is being considered. On the desk, near Mr. Green's right
hand is one of the old WKY carbon microphone souvenirs.
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Pontiac College Plans
PONTIAC MOTOR Co., Detroit,
shortly after the first of the year
will undertake a new radio program over a nationwide chain, to
be broadcast for half - hours on
Wednesday nights. The program
will consist of salutes to the larger
universities and colleges of the nation. A different institution will be
honored each week, with a brief
history of the school, presentation
of the band, glee club and other
units of interest on the campus.
Details were unavailable beyond
those facts, as outlined to a group
of dealers by C. P. Simpson, general sales manager of the comagency
charge Inc.,
is Mac-of
Manus.pany. The
John
& inAdams
Detroit.
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FCC
Bell

to

Consider

Broadcasting

Charges at Inquiry
Line Rates, Connections and
Other Matters to Be Heard
EADIO ASPECTS of operations
of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and its subsidiaries, involving costs for and conditions of
supplying broadcast lines, will be
covered in the FCC telephone investigation to be resumed Dec. 8,
it was learned Nov. 25.
Chairman Paul Walker of the
FCC Telephone Division declared
that one of the subjects to be considered with the resumption of the
inquiry would be that of the "general setup" of the
companies
in connection with Bell
the broadcasting industry. He did not elaborate.
Samuel Becker, acting special
counsel of the FCC telephone investigation, has made an intensive
study of the relationship of the
broadcasting industry with A. T.
& T. insofar as rates and requirements are concerned.
Broadcast Rates

PRESUMABLY, this phase of the
investigation will cover all matters
pertaining to A. T. & T. and subsidiary company rates for broadcasting lines, terminal connections
and various classes of service.
Data procured from broadcasting
stations by Mr. Becker through
questionnaires probably will serve
as the nucleus of the inquirv.
On Sept. 21 the A. T. & T. announced rather sweeping revision
of its telephone line rates for
broadcast service of a rather
sweeping nature [Broadcasting,
Oct. 1]. These farreaching reforms
became effective Nov. 1 and also
are being: adopted bv the 24 associated Bell companies. They included provisions which will result
in an estimated annual reduction
of some $250,000 for broadcast
customers and liberalize many old
practices against which complaints
have been made.

Michigan Fund Sought
MEMBERS of the Eastern Michigan Tourist Association, meeting
at Bay City in November, decided
to ask the Michigan state legislature to appropriate $300,000 every
other year to advertise the state
nationally as a playground. At
present the state matches dollar
for dollar, up to a certain amount,
the money raised by subscription
by the various tourist and resort
associations of the state. Advertising has been carried on in various forms in a limited way. The
tourist association members were
told that resorts are Michigan's
second largest industry, ranking
next
to the manufacture of automobiles.
Cycle Trades of America
Starts Holiday Campaign
CYCLE TRADES OF AMERICA,
New York (bicycle association), is
using quarter-hour programs each
Friday on WJZ, New York, and
WBBM, Chicago, plus live announcements on 56 other stations
in its annual Christmas campaign
promoting bicycles as presents.
WJZ and WBBM programs began
Nov. 27 and will run for four
weeks. The Picken Sisters are featured in the WJZ period with a
musical program on WBBM. The
spots, station breaks and 100word announcements are broadcast
once weekly until the week before
Christmas.
Stations are:
WAPI. WSFA, WOC, KTHS, KFI
KGO, KOA,
WJAX,
WQAM,WTIC,
WSB. WDEL,
WFBM, WJSV'
WHO
WIBW, WHAS, WSMB, WSCH, WBAL
WBZ-WBZA, CKLW, WOOD. WJIM
KSTP, WJDX, WREN, KGHL, KWK
KOIL, WPG. WGR, WHAM, WGY
WFBL, WBT. KFYR. WDAY, WCKY
WTAM, WHIO, KVOO, KEX. WCAU'
KDKA, WJAR, WFBC, WNOX. WMc'
WIBA. WFAA. WOAI, KOMO, KFPY'
WSM.
Announcements were placed direct; Greenleaf Co., Boston, placed
the WJZ account.

Three
RCA

Service

Series
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, on Nov.
23 started a six-week test series
on WIP, Philadelphia, titled Service Men's Meeting of the Air
*^"t
m- The Progr
is an
KC A- a'
Victor transcription am
ed
to interest the 3,000 radiodesign
service
men in the Philadelphia area. Each
program allows service men to test
meter equipment by a frequency
signal from 50 to 6,000 cycles. Advertisements in the Philadelphia
Inquirer and Philadelphia Record
on Nov. 22 plus direct mail to all
service men were used [see page
76]. If the test proves successful,
the program will be launched nationally. Lord & Thoma
York, placed the account. s, New

Sleetmaster Expands
ANDERSON Co., Gary, Ind. (sleetmaster, an automatic sleet remover
for auto windshields) on Nov. 30
added WGN, Chicago, to its radio
schedule with evening time signals,
once daily, six days a week, for
s.x weeks. On Dec. 6 client will
take over the sponsorship of the
Sunday night Transradio news series on WOR, Newark, 11-11:15
period, for 10 weeks. Schwab &
Beatty Inc., New York, has the
account.
Page
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Stations

M.

C. Walters

Is Named

By Kennedy to Manage
West
Virginia Stations

M. C. Watters
L. C. Wheeler
MORTIMER C. WATTERS, for the
last three years commercial manager of WHEC, Rochester, a Gannett newspaper station, resigned
Dec. 1 to become director of the
two West Virginia stations recently purchased by John A. Kennedy,
publisher of the Clarksburg Exponent. Mr. Kennedy's newspaper
also holds a construction permit
for a new 250-watt daytime station on 1370 kc. in Clarksburg, now
under construction, to be known as
WBLK. His plans include the formation of a state network to be
supervised by Mr. Watters.
Mr. Kennedy recently purchased
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., a
1,000-watt day and 500-watt night
station on 780 kc, and WPAR,
Parkersburg, a 100-watter, both to
be directed by Mr. Watters.
Mr. Watters, who is only 27 years
old, is a 1932 graduate of Georgetown University. While still in
college, he became associated with
Vincent Callahan, NBC commercial manager in Washington, and
then was named radio director of
Lewis Edwin Ryan Co., Washington agency, before joining WHEC.
He is succeeded at WHEC by LeMoine C. Wheeler, 34, who has
been employed in radio as sales
representative and announcer and
who lately has been in the employ
of Atlantic Refining Co. Mr.
Wheeler is the son of Clarence
Wheeler, co-owner of WHEC.

Granted

by

FCC;

Large Number
of Applications
Refused
EMBARKING upon an unusual
Among the important actions
at
the Nov. 17 meeting were:
wave of denials, the FCC BroadGranted KSO, Des Moines, authorcast Division during the last fortity to increase day power to 2,500
night cleared its docket of many
watts, sustaining Examiner Dalberg
pending cases for new stations or
Granted KLS, Oakland, Cal., full
increased facilities [see page 74]
time on 1280 kc. in lieu of daytime
and granted three new ones, all in on 1440 kc. sustaining Examin
er
Bramhall.
the local category.
Denied WHB, Kansas City, full
At its Nov. 17 meeting, it autime on 1120 kc. in lieu -of its present
thorized a new station in Santa
daytim
e Dalberg.
on 860 kc, reversing ExamRosa, Cal., to the Press-Democrat,
iner
on 1310 kc, with 250 watts dayGranted KFOX, Long Beach, Cal.,
time. At its meeting Nov. 24, it increase in day power from
1,000 to
authorized a new full-time station
5,000 . watts, reversing Examiner
Walker
at Gallup, N. M., on 1500 kc, 100
Granted WHAZ, Troy, N. Y., power
watts, to A. W. Mills, electrical
increase from 500 to 1,000 watts.
engineer and contractor, and on
Granted WCMI, Ashland, Ky., and
the same day it reconsidered and
KPLC, Lake Charles, La., increase
granted a new full-time station at
in day power from 100 to 250 watts.
Great Bend, Kan., for Ernest EdDismissed applications of following
ward Reuhlen, on 1370 kc, with
for new stations at request of appli100 watts.
cants: John E. Fetzer, seeking 100
watts daytime on 1500 kc. at Benton
Hammond Grant Suspended
Harbor, Mich. ; Eau Claire Broadcasting Co., seeking 100 watts on 1210
AT THE same meeting, however,
kc. in Eau Claire, Wis. ; Ed Klies,
with Chairman Prall dissenting,
the Division suspended its order of seeking 1,000-5,000 watts on 1280 kc
(facilities of KFBB) at Helena, Mont.
Sept. 22, granting the Hammond
Calumet Broadcasting Corp., operBERTRAM LEBHAR Jr., WMCA
ating WWAE, a new station on
sales manager, entered his bridge team
1480 kc, with 1,000 watts daytime,
in the Vanderbilt Bridge Tournament
because of a protest from WKBW,
held in New York and they were not
eliminated until the round preceding
Buffalo. The application was orthe semi-finals.
dered set for hearing.
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Tailor

- Made

Nets

Transamerican
Talent Tieup With Warners
Also Said to Be Pending
POSSIBLE offering of "tailormade" networks to advertisers by
Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corp., six-month-old entity in the broadcasting field, was
indicated Nov. 23. While details
were lacking, the plan is said to
embrace origination of programs
on the Pacific Coast with stations
to be selected according to the desires of clients.
A talent arrangement with Warner Bros, motion picture interests,
whereby Transamerican could
offer featured artists for radio
presentation, also is reported as
embraced in the activity of the
company, now conducting a general radio representation and program-building business. Similar
talent deals are contemplated bv
the company with other motion
picture groups.

A full-time network, either national or regional, is not encomin Transamerican's plans.
Rather itpassedwould
align stations over
snecial wires to fit advertiser requirements. Italready represents
a group of stations in the national
field, including WLW, WCAU
WHAM, WXYZ and WOL, and
within the past fortnight has
added KFEL, Denver. These stations, it is assumed, would form
the nucleus of any such tailormade network.
Gosch in Hollywood
JUST HOW
Transamerican's
relationship with
Warner Bros, will
develop is problematical at this
time. Jack Warner, one of the
principals in the motion picture
organization, is understood to be
financially identified with the project, and the program tieup between
the two has been evidenced in the
fact that KFWB, Hollywood, owned
by Warner Bros., is represented by
Transamerican, and the organization also is offering for sale certain of the programs originated on
that station.
Martin Gosch, in charge of radio
exploitation in New York for Warner Bros., arrived in Hollywood
last month on a special assignment
in connection with KFWB activities. He has devoted much of his
time since joining Warner's six
months ago to procuring station
Dublicity for Warner theatres and
productions. His work in New
York now is being handled by S.
H. Rechetnik.
Don Becker, former assistant
general manager and program director of WLW, Cincinnati, also
is in Hollywood, but he was declared at Transamerican headquarters to be doing free-lance
work in connection with certain of
his radio productions, dealing direct with advertisers and agencies.
He may handle productions, both
transcribed and live, for Transamerican but on assignment rather
than on a regularly employed
basis.

Chilean

Nitrate Campaign

CHILEAN

NITRATE EDUCATIONAL BUREAU, New York
(fertilizer) is placing a test campaign, using quarter - hour discs
twice weekly. The list of stations
has not been announced. O'Dea.
Sheldon & Co. Inc., New York, is
agency.
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HOULD a station help in the
merchandising of a sponsored
product, and if so at what
joint should this free help end?
This controversy still rages with
.mabated fury. Those against free
uerchandising say the practice is
essentially a rate reduction. Those
for it say that the cost of mermandising is a well directed expenditure that quickens the sponsor's marketing
success, and
pays
dividends
in extended
contracts
and lessened free help. The question is still wide open. The solution of this problems rests in an
analysis of the advertising and
merchandising factors. One cannot succeed without the other.
Let us assume that the solution
is left to the client whose business
is located in another part of the
country remote from the station.
The client launches a campaign
the problem of merchanj|and faces
dising his product, confident that
radio advertising will do the job
^intended.
Costs and Prestige

:-

:lBUT THE inadequate dealer setup
retards consumer sales. Figures
] show high cost of per capita sales,
;and the sponsor does not renew
his contract. Radio advertising suffers a blow to its prestige, but
most of all, the cost of selling that
campaign, plus that of acquiring
another new sponsor, cuts into station profits, and other possible
tj i sponsors regard this failure as indicative of radio's ineffectiveness.
On the other hand, this same
product might have been saved to
a long run of successful radio advertising through the station's help
in securing adequate dealer distribution in cooperation with the
sponsor's own sales crew, simultaneously with the consumer drive
.' i by radio.
This is not a theory, but a genu'■ ''ine condition that everybody in the
advertising business knows about
and realizes must be corrected. It
is my belief that success can be
accomplished through intelligent
1 merchandising assistance by the
" station.
It knows its market, its
' pecularities, and can reach it to
the best advantage quickly.

Money 9s Worth
His
Sponsor
the
Giving
a Controversial
ing,
andis
Merch
on
for Stati
Case
The
Point

of

Long

Standing;

Distribution

By
H.
S. CHRISTIAN
Merchandising Manager, Michigan Network
each dealer knows them; a staff
In doing this, three things are
that capably ties in its knowledge
accomplished: A satisfied client; a
of merchandising with the advervindication of the station's worth;
tising plan.
and a closer working alliance with
the wholesaler and retailer.
WXYZ has recognized the importance of such a service and the
Selling the consumer is only half
opportunity it affords of bringing
of the job. The dealer must be
new accounts into its fold, and resold to the same degree. The dealtaining the old. We have gone
er is interested only in profit. His
interest in advertising is in its further in developing this type of
assistance than the majority of
power to sell more goods. If you
stations by completely covering
every angle of merchandising.
The work of this department is
done by a staff of five men who
have handled practically every type
of product in the food and drug
industry. Their training is an advantage in judging the possibilities
of a product. They know how to
apply their knowledge for quick
results. Their intimate acquaintance with dealers gives them a decided advantage
over ain client's
sales staff
unacquainted
a new
territory.
We have no set routine to be
followed in merchandising an account. Before deciding upon the
type of support that is required
we first consider the nature of the
product, its distribution setup, marketing problems and other salient
factors having a definite bearing
upon dealers and consumers.
First, we notify all jobbers of
the forthcoming radio campaign
H. S. CHRISTIAN
its type, frequency, marketing poscan show him how to tie in with
sibilities of the product and the
objective which we desire to reach.
the radio program and properly
From this point on field men
display the merchandise and use
start contacting the trade. Each
display material in connection with
the advertised product, he is bound
man is supplied with a presentation booklet outlining the plan, the
to cooperate 100% with the advertising effort.
product, its uses, packaging appeal, margin of profit, along with
This can only be done by a merchandising staff that is acquainted
pictures, counter and window diswith local market conditions as
plays, and information relative to
•Kate

Gfls in sTomflCH -colds
OflCHES

Ain
iucu h food fs4*
NETWORK NEWS— Miles Laboratories Inc., using a
Michigan Network news period six days a week for
A.lka-Seltzer, had good distribution, it thought, until
the network's merchandising department stocked anBROADCASTING

• Broadcast

other 1,000 retailers, put this display material in 2,000
stores, installed fountain dispensers, and secured 1,000
window displays without cost to the advertisers. The
network's merchandising setup is described above.

Advertising

Problems

FOR ASPIRIN— Some 300 window
displays were erected by the Michigan Network merchandising department to aid introduction of
Ka-Fen in that market.
the best selling methods of presenting the product to the buyer.
Our next step is the selling of
managers and clerks, and securing
of bona fide orders. Then follows
store helps, suggestions and the
placing of window and counter display cards. After six weeks a survey of the progress being made,
such as the amount of retail sales,
competitive situations, dealer and
consumer acceptance, is furnished
to the advertiser.
When we finish a job of this
kind at the end of 13 weeks, the
new manufacturer is able to carry
on for himself, because we have
thoroughly established his product
with the dealers. He finds them in
a very receptive mood, and willing
to cooperate in every detail.
In opening the market in this
manner the client continues to advertise. In many instances he increases his advertising, because of
the sales increase which . always
results when satisfactory distribution is tied in with good advertising. In such cases we cut the mortality to a minimum. Many stations wonder why their clients
drop off at the end of 13 weeks.
The answer is obvious. No merchandising, no dealer enthusiasm.
No dealer enthusiasm, no sales
push,
How etc.
much more satisfying it is
to assure the advertiser of results
so that he will continue and at the
same time, give the broadcaster a
chance to absorb the initial cost
of merchandising through a continuance of contracts.
The importance of this seiwice
is becoming greater every day. We
find that national advertisers are
turning to local stations to supplement their network campaigns.
They have come to the realization
that while networks can do a
broadened national job, there is
need of expert merchandising
where population is densely concentrated.
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KFRU—
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630Kilocycl
1000

National

Center
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Missouri
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(SOO WATTS
NIGHT TIME)

Watts

Representatives

WILSON — D ALTON
Chicago — ROBERTSON
Kansas City, Mo.
New York
1 329 Baltimore Ave.
1530 Mather Tower
250 Park Ave.
KFRU is owned and operated by The St. Louis Star -Times Publishing Company
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Permits

for

54

New

Stations

Granted
by
FCC
During
Year
Total Number of Stations Is Increased to About 675 ;
Deletions,

Mergers,

Newspaper Ownership
KYOS. Merced — CP issued to Merced Star
CONSTRUCTION permits authorPublishing Co. (Ray, Hugh and Peter
izing the erection of 54 new broadMcClung) ; 250 watts daytime on 1040 kc.
casting stations, most of them in
KHUB, Watsonville — CP issued to F. W.
Atkinson, publisher of Watsonville Pathe local category and some of
jaronian
and kc.
Register; 250 watts daythem alreadv on the air, have been
time on 1310
issued by the FCC Broadcast DiviCONNECTICUT
sion since Jan. 1, 1936, according
*WNLC,
New
London — CP issued to
to a recapitulation by BroadcastThames Broadcasting Co. (Roderick L.
ing. This brought the total numMorey, Edwin J. Morey and Daniel E.
ber of authorized radio stations in
Noble) ; 100 watts daytime on 1500 kc.
the United States and its terriFLORIDA
tories to approximately 675, which
WFOY,
St.
Augustine
— CP issued to Founis still under the total of 735 that
tain of Youth Properties Inc. (Mayor
Walter B. Fraser, Mrs. Fraser and Frank
existed in 1927 when the old FedUpchurch) ; 100 watts on 1210 kc.
eral Radio Commission took over
the regulation of radio, but it is a
GEORGIA
considerable increase over the 625*WAYX, Waycross — CP issued to Waycross
Broadcasting Co. (Dr. E. F. Sapp and
odd that existed after the famous
S. F. Sapp) ; 100 watts on 1200 kc.
reallocation of 1928.
ILLINOIS
During the first 11 months of
*WDWS, Champaign — CP issued to Chamthis year, the recapitulation also
paign News-Gazette Inc. (D. W. Stevick,
shows, the FCC ordered the elimipublisher) ; 100 watts on 1370 kc.
nation of KGBZ, a daytime reINDIANA
gional in York, Neb.; KWEA, a
WHIP, Hammond — CP issued to Hammond100-watter in Shrevenort, La.;
Calumet Broadcasting Corp., also operWOS, a 500-watt time-sharing' staators of WWAE, Hammond ; 5,000 watts
tion in Jefferson City, Mo., formerdaytime on 1480 kc. (grant suspended
Nov. 24 and set for hearing).
ly operated by the Missouri State
*WGRC. New Albany — CP issued to NorthDepartment of Marketing, and
side Broadcasting Corp. (Arthur L. HarWCAC, a 500-watt time-sharing
ris, Charles Lee Harris and Adolph L.
station at Storrs, Conn., formerly
Zeller) ; 250 watts daytime on 1370 kc.
operated by Connecticut State ColIOWA
lege. In the cases of WOS and
KGLO, Mason City — CP issued to Mason
City Globe Gazette Co. (Lee Syndicate
WCOC both licensees voluntarily
newspaper, Lee P. Loomis, publisher) ;
dropped their licenses.
100 watts on 1210 kc.
Mergers and Shifts
KANSAS
IN ADDITION the Commission
KOAM, Pittsburg — CP issued to Pittsburg
Broadcasting Co. (A. Staneart Graham,
authorized the merger of KFJR,
E. V. Baxter and Norman
Baxter) ;
Portland, Ore., with KALE in the
1.000 watts daytime on 790 kc.
same city, with which it formerly
KSJS, Salina — CP issued to R. J. Laubenshared time with 500 watts on
gayer,
watts onpublisher
1500 kc.of Salina Journal; 100
1300 kc, and to use the KALE
*KANS, Wichita — CP issued to Charles C.
Theis; 100 watts on 1210 kc.
call, thus eliminating another station. It authorized KGFF, local at
NEW, Great Bend — CP issued to Ernest
Edward Ruehlen ; 100 watts on 1370 kc.
Moorhead, Minn., to be moved into
(call letters still unassigned).
Duluth, where it is now operating
KENTUCKY
as a new station under the call
WLMU,
Middlesboro
— CP issued to Lincoln
letters KDAL, and it authorized
Memorial University, Harrogate, Tenn. ;
100 watts on 1210 kc.
WMFN, local at Clarksdale, Miss.,
to move into Granada, Miss., where
MAINE
it is not yet in operation.
WGAN. Portland — CP issued to Portland
Broadcasting
System
Inc. (George W.
Of the 54 new stations authorMartin, Clarence A. Brown and Everett
ized thus far during the year, 19
M. Holden, who have stock under opare directly or indirectly through
tion to Portland Press - Herald) ; 500
watts
to local sunset on 640 kc.
the same stock ownership identiMINNESOTA
fied with newspapers; their cor*KDAL, Duluth — CP issued to Red River
porate affiliations will be disclosed
Broadcasting Co. (Dalton LeMasurier,
in detail in the 1937 Year Book
president) to move former KGFK, MoorNumber of Broadcasting now in
head, Minn., into Duluth; 100 watts on
1500 kc.
process of compilation.
KVOX, Moorhead — CP issued to Hobert
K. Herbst, owner of Herbst Department
New Stations Authorized
Store; 100 watts on 1310 kc, to share
time with KRMC, new station in Valley
FOLLOWING is the list of new
City,
N. D.
construction permits issued since
*WMIN, St. Paul — CP issued to Edward
Hoffman, owner of Edward Hoffman Co.,
Jan. 1, 1936; asterisks indicate stafurniture dealers ; 100 watts on 1370 kc.
tion is now on the air, according
to latest advices:
MISSISSIPPI
WMFN, Granada — CP issued to Attala
ALABAMA
Broadcasting Corp., operators of WHEF,
WBHP, Huntsville — CP issued to Wilton
Kosciusko, Miss. ; 100 watts on 1210 kc.
Harvey Pollard ; 100 watts on 1200 kc.
(WMFN formerly was operated in
*WJRD, Tuscaloosa — CP issued to James
Clarksdale, Miss.)
R. Doss Jr., operator of WMFO. Decatur ;100 watts to local sunset on 1200 kc.
MISSOURI
KWOS, Jefferson City — CP issued to TribCALIFORNIA
une Printing Co., publisher of Jefferson
KROY, Sacramento — CP issued to Royal
City Capitol - News and Post - Tribune ;
Miller, local automobile dealer ; 100 watts
100 watts daytime on 1310 kc.
to local sunset on 1310 kc.
KXOK, St. Louis — CP issued to Star-Times
KVCV, Redding — CP issued to Golden EmPublishing
Co. (Elzey Roberts and John
pire Broadcasting Co. (William Schied,
C. Roberts Jr.), also owners of KFRU,
Harold Smithson and Sydney R. Lewis,
Columbia, Mo. ; 1,000 watts on 1250 kc.
also owners of KHSL, Chico, Cal.) ; 100
(Grant suspended pending litigation.)
watts on 1200 kc.
MONTANA
KVSC, San Diego — CP issued to Pacific
Acceptance Corp. ( K. L. Banning and
KDNC,
Lewiston
— CP issued to DemocratWillard Fonda) ; 100 watts on 1200 kc.
News Inc. (Harry E. Lay, E. G. Ivins
KVEC. San Luis Obispo — CP issued to
and Tom Stout) ; 100 watts on 1200 kc.
Valley Electric Co. (Christina M. JacobNEW YORK
son, electrical dealer) ; 100 watts to local
sunset on 1500 kc.
WNNY, Watertown — CP issued to Black
River Valley Broadcasts Inc. (Henry A.
KSRO, Santa Rosa — CP issued to Press
Democrat Publishing Co. (Ernest L. FinWise, president) ; ownership interlocks
with WFBL, Syracuse; 100 watts night
ley, publisher) ; 250 watts daytime on
1310 kc.
and 250 watts to sunset on 1420 kc.
BROADCASTING
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Elliott

KEHE'S BARBECUE
Festivities Planned for New

Roosevelt

President

Station and Plant
AN IMMENSE circus tent, planted in front of the new transmitter
Los Angeles'
KEHE,
newest
station
on Moynier
Lane
plant of
near Culver City, will be the scene
of inauguration festivities in which
advertising executives and the
press will participate Dec. 7, the
day before the Hearst station
turns on its 1,000 watts night and
5,000 watts day on 780 kc. Because the site is part of an early
Spanish
land
grant,
Spanish chefs
have
beenoldtime
engaged
to
serve a barbecued meal.
The elaborate new Hearst plant
[Broadcasting, Nov. 1] has a 475foot vertical radiator, one of the
highest along the Pacific Coast,
fabricated by International Derrick Equipment Co. It is surmounted by a 400-millimeter airplane
beacon.
RCA and
ern Electric Both
eauinment
is Westused,
with power supplied by a substation for current from Boulder
Dam.
With the new transmitter ready
to go on the air, ground was also
broken in latter November for the
new KEHE studio building at 141
N. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles.
The same architects, Morgan,
Walls & Clements, who drew r-lans
for the transmitter structure, are
handling the studio. The new
building will be ready for occupancy early in 1937.
KEHE on Dec. 8 will become
affiliated with the Los Angeles
Herald-Express, local Hearst newspaper, which will terminate its
affiliation with KFAC on which it
has been carrying both sponsored
and news broadcasts. All arrangements for the inaugural are in the
hands of Ford Billings, Hearst
Radio Inc. representative on the
Pacific Coast, and C. B. Juneau,
station manager.
NEW MEXICO
KLAH, Carlsbad — CP issued to Carlsbad
Broadcasting Co. (Jack W. Hawkins,
Barney H. Hubbs, A. J. Crawford and
Harold Miller) ; 100 watts on 1210 kc.
NEW, Gallup — CP issued to A. W. Mills ;
100 watts on. 1500 kc. (call letters still
unassigned)
NORTH CAROLINA
WFTC, Kinston — CP issued to Jonas Weiland, radio engineer ; 100 watts night
and 250 watts to local sunset on 1200 kc.
WAIR, Winston-Salem — CP issued to C. C.
Hill, George D. Walker and Susan H.
Walker;
1250 kc. 250 watts to local sunset on
NORTH DAKOTA
KRMC, Jamestown — CP issued to Roberts
McNab Co. (Arthur L. Roberts, R. B.
McNab and A. J. Breitbach) ; 100 watts
on 1310 kc, to share time with KVOX,
new station in Moorhead, Minn.
*KOVC, Valley City — CP issued to George
B. Bairey ; 100 watts on 1500 kc.
OHIO
WBLY, Lima — CP issued to Herbert Lee
Blye; 100 watts daytime on 1210 kc.
SOUTH DAKOTA
*KOBH, Rapid City — CP issued to Black
Hills Broadcast Co. (Robert Lee Dean,
C. A. Quarnberg and H. C. Jewett
Jr.) ; 100 watts on 1370 kc.
KELO, Sioux Falls — CP issued to Sioux
Falls Broadcast Association Inc., operaof KSOO, Sioux Falls ; 100 watts on
1200 tor kc.
TENNESSEE
•WAPO, Chattanooga — CP issued to W. A.
Patterson,
on
1420 kc.oil dealer ; 100 watts daytime
TEXAS
♦KRBC, Abilene — CP issued to Reporter
Broadcasting Co. (Abilene Reporter, M.
B. Hanks, George S. Anderson and Houston Harte) ; 100 watts on 1420 kc.

Shows

Says
Keen

Interest
in Advertising
AT THE annual convention of the
12th district, Advertising Federation of America, Elliot Roosevelt, Southwest vice president of
Hearst Radio, was elected a member at large. Responding to the
election, he told the convention:
"I do not know whether to speak
to you as the son of my father, or
as the representative of the Hearst
interests, for as you know they are
slightly divergent. I do want you
to know, however, that one man in
America is keenly interested in
the progress and protection of the
advertising profession, and that is
my father. I discussed my entering the advertising field with him,
andNeal
he heartily
Barrett,approved."
manager of
KOMA, Oklahoma City, was elected governor of the division. Will
C. Grant, advertising director of
Lone Star Gas System, Dallas, the
retiring governor, presided at the
business sessions of the convention, which
held
in mid-November.was
Margaret
Marable,
Lone
Star radio director, took part in a
half-hour motion picture titled
"Making a Sales Presentation Stay
Presented".
Cox Seeks

Station

NOW tionoperating
WHIO in
conjuncwith the Dayton
(0.)
Daily
News and WIOD in conjunction
with the Miami (Fla.) News, the
publishing interests of former
Gov. James M. Cox of Ohio, onetime Democratic presidential nominee, on Nov. 21 applied to the FCC
for a 250-watt daytime station on
1120 kc. in Springfield, 0. The applicant is Springfield Newspapers
Inc., owned by the Cox interests
and publishers of the Springfield
Neivs and Sun.
KBST,
SpringBroadcasting
— CP issuedCo.to (Joe
Big
SpringBigHerald
Galbraith, M. B. Hanks and Houston
Harte) ; 100 watts on 1500 kc.
NEW,
Corsicana
Broadcasting
Association
(J. —C. Navarro
West, president)
; 100
)
watts on as igned. 1310
kc. (Call letters still unKOCA, Kilgore — CP issued to Oil Capital
Broadcasting Association (James G. Ulmer, president, is also manager of
KGKB, Tyler) ; 100 watts on 1210 kc.
KPLT. Paris — CP issued to North Texas
Broadcasting Co. (A. G. Mayse, president, M. B. Hanks and Houston Harte,
stockholders)
; 100 watts daytime on
1500 kc.
*KRRV, Sherman — CP issued to Red River
Valley Broadcasting Corp. (George H.
Wilcox, publisher of Sherman Democrat,
president) ; 100 watts daytime on 1310 kc.
KTEM, Temple
— CP issued
to Bell
Broadcasting Co. (same
ownership
as Temple
Telegram) ; 100 watts daytime on 1370 kc.
UTAH
KSUB,
— CP
issued to
JohnsonCedar
and City
Leland
M. Perry;
100 Harold
watts
on 1310 kc.
*KUTA, Salt Lake City — CP issued to
Utah Broadcasting Co. (Frank C. Carman, David G. Smith and Grant Wrathall) ; 100 watts on 1500 kc.
KEUB, Price — CP issued to Eastern Utah
Broadcasting
watts
on 1420 Co.
kc. (Sam G. Weiss) ; 100
WEST VIRGINIA
WBLK, burg
Clarksburg
— CP(John
issued
to Clarks- ;
Exponent Co.
A. Kennedy)
250 watts daytime on 1370 kc.
WISCONSIN
WEAU, Eau Claire— CP issued to Central
Broadcasting Co. (Ben McGivern, Morgan Murphy, and Walter Bridges) ; 1000
watts daytime on 1050 kc
WSAU. Wausau — CP issued to Northern
Broadcasting Co. Inc. (M. F. Chapin
and 1370
Donald
on
kc R. Burt) ; 100 watts daytime
PUERTO RICO
WPRA,
Mayaguez — Co.
CP issued
to Puerto
Rico Advertising
(Manuel
Marin,
et al) ; 100 watts on 1370 kc.
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Heard

Seen-

Not

But

Production

A

By
ROGER
BOWER
Senior Production Man and Announcer, WOR,

Lacking
Must

a

Catch

Set

of

Moods

SEVENTY per cent of the American advertising agencies and independent radio producers know
that there's something wrong with
the radio shows they create, but
they it.
don't know what to do
about
The bespectacled wordsmiths of
Park Avenue and Michigan Boulevard sense this; as do program directors, station staff men and the
listener, most helpless of all af1 flicted. And what do they do?
Nothing . . . they merely drop
their heads and fretfully admit
defeat.
And radio goes on, vehemently
demanding pearls and receiving
oysters in return. For only the
superficial observer will insist that
the radio shows of today can claim
honest ranking with the musical
comedies and dramas of the legitimate stage.
"But, wait," cry the demagogues, "radio is young. Radio
cannot be expected to . . ." Yes,
radio may be young, but the show
business was old when the bard of
Avon wrote a play which eventually was to reach us in celluloid.
And if radio production were to be
condemned upon the grounds of
one failing alone, it would be its
lack of showmanship; the lack of
that intangible thing which is solely part of the man who directs,
casts and paces the shows we push
out over the air.
What is Good Production?
GOOD

radio production, as I understand it,is merely a facing of
certain facts, a realization of some
mistakes, a summing up of one's
experience or one's self or of others
into an expressed formula.
Good radio production, as I understand it,is a certain basic feeling for the tempo of each scene of
each production. There should be
a set of rules for the guidance of
production men, but, unfortunately, there aren't and there never
will be any rules for producing
effective radio shows. One can depend only upon the result of one's
own experience or the theories of
others. Conscious technique in any
art is painful.
I should say that most radio
shows are poor today, because,
fundamentally, their conception as
a show is poor. The modern radio
show is changed too often on paper, when it should be changed before the microphone.
We cannot control those intangibles, time, pace and sound; we cannot feel the throb, tug and force
of them upon a few sheets of
manuscript spattered with typewritten characters.
A line that reads invitingly may
become the dullest string of words
uttered when aired; ergo, the dullest line may become the most brilliant when properly cast, enunciated and placed.
Parts in radio shows are east by
voice, not by the physical appearance of a particular character, or
the physical appearance of that
character as it appears in the
Page
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and
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IN THIS

Imagination

and

Bower

of

a

came

well-known
into radio

Newark

Programs

Radio

Inspiration

article are set forth the moody,

reflections
Roger

of

Producer

the

Rules,

radio

but stimulating

production

12 years ago.

man.

At first he

He has been at
managed WNJ, then joined WMCA.
WOR for nine years as announcer and production man.
During that time he has produced Witch's Tale, Jazz
Nocturne, Market & Halsey St. Playhouse, The Grummits, Men of WOR, Show Windows, etc. Before entering
radio, Mr. Bower

was

an actor. He

matic, musical comedy,

comedy

has appeared

and

vaudeville

in drashows.

scriptmore
writer's
mind.
Just as
soon
as
radio
writers
become
aware of the fact that a show
should be written about the voices
it contains rather than the characters it is supposed to present, the
sooner radio will have taken one
definite step toward the production
of better entertainment.
The Final Judge
RADIO itself is not entirely to
blame for the shows being produced today. Sponsors and their
advertising agencies come in for a
count or two.
Fundamentally, when a script is
turned over to a production man,
he, and he alone, should be the
final judge of how that show will
reach the ears of the listeners to
be entertained and, incidentally,
sold. Too often, the sponsor or
agency radio production man insists upon displaying his stupidity by "collaborating" to neither
the listeners' nor his sponsor's
benefit.
Names, too, are a curse to modern radio production. Advertisers
naively believe that because their
shows present famous names of
the stage or screen that, automatically, their shows are marked for
immortality. Nonsense ! Names
never made a show, but a good
show can make names.
To me, radio production is almost entirely an emotional thing,
and in all shows in which I have
a producing hand, I endeavor to
mold the skit, sketch or dramatic
dialogue as it stirs and moves me.
If I fail to react to a certain inflection of the voice, a previously
planned sound effect or a certain
line, I consider it conceivable that
the public which shall eventually
hear this show and pass final judgment upon it, will react in an almost identical manner.
Imagination vs. Inspiration
THERE is a great difference between imagination and inspiration
in connection with the successful
production of radio shows, but I
believe that the capable radio producer should possess both to a
great degree. There are, and always have been, two types of radio producers.
One, for instance, produces as
he sees, follows his script careful-
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ROGER

Problem

BOWER

ly and all too well. The other possesses a mind which is a sort of
old-fashioned theatrical kaleidoscope that forms little mental pictures without any great conscious
effort. In other words, one radio
producer uses trained observation,
while the other possesses that
rarest of attributes, spontaneous
creation.
Every fiber of this latter type is
somehow magnetically in tune
with the dialogue, movement and
atmosphere of the show under his
direction. Back in his consciousness
is a definite blueprint of the show
upon which he is working as seen
by the writer who placed it on
paper, but his appreciation of this
picture is purely subconscious.
His conscious mind is creating
a new, more colorful, more spontaneous, better paced and intensively more dramatic thing than
that which was typed upon the
script paper now in the hands of
the announcer, cast and musicians.
Only such i*adio production can
create that applause which leaves
a memorable impression on the
minds of the sponsor and the listeners he must entertain and sell.
But how often is the radio proBROADCASTING

ducer permitted this liberty? How
often are the few experienced radio producers of today permitted
to create a show that will, to their
own satisfaction, fill the requirements so rigorously adhered to in
their own minds? Rarely, if ever.
Too Many Cooks
FREQUENTLY I have seen, so
frequently as to be in dread and
horror of the practice, sensitive
and intrinsically worthwhile shows
so mishandled and deliberately
ruined by the puttering of sponsors and inexperienced producers
that to enumerate them would be
catastrophic.
I am convinced that if less time
were spent in changing scripts,
bargaining for names, searching
for gags, squabbling over the
length of commercials, and more
time given to the correct pacing
and timing of radio shows, that
radio would benefit itself immeasurably, and the percentage of radio shows worth listening to would
be infinitely higher.
Even in the editorial rooms of
newspapers and magazines, where
a higher intelligence is supposed
to be found, one notices the instinctive urge to get a finger in
the pie . . . and radio is cursed
with it.
Although I remain firmly of the
opinion that definite talent and
feeling for pacing and atmosphere,
like the talent of the singer, writer
or musician, is a thing born in
them, I know that a generous appreciation of good showmanship
may be acquired and hidden talent
uncovered and developed.
Radio's present bewilderment as
to what the public wants would
soon vanish if the public itself
knew just what it wanted. But,
until that day comes, radio should
depend upon men with a definite
feeling for public entertainment
and what goes to make a good show
to satisfy that public. Only in this
manner can radio acquire that maturity of outlook and intrinsic
worth as a medium of entertainupon which success in any
field ismentbuilt.

Gas Campaign Renewed
REGIONAL ADVERTISERS Inc.,
New York, on Dec. 1 renews the
Mystery Chef (cooperative gas association campaign) on 11 NBCRed network stations, Tuesday and
Thursday mornings for another 52
weeks. The same program is heard
on five NBC-Red Pacific Coast stations Wednesday and Saturday
mornings and will be renewed for
26 weeks effective Dec. 2. The Mystery Chef is also featured on several stations via transcriptions and
it is assumed that the disc series
will also be renewed. McCannErickson Inc., New York, has the
account.
GARY

BRECKNER, sports announcer at KNX, Hollywood, is the
radio reporter in the Twentieth Century-Fox picture, Cracked Up. Bill
Moore, of the KNX Barn Dance, also
has a part in The Holy Terror at the
same studios.
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SALES

Improvement
Studied

by

of

Sales

Pacific

Methods

NAB

Group

Sales Managers Division Discusses Differentials,
Problems of Reps and Frequency Discounts
By DAVID GLICKMAN
HOW broadcast selling methods
can be improved held attention at
the first Pacific Coast regional
meeting of the Sales Managers
Division of the NAB in San Francisco Nov. 20, with Pacific Coast
chairman H. M. Feltis of KOMOKJR, Seattle, presiding. Morning
open session of the one-day meeting, held in the Hotel St. Francis,
with 23 Pacific Coast station managers and sales managers from
California, Washington and Oregon attending, was given over to
short talks and informal discus, sions with time buyers and adver; tising men.
Walter A. Burke, in charge of
radio research for McCann-Erickson Inc., San Francisco, was one
of the principal speakers. He
stated that the average station
does not know the kind of people
it reaches, their economic status,
their locations or interests. He
' recommended that a classification
of stations be made as between
those seeking national business
and those seeking local business
primarily. Stations soliciting local
business should then prepare and
present stories following the general procedure in the case of all
other media, he said.
The Profit Motive
HIS SECOND point covered the
profit motive prevailing in the
use of all media, with particular
reference to the necessity for
maintaining fair values for the
advertising dollar invested. He
told how advertising works, and
particularly how radio may be
used to sell goods, giving many
case histories showing what radio
is doing for each client the agency
has on the air and the danger of
rate differentials, price cutting and
discriminatory rates of all kinds.
In this connection, he cautioned, a
differential will not only bring
about an unbalanced rate structure, and set up a system whereby
rates will not be based on costs
but what the traffic will bear. In
addition, he explained, it will enable retailer to bargain, and thus
place radio time on the basis of
barter and will set a precedent
difficult to control; for whenever
local advertisements are able to
obtain low local rates, any advertiser who can qualify as a retailer
will demand preferential treatment of one kind or another. It
will cheapen the value of radio
time in the eyes of the retailer
because it is offered so cheaply.
Lindsey Spight, Pacific Coast
manager of John Blair & Co., station representatives, speaking for
all the station representatives
present, was also a guest speaker
at the open session, having for his
subject "Representatives Take A
Look At Station Sales Managers".
He told of the problems station
representatives have to deal with
and also offered many solutions
which would bring about a greater
cooperation.
"We can only sell with the information that you give us," he
said, "and in most cases it is not
nearly enough to do the sort of a
job we would like to do." He urged
Page
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that stations supply their representatives with fundamental inforthe stamation
necessary to "sell"
tion to an advertiser,
pointing out
that the data needed was in detail
and covered four points, namely,
coverage, popularity, nulling power
data and merchandising service
facilities.
San Francisco Advertising Club's
radio departmental joined with the
NAB Sales Managers Division for
a luncheon meeting and had John
M. Dolph, CBS Pacific Coast sales
manager as guest speaker. His
subject was "The Successful Small
Show". Clyde F. Coombs, an NBC
sales representative for western
division and chairman of the Ad
Club's radio departmental meeting,
presided.
Merchandising Problems
DUAL

RATE problems were discussed at the afternoon closed business session which was for members
Division ofof the
the Sales
NAB Managers'
only. Consensus
on this point was that two rates in
many cases were justified. Dual
rates in themselves were not such
a great evil, it was pointed out.
It was the misapplication of these
rates. It was thought that two
classifications, retail and general,
would be a logical approach, all
business to take the general rate
with exception of stores which sell
a variety of merchandise over the
counter for retail only. Standardized frequency discounts were also
the focus of attention, with the
question raised if discounts should
be given at the start of a contract
or after earned retroactively.
Sales managers present declared
that it was a matter of individual
opinion, depending: upon the nature
and type of contract and credit
standing of the advertiser or
agency.
It was unanimously agreed that
there should be no discrimination
in merchandising, that one adver-

GROUP

PLANS

TWO-DAY
ASSEMBLY
A TWO-DAY rather than a oneday session for the Sales Managers' Division of the NAB in Chicago next month has been tentatively agreed to by the Executive
Committee of the Division, according to J. Buryl Lottridge, Division
Chairman.
Oi'iginally, the plan was to hold
the meeting at the Stevens Hotel
on Jan. 18 but it was found that
the agenda was such that another
day (Jan. 19) would be desirable.
An elaborate program tentatively had been arranged for the
meeting — the first to be held on
a national basis since the division
was organized at the NAB Convention in Chicago last July. A
half-dozen sectional meetings have
been held preparatory to the general session. Such subjects as dual
rates, discounts, national and local
selling methods and station representation are on the agenda.
tiser should get no more than the
other. It was urged that stations
have a uniform policy and adhere
to it. Opinions offered were that
stations be careful otherwise they
would find themselves getting too
deep into merchandising work,
since selling time was their media
and not sales activity. Minor promotional assistance is the only
thing the station is concerned with,
it was pointed out.
Contract forms were also discussed. It was decided that the
best contract to use was the 4-A
form approved by the NAB. Opinion was expressed that a manufacturer be allowed to group a
number of his products into one
program. In cases of jobbers and
distributors,
be allowed to buythey
timeshouldn't
for resale
to
manufacturers they represent.
L. W. McDowell of KFOX, Long
Beach, secretary of the Southern
California Broadcasters Association
explained how stations in his territory have been able to clean up
the problems of questionable agencies by demanding that they submit credit and financial statements,
evidence of three active accounts
and evidence of having an office

and place of business. He pointed
out that 80% of agencies have
complied with that request and
were given approved recognition.
No resolutions were passed but
consensus of the meeting will be
referred to the national meeting
in Chicago on Jan. 18 for further discussion. At the morning
open session a resolution of condolence was passed, to be sent to
Mrs. Norman Storm, on the passing of her late husband, who was
sales manager of KOL, Seattle.
Charles W. Myers, NAB president, attended the meeting, not as
representing the association, but
as an executive of his own stations, KOIN-K ALE, Portland.
Others who attended included:
Arthur L. Bright, KFPY; Eugene
Grant,
NBC; F.
Harry
Witt, KNXCBS; Clyde
Coombs,
NBC;
Ward D. Ingrim, KFRC; Philip
G. Lasky, KSFO; Bob Roberts,
KYA; H. M. Feltis, KOMO-KJR,
Seattle; Carleton Coveny, KJBS;
Harrison Holliway, KFI-KECA,
Los Angeles; L. W. McDowell,
KFOX, Long Beach; H. J. Quilliam, KIRO, Seattle; C. L. McCarthy, KJBS, San Francisco;
Charles S. Harper, KQW, San
Jose; Ralph R. Brunton, KJBSKQW; Lindsey Spight, Pacific
Coast manager, John Blair & Co.;
John Livingston, Free & Peters;
Walter Monroe Jr., Walter Biddick Co.; Earle H. Smith, Pacific
Coast manager, Edward Petry &
Co.; Ross Rambeau, William G.
Rambeau Co.; Henry M. Jackson,
CBS; C. P. MacGregor of MacGregor & Sollie Inc., transcription
producers.
Radio
Free

Football

Rights

at Northwestern

U

NORTHWESTERN U has not received a penny for broadcast rights
to its football games this fall, according to E. H. Stromberg, publicity director. Any station desirbroadcast
the touniversity's
gamesing towas
permitted
do so, the
only requirement being that its
sponsors be "worthy and dignified".
At the Northwestern-Ohio State
game Oct. 17 eight radio booths
were operated in addition to NBC
and CBS
the roof.
Stations weresetups
WGN, onWBBM,
WMAQ,
WJJD, WCFL, WOSU, WOWO,
KWK. Referring to an article by
John Bentley appearing in September in the Lincoln (Neb.) State
Journal and reprinted in Broadcasting Sept. 15, which erroneously stated that Northwestern had
sold its football broadcast rights to
an oil company, Mr. Stromberg
said he felt that broadcast rights
should be a matter for the Big Ten
conference as a group rather than
as individuals.

WESTERN SALES CHIEFS— Standing, left to right: Arthur Bright,
KFPY, Spokane; Philip G. Lasky, KSFO, San Francisco; Harrison Holliway, KFI-KECA, Los Angeles; Harry Witt, CBS Southern California
sales-manager, Hollywood; H. J. Quilliam, KIRO, Seattle; Henry M.
Jackson, CBS Northern California sales manager, San Francisco; L. W.
McDowell, KFOX, Long Beach; Carleton Coveny, KJBS, San Francisco;
Charles S. Harper, KQW, San Jose; Ralph Brunton, KJBS-KQW. Seated
at table, left to right, John M. Dolph, CBS Pacific Coast sales manager,
San Francisco; Clyde F. Coombs, NBC western division sales representative and also the chairman of the San Francisco Advertising Club's
radio departmental; Charles W. Myers, president, NAB and KOINKALE, Portland; Hugh Feltis, Pacific Coast chairman. Sales Managers
Division, KOMO-KJR, Seattle; Ward Ingram, KFRC, San Francisco.
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Hellmann's in West
BEST FOODS Inc., New York
(Hellmann's mayonnaise) on Dec.
10 will start a Thursday test
series titled Dr. Kate on seven
NBC-Blue Pacific stations (KGO,
KECA, KFSD, KEX, KJR, KGA,
KTAR). On Jan. 7 the McClatchy
stations (KFBK, KWG, KERN,
KM J) will be added, this being the
first NBC account after severing
the CBS - Don Lee affiliation on
Jan. 1. Dr. Kate will be a dramatization of the life of a woman
doctor and her struggles to make
a living in a small California town.
Program is signed for 13 weeks
through Benton & Bowles Inc.,
New York.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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48

Wires

Educators

Stations

Definite Style of Radio News
Writing Has Been Developed
OF THE 99 broadcasting stations
that are subscribing to the radio
news service of United Press, 48
are now getting the news reports
on teletype machines directly
from the UP's radio news room in
press associaNew York City, the 27.
The leased
tion disclosed Nov.
day, from
a
hours
18
es
operat
wire
6 a. m. until 12 midnight, six days
a week, and from 8 a. m. until 12
midnight on Sundays, requiring a
round-the-clock staff setup now
numbering about 50 men employed
in processing, transmitting and
filing the special radio wire.
The radio service, of which
Webb C. Artz is editor, is handled entirely apart from the UP's
regular newspaper service and has
its own quarters. To develop a
definite style of radio news writreing, UP has installed completeYork
cording equipment in its New
bureau. An announcer makes recordings of the various news
stories written for the radio wire,
and the playbacks are criticized by
the staff.
of the New York buIn charge
reau is Willard Heegen, assisted
bv John Gordon and George Marder. Edward Brandt is in charge
of the Chicago relay point.
Use of Leased Wires
THE

LEASED wire setup was established several months ago to
expedite delivery of the news reports to the stations. It was gradually extended until now it reaches
south to Columbia, S. C, west to
Omaha, north to Minneapolis-St.
| Paul and northeast to Boston. The
wire is operated with a relay to
Chicago, where the bureau elimii nates news of no interest to the
i Midwest. At Washington a split is
i operated for stations at the south] ern end of the wire. The handling
i of flashes, bulletins
and major
( news stories is much like that on
] regular newspaper wires.
(
In addition to the leased wire
: service, about 50 stations are
t served by UP bureau
in their
l cities, also getting
a specially
I written report intended for the ear
£
instead of the eye.
e
Following is the list of stations
I
subscribing to the UP leased wire
t
service :
C
Connecticut — WDRC.
Hartford; WNLC.
New London.
n
District of Columbia — WJSV, Washington ;
J; WRC. Washington.
1 Illinois— WMAQ, Chicago ; WTAD, Quincy,
V
WMBD, Peoria.
D
Indiana — WFAM, South Bend.
v/ Iowa
— ;WOC,
Moines
KMA, Davenport:
Shenandoah. WHO, Des
J; Maryland — WBAL, Baltimore.
D
Massachusetts — WEEI,
Boston ; WBZWBZA, Boston-Springfield.
n Michigan— WXYZ, Detroit.
t:
Minnesota
— WCCO,
Minneapolis;
KROC,
Rochester;
KSTP, St.
Paul.
a
Missouri — KMOX, St. Louis; KWK, St.
p
Louis.
a
Nebraska — WAAW, Omaha.
„,
New York — WOKO, Albany; WGR, BufBuffalo; WOCL, Jamesfalo; ; WKBW,
?
L
town
WEAF, WJZ and WHN, New
H
York; WHAM, Rochester; WSYR, Syrar( cuse; WGY, Schenectady.
* North Carolina— WBT, Charlotte; WPTF,
d
Raleigh; WSJS, Winston-Salem.
W Ohio — WKRC, Cincinnati; WTAM and
WJAY, Cleveland; WSPD. Toledo.
CC
Pennsylvania— WCAU and KYW, Philadelphia ; KDKA, Pittsburgh : WBAX. Wilkesf
Barre
Carolina — WIS, Columbia; WSPA,
South
SE
nt
Spartanburg.
.
Rich— WTAR, Norfolk; WRVA,
• Virginia
tnond.
„ .
.
ont,
Fairm
,
Virginia — g.WMMN
West
WWVA, Wheelin
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Session

Prepared
Program
Dec. 10-12 Meeting to Offer
Prominent Radio Speakers

newly-estabThis is a photograph of the where
UP TELETYPE SERVICE—
a staff
York,
New
in
Press
d
Unite
the
of
room
news
radio
lished
style and
radio
into
s
report
news
UP
the
es
rewrit
ssors
of news proce
ns. Seated at desk facing
sends them vi leased lines direct to 48 statio
York bureau; standing
New
the
of
e
charg
in
n,
Heege
lard
is^Vi
camera
of the radio news
editor
Artz,
C.
Webb
is
left
n's
otS desk at Heege
the telephone.
slrvice "Slot man' is George Marder, shown busy on

Move

of WLWLfor

Full-Time

Is Upset;

Approved
to Bulova
Transfer of WOV
order and at the same time denied
ENDING the two-year effort of
by
a supplemental petition whereby
WLWL, New York, operated
a
re
the Paulists proposed to withdraw,
secu
to
ers,
Fath
the Paulist
the
ion,
stat
tt
without prejudice, their petition
full-time 5,000-wa
20
Nov.
sion
Divi
t
dcas
Broa
on". A
FCC
reallocati
"junior which
for the
asked for
ion,
petit
d
secon
ior
"jun
osed
prop
the
denied in toto
authority to withdraw, without
reallocation" plan submitted by the
sh
mpli
acco
d
station whereby it coul
a petition filed last Janprejudice,
uary seeking to have the FCC
that result.
terminate the experimental fullIn a decision disposing of the
WWL, New Ortime operation of H,
Shreveport,
entire proceeding, the Division
leans, and KWK
in was granted, thus opening the way
granted all stations involved es
s for
the matter renewals of licens
for regular full-time grant
on the basis accorded them prior
those stations in the Commissions
to the controversy opened by
judgm
original Paulist plan, after
Theent.
WLWL. The action terminated one
the several modifications, contemof the most bitterly fought cases
plated purchase of WOV for $300,in FCC history. It had repercus000 with money which would have
sions in Congress during the last
been advanced by CBS. That would
two sessions, including a demand
have cleared the 1130 kc. channel
that a portion of broadcasting fain New York. Then, WPG in Atcilities be assigned to educational
lantic City, dominant station on the
and religious stations.
1100 kc. clear channel, was to have
At its regular meeting on Nov.
been placed on the 1130 kc. wave
24, the Broadcast Division aplength with full-time operation as
proved the sale of WOV, New York,
a regional and with WLWL ackey station in the proposed Paulist
quiring the full-time assignment
move, to Arde Bulova, New York
on 1100 as a clear channel. CBS
then was to have purchased or
watch manufacturer and broadcastwas
transfer
leased WLWL from the Paulists,
The
.
$300,000
er, for
from John Iraci, who remains as
them time for reguaranteeing
ligious programs.
general manager, and who recently
When Mr. Bulova purchased
acquired WPEN-WRAX, PhiladelWOV from John Iraci, it upset the
rephia. Bulova Petition Pending
The Paulists the
Paulist plans.with
Bulova on
fused to deal
same basis as they had proposed
THE CYCLE of events surrounddeal with CBS and afterward
to
ed
ing the Paulist activity reach
attempted the move to have WOVr
at
deeply into Catholic circles, andhave
deleted for arbitrary imprope
one time was reported to
tirely.
an.
Vatic
the
at
ssed
been discu
operation^-a move that fizzled enaequiv
the
ting with
operahours
, of two
WLWLlent
per day on the
r reallocaThe original "junio
1100 kc. clear channel, had sought
tion" petition would have resulted
in changing the assignments of
to procure a full-time assignment
nassig
of
hing
eight stations on five clear chanthrough the switcstations on five
ments of eight
nels with two of the clear chanclear channels. Afterward, this
nels to be "broken down". This
plan was modified so that it could
al met the vigorous opposipropos
acquire a full-time outlet in New
of practically all of the station
tions involved, but notablv WWL,
York on the 1100 kc. channel
New Orleans, operated by Loyola
through acquisition of WOV, New
York Italian-language station. No
University, a Jesuit school. It was
after this strenuous opposition
application ever was filed for this,
that WLWL modified the plan to
however, and this plan failed when
WOV was sold to Arde Bulova,
contemplate the purchase of WOV.
New York watch manufacturer
Whether the Paulists, by virtue
and broadcaster, for $300,000, subof the FCC action, will renew
ject to FCC approval, rather than
their campaign in Congress was
to the Paulists.
questionable. It is generally reAs a last resort, WLWL in Ocported that threats of such renewed activity have been made.
tober filed with the FCC an application for the facilities of WOV,
The Society of Saint Paul the
by
proposing to acquire full time
(Paulists) is headed by
Apostle
the deletion process rather than by
Father John B. Harney. Commerhowever, recial manager of WLWL, and the
purchase. The FCC,
turned the application as out of
leader in the quest for the full-
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AN ELABORATE program of ad- II
dresses and discussions has been
arranged for the First National
Conference on Educational Broadcasting to be held Dec. 10-12 at the
Mayflower Hotel in Washington.
sessions 1
Listed as sponsoring inthe
the educas
are 18 organizationfields.
The protional and social
gram also states the conference is
the
being held in cooperation with
U. S. Office of Education and the
FCC

The preliminary program brings
will be j
out that principal speakers
Chairman Prall of the FCC; Johmj
W. Studebaker, U. S. Commissioner J
of Education; Frederick P. Kep-^
pell, president, Carnegie Corp. of
m ;Van'
Wille
C.
Hendr
alist
andik journ
New York;
historian
Loon,
engi-,
lting
M. Jansky Jr., consu
neer- T. A. M. Craven, chief engi-*
neer,' FCC; Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, RCA|
engineering executive and foi-meri
chief engineer of the FCC; Dr. Al-i
mith, consulting raN. Golds
fred dio
engineer; George F. Zookj
Council oil
president, American
Education, and David Sarnott
president RCA.
Sectional Sessions

figi
sections',
with
nce such
d,fere
"con
schedule
are US
also
NUMERO
ures in radio and education as Dr
onai
Levering Tyson, director, Nati
Advisory Council on Radio in kem
chief o.
Morse Salisbury
cation;
o Service of the Departmenj
Radi
of Agriculture; William D. Bout;
well director of the Educational
Radio Project, Office of Education
and Mrs. B. F. Langworthy, pres
ident, National Congress of Faie
ents and Teachers, to participat
a r
organizations
Sponsoring
listed as American Association to
Adult Education; American Cour!
cil on Education; American Fan
Bureau Federation; General tec
eration of Women's Clubs; Inst!
tute for Education by Radio ; Inst
tute of Radio Engineers; Interm
;
tional Council of Religious EducN;
d;
Boar
are
Welf
sh
Jewi
;
tion
tional Advisory Council on Radi
onal Associatio
in Education; Nati
of Educational Broadcasters; N i
tional Catholic Educational Assej
Committee c
ciation; National
National Coi
o;
Radi
by
n
atio
Educ
s-ress of Parents and Teacher:
Education Associatioi
National
Grange; Progress^
National
Women i
Association;
n
atio
Educ
Committee ar
Radio
National
ers Education Bureau <
Workica.
Amer
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.
nan.
time assignment, is James P. Kie |

Stations involved m the jum<
reallocation", which were restor<
to their regular status, we
WWL, New Orleans; WMj
ort Wort]
WBAP, Dallas-F
WCCO, Minneapolis; WOV, Ne
York; WPG, Atlantic Cit
KWKH, Shreveport; WNYC, AllNe
York, and WJJD, Chicago.
effecti
the decisions were made denied
,
Dec. 15. The FCC also
ati.
applic
the
t,
defaul
of
in cases
of J. David Stern, publisher of t
New York Evening Post, for a nt
station in New York to take ov
the facilities of WNYC.
• Broadcast
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OKLRHO

* New

*

Transmitter

RCA

Vertical

Truscon

* Daytime

Power

Radiator

Increase

essential factor enabling WKY to have and
to hold Oklahoma's largest radio audience has been
in its
improvement
progressive
the continuously
st
s.
broadca
facilitie

A.N

opened the largest and
Eight months ago WKY
Last month
Southwest.
the
in
most modern studios
WKY switched to its new transmitter and increased day
time power.
Today WKY's coverage advantage in Oklahoma is greater
than ever. Even before the switch-over, WKY on the ideal
900 kc. frequency was covering more of Oklahoma than any
other station.
To have and to hold Oklahoma's largest radio audience,
The cream of NBC programs:
WKY also has the shows:
dozens of popular nationally sponsored transcribed programs;
and more than 75 live talent studio programs a week in addition
to 40 news and market periods.
WKY has what it takes to have and to hold the largest radio
to win and to hold customers
...
audience in Oklahoma
for its program

sponsors.

UIKV

CITY

OKLAHOmn
Oklahoma's

Affiliated with THE DAILY

Only

OKLAHOMAN.

Full-Time

THE

TIMES

NBC

Station

and THE

FARMER-STOCKMAN

Representative — E. Katz Special Advertising Agency

TJC77t

D

ltTlltTS*
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for
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advertising

• KLZ's new 444-foot vertical radiator creat
es a hazard in the
Denver Rocky Mountain region-if you still
set your course
by old maps.
• This lofty beacon is a warning to those
who disregard
change-but a friendly guide to those who
seek happy landings fpr sales
Mountain region.and advertising efforts in the Denver Rocky
• Other changes as spectacular as the erection
of this new
transmitter and antenna that have speeded KLZ's
meteoric rise
to popularity in Denver began with the change
in ownership
fifteen month
s ago.

• Sixteen years of radio pioneering, eight years'
experience
in building one of the nation's outstanding indep
endent network stations, unlimited financial resources, darin
g leadership
and skillful showmanship were quickly broug
ht into play. On
August 1st, KLZ's new 5000 watt transmitter
was dedicated.
Designed, built and installed by Bell Laboratory
and Western
Electric engineers, we believe it to be the world's
most modern
transmitter in commercial use today. Modern,
new studios,
greatly enlarged, will be dedicated within 30 days.
• And as for programs— 33 national network sponsors,
21 national non-network sponsors and 61 of Denver's most import
ant
firms spent 58% more with KLZ this October than last
—
122% more than during the same month of 1934.
• Spicing this distinguished commercial schedule is a
sustaining schedule of network and local programs geared
by resident management to the tempo of the cultural, civic
and
religious needs of the Denver area. KLZ programs,
presented
in magnetic fashion by an organization schooled
in radio
showmanship, have made this station the talked-about
and
listened-to station in Denver. Audience checks prove
it! Advertising results bear it out!

• WARNING!

Revise your Denver air maps now!
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^ke

Pjx>ne&v

Hadio,

SM1011

COMPANY

of tlae'Ml^At "

DENVER
560
CBS

National Representative

E. KATZ

KILOCYCLES
AFFILIATE

SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY

Cleveland

Group

NOEL

Seeks

Local Marketing Station
| NEW type of specialized local
•oadcast station, which would debte itself to the marketing of
irishable products such as proice and fruits, is proposed in an
bphcation filed Nov. 17 with the
CC
Broadcast
Division
by a
poup of merchants in Cleveland
Icorporated as the Food Terminal
roadcastmg
Co. The applicant
eks 100 watts daytime on 1500
and the station would be coraercially operated.
Filed by Loucks & Scharfeld,
1 ashington attorneys, the appli.tion states the company proposes
|general broadcasting- service, but
I addition it would disseminate
.formation on local market conItions, availability of perishable
od products and price informabn. This service, it said, would
designed to aid both the conquer and the grower or seller of
ch food products.
Russell Swif, managing
director
of the
prthern Ohio Food Terminal, is
esident of the new corporation,
jher stockholders, each with 20%,
mg Joseph C. Hostetler. attorJy of Cleveland, and C. F. Haas,
ftnald B. Pocock and R. F. Blair,
produce merchants.
Oshkosh on WLW
HKOSH OVERALL Co., Osh("Oshko
Wis.
jsh,
sh B'Gosh"
a half-hou
started
eralis),
r folk

rig program on WLW, Cincinnati,
fv. 29, Sunday, 5: 30-6 p. m.
Ifency is Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
'jicago.

New WBS

Headquarters to Be Built in Chicago

EARLY in 1937 World Broadcasting System will move its Chicago
branch to a new building at Erie
St. and Fairbanks Court, according
to President Percy L. Deutsch. Increased transcription activity in the
Midwest, he said, prompts the
move to larger quarters, located in
the Upper Michigan Ave. district,
near Chicago's radio and advertising centers.
The new building, 109x128 feet
will involve an expenditure of
$175,000 for new studios and processing plant, it is understood.
Studios will be fashioned after
the WBS headquarters at 711 Fifth
Ave., New York. Architects plans
provide for three large studios
equipped with Western Electric recording apparatus. Studios will be
full-floating, with electrical installations under supervision of Electrical Research Products Inc. Six
recording machines will be fed
through four channels, the fourth
providing for direct-wire recording
from radio stations and remote
points. A special WE receiver will

be used for off-the-air recording.
Both vertical and lateral transcriptions at 33 1/3 rpm will be produced in Chicago.
The processing plant will be modeled after the New York equipment. Air conditioning will protect instruments, wax blanks and
masters and in addition high-speed
electro-plating will enable Chicago
clients to broadcast programs 24
hours after recording.
Among World clients in Chicago
are Procter & Gamble Co., with 6
WBS campaigns now on the air;
Studebaker autos; Wander Co.; J.
A. Folger & Co.; Mid-Continent
Petroleum Co.; Independent Grocers Alliance; Montgomery Ward;
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.; Republic
Steel Co.; Wilson & Co.
HECKER H O Co., Buffalo (Force
& H-0 oatmeal) will discontinue the
Bobby Benson child program, on CBS,
which has had a long run on the air,
after the Dec. 11 broadcast. The program at one time was heard five times
a week but about a year ago was reduced to thrice-weekly.

FILES

SUIT

FOR JV9XBY STOCK
SUITS against the Kansas City
Power & Light Co., holder of a
substantial block of stock in First
National Television Inc., Kansas
City radio and television school
which operates W9XBY, high-fidelity station on 1530 kc, has been
filed by Sidney Q. Noel, president
of the company and manager of
the station. Mr. Noel seeks to force
the power company to sell its stock
to him and to his Eastern associates, including Sam Pickard, a
CBS vice president.
Mr. Noel also brought suit
against Arthur B. Church, president of KMBC, G. W. Taylor, vice
president of First National Television, the power company and
other stockholders to prevent them
from having a stockholders' meeting pending the court's answer to
his
for thewhich
powerhe company's
blockclaim
of stock
claims it
gave him an option to buy. The
power company's claim is that the
letter offering the stock was addressed to the television company
and not to Mr. Noel personally and
that company.
it had not been accepted by
the
The court granted the petition
of the defendants to consolidate
the two suits. While W9XBY is involved indirectly as a subsidiary
company, FCC records disclose
that stock in First National Television Inc., the licensee, is held
41% by Mr. Noel, 35% by Mr.
Church and 13% by Mr. Pickard.

The word "Flexibility" as applied to KWK does not
mean a continually changing company policy, but rather a quick
grasp of ever changing conditions and an organization adaptable
and flexible enough to quickly follow the trends of modern living.
Naturally, such an organization, coupled with KWK's popularity in
the St. Louis area, produces sales results that are truly surprising.
THOMAS
HOTEL

PATRICK

CHASE

Incorporated
SAINT

LOUIS

Representative
Paul H. Raymer Company
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

STING
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More Awards Are Made
In NBC
Slogan Contest
THOUGH the $100 prize award in
NBC's employe slogan contest was
won by Miss June Hynd, assistant
director of women's activities
[Broadcasting, Nov. 15], four
other prizes were also awarded by
the judges, who were Lee H. Bristol, Bristol-Myers Co.; John Zellers, Remington Rand Inc., and Edgar Kobak, Lord & Thomas. Miss
Hynd's slogan was By Choice, The
Nation's Voice and it has been
adopted by the network organization.
There was a triple tie for second
place, each submitting the slogan
In Tune With the Nation. Those
submitting this slogan were Edward R. Hitz and Margaret Huemer, of the New York sales department, and Rudolph W. Bauer, of
the New York engineering staff.
Each gets $50. The third prize of
$25 went to Thomas F. Egan, of
the NBC Boston office, for America's Most Invited Guest.

WXYZ

CBS

Ignores

All

Conventional

Theories

Center
Broadcast
for New
In Preparing
different scheme in approaching
ALL PRECONCEIVED ideas of
this task," Mr. Keston informed
Broadcasting. "I realize that usubuilding broadally the first thing that happens
casting studios
in any new building project is a
are being disreflossy drawing of the new premise,
garded by CBS in
its preliminary
and preliminary plans of the layconsideration o f
out. That is going to be the last
thing that happens in our program
plans for its new
of work.
headquarters in
New York to be
Enter Intangibles !
P. W. Kesten
built for occup"WE ARE tackling this job with
pancy some two years hence, acthe hope of producing the first
cording to Paul W. Kesten, CBS
vice president in supervisory charge
truly organic layout which broadcasting has developed. We are
of the project.
throwing away every preconceived
Likely to be called Columbia
idea of four walls and a ceiling.
Broadcasting Center, the building
We expect to spend months analyzwill occupy a tract of 29,000 square
ing the movements and functions
feet located at the southeast corof people and things within each
ner of Park Ave. and 59th St.,
of the many departments of CBS.
about a half-mile from Radio City,
Then we will extend that into a
where NBC headquarters are located. The property was purchased
searching analysis of the movements of people and things from
last May, and had an assessed
one department to another, from
value of $1,735,000.
studios to offices, from offices to
"We are following a radically

PRESENTS

IN

THE

NEWS"

Nancy Osgood is unique in that her program,
"Women in the News", is the only program of
its
type on theof air.
"Women
the News"gossip
is a
combination
fashion
news, in
Hollywood
and current events. The result is a fascinating
and much-listened-to program, typical of the
many features produced by WXYZ to make
morning and afternoon hours highly productive
for WXYZ advertisers in the big Detroit market.

Does
An

YOUR

Message

Audience

of

Need

Women?

DETROIT
BROADCASTING
Theater Building . . . Detroit

CORP.

Eastern Office- ^
VYm<
(J# RambeOO
Co. Representative
#
Western Office:
55Q chanin Building Home Office: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Russ Building
New York, New York
#
San Francisco, Cal.
ft
■
,
:
:
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ness.
things
don'fJ
seem toPerhaps
have anysuch
bearing
on brick
and mortar, but we believe the difference between a good and a bac 1
building job may lie in the perception and relation of these intan-J
gibles to the final and tangible
form.
"We expect the style and size
and form of Columbia's new broadcasting center to define itself anc
resolve itself in the course of this
study and analysis. We are keep- J
ing our minds
deliberately free j
from any advance ideas of what
it will look like until, inevitably,
it shapes itself out of its compon- I
ent parts. We are carrying on •
several programs of technical research coincidental with this inteinal analysis, in the hope cf taking
new
strides in
the wetechnique
of'
broadcasting
when
move into
the new home.
"It won't have trimmings for the
sake of trimmings.
have
folderols
for the sakeIt ofwon't
folderols.
It will probably be surprisingly
simple in surface and detail, not
because we think it should look
that way, but because most design
that is sound and functional ends

Mello

WXYZ
technique
of holding
women's
For over knows
5 yearstheits radio
production
department
has been
activelyaudiences.
engaged
in building day time hours with talent to attract women listeners —
WHEN THE COST IS NOMINAL AND RESULTS MOST GRATIFYING! Nancy Osgood's program is one of the many attractive features
now ready for sponsorship — a program with an established audience.
When women listen — They buy.

KING-TRENDLE
300 Madison

put under
a stethoscope.
I don't?
think
any business
ever combine*!
more
facets judgment,
of creative engineering;
effort, adJ'|
ministrative
precision and executive coordina
tion than the broadcasting busU

up that Record
way."
Remote
ATLANTIC REFINING Co., Phil-,
adelphia
(petroleum
products), )j
will sponsor what is said to be the
longest remote in history, when its
broadcasts the Temple UniversitySt. Mary's College football game
from Kezar Stadium in San Francisco Dec. 5. With Doug Montell
as sportscaster, the broadcast will
be relayed via telephone and re-f
leased over WIP, Philadelphia, and
other Pennsylvania stations. N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., New York, is the
agency, with arrangements being >
handled through the San Francisco j
office. Associated Oil Co. of Cali-j
fornia
will sponsor
on
the Pacific
Coast. the broadcast'

^DETROIT 1
AND MICHIGAN'S
ONLY
7
WOMAN
COMMENTATOR
.... IN

"WOMEN

studios, etc.
"That is a sizeable job, in itself I
and it represents only the physical
side of the study. The spirit ar,<
atmosphere of the various units oil
our business, too, are going to be.]

BROADCASTING

Cup

Plans

Spots

HASEROT
COFFEE
Cleve-. |
land, is starting
a testCo.,
campaign
on WGAR, Cleveland, using spot
announcements to advertise its
Mello Cup coffee. With distribution being extended to the East
and Midwest, the company is planning a national campaign to start
about Feb. 1. A participation program is being used on WGAR. Account is placed direct.
ADVICES from Europe state that B.
Merkelbach and C. J. F. Karstens,
architects of the AVRO radio studios
in Hilversum, Holland, were invited
by CBS President William S. Paley
to come to New York to advise on the
construction of the new Park Ave.
.studio building planned by the network, after Mr. Paley had visited the
Dutch radio station and expressed
great interest
in its architectural
tures. Mr. Karstens
is said to befeain
New York now.
CAMPANA'S First lighter began
the seventh year of one of the most
remaricable runs in the history of radio drama, when Return Ticket, a new
play by Forrest Barnes, was presented
over the NBC-Red Network. Nov. 27.
• Broadcast

Advertising

The

Station

Production

A

Few

Firsts

KO

IL

The radio studio goes to
the scene when KOIL
broadcasts special events.
KOIL is the only station in
Nebraska and the MiddleOMAHA

—

COUNCIL

West equipped with a Mobile Broadcasting Unit — a
radio studio on wheels —
the traveling home of two
transmitters.

BLUFFS

KOIL#
the "Production Station," produces two things:
quality programs and quantitive sales. KOIL programs bring
sales-producing audiences because KOIL excels in finished
production of every type of show, and features carefully planned
special event broadcasts. The result: listeners in the OmahaCouncil Bluffs area keep timed to KOIL, anxious to hear EVERY
KOIL studio and remote control broadcast.

KOIL mikes regularly meet
the trains, the buses and
the planes — the first radio
station in the Middle- West
to arrange informal interviews with celebrities who
pause at the Union station
and Muny airport.

KOIL

naturally attracts local advertisers. One

of the real

Radio listeners the world
over like the unusual — the
unexpected — in special
broadcasts. First in the
Middle-West to recognize
this, KOIL excels in this

tests of any station's worth is the local reputation of the station.
Merchants and business men in the Omaha-Council Bluffs area
show their confidence in KOIL as a sales-producing station by
using it year in and year out as their radio advertising medium.
More local advertisers use KOIL than any other radio station
in the Omaha-Council Bluffs area. Another tribute to KOIL
special production and sales results.

type of broadcast. Prime
example: The recent KOIL
coverage of the Missouri
Valley Retreiver Trials.

KOIL
advertising does not stop in the audience home. It
gets sales. People in the Omaha-Council Bluffs area listen to
KOIL because KOIL broadcasts the programs they like. Radio
listeners in the Omaha-Council Bluffs area have a confidence
in KOIL programs that is based on a long, consistent record
of superior production of studio and special event programs.
These listeners have money and spend money — on products
advertised on the regular and special programs of KOIL.

It takes more than a good
announcer to broadcast a
good news period. Back of
all KOIL news periods are
aH the facilities of any
daily newspaper — a battery
of teletype machines, short
wave receiver for police
calls, direct loud speaker
from the fire department

KOIL
listeners live in a highly productive agricultural area
and in two large and prosperous metropolitan centers, Omaha
and Council Bluffs. The map on the left indicates the general
coverage area only, an area covering 64 counties in four states,
including a population of 1,375,530, a potential audience of
1,088,212. No advertising campaign in the Omaha-Council
Bluffs area can be complete without KOIL — the Production
station of the middlewest.

and a staff of local reporters.
Free and Peters
National Representatives

KOIL

"The

Production

Central

Station

States

• Broadcast
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Middle-west
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KOIL,
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RADIO
Iowa Network

TRAFFIC
Meets

FOR

THREE

Intricate Problems

Crowded Schedules
By GEORGE H. ENGELTER
Traffic Manager, Iowa Broadcasting System
IF YOU'RE in
radio,
had
occasionyou've
to curse
somebody's traffic
department. When
I was an announcer I wasn't too
complimentary to
traffic either. But
after entering
this specialized
G. H. Engelter fie]d; x began to
have an inkling of how easy it is
to bungle and how costly errors
can be if some system is not devised to keep them down to a minimum. Later it began to dawn on
me that traffic is not some remote,
separate branch of radio independent of most other departments, but
that on the contrary, it is interrelated1 and definitely associated with

indicating personnel, studio to _ be
used, time, talent and engineering
details. Departments concerned receive copies of this schedule.
Once sold, the program is submitted by a time order properly
authorized through the commercial
manager and forwarded to the traffic department which checks it,
lists it on a board, and sends copies
of the order to sales, program and
continuity departments, radio editor of the Des Moines Register and
Tribune, publicity department and
auditing department.
The board indicated, merits
some special mention in itself.
Commercial futures are listed on
flexible insertion boards with program time, length, title, starting
date and contract expiration date
as well as optional renewal privileges, if any. In conjunction with
the commercial futures is a system
of expirations separately filed on
similar boards and indicating at a
glance any expiration so that radio
editor, program, commercial and
continuity department may be advised on the status of commercial
commitments.
Current sustaining national net-

in Handling

by Novel System
the commercial, program, publicity,
continuity
and engineering departments.
Traffic management here at the
Iowa Network is unique in that we
have two NBC basic Blue affiliates,
a CBS basic affiliate and a local
network of any two or all three
stations in addition to programming for each individual station.
The Time Order
LET'S TAKE an average instance
of routing traffic on a local commercial program. Supposing a
salesman has a client definitely interested in buying time. The traffic manager joins the program director, continuity man, salesman
and client in discussing the best
time available for the program
and material to be used. Then the
traffic department will list the rehearsals and auditions necessary
on a schedule prepared daily, and

2

STATIONS
2

STATES

but

ONE

RATE

the

CAROLINA
These

COMBINATION

2 Radio Stations, combined,

give you the greatest coverage of the
profitable Carolina Market.
5000

Watt

NBC

Both

are

buy

them

at one

low

rate. Try the Carolina

combination
Combination

and watch the results.

outlets and you can

WIS
Columbia

S. C.

WPTF
Raleigh

N. C.
Represented

Free, Johns &
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work and local network features I
are handled by a similar system,
and spot announcements are likewise set on the described board
system and are treated according'
to consecutive daily scheduled time. .
A master board is also set up
with all programs and spot an- ,
nouncements listed — whether national network, local network or
single station, whether commercial
or sustaining indicated. Different
colored inserts are used for delineating these things at a glance.
So much for what happened to
our program in a traffic way. Now
suppose some revision or correction comes in. This is entered by
means of a correction order au- ,
thorized only by the program department, thus centralizing this
function and avoiding duplication
of effort. The correction order indicates time,insertion
date, program
or deleted,
order, "killed"
coding
indicating whether commercial or
sustaining, and if national network, IBS or single station.
For Special Events
SPECIAL events and features are
handled through special blanks incorporating complete data on title,
date, time, point of origin, station
listing, nature and purpose of the
event, contact of the special events
department, announcer, publicity
granted before and following broadcast. This furnishes in addition to
advance information, a permanent
record for ready reference.
Another important duty of the
traffic department is the weekly
program schedule for each of the
three IBS stations. These schedules are dittoed, listing programs
carried for the current week. Daily
schedules carry not only the daily
program rectionsmaterial,
but also corand special originations
to
local or national network, commercial or sustaining status, spot announcements with time, engineers
and program personnel on duty,
loop reversal cues and other details.
TWX or teletype communication
is used to send and receive important details on commercials and
sustaining program service and
publicity material. A file of daily
NBC network program folios and
of CBS weekly folios is kept.
The daily operations schedule is
dittoed in different colored inks to
distinguish whether local, local network or national network, and if
sustaining or commercial. A separate IBS daily schedule lists all
commercial or sustaining service
available to and from Des Moines
and Waterloo-Cedar Rapids.
Now what happens when a program fails to come through as
scheduled. Reports on such deviations from schedule are filed by the
announcer and given to the program department which checks
and passes it on to traffic for analysis and explanation. If any program fails to come through according to schedule, the reason is
sought and reported. Notation is
made of courtesy announcements
given in the event of deviation,
whether announcement is made on
the network or locally.
Separate commercial charts are
deprepared monthly showing thecomtailed status of commercial
mitments. Expiration date charts j
on commercial commitments serve
as a guide in checking upon expirationsfuture
and ascertaining
avail- |
able time for
commitments.
Future NBC and CBS commercial orders and reservations or
"kills" are charted in like manner.
• Broadcast
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Collegiate

Music

League

Is Organized in Boston
FORMATION of the Intercollegiate Music League, with headquarters in Boston, which proposes to
introduce, record, publish and have
performed over the air the best
works of college composers enrolled as members, was announced
Nov. 23. While primarily intended
for college students, the League
was said to be open for membership to any songwriters, professional or amateur.
It was claimed that connections
with members of ASCAP had
been made and that all members
would share in annual income. Arrangements also had been completed with Archie Bleyer, leader
of the Hollywood Restaurant band
in New York, the League stated,
to broadcast a special arrangement
of an outstanding manuscript fortnightly over Mutual.
Officials of the organization,
with headquarters in the Little
Building, Boston, are Barnard
Young, Jack Goldstein, former exploitation manager of United Artists, gener-al manager, and Cliff
Meyer, arranger.

Close

r Ties

With

Pan- A me

rican

Nations

Seen as Networks
Arrange
for Pickups
commentator
and interviewer at
WITH two American radio executives on flying trips to the capitals
Buenos Aires will be Edward Tomof Latin America, and with NBC
linson, authority on Spanish American affairs, and CBS has sent H.
and CBS sending their own commentators to the Pan American
V. Kaltenborn, its noted commenPeace Conference at Buenos Aires
tator. With Mr. Royal are Carleto broadcast reports and interviews
ton Smith, NBC presidential announcer, and Albert E. Johnson,
back to the United States, attention was focused anew on the posNBC engineer in charge of Washsibilities of closer relationships beington operations.
tween American and Latin AmerIt was not known whether Secretary Hull would bring up again
ican radio systems as President
Roosevelt and Secretary of State
at the Dec. 1 conference his proHull attended the conference openposal for a powerful American radio station to broadcast American
ing Dec. 1.
Departing from New York Nov.
news and programs to Latin Amer16, John Royal, NBC program vice
ica either for direct pickups or local station rebroadcasts. But it is
president, planned to visit pracknown that the proposal, first made
tically all of the Central and South
American republics by airplane in at the Montevideo conference in
order to arrange for more program
1933, is still before the State Deexchanges. Departing from Washpartment.
President Roosevelt by executive
ington Nov. 17, Paul White, CBS
director of special events, planned
order turn
shortly
afterAmerica
Mr. Hull's
refrom South
in 1933
to go first to Buenos Aires to arset aside the frequencies 6100, 9550,
range the conference broadcasts
and then to visit several other Cen11730, 15130 and 21500 for the
purpose.
The State Department,
tral American countries. NBC's

And

Theres

A

Reason

IN

SOUTH

John Royal

AMERICA

Paul White

however, has not decided whether
it is more advisable that the government or the Pan American
Union in Washington should set
up such a service, or whether the
transmission of special programs
to Latin American countries should
be left to private operators of international relay shortwave stations, of which there are now about
30 in operation — almost all of them
adjuncts of regular broadcasting
stations.
NBC and CBS have both indicated to the authorities that they
are ready and willing to establish
regular directional shortwave service to Latin America, and both
have been staging occasional special
programs and arranging pickups.
Mr. Kaltenborn and Mr. Tomlinson are scheduled to broadcast
regularly from Buenos Aires during the present conference, a daily
schedule of comments and interviews having already been arranged
for the networks.
It is known that many Central
and South American stations are
already picking up U. S. shortwave relays and rebroadcasting
them to their audiences, including
some commercial programs that
are highly
withAmericans
the natives as well popular
as with the
resident there. Often the commercial announcements are left in;
sometimes they are tuned out, and
in few cases has permission been
sought from
therebroadcasts.
American broadcasters for the

#

It's not

just

luck

that WIBW

produces

such enviable results for advertiser after advertiser. It's because WIBW
#

More

merchants

cooperation
—

has "more
between

more planning —

on the ball."

advertiser and
more

merchan-

dising service. All this, in addition to programs
built in the Kansas manner

#

Let WIBW

to sell Kansas people.

put a "hook"

on your sales mes-

sage. We'll roll it across this rich trading area for
the highest profit score you've ever marked

up.

WIBW
Topeka — "The
Voice
of Kansas"
Owned and operated by The Capper Publications — Don Searle, Gen. Mgr.
Represented by Capper Publications in
New York — Chicago — Kansas City, Mo. — Cleveland — Detroit — San Francisco
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The State Department and the
Pan American Union have long
favored increasing: radio relations
between the countries of the Americas for good will purposes. While
the international waves may not
yet be used for directed commercial
programs,
the possibility
eventual sponsorship
of special of
programs
aimed at Latin American countries
is foreseen in view of the large export trade the United States has
-with Central and South America.
Sponsorship is permitted in practically all the Central and South
American countries, whose radio
systems are advertising-supported
as in the United States.
* * ^
FIRST plans for regular South and
Central American reception of
American programs were disclosed
Nov. 20 by NBC, which announced
that a daily schedule of programs
from W3XAL, Bound Brook, N. J.,
will shortly be undertaken to amplify the thrice-weekly programs
started last summer. To facilitate
reception in South America a new
directional beam antenna is being
constructed at Bound Brook and
will be completed about Jan. 1.
Two Spanish-speaking members
of the NBC staff, Dan Russell and
Charles Carvajel, have been placed
in charge of producing all-Spanish
broadcasts. Since last July they
have been broadcasting thrice
weekly
programs
of news and music for Latin
America.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Three Sign on ABC
THREE additional advertisers
have signed up for time on The
Morning Round Up, participation
program broadcast each weekday
morning over the ABC regional
network. Olson Rug Co., Chicag-o
(rugs), started Nov. 18, six times
weekly, through Presba, Fellers &
Presba Inc., Chicago; Chicago
Mail Order Co., Chicago (general
merchandise), started Nov. 20, six
times weekly, through MattesonFogarty - Jordan Inc., Chicago;
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (proprietary), started Nov. 16, three
times weekly, through First United
Broadcasters Inc., Chicago.
WJAY Foreign Programs
WJAY, Cleveland, will include
English interpretations of all announcements on foreign language
programs, according to H. K. Carpenter, general manager. New
talent and music as well as improved production methods are to
be used for the nationality productions, under the direction of Stanley Altschuler.

NAB

Sounds

Stations

on

Convention;

Early Summer
Session Widely Favored
THE NAB on Nov. 23 asked its
late spring or early summer but
the board decided that the member400 members to register their preferences as to the month during
ship should be asked to express
which the annual NAB convention
itself.
should be held. Pursuant to the
In his letter, Mr. Baldwin pointaction of the NAB board of direced out that the American Associators at its meeting Oct. 2, James
tion of Advertising Agencies will
W. Baldwin, managing director,
hold its 1937 convention in late
sent to the membership the quesApril and early May while other
tionnaire asking that they indicate
trade associations in the advertistheir preference as to the month.
ing field have not yet set their
He brought out it hr.d been genconvention dates.
erally agreed that the convention
should be held in May, June, July,
September or October.
Endnra Uses Don Lee
Prior to 1935, all conventions
were held in the fall. Stations,
ENDURA Corp., Los Angeles, dishowever, complained because they
tributors of a permanent wave set,
came at a time when fall schedules
on KHJ, Los Angeles, with a 15were beginning, thus breaking into
minute weekly program to create
the busiest season of the year.
consumer demand, late in NovemThe last two conventions have been
ber increased its coverage by using
the entire Don Lee California
held in July and there has been
some complaint about summer
chain. Allied Advertising Agencies handle the account.
heat. Sentiment seems to favor

Lanier

Is

Winner

Of Program
Prize
Gets Award in NBC Contest;
Samuel J. Shumer Second
HENRY W. LANIER, New York,
one of the original incorporators of j
Golden Book and for years with|
Doubleday Page, book publishers,
was awarded first prize of $1,000
in the NBC
Tenth Anniversary,
Children's Program Contest which
closed Sept. 1, it was announced
Nov. 15 by Charles Coburn, actor;
and member of the judges committee. Mr. Lanier's winning script
was titled Bravest of the Brave.
Second prize, $500, was awarded I
Samuel J. Shumer, New York, for!
Rome on Fire; third prize, $400,
to Miss Helen Piatt, Portland, Ore.,)
for Merry Adventures of Robiru
Hood; fourth prize, $300, to Pauline Gibson, New York, for Chim-\
ney House; fifth prize, $200, to
Richard Howells Watkins, River- 1
side, Conn., for Ten Mile River \\
sixth prize, $100, to Berton Brayley, New York, for All Aboard
for Beetle Goose.
In addition to the cash awards
all the above winners will receive
a performance fee of not less than
$100 for each episode broadcast by
NBC on a sustaining basis, if 30
minutes in
in length.
length, or $50 if 15
minutes
Honorable Mentions

Q

To householders

it means dependable electric conveniences.

To public utilities it means power plant engineering of the highest
technical perfection.
To medical science it means research and development of the allimportant X-ray tubes and equipment.

To the radio industry it means the originator of broadcasting as
we know it today, and the last word in transmitting and receiving
equipment.
To radio advertisers it means WOWO— The Hoosier Station — which
is Westinghouse owned and operated. Into the programming and
management of WOWO have gone the full measure of Westinghouse
experience and ability, insuring the Hoosier audience the best in
programs and guaranteeing national advertisers the most in audience interest.

HONORABLE mention was award- 1
ed to Margaret Widdemer, Larch- I
mont, N. Y. ; Frank J. Novak, New I
York ; Julia Gumther
Mackaye, I
San Jose, Cal.; Laurence Ham- 1
mond, New York ; Irving Crump, ■
Cradel, N. J.; Robb Beebe, Ridge- 1
wood, N. J.; Preston W. Pumph- 1
rey, Douglaston, L. I.; Thornton!
W. Burgess,
Springfield, Mass.;B
J. B. Redburn, New York; Charles l
M. Higgins, Washington; Jay I
O'Bryon, New York; Richard Mc- t
Donagh, New York; Ethel Zaring I
Brown, Toledo; John Vandercook, I
New York ; Josephine DascomU
Bacom, New York; Frank Kintrea,
New York; Mrs. William D. Shattuck, Oakland, Cal.; Dorothy Balcom, Blakely, Ga. ; Maureen M. j
Murdock, Philadelphia ; Marian i
Quick, Denver; Dorothy Kissling,
Chicago; Elder R. Herring, Loveland, O.; Dorothy E. Sparks, Chicago; Helen E. Bentley, Horseheads, N. Y.; Robb Beebe, Ridgewood,
N. J.; Nell F. Mussinon,
Cincinnati.
Paul grams
Wing,
children's prodirector,NBC
acted as secretary
to the Board of Judges which, in
addition to Mr. Coburn, included:
Mrs. B. F. Langworthy, president
National Congress of Parents &
Teachers; Dr. Arthur Frank
Payne, psychologist; Mrs. Sidonie
Gruenberg, executive secretary,
Child Study Association of America; Homer Croy, novelist and
member council of the Author's
League of America; Louise Seaman, former editor of juvenile
books for Macmillan Co.; Dr. Rollo Reynolds, principal Horace Mann
School, New Yoi'k.
Tunis

HOOSIER

STATION

Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc. • Fort Wayne, Ind. • 10,000 Watts © CBS * 1,160 KC.
E.
KATZ
SPECIAL
ADVERTISING
AGENCY
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on WJZ

A. H. LEWIS MEDICINE Co., St.
Louis (Turns) on Nov. 18 began
an eight-week series titled Turns
Presents James Wilkinson, on
WJZ, Wednesdays, 7:45-8 p. m.
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.
Inc., Chicago, placed the account

• Broadcast

Advertising

# KVOR, esteemed favorite of the wealthy Pike's Peak region,
is alive with new vigor and enthusiasm. Under the progressive and
experienced management
in Oklahoma
region, KVOR

that has made

WKY

the standout station

and KLZ a top favorite in the Denver Rocky Mountain
has entered a new era promising greater service to

its audience and greater effectiveness for its advertisers.
Already the staff has been reorganized and enlarged. Equipment and facilities are being improved. Experienced radio showmen
are on the job. Many new local features are being added. KYOR's
obligation to serve well the public interest will be fulfilled more
richly than ever.

"Advertisers are assured intelligent, efficient cooperation and the maintenance of a sound policy of
business ethics from

this station affiliated with the

Colorado Springs Gazette and Telegraph and
eyed and programmed by t^e management of

Per capita income in Colorado Springs and the Pike's Peak
region ranks with the highest in America. Bumper crops, a record
tourist season, and increased mining and industrial activity are
pushing sales uphill rapidly. Start the sales of your product in the
same direction by talking and SELLING

KVOR
OUTWEST

l/A-r-7

CDCHA.

DMA

CITY

VER

it over the greater KVOR.

•Colorado
BROADCASTING
CO.

National

WKY

T/te Voice of the Rockies"
Studio : Antlers Hotel

Representative
AIM/CDT.C.R.^

Springs

A^rK.r

mon-
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CRUSE
TO

APPOINTED
POST

WITH FCC
ANDREW
W.
CRUSE, chief of
the Electrical
Division of the
Bureau of Foreign & Domestic
Com me r c e, on
Nov. 18 was appointed assistant
chief engineer of
the FCC for the
A. W. Cruse Telephone Division. He succeeds W. G. H. Finch,
who resigned that post more than
a year ago to reenter private practice in New York.
A graduate of the Naval Academy, Mr. Cruse has been with the
Department of Commerce since
1933. He has specialized in television research and was the official U. S. government observer of
European television in 1935, visiting England, France, Germany
and Holland. Since his graduation from the Naval Academy in
1922, and after two years in the
service, he was with the Bell Telephone Co., International Telephone & Telegraph Co., and various other telephone organizations
both in this country and in Central
and South America in engineering
and executive capacities. At one
time he served as general manager
of CMC, Havana broadcast station, then owned by I. T. & T. He
has lectured on television at various universities during the last
year.
R. E. L. WELLINGTON, director
of program planning of the British
Broadcasting Corp., has been appointed assistant controller of programs,
taking over the post formerly occupied by Maj. Gladstone Murray, who
on Nov. 2 became director of the new
Canadian Radio Corp.

Forward

Industry

IN LINE with the daily reports of increasing industrial activity, reemployment
and prosperity, NBC on Nov.
27 carried a special feature
program titled Forward
Industry on its Blue network, consisting of pickups
of the sound of machinery
and the voices of working
men and executives from
various industrial centers.
Among those interviewed in
the broadcast, arranged by
A. A. Schechter, special
events director, were longshoremen, deckhands, ship
captains, fishermen, garment
workers, transportation
workers, stockyard and packing house workers, fruit
growers and pickers, steel
workers, etc., from 10 industrial centers and outlying
areas. At the conclusion,
Harper Sibley, president of
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, speaking from Washington, interpreted the meanviews.ing of the sounds and inter-

Gannett

Owns

SAY...

CALL

or

DIAL...

or

WHDL

TRANSFER of 100%. ownership
of WHDL, Olean, N. Y., to the
Olean Times-Herald Corp., a unit
of the Gannett newspaper chain,
was disclosed by the FCC Nov.
17. The newspaper company formerly had a minority interest in
the station, although the remainder
of its stock was mostly held by its
executives, who continue to comprise the board of directors of the
Olean Broadcasting Co., licensee.
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Baldwin

Iowa, Minnesota,

Nebraska,

Dakota, South

292,670

Actions by FTC
DR. JOHANN Strasska Laboratories Inc. Ltd., Los Angeles, has
agreed with the Federal Trade
Commission to cease using the
word "laboratories" as part of its
corporate or trade name and to
discontinue the term "a certified
product". Reliance Mfg. Co., Chicago, has agreed to stop labeling
garments with such phrases as
"All Wool Melton" when such is
not a fact. Olson Rug Co., Chicago, is charged with unfair competition in allegedly implying that
new rugs are woven from the specific old material sent in by a customer.

Bar Dinner Guests
AT THE banquet and meeting
held in Washington Nov. 18 by the
Federal Communications Bar Association, formed last June, some
60 attorneys and guests were present and operation of the I. C. C.
bar group was described by Clyde
B. Aitchison, member of the I. C.
C. Among guests were Mr. Justice
Owen J. Roberts, of the U. S. Supreme Court; John Dickinson, first
assistant attorney general; Annin°- S. Prall, FCC chairman, and
Commissioners Sykes, Case, Stewart and Brown; Hampson Gary,
FCC general counsel; Col. Davis
G. Arnold, chief examiner. Louis
G. Caldwell, president of the Association, presided.

Dakota.

radio

homes,

26,910

retail

outlets.

A

CONTRASTS — At left John
Charles Thomas, the noted operatic
baritone, is shown singing into
modern microphone in the NBC
studios. At right Mr. Thomas, already a star of the concert and
radio, is shown in a solo broadcast
10 years ago.

North

total
of Counties 157, with a
Number
population of 2,041,276, serving

featuring
Full eighteen hour dag,
live talent shows, news, sports,
markets

and educational

maintaining

programs,

a policg to please both

Plans

To Record Test Library
CONVERSATIONS WITH a halfdozen transcription recording firms
have been held by James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, during the last fortnight in connection with his plans for a publk
domain transcription service of
100 hours. Mr. Baldwin declared
Nov. 23 that plans for the service
are being pursued gradually and
that he is investigating every aspect of recording before embarking upon the initial sample recordings. His plan is to record a onehour sample before recording the
100-hour library.
Mr. Baldwin could not state how
long it would be before actual recording would begin. He declared
that searches of Library of Congress records for public domain
music are continuing and that he
is "encouraged" with the outlook.
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TEN

RADIO

CORPORATION
EVERYTHING

IN

RADIO

FOR

OF
SERVICE

A
IN
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-

S
AR

YE

that

National

changed

Broadcasting

Company,

a service

your

life!

of RCA
MILESTONES

celebrates

10th

unceasing

progress

presented
it was

millions
For

in

service

public

to make

destined

a decade
over

Broadcasting

of

Company

in their lives — -and in the lives of

broadcasting

was in its infancy. Few

were

the

believers who thought it would take its present place as the nation's
most popular form of entertainment. It was held lightly, considered
far too complex

for general usefulness.

But today, the broadcasting of radio programs means the expenditure of fabulous sums of money . . . for air time and talent. Radio,
through
once

broadcasting,

has become

a mighty

industry. Millions

who

spent their leisure at other diversions now "listen in." Thousands now devote themselves to radio work. Artists, many then unknown, others famous only in large cities, now are the favorites of

"fans" in every corner of the land. And
NBC has played a prominent part.
Thus,

again RCA

has served — and

gineering stands behind

in all these life changes,

served

the achievements

well. RCA

PROGRESS

1926

1936

a vast

the world.

ten years ago

NBC

air

the

few realized what

program

its first network

throughout

marking

15, 1926, the National

on Nov.

WHEN,
change

Anniversary,

OF

sound

en-

of NBC — just as it has

Injanuary, 1927, NBC madethefirst
successful transcontinental pickup
by broadcasting the Rose Bowl
game from Pasadena, California.
Injune, 192 7, NBC made radio's first
multiple pickup by broadcasting
Lindbergh's arrival in Washington.
Injanuary, 1928,NBCbroadcastthe
first program from the West Indies
as President Coolidge opened the
PanAmerican conference in Havana.
In February, 1929, NBC broadcast
the first internationalprogram from
Europe (England).
In May, 1929, NBC first broadcast
the Kentucky Derby.
In December, 1929, Christmas Day,
the first international exchange

always been the guiding light of radio's greatest advances — just as
some day it will give the world radio sight!

program was broadcast to and from
England, Holland, Germany and
the United States.

As the nation celebrates NBC's Tenth Anniversary, we reiterate:
Public confidence in radio starts from the RCA trademark. This,

In December, 1930, the first broadcast from a submarine was made.

the symbol

In December, 1931, a tribute to
Marconi was broadcast from 19
different points in the world. This
was the first time so many widely
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make
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engineering,
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more
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with it know

that makes

sales.

this to be true. For they

money.

separated places were united in
one broadcast.
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In December, 193 1, the first broadcast of the Metropolitan Opera
Company from the stage was made
on Christmas Day.
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Senator

Wheeler

Speaks

BEFORE every session of Congress, Radio's
Hot Stove League usually meets. In the past
the subject has been the sentiment of the new
Congress ©n Radio by the American Plan.
It is different this year. There is hardly
mention of government ownership because
Radio by the American Plan has proved its
efficacy beyond question, notably by its fairness and nonpartisanship in the recent political campaigns.
But there is talk now about radio ownership of another nature— newspaper and network ownership. It cannot be ignored because
it originates with Senator Burton K. Wheeler,
hard-hitting Montanan who is chairman of
the Interstate Commerce Committee, charged
with radio legislation.
We cannot agree entirely with Senator
Wheeler's views as set forth in an interview
published in this issue of Broadcasting. But
we cannot overlook the plain fact that the
issues do exist and are not mere imagination
on his part.
Senator Wheeler wants newspapers divorced from the ownership of stations. We
think he is on the Wrong track, He fears monopoly of public opinion and of advertising
through joint ownership. While, conceivably,
that could occur in cases where every newspaper and every station in the same area were
owned by the same interests, such situations
are the exception rather than the rule. Beyond that, newspapers are not subject to Federal license. Stations are. If there should develop situations wherein stations, by virtue of
newspaper ownership, plead only one political
cause or shut off competing advertisers, we
believe the law provides redress either to the
courts or to the FCC.
Senator Wheeler is sincere. He fears the development of monopolies in radio — monopolies
that might bring serious consequences. On
that score we suggest that there be a study of
the entire situation so that legislation which
would throw up the "safeguards" Senator
Wheeler wants, might be enacted. Such legislation might even go so far as to prevent
broadcasting stations from taking partisan
viewpoints insofar as politics is concerned.
And if Congress feels so inclined, economic
provisions might be drafted to prevent the
sort of "unfair competition" which the Senator fears.
Network ownership of stations presents a
different problem. Senator Wheeler sees justification of network ownership only of stations
in those centers in which the majority of programs originate. He opposes the absorption of
additional clear channels by the networks.
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There is no doubt that if network acquisitions
of stations continue at the pace they have in
the past, there will be repercussions of serious
nature. It is unhealthy in this day to concentrate ownership of too many important stations in the hands of individual groups.
SOME 400 broadcasters now are indulging
in a bit of head-scratching as to when the
NAB convention should be held in 1937 —
that is, the month. They have a questionnaire from the NAB on it. Still indulging
in a bit of politicking, your trade publication recommends June, as delightful a month
as the calendar offers and still one that
doesn't hit into the busy Fall season.
Pro

Bonus

Publico

TYPICAL instances of sales success made
possible by intelligent use of the broadcast
medium are told frequently in these columns.
Perhaps it is an old story — but with each telling there may be found new angles and novel
approaches to distribution problems.
Down South the folks plant down millions
of nickles on soda fountain counters and ask
for a "Dr. Pepper". It is a soft drink that has
catapulted into second place among all of
the nation's carbonated beverages, yet its distribution isonly regional. Sales for 1936 are
63.2% above those of the same period a year
ago and the backbone of the promotion has
been radio. Back in 1934 Dr. Pepper began
using radio with some one-minute spots, but
now presents an ambitious program on a
tailor-made network fitting its regional problems.
Dr. Pepper's story is told on another page
by Raymond P. Locke, vice president of TracyLocke-Dawson Inc., the agency. Along about
the eighth paragraph he makes a statement
that brings out a point that is worth some
pondering: "Bottlers get a big kick out of the
program themselves, and are impressed with
the fact dealers and consumers seem to be
more highly conscious of Dr. Pepper than before radio was used."
That bottler and dealer enthusiasm is a
bonus that radio provides.

Education

Again
ANOTHER conference on educational broadcasting has been called for this month. The
sponsors are some 18 organizations identified
with radio, education or social welfare.
Frankly, we were somewhat amazed by the
proposed agenda for the meeting since it appeared to us that the subject of educational
broadcasting was rather well covered at the
hearings held last year before the FCC. Fol-

BOOK

RADIO
SHELF

THOUGH it touches upon broadcasting only
passingly as one phase of the communications
art, the new volume, Telecommunications:
Economics and Regulations, published last
month (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, $5)
is a source book of information that should be
in the library of everyone concerned with wire
and wireless services. The authors are Prof.
James M. Herring, of the Wharton School of
Finance and Commerce, University of Pennsylvania, and Gerald C. Gross, chief of the
FCC International Section and one of the
country's outstanding authorities on telecommunications. The book presents a factual
background of the development of communications as an industry; the factors affecting
costs, rate-making, etc.; an analysis of Federal regulation up to and including the Communications Act of 1934, and chapters on what
remains to be done by way of law and regulation from the standpoint of national policy.
A NEW magazine to be published quarterly
by the School of Public and International
Affairs of Princeton University, will make
its appearance Dec. 15 as the Public Opinion
Quarterly. According to its prospectus, it will
deal with the fields of journalism, radio, motion
pictures and advertising. Each issue will contain descriptive quarterly surveys of technical
research in relation to public opinion; public
relations work of governmental agencies; activities of important organized groups influencing public opinion and public policy; significant developments in the fields of communication and promotion. DeWitt Clinton
Poole, director of the School of Public and
International Affairs will be editor and Harwood L. Childs, associate professor of politics of Princeton, will be managing editor.
The yearly subscription will be $4.
THE 1937 edition of the Radio Amateur's
Handbook, published by American Radio Relay League, West Hartford, Conn. ($1) has
been considerably enlarged and has 21 chapters and an appendix. Technical developments
during the year are reviewed as well as
changes in technique. Special attention is devoted to noise silencers for shortwave receivers, new circuit design and transmitter
construction. Trends in ultra-high frequency
operation are covered. In all the handbook
has 544 pages.
lowing those hearings, the FCC appointed the
Federal Radio Education Committee, headed
by the U. S. Commissioner of Education, to
study the problems of educational broadcasting and coordinate the interests of both educator and broadcaster.
Thus, we had concluded that until this committee devised a definite course of procedure
there would be little need for any general conferences on educational broadcasting. And the
committee, we understand, is well along with
its work.
Be that as it may, a conference is going to
be held anyway, and its program covers every
conceivable phase of education by radio. Whatever this conference may accomplish, and
whatever conclusions it may reach, it seems to
us, should be referred to the Federal Radio
Education Committee, since it is an official
group with a definite objective, functioning
actually under Federal mandate.
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WALTER
|IN EVERY
LINE
of endeavor
there usually is one individual who
i is looked upon as the f ountainjhead of information, if not the
father-confessor, among his associates. For instance, in baseball
jit is Judge Landis and in the medi! cal profession Dr. Fishbein.
Among newspaper folk, if they
! want to know about broadcasting
station operation by newspapers,
they usually consult Walter J.
Damm, manager of the successful
WTMJ, of the Milwaukee Journal.
It was by design that Walter
Damm over the years encouraged
newspaper ownership of stations.
He was one of the first to regard
the radio as the heritage of the
press. Now, with newspapers more
alive than ever before to l'adio,
their publishers seek him out for
background and information.
Walter Damm has his own credo
regarding newspapers and radio.
"I have always felt," he says, "that
the logical operators of radio stations, by reason of their long experience in serving the public, are
newspaper operators. As I have
so often expressed myself, radio
can take its lesson in practically
every department of its operation
from the newspaper, from business
practices to program continuitv.
"They travel parallel tracks. The
function of both is to render the
greatest possible public service in
education, entertainment and commun'ty welfare. It is like a modern truck and bus highway paralleling arailway track. The difference between the engine which
travels on the railway track, and
the bus which travels on the hiffhwav, is their operation by steam
and erasoline: the difference between radio and newspaper is oral
and visual."
It is that sort of argument bv
the WTMJ executive that has led
many a newspaper publisher into
radio. And because of it. Walter
Damm long ago became identified
as the foremost proponent of newspaper ownership of stations. In
that pursuit he has grained many
friends, but he obviously has
aroused the opposition of that still
stalwart group in radio who look
askance upon too large an influx
of newspaper stations.
BROADCASTING

JQeAjaect*

JAY

'To

DAMM

Long before there was commercial broadcasting, Walter Damm
had carved a niche for himself as
a newspaper promotion expert.
Year after year he won prizes or
honorable mention for his promotion campaigns on behalf of the
Milwaukee Journal. He seized upon
radio as early as 1923 as a newspaper promotional medium, and
four years later saw his newspaper
acquire its own station behind his
incessant prodding.
And he got in with both feet.
Retaining his sales promotion management of the Journal, he also assumed the managership of WTMJ.
He pitched into industry activity,
serving as the NAB president in
1931-32. He served several terms
on the board of directors. He figured prominently in musical copyright negotiations, and was instrumental in devising the embattled
"newspaper contracts" for newspaper-owned stations, to which independent stations have strenuously objected as unduly preferential.
He started the rumpus on listener
surveys of station popularity that
still rages on like war in China.
Walter Jay Damm, like that
famous beer, was born, reared and
has flourished in Milwaukee. He
first sniffed the Milwaukee ozone
on July 19, 1893. He first sniffed
printers' ink while in knee pants
attending a Milwaukee high school
as business manager of the school
paper, and at the same time helped
pay his way through high school
working on the Daily Reporter, a
local legal and building trades
journal.
Young Damm became addicted to
printers' ink. His first job after
leaving school was with the Evening Wisconsin, later the Wisconsin News. Classified ads became
his line. When, in January, 1916,
he had an opportunity to join the
Journal at $2 more per week, he
hopped at it. He was so confident
about the job that he got married
three days later.
At the Journal his progress was
rapid. He served successively in
classified advertising, real estate
advertising, special editions, merchandising, national sales, research
and finally as sales promotion manager. The aggressive young sales-
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HENRY G. AVELLS Jr., assistant
to the executive vice president of the
John H. Perry newspaper properties,
including the Pensacola Journal and
Jacksonville Journal, has been appointed manager of WCOA, Pensacola, succeeding George R. Bose, resigned.
MRS. EDYTHE FERN MELROSE,
until recently general manager of
WJAY, Cleveland, has joined Pan
American Broadcasting Co. as sales
promotion manager. Now placing the
Remington-Rand account, the company has engaged Mrs. Melrose to
develop and build new programs.
DONALD FLAMM, president of
WMCA, New York, planned to sail
for Europe Dec. 12 aboard the Rex,
remaining for about a month. His
itinerary included London, Monte
Carlo and Paris.
FRED KING, formerly on the staff
of WSUN, St. Petersburg, and for
the past year program director of
WCOA, Pensacola, has resigned to
accept an executive position with the
Woodruff group of stations in Georgia,
including WATL, Atlanta, WGPC,
Albany, and WRBL, Columbus.
WILLIAM P. HOOD, program director of KGKO, Wichita Falls. Tex.,
has been named commercial director
of the station, which will be moved
into Fort Worth Jan. 1. Mr. Hood
will continue to announce his commercials.
JACK STILLWELL, of the Iowa
Broadcasting System sales force, on
Nov. 5 married Miss Betty Helming,
of Des Moines.
ROD

GAINFORD. of the administrative staff of 4BK, Brisbane, Australia, arrived in Los Angeles in November and will make a trip across
country visiting radio stations.
man originated the "consumer
analysis", a system of market surveys based upon interviews with a
cross-section of "users" instead of
retailers and wholesalers. The
Journal still publishes this analysis in yearly editions. And this
was
the forerunner
of WTMJ's first
listener
habit survey.
"I believe," he says, "that I was
the first to base radio surveys on
listeners' 'at - the - moment' habits
rather than their recollections of
yesterday. I am sure I published
the first such survey for the period
from 7 a. m. to 10 p. m., listing
all stations by call letters whether
they had more or less listeners
It was
in 1923 that Promotion
than
WTMJ."
Man Damm, looking for new fields
to conquer, contrived to use radio
to
promote
the He
Journal's
food radio
and
style
shows.
brought
stars to Milwaukee from such
prominent stations of those days
as WEBH, Ederewater Beach Hotel,
Chicago; WCBD, Zion, 111.; WQJ,
then operated by the Calumet Baking Co., and others. The next year
the Journal presented regular Sunday programs over independents
owned local stations, distributing
Milwaukee-made products to winners of limerick contests.
But using somebody else's station didn't suit the Journal. Officials of the newspaper finally became sold on the Damm idea that
newspapers were logical operators
of stations. On June 25. 1925,
WHAD, Marquette University station, tied up with the Journal for
joint operation. Walter tells an intriguing story of that initial operation. A Western Electric public address system served as the
line amplifier of WHAD. While a

MIKE HOLLANDER, onetime owner
of old WDAG,
until Fe,
recently managerAmarillo,
of KITJJ,andSanta
N. M., has been appointed manager
of KGGM, Albuquerque, N. M., succeeding T. H. Lathrop. who has resigned to enter the transcription field
in Los Angeles. Elmer Fondren, formerly in the continuity department of
KGKO, Wichita Falls, and later with
KPDN, rectorPampa,
of KGGM. Tex., is program diW. I. DUMM,
president Inc.,
of thewhich
Associated Broadcasters
operates KSFO in San Francisco, is
in AA'ashington, D. C. to attend the
FCC
stationhearing
to CBS.on the transfer of that
MALCOLM T. GAINES, former
newspaper advertising man and reporter recently with the Rochester
Journal and before that with the Baltimore News and other papers, has
joined the sales staff of WGAR, Cleveland.
LUDGAR MORENCY, father of Paul
W. Morency, general manager of
WTIC, Hartford, died as a result
of an elevated train accident in Chicago on Nov. 12. He was one of tEe
original burban
residents
Chicago. of Oak Park, in suTED GAILEY, formerly program
manager of KGER, Long Beach, Cal.,
Major
one time
with Davis,
Kansis City Harrison,
radio stations,
and Bob
former San Francisco newspaper man,
have joined the commercial department of KEHE, Los Angeles.
GUY STEWART, formerly of WOL,
Washington, has been named sales
manager of W K Z O, Kalamazoo.
Leonard Van Dam has joined the
sales staff.
SAM KATZ. formerly in the electric
appliance seling field, on Nov. 16
joined the AVMCA sales staff, to act
as
NewAVMCA
Jersey. representative throughout
studio was installed at the Journal
building, the original pickup was
at a theater across the street. "It
was necessary to run over to it
every time a remote broadcast was
made and throw a lot of patches
to bridge around the theatre," he
explained.
In 1927, at Mr. Damm's instigation, the relationship with Marquette was severed and the Journal
acquired its own station through
purchase of WKAF, which was
scrapped. The 1,000 watt WTMJ
was installed, and has been on the
air continuously since. A few
months ago WTMJ acquired five
new studios and a complete new
layout of speech input and control
equipment. Among other things,
WTMJ is known as the most litigated station in the country, having spent a large amount of money
in protecting its assignment on the
620 kc. channel by fighting all efforts of other stations to get on
it or to increase power.
As president of the NAB, he had
the distinction of presiding over a
convention that was opened by
President Hoover, who addressed
it by radio from Washington. These
opening festivities were broadcast
nationally. During his tenure he
also advocated regional meetings,
the first of which was held in San
Francisco in 1932.
Walter Damm has hobbies aplenty. In work, he says his hobby
is to operate a station as a business institution and "do all I can
to sell others the same idea." He
is pretty much of a home lover,
and putters about a garden, has
several dogs, and tinkers with a
Leica camera. He likes golf and
always
has an Old Fashioned before dinner.
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ROBERT A. SCHMID, promotion
manager of MBS in New York, addressed the Princeton Advertising
Club in New York Nov. 23 on "Radio's Place in
Advertising".
Eugene
S. Thomas,
assistant
sales manager
of WOR, New York key of MBS,
spoke Nov. 19 before the advertising
students of Roosevelt High School,
New York, on "Station Tested Programs".
PAT
FLAHERTY, formerly of WIP,
Philadelphia, has joined the sales staff
of WPG, Atlantic City.
GERALD K. HUGHES, vice president of Pan American Broadcasting
Corp., New York, married Miss Eunice
Marie Earley, of Brooklyn, in October.
HARRY LUEDEKE, salesman and
announcer of WMBD, Peoria, and
Miss Florence Pearson, also of the
station's
staff,home
wereof married
in
November sales
at the
Edgar L.
Bill, WMBD president. Mr. and Mrs.
Bill were attendants at the ceremony.
JAMES R. CURTIS, president of
KFRO, Lougview, Tex., and Mrs.
Curtis are the parents of a daughter,
Elizabeth De Rue, born Oct. 30.
CHESTER MATSON, for several
years on the sales staff of KH.J. Los
Angeles, has joined the sales force of
KNX, Hollywood.
HAROLD KIMMELL, formerly production man of KGKO, Wichita Falls,
Tex., has been named program director, replacing William P. Hood,
who has become commercial director.
Frank Mills, formerly of WHO, Des
Moines, has joined the announcing
staff.
CARL ANDERS DYMLING, manager and director of programs for the
Swedish Broadcasting Co., Stockholm,
and Erik Mattsson, chief engineer for
the same company sailed for Sweden
aboard the Berengaria on Nov. 25.
They were members of the foreign raparty invited to NBC's
Tenthdio executive
Anniversary.

THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

AL METCALF, announcer of WSGN
Birmingham, is the father of a baby
boy born recently. A number of personnel changes have been made at
WSGN, Birmingham, the microphone
staff now including Robert McRaney,
program director and publicity ; Joe
Ford, announcer and studio director;
Al Metcalf, announcer and continuity ;
Lee MacArthur, announcer and poetry ; Wilbur Bossinger, program.
DORTHY TUTTLE, formerly with
W.TAY, Cleveland, has joined WKZO,
Kalamazoo, and is writing and producing a number of programs.
NAT WOLF in November joined H.
N. Swanson Inc., Hollywood booking
agency, to direct its newly organized
radio dept.
JACKSON WHEELER, staff announcer of KNX. Hollywood, the middle of November announced his engagement to Edna Mae Jones, Twentieth Century-Fox player, the marriage being scheduled for JanuaryMARK IAN KISSINGER, office manager and member of the production
staff of KFAB, Lincoln studios, and
Jack DeWitt, free lance writer, were
married Nov. 15 in Portland, Ore.
CALDWELL CLINE, singer and musician, formerly of WSJS, WinstonSalem, N. C, has joined the announcing staff of WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Lee Kirby, recently with the Rexall
streamlined train for several months,
formerly of San Antonio, also has
joined the WBT announcing staff.
JAMES CLEMENGER. announcer of
WMCA, New York, is the father of
a baby boy born in November.
H A R O L D B E A N, announcer of
WMBD, Peoria, has been named program manager.

mm

BASEBALL CUP — Gov. Roy D.
Cochran, of Nebraska (right) presents Harry Johnson, of KFAB,
Lincoln, with Sporting News trophy for most popular announcer in
non-major league cities. Harry
Hartman, WCPO, Cincinnati, won
the major league trophy.
JAMES HENDRIX, for the last two
years an announcer on the staff of
WCOA, Pensacola. has become program director, succeeding Frank King
who has gone to Georgia. Russell
Hirsch has joined the announcing staff
of WCOA.
JAMES DONOVAN, news editor and
script writer of WCOP, Boston, is
recuperating at his home after an illness that confined him for three weeks
at Haynes Memorial Hospital.
DAVID PRICE, former sports commentator of Boston stations and at
one time on the Canadian mounted
police force, has joined Boston Light
Co. as assistant sales promotion manager.
NORMA GOOD has resigned from
the program department of KYA,
San Francisco, to engage in other
work in (hat city.

VIC BROWN, actor, stage mana
and booking agent for Orpheum (
cuit and Sligh & Salkin. has repln
Nelson
Shawn in inNBC's
Artist Sha
H<
ice
Department
Chicago.
recently joined Neisser-Meyerhoff L
Chicago, as radio director.
LESLIE EDGLEY, continuity wi
er whose programs have been bro
cast over WLS, WWAE and AI
network, has joined the continiij
staff of NBC in Chicago.
JANET BAIRD, home economist ;
fashion expert, who formerly condu<|l
ed the Confidentially Speaking Wafl
Helen Webster broadcast on KGfH
San Francisco, is pinch-hitting
commentator on the NBC-Pacific BlJ
network
Reader'sof Guide
dA
ing
the absence
Joseph program
Henry Jacjj
son who is on a tour of South Am
ica gathering material for a new bd
KENNY HIGGINS has resigned £eJ
the
announcing
staff
S;'
Francisco,
and has
goneof toKFRC,
Hollywoi
where he plans to continue his ra<M
activities. His successor at KFRC I
Jack Murphy, formerly with K.IBS 11
San Francisco.
GORDON BROWN, announcer §
KJBS in San Francisco, has recol
ered from injuries received in an autl
mobile accident two months ago ail
has returned to his station duties. 1
OTTIS ROUSH, who recently joiuej
the staff of WTJS, Jackson, Tenn., I
announcer and sportscaster, has beJ
made publicity director and radio e(l
tor for the affiliated newspaper, tm
Jackson Sun.
MILTON LAUGHLIN, program <|
rector of WHAT, Philadelphia, mal
ried Miss Anne Mary Lawler, featul
writer and poetess of The EveniiM
Public Ledger on Nov. 13.
DON KELLEY
has replaced
B'.i
Cunningham
in handling
the prograij
man-oil
street Curb
Exchange,
(the
>maha.
with Don Emerson Smith for KOIlj

\V 3 Of A Series On
The Veto York Market!

MOUNT MORRIS PARK,
in New
York's
Colony is less
thanSpanish
% sq. mile
in urea but contains a larger
Calif.
population
than Pasadena,

«|"HE UNITED STATES census for the Spanish speaking population of greater New
York lists only natives of Spain, Central
and South America and the West Indies
for a total of 41,292. There are, however,
more than 100,000 Porto Ricans and Cubans
as well as many Mexicans and Portuguese
not officially tallied.

JJSTIMATED
over 200,000,
the Spanish
speaking ATpopulation
of metropolitan
New York is greater than the population
of Malaga, the fifth largest city of Spain.
The average family expenditure varies
from $1,800 per year to $4,048 per year.
THEY LISTEN TO AND SUPPORT 15
SPANISH LANGUAGE PROGRAMS ON
STATION WBNX!
WBNX Programs Are Based On
Population Characteristics.

Full Staff for Foreign Language Productions Available
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JOHN

THERE

IS

A

DIFFERENCE

In this highly competitive bidding for audience acceptance
and listener interest every radio station is hyper-critical of
the program material available for broadcasting.
Transco feature length programs will bear the most careful scrutiny. They are not "Quickies", not "Shorts", but are
studied, carefully planned major productions "Readibilt" for
your use.
Transco is manned by a staff of people who have had years
of experience in this business of broadcasting, and whose
entire time and attention is directed to the building of entertainment features which will prove profitable investments.
There is a difference, and our field managers will gladly
demonstrate to you in a complete audition.

RADIO

TRANSCRIPTION

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE
1509 N. Vine Street

OF AMERICA,

LTD.

COMPANY
CHICAGO OFFICE
666 Lake Shore Drive

HAYES, former program director of WIP, Philadelphia, has
joined the continuity staff of Associated Transcription Service, New York.
KEN WHITE, chief announcer of
KALB. Alexandria, La., has been
named program director, with Woodrow Hattic, once with K W K H ,
Shreveport, taking his place. Elmer
Feldheim. formerly of WWL, New
Orleans, has joined KALB as continuity director and singer.
FRED R. JONES, from Hearst Radio Inc., New York, will arrive in
Los Angeles in December to become
publicity director of KEHE.
AL POSKA. for eight years a staff
announcer of KOIL, Omaha, late in
November joined KEHE, Los Angeles. George Irwin, KEHE staff
announcer, was appointed head of the
continuity department.
ROBERT L. TYLER, formerly with
KTAR. Phoenix, Ariz., late in November joined the announcing staff of
KFOX, Long Beach, Cal. He succeeded Jack Strock, who resigned to
free lance.

STEPHEN D. CARTRIGHT. blind
and deaf news commentator of KOIL
and KFAB. Omaha and Lincoln, on
Nov. 7 married Miss Irma Perry in
Nebraska
City.
W. H. STEPHENSON, formerly of
KFXR. Oklahoma City and Los Angeles stations, has joined the announcing staff of WBBZ, Ponca City.
Okla.
TED SCHERDERMAN. producer in
the NBC Hollywood studios, is the
ber.
father
of a baby girl born in Novem-

FRANCES SAWYER, sales department secretary of KFWB. Hollywood,
for the laast two years, has been
named to the newly-created post of
traffic manager.
RUSS DAVIS, for 14 months with
KW TO and KGBX. Springfield. Mo .
is returning to XERA, opposite Del
Rio. Texas.
JOHN PEARSON, head of the news
departments of KWTO - KGBX
Springfield. Mo., has been named head
of the newly formed promotion department.
DICK GLOYNE, native of England,
has joined the announcing staff of
KFOR, Lincoln, Neb.
EDDY HUMPHRY has been named
sports editor of WKZO, Kalamazoo.
BETTY HILEMAN. office secretary
of Standard Radio Inc., Hollywood
transcription producers, and Seth Ely.
who has just retired from the presicently. dency of the firm, were married reLEE HANNIFY. of the Omaha Bee-AeK-s staff has joined the news staff
of the Central States Broadcasting
System in Omaha.

★YOU, TOO, WILL DRIVE YOUR SALES UP TO
NEW HIGHS STEADILY BY CONCENTRATING
MORE OF YOUR ADVERTISING DOLLARS TO
REACH THE EARS OF THAT VAST AUDIENCE
OF BUYERS DOMINATED DAY AND NIGHT BY

CBS
dftdv

Page
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ROY MOYES, formerly with KYA,
San Francisco, is producing radio
shows in Los Angeles.
BEN HARKINS. for the past six
months on the production staff of
KJBS. San Francisco, has gone over
to KFRC in that city in a similar
capacity.
JAMES McMASTERS, onetime manager of the Country Church of Bollywood program, in November was appointed publicity manager of KMTR.
Hollywood. He also announces the
Roving Reporter programs.
EUGENE EUBANKS, formerly production and dramatic director of
WLW. Cincinnati, and previously
with the Don Lee System in a similar capacity, has joined the Chicago
program department of NBC as a
production director. Before entering
radio. Eubanks worked in the movies
with Famous Players Lasky.
BOB BROWN, program director
and Thomson Bartlett, announcer of
fluenza.
WBBM, Chicago, are ill with in-

BROADCASTING

Flamm
At

Is Honored

Gotham

Dinner

Civic Leaders Pay Respects for
Service to Infants' Home
MANY figures in public life, leaders in New York's civic affairs and
executives in radio joined Nov. 14
at the Plaza Hotel, New York, to
pay tribute to Donald Flamm, president of WMCA, New York, and
head of Inter-City Broadcasting
System, for his service in the cause
of the Infants' Home of Brooklyn.
A portion of the tribute dinner
festivities was broadcast over both
WOR and WMCA.
Among those who addressed the
some 1,003 dinner guests were
Chairman Prall, of the FCC; David Sarnoff, RCA president; Alfred
J. McCosker, WOR president, and
chairman of the honorary committee; Max D. Steuer; Justice Ferdinand Peeora, New York Supreme
Court; Hon. Grover A. Whalen;
Jud^e Jonah J. Goldstein, of New
York; Gene Buck, ASCAP president; William Weisman, WMCA
attorney, and Rudy Vallee. Mrs.
Bert Greene Warenoff, secretary
to Mr. McCosker, and chairman at
the dinner, presided. Present also
was
Brown.FCC Commissioner Thad H.
A year
the Infants'
Home
paid
similarago,
tribute
at a testimonial dinner to Mr. McCosker.
"Keep Air Clean"— Prall
AN APPEAL to "keep the air
clean" was made by Chairman
Prall in an extemporaneous address. "We of the FCC," he said,
"are trying to do real things in
Washington to keep the air clear
of objectionable broadcasts. We
feel that what goes into the American home through broadcasts
must be clean and it must be
wholesome. We feel we are interested in a new and vital industry
and we know that unless the
broadcaster does his part to keep
the air clean, the industry will
never
develop
as we humorist
expect it."and
Harry
Hershfield,
after dinner speaker, was brought
to the dinner by wire from the
West Coast. Mr. Sarnoff spoke of
Mr. Flamm's part in development
of radio, and admonished him to
beware of becoming a "big broadcaster"of two
like NBC,
with the tribulations
networks.
In response to the addresses,
Mr. Flamm indulged in a brief
humorous discourse in which he
attempted
to expose
guy"
who happened
to be "the
the honor
guest. He explained he got into
radio because, one night, he happened to hear N. T. G. over WHN,
New York, reciting "The Kid's
Last Fight". Deciding he had to
"save the industry", and besides,
he could recite pretty well, he explained he bought WMCA and
then WPCH, part-time stations
which he later combined as a fulltime unit. He said he also tried
to buy WHN but was told that
Palisades Amusement Park had to
go with it.
BOAKE CARTER, Philco commentator, has been commended by the American Association of Engineers for
"championship of the cause of technical men and his insistence on expert technical guidance of government
projects in connection with safety at
sea, air mail and passenger service,
and future flood control measures."
• Broadcast
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Minit-Rub Tryout
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York
(Minit Rub), is testing a program
titled Minit-Rub Minute Interviews on WGAR, Cleveland, three
quarter-hours weekly, with Bob
Evans and Morrie Condon conducting interviews from theatres,
bus terminals and hotels. The
series is being tested to determine
its possibilities for a national campaign. Young & Rubicam Inc.,
New York, is agency.

Television
On

Basis

TELEVISION'S
the
need for a closer problems
technical and
liaison
between the FCC and the radio
manufacturers and engineers occupied much of the attention of the
joint annual meeting of the Institute of Radio Engineers and the
Radio Manufacturers Association
at Rochester, N. Y., the week of
Nov. 16. The forecast that television will be an everyday service by
1938 was heard from several experts as the technical phases of
visual broadcasting were probed.
A. F. Murray, television chief of
Philco Radio & Television Corp., as
acting chairman of the RMA television committee, reported that the
441-line standard (which means
scrapping of RCA and Philco's
present 343-line transmission systems) has definitely been adopted
by RMA so that all receivers can
receive all transmissions. He repeated the five-point plan of RMA:
A single set of television standards
for this country; hio-h-definition
pictures approaching home movies
in clarity; service offering as near
nationwide coverage as possible;
simultaneous broadcasting of more
than one program in as many localities as possible; lowest possible
receiver cost.
The prediction that television
will be a commercial fact by 1938
was voiced by Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, New York consulting

LARGEST

RECORDED

Everyday

By
1938
Forecast
Goldsmith Discusses Progress ;
Craven for Higher Power

REMOVAL of WKBB, East Dubuque,
111., across the Mississippi River to
Dubuque, la., was recommended to
the FCC Broadcast Division Nov. 24
by Examiner Bramhall, who at the
same time recommended against the
application
Dubuque
TelegraphHerald for of
500thewatts
on 1340
kc.

PUBLIC

Service

DOMAIN
LIBRARY

in the WORLD
LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS
420 Madison Ave.
New York

7IO KC

IOOO Watts

KIRO
SEATTLE,

A

WASHINGTON

KIRO

L00IE

" Take

says:

it easy, girls, I've got

something for all of you."

! "I

KIRO/

known

as "the most civic-minded

station in the Puget Sound area", has developed intense
LISTENER LOYALTY by carrying a maximum of
events and news of LOCAL INTEREST.
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NEW YORK
.' .
_
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san francisco

TELEVISION

LISTS

Television

British Press Carries Daily

Talent

—Resume of Programs
TELEVISION, now operating on
a daily except Sunday public schedule in London, gets regular listings
in the British press. This is how
the London Daily Mail lists television programs, indicating what
may be expected in this country as
soon as television becomes an
everyday ALEXANDRA
service:
PALACE
Vision: 6.67 Meters (45 mc.)
Sound: 7.23 Meters (41.5 mc.)
By BAIRD SYSTEM
3 — Opening of the BBC Television Service
by Major G. C. Tryon ; Mr. E. C. Norman and Lord Selsdon will also speak.
3 :15 — British Movietone News.
3 :20-3 :30 — Variety, produced by Dallas
Bower, with Adele Dixon, Buck and
Bubbles ; BBC Television Orchestra, conductor, Hyam Greenbaum.
By MARCONI-E.M.I. SYSTEM
4 — Opening of the BBC Television Service.
4 :15 — British Movietone News.
4 :20-4 :30 — Variety Performance.

Production

engineer and former chief engineer
of RCA, who discussing some of
the production phases of television
programs, expressed the belief that
studio audiences should not be allowed to watch televised programs
and declared he did not believe the
motion picture industry has anything to fear from television.
A former president of the American Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Dr. Goldsmith said:
"We have particularly in mind
that the motion picture field
(which, in our opinion, has little
to fear from television broadcasting if it maintains a forward-looking outlook and is well guided) will
have methods and output which can
be adapted somewhat to the needs
of a certain part of television procedure. Television can, in turn,
place at the disposal of the motion
picture industry certain new methods and devices which should be
useful. Certainly, the relationship
between these sister arts could and
should be pleasant and mutually
helpful in the best interests of
Comdr. T. A. M. Craven, FCC
chief engineer, discussed receiver
performance and the need for cooperation between the engineer
each."
and
manufacturers with the FCC
in the latter of allocations, such as
those considered at the recent
shortwave and broadcast wave conferences in Washington. He pointed out that the IRE and RMA
testimony at the hearings was
among the most valuable in the
record, declaring:
"There are compromises that
may be required and engineering
planning seems to be necessary,
but most important of all there
seems to be essential a coordination between the Commission's engineering department and the engineering committee of the RMA.
If the Commission engineers could
thoroughly understand the problems involved in receiver design,
and the RMA could thoroughly understand the problems involved in
the allocation of transmission facilities, there should result a better
broadcasting service to the public."
Comdr. Craven foresaw no nrospect of changing the present 10 kc.
carrier separation method of allocation, and he made the statement
that "it seems desirable from the
standpoint of allocation of transmission facilities to permit higher
power
on
existing
was
recalled that
both stations."
RMA andIt IRE
recommended higher power in all
brackets at the recent Washington
hearings.
BROADCASTING

Termed

Consumer
Problems

Will Be

Serious, Says Mr. Sarnoff
TELEVISION, even more than
sound broadcasting will be the great
consumer of art, David Sarnoff,
president of RCA and chairman
of the board of NBC, told Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, in an
address delivered Nov. 18 and titled "Three Decades of Radio". Discussing production problems of television, he said:
"NBC is making an intensive
study of television studio technique. During the next few months
we will expand the engineering
field tests into a series of dress rehearsals of various types of programs. Ultimately television will
create its own individual art form
— a fresh and unique world of illusion. It will, to be sure, borrow
from the older arts of stage, motion picture, and sound broadcasting. It will supplement them all,
and supersede none. The character of the new medium, with its inherent advantages and limitations,
nation.
provides new scope for the imagiSupplying Talent
"IN THE WORLD of creative and
expressive art the hardest question
which television propounds is that
of supplying talent. It suggests a
reversal of the usual comparison
between American methods of production and of distribution. Industry, it is said, has learned how to
produce efficiently and cheaply,
but distributes its wares inefficiently and wastefully.
"Here is television, on the other
hand — youngest and most glamorous of industry's children — preparing to deliver its programs with
the speed of light into the center
of every home. Perfect distribution ! But television's problem of
program
is a different
matter. production
It is still unsolved,
and
much work must be done before
the solution has been achieved.
"Television broadcasting will
constantly demand more and better writers, musicians, actors, and
scenic designers — new thoughts,
new words, new songs, new faces,
new backgrounds. Unlike a play
on the stage or a motion picture
which may run for a year, the television program, once it has been
shown to a national audience, is on
the scrap-heap.
is finished.
vision will call Itfor
a whole Telenew
generation of artists. It should
help materially to solve the unemployment problem."
B. C. Legislative Series
B. C. REMEDY Co., Durham,
N. C. (proprietary), will sponsor
Doings of the Legislature on
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, when the
state legislative body convenes.
The series will start Jan. 4, two
days before the sessions open. Programs will be broadcast in the evening. Carl Goerch, commentator,
will discuss the legislative activities from the "low-down" standpoint. Harvey-Massengale Co. Inc.,
Atlanta, is the B. C. agency.
KFWB, Hollywood, on Dec. 5 will
greet the arrival of Santa Claus on
the Santa Fe Chief under the sponsorship of the Globe Department
Store. An automobile parade of
youngsters will greet Santa and
journey
to the store for a free puppet
show.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Networks

Laying

Plans

For Inaugural Coverage
ELABORATE plans are being
made by NBC, CBS and MBS to
bi'oadcast the second inauguration
bf President Roosevelt and VicePresident Garner, to be held Jan.
20 instead of the traditional March
' 4. Representatives of the networks
met Nov. 17 with Col. Edwin A.
Halsey, secretary of the Senate;
C. W. Gurney, Senate sergeant-atarms, and David Lynn, Capitol
I architect, to arrange the various
ipickups which will bring a notable
ibattery of announcers, commentators and engineers to Washington
irto cover the ceremonies throughout
; the day.
Representing NBC in the conference were A. A. Schechter, dijrector of news and special events;
K. E. Berkeley, manager of WRC
and WMAL, Washington, and Phil
Merryman. NBC operations super- visor in Washington. Representing
• CBS were Paul White, director of
special features, and Henry Grossman, operations engineer. Representing MBS was William Dolph,
manager
of WOL, Washington.
- Immediately after the conference
Mr. White left by airplane for
Buenos Aires to handle the CBS
broadcasts from the Pan American
Peace Conference which starts
Dec. 1. NBC announced that it had
received requests from various
foreign broadcasting systems for
permission to pick up and rebroadcast the events, which was readily
granted.
NETWORK programs west of Denver
were suddenly cut off for 38 minutes
from 4 :55 p. m. on Nov. 22 when
rope used for towing gliders and
dangling from a private airplane became entangled with the telephone
lines feeding CBS and both NBC networks out of Denver. The plane was
not damaged, and the stations either
substituted local programs or were
fed out of Los Angeles.

LEGION

REVIVED

Cast Restages Old Program
And It Goes Over
CAST of Tales of the Foreign Legion, once a popular CBS
program from Chicago, never expected to get together again. But
Ray Appleby, who once directed
and performed in the series, recently moved to Los Angeles as program manager of KEHE. He
browsed around the film studios
and found that the entire cast of
the Foreign Legion series was
writing for the film, with the single
exception of one man who had
died. So the group reassembled on
a Sunday night at KEHE and
staged one of their programs, with
the result that the feature is now
getting a Coast airing on KEHE
at 7:30 p. m. (PST). Besides Mr.
Appleby, the others include Vinton
Haworth, Willis Cooper, Stanley
Andrews and Don Briggs.
THE

Pa

Gets

Consolidated Drug Adds
CONSOLIDATED DRUG TRADE
PRODUCTS, Chicago (Peruna,
Kolor Bak, etc.) has added three
stations to the list of those carrying its hillbilly programs: WHAS,
Louisville, an hour's program each
weekday; WPTF, Raleigh, a halfhour each weekday; and WBOW,
Terre Haute, Ind., an hour each
weekday. Advertising for Wilson
Chemical Co., Chicago (Wilson
Cleaner), a subsidiary, will be included in f\iture programs of Consolidated Drug Trade Products.
Agency is Benson & Dall Inc., Chicago.
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Revival

of

Food

and

Drug

Bill

WNOX
Is

Covers
59 Counties
•

THE ONLY legislation affecting
advertising, directly or indirectly,
contemplated at the next session
of Congress, in the opinion of competent observers, is that in connection with the regulation of sale
and advertising of food, drugs,
devices and cosmetics.
Both Senator Copeland (D-N.
Y.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, and author of
S-5 of the last two sessions, and
Rep. Chapman (D-Ky.) author of
a separate House bill on food and
drugs, are at present engaged in
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the preparation of new measures,
evidently differing widely in aspect, for introduction shortly after
Congress convenes Jan. 5.
Talk of far-reaching changes in
the Robinson-Patman Act of last
session, which already is having a
profound effect upon marketing,
distribution and advertising, is
branded without foundation by responsible authorities. They state
that the measure first must undergo a court test as to its constitutionality and that it probably will
be well into the autumn of 1937
before there will be any adjudication. The court tests are indicated
either in the Shefford Cheese Co.
or the Kraft-Phenix Cheese Corp.
cases in actions against the Federal Trade Commission.
Jurisdiction Problem
THE FIGHT over food and drugs
legislation again appears to center
on the question of jurisdiction —
that is, whether the Food & Drug
Administration of the Department
of Agriculture shall be given control over advertising provisions,
along with certain others, while
the Federal Trade Commission
should continue with the regulatory session,
authority itthenow
hold''.
At
the last
Senate
passed
the Copeland Bill with a provision
for dual authority, over the strenuous protest of the FTC. In the
House, however, where a totally
different bill was reported out by
Committee, it was proposed to
vest complete regulatory authority
in the Trade Commission.
Senator Copeland has stated repeatedly that he favors Department of Agriculture jurisdiction.
Since the last session he has devoted considerable time to drafting a new bill, aided by Ole Salthe,
associated with him in his health
organization. Conferences have
been held with various individuals
representing manufacturers and
advertising media, it is reported,
and the new bill is expected to be
ready when the session begins, as
far as Senator Copeland is concerned.
Tugwell's Resignation
THE MAN behind the original
food and drug legislation, which
drew the fire of practically all
industry groups, was Rexford Guy
Tugwell, who last month announced his resignation as Undersecretary of Agriculture and director of the Resettlement Administration to become executive vice
president of the American Molasses Co. His departure from the
Washington scene will remove one
of the key protagonists of drastic
legislation. He also has been the
most vigorous advocate for Department of Agriculture jurisdiction.
As passed by the Senate last
IPX

ftW mm Ml

D.
the

Fargo

Forum
CENTRALLY LOCATED TO SERVE*KAIMSAS CITY, TOPEKA and. ST. JOSEPH
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considered
session, the seriously
Copeland objectionab
Bill was n'
since practically all of its alle ,
edly inequitable
provisions hi\
been eliminated following protrae
ed
hearings
and hectic
floor the
battle'
There
remained,
however,
Ajfj
riculture
The House,Department
under Rep. jurisdiction'
Chapman
guidance, rewrote the bill pract
cally
its unable
entirety,
anda the'
found in
itself
to get
ru
from the Rules Committee to brir
about its consideration prior 1/
adjournment.
Food and drugs legislation is c
importance to the broadcastin
industry since some $30,000, OC
annually is spent by manufactu;
ers in the food, drugs and cosme
ics lines for network and for spc
advertising. Neither the Copelan
Bill nor the Chapman Bill, a
finally drafted last session woul
have affected this business, it wa
felt, and the NAB at no tiro]
offered opposition to those meas
ures, although it was active i I
1934 whenproposal
the original
Tugwel'
Copeland
was pending.
Amending

the Wiley Act

OUT OF all this pre-session con
versation regarding such legisla
tion has developed a new though
— that both the Copeland ani
Chapman projects for entirely ne\
legislation be tossed aside for ;
bill which simply would amend th
Wiley Food & Drugs Act, whicl
has been on the books for a quar
ter century, to bring its provi
sions up to date. That, it is pre
sumed, would mean retention o:
administration in the FTC, anc
broadening of that jurisdiction
The strongest argument in supDon
of such a move, it is indicated, is
that the numerous state laws
written in conformity with the
Wiley Act would not have to be
repealed but could simply be restatute. paired to meet the revised Federal
Also to be considered in the light
of food and drug legislation is the
work of the special Senate committee headed by Senator Byrd
(D-Va.) for revision of the Federal executive department structure. Among proposals understood
to have been submitted to that
committee, which resumes its functions in January, was one to set
up a Federal Bureau or Department of Public Welfare to encompass the functions of the Public
Health Service, Food & Drug Administration and other units dealing with health and social welfare. In such an event, it is possible that food and drug regulation would be involved, with this
proposed new agency acting simply
as the scientific research unit, and
with the Trade Commission continuing as the
administrative and
enforcement
agency.

State Sponsors Program
THE FIRST radio program to be
sponsored and paid for by the
State of Oregon was inaugurated
KOIN, Portland, in Novemover ber.
Under auspices of the State
Realty Commission headed by
Hugh H. Earle, the half-hour
show Oregon On Parade is presented each Sunday afternoon as a
promotional venture to sell Oregon
and Oregon's available land to the
public. Gov. Charles H. Martin
was the chief speaker on the open8. The featured
Nov. Veroqua
ing program is
entertainer
LaRae,
Chicago Opera soprano.
• Broadcast
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Norman

F.

Storm,

Seattle, Dead
NORMAN
F.
Storm, advertising manager of
KOL, Seattle, and
nationally known
radio and newspaper advertising
man, died after
a sudden illness
Nov. 13 in the
Swedish
hospital
N. F. Storm
in Seattle.
Mr. Storm, whose 45th birthday
.vas Nov. 12, was stricken suddenly while at his desk Nov. 10 and
jndei-went an operation the next
day. His sudden death comes as
a shock to friends he had made in
'newspaper and radio advertising,
not only in Seattle and the West,
but also in New York and Chicago,
iwhere he was a frequent visitor to
advertising offices. He had served as
manager at KOL for more than five
years where his popularitv with
staff and clients was exceptional.
Mr. Storm formerly was a member of the news and advertising
staffs of the Seattle Times and the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer, and was
also formerly in advertising work
in Chicago. He saw his first military service as a member of the
old Signal Corps, Washington National Guard. On organization of
the first company, Washington
Coast Artillery, an outfit that expanded into a full regiment before
the world war, Mr. Storm became
one of its charter members. He
rose from private to first sergeant
in the first company, and saw
army seiwice in the war.
Survivors are the widow; Mrs.
SOL,

ITEM

ON

CONTESTS

WOL

Pays and Pays as Grid
Followers Guess
THE score: Listeners, $200; WOL,
0. So ended the gridiron season in
the nation's capital, where a handful of lucky fans had been guessing the required 18 out of 20 football winners each week to win
tickets to local games. The contest
was promoted on the daily Tony
Wakeman sports program, and all
went along nicely as colleges cooperated by donating tickets to astute guessers.
That was before Nov. 14, when
nearly all the favorites in the 20
selected games turned out to be
winners. WOL was tackled for a
$200 loss when it had to buy additional tickets for a flock of
shrewd pickers among the 1,000
contestants, who quickly ate up the
available Annie Oakleys.
The program is a sustainer.
Pearl E. Storm; three sons, Donald, Thomas, and Leo; his mother,
Mrs. W. C. Storm; four sisters,
Mrs. Archie G. Taft, Mrs. Kathleen Jones, and Mrs. Leo H. Sullivan, all of Seattle, and Mrs. Alfred
Christianson of Mount Vernon,
Wash.; two brothers, Harold and
Donald Storm, both of Seattle.

WTCN
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
National Representatives

WOKO

ASIC

CBS

OUTLET

ALBANY,

N.

Y.

• THE

microphone

is regarded by many

the pleasure they get from

as a symbol of

their radios. Yet it is but a

small part of the radio facilities of the nation.
So with the telephone —

the instrument

itself is only

the visible sign of a far-flung communication
A

Trial

Will

During this holiday season, both radio and telephone
nill spread timely cheer. Radio programs,

Convince

You

one place and carried from
equipment

Of

Its

Popularity

system.

of the telephone

country. Thus

originating in

city to city over lines and
system, will blanket

the

the best in broadcasting and the

finest facilities the telephone industry can provide will combine

to bring holiday happiness to

millions of people.
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Examiner
Deletion
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THAT
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HAS

E PIT
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HEAPaTS

RGEnCY
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OF

EXECUTIVES
SALES

THEIR

FOP.

C L I En T S !

One of the many outstanding features of KFH which has
won the approval of advertisers and advertising agencies is

character than those shown to be j

Advises
of

made by Mr. Darwin over KVOS," ■
said the examiner. "However, the
general principles laid down by ,
theUnder
court customary
are applicable
FCC here."
procedure, KVOS is entitled to oral arguments before the Broadcast Division before final adjudication of
the case.

KVOS

Program Complaints, Alleged
Defamatory Comment Cited
DELETION of KVOS, Bellingham,
Wash., owned principally by Rogan
Jones, was recommended to the
FCC Broadcast Division Nov. 23
by Examiner Ralph L. Walker in
a report in which he held the station has failed to serve public interest, convenience and necessity.
Constituting the first recommendation for deletion of an existing
station in many months, Mr. Walker's report was based on protracted
hearings held before him last May.
Issues involved in the hearing included assignment of the control
of the corporation operating the
station from West Coast Broadcasting Co. to Mr. Jones without
FCC authority, complaints against
programs of the station, alleged
dissemination of defamatory statelations. ments and alleged mechanical vioThe station operates on 1200 kc.
with 100 watts power unlimited
time. It was acquired by the Jones
group in 1929. The station has
been embroiled in local controversy, notably with the Bellingham
Herald. It now is in litigation before the U. S. Supreme Court on
the right of broadcasting stations
to pick up and broadcast news dispatches once they are published in
Associated Press newspapers. A
decision in this case is expected
this month.
Baseball Pickups
AMONG other things, the report
brought out that in 1934 and 1935
KVOS allegedly broadcast playby-play descriptions of world series
baseball games without procuring
authority of the originating station and sponsored them locally
whereas the actual series was
sponsored nationally by Ford.
Quoted at great length in the report were excerpts from the KVOS
Newspaper- of the Air, a popular
period over the station conducted
by L. H. Darwin of Bellingham,
who purchased the time in bulk
and paid one-half of the money
collected to the station.
In his conclusions, Examiner

Olson Holiday Spots
OLSON RUG Co., Chicago (rugs)
is using announcements and time
on participation programs in a
pre-Christmas campaign on stations WJR, WLS, WJZ, WMCA and
the ABC regional network. Copy
asks listeners to write for the new
catalogue, showing how their old
rugs may be exchanged for new
ones. Agency is Presba, Fellers &
Presba Inc., Chicago.
'Hit Parade'
FORGOT TO DUCK— Despite
ample warning signs, these two
southbound wingers smacked right
into the antenna of KFRO, Longview, Texas. Manager James R.
Curtis (left) is telling Earl Kalusche, program director, how
'twas a dark and stormy night but
perhaps the signs should have
better lighting.

Sliced

AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strike cigarettes),
has cut the Wednesday evening
NBC-Blue network program to a
half-hour, 10-10:30, and on Nov.
28 reduced the CBS Saturday
nig-ht period to a half-hour. Both
programs continue to be heard
over the same number of stations.

Walker stated that the violation
of the regulations by the unreported transfer of stock to Mr.
Jones was technical rather than
substantial. He held also that in
making the news contract with Mr.
Darwin, KVOS did not transfer or
assign its rights under its license
and that the baseball broadcasts
did not appear to be an actual violation of rules concerning rebroadcasting. He added there is no evidence that KVOS had at any time
deviated from its assigned frequency and that it only on one occasion operated with less than assigned power.
Mr. Walker quoted the decision
of the Court of Appeals in the now
famous Rev. "Bob" Schuler case in
which the court sustained the former Radio Commission's deletion
of his station on grounds of its
use as a personal mouthpiece.
"The broadcasts of Dr. Schuler
were much more objectionable in

its special merchandising department, cooperating with advertisers by planning and
carrying out a practical merchandising campaign which increases distribution and sales.
We'll be glad to assist you in
Wichita, the shopping center
for south central Kansas and
northern Oklahoma.

UJICHITfl-hPinSflS
Affiliated icilh CBS
National Representatives
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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LATIN

RADIO

South American

MOVES

FORWARD

Countries Improving Equipment

and

Offer Better Coverage to Advertisers
One outstanding feature of the
By F. A. WEITZEL
radio complex in South America
THE DEVELOPis the great number of shortwave
MENT of radio
stations. This is partly due to geoadvertising in
graphical conditions and to the
Latin American
countries has
fact that low-powered stations
been making
cover the greatest area when operating on shortwaves. Of many
great progress
during
the last
of the more important and progressive stations one may genertwo years, alally say that they operate on both
though, with the
exception of Mexlong and shortwaves, simultaneously.
F.A. Weitzel
ico and Cuba, it
The increasing popularity of
as always remained a few stages
radio as a medium of advertising
ehind the development of comin South America can be partly
Hiercial broadcasting in the United
attributed to low time rates and
tates. There are various reasons
Dr this.
partly to the high percentage of
A domestic radio industry does
illiterates among the population.
But the spoken word, overcoming
k»t exist in Latin America, conseuently, all the broadcasting equipthe disadvantage of printed matlent must be imported. This situter, requires a thorough knowledge
tion is, of course, a great handiof the psychology of the South
American peoples. Of course, the
ap for countries where capital
vailable for investments of any
Spanish language is entirely out
_ ind is relatively limited and where
of place in Brazil where the population is offended by anything but
te domestic currency has an unvorable rate of exchange. While
Portuguese. All the other Latin
American countries, though Spanj.|oreign investors might have profed by this very fact, they did not
ish speaking, have their own diand it attractive enough when the
lectic and linguistic particularities.
,atin American radio business was
Disregard of these circumstances
ew. Consequently, South America
would render any commercial
broadcast a failure.
vas left to build up her own broadasting facilities as well as she
Avoiding Prejudice
ould.
Recent Progress
IF A PROGRAM is planned for a
specific country, the sponsor must
N THE beginning there were
be sure that in the selection of
hany small, low - powered radio
scripts, music, and songs all the
tations with inadequate equippeculiarities and prejudices of the
ment, most of which was of the
people living in that country are
lomemade, make-shift type. Under
hese circumstances it is obvious
observed. Of course, for an advertising campaign planned to cover
hat radio advertising in South
more than one country, the cost of
America, especially by foreign
adapting a program to fit each
sponsors, could not be encouraged.
country would be prohibitive. In
During the last few years, howsuch a case a language generally
ever, important changes have taken
olace. While there are still many
referred to as "Neutral Spanish"
should be used. The importance of
ow-powered radio stations in opthis point can hardly be overeration, they are being compelled
stressed.
po improve their facilities since
hey now have as competitors
The types of commercial broadcasts are manifold and no one
:adio stations of 50,000 watts with
:he best modern equipment.
kind can be generally recommended. In selecting a type the same
Today the radio advertiser can
considerations which apply to dozover more than adequately all the
mestic broadcasts should be taken.
Latin American countries. But the
advertiser is not only interested in
The "short announcement" type
of commercial broadcasts is still
broadcasting facilities; the receivvery frequently used; but with
ing sets and the number of listensome stations, which are almost
ers are of equal importance to him.
inundated with this sort of comIn this respect the situation is also
mercials, they have become a pubvery much changed, as import statistics show. The number of relic nuisance and, therefore, are enceiving sets is steadily increasing,
with all major countries sharing in
this expanding business. There are
sets of American, English, Ger• •
LVED
RESO
To
reach more homes
man, French and Dutch origin, the
atter still holding the high record
aecause the Dutch are manufacturwith my Advertising Doling a relatively inexpensive set
lar in
with few tubes.
1937
These Dutch sets, of course, are
not built to receive long distance
By Using
broadcasts so, for the present, advertisers must still take them into
account when planning a South
American radio campaign.
WTOC
SAVANNAH,
1260 K. C.
Electrical Transcriptions
for STATIONS and SPONSORS
HOLLYWOOD
+
CHICAGO
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Advertising

m

tirely ineffective. There are stations which rattle off these spot
announcements 40 or more in succession. The money on these announcements isentirely wasted unless the advertiser is assured by
the station that his short announcements are placed in a somewhat outstanding place within
sustaining programs or between
programs.
All types of broadcasts can be
performed either by the station
announcers and local talent or with
the aid of recordings. In commercial broadcasts of American advertisers in foreign countries the
general trend is towards the use of
recorded pi'ograms. In this way
uniformity, exact duration, quality
of performance and employment of
the right kind of - talent for script,

IT

IN

The

MARYLAND

Almanac

RETAIL

Barometer

TRADE:

Merchants

HAPPENS

says:

Retail volumes

preparing

high.

for the most active

holiday season in five or six years.
MARKET

NOTES:

Expansion

over 1935!

PRODUCTION: Retailers pressing to expedite shipments in time for holiday selling!
THIS

IS

THE

WBAL

MARKET!

WBAL
Maryland's Only Clear Channel High Power Station
10,000 WATTS
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

CBS

National Representatives
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

• Broadcast

acting, singing and music can be
assured. Moreover, all the shortcomings inherent in recordings of
a few years
ago highly
have been
eliminated by the
perfected
method of electrical transcription.

WGAR
Bar Barred
CLEVELAND bar association has threatened not to
support judges for reelection
if they take part in Scales
of Justice, a series of 26
half - hour programs offered
to a local sponsor by WGAR,
Cleveland, according to a
statement by the station. The
prospective sponsor refused
to take the program after
the bar action. Prominent
judges or attorneys were to
comment at the end of each
program and were to turn
over their checks to local
charities. Possibility of legal
action against the bar association isbeing considered by
WGAR.

National Representative: HEARST RADIO
NEW YORK
• CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES
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WGN,

The

Business

Current
Agencies

News

About

and Representatives;

WNAC, Boston
Spencer Shoe Co., Dorchester, Mass.,
78 so, thru Chambers & Wiswell
Inc., Boston.
C. F. Mueller Co., Jersey City (macaroni), 65 sa, thru E. W. Hellwig
Co., N. Y.
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
(Bread), 60 t, thru Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Tide Water Oil Co., New York (Tydol, Yeedol), 312 so, thru Lennen
& Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
College Inn Food Products, Chicago,
6 sa, thru Blaekett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc.,
Wilmington, 36 so, thru Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
WIP, Philadelphia
P. J. Ritter Co., Bridgeton, N. J.
(catsup), 4 weekly sa, thru GeareMarston Inc., Philadelphia.
SSS Co., Atlanta
(proprietary), 3
weekly
t,
thru
Johnson-Dallis
Co.,
Atlanta.
Geo. D. Wetherill & Co. Inc., Philadelphia (paint), sa, direct.
Plantabbs Corp., Baltimore (seeds,
etc.), 100 sa, thru Cahn, Miller &
Nyburg Inc., Baltimore.
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia,
3 sp, thru N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
Philadelphia.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), sp, thru Simons-Michelson Co., Detroit.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
Seabury Inc., New York (Kalms),
39 ta, thru Ferry-Hanly Co., N. Y.
C. F. Mueller Co., Jersey City (macaroni), 156 sa, thru E. W. Hellwig
Co., N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Spry),
38 sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
N. Y.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta. 8 t, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
U. S. Industrial Alcohol Co., New
York (Super Pyro), 26 sa, thru
Lambert & Feasley Inc., N. Y.
Gardner Nurseries, Osage, la., sp,
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co.
Inc.. Seattle.
KFRC, San Francisco
Chicago Engineering Works, Chicago
(television apparatus), weekly t,
thru Strang & Prosser Adv. Agency,
Seattle.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (motor
cars), weekly t, thru CampbellEwald Co. Inc., Detroit.
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City (soaps), 6 weekly ta, thru
Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
WEAN, Providence
Rhode Island Ice Co., Providence, 4
sa, thru George W. Danielson, Providence.
Newport Chamber of Commerce, Newport, R. I., 5 sa, thru Granville S.
Standish, Providence.
George E. Warren Corp., Boston
(Clearcoal), 182 sa, thru Harry M.
Frost Co. Inc., Boston.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Criseo), 32 sa, thru Blackmail
Adv. Inc., N. Y.
WICC, Bridgeport
Lion Brewery, New York (Lion Ale),
28 sa, direct.
New York. New Haven & Hartford
RR, Boston, 14 sa, thru Goulston
Co. Inc., Boston.
WAAB, Boston
Croft Brewing Co., Boston (Croft
Ale. etc.), 52 sp, thru C. Brewer
Smith Adv. Agency, Boston.
Page
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KDKA, Pittsburgh
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
Citv, 26 so, thru Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
Railway Express Agency, New York,
91 so, thru Caples Co., N. Y.
Mantle Lamp Co. of America, Chicago, 78 t, thru Presba, Fellers &
Presba Inc., Chicago.
Nestles Milk Products
Inc., New
York, 26 sp, thru Lord & Thomas
Inc., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, 52
t, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc., Chicago.
Bradley Co., Springfield, Mass., 12 sa,
thru Blackstone Co., N. Y.
Dr. Ellis Sales Go. Inc., Pittsburgh
(cosmetics),
23 sp, thru Elsie
Lichtenstul, Pittsburgh.
A. H. Lewis Medicine Co., St. Louis
(proprietary), 130 ta, 13 t, thru H.
W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
WMCA, New York
Justrite Co., Milwaukee (bird food),
weekly sp, thru Hoffman & York,
Milwaukee.
Bisceglia Wine Co., New York (Greystone wine), weekly sp, direct.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 5 weekly so,
thru Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc.,
Chicago.
Piso Co., Warren, Pa. (cough syrup),
104 sa, thru Lake-Spiro-Cohn Inc.,
Memphis.
Chris. Feigenspan Brewing Co., Newark (PON beer), 6 weekly sp, thru
Sheck Adv. Agency, N. Y.
WENR, Chicago
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City, N. J. (Palmolive soap), 20
sa, thru Benton & Bowles Inc.,
N. Y.
A. H. Lewis Medicine Co., St. Louis
(Turns), 5 weekly ta, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Eaton Products Inc., Cleveland (auto heaters ) , 2 weekly ta, thru Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Criseo),
weekly
man
Adv. 2Inc.,
N. Y.so, thru Black-

KSFO, San Francisco
Roman Meal Co., Tacoma, Wash,
(cereal), 14 weekly so, thru Milne
& Co., Seattle.
American
Popcorn Co., Sioux City,
la. (popcorn), 2 weekly t, thru
Coolidge Adv. Co., Des Moines.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore (Rem), 21 weekly ta, thru
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Cal., San
Francisco (soft drink), 5 weekly t,
direct.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (motor
cars), 39 so, thru Campbell-Ewald
Co. Inc.. Detroit.
Hotel Sherman, Chicago (hotel service), kinson
6 weekly
so, thru Harry AtInc., Chicago.
Dozets Co., Los Angeles (Dozets), 7
weekly sa, thru Walter Biddick Co.,
Los Angeles.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Florida Citrus Commission, Tampa,
3 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryari
Inc., N. Y.
Chilean Nitrate Educational Bureau,
New York (fertilizer), 2 weekly t,
thru O'Dea, Sheldon & Co., N. Y.
American Products Co., Chicago (groceries), 6 weekly sp, thru Matteson-Fogarty-Jordan Co., Chicago.
Armour Fertz Co., Atlanta (fertilizer)), 6weekly sa, thru GottschaldtHumphrey Inc., Atlanta.
Cycles Trades Inc., New York (bicycles), weekly so, direct.
KGO, San Francisco
Pacific Greyhound Lines Inc., San
Francisco (transportation), weekly
sp, thru Beaumont & Hohman Inc.,
San Francisco.
RCA Mfg. Co. Inc., Camden, N. J.
(radios), 3 weekly sa, thru Lord &
Thomas, N. Y.
Railway Express Agency, New York
(delivery services), 7 weekly sa,
thru Caples Co., N. Y.
KJBS, San Francisco
Washington State Apple Inc., Wenatchee, Wash., (apples), 26 so, thru
J.
Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.

Chicago

Libby, McNeill
& Libby, Chicag.'
(food products), 6 weekly so, thri
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago]
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, Chicago
(gasoline), weekly sp, thru Me
Cann-Erickson Inc., Chicago.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis (Gold
Medal
flour), weekly
sp, thn ■
Chicago.
Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.
Premier - Pabst
Sales Co., Chicag< !
(Blue Ribbon Beer), 156 sp, thn
Morris-Schenker-Roth Inc., Chicago
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltinej, 2<i<
sp,
Blackett-Sample-Hummer
Inc.,thru
Chicago.
Chocolate Products Co., Chicago ( Stil
licious Yeast Vitamine B Choeolati
Milk), 78 t, thru J. L. Sugden Adv
Co., Chicago.
Mid-Continent Petroleum Corp., Tuls;
(D-X Gasoline), 78 t, thru R. J J
Potts & Co., Kansas City.
Larus & Bro. Co., Richmond, Ya
(Edgeworth & tobacco),
Marschalk
Pratt Inc.,13N. t,Y. thnSterling Products
Inc., New Yorl
(Calrad
wafers),
312 sp, thn;
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.
Consolidated
Drug
Trade Product:
Inc., Chicago (drugs), 312 sp, thn|
Benson & Dall Inc., Chicago.
Sterling Products
Inc., New Yorll
(drugs),
195
t,
thru
Blackett-Sam
ple-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
Sterling Products Inc., New Yorl
(Bayers Aspirin), 130 sp, thri
Chicago.
Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.
Mid - Continent Petroleum Co., Tulsi
(oil products), 78 sp, thru R. J
Potts & Co., Kansas City.
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa. Ia i
(Red Heart dog food), 26 sp, thn
Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Inc. j
Chicago.
Chicago Mail Order Co., Chicago, 'A
weekly Co.,
t, thru
Matteson-Fogarty
Jordan
Chicago.
WHAM, Rochester
L. C. Forman & Sons, Pittsford, N. Y \
(pickles), 2 so, thru Hart Conwaj
KjO. Inc., Rochester.
Household Magazine, Topeka, 3 weekly t, thru Presba, Fellers & Presba
Inc., Chicago.
Eaton Products Inc., Cleveland (autc
heaters), weekly ta, thru Meldrun:
& Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
White Magic Cleanser Corp., Rochester, 5 weekly so, thru Hughes
Wolf & Co., Rochester.
Milton Bradley Co., Springfield, Mass.
(games), 12 so, thru Blackstone
Co.,
Y.
BernardN. Perfumers,
St. Louis (Love
Charm), 2 weekly so, thru Hilmei
V. Swenson Co., St. Louis.
American Poultry Journal, Chicago, 3
weekly t, thru Presba, Fellers &
Presba Inc., Chicago.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Spry).
2 dailv so, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
B. Max Mehl, Fort Worth (numismatic), sp, thru Guenther-Bradford
Co., Chicago.
WOR, Newark
Adolf Gobel Inc., New York (meat),
weekly
2 weekly
A. Loeb sp,Inc.,
N. Y. so, thru Lestei
S. C. Johnson & Son Inc., Racine
(wax),& weekly
Needham,
Louis
Brorby sp,
Inc.,thru
Chicago.
Anderson Co., Gary, Ind. (Sleet Master), weekly sp, thru Schwab &
Beatty Inc., N. Y.
Sears Roebuck & Co., Newark (retail), 3 weekly t, direct.
KWTO-KGBX, Springfield, Mo.
Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch food), 2 daily sa, thru Rogers,
& Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la., 2;
daily t, thru Northwest Radio
Adv. Co. Inc., Seattle.

From Manchester (N. H.) Leader
O. K. Honey — Now get the football game on the radio — and make it loud!
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WSGN, Birmingham
direct. Co., Cincinnati, 3 weekly sp,
Vita-Mil

• Broadcast

Advertising

kDIO

ADVERTISERS

E. RAYMOND Inc., Ballston Spa,
7 York (Wonder Oil ointment) is
ing advertising through De Rou5 Adv. Agency, Albany, N. Y., and
templates using radio.
STCKLEY & SCHMITT Inc., Chid (Corinnia water), has appointed
galey, Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chid, as agency.
ELLY OIL Co., Kansas City, is
ertising through Ferry-Hanly Adv.
Kansas City.
A.R BREWERY Co., Vancouver,
named Robert Smith Adv., Portd, Ore., to direct its advertising.
v'EETS
York
account
) ?ncy, N.

Co. of Rolls)
AMERICA
Inc.,
(Tootsie
has placed
with Franklin Bruck Adv.
Y.

'MINO CITRUS ASSN., Braden, Fla., contemplating radio, has
ced its advertising with De Roue Adv. Agency, Albany.

TNTLEY'S Inc., Burlington, Ver.,
gest laundry and dry cleaning conin in the state, has obtained exsive broadcast rights to home basball games of the University of
rmont. Hays Adv. Agency, Burgton, has the account.
IEF BOIARDI FOOD PROD'TS
Cleveland,
placed its
;ountCo.,
with Frank has
Presbrey Co.,
icago.
UjAMAZOO Vegetable Parchment
., Kalamazoo, Mich., has named
W. Ayer & Son Inc., Detroit, to
ndle advertising of its specialties
'ision.
UAB MFG. Co., Pawtucket, R. I.
adio tubes) has appointed Franklin
•uck
Agency, New York, to
rviee Adv.
its account.
,ASKA PACKERS ASSOCIAON, San Francisco, continues to
ice advertising through McCann-ickson Inc., San Francisco.
jfeTATE STOVE Co., Hamilton. O..
is transferred its advertising to
'oekton-West-Burkhart Inc.. Cincinti.

KMSON UNITED Corp.. Rochester
iij-lectric
appliance
advertise
s) willNew
J rough Grey
Adv. Agency,
York.
j A. SHERER Corp., Los Angeles,
atewide auto loan firm, late in No■mher transferred its radio account
the Allied Adv. Agencies in the
Ime city. Frank Bull and Dick Smith
Mil handle the account which runs
ji 11 stations with full-time programs.
ELLIED MILLS Inc., Chicago, has
|aced Morris - Schenker - Roth Inc.,
(Jhicago. in charge of the advertising
Wayne 17 Course Dinner, a dog
od.
Household

Shifts

[OTJSEHOLD
FINANCE CorD.,
hicago (family financ service),
jas named the Chicagro office of
llilatten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
IPC., as its advertising agency, effective Jan. 1, 1937. Loan comjiany is currently sponsoring Edlar Guest in Welcome Valley on
'WBC-Blue, Tuesday, 8:30-9 p. m.,
Ind Sherlock Holmes on NBC-Red,
"hursday, 11:15-11:45 p. m., and
number of local programs in
arious cities in which its offices
i.re located.
IT'S BARN DANCE TONITE!
Fans from 9 Northwestern
states and Canada every Tuesday nite from 8 to 9 tune to
1000 Kc.
Watts I1U
MZ £^~%7£h
1260
W V

Time

Full

WTCN
Order

Suspended

FCC Orders Hearing on Grant
Shifting College Stations
ACTING on its own motion, the
FCC Broadcast Division on Nov.
20 suspended its order of Oct. 20
whereby WTCN, Minneapolis, was
awarded full time on the 1250 kc.
channel, while two time-sharing
college stations were assigned daytime to the 760 ke. channel. Presumablv the matter will be set for
hearing, since the original grant
was made without a hearing.
WLB, Minneapolis, operated by
the University of Minnesota, and
WCAL, Northfield, operated by St.
Olaf College, both are assigned to
1250 kc. on a time-sharing basis
and under the Oct. 20 decision
would have used two-thirds and
one-third daytime respectively on
the 760 kc. clear channel on which
WJZ, New York, is the dominant
station. No reason was given for
suspension of the grant.
Simultaneously, however, the Division had before it a protest filed
by WMIN, new 100-watt station in
St. Paul, against the actions asking that they be set aside and a
hearing held. KSTP, St. Paul, also
protested on similar grounds. Economic issues were raised, it being
contended that the establishment
of WTCN as a full-time station,
and of the two college stations on
daytime, would tend to decrease
the potential audience of WMIN
and diminish its economic support
from local advertisers.
Allegation and Answer
IN A supplemental protest, WMIN
said that at the hearing on its protest proof would be offered that
the application of WTCN "is a direct attempt to purchase a wave
length"
and that
the station
had
not disclosed
to the
Commission
the full report on the "purchase
price" to be paid. It submitted
also a copy of the Minnesota Daily,
University student publication, in
which was published an article
that WTCN would pay $35,000 for
exclusive use of the channel, with
each of the universities to get half.
WTCN is owned jointly by the St.
Paul Dispatch - Pioneer Press and
the Minneapolis Tribune.
Horace L. Lohnes, Washington
counsel for all three of the stations involved in the 1250 kc.
change, declared Nov. 21 that the
transaction could not in any way
be regarded as a purchase of a
facility. He said it was simply a

matter of reimbursing the two
college stations for changes in
equipment and for installation of
new antennas which would be necessitated by the shift in frequency to 760 kc. Moreover, he
added, it is entirely likely that the
stations will have to relocate, particularly WLB, since it is now situated
close
to the center of population.
In the negotiations which led to
the proposed shift, Mr. Lohnes declared, it was concluded that the
universities should not be put to
expense in making the changes.
The figure, he declared, was arrived at as a reasonable one for
replacement of the equipment and
the changes necessary at ordinary
commercial prices.
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AAAA Names LaRoche
CHESTER J. LaROCHE, of Young
& Rubicam Inc., New York, has
been named chairman of the Committee on Radio Broadcasting of
the American Association of Advertising Agencies, succeeding
Charles Gannon, of Arthur Kudner Inc., New York. Members of
the committee include: G. R. Dunham, Greenleaf Co., Boston; H. H.
Kynett, Aitkin-Kynett Co., Philadelphia; Richard G. Marvin, J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago;
John U. Reber, J. Walter Thompson Co., New York. Added members are: Charles F. Gannon, Arthur Kudner Inc., New York; Arthur Pryor Jr., Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., New York;
Donald S. Shaw, McCann-Erickson
Inc., New York.

Advertising

WISN
Voice of the Wisconsin News, Milwaukee
ONLY

CBS

STATION

IN

WISCONSIN
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AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES

FURGASON & ASTON Inc., station
representatives, have opened a new
office in Kansas City, under the management of Cranston Linteeum at 314
Dwight Bldg. The office will serve
Kansas City, Omaha and St. Louis
agencies, and is the fourth office operated and maintained by Furgason &
Aston, the other three being in Chicago, Detroit and New York. Mr.
Linteeum is a newspaper representative for the San Antonio Light and
the Wichita Eagle.
KFEL, Denver, on Nov. 21 announced
completion of arrangements for national representation by Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp.
At the same time KVOD, Denver,
with which KFEL shares time, announced that Edward Petry & Co.
would be its exclusive representative
in the national field.
MR. STATION OWNER
Are you thoroughly satisfied with your
investment in your Radio Station? Is it
earning somewhere between 20% to 40%
return ? Is it capably and efficiently operated from every angle? Are your personnel
happy and your clients satisfied?
If you cannot answer yes to all of these
questions, a man with a broad experience
in the advertising field, with a success
record,lems with
would
you. like to discuss your probThe full time services of this man can
be secured on a basis that involves no
risk or loss to you.
This man has a broad acquaintance
among national and mid-west regional advertisers and agencies that is very valuable.
He is now employed but will accept a connection as Station Manager, preferably in
Ohio, Illinois, Indiana. Iowa, Michigan or
Kentucky, if he can increase your earnings and likewise his own.
Your inquiries will be treated confidentially. Address Box 578, Broadcasting.

F. WALLIS ARMSTRONG Co., Philadelphia, has moved its Southern California branch from the Figueroa
Playhouse, Los Angeles, to the Music
Box Theatre, Hollywood, lately renamed the CBS Playhouse at 6126
Hollywood Blvd. Diana Bourbon remains in charge of the office with
William Bacher as radio producer.
The agency handles the Barns &
Allen and Hollywood Hotel shows for
Campbell Soup, Camden, N. J.
WHBF, Rock Island, 111., has chosen
Weed & Company to represent it in
the East and Midwest, effective Nov.
16. With the addition of WHBF,
owned by the Rock Island Argus, the
Weed firm represents 11 stations.
DONALD STAUFFER, of the radio
department of Young & Rubicam Inc.,
New York, arrived in Hollywood in
November.
RAY LINTON, Chicago station representative, on Nov. 4 married Miss
Doris Poole, of High Point, N. C.
They honeymooned East and expected
to return prior to Dec. 1.
RAOUL MARLO has resigned as radio director of Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce Inc., New York. No
successor has been announced.
KELLY SMITH, general manager of
Radio Sales Inc., Chicago, while on
the West Coast conferred in November
with John M. Dolph, CBS Pacific
Coast sales manager, in San Francisco, on general sales conditions.
DAKE ADV. AGENCY Inc., San
Francisco, has moved to larger offices
at 116 New Montgomery St. Frank
Henrotte, formerly with Hanff-Metzger Inc., Los Angeles, has joined the
agency as account executive.
A. W. SCOTT, in charge of radio for
Beaumont & Hohman Inc., San Franj
cisco, is the father of a boy, born
Nov. 20 at Ross General Hospital, in
Ross, Cal.

Copyright
Agency Commuter
JACK MULLEN, representing Benton & Bowles Inc. in
its Hollywood office, will commute every week between
there and San Francisco. He
produces Goose Creek Parson
on CBS from Hollywood for
a client three times a week
and, starting Dec. 10, will
also produce Dr. Kate once a
week over NBC from San
Francisco.
ZENE POTTER, formerly executive
vice president of the recently abandoned Chicago branch of Erwin,
Wasey & Co. Ltd., has been appointed
vice president of Benton & Bowles
Inc., New York.
HOWARD T. WORDEN has been
named publicity director of Grace &
Bement Inc., Detroit agency, coming
from Pontiac Motor Co., where he
was in the advertising and sales promotion department for several years.
HERB POLESIE, radio producer in
the Hollywood offices of the J. Walter Thompson Co., directing the Shell
Chateau programs, late in November
signed with Paramount Pictures as a
writer. He will continue his agency
work until some time in December.
WALTER McCREERY, for ten years
a Los Angeles radio broker, late in
November joined the staff of the Allied Advertising Agencies as office
manager and account executive.
SHAPPE ADV.. New York agency
for United Transformer Co., Amperex
and other broadcast equipment manufacturers, has moved to larger quarters at 1440 Broadway, New York,
and doubled its staff.
TOM WALLACE AGENCY, Los Angeles, recently moved to new quarters
in the Olesen Bldg., at 1558 N. Vine
St., Hollywood.
F & S Ownership
ANNOUNCEMENT
was made
Nov. 17 by James L. Free, president of Free & Peters Inc., station
representatives, that arrangements
had been completed to rjurchase
the stock of C. L. Sleininger in
that firm and in Free, Johns &
Field Inc., sister organization. Mr.
Sleininger, now with Transamerican Broadcasting & Television
Corp. has not been active in the
two companies for several months.
Until Nov. 1 Free & Peters bore
the name Free & Sleininger. Remaining stockholders in both companies, Mr. Free stated, are himself as president and treasurer,
Julia S. Free, his wife, and H.
Preston Peters, vice-president and
secretary.

The happiest New Year's message we
can bring to you is "Increased Sales".
That's the message we're bringing all
our clients. And we don't mean 90%
of them either. Every one of the
companies which is reaching the Richest Market in the World through the
facilities of WHN has discovered that
our policy of Showmanship Salesmanship has zoomed their sales up to
record levels. We'd like to wish you
the same sort of Happy New Year.

Struggl

In Congress
See
CommitteeLineupsUnchange
House Fight Again Likely
REINTRODUCTION of the Du
Bill to amend the antiquated co\
right laws to give the user I
copyrighted
fighti:'
chance against music
copyrighta combin
is contemplated shortly after t
new session of Congress conver,
Jan. 5. The measure died with t
last Congress after it had pass
the Senate,
when House
pro - ASC*
members
of the
block
action in committee.
Senator F. Ryan Duffy (D-Wis
author of the bill, declared wh
Congress adjourned last summ
that he intended to reintroduce t
bill and fight it through. T
most provocative provision of t
measure, and the only one again
which a strong ASCAP lobl
fought, was that which would ha
eliminated the $250 statutory mi
imum damage clause for innoce
infringement and placed tl
amount of damages within tl
discretion of the courts.
Because
there
was favorab
action by the Senate at the la
session, it is expected that Sen
tor Duffy will introduce his bill
essentially the same form. Tl
fight again
is expected
in tl I
House,
where
Rep. S i r o v i c I
(D-N.Committee,
Y.), chairman
the Pa J
ents
statedof openly
I

committee hearings on the bill th:
his sympathies were with ASCA <
and against the broadcaster j
whom he termed "racketeers".
Committees Unchanged
COMMITTEE
lineups in tl j
House, it is expected, will be aboi
the same as during the last se:|
sion. Pro-ASCAP members of tr |
committee included Sirovich, Lai
ham (D-Tex.), Daley (D-Pa.) an
Kramerbeen (D-Cal.)
have
reelected. all of whoi!
Opposed to ASCAP, and then
fore in favor of the Duffy Bill ar

Reps.
O'Malley
(D-Wis.), Deal
(D-Ga.) and Church (R-Ill.) wh
led the action
committee's
fal
vorable
at the fight
last for
session
but were frustrated by the Sire!
vich group.
All three were vt)
elected.
The State Department for th
last two years has advocated pas
sage of legislation along the line I
of the Duffy
Bill, to permi
American entry into the Interna |
tional Copyright Union at Berne
under which American copyright
would
become to
automatic
in coun'
tries adhering
the Union.
Rati
fication of the treaty, which woulc
permit American entry into th.
Union, is not possible until provi
sions of the existing copyrigh
laws are changed.

WIL
The Pioneer Commercial
Station In St.Louis

FIRST
to

in St. Louis

have

THE FEDERAL Radio Thea.tr
Project, Los Angeles, in Novembe
appointed executives as follows : Buck
leigh Oxford, former KMTR publicity
man, supervisor ; Harry A. James
onetime KELW manager, productioi
director, and Mel Williamson, formei
announcer of KHJ, publicity manager

its own
GET TEXAS

E.
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1540 Broadway, New York City
5000 watts L. S.-1 000 watts nishts
National Sales Representatives
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Washington
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MONEY/

Over Half Million Dollars a day Pouring
from our East Texas Oil Field Alone I
> KFRO C
"Voice of Longview" - TEXAS
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STUDIO

tOGRAM

KFPY

AND

TRANSCRIPTIONS

NOTES

ilSTOPHER CANDY Co., Los
eles manufacturers, late iu Novemstarted a campaign
on KECA,
Angeles, Sundays at 5 :45 p. m.,
lediately preceding the Walter
ichell program on NBC, with Al
lie, accordionist and singer. This
he first time the 50-year-old con. has been on the air. The cam;n is handled by the Bert Butter8th Agency, and includes spots on
:|HE and KFWB.
SPONSORING
a nightly
a •|auto-show
vox pop
programman-atfrom
J exhibit space at the Chicago Autojfflrile Show, broadcast on WBBM,
15-10 :30 p. m., Dodge Brothers
p., Detroit, not only advertised its
1 1 - cars over the air but also attracttremendous crowds to the display
?re they could see the 1937 Dodges
jjfle listening to the program. Dale
Kill, radio executive of Ruthrauff
Ryan Inc., Chicago, conceived the
^gram idea.
NEW program on WIP, Philadelj a, is titled The Small Town Renter, conducted, written and delivf jd by Len Smith. The program conj 'its of birthday, marriage, and allied
"us
humorously
together,
lile based
on vitalwoven
statistic
items,
: program will also devote itself to
portant and not-too-important news
Philadelphia and surrounding commities.
NEW series of programs, Stories
' Camera, has been inaugurated on
MCA by Lawrence Menkin. Acjrding to Mr. Menkin, it is a new exfriment, in which he will use a dif•ent technique in the projection of
radio story. He will write dramas
that radio listeners may know and
derstand stories through radio prestations as easily as they do motion
btures. The first program was titled
in ia m in Fra nklin, American.
iI
| ,|AYIS PERFECTION BREAD Co.,
>s Angeles chain of retail bakeries
d wagon deliveries, has started Burl Treasure 'Round the World on
TWB, Hollywood, a 20-minute night
ogram on Sundays.
Bert Butterorth, who operates an agency and
tndles the Davis account, writes the
ript. Stories and legends of lost
'kips, hidden mines, and buried treascre have been his hobby for years and
,ije has a collection of 400 stories. A
r?amatic cast of six enacts the epi'»des.

j|$GAIN collaborating with the local
iommunity Chest Drive, WSB, Atj.nta, is staging its annual series of
jjfiows, this year including pickups
■om various points in the city, with
lanager Lambdin Kay back at the
licrophone together with the local
frive chairman. WSB has annually
«en credited with being the major
)rce in the drive.
Indianapolis,
on Nov.
13 sa:IjUVIRE.
I ited NBC
on its tenth
anniversary
fjrith a variety program featuring
\'BC artists. NBC Thesaurus transcriptions provided the talent and the
trogram was produced under direction of Jack Stillwill, WIRE producjion manager. Each artist was introluced by a different announcer and
Manager L. L. Jaquier spoke briefly.
NEW studios for KFWB, Hollywood,
will include a model demonstration
itchen with an auditorium for home
ijconomic broadcasts.
RED

AND

BLUE

NBC

WCOL
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Joseph H. McGillvra, Rep.

^BROADCASTING

San Francisco Bridge Opening
POLICE CHIEF William J.
Quinn of San Francisco, whose
voice is familiar to NBC-Pacific
Coast listeners in his program The
Show-Up, at the opening of the
San Francisco-Oakland bay bridge
Nov. 12. Left is announcer Larry
Keating of NBC and right, Don
Thompson, NBC producer of special events in San Francisco. The
gold and silver chain in the picture was cut with an acetylene
torch by Governor Merriam a few
moments after the picture was
taken. Chief Quinn is pictured
broadcasting his observations.
Both NBC and CBS broadcast the
bridge
ceremonies transcontinental^.
Lloyd E. Yoder, NBC western
division press relations manager
in San Francisco, Milton Samuel,
his assistant, Darrell Donnell,
Herb Caen, and Robert Hall, radio
editors of the San Francisco Examiner, Chronicle and Call-Bulletin, respectively, and David H.
Glickman, claim the honor of riding in the first "pay car" to cross
the bridge on the opening day.

Thethe NBC
S for
NEW CLIENT
;
Toronto
CRCT,
saurus include:
KBHB, Rapid City, S. D. ; KPLT,
Paris, Tex.; KBST, Big Springs,
Tex.; KFPW, Fort Smith, Ark.
LOS ANGELES Community Chest,
started to
as in previous years, has during
the
record a disc series for use
annual drive with placement on local
stations. The series is available to
other chest offices upon request. Rerecordcordings Inc., has provided the
Catanich,
ing facilities with J. G. producing
.
radio director of the chest,
IMPERIAL AEROGRAM Corp. Ltd.,
Hollywood transcription studios, has
reorganized its personnel and appointed F. Bruce Russell as general manager, and George W. Walters as busiwith Gordon Soule conmanager,
ness tinuing
as production manager. Harry
Cox resigned as sales manager.
WALTER BIDDICK Co., radio programs division, Los Angeles, late in
November started to produce a series
of 26 half-minute transcriptions for
credit jewelers, and the same number
for credit clothing firms. They are
dramatized commercials and were directed by Ted Turner.

New England Tests
EXPANDING its radio activity,
Commonwealth Adv. Agency, Boston, is placing a test transcription
campaign in New England for
Surgical Dressings Inc., Jamaica
Plain, Mass. (Sterilastic bandages), and tieing in the promotion
with car cards and newspaper
space. For Stiles and Songs, Stoneham, Mass. (Butter Krunch candy
a rais planning
bar),dio the
contestagency
New England.
to cover

NED
MIDGLEY
SBD&O
Sorry that we missed you on our
recent visit to New York. Had some
brand new facts to present regarding
the complete coverage of WMBD in
Peoria and Central Illinois. Wanted
about the 295 local acJ to tell you
counts and 96 national advertisers
which we carried during the past 12
months and the results that we secured for them. In the meantime,
send
your instead
campaigns.
We'll
show through
you results
of telling
you about them.
MEMBER CBS NETWORK

GERALD H. LAPINER has joined
the advertising and sales promotion
department of Kelvinator Corp., Detroit, having resigned from the De-.
troit office staff of Stack-Goble Adw
Agency.
*1 «

Mus-,cal pro9«"«- transcripf,ons7
ments?

Sp«*s fo

by

, ritv survey
nounce
m<7 Spot an

| THE
SPORTS
STATION
of the
MIDDLEnsas CHy.
,„ Ka
WEST

WOXBY,
KANSAS

OF

CITY,

MO

FRANCISCO

fyosperity

The family income in San Francisco in 1935 was estimated al
533 million dollars and exceeded the estimate for 1934 by approximately 53million dollars,
and that of 1933 by nearly 100

Charity

KFPY, Spokane, turned over its
am Nov. 14
Spokane Sings progrnity
Chest,
to the Spokane Commu
whose 200 workers caroled for
charity. Each week the program
is dedicated to a local organization.
"The Spokane Sings program which
KFPY gave over to us was a
to this year's
ct contri
distin,"
Charles R. Devine,
said bution
drive
publicity director of the Chest. , f

SAN

Seek Capital Outlets
A BATTLE royal for a new station
in Washington was indicated Nov.
24 when the FCC Broadcast Division designated for hearing three
applications for identical facilities.
The applications are those of Continental Radio Co., Scripps-Howard
Newspapers affiliate; Hearst Radio
Inc., and U. S. Broadcasting Co.,
each seeking assignment on 1310
kc. with 100 watts full time, now
occupied by WOL, Washington,
which has received favorable action, now held in abeyance, for assignment on the 1430 regional
channel with 1,000 watts.

Aids

Headquarters

THE

WEST

million dollars. An increase of
nearly 100 million dollars.
KYA reaches thousands of
these families with their increased budgets.
Let KYA tell your story

KYA
The Voice of the San Francisco
NEW

Examiner

National Representatives: HEARST RADIO
YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES
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New

Radio

Census

PLANS are under consideration by
the U. S. Bureau of the Census
for a 1936 survey of radio broadcasting business, patterned after
that conducted for 1935 business
and announced last July [Broadcasting, Aug. 1 and Nov. 1]. Likelihood of an appropriation for this
and for other business surveys is
seen, it was learned. Should the
survey be approved, the Census of
Business branch of the Bureau in
Philadelphia will begin circularizing stations early next year. A
number of changes in the procedure also would be introduced. C.
rL. Sandage, chief of the division
of communications, supervised the
last survey.

PERSONALITY—

AND

CLOTHING

Bentley's Cultivates Friendly Feeling and Finds Radio
Advertising Pays Big Dividends
been a customer of ours before; as
J. D. MAGUIRE
ByKansas
City Manager,
a matter of fact, her husband
Bentley Store Corp.
wanted to make the purchase from
a competitor, with whom he had
AFTER 10 or 20
had an account for many years —
but no! Mrs. X had attended a
busia every
years ness,innearly
free Bentley party a few nights
exbefore. One of the boys had sung
businessman
tracts from his
a request for her, and out of gratiexperiences some
tude, she wouldn't consider shopwisdom.
pearl
a new acMine of is
this :
elsewhere.
ping
Good Will had
opened.Thus
count was
"People don't buy
Merchandise, they
added
sales. $75 more to Bentley's gross
There are plenty of big stores in
J. D. Maguire
I'll
with
Personality."
buy agree
Kansas City. They can hold their
anyone that the final aim of own with us — -or beat us — in the
matter of price and terms; they
any business is represented in the
dollars and cents of gross sales
ItESULTS:
can probably offer considerably
and net profit, but with the hardgreater selection — but they are at
a loss to compete when it comes to
fisted depression-timer who frowns
cor*' r .most
wants
and
on good will advertising
personality and service. We stress
to see every publicity effort reLet us acquaint you
personality on our sales floor — and
flected immediately in cash, I have
personality on our radio programs
with our work.
nothing in common. For confirma—personality plus an extra somerecord,
I point toby Bentley's
thing that gives Bentley's radio
made tion,possible
three years of
show something no other local progood will advertising over WHB,
in Kansas City.
gram offers.three years ago when
It was
With only the rarest and barest
Bentley's practically pioneered radio advertising for the credit clothmention of price, Bentley's — a unit
ing field in Kansas City. We used
of Bentley Stores Corp., with central offices in New York — has made
100-word WHB spots that year,
radio pay dividends in increasing
and since there was no radio comsales almost every month during
petition, the immediate results
the last three years. One story will
were surprising — almost overillustrate what I mean.
whelming. By the next year we
had imitators, so in order to get
Ruler of the Purse
ahead of the crowd, we took a 15ONLY a couple of weeks ago a
minute program five times a week
and started a big contest to name
young lady came into the store
with her husband. She had never
the show. Jack Grogan, who contacts the account for WHB, teamed
with Les Jarvies of the station
staff as talent, and built a hilarious, informal show which had a
personality all its own. Music,
songs, dedications, ad-libbed wisecracks and not-too-serious commercials are the daily fare.
To put a new punch into the
broadcast after the name contest
ended, we began dedicating two
programs each week to neighboring towns. This, too, was nothing
more
or less than good will adverWITH THIS KEY— YOU OPEN THE DOOR TO
tising, but we were greatly surOVER A MILLION PROSPECTIVE BUYERS
prised to receive grateful letters —
and better yet, a large volume of
sales we would never have received
WSPD's exclusive position
otherwise. Other credit stores were
in this rich market places
A Few Important
—and are — leery of out-of-town
it in a class by itself and
risks, and since there was no comFacts to Consider
national advertisers have
petition in the field, we had no contest for a large volume of busiproved conclusively that
WSPD is the ONLY Radio
ness. We discovered, too, this busiWSPD must be used to get
Station in Toledo.
blanket coverage.
WSPD is a basic Columbia
outlet.
We enjoy proving our
WWNC
WSPD now operates on
statements
and your in5000 Watts day and 1000
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
Watts night.
quiry will receive immediFull
Time NBC Affiliate
lOOO Watts
ate attention.
•Represented By:
JOHN BLAIR 8c COMPANY
New York
Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco

ness tested far better than local ^
accounts in the matter of loss percentages.
We no longer feature dedications to neighboring towns, but we
continue to welcome out-of-tov/n
customers on every broadcast —
and our volume of outside business
— coming from points up to 300
miles distant — is still on the upgrade. Some of the folks from neighboring towns have become real
boosters for us . . . From Herington, Kan., 150 miles away, a group
makes rather regular trips to the
city. Sometimes they buy, sometimes they drop in without any intention of buying, simply to leave
their packages or meet their
friends. One young lady in the
company always says, "your Bentley store is our 'stomping
grounds'." We're proud of that.
Sometimes you think you've lost
on this good will idea, but it always turns up in the long run
with a profit. For instance, one
of the women who won a minor
prize
our her
name
programto
contest inused
due - the
bill - award
buy a dress and returned to her
home town of Holden, Mo. We had
forgotten all about her when, four
months later, she sent us a letter.
"I can't buy anything myself right
now," she wrote, "but I want to
show you I appreciated that prize
you awarded me. Here is a list of
25 friends of mine. I suggest you
send advertisements to them by
mail, and I'll do my part by talking to them here." The upshot was
five sizeable purchases, five customers who are still with us.
It is our belief that new ideas
are a necessity in this business of
radio advertising. The dedications
to neighboring cities brought results, but this year we wanted
something new. Grogan had a
happy thought, and we started
sponsoring a weekly dance, held in
a different neighborhood hall each
Wednesday. We thought, of course,
about tying the plan up definitely
with sales or asking people to stop
in at the store for dance tickets,
but in the end we put all our faith
in good will — and as in times past,
we were not disappointed.
We have an average of 700 people at each of our dances. We give
them free favors and good music,
and then climax the evening with
a contest of some kind, with the
principals of our radio show on
hand. Sometimes, of course, it is
difficult to check results with absolute accuracy, but we know from
our daily sales reports we have secured intensive publicity throughout our territory — we know we are
holding
new ones.old customers and winning
I don't know what we're going
to do next fall with our WHB advertising, but I do know the tie-in
will be something new in Kansas
City radio — -it has to be that — and
I do know its sales appeal will be
founded exclusively on good will.
We sell personality first, but a
lot of merchandise goes with it, a
lot of sales are rung up on the
cash register in the process.

Only
Blanket
Coverage
of
Rich

WSPD
Address:
Commodore Perry Hotel, Toledo, Ohio
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Inspector's Tenor
LARRY GAMBINO, condenser inspector at CornellDubilier condenser plant, entered his lyric tenor voice in
the amateur hour of WHN,
New York, and won first
prize. He managed to insert
a bit of promotion for Cornell-Dubilier condensers.

%. C. B. JOLLIFFE, former FCC
ief engineer now in charge of the
3A Frequency Bureau, has been apinted chairman of the committee on
munications of the American Intute of Electrical Engineers for the
36-1937 administrative year.
ILLIAM
G. H. FINCH, former
sistant chief engineer of the FCC
ud former chief engineer of Hearst
■"adio
now an in
independent
ltant Inc.,
and inventor
New York,eonon
[W. 17 was issued Patent No. 2,061,i7 covering an image broadcasting
stem, the latest in a series of patts he has taken out on his facsimile
r id radiotypewriter system.
ARY HARRIS, recently resigned
m the sound department of Assoated Cinema Studios, Hollywood
anscription firm, to become mainteance man at KNX, resigned in No?mber to do sound work at Colum\u a Pictures studios. Jimmy French,
ontrol man for the KNX Calling All
ars program, was given the mainteance post, with Bruce Piersall takig French's position.
T. STANTON, connected with
RPI, New York, in a technical counting capacity, went to Hollywood
l November to confer with Western
lectric and CBS on the new CBS
;[ollywood studios.
jAUL CRAM, transmitter engineer
fj;f WSGN, Birmingham, is the father
|f a boy born recently.
7. E. BORING has joined the enineering staff of WSGN, Birmingam, and also copies Transradio news.
IOBERT STRATTON, engineer of
VDNC, Durham, N. C, and Miss
ean Torrence. of Charlotte, are to be
'larried Jan. 20.
i'ON MITCHELL, chief engineer of
VBBZ, Ponca City, Okla., is the
ather of a baby girl born in November.
jiRUCE
RATTS,
formerly of
if^OWO. Fort Wayne, has returned
o the WOWO control room after a
ear with a radio equipment concern.
MARGARET PRIMONT, formerly
>f the NBC engineering secretarial
taff, has been appointed secretary to
> B. Hanson, NBC chief engineer,
ucceeding Edna Wilson, resigned.
Miss Wilson had been with Mr. Hanon since 1924.
\VI ARK BULLOCK, chief engineer of
SOIL, Omaha, is the father of a boy
oo rn in October.
HOWARD De LONG, chief engineer
sf KRKD, Los Angeles, left for New
York late in November to visit technical plants and radio stations.
ROBERT P. SHEEHAN, student at
_University of Pennsylvania, has been
named night field engineer of WIP,
"Philadelphia. A. Wilson Sigafoos, Leligh graduate, amateur operator and
recently with Ingersoll-Rand Co., has
djoined the transmitter staff.
POOLE, formerly of engineering staff of WOR, Newark, on
Nov. 16 was named traffic and office
manager of the New York office of
Mutual Network.

SHIELD— worn by Don Kelley, of
KOIL, Omaha, is a portable microphone stand designed by Control
Engineer Albert Bates. It leaves
both hands free.
Paley Award Plans
THE 1936 award of the annual
Paley amateur
Trophy ofto the
theUnited
outstandingradio
States
and Canada will be made about
March 15. Announcement of the
trophy, to be offered annually by
William S. Paley, CBS president,
was first made by Edwin K. Cohan,
CBS director of engineering, at
the Chicago convention of the
American Radio Relay League in
September. It is to be given at
the conclusion of each year to that
individual who, through amateur
radio, has contributed most to
the American people, either in
research or technical development
or operating achievement. Mr.
Paley designated the American Radio Relay League, the official organization of the radio operators
of the country, as the permanent
custodians of the award. Upon it
will be engraved each year the
name of the winner, while a smaller replica will be presented to the
amateur selected by an impartial
board of experienced authorities
on amateur radio activities. Five
noted men have been selected to
serve on the board of award. They
are Rear Admiral Cary T. Grayson,
chairman, American Red Cross; C.
P. Edwards, director of radio,
Canadian Department of Transport; Anning S. Prall, chairman,
FCC; J. H. Dellinger, chief of radio section, Bureau of Standards,
and Prof. A. E. Kennelly, Harvard.

WJBY Produces Results
In Alabama's Second
Industrial Market
WJBY
Gadsden, Alabama

Do Not

Really Know
Good

We

How
Are !

. . . 'cause they never tune
in on any other station.
Located in the heart of the
famous Piedmont, WBIG,

THE WEEI Engineers' Association,
a newly formed organization which is
the local branch affiliated with the
Associated Columbia Broadcast Technicians, since
WEEI's
connection
as
the Boston
CBS
link includes
in its
membership the entire complement of
WEEI's operators, and at a recent
meeting, elected the following officers :
Ralph M. Cowie, president ; Edward
J. Philbrick, vice president ; William
H. Rule, secretary - treasurer ; and
Fred A. Lang, national councillor.

in Greensboro, is the most
popular station in a most
prosperous region, with a
loyal audience and also a
loyal clientele. Both of
these blessings are due to
one cause . . . the high
standards set and jealously

TRIBUTE for its contribution to religion to NBC was paid by the Joint
Religious Radio Commission, headed
by Dr. John W. Langdale, at a luncheon Nov. 18, at which President Lenox
R. Lohr accepted the testimonial. The
commission represents the Federal
Council of Churches of Christ in
America, and the City, County and
State Federation of Churches.

maintained by WBIG.

The

popular preferences thus
created have kept some of
the station's advertisers on
its air continuously for
more than four years. Success is a hard habit to
break!

APPLICATIONS will be received
until Dec. 3 by the U. S. Civil Service
Commission, Washington, for a vacany as assistant communications operator at $1,800 a year and another
as junior operator at $1,620, both for
high speed radio equipment at the
War Department message center.

WBIG
in Greensboro, N.C.
EDNEy RIDGE, Director
is
"The Favorite Station in the Favored Region"

THE

FASTEST

GROWING
THE

Listeners

STATION

ENTIRE

WEST

ON

COAST

(RCA— High-Fidelily)
FULL

TIME

FACTOR

ANDREW

, DONALD PONTIUS, former member
mof the WGN, Chicago, sound effects
staff, on Nov. 16 joined the Chicago
traffic department of Mutual Broadcasting System.

Our

5000

NUMBER

WATTS

LS

1 FOR INCREASED

780

KC

AUDIENCE

ACTOINE
TRANSCRIPTION NEEDLE/
WATCH

WORTHY of the splendid modern transorlpions! Eliminate surface
noise with this 100% shadowsraphed
needle, preferred by leading broadcast
stations.
Samples upon request
PLAYBACK NEEDLES
STEEL Manufactured
CUTTING NEEDLES
by
W. H. Basshaw Co.
Lowell, Mass.
Distributed by
H. W. Acton Co., Inc.
370 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City

KEHE
LOS

ANGELES,

CALIFORNIA

National Representatives: HEARST
RADIO
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
• SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES
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Centralized
To

cast by commercial stations is in
general a direct reflection of what

System

Promote

Education

theThe
public
wants." cannot be chalstatement
lenged insofar as commercial programs are concerned, for these
programs are built to sell._ A program which does not pay dividends
to the station or to a sponsor is
considered a liability.

Radio

Advised

Educators Must Cooperate in
Work, Says Workshop Head
By PHILIP H. COHEN
Manager Project
Federal New
Radio"V orkWorkshop
IN THE BRIEF prepared by the
NAB "in the matter of Section,
307 of the Federal Communications
of 1934"
appears the
a statementActwhich
summarizes
case
of the broadcasters against the
case of the educators who would
allot time fixed by statute for educational purposes:
"The record conclusively shows
that the program service broad-

Educators at Odds
THE EDUCATORS too are faced
with the problem of building programs that will "sell". It is not
enough to build programs that
are instructive and interesting;
they must, above all, be urograms
which will be heard. It is true that
all education is not and should not
be built for mass consumption; but
when we use an instrument that
seldom speaks to less than a million people, we must have the interests of most of these people in
mind when we approach the microAssuming that the radio has a
phone.
place in education — and there are
those who with some plausible arguments challenge even this assumption — what steps should the
educators take toward making the
best use of the facilities which are
generously placed at their disposal
by the commercial radio stations?
Four steps should be taken immediately. The educators should:
1. Agree among themselves as
to what functions radio can best
serve in education.
2. Master radio technique or
seek the advice of those who know
the technique.
3. Determine the extent of the
listening audience.
4. Establish one or several centers for the collection and dissemination of educational material

X
MARKS

THE

SPOT
•
FOR

YOUR

SPOT

CAMPAIGN
IT'S
Charlotte,
an N.C.
wsoc

NBC

Affiliate

THE

MOST
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STATION

m
WSk

between

»

St. Louis
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and

Denver

1937

Officers

of IRE

studios withrace
a to
hastily
manuscript,
finish prepare"
it withii
the time limit and read it all in

H. H. BEVERAGE,search
chiefengineer
reof RCA

Communications Inc.
and a noted
antenna developer,
has been elected
1937 president of
the Institute of
Radio Engineers,
H. H. Beverage
succeeding Alan
Hazeltine. Results of the mail balloting were made known Nov. 1.
Peter P. Eckersley, consulting engineer of London, formerly chief
engineer of BBC, was elected honorary vice president to succeed Dr.
Vlademar Poulsen of Denmark.
Directors elected were Ralph
Bown, associate radio research director, Bell Laboratories; Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, New York consulting engineer, and Prof. H. M.
Turner, Yale.
prepared especially for radio presentation.
Innumerable conferences have
made it apparent that there is
little agreement among the educators of the country as to the
meaning of educational broadcasting, or the form that educational
broadcasting should take. Anyone
who has regularly attended conferences on the status and future
of educational broadcasting knows
that the discussions open with the
question: "What is educational
broadcasting?" Immediately there
is a strong division of opinion not
only between the commercial
broadcasters and the educators but
among the educators themselves.
It would seem that much more
could be accomplished by an intelligent discussion of some of the
concrete
problems facing those ining.
terested in educational broadcastCan a straight teaching job be
done or should the educational
radio program simply inspire the
listener to learn more? Should
dramatization, music and even humor be used by the educators?
How effective are the direct-to-theschool broadcasts; such as the
American School of the Air, the
Damrosch program, etc. Here are
but a few of the problems that are
far more important to the future
of educational broadcasting than
the conferences which are periodically assembled to raise old issues
and leave them unsolved.
In other words, the educators
must now take the offensive and
offer the broadcasting companies
an intelligent plan for educational
broadcasts. The broadcasting companies would rejoice at such a
move.
Mastering Radio Technique
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the

25,000 WATTS
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CLEARED CHANNEL
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Heart

the

Triangle

More population, more radio sets and
more spendable income than any other
Oklahoma station, with extensive coverage in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.
EDWARD
New York

V
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battle is won. They come to thj

BETTER preparation and presentation of educational programs
already on the air is an immediate
need. Of the dozens of educational
programs broadcast each day only
a few are adequately prepared.
Too often the educators believe
that when the time is assigned the

RADIO
STATIOn
E

voice that causes even the mos1
patient to turn the dial.
The educators have toyed wit
dramatization and music whic
are considered so essential to con
mercial broadcasting, but too ofte
the "music" is an unrehearse
four-piece orchestra, and the dra
matization is done by an assorte
grouphave
of "always
the educators'
friendt
who
been dying
To use music intelligently, t
get
the radio." radio actors er
have onprofessional
act scripts written by capabl
script writers, would not be t
cheapen education by radio. 1
would probably be its salvatioi
Some way must be found fo
determining the effectiveness c
educational broadcasts. If ever\
one feels as Dr. Hutchins of Ch 1
cago does, that educational broac
casts are "broadcasts that are goo
for other people" there is certainl
no place for educators on the ai:
There
is, however, evidenc*
showing that the broadcasts of thl
Universities of Michigan, Wiscorl
sin, Ohio State and the U. 3
Office of Education have a largl
following and are advancing eduj
cation. In any case our research
into the response to educatiora
broadcasts has been poorly undei
taken. Immediate steps should b
taken to find which of the pre
grams now broadcast are servin ,
useful educational purposes anj
what further steps should be take
to
raise thebroadcasting.
general standard o'
educational
Central Radio Libraries
A NUMBER of institutions ar
putting on educational broadcasts
There are some 30 stations devote
to educational programs exclu
sively; the Office of Educatio:
broadcasts
several
eac"
week.
As yet
there programs
is no centra
receiving and distributing poin
for material prepared especiall;
for broadcasting purposes. Man;
individual worthwhile experiment
in educational broadcasts havi
been tried. These efforts should b
made available to all stations am
educators interested in educationa
broadcasts.
The Office of Education is start
ing to assemble the best educa
tional scripts and will soon be in :
position to distribute them to hig?
schools and colleges all over th
country. Here may be the begin
ning of the first radio library.
A decade ago, when radio wa»
in its infancy, the educators hac
a golden opportunity to enter thi
new field and grow with it. At tha
time we chose the easier alterna
tive of sitting on the side line:
and jeering at the commercia
broadcasters. The time has cer
tainly come to stop scoffing an<
ask ourselves how the radio cai
promote education. And once ai
intelligent course is plotted w<
should follow it with the sam<
courage that the commercial broad
casters have shown in developing
listenable radio programs.

STUDIOS

WFLA
CLEARWATER •
SERVING FLORIDA'S CENTER OF POPULATION • '•
\
- THE TAMPA TRADE TERRITORY
T-omPfl
6Z0 KC • 5000 Watts Day • 1000 Night - Full Time
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r
Inoch Morgan,

Kirkman

DOES DOUBLE DUTY
One Radiator Emits for Both

■ oap Take WABC
Series
NOCH MORGAN'S SONS Co.,
ew York (Sapolio), will begin
i unannounced series on WABC,
ew York,
Dec. 10, Thursdays,
1.-11:15 a. m., for 13 weeks. Spon>r has recently acquired the busibss, good-will and assets of the
Tox Gelatine Co., New York (desert). Maxon Inc. will handle the
;count.
Kirkman & Son Inc., Brooklyn
soap),
subsidiary
of Colgatealmolive-Peet Co., has placed its
advertising account with N. W.
:.yer & Son Inc., New York. Jack
nd Loretta Clemens will be pre?nted Mondays through Fridays,
: 15-9: 33 a. m., in a series of
jiusical programs on WABC, be-■rJinning Jan. 4.
a3

Your

Local

Will

Welcome

KOMO,

KJR, Seattle

Two Stations on One Antenna

14...
A

1 IA

UNIQUE broadcast transmitting system in which two stations,
within 50 kilocycles of each other,
operate from the same antenna,
was introduced last month in Seattle when both KOMO and KJR
in that city began operations from
a new location and with new equipment.
Each station now is operating
with a new 5,000 watt RCA highfidelity transmitter but broadcast
from the same 570-ft. Truscon
self-supporting vertical radiator.
This new equipment, according to
tests, is said to give both stations
higher quality and increased coverage in Western Washington.
The new radiator is one of the
tallest self-supporting masts in the
country, if not the world. Much
research and study preceded its
erection because of the transmission on two senarate frequencies.
The particular height was chosen
to give the best overall results for
both day and night coverage.
The new station site is located
on the shores of Puget Sound. In
addition to new transmitters, the
stations have installed spare incoming power lines with automatic
switch control and a complete
auxiliary transmitter to insure
minimum interruptions of the stations schedules.

A new 30-second transcribed
radio program, exclusively for
the Credit Jewelry business . ..
Plenty of action, finest sound
effects, recording and records
. . . exclusive rights guaranteed
in your city. Twenty-six skits
in the series. Send SI. 50 for
presentation record. . .Deposit
refunded. Act Now!
26

SKITS

$26

RADIO PROGRAMS DIV.
WALTER BIDDICK. CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce Btdg.
Los Angeles, California

TUR

John

HASH

Eccles,

WJR

KEY

Chief

Announcer, Found Dead
JOHN ECCLES, for a decade
chief announcer of WJR, Detroit, was found dead in the
basement of his home Nov. 19. At
his side lay a shotgun with one
shell fired, and notes to his wife,
indicating suicide. No motive
could be given. Eccles had been
with WJR for 10 years and was
considered one of the best radio
men in Detroit, despite the fact
that he was only 31 years old. He
had announced a program in the
afternoon a few hours before his
death. Leo Fitzpatrick, manager
of WJR, said that he had noted

Jeweler

it

Both stations are NBC outlets
in Seattle. Studios for both are
located in the Skinner Bldg., in
downtown Seattle and are of modern design. The two stations now
have more than 100 employes divided into 10 departments, aside
from talent. Officials are O. W.
Fisher, president; Birt F. Fisher,
general manager; D. R. Fisher,
treasurer; H. M. Feltis, commercial manager; Willard Warren,
program director, and Francis J.
Brott, chief engineer.

AND

KEN
CHIC
"nple »f ',°??Str.°!too.t enough
!
STLE
RI
in B
itself,
W'^.tKlt money >«h

W?r^3»°f

even W

nothing
about
Eccles'
conduct at peculiar
that time.
Eccles
started
his radio work as an operator on
a Great Lakes boat. He was a
native of Toledo. He is survived
by his widow and two children,
John Jr., 8, and Sue, 5. Funeral
services were held Nov. 21.
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC Co., Buffalo,
has purchased 36 announcements a
week from Nov. 25 to Dec. 24 over
WBNY,
radios, infeaturing
a test Stromberg-Carlson
campaign placed
through Ellis Advertising Co.. Buffalo.

Best
in
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$100,000,000
In

Years
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WREC
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NEW YORK
250 Park Avenue
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
(All times EST unless otherwise specified,/
New Business
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Co., Chicago, on Nov. 22 started
Headin' South on 9 CBS stations,
Sun., 7 :30-8 p. m. Agency : Caples
Co., Chicago.
BEST FOODS Corp., New York
(mayonnaise) on Dee. 10 starts for
52 weeks, Dr. Kate, dramatic serial,
on 7 NBC-Pacific Blue stations,
Thurs., 8-8 :30 p. m. (PST). Agency:
Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco (flour & cereal) on Nov. 20 started for four weeks, participation in
Woman's Magazine of the Air on 6
NBC-Pacific Red stations, Fri., 3:153:30 p. m. (PST). Agency: Westco
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.

STELLI
Cutting Needles
for all acetate blanks
Here's
says: "One
needle
fifteen
15 -what
minutea user
transcriptions
before
even cuta
trace
of
surface
noise
appeared."
Original
75c each. Replaced indefinitely, 25c each. cost.
Harder than steel. Tougher than
sapphire. Hand - lapped
with diamond dust.
Inc.
fANGE RTONE,
Electric -Music
201 Verona Ave., Newark, N. J.

NATIONAL ICE ADV. Inc., Chicago (ice & refrigerators) on Feb. 10
starts Gladys Swarthout on 55 NBCRed stations, Wed., 10 :30 - 11 p. m.
Agency : Donahue & Coe Inc., N. Y.
FELS & Co., Philadelphia (soap) on
Nov. 16 started 9 quarter-hour programs thrice weekly on 4 Yankee staN. Y. tions. Agency : Young & Rubicam Inc.,
PURE MILK DAIRY PRODUCTS
Co., Chicago (Golden Rich cheese) on
Dec. 1 starts Petticoat Philosophy on
5 MBS stations (WFIL, WOR.
WGN, WAAB, CKLW) , Tues., Thurs.,
11 :45 a. m. to 12 noon. Agency :
Hanff-Metzger Inc., Chicago.
TASTYEAST Inc., Trenton, N. J.
(Tastyeast candy) on Dec. 1 starts
James J. Braddock in My Battle with
Life on 18 NBC-Blue stations, Tues.
thru Thurs., 7 :15-7 :30 p. m. Agency :
J. P. Muller & Co., N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strike cigarettes) on
Dec. 9 renews Your Hit Parade on
62 NBC-Red stations. Wed., 10-10:30
p. m. Agency : Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
REGIONAL ADVERTISERS Inc.,
New York (cooperative gas association campaign) on Dec. 1 renews
Mystery Chef on 11 NBC-Red stations, Tues., Sat., 11 :30-ll :45 a. m.,
and on Dec. 2 renews same program
on 5 NBC-Red Pacific stations. Wed.,
Fri., 12 :45-l p. m. Agency : McCannErickson Inc., N. Y.
For Complete Coverage
of the Islands —
KGMB
KHBC
HONOLULU HILO
Represented by
Conquest Alliance Company

B. T. BABBITT Inc., New York
(Bab-0 cleanser) on Nov. 23 renewed
David Harum on 21 NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru Fri., 10-10 :15 a. m.
Agency : Blaekett- Sample - Hummert
Inc., N. Y.
AMERICAN RADIATOR Co., New
York (heating equipment) on Dec. 13
renews Fireside Recitals on 20 NBCRed stations, Sun., 7 :30-7 :45 p. m.
Agency : Blaker Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y.
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., New
York
(institutional)
Dec. 13
news General
Motors on
Concerts
on re-;
65
NBC-Red stations, Sun., 10-11 p. m.
Agency
York. : Campbell-Ewald Co. of New
WEBSTER & EISENLOHR Inc.,
New York (cigars), on Nov. 28 renewed for 26News
participations
in Sun.,
Yankee Network
Service, Sat.,
eve., on 10 Yankee stations. Agency :
N. W. Ayer - &WOODBURY
Son Inc., N. Y.SALES
'
JERGENS
Corp., Cincinnati (Jergens lotion,
soaps and cosmetics), on Jan. 3 renews program with Walter Winchell,
and Shep Fields' orchestra on 51
NBC-Blue stations, Sun., 9-9 :45 p. m.
with repeat at 11 :15 p. m. Agency :
Lennen & Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
Network Changes
JERGENS - WOODBURY SALES
Corp., Cincinnati (soaps & cosmetics)
changes title of new NBC-Blue network program, which starts Jan. 4,
Mon., thru Fri., 4 :30-4 :45 p. m., to
Folloio the Moon.
MANTLE LAMP Co. of America,
Chicago (Aladdin lamps) has added
WGN to its MBS Smiling Ed McConnell p.series
9-9:15
m. ; time shifted to Sat.,
SHELL EASTERN PET. PROD.
Corp., New York, on Jan. 2 shifts
NBC Shell Chateau to New York with
Joe Cook as master of ceremonies.

Work

of Joint Committer

On Research Is Reviewec
A ROUTINE meeting of the technical subcommittee of the Join
Committee on Radio Research wa
held in New York Nov. 24 witl
no action on matters of any im
portance. The subcommittee i
preparing the agenda for th
Joint Committee, equally repre
sentative of the National Associa
tion of Broadcasters, Americai
Association of Advertising Agen
cies and Association of Nationa
Advertisers, looking toward crea
tion of an independent radio audi
bureau which would become th<
counterpart of the Audit Bureat
of
field.Circulations in the publication;

Attending the meeting were L
H. D. Weld, chairman, McCann
Erickson Inc.; Arthur W. Lehman
Association of National Advertis
ers; George Gallup, Young & Ru
bicam Inc., Hugh M. Beville Jr.
NBC; John W. Karol, CBS; A. E
Robinson, Federal Advertisini
Agency, and James W. Baldwin
NAB managing director as prox-s
the
Universi
Hettinger,
S. Pennsylv
Herman
for Dr.
ty of
aniao":
Paul F. Peter, secretary of the
Joint Committee, also was present
Mr. Peter, retained six month:
ago to compile data for use bv the
subcommittee of the Joint Committee, is still engrossed in the
task of collating this material
His appointment was for a temporary period and reappointmenl
probaoly will Le considered at a
meeting to be held within the next
few weeks.
Second

Jergens - Woodbury Renew
JERGENS- WOODBURY SALES
Corp., Cincinnati, is renewing its
Sunday evening program on NBCBlue, cutting the period to 45 minutes, 9-9:45, replacing Paul Whiteman with Shep Fields' orchestra
and Frank Parker, and retaining
Walter Winchell for his 15-minute
news comments. The contract, renewed for 52 weeks, includes the
McClatchy California group and
KVOO and KEX early in 1937.
Winchell leaves for Hollywood in
December to make a film with Ben
Bernie and will broadcast his portion from the Coast, with Blayne
Butcher, of Lennen & Mitchell
Inc., New York, going west to supervise production from that end.

JsEW CBS Hollywood studios came
nearer realization in November when
the old Christie studios, site of the
new modernistic network offices, were
razed. The location is on Sunset Blvd.
at El Centro. Actual building is to
be started during the holiday season.

Sound
Effects
(From Life )
Extensive Library —
Approximately 500 effects

Custom - Built Transcriptions
Commercial Plating
Duping and Pressing
Write Us Your Needs
Gennett

Records

(Dir. of The Starr Co.)
Richmond, Ind.
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Ice Series

NATIONAL ICE ADV. Inc., Chicago (ice & refrigerators) will
start its second radio campaign
with Gladys Swarthout, William
Daly's orchestra, and guest stars
on 55 NBC-Red network stations,
starting Feb. 10, Wednesdays,
10:30-11 p. m. No title has been
selected for the program, scheduled for 26 weeks. Sponsor took
over the time relinquished when
Lucky Strike cigarettes cut its Red
network hour to 10-10:30 p. m.
Original plans of the sponsor were
for a Sunday evening time period.
National Ice's other network program is on CBS, Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 11:45-12 noon. Donahue & Coe Inc., New York, has
the account.
WCOL

Staff Completed

C. R. THOMPSON, former program director of WBNS, Columbus, has been named manager of
WCOL, Columbus, with Jack Price
now holding down the program
job at the former station. WCOL
has also named Jack Kelly as national sales manager, Neal Smith
local sales manager, Doris Herbst
program director, Ed Bronson continuity director and Harold Nafzger chief engineer, thus completing its staff. WCOL is 91% owned
attorney.
by
Kenneth B. Johnston, Columbus

Homeopathic on NBC
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE Co.,
New York (remedies), on Dec. 1
starts a 13-week series of musical
programs with May Singhi Breen,
Peter DeRose and Andy Sinella on
7 NBC-Blue stations, Tuesdays
and Thurdays, 5:45-6 p. m. The
Biow Co. Inc., New York, placed
the account.
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in the
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FALKNOR
IN

WASHINGTON
RADIO EXECUTIVES prefer the location and smart
surroundings of this distinctive hotel. Write or wire for
reservations.
Rooms — ■
Single from $3.50
Double from $5.00

HAY-ADAMS HOUSE
' AFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

FUSSED

Cuts in on Tests and Gets
r
■Quite an EarfulTHE newly-installed dial system
that enables executives of WBBM,
Chicago, to tune in any studio at
any time nearly resulted in heart
failure for Frank Falknor, chief
engineer, the other day. Waiting
for a program Frank amused himself by dialing the various studios
until he heard this announcement:
"This is the WBBM Air Theatre, Wrigley Bldg., Chicago.
(PAUSE). Ladies and gentlemen
— we regret that we cannot bring
you the scheduled broadcast of the
Sears Then and Now program.
Reports from the Goodman theatre
indicate that one of the CBS amplifiers on the stage exploded a
few minutes ago, severely injuring
Guy Kibbee, William Robson and
other notables of the cast . . ."
Spinning to his phone, Falknor
dialed the master control room
. . . Busy . . . the Goodman theatre
. . . Busy . . . looked at his watch
and saw that the program was not
scheduled to start for five minutes.
The announcer had merely been
testing his microphone.
All announcers have been officially notified to confine themselves
to facts during all tests.

CHESTER LA ROCHE, president of Young & Rubicam Inc. and
newly appointed radio chairman
of the AAAA, spoke on "Radio
Goes Hollywood" before the Eastern division of the AAAA meeting
in New York Nov. 20. Lenox R.
Lohr, NBC president, spoke on
"Television, Just Around the Cor-

ner?"

BIRD'S EYE VIEW— Of the new
640-foot vertical antenna of WJZ,
NBC-Blue network key at Bound
Brook, N. J., which went into operation Nov. 15, date of the network's
tenth anniversary. Two sets of
guy wires capable of withstanding
a pull of 162,000 pounds help support the structure, which was fabricated by Lehigh Structural Steel
Co. The transmitter has an output of 50,000 watts but is so built
that it can go to 500,000 if and
when the FCC grants the pending
WJZ application for superpower.
OrganizationlsContinued
By Clear Channel Group
THE CLEAR Channel Group, representing a dozen clear channel
stations organized two years ago
to protect their assignments, decided at a meeting in Chicago
Nov. 23 to continue indefinitely.
When originally created the organization planned to function as a
temporary group and it had been
expected that it would terminate
following the Oct. 5 hearings.
In attendance at the meeting
called by Edwin W. Craig, vice
president of WSM, Nashville, and
chairman of the group, were Louis
G. Caldwell, Washington attorney
and counsel for the group; Rev.
O. L. Abell and A. S. Foster,
W W L ; Lee Coulson, W H A S ;
James Rockwell, WLW; Carl J
Meyers, WGN; Glenn Snyder,
WLS; Joseph O. Maland, Paul A.
Loyet, and Wm. M. Brandon,
WHO; J. H. DeWitt, WSM.
Stations in the Group are WLW.
WHAS,
WFAA,
WBAP, WHO
KFI, WHAM, WSB, WSM, WLS,
WWL and WGN.

EQUIPMENT
WDAF, Kansas City, is installing
new 5,000 - watt Western Electrii
transmitter, as well as a 425 - foe
Blaw-Knox vertical radiator at a ne\'
surburban location. The antenna an I
equipment now used by the statio i
are in the Kansas City Star bi'ildingl
The entirely modern plant aiso w
include a new transmitter house. St i
dios and offices will remain in th
newspaper building.
WSGN, Birmingham, is installing :]
new Western Electric 310B transmit
ter as well as a new control boarc
and WE speech input equipment
Eight-ball microphones will be user
with a new remote amplifier. Studio:
are being soundproofed and decorated
The entire installation is to be readi
within a few weeks.

WKZO, Kalamazoo, is installing A
300-foot vertical tubular antenna, de
clared to be the tallest of the sort ii
the world. It is of seamless steel an'
weighs 10 tons. A Collins input am i
plifier has been added to the trans
mitter equipment. Plans for new studios are under way.
TWO NEW recording outfits have
been purchased from the Universall
Microphone Co. by KFAB, Lincoln ; [
KOIL, Omaha, and KFOR. Lincoln. !
One of the new units will be fixed and I
the other portable. KOIL will use the I
portable recorder in covering remotecontrol interviews with celebrities 11
visiting Omaha. The station regularly
interviews famous people who visit or I|
pass through the city by train or I

ALBERT
LAZARUS,
president of]
the
plane.Recording Equipment Mfg. Co., 1
Hollywood, went to Cuba in Novem- J
ber on a business trip. Richard Nel- 1
son, former Los Angeles radio broker, I
has been appointed factory represen- 1
tative in Arizona, New Mexico and i
Western Texas. J. R. Williams, of
Dallas, has been appointed to a simifor Missouri, Tennessee and
lar post Texas.
Eastern
KWTO, Springfield, Mo., went up to
5,000 watts in mid - November and
placed new transmitting equipment
and a 429-foot radiator in operation.
SUNDT ENGINEERING Co.. Chicago, has published a description of
its new neobeam oscilloscope and how
it operates. A number of improveclaimed. ments in oscilloscope operation are

Security Board Shows
SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD, Federal agency in charge of the new
old-age benefit system set up by
the government, has asked broadcasters to aid in putting the project in operation by Dec. 5, when
an estimated 26,000,000 workers
are to apply for benefits. Stations
are asked by Louis Resnick, director of the SSB information service,
to ask local administrators to
sneak;swerconduct
question
- and which
- anperiods based
on copy
is supplied; broadcast short announcements; donate time for oneminute and quarter - hour transcriptions which are supplied.

UNIVERSAL
Portable Recording Machine
A precision machined, compact outfit that positively eliminates all waver
— Record? in either direction at 33 I /3
or 78 R P M 90, 1 10 or 130 lines
per inch— 110 volt AC 100% synchronous motor — solid 16 in. turntable — Constant speed rim drive —
Complete switching arrangement for
head set monitoring from playback or
cutting head — Reinforced black leatherette carrying cases — Unequalled
value — Superlative performance.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., Ltd.,
424 Wairen Lane Ingle wood, Calif., U.S. A.
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BOB
BRAUN,
head of Don
Lee m
Artist Bureau, was in New York the |
latter part of November conferring
with Mutual officials arid Nate Abramson. director of WOR Artist Bureau,
on talent arrangements.

"A"

CUT

CRYSTALS

(Approved by FCC)
With mounting

$50.00

Hollister Crystal Co.
WICHITA. KANSAS
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rillette

Promotes

harity Campaigns
jnates Time on CBS Series;
ijtcal Speakers to Appear
fFICIALS of 101 key cities of
\e United States, Canada and
jiwaii have been invited to dis!ss their local Community Chests
:d Christmas charities during the
■iginal Community Sing program
CBS at 10:30 p. m. Dec. 13.
rcording to Ruthrauff and Ryan
ic, New York, agency for Gil|;te Safety Razor Co., Boston, it
I the first time in broadcasting
istory that a national, sponsored
'jdio program has donated its
jne to a nationwide charity drive.
!At 10:30 p. m. two-thirds
bough the Community Sing
joadcast, the network announcer
.11 state that the next three mines will be devoted to "your local
'immunity
:alized talkchest".
from Then,
each ofinthea
■13 S stations in the Community
\np hookup, the mayor or other
official will make his local appeal.
Local Arrangements
METTERS
describing
the plan
' 'ere sent by Ruthrauff and Ryan
all Community Sing stations in
ovember. Station managers were
quested to contact their city offials directly and to notify G. Benptt Larson, producer of the probam, of their plans. The letter
so gave assurance that the talks
ould not be commercialized in
ivy way, and specified that the
jiarity discussed must be nonsecrian in nature.
As Broadcasting went to press,
:ceptances had been received from
•me 90 stations. While the reies indicate that mayors and
her civic leaders will speak for
le most part, several governors
id other state officials are inuded.

Opposition to Removal
Of KTHS, Hot Springs,
Reaches High Quarters
LED by Mayor L. P. McLaughlin
and other local interests, including
the Hot Springs Sentinel-Record
and New Era, itself an applicant
for a new local station, the fight
against the sale of KTHS, Hot
Springs, Ark., licensed to the local
chamber of commerce, has assumed
vigorous proportions, with the
mayor appealing by letter direct to
President Roosevelt, the FCC and
Arkansas' Senators to halt the
transfer.
The station was recentb7 sold to
Radio Enterprises Inc., subsidiary
of the Col. Tom H. Barton interests, for $25,000 cash, plus $10,000 a year for five years and an
agreement to devote 30 minutes a
day for five years to the promotion of Hot Springs. Filing for the
transfer with the FCC, Radio Enterprises also asked authority to
move the station, a 10,000-watt
time-sharing clear channel outlet
on 1040 kc, into Little Rock.
In the course of the fight against
the removal, it was pointed out
that Lee Armer, former head of
the Southwest Broadcasting System, recently sold to Hearst interests, had made an offer of $625
per month for a five-year lease
plus $1,000 per month additional,
or a total of $97,500, and had
agreed to rebuild it at a cost of
$50,000. This was cited against the
Barton $75,000 deal as proving
that the deal was "improvident",
the opponents of the sale contending also that Hot Springs should
retain the station for resort adver-

purposes.
It is their
contentiontising
that the
station
is worth
at
least $250,000, and they have been
stirring up local sentiment against
it
well as filing suit to enjoin
theassale.
State of Maine Series
STATE OF MAINE Development
Commission, Augusta (potatoes)
launched its first radio efforts
Thanksgiving Day on WOR, Newark, 1-1:15 p. m., using a WBS
library recording. With the completion of the football season program shifts to a Saturday period,
1:30-1:45 p. m. Time will be purchased on other stations, says the
agency, Dorrance, Sullivan & Co.,
New York.

foreign

language broadcasting
service

OF

ACCURACY,

AND

ORLD

WIDE

UNITED

PORTABLE
Italian
Jewish
German
Polish

will
sell

representing outstanding foreign language
radio stations in united states

that

you
radio

PROSPECT

viola & furman
152 w. 42nd St., new york

Avoid the difficulty of getting your
prospect to an audition. Take the
to him. A Techna Portprogram
able Transcription-Audition System
offers the agency or radio station
representative an inexpensive and
effective way to sell radio business.
One agency executive recently sold
radio to two new accounts by usinf
a Techna Portable.

Write
$99.50.
for
descriptive
folder!

CKLW

E. SUTTON
PRODUCTION

TECHNA

MANAGER

CKLW proudly announces that Arthur E. Sutton has
rejoined its staff as Production Manager. We feel that
a man whose background includes the study of music in
London and drama in Paris and who has served successfully
as actor, singer, continuity editor, and script and continuity
writer is well equipped to build attention compelling, sales
stimulating programs. YOUR program on CKLW . . .
PROPERLY developed and PROPERLY directed . . . will
do a real job in the thriving Detroit market!

SPEED
IN

NEWS

Member Mutual
Broadcasting System

FOR DOMINANT NEWS COVERAGE

5ROADCASTING

help

with
Complete
all tubes,

APPOINTED

PRESS

tle .. . "
TECHNA

pounds.
up to 16"
records.at
Storage forPlays
12 records.
Operates
33% and 78 R.P.M. on any 110 volt
A.C. outlet.

ARTHUR

INDEPENDENCE

A

The complete system is mounted in
a single carrying case weighing 31 V2

(UP)
MARK

hears that sound
effect of the
ketchup coming
out of the bot-

national

Pure Milk on Mutual
URE MILK DAIRY PRODUCTS
o., Chicago (Golden Rich cheese)
;arts its first network series on
ec. 1 on five mutual stations
W¥IL, WOR, WGN, CKLW,
7AAB) Tuesdays and Thursdays,
L:45 a. m. to 12 noon. Program
ill originate from WFIL and will
resent Isabelle Hewson in Pettivat Philosophy. Hanff - Metzger
ic, Chicago, placed the account.

THE

"Wait till he

• Broadcast

FRANK

RYAN

Advertising

— VICE-PRESIDENT

CORPORATION
926 HOWARD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
Cable address "Techna"
Bell Teletype
"SF-329"ADDRESS
BROADCAST
. . . PUBLIC
RECORDING
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

ESSEX BROADCASTERS, Inc.
3300 Union Guardian Building
DETROIT
AND MANAGING DIRECTOR
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Radioaids
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

McNARY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineer*
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

and CHAMBERS

Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer

PAUL
F. GODLEY
Consulting Radio Engineer
Montclair,
"25 years N.of J.

982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

Professional Background"

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.

W.

Co.

T^adio transmission

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

2106 Equipment
Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

E. C. PAGE

Situations Wanted

1311 Livingston St.
Davis 2122
Evanston, III.

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast
Transmission and
Coverage Development.
P. 0. Box 742
Evansville, Ind.
HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. I6lst ST.
NEW YORK CITY

J. M. TEMPLE
Consulting Radio Engineer
P. 0. Box 189
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York City
Times Square Station

Custom-Built Recordings
ENTRY INTO the field of custombuilt transcription production, effective Jan. 1, was announced Nov.
24 by M. J. Mara, president of
Radioaids, Inc., Hollywood transcription organization. He said the
company would create a new department to originate and produce
transcribed programs designed for
individual advertisers.
Mr. Mara said the decision to
inaugurate the new department
came as a result of expressions
from midwest and eastern advertising agencies and their clients in
connection with Hollywood - made
transcribed programs. He explained
his organization has complete facilities for writing, producing, recording and pressing. Mr. Mara
said that the regular production of
the firm, five-minute programs for
various lines of business, now go
to some 200 stations in the country
as well as a limited distribution in
foreign lands.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co..
Jersey City (Crystal White soap) on
Nov.
completed a campaign
three-weekontena-week30announcement
58
stations in the Midwest placed by
Benton & Bowles Inc., New York.

Consulting Radio Engineer

EDWARD
H. LOFTIN
BROADCAST, COMMUNICATIONS
AND
PATENTS CONSULTANT
1406 G STREET, N. W.
District 4105
WASHINGTON, D. C

JENKINS & ADAIR, Inc.
Engineers
Designers and Manufacturers of Radio
Transmission, Sound Film, Disc Recording and Communication Equipment
3333 BELMONT AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CABLE: J EN KADAI R

P. Milliard

Inc. to Produce

Alexander

Sherwood

business Consultant
in broadcasting
320 North 50 St.
OMAHA
NEBRASKA

Broadcast Operator, radio telephone first
class license. Broadcast, police and ultrahigh frequency experience. 30 years old,
college education. AT>le and willing to assume responsibility. Available middle of
January for any permanent position. Address W. B. Schroeder, Chief Operator,
WQFQ Lafayette Police Dept., Lafayette,
Ind.
Station Manager who built and operated
two successful stations desires change.
Open to any worth while offer. Best refcasting. erences. Travel anywhere. Box 585, BroadSales Manager with good record. Like to
connect with regional chain affiliated station. Know radio from all angles. Will
travel. Box 586, Broadcasting.
Young perience
station
executive,
ten years'
exas commercial
manager,
program
director, continuity and news editor, sales
promotion, feature announcing, etc., with
network station for last five years, successfully handling national accounts, desires new connection. Will be available
January
15, 1937. Address Box 587,
Broadcasting.

THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE
VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.

INFORMATION
• • •
EQUIPMENT
• • •
FREQUENCY

MEASURING

SERVICE

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Radio Engineering
Consultants
For Established Stations
and
For New Station Applicants
Frequency Measurements
Tru-AXIS Drift CRYSTALS
(Approved by F.C.C.)
COMMERCIAL
RADIO
1(1 II HI S I COMPANY
7!05 BALTIMORE
• KANSAS CITY. MO.
BROADCASTING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations
Wanted, 7c per word. All other
classifications, 12c per word. Miniadvance.mum charge $1.00. Payable in
Forms close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.

Help Wanted

Wanted : Experienced radio time
man on straight commission basis, bysalelj
n*
tional station representatives New Yorly
opportunity ; full particulars. Be'
excellent
581, Broadcast
ing.
Situations Wanted
Operator, age thirty-three; twelve yea:,
broadcast experience ; five years technic
supervisor. Box 575, Broadcasting.
Program Director-Production Man. E:j
perienced announcer, continuity write
musical director-arranger. Box 583, Broai
CASTING.
Washington newspaperman, eight yeai
with newspapers and magazines as featui I
writer, anxious to break into radio field £ I
continuity, publicity writer. Excellent re j
erences. Box 579, Broadcasting.
Experienced announcer-continuity write
now program director Southeastern fn 1
Kilowatt Station, desires new connectioi
Energetic, industrious, sober. Successful!
passed
networkBoxannouncer's
audition. A|
39, married.
580, Broadcasting.
Commercial Manager : Now employed h I
large city station desires a change. 1
years advertising experience including n;
tionally known manufacturers and Advei
tising Ageriies. Excellent background an
references. Have more than doubled stE
tion sales in present capacity. 35 years c
age. College education. Box 584, Broai
CASTING.
Former government engineer with nin
years experience in the design, installatio
and maintenance of stations ranging froi
one hundred watts to fifty thousand watt
power, seeks connection with a progref
sive, far sighted, aggressively manage
station, as technical supervisor or chie
engineer. Thorough knowledge of all re J
cent developments including noise suppres
sion, high fidelity, directive antennas an
remote shortwave pickup. Past trainin
and experience considered a valuable asse
to a composite installation contemplatin
power increase or new equipment insta!
lation. Now employed with Eastern Man
ufacturer in transmitter section. First clas
licenses. Box 582, Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy
Will pay cash for full or part-time sta
tion
in city over 100,000. Box 567, Broad
casting.
For Rent — Equipment
Approved
equipment,
field
strength
measuringRCAunitTMV-75-I
(new)
direct reading : Estiline Angus Automatij
Recorder for fading on distant stations}
GR radio frequency bridge; radio oscilla
tors, etc. Reasonable rental. Allied Re
search
Laboratories,
260 East 161st Street
New York
City.
For Sale — Equipment
Western
watt 5-Cbeing
Transre
mitter.
In Electric
first class5000
condition,
cently retired from service. Sold complete
available immediately. Address inquirie;
KWK, Hotel Chase, St. Louis, Mo.
Western Electric 100 Watt 12-B Trans
mitter. This transmitter is in excellen
condition,
recently
retired
service due tobeing
a power
boost.
Soldfrom
complete
with "low hours" set of tubes. Availabli
immediately and can be inspected at anj
time. KGFF, Shawnee, Oklahoma.
Western Electric 301-A. Approved 100
watt transmitter, 220 volt, AC, singli
phase,
guaranteed
first design,
class condition
tubes complete.
Modern
new ap
pearance, immediate delivery. High quality
efficiency at low operating cost. SuitabU
as driver for 5.000 watts. Open for inspee
tion. Removed for power increase. Cosl
S7.000, sell $2,500 f.o.b. Janesville, Wis
Write, wire WCLO.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Speedy

Seen on Allocations
Action
(Continued from page 9)

categories of stations (clear, highpower regional, regional and local),
there probably will be established
seven distinct groups. The three
additional groups, it appears, would
be a subclear channel p-.ou" with
duplicated operation, a new regional group operating with 5,000
watts day and night, and an intermediate group between regionals
and locals using more than 100 but
perhaps less than 500 watts. The
classifications would be defined by
the degree of millivolt protection
given the
stations in the sharedchannel
groups.
In the opening; of the 1500-1600
kc. band, it is indicated that utmost caution will be exercised. At
the Oct. 5 hearings, optimistic reports on operation in this band
were given by two of the experimenters and the Engineering Department now evidently feels that
the time is here for regular assignment of facilities. Because of the
characteristics of the frequencies,
it is felt that they are best adapted for regional stations — i. e., those
that can serve an urban area along
with a portion of contiguous rural
territory.
In this connection, too, consideration will be given such countries
as Mexico for assignment of stations on these channels. The higher
frequencies, it has been ascertained, are less affected by static
disturbances prevalent in tropical
areas, and channels in the 15001600 kc. band probably would function efficiently in Mexico. Mexico
is not a party to the North American agreement on the distribution
of wave lengths, but assigns stations generally on mid-channels, in
between those used by the United
States and Canada.
Whatever the Broadcast Division
does, according to current sentiment, it will disturb as little as
possible the economic structure. It
will try to so control licensing of
additional stations or assignments
of power or improved facilities as
to prevent any competitive situations that might prove deleterious.
Existing stations, it is thought,
first should be accorded improved
positions, with new station applications considered afterward.
Technical Separations
TECHNICAL engineering standards will undergo sweeping
changes by virtue of the unimpeachable testimony offered in connection with receiving set characteristics, blanketing signals and
mileage separations between stations. The 10 kc. separation between channels will remain, as far
as can be ascertained at this moment. That is interpreted to mean
that there will not be any additional channels in the regulation
broadcast band, with narrower
widths. But the distance tables
and those specifying particular
frequency separations for particular mileage separations between
channels and stations are due for
alteration. Instead of the present
50 kc. separation recognized be-
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tween stations in the same geographical area, it is expected that
a 40 kc. separation will be construed as sufficient in most cases.
But more significant is the intention to use such engineering
standards merely as rough guides
rather than arbitrary rules. Actual
measurements and curves will be
relied upon in individual situations, since it has been conclusively shown that physical differences
in terrain affect propagation, and
that other absorption factors must
be taken into account.
Thus mileage tables will be construed, presumably, simply as
average. Empirical standards as
such, will be disregarded. The new
engineering rules will be called
perhaps "Standards of Good Engineering Practice" rather than empirical standards.
Inquiry in Congress
(Continued from page 13)
moves which might tend to undermine the smaller broadcasters even
remotely should not be tolerated.
He said reports had come to his
attention that the smaller stations
believed they would be destroyed
through introduction of superpower. He favored more local outlets to reach smaller cities and
rural areas.
While "tales" have been carried
to him of conditions in broadcasting that require immediate scrutiny, Senator Wheeler said that,
aside from the issues he had raised,
there was nothing of sufficient substance to warrant immediate hearings or an investigation. Asserting
he was not satisfied with the telephone investigation by the FCC, he
said that on this subject he would
be inclined to await a report from
the Commission itself before taking any steps.
Mr. Rayburn, a candidate for the
majority leadership in the House,
declared he saw no occasion to
make an inquiry into radio or the
FCC at the forthcoming session.
His views were similar to those
of his Senatorial colleague on the
scant likelihood of new legislation
affecting radio.
Chicago Hotels Use Radio
LA SALLE HOTEL, Chicago,
started a Sunday afternoon series
on WMAQ, Chicago, Nov. 29, to
advertise services it offers to residents of Chicago as well as to its
guests from out of town. Aimed
especially at golfers who like to
keep in trim during the winter,
the broadcast is conducted by Duncan MacPherson, golf professional,
who gives golfing tips and invites
listeners to visit the indoor pi-actice grounds on the hotel's 18th
floor. Agency is Gale & Peitsch
Inc., Chicago. Hotel Sherman, Chicago, is using daily announcements
on KSFO, San Francisco, through
Harry Atkinson Inc., Chicago.
WFIL
560 Kc.
PHILADELPHIA'S MOST
POPULAR STATION
NBC
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NEW

BOOKLET

STATIONS

USE

INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDINGS"
TO MAKE MONEY — INCREASE SALES
PROMOTE OPERATING EFFICIENCY
Recently we wrote all users of Presto recorders to ask how they were
using their equipment.
The replies gave us an amazing amount of new information.
Here are some of the facts they mentioned.
1. "Man on the Street" broadcasts are being recorded and
edited before broadcasting —
eliminating accidents and dull
spots which had occurred in direct broadcasts.
2. Recording the work of announcers enabled them to hear
themselves . . . resulted in a tremendous improvement in their
style.
3. Commercial station breaks
and call letter announcements
are being recorded when convenient .. . leaving announcers
free for useful work elsewhere.
4. Rehearsals are recorded for
self criticism by artists result-

ing in improved pace and elimination of weak spots.
5. Outstanding programs of the
year are being recorded for rebroadcasting on anniversary
programs.
6. Sustaining programs are being recorded to be auditioned at
the prospective sponsor's convenience.
7. Recordings of restaurant and
night club background noise are
used to give atmosphere to programs of recorded music.
8. Individual artists record several programs ahead of time so
that they can take time off . . .
avoid interruptions due to illness.

These uses and many others are fully described in our new booklet.
ITS FREE. Send for your copy today.
INSTANTANEOUS

RECORDING

IS INEXPENSIVE
WITH

THIS NEW
PORTABLE
UNIT

THE

Terry Is Named Manager
As KVOR
Is Transferred
FORMAL transfer of the ownership of KVOR, Colorado Springs,
from Rev. S. H. Patterson to the
Out West Broadcasting Co., took
place Nov. 20, with the naming of
Hugh Terry, formerly of the commercial staff of WKY, Oklahoma
City, as manager to replace Lou
Keplinger. The staff otherwise
was kept intact, although new
salesmen and announcers are being added. A new transmitter and
enlarged studios are nlanned, with
Jack Lovell, of WKY, in charge of
the mechanical work.
KVOR was sold recently for
$80,000, the deal receiving the
FCC's approval, to a new company
headed by E. K. Gaylord, publisher of the Oklahoma City Oklahoman and Times and chief owner
of WKY, Oklahoma City, and
KLZ, Denver. The deal was closed
by Edgar T. Bell, business manager of the Oklahoma newspaper
and radio group, and Maj. Herbert
Peck, the company's general counsel. Rev. Patterson has applications ^ending for new stations in
Denver and Cheyenne.
William Kuser Jr.
WILLIAM KUSER Jr., 28. chief
announcer of KHJ, Los Angeles,
was instantly killed Nov. 24 and
Don Forbes, staff announcer of
KNX, Hollywood, was seriously
injured when the automobile in
which they were riding left the
road on Vermont Ave., near Lonita
Blvd., Los Angeles. Dr. H. Clifford
Loos, brother of Anita Loos, screen
writer, was also injured. Mr.
Kuser took the KHJ post a yearand-a-half ago, coming from
KFRC. He wad nationally known
for his announcing of the Pickfair
Parties programs several months

ago.
George W. Martin
GEORGE W. MARTIN, president
of the Portland Broadcasting System, of Portland, Me., which was
authorized last May to build a new
station (WGAN) to operate on the
640 ke. channel with 500 watts
limited time, died of heart failure
Nov. 22. He was 62. Mr. Martin
was the principal stockholder of
the newly formed company with
the Portland Press-Herald owning
the minority. The station grant
now is embroiled in litigation before the U. S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia.

Validity

of

Spor

RadioRightUphe)
THE VALIDITY of an exclusj
contract to broadcast a spcn
event was upheld by Judge Phi
Sullivan of the United States I
Nov.fi '
on the
of Chicago
Court
trictwhat
to be
is believed
in
case of its kind, when he gran
Gary, an injunction
WIND,
straining
WGN,
Chicago, fuj
broadcasting the Nov. 29 pro fc
Chic;'
ball game
Cardinal
s andbetween
Chicago the
Bears.
The suit, which was filed by
ward Herman on behalf of WI*
alleged that WIND had purcha
the exclusive broadcasting
rig
for all home games to be pkv
during the 1936 season by the C
cago Cardinals and that sut
quently WGN, the Standard
Co. of Indiana, and the Chic:
Bears had advertised that t]i
were going to broadcast this ga
which was a part of the Cardi
schedule, and asked for an inju
tion against such a broadcast.
The suit was filed against b
teams,
WGN
and the Stand;
Oil Co., which had been sponsor
broadcasts
of Bears games
WGN,
and
requested that
Cardinals be restrained from
pi
ing the game unless they could
liver the exclusive broadcast
rights which
they had sold
WIND.
WIND'S broadcasts h;
been sponsored by Chevrolet De
ers of Chicago.
The following statement was
leased by WGN after the judg
decision: "It was unnecessary
enjoin WGN along with the oth
from broadcasting the game
tween the Cardinals and the Be;
on Nov. 29 in view of the fact tl
WGN had merely contracted w
the agency representing the cli<
sponsoring the football games
supply broadcasting facilities a
in no way was obligated to deln
broadcasting rights for the gam

TOM FIZDALE, Chicago press age!
upset all precedents on Nov. 30
appear
Fihber
& 21'
ing s with
ly, client
of his,
on McGee John;
wax broadcast on NBC-Rtheir
ed netwo
Tom played the part of a press age;

Agency Names De Angelo
CARLO DE ANGELO has been
appointed radio director of Lennen
& Mitchell Inc., New York, with
Burt McMurtie serving as associate director of the department.
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A TWO-DAY celebration will inaugurate the linking of the Don Lee system with Mutual on Dec. 29-30. On
member stations on the West Coast,
with special programs and on the following day Don Lee will return the
honors with Conrad Nagel, movie star,
serving as master of ceremonies.
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itanley Hubbard Named
is President of KSTP
STANLEY
E.
HUBBARD, pioneer Northwest
radio man and
one of the founders of KSTP, St.
Paul, is the new
president and
general manager
of the station.
Kenneth M. Hance,
E. Hubbard formerly one of
;ie owners and founders of WDAY,
'jargo,
appointed vice presi*nt
andwas
treasurer.
• Mr. Hubbard succeeds L. J.
.[-fields, who died recently. Prior
if his elevation to the presidency
ip was vice president and general
anager. Mr. Hance previously
jlas assistant general manager. He
is been with the station in that
ipacity since it opened in 1928.
.i-J'he elections were held at a board
eeting Nov. 24. C. R. Bachmann
•;as named secretary.
tCA

Takes

Sponsorship

Of Metropolitan Opera
[ETROPOLITAN Opera performinces every Saturday afternoon
irough the winter season will be
iponsored, starting with the perormance the day before Christjias, on a nationwide NBC-Blue
etwork by Radio Corporation of
anerica, it was disclosed Nov. 27.
'his sets at rest previous reports
hat NBC's exclusive option on the
pera broadcasts, carried for two
easons under sponsorship and two
easons as sustaining, would not
e carried this year.
The operas, broadcast direct
rom the stage, will be accompanied
y RCA institutional messages,
.nd the first of the regular series
kill be heard Saturday, Dec. 26.
A.s in previous years, the full perormances, requiring three or more
lours, will be broadcast. This is
he second institutional advertisng schedule placed by RCA on
\TBC-Blue, the other being the
Vlagic Key hour Sunday after100ns. Lord & Thomas, New York,
landles the account.
Polesie to Paramount
3ERBERT POLESIE has resigned
rom J. Walter Thompson Co. raiio staff in Hollywood to join Parlimount Pictures as a writer. Mr.
JjJPolesie has been with the advertising agency for the last four years
land recently has been on the West
Toast supervising production of the
XBC-Shell
Chateau
hour, which
trnoves East on Jan. 2 with Joe
" ook as new master of ceremonies.
Nordberg WGY Sales Head
RALPH NORDBERG, formerly
DC tales manager of WJJD, Chicago,
W Thas been appointed sales manager
, Schenectady, succeedWGY
BfTJof
ing Stanley Spencer who resigned
last month to become a farmer.
^Before entering radio Mr. Nordberg was in the publication and
advertising fields and at one time
was manager of Wichita, Kans.,
J± office of William H. Rankin Co.,
now discontinued.
CI :BETTY JOURDAINE, dancer, wife
of Harold Peary, NBC actor, is at
the Columbus Hospital, Chicago, where
she will undergo an ankle operation
following a traffic mishap. Peary formerly was a member of the XBC staff
in San Francisco.
BROADCASTING

Martin

Heads

Biow

Radio

CHARLES MARTIN has been appointed director of radio for the
Biow Co. Inc., New York. Miss R.
Scheubel remains with the agency
and will be in charge of radio contacts. Mr. Martin has been staging the Three Minute Thrills on
the NBC-Philip Morris & Co. program for the past year and prior
to that was with the Time editorial staff, writing the March of
Time radio script.
NEW

CALLS

Scripps-Howard Seeking
New Station in Denver
APPLICATIONS for two new stations in Denver were filed with the
FCC Broadcast Division Nov. 27
by Continental Radio Co., radio affiliate of Scripps-Howard Newspapers. One application requested a
new station on 880 kc. with 500
watts night and 1,000 watts day,
sharing with KPOF, Denver, and
seeking the facilities of KFKA,
Greeley, Col. This application was
made contingent upon KFKA being granted another frequencv,_ it
being understood that the station
shortly will file an application for
full time on another wave.
The second application requests
a new station on 630 kc, 500 watts
night and one kw. day, unlimited
time. KVOD, Denver, also has filed
for full time on 630 kc. Scrippspublishes the Rocky MounHoward
tain News in Denver.
MBS Coordinator
ADOLF OPFINGER, assistant to
Julius Seebach, program director
of WOR, Newark, has been named
program coordinator for Mutual
Network, effective Dec. 14. The apwith Mutual's
isin line
expansion, pointmentand
strengthening of
sponsored and sustaining program
service is planned. Mitchell Benson, WOR chief announcer, replaces Opfinger.
Advertising

of Recording

Artists

GIVEN

SPECIAL STATIONS
THREE of the four stations in
so-called "special broadcast" group
operating in the 1500-1600 kc.
high-fidelity band, on Nov. 27 were
authorized by the FCC Broadcast
Division to use regular rather
than experimental call letters. The
stations are W2XR, New York, authorized to become WQXR;
W9XBY, Kansas City, which becomes KXBY, and W6XAI, Bakersfield, Cal., now KPMC. The
fourth station, W1XBS, Waterbury, Conn., has not selected its
regular call.
The changes were made possible
under the revised broadcast rules
of last July. At the Oct. 5 "allocation" hearings two of the broadcasters in this band urgently recommended the change to regular
call letter assignments. They pointed out that the experimental call
letters resulted in confusion not
only among listeners but others in
the' industry, since such calls are
usually assigned to stations other
than regular broadcast stations.
The 1500-1600 kc. band was opened
about two years ago for experimental high fidelity operation but
stations in the range are permitted to operate commercially and,
as a matter of fact, are subject to
the same regulations as stations in
the conventional band.
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ON THE WAY — Out of commission is this old tower of WOR, at
Kearny, N. J., razed to make wTay
for a factory. Along with its twin,
the tower was replaced a year ago
by the new WOR radiator at Carteret, N. J.
CUT

CABLE

REFUND

Networks to Pay Sponsors tor
-Line InterruptionA 400-FOOT piece of rope dangling from the tailskid of an airplane caught on the A. T. & T.
transcontinental cable just outside
Denver at 4:51 p. m. (EST) Nov.
22 and disrupted all network programs being piped to Salt Lake
City and the West Coast for 42
minutes.
NBC lost the last portion of Intenational Silver's Musical Camera
west of Denver on the Red and
Senator Fishface & Prof. Figgsbottle, Blue sustainer. CBS had
New York Philharmonic, sustainer,
on the air at the time. At 5 the
Ralston-Purina Marion T alley program on the Red from Hollywood
was heard as far east as Salt
Lake the
CityPeople
and thefrom
General
We
New Food's
York
was not heard west of Denver. Only
Salt Lake City lost the CBS Unseen Friend program of Beneficial
Management and General Baking's
Guy Lombardo period, 5:30-6 p. m.
was an eastern feature.
A temporary twist at 5:33 p. m.
repaired the break and General
Food's Stoopnagle & Budd and
Acme White
Smilin'
Ed
McConnell
on Lead's
the Blue
and Red
respectively lost only three minutes on West Coast outlets. NBC
fed a standby orchestra out of San
Francisco during the interruption.
NBC, it is understood, will refund
lost time to sponsors. CBS will refund to Salt Lake City. A. T. &
T. likewise will make adjustments
with the networks.
O'Brien

Leaves

Is

Argued

New York Supreme Court Will
Rule on Crumit-WHN Case
A RULING by the Supreme Court
of New York upon the right of recording artists to prevent performance of their phonograph records over broadcasting stations is
folexpected within a few weeksbefore
Nov. 24
the motion of Frank
on argument
the courtlowing
Crumit for a temporary injunction against WHN, New York.
After five months of delay, occasioned by repeated requests for
postponements by counsel for
Crumit, the case came up for
hearing on the injunction plea.
Maurice J. Speiser argued the
case for Crmmit, as counsel for the
National Association of Performing Artists, with Judge Isadore J.
of Loew's
general counsel
Frey, appearing
Inc.,
for WHN.
The
case is regarded as an important
test since it will be the first ruling by a superior court on the subProperty Rights
MR. SPEISER contended that
Crumit had a common law right
ject.
of property in the interpretation
on the phonograph record; that
the record was made by Decca for
home and not commercial or broadcasting use; that
the radio
formance interfered
with perhis
rights
make contracts
for his and
exelusive toservices
with stations
also interfered
with receipt of royalties from Decca.

ji

Judge Frey, answering an inquiry
by Justice Valente in connection
with Mr. Speiser's request for an
"early trial", asserted he felt that
after the court had ruled on the
motion there would be no necessity
for a trial. Arguing against the
injunction motion, Judge Frey declared that if the Crumit contention were correct, then every musician in an orchestra would have
a property right and be able to
prevent use of records by purchasers. He said the records were
purchased like any other commodity from Decca, which knew they
were to be broadcast, as did
Crumit when he performed for the
records. He brought out that
Crumit was not only paid by
Decca, but that he also was paid a
fee by a music company and bv
ASCAP, from whom WHN holds a
license; that Crumit was not a
real party in interest and could
not maintain a suit; that the Supreme Court already had ruled
against the contention of alleged
common law rights, and that
Crumit had not shown any damage, t
VICTOR

CBS

HARRY F. O'BRIEN has resigned
as CBS art director to form a
partnership with J. Gilbert Sutton, as advertising consultants and
artists' representatives. Offices of
O'Brien & Sutton Inc. will be located at 270 Lexington Ave., New
York.
No announced.
successor to Mr. O'Brien
has been
DOXALD DAYIS. president of General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, on Dec.
2 will present the sponsor's trophies
to WCAU, Philadelphia, and Bill
Dyer, WCAU sports announcer, for
achievement in building increased
baseball attendance during the 1936
season. The presentation will be made
at a banquet at the Penn Athletic Club.

RATXER, CBS sales promotion manager, will leave for Los
Angeles on or about Dec. 15 to spend
a week or more planning CBS promotional activity in connection with its ^ .
affiliations with KXX, Hollywood, and
29.
KSFO. San Francisco, starting Dec.
PERCY L. DEUTSCH, president of
World Broadcasting System, is confined to the Medical Center, Xew York,
for a rest cure. He is expected back
at his desk by Dec. 10.
ELMER H. DOUGHERTY, Chicago,
publisher of a new sports magazine
named Sport Eye. is sponsoring The
Human
Side ofannouncer,
Sports, with
Totten, veteran
on Hal
WEXR.
Chicago, twice weekly, placed direct.
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Decisions . . .
NOVEMBER 17
APPLICATIONS GRANTED :
KEUB, Price, Utah — License for CP new
station 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
WJAR, Providence, R. I. — License for
CP move aux. trans.
WCMI, Ashland, Ky. — License for CP
increase 100 to 250 w D, move studio,
trans., locally.
KFXR, Oklahoma City — Mod. CP re
equip.
KMO, Tacoma, Wash. — Mod. CP vert,
radiator, trans, site, new equip.
KWJJ, Portland, Ore.— Mod. CP extend
completion,
vert, radiator.change trans., studio sites,
KTVL, Longview, Tex. — Mod. CP extend
completion relay station.
KALE, Portland, Ore. — Mod. license increase to unltd.
KIRO,
Seattle — Temp. auth. change antenna.
WAGF, Dothan, Ala. — Assign, license to
John T. Hubbard, Julian C. Smith and
Fred C. Mosley, d/b Dothan Brdcstg. Co.
KPLC. Lake Charles, La. — CP move
trans., vert, radiator, increase D to 250 w.
KELD. El Dorado, Ark.— License for CP
new station 1370 kc 100 w unltd.
WNYC, New York — Mod. CP extend
completion.
WAML,
to unltd. Laurel, Miss. — Mod. license spec,
WWAE, Hammond, Ind. — Renewal license.
W3XE. Philadelphia — Mod. license increase visual 1.5 to 10 kw, aural 250 w to
10 kw.
W3XAU, Philadelphia— License for CP
change equip., increase to 10 kw.
SET FOR HEARING:
NEW. Ogdensburg Pub. Co., Ogdensburg. N. Y. — CP 1500 kc unltd.. and granted Ogdensburg Advance Co. right to intervene.
NEW, Wm. C. Grove. S. H. Patterson.
DCheyenne,
unltd. Wyo. — CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w
NEW, Aberdeen News Co., Aberdeen,
S. D.— CP 1390 kc 1 kw unltd.
NEW, H. O. Davis, Mobile, Ala. — CP
610 kc 250 w 500 w D unltd.
NEW, R. W. Page Corp., Columbus, Ga.
— CP 950 kc 250 w unltd.
NEW, Charles Greenblatt. BridgeportCP 1190 kc 250 w N & D unltd., asks facilities WATR.
NEW, Red Lands Brdcstg. Assn., Ben
T. Wilson, president. Lufkin, Tex. —
Amended applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w D.
NEW, H. A. Hamilton. Spartanburg,
S. C. — CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.
L. Bill, Peoria — CP 1040
kc NEW,
250 w Edgar
D.
NEW, Troy Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Troy,
N. Y — CP 950 kc 1 kw D.
NEW. Ellwood Warwick Lippincott,
Bend. Ore. — CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW. Richard S. Gozzaldi, d/b Oak
Cliff-Dallas
1500 kc 100 Co.
w D.Brdcstg. Co., Dallas — CP
NEW, Hebrew Evangelization Soc. Inc.,
Los Angeles — CP 570 kc 1 kw unltd.
NEW, Frazier Reams, Mansfield, O.—
CP 1370 kc 100 w D.
NEW, Juan Piza, San Juan. P. R. — CP
1500 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd., use WNEL
radiator.
NEW. H. E. Studebaker, La Grande,
Ore. — CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.
KFYR, Bismarck, N. D. — Hearing before
Division on mod. license 1 to 5 kw N.
KGAR, Tucson, Ariz.— Mod. license 1370
to 890 kc, 100 w 250 w D to 250 w unltd.
WWRL, Woodside, L. I. — Mod. license to
include WMBQ hours.
NEW, Abraham Plotkin, Chicago — Hearing before Division on applic. CP 1600 kc
100 w 250 w D unltd.
NEW, Elmira Star-Gazette Inc., Elmira,
N. Y. — CP 1200 kc 250 w D.
Mid-Atlantic
CPNEW,
1570 kc
1 kw unltd.Corp., WashingtonWJAR,crease 1 toProvidence
5 kw. — CP new equip., inWBNY,hoursBuffalo
— Mod. license include
certain
of WSVS.
NEW, F. M. Gleason, d/b N. Georgia
Brdcstg. Co., Rossville, Ga. — Amended CP
1200 kc 100 w D.
NEW, Assoc. Ark. Newspapers Inc., Hot
Springs,
Ark— Amended CP 1310 kc 100
w D.
WCAD, Canton, N. Y.— Vol. assign, license to Brockway Co.
WCAD, Canton, N. Y. — Amended CP
move trans., studio to Watertown, N. Y.,
new equip., change 1220 to 1270 kc, 500
w spec, to 500 w D only.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED:
N'EW,
Harbor,
Mich.
— CPJohn
1500 E.kc Fetzer,
100 w Benton
D.
Page
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Division)

NOVEMBER
16 TO NOVEMBER
28, INCLUSIVE —
Great Western Brdcstg. Assn. Inc. and
WSPR, Springfield, Mass. — Mod. license
Intermountain Brdcstg. Corp., appellants,
1140 kc 500 w ltd. to LS at KVOO.
for leave to print record under provisions
NEW. Eau Claire Brdcstg. Co., Eau
of Rule V Paragraph 5 upon preparation
Claire, Wis.— CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
by appellants of a narrative statement, and
NEW, Ed Klies, Helena. Mont.— CP 1280
the Division directed filing of the opposikc 1 kw 5 kw D, facilities KFBB.
tion without proposed paragraph relating
MISCELLANEOUS— WWAE, Hammond,
to personnel.
Ind., mod. license 1200 kc 100 w unltd. D
to LS, S-WFAM, was granted without
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS:
hearing 3-27-36 but set for hearing because
Oakland — Mod. license 1440 to 1280
of protests which later were withdrawn ; kc,KLS,
D to unltd. 250 w, sustaining Examiner
KCMO. Kansas City, mod. license 1370 kc
Bramhall.
100 w unltd., was granted 6-20-36 but reNEW, Arthur Westlund & Jules Cohn,
considered and designated for hearing on
Santa Rosa, Cal. — Denied CP 1310 kc 100
protests which later were withdrawn : w
unltd., reversing Examiner Walker,
KALE, Portland, Ore., reconsidered and
Com. Case dissenting.
granted temp, auth., denied 10-27-36, to
WHB, Kansas City — Denied CP new
operate unltd. November pending action
equip., directional antenna, change 860 to
on formal applic. for unltd., and pending
1120
kc, D to unltd., 500 w 1 kw D, reconstruction vert, radiator.
versing Examiner Dalberg.
NEW, Chauncey W. Hammond. Oakland.
KFOX, Long Beach, Cal. — Granted CP
Cal., granted continuance hearing to 1-6new equip., increase 1 to 5 kw D, revers37; NEW, Tribune Co., Tampa. Fla..
ing Examiner Walker.
granted amendment applic, and ordered
NEW, B. A. Thompson, Santa Cruz,
further hearings (examiner recommended
Cal. — Denied CP 1310 kc 100 w 250 w D
unltd., reversing Examiner Dalberg.
denial original applic. 550 kc 1 kw 5 kw
LS unltd.) : WSAY. Rochester, granted
NEW, Wm, B. Smullin. Sacramento —
petition protesting action of FCC 10-20-36
Denied CP 1310 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.,
sustaining
Examiner Dalberg.
granting without hearing applic. assign,
license of WJTN, formerly WOCL. from
NEW, Howard N. Mitchell. Sacramento
A. E. Newton to James Brdcstg. Co. Inc.,
— Denied
CP 1310
kc 100 w unltd., reversing Examiner
Dalberg.
and latter applic. set for hearing and motion to dismiss denied ; WJAS, Pittsburgh,
NEW. Press Democrat Pub. Co.. Santa
granted petition protesting action of FCC
Rosa, Cal. Granted CP 1310 kc 250 w D,
reversing Examiner Dalberg.
9-22-36 granting WATR CP change location and equip, with directional antenna
NEW, Julius Brunton & Sons Co., Fresand change 1190 to 1290 kc and 100 w
no, Cal. —versing
Denied
980 kc 259 w D, reExaminerCPArnold.
ltd. to 250 w full time, the applic. of
WATR to be reconsidered and set for
NEW, Miles J. Hansen, Fresno, Cal.—
Dismiss with prejudice applic. CP 1420 kc
hearing ; NEW. Continental Radio Co.,
Washington, granted postponement hearing
100 w unltd., sustaining Examiner Arnold.
NEW, Harold H. Hanseth. Fresno, Cal.
on applic. CP 1230 kc 1 kw unltd. until
FCC disposes of petition for rehearing on
— Denied CP 1410 ke 1 kw unltd., sustaining Examiner Seward.
applic. WOL to change 1310 to 1230 kc
NEW. Fresno Brdcstg. Co., Fresno, Cal.
and increase 100 w to 1 kw; NEW, Brockway Co.. Watertown, N. Y.. granted peti— Denied CP 1410 kc 500 w 1 kw D unltd.,
tion withhold action on anplic. Black River
sustaining Examiner Seward.
Valley Broadcasts Inc.. WNNY, to change
NEW, Mrs. C. A. S. Heaton. Las Vegas,
equip., until full FCC action is had on
Nev.— Denied CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.,
sustaining Examiner Irwin.
petition of Watertown Brdcstg. Corp. for
rehearing on apnlic. 1270 kc 250 w D.
WHAZ. Troy. N. Y. — Granted, subject
Rule 131. mod. license 500 w to 1 kw 1300
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WFIL,
kc. sustaining Examiner Irwin.
Philadelphia, extension temp. auth. 560 kc
NEW. Magnolia Brdcstg. Co., Jackson,
1 kw N December; KOY. Phoenix, Ariz.,
extension temp. auth. former antenna
Miss. — Dismiss with prejudice applic. CP
1420 kc 100 w unltd., sustaining Examiner
pending applic. ; WDBO, Orlando, Fla., exSeward.
tension temp. auth. added 750 w.
Ogdensburg Advance Co. Inc.. OgdensRATIFICATIONS— WTAW, College Staburg. N. Y. — Dismiss with prejudice applic.
tion, Tex., granted temp. auth. suspend
programs to Prescott, Ont., susoperation to 12-11-36 pending construction ; transmit taining
Examiner Hill.
KSTP, St. Paul, granted temp. auth. use
WLB trans, to 11-29-36 pending construcKSO, Des Moines — Granted CP change
equip.,
tion ; WLB, Minneapolis, granted temp,
Examinerincrease
Dalberg.D to 2% kw, sustaining
auth. broadcast over WCAL trans, to 11ORAL ARGUMENTS — NEW, Valley
29-36 ; KTHS. Hot Springs, Ark., granted
Brdcstg. Co., Pomona, Cal., 1-7-37 ; NEW,
petition intervene applic. Radio Enterprises Inc., Hot Springs for new station ; Power City Brdcstg. Corp., Niagara Falls,
1-7-37 ; NEW, Niagara Falls Gazette Pub.
L. L. Ashbury et al., Hot Springs C. of C.,
Co., same; WMFF, Plattsburg, N. Y..
granted right intervene on KTHS applic.
same; NEW, Metro Brdcstg. Co., Los Anassign, license; Ark. Brdcstg. Co. (KLRA)
geles, 1-28-37 ; KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash.,
denied petition insofar as it prays intersame; WNRI. Newport, R. I., same: NEW,
vention on hearing of Hot Springs C. of
E. Anthony & Sons Inc.. Pawtucket. R. I.,
C. applic. vol. assign, license, and granted
for intervention applic. CP move station
same; ford,
WTHT,
Hartford Times Inc., HartConn., same.
to Little Rock ; Centennial Brdcstg. Corp.,
granted right intervene applic. Dallas
NOVEMBER 20
Brdcstg. Co. for CP and overruled opposiACTION ON CASES HEARD
BY BROADtion to petition ; Dr. George W. Young,
CAST DIVISION:
Minneapolis, granted right intervene applic. Natl. Battery Brdcstg. Co. for 580 kc
WWL, New Orleans — -Denied mod. license spec, to unltd. 850 kc 10 kw ; granted
1 kw unltd. ; Fresno Brdcstg. Co. granted
petition intervene applic. George Harm,
extension spec. auth. 850 kc 10 kw unltd. ;
granted
renewal license.
Fresno ; WLWL, New York, granted petition intervene applic. WCOP ; Law Dept.
WBAP, Fort Worth — Granted renewal
license.
asked direction from Division upon policy
of stating a personnel problem in opposiWFAA, Dallas— Same.
tion to be filed by FCC against motion of
WCCO, Minneapolis — Same.

— —
—
WOV, New York — Granted renewal
cense, denied
CP directional antenn
change hours to unltd. except hours a
signed WLWL, 1130 kc 1 kw.
WPG, Atlantic City — Granted renew
license.
KWKH, Shreveport, La.— Same.
WLWL, New York— Denied mod. licen
1100 to 810 kc, change spec, to unltd
kw (facilities WCCO, WNYC).
WNYC, New York — Granted renewal
cense.
WJJD, Chicago — Dismissed with prej
dice applic. mod. license to 5 kw 20 k
LS, change Ltd. to spec.
NEW, J. David Stern, New York— D
nied as in default CP 810 kc 500 w spe
(facilities WNYC).
MISCELLANEOUS
Order: WLB.
of 10-20-:
suspended
in following— cases
Mi
neapolis, CP new equip., change 1250
760 kc, increase to 5 kw D (Sh. WCAL
WCAL, Northfield, Minn., CP char.i
equip., new antenna, change 1250 to 7i
kc, increase D to 5 kw (Sh. WLB
WTCN,
Minneapolis, mod. license spec,
unltd.
NOVEMBER 21
WABY, Albany — License for CP ne
trans., antenna, move studio, trans.
WCNW, Brooklyn — Mod. license re houi
amended
to now
ask time
used by asks
WCN" f
plus
used now
by WMBQ,
cilitieshours
WMBQ.
Springfield,
— Mod. licen
ltd.WSPR,
to unltd.,
250 w 500Mass.
w D.
NEW, NBC. Bellmore, N. Y.— License
operate W2XBS trans, as exp. facsimi
station
W2XK. 2016 kc 500 w unltd., asks ce
NEW, Beaumont Brdcstg. Assn., Bea
mont, Tex. — CP 1420 kc 100 w D.
Mod. license 1 kw
kwKWK,
D to 5St.kw Louis
N &— D.
WMIN, St. Paul — Mod. license 1370
1360 kc. increase N 100 to 250 w.
KFJM, Grand Forks, N. D. — License f<
CP
mod. change freq., increase powe
move astrans.
— License
newWTAD,
trans.,Quincy,
antenna,111. move
trans, for
locallC
KDAL,
Duluth
— License
CP as rao>
move
trans.,
studio,
change for
antenna.
WEAU. Eau Claire. Wis. — Mod. CP :
mod. new station 1050 kc 1 kw D, re tran
studio sites.
W9XAP,
NBC.2016Addison,
exp.
facsimile
kc 2V2 111.
kw— License
unltd. f<
KRKO.
Everett.
Wash.
—
License
for C
change equip.
NEW. J. Grant Iverson. Salt Lake Cif
— CP 630 kc 1 kw 5 kw D unltd.
KOY,trans,
Phoenix.
move
locally.Ariz. — CP vert, antenn:
NOVEMBER 24
APPLICATIONS GRANTED :
KDB, Santa Barbara, Cal. — CP ne
equip., increase 100 to 250 w D.
KGNC, Amarillo, Tex. — CP chang
equip.
KRBC, Abilene, Tex. — CP increase 1C
to 250 w D.
KFYO, radiator.
Lubbock, Tex. — CP new equip
vertical
WSMB, New Orleans — CP new equip
directional antenna.
KUSD, Vermillion, S. D. — CP ne
trans.
WKBZ,
Muskegon,
License fc
CP move trans,
locally,Mich.
vert,— radiator.
WAPO,
Chattanooga
—
License
for C
1420 kc 100 w D.
Wash. — License fc
CPKPQ,
changeWenatchee,
equip.
KFPW,
Fort
Smith,
Ark.— License fc
CP new equip.

CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION— These are the newly appointed rulers of radio in Canada
comprising the board of governors of the newly established corporation which on Nov. 2 took over th
reins from the Canadian Radio Broadcasting Corp. To this group, who serve voluntarily, General Manage
Gladstone Murray reports. Left to right: N. L. Nathanson, Toronto, president of Famous Players Corv.
of Canada and Canadian Paramount Corp.; Mrs. Nellie McClung, Victoria, B. C, author; Rene Morin, Mo
treal, (vice chairman), managing director of the Trust Generale du Canada; L. W. Brockinsjton, Winnipe
(chairman), attorney; Col. Wilfred Bovey, Montreal,barrister, formerly of McGill U; J. Wilfred Godfre
Halifax; Rev. Father A. Vachon, professor of Laval U, Quebec; Alan B. Plaunt, Toronto, journalist wh
is credited with instigating the idea of nationalized radio for Canada. Ma j. Gen. Victor Odium, Vancouve
broker, is the ninth member of the board, but was absent when picture was taken.
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7BB. Great Falls, Mont. — License for
move trans., vert, radiator, new equip.
3BH. Rapid City, S. D. — Mod. CP as
change equip.
FTC, Kinston, N. C. — Mod. CP trans.,
io sites, new equip., vert, radiator.
MBO, Auburn, N. Y. — Auth. transfer
rol from George I. Stevens to Roy L.
rtson, granted
renewal ; CP move
s. locally, increase to 250 w D.
3D. St. Louis — Renewal three months.
IRE, Indianapolis — Renewal to 5-1-36.
jFG, Oklahoma City — License extendne month.
3NC, Amarillo, Tex. — License extended
e months;
KFYO,
Lubbock, Tex.,
WLAK, Lakeland, Fla., same.
TFI. Athens, Ga. ; WFAB, New York
=newal to 5-1-37.
SCJ, Sioux City, la. — Renewal for
liary purposes only.
BBR, Brooklyn— Renewal to 5-1-37.
ROC, Rochester, Minn. — Extension lie three months.
OL, Washington — Renewal to 6-1-37.
EW, CP
A. 1500
W. Mills,
ended
kc 100 Gallup,
w unltd.N. M.—
CAX, Burlington, Vt. — CP change
p., increase D to 250 w, change spec,
rs.
CTION
ON EXAMINER'S
LO, Kaysville,
Utah, denied CPREPORT
change
p., install directional antenna, inise 500 w to 1 kw 5 kw D 1400 kc
d., sustaining Examiner Walker.
ISCELLANEOUS— KLX, O a kl and,
, granted intervention applic. ChaunW. Hammond CP new station at Oak1 1280 kc 1 kw unltd. ; KGNC, AmaTex., granted intervention applic.
W. Gooch CP new station at Amarillo
) kc 100 w D ; WROL, Knoxville, grantintervention applic. Journal Brdcstg.
CP new station Knoxville 1200 kc 100
:50 w D ; WCAD, Canton, N. Y., grantextension effective date Rules 132, 139
ding action on applic. WCAD assign
nse to Brickway Co. and Brockway Co.
■lie. for CP move station to Watern, N. Y. Hammond Calumet Brdcstg.
p., Hammond,
Ind., suspended order
2-36 granting applic. CP new station
Hammond 1480 kc 1 kw D and set for
ring ; NEW, Ernest Edward Ruehlen.
at Bend, Kan., reconsid. and granted
.lie. CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
Co. Pub. Inc., Panama City, Fla., dell reconsid, and grant without hearing
>lic. 1420 kc 100 w D ; NEW, Pacific
ept. Corp., San Diego, Cal., denied
ition to "limit and define issues" at
ther hearing applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w
NEW, Lenawee Brdcstg. Co., Adrian,
!:h., granted request postpone hearing
1440 kc 250 w D ; WTAQ, Green Bay,
s., denied reconsid. and grant without
ring applic. CP new equip., increase
:o 5 kw D ; WOV, New York, reconered action in setting for hearing api. for Commission's consent to the
nsfer of control of Int'l Brdcstg. Corp.
;ensee of WOV) from John Iraci, Guisa B. Iraci and Mariannina C. Iraci to
de Bulova and granted same on condin that "the authority contained in this
iisent to the transfer of control of Int'l
jdestg. Corp., licensee of WOV, shall in
1 way be construed as a finding by the
Immission upon the proposal to transI'J any
an interest
WNEW
time inin the
future,at this
such time
actionor
;y only be taken upon formal applic.
|-d with Commission as contemplated by
mmunications
Act of 1934", Judge
ikes dissented, grant effective 12-15-36 ;
3AP, Asbury Park, N. J., denied relisid. and grant applic. mod. license 500
I to 1 kw D ; WNEW, Newark, returned
der Rule 107.1 applic. increase D 2V2
5 kw.
SET FOR HEARING! — NEW, ContinenRadio Co., Washington, CP 1310 kc
0 w 250 w D unltd., contingent grant
|OL applic. shift to 1230 kc ; NEW, H.
■ Wilson, Ben Farmer, Wilson, N. C,
lended applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w D ;
EW, U. S. Brdcstg. Co., Washington,
> 1310 kc 100 w unltd., contingent
ant WOL applic. shift to 1230 kc ; NEW,
,iirtis Radiocasting Corp., Indianapolis,
|f 1500 kc 100 w 250 w D spec; NEW,
1 »arst
CP 1310
100 Radio
w 250 Inc.,w Washington,
D unltd. ; contingent
lant of WOL applic. shift to 1230 kc ;
|EW, Utica
Observer
Dispatch Inc.,
:ica, N. Y., CP 950 kc 1 kw D ; WBNO,
w Orleans, amended CP move trans.,
dio locally, change equip., antenna, shift
0 to 1500 kc, increase to unltd. ; KGB,
n Diego, CP move trans, site locally,
w equip., vert, radiator, increase D 1
5 kw; WSMB, New Orleans, CP new
uip., increase D 1 to 5 kw directional;
DEV, Waterbury,
Vt., amended CP
jiange equip., increase D 500 w to 1 kw ;
1
GATES

Manufacturer* •!

Everything in Speech— Remote —
Transcription and Microphone
Equipment
GATES RADIO & SUPPLY CO.
QU1NCY, ILLINOIS
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Bonat & Bonat Test
BONAT & BONAT Inc., New York
(Bonat Vitamin F. Permanent
Waving Method) on Nov. 19 began
a 13-week test series of Thursday
quarter - hour programs on WGR,
Buffalo, its first radio effort. The
program is a former WGR sustaining program with a new title,
Bonat Emo Movie Club, Vox Co.
of Adv. Inc., New York, is the
agency.
Tide Water Merger
AT A SPECIAL meeting of the
stockholders of Tide Water Associated Oil Co., New York, held in
New York Nov. 18 plans were approved for the merger with it of
Tide Water Oil Co. and Associated
Oil Co. Heretofore both the latter
concerns were subsidiaries of Tide
Water Associated Oil.
WJBW, New Orleans, renewal; KFXR,
Oklahoma City, renewal ; WOAI, San Antonio, transfer control of Southland Industries Inc., licensee, from G. A. C. Halff
to CBS.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED— WOWO,
Fort Wayne, CP 1160 kc 25 kw N 10 kw
D Simul.-D, Sh.-WWVA, N ; KFRO,
Longview, Tex., exp. auth. 1210 kc 100 w
unltd. (facilities KWEA) ; WWVA,
Wheeling, CP 1160 kc 25 kw N 10 kw D
Simul.-D, Sh.-WOWO, N; WLXBS,
Waterbury, Conn., CP 1530 kc 100 w unltd.; WCOL, Columbus, CP 1210 kc 100 w
250 w LS unltd.
APPLICATIONS TO CLOSED FILES
— KGB, San Diego, CP change equip., increase D to 2Va kw, heretofore granted,
retired for want of prosecution ; WPTF,
Raleigh, N. C, applic. auth. determine
power by direct method, retired at applic.
request.
APPLICATION DENIED — KFRO,
Longview, Tex. — Temp. auth. civic program.
RATIFICATIONS:
KOOS, Marshfield, Ore. — Auth. automatic
temp, control unit.
WMBQ, Brooklyn — Extension temp. auth.
for Joseph Husid, receiver, to operate.
KGFX, Pierre, S. D. — Extension temp,
auth. to Mrs. Dana McNeil to operate.
KID, Idaho Falls — Temp. auth. reduced
power for tests.
WBNY, Buffalo — Temp. auth. special
events.
Iowa Brdcstg. Co., respondent, denied
request that Commission subpoena certain
witnesses to compel them to depose in
hearing on applic. Stanley Reid and
Charles Witnell Bogel Jr. for CP.
Examiners' Reports . . .
NEW, North Jersey Brdcstg. Co. Inc.,
Paterson, N. J. — Examiner Bramhall recommended (1-307) that applic. CP 620 kc
250 w D be denied.
NEW, Struble, Strong & Fagan, The
Dalles, Ore. — Examiner Bramhall recommended (1-308) that applic. CP 1200 kc
100 w unltd. be dismissed with prejudice.
KVOS, Bellingham. Wash. — Examiner
Walker recommended (1-309) that applic.
renewal of license and transfer of control
be denied.
T

T
s

y

r

NEW, Telegraph Herald, Dubuque, la. ;
WKBB, E. Dubuque, 111. — Examiner Bramhall recommended (1-310) that applic.
Telegraph Herald CP 1340 kc 500 w D be
denied ; that applic. WKBB move studio,
trans, to Dubuque, install new antenna,
be granted.
KIT, Yakima, Wash. — Examiner Irwin
recommended (1-311) that applic. CP
change
from kc1310250kcw 100
LS unltd. to 1250
500 w w 250
LS wunltd.
be
denied if KUJ applic. is granted ; granted
if KUJ applic. is denied.
Applications . . .
NOVEMBER 16
NEW,
WRBC
Inc., Cleveland
— CP 780
kc 1 kw unltd., amended
to directional.
WAPO, 100Chattanooga
CP wnew
equip.,
increase
w to 100 w— 250
D, change
from D to unltd.
NEW, Frank N. Adcock, Childress, Tex.
— CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
WKBH,to Harry
LaCrosse,
control
Dahl.Wis.— Auth. transfer
WIBU,
Poynette,
Wis.— License for CP
new trans.
South Bend, Ind. — License for
CPWFAM,
new equip.
WHFC, Cicero, 111. — License for CP
change equip., increase power.
newKFAC,
equip. Los Angeles — License for CP
KSFO, San Francisco — CP new trans.,
vert, antenna, increase 1 kw to 1 kw 5
kw D, move trans, locally.
NOVEMBER 18
— Vol. Brdcstg.
assign.
CPWJTN,
from A.Jamestown,
E. Newton N.to Y.James
Co. Inc., license for CP change * equip. ;
CP
antenna,
50 to
100 wnew250 trans.,
w D, move
trans.,increase*
studio locally.
WBRB, Red Bank, N. J. — CP change
equip.
KWTO, Springfield, Mo.— License for CP
as mod. change equip., new antenna, increase power, move trans.
KWOS, Jefferson City, Mo. — ModV CP
change equip., approval antenna, trans,
site.
trans.
KOB, Albuquerque, N. M. — CP new
KYOS. Merced, Cal. — Mod. license 1040
to 1280 kc, D to unltd., 250 w.
NOVEMBER 23
WNEL, San Juan, P. R. — Mod. CP re
equip., power.
WGBB,equip.
Freeport, N. Y. — License for CP
change
WIBG, Glenside, Pa. — CP move trans.,
new trans., vert, antenna, increase 100 w
to 5 kw ltd., amended to specify N power
lis 5 kw.
WSMK, Dayton — CP new trans., increase 200 to 500 w.
NEW, Springfield Newspapers Inc.,
Springfield, O.— CP 1120 kc 250 w D.
NEW, Food Terminal Brdcstg. Co.,
Cleveland— CP 1500 kc 100 w D.
Va.— Mod.
newWBLK,
trans.,Clarksburg,
change D toW. unltd.,
100 w CPto
100 w 250 w D, extend completion.
WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Fla. — CP new
trans., vert, antenna.
KRLD, Dallas — CP change equip.
— NEW,
CP 1210Record
kc 100Pub.
w D.Co., Okmulgee, Okla.
WAIR, Winston-Salem, N. C. — Mod. CP
for new station reequip., trans, site, antenna.
WMC, Memphis — Mod. license 1 to 5
kw N directional N.
WEDC, Chicago — Mod. license re spec,
hours.
L. McCarNEW, Don M. Lidenton, A.1310
kc 100
CP
w D. thy, Poplar Bluff, Mo.—
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Horlick's Almanac — Grocers' Sales Meeting —
Psychic — Folger Words — In Stores
LUM

AND ABNER, who broadcast five nights a week on NBC under the sponsorship of Horlick's
Malted Milk Corp., Racine, Wis.,
have written a Family Almanac
for 1937, which like their 1936 almanac, may be obtained by sending the wrapper from a 50-cent
package of Horlick's malted milk.
The new almanac contains pictures
of the places mentioned in the
script and a summary of the past
year's activities of Lum and Abner, as recorded in the diary of
Evalina Schultz, Pine Ridge school
teacher.
Ulmer Turner, radio editor of
the Chicago Herald & Examiner,
made a guest appearance on the
program Nov. 24, broadcasting a
review of the 1937 edition of the
Lum & Abner Almanac.
% >|: ^:
WALKER'S Inc., Los Angeles department store, on Nov. 20 started
Adventures in Christmas Tree
Grove on KFWB, Hollywood, for
15 quarter-hour programs between
that date and the holidays. The
transcriptions were produced by
Mertens & Price Inc., Los Angeles. The Mayers Co., local agency,
handles the account. The series
will use whistles as a giveaway on
evidence of purchase. Santa Claus,
as a program tiein, arrived at the
Glendale Airport on Nov. 20 and
will make a personal appearance
at the store through December
with frequent radio mention made
during the broadcast series.
* # *
MORE than 200 retail grocer
members of Independent Grocers'
Alliance, Chicago, and surrounding towns within a 40-mile area
were guests Nov. 22 of CBS, Chicago, at a "radio sales meeting"
and enactment
of several episodes
from the new Alliance urogram,
One Girl in a Million. Joan Kay,
the "Sally Mae" of the program,
and the entire cast will acquaint
the grocers with the show at first
hand. J. Frank Grimes, founderpresident of IGA, will address the
meeting, first* of *its *kind.
IN THE newly-opened modernistic showrooms of the Chrysler
Corp., located on the ground and
second floors of the Chrysler Bldg.,
New York, is an exhibit of many
of the gifts Major Bowes has accumulated through his radio series.
Salesmen in the showroom explain
to the visitors all about the Major
Bowes amateur series on CBS,
Thursdays, 9-10
* p.
* m. sjc

"THIS is not a club to make you
use WWL/' the New Orleans station said in a tag accompanying
an 18-inch stick of sugar cane.
Peel off the outer skin, the tag
continues, and expose succulent and
sugar center. "If you want more
advise A. S. Foster, WWL," the
message concludes.
* * *
NBC has issued Automotive Industry and Network Broadcast Advertising, a42-page brochure analyzing the industry's use of radio
through the years. It is revised to
October, 1936, and contains detailed
information about the industry's
use of various media as well as
numerous success storL's.
Page
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SWEPT into Des Moines on a special placarded train owned by her
sponsor, Ungles Baking Co., and
preceded by two motorcycle policemen with sirens going full blast,
Baby Yvonne arrived for her
broadcasts on KSO Nov. 14 with
all the fanfare of a visiting celebrity. She was met by newspapermen, photographers and Announcer
Dale Morgan and his inquiring microphone. Promptly the six - year
old psychic told him his name, how
long he had been with the station
and how long he was going to stay.
The child, for whom theaters
have been home since she was 12
weeks old, was taught concentration and psychology at an early
age. She is on the air three quarterhour sessions daily, promoting
Harvest Bread. Ungles Baking Co.
issues special invitations to grocers
for the broadcasts. Baby Yvonne
never fails to tell her audience that
she eats Harvest Bread.
# sj« Jje
WGR, Buffalo, broadcasting Koolmotor Song Festival for Cities
Service regional distributors, collected 722,267 ballots representing
purchase of gasoline, oil changes
and grease jobs. Listeners voted
for favorite glee clubs during the
first 13-week series of song festivals, which wound up with a stage
broadcast. The second 13-week series started Nov. 10 and balloting
will be for bands in Buffalo and
Western New York. Lord & Thomas, New York, has the account.
❖ * %
KING OUTFITTING Co., Los
Angeles clothiers, through Federal
Adv. Agency in the same city, has
developed a merchandise tie-in for
its Squirrel Cage Club on KFWB,
Hollywood, for a 45-minute variety
program weekday noons.
Listeners
may join the "club"
without
evidence
of purchase by
writing for a membership card.
Although no mention is made on
the air, the card calls for a 5%
discount if the holder purchases
any goods from the sponsor.
Until the first of the year the
program will carry a limerick contest. On each program two limerick winners each receive a $2.50
merchandise order. On each sixth
program a grand prize of a $25
merchandising order will be given.
ifc jfc
FOR THE best letters of 100
words or less on the subject
"What NBC Programs Have Meant
to Our Family" NBC is awarding
daily, except Sunday, prizes of five
NBC Tenth Anniversary model
RCA-Victor receivers and 25 kits
of RCA-Radiotrons. To make up
for the lack of Sunday awards,
prizes on Tuesdays are doubled in
number.
The contest began Nov. 16 and
will run indefinitely. Two to three
announcements regarding the contest are made on NBC networks
during the day with prize winners
disclosed during the evening. The
radio sets won are presented to
the winners through the NBC affiliates located in the contestants
area. Four thousand pieces of contest mail were received by NBC in
the first delivery on Nov. 23.
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J. A. FOLGER & Co., San Francisco, sponsoring the half - hour
Drums weekly from KHJ, Los
Angeles, to Don Lee-CBS network,
through Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood agency, has started a
contest in conjunction with the
broadcasts, a word-building plan
handled by the sponsors in cooperation with grocer distributors.
areTwo
givendifferent
on each "magic
program,words"
such
as "Folger Flavor" or "Folger
Economy", with prizes given to the
contestant compiling the greatest
number of words with the same
letters. There are no official entry
blanks to secure, but listeners
must enclose with their word list
the "star" printed on the band
that unwinds upon opening a can
of Folger's coffee.
With the entry, the writer also
submits the name of the grocer
from whom the product was purchased. The grand prize each week
is $100 worth of groceries to be
delivered through the grocery
store. Ten other prizes are in the
form of Folger Coffee Makers.
Besides the present set-up of
eight stations on the chain, the
program is heard on KGW, Portland, Ore., and KIEM, Eureka, by
transcription.
* % %
TEN DAYS after the close of the
baby-naming contest conducted by
the Pepsodent Co. in connection
with their Amos V Andy broadcasts on NBC, the corps of 128
girls engaged to handle the mail
were still hard at it with the end
still not in sight. As each letter is
opened a file card is made bearing
the name and address of the contestant and also the name suggested for Amos' baby daughter.
Letters were received from every
state, Mexico, Central and South
America, Bermuda, Cuba and
Hawaii (Canadian listeners wrote
to the company's Canadian office).
Neither Pepsodent nor Lord &
Thomas, its agency, will wager
even a guess as to the total number of letters (and carton tops)
received, but it is reliably reported
that this 23-day contest far outpulled any previous contest staged
by this sponsor, some of which
were totaled in the millions.
* * *
CALIFORNIA
CONSERVING
Co., San Francisco (C-H-B food
products), which started a weekly
quarter-hour series C-H-B House
Party on 8 NBC-Pacific Red stations Nov. 17, features a game
called "Who Am I?" during the
broadcast each week. Prizes are
awarded to all listeners who send
in the correct solution, along with
two C-H-B labels. Correct answer
to the previous week's broadcast
is announced during the following
week's program. Advertisements
in 150 western newspapers, which
call attention to the broadcast, appear the day of each program.
Emil Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco, is the agency.
* * *
DON LEE Broadcasting System,
Los Angeles, and the Fox West
Coast Theatres chain, late in November signed an exchange agreement to become effective early in
January. The four Don Lee stations—KHJ, Los Angeles; KFRC,
San Francisco; KDB, Santa Barbara and KGB, San Diego — will
carry a community sing for the
theatres with Ed Lowry as master
of ceremonies. The 150 theatres,
in tuim, will carry screen announcements of the Don Lee stations and its Mutual affiliation
which starts Dec. 29.
BROADCASTING

RADIO

SERVICE MEN'S MEETING
OF THE AIR
Tomorrow'! Topic: — "ANTENNA SYSTEMS"
TUNE IN EACH MONDAY MORNING FOR A\
INFORMATIVE
TALK SERVICE
OF INTEREST
EVERY RADIO
MAN TO

FOR SERVICE MEN — Aimed A
the 3,000 radio service men in thl
Philadelphia area, a series of week
ly quarter-hours on WIP, sponsore*
by RCA, was promoted in loca
newspapers and by direct maij
Lord & Thomas, New York,
agency for the series.
WOAI, San Antonio, has issue!
a mimeographed booklet offering
details of a survey conducted
among Texas business men. Conj
ducted
anonymously
by "The
Texl
as
Division
of the Radio
Researcl
Bureau", 3,000 dealers were asketj
their choices of advertising mediij
and stations. Questions were subi
mitted on business reply cards ad
dressed to a post office box.
In answer to the media question
preferences were:
Radio 29.5%
newspaper 9.6%; direct mail 8.4%
magazine
2%.
The remaining
29.8% was divided among combina!
tion of media or other media a|
follows : Radio
and newspape:j
radio
an:
22.7%; and
radiomagazines
and direct 4.8%;
mail 7.3%'
combination 4.6%; newspaper an(
direct mail 2.7%; radio, newspaper
magazine, direct mail, 1.9%; news
paper, radio, direct mail 1.7%
newspaper
and magazine 1.5%
magazine and direct mail .7%
store demonstration
.2%; radio
magazine, direct mail .1%; radi<
and personal contact .1%; outdooi
.1%; personal call .1%.
* # *
it
KFH, Wichita, Kan., sets up i
portable receiver and large placarc
calling attention to a sponsor';
program in a prominent place ir
the sponsor's store during th<
broadcast, calling attention oi
personnel and customers to th<
radio promotion. Dealers and sponsors like the service, according tc
Russell L. Lowe, sales manager
and Bob Kent,
of th«
♦ ' • ♦manager
#
KFH merchandising department.
FACTS about the Detroit anc
Michigan markets are presented ir
a striking colored brochure pub-'
lished by King-Trendle Brdcstg
Corp., operating WXYZ, Detroit
and Michigan Network. Dealei
preferences in radio stations, au-(
dience mail, station and netw jrk
coverage in the territory and sponsor data are included.
* * *
RUBEL BAKING Co., Cincinnati
has placed its derby-hatted young-,
ster, called "The Freshest Thing)
in Town", on the air, augmenting
its newspaper, motion picture and!
outdoors effort. Rights to the copyrighted photographs, slogan and
scripts have been sold to firms in
other markets by Frederic W. Ziv
Inc., Cincinnati agency.
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"This is Cliff Jones, your aireporter
. . ." greets early listeners six times
every week. An able, lucid reporting
of last-minute news flashes.

An

IDEA

...

a NEED

the listening audience.
were

. . . swift APPROVAL
Increased

oldest
One ofestablished
Buffalo's
advertising agencies, Addison
Vars, Inc., consistently uses BBC
stations to assure

of

sales naturally

clients outstanding results.

quick to follow.

Believing
listeners

that a large part of the early morning
are

quasi-humor,
"Headlines

not

in the mood

Addison

on Parade"

for flippancy

Vars, Incorporated,
on the air from

capably

over by Cliff Jones, is a modest

of up to the minute

interspersed with musical
vative nature.

This

news

recordings

program,

dispatches,
of a conser-

The

Ends

"Headlines

on Parade"

began

ond year! This, plus the letter reproduced
with, is ample

8 to 9 for

Coal

presentation

Last month,

placed

the Yates-Lehigh
presided

Company.

or

its sechere-

proof of the sales value of a timely

program idea executed
sive B.B.C. audience.

by B.B.C.

for the exten-

Let us outline the facilities B.B.C. has to offer you
for intensive
tier market.

of the Dial

coverage

of the great Niagara

Fron-

.
WKBW

WGR
Owned

and Operated by Buffalo Broadcasting Corporation
Represented by Free and Peters, Inc.
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RCA's

has

new,

many

modern

Speech

features

quality

Input

Equipment

!

Ac9rhF'*elity
Styled in the modern

manner,

this fine new

extra value features that make
sound

engineering,

equipment

it outstanding.

it will make

BROADCAST engineers all over
America will be interested in
RCA's new speech input equipment —
the latest developments from Radio
Headquarters, stressing advanced design plus many other fine features.
This new equipment is the finest
available. Proof of RCA's superiority

The

offers tnany

result of RCA

any station — a better
is demonstrated

station

Eose

op?6*

by the fact that RCA

speech input equipment is used in an
overwhelming majority of the best
broadcastingstudios. Proof of this new
equipment's quality is shown in the
many extra value features RCA offers.
Literature and technical data may be secured bywriting to the address below.

Listen to "The Magic Key" every Sunday, 2 to 3 P.M., E. S.T., on NBC Blue Network

t— Extremely Modern Meter Panel 15-C
. . . Has new streamlined meter cases
with illuminated dials. D. C. Volt
Meter,0-250 volts. Milliammeter,0-10
M. A. A.C. LineVolt Meter, 0-150 volts.

^ "Tops" in meter and switching panels . . .This fourposition mixer panel includes four wire-wound, balanced
ladder attenuators. Key switch with each meter provides
extra input circuits— either remote lines, transcription
circuits, or additional microphone circuits.
High Fidelity Monitoring Amplifier, Type 94-C . . . An im. provement over popular RCA Type 4l94-B,with dou▼ ble the output, decreased distortion, double the gain
(sufficient for direct operation from transcription
equipment). Advanced
mechanical design and im-

f— Advance Designed PreAmplifter Type 41-C . . .
Panel door in front opens
to provide quick and easy
access to all tubes. Has

proved appearance.
er accessibility
and Greatbetter
ventilation. New type volume control which may be
remotely located in control
console for convenience.

hinged chassis construction and easy accessibility to wiring and
component parts.

lift

Program Amplifier Type 40-D . . With new
"peak reading" volume indicator and illuminated volume indicator meter. An improvement
over popular RCA Type 40-C, having better
accessibility, more ventilation, increased volume indicator range and push keys for instant
individual tube metering.

RCA

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

t New Tri-Amplifier Type 58-A . . . Something
entirely new in speech input units, providing
pre-amplification of 3 microphone outputs, high
level, three-position mixing system, switching
of three extra 250-ohm inputs. Unexcelled highfidelity performance characteristics.

INC., CAMDEN,

N. J. . A service of the Radio

Corporation

of America
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CLEANER

A

WHISK

BROOMS

/////////////////

0 For dusting off a few powder-dabs here and there, a whisk broom
may be okay. But for cleaning any sizeable area, the housewife
naturally chooses a vacuum cleaner.
CENTRAL

BROADCASTING

Similarly to make a clean-up in Iowa, the radio advertiser
naturally chooses the one station big enough to do the whole job at
once — WHO, with 50,000 watts. In the east, many radio stations

COMPANY

J. 0. Maland, Mgr. • Des Moines, Iowa • Phone 3-7147
National Representatives: FREE

& PETERS,

serve compact, vertical markets. By contrast, WHO's market is
broad, horizontal. To sell it, you have ground to cover. And where
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CHICAGO
ISO N. Michigan
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Voice

Agencies
Estimated

and

Sponsors

It's no longer a buyers'
market, says one agency executive, it's a sellers'. And
another reports that it is a
question now of adding hours
rather than advertisers. A
suggestion that network sponsors be limited to maximum halfhour programs also is made, along
with the general sentiment that
national spot business will surge
still farther upward because it is
better understood and because of
the lack of available network time.
Goes the Gross

THOUGH statistics are not yet
available for 1936 business, indications are that the $100,000,000
mark, for the first time in the
industry's meteoric historv, will
be eclipsed. Figures for the first
nine months show an aggregate
■ business of more than $73,000,000
with the usually heavy fourth
quarter (including the prolific October political revenues) yet to be
tabulated. The nine-month figures
are nearly 209c ahead of those for
last year. Aggregate business last
year exceeded $87,000,000 [Broadcasting, 1936 Yearbook Number].
The NAB estimates the 1936
gross figure will be $103,500,000.
Radio "circulation" showed a
phenomenal increase during the
year, with the Radio Manufacturer's Association estimating set
sales at 7,600,000 new units, representing an investment of $315,800,BROADCASTING

NIC
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Advertising
--'Radio
By
SOL
TAISHOFF

See

$103,000,000

RIDING a wave of public ac
:laim and advertiser demand
radio broadcasting will take
1937 by a landslide.
That inescapable conclusion
is based upon early trade
summaries for this year evaluated in the light of the general tenor of Broadcasting's
annual symposium on prospects for the New Year, published in this issue. National
and regional advertisers and
their agencies unite with network and station executives
and with radio officialdom in
the practically unanimous
view that the year ahead will
bring new attainments in
every phase of the medium.

Upward

of

CASH
CWLcL

Banner

Gross
Secretary

Year

in 1936

for
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of Commerce

the
Be

Sees

Industry;
Pass-ed

Progress

ALMOST coincident with a changed social and economic order in the United
States has been the advent of the radio
with its vast potentialities for influence
on the national life. When we consider
the amazing development in the broadeasting field, attended by constantly increasing popularity, we are almost overwhelmed by the responsibilities inherent
in such an institution.
Our units of society today are so interdependent and interwoven because of
the complications and magnitudes involved, that accurate information on all
sides of a question in the interest of the
the presentation of the true facts, is absolutely necessary. Segmentary developDANIEL C. ROPER
ment was a natural corollary of the old
order. It resulted in maladjustments that proved to be inimical
to national progress through the processes of the American way
of life. Since we have evolved from the dependent into the interdependent life of these times, it has become necessary for their
own protection as well as because of their responsibilities to the
public, that educational facilities shall orient themselves into the
broader conception.
Radio will have less difficulty in accomplishing this objective
because it was not identified with the independent and controlled,
or self-serving conditions of the past. Therefore it is free from
selfish and ulterior influences with an obligation to keep its voice
clear of any segmentary or selfish warping. It is the only educational facility that reaches through different agencies of approach, the same or continuing audience.
It is gratifying indeed that radio management has definitely
sensed this great opportunity for service to all the people of this
great nation. I feel sure there will be no compromising with high
principle and that radio will continue to take advantage of its
inviting challenge by meeting the demands of educational needs
for interdependent studies and impartial approaches to a people
eager for factual information.
Nothing is more important than this kind of education in a
democracy where leaders must come from the people and policies
must be supported by the people. We strengthen our democratic
institutions in proportion to the full and accurate knowledge we
impart to the constituents of democracy.
000. As of Jan. 1, 1936, the Joint
Committee on Radio Research, representing the Association of National Advertisers, National Association of Broadcasters and American Association of Advertising
Agencies, estimated a total of
nearly 23,000,000 radio families in
the country. RMA estimates that
1,400,000 new homes were supplied
with sets during the year, bringing
the total of homes up to nearly
25,000,000.
Employing the multiplier of 4.1
listeners to the average set, designated as standard by the U. S.
Census Bureau, a maximum potential radio audience of more than

• Broadcast

Advertising

100,000,000
of America'sis total
population of 130,000,000
indicated.
And in addition, nearly 5,000,000
automobiles now are equipped with
radios, opening a vast new listening frontier that has proved productive to program sponsors, tending. ing to toss into the discard the
theory of minimum summer listenWith national and regional network billings reaching new peaks
and with practically all desirable
network time sold, the competition
among national accounts for select
hours has increased. Simultaneously, however, spot broadcasting
has come more and more into fa-

in

— 15c A COPY

1937'!

vor, and transcriptions are being
used on a greater scale than ever
before. Transcription placements,
it is estimated, were some 25%
ahead of 1935, with such accounts
as Chevrolet and Ford topping the
city. more than one stalists tion
byin a using
Indications from practically all
industry groups now on the air are
for continued or increased appropriations for 1937. In addition,
many new prospects are blossoming, particularly in the institutional line such as banks and railroads.
Talking Turkey
WHILE

on nearly all hands optimism reigns, there nevertheless
were notes of caution on several
scores. The inordinately high cost
of talent is causing no little consternation among advertisers, particularly since the brakes have
not yet been applied. Station
rates or lack of rates, agency commissions, discounts and recognition
and lack of standardized coverage
and audience data also brought
forth questions in some quarters.
In sum, the consensus is that
spot broadcasting will increase, not
only because of greater knowledge
on how to use it but because of
public acceptance of transcriptions.
Lack of available evening hours on
the major networks bodes for an
increase in daytime programs.
Difficulty over talent costs on the
outside already is being reflected
in
the reservoirs.
building upDemand
of radio's
own
talent
for time
is such that broadcasters are doing a better job of selection of
program sponsors and of continuity, with perceptible improvement
in program quality.
The obvious reason for general
optimism, of course, is traceable to
the fact that business generally
is swinging sharply upward as reflected in bonuses, wage increases
and higher prices for agricultural
products. These are coupled with
the recognized status of radio as a
mass medium, together with the increased volume of set sales both
urban and rural which have
stepped up the average listening
hours per set.
Apprehension over use of radio,
persistent in former years because
of the tactics of radio-baiters and
proponents of government operation, has largely disappeared. Investments by broadcasters in new
equipment, resulting in improved
reception, have tended to stabilize
the industrv. The current movement by the Federal Communications Commission further to improve the technical structure
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through power increases and more
scientific allocations, also is indicative of a more solid industry.
And as to the old bogeyman "objectionable radio advertising", the
statement by Commissioner Ewin
L. Davis, of the Federal Trade
Commission, one of radio's sternest critics of former years, warrants quoting:
"It is gratifying," he says, "that
since the Commission's scrutiny of
radio advertising was' inaugurated
two-and-one-half-years
ago, there
has been a substantial reduction in
the number of radio advertising
broadcasts which contain misrepresentations. In the main, radio station managers have shown a commendable spirit of willingness to
reject objectionable advertising
matter for broadcasting and have
cooperated with the Commission in
its effort to prevent the broadcasting of false and misleading advertisements."
F. WALLIS ARMSTRONG
President and Treasurer
F. Wallis Armstrong Co.
T ALWAYS
have my fingers
crossed when it conies to predictions about horse races and elections. To that list I now add
"guesses about the future in radio." I believe that 1937 will be
one of the best years yet for the
broadcasting industry. The demand
is particularly alive and growing
for artists of high order of talent.
Programs are better than they
ever were, and radio equipment
has been improved to give the
public remarkably clear tone reception. As an agency handling
two of radio's foremost commercial broadcasts, we look forward to
1937 for new developments and
successes based on known sales results particularly to advertisers
who plan intelligently for a proper
return from their radio investment.
J. T. AUBREY
President
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc.
"DONUSES,
wageforincreases
and
higher prices
agricultural
products are all reflected in increased sales volume of receiving
sets, both urban and farm. These
new sets should step up the average of listening hours per set and
definitely improve average reception. Increased sales by radio advertisers should tend to free programs of excessive commercialism
felt necessary in recent depression
and thus improve entertainment
quality. The presidential campaign
proved conclusively the important
influence of radio. Therefore broadcasters must not relax their efforts to keep scripts scrupulously
clean. Good chain time and time
on good local stations will probably prove increasingly hard to
get.

FRANK FINNEY
Street & Finney
Page
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EWIN

L. DAVIS,

Member, Federal Trade Commission
THE ONLY relationship the Federal
Trade Commission has to radio broadcasting is its jurisdiction over advertising. The courts have uniformly held
that, under the Federal Trade Commission Act, prohibiting unfair competition
in interstate commerce, false and misleading advertising is unlawful. The
tising.
Commission carefully scrutinizes adverIt is gratifying that since the Commission's scrutiny of radio advertising
was inaugurated two-and-one-half years
l reduca substantia
been of
there
ago, tion
in the has
radio advertising
number

broadcasts which contain misrepresentations. In the main, radio station managers have shown a commendable spirit
EWIN L. DAVIS
for broadof willingness to reject objectionable advertising nmatter
casting and have cooperated with the Commissio in its effort to
prevent the broadcasting of false and misleading advertisements.
BRORBY
' •MELVIN
Vice-President
Ne'edham, Louis & Brorby Inc.
"RADIO
for 1937
are
■I*bright. prospects
Radio renders
a double
service — first, to listeners, a service of entertainment and vital information. Second, to business, as
a means of expanding sales volume and lowering sales costs,
bethrough reaching the masses — mecause radio is a mass market
dium.
Most seasoned advertisers have
learned that radio advertising must
carefully merchandised. It isn't
be
enough to put a program on the
air. With this hard-earned experience back of us, there will be fewer
and fewer programs that fail to
get results.
The sky and the number of hours
in a day, are still the only limits.
Advertising ingenuity and showmanship will produce better and
better programs (except for the
unfortunate tendency to follow the
leader instead of creating new devices and new material).
There will always be a need for
better writers in radio, as in the
movies.
MILTON H. BIOW
President, Treasurer and Radio
Director, Biow Co. Inc.
with a sense of showANYBODY manship
knows where radio is
Youon don't
year.opini
ed word
agoing
hundrnext
from need
me.
n
Eight millio new sets sold in 1936,
increasing efficiency in many homes
and adding radios to many more
that didn't have them before and
you have an increased circulation
as big as any single magazine in
America. Add to that the increase
in the quality of shows which
naturally increases listening audience and the whole question answers itself. The question is adding
hours, not adding advertisers.

A. E. MEYERHOFF
N eisser-M eyerh off
15, 1936

LEONARD T. BUSH
Blackman Advertising Inc.

LEONARD T. BUSH
Secretary and Treasurer
Blackman Advertising Inc.
'T'HE USE of network transcription and spot radio programs
by our clients in 1936 increased
tremendously over 1935. It is in
the cards for a similar increase in
1937. The principal drawback to
growth of spot and transcription
business is the mystic maze which
most stations' rate cards represent. We have had cases where it
took a station's own representative
a week to figure a rate applying
under a given set of circumstances.
Simplification and standardization
is imperative. The present rate
structures leave agencies and advertisers in doubt as to whether
some one else is not getting a
lower rate for the same thing. Radio is too good a medium to be
subjected to this brake. Remove
this obstacle and I believe new
business will surprise the most optimistic station manager.
EMIL BRISACHER
President and Radio Director
Emil Brisacher and Staff
SINCE all advertising budgets
bear a direct relationship to
business volume, I believe that radio can anticipate further gains in
1937.
Although radio has had many
successes — and naturally its quota
of failures — its full productivity
has not as yet been discovered by
many industrials which will ultimately be sizable users. The writing of radio programs, plus the
constant change in program prei>
erence, has prevented many advertisers from taking their initial
plunge, but the permanency and
adaptability of this medium make
it ever more tempting.

EMIL BRISACHER
Emil Brisacher & Staff

PAUL BLAKEMORE
President, Coolidge Advertising Co.
INbusiness
ANY comment
on 1937,
our radij
for 1936 or
fair
ness demands recognition of ou
indebtedness to station manager:
and representatives.
The bulk o
our radio volume is in spot busi'
ness. As a result, our contact wttl
many stations is far closer than ij
would be if placements were main!
ly network. In 1936, we did busiJ
ness with 78 stations.
Much oj
this business has to be done bjl
wire or phone. With a few notabl
exceptions, we have had very iufl
telligent help from executives a ,
the other end of the line. Henc<
credit for such radio volume a;
we have been able to develop, be
longs in large measure to the me
whose alert cooperation has er
abled us to select facilities anJ
to clear time that would produc
results. We anticipate increase
radio volume during 1937.
R. V. BEUCUS
Advertising Manager
Andrew Jergens Co.

E of the broadcast
THEing FUTUR
industry doubtless is mos
optimistic. The spectre of constant
ly and often unjustified increasin
cost of talent is a serious dimme
of an otherwise bright picture
Some solution to this vexing situ
ation, which if it persists mus
eventually cause radio advertisin
to become unprofitable, must b
sought more aggressively both b
the industry and the advertiser.
EDDIE CANTOR
Radio Comedian and Counsellor
s bo;
feature
TWO
THE
sting main
will
next year
broadca
the shortening of commercial ar
nouncements and breaking of th
ice for television. The announce
ments will be shorter, more re
strained and more to the poim
Radio producers are at last wakin;
up to the fact that long-winded an
exaggerated advertisements of
antagonize the listener;
product
trend in the other directio
The
has been noticeable for severs
months.
As for television, that new entei
tainment marvel will be unveile
so soon that we will all be sui
prised. Television will revolutior
ize radio, the movies and the stag<
For awhile motion picture theatre
will put away the SRO sign whil
people stay at home to play wit
their newest toy, the televised ra
dio sets. But after a time the aud:
ences will saunter back to the mo\
ies for we are a gregarious rac(
Television will bring unpredecente
prosperity to the theatre and th
actors for it will convey theatrics
performances to millions at honv
When television comes the entir
entertainment business may fall ir
to the hands of the telephone con
I don't mean in the hand
panytheand
of
receivers.

PAUL E. FAUST
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.

BROADCASTING

J. F. CORNELIUS
Financial Advertisers Assn.
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HENRY ECKHARDT
Kenyon & Eckhardt

J. L. KILLEEN
Fitzgerald Adv. Agency

1J

MERLIN H. AYLESWORTH
Chairman of the Board
Radio Keith Orpheum Corp.
3 ADIO broadcasting should have
its most successful year in
j937. Frankly, I feel that the fuure of radio broadcasting must
est on a sound foundation of exellent showmanship. After all,
adio broadcasting is the show busness, whether the programs be
ponsored or sustaining. Broadasting companies and broadcasting stations should concentrate on
:'J|;reater showmanship and be on the
^jilert to advise with sponsors and
kfUdvertising agencies, in promoting
: I vell-balanced programs of diversi"3 Wind
ied stations.
entertainment on the chains

m Although
the recent political
■ campaigns were highly dramatic
If/the radio audience is quite tired of
opeechmaking, and while it is true
that one of the important functions
of radio broadcasting is public information in news, governmental
i affairs, industrial, agricultural, edllucational and religious programs,
ciithis particular service should be so
Itl set in the program schedules as to
::keep the great audience listening
:-n at the radio sets.
m
Listening at the radio is a habit
tti just as attending the theatre is a
ta habit, and the habit is sustained
IIjust so long as the public remains
: j interested.
nj Radio time will be at a premium
Jfin 1937 and so will showmanship.
Sponsor competition, broadcasting
si company and radio station compei tition will help the cause of showii manship, but after all the responds sibility rests with the broadcasters.
JOSEPH F. CORNELIUS
First National Bank in Spokane
Editor, Radio Department
Financial Advertisers Association
Bulletin
IT IS ONLY natural that I
should be primarily interested
in radio as it affects banks and
financial institutions. The broadcasting industry in my opinion will
add the names of many bank and
financial sponsors to its books this
coming year if it aggressively
takes the initiative in developing

HENRY T. EWALD
Campbell-Ewald Co.
BROADCASTING

L. D. H. WELD
M cCann-Erickson

suitable programs for this type of
sponsor. Many banks are eager to
use radio but do not quite know
how to go about it. They are waiting only for a program that wi|l
present them not only effectively
but in a proper manner to the
public.
HENRY ECKHARDT
President
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.
ANYONE who had any doubts
about the great power of radio
in molding public opinion must
certainly have had those doubts
dispelled by the election results.
And with election results giving
convincing proof of the tremendous power of radio and latest
radio statistics showing nearly
23,000,000 home sets in the nation, there can be no question but
that 1937 will mark the beginning
of a new era in broadcasting.
Sponsored broadcasts will set an
all-high mark in volume, since advertisers generally are well aware
of the vitality of this medium.
Popular favor seems to be with the
variety and human interest programs.
G. J. DONAHUE
Manager Advertising and Publicity
Richfield Oil Co.
IN THE past 10 years I have
*■ watched radio develop from
what was generally regarded as a
publicity and good will medium
into what I know to be a fullfledged advertising force. Our experience in broadcast merchandising during the past six years has
proved to us that, when discussing
the advertising budget, radio is
entitled to the same consideration
that we give newspaper, magazine,
outdoor and other advertising media.
During 1937, I look forward to
many new developments in broadcast and merchandising technique
that are bound to be reflected in
greater returns for the advertiser
and added profits and prestige for
the radio industry.

ARTHURBBD&O
PRYOR Jr.
• Broadcast

EDDIE CANTOR
Radio Counsellor
Advertising

G. J. DONAHUE
JOHN PIERRE ROCHE
MELVIN BRORBY
Roche, Williams & Cunnyneham
Richfield Oil Co.
Xeedham, Louis & Brorby
HENRY T. EWALD
C. P. FISKEN
Advertising Manager
President, Campbell-Ewald Co.
Chevrolet Motor Co.
OUR RADIO programs during
this present year have been
gratifyingly successful and we see
of
ition
recogn
S import
OLET'
CHEVR
ant
radio
as an
adverno reason to doubt that 1937 will
ed
medium
tising
is
best
evidenc
witness an even more generous use
by the fact that, in 1936, Chevroof the air medium by our clients.
let enjoyed the distinction of sponAn encouraging note in the insoring the world's largest individcreasing use of radio fs the marked
ual radio program, the Musical
improvement that is being made
Moments series, starring Rubinoff
by advertisers in what might be
and his violin, which was broadcalled radio technique. Program
cast three times per week over 387
construction is better and there is
stations — the greatest number ever
less that is objectionable in the
used by any manufacturer on a
presentation of commercial feaseries of programs. This series is
tures. National advertisers are
now well into its second year.
recognizing the importance of raIn addition, a half - hour chain
dio as a disseminating medium and
program was broadcast weekly
are giving more and more thought
through 96 stations, again featurto its proper use, with the result
ing Rubinoff's music. Chevrolet
that better and still better returns
acknowledges the effectiveness of
are being noted.
this advertising in helping its
dealers to merchandise more than
The public wants to be entertained— and it is perfectly willing
1,150,000 new cars and nearly
to be informed — providing the in2,000,000 used cars during the
formation comes to it done up in a
present year.
pleasing package and as a natural
part of an intelligently worked out
program.
I feel quite sure that there may
be expected in the coming year not
only a larger volume of radio advertising, but a continued improvement in understanding of the medium and greater effectiveness in
its use.
PAUL E. FAUST
President
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.
WTE EXPECT to see great prog" ress in radio advertising in
1937. We feel radio advertisers
and agencies face a great responsibility to improve commercials
through testing appeals and tracing results and that selling plans
which include radio must be constantly improved if radio is to continue to match other media as a
merchandising force. We also feel
that chains and stations must take
active personal interest in plans of
advertisers in their territories and
in results secured by their stations, their talent and their announcers. Public confidence and
advertiser confidence must be fostered and costs kept in ratio to
sales results.

W. Advertising
C. D'ARCY Co.
D'Arcy

W. President
C. D'ARCY
D'Arcy Advertising Co.
THEupward
NATION'S
steady conditions
progress
as economic
continue to improve should undoubtedly reflect in further advancement of radio broadcasting.
How great
this
immediate
advancement proves to
be depends,
of
course, upon the intelligence and
the astuteness with which broadcasting is applied. From an advertiser's standpoint, radio broadcasting as an advertising medium must
be measured by the degree of public confidence and popularity which
it enjoys.
There is still much to be done
in connection with the development
of better and more fundamental
types of programs. Judging by
the past, all parties who are mindful of the real opportunities in
radio broadcasting are awake to
this fact, and with a continuation
of the effort and interest shown
by these various groups I can see
no reason why broadcasting should
not keep up its amazing record.

RCA
DAVID SARNOFF

ANNING S. PRALL
Chairman, FCC
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FRANK FINNEY
Assistant Manager
Street & Finney Inc.
DADIO
advertising
will grow
** larger
and larger with the
years if more attention is given
to the preparation of scripts that
will make it sell at a profit. The
serious menace to radio advertis, ing is too much attention to the
building of entertainment and too
little to credits that sell merchandise.
If radio advertisers would pretest their selling scripts, radio advertising has a boundless future.
But if we continue to give all our
thought to building a big radio
show and forget the sales phase,
I don't believe radio advertising
will grow as it should.
R. C. GANO
President
Rogers, Gano & Gibbons
WTE HAVE every reason to beV lieve that in the Southwest
the radio broadcasting industry
will have its biggest year to date,
in 1937.
We understand from several
leading stations in the Southwest
that the demand for time is such
that it will be possible to definitely
advance standards as regards local
programs. The stations will not be
compelled to fill in with what they
can get but will be able to insist
on those who wish time meeting
definite program standards. .
Tulsa stations have enjoyed very
substantial increases in business
volume this year, over last, and
have every evidence that 1937 will
be their best year to date.
FREDERICK R. GAMBLE
Executive Secretary
American Association of Advertising
Agencies
TPWO YEARS ago and again
■* last year I said that the outlook for radio was bright and I
see no reason to change that opinion so far as the outlook for i937
is concerned.
Two years ago and again last
year I suggested four things which
seemed to me much needed in the
broadcasting field:
1. Formation of an independent
radio research bureau, supported
by stations, advertisers and agencies, to study radio coverage and
listening habits.
2. Formation of an agency recognition bureau by the National
Association of Broadcasters.
3. Extension among broadcasters
of the use of 2% cash discount as
a policy to aid agencies in collecting from clients and thus strengthen agency credit.
4. Wider acceptance and use of
the Standard Order Blank for Spot
Broadcasting.

LENOX R. LOHR
NBC
Page
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PRALL

SEES

TECHNICAL
IMPROVEMENTS
ANNING S. PRALL
Chairman, Federal Communications Commission
A YEAR of progress has been recorded in radio broadcasting.
Today it is more important as an instrumentality of public entertainment, education and enlightenment than any other single medium. Commercially, its progress has continued apace, for without a monetary return there can be no healthy development.
We at the Federal Communications Commission look forward
to a 1937 that will make radio broadcasting an even more important public service. Our object is to encourage development of
the art and industry through introduction of modern methods and
through the regulatory requirement that all station licensees technically measure up to the highest efficiency possible in operation.
During 1937 there probably will be gradual changes in station
allocations, looking toward improved public service. What these
will be we cannot foretell at this time, but whatever is done will
be based upon sound engineering and legal fact. Similarly, there
are pending important new developments in fields other than sound
broadcasting. These include visual broadcasting or television. The
Commission has adopted the policy of proceeding cautiously in this
new field with the aim of giving it the proper regulatory start.
Today television is labelled on our regulatory records as an experimental service. Not until we are entirely satisfied that it is
ready for practical commercial operation will we lift this experimental barrier.
The Joint Committee of Fifteen,
representing broadcasters, advertisers and agencies, has made real
progress during the last year. Although the estimated number of
radio sets is the only material so
far issued by the Committee, considerable headway has also been
made in the study of radio coverage.The year has brought us nothing
new on the much - needed agency
recognition bureau and no progress
at all toward wider use of the
cash discount. Acceptance of the
Standard Order Blank for Spot
Broadcasting has improved. I hope
further headway can be made in
1937 on all four of these projects.
ROBERT W. GRIGGS
Advertising Manager
Standard Brands Inc.
"DADIO seems to be due not only
for one of its best years as a
business, but also one of its most
interesting years for the listener.
Originality and innovation are the
rule rather than the exception in
current programs.
With the accent so definitely on human interest, there will probably be considerable experiment — all of which
should make happy listening.
A. E. GREENLEAF
President, Greenleaf Co.
IT WOULD seem to me that just
so long as keen and versatile
minds conjure up new and interesting ways to appeal to the emotions of the public through a skillful blending of entertainment,
showmanship and merchandising,
just so long will radio continue its
onward progress.

CHESTER H. LANG
Manager, Publicity Department,
General Electric Co.
Chairman of the Board
Advertising Federation of America
'T'HERE is little doubt but that
1937 will be a prosperous year
for the broadcasting industry.
Measured in fiscal terms, I see
gains, probably a new high, for all
concerned — for broadcasters, advertisers, and advertising agencies.
But isn't that to be expected
with widespread business recovery? Newspapers, magazines, and
other advertising media will likewise go ahead.
Still I'm wondering if we shall
make the progress we should — the
progress listeners have a right to
expect — technically and artistically. Are we devoting a large enough
portion of our resources to engineering devolpments, to program
improvement? I for one am not
satisfied that we are. After all,
we're of age now — if anniversaries
mean anything. Ten years and
more are a long time in this fastmoving era, and it's about time to
stop glowing over all the wonderful achievements that have been
made. There are still too many
technical deficiencies, too many
poor programs, too many blatant
and offensive commercial announcements.
As a broadcaster and an advertiser, may I express as a wish for
1937 that we lean more heavily
upon the creative ability in our
industry to the end that 1937 may
be appraised as a year of large
gains in technical effectiveness and
program quality.

CHARLES PRESBREY
C. P. FISKEN
Frank Pretbrey Co.
Chevrolet Motor Co.
15, 1936

F. R. GAMBLE
AAAA

J. L. and
KILLEEN
Vice President
Radio Director
Fitzgerald Advertising Agency Inc.
"TkESPITE Mutual Broadcasting
System's coast-to-coast venture
and the proposed expansion of the
NBC -Blue, there will still be a
strong demand for nighttime hours.
The networks have an educational
job in selling daytime hours to
consumers and advertisers alike.
"Spot" broadcasting will match
strides with the networks in 1937
and
"spot"
shows will
mean improved
interesting
competition
for
the networks. 1937 looks like a
bright year for the independent
broadcaster.
Programs will probably become
more "humanized". 1936 brought
forth Husbands & Wives, Goodwill
Court, Community Sing and Jerry
Belcher's Family Interview. Amos
'n' Andy, One Man's Family, Major
Bowes and our own Hawthorne
House have held their own and
should continue to do so.
C. T. LUCY
Advertising Manager
Larus & Bro. Co.

for the broadcastPROSPECTS
ing industry were never brighter. With business definitely on the
up-grade the purchase of receiving
sets for the home and auto should
be the largest in years. Radio advertising will reach new peaks in
volume and high quality, bringing
the very best of everything that is
good for America into the homes
of listeners.
Obsolete equipment will be replaced on a bigger scale; new
methods and equipment will take
their position in the scheme of
things; ways will be provided for
additional facilities through engineering achievements, and with television actually around the corner
there is no question about a tremendous radio activity in 1937. As
an educational, entertaining and
political force the radio industry is
on the verge of its greatest service
yet to mankind.
W. VINCENT LEAHY
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner
"DADIO broadcasting as an advertising medium has very definitely arrived. Even the die-hards
admit this.
1937 will see a greater demand
than ever for time on the air. It
will be a sellers' market rather
than a buyers', as heretofore. There
will be greater variety and more
refinement in program material.
Smart sponsors will cut their commercials to the bone, and the listening public will show their appreciation by purchasing the advertiser's products.

J. R. ROLLINS
WILLIAM S. PALEY
Atlantic Refining Co.
CBS

BROADCASTING
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WALTER J. NEFF
Neff-Rogoic Inc.
EARL

ROBERT W. GRIGGS
Standard Brands Inc.

LENOX

GILMORE

President and General Manager
Gilmore Oil Co.
BROADCASTING is an insepar" able part of our sales promotion. For nearly six years we
broadcast the Gilmore Circus, one
of the earliest commercial programs on record. For nearly two
years we have broadcast Strange
As It Seems and with this program built a circulation of 550,000
copies for the Gilmore Cub, an
eight - page color magazine which
we distribute from 3500 service
stations.
We cover the three Pacific Coast
states, reach 65% of the listeners
twice each week, distribute by
means of radio one of our magazines to every third home on the
Coast. What more could we say!
ELLIOTT

McELDOWNEY

Advertising Manager
Cities Service Co.
TOURING the past several years
radio has leaned heavily on
talent from other entertainment
fields which have rapidly become
exhausted. But 1936 has been noteworthy for the discovery of new
program ideas and talent within
radio itself.
This leads me to believe that the
pendulum is swinging, and that in
1937 radio again will develop more
of its own talent as it did in the
pioneer days of broadcasting.
Cities Service, for example, plans
to bring Lucille Manners, young
star of radio, into the major stardom she so richly deserves. I feel
1937 will see others featuring talent developed from within radio
itself.
A. E. MEYERHOFF
President, N eisser-M eyerhoff Inc.

broadcasting will continue to make great progress
as long as the people connected
with it continue to feel as they
do now — that they have not yet
arrived. I know of no successful
industry where the people are
striving as hard as they are in the
radio industry and are keeping
their minds open and alert to opportunities for progress.
It seems to me that radio people
are extremely open minded to
every new mechanical and entertainment possibility. Every amateur writer or entertainer is given
a hearing with the hope that something new may be found with
which to entertain their listeners.
Surely radio is an up-to-the-minute
business, and it deserves the further progress that it is bound to
enjoy during 1937.
RADIO

BROADCASTING

WesselT. Co,WELDOIS"
THEODORE
R. LOHR

President, National Broadcasting Co.
AS THE new year approaches,
f*- the National Broadcasting Co.
is taking stock, analyzing the possibilities for its second decade in
the light of its expei-iences during
its first decade. We are fortunate
indeed to have had the first ten
years signalized by phenomenal
growth, for it has endowed us with
a wealth of foundation material on
which to base our future development. It is now possible to see
farther down the road and plan
ahead on sound lines, whereas, to
begin with, broadcasting courses
were dictated by circumstances
which followed no precedents or
traditions, making us feel our way
at every step.
This business, which has become
in so short a time such a tremendous influence in American life and
on American thought, must now
consolidate for future years the
achievements it has accomplished.
At the same time that we attain
a more mature age in sound broadcasting, the Radio Corporation of
America and the National Broadcasting Co. are blazing new trails
with the latest child of the laboratory— television. I can no more
predict television's development for
the next ten years than I could
have that of network broadcasting
ten years ago. But this I can say
— that broadcasting and television
will go hand in hand, the former
a sturdy industry and a challenge
to the newcomer to match its
achievements.
DAVID

SARNOFF

President, Radio Corp. of America
Chairman of Board, NBC
'T'HE year 1936 has been marked
*■ by many milestones of progress
in radio. More and better radio
instruments of all kinds have been
built and sold. Manufacturers of
nationally advertised products have
affirmed the increased size and responsivenes of the national radio
audience by purchasing more time
and providing finer programs on
the broadcasting networks this
year than ever before. During
1936 the new art of television
moved out of the research laboratory into the fields of engineering
experiments under actual service
conditions. Experimental television
field tests will be continued during
1937 with many improvements and
higher standards. There is every
reason to believe that during the
year 1937 the progress of radio so
significantly demonstrated during
the 12 months just passed will continue with accelerated vigor.
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ELLIOTT McELDOWfYEY
Cities Service Co.

M. H. AYLESWORTH
Radio Keith Orpheum Corp.

WILLIAM S. PALEY
President
Columbia Broadcasting System
'T'HE SOUND economic basis on
which American broadcasting is
established today gives every evidence of continued growth and
strength in the forthcoming year.
This economic solidity of the industry will continue to make possible increasingly higher standards
of broadcast operation, greater selectivity of program material and
constant technical improvement
and progressive development which
will directly benefit every American listener.
The vital issues of the past year
made broadcast direction even
more keenly conscious of its public stewardship . . . and the radio
audience more actively aware of
the great responsibility which rests
upon broadcasters in their handling
of national and world affairs. As
we face 1937, I believe the American listeners are more familiar
with and better understand important broadcasting policies. I think
there is strong indication of a
widespread confidence in broadcasting's integrity and the manner in
which we are discharging our responsibilities.
We are living in an era of strong
partisan viewpoints, vast social
adjustments and rapid economic
changes. In 1937 broadcasting will
play an increasingly important
part in the sound evolution of our
democracy. It will be called upon
to render a service of great significance in both national and international affairs. It will have an
enormous opportunity to interpret
to democracy those world events
which are challenging the understanding of millions of people upon
whose wisdom sound democratic
government must rest. As world
problems become more involved
listeners will turn constantly to
their radios as a reliable medium of
public information and impartial
interpretation of events.
American listeners will have a
greater selection of the world's
finest talent and artistry. New concepts of entertainment will be
brought before them and new personalities will compete for popular
acclaim with the old favorites. But
I think the coming year will be
notable by the use of our medium
as a constructive force in political,
economic and social affairs ... by
an increase of broadcasting exchange programs with foreign nations. The confidence today accorded our industry by millions of listeners, and their reliance upon us
to serve them faithfully, will be a
continued challenge to every broadcast operator.
We are facing our greatest opportunities for a broadly useful
service.

CHESTER H. LANG
Adv. Fed. of America

HARRY PECK
Chairman of Board
Peck Advertising Agency
UNDOUBTEDLY the year 1937
will be the greatest broadcasting period of the industry to date
because of the greater acceptance
that radio is gaining in the schedules of most all advertising plans,
for radio has so definitely become a part of practically every
worthwhile household in the land
that its influence and guidance on
practically all subjects, especially
merchandise use and purchase, is
more and more beins: accepted by
all classes of manufacturers as indispensable inthe moving of their
goods
off
the
dealer's
shelves into
the hands of the
consumer.
ARTHUR PRYOR JR.
Vice-President and Radio Director
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
INDICATIONS are that 1937
■■- should exceed the record breaking year 1936 in the radio industry. Facilities are better. Recent
expei-iments and trends in new
types of entertainment
undoubtedly continue and will
improve,
adding to the unprecedented amount
and variety of entertainment available at the loudspeaker.
Spot business will probably automaticall-1- increase in importance
and volume due to lack of available time on networks and better
understanding of the medium. The
business of broadcasting, already
adult, is still growing.
CHARLES PRESBREY
President
Frank Presbrey Co. Inc.

of the presoutset
THEent very
ing season,
broadcast
commercial network programs of a
novelty nature bid for public favor.
musical saw and yharAlthough theamateurs
seem definitel on
monica
the wane, vox populi will undoubtedly continue to be heard in community singing, amateur theatricals, hero medal presentations, fireside and street interviews.
This tendency toward making
AT

of the
will
probably part
become
more'show'
and
the audience
more prevalent during the forthcoming year. Public participation
in radio broadcasting should increase its consumer acceptance and
enhance its value as a profitable
selling medium for advertisers.
FRANK E. MULLEN
Director of Public Relations
Radio Corp. of America
ANY evaluation of radio broadcasting today cannot be other
than optimistic in character. On
every front radio has made remarkable progress. In research, in
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manufacture and in the development of services, radio leads. Superior radio facilities are giving
the American public a superior radio service and new services are
in the offing. If anything, those in
the radio industry have been too
modest in promoting radio's great
values to the industrial world, the
scientific world and radio's cultural
i contributions to our civilization.
With radio's forward trend established, the future outlook is very
bright.
THEODORE TEFT WELDON
Vice President, Wessel Company
TP HE GREAT and constant improvement noticeable in the
talent and showmanship of radio
programs is the key to the growing success of this medium. More
than eight million radio sets for
homes and automobiles have been
sold during the past year, which
means that these added millions of
people are finding radio indispensable as a means of entertainment
and information.
This lure of entertainment holds
them receptive to information upon
which the sponsors of these programs will depend more and more
for the stimulation of business, for
the confidence and for the goodwill
which keeps the bell ringing in the
> cash register. Radio in the coming
* year will reach the consciousness
of greater masses of people than
ever before with advertising messages which they could not be persuaded to read but which they will
hear and heed for their own profit,
as well as that of the advertiser.
WALTER J. NEFF
President, Nefi-Rogow Inc.
WITHOUT considering any factors other than the increasing
acceptance of radio advertising
and the general upward trend of
business, it seems that 1937 will
be another peak year for radio
stations and advertisers. With limited network and spot facilities
available in the so-called "choice"
hours — advertisers will have to
exercise keener judgment in the
selection of programs and ideas to
attract their share of radio listeners.
Because of this, many new and
some startling trends in entertainment will make their debut this
year. This, in turn, should have
its effect in an increased number
of listeners, and greater effectiveness of commercial radio programs
generally.
LOUIS D. H. WELD
Director of Research
McCann-Erickson Inc.
Chairman Technical Committee
Joint Committee on Radio Research
XCEPT for 15 months in 1932
and
E3 1933, radio broadcasting
has been on the up - swing ever
since _ it came into use, and further increase is anticipated during
1937. The increase for 1937 will
probably fall short of the gain for
1936, because the flood of political
speeches
inordinately increased
billings for 1936.
The difficulty of getting popular
hours on national networks will
probably mean more of a switch
to daytime hours and to spot broadcasts. The rising tide of talent
costs suggests that radio must develop new professional talent. Increasing number of families owning sets indicates larger audiences
than ever.
Page
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PIERRE ROCHE
President
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham Inc.
WERE
THERE desirable time
" periods to go around, radio
broadcasting's appeal to advertisers would undoubtedly hit an alltime high in 1937.
I believe the national chains
would do well to consider some
means of limiting any one advertiser to a maximum period of 30
minutes which would equalize time
competition and further diversify
entertainment for the listener.
Unless something of that sort is
done, the list of sponsors will be
increasingly restricted and the
widest benefits of radio broadcasting as an advertising medium will
not be enjoyed by both sponsors
and listeners.
Certainly there is no question
any more as to the advertising productivity of first class radio entertainment combined with plausible
commercials.
STUART SHERMAN
Vice President, Pepsodent Co.
PROSPECTS
broadcasting industry for
nexttheyear
appear
to be obvious. Sponsors are standing in line raising cain about time
availability which will probably
mean better daytime radio and a
further increase in the use of spot
plus third network increases.
Hollywood has arrived as an important adjunct to the radio whirl.
We will have better shows, more
competition but when the year is
over those who remembered "the
show's the thing" will have found
radio as profitable as ever.

Increase
Brings

in the

Estimated

"On Jan. 1, 1937, it is estimated
that there will be 24,269,000 radio
families equipped, a new high record, but 17,500,000 radio families,
or 70%, have obsolete sets, without
the modern receivers for shortwave foreign broadcasting. In addition there are about 4,000,000 automobile radio sets in use and
many thousands of families have
two or more radio sets in their
homes.

15, 1936

E of radio has
THE
never FUTUR
been so bright as it is at
the present time. Advertisers are
realizing more and more every day
that the ether waves provide one
of the best goodwill mediums available.
Backed by an intensive newspaper campaign, our sponsored
broadcasts of the East's principal
collegiate football games during
the 1936 season did more to create
new friends and strengthen the
bonds of old ones than any campaign since the foundation of the
Atlantic Refining Co.
Now that business is definitely
on the upturn throughout the
country, we believe radio will reap
the benefits of larger advertising
budgets.
CEDRIC SEAMAN
Advertising Manager
Continental Baking Co.

I do not have
SORRY onthat
AM views
I any
the prospects of
the broadcasting industry for next
year. I know that we have what
we consider a good radio show,
which seems to be doing a good
job for us and present indications
are that we will continue it.
I also know that most of the
good time on the broadcasting
chains has been sold and therefore
they should have a good year, but
I have never felt competent to
prognosticate any particular subject and therefore am not in a
position to prognosticate concerning radio for next year * * *.

Number

TO THE 22,869,000 radio homes
in the United
States at the beginning of this
year ing,
[BroadcastJuly 1], the
Radio Manufacturers Association
estimates that
1,400,000 will have
the Bondto Geddes
been ofadded
end
1936,by according
a statement Dec. 12 by Bond Geddes,
RMA executive vice president. He
estimates that American radio
manufacturers in 1936 will have
produced and sold 7,600,000 radios,
of which the 1,400,000 went into
homes which heretofore have not
been radio-equipped.
"All previous records in radio
production will be eclipsed in 1936
when the records are complete,"
said Mr. Geddes, estimating this
year's production at 7,600,000 sets
and 96,300„000 tubes. The previous
peak was in 1935 when 6,300,000
sets were produced and 65,500,000
tubes.

"Improved

J. R. ROLLINS
Advertising
Manager
Atlantic Refining Co.

business conditions,

Total

of Radio
of

Homes

24,269,000

increased buying power, the 'radio
election' campaign, wide increase
in interest in shortwave international programs, larger purchases
of battery and other sets in rural
districts and increased foreign buying of American radio all have
contributed to the industry peak
being established this year. Improvements in radio broadcasting
programs both in the United States
and also foreign shortwave broadcasting have been a tremendous
stimulus to the trade and the usual
holiday sales of large volume are
again occurring. Other outstanding factors in the 1936 records are
the increasing use of two, three or
more radios in the home and the
tremendous popularity of automobile radio. About 1,500,000 automobile radio sets were sold this
year through an investment by the
American motoring public of $65,000,000.
"In foreign countries American
radio also is proving more popular.
Exports of U. S. radio sets this
year will be more than $28,000,000,
including about 650,000 sets shipped
abroad, an increase of 10% over
last year's previous high record.
"In excise taxes the government
will be paid over $6,000,000 this
year by radio manufacturers, compared with $4,436,000 in 1935.
"Radio prospects for 1937 also
are encouraging, including1 such
outstanding features as the inauguration of President Roosevelt
next month and the coronation of
a British King.
"The 1936 industry records demBROADCASTING

f Broadcasting' Sued
For Libel by Payne
Asks

$100,000

in

Alleging

Damages From Editorial
A LIBEL suit for $100,000 was
filed in the District Court of the
United States for the District of
Columbia Dec. 7 by George H.
Payne, Republican member of the
FCC telegraph division, charging
damage to his "good name, fame
and credit, both as a private citizen and as an employe and official
of the United States" as a result
of an editorial carried in Broadcasting.
Defendants are Martin Codel,
publisher, and Sol Taishoff, editor,
together with Broadcasting Publications Inc. The plaintiff asks
$50,000 as compensatory damages
and $50,000 punitive damages
through his attorney, Ellsworth C.
Alvord, of the firm of Alvord &
Alvord, Washington.
The suit is based on an editorial
titled "Strange Interlude", appearing in the Oct. 15, 1936 issue
of the magazine relating to the
commissioner's interrogations of
Powel Crosley Jr., operator of
WLW, during the October technical broadcast allocations hearings
before the FCC.
The magazine and its publisher
and editor have engaged counsel
and will press for early disposition in the courts.
EDWARD H. WEISS
Manager, Radio Department
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.
T T ^QUESTIONABLY,
radio
tions and networks, as
wellstaas
advertisers, will be faced with a
shortage of time during 1937. This
points to new stations as fast as
they can gain licenses. It forecasts increased wattages for present stations. It will probably result in a better use of shorter periods of time. It certainly will
bring about a development of better shows, particularly during the
best year.
morning
periods. It is hardly necessary to say, 1937 will be radio's
onstrate that the socalled 'saturation' point of radio is a myth. New
sales largely are for replacement
but it is estimated that 1,400,000
new homes were equipped this year
with radio, an increase of about
6%. Of the 24,269,000 estimated
radio families, only about 6,700,000
have modern shortwave receivers
to hear international broadcasting,
leaving an enormous replacement
market.
"Statistics show that 1936 sales
increased about 30% over those of
last year to an estimated retail
value, including exports, of about
$430,800,000, compared with $332,300,000 last year. It is estimated
these sales will be divided as follows: Receiving sets, $315,800,000;
tubes, $70,000,000, and radio parts
and accessories, $45,000,000. While
the 1936 set production of 7,600,000
is a new record in number, the dollar volume is comparatively smaller
because of the greatly reduced
prices, despite vast improvements
in radio products in recent years,
but the 1936 dollar volume is the
largest since 1930."
JOHN
LINER,
artists' representative
of Boston,
is furnishing
the comedy
script Minstrel
material Show
for theheard
new over
AmosNBC'n'
Andy
on Fridays for Pepsodent.
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A

Lesson

in

PERSPECTIVE!

In the Above picture it looks as if the T.W.A. plane covers Kansas City —
the buildings are dwarfed, the airplane spreads its wings over an immense
area . . .
BUT — it's only a trick of perspective as anyone can easily tell!
Likewise, with all the surveys, figures and claims of first place made by
Kansas City radio stations, it would appear that every radio station is giving
complete Kansas City coverage every hour of the day and evening.
Surveys deceive — there's the trick of perspective — but results don't
deceive.
WW

WREN

states its case very simply.

We

do not claim

complete coverage — but we do believe we are doing a
darned good job of selling in the 90,000 square miles
which

"includes

Kansas

City —

a dozen

minor

cities —

and a huge farm populace." We know this from (1)
Results obtained and (2) the high percentage of repeat
business

given exclusively

to WREN.

Moral: Don't be fooled by surveys- — broadcast for results!
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Industry

Group

C. W. MYERS
President
National
Association Broadcasters
1937 dawns as
"Victory Year"
for the broadcasting industry.
Steadfast neutrality in the political campaign
of 1936 justified
an increased public confidence in
radio. The indusC. W.Myers try will be true
to this trust in 1937.
Now recognizing broadcasting as
a "major medium", advertisers and
agencies will spare no expense in
competition for the radio audience
with the greatest orchestras, and
stars of stage and screen. 1937
will be a year of mighty productions on the air.
However, the great network
shows will not diminish the importance of local productions and
especially local personalities. On
the contrary the interest in stations which perform civic services
and present the best local talent
will increase as the radio audience
grows.
1937 will see further steps taken
in the removal of everything objectionable from radio programs,
the organization and improvement
of educational programs, and the
elimination of so-called controversies or misunderstandings between
educational and religious groups
and the American plan of broadcasting.
EDWIN W. CRAIG
Vice President, WSM, Nashville
Chairman Clear Channel Group
WE ENTER the
new year with
the greatest improvement in radio technique, talent, and technical
equipment in the
history of the industry.
Under
the
American system
E. W. Craig
of broadcasting
we have truly made "a neighborhood of a nation". At no cost to
the listener, we are bringing to
even the most remote and humblest
farm home, the world's finest and
most expensive entertainment; the
daily reports of the market place;
the utterances of public men; the
findings of educational research;
we are bringing news when it happens and in many cases, from
where it happened. The nation is
better informed because of radio;
it is truly the voice of democracy
of the people and for the people,
giving to all the right to be heard
as well as the privilege to listen.
We shall ever remain mindful of
the ultimate objective of all broadcasting; of all grants assigned to
our stewardship; that of public
service. We believe the industry
goes into the New Year resolved
to continue along1 these lines; to
improve, to develop additions to
the service we are now giving coextensive with technical advances.
It will be a great year for broadcasting; a great opportunity for
all broadcasters to earn even more
of the measure of goodwill they
have already won from the American public.
Page
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Leaders

Join

in

predictions of a
year ago for 1936
— that we could
hardly expect
during 1936 to
duplicate the
strides of 1935 in
commercial broad•casting — we
that A- J- McCosker
transcended
record.
And I am firm in my belief that 1937 augurs equally well
for radio.
The general outlook in radio indicates consistent advancement, not
only commercially, but in educational, cultural and musical fields.
As an advertising medium, radio
is now firmly established. No longer need the broadcasters stress the
success stories and "results" in
sales. Now they can concentrate
on excellence of presentation, novelty of entertainment and originality of idea. This, without question,
means that radio will improve.
In our own particular corner,
1937 will be a most important year
to the Mutual Broadcasting System, for the last three days of
this year mark the inauguration
of our coast-to-coast coverage, and
1937 will see our network even
more firmly established in the national scope of radio.
I believe one of the most significant aspects of the last year's advance in radio has been the acceptance of Mutual's concept of operations, with its individually owned
stations and cooperative business
basis. Advertising agencies and
clients have showered approval on
Mutual's policies, and our expansion in 1937 will mean greater possibilities for service to clients and
the listening public alike.
MUTUAL Broadcasting System, New
York, effective Dec. 15, has anoointed
Fletcher & Ellis Inc.. New York, to
handle its account.

Time

Banner

ROY C. WITMER
NBC Vice President in Charge of Sales

ALFRED j. McCOSKER
Chairman of the Board,
Mutual Broadcasting System
NOTWITHSTANDING my

Broadcast

Forecasting

YEAR after year
the broadcast
advertising industry
forecasts, and later rings up on the
cash"biggest
registeryear
—
the
in history".
So
far
as I am able
to foresee, 1937
will be no excepR- c-is Witmer
Publiction interest
in radio
greater
to the rule.
and more sustained than ever before. The number of radio families
is constantly increasing and with
business generally showing a decided upward trend, these families
have more money than ever with
which to buy advertised products.
Not only are we looking forward
to a continuation of the steady and
sure progress which we made during our first ten years, just ended,
but there is every indication of
further increases in daytime advertising and a summer even better than the record-breaker of 1936.
P. L. DEUTSCH
President
World RmiJcasting System Inc.
THE 1936 statistics speak volumes
for 1937 broadcasting prospects.
Having enjoyed a
healthy, consisgrowth year,
duringtent
the past
radio can look
forward with unqualified optimism.
P. L. Deutsch
World Broadcasting System is
proud in the belief that its contributions to that growth offer still
greater possibilities for advertisers, radio stations and listeners
alike. The development of selective broadcasting, making radio
available to every size and type of
advertiser, means increased income
for every station — a broader base

Sales

for

Nine

Months

Increases
18.2%
Over
Figure
in 1935
BROADCAST advertising income
34.6%,
19.7%. with record volume up
for the first nine months of 1936
Transcription and live talent
increased 18.2% over 1935, with
business
showed the largest climb
all portions of the medium enjoyin the local field, 43.4% and 40.9%
ing gains as compared with the
as compared with the third quar1935 period, according to the NAB.
ter of 1935, while record and anIncome for the third quarter of
nouncement business jumped 13.7%
1936 totaled $22,768,118, as comand 19.2%. Pronounced gains
pared with $17,155,350 last year,
were registered in national nona gain of 32.7%.
network announcement and record
Expansion of 33.2% during the
volume,
amounting to 78.5% and
quarter was experienced by non71.9%, followed by transcription
network advertising with network
and live talent increases of 35%
volume rising 32.3%, regional netand 21.8%.
work 35.1%, national non-network
Increases were shown for the
35.2% and local 31.3%.
third
quarter in all types of sponRadio showed the largest insorship, principally automotive,
crease of any medium during the
beverage, confectionery, financial,
third quarter, the 32.7% comparsoap and kitchen supply, radio set
ing with 15.4% for national magaand
tobacco advertising. Retail
zines, 25.3% for national farm
volume rose 25.3%.
papers and 12.9% for newspapers.
Total broadcast advertising volGains by Rendition
ume for the third quarter follows:
ALL TYPES of rendition shared
National Networks --$12,503,699 $9,451,157
1936 256,263
1935'
Regional Networks
346.219
in the third quarter gain, tranNational Nonnetwork
4,877,300 3,607,935
scription volume rising 36.8% over
Local
5,040,900 3,840,055
the same period a year ago, live
talent 31.3% and announcements
Total
$22,768,118 $17,155,350
1936

BROADCASTING

1937

• . .

on which the entire industry may
build.
Transcription libraries, now serving 450 stations, lend to local radio
a solidity, a security founded on
better programs, larger audiences,
more economical operation, mere
advertisers, and greater sales results.
All these factors, proven facts
in 1936, presage a happy and prosperous 1937.
HUGH K. BOICE
CBS Vice President in Charge of Sales
EACH year in
radio's history
audiences have
grown and their
have
increased
al listening.
Each
periods
of habituhave
improved,
year programs
and the facilities
for broadcasting
H. K. Boice them have kept
pace with the improvement. Today,
advertisers know that good programs with worthwhile sales messages will reach vast responsive
audiences regardless of competition
on the air. audience,
They know already
that radio's
nationwide
close
to complete saturation of the country's population, is big enough to
"go 'round".
Their confidence — based on a
solid foundation of experience — is
the one sound explanation of why
the broadcasting industry stands
today at the peak of its achievement; of why radio can exoect even
greater accomplishments in 1937.
ARTHUR B. CHURCH
Chairman NAB Committee of Fire
Joint Committee on Radio Research
THE YEAR 1937
will be radio
broad casting's
greatest
both
in dollaryear
volume
and, far more important, in stabilizing the industry. NAB ardization
standefforts
of several years
A. B. Church
ago will begin to
show fruition. That lusty infant,
the new Sales Managers Division
of the NAB Commercial Section is
rarin' to go and will see to it that
station owners get things done.
Advertisers and agencies are just
as anxious to help get radio advertising on "an easy to buy — easy
and successful to use" basis as are
radio executives. The joint efforts
of the NAB, ANA and AAAA
have already begun to show results and 1937 should see real
progress on standardized methods
of determining station coverage
and circulation. Both buyers and
sellers of the radio advertising
medium now fully realize cooperative effort is desirable and necessary if advertisers obtain full advantage of this great productive
low cost medium.
CBS Cuts Melon
AT A MEETING of the board of
directors of CBS Dec. 10, a quarterly dividend of 50 cents and an
extra cash dividend of $1.30 a
share was declared, payable Dec.
21 to all stockholders of record.
• Broadcast
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JAMES W. BALDWIN
Managing Director
National Association of Broadcasters
VOLUME: Present indications
are that the radio
broadcasting industry will gross
more than one
hundred million
dollars during the
year 1936. Barring generally severe weather
J. W. Baldwin which might adversely affect the retail trade the
NAB Business Index points to a
gross for the year of about $103,500,000.
Stability: Just as 1936 will witness the greatest gross business in
the history of radio broadcasting
so this year will be recorded as a
period of important capital expenditures by the broadcasters. The
vast sums expended by the broadcasters this year for the erection
of the more efficient vertical radiators; purchase of new transmitters and studio equipment; and the
purchase of land and the construction of permanent type buildines
to house transmitting equipment,
bear testimony to the confidence
and courage of owners and insures
greater stability.
Research : As the medium has
grown, it has emerged from the
trial and error stage to a point
where principles regarding: its use
as an advertising medium have
been formulated and applied. These
principles have been based upon
experience, supplemented by a
great and varied volume of research which broadcasting- has conducted and which place it in a position to furnish the advertiser
with at least as much information
as is supplied bv any medium.
Continued efforts in this direction,
undertaken cooperativelv with the
advertisers and the ag-encies should
be of great value both to the buyer
and the seller.
Programs: The year has been
marked by important improvements in the use of commercial
credits. Advertisers unwilling to
conform to standards appealing to
the sensibilities of listeners and
truthful advertising have been denied the use of the air. Syndicated program service via electrical
transcriptions have made for more
effective use of radio by retailers.
Rates: Rates have lagged considerably behind the increase in
the number of radio families.
1937: We should witness next
year a substantial increase in the
volume of all radio advertising,
particularly in retail, regional and
national spot advertising. Greater
selectivity may be expected in the
acceptance of accounts. The competitive basis of broadcasting will
continue to supply American radio
families with the best talent available. With its improved and enlarged facilities and increased circulation radio broadcasting again
will be a major factor in reaching
new and richer markets.
ABOUT 150 employes of WOR, Newark, who have been with the station
continuously since last July 31 or before, received a Christmas bonus of
one week's basic salary on Dec. 10.
Those employed after July 31 received
one-half day's pay for each month
worked between August and December.
BROADCASTING

GERALD KING
President
Standard Radio Inc.
ACCEPTING the
universal belief
among
ers thatradio
1937 leadand
the future is going to be better
and brighter than
ever before I confine myself to a
few remarks
about electrical
Gerald King
transcriptions.
Transcriptions, leaders for 1936
in percentage gains in radio, will
lead in 1937 by even a wider margin. I base this on these things:
(1) Our company signed more
stations in the past four months
to our library service than we did
in our first four months when we
had
field. but a single competitor in the
(2) Advertisers are definitely
breaking away from the long fostered belief that a network program covered the country. It can
only be covered completely by the
transcription method.
(3) The stigmatizing transcription announcements in the public's
mind, now has become a seal identifying the program as a better
rather an inferior one.
FRED WEBER
General Manager
Mutual Broadcasting System
FROM $750,000 to
$60,000,000 is the
sum representing
the growth in
annual billing of
national networks
from the first
records available
up to the year
1936.
Broadcasting is
Fred Weber
proud of this record because it is evidence of successful effort to serve the listener
and the advertiser.
Network broadcasting began its
existence almost simultaneously
with the peak of regularly recurring American prosperity, and
gathering momentum it found itself thriving amid the full cycle of
a business depression. Now, 1937
represents the first year in the established existence of network
broadcasting that general business
is paced to a comparable forward
trend.
Sincere, forceful and entertaining advertising must guide expenditure of the increased earnings
resulting from business progress.
Radio, as it developed, in the past
ten years, has anticipated its position as a productive medium to
meet this requirement of increased
advertising expenditures. Thus, it
must serve the manufacturer and
the distributor during his development stage with economic facilities keyed to reaching spendable
income.
With the approach of 1937', of
the three networks — two senior
companies announce changed station affiliations, new transmitter
installations, augmented studio facilities— the third launches coastto-coast expansion with station affiliation additions and new programs.
The FCC reviews the testimony
of the broadcasting industry revealed in a sweeping hearing that
propounds the question of power
development and progress by radio
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stations. The radio manufacturer
works to reduce the costs of improved receivers.
The listener prepares to enjoy
an even more consistent, diversified standard of entertainment.
Business will afford the listener
with income for generally increased
expenditure. Therefore, for the
first time, a fuller opportunity will
be available for "purchase" expression of "listener" appreciation
of entertainment provided without
cost and intended to keep pace in
enjoyment with the progress of
this nation.
JOHN SHEPARD 3d
President, Yankee Network
Chairman, Regional Station Group
JUDGING
by
present
tions the indicabroadcasting industry
in 1937 will be
confronted with
the problem of
meeting
a demand which
is
greater than the
dicated plans of
supply. The inadvertisers and their agencies contemplate the use of radio to a
greater extent than ever before.
Network, spot and local radio advertising will undoubtedly reach a
new peak and during the coming
year we expect to see a more efcasting. fective utilization of radio broadJ. Snepard

The surge of business will take
in early morning and late evening
time brackets which formerly occupied a very marginal position
in the minds of the advertiser and
very ules
probably
the length
schedwill be extended
so of
that
the
summer slump will be of shorter
duration than in past years.
Radio stations will still have to
solicit business on a competitive
basis but we believe that with the
volume of advertising which may
be expected the factors of effective
servicing of accounts and businesslike operation of individual stations and networks will become
more
and
more important than ever
before.
EDWARD A. ALLEN
Chairman
National Independent Broadcasters
1937 in my opinion promises a
volume increase
undreamed of 12
months
ago for
the radio industry as a whole.
With the wheels
of industries gaining momentum
daily, with the
expanding,
paying larger
Allen
1^. A.dividends
industries
large increasing
and
salaries, nothing
can stop a tremendous increase in
retail sales throughout the nation.
The natural inclination of the
retail merchant is to increase his
advertising when business is good.
The smart local station operators
are making their plans now to take
advantage of this changed condition and I predict that for the first
time, local stations who are on
their toes will have all the business they can take care of, and a
better
class of business during
1937.
F. RICHARD ANDERSON Jr. for
the last four years a member of the
NBC press department in New York
has been transferred to the station relations department.

DONALD FLAMM
President
Inter-City Broadcasting System
NO MATTER
how long one has
been connected
with broadcasteach month
sees ing,
some
new
point learned,
some new technique discovered
and adapted. For
that Dereason
1937
Donald Flamm wui
the greatest year in use
radio.of spot pickups,
Greater
more programs of the human interest type, and more diversification of programs will mark the
broadcaster's contribution to a new
radio year.
From the reporter of prize fights
to the magic carpet that takes the
world to the inauguration of a
President, radio has progressed far
in the past few years. It will continue to grow and develoj) this
year with the greatest developments on the side of human interest programs, rather than in the
development
of musical
presentations or comedy
hours.
PAULSecretary
F. PETER
Joint Committee on Radio Research
THE YEAR 1937
seems to hold
bright prospects
for the broadcasting industry.general
Imconditionsprovedshould
increase buying
and

therefore

stimulate advertising. The tendency will be for
broadcast advertisers to intensify
their campaigns through increased
broadappropriation.
cast advertisers Also,
will benew
attracted.
The reaction on the broadcasting
industry undoubtedly will be a
tendencyworks tofor
the now
confine
their crowded
facility netuse
to national campaigns, moving sectional advertisers to regional networks or "spot" use. A stimulated
retail market will materially benefit local broadcast advertising. The
work of the Joint Committee on
Radio Research, in developing
fundamental information on broadcasting as an advertising medium
should materially contribute to the
industry through improved understanding of radio's potentialities
by advertisers,
and broadcasters during agencies
1937.
C. LLOYD EGNER
Manager, NBC Transcription Service
JUDGING by the
interest in recordprograms spot
for
both ednational
and local use, I
1
have every reason
to believe that
1937 will see a
continuation of
the tremendous
gains in business
C. L. Egner
that we have experienced in 1936.
An ever-increasing number of
advertisers is using spot broadcasting, and it is encouraging to see
the number of small advertisers,
heretofore not using radio, now
using it for the first time. These
small users of today will become
the
ture. important accounts of the fu-
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SHOWN

IS A

MISSOURI

"ONE

MILL"

TAX

SALES

RETAIL

RECEIPT

Printed on heavy card board and slightly smaller than the common milk bottle cap,
these tokens are used by consumers to pay the 1% Missouri State Retail Sales Tax.

PLUS

PEOPLE

LIVING

IN THE
32 COUNTIES
IN THE
SECTION
OF MISSOURI

RICH,

THIS

CENTRAL

Paid $83,224.00 into the Missouri State Treasury in August of 1936 in Retail Sales
Taxes by means of these Tax Tokens.
the 32 counties lying between the St. Louis and Kansas City Retail Markets and not adequately
•These are
covered
in total by media ol eCher city or of cities within the 32 counties.

mm

EVEALS
PART

THAT
OF

THE

MISSOURI
IN

RETAIL

PEOPLE
SPEND
STORES

(August Total Over 8 Million Dollars— $83,224x100)

Radio

Station

|^ ^

^

at Columbia,

Mo.

630 Kilocycles, I ,000 Watts (500 Watts Night Time)

CENTRAL MISSOURI'S ONLY RADIO STATI ON COVERS THIS RICH,
CENTRAL MISSOURI MARKET, EFFECTIVELY, EFFICIENTLY AND ECONOMICALLY
* We will gladly send a market data manual, giving facts
and figures concerning these 32 counties, to interested
executives . . .

III!

Address

Radio Station KFRU

at Columbia, Mo., or

National Representatives :
Wilson
Kansas City
KFRU
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Dalton
Chicago

Robertson
New

York

and operated by the St. Louis Star-Times

Publishing Co.
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WREN

Is Acquired

By Kansas
City Star
Price of S295.000 Involved;
Dean Fitzer to Be Manager
SALE of WREN, Lawrence, Kan.,
to the Kansas City Star Co., operating WDAF, Kansas City, for
§295,000 has been consummated
subject to FCC Broadcast Division
approval, it was learned Dec. 4.
An application for transfer of
lOO^c of the stock of the WREN
Broadcasting Co. to the newspaper
company or its individual stockholders was filed with the FCC.
WREN operates on 1220 kc. with
500 watts day and 1,000 watts
night. It is the Kansas City NBCBlue outlet, and is owned by the
Jenny Wren Milling Co. Vernon
H. (Bing) Smith, an executive of
the milling companv, is director.
WDAF is the NBC-Red network
outlet in Kansas City and is managed by H. Dean Fitzer. The newspaper long has been desirous of
procuring: a second station in the
area. Presumably, the stations
would be operated jointly upon approval of the transfer. So far as
known, it is the intention of Mr.
Smith to devote his entire time to
the Jenny Wren Co. affairs rather
than to reenter broadcasting. It is
understood also that the intention
of the Star is to remove the WREN
transmitter to a site closer to Kansas City but to retain studios in
Lawrence.
Five Year Lease
THE CONTRACT between the
Star and the WREN Company
provides for a five-vear lease of
the first floor of the WREN Building in Lawrence, in which studios
and offices will continue to be
located. Lawrence is 40 miles west
of Kansas City, but the station's
transmitter and towers, equipped
with new RCA apparatus throughout, are about nine miles east of
Lawrence. WREN has been a
member of the Blue network since
1927.
Mr. Fitzer, as director of radio
for the Star, will assume management of both stations, upon FCC
approval. The Star has operated
WDAF since 1922 and was the
second newspaper in the country
to ally itself with radio, following
the lead of the Detroit News, operating WWJ.
WDAF now is undergoing complete technical modernization. It
is erecting a 425-foot Blaw Knox
vertical radiator and installing a
high-fidelity Western Electric
transmitter on the 52-acre tract,
eight miles from downtown Kansas
City.
Sleetex Spot Drive
SLEETEX Co., Inc., New York
(Sleetex, windshield sleet remover)
from Dec. 1 to Jan. 4 is running a
series of one-minute announcements
on 16 stations and a five-minute
sports broadcast on WWJ, Detroit.
The announcement schedule varies
from one to eight times daily, five
to seven times weekly. Stations
on the one-minute schedule are:
WBZ-WBZA, WGR, WKRC, WGN,
WTAM, WHKC, WDAF, KOA,
WTCN, KYW, WCAE, KSD,
WFBL, WMCA, WBAL. Humbert & Jones, New York, placed
the account.
BROADCASTING

PRINCIPALS

IN

NBC- WLW

Two

SHIFTS

Local

Authorized
El Paso

and

Stations
by FCC

Prescott Grants

Bring Year Total to 56
TWO MORE new radio stations,
both in the local category, were
authorized by the FCC Broadcast
Division at its Dec. 1 session, thus
bringing to 56 the total number of
new radio stations authorized during this year [see complete tabulation in Dec. 1 Broadcasting].
Reaffirming its earlier grant,
which had been suspended pending
rehearing on the opposition of
KTSM, El Paso, Tex., the Commission sustained Examiner Hill's
recommendation and granted Dorrance D. Roderick, publisher of
the El Paso Times, authority to
erect a full-time 100-watt station
on 1500 kc. The station will be
known as KTEP.
New Prescott Station

ALFRED
Morton
As

H. MORTON
Heads

Hedges

WILLIAM
NBC

Resigns

PROMOTION of Alfred H. Morton, since 1934 manager of the
NBC program department, to succeed William S. Hedges as executive in charge of NBC-owned and
operated stations, was announced
Dec. 10 by President Lenox R.
Lohr. The announcement followed
resignation of Mr. Hedges Dec. 3
to become vice president of Crosley Radio Corp in charge of broadcasting. Mr. Hedges thus becomes
general manager of the 500,000watt WLW, world's largest station,
and WSAI, Cincinnati.
In announcing the promotion of
Mr. Morton, President Lohr disclosed that the NBC organization
is being changed, and that a separate department of owned and
operated stations will be created,
effective Jan. 1, when Mr. Morton
assumes the post. This department
will report direct to the NBC president instead of to a vice president.
Mr. Lohr praised highly the
work of Mr. Hedges. He declared
he had done a commendable job in
taking over the owned and operated stations in 1934, at a time
when they were showing no profit
as a group. During the ensuing
period, he declared, the stations
have grown in stature and earning
capacity and now represent a substantial part of NBC income.
Mr. Hedges' appointment was
announced by Powel Crosley Jr.,
as effective Jan. 1. It brings tog-ether two of the founders of the
NAB, which was established in
1923. At the organization meeting
Mr. Crosley renresented WLW and
Mr. Hedges WMAQ, Chicago, then
owned by the Chicaao Daily News,
of which he was radio editor in addition to his managership of the
station. Mr. Hedges has been with
NBC for the last five years, joining it when WMAO was purchased
by NBC in 1931. During that tenure he has been manager of WMAQ
and WENR. Chicago, then manager of KDKA, and assumed the
post of general manager of all stations operated bv NBC in 1934.
Active in industry affairs, Mr.
Hedges served as president of the
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S. HEDGES

Operated
to Go

With

Stations
Crosley

NAB

for two terms and as chairman of its executive, legislative and
copyright committees. In his new
work he will have complete charge
of all broadcasting activities of
Crosley. Lewis M. Crosley, brother
of Powel Jr.j is vice president and
general manager of the corporation, and since John Clark's resignation has supervised broadcast
operations, with Frank M. Smith
as general sales manager.
In his new post Mr. Morton will
have direct supervision over the
following owned and operated stations: WEAF, WJZ, WBZ, WBZA,
WRC, WGY, WTAM, WMAL,
WMAQ, WENR, KYW, KDKA,
KOA, KGO and KPO.
Mr. Morton, a graduate of the
University of Illinois and Columbia University, has been with RCA
or its subsidiary companies since
1921, having left General Electric
Co. in 1919, where he had served
after resigning as a captain in the
army during the World War. In
1921 he was made manager of the
Washington office of RCA, where
he supervised the construction of
WRC, its first broadcasting station. In 1923 he was transferred
to New York to head the commercial depax-tment of RCA Communications Inc., where he served until
1929 when he was made European
manager of RCA at Paris. There
he arranged the first regular international rebroadcast from the
Paris International Exposition.

Apples on Discs
WASHINGTON STATE APPLES
Inc., Wenatchee, Wash., on Dec.
18 starts one-minute dramatized
transcription announcements on
approximately 40 stations throughout the country. Two or more daytime announcements will be used
on a staggered schedule during a
six day pre-holiday campaign. This
is the first extensive radio campaign of the recently organized
cooperative of Washington State
apple growers. J. Walter Thompcount.son Co., Seattle, handles the ac-

AT THE SAME TIME it authorized the Southwest Broadcasting
Co., Prescott, Ariz., authority to
erect a new 100-watt night and
250-watt day station on 1500 kc. in
that community. President of the
corporation is Albert Stetson, local
theater man. The application of
W. P. Stuart, publisher of the
Prescott Courier, for the same facilities was denied. In both cases
Examiner Seward was sustained.
Mr. Roderick on Dec. 7 applied
to the FCC also for a new 1,000watt station to be operated on 940
kc. in El Paso, which probably will
be set for hearing.
Among other applications filed
during the last fortnight and awaiting hearing were one by Chase S.
Osborn Jr., son of the former governor of Michigan and a retired
newspaper publisher, seeking a permit for a new 500-watt station on
1440 kc. in Fresno, Cal., and another by the Vancouver Radio
Corp., headed by Sheldon Sackett,
for a new 250-watt daytime station
on 880 kc. in Vancouver, Wash.
Mr. Sackett is publisher of the
Coos Bay Times in Marshfield, Ore.,
and the Oregon Statesman in Salem, Ore.
Another application, that of the
Santa Barbara (Cal.) Neivs-Press,
seeking 500-watts on 1220 kc, was
reported favorably Dec. 8 by Examiner Hill as a result of a hearing Oct. 1.
NBC

Owned

- Operated

Group Boost Spot 22%
GROSS
revenue from national
spot and local advertisers (nonnetwork) on the 15 NBC owned
and operated stations in October
was estimated at $373,986 — 22%
higher than the same month last
year. This represents the largest
revenue from this source for any
October, and the largest figure for
any month in the history of NBC.
The total revenue for the first 10
months of 1936 is up 57% over the
corresponding total in 1935. National spot advertisers accounted
for $231,042, an increase of 19%
over October, 1935. Local advertisers accounted for $142,944, with
political interests responsible for
part of this amount. Significant,
however, is the fact that the local
income from regular commercial
sources alone stands at a higher
figure than ever before.
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Polly's
In Fact,
Must

Toe

Participating
KSTP
Feature
Is So
the

Mark

By KENNETH M. HANCE
Assistant General Manager.
KSTP. St. Paul
HOW can a participating program be made to
pay, to be so successful from a
listener and advertiser standpoint that it will
continue o n t h e
air, and how can
it be kept from
K. M. Hance "wearing out"
after a year or less?
This question, in one form or another, has been asked innumerable
times in the past few years. Stations in other cities have even
sent representatives to KSTP to
meet our Polly the Shopper, to get
her advice and coaching, and to
hear her on the air.
We have learned that while a
participating program is strictly a
"one-man" show, there is much
that is required of that one person. If all the requirements were
listed they would sound like a
resume of the station staff, excluding the engineers.
And They Stay
CONDUCTOE of a participating program must be able to
"sell", on the air, and off. She
must be able to write continuity.
She must be a merchandiser,
knowing what will make people respond. She must have a charming,
pleasing voice — one of which people will not tire. And she must be
able to "sell" her advertisers and
keep them sold. (That Polly does
this is attested to by a glance at
her schedule for the current week.
Out of 15 advertisers on her program, only one is a new contract
— all the rest are renewals, several of them having been with her
since her very first year on the
air.)
When KSTP's salesmen present
Polly's program to an advertiser
they describe her as "the girl with
'it' on the air". In an intangible
sort of way, that covers it, for she
has these several years constantly
increased her large audience of
loyal, feminine listeners, and with
straight commercial chatter! A
peppy, lilting theme opens and
closes her 15-minute period, but
aside from that, it is what she
says and how she says it that
holds her audience.
Polly's enthusiasm is boundless,
and she's always sincere. When
one listens to her on the air, it is
apparent that she herself is sold
on everything she's telling' you,
and you're conscious of her vibrant
personality. She has an emotional
quality, too, which one advertiser
referred to as "spiritualized emotion". There's a straightforward,
friendly, helpful attitude, and the
■virtues of an advertiser's product
or service are simply and clearly
explained.
Here is a subtle form of selling,
because the listener is made to believe that Polly is boosting one
thing or another, not because the
advertiser asked it, but because
Polly herself has discovered these
good things and wants her friends,
her listeners, to knew them. This

or

MANY

She

Program
Popular
That

Will

Spurn

a station manager,
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Them

trouble-shooting

a participat-

ing program that has become afflicted with falling-off of
the sponsor, has decided to ask Polly what to do. Around
KSTP,

Polly

(Edith

several years. Now
many

contracts

Shedlove)

rounding

of Polly's success

form of presentation represents
the most valuable form of testimonial advertising.
The Polly the Shopper program on
KSTP has maintained an unusually high standard of accounts. This
has caused us the occasional loss
of an account, but in the long run,
the gain has been far greater than
the loss. Early in Polly's experience at KSTP, a salesman brought
in a 26-week contract for a retail
shoe store.
She Spurned a Sponsor
POLLY checked up on the store
and came back saying that she
would not put this account on her
program. Asked why, she said she
did not want her listeners to think
she wanted them to go there, and
she spoke of the store's undesirable neighborhood, poor air, uncomfortable chairs, wholesale instead
of individual attention, and a
string of other reasons. We chalked
this up to temperament, and because she seemed so disturbed
about the account, we offered them
a different service.
Another time, however, she rebelled when she was offered an account that was then on the other
Twin City stations, and which we
felt was a desirable account. However, the account was placed on
her program, and after one broadcast was taken off immediately.
We realized than, as never before,
that Polly herself must be sold on
an account before she'll really put
it over. Her voice, in speaking of
that particular account, almost
carried an apology, and all her

a fixture

for

out her fifth year, she has
Here

with her cooperative

POLLY
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has been

sold far into 1937.

THE

Page

Pays
Sponsors

are the secrets
program.

copy was about what "someone
else" had told her, and never once
did she speak as though she were
recommending it to her listeners.
Today the salesmen know that
Polly must be sold on an account
before she'll do her best, and
they've found it well worth their
while to try to sell her, for once
she isher
really
sold, she'll put it over
with
audience.
Her audience mail is amazing,
for both ouantity and quality. The
first mail brings 500 letters frequently. But even more imnortant than her mail is the immediate,
direct results obtained by advertisers. The women come into the
stores saying, "I heard Polly, the
Shopper talking about your new
sweaters, and I'd like to see them",
or, "I want to see that black hat
with the red feather that Polly
tried on yesterday". Women have
even left their names and addresses in stores asking that Polly
be told that that they followed her
advice and made certain purchases.
This faith of her audience has
been built, fostered and maintained
by a constant rendering of service.
Polly has kept herself alert to the
newest style details, and relates
them simply and intelligently. If
she thinks a new style is a bit
idiotic or impractical, she doesn't
hesitate to say so. She injects
humorous, personal items, and each
morning she recreates the illusion
of a gay and friendly visit, instead
of being "high-hat" and trying to
impress her listeners with the fact
that she's talking over the radio.
Satisfying Skeptics
HAVING traveled coast-to-coast,
and having met celebrities in many
fields (a good number of whom she
has interviewed over KSTP) Polly
has a large fund of rich, personal
experiences and mental impressions on which to draw. She has a
flair for ad-libbing, and often,
while reading from copy, if she
gets a flash, she'll bring in entirely new ideas and enlarge upon the
original theme.
Whenever we run into an advertiser who is skeptical about what
radio will accomplish, we like to
have
him try the
Polly's
program
first.
Particularly
small
advertisers
who spend cautiously and expect
returns immediately — they are the
one who can tell instantly what
results they are getting. However,
when large advei'tisers have a way
of checking, they, too, find that
this program pays well.
As an example, one national advertiser gave us the figure of the
"lowest cost per inquiry" they had
ever achieved, and that in a national woman's magazine after sevBROADCASTING

eral years advertising therein. The
same "request
was and
offered on the for
Pollysample"
program
the same figure — their lowest cost
per inquiry — was equalled on the
very first week's broadcasting.
Now, a year later, the cost per inquiry has been cut in half!
It's no exaggeration to say that
Polly actually lives with her programs — she breathes, eats and
sleeps with the program paramount
in her life. She has never been
late, and has never missed a broadcast since the day she first put her
program on the air. Occasionally
she flies to Chicago for the weekend, and last winter, during
Christmas and New Year's, she
flew to San Francisco and Los Angeles for a little more than a week
— and the inspiration and ideas
she brings back from these little
jaunts
months. is enough to last her for
This same sincere friendliness
which listeners are able to capture
in her voice and manner, is evident to advertisers and other station employes as well.
Bargains Are Bargains
THE MOMENT Polly begins
broadcasting for an account, she
contacts the account and is constantly consulted for merchandising ideas and advice. In ways totally unallied to broadcasting,
Polly helps merchants with store
displays; she helps them obtain
distribution; aids them in securing
suitable help when needed.
One Saturday afternoon she
took off her hat and helped sell
$3.98 dresses in a downtown department of a large store. She
came in, saw they were swamped,
went to work like any other salesgirl, and when the rush was over,
started to leave. The flabbergasted
store manager tried to offer to pay
her,
but itPolly
wouldn't
hearway
of it.
To her
was just
another
to
serve an account.
Polly offers suggestions for the
improvement of store service, the
handling of patrons; gives constructive criticism of window displays, and is insistent that merchants give honest values. One
time a merchant requested Polly to
broadcast regular $5.95 sweaters
for $2.95. Polly looked them over
and told the merchant that these
sweaters had never been worth
$5.95 — that the most they could
ever have commanded was $3.95,
and that she'd give that comparative price, and say they were
mighty
values for is
$2.95.
When good
an advertiser
paying
for radio time, it takes courage to
tell him what one will or will not
say in that time, but the advertisers have learned that they can
ment.
depend upon Polly's good judgSecrets of Success
IT WOULD hardly be good counsel to recommend that a newcomer,
trying to build up a participating
program, follow this method. It
would be folly. These things have
become possible here only after a
period tiser
of himself
time,has
after
the sold
adverbeen
in
every
way on the program and its
conductor.
Here is a brief compilation of
some of the most essential requisites for a successful participating
program, gained from an analysis
of Polly, the Shopper, and her proThere must be a vibrant, alert,
likeable radio personality.
Thegram : program
must build and
(Continued on page 57)
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Networks
To

Be
Mutual

on

the

Realigned
Adds

Don

Lee

and

Hearst-McClatchy Unite;
A RED-LETTER day in West
Coast radio history will be observed Dec. 29 when some 16 stations in that section realign themselves insofar as national or regional network affiliations are concerned, while Mutual Broadcasting
System, newest entity in the network field, realizes a three-year
ambition by going coast-to-coast.
Tieing into the Don Lee Broadcasting System in California by A.
T. & T. transcontinental line, MBS
on that date will offer a network
of 36 outlets in the East, Midwest
and West. Simultaneously, KNX,
Los Angeles and KSFO, San Francisco, formerly independent, join
the CBS network in lieu of KHJ
and KFRC, the Don Lee stations
in those cities.
Other changes include the formation of the California Radio
System, comprising two Hearst Radio and four McClatchy newspaper
stations, which begins operation on
the same date, and on Dec. 7 Thomas S. Lee, president of Don Lee,
announced that four additional
California stations were aligning
themselves with Mutual-Don Lee.
Midwest MBS Outlets
IN ADDITION to the Don Lee
network unit, MBS will pick up a
half-dozen additional Midwest stations en route as of Dec. 29 as
available for service. These include KFEL, Denver, KSO, Des
Moines, WMT, Cedar Rapids, la.,
WHB, Kansas City, KOIL, Omaha,
and KFOR, Lincoln.
While detailed commercial account placements on the expanded
network were not available as
Broadcasting went to press, MBS
announced that Bill Forbes, Don
Lee salesman who has been in New
York for 9u days, had flown back
to California Dec. 5 with 25% of
all of the network's commercials
going coast - to - coast, including
Feenamint, Murine and Grove's. A
16-hour program service, it was announced, will be effected between
Mutual and Don Lee, with the Pacific Coast unit to feed many of its
sustaining features, including two
half-hour musical programs weekly
from Hawaii.
Plans for gala dedicatory programs were being made by the various station groups to herald the
switchovers. Program production
and sales officials of both CBS and
MBS were on tne coast for the occasion.
KNX on Dec. 1 cancelled some
17 commercial accounts preparatory to the CBS dedication. These
included religious and proprietary
accounts. An advisory board, it
was stated, will be appointed to
arrange a non-denominational religious program to be broadcast
weekly, in conformity with CBS
policy.
With its Pacific Coast headquarters already set up under Donald
Thornburgh, vice president, CBS
had in Los Angeles a number of
its New York officials. These included Victor M. Ratner, sales promotion manager, Hugh Cowham,
traffic manager, Bill Lewis, manager of broadcasting, and Larry
Page
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on
Goes

Sunkist

Coast

Dec.

Transcontinental;

KNX, KSFO to CBS
White, of the program department.
The dedicatory broadcast, it was
indicated, would be in the nature
of a two-hour cross-continent salute.

also participation
in women's
programs in the central
and eastern
markets. Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles, handles the account.

Mutual planned a two - day inaugural program, featuring officials of key stations of the network, plus outstanding talent and
orchestras, with the new stations,
reciprocally, saluting MBS. Fred
Weber, general manager, planned
to fly to California, and probably
will introduce President Lee of
Don Lee to the MBS audience on
Dec. 30.
SINCE

the MBS-Don Lee arrangement, the network has expanded
its personnel considerably. Adolph
Opfinger has been appointed MBS
progi'am coordinator; Dan Pontius
has been added to the Chicago sales
office; Sidney Allen has been added
to the New York sales office, and
Andrew Poole has been named
traffic manager.
A weekly program folio, similar
to those of both NBC and CBS,
will be published for MBS beginning Jan. 1.
The new MBS rate card classifies stations as follows: Basic —
WOR, WGN, WLW or WSAI and
CKLW; Colonial Network of New
England — WAAB, WEAN, WICC,
WTHT,
WFEA,
WSAR, WSPR,

NBC

List

Reaches

Spots

CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWERS EXCHANGE, Los Angeles
(Sunkist oranges) with approximately $650,000 to be spent on
naval orange advertising this season, along with other media, will
include radio and is contemplating
daytime snot announcements and

20

Personnel Enlarged

Plans

WNBH, WLLH, W1XBS; added
eastern stations — WFIL, WBAL,
WRVA, WCAE, WGAR, WSM,
WIRE; added western stations —
KWK, WHB, KSO, WMT, KOIL,
KFOR, KFEL; Pacific Coast - Don
Lee— KHJ, KFRC, KGB, KDB.
In addition to the latter four,
Mr. Lee announced Dec. 6 that
KFXM, San Bernardino; KMPC,
Bakersfield; KDON, Monterey-Del
Monte, and KGDM, Stockton, have
been added. The negotiations were
conducted by Owens V. Dresden,
KHJ manager.
The Hearst-McClatchy California
Radio System planned to observe
its new operation with a special
evening statewide hookup. This
cooperative venture will include
KEHE, Los Angeles; KYA, San
Francisco; KFBK, Sacramento;
KM J, Fresno; KWG, Stockton, and
KERN, Bakersfield. The first two
are Hearst stations, and have no
national network affiliations. The
latter four are owned by McClatchy Broadcasting Co., and on
Dec. 29 switch to NBC. They are
now outlets of Don Lee. Ford Billings, Hearst Radio representative
on the West Coast, is general manager of the new system.

112

as

KARK

Joins;

Case Heard
WOAI
WJNO;
Adds
CBS
BOASTING a list of 112 stations
likely it will come up at an early
ing.
regular Broadcast Division meetfor its two networks — the largest
number in history — NBC on Dec. 7
formally announced that ori Jan. 1
CBS, under the arrangement,
KARK, Little Rock, would become
would purchase Southland Industries, the Halff holding company,
an affiliate. Meanwhile, CBS on
Dec. 13 added WJNO, West Palm
for approximately $1,300,000, and
Beach, Fla.
afterward sell back to Mr. Halff
all save the WOAI property, which
NBC, it was stated Dec. 9 by
President Lenox R. Lohr, plans to
would be procured at the net figure of $825,000. Others at the
continue its "general expansion"
hearing included Hugh A. L. Halff,
program by adding outlets in imnephew of the elder Mr. Halff and
portant markets. He declared, howWOAI general manager: Mefford
ever, that at this time there are
no negotiations close to completion.
R. Runyon, CBS vice president and
The final lap in the effort of CBS
treasurer; E. K. Cohan, CBS technical director, and Joseph H. Ream,
to procure FCC approval of its
oBS general counsel. WOAI was
agreement to purchase WOAI,
represented by Louis G. Caldwell,
San Antonio 50,000 - watter, for
$825,000, was entered Dec. 9 when
and CBS by Duke M. Patrick.
George B. Porter, FCC assistant
a hearing on the transaction was
held in Washington before FCC
general
counsel, appeared for the
FCC.
Examiner Seward. No opposition
was offered by other stations and
Should approval of the WOAI
sale be forthcoming, then NBC is
only WOAI and CBS, along with
expected to affiliate with KTSA,
FCC counsel, were represented.
Primary testimony was presented
San Antonio, a Hearst Radio Inc.
station, now a CBS outlet. While
Southland
J
A: C*
Halff' President
of actual contracts had not been exeIndustries,
owners of
WOAI.
cuted, it is understood that tentative arrangements have been made.
A Matter of Time
In such an event, KNOW, Austin
UNLESS FCC approval of this
local, also owned by Hearst Radio,
sale is procured by Dec. 28, it has
is expected to become an NBC outbeen stated on behalf of parties,
let. KTSA is at present on CBS,
the transaction will be nullified.
while WOAI is an NBC station.
The sales contract carries such a
The signing: of KARK, heretoprovision. It is expected that Exfore an independent, was anaminer Seward will expedite his
nounced jointly by President Lohr
report, and that Broadcast Diviand G. E. Zimmerman, vice presision action will be taken prior to
dent and general manager of the
station. It is owned by the Tom
the expiration date. More than
1936
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Parent Company Absorbs
Stations in CBS Group
MOVING to place all of its station subsidiaries, broadcasting and
shortwave under the parent company for tax and organization
purposes, CBS on Dec. 1 secured
authority from the FCC Broadcast
Division to transfer all of its
licenses to Columbia Broadcasting
System Inc. The network organization thus automatically dissolved
Atlantic Broadcasting Corp., operator of WABC and W2XE, as
well as several experimental stations, and also the subsidiaries operating the nine stations it owns
or operates, most of which had
their local managers as presidents.
The nine CBS-owned stations now
directly licensed to the parent
company are WABC, New York;
WJSV, Washington; WBBM, Chicago; WKRC, Cincinnati; WBT,
Charlotte; WCCO, Minneapolis;
KMOX. St. Louis; KNX, Los Angeles, and WEEI, Boston (leased
by CBS but licensed to it).
Network

to Be

Changed

For Homemakers' Series
THE Homemakers' Council of the
Air, produced as a participating
program by James F. Fay Adv.
Co., Boston, and conducted by Marjorie Mills, feature editor of the
women's page
of Traveler,
the Boston
Herald-Boston
will switch
Jan. 1 to a new network. The program, currently broadcast Tuesday
and Thursday for a half-hour
period starting at 9:15 a. m., will
continue to Jan. 1 on the New
England Network of WEEI, Boston; WCSH, Portland; WJAR,
Providence; WTAG, Worcester;
WTIC, Hartford. At that time it
wUl shift to a divisional network
of CBS outlets, including WEEI,
Boston; WORC, Worcester; WLBZ,
Bangor; WPRO, Providence;
WDRC, Hartford; WMAS, Springfield, originating from WEEI. The
proeram features noncompetitive
household
tive plan. products on a cooperaMutual

Billings Up

39%

BILLINGS for the month of November as reported by the Mutual
Broadcasting System were $227,543, an increase of 39% over the
same month last year. The 11month cumulative total for Mutual is $1,794,076 practically assuring a $2,000,000 year.
Barton interests. Preparatory to
joining NBC it is installing a new
RCA high-fidelity transmitter and
new vertical radiator. KARK operates on 890 kc, with 1,000 watts
day and 500 watts night. Mr. Zimmerman was formerly with the
NBC station relations department,
and is a well - known figure in
southwestern broadcasting.
KARK was the fifth station
signed by NBC during the last
month. Others included WSPD,
Toledo; WFEA, Manchester, N. H.,
KGNC, Amarillo, and WTIC, Hartford, the latter having renewed its
contract for five years. CBS, also
busy in the station market, has
signed WRVA,
Richmond
clearchannel
station, among
others.
WJNO,
newest
affiliate,with
onerates
on the
1200 CBS
kc. channel
100 watts full time. It has been
on the air since last July 31. John
R. Beacham is president and
George A. Hazlewood is secretary
and general manager.
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Power
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in Present

Law;

Work of Policing Advertising Claims Reviewed
RECOMMENDATION to Congress
out, do advertisers decline to stiputhat the existing law be amended
late, making necessary formal comto enable it to prohibit not only
plaints and possible litigation. In
unfair methods of competition but
many cases the advertiser immediately cancels all advertising comalso "unfair or deceptive acts and
plained of upon receipt of the first
practices in commerce," was made
communication.
by the Federal Trade Commission
in its annual report released Dec.
During the last year, the report
14.
stated, the Special Board instituted
Asserting that it is restricted in
the stipulation procedure in 823
cases, negotiated 247 stipulations
its operations because in many
and settled and closed by various
cases it is difficult if not impossible
methods of procedure a total of
to show unfair competition, the
Commission asked that Section 5 883 cases. The Board recommendof the FTC Act be amended so
ed that complaints be issued in 35
court review may be obtained by
cases for failure to execute stipulations and in 9 cases for violating
the Commission without first provstipulations. In 8 cases the Board
ing unfair competition. For the
recommended that complaints be
last several years the FTC has
made a similar recommendation. It issued without giving the advertisers an opportunity to stipulate
has pointed out, for example, that
because
of gross deception or danthe now famous "Marmola" case,
ger to the public involved in the
an anti-fat remedy which was advertised over the air, resulted in no
practices in which they were enpunitive action in spite of the fact
gaged. Review of Continuities
that the product itself was condemned in a Supreme Court opinion. Unfair competition, however,
THAT portion of the FTC report
could not be proved.
dealing with radio advertising follows in full text:
Suggested Change
The Commission began the review
of advertising copy broadcast over the
THE FCC recommended that Secradio at the beginning of the fiscal
tion 5 be made to read:
year
1934-35. At the outset, the Com"Unfair and
methods
in
mission, through the Special Board of
commerce
unfair oforcompetition
deceptive acts
Investigation,
made a survey of all
or practices in commerce are hereby
commercial continuities, covering the
declared unlawful.
broadcasts of all radio stations during
"The Commission is hereby emJuly
1934. The volume of returns repowered and directed to prevent perceived and the character of the ansons, partnerships, or corporations, exnouncements indicated that a satiscept banks, and common carriers subfactory
continuous
of curject to the acts to regulate commerce,
rent broadcasts couldscrutiny
be maintained
from using unfair methods of compewith a limited force and at small extition in commerce and unfair or depense, by adopting a plan of groupceptive acts and practices in coming the stations for certain specific
merce."
[The
new
language
proposed
is in italics.]
periods.
Consequently, beginning with SepThe Commission commended the
tember 1934. quarterly calls have been
issued to individual radio stations ac"helpful cooperation" of broadcasting stations and of newspapers
cording to their licensed power and
and magazines in its work toward
location in the five radio zones established by the Federal Communications
the elimination of false and misCommission. These returns cover specleading advertising. It brought out
ified 15-day periods.
that during the last fiscal year
National and regional networks,
ended June 30, its Special Board
however, respond on a continuous
of Investigation had read and
weekly basis, submitting copies of
marked about 947,000 pages of commercial continuities for all probroadcast continuity to check false
grams wherein linked hook-ups are
used involving two or more affiliated
or misleading statements. Of these,
or member stations.
it said, 19,572 commercial broadProducers of electrical-transcription
casts were marked as containing
recordings submit regular weekly and
representations that appeared to be
monthly returns of typed copies of the
false or misleading. After further
commercial portions of all recordings
review 1,314 prospective cases were
manufactured by them for radio broadeast. As the actual broadcast of a
set aside for additional study.
commercial recording is not always
Altogether there were approxiknown to the manufacturer of a commately 35 0,0 00 advertisements
modity being advertised, the Commisbroadcast by radio stations which
sion's knowledge of current transcripwere reviewed during the fiscal
tion programs is supplemented by speyear.
cial reports from individual stations
The Special Board also scrutifrom time to time, listing the pronized advertising in publications as
grams of recorded transcriptions with
essential data as to the names of the
part of this general work. During
the last fiscal year it examined
advertisers, and the articles sponsored.
96,939 advei-tisements appearing
The combined material received from
in newspapers and magazines and
the individual stations for specified
noted 9,074 as containing stateperiods, from the weekly returns on
ments that appear to be false or
regional and national network broadmisleading. The latter total formed
casts, and from the special transcripthe basis of 1,865 prospective cases.
tion reports, furnishes the Commission with representative and specific
•In defining its advertising surdata on the character of radio adverveys, the FTC said that by far the
tising which has proven of great value
bulk of the cases are concluded in
in
its
efforts to curb false and misstipulations entered into by adverleading trade representations.
tisers wherein they agree to cease
During the last fiscal year, the speand desist from publishing or
cial board received copies of 299.334
broadcasting misleading statements.
commercial broadcasts by individual
radio stations and 38.109 commercial
In only a few cases, it was pointed
Page
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BULOVA,
LAFOUNT
PURCHASING
WCOP
PURCHASE of
WCOP, Boston,
by Arde Bulova,
New York watch
manufacturer and
broadcaster, and
Harold A. Lafount, former
member of the
Federal Radio
cons ummated
H. A. Lafount Commission, was
early in December, subject to approval of the FCC Broadcast Division. The purchase was from the
heirs of Joseph M. Kirby, Boston
jeweler, who died Sept. 6. The
purchase price, it is understood,
was around $60,000.
WCOP has been in operation
since October, 1935, and is assigned
to the 1120 kc. channel daytime,
with 500 watts. It is an applicant
for a change in frequency and for
full time. Mr. Bulova, who recently purchased WOV, New York,
for $300,000, and is interested in
the ownership of several other
stations, including WNEW, New
York, procured a two-thirds interest in WCOP, with former Commissioner Lafount holding the balance of the stock, and assuming
the presidency of the operating
companycasting —Co. Massachusetts BroadNo changes in personnel are
contemplated, according to Mr.
Lafount. G. H. Slattery is manager
of the station.
Mills Plan Radio
TEX- O- KAN FLOUR MILLS,
Inc., Dallas, has appointed the J.
Walter Thompson Co. as advertising agents, according to an announcement by Jack P. Burrus,
president. Radio, newspapers and
posting will be used to advertise
the products of two subsidiary
companies of Tex - O - Kan : La
France Flour, milled by the Morten Milling Co., Dallas, and Light
Crust Flour, a product of the
Burrus Mill & Elevator Co., Fort
Worth. J. Walter Thompson will
service the account from its St.
Louis and Chicago offices.
broadcasts by networks, or chain originating key stations. The broadcasts
from the independent stations averagedworks
1V2 10pages
pages each
each. and from the netThe special board and its staff read
and marked about 947,000 pages of
typewritten copies during the year, an
average of 3,105 pages every working
day. Of these. 19,572 commercial
broadcasts were marked as containing
representations that appeared to be
false or misleading. These broadcasts
were assembled in 1.314 porspective
cases for further review and procedure
in instances that appeared to require it.
In its examination of advertising,
the Commission's purpose is to prevent false and misleading representations. It does not undertake to dictate what an advertiser shall say. but
rather indicates what he may not say.
Jurisdiction is limited to cases which
have a public interest as distinguished
from a mere private controversy, and
which involve practices held to be unmerce.fair to competitors in interstate comThe Commission is receiving the
helpful cooperation of the nearly 600
active commercial and radio stations
and of newspaper and magazine publishers generally, and notes a desire on
the part of these broadcasters and
publishers to aid the Commission in
the elimination of false and misleading
advertising.
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WTFI

Is Acquired

By Atlanta Journal
Newspaper to Operate Station
After Transfer to Atlanta
ACQUISITION by the Atlanta
Journal, owners of WSB, Atlanta
of a substantial interest in WTFI,
Athens, Ga., which has an authorization to move to Atlanta, was announced Dec. 7 by Norman K.
Winston, of New York, president
of Liberty Broadcasting Co., owners of the station.
Mr. Winston disclosed that the
Journal would operate the station
upon its removal and that in addition to the newspaper, Harold
A. Lafount, former radio commissioner, would become vice-president
of the company and a stockholder.
Mr. Winston has been associated
with Arde .Bulova, New York
watch manufacturer and broadcaster, in a number of broadcasting ventures.
Community

Interest

JOHN A. BRICE, vice-president
and general manager of the Journal, has been named president of
the corporation, according to Mr.
Winston, with Mr. Lafount serving as vice-president and Lambdin
Kay, general manager of WSB, as
the active head of the new station.
"I interested the Atlanta Journal in joining me in the enterprise
through our mutual belief that
there was a real opportunity in
Atlanta for another station devoted primarily to promoting community interests and reflecting
community
life," Mr. Winston asserted.
"I feel that the Journal is eminently fitted to maintain such a
policy for WTFI in Atlanta and
with greater freedom than is now
possible at WSB, which is filling
a statewide and sectional function
of constantly increasing imporMr. Winston explained that the
call letters of the station, subject
to FCC approval, will be changed
to WAGA. He added that tests to
find
an efficient transmitter site in
tance."
Atlanta have been in progress and
that authority to install new studios and equipment will be requested of the
FCC along with the call
letter
change.
WSB,
a 50,000-watt
chan-It
nel station,
is an NBC clear
outlet.
is expected that WTFI later will
become identified with the NBC
Blue Network, with WSB becoming a Red outlet.
Mountain Copper Plans
MOUNTAIN COPPER Co. Ltd.,
San Francisco, manufacturers of
Mountain Copper carbonate, a
treatment for seed wheat, which,
thru Kelso Norman Organization,
that city, used radio for the first
time in its history in a spring and
fall campaign, is contemplating
use of that media in a new campaign to start shortly after the
first of the year. In its spring and
fall campaign, spot announcements
were used on 19 stations throughout the country, with a resulting
increase in volume sales of 30%.
An enthusiastic dealers' reception
toward radio points to next season's campaign being more aggressive, with a heavier schedule being
planned, according to Gerald J.
Norton, who services the account.
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Broadcast
Declared
Financial

Medium
Ideal

for

Houses

Intimacy of Radio's Contacts
With the Home Is Cited
ONE

OF THE problems that confronts the financial institutions of
this country is to educate the public as to the inner workings of their
organizations, about their methods
of doing business, as to how they
make money, as to how they exist,
and why, Charles H. Garland, sales
executive of WBBM declared recently at a meeting of the Chicago
Financial Advertisers Association.
It is necessary that they sell the
public on the fact that bankers are
human beings just like themselves
— men and women who deal primarily in human problems, rather
than financial problems, because
every financial problem is an outgrowth of a human problem, he
said, and continued:
"I believe you are going to have
to explain to the average American that if it were not for him you
could not survive as an institution,
and that without you he could not
enjoy economic progress. You are
going to have to show him that
he is part of your organization
and that through the growth of
your activities his general welfare
has grown as a result of a definitely established partnership between your institution and all business.
"Youtoare
haveclothes
to make
clear
himgoing
that tothe
he
wears, the food he eats, and the
entertainment he enjoys would not
be possible were it not for such institutions as yours. It is necessary
that you go still further and give
him definite outlined instructions
as to how to go about transacting
business with you — removing that
fear of approach which seems to
beset most of the American people
when business with a bank is contemplated. In order to do this,
gentlemen, you virtually have to
sit down with him in his living
room and tell him all about yourselves. There is no advertising
medium under the sun that can
offer you the opportunities to do
this the way radio can do it.
Selling Service
"ARE
THERE ofany
who asdoubt
effectiveness
radio
far the
as
child thought is concerned ? If so,
it is because they have not been
> very close observers of the situation. The responsibility for moulding the public consciousness into
I a fair and understanding attitude
toward the banks and financial institutions of this country rests
upon the shoulders of the banks
and the financial institutions of
this country alone.
"You, therefore, have a job of
reestablishing confidence which I
say you can do by radio broadcasting. After this is accomplished —
in fact, while it is being accomplished — you can sell your other
services and make your broadcasting pay for itself in actual increased revenue while spreading
the gospel of good will. This can
be accomplished because radio is
a flexible medium which can be
utilized with equal facility in instituting good will and in stimulating public acceptance of profitable services.
"Radio, with its desirable cover-
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MARYLAND

STATIONS

ORGANIZE

NETWORK

FORMATION of the Maryland
State Network, comprising three
stations in the State, and connected by A. T. & T. lines, was announced Dec. 7 by John Elmer,
president of WCBM, Baltimore,
which will be the key station.
While the date for inauguration of the project has not yet been
set, it has been decided to offer
the facilities of the three stations,
to be sold as a group only, to
national or regional accounts.
Other stations are WJEJ, Hagerstown, and WTBO, Cumberland.
WCBM also will act as sales agent
for the group.
Also encompassed in the plan
for the state group is an affiliation
with Inter-City Broadcasting System, of which WCBM now is a
member. The newly-formed Quaker State Network, comprising
eight stations in Pennsylvania,
later may be sold in conjunction
with the Maryland alignment.
Arrangements for the state unit
were negotiated by Mr. Elmer
and George H. Roeder, manager of
WCBM, with Roger W. Clipp and
H. B. McNaughton, for WTBO,
and with C. Walter Baker, Hagerstown attorney and Grover C. Crilley, for WJEJ.
Hettinger Leaves NAB
As Economic Consultant
HERMAN S. HETTINGER, assistant professor of marketing of
the University of Pennsylvania,
and for the last five years associated with the NAB in a consulting capacity on economics, tendered
his resignation to the NAB Dec. 15.
Among other things, he inaugurated the NAB Business Index in
1933 and has been in charge of the
collection of these statistics up to
the present time.
In his letter to James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, Dr.
Hettinger pointed out that his
resignation would make it possible
for the NAB staff to take over his
activities in connection with the
business index and with economic
research. Dr. Hettinger served as
director of research of the trade
association for more than a year
and in the fall of 1935 returned to
the University but continued to
supervise the NAB's statistical
work and to represent it on the
technical subcommittee of the
Joint Committee on Radio Research.
age of the territory, its intensity
of listener interest, its personal
appeal, its flexibility, the fact that
it reaches the entire family, the
fact that it has the largest coverage up and down the income scale
of any other advertising medium,
the fact that most radio listeners
are home owners or otherwise well
established, thereby eliminating the
waste coverage of other mediums
in which your type of institution
is not interested, and the fact that
radio reaches many more families
per dollar than any other medium
— all of these facts justify the
statement that radio definitely has
its place in financial advertising."
FINANCIAL
ADVERTISERS
ASSX. will hold its 1937 convention
at Syracuse Sept. 13-16. The 1936
session was held at Nashville in the
WSM auditorium.
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Attorneys
To

Turn

Advised
to

Radio

Would Counteract 'Good Will'
Series, Says Bar Official
OPPOSITION by lawyers to the
Good Will Court program on NBC
and Inter-City, and other programs of the type, continued to
grow during the last fortnight,
culminating in the suggestion by
Mitchell Dawson, public relations
chairman of the Chicago Bar Association, that local bar groups,
either individually or cooperatively, use radio to tell the public
about the functions of the lawyer
and to "counteract such nuisances".
In an article published in the
November issue of Chicago Bar
Record, Mr. Dawson stated that
the Good Will Court "exploits
human misery for commercial purposes, misleads radio listeners, encroaches upon the practice of the
law, gives the impression that
there is no free legal aid service
available to poor persons, and undermines confidence in the courts
whose judges lend themselves to

M-G-M
couple
WHN,
Metro -

ARTISTS? — Here are a
of star performers over
New York, operated by
Goldwyn - Mayer. In procuring these candid shots of Mannie the Monk and Artie the Anaconda our photographer was unable to learn from Herbert L.
Pettey, associate director of WHN
and former FCC secretary, what
the particular occasion was. Possibly throwing a little light on the
situation, however, is the fact that
Major Bowes and his amateurs
got started on WHN. Perhaps
WHN is now conjuring up a new
program idea on animal amateurs
to work alongside Leo the Lion?
Sterling Brewers Extends
STERLING BREWERS Inc., Evansville, Ind. (Sterling Ale), has
renewed Squire Sterling Presents,
quarter-hour transcribed musical
program featuring the King's Jesters, broadcast two evenings weekly, on WHAS, WSM, WMC,
WNOX, WDOD, KTSA, KARK,
WROK, KELD, WJBL, WFAA,
KMBC, KWTO, WIRE, WPAD,
WHBF, WJBO, WGBF, WRBL,
and added WSB to its list the
week of Dec. 7. Seven other stations, which started later than
those listed above, are still broadcasting the first series. Agency is
Hays MacFarland & Co., Chicago.
Campaign in German
NATIONAL WEEKLIES
Inc.,
Chicago, placed three announcein German on WBNX, New York,
as a test to advertise a subscription contest for a German magazine. Results were so satisfactory
that on Dec. 28 regular German
announcement campaigns will be
launched on a list of 15 additional
stations now being selected by Albert Kircher Co., Chicago, the
sponsor's advertising agency, and
Roesler & Howard Inc., foreign
language station representatives.
TO

SERVE the large Polish-speaking population within its primary coverage area, WSPD, Toledo, has inaugurated aregular Polish Hour and
has appointed Roesler & Howard Inc.,
as its foreign language representatives.

BROADCASTING

"movethatto aorganize
saysway
is now under
mentDawson
theMr.scheme."
a group of local bar associations
in support of a national bar radio
program which may take the form
of dramatizing the lawyer in action — something similar perhaps
to the Old Judge program" (a
series of legal dramatizations written by Harry Grayson of the University Broadcasting Council and
broadcast weekly over WLS, Chicago, under the auspices of that
organization) .
On the Other Side
MEANTIME defense for the Good
Will Court was offered by Charles
H. Tuttle, former U. S. Attorney,
representing Chase & Sanborn, the
sponsor, and J. Walter Thompson
Co., the agency, and by Louis
Nizer, attorney for M. L. Alexander, originator and conductor of
the program.
In a brief filed with the New
York County Lawyers Association
and the Appellate Division, the attorneys described the court as educational in content and manner
and stated that it serves to popularize the law. Letters of approval
from Gov. Lehman of New York;
Attorney General Bennett, of
General WiAttorney
New York;
lentz
of New
Jersey, and Gov.
Hoffman of the same state, as well
as other officials, were cited.
A formal report and opinion of
the committee on professional ethBar AssociaAmerican
thecriticizes
ics oftion
attorneys,
judges
and ex-judges who take part in
broadcasts of the Good Will Court
participation is detype. Their
scribed as "contrary to the standards of behavior prescribed by the
ethics."
of judicial
canons
Court
, Supreme
In Brooklyn
Judge Conway, on Dec. 9 refused
to grant la temporary injunction to
Good-Wil Court Inc., founded by
Municipal Court Justice Nathan
Sweedler, which sought to restrain
Standard Brands, NBC, J. Walter
Co., WMCA and Albert
Thompson
L. Alexander from continuing the
Good-Will Court series on NBC
and Inter-City. The court held
that the issues of fact "cannot be
properly disposed of except upon
a trial when the merits thereof
investigated and demay be fullytermined."
The plaintiff also
sought to restrain the defendants
from continuing to use the name.
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OnRightsAgainstWarnerBros.
Possibilities of Suits for Recovery of Royalties Paid
During ASCAP Separation Period Is Seen
POSSIBILITY of suits against
is so: Station (A) was a licensee of
MPHC. Station (B) a competitor of
Warner Bros, music publishing
(A) was not a licensee of MPHC
houses seeking to recover funds
The MPHC accepted license fees from
paid in music royalties by stations
(A) and instituted an infringement
during the period January to July
suit against (B). Then there was a
:his year when the Warner houses
merger of the ASCAP and MPHC, (a
were outside the ASCAP fold was
happening which could not be foreseen
seen this month with the disclosure
either on Jan. 1 or April 1, 1936 J.
The infringement suit against ( B )
that the NAB was querying its
was dismissed but so far you have
membership on the entire question,
not refunded the money you accepted
[t is estimated, roughly, that some
from (A ) .
200 stations paid into Warner
Can it be that the vast corporate
houses for the right to use its catpowers of Warner Brothers will be
used in so discriminatory a manner?
alogs, between $100,000 and $125,300.
I am yet unable to believe that is so.
I cling to a confidence that there is
Due to inquiries from stations to
at least a great moral obligation inthe NAB regarding possible revolved here which Warner Brothers
funding of the royalties, it was
will
recognize
and discharge.
learned, James W. Baldwin, NAB
A reply is requested.
managing director, consulted legal
Mr. Baldwin continued that no
counsel to ascertain whether rereply
had been received to this letcovery suits could be instituted.
ter and that therefore counsel had
While the NAB itself does not probeen asked to examine into the
pose to become implicated in any
situation to determine the rights
possible litigation, Mr. Baldwin
of member stations. A series of
sought to procure from member
questions was asked to supply instations information as to the
formation requested by counsel reamount of money paid to Warner
lating to contracts, correspondence,
houses, nature of the contracts
statements of royalties paid, suband other details.
stance of interviews, list of suits
Presumably, decision as to whethwhich may have been brought by
er stations individually will instiWarner houses and details concerntute suits will rest upon the reing them, dates and terms of
sults of the survey. In his letter
ASCAP licenses, and the like.
to members, dated Nov. 28, Mr.
Prior to its return to ASCAP,
Baldwin recited the history of his
Warner houses brought some 300
efforts to procure rebates from
infringement suits against stations,
Warner following its return to
hotels, night clubs and other users
ASCAP last Summer, after seven
of music, seeking damages in the
months of attempted independent
amount of nearly $4,000,000 for aloperation.
leged infringements. All of these
Rights of Stations
suits were
dropped upon reinstatement in ASCAP.
"THE purpose of furnishing this
infoimiation," he wrote, "is to comply with the request of counsel who
desires the same in order to be
able to formulate an opinion regarding the rights and liabilities
of the respective parties. When
final conclusions are reached by
I !counsel then those stations concerned must necessarily consult
their own counsel and determine
whether they desire to exercise
puch rights as they have in the
matter."
Mr. Baldwin brought out that on
July 31 he had wired Music Publishers Holding Corp. (Warner
music subsidiary), at the time of
action on the Warner reinstatement in ASCAP. He inquired as
to steps taken to refund money received by MPHC from stations
since Jan. 1. Explaining that he
received no reply to this wire, he
added that on Sept. 18, he had
sent a letter to MPHC going into
the matter in detail. The letter
follows in full:
Please refer my telegram of July
31. 1936.
The circumstances surrounding this
problem are so well known that a long
recital of them here seems unnecessary. It should suffice to say that the
circumstances which required a large
number of our member stations to become licensees of the MPHC and increase their costs for music were en1 irely beyond their control. In most
instances the unavailability of information made it impossible for stations
to avoid the use of your music.
Rightly or wrongly the moneys paid
to you by those stations has been con-idfred either as "insurance mor. ?y-' or
"blood money". An example why this
Page
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ANOTHER radiophone link with
Europe was provided Dec. 1 with the
opening of the A. T. & T. circuit to
Paris, connecting the telephone systems of the United States and continental Europe and making a new circuit available for broadcast speech
relays. Heretofore all European phone
traffic had to be routed through
London.

Station Break
WNOX, Knoxville, broadcast
some ten spot announcements
that the Tennessee-Mississippi football game in Memphis
could be heard that day
(Dec. 5) on the competing
local station, WROL. WNOX
was unable to carry the contest but promoted the broadcast on WROL as a service
to listeners, for local interest
in the contest was high. A
clothing firm sponsored the
WROL broadcast. A record
for remotes
by abylocal
station is claimed
WROL,
which broadcast all U of
Tennessee home games and
also five out-of-town games,
the latter representing an
average of 265 miles per
game in leased wire tolls.
Allen Stout handled all the
games.
South Atlantic Group
A MEETING of sales managers
of stations in North Carolina, Virand the District
ginia, Maryland
of Columbia
was to be held Dec.
14 at the Mayflower Hotel, Washington, to discuss station sales
problems. The meeting was called
by John W. New, commercial
manager of WTAR, Norfolk, secretary of the NAB Sales Managers' Division. It was to be another in the series of meetings
planned by branches of the Sales
Managers' Division preparatory to
the national meeting to be held in
Chicago Jan. 18-19.
A DEAL between Consolidated Radio Artists Inc., and Fanchon &
Marco Agency Inc., for cooperation in the production and selling
of orchestras and entertainment
was announced in New York Dec.
1 by Charles E. Green, president
of CRA, and John A. Schultz, executive head of F & M. A booking
agreement has been made whereby
the two organizations, nationally
known in radio, music and entertainment fields, will function cooperatively but as separate corporations.

Chicago
Ball Clubs
Plan Broadcast
Fee
ADVERTISERS sponsoring broadcasts of the home games of the
Chicago Cubs and White Sox during the 1937 season will have to
pay to each team a sum ranging
from $3,000 to $7,500 depending on
the type of station used in addition
to station time rates, if the figures
proposed by the clubs at an informal meeting with Chicago broadcasters on Nov. 29 are accepted by
the stations. Under the tentative
schedule set up by the baseball
teams, advertisers using Class A
stations (WGN, WBBM) would be
charged $7,500 by each team, a toseason's
for the
tal of $15,000
broadcasting
rights.
Advertisers
using Class B stations (WJJD,
WCFL) would pay each team
$4,000; and those using Class C
stations (WAAF, WIND) would
team.
to each
payThe$3,000
standard
American
League
broadcasting contract was also
submitted by the clubs to the station men, who objected to certain
sections and appointed Leslie Atlass and Ed Wood as a committee
to draw up a counter proposal,
which was submitted to the clubs
on Dec. 1. No official action will be
taken until after the club managers return from the annual major league meetings in New York,
at which time the broadcasters and
baseball managements will again
get together to draw up contracts
for next year's broadcasts.
Present at the meeting were
Charles Drake of the Cubs, Harry
Grabiner of the White Sox, Leslie
Atlass of WBBM, Ralph Atlass of
WJJD and WIND, Ed Wood and
Frank Schreiber of WGN, Norman
Boggs
of WAAF, and Myron Reck
of WCFL.
A & O Cold Spots
A & O Co., New Bern, N. C, (cold
remedy) is staging a spot campaign on six southern stations,
placed through J. Carson Brantley
Adv.
Salisbm-y,
N. C.
StationsAgency,
are WPTF,
WBT, WEED,
WBIG, WFBC, WGST.

BELLS ALA CASH REGISTER— Sales managers of stations in the Southeastern district of the NAB met
in Birmingham Nov. 24 to discuss commercial operations preparatory to the national meeting of NAB
sales managers in Chicago next month. National rates, merchandising service, local sales and program ideas
held the attention of the station executives. Presiding was Mallory Chamberlin, commercial manager of WMC
and WNBR, Memphis. Left to right, front row: Frank S. Lane, WDOD; John M. Outler WSB; Royale Penny.
WPTF; Hazel McGuire, WQAM; Mallory Chamberlin, chairman, WMC and WNBR; J. W. Mclvey; Howard
E. Pill, WSFA; Frank King, WMBR. Left to right, back row: Jack M. Draughon, WSIX; "Red" Cross.
WMAZ; Harry Stone, WSM; E. K. Cargill, WMAZ;
Allen Lacy, WJDX;
Robert L. McRaney, WSGNf
F. C. Sewell, WLAC; W. T. Knight Jr., WTOC; W. A. Young, WBRO; Fred Steele, WAPI.
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New
For

Offices in Chicago
WBS
to Be Built

At a Cost of $175,000
APPROXIMATELY $175,000 will
be spent by World Broadcasting
System for its new headquarters
in Chicago to be located at 400 W.
Madison St., according to announcement Dec. 7 by P. L.
Deutsch, WBS president. The
building is expected to be ready
for occupancy Feb. 15.
Three ultra-modern studios, a
galvano plant for manufacturing
wide-range vertical and lateral
transcriptions under Western Electric license, as well as office facilities, are planned. Latest acoustical
and recording developments of Bell
Laboratories will be incorporated.
Among the facilities will be the
high-speed electroplating unit, "direct wire" and "off the air" recording. Among WBS advertisers
in the Midwest are Studebaker,
Wander Co., Republic Steel, J. H.
Folger (coffee), Procter & Gamble,
Mid-Continent Petroleum, Independent Grocers Alliance and Montgomery-Ward.
WBS announced simultaneously
that 60% of all commercial stations in the country are now
equipped to broadcast its widerange vertical recordings. It stated
that of the 567 stations included
in a survey, 340 now have this
equipment, an increase of 19% or
112 stations over June, 1935.
NBC

Outgrows

Studios

In Hollywood in a Year
ALTHOUGH only a year old on
Dec. 7, the Hollywood studios of
NBC have become too small for
present needs and extensive additions are planned, Don Gilman,
NBC vice president in charge of
Pacific Coast operations, announced
at a press conference in Hollywood
Dec. 4. At the same time he announced that the San Francisco
studios of NBC will be entirely
remodeled and extended to take
care of expanding needs. NBC
engineers are now surveying the
situation, he stated.
Mr. Gilman, who returned the
week before from New York where
he watched the RCA-NBC television demonstrations, voiced the
belief that Hollywood will eventually be one of the five or six loca'tions where television will be started because of its talent supply and
also because the high hills nearby
are well suited for television transmitters.
Duart Expansion Plans
DUART SALES Co. Ltd., San
Francisco (Creme of Milk facial
cream and Permanent Wave), on
Dec. 6 added KOA, Denver and
KDYL, Salt Lake City, to the
NBC-Pacific Red stations carrying
its weekly quarter hour John Nesbitt's Passing Parade program,
increasing the outlets to seven.
After the McClatchy Newspaper
stations become affiliated with
NBC, Duart on Jan. 3 will add
KFBK, Sacramento; KWG, Stockton and KMJ, Fresno, to its list
of outlets. Plans are being made
to send the program coast-to-coast
■over NBC early next year in a
national campaign. A weekly quarter-hour transcription of that program is also sponsored on WENR,
Chicago and KGMB, Honolulu.
Howard E. Williams, Advertising,
San Francisco agency, handles the
account.
Page
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RADIO

DRAMA

Castins and Tests Vital

In Developing Successful Serials
By FELIX C. HOLT
WXYZ, Detroit
A QUESTION that every station
operator or manager eventually
asks himself is "What makes a
radio drama?"
successful
It is a logical question when one
familiar with radio production
stops to consider the number of
dramas that have hit the air with
p and everya big publicity buildu
thing seemingly in their favor,
only to fold up as complete flops
a few weeks later.
The answer can best be found in
the fact that WXYZ, Detroit key
station of the Michigan Radio Network, has just launched its third
drama" under commer"planne
cialdsponsorship.
It is a drama just as carefully
thought out and planned as a
building, an intricate machine, or
a railroad. Let's consider the buildor a corporaA person
ing
ar type
has need
tion angle.
for a particul
a cerfor
used
be
of building to
GEORGE W. TRENDLE
tain purpose. An architect is con-is
sulted, told what the building
is
to be used for, told what it
set of standard characters, the
to cost approximately when comleads of which did not change. The
pleted. First the Sketches
same technique had been used with
tremendous success in the Lone
THE FIRST thing done by the
Ranger and other dramas proarchitect is to draw preliminary
duced in the studios of WXYZ.
sketches which, when approved,
Then the Conference
will be developed into a permanent
design from which the building
A CONFERENCE of department
will be constructed to the letter.
heads was called. They included
That is the same process
through which The Adventures of Trendle, General Manager Campbell, Fran Striker, chief script
the Green Hornet, mystery serial
writer;
James Jewell, dramatic
sponsored by the Detroit Creamdirector;
Brace Beemer, chief of
before it was ofery,
studios and production; the writer,
fered underwent
for commercial sponsorship.
director of the publicity departMost people are familiar with the
ment, and several others.
"story
the
of
workings
general
Trendle laid his idea on the
conferences"
conducted by every
table.
major motion picture studio before
"I want a script in which the
a picture is put into production.
Let us begin with the first steps
hero will be a modern young fellow, athletic and daring despite a
taken in the development of The
Adventures of the Green Hornet.
tendency to be happy-go-lucky,"
George W. Trendle, president of
he explained. "I want him to beKing-Trendle Broadcasting Corp.,
come a self-appointed agent of
which owns WXYZ and operates
justice, a man who wages war
the Michigan Radio Network, is against the criminals and rackets
that the law seems unable to
also the head of the United Detroit
Theaters, one of the major theatrical chains of the Midwest. He has
Trendle's "story" conferences
carried his knowledge of showmanare
not "yes-men confabs". Those
about
ship, gained through years of exreach."him tore into the idea from
perience in the box-office and proevery angle. Sales heads saw it
duction end of the theater, into
one
way,
theanother,
production
departthe operation of his radio station
ment saw it
the publicity
and network.
department looked at it from anA new drama was needed on
other. Basically the idea was
WXYZ. The station had two under
good, but controversy waxed hot
commercial sponsorship at the
as to the angle from which it
time. One was the famous Lone
could best be produced.
Ranger western drama heard three
Several other conferences were
times weekly over the combined
held. At each, certain elements
stations of the Michigan Radio
were eliminated, others adopted.
Network and Mutual. The other
Finally a name for the hero was
was a domestic serial, Ann Worth,
accepted. It was Britt Reid, a
Housewife, which went to the
name easily remembered, a name
Michigan Radio Network five
that was brisk and youthful. It
was decided that he should be the
mornings a week.
Of all subjects that could be
son of a newspaper publisher who,
dealt with, Trendle believed that
because of his health, had gone to
the best field was to be found in a
Florida and turned the paper's
fast moving mystery story. He
operation over to the son. As head
conferred with his general manof the newspaper, Britt Reid would
ager, H. Allen Campbell, relative
come into possession of informato the commercial possibilities of
tion not accessible to police or
such a radio drama and was told
Much of this information would
that the field was good.
public.
Trendle had long ago arrived at
concern crooks who operated withthe conviction that the best radio
in the law. Britt Reid would dedramas were built from complete
cide to launch his own war against
stories in each episode, but with a
them. Thus Britt Reid, the happy-
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publisher, bego-luckycomes newspa
the GreenperHornet, masked
Nemesis of evildoers, by night.
A comedy element was needed.
James Irwin, veteran actor of the
stage and radio, had gained a
g in another WXYZ drama
followin
as Michael
Axford, a jovial cop
who either stumbled on clues or
walked around them without seeing them. He had a tremendous
following on the air.
Therefore, for comedy in The
Adventures of the Green Hornet,
Michael Axford, the jovial cop of
another script show, was written
in as Michael Axford, body-guard
to the youthful newspaper publisher, Britt Reid. He immediately
a committee of
appointed
one to runhimself
down the mysterious
This situation preGreen Hornet.
sented a rich field for comedy
relief.
And Then the Test
AFTER these and a few other
minor details were ironed out and
the general plan agreed upon, the
first script was prepared. But it
was not the only one. Several
were written over a period of two
months before the series was

and
"go-ahea
the Michiga
finally given
n d"Radio
on the
placed
Network. There it was watched
for a short time, a few kinks
ironed out, and then offered for
commercial sponsorship by General
Manager Campbell.
By that time, every angle from
selling ability of the show to promotional and publicity possibilities had been worked out to the
satisfaction of all concerned. Its
almost immediate sale to the Detroit Creamery, distributors of
Golden Jersey Milk, followed
through the Detroit office of N.
W. Ayer & Son.
The laboratory test The Adventures of the Green Hornet underwent, was the same test given the
Lone Ranger drama which pulled
a half-million letters from two
broadcasts on the Mutual Broadcasting System, and the domestic
drama, Ann Worth, Housewife,
which has repeatedly proved its
power. on the Michigan
pullingNetwork
Radio

CKLW Appointments
APPOINTMENT of W. R. (Bill)
Lapp, as manager, and of L. J.
(Jerry) DuMahaut, as commercial
manager of the Detroit office of
CKLW, DetroitWindsor,
was announced Dec. 7.
Mr. Lapp,
an
auditor and tax expert, has served
in the machinery and steel industries, and is comparatively new to
radio. Mr. DuMahaut was promoted from the sales staff of the
MBS Detroit outlet, having been
associated with the station for
nearly four years. He is a native
of New York, but has been in Detroit 14 years, most of the time
in advertising. For nine years he
was associated with the advertising departments of newspapers,
including the Detroit Times and
the Detroit Free-Press.
Velco's

First Radio

VELCO SWEETS Co., San Francisco, manufacturers and distributors of packaged candy and chocolate bars, for the first time in its
history, is using radio, having
started Dec. 1 a 13-week test campaign on KGGC, that city, using
a quarter-hour program titled Boy
Scout Radio Newspaper, placing
the account direct.
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Series Boosting

more important towns in the Edmonton district.
Sponsors Like It
IN EACH town, six local sponsors
were secured in quick succession
and in each of these towns an amateur night had already been held
and the merchants were receptive.
Each sponsor was to receive a full
commercial credit during the program, plus the mention of his
name, with the others in his town,
at the opening and close of each
show.
Weekly ads, paid for by the staf tion, are run in the six local papers
in towns sponsoring the Morning
Bulletin Board, and each ad consists of a cut, differing from week
to week, and carrying the names
of the six sponsors. Each sponsor
was supplied with four attractively-designed display cards for window purposes. From time to time,
CJCA issues letters to all 36 merchants, checking over their reception of the program and seeking to
render them every possible service.
The sponsors were signed on a
six-month's contract, and, when
half the contract time had expired,
fresh show cards and newspaper
ads were supplied. In most of the
towns one of the sponsors was the
local theatre, and CJCA is preparing: a series of slides to be distributed to the theatre managers
to show on their screens.
Commercial continuity is varied
from week to week.
Besides acting as an excellent
revenue producer in areas that
stations are prone to overlook,
these programs also act as strong
bonds of goodwill, eiving towns the
feeling of narticioating with the
station in its broadcast enorts.
32
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CJCA's Sales and Goodwill
By F. H. ELPHICKE
Manager, CJCA, Edmonton, Alberta
FOLLOWING a
bumper crop in
the northern Alberta region,
CJCA, Edmonton,
goes to the merchants in the surrounding towns to
help set a new
high for station
business during
F. H. Elphicke
the latter months
of 1936. Starting with the current
Star Radio Programs feature, The
Morning Bulletin Board, the station laid its plans carefully for a
thorough coverage of the neighboring towns.
The late spring and early summer of this year found CJCA laying the foundation for this sales
campaign in the country, with a
good-will series of amateur nights,
broadcast from community halls
and theatre stages in 14 of the
larger towns in Northern Alberta.
These shows, sponsored by anywhere from six to ten local merchants in each town, met with approval, and cemented the audience
in these localities. With the advent
of Morning Bulletin Board, we
scheduled it from 9:15 to 10 a. m.
daily except Sunday, and after a
fortnight's
sustainer,
a salesman run
out asto acover
six of sent
the
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Red Heart Shows Persuasive
— Power of the Voice
JOHN MORRELL & Co., Ottumwa,
with
NBC-Re
la.,
through
s, d
Morrell
at on
Time ly
Tea current
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.,
has received this letter
Chicago
from a ,listener:
"Friday afternoon while I was
listening to Tea Time at Morrells
I became so interested in the program that when Lewis Roman said
'Write down on your shopping list
immediately three cans of Red
Heart dog food either heart shaped
or kibbled' I wrote it down and
bought it, completely forgetting I
had no dog. But it was well worth
the price of the Red Heart dog
food to see the happiness and
pleasure on the face of that dog,
which I had to go and buy, when
he was eating that Red Heart dog
food. He is very glad to be out
of the dog pound too.
Sincerely,
"Hoping you are the same,
Mrs. H. L. MacWard,
4315 East 39th St.

OUT

OF TOWN — CJCA, Edmonton, Alb., inserts ads like these in
local papers on the days that business houses in their towns are
sponsoring the Bulletin Board
series.

Cities Service, C-P-P Shift
JESSICA DRAGONETTE, for the
last seven years an exclusive star
on the Cities Service NBC program
will do her final broadcast for the
sponsor Jan. 29, having signed a
new contract with Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., which will take over
the present community sing period
on CBS, Wednesdays, 9:30-10 p.
m., some time in January. The
community sing program will be
discontinued and Miss Dragonette
will be heard in light opera series
similar to the former Palmolive
Beauty Box programs. Lucille
Manners has been signed by Cities
Service to take Miss Bragonette's
role, starting Feb. 5. Her contract
will run for five years. In addition to her radio work, Miss Manners has recently been signed for
a leading role in the new Broadway production Rising Star which
is scheduled to open on the road
Dec. 21. Warner Bros, has her under contract for a series of musical
shorts.
Sealtest Switches
SEALTEST SYSTEM LABORATORIES Inc., New York (National
Dairy test bureau) on Dec. 7 appointed J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, to handle the current
Saturday Night Party broadcast
on an NBC - Red network, Saturdays, 8-9 p. m. The program made
its debut on Oct. 17 but has experienced talent and production
trouble since its inception, Walter
O'Keefe walking out early this
month. Under the new agency it
is unlikely that any major changes
will be made in the program until
Jan. 9, end of the first 13-week
run, talent contracts having been
signed until this date.
1936

Ford Billings Is Named
To Be KEHE
Director
FORD
BILLative of INGS,
the represenNew
York headquarters of Hearst
Radio Inc. on the
Pacific Coast, on
Dec. 7 was named
managing
tor of the direcnew

F. Billings

KEHE, Los Angeles, whosewas
new dedicated with a
transmitter
three - hour broadcast on Dec. 8.
His assistant will be Clarence Juneau, who is also chief engineer of
the station. A. E. McDonald is
commercial manager. In addition
to his post as Hearst Radio representative and KEHE managing director, Mr. Billings also will head
the new California Radio System,
which on Dec. 29 gets under way
as a regional network linking
KEHE, Los Angeles; KYA, San
Francisco: KFBK, Sacramento;
KMJ, Fresno; KWG, Stockton, and
KERN,
[Broadcasting, Dec. Bakersfield
1].

FOREIGN NETWORK
—
Kansas City."
Number of Radio Homes
CLAIMS
CONTESTED
ANNOUNCEMENT
made last
In Dominion of Canada
month by Viola & Furman, New
York foreign language station repEstimated at 1,471,000
resentatives, that it has formed a
CANADA'S radio homes as of four-station network for New EngJan. 1, 1936, numbered 1,471,800,
land to be devoted exclusively to
or 61.1% of the 2,408,600 families
foreign language broadcasts has
brought denials from two of the
in the Dominion, according to estimates computed by the Hugh C. four stations mentioned. WSPR,
McLean Publications, publisher of
Springfield, Mass., and WCOP, Boston, have informed Broadcasting
the Radio Trade-Builder. The estithey
are not identified with the
mate, based on census figures and
venture.
developed in cooperation with the
Quincy A. Brackett, president of
RMA, was the subject of a trade
WSPR, declared he wished to corbroadside issued Dec. 1 by NBC.
rect the impression, explaining
that his station is a member of
The 1931 census of Canadian radio showed 10,367,063 population,
the Colonial Network and receives
or 2,275,791 families, of whom
programs also from the Yankee
Network and Mutual Broadcasting
770,436 had radios, or 33.9%. The
System. He said that few of its
latter figures, however, were those
of the radio branch of the Departprograms are in the foreign lanment of Marine and were based on
guage category and that the station is not a member of any forlicensed sets, then licensed at $1
eign language network. Gerard H.
per year (the license fee now is
Slattery, manager of WCOP, denied that his station was connectThe 1936 estimates follow:
$2).
Total Radio
ed in any manner with the enterProvince
Population Families Families
prise. He said WCOP had no inP. E. Isle—
91,800
19,300 6,100
tention of going exclusively into
Nova Scotia.
534,600
112,300 50,900
the foreign language field.
New Bruns. _
425,600
89,400 31,300
Quebec
3,069,000
586,500 280,600
Ontario
3,616,000
835,300 651,400
Manitoba
741,000
161,100 110,800
930 kc. Group
Saskatch. ___
979,500
226,200 114,900
Alberta
777,500
179,600 92,100
FOUR STATIONS operating on
Brit. Col
736,000
198,900 133,700
the 930 kc. regional channel have
combined for the purpose of seeking a horizontal increase in power
RCA Opera Dec. 26
on the frequency from 1,000 to
THE Dec. 24 broadcast of the first
Metropolitan Opera series will be
5,000 watts. A meeting of executives of the stations was Tield in
heard on 32 NBC-Blue stations,
Washington
late last month at
including the basic and Pacificwhich the decision was reached.
Coast Blue groups, plus Honolulu.
The stations and their executives
Hansel & Gretel, an annual Christmas program, will be the first
who attended the meeting are
opera broadcast. On Dec. 26, 2-3:30
p. m. (approximately), WCOL,
KMA, Shenandoah, la., represented by Bob Kaufman, commercial
WLW, WSOC, WFBC, WWNC,
manager; KROW, Oakland, Cal.,
WCSC, WJDX, KGBX, KTHS,
KTBS, KGIR, KGHL, and the
represented by H. P. Drey, presisoutheast, southcentral, southwest,
dent and general manager; WBRC,
northwest groups will be added to
Birmingham, represented by K. G.
the network series, which will run
for 14 weeks. Effective Jan. 2, Marshall, commercial manager, and
WDBJ, Roanoke, represented by
WEAN, WICC, KFBK, KWG,
KERN will broadcast the opera
R. P. Jordan, manager. The staand on March 6, WFEA will join,
tions also agreed to oppose the apmaking 68 stations in all. Lord &
plication of WELI, New Haven,
Thomas, New York, is the agency.
seeking full time on the frequency.
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Cleveland

WFAA

Dallas
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Fort Worth
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KVOD
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this opportunity

be for all of us a year
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thank-

with

that the services

may
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to the many
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take

we

encouraging

Such

brought.

it has

progress
has

that is past

to the year

farewell

approaches,

NBC

WGAR

WDAF

season

MBS
NBC
CBS
CBS

Bridgeport
New Haven

WICC
WBEN

the holiday

NBC

Boston
Boston

WNAC

As

NBC

Atlanta

WSB
WFBR

Also

and
THE

chance

for a joyous

NBC
CBS

THE

YANKEE

NETWORK

COLONIAL

TEXAS

NETWORK

QUALITY

NETWORK

Represented throughout the United States by
EDWARD
NEW

PETRY
INCORPORATED

YORK

CHICAGO

SAN

&

CO.

DETROIT
FRANCISCO

One

year ago there were twelve national advertisers using WOR

broadcast

their shows

over one outlet of a national hookup

Greater New
can wager

to supplement

York. Today

in

there are sixteen. You

an odd wavelength

tisers are not running to WOR

that these adverbecause

we wash

our teeth three times a day, or due to a particular
receptionist they would
that only by using WOR

like to see. They

know

can they obtain the most

complete and intensive coverage of the wealthiest

market

on earth. A market, incidentally, that of-

fers apeople who

buy approximately

22%

of this

nation's furniture; 27% of all apparel. A people
who consume food to the sweet tune of 24% of
this nation's total. Of course if you want

to go

right on being stubborn

thing,

about

the whole

there's really nothing we can do for you. But don't
you come

around

ing we didn't warn
using WOR.

That

here six months

from now

you to reach more

say-

buyers by

would be a pretty kettle of fish!

_WORJ
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CBS

to

End

eration was given to the fidelity

Year
Sunday

With

97

Outlets

Two Less Stations But Gain In
Total Power Noted in 1936

A RECAPITULATION of CBS
network affiliates for 1936 made
by the CBS station relations department shows that the network
will wind up the year with an aggregate of97 outlets— two less than
when the year began — but with
some 50,000 watts additional power
for the network as a whole.
The breakdown shows that CBS
added WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y.;
KNOW, Austin, Tex.; KGVO, Missoula, Mont.; KFBB, Great Falls,
Mont.; WJNO, West Palm Beach,
Fla. Stations which left the network were KWG, Stockton; KERN,
Bakersfield; KGB, San Diego;
KM J, Fresno; KFBK, Sacramento;
"ft
ICC,
Barba
ra.Bridge
Fiveport;
statioKDB,
ns wereSanta
replaced during the year, as follows:
KSFO, San Francisco, for KFRC;
KNX, Los Angeles, for KHJ;
WEEI, Boston, for WNAC; WHIO.
Dayton, for WSMK; WPRO, Providence, for WEAN. While seven
markets were lost to the network,
it gained five new cities claiming
improved facilities in each.
Of the 99 stations connected with
CBS during 1936, 25 installed new
transmitters, 18 have new transmitter locations, and 30 have new
antennas. A score have made studio improvements. There were 25
power increases on 22 stations during the year. Not including minor
studio improvements, 98 major improvements have been made which,
the network claims, definitely will
result in better listener reception
through CBS outlets.
Total night power of CBS in
1929 was 126,000 watts, at which
time it had 49 stations in 44 cities.
This has increased through the
years to 644,900 watts on 97 stations in 96 cities.

FTC Complaints
THE Federal Trade Commission
has issued a complaint against
Birconjel Corp. Inc., New York,
alleging unfair methods of competition in the sale of Birconjel, a
feminine hygiene product. The
Commission also has issued eight
complaints against auto finance
companies for allegedly misrepresenting that they charged 6% interest on time-payment purchases.
Companies named are Nash Motors Co., General Motors Corp. and
subsidiaries, Chrysler Corp. and
subsidiaries, Chrysler Sales Corp.
and affiliates, Graham-Paige Motors Corp., Hudson Car Co.. Ford
Motor Co., Reo Motor Car Co. and
Packard Motor Car Co.
FCC

to Recess

UNDER present plans, the FCC
Broadcast Division will hold its
final meeting of the year on Dec.
15, recessing on that date until
Jan. 5. The full Commission and
the other divisions plan their final
meeting Dec. 16 until after the new
year. Following usual custom,
any matters requiring immediate
attention will be handled by the
eircularization method subject to
ratification at subsequent formal
meetings.
BROADCASTING

Sausage

THREE programs for three
different types of audience,
all broadcast during the
same morning on the same
station, are being sponsored
by Mickelberry's
Products Co., Chicago Food
(sausage).
Each Sunday morning on
WGN, Chicago, the firm presents Mickelberry's Sunday
Moining Concert, classical
and svmuhonic music, from
9:30 to Time,
*10; Mickelberry
Memory
old time songs
and tunes, from 10:15 to
10:30; and Mickelberry Modem Melodies, the latest popular music, from 11 to 11:30.
All programs consist of phonograph records. Agency is
Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago.

Plymouth Rock Placing
PLYMOUTH ROCK GELATINE
Co., Boston, has placed a 13-week
series of live one-minute announcements on WDRC, Hartford, on a
thrice-weekly schedule and is using
13 weeks of participation in Mildred Carlson's Cookinq School on
WBZ - WBZA, Boston - Springfield.
Agency is John W. Queen Advertising, Boston.
WITH the completion of fall broadeasting schedule Sonotone Corp., New
York (hearing aid) will sign off the
NBC-Red network on Dec. 29 and
Radio Guide, Chicago, fan magazine,
will Terminate its series on NBC-Blue
with rhe Jan. 1 broadcast.

FCC

Seeks

Further

ROLLING STUDIO— In this auto
trailer, KMBC, Kansas City, set
up itscastcoils
and first
tubestrailer
and broadfrom the
studio
during the local auto show. Beaulah Kearney, KMBC home economics expert, is cooking on the little
stove during her regular Magazine
of the Air program. The photographer caught her gingerly dropa pork chop into the trailer's
deep pingskillet.
Granger Signs Woollcott
For Twice Weekly Series
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., New York (Granger Rough
Cut smoking tobacco) on Jan. 7
will return Alexander Woollcott to
the air after a year's absence, on
65 CBS stations Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 7:30-7:45 p. m. Zerone,
Du Pont anti-freeze, now occupying the Tuesday night period, signs
off Jan. 5. Wildroot Co. has the
Thursday time but terminates before Jan. 1. The Woollcott program was placed through NewellEmmett Co. Inc., New York, and
is signed for 52 weeks. Woollcott
formerly broadcast for Cream of
Wheat Corp., Minneapolis.

Data

on

Separation

Of Stations and Blanket
Field Intensity
upon
which
the FCC mileage tables
STILL PLANNING to submit preare based.
liminary recommendations to the
In the latter, it was brought out
FCC Broadcast Division by Jan. 1
with respect to further broadcast
that at the Oct. 5 hearings, recommendations varied widely on the
allocation policies based upon the
ratio of desired to undesired sigOctober hearings, the FCC Enginal, and were much higher than
neering Department has called an
now permissible under the present
informal "round-table" engineering
conference for Jan. 18 to procure
empirical standard of the Engifurther information on two technineering Department. It was pointed out that the present standards
cal subjects. These are with rewere adopted in 1932 and were
spect to the ratio of desired to unbased on the characteristics of redesired signals for 10-kilocycle
ceiving sets manufactured from
separation between stations, and
1929
to
1932. "Since that time
on "blanket field intensity".
This session, it was declared, is there has been a marked change
in receiver characteristics and
not expected to impede the propractically all receivers now mangram outlined by Chief Engineer
ufactured for broadcast reception
T. A. M. Craven whereby he hopes
have superheterodyne circuits,
to have the broadcast recommendawhereas at that time the majority
tions in before the year ends and
of receivers employed were of the
promulgated by the middle of February to become effective in March.
tunedstated.
radio frequency type," it
was
This, as recounted exclusively in
Further stating that the present
the Dec. 1 issue of Broadcasting
standard requires that the desired
is the schedule outlined by the Ensignal be twice the undesired, the
gineering Department. The recomletter said that this does not let
mendations also may encompass a
the primary service areas of staplan for setting up an "Economic
tions on adjacent channels overlap
Section" within the Engineering
and requires a mileage separation
Department to take into account
between stations, depending upon
market and trade factors in the
allocation of facilities.
power. "After carefully studying
the recommendations made by the
Two Major Topics
various engineers", continued the
THE CALL for the round-table
letter, "the Engineering Department is not satisfied that this subengineering conference was first
issued Dec. 4 on the subject, of
ject has been sufficiently investiblanket intensity. Then on Dec. 8,
gated to accept any of the various recommendations made. The
in another letter to all persons
and organizations interested in recommendations by certain engineers were based on receiver charbroadcast allocations, Acting Secacteristics with regard to selecretary John B. Reynolds added
tivity and apparently little considthe question of 10 kc. separation,
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characteristics of receivers."
The four-page letter recited in detail mileage separations under present allocations for vai-ious classes
of stations, and brought out that
these are subject to radical change
change in desired to unwith thedesired
ratio. Various analyses on
this were cited in connection with
receiver characteristics, destined
to play a more important part
than ever in allocations. It concluded with the following summation, declaring it desired to ask
these questions at the conference
on 10 kc. separations:
1. The allocation of broadcast stations should provide for what maximitted?mum audio frequencies to be trans2. The allocation should provide for
ers.) maximum audio frequency recepwhat
tion in the primary service area? In
the secondary service area? (Consider
usual and variable selectivity receiv3. What selectivity characteristics
can be obtained from a receiver that
will reproduce audio frequencies flat
within 4 decibels, to 7.5 kilocycles?
To 5 kilocycles?
4. Should the characteristics of the
average receiver sold today, which is
substantially limited in response above
3 to 4 kilocycles, be taken as a basis
for a change in the present standard
of desired to undesired signal?
5. Isvidesnot
an allocation
profor transmission
of which
frequencies
to 7.5 kilocycles, for reception of frequencies to 7.5area,
kilocycles
the primary service
and forin reception
in the secondary service area to 4 or
5 kilocycles (or less as controlled by
the selectivity control or the tone control of the receiver) a fair allocation?
6. Would not a substantial increase
in the permissible undesired signal
materially impair this allocation?
7. Is there any need to reduce materially the mileage separation between stations on adjacent channels
so that the above conditions of transmission and reception can no longer
be maintained?
8. If the industry decides that the
characteristics of the various selective
receivers now being manufactured
should be taken as a basis of allocation for 10-kilocycles frequency separation, then does the industry accept
the responsibility for all broadcast
stations so allocated to be limited in
transmission and reception to an audio
response not exceeding 5 kilocycles?
Queries on Field Intensity
TO ENABLE it to arrive at a new
definition of "blanket field intensity" the FCC on Dec. 4 sent out to
all persons
and organizations
terested in broadcast
allocations in-a
letter asking for additional information in connection with this subat an inforbe presented
ject, toengineering
mal
conference.
Pointing out that the Oct. 5
hearings on broadcast allocations
much testimony was adduced on
the subject of blanketing, the letter
stated that there still was no unanimity of view on it. It explained
that the intensity now used as the
limit of the blanket area of a
broadcast station is 125 to 175 millivolts per meter. Certain engineers, however, recommended a field
intensity of one volt as the limit,
in view of improvements in broadcast receivers during the last few
years. The Commission added that
its engineering department was
not satisfied that sufficient evidence
was presented in support of the
one volt recommendation and that
there was not sufficient evidence
to determine just what value of
field intensity should be employed.
As a consequence, it added, additional opinions are desired from
all groups in the industry or in
technical radio precincts.
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Rintoul
To

Quits

Enter

S. R. Rintoul

WBS

Post

Special Field
RESIGNATION
of Stephen R.
Rintoul, station
relations manager
of World Broadcasting System,
was announced
Dec. 10. He leaves
the transcription
company on Jan.
1, at which time
he will announce

his plans to enter an entirely "new
phase of broadcasting development."
A pioneer in spot radio, Mr. Rintoul joined WBS six years ago,
shortly after its formation. In
1933 he took over the station relations department. Mr. Rintoul
had much to do with the development and sale of the WBS transcription library, the first in the
field, which now has upwards of
150 subscribers. A native of New
York, where he was born in 1904,
Mr. Rintoul was in the wholesale
woolen field before entering radio.
Percy L. Deutsch, WBS president, has made no announcement
as to who will succeed Mr. Rintoul.
WHO
10% Bonus
A BONUS of 10% of annual salaries will be paid to the 75 regular
employes of WHO, Des Moines, on
Dec. 23, according to an announcement by Col. B. J. Palmer, nresident of the Central Broadcasting
Co. Officers, directors, and talent
will not receive the bonus.

lipstick), Just Plain Bill (Anacin
& Bisodol), all NBC programs;
Affiliated Products' Rich Man's
Darling (Jocur, Kissproof, Outdoor Girl)on; CBS.
Bisodol's
Broadway
Varieties
It is understood
that Air Features will also produce transcription campaigns for
the agency.

Contented Hens
WHAT the contented hen
thinks about while at work
in one of the new continuous
daylight, ultra-modern poultry plants will be featured
on a new series of commercial broadcasts by remote
control directly from the
Rupf Hatcheries of Ottawa,
Kan., over WIBW, Topeka.
The series, conceived by the
agile minded sales representative of the Topeka station,
which will install the remote
control outfit at Ottawa, 54
miles from the transmitter,
will be the first such longdistance setup in the field of
hatchery advertising.
AIR

FEATURES

INC.

GETS B-S-H SHOWS
AIR FEATURES Inc., New York,
radio production firm, has been
formed with James E. Sauter as
president and treasurer. For its
first client the firm has taken over
the production of radio programs
of Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.,
New York. The programs are: B.
T. Babbitt (cleanser), David
Harum; Sterling Product (Dr.
Lyon's tooth powder), Fannie
Brice and Ethel Barrymore (Bayer
Aspirin); all four American
Home Products' programs, Easy
Aces (Anacin), Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch (Old English Floor
Wax and Hill's Nose Drops),
John's Other Wife (Louis Phillipe

Legislative
Offered

Suggestions

in Radio

Report

Of Educational Official
S. HOWARD EVANS, secretary
of the National Committee on Education by Radio, on Dec. 3 made
public his report on broadcasting
prepared nearly two years ago and
submitted to Senator Wheeler
(D-Mont.), chairman of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee. Mr. Evans pointed out the
document was made public as the
result of an official request made
during the reallocation hearings of
the FCC last October.
The report, covering 40 doublespaced typewritten pages, dealt
with technical problems, technical
possibilities and problems of policy,
including such matters as censorship, advertising, standards, licensing of networks, relation of radio
to theing" press,
and alleged "traffickin licenses.
Among the recommendations
made by Mr. Evans, formerly
identified with the Ventura (Cal.)
Free Press, an anti-commercial radio organization, were that no legislation interfering with or limiting the discretion of the FCC be
enacted; that legislation compelling a complete reallocation of
broadcasting facilities be introduced that
;
in the near future specific laws be passed "to prohibit
newspapers from owning broadcasting stations and vice versa";
that broadcasting chains be licensed; that all radio licensees
owning radio patents be compelled
to put them in a patent pool.

For the present, Mr. Sauter declares, the firm will not expand beyond New York with the exception
of a possible talent contact office
in Hollywood. It was also stated
that Blackett - Sample - Hummert
has no financial interest in the
firm and no officers of the agency
hold positions with the new concern. In addition to handling the
B-S-H programs, Air Features
will continue to supervise and produce the Philadelphia orchestra
program on CBS, sponsored by a
group of banks through Wessel
Co., Chicago. Mr. Sauter has been
connected with this urogram since
last summer when it was first conceived.
Under the new setup B-S-H is
planning to consolidate its New
York radio activities under one
head. Hyman Brown and WBS,
who have been producing a number of the agency's programs, and
Robert Goldstein, of Super Radio
Artists Inc., are no longer responsible for B-S-H broadcasts. Mr.
Brown has been with the agency
for four years as a free-lancer.
Frank Hummert and Mrs. Ann
Hummert will continue to conceive, produce and direct all programs produced by the agency under the new plan. Mr. Sauter is
maintaining his own office at 630
Fifth Ave.
and another
at B-S-H's
office,
247 Park
Ave.

S

CHRISTMA

.

MR.
and the entire staff of KWK,

ROBERT

T. CONVEY,

President,

extends to all their friends and clients

best wishes for a very Merry Christmas and a Prosperous New
May

we suggest that the best insurance for a Prosperous

would be an advertising campaign

THOMAS

CHASE,

INCORPORATED
SAINT

REPRESENTATIVE
NEW
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FIRST

IN

LISTENER

IN

First station

programs,

DETROIT

in America

WWJ

won

to broadcast

later broadcasting

stations. <[ Recent

Station

in sport broadcast

Popularity,

popularity, and

tator popularity. <i You must
fourth

market — the key

New York
HARRY BETTERIDGE
247 West 43rd Street
Ultra High Frequency
Station W8XWJ
31600 KC
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regular

daily

a place for itself in the hearts

listeners of the Detroit community,

first in General

INTEREST

have

market

never

supplanted

surveys

show

WWJ

by

WWJ

overwhelmingly

first in news

of

first

commen-

to sell America's

in industrial

recovery.

GEO. P. HOLLINGBERRY
307 North Michigan

CO.

Original Midwest
Member N. B. C. Basic Red Network
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AMOS
'N' ANDY
Minstrels, Tested Twice, May

*
Be Regular Feature
OF ALL radio actors, none have
adhered more strictly to the noaudience rule than Pepsodent's
star salesmen, Amos 'n' Andy.
With the exception of a few officials of their sponsor and its advertising agency, no one has ever
seen the boys work, as they say
that their broadcasts, in which
each of the pair takes several
parts, are designed to be heard and
not seen. Therefore, their decision
to turn their Friday night broadcasts into a minstrel show, with
themselves as end men, Bill Hay
as interlocutor, and with an orchestra, chorus, quartette, and a
guest star each week, and their
further decision to present these
broadcasts before a studio audience, was a double innovation.
Two minstrel shows were broadcast, on Dec. 4 and 11. During
the holidays the team will go on
as before, but if listeners indicate
that they liked the special Friday
broadcasts they will be resumed
after the first of the year. If the
enthusiastic audience at the first
minstrel broadcast, many of whom
learned for the first time that
Freeman Gosden (Amos) also is
the voice of Lightnin' and the
Kingfish, is any criterion, this innovation will soon become a regular part of the Amos V Andy
series.
THE dealer trade journal Radio
Today estimates that there are now
32.000.000 radios in use in the United
States in 24.500,000
of the country's
31.000,000
homes.

RETAIL TIEUP—WKY, Oklahoma City, and a drug store cooperated
in this window display of radio-advertised products. Another exhibit, in
an IGA grocery store, was tied into printed promotion and a contest,
with groceries being given to persons who named artists, products and
program times, with a 25-word letter as tiebreaker.
Coca Cola Enlarges
COCA COLA Co., Atlanta (soft
drink) is having WBS prepare 13
quarter-hour programs featuring
Singing Sam, to be heard on six
stations. This series is in addition
to the discs made by NBC. D'Arcy
Adv. Co., St. Louis, has the account.

WOR's Chicago Office
WOR, NEWARK, plans to open
its own Chicago office for midwestern representation early next
year. The existing representation
with William G. Rambeau Co., it
is reported, will be terminated simultaneously. No formal announcement has yet been made by WOR.

Technical

To Discuss Audit Report
A SERIES of meetings is being
held by the technical subcommittee
of the Joint Committee on Radio
Research in New York for consideration of the report of Paul F.
Peter, secretary, analyzing audience survey methods now in use.
The committee, of which L. D. H.
Weld, of McCann-Erickson Inc. is
chairman, held its last meeting
Dec. 8, the third in a period of
two weeks. When the subcommittee concludes its work a meeting
of the Joint Committee, representing equally the Association of National Advertisers, American Association of Advertising Agencies
and the NAB, will meet to formulate plans.
The survey made by Mr. Peter
constitutes the second phase of
the Joint Committee work. The objective isto develop a definite plan
for the creation of a cooperative
bureau to authenticate station coverage data and listening habits.
Mr. Peter was retained for a temporary period and the question of
his reappointment will come before
the Joint Committee, of which John
Benson, president of the AAAA,
is chairman, at its next meeting.
Both the NAB Committee and the
Joint Committee are expected to
meet during the week of Dec. 14.
NELSON BROTHERS STORAGE &
FURNITURE Co., Chicago, sponsors
of the Man on the Street programs
on WBBM, Chicago, each Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, 1-1 :15 p. m.,
is adding Pat
Flanagan's
interesting
stories
from the'Notebook.
news of
today and the past, thrice weekly.
Agency
Selviair Broadcasting System Inc..is Chicago.

SEATTLE

TACOMA
KVI

KSD1
A Powerful Sales Stimulant
in the Billionarea — the Greater

Group

CBS

Among Women
St. Louis Market

Affiliate

Announcing
(Effective
KVI

is now

All new

February

greater!

equipment!

INTENSE

New

5000
New

COVERAGE

markets — Seattle and
Puget Sound
One

Rates

I

1, 1937)
watts day power!

salt water

of TWO

location!

metropolitan

Tacoma — plus all the rich

area as a bonus!
Year

Protection

Contracts signed before February

1, 1937

get one year protection at the old low rate

Ask
Station

KSD— St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH BUILDING, ST. LOUIS, MO.

FREE

&

PETERS,

Representatives,

INC.,

National

for complete

details

FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Advertising Representative
New York
Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Page
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ADVERTISERS

using radio in Nebraska

do not puzzle over choice of

station. They have found that one or a combination of the three stations of the Central States Broadcasting System meets every radio
advertising requirement
and

KFOR

now

for this area.

Check

KFAB,

KOIL

against your particular radio advertising

needs in Nebraska

and your decision will be CSBS

too.

— Lincoln— Radio'
KFOR
biggest little station, is "the voice of
the Capital City of Nebraska". KFOR
has a special significance to national advertisers asthe ideal test station or proving ground to determine

KFAB
— Omaha and Lincoln — Nebraska's
most powerful radio station, is the only high
powered,

cleared channel

audience

time preference, production,

and

response,
efficiency.

station in Ne

braska and has twice the power of any
other radio outlet in the state. The only
Nebraska radio station that effectively serves the rich rural mar
kets of the state, KFAB
has

a

large

audience

— Omaha and Council Bluffs — Is called "The
KOIL
Production Station of the Middlewest", because it is first in
two kinds of production: programs and sales. Affiliated with the

also
in

Kansas, Iowa, Minnesota,
Missouri and South
Dakota,
only

and

NBC-Blue

network and the Mutual

the dominant

is the

Broadcasting System, KOIL

station in the large Omaha-Council

is

Bluffs metropolitan

area. KOIL maintains the largest local program and production department in Nebraska, and is first in the Omaha radio field in sales and results.

basic Columbia station

in the state.

CSBS
BOTH

STATIONS

SERVE

METROPOLITAN

EFFECTIVELY

AND

RURAL

KETS, INCLUDING A CUMULATIVE
TIAL AUDIENCE

OF

5,000,000

MAR-

POTEN-

LISTENERS.

National Representatives:
KFAB — Free, Johns and Field, Inc.
KOIL — Free and Peters, Inc.

Central

States

Broadcasting

OMAHA—

LINCOLN

BROADCASTING

KFOR

KOIL

KFAB

• Broadcast

OMAHA—
Advertising

COUNCIL

System

BLUFFS

LINCOLN
December
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Roberson Leaves FCC
BECAUSE of a desire to return to
private law practice, Judge Frank
Roberson, assistant general counsel in charge of telephone regulation, on Dec. 2 tendered his resignation to the FCC which accepted
it to become effective Dec. 31.
Judge Roberson will join the law
firm of former Senator Stephens
of Mississippi and Paul D. P.
Spearman, first general counsel of
the FCC. He has served with the
FCC since 1934. In his previous
legal career Judge Roberson was
a former attorney general of Mississippi, former assistant general
counsel of the National Board of
Fire Underwriters and in private
law practice in New York. Selection of a successor has not yet
been considered by the FCC.

ADVERTISERS
1936
DURING
R

A.
Packing
Lee C.andLegg
Schiffer
Co. Co.
Moore Paint Co.
Monarch Produce Co.
Marshall Wells Oo.
Magill and Co.
Manchester Biscuit Co
Montgomery
Morton Salt Ward
Co. & Co
McKesson Drug Co.
Mothers Home Life
Nitragin Co.
National
National Biscuit
Carbon Co.
Co.
Nyal
Co.
Wr
Norwich Pharmacal Co.
Northwestern Fuel Co.
Acme Whltelead & Color Works
Nicollet Hotel Co.
American Tobacco Co.
Northwest Airlines
American Gas Machine Co.
Northland Greyhound Lines
American Can Co.
Northern Pacific Railways
Armour and Co.
Northwestern Yeast Co.
Barnsdall Refining Co.
Northwestern
Buick Motor Co.
Olson
Rug Co.Bell Telephone Co.
Bernard Perfumers
Oldsmobile Motors. Inc.
Better Speech Institute of America
Packard Motor Co.
Bunte Bros. Candy Co.
Perfection Stove Co.
Buttrey Stores, Inc.
Pen Jel Corp., Perkins Products
W. H. Barber Oil Co.
Pepsodent Co.
Co.
Bayer
Aspirin
Co.
Pinex Co.
Bristol Meyers Co.
Plymouth Motor Co.
Cities Service
Procter &. Gamble
Compagnie Parlsienne, Inc.
Philip Morris Co.
Chrysler Corporation
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
Carter Medicine Co.
Premier Pabst Corp.
Chevrolet Motor Co.
Pure Oil Co.
Carnation Milk Co.
Pontiac Motor Co.
Coca Cola Co.
Panda Briquet Co.
Continental Oil Co.
Quaker Oats Co.
Chicago Mail Order Co.
Radio Corp. of America
Coast to Coast Stores. Inc.
Reid Murdoch Co.
Colgate Palmolive Peet Co.
Republic Steel Corp.
Deep Rock Oil Corp.
Ralston Purina Co.
Dodge Motor Co.
Sherwln Williams
Dr. Miles Laboratories
Smith
Bros.
Dwln Manufacturing Co.
Standard Brands
Elgin
"Watch
Co.
Swift
Packing
Co.
Ford Motor Co.
Shell Petroleum Products Co.
Figaro Co.
Socony
Frigidaire Co.
Sonotone Vacuum Oil Co.
Garrett Inc.
Swartchild &. Co.
General Motors, Inc.
COTTee'
General Foods (Jello. Maxwell House rnffpel Sinclair
Pen Co. Co.
Shaeffer Refining
Goodrich Tire & Rubber Co.
Studebaker Corp.
Gardner Nursery Co.
Texas Co.
General Electric Co.
United Drug Co.
General Mills
Vick Chemical Co.
Gamble Stores
Watkins
Products Co.
Gillette Safety Razor Co.
Wander Co.
Gluek Brewing Co.
Wheatena Corp.
Hamm"s
Brewing
Western Ass'n of Railway Execu itives
The
Hoover
Co. Co.
Wasey
Co. ^
Household Magazine
Zenith Products
Radio Corp.
Horse
&
Mule
Ass'n
of
America
Hyvis Motor Oil Co.
Independent Grocers
International
Shoe Co. Ass'n
Ironized Yeast Co.
Irving's Tractor Co.Lug Co.
Johns-Manville
John C. Michael Co.
Johnson, S. C. and Sons
Kellogg's
Inc. Cheese Co.
Kraft
Phoenix
Kester Solder Co.
Land
0' Nod Co.Co.
Lady Esther
Lambert Co.
P. Lorillard Co.
Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co.
Land
0' Lakes
Co
LaFendrich
CigarCreamery
Co.

FCC

ANDREW G. HALEY, FCC attorney for the last year assigned
to Telegraph Division legal work,
has been reassigned to the Broadcast Division under Assistant General Counsel George B. Porter, and
will be detailed to hearing work.
Simultaneously, Miss Annie Perry
Neal, who has been attached to
complaint and investigation work
in the Broadcast Division, was
transferred to the Telegraph Division under Assistant General
Counsel Carl F. Arnold. Mr. Haley
will assist Tyler Berry, attorney
to whom the bulk of the hearing
work is assigned.
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CANDID
WMCA

THE

N.B.C.

BROADCASTING

Theatrical Review

To Tell Everything
CANDID theatrical reviewing by
Martin Starr, critic of WMCA,
New York, is said to have brought
threats from certain producers to
bar him from attendance at their
openings. To meet the situation,
Donald Flamm, WMCA president,
inserted this ad in the New York
"Memo to Martin Starr, WMCA
theatre critic, from Donald Flamm,
president, WMCA — In your Midnight theatre reviews over the
WMCA Inter - City Broadcasting
System, I want you to say what
you think . . . don't 'pull your
punches'. Give listeners your honest opinion, even if you differ with
other critics. ... If you think a
show is good, say so. . . . If not tell
the public why, in your opinion the
play failed. But above all — Give
an honest verdict!"
Libby Foreign Test
LIBBY, McNEILL & LIBBY,
Chicago (evaporated milk), is
running a three-week test campaign of foreign
language
announcements in Chicago,
using
three Bohemian announcements a
week on WEDC,
Polish
announcementsfive
weekly on
WGES,
and one Polish announcement a
week on WIND, placed through
Roesler & Howard, Inc., Chicago,
foreign language station representatives, byJ. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago.

for

• United Press newswriter Herbert
Lee words his copy to fit middlewestern
ears. As a result, WOW news editor
Fostertion ofMay
gained thelisteners
loyal attenmore has
midwestern
than
any other radio personality in this area.
Inevitably, your sales message can reach
all those ears through only one station —
WOW.
John Gillin. Mgr.
John Blair Co., Representatives
New York, Chicago, Detroit
San Francisco
□N

CRITIC

EARS

590 KC

5000 Watts

WOW
Omaha, Nebraska
"Covers the Nation's

RED

Breadbasket!"
NETWORK
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Advertisers

Their

Agencies:

are essentially a religious advertising

agency, specializing in religious broadcasting.

are qualified to act as your representatives
the religious peoples of this nation.
They

will not turn

They

know

you

us.

away

They

confidence

are under

contract

with

headquarters

in us.
have

They
made

know

we

of

will not betray their con-

a thorough

study of their beliefs and

perspective.

one of the largest, if not the most

tional organization in the world
national

you to the threshold

our auspices they will at least give you an audience.

the fact that we

their ideals, thereby gaining the same
We

conduct

unheard.

have

fidence. They appreciate

Under

and properly

We

today — THE

in Washington.

We

BIBLE

powerful

religious educa-

FOUNDATION,

maintaining

its

prepare and present all of their religious programs

and advertising.
Advertisers

and agencies have

for their commercial
There

IS a method

the PROPER

and

siastics and educators

obtain

the Good

Will

of the religious peoples.

your messages

will appeal to the religious people — it is through

preparation.

They

demand

and no attempt

made

that all broadcasts, using religious
to distort religious facts that the

be misled.

that end they have
from

appointed

a national

broadcasting

council

all parts of the country, and representing

that it may be strictly non-sectarian
phraseologies

thereby

be carefully censured,

listeners might

Toward

and

by which

presentation

subjects, should
young

programs,

erred in the past by believing they could use religious subjects

in character.

and the effect thereof.

WE

ARE

This committee
THE

composed

of eccle-

all religious denominations

passes on all programs,

REPRESENTATIVES

OF

their

THAT

COMMITTEE.
If you contemplate

the use of religious programs
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Central
310

Phone:

with you.
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permit us to work
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CFAC

• CFRB

CKAC

• CKCL

KABR

• KADA

KDFN
KFBI

• KDKA

KFRU
KGFG

• CKLW

• KARK

• KBIX

• KCMC

• KECA

• KELD

• KFEL

• KFRC

• KFSD

• KFWB

• KFYR

• KGA

• KGB

• KGGM

• KGNC

• KGHF

• KGO

• KLPM

• KLRA

KMED

• KMJ

• KMLB

• KMMJ

• KMO

• KOA

• KOH

• KOIL

• KOIN

• KOOS

• KQW

• KRE

• KROC

KSTP

• KTSM

KVOR

• KVOS

KWTO

• KRGV

• KTUL
• KVSO

• KWYO

• KNOW

• KOL

• KOMA

• KPQ

• KPRC

• KRLH

• KSFO

• KRMD

• KSL

• KTBS

• KSO

• KTFI

• KTRH

• KUOA

• KVI

• KVOO

• KWBG

• KWCR

• KWK

• KWKH

• KXRO

• KXYZ

• KYA

• WAAB.WABC»WABY»WACO«WADC

WAPI

• WASH

WCAO

• KMBC

• KUJ

• KXA

• WAVE

• WBNS

• KHJ

• KMOX

KZRM

WBIG

• KGKL

• KIUL

• KMA

• KRLD

• KTAT

KIUJ

• KFJI

• KGBX

• KGY

•

• KPO

• KSEI

• KTAR

KTSA

• KLZ

• KOY

• KSD

• KSUN

• KIT

• KLX

• KDB

• KFRO

• KGIW

• KGW

KJBS

• KJR

• KEEM

• CKWX

• KFJB

• KFPY

• KIDO

KRNT

• KFI

• KFPW

• KGGF

• CJRM

• KCRC

• KFOR

• KID

KQV

• CKOV

• KFNF

• KGMB

KOMO

• CJRC

• KEX»KFAB»KFBB

• KFH

KHQ

KNX

• CJCA

• CKCW

• KFDM

• KGFI

KGKO

• CJAT

• CKCV

• KDYL

• KFBK

KFKA

• CHSJ

• WBAL

• WBNY

• WBAP

• WBOW

• KYW
• WAML

• WBBM.WBEN

• WBT

• WBZ

• WCAE

• WCAU»WCAX«WCBA«WCBD.WCCO»WCFL

WCHS

• WCKY«WCLS«WCOA.WCOP»WCPCUWCRW

WCSC

• WCSH

• WDAE

WDGY^WDNOWDOD
WEBC

• WEBQ

• WEEI

• WDAF

• WDAY«WDBJ»WDBO

• WDRC

• WDSU«WEAF«WEAN

• WEEU

• WELI

WEOA

• WFAA

• WFAM

WFLA

• WFMD

• WGAR

WGN

• WGR

WHBF

• WFBL

• WGST

• WFBM

• WGBF
• WGY

• WHEF

WHN

• WHO

WIOD

. WHIO
• WIBA

• WIP

WJAS

• WJBC

WJJD

• WJNO

WKBH
WLAK
WLS

• WIS

• WJBK

• WHDL

• WHJB

• WHK

• WHKC

• WICC

• WIND

• WINS

• WJAG

• WJAR

• WISN
• WJBO

• WJSV

• WKBN

• WKBO

• WKBW

• WLAP

• WLBC

• WLBF

• WLW

• WMAL

• WMBR

• WMC

WMFN

• WMFO

• WMMN

WNOX

• WOAI

• WOC

• WOW

• WOWO

• WJBY

• WJDX

• WJZ

• WKBB

. WJW
• WKRC

• WKY.WLAC

• WLBW.WLEU

• WMC

A • WMFF

• WMT

• WN

AC

• WMFG
• WN

WSJS
■

WSYU
WTAX
WTMV
WWVA

XEW

• WRVA
• WSM

• WSMB

• WTAD
• WTBO
• WTNJ
• WXYZ

• 2GB

• WSAI

• WMFJ

AX • WNBX

• WOKO.WOMT.WOOD^WOPI
• WPG

• WPHR

• WPRO

WQAM«WQBOWRAK»WRAW«WROWRDW
WRUF

• WLLH

• WMAQ»WMAS»WMAZ«WMBG

WMBH

WOR

• WHDF

• WJBL

• WJR

• WGL
• WHB

• WHIS

• WIRE

• WGH
• WHAS

• WHBY

• WIBW

• WENR

• WFBR-WFIL

• WGBI

• WHAM

• WHBL.WHBQ.WHBU

WHEC

• WEMP

• WSAN
• WSPD

• WSAR
• WSUN

• WPTF
• WREC

• WSAZ
• WSVA

• WSB
• WSYR

• WTAG«WTAL«WTAM*WTAQ«WTAR
• WTCN
• WTFI • WTIC • WTJS • WTMJ

• WTOC
• W2XR

• 5DN

• 3KZ

• WTRC

• WWJ

• W6XAI
• 1ZB

• WWL

• W9XAA

• RADIO

• WWNC
• W9XBY
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high-powered

of

»y reveals that 60%

of ALL

radio stations in

of all over 1,000 watts) are now
ERTICAL

equipped

with

reproducers — 344 out of 567 American

the 165 stations subscribing to World

Service.

Up-to-

the Minute entertainment from Transcription Headquarters

gives

these broadcasters
music.

1935.

listener interest — added
endorsement

oadcasters.

There can be only one reason for

3 increase in VERTICAL
ison is — to broadcast

from the world's most

reproducing

VERTICAL-CUT

by World Broadcasting System.
he value of WIDE
IE VERTICAL

RANGE

recording means

tiimpaired quality."

transcrip-

recording.

"from artist to

Thus doubly fortunate are

It is their best assurance

"Vertical"

of enthusiastic and steadfast

local advertising income.

means

to Advertising

Executives

Leading national advertisers, too, recognize in World
casting System an unbroken

equipment

Here is complete

VERTICAL

What

Program

a wealth and variety of vertically-recorded

0 outstanding foreign stations) — an increase of

/erwhekning

America

in

stations

chain

links, carrying their sales messages

of carefully constructed
into the markets

unrestricted choice. Here's a precise way
advertising, and

of their

for you to put your

your entertainment, on your list of stations,

quickly, effectively, without waste
story of the WBS
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method

or worry.

Get the entire

of Selective Broadcasting.
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Television

Television

for

Indicated
by
Studies of Wave

Rural

Areas

Recent
Research
Characteristics Give Clues to

Future Service; Ultra-Highs to Be Probed
TELEVISION allocations of the
in coverage, but sporadically have
an interfering signal capable of
future may include a sort of "cleartraveling across the country. As
channel" class along with sharedchannel operation to attain the admore experience in this operation
mitted objective of general covis recorded and analyzed, engierage on a competitive basis.
neers will be in even a better situThis possibility is seen as a reation to determine how those channels can best be allocated.
sult of analyses of technical testiAt this time it seems certain
mony at the ultra-high frequency
that channels above 120,000 kc.
hearings last June, together with
data compiled by experimenters
will have to be developed to proand the FCC Engineering Departvide competition in visual broadment. It also appears now that
casting. Engineers are counting
facilities not only in the lower
upon bands in the 42 to 96 mc.
portion of the ultra-high range
range, where most of the experimentation has gone forward, since
but also those beyond 120,000 kc.
will be essential to provide any
equipment already has been desubstantial number of stations.
veloped whereas in the band above
120 mc. tubes have not yet been
At the June 15 hearings repredevised.
sentatives of industrial groups
identified with experimentation
Thought of a possible allocation
sought allocations of channels in of clear channel and shared chanthe range from 42,000 to 96,000
nel operation for television grows
kc, and in addition asked that
out of the engineering knowledge
that channels in the lower band
channels above 120,000 kc. be earmarked for future television deactually travel appreciable distances. It has been found, for
velopment. More and more pracexample, that a station operating
tical information is being procured
on 41 mc. in Boston has caused
relating to propogation characteristics of these channels, which in blanketing interference with the
large measure will govern definite
signals of a station operating on
assignments.
Mt. Wilson in California.
If it is found that distant recepFuture Research
tion on these channels is possible,
allocations for television may crysTHIS additional information, partallize somewhat along the lines
ticularly with respect to channels
from 42 to 60 megacycles, it is of broadcast allocations. In other
words, it might be possible to have
indicated, reveals that the ultrahigh waves are not severely limited
"clear channel" stations of sub-

1.

It doesn't take super-power
sell a local market.

LOCAL
That.
3.
4.
5.

Local

MERCHANTS

merchants
tised products.

sell

to

know

nationally adverT

65% of ALL local Radio advertising in Fort Worth
is placed on KTAT.
To sell Fort Worth,
Station.

you must

use a Fort Worth
KC
1240

IOOO
WATTS
K

TARRANT
FORT

Raymond

BHROAt^CASTING
WORTH

E.Buck

/Pres.

X

CO.

TEXAS

Sam H.Bennet Mqr.

Representatives, FREE, JOHNS 8C FIELD
NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO
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Aflame

LONDON'S famed Crystal Palace,
relic of the Victorian era and
sometimes called England's Madison Square Garden, burned to the
ground Nov. 30 — and with it went
the television laboratories of Baird
Television Ltd. with hundreds of
thousands of dollars worth of
equipment. Fortunately for the
Baird company, however, much of
its transmission and pickup equipment had been moved to Alexandra
Palace, where it is now being used
to transmit daily programs alternately with the E.M.I.-Marconi sysof the Brittem under the auspices
ish
Broadcasting Corp.
stantial power transmitting visually and giving a good urban service together with a reasonably
satisfactory rural service. Originally it was thought that the ultrashort waves were restricted to
"line-of-sight" transmission and
that only limited coverage in an
area of perhaps 10 or 15 miles
could be procured.
On the theory that a television
station, to broadcast with good
definition, would need a band of at
least 6,000 kc. (6 megacycles) it
would mean that only seven channels would be available for that
character of transmission in the
range between 42 and 96 mc. A
portion of this band between 60
and 62 mc. under international
treaty is assigned for amateur
use. With only seven channels,
there could not possibly be sufficient competition in television in
individual cities, it is felt, and as
a consequence there would have to
be developed the frequencies beyond 120 mc. in order to procure
sufficient facilities for licensing of
more than one station in a city.
For Every Community
IT IS LOGICAL, therefore, that
engineers should focus attention
upon an allocation which would
include stations of a character
which would provide rural service, along with shared - channel
stations, possibly using directional
antennas, designed for coverage
restricted to urban areas. The
theory is that television service
ultimately should be made available in every community able to
support
it.
The Engineering
Department of
the FCC has not yet made recommendations with respect to allocations but will do so after completion of conferences with the Government interdepartmental committee on the subject of ultra-high
frequency allocations. While it has
been variously estimated that television in the 42-96 mc. range is
possibly two years away, engineers
are of the opinion that it will take
considerable time to develop the
range above 120 mc. to the point
where dependable tubes can be
produced. It may be five years, on
that basis, before television on a
competitive basis will arrive.
Government departments now
utilizing channels in the 42-96 mc.
range have opposed entry of television experimenters into the entire band. They proposed during
the June hearings that television
be confined to the virtually unexplored portion above 120 mc. The
opposition from private groups,
obviously, was that since no vacuum tubes had been devised for
operation in the higher range,
introduction of the visual art
might be retarded several years
through such a restriction.
Government groups, through the
BROADCASTING

FCC

Orders

Rehearing

On Three Applications
For Watertown Station
A REHEARING on three applications for a new station in Watertown, N. Y., was ordered by the
FCC Dec. 2 in an unprecedented
action taken on its own motion and
after it had already granted one
of them authority to erect a station. The applicants are Black
River Valley Broadcasts Inc., recently granted a CP for 100 watts
night and 250 watts day on 1420
kc. (WNNY) ; Watertown Broadcasting Corp., which had received
a favorable examiner's report which
was denied by the FCC for 100
watts daytime on 1270 kc; Brockway Co., publisher of the Watertown Times, seeking authority to
acquire and move WCAD, Canton,
into Watertown.
The new WNNY, whose construction is in effect stayed, is headed
by Henry A. Wise, Watertown attorney, but its ownership interlocks with that of WFBL, Syracuse. The Watertown Broadcasting Co. is headed by G. Harry
Richter, local merchant. The Brockway Co., which has made a fiveyear lease arrangement with St.
Lawrence University, present licensee of WCAD, is headed by Harold Johnson, who is a trustee of
the university. The FCC has not
acted on the latter application,
which if approved would give the
newspaper a 500-watt part-time
station on 1220 kc. in Watertown.
By the FCC action all three applications go back to hearing before an examiner, the previous examiner's reports being discarded.
Watertown, a community of 30,000,
at present has no station.
DeForest

in Bankruptcy

DR. LEE De FOREST, noted inventor of the vacuum tube, who in
recent years has operated the De
Forest Laboratories in Los Angeles, on Dec. 3 filed a voluntary
petition in bankruptcy in Federal
district court in Los Angeles,
claiming liabilities of $103,943 and
no assets except for exemptions of
$390 for household goods, tools and
personal effects. The largest single
claim was a note of $52,500 to the
Cooperative Building & Loan Co.,
New York, and another creditor
was Powel Crosley Jr., for $1,000.
Judge Heney in Superior Court on
Dec. 1 had upheld an attachment
of $157 in a Hollywood bank in
connection with a $10,000 judgDeForest
favorment
of aagainst
NewDr.York
real in
estate
firm,
after itthe
wife had
contended
was inventor's
her own property.
Interdepartment Radio Advisory
Committee, have been conferring
with the FCC engineering department in connection with the future
assignments. It is expected that
some definite conclusions will be
reached after the first of the year,
and it was emphasized in official
quarters that all interested groups
are endeavoring to find a solution
to the problem.
IN REPLY to a question recently
raised in the House of Commons, the
Postmaster General reported that the
British Broadcasting Corp. up to the
end of October had invested approximately $550,000 in the television plant
it is now operating in London.
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"TAKE

YOUR

STATIONS!"
are ahead for spot and local

Sales

advertisers

who

take

in the ten important
NBC

has manned

programs,

stations

markets

below

these stations with all-star NBC

proved

have won

these

audience

builders

all ! They

loyal, able-to-buy listeners in the most

profitable markets
are backed

in the country : because

by the vast experience

largest broadcasting

they

of the world's

organization— which
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the world's largest national advertising medium.

These
NEW
WEAF
WJZ

are

YORK

. . . 50,000 watts
.... 50,000 watts

the

Stations
PITTSBURGH AND THE
TRI-STATE MARKET

KDKA

. . . 50,000 watts

THE GREAT NORTHEAST
WGY

....
NEW

ENGLAND

WBZ-WBZA
NORTHERN
WTAM

50,000 watts

51,000 watts
OHIO

. . . 50,000 watts

CHICAGO
WMAQ
WENR

DENVER AND THE
ROCKY MT. REGION
KOA

....
SAN

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WRC . . . 1000-500 watts
WMAL . . 500-250 watts

. . . 50,000 watts
. . . 50,000 watts

KGO
KPO

50,000 watts

FRANCISCO

....
....

7,500 watts
50,000 watts

PHILADELPHIA
KYW
Completely

. . . 10,000 watts
Programmed

by NBC

For full information about one or all of these stations, conit
tact the one nearest you. Each station represents every other
station, and the sales offices of NBC
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Fools' Paradise
THINGS have been quiet — altogether too quiet
— on the copyright front. Ordinarily such a
condition would not be disturbing, but we have
watched copyright too long to regard this as
a good sign.
The copyright owners, principally ASCAP,
are still possessed of the same arbitrary
powers over broadcasters and other users of
music. They are the dictators in the field
of American music performance, with all of
the arbitrary powers that dictatorship connotes.
There has been no change in the Federal
law which permits ASCAP to wield its bludgeon with such abandon. The Department of
Justice anti-trust suit against ASCAP, alleging monopoly, is dormant but not dead. Nobody seems to be worried, except possibly
ASCAP itself, and it isn't letting any grass
grow under its feet.
Why so pessimistic? We recall that in 1931
broadcasters attending the Detroit NAB convention spit fire and brimstone over ASCAP's
demand that they pay 3, 4 and 5% of their
gross receipts for the succeeding three years
for the right to use music. This was to be the
substitute for the arbitrary flat fee basis of
the preceding years. They swallowed it, because they couldn't do otherwise.
But after all that rumpus, they went home
and promptly forgot about the corrective
measures. Then came 1935 and the nightmare
that was precipitated when Warner Bros,
publishing houses withdrew from ASCAP.
ASCAP wanted five-year contracts at 5%,
even without the Warner catalogs. It got
them.

Today the broadcasting industry is winding
up its first year under the new five-year contracts. There is still much pent-up feeling
over the manner in which ASCAP collects its
copyright royalties. But demands are increasing. Broadcasters are now being besieged by
other groups on such matters as phonograph
record performance.
But do they realize that if the existing law
is not corrected, or if the government suit is
not successful, then ASCAP in 1940 can
charge anything it chooses for the right to
perform its music? The figure, instead of 5%,
might be five times 5%. There is nothing in
the law to prevent it.
Broadcasters do not want their music for
nothing. It is an essential raw material in
radio. But they do want some degree of bargaining power in the purchase of that raw
Page
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material. They can get it only if the law is
corrected, or if the Government suit is successfully concluded.
We cannot urge too strongly that broadcasters, prior to the convening of Congress
next month, acquaint their Congressional delegates with the true situation. The Duffy bill,
which died at the last session, will be reintroduced. It should pass. But it won't unless
those affected by it make the facts known.
We aren't guessing when we say that ASCAP,
on its part, is already working actively
against passage of the bill.

Radio

Itself

and

1937

IF THERE is doubt in any mind about the
position held by radio broadcasting in the affairs of this nation, both economic and social,
let him consult the symposium on 1937 prospects which we publish in this issue. Never
before has the story of any industry been told
so eloquently by so divergent a group of men.
It includes public officials, captains of industry, leaders in the agency field and broadcasting executives.
To discourse here on what this meeting of
minds reveals would be repetitious. It is
enough, we feel, to say that radio broadcasting has met the challenge of those who would
have destroyed it at the very beginning by
making it a governmental rather than a private enterprise. It is plain, when we observe
the status of radio in other nations, that it
could not have thrived and could not have
attained its high position as an impartial
medium for the dissemination of knowledge
and of good-will ia government hands here, no
matter how good the government or how noble
the purposes of its leaders.
We are thankful that broadcasters have
been successful in keeping themselves independent, by and large. They owe no allegiance
to any particular group. They are not subservient to any political body. They belong
to no party, no one creed. They are as diverse in ownership and outlooks as the elements of democracy themselves.
Broadcasters, from the smallest to the most
powerful, have but to continue this policy and
strive to improve their service to retain their
individuality in this most important instrumentality for public good and enlightenment.
And, in that same tempo, they will thrive, because the last vestige of doubt as to its status
as an advertising medium also has been erased,
even in the minds of the die-hards.

BOOK

RADIO
SHELF

A BIBLIOGRAPHY of references on radio
subjects, compiled by Lawrence D. Batson,
has been issued by the Department of Commerce electrical division. It lists source material for information of laws and regulations,
conferences and reports, manuals, radio advertising, trade periodicals, foreign broadcasting,
education by radio, amateur radio, government activities in radio and technical data.
The
Networks
Spread
ALMOST monthly, the maze of telephone lines
linking broadcast stations for national, regional or statewide coverage becomes more
widespread. It is more than a trend that is
intensifying network service; it is a definite
movement.
Both of the nationwide networks are adding
outlets. Comprehensive coverage, not only for
commercial but for public service programs,
is the object. And Mutual Broadcasting System this month goes transcontinental, though
not nationwide. Within the last few weeks no
less than four regional or statewide networks
have been added to the dozen or so already in
existence. These include the newly formed Colonial Network, the California Radio System,
the Quaker State Network and the Maryland
State Network.
We

regard this movement as healthy. Obviously, the regional and statewide outcroppings follow not only naturally contiguous
markets but also related populaces and buying
power. Thus advertisers interested only in regionalAnd
coveragestations,
can procure
audience.
by the "made-to-order"
same token, are
placed in the position of reciprocally interchanging the finest of their programs, making
for a sturdier broadcast structure and greater
public service.
Most significant in this reshaping of broadcast service is the fact that the 100-watter,
along with the regional and the clear-channel
station, is coming into its own. Buyers of time
are coming to
all-important,
and standing
considerations.

the realization that power isn't
and that market and coverage
in the community are primary
The fact that both NBC and CBS

have added 100-watters is a recognition of this.
Whither

Television?

THAT television, like fate, is certain to come,
is unquestioned. But how and under what conditions remains to be ascertained. Even at this
late date engineers are almost daily learning
new things about the quirks and intricacies
of ultra-high frequencies, where television is
destined to repose. Not many months ago it
was thought that these frequencies were definitely limited to short-range coverage — "lineof-sight", the technicians called it. Now it
appears that transcontinental interference occurs even on these channels. Perhaps that
isn't so startling, but its implications are important for it now develops that television
transmission akin to "clear channel" broadcast
service may be possible, whereas heretofore
thought of good rural service had been all but
abandoned. In this radio age, it seems, a
maxim to observe is "Wait and See, Then Wait."

BROADCASTING
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Advertising

PERSONAL

NOTES

JAY SLOCUM, formerly a salesman
for the Boston office of Conde Nast
Publications, representing the Home
de Garden magazine in New England,
sales representaEngland
New
is nowtive for
WBZ,
Boston, and WBZA.
Springfield. He fills the vacancy left
1 bewho Nov.
A. Belaire,
by Paul
came Boston
representative
of WOR.
Newark.

HERMAN

STRECKER

IN THE STRICT academic sense,
there is no such title as "radio
economist". Perhaps it is because
the industry is so young; perhaps
because so few researchers have
delved into it deeply as yet. But
no one acquainted with the business of broadcasting will gainsay
such a title for Dr. Herman
Strecker Hettinger, assistant professor of marketing of the internationally famous Wharton School
of Finance and Commerce of the
University of Pennsylvania.
The records show he was one of
the first academicians, if not the
first, to take up ihs study of radio
economics seriously. Records are
not needed to support the statement that he has been and remains
the most prolific writer on the subject. Statistics are second nature
to him; he can rattle off the records of spot, network and transcription business for any year
since '31 (when the first effort was
really made to gather them) with
the abandon of a circus barker.
When Herman Hettinger first
skirted the fringes of the radio
field in 1928 by conducting one of
the earliest detailed studies into
listener habits, there were no such
things as audience records or business statistics for the industry as
a whole. Today, broadcasting's
books are audited from the business aspect perhaps as well as
those of any other industry. And
the Pennsylvania college professor
did most of the spade work, aided
and abetted by Philip G. Loucks,
who from 1931 to 1935 served as
the managing director of the National Association of Broadcasters
and enlisted the talents of Dr.
Hettinger.
Until this month, Dr. Hettinger
was the research consultant of the
NAB, turning out monthly the
broadcasting business index, a statistical service which he has conducted since 1933. As of Dec.
15 Dr. Hettinger resigned that
post to devote his full attentions
to his college work and also to expand in the field of radio consulting work — a pursuit that appears
destined ultimately to become_ as
important as technical consulting.
NAB headquarters will carry forward the "business index" work
inaugurated during the tenure of

BROADCASTING

HETTINGER,

Ph.D.

Managing Director Loucks by Dr.
Hettinger.
Life began for Herman Strecker
Hettinger on Jan. 13, 1902, in the
Pennsylvania Dutch town of Reading. (Other Pennsylvania Dutchmen in radio include Loucks, John
U. Reber, vice president and radio
director of J. Walter Thompson
Co., Jules Seebach, WOR program
chief, and Dr. Levering Tyson, executive director of the National
Advisory Council on Radio in Education.)
After his preliminary public
school and high school education
at home, young Hettinger enrolled
at the University of Pennsylvania,
graduating in 1923 and procuring
his Doctor of Philosophy degree
there, and earning part of his tuition as assistant director of public relations. Before he began
teaching, he served a brief business apprenticeship in the textile
field in 1924 and 1925. While at
school he was captain of the University fencing team for two
years, and afterward held the
Pennsylvania State championship
for five years. This won him several appointments as member of
the national championship duelling
sword team of the Fencers Club of
Philadelphia.
Young Hettinger's first study of
radio listening habits in 1928 attracted the attention of Dr. Leon
Levy, president of WCAU, Philadelphia. Through that association,
he made the first studies of Philadelphia market listening habits in
1930 and 1931. Undertaken in conjunction with Richard R. Mead,
also of the marketing faculty of
the University, the 1931 studies
were the first to expose the lack
of logic behind the annual summer
slump in broadcast advertising. As
a result, the teachers published
Radio as a Medium for Summer
Advertising for CBS and The
Summer Radio Audience in Philadelphia and Vicinity for WCAU.
Dr. Hettinger was also one of
three who assisted in the development of the first Price-Waterhouse
survey of network popularitv made
for CBS.
It was Dr. Levy who suggested
that Hettinger get together with
Mr. Loucks for industry - wide
studies. This happened in 1931 and
they hit common ground at once.
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Advertising

SYDNEY DIXOX. who has been in
charge of NrSC Southern California
sales for the past year, has been
appointed western division assistant
sales manager for the network, acAnderson,in westcording to Harry
ern division
salesF.manager
San
Francisco. Dixon, who will continue
headquarters in Hollywood, was formerly in charge of local sales in the
network's San Francisco offices before
his transfer south.
HERBERT E. NELSON, formerly
of the sales staff of KXBY, Kansas
City (formerly W9XBY), has been
appointed local sales manager, with
Clair Heyer continuing in charge of
national sales and promotion. KXBY
has also added to its sales staff E. G.
Julum, formerly with KMOX, St.
Louis ; Robert Livingston, formerly
with WMT, Cedar Rapids; R. W.
Bennett, lumbia,formerly
with KFRU, CoMo.
O. L. SMITH, merchandising manager of WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn..
and prior to that assistant national
advertising manager of the Knoxville
Xeics-Sentinel, has been made commercial manager of the station, according to an announcement by R. B.
Westergaard, station manager.
PAUL F. PETER, secretary of the
Joint Committee on Radio Research
and former chief statistician of RCA
and of NBC, has become engaged to
Ruth K. Doehrmann of Washington.
No date has yet been set for the
wedding.
RAY BAKER, formerly of Pacific
Railway Adv. Co., Oakland, has
joined the sales department of KFRC.
San Francisco.
After several preliminary studies,
Dr. Hettinger came to Washington as special consultant to the
NAB to install the statistical service which would give information
on broadcast advertising volume
over stations as well as networks.
The first figures came in the summer of 1933 and marked the instandard
information service auguration
forof a the
medium.
Since
then, the figures procured by the
system have been confirmed to a
remarkable degree by the recent
Census Bureau broadcasting study
except in statement
one
of the instance
volume — ofunderlocal
business.
NRA began functioning in 1933,
and Hettinger was called upon to
procure information on employment, wages and similar features
of the industry never before collected. It was a ponderous task,
but it held water since it afterward developed that the estimates
produced by Hettinger on such an
item as average wages were within 20 cents of the averages later
developed in a complete industrv
During the fall of 1934 and until October, 1935, Dr. Hettinger
served in Washington as the NAB
director of research. He conducted
poll.
much of the preliminary research
looking toward standardization of
listener coverage data now incorporated in the activities of the
Joint Committee on Radio Research which comprises the NAB,
AAAA and ANA.

BUD WHITE, former Chicago actor, has joined the sales staff of
WIND, Gary, Ind. John Carey,
WIXD salesman, has announced his
marriage to Miss Charlotte Kosopp,
of Xew York.
LOUIS
FROELICH.
formerly of
WROK, Rockford. 111., has joined the .
sales staff of WJJD, Chicago.
FRED BATE. XBC London representative, sailed for his post Dec. 5
on the Europa after spending a month
in the United States, chiefly with
the European radio officials who came
over in Xovember to participate in
XBC's tenth anniversary celebration.
JOHX DRAKE FITZGERALD, former WBBM publicity director and
CBS western special events chief in
Chicago, has been transferred to CBS
Xew York headquarters to assist
Paul White, special events director.
LLOYD

H. ROSEXBLUM,
dising manager of WOAI,
tonio, spent the first two
December at his home in
and also visited in Xew
several days.

merchanSan Anweeks in
Cleveland
York for

HARRY S. McLEOD, formerly manager of the Strand and St. Charles
theatres, Xew Orleans, has been
named advertising director of WBXO.
Xew Orleans.
PAUL GREEX, formerly of WXOX,
Knoxville, has succeeded William
Sisson as a salesman on the staff of
WXBR. Memphis. Sisson has been
named head of the Little Rock bureau ofmercial
the Appeal.
affiliated Memphis ComLEE BISHOP, manager of KMED,
Medford, Ore., and Miss Hester
Wakefield,
ber in that were
city. married in XovemJOHX STILLWELL. commercial
manager of WIRE. Indianapolis, arrived in Los Angeles Xov. 30 on his
honeymoon.
DOXALD THORXBURGH, vice-president in charge of CBS on the west
coast, was a speaker Dec. 3 at a
meeting
the Los Angeles
tion of of
Advertising
Women Associaheld at
the Women's Atnletic Club.
In 1935 and all through this
year, Dr. Hettinger has served as
economic consultant of_ the NAB
and as its representative on the
technical subcommittee of the Joint
Committee on Radio Research.
With his resignation from the
NAB, that function is being taken
over
by Managing Director James
W. Baldwin.
Among the recognized works
from the pen of Dr. Hettinger are
A Decade of Radio Advertising,
published in 1933 ; editor of Radio :
The Fifth Estate, published in 1935
by the American Academy of Political and Social Science; assisting in the preparation of the first
manual on retail radio advertising compiled and published by the
National Retail Dry Goods Association in 1935, and regular analyatical contributions on radio
economics for Broadcasting. He
is now devoting much of his time
to private consultancy work, and
is writing a book The Principles of
Radio Advertising in collaboration
with Walter J. Neff, partner of ,
Neff-Rogow Inc., New York
agency,
of WOR. and former sales manager
Dr. Hettinger is a member of
the American Marketing Society,
the National Association of Marketing Teachers, Beta Gamma Sigma scholastic honor fraternity
and Theta Chi fraternity. His hobbies are music and fencing. Mrs.
Hettinger is the librarian of the
Curtiss Institute of Music in Philadelphia.
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REGINALD B. MARTIN, manager
of KFAB and KFOR, Lincoln, Neb.,
and Miss Kathryn Gustafson, of Des
Moines, were married Nov. 26.
PERCY L. DEUTSCH, president of
WBS, returned to his desk on Dec. 7,
after a rest at the Medical Center,
New York.

THE

F. W. BORTON, president of WQAM,
Miami, has been elected president of
the Florida State Civitan Clubs.
PAUL

EICHHORN, known professionally as Paul Frederick, has joined
WOOD, Grand Rapids, as promotion
manager. He succeeds King Bard,
who has entered private promotional
work. Mr. Eichhorn formerly was
with WJIM, Lansing, and WXYZ
and WJR, Detroit.
DAVID

NOWINSON. publicity director of KSO and KRNT and also
in the continuity department of the
station on Nov. 19 was married to
Miss Ida Hyman of Des Moines, in
Chicago.
EARL MAXWELL, national sales
manager of WJBK, Detroit, on Jan.
9 will marry Miss Betsy Callender
of Detroit.
DON DAVIS, president of WHB,
Kansas City, and Mrs. Davis spent
November on a vacation trip to Cuba.
S. A. CISLER, formerly a partner in
WATL, Atlanta, is now manager and
program director of WSIX, Nashville
local which was recently moved into
that city from Springfield, Tenn.
DR. W. H. VOELLER, president of
Conquest Alliance Co., New York, returned Dec. 10 after six weeks in
Hollywood.
HOWARD HOLSHOUSER, for the
last two years with Temple Adv.
Agency, Topeka, has joined the sales
staff of WIBW, Topeka.

WIP HONORED — The American
Legion of Philadelphia awarded its
annual Certificate of Merit to WIP.
Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP president, at right, is receiving the
award. Legionnaires, left to right,
are I. G. Gordon Forster, county
commander; Lt. Fred J. Roehs,
radio committee chairman, and
Walter G. Kress, State Commander.
William

M.

Daly

WILLIAM M. DALY, NBC orchestra leader, died Dec. 4 at his
home in New York. Mr. Daly for
the last two years was musical
conductor of the Voice of Firestone program and was scheduled
to take a similar post on the
Gladys Swarthout - NBC program
which begins Feb. 10.
G. W. STAMM, former publisher of
Broadcast Advertising, has started a
new pocket-size monthly magazine,
Science Digest, which contains articles
from scientific magazines condensed
and popularized for the layman. The
first issue appeared on the newsstands
Dec. 1. Broadcast Advertising was
absorbed by Broadcasting several
years ago.

JOHNNY MURRAY, on the staff
of KFWB, Hollywood, for several
years but off the air for a year, has
returned to the station.

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

DAVID COBB, formerly of KSD, St.
Louis, has joined the announcing
staff of WMC, Memphis, succeeding
Howard Carraway, who has moved
to WSIX, Nashville.
WILLIAM J. GOODE, formerly
with WCAE, Pittsburgh, has been
transferred by Hearst Radio Inc. to
WBAL, Baltimore, as station accountant.
GENE EDWARDS, formerly of
WSGN, Birmingham, has joined
WJRD,
announcer. Tuscaloosa, Ala., as chief

EFFAY BENYON, formerly of
WROK, Rockford, 111., has joined the
continuity department of WJJD, Chicago.
RALPH BRYAN, formerly program
manager of KGMB, Honolulu, and
KQW,
San Jose,
Cal.,in has
to the band
business
San returned
Jose.

HARRY J. BOYLE, former newspaperman, has joined CKNX, Wingham, Ont., as merchandising director,
succeeding B. Howard Bedford, who
continues as commercial director and
head of public relations. Mr. Boyle
also will act as news editor and assist
in public relations. Ben Hamilton,
new to radio, has just joined the
announcing staff.
BOB

EASLEY has been named continuity editor and announcer of
KFDM, Beaumont, Tex.
JOHN GROLLER Jr., formerly of
WCBA-WSAN, Allentown, Pa., has
joined the announcing staff of WGBI,
Scranton.
WAYNE ACKLEY. Iowa Broadcasting System announcer, is the father
of a boy born in November.
CLAYTON LOOMIS, announcer at
ABC's Chicago headquarters, and
Lalia Peers, dramatic actress heard
frequently over the same network,
were married Nov. 29.
JAY SIMS, former NBC announcer
in San Francisco and later with
KEHE, Los Angeles, on Dec. 1 joined
the announcing staff of KFWB,
Hollywood.

WALLACE A. GADE, formerly on
the announcing staff of KGW and
KEX, Portland, and more recently
with KPCB, Seattle, has joined
K.IBS
capacity.in San Francisco, in a similar
DONALD DUDLEY has replaced
Howard McNear as reader on the
twice weekly Golden State Menu
Flashes sponsored by Golden State
Co. Ltd., San Francisco, (dairy
products) on KPO, that city. McNeaV
resigned to move to Los Angeles.
VALERIA ELSNER, continuity
writer of WICC, Bridgeport, has announced her marriage in September
to John Lomas.
LE ROY nouncer,
FLYNN,
18-year-old
replaces Robert
Parker, anon
the staff of WICC, Bridgeport. Parker
has gone to California to enter photography. William Dukeshire has replaced Jack Meredity as news reporter
in the WICC New Haven office.
IRIS PARKER, for the last seven
years office manager of KELW, Burbank, Cal., on Dec. 8 joined KEHE,
Los Angeles,
the and
Burbank
station went offwhen
the air
its time
was taken over by KEHE.
HERB

GAMBRILL on Dec. 7 became traffic manager of the new California Radio System with headquarters at KEHE, Los Angeles, key station of the network. He was formerly
with KTSA, San Antonio, Texas.

No. 4 Of A Series On
The New York Market!

LITTLE ITALY
is part of New
York's famous
Greenwich Village.
Covering an area
of 1.35 sq. miles it
contains a larger
Sioux City, la.than
population

"Fiesta Time in Little Italy"

TOPS in entertainment.

•pHHOUGHOUT the metropolitan area of
* New York are 1,070,072 Italians — more
than reside in Rome, Italy. The average
per family expenditure is from $1,700 per
year in parts of Manhattan to $5,200 in
adjoining boroughs.

TOPS in listeners. [Approx. 300,
TOPS in commercial programs.
TOPS in sustaining programs.
TOPS in power. [5,000 watts dagtime]
TOPS in merchandising service.
9

WBNX Programs Are Based On
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Full Staff for Foreign Language Productions Available

TOPS in "over the counter" sales.
TOPS IN RESETS.

™"
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HEACHE
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RALPH WORDEX, former radio editor of the Cleveland News, has been
nanred news director of WGAR. Cleveland, succeeding Bob Evans, who will
handle sports and special events exclusively.
QUIX RYAN, manager of WGX.
Chicago, and veteran sports announcer, will leave for San Francisco Dec.
26 to handle the MBS broadcast of
the annual football game between allstar Eastern and Western teams on
New Tears Day.
CHARLES L. AGREE, erstwhile
man-of-the-street at WJBC, Bloomington. 111., is the newest member of
the continuity staff of WLS. Chicago.
FRED PALMER, formerly manager
of WBXS and WAIU. Columbus, has
joined the production department of
WLS. Chicago.
TOM CASEY has deserted the ranks
of the XBC page boys in Chicago to
join
network's
Chicago
announcing
staff.theLong
desirous
of becoming
an
announcer, Tom got his chance during
the XBC tenth anniversary celebration when the page boys put on their
own show and Tom announced it.
Xew York liked his voice. Chief Announcer Everett Mitchell gave him
some training in technique, and Casey
emerged from
auditions
with last
the week's
coveted announcing
job.
AL BOYD, production man at WLS.
Chicago, is the father of a baby girl
born Dec. 3 at Illinois Masonic Hospital.
JACK IXGERSOLL. formerlv of
WEEI. Boston, has joined WIXS.
Xew York as sports commentator,
succeeding Earl Harper.
EARL R. STRAXDBERG, known on
the air as Earl Rodell, has joined
KTAT, Fort Worth, as program director. He held this same position
with KTAT prior to joining the production staff of KMOX, St. Louis,
last year. Lenard Finger, author, actor and commentator, has joined
KTAT. coming from the Texas Centennial Exposition in Dallas. He will
also handle publicity.
ERXEST ROGERS, chief of the news
staff of WSB, Atlanta, was honored
in the centennial issue of the Emory
Alumnus, publication of the Emory
University alumni, as the member of
the Class of 1920 who has done most
to put into practice Emory's motto :
"A love of learning for the service of
God and Man." This was largely in
recognition of his having organized,
along with Manager Lambdin Kay of
WSB, the "UCG — -Unorganized Cheerful Givers,'' a charitable society.
WILLIAM FULLER, announcer-producer of KJBS, San Francisco, has
written a comedy "A Generation in
Advertising or How Far We Have
Travelled", to be presented Dec. 16
at the San Francisco Advertising
Club's Christmas jinks in the Palace
Hotel, that city. Fuller will also direct and stage the jinks. Carlton
Coveny, KJBS sales manager, is the
club's entertainment chairman.
FRED MePHERSOX, formerly on
the announcing staff of KFBK, Sacramento, has joined KRE in Berkeley,
Cal., as announcer-producer.
KEX HOFFMAX has been placed in
charge of the artist bureau recently
organized by KYW, Philadelphia.
EDDIE LeCAPTAIX, news reporter
of KELD, El Dorado, Ark., was married Thanksgiving Day to Miss Lillian Pearcy, of El Dorado.
HARRY CARLSOX, former announcer, of WOR, Xewark, has been appointed production manager of WOR
succeeding Mitchell Benson who has
become assistant to Julius Seebach.
WOR program director.
LAWREXCE, former anJERRY nouncer
for Don Lee System, has
joined WOR, Xewark, in a similar
capacity.
WAYNE A. WELCH, secretary to
Craig Lawrence, commercial manager
of Iowa Broadcasting System, is to
marry Miss Janet Wright, of Harbor
Springs, Mich., Dec. 26.

BROADCASTING

ROBERT WILBUR, formerlv of
WCAD. Canton, and WBIX, Utica,
X. Y., has joined the announcing and
production staff of WSUX. St. Petersburg, Fla.

DORIS GOWLLAXD. secretary to
the managing director of 2GB, Sydney. Australia, will arrive in Los Angeles Dec. 26 for a six-month stay in
that city and Xew York.
JESSE H. MARTIX. formerly in
charge
of theearly
artists'
Xew York,
in bureau
Decemberof WHX.
joined
Baehmann-Herzbrun
Inc.. Hollywood
talent agency.

FOX

CASE, the last five years publicity director for the All-Year Club,
Los Angeles tourist promotion organization, on Dec. 10 joined CBS, Hollywood, in charge of exploitation and
special features, a newly-created position.

With

His

Wind

WHEN neither actors nor
sound effects satisfactorily
produced the sound of a man
for
breath called
for American
gasping
on
a recent
Legion
Cadets of the Air broadcast,
WBBM Production Man Phil
Bowman dispatched one cadet on a five-lap run around
the studio. The boy ended up
at the mike so winded that
he couldn't
speak
and another lad had
to read
his
lines.

FREEMAN LAXG, former Hollywood transcription producer, left via
the China Clipper for Honolulu early
in December, and expected to continue to Australia by boat.

FRAXK WESTPHAL. for several
years an XBC music conductor in
Chicago, on Dec. 2 became music director of KEHE. Los Angeles.
HUGH BRUXDAGE. staff announcer
at KFWB. Hollywood, on Dee. 5 resigned to join KEHE. Los Angeles.

formerly an announcer-producer atKROW in Oakland, has joined KGGC, San Francapacity. He sucsimilar
cisco,
Taile, who resigned to
ceedsin aDavid
Taile
join KTA in San Francisco. KYA.
succeeded Harry De Lasaux at
BURMAN,

NED

Gone

THOMAS FREEBAIRN - SMITH,
chief announcer of KXX, Hollywood,
will go nounceonthe Nelson
tour inEddy
January
to anprograms
for
Tick's. The broadcasts will continue
during the 11 weeks Mr. Eddy is on
his concert tour.
HUGH LESTER, onetime with NBC
in San Francisco, has joined the Federal Theatre of the Air, Los Angeles,
as a staff continuity man.
RENE GEKIERE, who has been an
assistant in NBC's Chicago production department, has been transferred
to the network's announcing staff.

Tennessean and
TIC MOSER, native
former continuity writer of KMOX.
St. Louis, and KNX, Los Angeles,
a scenarist in Holmore recently
and
Topeka.the production staff
o*f WIBW,
lywood, has joined
LAWRENCE MENKEN has joined
the production department of WMCA,
He was formerly with AsNew York.
sociated Music Publishers Inc., New
York.
RUSSELL HIRSCH. formerly of
WRBL, Columbus, Ga., has joined
WCOA. Pensacola, as announcer and
publicity director, replacing Fred
King. James Hendrix has been named
program director.
of the anDOOLIT
JERRY nouncing
staff of TLE,
WQAM. Miami, is
in the hospital recuperating from a
broken vertebrae suffered during a
dive into shallow water. Jack Mack
is back as sports commentator after
a summer spent as announcer on
Skeavingnorthern
ton
has dog
been tracks.
named Jack
editor of the
WQAM local news service. Loretta
shopper.joined the staff as perBaileysonalhas
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WPRO
Improvements
PREPARATORY to joining CBS
Jan. 1, WPRO, Providence, R. I.,
has effected numerous improvements in facilities and organization, according to an announcement
Dec. 8 by Stephen P. Willis, recently appointed general manager.
The station has been operated
since 1931 by the Cherry & Webb
Co., owners of five women's specialty stores in New England. On
Dec. 15 the station begins operation on its 630 kc. channel with
1,000 watts until local sunset and
500 watts nighttime. It subscribed
to the United Press radio news
service Dec. 1, now carrying 12
more five-minute news broadcasts
daily. NBC Thesaurus transcription library also has been added,
offices and studios have been augmented and speech imput equipment increased to handle the new
program traffic. Basic changes in
policies also are being considered,
it was said, with the probable discontinuance of phonograph records
as program material.
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Boston Better Business Bureau Beats Bamboozlers
By Broadcasts Exposing Their Rackets
the Bureau had been troubled by
By KENNETH
B. BACKMAN
General Manager,
racketeers in the Boston area who
Boston Better Business Bureau
had been foisting this scheme upon
the innocent public, but had been
THE SUCCESS of any undertaking in this age is measured by
unable to "get anything on them."
cold, practical results. In this reShortly after the scheme was draspect the Boston Better Business
matized, a flood of complaints
Bureau may feel justly proud, for
against the racket was received
from persons who had been fooled.
the Bureau's series of weekly radio dramatizations started in the
So much important information
and evidence was gained in this
spring of 1936, with the cooperation of John Shepard 3d, president
manner, that it was possible to
of Yankee Network, has brought
present a case to the grand jury
good results. Since the beginning
and this evidence was used to bring
of the campaign to educate and
a secret indictment.
enlighten the general public on the
Are They Listening?
schemes promoted by shysters, raHERETOFORE, we have come in
dio has been the spearhead of the
attack.
contact only with those who have
Some few weeks ago, the Bureau
in some way or other been victimized by these schemes. However,
produced over WNAC and Yankee
in order to determine whether the
Network, a dramatization of the
Free Lot Scheme.
For some time
programs are obtaining results we

PRESENTS

POPULAR

MISTRESS

"HAPPINESS

OF

Miss Barton's "Happiness House," a half-hour program,
is presented each day except Saturday and Sunday at
10:30 A.M. and is devoted to building and maintaining
an audience oi women listeners. Miss Barton with her rich
background of radio and dramatic experience, has demonstrated clearly her capability as director of this program. Morning and afternoon advertising onWXYZ is unusually productive— because of the efforts of Miss Barton
and the directors of other exclusive WXYZ programs.
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5. You can hear the skits by tuning in on WNAC every Saturday
afternoon at 5:15 p. m.
6. Any remarks?
you?
In interpreting the results of the
questionnaire, the following facts
must be kept in mind :
1. The time of the broadcasts —
5:15 to 5:30 p. m., Saturdays — is
not the most convenient time in the
world in which to reach the public
at home, especially during the football season.
2. Those filling out the questionnaire did so in private and dropped
them unsigned into a box.
3. The name of the Boston Better Business Bureau is not mentioned in any of the programs, but
only in the introduction and the
close.

The survey proves the conten■ tion of Bureau officials that ignorance is the only reason the public
is victimized by such schemes.
What is more important, it also

Lie y\letwatk

D ETROIT

BROADCASTING
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East*™ Offin:
#
Win. G. Rambeau Co. Representative
#
w.stem Office:
550 chanin Building Home Office: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Rus. Building
N«w York, New York
_
~
San Francisco, Cat.
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3. Please check your opinion of
them. Poor, fair, good, excellent.
4. Have they been helpful to

4. Nowhere is there an invitation or suggestion that anyone
communicate with the Bureau regarding a complaint or anything
else, nor is there a suggestion or
intimation that anyone would be
helped by so doing.
The programs themselves show
that the public is always the loser
and does not lead listeners to believe they have anything to gain
by making a complaint.
Twenty-four percent of those
filling in the blanks had heard the
programs on the air — the majority
of these had listened to from three
to five. Of the 75 who had heard
the programs, 44 gave them excellent; 22 good; 2 fair; not one rated
them as poor.
Most interesting of all, in the
opinion of the Bureau, are the remarks added by the visitors — "Was
helped in a stock scheme by them";
"Wonderful idea — helps to understand salesmanship"; "That's why
Ithose
came given.
for help" are but a few of

HOUSE"

KING-TRENDLE
300 Madison

decided to conduct a little survey.
No elaborate plans were made nor
was there any effort to reach any
portion of the New England audience. The survey was conducted in
an informal manner, and, as such,
I believe is of far greater value.
Here was the survey:
1. Have you heard any of our
radio
many? skits?
2. If so, approximately how

BROADCASTING

proves
that the Bureau's
methods
of familiarizing
the public
with
the "earmarks" of the various
rackets is a successful one — measuring success by concrete results.
The Boston Better Business Bureau hopes to continue the dramatizations as long as necessary. With
this in mind, we have collected all
available information regarding
fraudulent business schemes. Gradually a scheme file has been developed and after carefully sorting
the available information to bring
out actual cases of complaint — in
many cases with actual literature
used — we have built up a file of
some 700 schemes, the most extensive and most authentic collection of this type in the country, if
not in the world.
CONSOLIDATED EDISON Co.,
New berYork
utility, has
signed
a numof celebrated
foreign
artists
for
its series of foreign-language programs on WBNX, New York.
• Broadcast
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Possibilities

of

Coaxial

Cable

Shown

In Field Tests Conducted
Before
FCC
THE telephone use of the coaxial
vision," said Dr. Jewett. "The
cable, which is popularly known as
performance has been up to expectations and no important technical
a "television pipe" because of its
difficulties have arisen to cast
possibility as a future nationwide
wire system for network visual
doubt upon the future usefulness
broadcasting, was subjected to two
of the coaxial-cable system. Much
rigorous field tests Nov. 30 and
work remains to be done, however,
Dec. 1. In the first test members
before coaxial systems suitable for
of the FCC participated in convergeneral commercial service can be
sations from Washington to New
produced.
York, while on the second day
"This is not a television circuit
press representatives observed its
as we are demonstrating it today.
telephonic potentialities.
But it is a necessary step toward
television. We think we know how
The telephone test took place
over a 3,800 mile circuit of coaxial
to use it for television, but that is
several months off. As far as
cable, although the cable has only
been installed between New York
television is concerned, it is still
and Philadelphia but it had been
around the corner, and all we can
looped back and forth to cover the
say at this time is that the cable
3,800 miles.
is a possible network link for teleThe television uses of the cable
vision transmitters in the future."
will not be tested until late spring,
The
will handle
amount "pipe"
of traffic
as onetheofsame
the
according to Dr. Frank B. Jewett,
president of Bell Telephone Labpresent arm-sized cables comprised
oratories, because the present reof 480 wires. Therefore, it was
peaters, which are fixed every ten
explained, the costs of building
miles in the coaxial system, are
capable of producing only 1,000,000
cycles. Television is slated to require at least 2,000,000 cycles and
repeaters with that capacity are
now being developed in the Bell
Laboratories.

and
duced.installation are materially reInstead of the usual bundle of
paper-insulated wires used in telephone lines, the new cable contains
a pair of copper tubes, each about
the diameter of a lead pencil.
Within it, and about the same size
as the lead in a pencil, is a wire
held centrally by thin discs of thin
rubber, spaced along the wire.
"What we are literally doing
along this cable is radio transmission," continued Dr. Jewett,
"but we are sending it over what
might be called a segregated slice
of the ether. In this case, however,
all of the ether is in the little pipes
of the cable. It is a scheme for
making radio transmission free of
the elements that bedevil radio,
such as static and fading."
CARLETON & HARVEY, Lowell,
Mass. (Fr. John's Medicine), has
added WINS, New York, to the original list for the 13-week series of daily
five-minute news. On WHDH, Boston,
a 13-week contract for daily weather
reports has been placed. Agency is
John W. Queen Advertising. Boston.

AL

Jolson for Lever Bros.
JOLSON, Martha Raye, Sid

Silvers,
Young's
orchestra on and
Dec. Victor
22 will
succeed
the
present Ken Murray-CBS program
which is sponsored by Lever Bros.,
Cambridge (Rinso & Lifebuoy
soap). The program will retain its
present time period, Tuesdays, 8:30
p. m., with repeat at 11:30 p. m.
Myron Kirk, vice - president in
charge of radio for Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., New York, Lever agency, is in Hollywood along with two
other members of his radio staff,
Cecil Underwood and Nathan Tufts,
preparing for the debut of the new
program. The agency is contemplating establishment
on the West
Coast. of an office
RADIO CITY has been designated by
the New York police department for
contact with visitors in its traffic
safety campaign
the discovery that 80% because
of theof sightseers
thronging Radio City daily are from
fbut of town. A brief safety talk is
' made by Patrolman James F. Dixon,
or his assistant, to every group of
guided tourists in the studios of NBC.

Handles Heavy Traffic
THE 3,800-mile circuit consisted
of five voice frequency links in
tandem, each link being 760 miles
long. There were 70 stages of
modulation in each direction and
the equivalent of 400 line amplifiers.
The FCC demonstration took
place in the office of Commissioner
Thad H. Brown. Conversations
with Dr. Jewett in New York were
held by Commissioner Brown,
Chairman Anning S. Prall, Commissioner Irvin Stewart, Commissioner E. O. Sykes, Chief Engineer T. A. M. Craven, Chief Accountant William J. Norfleet, and
Assistant General Counsel Frank
Roberson. Telephone Division
Chairman Paul A. Walker also
talked over the circuit from New
York with Commissioner Brown.
Designed to handle 240 simultaneous telephone conversations, the
coaxial cable will handle the same
amount of traffic in its "pipe-like"
size as one of the present "armsized" cables with 480 wires. The
projected time for the completion
of telephone testing of the cable is
1940 when it should become available for commercial use.
The coaxial cable was the subject of lengthy hearings by the FCC
in 1935 because of its television
potentialities as the Commission
wanted to block any move which
could create a monopoly in the
visual broadcasting field. However,
after two hearings and the revocation of one FCC order, conditions were established by the FCC
which were satisfactory to the
Commission and to the A. T. & T.
The telephone tests disclosed
that the cable produced a greater
clarity of voice transmission with
very little distortion as compared
to the present cables. The electrical impulses that went through
the 3,800-mile circuit were carried
through 70 transformations of
frequency of which only five were
wavelengths intelligible to the ear
and each sound went through 400
separate amplifications.
"Our main purpose in this preliminary experiment is to reveal
the telephone possibilities, not tele-
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This salesman
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This never happens at WSM.
who' listen. And
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showmanship
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STUDIO
PROGRAM

AND

Kansas City Call
WHEN W9XBY, Kansas
City station operating on
1520 kc. in the 1500-1600
high-fidelity band, was advised Nov. 25 by the FCC
that it could change its call
letters to take out the numeral, it offered merchandise and cash prizes to its
listeners for call letter suggestions. Most of them sugg e s t e d KCSS, indicating
"Kansas City's sports station", but the management
finally chose KXBY because
of its similarity to the former call letters. Three other
stations in the same band
also were authorized to change
[Broadcasting, Dec. 1].

NOTES

IN COOPERATION with the campaign to expand and improve educational broadcasting, WSPR, Springfield, Mass., for the last two months
has been originating a program under
the auspices of Mount Holyoke College. The programs were introduced
by Miss Mary Woolley, president, who
spoke on the opening program and
have since been carried on by the
faculty and students. They have been
broadcast over Colonial Network.
SPONSORED by Community Dentists, Dr. Lewis Inc., and Community
Opticians, WNAC, Boston, broadcasts The Voice of the Community in
cooperation with the Metropolitan
Theatre, where interviews are conducted. Passersby are handed mimeographed copies of the two questions
which are asked each day. Prizes of
money and theatre tickets are offered
for suggested questions. The mimeographed questions carry mention of
the sponsors. Commonwealth Adv.
Agency, Boston, has the account.
A NEW series on WINS, New York,
is titled What Is Your Answer, heard
late Sunday afternoons. It dramatizes
news events in which the victim of an
impending disaster is with alternative
courses. The audience submits answers, with prizes awarded for best
letters.
FRANK E. SAMMONS, farm editor
of ABC network, has started Poultry
News, a Saturday morning program of
advice and news for breeders of
chickens, turkeys and ducks, with news
of poultry shows, discussions of housing, feeding, brooding, marketing and
other angles of poultry farming, and
with frequent talks by well-known
poultry breeders.

IN COOPERATION with the music
department of the Bridgeport public
school system, WICC is presenting a
series of musical programs by various
school groups of Bridgeport on an
alternate weekly series on Monday afternoons. The programs are under the
general supervision of Miss Catherine
T. Russell, music supervisor.
KFYO, Lubbock, Tex., unable to
broadcast home games at Texas Tech
stadium, provided liberal grid fare for
listeners by broadcasting out-of-town
games, with Manager DeWitt Landis
and Announcer Winton Kyle, formerly All-Southwest back at Arkansas, handling the broadcasts. Their
record remote was a 1300-mile gridgame from Los Angeles which Lubbock tradesmen financed although no
commercial was used on the broadcast.
Associated Oil Co., West Coast sponsor featuring sports programs, granted
permission for the remote.

ACCLAIMED!

Fa*

Day after day — night after
night — KEX wins the applause of Oregon radio listeners. Famed for its showmanship and outstanding
dramatic presentations because of its greater
facilities for "local" shows — this station
offers an ideal combination for the advertiser contemplating a "test" program. Let
us tell you about our many, many "successes
on the air".
KEX 5000
The only
channel.
inc., New
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watts— 1180 K.C. (NBC Blue Network).
station in Oregon operating on a clear
Representatives: Edward Petry & Co.,
York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco.
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HUNTING SEASON — Signaling
its opening, Dave Driscoll (left),
of the WOR special events department, with Bob Edge, noted sportsman, author and commentator,
equipped with shortwave transmitter, guns and decoys, went forth
for ducks Thanksgiving morning
and broadcast a running account
of their experiences from Sedge
Island, Barnegat Bay, New Jersey,
to Mutual Network. The broadcast
featured actual shooting scenes,
comment on hunters' licenses and
three - way conversation between
Driscoll, Jerry Danzig in WOR studios and Engineer Charles Singer
in clubhouse.
DRAKE UNIVERSITY School of
Radio is standing
dramatizing
the week's
outIowa news events
on KSO
and WMT Saturday nights in a new
half-hour series The Reviewing Stand.
A regular portion of each program is
an important news flash taken off
the wires of the Des Moines Register
and Tribune, dramatized and broadcast before it is an hour old. Program
is handled by Edwin G. Barrett, director of radio at the university.
BROADCASTS from Judge Gutknecht's Chicago Traffic Court, formerly on WBBM, Chicago, are now
heard on WIND, Gary, Mondays,
7 :30-8 p. m. Launched last year as
part of Chicago's safety campaign,
the programs are said to have proved
a popular feature as well as a valuable educational medium, which is
given much of the credit for freeing
Chicago from the ticket-fixing evil.
A SERIES of biweekly half -hour
amateur contests by inmates of the
Fairfield County Jail in Bridgeport,
inaugurated as part of the rehabilitation work of the jail, and first broadcast in late September over WICC,
Bridgeport, has proved successful
enough to warrant their continuation
on WICC for the winter.
THE Ninth District of the American
Legion is sponsoring a series of programs on WBBM, Chicago, designed
"behind-the-scenes"
give
to
view of listeners
R.O.T.C. aactivities
in Chicago
high schools. Cadets in the Reserve
Officers Training Corps take all the
parts in the dramatic sketches which
are titled Cadets of the Air, broadcast
Saturday afternoons.
A NEW series of news-interviews
programs titled Names in the News,
and presenting in person major local
people in current press headlines,
was inaugurated by WICC, Bridgeport, Conn., Dec. 10 from 7:30 to
7radio
:45 p.
m. byThe'Rocky' Clark, local
editor.
broadcasts aim to
bring before the WICC microphone
headliners of both state and city news.
WSYR, Syracuse, on Dec. 12, dedicated its new 5,000-watt transmitter,
celebrating the event at a banquet in
the Hotel Syracuse. New York and
local radio artists presented entertainment.
KFDM, Beaumont, Tex., has concluded arrangements with WLW, Cincinnati, for a rebroadcast of late evening
programs. The first of the series is
scheduled to start Dec. 15.
HARRY A. KOCH Co., Omaha insurance firm, has started a series of
weekly programs titled The Insurance
Tailor on WOW, Omaha. The programs include insurance oddities dug
from old records and told in interesting fashion.
BROADCASTING

THE Sports Huddle, broadcast three
evenings weekly on WBBM, Chicago,
under the sponsorship of Stephano
Brothers, Philadelphia (Marvel cigarettes), introduces a new twist to the
familiar sports review by presenting
not one but two sports announcers,
Pat Flanagan and John Harrington,
who take opposite sides on everything from fisticuffs to tennis. Program is placed through Aitken-Kynett
Co., Philadelphia.
MONTPARNASSE, a Midwest radio
forum, made its debut Dec. 4 on
WCFL, Chicago, with a symposium on
"Chicago's Cultural Horizons". Speakers were Robert Harshe, director of
Chicago's Art Institute ; Dr. Rudolph
Ganz, president of the Chicago Musical College ; Margaret Ayer Barnes,
author ; and Prof. Albert Eustace
Haydon of the University of Chicago.
The forums will be held each Saturdaycast,
in Diana
broadfrom 8:30Court,
to 9 with
p. m.the (CST),
followed by informal discussion, entertainment and dancing.
A NEW rate card, No. 12, has been
issued by WBAL, Baltimore, to go
into effect Jan. 1, 1937, but existing
clients are given the option of renewing their contracts for one year from
Jan. 1 under Rate Card No. 11.
CKXX, Wingham. Ont., has completed new studios of the live-end-deadend type. Main walls and ceiling are
suspended and treated with rockwool.
WNBR, Memphis, is interviewing
travelers at local railroad stations
each evening, with Paul Hodges and
V. G. Beale at the microphone, under
sponsorship of Yellow Cab Co.
WFIL, Philadelphia, has been working on plans for a new program to be
titled My Job, in which listeners
from every walk of life will tell
about their work. An audition board
selects participants in the programs,
who are to explain how they keep the
wolf from the door.
KFOR, Lincoln, Neb., is offering a
new show The Announcers Dog House
each Tuesday, in which all mistakes
made by announcers are presented to
a court presided over by Judges Reggie Martin, station manager, and
Lyle DeMoss,
programto director.
teners are invited
send in Listhe
boners they hear and to suggest fitting "sentences".
KMTR, Hollywood, on Dec. 10 will
dedicate its new studio at the corner
of Wilshire Blvd. and Flower St.
The equipment and facilities of the
station'swill
outdoor
studio on
Blvd.
be moved
to Cahuenga
the new
studio.
WGAR, Cleveland, is reaching the
foreign population with International
Cruise, musical and narrative program in which facts of nations are
tied into musical selections. A local
furniture company catering to the
foreign element is sponsor.
THE local American Legion held a
regular
meeting
recently
the studios of KUJ,
Walla
Walla,inWash.,
at
which a class of disabled veterans was
initiated by radio, as well as a group
of candidates present in the studio.
A DINNER and dance to the entire
staff of WIP, Philadelphia, will be
given Dec. 19 at the Penn Athletic
Club by Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP
president. No wives, husbands or
friends mitted
ofto attend.
staff members will be perG. RICHARD SHAFTO, general
manager and vice president of WIS,
Columbia, S. C, and WCSC, Charleston,
C,arewhich
operate
in sponsors,
combinationS.and
hooked
up for
was host to 31 members of the station staffs at a barbecue supper at the
Graham Cottage on Lake Murray
Nov. 18. The hookup, which has been
operating with great success, reports
the following sponsors : Chevrolet
Musical Moments; Ed Wynn for
Spuds ; Monticello Party Line for Dr.
Caldwell's
byrup Nitrate
Pepsin ; ;Crazy
UncleWater
Natchel for Chilean
Crystals.
• Broadcast
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Traffic Squad, a shortwave pickup, has been started by KOIL, Omaha, and has the approval of all the
safety education groups of the city.
The police department not only approves the idea but cooperates in the
show, lending a policeman to accompany the announcer and a lieutenant
to deliver a few words of advice at
the end of each broadcast. The KOIL
mobile broadcasting unit takes to the
streets every day at 12 :30 p. m. with
a policeman at the wheel and an announcer and engineer along. The unit
then follows a car, unknown to the
driver, and the announcer and engineer
point out the good and bad points
of the driving — observance of traffic
laws and safety precautions. Several
' cars are "shadowed" on each 15-minute daily program.
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, has started
Headlines From Home, with Raine
Bennett as narrator and Jose Rodruguez compiling news from small
towns. Items will cover village personals and other rural news of the
type. The program is based on the
presence of a larger number of former
midwesterners on the West Coast.
THE THIRD annual appearance of
Lionel Barrymore as "Scrooge" in the
dramatization of Dickens' Christmas
Carol will occupy 45 minutes of the
Hollywood Hotel show on CBS
Christmas night, 9-10 p. m. (EST).
School Uses Discs
CHICAGO ENGINEERING
WORKS, Chicago (technical
school) is sponsoring: a series of
quarter-hour transcribed programs
of Tommy Donnelly's orchestra,
Saturday evenings, on WBBM,
Chicago, WJR, Detroit, and
WTAM, Cleveland, to promote its
refrigeration and air conditioning
training course. Agency is Critchfield & Co., Chicago.

Proposed

Rule

Changes

Studied by Bar Group
RESIGNATION of Paul M. Segal,
Washington attorney, as chairman
of the Committee on Professional
Ethics and Grievances of the Federal Communications Bar Association was announced bv the Executive Committee Dec. 7. His successor has not yet been appointed.
At its meeting, the Committee approved 13 new members, bringing
the total to 153 or substantially
over one-third of all lawyers admitted to practice before the FCC.
Louis G. Caldwell, president, was
selected as delegate to represent
the organization in asking for recognition by and representation in
the newly-formed House of Delegates of the American Bar Association. This matter will be presented at the first meeting of the
House of Delegates to be held in
Columbus Jan. 5.
A number of changes in FCC
regulations designed to remove
certain defects were considered at
the meeting. These were presented
by Horace L. Lohnes, chairman of
the committee on practice and
procedure. A further meeting of
the committee will be held during
December to take final action on
this report.
Maybelline Back on NBC
MAYBELLINE Co., Chicago (eye
lash coloring) resumed network
radio Dec. 6, Sundays, 4-4:30 p.m.
on a special NBC-Red hookup of
16 stations, including Pacific Coast
Red. Freddy Martin's orchestra is
the talent, series signed for 52
weeks. Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee, is agency.

}VTCN

Erects

the

Highest

Self-Supporting
Antenna*
Tower
in Twin
Cities Arei
Steel Giant Stretches 334 Feet Toward the Stratosphere*
Is Tuned and Tested by University of Minnesota Expert to
in Working Order Before Going on the Air ajj
6PutA. Voice
M. Today.
USHERS IN NEW ERA OF TRANSMISSION
AND RECEIVING FOR STATION LISTENERS)
W. stretch
OAKFS skyward
MILLFR. 1o dizzy he.ghts ou
Fourteen tons ofBysteel
on Snelling avenue, one mile north of Larpcnleur. and radio statio^
IWTCN scores agam in the realm of the radio great with a new
and the highest self-supporting antenna tower in the Twin Cities
Iarea— starting service today.
I Product of master minds of steel construction, this up-to-the
; minute model "voice" of the Dispatch-Pioneer Press and Minnc
[apohsspeak
Tribunethe station,
radiating
mast" by334lh>f
!who
language,termed
reachesa "vertical
its criss-cross
of girders
; above the ground to bring to WTCN a greater efficiency throu
[substantially increased ground wave propagation, which v
.materially increase the stations signal strength and the extent o:
;lhe The
largeswitch
territory
thatwhich
contactsit serves.
the giant tower with the transouss:
; room w as thrown when the station went nn the air at 6 A. M. tod
and the new and better service of WTCN is speaking for itself
1NorthwesL
1250 on the dials of radios in thousands of homes throughout lh
ANTENNA IS JUMPING OFF PLACE.
Jt should be explained for the benefit of those who are u
jfamiliar withandtheentertainment
anatomical partsmedium,
of the Twentieth
century 's Erca
'education
that the antenna
!important to a radio station as an ace to a royal flush. It is th
i jumping ofT place for sound waves at the end of an elabor.
succession of microphones, wires, tubes and gadgets of all descr
.tions in a broadcasting ;ystem. Without it. that which goes )i
the microphone
wouldn't
.get anywhere.
And there
is as muc
; variety
and as great
a difference
in the quality
of antennae
Ithere is in automobiles.
Most stations operate with a two-tower type of anter.nj. v
■ wires strung between the masts. But the one-tower antenna is
efficiency
experta station
of antennadom,
"dead making
spots" insoi
jarea
in which
operates, oreliminating
in other words,
I waves hug the ground where they can be picked up at full slrengl
:by radio receivers anywhere in the broadcast area. And the ne
WTCN antenna is the "ne plus ul'ra" of the one-lower type.
Needle- like even in its' massiveness. it starts its jaunt to t
'stratosphere from a point about 200 feet behind the WTCN tra
mitter building. Its f<jwr legs, or points of contaci with
(Please Turn to Page

WKZO
KRLPMRZOO
MUSKEGON
^ GRAND RAPIDS

NEW WTCN.ANJENNA JOWEg

RIVERSTt^J
THREE
WTCN
St. Paul Dispatch-Pioneer Press
and Minneapolis Tribune Station
MORE

THAN

7 TO

l!

A daytime check conducted on
6 leading outside stations attempting to cover the Western
Michigan market, proved that
WKZO had more than 7 times
the coverage of the other stations combined.
JOHN E. FETZER

♦

♦

♦

FREE & PETERS, INC.
Formerly Free & Sleininger, Inc.
NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

• PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER

Representatives • FREE, JOHNS
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Minnesota Building — St. Paul
Wesley Temple Building — Minneapolis
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Homeopathic Expands
IN ADDITION to the Tuesday and
Thursday, 5:45-6 p. m., programs
which began on seven eastern NBCBlue network stations on Dec. 1,
Homeopathic Medicine Co., New
York (remedies) the sponsor on
Dec. 6 added a Sunday, 10:15-10:30
a. m. period. The same talent,
Peter DeRose, May Singhi, and
Andy Sinella, is used on all three
programs. Biow Co. Inc., New
York, has the account.

WBNO

Copyright

BASIC

OUTLET

ALBANY,

A

Trial

N.

Its

Y.

Will

Convince

Of

Library

Offered Jan.
To Be
A SUBSTANTIALLY enlarged library of copyright-free programs,
embracing 200 program hours divided into 800 separate 15-minute
periods, will be offered by LangWorth Feature Programs Inc. effective Jan. 1, according to announcement Dec. 2 by C. O. Langlois, general manager.
The new library, Mr. Langlois

WOKO

CBS

- Free

You

Popularity

of

800

Hours

1 by Lang -Worth
declared, will be available in transcription and continuity form, and
will embrace the first and second
series of copyright-free works offered by the company since August, 1935. Some 50 stations, he declared, already are subscribers to
the library, which has been recorded by RCA Mfg. Co., New
York.
When the initial series was offered last year, marking a departure in transcription production,
Mr. Langlois asserted, the library
embraced only 10 programs of 15
minutes each. The copyright-free
service now has been built up to
the point where the primary library includes 600 individual selections used in 130 15-minute recordings. As of Nov. 1, LangWorth began distribution of its
second series, which will be augmented with 45 new selections
monthly, or 10 new 15-minute pro-

Crew

Arrested

For Racing Broadcasts i
NEW
ORLEANS
police, acting >
under a state law passed bv the
legislature at the behest of the i
late Senator Huey Long, making ,
it a felony for a radio station to
broadcast racing results, punishable with a fine of from $1,000 to.h
$3,000 in the discretion of the trial •
judge, arrested J. E. Richards,
president
of WBNO,
and Jack
Halliday, announcer, on Thanksgiving Day at the opening: of the
winter racing: season at the Fair
Grounds. Both are at liberty, and
the case has not as yet been set !
for trial but will probably come
ud at the January term of one of
the criminal courts.
The police charpe Richards was '
forwarding
at regular intervals
detailed information on the races
to his station. The announcer, police said, was seated outside the L
race track where he was viewing: f
the races and looking at the result H
board through binoculars, and then
announcing the information he had

"As of Jan. 1," Mr. Langlois
grams.
declared, "we will guarantee 200
actual playing hours of different
typeslic of
programs,
in theStates
pubdomain
in the all
United
and therefore free of payment of
royalties to copyright groups. We
are hopeful that this library will
be increased to 300 hours by the
end of 1937. The vast - majority
of this music is also public domain

obtained
a him,
WBNO policemicrophone.
It over
was to
sav,
that Richards was sending details
that Halliday
could rot obtain
throueh binoculars. Richards said
his station was only getting the
news
the races, not prices or
run-downs.
The
operator
of a
rooming
house
near
the
track
also arrested because he rentedwasa
room to the WBNO men.

throughout
the world."
The entire
service, said Mr.
Langlois, is insured against copyright infringement by Llovd's of
London, which holds a $50,000 insurance policy for such protection,
and the library also has been certified by Music Publishers Protective Association as copyright-free
in the United States.
Rates for the public domain
service range from $3.75 to $7.50
per 15-minute program, Mr. Langlois said.

Union to Support Bills
FOUR BILLS sponsored by the
American Civil Liberties Union at
the last session of Congress will be
supported by the Union at the
forthcoming session convening in
January, according to announcement Dec. 7 by Roger N. Baldwin,
Union director. The bills, he said,
are designed to insure greater
freedom on the air by setting aside
definite periods for presentation of
public issues, without censorship,
for guaranteeing fair treatment of
controversial issues, for freeing
stations from legal liabilities for
utterances on such programs and
requiring all stations to keep a
record of time granted and refused. The bills were introduced
at the last session by Rep. Byron
N. Scott (D-Cal.).

MOON GLOW COSMETICS Ltd.,
Los Angeles (cosmetics) will launch
an unannounced series of programs on
5 NBC Pacific-Red stations beginning
Dec. ies29,
m. Serwill Tuesdays.
run for 135:45-6
weeksp. and
was
placed through Emil Brisacher &
Staff Inc.. Los Angeles.

Cribb

to WSAU

WAYNE W. CRIBB, commercial
manager of WRJN, Racine, Wis.,
for the last four years, has been
named general manager of WSAU,
Wausau, Wis., new 100-watt daytime station which is expected to
begin operation within a month,
according to announcement Dec. 7
by W. E. Walker, president of
Northern Broadcasting Co. Inc.
New studios are being established
at 113-115 Third St. Prior to
joining WRJN in 1932, Mr. Cribb
was in the newspaper field.
NELSON EDDY's CBS program for
Ticks weekly from Hollywood is now
originating at the RCA sound studios
until completion of the new CBS
Hollywood studios.
CUT YOURSELF A SLICE
OF AMERICA'S RICHEST EMPIRE
You Can Get A Share of East Texas
by Appointing us Your Spokesman
KFRO - <C
"Voice >of Longview"
TEXAS
Page
I
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Polly the Shopper
(Continued from page 20)
maintain audience faith and loyalty.
The conductor must work closely
with each advertiser.
She mustn't recommend anything
on the air that she wouldn't have
or buy herself.
She must not "talk down" to the
woman at home, because the listener will know it and resent it.
She must see and judge every
II piece of merchandise before she
; talks about it on the air.
The material must be made to
I sible.
sound as "uncommercial'' as posThe conductor must realize that
the woman of today is not the
household drudge of years ago —
that she is modern, fun-loving, and
thattheshe's
pretty
welltradesmen.
schooled in
all
tricks
of the
The conductor must do everything
she can to help the person with
money to spend to spend it wisely.
Here is a concrete example of
^Polly's
to the service
of
listenersalertness
and advertisers.
During
ithe August fur sales, one woman
■(wrote tonounce aPolly
asking
how She
to profur trade
name.
also

use her program more than three
days per week. This keeps the accounts as well as the copy from
being "set", and no listener can
possibly anticipate what she will
hear when she tunes in this program.
KSTP's Polly loves her job. To
her each daily 15 minutes on the
air is a brand new adventure — she
feels she's talking to old friends,
and
makingto new
and them
she's
determined
keep ones,
faith with
— to bring them news that's happy,
helpful, and she brings it with a
combination of sincerity and enthusiasm that we feel is the basis
of her outstanding success.
FORD MOTOR Co.. Detroit, plans
to retain its CBS and XBC-Blue halfhour periods after the Fred Waring
three - year contract expires Dec. 29
and has asked the networks to suggest new programs.
AGAIN cooperating with the Associated Press. NBC on Dec. 31, with
Graham MeXamee announcing, will
dramatize the AP editors' selections
of the Headlines of 1936. the 10 most
spectacular news stories of the year.

wanted to know exactly what it
.was. Polly immediately told her
listeners that she would get up a
;fur review if they were interested.
"Hundreds
requests
the
.Very next ofday,
and came
Polly, inafter
infinite toil and considerable research, prepared a long, three;page
mimeographed
account of
furs — types, trade names, animal,
wearing quality, appearance and
approximate selling prices. These
were sent without charge to all
who asked for copies. The job
'anust have been done well, for
many women wrote in, expressing
:their thanks, and saying that they
;had never before had such helpful
-information on furs.
Sold in Advance

WHAT
THEY THINK
CBS Series to Get Views on
Topics of the Day
FOUR experimental programs in
which controversial subjects will
be discussed will be broadcast by
CBS in collaboration with Northwestern U and University Broadcasting Council of Chicago, starting Dec. 21, Mondays, 10:30-11 p.
m. They will be titled What Do
You Think?
Programs will open with an announcer stationed on Michigan
Ave., Chicago, who will question
passersby on the subject to be discussed. The program then will
shift to the home of Prof. John
Eberhart, of the Northwestern psychology department, where a group
of students and instructors will
discuss the issues. Included in the
four topics will be "Must Machines
Pay for Unemployment?", "Should
Professors Be Politicians?" and
"Would You Benefit From Fascism

WARD BAKING Co., New York
(Ward bread & rolls) is planning
to place 13 one-minute WBS transcriptions through H. W. Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.

national

foreign

language broadcasting
service
representing
outstanding

foreign

language stations
throughout the
United

States

viola & furman
152 w. 42nd st., new york

in America?"

KSTP has many reasons to believe
:that Polly is on the right track.
; Many local accounts which started
'with just three broadcasts per
:week are now regularly using their
'own five and 15-minute programs.
; Polly is often used as special announcer on these shows. The salesmen, too, are glad to sell her pro:gram, because they are relieved of
';all
and
•the contacting
account is and
boundcopyto details,
be clinched
■"as a radio advertiser and booster..
And again, from the station point
Jof view, advance bookings on this
program are well along into the
year of 1937.
■ ! Polly is on the air each morning,
{from 9 to 9:15. She covers a max^ imum of six accounts each day.
' and no account is permitted to

No other basic network station delivers primary coverage throughout
the WOWO primary area — or even claims to.
Without WOWO all network coverage maps record incomplete coverage
of the rich and responsive tri-state market (27 counties in Indiana. 12
in Ohio and 6 in Michigan) which is WOWO's radio community.
To the 429,000 families (owning 287.780 radio sets and buying
S295.000.000 of merchandise annually I in this community. WOWO is
their home town station: 1160 kc. their radio main street.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE,
Full Time SBC Affiliate

Biggest

N. C.
1000 Watts

Market

for Burley Tobacco
— in North Carolina, now
opening in Asheville. A big
stimulus to mid-winier retail
business — when it's dull most
everywhere else. Use WWNC
and blanket this prosperous
area !

HOOSIER
Westinghouse Radio Stations. Inc.
10.000 Watts
CBS
E. KATZ
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PAT BARRETT, who is Uncle Ezra
to the listeners to rural comedy programs on NBC three evenings weekly
for Alka Seltzer, has written a book
of his sayings and observations, which
was published Dee. 6 with the title
Howdy
E'vybuddy,
radio greeting.
Book after
sells his
for familiar
$1.

WEBC
Tells Your
Story In

AMERICA'S
SECOND PORT
DULUTH & SUPERIOR
And

•
on

the

IRON RANGE IT'S
WMFG
HIBBING

PROMOTES

in

TRANSMITTER

Bottle Collars, Medallions, Door-Knob Tags Included
In Elaborate Announcement Drive
WITH the backing of an extensive
promotion campaign, KSTP, St.
Paul, went on the air Nov. 30 with
its new $300,000 transmitter. In
addition to the promotion drive to
acquaint the entire Northwest with
the opening of the new installation, a sweeping follow-up campaign was planned by Ray Jenkins, KSTP general sales manager,
which will run far into 1937. Included will be a new type of listener survey, developed exclusively
by Mr. Jenkins, which will include :
Issuance of a new standard market
data book for the Northwest area ;
a 10-day broadside of "Sales Tales",
featuring the new transmitter; and
the placing in stores and other
establishments of a new series of
listen-in posters for clients, featuring the new transmitter.
Among the features of the promotion campaign was the capping
of all milk bottles in the Twin Cities area on the day of the transmitter opening. The bottle hangers, carrying a special tiein with
one of the station's clients, the
Chocolate Products Co., makers of
Stillicious, not only informed listeners of the transmitter opening,
but carried a tiein with the company's Buddy & Ginger broadcasts.
Tags and Teasers
THREE days after the transmitter opening, 1330 carriers of the
magazine Liberty put 100,000
"Stop" tags on every doorknob in

WHLR
VIRGINIA

Entries

KSTP

8

Weeks

KSTP MEDALLION — A bronze
paperweight, designed for lifelong
service, which went out to clients
and agencies, is part of an extensive promotion campaign launched
by KSTP, St. Paul, for the inaugumitter. ration of its new $300,000 transMinneapolis and St. Paul. The
day was chosen because of the True
Story Court broadcasts on KSTP
that evening. Again the tag carried the dual message of the broadcast itself and the transmitter
opening. For their work in hanging the knobs, the youths were given a special theatre party in Minneapolis the following Saturday.
Another angle of the campaign
was the planting of a week-long
series of "teaser" ads, 2 x 8, in the
Minneapolis Journal, with a fullpage ad on Sunday, tied in directly with the Christmas idea —
KSTP's gift to the Northwest.
Also featured was the distribution
to clients, agencies and others of
an elaborate bronze paper weight
carrying a picture of the new
transmitter building on the face.
The campaign was backed up
with the distribution of 22 x 28
replicas of a Western Union telegraph blank, carrying on its face
the reproduction of a series of congratulatory telegrams to the station from prominent NBC stars,
including Jessica Dragonette, Fred
Waring, Fred Allen, Ed Wynne,
Paul Whiteman, Stoopnagle and
Budd, Jack Benny, and others.
The new transmitter, centrally
located between the two cities, in-

wxox
Offers Its
Facilities and
Over 200,000 entries were received in the Football Contest sponsored by the Bottled Coca-Cola
Dealers of Texas and broadcast twice weekly over
WFAA-WBAP, 6:30-7:00 p. m. ! Pictured" above
is just one week's evidence that 800 kilocycles is
the favorite "spot" on radio dials in the Southwest's prosperous homes.
50,000 WATTS
WFAA
DALLAS

WBAP
FT. WORTH
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Chicago, the Sawyer Biscuit
Co., Chicago (cookies and
crackers), has added the
"stooge of the week", who interrupts the interviewer
with silly
answers andquestions
otherwise and
heckles
him to the amusement of the
audience. The heckler is
changed ferent
weekly,
difcharacterwith
type a used
from week to week so as to
avoid too frequent repetition
of the same kind of comedy.
Credit for this innovation in
man-on-the-street shows goes
to Nelson Shawn, radio executive for Neisser-Meyerhoff
Inc., Chicago, agency placing
the Sawyer advertising.
eludes among its features: A 363foot uniform cross-section antenna; an auxiliary transmitter for
emergency
use; room
for additional transmitters
to care
for the
station's expansion program, a
specially designed trouble supervisory system for the location and
automatic rectification of trouble;
a sound-proofed control room to
insure proper and accurate monitoring of all programs by transmitter engineers. The new transcoverage.mitter .rives the station increased

O
C

D
To

Give
Greater

ADVERTISER

Value!

A NEW BINDER has been produced, and we have contracted for
a supply, which we believe answers
your filing and library needs. It
is neat and convenient. It is bound
like a book — looks like a book in
every respect except that you can
snap each current issue for a year
into the cover and remove it at
will. The narrow binding wire does
not cut or mutilate the copies in
any way.
oo

Listening-Audience
To The

'postpaid
(Your Name

in Gold 25c Extra)

Interested in This
$ 117,745,000
MARKET
KNOXVHXE,

TENN.

BROADCASTING
Advertisingr
National Press Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.

National Representatives: Edw. Petry & Co., Inc.

Page

Stooge on the Street
INSERTING an element of
surprise comedy into the
straight question and ananswer procedure of its Man
on State Street vox pop probroadcast 11:30-11:45
a. m. gram,
weekdays
on WGN,

i

Parker Bros, in East
PARKER BROS., Salem, Mass.
(parlor games) formerly a big
user of magazines, has placed a
campaign of live one - minute announcements in approximately 12
cities east of the Mississippi. On
WCAU, Philadehohia a five-weekly
five - minute sports program is
broadcast. Monopoly is the game
receiving the most promotion.
Agency is John W. Queen Advertising, Boston.
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Ward Baking Shift
WARD BAKING Co., New York
(Ward's bread & rolls) on Dec. 14
renewed News of Youth on 19
CBS stations and shifted the time
to Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, 6:15-6:30 p. m. The program
has been on CBS for two years, in
which time the number of stations
has been doubled. In the first five
months 1,000,000 members were enrolled in the Scoop Ward Press
Club a feature of the program at
that time. The 13-week renewal
was placed through Fletcher & Ellis Inc., New York.
To
Bell Rate Cut Spots
NEW YORK TELEPHONE Co.,
New York, on Dec. 7 began a 52week series of announcements on
the WOR Martha Deane cooperative program, three times weekly.
The announcements cover all the
services offered by the telephone
company and include mention of
the new reductions in toll rates.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., New York, placed the account.
Sweetheart Soap on CBS
MANHATTAN
SOAP Co., New
York (Sweetheart soap) will sponsor Allen Prescott, in The Wife
Saver, a new series of daytime
programs on 19 CBS stations beginning Jan. 13, Wednesdays and
Fridays, 9:30-9:45. The program
will be heard as far west as Kansas City and is signed for 52
weeks. Peck Adv. Agency Inc.,
New York, has the account.

"A"

CUT CRYSTALS
(Approved by FCC)

With mounting

$50.00

Hollister Crystal Co.
WICHITA. KANSAS

NEWS TIEUP— Although KVOR,
Colorado Springs, was recently acquired by the Oklahoma City Oklahoman interests, which also own
WKY, Oklahoma City, and KLZ,
Denver, a close relationship between the station and the Colorado
Springs Gazette and Telgraph was
cemented this month with the inauguration of a news service furnished by the newspaper. T. E.
Nowells, publisher of the newspaper, pictured before the microphone, sits on the board of directors of the station, although he
votes only 1% of the stock. Seated
next to Mr. Nowells is T. W. Ross,
news editor of the newspapers; in
the background, at left, is Hugh B.
Terry, newly appointed manager
of KVOR, formerlv of WKY, and,
at right, William R. Moore, KVOR
news commentator.

To
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Greyhound in West
A NEW commentary series titled
Romance of the Highways is being
recorded by Pacific Greyhound
Lines Inc., San Francisco (bus
line) for placement on KMJ, Fresno, and a list of other California
stations not yet announced. Titan
Productions Inc., San Francisco,
is transcribing the series which is
being placed bv Beaumont & Hohman Inc., that city.

To
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• Some Random Thoughts,
Most of Which Concern
WCBD, WSBC,
WGES,
and WEMP,
Chicago
Milwaukee
By GENE

T. DYER

XT ERE's one for the records: A
certain big electric clock manufacturer in Chicago uses WCBD
exclusively to arrive at his time
calculations. "WCBD is on exact
frequency virtually all of the
time," he told us, "and has been
that way for years."

"WEMP is a world-beater for results" says Stanley Mayer, boss of
Klein and Company,
Milwaukee
jewelers. Mr. Mayer is using twelve
15 minute programs a week over
WEMP.

Merited by popularity: WGES,
WCBD and WSBC raised rates
middle of last month.
The stations under our management have made this announcement nearly every hour in the last
five or six years: "Be a good American citizen — support the laws of
America — support your President!
Be American — buy American!" We
believe it's done a lot of good in a
city where two-thirds of the population is of "foreign" extraction.
What kind of "radio" is this? A
very "high-minded" Chicago radio station ran a sustaining skit for weeks.
Unbeknown to the artists and announcer itwas recorded as it was presented and then sold for sponsorship.
I am told that at least one of those
whose work was recorded heard the
transcription over another station and
asked the station if there was any
money to be paid for the work. A
flat and firm "No" was the answer.

It's kinda hard
to close up
books for the
year. The job
is easier,
though, when
we look back
and see that we've made some
real friends in 1936. To these
new friends and all our old
friends, we're deeply grateful
for a fine year. Merry Christmas !

GATES RADIO & SUPPLY Co.,
Quincy, 111., has been named midwestern distributor of all transmitting
and industrial tubes made by United
Electronics Co., Newark, and is carrying a complete stock of low and
high-powered transmitting tubes.
Gates has just announced three new
products for broadcast stations : TrioPre, a complete three stage preamplifier, three-channel mixer and power
supply for operation with low-level
microphones, available for rack
mounting or in table-type cabinet;
Announco-Mic, new type of crystal
microphone with self-contained amplifier built into a cabinet similar to
interoffice communicating systems and
to be used for all studio or remote
purposes ; improved high-fidelity preamplifier for humless full response,
reproduction with provision for variable input and output impedance for
all
existing types of microphones and
mixers.

WNOX, Knoxvillej is installing a 1
kw. Western Electric transmitter
with 5 kw. composite amplifier, together with a 500-foot uniform crosssection International Derrick &
Equipment Co. vertical radiator. The
station was equipped several months
ago with new studios and technical
equipment.
WCPO, Cincinnati, is being equipped
with a new 250-watt Western Electric transmitter and new 200-foot
International Derrick & Equipment
Co. self-supporting vertical tower to
be placed on a new site. Studios are
being moved from the Hotel Parkside
to the roof of the Daylight Bldg.
KVI, Tacoma, Wash., placed its new
Western Electric transmitter, using
1,000 watts night and 5,000 day, into
operation at Point Heyer on Vashon
Island m Puget Sound. A 444-foot
Truscon tower is used, with an airplane beacon that can be seen both in
Seattle and Tacoma.

KGGC, San Francisco, is installing
its new 100-250 watt RCA transmitter, under supervision of Andrew
Mitchell, chief engineer.
COMMERCIAL RADIO EQUIPment Co., Kansas City, announces a
companion unit to its FC-2 frequency
control unit, giving it the designation
1 C-3. In addition to the combination
heater oven-crystal oscillator unit of
the FC-2, the FC-3 includes an 802
buffer amplifier stage capable of 15
watts output between 550 and 3000
kc. A catalogue is to be issued soon.
WCOA, Pensaeola, Fla., has installed
complete new studio equipment, including RCA microphones and triamplifier.
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, has issued
catalogues describing its 44-B velocity
microphone ; the 77- A uni-directional
microphone ; a new de luxe transcription turntable, type 70-A ; the type
72-A recording attachment.

KGMB
KHBC
HILO
HONOLULU
Represented by
Conquest Alliance Company
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Peeg! Peeg! Peeg!
OLD McDONALD lost a pig
in a blinding snow storm the
other day and CKNX, Wingham, Ont., was asked to help
find the missing animal.
Twenty minutes after an announcement had been broadcast, alistener 40 miles away
phoned to say that the porker was waiting to be claimed.
Other '^finds''
recently includebva CKNX
stolen car
and an escaped convict.

A NEW line of instantaneous recording machines has been introduced under the "Remco" trade name by Recording Equipment Mfg. Co., Hollywood, which announces four new types
ranging from the "Babytone" model
for home recording to the "Mastertone
De-Luxe" for professional and studio

WHDL, Olean, N. Y., has placed in
operation its new 250-watt Western
Electric transmitter and 300-foot mast
antenna, which it claims is the tallest
self-supporting antenna in New York
State.

CONSTRUCTION of new studios of
WKRC, Cincinnati, is proceeding
rapidly and the modernization program is to be completed by February,
when the new 5 kw. transmitter will
be placed in operation. Three new
studios will be provided, the largest
accommodating 100 persons and including client-observation and audition
room. Decoration will be modernistic
and patterned after CBS studios in
New York. Temporary studios are
being used in the Hotel Alms, where
the new quarters will be located.
Transmitting equipment will be in a
pent house.

For Complete Coverage
of the Islands —

Page

KLS, Oakland, Cal., owned and operated by E. N. and S. W. Warner, has
completed installation of a new 250
watt Western Electric transmitter.
New high fidelity speech equipment
has also been added and the station
will shortly start construction of a
179-foot vertical radiator.
AN ELABORATE p. a. installation
has been placed by Western Electric
Co. in the mammoth Kansas City
Auditorium, which has a seating capacity of 13,000 as well as other
rooms
A "projectolier"
suspendedandfromhalls.
the ceiling
in the main
auditorium sprays sound over the entire
room without
ence or echo
effect. time-lag interfer-
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Success
Is Said

in
to

Radio

Require

Constant
Training
School of Hard Knocks Found
To Have Its Shortcomings
By HAROLD BRATSBERG
Announcer and Continuity Writer
KFRC, San Francisco
A WIDELY-READ New York columnist was "shocked" the other
day to learn of a "School for Radio Announcers". He said that that
was the first time he ever knew
men became radio announcers on
purpose!
His comment, of course, was all
in fun, but it does illustrate the
viewpoint seriously taken by a surprising number of listeners. They
seem to think that announcers
merely emulate "Little Eva" because the successful ones today
sound so natural and fit into the
picture so perfectly.
On the contrary, success in radio,
as in every other field, demands a
stiff price. True enough, none of
my fellow-spielers has ever attended a special "School for Radio Announcers," so far as I know, but
every one of them is an ardent
student of the "School of Experience". Through great individual
effort they have enhanced their native talents with months and years
of training and practice. What's
more, they're still studying! Radio
is a hard taskmaster — hungry, exacting and ambitious.
Hit and Miss

and by intelligent exploitation.
Looking forward, major improvements in practically every phase of
the industry are still being envisioned by our leaders. Then, too,
many executives are intrigued by
the possibilities of television, but
just what the future will bring, of
course, only the gods do know.
The very progress of which we
are all so proud, however, may
prove a boomerang. The great majority of radio employes realize
that the spectre of technological
unemployment is constantly hovering over each
of us. Another

The

SINCE it is a new and practically
unexplored field, few hard and fast
rules, as yet, have been developed.
Programs, which have barely been
approved by skilled production
staffs, have made sensational hits
on the air. Others, that have been
launched with the twin blessings of
money and talent, have proved only
sooo-sooo. As a result, radio is forever hungry for new ideas — ideas
that will satisfy the discriminating
and varied tastes of a vast audience that "sees" all with ultrasensitive ears and imagination.
"A movie star," the beloved Will
Rogers is said to have once observed, "is 'jest' as popular as his
last
picture!"
true in radio. The same thing is
Radio executives and the fans
themselves will not countenance a
poor broadcast. I know several announcers whose names, a few years
ago, were on everybody's lips.
They're still as good today as they
ever were, but, meanwhile, better
men have come along and almost
forced them completely off the air.
These oldtimers can't maintain
their popularity because their success was not built upon a solid
enough foundation, in many cases
lacking sufficient education. Radio
exacts the very best for every
broadcast.
The entire world is served by radio today. Such inspiring progress
has been made possible by brilliant
by untold horn's of scienvisioning;
tific research and experimentation

threat to our security (but one
that has our entire approval) is
radio's
wisewords,
policy we
of "up
In other
mustor out!"
grow
faster than, or at least apace with,
the industry or be dropped.
"Luck" has been aptly defined
as "preparation" meeting "opportunity". 'Most every announcer,
including myself, is striving night
and day
be be
among
those with
"lucky"
men
who towill
entrusted
the
responsible positions of tomorrow.
Fred Waring startled the musical
world recently with this confession:
"I don't know what jazz is, but no

Carolina

wishes

Merry

and

A

Combination

you

a

Christmas

ASSURES

Happy

other
modern
either!"
Many
of usmusician
feel thedoes
same
way
about radio. We frequently have
to revise relatively long-established
trade practices because of the welcome discovery and development of
new facts and theories.
It's a great life — this radio business! As the ancient Chinese might
have said: "You don't have to be
'nuts' to enjov it, but, sometimes,
it sure helps!"
J. G. F. THROUGHTOX, since 1926
in the British Colonial Administrawas appointed tive
newsService,
editoron ofNov.
the 30British
Empire
shortwave radio service.

New

you

Year

if it will make you happy to reach the remarkably able-to-buy people
who are the listeners in the WIS-WPTF intense coverage area. Put
your selling message on the Carolina Combination and enjoy the
greatest coverage of the able-to-buy Carolina population at the lowest
rate. Sold at one low rate these two stations warrant your first consideration inthe Carolinas.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
has an Annual Payroll of
$360,000,000
Reach it with
WOL
Washington. D. C.
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Building
Audience

Successful

Selection,
Emotional

Service,

By
ALL AROUND us we hear the disgruntled cry that "radio has turned
into a mighty competition in spending money!" Perhaps there's something in that cry where advertisers of a certain sort are concerned.
We've had spending races before
in other fields, but one thing is certain, radio is continuing to produce
the most amazing results in the
history of advertising for those
who have courted her wisely and
thoughtfully. We hear the plaint:
"How can I hope to compete with
these tremendous shows ? My business is limited in scope."
The radio receiver is becoming,
and very rapidly may I add, a
casual part of daily life, yet rendering a major contribution to
daily life. At first glance this seems
a discouraging prospect. Perhaps
it indicates that i-adio broadcasting
is playing a less important part
than formerly. After all, people
used to leave their sets on 10 or
15 hours a day. But the real answer, it seems to me, is that radio
is only now being accepted as an
adjunct to better living. Its very
loss of novelty as a device is a direct measure of its gain in importance as a source of information,
education and entertainment. Radio is losing a considerable number
of listening hours of extremely
casual
attention
and gaining a
THE

Intimate
Factor

Approach,

and

Action
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radio without

bringing
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St. Louis
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Denver

the

25,000 WATTS
NATIONALLY
CLEARED CHANNEL
COMPLETE NBC
PROGRAM SERVICE

Heart

of

the

Triangle

More population, more radio sets and
more spendable income than any other
Oklahoma station, with extensive coverage in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.
EDWARD
New York

PETRY & CO., Nat'l Representatives
Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco

went

San Francisco

participated.

illuminating

and

offers a chance

in which

quality of attention and interest
which makes it a more profitable,
more measurable and more nearly
predictable advertising medium.
Step Aside, Ratings!
I HAVE no formula for an inexpensive, lightly exploited show
which will win a high rating. If
you're going to make me sell merchandise inexpensively, efficiently
and, at the same time, shout for
more rating, I'll turn in my leggings to the scoutmaster and go
home. Popularity ratings are a
measure, if we may concede them
as accurate measures of mass at-

department

Mr. Dolph

teresting subject at the recent

between

Covers

as well

as on the vest, the big show is just what the M. D. prescribed. But for the little fellows who want to use some

1

Dallas

of

Needed

Are

gravy in the pocketbook

MOST

A

Rendering

DOLPH
M.
JOHN
CBS Pacific Coast Sales Manager

POWERFU
S

Program

Small

the NAB

His speech

in tear-

to sell effiinto this inAdvertising
Pacific Sales
is excerpted

tips are divulged.
tained, not results obtained. Ratings cost money. The problem is
one of mass attention versus listener influence. The mass attention show is the big show. It scatters its entertainment with lavish
hand, then strives for enough listener influence to cash in on the
tremendous audience it has built.
The successful small show is
built primarily for listener influence, then strives to broaden its
audience enough to make it profitable. The mass attention show
buys its interest by paying for people in whom the listener is already
interested due to their previous
public activities. The listener-influence show manufactures its interest by attaching itself firmly to
subject matter already interesting
or important to the listener.
The show, big or small, must
have a quality of interest. It may
be broad and casual interest, or it
may be the fanatical interest of a
limited group, but it must have interest. You must either buy it or
make it. If you have enough distribution and enough money, and
a mass product, you may buy it
profitably. If you have limited distribution and the attendant limited
advertising funds, you must make
it, and I should like to build up a
sort of yardstick against which to
measure the small show.
First it must select the audience
it wants. Not how many, but what
kind; how many will take care of
itself. A study of the cross section
of our radio audience shows a
stratified mass group of enormous
proportions, made up of layers of
class markets in varying: income
groups, rental classifications and
living habits. The small show must
select somewhat carefully and rather narrowly, the audience it wants.
Shoot at it and keen shooting at
it. Otherwise, instead of a listenerinfluence show, we have an inadequate mass-audience show and immediately throw ourselves into competition with the big appropria<av> ism urv iav mv> tav cavunj tav <a*x
| HI, THERE! a
£
f Merry
Christmas
p
to you all from

V *r Montana
J£\ Missoulaf
f Affiliated with the System
Columbia Broadcasting J
(1260
(1000 Kc.
Watts
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tions. I have heard people speculating as to why hillbilly shows
were so effective for certain sorts
of merchandise. I think the answer
is rather simple. The people who
like mountain music, like the people who like other strong flavored
pastimes like Mozart, cross word
puzzles
and knock
don't fool
around much
with knock,
lesser diversions
and would gladly walk a mile for
their favorite brand.
The same goes for stamp clubs,
dog-raising, gardening, horse-racing, care of children, fishing, home
decoration and trick cooking. The
more specialized the interest, the
narrower the audience and the
more positive the listener-influence.
As an example, if Dick Powell
started devoting his entire show to
the care and training of hunting
dogs, he'd
audience
million. But lose
at the
same by
timethe there
would be a couple of million people who would settle back to listen
and say, "Well, there's a young
fellow with some sense". So the
successful small show doesn't need
Dick. It needs a carefully selected
audience. Second, your successful
small show must avoid sounding pretentious and important.
Leave that to the mass show.
There are several pretty well
founded reasons for this, the principle reason being a characteristic
of radio which is as basic as the
medium itself. Radio is a living
room show. Its total audience consists of a man, his wife and, at
most, a couple of children. A radio show may do one of two things.
It may come into the living room
and make itself welcome in a gracious intimate way, or it may take
the family out of their living room
as to the theatre. Fanfares have
no place in the living room and
should be avoided in actuality or
in spirit in the "direct-address" or
personal, living-room show.
For Kennel and Kitchen
THE MASS show, more often than
not, is an out-of-the-home performance and often benefits from the
pretentious and spectacular attitude. A listener - influence show
should go about its work more
quietly.
amplify a bit Perhaps
what I I'd
likebetter
to call
the
"out-of-the-home" show. It is the
type of performance to which you
figuratively go. It doesn't come to
you. arrange
It's thethepull
up the
and
living
room chairs
type
of show, usually a program of extremely high entertainment importance and name value. On this
type of show,
dressed to the remarks
listener directly
partake adof
the quality of public announcements rather than conversation,
largely because here the listener
has the feeling of being part of an
audience rather than part of the
show.
Third, the successful small show
should render a definite service. It
must have the quality of making
the home into which it comes a
more pleasant place to live. That
service might be accomplished by
ridding the dog of fleas, by saving
some steps in the kitchen, or simply

Electrical Transcriptions
for STATIONS and SPONSORS
HOLLYWOOD
+
CHICAGO

TULSA
BROADCASTING
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oy livening up a dull hour of the
day. The kids show renders a
service to the mother by keeping
them out from under her feet for a
few minutes when she's busy. Probably the most outstanding kids
show from the standpoint of results ever broadcast (and one of
the least expensive) was built on
this principle alone.
Human wants are rather simple,
the psychologists tell us. They fall
into four major groups. The desire
to appear at an advantage in the
eyes of our friends and neighbors;
the desire to be protected from the
dangers that beset us; the desire to
accumulate something (usually
money, but often simply old coins
or bits of cracked chinaware), and
last, the desire to do as little work
and as much playing as possible.
Pride, caution, accumulation and
self-indulgence — if your small show
can help its listener to further his
progress in any of these simple
wants, it is rendering a service
which will be appreciated.
The fourth and fifth steps of the
yardstick must be considered together, for they apparently contradict each other. One is contrast
and the other is familiarity. In
the psychology laboratory the attention value of an object has been
shown to gain or lose in direct
proportion to its contrast with objects appearing before, at the same
time or after it. This is distinctly
true of the radio show.
Though the idea of the presentation may not be original, it can,
and should be presented in a way
that marks it as your show and not
any one of many others. Sometimes, instead of searching like
mad for a brand new idea for a
show, we can do a better and more
effective job by taking our old and
tested idea and framing it in a
new way. Achieve it as you can
and will, contrast is important.
But so is familiarity important,
for familiarity is a product of experience. Familiarity doesn't always breed contempt. It stimulates attention and heightens interest and belief.
Why, Look Who's Here!
YOU'VE walked down the street,
apparently seeing none of the faces
about you. Then suddenly being
conscious of seeing the face of a
friend. A familiar face. Your attention has been snatched from
complete oblivion to an active recognition and interest by the single
quality of familiarity. So it is
with the radio program. Especially
the small show to which the pickup, catch-as-catch-can audience is
of so much additional benefit. Use
familiar material in a contrasting
way. As in teaching, perhaps I
should say in other forms of teaching, advance from the known to the
unknown rather than the other
way about.
Sixth, the radio show should
arouse emotion. Please don't think
I mean it must be mawkish and
saccharine.
Emotion comes in all

1000

WATTS

Whoops, a Fire!
WHENEVER there is a fire
in Rochester, Minn., KROC
automatically gets itself a
sponsor. A local insurance
company buys a spot for
every blaze and KROC covers the outbreaks, with a fire
siren as sound effect. The insurance sponsor advises listeners to get themselves some
protection for their property.
GOLDEN EAGLE— This huge bird
was shot in Lower California, Mexico, by C. Ellsworth Wylie, president of the Los Angeles advertising agency bearing his name.
Wylie felled the eagle as it was
swooping down on some ducks.
sorts of packages — excitement,
suspense, fright, laughter, hunger,
sympathy, anger, curiosity — ali
these are emotions. So it isn't
enough just to schmaltz up the
script with soft G string melodies
and let it go at that. The interest value of anything, up to and
including the successful small radio show partially depends on the
emotion it arouses.
Finally, the successful small
show should invite action. The
course of all human activity follows the route we have already
outlined here. Attention, interest,
emotion and action. Since all human activity follows the same
course, and since the ultimate end
of the effort is to achieve the action of buying, give the listener
something to do, something either
for himself or for you, or both.
This is the special privilege of the
listener-influence show, the small,
selected-audience show. It is usually denied the mass-audience show
because of its lack of a least
common denominator of interest
throughout the group. The small
production, on the other hand, has
selected a special interest group
and is capitalizing on that special
interest.
I know of several programs which
cost very little, had low popularity
ratings, but sold merchandise all
over the place. But whether your
little show becomes big or not, so
long as it continues to yield returns proportionate to its cost, never mind its ratings. Don't change
it. Don't try to heap importance
on it. Let it continue to select its
own listener - influence audience.
Keep it freshly contrastine to other
shows of its type. Keep it rendering a service of some sort to the

7
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listener. Keep its material familiar. Keep in it the quality of emotion and give your listener something definite to do. It's my honest
belief that, if your small show can
measure up to those rather simple
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Current
Agencies
WHAM,

News

About

and Representatives;

Rochester

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Crisco), 22 sa, thru Blackman
Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Tick Chemical Co., Greensboro, N. C.
(Vaporub), 22 sa, thru Morse International Inc., N. Y.
Regional Advertisers Inc., New York
(gas appliances), 2 weekly f, thru
McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
Dodge Bros. Corp., Detroit (autos),
10 sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc..
N. Y.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne (proprietary),
14 weekly sa, thru Baggaley. Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chicago.
Ford Motor Co., Detroit, 9 sa, thru
McCann-Erickson Inc.. X. Y.
Household Magazine, Chicago. 3 weekly, r. thru Presba, Fellers & Presba
Inc., Chicago.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 3 weekly t,
thru Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc.,
Chicago.
WEAN, Providence
R. G. Sullivan Inc., Manchester. N.
H. (7-20-4 Cigars), 126 sa, thru
Broadcast Adv. Inc., Boston.
New York, New Haven & Hartford
Railroad, Boston (transportation),
1 sa, tbru Dowd & Ostreicher Inc.,
Boston.
Baird-North Co.. Providence, 21 sa,
thru George W. Danielson. Providence.
Dr. J. F. True & Co., Auburn (Dr.
True's Elixir), 1320 sa, thru S. A.
Conover Co. Inc., Boston.
WIP, Philadelphia
Westinghouse E. & M. Co., E. Pittsburgh (refrigerators), 2 daily sa,
thru Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc.,
Cleveland.
Penna. Finance Co., Philadelphia
(loans), 6 weekly sa, thru Horace
L. Gross Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
Justrite Co., Milwaukee (bird seed),
weekly sp, thru Gustav Marx. Adv.
Agency, Milwaukee.
KGO, San Francisco
Albers Bros. Milling Co., Seattle,
(Friskies dog food). 2 weekly t.
thru Erwin-Wasey & Co. Inc.,
Seattle.
Cycle Trades of America Inc., New
York (bicycles), weekly sa, thru
Greenleaf Co., Boston.
WLBF,

Accounts,

Kansas City

Swift & Co., Chicago (All-Sweet oleo),
daily sa, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago.
Drug Trade Products Inc., Chicago,
daily sp, thru Benson & Dall Inc.,
Chicago.
WNAC, Boston
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WAAB, Boston
Little Tree Farm. Framingham,
Mass. (nursery), 4 sa, thru Harry
M. Frost Co. Inc., Boston.
Pure Milk Dairy Products Co., Chicago (Gold-N-Rich cheese), 104 sp,
thru
Hanff-Metzger of Illinois Inc.,
Chicago.
Dr. E. T. Loftus. Boston (dentist),
40 sa, thru Leonard Etherington,
Boston.
W. J. Connell Co., Boston (auto
supplies), 7 sa, thru Scott Advertising. Boston.
Adam Hat Stores, New York, 1 sp,
thru Glicksman Co., N. Y.
WICC, Bridgeport
New Haven Auto Dealers. Bridgeport,
Conn., 4 sa. thru direct.
John F. Trommer,
Inc.. Brooklyn
(beer). 12 sa, thru Cecil, Warwick
& Cecil Inc.. N. Y.
Ford Motor Co.. Dearborn, 8 sa, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Triestine Olive Oil Co., Bridgeport,
300 sa, direct.
Kennel Food Supply Co., Bridgeport,
78 sa, direct.
KDKA,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Dairy Association Co. Inc., Lyndonville, Ver. (Kow-Kare, etc.), 32 sa,
thru Hays Adv. Agency Inc., Burlington. Vt.
Hurley Machine Co.. Chicago, 65 ta,
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc., Chicago.
KFOX,

Transcriptions,

the Stations

WIND, Gary, Ind.
Beneficial Management Corp.. New
York (personal loans ) , 7 weekly
sp, thru Albert Frank - Guenther
Law., N. Y.
National Tea Co., Chicago (stores),
52 sa, thru Dade B. Epstein Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Sears Roebuck & Co., Chicago
(stores), 20 daily sa, thru Dade B.
Epstein Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello,
111. (proprietary), 6 weekly t, thru
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.
Webster-Eisenlohr Inc., New York
(Webster cigars), 6 weeklv sp, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadel-

Long Beach

Kay Jewelry Co., Long Beach (jewelry), 5weekly t, thru Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, San Francisco.

College Inn Food Products Co., Chicago (soups etc.), sa, thru Blackett"Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
Florida Citrus Commission. Lakeland,
(fruit), 78 t, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., Lakeland, Fla.
Starck Piano Co., Boston, 5 sp, thru
J. L. Sugden Adv. Co.. Chicago.
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
Bread), 10 ta, 20 sa, thru Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
W. S. Quimby Co., Boston (La Touraine Coffee), 40 sa, thru Ingalls
Adv., Boston.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden (Victor Records etc.), 15 sa, thru Lord &
Thomas, N. Y.
Eaton Products Inc., Cleveland (Perfection heaters), 5 ta, thru Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc.. Cleveland.
William S. Scull Co., Camden (Bosco), 28 sa, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.. N. Y.
Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, 5 sa, thru
McCann-Erickson Inc.. N. Y.
Page
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WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Crisco), 100 ta, thru Blackmail
Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Tinco Products Corp., Chicago (cleaner), 52 sp, direct.
Commercial Solvent Corp., Terre
Haute, Ind. (anti-freeze) , 2 weekly
sa, thru Maxon Inc., Detroit.
Hamilton Carharrt Cotton Mills, Detroit (overalls), 26 sa, thru Harold
Aarons Inc., Detroit.
Graham-Paige Motors Corp., Detroit
(autos), 234 sa, thru U. S. Adv.
Corp., Toledo.
Fintex Clothes. Cleveland. 312 sa,
thru Advertisers Guild, Detroit.
WOR, Newark
Vick Chemical Co., Greensboro, N. C.
(Vaporub. Batronol). 5 weekly t,
thru Morse International Inc., X. Y.
New York Telephone Co., New York,
3 weekly sp, thru Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Ivory Snow), 3 weekly sp, thru
Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.
WMAQ, Chicago
Hotel La Salle, Chicago, 26 sp, thru
Gale & Pietsch, Chicago.
Sterling Brewers Inc.. Chicago (Sterling Ale),
13 t,Chicago.
thru Hays MacFarland
& Co..
RCA Mfg. Co.. Camden (RCA radio
receivers), 15 sa. thru Lord &
Thomas, N. Y.
WJJD, Chicago
Sure Laboratories. Chicago (Sure),
30 sa. thru Selviair Brdcstg. System Inc.. Chicago.
Chicago Daily News, Chicago (newspaper), 10 sa. direct.
National Tea Co., Chicago (stores),
52 sa, thru Dade B. Epstein Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
KSFO, San Francisco
Washington State Apples Inc.. Wenatchee. Wash., (apples), 7 ta,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Seattle.
Vissas Co., Daily City, Cal. (liniment), 5 weekly sa, direct.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
American Oil Co.. Baltimore (Amoco),
7 weekly sa, thru Joseph Katz Co.,
Baltimore.

WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield iBoston & Maine Railroad, Boston I
( transportation ) , 28 sa, thru Doremus & Co. Inc., Boston.
Kester Solder Co., Chicago (Ke.ster
solder), 36 sp, thru Aubrey, Moore
& Wallace Inc., Chicago.
Aurora Laboratories Inc., Chicago.
156 t,lacethru
Aubrey, Moore & WalInc., Chicago.
American Pop Corn Co., Sioux City.
Ia. (pop
23 Moines.
sp, thru Coolidge
Adv. corn),
Co., Des
Aurora Laboratories Inc., Chicago. 97
ta, thru Aubrey, Moore & Wallace
Inc., Chicago.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (cereals),
15 sp, thru N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
N. Y.Trades of America Inc., New
Cycle
York (bicycles), 4 sa, thru Greenleaf Co., Boston.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden (radios), 15
sa, thru Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
Ford Motor Co., (Somerville. Mass.,
Branch),
9 sa.
son Inc., N.
Y. thru McCann-ErickF. B. Washburn Candy Corp., Brockton, Mass. (Waleco Candy Bar).
13 sp. thru Broadcast Advertising
Inc., Boston.
r:
Frye Co.. Watertown, Mass. (Pancreo-Bismuth) , 60 sa, thru LawMass. rence M. O'Connell, Springfield.
Johnson Educator Food Co., Cambridge. Mass. (Biscuits, etc.). 365
sa, thru John W. Queen. Boston.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Crisco), 50 ta, thru Blackman
Advertising Inc.. N. Y.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (cereal)
39 sp. thru X. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
N. Y.
G. W. Van Slyke & Horton Inc.,
Albany ( cigars ) , 7 sa, thru Moser
& Cotins Inc., Utica.
Larus & Bro. Co. Inc., Richmond
(Edgeworth tobacco), 13 t. thru
Marschalk & Pratt Inc.. N. Y.
Oxo Ltd., Montreal (beef cubes), 20
sa, thru A. MeKim Ltd., Montreal.
New
York school),
Diesel Institute,
Albany'
(Trade
24 sa,Albany.
thru
DeRouville
Adv. Agency,
A. H. Lewis Medicine Co. St. Louis
(Turns), 26 t. thru H. W. Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc.. Chicago.
A. H. Lewis Medicine Co.. St. Louis
(Turns),
ta, Co.
thru Inc..
H. W.
Kastor & Sons130Adv.
Chicago.
Stiekney & Poor Spice Co., Charlestown, Mass. (spices), 3 sa, thru
Badger & Browning Inc., Boston.
WEEI, Boston
Bulova Watch Co., New York. 1,092
sa, thru Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Drene), 13 t. thru H. W. Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Edison Electric Illuminating Co.,
Boston, 10 sp, thru Doremus & Co.,
Boston.
Starck Piano Co., Boston, 156 sp,
thru J. L. Sugden Adv. Co., Chicago.
Vick Chemical Co., Greensboro, N. C,
( Va-Tro-Nol), 4 sa, thru Morse
International Inc., N. Y.
R. H. White Co., Boston (department store), 13 sp, thru Chambers
& Wiswell Inc., Boston.
KJBS, San Francisco
Provident Finance Co., San Franciscofinance
(
budget plan ) , 12
weekly sa, thru Frederick Seid
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Otoe Food Products Co., Nebraska
City, Neb. (Morton House Date
Pudding), 6 weekly sa, thru Long
Adv. Service, San Francisco.
KYA, San Francisco
Drug Trade Products Inc., Chicago
(proprietary), 6 weekly sp, thru
Benson & Dall Inc., Chicago.
KQW, San Jose, Cal.
Minra Inc., Oakland, (food supplement), weekly sp, thru Frank E.
Cox & Staff, Oakland.
WABC, New York

Brooklyn Eagle
Nobody ever complained about my singing in the nightclubs'."
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Enoch Morgan's Sons Co., New York
(Sapolio). weekly sp, thru Maxon
Inc.. X. Y.
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FOOD PRODUCTS Co.. Nebraska City. Neb. (Morton House
Date Pudding), has appointed Long
Advertising Service in San Francisco
to direct its northern California advertising and along with other media
on Nov. 26 started a three-month test
campaign on KJBS, San Francisco,
using spot announcements six days
weekly.
DR. PEPPER BOTTLING Co.. New
Orleans branch, has appointed StoneStevens-Howcott-Halsey Inc.. also of
New Orleans, to prepare advertising
for the 7-Up. a lithiated lemon soda,
now being pushed vigorously in the
New Orleans territory. Small insertions on sports pages of newspapers,
and spot announcements over \V \ VL
New Orleans are being used, with a
series of motion picture films in preparation.
PURITY BAKERIES Corp., Chicago
( Taystee bread and Grennan cakes),
has named Blaekett - Sample - Hum mert Inc.. Chicago, as its advertising
agency. Radio will play an important part in future campaigns but so
■ far the details have not been worked
out.
!E. H. HOFFMAN CANDY Co., Los
Angeles, maker of 40 kinds of candy
bars, has taken spots over KNX and
KFWB. Hollywood, several times a
day for a year. The Mayers Co. ;
Los Angeles agency, handles the account, with Larry Lewin as account
executive.
GOLDBLATT BROS.. Chicago (department store chain in and around
Chicago), has assumed sponsorship of
The Golden Hour, early morning program of recorded music, time and
weather reports, on WGN, Chicago,
Monday through Saturday, 7 :30-8 :30
a. m. Having recently attained the
goal of every Chicago merchant, a
store on State Street, by purchasing
the Davis Store from Marshall Field
& Co., Goldblatt is again following
the Field formula in radio, for Field
has sponsored The Musical Clock
from 7 to 9 every weekday morning
for more than six years, at first on
KYW and now on WBBM, Chicago.
SHELL UNION OIL Corp.. the parent company of the Shell group, has
absorbed operations of Shell Eastern
Petroleum Products Inc. and Shell
Terminal Corp.
CORN OFF Co. Inc.. Los Angeles,
placing through General Adv. Agency,
that city, is using spot radio.
HANFORD AIRLINES Inc., Kansas City, is placing radio advertising
through Beaumont & Hohman Inc.,
Kansas City. The radio appropriation
is $1,150.
BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL. Tacoma Park, Md.. has placed its account with Henry J. Kaufman Adv.,
Washington.

J. C. ENO Ltd.. Buffalo (Eno Effervescent salts) has appointed Benton & Bowles Inc., New York, to
service its account effective Jan. 1.
Advertising plans will be announced
after the first of the year but radio
is believed to be included in tentative
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WASHINGTON

plans.
NEW ADVERTISERS taking time
Reon the ABC network's Intimayte9:30view, broadcast each weekda
, are Bernard Per(CST.)
10 a. m. fumers.
St. Louis (Love Charm),
thru Hilmer V. Swenson Co., St.
Louis, and Lovely Lady Inc.. Chicago
(cosmet.ics), thru Kirtland-Engel Co.,
Chicago

TROPHY AWARDED — Donald
Davis (right), president of General Mills Inc., awards to Dr. Leon
Levy, president of WCAU, Philadelphia, atrophy for outstanding
service in increasing haseball attendance through General Mills
baseball broadcasts. The award
took place Dec. 2.
KINGS BREWERY, Brooklyn, is advertising through L. H. Hartman Co.
Inc., New York.
KOHLER
MFG. Co., Baltimore
(cough syrup), has appointed U. S.
Adv. Corp., New York, as agency and
is considering use of radio.
DOMINO CITRUS ASSN., Bradenton, Fla., radio user, places advertising through DeRouville Adv. Agency,
Albany.
COFFEE- ALL Inc., Jersey City (individual coffee portions ) has appointed
Wortman, Barton & Co., New York,
to service its account. Radio and
newspapers will be used after the first
of January.
WARD REFRIGERATOR & MFG.
Co., national headquarters, from its
Los Angeles office, early in December
produced a second series of transcriptions and will do another in January
for direct placement on 70 stations.
The programs are captioned Icities
and Oddities. Production was done at
Associated Cinema Studios.
BONNE BEL LABORATORIES,
Cleveland, is placing through Baker &
Baker Adv. Co., Akron, tests of what
is said to be a national campaign for
its cosmetic product. Five-minute interviews are being heard currently on
WGAR, Cleveland.
ARISTO LABORATORIES, Cleveland, is understood to be planning a
national campaign to expand distribution of Fairy Whip, now sold in the
Midwest. A test announcement series
is
being broadcast on WGAR, Cleveland.
OMAHA FLOUR MILLS Co., Omaha (Omar flour, cereal) has placed
its account with J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.

SCRIPTS!

surroundings of this distinctive hotel. Write or wire for
reservations.

THEATERS ADV. Co.. New York
( cooperative picture house promotion )
has appointed Arthur Fulton Co.. New
account. Spot raYork, to handle its
dio will be used in the New England
states after Jan. 1.
STANBACK Co.. Salisbury. N. C.
ry) has added KMLB, Mon(proprieta
roe, La., and WIOD, Miami, to its
current radio series, using five-minute
anon on KMLB
news program nouncement
Carson
WIOD. andJ.daily
Brantley Adv. Agency, Salisbury, is
agency.

$3.50
oms — from
RoSingle
Double
from $5.00

KENNETH LAIRD, vice president
and advertising manager, Weco Prodtooth(Dr. West
ucts Co.,
brushesChicago
and toothpaste),
was elected
president of the Chicago Federated
Advertising Club for 1937 at the meeting of Dec. 3. Other officers for the
new year include : Lloyd D. Herrold,
at Northwestadvertising
professor
ern U, firstof vice
president ; Miss Ruth
Proctor, assistant advertising manager,
Northern Trust Co., second vice president ; Virgil Angerman. publisher.
Science and Mechanics Magazine, third
vice president ; A. E. Beirnes. secretary and treasurer, Standard Rate &
Data Service, secretary ; and Chester
Price, advertising manager, City National Bank and Trust Co., treasurer.

HAY-ADAMS HOUSE
l AFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
WASHINGTON.

D.C.

LEAVES
From

the Notebook
oi a Media

Buyer

Steel produclion in the Pittsburgh area is up 32%.
Pittsburgh is the world's steel center. Other great industries make it a stable market.
Foods, chemicals, paper and printing are only a few of
the many industries in Pittsburgh.
All industrial production in Pittsburgh was up 26% in
November.
Pittsburgh, now
first markets.
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AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
LOUIS DEAN, formerly manager of
the radio department of CampbellEwald Co. of New York, has been
named radio director of D. P. Brother
& Co., Detroit, an affiliate of Campbell-Ewald Co. At present he is in
Hollywood supervising production of
the NBC Irvin 8. Coll and His
Paducah Plantation program sponsored by Olds Motor Works, Lansing.
Mich.
ROSS FEDERAL RESEARCH
Corp., announces the appointment of
Burton E. Donaghy to its New York
sales division. Mr. Donaghy, who has
been a field representative of Ross
Federal during the last two-and-a-half
3-ears, was formerly with McGrawHill Publishing Co. and Kenvon &
Eckhardt Inc.
We're
going to
town with
ROCKFORD!
Bank
Clearings
•
New Car
Sales
•
Postal
Revenues
•
Retail
Sales

• •

J. STIRLING GETCHELL, president of J. Stirling Getchell Inc., New
York, late in December will marry
Miss Sarah Davis, daughter of Norman Davis, American diplomat.
MYRON KIRK, in charge of radio
for the New York office of Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., arrived in Hollywood
late in November for four weeks in
connection with the new Al Jolson
program.
FLORENCE FREDERICKSON,
formerly in the advertising department of Livingston Bros. Inc., San
Francisco department store, has joined
Sidney Garfinkel Adv. that city, as
copy writer.
NORTHWEST FRUITS Inc., Seattle, through Izzard Co., that city, is
contemplating use of radio for "Old
Doc" apple, the over-riding brand
used by the four big northwest apple
cooperatives in a joint promotional
campaign.
BERNARD DONNELLY, at one
time production manager of McCannEriekson Inc., San Francisco, has
joined Howard E. Williams, Advertising, in that city, as account executive.

up

33%

J. L. RAWLINSON, radio director
of Morse International Inc., New
York, is in Hollywood for a few
weeks supervising the Nelson Eddy
program sponsored by Vick Chemical
Co. on CBS.

up
18%
up

• • 17.4% up

IRVING

• • 16.5%

S. STROUSE has been appointed publicity director of J. P.
Muller & Co., New York. Mr. Strouse
formerly had his own publicity organization in New York and more recently was on the West Coast in movie
production work.

W R 0 K
ROCKFORD, ILL.
1410 K.C.
500 Watts

WBNX, New York, has named Roesler & Howard as national representatives for foreign language programs,
and Conover-Serviss Co., Chicago, to
represent it for english programs in
Chicago, Milwaukee and Detroit.

3,141,827 FANS
Guessed Football Scores in
Sinclair Contest
DURING the autumn football season 3,141,827 football fans guessed
scores of gridiron games in a contest conducted by Sinclair Refining
Co., using two weekly quarterhours on NBC-Red. Prizes were
awarded to 1,405 winners in the
11-week series, including autos,
Philco radios, Real Silk hosiery
and Spalding footballs.
Entries were received from all
parts of the country, growing from
86,740 in the first week (games of
Sept. 19) to 424,631 for the Nov.
21 games, the highest total for any
week. Red Grange, famous player,
was commentator on the Sinclair
programs. Federal Adv. Agency,
New York, is the agency.
ARCHIBALD M. CROSSLEY, president of Crossley Inc., underwent an
appendectomy at the Princeton Hospital, Princeton, N. J., Nov. 30. He
expects
Dec. 20. to return to his office about
WNEW, Newark, has announced appointment of Weed & Company as national sales representatives.
SAM MOORE, Hollywood director of
William Esty & Co. Inc., will continue
to direct the revised Camel Caravan
when itlegiate
switches
to a' film
colsetting withDec.
Jack29Oakie,
star, as master of ceremonies. Bob
Reed will produce and Angers Wooley
will write script.
BURT McMURTRIE has resigned as
associate director of radio for Lennen & Mitchell Inc., New York. Mr.
MeMurtrie left New York Dec. 1 to
visit his family in Tacoma, Wash.,
with no announcements as to his future plans.
Edward

S. Pierce

EDWARD S. PIERCE, 67, advertising manager of Clicquot Club
Ginger Ale Co., Millis, Mass., for
the last 23 years died at his home
in Medfield, Mass., on Nov. 29. Mr.
Pierce had spent 45 years in the
advertising business and conceived
the Eskimo trademark for Clicquot.
To all radio stations and advertising agencies who have been
associated with Transco during the past year we extend our
sincere best wishes for a very happy Christmas and an increased prosperity in the coming new year.

STANDARD OIL of Indiana sponsored the Detroit Lions-Green Bay
Packers pro football game Nov. 29
over WJBK, WBCM, WFDF, WJIM
and WBIM, using the same five
Michigan stations again Dee. 6 for
the Detroit - Brooklyn game, with
Harry Wismer and Al Nagler announcing.

Your association with us has made this year of 1936 a successful one.
We believe that in turn our feature length major productions
have in some measure added to the profitable operation of
your business.
May 1937 bring to you the biggest year in your history.
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Kelly - Smith Co. Forms
New Division for Radio
KELLY-SMITH Co., New York,
national representatives for 30
newspaper publishers, on Dec. 1
announced formation of a radio
division for representation of stations owned by newspapers on its
list. It started with the representation of WSGN, of the Birmingham News and Age-Herald;
WROK, of the Rockford (111.)
Morning Star and Register-Republic; WSJS, of the Winston-Salem
(N. C.) Journal and Twin City
Sentinel.
The radio division will be entirely separate from the newspaper
business, according to F. W. Miller, vice-president and secretary of
the company. Frank Headley, formerly with the Department of Justice, will be in charge in New York,
and Dwight S. Reed, formerly with
the Critchfield Co., will be in charge
in Chicago. A radio division will
also be established in Detroit Jan. 1.
New Agency Will Direct
Bible Group Broadcasts
RELIGIOUS BROADCASTING
System Inc. has been formed with
offices in the National Press Bldg.,
Washington, by James T. Lambie,
active in agency circles for several
years, to handle advertising and
broadcast activities of The Bible
Foundation, which is preparing to
launch sponsored religious dramas
on 250 stations covering every
state. The Foundation is described
as the strongest religious educational body in the country.
Associated with Mr. Lambie in
the agency, which also maintains
offices at 310 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, are Kendrick Mitchell,
New York author, vice-president,
and B. Fain Tucker, Chicago, secretary. The firm has taken over
assets of Religious Press News
Bureau, a news association serving religious publications.
Levy

Forms

Agency

RAYMOND LEVY, formerly national advertising director of sales
and advertising for United Distillers of America and at one time
president of the Amalgamated Advertising Agency Inc., New York,
has started an agency under his
own name at 551 Fifth Ave., New
York. Accounts include: Air Time
Inc., New York (radio time &
drug products merchandising service) ;Guaranteed Sanitation Corp.,
New York, (exterminators) ; Sanitex Corp., New York (linen service) ;Sensation Cosmetic Co., New
York, (Raydence liquid face powder) ;Protex Industries Inc., New
York (protective liquids) ; Newman Products Co., New York
(Newman's aromatic bitters &
orange bitters) ; Kraupner &
Kraupner Inc., Brooklyn (Kay's
antiseptic powder & medicated
ointment) ; Utility Mfg. Co. Inc.,
New York (Falcon folding camera) ; Fishberg & Helzick Inc.,
New York (novelties). A spot
radio campaign for Kay's ointment
is being planned for the first of
the year.
NEWS

CHICAGO OFFICE

is your

W 666 Lake Shore Drive
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TRANSCRIPTIONS
ADDITIONAL transcription accounts
placed on various stations are reported
as follows by Xational Advertising
Records, these being supplemental to
the lists carried in previous issues of
Broadcasting :
Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich.
Community Motors, Chicago
General Motors Corp., Detroit
Studebaker Sales Corp. of America,
South Bend. Ind.
Eaton Products, Cleveland (auto heaters )
Xational Carbon Co., New York
( Prestone )
TJ. S. Industrial Alcohol Co., New
York ( Super-Pyro )
Mid-states Steel & Wire Co., Crawfordsville. Ind.
Republic Steel Corp., Youngstown, O.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp..
Louisville. Ky. ( Kool and Raleigh
cigarettes)
Larus & Bros. Co.. Richmond (cigarettes & tobacco )
Canada
Dry Ginger Ale Co. Inc.,
New York
Oakland
Chemical
Co., New York
I cream I
Armin Yarady, Inc., Chicago (cosmetics)
E. R. Squibb & Sons, New York (dentifrice )
Strasska Laboratories, Inc., Los Angelestoothpaste
I
)
Bayer Co. Inc.. Wheeling ( aspirin )
Justin & Haynes Co. Inc., New York
(Aspirub)
E. Griffiths Hughes Inc., Rochester,
N. Y. ( Salicon )
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick,
N. J. (corn plasters)
Maryland Pharmacal Co.. Baltimore
(Rem & Rel)
S.S.S. Co.. Atlanta (S.S.S. tonic)
Skinner Mfg. Co., Philadelphia (raisin-bran)
Sego Milk Products Co.. Salt Lake
City
Gulden Inc.. New York (mustard)
Independent
Grocers'(food Alliance
America. Chicago
products) of
Hurley Machine Co., Chicago (Thor
washer )
Mantle Lamp Co.. Chicago (lamps)
Bulova Watch Co.. New York
Oneida Ltd., Oneida, N. Y. (silverware)
Gilmore Oil Co.. Los Angeles (gasoline & motor oil)
Remington-Rand, Inc., Buffalo (typewriters)
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago
Wilkerson Shoe Co.. St. Louis
Wohl
shoes)Shoe Co., St. Louis (women's
Roman Cleanser Co.. Chicago
Swift & Co., Chicago (sunbrite products)
Macfadden
Publications. New York
(True Story)
Illinois Central RR System. Chicago
Pacific Greyhound Co., San Francisco
Union Pacific System. Omaha. Neb.
California Brewing Co.. San Francis. CO (Acme beer)
Cleveland & Sandusky Brewing Co.,
Cleveland (beer)
Red Top Brewing
Co., Cincinnati
(beer & ale)
Sterling Brewers.
Inc.. Evansville,
Ind. (Sterling ale)
Montgomery. Ward & Co.. Chicago
(mail order)
M. M. (Mat) BLINK, manager of the
Chicago office of Standard Radio Inc.,
and Mrs. Blink went to Hollywood,
where he attended a board meeting of
his firm Djc. 5, and is spending a
couple of weeks vacationing before returning to Chicago Christmas week.

PRESERVED — For posterity is
the speech of Rep. Sol Bloom
(D-N. Y.) delivered last month
before the American Patent Association dinner in Washington. Recorded by United States Recording
Co., of Washington, the transcription was offered for the files of
the United States Archives. Pictured left to right, are Mrs. R. J.
Coar, assistant manager, U. S. Recording Co.; Rep. Bloom and Chief
Archivist R. D. W. Connor. The
address was broadcast over NBC
and was titled The Heart of the
Constitution.
WBS on Dec. 28 will add three more
programs to its continuity service :
Crirl Meets Boy, Concert Master, and
Witches Hour. Eight quarter-hour
discs make up each series. WBS is
also preparing a special Christmas recording for the use of its stations.
NEW CLIENTS for the WBS transcription library are: CKCL, KFRO.
WMFO.
PARAMOUNT Radio Productions
was formed early in December at 5636
Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, by C. C.
Mcintosh, onetime owner of the Transcription Service Bureau.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX and
RKO Pictures. Hollywood, each made
a series of air trailers as transcriptions late in December at RCA Mfg.
Co. sound studios. Hollywood. The
masters were sent to Camden for 500
pressings to be sent to stations.
FIVE stations have subscribed to
NBC's Thesaurus disc librarv in the
last fortnight. Thev are WMFF.
KHQ. WHEB. WPRO. and 5AD.
Adelaide. Australia. Renewals include
KGU. WHBL. KPRC. KSD. and
XEW. Mexico City.
HEINTZ. PICKERING & COX.. Los
Angeles agency, early in December
started to produce a transcription series at Associated Cinema Studios under the caption of Coffee Customs for
an unnamed sponsor.
KFRC, San Francisco, has installed
a line from its studios to Titan Productions Inc., transcription producers
in that city, for the purpose of recording Mutual-Don Lee network programs when the two chains become
affiliated the end of this month.
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APPOINTS
STANDARD
IIS SEATTLE
PEARCE
STANDARD RADIO Inc., Hollywood, has announced appointment
of Hal Pearce as representative
for the Pacific Northwest and Alaska, with offices in the Henry- WhiteStuart Bldg., Seattle.
Gerald King, president of the
transcription concern, in commentsaid : "It
on the appointment
is a ingstandard
joke in California
about the Chicago office of a national concern wiring its representative stationed in Los Angeles to
'go to Seattle tomorrow and see so
and so.' This for the reason that
it is as far from Los Angeles to
Seattle as it is from Seattle to
Chicago or Chicago to Los AnWith this appointment Standard
Radio now has eight offices, including one in London and one in
Buenos Aires.
geles".
Pearce is well known in Northwest advertising circles. For several years he operated the PearceKnowles agency in Seattle and represented Walter Biddick Company.
His experience includes station
work and a thorough grounding in
transcriptions.
According to its latest report
Standard Radio is now serving 130
radio stations with its library
service and 200 others which purchase other features.

Air Service
COL. ROSCOE TURNER,
aviator hero of the Flying
Time serial on NBC-Red net-a
work, has been awarded
scroll by Charles Horner,
president of the National
ion, "in
tic Associat
Aeronau
recognition
of the unique

advancecontribution to the
ment of American aviation
of pubthe medium
through
lic education
by radio .with
g the
Col. progra
Turner,m inFlying
acceptinTime."
its
scroll gave credit to William
J. Murphy, author of the
scripts, who is assisted by
Col. Turner and Jules Her, NBC central divibuveaux
sion
. assistant production
manager

WIL
The Pioneer Commercial
Station In St.Louis
FIRST
to

in St. Louis

provide

consis-

tent, nightly assistance to those in

GEORGE H. FIELD, Xew York,
eastern field manager for the Radio
Transcription Co. of America, Hollywood transcription firm, was severely
injured in an automobile accident in
Pennsylvania early in December.

distress

or need.

8

WBAL, Maryland's only clear-channel,
high-power station, raises its rates January
First.
There's just about two weeks left for the
smart buyer to get in on the old low rates.
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J. E. FRANCIS, manager of the RCA
Mfg. Co., Hollywood, went East early
in December, planning to return early
in January after conferences at the
Camden plant and New York offices.
HOWARD C. LUTTGENS, of the
NBC technical chief in Chicago, is
father of a boy born Thanksgiving
night.
CHARLES COLEMAN, engineer of
WFIL, Philadelphia, is the father of
a baby girl born in November.
JOHN CUMMINGS, formerly of
WCAM, Camden, N. J., has joined
the engineering staff of WFIL, Philadelphia.
DON EWART, former radio student
at University of Florida, has joined
WMFJ, Daytona Beach, as operator
and announcer. Webster Ellenwood,
recent graduate of Port Arthur radio
school, has joined the staff.
SYDNEY A. MOSELEY, of London,
onetime vice-president of Baird Television Corp., arrived in Hollywood
early in December to write a book
on television.
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In Study of Interference
AN INVESTIGATION of interference caused to high-frequency
transmission and reception by diathermy and other electrical equipment that emits high-frequency impulses was ordered Dec. 2 by the
FCC in a special authorization issued to General Electric Co. GE,
in collaboration with the FCC Engineering Department, will make
tests and accumulate experimental
data "in order to determine the
most effective means of shielding
diathermy and other similar equipment which at this time causes
widespread interference to radio
Such experimentation, if successful, the order brought out, would
reception."
result in the larger and more effective use of radio in the public
interest. Much evidence has been
produced in recent months in connection with interference to shortwave transmission and reception by
diathermy machines, and the FCC
has been making efforts to coopei-ate with manufacturers in
proper shielding of these and other
devices. GE will build and install
special apparatus in Schenectady
for the tests and experiments.

KTSA FINDS IT
Plane Lost in Fog So Army
Calls on Station
FOUR minutes after Maj. A. C.
Strickland, director of flying Randolph Field, Texas, had phoned
KTSA, San Antonio, asking for
information concerning an overdue
plane, J. E. Doherty, bus driver,
who heard KTSA's broadcast,
phoned the station that he had
seen the plane land. This information was verified in another
minute by Strickland.
The plane had been lost in a
fog for more than an hour when
Maj. J. L. Hewett, the pilot, made
a successful emergency landing.
He had been unable to communicate with army officials or airports
because farmhouses in the region
were not equipped with telephones.
New Albers Bros. Series
ALBERS BROS. MILLING Co.,
Seattle (cereals), subsidiary of
Carnation Co., will feature Johann
Ormay's orchestra in a 13-week
series titled Good Morning Tonite
on 5 NBC-Pacific Red stations,
beginning Tuesday, Jan. 5. Erwin,
Wasey & Co. Inc., Seattle, placed
the account.
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BUILDING

BASCOM PORTER is now chief engineer of WSIX, Nashville, a local
which . recently was moved from
Springfield, Tenn.
ED JOHNSTON, of WCAU, Philadelphia, is the father of a boy born
in November.
DEAN BAILEY, formerly of WIBW
and more recently with the Republican National Committee as special
radio engineer, has joined the sales
staff of KANS, Wichita.
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turers of worthy
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LARRY SHIPLEY, with WGAR,
Cleveland, six years has been named
assistant to R. Morris Pierce, chief
engineer.
D. V. TOSTENSON has been named
chief engineer of KGFW, Kearney,
Neb.

REAPPOINTMENT of J. H. DeWitt Jr., chief engineer of WSM,
Nashville, as chairman of the NAB
Engineering Committee for 19361937, was announced Dec. 1 by
President C. W. Myers, of the
NAB. Other members of the committee are L. A. Benson, WIL, St.
Louis; L. S. Bookwalter, KOIN,
Portland; E. K. Cohan, CBS; Gerald W. Cooke, WBAL, Baltimore;
John E. Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo; E. L. Gove, WHK, Cleveland;
C. W. Horn, NBC; Porter Houston;
WCBM, Baltimore; Carl J. Meyers,
WGN, Chicago, and John M. Sherman, WTCN, Minneapolis.

Distribution

If you

FROM AMBULANCE — The lad
really isn't hurt, but for program
purposes he is a patient as WOR
conducts the first broadcast from
an ambulance dashing to a hospital. Left to right are Roy Le
May, patient; Joe Tobin, announcer; Dr. Alfred Doust, ambulance doctor, and Charles Singer,
WOR engineer. The program included ahospital broadcast, all for
the benefit of the United Hospital
Fund.

NAB

entertain hopes of wider markets,
is a favorable time to launch a sales

expansion

OLIVER

for

is busy again. Payrolls
creasing. Food and commodity

rising.

product

ROOM

DR. VICTOR J. ANDREW, formerly
chief engineer of Doolittle & Falknor
Inc., Chicago, and previously with
Westinghouse, has entered the consulting engineering and custom manufacturing field, with headquarters at
7221 S. Francisco Ave., Chicago. He
is specializing in field strength measurements and manufacturing r.f.
coupling equipment and coaxial cable.
VERN TASCHNER, formerly in the
technical department of KFWB, Los
Angeles, has joined the engineering
staff ofnanceKNX,
that city, as mainteman.

mitter— Type 6B — 1000
watt —
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Portable Recording Machine
A precision machined, compact outfit that positively
— Records
in eithereliminates
direction all
at 33waver
I /3
or 78 RPM 90. 110 or 130 lines
per inch — 110 volt AC 100% synchronous motor — solid 16 in. turntable— Constant speed rim drive —
Complete
switching from
arrangement
head set monitoring
playback foror
cutting head — Reinforced blaok leatherette carrying cases
— Unequalled
value — Superlative
performance.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., Ltd.,
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood, Calif., U.S. A.

Custom - Built Transcriptions
Commercial Plating
Duping and Pressing
Write Us Your Needs
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Richmond, Ind.
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SESAC

Contested
by NAB
A CONTROVERSY
over the
claims of the Society of European
Stage Authors & Composers
| (SESAC) with respect to its licensing of broadcasting stations
to broadcast certain musical works,
has been precipitated, it was revealed Dec. 10. On that date, the
NAB received a printed circular
from SESAC in the nature of a
reply to the NAB circular letter
of Oct. 14 to its members relating
to SESAC.
It is estimated that some 400
stations, including the networks,
hold SESAC performing rights
licenses. Instead of being based
upon a percentage of station business, these licenses are issued on
a flat fee negotiated by the copyright group with the stations.
In his Oct. 14 letter, James W.
Baldwin, NAB managing director,
in effect contended that SESAC
claimed greater rights than it
actually held and that from its
contracts it was difficult to determine what these rights were, particularly in distinguishing between
small rights and grand rights.
The performing rights contracts
with stations, nevertheless, cover
only small rights.
While dated Nov. 19, and bearing the printed signature of Paul
Heinecke, president, the SESAC
circular was not received by the
NAB until Dec. 10. Covering four
double-column printed pages in
small type, the circular was in the
nature of a printed letter to the
' NAB, attention of Mr. Baldwin.
Jel-Sert in West
JEL-SERT Co., Chicago (MapleMix dessert), in addition to its
Melody of Romance program on the
NBC-Blue, Saturdays, 11:15-11:30
a. m., which goes to the West
Coast, on Dec. 10 took over the
Woman's Magazine of the Air for
sponsorship on 5 NBC-Pacific Red
network stations plus KOA and
KDYL, Thursdays, 3:15-3:30 p.
m. (PST). The special West Coast
campaign is signed for eight weeks
through Rogers & Smith Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Eveready Discs
!,NATIONAL CARBON Co., New
York (Eveready flashlights), a
subsidiary of Union Carbide &
Carbon Corp., will place a series
| of _ five-minute RCA- Victor tran| scriptions on 11 stations in the
Northwest about Feb. 1. J. M.
Mathes Inc., New York, is advertising counsel.
7 Get Musterole Spots
j WASEY PRODUCTS Co., New
York (Musterole), on Dec. 13
placed a series of live one-minute
announcements on seven stations,
i once a day from three to seven
: times weekly. The campaign will
run for 13 weeks and was placed
through Erwin, Wasey & Co.. New
York. Stations being used are
WJR, WHAM, WSYR, WSB,
WWL, WBT, WSM.
WFIL
560 Kc.

Swapping Stuff
THE Valley Varieties, on
KEHE, Los Angeles, one evening a week for the General
Petroleum Gasoline dealers
of the San Fernando valley
has inaugurated a trading
post angle. Fans are invited
to go to their neighborhood
station and list anything
they have for trade. The
deals must be swaps. No cash
can enter the deal. Each station puts up a bulletin every
week and no charge is made
to the fans. Van C. Newkirk
Co., Los Angeles, handles
the account.

A. T. & T. Christmas Eve
AMERICAN
TELEPHONE &
TELEGRAPH Co., New York (institutional), will feature Leopold
Stokowski and orchestra, and Edwin C. Hill in a Christmas Eve
program that will be broadcast
over all available CBS stations
10-10:30 p. m. The program will
be a one-time broadcast, with
Stokowski playing from Hollywood
and E. C. Hill speaking from New
York. Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., New York, placed the
account.
Moore Paint on NBC
BENJAMIN MOORE & Co., New
York (paints), will begin its
spring advertising campaign Jan.
7 on 31 NBC-Red stations, Thursdays, 11:30-11:45 a. m. The program will be known as the Betty
Moore Triangle Club and will feature Betty Moore in house decorating talks with Lew White as organ
accompanist. Account is signed
for 21 weeks and was placed direct

BLUE

.

MUTUAL
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by NBC

In Anniversary Contest
WINNERS in the NBC employes
Tenth Anniversary broadcast contest which were heard on the air
last month were announced Dec.
10. Three groups, New York, Chicago, and West Coast split a $400
purse, three ways.
New York winners: First prize,
George Andrews (guest relations),
vocalist, and Bill Paisley (music
rights), composer at piano divided
$53.32; second prize, $20 each,
went to Frank Murtha and George
Sax, (artists service), comedians;
third prize, $26.67, Milton Krents
(auditing), harmonica; tie for
fourth prize, $13.33 each, between
Walter Moore (press dept.), script
writer, and George Watkins (guest
relations), vocalist.
Chicago winners: First prize,
$65, William Weaver (page),
vocalist; second prize, $35, Thomas
Casey (page), announcer; third
prize, $20, Frederick Schweikher
(program), vocalist; fourth prize,
$13.33 each, to L. E. Douglass and
Arnold Johnson (Artists Service),
duet.
San Francisco winners: First
prize, $35.75, Frank Barton (announcing) ;second prize, $24.48,
Ruth Chapel (music library) ;
third prize, $19.60 each, to Jennings Pierce (agriculture), Abbott
Tessman (announcing), Byron
Mills (continuity), and Eugene
Bowes (sound effects) ; fourth
prize, $16.15 each, to Van Flemming (production) and David Mckay (sales promotion) ; fifth prize,
$13.45, Amelia Kennedy (secretary
to Meredith Wilson) ; sixth prize,
$7.75,
traffic). Jessie Woods (program

Canada

Dry

Spots

CANADA DRY GINGER ALE
Inc., New York (ginger ale and
sparkling water), in addition to
signing Yankee News Service for
participations,
has takendaily,
12 oneminute announcements
six
days a week, on 10 other stations.
The RCA-Victor transcriptions announce reduced prices of Canada
Dry products and will run for at
least 13 weeks. Stations are:
WJAS, WXYZ, KSD, WGN,
WIRE, WFLA, WJAX, WQAM,
WDBO, WTAG. J. M. Mathes
Inc., New York, is the agency.
SCOTT PAPER Co., Chester. Pa.
(Scott tissue) during January will
place announcements on 40 stations
through J. "Walter Thompson Co.

WDRC

S

•THE ADVERTISING TEST STATION
IN THE ADVERTISING TEST CITY"
M ART FO R D
, CONN.
In the United States census
of distribution showing
annual per capita food
purchases of 93 cities of
100,000 population and over,
HARTFORD is FIFTH, with
S113.06, against a national
average of $55.30. Naturally,
other spending in the Hartford area is in proportion
... a profitable market for
all products.

^

Basic Network Station of the
Columbia Broadcasting System

Smith Bros. Spots
SMITH BROS., Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. (cough drops, syrup), during the week of Dec. 7 launched
a series of live station break announcements on 55 stations. Announcements are broadcast once
nightly, to run 13 weeks. Brown &
Tarcher Inc., New York, is agency.
FLETCHER TURNER, of J. M.
Mathes Inc., New York, has been
transferred to the radio department
working under Wilfred King, director.

s
call letter
f!^ew
are now

V

KXB
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They're Rollin' on the World's Grealest Span
To an oulsider il may not mean much.
The market is an expanded one — and
KYA has the ear of the radio-equipped
But, in Northern California it means the
houses in San Francisco, Oakland and
great San Francisco Bay Bridge is now
interior
area.
handling traffic — and hundreds of thouTherefore
KYAin SanFranciscoshould
sands of interior families will patronize
the San Francisco market.
be on your 1937 advertising schedule.

KYA

The Voice of the San Francisco

PHILADELPHIA'S MOST
POPULAR STATION
NBC

Awarded

MO.

Examiner
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British
More

Crisis

Than

Keeps

50

Broadcasts

THOUGH early reports from London had stated that the British radio, like the British press up to
Dec. 1, would carry nothing regarding the crisis arising out of
King Edward's impending choice
between his throne and Mrs. Wallis Simpson, American radio kept
pace with the American press in
reporting every development up to
and including the King's farewell
address Dec. 11 to the Empire
through the facilities of the BBC
and its vast Empire shortwave
system.
Stations were covered by INS,
Transradio and UP for their news
and flash periods, and the networks
all fed their stations direct pickups from London periodically during the critical week of Dec. 10.
Fi'om Dec. 3, when the crisis
story broke, until the abdication
announcement Dec. 10, the special
events departments of NBC, CBS
and Mutual made direct contacts
by shortwave with London for a
total of something like 50 rebroadcasts. By that time the BBC ban
was off and they secured every
cooperation from London, where
Cesar Saerchinger was on the spot
for CBS, Fred Bate for NBC and
John Steele for MBS.
The first shortwave contact with
WJBY Produces Results
In Alabama's Second
Industrial Market
WJBY
Gadsden, Alabama

NEW
ON

on
From

Its

Toes;

London

London was made by NBC on Dec.
3 at 5:45 p. m., with Alistaire Cook
as commentator, Mr. Bate being
still on the high seas en route from
New York. From that time on there
was a constant flow of information
back and forth between New York
and London, with Mutual coming
in on Dec. 10 with what it claimed
was a scoop on Prime Minister
Baldwin's
beforewhile
Parliament readspeech
to America
he
was still delivering it.
Commercials Cancelled
STATIONS
carried bulletins
throughout the week and increasingly on the day of abdication, with
CBS interrupting any and all commercial programs and both NBC
and CBS finding it necessary to
cancel several full commercial periods.
With John Royal, NBC vice president in charge of programs, and
Paul White, CBS special events director, both at Buenos Aires covering the Pan American Peace
Conference [Broadcasting, Dec. 1],
the big networks found themselves
covering two parts of the world
via shortwaves.
In the absence of Mr. White,
Frederic A. Willis, CBS educational director and assistant to President Paley, took over supervision
of the CBS broadcasts and placed
John G. Gude, CBS publicity director, in charge. Working with Mr.
Gude were Don Higgins, Luther
Reid and Bob Trout. For NBC,
Abe Schechter, special events director, handled the pickups, with
Nelson Case doing most of the an-

CKLW

• December

WagingCampaign

Against BostonDogTrack
CONTINUING its determined editorial campaign against allegedly
corrupt practices in Boston, the
Yankee Network on Dec. 8 preferred formal charges against Boston's dog track operators.
Leland Bickford, editor-in-chief
of the Yankee and Colonial Network news services, spearhead of
the attack, appeared Dec. 8 before
the Special Recess Commission on
taxation and expenditures with the '
allegation that the Old Harbor
Kennel Club, operators of the Wonderland Park dog racing track at
Revere, Mass., had minimized their
gross income report by some
$200,000. Following the heated
hearing, Mr. Bickford said it was
up to the Commission to rectify
the situation. He declared that the
Yankee & Colonial Networks would
continue their editorial campaign
"to the limit". Boston newspapers
feature the activity of the militant
radio editor.
Edgeworth Changes
LARUS & Brothers Co., Richmond
(Edgeworth tobacco) on Dec. 11
added KOIN, Portland, Ore., to its
half-hour series of WBS transcriptions titled Moments You Never i
Forget, making a total of 10 stations in the campaign. On Dec. 4
the sponsor shifted the disc series
from WGN to WMAQ, in Chicago.
Marschalk & Pratt Inc., New York,
placed the account.
was turned into a broadcast studio with remote control equipment.
Up to Dec. 10 an unofficial count
of the number of shortwave re- i
broadcasts from London showed 26
by CBS, 22 by NBC and two by
MBS. CBS carried a total of 2Vz
hours of direct pickups from London on Dec. 10 alone. More, of
course, were broadcast Dec. 11
when well
alladdress
carried
the King's farein full.

STAFF

L. Jerome DuMahaut (Jerry to you),
born in New York, soon saw the possibilities of the "4th" market. Later
saw radio's future. Today is upping
the sales curve at CKLW, and doing
it remarkably well . . . Jerry's all set
to tell you why CKLW is the best
value
per dollar
in America's
responsive
market.
Write or most
call
CKLW, Union Guardian Building,
Detroit, Michigan.

ESSEX BROADCASTERS, Inc.
3300 Union Guardian Building, Detroit
MEMBER OF THE MUTUAL
FRANK RYAN
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Vice-President and Managing Director
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nouncing. G. W. Johnstone handled the MBS broadcasts, and Dick
Fishel of WMCA was in charge of
the Inter-City System pickups of
the abdication reports Dec. 10 and
the farewell address Dec. 11. Both
Inter-City and WHN, New York,
made special arrangements with
the BBC to pick up the Empire
shortwave broadcasts.
Claims of scoops were plenty, as
usual, with CBS claiming honors
for being the first to bring in direct word from London that the
King had abdicated in a broadcast
by Sir Frederick Whyte at 10:33
a. m.; MBS claiming WOR was the
first metropolitan station to flash
the official word of the abdication
at 10:46 a. m.; NBC reporting that
it had a Press-Radio Bureau statement on the air about the abdication before it was broadcast to
British listeners via BBC.
Transatlantic telephone calls and
radiograms between the networks
and their men in London flashed
constantly, and no expense was
spared to give the American listener every detail, for the broadcasts were regarded by network
officials as holding the greatest interest of any special event in history with the possible exception of
the Lindbergh case. Certainly it
required the most extensive shortwave coverage of any special event
since radio began.
The broadcasts gave NBC its
first opportunity to test its new
system of broadcasting news bulletins, which it recently began to
put on direct from the news room
with the noises of the tickers filtering into the microphone. Six
"beeps" in series of three preceded
all bulletins. CBS during the broadcasts moved its Press-Radio teletype into Mr. Gude's office which

Yankee

APPOINTMENTS

"Bill" Lapp, trained in Trust companies,
steel and machinery, sized up radio as
soon to lead the parade . . . decided
to get on the band wagon. Today is
in charge of Detroit office of CKLW.
Favorite flower — Gold Medal in hot
biscuit form, smothered in chicken
gravy. Business hobby, collecting currency for the company; personal,
buttonholing friends for old coins —
he's a collector.
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New Kroger Discs
KROGER GROCERY & PACKING Co., Cincinnati (coffee) on
Feb. 1 starts a series of WBS
quarter - hour transcriptions five
times weekly on 24 stations. Title
of theto program
is Lida's
Love,
run 13 weeks.
RalphFirst
H.
Jones Co., Cincinnati, is agency.
ATLANTIC REFINING Co., Philadelphia, will continue its CBS periods
after Ted Husing signs off Dec. 26,
with the Pa and Ma program taking
his place. N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
New York, has the account.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Drene) has renewed its WBS
Jack Randolph transcriptions heard
weekly on 59 stations and placed
through H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc., Chicago.

L. J. DuMahaut, Commercial Manager

W. R. Lapp, Manager
TWO
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Baseball
For

in

1937

General

Mills

Sponsor's Success This Year
Means Continuance of Idea
LIKELIHOOD that General Mills
Inc., Minneapolis, sponsor of the
majority of the big league broadcasts last season, will renew contracts with the baseball clubs on
much the same basis, was seen
following the major league baseball meetings in New York which
ended Dec. 10.
While no formal announcement
was made, General Mills representatives were present at the sessions and discussed baseball broadcast plans for the ensuing season
with practically all of the major
league club executives and with the
executives of both the American
and National leagues. In one quarter it was said that all clubs with
the exception of the two New York
teams tentatively agreed to permit
broadcasting of their out-of-town
games during the forthcoming season. The New York clubs, it was
reported, reserved their decisions.
In their business sessions, the
leagues had before them proposals
dealing with baseball broadcasts.
There has been some complaint, it
is understood, against the use of
stations with sufficient power to
broadcast games in the territory
of other clubs, thus having a purported affect upon attendance. Also,
there was some discussion of possible standardization of rates to be
paid by broadcasters or advertisers
for the privilege of sponsoring
games. The discussion in addition,
invaded such subjects as possibility
of broadcasting home games as
well as out-of-town contests.
General Mills last year sponsored
baseball broadcasts for a number
of the major league clubs with the
notable exception of the New York
teams. In addition it broadcast in
many other cities having minor
' league clubs. The fact that it is
now seeking to renew these arrangements isindicative of the success of last year's campaign.

Colgate on CBS Period
COLGATE - PALMOLI VE - PEET
Co., Jersey City, has purchased
the 10-10:30 p. m. period Thursdays on CBS for an unannounced
program to start in January. Sears
Roebuck now has the time but is
I signing off its Sears Then and Now
program Dec. 18. Benton & Bowles
Inc., New York, will place the Colgate account.

Big Keystone State Fund
Leaves Radio Out in Cold
THE STATE of Pennsylvania,
an adwith $100,000 set asidetofor promote
vertising campaign
highway safety, has earmarked
only about $3,600 of the total for
radio. This sum will be spent for
production of 24 five-minute transcriptions and 18 one-minute spot
messages, to be placed on the
state's 35 stations. The balance of
the fund, over $96,000, will be apportioned among newspapers and
billboards and for distribution of
metal signs and stickers. .
Allen R. Eckman, secretary of
the Governor's Highway Safety
Council, Harrisburg, under date of
Dec. 3 mailed a letter to Pennsylvania broadcasters asking them to
donate their facilities for the sixmonth campaign. Copy for printed
media is being placed by Barnes &
Aaron, Philadelphia agency.
Audit Group Meets
THE JOINT committee on Radio
Research, representing equally the
NAB, Association of National Advertisers and the American Association of Advertising Agencies,
will meet in New York at the call
of Chairman John Benson, president of AAAA, on Dec. 16. It will
consider the report of Paul F. Peter, secretary, on coverage surveys,
also may take up Mr. Peter's
and
reappointment.
Cruse to FCC Dec. 16
ANDREW W. CRUSE, chief of
the Electrical Division of the Department of Commerce, on Dec. 16
will assume his new post as assistant chief engineer of the FCC
in charge of Telephone Division
activities. He was appointed to the
post last month subject to clearance through Secretary of Com
merce Roper, which was procured
afterward. His successor at the
Department has not yet been
named but he is expected to be a
well-known economist.

Pat's Watches
WHEN
General Mills, in
presenting one of its six
watch awards to Pat Flanaannouncer at
W B B gan,
M, sports
Chicago, for his
work in increasing attendance at Chicago ball games
through his baseball broadcasts (for Wheaties), also
gave one to John Harrington,
who pinch hit for Pat for a
week as well as spelling him
for breathing spells, it was
the fourth watch John has
received this year. The first
came irom Mrs. Harrington
in the spring; the second
from a tan in midsummer;
and the third from Andy

BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York
(Minit-Rub) on Nov. 30 started a
series of three weekly quarter-hour
Minit Interviews on WBEN, Buffalo,
and four weekly on KDKA, Pittsburgh. Young & Rubicam Inc., New
York, is agency.

AND
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a new

to specialize in

department

the production

of custom

built productions. This department is equipped to
any need in the transcription field from the
idea, to the delivery of the
serve

transcription

itself ....

1357 No. Gordon St.
Hollywood, Calif.
Now Available
Laundry
Bread
Loan
Ice Cream
Used Car
Furniture
Jewelry
RADIOAIDS
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KTSA
SAN

WCOL
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Joseph H. McGillvra, Rep.
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cies, and have opened

David Freedman
DAVID FREEDMAN, 38, script
writer for stage, screen and radio,
died in his sleep Dec. 8 at his home
in New York. Mr. Freedman had
been in court the day before testifying in his $250,000 suit against
Eddie Cantor for alleged breach of
oral contract. The case had only
been on trial one day. Upon hearingtice
of Mr.
death
Jus-a
PecoraFreedman's
declared the
case
mistrial and dismissed the jury.

Pontiac's New Series
PONTIAC MOTOR Co., Pontiac,
Mich., is planning to launch a Friday, 10:30-11 p. m. program on the
NBC-Red network about Jan. 1.
Starting date and talent have not
been announced but it is understood the series will pay tribute to
universities throughout the country.
RED

to requests from advertisers and advertising agen-

Frain, chief
baseball
ushers, of
who Chicago's
made a
similar presentation to each
Chicago sports announcer at
the end of the basebaU season. Harry McTigue, formerly of WIRE, Indianapolis
and now free lancing in
Chicago, also was awarded
a General Mills watch.

GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Log Cabin syrup) is planning to
place half-hour recordings of the NBCBlue Dude Ranch program on an unselected list of Southern stations
which cannot be cleared for the network. Benton & Bowles Inc., New
York, is agency.
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Educators
First

Plan

National

to

Improve

Conference

Covers

Programs
Wide

Range

of

Discussed
Facsimile
and
Television
Topics;
ping even the rapidly increasing
EDUCATORS interested in broadnumber of other voluntary organicomplexities of social life are the
zations have joined, the movement
casting as a means of spreading
means by which the people may be
knowledge are convinced now that
now having 18 national associamade intelligent concerning these
tions
as
joint
participants.
they must develop their program
technique and capture a substanproblems.
Only the Beginning
"Among them, as was so striktial audience demand for their
ingly illustrated in the recent poTHE
fundamental
reason
for
the
offerings before they can hope to
litical campaign, radio plays a
conference,
Mr.
Zook
explained,
is
obtain additional facilities.
very
conspicuous
part.
that radio's influence upon such a
fore the history of
this When
presentthereage
This attitude was apparent at
large
proportion
of
the
population
has been written it will record
the first National Conference on
"will inevitably affect educational
whether American civic and eduEducational Broadcasting, which
practice very vitally sooner or
cational leaders had the will and
convened Dec. 10 in Washington
later".
"It
is
a
fact"
he
added,
the wisdom to use this marvellous
and continued for three days. With
"that notwithstanding considerable
mechanical device of radio to its
several hundred educators present
attention to the new situation crefullest possibilities in the preserand an array of big-name speakated by the advent of radio, the
vation and development of demoers on the program, the conferpossible uses of this new medium
ence took up the question of radio
for educational purposes have not
cratic government in America."
instruction in all its phases, the
been at all adequately explored or
The Repetition Factor
agenda running the gamut of techfully
nical, psychological, pedagogical,
The considered."
conference, he went on, was
IN DISCUSSING psychological
social and commercial aspects.
organized on two definite lines,
problems of radio education, a
The keynote of the sessions was
first, the general sessions and
paper prepared by Edward S.
sounded on the opening day by
second a series of conferences on
Robinson of Yale University, and
Chairman Anning S. Prall, of the
specific topics.
read for him, took the position
FCC, whose address called for edu"I believe that we are met on
that the principal problem of the
cators to take advantage of the
psychologist is that of aiding in the
no
mean
mission,"
Mr.
Zook
said.
national outlet that radio offers
"It is commonplace indeed to point
improvement of broadcast techand develop a stronger patriotism
out the increasing complexities of
nique. On the matter of repetimodern social and economic life
and finer citizenship. (His address
tion, for example, he said it is
is reviewed at length on page 74.)
which cause innumerable individurarely that a new idea is grasped
als and whole nations to conclude
Dr. George F. Zook, president of
from a single presentation.
the American Council on Educathat the problems incident to it
"Yet the ideal of education is
can never be resolved through the
tion, opened the three-day meeting
not to be gained from the often
by explaining how the conference
democratic process. These prophets
fatiguing and annoying repetition
of ill omen are abroad even in our
was the outgrowth of a meeting of
in which the commercial advertiser
own land. Is it not fortunate and
representatives from eight organihas such faith," Dr. Robinson
zations, called by the Council last
very heartening however to realize
said. "The results obtained from
February.
Since then, he said, a
that concurrent with and outstripmany studies of learning indicate
that the optimal repetition varies
with the material presented, with
the audience, and with many other
factors. What is required, then, in
the improvement of educational
broadcasting is a study of the
repetition factor for actual materials, actual audiences, and under
the general conditions peculiar to
radio
Mr. presentation."
Robinson proposed that educators take more seriously the
question of building up the personalities of their speakers and
emphasized that working out of
better broadcasting techniques
should find its basis in the methods
of experimental psychologists.
In time the radio audience will
approach the characteristics of the
total population in distribution of
age, formal education, residence
and economic status, said Dr. Irvin
Lorge, Columbia University, who
directed attention to the expansion
of the group in terms of the number of potential listeners to sets
purchased.
He urged educational broadcasters to plan programs so that the
rate of presentation of materials
be adjusted to the age of the audience; the materials of the broadcast be limited to relatively single
coherent units per period; the review of each unit in a continuous
sequence of broadcast be clearly
and definitely made; the rate of
speaking be slowed down; uncoordinated discussions as such be

c. a. Mclaughlin
Sales Manager

KOMO
5000 Watts L.S.
NBC Red

minimized because of the possible
attendant confusions.
In the discussion of radio and
its effect on speech, H. L. Ewbank,
University of Wisconsin, told how
radio has aroused widespread public interest in standards of grammar and of pronunciation. A commercial organization using radio
advertising, he reminded, has sold
well over 100,000 correspondence
courses in how to speak correctly.
He referred to the popularity of
the Better Speech course of the
Wisconsin School of the Air, and
observed that stations are flooded
with
inquiries about correct pronunciation.
Mr. Ewbank said that radio is
changing styles in public speaking
by deflating the bombast of agitators who employ exaggerated
vocal effects and mob psychology
devices; that it is deflecting the
trend toward extemporaneous
speaking and requiring more skill
in speech writing, and that it is
emphasizing skill in the reading of
speeches so they may sound like
fireside chats. In addition it is
popularizing other forms than the
speech or talk by means of the
interview, the dialogue, the roundtable and the forum.
Effect on General Speech
ON THE same subject, Dr. Cabell
Greet, editor of American Speech
and professor of English at Barnard College, contrasted the homely
speech of the comedian and the
"flunky" speech of announcers,
which he said is not likely to be
imitated. "All in all, if we look for
the effect of radio on American
speech, we must say that so far
that
Greet. effect is slight," said Prof.
"When I think of the children's
programs my daughter of eight
years listens to, I am glad that the
effect is slight. In 1927 many of
us thought and said that in ten
years radio would have brought
one standard English to America.
This has not happened. Radio,
however, has joined the other
democratic forces, operating since
the settlement of this continent,
which tend to make Americans
talk alike and dress alike and eat.
alike — and too often think alike. I
doubt whether the soeech influence
of a year of radio is equal to that
IBESULTSX
COIT*
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of a week's automobile trip in a
distant state."
Going into the subject of audience measurement, Henry C. Link,
in charge of market research for
Psychological Corp., New York,
said that present audience measurement methods do not give an
adequate measure of the psychological aspects of the programs or
listeners. He added:
"They do not tell us how much
of a urogram is listened to, how
intensively it is listened to, how
strong are the impressions it
makes. They give us only a rough
measure of whether people are
listening at all.
"Radio broadcasting challenges
educators to abandon or to question all their acquired ideas of
pedagogy. It challenges educators
to develop entirely new or radically
different techniques of educating
people. It challenges educators to
experiment, and experiment again,
with different methods of presentation. And of course, the obvious
instrument to use as a measure of
these experiments is the census of
the radio audience, just as commercial broadcasters are doing it
now."
Mr. Link suggested that radio
may become the test tube through
wrhich the content and techniques
of education will be enormously
improved. He proposed that educators study the views of the radio
audience as to what constitutes an
educational program. ^
Mrs. B. F. Langworthy, Winnetka, 111., president of the National Conference of Parents and
Teachers, noted that children's
programs have been improving and
mentioned that broadcasting companies have shown a desire to cooperate.
Labor Tells Its Side
EDWARD N. NOCKELS, general
manager of WCFL, Chicago labor
station, foresaw danger in an effort by broadcasters "to extend
their monopolistic attempts to include educational broadcasting, and
to so control it as to appropriate
its benefits in the way of increased
and constant listening audiences
to their own selfish gain." He
cited, by way of example, the University Broadcasting Council of
Chicago, which he alleged has been
"muzzled"
to the inextent
"that they
can not assist
furtherance
of
educational broadcasting excepting
in such a way as will result in
the program and increased audience benefit of the stations which
signed on the dotted line."
Also appearing for labor was
Spencer Miller Jr., of New York,
director, Workers Educational
Bureau of America, who voiced his
conviction that radio is a notable
medium for public education and
that it can perform a service of
very great value in the whole field
of adult education.
C. M. Jansky Jr., radio engineering consultant, after reviewing
technical problems of radio, pointed out that "only to the extent
that the engineer is successful in
imparting information and the educator is capable of understanding
these basic considerations wTill radio be properly adapted to the
WGH
Gives Live Local Representation
In Three Prosperous Cities
With Studios and Offices
NORFOLK — PORTSMOUTH
—NEWPORT NEWS
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Education's Future
DESCRIBING the coordinating work of the U. S. Office
of Education and the Federal Radio Education Committee, John W. Studebaker,
U. S. Commissioner of Education, asked the National
Conference on Educational
Broadcasting to cooperate
with the Federal agencies in
the development of the movement.
Mr. Studebaker said education through radio will be"when
powerful
come
we do athe
job offorce
educating
over the air as effectively
for our purposes as the commercial broadcasters do their
job
of entertaining."
He said
educators
must learn through
experience how to stage programs that will hold audiences. He told how he had
appeared before the FCC to
ask ultra-high frequency facilities for a large number of
stations to serve urban and
rural school systems [see
elsewhere on this page for
views of Comdr. Craven].
needs of education." Dr. Jansky
was chairman of the technical committee, the speakers including T.
A. M. Craven, FCC chief engineer,
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, former FCC
chief engineer and now chief of
the frequency bureau of RCA, and
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, consulting engineer of New York.
Dr. Jolliffe described many of the
practical limitations of the broadeast structure and explained that
the development of the modern receiving set has been one of increasing its selectivity and approaching that ideal by which it is
possible to accept one signal and
reject all others regardless of their
intensity.
Only a Supplement
RADIO can be only a supplement
to education, Hendrik Willem Van
Loon, author and journalist, declared. He called for careful preparation of radio programs of the
educational type, and described
many ether offerings by narrating
this fictional scene:
" 'Oh Lord ! yes, next Tuesday
there is that education hour. Hey,
you there! are you busy? No?
Well, we need 13 minutes on that
battle of Bunker Hill. Just give us
something nice . . . you know the
old stuff . . . Yankee Doodle and
the spot where Warren fell.' And
then we cheerfully entrust our billion dollar youth to a $20 a week
youngster who does the best he
can, no doubt."

Mr. Van Loon favored private
operation of radio as against the
continental system. He criticized
lengthy commercials but noted
progress in their handling.
T. A. M. Craven, FCC chief engineer, urged the educators to make
a concerted study of the technical phases of the radio allocation
problem; that they set forth an
objective based upon sound engineering, and that they have in
mind ultimately a coordinated
application of radio
for the
plan
n which shows that the
to
educatio
most economic use has been made
of any frequency channel or any
portion of the radio frequency
spectrum which may be devoted to
education. He spoke of the worldwide demands for a place in the
spectrum and discussed the possibilities of developing the ultrahigh frequencies.
Recalling that some educational
experts envision some 15,000 stations to serve the 127,000 school
districts in this country, Mr.
Craven said that the present spectrum from 10 to 30,000 kc. would
be "only a drop in the bucket" in
the solution of the educational radio program.
Use of High Frequencies
EDUCATORS were advised by Dr.
Goldsmith to explore many of
the possibilities of ultra-high frequencies as a medium for instructive broadcasts. These frequencies
will make it possible for more local
stations to be placed in operation
and they would be substantially
noninterfering, he said, as well as
offering more nearly constant day
and night quality of service.
Television, which probably will
be confined to ultra-highs because
of side-band demands, should offer

of broadthe value
dealantoeducat
a great casting
ional medium,
as
ile, he
Facsim
said.
ith
Goldsm
Dr.
of parcontinued, also should be educat
or.
ticular interest to the
"Until even higher frequencies
than 100 megacycles are available," he said, for satisfactory
of telephone, televibroadcasting
sion or facsimile material, he said,
"it is unlikely that the average
city can enjoy the privilege of
(Continued on page 76)
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HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE Co.,
New York (remedies) on Dec. 1 started May Singhi Breen, Peter DeRose
and Andy Sinella on 7 NBC-Blue
stations, Tues, Thurs., 5 :45-6 p. m.
Agency : Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE Co.,
New York ( remedies ) on Dec. 6 started May Singhi Breen, Peter DeRose,
and Andy Sinella on 7 NBC-Blue stations, Sun., 10 :15-10 :30 a. m. Agency :
Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
K. A. HUGHES Co., Jamaica Plain,
Mass. (Salicon) on Nov. 17 began 26
15-minute live shows Affairs of the
Hemingivays, twice weekly on Tuesdays and Thursdays p. m., over 5
Yankee stations. Agency: Badger &
Browning Inc., Boston.
ALBERS BROS. MILLING Co.,
Seattle (cereals) on Jan. 5 starts
Good Morning Tonite on 5 NBC-Pacific Red stations, Tues., 9:30-10 p.
m. Agency : Erwin, Wasey & Co.
Inc., Seattle.
JEL-SERT Co., Chicago (Maple-Mix
dessert) on Dec. 10 started Women's
Magazine of the Air on 7 NBC Pacific and Red Mountain stations,
Thurs., 3:15-3:30 p. m. (PST).
Agency : Rogers & Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
MODERN FOOD PROCESS Co.,
Philadelphia (Thrivo dog food) on
Jan. 12 renews Dog Heroes on 9
NBC-Blue stations, Tues., 4:30-4:45
p. m. Agency : The Clements Co. Inc.,
Philadelphia.
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, New
York (institutional) on Dec. 24 starts
Metropolitan Opera on 32 NBC-Blue
stations, Thurs., 2 :55-5 p. m. only ;
on Dec. 26 2-3 :30 p. m. adds 36 supplementary stations and on Jan. 2
adds WEAN, WICC, KFBK, KWG,
KERN; March 6. WEAF. Agency:
Lord & Thomas. N. Y.
AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH Co., New York (institutional) on Dec. 24 broadcasts one-

NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
(All times EST unless otherwise specified)
New Business
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., New York (Granger rough cut
smoking tobacco) on Jan. 7 starts
Alexander WooIIcott on 65 CBS stations, Tues., Thurs., 7 :30-7 :45 p. m.
Agency : Newell-Emmett Co. Inc.N. Y.
CARDINET CANDY Co., Oakland,
Cal. (candy) on Dec. 6 started Drama,
with Harold Burdick. on 5 NBC Pacific Red, Sun., 9:15-9:30 p. m. Agency : Tomaschke-Elliott Inc., Oakland.
OREGON - WASHINGTON PEAR
BUREAU, Seattle (Bosco & Anjou
Pears), on Nov. 20 started 13 weekly
participations in G-retchen McMullen
program on 11 Yankee Network stations. Agency : Izzard Co., Seattle.
MOON GLOW COSMETIC CO., Los
Angeles, (cosmetics) on Dec. 29
starts for 13 weeks Moon Glow Melodies on 5 NBC-Pacific Red stations,
Tues.. 5:45-6 p. m. (PST). Agency:
Emil Brisacher, Los Angeles.
J. LEWIS

ASSOCIATES

Public Relations Counsel
Specializing in Radio
Hotel Roosevelt
New York

JOHN

BLAIR

& CO.

Matixmjal JhpnjLbMitaXhAeA.
of JlcLcLUr StatumANEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT- SAN FRANCISCO

time program,
Leopold
Stokowski's
Orchestra
and Edwin
C. Hill
on entire CBS network, 10-10:30 p. m.
Agency : Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., N. Y.
BENJAMIN MOORE & Co., New
York (paints) on Jan. 7 starts Betty
Moore Triangle Club on 31 NBC-Red
stations,
Thurs., 11 :30 - 11 :45 a. m.
Placed direct.
Renewal Accounts
G. WASHINGTON COFFEE REFINING Co., Morris Plains, X. J.
(prepared coffee) on Dec. 26 renews
Uncle Jim's Question Box on 7 NBC
stations, Sat., 7 :30-8 p. m. Agency :
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc., N. Y.
CARDINET CANDY Co., Oakland,
Cal. (candy) on Dec. 6 renewed for
13 weeks Night Editor on 5 NBCKPO Pacific Red stations, Sun.. 9 :159:30 p. m. (PST). Agency: Tomaschke-Elliott Inc., Oakland.
ALBERS BROS. MILLING Co., Seattle (cereals) on Jan. 5 renews for
13 weeks Good Morning Tonite orchestra and vocalists on 5 NBC- Pacific Red stations, Tues., 9:30-10:00
p. m. (PST). Agency: Erwin-Wasey
& Co. Inc., Seattle.
OCCIDENTAL LIFE INSURANCE
Co. of Cal., Los Angeles (insurance)
on Dec. 30 renews for 52 weeks Winning the West, dramatic serial on 5
NBC-Pacific Red stations, Wed.. 8 :309 p. m. (PST). Agency: Chas. R.
Stuart Inc., San Francisco.
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago (cereal), on Dec. 25for
renews
Kaltenmeyer's
Kindergarten
52 weeks
on 21
NBC-Red stations, Sat., 5:30-6 p. m.
Agency : Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
WARD BAKING Co.. New York
I Ward's Xeics
bread of& Youth
rolls) on
on 19
DecCBS1 I
renewed
stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 6:15-6:30
p. m. Agency : Fletcher & Ellis Inc.,
N. Y.
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R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston Salem, N. C. (Camel cigarettes) on Dec. 29 starts Jack Oakie
as master of ceremonies of Camel
Caravan, CBS, Tues., 9 :30-10 :30 p. m.
CARNATION Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
(canned milk) on Jan. 4 starts Frank
Black's orchestra in its Carnation
Contented p.Hour
on NBC-Red, Mon.,
10-10:30
m.
STEWART WARNER Corp., Chicago (Alemite)
Dec. 27Half
shifts
nation point ofonAlemite
Hourorigion
CBS to New York.
CALIFORNIA CONSERVING Co.,
San Francisco on Dec. 15 adds KGIR.
Butte and KGHL. Billings, to the
NBC - Pacific Red carrying CHB
Studio Party.
SIGNAL

OIL Co., Los Angeles (petroleum products ) , on Jan. 1 adds
KMJ, Fresno, to its NBC- Pacific
Red weekly half-hour Carefree Carnival.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strike cigarettes) on
Dec. tra 5on CBS,
startedSat.,
Harry
orches10-10Salter's
:30 p. m..
and
on Dec. chestra
9 onstarted
Al Goodman's
orNBC-Red,
Sat., 10-10:30
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New
York, on Jan. 1 shifts Twin Stars to
p.
m.
Hollywood
and changes talent to
Helen Broderick, Victor Moore, and
Buddy Rogers orchestra.
REAL SILK HOSIERY MILLS
Inc., Indianapolis, on Dec. 27 shifts
Behind the Headlines to 9:45-10:15
p. m. period on NBC-Blue, Sundays.
AMERICAN ROLLING MILL Co.,
Middletown, O. (Armco sheet metal)
on Dec. 15 shifts Armco Concert to
Tues.. 10-10:30 p. m.
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Educators' Conference
(Continued from page 73)

NEWS

GOOD

FROM

SYRACUSE

We

the completion

announce

of our ultra-

modern transmitter plant, the
in broadcasting

last word

equipment

simultaneous operation of more
than a limited television-telephone
transmission." He advised educators to keep fully informed on
technical and industrial developments in the ultra-high frequency
domain and to study carefully in
advance what may probably be accomplished bythe use of the radio
and visual broadcasting services
which can be established in this
domain.
William Dow Boutwell, director
Educational Radio Project, U. S.
Office of Education, predicted that
major future developments in
broadcasting lie in the local field
rather than in national broadcasting service, which he said is well
advanced toward saturation.
"In my opinion, the principal
reason why educators have not
been more successful with radio is
failure to recognize the importance
of production
skill," he asaid.
"Until education develops
corps
of
teachers and supervisors who can
write and produce reasonably good
programs, the use of radio for
education by local educational
agencies will make substantially
little
rights
to theprogress.
air mustEducation's
be achieved
by
proof of competence in using the
air when opportunity offers."
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Inc. Would

With

Buy

Merchandise

ALTHOUGH
"barter" accounts
are frowned upon in the NAB
Code of Ethics, a plan whereby
radio advertisers can purchase
time on stations in the New York
metropolitan area with merchandise instead of cash has been started by Air Time Inc., 11 West 42d
St., New York. Besides taking
merchandise in lieu of cash, the
firm would give its advertisers a
merchandising service.
Officers of the corporation are:
Samuel Halperin, president; William Wolf, treasurer; Samuel
Grad, vice-president; Alex Husid,
general manager. Mr. Halperin is
general manager of Ira Haupt,
stockbrokers of Newark. Mr. Wolf
is in the wholesale and retail drug
business, and Mr. Grad is with
Knickerbocker Carpet Co.
The NAB repeatedly has gone
on record as opposed to acceptance of any business other than
on a strictly card-rate basis.
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Educational
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Radio

Power

Stressed

Service of Existing Facilities
Is Explained by Prall
EXISTING radio facilities in the
United States offer a national audience to educators upon which
they can build a stronger patriotism and a finer citizenship, Anning S. Prall, FCC Chairman, declared Dec. 10 in an address at
the First National Conference on
Educational Broadcasting, held in
Washington Dec. 10-12.
Pointing to the limitations of the
radio spectrum in providing broadcast facilities, he suggested that
technicians remember the needs of
other worthy radio and communications services and endeavor to provide "a practicable procedure which
will permit the fullest use of radio

I

!
\

I

Mr. Prall proposed that the Conference convey to Dr. John W.
Studebaker, U. S. Commissioner of
Education and chairman of the
Federal Radio Education Commitall."whatever conclusions and recby tee,
ommendations resulted from the
Dec. 10-12 sessions. The Federal
Committee is operating as a governmental agency and at present is
directing an experimental study of
the entire radio-education subiect
preliminary to consideration of an .
all-embracing plan to deal with it.
Maximum Benefit for All
AS TO THE FCC, Mr. Prall pointed out that its one real function
"is to see that broadcasting facilities are used for the maximum
benefit
of all the
He told
the
educators
thatpeople."
radio, properly
used, "can become an even greater
instrument of instruction than the
printing press since it provides a
dramatic medium, not only because
of its immediacy and directness
but because it represents communication by the human voice." The
FCC "is sincerely interested in and
is wholeheartedly supporting the
movement looking toward the development of a comprehensible plan
for education
he And,
said.
"We
believe it by
canradio,"
be done.
if in the final analysis it fails to
crystallize, it will not be because
of any lack of cooperation on the
part
of the Commission."
Referring
to European educational methods, he said they warrant consideration, but added that
"you must keep in mind that Europe's problems are not America's;
that Europe's radio is not America's; that Europe's tastes differ
widely from our own, and that in
attempting to devise improvements
in educational broadcasting in this
country you must take into account
those practical considerations, and
forget illusory plans that cannot
succeed in the United States where
Themight
consideration
in a free
in other nations."
they
America of radio's potential power
in the development of public opinion offers opportunity for intriguing
speculation, Mr. Prall pointed out.
Terming
thisreminded
"propaganda",
word
which he
now car-a |
ries a sinister connotation, he proposed that it nevertheless can
spread the ideas and ideals of
America, can "sell" America to
Americans and thus forge a weapon of national unity that no other
agency can create. Educators are j
in a favorable position to spread |
ideals of citizenship, he said.
• Broadcast
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U.S.
MEMPHIS leads nearly every other
city of the United States of similar
size in commercial importance. It is
the trading center of a territory
extending 200 miles from east to west
and 300 miles from north to south,
with a population of more than 3'/2
million. There is no larger city within
this area to contend for the key position that Memphis has held for
decades.
PROSPERITY

In Memphis and Mid-South
A 1 00- Million Dollar Cotton crop;
bank debits up 22.2%; new homes,
up 209%; new apartments and
duplexes, up 1,000%; new country
homes, up 206%; store sales excellent and still climbing.
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Tells

of

Federal

Radio

Studio;

Praises
Industry for Educational
Aids
SO DEEP is the general interest
instrumentality that we have for
the cultivation of good English.
in radio, Secretary of the Interior
Harold L. Ickes declared Dec. 10,
"Even in mass education, and
educational broadcasting would be
that the first government studio
just that, there is a real danger
has been set up in the new Departof standardization, of regimentament of the Interior building "with
the thought in mind that there is
tion, of putting everything on the
a definite place for government
same level, resulting in the deradio programs, just as there is
struction, or at least the serious
a definite place for government
impairment, of individuality of
thought and action. We resent
publications." Secretary Ickes made
this comment in addressing the
economic regimentation and social
first National Conference on Eduunification to the point where individual initiative is lost. We
cation, which met in Washington
Dec. 10-12.
should be alert to avoid that regimentation of minds which might
The government has no more
result from imposing the same
desire to compete in the broadcastideas, the same thoughts, upon
ing industry than it has to preempt the printing business or to
large groups of people.
edit all commercial publications,
"An example of what seems to
however, he said, and continued:
me to be the proper type of education by the radio is to be found
"Nor does it seem to me that the
federal government should use its
in the weekly round table broadradio facilities for propaganda
casts from the University of Chicago.
purposes. If any agency of the
"Freedom of the press, freedom
government attempts to indulge in
of assemblage, freedom of speech
propaganda, it should be under
and that academic freedom which
the same restraints and subject to
is implicit in freedom of speech,
the same regulations as those govconstitute the piles driven to bederning any broadcast of proparock upon which our institutions
ganda.
securely stand. These rights must,
Praises Radio Industry
as a matter of course, extend to
and be inseparable from any pro"IT SEEMS to me clear that such
gram of educational broadcasting
broadcasting as the Federal Government may properly engage in that is worth the snap of a finger.
While the radio should not be subis of an educational nature — in
jected to abuse, neither should it
order that the workings and scope
suffer from the strangulation of
of the various Federal agencies
either standardization or censormay be made plain and clear to
our citizens for the purpose of
aiding them in making intelligent
criticisms and effective use of such
Nets Big November
agencies.
FROM what is considered a reli"I am informed that the prinship." able source, Broadcasting has
cipal chain broadcasters in the
learned
that NBC will report Nonation are more than meeting revember billings of $3,400,000 for its
quirements that a percentage of
combined networks, with the NBCradio time be made available for
educational broadcasting; and I Red booking $2,400,000 and the
know from our experience in the
Blue $1,000,000.
CBS's $2,450,000.
November
billings
will be about
Department of the Interior that
With
the
exception
of
last
month,
they have shown a fine spirit of
which
carried
a
large
amount
of
helpfulness. If, as the result of
sponsored political broadcasts, Nothis conference, such cooperation
vember was the best regular busiin educational broadcasting can be
ness month ever recorded by the
continued and enlarged, an impornetworks. Cumulative totals for
tant forward step will have been
the 11 months will run about $31,taken.
000,000 for NBC and $20,750,000
for CBS.
"I believe that in course of time,
under the pressure of public opinion, the uses to which the radio
HARRY O'NEILL, manager of the
United Drug Products Co., Chicago,
may be put will strike a reasonable and satisfactory balance. Even
large user of radio programs, spenr
now radio advertisers who are
the first two weeks of December in
Hollywood and expected to appoint a
alert to public sentiment sugarCoast radio supervisor, newly-created
coat their sales talks with propost, before the holidays.
grams of good music. Whatever
the sponsorship, the radio, because
of its educational and entertainment value, must be kept available
to serve the best interests of the
people.
"It must be recognized that there
are many who have a vital message but who nevertheless cannot
get it over to their audience, although if they could be seen the
magnetism of their personalities
might turn the trick. A radio
personality is the result of training applied to native ability. I
regard the radio as the greatest
LOCALLY OWNED— NATIONALLY KNOWN
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no less a personality than the President
of the United States to
convincing
prove, in a mostmanne
r, our
and forceful
own humble opinion of how
to get the most out of radio
broadcasting — and that

Xt

TOOK

humble opinion —
FRIENDLY
MICROPHONE

PERSONALITY
It has always been our contention that broadcasters
ought to bend their sophisticated bones a bit and "talk
up" at their listeners, so to
multito
is a like
speak.tude Ther
of folke who
feel that the party at the
of their
microphone end.
radio entertainment is a
human sort of a person —
they like to feel that they
he'ss asas wel— home
know comehim
in their
any
friendly caller.
And you can just bet that
personalities are
WWVA
"as welcome as the flowers
in May" in thousands of
Eastern Ohio, Western
Pennsylvania and Northern
West Virginia homes — a
welcome which has been
d
inspire
a sincere
"My
Friends" bysort
of production. That's why we are
getting results for a pretty
packed schedule of satisfied
advertisers.
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At Liberty
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky &. Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
•National Press BIdg.. Wash.. D. C.
There is no substitute for experience

McNARY

and CHAMBERS

Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer

PAUL
F. GODLEY
Consulting Radio Engineer
Montclair,
"25 years N.of J.

982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.

Professional Background"

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.
JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

W.

P. Milliard

Co.

T^adzo 'transmission
2106 Equipment
Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO

ILLINOIS

E. C. PAGE
Consulting Radio Engineer
1311 Livingston St.
Davis 2122
Evanston, III.

FRED O. GRTMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast
Transmission and
Coverage Development.
P. 0. Box 742
Evansville. Ind.

EDWARD
H. LOFTTN
BROADCAST, COMMUNICATIONS
AND
PATENTS CONSULTANT
1406 G STREET, N. W.
District 4105
WASHINGTON, D. C

Consulting Radio Engineer
P. 0. Box I8S
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York City
Times Square Station

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. I6lst ST.
NEW YORK CITY

JENKINS & ADAIR, Inc.
Engineers
Designers and Manufacturers of Radio
Transmission, Sound Film, Disc Recording and Communication Equipment
3333 BELMONT AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CABLE: JENKADAIR

STILL without any broadcasting stations. Greece has abandoned plans for
a 100,000-watt station at Athens and
instead is planning to order a 10,000watter from Germany for that city
and a smaller station for Salonika.
The Grecian station will be supported
by set taxes and sponsored programs.

J. M.

TEMPLE

WITH Fred Niblo as master
of ceremonies, the NBC-Blue
network is devoting its Wednesday 9-10 p. m. period to
the Professional Parade in
cooperation with the WPA
Federal Theater Project to
encourage the use of variety
performers in movie houses.
The program is designed to
help provide employment for
professional entertainers left
"at liberty" by the decline of
vaudeville, and the show parades their talents before the
microphone.

Sinclair Drops Minstrel
SINCLAIR REFINING Co., New
York, after six years on the air
have decided to drop the Greater
Sinclair Minstrels program on the
NBC-Blue network, Mondays,
9-9:30 p. m. The last program will
be heard Jan. 4. Whether client
will substitute another program
into this period, or sign off the air
entirely is unannounced at press
time. Federal Adv. Agency Inc.,
New York, has the account.
TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED OIL
Co., New York (petroleum products)
has again signed Eddie Casey for another series of football broadcasts
during the fall of 1937 on the Yankee
Network. Lennen & Mitchell Inc..
New York, placed the account.

MEASURING

SERVICE

Help Wanted
Local Texas station desires salesman.
Commission basis. Give full details of self
and experience. Box 593, Broadcasting.
Announcers - Operators - Continuity
Writers. Register with Radio Department,
Cleveland Vocational Bureau ; Cleveland,
Ohio. Positions now open.
Situations Wanted
Operator, age thirty-three ; twelve years
broadcast experience ; five years technical
supervisor. Box 575, Broadcasting.
For experienced Announcers, Operators,
Continuity
Writers, write
your requirements to Cleveland
Vocational
Bureau,
Cleveland, Ohio. No charge.
Operator holding first class Broadcast
Telegraph licenses, practical radio engineering training, copy press 35 to 40 words
per minute, desires position broadcast station. Box 594, Broadcasting.

Commercial man, announcer; eight years
in radio ; Commercial Manager station
252,000
yearscards
— married
35 years population
old. I can six
put my
on the ;
table.
Presently
employed.
Box
590,
Broadcasting.

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST

Competent advertising man, now in
newspaper
with better
15 years'
fruitful
experience, work,
recognizes
opportunities
in radio.
Record
of
efforts
and
sales
tion will tell at once he knows how todirecget
results from men and plans. Box 588,
Broadcasting.

R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Broadcast Operator, radio telephone first
class license. Broadcast, police and ultrahigh frequency experience. 30 years old,
college education. Able and willing to assume responsibility. Available middle of
Januarydress for
permanentChief
position.
AdW. B.anySchroeder.
Operator,
WQFQ Lafayette Police Dept., Lafayette,
Ind.
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DALTIMORE,

!T'S

The Largest
Independent
Frequency Measuring
Service in the Country

Manufacturers and
Engineering Consultants
•
COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
216 E. 74th St., Kansas City, Mo.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. AH other classifications, 12c per word. Minimum charge SI. 00. Payable in advance.
Forms close 25th and 10th of month preceding issues.

Young station
executive,andten Commercial
years' experience as Manager
Manager desires new connection. Would
like to become affiliated with small station
in same capacity. Can produce results.
Excellent record. Box 591. Broadcasting.

FREQUENCY

IN

BROADCASTING

Young asstation
executive,
ten years'
ex
perience
commercial
manager,
progran
director, continuity and news editor, sale;
promotion, feature announcing, etc., witt
network station for last five years, sue
cessfully handling national accounts, de
sires new connection. Will be availabli
January
15, 1937. Address Box 587
Broadcasting.
CAN YOU USE A MAN . . .
Qualified for news, sports announcing, edit
ing news broadcasts, handling publicity am
promotion for your station and producin;
original sports features ?
THEN HERE'S YOUR MAN . . .
He's 30, married, college graduate, nov
writing Has
sportswritten
on onecontinuity
of Midwest's
leadinf
dailies.
and handlec
headline sports and news features durin;
past three years. Has nine years experi
ence writing news, movies, sports, features
editorials. Desires change of scenery an
wants to make radio his full time job
Box 589. Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy
Will pay cash for full or part-time sta
tion
in city over 100,000. Box 567, Broad
CASTING.
For Rent — Equipment
Approved
equipment,
field
strength
measuringRCAunitTMV-75-1
(new)
direct reading ; Estiline Angus Automati
Recorder for fading on distant stations
GR radio frequency bridge ; radio oscilla
tors, etc. Reasonable rental. Allied Re
search
Laboratories,
260 East 161st Street
New York
City.
For Sale — Equipment
Western
watt 5-Cbeing
Transre
mitter.
In Electric
first class5000
condition,
cently retired from service. Sold complete
available immediately. Address inquirie
KWK, Hotel Chase, St. Louis, Mo.
Western Electric 100 Watt 12-B Tran
mitter. This transmitter is in excelle
condition, being recently retired from se
ice due to a power boost. Sold comple
with "low hours" set of tubes. Availabl
immediately and can be inspected at an
time. KGFF, Shawnee, Oklahoma.
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Decisions . . .
DECEMBER 1
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WGRB, Freeport, N. Y. — License for
CP change equip.
KDAL, Duluth — License for mod. CP
move Moorhead to Duluth.
KMMJ, Clay Center, Neb. ; WIBU, Poynette, Wis. — License for CP new equip.
WRAK, Williamsport, Pa. — License for
CP new equip., vert, radiator, move trans.
KWTO, Springfield, Mo. — License for
CP new equip., increase D to 5 kw, move
trans., vert, radiator.
WFAM, South Bend, Ind.— License for
CP new equip.
KRLD, Dallas ; KOB, Albuquerque,
N. M. ; WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind. — CP equip.
KFJM, Grand Forks, N. D. — License for
CP move trans, to University campus, new
equip., change 1370 kc 100 w unl. to
1410 kc 500 w N 1 kw D unl.
WKZO, Kalamazoo — License for CP new
trans.
KMLB, Monroe, La. — License for CP
move locally, change equip., increase D
to 250 w.
WTAD, Quincy, 111. — License for CP
move trans., new equip.
WBEN, Buffalo — Mod. license aux. trans.
WABC-WBOQ, New York— Vol. assign,
license to Columbia Broadcasting System
Inc.
KNX, Los Angeles ; WCCO. Minneapolis ;
WJSV, Washington ; WBT, Charlotte,
N. C. ; KMOX, St. Louis ; WBBM, Chicago: WEEI, Boston; WKRC, Cincinnati
— Vol. assignment license to CBS Inc.
KFRO, Longview, Tex. — Temp. auth.
spec, hours.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED— WSAY,
Rochester, mod. license re hours, power ;
NEW, H. E. Studebaker, La Grande, Ore.,
CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w LS unl.. ; WJTN,
Jamestown, N. Y., dismissed protest
WSAY to vol. assign, license to James
Brdcstg. Co. Inc., granted 10-20-36, later
reconsidered and set for hearing on WSAY
protest, which has been withdrawn.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Bend
Bulletin, Bend. Ore., CP 1310 kc 100 w 250
w D unit. ; NEW, Waterloo Daily Courier,
Waterloo, la., CP 1420 kc 100 w unl.;
NEW, Fayette Brdcstg. Corp., Uniontown,
Pa., CP 1420 kc 250 w D ; NEW, S. H.
Patterson, Denver, CP exp. station Rule
970 on 1570 kc 1 kw unl. ; NEW, Central
Brdcstg. Corp., Centralia, Wash., CP 1440
kc 1 kw unl. ; NEW, Mile High Radio
Corp., Denver, amended CP 1210 kc 100
w 250 w D unl. ; NEW, Harold M. & Mrs.
Eloise Finlay, La Grande, Ore., amended
CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w D unl. ; NEW.
Berks Brdcstg. Co., Pottsville, Pa., amended CP 580 kc 250 w D ; WAPO. Chattanooga, CP new equip., increase D to
250 w; WSBC, Chicago, CP change equip.,
increase D to 250 w; KYOS, Merced, Cal.,
mod. license 1040 to 1280 kc, increase from
250 w D to 250 w unit. ; WREC, Memphis,
mod. license N 1 to 5 kw (before Division) ;WDAE, Tampa, Fla., mod. license
N 1 to 5 kw (before Division).
RATIFICATION — WMCA. New York,
granted temp. auth. 1 kw directional LS
to midnight 10 davs for tests.
MISCELLANEOUS— WKRC, Cincinnati,
vol. assign, exp. auth. to CBS Inc. ;
WBBM, Chicago, vol. assign, exp. auth.
to CBS Inc; NEW, Lincoln Memorial
Univ., Middlesboro, Ky., granted petition
waive Rule 105.25 on time to file appearance and desire to be heard and accepted
under waiver its appearance and statement of facts to be proved at hearing :
NEW. Bay State Brdcstg. Corp., Providence. R. I., reinstated on hearing docket,
new hearing ordered re applic. CP 720 kc
1 kw ltd. ; WPAR, Parkersburg, W. Va.,
denied reconsideration denial applic. increase D 100 to 250 w and grant same ;
WBNO. New Orleans, granted request extend effective dates Rules 132, 139 and denied reconsideration and grant without
hearing applic. renewal license, assignment
of license to Pelican State Brdcstg. Co.,
and applic. of latter for chanee fmm 1200
to 1500 kc 100 w unl. : KGFW, Kearney.
Neb., granted dismissal without prejudice
applic. CP new equip., move trans, and
studio to Omaha ; NEW, Ted R. Woodward, Kingsport, Tenn.. denied petition
to cancel and declare default in applic.
Lincoln Memorial Univ. new station at
Middlesboro, Ky., 1210 kc 100 w unl.
DECEMBER 8
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WGCM, Gulfport, Miss. — CP new equip.
WOV, New York — CP new equip., vert,
radiator.
WMBC, Detroit — License for mod. CP
new equip.
Page
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NOVEMBER
30 TO DECEMBER
12, INCLUSIVE
ORAL ARGUMENTS CANCELLED —
KJR, Seattle — License for CP new
NEW, Gulf Coast Brdcstg. Co., Corpus
equip., move locally using KOMO antenna.
Christi, Tex. ; NEW, Comer Thomas, BelKUJ,
Walla
Walla
—
License
for
CP
change equip.
lingham, Wash. ; NEW, Eastern States
Brdcstg. Corp., Bridgeton, N. J.
WTAD,
mod.
license Quincy,
increase 111.
D —500License
w to 1 for
kw. CP
RATIFICATIONS— WBBZ, Ponca City,
Okla., granted extension temp. auth. AdeWBHP,
— Mod. CP
trans,
site, Huntsville,
studio, vert, Ala.
radiator.
laide Lillian Carrell to operate station in
December; KALE, Portland, Ore., granted
WHAS,
Louisville
—
Vol.
assign,
license
to Louisville Times Co.
extension temp. auth. unltd. time December; KFNF, Shenandoah, la., granted exWGL, Fort Wayne, Ind. — Vol. assign license to Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
tension temp. auth. Simul.-WILL spec,
hours
; WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md., granted
W3XEP. Camden, N. J. — CP new aural
extension temp. auth. 50 w spec, hours ;
equip., increase to 30 kw, granted license
for same.
WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y., granted vol.
assign.
CP from A. E. Newton to James
APPLICATIONS DENIED— KRSC, SeatBrdcstg. Co. Inc. ; WOL, Washington, eftle, temp. auth. unit, time December pendfective date of order of 10-13-36 granting
ing construction vert, radiator ; NEW,
applic. CP extended to 12-8-36 ; WHAZ,
Curtis P. Ritchie, Trinidad, Col., CP 1310
Troy, N. Y., effective date of order of 11kc. 100 w unltd. and NEW, William Avera
17-36 extended to 12-8-36 ; effective date
Wynne. Wilson, N. C., CP 1310 kc 100 w
order
of 11-17-36 on applic. Mrs. C. A. S.
D, both denied as in default.
Heaton for CP extended to 12-8-36 ; WarAPPLICATIONS DISMISSED — WCBA.
ner Bros., effective date order 11-17-36 exAllentown, mod. license; WSAN, Allentended to 12-8-36.
town, mod. license ; WAWZ, Zarephath,
ORAL ARGUMENT: WKZO, KalamaN. J., mod. license.
zoo, 2-4-37 ; NEW, North Jersey Brdcstg.
Co. Inc., Paterson. N. J., same.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW. Service
Life Ins Co., Omaha, CP 1500 kc 100 w
MISCELLANEOUS— WPRO, Providence.
unl. ; NEW, Northwest Publications Inc.,
R. I., KFOX, Long Beach, Cal., KDYL,
Duluth, CP 920 kc 250 w D ; NEW, Paul
Salt Lake City, extended effective date orJ. Gollhofer, Brooklyn, CP 1500 kc 100 w
der 12-15-36 to 12-22-36 ; WHB, Kansas
spec, (hours of WMBQ) ; NEW, Eugene
City, extended effective date order 12-15-36
to 1-12-37 ; NEW. U. S. Brdcstg. Co.,
Meyer & Co., d/b Washington Post, Washington, amended CP 1310 kc 100 w 250 w
Columbus, granted petition waive Rule
D unl. ; NEW, Hearst Radio Inc., Albany,
104.6(b) regarding time for filing notice
N. Y., amended CP 1240 kc 1 kw unl. di- of appearance and permitted applicant's
appearance to be received re applic. CP
rectional ;NEW, Metropolis Co.. Jacksonville, Fla., amended CP 1290 kc 250 w unl. ; 1310 kc 100 w unl. ; KFUO, St. Louis,
NEW, Waterloo Times-Tribune Pub. Co.,
granted petition asking Commission to
Waterloo, la., amended CP 1370 kc. 100 w
withhold proceedings on applic. KSD, St.
D ; NEW, Loyal E. King, d/b Radio & TelLouis, for mod. license, directed Examiner
evision Research Co., Los Angeles, amendto withhold report on KSD hearing until
ed CP exp. 1570 kc 1 kw unl. ; KWK, St.
of KFUO for auth. one-half time
Louis, (before Division) mod. license N 1 applic.
on 550 kc, Sh.-KSD is heard. At the gento 5 kw. ; WSPR, Springfield, Mass., (beeral session Dec. 9, Commission ordered
fore Division) mod. license to 1140 kc 250
applic. Black River Valley Brdcsts. Inc.,
w 500 w D unl. ; WMIN. St. Paul, mod. li- Watertown, N. Y-, be set for hearing
cense 1370 to 1360 kc, increase 100 w 250
because of pending applic. CP ordered
w D to 250 w unl. ; WKZO, Kalamazoo,
for hearing de novo 12-2-36. with related
exp. auth. 250 w 1 kw D unl to 3-1-37 ; applic. Watertown Brdcstg. Corp.
NEW, Wichita Brdcstg. Co., Wichita Falls,
Tex., amended CP 620 kc 250 w 1 kw D
unl. ; NEW, West Texas Brdcstg. Co.,
. .
Wichita Falls, Tex., amended CP 1380 kc 1 Examiners'
NEW, News-Press Reports
Pub. Co., Santa. Barkw unl. directional N.
bara, Cal. — Examiner Hill recommended
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Commerce Commission buildings in which the FCC has its offices.
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(1-312) that applic. CP 1220 kc 500 w
unltd. be granted.
NEW, Glenn, Van Auken, Indianapolis
— Examiner Seward recommended (1-313 >
that applic. 1050 kc 1 kw D be granted.
NEW,iner Irwin
Walker
Jamar, Duluth
— Examrecommended
(1-314)
that
applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w. unltd. be denied.
Applications
NOVEMBER. .30 .
WBNX, rectional
New antenna,
York—
CP new1 trans.,
diincrease
to 5 kw,
move trans.
NEW, WRBC Inc., Cleveland— CP 780
kc 1 kw unltd., amended to 880 kc.
WMBC,equip.
Detroit — License for CP as mod.
cnange
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C— Ext. exp. auth.
5 kw spec, hours, directional N.
newWSGN,
equip. Birmingham — License for CP
KRRV, Sherman, Tex. — CP change
equip., increase 100 to 250 w.
NEW, Malcolm H. Clack, Amarillo, Tex.
—CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
KLRA, Little Rock, Ark. — CP vert, an5 kw D.tenna, increase 1 kw 2% kw D to 1 kw
WIRE,
Indianapolis
— Auth.
trans-&
fer control
from W.
E. consent
Vogelback
Douglas E. Kendrick to Central Newspapers Inc.w Quincy,
CPWTAD,
500
to 1 kw. 111. — License for mod.
KMJ,D toFresno,
1 kw
1 kw NCal.& — D.Mod. license 500 w
Walla
Walla, Wash. — License for
CPKUJ,
change
equip.
NEW, Continental Radio Co., Denver —
CP 880 kc 500 w 1 kw D Sh.— KPOF, contingent new freq. for KFKA ; CP 630 kc
500 w 1 kw D unltd.
DECEMBER 1
WHEC, Rochester — License for CP as ,
mod. new equip., move trans.
NEW, Valley Brdcstg. Co., Youngstown, O. — CP 1370 kc 100 w 250 w D
unltd., amended to 1350 kc 1 kw.
Frank
Klapp, facilities
Zanesville.
0. —
CPNEW,
1210 kc
100 wO. unltd.,
WALR.
NEW, Wm. W. Ottaway, Port Huron,
Mich. — CP 1370 kc 250 w D.
WEAU,
Eau Claire,
CP asre
mod.
re trans.,
studio Wis.—
sites, Mod.
amended
trans., studio sites, change hours D to ltd.
WGL,trans,
Fort locally.
Wayne — -CP new antenna, ,
move
Redding,
License for CP
as KVCV,
mod. 1200
kc 100Cal.w —unltd.
KXRO,
Aberdeen,
Wash.
— CPD change
trans., new antenna, increase
100 to
250 w, move trans, locally.
DECEMBER 3
WHAS,
Louisville
— CP
move trans., amended
re vert,
trans.,antenna,1
change
name bv omitting Courier-Journal Co.
WATL,
Atlanta—
lanta Brdcstg.
Co. Vol. assign. CP to AtWMFG, Hibbing, Minn. — License for
CP change equip., increase power. .
kwKMA,
5 kw Shenandoah,
D to 5 kw N la.& —D.Mod. license 1
KVI, Tacoma — License for CP new
equip., move trans., increase power.
KFVD, Los Angeles — Mod. license 1000
to 990 kc, license for CP new trans.
DECEMBER 4
WKRC,
Cincinnati
— Vol. assign, exp.
auth. to CBS Inc.
WPAR,control
Parkersburg,
W. Co.Va. — Auth^
transfer
to Exponent
WBBM,
Chicago
—
Vol.
assign,
exp. auth.
to CBS Inc.
newKFRU,
equip. Columbia, Mo. — License for CP
KDON, Del Monte, Cal.— CP change 1210
to 1280 kc, new trans., increase 100 to 250
w, 1 kw D, amended to 1400 kc.
KGEZ,
Mont. — CP new antenna, move Kalispell,
trans.
NEW, Vancouver Radio Corp., Vancouver, Wash. — CP 880 kc 250 w D.
DECEMBER 5
WHDL, Olean, N. Y.— License for CP
change
equip., freq., increase power,
move trans.
WSYR,
Licensepower,
for CPmoveas
mod.
new Syracuse
equip, —increase
trans.
KUOA, Siloam Springs, Ark. — License
for CP change equip., antenna, increase
power, move station.
NEW, Wichita Brdcstg. Co., Wichita
Falls, Tex.to —620CPkc. 630 kc 1 kw unltd.,
amended
KSTP, St. Paul — License for CP change
equip., move trans.
KVOR,
Colorado
Springs —Jr.,CP Fresno,
new trans.
NEW, Chase
S. Osborn
Cal.
— CP 1440 kc 500 w unltd.
• Broadcast

Advertising

DECEMBER 7
WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y. — License
:or CP new antenna, move trans.
WMBO. Auburn. N. Y.— Auth. transfer
control from Roy L. Albertson to Auburn
Pub. Co.
KTFM. Temple. Tex.— License for CP
as mod. new station.
WGPC, Albany. Ga. — License for CP
as mod. new equip., change antenna, move
studio, trans.
NEW. Tribune Co., Tampa — CP 550 kc
1 kw 5 kw D unltd., amended to 940 kc,
•hange antenna.
NEW. Wichita Brdcstg. Co.. Wichita
Falls, Tex. — CP 620 kc 1 kw unltd.,
amended
antenna. 1 kw to 250 w 1 kw D, vert,
KCKN. Kansas City — License CP change
equip.
DECEMBER 9
WLBZ.
Bangor,
Me. — License for CP
new trans.
WSAY. Rochester — CP change equip.,
increases 100 w to 100 w 250 w D, unl.
NEW, Staunton Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Staunton, Va. — toCPD 1500
amended
onlv,kc250100w.w 250 w D unl.,
WCHS. Charleston. W. Va. — CP vert,
antenna, increase N 500 w to 1 kw.
unl.KADA, Ada, Okla. — Mod. license D to
NEW. R. W. Page Corp.. Columbus, Ga.
— CP 950 kc 250 w unl., amended to 610 kc.
NEW. El Paso Brdcstg. Co.. El Paso,
Tex. — CP 940 kc 1 kw unl.
KID. Idaho Falls, Id. — License for CP
as
mod. new equip., increase power, move
trans.
NEW, Roberts-MacNab Hotel Co., Boze, man, Mont. — CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w D
I unl.
KVOD, Denver — CP change 920 to 630
kc, from Sh.-KFEL to unl., increase 500 w
to 1 kw, directional N, move trans.
KROW, Oakland. Cal. — CP new trans..
vert, antenna, increase 1 to 5 kw, move
trans.
DECEMBER 10
WNBZ, Saranac Lake, N. Y. — CP
change transmitter.
KGHI, Little Rock, Ark.CP move trans,
locally, vert, antenna.
WNOX, Knoxville — Mod. CP new trans.,
antenna, increase power, move trans., asking new trans.
WREN. Lawrence, Kan. — Auth. transfer control from R. R. Jackson, Jean
Jackman Carter, R. C. Jackman, F. C.
Jackman, O. E. Jackman, Katherine Jackman Smith, Vernon H. Smith to Kansas
City Star.
KFXD. Nampa, Id. — License for CP "new
equip.
DECEMBER 11
WABI, Bangor, Me. — License for CP
new trans., antenna, increase power,
change hours.
NEW, C. C. Baxter, Dublin, Tex.— Vol.
assign, license to WFTX Inc.
KFPL. Wichita Falls, Tex. — CP change
1310 to 1500 kc, new trans, change antenna, move trans, locally.
KRBC. Abilene, Tex.— License for CP
new equip., increase power.
WRBL. Columbus, Ga. — Mod. CP new
trans, to change freq. 1200 to 950 kc, and
from 100 w 250 w D to 250 w 500 w D.
KWJJ, Portland. Ore. — License for CP
as mod. change equip., move trans., studio.
KDP, Santa Barbara, Cal. — License for
CP change equip., increase power.
KVOA. Tucson, Ariz. — License for CP
as mod. change equip., new antenna, increase power.

Hummert,

Seibold

New

Form

Service

CRCY,

Film

FRANK HUMMERT, vice president of Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc., New York, A. H. Diebold, president of Sterling Products Inc., James A. Miller, Waddill Catching s, financier, and
others have formed Miller Film
Co., New York, a new firm that
will record sound on film for radio
stations.
Offices have not yet been opened
in New York, nor were any details
available as Broadcasting went to
press. An arrangement has been
made by the company with Associated Music Publishers, subsidiary
of North American Co., to use its
recorded program library. M. E.
Tompkins, president of AMP, said
that while AMP has made a close
association with Miller Film Co. it
will continue to supply transcriptions to the trade as heretofore
and keep step with developments in
recording and sound reproduction.
Mr. Catchings said there are
"some Wall St. men" behind the
Miller Film Co., but not Walter
Chrysler or Harrison Williams as
had been mentioned in trade reports. The method by which the
recording is made on film is said
to be a recent invention and Miller Film Co. was organized to
commercialize the process. It is understood that equipment to convert
film recordings into sound will be
furnished by the company.
NEW, Salinas Newspapers Inc., Salinas,
Cal. — CP 1390 kc 250 w D.
Add Examiners' Reports
WSBT, South Bend, Ind. ; WEMP, Milwaukee — Examiner Dalberg recommended
(1-315) that applic. WSBT change 1360 kc
500 w Sh. to 1010 kc 1 kw unltd. be denied :that applic. WEMP to change 1310
kc 100 w D to 1010 kc 250 w 500 w LS
be denied.
NEW, Dr. F. P. Cerniglia, Monroe, La.
— Examiner Hill recommended (1-316) that
applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd. be denied.
WHAT, Philadelphia — Examiner Dalberg
recommended (1-317) that applic. change
1310 kc 100 w Sh.-WTEL to 1220 kc 1
kw unltd. be denied.
NEW, Asheville Daily News. Asheville,
N. C. — Examiner Hill recommended (1-318)
that applic. CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. be
granted.
»■
KXL, Portland, Ore. — Examiner Seward
recommended (1-319) that applic. for renewal and transfer of control be granted.

Station
Will

in Toronto,
Carry

Only

Programs of Commission
CRCY, Toronto, is the first station
opened since the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation took control of
the government-owned stations at
the beginning of November. CRCY,
the revamped CKNC which was
bought by the former Canadian
Radio Commission and operates
with 100 watts on 1420 kc, was
put into operation to counteract
the interference of the corporation's main Toronto station, CRCT,
causedon bytheMexico's
CRCY
went
air earlyXERA.
in December
and will carry only corporation
programs, not competing commercially with private stations.
CRCV, Vancouver, was to go on
the air with a new 5,000-watt
transmitter, new buildings and
new 425 foot tower about the middle of December. The finishing
touches are now being put on the
station. It is understood that
shortwave transmitter VE9HX,
Halifax, has been rebuilt and
throws such a good signal into
England that American advertisers are endeavoring to get time on
this station, operated by CHNS.
It is expected that the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. will soon have
available a 12-hour per day sustaining service for all Canadian
stations instead of the eight hours
now provided.
LEXOX _R. LOHR. XBC president,
on Dec. 7 issued an order to all department heads and managers of
XBC owned and operated stations
that in addition to Dec. 25 and Jan.
1 all general offices employes were to
be free either Dec. 26 or Jan. 2, making one three-day weekend for all.

MR. E. H.
RIETZKE

PRESIDENT
OF CREI

PREPARED

YOU

ARE
FOR

THE

PROBLEMS

OF TOMORROW?
The "lab" problems of yesterday are
the commonplace equipment today!

A few years ago very small minimum
frequency deviation and high percentage
modulation were in the "lab" stage.
Today, they are compulsory . . . and today
new developments are forecasting new
ow. Too many disfor tomorr
problems satisfied
radiomen fail to realize it Is
. Men who
unsatis
arework
they
always happy and
are factory
KNOWwhotfeeir
generally better paid.
WRITE FOR FREE COPY OF CREI
'"TESTED PLAN" FOR RADIOMEN
—an informative and illustrated booklet for
their prese-t
not satisfied
are radio
men who
status
in the
field. with

CAPITOL
ENGINEERING

RADIO
INSTITUTE

14th & Park Rd.
D. C. B-12
Washington, Dept.
29 Broadway
New York City

Remote
— can give you Amplifier

B-94 —

1 — Mixing of three Velocity, Dynamic or Inductor
microphones with wiping contact controls.
2 — A 100 Db. gain amplifier with level indicator.
A.C. or Battery operation.
3 — Smart

appearance — Complete

portability.

ACCURACY
bum

JjJjJJ

CRYSTALS
are ground to an accuracy of
BETTER than .01% and are
recognized the world over for
their Dependability, Output and
Accuracy of Frequency.
LOW

TEMPERATURE

CO-EFFICIENT CRYSTALS
.00
8
Supplied in [solantite Air-Gap holders
Two Crystals . 590
in 550-1500 kc. band. Frequency drift
Approved by F.C.C.
guaranteed to be "LESS THAN 3
50
CYCLES"
per
million
cyles
per
degree
centigrade change in temperature.
Write to Dept. B-1262
for price list.
RADIO
SERVICE
124 Jackson Ave.
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University Park, Hyattsville, Md.
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&

Promotion

Free Coca Cola — Pug's Mug — Kids and Pets — Fibber
Molly, Salesmen — Holiday Festival

&

COCA-COLA BOTTLING Co., of
Boston has mailed 25,000 coupons
in the Boston area which entitle
recipients to a free carton of six
bottles of Coca-Cola, only payment
being a deposit on the bottles. The
offer is part of the Boston merchandising campaign in connection
with the local placement of six
weekly transcriptions produced by
NBC, with D'Arcy Adv. Co., St.
Louis, as agency for the national
campaign.
Yankee Network "Radiograms"
have been sent to several thousand
dealers in the Boston area, advising them to "cash in on the new
Coca-Cola radio program". Spotlight ads are being inserted in two
Boston newspapers through next
May. The sponsor's campaign is
designed mainly to increase home
consumption.
$ # 4

KELLOGG
Co., Battle Creek
(cereal) mails a book of 12 stories
of famous artists and musicians
for a Kellogg box top and 9 cents
in stamps to cover mailing costs,
in connection with its Singing
Lady series. The sponsor also has
a Singing Lady Party Kit, consisting of invitations, place cards,

AN

ANALYSIS of leading- advertisers' choice of network facilities
has been issued by CBS in the form
of a jacketed mimeographed brochure. Data relate to the network
choices of the 100 advertisers who
invested more money in all media
than any of the other national advertisers, and cover 1935 expenditures. It was designed to answer
requests for information about use
of networks by automobile advertisers, received following issuance
of an automotive
by CBS.
* ^brochure
*

KFDM, Beaumont, Tex., uses a
four-page two-color promotion piece
for its correspondence, space being
left on the front cover for letters.
The center spread contains market
and promotion material as well as
a classified list of sponsors. The
back page is devoted to a condensed
market summary and coverage
map.

WNOX, Knoxville, is promoting the
giving of radio sets as Christmas
gifts. The campaign, conducted on
the station's own initiative, is being promoted among dealers and
jobbers in Knoxville and East Tennessee and is expected to build good
will in the trade as well as to increase the number of radio listeners.
# % %

with earh purchase of a 12-ounce
can of Calumet baking powder.
^ =fc
MENNEN Co., Newark (shaving
preparations) on Nov. 30 made a
one-time offer of five Mennen products for 10 cents on its Famous
Jury Trials program on MBS network, Mondays, 10-10:45 p. m.

GENERAL SHOE Corp., Nashville (Jarman shoes) is running a
prize contest on its NBC-Blue network program, Tuesdays, 10:3011 p. m., for the best 25-word letter on the subject, "I like Jarman
shoes because " The prize will
be a Packard 120 Sedan. All official entry blanks are being distributed through Jarman dealers.

children's
etc. for
menus,
games, for
party,
a boxtop
and a 10
cents.
WFIL, Philadelphia, has mailed to
advertisers and agencies a black
and silver cardboard file containing proofs of recent newspaper advertising, and in addition has sent
them cartons of book matches. The
cover of the matches contains the
proposed new antenna and mentions NBC and MBS affiliation.
The inside flap carries a statement
of coverage claims.
s£ % ^

GENERAL FOODS Corp.. New
York, currentlv on WBZ-WBZA,
Boston-Sprmp-field,
a threeounce bar of Bakers gives
chocolate
free

TASTYEAST
Inc., Trenton, is
sending an autographed photograph of James J. Braddock,
heavyweight boxing champion, for
four Tastyeast wrappers.
ALLEGHENY STEEL Co.,
burgh, sends six teaspoons
of Allegheny metal for $1,
premium offer on its spot
paign.

Pittsmade
as a
cam-

u
Your kind comments on Views on
News and on Sunrise Brand meats
are very much appreciated. And-may the sunrise of every day bring
you GqeSci News.
The ounrise Commentator
for

KMOX
St. Louis
8 A. M.
Every Week Day

The

American Packing
of. St. Louis

Co.

FOR FAN MAIL — Harry W. Flannery, broadcasting Views on News
for American Packing Co., on KMOX, St. Louis, for two years, uses this
labor-saving card for his bulky fan mail, all of which he answers. He
finds them more effective than letters in replying to listeners.
Page
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AS AN ADJUNCT to Bob Becker's Dog Club of the Air, broadcast 8:15-8:30 p. m. Tuesdays on
WGN, Chicago, its sponsor, John
Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, la. (Red
Heart Dog Food), has launched a
series of children's studio parties
to be held once a month on Saturday dience
morning
in Tickets
WGN's for
main these
austudio.
morning broadcasts are sent on
request to boy and girl dog owners,
who will later be invited to join
the Red Heart Dog Club, although
so far they have not been told how
to obtain membership. Virginia
Clark serves as official hostess at
these parties and there is a guest
of honor whom Bob Becker interviews, Norris Goff (Lum of Lum
and Abner) on the first broadcast.
Boys and girls from the audience
are also called on by Bob to tell
about their own pets. The first of
this Saturday series was held on
Nov. 29 and the second is scheduled for Dec. 19, to get in ahead of
the holidays. Others will probably
be held on the third Saturday of
each month. Premium offers of dog
leashes on the Tuesday evening
family programs and of toy airplanes on the Saturday juvenile
shows are made by the sponsor in
exchange for box - tops. Henri,
Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago,
is in charge sjc
of the
sf: account.
sje
THE story of Fibber McGee &
Molly as salesmen for the products
of S. C. Johnson & Son Inc., Racine, is narrated in an eye-capturing promotion piece issued by NBC.
It is an animated and illustrated
reprint of the program's sales
achievements turned out by Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago,
the Johnson agency.
Among success statements authorized by the sponsor are these:
"Dealers everywhere report sales
increases of 30% to 50% on Johnson's wax polishes; an impartial
"pantry shelf" survey in a city of
150,000 shows an increase of nearly 20% for the wax in 1936 over
1935; in the same survey, Johnson's auto cleaner and auto wax
were found in twice as many homes
as in 1935. A big reason for these
increases is Johnson's radio program on NBC, Fibber McGee &
^ * *
MOLLE Co., Bedford, O. (shaving
cream) through its Molle Question
Molly."on NBC-Red network, TuesShow
days, 9-9:30 p. m., is offering 10
Bulova wrist watches weekly for
the best questions or problem submitted for use on the program. All
entries must be accompanied with
a carton from a full-size tube or
jar of Molle shaving cream. The
sponsor is continuing the practice
of giving each person who appears
before the microphone on Tuesday
nights a tube* of*his * product.
LEVER BROS., Cambridge (Lifebuoy soap & Rinso) is making a
free offer of a child's wash-up chart
and a school-size cake of Lifebuoy
soap to all who write in to the
sponsor in care of the station to
which they are listening. Offer is
made on the CBS Ken Murray
program on CBS, Tuesdays, 8:309 p. m.
* * *
IN ANNOUNCING its new rate
card, effective Dec. 15, WLS, Chicago, distributed a colored folder
presenting mail breakdown maps
showing its major coverage area
by counties and its national coverage as well as a metropolitan Chicago map.
BROADCASTING

GUESS WHO'S HERE — California Conserving Co., San Francisco
(CHB condiments), uses this
unique
method
at the
Crystal toPalace Market
to call
attention
its
Tuesday night CHB Studio Party
broadcast which started Nov. 17
over 10 NBC-Pacific Red stations.
The hooded
mystery
question "Who Am
I"?, man's
is a direct
tie-in with the game by the same
name which is featured each week
during the quarter-hour broadcast.
All artists appearing on the broadcast participate in the game which
is played by the process of elimination. Dialers are invited to participate. Those sending in correct
solutions along with two labels
from CHB -condiments, are awarded prizes. First week's mail brought
more than 10,000 replies — said to
be an all-time record for an NBC
Pacific Coast quarter-hour nighttime program. Agency is Emil
Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco.
FIRST NATIONAL STORES,
New England chain of 2,700 stores,
which is using radio extensively,
staged a 90-minute radio festival
Thanksgiving afternoon via Yankee Network. The affair was promoted on the four First National
programs on Yankee just prior to
the holiday. The show itself was
staged in connection with a talent
and executive dinner, which provided program atmosphere. A phoThanksgiving
tablecast
had around
been senta*'1
tograph of the
to New England newspapers. Store
window banners and cards were
displayed for a fortnight, store fly-,
ers were circulated, and truck posters were displayed.
Institutional material was dramatized during the program, but
commercial announcements were
excluded. The basic idea was promotion of good will among customers and the 10,000 First National
employes. I. C. Keyes, of Badger
& Browning Inc., Boston, worked,
out program and promotional an- v
* * *
DIAMOND

CRYSTAL

SALT

Co.,

using
Bosgles. spots on WBZ-WBZA,
ton-Springfield, will send listeners
a weather forecast consisting of a
picture of Cape Diamond Light,
sensitized by chemical treatment,
for the sticker label pasted over
the spout of a package of salt.
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just how
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^^^E
said 0. K. and, with just three advance plugs, we
put it on WBNY
for a fifteen-minute shot during the noon hour.
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that

to every

the titles to ten tunes

listener

played

two tickets to a local movie

who

could
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correctly
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N
EXT
morning, in the first delivery, the' mail man
walked in with 639 letters. In the second delivery he left 952.
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An

Improved

MERCURY

CATHODE

HOT

RECTIFIER

VAPOR

...the

X

RCA

857-

B

THE RCA 857-B rectifier tube utilizes a new principle
in coated cathodes. The construction of the filament
is such that the coating will not flake off as it did in former types. A
damaged
Many

material is used which

is less likely to be

in the event of an arc back.
thousands

of hours

of use under

superior performance with extremely
markable freedom from arc backs.
The RCA

857-B is interchangeable

is priced at $275.00

test indicate

long life and

re-

with the old 857. It

net f.o.b. factory. Complete technical data will be furnished upon request.

TECHNICAL
Cathode
Max. Peak Inverse

INFORMATION
5 volts

30 amperes

25°C— 65°C (Condensed Mercury)— 10,000 volts
30°C— 40°C (Condensed Mercury)— 22,000 volts
Max. Anode Current
Instantaneous ....
Average
.....

40 amperes
10 amperes

/

